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Adair county,
Allen county,
Anderson county,
Ballard county,
Barren county,
Bath county,
Boone county,
Bourbon county,
Bracken county,
Boyle county, .
Breathitt county.
Breckinridge county,
Bullitt county.
Butler county,
Caldwell county,
Callawali county,
Oampbe I county,
Casey counLy,
Carroll county,
Carter county,
Christian county,
Clarke county,
Clay county,
Clinton county,
Crittenden county,
Cumberland county,
Deviess county,
Edmonson county,
Estill county,
Fayette county,
Fleming county,
Floyd county,
Franklin county,
Fulton county,
Gallatin county,
Garrard count.y,
Grant county.
, Graves county,
Greenup county,
Green county,
Grayson county,
Hancock county,
Hardin county,
Harlan county,
Hopkins county,
Hickman county,
Harrison county,
Hart county,
Henderson county,
Henry county,
Jefferson county,

1,452
1,228
998
699

2,871
1,861
1,863
1,819
1,510
1,112
547
1,689
1,130
850
1,886
1,206
1,2B2
960
846
828
2,086
1,665
697
760
905
985
1,751
619
960
2,603
2,321
920
1,593
002
786
1,576
1,051
1,523
1,582
2,313
1,075
523
2,331
631
1,751
633
2,001
1,323
1,476
1,840
6,737
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1,086
853
698
615
1,719
1,304
1,254
841
1,009
371
453
1,055
879
510
1,599
959
1,225
448
614
837
1,298
999
505
668
638
7B7
il40
384
562
903
1,754
695
863
574
560
1,159
696
1,420
95U
1,762
575
304
1,473
417
1,566
530
1,:397
1,195
576
1,244

4,831.
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1,507
1,413
1 ,086
728
2,939
1,823
1,865
1,773
1,5B6
1,136
590
1,745
1,165
875

1,860
1,206
1,447
938
923
908
2,138
1,719
750
897
947
971
1,933
647
1,011
2,584
2,311
961
1,723
631
813
1,563
1,098
1,576
1,597
2,365
1,127
560
2,384
661
1,813
656
2,060
1,345
1,467
1,849
1,774
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1,090
859
800
654
1,981
1,412
1,433
964
1,114
596
383
1,139
850
593
1,504
1,070
1,116
620
809
B85
1,462
1,015
599
640
778
644
1,251
483
678
1,328
1,635
746
1,065
514
617
1,009
745
1,395
1,245
1,032
690
341
1,455
417
1,612
572
1,358
1,113
950
1,382
1,747
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1,280
549
2,080
1,036
715
919
877
339
1,232
1,315
822
2,047

Jessamine county;
Johnson county,
Kenton county,
Knox county,
Laurel county,
Larue county, ...
Lawrence county,
Letcher county,
Lewis county,
Lincoln county,
Livingston county,
Logan county,
Louisville city,t
Madison county,
Marion county,
Mason county,
Marshall county,
~
McCracken county,
Meade county,
Mercer county,
Monroe county,
Morgan county,
Montgomery county,
Muhlenburg county.
Nelson county,
Nicholas county,
Ohio county,
Oldham county,
Owen county,
Owsley county,
Pendleton county,
Perry county,
Pike county,
Pulaski county,
Rockcastle county,
Russell county,
Scott county,
Shelby county,
Simpson county,
Spencer county,
Todel county,
Trigg county,
Trimble county,
Taylor county,
Union county,
Warren county,
Washington county,
Wayne county.
.
Whitley county,
woodford county,

*

the vote of Louisville

in 1847.
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793
427
1,483
912
473
674
754
241
1,025
851
531
IJ251

2,517
1,710
2,729
793
603
1,006
2,118
1,152
1,167
1,352
1,477
1,fJ67
1,587
1,463
1,038
1,627
516
1,214
457
781
2,156
790
868
1,807
2,299
952
1,012
1,322
1,337
921

1,430
817
2,073
613
511
784
1,190
993
813
1,122
1,000
1,017
1,336
1,055
762
902
455
586
251
621
1,817
321
519
774
1,589
789
600
900
1,052
591

1,300
2,100
1,672
1,436
985
1,244

1,002
1,289
1,064
1,020
712
545

136,945

Total
¥ This includes
part of Green.
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See Jefferson.

92,639
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1,:325
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2,560
1,091
777
981
956
365
1,336
1,436
808
2,016
2,566
1,768
2,845
824
742
1,022
2,125
1,230

1,225
1,398
1,539
2,007
1,713
1,510
1,073
1,674
566
1,210
463
807
2,305
802
919
1,839
2,317
924
1,007
1,383
1,384
994
1,264
2,131
1,770
1,426
1,021
1,255
139,922
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905
398
1,822
852
548
758
769
202
1,175
964
544
1,372
1,882
1,655
1,105
2,278
611
648
793
1,227
1,004
898
1,124
1,001
l,185
1,486
1,184
802
1,036
480
799
301
548
1,979
478
521
743
·1,610
7,.15
676
943
1,102
673
879
1,144
1,516
1,208
1,036
704
765
101 ,828
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City of Louisville.
-

:"lAMES

OF

PRQFESSIOX.

MEMBERS.

AGE.

COVN'ry

REl'RESE.Nl'lNG.

PLACE OF NATIVITY.

I
Aprrson, Richmd
Hal inger, .Ichn L.
Barlow, John S.
Bowling, William K.
Boyd, Alfred
Bradley, William
Brawner, Luther
Ih-istcw F'rancia M.
c

Brown, Thomas D.
Hullitt, William C.
Obambers, Charles
Obcuault, William
Chrisman, James S.
Clarke, Beverly L.
Coffey, J esse
Oolcman, Henry R. D.
Copelin, Benjamin
Oow/cr, William
Cur, Edward
Davis, Garrett
Desha, Lucius
Dixon, Archibald
Dudley, James
DllUa,\·3.11, Ohusteen T.
Edward;;, Benjamin F.
',lliott, Milford

I
I

Lawyer,
Lawyer,
Fanner,
Physician,
Farmer,
Farmer,
Farmer,
La,zer,
'I'ra cr ,
Farmer,
Lawyer,
Farmer,
Farmer,
Lawyer,
Farmer,
Farmer,
Farmer,
Farmer,
Parmer,
Lawyer,
Farmer,
Lawyer,
Farmer,
Sheriff,
Merchant,
Farmer,

50
48
'17

'11
47
49
38

45
36
56
47
43
31
36
65
50
51
42
41

47
37
47

72
52

42
'10

l\[ollt~omery >
Liuco n ,
Monroe,
Lo~all,
Trigg,
Hopkins,
Estill and Owsley.
'I'odd ,
Hardin,
Jefferson,
Boone,
.Madison,
1\'-eyne,
Simpson,
Casey,
Crittenden,
Hart,
Livingston,
Calloway aud Marshall,
Bourbon,
Harrison,
Henderson,
Fayette,
warren,
Nicholas,
Pulaski,

New Kent county, Ya.
Franklin county, Ky.
Barren county, Ky.
Westmoreland
county, Va.
Nashville, 'I'enn.
Greenville District, S. C.
Oharlee county, Md.
Clarke county, Ky.
Sumner county, Tenn.
Jefferson county, Ky.
Washington county, Ky.
MarlisolJ county, Ky.
Wayne COUlIty, Ky.
Chesterfield, (:oun~) Va.
Amherst county,
a.
N. C.
Edgecomb eoullt
Garrard county,
Gates county, N. ,
W arreu COll;ll,v, Ky.
Montgomery county, Ky.
Mason county, K~.
Caswell county,
T. C.
Spottsyl vania ·county, Va.
Rockingham COUllZ> v«.
Bourbon county, I y.
Nelson COUBly, Ky.
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POST m'liICl:.

Mountstcrling , Ky.
Stanford, Ky.
Hilton, Monroe county, Ky.
Adairville, Ky.
Cadiz, Trigg county, Ky.
Madisonville, Ky.
Boonville, Ky.
Elkton, Ky.
Elizabethtown,
Ky.
Linford, Ky.
Burllugton, Ky.
Richmond, Ky.
Monticello, Ky.
Franklin,
Ky.
Middleburg, Ky.
Marion, Ky.
Munfordsville,
Ky.
Smithland, Ky.
Murray, Ky.
Paris, Ky.
Cynthiana, Ky.
Henderson, Ky.
Lexington, Ky.
Bowling'kcoll,
Ky.
Carlilse,
Somerset, <: y.

it'
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MEMBERS

OF THE

CONVENTION.-(Contioucd.)

PLACE
AGE

.Forrest, Green
Gaither, Nathan
(Iarfielde. Bclucius
Garrard, James H.
GholsolJ, Riz;hul'd D.
Gough, Thomas J.
Gray, Ninian E.
{}uthriE', James
Hamilton, James P.
Hanlin, Ben.
Hargis. J olin
Hay J Vincent S.
Hendrix, William
HooJ,}. udrew
Hood, Thomas J.
Huston, Mark E.
Irwin, Jnnl0.-; '.Y.
Jackson, Alfred 11,
.James, Thomas
Johnson, williem
Johnston, George 'Yo
Kavanaugh, George W.
Kelly, Charles C.
Lackey, James M.
Lashbrookc, Peter
Lindsey, Thomas N.
Lisle, 'I'homas W.
Mechen, Willis 13.
Mansfield. George W.
Mar,,;hall, Alexander K.
Marshall, Martin P.
Marshall, William C.
Marshnll , William N.
Maupin, Robert D.
.MayC'''',Richard L.
1lcOlurc, Nathan
McHenry, John n.

Physician,
Physician,
Miller,
Bnlt Maker,
Farmer,
Farmer,
Lawyer,
Lawyer,
Farmer,
Lawyer,
Lawyer,
Lawyer,
Farmer,
Physician,
Lawyer,
Lawyer,
Pnnncr,
Physician,
Farmer,
Fanner,
Lawyer,
Lawyer,
Lawyer,
Farmer'
Lawyel:,
Lawyer,
Lawver,
Fanner,
Physician,
Furmr-r,
Lawyer,
Fnrmer,
Inn-k('eper,
J...awyer,
Farmer,
Lawyer,

\-
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Marion,
Adair,
64
Fleming,
26
Clay, Letcher and Perry.
39
Ballard and McCracken,
47
Meade,
45
Christian,
42
Louisville,
56
Larue,
49
Hardin,
65
Morgan and Breathitt,
47
Butler and Edmonson,
41
Grant,
50
Clarke,
54
Carter and Lawrence,
28
Spencer,
48
44
Logan,
Muhlenburg,
34
Hickman and Fulton,
52
Scott,
50
Shelby,
45
Anderson,
32
\Vashington,
37
Flovd, Pike and Johnson,
37
Mason,
57
Franklin,
41
Green,
44
Caldwell,
39
Allen,
54
Jessamine,
41
Eleming,
51
Bracken,
42
Taylor,
6l
Barren,
58
Gravcs,
43
4~ Russell,
Ohio and Hancock,
52

41

OJ<' NATIVITY •

C_O_C_'_"TY llEPRESENTlNG.

Marion county, Ky.
Rowan county, N. C.
Rutland county, Vt.
CliLy county, Ky,
Garrard county, Ky.
Scott county, Ky.
Livingston county, Ky.
Nelson county, Ky.
Barren county Ky.
Pennsylvania.
washington
county, Va.
Butler county, Ky.
Washington county, Tenn.
Montgomery county, Ky.
Estill county, Ky.
Logan county, Ky.
Fanqueir county, Va.
Shelby county Ky.
Franklin county, N. C.
Scott county, Ky.
Shelby county, Ky.
Madison county, Ky.
Boyle county, Ky.
Floyd county, Ky.
Mason county, Ky.
Campbell county, Ky.
Green county, Ky.
Caldwell county, Ky.
J...
incol u county, Ky.
Woodford county, Ky.
Fauquier county, Vu.
Bracken county, Ky.
Charlotte, Va.
Albermalc county, Va.
Fayette county, ky,
Itussell county, Ky.
Washington county, Ky.

Lebanon,
Ky.
Columbia, Ky".
Sherburne, Fleming co., Ky.
Manchester, Clay county, Ky.
Lovelaceville,
Ballard cc., Ky.
Flint island, Ky.
Hopkmsville, Kv.
Louisville, Ky. ~
Oak Hill, Ky,
Bardstown, Ky.
Jackson, Ky.
Morgantown, Ky,
Downingsville, Grant co., Ky,
'Winchester, Kv.
Grayson, Cartetcounly,
Ky.
'l'aylorsville,
Ky.
Keyshurg, Logan county, Ky.
South Carrollton, Ky.
Clinton. Ky .
Great Crossings, Ky.
Shelbyville,
Ky.
Lawrenceburg,
Ky.
Springfield, Ky.
Petersburg, Ky.
Maysville, Ky.
Frankfort, Ky,
Greensburg, Hy.
Princeton, Ky.
Scottsville, Ky.
Nicholasville, Ky.
Flemingsburg, Ky.
Augusta, Ky.
Campbellsville,
Ky.
Glasgow, l~.
Mayfield, Ky,
Jamestown, Ky.
Harlford, Ky.

:Meriwc~her, David,
:Mitchell, William D.
Moore, Thomas P.
J.forris,John
D.
Nesbitt, James M.
Newcum, Jonathan
Newell, Hu~h
Nuttall, Elijah F.
Polln.rd, Henry B.
Preston, William
Price, Johnson
Proctor, Larkin J.
Robinson, John '.r.
Rockhold, Thomas
Rogers, John T.
Root, Ira
'Rudel, James,
Spalding, Ignatius A.
Stevenson, John W.
Stone, James "\V.
Stoner, Michael L.
Talbott, Albert G.
'l'aylor, John D.
Thompson, William R.
Thurman, John J.
Todd, Howard
Triplett, Philip
Turner, Squire
Waller, John L.
'Washington,
Henry
Wheeler, John
•
White, Andrew S.
Wickliffe, Charles A.
Wickliffe, Robert N.
Williams, George W.
Woodson, Biles
Wrigllt, Wesley J.

Farmer,
Lawyer,
Lawyer,
Farmer,
Lawyer,
Lawyer,
Farmer,
Lawyer,
Mechanic,
Lawyer,
Physician,
Lawyer,
Clerk,
Fanner,
Farmer,
Lawyer,
Farmer,
Farmer,
Lawyer,
Lawyer,
Physician,
Farmer
Lawye:,
Lawyer & Farmer,
Lawyer,
Farmer,
Lawyer,
Lawyer,
Minister of Gospel,
Farmer,
Mechanic,
Farmer,
Lawyer & Farmer,
Lawyer,
Lawyer & Fanner,
Lawyer,
Physician,

4.
3.
53

34
30
29
56
48
39
32
30
27
40
43
35
43
60
59
36
35

'>2
41
43
39
33
45

49
.>6
39
'>7
52
'>7
61

40
48
31

'>7

,1cfl"orsol1,
Oldham,
Mercer,
Ohristinn,
Bath.
Rockcastle and Laurel,
Harrison,
Henry.
Greenup-,
Louisville,
Garrard,
Lewis,
Carroll and Gallatin,
Whitley,
Barren,
Campbell,
Louisville,
Union,
Kenton,
Hardin,
Cumberland nut] Clinton,
Boyle,
Mason,
Bullitt,
Grayson,
Owen,
Daviess,
Madison,
Woodford,
Breckinridge,
Pendleton,
Shelby,
Nelson,
Fayette,
Bourbon,
Knox and Harlan,
Trimble,

Louisa county, Ve.
Henrico county, Va.
Charlotte county, Va.
Hanover count'J', v».
Bath county, Ky.
Rockcnstlo county, Ky.
Bourbon county, Ky.
Carroll county, Ky.
Pendleton county, Ky.
Jefferson county, Ky.
Garrard county, Kl'
Bracken county, 1I...y.
Mason county, Ky.
Sullivan eounty, E. Tenn.
Barren county, Ky.
Grafton county, N. H.
Prince George county, Md.
St. Mary's county, Md.
Richmond, Va.
Nelson county, Ky.
Clarke county. Ky.
Bourbon county, Ky.
Mason county, Ky.
Nelson county,Ky.
Washington county, Kv.
Scott county, Ky.
•
Madison county, Va.
Madison county, Kv.
Woodford connty, kyo
westmoreland
county, Va.
Mason county, Ky.
Fayette county, Ky.
Nelson county, Ky.
W·estmoreland county, Va.
Bourbon countv, Ky.
Knox county, Ky.
Amherst county, Vn.

Louisville,
Ky.
Lagrange, Ky.
Harrodsburg,
Ky.
Garrettsburg,
Ky.
Owingsville, Ky.
Mt. VE'rnOIl, Ky.
Cynthiana, Ky.
New O3o&11e,
Ky.
Pollard's Mills, Ky.
Louisville, Ky .
Lancaster, Ky.
Clarksburg, Ky.
Warsaw. K)'.
Rockhold's P. O. Ky.
Glasgow, Ky.
Newport, Ky.
Louisville, Ky.
Morganfield, Ky.
Ooviugton, Ky.
Elizabethtown,
Ky.
Burkeville, Ky.
Danville, Hy.
Maysville, Ky.
Shepherdsville,
Ky.
Litchfield.HyNew Liberty, Ky.
Owensboro', Ky.
Richmond, Ky.
Frankfort, Ky.
Buleyvillc, Ky.
Flour Creek, kyo
Sbelbvville, Ky.
Bardstown, Ky.
Lexington, Ky.
Paris, Ky.
Barbourville,
Ky.
Bedford, .K s

THE CONVENTION.
REPORTED

FOR

THE

MONDAY. OCTOBER 1, 1849.
The members elected to the Convention to readopt, amend, or change the Constitution of"this
State, assembled in the House of Representatives, atthecity of Frankfort, in the Capitol of the
State, this day, under and by virtue of the provisions of "an act to call a Oonvention," approved January 13, 1849, in 'Words following,
to-wit:
SEC.1. Be it enacted by the GeneralAssemblyojthe
CammfJ1lwealth oj Kentucky, ThataConvention,f'or
the purpose of re-adopting, amending or changing the Constitution of the State, be called, to
be held, commencing on the first day of October, 1849, and to continue from day to day till
the business thereof shall be completed, with
power to adjourn and re-assemble at such times
as it may deem proper, in the town of Frankfort, in the Capitol of the State; and said Convention shall consist of as many members as
compose the House of Representatives, and no
more; and they shall be apportioned among the
several counties in the same manner and proportion that Representatives are, by the law apportioning Representatives among the several counties, approved February 29th, 1848.
SEC. 2. 'I'bat it shall bethc duty of the Sheriffs, and other returning
officers, at the uext
general election to be held for Representatives,
after the passRae of this act, to open a poll at
their several pfaces of voting, for Delegates to
said Convention: and all citizens entitled to
vote for Representatives shall have the right to
vote for Delegatee.
SEC. 3. That the Sheriffs shall, within ten
days after the election of Delegates to said Convention, severally deliver to each individual
who shall have been elected a Delegate, a certificate of his election as a Delegate; and shall,
within twenty days after said election, transmit
a copy thereof to the Secretary of the State, for
the tune being, which certificate shall be in the
form following, viz: "Be it known to all to
whom these presents shall come, That I --____
, Sheriff of the county of ----,
in my full county, by an election held on the
__ days of August, 1849, by the electors of my
said county, qualified according to law, caused
to be chosen --, for my said
county, to represent the same in the Convention
to be held in the town of Frankfort, on the first

2
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day of October, 1849, for the purpose of readopting, altering or amending the Constitution

of the State. Given undermyhand this-day of----,
1849:" Provided, That in case
of the resignation or death of any member who
may be elected a Delegate to said Convention,
that in such case the Governor shall, upon infermation, issue a writ to the Sheriff of the county
where such vacancy may occur,authorizing him
to hold an election at the earliest time practice-

ble, to elect other Delegates to fill any vacancy
thus occurring.

SEC.4, That the President, Printer, and oth-

er proper officers of said Convention, and each
Delegate thereof, shall receive, as a compensation for their services. the same allowance and
mileage, to be aid by the Treasurer, upon the
warrantQf-Auditor, as is now allowed by
law to the Speakers,
cers, Members, and
Public Printer, of the Leg~
of the State.
SEO. 5. That tile Sheriffs and ot~s
of
the election, shall be liable to all such fines and
penalties, for failiuS' to discharge the several duties imposed by this act, as are now imposed
upon them, by law, for a failure to perform their
duty in conducting other general elections: and
all persons who shall be found guilty of casting
illegal votes for Delegates, shall be "liable to all
the pains and penalties now inflicted by law for
illegal voting.
SEO. 6. That when two or more counties vote
together, tile Sheriffs shall meet at the Court
House of the county to compare the polls at the
same place and time when and where they meet
to compare the polls for Representatives;
and
the certificate to the Delegate from such counties shall be given by the Sheriffs of those counties.
SEC. 7. That the Sheriffs of the several counties in this State shall be governed by the same
laws now in force regulatmg the comparison of
the polls for Representatives.
SEO. 8. That said Convention, when so assembled, shall have authority to cause to be
printed, at the cost of the State, all such of their
proceedings, debates, &c., as deemed proper.
SEC. 9. Be it further enacted,
That in case of
the failure, by death, sickness, or other cause,
of the Sheriff of any county to attend to compare the list of votes in h1S county, it shall be
the duty of the County Court Clerk, or Deputy
of such Clerk, to attend with the list ef votes

10
of said county, and make the comparison, and
in every respect lerform the same duties which
the Sheriff woul have to :perform were he acting, and the Clerk to receive the same compensation allowed the Sheriffs for similar services,
and shall be liable to the same penalties for a
failure to discharge the duties hereby imposed.

One "Way of proceeding will answer as well as
another; but It shows that we ure not to depend
upon any officer as to who is elected or not. Our
committee can ascertain the facts in a few minutes, and if there be a contested election it will
require the future action of this Convention.
Mr. IRWIN.
I had no idea, being a. young
man, of taking any interest in the organization
Mr. MERIWETHER rose in his seat at 11 of the Convention, but I thought it seemed to be
o'clock and called the Convention to order. He our first duty to call for a roll of delegates.
I
then said-Gentlemen,
as a preliminary step to enquired from the Secretary of State and he inthe organization of this Convention, I propose formed me that he had a roll already made out,
to call Col. GEO. W. JOHNSTONof Shelby county
which is now in his office. If we go into an exto the Chair temporarily.
Is there any objec- amiuation as suggested by the gentleman
from
tion? [Several voices-c-Noue.]
There appears Nelson. (Mr. Hardin,) it will occupy all day.
to be no objection to the proposition.
CoL John- I think it better to take the course first propos.
son will have the goodness to take the Chair.
ed, and if any case of contested election should
Mr. JOHNSTON
took the Chair accordingly.
hereafter appear, it may be investigated
by a.
Mr. DESHA moved that Mr. KELLY of Wash- committee.
I insist that the motion shall be
ington county act as Clerk to the Convention
put as first presented.
temporarily.
The CHAIR.
Do I understand
the gentleThe motion was agreed to.
man fro m Logan to have accepted the amendMl'. IRWIN then rose and said-A
Clerk hav- ment of the gentleman from Nelson?
ing been selected, I move that a committee be
Mr. IRWIN.
No, sir.
appointed to wait upon the Secretary of State to
The question was then taken on the amendobtain a list of the Delegates who have been re- ment, audit was negatived.
turned to this Convention.
The question then recurred on the original res1Ifr. HARDIN.
I will move to alter that resolu- olution, and it was adopted.
tion so that it shall read that a committee be apThe CHAIR.
Of how many shall the compointed to verify the credentials of the members; mittee consist?
and let the committee get their information in. reA MEMBER.
Three.
gard to the credentials,
in the best. way they
'I'he CHAIR.
How shall they be appointed?
can.
A MEMBER.
By the Chair.
Mr. IRWIN.
I have no objection.
The CHAIR.
If there be no objection, Mr.
Mr. GREY.
It seems to me that the first plan Irwin, Mr. Meriwether, and Mr. Turner will be
suggested would be the proper mode of proceed- the committee.
ing.
The Secretary of State certainly haa the
'I'he committee then retired to wait upon the
correct returns from all the cQJllities..in~e
State Secretary of State and in a few minutes returned,
of the members elect¢-tif£liIs
ConventlOn, and when
it appears to me ....
uTlnecessary to appoint a comMr. IRWIN, on behalf of the committee, remittee.to...ox.fl11i1nethose credentials.
If the Secre- ported that they had discharged the duty intrusttary of State will produce the list made from the ed to them, and received from the Secretary of
returns of the proper offlcera.It will be sufficient;
State certain papers one of which was the list of
and if there sliould then be any doubt as to the members returned, and another was in relation
correctness of the returns in any J?articular case, to a contested election or tie vote, all of which
there might be a committee appointed to exam- he submitted to the Convention.
ine and report on the right of the person returnThe CHAIR.
If there be no objection the
ed as elected. Isee no necessity for goingthrough
Clerk will call the roll of members to ascertain
all these details.
It is perfectly useless to ex- if there be a quorum in attendance.
amine all these credentlefa, inasmuch as we have
'I'he Clerk called the roll accordingly; from
the returns of the proper officers of the several which it appeared that the following gentlemen
counties.
I hope the first motion will prevail, are the
and that the amendment will be withdrawn or
MEMBERS OF THE CONVEXTION.
voted down.
Many members may not have in
RICHARDApPERSON,of Montgomer'y.
their possession the certificates delivered to them
JOHN L. BALLlNG.Elt.of Lincoln.
or returned by the Sheriff of the counties, and I
JOHN S. BARLOW,of Monroe.
think it would be better that the Secretary of
WILLIAMK. BOWLING,of Logan.
State should retu l"{l to us a list of members electALFREDBOYD, of 'I'rigg.
ed which has been the practice in other CouvenWILLiAMBRADLEY,of napkins.
tiona.
LUTHERBRAWNER,of Estfll and Owsley.
Mr. HARDIN.
It is a matter of very little FRANOISM. Bnrsrow, of Todd.
importance
how the credentials
are obtained.
THOMASD. BROWN, of Hardin.
WIth regard to the mode of proceeding, appoint
WILLIAMC. BULLITT, of Jefferson.
a committee and it can report in five minutes.
CHARLESCHAMBERS,of Boone.
We are not to depend on a Secretary of State. WILLIAM CHENAULT,of Madison.
I met Mr. Secretary a few minutes a~o llpon the JAMESS. CJlll.JSMAN,of Wayne.
stairs, and I mentioned to him that it was prob- BEVEllLYL. CLAltKE,of Simpson.
able a committee would be appointed to wait HENRYR. D. COLEMAN,of Onttenden.
upon him to obtain a list of members as return- BENJA!l(INCOPELIN,of Hart.
ed by the Sheriffs of the counties.
Now sup- WILLIAMCOWPER,of Livingston.
pose some of these certificates should be lost? EDWARDClI'RD,of Calloway and Ma.rshall.
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GARRET DAYIS, of Bourbon.

of Harrison.
of Henderson.
JAMES DUDLEY, of Fayette.
CnASTEEN T. DUNAVAN, of Warren.
BENJAMIN F. Enw AltOS, of N Ichclas.
LUCIUS

DESHA,
ARCHIBALD
DIXON,

of Pulaski.
GRlo-EX FORREST, of Marion.
NATHAN GAITH.'ER, of Adair.
SELUClUS GARFIELD, of Fleming.
JAMES H. GARRARD, of Clay, Letcher and Perry.
RICHARD D. GHOLSON, of Ballard and McCracken.
:MILFORD ELLtoTT,

THOMAS

J. Gooea, of Meade.

SQUIltETURNER.of Madison.
JOHN L. WALLER, of Woodford.
HENRYWASHINGTON,of Breckinrldge.
JOliN WliEELER, of Pendleton.
ANDREWS. WHITE, of Shelby.
CJl.ARLES
A. W IOXLIF.F:E,
of Nelson.
ROBERTN. WICKLIFFE, of Fayette.
GEORGEW. WILLIAMS,of Bourbon.
SILASWOODSON,of Knox and Harlan.
'WESLEYJ. WRIGHT,of Trimble.
The CHAIR then announced that a majority
of Delegates had answered to ~eir names.

E. GREY, of Christian.
JAMES GUTHRIE, of City of Louisville.
JAMES P. fuM..rUON,
of Larue.

OA'OIOF MEMBERS.
Mr. C. A. WICKLIFFE.
There is not in the
law calling this Convention
any form of oath
BEN. HARDIN, of Nelson.
prescribed to be taken by the members of this
J CRN HARGIs, of Morgan and Breathitt.
body; it seems to me however proper that an
VINCENT S. HAY, of Butler and Edmonson.
oath should be administered to support the OonW ILLUM HENDRIX, of Grant.
stitution of the United States.
I will therefore
ANDREW HOOD, of Clarke.
submit a resolution to that effect, if it meet the
THOMAS J. HOOD, of Lawrence and Carter.
approbation of the Convention.
MARK E. Husrcx, of Spencer.
The CLERK read the resolution as follows:
JAMES W. IRWIN, of Logan.
Resolved, That an oath to support the ConstiALFRED M. JACKSON. of Muhlenburg.
tution of the United States be administered to
THOMASJ.ulES, of Hickman and Fulton.
the members of this Convention.
WILLIAMJORNSOX,of Scott.
:Mr. GUTHRIE.
I move to amend the resoluGEORGEW. JOHNSTON,of Shelby.
tion 80 that it shall read, "That the members be
GEORGEW. KAVANAUGH,
of Anderson.
qualified by taking an oath to support the ConCHAll.LESC. KELLY,of Washington.
stitution of the United States and be faithful and
JAMESM. LAOKEY,of Floyd, Pike and Johnson. true to the Commonwealth
of Kentucky."
PETER
LAsHnooKE, of Mason.
Mr. 'VICKLIFFE.
I desire so to modify it,
THOMASN. LINDSEY,of Franklin.
Mr. HARDIN.
I have a form of oath drawn
THOMASW. LISLE, of Green.
up which I will read to the Convention.
It is
WrLLiS B. MAOilEN,of Caldwell.
in these words:
GEORGEW. MANS~·IEl.D,of Allen.
"You solemnly swear to support the OonstiALEXM""DER
K. MAllSHALL,of Jessamine.
tution of the United States and to continue true
MARTINP. MARSHALL,of Fleming.
and faithful to the State of Kentucky as long as
'WILLIAMC. :MARSHALL,
of Bracken.
you remain a member of this Convention."
WILLIAM N. MARSHALL,of Taylor.
I think we ought to be true to Kentucky
as
ROBERTD. MAUPIN, of Barren.
well as to support the Constitution
of the UniRICHARDL. MAYES,of Graves.
ted States.
NATHANMCCLUllE, of Russell.
Mr. WICKLIFFE.
The only difference beJoaNH. McHENltY, of Hancock and Ohio.
tween my colleague and myself is this, that he
DAVIDMERrwETfIER, of Jefferson.
confines the fidelity of members to the continWILLIAMD. MITCHELL,of Oldham.
uance of the Convention,
whereas I go beyond
TaoMAS P. MOORE,of Mercer.
it.
JOHN D. MORRIS,of Christian.
The resolution as modified was then adopted.
JAMESM. NESBI'M',of Bath.
The members were then called by counties
JONATHANNEWCUM,of Laurel and Rockcastle.
and the oath was administered
to them by Chief
HUGH NEWELL, of Harrison.
Justice Marshall, of the Appellate Court.
ELl.JAR F. NUTTALL,of Henry.
On the motion of Mr. C. A. WICKLIFFE,
by
HENRYB. POLLARD,of Greenup.
general consent, his resolution was amende?
WILLIAMPRESTON,of City of Louisville.
ading the words, "and that the oath be adminisJOHNSONPRICE, of Garrard.
tered by Chief Justice Marshall."
LARKINJ. PROCTOR,of Lewis.
OFFIOERSOF THE CONVENTION.
JOHN T. ROBI~'SON,of Carroll and Gallatin.
Mr. IRWIN offered the following resolution:
THOMASROOKHOLD,of Whitley.
Resolved. That a committee of five be appointJOHNT. ROGEIlS,of Barren.
ed by the Chair, whose duty it shall be to repo~
IIl.AROOT,of Campbell.
what officers are necessary to the proper orgaruJA~"E8RUDD, of CIty of Louisville.
zation of this Convention.
IGNATIUS
A. SPALDING,of Union.
Mr. HARDIN.
I had not the pleasure to
JOliN W. STEVENSON,
of Kenton.
hear my eolleacue sufficiently to know what obJAMESW. STONE,of Hardin.
We know very well t·hat acMICHAELL. STONER,of Cumberland and Clinton. ject he has in view.
cording to parliamentary
usage, we are to have
ALBERTG. TALBOTT,of Boyle.
a President,
Chairman, or Speaker, or whatever
JOH...'iD. TAYLOR,of Mason.
else he may be called.
We know very well that
WILLIAMR. 'l'HOMPSON,
of BulIitt.
we are to have a Clerk, a Secretary if you please.
JOHN"J. 'I'BURMAN,
of Grayson.
We know another thing ve-ry well, that we are
HOWARD'I'ODD,of Owen.
also to have a Door Keeper and a Sergeant-atPHILIP TRIPLETr, of Davieee.
NINIAN
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Arms. Whether we shall need an Assistant port upon it,
Clerk and an Assistant Ser~eant-at Arms, is a
question that may be enquired into hereafter.c-.
How then can the necessity grow up for the appointmentof a committee to inquire what officers
are necessary?
I will ask my colle<l&'ue where

is this committee to get its information? Are
they to get it from the Governor?
Are they to
get it from the Secretary of State?
Or, are they
to get it from the innumerable
candidates who
are pressing us here? No. Where then will
you get it? What then is your object? We have
come here under an expression of public opinion from the mouth of the Big Sandy to Mills
Point, and from Louisville to Cumberland Monn-

tain , that there is to be no party here, which
will by postponement
endeavor to produce an
organization
that may favor their purposesthough I do not say that such is intended.
But
we do know that we can now proceed as well in
the organization of the House as far as respects
the President, the Secretary, a Door Keeper and
a Sergeant-at-Arms,
as we can after this committee shall have gone into an enquiry on this subject.
Of whom the committee shall enquire if
they do go out, the Lord in his mercy only
knows, for I do not. I hope we shall now proceed. I do not know if there is any chance to
get the yeas and nays on this resolution, but I
should be glad to get them.
I want to see who
is for postponement.
We know that no good
can grow out of it. Every member of this House
knows as much as he will know after this committee shall have sat and reported with all possible solemnity to-morrow.
If we go to the House
of Commons of Great Britain we find that they
have a Speaker there.
If we go to the House of
Lords, we shall find a Chancellor. Ifwe go to the
House of of Representativesin
Congress, we find a
Speaker there, and in the Senate a Vice President.
Why did we call you to the Chair, sir? Because it
was necessary to have some one to put the question, and preserve order.
There is no necessity
for a committee,
I hope we shall now proceed
to the election of a President of this Convention.
Mr. C. A. WICKLIFFE.
My colleague appears a little worried.
He ascribes to me the paternity of the resolution, but I did not offer it.
The gentleman from Logan had the houor of being the mover of this resolution; but nevertheless the proposition
meets my approbation,
and
I shall with great cheerfulness vote for it-not
for the purpose of seeking information
abroad
from the sources indicated, but in obedience to a.
propriety of action which should govern a body
constituted like this and broug-ht together for the
purJ;loses that this is. There IS no law-no
regulation-c-no parliamentary
rule in existence that
applies to this body, prescribing its authority,
Its powers, 01' its duties in reference to the election of officers necessary to the proper transaction of its business,
There iSI>erhaps a. variety
of opinion, as to the number 0 officers that this
body should appoint.
Whether we shall have
the number that has been selected by the Legislative Department of this Government in times
gone by, IS a question respecting which the committee
may well enquire.
I therefore most
cheerfully agree with the mover of this proposition that it is right and proper that a committee should take the matter in charge and re-

We have no resolution to select a
Door-Keeper or a Sergeant-at-Anns,
but we know
that these officers "ill be necessary as well as a
presiding officer; and I find that the resolution
of the member from Logan is drawn in accordance with the precedents set by conventions in
other States-first
a temporary organization, and
then a committee to report officers. With this
explanation, and assigning the authorship of the
resolution to its appropriate source, I shall vote
for its adoption.
Mr. APPERSON,
I have a resolution which
I desire to offer as a substitute.
It is in these
words:
ResQlved, That we now proceed to the election
of a President to preside over the deliberations
of this Convention.
Mr. IRWIN.
I will accept the substitute.I bad no particular object in presenting the resolution.
I offered it because I thought it the
usual course pursued on such occasions, but if
the House think it proper to go on now with the
election of Officers, I shall make no opposition
to that course.
Had it not been however for the
delay occasioned by the gentleman from Nelson,
I have no doubt the report would have been made
by this time.
Mr. GUTHRIE.
I move that we disagree to
the acceptance of the substitute by the member
from Logan.
I have no idea of a vote of this
Rouse being got rid of in that way.
Mr. MoHENRY_
This seems to me to be a
very unusual motion.
I am not very well aC
quainted with parliamentary
proceedings, but
I have always understood
that the mover of a
resolution might accept a modification of it at
his discretion:
the House can then move to
amend, but certainly it is not competent for the
House to disn~ree to the gentleman's acceptance
of a modification of his proposition.
But what I
chiefly rose for was to move to amend the proposition of the gentleman
from Logan as it now
stands, by adding the words. "and proceed to
make such election without nominating any particular candidate,"
Mr. GUTHRIE.
I desire to move an amendment which I hold in my hand:
Resolved, That a committee of five members
be appointed to report what officers are necessary
for the better transaction of the business devolving upon the Convention.
'I'he CHAIR.
The proposition of the gentleman from Ohio will have precedence.
Mr. IRWIN.
I accept the amendment of the
gentleman from Ohio, and as I understand it, it
now becomes the original proposition.
Mr.API)ERSON.
I, as the mover of the original resolution have not accepted the amendment
of the gentleman from Ohio.
Mr. M'HENRY.
Well, then, I desire to have
it put to the House.
As remarked by a gentleman who has preceded me, it is expected in the
organization
of this body, and in all our Jmceedinga here, that we shall not be governe
by
party tactics or party policy.
If e\"ory man shall
vote according to the dictates of his own jud&,ment, we shan be more apt to get officers unbiased by party feeling than we shall be by having particular candidates nominated and having
those only voted for as heretofore.
:My only object is to present to the Convention
a mode of
4
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organization by pursuing which we shall elect
officers who will be free from party drill, party
bias, and party policy, on either side.
Mr. HARDIN called for the yeas and nays, and
they were ordered, and being taken resulted
thus: yeas 55, nays 41. So the amendment was
agreed to.
Those who voted in the affirmative were,
William K. Bowling,
Nathan McClure.
Luther Brawner.
John H. McHenry,
Francis 111.Bristow,
David Meriwether,
Thomas D. Brown,
William D. Mitchell,
William a.BuIlitt,
John D. Morris,
William Chenault,
Elijah F. Nuttall,
Garret Davis
Henry B. Pollard,
James Dudley,
Johnson Price,
Chasteen T. Dunavan,
Larkin J. Proctor,
Milford Elliott,
John T. Rogers,
Selucius Garfield,
Ira Root,
James H. Garrard,
James Rudd,
Thomas J. Gough,
James 'V. Stone,
James Guthrie,
Albert G. Talbott,
Ben. Radin,
John D. Taylor,
Vincent S. Hay,
W m. R. Thompson,
William Hendrix,
John J. Thurman,
Thomas J. Hood,
Howard Todd,
:Mark E. Huston,
Philip 'l'riplett,
James W. Irwin,
Squire Turner,
AlfredM. Jackson,
John L. Waller,
Thomas James,
Henry Washington,
George W. Johnston,
John Wheeler,
Thomas N. Lindsey,
Andrew S. White,
Thomas W. Lisle,
Robert N. Wickliffe,
Martin P. Marshall,
George W. Williams,
William C. Marshall,
Silas Woodson-55.
Richard L. Mayes,
Those who voted in the
Richard Apperson,
John L. Ballinger,
John S. Barlow,
Alfred Boyd,
WilliamBradley.
Charles Chambers,
James S. Chrisman.
"BeverlyL. Olarke,
Henn(R.D. Coleman,
BenJ'amin Copelin,
Wil inrn Cowper,
Edward Curd,
Lucius Desha,
Archibald Dixon,
Benj. F. Edwards,
Green Forrest,
Nathan Gaither,
Richard D. Gholson,
Ninian E. Grey,
John Hargis,
Andrew Hood,

negative were,
William Johnson,
Gee. W. Kavanaugh,
Charles C. Kelly,
James M. Lackey,
Peter Lashbrocke,
Willis B. Machen,
George W. Mansfield,
Alex. K. Marshall,
'Villiam N. Marshall,
Thomas P.1'IIoore,
James M. Nesbit,
Jonathan Newcum,
Hugh Newell,
William Preston,
John 'I'. Robinson,
Thomas Rockhold,
Ign. A. Spaulding,
John 'V. Stevenson,
Charles A. Wickliffe,
WesleyJ. Wright-.41.

The question was then about to be put on the
substitute offered by the gentleman from Louisville, (Mr. Guthrie.)
Mr. GUTHRIE. I do not design to go into an
argument on this subject. "r e have met, and rnanyof us are unacquainted with each other, and
it is necessary to decide what officers we are to
have. We might decide that we would elect
first a President, then Clerk, then a '0001' Keeper, and so on, but it seems to me it would be
more in accordance with what is due to a delib-

eratlve body that we should determine first what
officers are necessary to the tral:sactio~ of the business and then proceed to their election. Deeming it proper that we should so proceed I have
moved the substitute.
Of course it is only my
individual opinion against the opinion of .a~listinguished gentleman who moved the original
proposition.
Mr. HARDIN.
I did not heal' very well when
the question was stated, and I do not perceive
that we have gained anything by the "Vote that
has been taken. I understand now it is upon
the simple proposition of the postponement of
the election of officers necessary for the complete
organisation
of this House. Well, Sir, do we
not know as well now as we will after the committee report, that a President is necessary, that
a Secretary is necessary, that a Door Keeper is
necessary, and that a Sergeant-at-Arms
is necessary. After we have a President and Secretar':f then this proposition for a further organizatiou of the House call be put to the House. We
have every information that this committee can
obtain. If the object be that it shall be done
with solemnity I am sure it is just as solemn to
elect a President now as it will: be after dinner
or to-morrow morning.
At what time is the
committee to report? When they please. And
when will they please? 'I'bey may delay as long
as they choose. I do hore that we shall now
proceed to the election 0 . a President, and then
to the election of a Clerk.
Whether we go on
to the election of a Door Keeper is a matter of
but little importance; but let us at least give to
the House an organization that we know it needs.
I have not heard from either of the gentlemen
what is the object to be obtained by the committee. Is it expected that they can get any information that we do not now possess? None in
the world. I do hope then that the House will
"Vote down the proposition.
I did not understand the nature of the proposition upon which
we have voted. I thought, It was that we would
proceed with the election.
I am sure the gen·
tleman from the county of Ohio thought we
would have a right to vote for whom we pleased.
You may put in nomination A, B, 0 or D,and I
might nevertheless vote forZ, if there were such
a name in the Convention.
All then that we
have obtained by the yeas and nays amounts to
nothing.
We have been voting on nothing at
all, (laughter) and if my friend imagines he
has accomplished anything I beg leave to say
that he is g-reatl:r,:mistaken.
Mr. T ALBO'l T. 'I'here is no member who
would regret more than I would to see a difficulty arise. I have a resolution which I think will
satisfy all parties, and it is siml?ly to require the
committee to report in thirty mmutes.
MI'. A. K. MARSHALL rose to offer as a substitute a resolution in these words:
Resolved, That the officers of this Convention
shall be a President, a Secretary, an Assistant
Secretary, a Door Keeper, and a Sergeant-atArms.
The CHAIR.
The question is first npon the
amendment of the gentleman From Boyle.
Mr. TURNER.
I understand that weare getting further than any parliamentary
law will
authorize us to go. This substitute altogether
supercedee the original proposition, aud it will
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not be necessary to vote on these different propositions jf this substinte be entertained.
.Mr. MEIUWE'I'HER.
I apprehend my friend
from Madison is in en-or. My friend from 'Montgomeryoffers
the original resolution;
the gentleman from Louisville offers a substitute, and
the gentleman Iroru Boyle offers an amendment;
now the question is, whether the amendment be
to the substitute or to the original resolution
which has been already amended.
If it be to
the substitute, it is in order. If it be to the resolution offered by the gentleman from Montgomery, it is in order, for the friends of the resolution
may amend and perfect their measure before a
vote can be taken upon the substitute.
Mr. TALBOTT.
The amendment
is offered
to the substitute
of the Gentleman from Louisville, (Mr. Guthrie.)
The OHAIR.
I have been under the impression that the friends of an original
resolution
have a right to perfect it. Even after an amendment lias been acted upon, the gentleman's proposition would be in order as a substitute
for the
substitute.
Mr. TALBOTT.
As far as my resolution is
concerned, I have no anxiety to press it. I am
perfectly ready to go into an election of officers;
but if the resolution
for that purpose fails, I
want to submit an amendment according to the
proposition I have offered.
MI'. BROWN.
It seems tome we are piling resolution upon resolution, substitute upon substitute, and amendment
upon amendment.
If I
understand
the !losition of the question it is
this: the [originu proposition offered by the gentleman from Logan was amended by the gentleman from Montgomery.
The gentleman
from
Louisville
offered a substitute;
the gentleman
from Boyle now offers an amendment to that substitute; the proper and legitimate question then
is en the amendment that is offered to the substitute.
The other is out of order until this question is first put.
Mr. NUTTALL.
It does seem to me that we
are getting things 80 tangled up here that we had
better now, before going further, submit them to
this committee and let them untangle them.
I
understand that what is said and done here is to
be reported, and I do not intend to put any thing
on paper, or say anything
myself that shall be
brought up in judgment
against me hereafter.
One word however 1Il regard to a remark which
fell from the gentleman from Nelson, (Mr. Hurdin.) I wish to say that I have no desire to pro:
yoke either his satire or his ire. He wants to
get rid of the host of candidates
here who are
seeking the offices which this Convention may
make.
Now I do not know how it is with him,
but down our w:ty just before the Augnst election we like to have the friendship
of' all such
gentlemen as are seeking office here at our hands.
'I'his is a Republican Government; and I like to
meet all candidates,
I do not care whether it is
for a Secretary's place, or that of Door-Keeper, or
Sergeant-at-Arms,
or any other office .that they
seek. The;,: are free meu and have a right to be
here, and it they press the gentleman hard I have
no doubt he has a very good way of getting
clear of them.
He can with a wink 01' a motion
of his finger get rid of all candidates for small
offices. I think it would be best, if it be within

the parliamentary
rule, to move to lay all these
resolutions on the table for the present, and it' I
can get anyone
to second that motion I will
make it.
'1'he motion being seconded, the question was
put and agreed to.
NEW MEMBER.

:Mr. O. A. WICKLIFFE.
I discover upon
looking at the list of Delegates the name of a
gentleman who has not been enrolled and sworn.
although he has his credentials in his possession
-I mean the gentleman from Casey, (Mr. Coffey.) I desire that he now be resistered
and
sworn as a Delegate to this Convention.
Mr. HARDIN.
I would enquire why he was
not sworn at first.
Mr. O. A. WICKLIFFE.
His name was not
on the printed list.
Mr. HARDIN.
Has he got the certificate of
election?
MI'. O. A. WICKLIFFE.
He has a certificate
of election from the Sheriff.
Mr. TURNER.
I have no doubt if the Sheriff
of Casey had done his duty, the gentleman was
properly entitled to his seat here; but my difficulty is whether he is here in such a manner
that we can recognize him as a member.
If I
understand the facts they are these: The Sheriff
of Casey county returned that there was a tie
between the gentleman
who desires to take his
seat and another individual.
When he did that
his official power was at an end. The official
return has remained in the office of the Secretary
of State from August until within a few days.
Since then the two competitors by agreement between themselves referred the matter to arbitration, and the arbitrators
decided in favor of the
gentleman who is now here, because four individuals who refused to vote at the commencement of the election, were permitted to come and
vote afterwards-contrary
to law, contrary to
tho act of Assembly, and contrary to the usages
of parliamentary
bodies.
Upon that the Sheriff
has assumed the power to make another return.
Now the difficulty is whether the Sheriff, after
having made one return can make another; and
whether the gentleman
shall be permitted to
come in and be qualified '110W,without haying
the facts come before us in some other way.
I
supposed that when the Sheriff had made 011e
return, his function was at an end; but that if a
committee were to report that the original return
was wrong, and report the facts of the case, it
would then be a question for us to determine
whether we could not permit him to take hisseat.
nut in the present case I apprehend that the
Sheriff's last return is without authority
of law
and we cannot receive it. I have no doubt that
he should have returned this gentleman at first,
if the circumstances
are as I understand
them;
but when the gentleman gets his scat I want him
to get it according to law.
Mr. C. A. WICKLIFFE.
I am very sure that
the Delegate from Casey is properly here, and
that if his name had been on the 1ist and he had
been called at first he would have been sworn
without opposition; and I hOfe that will be the
case now. It is our duty, as
understand it, to
identify the members of this body.
In the county of Casey there was a contest, and at the close
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of the polls the Sheriff made out his report in
which 1HIstated that there was a tie. 'I'here is
no provision in the law which covers this case.
Vacancies may be filled when caused by death
or resignation, hut here was a failure to elect, so
far a'S appears by the papers.
It appears that
the people of Casey county, governed by first
principles, determined to supply the omission
of thelaw, and by consent of friends on all sides
to submit tile poll book to two gentlemen to examine and ascertain which one of them had a
majority of the qualified voters of the county of
Casey. Where there was a difference of opinion
in regard to any vote, an umpire was agreed upon to determine the question.
This was done,
and the Sheriff though he returned, as I understand, a tie vote tothe Secretary'soffice,
has given, upon an investigation
by this tribunal,
voluntarily, and mutually, friendly and cordially selected by all parties, a certificate of election
to the gentleman now present. I therefore see
no reason why the gentleman should be kept out
of his seat. 'I'hcre will be no law violated, he
has certainly been elected by the voters of Casey
county, he is now here to be qualified, and I
move that he be permitted to takehis seat.
The question was taken and the motion agreed

to.
Mr. COFFEY then presented himself and the
oath was administered to him by Judge J ames
Simpson of the Appellate Court,
ELEOT/O),'
OF OFFICERS.
submitted
a resolution

Mr. APPERSON

as

follows:
RcsollJcd, That the officers of this Convention
be a President, a Secretary, an Assistant Secretary, a Door Keeper, and a Bergeunt-ut-Arms,
and that we now proceed to the ejection.
After a brief conversation between Mr. A. K.
MARSHALL aIH1 Mr. APPERSON
on a point
of order, the resolution was agreed to.
The OHAIR then announced that nominations for the oflice of President were in order.
Mr. APPERSON nominated
Mr. DIXO),'.
Mr. HARGIS nominated Mr. GUTHRIE.
Mr. PRESTON enquired how the vote should
be taken, whether viva voce or by ballot.
Mr. APPERSON understood that it should be
villa voce.
Mr. BULLITT concurred that viva voce was the
usual practice, and that it should be adhered to.
'I'hc OHAIR announced that the vote would
be so taken.
The roll was then called, and the result was
announced to be:
FOR MR. GUTHRrEJohn S. Barlow,
Green Forrest,
Alfred Boyd,
N athun Gaither,
William Bradley,
Selucius Garfield,
Luther Brawner,
James H. Garrard,
James S, Chrisman,
Richard D. Gholson,
Beverly L. Clarke,
John Hargis,
Jesse Coffey.
William Hendrix,
Henry R. D. Coleman, Alfred M. Jackson,
BenJ'amin Copelin,
Geo. W. Kavanaugh,
Wil iam Cowper,
Obarles O. Kelly,
Edward Ourd,
James M. Lackey,
Lucius Desha,
Peter Lashbrooke,
BE'll/'uminF.Edwards,
Willis B. Madlen,
Mil ord Elliott,
George W. Mansfield,

Alex. IL Marshall,
William N. Marshall,
Richard L. Mayes,
David Meriwether,
William D. Mitchell,
Thomas P. Moore,
John D. Morris,
James M. Nesbitt,
J onathan Newcum,
Hugh Newell,
Elijah F. Nuttall,

Henry B. Pollard,
John T. Robinson,
Ira Root,
Ignatius A. Spalding,
John 'V. Stevenson,
James W. Stone,
Squire 'I'urner,
J ohn Wheeler,
Charles A. Wickliffe,
Robert :tl. Wickliffe,
WesleyJ. Wright--50.
FOR MR. Drxox-cRichard Apperson.
Thomas W. Lisle,
John L. Ballinger,
Martin P. Marshall,
William K. Bowling,
William O. Marshall,
Francis lIL Bristow,
Nathan McOlure,
Thomas D. Brown,
John H. McHenry,
William C. BullUt,
William Preston,
Charles Chambers,
J ohnsou Price,
William Ohenault,
Larkin J. Proctor,
Garret.Davis,
Thomas Rockhold,
James Dudley,
John T. Rogers,
Ohusteen T. Dunavan,
James Rudd,
'l'homas J. Gough,
John D. Taylor,
Ninian E. Gray,
'Vm. R. Thompson,
Ben. Hardin,
John J. Thurman,
Vincent S. Hay,
Howard'l'odd,
Andrew Hood
Philip Triplett,
Thomas J. Ho~d,
J 01n L. Waller,
Mark E. Huston,
Henry Wa."hington,
James W. Irwin,
Andrew S. White,
'I'homas James,
George W. Williams,
George W. Johnston,
Silas 'Yoodson--43.
Thomas N. Lindsey.
FOR

NATHANGAJTHffi'---Wm. Johnson.

Fen G,\ltRETDAVIs-Albert

G. Talbott.

The OHAIR proclaimed
that the Hon. James
Guthrie, of the Oity of Louisville,
having received a majority of all the votes given, was duly elected President of the Convention.
Messrs. HUSTON
and HARDIN
were appointed a committee to conduct Mr. Guthrie to
the Chair.
The PRESIDENT
having assumed the station
to which he had been elected, rose and addressed the Convention as follows:
GENTLli:h1,E),'
010' THE OOXV.E.i\"TlON:-Ireturn you
my sincere thanks for the honor you have conferred upon me, particularly
so, as it has been
unsolicited on my part, and unexpected.
I am
unpracticed in the duties of the Ohair, though I
have been a long time in a deliberative body,
and I shall therefore have to claim your kind indulgence, aid aud assistance in the discharge of
my duties.
We have convened here, selected
from different counties, and I may truly say in
regard to myself, totally irrespective of politics;
and I believe it is the case with many of us who
are in this Convention.
We are to make a Constitution
for the \)eople of Kentucky,
under
which all arc to Ive, and under which the
rights of all are to be secured.
All that I have
to say to the members of the Convention
llpon
this occasion is, that we should practice the same
forbearance and discretion that our constituents
in selecting ns have practiced, and by mutual
concession and forbearance endeavor to agree
upon the best Oonstltution-c-one
that will best
promote the interests of all. Without saying,
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more, and with confidence that I shall have the
aid and assistance and forbearance of all, I beg
to return you my sincere thanks.
The PRESIDENT
slated the next business in
order to be the election of Secretary, for which
office nominations were then in order.
MI'. APPERSON
nominated Mr. Thomas J.
Helm, of Barren county.
Mr. A. K. MARSHALL nominated Mr. Joseph
Christopher, of Jessamine.
The roll was called, and the result was announced as follows:
For Mr. Helm, 90
'For Mr. Ohristopher,
.
~
7
The PRESIDENT
J;>roclaimed that MI'. Thos.
J. Helm, having received a majority of all the
votes giveu , was duly elected-Secretary
to the
Convention.
Mr. Helm presented himself, and the oath of
office was administered to him by Judge James
Simpson of the Appellate Court.
On motion, the Convention
adjourned to 10
o'clock to-morrow morning.

TUESDAY,

OCTOBER

2, 1849.

ELECTlOYO!<' OFFICERS.
On the motion of Mr. MERIWETHER
it was
Resolved, That in all future elections of officers for this Convention,
after the first ballot,
and all each succeeding ballot, the candidate having the lowest numberof
votes shall be dropped,
and a majority of all the votes cast shall be necessary to make an election.

No aile having a majority of votes, the Convention proceeded to a third vote, wit.h the Iollowing result:
Mr. Tilford received
33 votes.
Mr. Monroe received
22 votes.
Mr. Allin received
18 votes.
Mr. Pollard received
9 yates.
Mr. Knott received
8 votes.
Mr. Samuels received
6 votes.
There being still no election, the Convention
proceeded to a fourth vote, with the following
result, Mr. Pollard's
name having been withdrawn by Mr. Rudd:
Mr. 'l'ilfcrd received
34 votes.
}-Ir. Monroe received
25 votes.
Mr. Allin received
20 votes.
Mr. Knott received
18 votes.
There being yet no election the Convention,
proceeded to a fifth vote, the list of candidates
under Mr. Meriwether's resolution being reduced
to three, with the following result:
Mr. Tilford received
40 votes.
Mr. Monroe received 31 votes.
Mr. Allin received
26 votes.
There was still no choice, and the Convention
proceeded to a selection from the two remaining
candidates, with the following result:
For Mr. Tilford,
- 52 yates.
For Mr. Monroe,
- 45 votes.
The PRESIDENT
announced that Mr. Tilford
bad received a majority of all the votes given.
and that lIe was duly elected the Assistant Secretary to the Oonventien.
Mr. 'I'Ilford accordingly entered upon the discharge of his duties.

ASSISTANT SEORETARY.
SERGEANt-Ar-ARMS.
ThePRESIDENT
announced that nominations
The PRESIDENT
announced
that nominations for the Office of Assistant Secretary were were bow in order for the office of Sergeant-at110'1' in order.
Arms.
1Ir. FORREST
nominated
Mr. W. S. KNOTT. Mr. PROCTOR nominated Mr.J. D. h!cCL1;RE.
Mr. W. N. MARSHALL nominated Mr. T. D.
Mr. BARLOW nominated Mr. JOSEPHGltAY.
TILFORD.
Mr. OLARK nominated Mr. HUMPHREYS.
Mr. STEVENSON
nominated Mr. V. MONROE. Mr. JAlIIES nominated Mr. JOSEPHW. ALLEN.
:Mr. SPALDING
nominated Mr. B. C. AI,LIN.
Mr. G. W. JOHNSTON
nominated
Mr.
Mr. W.HITE nominated Mr. '1'. W. BROWN.
SANDERS.
Mr. KELLY nominated Mr. BOOKER.
:111'. STONE nominated Mr. S.UWELS.
The vote was taken with the following result:
Mr. HARDIN nominated Mr. SLAUGIITER.
Mr. Gray received 26 yates.
Mr. RUDD nominated Mr. POLLARD.
The vote having been taken, the PRESIDENT
Mr. Sanders received
20 votes.
announced the result as follows:
Mr. McClure received
19 votes.
Mr. Tilfordreceived
30 yates.
Mr. Booker received
15 yates.
Mr. Humphreys
received
13 votes.
Mr. Monroe received
19 votes.
Mr. Allen received 4 votes.
Mr. Allin received
17 votes.
Mr. Samuels received
9 votes.
There bein~ no choice, the Convention proceedMr. Pollard received
8 votes.
ed to a second vote, when
Mr. Brown received
6 votes.
Mr. Gray received
24 votes.
Mr. Knott received
5 votes.
Mr. Sanders received
22 votes.
Mr. Slaughter received
3 yates.
Mr. McClure received
19 yates.
Mr. Booker received
16 yates.
There being no choice, the Convention proMr. Humphreys received
15 votes.
ceeded to a second vote.
(Mr. Slaug-hter's name
Mr. Allen received 1 vote.
having been first withdrawn by :Mr.Hardin,) with
There being still no choice, the Convention
the following result:
proceeded to a third vote, Mr. Allen having the
Mr. Tilford received
32 votes.
lowest vote, being dropped, and Mr. Booker
Mr. Monroe received
21 votes.
was withdrawn.
Mr. Allin received
18 votes.
32 votes.
Mr. Sanders received
Mr. Samuels received
8 votes.
27 votes.
Mr. Gray received Mr. Pollard received
8 votes.
20 votes.
Mr. McClure received
Mr. Knott received
7 votes.
17 votes.
Mr. Humphreys received
,Mr. Brown received
4 votes.
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Mr. Campbell received
.
13 yates.
There being 110 choice, the Convention
proMr. Leach received 10 votes.
ceeded to a fourth vote, when
Mr. Smith received
8 votes.
Mr. Sanders received
43 votes.
Mr. Gray received .
30 votes.
On a third vote being taken, :Mr. Leach having
Mr. McClure received
23 votes.
been withdrawn and Mr. Smith dropped,
MI'. Helms received
24 votes.
On a fifth vote between the two remaining
Mr. Brown received
21 votes.
candidates,
Mr. Keene received
19 votes.
Mr. Sanders received
57 votes.
Mr. Campbell received
18 votes.
Mr. Gray received ~
40 votes.
Mr. Green received .
14 votes.
Mr. Sanders having received amajority of all
A fourth vote was taken, when
the votes given, was declared duly elected, and
30 votes.
Mr. Helms received
he entered upon the discharge of his duties.
26 votes.
Mr. Brown received
DOOn. K£EPJ,;R.
21 votes.
Mr. Keene received
19 votes.
:Mr. Campbell received
The PRESIDENT
announced
that nominations were now in order for the office of Door
On a fifth vote,
36 votes .
Keeper.
Mr. Helms received
Mr. JAMES nominated Mr. JORN M. HELMS.
31 votes.
Mr. Brown received
Mr. BOYD nominated Mr. C. C. GREEN.
29 votes.
Mr. Keene received
Mr. PRIOEnominated
Mr. HORAOE SMITH.
On a sixth vote,
Mr. McHENRY nominated Mr. ELISHA BROWN.
Mr. Helms received
49 votes.
Mr. STEVENSON nominated Mr. WILL. R.
Mr. Brown received
48 votes.
C,u-rPBELL.
Mr. Helms having received a majority of all
:Mr. DESHA nominated Mr, JAlf}:S G LEACH.
the votes given, was declared duly elected, and
Mr. IRWIN nominated Mr. GREENUP KEENE.
Mr. IRWIN said: While I am up. 1 desire to he entered upon the discharge of his duties.
say a few words in explanation of the circumRULES OF onDER.
stances surrounding'
the gentleman
whom I
Mr. MERIWETHER
submitted the following
have put in nomination for Door Keeper.
Mr.
resolution;
Keene is a gentleman
of intelligence,
of very
Resolved, That a committee, consisting of sevagreeable manners, and I sincerely believe would
en members, be arpointed
by the President,
make a most excellent officer; but the chief merit whose duty it shal be to prepare and report a
of his case, sir, consists in the object he has in set of rules for the government
of the Oonvenview with the means to be raised by the salary
tion.
attached to the office. He is the father of Mrs.
Mr. MITCHELL
moved to substitute,
in lieu
James W. Davidson, of the county of Logan,
thereof, the following:
whose husband, some time since, while at the
Resolved. 'l'hat the rules of order which govjduhlenburg Court, was stricken down with dis.
erned the House of Representatives
of Kentucky
ease, and died in a few hours.
She is an ele- at its late session, be adopted for the governgant and amiable lady, with several children, in ment of this Convention so far as they are apv(Ory embarrassed circumstances:
and the object plicable, and that said rules be referred to a
of Mr. Keene, the father, is to secure a little committee, consisting of five members, with dihome and a few acres of land for his widowed
rections to report such alterations
or emenddaughter and grand children.
Mr. Keene has menta as in their judgment
may be deemed nesome claims upon his country.
In the war of
cessary.
1812, he became a soldier, and I understand that
Pending these resolutions, on motion, the Cona distinguished gentleman
upon this floor can
vention adjourned.
bear testimony to his manly bearing.
I believe,
sir, that in voting for Mr. Keene, we shall not
only secure a good officer, but shall have the
additional consolation of knowing that we have
wiped away the widow's tears and secured a
WEDNESDAY,
OCTOBER 3, 1849.
home to the fatherless.
The Journal of yesterday having been read,
Mr. ROOT nominated Mr.SA"MtJEL C. BRleTOW.
Mr. HARDIN
rose and stated, that he had
The vote was taken, with the following result:
heard some apprehension
expressed as to the
Mr. Keene received
•
19 votes.
correctness of tlie last vote for the Door Keeper
Mr. Helms recei ved
17 votes.
of this Convention yesterday.
The vote, he was
Mr. Green received 14 votes.
aware, was taken by a very able and experienced
Mr. Brown received
14 votes.
Clerk, but it was also taken by members of
Mr. Campbell received
14 votes.
the Convention, some of whom were of opinion
Mr. Leach received 10 votes.
that Mr. Brown received 49 votes, and Mr. Helma
Mr. Smith received 6 votes.
48, and not 49 for Mr .. Helms and 48 for Mr.
Mr. Bristow received
3 votes.
Brown, as reported.
There being no election, the Convention proAfter a brief conversation,
it was agreed that
ceeded to a second vote, Mr. Bristow's name be- the roll should be called, so that if any gentleman's vote was improperly recorded, a correcing withdrawn, when
Mr. Keene received 19 votes.
tion could now be made.
The roll was called accordingly,
and as no
Mr. HclmB received
17 votes.
Mr. Brown received
16 votes.
error was pointed out, the election of Mr. Helms
Mr. Green received 14 votes.
remained undisturbed.
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mont of the Convention
until other rules were
RULES OF ORnER,
reported by the committee.
The resolution ofThe first business in order, was. the conside- fered here as a substitute, provides that the rules
ration of the resolution offered yesterday by Mr. which governed the House of Representatives
of
Meriwether,
which was in these words:
Kentucky at its last session, shall be adopted, so
Resolved, That a committee, consisting of sev- far as applicable to this House, and then referen: members, ue appointed
by the President,
red to the committee to report such alterations
whose duty it shall be to prepare and report a and amendments
as were deemed necessary.
set of rules for the government
of the Conven- Until they did report these would be the rules
tion.
for the government of this Convention.
His obAnd the substitute of Mr. MITCHELL
as folject was to facilitate business.
lows:
. Mr. MERIWETHER
said the gentleman's
-Resolved, That the rules of order which gov- explanation was evidence that his proposition
erned the House of RepreS<lntati vel> of Kentucky
would defeat its own object.
The gentleman
at its late session, be adopted for the governroeut
wished to adopt the rules of the State Legielaof this Oonveutdon, so far as they are applicable,
ture. Now, oulooking over these rules, it would
and that said rules be referred to a committee,
be found there was one requiring a vote of twoconsisting of five members, with directions
to thirds for their alteration.
If they were adopted,
report such alterations or arnendmeuta as in their the report of the committee must first get a vote
judgment way be deemed necessary.
of two-thirds
in order to secure its adoption;
Mr. HARGIS said he desired, if it were in and the effect would be to place them in a posiorder, to offer a substitute for both the resolutions.
tion where they could get none other than the
Resolved, That a committee of three be apof the Legislature, without a vote of twopointed to digest and report certain rules to gov- rules
thirds, and the question
would be eternally
ern the action of this Oonvention, and so far as arising in the House as to the applicability
of a
applicable, that the same shall conform to the rule-for, "so far as applicable,"
says the gentleparliamentary
rules of the Oongress of the Uni- man's proposition.
He thought it better to be
ted States.
without rules. for a day or two, than to have
He observed, that he was of opinion that this those which would create a controversy
as to
Convention was a little above the Legislature; at
their applicability .
.least he apprehended
their constituents
so reMr.MITCHELL
said the substitute, to him. did
garded it.
Mr. MERIWETHER
said the difference be- not appear obnoxious to the objection made by the
The adoption of the
between the gentleman'S proposibion
and that gentleman from Jefferson.
which he submitted yesterday was sim;t;tly a dif- rules and their reference to a committee would be
'I'be resolution is an entire thing,
ference between "three"
aud "seven;
for the simultaneous.
and must be taken together.
The power to alter
rules of Congress would be before the committee,
and amend is not posterior in point of time to
and they might seleeu such as ill their judgment
Then, the rule requiring a twowere- applicable.
The committee would like- their adoption.
third vote for their alteration would not be appliwise have- before them the rules of the Legislature of Kentucky, from which also, they could cable, because it would conflict ...villi the power
It might be that 9,uestioDs
make a selection.
Wby then was it necessary to to alter or amend.
make any special reference'[
It was surely a would occasionally arise as to the applicability
of
the
rules
to
this
body,
but it was better to
very important question whether a committee
_8hould consist of five, three, or seven!
A bare have some rules, even if this question did arise,
amendment to strike out and insert three, five, or than to have none at-all.
Mr. DAVIS said he comprehended the prop0
seven, would have accomplished the gentleman's
sition of the gentleman
from Oldham precisely
object.
Mr. HARGIS was of opinion that there was a as that gentleman had explained it, and in that
form he was opposed to it. He thought the
difference between the two resolutions.
Whether the Parliamentary.
rules of Congress would proposition of the gentleman from Jefferson a
proper one, nnd that it ought to be adopted.
be before the committee he was not advised.
The resolution
SP9ke.. only of the rules of the He understood that the rules of the House of
Representatives
of the State of Kentucky proLegislature.
and the good people of Kentucky,
The
their constituents,
lie apprehended, looked for vide for a call for the previous question.
consequence would be, as there was no previous
something in this hody a little above that.
~ Mr~ ¥ERIWETHER
suggested that the gen- question in committee of the whole, when in the
House the previous question might be sprung upfleman from, Morgan add Breathitt had mistaken
He. desired in this Conthe substitute of the gentleman from .Oldham for on every proposition.
the original proposition.
'I'he origina~ resolu- vention that every gentlemen who offered a propshould have an option made no reference to the rules of the Legis- osition for its consideration
portunity of calling for the yeas and nays on
lature.
If a propMr. HARGIS replied, th!!-t he knew no other everyone he might choose to submit.
proposition;
and at his request they were again osition were submitted in c-ommitteeofthewhole,
and was found to be unacceptable to the majoriread,
Mr. MITOHELL
said the proposition
of the ty, he did not want that majority to have an opby going into the House and calling
gentleman from Jefferson, as He understood it, portunity
was to raise a committee whose business it for and sustaining the previous question to stifle
would be to digest a system of rules for the gov- and suppress the question on a proposition voIn other words, he
ernment of the Convention; but the object which ted down in committee.
he had in view, in offerIng his substitute, was to waoted a system of rules which would enable
provide some rules for the immediate govern- each member to have a call of the yeas and nays
8
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on his proposition in committee of the whole, as
well as in the House, and he trusted the motion
of the gentleman from Jefferson would prevail,
and the committee constituted under it would so
establish the rules of this House.
The question was then taken on Mr. MITCHELL'S proposition, and it was rejected, and the
original resolution of Mr. MERIWETHER
was
adopted.
Tl18 PRESIDENT
then named the following
gentlemen as the committee on rules under the,
resolution just adopted: Messrs. Meriwether
Dixon, DaVIS, MeHeury, Barlow, Mitchell, and
Irwin.
MODE OE raOCEEPJXQ,

Mr. C. A. WICKLIFFE.
Mr. President,
I
rise to submit some resolutions, not proposing
any s:pecific proposition
to change or alter the
Oonstitutdou, but to indicate the views which I
have at this early hour as to the mode and manner by which we shall approach the labors which
lie before us. I desire to have the resolutions
read, and if it is the pleasure of the House to consider them uow, I will give such explanations
as
occur to me with regard to them, that they may
be comprehended by those who hear me.
Mr. NUTTALL.
I would make a snggestion
to my friend from Nelson (Mr. wickllffe.)
Had
we not better first elect Public Printers?
When
the important business of the Convention is about
to be brought before us in a tangible shape, we
ouslit to be enabled to have the documents printed'; that we may form deliberate opinions upon
them.
Mr. PRESIDENT.
The resolutions
are before the Convention, and therefore the proposition
of the gentleman from Henry is not now in order.
Mr. NUTTALL.
I am aware of that, but I
suggest that the gentleman withdraw his resolutio.ns; then we c~n proceed to the election of a
Printer, after which the gentleman's
resolutions
will be first in order.
Mr. C. A. WICK;LIFFE.
The resolutions pro·
pose no change of principle;
but only indicate
the appointment of certain committees to whom
the body will refer certain duties to be performed
in the preparation of business.
The Resolutions were then sent up to the Secretary's Desk and read as follows;
1. Resolved, That a committee of nine Delegates be appointed, whose duty it shall be to reportsuch "amendments
or changes " in the Constitution of Kentucky, as they may deem necessary in the provisions thereof which relate to
the election and apFointment,
term of office,
powers and duties 0 the Governor, Lieutenant
Governor, Secretary of State, and such other executive civil officers whose duties ordinarily are
required to be discharged at the Seat of Government.
2. T1l:1t a similar committee be appointed
to
report such "amendments
or changes" as may
be necessary in the Constitution
of Kentucky,
in the provieione thereof which relate to the ap·
pointment, qcauficetioue, term of office, duties
and powers of all other executive or ministerial
civil officers whose jurisdiction and pow.ers may
be confined to counties, districts, cities, or towns.
3. That a like committee be appointed to report what "amendments or changes" arc uecee-

gary in that portion of the Constitution of Kentucky concerning
the Militia, and the appointment of the officers thereof.
4. That a committee of nine Delegates be appointed to report what "amendments or changes"
arc necessary to be made in so much of the Constitution of Kentucky
as concerns the Legielative Department of the Government.
5. Tnat a committee of fifteen Delegates be
appointed to report what "amendments or eh:;tll!fes" are necessary in that portion of the Oonstdtution of Kentucky that relates to the Court of
Appeals, the appointment
of the Judges and
Clerk thereof.
6. That a committee, to consist of fifteen Delegates, be appointed to report what "amendments
or changes" are necessary to be made in that
portion of the Oonstitutiou
of Kentucky which
relates to the appointment of the Judges of inferior Courts.land officers thereof, and the tenure
of their offices.
7. That a committee, to consist of
Delegates, be appointed to report what "amendments or changes" are necessary to be made inthe Constitution of Kentucky ill relation to the
County Courts, the qualifications
and mode of
appointment,
and the tenure of office of the
Justices and Clerks thereof.
8. That a committee, composed of
Delegates, be appointed to report what "amendments or changes" arc necessar.y to be made in
any of the miscellaneous provisions of the Constitution of Kentucky: and that said committees have power to report from time to time, until
their labors are completed.
Mr. W ALr.ER.
Mr. President, I wish to offer
a resolution
as a substitute.
Similar resolutions were adopted in the Conventions
of the
States of Virginia and New York.
The Secretary read the Resolution as follows:
Resolved, That a committee of seven be appointed to inquire and repOlt what method will
be most expedient in bringing before the Convention alterations or nmeridmente of the Constitution which may be preferred.
Mr. G. DAVIS.
Mr. President,
before the
substitute is 'considered I will offer an amendmont in the form of an additional
resolution
to those offe:ed ?y the gentleman from Nelson
(Mr. C .. A. WIckliffe.)
The Secretary read the Resolution as follows:
Resolved, That a select committee of five be
appointed by the President, with instructions to
report, in substance,
as the first provision of a
new, or amended Constitution,
that no member
of this Convention shall be eligible to anyoffice,
or place of trust or profit, established
directly
by it, or that may be established
under the authorityof
any· constitutional
provision which it
may adopt; or the mode of appointment,
or election, to which may be prescribed by any such
constitutional provision, or by any such law, until after the expiration of ten years from the ratification and approval of this Constitution
by
the qualified voters of this Commonwealth.
Mr.IR:W,IN.
At this distance I could not distinctly hear the resolution
of the gentleman
from Bourbon (Mr. Devis.) but so far 3,.<; I could
understand: it seems to me to cut off evp-ry gentleman in this House from any office to be created by the Constitution.
(Laught~r.)
If I arn
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correct in my understandlnz,
before this resolu- postpone their conelderntinn. Certainly I cannot
vote for the amendment
of the gentleman from
tion shall have been adopted I feel some disposiBourbon, because it involves a great principle.
tion to resign.
(Renewed laughter.)
1 d? not know that ~ have so great an objection
Mr. C. A. WICKLIFFE.
I did not in the pro- to It as my young friend from Logan (Mr. Irwin,)
iet I drew in my resolutions,
borrow from any for I certainly have no idea of holding office unsystem adopted as I am aware by any Oonvender the new Constitution.
taou of a sister State, as I had not access to the
Mr. NUTTALL.
I wish to superadd to the
journals
of any other State.
I aID therefore en- amendment of the gentleman from Bourbon the
tirelr responsible for the propriety of these res- following: "provided however, that this amendolutiona, and I desire that they may not be en- ment shall only apply to such members of this
cumbered, when they are only intended to ena- Convention as shall vote for the same."
ble the presiding officer of this body, if in ucMr. A. K. MARSHALL.
It seems to me that
cordanccwith
the views of the delegates, to go to this is a very important step which we arc about
work and select eommlttecs, to whom certain to take, und it is one which I am not disposed to
duties devolving on us under the law ealling the vote upon at present,
This resolution is to[OVOonveution, may be assigned.
Of course there ern the future action of the Convention, as unis nothing in these resolutions,
which expresses derstnnd It, uud should be fully examined.
I
direetly or indirectly, or desires to extract the therefore move that it be laid Oil the table and
opinions of any member of this House upon any
principle either of the Constitution to be framed, printed.
Mr. DAVIS.
Mr. Preeident,
I believe that
or any change of the present Constitution
or a- motion is subject to debate.
I made roy propomendment thereof.
I should carefully abstain
sition in all good faith, and should be ~reatly
from thus early introducing
such a resolution
gratified myself to see this Convention, If they
myself; but to enable us to do this work, I think think it proper, adopt it. It is not the presenwe should have something of system or order, tation of a new principle to me, but a new apend :ertain duties and labors assigned and ap- plication of one found both in the Federal and
portioned
out among the members thereof.our own State Constitution,
and as I think not
Hence it was that I proposed the appointment
of an unimportant and useless one as proposed in
different committees.
There should devolve on the amendment I have offered. I Will call the
one committee, the duty of examining the present attention of the gentleman
from Henry, (Mr.
Constitution with reference to the Executive
de- Nuttall,) and of the Convention to the clause in
partment of the government;
another with refer- each Oonentution.
I do not know that the
ence to the Legislativedepartment;
another, with amendment snggested
by my very respected
reference to the J udicial department;
aad then fri.end. from H~nry would have any personal apthe miscellaneous provisions of the Constitution.
plication to himself', because I am not satisfied
These committees, composed of the delesates of that the. e!feet and tendency of my amendment
this House, selected by the judgment of the pre- would m any way be to exclude him from
siding officer, would Immediately go to work.cany place under any Constitution.
[Laughter.]
They would make a report to-day, or to-morrow,
If it had the effect to exclude myself, why I
or the next day, of so mueh of their labor as they should have no sort of objection to it-none.
had prepared,-say
connected with the Execu- What I hav~ said is in pure good humor to my
tive department,-:-ealling
it if you please, num- respected friend, for whose talents and abilities
ber one. That Will then be placed upon your I have the highest respect, and to whom I am
calendar as an order of the day.
Another will ready to tender my personal regard and friendbe prepared to report in part, the duties allotted
ship; and I should feel some distress to-be-sure
to them.
They have examined, deliberated up- if he should be cut off from any office or the
on, and digested the work; have consulted, and country lose the great advanta~e of his talents
carefully put together the result of their labors in and experience.
Any proposition I have made
a manner and in language that cannot possibly
here, I trust, will be fraught with no such catesbe misunderstood.
We can then take lip those trophe, either to himself or the country.
reports from day to day, and if it is the desire of
In the Constitution
of the United States, Sec.
the House, we can discuss them here, and if ne- 6, of the Ist Article, the secoud clause reads thus:
cessary the committee may explain, and any
"No member of the Senate or of the House of
member of the House will be at liberty to offer Representatives
shall, during the time for which
amendments and have a vote taken upon them.
h.e ~hall have been elected, be .appointed to any
And when it is. perfected, we can take the vote CIVIl offiee under the authority of the United
on its en~rossment and lay it aside as so much States, which shall have been created or the
labor fiuiehed, to be put together
in the mode emoluments whereof increased during such time;
hereafter to be agreed upon by the House.
The and no person holding any office under the Uniproposition of the Delegate from the county of ted States shall be a member of either house duBourbon. might be ·very apJ.,1ropriatc as a matter ring his continuance in office."
of instruction to the eomtlllttees, or a separate
The provision of our own Constitution
I precommittee might be raised, and instructed to put sume was bon-owed by the wise men who framed
such a proposition in the Constitution M would it from the words just read from the Federal Conhave that effect. But it seems to me not approstitution.
It is as follows:
priate to the resolution
which I had the honor
"No Senator 01' Representat.ive
shall, during
to su;bmit to this.Hous~.
If the objeetof the resolutlOns I submItted
1S understood,
I desire not the tenn for whieh he was elected, or for one year
to consume thetirneof tlleHouse; and if they de- thereafter, be allpointed or elected to allY eivil
sire further time to reflect and examine a better office of profit under this Commonwealth, whieh
shall have been created, or the emohlments of
plan than I have submitted,
I will cheerfully
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which shall have been increased, during the time
such Senator or Representative
was in office,
except gueh offices or appointments
as may be
made or filled by the elections of the people."
Now I propose an extension and application of
this principle of exclusion from office to those
who are to make offices. the members of this

'body, and that this exclusion shall have effect
and 0feration for a term of ten years. It is not
a tota exclusion, but its extent will depend on
the innovation and change which this body may
make upon the existing Constitution, and according to my best care and deliberation I drew itup
to have that restrict-ed operation.
If'this Convention by any constitutional provision should establish a new office, every member of it, .if my
proposition should prevail,-including
myself,
who will vote for it, and including my respected ~rien~ from Henry who I .l?resume will vote
agamst it-c-would be necessarily excluded from
office. And so it is meant for myself. If the
provisions of the Constitution should authorize
the Legislature to create aud establish other offices, and the Legislature under the authoritv of
such a provision or provisions should pass laws
for the establishment of other offices, why in
like manner, he and myself would be excluded
from R,Ppointment or election to those offices?
']'here Iii another branch of the resolution that
provide~ that where the mode of appointment or
of election shall have been changed by this
amended or new Constitution, or by any law
passed under its authority,
this exclusion
shall have application to such cases also. If
the office of Governor or Lieut. Governor remains intact by this body, uo gentleman aspiring to those high positions, under the effect and
operation of my amendment, would be excluded
from them. If the term of these offices is deemed too long, it might be limited to three or
two years, and still the prohibition not extend
to any member of this Convention.
If there
should be a change made in the organization of
the Legislative department of the Government-for example, that Its election should be biennial,
and that unless convened on extraordinary
occasions by the Governor, its sessions should be,
by the Constitution, restricted to once in two
yeare-c-which I hope will be a provision and
feature in the new Constitution-every
gentleman who should vote for that provision would
be eligible to seats in either branch of the Legislature.
the mode o~ appointing Judges
should remain the same as It IS under the existing Constitution, and to my mind, there will be
great if not insuperable difficulty in Improving
that mode, although it is objectionable to myself-still, if that mode should be preserved under a new Constitution, and the J ndeee be required to hold their offices for a limited timewhich principle I should like to see ado}?tcd in
tIl,e Constitution-every
gentleman on t.}lISfloor
Will be eligible to the judicial offices of the
State. So that 1 beg leave to inform my young
friend from Loga,u, or at least so recently from
Lugan, that he \vlll pardon me fm' foraettinO" his
10cal!tJ'-and, to my friend fr?m Hcnry, that the
provHllon whlch 1 have submitted to the considl-ration ?f. the ~onventioo, is not as sweeping as
a superfiCIal view would authorize gentlemen to
infer,

If

Now I do not know, nnd indeed have no hope.
llofortunately', that the proposition will prevail;
nevcrt~leless It has as much of my confidence.
and Will have from me as steady and as earnest
a support, though I stand solitary and alone in
uttering my voice in its favor, BS if it was to receive the unanimous sanction of this body and
the people of this State. I believe it to be ri~ht,
and that it would work good to our coustitueney and the country.
I will add one or two
arguments why I believe it will not prevail.
Under the existing- sY,sttm, and the principles of
our present Oonstitutiou, a great, powerful, and
talented party, consisting' of nearly one half of
the voters of Kentuck{, are excluded from executive appointments.
admit it to be a wtong.
I maintain that in all our governments, General
and State, the mass of the important political offices, those that mould the administration
and give character to it-the executive administration and the active politics of the government-ought
to be filled with the friends of that
government.
But when you come to judicial
and minor ministerial offices, I utterly condemn
and abhor that piratical principle that would
eje.ct men from such places because they dared to
think for-themselves, and to entertain principles
and to cherish systems of policy not acceptable t~
the incumbents having the appointing power.
Such a princiI;'le is oppression and tyranny.
and I would like to see the free people (If this
country trample it in the dust and annihilate h.
J admit that it is wrong and unjust to exclude
the gn'at Democratic party in this State from all
executive appointments.
We see them rallied
against the present mode as one man, and why1
Because the present system entirely excludes
them frolll. these place~, these judicial offices,
and authorizes their filling by executive appointment. I am not prepared to sav that any svstern we may introduce in its stead would be better. We are all frail and erring. Nohumaninstitutioll. is perfect. ~o system that the experience
and Wisdom and virtue of man call devise will
eyer work infallibly.
None! Oil this subject I
have no fixed principles or predilectious.
I want
light-to interchange views and feelinss and selltiments with my associates in this body. ] want
the best system that can be devised by the rerlection, experience, wisdom, and patriotism of this
body, to be thrown before it for its fair and UIlreetrlcted consideration; and if I know myself
when that system is addressed to me, and
conforms to the dictates of my conscience and
judgment, I am prepared to adopt it, come from
what source itmny.
But I am utterly and irreversibly opposed to the election of the judiciary
by the popular vote. I am equally inflexible in
my opposition to the election of tlte judici'ary
by the vote of the two Houses of the Legislature.
On the other hand, 1 see how impracticable and
vain would be any proposition that did not conc:de somethin$ to this palty ~hat has been elltlrelyexclndect from these offices. l'heorgallizatioH whicl? at.pl'es;-Ilt seems to me most prop··
er, but wluch I WIll eheerflilly vield t,o auv
proJl.osition that on reflectio.1lappe(lrstome better.
lSthlS: That when the Leglslatureconvenes, and
t·here is a vacancy in a judicial office, the members of the House of Representatives from thu
district in which such vacancy exists, shall get
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together and form themselves into an electoral majority, in favor of calling the Convention.
college, and shall name for the office two cand i- If then the citizens of his connty' voted for caldates-two
gentlemen resident within the dis- lin~ the Convention and elected him a member
uict-c-and shall nominate them to the Senate, of It, how is it that he offers a resolution which
which body shall nominate one of them to the I ceuuot but think was offered with the intenGovernor, and he shall receive the commission
tion of defeating any Constitntion which this
of the Commonwealth
as Judge of the district. Ocnventdon may make.
He seems to mourn for
I would like some such system as that-somethe fate of the democratic party of Kentucky.
thing that would do justice to both of the great I did not expect to hear much, in this place, in reparties in this State.
gard to the democratic party, or in regard to the
While onr friends constitute numbers nearly party of which the gentleman is a member. We
as ~reat as ourselves, embodying talents, virtue, were not elected for party purposes.
If the genand patriotism nearly or quite as great as we do, tleman cernes here with the intention of defeatI regard it as unjust and oppressive that they ing the very object of the Convention-with the
should be excluded from alf these offices. If intention of securing the rejection of any Conany one of the number of the able men of that stitution which this Convention may make-I
party on this floor, whose reflection and experi- imagine that when he ~oes back to his constituence will enable him to devise a system that will ent'>, they will tell 111mthat he has not truly
secure something like equal justICe to both par- represented their will and wishes. The people
ties-that
will at the same tune avoid the vio- have expressed their will, and have sent us here
lence, the corruption, the bribery, and the great not to act upon principles of party policy. No,
train of ills that will follow the popular election Sir, but to change the organic law of the State,
of the judicial officers of this Commonwealth,
and to make it conform to their w ill and wishes.
and will prevent the offices being thrown into What is the great object which is to be acthe Legislature of the State for scramble and in- complished by us? Is it not to change the mode
trigue-I
say, if any gentleman will devise a of appointment of the various important officers
better system than the one I have introduced, I of the State? The Judiciary is one class of those
will thank him for myself, and will most cor- officers. 'I'be duration of their offices, a.')those
diall.y adopt it. I did not intend to debate this offices are at present constituted, is highly obpropOSition. but to throw it out, not for present jectionable to the people.
No mode of appointaction or discussion, but that members might ment, the gentleman says, can be perfect-no
think and ponder upou it, and if they came to system of government can be perfect. That is
the conclusion that it was wOlthless-reject
it. true; but if there be any mode on earth by which
If it deserved 11 better consideration, they could appointments enu be made that is as pure and as
give it to it-but
I think npw is the proper time free from corruption as when made by the sov-at the very threshhold of our deliberationsereign p,eople, I acknowledge that I am mistato offer it. If it was possible by my vote to cut ken. 1he people are the sovereignty of the
off the members who are to frame a Constitution,
State, and the power belonging to the people is
from all political office and hope, and even from that power which regulates the interests and
every party tie, I would cast such 11 vote. I welfare of this great Commonwealth.
When
would say that they should stand aloof, as im- the &"overnment is in the hands of the peopartial, unsullied,
pure, unsuspected
arbiters ple, It is near and dear to them. Then why
among contending
partizan
factions.
They should we trust to any other power than that
should form a government for the present and of the people of the Commonwealth to do this
for posterity.
They should have lIO political
important work?
I mean, to appoint the high
object or hope beyond that work.
If that work officers of government-those
officers who dewas badly done, it would be sufficient evidence rive the pay for the services they render directthat they ought not to be trusted with allY other. ly from the people.
Who, I say, can be better
If it was well done, it would, in my opinion, af- qualified to appoint those officers than the peoford a just and sufficient fame to satisfy the am- ple themselves?
It would be a shame to deprive
bition of any properly organized mind. I would them of it; and I should be very reluctant to see
not only exclude them from office under the State, my name enrolled with those who would deny
but under the general government.
I would cut to the people the privilege of making such apthem off as far as practicable from being parti- pointments.
I should be equally reluctant to
zans. They should know none of the motives, favor the proposition
that no member of this
personal or private, that operate upon the hu- Conveutiori should hold office for the next ten
man mind and conscience, to debauch it and to yem'S. I should be ashamed that it should go
pervert it to wrOllg conclusions.
N OU0! But I forth to the world, that this Convention passed
will add nothing more on this subject at present, a resolution that no one of its members; should
but to express the hope that gentlemen will give hold office under the Constitution that we may
this subject, as I have "ought to give it myself, make, within a period of ten years.
I would
a careful examination, and if they are 110tsat.is- ask the gentleman where he ever found a precefled with it and think it ought to be rejected, I dent for such a resolution?
If such should be
shall feel no disappointment
at-the result.
adopted, I apprehend both he find myself would
]Hr. HARGIS.
When the gentleman offered be quite too old afterwards to participate in the
his resolution, it appeared to me that perhaps his affairs of the government.
It strikes me, that
intention was to defeat any Constitution "which we are pretty well advanced in years already. I
this Convention rnightmake.
I do not know that do not know that he entertains any wish to reI clearly apprehended the gentleman's object, bnt ceive an appointment, but I have 110 doubt there
I think I am not mistaken when I say that the are friends of the gentleman who would not be
citizens of his county voted, by a considerable so reluctant to render their sen-ices to the State.
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I shall uow ask
But al, all events I have more confidence in the to the gentleman's resolution.
leave to withdraw it, and at the same time tenmembers of this Convention, than to be willing
to declare that ther shall not hold office under del' Illy respects to tlle gentlemen from Bourbon,
the new Constitution for a period of ten years. (Mr. Davis.) for whom I have always enterI shall not however vote
I want to show that we are not ashamed or tained a high regard.
afraid to submit the work of our hands to our in favor of t118 gentleman's proposition, because
constituents, and if it be found that we have I prefer to save to the country the benefit, of his
been good and faithful servants, perhaps
the ability and talents, (laughter,) for I am well aspe0'ple may desire thut we should continue in sured, that the country would never be able to
progres5 without the aid of his distinguished
their service.
talents.
(Renewed laughter.)
The gentleman says, let the Districts nominate
:Mr. CLARKE.
I do not intend to present to
two persons to the Senate for the office of Oirof the Convention, any projet
euit Judge and let the Senate determine betw~en the consideration
them. But would not that defeat the very in- or plan of change necessary to be made in the
of the State; nor will I detain the
tention which the gentleman
professes to have Constitution
more than a few minutes.
I have
in view? If you should have a Whig Senate Convention
the propwould they not be very apt to appoint a Whig read with some care and particularity,
osition of the gentleman from Bourbon, and I
Judse? Or if the Senate should be Democratic
w01l1dnot the appointee be a man of their own have only to remark, that the principle that is
therein attempted
to be applied to the members
politics? Why not then, to avoid this dilemma,
refer the matter to the people themselves?
If, of this Convention, has never been applied to
sir, the people are the sovereign power of the the members of any. Convention in this Uuion
State, which they are,-if
th ..y support and which has assembled for the purpose of forming
I am aware that in the Constituuphold the State, which they do.c-for they pay a Constitution.
for the services of their officers-ou~ht
they not tion of the United States, and I believe that in
of every State in the Union,
to have the right to appoint those officers? And the Constitution
ought they not to have the right to say how there is a provision that no mem bel' of a Legislalong they shall serve, and to have the right also tive body, who shall be engaged in the creation
to say whether those who have served them al- of any office, shall be appointed or promoted to
ready in one capacity shall continue to serve that office, during his term of service in the
If I UIl4
them in a different capacity?
But do not under- body by which the office was created.
from
stand me as »aying th~t I would place a man be- derstand the position of the gentleman
seems at least to resolve
Jore the people for a high office unless he were a Bourbon, it is this-it
is the creation of
man of high standing.
For instance, in the c~se itself into the enquiry-what
of the appointment of a Judge, I would reqUIre an officdf If a change be made in the muuner
does the geutloman
that the candidate should be a man of long ex- and mode of appointment,
perience at the bar. Although I belong to the mean thnt such chan[f~ shall be considered as the
creation
of
a
uew
office?
I
certainly so underDemocratic party, a fact which I believe is very
If I misunderstood
him,
well known, so 'far from placing before the peo- etaud the gentleman.
ple for appointment a man not duly qu~lifie~, I I would be glad to be corrected.
MI'. DAVIS.
The gentleman does misunderwould require full and complete qualification
and fitness in all candidates for office. I would stand me. That is 11 distinct class of cases.
uot only have them qualified to discharge the The gentleman will find that there are two claeefirst, those caduties of the office. but I would have them to be es provided for in the resolution;
residents of the Districts ill which their duties ses where offices are newly created; secondly,
are to be performed.
I would not ouly have the those in which there is ouly a change or modification in the manner of appointment.
.
appointments of the Judges made by the people,
but 1would leave to the people the election of all
],oIr.CLARKE.
And am I to understand that
officers whom they arc to pa;r for their services.
the gentleman intends that in this latter case it
As regards the Secretary of State, Auditors, and shall be considered as the creation of a new ofsuch other officers, I would not. insist upon their fice?
appointments being made by the people; hut as
:Mr. DAVIS.
I do not pretend to determine;
regards those officers who reside in the various but my proposition is to this effect: that where
Districts, and whose services are to be there dis- allY action IS had by the Convention itself, or by
charged, the people are better qualified to elect legislation occurring under the provisions which
them than ant other tribunal.
There is a great we may adopt, which may operate merely to
deal tlmt I might add upon this subject, but r uo change the mode of appointment
of publIC ofnot desire to COllsumethe time of the Con\·ent!on.
ficers, it will forlll a distinct
class of cases
1 merely wish to throw ont these suggestions,
to which t.herestrictioll
shull or shall not apply
and I would be glad to hear t.he opinion!; of gen- according to the nature of the chal)ge produced.
tlemen on both sides upon a matter as important
Mr. CLARKE.
Yes, I understand.
N owaI
us this is. Indeed I do not know that any re- have no idea that tllis Convention will create in
marks upon this subject are in order at this time. that sense any new office whatever; but I do ex'The subject seems to have been brought forward
pect and I trust that expectation will be verified
prematurely.
by the ultimate actfbn of this COllventioll, that
Mr. NUTT A.LL. I do not myself believe there will be a change in the mode of electing
For my own
tbat this is the pToper time for the discussion of almost every officer in the State.
this question.
NOTdo I think it is a time for part, I desire that there should be a change in the
the indulgence of pleasantry; and, perhaps, had mode of electing the Judges of the Court of ApI sufficiently considered what was due to self- peals, and indeed I may say I desire to see al·
most every officer elected by the people of the
resped, I should not have offereJ the amendment
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State over whom they exercise jurisdiction or mit my views upon
power.
At present I will not argue this question, but I must say that I cannot come to the
conclusion that, by a mero change in the mode of
the appointment
of a Judge, by the action of
this Convention, you create a new office. If you
have a Circuit Judge now appointed
by the
Governor whose appointment
IS confirmed by
the Senate, his functions are the same as they
would be if he were nominated by the pe0r,le
of the Stute and confirmed by the Senate.
'I he
resolution seems to me ambiguous.
It leaves
open a controversy which in aftcrtimes will grow
IIp, if a gentlema.n of this Convention should aspire to an office, whether it was an officecreated
by the Convention,
or an office where merely
the mode of appointment
had been changed.
Instead of shutting out difficulties hereafter, it
will only produce doubt and controversy
that
can never be settled without calling a new Convention.
As I remarked, I did not rise to make
a speech. I merely wished to understand the true
construction
to be given to the proposition
of
the gentleman
from Bourbon.
I am not prepared to vote for his resolution,
but shall vote
for the motion to lay it, together with the amendment and the substitute, 011 the table.
Mr. DIXON. I do not rise with the intention
of taking any pert in this discussion, for I am
very well satisfied myself Umt it is wholly irrelevant to our present business.
This is not
the proper time for the discussion of this question; the principle which is involved in it will
come properly before us for discussion after the
various propositions
which ought to be submitted to us shall have been reported upon by their
appropriate
committees.
1 am anxious to get
forward with the business for which we have
been sent here, and I am averse therefore to entering upon a discussion of this nature at this
time. I understand there is amotion now pending to lay the original resolution and the amendment and substitute on the table.
I do notknow
any good reason Why they should not be laid
upon the table and printed.
I hope that we
shall now proceed to adopt some rule by which
our business will be facilitated that we may satisfy the country that we are ill earnest in going
about the duties that have been entrusted to us.
I would further remark that I do not think that
the subject is now properly debateable.
Although 'we have not yet adopted specific rules
for our guidance, yet we ought to be governed by
a due regard to an economy of time with a view
to the dispatch of business.
Mr. DAVIS.
A motion to lay on the table
and print is debateable.
Mt'. DIXON.
The debate then should be confined strictly to the question of printing.
When
the question does come up, I shall be glad to
heal' the opinions of gentlemen on all sides, but
really it appears to me that this is not the proper
time.
Mr. HARDIN.
I rise only to make one or
two sugqestio~s to the move.r of these :e.solu.
tions.
There IS a great deal III them WhICh deserves matore deliberation,
and it would be well
to have them before us in a printed form, and
that they should be referred to the committee of
the whole, and made the order of the day from
dUJ to day. I want at the propcr time to sub-

the subjects embraced in
them. I do not intend to do it now. I wish it
to be remembered, however, that every office in
this government,
from the Governor down, has
to be re-filled under the new Constitution.
The
terms of the resolutions
appear to me to be
too broad; indeed I do not fhink that my houorable friend, himself, intended that they should
go to the extent which their language would imply. I differ from him, too, as to the election
of a Judiciary, but I will give my reasons on a
future day.
At the suggestion of Mr. C. A. VnCKLIFFE,
the resolutions Were laid on the table until tomorrow, und were ordered to be printed.
ELECTIO~ OF

PRLN"TERS.

Mr. A. K. MARSHALL offered the following
resolution which Was adopted, viz:
Resolved, That William Tanner and John W.
Finnell be, and they are hereby, appointed
Printers to this Convention.
1'nOrOS[TlONIil

TO AMEND.

Mr. TURNER
offered the foUowing resolutions, viz:
1. Resolved, That all the officers of Government should be elected at stated times, either
directly or indirectly by the qualified voters of
the county or district in which the officer is to
serve.
2. ReSOlved, That elections should continue
butane duy, and Votes should be cast viva eoce ;
and to enable the electors to cast their votes in
one day, the counties should be divided into
townships of not exceeding
two hundred clectore.and au election held in each township.
3. Resolved, That members of the House of
Representatives of the State Legislature should
be elected for ~I1JO years. and of the Senate for
jowl' years-one
hnlf of the latter to go out every
two years.
The Legislature
to sit biennially,
subject to be called together by the Governor.
Noperson shall be eligible to either House who
has not resided ill Kentuckr
years,
and who is not a citizen 0 toe United States.
No person shall be eligible to the Senate who
has not attained the age of tltirty:five years, or to
the Honse of Representatives
who has Dot attained the age of twenty-jive years.
4. Resoloed, That the Legislature
shall have
no po\\'er to grant divorces, but shall, by law,
authorise the courts to do so. 'l'he Legislature
shall have no power to rass any local or special
law, unless three:fiflhs a all the members elected
to each House, by yeas and nays, concur in Its
passage.
5. Reeoieed, That the General Assembly shall
have no power to pass laws for the emancipation
of slaves, without the consent of their owners.
They shall pass laws to permit the owne.rs to
emancipate them, saving the rights of creditors:
Prooided, The persons emancipated shall be sent
out of the United States at the expense of the
person who emancipates them, and be sold into
bondage for the benefit of the public Treasury,
in case of their return to Kentucky.
6. Resolved, That no persons shall henceforth
be slaves within this Commonwealth,
except
such as are now so and the descendants
of the
females of them, and such as may be brought to
this State by bOlla fide emigrants and the descend-
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anteof the females of them, and such es citizens been appointed
of Kentucky shall derive title to out of the State
by marriage, devise, or descent, and the descend-

ants of the females of them.
7. Reso[-oed, That the Supreme Appellate Court
of the State should CODsL'3t of Jour Judges, who
should hold their

offices for the term

of eight

years, subject to removal by impeachment or address-no person to be eligible to the office except a licensed Attorney who has attained to the
age of thirty years; and who has actually resided
ill Kentucky for
years, and is a citizen

of the United Btetes-cone Judge to go out every
tuo years, but to be rc-elizible.
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8. Resolved, That no c~on should be eligible
to the office of Judge 0 any inferior court, who
has not attained the age of thirty y~ars, and who
is not a licensed Attorney and a citizen of the
United States, and who has not resided in Hentucky
years.
They should hold their
offices for the term of eight years, subject to removal by impeachment or address--ane1ourth
to
go out every two years, and to be re-ellgible.
9. Resolved, That no religious test or property
qualification shall be required to entitle a citizen
to vote or hold office.
10. lles(Jlved, That instead of the mode pointed out in the present Constitution
for calling a
Convention to re-adopt, amend, or change the
same, the persons legally authorised
to vote
shall, every
year after the adoption
of the new Constitution,
at the stated elections
for members of the Legislature, cast their votes
on the propriety of calling a Oonventiou, and if
a majo1'ity of all the legal voters of the State
shall vote for the call of a Convention, two years
in suecessicn, then the next Legislature
shall
pass a law for holding a Convention; but if such
majority do not 80 vote either year, then at the
end of
years from that time, a similar
vote shall be taken, and so on every
years, until the requisite majority shall vote two
successive years for the call of a Convention.
l L Resolned, That writs of error, from the inferior courts to the Court of Appeals, should be
ullowed to the accused in criminal prosecutions.
12. Resolved, That any amendments
to the
present Constitution,
which
this Convention
may adopt, shall be submitted
to the qualified
voters of this Commonwealth
for approval, and
if not approved by a majority of those who CMt
their votes, such amendments shall not take effect, but the present Constitution shall still remain in full force until changed according to its
own provisions.
The resolutions havin3' been read,
Mr. TURNER
said, In offering these resolutions, I am not vain enough to expect that they
will all. meet the views of a majority of the
Convention.
They are thrown out merely as
suggestions for the consideration
of the Convention among other propositions that may be
submitted.
Indeed there are some of them that
I have considerable doubt about myself.
I intend to act here uI?on deliberation and not upon
preconceived opinions.
I have drawn them up
with some attention, however, and I hope they
may be received and such consideration
given
to them as may be deemed proper.
It may be
doubtful whether we ought to debate propositions of this sort until after the committees have
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and have examined and reported
upon them.
But it appeared to me that it
would be appropriate at this time to present the
resolutions III order that the attention of members
might be drawn to them, and that they might, at
the proper time, be referred to the committee of
the whole.
The opinion has been expressed that
it would be better to let the committees
mature
the different subjects which will be brought up
for our deliberation before any opinions are expressed npon them in this body.
On the other
hand, it is said that it would be perfectly
right and proper to diseuse the great principles
involved in these various :propositions; but I
have drawn trp the resolutions
and presented
them at this time with the view that the attention of the Convention
may be drawn to
them.
I hope they will be prlnted, and that
they will come up a,t the proper time, and that
they will be referred to the committee of the
whole Convention in connection with the reports of the various committees.
The resolutions were laid upon the table, and
were ordered to be printed.
DAILY

JOUll.!'fM ••

Mr. WALLER
submitted the following resolution:
9
Resolved, That the Printers to the Convention
be, and they are hereby, directed to print six
hundred copies of the Journal of the Conventiou.
Mr. HARDIN
moved to amend by striking
out out "600" and leaving the blank to be filled
hereafter.
The motion was agreed to, and the resolution
was then laid on the table.
SEATi5 OF l>rEM:BER~.

}Ir. McHENRY offered the following resolution, and it was laid over, and made the special
order after reading the J ourual in the morning:
Resolved, That this Convention will now assign seats, by lot, in the following manner: The
Secretary shall put the names of the members
on separate papers, as near alike as may be, in a
box, and proceed to draw them out, one at a
time, shaking the box before every drawing, and
each member shall, as his name IS drawn, select
his seat, and have a right to occupy the same
during the session of the Convention.
lHSCUSSIQN

OF PROPOSITIONS.

Mr. DIXON offered the following resolution,
and on the suggestion of Mr. Meriwether it was
referred to the Committee on Rules:
Resolved, That no original resolution, offered
to the Convention,
proposing
any amendments
to the Oonstitution, shall be discussed on its
merits, till it shall have been referred to the appropriate committee.
COMMlTTEES.

Mr. CHAMBERS offered the following resolution, viz:
Resolned, That the people of the Commonwealth of Kentucky, in ordering and calling this
Convention,
desired not to abolish, but to alter
and amend their existing State Constitution; and
that, to enable the Convention
to determine
what amendments are required, it is expedient
to appoint six committees, to consist of----
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members each, to whom the appropriate
divisions of the Constitueicn;
with the amendments
that may be offered to the same may be refered:
nnd that the. first of said. committees be styled
The ca'/1l:mitteeon the LegisltJtive ,Department; the
second, The committee on the Executive Depart
ment; the third, The cmnmittee on the Jud.icial
Department; the fourth, The cmn:miltee on Slavery; the fifth, The committee on General Provisione, the sixth, The committee On the mode of revising the Constitution.
Mr. KAVANAUGH
submitted the following
as a substitute:
1. ~e80IVed, Tha,t It committee of ten be raised
to ascertain the number of standing committees
necessary to facilitate the deliberations and bueiness of the Oonveution,
and that . said committee repOl:t the same, together with a proper designatIOn, of each of said committees.
2. That, in order to form said committees, the
delegates, collectively, from the couutiea of each
congreealonal
district of the State} shall select
one of their own number as a member of said
committee,
and report such selection
to-morrow morning.
On motion both propositions
were laid upon
the table and ordered to be printed:
,Mr. THOMPSON
submitted
the following, of
which. the same disposition was made:
_Re$olved, 'I'hnt tlie preamble, and first article
of the Constitution
of this Commonwealth
be
referred to a committee
of five members, that
the second article thereof be referred to' a like
committee of five members: that the third article be referred to a like committee of five members; that the fourth article be referred to a committee of nine members; that the fifth article be
referred to a committee
of five members; that
the sixth article be referred to a committee of
five members: that the seventh article be referred
to a committee of five members; that the eighth
article be referred to a committee of five members; that the ninth article be referred to a Committee of five members, that the tenth article be
referred to a committee of five members: and that
We schedule in said Oonstitution be referred to a
like committee of five members; the members or
said several committees to be appointed by the
President: and that said several committees reo
port to this Convention,
for its action, such
amendments as to them shnllseem prover, to the
several articles of the Oonstitution
fo them referred.

,

ANOTHER ME¥BER.

r Mr. M~CHAEL..,.L. ~TqrfER.from the counties of Cumberland
and blinton, appeared
and
took hi" seat.
ADMISSlO:i

OF A REPORTElJ..

Mr. PRESTON
offered the follOWing resoluion:
_ Resol~f!d, That H. M. McCarty, reporter for the
Louisville Courier, be admitted to the floor of
this Convention, and have the privilege of a. rcporter~s desk..
,
., :e:e w~umed
there would be no inconveni_
ence at~endillg it, and he hoped tHe privilege
'Y,Q:u~dbe exten.d~d to this ~nt1emab.
Mr.C.A. Wlq1q.,IF~E. T;hesubject ofr~porting
the debE!.Ws,o!J:.his~ody. i~ one which has not yet
attracted the attentIOn of It:.s members.
It seems

however to have engaged the attention of the
Legislature, by whiclltheact
for assembling this
Convention was passed.
How far th is body
will adopt what has been done by the Legislature, it isnotforme
to indicate.
If the resolution
be passed to admit this gentleman, every reporter from evcry l'aper in the State, wbo Dlay present himself, WIll be entitled to the same privilege, and it is 9. subject which I think is worthy
of a little consideration,
how far this privileg(\
ought to be extended,
and how far this body
will acquiesce in the course which the Leglelature has pursued. I do not desire now to express filly opinion as to the propriety of that legislative action.
I auppoeed that the question
would have been caned for, and that there
would ere now have been an expression of the
body in regard to it. For one I may be permitted to say that I have noobjectionto that course.
The object which I had in rising was to ask the
gentleman to postpone this matter for a little,
that members mlly see how far the,y will be in.
convenienced by reporters'
desks 111 this Hall.
We may have conflicting reports in the different
papers, and I think at least that We mi~ht take a
few hours to reflect, because, if the privilege be
conferred upon the individual whose application
is before us, we must extend it to all others.
Certainl,y we cannot make a distinction.
Therefore I think it is a question which is worthy of
II. little reflection.
I 110pe the gentleman will
consent to let the resolution lie upon the table.
Mr. PRESTON.
I would willingly
consent
to the propoeitiou made by the gentleman from
Nelson, (Mr. C. A. Wickliffe,) out I believe it
will be useless and only take up the lime of
this House about a matter that is not of much
importance at any time. I did not intend to
present this resolution to-day to the interruption
of any material business, and should have postponed it, but that I was afraid that to-morrow
Important matters would be brought up in com.
mitteeof the whole, and that it might then be
more inconvenient to present it. I know that in
Congress a great IURIIY Reporters are ndmjtted ,
there being thirty States of the Union interested
in their proceedings,
but so far from that being
the case Iiere, it would have been almost impossible to have obtained II. Reporter, had it not
been for the action of the Legislature.
This
proposition,
however, is not to appoint u Reporter, or that he shall be paid by the State, but
only that a Reporter, who proposes to report gratuitously, be admitted upon the floor. It cannot
produce an inconvenience
as the gentleman
seems to apprehend.
I certainly would be the
last to desire to encumber or embarrass the Convention.
Another thing has been alluded to by
the gentleman, and it is the probability of having contradictory
reports.
We have an official
report prepared' by a very skilful Reporter
appointecffor us by tJle State.
It is probable that
no other may desire the pri vilege except two or
tllree from our own State-perhaps
from MaysriUe and one or two otller8-Rnd
no disadvan.
tage can possibly arise from this arrangement;
perhaps our d~bates may be more correctl:y presented, for 110 Reporter can kcep his attemZOll so
constantly fixed that he may not be sometimes
111error. I believe the House will sustain no
inconvenience
by giving the privilege to this
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Reporter, nor do I believe that we shall be enMr. WILLIAMS submitted an amendment,
cumbered by numerous applicants for the same and moved that the report and amendment be
privilege,

and I can see no reason why he should

irot be admitted: nor can I see any good reason

laid upon the table and printed.

Mr.MERIWE'l'HER

suggested that as there

for postponement of the question.
It will take were but few changes from the rules of the Senmore time perhaps to-morrow than it would now. ate, it would be desirable to consider them now.
It is certainly more convenient tosettle it now, I. Mr, C. A. WICKLIFFE said he should vote

think, and therefore I must respectfully dissent for the printing. 'I'here were some of the rules
from the proposition of my friend for its post- which did not meet his approbation, .and hence
ponement,
I he wished to have an opportunity to examine
The question was then taken on the resolu- them. He alluded particularly to a rule which
tion, and it was declared to be rejected.
provided for the reception of petitions and meMr. PRESTON. Will it be permissible un- morials. He did not, certainly, intend to invite
der the rules of the House to call for the yeas the presentation of memorials and petitions, of
and nays.
a certain class, and for other reasons he preferred
'The PRESIDENT remarked that it was now that the report and the amendment should be
too-late.
printed, and laid upon the tables of the members
Mr. NUTTALL and Mr. CLARKE both rosel of the Convention.
andas an act of courtesy to the ffentleman from
The motion to postpone and print agreed to.
the city of Louisville, to afford him an opportuTRIBU~E FOR. DEBATERS,
nity to call for-the yeas and nays, moved a reMr. ROOT offered the followinf resolution:
cousideratiou.
Mr. MERIWETHER, The suggestion which
Resolned, That the President 0 this OonvenI am about to make will probably settle the mat- tion be requested to direct the Sergeant-at-Arms
ter. There can be no necessity for the edmis- to place a table in front of the Clerk's table, for
sion of this Reporter, because b't subscribing to the use of the Delegates when they may address
the Convention at length.
the Dailv Commonwealth, the ouisville OourMr, HARDIN said he would like to hear an
ier can obtain all-the Reports as correctly as bI explanation as to whereabouts the table was to
having a Reporter here, and at as early a ~erio , beput, and how it was to be used-whether a
for the published official reports will reac Lou- member was to get upon the table. (Laughter.)
isville b'1the same mail by which the communi- As for himself, he could never get upon the tacation 0 any Reporter can be forwarded. The ble. (Renewed laughtcr.).
gentleman, I think, is also mistaken as to the
0
d
number of applications that we shall have for
Mr. RO T eai if it were necessary to explain,
the same privilege, for I have already had three' that the honorable gentleman might comprehend
such applications made to myself.
the design of the resolution, he would state that
Mr, BULLITT,. I was one of those who op- it was mainly to accommodate the gentleman
posed the propoeitlon
of the gentleman from. from Nelson himself, that he might have a stand
Louisville.
It seems to me that there is DO ne- placed in front when he wished to address the
. f
.
h
··1
. thi
Convention;so that he might be distinctly heard,
cessity or granting t e pnVl ege m IS case; and that no word of his might fall without its
and, besides, before voting to admit anyone, we effect ]f0n the Convention. (La\:l\hter.)
should consider, that
if we extend
I
. '1 it in one
11 case,
r
Mr. ARDIN replied that he! id not intend
we must grant t ie same prtVI ege to a app 1- to call forth any remarks; all he desired to know
cants. I would grant the privilege to those of was, where the table was to be put, and how
my own neighborhood sooner than any other, high it was to be.
but I oppose the proposition on the ground that
Mr. ROOT replied that it was intended to be
we cannot make a distinction.
Mr. TURNER. I believe I shall vote for this placed there--(pointing
to the centre of the
man's having this privilege though rather against air~t;~H~RDIN said as to accommodating him,
my judgment, for I believe that the paver for h
bli d
1
tl
f
C
b 11
which the privilege is asked is an emancipation
e was 0 rge to t ie gen eman rom amy e ,
paper, and I wish to let him tell all he can.
"but he did not want auy such aecommodation.c-.
Mr. HARGIS briefly spoke in opposition.
He presumed that it was intended to ·be in imiMr. CHAMBERS moved to lay the motion for tation of the plan of the French Conventionreconsideration on the table.
the bloody one under Robespierre, where they
M P
N d
d
h
d had to get upon a tribune. Anything in imitar. RESTO
esire to ave the yea.~ an tion of that. he did not wish to approach at all.
nays on that motion.
~
Mr. CLARKE said he had made the motion or approximate to. He thought It better tolay
for reconsideration to afford the ~ent1eman from it upon the table for the present, that the Convention might consider it.
Loulsvlllean opportunity to call or-the y~as and
The PRESIDENT ruled the resolution out of
nays.
P d"
d'
order without . unanimous consent, anl as objecen mg this motIOn the Convention a JOul'l,l- tion was made it was not received.
ed.
JOURNAL

AND DEBATES.

Mr. LINDSEY asked unanimous consent to
take up the resolution offered yesterday, in-reRULES OF ORDER..
lation to the printing of the Journal of the ConMr. MERIWETHER, by consent, from the vention, as folloWB:
Resolved, That the Printers to the Convention
committee on rules, reported a series of rules for
the government of the Convention, which were be, and they are hereby, direc.ted to print--copies -of the Journal of the ConventIOn,
reafl.
..
THURSDAY.

OOTOBER

4. 1849.
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Th<J motion WIlS not agreed to.
He suggested as a reason for immediate action,
that he was advised by the Printers that they
Mr. GARRARD enquired if it was intended
had now a large amount of type set up which It to give each member the control of twenty five
would be desirable to dispose of.
copies.
Mr. W ALLERsupposed
the matter of disposing
Consent was /iriven, and the resolution was taof the Debates could be attended to hereafter.
He
ken up for consideration.
Mr. LINDSEY then moved to amend the reso- supposed that two copies would be sufficient for
lution by adding the words, «and --copies each member, ten to each county, some to the libraries in the State, and the remainder might reof the Debates of the Convention."
main in the library here to be exchanged with
The amendment was agreed to.
Mr. MAYES moved to fill the blank in the other States.
It was the custom in the State of
resolution in relation to the J oumal with "100," New York, each year, to give a copy of the Dewhich he thought would be a sufficient number. bates of their Convention to ~vcry new member
Mr. MERIWETHER
said he thought there of the Legislature; there, they were all anxious
should be a copy placed in each County Clerk's that the people should understand the law and
office in the Oommonwealth,
and that would the constitution.
The safct)' of this country
amount to one hundred.
Then each member rested on the intelligence of the people, and
should have a copy. which would amount to uothine was so important as an understanding
two hundred.
There would then be a bound of our ~awR.
volume to provide for each member to take home,
Mr. HARDIN
would like to hear what each
which would dispose of three hundred, and fifty copy would cost. He supposed it would not be
would be necessary to exchange with other less than two dollars, and that would be $5000.
States that were accustomed to exchange similar It was a matter of very little importance except
documents with us. He thought three hundred as an item of expense,
He supposed they should
and fifty would not be more than sufficient.
It argue enough here to fill a book of a thousand
might be perhaps proper that he should explain pages, and, if they continued in the way they
that he intended to follow this up with another had started, perhaps two thousand, which would
proposition to supply each member of the Con- make two volumes, and these at$2a piece would
vention with a certain number of copies of the cost $10,000. Some antiquarian,
perhaps, in
weekly papers published here, in order that they years to come might look into them; though
might send to their constituents papers contain- probably not. He would make no motion, but
ing information of the proceedings of the Con- he would 'Vote for 500 copies and not for 2500.
Tho question was then taken on the amendvention.
Mr. C. A. WICKLIFFE
suggested a larger ment, which was rejected.
The motion to an the blank with 500 copies
number for the additional reason that the difference in cost between three hundred and fifty and was then agreed to.
Mr. MERIWETHER
then moved to amend
five hundred copies, was a matter of small
consequence in the item of expense. But fifty the resolution so as to authorize the Secretary of
copies for exchanges would leave none for LI- the Convention to subscribe for -copies of
braries, Literary Institutions,
and the different the Weekly Commonwealth and Yeoman for the
courts of higher jurisdiction;
and again, there purpose of distribution.
might be some new counties made in the State,
Mr. GREY said he had a resolution on the
increasing the number of Oounty Clerke' offices, same subject.
It was as follows;
Resolved, That the Secretary be directed to furthough he thought there should be some restriction on that branch of legislation.
He therefore nish each member of the Convention with five
proposed that the blank should be filled with copies of the Daily Commonwealth, containing
the Debates and proceedings of the Convention,
five hundred.
and five copies of the Weekly Commonwealth,
That motion was agreed to.
Mr. MERIWETHER
moved that the blank in and five copies of the Yeoman.
He said it was very desirable that. they should
the resolution in relation to the Debates, be fillhave information
of their proceedings commued with the same number.
- Mr. WALLER moved that the blank be filled nicated to the people, and this was the cheapest
with two thousand five hundred.
The extra way in wh ich it could be clone. He presumed
cost would be small, and this was a work that that all their constituents desired to see and
should be sent broad-cast throughout the land. know what was going on here, and what they
were doing.
He hall fixed the number at five
They were all anxious that their proceedings
should be known, and they ought to be ill every cOfies, but if gentlemen desired it, he had no
public Library and circulated as generally as objection to increase or diminish it, 0.'1 would
best suit their viowe. It was desirable that they
possible.
Mr. WILLIAMS thought it was a matter that should have some copies of the Daily Commonshould be first enquired about before they order- wealth, as it was the only paper that furnished
ed so large a number as 2500 copies. He knew full Debates and a full account of the proceedings of the Oonveution.
The other ~apers wo~ld
not what thev should do with them.
contain a synopSIS of the proceedings and mMr. MAYES was opposed to the amendment.
If he could see any public good that would re- formation that would be very acceptable to the
sult from printing 2500 copies of the Debates of people.
Mr. GHOI~SON off<.'reda substitute as follows:
the Convention he would cheerfully vote for it.
Resolved, That, a committee of five be appointIt was a matter worthy of consideration and rerlecnon, and he would therefore move t.o post- ed whose duty it shall be to ascertain on what
and
pone the further consideration of the subject un- terms the editors of the Commonwealth
Yeoman will turnish.each,
to "the members of
til to-morrow.
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Constitution,
shall be nutnrallzed citizens of the
United States. 2. Those who, at the time of the
adoption
of this amended Ooustitutiou,
shall
have declared their purpose to become citizens
of the United States, III conformity
to the laws
thereof, and who shall have become CItizens. 3.
Those who, twenty-one years previously thereto,
shall have declared their purpose, according to
the existing provisions ofthe laws ofthe United
States, to become citizens thereof; and who then
shall be citizens ofthe United States. 4. Minors.
who shall have migrated with their parents, or
parent, to the United States, twenty-one
years
after their names, ages, and a particular description of their persons, shall have been entered on
the records of some court of record of the State of
Kentucky, or SOllie other of the United States:
such foreigners, having also, in every case, the
like qualifications
of residence, and on all other
points, that lire required of native born citizens;
and a properly authenticated
copy of the record
being in all cases required for the verification of
the facts.
The question was taken and as the result apSEATS OF MEMBERS.
peared to be doubtful,
Mr. McHENRY called for the consideration
of
Mr. DAVIS called for the yeas and nays .
• the special order, being' the resolution which he
Several gentlemen expressed the opinion that
offered yesterday, as follows:
courtesy required that the proposition should he
Resol'ved, That this Convention will now ns- printed forthe convenience
of members in its
sign seats, by lot, in the following mauner : The consideration,
altholl~h some of them were not
Secretary shall put the names of the members on favorable to the prinCIples which it involved.Reparate papers. as near alike as may be, in a Aftera brief conversation the motion was agreed
box, and proceed to draw them out, one at a. time, to without a division.
shaking the box before every drawing, and each
Mr. KELLY offered the following, and moved
member shall, as his name is drawn, select his that it be postponed and printed:
seat, and have a right to occupy the same during
1. Resoltled, That the Legislature shall sit every
the session of the Convention.
foul' years, and shall be confined in their session
Mr. WOODSON offered the following
as a to sixty days: that the qualification>! of memsubstitute.
bers and electors be as at present.
Resolved, That each Delegate be allowed to
2. That the offices of thle Commonwealth be
retain the seat he a.t present occupies during the made elective; and that those who have the colresidue of the session,
lection or disbursement
of money be elected for
Mr. McHENRY called for the yeas and nays two years; and those who have not, for four
thereon.
years.
Mr. GARRARD moved to lay the whole sub3. That the Circuit Judges
be reduced to
ject on t he table.
twelve in number.
Mr. McHENRY called for the yeas and nays
4. That the members of the County Courts be
on that motion; and being taken, theywere'lea,
reduced ill number in each county, and that the
54, nays 43. So the whole subject was lai up- Justices thereof be districtcd,
and elected by
on the table.
their districts.
5. That the Legislature
shall not borrow moADMISSION OF A Rl:POUTER.
Mr. PRESTON called up the question pend- nev on the faith of the State without a direct
ing at the adjournment
yesterday, viz: the mo- vote of the people.
6. That officers guilty of misfeasance or maltion to lay upon the table the motion toreconstdand
cr the vote taken on his resolution to admit to feasance, shall be removed on indictment
the floor of the Convention
a Reporter for the trial bi a petit jury, and a verdict of guilty.
7.
'1
hat
the
Common
School
Fund
shall
be
Louisville Courier, on which he had called for
made inviolate.
the yeas and nays.
8. That the House of Representatives
conThe yeas and nays were taken and resulted
consist of fifty, and the Senate of twenty-five
thus-yeas
70, nays 27.
members.
PROPOSITroXS TO AMEND.
9. That taxation for county purposes shall be
Mr. DAVIS submitted the following resolu- on the ad valorem principle.
10. That elections be 'held in March or April,
tion which he asked t.o have referred to the
and continue one day.
Committee of the whole and printed.
11. That officers, after their election, shall be
Re~olv~d, That foreigners of the following
required to make oath to surport the Constitudescriptions and classes, only, shall be entitled
tion
of the United States, ant of Kentucky, and
to vote f?r. any civil officer, or shall be eligible
discharge their official duty; and ,
to any civil office, or place of trust or profit un- to faithfully
der the Commonwealth
of Kentucky:
1. Those also, that they, in the obtention of office, have
not directly or indirectly, by themselves or othwho, at the time of the adoption of this amended
this Convention copies of each of their pallers
containing the proceedings of this body, for distribution among the good people of this Commonwealth.
'
He would remark that lUany of their constituents lived at a distance from the capitol and
would not be benefited by a daily paper, as most
of thero had but weekly mails.
The weekly paper would contain a condensed report, and perhaps all that was very material to be known, for
a proper appreciation of what would be done
here. It would cost much }(,S8, and he apprehanded they would have a large item in the way
of expenditure before they got through the business of the Convention.
:Mr. MERIWETHER
accepted the proposition of the gentleman from Christian.
A conversation ensued in which several members took part, which was terminated
by the
withdrawal of the several propositions to amend.
The question 'was then taken on the resolution,
as amended, ordering 500 copies of the J ournel
and Debates, which was agreed to.
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ere, with money, property, or any other commodity, attempted to corrupt or influence any
electors in their district.
12. 'I'hatpersons convicted or any offence, criminal or penal, shall have the right of appeal to
the S\.l~erior Courts.
13. That the power to divorce shall reside
eloue in the Courts of Justice.
14. That the Oouetiturion
formed by this
Convention, be voted on directly by the people,
and if a majority vote against the same, that the
present Constitution be in force.
15. That all voting shall be ",iva 'Voce, and no
property qualification or religious test prescribed.
16. 'l\hat a constitutional limitation be prescribed to suits for land.
17. That no slave shall be emancipated by
deed, or last will, without removal from the
Union.
18. That every citizen of this Commonwealth
may bring from other States, and introduce
slaves at his own will.
19. That the Constitution made by this body,
~e amended as required in the present Constitu-

tton.
Mr. ROOT offered the following as an amendment:
Resolved, Thata committee be appointed, consisting of five, whose duty it shall be to report to
this Convention the best mode of securing the
present Common School Fund, as well as its
views in reference to enlarging the same:
Mr. KELLY accepted the amendment, and
they were postponed and ordered to be printed.
CHAPLAINS.

On the motion of Mr. TURNER, it was
Rf-solved, That the proceedings of this Convention be opened every morning, at the stated
hour of meeting, by prayer to the Throne of
Grace, and that the 'Mmisters alternately, of the
various denominations of christians, resident in
Frankfort, be invited by the Secretary of this
Uonvention, to perform the service.
NEWSPAPEltS.

Mr. GREY renewed his resolution, heretofore
offered as an amendment, and then withdrawn,
in these words:
Re8fJlved, That the Secretary be directed to
furnish each member of the Convention with five
copies of the Daily Commonwealth, containing
the debates and proceedings of the Convention,
five copies of the Weekly Commonwealth, and
five copies of the Yeoman.
Mr. GHOLSON proposed as a substitute, the
following:
Resol'ved, That a committee of five be appointed, whose duty it shall be to ascertain on what
tenus the editors of the Commonwealth
and
Yeoman will Iuruish to the members of the Convention -copies, each, of their papers, containing the proceedings of this body, for distribution among the good people of this Common-

wealth.
Mr. A. K. MARSHALL proposed to refer the
whole subject to a select committee.
The question was taken Oil that motion, and
it was agreed to.
The PH.ESIDEN'l' named the following gentlemen as the select committee: Messrs. Meriwether, Grey, and Gholson.

BUSINESS OF THE DAY.

The propositions submitted yesterday, by Mr.
C. A. wickliffe, then came up in their order, for
consideration, but on his motion they were passed over informally.
The propositions submitted by Messrs. Turner, Chambers, Thompson and others, then came
up, iu their order, and were disposed of in the
same manner.
The Convention then adjourned.

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 5, 1849.
The proceedings of the Convention were this
day opened with prayer by the Rev. STUART
ROBINSON,
of the Presbyterian Church.
THE PUROIl.A.',E OF NEWSPAPEIlS.

Mr. MERIWETHER.
Mr. President:
The
committee to whom was referred the resolutions
in respect to the purchase of certain newspapers,
are prepared to report, and as this is the day for
the printing of one of the papers, if it be the
pleasure of the Convention I will now make it.
The committee report a substitute for the two
resolutions, as'follows:
Resolved, That the Public Printers, appointed
to do the printing of this Convention, be directed to supply each member, for distribution, with
as many cOJ?ies of either the weekly or daily
papers published in Frankfort, as he may direct;
Provided, That the amount furnished to each
member shall not exceed the cost of twenty
copies of a daily, or sixty copies of a weekly
paper.
It is possible some explanation as to the cost
may be necessary.
Upon a conference with the
Editors, we were informed that the daily paper
can be furnished for $1 50 during the session,
and the weekly paper for fifty cents. That resolution will permit each member to send sixty
weekly, or twenty daily papers, or as many of
each as he may prefer, and he will select his
own paper, at a cost of thirty dollars.
Mr. HARDIN.
I will enquire of the honorable gentleman what he supposes will be the
cost.
Mr. MERIWETHER.
If necessary, I would
remark, that the cost for each member will be
thirty dollars.
Each member will be requested
to hand to the Editors, the names of those persons to whom he would have the paper sent, and
the papers will be enveloped and sent at a cost
of fifty cents for the weekly, and one dollar and
fifty cents for-the daily paper during the session.
Mr. HARDIN.
That, then, will be $3,000 for
newspapers, and perhaps the members will not
send oft' one in twenty. I do not think we should
give that amount of money, and I would move
that the amount be limited to a sum not exceedinc ten dollars for each member.
~lr. MERIWETHER.
I would say to my
friend from Nelson, that in order to make It
equal to all, the proportion of the weekly or
daily papers should be specified.
Twenty one
weekly papers will be equal to seven daily.
I
would remark, that I am not directly interested
in this resolution, for I live in a county where
there are six or eight papers published, so that
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m constituents are provided for. It was for the
vantage of those living in remote portions of
the State who are not so fortnnately situated as
I happen to be, that I advocated this resolutlou.

think myself,that the public mind should be
informed 0'( what we do here as we proceed.
Mr. HARDIN.
We know as a matter of fact,
hat the proceedings
of this body will be published in every paper in Kentucky.
A practice
has been growing up here, and in the Governent of the United States,I will not say it is at
the suggestion of the gentlemen who print. and
are interested, but our expenses in public printing are increasing ever;r. yeaI'. They arc already excessive in this Commonwealth,
and we
are here proposing to add $3,000 for disseminating information which the people will all get
long before they get our papers.
Besides, each
gentleman who sends a paper, will have to pay
three cents postage, for we have not the pri vilege
of franking.
,
Mr. MERIWETHER.
Will the gentleman
pardon me. 'I'heindtviduale
who receive the papers will pay the postage, for they will be sent
from the publishing office.
Mr. HARDIN.
1 understand that.
But they
will get information of the proceedings of this
Convention in other papers before they get those
that we mav send, and therefore they will not
want them" when they come. I care nothing
about the expense.
It is a small amount, but
our expenditures
are ruuningup
very much, and
in truth and in fact our expenses have run
up very fast during the last 20 years.
Until the
year 1834, the whole revenue of the country, collected by the sheriff, was 110 more than $74,000;
but it has now increased to the amount of $562,000. I intend at some future day to exhibit a
table of the expenditures,
and the amount of
revenue from taxes, each yearsince the operation
of the government, that the people may see the
profligate and prodigalmallllcr
in which their moneyhas been disbursed.
Now we are asked to expelld$3,000 for daily papers. The very resolution
we voted yesterday, will cost the State $3,000
or $4,000, and before we quit, I shall not be
astonished if the printing
for the Convention
should run up to ten, fifteen, or twenty thousand dollars.
If it Were necessary for the information of the people, I would not hesitate a moment, but we all know that in truth and fact, our
proceedings will be read by the people long be~
Iore we can furnish them with these papers. I will
'Vote for the sum of ten dollars, and beg leave
to call for the yeas and nays on the motion.
Mr. GHOLSON.
With all imaginable
deference for the opinions of my respected friend, I
be;; leave to correct him somewhat.
The idea of
thiS thing did not originate with the printers.If any honor attaches to the measure so far as
it relates to the members of this body, I claim
that honor. 1 first mentioned it to the printers.
We had talked this thing over before I left home,
and I promised my constituents
that I would
make some such motion as this for theirpalticular benefit in common with the residue of the
State.
This is a que'Otion ill which the people
feel an interest paramount to any ot,her propo~itiOIl that has excited the public attclltiou fur
many years.
We are not in my county ns much
of a n(:wspapu readi.ng people as the col1~titu~

ency of many gentlemen.
MallY of ua nrel situated at a distance from post-offices, but we had
made arraugemeute
in advance for the dissemination of this information.
I am ill favor of Il.
larger number than that recommended
by the
Committee, for We owe it to our constituents that
they should be fully advised of, and have before them the reasons why we do one particular
thing and refuse to do another.
It if! contemplated that the result of our labors shell be referred
to the people for their acceptnncc or rejection,
early in the Beason. Is it not important,
then,
that they should be fully advised, and entirely
comprehend the subject on which they are to
vote?
'l'hle thing, I repeat, is urged notfor the
Printers' benefit, but for that of the people, and
were 110 auggesteuy alteration, it would be to
increase the number to a hundred copies instead
of sixty.
Mr. HARDIN.
I am willing the sentleman
should have the honor of the patenuty of this
resolution, and I will not give it to the printers.
I conceive it to be an unnecessary expense, for
very few will read the papers we send.
Congress, never allowed, since I had an acquaintance
with that body, more than thirty dollars for papers, sometimes duriuge.eessiou
of eight mouths;
but we are here I'l"OpOSiug to incur RJI expense of
$3000, for what
consider a very useless thing.
I will only remark again, that Illy object is not to
prevent information,
but that we may act with
a prudent and s~villg hand. It is indispensably
necessary for this government that we should to
a certain extent, retrench our expenditures.cThere if; not an instance known in the history of
the world, where a govemmellt,
without resortiug to first principles, ever retraced its steps in
point of expenditure.
In monarchical, imperial,
and uriatocratical governments, heavy expenditures have repeatedly aided in producingrevoluticne.
In republics
we can only retrace our
steps by recurring to first principles.
We incurred yesterdny an expense, I presume, of at least
$2000 or $2~OO, and this moruing it is proposed
to add $3000. I hope we shall withhold no information, none at all, but I do think that tell
dollars is enough to be appropriated to each member for daily papNs.
Mr. BULLITT.
OIL this subject 1 agree with
my colleague, (Mr. Meriwether.)
We, in our
neighborhood,
have an abundance of newspapers, but many are ,'cry differently
circumstanced-many
of the other counties have no
paper at all. It is generally
conceded; I imagine, that the Constitution
we may frame, will
be laid before the people for approval or rejection, and it becomes tllerefore 11 matter of great
importance that they should be well informed of
the daily progress which "e mo.ke; and certainly this IS the only mode by which this informa·
bon can be extended to many counties in the
State. In this government an intelli~ellt public
opinion, is the foundation on whicJllt,rcstg,
and
therefore the expense of a few dollars is scarcely
worthy of comnderation.
A matter of $3,000 is
not for a moment to be taken into eomnderation
when we view the great importance of the people being enlightened on this subject, before they
act ill reference to it. ·Where then is the man
who will consider the paltry sum of $3,000 to
the State of Kentucky
compared with the ob-
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ject in view? As I before remarked,
the con- Yeoman.
How then are my constituents to reo
etituents I represent have but little or no inter- eeive weekly intelligence ot what we are here
est in this resolution.
We have five or six daily transacting iu any other way than that proposed?
papers at our doors, but I consider it my duty I am for economv and retrenchment ofthe public
to sustain this motion, for the benefit of the funds as much
possible, but I do not consider
State at large.
it any economy to withhold from our constituMr. GREY. I was very sorry to hear my ents information of what we are doing here,
friend front Nelson offer the objections he has intended for their good.
I hope the resolution
made to this resolution. and it seems to me that will be adopted with the largest number.
the only objection, which the gentleman seems
Mr. NESBITT.
I havebuttwo
or three words
to interpose, of any importance whatever, has to say. I representabout2000
constituents,
and
no foundation in fact. He says, if you pass this if the question Were put to them, whether they
resolution, and send out the papers to the differ- would vote that 60 men of my county should
ent counties in the State; you do not afford the have sixty papers sent t.o them, paid for out of
citizens an opportunity
of receiving the infor- the Tiensuryof the Commonwealth ofKentncky,
Illation until long after they have acquired it 1 am satisfied that not ten votes would be given
from other sources.
That is the only avowed for it. Suppose We take them, it would be neobjection of the gentleman to the passage of the cessary to send the whole series to the same perresolution, and I ask you if it is true? How are sons or they would be disconnected, and hence,
they to get information, unless telegraphic wires but about 60 men of the county would receive a
be extended to each citizen of the Commonwealth.
paper for nothing during the whole session. and
He certainly cannot get it sooner than through
the balance of the 2000 that I represent will bear
the daily paper published
here, transmitted
by the expense.
I do not believe it would meet
mail to each indi vidual.
That is the most ex- with their approbation.
I have no objection,
peditious manner of disseminating
information
none in the world, that the people should have.
that I can conceive of. The gentleman
seems information, and I believe that when they want
anxious that this information shall be extended
it they are able to pay for it and will do so.throughout the community, but he thinks that There are some 300 papers taken in my county,
his constituents will read through the daily pa- and I have no doubt in the world that every sinmr.s,all the information.
His constituents may gle man there who desires to know what we are
.ie more favorably situated than the constituency
doing, from the newspapers
published
in this
of others, but I ask yon if the great body of the tOWII,will send his money here and pay for them.
constituency
of this assembly will not fail to re- I do not think they want to have a gratuity and
ceive this information,
unless some plan of this shall vote against the whole affair.
sort be adopted.
I would send them to different
Mr. TALBOTT.
I presume the question
neighborhoods,
and to persons not in the habit
would have but one side if put in such a form
of taking papers. so as to disseminate
informathat we should be called upou to say whether we
tion of what IS doing here among the people as
are willing that the people should or should not
much as possible.
I think a less number than
have information.
'I'hen there would be only
that proposed would be perfectly useless. What
one question und one vote upon it; but the only
good "Would it do? Each meniber here repre- question here is, is this the best form of attaineenting from 1,000 to 1,500 voters-to
circulate
ing that end? I respect all that comes from my
less than sixty daily papers among that numfriend from Nelson (Mr. Hardin) from his great
ber-what
good will it do?
It seems to me a
talent and experience.
I shall vote for the
less number will be of no value; and I think if
smallest number.
In voting for the diffusion
the gentleman wants to go in for retrenchment
of information, I should prefer the proposition
and flaving of expense, he ought to commence at of the gentleman
from "Woodford (11r. Walsome other point.
I believe the dissemination
ler.) I would rather have the deliberations of
of informatIOn among the people is a matter of
this body in a more compact and tau!$'ible form.
which they would no v'er complain.
What is the
I would rather increase the publication
of the
sum of $3,000 in comparison with the intelliDebates and Journals,
and when this convcngence the people will receive from the circulation
tron adjourns and the people are to decide upon
of these papers thronghout
the State.
I hope
the new Constitntion,
let them have the Debates
the amendniout will be voted down, and the resto read. It seems to me that very many of the
olution, as proposed, be adopted.
daily and the weekly papera distributed
in the
Mr. MACHEN.
Coming from a county dis- wayproposed would never reach the people. I am
tant, from the Seat of Go\-ermnent as well as from willing at all times and underall circumstances to
Louisville, where infdnnation
is disseminated
vote for the largest possible amount when the obdil'ectly amougst the people, I perhaps feel more ject is to educate and enlighten the people, but it
interest than Illy friend from Nelson in the pas- seems to me that this is not the best way to diE5age of the resolntion.
I know that he is mista- seminate the informn.tion.
I shall therefore vote
ken, so far as mv constituent..'l are concerned, in for tJle proposition
of my friend from Nelson.
regard to the facility with which they will reMr. HARDIN.
On the qllestionabollt
to be
ceive information of what we are hel'e doing.tak(;n,I call fol' the yeas and nays.
I feel that it is a dnty which will be acceptable
Mr . .MERIWETHER.
It lllay be desirable
to them that I shall render here in voting for the that each member shall know what the cost will
adoption of the largest Humher, even though it be, and upon an accurate ealculation
I think the
exceed that which the committee have presented
amount may be stated at 4% cents of tax upon
for our consideration.
There al'e not more than each legal voter of this Commonwealth.
5 or 6 copies of the Commonwealth
that go to
Mr. BROWN.
Before I vote on the amendmy town, and perhaps not a single copy of the ment I desire to l>ay a word or two, and it is with

as
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some reluctance that I say anything,
1 do not tual cost of these papers, to each voter, will be
expect to participate much in the debates or dis- two and one seventh cents instead of four and
(Laughter.)
cussions of this convention, but I desire to rep- three ~uarters, as I before stated.
Mr. f.J.HOOD.
Looncur in the suggestion
resent my action by my votes to my constituents.
that
there
would
be
but
one
voice
in this hody
I shall vote for the amendment of the gentleman
from Nelson, and then acaiost the adoption of as to the propriety of furnishing the people with
the entire resolution.
This resolution will not correct information of our proceedings, so far as
accomplish the pur:rose which it }?mfesses to' it can be done without incurring too extravagant
an expenditure.
The objection of the gentlehave in view-the dissemination
of iutelligence
among the people.
In my county there are man from Boyle (Mr. TAlbott) is, that he does
some 2500 voters, and if you give to each mem- not regard this as the best method, and I request
ber 10 or 20 copies, to whom are they to be sent? the gentleman to embody his proposition in the
Each delegate will select perhaps that number shape of a substitute or amendment, and 1 will
among the people of his county: these papers most cheerfully adopt it. In the absence of any
will be sent to them, and their rearling will be such amendreent.I shall vote for the proposition
confined pretty much to them; and it would not for the largest number.
Mr. THOMPSON.
I shall vote for the amendbe sending intelligence therefore to the people
generally, so that the resolution would not ac- ment of the gentleman from Nelson. It is but a
comylish the object designed.
If it were to dis- few years since that the taxation of the State
seminate intelligence to the people generally, I was but six cents on one hundred dollars; it is
should be in favor of it; but if delegates desire now in my connty twenty two cents. The obto send papers to their constituents or favorites, ject of the mover of the resolution and of the"
let them subscribe for them. I am opposed tc mover of t.he amendment is to disseminate information among the people.
']'h1S is very well.
their doing it at the expense of the State.
Mr. MARTIN P. MARSHALL.
I wish to of- Suppose that the anginal resolution passes, and
fer an additional suggestion, with all respect for I take twenty copies of the Daily Commonmy friend from Nelson. If ever there was a time wealth, and these twenty I send to twenty. men
In all probubillty.scere WIll not
in the history of Kentucky, that required the ex- of my county.
Isteuce amougat I1S of a healthy, sound, sober, be forty men in the county-who will ever see
those papers. I think it is much more imporpublic sentiment, that crisis is now approaching,
when the Constitution which we shall make tant that the people should he informed of what
shall be present-ed to the people. We know that we have done.arter we have finished our labors
by the terms of our Oonstitution, it is necessary than oL'\l"ha"fwe have said while we were perthat we should go through a probation in re- for.ming it. My object will be to have a copy
gard to the collection of public sentiment', of the amended Constitution printed for each
whether the Constitution shall be. submitted to voter in the State. Let ptO'ViSlOUbe made by
them, or amendments thereof.
But the time has the Convention to disseminate these copies of
corne when the whole Constitution must be sub- the amended Constitution, so that each voter before he comes to the poll to vote, shall have had
mitted to them-nat
whether any amendment
suggested shall be put in it, but whether the a copy, and this will give him all the necessary
whole Constitution, after it has undergone the iuforrnation as to what we have done. By these
revision of this body, shall be adopted cr reject- means he will know what we have done and not
ed by the people at large.
I consider that a what we have said in doing it.
Mr. ROGERS.
Upon this- resolution to furmost important question, and requiring the action of asound, Iutelligentpublic
sentiment.
In nish $3,000 worth of papers, I shall vote with
view of that, I am prepared to vote for every the respected gentleman from Nelson. The number is so small, and inadequate for the purpose of
proposition to extend light and information
among the people at large. This is one mode of giving information to the citizens of this Oemdoing it. The people will not have more than monwealth, that I shall not 'Vote for the approsix mouths from this time, before they arc called priation for any at all. I represent a very "large
upon to decide whether they will reject or adopt county, of near 3,000 voters: of them I do not
your Constitution.
This is a short period, find know oue half, and were you to furnish me gra): consider it highly important that they should tuitously at the expense of the State with pa.pers
be informed as to the progress of the labors of for all of them, I should have to send home and
this Convention, for the purpose of creating get the poll book in order to know to whom to
among them a sound public sentiment.
I there- send them. As remarked by my friend from
fore feel disposed to vote for every thing that Nelson our revenue has increased verv rapidly,
tends to disseminate information.
"This Consti- and I promised my people during the canvass,
tution is going to produce a great change in our that my voice should be raised and my acmanner of government.
It Is to run in opposi- tion directed at all times to endeavor to frame
tion to many cherished opinions, and must be a Constitution to tender our Government of a
considered bv the people at their fire-sides, in form that will be cheaply administered, and we
The only
order that tbere may arise therefrom a whole- not be trampled upon by taxation.
some public sentiment.
The cost of $3,000 way to do that is, to cnt all eff If we begin to
or $30,000 is as nothing when you look to sar. this is a small item of only $3,000 to-day, it
the good resultin~ from giving public senti- WIll be $3,000 to-morrow, and perhaps $6,000
the next day, until there is no end to the matter.
ment a right direction.
Mr. MERIWETHER.
I think it always best Look at us now, and it will be seen that, in
for a man when he ascertains that he has com- some ten or twelve years our revenue has inmitted an error, at once to correct it. I rise to creased to some$500,000,anditisstillincreasing.
correct a great error that I have made. The ac- 1 shall vote for the amendment first, and then I
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shall vote against the whole proposition.

If we

ings which

have

actuated

the members of this

want to send papers to the people, 'we can pay Convention should be spread abroad throughout
for them ourselves. We receive pay here, and the land, that the people may weigh the arguafter paying our board, we cannot do better than

ments here advanced, and perhaps in due time
arrive at the same conclusions
to which this
body has arrived?
My people, I am satisfied,
1vithout the expression of any opinion from them,
will justify me in attempting
to give them this
information.
I stand here without instruction
from them, but I believe that I shell maintain
of the county that I represent was the extrava- their will and act in accordance with their pleagance of the Legislature in its appropriations. sure in thus extending this information to them.
I fear if we go on passing resolutions for the As I said before, this is the first proposition as
expenditure
of money as we have commenced,
yet introduced
to spread intelligence
before
We shall exceed the extravagance of 3.lly Legis- them. I admit that when they look over the
lature that ]188 gone before us. I agree with the paper containing the report of our proceedings
gentlemen from Nelson, that the passage of this yesterday our constituents will feel but little inresolution will not advance or promote the ob- terest in whut we are doing; but at the same
ject it seems to have in view-t1iat
is the dissem- time I am willing that they shall know how we
ination among the people of information of the are employed.
I trust the time will soon come
action of the Oonvf!ution in reference to the for- when our debates and proceedings will have a.
mation of a new Oonetitution.
It is said that deeper interest with the people, and then I want
we should subscribe for papets, to be scattered
them to have the privilege of reading them.
I
among the pco,Ple that their rainda may be 10- feel justified, therefore, in voting for this approfanned and enlightened
as te the Constitution
priation that they may have this intelligence,
aftet it has been framed by the Convention.
If and I trust this House will not entertain themoa gentleman will not subscribe for a paper him- tiou just made.
self, I hold"ltas.-true,
that if you subscribe for
The question was then taken on the motion
it and send it to hjra, he will not read it even to lay on the table, and it was negatived;
ayes,
when he bas it. My friend from Ballard and 43; nays, 53.
McCracken says that this thi'l}g' was talked over
The question then recurred on the amendment
in his county; mine is -a.djoinin"k>-o.ud yet noth- of Mt.HARDIN,
and it was adopted; ayes, 57;
ingwas said there concerning it, I iiO"uQt..want nays 38.
$3,000 nor any other sum voted for papers. Bueh,
Mr. '1'. J. HOOD. The number of papers that
as desire to read will subscribe for tliem, and the,
Wil-llJe furnished
under the amendment will be
will read them if t,hey are wilting to pay their so small, that it will afford those who represent
money for the privilege of reading them.
They large counties, but a very limited means of disdo not expect the Convention to vote $3,000 or seminating
information
among their constituany other sum to scatter papers through
the ents. As the matter of expense seemed to be
country to inform them what was done here to the main objection, in the hope that some gentleday or yesterday.
Take up the proceedings ofthis
mall may devise a cheaper, and at the same
Con vention yesterday, and I ask yon if there is time, a better mode to attain the desired end, I
any thing reported that will enlighten the pub- will move that the further consideration
of the
lic mind as to any principle being acted upon subject be postponed until to-morrow.
here bearing on the formation. of a new ConstiThis motion, the question being then taken,
tution.
And there will be nothing in any pa- was negatived,
pet that will enlighten any mind as to goiug for
The question was then taken by ayes and nays
or agaill.'lt any thing in the Oonetitutiori.
I snail on the resolution, as amended, and it was revote for the amendment of the gentleman from jected, yeas, 40; nays. 56.
Nelson, and then against the whole resolution.
A CONTESTED SEAT.
Mr. TURNER.
As a great many gentlemen
have said they will vote against 'his proposition,
Mr. HARDIN.
I have received a communiwith a view of testing ite: atrehgth, and to save
cation from the county of Casey, signed by sevtime, I move to lay th-eamendment
and the reeceral gentlemen,
and though I do not desire to
lution on the table, and I call for the yeas and
have any thing to do with the subject, I suppose
nays thereon.
somebody must have.
They have requested me
Mr. MACHEN.
Before the vote is taken, I to present the communication
to the Convention,
ask the indulgence of the House merely to reply and to have an enquiry made into the election
to the remarks which fell from a gentleman who of the delegate from the county of Casey.
I have
preceded me. I am for economy, but we are heard the 8ug~estions of my colleague and my
here spending the mOlley for the people, end I friend from MadIson, and I agree with both of them
ask if we have as yetspentadollarthat
IS togo for that if their
statements are true, and I have no
their benefit. Metnbers may differ with me in opin- doubtofit, the gentleman present from that counion on the subject, but in my view all our print- ty is entitled to his seat. Yet it is due to those
ing heretofore has not resulted and will not result who sent this communication
to me, that a com.
to the good of the people.
Here is thefirst prop- mittee should make an enquiry into the matter.
OSition introduced, to disseminate throughout the The journals read th at the Convention received
country the proceedings of this Convention, and the last certificate of the sheriff, and I agree
thedebetea, discussions, and conclusions at which with the gentleman from Madison, (Mr. Turner,)
we arrive here. Now is it not a matter of great that the officer had no right to make it; and I
Importance that the arguments, views, and feel. agree also with that gentleman that no man after

to send the balance to our constituents.

Mr. MAYES.
1 will say one word. It seems
to me that we are in a. great measure forgetting
one of the important
reasons operating
upon
the people
which they were induced to call
this Convention.
One of the great complaints
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he had voted on the first or second day of the
election, had a right to come back on the third
day and fill out his vote. A voter has a right
to abandon the ri~ht of suffrage altogether, or
to vote for a portion of the offices, but he has
no right to come back and fill up a deficient
vote. That was the decision in the case of the
contested election of Williams and Mason. If
it would be satisfactory to the gentlemen, I will
move to refer the subject to a select committee.
Lhave no doubt my friend from Caser. (Mr.
Coffey,) is entitled to his seat, but his }'ight
should be clear and undoubted.
We cannot act
on a sheriff's eerificate given two months afterwards.
The communication was then read.
Mr. HA.RGIS.
This is a matter about which
I know but little, but I imagine that the Convention does not fully understand all the circumstances in relation to the- election in Casey county. It is questionable
whether there is any
law by which Do contested seat, or the right to a
seat in this body, can be investigated.
Leertainly have doubts on the subject, and in the abseuce of any certainty in regard to it, from the
best information we have iu relation to this election, it is to be- presumed that the gentleman
has come here by the consent and will of the
majority of the voters of" the county of Casey.
When the gentleman presented his certificate,
and claimed his seat, no one disputed his right
to it, provided the sheriff had done his duty.
There was no objection, then, that I have heard,
to his having received really a majority of the
votes of the qualified voters of Casey.
That
seemed to be conceded, and the only objection
made by the gentleman from Madison, was, that
the sheriff, perhaps, had not performed his duty.
The voters of Casey, itwas fait to presume, considered the gentleman
entitled to his seat, or
they would, I imagine, have taken some legal
course in reference thereto, under the laws in relation to contested seats in the Legislature.Nothingof
the kind has been done, and the gentleman's claim to the seat appears to have been
fully acquiesced in by the people of Casey.When the vote was taken on the question
whether the Delegate from Casey should come
forward and take his seat, there was hardly
an objection raised, and the Oonvention
appeared to be almost unanimous in conceding that
he was legally, and fairly, and honorablyentitled to a scat in this body.
The gentleman accordingly came to the book, was sworn, and took
his seat among us. Would it be right now, and
in accordance with parliamentary
usage, and the
habits, customs, and dignity of bodies of this
character, after doing what this Convention has
done-after
we have, aa we supposed, taken into
consideration all the circumstances we could get
possession of in relation to this election-would
It seem right and reasonable that we should take
barely the suggestions of a few gentlemen from
some place-we do not know whether from Casey, or in fact anywhere else, for we can know
nothing about the nallles attached to th[\t paper
-and
go on and interrupt the businoss of the
Convention by the appointment of a select committee, to enquire into the legal right of the gentleman to his seat? Such a proceeding,
it appears to me, would be rather useless. I acknowl-

edge my inexperience
in parliamentary
usage,
but it does seem to me that common sense, and
everything else that ought to govern such a body
as this Convention, requires that the gentleman
should retain his seat without interruption.
Mr. HARDIN.
My honorable friend last up
did not understand
me, I presume.
These are
not fictitious names, I presume, and the gentleman from Casey can answer whether there are
any such gentlemen.
I have never heard of
them, before I received their communication
through
the post office to-day.
They claim
an investigation. into the subject, and if they arc
voters in Oesey county, it is due to them that
they should have that investigation,
and the matter not be.leid on the table. -We owe it to ourselves to. judge of the qualification and election
of Delegates "here. As I "aid before, I concur
with the gentleman
from Madison, in understanding the lew to provide that a man who voted
on Monday or Tuesday, and did not fill out his
vote for Delegate, has no right to come back on
Wednesday
end fill it out. In this case, I understand that four gentlemen who abandoned
the right to vote on the first day, came back on
the last day and voted; and that made the result
tie. If that was the case-s-aud I have no doubt
o~ the fact-the
gentleman is entitled to his seat;
~}1tit was due to all concerned
that the matter
should be reported upon byacommittee.
Another reason is, that I protest against the power of
the sheriff, after he bas made one return, some
months after to give another.
His official duties ceased ia the first instance, and he had no
nght to give-another.
I desire the committee to
examine and report on these. facti'; and, for one,
I will vote that no man who did not give a full
vote on Monday, hes a right to come back and
fill it out on Wednesday.
I had the good, or bad
fortune-in
the case of the contested seat of
Williams and Mason-to
hold a seat in the Senate, and I voted for-the report of the committee;
and in fact, drew up every word of it, which
l
distinctly laid down this principle.
I think the
gentleman entdtled to his eeat, bnt we owe it to
the people to enquire about it, and I think the
gentleman himself should consent to it, and JElt
the fact appear on the Journals.
I am a thousand times obliged to my friend over the way
(Mr. Hergis.) for the information he has given;
but perhaps he has not as much experience in
parliamentary
usage as some of us. I have been
about half of my life in parliamentary
bodies,
but never having expected any elevation to the
chair of speaker, or even that of chairman of
committee of the whole, I know as little about
arliamentary rules as almost any other man.hope the committee will be raised, and the
facts reported upon, although not for a. moment
doubting that the gentlemen will retain his seat.
Mr. COFFEY.
I not only concur with my
friend from Nelson, but I "ask myself the al?·
pointment of a committee to e.xamio.e into th18
case.. Let them take the whole of the papers
and, certificates before them, and reJ?ort the truth
in regard to the matter.
I discover that manl
members of the House are only in possession of
a part of thQ facts. Frequent Nference has been
made to the case as if tllCse four votes improperly cast, alone authorized
me to come here.
But there were other votes in my favor. I
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Resolved, That it is the deliberate and fixed
opinion of this Convention, that no provision or
amendment, which shall have the effect to restrict the right of free and equal suffrage, as it
now exists, 'Orto change the conditions bywhich
itmay be now acquired, according to the Constitution of Kentucky, ought to be inserted in any
Oonstitution which may be proclaimed by this
Convention.
Mr. DIXON offered the following as a subetistute for the proposition of Mr. Davis, in relation to naturalization.
Wm::REAS, The people of the United States, in
the lst article and 8th section of the Federal Constitution, have ~iven to Congress the exclusive
power to establleh a uniform rule of naturaliaaPR.QPOSITlONS TO Al(END.
Mr. DIXON offered the following, which on ttou: and whereas, it was contemplated by the
his motion was postponed and ordered to be framers of the Constitution of the Uuited States,
that the citizen naturalfzed should, in all reprinted.
Resolved. That the judicial officers of the spects, touching the right of suffrage, be :placed
State of Kentucky should be elected by the peo- on an equal footing with the native born citizen.
ple; but, to avoid the exercise of
improper Th.erefore,
Resolved, That it would be inexpedient to ininfluence :over the Judges, in the discharge of
their official duties, b.r those who may have ta- corporate into the Constitution of Kentucky, any
any invidious distinction
ken part in their elections, it is expedient to in- principle whereby
coryorate into the Constitution a provision, re- should be made in favor of the native born over
qu iring the judges, living in two adjoining dis- the naturalized citizen, in the exercise of the
tricts, to preside alternately
in each of the right of suffrage.
Mr. DAVIS.
I will merely say to the gentleCourts of such districts.
Mr. ROOT submitted the [following proposi- man in regard to these propositions, that when
tion, which on his motion was postponed, re- the time comes for their consideration, let them
ferred to the committee of the whole, and order- be taken up in their order, and then
"Lay on Macduff."
ed to be printed.
Mr. DIXON.
I will only say to the gentle1. Resolved, That any inhabitant of this State
who shall hereafter be engaged in a duel, either man that when the time comes Macduff will be
as principal or accessary, shall forever be dis- in his place.
Mr. C. A. WICKLIFFE.
I have only to say
qualified as an elector, and from holding any office under the Constitution
and laws of this that wherever Macduff or Macbeth may be, a
State; and may be punished in such other man- Kentucky citizen will be in his place.
Mr. GHOLSON offered the following resoluner as shall be prescribed by law.
2. Resolved, That the General Assembly shall tions, which were postponed and ordered to be
not, in any manner, create any debt or debts, printed, viz:
Resolved, That special pleading, in all Courts
liability or liabilities. which shall singly or in
should be
the aggregate, with any previous debts or liabil- of Justice in this Commonwealth,
ities,O exceed the sum of
dollars, except abolished; that a speedy and impartial trial by
in case of war. to repel invasion, or suppress ajury of the vicinage, upon the merits of his
insurrection,
unless the same shall be author- case, should be secured to every citizen.
Resolved, That, to this end, Chancery Courts
ized by some law for some single object or work,
to be distinctly
specified therein; which law should be abolished.
Resolved, That a constitutional
provision,
shall provide way;, and means, exclusive of
loans, for the payment of the interest of such which shall (within a reasonable time) quiet the
debt or liability as it falls due; and also to pay titles of the occupants of lauds, 3-'1 to the adand discharge the principal of such debt or lia- verse claims of all persons not laboring under
bility within
years from the time of the con- some legal disability, is indispensably necessary
tracting thereof; and shall be irrepealable until to the well-being aud prosperity of the good
the principal
and interest thereon shall be paid citizens of this Commonwealth.
Resolved, That the jurisdiction of Justices of
and discharged; but no such law shall take efdollars.
fect until, at a general election, it shall have the Peace should be increased to
Resolved, That it is expedient to layoff the
boon submitted to the people, and have received
State
of
Kentucky
into
four
districts.
in
each of
a majority of all the votes cast for and <l$ainst it
at such election; and all money raised by au- which the Appellate Court shall hold two terms
thorityof such law shall be applied only to the annually.
Resolved. 'I'hnf the concurrence of a majority
specific object therein stated, or to the payment
of the debt thereby created; and such law shall of the Appellate Judges should be necessary to
be)?ublished. in at least one newspaper in each a reversal of the opinion of an inferior tribunal.
Mr. CHAMBERS offered the following which
judicial district, if one is published therein,
throughout the State for
months preceding were ordered to be printed and made the order
the election at which it is submitted to the peo- of the day for-to-morrow:
1. Resolved, That 110 part of the present Oonstiple.
Mr. C. A.. WICKLIFFE submitted the follow- tutiou of Kentucky, nor of any proposed amendment thereto, shall be referred to any committee,
ing, which wag ordered to be printed.

wish the papers and evidence, and the wr-itten contract between myself and my worthy
competitor also to be fully examined and reported upon.
I am not ambitious to stand
here improperly.
When I occupy a scat in
any body I wish to do it lawfully and honorably. I desire to be here independently.
and
without leaning on any man, and therefore I
desire that this committee shall be raised.
The subject was then referred to a select committee, as proposed by the gentleman from N elson.
'I'he PRESIDENT
named the following gentlemen as the committee, Messrs. Hardin, Turner, and Clarke.

all.r
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his own propositions.
There may not be any
harm done in the case of our President, but there
is a good book which says. we ought not to lead
a ma.n into temptation.
And I think this warning is particularly applicable in politics.
I do
not wish to lead our "honorable President into too
much temptation.
There IS an additional
reason, according to
at
o'clock, A. M., and for the latter at
my view of the subject, why this portion of
--o'dock,
P.:M.
We all know
3. Resolved, That, until otherwise ordered, the the rules ought not to be adopted.
there is no member who will admit
morning sessions of the Convention shall be de- -althou~h
when a
voted to hearing, receiving, and referring such that he IS under such intluence--that
portions of the existing Constitution
as may be man is made President of the United States, or the
Govemor of a State, or President of a Oonvention,
deemed worthy of re-adoption,
and of amendthe official station gives him a certain degree of
ments to the same, the reports of committees,
&c., and that immediately on assembling in the influence, and in the case of a presiding officer
afternoon, the Convention will go into commit- his opinions ought never to be known; Jwought
tee of the whole upon such matters as may have to be an impartial umpire; at all events his opinbeen referred to It, and so continue until ad- ions ought not to be known till the debate
is over and the vote taken.
I have alweye
journment.
thought that the rule which gives to the Speaker
RULES OF ORDER.
of the House of Representatives of Kentucky the
You find nothing of
On the motion of Mr. MERIWETHER,
the right to vote is improper.
Convention proceeded to the consideration
of the kind in the British Parliament nor in Conthe report of the select committee of a series of gress. You find nothing of the kind in ancient
legislative bodies.
It is a rule that has been
rules for the government of the Convention.
The lst.2d 3d and 4th rules were read and adopted in modern times, and one which, as I
have myself seen, exerts an improper influence.
passed without amendment.
'I'he 5th was amended verbally by the substi- The presiding officer is looked up to by the
tution of the word may for shall, so as to provide members of the body over which "he presides,
that "the President may examine and correct the and when yon permit him to come upon the floor
and debate a proposition, and then go back to
journal before it is read."
The 6th rule being under consideration
in the chair and decide upon it, you destroy his
usefulness and his impartiality as a J;resldillg
these words;
"6. He shall have the right to name any mem- officer. With these suggestions, I Will renew
"bel' to perform the duties of the Chair but such my motion to strike out the latter clause of the
"substitution
shall not extend beyond a day, or sixth rule. I should be gratified, when in com"over one adjournment; and when not oecupy- mittee of the whole upon the proposed amendLa fienr the views of
"iug the Chair, he may submit propositions and ments of the Constitution,
our President expressed.
I believe that his
"participate in debate."
views very nearly, if not entirely, correspond
1fr. TURNER moved to strike out the words, with my own. I do )101. make this motion with
"and when not occupying the chair, hemay sub- any hostility to our pre:;idin~ officer, or from a
mit propositions and participate
in debate."belief that he has any disposition to do wron~,
He said, I make this motion because it is giving but I do it because I think that the principle, If
a power to the President, and a. right that is carried out, will have a pernicious and corrupting
without precedent, as far as I know and believe, influence. And in this, the highest deliberative
in any deliberative body in the United States, body that can be assembled in the State, there
either of Church or State. It is very improper, ought to be no exemption from an adherence to
according to my notion of the duties of a presi- the practice which has invariably been followed
ding' officer. A presiding officer ought to un- in the most enlightened legislative bodies in the
derstand thoroughly, the rules of the body over
world.
which he presides, and he ou~ht to understand
Mr. MERIWETHER.
With due deference to
parliamentary 'law. It is hIS duty to be well the opinions of my friend from Madison, I would
versed in these, and to pay more attention to the suggest that he is under a misapprehension, if
duties of the chair than to any other. OUI' pre- he supposes that whenever the President has
siding officer.for whose appomtment.I myself vo- left the chair, we are in committee of the whole.
ted, I have no doubt, is well versed in the duMr. TURNER.
I mean that it is so in subties belonging to his station, but like ma.ny instance.
dividuals in his position, he is, I apprehend, a
Mr. MERIWETHER.
In substance then Idiflittle rusty in a good many things.
1 make this
remark, not as being applicable to that gentle- fer with the gentleman, as much as in shadow.
man in particular, for no one in this Conven- In substance, we shall not be in committee of
tion has a greater share of my regard than he the whole; for although the President may leave
has, but it appears to me, that our presiiling offi- his seat, yet the previous question is applicable,
cer ought to have his attention devoted exclu- so that in substance the convention WIll not be
The gentleman will
sively to the discharge of the duties of the chair, in committee of the whole.
in the preservation of order, and not to come remember that we are depriving the City of
down to the floor of the House, in order to bring Louisville of the service of one of its delegates
by depriving him of the right to participate
in
forward propositions and argue them, throwing
his weight and influence in their favor, and then debate upon propositions that are offered here.
to go back and take the chair, and decide upon This is different from a Legislative body. There

other than the committee of the whole, until
the same has been considered and approved
by
the Convention as proper to be inserted in, and
made a part or, the new or amended Constitution.
2. Resolved, That from and after the 7th instant,
the Convention will hold a morning and an
evening session each day, meeting for the former
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the Constitution makes it incumbent 11pon the prol?er share of weight in this Convention-by
body to select one of their number to preside.chaving one of her representatives
elected to preNot so here.
No man supposed that the Presi- side over the body.
Unless Louisville claims to
dent of this convention wns to he deprived of do the whole business
of the Convention,
I
any' of his rights by his elevation to the Chair. think she has no cause to complain of being deWill you deprive him of the right, which every prived of the services of one of her representaother member enjoys of discussing
propositions
tives out of so many able and enlightened
genand subruittiug propositions merely because you tlemen as are here from that city and county.
have elevated him to that seat?
Will you re- It is not only the privilege of commg down from
quire the President to vote upon propositions the chair and originating and debating proposiwithout giving reasons for or against them?tions that I object to, but there is a great deal in
That is the question.
Many important proposithe discretion
that may be exercised in calling
tions will be made in Oouvention which will to the chair a delegate of similar sentiments
]1Ot be made in committee
of the whole, and the with himself.
I do not say that the President
President of the Convention will be required to would net improperly, but I want to be governrecord his vote for or against them; and yet you ed by that invaluable
rule lead not a man into
will not permit him to assign his reasons.
I ask temptation.
I want, not only purity, but to be
is it right to place your presiding officer in that above suspicion.
It is said by the: gentleman
position?
from Jefferson, I believe, that although the PreAs to the idea suggested
by the gentleman sident participated in the debate he would not
that his influence is so much greater on account
go back and decide upon the question that had
of his position, I cannot concur with him.
In- been debated.
But it appears to me that under
deed the allusion made by the gentleman to the the rule which we are. about to adopt, when a
usage in the Legislature and in this Convention,
vote is taken which is a doubtful one, when it is
of calling upon the President to vote, shows the claimed by both parties, the President will be
fallacy of that idea.
The vote given by the Pres- very apt to decide in favor of the proposition for
ident apprises every member of his opinion re- which he. has been contending;
as a matter of
garding the proposition
upon which "he votes, course he will think the majority always on his
and his participation
in the debate could not side. Human nature is a little frail, and those
carry that influence further than his vote will go. who have gone before us have always acted upon
Again, as to another suggestion that he would the principle that it isbetter to guard against the
descend from the Chair, submit a proposition,
influence that may be exercised by a presiding
discuss it and then return to the Chair and de- officer by being permitted
to participate in decide upon it. I do not understand
it as being bate. Take your presiding officer from his etathe privilege of the presiding officer to decide any tion, and he will not have time to study Jefferquestion here. He only announces the decision
son's Manual, which it is so difficult to underof the House.
Points of order he does decide,
stand. I doubt verv much whether it has been
but he decides no question that is submitted to read this week, by anyone in this Convention.
the Convention for its deliberation.
Having
I want our President
to discharge the duties of
thus briefly stated my views in regard to this the chair instead of being employed in drawing
matter, I shall vote against the motion of the up propositions
and debating
them.
I do not
gentlemen from Madlson.',
think the President desires any such privile~e.
Mr. LINDSEY moved to amend by adding the It would be placing him in a position in which
words, "but when in committee of the whole he his usefulness would be destroyed.
shall have the right to submit propositions and
Mr. MERIWETHER.
If the occupant of
participate in debate."
the Chair should not desire the privilege he need
Mr. MERIWETHER
suggested to the mover not exercise it. The rule does not make It obliof this amendment that it was wholly unnecessagatory upon him to do so, and by omitting to
ry as the President had already tlmt right under claim the privilege he will avoid all the difficulparliamentary
law.
ty which the gentleman suggests.
The same arMr. TURNER
accepted the amendment
as a gumentwasmade by the gentleman in committee.
substitute for his own, and then said: I do not I had no particular preference on the subject, but
wish to be importunate
upon this subject, but a large majority of the committee instructed me
the gentleman seems to think that the people of to report that provision in the rules.
Louisville
will not have a fair representation
If the President, as the gentleman supposes,
here, nnless we allow the President to take the after discussing a proposition, will return to the
floor and debate every proposition as well, when Chair and decide the question incorrectly, may
not ill committee of the whole, as when in com- ~le ~ot so dec.ide without the privilege of discu.ssmittee of the whole. This same argument would lIlg1t? Hewill doubtless be enlisted on one Side
apply to every Speaker, who has ever acted in ortheotherofevery
proposition that is submitted
Kentucky
as Speaker of the House of Repre- here, and ifhe could be prompted to an incorrect
sentatives,
and it would apply in Congress, course of action in the one case, could he not as
where sometimes they elect a Speaker who is a well pursue that course without having particimember from a State which sends but one or pated in the discussion as after having done so?
two representatives.
as is the case with Dela- Does not the gentleman wish to obtain lightupon
ware.
But it was never thought
that in such any subject which is brought forward for discuscase, he should have this extraordinary
privi- sion? Then why not.recelvefrom thepresidingoffllege.
Here the county of Jefferson is amply cer the benefit of his judgment as well asfromevrepresented; it is represented
by able and elo- ery other member oftbis body?
I have no doubt
quent gentlemen,
and notwithstanding
this, it that it would be acceptable to at least a majority
is feared that Louisville will be deprived of her of us.
J
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and it is proposed
Mr. C. A. WICKLIFFE.
I shall vote for this members in the Convention,
amendment in accordance with what I think has that there be eleven committees, consistiug of
nine
members
each.
Nine
times
eleven arc ninebeen the vroperand uniform course in all deliberative bodies. Almost the entire business 1U CODl- ty-nine, which will comprehend every member
the Convention, exclusive of our President.mitteeofthewholeis
matter of debate, and in that
we should have the benefit of the assistance of the I( every article of the old Constitution is to be
presiding officer. But I think that in forming the subject matter of alterations, it appears to me
that the division of labor here proposed, will be
rules for this House we should follow e~tablished
There have been several suggesusages, and that the presiding officer should not very unequal.
be permitted to originate business.
Surely it tions regarding the proper division of the labor
which is to be performed' by us, and it is possicould never be desired to bring the presiding
ble that the one which the committe-e have reofficer into personal collision with the members
of the body.
I think we had better pursue the commended is the best. I do not think so, however, and I will endeavor to point out a few reabeaten track; it is always the safe course.
Mr. DAVIS.
I will only remark that I con- sons why I do not think SQ. "1 do not suppose it
is a matter of very great conseqnenceto
members
aider this to be an innovation,
and I consider
with the gentleman from Madison, that there are of this body, to be upon a committee for remodstrong reasons why the innovation should not be elling or amendiug tfiat which requires no amendment, where there is nothing for the committee
adopted.
to do, except to transcribe and report the proviMr. McHENRY
called for a division of the sion assigned to them precisely' as it stands alquestion and the yeas andnuysonthe first branch.
ready.
Such, I afprehend,
will be the case in
Resaid, I do not desire to debate this question.
regard to the bil of rights.
I doubt whether
I will only make the suggestion, that I do not there is any disposition on the part of the Oonbelieve the gentleman need apprehend any such vention, to make any alteration in that so far as
impropriety of conduct on the part of our presi- the crossing of aT, or the dotting of an I. The
ding officer as has been suggested.
committee then, to which that portion of the
There has been no exhibition of party feeling
Constitution will be referred, will have nothing
in this body hitherto, except in the election of a to do; whilst others will have imrortant
alteraPresident, but I caution the majority, that this tions to make in the parts assignee them.
grant of additional power to the President may
'I'he partition of labor thou, by this method,
give rise to a suspicion that they are willing
to will be very unequal.
It was _not without atpromot.e party purposes.
tention to the provisions
of the Constitution,
Mr. MERIWETHER.
Barely one suggestion
that I attempted tOlartition
the labor according
and it is, that the majority here have not yet cho- to the partition 0 the various powers of the
son guardians over them.
.
government,
regarding
which
our judgments
Mr. PRESIDENT.
Before proceeding to put have been and will continue to be divided.
But
the question, I will remark that I did not know without detaining the Convention
further with
that this proposition was to be made until it was these illustrations,
let gentlemen turn their atannounced to the House this morning.
I fur- tention to the eighth article of the Constitution.
ther ask leave of the Convention to be excused
It is as follows:
from voting upon it.
'·The seat of government shall continue in the
Mr. McHENRY.
I will only remark that, I did town of Frankfurt
until it shall be removed by
not suppose that you had any such knowledge.
law; provided, however, that two thirds of all
I did not mean to insinuate
any such thing.
of the members elected to each House of the Gen.
The yeas and nays were then taken, and were eral Assembly shall concur ill the passage of
yeas,52, nays, 43. So that the amendment was
such law."
adopted.
The time has been, sir, when a much younget<
The 7th rulc was amended on the motion of
Mr. C. A. Wickliffe, by substituting
the word man than I am now, that a position upon such
"plurality,"
for the word "majority."
So that committee, and, above all, the privilege of forma plurality
of votes in the Oouvention may ap- ing such committee, would have been very agreeable to me. It is one of those committee
that
point committees.
I would like to have a hand in making. and I
The 8th rule was passed without amendment.
have no doubt that my colleague would like to
The 9th rule was amended on the suggestion
of :Mr. Meriweth~r, by the substitution
of the have such a privilege, although I believe that he
is in favor of a different place from that which I
words "presiding officer," for the word "Prest
dent," so that a gentleman
appointed to preside shouldchoostl, to which the seat of government,
if removed at all, should be carried.
If the privin the absence of the President might have.powilege were given to me to form a committee to
er to clear the galleries in case of disturbance
whom this subject should be confided, I could
or disorderly conduct.
bring together a very formidable corps of advoThe 10th rule was passed without amendment.
cates for any part.ieular location that I might
The 11th rule which provides for the appointTherefore it appeared tome,
ment of standing committees on the vanous ar- chooseto deeignate.
ticles of tIle Constitution, was then read for C011- sir, in reference to even this subject, important
or uulmportent as it may be reserded, as well
slderatiou.
Mr. C.' A. WICKLIFFE,
This rule must be as in reference to one or two of thc general frothat it wouk be
reS-ardeli, I suppose, as a division of the labor of visions of the Constitution,
proper to make a different distribution
of the
this body among the committees
enumerated
from that which has
here.
'I'herefore It becomes a matter of some im- labors of the committees
been
pr0l'0sed
by
the
committee
on
rules.
We
portance, before we ad0l't it, to consider what its
nccesseri y call into the committee rooms from
effect and operation wil be. We have a hundred
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different sections of the State men who will of the Oonventlon, will have no more power
hl'jog to bear their intellect and their industry, against the weight and influence of the commitand not have more than their due proportion of tee, in any attempt to overrule or controvert any
labor. Very many of the miscellaneous provis- proposition submitted by the standins commitions of the Constitution will not have to be tee, than he would have to do any thlllg that is
touched ill the way of alteration, but merely perfectly impracticable.
Sir, it is wrong to work
transcribed.
For these reasons I thought it ne- by committees in forminc a Constitution.
It is
cessary to make these suggestions in reference to right that we should work by Convention, all of
a different division of duties. It may, perha~s, us together, that every man in the Convention
be deerued egotistical in me to set up my opm- may hear what e,,-ery man has to say, and e\'ery
i9118 in opposition to those of the cummittceand
man be free to present his OW11 proposition and
to sugifest a different division of labor, but I stand by it to the last.
think It will be apparent, when gentlemen exBesides all this, Wewill, by taking this course,
amine the subject, that a different distribution
save a. great deal of time. We can goto work towould be attended with much advantag-e. In morrow. 'Ve can take up the old Constitution,
regard to the preamble of the Ocnscitution, for and examine it article by article, section by sec.
instance, what is there for a committBe of nine tion, line by line. We can re-udopt that which
men to do but to direct their clerk to transcribe we consider ought to be re-adopted, and we can
it. With a view then of obtaining the sense of modify that which we think ought to be modithe Convention regarding a different distribu- fied. How many amendments will be required
tion, I move to strike out 80 much as relates to to be made to the old Constitution?
I apprehend
the appointment of committees, and to insert so that it is not to be entirely changed. Where then
much of the resolution which I offered the other is the necessity for having a committee to examclay, as relates to this su bject,
ine every article of that Constitution, and to deMr. WILLIAMS.
I suppose now is as proper vise something which the people have never cona time as any other, for the consideration
of the ceived of, and which will be perhaps utterly requestion, whether this Oonvention will go about pugnant to them, when devised by the commitits work throngh comnllttees,-selected
by the tees of this Convention.
Chair 01' in any other fonn.-or
whether it will
What have we to do? The people desire hut
go about it in committee of the whole. It seems few alterations; they ask for out few; we have
to me, that if we are determined to do our work come here with the view only of making those
with dispatch, and with a proper understanding
few, and I know of no platform upon which I
of what we have to do, and come to a fair and would rather work, than the old Oonst.itntion.c-,
propBr conclusion upon every question that is to Although I have ever been in favor of Oonstitube presented by every member of this Conven- tional reform. and am so now, I know of no plattion, the right way to do it, is to do it first in form upon which I would rather work, than the
committee of the whole.
I know of no other old Constitution.
There are many of its provilan.
My mind can suggest no other; although
sions which I desire to rrcserve, and I am not
know tHat there is an opinion prevalent in this willing that new propositions shall be urged upConvention, in favor of suhmitting every thing on this Convention, with all the power and into committees.
Some gentlemen would have fluence of a committee, which may be unacceptcommittees to do that work which the Conven- able to a majority of this Convention, and yet
tion should do itself
I know of no plan by that majority be unable to control the work of
which the work could be so well and so expedi- the committee.
t.iously done, as it could be in committee of the
I think W~ can do the work in a shorter time
whole.
In addition to this fact, there are other by doing it in Convention, and that we can do
reasons why this Convention should not resolve it ina manner more satisfactory to ourselves, by
itself into committees, to do the work of the Con- resolving ourselves
into a committee of the
venticn.
I find the reasons, indicated by the whole, and taking up the old Constitution as I
Therefore, I have subgentleman from Nelson, as to the impropriety of have already intimated.
Whether it will meet
raising a committee in reference to the removal mitted this proposition.
of the seat of government, amply sufficient to with a favoinbfe reception on the part of the
satisfy my mind, that this work should be done Convention, of course I cannot tell; but it does
in Convention, and not through committees.appeal' to me to be the more reasonable and
The reasons wh ieh present themselves to the gen- proper course to be pursued.
tleman's mind, in reference to the seat of govern.
If we {;O to work by committees, what is the
ment, will apply with equal force, to every pro- Oonventdon t-obe engaged with in the meantime?
position which any gentleman in this Conven- When are the committees to report? This Convention, to be divided off into eleven commit.
tion may have to make.
When sub-committees
do the work, the Convention loses its power of tees, composed of nine members each, and the
control over the work of those committees.c-, Convention, I suppose, to be dissolved until
They will be organised in such manner, as that those committee.'! report. We will meet, I supthe force and influence and power 'and talent, to pose, each day as a matter of mere formality,
be found in this Oonvention, will be brought to and wait too, three, 01' four weeks until the combear upon l?alticularpropositions.
Not that the mittees are prepared to report. And when those
Chair wi.lliutentionalljmake such all organiza- reports shall have been laid before us, will they
tion, but that will be the necessary result of hav- not have to be considered in Convention?
They
ing the work done through committees.
All the will still have to be gone over. Then, why not
t;alellt and influence will be brought to bear in begin at once ill Oonvention?
It seems to me
these committees, in order that they may carry that it would be far better.
The Convention then adjourned.
ont particular objects; and individual members
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SATURDAY, OCTOBER 6, 1849.
Prayer by the Rev. STU.illT ROnINSON.
PROPOSITIONS

TO AMEND.

Mr. DAVIS offered the following, which on
his motion, WM referred to the committee of the
whole and ordered to be printed.
1. Resolved, That the Circuit Court system of
the State of Kentucky, be so constituted that
there shall not be less than
circuits, each circuit to have a single Judge, whose term of office shall be
years, and who shall be appointed to office in the following manner: ·When·
ever there shall be a vacancy in any circuit, the
members of the House of Representatives living
within such circuit, shall, at the ensuing session
of the Legislature, form an electoral college,
and shall choose two fit persons for the office of
Judge therein, and report their names forthwith
to the Senate, one of whom it shall nominate to
the Governor, and he shall be commissioned
the
Judge of such circuit.
2. Resolved, 'l'hat the Court of Appeals
consist of
Judges, who shall hold their offices for and during the term of
years, and
that they be appointed
in the following manner: The Governor shall select from among the
Circuit Judges, or such persons 8S shall have
filled the office of Circuit Judge
under this
amended Constitution, the fittest person to fill
such vacancies in said Court. who upon being
nominated by him to the Senate, and being approved of by it, shall be commissioned
accordingly.
3. Resolved, That the Governor have power to
fill such vacancies
in the offices of Circuit and
Appellate Judges as may occur in the period between the sessions of the Le~i8Iature; such appointments to continue until the office shall be
filled by regular appointment
under the provisions of this Oonstitutlon.
4. Resolved, 'I'hat the Judges of the Court of
Appeals and the Circuit Courts shall receive
from the public treasury a fixed annual salary,
which shall not be diminished during their continuance in office; and that the Legislature shall
not have the power to pass any law whatever to
remove them from office, or the object and tendency of which is to constrain them to resign.
Mr. McHENRY submitted the following, which
on his motion, was referred to the committee of
the whole, and ordered to be printed:
1. Resolved, That the present mode of calling a
Convention to revise the Constitution
ought to
be retained in the Constitution
about to be
framed.
2. Resolved, That some mode of making specific amendments, without calling a Convention,
should be adopted, to apply only to those articles and sections of the Constitution,
about to
be framed, which shall be materially different
from, and make radical changes in, the present
Constitution.
3. Resolved, That the provisions
of the present Constitution,
upon the subject of slavery,
be retained, and inserted, without alteration, in
the Constitution about to be framed.
Mr. BRISTOW offered the followin~
as an
amendment, which took the same direction:
1. Resolved That the specific mode of amending the Constitution, by submitting to the voters
J
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of the State oneclause
at a time, is the correct
and best mode, and the same can and should be
adopted, with such restrictions
as to secure the
r~ghts of property, and prevent the future egltation of the question of slavery.
2. Resolved, That, in addition to the specific
mode of amendment,
constitutional
provision
should be made for taking the vote every twenty
rears, as to the propriety of calling a Convenuou.
3. Resolved, That the increase of free persons
of color in the State of Kentucky should be prevented in future; and, for that purpose, power
should be given to the Legislature to appropriate the necessary means to transport to the colony of Liberia, all such as may consent to go,
and all that may be emancipated for that purpose.
Mr. HARGIS offered the following:
Resolved, That the following preamble, and
first and second articles (in substance,
as the
same is herewith presented) be adopted by this
Convention as the first and second articles of the
Constitution of the State of Kentucky:
THE CONSTITUTION

OR FORM: OF GOVERNMENT

FOIl. THE

STATE OF KENTUCKY.

Preamble.
We, the Representatives
of the people of the
State of Kentucky,
in Convention
assembled
grateful to the supreme Being for the blessing;
hitherto enjoyed, and feeling our dependence on
him for a continuation
of those blessings,
in
order to secure to all the citizens thereof the en.
joyment of life, liberty,
and property,
and of
pursuing happiness, do make, ordain, and establish this Constitution
for its future government.
THE POWERS OF ras GOVERNMENT.
Article 1.
1. The powers of the government of the State
of Kentucky shall be divided into three distinct
departments, end each of them be confided to a
separate body of magistracy, to-wit: 'I'hosewhich
are legislative to one, those which are executi.e
to another, and those which are judiciary to another.
2. No person or collection of persons, being
one of those departments,
shall exercise any
power :properly belonging to either of the others.
except III cases hereinafterwards directed or per~
mitted.
THE LEGISLATIV.E

DEPARTMENT.

Article 2.
1. The legislative
power of this Commonwealth shall be vested 1ll two distinct branches,
the one to be styled the House of Representatives,
the other the Senate, and both together the Gen.
eral Assembly of the Commonwealth
of Kentucky.
2. The members of the House of Representatives shall continue in office for the term of two
years from the commencement
of the general
election, and no longer.
'I'he members of the
Senate shall continue
in office for the term of
four years from the commencement
of the gen.
era! election, and no longer.
3. Representatives
shall be chosen on the first
Monday in August every second year, and shall
meet at the capitol of the State on the -_
day
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every second year. The Senate shall Assemblv, according to the number of qualified
also meet at the same time and place every se- voters ill" the State. The General Assembly shall
cond year, and shall be chosen OIl the first Men- never consist of more than one hundred memdey in August every four years, but shall only bers in the House Representatives, nor more
assemble at the same time and place of the meet- than thirty eight Senators. At the first session
of the General Assembly, after the taking effect
ing of the members of the House of Representaof this Constitution, they shall layoff the State
tives.
4. Tlul General Assembly, as aforesaid, shall into as many senatorial districts as there may
not continue in session more than forty days, then be Senators, and apportion the representaand Senate
unless upon ext:rn.or.dinary occasi~ns, the Gov- tion in the Honse of Representatives
erncr, q-y proclamation,
should think propel' to amongst the several counties, towns, cities, and
continue them in session longer, but, in no in- districts, to which the State is entitled.
13. The General Assembly shall have no powstance, shell the session be prolonged over sixer to pass any law for the emancipation of slaves
ty dava.
They may pass
. 5. The General Assembly shall have no pow- while they remain in this State.
laws to emancipate slaves, 8avin~ the right.'! of
er to grant divorces} or pass any law dissolving
the marriage contract; nor shall they have power creditors, with the consent of their owners, upon
condition that they are not to be free until they
to pass any act or law for Individual or private
benefit, unless four fifths of all the members of leave the borders of this State; and, upon condition, that if such emancipated slave, or slaves,
both houses concur in the passage thereof.
6. They shall l?IlSS laws establishing in each should ever return into Kentucky, that he, she, or
and every county in this State at least five elec- they, are to be taken up and sold for the benefit
of the State Treasury.
tion precinets: and in every cit.y or town, entitled
14. The General Assembly
may pass laws
to one or more members. they shall establish. at
least three election precincts, and more if the prohibiting the importation of slaves into this
State for the purposes of sale, but shall pass no
Legislature should think proper.
All elections
law p'rohibiting
their importation,
if acquired
shall be held at the time a))d places established
by gift, grant, or devise by will, or otherwise:
bylaw.
PrmJided,
the
same
is
solely
and
bonafide
for the
7. No person shall be 3< Representative
who,
Laws may be passed to
at the time of his election, is not a citizen of the use of the Importer.
United States, and- hath not attained to the age compel owners of slaves to treat them humanely.
15, In apportioning
the representation
for Repof twenty four years; and resided in this State
two years next preceding his election, end the resentatives to both houses of the General Aslast year thereof in the county, city, or town, for sembly, where one county does not contain the
number of qualified voters required by law to
which he may be chosen.
or Senator, In that case,
8. No person shall be a Senator who, at the elect a Representative
may be joined together
time of his election, is not a citizen of the Uni- two or more counties
(which
counties
must
lie
joining each other) for
ted States, and who hath not attained to the age
the
pUrpOBeS
of
electing
a Senator or Repreaenof thirty five years, and resided six years in this
The number of Representatives
at the
State next preceding his election, and the last tative.
yenr thereof in the 'aistrict for which he may be first session of the General Assembly, after this
Constitution
takes effect, shall consist of one
chosen.
9. In all elections for all and every officer in hundred members, and. the Senate of ----,
to be apportioned
as directed in the twelfth secthis Commonwealth,
who are by this Constitution to be elected by the people, and also for tion of the second article of this Constitution:
members of Congress, or President of the Uni- Prollided, that when two or more counties adted States, or Vice President.
every free white- joining! have reeiduums over and above the ramale citizen who, at the time being, hath at- tio, when fixed by law, if said residuums, when
tained to the. age of twenty one years, and resi- added together, will amount to the ratio fixed,
ded in this State one year, or more, and in the in that case, one Representative shall be added
county, city, or town, where he offers to vote at to that county having the largest residuum.
16. The House of Representatives shall choose
least four months, shall be entitled to vote for
its Speaker and other officers.
all and either of said officers, except foreigners
17. The apportionment
of representation
for
not naturalized,
and persons convicted of felony
members to the General Assembly, and the layand not pardoned.
ing the State off into corresponding or suitable
.10, At the first session of the General Assemdistrlcta, shall be done every four years.
b~y after this Constitution
takes effect, the Sen18. The Congressional Districts should be laid
ators shall be divided by lot, as equally as may
off and the apportionment
made every ten years,
be, into two classes; the seats of the Senators of
containing the ratio, or number of qualified vothe first class shall be vacated at! the end of the
ters, agreeably to the laws of the United States,
second year, so that half of the Senators shall
for the purpose of electing members to Conbe elected every second year.
11. 'l'heflrstelection
CorSe:nators,afterthis
Con- gress.
19. Not less than a majority of the members
stitution takes effect, shall be general through.
shall
out the State and at the same time that Repre- of each house of the General Assembly
sentatives am elected; and thereafter there shan constitute a quorum to do business, but a smallbe a biennial election {or half the number of er number may adjourn from day to day, and
shall be authorised by law, to compel the at·
Senators to which the State is entitled.
tendaace of absent members, under such rules
12. Representation
shall be equal throughout
the State as near as may be, agreeably to the ra- and penalties as they may prescribe.
20. Each house of the General Assembly shall
tio as laid, from time to time, by the General
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judge of the qualifications and returns of its
32, 111all elections by the people, the votes
members; and a. contested election shall be deter- shall be publicly given, "triua tJOOe," and be pr~
mined by law.
claimed by the Sheriff of the election; nor shall
21. Each house of the General Assembly may any election in this Commonwealth «<:mtinue
determine the rules of its proceedings, punish a more than one day; but nothing in this Oonetlmember for disorderly behavior, and with the tution aball be construed to prohibit the Governconcurrence ctf two-thirds, expel a member.
or from proclaiming and issuing writs of elec22. Each house of the General Assembly shall tiona, upan occasions extraordinary, ot: OR may
keep and publish, weekly, a journal of its pro- be required by law.
ceedings , and the yeas and nays of the memThe Secretary proceeded to read the proposibers, on any question, shall, at the desire of bien, but before he had read it through,
any two of them, be entered on the journal.
:Mr.IRWIN. The propoeitlon is to print, I
23. Neither house of the General Assembly believe. If the Hause lias determined to print a
shall adjourn for more than two days at a time, new Constitution of which we know nothing, it
during the session, nor to any other place, with- of course will do so, but I will move the old
out the concurrence of the other.
Constitution as a substitute therefor. I think it
24. The members of the General Assembly the best way of getting at the printing of the old
shall receive from the public treasurJ:' for their Constitution, and I move that we dispense witn
services, such compensation as may be author- the further reeding of the proposition of the gen~
Iscd by law, but no increase or alteration in the tleman.
compensation of members of either house shall
The question was then taken on the motion to
take effect during the session a,t which the same dispense with the further reading of the propo-is altered or-increased.
aition and it 'Wasagreed to.
25. The members of the General Assembly
Mr. IRWIN. I do not desire to run the State
shall, in all cases, (except f\llony-.treason, breach, into any expense, as I do not believe we have g.
or surety of the peace) be privileged from ar- great deul of mOlley to expend; but as I underrest, or Imprisonment, during their attendance stand that fifty or sixty thousand copies of the
on their respective houses, and in going to, and present Oonstitutton were printed last year, b.1
returning from, the same; nor for any speech or order of the Legislature, I should like to modify
debate in the house, shall they be questioned in my proposition so as to provide thet members
any other place.
should be furnished 'With copies. They could
26. No Senator or Representative shall, du- perhaps be readily obtained at the printin~ ofring the term for which .n: was electe~,.nor for free, or in some of the cfffcea about the Capitol.
one year thereafter, be eligible to any CIVIloffice I certainly move to diepenee with the printing
under this Commonwealth, which shall have of the proposition just offered.
been created, or the emoluments of which shall
The question was then taken on printing the
have been increased. during the time such Sena- proposition of Mr. Hargis, and referring it to the
tor or Representative was m office, except such committee of the whole; and the Convention reo
offices as may be made, or filled by the election fused so to dispose of it.
of the people.
Mr. PRESTON offered the following:
27. No person, while he continues to exercise
Resolved, That it is expedient, in !lny Constithe functions of a clergyman, priest, or teacher tution which may be formed by this Convention.
of any religious persuasion, society. or sect, nor to classify the offices which may be declared to
whilst he holds or exercises any office of profit be elective therein, into those of a general and 10under this Commonwealth, shall be eligible to cal character, so that the elections of persons to
the General Assembly. except attorneys at law, fill the same may occur at different times.
Justices of the Peace, and militia ofJicers: Pru·
The attention of gentlemen w111 undoubtedly
vided, That attorneys for the Commonwealth be engaged in regard to the mode of electing 0(who receive a fixed annual sal~ry from the pub~ fieers, and the officeswould be naturally classihc trea'lury, shall be Ineh~ible.
fied into those of a local and those of a general
.28 No officer ~f any kmd whatever, shall be character. I hope til be able to show, when the.
elIgible to a seat lfi the General A~scmhly, unbl time comes, that this will be the only practicable
lIe has obtamed a .quietus or. receLpt for all the mode by which we can conduct those elections
moneys due, or owmg from hI'!!. to the Cornmon- which i hav'e no doubt the Convention will awealth, or to the cqunty m wluch he resldes.
ree to have held, under the COJ:lStituticm.we
.29. No bill shall have,thf) force of a l~w, un- ~opose to fonn. I mov.c that the, resolution
tll on three several days, It be read OytlI'l11 each be ~rinted and referred tff a commIttee (1( the
house of the GeIlCralAssembly, and free dis~us: whole.
sion <j.llowedthereon, unless four-fifths of the
The n;lOtionwas aO"reedto.
house where the bill Flhall he d,ep13nding~~ay
0
deem it expedient to dis'pens~with this rule.
RULF.s OF ORDER.
30. AU bills for raislllg rQyenu~~shan origi·
The Convention reaumed tl~e consideration of
nate in the House of Repre~e:utlil-tlyes,bq.t t;he the report of the select commlttee on rules.
Senate may propose a,roengments rel.ative tQ tb,.a The 11th proposed rule being under eonsiderevenue, the same as in other ~'!8es.
:Fationwhen the subject Waslast before the Con31. The General Assembly shall have power to vention, it was again read.
.
pass all laws not contrary to this COllStitution,
The question was on the substitute proposed
or the laws aod Constitution of the United States, by the gentleman from Bourbon, as published in
which tllCy may think proper .Rnd e~ped,ient; the report of yesterday's pro7eedings.
they shall also regula~ by law, 10 w;hat m~nner
MI'.MITCHELl,.. There 18 no gentlem_an be"
vacancies in e~ther house: Pl.l!Ybe IDle}!,
long-ing.to tliis body wit.h more a.nxiety than my~
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myself
that the labors of this body should be mittees being thus indicated, it seems to me
bought to a speedy and successful close. Nor is we might at an earlier period be prepared to
there anyone more aware than I RID that the inter- commence the operations which have brought
Under that state of the case,
position of any obstacle to a free and fair discus- us here together.
sion, would be the means offrustrating,
to a very and with a view to facilitate as far as may be,
the object which bas assembled it, and to desgreat extent that desirable object. I am forestabIishing some correct basis of procedure, and not patch as speedily as may be the business of the
having had the honor to prescI?-t any project forthe Convention, I shall for one vote for the rules as
consideration
of the Convention, I am wedded to they have been reported by the committee.
Mr. C. A. WICKLIFFE.
'l'hequestion immeno plan, and I ~m prepared with. an unbiased
diately before the Convention is the motion of
judgment
to decide upon the varrcus proposithe gentleman
from Bourbon, to substitute for
tions which have been submitted.
If I belonged
I have offered, the one that
to the division of this body, if there be such a di- the proposition
vision, who believe that no alteration should be we will at 11 o'clock each day go into committee
made iu the existing Constitution,
I should be of the whole, and take up the Constitution as we
prepared to support the substitute offered by ~he find it on the statute book, and then alter and
amend it as each member may choose to J?ropose.
gentleman from Bourbon.
In my.ap'prchenslO!1
the substitute assumes that the existing Consti- All who favor the appointment of committees in
preference, will of course vote against the prop'
tution is not susceptible of improvement.
Atleast
it presents the question in a very doubtful as- osition of the gentleman from Bourbon, whether
pect.
It pr~npposes
that it has to a very great they prefer the number of committees and the
extent the approbation of this body, and resolves division of their labors and duties introduced in
the report of the committee, or in the amendment
the question Iuto 3. mere enquiry as to whether
I listened with a great deal
it can or canuot be improved.
The people of proposed by myself.
Kentucky by a large and decided majority, say of pleasure to the gentleman from Bourbon, and
of the effect of his mode of
they will have constitutional
amendment
ana to his illustrations
reform.
We come up here representing
a con- proceeding, but some little experience in the
branches
of our government,
has
stituency in favor of such a measure.
Shall we lecislative
then at the very threshold
present ourselves in ta~ght me to believe, I may be wrong, that we
such an attitude as to appear before our conetdtu- must work under the guidance of rules, and that
occasions, is the
ency as doubting whether such amendment and seldom, unless on extraordinary
public business advanced or promoted by disreform can be made?
In assuming the existing
Constitution as a basis o~ our opera~ions in. com- pensing with the rules which govern us. Unto work prudently and intelligentmittee of the whole we glvc to It prIma facle our dertheserules,
preference.
So it would seem to me, and hence ly, we must have system and order. Suppose that
of the whole at once on
I am opposed to the plan proposed by the gen- we go into committee
tleman from Bourbon.
The sancti.on ?f all J?ar- the Constitution of Kentucky, and each member
has his project of amendment.
We have had alliamentary usase as I understand
1t, IS against
of the opinions
of
such a proposition.
It is necessary that some ready several indications
nucleus should be formed around which the opin- members through resolutions, and there was one
almost the entire Oonions of this body can bo concentrated.
The ef- this morning embracing
We should have in committee of the
fect of presenting the pr.esen~ Consti~ution,
and stitution.
taking up article by article In committee of the whole, perhaps, to discuss and debate therropowhole, would be to resolve every member of this sition to amend in some shape and form, 0 . every
Convention who may have a plan of his own in- gentleman here, whereas, If the amendment or
to a committee.
Be presents his own project, the principle upon which it is predicated was
drawn out in form with care by some committee,
and there would be a want of concentration
and unity of action, which it seems to me would you would see the whole framework before you.
be the means of protracting debate here, and of I will assume what! believe to be the fact, and I
lengthening' much beyond thc time which has do not think I can be mistaken, that a large mabeen anticipated,
~e session .of the Conyen- jorityof this body have been elected here upon
the principle
that the tenure of ull officers,
tion.
It has been objected that III the meantime,
or Judicial,
while these committees were digesting various whether Executi ve, Legislative,
They have been, too, a large
plans and were preparing their reports, this Con- should be changed.
vention would be without business.
The rules majority upon another principle, that the mode
propose to embody this entire Convention
into of appointment should be changed from that of
the Executive exercise of power to an election
eleven committees of nine members each-constituting RlI'gregately ninety-nine
members, and by the voters of the State. Now I assume upon
these wo~ld be engaged in carrying forward the that principle that the Judiciary is to be organbusiness of this Convention.
It is true the Oou- ized on the basis of the elective trauehise, and I
vention, a.'! a body, might not be prepared to act ask vou in organizing the whole judicial system
Appellate
Courts,
immediately
after the aplJOintment of the com- of this Commonwealth-the
mittees, but still the business which has assem- Circuit Courts, Chancery Courts, and County
Courts,-how
Ioug itwould take this Convention,
bled us here, would nevertheless be in progress.
I was at the first blush, prepared to vote for such by resolution and amendment to perform that
an organization
of committees as is contemplalabor, and produce it." result ill any thing li.ke an
ted by the resolutions
of the gentleman
from intelligent shape? It would be a most admirable
Nelson, but upon reflection, it seems to me that theatre, I admit, for the display of those powers
the labors of this body would be better distri- possessed by many in this House, to illustrate the
buted by the plan proposed in the report of the necessity of a reform In the organic law, and to
committee on rules.
The l~bors of the com- point out abuses which have crept intooursystem
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of government and the necessity for their reformation; but we want nothing to convince us of
that. Our constituents sent us here to execute
their will in that particular, and the object now
is to layout the work, and carry out the reforms
in accordance with their wishes. Delay and inconvenience must be the result of discussing
the Constitution in the mode indicated
by the
gentleman from Bourbon. I think what has
taken place this ruoruing must satisfy every member of the House that under such a system,
we must have amendment after amendment, and
substitute upon substitute, to an extent that the
House, by the hour of 1 o'clock, would be brought
into such a state of confusion that it would not
be able, ill the course of a week's session, to tell
precisely the question up'0n which they were
called upon to vote. I Will therefore brief v call
the attention of the Convention to the division
of labor, if we appoint the counmtteee as indicated in the rule under consideration.
I am sure
that if the committee will review their own
works, they will see that it L" not the best division that could be made. The preamble and
first article of the Constitution were to be referred to one committee of nine Delegates.
The
first article is merely the division of the powers
of government into three several classes of magistrates; the next, that no person exercising the
duties of one office shall interfere with anotherand there ends the whole duties of nine Delegates.
You refer this preamble and article to nine ruen
to make report, when it is not designed to change
either of them. AA I remarked yesterday as to
the schedule, when you take up the Constitution
as we have it put-together, vou will find that if
you confine the duties of the committees to the
several articles and not to the operations of power, you will have under the head of Judicial or
Legislative branch, the business of appointing
coroners or sheriffs, and of appointing and commissioning militia officers. There can be then
I think not much harmony in the work of these
constituted committees when they shall be engaged in their labor.
In reference to the qnestron of delay, I have
already said I believe that we would save
time, and expedite the work of this body, by the
adoption of a plan of committees.
The gentleman from Bourbon seems to think that. we shall
all be idle, and there will be nothing to do in
this House, while the committees are at work; and
he consoled himself with the idea that he could
go home and attend to his business at the courts;
but if he happened to be assigned on a very important committee he would be unwilling to go
home. Sir, this House will have enough to employ itself from the hour of 10 o'clock until 2
o'clock, in considering' and discussing the verions propositions that have and may be thrown
upon the table, by way of settling general questions. For instance, if it is necessary to try the
judgment of the House on an elective judiciary,
we can have a resolution on the subject, that may
as well be discussed in the House as elsewhere.
Meanwhile, the .judieiary committee would be
at work, predicating their labor on what, in the
opinion of this House vvas the public sentiment,
tliat the judiciary should be elected. They
could soon give us the result of their labor in
such a form that the country and the House could

see it, and take it up, and judge how the pr inciple of an elective judiciary could be carried out
with safety to the country and the people.
On
their rel?0rt coming in; we could take it up as
the Legislature do a bill, and move to amend it,
add to it, and discuss it. It is no objection to,
me if we have a committee, to say: that its iufluence will be felt in the Honse. You will have
individuals-c-members of this body-whose
duty
it w ill be made particularly
to attend to the
work of their own hands-to
see that it is petfee-t, and to prevent, as far as they can, by argument and discussion, allY innovation that is calculated to render it worse, or change it entirely
in feature or principle.
With this explanation I
shall leave it, so far as I am concerned, to the
judgment of the House, to pursue what I have
no doubt it will do, on all occasions, its own
course in reference to the action through which
it will get at its labors. As to the question of
time-if
this was a meeting got up to nominate
a man for Governor, we have been here long
enough to do it. If we had come here to take up
local legislation, and to redress personal grievances, we have bee» here long enough to pass at
least fifty or sixty divorce bills.
But the amendiug of a constitution that has lasted for some fifty
years, and the making of one that shall last, I
hope, fifty years longer, is a work not to be done
in "haste. It.requires deliberation, examination,
order and system, that we may be satisfied with
the results of our labor when it goes from our
hands.
Mr. DIXON.
I feel that it is YCry important
that the Oonvention arrive at a proper decision
as to the three propositions which are now before
it; because on that will depend very much, our
success in the progress of the business of the
Convention.
There arc three propositions which
are submitted, and I apprehend that every gell~
tleman of the Convention is anxious to adopt that
which will be best in bringing about a proper
Sf,st"lH of doing the business of the Convention.
1 he first proposition is that which has been submitted by the committee appointed
to report
rules for the business of the Convention.
The
second is that which has been offered, I believe,
by the gentleman from Nelson as a substitute;
and the third, is that which has been offered by
the gentleman from Bourbon, as a substitute for
the whole. These arc the various propositions
that have been submitted.
I do not see a very
great difference between the proposition of the
gentleman from Kelson, and that presented by
the committee. They are in substance very
much the same. But thoro is a very great difference between the proposition of the gentleman
from Bourbon and that of the committee, or thnt,
of the gentleman from Nelson.
I am clearly of
opinion, thuteither the proposition reported by
the committee, or that of the gentleman from
Nelson, should be adopted.
When I first came
here, I was of the opinion myself, that the plan
proposed by the gentleman from Bourbon would
be the best; but ill examining the course pursued
by other Conventions, I satisfied myself that this
plan would be wholly impracticable.
I discovered that the Virgillla Convention, in the first
place, appointed a COlllmittee whose business it
was to report the proper mode of rroceec1ing. I
discovered in the same Convelltloll, a pi-opo·
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eition made by a distinguished
member of that proposition that any gentleman may think propbody, similar to the one proposed by the gentle- er to bring forward can be submitted to the committee, and when or before it is submitted that-you
man from Bourbon.
It was voted down, I think,
itself. I may offer
by a large majority of the Convention.
A simi- can discuss the proposition
lar proposition was made in the New York COIl- a proposition to this effect, 1\:> I did yesterday,
vention and voted down.
I understand
from a that the judicial officers of thlSel'Overnmentought
gentleman who has looked into the matter, that to be elected by the people, but that they should
be placed on an ermuence which should secure
11 similar proposition
W,l,S made to the Tennessee
Convention and adopted by it, and that after them against popular influences; against the prejudices
that might be engendere-d from the varisome time progressing under it, they came to the
conclusion that it was a bad mode and aban- ous causes that might arise in the election of a
doned it, and at last adopted the mode suggest- judge and induce hun to give a. decision at war
ed by the committee or the gentleman from N el- with the real principles involved in the case. I
offer a propositionliH':c that, and in what form do
son-that
is, in spirit and substance.
I present 1t1 Resolved, That the committee on
I think that either the proposition reported by such an article of the constitution
be instructed
the committee, or that offered as a substitute by to report the substance of that proposition
as an
the gentleman from Nelson, should be adopted,
amendment to the constitution.
I present this by
because I am confident we shall never progress way of illustration;
aud does not every genwith the business of the convention
unless we tlema.n see that when that proposition was reo
refer the important matters to committees.
I care ported, he would have the nght to arise, and
not what the committees may be, so they are take issue with the principle, and to discuss it to
formed on proper principles
and organized with any extent he may desire.
Every proposition
a view of preparing the business of the conven- that allY gentleman may desire, he will have full
tion.
I understand that my friend from Bourbon,
liberty to make, presenting
it in the form of inwhose speech I Listened to with great pleasure,
strucnons to any cue committee, and requiring
finds one great objection to the appointment
of them to report an amendment engrafting in the
committees in the extraordinary
influence which constitution
the principle contained in the resohe apprehends they may exercise over the mem- lution offered.
Does not every gentleman see at
bers of this convention.
I understand the prop- once that there is no difficulty on this point?
osition he has laid down to he, tha.t whenever a Why then the necessity of referring everything
committee ha .. reported, an individual
will be to a cunuu lttee of the whole, and dispensing
scarcely heard on this floor, or if heard at all, entirely with the committees which are usual in
his voice will be lost in the mighty influence
all parliamentary
bodies, and which are necesexercised by the committee over the other mem- sary to the proper presentation
of business.
It
bers.
On this point,l
think the gentleman is does seem to me that we have only to look at the
entirely mistaken.
What are the privileges
of ordinary routine of doing business in bodies like
members of this house?
When these committees
this to satisfy ourselves at once that this plan of
have reported, are there not various modes by committees is the one which will best conduce
which we may at once avoid any decision 011 to the proper and speedy discharge of our bueitheir report.
I do not like the decision of the ness. After going Into committee of the whole
committee, and I may make a proposition to re- Oil the constitution,
does any man suppose that
commit their report, or I may propose to lay it he is to amend it as he desires. He may make
011 the ta.ble, or to refer it to another
committee.
speeches, and offer propositions to his heart's
Do I not take the sense of the whole bouse as to content, but what will he do in the way of
the propriety of laying it on the table, of refer- amendment after all. He would have to provide
ring it back, or of making any other disposition
some committee to lick the bantling into form.
it may be thought proper to make of it1 Do I You cannot get along without committees, and it
not address the good sense of the house as to the is useless to attempt it, as gentlp.mml would
propriety of the step? And is it to be said that find if thev adopt the resolution of the gentleIt is to be oven-iddcu by the mere expression of man from Bourbon.
I thought it to be the right
the committee, that it is right lind proper their plan when I first.carne here, and intended to offer
report should be adopted?
Surely not.
I see a similar proposition
myself, but on reflection, I
no possible objection, so fa.r as regards any ill- am satisfied that it will not result in forwarding
Buence which the committee may exercise.
'We the business of the convention but rather in reselect these committees
because we have confidence in them, and with a view 1I0t only that tarding it.
Mr. LINDSEY preferred t.he proposition of the
they may suggest the best mode of preparing the
subject before them, but that they may bring it gentleman from Bourbon, and was opposed to the
committees.
Be said by turning
before the convention in such a form as will satis- appointmentof
fy the country.
That is the object. What is the to the present Constit.ution it would be found that
preposition
of the gentleman
from Bourbon? there were several articles which needed 110 altera"The submission of all these matters at cuce to tion. 'fake as has been suggested the first.art.icle,
the committee
of the whole, says he, will ena- where it is proposed that nine mem bore of this body
to do a work which no one
ble us to progress at once, VoTeavoid the iunu- 'shall be designated
The gentleman from Breathonce of committees in the first place, and then believes is desired.
proceed at once to the investigation
of all the itt (Mr. Hargis) has himself this morning pregreat questions involved in an amendment of the scnted as much labor as a commttee of nine could
No
constitution,
And, I'!ay~he, if we appoint com- have performed during the whole £ession.
mittees and refer the business to them, what is one thinks of changing the plan by which the
this convention
to do in their ahsenee?"
Does powers of the govl"tllluent are distributed, or the
not the gentleman
k,now that every possible declaration that one branch of the government
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of the
shall not interfere with another, and therefore so And when you settle the qualification
fill' as a. committee
is organized on that subject, elector who 18 to elect your representative; you
the whole work is already done and well done. have settled it in regard to all other officers.There are several articles of the Constitution
in Adopt the plan proposed by the committee all
rules, and you refer this subject to three distinct
the same position.
Take the article in reference
committees, and they will perhaps each report a
to impeachments-upon
which also it is proposEach llr0POed to constitute
a committee of uine : no one distinct and different proposition.
sitiou will be subject to amendment, or the whole
thinks of changing the present mode of impeachmay
be
rejected
and
some
substitute
offered by
ing officers or the J?resent declarations
of the
It will be found by lookConstitution in relation thereto, unless it should any member adopted.
be previously determined to change the mode of ing into the three leading articles of the present
electing the legislature
and the judiciary, and Oonstitution, that the whole work is to be done
then it would become important to change the there.
So far as regards the executive, there is but
whole Constitution
on the subject of impeachlittle to do, and I imagine that if gentlemen will
ment. What is to become of this committee during
turn their attention to the present constitution,
the time that another and an important committee is acting on a matter confided to them.
Are they will find there is to be but sli~ht change
under any state of the case in that article.
The
they to sit in silence or to find other pursuits
only changes will as directly come up under disto engage them until this question is determincussion
on
an
amendment
to
the
second
article
ed? So on the article in relation to the seat of
government-and
just here I beg leave to re- in relation to the legislative branch of the govmark, that if there is to be a. committe on that ernment, as they will under that referring to the
All the sections in the pres·
subject, I hope it will be of one, and I that executive branch.
in relation to the executive demember-s-because
I am not disposed like Ban- ent constitution
quo's ghost to wander in these halls alone, while partment, are embraced under the heads of the
of those elected to the
my friends Macbeth and Macduff aresf'ttlin~ their ages and qualifications
controversy.
Take the article in relation to offices of Governor and Lieut. Governor-when
these terms shall commence and when end, and
slavery-it
has been indicated here, and I think
And here I
sufficiently strong, that 110 one contemplates
the their several powers and duties.
introduction of new propositions
in relation to would remark, that under the arrangement as inslavery.
There are but two sections to the arti- troduced by the committee there will be found
cle. One is, that slavery shall exist in this matters in the present constitution tbat really do
Commonwealth,
and the mode by which eman- not belon~ to the heads under which they ure
'I ake for instance, the executive branch
cipation shall take 'place; and there is the man- placed.
ner in which public I?rosecutions shall be had of the government under om present constituof the powers and duties appertainagainst slaves.
What IS to become of that while tion-many
under the head of
discussion is going on in relation to the execu- ing to which were distributed
So it will be seen at once that
tive and legislative departments?
Weare here ~eneral powers.
It will be utterly impossible, under the arrangefor some purpose, and what is it? The present
Constitution points it out. We first, are to re- ment the committee have made for us, that the
vise or re-adopt the Constitution
as it now ex- powers and duties of the several officers can be
ists. If we refuse to adopt it, what next? 'I'hen arranged in a manner in which they call be sat.
isfactory.
After the committees
shall have rewe are to amend, alter, or change the present
Constitution.
Suppose we adopt this last course, ported we shall be precisely at the point where
let us see then whether we are not now under the we are now. You take up the present constituresolution of the gentleman from Bourbon pre- tion, and Jon proceed to amend, alter, or change
cisely where we would be after the reports of all it. The committees come in with their report">,
the committees proposed were before the house. and you proceed to act upon them, having their
in connection with the
We are, and if expedition is the intention and prQjet of a constitution
object of this body, it ought at once to adopt ori~inalone before you. You will have the same
exist now.
that resolution as a substitute for the report of difficulties to meet as it is contended
of the
the committee on rules, and proceed to take the I think therefore that the proposition
vote whether we will re-adopt the present Con- gentleman from Bourbon is the true and correct
stitution.
If we fail to do that, then we could one.
proceed to amend, section by section, article by
We are not a legislative body-we
are to origarticle, the present Constitution.
If we take it inate nothing new here-and
the preparation
of
up on that plan, see what will be the operation.
the duties devolved upon us cannot be assimilaThe second. article relates to the legislative de- ted to that of a legislative
body.
There proppartment-the
first section to the qualifications
ositions are originated
by members, and It beof electors. Delegates here have already vre· comes a matter of importance
that they should
sented propositions in relation to qualiflcatdoue
be referred to the standing committees of the
and restrictions upon the right of suffrage.House, composed of persolls of experience and
This is one of the most important
questions to skill ill the formation of the course of legislabe settled, and at the vcryoutset
of amending
tion, that they may be compared with the Conthis Constitution.
It is to come before this body stitution of the land, in order that it may be
in connection with the principle of electing all seen whether they arc in accordance with the
the officers of the State-not
only the representprovisions of that instrument.
That is not the
ative but the executive and judicial officers. If case here. We take up section by section, and
we decide to adopt the principle of electing all any gentleman may propose to amend.
Suppose
officers, there at once the incipient step is the there should be a dozen amendments
offered,
determination
by whom they shall be elected. these are all acted upon, and when you have
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whether any committees are to be raised or not.
passed through yOm' existing Constitution, and That is not the only question. 1n addition to
have before you all the amendments that gentlethere is the much more important. question,
men choose to offer, then you have the opportu- that,
shall the whole Constitution as it 110W exists,
nity of making a selection and of arranging them
undergo unlimited discussion in relation to the
in a form perfectly to be understood by every
member of the House. I regard the plan sug- principles contained in it, and those which gengested by the gentleman from Bourbon as the tlemen think should be embodied in the new
correct one, but if that is rejected I much prefer Constitution, or be referred to sub-committees
the plan introduced by the gentleman from Nel- and bedlecussed by them in the committee rooms;
son to that introduced by the committee; and for or shall those leading and general principles be
settled in the first instance in committee of the
the reason just given, tliat the present Constituwhole? That is the question.
Now, sir, the
tion embodies underJifferentheads
matters which
most perfect consummation of legislative measshould not be there. The resolution of the genures tIiat I know of in the world, is to be found
tleman from Nelson indicates the particular duin the British Parliament; that is, their mensties of the committees and their arrangement in
ures are better matured than those of any other
a better form than they exist under the present
legislative body to be found on the face of the
Constitution, but it seems to me that even there
earth. What is the uniform course that is pur·
we shall be met with the difficulties I have sug·
sued there? A subject is debated ill the House
gested.
The various committees will have their
ot' Commons in committee of the whole, and
various projects. whereas, if the Convention first
the great leading principles are there discussed,
settled the principle-to
elect all officers for exdeliberated upon, decided, and established; afarnple--they would have at once the settlement
of the question; the delay too would be far less. ter that has been done, the subject is referred to
Mr. MERIWET HElL The committee have a sub-committee invariably, to give shape and
reported rules, among which is one, that re- fashion to the measures gro"dng out of those
principles thus debated. Now that is the propquires each gcntleman to confine himself to the
osition of my honorable friend, and it involves
question before the house; and I would be very
this question, whether this Conventioll in comglad to see such a rule adopted, if IlO other.mittee of the whole will proceed to do its propThe question now pending before the Convener and important office of deciding for itself the
tion, is whether we shall have committees at
all or not. The question pending, is between great leading principles that shall be embodied
in the Constitution
beforehand, and afterwards
the proposition of the gentleman from Bourbon,
refer the different subjects thus discussed cud
which excludes committees, and the other propdecided upon to the appropriate committees for
ositions which recommend their formation. Now
I have been taught to believe that the province the purpose of being drawn up in the form of a
of the committee of the whole, was to settle gen- Constitution, or whether we shall permit the important work of forming a decision upon the
eral principles, the p'rovince of sub·committees,
great leading principles of the Constitution to
to arrange the details.
'I'hen when we are ill
be done in the sub-committee rooms. I think
committee of the whole, we will debate general
the first mode the best. What, is the proposition
princiyles, and when we meet in sub-colllJUittee
and its effect? Why, as I said before, every prinwe wi I arrange details.
For instance, sir, after
ciplc to be embodied in the new Constitution,
the members of the sub-committees collectively
here as a body in convention shall have heard every principle which any member of this Convention shall have thrown before the body for its
the discussion of general principles, and when
those principles shall have been settled, then cunsideration, everyone which may merely be as
yet nestling in the mind of any man is to be
the appropriate committees mav arrange the
thrown by sections before the committees, and
details to carry out those general principles.
the reports of those committees taken together,
I trust the Convention will vote down the
will [or-rnthe whole of any Constitution that we
proposition of the gentleman from Bourbon, and
may make.
Well now the question is, shall
then the question will come up between the propthese committees go into secret con dave, pledgosition submitted by the committee, and the subed, perhaps themsel vee, against every important
stitute offered by the gentleman from Nelson.
principle that you may propose-come before this
Mr. DAVIS.
I would not have said a word ijonveation with their minds irrevocably fixed
upon the subject, if I had not been a member of for or against those principles, or shall they first
the committee for drafting rules, and had not be discussed by the body-shal1 we have the
submitted to the committee a proposition simi- advantage of a free and unrestricted; interchange
lar to the one now under consideration.
I pre- of opinion in regard to them? I prefer the latter
sented to the committee a proposition, similar to course. What will be the effect of this proposithe one offered by my colleague for which I was tion? Why, when the various subjects are reo
indebted to his ktudnese.
I will state my ob- Ierred to these committees, they will go into
jection to the report of the committee in a few their committee rooms and there decide the prinwords. I agree with the chairman of the com- ciple of the various subjects entrusted to them;
mittee, that the business of the committee of the they will establish fixed and immutable rules
whole, is to settle the great and leading princi- for or against the princir,le contained in each
ples which ate to guide the action of tl~is body, particular proposition.
'1hey will then come in
and that the office or function of sub-commit- and make their report. When that is done? The
tees is to throw those great principles into form reports of the committees are taken seriatim, reor shape, and to report to us practical measures ferred to a committee of the whole[and
there
for adoption by the Convention; and so of all debated, and precisely the same work which we
legislative bodies. Well now, what is proposed now propose to go about in committee of the
here? Not, as my friend says, a question simply
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wfrcle will then: remain to be performed.
The
question then is, whether it is better-to go through
the useless process of obtaining-these
reports, or
shall we in the first instance consider the various subjects in committee of the whole?
But this is not all. After' the committee of
the whole has acted upon the reports of the subcommittees, and has agreed uPYJuthe great principles to be embodied in the Constitution,
there
must then be a general committee of compiletion, 01' something like it, and to this must be referred the work of throwing together the result of
the labor of the various committees, and reporting back to the convention a draft of a constitution, composed of the various reports of the sub
committees.
This report must be again referred
to the committee of the whole, and the same deliberation and discussion
must be. gone over
again, with every opportunity for gentlemen to
submit all the proposItions which they might be
inclined to submitif the old constitution werCE-OW
taken up for consideration
ill accordance with
the proposition
of my honorable friend.
tv ell
n<f\"" I think, as a matter of economy of time,
certainly as a matter of deliberate, well considered action, as affording an opportunity
for eliciting information by interchenge
of views, it.
may be more readily effected bv ilia proposition
then by thatof the committee. There wiIl be, by
pursuing this method an opportunity
afforded to
every member of the convention to explain his
view'S to the utmost
extent that he can desire.
But it is not the speeches of gentlemen that we
want. I want to near propositions from every
member of this house upon every important principle that is to be embodied ill the constitution.
I want the benefit of the reason and experience
and the deliberate judgment of every' member, in
the form of a proposition,
and I w111 give to it
such weight as in my jud~Jllent it may be entitled to; and I wnut this aid, I want such lights
as I can obtain from the weakest and most ignoble as well as from the brightest and strongest intellect; for there is no man so weak but
he may sometimes suggest wise and valuable
propositions,
I waut all these aids in formin~ a
new constitution to be substituted for that which
has controlled the destinies of this Commonwealth so gloriously for half a century.
I think
that we can place ourselves upon no better-platform than that which comes to us, sanctioned by
the names of Breckinridge,
of Innis, of Grundy.
Now a word to my honorable
and honored
friend from Hendersoa.
I will tell him why in
my judgment we should not be governed by the
mode adopted in the Conventions of Tennessee,
Virginia, and Ne'v York.
'1'.I1ose ConventIOns
contemplated an amendment of the ex:isting Constitutions-not
a fuudamental change; not certainly thoscradical and important changes which
have been already proposed to us.
'rhey did
not contemplate such changes, ther set themselves to improve and modify thell' respective
Constitutions, not to cut them up by the root,,;
but it seems that this Convention has assembled
with far different motives, at lea.'lt on the part of
some, The great principles then that are involvcJ. in such a radical change ought to be discussed in committee of the whole, and not by subcommittees.
The Convention itself ought to do
the work.
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I have' thus stated in few werde the reasons
which induced me to differ from the committee.
Mr. M. P. MARSHALL.
I was prepared yesterday to favor the resolutions of my friend from
Bourbon.
'I'hey were such as commended themselves to my mind for adoption;
and one great
point wlucn recommended
them, was that the
method of proceeding indicated b-y them would
discipline our minds and make us more au jait
at the business we have to do. Butafterreflection
upon the subject, I am of opinion tbm it weuld
be ob1·cetionable. iaasmucb
as it will throw into
this rouse, the whole constitution in all its various parts and peopositdons, and instead offacilitating our deliberations, i.t will operate as an element of diviaien and scatter to the four winds
every thing like conceutraced action upon any
given subject; and the argument of the gentleman from Bourbon, drawn from. the history of
the British Parliament. ie in my opinion fallacious to this extent, that although in tke Parliament flfEngland,
as I understand, they consider
important questions in committee ef the whole,
and leave the details to.be settled by select committees, it will be remembered that the subjects
which enga~e their attention
differ from those
which it wlll be our province to consider.There an isolated question is presented and it is
proper that it should be considered in committee
«the
whole; but here the whole Constitution
of Kentucky en masse is submitted
to our consideration.
Here it is not au isolated question.
In the Parliament of England a single su1>;jectis
submitted, and i·t is discussed
in coenrrdttee of
the whale and sent to a select committee to be
matured in its details.
NQ such single proposition is before us, therefore the po-int of the geTI'·
tlemen'e argument, I think fails to be analagous
to the truth of this case.
The great objection I hare to the business of
this House' being done 'by committees
is one
which I have no doubt has suggested itself to
the mind of every man in the House.
It is this,
that we all have our cherished theories, that the
people who have sent us here have their cherished theories, and the committees who will have
these various subjects in charge, it is reasonable
to believe, will be imbued with their predilections and preferences,
They will deliberate
carefully, consult authorities, and by every P08~
sible means endeavor to establish their own
cherished doctrines.
And they will be prer.ared
to defend them against <1111 attacks; tJ~ey WIll be
armed with authorities, and will be in a comPrlete state of preparation to eng3ge in debate.I'M House in the meantime are not engaged ill
deliberation upon those subjects, they have not
consulted authorities, ther have not had the discipline which the mcmbers of the comm'ittee will
have the advantage
of.
But on the contrary
they are taken unawares by the l'etnrn of the
committee to the Honse with their proposition.
The Committee will stand forth strong and vigorO'\1S, COffiJXlct ~nd well disciplined,
against
whom individuals- in the house, whose minds,
not lessvigorotls, but more CI'ude and unprepared,
cannot expect to rreTail.
This is the great adM
"Vantage diat wiI be posscsfled by the committees. It may, however, be obviated under the
rules which have been reported.
Suppose a
committee to have an important
subject under
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1 cannot see how the appointment of these standing committees is to facilitate the business of the Convention.
Sir, when
a gentleman presents a proposition
here, parliamentary courtesy requires that it should be entertained.
Would it not be better that it should
come up in committee of the whole and be discus.sed upon its general princi1?les, and then a committee may properly have It in charge and provide the necessary details for carrying it out.
Well, the proposition
of the gentleman
from
'Bourbon, as I said, does not take it out of the
power of the Convention to appoint committees
when the necessity arises. The gentleman from
Jefferson, thongh in favor of the amendment
submitted by the gentleman from Nelson, furnished, in my judgment, the very best argument
that I have heard against his own proposition.
He says the purpose of a committee is to determine upon general principles.
I agrcc with the
gentleman that such is its business and purpose.
After it has done that, then let a committee be
appointed to report- a constitutional
provision
embracing those general principles.
Permit
me to give IOU an instance.
A proposition
is introduce
here: "Resolved, That We are in
favor of a~l elective Judiciary."
As I said before, parliamentary
courtesy requires that it
should be received by the house.
Is it to be
sent to one of the stand ill&"committees before the
sense of the house is obtained in reference to it'(
If you send it to a committee it comes back to
you in a report from that committee, and the
sense of the Convention is yet to be eX'pflJssed
upon it. Then, I ask, what have you gamed by
sending it to a. committee?
You are precisely
where you began.
The proposition comes up as
at first, and all the various ameudruenta
that
gentlemen may be inclined to offer are yet to be
considered
in committee of the whole, so that
nothing whatever can be accomplished
by that
mode of proceeding.
'l'he delegate from Oldham, remarked, that he
was opposed to the amendment of the delegate
from Bourbon, (Mr. Williams.) because it assumed that We were satisfied with the present constitution, and desired no change. I cannot so underetend it. It is true, the amendment
might
with much propriety have assumed that the delegates and the country were satisfied with many
of the principles
and provisions of the constitution.
I am opposed to the amendment of the delegate from Nelson-not
however for the reasons
assigned by the delegate from Bourbon-because
it is calculated to favor that radical and revolutionary spirit he thinks he has seen manifested
here. I may belong to that class of delegates
considered radical and revolutionary,
but the
principle I avowed before the people who sent
me here, shall receive my public support as a
delegate to this Convention, even at the hazard
of incurring the :revutation of being termed radical and revolutionary.
It does seem tome that the amendment proposed by the gentleman from Bourbon
indicates
the best mode of approaching
the important
work that lies before us. The other mode, in
my humble judgment, will accomplish nothing.
The house will gain nothing by it.
Mr. McHENRY. It seems to me that to adoll!,

consideration. While they are so engaged, I deemed necessary.
may move to instruct. that committee to pursue
8 course that is consistent with my. own ideas.This will become the subject of discussion here,
and our minds. will be brought to deliberate on
the.self same subject which occupies the attention of-the conunittee.
By proceeding in this
way we will prepare. ourselves to meet the objections or the comruittee and to combat the position
taken by-them.
This objection then being over(lome, tlie argu?1cnt of the gentleman from Bourbon (Mr. Williams) would fall to the ground,
and in its stead would arise this argument, that
by adopting either the rules that have been I'C~orted by the committee or the resolution of the
gentleman from Nelson (Mr. C. A. Wickliffe) we
shall facilitate the progress of business whilst
we acquire alb tile advantage which the resolution of the gentleman from Bourbon presents to
our consideration.
W e were sent here by the
people, not to demolish
the present Constitution; there is no danger that We shall do that, I
will inform my honorable friend.
We have been
sent here to reform various material portions of
our Constitution,
but not to destroy It- altogether. I can assure the gentleman there is no such
radical spirit as that.
Depend upon it, however much a man's mind may be carried away by
ideas of radicalism here, the moderate reformer,
the mall who confines himself within the bounds
of strict conservatism is the man who win best
recommend himself to the consideration of those
who sent us here. I believe there are very few,
if any, in this Convention,
who contemplate
an eutire change of the Constitution.
I believe
that to go into such a radical change as the gentleman seems to apprehend would be to transcend
the limits of our duty. I should resard it as one
of the greatest evils that could befafi us, if this
Convention were to determine
upon so entire
and complete a chal)ge in all the great priuciples which our Constitution
embraces, because
the consequence would inevitably be the rejection of our labors on the part of our constituency and the very moment that it is rejected, it
~i11 give rise to agitations which will be attended with the most disastrous conse9.uences,But I rose merely to make the suggestiOn which
I have made in reference to one point in the remarks of my friend from Bourbon.
Mr. BROWN.. If we were about to engage in
the details of legislation, the establishment
of
standing committees, it seems to me, would be
highly prOI\Cr and necessary.
"But we are not
here for such '9,. purpose.
We have been delegated by the people to-revise thelresent
system of
government
in Kentnvky. an to embody gen·
eral principles 'which life to guide and govern
this groat Oommonw.ealth,.
Now, the questdon
presented
in the three prqpoaitions
is simply
this: It is in what mode ShMI we approach the
work which lies before us. I am sure, sir,
that I am anxious to. get at it by the best
mode. Now, sir, it seems to me that the amendment of the gentleman from Bourbon is mlsappr.eh ..ende.d. by some of the delegate;.'!. 'fhey
. s.eem to comprehend
it as. dispensing entirely
with the serVl.ce of committees.
I do not so undenltand it. It does not take it out of the power-of tp.e.. Conventioll, tQ appoint a committee
whene:'l6t the ser'lic~
of a cQl}.].mittee J;I\l,\y be
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I think that
gentlemen who have given us their views here
have overlooked what will be the result of having the business thrown upon the committee of
the whole.
We shall see forty or fifty Delegates
perhaps, claiming the privilege
of giving their
different views upon every subject that may be
brought up. Now let us make a comparieon.,-,
Here are one hundred men, each one anxious
and prepared to bring forward his own proposition.
Suppose nine hundred were added, 'makly Mr. McHENRY. Now what is the objector it? ing a thousand Delegates, how would this house
get
on
with its business, if we pursue the course
Not as the gentleman seems to have understood
it--not that we shall, in committee of the whole, proposed by the gentleman from Bourbon? Wh-y
take up the constitution and settle the great every one who reflects a moment must see that
We
principles which we desire to retain in the new we could make no progress in that manner.
constitution. By no means. But that we ate must have our committees, and the arguments
to take it up, article by article, and section by which have been brought forward here af$'ainst
section, and amend it, and then refer it to com- the report of the committee on rules, I think is
I -trust that every
mittee of the whole-not
to be moulded into of no wci~ht or consequence.
form, but that it m&y be accepted or rejected. man in this house has come with the determinaIf
'I'he question then before the convention
is, tion to do the business of his constituents.
whether we shall have standing or select com- more labor be placed upon one man than upon
mittees, or whether we shall take up the w1101e another, let him bear it. There is no difference
subject in committee of the whole, and then whatever between the proposition of the comcommence the work.
And when we get to a mittee that was: raised to report the .rulcs and
troublesome place, we shall find ourselves just the proposition of the gentleman from Nelson,
where we were before. After consuming a great except that the committee on rules have reported a smaller number for the committees to condeal of time, as we have done to day in talking,
sist of than that proposed by the gentleman from
we shall probably forget what we have already
We can work under either of those
done, and shall be obliged to go back and ask Nelson.
Nine men can do the work of a
our Secretary to read what has been done from Propositions.
eormnittee
instead of fifteen.
It is absurd to
his minutes. as I was a few moments ago. We
will control the
shall be liable to get into this condition every suppose th:lt these committees
opinions of this house.
The members having
day and every hour.
Now, the l)roposition is, whleh mode of pro- each his own views, will differ among themceeeding wi 1 you ndorU
The question is be- selves, and on the reports which the.y will make
we shall have the opinions of the majority.
tween standing
committees and the committee
Lct the naked question be taken whether we
of the whole.
If we adopt the latter course,
committees or by the
~entlemen may go on and offer propositions un- shall work with standing
For my own part, I
til we have a bushel basket full, and then we committee of the whole.
shall be obliged to stop and print them. and we cannot see how 'we are to get along without
standing committees.
I believe that the labors
shall find ourselves involved in embarrassment,
from which we shall not easily escape.
But Oil of those committees will expedite our business.
the other hand, if we appoint the different com- I hope that either the rules reported by the committee or the proposition of the gentleman from
mittees, we may send to them those resolutions
I ·am for beginning at
which appropriately
belong to them.
Why, the Nelson will be adopted.
gentleman from Bourbon himself has given us the beginning of our work, and not at the end.
enough to talk about for the next three weeks,
Mr. CLARKE.
I have but one or two remarks
and I myself have several propositions to offer. to make air. After an experience and practice
But this committee of the whole will take up under the present constitution
of the State, for
and discuss the principles
involved in these some forty or fifty years, the people of Kentucky
propositions.which
are to be distributed
among have determined, by majorities
unprecedented,
the various committees,
and the sense of the at two distinct eleetdous, that there were certain
convention may thus be obtained, and the com- changes and alterations
to be made in that eonmittees will afterwards
embody those great etitution.
Under the present constitution,
the
principles which have thus been settled by the hundred Delegates who are assembled have met
convention in committee of the whole. I am de- for-making those changes and alterations.
The
cidedly of the opinion that to have standing or nature of those changes and alterations, as I unselect committees is a mode of proceeding that is derstand, was discussed in every county of the
preferable to that suggested by the gentleman
State.
'I'he mode and manner of electing the
from Bourbon, of bringing up the whole constd- judicial officers was 'one of the proposed changtution at one time before the committee of the es; and there were other alterations proposed by
whole, and considering it article by article, and the different candidates who offered their eervisection by section.
ces to the people, as Delegates to this conventhat there are 011 this
Mr. RUDD.
The question is a very simple one, tion; and I apprehend
and can be easily comprehended.
It is merely floor some seventy or eighty, perhaps ninety,
whether we shall do the business of the Conven- who agree that the present confltitutiion of the
tion by committees
who shall report to us in State of Kentucky is not so good a constitution
proper form and shape the various portions of a us the Delegates here assembled can 'furnish to
There are those on this
Constitution,
or whether we shall have it done the people of the State.

the course indicated
by the resolution
of the
gentleman from Bourbon would not facilitate
our proceedings as the gentleman who has preceded me seeuis to suppose. He has assumed
that the resolution
or amendment of the g-cntleman from Bourbon does not do away with the
necessity for committees. In order to show that
this is an entire misconception,
I will ask the
Clerk to read that amendment.
'I'he Secretary read the amendment according-

by the committee of the whole.
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floor who maintain that the present constlturdou
of the State is the best platform that we can
stand upon, a.nd that there are no changes necessary to be made in that instrument.
The
question then comes up. as we have assembled
here under the authority of the people, whose
voice has prououuced from one end of the Oemmonweaith to the ether, that g~eat, impertant,
and radical changes ought to be made in the
constitution of the State. The question cernes
up as to whether, h:.nring here assembled fot the
purpose of acceding to their will, we shall take
up the present constitutiGu-disorganized,
scattered, uadisciplined,
and engraft upon the new
one those principles that have bees ratified by
Delegates on this fleer, er whether we shall organize by the appointment of committees, and
perfect the work by committees.
Now, I am
not surprised that the original anti-convention
men-those
who have believed that the present
constitution was lUI instrument as perfect as it
could be made-should
stand here and insist
llpon a fair and open fight. I am not surprised
that ~elltlemen who are In fever of the present
constitution
of the State of Keetucky, should
be opposed to the organization ef those committees, to be composed of members who are in favor of particular
chances wlrioh they think
ought to be made. But f should be astonished,
if those who bave, before their constituents,
when they asked for their suffrages, proposed
changes III the constitution,
and who believe
that those changes will be of advantage in all
time to come, should object to the formation of
committees.
Those who believe the constitution
to be defective, and who believe that radical and
wholesome changes can be made, will certalaly
be in favor of organizing committees.
I trust-and
I have very little choice between
the two propositions-that
the propoeitiou of
the gentleman from Nelson, or tke proposition
of the honored chairman of the committee appointed to draft rules for this body, will be
adopted.
I have little preference. If I were to
declare a preference at all, it would be in behalf
of the proposition of the gentleman from N elson. I had thought that five or six committees
would be 'sufficient; it is a matter of no consequence, however, as to the number.
The only
question is, as to whe-ther the party who have assembled here in favor of changes and alterations
in the present constitution, shall be organized,
or whether they shall not. And 'whether we
organize under the resolution of the gentleman
from N elsoll, or the series of rules offtjred by the
gentleman who is the honored chainnan of the
committee to prepare rule" for this House, is a.
matter of entIre indifference to me. All I ask,
all I hope is, that those on this floor, who are in
favor of constitutional
reform, and who believe
the old constitution
Dot as perfect as we can
make it-all I pray is, that that party on this
floor, will :permIt thcmsehes to be organized.
I
care not, Slr, what the influence of the reports
of the committees may be, if the committee's report comes strengthened by the fact, that they
have well COD
ned a.nd well digested all questions
involved in the enquiry they have been making. I care not, when t,hey come upon the
floor with their report, whether it be a committee appointed by tqe chair, or otherwise,

so IOl.1gas the report is strengthened by that
fact.
I apprehend, sir, that there is an overwhelming majority on this floor in favor of constitutional reform, and if the reports of the committees present the principles
which have been
aanctioued by the people at the polls, I care not
how the committees nave been constituted.
I
hope we shell have all organization of committees. I trust there is not a geutleman on the
floor, who believes that reform is necessary, who
will permit himself to be seduced from the
faith, end aid in preventing that organization.
With these remarks I am perfectly willing to
await the action of the House.
Mr. HARGIS.
When I C3.111e
to tho convention, sir, I was perfectly in favor of the appointmeut of standing committees.
That was
my intention and my proposition.
After hearing the remarks of the gentleman from Bourbon
last evening, when he seemed to suggest a better
idea, that we could proceed in committee of the
whole, and that no standing committees were
necessary. I thought it would be propel', perhaps, to draw up what I conceived ought to be
the two flrst erticlea ef the constdtntion, in such
form as, in my opiulsa, would please about nine
tenths of the people of Kentucky.
I had an object in doing this, I will inform the gentleman
over the way. I intended to present this draft
to the convention in the morning, in:order to see
with what sort of respect it would 00 treated by
those gentlemen who want no standing committees. I accordingly offered it, and what was the
consequence?
Why, after the reading of about
eight lines, the geatleman jumped nr.' exclaiming, 0, ,you must net read that. WeI, I thought
I must submit to it all. It was not read; it was
laid OR the table, aud I do not know what will
become of it; I am utterly uninformed what the
issue will be; but I d-o know that the resolutions
which I presented, cont-ain the two first articles
of the very kind of a constitutiou that about
nine tenths of the people of Kentucky wuut.
I
think so. 'Yell, 1thought the gentleman's
remarks, last evening, entitled to some conslderaticn, and I was wil1ing to test his sincerity about
the matter. Nut that I lilly those gentlemen want
no reforms at all. They may want some reforms
for aught I know. But I am of the opinion that
they are such reforms as the people of Kentucky
do not desire.
Almost every body understands
what those reforms ought to be. But, says the
gentleman, take up the old constitution, examme it article by article, an.d section by section,
and "IV hencver gentlemen think proper to propose ,,ll, cha.nge, let it be discussed.
But how are
these proposed ch:mges to be presented tf) the
consideration of the convention, if you will not
e\'en permit propoitions to be read?
I eame here for the ,Purpose, and with the· intel1tiQu of accomplishmg the work of amending
the constitution as soon as it could be done. My
object is to accomplish the work as speedily as I
can, and, ill order to facilitate the business, it
certainly appears to me tllat standing committees are the most appropriate.
The learned gentleman from Bourbon, I am sure, has not forg-otten what took place in the convention Which
formed the present constitution of the United
States. That convention
3.ossembleu early in
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1 should not object. But if this is indeed the inMay, with Washington at the head of it; they
tention of the appointment of committees either
sat until the Iast of June, and what had theydol1~?
under the rules or under the resolution of the genNothing at all. They had not the committees.
tleman from Nelson, the language ill which they
At last the venerable Benjamin Frank liu got up
have couched the resolutioue seems to me essenand told them, that instead of going forward,
tially contradictory.
These committees are dithey were going back, that they had been two
rected to take the initiative in the amendments
months in session and done nothing.
Having
invoked the blessing of Heaven upon the con- which arc to be proposed.
I 81m11vote for the proposition of the gentlevention, he moved that theresllOuld be standing
man from Bourbon, aud if that fails I shall move
committees appointed.
They were appointed,
to strike out so much of the report of the comand every thing went on prosperously,
every
mittee as relates to the powers of these standing
thing worked well, a constitution
was made.
committees, and move the proposition of the
and that instrument which has beo» the security
gentleman from Bourbon as a substitute for that
of our liberty bas existed from that time. We
are now living under it, and have under it, clause.
Mr. DIXON. What is to be the disposition
grown to be one of the greatest nations in the
world. If there is any precedent worthy to be of the thousand pro-positions that will be thrown
followed, I think it is to be found in the pro- into this great meeletroom, for they will;1.11 go
ceedings of that convention.
I imagine that-we there, when we have resolved ourselves into the
have as much right to take example from those committee of the whole. What proposition shall
proceedings, as from the proceedings of any con- be taken up first'? Shall all be taken up at once,
vention that ever assembled. We should go 011 or each in the order in which it was offered?and appoint the standing committees as they Or shall we commence at the beginning of the
did, and let those committees present to us the constitution and take ur, each propoeiuon as it
form of a new constitution, or so much of the ap:rlies, and so on until the whole are dispose (If. My friend from Bourbon, for whose opinold one as ought to be retained, with alterations
of those parts where reform is necessary.
When ion I entertain the highest respect, and who
those reports are laid before the committee of the makes the suggestion that the committee of
whole, gentlemen can state their objeetions, if the whole is the only possible mode in which
this labor can be done through any principle
they have any, and tbeu propose amendments
of order, illustrates his proposition by a referprecisely as thq can now.
In order then, to hasten the business of the ence to the mode of proceeding in the ParliaWhat is the mode of
Oonvenuon, and to give evidence to the country ment of Great Britain.
that we are willing to commence the work proceeding there? The proposition is first rewhich we were sent here to do, in the shortest [erred to a committee of the whole; it is discusspossible time, had we not better have commit- ed there, and afterwl'lrds it is referred to a comices? With all deference to the gentleman from mittee. Now I suppose all these propositions
Nelson, however. 1 think it is not necessary to will be referred to a committee of the whole,
have so many committees as he proposes; but at and at a proper time I propose to take them out
aU events, if we intend to go on, and amend the of that great maelstroom, and refer them to a
Constitution of Kentueky with the least possible committee after every body has had a chance to
delay, tho most appropriate mode it appears to be heard on thcm.
Mr. DAVIS.
The plan proposed is that the
me, is to have standing committees appointed
p1"l'sent constitution
should be taken up, and
and let them go to their work.
each clause read, and as it is read that every
Mr. A. Ie. MARSHALL.
The remarks made
member who thonght he had an amendment \1erby the gentleman from Simpson, render it netinent to it" and which would improve It if
oessary for me to explain the vote which I shall adopted by the ounveut.ion , should have the privgive on this occasion. He has arraigned all who
ilege of offering it, precisely as he would to a
are opposed to the proposition of the gentleman
ill the Lezislature.
from N eleon. as being originally opposed to all bill],11'.
DIXON. I have not misunderstood the
eonstltutioual reform, or else of being seduced
gentleman; the principle IS the same. The genaway from their faith. For myself, I profess to
tleman, in committee of the whole, offers his
be as decidedly ill favor of constitutional reform,
amendment, and it is adopted or rejected, and I
and as warm an advocate for it as any man in
apprehend that a thousand amendments offered
this house can be.
I have been said to be radithere will be rejected. Wheu the whole matter
cal. I am not ashamed to acknowlege that I
is reported to the Honse, what will be done with
am so. Indeed I have boasted of being radical
this (lroposition? When the amended constituin tuis matter. I shall holVevt'fvote for the prop·
tion IS reported to the House, what will be done
osition of the gentleman from Bourbon, and with it, or when all the amendments adopted in
I do so, not because I am opposed to organizacommittee of the whole are reported, what will
t ion-not because I do not believe that there is
be done with them? Are we to take a vote on
flo necessity on the part ot'the house to create comeach separate provision as reported?
Suppose I
mittees-c-but because conunlttces created by the propose to ref~r the whole matter to a committee
rules which are proposed to b.: adopt.ed 'will
of the House-and
that seems to be con"idered
have conferred upon them powers whi<.:h ollght
as the parliamentary
mode of proceeding in
1l0t, I think, be confided to any committee.
If
Great Britain, and wl1ieh the gentleman alludes
they were intended only t.o do what the chai1'to as illustrative of the correctness of the prinmall of the committ<lesays they are intended to
ciple he advocates--'when
it is referred to tbem,
do, that lis simply to take up and put into prop- what will the committee d(l with it? The con·
er shape and form the principles tlmt have beeu
stitution has gone to a single committee, and ey·
agreed upon and estnbhfolhedby the Convention,
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cry proposition intended to amend it goes to
that committee also! Does not every gentleman
see the impracticability
of the scheme? A thousand propositions referred to that committee!Does not every gentleman see that if he intends
his propositions to be discussed and considered
by the committee, he must refer it to them, and
they will decide upon all the questions which
will arise before this House, upon the great question, as to how the constitution shall be framed.
Is it not clear-cannot all see, that we had better have appropriate committees, that will take
up each subject, with al l the various propositions that would come directly before them, in
reference to the particular subject, matter under
their advisement?
Let them report back to the
House the propositions
they think proper to
ado,pt, and also to be diseharged from the cousideration of those that they do not think proper to
adopt.
I think if the gentleman will reflect, he
will see that there is no probability of coming
to a conclusion in reference to the important
<:(uestion of doing the business of this convention , unless some such system is adopted.
The
Parliament
of Great Britain never thought
of
forming a bill ill committee of the whole-they
establish a great principle there, and the whole
matter is referred to a committee to report back
the principle, with a well defined law for the
country.
My judgment is-and
I have no other
motive except to get the best modc-c-clearly in
favor of adopting committees, who would settle
on correct principles,
and then put the constitution in correct form. Every proposition
could
be sent to a committee of the whole, if gentlemen desired it, and be discussed there.
If committees are appointed and the gentleman desired
to have his proposition
discussed in committee
of the whole, it would go there from the courtesy
the convention
would extend to it, even were
it not for the admirable power that the gentlemen
has of charming the convention by his eloljiueuce,
which would always be an inducement to refer
his proposition there.
T trust the proposition either of the committee or of the gentleman from
Nelson will be adopted.
'I'he question WiU\ then taken on the substitute
offered by the gentleman from Bourbon and it
was rejected.
The question then recurred on the amendment
of the gentleman from Nelson, (Mr. O. A. Wickliffe.)
Mr. GRAY offered the following as an additional resolution, and as an amendment to the
proposition of Mr. C. A Wicklifte.
Resolved, That a committee of - be appointed
to report what amendments
or changes are nect!ssary to be made in the Oonetltutlou
of Kentucky in relation to the mode of revlslng and
a.meudin&, the Constitution of Kentucky in relation to slaves.
MI'. O. A. WICKLIFFE
accepted the amendment.
Mr. CHAMBERS offered as a substitute
for
both the original proposition
and the amendment, a proposition to appoint six committees to
whom the various articles of the Constitution,
and the amendments proposed the~eto should be
referred.
The amendment was rejected.
Mr. T. J. HOOD offered as an additional
resolution, an amendment providing that a commit-

tee of -delegates benppointed to be styled the
committee Oil the Educational Fund, whose duty
it shall be to ascertain the amount of the present
school fund, the character and condition of its
investment, and to report tile same to the Convention with SUC]lpropositions
as in their opinion should be incorporated
in the Constitution
renderfng said fund inviolable, for tile establishment of a permanent system of Oommon School
'Education.
The amendment was adopted.
Mr. APPERSON offered an amendment obvlating a conflict of jurisdiction on the part of the
committees in regard to county offices, which
was agreed to.
The number of members of which the committees should be composed was fixed at nine,
and the amendment of the gentleman from N elson, (Mr. C. A Wickliffe,) as amended, was then
agreed to.
The 12th, 13th, 14th, 15th, 16th, 17tll, 18th,
and 19th rules were passed without amendment.
The 20th and 21st were verbally amended.
The 22£1 was so amended as to provide that
"every member who shall be in the Convention
when his name is called, shall give his vote.
The rules from 23 to 32 inclusive, were passed without amendment.
The 33d rule providing for a limitation of the
time in which a motion to reconsider shall be
made, was so modified as to provide that a Delegete voting in the majority, might move a reconsideration
on the day on which aquestion
was decided, and" that if it were not made OIl
that day, one day's notice of the intention to
move a reconsideration,
should be required to be
give-no
The rules from 34 to 47 inclusive, were passed
without amendment.
The 48th rule providing
that "no original
proposition,
proJ?osing any amendment
to the
present Ooustitution,
shaH be discussed on its
merits, in the Convention,
until it shall have
beeu referred t.o some appropriate
committee,"
was stricken out.
'I'he 49th rule, which provides that "no perSOil, except the members, officers of the Convention and ladies, shall be admitted within
the
doors of the Hall; nor shall any person except
the me-mbers and officers, be admitted upon the
floor, without the permission or invitation
of
the presiding officer:" was amended on the ruetion of Mr. C. A. wickliffe, so as to give the
right of admission to the floor, to the Governor
of the Commonwealth,
the Leiut. Governor,
Judges of the Court of Appeals, and such persons as may have filled either of those offices.
The rules from 50 to 59, were passed without
amendment.
On the motion of Mr. BROWN, an amendment
was inserted, providing for the taking' of the yeas
and nays, on the call of any two Delegates.
Mr. IRWIN moved an amendment, to provide
that the previous q unsbion shall bring the Convention to a direct vote upon not only "amendments reported by a committee, if any; then upon pending umendments'L-but
upon "amendments proposed,"
before voting upon the main
question.
The amendment was not agreed to.
The series of rules reported by the special committee, was theu adopted as amended; and on
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No.5. The c01Ttmitteeontlte Coutt of Appeals.Messrs. Chas. A. Wickliffe, Richard Apperson,
Richard L. Mayes, George W. .lobnston. Alfred
Boyd, Henry R. D. Coleman, William N. :Mar·
ANOTH.ER CON'I'ESTED SEAT.
wall, Henry B. Pollard, Benjamin F. Edwards,
Mr, GAITHER,
by unanimous
consent, preand Robert D. Maupin.
Ben~ed a memorial of Mr. Joseph Lecompte,
No.6. The committee on the Circuit Courts.setting forth that he was entitled to the eeat of
the Delegate from Henry county, now held by Messrs. Ben. Hardin, Martin P. Marshall, ThomMr. Nuttall.
The memorial at his request was as W. Lisle, Mark E. Huston, Ira Root. William
D. Mitchell, William Bradley, Richard D. Ghollaid on the table for the present.
On the motion of Mr. HARDIN, the projet of a son, James M. Nesbitt, and John Hargis.
No.7. The committee un the County Courts.Constitution submitted this momingbyMr.
Hargis, was referred to the committee of the whole, Messrs. Francie M. Bristow, William
C. Marshall, James w. Stone, Charles C. Kelly, 'I'homas
and ordered to be printed.
J ames, Vincent S.Hay, Luther Brawner, Oharles
'l'be Convention then adjourned.
Chambers, Selucius Oarfielde, and Thomas J.
Gough.
No.8. The. l:o/»mittee on AfiscelldneoUs Provisions ..-.Mes!>rs. John W. Stevenson. Johu H. MeMONDAY, OCTOBER 8, 1849,
Henry, Thomas
P. Moore, Nlnian . E. Grey,
James S. Chrisman, AlexandetK.
Murshnll, JonPrayer by the Rev. Mr. NORTOX.
athan Newcum, George \V. Kavanaugh, Thomas
CHANGE OF' TIlE COMMITTEES.
D. Brown, and John. Rogers.
Mr. MERIWE1'HEH.
said that on examineNo.9. The committee on. Ow Revision of the
tion it would be found that the committees as at Constit'utwn, and Slavery.-Me"srs.
David Meripresent organized by the rules, under the amendwether, John L. Ballinger, William C. Bullitt,
ment of the geutlemau from Nelson, (Mr. C. A. Edward Ourd, John S. Barlow, Chasteen T.
Wickliffe,) (lid not provide for nine members of Dunavan, James
Vf. Irwin,
Andrew Hood,
the conventi ou. That is, there would be nine James M. Leckey, and Jesse Coffey.
delegates not embraced on any committee.
He.
No. 10. The committee on Educatwn.-Messrs.
would therefore move that one member be added John D. Taylor, Thomas J. Hood, Philip 'rripto each of the standing
committees
except the lett, William K. Bowling, John T. Robinson,
first, which would provide for every member or Silas Woodson, John L. 'waller, William Chethe eouvention.
nault, Albert G. Talbott, and Larkin J ..Proctor.
This was acreed to.
Mr. HARDIN then proposed the following:
AMEXDMEXT OF 1'I1E RULES.
Resolved, That a select committee of nine delII~r. MEIUWETHER
asked the unanimous
gates be appointed, whose duty it shall be to en- consent to RIl1eI1d the tenth rule so as to supply
quire,into the public debt of the State, the best all omission as to the number' of deleentes that
practlcable mo<'h-.,.no~ only to prevent its future should constitute a quorum to do busi~ess. ConIncrease, but to liquidate the same by the time sent was given, and he moved that a quorum
it shall fall due.
l',hall consist of at least two thirds of the deleThis resolution was agreed to,
gates elected.
This was agreed to, and the rule
STANDlNG CO~OUTTEF..s.
was so amended.
The PRESIDENT
then announced
the fol'l'HE OONTE8fED SEAT.
lowing standing committees:
Mr -.G.A.ITH~R enquired i~ there had bceu auy
No. 1. The ccmmuiee on the Eucutive, j01' standmg COmlTIlttee on electlOns appointed, and
the State at large.-Messl·s
Archibald
Dixon
if not, why it had been omitted.
Garrett Davis, Elijah F. Nuttall,
George
Mr. MERIWETHER
said t.hatwhen the com·
:Mansfield, Peter Lashbrooke,
Hugh
Newell,
mittee on rules were appointed, they had receivThomas Rockhold, Ignatius A. Spalding,
and ed no intimation that· there was to be any conNathan McClure.
tested elections, and therefore did not provide
No.2. The cQmmiUee ontlw Executive and Minfor such a committee.
He would further inform
isterial Offices, for Counties and
Districts.the gentleman that the usual practice had been
Messrs. Squirc 'Turner, GeorO'e \V. Williams,
to constitut,e a select committee for the purpose
Robert N. Wickliffe, John J. ~-'hurmfLn. Nathan
to which the gentleman had allnded.
Gaither, John Wheeler,
Alfred
M. Jackson
Mr. GAITHER said that his impressions were
Jamcs Rudd, Michael L. Stoner, and Henry different, and that it ·was usual in all deliberaWashingtou.
tive bodies to have a standing committee on the
No.3. The cmnmittee on the lJIilitia.-Mcssrs.
subject.
It was 1I0t constituted expressly' for the
L~ciusDesh.a, William Johnson, James Dudley,
considcration of con.tested seats, but as a chanMIlford Elliott, Johnson Price, Green Forrest,
nel through which all matters in reference to
James P. Hamilton, William Hendrix, Wesley J elections should be brought distiuctly before the
Wright, and Andrcw S. White.
. convention.
If tllere was not a committee proNo.4.
The committee on the Legislative Departvided of that character, and if it was in order,
ment.-Messrs.
Beverly L. Olarke, John D. Mor- he would move that sU<Jha committee be now
ris, Thomas N. Lindsey, Willis B. Machen, Wm.
R. Thompson, William Pre",ton, James H. Oa1'- provided.
The PRESIDENT
said lhat it wo~d be in
rarrl, Benjamin
Copelin, William Cowper, an,d
order.
E;oward Todd.

the motion of Mr. MERIWETHER, a hundred
and twenty-five copies were ordered to be printed.

W:
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Mr. GArtnER. then moved to add a standing
committee, to consist of' :five delegates, on the
subject of elections.'
The motion was agreed to.
Mr. GAITHER then moved that the memorial
of Mr. Joseph Lecompte, .claiming the seat of
Mr. Nuttall, presented by him on Saturday, be referred to the committee just provided I'Of:
The memorial wusso referred, after being read
as follows:
To the honorable, the constitutional convention of
Kentucky, now assembled in the city of Frenkfort.
'Your memorialist, J08l::PH LECOMYrE, a citizen
of Henry county, K~nt~cky, claims that he is entitled to membership III your honorable body,
in exclusion of Elijah F. Nuttall, ~sq., who n.Qw
occupies 11. seatnpon the floor-of said body.claiminc to represent the county of Henry: and your
m~morialist
shows the following
causes upon
which he predicates his claims.
1st. Your memorialist
avers, that he was a
candidate for membership in your body at the
last August. el;.ctioll .in Henry county, und. that
yonI' memonahst ~avmg all th~legal qu.ahfication for membership, as aforesaid, and being opposed by the said Nuttall, Was elected over the
said Nuttall, by having a majority of all.the legally qualified voters, who vo~e~ at said ele.ction, to vote for your memorialist,
over said
Nuttall.
2d. Your memorialist
avers, t~lat the pollbooks of all the places of votll~g In Henry
county, do, in fact, show.upon the:!" .face, that
your memorialist did receive a !naJont:y ?f the
total number of votes cast at salCi electIOn; and
he claims in virtue thereof, that 118is entitled
to the seat as the delegate for Henry ?ot~nty.
3d. Yet, nevertheless. your memormllst avers,
that the returning
officer who was entitled to
certify the election of th~ d('legate who might
be elected, certified to the Secretary .of ~trrte
that the said Nuttall was elected; and, III VIrtue
thereof, the said Nuttall hath taken his ;;eat in
your honorable
body; when, in fact, your me~
modalist
avers, that the said poll-books sho.",
your memorialist to have been entitled to. Sfl;ld
certificate by ten votes: but your mernonahst
avers that he is entitled
to said seat for other
reasons: he charges,
4th That
voters "Voted for said N nttall
who ~·ere not citizens of the county 'of Henry
at the time of voting.
5th. That
vote,rs dnplicated
their votes
for said Nuttall.
6th. That
persons,
who were undcr the
aae of 21 years, voted for said Nuttall.
"7th. That
citiuns of Shelby county voted
for said N uttaU.
8th. That, in these and other resp?cts, there
were two hundred illegal votes for said Nuttall.
Wherefore, yonr memor:alist
prays tlH~t the
proper steps may be set on foot to asceltalll the
truth of t,he case, and that your honorable body
will declare your memorialist entitled to a .seat
in this fonvelltion, as a member thereof, prOVided
it l:lh;U turn out that your memorialist
i.s, .in
law, entitled thereto.
And your memOl'lalrst
will ever pray, &0)., &-e.,
JOSEPH LEOOMPTE.

,\PI'OIXTME~T

os A MESSENGER.

MI'. MERIWETHER
moved that the sergeantat-arms be authorized to employ some lad as.a
messenger to assist him in the discharge of h~s
duties.
It was usual to allow that officer this
assistance in the legislature.
After a few words from Mr. HARDIN in favor
of the motion, it was agreed to.
PItOPOSITIO:SS

TO AMEND.

Mr. IRWnr
offered the following, which, on
his motion, was referred to the committee ~n the
legislative department.and
ordered to be printed.
1. Resolved, That some constitutional
ref<?rm
and restriction should he made upon .the.subJect
of the future formation of new counties 111 Kentucky.
.
2. Resolved, That the house of representatives
in Kentucky ought not to consist of a greater
nnmber of representat!"es
than sixty five, nor
should the senate consist of a greater number of
senators than thirty.
.MI'. MAYES offered the following, which, on
his motion, was referred to the committee havins churse of the subject of county courts, and
w;s orde~ed to be printed.
.
r
1. Resolved, That the Legislature of Kentucky
ought Hot to meet ofteller than once in tl.lrce
years; and that the Governor, upon extraordina)"yoccasions, should have power to CI)J1Vellethat
body in extra session.
2. Resolved, That whenever the legislature
shall continue ill session longer than fifty days,
the pay of its members should be red.lIced to one
dollar per day, for every day the seSSIOn shall be
extendtd beyond fift,.,...
..
3. Resolved, That III lieu of the pr~selJt system
of appointin~ jutsices of the peace, in Kentucky,
each <:ounty ll~ thl1 State sho~lld be laid off int.o
convenient maO"istl":J..tl"Sdistnctsj thntthe qualtfied voters
eadi district should, at stated
times, by vote, !:llect some qualified p~rSO!I, residing in the district, to the office of .lustICe of
the peace for such d istri<:t, who should ?e commissioned by the Governor, and hold said office
-year.s; and he shoulJ be eligible to re-election.
4. Resolved, That shollld any justice remove
from his distl'ict, his office should t.hereby be vacated and allother elected in his plac~.
5. Resolved, 'l'hat sairl justices should havo
and exercise all t.he Jurisdi'..;tion now legally exercised by justices of. the peace.
. .
6. Resolved, That III plaee of the now eXIstmg
cOllnty courts in Kentucky,
a court should be
erected and establis11ed in each county to be
called
court, to consist of a judge, or
judges <.the number should not exceed three,) to
be eledted at, stated times by the Yotcs of the
qualified voters of each county, and to be ~om"
missioned by the Governo~, and to hold IllS or
their office -years.
ThIS court sbould have
and exercise jurisdiction in all matters 110W properly belonging to the county courts;. a.nd apJ;leah
should be allowed to it from the c1eClslOns of the
justices in the country.

at

.Mr. THOMPSON
offered the following, the
first of which, on hislllotion, was .referred to th.e
committee on t])e mode of amendll1g the constItution, and the second to the (;Omllllttec on the
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miscellaneous provisions of the constitution,
and
both were ordered to be printed.
1. ReM/ved, 'I'hatthe mode of amending the conetitution, by convention, is the correct and .l?roper one, which has been sanctioned by experrcnce
under the old and the present constitution.
2. Resolved, That the committee on the miscellaneous provisions of the constitution be instructed to enquire into the expediency of adding the
following section to that part of the constitution
to them referred, viz: Any person who shall, uf'tel' the ndoptiou of this constitution, fight a duel,
or knowingly be the bearer of a challenge to
fight a duel, or send 01' accept a challenge for
that purpose, or he an aider or abettor in fighting a duel, shall be deprived of the right to hold
any office of honor or profit in this Commonwealth, and shall be deprived of the right of
suffrage, and shall be fllllished
otherwise, in
such manner a" the legis ature may prescribe.
Mr. MERIWETHER
offered the following,
which, on his motion, was referred to the COIUmittee of the whole, and ordered to be printed.
1. Re solved, 'I'hat it is expedient to provide
fat' the election of members of the state senate
for the term of four years, and members of the
house of representatives
for the term of two
years. That the legislature
shall convene but
once in two years, unless for special reasons,
convened by proclamation of the governor. That
the members shall receive a daily compensation
to be fixed by law, but that lIO member shall receive compensation for more than sixty dars of
anyone session, which compensation shal not
be increased so as to take effect during their continuance in office,
2. That it is expedient to provide that the
governor and lieutenant
governor, members of
both branches of the legislature, and congress,
be elected 011 one and the same day; and aLlother officers, whether executive, judCcial, or ministerial, elected by the people, be elected on the
coresponding day of the next succeeding year,
so as to effoctunlly separate the elections of governor, lieutenant
governor,
members of both
branches of the leg ialature and congress, from
that of the other executive jud icial and ministerial officers: P.rovided, That the governor, lieutenant governor, senators, judges of the superior
and inferior courts, and such other officers whose
tenus of office may exceed two years, shall be so
arranged as to cause their election to be held on
the day find ill the year as provided for in this
resolution.
3. That it is expedient to /)rohibit the manumission of slaves within t lis commonwealth,
unless ample security be provided for their removal and remaining without the limite of this
state. And that provision be made for the removal of all free persons of color from the state,
and to prevent the future immigration
of any
such peraons to the state.

tiona, referred to by the gentleman,
should be
now considered.
Mr. C. A. WICKLIFFE
said that it had been
s~l~gested to him that the delegate from Bourbon
(Mr. Davis) was not in his seat, and that, per
haps, it was not proper to consider the subject
in 'his absence.
He had offered this resolution
from no desire to create discussion upon it, 0.1·
though it was one of those questions, when indicated in the shape of the resolutions of the
gentleman from Bourbon, calculated
to excite
some degree of distrust in the public mind in
advance of the labors of the convention.
He
supposed that the public sentiment of Kentucky,
in reference to the right of suffrage, had been so
long and so decidedly fixed, that they would not
be called upon here to review the work of their
predecessors.
He knew of no question on which
public feeling was more likely to be excited
than upon these resolutions.
If it was the pleasme of the convention,
he was willing to poetpone the consideration
of the matter until the
gentleman from Bourbon should return.
11r. HARDI~
concurred very much with his
colleague in his opposition to the resolution of
the gentleman from Bourbon, yet, as a matter
of courtesy to that gentleman, he hoped it would
not now be taken up.
Mr. DIXON was very anxious for the discussion of the resolution, for it embodied very nearly the principle of the one he had himself the
honor to submit, but he was desirous that the
discussion should be postponed until the return
of the gentleman from Bourbon.
That gentleman, he was satisfied, desired a discussion of
this question.
The gentleman had thrown down
the gauntlet to his friend on the left, Mr. C. A.
Wickliffe and himself, and they had taken it up
very promptly he believed.
He was, therefore,
not disposed to have any fight whilst his friend
from Bourbon was absent.
Mr. C. A. WICKLIFFE
had no objection to the
postponement of the subject.
Its consideration was then further postponed
accordingly.
8

PRESIDENT

PRO TEMPORE.

The PRESIDENT
here requested :Mr. DIXON to take the Chair, and preside fur the reeidue of the day.
ORDERS OF 'fUE DAY.

The consideration
of the resolution
of the
gentleman from Boone, (Mr. Chambers), offered
on the fith inst., in reference to the order of
business-being
next in order,
Mr. CHAMBERS moved that they lie on the
table-remarking
that the action of the convention directing the formation of committees had
disrenscd
with allY necessity that existed for
then' adoption.
They were so disposed of.
Mr. IRWIN said that there had been a good
many propo~itio~s. presented
to the house, of
TnE ELEOTIVE FRA:\'CllISE.
had as yet been made.
Mr. C. A. WICKLIFFE
said that if there was which no disposition
no other gentleman who desired to present any He would move therefore that they be now taproposition, bewouldcall up his resolutions, sub- ken up and referred either to the standing committed the other day, on the subject of tile elec- mittees 01' to the committee of the whole, as
might be the pleasure of the convention.
tive franchise.
.
'I'hia suggestion was agreed to, and under this
The PRESIDEN'l'
said that unless some obarrangement
the resolutions
of Mr. Gholson,
jection should be made, he would consider it to
be the sense of the convention that the reeolu- offered on the 5th iust., in reference to the ab-
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clition of special pleading
of the chancery
courts, trial "by jury, etc., were referred on his
motion, to a select committee of five.
The PRESIDEN'l' designated the following
-geutlcmen as the select committee:
Messrs. Gholson, Clarke, Triplett, C. A. Wickliffe and Bristow.
The resolution of Mr. Dixon, proposed on the
5th inst., in reference to the election of judicial
officers, was referred to the committee on circuit
courts.

executive
and ministerial
offices of counties
and districts.
No.3, the committee on the militia. No.4, Hie committee on the legislative department.
No.5, the committee on the court of
appeals.
No.6, the committee
on the circuit
courts.
No.7,
the committee
on the county
courts.
No. B, the committee on miscellaneous
provisions.
No.9, the committee on the revision of the constitution
and slavery.
No. 10,
the committee on education.
No. 11, the committee on elections.

AN EXPLA~UTlO~.

Mr. CLARKE.
Mr. President:
Upon ref erring
to the Louisville Courier of Oct. 6, I think it possible that I may not be correctly reported, or
that my vote does not stand correct on the journals, and I rise to ask the attention of the convention to a brief explanation.
In a letter wr-itten from this city to the UJuisville Courier, I
find the following passage:
FRANK~'ORT, October 5.

W. N.

HALDEMAN:-

"As I informed you by telcgrnph yesterday, the
sages from a hundred counties now assembled in
the present capital of Kentucky, very summarily
disposed of the Courier case, by refusing to reconsider the vote, and thus preventing a direct
vote by the calling of the ayes and noes upon
Col. Preston's
resolution.
I regret this-as
I
desired for many reasons, to kuow explicitly
the position of every member upon the issue
presented.
However, the vote upon reconsidermg is almost a test vote, every member voting
against the reconsideration,
being opposed to
granting your reporter a seat, and every member,
except Messrs. N uttaU, Clarke, nud probably
one other, who voted f01' the reconsideration,
was in favor of granting the application."
I have merely risen for the purpose of standing right on the subject.
Through courtesy to
my friend from Louisville,
Mr. Preston,
who
was desirous to take the sense of the house by a
call of the ayes and noes on his proposition
to
admit the correspondent of the Louisville Courier
to a seat on this floor, I made the motion to
reconsider, but I afterwards voted against it. I
-do not know whether the journals so represent
me or not, but this letter places me in the attitude of having voted for the reconsideration.
I
did Dot so vow, and I desire to make the statement here, that the repudiation
may be as public as the charge.
Mr. PRESTON.
My recollection accords precisely with that of the gentleman from Simpson.
I regarded the motion as merely an act of courtesy extended to me so as to afford me an opportunity to call for the ayes and noes, which I
had neglected to do. At t1,e same time, if I understood anything of the gentleman's views, they
were adverse to the admission of the reporter.
With these statements, the matter was dropped.

SLAVEllY-A

SI'lWIAL

ORDU.

Mr. TURNER believed that the resolutions he
offered the other day were referred to the committee of the whole, without a time being fixed
for their consideration.
He did not propose to
take up the whole series, at anyone
time, but
desired to have the one relating to slavery taken
up on "Wednesday next. His reasons were-that
there had been a committee appointed
on that
subject, and various resolutions
submitted here
in regard to it. Some proposed
to allow the
unrestricted importation of slaves, others to provide a constitutional
restriction on the subject,
while a third class were for giving to the legislature all power in regard to the importation
of
slaves. On these questions there was likely to
ue considerable diversity of opinion, and he
deemed it proper before any standing committee
was to act, that there should be an expression of
opinion on the part of the bouse, as a guide to
the committee, so that when it did report, its recommendations would be in accordance with the
sense of the house.
With that view, and as
there was nothing set apart for consideration
on
wednesday
he moved that the resolution referred to, be made the order of the day for Wednesday.
The motion was agreed to.
The convention then adjourned.

TUESDAY,
OCTOBER 9, 1849.
Prayer by the Rev. Mr. NORTOY.
PROPOSITlONS

TO A]'fEND.

Mr. TALBOT'!'
submitted the following, and
moved that it be referred to the committee
on
slavery, andlrinted.
1. Resolve ,That it will be ex-pedient to incorporate into the constitution this convention is
aWut. to form, a clause that it may be amended
specifically
on all subjects not involving
the
nght of property.
~2. Reeoioed, 'fhat the question of slavery, and
all other '1uestions involving the right of prop·
,rt shal not be reached, except through the
cal of a convention.
3. Resolved, That no specific amendment shall
be adopted, or convention called, under the constitution this convention may adopt, except upon
the recommendation
of at least two thirds of
DESlG:s'ATlO~ OF TIlE COMMITTE.F-S.
both branches of the legislature for two succesand afterwards
sanctioned
and
Mr. APPERSON,
offered the following reso- sive sessions,
lution with a view of more specifically designa- ratified by a direct vote of the people, a majority of all the qualified electors III the State voting the committees, and it was adopted.
Resolved, That the standing committees shall tmg for the same.
Mr. NEWELL
suggested
to the gentleman
be called and known by the followin~ names:
No.1, the committee on the executive of the from.Boyle, that an enormous sum would be exand he enquired
state at large.
No.2,
the committee
on the pended by so much prlnting,

,
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Mr. NEWELL enquired if 80 much printing
if it would not be sufficient to have the resoluHe called for a division
tions referred to the committee, before whom the could not be avoided.
g-entlcman could appear, if he desired it, to give of the question, so that the vote could be taken
separately upon the motion to print, for the purfurther explanations.
Mr. TALBOTT replied, that it had been the pose of testing the question whether the convent
custom to print propositions,
and he asked for tion was willmg to pnnt all resolutions
might be offered to it.
no deviation from the usual course.
The question was taken, and the motion to reo
The motion to refer and print was agreed to.
fer and print was agreed to.
Mr. RUDD offered the following;
Mr. KELLY offered the following, and they
Resolved, That no city, town, or county shall
hereafter, in any mauuer, give, loan, or sell its were referred to the committee on the court of
credit in aid of any individual
association
or appeals:
Resolved, That commissioners shall be RJ?corporation; neither shall it contract any debt
but in anticipation
of its regular revenue fOTany pointed to codify and condense the laws of this
Commonwealth,
and that the rules of practice
fiscal year, and to be paid within six months
after expiration
of such fiscal year; nor shall in the various courts of justice be made uniform.
Resolved,
That
the court of appeals, as at presthe legislature authorize any city, town, or count)', to contract any such other or further debt ent constituted, be abolished, and that the cirunless it be paya.ble in fifteen years at farthest j cuit judges constitute said court.
nor unless there be levied at the same time an
rRINTDW OF RESOLUTIONS.
annual tax upon the real and personal property
Mr. :MAYES submitted
the following resolusituate within the corporate limits, adequate to
the annual payment of the interest and the ex- tion:
Resolved, That all resolutions,
hereafter offertinguishment of the debt within the time stipued in this convention, shall be referred without
lated for the payment; nor shall any such law
printing, unless otherwise s:l)eeially ordered.
take effect until three months after the passage,
Mr. TRIPLETT
exprcsse
the hope that that
nor until the same shall receive the sanction of a
resolution wonld not be adopted, for the object
majority of all those who at the time are assessed,
of printing was, that members of the convenor owners of such real or personal estate by a
tion might have an opportunity
to learn thorvote to be taken after ten days notice, Oil a day
oughly what the propositions
submitted were.
to be named, and in a rnunner to be prescribed
Some of them were so situated in the house that
by those having control of the pl'inciyal affairs
they could not hear distinctly when the resoluof such city, town, or county ; nor shul the taxes tions were read, and it was due to them that
on the real or personal estate of any city, town,
they should be afforded an opportunity
to read
or county be increased, but by a law which shall
if they could not hear them.
in like manner receive the sanction of a majority
Mr. MAYES, in defence of his resolution, said
of all those whose property is assessed as aforethat if all resolutions submitted to the house
said. The legislature may, at any time after the were to be printed, as a matter of course, a very
approval of such law by the tax payers, forbid
large amount of expenditure, for printing alone,
the contracting of any further debt or liability,
would accrue.
But the gentleman from Daviess
under such law j but tax imposed by'" such law,
did not appear to have heard his resolution, or
in proportion to the debt or liability which
he would have perceived, that if it should be
may have been contracted in pursuance thereto,
adopted, the convention could order any resolushall not be repealable, but be annually collected
tion to be printed
whenever the printing was
until the principal and interest of the debt condoomed necessary for the information of the deltracted shall be d ischar~ed.
egates, and if they were not of sufficient imporHe asked that it be printed, for it was a prop~
tance, of course, the printing would not be orosition of some considerable
importance,
and
that it be referred to the committee on the exec- dered.
Mr. BULLITT
said it seemed to him to be a
utive and ministerial
officers for counties and
courtesy due to any member, that his proposidistricts.
tion should be printed, that it might be maturely
The motion was agreed to.
considered by all the other members of the convenMr. McHENRY submitted the following:
Some of them could not heal' all the reso1. ResQlved, That if representation
can be tion.
made equal and uniform, and each county in lutions that were read, nor could they hear all
the State have separate representation,
by in- the speakers that addressed the convention, and
creasing the number of re:rresentatives
to one without some such means of fanning a correct
hundred and fifty, it shoul be done; but, if by jud~ment, they could not rightly discharge their
so increasing the number of representatives, each duties to the people who had sent them there.
'I'he cost of printing
such documents
was a
county cannot be entitled to a separate represenwhen compared with the
tation, and at the same time representation
be small consideration,
more equal than at present, then the number of importance of the work in view. Unless he
representatives
should be reduced to and fixed could 11(1VCprinted docmnents to consult, he
at seventy-five, and the number of Senators to should very often be at a loss how to vote, and
he hoped, therefore, that the convention would
twenty-five.
2. Resolved, That the regular session of the consent to print any such document that any
of a constituenlegislature
should be limited to sixty days, un- gentleman, as the representative
less extended by a vote of two-thirds
of all the cy, might think proper to offer.
Mr. MERIWETHER
thought
that nothing
members elected to both branches thereof.
would be gained by the adoption of this resoluHe moved that it be referred to the committee
tion, for it proposed that a vote should be taken
on the legislative department, and printed.
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another judge shall be elected by that district,
to serve until the expiration of the time for
which the judge was elected, whose death, resignation, removal. or other cause, produced
THE
COl>JtT OF APPEALS.
such vacancy.
Mr. C. A. WICKLIFFE
said that the standSEC. 8. Any citizen of the United States, who
ing committee, on that branch of the constitu- has attained the age of thirty y031'S, and who is
tion which related to the court of appeals, had a resident of the appellate district for which he
directed him to make a report, which he styled ruay be chosen, and who has been a practising
No.1, as follows:
lawyer in the courts of this state for at least
ARTIOLE
-.
eight years, or whose practice at the bar, and service upon the bench of any court in this state
Concerning the Judicial Department.
8£0. 1. The judicial power of this Oommon- shall, together, be equal to eight years, shall be
wealth, both as to matters of law and equity, eligible to the office of judge of the court of apshall be vested in one supreme court, which peals.
SEC. 9. The court of appeals shall hold its sesshall be styled the court of appeals, and in
such inferior courts as the general assembly may, sions in each appellate district at such times and
places as may, from time to time, be provided by
from time to time, erect and establish.
SEO. 2. The court of appeals shall have up- law.
SEO.10. The first election of the judges of the
pellatejurisdiction
only, which shall be eo-excourt of appeals thall take place 011 the -iensive with the State, under such restrictions
and every two years thereafter, in
and regulations, not repugnant to this constitu- day of ---,
tion, as may, from time to time, be prescribed the district in which a vacancy may occur, by
expiration of the term of office; and the judges of
bylaw.
SEC. 3. The judges of the court of appeals the said COUl'tshall baconnuissioned by the govshall hold their offices for the term of eight ernor.
SEC. 11. There shall be elected, in each appelyears, and until their successors shall be duly
by the qualified voters thereof, a
qualified, subject to the conditions hereinafter late district,
prescribed; but for any reasonable cause, which clerk of the court of appeals for such district,
who shall hold his office for the term of eight
shall not be sufficient ground of impeachment,
the Governor shall remove any of them on the years, and who may be removed by the court of
address of two-thirds of each house of the gen- appeals for good cause, upon information by the
eral assembly: Provided however, That the cause attorney general.
or causes for which such removal may be requirSm. 12. No person shall be eligible as clerk,
ed, shall be stated at length in such address, and unless he is a citizen of the United States, a reson the journal of each house. They shall, at ident of the district in which he may be elected,
stated times, receive for their services an ade- of the age of twenty-one years, and have, at the
quate compensation, to be fixed by law.
time of such election, a certificate of his qualifiSEO. 4. The court of appeals shall consist of cations from the judges of the court of appeals.
four judges, any three of whom may constitute
SEC. 13. In ease of the vacancy in the office (If
a court for the transaction of business.
'I'he clerk of the court of appeals in any district, for
judges shall, by virtue of their office, be con- any cause, the ~overnor shall issue a writ of elecservators of the peace throughout the State. 'I'be tiou to that district, and the qualified voters
style of all process shall be, "tl'he Common- thereof, shall elect a clerk for that district, to
wealth of Kentucky."
All prosecutions shall serve until the end of the term for which the
be carried on in the name, ana by the authority clerk was elected whose vacancy is to be .filled.
of the Commonwealth of Kentucky, and conSEC. 14. The legislature shall provide, by law,
clude "against
the peace and dignity of the
for the mode and manner of conducting and masame."
SEC. 5. The general assembly, at its first ses- king due returns, to the seretary of state of all
sion after the adoption of this constitution, shall elections of the judges and clerks of the court of
divide the State into four appellate court dis- appeals, and of determining contested elections
tricts-in
each of which districts the qualified of any of those officers.
There is (said Mr. IV.) one other provision
voters therein shall elect one judge of tlie court
connected with this subject that attracted the
of appeals.
SEC. 6. The judges first elected shall serve as attention of the committee, but we prefer before
follows, to-wit: one shall serve two years; one expressing any opinion upon it to wait the acshall serve four years; one shall serve six years, tion of the other committees connected with the
I allude to the mode of electing
and the other shall serve eight years.
The Judiciary.
it shall be by ballot or
jud~cs at the first term of the court succeeding these officers-whether
The view of the committee was, to
then election, shall determine, by lot, the length viva voce.
of time which each one shall serve; and at the adopt, in reference to the election of all these ofexpiration of the service of each, an election in ficers, especially those connected with the judicithe proper district shall take place to fill the va- ary, the ballot system; but we howe not gone into
cancy. The judge having the shortest time to that subject, preferring first to wait the action of
serve shall bc styled the Chief Justice of Ken- the other committees. In obedience to the direction of the committee, I ask that the convention
tucky.
SEC. 7. If a vacancy shall occur in said court, will order the printing of five hundred copies
They desire this more than ordiby death, resignntion, removal, or otherwise, the of the report.
Governor shall issue a 'Writ of election to the nary number, that they may be enabled to send
district in which such judge was elected, and out to sections of the State, where newspapers
on the printing of every proposition, which was
now the rule and the practice of the convention.
The resolution was rejected.
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perhaps will not reach, the views they propose the vote disposing of this subject. may be reconsidered, and as I understand that, under the
shall be adopted in the constitution.
Mr. KELLY. I do not know whether it is in rules, it is necessary to give one day's notice of
I wln give that
order to offer the resolution introduced by me a motion for reconsideration,
a few moments since, us an amendment to the notice now.
Mr. GREY.
If the matter is to be acted upon
report of the committee; but if it be in order I
will so offer it. I think I see also in the report at all it might us well be done at once. I move
of the committee, in recard to the clerk of the therefore, tu suspend the rule so that the vote ou
court another defect.
the case of the death the recousideratron may be taken now.
The motion was agreed to.
or th~ resignation of that officer, they require
Mr. MACHEN.
I now make a motion to rethe writ of an election to fill the vacancy thus
caused, to be issued by the governor.
Suppose consider the vote laying the subject on the table.
however, the officer should die or r(-'~ign on the '1'he house will recollect that the original profirst day of the term, who would discharge the position was to provide that each delegate
duties of the office? I think the report ought to should be furnished for circulation through the
provide for a pro tempore appointment, by the country with 60 copies of the weekly Common
court itself, until the vacancy should be regu- wealth or Yeoman, or a certain number of copies
of the daily Oommouwealth, not exceeding the
larly filled,
The PRESIDENT
said that the gentleman's
cost of $30, as each might prefer. There was
resolution had beeu referred to the committee, an amendment introduced by the g-enLleman
and was not now in posseesiou of the house.
from Nelson, (Mr. Hardin), limiting the amount
Mr. C. A. WICKLIFFE.
My friend from 10 $10 to each delegate, and then by a vote of
washinstcn can attain his object in committee the convention the whole subject was laid on
of the \~hole, wheu it will be in order to take the table. 1 am inclined to think that the conup, discuss, consider, and u:llend ~he. report of vention has had perhaps, a favorable leaven
the committee. I do not think this is the ap- operating upon it with reference to the subject,
propriatetime to .offeran amendment: certainly it and that many members ...vho then voted adverse
was not the design of the committee to as~ th.e to my opinion are now disposed to extend this
It was ob.jected to
consideration of this report now, before It IS information to the country.
printed. The difiicultv
ill reference to the when this question was before under discussion
clerk to which allusion has been made by the that the means proposed were entirely inadequate
g'entl~man, did not escape the attention of t~)e to the purpose proposed to be accomplished.
committee. It is to be presumed that there w 111 Now WI.1 can adopt no measure to d~sse.m.mate
be leftsomepowerof legislation after wehave ter- our proceedings so as to reach every individual
minated 0\11' Iaborehere, to provide for the tempo- who may be scattered over the country, but we
rary discharge of the duties of the office, in ceseof may adopt such a mode as will result in their
the resisnation or douth of the clerk. However, pretty thorough dissemination.
I come from
that co.::properly be considered, when it if' prop- the county of Caldwell, and am pretty well HCer to take up the subject for amendmcnt--that
is, quainted 'with its territory and the location of
when it is considered in committee of the whole. the J;leople-as I presume every gentleman here
I was instructed to ask the reference of the re- is WIth that of the county he rcpreseuts-e-and I
port to that committee, and not its consideration
call send to the different neighborhoods, copies
of the (lnrmnonwealth or Yeoman, and I doubt
now.
Mr. KELLY. To obviate all difficulty I will not the citizens ill the respective portions of the
withdraw my motion, being satisfied that t~le county to whom they arc sent, will. feel a
subject will come up more properly 111 commit- sufficient interest in the proceedings of this body,
to secure for these papers a wide-spread and very
tee of the whole.
Mr. HARDIN.
This is a matter of great im- general circulation in their vicinity.
I apprehend that none of our citizens will complain
portance, and I am certain that every gentleman
here would like to enter upon its discussion pre- of us for having in this way attempted to advise
I understand
pared with his views on the subject.
I would them of what we arc doing.
made at the last
sugg-estthat a day be fixed upon for the eonsid- further that the appropriation
session of the lE'gislature to defray the expenses
eratIOn of the report.
Mr. C. A. WICKLIFFE had no objection to of the conventioll, will amount t.o t,he sum of
fix upon ~ day .as sllggested, andmoved.to make neal' $60,000. If so, and my information may 1;>e
the consideratiOn of the report a specLal order incorrect, it does seem to me that $3000 can 111
no ~ette.r way be. approp.riaLed, than in t11edisfor Monday next.
The question was then taken on thc motion to semmatlOn of thIS llltelltgence, and I trust that
print 500 copies of the report, to refer it to the the "'entlcmen who have been adverse to this
committee of the whole, and to make it the meth~d of doing it, will change their views
special ord.:r for :Monday next, and it wus on the subject and allow the delegates to be
fUl'l1ished for the purpose with these newsp<Lpers.
agreed to.
The motion to reeonsidf'r the vote, laying the
TilE DISTRlBU'l'IO~ OF NEWSPAPERS.
subject on the table, was then agreed to.
Mr. MACHEN. There was a subject disposed
~Ir. HARDIN.
As to what the gentleman
of some two or three days since, in regard to
said in reo-arn to $60,000 being set apart for the
which I am inclined to think the sense of the
expenses ~f this convention, I have not seen any
conventitln has, perhaps, undergone a change.
law whidl set apart such a sum for the purpose.
It was the proposition to disseminate tbrmlgh
There was a taxation of four cents additIOnal
the medium of the Commonwealth and Yeoman,
levied-two
cents of which were for the school
throughout the country, information as to the
fund, and which would amount to $56,000, alproceedings of this convention.
I desire that
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call we do here?
I refrcsent, 1 presume, some
2,000 constituents.
If send only the papers to
standing as we were, it would amount to $54,000. A., the balance of the alphabet will be vexed,
Then there was two cents more assessed UROD and so mad thattbey will not read them at all.the people, which would make about $56,000 Suppose Iecud the balance, through the alphabet,
while perhaps each
more. But the gentleman will bear in mind to my whole constituency.
that the dividends upon slack water, which one would get a paper, they would not get more
'went iuto the sinking fund, have been taken and than one through the whole session. Will they
appropriated to the school fund, and the loss of get information through this source, of what we
They would each just get au
that amount to the siuklng fund will have to be are doing here?
made lip by these extra two cents. I have ex- account of what we do here on one day. "I'here
ambled the slack water, and take the whole of is scarcely a town in Kentucky where they do
a little job
it, I do not, know how much it will amount to not have a printing press-doing
this year, but I guess to not more than $25,000. work, and publishing a little paper, p'crhaps not
larger
than
my
two
bands.
'1'h8Y
will
all pubThe receipts are, or at least arc likely to be, much
less thnu they were last year, while the expell- lish our proceedings, and so will all the leading
Louisville Journal, DemI';CS am much greater than last year, owing to the papers in thestate--the
timbers that make the dams becoming rotten. ocrat, Courier, Chronicle, the Commonwealth,
And they will become more and more so every Yeoman, and God knows how many papers-all
year, until they finally sweep away the whole will publish them, and they will be read. I have
system in less than ten years, unless I am a false never been a Gen. South in this house-I menprophet.
The gentleman is mistaken-there
is tion him with all reverence, for he is dead-who
very little money, hardly enough to live Oil, was always considered sitting on the strong box
I know not
coming from these tW0 cents. After supplying -but we arc proposing to layout
If the motion of the genwhat the sinking fund requires, there will be far how many thousands.
short of $60,000 left for us. Then an account tleman from W ooclford should prevail, to print
bas to be opened for the convention, and unless 2500 copies of the debates, that would amount
we arc saving we shall have no llloney at all. It to $7,500, and the present motion would make
will take $18,000 to pay the members if we another $3,OOO-maldllg $10,500 in all. And
should sit sixty deya: and then there is $3 a day then if we go on and print all the reports and
extra for the dignity of the chair: $10 a day for propositions made here, it would amount by the
If I
the clerk; and there is the assistant, the door- end of the session to $15,000 or $20,000.
keeper, and the sergeant-at-arms $301' $4 each; thought that any useful information could be
unci there is also an assistant rnessen;rer to be diffused thereby, I would not care, but I declare
had. Besides all this, there is a good deal of most solemnly, that I cannot sec that there is.paper to be used ; and there is to be an account I suppose that in the course of the debates many
tor-wood, and evidently a large printing account valuable speeches will be made hcre-c-I do not
which will not be a dollar less thau $10,000. expect, to make any myself, but I see some of the
The gentleman from Nelson, my colleague, ablest men in the house preparing to make them
moved the printing of five hundred copies of -and they will be the best things to be distrihis report. 1 did not see the necessity for any buted, for the benefit of the people, as they will
As
more than one hundred and twenty five, but I give a full view of each side of a question.
did not want to be troublesome.
Now the gen- for the Daily Commonwealth, I do not consider
tleman from Caldwell pro\)uses to expend $3,000 it worth a cent or half a eent-I would not grve
more fer newspapers, and re puts it on the wrollg a cent for ten millions of them.
basis-the
rock that a great many men have
Mr.1'IIACHEN.
I beg to state to the gentlebroke themselves upon-that
is, the idea that man last "P. that my little experience in Franktheir avails are equal to their expenses.
1 had fort, in attempting to ser-vemy constituents, justhe miafortuue, and I rather consider it so than tifies me in the supposition,
that I shall have
otherwise, from time to time to have had a seat need of all the remuneration they give me, within congress, and I found 1 could not stand the out appropriating any part of it for extending to
sacrifice of the loss longer than for two 01' four them information.
It may suit gentlemen, who
years at a time. Then I had to quit and resort have political aspirations for the future, to E'Xagain to the practice of the law to repair the pend their individual means, in order to extend
loss. I have at every session expended nut less light to their constituents.
I happen not tohave
th;1n $200 01' $300 in the purchasing of docu- those a.spirations, ancl 1 do not believe that my
ments to send among my constituents.
I took constituents will require any individual
sacrificare to buy f<omething of value, important <1oc- ces on my part, in givinp; to them information
umentf>, good speechp$, not too much or too lit- which they have a right to demand at tlle hands
tle, and well mad('. J found this to be the ollly of this bOdy. If 1 am correct ill my estimate of
way. This paper business in congress is a most the proceeds of the two cent ta.x, there will he
idle waste of $30 to each member.
ample for the purposes of this convention, and
There will be a surplus to
I took with me copies of the poll book for ev- more than sufficient.
ery e~ullty in my distl'ict, :md Jirceted thc little go into the sinking fund, in order to relieve the
improve·
boys III the house to fold up my documents and embarrassments which our internal
Tlw difference
gave them instructions to direct them from the ment system has drawn us into.
poll book-giving
A. OnE~ to·day, and B. CIneto· between the gentleman's estimate of the two cent
morrow, and so ou. And perhaps A. would not llppropriation and my own, is not very material.
get more than one copy dlll'ing the session, for I have supposed that atleast sixty thousand dolthe poll book would hardly be got through with lars would be raised under that appropriation,
and the gentleman estimates it at fifty·six thoubefore the session was terminated.
Nowwhat
lowing

for a fail' increase in the value of proper-

ty, but allowing for no such increase. and just
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sand. There will be, at all events, enough from
this source to dispense this information,
find I
think that we can make no better application
of
three thousand dollars, than by dovot.iug it to

this pnrpose.
Mr. HARDIN.
The gentleman is entirely mistaken, if he supposes that I have any aspirationa. My friend from Caldwell, I have no
doubt, is actuated by very laudable motives in
advocating' this proposition, but I do not think
he will make many friends by the distribution
of
papers. Indeed I think he will make ten enemies for one friend. I have had occasion to examine the subject of our revenue several times,
and no longer ago than yesterday, being in the
second Auditor's office, I made all investigation,
the result of which proves to me, that if there is
no increase in the value of property, fifty-four
thousand dollars will be all that can be raised
under the two cent tax. If property should increase a little in value, there may' be fifty-six
thousand dollars raised. There WIll be a great
deficiency in the sinking fund, and that deficiency mustoe made IIp in some way or other. It
will take at least thirty-five thousand, to pay the
expenses of this convention, if we observe R'3
much economy as we can. I suppose that we
shall sit about seventy days, and probably when
we submit our work to the people, we shall not
adjourn finally; but meet a~ain after the people
shall have determined to ratify or reject our work.
If they ratify it, there will be a necessity for
some action to be taken, in order to put the government in motion. If on the other hand, the
people reject the new constitution, on account of
some defect, it will be necessary to meet, in order to remedy that defect. We had better not be
too profuse with this little remnant of appropriation.
The gentleman is entirely mistaken if he supposes that I can spare two or three hundred dollars for the purchase at newspapers to distribute
among my constituents.
Mr. HARGIS.
Since this matter was laid
upon the table, I have almost come to the conclusion myself, that I would vote for some appropriatlon,
perhaps to the extent of one thousand dollars for the purchase of newspapers, to
be distributed.
But I had a conversation with
one of the public printers, (Mr. Hodgee.) this
morning, who said to me that he was very glad
we did not order the thousand dollars worth, as
it would be of no advantage to them. Having
thought the matter all over, inasmuch as one
thousand dollars worth would go but a little
way, when distributed among the people, I came
to the conclusion that I would nut vote for the
proposition if it should come up again. I accordingly purchased about forty papers, which
I am !lOW sending off. I think that for all the
good we can do by making an appropriation
of
this kind, we had better not incur the expenditure.
Not that I would oppose the dissemination of knowledge or information, but I think
that information will be more readily extended
to the people, by taking a different method.
I
shall certainly vote against any such approprition.
:Mr.T. J. HOOD. I am pleased that the gentleman from Caldwell, upon reflection, has concluded to move a reconsideration of the vote in

this case, and am particularly gratified in having
this proposition brought before this body ill
such dose proximity with another measure just
disposed of. A few momenta ago, a resolution
was offered by my friend in front of me, (Mr.
)dayes,) dispensing with the printing of that
multitude of resolutions, daily accumulating on
the secretary's table, for the benefit of this body,
except such as it may otherwise direct.
Now,
many of these resolutions present questions of
great importance, and well worthy the serious
consideration of cyery gentleman.
Yet from
the character and length of some of them, the
suspicion may reasonably be indulged that the
good people of Buncombe were not wholly lost
sight of in drafting them. The object of that
resolution was to curtail expenses, as the daily
papers, laid upon our tables would furnish the
same information.
Still it was voted down.
Now I am inclined to favor every proposition
tending to retrenchment and reform, but they
must not be partial in their bearing.
We should
not print alone for our own information or beuefit, and withhold all intelligence of om pro~
ceedlngs from those who sent us here. For what
purpose, sir, have we here assembled?
Nothing
less than to alter, amend, or remodel the organic
law of the State-the
constitution
which will
give tone and character to the very government
under which they live-and
they. as being so
deeply interested in our deliberations,
have a
right to be informed of our reasonings and conelusions, and to see with what fidelity we radeem the pledges made, when candidates before
them. Wilen this proposition was up a few
days since, gentlemen became alarmed at the
expense to be incurred.
We shall now see
whether their ideas of retrenchment shall ope~
rate alone to withhold intelligence from the people as to our proeeedin~s, whilst they themselves are unaffected by them. In order to ascertain this, I call for the ayes and nays.
Mr. MACHEN.
I wish to make a single remark in reference to the observation of the gentleman from Morgan and Breathitt.
The gentleman says, that his mind has undergone a change
upon this subject. It seem", to me, when I look
at the documents that are before us, that I can
readily see why it is that his mind has undergone
a change; and lns constituents, I imagine, will
come to the same conclusion.
They will think
that there has been enough of printing at his
suggestion for one session at least. I refer to the
document presented by that gent.leman.
Mr. HARGIS.
The gentleman from Caldwell
will excuse me, when I say that I think he is
mistaken in saying that the document, presented
by me, was printed upon my motion.
The yeas and nays were then taken upon the
motion to reconsider, with the following result:
yeas 53, nays 40.
Mr. MITCHELL said, if in order, I will now
move to strike out ten and insert thirty.
I regard ten dollars as altogether im;ufficielit for the
object proposed. Unless the sum be enlarged so
as to furnish a sufficient number of papers for
distribution to those distant parts where newspapers do not commonly reach, it will be altogether a useless expenditure.
But it does seem
to me, that if the appropriation be made large
enough to accomplish that object, much good
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may be done. It is the case, I believe, in many These are some of the reasons why I vote against
counties that them are neighborhoods
where it; not because I am opposed to giving infonnalion to the people. I should be glad to put them
newspapers do not reach. '1'f105e neighborhoods
But as the
are within the knowledge of gcutlerceu on this in possession uf full informatiuu.
floor, and by using that knowledge, and send- gentleman from Nl:1S011 v(;ry jn~tly observes, if
you attempt to impart information at all, you
ing the newspapers iuto those neighborhoods,
to all. If
We shall have the means of extending informa- should make it extend. impartially
tien UpOll the important subject" which are agi- I send a paper to one mau and send uone to his
tated here, and enable tho people to form their neighbor, the latter will be offended, for he will
conceive that he has as much right to receive
judgments respecting them.
information as the other.
'rho PRESIDENT.
That motion is not in
I can see no reason why delegates should
order.
It is not ill order to renew a motion that
change the opinion they expressed the other day
has already been made and determined.
in regard to passing this resolution.
No reason
Mr. wst. JOHNSON.
I will move then to
has been advanced, and the more I have heard
strike out ten, and insert thirty one.
geutlemeu talk on the subject, the more I am
The PRESIDEN'l'.
It is perfectly in order to
satisfied that the appropriation of a (thousand
move tIl amend, by striking out and inserting a
dollars would be worse than useless.
new number.
Mr. ROOT. I would simply say to all those
:nIr. MACHEN.
I will ask the chair if the
first step will not be a reconsideration of the gentlemen who are in favor of a reformation of
vote by which teu dollars was substituted for the constitution, that I hope they will vote for
this resolution, however limited It may be in its
thirty.
The PRESIDEK'l'. That would be the regu- character. Sir, the elections were scarcely over
lar order of proceeding.
Some gentleman, who before the secret enemies of all reform were envoted with the majority, should move a recon- deavoring to 'impose upon the more ignorant
portion of om fellow citizens, by leading them
sideration of that vote.
Mr. BARLOW.
I voted with the majority, to believe that no reform could be effected by
and in order to test the question, I will move a the convention, and they are now preparing the
reconsideration of the vote by which that amend- public mind to condemn in advance whatever
may be done by the convention.
It is worse
ment was ndortcd.
Mr. HARD N called for the yeas and nays than useless for us to deliberate here, for one,
upon that motion, and being taken, they were, two, or three months, bringing whatever wisdom
there may be in the convention to bear upon
yeas 40, nays 52.
The question then recurred upon the adoption the question of reform, while the enemies of reform arc deceiving the great body of the people,
of the resolution
heretofore amended.
Mr. MAYES.
The original resolution propo- and preparing them to condemn unheard whatses, or its object seem.') to be, to give to the peo· ever we may do. I am therefore, in favor of cirIt is true, it is but
})18 of the state correct infonnatiou
in reference culating this information.
to the action of the delegates to this convention little information that this resolution 'will disduring its session.
'I'hc resolution, if adopted seminate, but it. may he like leaven thrown into
in its amended fonu , will give to each one of us tile public mind, which will produce its proper
some five copies of a daily paper, or in lieu of a effect, SUPPO$0 I send twenty copies of 3. week'I'he peodaily, some twent;r: or twenty five copies of a Iv newspaper into my neighborhood.
weekly paper.
Now my friend from Nelson ple at their nannl gatherings will obtain the inrepresents some two thousand eousti tnenta, and formation which it is iuteuded to c011\'e)"; and
the purpose of making the appropriation, is to they will be enabled thereby, to some extent, to
They will
keep our constituents apprised of the proceed- meet the arguments of the enemy.
be put in possession of the reasons by which we
iugs of the convention.
That, as I understand
it, is the object; that they shall be informed of are governed, and when we place before them, at
eVel! thing which transpires here; that they our return home, that which we shall have presbal be put in possession of the reasons why we pared for their adoption, the work wilt be well
arc ill favor of a given l)J"opositioll, or why we nigh accomplished: and it "'ill be ratified by a
oppose it. Well, saJ that r take for the benefit triumphant vote. But if instead of doing this,
of my constituents finl copies of the daily Com- you permit the evil disposed to :pour into the
monwealth, and send those five copies to the ~ars of the people their vile fabncations, they
county of Graves. TIowam 1, with ollty tllesc will be filled with apprehension and they will
:five eopi,'s of the paper, to snpply information not be prepared to sanction your work.
Sir, let us wovide that the antidote go with
to the seventeen hundred voter,; of that connty?
fhe thillg most feared by tne eneThat the pmpo:"e may be accomplished, I must the poison.
semI to each per;;oll every day; for if I send to mies of reform, is that. light shall be thrown out
Hence
this man to-day, and to that to-morrow, there is -shall be communicated to the people.
in reality no information
convElycd; bpcause you find that everyone who lHlS been heretofore
each lllan would have but a disjointC'J portion of opposed to constitutional reform, is now for putting out the light, whilst all the friends of reform
our proceedings.
li~ht, It
If any fea.:;ible plan call be adopted by which alld of the people, are for circulating
this information I;an be spread througllOut the is the light tJmt has been circulated, wlllfJh has
country, I shall be in favor of it; for I am the brought this n.ugust assemblage oft]le people toIt is hght that strellg:t.hens their hearts
last man to withhold useful information.
But gether.
3.no which will enaI think, that the Elxpenditure. as proposed, would and their understandings,
ble
them
to
receive the labors of tile conventioll
be worse than useless. I believe it would utteras they should be received.
ly fail to accomplish the purpose intended.-
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I l'epcat, sir, I hope that every friend of constitutional reform will give his vote to disseminate this little pittance of light among his neighbor".
Ml'. HARDIN. I am not going to make a
speech Mr. President, butsimply to protestagainst
the opinion advanced by the gentleman from
Campbell, that it is those who were opposed to
the call of the couvention, who are now endeavoring to prevent the dissemination
of light, and to
prevent the accomplishment of auy good. I do not
know at what time my friend overthe way became
a convert to that doctrine; but 1 will say to him
as was said once in the United States Senate
by a distinguished southern senator: "Before
yon say a thing if; so, yon should know that it is
so." I opposed this appropriation on the ground
thatI do not believe it will do any good at all.
Mr. MAYES. I do not know that any portion of the delcj'",atesof this convention, are in
favor of withho din~ light from the people, nor
did I suppose that It ever entered the mind of
any delegate, that those who oppose the passage
of the rcsolutlou, appropriating a thousand dollars for the purpose of sending these newspapers
through the country, were opposed to constitutional reform. For myself, I can say in regard
to this subject, that I was an original convention
man. I have been for it from the beginning, and
am for it still;' and as I remarked before, if I
could see any good that would result from appropriating this money, in the way that is proposed, I would vote for it. But as I can see no
good that is likely to result from it, I shall vote
against it.
Mr. ROGERS. I only rise to say, that I have
opposed no appropriation at all, that was intended to convey information throughout the country. And in reference to being a convention man,
I will inform gentlemen, that I have been a convention man from the very beginning; and one
of the reforms which I have been most in favor
of, is eeonomy. On the score of economy, then,
believing that this appropriation can do no good,
I shall vote against It.
Mr. TURNER.
I have uniformly voted
against incurring a large expense for printing and
distributing papers; and my reason for doing so
is, that the printing that is to be done hereafter
is, I thin«, of much more importance.
'When we
finish the constitution which WP, are about to
make, I want to print a great lllany copies of it,
together with the old constitution, and send them
out to the people, that they may compare the one
'with the other, and make choice between them.
My impression is, that we have a tolerably good
constitution already, though I am for making a
great many changes in it. Still we have done
very well under the old one, and I wish the peoplc to make a comparison, and say which they
will prefer. Every principle embodied in the
new constitution, ought to be compared with
those of the old one, that the people may vote
understandingly.
It is important that we should avoid incurring expense for printing, that may be dispensed
with, in view of having this necessary item of
expense, which will not be inconsiderable, to be
incurred hereafter.
OUI'printing bills will otherwise run up to an enormous amount.
Will it
not be more Important that we should lay before
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the people the final result of our labors, than
that we should give them ten dollars worth
of the Commonwealth and the Yeoman? And,
after all, how many individuals can you supply
with that ten dollars worth? I tell gentlemen
I have had some little experience in this business. Ou one occasion, previous to an election,
I wrote letters to about twenty individuals, in
different parts of the county, urging them to exert themselves a little for me, as my business
would not admit of my personal attendance.But I found, that by selecting individuals in
this manner, I gave offence to others, and, in
short, I made three enemies where I gained one
friend. And if we send out papers in this way,
we shall give offence to every man in the neighborhood, except the one to whom the paper is
sent. And, when the appropriation is narrowed
down to the sum of ten dollars, it will be found
to be too limited to do any good. And there is another item which we shall have to pay: that is, a
postage of three cents upou each paper, while the
paper itself costs but two. So that in any point
of view in which I can look at the matter, it
seems to me to be highly objectionable.
In the
first place, it will do little or no good, if not
positive harm; and in the next place, it will exhaust our means and prevent us from doing an
important service hereafter, to enable them to
vote understandingly upon the issue of our labors.
:Mr. MACHEN.
The expense to be incurred
for postage is certainly erroneously stated by
the gentleman from Madison.
Put it at the
highest price, and it is only one cent upon each
nev.....
spaper, when seut by individuals.
This
I understand to be the post office law. Butthe
intention was that the names of those to whom
papers were to be sent, should be left with the
publishers, and that the papers should go from
ihepublishing office without this additional tax
upon the sender.
Mr. GHOLSON. I certainly do not rise for
the purpose of animadverting particularly upon
the remarks of anyone gentleman, or upon any
thing in particular, that has been said. While
all manifest a willingness that the people should
be supplied with information, none suggest a.
better mode than that which they object to.
Arc we to be told that because this mode is not
so good as might by possibility be devised, we
are therefore to have noue at all? Why do not
its opposers present to us another? Do the
members of this convention desire to keep their
li(!ht hidden under a bushel? Are they unWIlling that their constituents
should know
what they are doing here? Certainly not. No
one will place himself in that dilemma.
Then I
call upon gentlemen to furnish us a plan for
disseminating light among the people. I believe there is no ono in the state who does not
desire to be particularly
informed of what is
said and done here. It is due to the people that
they should be informed. We are consuming
daily and hourly their money, and shall we be
told that we are not to give an account of our
stewardship.
Much has been said about being
opposed to reform. I call npon those gentlemen, who assert that they are in favor of a reform, to place before the people, the means of
refuting this calumny.
And what other means
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so effective for doing this as disseminating the letter of it; and I want to embody in that condebates of this convention.
stitution the reforms which the people of KenI admit that the sum of a thousand dollars is tucky require. And I :not only want a new
insignificant, and I shall vote against it. When constitution, but I want that constitution subnothing: better than that can be done, I should mitted to the people of Kentucky, and while
~fer to' p~ythe ten dollars myself I w~s in their vote is being taken let this convention adl!Lvorotvotlog a hundred papers instead of su::.:ty; journ, and if our labor does not please them, le~
but if you. reduce. it to ten dollars, r shall advise the convention again meet and revise their work.
every' one to vote against it, and pay the amount
The gentleman from Ballard says, that none
ant of his own funds. It is altogether too in- of us have proposed a better plan of giving insignificant a sum to do any good. If a reasona- formation to the people. If the gentleman
Me number of papers' were distributed, the peo- wishes his speeches' published and sent forth
:pIe might be put in possession of the necessary throughout the state, or throughout the U. S., he
information, but t]10 present number is totally can do it without burthening the state with the
inadequate, and I shall feel constrained to vote expense. The proceedings of this body will
against it altogether.
hereafter be of more interest to the people than
. Mr. THOMPSON. I trust the gentleman from they arc at present. I have no doubt there, will
Ballard will not-vote against this appropriation, be speeches made, that will be of the very deepbecause if the distribution of a large number est interest. There will be speeches made in rewill do any good, the distribution of a few will lation to slavery, in relation to the right of s~fdo some good. It has been intimated that those frage, in relation to the election of the judiciary
opposed to the original resolution wished to and other subjects of equal importance, which
withhold light from the people. I have no such will be well worthy of being published and dismotive as that. When the constitution shall be seminated, and well worthy of the public attenformed, I am in favor of sending a copy to each tion. I would "rather see these published and
voter ill' the State, so that he may be enabled to distributed at the public eapence than that a
form an opinion regarding it. 'Ye have heard in few copies of a daily paper should be irregularthis hall, that a large portion of the delegates in ly distributed; which will conve;v no other inthis convention are in favor of civil revolution. formation than the ordinary routine of business
What do we propose to do? What do a ma- here, with the disjointed remarks of delegates
jority of the people of Kentucky ask at our upon various subjects.
hands? It is to pL'\ce in their hands the elecThe question being taken llpon the adoption of
tion of the remainder of the officers of gov- the resolution, it was, upon a division, decided
ernment, beyond those which they now have.
in the affirmative. Ayes 47. Noes 33.
I for one hope that those ill favor of the origiCOMMITTEE O:\' ELECTIONS.
nal resolution for taking thirty dollars worth of
the nowspaperscwill not vote ap:ainstthe amendThe PRESIDENT.
I will take this occasion
ment of the gentleman from Nelson, because if to appoint the committee on elections.
thirty dollars will do good, ten dollars worfh epTheyare, Messrs. Root, Huston, Ballinger, A.
propriated in the same way will do some good. K. Marshall, and Garrard.
But the best ,Plan, I think, for giving the people
CON'tESTED
SEAT.
information IS, when we have finished our work,
to have a copy transmitted t-o each voter : and
Mr. NUTTAI~L. If I am in order, 1 would
I·fear not for tho result of our labors when the like to make a few remarks to the convention,
people come to vote.
concerning the application of the claimant for
Mr. HARGIS.
I would not trouble the con- my seat, I would like to know whether his pevention with a single remark, were it not that in tition has been presented to the committee.
The PRESIDENT.
It has been referred, and
eonselJ.,uenceof the remarks of the gentleman
from Campbell, I would appear to stand in an the subject is now before the committee.
Mr. NUTT ALL. I do not know whether this
attitude opposed to reform. As has been well
remarked, gentlemen ought, before they make is the proper occasion to say anything in regard
to
this subject, but as it appears that there is not
an assertion, to be well assured of its
truth. I have opposed this appropriation from much business now before the convention, :r
the beginning.
I was opposed to so small and would be glad, if it would meet with the appro-·
pitiful a provision for die dissemination of bution ofthe body, to make a few statements.
SEVERAL DELEGATES. "Leave, Leave."
knowledge;beeause, in fact, and in truth,IbelievThe PRESIDENT.
The gentleman can be
ad it would be of no avail, while it would cost
the state a considerable sum, and that it would heard, unanimous leave being granted, although
create more dissatisfaction among the people it is totally-out of order, there being no motion
than if we had not sent a paper among them at before the convention.
Mr. HARDIN. The gentleman is certainly
all. Suppose we distribute three thousand dollars worth. who would get them? Why, the entitled to beheard.
Mr, C. A. WICKLIFFE. If the gentleman
reading men, and great numbers would not be
taken from the post office at all. AIJ.dit is rea- desires to be within.the rules of order, he can
sonable to suppose that those who are reading moveto instruct the committee, and then he will
and enquiring men, will get tbe information at be entitled to address the convention.
Mr. NU'l'TALL. I would like to know whethall events, without entailing this expense upon
er the committee possesses the power to send for
the state.
The gentleman is mistaken if he supposes I persons and papers.
The PRESIDENT.
That power results necesam not for reform, I want to send out a new
constitution, from the beginning to the very last sarily from tho appointment of the committee.
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Mr. NUTTALL.
I should like to have the saw a lawyer introduced in the case of e ccncommittee Instructed upon one branch of the tested election.
The PRESIDENT.
The question is upon alquestion, and in order to elucidate my meaning,
with permission, I will make a few remarks to lowing the contestant the right to be heard upon
any
point
in
connection
with the contest.
the convention.
The motion was agreed to.
The first Monday succeeding the August elecThe convention then adjourned.
tion, my competitor notified me that he would
contest my right to a seat here, upon the ~round
of illegal votes having been polled for me III that
election. I sent him word back b,:,: the gentleman who served the notice, that If his friends
would pay up their bets, I would run the elecWEDNESDAY, OCT01lER 10, 1849.
tion over again, and desired to know whether he
intended to prosecute the contest in good faith,
Prayer by the Rev. MR. NORTON.
From that day until the opening of the convenl'ROPOi'!ITIONS
TO AMEND.
tion, I heard nothing of the contest. No notice
Mr. JAMES submitted the following, which
was given me that any depositions, or that any
preliminary steps would be taken to contest my on his motion, was referred to the committee on
the legislative department,
and ordered to be
risht to a seat here.
'Now, surely sir, the committee ought to be printed:
1. Resolved, That it ie expedient to direct the
instructed, not that I am afraid to meet my competitor on that ground, but not to go into that general assembly to provide, by law, for the mode
branch of the controversy, because I know that and manner in which the surv rvor of a. duel, and
this convention cannot well spare me, and if his estate, shall be rendered responsible to, and
they go into that investigation, I shall have to be charged with, a compensation for the wife
and children of the deceased whom he has slain.
be absent about three-fourths of my time.
2. Resolved, That no lottery should be authorAs to the other branch of the controversy, I
pledge myself to the convention that I will oc- ized by this state, and the selling or buying of
cupy no seat here that the majority of my con- lottery tickets within this state should be. pro·
stituents refuse to give me. And furfher, that hibited.
Mr. TRIPLETT offered the following, and on
there is an aprarent majority for my competitor
his motion it was referred to the committee on
upon the pol books, there can be no rational
doubt; and that one of two things is as certain the executive department for the state at large,
as that the sun shines in the firmament of Heav- 'and ordered to be printed:
Resolved, That whenever the governor shall
en, and that is, either that the officers of election for the county of Hemy have been guilty remit a fine or forfeiture, or grant a reprieve or
of wilful corruption in giving my Cfertificate of pardon, he shall enter his reasons for doing so on
election to me, or that there has been most damn- the records of the secretary of state, in a sepa-,
of either
able forgery perpetrated upon the poll books. rate book; and on the requisition
house of the general assembly, the same shall
I will prove beyond a doubt to the convention
by all the judges of election, that from twenty be laid before them, and published if they deem
four to twenty five votes have been forged upon proper.
:Mr.GRAY submitted the following, and ou
the poll book. I will prove by the clerk ofelection that those votes were never recorded. I will his motion it was referred to the committee on
prove by obe voters themselves, that the)' never the revision of the constitution and slavery, and
cast their votes. If I do not prove this, I am ordered to be printed:
Resolved, 'I'hat the mode of revising and amendwilling to be set down by every gentleman on
ing the constitution ought to be as follows:
this floor, as a dishonorable mall.
Any specific amendment, or amendments, to
The PRESIDENT.
'I'hcre is no question bethe constitution may be proposed in the senate
fore the convention.
or house of representatives, and, if the same shall
Mr. NUTTALL.
I am now through, sir.
agreed to by a majority of the members elecMr. HARDIN.
I do not know any thing of be
ted \'0 each of the two houses, such proposed
the nature of the contest as between my bonoraamendment, or amendments, shall be entered on
ble friend and his competitor, but from the experience I have had in contested elections, I am the journals, with the yeas and nays taken thereconvinced that the gentleman who bas the seat on, and published for three months previous to
the next suc(;eedin~ election for _representatives
has a ri~ht to be heard upon that
upon any
other potnt, The gentleman contesting the seat to the legislature, m at least one newspa;per of
county, if any be published therein', and
has no right to speak without special permis- each
sion. I will, therefore, move that Mr. Lecompte shall be submitted to the people, atsaid election,
[u such manner as the legislature may prescribe;
be permitted to be heard also.
Mr. C. A. WICKLIFFE.
I think that very and, if the people shall approve such amendproper, and shall vote for it whenever the com- ment, or amendments, or any of them, by a rnamittee shall have made an issue by their re.p,ort. jorityof all the electors of the state qualified to
vote for members of the legislature, such amendMr. HARDIN.
There maybe some incidental point upon which it will be necessary for Mr. ment, or amendments, so approved, shall be re·
ferred to the legislature chosen at said election;
Lecompte to make some explanation.
Mr. IRWIN. I will simply suggest that the and if, in said legislature, such proposed amendmotion should be amended so that he may be ment, or amendments, or any of them, shall be
agreed to by a majority of all the members electheard, either by himself or counsel.
ed io each hcase, then it shall be the liuty 9f lhe
Mr.lIA.R.DIN.
I w».1l1dreoun·k.that Laever
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legislature to again submit such proposed amend- justices collectively of each county, constitute a
ment, or amendments,
or such of them as may board of county commissioners; aud, as such, to
have been agreed to, as aforesaid, by the two leg- have no OtJ1Cf power nor jurisdiction than such
islatures, to the people at the next election for 1\..<; relates to the county revenue and its application, roads, passways, ware-houses, ferries, and
judicial officers, or members of the legislature;
and if the people, at said second election, shall mills, and to be regulated and governed in such
approve and ratify such amendment, or amend- jurisdiction in such manner as may be prescribed
ments, or any of them, by a majority of all the by law.
electors of the state qualified to vote for memMr. DUN AV AN offerer'! the following, and on
bers of the legislature,
such a.mendment,
or his motion it was referred, and ordered to be
amendments, so approved and ratified, shall be- printed:
come part of the constitution:
Provided, 'I'hat if
Resolved, That the appropriate
committee enmore than one amendment be submitted,
they quire into the expediency of adopting in the
shall be submitted in such manner and form that constitution a provision requiring the fiscal agent
the people may vote for or againsteach
amend- of the state, after the return to his office of the
ment separately and distinctly;
but no amend- commissioners'
books of the revenue tax, to
ment, or amendments, shall be submitted to the make all estimate of the probable expenditure
people oftener than once in --years: And, of the government for that year, and then to asprovided further, That the article of the consti- sess an ad valorem tax on the amount of propertution concerning slaves, this article. and the ty listed for taxation sufficient to meet (hat exportion which provides that no man's property
penditure.
shall be taken or applied to public use without
Mr. BOWI ..ING offered the following, and on
the consent of his representatives,
and without
his mohall it was referred to the committee on
just compensation being previously made to him, the legislative
department,
and ordered to be
shall never be amended or changed without the
printed:
concurrence of two thirds of all the members
1. Resolved, That it is right and just that all
elected to each house of the general assembly,
property should be taxed according to its value ;
at two successive sessions, and a majority of all that value to be ascertained
in such manner as
the electors of the state, qualified to vote for the legislature shall direct, so that the same shall
members of the legislature,
at two successive
be equal and uniform throughout
the commonelections.
wealth.
No OIlC species of property from which
Mr. PRESTON
offered the following, and on II. tax may be collected ought to be taxed higher
his motion it was referred to the committee on. than any other sl'eeies of property of equal valmiscellaneous
provisions,
and ordered to be ne-but that the egislatnre ought to have pmver
printed:
to tax merchants, pedlers and privileges, in such
Resolved, That it be referred to the committee
manner as they may, from time to time, direct.
on the miscellaneous provisions of the constitu2. Resolved, That no article manufactured
of
tution, to inquire into tlle:expediency of amend- the produce of this commonwealth ought to be
ing the 16th section of t-helith article of the pre- taxed, otherwise than to pay inspection fees.
sent constitution
of Kentucky, so that:
Mr. HAMILTON
offered the following,
and
1st. All judicial officers and all ministerial or
moved that it be referred to the committee on the
executive officers, whose duties and powers are
confined to counties, who may be elected under legislative department:
1. Resolved, That within five years after the
the new constitution, shall be chosen by ballot.
adoption of this constitution,
the legislature
2d. In all elections by the people of govshall appoint not less than three, nor more than
ernor, lieutenant
governor,
members
of the
five persons, learned in the law, who shall regeneral assembly, and officers whose duties revise, digest, arrange
and publish the laws,
late to the state at large, and in all elections by
civil and criminal, so as to have but one law on
the legislature, the votes shall be personally and
anyone subject, and to be in plain english, in
publicly given viva voce.
such manner as the legislature may direct; and
Mr. KAVANAUGH
offered the following, and
a like revision every ten years thereafter.
on his motion it was referred to the committee
2. Resolved, That every law enacted by the leon the county courts, and ordered to be printed:
gislature shall embrace but one object, and that
1. Resolved, 'I'hat provision
should be made
in the constitution
for a court of probate in each shall be expressed in the title.
3. Resolved, That no law shall be revised or
county of the State, to consist ot a sole jud~e,
amended by reference to its title; but, in such
with a jurisdiction
defined in the coustatution
case, the act revised, or section amended, shall
and laws: Provided, however, That such j·urisdiction shall, in no case, in the trial of ci.vi causes, be re-enacted and published at length; and all
other laws on the same subject shall be repealed.
exceed the sum of
dollars.
Mr. BRISTOW offered the following, as an ad2, Resolved, That the number of justices of
and suggested
that they
the peace for each county of the State should be ditional resolution,
in proportion to the number of qualified voters should be referred to a special committee, having
in such county, which proportion
should be charge of the subject:
Resolved, That the legislature,
at its first
prescribed in the constitution;
and that the jurisdiction of justices of the peace ought not to session after the adoption of the new constituexceed that now given by the laws of the State: tion, shall provide for the uJ?pointment of three
Prouided, however, That each county seat of the commissioners, whose duty It shall be to revise,
reform, simplify, and abridge, the rules and pracState ought to have at least two justices.
forms and proceedings,
of the
3. Resolved, That the county courts, as now tice, pleadings,
established,
should be abolished, and that the courts of record of this state, and report, thereon
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to the Iegislarurc, subject to their adoption and
modification, from time to time.
Mr. HAMILTON
accepted the amendment,
and the suggestion to refer.
'I'he propositions were accordingly referred to
especial committee, and ordered to "be printed.
Mr. McOLURE offered the following, end, on
his motion, it was referred to the committee on
the executive for the state at large, and ordered
to be printed:
Resolved, 'I'hnt the committee on executive offices shall enquire into the propriety of changing, or so amending the existing constitution,
that when the governor or thle commonwealth
shall die, refuse to qualify, move, or resign, in
that event a new election shall be bad for gOYernor, instead of the mode \)ointed out in the
existing constitution of filling his vacancy.
Mr. LINDSEY offered the following, and on
his motion it was referred, to the committee on
the legislative department:
Resolved, That the committee 0.(1. the legislatlvo department be instructed to enquire and report on. the propriety of ins~rtiJ;g the following,
as sections III the ncw cousntntions-,
"The ancient mode of trial by jury, in all
criminal or penal prosecutions on behalf of the
com men wealth, shall be held sacred, and the
rights thereof remain inviolate; exce,rt the leg islature may define the causes for which the com
monwealth may challenge jurors, and allow
challenges in her behalf without. cause sbowu,
not exceeding f v e in number-and
may also allow three-fourths of the jury to render a verdict.
And in civil causes, the legislature may lessen
the number of jurors to seven, and allow five to
render a verdict.
"I'he rights of bearing arms in self defence
shall not be prohibited by the legislature; but
the le~islature may prohibit, by law, the wearing of concealed weapons in time of peace, and
when not worn in self defence."
Mr. GARRARD offered the following, and it
was agreed to:
Resolved, That the second Auditor be requested to transmit to this convention a tabular statement" showing the number of white males over
twenty one years of aze in each county ill this
Statc for the year 184;1.
Mr. THOMPSON offered the following, and it
was agreed to:
Resolved, That the power of the legislature to
contract debts ought to be restricted, and the
commit.tee on the public debt of the State be in8trueted to enquire into t,he expediency of so
amending the constitution as to place the above
restrictioll upon the legislative authority.

lIf1'.C. A. WICKLIFFE. I desire this oppor.
tunity to correct what I conceive to be probably
a natural misconception of the remark I made
on the proposition of my colleague (~Ir. Hardin)
yesterday, on themotion to permit Mr. Lecompte
to take a seat in this body, and be heard at any
time be ma.y think proper Oll any motion that
may be made from time to time by the committee on the subject of his election.
1n the Iangl1age employed in the short, note made of the
subject, I am made to acquiesce in that course.
My objection was, that I was unwilling to per·
mit all individual to take his sent in the legislatnre, or in nny body organized as this is, until
after the committee who had the subject under
consideration had examined and reported upon
the facts. I interposed an objection to the order
giving him the privilege of being heard in this
body on any incidental question that might arise
011 the motion of the committee or of any membel' of the convention.
The house however
thought proper to give him that privilege, by n
vote, but not with my vote or consent. I did
not think it right then in regard to the body
itself, nor do I think it right in reference to the
sitting member.
I barely wish to correct any
misapprehension
that I acquiesced in voting for
that resolution,
SLAVERY.

Mr. MERIWETHER,
from the committee on
the re ....iainn of the constitution and slavery, made
the following report:
ARTlOLE

SEVElSTH.

SEC. 1. The general assembly shall have no
power to pass laws for the emancipation of
slaves without the consent of their owners or
'without paying their owners previous to such
emancipation a full equivalent in money for the
slaves SG emancipated,
nor shall they exercise
an.r. other or greater power over the after born
children of slave mothers than over the slaves
then in heing.
SEC. 2. 'I'hev shall have no power to prevent
emigrants to this state from bringing with them,
nor citizens thereof who may derive title by
marriage, descent or devise, from bringing to this
state such persons a" are deemed slaves by the
laws of anyone of the United States, or anyterritory thereof', so long as any person of the same
age or description shall be continued in slaverv
by the Jaws of this state.
~
SRO. 3. They shall pass laws to permit tlle
owners of slaves to emancipat,e them saving the
rights of creditors and preventing them frolli becoming a charge to any county in this commonmonwealth.
But they shall have no power to
pass any law Rllthorisinlt the emallcipation of
any sln"e or slaves. Without a prodsion
for
COftRECTIONS.
their remoml from, and against their return to,
Mr. TALBOTT, by consent, substitutt"d the this stute.
following for his third resolution submitted yesSEC. 4. They shall have full power to pre~ent
terday, in which some errors were found:
slaves being brought into this state as merchanResoZ.oed, 'l'hat no srecific amendment shall dize.
be adopted or conventIon called, under the conSEC. 5. They shall have full power to prevent
stitution thisconvention may adopt, xcept upon allY slaves being brough~ into t11is state from a
the recommendation
of at least two-thirds of foreig-n country, and to prevent t.hose from being
both branches of the legislature for two success· brou~ht into this state, who ha\'e been, since the
ive sessions-and
afterwards sanctioned
and Brat (lay of J 11ll1Hlry,one thou<>and seven hunratified by a direct vote of the people, n mnjority dred :1.~ldeig-hty lline, or may llcreafter b0 il:lof all the qualified electors in th& State voting ported into allY of the United States from OJ. for·
for t'he satIre.
dlln cotlTltry.
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SEC. G. They shall have full power to pass
such laws as may be necessary to oblige the owners of slaves to abstain from all injuries to them,
exteudins to life or limb and in case of their 11eglect or refusal to comply with the directions of
such laws, to have such slave or slaves sold for
the benefit of their owner or owners.
SEC. 7. They shall pass laws providing that
whenever a slave or slaves are executed, a full
equivalent in money shall be paid the owner out
of a fund to be raised by a special tax on slaves
levied for that purpose, and providing
that
when any slave or slaves shall be executed for
the destruction of property, a pro rata distribution of the value paid for said slave or slaves
shall be made between the owner of such slave
or slaves and the owner of the property destroyed.
SEC. 8. They shall have power to provide by
law, for the removal of all free negroes and mulattos now in this state.
SED. 9. They shall pass laws providing
that
any free negro or mulatto hereafter emigrating
to, or being emancipated in, and refusingto leave
this state, or having left, shall return and settle
within this state, shall be deemed guilty
of
felony and punished by confinement in the penitentiary thereof
SEC. 10. In the proseeutiou of slaves for felony, no inquest by a g~andj.ury shall be nece,ssary, but the proceedings
in such prosecunoos
shall be regulated by law; except, that the gen·
erul assembly shall have no power to deprive
them of the privilege of an impartial trial by a
petit jury.
Mr. MERIWETHER
moved that the report
be referred to the committee of the whole and
printed, ami made the special order for Monday
week, the 22d instant.
The motion was agreed to,
'I'he PRESfDENT
announced the special ordel', being the resolutions
of Mr. Turner in
relation to the importation
of slaves, set down
by order of the oonveutton for consideration today.
1\11'. TURNER.
I did not anticil?ate so early
a report from the standing
committee on the
slavery question, when I moved a few days ago,
to refer the resolution'!
I had the honer of
introducing
here, to a committee of the whole,
to be the subject of eouerderataou
to-day.
I
suggested at the time, that probably there would
be considerable
diversity
of opinion, as to the
propriety
of inhibiting
the further importation
of slaves-c-whether
there should be a constitut.ional or a statutory provision on the snbjectand that probably
a considerable
number of
members were opposed to any provision at all in
regard to it. I had desired that these propositions should be somewhat
discussed
before the
committee reportl"d, but as they have made their
report, I consider it premature
pl'rhaps to take
up my resolutions
and enter upon their discusSIOn, before that report is taken up for consideration.
I do not therefore, think It proper to.in·
terfere with the motion of t.he chaIrman of the
committee-and
I suppose he made it Ilnder the
instrnctions
of hi.':! committee-to
llostpone the
con"lideratioll of the matter until Monday weck.
I cannot conCllr in the report of that committee,
and at the proper time I hope to be enabled with
tbl;' assistao('e ofotberg('ntlrrmeD. who agree with

me in opinion, to show that there are propoeitiona in that report that we ought not to adopt.
I understand, that according to the report the
gentleman has made, there is never to be in this
commonwealth the power of arresting the bringiug in of slaves into the state for the use of the
individual who may bring them.
Mr. :MERIWETHER.
If the gentlem ..m will
pardon me, there is no such provision in the
present constitution
Mr. 'l'URNER.
I do not understand it as a
direct prohibition, but in substance
it does so
prohibit.
I want no equivocation
on the subject, I want the constitution
expressly to prohibit it, or to recognize the power of the leg islatlve part of the government to do so; for I think
I shall be able to show, that it is against the intereste of this commonwealth, that slaves should
be brought here-that
itis against onr pecuniary
interests, the light of the age in which we live,
and the rights of humanity.
I move that the
resolutions I bad the honor to present be made
the order of the day, in connection with the re·
port of the committee on slavery, for Monday
week.
Mr. MERIWETHER.
Bya little modification
of his motion, the gentlemen will get at the object he desires.
If he will move to postpone the
consideration of his resolutions,
and to make
them the special order for Monday week, they
will come up at the same time with the report
of the committee.
In regard to the point dwelt
on br the gentleman, we have copied exactly the
pl'ovlsions of the old constitution on the s~bje(:t.
Mr. TURNER.
I noticed that the prOVISIOns
of the old constitution
have been copied by the
committee, and for myself, I never experienced
any difficulty in declaring that the legislature
had power to prohibit the importation of slaves.
Hut if yon go to one-third of the members in the
legislature last winter, they will tell you that
they voted to modify the law of 1833, because
it was uneonstitutionul,
and that idea weakened
the force and effect of the law very' much.
Altbough the supreme court has decided that it is
constitutional, yet a large portion of the intelligence of the country doubts it, ann for that
reason I prefer that if we donot prohibit the importation of slaves by the constitution itself, we
shall have a provision, clear and unequivocal,
that the legislature shall have the power to do
so, All I desire in recard to the order of bueiness is, that my res01ution shall come up for
consideration
at the same time as the report of
the committtee.
Mr. IRWIN.
As one of the committee on the
subject of slavery, I wish merely to remark that
I do not agree with this report.
Ilikethe
amendment proposed,
and am willing to incorporate
the law of 1833 into the constitution
of the
state. I have always been opposed to the repeal of that law, because I saw that it worked
very well, ;lnd I am satisfied. that its incorporation into the constitution,
would satisfy a large
and resp~ctable portion of the people of the
country.
I think it is unnecessary
that slaves
should be brou~ht into the (',ommonwealth for
the use of our CItizens, and for the purpose of
prevcnting anv cavil as to the power of the leg·
islaturc over the question, I desire to seethe prohibition incorporl}ted
into thi' CODlltitution. 1
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urn perhaps far less inclined to do aoy thing on emmentof Englund, ill Limes of great l"xigf>IlC.y.
this subject than auy gentleman here, from the to seize upon the property of individuals-e-tc
great interest my county has in this question. take it without compensatIOn being made to
'I'hcre is about $1,600,000 in property of this them, ur to leave them dependent wholly upon
description in Logan, and yet in that county the will of the government, whether it should be
there are many gentlemen, large slave owners, done or not. Soldiers have been quartered on
who desire to see this principle incorporated
in private individuals without compensation being
made, and private property taken in various
the constitution.
The PRESIDENT stated that the proper form ways, under the ancient institutions of the connof the motion, was first that the committee of tryfrom which we derive all, or atJeastthe greatI therefore have
the whole be discharged from the further consid- er portion, of our institutions.
regarded this principle of the right of property,
eration of the resolution.
as
asserted
in
the
declaration
of
independence,
Mr. TURNER would submit it to the pleasure
of the convention, whether his resolution should in the constitution of the United States, aud ill
be considered at this time or not. As for him- that of Kentucky; and I look to it as lying at
self, he would as soon say what little he had to the very foundation of our government, and as a
moral principle which ought not to be violated
say now as at any other time.
The convention then-the
question being ta- under any circumstances, or ill any wayor shape.
ken-resolved to go into committee of the whole, But still, if you are to make compensation it
might be said, why not leave that clause in the
on the 6th resolution offered by Mr. Turner.
If you take the property to use in
Mr. BARLOW was called to the chair, and constitution?
hue of war, or of great necessity, 'when the govthe resolution was read as follows:
ernment
of
the
country could not progress, and
6. Resolved, That no persons shall henceforth
be slaves within this commonwealth, except such sustain our rights and liberties, then the princias are now so, and the descendants
of the fe- ple of taking private property without the conmales of them, and such as may be brought t.o sent of the owner, or making him previous cornBut
this State by bonafide emigrants and the descend- peusatlon therefor, would properly apply.
ants of the females of them, and such as citizens that is not the case in relation to slave property.
of Kentucky shall derive title to out of the State I will not go into this question very extensively,
by marriage, devise, or descent, and the descend- as I think the opinion of the country is settled
in regard to it. According to the Auditor's reants of the females of them.
port of the last year, there was within a fraction
Mr. TURNER.
Mr. President: when I made
of$61 ,000,000 of this property in Kentucky, and
the motion some days ago, to go into committee
according to an estimate by the most distinof the whole, I had "not the resolutions that I had
guished emancipationist in Kentucky, it would
the honor to introduce, before me, and Iauppoaed
take $50 per head to remove the slaves to Africa.
that the whole subject of slavery was embraced
This upon 200,000 slaves, the number I underin the one resolution.
I find, however, that there
stand in Kentucky, would cost $10,000,000.is a rreceding resolution rather conducive to the And further, upon these sums the interest would
one Just read, or at least connected with the same
be about $4,200,000 per annum, a sum that it is
subject matter; and as I believe that there is connot probable, and indeed it is almost impossisiderable liberty of debate allowed under the
ble, that uuy legislature which shall ever sit in
rules of the convention,
in committee of the
Kentucky, will Ievy upon the people in the way
whole, I will take the liberty of reading it in
of tax, to pay interest upon a debt, with a prosconnection with the one read by the secretary:
that the debt itself was to be pcrpetnal.c5. Resolved, That the general assembly shell p,ect
I'bat would be sctting at liberty the slaves of the
have no pow\:lr to pass laws for the emancipation
country, and enslaving the white race. I am for
of slaves, without the consent of their owners.
doing justice t.o bothj-it
is as necessary for the
They shall pass laws to permit the owners-to
one as the other. I believe that the slaves in
emancipate them, saving the rights of creditors:
Kentucky are in a better condi tiou ncw, than any
ProlJided, 'l'be persons emancipated shall be sent
in which you conld place them-that
they are
out of the United States at the expense of the
in a better condition than the laboring populaperson who emancipates them, and be sold into
tion (Jfnny-part of the globe-l\lld
I do not bebondage for the benefit of the public treasury, in
lieve it will benefit them to send them to a forcase of their return to Kentucky.
~
eigncountry,
or to sell them to the south or any
It will be perceived that in this resolution, a
where else. But if it would benefit them, the
portion of the old constitution-the
clause which
question is, whether you would enslave the
gives the power to emancipate by ma-king just
white men for the purpose-for
you might as
and previous provision to the owners-c-is omitwell do so as to impose upon them a tax of $4,ted. I am opposed to taking the property of an
200,UOOa year, in addition to the taxation now
individual,
which he has acquired under the
necessary to carry OIl the government and pay
sanction of the law and the constitution,
at all,
the interest on the public debt. Besides I think
unless with his free will and consent.
I do not
that almost every plan of emancipation that has
believe that it is consistent with the principles of
been proposed to Ole country, has been one of a
our government to do so. TIl(' verr first princicompulsive character, and this I think entirely
ple of the government of the United States, and
impracticable.
..Among the many distillguisl1ed
of the State of Kentacsy, and indeed one of the
and talented men of the country, who have writgrounds assigned in tue declaration of indepenten and spoken on this subject, there are scarcely
dence, as a cause of separation from the mother
two who agree as to the plan of emancipation.country, was that private property should be
There is no bett-er te ...tns to whether a proposisecured against the exactions of government.
It
tion is right and practicable, than to ascertain
has been the practice for ages past, in the gov-

whether its advocates agree. But as the opinion
of the country has settled clown against UllY,of
these plans of emancipation,
I will not trouble
the committee with any further remarks 011 this
branch of the subject.
I suppose that some will call me an emancipationist, because I am going to occupy some of
the grounds taken by the convention which met
here on the 25th of April.
I am Hot to 00 scared
by names, for I have been urrninst the importation of slaves for years. I b{'lievc that when
you, Mr. Ohair man, and roysel f were associated
together ill the leg-islature In 1841, we voted together in relation to this subject, and advocated
the doctrine I am now advoeat.ing-c-that
it is
not for the interest of Kentucky to import more
slaves.
I know that the statute of 1833 has not
been enforced to the extent it ought to have
been, and that many slaves have been brought
into the state notwithstanding
its provisions,
and for that rcaaon , I am for incorporating
it
int.o the constitution.
When in the legislature,
I introduced
a proposition
similar to the ouc
now under consideration, and it passed through
the rcpreeeutative
branch-that
no persons
should be slaves in Kentucky
except such as
were then slaves, nnd the descendants of such
as were brought in by their masters, or by marriage, descent, or devise.
This leaves the prohibition
one against
bringing
in
slaves
here for merchandise,
or for the usc of individuals, and what is the effect of It? It is a
proposition which 'will work of itself, and reu
del' it unnecessary to go to the commonwealth's
attorney, or any other officer of the government
in order to have it executed.
And while I am
as much against the increase of free nee-roes
amongst us us any man in Kentucky,
<lmY believe it to be a curse to both races, yet I understand, that under the proposition which I ndvocnte, any negro brought here in oI,Jposition to
the laws, will be no slave.
What will be tbe cffeet? No man in his senses will ever run tho
risk of bringing a slave here. If be docs the ne
g'1'0 CUll sue for his freedom.
'I'herc would never
be It slave imported into the state under that provision.
It may be said that this is occupying emancipation ground.
If I do occupy such ground, it
15 the same as that occupied by the venerable commonwealth
of Virginia, from which many in
this house are descended, and ","]10 is looked up
to a,<; olle of the strong,~st in the number of proslavery states.
As early as l7i7, she arlopteCl in
her statutory
provisions
a similar inhibition
against the importation of slaves.
The state of
South Carolina, with Mr. Calhoun, the great ultra pro·sla\"er.v leader at the head, has a similar
provision in her laws.
The constitution
of the
slave state of Misf;bsippi prohibits the bringing
in of slaves there as mCI'chandize, and gi ve;:; tu
the legislatnre the power of ptlLting the same
inhibition on all importation~ Illto the state, except in the cases of ..la\"e:-;brollght by immigrant.,.,
after the year 1845. I think when a Kentuckian
only occupies the ground taken by the venerable
state of V1rl!inia, and the states of South Caroli·
naalldMi"sISsippi,
hecan hardly be charged with
1I0t being a pl'O-sla,ery mall.
Thc re50lutions will show to you that I am
willing that a man shall bring ~lav6S with himif

he comes here to reside; or if his relatives out
of the state devise them to him, that. he may go
and &,et t.hCI11.
Or, if one of our young men
murnes in another state, and his wife has her domestic slaves -those with whom she is acquainted, and desires on coming into a foreign country to have around her some person to look upon,
whose face she has seen bcfore-I am willing that
she shall bring them.
But I am against the traffic in human blood in every shape and manner in
which it can be brought here.
r think, rather than have the constitution open
on this subject, we should incorporate this proposition in regard to emancipation
into it. What
will be the effect of leuviug the matter opent-,
We sec it in what has been the effect of the discussions during the last year upon the people.Every time that you agitate the slave question,
either in the legislature or during au electioneeriug canvass on the stump, you weaken the bonds
of slavery, render the slave restless and insolent,
nnd eventually, by deceiving him in his ignorance, cause him to suffer the loss of life, or be
subjected to great cruelty.
Would it not be better then, to put the prohibition
in the constitution, than to suffer the question again to be
agitated at the polls?
In my part of the
state, yon can scarcely travel through the country that you will not see slaves who, although
formerly, before the great discussions
of last
year, were peaceable and quiet, have now forfeited all their claims to good character, aud
have goue to jailor been sent abroad for insolence;
thinking
they were entitled to their liberty,
they have rebelled, and have been s-ent to jail
and 'probably punished with stripes, and rendered liable to be hung.
Look at the scenes witnessed np the country hereon divers occasions,
and I think that a few months ago a similar
scene occurred in the counties towards the Green
River couutrv.
I believe that these scenes occurred tlll'ough the agitation of this question,
the consequent delusion of the slaves, and their
mistaken bcliefthut they were to be free. Therefore, I think the question ought to be tied up in
the constitution,
so that we may heal' nothing of
slavery or no slavery in future.
Let it be a settled question as to the opinion of the country,
whether slaves shall be brought here or not, or
whether they shall have their freedom on any
condition, in future, other than the will of the
ownel·.
I diff~r from the proposition
reported by the
col1lmittee. I know it IS not properly before us,
bill. I believe that in committee of the whole, we
are ill committee of the whole world, and at liberty to discuss a1most every thing.
One of the
prtlpositions of the committee is, that the slavery
que,.;tion is to be throwll altogether
into the
legislature-and
another is in rC'gard to free negroes. Now I do not understand that undcr the
const.itution of the United Statl:1s we have any
power over those negroes already free. They
arc quasi citizens of thio; commonwealth,
of tim
country, enjoying' privileges
recognized by the
constitution
of the United States, and we have
no power to compel them, after they have obtained their freedom, to l<.'uvethe commonwealth.
That question has already been passed upon in·
directly under a luw in Delaware, providing for
getting rid oC their free negroes, and their trans-
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portation to Liberia.
The proposition
of the
committee relative to those liberated
hereafter
by the free will of the owner of them, is that
laws shall be passed compelling them to leave
the commonwealth.
I think the provision
should be that they ought not to be tree until
they do leave the state. I would go further ana
say that if they came back here, or even their
descendants came back here-though
I should
regret it very much-c-that we should impose the
penalty on them of being sold into bond~e,
and
that the proceeds should go into the public treasury. I wish to make the prohibition al3'Rinst
free negroes as stringent and extended III its
operation as is possible.
I wish in this matter
to go to the verge of our po,ver under the
federal conetitutio».
I believe that if there is a
curse alike to Lhe white and the black nice, it is
in having free negroes where there are vicious
white men. They have none of the motives to
raise themselves up and attain a higher state of
morals and education that a white man has-and
shut out from office and all the privileges of political life, they neceesartly become a degraded
race. They are made usc of by vicious, wicked
white men, for purposes, where the negro cannot
be a witness against them.
The white man can
go and whisper in the free negro's ears, corrupt
his morals, and induce him to steal, and yet he
cannot be a witness against him, although he receives what he gets from the negro, ani! profits
by it. You cannot show me one free negro out
of fifty that is in equal condition, morally or
physically, with him who bas a master that
treats him well.
I shall therefore, at the proper
time move to amend the proposition of the ecrumittee on the subject, for I do uot think it gives
us the proper security against an increase of the
free negro population
There is about sixty-one
million of dollars
worth of slave property in Kentucky, which produce less than three per cent. profit on tho capital invested, or about half as much as the meneyed capital would yield.
But Sllppose the nett
profit to be three per cent., it is a proposition
that is susceptible
of demonstration,
that it is
not our interest to increase this property.,
I have
made a little calculation
which 1 WIll submit
to the committee, and I believe, if there be any
error in it, it will be found to be on the side of
making slave labor more valuable than it really
is, and by that calculation
I cannot make the
profit to be more than three per cent.
There are
about two hundred thousand slaves in Kentucky.
Of these, about three fourths are euperanuated,
sick, women m a condition not profitable for labar, and infants unable to work, who yield no net
profit. Show me the man that has forty or fifty
slaves npon his estate, aud if there are ten out of
that number, who are valuable and available, it
is as much as you can expect.
But my calculation allows you to have three fourths, that are
barely able to maintain themselves,
to pay for
their own clothing, fuel,house room.and doctor's
bills.
Is there any gentleman here, who has
a large number of slaves, who will say that
they are more profitable than that?
I do not be
lieve there is one. Well then, we have.the one
fourth left.
This leaves fifty thousand laborers,
and I put the value of their labor at sixty dollers each, per annum.
This will produce three
4
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millions of dollars annually.
But from this you
must deduct at least twenty dollars per head for
raiment, food, house room, and doctor's bills,
and that amounts to a million of dollars.
Is
this deduction too little?
Is there any individual here Wl10 will say that a grown, working negro does not cost his master, leaving out of the
question what he steals from him and sells at the
nearest town-is
there any one that will say that
an average expense of. twenty dollars for this
class of slaves, is too small an estimate.
This
then will make a million of dollars, and there
will be only a profit of two millions left.
You
must also deduct about five per cent. from the
value of all the slaves, for deaths: which leaves
the net profit on the capital of sixty-one
mil
lions of dollars about one million, six hundred,
ninety-five thousand, which is less than three
per cent., or about half as much as the uicneyed
capital would yield; and this valuation is a very
liberal one for the slavery importation
side of
the question-as
everyone
must acknowledge,
who has had any experience
in the matter.This estimate, is at least a fair one, applied to
the part of the country where I live.and I believe
that slave property is as well managed there, as it
is any where.
It is true the man may have upon
his farm only such-slaves as are able to worli.He may have no women or children among them,
and he will, in such case, make a little more profit. But if you take the whole slave property
together, the average will be as I have stated.
Well then, in a pecuniary point of view, as a
mere calculation of dollars and cents, if I am
right in my estimate, it is not OUL' interest to invest more capital in slave property.
It.ie against
the interest of the commonwealth
to do it; manifestly so, if! am rig-ht, or any where near right.
Well, that is a. eonslderable
point gained;
but
there are considerations
in connexiou
with this
part of the subject, that have an important bearmg upon it, according to my view of the matter.
That white labor is the cheapest I have no doubt.
I have never entertained a doubt on that ,Point.
I have never entertained a doubt that it IS the
interest of the great slave holding community of
this state, to sell their slaves.
If they were not
attached to them, and if they did noturslike seeing those who have grown up with them and
their children, driven into a bondage more galliug, more oppressive, where their raiment and
food would not be equal to what they now enjoy,
and where, owing to the great amount of slave
population, their restrictions
would be greater,
It would be of decided advantage to the owners
of slaves here to dispose of those slaves and invost their capital in some other way,
It is the' working
portion of this Commonwealth, those who have to work their way up
from small beginnings in order to gain a position for themselves and their families, it is this
class of the community, who are interested
in
retaining the institution of slavery in this state;
because the slaves keep out a pauper population;
the emptying of 'the jails and the poor houses of
Europe, the renegades
from all parts of the
earth, who come here and compete with the
whole population
in point of labor.
Do not
understand me as saying one word against that
class of foreigners who ordinarily
come here,
because very few of those whom I have men-
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We have had it is true, an Adams or two,
tioned, the renegades
of other countries, ever north.
come to Kentucky under the purifying process a webster, and a Wright. but they are few and
But you will find them ill the
of keeping negroes.
In that respect they have far between.
great south.
And sir, there is a nobleness
of
a happy influence.
The better class of foreignspirit,
a
feeling
above littleness, a greatness of
ers come here, while the dregs of the emigrant
soul
that
grows
up
where
the
institution
of
population will be found in the cities.
You will
to be found
see them there in thousands, such men as make slavery extets, that is scarcely
One says it would be
it hardly safe to walk the streets, unless you in any other country.
have your pocket-book
secured.
But nine out better that we should have more slaves, because
ten
those who come here, I am willing to there are not enough to perform the labors of
ceases.
If
take by the hand whenever they declare their the country, when the institution
intention
of renouncing
their allegiance
to a you drive them out we shall be overwhelmed
with a white population.
For my own part I
foreign government,
and avow their attachment
to our institutions and declare that they intend want a great deal of room. Look at some portions
of
the
north
where
the
population
is hudto live under them.
What is the evidence of its
being the interest of the owners of slaves to dis- dled together in such a manner, that although
pose of that sort of property?
Because slave perhaps, in their habits and customs they may
labor is the dearest. Why IS it that your shoe and be equal with us, the pestilence wherever It preboot makers go all the way to Lynn and pur- vails is more fatal amongst them than with us.
chase the fabrics of free lahor?
Because they They are swept off in greater numbers than in
can be procured for one third the price, and after those portions of the country where the poulaAnd sir, if you bring in a dense
paying the expense of transportation
they can tiou is sparse.
undersell your citizens.
Why is it that you ob- population here, why as a matter of course, you
decrease
the
prospect
of the free laboring man to
tain your cotton and woollen fabrics more cheap"
will be so
ly abroad than you do at home? Why is it tbat obtain high wages, the competition
even in the interior of the state, where I live, at great. I do not think it is the interest of slaveholders here, that they should emancipate rather
a distance of a hundred miles from Cincinnati,
you can send to that city and buy furniture and than keep their slaves, because three per cent, is
better than nothing.
If you take them away alcabinet work and carry it round by the Kentucky
river, a distance of a hundred
and fifty miles, together you sink sixty one millions of dollars
you sink one million eight
and all this nt one third less cost than you can worth ofJ)roperty,
hundred
iousand dollars of net profits annual~et it for at home? It is because our vocation
ly,
that
are
derived
from
it, and I take it that we
IS different; it is agricultural.
have the same right to the 01I8]?ring that we
These with a thousand
other considerations,
It IS all secured
convince me that free labor is cheaper
than have to the original property.
slave labor, and that it is the working portion of by the same law and by the same constitution,
the community
alone that is interested in keep- according to every principle that is right, proper,
I am, therefore, not for emancipation
ing up this institution.
We all know that the and just.
institution of slavery is the b_est in the world for it; any shal?e 01: in any manner, except penniasrve emancipation.
keeping society from becoming fixed and settled.
But there is another reason why slave properLOOK at those who were origmally overseers in
ty is not going to remain M valuable as it is.Virginia and Kentucky, at their first settlement.
Everyman who lives on the border of the comThey have many of them become the proprietors
of the very estates upon which they were at first monwealth next to Virginia, where slave property is secured by want of facility to travel, knows
employed as overseers.
And their descendeute
now fill . the halls of legislation
and the courts that slaves in the interior, even when forty, fifof judicature
of the country, whilst the dcscen- ty, or a hundred miles distant from the other
frontier, are less valuable on account of the fadante of the original proprietors have descended
to a different
level in the scale of society. cilities which they possess for escape, and on account of the interposition
of the meddlesome
Such revolutions
in the condition of individuShall we then, as a matter of peals do not take place half so often, where the abolitionists.
institution of slavery does not exist where it is cuniary interest, go on investing our capital in
of this description
of property,
not recognized.
Go to New York and to Masse- the purchase
becoming less secure and
chusetts, and you will find many estates that which is constantly
Now, I make use of one obserhave descended
in the same families while the less profitable?
some gentleman
may
poor laborer is the poor laborer still.
It is true, vation which probably
take
exceJ?tion
to.
I say there is no man living.
there are exceptions, but not the same number of
that sees In the hand of Providence what I see,
exceptions as under our ~nstitutions:
So.
will see, though I am against extending this iu- that does not perceive that there Is a power at
work above us, that is above all human institustdtution or increasing
it, it has a wholesome
effect in some respects, while it has in other re- tions, and one that will yt't prevail, even in Virand Kentucky.
Yes, there is
spects a highly injurious
effect. I believe that ginia, Maryland,
a power at work, which is above all human powthey, who are raised up where the institution
of slavery exists, with some exceptions, have er, and one which we cannot resist.
I do not say that I desire this: but that it is
been uniformly
distinguished.
Who has ever
rt is as steadily marching upon us
seen such a constellation
of great men as the coming-that
Southern states have produced, since we have as we are marching forward to the grave, and
achieved our liberties?
Look at the great men that we do not know when it will come, is perfectly certain from the evidences around us; and
of Virginia, South Carolina, and of Kentucky,
our capital in this
and where are the men who are worthy to be should we go on investing
compared with them, in the free states of the property we shall find this to be the case. Why
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sir, in the state of Maryland, there is already a
great diminution
in the value of that kind of
property.
I do not any that there is a positive
diminution in the state of Vir~illiaJ but it ceases
to increase to the extent that It did formerly.The shadow upon the sun dial is advancing sufficiently to show that this is not growing or increasing in that state; at all events, that the increase is not so great as in time past. And the
same thing has already commenced in Kentucky;
and this proceeds from the power which we cannot resist. We may tie it up-I desire that it
should be restricted by whatever legislation we
may adopt upon that subject-but
when the Deity has sent forth his fiat that this institntion is
to cease, it will cease, and no human effort can
arrest it. I do not believe that the institution of
slavery is going to exist for all time. I am convinced from the evidences around me, that it
will not, and I cannot see how we can benefit
the slaves, or better their condition by any thing
we can do. I have been unable to come to any
other conclusion, and I have given the subject a
careful examination.
But that it is an institction that is not destined to endure, I think is
most certain.
We need not be afraid that this
slave population will not increase, so as to keep
up their numbers; though they do not increase
in the same proportion as formerly.
In 1831,
there were one hundred and forty thousand and
ten slaves in Kentucky.
In Hl48, there were
one hundred and ninety-two thousand, four hundred and seventy, and I suppose there arc about
two hundred thousand now. There was an increase of the number of slaves during the seventeen years between 1831 and 1848, of fifty-two
thousand, four hundred and sixty; consequently,
an increase of the amount of capital of one hundred and forty thousand dollars.
The increase
has kept up 111 a reasonable ratio with the increase of the white population.
And I think
that those who believe that slavery will exist always, and do desire to have it exist here, ought
to be content with this increase.
It; is said, why prevent the poor man from
ownin~ this description of property, why prevent hun from buying "laves wfiere he can procure them cheapest?
I do not think that the
price of slaves will be increased by prohibiting
bringing them into the state.
The price is regulated very much by the price of our commodities in the south.
Wcll sir, as to the wealth of the country: under the statute of 1833, though it has not been
very much enforced, let us see how the wealth of
the country has run up. The taxable property
in the state in 1831 was one hundred and twelve
millions two hundred and eighty five thousand
seven hundred and eighty dollars.
In 1848, it
amounted to two hundred and seventy two millions eight hundred and forty seven thousand
six hundrodand ninety six, an increase in seventeen years of about one hundred and fifty per
cent. It is true, there have been some few subjects adJed to the taxable property in that period. 'l'he money capital has been made taxable
property, and they have made some portions of
the stock of the country taxable.
But in 1831,
the cash capital was exceedingly scarc;e, exchanges were against us; the merchants who
went to the north had to pay something like five

per cent. for funds t.hat thc1,"could use in Philadelphia and New York.
That was a heavy tax
upon the country.
Well what has been the iuflnence of this wholesome law?
Instead of
bringing in slaves from Virginia and elsewhere,
money Iias been brought into the country, and
the effect is, that Kentucky, though a very young
state, has become one of the moneyed states.Exchanges ate now in our favor, instead of being against us. We are not obliged every time
we ~o out of the state for the purpose of purchneiug an article that may be needed in our
families, to purchase exchanges at a premium of
five per cent. And this is so much added to the
property of the state. And it is in this way
that we have made this property more valuable
than slave property, which brings but three per
cent., and it is by getting clear of this difference
in exchanges that Kentucky has become wealthy
and powerful.
Now put this provision in the constitution, let
it appear that this traffic is to cease so far as the
investment of capital and the bringing in of
slaves is concerned, and Kentucky will rise up
and be still more powerful.
But increase the
number of your slaves and the product of your
property will be less and less. A man who has
three or four able bodied slaves may make them
profitable, but when a man has forty or fifty, if
he makes any thing, it is but-a small pittance
upon the capital invested.
Increase them, and
the product of their labor will be less and less.
Well, what kmd of slaves do we get? You
see almost every slave state, except probably
Texas and Arkansas, are making negro raising
a business to obtain a living by. It may be said
that wheat is the staple production of Virginia;
but I say that negroes are the staple production
in reality.
As to Tennessee, I am told that
there was not a man elected to the legislature
who was not pledged to support a measure
against bringing in any more slaves into the
state. Now what kind of slaves shall we get
here? Shall we get those flnc, honest servants,
that we want to entrust with our property, or
shall we get these scape-gallowses, rogues, and
rascals forced upon us, not only ready to steal
and burn our property, but to contaminate those
we have already.
It seems to rue sir, that this
will be the inevitable effect of opening the door
for the admission of negroes, to be brought here
in droves, and in chains.
Gentlemen may say
they do Bot think so, but when the fact stares
them in the face they cannot resist it.
For myself, what few slaves I have, and those
that are owned among my friends and relatives,
why sir, tbev are endeared tome,anditoughtto
be
so with evel~yman. I feel that they are human beings, and that their morals should be attended
to, and that they should not be made to associate
with rogues and rascals.
It appears to me to be
in the nature of a punishment
to the slaves to
sell them. I do not want my slaves who have
grown np with my children, and that have be.
come attached to my family tobeassociated
with
these scape-gallowses and to be corrupted by
them any more than Lwant the laboring white
popnlation to be mingled with the offscourings
of Europe that are brought in here. Suppose we
bring into this commonwealth twenty thousand
of this kind of slaves, with their morals de-
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stroyed, and distribute them among our slaves,
the whole amount you have, and thOBO you
bring in, would not sell to any man who appreciates morals as he ought, for tho amount

est remorse, I can only say that he is differpoUy
organized from me. I say that the state of Kentucky ought to be magnanimous,
chivalrous.
and humane; that our great constitutional.
which those would bringwbich we have already. just,
charter should have affixed upon its face, upon
'I'he whole civilized world has turned ita back
its YElryfront, an expression for posterity and for
upon the African slave trade; even Portugal iF!
other states and nuuons to read that we do not
now coming into civilization
and christianity
believe in such a traffic, and that we set our faupon this subject, if I may be allowed the exces against it inevery way, and in every shape.
pression; she is placing herself by the side of
Mr. MERIWETHER.
It will be recollected
England, and of France, and of all the enlightby the convention, that I suggested the proprieened nations of the earth.
And what is there ill
ty of postponing this mutter, and making it the
the African slave trade, that is worse than to go
special order of the day for the flay fixed upon
into another state and to bring slaves from
for tho consideration
of the report of the comthence, tearing mothers from their children, sepmittee.
This suggestion, however, did not seem
aratinz husbands from their wives, without allY
to meet the approbation of tho gentleman from
offenc: charged against them; drivit]g them along
Madison.
He has thought proper to proceed toin chains as if they were beasts of prey? Is it day,
and feeling it incumbent
upon me to show
not a scene that human nature revolts at the
that the gentleman did misapprehend the report
sight of? Is it not a scene that no man. unless
of the committee,
end feeling a deep regret that
he is determi ned to engage in this traffic, can
he did not wait until he had examined that relook upon without feelings, deep and powerful?
port, I will proceed to make a few remarks in anBut what is therc in the African slave trade, swer to the gentleman.
which makes it more excusable?
There, by the
I had tile honor of a seat in this hall, as reprelaws of war, as practiced among those barbarians,
prisoners are brought in and sold as slavea.c-, sentative from t1IO county of Jefferson. when the
act of 1833 was passed, and voted for It. Had I
Well. the captor has a ri~ht to the life of his been
here at; the last session of the legislature, I
prisoner, according to their luws of warfare.should have voted against its. repeal.
But I do
He may kill him if he pleases.
I am no apoloobject to placing the provisions of that act in the
gist for this; but it is inflicting upon him a
constitution;
because it is evident to every memweaker punishment.
'I'here is suffming. to be ber
here, that if we do so we shall cause a Ileavy
sure, upon the pn.ssage; aud there is suffering
vote to be cast agl\inst that constitutiou, wheu It
experienced by those whom we send out to Afrishall be submitted to the people.
ca, but when they arrive here they ~et the beneWe know that a large number of the delefit of clvillaatiori,
they are placed III a more elgates in this hall were members of the last legisevated scale than they occupied
before.
But
lature, and voted for the repeal of th:'l.t law.----,
nearly all of c1lristendom-:md
the residue is
The repeal waa carried, and It is but fair to precoming in-have
denounced this traffic, and put
sume that they reflected the will of their conthose who are engaged in it upon a footing with
stituents.
And w ill you incorporate in the COl]those who are guilty of the worst crimes that can
etitution
a provision
that must inevitably
be committed
against humauity.
'I'hey refuse
cause a large and heavy vote to be cast against
them au honorable death, but hang them as rob. it?
bers and pirates, and the committers
of high
I listened with a great deal of pleasure to mntreason. The slaves that are already civilized
from Madiand chriatinnizad, do not derive these ad vuuta- nyof the remarks of the gentleman
~es. It is true, I believe. they are treated as well SOil. I listened, however, to other portions of his
I imIn Kentucky
as in any state, which is the only argument with rather different feelings.
point of view you can put it in, that will in any a~llled at one time that I was llcaring' the emanwho chased me through the
way or in any manner excuse us. And I Sllppo~e CIpation candidate
Indeed ono
that in Virginia, where negroe& arc grown up county of Jefferson last Summer.
friend
suggested.
why,
is that 'rhomasson;
anfor the purpose of sale, them is very little differother, no, it is Breckinridge
frolU Fayette.
If
ence in the IDanner of treating them.
tllis convention will tolerate an anecdote, I will
As this subject lIas been taken up a little out
give them one in illuf;tration of my feelings in
of its order, in consequence of the report of tJle
reference to a portion of the gentleman's
argucommittee coming in when I did not expect it, I
ment. Thore was a young man. who was for the
have probably
detained the committee longer
first time empanJll'lh:d upon a jury, and Ole case
than I ought to have done.
But I will ask the
committee
one question before I stop.
How to be tried was for stealin~ tI. calf. 'V-hen the
plaintiff had got through llis sifle of the case the
would any gentleman here fool, if we were in the
minority.
and another race of people was to young man hunched the juror next him, and remarked,
"what a scoundrel the defendant must
come, and without any offence or injury bEling
calf."
'I'ho
committed aO'ainst them by lis-without
ally have been to steal his neighbor's
defendant's
counsel introduced
hi" tostimony,
complaint, t;ike the wife of one of these honorand then the young mall said, "why I was enable delegates, and tie her in his presence, or his
daughter, or his son, and chain them to a hun. tirely wrong, it is tJle plaintiff that has been tryill~ to steul the defendant's
calf."
His fri<,nd
dred other indIviduals
who had committed no
offence against God or man, and take them away stud to him, "wait until you lle:lr Ule speeches
The plaintiff's
COlllJsel adwhere they could never be rE'covered? If there of the lawyers."
"I am wl·ong again." said the
ill any man who could look upon a scene of this dressed t.he jury.
The Counkind-because
th ..y are human beings and have youth; "the defendant is the thief."
sel for the defence then addressed the jury.
"I
souls as we lmve-without
feelings of thu decpam still wrong," said the young man. ""Tait,"
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said the experienced juror, "till you bear the will give the gentleman a few official returns,
charge of the judge."
After the jury had rc- which I think will convince him that his estitired, the old juror remarked,"
well, Tom, what mates arc wrong. We will take the last year.
do you think of the case now?"
"By --, I The increased value of taxable property was
eighteen millions of dollars, speaking ill round
don't believe the calf belonged to either of them."
That was precisely my case. First, I thought I numbers. That may be taken as the increased
wealth of the state. Now the State of Ohio,
was listening to a pro-slavery man; afterwards
with a population nearly three times as great
I thought I was listeniug to an emancipationist,
The actual
and finally I came to the conclusion tlmt I was has had no such increase of wealth.
increase in the value of taxable paoperty in the
listening to neither Due 110)' the other.
The gentleman objects to the report of the State of Ohio, which, as I before remarked, has
three times the population and labor that procommittee, because he save that he is unwilling
that emancipation shoufa take place in Ken- duces wealth that we have, was but about eleven
The increased wealth of Indiana
tucky, even if the owners should be paid for millions.
their llegroes. I beg lean to differ with the gen- about four millions. Take Indiana and Ohio
added
together
and they have about four times
tleman there. If it should ever become so palthe labor, and yet the increased wealth of Kenpably necei>saryfor us to get clear of this descrlptucky has been g-reater than that of both those
tion of property as to make the owners willing
that emancipation should take place, and the peo- states, with Illinois thrown iuto the barsnin.
ple willing to. pay for them, I am in favor of em- These facts are taken from the official return~.
But the gentleman says that white labor is
powering the legislature to do so. It never will
cheaper than black.
That may be true. Why
be done till the necessity becomes 80 palpable
is it so? It is because white labor in the Free
that there is no alternative left to them.
Stctes is cheaper than black labor is here. 'I'he
But, sir, if you should strike out the provision
of the constitution which now exists, and which gentleman, I trust, will 110tmaintain that white
the committee have retained, do you not add to here is cheaper than black labor; and I ask if he
the strength and force of the arguments of the wishes to reduce the value of white labor here,
emancipationists?
They will say, you have de- and put it upon a par with the labor of those free
prived us of the power of accomplishing the ob- States? If lie wishes to keep its value lip, and
[ect, oren at the expousc of paying for the slaves. slavery has that effect, why prevent the increase
They will say to you, yOll 'have left us no alter- of slaves?
But the gentleman "poke of the horrors of the
native. But when the necessity shall arrive and
shall have become so palpable that we must ex- slave trade. He did it eloquently, and I as-reo
tricate slavery at some price, not JHlYin~ it in with him in every sentence that he uttered upon
our power to get dear of the evil by paymg for the subject. But when he assumes the position
them, we rnuwt actuall;y extricate them by death that there is no difference between the African
itself. 'Will not this, I ask, be a powerful argu- slave trade and the trade between the States, then
ment in the mouthof the abolitiouistj
Will he I take issue with him. Is there no difference benot rouse the feelings of the community, and tween subjecting a free man to slavery, and the
induce them not only to vote against the consti- removal of a slave, or a change of masters, 'when
tution, but rouse them so as to prevent such a he has been accustomed to slavery all his life?provision from being contained in any other con- Can the gentleman see no difference? If he cannot, I imagine that I can distinctly see a differstitution that might be made?
But the gentleman wishes a provision to he cnce. I will go as far 3..':1 any individual to supinserted, which will make every slave that is press the slave trade with Africa, and tho slave
brought into the state, tree upon his arrival, ex- trade between the States too. But the gentlewhen he supposes tltfit the
cept he be broughtby an immigrant.or unless the man is mistaken,
title to such slave be derived by marriage, de- report of the committee does not provide for this.
scent, or devise. What effect would this have? It provides expressly that the legislature shall
Why every mall who lived in a neighboring state, have power to pass laws to prohibit their belns
They are not t~
who wished to manumit, and thus get .clear of brought here as merchandise.
an old and unprofitable slave, 'yould only have be brought here in droves, chained together, :If!
They amtob~brollg1lt
to bring him over into Kentucky, and then the the gentleman remarked.
slave would be free, and would remain here a.s a here only by immigrant'l, who come to reside in
curse upon us. You will put it in the power of the StatE', or when the title to sueh slaves iH 110
residents of othcr states to flood our country quired by marriage, descent, or devise; or un
with a black population, to be made free, by illdiyidual may go ont of the State and brillg'
sending them here without requiring bOld and them in for his own lIse, if the legislatme should
security for their maint,enanee and good beha- see fit to permit th is to be done. With these
brief remarks, I will move that the committee
vior from t11e state whence they are brougllt.Again, you cnable e\-ery free lWgro who may rise, that the furtllCl' discus"ion of thif:1 .subject
(jhoose to do 80, to come into this state. A free may be deferreJ until the day which has been
negro resident ill Ohio, or any other frec state, fixed for the consideration of the repolt of the
has only to get some abolitionist to pas!'! for hi." committee.
Mr. NUTTALL
moved to amend tlle sixth
master, and then he may come i nb) this state and
reside here. I would fain hope at least that the resolution by inserting the follow ing:
" Or that, shall be brought into tIle state by
gentleman wished to produce no such result as
bona fide purchaser;; for their own use."
this.
Mr. NUTTALL.
I shall make bnt few reThe gentleman has gone into some statistical
If we wi"h to get
l1etails, estimates I think he termed them, to marks on this proposition.
show you that slaye labor was not p1'Ofitable. I clear of Ole mUl:h vexed questions that will
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nrisc from giving the legislature power to pass
Inws enabling the owners of slaves to emancipate
them in this count!'{. my proposition will save
<Illthe trouble and al the danger that will arise
from adjudication
in cases upon reserved rights,
which will necessarily spring up when a free
negro who has gone out of the state returns
and asserts his rights here as a free man. I am
not for giving any man the power to manumit
his slaves in J{ellttlcky.
If he becomes so pious
and as my friend would have it, 80 Godly given
that he cannot consistently with his conscience
livein the state in which he was born or which he
has made the home of his adoption, and cannot
hold slaves, let him leave the state; let him and
his slaves together leave the commonwealth. Now
what will be the result?
A man frees his slaves,
and he gives bonds that he will provide for their
leaving the state of Kentucky, and actually does
furnish the means to transport them into a foreigr state, to Africa, or to I..
iberia.
Well sir,
the very mome-nt the manumitted
slave gets to
Africa, or to Liberia, and is not satisfied
with
his lot, and chooses to come back, if he is a
free man ipso facto, 110 qualification that we can
attach to our enactment, will prohibit him from
comin~ back into this state as a free man,
But
when ne goes out of the state, and is not freed
until he gets beyond the territorial jurisdiction
of the commonwealth,
then we may impose restrictions, so as to prevent him from coming
back.
Sir, I do not myself, look forward, I will
say in reply to the gentleman from Madison, to
the time when this commonwealth
of old KenLUcky ever will be a non-slaveholding
state.
I
hope it never may be. And if the gentleman
call see the finger of God, working out, some
grent moral, religious, or sublime problem with
regard to the slave question, why, sir, it is more
than I can, and if 1 had such a vision as the
gentleman
has to perceive all these glorious
things to be nttniunblc, I would not attempt to
thrust myself between God Almighty
and the
subject; because, sir, if He has determined that
slavery shall cease to exist, all the restrictions 011
earth can never prevent or stay His purposc.
'Phe state of Kentucky
has for all time to come
to he either a frau tier slavery, 01' a frontier non
slavery state, and the great question \vhich her
citizens have tu deterllline is, whether she will
sf.lparatefJ'om her old cOJJnections, hel'[\ssoeiates,
those who are bone of her bone and flesh of lH'r
flesh, those who have been brought up with the
same institutions.
the same customs-whether
she will forsakc all these alld tillite ht::rself with
men who arc foreign to us in interest. in purposes, and in all the associations
of life. Kentucky, sir, will be ready for emancipation
when
she is ready to cut loose all her feeIinps for the
South when slle is willing to see tJle cotton
fields of the soutll, sink back into their ol'igill[l.l
qllagmires and cane breaks-when
!lhc is willillg
to see the sugar plantations
of the south return
to the original forest.
Then will Kentncky be
ready for eman(;ipation; then will she bt:: ready
to ullite with our 1l01'Lhel'1lfriends, alld not till
then.
I am, upon principle,
opposed to establishiJlg
a slavocracy
ill this coulltry; and agflinst tIle
incorJ;>orat,ioll of the Jaw of 183::1into 1hi.; COI1stitutlon,l
most solemnly proteRt.
']'he g-entJe-

man is \'cry willing, if a man is so fortunate as
to be a distinguished
gentleman,
like himself,
to raise up a distinguished
son, who goes into
a foreign state, and by a matrimonial
alliance,
acquires the ownership of five hundred slavesthe gentleman is very willillp' I say, that all
these should be brought into Kentucky.
But if
a poor devil like me, who had nothing to recommend him but his person, were to go into V ir~
ginia to marry, what sort of a chance would he
have to acquire propert.y in slaves? If you compel us to bow down to the slavocracy, we shall
never have money enough on God .Almighty's
earth to buy a slave, for I am not over fond of
work, and none of my kin is so fortunate, I believe, us to possess slaves; so that I have no
chance of acquiring
them by inheritance, and if
I cannot acquire them by marriage, how can I
get them?
The Lord Almighty Knows, for it
seems there is JlO chance for the J;>0or. Now, my
rule would be about this: the rich have enough
of the good things of this world-do
let the
poor have a chance.
And I tell the gentleman
from Madison, in language which he will understand, after the submission
of the constitution
to the people, that even the old county of Henry-though
I do not know, as yet, that I have
the honor to represent the people of that county
-had
it not been for the law of 1833, never
would have
been a convention
cou#
If
you send out the constitution
with ~h'!rovision, it will be rejected by forty tbous
votes.
The laboring
men of Kentucky, th~e p';)Qr men,
the men who never can expect to-acquire slaves
by marriage, or by descent, will see that it
is a eluvocracy,
a tariff upon their labor, that
they will not stand.
1t is a protection that 1I0
state can give in its fundamental law. I myself will 'late against
the constitution,
if it
should contain such a provision.
I want to 0\~11
slaves, and I want the privilege of bnyiug them
where I can get them cheapest, though I do not
wanttoseethem
introduced in droves.
I think
l bave as much of the milk of human kindness
as any man, and I abhor the mere slave dealer,
the trafficker in human blood, as much as any
man in the world.
Sir, we have not enough, or
we have too many.
Let us get clear of the
whole concern, and have a free state out and out,
or let everyone have the chance to get slaves
where he ,-,an for th.:J best price, and of whom he
pleases.
We must be either for emancipation
or against
it. There is no middle ground on thc subject
-and I was very much like my friend from Jefferson in regard to the member from Madison-I
thought him here in disguise;
but I know him
too well to have any opinion of him of that sort.
I give it as my opinion, that the best way to get
rid of any future difficulty on the subject is to
allow no man to emancipate his slaves in Kentucky.
If he wallts to get rid of his slaves, let
h.im ~ct ~lPOll the proposition
I J}la~e the eman·
CJpatlOnlsts.
If you beat ll~, we WIll leave the
good old Commonwealth
of Kentllcky, but if we
bent YOll, then you shall leave it.
I think now,
thut ·one of those two things
ouO'ht to take
place. 'Ve have beaten th~m, and' a large maJority of the people are with us, and now ll:t
them leave us.
.Mr. TURNER said he would detain the com·
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mittee but for a moment.
So far as concerns
the gentleman from Henr.r.. and his fear of the
fing-er of his maker, I will not put any more
weight on him.
The fin~er of a gentleman
from his county is UpOIl IIIm, so strong
now,
that I think it would be cruel to put any more
on him, until that is removed.
The gentleman
from Jefferson appears to think that I or acmebody else-c-I do not know whether it was any
ODewho was going to murder or assassinate the
gentleman or not-had
something against his
person. I am very 80l1'y that any gentleman
here should think I had anything against his
person.
Mr. MERIWETHER.
The gentleman will
pardon me but he seems not to have understood
the purport of my remarks.
I said that some
gentleman asked me whether it was Mr. 'I'homasscn, my opponent, who was speaking, or anothor gentleman who canvassed Fayette in favor
of emancipation,
and was then rejected.
Mr. TURNER.
Very well, I do not wish to
permit the power of emancipation,
even by paymg for the slaves, and if the gentleman
advocates the proposition that it shall be left open, I
ask him upon whom he would impose the tax
for the purpose.
Would he tax those poor men
who do not own slaves to pay for their emancipation?
We have no right to tax those poor men
who own no slaves to pay for ours.
Would he
then have those who owned and brought "laves
here, pay for their emancipation?
What would
that amount to? Why, to a man's putting his
hand in his right pocket to replenish his left.They would only pay themselves.
Every man,
particularly in this convention, will at once say
that it would be cruel and unjust to tax the great
body of the pe0I!le who own. no slaves, to purchase emancipation.
I consider myself a stronger pro-slavery
mall than the gentleman
from
Jefferson, for I have never advocated emancipation in any form.
The gentleman says he voted
for the law to exclude the importation
of slaves.
Where then, is the difference between
myself
and any pro-slavery man here?
There is none.
No gentleman in this convention
is more decided than I am, against the taking of a man's
property,
or useing its proceeds by the government, without compensating
him for it.
I
am also against brillglllg an.y more slaves here.
I do not believe it is for the interest of Kentucky,
or that humanity
or christianity
tolerates
It,
or that there is allY view of the subject, which
will justify it, that ally human being may take,
according to my pfJrception.
I do not wish
those who differ With me in opinion to think
that I imagine they are inhuman.
They have
different light from me.
Every man must act
under his own light, and I intend to act on that
whieh has been given to me. But my tcachings.
of the right.s and duties of humanity
lead me
to think that the trafic ought to be restrict8d,
The gentleman from Jefferson says that under
my proposition, thcy would send here superannuated slaves to be freed. .My pr0'F0sition is
only in outline, to elicit debate, and
supposed
that a gentleman so distinguished as the g~mtleman fromJ cfferi30n, at tlle head of a committee,
could draft a provision that would effectually
prohibit this traffic. and this. apprehended sending here of superunuated
slaves.
I was. aston·

Iehed too, at the gentloman'e
idea, that a free
negro ill Ohio would be brought
into slavery
and become a free negro ill Kentucky!
1 supposed the gentleman
to btl a little farther
along, a Iittle emarter-c-I wish notto be personal,
but the idea of a man in the state of Ohio, acknowledging
himself to be a slave, and the abolitionists bringing
him here and selling him,
and then he getting' his freedom, is one so absurd, that it never for one moment entered my
mind.
I am in favor of a constitutional
provision declaring that no more slaves shall be imported into this state, or if a majority is not in
favor of that, I desire that the questIOn shall be
divested of all the doubts which involve the
clause on the subject in the old constitution.
Mr .. MEHIWETHER.
'I'he gentleman
did
not, I apprehend,
comprehend
the argument
which I made, in supposing a case. I did not
suppose that a free negro, wishing t.o emigrate
to "Kentucky, would come with an abolitionist,
and permit himself to be sold. 'I'hegentleruan'e
resolution does not provide for such a case. It
is not necessary to sell the negro, but nn abolltiouist may come with him to Kentucky, or a.
resident in Kcntnckygoes
to Indiana, and bringing the nefO'l'ohere, treats and claims him as his
slave, an, by the operation of the gentleman's
proposition, the negro would be made free, and
hence would have a right to remain here. I go
as far as the gentleman,
against taxing either
the slaveholder
or the non-slaveholder,
for the
purpose of manumitting
the slaves of the state.
The committee, I believe not a member of it,
advocate
no such provision,
but thought
it
expedient to retain the provision of the old constitution
'without nltoration,
so that if fllly necessity should arise, 'which should become so imperious as to force us to get rid of our slaves, we
might do so by devising some rnenns of payment therefor.
I again renew the motion that
the committee rise and report the resolutions to
the house, with a view of then moving that they
be referred to the committee of the whole, and
made a special order for Monday week.
:Mr. DIXON. I am anxious at the propel' time,
to make some remarks upon the proposition
contained in tl,o resolutions
submitted by the
gentleman from Madison,
I differ from that
gentleman
entirely
in regard
to the propriety of inserting in the constitution, the proposition he has submitted
to the convention, and
I desire at a proper time to gi ve my reasons to
the convention.
I do not kuow that they will
have allY influence here, still I hold it is a duty
to myself, and my constituents,
that I should
give my views on the important questions
involved ill the resolutions.
I think the motion or
the gentleman from Jefferson, to risc and report,
is one altol;$ethel' proper und nght, and I hope
it will be MoptBCl,
Mr. C. A. WIOKLIFFE
suggested
tllat the
discussion had better continue at once, until the
day when gentlemen come to vote upon it, whfm
their mind.,> would be fully made up on the subject.
Hr moved therefore, that tll" committee
rise and report ,Progress, and ask leave to sit
again.
The subject then could be taken up tomonow, or if not, on the next day.
The motion prevailed,
and the committee,

so
through their chairman, reported progress, and
obtained leave to sit again.
Mr. McHENRY said that he noticed from the
remarks of the gentleman
from Madison, tIlat
another resolution of fhut gentleman,
in reference to the same subject of slavery, had not been
referred to the committee of the whole.
He
moved to refer the whole series to the committee
of the whole.
'I'his motion was agreed to.
QUALIFIED YOTERS-AUDITon's

REPORT.

The PRESIDENT
said that he had been presented by the Auditor, 'with a list of the qualified votersiu each county of the Fitate,inpursuonce of a resolution passed this morning.
:Mr. GARRARD
moved the printing of 125
copies of the report, for the use of the members.
'I'his motion was agreed to.
Ami then the convention adjourned.

majorityof
all the qualified voters of this commonwealth
huve voted in favor of the proposed
amendment, the same shall be adopted at the
next session of the legislature as part of the constitution.
3. 'fhat if more than one amendment is proposed at one time, each amendment
shalt be distinctlystated,
so that tho votes may be taken
011 each proposed
amendment separutelv.
LECTURES IN

Mr. HARDIN

-nts HALL.

offered

the following, which
was agreed to:
Rcsolt!cd. That James D. Nourse. of Bardstown, have the use of the hall of this convention, at any time of an evening that he may
choose, to deliver a series of lectures on the pbiIosophy of history and society, especially with
reference to the sources and progress of modern
democracy: Provided, the convention or the committees are 110t then using the hall.
SLAVERY.

,

On the motion of :afr. BARLOW the convention resolved itself into committee of the whole,
:Mr.llARLOW in the chair, nud resumed the conTHURSDAY,
OOTOBER II, 1849.
sideration of Mr. TURNER'S
resolutions, which
were undisposed
of when the committee rose
P1Wl."OSITlOXS
TO A)1E~D.
yesterday.
Mr. BARLOW offered the followingresolution,
The OHAIRMA.N stated the question pending
which was fl.g'reed to:
Resolved, That the committee on the miscella- before the committee, and said tbat the gentleman from Nelson (Mr. C. A. Wickliffe) was enneous provisions of the eonsutution,
be instructtitled to the floor.
ed to enquire into the propriety and expediency
Mr. O. A. WICKLIFFE
1a(1 not intended by
of making a provision in the new eonstttuticn
about to be made, which will enable citizens of the motion he made yesterdny to entitle himself
to
the
floor,
nor
bad
he
given any intimaany of the United States, emigrating
to this
in this disstate, to exercise the elective franchise at an ear- tion that he intended to participate
lier l)eriod aile. such emigretiou
than is now cession at all. He supposed that the gentleman
from Henderson was oi.titled to the floor.
provided in the present constitution.
?tIl'. DIXON.
I did not intend to address the
Mr. CHRISMAN offered the following, which
committee on the resolutions submitted
by the
was referred to the committee on miscellaneous
gentleman from Madison, at the present time.provisions, and ordered to be printed:
I remarked yesterday,
that I did not think this
Resolved, That the committee on miscellaneous provisions be instructed to enquire into the was the propel' time to discuss that 'juestion,
expediency
of adopting in the constitution
a and 1 am still of that opinion, and lave deprovision declaring any collector of the revenue termined to postpone the making of any remarks
lax, or other disbursing officer of the goYern- which I may have to submit, until the time
reportmerit, or any officer thereof, who may have the when the amendment to the constitution
charge or custody of thc government
funds, or ed by tho committee, shall COllH' up for eons idAt that time I may submit some reany attorney or lawyer. or other collector, who eruttcu.
may fail or refuse to Jmy over any money col- marks on the principle contained in the amendments proposed,
and also in reply to the relected by him in his official capacity, ineligible
from
to any office under said constitution,
until they marks made yesterday by the gentleman
I do not design to address the comshall fir,;t have obtaintld a full acquittance
and Madison.
mittee to-day.
discharge.
Mr. C. A. WIOKLIFFE.
As no gentleman
Mr. HAY offerell the following. and it was reI
ferred to the committee
on thc rdvisioll of the seem~ disposed to address the committee.
cot1stitutioll und slavery, and ord6red to be print- desire that we shall proceed to votc\ on the
amendment.
If no OilC is ready to speak,
all
~:
must be ready to Yote, for I believe our minds
1. Resolved, Thatthespec.ific
mode ofa-mending
the constitution,
by submittill~ to tlle voters of arc pretty well made up in regard to the questhe state one claU8e at a time, 1Stlw correct and tion.
Mr. TURNER.
As the gentleman from Hen·
best mode.
a dcsire to be heard here2d. That, in lieu of the mode pointed
out in Jerson has indicated
after, on these resolutions, and a.<; no one seems
the old constitutioll
for calling a convention,
the following should be adopted:
The legisla- ready 110W to !Speak on them, I move that the
ture, whcnever two thirds of both houses concur, committee rise und report them to tile house.
may propose amendments to the new constitu- tllat they may be referred to the S30mecommittee
tion, w llich proposed amendment shall be enter- of tho ·wbole, to which the report of the commitcd at large ou the journals;
and such proposed tee was referred.
Mr. o. A. WICKLIFFE.
It strikes me tlIat
<l.mendmcntshall besllbmitted to the people at the
next general election, and if it shall a.ppear that a the coun;e proper for us to pursue in regard

.
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to this subject, would be to proceed with the discussion of the abstract question of slavery now.
It is a topic which seems to be involved in the
resolutions, as well as in the gentleman's speech
of yesterday, and when we have terminated the
discussion, we can take up and vote on the
amendment proposed.
I thought that was the
course understood and indicated yesterday by
the vote of the house. The present proposition,
I understand to be, that the committee shall
rise and report the resolutions to the house;
but there is an amendment to the resolutions
pending, and I do not know whether such a
motion is strictly in order until the committee
have disposed of the motion to amend.
If no
other gentleman designs to offer an amendment
to the resolutions, it was my purpose, after the
committee had disposed of the amendment of
the gentleman from Henry, (Mr. Nuttall)
to
move to strike out these resolutions from the series introduced by the gentleman, with a view
of taking a vote of the committee and reporting
the result to the house, and if it was its pleasure
then to postpone further discussion upon them,
it could do so, for it would then be in order.
I
think the members of this house, considering
the discussions which took place throughout
every county and town in the state during the
last summer, on this question of elavery-c-whetber it be more useful or profitable than any other
description oflabor or property-the
policy of interfering with it by the action of this convention,
and disturbing the relation between master and
slave-should regard these as questions which our
constituents have settled for us. And if the papers told truly, they informed us that there was
returned to this body, noj one favorable to the
emancipation of slave property.
T think thereIore.jthat a discussion upon the abstract question;
the right or wrong, the good or evil of slavery-cthe comparrison of profits between servile and
free labor-is
one that belongs to the region
north of Mason and Dixon's line, and not to the
meridian of Kentucky, now, and within this hall.
These were my opinions before the resolutions
were discussed yesterday, and they have been
strengthened by that discussion, however able u pon the points touched.
However, as the subject
has been mooted, I desire that these resolutions
shall be retained by the committee-that
the
committee shall express its sense upon themand then, if an;)' more discussion is necessary, it
will properly come up when the report of the
committee shall be under consideration.
Mr. TURNER.
I do not wish to be troublesome on this subject, but some of the remarks of
the gentleman make it necessary that I should
notice them. Now, I came here avowing the
same sentiments that I did at home. I am as
much opposed to emancipation aa the gentleman
from Nelson, and I claim to be as sincere in my
views as he can possibly be. I am utterly opposed to emancipation in every mode and aspect
III which it has ever been proposed in Kentucky,
and one of my resolutions IS more ultra upon
the subject, than any proposed by the committee, or any gentleman here, for It inhibits the
emancipation of slaves compulsorily, even after compensation has been made. But in the region of country in which I live, and indeed,
throughout Kentucky, it has been a question a
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great many years, whether the further importation of slaves was beneficial or not, and whether
there was not as many here now as was profitable; and I suppose it to be as legitimate a topic
of consideration
here as before the people.
There is Dot a single sentiment in my resolutions, or any sentiment avowed by me yesterday,
which I have not avowed before my constituents,
and which they. do not fully understand.
I am
considered the most ultra pro-slavery man in
my county, and the whole :power of the emancipation interest there was WIelded against me, to
a greater extent probably than against any other
candidate before the people.
I come here to sustain the sentiments WhICh I avowed at home.
I maintain the inviolability of the slave property of the people of Kentucky, and at the same
tune my light leads me to believe that there is
no necessity for its increase. And this also, is
what I understand the people of the county
from which I came, to believe.
It is a matter of indifference to me personally,
whether this resolution shall be acted upon today or not. I have said most of what I expected to say, except that I may desire to re:ply briefly to the gentleman from Jefferson, which I had
not time to do yesterday.
I had intended to
wait, before I should do this, until I heard the
remarks of the gentleman from Henderson, as
he has declared his opposition to the resolutions
which I have introduced.
There is one remark
of the gentleman from Jefferson, to which, I perceive from reading the report of the proceedings
of yesterday, I did not reply.
This is, that the
importation of mere slaves would be beneficial
to those persons who now owned none. Now, I
have always believed that the more people.
whether white or black, brought into a state to
labor, would, by increasing the competition,
lessen the value thereof
But I am not going to
discuss that question now, my only desire is,
that I may be put right before the convention
and the people. I repeat, there is not a member
of this house, whowill go farther than myself in
sustaining the institution
of slavery.
I do not
believe that we would be justified under any
consideration ill interfering with the rights of
the slaveholders of Kentucky.
They have vested their capital in slave property under the sanction of the constitution and the laws of Kentucky,
and I am opposed to taking it from them, even if
it is proposed to compensate them for the loss.
They purchased or invested their property, and
they only have the right to dispose of it.
I believed before this debate came on that
there was not a majority here ill favor of the 6th
resolution, and I so informed the people of my
county last summer, while avowing myself in
favor of incorporating the provision in the constitution.
I have brought forward this resolution to ascertain what the majority were in favor
of-whether
of incorporating the provision into
the constitution, or of giving the legislature the
power over the subject. And really I thought
It but right to ascertain upon which of these
propositions the majority did agree, before the
standing committee reported.
As I said to my
constituents before T left home, I suppose the
majority here will go for leaving the power in
the hands of the legislature, but for myself, I
am pledged to go for inserting a prohibition
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Importation of slave!'! into
this Commonwealth, in the constitution itself.
I have said all I desired.
The CHAIR. Does the gentleman move to
against

the further

wretched condition of the slave, his relation to
his master, the peculiar organization of the two
races, the utter Impossibility that the one can
rise to au equality in the scale of morality and
rise and report?
d.ignity with the other, the fact that the slave,
Mr. TURNER.
It seems to me that it would whether you call him a freeman or not, is still
be more respectful to those who wish to speak on but a slave, the wretched offcast sla\"6-1 say it
this question, as well as to myself, that further becomes a question of grave importance to Ken0,Pportunity should be given to discuss the quee- tucky, whether it is not a blessing alike to the
1.100,
I have no objectionto its being laid on slave and the white man, that he is a elave.c-,
thetable, to be called up when auy gentleman These are the questions which arise and present
desires to speak upon it.
themselves, from a view of the condition of this
Mr. DIXON.
It is a matter of very little con- commonwealth, and it was my intention at the
sequence to roe, whether I debate these resolu- proper time, to enter upon their discussion. I
tions or not-in feet; were I to consult my own do not think it the proper time now. As Ire.
feelings and inclinations, I believe I shouldnet marked before, I have no particular anxiety to
debate them. I listened with a good deal of at- discuss the question at all, nor do I know that
tention to the speech of the gentleman from I shall, yet] have thought it due to the country,
Madison yesterday, and the views taken by him and respectful to the gentleman from Madison,
upon some abstract propositions connected-with that his remarks should be replied to, and for
die subject of slavery,] thought demanded an that reason I was anxious that the resolutions
a!lswer and re.J?ly. I do not know what imprea- introduced by that gentleman should take the
arcus the opinions advanced by him, as respects course indicated by him.
the institution of slavery itself, arc designed to
MI'. TURNER. I do not wish to be trouble.
make on the public mind. r understerid him Borne, but this is a sensitive matter to the counto have laid down as a proposition, that slavery try, and I desire that my position shall be fully
is- a groat evil, and that to permit the people of understood in regard to it. Those who will
Kentucky to purchase for their own use, slaves read my speech of yesterday will find there is
out of the state, would be not only a great evil, not a word in it, against the condition of the
but an outrage upon all the great principles of slave in Kentucky, or even a suggestion that
humanity. The resolutions' of thc gentleman his condition could be improved in any way. I
I understand, propose that no citizen ofthe state occupy the same position IlS the gentleman aim.
of Kentucky shall purchase slaves out 'of the self-that you cannot improve the condition of
state for his ewn use. The legitimate course of the slave in Kentucky in any way, and that the
the debate would be Oil that point alone, yet institution of slavery as it here exists is better
gentlemen in the discussion here, have taken a forthe white and the black man than any thing
wide range, and discussed all the great princi- this convention or the legislature can devise. I do
ples connected with slavery-all the benefits not &"0 as far as the gentleman, and he is mistawhich result to our civil institutions from the ken In supposing that I said that slavery as an
existence of slavery-and all the evils which original institution is an evil-though I will now
are consequent upon it. I could not tell from say that I agree with him, that if we were formhearing the speech of the gentleman, whether ing a new commonwealth where no slavery exin his opinion-though
he emphatically de. isted, it would be better to get along without it.
clared it to be an evil-slavery was really an evil I agree with hlm in that, though I did not make
or a blessing. I do not mean 'to say that in my the avowal yesterday. As an original question,
judgment slavery is a blessing, or that, in my if there never was a slave in the world, I
opinion, slavery as it exists in Kentucky is an would hot introduce slavery into society, hut I
evil. This is a question which I mean to die- also believe that as it exists in Hentuckj- with
cuss at a proper time-not abstractedly, but in the peculiar circumstances surrounding it, it .is
reference to the condition of society as it now a benefit to both races. That is my position. I
exists in the commonwealth of Kentucky.
I am opposed to brin8ing any more slaves here,
would, if I had the power, make all mankind because I do not believe that it is profitable or
free. I would have no such thing as slavery or desirable in any way; and that is the only point
inequality.
I would have equal rights measur- on which I differ from the gentleman from Hened out to all; but in the formation of civil insti- derson.
tution'S for the government of man, we are to
Mr. CLARKE. I barely intend to indicate to
look at the condition of things as they are-e-we the committee, my intention at the proper time
are to adapt the laws to the condition of those to to offer a proposition on the subject of the imbe governed.
It is a question of grave impor- portation of slaves, variant from that reported
tance, whether or not slavery as it exists in Ken. by the standing committee, and that offered by
tucky, is not better for the slave and the master the gentleman from Madison. It has been
-and this is the great question, the only 'lues- claimed, and during the recent contest between
tlon, which can IULVeany particular interest in thedifferent candidates for delegates to this conthis debate. I I shall atwlllpt to show that vention, in many sections of the state, it has
sla.very"is not a curse as it exists now in Ken- been urged that'the act of 1833was a concession
tucKy, but that it is a blessing. I'dc not mean to abolitionism in this state. I myself have
tolsay, as I remarked before, that it would not heard gentlemen who ere emancipationists in
be better, if there was no such thing as slavery principle, and who had the candor to avow
on the face of the earth. I do mean to say that their principles before the people, declare that
as slavety exists' in Kentucky-in view of all the act of H:!33 was a. concession to the spirit of
the citcumetances around it-in view of the emancipation in this state. During the last
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session of the state legislature,
as I see by an
examination of their acts, there was a modification of the law of 1833 ado1?ted, and in the passage of that modification,
It seems to me that
the sense of the people was clearly and fairly
indicated.
And if we are to give any respect
whatever to the opinion of the people, as expressed by their representatives
last winter, and
as expressed in the elections of last August,
when the candidates for delegates were before
them, if I am not mistaken, it is the sense of
the people of this state, that there should be no
restriction upon the citizen who may desire to
import another slave into the state for his own
use. I would go farther than the amendment to
the act of 183~, passed at the last session of the
legislature, for it is not broad enough for me.
lt requires the party importing a slave, to take.
a certain oath, that he was brought into the
state for his own use, and that he will not dispose of him for five yeats.
I would not go so
far as to say that I am in favor of importing
slaves into the state for the purpose of merchandize, but I would go so far as to say that the citizens of this state should not be restricted in
the exercise of the right to bring slaves here.
And I would propose to limit the time they
should hold the slave, before they had a right to
sell him, to twelve months rather than five years,
Indeed if I know my own feelings, and what I
believe is the sense of those I represent here, I
prefer that there should be no restriction around
the subject at all. The fifteen slave states of the
Union compose one greet family, dependent one
upon the other, so far as the perpetu.ityof
the
institution of slavery is con .cerned, and I would
prefer that there should be no restriction thrown
around the citizen at all, but that he should be
left free to exercise his own dictates in this matter, You cannot generate
by legislative
action, a moral.r,rinciple
in the bosom of man, by
which he will be governed, and if there are
those among us disposed to traffic in human
blood, they will find means to do it, I care not
what constitutional
or legislative
restrictions
there may be.
At a proper time, I shall propose as a substisute for the 5th section of the report of the committee, that cyery citizen of this state shall be
allowed to bring slaves into the state for his own
use. And when I make this proposition, I trust
that! shall be prepared to sustain it, at least so
far as thosel have the honor to represent on this
floor, are concerned.
Now one more remark and I am through,
lt was suggested by the gentleman. from Madison yesterday, that the states of South Carolina
and Virginia had both passed laws prohibiting
the importation of slaves within their territories.
I have not examined the statutes of South Caroli.oa, but I think it possible that my friend is
mistaken on that subject. ,I am aware that during the canvass in the State of Tennessee the
past summer, the question was put, and discussedliberally
by all the candidates for both branches of the Legislature, and perhaps by the candidates for Congress, as to the propriety of passing a law which would prohibit the importation
of slaves from other States into Tennessee,
I
beg leave to state to the committee that I am
perfectly familia.r with all the facts and circum-

stances connected with that move in Tennessee.
During the last winter, the few emancipationista
in this State hail produced all excitement, that
alarmed the whole south.
Kentucky now occupies aJrontier position-c-the same position now
on the subject o£ slaver:r that she occupied in
times past and gone by, In reference to the dangers that might be apprehended from the incur-,
sions of the sava~cs,
She was then a frontier
state, and still IS, so fal; as the institution
of
slavery is concerned.
The broad Ohio, rolling
its waves from ahnoet the southern extremity of
the State to its eastern border, separates Eentucky
from the free statee, and her members of congress
and the members of congress from every, slave
state in the union, felt that when that great natural barrier, the line of separation, between the
slave and the free states was struck down, there
was danger.
They felt that there was scarcely a
slave state in the union that would not go by
the board in less than twenty years, if Kentucky
abandoned her old friends who had stood by her
in everyemerg19ney,
and allied herself to those
who had warred on her institutions
from the beginning- of the abolition agitation to the present
day. Hence, a meeting of the members of congress from the slave states, was suggested by the
members of congress from this state; and it
was there suggested that the distinguished
and
leading men in each slave state in the union
should be written to, and be urged to get up an
excitement, if you please, upon the subject of
prohibiting the importation
of slaves from l,)1l19
state into another, And for what purpose?
For
no other than to prevent the emancipation
of
slaves in Kentucky, as every gentleman here can
see, Hence, the move tha.t was made in the.
state of 'I'enneesee, upon the subject of a law
to prohibit the importation
of slaves into that
state.
We were aware that there was not moneyenough
in Kentucky to purchase the Iibera-.
tion of $e slaves of Kentucky,
and that our
people well enough knew the ~act; and we were
aware also, that when the balance of the slave
states of this union had declared by their legislative action, that our slaves should not be pur.chased by their citizens, that it would operate
as a terror upon those in favor of emancipiktion in Kentucky and put down the emuncipa
tion party.
T:!:lat was the motive.
,
I am not unwilling to declare here, before the
state and the world, that I believe that slavery,
as it exists in the slave states of this union, elevates the character of the white race.Its dignity;
and Its morals, and I trust that we shall frame a
constitution that will perpetuate slavery in this
state for all time to come. when the-proper
time shall arrive, I desire to offer as a substitute
for the 5th section of the report of the j.Jommit.t{ee"
a section that shall emboay the principle t.hat.
every citizen in this state shall havoe a right
to imPQrt slav:es into this st~~ for his own use;
and jupon thar proposition
I
deSIre to be heard.
'.
~
Mr. STEVENSON.
I have no desire to take
p~rt in the debate at this time, and I think that
courtesy to the gentlemen who intend to do so
as well as the nature of thes\Ibjectitself,
dictates
that this matter should be postponed, and that it
should come up with the resolutions reported by
the cOlllmittee on the revision of the cOll8tit1,ltion
and slavery.
I had designed to offer an amend-
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merit to the report of the committee, but I shall expectation,

and with the desire to listen and
learn.
But sir, when I see a delegate like
the gentleman
from Madison, rise in his place,
ed friend from Simpson has intimated to the and under all the peculiar circumstances that are
question, declare
house he shall do himself.
I have no disposi- thrown around this particular
tion at this time to enter into the abstract ques- to this body, and through this body to the world,
such
sentiments
as
be
has
expressed,
I should
tion of slavery. That I may do 80 hereafter,
feel that I was criminal,
I should feel that
will depend
very much upon the character
at the bar of
which this debate may take. I have discussed I ought to be held responsible
already before my constituents, this law of 1833, my own conscience, that I ought to be held
and the question as to whether it should go into responsible by my couetitnenta, that I ought
at the bar of my God,
the constitution. It was a question that was to be held responsible
made before the people, between the gentleman on the great day of accounts, if I were to
who opposed me in the canvass and myself; and stand here with the feelings which I have, and
the difference between us was llpon that question the principles which I have advocated, and allow
and uncontradicted,
sentialone. 1 am oJ2posed to the law of 1833 going to pass unnoticed
into the constitution:
but while I avow this ments such as I heard expressed by that gentleWe all know that it is iuipossisentiment, I am not in favor ofthe slave traffic. man yesterday.
sible for this or any other assembly, to attempt to
I am not in favor of traffic in human blood.
lam opposed to the fifth resolution of the series any time, or in any place, or under any circumstances to discuss these questions, either as origof the gentleman from Madison, and I desire atthe
or questions
of expediency,
roper time to give my views upon the subject. inal questions,
the most thrilling
and the
desire, with the gentleman from Simpson, that without producing
I agree with the gentleman
the citizens of this commonwealth
should enjoy deepest excitement,
equal rights.
I desire that everyone
should from Kenton, that this question had better be
have the right to import slaves for his own lise, deferred, and I am willing for aile to vote that it
But 1 rose to say a word in
And as I have declared heretofore when I had shell be deferred.
the honor of a seat in the legislature, I am 110t reference to the remarks made by the gentleman
in favor of allowing the capricious will of the from Madison yesterday, iu which he says that
legislature to determine whether A. B. shall be he considers slavery wrong ill the abstract; that
permitted to bring in slaves, and a similar per- it is right for us to hold slaves, but that the
the finger of God is
inissionbe refused to C. D. 'Phis is one of those principle is wrong-s-that
inequalities of rights to the existence of which not only upon it, but the will and law of God
and unequivocally
against it.
I am utterly opposed, and it is a point which I are positively
desire to discuss when my honorable
friend Now sir, if this be true, there is not a man
here,
not
a
christian
man
in
the
world
who can
from Simpson offers his resolution as an amendment to the report of the committee,
When eojoy his religion and hold slaves for one single
Sir, this is laying the axe at the root
we give to the legislature
the right to say moment.
whether a man shall bring slaves here for hIS of the tree.
You may talk to me as much as you please
own use or not, we give to them the ri.zht to
judge of the expediency
of importing
~aves, about the expediency of slavery, about the profits
and it will be owing alto/?ether, not to the jus- and losses of slavery, about the convenience, or
the luxuries of slavery, and every good that
tice of the application,
out to the particular
phase and color which the legislature may wear might possibly grow' out of it; but if it is contrary to the will of my God, a sin, a great moral
at the time when the application is made.
I desire, ill framing a constitution,
to provide evil, and detrimental to the best interests of my?
for equality of rights, as far as it can be done. country, I for one am willing to consecrate myI am led away, however, from the purpose for eelr wlth all I possess to the principle; and to do
which I rose, which was to ask that the -questdon or die, so long as I live, will be my watch-word,
be postponed, not only out of respect to the gen- so help me God. Sir, I never will so long as my
tleman from Madison, but also through defer- heart beats, preach one principle and practice
ence to the committee who ]IRV(\ made a report another. If slavery is wrong in the abstract, radupon the SUbject. I hope, then, that the com- ically wrong, where is the man, the christian
man, the man who loves truth and justiee iu the
mittee will rise, and that the further discussion
of the subject will be postponed until the day world, who would for a moment be its advocate?
of the
fixed for the consideration
of the report of the I am ready to enter upon the discussion
subject, and indeed I came here for the purpose
committee.
Mr. TALBOTT.
MIlCh has been said here, of making a speech upon it to-day; but I am
and elsewhere, on this very exciting and import- willing to wait until the day, that is fixed for the
ant question.
I concur WIth the gentleman that consideration of the report ofthe committee, and
perhaps this is not the most proper time to enter then I hope that the house will do me the favor
into the discussion
of it. What
is said and to hear me. Allow me to say to the gentleman
done here is not only to affect us, but our poster- rom Madison, however, who speaks of the finger
ity. Not only to affect us as a state, but of God controlling this matter, that perhaps he is
to affect our sister states-not
only to interest mistaken, he may however have recei vee some new
us at this time, but will interest us in aU time to revelation on the subject. Lmerety wish to state to
the gentleman, that I hold slavery to be neither a
come.
sin nor a moral evil, nor detrimental
to the best
I came here not for the purpose of inflicting
upon this house frequent and long speeches.
I interests of the State, and that I hold myself recame here, inexperienced as I am in the delibera- sponsible to trove it, and whcn the opportunity
tions of a. body like this, with a view, with the occurs, I wil prove it, not from any new revelabe saved that trouble, because
would have comprehended what

r

my resolution
my distinguish-
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tion, but from the old fashioned Bible. I therefore waive all farther remarks for the present.
Mr. C. A. WICKLIFFE.
The disposition of
the subject which I indicated, was predicated on
the idea that it was not desirable to discuss the
abstract question of slavery at the present time.
But it seems that, ill homely phrase, my friend
from Madison has waked up a. snake in this assembly; especially since we are told from the
other side of the house that we arc to have a sermon on the subject.
I am willing to listen to
gentlemen on this question, bnt I do not contemplate participating
myself in any debate upon it.
The gentleman can give such direction to his
own resolutions as he may think proper, and if
he desires that they shall come up in committee
of the whole, together with the report of the select committee, it will only be necessary to allow the subject to pass by until the time fixed
upon for the consideration
of that report.
Mr. T ALB01'T.
I think it is due to the honorable gentleman from Madison that this matter
be laid over. But I thought it proper to state
what were my intentions. that nobody might be
deceived, and that it might not, when it comes
up unexpectedly.
But I think it is due to
every gentleman,
when important
principles
are about to be controverted,
to give time that
he may be prepared
for the discussion.
I
am, therefore, in favor of postponing the further
consideration of this subject until next Monday
week.
Mr. TURNER.
I am afraid that I may be
considered troublesome, but I am so little experienced in matters of this kind that it appears I
have got myself into a hornet's nest sure enough.
I have failed to make myself understood: but I
can tell the gentleman that I am in no wise terrified by any thing that has occurred.
If gentlemen would understand
me and understand
themselves they would do a great deal better.
There is not a gentleman
who has made a remark upon any thing that I have said, except
the two gentlemen on my' left, who understand
what I said yesterday-c-nctone.
I would recommend gentlemen, before they come here to answer 11. speech that has been made, to understand
what was spoken.
I never said that the finger
of the Deity was a~ainst the institution of slavery. Never.
I said that the hand of Deity was
causing slavery to recede in Maryland,
in Virginia, and in Missouri; that it was, at. all events,
not increasing with the increase of the white
population, and that every thing we could do
would not be able to prevent this.
But that the
Deitywes against the whole institution,
I never
intimated or intended to intimate.
But there
is cue thing I intended
to intimate.
I am
not as well read in the gospel as I ought to
be, and not so well, doubtless, as some gentlemen here; but I do not understand the teachings
of the gospel as justifl.ing this institution as it
stands, and I never WIll advocate what I do not
believe.
I believe that the gospel applies to a
state of things that docs not exist at present.
I
believe in leaving to Oeear the things that belong to Cesar.
The mission of the Apostles
and Patriarchs of old was of 11. spiritual character. It related
to things of another world.They did not come here to interfere with the
things of Tiberius or of Cesar.
'l'hey came not

to interfere with temporal prosperity, and it does,
not appear to me that any argument,
in justification of the institution
of slavery, as It now
exists, is to be found in the sacred writings.Still, I believe slavery, as it exists in the state of
Kentucky, is a good institution.
I do not intend
to attack it. Let gentlemen read the speech that
~ delivered yesteJ;day, and they will not find in
It any such sentnueuts
as the gentleman over
the way has attributed to me. And I must correct the gentleman from Henderson (Mr. Dixon,)
as well as the gentleman from Nelson, (Mr. C.
A. Wickllffe.)
I did not mean to assert that the
institution of slavery was an evil.
1011'.DIXON.
I certainly so understood the
gentleman.
Mr. TURNER.
I said nothing of that kind.
On the contrary, I attempted to maintain that it
was a benefit to both races as it exists here, but
I do not think it is profitable or desirable in anv
point of view to increase the number of slaves
by importing
them from other states.
They
have a prohibition
against the importation of
slaves into other states, and we shall only get
the demoralized and debased portion, and this
is not the description
of slaves that I should
wish to see mixed with our black population.
I do not think it would be profitable because the
more you introduce, the more competition there
would be against free white labor, and the greater difficulty for white men to get employment.
Mr. BULLITT.
Having been a member of
the committee, which has made the report on
the subject of slavery, and having concurred with
that report, I shall stand prepared to defend it
whenever it is caned up for discussion;
and I
shall be opposed to the incorporation of the provisions of the act of 1833 into the new constitution .. I differ from my honorable friend from
Henderson.
I am prepared
to maintain
that
slavery is neither a moral nor a social evil, but
a positive advantage to the white population
and no injury to the black.
Slavery must be
viewed in two aspects. 'I'reated as property, no
discrimination
should be made between
that
and other kinds of property.
I shall not trouble
the house at present with any further remarks;
but whenever the reI?ort comes up I shall be prepared fully to explain my views.
Mr. TALBOTT.
One more remark.
The
gentleman from Madison this morning denied
that he made the assertion that the finger of God
was against the institution
of slavery.
I certainly understood the gentleman
yesterday as
making that declaration,
but he has the right
to make his own explanation,
und if he repudiates
such a sentiment,
I am willing 1'0
receive the gentleman's
explanation.
But I
think that the gentleman has substantially
reaffirmed tho same sentiment, fOI' he now says
that the bible does not recognize slavery; consequently,
as the bible is the revealed will of
God, that will is opposed to slavery.
Now I
stand pledged before this house to prove that
slavery has existed in every age of the world
since the flood, and that it. is Justified and approved by the scriptures themselves.
Mr. TAYLOR.
It is written that the apostle
Peter, in the language of admonition to thecburch,
said: "Be ready always to give an answer to every man that asketh you, a reason of the hope that is
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In you, with meekness and fear," And yesterday,
just about the time that I had screwed my courage up to give this answer, my friend from NelSOil made a remark which somewhat let me down.
And that was, that this act of 1833 had not been
much discussed ill the election of delegates to
this convention.
Mr. C. A. WICKLIFFE.
I can only sa:! that
if the gentleman had been better acquamte with
me he would have understood the remark as
being entirely ironical.
Mr. TAYLOR. I mean nothing offensive to
the honorable gentleman,
A man cannot always, help his thoughts, but he may forbear expressing them, But when the gentleman from
Nelson remarked yesterday, that this act of 1833
had not been discussed much for the last six
months, I thought that if my friend Thomas S.
Page, the second auditor, (and he is great in
figures) should be directed to inform the house
how much the discussion of that act has cost
this commonwealth, it would be found to be if
estimated by its cost, the most valuable act that
has ever slept upon the statute book of Kentucky, for 1610ng continuous years. Have gentlemen for~otteu the history of the convention
movement III this proud and glorious old com.
monwealth of ours? Have they forgotten that
the representatives of the people-and
I say it
with mortification
and shame-when
they
passed the act. authorizing the sense of the l'eopIe of !{entucky to be taken on the propriety
of ca~lmS' a convention to amend the existing
con~tltutIOn, made a pledge and threw itoutto
the Journeying winds, that this ques~ionof. slave.
l'y was not to be agitated, and that In askine for
reform they did not intend to interfere witl~ the
relations which existed between
master and
slave.
Among the most ardent advocates of reform in
that portion of Kentucky which I have the honor to represent, was the humble and unobtrueive individual who is now addressing you. I
have fought the good fi'fht; I have kept the faith,
".'"hat I meun is, that
lived up to the pledge
given by those who sent forth the manifesto
which I mentioned a moment since, and never
during the discussion of that question, but on
one occasion, did I allude .to this question of
slavery, and then I struck 1t gently as a lover
strikes his mistress with a blossom. The good
fight, as I said, was fought; the faith was kept·
~mdout of 136,000 voters, 102,000 votes were cast
In favor of a conventioll.
Even the friends of
constitutional reform looked at each other with
pe~fect surprise, at the i~ea of the immense maJ0l"l~ythat they had obtaLDed. and just like two
conJuror~ they could not look at each other wifhout a smIle at the result. It was a glorious tri.
umph which we were called u:pon to carry out
and to secure. Our emancipatIOn friends where
were they? I mean J?rior to the vote of ~hieh I
h.ave just spoken. SIT, not the tap of an emanclpatlo:n d~um, not the rallying sound of an
emancipatIOn J:mgle, not the challenge of a single emancipation sentinel was heard
as the
friends of c,onstituti?Il1l.1reform in solid' phalanx
,~cre marchlllg <?uWIthout faltering.
Tlle battle, ~ I have sal.d, was fought, a triumph was
achlCved, and Victory perched upon onrbanners;
and as Shakspeare says in Richard III, "Our

bruised arma.v-c-end not much bruised either.c-.
"were hung up for monuments; and our st~rn
alarums,"-if there were any in the contest,"were changed to merry meetings.'
Thus far I
have travelled i~the record of this history, and
now I am coming to another point to which I
wish to call attention.
Did you ever sir in midsummer, about night-fall, look upon ~ cloverfield and see the fire-flies rising out of it? Just
so when the people had determined to have constitutional reform, wereour emnnclputionfrieuds
seen springing up and giving light and hope to
each other. If I. may use a strong expression,
they ,had been until this triumph lying low and
seeping dark. But when they found that the
people were determined upon constitutional reform, then for the first time, to use a French expression, they began to fraternise.
Or to use a
sch?ol-master's word, they began to coalesce,
Sir, the pledge which had been ~h·en by the
friends of the convention, as I said has been
faithfully kept. They did not in anywise egitate this. que~tion of slavery.
They have made
no allusion to the tenure or the right by which
the master held his slave. Sir, there was a sort
of im~lied pledge 011the .part of our erneucipatlO:0fnend~, that they did not mean to agitate
this question, and for two whole years while
these battles were being fought, never was the
click of their rifles or the tap of their drum
heard; but when the friends of constitutional
reform were triuru~hant, they began to frateruiee, to coalesce, I'hen, for the first time the
emancipation party, as such, was formed.' Do
gentlemen recollect-let
memory run back
-what they first demanded-csuch a demand as
could only proceed from the arrogance and inaolenceof power-thatthereshould
be incorporated
in the constitution some sort of system of prospective emancipation?
And I could not but
fancy under the zeal and ardor with which it
was pursued, that the time was not far distant
~hen th; slave po:pulatioll of thia state, amountmg to sixty millions of dollars in value, with
their masters were to make a grand exodus from
this, commonwealth.
They fired and fell back.
I will show you exactly the position to which
they fe~l back. They fell back, sir, under the
J?rotectlOll and cover of thra act of 1833. They
tell back under the protection of another bettery which is to be unmasked in this house ere
long. I mean that of specific amendments to
the constitution-the
open clause. How do you
know they fell back on the law of 1833? There
is a paper in Kentucky, or at least there was-I
do not know whether it i~ now in existence---:I
do ',lot kt;towbut the counCil fil'es of our emal1Clpabon, fnends have been pnt out, and that they
are disbanded-but
they had adopted a paper
cal~ed .the Louis~ille Examiner., as the organ of
theiT VIews, motives, and sentiments; and some
times the curtain was lifted a little too high, and
we had a view of tl~e '11Wdus operandi ,and
of tbequo 'fI}odo by WhICh.they were ~o dlre~t
publIc sentiment and aclneve the glonous tnumph for their party, which their faney had
paint~d. ".'""
ell Sir, this is the first .legislative
body lll,whl~h I ~ver ha;d a seat. It IS the most
nove.l ~itllatlOn m whICh I was ever placed,
an,d If I l~ad the moral courage I ~ould resign
thIS evenmg and go home. PermIt me to read
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one extract, that we may see whether or not I cure us all we ought at present to want-an

have been indeed telling the truth.
Let us see if
the emancipation party have not fired and fallen
back for protection lIpon the act of 1833. Here
is a letter dated at the residence of my friend
from Boyle-v'Danville,
Ky., March 19,1849.'
Letter writers are leaky vessels.
They some

en-

terillg wedge to rive "the crooked and gnarled
oak," which now overshadows
our fair state
with the pestiferous shade and blight of a curse,
the greatest that a nation can produce."
"An entering wedge."
Sir, as I said a while
ago, a man cannot help his thoughts, but he may
timeslet out secrets of the cabinet. But I tell forbear their expression.
I thought of the old
yOll there is more light in this letter than the hymn, which WIth a little alteration
might read
friends of emancipation
wot of or desire.
Let thus:
us see how the letter reads:
Ye slavery men come view the ground,
"The meeting above described was adjourned
wnerc }'OU must shortly lie.-(Laughtcr.)
in perfect order-no undue excitement was proIf I had no other motive, and there were no
duced. Opponents treated the meeting with reother strong super-inducing reason why I should
spect, and there was less excitement than is ofvote against the amendment of the gentleman
ten produced by the most ordinary political and
from Madison, I should want no other than
transient topics.
We trust the friends of emanthat couched so strongly in this letter.
They
cipation will everywhere be encouraged to hold
want it as an entering wedge.
They want the
similar meetings.
It wants but moral courage
act of 1833 incorporated
into the constitution,
and ~rudence to do so with perfect success and
only because it is the best they can procure; onpublic approbation.
All has already been gainly because it is a sort of constitutional
s:pringed in this country that is desirable-a
pledge on
board, by which they may' hereafter vault into a.
the part of each candidate
for delegate to the
position by which they. will carry the question of
convention, (three in number,) that he is in faemancipation
altogether Sir, I am a pro-slavevor of the incorporation of the law of 1833 in
ry man. I am not willing to yield a single inch,
the new constitution,
and of e provieion allowto the emancipation party in any form whatever,
ing specific additions or amendments to be made and I never intend to vote for the incorporation
to the constitution
by the legislature
and the of the spirit or principle of the act of 1833 into
people, not excluding emancipation.
the new constitution, for the reason that the par"These two articles in the new constitution
ty call it all entering wedge, to rid this country
being obtained, we have gained all for the pre- of what they call a great moral and political
sent that we need desire-the
rest will follow ill
evil. Well, I take issue with them upon that.
due time. That it is perfectly in the power of
But I am not going to discuss that question
the emancipationists
to effect these two all-imnow, nor do I intend to discuss the act of 1833,
portant provisions in the new constitution, there
as to its constitutionality
or otherwise.
This I
IS not the shadow
of a doubt, if they will use
will leave for a more fitting opportunity,
if an
their influence aright.
They ought not, unless opportunity should occur, and I can summon up
where aucces is quite certain, to run candidates
courq..ge to address the convention ...
of their own, but TO nor.n THE BUANOE OF rowan
Sir, this act of 1833, as it is called, the spirit
BETWEEN CO~TENDING OANDIDATES, and to vote for
of which is sought to be incorporated
in the
that man who will go farther for their cause, unconstitution, slept, as I have said, upon the statless his good faith mar be suspected, or there ex- ute book, from 1833 to 1848. It was then reist other strong objections to him.
pealed.
Why do I use the term slept? Mem"If "we are wise as eerpente and l/armles8 as bers of the Ieglelature can answer that question.
doves," we can lwid the balance oj power in the conI will tell you the reason why I use the term.
»enuon. Our opponents can be brought to terms: There was a continuous legislative dispensation
if not, a pro-slavery constitution can be rejected from the operation of that act, and this certainby a popular vote.
ly ought to be taken into consideration,
when
"The present aspect of public opinion and my friend Mr. Page comes to count the cost.
feeling gives us every reason to hope.
All that There was a most catholic feeling on the part of
is wanted, is moral courage and efficient action. the legislature,
for granting a dispensation
to
Let every friend of emancipation
in the state every man who came before them in a lachrywho can, attend the convention at Frankfort.
mose manner and asked for it. And year after
"I should have stated that the meeting here year slaves were brought into Kentucky.
I
wa~c.omposed of all parties both in religion and consider-the act of 1833 to have been altogether
politics.
Yours, &c.,
X. V.
inoperative, so far as any good effects were to flow
"P. S. Since the above was written n candidfrom it, but if the people, through their repreate for delegate from this county for the conven- sentatives, could keep the act ill existence from
tion, in favor of emancipation,
has been an- 1833 up to 1848, I can see no good in incorponounced.
This movement, in my humble judg- rating it into the constitution,
except to gratify
ment, is injudicious and will not meet the appro- our emancipation friends, and to drive in a little
bation of the emancipationists
of the county. the entering wedge to the accomplishment
of
The course above recommended,
is the true their purposes.
course and the only one that holds out a reasonThere was one remark made by the gentleman
able prospect of success. If there be any coun- from Madison, that struck me with a great
ty where a friend of emancipation has a good or deal of force, and it was this, that slave propreasonable prospect of being elected, a candid- perty in Kentucky was decreasing in valueate ought undoubtedly
to be presented.
But sir, I suppose, like a lady's waist, growing
surely It is worse than folly, to run one where "small by degrees and beautifully
less."
If
we are certain of defeat, and where our influ- it be so, and if the gentleman's
statistics prove
ence and votes, if f/}i.gelyused and cast, will se- it to be a fixed fact, then I maintain that there
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is no necessity for the existence of the act
of 1833 at all, und certainly no necessity for its
incorporation
in the new constitution.
If tl~e
institution is in fact under the finger of frav1idenoe, receding in Mnryland , Viginiu, nne Miasouri, and the other slave states of this Union, I
am willing to leave it to the direction of providence. 1 am willing to trust that being who is
said to be all-wise, and all-just from necessity
rather than election.
'I'he remarks of the gentleman
from Madison
reminded me forcibly of ail old woman who had
the misfortune to have her horse run off with
the buggy in which she was riding.
Fortunately, she escaped unhurt.
When her friends were
collected around the tea table and coneratulaling bet, upon her escape, one asked if she had
not been greatly alarmed.
"Why," said she, "I
trusted in Providence 'till the breeching broke;
and after that, I did not know what to do."
I
am beginning to doubt the sincerity of the gentleman from Madison when he says that he relies upon Providence.
I begin to think he trusts
more to legislative and constitutional
breochiug
than he does to any thing else.
I said a while ago, that when the time should
come and I could have courage enough to address the convention, I "Would like to be heard
upon this point, that slavery, as it is asserted by
our emaneipatiou friends, 113 a great social and
political evil.
There has been a. continual
cry
1Il this
commonwealth
about free labor bcine
cheap, and that numbers constitute
political
wealth.
I do not believe it.
Continual
fault
has been found by our emancipation
friends
throughout this broad cornruonweath, with the
social condition of the people of Kcntucky.Sir, there are around us and among us evidences
of I,he elements of greatness and content.
For
my own part, I am content with Kentucky
as
she is. I would not swap her off for ten of the
brightest
and most glorious commonwealths,
throwing in our emancipation
exemplar Ohio.
into the bargain.
Do you recollect what the
preacher said, after he had exhausted his fancy
In accumulating
figures of speech descriptive of
Heavei., after speaking of it as the residence of
just men made perfect, after speaking of it as the
place-where itis said that the
" Smile or tho Lord te the reest or tue sour."
takil1~ a still more upward f1i~ht, as a finale to
all hie fi~ures, he said, it lSI a Kentucky of a
place.
Sir, there is a great deal of truth in that
figure.
I do hope and trust, therefore, that this act of
1833, the spirit of it at least, will not be incorporated in the constitution.
The people have rebuked its incorporation
in any way, and if I
waul.any reflex of :p'llblic opinion on the subject,
if gentlemen are still like Bunyan,.in doubling
castle, there was one vote given at the heel of
the last session, which ought to satisfy their
doubts.
That vote was for the repeal of the act
of 1833. It wa." a declaration of fhe people that
the relation betweelt master and slave should
not in anywise be disturbed.
I would say to
the gentleman from :Madison, and I say it iuno
I>pirit of disrespect obsta principiis, resist things at
the beginning.
When I see gentlemen endeavoring to incorporate the act of 1833 i-n the constit\ltion-I
say to the pro-slavery
party that

the wolf is on their walk and it is the province
of wise men at least to beware.
Mr. MERIWETHER.
I should not have said
a word but for the remarks of the gentleman
from Madison.
He thinks, sir, that the committee should have waited and heard discussions on
his resolutions before they made their report.
With due deference, I beg leave to differ with tho
gentleman.
Why should we wait?
His resolutions assert abstract principles, and the report of
the committee goes into matters of detail.
Are
we to wait and hear discussions here, and then
report the opinions of the convention?
No, sir,
we are to report the individual
and collective
opinions of the committee.
Why wait for discussion? This question of slavery has been discussed in all its bearings throughout the State of
Kentucky.
We could exp~c~ to clici~ no ~eW'
light on the subject by waiting for discussion.
Therefore, it was thought expedient to make the
report when the committee had come to a conclUSIOn, and not to wait for an expression of
opinion on the part of the house.
One other word to my friends from Madison
and Simpson as to the fifth section.
My friend
from Madison Wishes the report of the committee
chanced so as to incorporate
the law of 1833.
Myftiend from Simpson wishes it 80 changed as
to prohibit the pas!:la~e of any such law. They
both profess to be frleude of constitutional
reform. A.re they uot aware that thi.s new con~titution must lose strength by the Incorporation
of the law of 1833, or by the denial of power to
the legislature.
If YO~l incorporate L?e principle of the law of 18~3 m the eonstitution, you at
once throw the vote of those opposed to the law
against the constitution.
If you deny the legislature the power of fassing
such a law, you
throw the votes of al the friends of that law
against the constitution.
And is it desirable to
do this?
Why not leave it as it stands at present? Why not leave it to the decisions 01 the
courts, and not throw this great weight against
the adoption of the constitution
which will inevitably be the case if either of the suggestions
of the gentlemen be adopted.
I will conclude by remarking that I cannot see
how you can bring up the discussion of the gentleman's resolutions with the report of the committee.
Although both should be made the special order of the clay {or the same day, one must
have precedence
over the other.
If you now
make the gentleman's
resolutions the special order of the day for Monday week next, you give
the report of the committee precede-nce, and that
report must come up to the e.xclu~ion
the !es?lutions.
They may be under dISCUSSiOn, It lS
truc.ebut they cannot give rise to any action until the report shall Iiavc been acted upon.Then, why not go on with the discussion <,'f the
resolutions until the day fixed for the consideration of the report of the committee.
Mr. CLARKE.
:My honorable friend from J efferson I think begs the question.
He seems to
snppose that if the am~ndment,
propos~d ~y
the gentleman from MadIson, be adopted, It WIll
array the pro-slavery
men in the state ~gainst
the constitution.
Well,
that is true, su. He
then argues that if the J?roJ;losition that I intencl
to submit be adopted, It WIll array the emancipationists against the constitution,
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Mr. MERIWETHER.

The gentleman misap- clause that shall prohibit the legislature from
acting upon the subject of slavery.
Mr. TURNER. I ask leave to say a word or
two before the subject is postponed. So far as
it respects the article which has been read here
by the gentleman from Mason, it is one that I
used all last summer myself, at least I used it
as long as I was engaged in my canvass, and I
used it for the purpose of warning pro-slavery
men that they should be upon their guard
honestly, and faithfully to represent the will and against electing any man who was in favor of
feelings of those who Sent him here. When the opeH clause. I read that and other similar
the vote shall be taken on my proposition, publications to the voters, to show that there
if there should be a majority in favor of with- was a purpose on the part of the emancipationholding from the Legislature the power to pro- ists to divide up the two parties, in order to
hibit citizens of this State from bringing slaves make an opening, and see if they could not get
into the State, I shall believe that there is in some individual who was a Iiule soft, who
the State a will, reflected by delegates here, would go a little secretly in favor of the open
in favor of the principle that I propose. I am clause. I was considered the ultra pro-slavery
not willing to confer upon the Legislature the man of the county which I represent. The
power to legislate upon the subject of slavery at emancipationists met here on the 25th of Al?ril
all. I believe there is nothing more dangerous last, and said that they were in favor of putting
to the future peace and tranquility of this proud the principle of the act of 1833 in the constituold commonwealth, thau to confer upon the leg- tion, but the county of Madison did not think
islative department of the government for all she was bound to abandon her principles which
time to come, the power to legislate upon the she had advocated since 1833, merely because
subject of slavery. What has been the effect, sir, the emancipationists had taken them up. Out
as r suggested in the few remarks that I had the of fifty votes given in both branches of the leghonor to submit for the consideration of the com- islature by members from the county of Madimittee afew mornings ago, of the act of 1833? son, only three have ever been cast in opposition
That act was regarded as a concession to aboli- to this law of 1833. And before this question
tionism; and there has not, according to my re- of emancipation was open.ed, the county of Mad.
collection, since the passage of that act in 1833 isou always seemed to indicate that she was in
clownto itsrepealin 1848, been one solitary ses- favor of vutting the provisions of that law in
sion of the Legislature of the State in which the the constitution, and I was in favor of doing so
subject of slavery has not been either directly or myself. But I agree with my friend on my left,
indirectly discussed. We have had from 1833 that this matter of slavery should be shut up in
to 1848 an experience of years as to the proprie- the Constitution, that it should not be agitated
ty of the principle incorporated iu that act. We in the legislature, for that I consider near akinto
have had practical experience upon the subject the open clause itself. It should not be agitaof that act, its consequences on the prosperity, ted, because, to disturb this species of property,
the well-being, the tranquility of the State, and injures its usefulness and value.
lthink sir that from the bare fact that the people
Now, I do not suppose that the gentleman
last winter in the exercise of their sovereign will from
Mason intended to intimate that I had,
and power, returned to both branches
of the in the views which I supported, any connection
Legislature of the State an overwhelming major- with the emancipationists. There are pro-slaveity for the repeal of the law of 1833, we may ar- ry men here who are in favor of the open clause,
rive at the conclusion that a majority of the peo- which is greatly worse than incorporating the
ple of the State are in favor of allowing her citi- act of 1833: for I do not think that statute would
zens to import slaves for their own use. What produce any injury at all; on the contrary, I
better wedge, I ask in the language of the genit would be a benefit: but there are gentleman over the way, do the emancipationists think
tlemen whose opinions are entitled to as much
want than that the constitution should confer up- attention as my own, who think it would be
on the legislative department of this government right to leave it open. It was urged upon me
the power perpetually to agitate the subject of that inasmuch as the convention would not
slavery.
touch the subject of slavery, but would adopt
And uponprinoiple.eir, there will bebut ashade the principle in favor of the open clause, I ought
of difference between leaving the question open not to go against it in the canvass, and ought not
for legislative discussion and legislative action, here. But I told them that I was in favor of
and the incorporation of the open clause princi- shutting it up for a :period, longer than any man
ple in the new Constitution. As I remarked be- in my countv was III favor of, and should enfore, I do uot now propose to discuss this ques- deavor to put it beyond the reach of any legistion, but there are innumerable reasons why this Iation for twenty or twenty-five years; that it
convention should withhold from the legisla- should not even be brought up a~ain for discus.
ture the power to take any future action UVOll slon before the people for that time. And now
the subject of slavery. When the proper tune with my ultra views on this subject, because I
shall have arrived, and I shall be permitted to think we had better not import any more slaves
have the honor to offer the amendment that I gentlemen seem to think that I have some kinpropose to offer, then I desire a patient and calm dred feeling'Swith the emancipationists. Realconsideration on the part of this convention, of ly, the condition I have gotten into here reminds
such arguments as I shall submit in favor of a me of a little passage between mys~lf and Squire
prehends me. I said the friends of the law and
the emancipationists.
Mr. CLARKE. Yes sir, it will array the
friends of the law of 1833 and the emancipationists against the constitution. That will be the
result as the gentleman supposes. I am perfectly satisfied, though a vote upon m.r proposition
will test that question, that there 18 no gentleman Oil this floor, who does not desire fairly,
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Wilcoxon.

We were introduced to each other Madison should not be laid

011

the table as sug-

ot Sqtiire, and he thb~_ght we we~e gested by SODIChere',
There a;re R couple- of tite
both squires by irade. ()I asked him how Jack- tary gems in embryo here, twtn brothers, that I
~

the"title

ACln'sadministration "Wasgetlting along. "Real- would like to see developed to this bouse.cly,"he said, "~eh~V~'n6t~ot into'a~redic_ain..entThe first is the political,l1hilosophical
axiom
to show. 'our clrcumstance.c But really I tlrlnk that slavery is a moral blessirlg'to both the slave
l master,
and a politicni
Blessing to the
r have 'got into a predlcementtto show myefr- and liis
dumatanee, but if they will give me fair play' I c6mmoh"ivealth."TM second is, the divine axdo not care, The gentleman (rom Mason has ta- iom that the Being' who descended from heaven
kenvhcld'of me, and the gentlemanf from Ue'ffer- to 'free mankind from the shackles of sin came
Bonwas "allbut to de So. j THe gentleman from also to assist In'rlveting the shackles of human
~oyl6 has--'ilOt'read!my.speee1;L,
a",!d d~d nothe~r desf"btism, J hopE!"a full and fair opportunity
it-well and.' I was obliged to Iisten ' to a'long will be granted for the developrdeub of Both these
speecll in eonsequence-of his misapprehendiilg p'rirlciples, so entirely new and strange as they
niypcsitlon.
Now sir, when I am properly un- are. And elthough we all may have come here
derstood, the gentlemen have not gotithe vantage to carry 6ut'tlie 'wishes and principles of lour
ground of me. I am a pro-slavery man, but I constituents, yet if members of this convention
think we' have got enough of it: It is said ~e. will be benefitted by th~ discussion of princimey'heve too much of a"good thing. ' I admit plea of this character, I hope that the committee
that the slaves we have now are beneficial 'to us, will grant them an opportunity.
'
and it i~ desirable to improve them, rlot to conMr. ROOT, I would not rise to speak but I
taminete them by'mixing rthem up with rogues should 'feel 1 had not discharged my duty, if
and rascals. My county, r be~i6ve, is. ~bt for upon the furthe\- discussion of this question, I
bringing in any more, R",ldshe IS not WillIng t~ should not' endeavor to make the voice of a reyield herprinclpl~s, merely because the emaucI- spectable portion'Of tIle state heard in relation to
p'a£ionists have ad6'pted the law Of 1833.
it. My corH;tituency feel a deep solicitude and
l Now
I do not Wish to use any lahguage that ,interest in the princi.r:les of the law of 1833.
would seem to be indecorous, but 'the proceed- Thete was nothing smd about emancipation or
ings of the emancipationists remind me of: abolitionism when that law was placed on the
a circnmBtance that occurred some years ago.- statute book, alid while it remained there quiet~
0ne Barby Diggs came.to me to get me to bnng 11, Were was no agitation in lUy part of the state,
a snit upon a contract :Corland. ;r took his bond It strikes me that this question ought to be setal1;dtold hIm to. come again in two we~~a, At 'tled 0'0 ,Vise and pl'oper princi~les Itough! to
the end of that tIme'he returned, and havlDg ex- be settled by a ~oncesslOn on tlle part of the
amined the papersill tht'l"Ineantime, I told" him lultra pro slaveiy nien on thc one hand, and as
that he had no chance to get clear of the con- the gentleman says that the emancipationists retract. He was vety much disapp'ointcd. ' Said quire thelrinciple
of the law of 1833 to be in·
he, rtf can't you bedevil them?" "'0 yes, if that corporate into the constitution, there ought to
is what you want, but I shall charge you a be some concessions on both sides. The eman·
:pretty large fee.'l He very readily agreed to pay cipation party in Kentucky is not only respecIt, but wanted me to wait 11lltilthe business was table, numerous, and intellectual, but its voice
over. I liold him no, he might play the bedevil- must and will b~ heard. It is' impossible to
ing game on me. NoW'as fur thiEl'matter of the stifle the principles embraced, and laid down
open cl.ause, f -.;rnde.rstandthe eman<:ifationists by the emancipation party in thi.s sta~e, an~ it
W say? If you w~ll give us that we'wil ere Long would be unwise to endeavor to stIfle dISCUSSIOn,
oed~V:l~you till you agre~ to give up yotln.laves, and to put a padlock upon, the lips of the intelNow su, I throw myself Into the breach at that lectuM gentlemen w'tIOare In favor of some syspoint: I am ag~inst'allowing them to play ~ar- tern looking to ultimate e'maneipation in this
by Di~gs on us in any way or shape, and l,vill state, In my section of the country, no man bev\)te s~<Wby siq,e wi~\1the gentleman from'Ma- lieves in incorporating the gradual emancipason, and otlIer yro.slrJ,verymen. 'There are.sqme tion ftystem in the constitution; but there are
individuals who have got up to" the htghest dtvers men, some of our most distinguished
notch, and are about to tl,lrll us out of,t:trechurch men, and slaveholders too, who look forward to
here, ~ am here;/?y tJJe. direct~on o(the people of the period when Kentucky sllal] be indeed reo
Madison, by the aut\lority of twenty-six or seven d'eerrled and disenthralled by the irresistible
hundred people "of the· commohwetilth, and a~ genius of universal emancipation. It matters
not io 00 ous\;ed.rby any man wlwmay constl- not whether it comes in ten, fifteen, twenty or a
tute himself pr~est o'r'prec-ertor. I· am here in thousand years, they desire that our policy shall
obed}e~ce to th,e vOice 0 thl;} free-ci,tizen,s ~f look forward'to the period when Kentnc,ky, shall
MadIson, and, I mtend to ad.vocate thetr pnnCl- be redeemed-when she shall possess WIthlll her
p1es fear~essly, let }Vhatwill come. I came"here bordefs a numerous body of free laborers-and
tltrough fi~e and brimstone, more perhaps than when we shall be in fact a free state, I desire
any'.one who "has 'a seat upon t1].isfloor, and I to be heard upon some braheh at least df the
will not 'bow to ~he em8:nc~pati.onists..in any :rrinciples of the la~ of 1833, I come here as
sllape or manner.'
the representative of about two thousand voters
Mr. NUTTALL here called attention to his -I kn(jw the feelings and opinions of those
amendment to the 6th resolution of the gentle- whom I represent-and is this too much to ask?
roan 'from Madison and insisted' that a vote Are we who have stood by the law of 1833,
should be taken upon it.'
we who have battled for it for ten, fifteen, or
.iMCGARF1ELDE.
I rise to express the opin- twenty years, to recede from this ...~ositron and
ion1thatr theTrescdution, oftRe gentleman £lom iIi shortJ i~~h~ p'91iey and pr~ncites cont-ain·
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ed in that la1V. now to bq abandoned QcC~USf; the.r,i,ght..to.J}arry arms fon self dcfen<i~ r.eaerving
a little Junto of immediate emaneipatiouists
' tQt4e.legislature
the pQ.wer to pass law.scior the
or abolitionists choose to occupy ground that punishment of those who carry concealed weanearly the entire state has occupied fPf1 six- pons. (
,
; l_
".'
~
teen years? Are we to be driven from any posi- ]I Mr. W;IL1JAMS.
I have offered these resolnHan because our enemies get uppn pur hlatf9f,n;l? tiQna" with a view to instruct, the committee to
Are we desirous to make Eeutucky ,the"great
Wo.al>:careport.iuiavorof.thainstructionscQutain.
slave mart of the United States, because the im- ed.in the resolutions.
To my mlnd.these propoeimediate emdncipatiouiets
choo~e; to g~t on the tions are, of such weight that it.aeema to me it
platform, on which we s~ood ft;Urly, fully, and would be useless to address arguments.tothe
COIlr
quietly; until the last .1egislatl,lre chose to tal vention in their favor. .It etrikes me sir, that there
violent hands on that sacred law.
TIle policy
ia s very' great defect in our system. of criminal
of changing ~he law was equivocal.
The con- prosecutions,
in regard to the manner in which
test that was fought on this floor showed it tp lie jurors.ere selected, and that uudenfhe present
of doubtful import, and the vote by which
it mode of selecting jurora.dn a trial of enmiaals,
was repealed exhibited the fact that therq '.va.!) especially those charged with. murder, and who
a strong and powerful minority in favor of tl~at are. men of much property, there is a very .great
law. This powerful
minority
will come up dji:'ficulty tq c.onvJctiD~ them.
And.in my [udge
injudgment against the men who, upinatmcted,
ment, the difflculty.dies
in the mode in which
disturbed. the policy of the great oobimonwealth
jurors arc selected. &;IId in the fact.that the ae,
of Kentucky.,
UPOD this point, therefore, I c.used has the right to challenge Jp.eremptorily
ihiIik that tl\ere is n6 friend 9f the law of 18~3, tlw. number oC 22.jurors" while the commOll::
who has anythIDg to (ear. I can bring up an (Ll:~ wealth is denied the right even to challenge a.
ray of ~reat names, the very foremost in ,this siuKlejuror.
I~'
\country; who have stood up and advocated the
:\Yith,refer.enc.e to the se£QIldresolution.wliich
law of 1833, and who. were not backward in as· r~lates to thll article. in our present constitution'
~erting these principles... Let then ~,'eJ;'Y fr!end '?/hich pl.:Oyides that citizens shall carry arms
of the anc~ent !l;nd settled po~~cy of tl).e stat~ for seif-deiencc"permit
me to say that. irumy
come up, and I believe not,tlven the most ul1J::a opinion, that.artiille
has prevented/the.
legislaof the pro s1avery men, will atteIPpt t;o over- tu.re frQJltpassing
any.la.w to punish :individu·
throw bhe new constitut;iop., because i~
has tl;J,e al$ for..carrying conc.ealed weapons,,·, Now while
principles of the law of IB33 engrafted upon, it. l.am ~lllil(l'
that ,ev.:ery citizen should carr:y:
Dop.s the law disturb any setUed policy: under
Q.J::PlS tor sclrdefence.. itseerns utterly "'lilrong that
the consti\?Von ij.nd law!>of th,e state? Dpes it ev.~ry individu.al.\ who chooses., sh.ould carry a
unh,inge, flDy man'S claiqls to slave property,
pi:;tQl orabowie knife conceaied,.and
go unpun~
render it less secure? I maintain that it V~ll l!3h~d.. ancL.the Iresolution) prop0l;).es .to. instruct
render slave
property
more ,vqluably,
and liheJ.:omrnittee.;to iins.ert .some, provisiou.,in the
that the repeal of tli,e law will bring an In- constitution, which,.whiwit08hall
aUo,wtJle cit·
Dux Of slaves 11ere, and make the s.t~te the great i.zen to carry arms fot. sfllf-defence, !\halLgiv:e to
slave IOart of the Union-to
the disgr~e
of the the legislature: the power to punish those who
prhoud and chivalrous
sons of oIs! Kli!qtw;ky, calzryCQu('J!al.ed,w::t'apona.
't.
.
'.,
W ose blood rHI.~ been spilled upon a IHl}ldreQ. Mr ...C. A" W1CKLIFFE.
I belieye, thisis the
battle fields in defe:o.ce of the rights
man.
t first resolution that has been presented to re"
desire that this: qnestion may be postponed, so quire this house to vote positive instructions
to
tha,t the yoiee of the country ~ay coro,e,v,p here a committee In the,iexercise of i~ dutie,;!, -If it
and not b~. stifled on a qne~tipn of I'UCp, plo- is the purpose of thc mover of the propositiol}
mentaus importallcc.
I move that the committq havlil Ute subject, i,llvestigated, scrutinizedJ ~nd
tee risl.land report progress.
,. ("l ;)
exim\inedJ· D all its qefLl;ing;; upon pur p~r,sonal
'£he motioll..was agreedt to! anq the 90rP~(tt~e
ti~h1:~,an the rig~ts qf,~b~ c~tizet;l. I hale no
ro:s~and reported progress, aDd leave was grant·
oPJec,tiqn~a't it shall take ~hat. 119urse. L.A MJ?
ed for it to sit agam.
not p'ryp~J;'~d JD;r.~eif, 8:~thIS tIme, t£l glY(~.,:ny
And then the convention adjo~·rn'ed.
vote, .F0~ltir.ely lI",ls.truc,tmg.thl11comm~ttee th\18
to challg~ t.he rights fVh,ich. pertai~, to th~ ciU..
• I
~ens of. this comIl,19;llwealtli-I
flllude tq the
rig1;l.ts pertaining to tJ:1l:~aecUlW~, ~DqJ thfl iJ;igh1§
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of the c.ommonw~alth jn a \eon~st oetiW~n th~
Prayer by ~he Rev. Taos. N. RALSToN, of the <:O.m~O,IIWu%th,aDd ~ cj~I~en ch-arg~d wi~ a
~~i.I¥in!Uoff~nc~
I ,R!q. ;not Pl~pared a~ Dupe tR
Methodist church.
give myvote that there shaH be such"a radical
.1,
PROPOSITIONS TO AHEND.
'h
,;
change on this question,
and I tP,erefore hope
Mr. WILLIAMS offered the followin'g resoluthat th~gentl~man ~illiet
the suPlect go p.~for(l
tions:
the~ c.OJp,?,\ttfle}?r tlIeir eX~IJ~.in~tlOlh witP?\1t
1. Re8olved, That the committee on miscellapOSItive m!ltructIOn~ However.ll{.jthe
qV-~st,ion
neonsprovisions be instructed to report an amelld~
lS· pres~ed in the, !>ha~ Qf an in,strupti~)J). Q.e,sign.
ment to the preseDt constitution,
which shall
e.d ~~ ljljc.\ttthe iudgmepy of th~ house, I fO,J;~lll.~
provide, that while the ancient mode of trial by
Jury be kept inviolate-, the commonwealth
shall de~nrel to mtelJl~s~ ljhe exp,r~SSlOn of my ~pqllon
against ~he adoptIOn of any such prmcIple
in
in all criminal
prosecutions, have the :r:.ight of
'..
' d.
_
peremptory
challenge to the same cxtent that the, constitution"j
Mr. HARQlN.
1, would suggest that the
shall be gLven to the accused.
2. Resolved, That said committee also report form of the.. r.esQl.utio.ns--<i8~too p.eremptor;y, and
an amendmeDt. which shall give to the citizen requires a Yote !it once on aa important a princi-
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I therefore propose to
ple as can be brought before us.
To enquire is elected for the purpose.
'one thing, but to instruct is to give a vote to refer these resolutions to the committee on the
county courts.
change the most important part of the criminal
They were so referred accordingly.
jurisprudence
of the country.
I hope my friend
will alter his resolutions so as simply to direct
Mr. HOOD offered the following, which was
the committee to enguire into the expediency of referred to the committee on the executive
for
reporting the provision.
The committee on the the state at large.
circuit courts have that matter before them, and
Resolved, That the committee on the execuwill consider it again this evening.
It is wor- tive for the state at large, be instructed to inthy of consideration, for a great evil does result quire into the expediency of so qualifying and
where the accused has a right to challenge twen- restricting the executive power to grant pardons
ty, and the commonwealth
has no peremptory
and reprieves. &c., as to prevent its improvident
challenge.
Our committee
are enquiring
into exercise, under false or partial representations to
it, and I hope some of the other standing
com- the gm"ernor, by the friends of the convict or
mittees will also do so.
'I'his resolution
is otherwise.
compulsory now, and if we are to give a vote on
Mr. NESBITT
offered the following, which
it, I hope It will not he done to-day.
was referred to the committee on the county
Mr. W1LLIAMS.
I do not insist on its going courts.
to the committee in the form of a positive inResolved, That in lieu of the county oourts,
struction.
I had not supposed there would be there shall be elected in each county a probate
any objection to that form, but I will so modify judge, who shall discharge the duties of the
the resolution as that the committee be instructcounty court, and the county court clerk, and for
ed to enquire into the expediency of reporting
compensation shall have the fees of the clerk of
an amendment.
the county court, and rio other.
The resolution'was so modified.
Resolved, That the latter office be abolished.
~{r.NUTTALL.
I have au amendment which
SLAVERY.
I desire to have made to the resolutions.
I want
The convention then resolved itself into comthat committee to enquire into the fact whether
the commonwealth
shall not have the right to mittee of the whole, Mr. BARLOW in the Chair,
and resumed the consideration
of Mr. 'I'umer'a
change the venue.
The accused has frequently
that right; and whenever it occurs that the com- resolutions which were undisposed of when the
monwealth cannot have a trial, from the fact that committee rose yesterday.
The CHAIR
awarded the floor to Mr. Root,
every man in the county has formed his opinion
waived the right, saying
for or against the accused, and that no jury can but that gentleman
be found to try him, I desire that the common- that he would take some other occasion to adshould
wealth shall have the right to remove the case to dress the committee, as the discussion
some distant county, where a man shall finally progress.
The question
was on the amendment of Mr.
be tried, and from the fact that he has committed
so aggravated
an offence that every man has Nuttall to the sixth resolution, proposing to alformed an opinion, he shall not go uuwhipt of low any citizen of Kentucky, to Import from
justice. I throw out the suggestion that the com- another state a slave for his own use.
The question was then taken, and the amendmittee may take it under consideration,
and if
they do not, I will bring it in some tangible form ment was adopted.
The PRESIDENT.
Mr. chairman: I underbefore the convention.
stand that the 6th resolution is intended to test
The resolutions were then agreed to.
the sense of the convention upon the propriety
Mr. IRWIN offered the following resolutions,
of incorporating
into the constitution the prinviz:
and in order that it Illay
ResQltled, That in the reorganization
of the ciples there indicated;
government
of this commonwealth,
it will be be done at once.I will now move to strike out 0 f
all after the word "Resolved."
I
expedient to divide each county into a conve- the resolution
am satisfied in my own mind that we shall not
nient number of civil districts, to be designated
be
able
to
put
in
this
constitution,
with
any
hope
first, second, third, &c., and that each district
any such J?rovision.
I am
shall be entitled to two magistrates and one con- of its adoption,
equally satisfied in my own ruind, that we shall
stable, to be elected by its qualified voters.
any such
Resolved, That the revenue of the common- not be able to put in the constitution
by the gentleman
wealth ought not to be collected by the sheriff, provision as that indicated
but that a new officer for that purpose ought to from Simpson, (Mr. Clarke,) yesterday, and that
all we can do is to agree upon some general J?rin.
be created, to be styled the revenue collector,
to exercrse a
and that this officer should be elected by the ma- ciple, and allow the legislature
sound discretion
upon the subject.
When our
gistrates of the county.
Mr. IRWIN.
I understand
that the commit- constitution was framed in 1798, we had the following
provision
in
relation
to
slavery:
tee on the county courts bas adopted
much
"The general assembly shall have no power
the same princil'le as that contained
in the first
of slaves,
resolution, and
simply wish to refer that re- to pass laws for the emancipation
without the consent of their owners, or without
solution without being printed to the committee
on the county courts.
I notice that in Tennes- paying their owners, previous to such emancipasee, the collection of the revenue is given to a tion, a full eq,uivalent in mone:r for the slaves so
And in connect.ion with that subcollector and not to a sheriff.
It seems that the emancipated.'
sheriff, being elected by the people, seldom pays jeet, in the 12th section of the general provisions
we have this further provisany money over into the treasury, and it seems of the constitution,
necessary that it should be collected by an officer ion, "nor shall any man's property be taken or
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applied to l?ublic use, without the consent of his was no prevention, or if it WR." a prevention it
was evaded by permission of the legislature, or
representatives, and without just compensation
by the act of the citizen.
being previously made to him."
I voted for the act of 1833, and I voted, too;
The convention then based, by these two provisions, the foundations of the government on against its repeal. I should have been content
to
have had it remain on the statute book, as the
substantial justice, and put it beyond the popular
will to take a man's property under the pretence indication of the sense of the legislature that
of use without giving him a full and fair com- they discountenanced the bringin~ in of slaves
pensation. The first proposition, to clear it here as merchandize; but it was the fate of this
from all doubt and equivocation, they applied law, like all other laws that are against the sense
directly to slaves, in which they recognized of a large minority of the people, that it did
property. In the furtber proposition they ap- not give peace upon the subject. That was the
plied the principle to all property, leaving it to case, for the agitation continued and was repeatthe legislature to control the laws of this gOY- ed, session after session, and the representatives
ernment, but forbidding them to invade the of the people continued, from time to time, to
tights of property. I trust when we come to violate what I consider a great principle in leis, that the law should bear
form this constitution, that we shall follow that gislation-that
equally and uniformly on all the citizens, and
example-that
we will reiterate those provisions
-that
we will take it from the power of the that it should not be a prevention to one, while
legislature to invade private rights, and that we the legislature ~ave an exception and license to
And It is better for a majority to yield
will re-affirm the principles adopted by those another.
who have gone before us, that private property the law that gives to a large portion of the citiis not to be invaded, under any pretence. with- zens dissatisfaction, and is a cause of continued
out a fair and just compensation.
We have in agitation, than to hold it at that expense, when,
the present constitution, a further provision as too, they are unable to enforce it, and when the
representatives of the people yield to particular
follows:
"They shall have no power to prevent emi- exceptions, year after year. It was modified or
repealed
at the last session of the legislature.grants to this state from bringing with them
such persons as are deemed slaves by the laws of Tne minority that forJearH had been dissatisfianyone of the United States, so long as any per- ed with it and agitate its repeal and procured
son of the same age or description shall be con- licenses to violate it, had made themselves the
tinued in slavery by the laws of this state. majority.
The repeal of that law has been seized upon
They shall pass laws to permit the owners of
slaves to emancipate them, saying the rights of by those who favor emancipation in the state of
creditors, and preventin~ them from becoming a Kentucky', as one step in advance upon the subject of emancipation, and they now seek to place
charge to any county III this commonwealth.
I do not charge the ~en.
'l'hey shall have full power to prevent slaves be- It in the constitotiou.
tleman from Madison with being an emanClpa·
ing brought into this state as merchandize."
tioniat,
although
in
this
work he is doing their
Under the latter clause of that provision the
act of 1833 was passed, prohibiting the importa- business, and has taken their steps in advance.
tion of slaves, and the constitutionality
of that Suppose that it should be the sense of this convention that slaves should not be brought into
act was sustained by our appellate tribunals.But in truth it fell almost a dead letter on the Kentucky as merchandize, would they, in view
statute book. Kentucky was not the best mark- of that powerful, active, and decided minority
et for slaves. There were more profitable mark- that is agitated upon this subject, who have proets-they
have not been brought here except un- cured license from year to year to violate this
der peculiar circumstances; and Kentucky never law, and finally made themselves a majority, and
has been a market for slaves, where they have repealed it. be acting wisely and discreetly to
place such a provision in the constitution they
been made a subject matter of merchandize.And while we have the more profitable business are about to adopt, and thus add to the officeof cotton planting, and sugar making in the holders, and the spirit of emancipation which
force to prosouthern states, Kentucky never will be a mark- now threatens it,,· that additional
et for slaves. It is said that the act of 1833 was cure] its rejection by the people? for I take it for
we shall
a concession to the emancipationists,
and to granted that whatever constitution
some extent it was, for those who then desired agree upon we shall present to the people for
emancipation in Kentucky desired to go further. their affirmance, before we put it into operaThey were content however with the act of 1833, tion.
Mr. Chairman, in forming a constitution as in
and the subject was drop:ped in the legislature
for several years. Our Citizens upon the 'l'eu- passing laws, it is the part of wisdom to apply
nessee line, however, became dissatisfied with it. them to the sentiments, the feelings, and the disLiving upon almost an imaginary line, and de- position of the people, whose organic law is to
siring to make exchanges between one another be formed, or to the principles upon which the
state expects her people to be governed,
And
-the
citizens of Kentucky
and Tennesseethey found inconveniences arising.
The slaves though the philosopher in his closet may say
this
principle
or
that
principle,
this
law
on one side married the eluves ou the other, and
it became desirable, for the convenience of fam- or that law. would be better, we, in apilies, that there should be exchanges, and they plying a constitution to the wants, and necessifrom time to time petitioned the lezielature to ties, and feelings of the people, are bound to
repeal this law, and to grant special laws, until consult them. Therefore, in forming a constileave was granted to all who asked, and though tution, upon this very identical subject, it is imthe law of 1833 existed npon the statute book it portant that we should look at the sentiments
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the- cold hand, of public charity, and. that 1)'lasiiachusette, with heri2$~QOOpoor,as compared with,
Hcutucky, so far as regards those who serve and
those who do not srrve, has ,n greater mass of
hl,lrq.a~, misery, degradation,
and crime than,'Ye
have ,1!1 Kentucky, ~r ever can have under the
ex~st~ng order of things.
So that looking at
thmgs '\S they are, and as in all human probai?jlity! they ,will be .. we shall have no e~use to
repr,oae)t ourselves on the ground of humanity, ,OJ f'S having failed to advance the interests
qfJ ~oci~tr if we. suffer this institution
to re•
mitigated curse, or evil, or whether it.ie an.abso- m¥l) as,~t has existed. I"
lute blessing to eociety., We are not..,in a con- ,J~~r. Clj.,airrpan\. There js an obligation resling
dition to judge th;:tt question,
for 1V-~.Jre.,pot up0l} flveT;y. OW~l.er of a slave. that all ~~nsit>ltj,
dear from the influences. ,\:1.Iich it casta urouud co¥ec~frliHng,me.q., well understend., The elevee
lIS, If there, was 11<) slayery ill Zentupky.
a,nd ere bprJ:\.'qnqo;!F,(jIurF,oqf, reared. with our ~liilwe were debating w;hetQer we would.hav;e sla.ver drep, an~ wprli: III th~ ,~amr fie~d and at the ~ame
this questiOll would ,..\:te proper" Jl.ng t.b.e labor tl\at. we ,d~, They are parts of ~he sam~
wh~r~
l!ghts p( .history,
the 6;<:p~(i~rlCtl ,of otp.'8r, n\l- hous,ehold, ancS1f ,they are )nanumitted
are th~y tqgo?, l:i0:r\e gentlemen wou~dsend them
tlOll&, u,-:,d if you wiU ...t!le.sal).ctious ofrelig!(m,
~ight fairly ,be in~pked al1.o;I. ,btQt1~ht into pl~y, to the co~t of r\fn~a. ,l I have loo~ed into
Il} the .cons~derat\on ,of tIle sl,lb,]e.Qt. S~avery matter~ and I hare satlsfi~d my own mind and
l.';xist:r~"iit hag. ~eeu sar,wtioned bYI)a1V, and ,by j~dglpen~ F,hat it.AA i~possi.ble to send them there.
There is llO country then to receive them.-they
o,ur prganic,c,cmstitution-it
is in opr miqat-and
WQ are to make a constitution,in
view ,of, t!lQSe have not the wisdom and knowJedge and capafurther, we have
facts.
We q,rc not at liberty PH'!n" tQ,!'lnt~rtain city to gOY$rn tliemselves-and
I do not h-l.this question,
:Though nQt a rcligipll.S,man, I not the means to send them there.
with th~ bistol.'Y
~ave examined _this subjeQt so far fprth.~ ,tQsnt- ~end j;O detain tpe convention
alld
the
fact.
..
that
have
brought
my
mind
to this
LSfj' ~y 0'Yn conscie-Qce, t;Jlilt llle;r:e is n,o ?i.n in
ho Id Illg slaves Ull der the constitution ofK'ilP tucky, copclusion~ for no doubt every gentleman h!(re,
ha~ examined the subject (or himself.
Are th~y
And my ,re~d~ngofthegospel.a'Qd.understJl.n4ipg
';if th!'l mISS}oJ;l qf the Sav~Qr of t;4ewprld ~s."tpat then to be free among us? I have satisfied my
It '1vas not again~.~ gQfWQmeuts ~n.d ~h~, exi~~ing rp.!nft that these two races of people neyer .can
mmgle ~I~d become one, Free them, and theY.
order of thing~, ~ found aOlQng,thQp.atio}ls~of
of the state.
They will
tl~e earth when the tidipgs ,w.flre..,~prp,Cla,imed, become the Lazzaroni
will visit the country
but against the si~ of fallen man J;l.nd,J'ol hi:VIl- crowd t.o tlle cities-they
parties-and
they will beformation.
Servitude,
ill IQn.e.f~rlU"Qli.anotJler, on,ly on marauding
~dle, vieioljs. and ungovernable.
Look at
h~ exis~d in society frolli the earnest, light that cOlllE;\
those
portions
of
Philadelphia
and
New York
history gIves us; and from. ,the con(litipn..p~ soand
,gther
eas.tern
cit~es
where
the
free
negroes
ciety, and the light the Jlistory of the past ~<;
calclflated to r;;hed 01]. the fU,~u.re,it ,wi;!l exist in cOrjgregat9, Look at the records of their courts
all ~1~9 to come, We flre ,ser~IilJi in, c,ertail1 ca- of criminal justice and you will find that they
are embraced as idle, viclOus,'ungovernable~
and
paCIties and conditions
by our slaves,
1 The
go~d people, Qf Massachusett,s
are, served by in th,e annals of crime, a pr;r cent, over that of
whIte people III the sar,ue menial offic.es, .that Wt; the white race, of more than a hundred in crime
l}re served by our slav~s.
l~assachusEjtt-.S has You ,may once in a while find an exception of
about the l?ame populati9D
as .f{entucky, yet one who is industrious, who accumulates properHe IS
lo?k at the diff~rence ~n.tl,le number of poor ,sus- ty, but he never becomes an American,
tamed by p~bhc chaqty III eadl sta~.
,TaJripg not one of. the people, and can never aspire to
an
equality
ip.
our
social
relations,
He
never
the lluQIbc;r In the cqunty of ,J,efferson, l;l8 al;l avthousand
erage for each coun~y in" th~ stat.e, we :have some can, and.if we free the two hundred
it will be more
three thousand.
Look at the.stfttisticf;l as r.,gturn- slaves.that ,exist in Kentucky,
cQ. by the state o~ Massacl,Il,l.~etts, and it .wpJlld difficult to govern them, than it is now. Instead
of being prQductive of wealth, as they: are now,
be found that they had twellty-eight
thousand!
of wealth.
They will
A wide difference.
Here the master takes care they will be destructive
in morality, but they will be
';if the aged and infir-!O, ~nd ~e hare a,. pr~visron not b;e advanced
advanced in crime,
Thel. will not be advanced
In the present f:lOnstltlltl\J!1~ that the legIslature
shall have the power of enforcing the d1scharge in hp.ppiness, but they WIll be advanced in misThis is what has taken
of.the .duties of humapity
upon the master,
I ery and in degradation,
tbmk It wO\1~d be 0o/ly to calculate, whel} we place in other states, and as sure as you withdraw
the
hand10f
the
ma~ter
from the slave here,
look at the IlHltory of tl,W cro'VcI~d population
of the old world, and compare it w~th, tJ,le llisto- as surely will the same thing take place among
'(y of populat~on in the slave sta~s, that the us.
I Wfl ,~re,to make
a constitution
for that p'eopl~
mass of llumau misery, of crime, and degrada'I,'hey are now our
tion, is far greater, in those stat;es :with crowded as 'Yell as for ours~lves,
slaves,. The right of the owner is shieldea by
white population, than it ever was or ever
under which we llye, and guard.
be~n ~he slave states.
I believ,?that white lil-boT, the constitution
as It ,mcreases, 1}ecomes ch.yaper than slave la- ed by t.h~,same spirit of right, $at guarded pribor, and I belitJv~ the fla~ltalist employs b~f the vat~ p;J::op~rty from ~hei ~ru:o~ds ~f the public inbest, and leaves t,h'e most de,ficie'nt to charity, terest with the consent of the legHllature and full
long entertained,
and firm)y. fixed, 9flthe. citizens of Kentucky; and what is against tl\OSC
feelings and eentimenteIa
iiUpraeti~able.
And
I say to the gentleman from Madison, it is impr.act~cable t,o put his Wl?PQs~tion into the t;0nstitubicn, with the sentiments
of tqe peopl~of
Kentucky ill relation to this matter st~rihg lLjm
in the face. It is a consideration,
for u!\ all,
not only in regard to this subject, but upon
others, that are to come before us.
Now I do not intendJ;o go, iqto,th~ 9.u~$~ti~~,
the abstract question, whether ~lp.y~ryis.en un-
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compensa~ion. You can enter into the feelings and slave; and 1 would. in addition,
prevent
and the'spirit of the man'Who, if we ,velie cl1-ir the enhl.leipation df slav~~ to 'r?mai,n. here .. I
of slavery, would vote against its lntrbducbion,
would vote for that, because I thlllk'it 18 within
but! 'think that those who entertain that feeling the' spirit -of that'·pledge
and the spirit of our
ana that spirit: and would overturn the linstitusystem.
Lbelieve, fr'oin my knowledge and exdon as it now exists.Have not looked along the perlence, t4at- the emancipation
of the slave is
whole line of circumstance'S that surround lit. no ad'Vantatre to 'the slave himself, while it i:'l
Do you thereby advance the' hap~irie8s of 'you'r an a'b'sotute '~hjury to thtJ'Slave property, its ownslave? I think not. You secure hidl degradaere, ·and tl:t society at large.
And the prescnf
tion, and you make it more 'Uiftlcult 'to ~o+ern couetitatdcn intends, in the emancipation
of the
and to rule him. Though you place h'im 'oh th~ ~1ave, to 'guard the public" from the support of
rooting of a free man, you cannot 'elevate him to hint. It l~a<5the 'very principle
that I would
the condition of the white man.
It is an impcs- tarty out, arrd it is the feeling I edtertain upon
sibility of nature, and we must 'lave'the
RiS'- Ui{''subject. In Kentucky, by the present con!
tinction of laces, the animosity,
and the ha- 8~itdtlo'l1;, we giv'e ev'ery man the right to ~n:l;antred, until the day comes, that oue race s~a'll eX- crpate Ius slaves; and, by another prOVIsIOn,
pel the other. And when that d~y conies, it gUarded the public' and Individuals
against
will not be a peaceable expulsion, 1 , ". I •. , wrong and inJury frdID the exercise
of that
In forming a constitution we are to form it rlg1).t: I would throw a further guard over the
with reference to the existing state of thlngs, : pu1:hic in relation 'to their emancipation,
and
arrd'for the government of the -pcople as the,Y prevlhlt their remaining in the commonwealth
are, and I'bave satisfied my own min-a th'at ibs
of Kentucky to the injury'o( the slave property
better for the slave and better for the white man, and of the citizens at large;
And with tha.~
that while they remain in Kentucky they should
change, I think I should be willin~ that the
rltmain in the coudition of muster and slave.
. present constittition
should stand as It is, and
Those who hurl their anathemas against ~lave- that our pledge would be redeemed.
I am satry from other states, do not understan1i bur cbn- isfied that we cannot emancipate
the slaves and
dition, the difficulties we have to encounter, and send them to Liberia-and
that we ought not,
the obligations we are under in relation to this under the obli~ations wliich we owe to the slave
species of property, and are not capable of jutlg- himself, to drive him out against his· will-being it. 'I'hey have, therefore, no effect on my canse we would thereby make his condition
finn convictIOn on the subject, that it is better worse.
for both races that thc relation between them in
I bel,ieve the principle that private property
this state should remain as it is noW.
I
should not be taken without the consent of the
I think, sir, we arc not prepared to take what representatives
of the people, and without
full
I have referred to as the step in advanc€!. And compensation being fj,rst made, is a great fundathough I do not charge the gentleman from Mad- mental one t\1at should never be violatecl.ison with being with these emancipationists,
When you teach the citizen to violat(' that great
'ethe is aiding and assisting them in tbis move. principle, you lmve undermined
the IJrinciple
think that many persons have acceded to the tQ.at sustains all good governments.
insertion of the act of 1833 in the constitntion
If you set the example of violating this prinwithout due and proper reflection.
Nothing is ciple you but lead to the formation of bands of
to be gained by it, and positive injury is to be robbers, and set them an example of taking by
the result in the work we have now undertalten.
force WitllOut a just right, that property wflieh
If we were to put its provisions in the· constituhas been acquired under the sanction of the contion of Kentucky, we would be aiding and as- stitutioll and the laws-that
is, the fruits of a.
sisting in the emancipation
movement. It would
man's labor-as
well his lands as his household
be holding out to them encouragement
without
goods. It is under that principle
asserted in
doing any thing, and with almost a certainty, in our government more than any other, that the
my Judgment, t.hat we should thereby secure enterprize aDd the activity of her people have
the rejection of our labors.
'fhere was an ifn- carried us f91'\vard in the progress of wealth,
plied pledge on the part of those who rassed
faster tlll'LnallY other government in the world.
the law to call a convention,
in the address
We have asserted in our constitution
that it is
they made to the people of Kentucky, that we beyond the power of the govflmment
itsclf to
would not interfere with this subjcct, that it was taKe from us the fruits of our labor-und
every
not the design and intention of those who advo- man feels that he is thus protf:eted.
The emaucated constitutional
reform in Kentucky to in- cipationists would violate that principle.
Whcn
terfere with the relations of master anl! slave. we shall violate it in one instance, \t will be but
And as the gentleman from ¥ason said yester- the first step towards other and greater violaday, the vOIce of the emancipationist
was not tions.
The day may come withollt the sacrifice
beard in the land until we had passed the Rubi- of that principle when there will be a call for aeon, until the convention
was called.
I am division of estates, and when that call comes.
not sure that it \vas not raised, or assisted and we will come with a. stronger voice and appeal
carried forward by those who desired a rejeetion to the selfishn{'.ss of our nature, than does the.
of the constitution, and hoped to fall baek upon subject of emancipation.
Now it is only to take
that instrument as it now exists.
There is but away the rights of a portion of our fellow citione change that I would make in this constitllzena, ill which alone they arc interested, but
tion in relation to slavery.
I would fulfill faith- when the dem:\ud comes for a division of estates
fully the pledge held out, and under which I in a Eopular government, where the voice oft-he
believe the convention was called, that we would majonty is to rule. the example you have set of
not interfere between the rights of the ma.Bter violating Rlld breaking .down thls great PTinci-
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ple, will add to the force and power of selfishness in guiding on those who are to participate
in and to divide the profits of such a division.
And then, what becomes of the fruits of a long
and industrious life in the accumulation of comforts for a man's use in his old age or for the setting out of his children?
You will have taken
away the stimulus that induce the industrious
tin accumulation, because when you have once
broken down this great principle, no one can
tell when these interested bands may rise and
call for plunder.
It is said that the first step in
crime is the one that weakens the conscience and
is followed with pain and remorse, but that a
few steps more, and all pain and remorse is
gone, and the adventurer is fairly started on a
career of crime. It is the first step in breaking
down the great foundations of justice in a community-c-the invasion of private right, that distracts the people and undermines the foundations upon which we ruust stand in the formation of a government.
I think no good can come from this discussion, as to the abstract right or tile positive evils
or the positive blessings of this institution.
It
is our duty in framing c constitution to see that
it conforms to the existing state of things, and
therefore I am R/;{ainst incorporating
the act of
1833 ill the ccnetitutiou-c-cr as I have before said,
of taking the stcv in advance.
I wish to retain
in any new constitution the same great principle
in relation to slavery and private property, that
was adopted in the present Constitution.
The gentleman from Madison says we are not
able to pay fOI' emancipation-that
we are not
able to pay even the Interest on the debt that
would thus be created.
That many may be all
very true, but this goeemment, this state, I trust
is to exist for centuries, and how this thing may
be hereafter no man can tell. There is a time
"when slavery will cease. The Indian has receded before the Saxon, and still recedes. He is
of ~1?' in~erior race and lives.by hunting, and as
civilisation marches on he gives place, and this
I understand is according to the great laws of
the ruler of the universe.
In the march of population when 'white la.bor becomes cheaper aud
crowded, slave labor 'will yield to it. And the
day will come when thus depreciated in value,
and some country to which they may be sent is
found, it may be the desire of those who shall
come after us, to free their slaves, and to do it
without 11 resort to revolution.
And when that
day shall come, I wish them to act as in their
judgment is right, but I also desire to indicate
to them in this constitution that the fonndation
of this government is laid in justice, and that
property acquired under its sanction is not to be
Invaded without compensation to the owner. I
am not one of those who propose to provide ill
this constitution for the perpetuity
of slavery.
I recognize the principle that every people have
a right to form their own government, and to
change, alter, or modify it, as they may deem the
Interests of society to require; and whenever
those who may come after us shall desire so to
do, I shall rest content that they, in their judgment, shell do what they deem right upon this
and upon all other subjects.
Therefore, I do
not expect in this constitution to make slavery

perpetual, and beyond the reach of those who
shall come after us.
I desire- to secure in it the rights of property, and to secure the people against injury
from an aecumulati0!f of free negroes among us.
And I desire, also, to let every man in the community who has slave~"-whellever touched, either by religion or phi~hrophy,
to manumit
them at his pleasure, saving the commonwealth
and the good people thereof from all injury or
danger from setting them free; and I believe
that can be efficaciously done only by their removal from the commonwealth.
Now we have
a maxim in law, the Bnclish of which is, see
that you use your own rights so as not to interfere with the rights and pr"jcrty of othcrs.c-.
This is a very good rule, an a very good ruaxiru. Now, if I have a right in property, in using
that right, I am under obligations so to use it
as not to interfere with my neighbors.
If I own
one hundred or on" thousand slaves, I have the
right of manumittinlt
them. I do not wish to
interfere with that right, but to prevent the exercise. of it in a way that would injure the propertyof my neighbor or of the country at farge;
and I think we have the right to so limit and restrain it. And, hence, I would prohibit the
emancipation of slaves, and the permitting them
to remain in the state. 'There is no difficulty
about it in my mind. We take private property
for various uses after paying for it. We take
slaves where they have been guilty of crime,
and execute them for the same crimes for which
we execute the white man. It is a public use of
the property, and we remunerate the owner of
him and take him. I do not wish the private
interest of the owner to be stimulated to evade
the public justice of the country by withholding him compensation
when his property is
used.
Mr. Chairman, I will indulge in a few remarks in counecuon with one branch of the subjec; of the slave trade, without intending to go
1I1tothe slave trade as carried on upon the seas.
I have stated that the bringing in of slaves to
Kentucky as merchandise has never been practised to any extent, and never will be while
there is a better market for them; but it strikes
me that gentlemcn who are so horror stricken
with the trade as it exists in the United States,
have stopped short of the mark, if they intend
to prohibit it at all. They do but half their
work unless they prohibit
the sale of slaves
and the carrying~of them ant of Kentucky.
It
is as much u separation of the husband from the
wife, the parent from the child, and the slave
'trom his country, where you sell a Kentucky slave
ti:N!. Virginia planter, as where you purchase him
in anotherstateanu
bring him here. As the gentleman from Mason said, there can be no great crime
in bringing him to Kentucky from another place,
but it may be a much worse crime to take him
from this state to another.
In relation to this
slav-etrade about which so much noise is made,
as it exists in the slave states of the country, its
horrors have been greatly exaggerated.
Go into
the interior of Kentucky: there
are but few
sluvee sold out of the state, and they arc mostly those 'whose bad and ungovernable
dlspoeibon is such, that the master call 110 longer control them. The proportion of the white popu-
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latlon that for bad conduct is sold into slavery
elsewhere. I refer gentlemen to the counties in
which they live and their experience upou this
subject. 'l'he trade so far as sending abroad is
concerned rarely reaches any other than the dissolute, the idle, and the unruly; and then, not
in a greater Jlroportion than our white populotion flee their country when they have lost their
characters.
I think that we who have come here under the
pledgesheld out to the people, who voted to
call this convention,
and who have chosen its
delegates should regard it a') our bounden duty
to leave this thing where we found it. We cannot put in the constitution the proposition of the
gentleman from Madison, nor do I think we can
put in that of the gentleman from Simpeon.c-.
The great constitutional
reforms that we desire
and which the people of Kentucky have called
for, if we intend them to be sanctioned by the
people, will prevent either of those propositions
from being incorporated
in the constitution.We have got to make up our minds as to what
the people want and desire, and as to what will
be the effect of each proposition.
If I had
pledged myself upon this act of 1833 and the
open clause, I wou1d have had' a high road to
this convention;
but knowing the condition of
the country, and the oblisation the delegate
would be under to consult tIle interests and feelings and wishes of the whole state, I was unwilling, and refused to make a pledge on the
subject, and I had difficulties in the way.
And
thOllg'h we may have difficulties in the way in
relation to the constitution that we may make,
if we come together in the right spirit of coucession, to carry out what the people of Kentucky designed in calling this convention, I doubt
not we shall unite and frame an insteument
that
will be acceptable to them.
Mr. Chairman, I will add no more, for I have
no doubt that every delegate has made up his
mind, and I do not expect that anyone will forbear giving his full and free views upon the
subject. And it is right and proper that he
should do so. Ioall upon thosewhofavorconstitutionnl reform, to look steadily at the difficulties to
be encountered if we incorporate the proposition
of either one gentleman or the other in the constitution.
Something is to be left to the legislature of the country, the representativcs
of the
people. I only desire to lay the foundation of
this government in justice and wisdom, leaving
the representatives of the people to carry it out.
Mr. DIXON.
When the gentleman from Madison, yesterday,
rose in his place, and announced to this convention that he was an ultra
pro-slavery man, I thought it altogether just to
him, that whatever misnnderstanding
I might
have come to from listening to his remarks, delivered on Wednesday, should be corrected.
I
very promptly stated to the gentleman that I. retracted any 'remarks which had been made by
me calculated to do him injustice on that point.
The gentleman, I have no doubt at all, is in feeling a pro- slavery man, but that is not the question he has offered to us to settle or discuss in
this convention.
His motives and feelings, he
says, are with us; and for my own part, I have
charity enough to allow that such is the fact.
But the great question is, what is the tendency
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of the proposition he has submitted, and what
are its effect.'! upon the slaveholdin~ interests of
Kentucky; and upon that question ~ design submitting a few remarks before I have taken my
seat.
The gentleman's proposition
in substance is,
that a citizen of Kentucky shall not purchase
slaves out of the State for his own use.
Mr. Chairman, there are three classes of :persons in the State of Kentucky, and in the U mted
states, who are the advocates of the proposition
of the gentleman from Madison.
'Phere. is a
powerfu1 party outside of Kentucky who are the
advocates of his proposition.
There are a great
many persons in Kentucky who are pro-slavery
men, uud the advocates of his proposition.
There are in the State of Kentucky a great many
gentlemen who are of the emancipation
party,
and the advocates of his proposition.
The gentleman from Madison belongs to that class of
the people of Kentucky, wfio, although
proslavery men, believe it to be right and proper
that the measure he presents to the house should
b~ incorporated in the constitution of the State.
The gentleman is influenced by one motive, such
as he describes to this convention; the other gentlemen are influenced by different motives, such
as will finally result in the emancipation of the
slave.
There is a powerful party, not in Kentucky, looking most anxiously to the deliberations of this body, and who are most anxious
that there should be some lodgment in the constitution on which they may build their hopes
of ultimately bringing
the state to ernancipetion.
There is a powerful party in the state
looking anxiously to the deliberations
of this
bodv, and trusting to see some provision in the
constitution which will be, to use the language
of my friend from Mason, the entering wedge
for a great system of emancipation.
This is the
classification of parties.
Under the constitution
of the United States,
those who live outside of Kentucky and who
inhabit what we call the free states, are under
the most solemn obligations,
whenever slaves
belonging to Kentucky, or any other state, shall
take refuge within their limits, to return them
safely to their owners, or to aid and assist at
least, in surrendering them up to those entitled
to their services.
There is a party in the United States who regard that great principle in the
constitution as null and void, and who consider
they have a right to set themselves u;Vin violation of it, and nullify it. That party is denominated the abolition party, find they arc uniting
with all parties who seek the emancipation
of
the slaves within the limits of the slave states.I do not mean to say that the emancipationists
of Kentucky are in any respect abolitionists,
because I can clearly perceive that a difference
exists in principle; but I do mean to say that
the results of the action of those who term
themselves emuncipatroniata,
and those who pTO·
claim themselves abolitionists, are in effect the
same; I do mean to charge on the gentleman
from Madison, that this prop'osition of his, is
one of a great series, which If carried into full
effect will finally result in the emancipation
of
all the slaves in this state.
All are acting
together, and all their measures are tending to
the same result.
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Let us for a moment examine this great ques- ville has argued with great ability as to the
tion, and sec whether such is not the fact. An power of the State of Kentucky to take from her
effortis making to abolish slavery in theDistrict citizens-for I take it for granted, the right of
of Columbia. why is it? It is that there may property in slaves is the same as the right to any
be a place of refuge for the slaves to flee to, from other sort of property-to take from her citizens
the service of their masters; that there may be the property that is'secured to them under the
a place where the constitution of the United sanction of the constitution of the state. The
States imposes no obligations upon the citizens first great question is, as to the power of the
to surrender any slave who has escaped from his government of the state to do this. Does that
owners. There is an effort in the Congress of power exist? Is it within the power of the state
the United States to abolish slavery, so far as it to take the property of her citizens and approprimay exist within such places within the limits ate itto the public use without making any comof the slave states, over which Congress may pensation for it? This is the great and important
exerciseexclusivejurisdiction-within the lim- question. Sir, what is the relation which exists
its of all docks, and arsenals, andrlaces of that in Kentuck:y:between the master and the slave?
description. What is the object 0 it? It is to How does It exist? Was it not an agreement
p:rovidea place of refuge for the slave when he amongthose who formed the old constitution
shall flee from his owner. There is a party to under which we are now living, that the master
be found within the limits of every free state shouldenjoy the labor of his slave? And if ihere
utterly opposed to passing any laws, or to the be this solemn agreement existing between the
enforcement of any laws, by which the slave sovereignpower of Kentucky and the citizens of
shall be restored to the possession of his owner. Kentucky, can that agreementbe violated? The
Did we not see but a short time since, the gentlemanfromLouisville read fromthe oonetitustate of Ohio repealing all laws, the object of tion in refereucetothisgreatquestion; I will barewhich was, to assist the master in reelalming his ly call the attention of this convention again to it:
runaway slaves? Do we not in addition to all
"No person shall, for the same offence, be
this, seethat the very courts have set themselves twice put in jeopardy of his life or limb; nor
uy within the limits of these free states to as- shall any man's property be taken or applied to
stet in the escape of the slave from his master. public use, without the consent of his represenBut a short tim e since, one of the courts in the tatives and without just compensation being prestate of New York decided, that if the owner of viously made to him."
a slave used any force whatever in his attempt
That is the great point; nor shall any man's
to recover him, it should be regarded as a for- property be taken for public use without his
feiture of the slave. And if the owner of a consent, or without compensation being made
slave, exercising his sound discretion, should to him. What is the manifest interpretation of
place him within the precincts of a jail for this? Is it not an agreement-between the eovergreater safety, it shouldbc regarded. as the for- eignpower of Kentucky and the people of the
feiture ofhis righttotheslave. All this was done Stater What is that agreement? That the peoto break down the institution of slavery within ple shall not be deprived of their property,
the limits of the slave states. That is the object without compensation being made to them.and design. Now what does all this tend to? Now, if this be so, what is the tendency of the
In the first place, the runaway slave from Ken- proposition of the gentleman, or at least the artucky, finds a refuge in those places, in which gument of the gentleman? It is, that this solit is declared by act of Congress,that slavery emnagreement shall be disregarded. nut adshall no longer exist; and secondly, in the pro- mitting that you have the power to violate this
tection of those who are determined, in viola- agreement,ought such a power to be exercised?
tion of the constitution of the United States, to I deny that we have the power to pass any law,
aid the slaves in escaping from their masters.
whether in convention or in the legislature, by
And you find, sir, that even the people them- whichthe solemn contract contained in the conselves,under the sanction of law, formed them- stitution, securing the rights of property to the
selves into bands for the purpose of enabling citizen shall be violated. What IS the lenslaves to escape. Now, all these things are cal- guageof the constitution of the United States?
culated to weaken the tenure by which slave "No state shall pass any law impairing the
property is held, and to render that kind of prop- obligation of a contract."
erty less secu,re. This i,s ~he course pursued This is the emphatic language of the constiby those outside of the ltml~s of Kentucky.- tution of the United States; not that no legislaNow let us come to the state itself and see what ture shall do so but no state shall. What do
is the. co~rse that gentlemen, anxio.us for. the we propose noV:to do? To pass a law violating
emancipation of the slaves, are pursu~ng,. FIrst, the solemn contract between a sovereign State
there ar:e those w~o are for emanc~patmgt~e and its citizens. I beg to refer gentlemen to a
slaveswlthou~I:?akmgany comp~nsatlOnto .t~eIr judicial decision given by that illustrious man,
owners. ~htS ,ISrather a startling proposition, chief justice Marslmll,and I apprehend that ufand I say It With.all d~ledeference to th.egreat tar referring to it, there can scarcely be a doubt
mind who conceived It. That ~manc~p~tlOnremaining on the mind of any gentlemen here,
shou~d take place upon the slave a att~IlllDga that the state of Kentucky has not the :powerto
certalll age, and that he should then be hl,redout take from the citizen the property that ISvested
for three years, ~nd tha~ the proceeds.ofhis labor in him under the eonstitutlOn; and it is npon
should be.applted to hIS traI~sportatlOnto such this point that I differfrom my honorable friend
JlI~ceas IDtghtbe chosenas hiB future home. It from Louisville. The case to which I refer is
IS ~ very gr~a~qu~stion-I mean the questi?n that of Fletcher 'liB. Peck.
whlch the dlstmgulshed gentle~an from LOUiS·
Sir. we are citizens of two great soverejgnties,

We are not only citizens of Kentucky but we majority whose vote may take away the prop·
it go to the pauper
nre citizens of the United States.
Kentucky is erty of the citizen-let
a sovereignty. but she is not an absolute sov- population of Ireland and of Germany, and ali.
ereignty. She is laboring under disabilities, and other countries where misery walks abroad unone oft-bose disabilities 18, that she cannot pass protected, and here they will come, form thema law impairing any contract. And that is the selves into voters and employ their votes to dew
ground upon which the former chief justice of the prlve the honest citizen of the property that
he has gathered by a long life of toil.
This
United States-I mean chief justice Marshallplaces this great question.
In a case growing will be the result of striking out of the constitution
this
sacred
guarantee
that
a
man's
out of a suit for lands in the state of Georgia, in
'which land had been granted by the state to a property shall not be taken away from him,
citizen of that state, when the party held under without compensation first being made to him.
1\ grant from the governor
of the state which Let us examine a little further this project of
I maintain that it cannot be
was issued in pursuance of an act of tho As- emancipation.
sembly, but which was abrogated by a subse- done, Yet there are others who hold that it can.
All the slaves are
quent act of the Assembly, chief justice Mar- Let us trace it a little further.
shall, in pronouncing the decision of the court, to be made free, and after having served for
used this language.
"The sovereign power of three yanrs, are to be sent to Liberia, and the exa state is not precluded from making a contract pense of their removal to be defrayed from the
What in
with a citizen of the state; and having made products of those three year's labor.
such contract, is not the sovereign power of the the name of heaven will become of them then?
state under the same disability to violate that From eight to ten thousand negroes sent from
contract that the citizen is 'placed under?"
The the state of Kentucky to a distant shore, withconclusion at which he arrived was, that the dis- out the means of providing for themselves when
abilityin both cases was the same and that it was they arrive theref And all this in the name of
They are to
out of the power of the state of Georgia, after humanity, of justice, of liberty!
she had granted lands to a citizen of the state to be torn from their families, the husbunda separated
from
their
wives,
the
parent
from
the childivest tfie citizen of his title.
Now this is the
great question presented here.
Has the state dren, all the associations of life broken up,
the power to divest the citizen of his right to thrown upon a distant shore without any means
What
property which is guarantied to him by the con- of support except six months provisions.
stitution of the state? I maintain boldly that will become of them when those six months
Ten thousand/eople
sent to a
she has not the power. In the first place I do have expired?
not believe that the power exists, and in the se- foreign country, the wild an the vicious, the
cond place, I believe that it would be a fraud weak and impotent, the old and dying, the lazy
upon the citizen if attempted to be exercised. and the idle, the vagabond and the pauper,
The citizen rests upon the guarantee of the right mingled tos-ether in one common mass, what
will be their condition when you have got them
of property that is contained in the constitution,
and if the state seizes upon his property and there? Will they have houses to shelter them?
None.
Impleconverts it to the public usc, it at once sinks None. Lands to cultivate?
None, nothing but six
the character of the government to the level of menta of husbandry?
dishonesty.
But there is another great question. month's provision, and after that, starvation,
If the power does exist, would it be right and ruin, desolation staring them in the face, meeting
proper that it be exercised? What do you f1ro- them at the very threshhold of their new home.
This is the plan of those who are the advocates
pose to do? To strike out a great principle
of this system of emancipation.
Sir, it cannot
which lies at the foundation of free government,
that principle which has agitated the whole of be done. It will not, ought not to be done.
But
again,
let
us
examme
another
plan. It is
Europe, which agitated England to its foundation and elicited the great charter of the people's that of a distinguished gentleman of Kentucky,
rights, called magna charta, that great principle who proclaimed it as the firm conviction of his
which lies at the foundation of the liberties: of judgment that this system of keeping the negro
this country.
It was: the determination of Eng- race in bondage ought not to be continued. That
land on the one hand to seize the property of humanity and religion call aloud for its supher subjects unlawfully, and the resistance of pression. What is his plan? Why. that all,
the colonists on the other, that led to the estab- after arriving at a particular age, shall be free,
lishment of our free institutions.
It is a prin- and unless taken from the State before that time
ciple that has been consecrated by blood, and they shall be transported to Liberia.
Do the teachings of humanity instruct yon that
which never will be forfeited by those who deit would be right to sever the relation which exsire to preserve their freedom. It is a principle
that is incorporated in the constitution of the ists between !TIeand my servants, and between
United States, and one which enters into the or- them and all that is dear to them? Yet all this,
ganization of all the state governments of this the gentleman says, is consistent with his ideas:
Sir, it is utterly imUnion. What will be the consequence of ab- of religion and humanity.
rogating this princi)?le? What will be the con- practicable. It would be a violation of all the great
sequence of permitting it to be understood, that principles of humanity, and the country itself,
Kentucky in her sovereign capacity can take unless it sink far below the standard of religion
away the prollerty of her citizens?
Let this and humanity, which I have attributed to it, will
All these
once be proclaimed abroad throughout the free never sanction such a proceeding.
and
stares-let
it be understood that the refuse of the plans may be regarded as impracticable,
~nd what have we next?
population of every country on the face of the .have been abandoned.
earth, may come here, and help to ewell the A convention assembled in Frankfort for the
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-purpose of devising some new mode of emancipatton.
And what is the plan that was proposed there? Why give us some principle in the
constitution by which all further importation of
slaves into the state shall hI:! prevented.
And
'let not &,entlemen, who arc in favor of that proposition III this convention, suppose that I attribute to them any J?articipation in the designs of
the emancipationists.
But concede to them the
open clause and the gentleman's proro8ition, and
the question will be agitated at al times hereafter; you will weaken the tenure by which
'slaves are held, and induce the master to fly
-with his slaves to a place where he will be more
secure in the enjoyment of his property.
And
a further result will be, that we shall have no
slaves brought into Kentucky.
The effect will
be, as every body must at once l?erceiv/il, that
no one would
think of removing
to Kentucky, except from those states where it has been
determined that -slaver;y shall no longer exist.
Virginians and Carolinians will not come here.
The only person that will come, will be those
who are in the habit of agitating the question
of emancipation,
and they will continue to agitate until the people become alarmed, and some
-will leave the state, while thcrest will be anxious
to get rid of a species of property that is held
by an uncertain tenure.
In regard to the plan of the gentleman from
Madison, do we not sec that it is one of a series,
the tendency of which is, toward the :final cmancipetion of all the slaves?
He says, let no man
belermitted
to go abroad and purchase slaves,
an
bring them into this State, for his own
use. I am as much opposed to dealing in human flesh as -any man can be, but there is a
solemn obligation resting upon me, as well as
upon every man, to aid in carrying out the laws
01 the country.
The gentleman's proposition is,
"that we shall not bring slaves into Kentucky
-from any foreign state, efor our 0'''11 use.Now you will see at once the effect of this, if it
has any effect.
According to the position assumed by the gentleman from Madison, another effect of engrafting into the constitution his proposition,
would
be to enhance the value of the slaves already in
the State, and of securing to a few the mono poly of slave labor.
Admitting this to be correct,
it is clear that the tendency of the gentleman's
measure would bc to excite in the mind of the
non-slaveholder,
a prejudice against those for
whose benefit alone the institution
of slavery
"Would seem to have been established, and to arfay him with those who arc interested in bringing about a system of emancipation.
But the
"effect of the principle would not stop here. It
would
disregarded by a large portion of the
people of the State.
Those who chose to go to
Virginia and Maryland and purchase -alaves for
their own use would not beheld responsible,
for
no law can or will be enforced to-which the publie sentiment of the country is opposed.
It is
'true that the conscientious
portion of the community would not violate it, but the unscrupu.
Ious would not hesitate to do so. Many good
and honest citizens who wish to purchase slaves
-for their own use, would not act in contravennion df the constitution,
and would prefer purchasing from those who have them In market;
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where they would be len by:1,he negro traders,
men 'who purchase for speculation and without
regard to the character of the slaves.
'l'ho vilest
description of slaves, those who had been guilty
of crimes probably, would be brought into Kentucky, because they could be purchased at a low
rate by the speculator with the prospect of obteiulng a high price here.
Allow the honest
farmer, who wishes to go abroad and purchase
slaves for his own usc, to do so, and the case will
be far different.
He will be cautious in the selection he makes, and will bring in only such as
have good characters
for honesty and industry.
Those who call themselves emancipationists
ought to understand
what that effect IS. TIley
wish to incorporate
into the constitution
of
Kentucky what is called the open clause.
I
am not for giving them any such advantage.
Give us, say they, an entering wedge, and when
you do that we will split the timber in such a
way as will suit our own views.
I am not for
giving them that advantage.
The gentleman's
proposition
then,
taken in connection
with
open clause, if it amounts to any thing, will
have a tendency
to lead to emancipation.c-.
I feel bound then, to oppose it at the very
threshbold.
I shall oppose it here and every
where. If the gentleman wishes to place it upon the statute book, let himtlace
it there.
I do
not want it here-it
is one 0 that series of plans
which are expected to result in emancipation.
Sir, I do not mean to say here or elsewhere,
that! am the advocate of perpetual slavery.
As
1 remarked yesterday,
I would to God that it
were possible for all mankind to be free. If in
my power, I would break the shackles that bind
the most low and contemptible being that crawls
on the face of the earth.
But we must look at
the condition
of society in Kentucky,
as it
is. Sir, yon cannot digulfy the African race
by emancipating
them, you cannot r~ise them
to your own level, you cannot grve them
the civil rights of freemen, you cannot elect
them to :fill the civil offices of the government, You cannot bring your manumitted slave
to your fire-aide and to your table, you cannot introduce him to the social circle with your
family, you cannot allow him to enjoy with you
those privileges which fall alike to the humblest
and the most exalted of your own race, and when
you proclaim that the shackles of the slave arc
broken, when you have said to him, "you are
free," what is the advantage that you confer "P'
on him? Is it to breathe the pure air of heaven,
is it to drink from the limpid stream which is
free-to all, is it to walk abroad and proclaim his
new-born liberty?
Sir, when you fall to give him
the civil rights of freemen, degradation
follows
him w herever he goes. He sinks in the scale of
humanity far below the slave who now excites
the sympathies of gentlemen.
Cut him off' from
all the privileges of a participation
in the affairs
of government, and you take away from him the
inducement to be honest, you drive him to a vielation of the law; he becomes a robber and a
vagabond; he becomes a. man of crime. 'l'his
will be his condition; it cannot be uvoided.c-.
What then are we to do with him? If we convcy him from the State, will his condition then
be improved?
Here he has house and raiment;
here he has no wants that are not supplied.
Sir,
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he is a happy man, infinitely better off than the of religion, and of law, forbid it. And I uttermiserable, wretched vagabonds, the pauper pop- lyabhor and detest the system of philanthropy
ulation of other States and countries, whom yOli which proposes the sacrifice of the slave fur the
call free. Will the gentleman tell me that the benefit of the white man. And yet these gensystem of laws which is to sink him below the tlemen tell me, that humanity and religion rebruteand deprive him of all the privileges that quire the sacrifice. I should not like to be the
belong to freemen, which will shut him out from priest of such an oracle, nor would I be the
human society and render him a robber and a priest to preside at the altar of such a sacrifice.
Mr. IRWIN. I shall detain the committee but
man of blood, is the proper system'/ Will he
not rather tell me thut the system of laws which a very few moments, for I am sure that there is
bind the master to the slave and the aleve to the no gentleman who attempts to address the commaster, is much better than any theory of gov- mittee, who requires more of the indulgence of
ernment that the visionary minds of the emanci- the house. At'.I am not much in the habit of
pationists have or can devise? Sir, there if) no public speaking, my rising to do eo is attended
doubt in 'my mind as to what would be the effect with some degree of nervousness.
I should not on to-day have said a single word
of such a theory. It would be ruin to the slave,
and ruin to the master,
'I'hat sir would be the if it had not been for the remarks, which fell from
ultimate and certain result. My own opinion is, our honorable President, and if I am to fall in
that in view of the relation which exists in Ken- this contest, I would prefer to fall by his hand
tucky between master and slave, considering the rather than by that of a more ignoble foe. He
abhorrence on the part of the white population at insinuated that those who are in favor of the
establishing an equality between themselves and law of 1833, to some extent were attaching themparty in the state,
the blacks, it is better that the institution should selves to the emancipation
be continued.
Contrast the condition of our and that the obJect of that attachment, was to
slaves with that of the pauper population in other bring about the defeat of the constitution which
countries. Here, the master protects his slaves; we are about to make. Now I luwe ever opposthere, the man exists in a state of destitution, and ed this convention, and upon no other ground
is unprotected, his wants unrelieved except by in the world than that I believed that this queswould be brought up.
the cold charities which the law metes out to him tion of emancipation
in stinted and parsimonious
J;wrtions.
Go But this is not only a great question ill Kento the populous Cities, and there in the midst of tucky, but it is becoming a paramount question
profUSIOn, wretchedness and misery stare you every where, and it seems to me, that the moveIn the face.
.Magnificent palaces present them- ment, not only here but throughout the whole
selves to the eye, while the needy mendicant Union is calculated to build up a grcat party
~oes unrelieved by the lordly occupant.
what which is to operate upon the future elections in
ISit to him who revels in those palaces, and en- this country. Have we not seen lately one of
joys the wealth of a John Jacob Astor, that the most dis~in~uish.ed personages in th~ United
thousands of his fellow creatures perish with States, permitting himself to be a candidate for
hunger? It is by oppression, that a great sys- the Presidency of this Union, surely with no
tem of aristocracy is created.
It is reared upon hope of success, but that he might form a
the ruin of the miserable population who arc nucleus around which the free soil party or aboHave you
falling prostrate at the feetof power,
Cast your litionists of the north might gather.
not seen very lately a distinguished
Senator in
eyes upon the wretched and starving population
of Ireland, and do you not hear the wretched Missouri taking the same ground, not now
And again, we have seen
and suffering child crying to the mother, "give "solitary and alone."
me but three grains of corn."
Are such scenes a distinguished Senator from Kentucky, whom I
witnessed in Kentuek;r?
Where is the pauper have ever admired and for whom I have voted,
who does not meet with the sympathies of those and for whose success I hove felt a deeper inaround him?
Where is the man, who is suffer- terest than for that of any other pofiticinu, COining with want, W110 is not relieved?
Rarely ing forward and attaching his name to the emandoes an instance of real want present itself un- cipation movement in our own state. And I
fear that I may live to see the day when these
der the benevolent system of our government.Senators will b~ found fighting
Such cases do not exist,
We are the happiest distinguished
I believe that the
people on the face of the earth, and we are the under the same banner.
proudest people on the face of the earth, I will emancipation movem(lllt in Kentucky has been
not say that we are the most chivalrous people, mainly brought about, by a. union of the emanbut I will say, that in this respect we are not cipationists and the democracy with the office
seekers. It is true, the emancipationists of this
surpassed.
There is no reason, in my judgment, W]lY the country never opened their mouths upon the
relation between master and slave should be subject until it was decided that this convention
severed. I do not think it ever will be. It should be called; but the very moment the call
ought not to be until a plan can be devised, by of the convention was decided upon, they did
which the condition of the slave can be improv- open their mouths, and had unfortunately the
ed, and no injustice done to the master. I would sanction of the name of the distinguished indigive up my slaves willingly, if such a plan could vidual I have alluded to. But even with his
be devised, but I shan not yield them up under potent name and influence they have failed to
elect one single delegate to this convention.
the false systems of philanthropy and humanity
What, rou may ask me, was the object of the
which the wild fanaticism of those who call
themselves emancipationists propose. I have no democratic party in attaching themselves to. the
emancipation
party?
I d:o not s,:,-ythey did so
right to murder my slave. 1have no right to
for the purpose of advancing the interest of the
do him wrong. 'I'he principles of philanthropy,
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emancipation
party, but mainly for the pl1rpo!)(!
of advancing their own interest.
They knew
very well, that unless they could create new issues, they never could get a majority, but from
the time of calling the convention up to its
meeting, the democracy have determined to
sieze upon all the popular points and principles
tobe inserted in the new constitution, to give
themselves the asceudency.
'I'he sou of a very
distinguished
gentleman Jiae said that whiggery
and democracy were demolished, that those :parties never could again exist in these United
States. I firmly believe the remark to be true.
Will not the democracy and emancipationists
unite; and if they do so unite, may they not engran principles III the new constitution which
may cause it to be rejected.
'I'his discussion has
arisen upon a single proposition.
What is that
proposition?
That the principle of the law of
1833 shall be engrafted npon the new constitution, and the gentleman from Louisville, our
distinguished
President, has voted for the passage of that law in 1833, that he regarded It as
correct in principle.
And now forsooth, he is
willing to abandon it. Why? Not because it
is bad in principle, but because the popular will
has been Indicated by the last legislature, and he
yields to popular will rather than to his own
convictions of right and wrong.
Does he abandon it then to become the leader of the proslavery party in Kentucky?
Perhaps it does not
become me to say that he desires to become the
leader of the pro-slavery party, but new issues
are to be seized upon, which will advance the
interests of the party of which the gentleman is
a distinguished member.
I think gentlemen have lashed themselves into
a great fury upon a proposition simply to engraft the principle ofthc law of 1833. But with
due deference to the gentlemen, their arguments
have had but little to do with it. It seems
to me that the question is simply, will the
engrafting of the principle of the law of 1833
upon the new constitution, 'advance the interest of the emenclpationlts.
If I believed
it would, I would be the last mall to sanetion it. But 1 do not believe it. 'I'hnt law
has been upon the statute book for sixteen
years, and has the emancipation party accomplished any thing? Have they succeeded in electIng a single delegate to thle convention?
They
have not. Then why not incorporate theprinciple of the law of 1833, since it has not advanced their interest?
There have been immense
changes in refereu ce to this matter.
TIle people
of the part of the country which I in part repreBent, have been uniformly in favor of the repeal of that law, and the people in the north part
of the state have been opposed to such repeal.
The gentleman says he voted as-aillst its repeal,
but he objects to the ineorpcration
of its principle into the new constitution, not because the
principle is bad, but because public sentiment
has changed. I think the gentleman is mistaken
if he supposes that public sentiment has change? How will the incorporation of that principle be an entering wedge by which the inter.
est of the emancipation party will be subserved?
The present slave population in Kentucky
amounts to about two hundred thousand-the

annual increase of which alone amounts to
about six thousand.
I venture to predict that
this natural increase will, in twenty years, increase the slave population in Kentucky to three
hundred and fifty thousand.
And I ask, will
not that he an increase of the slave population
quite as lar¥e as the gentleman desires? Do
gentlemen WIsh to bring in more slaves? Why?
Is it that every gentleman shall have an opportunity to have a slave for his own use? The
gentleman from Henry remarked that unless they
were the sons of nabobs, there was no use in
going to Virginia to get them. I would say to
gentlemen, that in many instances, it would be
better if none of us had one. I regard them as
no blessing.
From the speeches of gentlemen,
you would suppose their was some 'proposition
to bring about gradual emancipation.
There
surely is nothing of that sort proposed.
When
this constitution goes before the ,People, if the
law of 1833 shall be incorporated In it, it will be
seized upon by the demagogues of the country,
and it will be represented by them that we
have formed a constitution which will deprive
the people of the privilege of purchasing ne~roes out of the State for their own use, when
m truth and in fact there are slaves enough in
Kentucky for all practical purposes.
I honestly
believe that if this principle be incorporated in
the constitution,
the eruaucipatiou.party,
seeing
their position, that Kentucky is bound to adhere
to the south and to southern institutions, you
will never hear one word of complaint in reference to this proposition again. So far from producing disturbance or disquietude, I firmly and
honestly believe it will gsve peace and happiness and quiet to the whole country.
There have been some singular positions taken
by the gentleman from Henderson, and 1 will
make a single remark in reference to one or two
of them.
He very benevolently
desires that
foreigners shall have equal privileges with natives in the exercise of the elective franchise.
This may be right.
He would make no Invldious distinctions, as proposed br the resolution of
the gentleman from Bourbon (Mr. Davia.) but I
infer from his argument that if the negroes may
be permitted to be brought in, the consequence
of which is the foreigners will be kept out. This
is a very strange position.
By what logic can be
reconcile it? Again, he says you cannot elevate
the negroe-you
cannot bring him to your fire
sides-you
c;;'n'tmake him Governor-c-he has no
incentives to be an honest man, and he has no
Incentive to work. Yet his argument is in favor
of bringing in more of this unfortunate race, a
consequence of which will be that foreigners
will be kept out, against whom no such disabilities obtain.
This is not the time to discuss
which would be the best policy, to bring in more
negroes or foreigners.
That will be a contest
more appropriate to the gentleman from Bourbon and Macduff himself.
But it seems to me
that if the gentleman from Henderson shall be
able to reconcile the principles which he has asserted to day, he will be compelled to vote for
the resolution of the gentleman from Bourbon.
For myself, when the proper time arrives, I shall
vote for the incorporation
of the principle of
the law of 1833. r did so in committee, and
did not agree with the report of the committee
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slavery, in some of its most important
provisions. I was for incorporating' the 7th section of the present constitution, exactly as it is
with the exception that free negroes shall be
sent out of the commonwealth, "believing that
tllat principle and the law of 1833 would give
universal satisfaction.
In conclusion, it is my determination to adhere
tothesouthand tosouthem institutions, whatever
change may be produced by p~
changes in
Kentucky or elsewhere. I regard the preservation of the Union itself as being dependent lIpan
the maintainance
of southern
intereete and
southern institutions.
Mr. DIXON.
The gentleman sayshe does not
see how I can reconcile the two propositionsthe one contained in the resolution which I had
the honor to offer on the subject of naturalized
citizens, and the proposition which I make here,
that it would be wrong for 11 bare majority to
take away a man's proJ?erty. I do not mtend to
assert that a bare majority ought to have the
right to take away a mun'e property.
I do not
mean to admit that principle; nor do I mean to
admit the principle, that the citizens of Kentucky, together With naturalized foreigners have
the right by their votes, to take away the property of citizens.
I would give to naturalized
citizens the aame rights that are enjoyed by the
natural born citizens; but I would deny, in both
cases, the ris-ht of a mere majority to deprive the
citizen of lllsiroperty.
Mr. NUTT LL moved that the committee rise
and report progress.
The mcttou was agreed to and leave was
granted to sit a~ain.
The convention then adjourned.
Oil
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Mr. C. A. WICKLIFFE offered the following:
Resolved, That the committee on the miscellaneous vrovisions of the conatituuon
be instructed to inquire into the expediency of uuthorlaing and requiring the legislature to change the
punishment, now prescribed by law, for felonies,
other than murder or rape, committed by persons
of color, to that of expatriation, or to the forfeiture of liberty and sale into bondage.
Mr. C, A. WICKLIFFE.
I desire to submit a
resolution of inquiry- in relation to free negroes
to one,pf the committees.
I think, from what
we have heard expressed here, that all sides
would be very glad to get clear of them from
Kentucky.
I have devoted some reflection to
the subject and to the various expedients suggested to attain that object, as well as its connection
with our relations as a state arising under the
federal constitution.
I propose, as a subject of
inquiry, for the committee on miscellaneous provisions, the propriety of substituting, in lieu of
the punishment
now imposed on that class of
people for crimes other than murder, the penalty
of exportation, or of being Bold again into bonda~e. I think it is worthy of inquiry; and it
strikes me, if it has no other effect, It will at

least have the tendency of keeping this class of
persons out of the state; and it may be the means
of inducing others to leave it volUlltarily.
It is
a subject worthy of inquiry, and I offer 1t in that
shape.
The resolution was agreed to.
Mr. BROWN offered the following, which was
agreed to:
Resolved, That the committee on education be
requested to prepare and report a clause or provision for the new, or amended, constitution, securing the present school fund, together with
the proceeds under an act of the late legislature,
entitled "an act for the benefit of common
schools," as a permanent and perpetual school
fund, applying the interest of said fund, inviolably, to the establishment and encouragement
of common schools. throughout the state, and
prohibiting the passage of any law by the legislature, authoriaing the use of said fund for any
other purpose than the use and encouragement
of common schools.
SLAVERY.

The convention resolved itself into committee
of the whole, Mr. BARLOW in the chair, and
resumed the consideration of Mr. 'I'urner's resolutions which were undisposed of when the committee rose yesterday.
Mr. NUT'l'ALL was entitled to the floor and
he spoke as follows:
The opinions of this convention, as indicated
by this discussion, seem to be divided into three
classes. The gentleman from Madison, who I
have no doubt will have some followers here,
desires to inco~orate into tho constitution the
law of 1833, 'lhe proposition which I had the
honor to introduce IS directly ant~onistical
to
his. It proposes to allow the citizen of Kentucky, who III good faith goes to a forei~n state
and buys a slave for his own use, to brmg him
here. "l'here is another class of pro-slavery men
on this floor who entertain a different opinion
from both of us; and that is, that we should.
leave the clause in the present constitution as it
now stands, with a small emendation to the
effect that persons in this state shall have the
power to emancipate their slaves, providing at
the same time for sending them beyond the
limite of the commonwealth.
The motion of the honorable President of this
body, if it prevails, effectually destroys the proposition of the gentleman from Madison as well
as my own, and leaves open for discussion, the
proposition to which he referred so ably in his
remarks.
I am not tenacious of any opinion
that I entertain on this subject. I am not satisfied myself, that I am right. But I believe for
all wise purposes, that III all probability, the
proposition which I had the honor to introduce,
IS the best for the country;
thou~h as I before
remarked, I urn not certain of the fact. The
great object of this convention in my opinion
should be to build up a constitution, that will
be most acceptable to the people of Kentucky,
and that will tend to quiet agitation upon every
subject embraced in it. There is danger, I confess, great danger, that the friends of constitutional reform, in elaborating and framing an organic law for the people of the commonwealth,
will do too much, will run too far into detail.
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With regard to the organic raw of Kentucky, merchandise,
and the reformatioua that we should make, there
are almost as luauy opinions in the conntry as
there are faces. There is no earthly doubt of
this, and there is great danger that the friends of
reform will burthen the result of their labors
with too much matter, and that when we submit
it to the people fur their judgment and verdict
upon it, we shall have multiplied so lllany objectors to it, that if they coalesce the constitution
is sure to be rejected.
I am entirely satisfied that if the gentleman

from Madison succeeds in engrafting upon any
constitution we may frame, the law of 1833, It
will fall.
That such will certainly be its fate,
I have no doubt. I never did, I never can bring
myself to question the motive of any gentleman
on this floor. I think they came here as pure
minded and as clear of guile as I came myself,
and I have no doubt that his conduct on this occasion IS superinduced by all ardent patriotism and devotion to the best interests of his
country.
But the question is not, what good purpose the incor'p0ration ofthatclausewill su bserve,
but whether It will secure certainly for the constitution, when framed with that clause in it, the
approval of the judgment and the sober understanding of the people of this commonwealth.
That is the question-s-whether it will have that
effect, or whether it will have a contrary one. I
oppose the principle involved in the provision,
and even if it was abstractly
right, it is one
to which I would never subscribe.
What is it?
It is, that slavery, as it now exists in Kentucky,
and to tho extent to which it exists, is well
enough, is right, and he is not disposed 1.0 interfere with it; that it is the source of great
wealth; that it aids in the agriculture of the
country, and adds to the revenue of the government; but that all those who are blessed with
thledescnption of ,Property now, nrc to retain possession of it, and It is not to be increasd by artificiul means hereafter,
Now, upon two grounds,
I am ill favor of a different plan. I oppose, and
shall ever oppose while I entertain the views I
do, the principle of conferring especial immunities ujJon one class of citizens.
And you might
as we 1 do it at once, by legislative enactment,
as to say that what the citizen now possesses he
shall retain, and throw around it the additional
safeguard, that no man shall hereafter hold that
description of property unless he becomes able
to purchase it from those who now enjoy it,
and 'W11O indeed may be unwilling to sell it,
Such is the effect if you prohibit the citizen from
going elsewhere to get this description of property, at the best possible price-of whom he
chooses. I oppose It upon another ground.
It
will be recollected that five black men iu Kentuckyare equal to three white men in another
state, 'I'hey may say as much as they please
outside of the commonwealth of Kentucky, and
in the uon-slaveholdlng etetes, upon this subject,
but if five of our black men amount to as much
as three of their white men, I am perfectly eetiefled. And with regard to our future strength
and weight in the councils of the nation, if you
consult the future growth, and strength, and
greatness of the commonwealth of Kentucky,
every avenue that can be opened for the introduction of this property, save for the purpose of

ougllt to be opened for this objeet, Are gentlemen willing, when they have
seen this great struggle arising all around us
in the non-slaveholding states, to consult merely their own wishes, their feelings, and views,
when thereby we weaken our future growth
and strength?
I think that this is a strong
reeson why the law of 1833 should never be incorporated in the organic law of this state.
Now if it was there incorporated, does the
gentleman suppose, for a single moment, that it
will quiet agitation upon the slave question and
upon the question of emancipation?
It will not
do it. My reading has taught me it is always
best to defend the outposts, and never be driven
to the defence of the citadel while we have a
chance to meet the encmy at the thresbhold.
And if our political adversaries have come and
placed themselves on what is said to be the platfonn adopted by the original convention men,
I can only say that, for one, whenever I see my':
enemy ranging himself under my standard, I
beg-in to doubt whether I am sailing under therigllt kind of colors.
Now my proposition, which will, in effect, be
destroyed, if that of the honorable President of
the convention succeeds, I think will not only
secure to these men the rights they 110W enjoy
under the constitution of Kentucky, but will
quiet agitation.
What will the emancipationists
have to gain by further agitation?
What can
they do on this subject? 'I'hey can do nothing
unless they are willing to take the high and responsible ground, when the majority of their
countrymen, in one of the most triumphant
votes that has ever been given on any subject,
have voted them down, of continning to agitate
the same question.
Are they still going on to
agitate the subject?
Are they about to assume
the character of those incendiaries who are willing, at all times and under all circumstances, to
light the torch of civil war here, which will result in the burning of our houses, and in the bedewing of our hearth-stones with the blood of
our wives and children?
It is right and proper
that every man in the commonwealth of Kentseky-c-no matter what his creed, faith.or notions
in religion or politics on this subject may bewhen the majority have voted him down, should,
as a good citizen, submit to their decision.
Now for myself, I have set out with the determination never to yield one single inch to
any spirit of fanaticism; because ~henever you
concede them any ground, they w111 be sure to
desire to go one step further and occupy a more
prominent position.
My proposition is intrinsically l'i!;l'ht ill itself. It secures to all ¥radcs,
and conditions in life, if they have the means of
purchasing this kind of property, the right to do
so whenever they choose. In a mood of merriment which often comes over me, and perhaps
too often for my own good, I happened the other
day to refer to the fact that some gentlemen were
exceedingly lucky, but that the class in which
I was born and raised, and in which I hope to
die, have never been so fortunate.
we make no
calculation, as I remarked on that occasion, to
have any of this kind of property come down to
us by descent, by gift, and least of all, by marriage. If some gentlemen are so fortunate, or
rather unfortunate us to have the opportunity of
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marrying some foul' 01' fivetimcs, and every time one side the traveler sees the wheat- fields in
marrying negroes by the acre, il.lms not yet, and harvest time groaning under the weight of their

I trust in God it never wlll fall to my lot. or
all tIlings on the earth, a mercenary niarriage is
the most detestable ill the sight of God anti the
holy angela that cluster around the throne of
Heaven. I certainly do not expect to acquire
property in this way.
Now if a man who pursues agriculture, a
working man-after he has made money enough
nnd when he and his helpmate have clambered

up the hill of life and are ready to descend on
the other side-shoulcl
desire to buy some one
to wait \lj)01I him in his old age, is it not right

that he S iould have the privilege of doing it at
the cheapest possible rate? I know a great many
hard working men in this state, my neighbors
-and I have as good neighbors as any gentleman on this floor-who
have expressed such a
desire, ancl it is but right they should have the
privilege of its gratification.
N ow let me ask the slaveholders of this body,
WIlY it is tltat you see the non-slaveholder
clinging around the institution
of slavery in
this country?
There are various reasons why.
'I'bey know from experience that somehow or
other-but
from what cause, perhaps I cannot
tell-the
character of a non-elcveholdiug
man
in a slave holding country, is elevated to the
highest pitch and that he stands on the platform of universal equality with his neighbors,
whether he owns slaves or not.
I recollect, during last summer to have seen
a manifesto from the city of Louisville, the head
quarters of abolitlcuism and emancipationwhich was thrown out like a gilded bait to
catch the non-slaveholding interest of the conntry-c-Iuying it down as an undeniable proposition that slavery was a curse to any country,
and at the same time classifying the counties in
the state, showing that the whole of it existed
in but some eighteen or twenty counties, and
that those on the froutiera had scarcely any
slaves in them. They had two objecte. Now
it occurred to me that if slavery was this blighting mildew, if it was this mill stone which
huug round om necks, they should have referred to the further fact, more undeniable
even
than any thing they have laid down, that right
ill the centre of Kentucky, we have the richest,
the most iutel ligent, and the most patriotic peoplQo:,-llotexcluding our frontier brethren-on
the
face of the globe.
Anel here where we have
more slaves than in any other part of Kentucky,
by ten to one, if it is such a curse, how does it
happen, that under that curse, under that blighting curse, which blasts and pollutes every thing
that it touches, we have the most enlightened,
the richest, and the most cu ltivated people 11pon
the face of God Almighty's
earth. Yes, here,
surrounded with this curse, this vast curse, this
mountain, that would crush any other people
and bear them dowu on the face of the earth,
how does all this happen?
I can throw my recollection back to the period when from the town of New Castle to Shelbyville, there was scarcely a log cabin for the
wayfarer to stop and slake his thirst.
Now,
there runs a cOlltinuous lane from my town to
Shelbyville, and if a lady were riding by herself,
she could not break herself a switch.
On the
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heavy yield," and on the other, the green pastures with their thousands of cattle. And all
this riffht in the midst of this curse of slavery!
It is all a mistake-slavery
does not, will not,
and cannot produce such a moral or physical
degradation as gentlemen seem to imagine.
Well, as I said, 1 believe that, my proposition
is correct, but I aru not fastidious upon the subject. I have asserted that slavery is not an evil,
and I want rather more of it. If it is tho thing
I think it is, and if it works out such wonders in this country, as I perceive it does, I
am willing to have rather more of it. And
gentleman may pass laws either inviting this
agitation or putting an end to it; but if every
man here was an emancipationist,
they could
not, if they were so disposed, incorporate a
clause in the constitution taking from me my
rightof ownership in the slaves. Let us try this
question.
I do conceive that the present conetitution of Kentucky conferred upon the citizen
unlimited and unrestricted rights, either as to
time 01' any thing else, in his slave property.
If
that is the fact, then how could this convention,
without impairing the oblieations of contract,
incorporate any clause in t'he constitution that
would authorize the legislature to take the property of the slave owuer without paying him a
just compensation, or-even then withouthis consent? Are there not many banks chartered in
the commonwealth of Kentucky whose charters
extend beyond the sitting of this convention or
the period !JrCwious to the adoption of any constitution W rich we may frame, and is there any
gentleman .here who will attempt to assert that
this convention has a right to say to those banks
that their charters shall now expire, and that it
shall depend upon the legislature, whether they
shall be renewed? A gentleman gives me hIS
note payable three years after date, and it falls
due two years after this convention has adopted a
constitution.
Can this convention say that the
bond shall be Dull and void? Would it not conflict with the provision of the federal coustdtution declaring that the state has DO power to
impair the obligation of contracts?
I buy a negrofrom ouc of my neighbors. He conveys him
to me by a bill of sale, and vests in me all the
rights of property that incorporations can have
vested in them by charter, or that yOll can vest
in the obligee of a note by writing your obligation to him. And can your constitution set my
negro free without my consent, whether it pays
rue or not? Would it not impair an obligation
and seek t'o vitiate and render null by constitutional enactment, a vested right in me? Is not.
all this true?
Now I have given my views upon this ques~
tion , and I shall not seek to elaborate them any
further. I would like to know one thing before
I sit down-perhaps
I ought to leave the enquirr. to othcr gentlemen on this floor-but I should
like to knO'lY from my friend from Logan, when
and how it was Mr. Clay becdme the great leader
of the democratic party? Now, I nevcr have
said, in all my life, one word against the per~
sonal uharacter of Mr. Clay, or made any vile or
false accusation against him. I have looked up~
on him as one of the most stupendous intellects
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the world ever produced-as au orator, never er subject, and I rise not so much for the pur-

pose of enlightening
this assembly, upon this
grave and important subject, as for the purpose
one kind of aristocracy, and that is of mind, and of assigning a reason for occupying the position
I have always been ready to render at all times I do upon this subject.
I will now proceed to the investigation of this
homage where homage is due. The gentleman
from Logan, who tried his hand in one county subject in a moral and religious point of "iewand could not quite come it, and went to anoth- I mean tho question of slavery. And the first
er county and now has come into this conven- thing that will be necessary, will be to define,
tion, I think has attempted
to reucb over or clearly and distinctly, the question to be proved,
around the shoulders of an old friend to stab his end the point at issue. And here permit me to
old political enemies. If such is his intention, remark that 1 will not attempt to prove; or to
I yield to him all the honor aud pleasure of investigate the question, whether slavery as it
such a triumph. I myself have never in my life exists in this state, or in any other-state, is right
thrust around the side of my friend to stab or or wrong, but whether slavery is right or wron~,
wound an enemy. It may be, and I think it is, consistent or inconsistent with thc law of GOd.
true, that "Old Bullion," ill his old age and do- .in this or any other country, or in this or
it is l"ight for allY
tage, is seeking himself to become the great any other age?-whcther
free-soil leader, and competes for that honor inCiividual, at this or any other time, under
with both Mr. Clay and Mr. Van Buren.
Mr. existing or any other circumsteucee, to hold
Clay, defeated, writeshis bulletin on the field of property in man? That, sir, is the question.battle, and seeks the north for Lhe restoration of And here I ask, what is the ground assumed
I do this in order that
his health.
Mr. V an Buren artfully pretends to by the opposition?
we may have the true issue before us, in a manbe seeking to heal the breach in tfie democratic
party in: New York, and yet, us I think, is all ncr so clear that no gentleman can misunderthe while artfully tearing it asunder.
Old Bul- stand it. And as the delegate from Madison repudiates the sentiments which I understood him
lion, soldier as he is, and has been, standing
alone among southern men, comes out aud to have expressed, and which was the foundaproclaims Iree-soilism, returns to Missouri, rolls tion of what 1 then said, and what I am now
slavery was wrong, and that
up his sleeve and enters the thickest of the fight. about to say-that
I think it will be found that Old Bullion will the finger of God was upon and against it-I beg
leave,
to
read
a
paragraph
from what purhead the great free-soil and whig party, with my
of
friend from Logan righb at their heels, in 1852. ports to be an address to the Presbyterians
I know that the emancipationists
of Ken- Kentucky, for the instruction and emancipation
a committee of the Synod of
tncky say, and I suppose they will doit, that of their slaves-by
published in the Examiner, a
when this constitution is submitted to the peo- Kentucky-and
ple, they will unite with my friend from Logan, }mpcl'which I believe is endorsed and patronand others, to break it down. It is a greut pity, ized by the emancipation party, throughout the
I think, that this should be the case with so pop- state. It reads as follows:
"We all admit that the system of slavery,
ular a gentleman, who, after trying it in one
Why then
county and failing, can go to another county and 'which exists among us, is not right.
it'? Why do we
come it after all. It was with great difficulty 'do we assist in perpetuating
that I could come it at all. [Laughter.]
Well, 'make no serious efforts to terminate It? Is it
though he did do this thing, I tJunk it a great 'not because our perception of its sinfulness is
misfortune to this convention that any anti- 'very feeble and indistinct, while our perception
convention men were elected to this body at 'of the difficulties of instructing and cmancipaall-s-and I am afraid there are too many of them. -tlng our slaves is strong and clear? As long as
But let us unite and make the very best con- 'we believe that slavery, as it exists among us,
stitution that we possibly can. For myself, I 'is alight evil in the sight of God, so long will
am going to take the views of the elders of this 'we feel inclined to pronounce every plan t]mt
inexpedient
church-s-of those men who understand this sub- "can be devised for its termination,
Before, then, we unfold our
ject better than I do. I have my projects, and I 'or impracticable.
have presented them for thecousideratlon
of this 'plan, we wish to examine the system, and try
If
convention.
If they vote them down it will be 'It by the principles which religion teaches.
a matter of no regret to me. I want them but 'it shall not be thus proved to be an ubominato do right, end when they satisfy me that they -tion in the sight of a just and holy God, we
nrc doing right, I am gomg right along with 'shall not solicit yom concurrence in any plan
'for its abolition.
But if, when fairly examined,
them, hand in hand and shoulder to shoulder.
Mr. TALBOTT.
On a former occasion I pro- 'it shall be seen to be a thing which God abhors,
'we
may
surely
expect
that no trifling amount of
mised at some proper time to give my views upon
a particular branCh of the great subject of slave- 'trouble or loss, will deter you from lending
ry', n.nd I rise this nwrning, in obedience to that 'your efforts to its extermination.
«Slavery is Dot the same all tl1e world over,
promise, for the purpose of redeel)ling that
pledge. 1: do 'Dot indulge the hope that I shall 'and to ascertain its character in any particular
deliver myself in a very happy and felicitous 'state or country, we must examine the constitumanner, nor do I expect to chann the me..mbers 'ellts and effects of the kind of slavery which
The system as it exists among us,
of this body by my eloquence, by my oratory, or 'there exists.
by my rhetoric. Butl intend to deliver my views 'and is constituted by our laws, consists of turee
'distinct
p.arts-a
deprivation
of the right of
iQ, as brief and c01Dl)r.ehensible manner as is possible. I do not expec.t, upon tllis or upop any 'property, a depriv~tion of personal liberty, and
In all its
occasion, to shed any light "upon this or any oth· 'a depri vation of personal security.
equalled, and as a great man who has scarcely
ever been surpassed.
Lhave never admired but
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thortzed to pronounee it. And here sir, I beg to
. partr; it I!;, manifestly, a violation of tho laws of read from Matthew Henry's notes on these
'God, as revealed by the light of nature, as well
verses:
'as the light of revelation."
"The spirit of prophecy comes upon him,
It will be seen at once sir, that the ground as- 'and like the dying Jacob, he tells his sons
sumed here is, that slavery is wrong in its insti- 'what.shoulcl befall them." ch. 49, v. 25.
tution and evil in its teudcncies-r-a thing which
And again sir, I beg leave to read from Bishop
God abhors-a sin in his sight, and in all its parts
work in all the
a violation of his law, a great moral evil, and Newton, another standard
as a matter of course, in all its tendencies and ehurcaes:
"In consequence of this different behavior of
consequences, ruinous to the best interests of a
state. Iftbis btl true str.no man has a right to hold 'his three SOIlS, Noah as a patriarch was en'lightened, and as the father of a family, who is
property in another, and noehristianmanshould
do It. I am a IJro-:;lavery man sir, but convince 'to reward or punish his children, was empowme of the truth of this assumption, and I would -ered to foretell the different fortunes of their
at once renounce it all, and I would not let the 'families; for this prophecy relates not 80 much
sun go down upon my sin. I would give up 'to themselves, as to their posterity, the people
my slaves, join the emancipationists,
and help , and the nations descended from them. He was
to pay for the balance. I would throw myself 'not prompted by wine or resentment, for neither
into the fight, and do battle for God and liberty. 'the one nor the other could infuse the knowlAnd what I am most surprised at is, that men 'edge of futurity, or inspire him with the prewho profess to oelieve all this, do not practice , science of events, which happened hundreds,
But God,
whut they preach. If thev would sir, they could 'nay thousands of years afterwards.
then say to us with an uplifted front, "go and 'willing to manifest his superintendence and
of the world, endued Noah with
do likewise," or come and "go along with us 'government
and we will do thee good."
But let us see if 'the spirit of prophecy , and enabled him in some
these things be so. Let us see if under the laws 'measure, to disclose the purposes of his proviof God, as revealed in the Old and New 'I'esta- "deuce toward the future race of mankind."
mente, and as recorded in our old-fashioned
From both of these authorities it appears,
family Bibles, a man may not owu property in that Noah spoke, not as some have supposed.
man-whether
he may not, with money pur- from the vindictive feelings of a drunken old
chase slaves as we do here, and hold them for- man, hut hy the immediate insl?lration of God.
ever, or for life, and still live in favor with If this is true, then; what he said was right and
God, or without committing a sin in his sight.
proper, not contrary to, but in strict conformity
Just here sir, before I proceed farther in this with, the will of God. None, I presume will
investigation, I will remark, that as to the sin- deny that the curse here pronounced was perslavery.
Then sir, we have
fulness of slavery, if any gentleman here or sonal servitude-or
elsewhere, now or at any other time, will show the curse of slavery pronounced on some one by
the authority of God, and the question now is
me, in our old-fashioncd family Bible, a solitary
And here sir,
chapter, paragraph,
or verse, which says that upon whom was it pronounced?
I beg leave to read from Newton on the propheone man shall not purchase and own property
in man, or that slavery in this form is a sin and cies, page 15:
abhorrent in the sight of God, I will give up
"The curse of servitude pronounced upon Cathe question.
But if there is no law to be "naau, and so likewise the promise of blessing
shown, there is none to violate; then there is no 'and enlargement made to Shem and Japbeth, are
transgression,
and consequently
no sin-for
'by no means to be confined to their own perthere must be transgression before sin. This 'sons, but extend to their whole race; as aftersir, I think settles the question as to the sin of 'wards the prophecies concerning Ishmael, and
'those concernmg Esau and J acob, and those
slavery.
But let us look farther into a diITtrent branch of 'relating to the twelve patriarchs, were not so
the subject. Let us see. if we can, when and 'properly verified in themselves M in their poshow, and by what authority, slavery was first 'terity, and thither we must look for their full
instituted.
'I'urn sir, to the Uth chal'tcr of Gen- 'and perfect completion."
ft
;l'
;l'
*
*
;i/o
'Ii!"
'Ii!"
esis, 24th verse, which reads as fol ows:
"Hitherto we have explained the prophecy
"24. And Noah awoke from his wine, and
'according to the present copies of our 'bible:
'kncwwhat his younger son had done with him.
"25. And he said, cursed be Canaan; a ser- 'but if we were to correct the text, as we should
'vant of servants shall he be unto his brethren. 'any ancient classic author in a like case, the
"26. And he said, blessed be the Lord God of 'whole perhaps might be made easier and plain'cr. Ham the father of Canaan is mentioned in
• Shem, nad Canaan shall he his servant.
"27. God shall enlarge J apbct, arrd he shall 'the preceding-part of the story; and how then
'carne the per.son of a sudden to be changed into
'dwell in the tents of Shein; and Canaan shall
'Canaan?
The Arabic version ill these three
'be his servant."
<verses hath the father of Canaan instead of Ca'I'his sir, is the prophetic
denunciation
of 'naan. Some copies of the Septuagint likewise
Noah, on one branch of his family, spoken by 'have Hafll instead of Canaan, as if Canaan was
the immediate inspiration of God, and has been 'a corruption of the text. Vatablus and others
fulfilled, and is 110W being fulfilled, as I think 'by Canaan understand the futher of Canaan,
will be proven in the sequel, as clearly as histo- 'which was expressed twice before. And if we
ry, reason, and revelation can go to prove any 'reganl the metre, this !ine" Cursed be Canaan,"
thing. Before I iuquireinto what the denuncia- 'is much shorter than the rest, as if something
tion is, the first question arises, was Noah a\l~
,
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'was deficient.
May we not suppose therefore,
• (without taking such liberties as Father Houbi< e;ant hath with the Hebrew text,) that the copy'1St by mistake wrote only (kmacc instead of
< Ham the father of Canaan, and that the
whole
'passage was originally thus? And Hcnc the
'father oj Canaan saw the nakedness of his father,
< and told his two bretlwen without.
And Noah
t awoke frorn
his wine, and knew what his younger
< 80n had done unto him.
And he said, Cursed be
'Ham the father of Canaa,n; a sesxant of servants
C shaJI he
be unto his brethren. And he said, Bles'sed be the Lord God of She'ln; amd Ham the father
c of Canaan shall be servo,nt to them.
God shall
• eniorqe Japheth; end he shall dwell in the tents of
< Shcm; and Ham the father of Canaan
shall be
< serxant to them."

"of God was among the posterity of Shern for
'several generations; and of "them (Rom. ix.
"5,) as concerning the tlesb Christ came."
'But still Japhcth was not dismissed without
'a promise.
(Gen. ix. 47,) '< God shall enlarge
'J apheth, and he shall dwell in the tent'! of
'Bhem: and Canaan shall bc servant to them,"
'or their servant."

From this it appears that the curse was not
only upon Ham, but upon his posterity to the
latest generations.
The uext question then is,
WJlO was Ham and his posterity
to the latest
generations to serve? It appears from the very
face of the decree itself, that they were to be
servants of servants to their brethren Shem and
Japheth.
But Newton, page 15, goes to show
that they were not only to serve Shorn and J apheth, but their children to the latest generation. And now, sir, let us sec the fulfillmcnt of
this prophecy.
And here I read from Newton,
page ]!J, 20:
"Ham at first subdued some of the posterity
<of Shern, as Canaan sometimes conquered Ja"pbetb ; the Carthagtnians, who were originally
, Canaanites, did particularly iu Spain and Italy;
'but in time they were to be subdued, and be'come servants to Shem and Japheth, and the
'change of their fortune from good to bad would
'render the curse still more visible. Egypt was
'the land of Ha.m, us is often called in Scripture;
, and for many years it was a great and flourish• ing kingdom; but it was subdned by the Per·
'sians, who descended from Shem, and after<wards by the Grecians, who descended from
<Jnpheth; and from that time to this it hath COll'stantly been in subjection to SOlUe or other of the
<posterity of Shem or J apheth.
'1'he whole eOll'tillcnt of Africa was peopled principally
by
<the children of Ham: and fol' how many ages
<have the hetter parts of that country lain ulluer
'the dominion of tile Romans, and then of the
'Saracens, and IlOWof the Turks? in what wick<edness, ignorance, barbarity, slavery, misery,
'hve most of the inhabitants? a1\d of the voor
'negroes how many hundreds evcry year are sold
• and bought like beasts in tile market, and are
<conveyed from one quarter of tIle world to do
'thework of bea."ts in another?
"Nothing can be more complete than the e.xe·
<cution of the sentence UpuIl Ham as well as
'upon Canaan."

~
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I quote tIle following ftom page 20:
.. God prefers Shem to his elder brother J apbetb, as Jacob was afterwards preferred to
• Esau, and David to his elder brothers, to show
'that tIle order of grace is not always tJle saDle
'as the order of nature.
The Lord being called
'the God of Shrot palticlllarly, it is plainly intiI mated that
the Lord would be his God in a par'ticular manner. And accordingly the church

*

*

*

*

*

*

•

•

"So it is said here "God sball enlarge Ja-phetb," and the name of Japhetlt signifies en'largc'lIlent. 'Vas Japheth then more ellla,rged
'than the rest? Yes be was both in tcrritory
, and in children.
'I'he territories of J aphcth's
"posterity were indeed very large, for besides all
, Europe, great and extensive as it is, they pos"sessed the Iosscr Asia. Media, part of Armenia,
'Iberia, Albania. and those vast regions towards
'the north, which anciently the Scythiana inhn"bited, and now the Tartars inhabit; and it is
'not improbable that the new world was peopled
'by some of his northern
descendants passing
"thither by the straits of Anian."
I will now read from Keith on the Evidence of
the truth of the Christian Religion, as follows:
"Not only do the different countries and cities
'which forru the subjects of prophecy exhibit to
'this day their predicted fate, but there is also a
<prophecy recorded as delivered in an age coeval
'with the deluge, when the members of a single
'familv included the whole of the human race'the ftilfillmcnt of whlch is conspicuous even at
'the present time .,

*******~

"But whatever was the occasion on which it
'was delivered, the truth of the prophecy must
'be tried by its completion.c-vOursed
be Canaan;
-n servant of servants shall he be nnto his breth'ren.
Blessed he the I,ord God of Shem, and Ca'naansball be his selTant.
God shall enlarge
'Japheth,
and he shall dwell in the tenk; of
'Shem, and Ca.naall shall be his servaut_"
"The historical part of scripture, by its de'scribing so particularly
the rcsjJective settl€"'mellts of the descendants of N oa 1, "after their
'genemtiolls in their nations," affords tothis day
'the means of trying the tmth of the predicl,iotl,
'aud of ascertaining whether the prophetic char'acter, as given by the patriarch of tbe post·dilu'vian world, be still applicable to tbeinhabitants
'of the different regions of the earth which were
'peopled by the posterity of Shem, of Ham, and
'of Japheth.
']'he Isles of tlte Gentiles, 01' tJl{'
'countries beyond t.he Meditcnanea.ll, to whieh
'they passcd by sea, viz: those of Europe, were
'diVIded by the 1'\onsof JaphetJl.
The descen'dant" of Ham inhabited Africa and tlle south'western parts of Asia. 'l'he families of the Ca'naanues were spread ahroad. The border of the
'Canaanites was from Sidon. 'J.'he city of Tyre
'was called the daughter of Sidon; and Car'fungc, the most celebrated city of Africa, was
'peoplcd from Tyre. And tbe dwellings of the
'sons of Shem were unto the east, or Asia. The
'particular allotment, or portion of each, "after
'their families, after their tongues, in their coun'tries, and ill their nations," is distinctly speci'fied. And although the different nations de'scended from anyone of the sons of Noah have
'intermingled Witll cael1 other, and under/:fone
<mallY revolutions, yet the three great divislOns
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You know then the blessing was to
'of the world have remained distinct, as scpn- streams,
'rawly peopled and possessed by the posterity ShclIl--of him nnd through hi m concerning the
'of cadi of the sons of Noah. On this subject flesh wns snlvuti on or the Saviour to come.
I here call again the auention of the house to
"the earliest cOllllllentators nre agreed before the
'existence of those facts which give to the the extracts which I read from N ewtou, page 20,
'prophecy its fullest illustration.
'I'hc facts in which he states, that nothing can be more
'themselves by which tbe prediction is verified complete than the execution of the sentence upon
to the
'are so notorious and 6(>applicable, that the most Ham as well as upon Oanaall-(alluding
'brief and simple statement will suffice.
Before curse pronounced by Noah). and now let us sec
the
promise
made
to
Bhem
and
J
apheth,
from
'the propagation of christianity, which first.spoke
'peace to earth, taught a law of univcrsnl Iove, which it appear"', that God preferred Shem to
he did J l100b to
'and called all men brethren, slavery everywhere his elder urother .Taphcth-as
from Sucm, as concerning the flesh,
'prevailed, uud the greater part of the human Esan-and
-ruce, throughout aU the world, were born to Christ came, (Rom. t1, 5.) Now, sir, the ques-slavcry, and unredeemed for life. Man can uow tion is, do you believe this? Do you believe, as
'boast of nobler birthright.
But, tbongh long concerning the flesh, Christ came through Shem?
q uestiou, and has
.hauishcd from almost all Europe, slav cry still This, sir, is an important
much to do in helping us to form a correct con'lingers in Africa. That country is distinguish-ed above every other as the land of slavery. clusion in the Investigation of this great subject.
'Slaves "t home, and transported
for slavery, Do you then believe it, l'i1'7 If you do, why, let
'lite poor Africans, the desceudauts of Ham, are me ask do you believe it? Surely it; is not hesaid he, If I
'the servants of servants, or slaves to others. cause Christ said it himsclf-for,
'Yet so unlikely was this Jact to have been fore- bear witness of myself, Illy witness will be ofuo
'seen bv man, that for centuries after the close of avail: there is another that bcarctb witness of
"the Ord Testament history, the inhabitants of me. Search the scriptures, said he, to t110 unoe'Africa disputed with the Romans the empire of Iievine Jt;WS, for in them yOll think you kLVC
"the world. nut Hannibal, who 'was once almost eterIl1S life, and they are they which testify of
I need Hot then ask you, sir, if rOll be<master of Rome anti of Europe, was forced to me.
lieve Jesus Christ, the son of God, concerning
'yield to, and to own the fate of Carthage."
the flesh, is the son of Bhem. ')'his, sir, we all
I have here read from Bishop N ewtou, Mat- noknowledgc.
This ·we all believe.
nut ·why
thew Henry, and Keith, men of high standing, dowe believe it, is the great question in this inmnch piety, and great learnillg, aHd who had no
vestigation.
interest in telling a lie, or publishing that which
Is it not, sir, from reason, revelation, and llisthey did not believe.
They have all testified,
tory? Is it not from the llllTUerOUSprophecies?
positively ;tnd ullequivoe~~lIy, that the JHophecy
was by inspiration
of Goel that the enunci:t- made in ages past coJlcerning him, and their
Is it not from
tion upon Ham ·was personal servitude or Eilave- wonderful and literal fulfilment?
l'y, and that it has been, and is now being ful- reason, revelation, and history. tlmt you have
I a.sk yOLl, sir,
filled, literally and certainly, not only upon been forced to this eonclusiou'!
Ham but his posterity, and that the promise of if it is not from reason, the revelation and word
blessing to Shem and the promise of enlarge- of God, as recorded by Moses, decl:l1'ed by the
ment. made to Japheth have also been, and nuw prophets, and preached by the apustles, that
are beillg fulfilleJ, just as certainly and as lite- yOll have been driven, irre"istably, to this conrally as the CLlrse upon Ham. Sir, they all tes- clusion'! If so, sir, I would ask you if it was
tify clearly, explicitly, and positive1y, the place not the same spirit of prophecy that proclaimed
where, the time when, and the manlier in which, the olle,thatdeclare~i the other? Hit wasnotthe
the curse was inflicted, the blessing enjoyed, and sume historian th:1t recorded l,he one, who wrote
the prophecy fulfiled lIpon them and their whole the other? And if, sir, it is not the same reillion
posterity LIp to the present Lime. This, sir, tll:.lt understands the one t..ilat comprehends the
should give, to this part of God's wOl'lI, a just other? Where then, sir, is the difl'erence'! It
claim on every mall for his faith. This prophe- scew,s io me there iB nOllC. The couc1usion is
If you believe that Adam existed,
cy and its literal fulfillment
should command inevitable.
If yOIl bethe confidence and ereJence of every mall who you must believe that Noah existed.
loves the truth and ·who takes no pleasure in Ull- lieve that Noah existed, you must believe that
Moses,
anll
John,
and
Jesus
existed.
And if
righteousness.
Now sir, what ne."Xt·? Some a.re
mady perhaps to say that "this may do pretty you believe that Jesus existed, you must believe
well; butclLl1you show that Ham was black or that he was the SOil of Shem. And jf you believe that Jesur; was the son of ShCIll, you must
that the present Afl'illan race are the descendants
of IIam'I" I think if you will hear me a mo- believe that we are the sons of Japheth, alld if
ment this ·will at least seem to be the l·casonahle you believe we are the SOilS of J apheth, you
inferellee.
Now read the 9th chapter of Gene- must believe that the Africans are the sons of
sis, 18th, 19th, aud 20th verses, and you will find Ham, for we have the snmo witness, the same
testimony, the same revelation to show, the sam,~
what has been already staterl, that Noahhad
three sons, Shom, Ham, and Japheth, and by record to read, the same reason to understand
them was all the earth over spread; anu from the the one that we have to show, to read, and to
context and all history it appears they divided understand the other.
'l'he conclusion therefore, is clear, and t110
the then known world us follows: Shem went
into Asia, Japheth into Europe, and Ham into question established, that God did, for purposes
Africa.. Afnca is frequently called the land of llurevealed, and Llllknown Lo mau, doom Ham
Ham in the sacred scriptures.
Now sir, '\'e have alld his posterity to the latc:;t generatioll, to perthe fountains let us see if we can follow the sonal servitude or slavery, and that too, lo his
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brethren, Sheru and J apheth, whose children we of the house whether it is not better, as we have
arc, and their posterity.
If this be true, what taken up this subject of slavery, that we should
follows'!
Why, in vain may we talk about progress with its discussion until it shall have
If we waited until
slavery, or the abolition of slavery?
Iu vain been gone through with.
may we talk about slavery in this state or the report of the committee on slavery was taken
up
we
should
have
to
go
over the very same
in that state.
In vain may we talk about
slavery ill this form or that fonn. It will all be grouna, that has been traveled over for the last
idle. If God has decreed, it will be so. What three or four days, before we could take any
is man, that he can resist the decrees of J ebo- ultimate action on the report. Let the discussion
vnh? WI] may change its place, but we cannot now proceed, and terminate, and when the rebreak down the inetdtutiou.
It has existed ill port of the committee does come up, we shall
every age of the world since the flood, as I have be read~ for decisive action.
Mr. U. A. WICKLIFFE.
I do not desire to
shown.
And it has been incorporated with every
dispensation of religion, Patriarchal, Jewish, discuss it myself, but it is not yet 12 o'clock,
and
I
perceive
indications
on
the part of several
and Christian, as I will now proceed to show.
First then sir, 1 "rill refer you to the 14th Oeu. gentlemen around me of a desire to do so. I do
Idth verse, and you will find that Abraham the not feel disposed. to withdraw the proposition I
father of the faithful and the friend of God, have made, that the committee have leave to sit
had ::118servants born in his own house, reared again on Monday week. In the meantime we
by his own hand, and subject to his absolute can make some progress in another branch of
control, in war as well as In pence.
This sir, the subject, and one which is not less important.
Mr. HARDIN.
The committee on the circuit
does not look as if slavery was a sin.
Go a little further, and what do we find? 'Ye find courts and the committee on the county courts alSarah his wife, the brightest, the purest, and best so, have been in session for some time, and there
of women, fit emblem of the blessed virgin, as- is a prospect I believe of harmonious action in
sociated with Abrabam in this matter.
This regard to the organization of those courts. I
still does not look as if slavery was a sin.
Go give notice, therefore, that on Wednesday next, if
still further, and we find the angel of the living the subject be Hot sooner disposed or, I shall
God, talking to Hagar, who had run away from move that the convention refuse leave to the
her mistress Sarah, Abram's wife.
And what committee to sit again, and that the resolutions
does the angel of the Lord say to Hagar?
Does be laid llJ;lOll the table. I am getting very tired
he tell her to run away from her mistress?
Docs of this discussion.
Mr. TURNER.
1 am not anxious that my
lie tell her that.slavery is a sin, a thing abhorrent
to God, a great moral evil, and that she should resolutions should be debated to the exclusion of
not be held ill bondage?
No sir, no such advice other business.
Mr. HARDIN.
My desire is not to prevent
was given, no such principles were inculcated.
resolutions,
He told her togo back to her mistress, and sub- the discussion of the gentleman's
mit to her will.
Just here, sir, I would like to but simply to make au order of business for
indulge the idea for one moment, as to what Wednesday.
Mr. TURNER.
.A great deal of matter has
would have been the advice and the conduct of a
for the purpose perhaps of getnorthern abolitionist on such an occasion-but
I been introduced
will forbear. But this, Mr. Chairman, does not ting up n little ephemeral popularity-which
All that I
still look as if slavery was such a great outrage has no connection with the subject.
desire is to have an opportunity to reply to the
against God and religion.
[Here Mr. '1'. remarked, that feeling very much arguments which have been advanced against
indisposed, having been so for several days, he my proposition.
1rlr. ULARKE.
However much I may be opwould be obliged to waive the further discussion of the subject for the present.
He had posed to the principles contained in the propomade all his points, and the elaboration of them sition of the gentleman from Madison, neverthehe should perhaps ask the indulgence of the less as far as I understand
parliamentary rules,
and the rules of decorum, it is due to the gentlecommittee Ior another opportunity to prcscnt.]
man
that
he
should
be
heard
in defence of his
Mr. CLAltKE moved that the committee rise
proposition, and in reply to the arguments that
and report progress, and ask leave to sit again.
'I'he motion prevailed, and the eommutee ae- have been adduced agaiust it.
If the proposition indicated by the gentleman
oor.lingly rose and reported progress.
The question being on granting leave to sit from Shelby should prevail, I do not know what
the condition of other gentlemen in this conven
again.
Mr. C. A. WICKL1FFE proposed to give tile tiou would be, but as furus I am concern cd it
committee leave to sit nguiu 011 Monday week. would be rather an awkward one. when I inOn Monday the report of the committee on the dicated the other day that I intended to offer 11
court of appeals, would, under an order of the substitute-for the fifth resolution, I accompanied
committee, come up for consideration,
and he the intimation with some declarations of sentiwas exceedingly anxious it should be then ta- ments, which have since been animadverted upken up, progressed ill, and as he hoped, fin- on; and it is due to myself, and to those whom I
isheddurlug the coming week. It was possible represent on this floor that I should be heard in
Therefore I trust
he might be called a-way from the house for two defence of those sentiments.
the motion that I first
01' three days the week after, and he could 110t the house will entertain
very well leave until he knew what disposition made, thnt the committee have leave to sit again.
The snbject of -slavery is onc which dcellly
had been made of thc report of the cOJlJllJiLtceof
iuterests the whole of the people of tilis state;
which he was clmirman.
and not the people of this. state only, but the
Mr. CLARKE.
I submit to the consideration
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whole of the people of this union have been excited more or less upon the subject. It is a subject,
sir, that ought to be discussed: and so far as the
proposition which I have indicated is eonccmed,
I desire to discuss it; and I hope, therefore, that
the committee will have leave to sit again on
Monday next.
The question being taken first 011 the motion
of the gentleman from Nelson, that tIIO committee have leave to sit again 011 Monday week, it
was, upon a division, negatived; ayes 21,na;rs 49.
'I'hc question then being upon the ruction of
the gentleman from Simpson, that the committee
have leave to sit again, it was agreed to.
The convention then adjourned.

MONDAY, OCTOBER 15, 1849.\
Prayer by the Rev. Mr. LANCASTER, of the Catholic church.
REPORT

FROM A OOM:r.UTT£E.

Mr. TURNER, from the committee on the executive and ministerial offices, for counties and
districts, made the following report:
ARTICLE -.

same time, in the same manner, and for the same
term, thabjnstices of the peace arc elected. He
may execute the duties of his office ill [LJlypart
of the county in which he resides.
SEO. 6. Officers for LO"\nlS and cities shall be
elected for such terms, ;~nd in such murmer, und
with such qualifications,
as may be prescribed
by law.
SEC. 7. Vacancies in offices underthis article,
shall be filled, until the next ensuing election,
in such manner as the legislatUl'c may j)rovide.
SEC. S. All officers provided for in t lis urtiel e, shall reside in their respective counties or
districts, duviug tuoir continuance in office.
SEC. 9. Clerks shall be removable by the appellate court, only for breach of good behavior:
which court shall be judges of law and fact.
Other officers, whose removal from office is not
provided for in this coustitatiou, shall be removed in such manuel' as shall be prescribed by
law.
SEC. 10. When c uew county shell be erected,
officers for the same, to serve until the next stated election, shall be elected or appointed
in
such way, and at such times, as the legislature
may prescribe.
SEC. 11. Clerks, sheriffs, surveyors, coroners,
and jailers, shall, before they enter upon the duties of their respective offices, and as oftcn thereafter 0..<; may be deemed propel', give such bond
and security as shall be prescribed by law.
SEO. 12. The legislature lU:J.y provide for the
appointment
of such other county or district
ministerial
and executive officers as shall, from
time to time, be necessary and proper.

SEC. 1. There shall be elected a commonwealth's attorney for each circuit, and a circuit
court clerk for each county, whose term of office
shall be the same as that of the circuit judges; a
county court attorney,
clerk, surveyor, coroner,
and jailer, for each county, whose term of office
shali be the same as that of the presiding judge
of the county court.
SEC. 2. No [orson shall be eligible to the offices mentione
in this article who is not, at the
time, twcnty four years old, a citizen of the
United States, and who has not resided two years
next preceding
the election, in the state, and
one year in the county or district in which he
offers his services.
No person shall be eligible to the office of commonwealth
01' county
nU{}rney, unless he shall have been a licensed
practicing attorney for two years.
No person
shall be elected clerk unless he shall have procured from the court of appeals a certificate that
he lies been examined by their clerk. under their
supervision, and that he is qualified for the office for which he is a candidate.
But the office
of sheriff or constable may be filled by persons
who have attained the age of twenty one years.
SEC. 3. 'I'he commonwealth's
attorney
and
circuit court clerk shall be elected at the same
time, and in the same manner as the circuit
judge.
The county attorney, clerk, surveyor,
coroner, and jailer, shall be elected at the same
time, and in the same manner, as the presiding
judge of the county court.
SEC. 4. Sheriffs shall be elected in each county,
at the same time and manncrthat associate judges
of the county court are elected, whose term of
office shall be two rears, and they shall bo rceligible for a secouc term; but no sheriff, or deputy, who qualified under him, shall, after the
expiration of the second term, be re-eligible for
the succeeding term.
SEC. 5. A constable shall be elected in every
justice's district, who shall be chosC'n at the

Mr. TURNER.
The report is the result of
the deliberations
of a majority of' the committee of which I have the honor to be chairman.
I
did not myself nor did other members of the
committee concur in all these provisions.
I
think that there are several little officers that
might as well be appointed without the trouble
of going through an election; but in this, one
member, and there were probably
others, did
not concur, because they believed that the people ought to have unlimited power, without any
restriction as to age or anything else, to select
their officers. It will be seen that the report is
rather incidental,
and run>; into both circuit
and county courts, and it will not therefore, be
expedient for us to act upon it, until the reports
of those two other committees
should come in.
I move therefore, that it be printed and sent to
the committee of tho whole, and I will at some
future day, fix
a time for taking it up.
It waa referrec and ordered to be printed accordingly.

UrDU

UF..oSOLUTID)iS OF IXQUIRY.

Mr. JAMES offered the following, and it was
agreed to:
Resolved, That the committee on miscellancoue provisions be instructed
to inqnire into the
expediency and propriety of amending the constitution, so as to prohibit the legislature
from
passing any law which shall suspend or alter
any of the legal or equitable remedies for the
collection of debts and the enforcement of contracts. so as to operate retrospectively.
Mr. W. N. MARSHALL olTcred the following,
and it was agreed to:

liZ
and on the part of the governed is mutual; that
whilst the governed have a right to demand protection, the government has a right to demand.
obedience.
It is a mutual agreement that cannot be violated by either party.
The citizen
cannot violate it, nor can the government violate it. The principle
embraced in the reselution, lies at the very foundation of society, that the right of the citizen--the
right
which is secured to him, which is admitted to
ClIA",GE OF REll.EREXCE.
belong to him, the right of property and of libMr. RUDD called the attention of the eonven- crty-c-cannot betaken away from him by thagovt.iou to the fact, that some days ago he offered a ennnent,
That right I say, lies at the foundation
resolution concerning cities, towua, and counties, of society, and is independent
of the organic
which was referred to the committee on the lc- law of the country, is independent of municipal
gislati\'e (lepartll~ent. He had S.i1lCe.
ascertained
regulations, of statute law, or of any thing
that that committee thon~ht It did not come which may have been agreed npon by the state
within their provinec ; anti hence he now moved for the govcruunce of her citizens.
It is. an orithat the committee on the legislative daparf.ment ginal clement, which lies at the foundation of all
be discharged from the further eousideration of sooietv.
the subject, and that it be referred to the select
I desire more particularly
to explain my
eummittec on the public debt, of which the gen- views on the subject, by reading from the first
tleman from Nelson (Mr. Hardin.) was cbeir- volume of Blackstone's commentaries, a passage
Hum.
which clearly points out and sustains the prinThe motion was agreed to.
ciple, which is essential ill this resolution .
., Though society had not its formal beginSLAVERY,
"uing from any convention of individuals, actuMr. DIXON offered the following:
"utcd by their wauta and their fears; yet it is the
WJlEKEAS, The right of the citizen
to be se"souse of their weakness and imperfection that
cure in his person and property is not only guar'keeps mankind together,
that demonstrates
antied by all free governments, but lies at the
'the necessity of this union, and that therevery foundation of them: and whereas, the pow'fore is the solid and natural foundation, as well
ers derived to this convention immediately and
'as the cement of civil society.
And this is
collectively arc directly from the people, and al'what we mean by the original contract of eociothough not expressed arc inrplied, and that
among these is the power so to change the exist- "ty, which, though perhaps in no instance it has
illg constitution of the state as to afford a more 'ever been formally expressed at the first instiample protection to the civil and religious rights 'tuti..on of a state, yet in nature and reason must
(always be understood and implied in the very
of the citizen, but not to destroy them: and
whereas, the sln ves of the citizens of this com- 'act of associating together: namely, that the
'whole should protect all its parts, and that
monwealth are property, both those that are now
in esse and DIOse hereafter born of mothers who 'every part shon.ld pay obedience to the will of
'the whole; or, III other words, that the eounnumay be slaves at the time of such birth. 'I'hore"nity should guard the rights of each individual
fore,
'member, and that (in return for this protection)
Resolved, That this convention has not tile
'each individual
should submit to the laws of
power or right, by any J;lrillciple it lU:J.y incorpOl·ate into the constitutloll of the state, to de- 'the community; without which submission of
(all it was jmpossible timt protection could be
pri ....e 1he eitizen of bis property WitllOut his
con"l'1nt, unless it befM 1he public good, and on- (cf'rtainly extended to any."
There is the sum and snbstance of the whole
ly then by making to him a just compensation
thing.
This is the commencement of society,
tllerefor.
1'.1r. DIXON.
My object in offerin~ tllis reso- that. the whole should protect all its part<;, and
lution, is to call directly the attentlOll of the that the parts should payobcdience to the whole.
Her<.Jwas a mutual compact existing before
~onveution to tlle greatand important principl-e
tl!at is embodied in it; I mean tho right of a bare this convention was formed. When it wa.<;demajority of this convention, either as it is now termined to sella delegates; to this convention to
constitl1ted, or in any other form .in wllich that form an organic law for 1he state, this principle
majority can possibly constitute itself, to Lake lay at the v0ry bottom of the action of the peo·
frolll the eitizen the property which belollgs pIe; that the goVel'OllH.'nt. shonld protect t11e
whilst indiviJuals
are
to him, without
making allY eompcmmtion' rights of individual",
tllE'rcfor.
That is the great q.nestioll which I bound t.o render obedience to the go\'ernment.
'rhe
great
principle
embraced
in
the
resolution
waut to present for tlw conSIderation of the
convention, and of the people of Kentncky; and which I have offered is, that it is the right of
to be se·
it is a qlwstioll llPOIl which doubt,', are entertaill- the citizens of every free government,
Nl by many pCl',,;OTlS,
which doubts Ollgl1t to be cure il~ their persons and property, and t.hat this
ht lies at the very foundation of society itset at rest by tllO adion of the convention.
I ri ....
hold it to be a principle tluLt cannot be eontro- self, and constitlltes the very elements of it; that
verteJ, that every citizen har,; rights in c\Tery tl1is convention has been assembled with powwell organized cummunity, under 11 free govern- ers delegated from the people themselves, and
ment, which he cannot be deprived of unless by t.hat those power;;;, though not expressed, are
revollltiou or by actual foree.
I maintain that nevertheless limited in their character, and that
Lheconvention is ('xpeeted to protect those great
the obligation on the part of the govemmcnt,

Resolved, That the committee on miscelluncous provisions be Instructed to inquire into the
propriety of incorporating into the new ~ollstitutiou, a clause exempting from execution, to
each LOria fide occupant or land, a homestead
of from fifty to one hundred acres, not to exceed
in value, the sum of $500, and DOt to affect any
debt created before tile new constitution goes into operation.

ll3
citizen, when the pubjlc good requires it, but
that it must compensate the owner therefor.
that slaves
Mr. HARDIN.
The real meaning is, that we
areproperty, as well those now in existence, as have not the power to emancipate the slaves that
those who may be born hereafter of mothers ... we have 110W in existence, nor to emancipate
who at the time of birth are slaves; and I main- them in prospective.
We have that power if
tain that a bare majority of the convention, nay we pay the owner for his property.
I agree
that the whole of the convention has not power with the gentleman from Henderson,
that it
to take from the citizen his: property, WIthout should not be done.
I will not consent to do it;
his consent, or without making him compeusabut we have the power to do it. We have tbe
tiou for it. Not that the legislature shall not power to do any thing that a nation can do, unhave power, but this convention,
this assem- less forbid by the constitution
of the 'United
blageof the sovereign of the state, is limited iu States and the laws of Congress made in pursuits power, is controlled by the great principle
ance of it, and treaties made by the United States
which lies at the foundation of society-by
that In pursuance
of the treaty-making
power.great principle, which when it is lost sight of, 'I'here is no restraint upon U8 except so far as resinks the people into the condition of eluves.
gards these, and if it were not for the constituI have presented this resolution, because I de- tion of the United States, we misht declare any
King or Emperor
sire to call the attention
of the people of Ken- gentleman of this convention
and lie would be King or Emperor
tucky to it. I have lroposed
It, because I am to-morrow,
myself utterly oppose
to surrendering into the until the people saw fit to dethrone him, which
Well,
hands of this convention, or any other conven- I suppose they would do very quickly.
tion hereafter to be assembled, the right to seize can we not set the negroes free if we choose? I
upon private property and appropriate
it as the should think so, compensation or no compensaconvention may think proper, without regard to tion, those now in existence, or those hereafter
the public good.
And finally, when the public to be born. But I deny the policy of doing so.
I am against eetgood demands it, I insist npon it that it cannot I agree with the gentleman.
tin~ thcm free, but I do not want to pass a resobe taken unless compensation be made for it.
I do not mean to discuss the question now, Iut.ion declaring that we have not the power to
nor do I know that I shall discuss it at all. I do it. I hope the resolution will be deferred,
will move, however, that the resolution be print- and when we come to the time for action on the
ed and that it be referred to the committee of subject I would give all such resolutions a handsome go-bye, by laying them upon the table and
the whole, because it contains an important
to net upon
them.
'l'hat is what I
principle, with the view of giving to my hon- refusing
orable friends who may wish to discuss the ques- should call a handsome berth for them, and I
hope it will be given to them.
It is well to cortion, an opportunity
of turning their attention
rect the views of all the gentlemen of this conparticularly to it.
vention ill regard to this subject; but I do not
Mr. TURNER.
I do not know that the reso- think it would be expedient to take any action
lution should be printed
and referred to the
upon it.
committee of the whole. I supposeevery memWhile I am up I will only further remark,
ber of the convention is in favor of thr proposithat we came here with a view of making three
tion contained in the resolution.
I do not think or four essential changes in our organic law.there can be a doubt on the part of any delegate
One is, to take the appoiuting
power from the
as regards the correctness of the sentiments laid executive and give it to the people; and another
down in it. It is a proposition, I think, about is, to destroy the life tenure of office, because
which there can be no doubt, either on the part
the holders of office for life, or during good beof members of the convention or of those w ho havior,
are virtually
under no responsibility
sent us.here.
whatever, the tenure of their office being in phe
Mr. TALBOTT.
I hope the gentleman from nature ofa life estate: for, as Jefferson well said,
Mndieou will withdraw
his opposition to the "they never resign, and scarcely ever die.":printin~ of the resolution. I do not believe there Another object is, to make the holders of office
is a subject in the world the discussion of which more immediately
responsible
to the people;
is so well calculated to enlighten the convention
and another object-one
which I had pariicularand the country as that contained in the resolu- lyin view, though I don't know how j' is with
tion of the gentleman from Henderson.
I want other gentlemen-was
to prevent the- state from
to obtain information
in regard to it. I know contracting any more of those enormous. debts
there are thousands,
and tens of thousands of which we have been in the habis of doing.cpeople in this state, who dispute the prcposiAnd when we have done this, we shall have attion, and I want light upon the subject.
I do tained the great obj'ect for whick we pare assemhope the resolution will be referred tq the com- bled.
I hope we Ii iull do it
the best pos~ible
mittee of the whole.
"/Nay. I recollect hearing an anecdote, thirty
years ago, of a poor man goinO' tc buy a hunMr. HARDIN.
I understand
the resolution
to be nothing more nor less than thi!>, that the dred acres of land from a land' spe~ulatorJ who
convention has not the power, under any state of declared that he had an excellent title, and
things, to emancipate
the slav~s.
For one, I produced, as the eviaep.pe of his title, a record
against the upknowu h.eirs of A.! ani! a record
maintain that they bavethis power.
Mr. DIXON.
-The gentleman will see that he against the unkuP'Yll helts ot ~" and w~ proceeding
to produce other eVIdences of ~ltleof
iii mistaken, if he will examine the resolution.
It asi;!crts this principle, that it ie in the power the same character, when the quyer sard,. ".qo
~~re ~s 5,.0
of tbis convention,
to take the property of the dqubt your title is a good one,
rights, which lie at the foundation
and not destroy them.
Then I assert another proposition,

of society

in

q~t
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much.of It, I shall never be able to read it," and cipaticn
he declined making the purchase.
Now, I cannot agree with the gentleman that we ought to

declare that we have not the power to make such
disposition of this subject as we please.
There
is a wide difference between havmg the power,
and considering it expedient to exercise it. We
may incorporate, if we choose, the Jaw of 1833
into the new constitution, but it shall not be
done with my consent, and I presume there are
not twenty delegates in this house who desire
that it shall be done. We have ample power,
but we are not going to exercise it. I hope that
the convention will give to this resolution
the
destination which my honorable friend proposes,
and that we shall hear the sentiments of delegates upon the subjects embraced in it. But I
want to adopt no negative declaration as to our
power.
Mr. PRESTON.
If I rightly understood the
resolution,
it does not bear the interpretation
which the gentleman from Nelson puts upon it.
I was very glad to see the resolution introduced
by the gentleman from Henderson.
It embodies,
in effect, the same idea which is contained in a
part of the report of the committee,
and which
will naturally come up for consideration
in the
report itself.
I understand the resolution as asserting two principles.
One is, the declaration
that we came here under an implied understanding, that we 'Would not violate the rights of persons or of property, and with the implied understanding between the people who elected the delegates to this convention
and those delegates,
that the rights of property should remain undisturbed.
There is another principle asserted in the resolution, and it is, that this convention
has no
power whatever to pass a 'Post naii law, or any
constitutional
provision for freeing the children
to be born hereafter, descendants
of tile slaves.
I do not believe that this house is willing to accord to the proposition
that the state of Kentucky has the right to exercise such a power.
I do not believe myself that we are in a state of
revolution.
I do not believe myself that full
and plenary power is possessed by this house.
I do not believe that we came here with all the
powers of sovereignty.
I do not believe, but if
this house consisted of one hundred
and fifty
delegates instead of one hundred, we could come
here as a legally constituted
convention.
I believe,we were called here in accordance with the
provisions
of the constitution,
which provides
for its amendment, which stipulates that itshould
be done ih"a certain manner, and that when we
do come together for that purpose, we are not in
a state of revolution, not at liberty to carry power to the extret;f-e Jimit which the gentleman
from Nelson ~~ms to think; but that we do
come here for the SiY1?ose of' carrying out the
views of the peopl
ubder the im lied obligation which is set for h in the resolution
of the
gentleman from Henderson.
There was no principle more strongly argued
than the one which asserted that there should be
a provision inserted in the constitution
which
we are about to form, which would provide for
the future emancipation
of slaves.
They declared that we should insert in the constitution,
either a provision that would permit the eman-

of the slaves now, or a provision for
their gradual
emancipation.
I do not know
whether any gentleman in this convention
entertains such an opinion.
I understand
there
are one or two who do; but I know that twelve
or fifteen thousand
votes were cast in the state,
asserting that they believed in the existence of
the right to do so. There are as many as fifteen
thousand persons in the state then, who do not
think that such n provision
will be altogether
useless, and who would consequently be opposed
to inserting in the constitution
a provision declaring that the slaves should not be manumitted, without a compensation
being paid to their
owners.
I recollect readiu&, with a great deal of
interest the speech of a distinguished
gentleman
of this state (Judge Underwood,) regarding the
emancipation
of the slaves, in which he advanced the opinion that we should insert such a
feature.
But he afterwards receded somewhat
from that position.
We know, however, this
fact, that some twelve or fifteen thousand of the
people of this state believe that such a feature
should be inserted.
I do not believe that it can
be justly dOIlI3. I agree with the gentleman from
N elaon, and I believe there is no man within the
sound of my voice who will maintain
that
private property, other than slaves, can be taken
without
compensation;
but we all know that
there has been one constant clamor from the north
asserting that slaves are not property.
I have
heard it asserted in Louisville that man could
have no property in man. I have found an opinion prevailing
throughout the country to a great
extent to the same effect. The whole mind of
the country in fact is directed to this question.
Ib muy not be the case in this house, but a difference of o.flinion does prevail in the country, and
the q,uestlOn should therefore be met; it should be
considered and determined.
What do they say?
That slaves are not like other property, but that
they are property 8ui generis, The State of New
York passed anti-slavery laws, and I have yet
to learn, that she had no right to pass such
laws, though she did it under 'no constitutional sanction.
Her example was followed by
other states, and if we let this constitution
go
out without
some such provision, may it not
be subject to judicial
enquiry whether subsequent action of the legislature
can control this
property.
In February last, in conversations
with proslavery men, they declared that the present constitution contained a guarantee for the continuance of slavery in reference to existing slaves;
but they seemed to yield the point that it would
be just and proper, and no Invasion of right if
a provision were inserted for the emancipation
of those who are not now in esse. As the matter was discussed, the question began to assume
a different aspect, the people began to regard the
increase of slave property in the same light as
the increase of real estate; and they began to be
of opinion that the convention
had no more
right to declare that the offspring of slaves
should be free, than they had to declare that the
profits of real estate, or of stocks should not belong to the owners of such property.
I know
there are individuals
who are averse to the discussion which the emancipationists
have raised
in Kentucky.
I know it is a prevalent opinion
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that you can no more take away the future
born children of slaves from their owners, than
you can the existing slaves. But we are 3. transient body, we shall pass away. and if we adjourn without the expression of our opinion, all
traces of the opinions we entertain will pass away
with us. They will endure only so long as the
minds which entertain them. I agree therefore
with the gentleman from Henderson, that we
should leave an imperishable record of the great
truth, that the great barriers which are thrown
around other property apply equally to our
slaves; and the expression should go fo·rth to the
country, that it not only applies to slaves now
in existence, but that it equally applies to those
who shall be born of slaves hereafter.
I see no
inutility about it. On the contrary, I see great
utility. I have heard other matters that are certainly not so pertinent, discussed with much
ability in this house. I do not regard it as useless; I regard it as a cardinal hinge on which
the decision of this question is to turn hereafter.
There is no gentleman within the sound of my
voice, but will recollect thatwhen this point was
pressed by the emancipationists it was the greatest difficulty presented.
I certainly
have shown no disposition to
trespass on the patience of the house. Among
the youngest members in it, I shall never speak
unless when I consider there is a great and important principle at issue. I have great respect
for the opinions of the gentleman from Nelson,
but I have perceived within the last week,
that there have been questions discussed, that
are of less importance than this. It will naturally come up in the report of the committee on
Slavery, a report to which I have many objections. That report provides that the free negroes, who are at present within the state, are to
betorn from their homes, and sent away, as I believe against law and right. By ado:rting this,
we adopt a provision that involves In it inhumanity; one which involves a proposition that
every one who advocated the pro-slavery cause
found the strong-est he could usc, for I maintain that there IS DO argument that the people
listen to with more sympathy than the declaration that by the contemplated scheme of emancipation, if they could carry it out, a hundred
thousand human beings would be torn from
their homes and landed upon a distant and inhospitable shore. If there was one argument
which pressed harder than another, against the
emancipation :rarty, it was this. I myself feel a
deep and ViVId interest in it. I believe the
principle is acardiual one, and Ibelieve itshould
be distinctly understood and declared by this
house, that private pro:rerty shall not be taken,
without full comperisatlon being made to the
owner. I think we ought to assert the prlncirle distinctly, and that we should declare that
It extends to slaves, and not only to the slaves
who are now in esse, but to the descendants of
those slaves.
That is the principle, as I understand it,for which the gentleman from Henderson
contends. So far aspower toactupon thesubjectis
concerned, I do not understand the resolution of
the gentleman as doing more than conveying the
idea, that there IS an implied understanding that
therightto private pro'pertyshall not be violated,
end that understanding
becomes a motin
iO

strong as to govern the exercise of powerby this
convention, that they will not violate that class
of property, but that they will provide for its
future protection.
If I understand the gentleman aright I will support him in it.
Mr. DIXON.
'l'he gentleman certainly understands my position, at least in part. I assert
two. propositions, first, that according to the
original contract between the members of eoclety, the whole have a right to govern the indlvldual members of the society; but they have a
right to do it on this condition, that they do not
violate the rights of individual members of the
society.
That is one proposition which I assert.
The next proposition is this: that the powers of
this convention, a body which is the representative of that society, and whose powers are
derived from that society, are limited by the implied understanding existing betwixt the members of that society,
which constituted this
body, to the extent that this body would not violate the original understanding
betwixt the
members of the society and the community
composed thereof. It was, that the whole
might govern the individual members, but with
the express understanding that ther should not
deprive the individual members 0 those rights
to which they were entitled.
Therefore the resolution goes to the extent that the power does
not exist in this convention, because whatever
powers it possesses, the resolution insists upon
It, arc derivative, and that we ought not to
transcend those \lowers. The powers possessed
by this convention therefore, do not go to the
extent of violating that principle, and if we assert
it here by allYact of ours, it.will be in violation of
what I believe to be the original contract between
the people and their representatives.
That is the
proposition, that it is not in the power oftbe eonvention to take away private property without
compensation being made therefor; that slaves
are private property, and that the rule applies
as well to them as to any other property, and
applies as well to future born slaves, us to slaves
at present in existence.
Mr. PRESTON.
I understand the main part
of the gentleman's resolution.
Its practical
bearing as I conceive is, to have an expression of
this convention that they will not, in the constitution which we are about to form violate either
the right of property in slaves, as it now exists,
or the right of property in those hereafter to be
born.
The reason why I rose to make any remark,
is that I hope the resolution will come up for
consideration at the time the gentleman has indicated.
If the whole house, as the gentleman
from Madison says, is willing to accord to this
p'"rosition,
let them do it now, and the object
wil have been achieved.
And if any gentlemen
entertain different sentiments, I would like to
give them an opportunity to be heard, the last
perhaps, that they will have for many years to
come.
I hope therefore, the resolution will be
allowed to take the direction indicated by the
gentleman.
Mr. TURNER.
I withdraw my objection.
Mr. a.A. WICKLIFFE.
If this were a prop,
osition to insert in the constitution a clause, declaring that the legislature shall not exercise the
power of emancipatini' the iSiui of future born
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shall not have the power to emancipate existing

slaves, I should have no hesitation in yielding -it
slaves or their future increase. But1 am not premy unqualified and ready SURPort, but if I unpared to say that if the people of Kentucky
derstand the resolution in connection with
this preamble, it asserts a principle to which I choose, assembled in this hall, or in any future

which they may organize, III their
cannot yield my assent 80 readily as the gentle- convention
sovereign capacity, to adopt some system of
man from Madison has done. It-is intended to asemancipation, they have not an unquestionable
sert the principle, notonlythat
this cOllventionhas
not the pOWOI', but consequently no other con- right to do so. I am indifferent what course the
vention which can be assembled by the people resolution takes.
Mr. TRIPLETT. This is a mere abstract
of Kentucky will ever have the right to exercise
the power to provide any means or mode of resolution, and while there are probably nine
emancipation of the slaves in this common- tenths-one gentleman says four fifths-but I
wealth, either those now in existence or those think I may safely assert there are nine tenths of
the delegates in this convention who will agree
hereafter to be born.
I am perfectly willing, as I remarked before, to the proposition that both slaves that arc ~ow
if it be thought desirable to insert in the con- ill existence, and those post 11.a,ti must continue
stitution a declarative clause denying the to be slaves so long as it is the will and pleasure
power of the legislature to act upon the subject, of the 'People of Kentucky that they shall be so.
that it shall be done. I amwilling to place that I deny the capacity of this house to put a limiwhich is already to my mind, sufficiently ~laiu tation upon its own power. Why? Simply bein the existing constitution, beyond cavil or causebxadmitt.ing that, you admit that you can
doubt, in the one which we may substitute for put a limitation upon the powers of the peoflle
it. But sir, I cannot yield, understanding the from whom the members of this house derive
resolution with its preamble, to the proposition their power. Pass this resolution, and put into
that there exists no power in the people of Ken- the constitution a declaration that this conventucky, to declare now, or hereafter, that slavery tion has not the power to do this or that, and
shall be discontinued, because if the position of you thereby declare that the people themselves
the gentleman be true, there cannot be exercised have not the power. Now where do you land?
any power of the aovereign people of Kentucky It is the unanimous intention of the convention,
in any shape except by civil and violent revolu- I believe, that the new constitution, when
tion, to secure the means of adopting that which formed, shall be placed before the people for
our fathers thou~ht they did possess when they their ratification, and they will ratify it, and It
formed the existing constitution, that is a sys- then becomes the act of the people. I ask you
tem of emancipation, to take place at some con- then, this plain question: have not succeeding
venienttime without injury to the rights of pri- generations the same power that this generation
has? and if they should change their opinion,
vate individuals.
Yielding my full asent to the position that how are they ever to el.-pressthat change. provislaves arc property, and entitled to the same ded you put this declaration in the constitution?
protection which is guarantied to other proper- You come to this plain proposition at Ieet, that
ty under the organic law, the enquiry necessari- if there is no method of amending the constituly arises, how came slaves to be considered tion, to arrive at their object, you throw them
property? Was it by constitutional provision upon something ulterior and beyond it-you
and organic law, speaking it into existence by throw them upon revolution. I am a pro-slavethe authority of the people, exercised in their ry man-meaning just what I say. I am for
convention, and carried out by legislation.- slavery for the sake of slavery, and I will here
The property in slaves is guarantied by oonsti- avow, that if there were now no slaves in Kentutionallaw, no matter how onginally ecquir- tucky, and they were in other states as slaves, I
ed: and the same power (the peoyle,) which for one would say bring them here. If they are
gave the constitutional guaranty, If they elect a blessing, I want our portion of that blessing;
to do so, may withdraw that guaranty in any and I believe that they are a blessing, a moral
re-construction of the government which they blessing-whether a religious blessing or not I
may choose to make. I do not 'Say it would be do not exactly know, and therefore do not injust to do so; but they have the power to do so; tend to give an opinion on the subject. I beand the constitution of the United States does lieve religion has little to do with the question.
not inhibit the people of a state from the exer- I am a pro-slavery man for the sake of slavery,
cise of such a power. Is it contended that the but how do I know tlHl.tmy children will be of
same people have not the power now, or they the same opinion? And while I lay down the
shall not hereafter exercise it in the samemeuner? proposition and maintain it side by side with
They have 'the same sovereignty, and the same the gentleman from Henderson, I cannot go so
power to declare what shall and what shall not far as to say that my descendants shall not be
be property within this commonwealth. The free to follow their own inelinations. I cannot
rights of property depend upon Jaw, and its se- deny to them the same right to determine for
curity is the protection which the constitution themselves this question, that I claim for myself
and laws give to it. If you acquire property now.
You put into the eonstitction a declaration
in slaves by your or~anic law, I cannot yield
myself to the 'prinCIple that the same power such as this, if they want to remedyit you throw
which spoke the law into existence cannot re- them upon revolution. That is one reason why I
am opposed to its insertion. But there is another.
trace its steps at the proper time.
I ask if it is good policy when it seems to be
. Now these are the reasons why I cannot yield the unanimous opinion of the house, and when
iny assent to the proposition. r am prepared to as I believe, there are but three or four, in fact,
go as far as ll.ny man to say that the Legislature
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In the convention
in favor of emancipation-but
dftecn or twenty in the convention who regard
slavery as wrong in the abstract, includini? all
the terms you choose to apply to it. One thinks
It wrong morally, another religiously,
and anether politically.
Why combine all these ole.nents together and show its strength abroad?
I'here is 110 necessity for this. Divide and conquer! Why amalgamate all this mass? Why
combine those who differ with us upon the abstract proposition?
To say- the least, it is bad
policy; because the expression of opinion, whether given by your reporters and going out into
the State, or rut into the constitution,
let it be
as it may, wil have a powerful influence in Kentucky.
And I do not want an opinion, when
formed and expressed here, to be so formed that
the people of Kentucky or the people out of Kentucky may see that upon this great question of
slavery there is a great difference of opinion in
thiR house.
Upon the single question of slavery, there is
very little, if any, difference in this house, but
upon the abstract proposition, whether we have
the right to prevent emancipation
by future generations,
I am inclined
to think there will be
great diversity
of opinion,
The emallcipationists in Kentucky, and out of it, will claim every one of those who differ with the gentleman
from Henderson, who is seldom wrong: they
will class every one in this house who differs
with him on this question, us being, to some extent, an emancipationist.
I am not very certain
that I can agree with the whole of the proposition myself.
.
Our constituents, throughout the state of Kentucky, have 'sworn the peace' against the emancipationists, and they have rcq nired us to take from
them bonds that they will never hereafter.disturb
the peace and harmony of the state, by their tampering with this property or agitating this question.
And we are here now to say what those
bonds shall be. You may put the penalty as high
a .. you choose, but do not put in, as a condition to
the bond, a mere matter of opinion. Nine-tenths
of the people are now with us, and they may
turn round and say, "that is not the penalty we
required you to take;" and it may prevent the
people of Kentucky from sanctioning that bond.
I rose hastily and more for the purpose of
begging that the resolution might be allowed to
take such direction
as was indicated
by the
mover, that we may see whether he will abide
by all the propositions contained in it. I know
that he is supported by the celebrated case from
Georgia, in four fifths of the ground he intends
to occupy; but as to whether he will be supported in the whole ground, there will probably be
a great diversity of opinion.
Wherefore. then
press the subject, for every man who does not
agree with the leg-a! :proposition, will be compelled to vote against It. I do not say I shall
be of the number, because I have not had time
to examine the subject calmly and deliberately.
I desire, however, with the gentleman from Henderson, to seal up the months of the abolitionists. I will go as far as he will to do this, but I
do not want to vote for an abstract legal proposition, with all of which I cannot agree.
Mr. BULLI1'T.
I wish to correct the gentleman's misapprehension of the report of the com-

mittee on slavery as regards free negroes. There
is nothing compulsory
in that report.
It is a
simple proposition to authorize the legislature to
remove them at a future time, if they should see
fit. 1 conceive it is important that they should
have that power, because the time may arriveand it is hoped and believed that we are going
to make a constitution that will stand the test
of time-when
the subject will present a different aspect from that which it now presents.
It
may be for the good of both races, it may be consistent with humanity and good policy to transport them to Africa.
I wish the convention not
to be led iuto error by the remarks which the
gentleman has made, but to recollect that they
are not compelled by this report, but that simply
power is given to do it, if it is couaidered best.
And I, for one, have full confidence in the legislature of thestateofKentucky,
that they will never exercise the power in a spirit of cruelty and
oppression.
I am as much opposed to this forcible emancipation,
to driving them out to die
on the sands of Africa, as the: gentleman can be;
and when the report cornea up, I shall stand
ready to defend it. I merely rose to take issue
with the gentleman
from Nelson upon what I
conceive to be a great and radical mistake on his
part, in saying tIiat slaves became proferty under our organic law. Upon this POInt take issue confidently.
What was the first organic law
whichestablished
this institution?
'l'he decree
of the Almighty himself, as recorded in the sacred book. I will refer the gentleman to the
passage where the Almighty declares that the
Hebrew slaves should be emancipated at the end
of every seven years, and that all prisoners of
war should be held in perpetual bondage.
Has
the gentleman overlooked his bible, that he goes
to organic law. Well, then, I ask, is there any
organic law in the United States to establish
slavery?
I deny the assertion, and call for the
proof. Slaves were brought into this country
like all other property.
But if the gentleman
can lay his hand urou anv organic law that establishes slavery,
should be glad to be informed where it is. They were brought here like all
other property, like every thing that has been
made the subject of property, and he will find,
laws without number, recognizing that species
of property, but none establishing
it? It did
not require the recognition of any organic law.
It is precisely like all other properly, and was 80
regarded in all countries to which It went.
If it
had not been property, when the first ship load
came to Vlrgfnia, were there not lawyers there
who would have taken out writs of habeas corpus
and manumitted the slaves?
Yes, sir; but that
was never thought of. It is a new idea altogether, one that has sprung up in this modern age to
make a distinction
between slaves and other
property.
They were property like every thing
else; and if there was any property on the face
of the earth, more particularly
recognized than
ally other, it was that property.
Let the gentletleman examine the bible, and show me where
there is a greater sanction given to any property.
But it seems to have become the fashion of
the day, without examination, to roint this out
as a moral, social, and politica
evil. I did
not intend to trouble the house on this subject,
but when I heard so extraordinary
a position ad-
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vanced by one of the ablest men of the state, a ic, the man of intelligence and of character,
man of great legal ability, I thought it time at whether native born or foreigner, finds it better
least to enter my protest. And a~,I am upon for him to come here than to go to the free states.
the subject, I take the position that It is neither I would refer you to Louisville where there are
a moral nor a social evil. I might be inclined to foreigners of the better and more industrious
favor emancipation, however, if I could see a class. There you may find foreigners who are
mode pointed out by which the African could among the best horticulturists
in the country,
be rendered more happy.
I am firmly I?ersua- and the laud is raised in value in consequence of
ded that the negro slave of Kentucky IS in flo their labors, from fifty to a hundred dollars :rer
more happy condition than he ever has been, or acre. Our slavery system invit-es this deseripcan be placed in, in any part of the world.
We tion of emigrants, while it keeps out the worth.
all know that he is far better off than he was less and the abandoned.
If foreign nations are
when serving as a slave, in the country whence disposed to send their paupers to us, slavery nehe came. He is in a much better coaditiou than cessarily keeps them out of our state. While,
the free negro DOW in this country, in a far bet- at the same time, if the south is true to itself, we
ter condition than the emancipated negro in Ja- shall never be burthened with a redundant slave
maica and St. Domingo.
Then, being satisfied population.
Perhaps the greatest evil to be
it is doing no injustice to the slave, I say it is feared from an excessive population is, that in
neither a moral nor a social evil, but a decided
time it must destroy republican institutions thempolitical blesssing.
How do you make it a
selves. When we become two hundred millions
moral evil? In the northern states, the time is of people, when the northern states become
rapidly approaching, when the white man and crowded to starvation, is it not as certain as that
the white woman must work for their mere sub- the sun rises and sets, that when this vast body ..
sistence and clothing.
There,
the employer this living mass, thrown off from Europe, arrives
pays in money, or perhaps in trade. If he mis- here they will not only destroy republican govbehaves he is turned off without a recommenda- ernments, but destroy itself. Hence must arise
tion, and is left to shift for himself in the best
an armed despotism, in order to protect propermanner he can. Now let us draw a comparison.
ty. Look at France, whose people at this tune,
Here, the slave receives his food and clothing,
after having waded through seas of blood for the
and is well taken care of. If he misbehaves, he
last fifty years, have at last established a repubis corrected in a humane manner, and is coerced
lie, where every man, black, white, or yellow,
to do his duty.
Where then is the difference of twenty one years of age, is entitled to vote.
but in name? If one of those hirelings at the They elected a convention, and in less than
north gets sick, be is sent to the hospital, he is thirty days after their meeting their lives were
left to the cold charities of a public institntion.
in danger and they had to call in the aid of from
Here, if the master have not sufficient humanity,
sixty to a hundred thousand troops J
the law compels him to ~ive his slave medical
That is one of the results of an excessive popaid. Where then I ask, IS the difference? The
slave occupies here precisely the same attitude ulation, yet forsooth the institution of slavery_
an
institution which has the effect of preventing
as the hireling there. Being then, as I conceive,
neither a moral nor a social evil, I say it is a an excessive population, is pronounced to be a
political blessing.
I am speaking of it now, as great moral and social evil. Every man who is
applicable to Kentucky.
The free states do opposed to slavery, promises great good to the
he only
11Ot,and will not raise hemp and tobacco. Ken- country by destroying this institution-l
tucky and Missouri have the monopoly of this one that can secure, for a long period of years, the
I believe the timewill
great article, hemp.
This, as long as slavery safety of ourgovornmane,
remains, must be the case. The southern mar- arrive, ill how long, no human foresight can tell,
when
the
northern
republics
will be destroyed
ket will always keep our slaves down to a
healthy point.
The emancipation
which has by a redundant population, and despotisms will
taken place in the West Indies is destroying- the prevail. But that time, if it does arrive, will
Kentucky, and
tropical products.
They will necessarily be be more distant in this country.
increased m this country.
·With the growth of some few other middle states. have peculiar adour navy, and our mercantile marine, will in- vantages by opening the markets of the south, to
crease the demand
for hemp. Take away keep out a redundant and useless population.
slaves, and rou destroy tbe production of that And such population being kept out, she will
valuable article, which is bound to make the remain to tho end of time in a happy condition.
Mr. HARDIN.
I regret extremely to say a
rich lands of Kentucky and Missouri still more
valuable.
But examine the subject in another 'Word upon this subject, but I feel compelled
to
do
so.
The
only
proposition that I intenpoint or view. What is the great evil which is
bearing down all Europe at this time? An ex- ded to assert was this, that it was in the pow.
er of the convention to do anything
and every.
cessl ve population.
thing that the people could do in the formaDo we not know that slaves keep out an ex- tion of their government, unless restricted by
cessivepopulation.
They keep itoutin this way.
the constitution of the United States, by acts of
In a slave country, the low and worthless cannot the congress of the United States, or by treaties
find employment.
Those foreigners or abolitionof the United States made in pursuance of the
ists from the north, who are so worthless and de.
treaty making power. Except so far as restrictgraded that they would be willing to black my
ed, we have every power that the people have in
shoes, or to wait on me, cannot find employment
the organization of the government.
We cannot
here. They are compelled to go to the free states, make a monarchy, because the constitution of
while only those whom We desire to have among
the United States guaranties a republican gOY.
us find any inducement to come. The mechan.
ernmeut, and requires that a republican forw of
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The
government shall prevail in every state.
We quire by what. right we hold our slaves.
are obliged, of course, to conform to this requl- gentleman from Boyle then ~oes back to the bisition in the constitution of the United States. ble, and referred to the punishmeut inflicted upon Cain for killing his brother Abel, as the oriThere are a great many things that are entirely
restricted to the states., in the constitution of the gin of slavery.
Mr. TALBOTT.
The gentleman is mistaken.
United States, and there are a great many powers that are concurrent, to be exercised by the I never alluded to Cain and Abel.
Mr. HARDIN.
Well, I understood itto come
congress of the United States, and by the legislative power of the several states.
But whenev- from either him or the gentleman from Jefferson.
I
know
the
gentleman
from Boyle broke down
er congress acts upon those powers, that arc concurrent, then the states cannot act in contraven- this side of the flood, and I do not hear very
well. [Luughter.] However, the Bible or the
tion of that action of congress.
If I understand the proposition of the gen- Testament does not authorize slavery; it only reis so far a" I
tleman from Henderson, it 18 this, that the con- cognizes it as in existcuce-c-that
I am not very well acquainted with the
vention cannot adopt any rule or regulation, or know.
organic principle of government, to set negroes Bible, though I do read it occasionally, and parthe books of Job and Isaiah, which I
free that are now in slavery, or those that may ticularly
consider the most eloquent I ever read, except
be born hereafter of mothers who are in slavery.
the
23d
chapter
of Matthew, where it takes hold
That is, he disclaims the power of this convenhypocrites
and
tion, or of any other, that may be hereafter as- of those it calls pharisees,
sembled for hundreds of years to come, if we scribes, and says: "W 0 unto ye scribes and
should so long exist as a government, to pass pharisees,"
&c.
The gentleman from Jefferson, (Mr. Bullitt,)
any rule or regulation
for the emancipation
of
slaves without making compensation to the own- last up, I think does not understand the manner
brought into
ers of such slaves.
What is the power of the in which slavery was originally
legislature?
The legislature
can do any thing this country, or else I do not. Slavery exists
and every thing that a sovereign people can do, in Africa now, as it did in Europe two thousand
years ago. 'I'he conquerer claims and exercises
unless forbid by the constitution
of the United
the rigot of making' subjects of the conquered,
States or by the constitution of Kentucky.
Why was it then, that the framers of the con- of making slaves of them, or of putting them to
And the slaves that were bought, and
stitution
of 1799 put in this provision: "That death.
the general assembly 611a11have no power t-O are now bought on the COUl;t of Africa, arc not
bought by the men who brought
them here, so
pass laws for the emancipation of slaves, without
that freemen arc made slaves-they
arc in fact
the consent of their owners, or without paying
And that trade in
their owners previous to such emancipation,
a bought from slave owners.
full equivalent in money for the slaves so eman- slavery keeps up a continual and perpetual war
cipated."
Do you uot see, sir, that the very between the countries there, and even between
That was the arpowers are prohibited to the legislature, which towns in sight of each other.
the gentleman now asserts this convention can- gument Wilberforce urged in the British parliamcnt,
why
the
slave
trade
should
be put down.
not exercise? Wh:ydid the convention of 1799 put
such a provision In that constitution?
Because And Africa was in a state of war, a little presouth of the
without it the legislature
would have had the datory kind of war, beginning
Orange river, ill about 35 degrees, and running
power from the very nature of government.
While I am up I will make one or t"WO re- clear to the southern part of the great desert of
marks further, though a little out of the issue. Sahara, and clear across the African continent.
Indeed nine-tenths of the debate upon any ques- They did attempt to put it down, and Great Brition is out of the issue. I agree with the gen- tain now has vessels on the African coast to catch
tleman from Henderson.
I would not exercise slaves, and America has, and France also has,
but it does not answer the purpose.
There is a
the power, and I disagree with the gentleman
from Campbell, I would not put the law of 1833 largo slave market through the desert, in Africa
itself,
in
Morocco,
Tripoli,
and
Tunis,
and
Egypt,
in by any means.
I always opposed that law
as senator in the state legislature.
I of posed it as well as a sleve trade through Madagascar and
along there to the north.
And there is no way to
upon several grounds.
One was, that
thought
put it down, other than to make war upon it, to
it a violation of the constitution
of the United
States; because the constitution
of the United go to the ElD~eror of Morrocco, the Beys of TriStates contains a provision for the regula.tion of poli and 'I'unis and to the Governor, whoever he
commerce with foreign nations, and among the may be of Egypt, and to Brazil, and tell them
I wish to God that it
several states and with the Indian tribes.
I that the trade must stop.
Was it asked by what right they
have taken it for granted that if a horse was an was stopped.
held negroes in Virginia?
'I'bey were bought as
article of commerce ~ Virginia and Kentucky,
Virginia could not prevent the introduction
of slaves, and from the owners of slaves on the
coast
of
Africa,
beginning
at about the Bight of
horses there; and if a hog was an article of commerce, Virginia could not prevent us from dri- Berrin and going south to the Orange river.
ving hogs across the Big Sandy river; and if ne- They were bougllt as slaves from those W]lO
The
groes are articles of commerce, I know of no owned them, and had a right to own them.
prohibition
against their introduction
where same right existed at that day as it exists in this.
they are so regarded.
That was the reason why That is the ground upon which we hold them,
and our constitution
and laws recognize it on
I opposed the law of 1833, for several sessions,
that ground.
In the name of God, have I the
and it passed at last by a compromise.
The gentleman
last up, from Jefferson, and right to hold you in slavery without some great
the gentleman up the other day, from Boyle, in- natural principle, just as if it grew up by acci-
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dent? It wag not established or authorized by where slavery is tolerated, there they' look upon
the laws of either Kentucky or Virginia, but by itas a high personal privilege, and will die before
the slave merchant who bought them from the they give it up." And I believe in that docslave merchant in Africa and brought them here. trine, and if the whole of Europe was to invade
'I'hc gentleman from Jefferson who spoke some us, I have no doubt that the last guu for liberty
time ago does not seem to understand our pow- would be fired in a slcvebol ding state. It is a
ers. What powers have we? Have we not as generous, a manly population, and any law that
much in this convention as if we heretofore had goes to alarm or drive out the slave owners,
been a territory, and were now, for the first time, brings in a people in their stead not very agreeable to my taste. We should have, as they do at
making a government.
Why oertaiuly-c-justes
much. In our new territory in California, they the north, the outpouring of Europe, and all
are now attempting, by convention, to make a the vagabonds, rajlScalliolls, and miserable benew govemmcut, and have we not as much pow- ings of the world et loose upon us. And are
we to exchange the generous slaveholder for this
er here as they possess; they made a constitution
here in '92, and have we not as much power class of people? I would not exchange one for
as our predecessors had then? 'Ve have. Have a hundred of them. I believe we have now in
we not as much power as the people of Ohio, Kentucky the best population to be found any
Indiana, Illinois, Missouri, or any other state? where, from the rising to the setting of the sun,
Just as much. But, says the gentleman, the ex- and from pole to pole. This is thelangnage of a
I do
ercise of the full plenitude of power here would Kentuckian, and of a Native American.
be a state of revolution.
I am not to be alarm- protest against any restriction upon our powers.
ed at that raw head and bloody bones cry of We have the power, but I do not 'want to exerknows I do not. The gentlerevolution.
I have heard it often, and have exercise it-God
does assert that we have no
never attached any importance to it. We come man's proposition
here to make our government just as we please power, and I say that we have.
Mr . .M. P. MARSHALL.
I feel obliged to the
-i-and how shall we do it. We can adopt the
present constitution as it now stands; we can gentleman fl'OIDHenderson for introducing his
There are two considerations which
alter and change it as we please, or make a new resolution.
one out and out. I do not care if we are in a operate upon my mind, and make it an imporstate of revolution, still we retain that power, tant matter that this resolution, in its real meanand I shall not be driven under the bed like a ing and intent, should be, discussed in this
cross child by this raw head and bloody bones house. We have been in session two weeks,
outcry.
I, for one, would not exercise the pow- and we have indulged in a course of erratic deer, and I have 110 idea of sctting my negroes bate, and upon any question that had anyaffinfree at all. I pity their condition as much as ity whatever to the absorbing topic of slavery.
any man in the country, and I shall do all that 'We have had it brought upon us in all its vaI can, as a master, to make their situation a rious guises, until the house has become so dishafPY one, and I hope that every other man tempered, irritable, and sensitive, in regard to
wi I do the same. They fare better than I do, the subject, that it seems to me it is almost incaand every man's negroes should fare as well as pable of looking at any thing that can, by a
be made to affiliate with
is consistent with the policy of keeping them in forced construction,
slavery.
But here they are, 200,00U of them in slavery. I apprehend this is a state of feeling
Kentucky.
Turn them loose, and I would not exceedingly unfortunate for the wise results that
Most
live a month in the country. We cannot inter- are expected by the people at our hands.
unfortunate will it be to the great
marry with, or give them any right, civil, politi- exceedingly
abstract
principles,
which
in
their
consequences
cal, or social, that we enjoy. We can give them
every religious right we have, and that is all we are important to us and to nul' generation forevcan do. 'I'urn loose the 200,000 negroes free er, should it he decided by being viewed from a
among us, and what will become of them? Will promontory which does not give the mind the
you buut them away to another state? No; they ability to arrive at just conclusions. And among
would not move ten miles from home; and in the subjec/;l;; of the greatest importance for the
that they would act sensibly, for if they did they diSCUSSIOnof this house and the information of
would be caught up and sold. They would have the people at large, I class the resolution which
no encouragement to work, none at all, and the gentleman from Henderson has offered, and
would at most work out one day as a matter of for which I tender him my most sincere thanks.
The PRESIDENT
announced the arrival of
appearance, and then steal during the other six.
I would not give up the slnveholding people the hour of twelve, when by the direction ofthe
of Ke-ntucky for any people on earth. I recollect house, tJ1C orders of the day were to be considwhen a boy of reading Mr. Burke's and Lord ered.
Upon motion the order was dispensed with,
North's arguments in the British Parliament, in
reference to the course to be pursued towards the that the gentleman might continue "his remarks.
Mr. .M. P. MARSHALL.
I am sincerely
American colonies-and
when Lord North in
recapitulating the means and powers of the gov- obliged to the house for the compliment they
ernment, finally went into u comparison between have thought proper to pay me, and I shall not
the British soldier and the American, and said trespass long upon their patience, because my
that one of the former could whip ten of the lat- remarks will he confined to the legitimate subI will read the reso·
ter, ten a hundred, a hundred a thousand, and a ject under consideration.
thousand a hundred thousand, and denounced us 'lution offered by the gentleman from Henderson
as slaveholders.
I never can forget the answer: without the!.reamble .
.. Resolve , 'l'hat this convention has not
"Where no slavery is tolerated, there the people look upon liberty as a political rigbt, but lt1J,e power or right, by any principle it may in-
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• corporate into the constitution of the state, to us see for a mom'erit the consequences
• deprive the citizen of his property without his
• consent"
I have' read the resolution thus far, and I ask
is there a principle contained in it, that is not
absolutely essential to society itself, and without which can society exist at all? The neceselty for society has originated society.
The necessity which mankind labored under to have
such established institutions as would secure
their property and liberty has originated society.
It was not the wild and licentious idea of liberty that originated society-it was that the liberty which is in a manner enjoyed by mankind
without society, should be so framed and re~uJared as to be consistent
with order and with
property.
It was that order and freedom should
be made to exist in some system of laws denominated a social compact.
Necessity, the mother
of wisdom, urged mankind into this association,
and the standard principle of that association is
declared to be property and order. Property is
but an element of personal libert,.
In a social
compact there can be no such thmg as liberty
without property being sacred and inviolate.
It
then becomes a standard principle of a social
compact, that the right of property shall be sacred; and in order to that end, it is necessary
that we should give up some of our liberty
when it comes in conflict with this society.
That position, I am very well convinced, will
not be impugned
either of my friends from
Nelson, to whom I listened with great pleasure.
The principle then being conceded, it shews
that there are such standard
principles
neceaaary for the maintenance of social order, and
that each disregard of those principles
dissipates social order and destroys the very object
man had in view, when urged by necessity to
adopt a social compact.
Then one of these
standard principles
must be taken into consideration bere, in view of the powers of this eonvention.
Has this convention a sovereign right
to overturn the social compact which binds
mankind together?
They have no right to any·
thing that will infringe on the standard principle upon which this social compact is based;
and whenever they do usurp that power, just
then do they do what seems to have excited the
risibility of my friend from Nelson-just
then
do they enter upon the confines of a revolutionary proceeding.
And although to the gentleman this term revolution seems a bug·bear and
a sc~e-crow-;yet
w.i~h.all the respect I ~nterta~n
for him and hts abilitIes, a respect whiCh I en·
tertain seeond to no mall in the house, I must
differ with him in that position.
What does
this resolution declare but a standard principle
of society, one without wHich society cannot
exist, and whieh, if this body undertakes
to
tra~ple under foot, t~ey unde~ake
to do that
WhICh never entered mto the mmds of the people who sent them here. What is it-" Resolved,
, That this convention has not the power or right,
• byanyprincipleit
may incorporate into the con'stitntIOn
of the state, to deprive the citizen of
'his Jilropertr without his consent." A standard
prinCIple, WIthout which society cannot exist-and the invasion of which will create a sensation throughout
this land, I think highly' honorable to the people whom we represeht.
Let
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o( 8, positj~n antagonietic to t~is. Doesthe /tei'!tlemah,
or either of them, from Nelson, regard It as the
right of this house to take away private ~r(\per.
ty without the consent of, or compeneatton
to,
the owner? When you establish that principle,
do you not perceive you have established and'
declared the right to divide our lands, and td do
every thing not inconsistent with the constdtution of the United States, in regard to the obligations of contract.
If you have the right
to emancipate a slave without consent and without pay, then you have the same rigHt over
every other species of property that it has been
the ~leasure of God to give us. I can perceive
no difference.
And if you reject this resolution
and adopt the opinion of the gentleman from
~ elscu, ~o you not incorporate In the ccnatitu~lOn th~ idea that the sovereignty of ~he people
IS to unite to take from the weak and gtve to the
strong.
You take from the rich and give to tha
poor, and you break dbwn those standard pririeiples upon which the temple of society is based.
Vote' against this resolution, and adopt that of
tbe gentleman from Nelson, and that IS the ptieition the members of this convention will be
bound. to occupy.
This is a position I am not
prepared for. You have no power to do so,
You have only power to perfect into detail the
great object of a social compact, and to carry out
the object of association.
This social compact is exhibited in different
parts of the world under different phases.
The
manner of carrying out the object of' society
varies in amonarehy, adespotism,and
ina democratic governrneut,
These are mere illustrations
of power which are to be exercised in harmonious consistency with the great standard principle of a SOCial compact,
We happily have
succeeded in echie ...·ing for ourselves the proud
institutions
of self
government.
What we
have to do now is to carry out into detail the
great design upon which the social compact is
based, and we have not the least right to break
down the barriers of tlla standard principle in
the social compact,
If we take the Autoera't of
Itus'sia as representing
the extensive efup'ireove'r which he presides, and he should strike
the rights of property, society would cease, to
exist, the end of all s'ocial order wOltld be
termined, and the result would be that the na·
tion would not be so prosperous as it is. The
manner of earrying out this idea of a social com·
pa6t in the various countries of the world waS
always governed by the circumstances
around
those
countries.
The circumstanees
under
w'hieh the august power of Great Britain is ex·
ercised, mikes her adopt a certain mode of ear·
tying out the social c?mpaet.
,And so with regard to all nations of the earth, including our.
selve's. We are here to adopt a mode and svstem, and while in that condition we are aslied
to reject a resolution embodying· the basis of'
society.
Am I understood?
Well sir, "this convention has not the powel'
<qrright, by any prineiple
it may incoryorate
;into the constitutIOn of the state, to deprIve the
< .citizen of his propert¥ without his eonsent, un~
<less it be for the pubhc good, and only then. by
<:rpak'in~ to hini a just comp.erlsation· therefor."
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second, and only .makes it pra~ticab~e or rat~er ciety, when we owned slaves, the result of the
only illustrates It by a detail of its practical relations of law which existed at the time that
operation.
Yourobject is not to take away pri- constitution was made. I would ask any gen·
vate property except for the public good, and it tleman whether it comports with his idea of law
is not reasonable that you should have a contra- and right, that the convention of 1792 in formry imputation east upon you. Then you may be ing this constitution had a right to free all the
answered on the subject of emancipation, that it slaves in Kentucky without compensation or
is only sllggested by the idea of public zood. without consent? It is a proposition perfectly
On this subl'eet I wieh to say but very httfe.
I inconeletent with any idea of justice, or with
any state of society:
Did the convention of
stand here ully convinced of the untenability
of any such scheme as a~ ~maneipation
of the 1792 have the right to proclaim all the slaves of
slaves of Kentucky a.t this t~me.
I stand. h~re Kentucky free? If they had not, why? .Because
determined to give expression to any oplllIOn it would be inconsistent with the principles .on
principles which
which I may here entertain.
I stand "here ele,c- which society is based-those
ted by an intelligent constituency, who entery~m are always harmonious with justice.
The resolution declares that the property of
the VIews in regard to the practical untenability
of emancipation that I do, and w~o entertam the citizen shall net be taken without his consent
unless for the public good, "and only then b1,'
the view inregard to the abstractquestIOllofslavery that Ida, and who also ente,rtam the :~ews that makin~ to him a just compensation therefor.'
I do in regard to justice.
I believe that if it was an Now, If as time rolls on, slavery becomes so
ori~ioal question whether slavery sho~ld ll(~W mischie vous in the bosom of Kentucky that the
be Introduced among us-the subject being dIS- people are perfectly con ....inced that it ought not
to exist, and having found the means of abolishembarrassed of the jealousy which has naturally
arisen from it by the course the agitation has ta- las it without allowing the slaves to remain
can doubt their right in the exken and various other reasons-t.hen,
on this at~onglls-who
:floo~I say, I would never introduce slavery into ercise of the sovereignty of the country, ,to rid
Kentucky.
But viewing Kentucky as being al- themselves of what they may then consider to
ready a slave state, as having wit~l~n her borders be a great evil? Say that experience has changed
that species of property, which eit.izena were iu- the mind of gentlemen here, or that a resort to
duced to obtain at the eXfense of their money her bibles or to other sources, has convinced
by the ancourasemeut
a the whole people of them of the evil tendency the institution has exthe state, the qt~estion presents a different as- erted, and that public sentiment has arrived at a
pect entirely to the consideration of my mind, full conviction that it ought to be got rid of,
The people of this state induced the slave hold- would they not have a right to do so? Is it not
er to purchase and bring into the state, his slaves, an element of sovereignty to be able to protect
It is one of the most necessary for
It has been guarantied under the constitution of yourselves?
and any attempt to interdict
1792 and the convention of 1798, that slave prop- self'preservation,
provision would be a ~~ad
erty 'should be as sacred as any property which it by constitutional
a man could hold in this state.
'I'hey have letter, whenever circumstances arose requmug
been induced to purchase it by the non-slave- its exercise. And that time would arrive when
holders, for by a reference to slavery stat,is- public sentiment became generally and heartily
and a
tics it will be seen that though slavery has In- satisfied that slavery was mischievous,
political and moral evil to the body politic of
creased, still the non-slaveholding
population
'I'hen what will they do'! But two
has increased in the ratio of no to some 25 or 30 Kentucky.
of the slaveliolding.
And nothing protects the things present themselves to my mind. One is
other is in no doubt.
resolution, according to the position assumed by very doubtful indeed-the
my friend from Nelson, but the mere vote of I have no doubt if such is the sentiment of the
these 110, and their attachment to it,
Nothing country, that slavery is an evil too great to be
it to be true, even those who
prevents it but a wholesome public sentiment, borne-admitting
and the traditional recollection in the hearts of do not believe it---still if time convinces them
of
their
error-they
will agree to be taxed and
the people, that if there is any wrong in the holdThey will inquire
ing of the slaves, it is not on the side of the !Sivea just compensation.
slaveholder, but rather the fault of the institu- into the humanity of the matter, and a system of
tions of the country which perhaps encouraged emancipation will be adopted where tJIe tW? ele·
him to obtain them.
And j·ustice, when sub- ments, justice to the master, a.nd humanlty to
mitted to the proper tribuna,
is never silent. the slave, will be reconciled and combined. That
And hence the dread and jealousy the people en- state of things cannot exist unless brought forth
tertained that this prineiple of justice might be b1, the operation of moral and physical causes.
disturbed, has secured the return of not a single 1he physical cause must be acted upon by the
emancipationist here. Nothing else but aBound moral cause, and the moral cause must be govpublic sentiment on the subject of slavery has erned by justice and the nature of things, and
made this house what it is.
Yet if you do not when that time comes, slavery ceases to exist in
That state of tlllngs does not exist
adopt this resolution, you will jar that public Kentucky.
sentiment, and you will make people think that now. There are times in society, when subjects
there is somethlOg in view of thls convention, are agitated of ~reat imporlance to the peopleto do the majority the wrong of disturbing this that then prejudlces be.come so excited, t~at the
q,uestion does not recelve from them an lmparelement of justice.
there was a s,till calm
Apart from the proper title to the slave, we tml consideration-yet
voice in the bosom of every man, whiCh, when
hold our title to our slaves under the constitution
of 1792, and under none other. That constitu- those prejudices and extraneous considerations
tion was made while we were in a state of so· ceased to operat-e, would be heard. And when·
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ever that still small voice does decide in favor of has a right to purchase, own, and hold property
the emancipation of the slaves, then the most in slaves, at any time, or under any eircurnetana sin in the sight of
perturbed mind will acquiesce ill it, and slavery cea, without committing
God, and incurring his righteous displeasure.
here ceases forever.
I have never entertained
an 'opinion which We will then, sir, see what was the practice of
would go to interfere with the rights, or of the the wisest and best men in the patriarchal age.
claims of the slave to humane consideration.
I And I refer you, first then, to the 14th chapter
am here to vote, and will vote against any prop- of Genesis, 14th verse, which reads:
" And when Abram heard that his brother was
osition that will even indicate a tendency to
emancipate the slaves.
I am here and will vote 'taken captive, he armed his trained seroonts,
for every proposition that will go to lessen the 'born in his own house, three hundred and
number of free negroes in the state.
I am here, • eighteen, and pursued them unto Dan."
From which yQll see that Abraham, the father
and will vote to tax slave property, and I am a
slaveholder myself, that will have a tendency to of the faithful, and the friend of God, had three
make the slaves less mischievous and trouble- hundred and eighteen servants, raised in his
some to the country than they are now, and to own house, reared by his own hand, and subprevent them from fleeing away from us. All ject to his own absolute control, in war as well as
privilege much greater than any in
these positions I entertain in this body.
I am m peace-a
. here to go as far as anyone to protect that prop- our country either exercise or enjoy. And, so far
from being considered a curse in those days,
erty, and to make the institution of a charactei;
one of the strongest arguments by Eleazer, when
that it will be sustained by the public sentiment.
I am here, declaring
that it is the offspring; of urging Rebekah to marry Isaac, the son of Abralaw, and that it exists and is based upon pUblic ham, was, that the Lord had greatly blessed his
sentiment, and the only way to perpetuate it, is master with houses and lands, and silver and
by adapting it to that sentiment.
'I'he result of gold, and men servants, and maid servants; and
the laxity of discipline on the part of the mus- all, said Bleaaer, that my master hath, he has
given to his son Isaac.
Rebekah could not have
ter, Is, that the slave population
is becoming
been an abolttioniet.or have believed slavery to be
mischievous to a very great extent, and thereby
a sin, for she very readily agreed to take Isaac
an imposition on the non-slaveholding
portion
of the community.
This should cease. The time with all his slaves.
If you will turn now to the 20th chapter of
'will come when these people who own no slaves
will feel senaative under this burthen, and en- Exodus, l-7th verse, you will find slavery is put,
quire why it is they are compelled to bear all by God himself, in the same category with all
"Thou shalt not covet thy
their evils. I am willing to go all lengths to other property:
obviate this condition of things, so that even in neighbor's house, thou shalt not covet thyneighbor's
wife,
nor
his
man
servant, nor his maid sersuch a matter public sentiment shall be fully
satisfied. I have said all that is necessary and all vant, nor his ox, nor his ass, nor any thing that
is thy neighbors."
Here, sir, you see the right
that I expected.
by the law itself, that
The convention then went into committee of clearly acknowledged
the whole, Mr. BARLOW in the chair, on the res- your neighbor has to his servant, and you are
positively forbid to covet them, just as you are,
olutions of Mr. TURNER in relation to slavery.
to covet his ox, his ass, or any other property
The CHAIR
awarded
the floor
to Mr.
that is your neighbors.
CLARKE, who waived it to Mr. TALB01'T,
'l'urn now, sir, to the 21st Exodus, 20th and
that gentleman expressing a desire now to finish 21st verses, and you will find slavery positively
the remarks he was compelled by an attack of affirmed to be money ~ «If a man smite his serillness to forego all Saturday.
"vant or his maid with a rod, and he die under
Mr. TALBOTT
rose and spoke as follows: I 'his hand, he shall be surely punished.
Notarise this morning
to conclude the remarks
< withstanding,
if he continue a day or two, he
which, from indisposition,
I was compelled to 'shall not be punished, because he is his money.'
discontinue
on Saturday.
At that time I had This, sir, does not seem as if the people, in those'
just concluded the l?roof, as to how, and when, days believed slavery a. great sin, or that a man
and by what authority, the institution of slavery has no right, under the laws, at least of that diswas ftrstestablished;
showing clearly, as I think,
pensation, to purchase and hold slaves.
from the context and the proof then adduced,
'l'urn now, sir, and read the 17th chapter of
that God did, by the prophetic denunciation
of Genesis, 12th, 13th, and 14th verses, and you will
Noah, doom Ham and his posterity to the latest find slavery incorporated with the institution of
generations, to personal servitude or slavery to
circumcision:
his brethren, Shem and Japheth, and to their pos"And he that is eight days old, shall be cirterity, as appears in the 9th chapter of Genesis,
, cumcised among you, every man child in your
from 24th to 28th verses.
The question then , generations; he that is born in the house or
was, as to the institution,
and the question now < bought with money from any stranger, which
is, as to the privilege and practice of slavery.
, is not of thy seed.
.
And my object, on the preeent occasion, will be
"He that IS born in thy house, and he that is
to show, if I can, whether there is any law, eith- 'bought with thy money, must needs be circumer in the old or new testament scriptures,
al- "cised: and my covenant shall be in your flesh
lowing or forbidding the privilege or practice of , for an everlasting covenant."
slavery to the Patriarch, the Jew, or the Christian;
Turn now, sir, to the 12th chapter of Exodus,
to show whether slavery is compatible or incompatible, consistent or inconsistent, contrary to, or 43d, 44th, and 45th verses, and you will see
1ll conformity
with, the will or law of God, as re- slavery incorporated with the institution of the
passover:
veeledjneither
or both testaments; whetheraman
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I presume now, sir, after reading these verses,
,/ And the Lord said unto Moses a.nd4.aron, this
is the ordinance of the pl1ossover: there shall no that no one under the influence of right reason,
will pretend to say that the Jews, under this
, stranger eat thereof:
" But every man's servant thet is bought for law, had no right to purchase, and own, and
Hebrew, till the year of jubilee,
"money, when thou hast circumcised
him, then hold slaves-the
and the heathen and stranger forever, or for life,
• shall he eat thereof.
" A foreigner and a hired servant shall not and to entail them u:P01,l their families as an
inheritance.
All admit, that under this law,
'eat thereof."
Now, sir, here are two instances, where, under the Jews had a right to own slaves, bondmen
aud
bond-maids.
Some say the Jews had a
the eXJ!fess direction of God, slavery has been
right to hold them for life, and transmit
them
recognised
and incorporated
with two distinct
no suchright,
institutions-and,
in one, the bondman, to the to their children, but tha.twehave
express and positive exclusion of the hired ser- tl:te law having been long since cancelled or repealed.
If it has, I do not know when or where,
vant.
e have now seen the practice of slavery, and or how, or by whet authority; but if it ever has,
it devolves upon the opposition
to show it.
let us see if we can find the privilege.
Here is a perfect right until a better one can be
, Turn then sir, to the 21s:t chapter of Exodus,
from the ~st to the 7th verse, and you will find, shown. I believe It is a principle universally
and one established in all our
~e children of maid servants went with their acknowledged,
courts, that in every suit of ejectment, the commothers.
plainant
has
to
prove his title good before he
"2. If thou buy a Hebrew servant, six yea1;s
~he shall serve: and in the seventh he' shall go can recover, whether the occupant has any right
or not. And it does seem to me sir, unless the
• 'ilut free for nothing.
can show some law equal in
.. 3. If he carne in by himself l).e shall go out emancipationists
• by himself: if' he were married, then his wife dignity and authority, some express statute of
Jehovah, or some act of the creature by which
• shall go out with him.
.. 4. If his master have given him l,l wife, and this express privilege granted, has been, either
of law, abrogated,
or by statute
• ~l;J.ehave borne him sons or daughters, the wife by operation
• and her children shall be her master's, and he repealed, they shonld forever after hold their
peace.
But
more
of
this
sir,
after
a little.
• shall go out by himself.
'
'! 5. And if the servant
shall plainly say, I Others say, the privilege here granted to pur~
f love
my master, my wife, and my children]. I chase slaves or bond-men, and hold them forever, means, and never meant anything
more
'will not go out free:
"6. Then his master shall bring liirq. unto the than that they might buy them and hold them,
That forever and jubi, judges: he shall also briJ;lg him to the o.oor, till the year of jubilee.
~or unto the q.oor-post: au<;l h,is master shall lee mel;\n one and the same thing, or that they
This id~a sir, I think
• bore his ear through with an awl: B:ud he shall are sYlU;mymons terms.
will prove to be very absurd if you will look for
• serve him for ever."
a
moment
to
tp,e
29th
verse
of this same chapter.
Turn then, sir, to the 25th chapter of LevitiLet ns read:
cus and read from 39th to 47th verses.
..
"29. And if a man sell a dwellin~ house in a
"39. And if thy brother that dweUe1k by thee
• be waxen poor, and 1;Ie sold unto thee; thou 'walled city, then he may redeem It within a
• shalt not compel him to serve as a bond- 'whole year after it is sold; within a full year
'may he redeem it.
~ servant:
"30. And if it be not redeemed within the
.. 40. But as a hired servant, and as a sojourn• er he shall be with thee, and shall serve thee 'space of a full year, then the honse that is in
, tne walled city shall be established
forever to
i unto the year of jubilee:
'.' 41. And then shall he depart from thee, both 'him that bought it, throug];l.Out his generation:
'it
shall
not
go
out
in
the
jubilee."
, he, and his children with hIm, and shall return
And w:hat do we find here sir. Not that ju~ unto his own family, and unto the possession
bilee aI;1d fore.ver are synonymous,
or mean
• of his fathers shall he return.
It
'. 42. For they are my servants which I one and the same thing,. but the contrary.
" brought forth out of the land of Egypt; they ejq)ressly declares th!!-t if a house in a walled
city
i;>e
sold,
it
may
be
red<;emed
within
a
whole
• shall not be sold as bond-men.
., 43. Thoushaltnot
rnle over him with rigour, year, but if not redeemed within a year, it shall
positively be the property of the purchaser for• bnt shalt fear thy God.
"44. Hoth thy bond-men,and
tlLy 1;Iond-maids, ever-it shall not go out in the jubil<;eJ so that
• which thou shalt have, shall be of the heathen I ~hink the question, that jupilee and forever,
and do
, that are round about you(of them shall ye buy in this eOQ..necti(;lll,l\:re not synonymous,
not mean one and the same thing, should now be
• bond-men and bond-maids.
Bnt, to prove s.till more
"45. Moreover, of the children of the ,strangers cqnsidered as settled.
• that do sojourn among: ;r<?u, of, them shall ye clearly, ~d if possible, tha,t the bondmen here
nl;\med,
pUl;chased
qf
the
heathen and th~8tranger,
, bny, and of their famthes that ar.e with you,
, which they begat in your. land: and they sball did not go out in the jubilee, but we!e to eontilj.ue the property of the roaster!;! forever, I beg
, be your possession.
.. 46.. And r:e shall take them as an inheritance l~aveto read from Matthew Henry's note on these
verses, which reads as follow:
, for your chtldren after you, to' inheritthemjor
.. That they mi,ght purc,hase bondme,n from
, a. possessl,on, t;peYJshall be your bOQ.4cmeJ;lfor
them or of
, ever; put over your br~tb:ren the cl),udren of 'the heathen natlOus round-about
, I~ra,el, "f:J shan not rule one ove! au.,qther 'Vith , tpo~e s~rangers who sojourned amongst $em,
, (ex~ept of those seven nations who wer.e to be
, ngour.'
I
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"20. Let every man abide in the same calling
'wherein he was called.
'
.. 21. Art thou called being a servant? care not
'for it; but if thou mayest be made free, use it
, rather.
Again, you discover one thing very plainly
"22. For he that is called in the Lord, being a
here f:om this 39th verse of Leviticus. that no • servant, is the Lord's freeman: likewise also
Israelite or Jew was to be made bondman or , he that is called, being free, is Christ's servant.
slave for life, and why? Because it was of
"23. Ye are bought with a price; be not ye
She"!,,, through th~ Jews, concerning the flesh, • the servants of men.
Christ or the Saviour was to come, as he did
"24. Brethren, let every man, wherein he is
and as was shown in the remarks concluded o~ , called, therein abide with God."
Saturday. And hence the importance that no
Again: Paul, in his epistle to the Ephesians,
Jew should be sold as a bond servant forever 6th chapter, 5th, Bth, 7th, Bth, and 9th verses,
or for life, as in this way the nation would hav~ says:
~ost ~ts identi~y, as they would have been sent"
"5. Servants, be obedient to them that are
In this condition
all over the world, as the Af6· • your mast~rs a~cor~ing to the flesh, with fear
cans, the descendants of Ham have been' and · and trem~hng,
III singleneee
of your heart, as
mixing as slaves with the descendants of Ham... , unto Chnst;
in every age of the world, they would have so
.. 6. Not with eye-seryice, ~ men-pleesers: but
amalgamated as to destroy the identity of both • as the servants of Chnst, doing the will of God
nations, which would have defeated the iuten- • from the heart;
t~on of the God of heaven, to-wit: to keep the
.. 7. With good will doing service, as to the
line of three distinct races of beings-to
show < Lord, and not to men;
in all time to come the exact fulfillment
of the
.. 8. Knowing that whatsoever ~ood thing any
prophetic denunciation
of N oah, in 9th Genesis, • man doeth, the same shall he receive of the Lord,
not only of the curse of Ham, but the bless- < whether he be bond or free.
ing. of Shem and enlargement
of Japheth,
"9. And, ye masters, do the same things unto
which never could have been done if God had 'them,
forbearing threatening:
knowing that
made common slaves, or slaves in common of , your Master also is in heaven; neither is there
the children of more than one of them; and , respect of persons with him."
hence the prophecy concerning each was differAgain: Paul, in his epistle to the Colossians,
ent, and has been executed, and can and will 3rd chapter, 22nd, 23rd, 24th, and 25th verses;
continue to be, just as it has been under this arsays:
rangement .in all time to come, or the setting up
.. 22. Servants, obey in all things YQur masters
of a ne.w ~hsp~nsation.
This is God's purpose,
• according to the flesh; not with eye-service, as
and this IS hIS plan, as appears from the evi- "men-pleasers: but in singleness of heart, feardence adduced, for reasons iinrevealed and un"ing God.
known to us. Read again the 46th verse. Now
"23. And whatsoever ye do, do it heartily, as
Y:Ou s~e here is a positive law, granting the priv- 'to the Lord, and not unto men;
Ileg~ III so many words, to buy and hold slaves
"24. Knowing that of the Lord ye shall refor life, or forever.
But notice sir, it tells who 'ceive the reward of the Inheritance:
for yf3
you are to make slaves for life. Now, sir, there
'serve the Lord Christ.
/
HI a very important question just here, one which
"25. But he that deeth wrong, shall receive
~ t~ink.ma:r shed some light on this subject, and 'for the wrong which he hath done: and there is
It IS thia, SIr. Do you believe the provision in
• no res.rect of fersons."
the 39th verse of this chapter, that no Israelite
Agam: Pau ,in his first epistle to Timothy,
or Jew was to be made a bondman for life, that 6th chapter, 1st and 2nd verses, says:
they were to serve six years, and go out in the
"1. Let as many servants as are under the yoke
sevet,Lth? I ask, sir, do you believe this? If you 'count their own masters worthy of all honour,
dO,SI:-, you. are bound to bel.ieve the provision
'that the name of God and his doctrine be not
contained III the other, to-Wit: that they might
, blasphemed.
buy bondmen of the heathen and strangers, who
'i 2.
And they that have believing masters, let
were to be slaves forever, and be transmitted
< them not despise them, because they are breth~
from generation to generation, or until at least 'ren; but rather do them service, because they
the settingyp of a new dispensation,
for the law , are faithful and beloved, partakers of thc beneth~t e~tabl~shes the one grants the other.
Sir, • fit. These things teach and exhort."
thiS view IS clear to my mind, and the concluAgain:
Paul, in his eI1i~tle t-o Titus, 2nd
sion inevitable,
to-wit: that the prophecy
of chapter, 9th and 10th verse's, says:
Noah was of God, and its fulfillment of God"9. Exhort servants to be obedient unto their
and that the curse of Ham was slavery to the la- 'own masters, and to please them well in all
test generations.
• things; lIot answering again;
.Now this .certa;-inly settles the qu~stion, and I
"10. Not purloining, but shewing all good fi~
WIll so conSIder It, unless some more authorita• delity; that they may adorn the doctrine of God
tive law is found to inhibit it· for here is the , our ~aviour in all things."
privilege to purchase, to hold,' and transmit to
Again: Paul, in his first epistle to Peter, 2nd
your families after you.
chapter, 18th, 19th, and 20th verses, says:
"18. Servants, be subject to your masters with
But 'tis said that the New Testament
is
• all fear; not only to the good and gentle, but
against it. Let us see if this be true.
Paul, in his letter to 1 Corinthians, 7th chap- 'also to the froward.
.. 19. :F.'orthis is thank-w.orthy,
if a man for
te~, 20th, 21st, 22d, 23d and 24th verses, says:
destroyed)-and
might claim a dominion OVe)"
them, and enta.il them to their families as an
(inheritance.
For the year of jubilee sMuld give
'no discharge to them:"
f
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other, have established a legislative despotism It is the controlling lloWCI' of the majority that
f?r our state, in my mind the Worst of all despo- carries out the republican principle, which without that power would 1101.. be carried out.
tisms.
Sir, says the gentleman, what would have beMr. HARDIN.
I have been looking forward
come of the old court, if this principle had not
to the eontest which is now approaching.
Ihave
been adopted? Yes, and if the two thirds princibeen expecting it for mouths. This is the very
ple had not been in, what would have become of
point upon which we are to show our hands in
that miserable old magistrate out in Greenup,
some way, shape, or manner. Sir, what is rewho was brought before the court, a few years
quired 1;0 insure a good government-a
real good,
ago, for the wurst kind of offence? If it is espopular, democratic govemment?
It ia that the
tablished that a majority can uppoiut, a majoripeople shall govern themselves, imposing on
ty should also have power to remove; not tho
them a few wholesome salutary restraints.
Vi ell,
mnjority of a qu~ru~ll, but a runjor ity of all
h ow are they to govern themselves?
They canthose elected, a maJont.y of the whole state. Sir,
not meet as the people were accustomed to do in
we set out in this business about four or five
the republic of Athens and vote upon every law.
years ago-c-I mean this eonvcntiou business.
It
They are spread over a. surface of country ill this
was proclaimed from one end of the state to tho
Union which embraces now about three million
o~h.e~that there must be more practical responthree hundred thousand square miles. 'I'hey ean
sibility,
or we should cease to be a republic.
only meet by their representatives.
The people of
Well, sir, a meeting was held in the senate
the United States can only assemble by their repchamber, a chairman was chosen and a certain
resentatives. 'l'hc people of Kentucky, spread as
gentleman was appointed to draw an address to
they are over an extent of forty thousand square
the people of Kentucky.
He drew it up, and
miles, comprising a population of eight hundred
we met ageiu, a small band of us; we did not
thousand, can only meet by their representatives.
like the address exactly in all its parts. it was
As we cannot have democracy then III its original
sent back to be remodeled, and was again brought
character, we must. approach as near as we can to
up and read. Several gentlemen stood off and
it. How is this to be attained?
Why, the people
would not put their names to it. There was
arc to send men hero to represent them. 'l'hese
something of conservatism about them and they
men are to speak the will of the people. In what
would not put their names to it. At last the
way, sir, are we to conduct this government?
people began to take the .mat,ter up and names
By taking the election of all the officers of the
began to be attached to It; first one man and
government into our own lmuds ; to proclaim to
then another put his name to it; we saw then
the world and have it well understood, that we
how the wind was blowing and we all pitched
deem oursel vcs in this onlightened age compein. The men who had before stood off then
tent to all purposes of self-government.
The
sisned their names.
Those who stood aloof
world bas advanced in sciences of every kind,
wflen I wr~te my name, and would not sign, afand it has greatly improved in the SCience of
terwards did SQ. Well, upon the first vote for a
government.
I for one am ready to proclaim
convention the question was carried bv a muto the world that I believe the people of the
jorityof forty eight thousand.
'I'be eccoi.d ycar
United States are competent to govern themselves,
there was a majority of eighty thousand.
Well
and no state stan rls more prominent in its charnow what was the principal change that was to
acter, ill its republican character, than the state
be made by the oonvcntion?
It was, that all the
of Kentucky.
'I'herc are those, who under the
officers of govcr nmeut should be elected by the
principle of conservatism, would provide the
people, and that they should all be held responmeans by which people mn.y have some wav to
sible to the people, that every officer should be
t,ake care of themselvcs.
Is it the elective prinrCRpousible to the same power that elected him'·
ciple that insures it'? No sir. What is it then?
tha.t is, a majority of the people. Without this;
It is the electiye principle coupled with practiI sa.y it is not a. republic at all. Ah. says the
cal responsibility.
'1'hllt is what does it. Let
gentleman, the people will act illenl1tjonsly, they
us vote for every oftleer of this govemlUcllt from
will act under excitement; it i~ not to be suffered
a governor dowl! to a constable.
Let us take the
that a majority shall have ~owel' to displace an
elective frauchise into our own hanels, and let
officer of the govcrnment.
l'hat is the lUllO'uage
the same power, the majority that elects a man
of monarchists, the language of cOl\l'tiel's.'" The
to office, have a right to say to him whenever
people, he says, must be saved from themselve;;;,
they believe that he misbehaves, you shall leave
t,hey must 1Iotbe entrusted with this power, they
the office. Did not t,he people of Rome elect the
must be guarded by this l)rinciple of strong conworst men upon the face of tl1eearth as Bmpcrors?
servatism.
If the pcople are not to be entrusted
'They elected aN ero, aDomician a.."1da'I'iberias,
·with the management of their own affairs, let us
the very. WOl'stSCOllrgesby which mankind was go back to monarchy, let us go back to G-reat
o\'er af:l:llcted; and why did they act as tlley did? Britain at Ollce und send for Victoria to rule
Because the:c wa." no power to call them to an
aeeount.
Did 110t the people of :Frallce elect over us.
I set Ollt in favor of this identical principle,
Bonaparte Emperor? Yes, every man of twenty
one y~ar . .;of age, gave his vote to eled an Empe- and I would not give a ninepence for the conror
put his foot upon their necks. Why stitution unless t4is ,\"as in It. Wo are to be
saved frolll ourselves, because we may do wrOll'C•
·was It that he had such power over Frallcethathe
could make thousands bleed at his pleasure? I am a bad manager of my own affairs, as evel':'Y
Because the pf'ople of France had liO way by body kuows, particularly of my money matters;
I ·would rather have
which they could make him accountable.
It is but mall aged nghtorwroog,
the elective fmllchise, exercised by a majority, the managemeut myself than to have anyone
that makes a country to that extent a republic. else manage for me. There is something plea:-
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ant ill the thought,
that I Illay manage my af- selves to the mind of every member of this bouse
fairs US I choose, aud if this be really a repubupon the greac innovation which the gentleman
lican government, let a majority of the people from Nelson proposes to make.
I believe, }IOWmanage the affairs of government.
Suppose the ever, that there is fallacy at the bottom of his
majority do wrong, who ie to suffer? That very position, so clear and ac palpable,
one so de.
majority, and t-hey wilt soon right themselves.
structive of every true principle of government
I recollect I once went out when I was about that a mere tyro in the science, destitute of the
thirteen or fourteen years old, upon a mill pond knowledge or experience that J1e possesses can
ill a canoe, with three other boys. 'Ve COIII- clearly discover It.
It is not requisite that one
rnenced rocking the boat.
We shall he drowned should be deeply instructed,
in order to find out
if we upset, said the three boys, for we cannot the monstrous consequences to which it would
swim a stroke. 'Ve upset sure enough. I could lead. I take issue with the gentleman boldly and
swim pretty well, so I was not alarmed.
I call- pointedly.
If we stand here for the purpose of
ed out to them to hold 011 to the side of the boat dragging all the powers of government,
bound
and keep their chins above water, while I swam and uiauucled to trw feet of the legislative power,
ashore with the rope so as to drag the boat delusively called, by the member from Nelson,
ashore.
They caught hold of the boat. Lord, the people, I, for one, am not prepared to go such
how they did spread themse! ves to keep afloat! lengths.
The people, the people, the people, is
The instinct of self-preservation
made them the constant cry, and when the gentleman defines
exert themselves,
and eelf-preservezion
will what is meant by the people in this case, it apmake us careful to do right.
If we had to cross pears that it is the address of a bare majority of
the Mississippi in a skiff, would We be such fools the legislature
of the state.
This is what he
us to turn over when we knew that we must all be styles the people.
I deny the proposition;
the
drowned?
Not at all. Let us trust oursel ves. legislature are not the people. It may be deemed
I came here for the purpose of endeavoring- to presumptuous
ill me to set my opinions in oppoestablish this principle in the new eonetitution,
sition to those of a gentleman from whom 1 renod if we do not do that, we shall have accom- ceived much Instruction
in youth, and from
plished nothing.
Save us from ourselves!
'l'bat whom I imbibed many of the principles which
lllay be the doctrine of some gentlemen, but it I entertain ill manhood.
But in regard to this
is not my doctrine.
God save the people, and subject I feel that I stand upon the true ground,
let them govern themselves-that
is what 1 say' and that ground I am ready to maintain, assisted
1 never court any man-power, though I court or unassisted in this convention.
now and then the people.
I look to the seveWhat is the provision
in the report, in refereiguty of the peol)lo-to
that I have looked all rence to the removal of the judges of the appelmy life--I am wil ing to trust them.
I have no late court? It is this:
idea that a man shall be made a judge unless du"But for allY reasonable cause, which shall not
ly qualified, and I shall vote for the guard of 'be sufficient ground of impeachment, the goveight years practice at the bar, as a qualifica- "crnor shal l remove any of them, au the acllfress
tion.
I will vote for the further guard that the 'of twa thirds of each house of the general asa~e of thirty years shall be required of the can- "sembly "
dldute for ajudtresbip.
Nay, I would go further,
Now sir, the question
is, shall we permit a
and make ittbirty-fiveyears.
But as to responmercmajority to exercise this right.
A majority
sibility, I want to hold him responsible to a runof the Icg islature are to expel ignominiously
jority of all the people of Kentucky.
That is
from
office,
eeselon
after
session,
the
Yery
judges
the responsibility
I ask.
chosen by the people, and yet it is to be done
I have no doubt I shall meet a good deal of
under a false and pernicious political
pretext,
opposition upon this point, because it is a leadand in the name uf the people.
The French
ing feature among the purposes for which we are
convention, 'when they appointed the committee
assembled.
I hope it will be well weighed by
of public safety, anuouuced
the principle, t.hat
this house befote they adopt the two-thirdl"o printhe people possessed
the supreme power.
The
ciple.
If we adopt 1t in reference to the jud~es
cOllYention of "France, wheu constituted howevof the court of appeals, we must adopt It With
er, assumed to hold all the pO\'-er in their own
reference to every other officer of the governhands, and declared itself was the people.
My
ment; and I now call upon those W110 arc in fabelief is, that the tendency would be the same
yor of reform, those who are of the old convenwith regard to the legislature
of Kentucky.
If
tion part:y, to bear in mind that this was one of
I uuderstalld
allY thlllg of the feeling which
the prinCipal objects for which the convention
prevails in this house, in regal"d to the powers of
was called.
the legislallll'e, that feeling is in favor of curMr. PRESTON.
I know very well the age tailing those powers.
Look upon om tables,
and experience of my honomblc friend from Nel- see the multitude
of propositions
with which
son, and I am aware of the deference that is due they are loaded, until they seelll like the moon,
to him on a subject of such magnitude as that described in the poem of Ariosto, a place in
which he bas this moment discussed.
It was which the lost wits and crude ideas of all the
with some amazement tllat I heard the proposi- world were collected.
It is already proposed
tion, as I had not anticipated
that anyone in in this convention, that the legi::;lature Sllallllot
this honse would advance the principle, or con- be permitted to grant any banking privil('ges,
tend for it, or seek to engraft it in the constitu- that they shall not be permitted
to meet oftener
tion which we are about t.o frame.
I am at pres- than once in two years, that theysha.llnot be perent too, on account of the novelty of the posi- mitted to run the state .into debt, and amultitude
tion, unprepared to meet it except by those ap- of provisions such as these are advocated by
parent arguments, which I believe, address them- distinguished
gentlemen.
And yet it is DOW
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p'''l0sed that t.hcy shall have the right to bind
an manacle the judges and compel them to retire from office whenever the legislature may
sec proper so to direct.
Is it possible that gentlemen call suppose that
the people of Kentucky will be satisfied with
the provision, which directs that the judges shall
hold their offices at the will of the legislature.
If this principle be applied to the judges, it
must be applied also to all the other officers of
the government; and the address of a bare majority of the legislature is not only to expel the
Judges from their office, but to expel the governor
of the state from his office, and place the exccutive and judicial departments under the absolute
dominion of the legislature. Would this be in accordance with the wishes of the people of Kentucky?
Arc gentlemen of this house reduced to
the miserable and farcical pretext-and
I say it
with all respect to my honorable friend from Nelson-of asserting that, when they are im\)Qsing
limitations upon the powers of the legis cturc,
crippling their authority, saying that they shall
have no pay after sixty day;.;, or that it shall be
reduced one half, and taking awav froru them
the power to act upon certain specified subjects,
that it is necessary to place, at the same time,
the judiciary within the grasp of a merciless legislative majority.
Sir, the historical examples
that were Cited by the gentleman were, if my
recollection be correct, entirely different in their
tenor from that which he supposes.
'l'he people
of Rome, the gentleman says, placed upon the
throne Caligula and Nero, and he says that the
tyranny endured by Rome under those Emperors
was on account of the people not having a proper
control overthem.
If he will ta.x his memory a
little further he will find that it was the corrupt
legislature that elected from time to time the Emperors, and combined with the Pretorian guard,
elevated men into power and made sale of the
empire to replenish their purses, that caused the
destruction of Roman liberty.
If he will turn
to a more recent instance-to
the French assembly to which he has alluded-he
will find, that
when that sssembly had been called together by
the people, they abrogated the executive power,
and made their own sit.tin~ almost permanent.
'They first declared a constitution, and gave the
monarch the right to veto. When, in the time of
Louis the 16th, confiscation of the church property was determined on, it was then the assembly cried out against the executive veto. The
legislature deprived the executive of that protection, and the kin~'s head fell. The independence of the judiciary soon Bunk under the invasione of the same body. A revolutionary tribunal, with Fonquier-Tmville
at its head, arose
based upon its ruins; bill after bill of attainder
was passed and a committee of public safety
was appointed.
'When that committee was established, of which Oamot was a member, Feuquier- 'I'invillc directed, day after day, long lists
of accusations and proscriptions to be prepared,
and made the streets flow with blood, long processions of carts filled with unfortunate noblemen, werc driven along, and when lesser victims
failed the lower orders of the people were sacri~
fleed.
Danton remarked that the revolution "as endured as long as it operated only upon tho aristo-
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cratic classes, but after a time the guillotine began to work upon the people themselves, and it
was found then that tile evil was intolerable.'I'he revolution, he said, liko Saturn, ended by
devouring its own children: so it will be with
any single department of government in which
you place the supreme power. I believe firmly
and conscientiously
that if the proposition of
the gentleman from Nelson be adopted, it will
have that effect. I do not mean to say that it
will plunge the people immediately into bloody
revolutions as in France, because the same oppression does not exist here, and the rebound
would not be so terrible,
I do not mean to say
that it will lead to any such sanguinary results
at this moment, but. I do assert that if we adopt
this Fl'inciple, the independence of the judiciary 0 Kentucky will be destroyed.
If I were
compelled to trust ffi)' life, liberty, and fortunes.
and those of m'y children, to the caprice of all
unchecked legislative body, I would not hesitate one instant to seck refuge under the safer
protection of a limited monarchy.
Divide the
}'eslJonsibility of such 1)OWer8among a hundred
legislators, and you limit it in such a manner
that it is exercised without restraint or conscience.
Rather than go back to such a state of
things, it would be better to trust OUI'lives and
property to popular assemblies, like the Athenian democracy, collected in the grove of the
academy, or to the hundred thousandmen who assembled, sword in hand, upon the plain of Vola
to decide upon the destinies of Poland.
Never
let us trust ourselves to the tender mercies of an
unscrupulous legislative majority.
I do not believe that this convention is prepared to go to the extremity that the gentleman desires.
If it be, the stump will be assumed and
God only knows what fortune may await Kentucky.
Her people, who have lived for fifty
years under a happy constitution, may possibly
in a phrensy adopt his propositions.
But I
know that there are good and patriotic men ill
th is assembly, and throughout the land who will
at least lift their warning voices against the measure-a
measure which will tend to destroy the
whole foundation upon which the independence
of the judiciary rests. I am convinced, myself,
that if we do so, in a few years thc evil will become so intolerable that it will correct itself. I
feel confident that it will be repudiated
and de110tlnCeUby the whole people of the state,
But
I cannot think, Mr. Ofiairman, that the couvention will adopt it. I know full well how inferior is my experience in public life; butif I were
the only muu in this house to stand up in oppo~
eitiou to this measure, I would feel tfiat I occupied invulnerable and impre,s-nable ground, and
never should such a proposition be made and
carried in this couventiou, without my protest
being entered against it.
Mr. BULLITT.
I agree fully with the gentleman from Nelson in the pro!)osition, that in
this government and indeed al governments, a
majority should rule in every case where it is
practicable.
And while I have a particular deference for the great talents of the gentleman, I
must enter my protest against his application of
this rale. I will endeavor to show the gentleman, that when you come to apply the rule, it
will be found to do awa.y with the very priuci-
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pIe for which he contends.
Before I enter 011 tlernan yroposcs you will effectually destroy the
the main proposition, however, I will endeavor power 0 . the judiciary.
Apply the same princito answer that portion of his argument in which plc to the governor, take away the veto power
he refers to the election of the Roman emperors,
from him, and you put all the powers of the
Oeser, 'I'iberlas, and Cnligulu.
He says they government in the huuds of one body.
When
were elected by the people, in order to secure you do that, your government becomes a despogood government, and the enormities which they tlsm, inevitably, cull it by whatsoever name you
committed, the people were unable to restrain will.
for the want of proper checks and balances, for
Mr. CLARKE.
ThIs proposition
has been
the want of a proper means of controlling them. sprung upon the house somewhat suddenl!, but
I set out with this proposition which I think is I am satisfied from the little examination
have
unanswerable,
that the reason why our gov- given the subject, that not les s than two thirds of
ernment is superior to all others that have exist- the legislative department should possess the
ed before us is this. It is a cardinal principle power to remove a judge from office. So far as
that lU18been established first in America, that my reading of history has enabled me to dISCOVthe powers of government should be divided in- er, I know of no instance where tyranny ha.s preto three separate and distinct departments, the vailcd in any country save by the operation of
legislative, the executive, and the judicial; and law, 'l'yranny and oppression never have exthat DO one of these department should exercise ieted any where except by the operation of law.
any power belonging to another.
Grant all the No tvrant has ever unsheathed his sword, and
powers of government to one department,
and from"the humble walks of life marched to a
you make it a despotism.
throne except by the operation of law. No peoWhile I agree with the gentleman in the prin- pie have ever beeu cast down from the elevated
ciple that a majority should rule, I hold that he position of enligbtened freemen, to the degradis wrong in its application.
What does it lead lllg position of slaves, except by the operation of
to? He says the legislature possesses the pow- law.
ers of the people.
But the 1egislature is only
It has been well remarked by 111egentleman
one department of the government, whereas the from Louisville, that it is not proposed by any
people in 11 republic ]111vethe supreme power, person on this floor to arrange a government on
It is the business of this convention to make an any other I?rinciple save that which divides it
organic law, separating this government into into three Independent
and distinct branches,
distinct and separate departments.
I have never and these to be independent
each of the other.
heard it suggested, that we should dispense with What is the principle contained in the propoeiany of the departments I have named, and it is tion of the gentleman from Nelson? It, is dea well settled principle in our government, that structive of the independence that belongs to the
one department should not infringe upon the judiciary department
of the goverumeut,
and
powers of another.
places it at the will, pleasure, and disposal of the
The gentleman IS 1D faver of nllowing a rna- legislative department. They, arc to be sure, sepjonty to rule. So am 1. But I am net for glv- urate, or independent,
the one of the other, but
mg the legislature that power ill tho name of in what does that independence consist? If you
the people
Slr. the legislature IS not the pea- place the judiciary department
under the con-pIe. It IS a department of the government, and trol of the legislative, why not place the execuIt is that department which has a tendency to five and the executive department
uuder the
sw~low up a~l the others. Now. se? in what a same control?
And when you do that lOU have
delicate position you :place your judiciary. Here merced all the different departments 0 governare representatives. of th,e pe~ple. frOID ev~ry ment in the legislative department-the
~el'Y decounty, assembled III their ,leg!slatlve capacity. partment in every government from which. opThey, thro.ugh I?arty org-amzatlOa, or from p~r. pri'ssion and tyranny has sprung,
Why IS It
ticular motives, mfl.uenclllg them, pass a law VlO- that in the constitution of the United States we
lating th~ cOlfstitutioll of the Unl~~d States, ~r see a provision th,at no law ~halI take effect af!:er
the constItutIOn. of Kentllcky.
.Ihat .law IS it has mct the dH:lapprobatlOll of the exccutLve
brought before a .1ud~e! and tho. Ju?ge IS com- until two thirds of both houscs of congress shall
pelled to ~ecldc I.hat It IS unco,?st~tutlOnal. When give it their sanction? Because itis ~E'cessary that
he so deCides, WIll not the maJonty who passed the executive should be clothed WIth the power
tile law almost instantly remove that judge? Is to shield and protect himself from insults and
such an act for the good of the people'(
encroaclllnents on the part of tlle legislative deBut, sir, when you establish the principle that pmiment of the .federal gove.rnment: a.nd for !he
a bare majority of the legislature may remove llUrpose of keepwg up that llldependence whICh
thaJ'udg-e, you at once take away the great and IS necessary for the wholeso~e and the healthy
car ina1 principle of our government, that the operation of the g~vcrnmen~ l.t.self. I am one of
various departments of the government shall be those who ente~talll the opmlOns expressed ?y
independent of each other. Any act of the gov- my honorable fnend from Henderson, (Mr. Dlxernment has first to go through the ordeal of the on,) that there are things in government bearing
lell'islature, then it is subjected to the veto power on the social relations tlmt exist between the citotthe governor, and afterward, as far as consti- izens and the relations that exist betw6len the
tutioua1ity is concerned, it must be subjected to citizens and the government that caunot and
the veto of the judiciary.
But, sir, est,ablish ought not to be clone by majoriti,es,. And the
this principle, and you take this very qualificd very moment you lay down the prt,?etpl~ that a
veto from tbcjudicial department.
majority of the legislature may, at Its Will and
Now, sir, it seems to be a clear :proposition, pleasure, remove ajudge, that very momen.trou
that if you adopt the principle whleh the gen- lay down the principle that the same maJonty
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may remove the executive officer of the state, period of years, so that the people shall have a
and you have thus centered all the powers of the right to say. "well done, good and faithful servant"-or to dismiss those that have proved ungovernment in the hands of one department.
worthy, and to select other and better qualified
Therefore the idea of three distinct departments
And that is the responsibility to
of government is repudiated in the practical op- individuals.
eration of the principle proposed by the gentle- the people that I believe in-the majority of the
the majority of no other depart-.
man from Nelson, and I desire to enter my pro- people-and
test against it. When I am aware from the his- ment in this government that we shall create.
It
is
a
direct
responsibilit:r" and that is the adtory of the past, that no country has ever lost
its liberties except by the operation of law-s-and vantage and benefit that w il l grow out of a limited term of office. If gentlemen want other
the legislative department is the law making
a judge or other officer has
power of govcrnment-I
am unwilling to vest in responsibilities-if
been guilty of acts worthy of impeachment,
that department of government whose instincts
Let the jurlgincline it to encroach on the rights of the other provide for that impeachment.
departments-a
power that will place them at its ment of the impeaching tribunal have the effect
as it now has, of removin~ them from office.
mercy.
As I before remarked, this question has been That tribunal we have provided in the constitusprung upon us suddenly, and perhaps but few tion of the state, and in that same instrument
on this floor are prepared to give a vote upon it we have also provided, in obedience to the principle that requires the conviction of an individunderstandingly
and upon mature deliberation.
I have only risen to enter Illy protest against a ual in the civil tribunals to be by the voice of
proposition that a bare majority of the legisla- the whole, a change in relation to impeachture of Kentucky may: remove a judge from that ments, and require the conviction to be by twoposition to which he has been elevated by the thirds of the judging body. If that is not suffipeople. If the power is conferred at all, as per- cient to remove these officers, then 1 will go further, and allow the address to be spread upon
haps it correctlv ought to be, I would withhold
the exercise of It until it has the concurrence of the records of the general assembly; but I will
two thirds of the representatives
of the people not vote that less than two-thirds shall remove
an appointee of the people.
The office comes
The PRESIDENT.
I believe in the power of
from the pcojlle, and 1et them provide the responthe people to govern themselves wieelv and dissibilityof a imited term of .years.
If the increetly. I believe in their power to frame organcumbent becomes worthy of Impeachment, I am
ic laws to guide and direct the legislature, and
willing to provide a tribunal, and to follow in
to define the judicial and executive departments
the footsteps of those who have gone before us,
and to prescribe their duties. I come here as one
and to let that tribunal be the house of represenof the people and from the people, to give my
tatives impeaching for the people, and the senate
aid and support in establishing,
or rather of
judging for the people.
I am willing to go furre-modeling such a government.
I expect to ther. I am willing to allow an address of both
vote to place in this constitution the provision
branches of the legislature to enable the governthat is in the present constitution, declaring that
or to remove, but I am not willing that a bare
" the powers of the government of the state of
Kentucky shall be divided into three distinct majority shall do it.
'1'he President here waived any further redepartments, and each of them be confided to a
marks, and on motion of Mr. C. A. WICKLIFFE
separate body of magistracy, to wit: those which
the committee rose and reported progress, and
arc legislative, to one; those which arc executive
asked leave to sit again.
to another; and those which are judiciary, to
Leave was granted, and
another."
And I expect to vote to restore the
The convention adjourned.
appointing power t.o the people, in all respects,
that was confided to their asents by those who
framed our present constitution, and that the judiciary, as well as the executive, shall recer ve
their appointment and authority til judge this
people from the people themselves, and from no
THURSDAY, OCTOBER 18, 1849.
intervening agent,
I came to do it, and I shall
do it unshrinkingly,
without the shadow of a
Prayer by the Rev. STUART ROBINSON.
doubt or question of the intelligence, the capaMr. CHAMBERS offered the following resocity, and the right of the people to choose these
officers. And it is a trust better confided to lution, which was adopted:
Resolved, That the committee on the legislathem, than to any other power that it is possible
for us to select. We have confided the appoint- tive department be instructed to enquire into the
ment of our judges to the executive, and of our propriety and expediency of holding the annual
clerks to the courts, and the various inferior offi- ?lections on some day other than Monday, and
cers to other agencies without tho immediate and 1Il some month other than Angust; and, also,
direct action of the people. I expect the people that said committee enquire into the propriety
of Kentucky to take one step fur-ther in advance and expediency of permitting each free white
in the principles of free government, and to give male citizen, who at the time being shall have
my vote to restore all these appointments to the attained to the ~e-"of twenty one years, and
shall have resided III the state one year, and in
people.
And when they shall have appointed
all these officers, I expect to provide in this new the county three months, next preceding the
constitution, by my vote, a responsibility to the eleetion, to exercise the right of suffrage in all
thatsaid
people immediate and direct, by bringing them state, county, and district elections-and
again before the appointing power iu a limited committee report, &c.
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Mr. THOMPSON

offered the following, which

know no man in the tribunals of justice; but to
regard those considerations
alone in the deci-

was agreed 10:
WHEREAS, great public inconvenience
has aris- sions they shall make. But in making them
thus independent in the sight of the people, and
en from the suspension of the enactments of genin their own eonsciencea, I desire that thev 1"ha11
erallaws.
Therefore,
Resolved, That the committee on the miscellaneous provisions of the constitution be instructed to enquire into the expediency of making the
following amendment to that part of the constitution to them referred: The legislature shall have
no power to suspend apr ~e.nerallaw for the bellcfit of nuy particular individuul , nor to pass any
law for the benefit of individuals
inconsistent
with the general laws of the laud; norto pass any
l;;tw grant~ll~ to any indi,:i~ual or individuals
rights, pnvlleges,
[mmunrties, or exemptions,
other than such as may be, by the same law, extendf'd to auy member of the community who
may be able to bring himself within the 'provisions of such law; Provided always, the legislature
shall have power to grant such charter of corporations as tfiey may deem expedient for the public
good.

be responsible.
Responsible
to whom? "They,
as all the other officers that we shall choose,
to carry out the government of this people, are
only the agents of this people. As agents, they
should be faithful and intelligent
in the fulfilment of their duties.
As ageuts, I would have
them responsible to the people, who created
them for purposes of public justice; and I would
make them responsible in no other way. We
propose to restore the appointment of these officers to the people. Heretofore, we have selected
the governor, as a trustee, to nominate most of
these officers, confiding to him a trust, which
uow, in the name and by the authority of the
peoplo of Kentucky, we have come here to resume and give back to those who gavc the
trust. we propose to make them responsible by
bringing them periodically
before the people,
when they will be required to render an account
COURT OF APPEALS.
before that people, who are to pass upon them.
On the motion of Mr. BARLOW the conven- Heretofore, we appointed these officers through
tion resolved itself into committee of the whole, the agency of the governor, during good behavMr. HUSTON in the chair, 011 the article reported ior. ~Ve subjected them to impeachment for
bv the committee 011 the court of appeals.
crimes and great misdemeanors, because it was
~The PRESIDENT.
Mr. Chairman,
at Ole unseemly arid improper, that those who prcaiconcluding part of the remarks which I submit- ded ill the tribunals of the public justice of the
ted to the convention yesterday, I said, that I country, should be stained or suspected of the
was opposed to the proposed amendments.
I crime of violating the laws of the land.
And
hold that in all that is essential to the peace of in order that public justice might flow pure, uusociety, to the public justice of the country, the tainted, and unsuspected, we subjected them,
security of the persons, the lives, and the for- when charged with crimes and great misdetunes of the citizens, the judicial department is meanors, to impeachment,
to removal from ofthe most important branch of this go\'ernment; fice, and left them subject to the laws of the
and one, that ill laying the foundations of this country by indictment, as all other citizens are
government, we should be the most careful, the left. We did more, sir. We provided that
most prudent, to lay in wisdom.
It is the proud upon an address of two-thirds of both branches
privilege of this people to live under a govern- 01 the legislature,
the goyernor might remove
ment of laws-laws
enacted in the form of con- for other causes less than impeachment.
And
stitutional provisions, which are a barrier to the the cause of removal is required to be spread
legislature.
a barrier to the judiciary, that seupon the journal.
cures to every man the blessings of liberty, the
The wisdom of that provision I acknowledge.
pursuit of happiness, the enjoyment of the fruits
of his industry, and to the high and the low If n judge became insane, it was no crime, no
misdemeanor.
He was not liable to impeachwith equal hope of justice.
And, in selecting the officers who are to apply that law to the ment-it was a visitation of divine Providence
to which the whole human family are liable.
people, more regard, more care should be taken
If he became imbecile, he was 110t liable to be
that it be confided to able, correct, independent,
impeached.
Even if he failed to do the duties
honest men, than in the selection of those put in
charge of any other branch of this covemmcut, of his office and continued the docket, it was
It is the confidence of the people in "'that branch hardly to be considered a great misdemeanor, or
For these, and
of go\yernment that gives happiness and repose subject matter for impeachment.
to society; and there call be no confidence Eerbap~ other causes, he being incapable of fulwhere there is not integrity, where there is not tilling the duties for which he 'was selected, or
independence, where there IS not ample intelli- failing to discharge the trust. there must be some
gence to apply those powers wisely, discreetly, power somewhere to remove the officer, and supjustly, efuefcritly, without favor and without af- ply his place. And hence the provision, that
for causes less than impeachment,
the officer
fection to the lowest man, and to bring the highmight be removed upon the address of twoest to that equal tribunal of right, which it is
thirds. The constitution of the United States
the privilege of a free people to secure to all the
and that by twocitizens.
In restonng the appointment of these provides for impeachment,
officers to the people, 1 do not desire to lessen thirds; and the senate shall be the body to try,
and two-thirds of the representatives shall prethe chances in Ole remotest or smallest degree, of
the selection of the description
of men to fill fer the charges against these officers. And of
those offices that I have alluded to. I want the tlli1ty states which constitute this union,
them to possess that independence that flows twenty-seven of them have adopted that principle. Some twenty of them have the provision
from intelligence and integrity; that independence that is characteristic of our people, and to requiring _two-thirds to remove on address.-
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Massachusetts, New Hampshire, and one other
state do not fix what number shalt constitute that concurring verdict in case of impeachment; and some of thcrn have failed to put in
their constitutions the provisions for removal.
Now, these provisions, by all these etetee.ceqniring, 'With so great unanimity as they do, a
concurrence of two-thirds for impeachment,
and
two-thirds for address, are causes for reflection
and consideration-just
for what they are worth
before this body. There arc but few states of
this union that have restored to the people the
ri~ht to select their judges; and if we were to
take the example of the majority, and make it
conclusive on us, why, we would decide against
this restoration.
And, perhaps, if you were to
take the whole of the nations of the earth, you
would decide against the capacity of the people
for self-government.
Take the whole acts of all
the people upon the earth, and you would decide against their competency to govern them.
selves. Still, the concurring acts of so many of
the state governments, requiring the verdict of
two-thirds in impeachment in a criminal offence,
and two-thirds in an address to remove, is evidence furnished by the acts of a free people, of
the extreme caution with which they have given
the power to one department of the government
to invade that of another.
And we may look
into human nature and draw our own conclusions in relation to the cause.
Now, I am opposed to the first amendment
proposed by the gentleman from N olson, to
strike out the words "for cause less than impeachment," which would have the effect of allowing them to remove for all and any cause.AnJ I am also opposed to striking out the words
"two-thirds," which would give the power to a
majority of a quorum, or a maj·ority of all elected. These officers are to be se ected by the ~eople, and we are to calculate that for these high,
sacred trusts, that entwine themselves 'with the
interests of all society, men of character, men
of intelligence, men of capacity and learning
for the particular description
of business they
are selected to perform, will be chosen.
.My reading of the history of democracy in
Amp-rica,and the lessons which it gives us, persuade me that the intelligence of the people will
induce them to select for all their offices, men
capable from their age, their experience, and
their talents, their lmowledge, their information,
and their integrity, for the particular office in
question. Take the galaxy of distinguished individuals who have filled the presidency of the
United States, elected by the people themselves,
and a better example of the intdli$ence and ca.
pacity of the people to select for that high and
distinguished office, cannot be produced in the
annals of the world. And it is one to which we
lllay appeal in relation to these officers, that in
proportion to the importance of the office, and it.~
application to the great interest-s of society, will
the people bc interested in filling it with talented and competent men; alld they will bring
their intelligence to operate 111:re,in proportion
to the interests at stake. In all the State constitutions, the prioeipleis recognised that the ,,'isest
provision in relation to the organization of gov~rnment, is that its powers be confided to three
descriptions of officers; those which are exectl.-

tive, those which are judicial, and those which
are legislative. 'I'hat principle is w:co~nised in
them all. 'The principle is also recognised, that
they should be separate and distinct, and that
110 one of these departments of government should
be placed under the control of anot her. They
all flow from the' people. 'I'hey are all the agents
of the people to whom the different trusts are
confided; und no one of these departments should
have the power of reducing, coutrolliug, directing, or influencing another.
']'heir duties are
dear, separate, and distinct.
Their responsibility should be to the authority which created
them. What docs the ?"entleman propose to do
by this amendment? '10 strike out! And the effect of it is, to strike out impeachment fur crime
against these offtccre; and in the conviction of
them for these crimes, which is to remove them
from office, the tribunal that is to try them is not
to be SWOrD. In all impeaching tribunals, an
oath is taken of the sacred character that is aJministered to a jury 'when it tries a mati for his
life or his liberty; or even in a case between individuals, that relates to the property of the one
or the other. But in this instance, the sanctity
of that oath is proposed to be dispensed with.
lIIr.HARDIN.
The gentleman does not understand me, or I do not understand myself. If
the gentleman will permit me, I will explain.
It
is not to strike out the article for impeachment,
but to provide for removal by address.
The PRESIDENT.
I understood the gentleman exactly. If they are not to proceed by impeachment, if they may c100"e between the two
modes of proceeding, if they may drop the impeachment unci take address, my argument is applicable.
If I desire to attain a particular
object, and if there arc difficulties in one mode of
accomplishing it, I will take that course which
will bring me more directly and more surely to
the accomplishment of my end. And if 1 desired to remove a judge, and the sanction of an
oath stands in the way of such removal in OBe
method, I should certainly avail myself of the
privilege and remove the case to a tribunal where
no oath is necessary. 'where I should not have
to ride over the consciences of men to accomplish
the end. I understood the g-entleman right, for
the effect, of his proposition IS to do away with
the impeachment ulldlJlace it within the power
of the two branches 0 the legislature to remove,
and stain by that act, the cbarncter of these high
functionaries that the people have called to their
tribunals to administer the justic~ of the country.
Therefore, I am opposed to It.
The legislature are to spread upon the records,
the causes of the removal.
1'h8Y are to judge
of the evidence 'which is to satisfy their minds.
Indeed, it is not apparent that there is to be any
evidence.
They make the indictment for themeel vee: they spread it on their records, and they
are to judge of the evidence.
'l'hey may judge
of the evidence f!'Ompublic rumor, or they may
not. 'They may give notice, they may call eYIdence; but in the address there is no obligatioll
to do flO, and then tll€Se high functionaries,
created by the people, indicted by oue bra~ch of
the Icgislatl1l'e, tried by that branch, wlt·h or
without evidence, are at their ,vill and pleasure.
removed from office, and sent back to the people
that elected them. That is the effect of it.
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The people may return them again, and the passion or by prejudice, or unawares, and withpower of thie legislature is to be like that of out due reflection, they shall not pass those
the British Parliament, 'which repeatedly sent boundaries that we in the Dame of the people,
back Mr. Wilkes to his constituents, declaring Illay prescribe for them. And tell these judges,
that he was not fit to be the representative of whom ...ve select 1,0 decide upon all the great inthe people that had chosen him. And this is to terests that a free people can have in a governbe accomplished when you strike out the two ment like this, and who are the coercive powers
that give life, action, and being to the governthirds, by a bare majority!
ment itself. That they shall only be responsiWhy, ill Athens, we rend that they banished ble to the people, that they are subject to nothing
Aristides from the commonwealth for no other else, so that no passion, or prejudice, shall turn
reason, and for no other cause, than that they the judiciary aside from the great ends for
were weary of hearing him called "the just." which we established it. Is there a gentleman
Take deliberative assemblies from the earliest on this floor who, were it proposed that a man
period from which you can trace their history, should be indicted for a crime, would contend
and you will find there are times when passion, that the tribunal should Hot be sworn, should
when prejudice, when party rule is triumphant,
hear no evidence, should decide without the oband justice is lost and never heard of in their l~gation of an oath, consign to infamy, or concourts. I will not refer to the bloody scenes of sign to banishment any citizen of this land,
the French revolution.
It were enough to look would not start back from it? I would fain perat the blood of patriots sacrificed by a British suade myself that the gentleman from Nelson
parliament, at the frown, or at the instigation of has not fully regarded the consequences of this
the king. They were the representatives of a thing. I know that he is an able lawyer; I
free people-s-they boast the freest in the world. know that he is far more familiar with statesAnd yet these representatives of the people, by manship than I am. I have great confidence
their proceedings exhibited their readiness to that his heart is in this movement, and that he
shed the blood of patriots.
desires to restore these offices to the people.
We bring the actions of men to the tribunal of And verily, I believe in my conscience that to
public opinion, and whilst.that tribunal iesouud, him more than any other man is attributed the
there is no fear. But will it always be sound? great unanimity with which we now meet in faIs there no suspicion in the breast of the ratriot, vor of the restoration of these offices to the peothat even here, in this enlightened age, m this ple-c-for he early and boldly and decidedly
land where we boast of our independence, and placed himself on that ground and has not waour liberty, that passion. prejudice, and party vered.
feeling, will trample on the rights of individuals
I should be sorry, as he intimates, to part
and upon the public just.ice of the country? And with him here. A great principle is involved in
are we sure that the time may not come when this question-a
great principle of responsibilithis very intelli~cnce, this very freedom, lllay ty. Responsibility
to whom? To the people?
grow into licentiousness, and that the intelli- 'I'hc term of office is the great responsibility to
gence of the country may be united to lead the which I look. 'I'he reward the people are to be)assioIlSand feelings of those who are not so en- stow after he has served his term, when he and
ightened, astray 011 many subjects? Now there his friends may be greeted with the proud certifiis a great example to-which I will refer, for no cate that a re-election will give him, for the able
further purpose than for illustration.
It is suffi- and effi?ient manner in which he has discharged
cient cause in the minds of intelligent statesmen, the duties of his trust, will give to the officer a
to turn a man out of office because he is not one s~iml\llls to increase his intelligence, to guard
of the same party. It is not confined to one par- hIS integrity and his impartiality
in the distrity, or to another, and in the progress of this gov- bution of the public justice of the country. It
ernment it will not be confined to ODeor the oth- is to that reward he should look.
er; for so sure as one party prevails over anethIt is to the approbation of a free, intelligent,
er, and that has act-ed on that principle and been
sanctioned by the intelligence of the people, or and patriotic people that the patriot looks as
the
brightest reward for the services and danby their passions or prejudices, and upheld 011
party grounds and party distinctions, so surely gers he has encountered in the service of the peoand so certainly, when they come into power, ple, sure that that approbation, following an upthey will turn out and replace those they find in right, virtuous, correct, and impartial conduct is
better calculated than any other, to make him
office with their own ptu-tizans.
I want to hold out
I hope that in framing this constitution of live in the pages of history.
Kentucky, in giving these offices to the peol?le, to these judges that approbation, that encourthat we will constitute no tribunal, who actmg agement, that security, and bind them by the
on that principle, on vague rumors, or false re- hopes of that reward to a faithful and true disI do not wish these
ports, will let the vengeance of the majority in charge of their duties.
this state fall on the Innocent, and turn out for judges to be looking before their offices have exalledged incapacity the officers whom the peo:plc pired, as a celebrated statesman looked, when he
have selected. I tell you we should never give asked where he was to go when h is term was
the po\ver to permit it to De done. I hold we out. For these reasons 1 am opposed to striking
I am disposed to leave in
have all the power in our hands for the purpose out these provisions.
of making this constitution.
Weare the people; this constitution the power of Impeachment, to
we represent them. Thev have given us all get clear of those who have been guilty of crimes
the power. For what? To lay the foundations and high misdemeanors, and remove them from
And, r expect that in this constiof this government in wisdom and in justice, the judiciary.
to restrain the legislative department, so that by tution a provision will be inserted, that when
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reform in Kentucky
the great inquest of the state of Kentucky, eou- friends of constitutional
stituted of the representatives of the people, should part. I trust that he who struck the

shall find an impeachment, that provision will hardest and strongest blow against the central
be made for the appointment
of an officer to dis- power, and in favor of distributing and giving it
charge the duties during and after the trial.
I to the people, will reconsider and go with us.
I go with every gentleman who can obtain t~e
expect we shall put a provision of that kind in
the constitution, so that the tribunals of justice, snnccion of my judgment in relation to hia
I go for compromise, when comproafter such inquest, shall not be filled with men measures.
mise is essential to gain a portion; but the man
suspected of crime and of great misdemeanors
against the laws of the land. I expect-when ac- who secures Illy vote forhis proposition must
'I'his
cidents happen which render ajudge incapable first obtain the sanction of my Judgment.
to, or improper that he should, dischar~e Jus du- the gentleman's proposition has failed to do.
ty, that by address he ruay be removed and anMr. STEVENSON.
There is not a member
other put ill his place. I am willing to trust this upon this floor who would be less pleased to hear
qualified power to the legislature.
It is not the the sound of his own voice reverberating in these
power of appointment, nor the power of remov- halls than myself, but I consider that no more
al, except in a. qualified mode. And, whenever important question will be presented to the cona mall is guilty of crime, and is convicted, he sideration of this convention than the principle
ought to be removed; and we direct the legisla- involved in the proposition of the gentleman
ture in the place of a. grand jury, as a grand in- from Nelson.
Eq ually important ones may be
quest of the state, to find the grounds of im- presented and are ])erhaps ill embryo for the conpeachment. We trust to our senators, men sideration of this louse, but none more imporwhom we elect for their age, and whom the peo- tant, none mom vital for the preservation, in my
ple choose for their intelligence, their probity, humble judgment, of civil liberty itself. 1 theretalents, and character, to be the triers.
And, ill fore throw myself upon the indulgence of this
these cases of removal, I expect that the re.i?re- house, to express the grounds upon which my
sentatives, and the senate, and the executive, vote will stand recorded npon the journals of
combined, will remove.
this convention.
I yield to no mall in the advoNo man on this floor feels more firmly decided, caey of the calling of a convention in this state,
or desires more anxiously than I do, to give the and while I cheerfully acquiesce ill the distinappointment of all these officers to the people. guished ability of the gentleman from N elsou, and
There is no man sees more strongly the neces- :yield to him with pleasure the position of leader
sity, the importance, the propriety of the inde- ]I] that contest-c-I yield to no man here in the adpendence of these judges from the power of the vocacy of what I believe to be the true democraexecutive, and from the power of the legislative
cy of the country-that
democracy which recogdepartment than I do; yet, if these officers should niees equality of rights, equality of liberty, and
be guilty of crime or misdemeanor, elected as security of property.
And while I say this, r
they may be-for no man can tell when crimeshall
have, at least, brought my own mind to the conbe brought to his own door-by
the frai ltv and clusion that the adoption of the proposition of
temptations of life-they
shall have a tribunal the gentleman would be striking at, if not the
fair, honorable, and such as is worthy of a free corner stone, one of the great principles upon
people to try them. They shall not be removed which democratic government rests. No man
unless it is manifest and clear to two thirds of entertains a more exalted respect or a greater
both branches of the legislature and the execu- friendship for the mover of this proposition than
tive that thev ought to be removed. And I think myself; and though I am compelled to dissent
there is no danger in making this requisition,
from him, and to enter my protest against his
and that we should be traveling in the l?ath that proposition, 1 know and I believe that he has
has been traveled by other states of this union. been lead in an error by a too zealous and exagI think the proposition of the gentleman will gerated love for the rights of the people.
The history of all governments, from the founhave the effect, in high party times, when great
clamor is raised against an individual, to sacri- dation of the world to the present time, has
fice the office to 'party, prejudice, and clamor, in- shown that the people themselves, to secure a
stead of his fall LUgunder the justice of his ~0~1I1- good government, have deemed it necessary to
try; and for this reason I am opposed to striking put certain limitations upon their own power.
The history of Athens has been quoted III this
out both provisions.
The gentleman says, there is a place where two discussion; and why was it that the people of
parties ill this convention ar~ to. seperute, ~nd Athens did not meet, in mass to enact their own
laws and take into their own hands the governintimates very strongly that If this proposttton
is not sustained, many of us will part. I came ment? Why has the axiom been handed down to
here to make a constitution.
I never expected us, that if every Athenian was a Socrates, yet then
to get it exactly my way. I calculated to yield every Athenian assemblage would be a mob? It
to the better [cdgmeut, to the sounder experi- was 'because they could not trust themselves to
ence of others; ;nd if, upon the whole, when the excitements which weak lmruanity is heir
the constitution is made, I believe we have made to: and they were afraid to trust themselves to
th~ charmed tongue of some wild demago~uea step in advance for the benefit and prosperity,
and happiness, and for the advancement of the some ambitious marplot, who, eommencmg a
public Justice of the country in all time to come, demagog-lie, never fails to end a tynmt.
'I'he very foundation of government rests upon
I intend to give it my signature and my snpport. And I trust that the gentlemuu fr~iU ~ 01- the restriction upon p0.i?ular rights, and the p~o·
son, if he should chance to be 1Il a minority, pIe wisely have determined to take the authority
will consider that this is not the place where the of the masses and to confer it upon certain agents,
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this great work lllay briug upon those who sent
under certain w-itten restricuons
and boundaric .s by which it is to be marked, and beyond us here misfortune, ruin, and destruction, I say
which these agents have no right to go.
One that I do feci, feel sensibly, the sense of the res~Teat error of the gentleman consists in suppos- ponsibility under which I act.
Is it not true that, if 11majority of the legislaIng that the legislature constitutes the people.
During the canvass last.summer, and UpOIl every ture Lave a l'jght to remove a judge, we lesstump in my county, when the subject of the son the inde/)endencc of one department to the
open clause was discussed, I undertook to battle other'/ Auc do we not, if we adopt the gentlethis ground with my opponent, and one of the man's proposition, bring down the judiciary to
The
grounds. the impregnable ground upon which I the very feet oftbe legislative department?
stood, was that the legislature was not the peo- legislature, coming from different counties fresh
ple. Is it necessary for me to take up the time of from the people, to the discharge of their duties
this convention to undertake to I?rove a maxim here, have an influence over the people that
which seems to me almost axiomutio?
'Why neither of the other two departments from their
osition and their duties can ever attain.
They
when I was a boy, the first great leading state
paper whieh I saw in my own native state, was Eive among them, they are with them, and they
a celebrated report issued in 1812, setting forth come here only for a short period to discharge
thnt the doctrine of instruction was the cardinal then-duty.
'rho governor is at the seat of govdoctrine of the dcmocretdc party,
Tl1C object of ernmcut, where he is naturullv withdrawn from
The judges, from their close applithat paper was to elucidate and to explain the the people.
responsibility of those agents of the people to cation to business, and their residence here, are
the source from whence their po·wer was derived. also withdrawn from the people, and they have
Rut now it seems that great cardinal doctrine none of that affection of the people brought
is to be overthrown and to be subverted, and we about by the daily and common intercourse of
arc told that the lcgislaturo can clo uo wrongmall with man.
that a bare majority of a legislature shall have
In the legislature there invariably springs up
the right to violate a still more fundamental
an unnatural jealousy towards both the execuprinciple
of the government-c-that
the three tive and the judiciary, and prepossessed with
great departments of this government
shall be those feelings, some new question arises; the
kept, as far as can be, into distinct and separate democrats are in a-majority and they want to get
departments.
Give the gentleman his Eropo"i- rid of a judge in the north 01' the south of the
tio», and allow a majorit,y of the leo-is uture-c- state. 'I'hcy commence by throwing out all sorts
whether actuated by political excitem~lIt, wheth- of insinuations against his capacity, his personer carried ~way by some momentary pbrenay, or al integrity, or against, if you please, his politiwhether, like myself, ehnnned by the eloquent cal opinions.
A flame of discord is excited
tones and able arguments of the gentleman who here, and soon is found some eloquent, daring
stood there yesterday, advocating this very doc- defender of the people's rights, who intoxitrine, and throwing around ita soft silvery tinsel, cates the house by his eloquence and his lo~·
to be carried away b1" such arts as those-and
ic, into a belief that really the safety of this
do :you not bring Sllpp iunt at their feet, the jn- government, the safety of the party, the iutegridiCiary of this land-!
The gentleman cited, in tyof our judicial system itself requires that tbe
SUpp0l't of his position, the cas~ of a magistrate head of that judge should be off. \Ve can ju.stifrom the connty of Carter, I beheve, I hacl the fy oUl'sel\'es before the people--we can go to
honor of occupying at that time this seat in thn them and influence them; they know us as vigill'$islutun:,
al1d Lite houso of representatives
lant defenders of their rights-they
do 110tknow
wlth a unanimity, perhaps scarcelyovor witness- these judges, these aristocrats at the st'at of goved on any other question, consicTered him 1II1- eminent who have never met with the people,
worthy to hold public office ill Kentucky;
but and who never know them if they do. They
the case went to the other branch, and tlwre per- will say this, and they say further: this is the
sonal prejudice 01' political feeling so blinded a judge W]lO decided the case by which you lost
number of the S81)11tor8as to l'emier our action your land-or,
t.his is the man who met yOll in
nugatory.
Does the gentleman know how often l.<'rankfort alld did not know.you.
This popuhe has quoted the axiom, "that it was better that lar arpea} is malIc to the people, and they might
99 guilty men should escape than one innocent 01'l111ghtnot sanction it, And what have you
man suffer"-and
has he considered that the done even if they do not sanction it? You have
same motives which kept thorn from doing' jus· placed on the records of yom laud, that will live
tice then, might on <lI1otheroceasioll urge them forover, this man as disgraced and dishonored-a
to destroy the vcry pillar~ upon which our gov- plague spot on his fail' f~m1e as !.J. heritage to his
€l'llment rest:;?
children, through generations to come. And
I am guilty of no affected diffidence wlHm I tell thonsand reprobations of the people wonld
say that I have nov",r before felt the responsibili- 110talter or dimillish the dishonor of that aet.
ty t feel now,
One of the youngest member8 And suppose the people did sustain him, the
upon this floor, I find myself engaged-not
in transaction wonld be very far from being right.
tbe passage of laws, not in that action which we I think, talking
abont democracy-and
my
\:an do to-day and undo to-morrow-but
in that friend made ,many zealous appeals to democraimportant and sacred work under which we at cy-that
a few years ago I heard somewhere
least, and our children aft ..\, us are to live, It that there was a sober second thought of the
has been said, aod said tl'Uly, that" the ill that peopl". What was meant by that sober second
men do, lives after them, butthe ~ood is too ofton thought, but that the peofle themselves, wheninterred with their bones."
And when I come to ever they would act 'wise y, would reflect and
consider that one false step in the building up of act coolly. Not under impassioned appeals or
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excitement, but coolly they should hear, and still objection to it, because then the judge appeals
to the people, and we have on the hustings of
more coolly tbey should determine.
But there is another great objection to this every county, the accuser on the one side, and
the judges on the other. The people perhaps
doctrine. I have heard another maxim-that
sustain the judge, and do you think that judge
all governments should be permanent-that
we Sh0111d not change for light and transient would be competent to sit in those counties,
causes that government under which we live. and decide between these accusers and their
Admit that it is gratifying to see high
But supposing, as the honorable gentleman says, rights.
the Iegislacure should carry out the will of the judicial inte~rity, the spotless ermine of our
people and should appeal to them-what
sort of country drab bled, soiled, eud trodden under
equilibrium could exist in any government when foot, in the country, and then the ,Popular voice
the legislature can appeal to the people on a raising it up again, what Kentuckian is there in
constitutional question. What sort of equili- the land who would notfeel dishonored and humbrium and pet-mauency in any government can bled in the dust thereby? What man, after havthere be, when on the very fundamental princi- ing passed through 11 conflict of bitter passion,
ples of the constitution you can give to one de- in which his honor, and re~utation, and the interpartment of government the right to appeal to est of his family had been insulted, and had sufthe people, and allow them, from day to day, or fered under the slanderous tongue of some amyear to year, to change, undermine, or destroy it? bitious demas-ague. could trust himself to aaIt is at war with the permanency of. any govern- ceud the judicial tribunal and decide between
ment and tends directly and immediately to de- the rights of these men? I felt almost charmed
to the spot by the eloquent remarks of my diestroy it.
why has it been in all governments, tllat cer- tinguished friend yesterday, but that very eloquence shows me the danger of the doctrine it
tain guards were thrown around each of its various departments'?
Was it 110t to protect it supports, and was to me a convincing arcument
from the assaults that might be made upon it? against subjecting judicial reputation an~ integWas it not to give it that independence and that rity to the assaults of those artful demagogues
who, with eloquence to support them, might
security against the assuul ts which the other
departments, either by a combination or singly, choose to assail it.
Nay, sir, charmed as I was, I heard the speech
should make upon it~ I have always so understood and always so regarded it. And when a more in sorrow than in auger-c-witb a sort of
pleasant
melancholy mourmnz
to think that
gentleman tells me that the people themselves
are not subject to these passions-that
the legis- the gentleman should be willing so far to go on
lature can do no wrong-c-I point him to all past ill the course which, without the slightest dishistory as a perfect and complete refutation and respect to the gentleman, I regard as the very
'I'he sentiments deconderuuation of this doctrine.
Look at France perfection of radicalism.
and yon see her daily expiring from the very livered by him, it must be remembered, will have
excess of liberty.
Look at our own govern- their effect. I have seen how far party has carment, and you will sec, not only in ourown con- ried this excitement in Kentucky, during the
stitctlon, but in the constitution of every state past summer, and a still more striking example
in the Union, certain restrictions, placed arouud of how high excitement upon local questionseach and every of its departments.
And the can rise. Yon know, sir, and every member
surrender of power by the people themselves, within the sound of my voice will recollect how
in the constitution or organization of a govern- Kentucky heaved and tossed like an agitated
ment is itself a restriction llPOll them to a cer- ocean whilst the slavery discussion was going
tain extent. I cannot for myself see upon what OIl. In. the height of that excitemnct, in several
ground or iLLwhat way the ~elltlemau can hope of the counties, the great doctrine seemed to
to carry through his proposition.
It strikes me have been forgotten that "error ceases to be danas perfectly destroying the very independence of gerous when reason is left free to combat it."
you
the judiciary.
It strlkeeme as bringillgdown the when yon touch a man's property-when
ermine of judicial integrity into the conflicts of touch the doctrine which invades, as he suppothe buetings-c-destroying first its In.Iependence, ses, either his liberty or the sanctity of his fireand then covering its purity with the dirt of side you almost dethrone his reason. The people
personal detraction or political malice. It can- themselves can be led on, where questions, exnot be supposed if the gentleman's
proposi- citable in themselves, are agitated by the wily
tion prevails, and any succeeding legislature tongue of the ambitious, though they lead us to
Suppose, if you
that may convene here, undertakes to remove extremes on every snbject.
two or three of these judges, that they will not please, that you have a pro-slavery legislature,
Beck to defend themselves a~ainst these attacks, and I trust in God no other will ever ait within
and that they will not go Defore the people to these walls, and s~)Iuegf'ntleman holding the pojustify their conduct? In the destruction of tile sition of a judge, in the exercise of his reason
and under the sanction of his oath, chooses to
reputation and character of a judge, we.willsuppuse the case that the people thernsel \'es do not· give an honest expression of his opinion, and
sustain their representatives, and that the judge we will suppose that expression of opinion is
thus assailed is re-elected some years afterwards wholly and entirely opposed t.o the legislature.
to make some slight atonewent for this incug-- Sir, you can imagine from even t.he glirrunerings
nity. Or if, as I understand the proposition lS of the scenes of last winter what 3, fire-brand
likely to beamcnded, the matter is to be submit- such an expression of opinion must throw iuto
What security then will thtlre
ted at once to the people, and the act of ostrn.· the legislature.
cism by the legislature is not to go into effect be for the independent exercise of the functions
Ho\\'" perfectly fragile and
until. approved by the people, &till I must make of the judk;iary?
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crumbling must be the organization
of nny of know me too well to expect it of me. No sir, I
the departments of this government
when It is believe that one of the ~reatest errors of this enlightened age is, a rli..position
(Ill the part of
to depend on the mere temporary comprehension
of the legislature itself
Why, sir, you have no gentlemen not to tmat enough to the good sense
to profit by their own wisright to suppose that this legislature will bring of the people-not
from their constituents an expression of opinion dom and experience and to do what that wisdom
It is better that
in regard to their action in the investigation into and experience s hall dictate.
the conduct of an ofttcer against whom cha.rg'e,,, gentlemen should rely upon their own ability to
ma,'f be preferred.
Cases must spriug up, which justify their conduct, instead of pandering to
I mean this for no gentleman
will require legislative interposition, long after popular opinion.
on this floor. I recognize the ability of the disthe time' when the members of the Legislnturc
tinguished
gentleman
who offered this amendshall have been elected.
Yet you will undertake to give to these men, uninformed
as they ment. I concede to him entire honesty of purmust be as to t.he wishes and opinions of their pose, though I frankly say that I do think him
I 1Ia\'0 detained the
constituents Oil this subject, the right to remove wholly and entirely wrong.
any judge and to destroy his reputation-to
strip committee longer than I intended, and I can only
him of his office, and when the people themselves return my thanks for their attention.
ask the reason, you can only say to them, "we
Mr. NUTTALL.
It is not sir that! expect on
did what we supposed to be right."
Yet they the present occasion to throw such light on the
may have been deceived.
I mention these ex- subject as will iuflucnce the committee to render
amples merely to show, in the first place, that I their verdict ill favor of the proposition of the
do not look to the legislature for correct action gentleman from Nelson, (Mr.Hardin.)
To judge
in such cases. All history attests that the legis- from present appearances, at least, the supporters
latures of all the states, have at times run counter of the amendment which he has proposed will
to IJOjJular senthueut,
Why, sir, how many in all probability be "few and far between." I
times HI.veron witnessed on this floor less than am never myself startled by such considerations.
one third 0 the members who are returned here, I have but OHe rule of actrou-c-oue principle for
and Ibelievc one instance is on record in Virginia, the government of my conduct, and that is to
,....here, perhaps, two thirds were, after having form my opinions myself in all cases and ill
given a particular vote, defeated before the peo- all times, and to advocate them on all occasple. It seerus to me that the principle embraced ions to the best of my ability.
I was ex1Il the proposition
strikes at the very root of this tremely gratified to hear the honorable Presgovernment-it
strikes at it,; stability-it
dis- ident of the convention, for whose talents I
turbs its equilibrium-it
is really bringing both have a high regard, after having last evening
the judiciary and the executive at the footstool exhibited a degree of temper which almost inof the legislature.
It is constituting them the duced me to think that he had fallen out with
great sovereign power of the land, and I under- all mankind-l
was gratified I say. when he
stand the gentleman to say, that he not only resumed the stand this morning, to find that he
does not confine the principle to the judges, bnt was restored to his customary good humor, and
that he carried it from the governor down to a that he was disposed to discuss thia question
constable.
with that clearness a.nd ability for which he is
Now, sir, gentlemen have deI have given, very imperfectly, the reasons in so distinguished.
addition to those delivered with so much ability, fended their positions with regard to this quesreform-they
have indicaboth by the distinguished President of this cun- tion of constitutional
ventiou, and by my honorable friend from Nelson ted the attitude which they aSSUllW towards this
Although there arc older men
(Mr. C. A. Wickliffe,) why J am opposed to this great question.
proposition.
I shall never, sir, were I to live to all this floor than myself, I can date back my
the age of Methuselah, place my hand upon advocacy of tile measure to the year Ib23. Save
my heart and give a vote, upon t1lCcorrectness the gentleman from Madison and the gentleman
of which 1 could not stand at all times. I came from Nelson, I suppose I am the oldest advo~ate
here sir, to form what I hope will be a con- of a convention IIpon this floor-not that I tlllnk
servative constitution.
I came here to stand the gentleman from Madison would ever have
up for those principle!> of gOVlOTUllIentwhich taken the sense of the peoplewhether they would
have been instilled IOta my mind from the ear- amend the constitution or not. And I would
lie::;t moment of my l'~ollootion ; and if I fall, I like to know, sir, ·what new lights have dawned
ask no llrouder epitaph, than that I fell at the upon his mind, and how lon!5 it is since he befoot of what is believed the fundamental prinei- came the advocate of cOllstitutlOnall'eform.
And
pIe of a ci\'il and l'eligiousgovernment.
I shall 1 think there are mllny others on this floor who
never seek to gain offiec by pandering to the have become new COll\'erts. I can trace their incrcase from that da.y to this, in every election in
prejudices of the populaee-..:all them peopleor call them what yon please.
I am a. believer which I with f..;c-blepowers advocated the
in popnlar government, and I believt: in the good priety of calling a convention;
nay, si~, g.o
sense of those who sent me here, to give me at furtlH:r; I can say what 110 other .man III thiS
least an opportnnity to defend myself upon ev- house can say, that when the questIon was subery vote I give herc; and when I go before thcm, mitted to the people ::l. year ago whether they
should I be called on to give an account of my would revise theconstitutlOn or not, and my own
stewardship, I shall very readily be able to satisfy father was a candidatc in opposition, I went to
them thatI pursued the dictates of my conscience the polls like a freeman and voted against him.
and my honestJ·lldgement.
I know them too I thlllk, sir, whatever may be the judgment of
weU to believe 1at they will ask me to sac)'ifice this house in regard to myself and the position
my honest convictions, and I hope that they which Ioccup:v, I can show tn my countrymen
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that I have at least been consistent through lift'! try a judge and turn him out by a bare majority,
upon this qnest.iou.
and then have an issue between the judge on
I think that gentlemen have misunderstood or one side and his accusers on the other. But do
misinterpreted, at least, the effect of the amend not gentlemen see that they will place the govment proposed by the gentleman from Nelson. ernrnent in more dauger-c-that they will throw
I understand sir, that the partition of the Pvw- the vessel of state upon a more dark aud temcrs of the gov(lrnment provided by the article pestuous ocean of confusion, by allowing the
reported by the chairman of the committee, is people to elect the judges than by allowing them
pretty much in the J3.Il!$"uagein which the old con- to be removed by 11 bare majority?
I hope I may
atitutio» of Kentucky IS couched
Am I wrong? never see the clay, when a Judge, being removed
Mr. C. A. WICKLIFFE.
rr the gentleman from office, will mount the stump; when, a great
will allow rue, I will answer the question.
The constitutional question having been decided by
committee have made in their report no perti- him, or a great and important question intion of the powers of government.
They have volving hundreds of thousands of dollars, he
looked forward with hope and confidence that will be compelled to canvass before the people
the partition of those powers already to be the question involved in his decision.
But who
found ill the existing constitution, and which will be to blame in this? Sir, I am for the iudelies at the fouudation of every free government
pendenee of the judiciary.
My position was
would be retained or re-adopted in the conetitubefore my. constituents, until theJJopnlar clamor,
tion which we may form. If the gentleman
which gentlemen 1>0 much drea ed, had swept
means the three departments of the government,
over this commonwealth, and had swept off evethe legislative, the executive, and the judicial,
ry man who was disposed to stand up for the in.
with the duties belonging to each committed to dependence of the judiciary of his country.a separate body of magistrates, acting inde- We all had to give way; we all had to recede
pendently in their own spheres, we considered from our position.
I intend to vote for an electhat no alteration would be made in that respect, tive judiciary,
But sir, while I do that it i:-;in
and have made no such partition because we obedience 1.0 the commands of those who sent
thought it ullnecessary,
me here. I have always had my misgivings
Mr. KUTT ALL. Well then, I take it, if that with regard to an elective judiciary, and I am
willing
that it should be entered upon the reis to stand as it ought to stand. that this 150VCrJlmeut is d ivided into three separate, distinct de- cords of this house, upon the journal of our propartments, the legislative, the judicial, and the ceedings, and that it shall stand for all time to
conic, tv show whether I rightfully prejudged
executive, and t,hat neither of these departments
is to exercise the po"vers properly belonging to the case or not.
There never is any danger, there never can be
the others. That IS the true ground.
'I'hat is
the doctrine for which I mean to contend, and any danger where the judges have a revisory
now sir I would like to know how it is, and up- tribunal to correct their errors and rectify their
We have no difficulty on
on what principle, if you make the judges re- erroneous judgments.
movable by the address of a b\"e majority, this point. But to some extent, and to a vcry
great
extent,
the
judges
must be vested with enthat it conflicts with any provision in the order
of I;r0vmnment. Does it interfere with the ju- Iurged discretionary powers, and then, sir, when
diCIal department of this go\'ernment merely to those poor men of whom the gentleman from
give the power to the legislature, by a fair ad- Kenton spoke, on one side, and the rieh and
dress, to remove a judge from ofti<.:ein conse- powerful on the other, come np before the local
quence either of misfea.'>nnce, malfeasance, or Judge who has the right to exercise this discre)lonfeasance in office. I sav silo, it will not and tionary power, to which side will the decision
incline.
cannot be r.onstrued by a reasonable interpretation into a conflit;t with auy provision of the
Well then, sir, the proposition of the gentleconstitution which regulates th& powers of gov- lllan from Nelson, is th .. only proposition that
ernment.
I have listened with great pleasure can meet a contingency of this sort. The judge
and have been perfectly enraptured by the elo- is to be in office eight years, according to the
quence of the gentleman from Kenton.
He rc+ priJscnt plan of ~overnment, and if whilst in ofminded me Ycry much of the poet who!>€'tongue nee he abuses tIllS di8cretionary power; if he is
was strUllct with golden sinews, whose honied guilty of misfeasance, malfeasance, or nonfeaaccents could tame down tigcr", and cause the sance in office, then, sir, a bare majority of the
huge leviathan to leave the uufathomed deep to legislature has the right to address him out,
dance upon the sands. But my judgment has spreading upon the journal the cause for which
not belm tonvillcea.
tIley do so. And I know it was never contemWhitt is it that has dono this thing?
What plated by the gentleman from Nelson that these
portion of this convention?
I do not meau to Judges should be tried without w1tnesses. I
particularize_
Who, sir, are endangering thepil- think that ddegates in this convention have con·
lat-a of this temple of civil liberty, the right arm, jured up n great bugbear here as a make-weight.
the stay, the prop, the anchor of our safety? I I do not think that the gentleman from Nelson
will not say that it is those who have gone b~- ever did or could conceivl.l of such a preposterfore the peoplQ and attempted to destroy the in- ous proposition, as tlmt they should be tried
dependence of the judiciary, and drag thel11 without witnesses. Now I iutend to show my
down by popular clamor, by contending for the constituents that their wishes shall be carried
election of the jud<J'es by the people.
out. I intend to vote for the proposition of the
Now, sir, I may Tive to see the day, though I gentleman from Nelson, even if it gets no other
trust in God I 11ever shall, when the issue which vote than mine; and in cloing this I preserve the
gentlemen talk ~bol1t will bcmade; when you will great landmarks of republican liberty,. I shall
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stand by those landmarks, for I do not want in clown any great measure, they always refer us
after years to have some surveyor go hunting up to the manner in which the governments of
antiquity have ull run .tbe road to ruin. The
landmarks for me.
The doctrine I set out with is that which I free governments of Rome and Athens are pointmean to maintain, that the people have a right ed out, as an index, as a beacon light to show
to govern, and ought to govern ill this free COUll- us where the rocks and quicksands are situated.
try. That is where I stood, sir, twenty three Well. I have read some little myself in Dilyears ago; and if the people of the state will be worth's spelling book. but I do 110t think that I
consistent, and upon sober reflection just alter ever saw HI all my reading, any description of a
the tenure of office of the judges, and uphold in govemmcnt thnt comes up to my idea of a free
except our own.
And WIH'll a
their elections the removal by a bare majority, government,
they wi ll have a system which I doubt not will gentleman comes here, like the gentleman from
Kenton,
who
is
on
his
first
legs,
or
like my honwork better than the present.
J do not wish to be understood as being oppo- orable friend from LOUisville, when the lobbies
sed to an elective judiciary.
I only throw this are crowded with ladies, they like to talk about
out for the benefit of gentlemen who may not Greece und Rome, and make a display of their
I don't wish to make any display. I
have known my position heretofore; and I in- learning.
tend to occupy tlmt position so long us I have think even if my wife were to die and there
was ever so much attraction in the lobbies-any thing to do with public life.
It all goes back to this; every argument that I take that back.c-Mr. Ohairman; but u great
many men certainly do come here to extinguish
I have heard from able, learned, and talented
[Irrepressible
laughter throughout
gentlemen here, runs right back to the old doc- themselves.
trine of monarchists, that the people are not ca- the house, as well as much merriment in the
pable of self-government. You may gon~l'll your- galleries, was elicited by the quaintness of the
honorable delegate.]
But I never saw lmything
selves ~;ay they, but we will throw restrictions
around you, for yon rna)' be led away by dema- in this Greece and Rome business to alarm me.
gogues, and net form a correct judgment.
And T have no doubt there are some gentlem~n who
than I do; I
my.frieud from Kenton gave as an instance, that know more about tbosocouutriea
at some future day the democratic party might never was there, and never expect to go there;
have a majority! Great.God! that I should throw and never having reed 11101'6 thai] Dilworth's
out such an insinuation
in regard to tbc party spelling book, I Dever expect to know more of
to which I belong; that the great democratic them than I ehnll hear in oratorical displays in
I had thought, however, or perparty is so steeped. iu iniquity and immorality this house.
hUfs dreamed that free governments always
that they would be guilty of such scouudrclism:
that a period could arrive in this country, when, rei from the fact that a few men get intoJ)owcr,
for mere party purposes, a democratic majority whether by demagoguery or not, uud by egrees
of the legislature would turn out a. judge.
Great destroyed the foundutiona of the government, and
God Almighty! if I belonged to a party who stole away thc Iibcrties of the people. I may he
would act thus, I would turn my back upou them wrong. But, sir, it is a very favorite topic. If
in five minutes, and never unite with them again gentlemen want to break down measures which
a few men like mvself advocate, in order to
on the face of the earth.
Mr. S'I'EVEKSON.
I did not speak of the give strength to the" other side of the question,
out
demagougel'y---demagougism.
democratic party.
I said thut gentlemen who they cry
carne here professing
to be democrats, might Well, I have no idea that allY gcntlcman who
disregard the popular voice when they get here. lias used this expression has tried to give it point
'I'Iiere have been gentlemen who professed one towards ally member of this body.
tiling ou the stump, and pur~ued a different
I am dctermined, as far a'l my action is 0011course when they came here.
cemed to preserve the great land Illal'k, that a
majority
snall rule, and I do not fear that the
Mr. NU '1' 'I'ALL. Well I think that may be
applicable to the gentleman from Kenton, but I constituents of allY mau in this country, in this
know it is llOt to me. I go upon the principle, enlightened age, evcr can or will be influenced
that our constituents throughout the length and by demagogues, first to elect an improper llerbreadth of tllis great and patriotic staUl are en· son as judge, and then to elect a man to the
who i~incompetent to determine
ligbtened men.
I dare any gentleman to go legislature
hOme a:nd take the stump and say there are men whether the judge has committed an offence for
I de" say sir,
living at the seat of government who under· which he ought to be removeo.
the intelligence
of the
stand thcse matters better than you do; men who that it is underrating
people;
it
is
not
a
propel'
appr~ciation
of their
can form a eorrect judgment in relation to the
to say that any state of
affair>!.of government, whilst you who live in gt'neral intelligence
seclusIOu, who know nothing of the refinements things, in this ollr day, can arise, in which the
of city life, who ltave never heard the tones of a peoplc can be misled; because if they suffer
piano, or seen tables groaning under loads of themselves to be deceived it is they who lllust
s'weet-meats, are not capable of formin.... an suffer the ill conse-quences resulting therefrom.
opinion.
I do not pretend to much -r€'fin~ment But I do humbly cooceive from the fact that all
myself; I am one of the people, a demagoO'ue, if the important officers of the government arc to
you please, but sometim:es, when I meet ~efore be elected by the people, th"t they will be cauthe people men who hayc considerable preten. tious, that they will act with judgfil('nt, and
sion.. on the score 6f attainments, I do assure certainly not permit the111selves to elect to im·
Yf)U I make their hail' stand on end.
But sir, portant offiees, such persons as are incapable of
the government.
I think they
I have read an old adage w'hich I will gi\'c you administering
presently.
When a set of gentlcmen want to put will at all times rise superior to t110 chal'ge
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which gentlemen have seen fit, to throw out this eon vention, all

OUl' institutions
will be overturned, and the legislative department of our
against.them.
That is my doctrine.
I do Hot know how much I am influenced by government will, as has been Ireq uently stated
what may be laid up at home against a man, for by gentlemen on this floor, he the great fish
his acts in this convention; but in very few which is to swallow up ul l the other departwords, in conclusion, I will give you my opinion ments. I know that the argument made by the
us to what we ought to do. And first, 1: will say venerable gentleman from Nelson was well calthat if this amendment docs uot succeed, I am culated to lead us astray; it was well calculated
still with the convention party. I am going for to deceive the unwary; and at the first blush
the amendment ill good faith, and whether sue- might be supposed to carr,Y with it u power,
cessful or not in tbie, I am still going for other which in reality it dld uot posses. Ah! sir, it
mueudmeuts in the constitution: and if 'we can was like a bed of beautiful roses, inviting tu the
fix up a constitution that will suit a majority of eye, but it contained within it an asp, und if we
this house, mv signature shall be attached to it, lay our hand upon it the poison uf the ru;p will
whether I colncide in the amendments that are be felt.
lt is attempted to be maintained that the legmade or not. I intend to be consistent. Although my own notions may not meet the views islature arc the people thcmsel ves. J ask yOll to
of a majority here, yet if you secure the great look buck for it few years at the action of our
object for which we have aeembled by forrniug legislature, and then say if the people, regarding
the legislature as the people, arc capable of selfa constitution that will be acceptable to amajoriI say the poeltiou cannot be mainty, I am with you. When you secure an elec- government.
tive judiciary, and secure to the people the elec- tained, if we take the action uf the legislature
forthe action of the people themselves.
What
tion of all the other officers of the government,
you will have effected one of the great objects is the fac·t? One yeal' the legislature is here 0..<;which the peoJ;le had ill view in ordering this sembled, engaged ill enacting laws by which the
commonwealth is to be governed.
Thcy return
convention.
It only this shall be accomplished, I shall vote for the new constitution.
I do to their constituents; and, as remarked by the
not know how long my friend from Nelson and gentleman from Kenton, it frequently happens,
myself will continue to vote together.
I sup- that not one-third of those who were I'nzagt:d in
pose that if his amendment should be rejected, enacting those laws, are returned to the next
'I'heir constituents say to them, you
he will part from most of his old friends, by legislature.
putting himself in opposition to any coustitu- have not been good and faithful servants; we
must elect ihcse who will cal'ry out OUl'views.
uon that may be made.
One of the great disadvantages of a republican
1 believe 1 have said all that I designed to say,
[l,ndperhaps more tJlan I ollght to have snid. As government is, that we ha\'e to delegate our auWe nrehcl'e repre",enting the people of
the prea<Jher says ill winding up his sermon, if thority.
anything lIaS heen said that is uut of the way, Kentucky, bnt are "\ve the people"! No "ir, we
If we do
I hope tIle 11011se[I will not call upon the Lord, ure actinO' with delegated atl1nority.
for 1 am not good enough for that,] will have their wili, W<Jshall receive their approbation,
fl.udour work wilt be sustained by an ovenvllelmlOercy UPOD. me.
But is it IlOt
:M1'. :MACHEN. I do Hot rise, sir, with a view iug power in the COmmonwealth.
of detaining this hou!';e, or of attempting to en- a fact, that the people fJ'OJl1one elJd of this great
<Jommonwealth
to
the
other,
have
lookeu
aDuar~
lighten it, by presenting this subject in any
lIeVi'light.
I feel it due to myself, however, and stilt looking upon our action here with grcat
'l'hat is fJ'OIUthe fad that OUI' power
to those ·whom I represent, to give a reason for jealous)'?
the action wllieh I shall take. when we have the is Jelegated to llS; that they have entrnsted to tlw
prilTilege of attempting to dispose of the ques- action of a few men, the intC!reflts of this great
tion which has been under discussion.
I have comillonwcrrlth.
The gentlem::ln who W::IS last up presented this
secn sir, here.tofDre in this house, the s]lafts of
ridicule attempted to be hurled, \vhcrcthere 'Was to my mind in rath(>1'a stnrtling point of view.
noargumellt to sustain the position which the par- He says that his voille is fol' maintaining the sovty was endeavoring to advocate.
But sir, the ercigllty of the peoplc; that he has full confishafts of ridicule, I trust, will always fall harm- denoJe in their capncity for self-gol'el'Oment.thi:.,;? H<..'savs
less upon the ear of every speaker in this con- And how does he demonstrate
vention.
'Ve are here for high and important he believes that the pow,"r to el~ct the judicia~':r
pl1rpose~; and I conceive that the action Df this ought not to be entrusted to tht!r llunds. What
Hesays
convention upon the question which is now b(;- was it that leil him to this conclusion?
fore it, h:J,.'la great <.lealto do in cO.l'rying out that the people will demonstrate their imbecility;
those pnr\lOSeSfol' which we are here :l.<;;"embled. that when the elcl·tion of the offi<:ersof g'ovemI, sir, c aim to be as fully initiat",d in the spi- ml'lIt is thrown upon tlie people, their imbecility
rit of democracy as any Illan 11/)011 this floor. I will be dellJonstrated ill their action. I believe
claim to han} gone a...; far ill al my past history, that the people have the capacity to elect any or
the officers of the govoJrnmcnt.
in endeavoring to sustain those great principles,
11l1'.NUTTALL.
I wish to be distinetlv
unwhich 1 believe lie at the fuundation of all republican governments as any man on this floor. derstood ill regard to this lllattel', bCI,aw,e It is to
But sir, fot' the first time in my short existence be a matt..,r of rccol'u. The ground which I took
have] len1'l1ed that the representatives
of the before my cOTli'tir,ucnts, ulid whic·h I take no',"
peoplt: assembled htlre, constitute the people is, that the people are qualified to elect every
thelDselvCi). It is a new doetrilJe to me; and sir, officer of the govcrlllnent" j'l'(lill the president
I conceive it to be fraught with error whi0h i,,;so dowtl to a constable; but that ill the case of a
fundamental, that. if sustained by the u<Jtiun of judge, though the people arc not disqualified t.o
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Why, the proposition
elect him, yet from the fuet of his receiving his hands of the legislature?
]f
nppoiutment ill that way, it operates as a dis- came from the committee on the judiciary.
qualiflcetion
upon him.
That is the ground I that department is not the proper tribunal to excrcise this power, why did you propose it? why
take.
Mr. MACHEN".
I understand
then, that the did you not propose some other, it' the legisla'I'his power hal) existspirit of the proposizicu wh ieh I made has not ture is uot to be trusted'!
been controverted.
If, sir, the exercise of the ed in the legislative department of the govunpower tbat is here intended, as I trust, to be merit 1'1'0111 the year 179;J under the old constituup to
placed in the hands of the people, is to operate tion and under the present constitution
us a disqualification
of those who are to carry this hour; and I call upon gentlemen to point
out
an
instance
when
fbis
two
third
power
has
on the operations of the government, I affirm
that according to any system of reasoning with ever becu curried into effect. Sir, it has remain'which I am acquainted, it, must result ill a die- ed a dead letter in both the old and the present
Wha.t is the effector it? Suppose
'\lmlificatioll of the people themselves to control constitution.
is liable to all the improper illtie goverumcut,
Now, what is to be the effect the legislature
'I'hcrc are
of the adoption of this prtuciplc?
'I'he gentle- flucuees l'llggested by gentlemen.
and thirty eight meu in the two
man from Nelson has clearly iudicuted that lie one hundred
intends that the principle shall extend to all the houses. A judge is brought before them for
officers of the goveruuieut,
from the gon~rnor malfeasance in office. N incty one say that he
down to a. constable,
What will be the oondi- is guilty, and forty eeveu Hay he is uot. How
Why, according to the
tiou of the goyernor under such a system?
'I'he does the rule operate?
legislature
meets find passes a law, wbicb Oil proposition of those who advocate the two thirds
account of a. constit ntiouul objection, the gov- system the forty seven are to rule the ninety one.
I say it is not. Are 110t
eruor is compelled to return to them without his Is this republicanism?
sanction.
What will be the action of that body? the forty seven more liable to improper influenThey will say, "sir, you have stepped in between ce'> than the ninety one? Most uudoubtedlv.
the rights of the people and the interests of those Sir, the same argument that I have heard urged
for whose benefit the law was passed; yOll shall in favor of this two thirds rule I have heard
no longer be governor."
And what is to be the urged against the election of the judges by the
1have no doubt if you take the vote
remedy'! Ah, gentlemen say, go back to your people.
constituents and defend yom conduct.
Will of the judge ...on thc subject the two thirds rule
will
be
adoj)ted;
but if you carry it to the peothat restore the governor to his position?
Will
thatsccurc vou against the eyils which are illCi- pIc they ,vi I decide that a majority shall I'll Ie.
dent to such a power in Ule legislative depart- 'fhat is tho principle that should bc ~arrietl
through every department of the govdllment.
ment? No, sir,itwill
notdoit.
I did not intend wheu 1 rose, to detain the If the legislature is not the proper department
house M 10nO'as I ha.ve. 1 ha\'e not attempted to be I~ntrllsted willi this power, tllen selcctsome
that is to exLa arrange wb~t few idem; I entertain on the sub- other; but if it is the departmellt
ject, in any thing like a cor.rect form. I know ercise the power, then let the republican prilH'ithat upou my tongllc th~rc 18 no syrell sounu, pic apply, that a majority sllall J'ule.
On IIlotion of Jl.k H,. N. WICKLIFFE,
the
that is calculated to attract tho..,e who listen
long. I have linlrllollg
enough, however, to committee rose, reported. progress, and obtainc\l
lcavc
to
sit
again.
fed that this is Que of those iruportaut princiThe cOllYention theu adjourned,
ples upon whidl will depon.I th~ good order, or
the cUllfusiol1, attenuant upon the op",ratiollS of
the goverl1ment,
It i~ important, if you would
6ecnrc harmollyaml
g'ood order, thnt cal'h departllHJ11tof t.he govertllUenL should be kept sepmate, and made to flJcl its indcpendcllce.
1'JI(:rl,)
FRIDAY,
OCT013ER 19, 1849,
arc many ways ill ·which, if this principle be carhed uut, it wilt oppl'ate injuriously to the interPrayer by the Rev. Mr. ROBl:"so:\'.
ests of the people,
It is not nccebsary to speciEVE:"l:"G SLSSIOXS,
fy them: the intellectual
vision of gelltlemell
will t'eadily :;uggest them. I shall \'ot(' aguillst
Ml'. PROC'!'OR submitted a resolution, as folthe motion to .strike out, for it is my timJ con- lows:
viction that the power here contelllplaterl to be
NC8olved, That after Monday next this convengiven to a majonty should never be exerciscd, tion will hold a mornilJg and anevcning session,
unless two-third" at least of tbe assembled wis- ihe eYf'nitlg session to comme'nce (·ach day at 3
dom of the state pronounce in favor of it, and o'clock.
this is what the pf.1oplewill sauctioll,
He said he did not deem it neccssaJ'y to say
It was
Mr. l'HOMPSON,
The proposition before ally thing' in favor of this resolution.
thccol.llmittee i", tlJi~: whether, wbell ajuclg~ is well known to the whole cOllntry that ono of the
brought beforc tho legislature,
it shall require objects ill calling thir; couycntioll was, that there
a vote of two thirds to t'emove him, or the vote should bu ecollom:r, secl11't:d in the expendiof a bare majol'il"Y. No\v who Ls it that pro- tures of the st11.te. J'his com'cntioll had already
proses this tribunal to remove a judge1 :Frolll spent much time ill the discussion of abstract
Ule arguments that I have heard here, I appre· prillciple~ which had been 'veIl settled in the pri"
He hoped the
hend it is lo;upposed tlmt the legislatlll'e is sub- tnal'y ar;semblies of thc people.
ject to all the improper influeJ1cf's that can be convention would adopt the resolution, that
hrought to bear upon man. ·Who is it that p)'o- they might be enablecl to do the business for the
poses that this power shall be pla.ced in thc state of Kcntucky, to do which the people had
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sent them here. 01111lc resolution he called fOT
I11C yeas aud uava.
:Mr. BOYD 81iggesteu an amendment, so a" to
provide that the morning session should commence at 9 o'clock.
Ur. !'ROCl'OH. accepted the amendment, and
the resolution, as amended, was as follows:
Resolved, That after Monday next the cOI)V~nfiou will hold a morning and evening sessionthe morning session to eorumeuce each day at 9
o'clock and the evening session at 3 o'clock.
Mr. IRWIN was as desirous to secure economy as any gentleman on this floor, and 118was
as anxious that thev should get through the l aborg which devolved upon them here. He was
anxious to return Lollis own business, which required Jus attention, but the people of the state
of Kentucky had entrusted to them the important duty of making' a constitution under which
they were hereafter to be governed, and so importllllt a work should not be done in a hurry.
It was not only necessary to do their work, but
to do it well, and thus to guard against some of
the consequences
of unnecessary
baste.
And
what was the state of'things
here? Why, from
several committees,
the convention
had, as yet,
received no report.
These committees were in
session daily, and their hour of meeting was
three o'clock.
How then could they meet here
at three o'clock, without iuterferiug with their
business in the committee room. ou which the
progress of business in the convention so much
depended?
The committee on contested elections would meet to-day at three o'clock, which
many members of the convention were desirous
to attend.
'l'his was a fact which would show
the convention that all its busin,'.'!S was not confined to this hall; and he wa.';! well satisfied that
it was too early a period to adopt the resolution
which had been just offered.
With respect to the call for the ;yeas and nays,
which he presumed was to alT"et individuals
at
home, by showing that certain delegates
were
more anxious than others toseuureecollomy
in the
expenditures of the State, he would merely obiierve that he Wtl,g not thercby to be driven from
gi Villg SUt'll a vote a" in IllS judgment
he believed to be right.
No effect to be produced by
it hereafter would change hi>! cOImse of action,
when he conscientiously
bdievQd that evening
sessions at this time would rather retard than fa('ilitate the busin,,~s of the convention.
He really thought that the resolution ought not to be
:l.Jopted.
Mr. C. A. WICKLIFFE
thought he should be
prepar£'J to Yote for this resolution a week hence,
but at present there were SOloetwo or thl·eestandjng committees which had made no reports.These committees met at three o'clock in the :Ifternoon, but in the course of Ii week he thought
they would be prepared to devote more time to
business in COl1VClltioll. ]fhe had any particular reputation
it Wa!I that of being a laborious
lind illJU':itriollS man; and he was a!I anxious a.s
any gelltlt-mll.n to make rapid progress with the
business "which they had come to accompli!.h;
but at present tlll'Y were not pl·cpared for the
ll.dOptiOIl of this resolution.
He would therefora
move that this resolution
be postponed
until
Monday w<>ek, when he would ~1l11it up again
if nobo,iy else did.

Mr. HARDIN remarked that. it had been suggested to him that the three committees
011 the
various branches of the judiciary-the
court of
appeals, the circu it courts, nud the county courts
-should,
after they hnd finished their several
labors, have a.joiut rneet.iug for the purpose of
attempting to unite npon some harmonious
~'ystern as a whole.
The reports as they now stood,
did Hot harmonize.
lit' thought it a very sensible suggestion and hoped it would he acted upon, and that the discussion on the judiciary
should cease until the result of that action was
known.
All he desired was to secure that harmonious action which would produce the best
possible system.
All came here for that object,
and all seemed to concur on several of the promin~nt princiJ2les that were to be acted upon by
this couvenuon.
lie hoped they would harmonize, and the result be, tlmt they would give to
the people such a constitution
as that generatious for time to come would say, "God bless
the convention of 1€49."
Mr. PROCTQH. was as anxious as anyone
that full time and deliberation should be allowed in the performance of the labors of tbc couvemlon, but from his observation
of tJle/roccodings, he thought his proposition
woul
afford ample time to the committees
for auy
such purpose.
If every subject was to be dlscussed LO the extent which those under consideration had been, he did not believe thev would
get through their labors until after Ohrletmee,
unless the convention sat more hours daily.
In
calling for the ayes and noes his object was not
to influence any g-entleman in his vote, and he
presumed the cail would exert no such influence.
As gentlemen of more .:xperience than himself seemed to regard it as the best plan, he had
no objection to the suggestion of the gcntleman
from fs'"elson (Mr. Wicklifl'e.)
.Mr. C. A. WICKLIFJ:t~.F.: r;aid tlHl.t t]le suggestion to which hi,:; colleague had referred was
baSlld ~lpon l.he ide:1-that the gre~t ~rl.J\("iple.'lllpon whIch thIS 11ewsystelll of a ]lHlicHl.ry was to
be organized, should be 61'."t detcrmined
by 1\
vote of the hou,:c. Thf> comnlittees could then
harmonize so far as its ddails were concNllerl.
He diu )IOt wi,;h to beundfJrstood as desiring tllat
tllC committees
in joint llloeting should settle
upon thepriuf'iples,
because it would be 110final
d,'tel'lhination
ii tlH'V diJ, a.'l the matter would
still have to be de(:ided in the honse.
He- hoped
the resolntion would be rOSlponed.
While he
was willin'" to seeonu al efforts to further the
businesi'J oltho hoo"e, he dirt not want to act
hastily on a work of so important a charnctl:'r as
this.
It was not like the ordinary legi,:;lation of
this conntrv which l'otdd undo on one day wbat
had been dOlle the d:ly preceding.
The rc~olution "\\'U-', by COllseut postponed mItil Monday week.
LEAVE OF ADSEXCE.

On the motion of Mr. BARLOW,leaYe
sence until :Monday we-ek was granted
Hamilton.

of abto Mr.

PROPOSAl,
TO TF,:IlMIXATE DEBATE.
Mr. KELLY moved that all debate in commit·
tee of the whole on the amcndml"nt of the gentleman from Nelson, (lIlr. Hardin,) to the re-
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Mr. C. A. WICKLIFFE,
said that his colleague
port made from the committee on the court of
had taken the oecnsion in his own peculiar way.
appeals, be terminated at 1 o'clock this day, and
that the committee shall then proceed to vote to give notice of his future OPjlOsition to the
bill.
For this he was very mile 1 obliged, and
thereon.
He snid he made this motion with a
hurl the gentleman giv~n tne same notice Oil the
view to expedite the business of the couvent.icn.
question under cOllsideration, he (Mr. W.) would
In the course of a few days it might be ueccssnperhaps have been better prepared to meet the
ry that he should be absent for a br-ief period,
subject than he wns wben it was sprung upon
uud as it had been suggested that the question
involved a greater respon;;i.bilitv than any other hiru the other day.
Here the conversation
dropped without any
that had arisen during their d.eliberations,
he
action on the motion, the President having dedcaired the opportunity
or voting against the
amendment.
He called for the )'eas and nays ckted that it was out of order.
REPORT OF A COMMITTEE,
on his motion.
The PRESIDENT
had some doubt whether
)fr, McHENRY,
from the committee on iuisthe motion was in order, for the report referred eelluneous provisions made a report a... follows,
to was in the possession of' the committee of the which was referred to the committee of the-whole
whole, uud was not, now before the eouvcntion.
and ordered to be printed:
lie did not see how they could reach it while it
l'REAMBL};,
was in committee of the whole,
Mr. C, A. ,VIGKLIF.FE suggested that the moW 0, the representabYe;; of the people of the
tion would be ill order, if made so as to instruct
state of Kentucky, in convention assembled, to
the committee to rise and report upon the amend- secure to all the citizens thereof the enjoyment
ment at a certain hour.
The committee certain- of the rights of life, liberty, and property,
and
ly were bound to obey the instructions
of the of pursuing happiness,
do ordain ana establish
house.
But he should vote against any motion this constitution
for its government.
to arrest debate, believing that, although it had
ARTICLE 1.
consumed something
like two days, it had not
been unprofitable to the house and the country,
Concerning the distribution of the powers of the
It 'was too importcut
a question
to decide
government,
without ful l debate, and as the mover of the
S£o.1. The powers of the Government of the
amendment, and others desired to be heard upstate of Kentucky shall be divided into three dison it, he believed they should have that optinct departments
and each of them be confided
portunity.
Like the gentleman he 'was anxious,
to a separate body of magistracy,
to-wit: those
and indeed he was compelled to be absent for a
which are legislative to one; those which are exfew days,
but if public duty required him to
ecutive to another, and those which are judiciary
stay, his individual
Interests must take their
to another.
chance,
SEO, 2. No person, or collection
of persons,
Mr. HARDIN
would do any thing ill the
being of one of those departments, shall exerworld to accommodate
the gentleman
from
cise ltny pow"cr properly
belonging to either of
'Washington, but it was impossible that he could
the others, except in the instances hereinafter
get a vote on the amendment at one o'clock toerpressly direcred or permitted.
day,
'l'hc whole article had to be gone through
'with in committee before it was reported, and
COUllT O~' APPEALS.
the aye::! and noes could only be called after it
The convention then again resolved itself into
had come back to the house,
By that time both
committee of the whole, on the report of the
gentlemen
would have returned to the house.
committee on the court of appeals, Mr. HUSTON
There were a great man)" pro\)ositions connected
in the chair.
with this article that woult elicit discussion.
MI', R. N. WICKLIFFE.
Illavc been a listenThere was the question in relation to the Iour
er dllringthe
whole sitting of this convention,
judges-anotller
in relation to the eight years
and I have d"'riveu much more gratification
~n.n-and
th,en there wa.'> the qnestion of eligithereby, than I expect to impart by speaking any
bility on which undoubtdly
there was a formicrude notions of my own.
The committee 011
dable battle to be fought.
That was the placC:l
the COlllt of appeals have submitted their report
where he mcant to make a stand if he had to
proposing some very seriou,; iUllovations upon
die in the •.litch.
This was the leading bill of
our present judiciary 8,vstem, They propose to
the hOl1;:'c, aBel opportunity
ought to be afforded
elect the judges, to fix their term of ofhce at eight
for a full diseusl>ion upon it, He did not know
years, and to make them responsible
to at least
whether he should spIJak again on the subject or
tlVo-tJlil'ds of the legislature,
The gentleman
not, such was the feeble condition of his health,
from Nelson in his amendment
noW under conbnt he wa ... willing to forego any remarks on
sideration,
proposes to make them responsithat point, But 011 the great question of eligibility
ble notto two-thirds of both branches of fhe leor re-eligihilitv,
he did dIJf;iJ'e to be heard at
I
some length.
"He dc!;ired also to be heard on gislature, but to a mnjority of both branches.
shall Yote for that amendment,
and I shall Yote
the questIon as to the manner of voting,
He was
also for tlle proposition
of the cOlDmittee to elect
in favor of the viva voce system and wished it
the judge,;, As a part of tbe means to secure that
applied to all offisers that were to be elected, He
I'esponsibility
of the Judge, heretofore needed,
had no idea tllat the manner of \"otil1lJ"for ajudge
should be different.
They were I-:"ot the sun, the committee propo~e to elect him for the limit·
cd
term
of
eight
years.
For the purpose of sethat we wore obliged to look at them throuO'h it
curing- l\ more immediate
and practicable
resmoked glass. :mcl he was willine- to look them
sponsibility tllan that limited term of office of itin the face and Yote aye or no, as be chosfl,
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self provides, the gentleman from Nelson has
proposed his amendment.
I shall vote with the
committee to elect the judge, and with the gentleman from Nelson, to secure a more efficient
and practical responsibility.
In giving either
or both of these votes it 1$ possible that I shall
differ from those who give me authority to vote
at all in this convention.
I was elected here,
like some other gentlemen perhaps, upon another
issue; a. question which at the time was thought
to involve danger, fearful and threatening enough
to obliterate all the ancient landmarks by which
parties have been characterized.
The subject to
which I refer, has engaged the attention of the
convention for the last ten days, and it is a gues·
UOH which I had thought was settled, eternally
settled by the popular voice in a manner so decided as to leave no room for cavil.
When it
comes up again, I may desire to say something
upou it-and
I allude to it now, only for the
purpose of showing how it was I came here at
all, and why it is that on these questions of an
elective judiciary, and l'udicial responsibility,
I
may differ from my fel ow-citizens whose good
opinion I so deeply regard.
But 'whatever may
be the effect of the vote I may give, I have this
to console me-that
I never practised allY concealment to secure their suffrages.
I was guilty
of no hypocritical pretences to secure a seat on
this floor. So far from that, day after day, during the canvass, it was imputed to me that my
views on particular subl'ects, were of too radical
and revolutionary
a C raracter, as I believe my
friend from Bourbon has designated them.
If,
therefore, I differ from the people of Fayette
COUJ1ty,it will be a fair difference of opinion between them and me, and presenting on my part
no violation of pledged faith, no broken promises, or disregard of understood obligation.
I say
it is possible I may differ from them, but the
question is oue which has never been much discussed in that county.
A few years ago, a man
would have been laughed at. if he talked about
electing a judge, or of securing that responsibility for the faithful discharge of his duties
that is proposed by the gentleman from Nelson.
And at first blush wo all shrink from the idea.
There is no principle more universal in the humao breast, than that which induces us to shrink
from any change that trenches on those systems
of labor and habits of thought, to which we
have been accustomed for years, and which are
hallowed perhaps by the memories of past days.
But this is not the age, nor is this the people to
be content with the argument that because a
thing has been, therefore it must be.
It is a misfortnue, or a fact whether it be a misfortune or not, that the profession of which I
have thebonor to be a member, learned as it is,
honorable as it is, and ancient as it is, is always
the very last to give up any antiquated
theory
or practice, connected with the judicial department of the government.
Whenever it undergoes any reform, the duty has to be done by
those outside the court house, and without the
co-operation of those who minister at the altar
of justice.
Instead of our leading, as we are apt
to do, in regard to all other great and salutary reforms, we here have to follow in the wake
of those who originated·this
great principle,
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and to whom will belong all the boner, if it is
successful.
Now it is useless to allude to the causes which
produce this state of things.
There are many
of them, but perhaps the most obvious one is
this: the very first book we read reveals to us
some political notions that may do very well for
the country we came from, but which is found to
be utterly false when we come to apply them to
the organization
of government
as it exists
among us. We read ill Blackstone about an
independent judiciary, and we have heard of it
in this hall from all the distinguished
gentlemen
who have addressed the committee.
We read
about an independent
judiciary,
and wbenever any attempt is made to infuse an clement of responsibility
into that department
of the government, like that proposed by the
committee, or by the gentleman from Nelson, it
is always met with the cry, you are violating
that sacred principle so essential to the safety of
the govcruuient.aud
the independence of the judiciary. The words" independence of the judiciary" have a meaning, a full meaning in England.
There is not a page of British "hietory-cfull as it is of deeds of renown, both civil and
military, that give character and dignity to the
race from which we sprang-brighter
than
that which
records
the struggles
of the
Eng'lish judiciary in behalf of En&,lish liberty.
The king formerly appointed IHs judges,
for they were called his judges-to
hold their
offices dcriug his will and pleasure, and they
were paid by him, and were responsible to no
body else. And now refer to the statute books
of England and see the number of crimes which
the subject is capable of committing against his
royal majesty, and you will not be surprised
that the king was in constant struggle with his
people.
And who could doubt the result of
such struggles where the king had only to point
to the subject and nod to the judse?
What
was the first great struggle for English liberty?
It was to change the tenure by which the judge
held office during the will of the king to the
right of holding it during good behavior.
That
was the great struggle for English liberty.
And it was not fully achieved until as late
as the reign of William and Mary, after the
revolution.
But mark you now, the very men,
and they were wise and great men, who made
this change-that
he should hold during good
behavior-also
fixed the responsibility
of the
judge not to the king but to the parlIament'where men speak their minds according to the
definition of the word and not to two thirds but
to a majority, both houses concurring.
That is
what they did. Wh~t did they d~ n~xt? When
the king died, the Judges' comnnssron became
vacant, and thus the officer was still made dependant on the crown.
And when the new
monarch ascended the throne, this power to reappoint the judges gave him a vast patronage.
and enabled him to create on the part of the
judge some fooling of obligation to the crown.
It became then another struggle of English liberty to rectify that error, and that was not
achieved I think until the time of George the
'I'hird.
Then the act was passed continuing the
judge in office, notwithstanding
the king- should
die, and the independence of the English judi-
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ciary was fully established.
It was in this way come a mere ministerial body, to dosimplywhat
that it became entitled to all the endearing re- the people have called them to do. I am in facollections, with which we regard.it at this day. vor of so amending the federal constitution as to
No paO"eof British history-no
period in all the dispense with all that machinery, for it is perEnglist struggles for liberty-not
even that fectly useless. And there is some danger that
when the barons forced king John at Runny- after" a while it may be perverted to harm,
mede to sign magna charta-not
even all the through the Iaithlessnesa of some man to the
wars against all the kingly prerogative which trust which the peorle have reposed in him. I
ended in the revolution, and the decapitation of have merely reterrec to this as showing you the
the king-none
present an instance where the apprehension entertained at ODe time as to the
ancient spirit of old English liberty was more. capacity of the people to elect their offlcers.cindomitably and triuOlfhantly
developed than Now, I believe there will not be mnch controverin stripping the king 0 the power he had oyer sy as to the propriety of the people electing
the jndiciary.
No longer could he prosecute and even their judicial officers. And why is it pro:pulllsh in a court of his own contriving, aud be- posed that the people shall elect them? Was it
fore a judge of his own appointment, either for not for the purpose of securing some reepousicause oe upon pretext, the subject whom he bility on the part of the judiciary to the people,
whose representatives
they are? And If they
might think dangerous tothe throne.
Here ended the struggle of English liberty. are to have 80 long a. term as eight years, would
It ended too soon, as we think in this country, it not be a more efficient and practical responsibility if they were held accountable to the leand as I believe it has always ended in England.
Gentlemen here have denounced the
When they forced king James to resign the gislature?
crown, they simply submitted to the house of legislative department of government, and why
Has the judicial departmentof
Hanover.
When we rejected the authority of that particularity?
George the Third, we did not import a Dutch g-overnmellt always been so pure and immaculate
that
it
ought
not
to be held to accountabiliBtadfholder to reign over us, but we went to
How were they in the times of
work aud formed a republican government in ty to any bodvt
Israel of old? lYe are told that
which we infused these elements of English the children
liberty.
But mark you, we commenced at the they became corrupt and 'were deposed I 'V0 are
point where the struggle for English liberty had told, too, that in the Roman empire, in the days
left this thing.
They left the power of appoint- of Cicero, the judges became so corrupt and
ing the judge in the hands of the king, the ex- bribery so common, that they actually boasted
ecutive branch of the go\'ernment, to hold for of the amounts they had. received to decide cauway! How was it in Enggood behavior, with responsibility to the parlia- ses in a particular
IVere they 110thangment, We copied in this rarticular from Eng" land before the revolution?
ing
and
banishing
them
for a long time? But
land, leaving the power a appointment in the
hands of the executive, the judge to hold his since the tenure was changed to good behavior,
with responsibility to the represenf ativea of the
office during- good behavior with responsibility
to the legislature.
We, however, went even people in parliament assembled, they have had,
beyond the British parliament, and vested the with but few exceptions, the best j·ndges in the
responsibility in two thirds of both branches of world. And in opposition to al these facts,
the legislature
instead of a majority.
'I'he gentlemen were constantly referring to the examendment of the gentleman from Nelson, as I cesses of a single popular assembly in revolutionary France, as showing the dangers to be apunderstand it, seeks to restore the responsibility
And
to the majority as it exists in the British parlin- prehended from the legislative del?artment.
ment. Now It is proposed to take the power of they propose too, to give these Judges an eight
appointment from the executive and to give it to ycars'term of office. with no other responsibilithe people-the
judge to hold, not during good tv than that they shall come back at the end of
behavior, but for a limited term, and then to be that time to the people, or to require two-thirds
of both branches of thelegislaturc to bring them
responsible to the people in their representative
eR'pacity. And I see every thing to justify the back there before that time. This Mr. Jefferson
principle of making them responsible to a rna- long since pronounced a mere scare crow. and
jority, and there is nothing whatever in what I the history of the country shows that it is so.
have heard, that is Dot as fully applicable to the
IVe are told that to make them resfonsible to
very principle of electing the judges.
a majority of the legislature, woulc be to deWe have had a groat deal of new light upon stroy the independence of a department of the
I do not understand that each dethis matter of progreee in constitutional reform. government.
It is a curious fact that- 'the wise men who fram- partment ill your government is independent.ed the federal constitution-pure
as they were-- When you say in your constitution that the gcvcoming as they did just from the very fires of ernmeut shall be divided into three departments,
the revolution-did
not think that the people you mean that no body of men in one shall exwere competent to elect a president,
They look- ercise the powers properly belonging to the other; but not that they shall all of them be irreed to the past, to the turbulent, violencdemocraHow is it now? A judge has the
CHOlS of ancient times, and that brought them to sponsible.
the melancholy conclusion that the people were power to strike your legislative act dead. Was
unsafe depositories of power. Hence it waatbnt that notan interference with the legislative deThe president of the United States
they interposed the body of electors between the partment?
people and the candidate.
What are they for~ has a qualified veto on the acts of congress, and
It was intended to be a deliberative body, with a large and intelligent body of gentlemen think
po\verto choose a president for the people, but that to be wrong, although he is elected by, and
of, the people!
Congress
In fact the praotice is otherwise,
They have be- is the representative

of
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may, however, pass an act notwithstanding
tJIC
objections of the president, but the judge in the
judicial. department of the government, not responsible to the people, has au absolute and unqualified veto upon every act of congress.
In
the name of God, is not that enough?
They are
said to be be co-equal and eo-ordinate, but I do
not think so. I think with this vast power in
its hands, of striking every act of the legislature dead, the supremacy is clearly {In the side
of the/·udiciary.
And if we are to give them a
term 0 office of eight years duration, we must
provide some other checks upon them. You call
have none other than the legislature. All say
that they are willing they should be made responsibfe to the lleople-but
that would clearly
be no responeib i ity at all, because you cannot
assemble the immense body of the people to act
upon it. '1'he only place, then, where you can
delegate this responsibility,
is clearly with the
legislative
department
of the government.Tliey are the representatives of the people, and
elected ever.r. year by the people, us I trust in
God they will continue to be, for I am not in faYOI' of biennial
sessions.
Frequency of political elections is a cardinal doctrine with me in
political faith; and I am not to be led off from it
_by the mere consideration ofthecostofa.<;sembling
the legislature every year. Nor can I consent
.that these judges shall be elected by ballot, and
nobody else. I am for the ballot, and I would
apply the principle to the election of every officer in the government.
I would make no distinction-and
permit me to say that the remark
of my distinguished
friend was a sad one on
that subject.
He thought that it Will; necessary
to restrict the ballot for the purpose of preserving a peculiar institution in Kentucky!
I have
never "heard such an argument before.
Mr. C. A. WICK.LIFFE. The gentleman will
pardon me, but he neither could have heard me
or read my printed speech.
The remark I made
-was, that I was attached, from long habit, to the
viva voce system of voting; and that the reasons
'which perhaps had induced other states to adopt
and practice the system of voting by ballot, did
not, and would not exist here, as they were supposed to exist there, so long as we cherished and
. maintained our present domestic institutions.Nat that the viva voce system was necessary to
maintain these institutions, but that the maintenance of them would obviate the necessity for
the existence of those causes which have driven
other states to the adoption of the ballot sya
tern.
Mr. R. N. WI CKLIFFE. I am very hapfY to
hear the eX!llanation of the gentleman, for certainly wou d not like to have such an idea go
forth with the sanction of the distinguished gentleman from Nelson. We have had enough of
appeals to the non-slaveholder aguinst the slaveholder in Kentucky.
There was not a county in
the state in which such an appeal had been successful, and what was it that had composed this
body as it is, with the sentiments they entertain
on this subject? What was it but a sense of justice in the public mind? I ~o with the gentleman from Henderson, (Mr Dixon) and I expect
to rote in favor of his resolution, declaring; that
.you ha'!e no righi. to ta1l;ethe p~operty of the cit"izen without paywg hIm for It. YOlt have no

more right to take it without due compensation,
than the non-stockholders in a bank have a right
to seize on the bank's money-and
there is not
one man in five hundred who is a stockholder in
a bank.
Gentlemen have frequently made allusions to
the ancient democracies, and drawn largely from
those sources fOJ illustration.
But there is a
principle, it should be recollected, the discovery
of modern times, of which those democracies
knew nothing.
That is the representative principle. The people here do not meet together
now, as they did in olden times, even when it is
lossible for them to do so. There is not a vilage in the state, in which the people mi~ht not
meet and adopt their municipal regulatione.cYet do they not elect trustees to whom they confide their business? 'I'he principle has become
80 interwoven
with the hearts and customs of
the people, that they exercise it even in those cases where they could eesidy meet en masse, and
transact their business.
But alon~ with that
principle has come nuotber, and without it the
system would all end in despotism.
That is the
principle of periodical respouaibiliby on the part
of any man a.ele~ated to: office, to those who delegated him. It 1'8 responsibility on the part of
the public agent, not only to the people themselves, but to those who come directly to the
people, and who alone are competent to bring
him to the public scrutiny.
That is the principle, and hence I shall vote for the amendment of
the gentleman from Nelson.
Then we shall
have responsibilities directly to the people at the
end of eight years, as provided by the committee, but another, and a better, and more efficient
responsibility to the people's representatives.I do not contend that the legislature is the people. But they are the representatives
of the
people, elected every yoar, and coming fresh
from the people, and they are the proper deJ;l0sitories of the duty of, holding to accountability
all other officers.
I had not designed to occupy much of the
time of the committee, and I rose merely for the
pnrpof:lc of indicating my views in regard to an
independent judiciary.
I have done so frankly,
though perhaps the people of my county may
not entertain the same views that I do. They
may be, for aught I know, governed by the
views of a distinguished gentleman in Clarke,
who is writing and circulating,
through the
public press, a series of essays in which he takes
the very grounds in arguing against all elective
judiciary-the
same melancholy strains that
gentlemen do here, against the principle of providlng a responsibility on the part of the judiciary to the legislative department of government.
1 shall add no more, though perhaps I may
avail myself of a parliamentary
privilege, if I
think proper, and write out my views a little
fuller on this subject than I have here delivered
them.
Mr. GRAY. I desire to occupy for a few moments the attention of the committee, while I
give the reasons that will induce me to dissent
from the proposition of my respected friend
from Nelson. I have been taught, from my earliest infancy, to receive whatever should come from
his lips as being. dictated by the purest principles
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of patriotism. and as having been suggested
by of the people have the right to rule, and to frame
and fashion their government as they think will
great and superior
wisdom and experience.
And I am very sorry that on this occasion, I best secure their rights, butbow and when arethey
to do it? Here is the place, and we are delegacannot give my assent to the proposition which
the gentleman has suggested.
What is that ted to do it. Here the majority of the people
proposition?
Why, if I understand it, it is to are heard. and they have a right to frame, and I
strike out of the third section of the report of trust we shall frame such a government as a mathe committee on the court of appeals, the words, jority cu this floor will approve, and when we
"that shall not be sufficient grounds of impeach- su~mit it to the people that a majority will intify It.
ment," with noview if I understand
correctly,
'I'hen can that objection J?revail if the people,
that we may so alter and so frame this constitution which we are called upon to make, that acting here in their sovereign capacity th rough
there shall be no distinction in right of the leg- their representatives, think that the ~Teat ends
of goverIllucnt, the security of the life. Iiberty,
islature to remove the judges from office, whether
by address or by impeachment; and that for any and property of the citizens of the state, will be
matter for which a judge shall be subject to im- better attained by having the provision in the
peachment and trial by a court that is to consist constitution, that one department of the govem~
of the Senate upon oath, he may also be removed ment shall not be interfered with or removed by
it may be as the
by a bare majority of the legleluture.
Not only another department-although
gentleman has said the representatives of the
judicial but executive officers, as I understand
It, from the highest to the lowest are to be sub- people, unless they can get two thirds of their
We have the same
ject to this same tribunal.
That is the question number to concur therein.
that we are now called upon to consider.
And right to engraft that principle on the eonstituI ask you, in considerlns this question, if it is 110t tiou, and it will be as republican, as if they
necessary to understand why we have three ~reat thought proper to place it in the power of a bare
departments
in this government?
Why IS it ID'j"orityof the legislature to override and couthat the wisdom of our fathers, who framed our tro the other departments at the government.
It seems to me that all the reasons that gen·
general government, and the wisdom of those
who framed all our state governments,
have tlemen have offered for this change, amount to
The honorable gentlethought proper to divide and distribute
the nothing more than that.
powers of government into three distinct depart- man from Fayette has gone into a history of the
ments. and to give to each department a separate judiciary of England, to state and show us that
Why, from
body of magistracy?
If I understand the great the judiciary there, is independent.
principle that has made this experiment of a the gentleman's speech, I presume that he thinks
that
it
is
far
better
and
more
independent
than any
free government successful, it is that there has
entered into it the provision which never be- judiciary we have here now, orthat wewill have,
fore entered into auy government: that these after we have organized it on the plan proposed
H~tells
three departments should be separate and iude- ill the report now under consideration.
pendent.
And this too notwithstanding
the us that the judges there are subject and respon.
aud not
position of the gentleman from Fayette, (Mr. H. eible to a majority of the parliament,
to two thirds.
He told lIS at the same time, that
N. Wickliffe,) that they cannot be independent
of each other. It has been my learning that. these judges derive their power and authority by
Is there no differthese departments
of government 0:rerate as appointment from the king.
checks and balances on each other, an thus the ence here? Is there no difference in the propo·
one would prev.ent the other from exercising any sitiou that is now before the committee? Do we
power which did not properly belong to it. If propose that any king shall bestow this appointthese are true principles, if they lie at the foun- ment upon the judges, or that any other one iudation of our government, and are worth main- dividual shall do it? No, sir, the proposition
lug end preserving ill the constitution that we arc here is that the people in their soverei~ll capaciAnd I ask If irwould
called upon to frame, I ask you if the proposi- ty shall elect these judges.
tion of the gentleman from Nelson is not calcu- not be the height of folly and absurdity when
lated to subvert and destroy them. It seems to they give them the right to eject their judges, to
me they would crumble into dust. Now, what say we will give to a bare majority, an' accidentare the arguments
that gentlemen offer in al ODeperhaps, of the legislature, who are electsupport of that proposition, and what reasons ed by the same power, not for the purpose of
do they give here, why this principle should making judges, but to attend to the legislation
be changed-a
principle which has been sanc- of the country, the right to turn out all the
tioned by the authority of every state in the judges in the commonwealth, for some difference
union, and by the constitution
of the United III opinion that they may conceive to exist beStates itself. I ask, sir, what reasons do gentle- tween them. It would seem to me, that instead
men give for going thus against the experience of this responsibility that the gentleman speaks
and the history of the country from its foundu- of, he is building up a pow~r to tear down and
tion to the present time. Why, the gentleman destroy what the peo:rle themselves have set up.
to elect men to discharge
says this is a republican government,
and here If they are quahfie
the great republican principle is that the ma- the duties of the office of judge, ought there to
jority must rule, and flint they call do no wrong. be a power above the people, a bare majority of
That is the only position, the only principle that another department of this government to undo.
my honorable friend has urged as a reason for to tear down and demolish that which the people
making' this radical change, as I conceive it to have built uJ? It seems to me a strange fallacy
be in the principles of our constitution.
I will that has got iuto the heads of some of my friends.
go as far as any man, in saying that a majority But the gentleman says there will not be a. suffi-
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dent responsibility to the people, or to any oth , law adopted by the legislature?
I ask you if a
er appointing power. Now, would it not be bare majority of the legislature, that passed the
quite as proper that the people should apJ?oint law, should have the power to remove the courtf
some power to regulate the Iegieluturey
l'hey I ask if the court would not be swept off, notare both selected as the agents of the people. And withstanding its decision might be right, and the
would it not be quite as plausible to say that people themselves might approve of it? The
there should be some tribunal to overrule and in- .people, at one time, might be wrong, and we
vestigate the acts of the legislature before they know the majority of the people change, and
should operate on the people. This very pro- that the majority is not always right; and would
vision requires that all these judges shall go out it be right then, to subject ths courts of the counat the end of eight years; and if you adopt the try, the tribunals that are to decide upon the
report, one of them is to go out at the expiration rights of every citizen, to any popular whim,
of every two years. Is not that a responsibility
any mere freak that might come over the people?
directly to the people, and one that will affect We have had some experience in this country on
them as SOOllas the responsibility of the repre- this sub1'ect at the time tile new and old court
seutatives in the legislature will be thrown back parties divided the people. We know that the
upon them? I presume my friend from Fayette people were in favor of sustaining some of the
is the only gentleman here who is in favor of laws that the court declared to be unconstituannual sessions of the legislature.
If there was tional, and if a majority of the representative>!
any thin~ that did most to bring about this con- of the people then could have reached the COUlt,
vention III my section of the country, it was the we should have had the sacred principle in our
fact that the people complained of the leg-isla- constitution, that the obligation of no contract
tion of the country-that
there was too much should be impaired, obliterated, and in effect
of it-that
the legislature met here annually, destroyed.
and were engaged in passing all maimer of laws
Now, when we see the bad effects that may
which before they could be fairly understood, or result from this principle, ought we uot to heaitheir effects tested, were half of them modified, tate? Is it not better, as the gentleman says,
changed, or repealed, until the gentleman himself, that we should stand by the old landmarks
with all his legal knOWledge, would find it diffi- which have been regarded in all the states, and
cult to trace out the law on some particular sub- which have proved successful for the purposes for
jeet. It seems to me that this was one of the which they were intended? I believe, that ill
reasons why this convention was called togeth the state of Illinois, which is certainly demoer. And it will certainly be engrafted on the erucic enough for any man on God's earth, and
constitution that the legislature shall not meet where I am told that the candidatesfol' the senate
oftener than once in two years.
of the United States canvass the whole state as
And then the same responsibility would exist the candidates for governor do here-they madin regard to one of these judges as there would ifled their constitution only two years ago, and
in regard to the legislature itself. 'I'hey would we find that this same principle of requiring
be directly responsible to the people, (both the two thirds of the \egislature to remove a judge, is
jlld~e and the legislature,) and within the same preserved in it. I ask then, if we shall obliterate
period of time. But what are the bad effects that It here, unless gentlemen can give us some good
would result from the proposition of the gentle- reason, or show some great danger that 1>:1 to reman? Why, whenever a legislature should come sult from its retention. I think it is a principle
here, instead ofgoing about the business the people that has been tested by time, and that no inconentrusted to them, the legislation of the country, venience can result from it, while great incon,
we should have agitation all over the state in re- venicnce Illay result from its being changed as
gard to the removal of the judges. Here would be the gentleman desires.
a judge in one section of the state, who was not
Mr. IWOT. It is with the greatest diffidence
acting in a manner suited to the notions of some that I rise at any time, to address this convention,
particular represeutati ve, he having, perhaps, and Illy only apology for doing so at present is,
decided some case under a particular law against that I look upon the subject which is now before
him or his friend, and on that principle yOIl the convention as one of very great importance,
might combine members from all parts of the and I am desirous therefore, that my views in restate, and consume more of the time of the leg- Iation to it, however humble they may be, shall
ielature ill trying these judges than might. be re- be known to my immediate constituents.
quired in passing all the laws that were necessaSince the proposition of the g-entleman from
ry nnd llroper. And if there should be any law Nelson has been presented to this house, gentlepassed Involving any great constitutional ques- men npon this floor, both on my right hand and
tion bearing upon the ptlople at large-any tbing on my left, gentlemen of acknowledged ability,
which would excite and uivide the people into and gentlemen who are abundantly able to arparties, 110 matter what sort of parties, I ask gue tne question, and to show clearly all the
gentlemen if these party feelings would not prof>and cons, have seemed to magnify the subcome into conflict here and operate on these Ject as though the proposition of the gentleman
judges? These judges are appointed to restrain from Nelson was to incorporate a new prineipl~
the action of the lcgislaturf'-to confine thern to into the report of the committee.
I will notice
the principles anel powers as defined in the cou- whnt principle is propo.~ed to be incorporated,
stutlOn we may adopt. Do yOllnot immediate- and in the mean time, sir, as gentleman have dely excite a jealousy between the legislative row- fined their [ositions on the subject of their early
er and the Judicial ]lower, when the judiCiary, advocacy a the convention principle, I too witl
in the solemn discharge of the duties imposed venture to announce my course on this subject.
on them, decide Oll the constitutionalit.y of the
I am an original conveiltion man. I cOlltend.
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ed for it in my county and in the adjacent counties, when the principle was unpopular.
1n1844
I stood upon this floor, and introduced the bill
fur 11 convention. and I stood solitary and alone.
I was unsupported, save by one individual who
hall the temerity to stand up and dell ounce the
iniquity that existed under the old constitution,
and to apprise the people of Kentncky of the oppressions they had been laboring under for fifty
years, and of the amount of money that might be
saved to them, if the administration of the covernment of this commonwealth
were carried on
under a different system.
I have therefore, a
right to have some idea of what the peoI?le of
my section of the country desire shall be mcorpo rated in the constitution.
The committee, in their report, ]ULVC proposed
to give to the people the right to elect their
judges.
'I'hat is the principle that is contended
for by nearly e\'ery gentleman on this floor; but
the report of the committee goes on, and proposes to incorporate in the new constitution the
two thirds principle,
Sir, the two thirds principle is the identical principle, about which the
public mind in Kentucky was awakened to a
sense of the iniquitous system that was rostinc
upon us, It was upon this ground that I stooa
impregnably before the people-the responsibilityof the judges and other officers of the gOY"
ernment to the people, You elect your judges
for eight years. The judge whom you elect
may be a man of fifty or sixty years of age; he
does not anticipate a re-election for a second
term, and dUJ'jng that long period of eight years,
he will be as irresponsible to the people, as he
would under the old system.
And, sir, we
have the lights of past history before us to SllOW
that in all times, and particularly in Kentucky,
for the last fifty years, the time has not been
when a solitary judge, or magistrate, or any other
individual holding office, could be brought before the legislature with any probability of his
being removed from office fer any cause whatever.
There is a sort of hallowed dignity surrounding the ermine of the judge, that our legislature
dare not tamper with, Sir, a. judge ought not only
to be pure, but he ought to be like Oessar'e wife,
. clear of all suspicion.
Can the committee suppose for a moment, that a judge, with all the influence which he possesses, and with the elevated character which the people have given him,
by electing him, will have injustice done to him
by one hundred and forty of the representatives
of the people of the State? Is it possible that a
majority of the house of representatives,
and
of the senate, responsible immediately to the
people as they are, will turn a man out of office,
unless there be some jOustcause for which he
should be removed?
f it becomes a doubtful
contest, whether ajudge may be legally turned
out of office for malfeasanc'e or misfeasance, or
for any capital crime that he may huve commited, he ought to be turned out by the people
themselves, for in no case should a judge be retained in office, even if a breath of suspicion
rests upon him, The judiciary of a country
ought to be kept pure; and in order that it may
be, you ought to elect a tribunal for the express
purpose of taking cognizance of such casc!'!.
Incorporate the two third principle, and go back
to your constituents, and declare to them what

you have done, and they will tell you that yOIl
have adopted the old system of no rceponslbility, for it amounts to none. Have we never had
a judge or a magistrate in the commonwealth.
th at ought to have been turned out of office? Yet
where is the power that has ever arrested their
course, in cases where they have done wrong?
There has not been a solitary instance,
Look at the case that has been referred to in
the county of Greenup-a
case in which the
magistrate ought not only to have be~11turned
out of office, but damned to eternal mfamy.But when brought before the legislature, there
was not virtue enough in the two-third principle
to relieve the public from this incubus that was
resting u-r0n them, TIle majority principle is
the prluciple of republican Iiberty-c-the principle that runs through every avenue throughout
this broad lund, And it is a safe basis on which
the people may rest. If you go into the COUli of
appeals, there a majority of the j'ndges assembled, will decide your case, thoug 1 millions are
depending
upon it. If you go to congress,
where the great interests of the nation are discussed, and where the solemn arbitrament is
made upon the destinies of a free people, there a
majority of the representatives assembled to decide upon the great interests of the nation.
And
is there anything peculiarly sacred or holy that
surrounds the character of a judge, rendering it
proper that he should not be held responsible to
the people?
To the people I say, he ought to
be held responsible; and in order to make him
so, it is necessary to strike from your constitution the two-third principle.
Sir, there is llO danger of the people, through
their representatives.
doing auy injustice to the
people's judges.
Would any ,man having the
character of a representative of the people, blast
his own reputation and put a blot upon hia own
escutcheon ill order to reach the judge of his
particular district and to turn him out upon political grounds or from malevolent motives?
Sir, admitting
that all the representatives
from the tenth judicial district shall conspire together in order to place A in the office to which
13has been elected by the people; or admit that
B had rendered himself obnoxious to a gentleman who possesses great influence and power
throughout the judicial district, are there not one
hundred and thirty five representatives of' the
people from other parte of the state who will
constitute a check upon the designs of the representatives and others of that particular district?
In short are there not checks enough in order to
hold the scales of public justice even? I apprehend that the two thirds principle, Instead of
making votes for your uew constitution, will be
the paramount cause why it will fall before the
people.
Sir, the gentleman who last addressed you rested the whole case upon this-that
the judges
may decide a lew of a certain legislature unconstitutional, and hence he supposes that all the
representatives of the state will be lashed into a
fury, and that they will come up here and in
the face of the constitution will be for hurling
the judge out of his seat. Sir, let us look at the
history of Kmtucky for the last fifty years, If
you turn overthe/'ournals
you will find that but
few of the men w 1.0 were assembled here anyone
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year in the legislature, are returned the next wealth, and restoring back to the people the
year.
election of their own officers. I was orignully
Sir, the responsibility
to a majority of the a convention man. I went for it throughout. 'l'he
sovereign people, or the representatives
of the question as to the right of the people to rule by
'People, is the only true criterion of responsibi l- a majority, is not the question we have now to
Ity that I know of. The same principle, as no- consider. As far as I understand,
the people
ticed yesterday, and which my honorable friend have a right to say what agents shall decide
from Fayette has elaborated, is the law of Eng- this question or the other question.
Now when
land, when a majority of parliament can depose the legislature of Kentucky is convened for the
a jud~e. Yet gentlemen, who have relied so purpose of passing upon the judicial officers of
much III this discussion upon English precedent
the commonwealth, they are sitting as a quasi
and authority, array themselves against the re- judicial tribunal, ther are made the judges of
publican principle of the right of the major- the law and the facts 0 the case.
lty to rule. Sir, why adopt a two thirds prlnSuppose you incorporate into the constitution
ciple in relation to judges and not to other the principle that a bare majority of the legislaofficers? Why not say that the President of thc ture shall turn a. man outof office? Wh a t do you do
United States shall be elected by a two thirds sir? You go in the very teeth of the practice that
vote? 'I'he Preerdcut of the United States unites you'heve pursued from the eouimeneement of the
in his hands more power over the destinies of government of this commonwealth; you say in efthis country, than UIlY other officer in the land, feet, that although the q uestion is doubtful, whethand yet he is elected by a majority vote. Sir, ertheofficer is competent to discharge the duties
the principle is not tenable; and in my concep- of his office or not, or whether he has been guil.
tion it is not consonant with republicanism.
It ty of malfeasance in office 01' not. a bare majoris not such as 1 desire to see incorporated in the ity shall remove him from office. I ask you if
constitution.
that is not contrary to the principles of every
Mr. KAV AN AUGH.
It is with great diffi- free government?
Now, what has been the practice of the comculty that I have brought my mind to the point
A jury decides the
of addressing this committee, and giving the monwealth of Kentucky?
reasons that will influence my vote, both to facts of the ease, aud your judges tJIC law of the
case.
Questions
of
fact
are
much
more difficult
the committee and to the country,
But sir, the
You
attitude which I occupy here, and the relation to be decided than questions of law.
which I sustain to the constituency which sent require the unanimous verdict of ajury to deme to this body, make it necessary that I define termine the title to prorerty, or to pass upon the
That is right sir. I
the reasons that sbnll induce me to give the vote life of all individual.
which I shall give UpOlJ the ~lle8tion, which is know that in some quarters of this house, there
now under consideration.
I'hut there have is an intimation given out in favor of a majority
verdict of ajury.
I am for-the old method.
been great and general complaints throughout
But to return, yOIl come to this question as a
the state of Kentucky, as to the non-responsibility
judicial
tribunal.
WIlen a judge has been electof the judiciary of the country, cannot be oontmdictcd.
There is scarcely a dissenting vuiee ed by the people of his district, if he discharges
among all those with whom I have conversed tho duty as he ought, he holds the office till the
on the subject, that there is no practdcal respon- time for which he 1111sbeen elected has expired.
sibility, so far as the /·udgcs of the courts are Yet here you propose to remove him, and not
concerned, and I myse f have ever been in fa- only to remove him, but to fix a blot, a stain
vor of an efficient mode, if it can be devised, of upon his character, which cannot be wiped
'That is the course that is proposed to be
reaching the judiciary
of the country, for any away.
I came here ready to go for any propomalfeasance in office. I took that position be- pursued.
fore my coustitueuts, and came here with the un- sition which would meet the two questions into
which
this
whole matter is resolvable, and that
derstanding, that so far at least as the county ofA convenient mode
ficers were concerned, my views and those of is convenience and justice.
my constituents were with the report of the of reaching your officers, and a mode which will,
square
committee on that subject. But With regard to at the same time that it is convenient
But sir, what has been
other classes of officers than the county officers with the ends of justice.
-and we have the question now to meet in re- the practice of this corumonwealth.so far as this
gard to the judges of the court of appeal."! and power of impeachment and address is concerned?
the circuit court.
Where is the tribunal to We are told that at no time have judges been
addressed out of office, or impeached onto That
try them? I have heard many suggestions
a."! to the proper tribunal.
However, the OD- is all true.
ly question llOW before the committee is, whetllMI'. C. A. WICKLIFFE.
If the gentleman
cr they shall be tried by a simple majority will allow Ine, I will correct him in regard to
of the lcRislature, or by a majority of two- this. If he means to apply his remark to the
thirds.
'1 hat is t.he question.
And sir, one old jury court, he is mistaken.
The records of
word upon the respollslbility principle, which the court show that judges have been l'emoved
has been spoken of by almost every gentleman by impeachment, and disqualified from holding
who has addressed the committee upon this sub- office. I allude to the magistrate from the couoject. I yield to llone, sir, so far as devotion to ty of Logan.
the call of theconvcntion is concerned, from the
Mr. KAVANAUGH.
As far as that is con·
very begillnio,g-. I :yield to none sir, so far a.o:; cerned, I have not examined carefully the whole
regards a desire and llltentioo of restoring back proceedings of the legislature on the subject.
t.o the people those rights, which thcy have And as far as the recollection of the gentleman
connyed to a corp& of agents in the COm1l1011-extends I stand corrected.
I make no doubt he
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'conscience
toward God endure grief, suffering
'wrongfully.
"20. For what glory ie it, if, when yo be buffeted for your faults, ye shall take it patiently?
'but if, when ye do well, and sufferJor it, ye take
'it patiently, tllisis acceptable with God."
Why did Paul send Onesimue home to his
master, stating that he hoped he who had
hitherto been an unprofitable servant, would
now be profitable1Why
did he not say to
Philemon that slavery was wrong. that it was
a sin, that it was a thing which God abhorred, a corroding cancer au the body politic,
and would certainly destroy it if it was not
healed?
Why, I ask, if slavery be the evil
complained of in the article read from the
Examiner, did Paul not tell Philemon that he
had best set Oneaimus free, and turn abolitionist. Why, I ask again, sir, if slavery be, in "all
its parts" evil, and in all its tendenciesccneequencies, and effects ruinous, and in itself
contrary alike to the laws of nature, reason,
and revelation, is it that our Saviour did
not condemn and abolish it. His mission was
love, his object to condemn sin, and redeem men
from its bondage,
He did it in every other,
why not in this?
Was it because the sin of
slavery was too s~all,a rJ?-atter? Oh no. Why, if
what the er~l<1.~ClpatlOmstssay be true, It is
the greatest Sill III the world.
What sir, take
your equal, and vi et armis, drive him off into the
lanes, and ditches, and gutters, and dens, and
hogwal,lows, and chains, and drag, and drive,
and whip, and cut, and beat, and rob him of his
liberty and his property; why 'tis the worst gin
in the world, Why then sir, did not the blessed
Redeemer condemn it; and do it in a manner
not to be mistaken? W asit because his sympathy
was not as great as that of the abolitionists
or
his love of truth and justice weaker? Sir his r'nission was love, love to each, and love t~ all. If
he loved all alike, why then would he leave any
in bondage who were entitled to their freedom
when his great, governing principle was "<render unto Cesar the things that are Cresar's'
and unto God the things that are God's."
Sir, if
slavery be ~he thing assumed, the course pursued
b~ our S~vlOr ~s w~o~ly ir:ec~ncil3;ble. to my
mind, WIth hIS mission, Ins life, hIS death his
resurrection, his religion, or his attributes. 'He
came t? do the will of his father, and if slavery
be a thing that God abhors. it seems to me sir
he :would certainly have abolished it, especially
as It would have been an end so easi1r accomplished by one who said "let there be Iigbt, and
there was light."
But it is said by some but I
t~ink f~sely. said, th~t he could not hav: estabIlshed hIS kingdom If he had interfered with
the dome~tic institu~ions of that dar; and that
from mottyes of poll,cy, or fear,. he dId not do it
t~o.ugh hIS head, hIS heart, hIS father, his religIOn, and all was against it. Sir, did you
ever hear su('h an infamous and blasphemous
se~ti~entI
The king of glory, actuated by a
pnnclple of f"ur, or governed by motives of polICYI He who spake as never man spake!
He
who in the beginning was with God, and was
God! He by whom, and for whom all things
were made, and without whom v/as not any
thing.mad.e that,was made, governed in a great
quel>tlODhke t,hlS by a principle of policy, to
t

the neglect and total abandonment of all justice,
mercy, and,truth!
It is to? bad, Sir, to impute
~u:h a mobv~ t.o such a being, on such a subject,
IS mfamous; ItIS blasphemous in the extreme. I
know men, sir-I
speak nothing invidiouslywho have said-and
I have heard of their expressing the sentiment-teach
them to bel~eve that God and religion tolerated and establ ished slavery, and they would renounce it, and
[orever after g? aga;inst it, and the pri~ciples it
iuculcetes. 81r, tliis shows that the object such
an one would have in ascertaining the will of God,
would not be to execute and carry it out, but to
see how far he can make it subscrve his own
peculiar views. But, sir, convince me that God
!he Father, God the Son, and God the Spirit, all
In one, would
for thousands and thousands of
yeers. in e,!e.ry age, and under every dispensenon of.reh,glOll, and amongst all nations, permit
an I,nstltutIOn so outrageous as the one of slavery IS represented to be by our opponents.
I
confess It would shake my faith.
Sir, I do
not, I cannot believe it.
Now, sir, I have gone through, in my crude
way, with this whole subject, and I have shown
I think, that God did ordain and establish slave~
IJ:" by the prophetic denunciations of N oah and
his son Ham, and his posterity, in the very dawn
of time. I have shown that he permitted Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob, all to have hosts of slaves,
while in full fellowship with Him and with one
another.
I have shown that God authorized the
Jews, through Moses, to purchase with money,
and hold slaves forever, I have shown, also
that he incorporated it with the institutions of
~e l?assover and circumcision, thus identifying
It with, and incor,P0rating it in, both Patriarchal and Jewish dispensations:
showing, clearly
and conclusively, that slavery is not, as is contended by the opposition, contrary to, but compatible with, the law of God, and consequently
c3;nn~t be a Bin in his sight.
Sin being an institutaon or act contrary to, and in violation of,
God's holy law, and God havine ordained and
~st~bli,she~ sl.avery, it cannot be immoral, either
in its institution or tendency,
A bad tree cannot bring forth good fruit, nor can a good tree
bring forth bad fruit. I have farther shown that
it is not the use, but the abuse of slavery that
brings wretchedness and ruin; that where slavery abounded and was properly regulated, prosperity did much more abound and continue,thus clearly showing and establishing- what was
to be. proven-that
slavery is neither a sin in
the Sight of God, a great moral evil, or detrimental to the best interests of a state; that it has
existed in ever'y age of the world since the flood,
and has been incorporated with every dispenset~on of religion-Patriarchal,
Jewish, and Ohristlan.
And t.hen, on motion of Mr. CLARKE, the
committee rose and reported progress. Leave
was granted for it to sit again, and
The convention adjourned.
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they may be elected, next preceding the election.
SEQ. 7. Judges of the county court, and justices of the peace shall be conservators of the
peace. '1'h8Y shall be commissioned by the gcvernor. County and district officers shall vacate
their offices by removal from the district or county in which they shall be appointed.
The legislature shall provide, by law, for the mode and
manner of conducting' and making due returns
of all elections of judges of the county court.
justices of the peace, and constables, and for determining contested elections; and also provide
the mode of filliug vacancies in these offices.
SEC, 8. Judges of the county courts, justices
of the peace, and constables, shall be subject to
indictment for malfeasance or misfeasance in office, in such mode as may be prescribed by law,
subject to appeal to the court of appeals; and,
upon couvictiou,
their offices shall become vacant.
Mr. GHOLSON, from a select committee, as
its chairman, made the following report, which
was referred to the committee of the whole and
ordered to be printed:

Mr. WICKLIFFE, from the committee on the
court of appeals, made a report as an amendment of the report heretofore made from that
committee, WhICh, on his motion, was referred
to the committee of the whole and ordered to be
printed, as follows:
SEC. 5. Line 2, after" state," add" by counties." Sse. 5. Line 2, after" district-s," add" as
nearly equal in voting population, and with as
convenient limits as may be."
SEC. 13. Add the following: "provided,
that
when a vacancy may occur from any cause, or
the clerk shall be under charges upon information, the judges of the court of appeals shall have
power to appoint a clerk, pro tern, to perform the
duties of clerk until such vacancy shall be filled,
or the clerk acquitted."
Add the following: SEC. 15 "All elections of
judges of the court of appeals, and the clerks
thereof, shall be by ballot."
Mr. BRISTOW, from the committee on the
ARTICLE -.
county courts, made a report which was referred
SEC. 1. Within five years after the adopto the committee of the whole, and ordered to
tion of this constitution,
the legislature shall
be printed, as follows:
appoint not less than three 1101' more than five
ARTICLE-.
persous Ieemed in the law, who shall revise, diSEC. L There shall be established in each gest, and arrange the statute laws, civil and
county now, or which may hereafter be erected criminal, so as to have but one law on anyone
within this commonwealth,
a county court, to subject, to be in plain English, in such manner
consist of a presiding judge and two associate as the legislatnre mar direct; and a like provision shall be had as often as shall be found necesjudges.
.
SEC.2. The judges of the county court shall sary.
SEC. 2. Eaeh luwpaesed by the legislature shall
be elected by the qualified voters in each county,
embrace
but
one
subject
matter,
which
shall be
for the term of four years, and until their successors shall be duly qualified, and shall receive exwessed in the title.
~EC. 3. Every amendment
of a statute shall
such compensation for their services as may be
fixed by law, to be paid out of the county rev- include that part of the old statute intended to
be retained, as well as the amendment or addienue.
SEC. 3. At the first election after the adoption tion thereto.
SEC. 4. TIle legislature. at its first session afof this constitution, the three judges shell be
elected at the same time, but the associate judges, ter the adoption of the new constitution, shall
of at least three
first elected, shall hold their offices for only two provide for the appointment
years, so that, thereafter, the election of the pre- persons learned in the law, whose duty it shall
be
to
prepare
a
code
of
practice
for the courts in
siding judge, and that of the associate judges,
this commonwealth, by revising, abridging, and
will not occur at the same time.
SEC. 4. No person shall be eligible to the office simplifying the laws in relation thereto, uud reof presiding or associate judge of the county port the same to the legislature for their adopcourt, unless he be a citizen of the United States, t.ion and modification from time to time.
SEC. 5. The mode of taking evidence in this
over twenty one years of age, and a resident of
the county in which he shall be chosen one year commonwealth shall, in all civil suits, be uniform and the same, and each party shall have
next preceding the election.
SEC. 5. The jurisdiction
of the county court the right to make a witness of the opposing
shall be regulated by law, and, until changed, party.
Mr. GHOLSON, from a minority of the same
shall be the same now vested in the county
committee, asked and obtained leave to make a
courts of this commonwealth.
SEC. 6. The several counties in this state shall report differing in some of its details from the
be laid off into districts of convenient size, as report of the majority, with which he said he was
the general assembly may, from time to time, di- unable to agree. On his motion it was referred to
rect. Two justices of the peace and one consta- the committee of the whole and ordered to be
ble shall be elected in each district by the quali- printed, as follows:
fied voters therein.
The jurisdiction of said ofARTICLE
ficers shall be co-extensive with the county.SEa. 1. At its first session after the adoption
Justices of the peace shall be elected for the
term of four years, and constables for the term of this constitution, the legislature shall appoint
of two year;;; they shall be citizens of the Uni- not less than three nor more than five persons
ted States, twenty-one ycars of age, and shall learned ill the law, whose duty it shall be to rehave resided six months in the district in which vise and arrange the statute laws of thi$ com-
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monwealth, both civil and criminal, so as to have
but ODe law on anyone subject.
SEC. 2. And, also, three other persons learned in the law, whose duty it shall be to prepare a code of practice for the courts in this
commonwealth,
by revising, abridging, and aim)lifying the rules of practice,
and laws re-

j ating thereto-all

of whom shall, at as early a

day as practicable, report their labors to the
legislature for their approval, amendment, and

adoption. A like revision of the statutes and
rules of practice shall be provided by the legislature every
years.
SEC. 3. When the legislature
shall amend a
statute, the whole of such statute, as amended,
shall be published.
SEC. 4. No law passed by the legislature shall
embrace more than one distinct object, or subject matter, which shall be expressed in the
title.
SEC. 5. No petition or declaration
shall ever
be made necessary to the issuance of process,
on accounts or notes for the payment of money
or property.
SEC. 6. No civil suit shall be dismissed
for
lack of technical form or specificatione:
but every citizen shall have justice freely without sale,
promptly,
without denial or delay, and a trial
upon the merits of his case. To this end, the
Iegisleture, at its first session after the adoption
of this constitution, shall rrovide one general
form of action in which al civil suits shall be
brought.
SEC. 7. In all civil suits the witnesses shall
be examined orally, and in open court, except In
such cases as. from necessity .. the legislature
shall otherwise order and direct; and either party shall always have the right to make a witness
of the oppos1l1g party.
SEC. 8. Seven years peaceable possession under a title, either legal or equitable, shall quiet
the titles of the occupants of lands in this commonwealth, as to the adverse claim or claims of
all and every person or persons-infants,
idiots,
and persons of unsound mind excepted.
LEAVE

OF ABSENCE.

On the motion of Mr. JAMES, leave of absence was granted to Mr. Talbott until to-morrow morning.
'l'he PRESIDENT
announced that he had recei ved a note from the delegate from Franklin
county (Mr. Lindsey) stating that he wag detained from his seat, without leave, by the illness of his father.
SLAVERY.

'I'he resolutions offered xesterday by Mr. Dixon, affirming the inviolability
of slave property,
came up as the unfinished business.
Mr. TURNER
resumed the discussion,
and
spoke as follows:
Mr. Preaidcnt : When the gentleman's
resolution was read yesterday morning there was
such confusion
here that I did not at once
draw the distinction
between the propriety of
doing what he desires, and the power of doing
it, and I therefore said that I hoped the vote
would be taken immediately,
for I am sure that
not a member wishes to interfere with the right
of 'property.
After it w-aa read a. second time,

the elder gentleman from Nelson, (Mr. Hardin,)
got the floor, and I had .nct the opportunity of
making- the remarks I desired.
I ccncur in what
was said by that gentleman with one exception,
and I do not at present intend to discuss the
merits of the resolution
of the gentleman from
Henderson, except in part, as I understand it is
to be amended.
I am extremely anxious that
we shall all come to an a~reelllent on this subject,
and to such a one as will not go out to alarm
the people of the commonwealth.
It is true
there can be no dissent from the proposition
that we ought not to interfere with the vested rights of the citizens of Kentucky. Yet, however alarming it may appear at first 'blush, I have
not the most remote doubt that we have the
power to interfere with those vested rights, so far
as respects the slave property of the commonwealth.
I hope the day will never come-it
oertaiuly has not now come-when
there will be a
disposition to exercise this power, either by us
or by those who may come after us.
There have been two propositions assumed in
this debate, in relation to the influence of the
Federal Constitution on this subject of slavery,
upon which I wish to express an opinion, and
to read some authorities.
There has been an
opinion expressed here, that the constitution of
1792 and 1198, was a contract between the citizens of, and the government of the state, that
they should hold slave property, and that therefore it was guarantied by that provision of the
constitution
of the United States, which secures the inviolability
of contracts.
I do not
think that is a correct doctrine.
I do not
believe that the tenure of our slave property is
held in any way under prohibitions or grants of
power in the United States constitution,
exceflt
so far as the provisions
of the constitution
m
regard to runaway slaves, and one other similar
matter, may be connected with it. I do not consider a constitution, any more than a law, to be a
contract.
Is every law we pass a contract between the government
and the citizen?
And
the constitution is nothing more than law. It is
supreme, and other law yields to it as inferior
law, but still it is a mere law, and rule of action prescribed by the sovereign flower. It is a
sovereign law in its sphere of action, and where
it is not restrained by constitutional power supeorto it; but-whether itbe ooustituticn cr law, there
are no rights of contract arising from it. If that
was the case, then the repeal of the law would
leave all the rights under it just as if the law
was not repealed.
And if we concede that slave
property in this country is regulated by, or held
III any
manner under the federal government,
what does that concession amount to? It is the
very concession that the wildest advocate of abolitionism desires us to make for them. Instead
of the institution
being entiret
under the protection of our own laws an
regulations,
it
would be entirelv under the control of the federal government. ~It lllay be said that there are
guaranties with regard to it under the federal
constitution,
but arc we Dot increasing the free
states to such an extent that soon two thirds
of the Union will be free states, who could at
any moment attack those guaranties by way of
amending the constitution,
and take our property away from us. That would be the goal to
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she is recogwhich we are driving, and I protest against the who will say. that notwithstanding
assumption of the existence of any such power nized as a state of the Union, the federal government has a right to prohibit those slaves from
in the federal government.
being brought into that state? Is it not an inIt has been said also, that the slave property
is further protected because the constitution of stitution clearly under her own control, over
which the federal government has no power?
If
the United States declares that pri vote property
not, if we admit tuat congress has that power,
shalt not be taken without compensation-ce
under
the
commercial
clause,
it
is
putting
the
aimilur provision to the one existing in our
state constitution.
It is not addressed to the slave institution in the states, entirely under the
state power or authority at all, but it is address- control of the federal govemment.
If this power ext.ends to one state, under this
ed entirely to the exercise of the power in the
That
federal constitution by congress sitting under commercial clause, it must extend to all.
Congress should have the power to say what
it. It has nothing to do with the state institutions or the exercise of state power at alL I will shall or shall not be brought into Kentucky, but
read the decision on this point in the case of shall not have the same power with regard to InBarrow es. the Mayor of Baltimore-7th
Peters, diana or Ohio. is a pwposition that will not bear
even a moment's scrutiny. Wherever they have
page 243.
any :power under the constitution it is unlimi"The provision declaring that private proper~
ted In its exercise within the sphere of the
< ty shall not be taken for' public
use without
limits of the United States, and can be applied
, just compensation, is intended solely as a limi- to every state, territory, and nook, and corner in
'tation
on the exercise of the power by the this nation.
The power is not subordinate to
'government
of the United States, and is not that of the state; the state power always, when
'applicable to the legislation of States. Limiit comes in conflict with that of the federal
< tauons
of power, if expressed. in general terms,
government, is subordinate and succumbs to it.
t are necessarily
applicable to the government
In the great case of Graves tJ8. Slaughter, which
t created
by the instrument, and not to distinct
weut up to the United States supreme court from
, governments fanned br different persons and Louisiana, this part of the constitution
was
t for different
purposes.'
touched upon and argued in a manner so able as
As to the remarks of the gentleman from Nelson,
to draw forth the highest encomiums of the court.
(Mr. Hardin,) I concur in all he said in relation
Judge McLean on this subject said:
to the origin of our title to slave property, and
« Can the
transfer and sale of slaves, from
indeed in every thing he said to which he gave
the sanction of his opinion.
Bnt does he wish 'one state to another, be regulated by Congress,
< under the commercial
power?
to have the idea. inferred from his argument, that
"If a state may admit or prohibit slaves at
the delegation of the commercial power in the
federal constitution-the
fower to regulate com- , its discretion, this power must be in the state,
merce between the severa states, Indian tribes, t and Dot in Congress. The constitution seems
&c.-places a restriction upon our power over 'to recognize the power to be in tbe states. The
of certain persons, meaning slaves,
uur slave !HOpert.Y? I did not understand him 'importation
as giving lis opinion that such was the fact, t which was not to be prohibited before eighteen
but only as referring to it as an argument, which < hundred and eight, was limited to such states,
he used. in 1833, when we were both much 'then existing, as shall think proper to admit
'them.
Some of the states at that time prohibiyounger than )lOW, to keep the non-importation
slave law from being passed.
The gentleman is , ted the admission of slaves, and their right to
too ~ood a lawyer, and too enlightened
and t do so was as strongly implied by this provision
candid a man, to say to this house, that he be- t as the right of other states that admitted
lieves that the clause of the constitution of the <them."
United States applies to this subject, and reach" The constitution treats slaves as persons.
es the matter of commerce in slaves. He would
;\!
~
•
"The
character of property is givnever throw the weight of his character and 'en them by loeallaw.
'Phis law IS respected,
judgment into that scale, The federal constitu- , and all rights under it are protected by the fedtion, when speaking of the regulation of cora- 'eral authorities; but the constitution acts upon
merce between the states, refers to the ordinary
'slaves as persons, and not as property.
• •
subjects of commerce.
It does not apply to
" The power over slavery belongs to the states
«persons," as negroes are dcsignated in that in< respectively.
It is localm its character, and in
strument, and they are not within the scope of 'its effects; and the transfer or sale of slaves
the federal power. Why, if Congress can pass 'cannot be separated from this power. It is, inan act permitting us to bring slaves inca Ken, deed, an essential part of it.
tucky, can they not also pass a law prohibiting
"Each state has the right to protect itself
us from doing so? Suppose this was a new
state-that
there were not an hundred slaves in , against the avarice and intrusion of the slave
its whole population, and tbat we desired to , dealer; to guard its citizens against the incanhave slavery, can the congress of the United t veniencee and dan~ers of a slave population.States, legally under its constitution. say that < The right to exercise this power, bj- a state, is
'higher and deeper than the constitution.
The
we shall not bring them here, notwithstanding
every body desired that we should?
I deny , evil involves the prosperity, and may endanger
that congress has any power over the subject, , the existence of a state. Its power to guard
derived either from the commercial clause in 'against, or to remedy the evil, rests upon the
the constitution, or from any other source. The 'law of self-preservation; a law vital to every
and especially to a sovereign
negroes of the southern country are going into 'community,
I state."
Texas in great numbers, and is there anyone
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I will now read a short extract from Chief read to this convention, and the decisions of the
same courts.
Now let me understand the propJustice TANEY:
"I had not intended to express an opinion osition contained in the decision, which the gen'upon the question raised in the argument in re- tleman has read to this convention, find upon
< lation to the power of congress to regulate
the which he seems so triumphantly to rely as es• traffic in slaves between the different states, be- tablishing this great fact, that the state has the
'cause the court have come to the conclusion, in sale power of controlling its slave population,
, which I concur, thatthe point is not involved in and that it in no respect belongs to congress and
'the case before us. But, as my brother Mcbean the government of the United States. No body
doubts that proposition. The State of Kentucky
< has stated his op'inion upon it, I am not willing,
< by remaining
SIlent, to leave any doubt as to 1135the exclusive right to control the slave prop·
erty of the state-and the gentleman might have
'mine.
., In my judgment, the power over this subject gone a little further, and said that the state has
the sole and exclusive right of controlling the
< is exclusively with the several states; and each
It is perfectly
• of them has a right to decide for itself, whether landed property of Kentucky.
clear that congress has no power over the landed
< it will or will not allow persons of this descripproperty of the commonwealth. nor has it any
< tlon to be brought within their limits, from anmore llower and control over the slaves of the
< other state, either for sale or for any other pur'pose; and, also, to prescribe the manner and state, or over any right which the state has to
Nobody ever contend'mode in which they may be introduced, and to control that population.
ed thut they had-nor
was it ever so contended
• determine their condition and treatment within
, their respective territories; and the action of the in the proposition 'W lrich formed the basis of the
• several states upon this subject, cannot be con- decisions to which the gentleman has referred.
But here is the true and the great question:
'trolled by congress, either by virtue of Its power
'to regulate commerce, or by virtue of any other Although congress has 110 power to control
'power conferred by the cOllstitution of the Uni slavery, yet the constitution of the United Stales
• ted States.
I do not, however, mean to argue lays the state under an inhibition, 80 far as re'this question; and I state my opinion upon it, spects the violation of contracts which it may
In regard to abolishing
(on account of the in terest wh ich a large portion make with individuals.
'of the union naturally feel in this matter, and slavery, at' of preventing the people of Ken'from an apprehension that my silence, when all- tucky from abolishing slavery, congress has no
lOWer,but the constitution of the United States
'other member of the court has delivered his
ays the state under an inhibition in respect to
'opinion, might be misconstrued."
One of these judges, Mr. McLean, was from a the right to violate the obligations of contracts.
free state, although I believe he is a native of I agree with the gentleman from Madison, that
Kentucky, and I have always understood that he the clause of the United States constitution in
grew up to manhood in Lincoln county, where regard to the taking of private property, refers
my father knew him as a boy. He was, there- alone to the exercise of that power under that
fore, reared in a slave state. 'I'he other, chief instrument, and not to any action of the state.justice Taney, is a citizen of Maryland, where But t.his is not the question here. ']'11equestion
slavery exists.
Thus we have the weight of au- which I desire to present, comes up under the
thority of two jud,!?es, each residing in different resolution I have offered. Can the state enter
sections of the union, the non-slaveholding
and into a contract with regard to the rig1lt of propif I understand
him,
the alaveholding state both concurring.
There erty? The gentleman,
Do I understand him to say so
was no dissent eXp':ressed in the court, I believe, says it cannot.
except by Judge Baldwin, who seems to think or not?
Mr. TURNER.
No sir; my position is, that
the power IS vested under the commercial clause.
Mr. DIXON amended his resolution by strik- neither the constitution nor the law is a contract,
ins out the words "power or" before the word unless it is in the nature of a charter of a bank,
or something of that kind.
"tIght."
So that it will read as follows:
Mr. DIXON.
Well then, the gentleman's
Resolved, 'l'hat this convention has Dot the
right, by. any principle it may incorporate into proposition is, that there is no such thing as a
the conetitutiou of the state, to deprive the citi- contract in law, or resulting from a contract,
zen of his property without his consent, unless unlessit is a bank charter or something of that
it be for the public good, and only then by mak- kind. I take issue directly with the gentleman,
and maintain it, as a proposition clear and coning to him a just compensation therefor.
elusive, that there is a power in the legislative
He then spoke as f0110ws:
in this conMr. President: I have listened, and I will reply department of the government-nay,
make a contract with the
very briefly, to the remarks of the gentleman vention itself--to
from Madison and the positions which he has citizens in regard to every right of property.assumed.
The proposition which was thrown Suppose the legislature grants land to the people
are various modes by which
out by me in the remarks which 1 had the honor of the state-there
by the direct act of the
to address to this convention in committee of the grants arc made-either
whole on another question, is, that there is such legislature, or by the governor authorized so to
There
a thing as a contract being entered into between do in the name of the eommouweallh.
the state in its sovereign capacity, and the peo- was such a grant as that mentioned by the
legislature
of
Virginia,
to
Richard
Henderson
ple in their individual capacities.
'l'hat was the
proposition I then assumed, and which I am & Co., granting 200,000 acres of land, not by
prepared now to maintain, not only by argu- any patent, but directly, commencing, I believe,
ments which I think ought to be conclusive, but at the mouth of Green river. It was a direct
by authorities as high as those the gentleman grant through a legislative act. I mean to tell
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the gentleman. and maintain it too, that grant
was an obligation or contract, between the state
of Virginia, who granted it, and the grantees UDder the act. I mean to tell him it was a contract
which the legislature of Virginia had not the
power to rescind or impair. What is that contract? It is the contract on the part of the state,
that it will not re-take from the grantee that
which it has granted to him. That is the contract. I bring up the question here, whether it
is in the power of this convention to impair that
contract, and to declare its obligations void?'I'hat is the question I present 10 the gentleman.
1'J1i8 state can also make a contract with its citizens, that it will not take the property which it
has recognized as theirs, without making them
compensation
therefor.
And I maintain that
the state did make a contract, a most solemn one,
that it would not take the property from the citizen, under the constitution of the years 1792 and
1798. It guarantied this property, and that guarantee is a contract.
What is it? The state
invited the citizens of Virginia to settle in Kentncky, then a territory, and the people then Jiving here she invited to remain here, as their future home; and held out to them all the beautiful prospect which sllread around them, as a
reason why they shan d emigrate here, and why
those living here should remain.
And it held
out another inducement.
It was that their property should be protected.
Yes, this was another
great inducement held out, that their property
should be protected and not violated, and the
state entered with the citizens, into this contract, this agreement:
" No person shall, for the saTDOoffence, be
, twice put in jeopardy of his life 01' limb; nor
'shall any man's property be taken or applied to
'public use, without the consent ofhis reprcsen. tative, and without just compensation being
'previously made to him."
Now what is the contract?
"Nor shall any
man's property be taken, for the public usc,
without hIS consent, and without compensation being made to him,"
In this the state
agrees with the citizen, that it will not take his
property without his consent, or withont compensation to him, What does the citizen a~rce
with the state? Why, that if the public gooa requires it, you may take my property by making
compensation for it. Here is the agreement, clear
and specific. It is a solemn contract between
the state and tile citizen; the state guaranteeing
and binding itself, that she will not take his
property without paring him for it, and the citrzen binding himsel ,that if the public good requires it, the state may take it from him ou payment therefor. And will you tell me that this is
110t a contract? What is it, if it is not a contract, an agreement, a promise; a solemnJledge
to the people, which can never be violate ...r ithout sinking the character of the state into that of
dishonor and degradation?
Judge Underwood,
a man of talents and an honor to Kentucky,
although an emancipationist, has said, that this
obligation cannot be violated without dishonor
or fraud,
Could the people, or will they ever in Kentucky, violate it, unless mobocracy shall be supreme, unless reason itself shall be dislodged,
unless the spirit of the institutions of the coun-

try fail in their character, unless that wild spirit
of fanaticism which, under the reign of terror,
drove the French people to desperation, and induced them to parade throngh the streets of Paris
that singular goddess of reason and worship her
in preference to the holy reli~ion, that great
spirit which lies at the foundation of law, and
which gives strength and value to nll that we
hold dear on earth, and the results of the disregard of which were exhibited in the bloody rule
of a Rcbespierra, a Danton, a Murat-never,
unless influenced by these impulses, could the I?eople of Kentucky arrive at such a conclusion.
And it was to guard against this, against the
outbreaks of fanaticism, and-the terror of a wild
mobocracy, who might, in a moment of desperation, seek to impair the obligation of contracts,
that these groat principles were thrown around
the constitution to protect them, This was the
object of inserting this provision in the cpnstitu-'
tiou, and I will demonstrate it by the 0plllion of
those who will have weight with all within the
sound of my voice. I refer to the groat case of
Fletcher against Peek, which Went up from the
state of Georgia to the United States supreme
court, and I intend to SllOW" by the arguments
and decisions on that occasion, that the section
of the eonst.itution of Kentucky alluded to, is a
solemn contract between the state and the citizen, which is not to be disregarded or violated,
I believe the gentleman from Madison holds that
the state cau make llO contract as a law, unless
with regard to a corporation, or something of
that sort.
Mr. TURNER.
WJmt I said was, that ordinary laws were not contracts.
They were such
when release of lands and powers were made by
the state to individuals, but the commonwealth
never owned the negroes, or the personal proper .
t)" of the country.
Mr. DIXON.
I make no point of .it then. I
never dispute with a gentleman if he agrees
with me, If the gentleman docs I am glad of it
as it takes from me the duty of meeting his remarks, I hope the convention will attend to
me in the reading of this decision, as it is very
important and bears directly on the whole question, It is due to themselves and to the whole
country, that this question should be understood. I will read:
«The legislature of Georgia was a party to
'this transaction; and for a party to pronounce
'its own deed invalid, whatever cause may be
'assigned for its invalidity, must be considered
'as a mere act of power, which must-find its vin"dioation in a traiu of reasoning not often heard
'in courts of justice,
"If the legislature be its own judge in its own
'case ........
{that is the very power which I deny
'here] it would seem equitable that its decision
• should be regulated
by those rules which
'would have regulated the decision of a judicial
'tribunal.
The question was, in its nature, a
, question of title, and the tribunal which decided
, it was either acting in the character of a court of
'justice, and performing a duty usually assigned
'to a court, or it was exerting a mere act of power
'in which it was controlled only by its own will.
"If the legislature felt itself absolved from
'those rules of property which are common to all
'the eibisena of the United States, and from thOSQ
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which it may enter into with me in the form of
a constitutional or statute law? That is a power
which I utterly repudiate and deny.
Here the
discussion comes right to the point.
" Is the power of the legislature competent to
'the annihilation
of such title, and to the re, eumption of the property thus held?"
'I'he state granted to the citizens an the great
landed estates, and has no power to divest them
of it, and to resume them. Has it the power to
'powerful objections to a legislative grant, as are do it? The gentleman maintains that it has the
'alleged agamst this, may not again exist. yet power-that
this convention stands as the rep'the principle, on which alone this rescinding
resentative of the sovereignty of the people of
< act it is to be supposed, may be applied to eve- the state, and that its powers
are unlimited in
try case to whicf it shall be the will of any regard to any extent it may think proper to ex, legislature to apply it. The principle is this, ercise it:
'that a legislature may. by its own act, divest
" The principle
asserted is, that one legisla• the vested estate of any man whatever, for rea- • ture is competent to repeal any act which a fOT• sons which shall, by itself, be deemed suffi- 'mer legislature was competent to pass; and
f cient."
'that one legislature cannot abridge the powen~
Now you have the whole case spread before 'of a succeeding legislature."
you. The legislature may, by its own act, d iWhat has been done under the constitution of
vest any right in this commouwealth
of which Kentucky. the great organic law of the state?
they may think proper to divest the citizen.
I Negroes were brought into the state under it, and
deny that, and maintain here that it cannot be it was an act done under the sanction of law.
done under that clause in the constitution of the Negroes have been purchased under it, and that
United States declaring that the states shall pass was an act done under the law. If I purchase
no law impairing the obligation of contracts.
one from you, the title to the negro is to be bro"In this case the legislature may have bad ken up-c-thc obligation between you and me,
f ample proof that the onginal
grant was obtained you being the grantor to me, is to be violated,
• by practices which call never be too much repro- by this all-sweeping power of the convention of
bated, aud which would have justified its nbro- Keutccky.
Because you must violate the obli· gation so far as respected those to WJlOIn crime gation uf the man 'who makes the sale, if you de• was imputable.
But the grant, when issued, clare that the title derived from you is not bindI conveyed
an estate in fee simple to the grantee, ing. The obligation ean be severed, or our ac< clothed with all the solemnities
which law can tion amount" to nothing at all. For the state of
• bestow. This estate was transferable; and those Georgia, in conveying the lands to her citizens,
who purchased parts of it were not stained by acted on the implied obligation that she would
• that guilt which infected the original traneac- not take back that property.
It 'was so regarded
• t.ion. Their case is not distinguishable from the by the J edges of the Supreme Court of the U ni• ordinary case of purchasers of a legal estate ted States, and to which the inhibition in the
• without knowlege of any secret fraud which section which declares that no state shall pass
• might have led to the emanation of the original laws impairing the obligations of contract, was
, grant.
According to the well known COU!'8e intended to apply.
If that imrlied obligation
'of equity, their rights could not be affected by carne within that inhibition, is It not clear that
I such
fraud. Their situation was the same, their it applie1i as well to your interference with obliI title
was the same, with that of every other getions between the citizens, as to obligations
'member of the community who holds land by between the citizen and the state? 'l'he gentle• regular conveyances from the original patentee."
man strikes at that, and in any attempt to break
But according to thc power asserted here by down the titles to slave property, he must degentlemen in this convention, they occupy no stroy the contract between individuals;
because,
such attitude.
'I'he innocent purchaser under in the act of manumission, you destroy the title
the grant of the state of Virginia, before the to the property you set free, as derived from the
convention of Kentucky in its sovereign capaci- laws of the state, and being derived also from
ty or~anizcd a constitution, occupied the very auother individual,
it become" a great question
identical ground, so far as taking from him his as to the power of the state of Kentucky to imvested rights is concerned, as the individual
pair the obligations between another individual
who purchased of him, who was guilty of the and me. But I will not argue that point now,
fraud imputed to the grantees under the patents but confine myself to the question between the
issued by the state of Georgia.
There is no dif- state and its citizens:
ference between them. And that is the argument
"The correctness of this principle, so far as rethat gentlemen proclaim in asserting the right of , spects general legislation, can never be centrothe sovereignty of Kentucky to seize upon private
verted. But, if an act be done under a law, a
rights and use and apply them in whatever mansucceeding legislature cannot undo it. The past
cannot be recalled by the 'fIwst absolute power. Conner they think proper, and which they ask
the convention to assert and proclaim through- I veyances have been made; those conveyances
out the country.
The great point is this-has
'have vested legal estates; and if those estates
the state of Kentucky, in its sovereign capacity, 'may be seized by the sovereign authority, still,
the power to take from me those vested rights 'that they originally vested is a fact, and cannot
which it has been instrumental in bestowing • cease to be a fact."
upon me, or of violating any other agreement
Now you will understand that the proposition
':principles of equity which are acknowledged
, In all our courts, its act is to be supported by
< its power
alone; and the same power may dir vest any other individual of his lands, if it
'shall be the will of the legislature so to ex• ert it.
t< It is not intended
to speak with disrespect
, of the legislature of Georgia, or of its acts.
'Far from it. The question is a general ques"tion, and is treated as one. For though such
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before the supreme court was to take away from 'and this, says Blackstone, differs in nothing
the person who purchased the property, the title 'from a grant. The contract between Georgia
which the state had granted, and to take away "and the purchasers was executed by the grant.
subsequently the same property to which indi- 'A contract executed, as well as one which is exviduals had acquired a title under the recipients "ecutory, contains obligations binding on the
of the state grants. Two propositions arise"parties. A grant, in its own nature, amount"
first, the power to abrogate the contract between 'to an extinguishment of the right of the grantthe state and the citizen, and next the power to 'or, and implies a contract not to reassert that
abrogate the contract between the citizens them- 'right.
A party is, therefore, always estopped
selves-the one purchasing lands throulfh It eon- 'by his own grant."
tract with the other. And you will find that
Since then, in fact, 11 grant is a contract exethe decision of the court is, that the sovereign outed, the obligation of which still continues,
power of the State of Georgie cannot deprive and since the constitution uses the general term
either cue nor the other of his property. I will contracts, without distinguishing between those
read it:
which are executory and those which are exeuu"When, then;u law is in the nature of a con- ted, it must be construed to comprehend the lat'tract; when absolute rights have vested und~r tel' as well as tbe fermer. A law annulling coo'that contract; a repeal of that law cannot d i- veyancee between the individuals, and decl ar'vest those rights; and the act, of annulling
ing that the grantors should stand seised of their
'them, if legitimate, is rendered so by a power former estates, notwithstanding
thORC grants •
. nppliceble to the case of every individual in would be as repugnant to the constitution as a
'the community!'
law discharging the vendors of property from
Does the gentleman mean to maintain that the obligation of executing their contracts by
absolute rights are not vested under the con- conveyances.
It would be strange if a contract
tract in the constitution of Kentucky, solemuly ' to convey was secured by the constitution, while
entered into with the citizens of the state? I an absolute conveyance remained unprotected.
will not say that you may not repeal the constiIf, under a fair construction of the constitutution of the state, but I do maintain that when tion, grants are comprehended under the term
yon have done that, you have not destroyed my contracts, is a grant from the state excluded
rights of property, and upon this proposition I from the operation of the provision?
Does not
will make a few remarks presently.
this settle the fact conclusively, that if the state
"It may well be doubted whether the nature of Kentucky, in her sovereign capacity attempts
'of society and of government does not prescribe to annul a contract entered into between tbe
'some limits to the legislative power; and if president of this convention and myself for a
'any be prescribed, where arc they to be found, sale of lands, she is debarred from so doing by
'if the property [the word pro\}el'ty is used here] the constitution of the United States? If she
'of an individual, fairly and ioncstly acquired, cannot destroy the title to lands, she cannot de'may be seized without compensation.
stroy the title if the president had granted to
• ,. To the legislature all legislative power is me slaves or any other description of r.roperty,
'granted; but the question, whether the act of which, under the laws he might beentit cd to do.
'transferring the property of an individual to And the act of manumission tbat some are at'the public, be in the nature of the legislative tempting to impose upon the state, what is it
'power, is well worthy of serious reflection.
but striking at the contract entered into between
"The validity of this rescinding act, then, two citizens t!le one selling t.o the other. It
'migbt well be doubted, were Georgia a single would be striking at everytitle in Kentucky.
I
"sovereign power. But Georgia Call1H?tbc view- will read further on this point:
':ed as a single, unconnected, soverel.gn. power,
"Is the clause to be considered as inhibiting
'on whose Iegieluture no other restrictions are 'the state from impairing tbe obligation of con'imposed tban may be found in its own constitu- 'tracts between two individuals, but as exclu'Lion; she is a part of a large empire; she is a 'ding from that inhibition contracts made with
'member of the American union; and that union "iteelf ? The words themselves contain no such
'has a constitution, the supremacy of which all 'distinction.
They are general, aud are appltca, acknowledge, and which Imposes limits to the "ble to contracts of every description,"
'legislatures of the several states, which llonc
"If contracts made witb the state are to be
'claim a right to pass. The constitution of the
'United States deeIares that 110 state shall pass 'exempted from their operation, the exception
must arise from the character of the contracting
'any bill of attainder, ex post facto Iaw, 01' I,aw
I
d
'impairing the obligation of cOlltraets.
'party, not from tbe words which are emp oye .
"Does the case now und\~r consideration come
"Whatevcr rcspeet might have been felt for
'within tbis prohibitory section of the constjtu- 'state !>overelgnties, it is not to be disguised that
'tion?
'the framers of the constitution viewed, with
"In considering this very interest,ing question, 'some apprehension, the viol(mt acts whicb gro\v
'we immcdiat\>ly ask ourselves, what is a COll- 'out of tbe feelings of the moment; and that the
'tract?
Is a grant [L contract? A contract is a 'people of the United States, in adoptin~ that
'compact between two or more parties, and it is 'lllstrument, have manifested a determinatIOn to
'either executory or execured. An ext'cutory 'shield thcmselves and their property, from tlw
'contract is one in which a party binds himself 'effects of thosc sudden and strong passions to
'to do, or not to do, a particular thing; such was 'which men are exposed. The restriction~ on
'the law under which the couve.rance was made 'the legislative power of the states are ObVl~US.
'by the ~overnor.
A contract exe.cuted is one 'l~ founded in this sentiment; and the constltu'in which the object of the contract is performed; 'tlOn of the United States contains what may be
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• deemed <1, bill of rights for the people of each
, state.
"No state shall pflSB any bill of attainder, or
, ex post facto law, or law impairing the obliga, tion of contracts.
"A bill of attainder may affect the life of nn
"individnnl,
or may confiscate his property,
or
"may do both.
"In this form the power of the legislature
•over the liyes and fortunes of individuals is ex"pressly restrained.
What motive, then, for irn'plying, in words which import a general prohibitiou to impair the obligation of contracts,
'au exception in favor of the right to impair the
"obligation of those contracts into which the
'state may enter.
"The state legislatnre can pass no ex poet facsa
'law. An ex post facto law, is one which renders
• an act punishable in a manuel' in which it
, was not punishable when it was committed.
, Such a law may inflict penalties on the per, son, OJ' may inflict pecuJ1Wl'y penalties which
'swell the public treasury.
The Iogisature is
'then prohibited from passing a law by which
'a man's estate, or any part of it, shall be
'seized for a crime which was not declared, by
, some previous law, to render him liable to that
< punishment.
Why, then, should violence be
'done to the natural meaning of words, for the
< purpose of leaving to the legislature
the power
'of seizing, for public use, the estate of an indi(vidual ill the form of a law annulling the title
, by which he holds that estate? The court can
'perceive no sufficient grounds for making this
'distinction.
This rescinding act would have
'the effect of an ex post facto law. It forfeits
'the estate of Fletcherfor a crime not committed
'by himself, but by those from whom he pur'chased.
This cannot be effected in the form of
'an ex post facto law, or bill of attainder; why,
'then, is it allowable in the form of a law all'llulling the original grant'?
" 1:he argument in favor of presuming an ill, tent.ion to except a cnee, not excepted by the
'words of the constitution, is susceptible of
'some illustration from a principle originally
"cngrafted in that instrument, though no longer
, a part of it. The constitution, as passed, gave
'the courts of the United States jurisdiction in
'suits brought against individual states.
A
'state then, which violated its own contract, was
"suable in the courts of the United States for
'that violation.
Would it have been a defence
'in such a suit to say that the state had passed a
'law absolving itself from the contract?
It is
'scarcely to be conceived that such a defence
'could be set up. And yet, if a state is neither
'restrained
by general principles of our politi'cal institutions, nor by the words of the con-stitutiou, from impairin~ the obligations of its
"own contracts, such a defence would be a valid
'one.
'I'his feature is no longer found in the
'constitution;
but it aids in the construetion of
'those clauses with which it was originally ns, sociated,
"It is then the unanimous opinion of the comt,
c that, in this case, the estate having passed into
c the hand$ of a purchaser
for a valuable consid'eration, without notice, the state of Georgia was
< restrained,
either by general principles which
, are common to our free institutions,
or by the
f

'particular provisions of tho constitution of the
'United States, from passing a law whereby the
'estate of the plaintiff in the premises so pur, chased could he constitutionally and legally im'paired and rendered n u ll and void. In overrul, iug the demurrer to the third plea, therefore,
'there is no error."
.
Now I have presented the case here, precisely
as it was presented in the Sllpreme court of the
United States, by that illustrious man whose decision upon every question has shed a lustre up·
on the judicial
learning of this country that
will live in the most distant ages.
Then the
question is a setbled one, that there is a contract
between the state and the people of Kentucky;
and when I turn to the clause of the constitution
which I have read, it is clearly to the effect that
the prO\lcrty of our citizens shall not be taken
for pub ic use without paying them a compf'nsation therefor.
I have showu that if the state
grants land to the citizen it cannot take it back;
and that if it grants slaves it cannot take them
back, for there is no difference between the title
to a slave and to land.
And I maintain here
that under this section of the constitution, the
state of Kentucky declares that it shall not be
taken for pnblic use without compensationthat it is a contract between the citizen and the
state-and
that each is bound by it.
But my friend from Nelson maintains another
proposition. and I intend to call attention to it
now. Yes it is a strange proposition, and that
is, that all the right we have to our slave population is derived from the constitution and laws
of the state.
If the gentleman would but look
back to the history of the acquisition of titles to
slave propertyjhe would find therearefutation of
his whole position.
How did wo originally acquire any title to slave property in this country?
If he will look back as far as 1620, he will find
that the very first slaves were brought to Virginia, in that year in a Dutch vessel. If he will look
back not quite so far, he will find that charters
were granted by Queen Elizabeth to certain companies empowering them to go to Africa and
possess themselves of slaves, and bring them to
the then colonies of North America.
He will
find that they were permittnd to go, and that
many went without permission at all.
well,
when they went there, what did they do? They
acquired the property,
They captured or purchased the negroes.
They exercised their manual strength and labor in acquiring the possession of that property-they
"becanic owners by
occupation or by purcheso, a war. of acquiring
roperty that gentlemen will readilyunderetaud.
Y Bay they became owners by occupation, as
those gentlemen who have gone to Oalifornia
to dig gold. 'There being no law to protect it,
they become entitled to the gold from the very
fact that they exercise manual labor to separate
it from that earth in which it ba.<;been 1011gimbeddt."'d. Law does not provide the right to the
gold ancl it does not provide the right to capture
and appropriate the slave. They had the gold
without any law, and they have now ealled a
convention of gold diggers and miners, and for
what purrose?
To give them title to the gold?
Not at al , they have that l'ight now-but it is
to give protection to those rights whieh they
havii acqttired by occupancy.
"That is the ob-
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ject and design.
To give them rights?
Nat at should they see propel' to do it, then away with
all-but the protection of the rights which now the rights of the people. If thls is not rad icalexist. Let us take this matter a little further. ism, the rank old agrarianism slarting up here,
I believe that when Kentucky separated from as from the floors of the old Homan senate, shaVirginia-cor to go further-that
before any killg its gory locks at us, it is very like it. I
constitution was formed in the United States, will say to it, "thou cane't not say I did it,"
the people of Virginia had then slaves, and but I will say also, it is yOIl and yon who prothat people had a right to them.
And when claim such doctrines who did it. And where is
the ad of separation was passed on the part of this thing to stop? Who can tell what a people
Virginia allowillg Kentucky to become a sepa- may do hereafter, and what a majority may farate state-when she separated herself and threw vor hereafter-where
is it to stop? I said the
herself back OIl first principles and declared her other day, when it is once admitted that a mere
sovereignty in the act of e:>tabli!'lhing organic majority has the right and the power to seize
law, her citizens then had this right of proper- upon the property of the people and to approty in slaves. 'l'hose right ... of property there- priate it to such use a" LIleythink proper, there
fore, were not derived from the laws of Virgin- is no lOlll;rerany safety in society. You have but
ia, or from the constitution of 1792 and 1795to proclaim to all the vagabond population of
they existed prior to, and independent of those the world, that they have only to become citilaws. They existed because they were rights z€:!lsof Kentucky, and a majority, in order to
clearly acquired from those who first acquired the serae upon the propelty of our citizens and apslaves and which had come down to their des. propriate it as they think proper-you
have but
cendants by descent, or which had been transfer- to call upon the wild spirits that inhabit the free
ed by purchase.
Thus were these rights exist. states and the great cities, the skulking va¥"lting prior to the adoption of any organic law. bond population who only seek an opportunity
But at this particular period of time, when all for plunder and murder-you
have but to call
things are thrown back to their original ele- upon those people of other countries who have
ments, and all permitted to express their opin- been expatriated from their own Junds, by the
ions and views on all and cnlry question, a laws, and who are driven from necessity to vioerrcnge proposition is springing up in the midst lence and outrage 011 those who are better ofl.'of OUI' excited countrymen.
What. is it?
One you have but to call upon these classes to come to
says to another, you have 110 right to all that Kentucky. and to assert the rights of a citizen
laud of yours-another,
you have no ritl'ht to and obtain the privilcl?,e of voting, and what
your negroes-and
another, you have no ngbt to would be the result? 1 hey would pour in upon
your strong box. It is a strange proposition
us as did the Goth and Vandal barbarians UpOIl
springing up right here ill: this community. the Roman territory-they
would come as diu
What will be the result of it?
the Huns under the lead of Attilu, sweeping be}Ir. C. A. WICKLIFFK
Does the gentleman fore them, as with a whirlwind of desolation, all
mean to say that I advocated such a doctrine on the great institutions of the country, and mothis floor? If so he is mistaken.
nopolizing all its/)roperty.
'l'hey would rally
Mr. DIXON.
I mean that such is the effect of around some great eador, like that "scourge of
the gentleman's proposition.
I say that it is the uetious," a.nd destroyer of civil institutions, who
true consequence of the doctrine advanced, that looked back Oil tho desolation he had left, and
all power belongs to this convention, and that forward on the beauty that was spread before
lJO right exists independent
of the organic law it him, and like that conqueror exclaim, "I look
may make, or the statute laws which may be ahead and all is beautiful, and all is cheering to
passed under it. I say then, let us go back to the my eyes and hopes. I look behind me, and lily
l'ltateof society I have mentioned to the gentle- track is marked in asllOSand in blood. De>iolaman. Let the proposition he made and pro- tiOll s]?reads itself ill my rear, and the beauties
claimed to the people of Kentucky, that prior to of civilization wither aBd faue at my approadl."
the adoption of tneir constitutIOn the right to
And your beautiful land of Kentucky-this
property does not exist, and what would be t.he fair garden of the United States-tbIs
spot
condition of c\"ery member of society?
The where the l)Ot't delIghts to dwell, and the statesvery assumption of the principle would belook- lUall aud hero delights to liuger-this
great
Ild tlpan a.<;a violation of every principle of Kentucky of ours, so glorious in the memory of.
right, which lies at the foundation of every free the past, and so bright in the vista of the futuro
government.
-it is to become like the plains of Italy, it is to
Well our title to 0111' slaves is not derived from be scourged b.y thoso who come like the Got.hs
Virginia or from the constitution or statute laws alld Vandals and Huns und ..r Attila, scatterillg
of Kentucky, but it is derived in the manner ruin and waste through our lanel.
which I have represented. 'Ve come then to the
I never will subscribe to such a doctrinc, or
formation of our presellt constitution.
What agree tbat fifty-olle men shall be armed with th~
shall we do here? We intend to unite in framing sovereign power of sciziJlS' 1l'p0IJ J.'nylife, 1.iberty,
a constitution that will protect, not destroy, to or property, and appropnatlllg
It to thell' own
build up and not to pull down-to
throw the use, in ...-iolatiolJ of the great principle which
regis of our protection around therightsof the cit- lies at the foundation of all free governments.
izeu, and not to put in tlle hands of the incendi- I nover will subscribe to that, and what does it
ary a torch to consume oj' a sword to destroy and amount to? We have cmbarkcd all OUI" fortunes
murder. This convention has 110 SllCh power. in the great vessel of state, and on this great
And if such a power can exist, if it is to be pro- and cheerless deep of political experiment we
claimed here that fifty one men in this conven- are now moving onward, having been permitted,
tion have the right to seize on the property, each man, to take into this ark of political'
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The power may exist, and r admit t.hat
safety his property; some one description, and right.
some another; and before the vessel is "launched, the physical power does exist. I, in contravenbefore she spreads her sails to the favoring tion of the laws of Kentucky. might commit an
wiuds, and before she has entered on the great act which would stain my hands with the blood
voyage, they have pledged themselves solemnly of a fellow man. I may have the physical powto each other that they will not encroach upon er, but not the right to do it. I may rob, mureach others rights or property.
Well they ad- der, and commit every other crime known to the
vance on the great deep, floating Oil prosper- law, but I have not the right to do all these
ously, when a portion of the crew rise up and things, and I deny the right todo the act referred
W~ may usurp power,
declare. you Sir have property here that you to in the resolutions.
shall no longer carry, or to another, you have but assumption is not right. We may take it
upon us to do as we please--we
may proclaim,
property that we are opposed to taking alongand then they appeal to the majority, and pro- to the world powers, which our constituents
claim the right of this majority to compel him never delegated to us, and never intended to do.
either to quit the vessel in which he has embark- Still those acts and declarations would not cared with his property, the fruits of his labor or ry with them the fight to do those acts, which
to see that property thrown
into the deep. we would proclaim ourselves as having the caNo such right can exist.
Here is the principle carried out of taking my pacity to perform.
property
without compensation, of taking my Our rightfnl powers then, in my humble opinslaves without my consent, and in violation of ion, arc limited to the protection of the people
the origmul pledge in the constitution.
I never and their rights, and not to destroying their
to pulling down, but to building
will yield to that principle, I never will submit property-not
to it-never.
It was a solemn agreement which up that great temple of libertv, to which all fly,
we entered into when we entered the great vessel and to erect that altar around which all may
of state, that neither one nor the other should in- cluster, and offer up the libations due to freeterfere with the rights of the other, and if it be- dom and human ]·igllts.
Mr. C. A. WICKLIFFE.
I do not rise to encame necessary for the public good-to
carry
out the simile a little further-that
a portion of ter iuto the discussion of the question at present,
nor
do
I
think
that
I
shall
discuss
it at anv other
the property should be thrown overboard, that
If I should undertake to do 80, 1 shall
compensation
should be made therefor.
But time.
to understand the point that
that the majority shall rise up and say, away desire thoroughly
is to be discussed.
Certainly the gentleman
with this, we do not recognize it as property
nnd we will throw it overboard, or you must from Henderson (MI'. Dixon) has not been anleave the vessel with it, is a proposition which I swering speeches that-were made ill this house,
utterly repudiate and denounce and against at least in Ill! hearing; and if 110other record of
the debate went out save tbe speech of that 1011which I enter my solemn protest.
orable gentleman, our honest and confiding COI]Then what does the resolution 1 have offered ~titucnts would be lead into the belief that
assert? Why this principle-that
the citizen has there was an agrarian spirit prevailing here, and
a right to be secure in his person any property-a
that it had obtained. an influence that was
right which is not only guarantied by all free threatening to result in robbing them of their
governments, but lies at the very Iouudatiou of property.
The remurke of the gentleman would
free government, and is illustrated bv the prin- authorize the assumption that such a spirit ex .
ciple I read here from that celebrated man, iets in this house.
Docs the gentlcman intend
Blackstone,
in his commentaries.
There the to ascribe such a feeling to the delegates in this
principle is illustrated.
It is that the aggre~ate
of society have the ri~htto control its iridivldu- body?
:Mr. DIXON.
Will the gentleman state the
al members; but the Individual members have
proposition I made.
the right tv the protection of all their private
11r. C. A. WICI{I~IFFE.
I do not say that
rights, and this before any convention is entered
into or organic law is framed. It is a solemn the gcutlcmuu charged any individual member
agreement that yOIl will not take from me my although from his manner I was led to suppose
rights, and in doing that, I submit to you the for a moment, that he was charging me--(hut
power of regulating it. I wish to put it to the that, I believe is disclaimed by the gentleman)
gentlcman-c-I wish to kuow whether the reso- with entertaining the sentiment that this eonvenlution I have offered asserts more than the fun- tion has the po",ver to divest the citizen of the
go into the strongholds
damental principle in all the constitutions and title to his property-to
laws of the couutry, that you shall not take pri- of the miser, and say to him, surrender your
go to the land holder and say give up
vate property except for the public good, and gold-to
I utterly disclaim such sentiments.
only then by granting compensation1
I wish your land.
Mr. DIXON.
I do not impute it to the gento ask whether it is not the lrinciple
which
tleman if he disclaims it. But if the gentleman
ought to be maintained here an everywhere.
Now we are making a great organic law for asserts it, I take issue wiih him.
Mr. O. A. W IOKLIFFE.
I trust tile gentleKentucky,
and asserting great fundamental
principles, and why not a;.sert that it is not the man wtll uever have t.he mortification of listening
to
the
assertion
of
such
an
abominable prin~
right of a mere mob, although in a majority, to
seize upon the property of individuals?
Wlq ciple from the humble individual now on the
the sentiment yesterday in annot assert that principle?
Admit that we have floor. lllttered
the power, and the power may exist in this con· swer to the remarks which accompauied the invention, but that does not carry with it an ad- troduction of this resolution, that we held slave
mission of the right of its exercise.
I llsed the propert,y in tJlis commonwealth under the SuarI do not deem It neword. power yesterday, but I meant the word antees of the constitution.
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cessary to go hack to the introduction
of African
slaves into this country, butl expressed the sentimeut that it was the constitution of Kentucky,
and the constitution of Kentucky alone that gave
the guarantee to the holders of this description
of property.
I believe that to be the principle
of your constitution
upon the subject.
Abrogate that, and I will ask my worthy friend
from Jefferson whether his plea of the Mosaic
dispensation, in a court of justice, would authorize him to hold his negroes in bondage.
'I'lrat
was the position that I advanced, nud I advance
this further proposition, that the power was given to the conventions 'that assembled for the
purpose of forming the constitutions of 1792
and 1798, to withhold, if they chose to do so, the
constitutional guarantee, under which this prop~
erty WM held. This is what I advanced;
not
that this convention
desired or contemplated
to infuse into the constitution
a principle
or
spirit or power in any department
of the government, destructive
of private property;
although the gcntleman's
speech would seem to
indicate that such was the purpose of this house.
I disclaim it for myself, sit, entirely.
But the object that I had in rising was merely to ascertain from the gentleman whether he
maintains the principle that the constitution of
the state, where there is no specific grant to A
or B of property or privilege, exclusive in its
character of the rights of the great mass of
the people, is a contract within the meaning of
the federal constitution.
Mr. DIXON.

I will answer the gentleman.

Mr. O. A. WICKLIFFE
(continuing.)
A single moment, sir. No one has contended here,
m my hearing, that if the legislature
chooses,
by ordinance, to grant an estate in land to B, or
individual and separate and corporate rights to
C, or to transfer proJ;erty by legislative
enactment, that such legislative
action did not constitute a contract within the meaning of the federal constitution, which inhibits the passing of
laws impairing the obligation of contracts. And,
hence, the rule applicable to the case which is
familiar to every student who has ever crossed
the thrcshhold of a lawyer's office, is wholly inapplicable, with due deference to the gentleman,
to the question now under consideration.
But
the question which I propounded
to the gentlemau is this; Is the constitution-is
the organic
law of the state-which
protects the members of
the community in the enjoyment oftheirpolitical,
social, and religious privileges and rights of prop·
erty, a contract between the members of the conveutiou who made it and the pe0.l?le-the
ind ivlduels who may have exercised rights and acquired property during its existence?
If such
be the interpretation of a state constitution,
we
had better at once draw the little pay to which
we arc entitled and go home, for every iuuovution we make in our constitution will be a violation of the contract.
Sir, if I am not greatly
deceived in my memory-and
I rejSret very
much that other matters have almost taught
me to forget what law I learned in early life
-the question has undergone repeated investigations of the supreme court. The supreme court
cannot take cognizance between citizens of the
same state under the 25th section of the judicia-

ry act, of any conflict between a state law and
the constitution of the same state.
It is no contract.
It might as well be said
that the provision of the constitution which declares that no man shall be put in jeopardy twice
for the same offence, is a contract. If we declare in the new constitution that a man may be
tried three times for the same offence, we have a
right to do so, and in doing so we violate no contract.
I have grown up under this constitution,
says a citizen, I have reared a family' under
the guarantee, among others, thai a man shall
not be tried twice for the same offence, and you
have now taken away that guarantee for my
safety.
What remedy have I? Suppose I sue
the convention in the supreme court of the United States, win you maintain the position, and
let it go abroad, that the constitution of a sovereign state is a contract between a state and
individuals,
where there was nopropcrtr
vested
and no personal rights conveyed to the iudividual?
Mr. DIXON.
I am not certain: whether I understood the gentleman or not. I think bowever, I understood him yesterday to affirm, that it
was in the power of this convention to declare
what shall belfoperty
in Kentucky, and what
shall not. An I think I understood
the gentleman in addition to this, to make no exception whatever in favor of any kind of property.
I understood the gentleman to say, and to maintain here, that it was a power belonging to this
convention to say, what should be property, and
what should not be property.
Did I not so understand the gentleman?
The gentleman asked
me a question-it
was this-whether
I mean to
affirm here, that the constitution
of Kentucky
is a contract between the citizens of Kentucky
and the soYerei8'n power in regard to the exercise
of their civil rights.
Sir, I mean to say, and I
mean to maintain it, that it is a contract, a solemn
contract, one sir, which the government cannot
violuto-c-oue which ought never to be violatedwhich no mortal man here can violate without
arousing
the indignation
of the whole world,
It is a contract which
guarantees
to me the
right to liberty, the pursuit
of happiness, and
the privilege of worshiping
Almighty
God in
whatever form I choose.
It is a great contract
between the fleople of Kentucky collectively, in
their sovereign capacity, and the individual
members of society.
It is a solemn contract
which ought never to be disregarded.
I do not
mean to maintain here or elsewhere, that the
same rules will be applicable as are applicable
to the rights of property;
but I do mean to say
that it, is undoubtedly
a contract between the
governing and the governed-between
the rnakers of the law, and those upon whom they op.
erate.
The gentleman says I have no right to make
any SUCll assertion.
I ask the gentleman if he-The PRESIDEN'f.
The hour for calling the
order of the day has arrived; and I would remark that this mode of interrogating
gentlemen
directly in the manner and spirit in which it is
done, will lead to unpleasant consequences and
should be avoided.
It is surely not necessary
to the free discussion of any question that may
arise.
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Mr. DIXON. I stand corrected. 1 did not com- in their strength arise and break down all the
mence the system of interrogation, but I con- guaranties of the constitution-that they may
fess that I was speaking with some little anima- declare who shall and who shall not have property-if he means that when they assumethe
tion.
The PRESIDENT.
The gentleman will per- terrible power that was exercised during the
mit me to say that the whole tenor of his ad- French Revolution, when they overrode and dethrown around the
dress was of such a character as to induce the stroyed all the guarantees
belief that he was making charges against in- property of the country. which wee in itself revdividuals.
I forbore to call him to order for olution, I will Dot take issue with him. But if
some time, for I knew his manner of speaking; be means to assert here that the power of debut gentlemen must perceive that it will lead to clering what shall be property and what shall
who shall have it and who
unpleasant
consequences
unless they correct Dot be property,
shall not have it, that the right exists here to
themselves.
take the property of every citizen, to seize it
Mr. DIXON.
I stand corrected sir.
Mr. TURNER.
I hope the gentleman will and apply it in any way that the governing
power lUay think proper-then I differ with my
have leave to finish his speech.
Mr. DIXON.
I know that my manner is very honorable friend from Nelson, and therefore I
earnest; but what I said was intended only in a join issue with those who claim this right. I
good natured way. I certainly did not mean to do not mean to assert that any gentleman does
reflect upon any gentleman, but I understood claim it. I assert ill the resolution that the right
the gentleman from Nelson (Mr. C. A. Wickliffe) does not exist. I assert that we have the right
to have asked me this question-if
I meant to to protect and guard, but not to pull down and
our powassert that there was power in this convention to destroy the rights of individuals-that
take away the property of the people of the ers are derived from the people, and that we
state. I understood him to indicate that I had came here to build up the great civil institutions
asserted such a proposition.
The gentleman by which the people are to be protected and not
may have been reported wrong in the speech to destroy them.
This is what I intended to convey, without
which he delivered upon this resolution yest-erday to which I beg leave to call attention.
The intending to cast any reflection upon !"fentlemen,
fer I have a deep respect for the opinion of evegentleman is reported to have said,
" Yielding my full assent to the position that ry gentleman, however much he may be opposed
'slaves are property, and entitled to the same to me in the views he entertains; but 1 must
'protection which is guarantied to other proper- speak out boldly upon the point that is contain't1. under the organic law, the enquiry necessa- ed in my resolution, and I have done so.
The PRESIDENT
stated the question to be
- nly arises, how came slaves to be considered
• property?
Was it by constitutional provision on referring the resolution to the committee of the
'and organic law, speaking it into existence by whole, and ordering it to be printed; which was
'the authority of the people, exercised in their agreed to.
The convention then resolved itself into com'convention,
and carried out by legislation?
mittee of the whole, Mr. BARLOW in the chair,
- The property in slaves is guarantied by constl'tutional
law, no matter how originally acquir- and resumed the consideration of Mr. Turner's
"ed: and the same po,\~er (the peo£le,) which resolution in relation to slavery.
Mr. CHENAULT.
I rise on the present oc• gave the constitutional gnaranty, If they elect
<to do so, may v..-itbdraw that guaranty 1Il any casion, not with the vain hope, sir, of shedding
• re-construction of the government which they any new light upon the proposition offered by
'may choose to make. I do not say it would be my honorable colleague, and to which a propo"just to do so; but they have the power to do so; sition to amend 'was offered by the honorable
-end the constitution of the United States does president of this body, by striking out all after
But sir, I rise for the pur• not inhibit the people of a state from the exer- the word «resolved."
"eise of such a power. Is it contended that the pose of showing to my constituents and to the
"same people have not the power now, or they section of countrr from which I come, that I
'shall not hereafter exercise it in the same man- have been faithfu to the pledges which I made
My honorable colleague and myself
< ncr; they have the same sovereignty,
the same to them.
'power to declare what shall and what shall not took issue upon this question when we were
canvassing for a seat upon this floor. I am well
'be property within this commonwealth."
If I understood the gentleman correctly, of aware sir, that every speech made on this floor
which I am not entirely certain, I understood coste the state of Kentucky, perhaps, $100; but,
him to say that this convention possessed the sir, in obedience to what I owe to my constitupower of the people.
If I am wrong in this, I ents, I desire to make a few remarks" before rehope the gentleman will correct me, for I do not cording my vote upon the resolution.
The people of Kentucky, sir, have convened
wish to misrepresent him. The gentleman then
us here for some purpose, and as far as my
yields hi" assent.
Mr. O. A. WIOKLIFFE
rose to address the knowledge extends, that pOl'pose is to endeavor
to amend the organic law of the state, or in othchair.
of Kentucky.
And,
The PRESIDENT.
I still must insist that er words, the constitution
this mode of appealing to gentlemen is totally sir, I think if there is anyone fact clearly ee6ut of order, and it leads directly and at once tablisbed, or more clearly than all others as reto difficulties between members of this conven- spects the amendment of the present constitution
of Kentucky, ib is this-that
many of the most
tion, whieh.it is desirable should be avoided.
Mr, DIXON,
If the gentleman means merely prominent convention men of Kentucky, in 1847,
to assert the power of the people-that
they may convened in this yery place, issued a manifesto
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to the people that they would not interfere with
slave property as it existed in Kentucky;
and I
wish to ebow that that manifesto issued from
the seat of government, and having the authorityof distinguished names was the great cause,
and I believe the sale cause of this convention
being called by the people. What, sir, let
me ask, was the vote of the convention party
in 1838? That vote was but about 28,0-00.What, sir, let me ask this house, and the honorable chairman of this committee, has produced
the powerfully
increased vote in the space of
ten years, if it was not the declaration that was
made to the world that we would not interfere
with private rights, with private property,
or
property in slaves?
I consider that a settled
question.
If we attempt, sir, to engraft the law of 1833
upon your constitution,
what does it intimate?
It is, sir, that we are resolved to change the organic law, by engrafting upon it a feature which,
if carried out, will strike at the very root of
slavery in this confederacy.
Yes, sir, and this
understanding
produces alarm.
Even while we
are consuming time here in debate, there is not
aKentucky slaveholder-e-thers
is not an infant in
Kentucky, of ten years of age, who docs not feel
that his rights and his prorerty are somewhat endangered by the action 0 this convention.
Sir,
I wish to see no such principle engrafted on the
constitution of Kentucky.
To engraft this principle does more than this.
It builds up, as my honorable friend from Henry (bIr. Nuttall,)
says, a slaveocraey in Kentucky; or in other words, a slave monopoly,
which I do not desire to see created, and defends that monopoly by guarantees greater than
those which apply to other property.
I will do my honorable
colleague the justice
to say, that I do not think he Intended, in offering the resolution, to avow himself an advocate
for the incorporation
of that law in the constitution. for he said he was not sure that he
should support it himself.
I think it was his
great zeal to ~et into this body, which induced
him to commit himself to such a resolution,
deeming that it might be serviceable and give
him some degree of strength.
I think. however, my honorable colleague, from his connection
with some of the leading men of the state, from
his old associatioua, and from its having been a
pro jet offered to the people of Kentucky,
and
from its having been carried through the legislature by his aid, has been perhaps wedded to the
darling project.
I am opf/osed to this resolution from another
consideration.
I recollect a remark that was made
by a distinguished
gentleman of Kentucky,
a
member of the legislature, in a speech in which he
labored strenuously to convince the people of
Kentucky that they ought to engraft the principle
of the law of 1833 in the constitution.
He told
there that from 1833 up to 1840,duringthe
continuance of that law, there had been a decrease in
the number of slaves; and he took the ground
that when three fifths of the members of the
Legislature should think proper to ern,anciyate
the slaves, they could do it. Upon that point I
take issue with him. I think, sir, that the portrait
or Wa~hington, which is hanging over your head,
should admonish not only Kentucky, but every

slaveholdlng state in the Union to stand up and
firmly maintain
its rights over this property.
as well as over all other :property that is secured to them by the constitution
of the United
States or the constitution of Kentucky.
I am a native born Kentuckian,
and it was
with mortification and re~et that I read the letter of a distinguished
CItizen of Kentucky,
in
which he said that the time was approaching
when the slaveholder would have an opportunity to get rid of his slaves.
Butl think that his
plan was unjust and demoralizing in its tendency, taking away from one portion of the citizens
of the state what they had earned by their industry, and leaving others in the full enjoyment of
their different species of property.
I think the
cngrafting of such a proposition into the constitution would be to declare to the emancipationists, throughout
the length and breadth of the
United States, "open your ears, be vigilant;be
attentive, Kentucky
sets the example that no
more slaves shall be introduced; and she is the
battle ground' where this great contest between
slavery and abolitionism if:! to be fought,"
Aud
I will say to my co-delegates
here assembled,
let us fight this great battle like men-let
us
contend for our rights-and
if an overruling
providence, as my colleagne would say, has decreed that the slaves shall be free at some future
day, I would say, with due deference to my colleague, let providence do its own work and let
us not attempt to hasten that work.
We see the. abolitionists at the north already
in the congress of the United States endeavoring to deprive slavery men of their rights--endeavoring to drive them from the country for
which the,)' have shed their blood-s-and
even
now in this convention, it is proposed to deprive
the men who went shoulder to shoulder, and
breast to breast in the defence of the country
and the country's
rights--of
the property
to
which they are entitled under the guarantee of
the constitution
and laws.
Kentucky
then Is
setting an example which, in my humble judgment, will number the days of this republican
government.
If there ever was a principle more
forcibly expressed than another,
it was that
which was expressed by the father of his country when about to retire from public life, which
was that these states should bind themselves together by one common Interest, and that no
small differences of opinion
should separate
them.
Our motto should bel"united we stand,
divided we fall;" and, sir, as we are a frontier
state-c-as Kentucky is to be the battle ground in
this contest-s-let Kentuckians
show that they
intend to maintain their rights at all hazards, be
the consequences what they may.
Mr. MITCHELL.
In the progress of this debate, as has been remarked by some gentleman
who heretofore participated in it, three classes of
opinions have been developed, the first restrictive of slavery; the second approving the existing stare of titings-approvingthe
constitution
as it now stands, and as it has been explained by
the court of appeals; the third taking higher
ground, and professing so to modify the constitution as to make it conform to what is conceived
to have been the spirit and true meaning of the
framers of the present constitution
in making
the provision upon this subject.
If I were dis-
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the honorable mover oC the resolution.
I shall
posed to generalize,
1 would say that the first not enter upon its details nor is it necessnf'y for
class embraces those who regard slaveTY, as an me to do so. It is sufficient to say that hIS arevil, and who indulge the hope that it Will pass g\lnl1mt concludes with the declaration
that to
away, and arc animated by the desire to aid in free the slaves would be to enslave the white
accomplishing
its extinction.
As to the second man. It will not be pretended tJHI.t the prohiclass, it embraces those who have expressed and bition is designed to operate as a protection to
perhaps entertained
no decided opinion upon the state against superabundant slave labor.
the abstract question.
They are content to re- This superabundance does not exist, nor is it
pose on the existing state of things, leaving the reasonable to suppose that it ever will exist; and
past with posterity and the future to God. The in this position 1 am fortified by the argument
third category embraces those who have adopt- of the gentleu1un who first addressed the comed the proposition that slavery, as it exists in mittee on this subject.
He declares that slavery
this country, was not per se an evil in its incep- has not increased
in Kentucky
as in former
tion, has been productive of more good than evil years, and intimated tbut a period was approachin its progress, and does not promise to present
mg when it would cease to exist; and that this
a future more inauspicious
than the past. I am would be brought about by a higher power than
aware, sir, that surrounding circumstances, hab- any human institution-by
)leaven itself.
If
its, associations,
temperament,
with many other then, sir, there is no danger of an excess of
extraneouS causes, may have produced such mod- slave labor wby make the prohibition?
The
ifications of opinion as to be incompatible with proposition
is either nugatory, or it is intended
this classification,
but I look upon its general to act as a restriction upon the system as it now
accuracy as susceptible of demonstration.
exists.
There is no danger, sir, of slaves being
Let me invite the attention of the convention
brought to Kentucky beyond the demand for
to the language in which the origin1j.1 resolu- slave labor.
Such a position as that, it seems
tion, which is the foundation of this debate, is to me, 'would be preposterous.
Men do not carry
couched:
coals to Newcastle.
Slaves, like every other
"Resolved, (I do not know whether I can give kind oflro:rerty,
seek the best market, where
it accurately from recollection.) that henceforth,
a demon
exists, depend on the same principles
no persons shall be slaves within tile common- tbat regulate trade in every other deparlment,
wealth of Kentucky."
the difference between the demand and supply
\ This is the general rule, the sweeping declathe price.
ration-v'resol ved that henceforth no persons shall fixing
But sir, on the other hand, by restricting the
be: slaves within the commonwealth
of Ken- introduction
of such slaves
may be necessary
tucky!'
The general rule is prohibitoryof
slaveto meet the exigencies of the country, you make
ry, the general rule is emanc ipative in its char- a direct attack upon the institution of slavery itacter, the general rule is to abolish the whole self. If you carry out what I concei ve to be the
system.
It is true sir, there is an exception,
principle which is embodied in the resolution,
and the rights of slaveholders
in Kentucky arc what ,....ill be the consequence?
That anomalous
compressed within the limits of that exception.
thing, a slave state, without the benefits of slaveSlavery. as it now exist-s, and the descendants
ry, and yet unable to avail herself of free labor.
of those who are now slaves, and such as are By adopting a provision such as this, and bringpermitted to be brought here under certain re- ing about FOucha state of things, you place an
strictious, are embraced within the limits of incubus 011 the bosom of the body politic, that
that exception.
But the broad declaration
is must weigh down the enterprise and destroy the
made, that hereafter no persons shall be slaves
within the commonwealth
of Kentucky.
The prosperity of the state.
This view of the subject is not controverted
language of the resolution
seems to me to indicate its spirit.
The general rule is laid down by the fact that for fifteen years the law of 1833
continued
upon our statute book.
It will be reo
from principle, the exception is adopted from
necessity.
'1'he principle
is that slavery shall collected, that by a system of partial legislation,
cease to exist in Kentucky.
The necessity is, and by continued evasions, that law was renderinoperative.
and did not accomthat it shall exist sub modo. Upon what does ed inefficient,
lish the purpose for which it was enacted.this broad declaration rest? If it be ~redicated
of any principle it is, that slavery ie an evil. I'he door, though it seemed to be closed, was
open. What is to be the effect
If it point to any end it is, sir, that the evil held continually
such a provision,
upon the future
should be lessened if not extinguished.
The of adopting
Is the immense area
effort at restriction
necessarily
associates the prosperity of Kentucky?
idea, raises the inference that the will, but not of fertile lands within the limits of Kentucky
forest? Is the
the ability to abolish slavery exists.
It con- to remain as it is, a primeval
cedes emancipation
as right in the abstract, but vast mineral wealth, with which her mountains
abound,
to
sleep
forever
in
the
dark
bosom of
the exception contests it. in the concrete.
It
Who among us can foresee the exiyields up the whole argnmelJt, except one iso- the earth?
gencies of coming years?
Who can set bounds
lated po int, by narrowing down the controversy
to the enterprise which the great mineral and agto the sale question of practicability.
ricultural resources of our state are calculated to
If then, sir, the principle
that slavery is an awaken?
Who can measure the wealth with
evil can be eviscerated from this resolution, does which that ent-erprise would be crowned, if it
it not follow that the only excuse for not corshould be left to the exercise of its unshackled
recting the evil, is the impracticability
of any energies?
Are the men of southern Kentucky
plan of emancipation heretofore proposed.
'I'his content to lie under the shades of their unsubview of the subject, this position seems to me
to be strengthened by the statistical argument of dued forests, and dream of smiling fields waving
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to pause before leaving this subject in a state or
in the yellow maturity of promised abundance?
Why stop here? A re they not
I ask you by what process of alchemy, if you uncertainty?
)lIeuse, the mountaineer can change his coal and looking forward to a continuance of the instituIron into gold?
This proposition will be to Ken- tion? It this be not the case, then are they
tucky a Chinese shoe. Crippled in her pro- dilatory in their efforts. They stop short. They
gress, marred in her fair proportions, she will should attach themselves to the first class of
stumble forward to premature decay, with the which I spoke. They should make an immesin of undeveloped greatness stamped upon her diate demonstration, and erect upon it a platwqthered lineaments.
Can it be argued that the form for their future operations.
Why pause, sir? Has not public opinion prodeficiency in slave labor could he supplied by
free labor? The experience, not only of Ken- claimed throughout the length and breadth of
tucky, but of all the states of the union, shows Kentucky, the sentiments of the good people of
this commonwealth? Is it not supposed that
the incompatibility
between these two descripemancipation has been buried, as it were, under
tions of labor; they cannot co-exist; the presence
of one banishes the other. Where slavery ex- tile avalanche of public opinion? Why permit
its inanimate corpse to be dug up? Why suffer
ists, the white operative, as a class, is unknown.
Such sir, I venture to affirm, is the elevating in- it to be reinvigorated and have the breath of a
fluenee of slavery, that it lifts the white man new life breathed into it? Why let a new song
above that description of labor; it converts him be put in its mouth? Why permit emancipation
from a mere machine into a man. And hence it to plant its foot on the platform of the constituWhy suffer the institution of slavery
is in consequence of this incompatibility, no re- tion?
liance can be placed upon free labor, when slave again to he folded in the stifling embraces of the
labor is inadequate to the purpose. And what law of 1833? Why not dispose of this exciting
will be the consequence? ,Ve shall be neither a subject at once and bestow npon Kentucky the
free nor a slave stare: "neither fish, flesh, fowl, advantages of an unequivocal position? I am
nor yet good red herring."
And it is easy to be one of those who believe that it was the interest
foreseen, that when such a state of tnlll~ is of our fathers, who framed this instrument, to
brought about, the institution must wear itself ~i ve to it just such an interpretation as the opinout. Does it not then follow, if I am correct in tons which I have advanced would indicate, to
tho position which I have taken, and in the il- place thesubject where I have attempted to place
lustrations which I have attempted to give, that It. I believe that the le~islature has no power
this resolution is a direct attack upon the insti- to prohibit the importation of slaves excc!?t for
merchandise. I believe this is the true intertution of slavery in Kentucky?
pl'etation of the intent of the framers of the exLet me pass on to the consideration, for a very
istiug constitution; and it is to restore to the
brief period of time, of the second class in the
constitution its origiual spirit and guard the iudivision 1 have attempted to make. They are
stitution of slavery against the insidious attacks
those, as I have said, who are content with the
of emancipation, that I take higher ground than
provisions in the existing constitution.
They
do those gentlemen who are for retaining the
are, I apprehend, pro-slavery men, who are not
provisions of the present constitution on this
looking forward to a change in our system, and
yet for some reason or other, they are not dis- subject.
I will refer for a few minutes to the third class
posed to protect the institution from the perils
of opinions which seem to be indicated hem,
of possible innovation.
I would not be under
and
I will remark, that my own opinions are of
stood as entertaining distrust in popular discretion, when I propose to close tile door against this class. In order to give my views on this
any legislation 011 this subject, except so far as subject, it will be necessary to refer to the
merchandise in slaves is concerned. My object relation that exists between master and slave;
would be to gnard against the dangerous effects that I should attempt to show the influence
of agitation. Not that agitation would direct- which that relation exerts, not onll' upon the
ly accomplish any thing. Not that, it would condition of the parties to that re ation, but
immediately lead to the overthrow of om insti- upon general society. If I am able to prove
tutions. But it is the collateral effects which that slavery is not an evil, as regards the Afri1 dread, the influence it would have uflon the can, as regards the white men, as regards the
slave and the owner of slaves, rendering the general structure of society, I shall establish the
position which I assumed to belong to this third
slave worthless, disobedient, and intractable,
bringing that description sf property into disre- class. I shall have proved that slavery is not
pute, throwing uncertainty around it, no man an evil, and when I do that, I shall have
knowing how long the institution of slavery proved that it is a blessing. That political
would continue am01"!gus, inducing men, and equality is a great principle in our government,
the very best men the country boasts, rather is as true as that social equality never did, anti
than remain in this state of embarrassment and from the very constitution of man, never can
Men are born Intellectually,
morally,
uncertainty, to disrupt aU the dearest associa- exist.
tions that cluster about the heart, to sever the and physically unequal; and these irregularities
seem
to
produce
gradations
in
society.
In this
ties that bind them to home and country, to forego all these considerations, and deserting the country, sir, where political distinction does
birth-place of their young hopes, and the not eXlst-where political rank does not obtain,
graves of their fathers, carry themselves into wealth seems to be the chief agent in accomHence, wealth seems
voluntary exile, that they may live under the plishing social inequality.
shade of their own vine and fig tree, with no to occupy one extreme, and poverty the other,
Upon those who are
man to make them afraid. Are not these con- of the social. gradation.
siderations that should. induce pro-slavery men poor, (1 speak of communities where slavery
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does not exist.) devolves the performance of all property.
the menial offices of life. It
Poverty forces it upoc them.
to which they are subjected
so much from the performance
as from the relation which is
service. The poor man looks

is their destiny.
The degradation
does not spring
of menial service,
generated by that
up with awe and

wonder to his master, as a type of the power of
wealth; and when he reflects upon his own condition his soul shrinks within him, and he feels
and acknowledges his own nothingness. He looks
at the impassable barrier-the
abyss that lies
between him and his master-and
feels that although he has the same political rights, he has
not the same social position.
Is this calculated
to elevate the character and make the proud, fearless freemen that we boast of? Thatthis is true,
there can be 110 doubt.
That this state of things
does exist, and that it must from the nature of
things continue to exist, is equally certain. Now
look at the state of things in the slave state.
There the menial offices-those services that attach to themselves degradation, are all performed
by slaves. No matter how humble Ius condition, the freeman of the south feels with Cooper's scout that he is a white man, without a
cross-that
liberty is not only a political right
but a personal distinction.
There are in the slave states but two great divisions-white
and black.
The black is the de~raded class; the white the honored.
And when
It is said that slavery is calculated to produce
aristocracy, there is more truth in the remark
than persons generally allow. But it is general
aristocracy-aristocracy
of the whole white race.
What is the reason of the marked distinction existing between the men of the south and those of
the north, their circumstances bcing equal? Is
it climate?
That cannot be, because the distinction stands out as prominently upon the borders, where a river forms the geographical division, as in the interior.
They liave all sprung
from one common origin, speak the same language, live under the same political institutions,
yet when you institute a comparison between the
men of the north and the south, doe" it not result in favor of those of the south? Has not the
south acquired for itself a character for frankness, generosity, high. toned honor, and chivalry
which is unknown to the north? Look a little
further.
Review the history of our government
from its first foundation clown to the present
time. It exhibits a series of brilliant triumphs
achieved by the south, illustrating
superiority
of moral force over mere numerical strength.The voice of its eloquence has predominated in
the council chamber.
She has displayed her
courage and patriotic devotion on every battlefield, and throughout the broad expanse of our
country.
Her energy and her wisdom have been
mainly instrumental in achieving the SUCCeSSful progress of those institutions
which were
or!gmally moulded by her genius and her patriotism.
But there is another view in which I wish this
subject to be considered.
I wish to contemplate
slavery in regard to its general effect upon society as a whole. I wish to contrast the results of
the combination of capital and labor in the
two sections of this union.
Capital and labor
are the two great elements of every conn try's

By capital I mean money or property of any description.
By labor I mean merely
physical exertion, and the united otJeration of
these two constitutes the prosperity 01 any country. In order to achieve this prosperitythey are
reciprocally necessary to each other, and yet
they are antagonistical.
Capital without labor
i" valueless, and labor without capital is useless.
What is the function of capital?
It is to accumulate. The function of labor in those states
which are usually called free, is to toil out a life
of wretchedness, with no ability to escape from
the wretchedness of its condition.
The fiercest
struggles that governments have ever known,
struggles that resulted in the overthrow of their
institutions, have arisen from this fierce antagonism of capital and labor. They are the great
elements of strife iu every country where free
labor is employed.
Talk about ambition stalking to a throne!
Infinitely greater are the evils
which spring from the strife between capital and
labor. Labor complains that she has expended
her energies and worn out her life in obtaining
a pittance that is scarcely sufficient to support
nature, scarcely sufficient to reinvigorate the
system and fit it for commencing the same round
of labor on the morrow. Capital looks on with
unconcern, impassive in its nature and governed
by the laws of its being, like the car of J uggernaut it rolls on to the accomplishmeut
of its
ends, crushing beneath its wheels those who
have ministered to its greatness.
In these fierce
strifes capital is always the victor. When labor
complains, what does capital do? It can afford
to wait till the sharp pinchings of hunger force
labor into submission.
Then it is that capital
dictates terms, and puts its foot upon the neck of
labor.
Look at Massachusetts, that great State 'which
boasts of her dense population, and of her enormous wealth.
Her laborers are absolutely exchided from the social circle. I have attempted
to describe the influence of capital, looking at
and accomplishing its own ends by immutable
laws-laws
springing from its very character.
Hence the misery, the poverty, the degradation
of the operatives as a class where free labor obtains-hence
the difference between the manners
of the men of the north and those of the south.
Now let us for a moment, it you please, turn
OUf attention to the south, and see how this principle works.
There is there no antagonism between labor and capital.
'l'hey are both united
in the same hands.
This antagonism cannot
possibly exist in a slave state. The union of
these two great conflicting elements gives to the
state a conservatism which can nowhere be found
where slavery does not exist.
l'he whole population of course are not the
owners of slaves. Among those who are not
slave-holders, capital in land, for instance, is
united with their own labors, thus producing
no antagonism, and the residue of the population who are without capital, for the most part
mechanics, are so necessary to the capitalists,
that instead of having the wages of labor fixed
for them by their employers, they dictate their
own terms. Hence the difference between the
mechanics of the south and those of the north,
and the independence growing out of their position and out of the operation of this institution
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of slavery.
It is this which bas elevated them.
It is Dot that there is any intrinsic difference between the men of the south and those of the
north. Human nature has been the same in all
ages. The difference in their condition must be
referred to the circumstances by w hich they are
surrounded.
I have thus attempted to show that this institution, so far as the white population is concerned, works no evil. I have attempted to show
that it is elevating and conservative in its influeuce. I have attempted to show that order and
tranquility
are the result of the absence of this
antagonism, which has produced
such fearful
convulsions in those countries where the institution of slavery does not exist. The time may
come, though God forbid that it ever should,
when this union will be severed; when the north
and the south will become distinct empires, and
if such a.calamity is to visit us, the time will in all
probability also come when these fierce conflicts
to which I have alluded will result in the production of anarchy,
and in laying the foundation for a form of government altogether different from that which now exists.
If such a calamity does arise, then we shall have a practical
example of the conservative
influence of this
institution
of slavery.
Then it will boil seen
that slavery is a social blessing.
Why sir, is it that we hear so much of the
outrages of lawless mobs in the north?
Such
disgraceful
scenes are never witnessed
in the
southern states.
I am aware that the cities of
the north are larger, that a greater concourse of
persons
are brought together within a small
compass, and that there is, under such circumstances more probability of their passions being
inflamed.
But why is it that mobs prevail at
the north, where there is no great difference in
point of population,
while they are unknown in
the southv To what cause can we refer this,
unless it be to this very conservatism
of which
I have spoken.
I therefore look upon slavery
as a blessing in all of its relation to the white
man. Now, if it appear that it is no injury to
the slave himself, I shall have established
the
roposition. which I proposed to establish when
Y set out with my remarks.
Look for a moment at the condition of the
black man as he exists in our country, and as
he exists in Africa. The black man here, though
he wears Hie badge of slavery, is infinitely superior to the black man as he exists in his native
laud. What docs this go to show?
That the
connection which exists between the African and
the white man has resulted in the elevation of
the former. Look at Africa now, and look at
her condition a thousand
years ago. Go back
to her earliest history, nay, examine the antiquarian researches of Champolion, who dug up
from the ruins of an unknown empire the eV1dences of tbe degradation of the negro race graven
in the mystic hieroglyphic of a literature
that
bad been lost to the world.
While other COUL.tries have etrided forward in the march of improvement,
while the lights of science have
beamed upon them, and the arts of civilization
taken the place of savage rudeness.cafrica is now
where she was then: the same fierce savage lurks
amid the dark jungles of his pestilent
clime.
This inability
to advance proves him to be of

an inferior race. Why, when all the other nations of the earth, have advanced in the arts and
sciences and have manifested
ability to nccomplish the high destiny of man, why, T say, is
the negro stationary?
It is because he belongs
to a race inferior to the Caucasian.
Incapable
of improvement
by his own efforts, it is necessarr that he should be under the auspices of the
white man, to be dras-ged from his original degradation.
A companson of the African, in hie
native condition with the negro reared under
white auspices, exhibits the benefit which has
accrued to him from this relation.
The negro,
sustained
in the grasp of the white mall, when
that grasp is relaxed by emancipation,
will fall
back into his original condition.
As proof of
this, look at the difference between the free negro and the slave.
Comparison shows the superiority of the latter.
Although removed from under the immediate
influence of a master, he still enjoys the benefits
of civilization,
and is still under the control of
wholesome laws.
How much greater would be
his degeneracy if he should be restored to the
original condition of his race, and removed entirely beyond the influence which had been the
means 01 his elevation.
Would he not if left to
his own resources relapse into barbarlsmj-cWould liberty under such circumstances
be a
boon? Is slavery which thus elevates him a
degradation?
He would lose the feeble light
which had dawned on his original darkness. If,
as I before said, liberty be no boon, then is slavery no degradation.
If occuvyin,B' the position
he does among us, his condition
be degradation
as compared with that of the white man, it is
nevertheless elevated as compared with that of
the native .s.frican.
If theu slavery be not an
evil, but a blessing to the race enslaved, I shall
have proved the whole propoertiou,
having before established that it is no evil to the white
man, and therefore It blessing to both.
_
If this proposition be admitted to be true, or
to approximate
to truth, 8hall we attempt to
cripple an institution
which in its operation
dispenses a double blessing?
Why should we
throw any obstacle to ite successful operation?
Why do we not permit it to remain in its full
vigor, and allow it to accomplish all that it has
done for our fathers, and that it promises to do
for posterity.
I am aware that.I have already too long trespassed on the patience of the committee, and I
would at this point pause, but the peculiarity
of my position in reference to another PI'0POSI~
tion which has been presented for the consideration of the convention, and the duty which I
owe, as well to myself as to my constitnente,
make it necessary that I should very briefly define my position in relation to the proposition
above referred to. I avail myself of this moment, because the subject is connected with the
one under discussion.
:Mr. C. A. WICKLIFFE.
If the gentleman will
give "',-ny,I will makea suggestion which I think
will meet with the npprobation of'the convention.
Owing to my pecutinr pcsition, I am desirous that
the report of the committee, in reference to the
court of appeals, shall be considered.
I will
therefore ask that the committee rise, report
progress, and ask leave to sit again on Monday
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next, in order that we may take up the report to
which I have referred, to-morrow. When the

ABil'WLE

SEC. 1. The militia

-,

of this commonwealth

committee of the whole shall have this subject shall eoneist of all the free, able-bodied male
again under consideration, the gentleman can persons (negroes, mulattoes, and Indians exceptfinish his discourse.
I will make the motion ed,) resident in the same, between the ages of
eighteen and forty five years, except such perwhich I have indicated.
The motion was agreed to, and the committee sons as now are, or hereafter may be, exemptrose and reported progress, and obtained leave ed by the laws of the United States, or of thin
State; but.those who belong to religious societo sit again on Monday week.
ties whose tenets forbid them to carry arms
The convention then adjourned.
shall not be compelled to do so, but shall pay an
equivalent for personal services.
SEO. 2. The gov-ernor shall appoint the adjutant general, and his other staff officers: the
jors general, brigadiers
general, and commandants of regiments shall respeetively appoint their
staff officers: and eommundaute
of companies
WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 17, 1849.
shall appoint their non~commissioned
officers.
Prayer by the Rev. Mr. LAl'CAe!'l'ER.
SEC, 3". All other militia officers shall be electMr. MEIUWITHER,
who has been detained
ed by persons subject to military duty, within
from the convention for several days by severe the bounds of their respective companies, battalindisposition,
this morning resumed his seat.
ions, regiments. brigades,
and divisions, under
such rules and resulations
as the legislature
EXPL ....XATlON.
may, from time to uuie, direct and establish.
::Mr.TURNER rose to correct a. misapprehenPOPULAR ELEcrLOxs.
sion of the remarks he made a few days since,
on presenting
the report of the committee of
Mr. GHOLSON offered the following resoluwhich he was chairman, with which the commit- tion, lind called fat the yeas and nays thereon:
tee were dissatisfied.
Resolved, That the good people of this comWhat he iuteuded to say on that occasion was, monwealth am fully competent to judge of, and
that there were several members of the commit- decide upon, the qnalificatioue
of all candidates
tee who did not concur in Hie report so far as it for any office whether the same be legislative,
affected the election of several of the minor of- executive, judicial,
or ministerial;
wherefore, a
ficers. such as surveyors, coroners. and jailers, certificate of election.
according
to law, is the
but that a majority was in favor of electing those only certificate of qualifications that shall ever
officers-and
also, that one member of the com- be requlf(:1d to enable any citizen to enter upon
mittee did not concur in the proposed restriction
the discharge of the duties of the office to which
as to age to be required of the candidates for of he may be elected.
flee, as the people ought to be the sole judges,
Mr. 'I'RIPLETT.
Are we to vote upon that
and had a right to elect a man of u.ny age the.r resolution
'without discussion
or forethought.
thought proper.
and adopt as a constitutional
provision now,
Mr. GAI'l'HER was glad Ole chairman of the instantly, unhesitatingly,
a matter of as much
committee had made this explunntiou.
but did importance
as probably
any other
provisnot think it went far enough to meet the impu- ion that is likely to be submitted to this House?
tation which his reported remarks had cast upon Do any of our rules authorize the calling of the
at least one member of the committee.
The gen- yeas and naYd before we have had any time
tleman had said that one member of the corn- to ascertain the full lenO"th,and breadth, and
mittee was not disposed to have any restriction
depth of a proposition
'1ike this?
For one,
as to the age, qualification,
or any thing else of 1 am not prepared to vote for it throushout,
or
candidates
for office.
That was an awkward
against it throughout.
I want time f~r reflecposition to be placed in, and one which he did tiou; and let me say to the honorable mover of
not wish to be charged with having assumed.
the proposition, that I am rather inclined tothink
It was his lot to differ with the gentleman
and he himself wants time to reflect upon the subothers of the committee, in relation to what is ject. Is he prepared now to say thut the judges
called the conservative
principle:
but he want- of the court. of appeals shall have no qualificaed mature age to be required. although he was tions whatever: and whether they are twenty-one
opposed to some other restrictioue.
years of age or not, or learned in the laws of the
Mr. TURNER
had understood
the gentle- land or not, is immaterial,
because the people
man's position to be as he (Mr. T.) had before
arc competent
to judge of all these qualificastated, but if he was mistaken he would be hap- tions? That may be so, or it may not be so.py to be corrected.
The gl:lllticman from Ballard must bear in mind
Mr. GAl'l'FlER.
You are mistaken.
it is 11 physical impossibility.
that in the very
Mr. TURNER
was \'er:[ glacl then that the nature of things, all the voters who are to vote
gentleman had corrected him.
for or against the election of juc1~cs of the court
After some other observations
the conversaof appeals can be acquainted
with their qualifition dropped.
cations.
The present proposition
is to elect four
judges of the court of appeals,
one in each
ll.ErORT FI~OM A OOMMTTT££.
district: but suppose it is not adopted by the
Mr. DESHA, from the committee on militia,
but that the four judges shall be
made the following report, which, on his mo- convention,
the
tion, was referred to the committee of the whole elected by all the voters of the state-does
gentleman
intend to lay down the proposition
and ordered to be printed:

ma-
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that the voters of the county of Daviess are not throwing back all the power to where it origito be entitled to all the light that can be given
to them when they come to vote for a candidate
that may reside in the county of Bracken, 01'
Knox, or Harlan, or ill any of the most remote

nally belonged, (the people), but let us not run
the thing too far. Let us not go too far. We
are pressing it too far if we say that men shall
be elected clerks, who perhaps were scarcely
counties of the state? And the same lIlay be ever in a clerk's office in their lives. We have
suld upon the subject of electing the clerks of prejudices to encounter in establishing this new
the court of appeals-for I understand that we system; and indeed one of the very objections
arc to elect four clerks of that court, and have I have heard urge~ against the elective' syst~m,
four different sets of records. It is a fair pre- was In regard to this very subject of the election
sumption, when the people of Kentucky have of clerks. So far as I was concerned, I always
sent one hundred gentlemen here, that they gave it the go-by, by saying it was time encugb ;
are at least a fair sample of the intelligence of but I always intended to guard against it, when
the state. Whyselld them at all, unless at least the opportunity offered. I was striking at the
they are an averaze, if not above an average, of great offices of this commonwealth-and
when
the general intelligence of the people of Ken- I go out to hunt each game as the grisly bear
tucky. But I acknowledge that I am not very of the Rocky Mountains, I do not stop to
well qualified tojudge what are the proper quali- trouble myself about the little bears that arise
fications of a clerk of the court of appeals. Here- around me, but leave them to be attended to at
tofore, when the judges of the court had the my leisure. And that is the way I got rid of
power to give the office to whom they pleased. the election of clerks in the election: but I
there was an examination of the candidate duly never did intend, so far as I could prevent it,
made before them, and it was only upon a certi- that a man should be elected clerk without theficate that he was competent to make a good proper qualifications.
I hope we may give the
clerk that he received the appointment!
Are not subject the go-by at present, and that the resoluthe people entitled to have this information COIl~ tion may be printed.
veyed to them? Of the whole .of the one hunI know that my friend from Ballard labors to
dred members in this body, except half a dozen, the same end that I do-to give the great elecperhaps, and the political lion of the tribe of ti ve franchise to the people, where it naturally
Judah,
from Nelson, and his colleague, and and of right belongs. But let us labor to make
some other old lawyers, there arc none who n good system, without running into too much
are competent to judge of the qualifications of detail.
WllCll I have done that, I shall feel as
a clerk.
As for myself and others around Barney Edwards' negro did, when he saw his
me, I think we are not qualified; and it is but master after a long absence. Said he, "I have
right that we should have all the information on seen the face of my master, my God let me die."
the subject we can possibly obtain. At all events, When I have seen such a system secured, I shall
1 hope the resolution may be laid over for a time be Willing to go.
and that we shall not be compelled to vote on it
Mr. IRWIN.
I rise, sir, simply to make a
just now.
motion. I am unprepared to vote for the resoMr. HARDIN.
I concur in all that was said lunion of the gentleman from Ballard, (Mr.
by my friend just up, except in his compliment
Gholson,) not that I am unwilling to trust the
to myself, and to that I dissent.
I do not want people-not
that I do not feel that they are
to vote on this resolution at this time, nor is it competent to select proper officers-but
that I
necessary, for we are Showing in our reports conceive it necessary that the resolution should
every day, thnt we are willing to return the be considered. I am willing to trust the people
election of officers to the people. And when when they desire to be trusted, but surely every
the committee on circuit courts, of which I have officer should have some qualifications.
I move
the honor to be a member, and of which my that the resolution lie on the table for the presworthy friend from Ballard is a most worthy ent and be printed .
member, shall report, and I hope it will be in a
.Mr. CLARKE. I barely desire to remark that
day or two, we shall show that we too are deter- npon general principles, I am inclined to concur
mined to trust them. W c came here with that wi~h my friend from Ballard, and .think t~at
view, and it is not worth while to make a general ultimately I shall support his resolution.
It 1Ildeclaration of it. The report of the committee volvee a great principle. and one that perhaps
Oil the court of appeals,
as well as those that ought more deliberately and more maturely to enhave been made from other committees show, gage the considcratlon'of the convention.
I am
that we are in favor of restoring to the people willing to concede that the clerks ought to be
their rights. As to this sweeping resolution qualified to the discharge of the duties of their
proposed by the gentleman, I suppose if it respective offices, because the clerk or-the cirmeans anything. it intends to strike at some cuit court, the county court, and the court of apof the details of the report in reference to peals have very important and responsible duties
circuit and county courts, it may be, the pro- to perform. But there is nothing connected with
vision that no man shall be run as a candi- the discharge of the duties of a clerk in which
date for the office of clerk unless he is qualifi- the people, among whom he lives, are not directed and that he must be examined and get a cer- ly and Immediately interested.
I hold it to be
tificate of his ability. I think it is a very valu- equally important that a legislator should be
able requisition to say to a man who comes for- qualified to make laws, when he is called upon
ward as a candidate, you shall have the testi- to take a scat in either branch of the legislature,
monial of your qualifications, and you shall and have gone through a thorough examination.
not be elected because you are a succeeful dema- Is there any gentleman on this floor who proposes
gogue on the stump.
I am greatly in favor of that when a candidate presents himself for elec-
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tion, there shall be a tribunal created by the eon- lng the yeas and nays on the resolution submitst.itution through which he shall pass and be fa- ted, it would be more consistent with the presvorably adjudged before he is considered compe- ent disposition of thin body to refer it to the
tent to take a seat in either branch?
But when committee of the whole, and select some early
he is elected by the people, and takes his seat, day for its discussion; for, if I am not mistaken,
he has then one-third of the sovereignty of the it IS Due of the gravest questions that has been
state in his own hands.
He becomes a part of submitted to this convention.
:Mr. HARDIN. I am always gratified when I
the law-making power of the state.
It is yot
insisted upon that he shall ~n.dergo a~ e.x3;nll~a- hear from the honorable gentleman from Simption before he takes that pOSIUOIl,but It IS Jl1S1St- son, fOT he is certainly a very eloquent man, and
ed that a clerk shall be so much more qualified it is to guard agaiust that very kind of thing
now and
to discharge the duties of his office, than a leg- that we require some qualification,
islator that a tribunal must be established to then, on the part of a candidate for office.cTake
up
the
report
of
the
committee
on the
judge ~f his qualifications.
If the princiJ?le be
true, that all political power is inherent III the court of appeals, and is there not some qualifipeople-that
the people are competent for self- cation required for a judge of the court of ap~overnment-and
that they are the safest dep?s- peals? He is to be thirty years of age, and that
Itories of political power, why not leave With 18 one of his qualifications, and it is one of those
the people, who are directly interested in. the restraints upon the rights of the people so highaubjeet, the power to judge of the quelificatious ly commented upon. Is it Dot furthermore provided that he shall live ill the district where he
of 11 clerk? You strike at the great principle
is chosen? Yes. Is it not furthermore provided
that the people are competent for self-goverment;
that
he shall have been eight years a practicing
and you strike also at tIIC principle that the people are the safest depositories of all political pow· lawyer? Yes; because the committee very proper, when you attempt to withhold from them the erly took up the idea that it was not t)le best
exercise of that power, unless you can show a 'j)eaker who would make the best judge. Is
good and sufficient reason for withholding
it. t iere not a qualification necessary for a govern·
I can myself perceive no reason, either :potent or or? '1'0 be sure. Is there not a qualification as
powerful, or more satisfactory to my mind, why to his age? Yes. And we must »ow and then
the power should be given to the people to judge impose those kinds of restraints, to guard against
of the qualifications of a candidate for the sen- that very volume of eloquence that we have
ate, or the lower branch of the legislature of heard to-day, or our government runs into what
Kentucky, or of a judge, if you please, and is called a mobocracy, instead of a free representative republic.
It is to guard against that
at the same time, the power should be withheld
from the people, to judge of the competency of a state of' things that these qualifications are neDo we 110t know that it is
candidate for a clerkship.
Now, 1 doubt not cessarily required.
there is a majority 011 this floor who will ulti- of vast importance that none but a man learned
mately maintain that the judges. as well of the in the law should be u judge? And should not
circuit and county courts, as of the supreme the candidate be learned in his profession becourt of the state, shall be elected directly by the fore :you make him a clerk? IF; not one just as
people.
I understand that question to have requisite as the other? And shall we elect the
been decided in the recent contest for the elec- best stump speaker, if you choose, or the man
tion of delegates to this couventlon, and I ap- who can organize and "dicker" the most voters at
prehend there are from seventy to ninety mem- the polls? Is it possible that we arc going to do
I have run this thing
bers here who are prepared to concur in giving any thing of this kind?
back to the people the power surrendered in the as far as I cun, but Ole gentleman out Herods
me. Let 11S impose some wholesome restraints
old constitution, of electing all those officers.
When it is decided that the people are compe- as to qualifications upon all the officers put beLet our governor be qualified
tent to judge of the qualifications of judges of fore the people.
the court of appeals, or of a district judge, or of as to age and residence; let the judges of the
three judges of the county courts, of judicial courts of appeals be qualified as to age, resiofficers, in whose hands are placed the lives, lib- dence, and legal attainments; and let our judges
erties, property and reputation, of the people of of the circuit courts be qualified in the same rethis state-upon
what principle is it that this spects. Yes sir, and there is another class of
same people are not competent to judge of the men, who are called the Queen's solicitors, and
qua,lifications of the other and minor officers? it would be more tasteful to the country if we
before they
Upon what principle is it that the same people should require some qualifications
who are competent to decide upon the quulifieu- throw themselves before the majority of the peotiona for office, of those at. whose hands lind will ple. I have seeu many a young man of two or
and fiat, all the dearest rigbts of the citizen can three and twenty years of age, who could adbe either crushed or elevated, are declared in- dress himself verv kindly to the sympathies of
competent and uuable to decide au the qualifica- the people, and yet possess no qualification betions of a clerk? 'l'be people are Just as com- yond that. I hope, therefore, we shall not vote
petent to judge of the qualiflcatioqs, the com- now on this resolution, as the subject will soon
petency, themor~l character, and the.honesty of come up in its appropriate aspect.
Mr. CLARKE.
I am aware that it is owing
a clerk, as of a Judge of the court o( appeals.
I maintain th~t we ought to make no exception to the over-flowing kindness of the gentleman
to the rule, unless jibe exception is predica.ted on from Nelson, rather than to any merit of lIlV
some reason more powerful than any I have yet own, thatl have received the complimentwhic)l
he has just paid me. I am not opposed to qual~
heard.
1
But I would suggest that, instead or demand· fieationa, nor did I assert such a principle.
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did not say that a clerk or n.jndge should not be
qualified, but I maintained this ground, that the
people were competent
to judge of his qualifications, and it was predicated upon t]18 idea,
that in the exercise of their sound Judgment and
well matured discretion, they wonld make 11
proper selection. That is the ground I take. I
have never ar~ued that a judge or a clerk should
not be qualified to discharge the duties of his
office; but I assumed the ground which is assumed in the resolution of the gentleman from
Ballard, that the people alone are qualified to
judge of his qualifications.
If they aTC qualified to judge of the qualifications of a President
of the United States, in whose bauds are thrown
all the diplomatic relations existing between
tit is country and foreign nations,
and who
wields more patronage and power than any
other officer. or ten officers in the United States,
I maintain they are competent to judge of the
qualifications of a clerk, whether of the circuit
court or of the court of appeals. Ihnve assumed,
and that is the reason I made the suggestion to
my friend from Ballard, that there may be reasons interposing to exclude the election of a
clerk by the people, unless he has undergone
some exaruiuatiou.
As yet, however, they have
110toccurred to my mind, and it is to hear such
reasons, if there are any, that I suggested to
my friend from Ballard, the propriety of referring his resolution to the committee of the
whole, with the assignment of some day for its
discussion.
Mr. GHOLSON.
I certainly most cordially
reciprocate the kind sentiments expressed with
regard to myself. I certainly have no disposition to introduce anything here that shall produce unnecessary debate, or lead to an un:profitable coueumptton of time. But maintaining
a" I do-having
maintained it before those who
sent me here, and that sentiment being, as J believe almost unanimously entertained by themthat the people are capable of self-government,
and seeing, as I think, a disposition here to
deny this great fundamental principle that all
power is inherent in the people, and that they
alone have the legitimate right to exercise that
power, I desire to test the question at once.
What light does any learned gentleman need on
this subject? Is any geutlcmau prepared to say
that the people are not capable of self-government? or that they are not competent to choose
a clerk? Is any gentleman here prepared to say
to his coustituents, I fear yon will take up some
ignorant mall who is unfit for the office? 'I'hat
you are so vicious and so ignorant that you will
palm upon the country an unqualified officer?
Why, I bold it to be a self-evident truth that in
the absence of interested motive to do wrong all
mankind would do right.
And where is the
motive that shall prompt the people of any
county in this state to do wrong in a matter of
this kind? 'l'here can be no motive; hence they
will do right, and in doing right they will make
the best selection. If they make a bad selection
they alone are the sufferers; it will be their
fault, and perhaps one bad choice may be necessary to put them on tbeir guard, and to make
them more careful in future.
You might as
well undertake to stand between a man and the
wife of his choice, and say to him let me decide

on the qualifications of that lady before you
marry her.
It 113 the right of every man, of every free man,
to exercise the privilege of selecting the public
servants.
And it is for this right that Icontend.
Now, with regard to the proper mode of managing this tllin
and as to what will soonest, test
the question,
am not prepared to say; but I
want the ayes and noes upon it.
I want every
gentleman 'here to say to the people of Kentucky wbetuer or not in his estimation they are capable of self-government.
If it is thought most
expedient to set apart a day for the discussion
of this subject, I am agreed, provided the time
is not too far distant.
I want that thing tested,
and the sooner the better.
I will not consume the time of the convention
at present, as gentlemen say they are unprepared to cuter ul>0n a debate, and I wish to give
them ample time tor preparatlon: but tile whole
argument on this subject ill my judgment, is in
a nutshell and does uot require a lengthy discussion. Unprepared as gentlemen may be, I am
myself, ready at all times to vote on a question
like this. I am willing that the consideration
of this subject shall be postponed and made t118
special order for Moudev or 'I'uesday next, or
any other day that the House may thjn k prayer
to name.
If my friend from Logan will Withdraw his motion, I will move that the resolution
be referred to the committee of the whole, and
made the order of the day for Tuesday next.
Mr. IRWIN.
I have no objection.
Mr. MITCHELL.
With the gentleman from
Ballard, I am always ready to vote ou a question involving the rights of the people, and I
am prepared now to vote on this proposition.
It
seems to me that there are two questions involved in the resolution, and it has been my purpose
to ask for a division of them, when the question
shall be taken. One is the abstract propoait.ion-care the/caple
capable of self-govemment?-on
which
shall vote in the affirmative, believing
that there is not a question upon the subject.
But the other proposition, whether auy qual.ificarious for office should exist, is a question
which should be considered.
Let me suggest •.
as an additional reason, thai in regard to clerks,
there is nothing in the requisition of certificates
of' qualifications from them, that presupposes a
disqualifieatiou on the part of the people to judge
upon the subject. The very requisition seems to
indicate the necessity of examination on the
part of the people. It requires that some competent tribunal shall be provided for the examination of this officer, authorized not for any incompetency on the lJart of the people to judge ..
but froru the iuability of the whole people to
make the examination and with a view of relieving them from that trouble.
It was merely to
present this view of the subject that I rose.
The resolution was then made a special order
for Tuesday next and ordered to be printed.

"',
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OOURT OF CHAXCERY AT LOUISVILLE.

Mr. RUDD offered the following resolution,
which was adopted:
Resolved, That the committee on circuit courts
be instructed to eng,uire into the expediency of
:permitting the LOUIsville chancery court to exist under the new constitution,
and giving au-
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people in our state legislature, or that he was appointed by the executive under the confirmation
of the senate-but
that when he is appointed the
constitution of'99 secured, at least on paper, and
THE COURT OF APPEALS.
'I'be eonvelltioD resolved itself into com- I hope in reality, the independence of the judiciary, because he wee made by the tenure of his
mittee of the whole, Mr. G. W. JOHNSTON
in the chair, on the article reported by the com- office only responsible under the fonns and principles prescribed in the constitution.
I do not
mittee 00 the court of appeals.
The verbal amendments proposed by the stand- now understand that there exists in this body or
ing committee in their sUPflemental report were out of it, whether among the advocates of a
reform or against
adopted, with a view 0 perfecting
the reo convention for constitutional
it, anyone who is an advocate for life tenure in
port of the committee.
office.
AU
of
all
parties
arc
in
favor of surren'l'he question then carne up on the proposed
dering the principle of tenure during good beadditionalseetion
to the article, as follows:
havior, or in common parlance, life estates ill ofSEC. 15.
All elections of judges of the court fice. UfOD all sides the question has been given
of appeals, and the clerks thereof, shall be by up. Al yield to the principle that the officer
ballot."
should at some Lime short of his life, be returned
Mr. C. A. WICKLIFFE,
It will be remem- back to the appointing
power, wherever that
bered, when the committee made the report now power may be deposited.
We propose by the
under consideration, that under their sanction I bill to deposit the power in the hands of the peoannounced to thc house that the mode in wh ieh the ple, to whom we believe it belongs.
elective franchise should be exercised by the peoThe independence of the judge does not deple in the choice of judicial officers had not es- peud upou the source of appointment.
Whether
caped their attention.
'I'hcv did Hot, however, u judge be appointed by tfie governor, tbe legisfeel it incumbent on them to express what was lature, or the people, if he be a bad man he will
understood to be their opinion, by any specific make a bad judge, and if he be a good man he
proposition as to the mode in which it should be will make you a good judge or good officer, and
-exercised in the choice of judicial officers, wait- the people must take the chances of selecting being, out of respect, th,~ action of other commit- tween the good and the bad. And they are just
tees, who had kindred subjects under advise- as competent, if 1I0t indeed more so, to make the
ment. 'l'hc committee, however, upon a further selection themselves, than any intermediate delconsultation and reflection upon the subject, egated agents according to the present mode.
and looking forward possibly to a division of
1 do not propose at this time, to enter into the
sentiment in this bod{ in reference to a radical discussion of the importance of this change, and
change in the mode 0 voting prescribed by: our the benefits which will result from it, further
present constitution,
and as long practiced by than is necessary to explain the object of the
our people in the choice of political rcpresentacommittee in the amendment they propose.tives and officers, have thought that between the They were unanimous and unhesitating 11l their
advocates of the priciple of viva voce voting, and opinion of its importance, and in their desire
those who are in favor of the ballot system, and that it should be engrafted upon the article now
of introducing this new and important principle
under consideration, and if j'Oll will allow me to
in our government of electing all our officers, say it, upon all other art.icles which have refer*
political as well as judicial, we might attain ence to the election of judicial officers. I besomething at least, in the freedom of the exerlieve that a. majority of the States of this Unioncise of the privile~e where it is brought to bear I speak but from a. general recollection and not
in the choice of a Judicial officer; at all events, from minute recollection-have
adopted and are
that it might operate to rel ieve the elective prin- uow in the practice, in all elections of every kind
ciple of one objection which Ihave heard-I
will and description, of the ballot system.
There is
not say in this house, because it has not been as much to say in favor of the ballot system, and
yet avowed here, bub outside of this house-the
especially in communities differently organized
danger of placing a. judicial officer under the in- and constit.uted in some respects from our own
fluence of personal feelings in his course toward State. I hove not understood that a change in
individual suitors and litis-auts who might either the mode of casting the votes of the people of
have voted for him 01' aaamst him. I do not re- Kentucky, for officers heretofore elected by them ,
gard howevertha.t as at aTI assaultingtheprinciple
has been a cause of constitutional reform, 01' that
which lies at the foundation of the elective sys- it was a cause of complaint or ~ricvanc~.
I do
tem. The independence of the judge has never not believe that the time now exists, or is likely
been regarded in any age or country as being seto exist in this country, so long as we shall chercured by or dependent upon the mode of his ap- ish our domesticinstitutious-if
I am understood
pointment.
It is supposed to rest on the princi- by that phrase-that
there will be the same ueple which was one of the results of the revolu- cessity (or the mode of exercising the elective
tion inEngiand, one of the fruits of which was franchise that other States and communitieshave
the change in the tenure of this description of believed, or found to exist among them. But
office-pnor to which revolution the judge held
in the choice of a judicial officer by the peoplehis office at the will of the crown orthe pleasure to meet the argument or the objection to the sysof the prince, not by the tenure of good behavior. tem that I have heard alledged-that
is, that the
That was the principle, and it is the one from
judge who is elected, finding A, who has cast
which we have derived, as heretofore entertained,
his vote against him, a suitor in his court, may
all our notions of an independent judiciary.
feel disposed to visit upon him, in some of his
Not that the officer derived his appointment eijudicial acts, vengeance for this exercise of prlvther by election, from the representatives of the

thority to the legislature to establish other chancery courts in the commonwealth.
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injury for voting against him without its falling
Jlege. A judge under the influence of bad pas- with an equal hand on the balance of the comsinus, in the exercise of the high duties which munity.
That is the difference between a politithe constitution and the country have confided
cal and a [ndicial officer. Of course I acquiesce
to him, may visit the perversion of law, tyranny,
with pleasure in the course suggested.
and injustice, upon some humble but independ'I'hc 1st sec. was then read as follows:
ent man in the country, brought before him by
SEC. 1. The judicial power of this commonsome of the various processes, as witness, Iiti- wealth, both (1.'> to matters of law and equity,
gant, criminal, or suitor. Lthiuk if! have a cor- shall be vested in one supreme court, which
rect knowledge of Kentucky character, that there shall be styled the court of appeals, [the courts
is more danger from an individual in the exer- established by this constitution] and in such
cise of his judicial functions, when elected b)' the in[e1'101'courts -ts the general assembly mayfrom
voice of the people, in an action betwpen A his
time to time erect and establish.
supporter and B his opponent, lest be might be
After a brief conversation in which Messrs.
suspected of leaning towards his friend, he-would
Wickliffe, Dixon, Guthrie, W. C. Marshall and
rather lean against him to avoid even the ap- others took part. Ole section was amended by
pearance of favoritism.
The committee wish to the insertion of the words placed between
give every man in the State who may choose to brackets.
'I'he section as amendecl was then
vote for a judicial officer, the privilege, if he
choose so to do, by a ballot, deposited in a box adopted.
The 2d section was read and adopted without
unknown to any but himself. It will not deamendment, as follows:
prive, any man who may feel disposed to let a
SEO. 2. The court of appeals shall have apcandidate know how he voted, of the privilege pellate jurisdiction only, which shall be co-ex"
of voting au open ticket if he chooses so to do. teneivc with the state, under such restrictions
But if I am so constituted as to feel that I might and regulations, not repugnant to this constituplace my:self in all probability, being a suitor, tion, as may, from time to time, be prescribed by
m an attitude that would excite a lurking and
partial and improper feeling in the breast of the law.
'l'he third section was then read as follows:
Judge to~ards me in the eXl!rcise of h is judicial
SEO. 3. The judges of the court of appeals
powers, If I chose to keep it eoncealed from him shall hold their offices for the term of eight
how I voted, give me the privilege of doing so. years, and until their successors shall be duly
I leave to you who have no such apprehenSIOns, qualified, subject to the eouditi cus hereinafter
the privilege of voting your open ticket, in com- prescribed; but for any reasonable cause, which
mon phrase, or of letting the individual know shall not be sufficient ground of [mpeachtuent,
you voted for or against him as you may prefer. the governor shall remove any of them on the
These were the reasons which influenced the address of two-thirds of each house of the general
committee in asking-the amendment to the orig- assembly: Provided, however, That the cause or
inal re~ort which has just been read, and with causes for which such removal may be required,
this brief explanation J submit the question.
shall be stated at length in such address, and 011
Mr. HARDIN.
I hope the gentleman will the journal of each house. They shall, at stated
not press the section at this time, but permit the times, receive for their service>; all adequate
bill to be. gone through with section by section,
compensation to be fixed by law.
oommencmg at the first one; then the amendMr. HARDIN proposed to strike out the
ment. would be reached in its order. and we words: "which shall Dot be sufficient grounds
should have time to reflect \lpon it. For my own of impeachment."
He said, I desire that the
part I cannot say yet how I will vote, but I am legislature shall have power to address a judge
very much in favor of the viva voce mode of vo- out of office without the formality of impeachting, and the committee of which I am a mem- ment, and I do not want his removal by address
ber are also rather disposed that way. I like to be confined to such subordinate cases as will
harmony very much and I believe that the mode not be full cause for impeachment.
That is one
of voting for"aU officers should be the same. I of the practical modes of making a judge ream not afraid to tell these high dignitaries how spousible.
And while I am up I will state that
I vote.
I shall move to strike ant" two thirds," and inMr. W. C. MARSHALL hoped the report sert "a majority," because when we come to
would be taken up section by section. He said, the two thirds principle, the whole responsibiliat first blush I am opposed to this Innovation
ty is as perfect a mockery as can be imagined.
upon our custom of voting, and I want time to
Mr. C. A. WICKLIFFE.
The committee
reflect upon it. As at present advised I shall feel
thought that by preserving the responsibility
constrained to go against it.
which the present constitution has thrown upon
Mr. C. A. WICKLIF}~E. I certainly do not de- the judicial officers of the government, making
sire to press the question if any member is not them removable for good and sufficient cause,
}fe~aredto vote upon it or desires to discuss it. upon an address, two-thirds of each bouse of
Will agree to the course suggested the more the general assembly concurring, and by retainreadily, as I believe that the more these two gen ing the ])ower of impeachment, judgment upon
tlemen reflect on the subject, the nearer they will which extends only and rightfully to removal
arrive at the conclusions to which the committee and disqualification from office; and the responhave come. I suppose I was distinctly under- sibility which arises from the return of those
stood. I am not advocating a cheuge in the viva officers to the appointing power, the people, by
voce mode of electing political officers. The rea- the limitation of the term of office, they have
son is that if you elect a. political officer, a mem- secured to the peo~le a sufficient power over the
ber of congress, of the ]e~islature, or a governor, judges during their term of eight years. 'I'hey
he cannot visit his official action on me to my
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desired that whilst we were seeming to the people, or claiming for them, the power of electing
their own officers and limiting the duration of
the term for which they shall be elected, to infuse into the exercise of their power some coneervntive feature, to secure at least those officers,
when thus constitutionally
appointed,
against
the possible influence of public excitement, the
offspring of political divisions ill all free governments.
A partr or political majority of the popular
branch 0 the government, maddened with power, unrestrained by any po\\'cr but the power to
do wroua, is, bv the amendment of my colleague, tJ' be let loose upon the weakest department of the government-a
department filled by
the people themsel ves. Does my honorable colleague romember-c-I know he has not forgotten
the conflict between the legislative department
and the judiciary of this state, in 1824. He and
myself were side by side, in my humble way-for I bore but an humble part ill that memorable
contest; he played a distinguished part in that
struggle between master spirits, which is kr own
in the history of this state us the contest between
the old court and new court party.
I refer to
this portion of the history of my country in no
spirit of unkindness towards those with whom
I then differed.
There were statesmen and
patriots ill that party. honest I know ill the advocacy of those principles. IVe triumphed by the
power of the ballot box. Had his principle of
removing the judges upon the address of a rnajorityof the two houses of the general assembly
been engrcftcd in the ex:istin~ constitution. as
he now propostls it shall be in the new one, what
would have become of the grcat princi ple.the independenceofthejudiciary,
i II vol ved in that contest?
Your constitutional
court and the principle involved would have gone as by a whirlwind.
A
good cause for the removal of the judges was
then, by a legislative majority, found in the fact
that they had decided all act of the legislature unconstitutional.
Sir, I yield to no man in this body in devotion
to the great democratic principle, which lies at
the foundation of free governmeute, that the majority shall rule. But sir, to secure that principle in its free and beneficial exercise, I claim, at
least, that in framing an organic law, we should
take care to insert a rule for the guidance of that
majority.
Popular majorities need a rule of action by which to be governed. Our constitution
is made net so much for the benefit of the majority in the community, as it is to protect the
rights of minorities.
The great princif.le in
free goveruments, that a majority shall ttl e and
govern, belongs to political questions, and is
loved and cherished by all who love political
freedom and civil liberty.
I tell gcntlemfm who
think with me, that a government of a majority
is the best form of government which the wisdom of man has ever devised; that in order to
preserve that government, to secure the liberty,
life,and property of the citizen, it is necessary to
establish checks and balances, and to throw
aronnd the weaker department" those safeguards
necessary to insure the freedom of o:pinion and
independence of action in Lhe exerCIse of tlleir
functions. But, sir, in the support and in the
advocacy of the principle that a majority shall

rule, I invoke gentlemen not to be misled. I say
it is necessary and proper, in the formation of a
free constitution, that a majority should impose
wholesome restrictions upon itself We may be
in a majority to-day, aud by a turu of the political wheel we may be in a minority to-morrow,
in the legislati ve body.
In part;y times when passion guides the popular leaders, when reason is silenced, and argument is hushed by the conflict of selfish motives,
the prostration of the independence of the judiciary department of your government is no difficult task. The legislature assume to be the
people, forget their true position, and rush with
accumulated rage upon their work of destruction. This will be accomplished by local, if
Dot political combination.
Help me to remove
this judge, says one faction, he is a whig, and
we don't like him; we have a democratic majority, we can hurl him out. You have a wllig
judge in your district, we will join in removing
him, if you assist 11~. Under the influence of
popular excitement, political feelings. perhaps
-!?ersollalanimosity, the judge is hurled from office. 'Yell sir, the turn of the political wheel
brings the whigs into a majority, uud under the
same influences, the polrtical Juggernaut
is
rolled over some poor democrat who may be
found in office.
To avoid all these possible evils the committee desired to retain the power of removing by
address, giving the incumbent the security not
so much for his sake as for the sake of public
justice, which we have had in our constitution
for the last fifty years. l'bey desired togive him
the security that he shall not be removed unless
the crime, the offence, the cause of removal
shall be so apparent to the body that both
branches of the legislature shall feel it incumbent upon them to make the removal. When that
is the case I have 110 fears that two-thirds will not
agree. If yOll leave the removal of a judge to
the will of a majority of the popular branch of
the government, what judge will dare to stand
between the encroachments of the legislative
department and the citizen? lOU make him
the miserable, sup-pliant tool of legislative
power and wrong, If you trust him in the power of a bare majority, whose acts he will never have the boldness and the independence to
declare unconstitutional.
What security will
there be for the life, liberty, or property of the
citizen. I therefore implore the convention to
panse before they consent to incorporate the
amendment in the constitution we are about to
form. The judiciary is the political ark of the
poor man, to which he must flee in times of
danger; the shield by which he is to resist the
attempts of power to de:prive him of his rights.
If you place the judge III the power of a bare
majority, you take from the weak the only security against wrong and injnstice.
Let us not
deceIve ourselves by names. The majority of
the legislature is not a majority of the people.
lfyou a.dopt the amendment you virtually surrender all power into the hands of a legislative
majority.
The
legislative
depart~
ment will· overwhelm all other departments,
and we shall, instead of having secured to the
people a government with partitions of power,
to operate as checks and balances upon each
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A tucky he will endeavor to discharge

the duties
o.f his officeJ'r?perly in order to secure his election a secon time.
But throwing that out of the question entirely,
any man who may be elected by the people to
the office of judge will probably be competent
to discharge the duties of his office correctly.
I
majority of the people are against him. I say that have no doubt the people will make proper selecthat question is not involved in the question tions? But there is one other view of the subnow before us. A judge from one of your cir- ject which has occurred to my mind, to which I
cuit courts is brought before the legislature. will simply call the attention of the committee,
When he comes before them, if it is not a polit- and I have done.
']'here have, perhaps, been fewer attempts
ical question upon which he is brought, your
legislators act in the capacity of judges and ju- made in Kcntucky to remove judges from office
rors to determine the facts and the law in the than there would have been, from the fact that
case. And it is no longer an expression of the this mode of removing them by a vote of twopeople's will, but simply a decision of the legis- thirds of the legislature, was regarded as rather
lature Siittiu&"as judges upon the case. Suppose a difficult mode than otherwise, by which to acThe people at this time are
you bring a Judge before the legislature for mal- cOffi!?lishanything.
looking to the re-eli&"ibihty of the judges, and
feasance in office from the county of Hickman,
of
all
other
officers
111
the commonwealth. as
your representatives
from other counties, knowlog nothing of the merits of the case, sit as im- their mode of redress in consequence of the
faithlessness of the officer to the trust which has
partial triers for the purpose of determining
whether or not according to the facts of the case been reposed in him. Heretofore sir, even though
.ajudge may have abused the discretionary power
he ought to be removed.
But suppose on the other hand that the judge vested in him.even though hemaynotha\-ecome
is arraigned for political offences, or upon such uf. to the line in which a majonty of the peepretences as any oue may choose to invent, or p 13 would like the judge to walk, and which
upon a charge of incompetency if you please. nevertheless, would 1I0t be sufficient ground of
What then is the result? It is not often that a removal, either by impeachmentor address, they
political question, in which the judiciary
may have remained quiet, and why? For the simple
take I?art produces such great. excitement, such fact that they had no other remedy than gomg
deep interest in the country as to cause him to before the legislature.
There are a thousand things that 'would not
be arraigned.
But if you bring him here for a
political offence, the le&islature being of one influence the leg-islature in the case of addresspolitical complexion, and the judge of an oppo- ing, or in the case of impeachment, which, nevsite, and the greatest excitement prevails, a."o ertheless, would have great influence with the
,It the time of the contest between the old and people when they march up to the polls to cast
the new court, thou~h the judge give a fair ex- their votes. I think therefore, that the very best
is in limiting the term of office
pose of the constitution, yet if the majority prin- respousibifity
ciple had then prevailed, the judge would have to about six years, making them re-eligible.
Why
sir,
a
judge,
whether of the circuit or apbeen removed, and a stain cast UpODhis charactel', 11111cssthe people had risen in their might pellate court, when elevated to the bench, looses
He, no doubt, will desire to be
and reinstate him. When it comes to a political his practice.
If he does, it will be the very best
question there is danger in allowing the legisla- re-elected.
ture to remove ajudge even upon the two thirds guaranty the people can have that the judge will
discharge the duties of his office properly.
principle; yet I go for that principle.
For the reasons I have gi veu, I shall vote for
I am in favor of the report of the committee
as it now stands.
I am in favor of the election the report of the committee as it now stands and
of the judiciary by the people. It is unnecessary against the amendment of the gentleman from
to add a single remark on that subject.
It was Nelson. And I thought it due to the constituthe intention of the convention party in the state ents whom I represent here to give the reasons
to bring every office in the state, judicial or which induced me to give this vote. I hold myotherwise, within the reach of every man who is self ready, however, at aU times when a more
competent to fill such office, and who has pro,,-- convenient mode shall berroposed by any memo
ed himself worthy of office in the estimation bel' of this committee, 0 holding your appeland opinion of those by whom he was surround- late judges responsible, 80 as at the same time to
of justice, to
ed; and that lJO office should depend on execu- secure the proper administration
go with those who arc in favor of such a meastive patronage.
ure, if I do not see radical objections to it. I
I shall therefore go for an elective judiciary,
but sir, I shall go for these judges of the court admit, sir, that the mode which is provided in
and in almost every
of appeals holding their offices for the term of the present constitution,
six years only. If that is incorporated
in thc constitution of the different states of this union ,
constitution It is probable that the wheels of is a difficult mode. I admit all this, and if a
government might roll OD. for the next fifty better mode could be devised I am for it. But
years, and not a single complaint be urged from what reflection I have been able to give to
against the judge; for the simple reason that any the subject, I have been unable to devise any.
man who comes before the people of this coun- Your appellate judges arc officers of the whole
try for office, no matter who he Is, is desirous of state; officers in whom the whole state are intersecuring the approbat~on of the people; and if ested; officers, who are not to be removed, howhe understands any thing of the people of Ken- ever, by the popular will. They are officer!!..who

is correct, but I am coming to this point.

gentleman tells us that when a judge 18 elected
by a majority of the people, the same majority
which returned him to office shall have power to
say whether or uot he shall continue in office.
'that is the question. 'I'hat it is anti-republican
to say that a judge shall hold his office when a
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are to he removed from, or retained in office by a
set of judges, cousistine of the members of the
legislature, sitting to determine whether they
have been guilty of malfeasance in office. Sir,
when I am elected to an office, I have the right to
hold that office until I have been convicted of being guilty of some malfeasance, and it has been
proved that I am 110 longer worthy to hold it.
There is a pointat which your democratic majorities must stop. Itcomes up under the principles
couched in the resolution of the gentleman from
Henderson.
It comes up in the principle of the
trial by jury. It is where no m~jol'ity has a right
to take from a man a vested right, unless the facts
and circumstances be clearly pl'OVell as in the
case of a judge that. he has forfeited his office.
With these remarks, having defined my position, I shall no longer detain the committee.
Mr. NESBITT.
As It.seems to be the order of
the day for delegates to give the reasons which
will influence their votes upou the subjects which
are under the consideration of the convention, I
have thought it would be l)l'oper for me to ask
the attention of the committee whilst I also assign a few of the reasons by which I shall be
governed in reference to the question which is
now before us.
I have heard it stated by several delegates that
they have always been convention men. 1 too
clalm the honor of having been aoonvention man,
and something beyond that-a
oonventiou boy.
I advocated the principle of reform, sir, as best
I mi~ht long before I Lad a right to vote.
I listened with pleasure, sir, to the gentleman
from Fayette this morning, and I cannot hell) regretting that, after having taken so many P easant tours together advocating a convention and
constitutional reform, in the upper counties, we
shall now at this late day be compelled 10 part
company.
I will not say that I led him through
the mountains; and he shall not say that he led
Tnt" in this convention,
I have been somewhat astonished too at some
of the declarations that have been made by delegates here. Some take the ground that this convention is the people. Some take the ground that
the legislature is the peolle.
The good old doctrine used to be that the egielature was nothing
more than the servants of the people,
And
looking back into history how do we rind that
nations have risen and fallen? Just as long as
legislatures reeognized the doctrine and acted
upon the principle that they were the servants of
the people, all things went on well. But they
at last began to preach the doctrine that IS
preached here, that they were equal with the
})eople, and that they were the people thcm~
selves. And soon another :o;tepwas taken which
taught Lhat they were superior to the people, and
then the state began to totter to its frill.
What is the question, sir-what
are the objects of it? What are the cuds proposed to be
accomplished?
Gentlemen seem to be anxious
to proclaim to the world how much they me willing (md how anxiously they desire that a majority shall rule, I too, SIr, am in favor of
a majority ruling, but I wallt a majority of
the people to do so; and it does seem to me
that in advocating the amendment of the gentleman from Nelson, gentlemen desire to fix upon,
an easy mode of curbing the will of the major-
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ity, and to hurl from power the officers of the goVernment, whom a majority of the people have
placed in power, I krrow that I am to be held
responsible, not to this convention but to the
people themselves, for every act I may perform
here and every word I may utter: and I desire
to be able to fum ish some authority for the
manner in which I may act. If the committee
will indulge me for a. few moments I will make
a few extracts fron the farewell address of the
Father of his Conntry:
Towards the preservation of your govern'ment, and the permanency of your present hap'EY state, it is requisite, not only that you stead'11y discountenance
irregular oppositions to its
'acknowledged authority, but also that yJU resist
• with care, the spirit of innovation upon its
'principles, however specious the pretext.
One
'method of assault may be to effect, in the forms
'of the constitution, alterations which will im'pair the energy of the system, and thus to un"dermine what cannot be directly overthrown.
'In all the changes to which you may be invited,
'remember that time and habit are at least as ne• eessary to fix the true character of government, as
'of other human in rtituticns ; that experience is
'the surest standard, by whrch to test the real
'tendency of the existing constitution of a eoun'try: that facility in chan~es, upon the credit of
'mere hypothesis and opinion, exposes to perpet'ual change, from the endless variety ofllypoth"esie and opiuion , and remember, especially,
'that for the efficient management of your com-mon interests in It country so extensive as ours,
'a government of as much vigor, as is consistent
'with the perfect security of liberty, is indispen'sable.
Liberty itself will find in such It gov"ernmeut, 'with powers properly distributed and
'adjusted, its surest guardian.
It is, indeed, lit'tie else than a name, where the government is
'too feeble to withstand the enterprises of fac"tion, to confine each member of the society
'within the limits prescribed by the laws, and
'to maintain all ill the secure and tranquil en, joyment of the rights of person and of property.
"I have already intimated to you, the danger
'of parties in the state, with particular reference
'to the ioundfmr of them on geographical dis"eriminations.
tet me now take a more com pre"hensive view, and warn you in the most solemn
'manner against the baneful effects of the spirit
'of party, generally,
e< 'I'hisspirit,
unfortunately, is inseparable from
'our nature, having its root in the strongest pas"sions of the human mind.
It exists nnder dif"ferent sJmpes, in all governments; more or less
'stifled, controlled, or repressed; but in those of
'the popular form, it is seen in its greatest rank'ness, and is truly their worst enemy.
"The alternate domination of one faction over
'another, sharpened by the spirit of I'evenge llat•ural to party dissension, which in different ages
'and countnes has perpetrated the most horrid
'enormities, is itself a frightful despotism: but
'this leads at length to a more formal a:nd perma'nent despotism.
The disorders and miseries
'which result, gradually incline the minds of
'men to seek security and repose in the absolute
'power of an individual;
and soon8r or later, the
'chief of some prevailing faction, more able or
'more fortunate than his competitors, turns thi.s
H
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• disposition
to. the ,urpO?cs .of his ,own eleva'tion, on the rums 0 public liberty.'
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There is another reason sir, why I shall do so.
I took the trouble to disseminate among the people of my county, as far-as I could, the report of
the committee, and I asked it as a favor of them,
that they would send me information whether it
suited them or not; and as far as I received information, it is unqualified that it suits them.
Mr. TAYLOR.
I perceive that the discussion
of this deeply important and interesting question
will not he terminated for several days.
I will move that the committee rise, report
progress and ask leave to sit again.
The motion was agreed to, and leave was granted to sit again.
The convention then adjourned.

likewise, that the habits of
• thinking, in 3: free country, s~lOuld i~spire ~au"ticn in those intrusted WIth Its administration,
• to confine themselves within their respective
-consticubicuul spheres, avoiding in the exercise
• of the powers of one department.to encroach up'on another.
The spirit of encroachment tends
'to consolidate the powers of all the departments
• in one, and thus to create, whatever tlie form of
• government, a real despotism."
Now, sir, it seems to mo that the amendment
which has been proposed here, tends at once to
consolidate all the dej)artments
of the government into that one cal ed the legislative department.
Gentlemen
have gOlle to Englaud
and
hav.c ~aked up authorities there to prove thatth.e
judiciary ought to be independent.
I grant It
SA1'URDAY, OOTOBER 20,1840.
ought.
Prayer
by the Rev. Mr. NOll.'l'OS.
If we change the principle, I want responsibility to the people of this great commonwealth.
LEAVE OF ABSENCE.
And I want the judiciary to be independent
of
On the motion of Mr. ROOT, leave of abthe two other departments of the government.
I
do not want the judiciary to be bound hand and sence was granted to Mr. WHEELER until Monfoot, and to be made responsible to the executive day next.
COURT OF AI'P£AI.S.
or to the legislative department.
I do not deOn the motion of Mr. BARLOW the con v ensire the legislative department to be responsible
into committee of the whole, Mr.
to either of the other two departments.
I want tion.resolved
the executive, legislative,
and the judiciary
de- HUSTON in the chair, on the report of the committee OIl the court of appeals.
partments, to be independent
of each other-to
Mr. TAYLOR.
Yesterday,
while my friend
be the representatives
of the will of the people
of Kentucky, and to be responsible alone to them ; from Fayette (Mr. R. N. Wickliffe) was addressand to bring about this end, sir, I shall 100 cast ing the committee, I could not help remarking
upon the vicissitudes
of human life. I shared
my vote.
of boyhood,
There are other reasons sir, why I do not desire with him the innocent amusements
yeal'S have elapsed,
to see the amendment of the gentleman from Nel- and now, after twenty-five
we find ourselves participating
in the more soson prevail. 'I'he people of the commonwealth
of Kentucky are already jealous of this conven- ber, serious, and as I hope, to the country at least,
more
profitable
pursuits
of
manhood.
Although
tion.
'1'h8Y know their rights and they know
well how to maintain
them; though I see sir, I differ entirely from him, I could not but adhere manifesteda spirit of radicalism that is like- mire the beauty and power of diction, and that
of manner which
twenty-five
ly, if carried to its utmost extreme, to bring us impressiveness
years ago, as well as DOW. enabled him to make
back to our original chaos, to leave us without
There are
a constitution,
and without any form of civil the worse appear the better reason.
of aristocracy
government.
We were elected, sir, for the rur- in this country three descriptions
-the aristocracy
of wealth, the aristocracy of
pose of making radical changes and alterations
m the couetitution, I will admit.
\Vewere elect- intellect, and the aristocracy of office-to none
ed for the purpose of carrying into effect the of which I belong, and yet to all of which I depublic will-for
the purpose of doing that which sire to be most intimately attached and connectthe people desire tohavedoue, and of doing noth- ed. I cannot destroy the aristocracy of wealth,
and I do not know that I ought even if I could.
ing more.
And I would like to know sir, whether there I could not if I would, and I would DOt if I
This
is a gentleman in this convention
who was in- could, destroy the aristocracy of intellect.
of intellect,
or rather this mental
structed at the polls by his constituents
to say aristocracy
that a bare majority of the legislature shall have quality called talent, is the first divinity which
the power to undo the work which they shall do my bucldin~ spirit.wus taught to worship, and it
proximity to
at the polls? If there be one, I hope he will dis- is the last idol which the startling
charge his duty.
For myself, I KlJQW what I the grave, will in my bosom totter to its faIl.But
there
is
another
description
of
aristocracy
was told to do, and I know I was not told to
carry into effect any such principle as that con- -that of office-to which I am hostile, and in
tained in the amendment.
I have learned my the destruction of which I am, in common with
I was,
lesson well; and a part of it is to let alone every many around me, about to participate.
as I said a few days ago, all early and an ardent
thing in the old constitution that myconstituenta
friend of constitutional
reform.
I was not so
have Dot told me to vote to amend.
This question may not again arise-I
do not because I desired this or that particular reform,
measure; but I was the
SU'ppOSE\ it will on the report of any other com- or this or that particular
reform
mittee, and I thought
it proper, sir, to give the ardent and early friend of constitutional
That principle
was neither more
reasons why I shall vote to sustain the report of on principle.
nor Ieee than an anxiety to secure such a conetithe committee.
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gentlemen have said, from the highest to the
lowest, to be elected
I had, at first, I very
frankly acknowledge, some misglvings in regard
to an elective judiciary.
I had been early
taught that for such a pnrpose the people was a
dangerous depository of power, but I am satisfied now, and experience has proved that it is the
safest and the best mode of selection.
Every
coterminous state, save Virginia, have, in some
form or other, an elective judiciary.
Tennessee,
Ohio, Indiana, Illinois, and Missouri, all have
an ele-ctive-judiciary in some form or other. And
fortunately they have made the experiment for
us, for I am not prepared to cut down the lamp
post which experience has placed along the
pathway of human life, and to plod on in darkness rather than in light. The experiment has
been made in other states, and in New York
most satisfactorily and successfully.
Originally
the judges in New York were selected as they
now are under the present constitution of Kentucky.
From 1818 to 1835, some of the most ardent contests for governor- have taken place in
New York than have ever occurred in any state
of the union; and simply from the fact that next
to the president of the United States, the office
of governor of New York was considered the
most important.
And it has been used with
some success, as a sort of spring-board, from
WhICh political aspirants have leaped into the
presidency of the United States. What were
the consequences growing out of these ardent
contests?
The consequences were, that vacancies in the supreme. and other courts, were TIlled
without reference to Ole fact whether the incumbent was an honest man or a good lawyer.
Executives are but men at last, and are subject to
the common frailties and imperfections of our
nature, and they therefore, in New York, were
prone to fill the office of judge, whenever vacant,
with one of these ardent and faithful partizans
who had carried, perhaps, a particular county
and district for them. What was the consequence?
The poople became indignant and dissatisfied, and Justly so, with this mode of appointment.
What was the next step? It was to
make the office of judge elective by joint ballot
of the legislature.
I have lived in one of the
states in this union where the judges were 80
elected, and I say with all candor ana truth, that
I saw just as good judges there as we have had
in Kentucky-possessing
as larse an amount of
legal attainments, integrity, nnd' all those qualifications which a judge ought to possess. I
have lived also in a state where they were elected directly by the people,and in that state I saw
just as good judges as I have seen under the
system which we have adopted and used for the
last half century. Hence I say my own experience and observation,
connected with the experience and observation Of those in other stares
of this union, goes to prove that an elective judiciary is not fraught with such fearful and
dreadful consequences as some gentlemen have
fancied and imagined.
Hence it is that I am in
favor of an elective judiciary.
what is this thing called public opinion?"Snail create a charm within the very air,
Sir, it is the school master of publio men. It is
Which shall teach each haughty thing.
The poorest man he meets wuu here
the originator, frequently, of some wise and salIs every inch a King."
utary:public measures. It is, indeed, as Burns
I want aU the officers in the country, as some has said, "a sort of hangsman whip, to hauld

tubion as would level men up. instead of levelling them down. I was for a constitution that
would throw open to the aspirations of the poor
as well as the rich, to the humble as well as the
exalted, the offices of the country. I had seen
the offices of Kentucky-so had the peoplebought and sold for money. I have seen these
offices bought and sold, und the price paid for
them was partizan and political services. I was
anxious to correct this manifest and inexcusable
abuse, and hence I was in favor of constitutional reform. so that the only price which should
be paid for the offices of Kentucky should be
qualification and integrity.
Have you ever read, Mr. Chairman, that most
graphic description of a country church and of
a country preacher, given by that justly celebrated and distinguished
lawyer, William wirt,
in the British Spy'? The meeting house composed of logs, filled with the simple-hearted, Iionest and confiding people. plainly but neatly attired, their quiet, sturdy horses hitched to the
swinging limbs of the surrounding
trees, permit the eye of your imagination to rest for a moment on such a picture as described so inimitably by Wirt, such doubtless as you have seen
along the pathway of your life; Olen throw
yo~rself into a city, such as the beautiful one in
which we are now convened, and enter a church
covered all over with tapestry and splendor,
with the pews most beautifully cushioned, with
the red morocco bound bible with a piece of
green ribbon to mark the chapter and place of
the text, and just at the end of the pew a gilt
sign with the owner's name upon it; in the first
described old fashioned country church, with
the horses tied thick around, the worshippers are
the plain, modest, and unsuspecting people; in
the latter the ostentatious
offlcc-liolders
of the
country, with the pbarasaical ail' about them of,
"stand back, for 1 am holier than thou."
This is a just description of the difference between the office-holders and the people, under
the present constitution.
And it is for that reason, and because of that difference, so plain and
manifest, to which no man can or ought if he
could, shut his eyes, that 1 was an early advocate for a convention.
1wanted to level men up
-1 wanted the church doors thrown open, so
that every man could go in and worship there.
1 wanted those aspirations for office in which the
poor mal': indulge 3& well as the rich, and if need
be, gratified; and 1 wanted the price to be paid
for that gratification in Kentucky, integrity and
~ua1ificatiollfl. And it was because of that principle that 1 am now here, and it is for the format.ion of a constitution such as I have just indicated, and possessing the spirit to which I have
just alluded, that I mean to vote, not only here,
but at the polls, in case it should be submitted
to the people. 'l'he character of a government
depends very much upon the character, and genius, and spirit of the people, and the reverse of
the proposition is just as true; and I want a constitution that, in the beautiful language of my
friend, Captain Cutter,
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the wretch in order."
Do you want an example,
full, complete, and conclysi\'c, of its pov.:er? It
is to be found reported m the book of life, and
is presented in the per.;;;OIl of the boldest and
most talented of the apostles.
'1'103apostle Peter who upon the sea of Galilee, amid the awe
of 'darkness and tiie storm, bad seen his divine
master say to the winds "peace," and to the
waves "be still"-and all was quiet as an

August noon-the

same Peter who had stood

are still some good things in it which have my
admiration and confidence, and which are connected not only with the glorious past, but with
security for the present, find proud and still
more glorious hopes of the future.
I desire to
read from the very first article in that constitution, and to eommenrl its consideration in all its
length and breadth to the house, ere the hour of
trial, the hour of voting shall arrive,
"ARTICLE

1.

SECTIOS I.

by the grave of Lazarus, and wltcessed
that
mysterious re-union between the dead bod.y <1.l~d 'The powers of the ~oYeJ'nment of the state of
the immortal spirit of him who was sleeping 111 "Kentucky, shall be divided into three distinct
the grave-that
very man, quailing before Ute ef- , departments, and each of them be confided to a
to wit: Those
fect of a false publi? Opi.lliOl~, in one n.nd the 'separate body of magistracy,
same hour thrice danied hia [ruth and hIS mas- 'which are legislative, to one; those which are
ter. I am in favor of an elective judiciary, the 'executive, to another; and those which are juofficers of which shall be, every eight years, sub- "diciary, to another."
There is safety and security in that, and there
mitted to the salutary operation of public opi.nion. I am asked to go a step further than this, is protection in it. And why? For the reason
and to make the judge removable by a bare major- that it is a division of the powers (If government,
ityof the legislature.
I do not mean to go that and it is the separation and division of those
as con.
far, and the man who would ask me to do it, af- powers which constitute republicanism,
and opposed to despotism.
I
ter the surrender of the prejudices which I have tradistinguished
already made on the ~ubject of a~ elective j'udi- will read the second clause of this section of the
eiary, wo~ld have cne~ fire durl1lg.th~ ~e ug.e. constitution, to show you how the division and
separation
of those powers were
This thing called an independent judiciary 1S continued
a matter about which a great deal has been said, guarded by the framers of the constitution:
"ARTICLE
I. SEOTION n.
and a great deal 1"OOre
thought.
Most significant
allusion was made yesterday, to an independent
'No person, or collection of persons, heing of
judiciary in what was formerly called the mother 'oue of those departments, shall exercise any
country.
The judges in England, as was said 'power properly belonging to either of the othby my friend from Fayette, were Qriginally ap- "ers : except in the instances hereinafter express.
pointed by the crown. They were, to use a com- "ly directed or permitted."
.
mou expression which every man ill this house
What is despotism?
I ask every gentleman to
whether a lawyer or not, understands,
tenants propound the question to himself, and to answer
at will of the crown.
WJlat was the conse- for himself.
what but the union of all the powquence? History shows that ,\~herevcr ~he p!'e- ers of government in the same hand?
And I
rogetive of the crown came m conflict with vastly prefer living under a despotism where
the interests and liberties of the subject, the the uniou of all these powers if! 10 one hand,
judges were invariably found on the side of the than where it is in a hundred.
There can be
king.
It was just as the old maxim contained legislative despotism as well as any other. And
in the book of life declares, "The ox knoweth when the legislature, by constitutional provision
its owner, and the ass its master's crib."
It is a or by usurpation,
get into their hands all the
long time since I read the history of Englandpowers of governmeut-c-execntlve,
legislative,
a good deal longer than since my friend from and judicial-us
my friend from Jefferson welt
Henry (Mr. Nuttall) read the history of Greece said the other day, it is a despotism.
And it if!
and Rome-and
I believe he said he never read the worst form of despotism, for obvious reasons.
it except in Dilworth-but
the contest which fi- It generates public opinion, and after it is gennally resulted in securing the independence ofthe erated, it directs and controls it. The history of
judges, commenced, according to my readin~, the French revolution, so eloquently referred to
about the year 1688.
It is immaterial when It by my friend from Louisville, (.Mr. Preston) is
commenced, but it finally resulted in changing full of meaning aod instruction upon the sub.
the tenure by which the judges held their office jeet of the danger to be apprehended from legis.
from that of a tenancy at will of the crown, to Iative despotism.
What were the consequences
that of good behavior, aud that alUounts gener- there? The monstrous visage of public robbery
ally to a tenancy for life. What were the conse- and murder, covered with the mUl'>kof public
quences of that change of tenure?
The judges necessity, stalked over the land; the government
frOlU being tl18 supple and pliant tools of the carried III one hand the torch of a profane phi.
kin~were converted into a city of refuge for the losophy, and in the other the cup of massacre;
sublect. The judiciary of England then, for the public purification for its object, and plunder,
first time in the history of the country, was iu- rapine, and lllurJer its; means.
The Instory of
deed converted, if I may use the thought, into the past is pregnant with the dangers of leg1slathe shadow of a mighty rock in a weary land, to tive despotism, and the want of some power in
shelter and to protect.
BefOl'e that period, the which the people can confide, to stay the hand
security of the crown rather tJlan the safety of of popular madut'ss and faction.
It is that ver)'
the subject wus consulted.
Such were the pro- separation of the powers of government, conper, natural, and legitimate consequences of judi- tamed in this first article---and the strong incial independence.
junction contained in the second clause of it,
Although we are about to destroy in some reI'>· 'that no one department shall exercise the powers
pecUi the old constitution
of Kentucky,
there properly belonging to another, which constitutes
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tho safety of the citizen, and gives perpetuity itself to the government.
And 'without this clause,
I would not give a farthing for any constitution
which the wisdom of the people as represented
in this convention may frame.
And unless that
rincij)le is incorporated in the new constitution,
shcl go home and take the stump against it,
OJ' at least clear my own conscience
by voting

f

against it.
Gentlemen seem to think that the legislature
is the people, and that its opinions and action is
always the just reflex of public sentiment.
My
uwn experience and that of eYery man on this

floor shows most conclusively that this is not
true. Is there a man here 'who has forgotten
the scenes of 1822, '23, and '24. No 8i1', and
what is more, I hope and trust they never may
be forgotteu ; and all I ask of gentlemen is that,
before the vote if! taken on the proposition of Illy
friend from Nelson, they will just allow then
recollections to wander back to the scenes to
which Lnllude.
They are part of history now.
The statute of limitations has been well called
a statute of 1'('\lOSe,and I advert to this history
of the past on y for the purpose of illustration.
What was that history?
The legislature passed
a law which had the approbation doubtless of
their hearts rather than their heads, and which resulted from their sympathy with the unfortunate and destructed state of tho COUll try. The
court>! of Kentucky decided that law to be unconstitutional.
The legislature could not remove the judges by address, and what was the
result? Finding they could not remove them as
the constitution provided, the legislature attempted to do it in an unconstitutional
manner,
There is an example which is to be avoided of
the danger of legislative power, and it is one
too, which I desire gentlemen before they vote
on the amendment of my friend from ~elson, to
look at and to reflect upon. Make ajudge subordinate to the legislative po·wer and you make
h im a mere creature of legislative will. Is that
the mode by which we expect to guard his integrity and secure his honor ill the administration of justice? Not at all. Look at the judiciary now. Under the present system the executive and the legislature are elected by the people,
while the judiciarj-, whose duty it is to protect
the rights and interests of the citizen, to giv~
efficacy tothc laws, and stability to the governmcnt itself, and even to control the other two
departmellts of 1.]1egovernment, is created by
the executive and one branch of the lcgislature.
Hence it is that amon~ other reasons, one of thc
~trongest which has Induced me to sustain an
elective judiciary, is that it will withdr<lw the
judges entirely from legislative influence,
If a
judge is conscIOUSthat he may bc removed by a
mero legislative majority, will he not be "to tllCil'
faults a little blind, and to their virtues yery
kind."
We will supllo"e the case, and I acknowledge
it is a violeot supposition, of a legislature m
the midst of high party feeling and excitement,
suspendiJ1O' in a time of profound peace t.he
writ of h~eas corpus, or putting some man in
jeopardy of life and limb twiee for the same
offence, or even taking private propert.y for public use without tJlO consent of or compemmtion
to tllC owner. The judge standing llpon the

constitution, acting as a co-ordinate branch of
the government, says to them like the prophet of
old, with his censer in his hand, "thus far "halt
thou come and no farther," and declares those
actsuncoustitutional , and therefore null and void.
They having the power so to do by a bare majority, could and would remove him. And they
would place in hi.'! stead some pliant and subservient tool, flame gentleman who would be
obedient to the legislative will, some man who
would be ready to say to them, whatever YOU
order I do, and whatever are your injUll('tlon.s
I am obedient,
That is the description of the
judges which we would have upon the bench,
should the amendment of the gentleman from
Nelson prevail, and it could not be otherwise.
The honest judge would be su bject to removal
for the honest indication of' hi" opinion, and
for his just and uupurcbased expositions of the
Jaw, or else you would have in the judicial tribunals of the country the mere tools of the Iegislature ready to record their will, and to do their
bidding.
I am therefore, utterly opposed to the amendment of the gentleman from Nelson, because I
believe that upon an honest and unpurehnsablc
judiciary, the safety of the rights and interests
of the CItizen depend. I believe that times may
come and have come when the lcgislature will
be induced to overstep the bounds of the coustitution , and to punish the judge for resisting
them. I believe, also, that the time has once
come, and may come again, when they will be
disposed to try a fall with justice only for the
express purpose of showing its weakness, and
I am opposed therefore, utterly opposed, to the
amendment of the gentleman from.N elson. And
I am anxious that the new constitution
should
contain a clause requiring two thirds of ,the
legislature as necessary to remove the judge.
",Ve have done enough in all conscience when
we han; made the judiciary elective, and subjected them to the salutary operation of public
opinion at the end of each eight years of service.
I have made these remar-ks because I considered it lily duty so to do, and I shall, whenever the question is submitted to the decision of
the house, vote against the adoption of the
amendment of the gentleman from Nelson, for
the reasons which I 'have just given.
Mr. GHOLSON.
J have not risen with any
pRl'ticular expectation that I shall be able to enlighten this body. I cannot expect that my remarks willl1ave much weight.
I feel disposed,
however, to exercise this privilege in behalf of
those WllOS('llt me here, knOWing as I do that
tlJey will be greatly dissal,isned if SOllleof these
measures are adopted.
Now, sir, what is the
question before us't Wlmt is it we are called
upon to dcuide? It is to make a decision bet·ween something on the OIlC hand and nothing
on tht! other; for all experience will bear me out,
when I !;avthat impeachment by a majority, or
even by
two thirds vote, is btlt a mere scare.
crow. It has no terrors for the judicial tyrant
on hi." thronc. And why? Because in fifty years
it has never succeeded in removing one. '\vhat
does all this aJ·gne? Why one of two thing-s_
that we have had the most honest, correct,
independent judiciary that the sun ever shone
upon on the one hand, or on tJle othcr, that this

a
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system has proved the most inoperative and in- legislative hall, as some seem to think they
effectual for the pur(lose fur which it "as inten- would do if this majority principle should preded. And now, while I repeat that I believe we vail, I would turn my back on this state forever,
ha ve had as enlightened, as honest, as worthy a I would not live among such people, who, for
judiciary as h11.<;fallen to the lot of any other opinion's sake, or party's sake, would commit
p.,ople, I will also say we have had those Oll the such an act. That I have political opinions of
judicial bench who did deserve punishment; and my own I confess. I am a democrat, but I never
I affirm that the, ought to have been punished intend to say it in the convention again. I am
on account of disqualification
and misdemean- sorry to hear some gentlemen bringing up these
aTty terms, and foreboding what part;y may de.
ors in office; but they could not be reached. I,
am a republican, and intend to assist In framing
myself, have felt the iron heel of judicial omnipI am for doing the
otence, and yet because I was poor I had to sue- a republican government.
comb before the tyrant.
I have felt, and I hope greatest amount of good to the greatest number.
I
am
for
putting
it
in
the
power
of the lloor to
I shall always feel that respect which is due to
the judiciary of the country.
I am conscious of obtain equal and exact justice as well as the
never haying offered an insult to a judge upon rich. And I want to put It in the pow'er of the
the bench. I beg pardon, if what I have said poor man to reach the high in a manner that will
in relation to the [udiciary is offensive; but I make the tyrant on his throne tremble, and comThis
am a stranger to that sycophancy which I see pel him to pursue the path of rectitude.
abroad in the land towards those upon the judi- whole matter seems to be wrong. when you
cial bench. Who is the judge? Is he uot one say to a man in the lower or upper end of Kenof us? By what right does he occupy his sta- tucky, if you have been imposed upon by aJ·udge
he is gui ty of
tion? Is it not the gift of the people? Is he -if be fines you improperly-if
not their servant? To what is it you bow when malfeasance, or any other feasance, for there are
so
many
feasances
which
gentlemen
bavc referyou enter the court house? It is not to the biped who sits there, but it is to the law itself. It red to, 1cannot remember them all-you mustfolIS to the majesty of the law~it is to that which, low that judge to Frankfort to get redress, does
if properly administered, should command our not any man know that it will amount to nothing.
respect, and which. like the dews of heaven, The poor man, we all know, in such a case
should shed its benign influence alike upon all. would obtain no redress: and I beseech you to
It is to that which I bow; and this proposition look at the matter as it is, and do not, because a
that the judge shall only be reached by a two man lives at a distance from the capital, take
thirds vote, is to grant him a dif:rpensation to do from him the power of redress. I know that I am
what he may please, in his omnipotence, to the considered radical, and I may be, perhaps, a litend of his term. It is to say, you shall not be tle too radical; if so, lowe it to the oppressions
punished; the like never has been done, and I have endured and to the abominations in the
therefore we have a good reason to believe it will administration of the government that I have
never be done, and you may do as you please. It experienced. I have come here to lay the axe
is possible, and only among possibilities, that if at tho root of the tree. I hold every man here
the majority principle. as proposed by the honora- to be a servant of the people, and I want all offible gentlemanfromN elaou is adopted,an innocent cers of the go\'ernmentso to consider themselves,
ana upright judge might be removed. Que sin- instead of considering themeel ves their masters.
gle, solitary instance in fifty years is given; and I am not to be told and made to believe that Ute
I appeal to gentlemen to
I have listened with pleasure to the declaration thing is notpracticable.
that there has been but OIlC instance of this kind erect some tribunal which shall be within the
reach
of
every
man
within
the broad commonin which any disposition has been shown by a
majority of the legislature to remove a judge for wealth, where every man shall he held to accountany cause whatever.
·Wc have had a great deal ability. Were I to choose between the twoproposiof light on the subject of English jurisprudeuce. tiona, I would vote forthema:iority principle. That
Now, I do not pretend to know all about English lasoruething, while the two thirds vote is nothing;
history.
Much has been said on the troubles it is less than nothing; it never bas,it never can,
that have visited other lands. It may be tm- and it never will embrace the object. lt is an1, said that I have not gOlle further than cruci- ti-republican; it makes the minority rule: it is
fix in that kind of history, for poverty was my all wrong in principle.
I have been astonished-ann
I say it with
only inheritance and freedom my birthright, and
it is for that freedom here I will contend. I do all imaginable deference to the grey heads and
not pretend to say whether gentlemen are right the wise heads that have discussed thissnbjector wrong, in their account of British or other at this discussion and the importance which
foreign history, but I do say that their remarks gentlemen attach to the difference between a maWhy, it will neveraffect
are wholly inapplicable.
I maintain that we jority and two thirds.
are the only free people under the wide canopy anyone for ill; it will never remove a man from
of heaven-that
we are the only people who are office in Kentucky. 'I'he respousibil ity may reach
capable of self.government, in the proper sense a judge who lives at Frankfort, but It will never
of that word. ~'hese things have no application; reach thoae in distant faits of the State. rLe
these hobgoblllls, raw heads and bloody bones, only remedy for the evi complained of is to rehave no terrors for me. I have an abidlllg COll- turn to the source whence the power is derived
When the proper time
fldence in the patriotism and intelligence of the by frequent elections.
people; and J say to my brother delegates here comes, I want to propose the term of four years
instead
of
eight.
I
want
to have some tribunal
and the whole world that if I believed my fellow-citizens of Kentucky were so corrupt and so erected where thl>judge will btl tried by a jury of
degraded as to abuse, disgrace, and pollute this the vicinage, or other competent tribunal, Instead
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of sending the case to be tried away from the wit- you follow him to Frankfort.
You. confess the
nesses and the injured party.
I have heard it citizens of this country are not competent: they
said that there is fJomething too dignified and are too ignorant, too vicious. ·Wecannot trust
too noble about a judge that he should be tried you. 'I'here is not in tile whole country materials
by an ignorant jury. Now, I hold there is no for a competent tribunal to try a judge for misman living in the broad expanse of Kentucky demeanors in office. And then will you turn
who bas more rights than you or I, or more in- round and tell them, that although this is the
terests to be disposed of by a jury of twelve men. case, they shall non have the privilege of going
Gentlemen talk about bringing a judge in chains away? You will try the poor man whcre the
to the feet of one department, that of our own offeuee is committed, unless he gets a chan~e of
legislature. I agree, III one particular, that it is vcuue.
But, although thc act of a judge IS as
wTong that a judge should be brought before the atrocious as it can be, still he is sent off here for
legislature. Iii is a violation of the first article trial.
And this is republicanism!
This is
of the constitobion, which declares that the gov- equality!
And this is the glorious feast, that
ernment shall be divided into three separate de- gentlemen, in their devotion and their patriotic
partments.
I want to keep them separate.
I strains: in Which. th~y' dilate so eloquently on
want to carry out the articles in their spirit and the fruits of the judiciary, have invited us to!
truth. I do not want the judge brought to the This is the feast of the poor! This is the grand
feet of the executive. 1 want the judge to do banquet which isto result from our conventionhis duty, and to rely alone Ollthose who elected al Iabors here.
him to office. It is certainly subverting one of
Now, I "Wouldrespectfully ask wh.r it is you
the principles of the constitution: it is unde- will put in the constitution a provision that,
niable that you cannot sustain the position, you all must agree, has heretofore proved inefand maintain these two powers distinct.
'I'he Iectual , and one which we may, therefore, realegislature, if effectual as a tribunal for the trial sonably expect will be so hereafter.
Why, I
of judges, destroys their independence.
It mer- ask, will you putsuch a provision in the constiges all power in the legislature, in that respect, tution, when it has never removed a circnitjudge
whether the required number be two thirds or a in the whole extent of Kentucky?
Is .it not trimajority.
It is immaterial; it brings the other fling with the rights of the people? Is it 110t
departments to the footstool of the legislative
trampling the rights of the poor man in the
department; and then its impracticability is de- dust? I affirm that it is. But I have heard it
monstrated by experience, the best teacher on objected out of this house, although I do 1I0t
the face of the earth. when we have seen what recollect that any gentleman has adverted to it
has occurred in Kentucky in relation to the old in his remarks, that a judge would be harrassed
and new court system, Ithink gentlemen should -c-would be subjcct to perpetual indictment, if
be couviueed that if the majority should not n jury was permitted to act on the case.
rule, a jud~e call never be removed.
And I do
I submit it to gentlemen if that is not saying
not think, If the majority had been sustained, in
a great dcal for their several constituencies, that
the case to which I have referred, that the counn judge could not be permitted to go on in an
try would have suffered any great harm. True, even-handed and st.r:l.ight forward administraI was then in favor of sustaining the judges,
tion of justice, because their constituents are so
because I believed they acted honestly, and that malicious and so black-hearted that they would
they intended to sustain the constitution--still
continually hnrrass them with wicked and unthe object of the legislature in passing the law,
founded indictments.
FOl" my part, in the natne
decided to be unconstitutional,
was a. good one.
and behalf of my constituents 1 deny the impuFor these reasons, aud these alone it was that
tation.
I represent no such people here. No,
I was disposed to sustain the law.
far from it. All we ask for is even-handed jusWell, that single, solitary instance, from the tioe. All that we want is, to do away with that
foundation of the government to the present distinction which, because one man is poor, platime, is the only one that has occurred, jf I ces him directly within the reach of the law,
rightly recollect our history.
It is the only in- aud because another is an official dignitary
stante in which any attempt to remove any officer, takes him away to another and a higher tribunal.
except perhaps that of a justice of the peace, for The whole system is wrong, and anti-republican,
malfeasance, or misdemeanor, had even the ap- and I protest against it. 1 never will submit to
pearance of being successful.
And are we sent that principle.
I maintain that we all stand
here by the people, with high hopes and expcc- here on one broad platform of equality, and I
tations, which are wide spread over the land, claim that the poorest in my cOUDLyshall enjoy
that something radical, something republican, the same rights and have the same protection as
should be done, to go back and say to them, that the richest and proudest in this broad commonthe united wisdom of Kentucky is not sufficient wealth.
to devise a plan that shall glve justice to the
We claim no exclusive privilege-we
claim to
whole land? Are we disposed to say when we be freemen, to be honest, and we claim a just
return to our constitueuts, you must follow a share in all the rights of the government.
This
judge, if he impose upon you, to Frankfort, or is what I ask at the bands of the conventioll;
go without redreRs. 1f 'you have not thousands and I call UPOII delegates to do away with this
you must endme your grievance as best you horizontal distinction.
It cannot be denied
may. Is tbis republican?
Is it fm·this that we t.hat this cft.'ates one. It is an invidious distinccame herc? Are delegates prepared to go home tion between the rich and the poor. Am I to be
lUld say there is something so high and sancti- frightened by this talk about taking away the
moniollS in the name of a judge, that we cannot character of a judge, when you take away his
permit you plebians to lay hands on him, unless office? All ('xperience shows that if you want
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Does he find that when
to make a man a martyr, yOUl' surest way to Jo man who can do this?
it is by persecution.
I hold, then, that this re- the rich suitor and the poor suitor appear before
that the former is more likely
sult never would take place; that the honest mao thejudgment.seat,
Is the
never would be put down and eternally disgraced to influence the judge than the latter?
judge
likely
to
be
more
sensible to the approachbv such all act. Hwrougtully
removed he would
be sustained by the people.
There is too much es of the poor man, than to the power and wealth
What then is it that
patriotism and too much intelligence in this of the rich and powerful?
commonwealth to allow the innocent Hum to eyer protects the rights of the lowest and the
Buffer. They never have done it. and never will meanest in the commonwealth from violation
and outrage, but the iudependeuce
of the judido it. We ask tor equulity in the administration of justice: and this is to be insisted upon ciary anti the integrity of the judge? When party spirit is exerted, when Il[Lssions sway, and
to the last. No man can successfully maintain
that the character of a judge is more sacred than judgment is subordinate, t ten you behold an
the life of an individual,
yet you will compel independent judiciary elevated on an eminence
the individual to be tried on the spot by a jury, far above the storm, looking down and calming
nod if found guilty, von will hang him as high the stormy wave, and throwing the regis of judias Haman's gallowf',. ~ Yet n mall, because he is cial protection around the weak, whom public
The gentleman
ujudge, when he has violated the rights of a citi- fury would have sacrificed.
zen, must go to Frankfort for trial.
I call Oll would bring down the judge from that high elegentlemen to blot out this horizotal distinction: vation; but the people, the pnor man who finds
our people call for this; and they call with one in an iudcpeudeut judiciary the best protection
stentorian voice for a return of nlt the powers of of his rights, will never consent to it,
The gentleman seems to think that majorities
government to their hands. It is for that I askThere are
for that equality that should belong to u republi- should rule and control in all things.
some
things in which majorities ought not and
can people.
What if>the object of law at aU?
I do not know that it becomes me on the pres- cannot rule.
ent occasion to say any thing more. There was What is the object of const.itutiona! law? What
another point to which I desired to call the at- is the object of those great principles which are
Does rhe gentletention of the committee, but a" that may come declared in our bill of rights?
IIp at at another time more appropriately, I will man mean to say that the restraints which are
there imposed 01L the rights of majorities are
",ayno ruore at present.
wrong? Does he mean to strike out of the eon]HI'. DIXON.
I do not rise to remark DIlDn
stitution of the state, a great principle which
the amendment of the gentleman from Nelson,
has prevailed throuchout the land-that
a bare
but merely to refer to some of the positions just
majority shall not tl~ke from me those great rights
taken by my friend from Ballard ana McCracken.
there secured?
It was to sustain them, that is
1 will take this occasion to remark that 1 look
the ,-ery object of framing fl. constitution at all.
upon the independence of the judiciary as the
It was to restrain the majority, to abridge their
sheet anchor of the ship of state, and "IV ithout
power, and to Ray to them, "thus far shalt thou
which there would be no security, either of pergo, and no farther."
This is the very object of
son or property.
I am for the independence of the
judiciary, and I n'~ard it as the great palladium all 10.\\'und constitutions.
With all due respect to the gentleman from
of the rights, and tile liberties of the people of
this commonwealth, and I trust in God that tbe Nelson, I must cuter my protest against one
It propeople wi ll ncver become so insane as to bring principle contained ill his amendment.
the judicial power of the country clown at the poses, as I conceive, that one department of the
feet of faction, or subject to the mere excitement government shall have the power of swallowing
Its effect will be to make the judiof popular feeling.
The gentIclllll.l1 from Bal- tip another.
lard and Mcurackeo. bas implored this conveu- cial department but the slave of the legislature.
tion not to sacrifice the rights of the poor, and Does not every gentleman here see. that if the
lie seems to think that those rights are to be pro- judges are to be elected throughout the country.
tected by the persecution of the judicial intelli- that if it becomes the organic law. tunt the
gence of the country.
Did the gentleman ever legislature may 1'e010\'0the judge for any cause
they have but to
enquire how it was that men are influenced, or they may think proper-that
what it is that can illflueuCle the judge on the suggest as n reason why tbeysbould remove bim,
bendl, or staiu tile jndieial ermine with corrup- that he 1m.'>deciJed the act of u.8sembll to llave
passed'?
;( ou have
tion? Did he evcr lea.rn that it wa.~ not the poor been ullconstitutioHally
made a constitution, the objeet of 'which is the
who coulrl influencc the judge?
Mr. GHOLSON.
I utterlY disavow any de- )rotectioll of the rights of the people----and you
sign to persecut'J the jlldi(liary, or that such were lave thrown around them the safeguards which
arc designated in the bill of rights.
'}'he legismy remarks.
Mr. DIXON.
I dill not say that the gentle. lahue, led on by some turbulent spirit or other,
violates
those
safegua.rds,
tll~
judicial
departman bad used that language, btlt hi!'! argument
1lI to rescue them,
comes to that point, and 1 am remarking upon Tnellt of the goverrunentsteps
the cffects of thc gentleman's arglllllcut.
Does and declares the law to be unconstit.utionalthe gentleman desire to humil iatc the judiciary and the legislature having the power so to do by
at tbe feet of popnlar power, which in it.s wild a bare majority, sweep them dOWll from that
excesses, knows no ri~ht, n.nd i~ limited bv 110 high elevation upon which the pC<lple have
restraint?
What il'l It that COrl"Uptsthe j~dge, plac.ed them. Do you not sec that the legislaprostitutes the judidal character, anti sinks it to tive department will thereby sweep down, by a
the low and de~raded position of pandering to bare majority. this department which was inUHl appotites ot men in power?
Is it the poor tended to restrain those fierce popular excite-
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O'overnment of the people at all. An enactment
meets which tend to sweep away all that is
that is not in accordance with public sentiment,
dear and valuable to society. I shall go against
lies as a dead letter on the statute book. Public
the amendment because of its tendency to persentiment should be implicitly obeyed, and its
mit one department to swallow up another, and
behests should be embodied In the organic law
to drag down and bring as a victim to the feet of
the legislature, that great safeguard of the rights which we are hereto frame.
Now, the public sentiment, as indicated, in
of the people-the
judiciary.
I rose not to make a speech, but merely to say regard to the inferior branch of our judiciary is,
that the constitution should be altered, in 80 far
to the gentleman from Ballard and h{cCrackenas relates to the manner in which men should
let him beware of his proposition.
hold office, as well as to the punishment that
:Mr. M. P. MARSHALL.
I have been exceed- should be inflicted upon them for malfeasance in
ingly edified by the course which this question office. Publ ic sentiment, I repeat, has shown
has taken since its introduction into this house. that clearly. 'l'he preseut constitution has also
It will be admitted that the discursive character shown that their magistracy is not sufficiently
of the debate which has been tolerated, has responsible to the people. And one reason why
evolved all the elements, out of which a pure and this is so, is because the people do not put them
independent judiciary is to be constructed.
It in pow·er. 'l'hey are self-created, and perpetuate
was not my intention, if this question had been themselves by their own action, and that among
kept within it'> le~itimate limits, to have been others has been given as a reason why the peoheard in regard to It. But I stand here sir, more ple voted for a convention.
Let us elect this
deeply interested in regard to making a pure, in- magistracy, and let us elect them in the differdependent judiciary, than upon any other sub- ent preciuctein which they reside, giving them
ject 'which may be presented to the cousideraa proper jurisdiction, and the people will select
tion of the convention.
When all the elements officers who will perform the service ;prorerly.
which enter into the structure of this judiciary
The election by the people is an indicat.ion of
department seem to be free for discussion here, public sentiment which IS unmietakeablo,
and
1 feel it to be my duty to those whom I repre- should be obeyed. Go higher up, and what havesent, as well as what I consider to be in obe- tIle counties in the State indicated in regard to
dience to the dictates of my own conscience, to the circuit court judges? Do you :find as much
say a few words.
unanimity as you do in respect to the inferior
"Weare sent here to reform our constitution on- magistracy? In some counties there is some unaly in those parts which public sentiment has in- nimity, and in others they leave it to the disdicated should be reformed. We are not to de- cretion of those whom they send here. But, in
molish the constitution under which we have regard to the lower branches, there is a unanilived for fifty years in safety and prosperity; but mous opinion that they should be elected.
to reform the B'0vernillent only in such parts as
In resnrd to the next branch, you find a divishave created aissatisfaction in the minds of the ion on the- broarlsnrface of Kentucky; thatwhile
people. The people of this State have found no some counties are for electing, some are for electfanlt with the constitution except in some of its ing in one way, and some in another. 'Ve find
larts, which we may reform without going dee!,- there is not unanimity in this respect. Let what
y into the vital principles which were esta l- I say be understood as believed by me; there is a
lleued in 1799.
unanimity ill Kentucky to limit this life tenure,
Amongst other things that either ideally or re- and to break up the principle of a tenure during
ally oppress them, is the irres~onsibility of their good behavior, which amounts to a life tenure,
inferior and higher courts. 'I hat irresponsibiliand insert In lieu thereof, a limited tenure.
This
ty they wish to be changed by the cOllstitution is a principle upon which the people have fixed
which we arc sent here to make, and some prac- their seal, and they have equally, announced the
tical principle placed in the constitution which limitation principle.
Public sentiment must be
would make the judiciary. whether high orlow, embodied in the constitution, and it has fixed
more responsible.
Experience diffused through its condemnation upon life services.
the State in regard to the action of the lower
The time of service shall be limited, but with
branches of the judiciary-the
experience of the
rezard to the number of years, there is not the
oppressions of this branch of maglstracy-c-I
We all agree that
mean the justice of peace system,-has
created sa~e agreement in opinion.
a dissatisfaction in regard to that department of the services of a judge shall be limited by a
term of ycars; and whether appointed by the
the government.
W-hat is tue great evil which we are here a" a governor or elected by the legislature, or by the
people; that is to be an element in the structure
convention called upon to correct? I ask every
is no
~entleman in this house, whether or not the lead- of his office. We all agree on that-there
109 grievance of which the community, that we difficulty in the committee in regard to this
We all agree to limit the judicial office
here represent, most loudly complain, was not point.
the grievance arising from these 'lower branches to a term of years, bet there arise the questions,
what
turther
shall be done in the structure of
of the judiciary? I ask them whether it in fact
How shall we get the
was not, in its inception, the great reason why this [udiciul system?
this convention should be called? That was the judge into office? How long shall he be retainfirst real grievance which led the people to agi- ed in office? How shall he be dismissed from
that office? These questions involve these propotate the call of a convention.
Now sir, as has been well and truly said, we sition". lOU are called upon to make an office,
should have a government adapted to the public and the first inquiry which is natural to asentiment.
The public sentiment, which is our reasonable mind is, what is the object of the
lex l1ll11 scripta, ought to be obeyed, or it is not a office? What do the people wish to effect through
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the medium of this ministerial
agent were a legislature have enacted laws h~'.'illg a rcstrai~called upon to constitute?
They wish a. judge ing effect on the rights of the citizens. ,Here IS
who will decide between the weak and the pow- a decision U}JOIl an ennctment of the Iegislatnre,
erful impartially.
They wish to protect one which, for the time being, receives the popular
correct, but which
citizen aeeinst the yillanies of another.
They applause, and is considered
wish a j~dge to stand as a. barrier against tll.e iuvolveasome rights, which were not agreed upon
when the charter of liberty was framed. Here
tyrannous influences that may anse III the pnvate walks of life. What more do the people is a law then, 'which the legislature has passed,
ask at your hands in the structure of this office? which comes in conflict with the freedom of the
He is not only to protect the weak against the person of the individual under the eonatituticn ;
strong, the poor against the we.althy and })ower- and here is a judge called upon to protect 111m
from the ullconstitutionul
effect of this law on
ful, but he has still other duties to perform.The judge then, if he fulfils the
Duties higher cannot bc under heaven, except his riehts.
the duty to God. His duties, then, arc higher functigl15 for which he is appointed is bound to
to the dictates of his COIlthan a.ny which rest upon him as a mere mem- decide neeordlug
ber of society.
what arc they? That he shall science, and protect this citizen if he is right,
again;;t
legislative
and
popular influence.
Now,
protect the ba1ances ~f our ~overnll1ent fr?lll
which is far higher than
those usurping tendencies and influences which that is a proposition
any which relates to eonteete between indiwe have seen in all times in the legislative
viduals.
department
of the governmcut.
And without
In making
this judge, y~u ar~ to take in.to
which protection, each department would rush
that. these exigencies
may anse
madly and wildly upon Ole other, and in the consideration
collision sweep down ~nd des:twy «n .those in the 1)J"oces8 of time, and that you are to conthis evil
great constitutIOnal
bnmers which the wisdom fer llpon him the power of preventing
And after securing
of ages has thrown around the rights and liber- from legislative usurpation.
the whole structure of the ofties of mankind.
Much has been said of the his independence
safety of human liberty when in the power of fice should conform to the design you had in
view when yon created it. Well, you have made
the legislative department,
and some gentlemen
have been so inaccurate
as to refer to Homan it in conformity with the design which you had
history to sustain their position.
It is not my in view when you created the office, and the d.uwish to revert to that; and it is not necessary to ties which the judge may be called upon to dis'I'hen you must guard him against the
maintain my position that I should do so. But charge.
.liberty has, III as many instances suffered through attacks of faction in his course, which will dethe despotic influence of combined numbers as stroy his powcr_ You must not ask?- ~al~to
through any other influence whatever,
and thc do that which no man can do, and which IS Imtestimony
of history is that liberty has always posed upon no man in view of the frailties of
expired under the influence of factions genera- human nature, that which no man can do withof temptated in such bodies as this.
Such may be the out being exposed to the insinuations
case here; but our judges are called upon to stand tion, or the bold assaults of power.
Then, in making this department in l.:onformibetween the citizen and the usurped authority
ty to the duties which you require, is there a
on the part of thc executi \'e or the legislative
lllun
who means to make thi~ structure anything
dep<Utments.
'l'hcy are called upon to be a
pure, imlependenL
barrier to protect your constitution
against iu- but that which willproducea
that the judge
;'asion from either the executive or the legisla- action? Not one. ",Ve llllagrcc
ill~epen~ellt,
y.et
tive, and you must, in making this structure
of shall be pme, intelligen~,
thiS object, Will
a judge, confine yourself to the view of its ob- when you aim to accomplish
ject. No mechanic
makes a machine unless he ~'ou surrounu him with a class of circumstances
takes into view the object fOI" which it is design- that conflict wjth the idea of purity and indeIf you do, you arc guilty of that
ed. No man lays down a proposition
except he pmdcnce?
you do not intend.
You
has his end in view, and no politician can advo· which, I presume,
which arc sure to
cate a measure except he knows w11at it is cal- place him in circumstances
culated to produce.
Hence, we are, in framing produce tbe reverse.
'1011r judge, then, must be independent in order
a constitutIOn to take into consideratron
all its
that he mav be pure; be must have salary enough
provisions to make it so that all its provisions
can ba ....c a fair and proper operation.
One gcn- to induce "talented men to aeeept the office, intleman has observed that, ill the course of duty, telligence enough to induce intelligent. men to
enough to resist the
the judiciary is called on to stand against the elect him, and integrity
action of the legislature.
Your legislature, per- usurping tendencies of the otner departments
Then what is the proposi.
haps, fass a law against human liberty in a of this governll1f'nt.
time 0 excitement,
such a time as may arise in tion that is laid down by the gentleman from
this country on the fOolavequestion, such a time N elson1 Let us look at it. It is tha t a majority
shall remove this judge from
a... might arise on the question of emanci'pa~ion, of the legislature
or no emancipation,
when men, in carrymg out office for any canse which. in their wise discretion,
they
may
think
proller, by spreading UlI;ir
the feelings of thDir hearts, and which they he·
T ou desire this judge to
lieve to be right, may place themselves in a false reasons on the journals.
position before society.
The people may ap- be independent, yet you require him to be indepeal to the constitution which gives them equal pendent at the risk of his own honor, at the risk
He is elected by the people,
'rights and privileges, and which declares that of his own bread.
.A. great mi!';take seems
the right of trial by jury' shall be sacred and in, and removable by what?
to pervade this house, and let me remark upon
violate to them.
And this appeal is submitted
There is a great mistake, as indi·
to the judiciary, whilst'a
great majority of the that mistake.
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It was on account of the
oated by the language of delegates when they that polity in security.
of the law by a dependent judispeak of the legislature
in such a manner as to administration
confound the idea of that body with the idea ciary, and because it was a mere Idle farce to
that they are, in reality, the people, when in fact proclaim a man free while the king and the parliahis dearest rights under foot,
they are only a majority of a party of the peo- ment mighttrample
These freemen,
ple. The great object III making the judge in- and he have 110 protection.
and who
dependent is to render him purlJ and above the from whoso loins we arc descended,
are
the
pride
of
human
natare-c-these
freemen
influence of partizan operations.
But, in making
and
law-abiding
people,
a.
peoplliJ
governed,
by
him above party it is to place him above the
a common sense principle lU all their actions,
sphere of those influences which mere £urtisan
and individual-a
people who
operations have upon the people.
The difference both national
between a party of the people and the people look upon human government, as the most difficult on earth, as a science that should be made
themselves is a most important one. Suppose,
for instance, a judge is arraigned before the legis- more and more perfect, as necessity points outlature for the declaration that the course which this people, I say, endured these grievances paimpatiently, accordins to the circumsome violent emancipationist
has taken, Is not tientlyand
wrong, and that the fundamental
principles
of stances that surrounded them, till having wandered
through
a labyrinth of difficulties, and
the constitution,
which secures to him equal
privileges, have been violated by the passage of after having listened to the voice of the wise
an act of the legislature which was founded up- Bacon, (that Judge so famous for receiving the influence of private solicitntion.) these people who
on public sentiment at the time of its enactment,
His punishment
is called for by public senti- had lived for ages, and laid up the maxims out
people.
ment, but like the weak who fly to a fortress of of which human wisdom is made-these
strength, he goes to the charter which the con- at last found out that the great cause why their
stitution has erected, and that charter points him liberty was only ill name, and their property seto the judge that is to protect him.
This tribe- cnre only in name, was for the want of some
ministerial
a$ency, some power engrafted on
nal, therefore, is by the terms of the resolution
their civil polity, to hold up the weak against
of the gentleman from Nelson, to be disgraced
by the legislature if he dares to declare that ithus the strong.
Why is it that from that day to this no power
interfered with the rights of this humble citizen;
that legislature elected by the people over this has been found that will secure that solitary
broad state, divided and distracted as they may principle, the protection of the weak against the
Why is it that the great desideratum of
be, yet stilt having a majority sufficient to carry strong?
out nll the wishes of the people, stand here ready government has never yet heen discovered, that
to represent them in saYIllg: that this doctrine of the weak might be protected in his proporty and
Why was It that
emancipatwn must be put down, even if it must his liberty against the strong?
as ther were in anbe at the expense of the destruction of the fun- beings like us, enlightened
damental principles of this governmcllt.
N<:Jw, cient times, failed to make this discovery?
if I understand the object of government, it is to Why was it that the democracy of Athens, who
protect the weak against the strong; it is not conceived themselves so wise in all the prlncipIes of government, failed?
Why was it that
made to protect
majorities,
but minorities.
the numerous attempts to establish a republic in
Hence there arc certain fundamental
principles
Rome was unsuccessful?
Why was it that the
and maxims that are never to bo disturbed.
prsetcr, when he went into power, was only
When you trace out the origin of the improveasked to be consistent with himself?
When we
ments that have taken place III our judicial sys- refer to the times to which I have alluded, we
tem, you will find that our ancestors have been discover that it was the ignorance. of the prinstrugcrli.ng for the maintenance of that princiciple, which would secure the weak against the
ple fr~m the time of King John, when they se- strong, which caused those failures to establish
cured to themselves the principles
of Magna self-government.
That principle never was disCharta, the foundation of all those parliamentacovered till our ancestry in "Englaud, having
ry provisions,
that were enacted from time to passed through the process of adventurous
extune, giving pcrsonalliberty,
and which they periments, were forced, by the necessity of the
placed upolltheirstatute
books. We read in Eng- occasion, to adopt the plan of an independent
lish history, that in the time of the Plantagejudiciary.
nets and the Tudors, the liberties of the subject
Surround such a man as Bacon, an ornament
were repeatedly vlolated , either by the king, or
to the human intellect, a most astounding pheby whatever ~ower had the ascendency.
And
nomenon of human inte1lect,surround
him with
although the English people had the name of becircumstances.
let him not look to
ing free, they never had an inch of freedom, nor favorable
ever did enjoy it in fact, for the want of one power to hold him in office, givo him a salarr
to place him above temptation,
in
great desideratum in their system of civil polit.y. sufficient
And what was the reason that thissy"te-m of poli- other respects, and a more pure and noble inof the mind of man has never been
ty was so corrupt, that with all their paper rights, stance
they still were not free? Their property was known since the days of the earliest memory of
man.
The
circumstances
which surrounded
not SCCUl'e,and their lives and theirliberties
outragecl by the laws of the land.
Let me refer this great man were the cause of his lack of puCircumstances
formed
gentlemen to that state of things, and let me en- rity and independence.
treat them to pause and reflect on the reason that the mao. Where you meet with one man in this
this people did not enjoy their liberties.
At high position, who walks like a giant above
all circumstances around him, yon meet with a
that period, although their system of civil polity
was considered complete, yet they did not enjoy rdillton who are the mere creatures of circumatan-
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ces. Thatman is the true genius, who can make vance in the science of government beyond that
circumstances bow to tlic high behests of his own which was made by t118 wisdom of those who
have gone before us. They attained the greatest
intellect.
That man, to wnom I have referred,
by allowing the judges to retain
Lord Bacon, ...vas not that elevated genius.
He independence
was au instance of a giant intellect,
thrown their office durinc good behavior; we can attain
them to retain
down by circumstances and temptation, into ab- the desideratum by permitting
ject contempt.
Go on from that period and their office for a term of years. It is not so imtrace the rise of the judieiul structure, and you portant how a judge gets into office, as that he
shall have no temptation
when he shall have
will find that it lasted till the days of Wilham
and Mary, till after vublic sentiment had been taken his scat. The manner of his appointment
whipped into maturity
of wisdom; and this is not so important, as that, after he secures that
great desideratum, the independence
and purity appointment, he shall IJroperly discharge the duties which belong to his station.
'I'he elective
of ajudgc, was discovered.
When you get to that epoch of time, shortly principle, therefore, may be considered as the
after the expulsion of James Tl. for crimes which manner-of putting him in office, and the tenure
of office for a term of years, may be adopted and
never can be atoned for, among other principles
The independence
of a
asserted, is the principle
that the judge shall still he will be pure.
did not arise from the cirhold office during good behavior: that he shall be judge in England,
cumstance
that
he
was
appointed
for
life,
but
subject to no power but the power of God, in
from the fact that if he behaved well he could
inscribing a deep sense of right on his conscience
in all his relations to the great King, or the mi- not be removed, and that he had no occasion
whatever, to look to anv source for his confinenor Kiug.
Now, I
That independence
which is secured by put- ance in office except }lis own merits.
wish this idea to be well weighed by gentlemen.
ting the juJs-e in office clu-ing good behavior,
is the most important principle
that can affect The tndge was not J;lut in for a term of years by
the human character.
'l'his iudependcuce
is ab- the king, to be agulll ap]?ointed at the end of
solutely essential to the character of a. judge, as that term by the same KlI1g, because if so, he
essential as in any department
of this govern- would have been under the influence of temptation to propitiate the kind feelings of that King
ment.
A paper constitution is nothing without
that he might secure a second appointment.
He
efficacy and sanction.
A principle is notlnug
to office because if be was
unless it can be carried out practically.
An was not re-eligible
abstract principle may be correct, yet when it is turned out of it he suffered the fines and penalties incident to that diesraceful position.
He
reduced to practice, it may prove its inadequacy
for the end; but, the very beauty of the science was placed in an office, file term of which was
of government is, that a.lthough it is fit on prin- limited by life if he believed himself well.
Now, what is it? You put a man into office,
ciple, yet In practice it produces eftects perfectly
answering the purposes of its institution.
Yom and say to him if you behave yourself, youshal l
abstract proposition is, that you will have a bal- remain. In order to remove from him any temptation, (SUC.ll as existed in the heart of the English
anced government and an independent judiciary,
and you will reduce these two priuciples to prac- judiciary to succumb to the appointing power.)
'1
say the principle ought to be incorporated in
tice. And how are 'you to do in Are you to
guess at the mauuer ill which it is to be accom- tile constitution that he shnll uotbe re-elligible-cthat he shall hold his office during this term of
plished?
Are you to destroy the government
which your ancestry framed, and adopt a mere years, provided he behaves himself: and when
guess-work form of government, or are you to that term shall have elapsed, he shall go out of
Let us consider this
rook to the light of experience, which you have ]lOWer for at least cue term.
as a guide, aud which penetrates
beyond the matter and inqnire what we shall have gained
bounds of speculation
into the regions of real- b,y inserting this principle in the constitution.
Like causes will l?rodllce similar effects in the
ity?
The
Your design is to make an independent judge, moral as well as ill the physical world.
and in the word independence,
we will include ~reat cause of the independence of the English
Judiciary
was.
they
were
not
under
the
influeuee
ideas which must go with it-purity
and inte1liTlle same cause must be produced
~ence; for, no judge can perform his duty if he of power.
1S dependent
upon those around him. But you here.
Look at the mall W]lO is chosen for eil5htyears,
can make him pure and intelligent as the necesand then is a candidate
for re-electIOn.
See
sary consequence of independence.
what
a spectacl(' will bc prespnteu to the people
I have shown why Lord Bacoll and other emiYour jud~e is to be elected by
nentjuristsfailed
to reach the character, which we of Kentucky.
have seen in modern times. It was becausc they the peoille at large, that IS a concession I admit.
held their power during the pleasure of those Your people are, therefore, to elect your judges.
that placed them ill office. But we are called on A man is a man in whatever guise he may be,
to limit this life service, and the public senti- and when a candidate comes before you he will
Now, I am 110 servile
ment must be gratified.
We are not bound to millgle with the people.
demolish that principle in our constitution;
we adulator of man u.s man, or of man a."I many;
are, however, bound to limit the term of office, and although I have heard an adulation in refor this is absolutely necessarl to obey the will gard to the people that would make me think I
of those who sent us here. :Now, can we obey was any where elFle but in this body, though I
that will and still retain in this judicial system have a respect for the people which those should
this important
principle
of judicial
indepen- have who resort to this adulation, still I know
I know the people of Kentucky are
dence? I say we can, that this object can be the peopk
achieved, ana that we can now make another ad- influenced by common sense and justice, and
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they suspect that man, who is always saying the which should make a proud and honest mall
But nothing but necessity has caused it.
people cannot err , and that man who exp~cts to blush.
rise into favor with the people by nppeuling to It is the plea of necessity thet always gives the
them in such terms of adulation as I have some- tyrant h,is excuse. It was theplea of my ne~es·
times heard-I do not mean to allude to anyone sity which caused me to sacrifice the prmciplc
ill this convention-will
fail in his attempt to se- which I ought to cherish more than any othercure their favor; but a manly independent course my own self-respect.
before the people of this state, telling them what
He is in powel' though, and he holds that powis true, though it operates against you, is a cQul'.se er subject to the will of the people for re-t:lec~
that will be sustained by the people, and will tion. In England the king 01' parliament put
more surely attain the public favor than any the judge in power. This parson, was he put
other course whatever.
Now, if the judge comes there by the people-by
the whig 01' the demobefore the people, he comes before ~ people of cratic party? Every man will say it was the litthis kind, although you may look at tt R.S para- tle floating party tbet elected him. What have
doxical.
The people will be generally divided
we seen ill the great state of Ohio? After great
into two classes, and these parties-whif{s.
and trouble and confusion the legislature of that
democrats-perhaps
are nearly equally divided,
state was organized.
It became the duty oft.hat
but there is another class min.s-ling with the body, under the constitution and laws of that,
people. What class is that? It IS a class found state, to elect 11 senator in congress and judges.
m every republic, which floats between the two There it was that a little, insignificant band of
great parties, giving first to one party the as- fanatics, called free sailers, insignificant in numcendency, and then to the other.
The effect of ber, more insignificant in intellect, showed itthis floating vote has been shown in many cases self ill the legislature.
Neither of the great parwithin the knowledge of gentlemen durmg the ties holding the balance of power, the potency
last thirty years. What cau~ed ~,he:lection C?f of this little party was sorely felt. They held
General ?arrisou,
e~ce:rt the inclination of t~IS the balance of power and dictated to the demofloating interest to his Side? And what but this, cratic party the course to be :p,ursuecl ill the elecproduced the election of Gen. 'Taylor? If this tion ot these high officers. 1'11O:''y told the demproposition has proved true on a large scale,. are cratic party if they would come into their terms,
vou to expect it will be otherwise upon a limited they should have success in the fond wish of
one in this commonwealth?
'When your candi- their hearts. 'I'hey g'ltve them the United States
dates for re-election !)rcsent themselves before senator, and then this little party, composed of
the people, what is l i rely to be the practice of three men, demanded the judiciary of the state!
the two parties?
The two great parties stand
Now what happens in a body constituted of
out prominently, but here is another party, whic.h one hundred and fifty, m<lY happen in one of' an
ought not to be classed among the people.
'I'his hundred thousand.
The same cause may projudge is to be elected. His mind is anxious and duce the same results 'when acting in the broad
he begins to weigh his chances of success, and space of unlimited uumbera, and just so certainhe thinks he must propitiate this floating party. ly will this small irresponsible party, dictate in
Here arc a thousand voters on one side, and nine the counties of this state, who shall be the
hundred npon the other, aud oue hund~e~ and judge.
1'he judge looks then to Lhat IHl.rty a:s
fifty floating vob:>rs who mnst be propitiated.
the source anJ origin of his power, and with
What is to be done? I ought Ilot to ask that great propriety he looks to them for his re-elec·
qnestion; human nature is human nature, and tion. Is that flo proposition tllat is understood
proud as human intellect may be, or elevated as hcre by this house? The very power of his apyour principles of morality may bc, when your pointnlent he has to look to for his re-appointmind is inflamed, vou are sure to call to yonI' ment.
aid this balance of power which lllay decjele
In England the judge was put in for life, and
your fate .. You are sure to propitiate it with all
of course hc was meligible.
Then Incorporate
the will that your nature can invent.
Is this a
this same principle during good behaviour. But
true or a false picture of the practical effect
how? Say he shall not be l'e.elected-give
him
which will be produced by the election of the
11 good salary-incorporate
tllUt salary in the
judiciary by the people? Is it a true or a false
constitution-then
make that judge ineligible,
picture of the practices to which our judges will
a.nd although YOlllmve demolished that jndicinl
have to resort to obtain ·this high elevation of
>;tructurc which we have borrowed from Engthe judgeship.
If it is true, thero is nothing
land, you have constructed on~ ,,,hiell will sebut a power, which must be abiding III this
cure the same end that was deSIgned to be securhouse, which will make me yield to the election
ed by the old structure.
But gentlemen say
of the judiciary by the people. In deference,
there is no stimulant for the judge to behave well
however, to that power which I know to ~e
whilE' in office, unless he is to be plnced before
present in this house, I have conceded tIllS
his constituellts ao-ain. Let us look at it. I know
question.
The judge has assumed his seat for a
that I am detailli~g the house longer than they
term of years, limited, some say to four and
want to be detained, but t,he subject under consome to eight years; he has received his salary,
sideration rises above every other subject.
his honors, and the only dark spot in his reJUill~
:Mr. A. K. MARSHALL here rose and a"ked
isence is the corrupt scene through which h(~was
the gentlcman from Fleming to give war for the
forced to puss, to obtain his office. But 011what
purpose of enabling him to make a motIon that
a sad condition.
It has caused me to lose my
the committee rise.
self-respect.
I have had to pass tJlrough the
111'. M. P. MARSRLL assented.
ordeaL I have obtained office, but I have lost
my self~respect. I have condescended to do that
Mr, A. K. MARSHALL then moved that the
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"Wherefore, your memorialist
prays that the
proper eteps may be set on foot to ascertain the
trnth of the case, and that your honorable body
wilt declare your memorialist entitled to a seat
in this convention, as nruerubcr thereor, provided
it shall turn out that your memorialist is, in
law, entitled thereto.
And your memorialist
will ever pray, &0., &c"
"J OSEPH LECO~PTE."
MONDAY, OC1'OBER 21, 1849.
have had the same under consideration, and rePrayer by the Rev. Mr. N ORTOX.
port thereon: 'I'bat it was agreed by the memoCOXTESTED F:LECTlO:S.
rialist. on his part, to withdraw all the allegaMr. nOO'1" from the committee on Elections, tions in his memorial, except the second, and to
rely on that alonemade the following report:
Your committee, to whom was referred the
"2d. Your memorialist avers, that the pollmemorial of Joseph Lecompte. contesting the books of all the places of voting in Henry
right of Elijah F. Nuttall, the delegate returned county, do, in tact, show upon their face, that
to serve in this convention from the county of your memorialist did receive a majority of the
Henry. which memorial is as follows:
total number of votes cast at said election; and
"To the honorable, the constitutional convention oJ he claims in virtue thereof, that be is entitled
Kentucky, now assembled in the city of Frank- to the seat as the delegate for Henry county."
fort.
And on the part of the sitting member, Elijah
"Your memorialist, JOSEPH LECm,lPTE, a citizen F. Nuttall, that he would rely alone, upon sbowof Henry couutv, Kentucky, claims that he is en- ing the fact, that after the said election, and after
titled to membership
in YO\11' honorable body, the poll-books were returned to the clerk's office
inexcluaiou of Elijah F. Nuttall, Esq., who now of the said county of Henry, that the poll-books
occupies a seat upon the floor of said body, claim- for the precinct of New Castle, ill said county,
ing to rc\)resent the county of Henry: and your were changed, altered, and forged, and that
memoria iet shows the following causes upon twenty-six marks (or votes) were placed in Lewhich be predicates his claims.
compte's columns opposite to the names of divers
"Iat. YOUI' memorialist avers, that he was a persons, who voted for neither of the parties in
candidate for membership in your body at the this contest, at the August election.
'I'ha issue
last August election in Henry connty, and that being thus formed. and the onus proba.ndi thrown
your memorialist having all the legal qualifica- llpon Nuttall, the said Nuttall proceeded to call
tion for membership, as aforesaid, and being op- 111S witnesses, when Lecompte, by his counsel,
posed by the said N uttall, was elected over the moved your committee to exclude all parol tessaid Nuttall, b/-lmving: a majorit.y of all the le- timony, tending to show any alteration or forgegally qualifiec
voters, who voted at said elec- ry of the poll-books of the said county of Hention. to vote for your memorialist, over said r,Y; which motion, being full/'. heard, on the part
Nuttall.
of Lecompte, was overruled.
Whereupon, Le"Sd. Yonr memorialist avers that the poll- compte, by his counsel. demanded a specificsbooks of all the places of voting in Henry tiou, ill writing, of the votes, that the Bitting
county, do, in fact, show upon their face, that member aUedges to have been forged uI;Jon the
your memorialist did receive a majority of the P?l1-books of New Castle, and it was furnished
total number of votes cast at said election; and him:
he claims in virtue .thereof, that he is entitled
1. Samuel Eddy,
15, John Roberts,
to the seat as the delegate for Henry county.
2, Charles Allen,
Hi. F. Roberts,
"Sd. Yet, nevertheless, your memorialist avers,
3. Uriah Edwards,
17. S. T. Drane,
that the rcttll'nill8' officer, who was entitled to
4. A. W. Pritchett,
18. Edward Ransdelc,
certify the election of the delegate who might
5. W. L. Butts,
19. J. C. Sheperd.
be elected. certified to the Secretary of State
6. James Johnson,
20. John Ransdale,
that the said Nuttall was elected; and. in virtue
7. 11:. Luckett,
21. James Whitehead,
thereof, the said Nuttall hath taken his seat in 8. \Vm. Harrill,
22. John Radford,
your honorable body; when, in fact your me9. J olin Shryock,
23. 'fho. J. Bruce,
morialist avers, that the said poll-books show 10. James Hawkins,
24. Josiah Bridgeman,
your memorialist to have been entitled to said
11. Gideon King,
25. R. Shockensey,
certificate by ten votes: but your memorialist
12. B. F. Owen,
26. Richard Neale,
avers that he is entitled to said scat for other
13. T. H. Meriwether, 27. A.. Foree.
reasons: he charges,
14. Tho. L.1Iartin,
"'itL. That
voters voted for said Nuttall
who were not citizens of'the county of Henry wereupo», the memonaliat, (Lecompte.) declined all further contest, and withdrew any further
at the time of voting.
"Sth. That
voters duplicated their votes claim to a seat in this couveution.
Your committee would further report: That,
for said N uttall.
"6th. 'l'hat
persons, who were under the from an examiuutionof the poll-books, from the
said precinct of New Castle, that they are of
age of 21 years, ~oted for said Nuttall.
"7th. That
citizens of Shelby county voted thp opinion, that votes llad been added to Le"
cOlnpte's columns, opposite to divers names of
for said Nuttall.
"8th. That.
in these and other respect.'1, voters, since the "footm~up" of said poll-books
there ''I'ere two hundred illegal votes for said by the clerk of the electlOu; and this was more
apparent to your committee from the fact, that
Nuttall.

committee rise, report progress, and ask leave to
s.it again.
The motion was agreed to, leave wcs granted,
and then the convention adjourned.
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mittee of the whole on the report of the committee on the court of appeals, Mr. Huston in
the chair.
.Mr. )1. P. MARSHALL.
'rhe discussion of
the subjects involved in the question, so exceedingly important in their character and bearing.
on Saturday last exhausted me pliysicDll;r; and
this morning I feel the propriety of puttmg off
the discussion of this point till a more propitious
period.
The independence of the judiciary is a
standard principle in its character, which must
be eng-raft£>d into the constitution,
which we
make m this house. And in view of havin&, it
thus eugrarted I will read a proposition which
in its proper place and at the proper time I will
offer for the action of the convention.
"The judges of the court of appeals shall re"ceive each a fixed annual salary of not less
• than -dollars, and be inclligible for the
• succeeding term after the expiration of the time
'for which they shall have been elected."
'This distinct pr0.l?0sitiolJ, carrying with it a
principle wl~icl~
IS necessary. should be engrafted on u judiciaI structure, WIll be submitted
at the proper time, and I hope it will then receive the aid of all those who view the matter
as I do. I believe the proper time has not now
arrived, and therefore I shall not trouble the
house with any more remarks.
Mr. HARDIN.
I designed making one or
two remarks further in this case, but I have conversed with the honorable chairman of the committee, and he says that he is desirous of closing
the debate. If auy gentleman is desirous of
speaking, I will not speak at the present time.
If not, J will submit a few remarks.
Mr. lWGERS.
I do not design to make a
speech on this question, but it has excited considereble interest ill the house, and perhaps in
the country.
I only design to give my reasons
WIlY I win not vote for the amendment of the
gentleman from Nelson.
Members have assigned various reasons, and unless I assign mine, Illy
constituents might place me among tJlOSC who
have given reasons of which I do not approve.
Most of the members have set out with the proposition that they were original convention men.
I, too, claim to have been an original convention man. I claim to be one of those who go as
far in favor of reform as any gentleman in this
house.
I think, with other members who have
addressed the committe .., that all power belongs
to the people, and that power should be exercised for their good. I claim for them the
sovereignty in this land, but it seems they have
sent me here to yield up a portion of it and to
frame 11 government that shall be enduring.
lYe
have divided our government into three several
parts.
The executive power we confine to one,
the law-making }lOWer to another, and the judiciary to a third.
Qllr government, without going back to England, and to the history of the
past, is framed on the principle of checks and
balances.
'l'his principle should be· kept up and
not destroyed.
The law-makingJ)ower is onc part of this governmcut; it is that epari;ment to which the people of this state look with more jealousy than
any other.
But they have thrown a protection
upon, and have made thc judiciary supreme
COURT 01<' APPEALS.
The conYention again resolved itself into com- They are the check. and when we make a law b,):

no such errors appeared in the addition of the
votes of either of the other candidates.
Your
committee
enumerated
the number of votes
upon the New Castle poll-book in Lecomtpe'e
columns, and found that the number of marks
standing for yates, exceeded upon each page,
except one, of said poll-book, the clerk's nddition,from two to four votes.
Your committee also report thefollowiug resolution:
Resolved, That Elijah F. Nuttall, who has
been returned by the sheriff of Henry county, to
have been duly elected, at the last August olection, a delegate to this convention from the conntyaforesaid,
was drily elected by the qualified
voters of said county; and is entitled to his seat
upon this floor.
The PRESIDENT stated the question to be
on the adoption of the resolution.
Mr. BOl D called for the yeas and nays.
lfr. NUTTALL said he would like to have
them taken. He had been extremely anxious
that the committee should have received some
of the testimony on the question of forgery, but
they thought that the withdrawal of the contest
was perhaps an admission of the fact. He was
better acquainted
with the tactics of his competitor at home than perhaps any gentleman on
this floor, and he should like to have the yeas and
nays taken.
In fact it was at his suggestion
that the gentleman from Trigg made the calL
Mr. C. A WICKLIFFE
suggested that the
vote should be taken, and if there were any noes
then the yeas and nays could be called for.:
The PRESIDEN'r
put the question on the
adoption of the resolution, and it was agreed to
unanimously.
Mr. HARbIN
brought before the convention
the question of paying the expense of this contest. He said there had been many witnesses
brought to this city at au expense of several
hundred dollars.
The PRESIDE:Nl'
intimated that no claim
was made by the witnesses.
Mr. HARbIN replied that he understood their
attorney hnd paid the money for them.
MI'. NUTTALL said he bad already paid a
portion of the witnesses, but he did not couceive that these expenses should fall upon him
under the circumstances.
Mr. HARDIN said before this contest was
commenced, Mr. Lecompte enquired from him
who would be adjudged topay the costs: and he
(Mr. Hardiu.) replied tbat he supposed the state
would pay if there was probable ground for the
contest, and if not, that MI". Lecompte would
have to pay them. Mr. Lecompte added that he
was exceedingly pOOl', and did not wish to be
obliged to j)ay. It did not now appear that Mr.
Lecompte lad probable ground whereon to contest the seat of the sitting member, and it would
be better jf the state should pay. He (Mr. H.)
had felt bound to make this statement.
Mr. NUT'I'ALL thought that from $70 to$100
would pay the whole expenl:le of the proSCClltion, including the witnesses.
The PRESIDEN'l'
interposed and said there
was no question before the convention.
The cOllversation then dropped.
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Sir, the subject matter under consideration is
the legislature, it is the duty of the judiciary to
declare whether iti" 01' Ienotccnstdtutionul.
But the motion made by the gentleman from Nelson
if we make the judieiary subservient to the law- to amend that portion of the report from the
making power, then t,he judiciary will be the committee 011 the court of appeals which relates
to impeachments and address, and he proposes
tools, the tenants at will of that department,
thejudges were ill England previous to the rovo- to strike out the words "two thirds" and insert
Iution.
'I'his will be the case hero, and it be- "majority."
]100V08 us to fix this thing up permanently,
that
N ow sir, the effect of this amendment, should
it mllY stand.
How can the gentleman from it prevail , will be to place not only the judges,
Nelson go for making the judiciary subservient but nll of the higher officers of this commonto the law-making power, when he does not go wealth at the mercy of a bare majority in the
for specific amendments?
He wants to throw legislature; and why sir, should we do this?
around the constitution the present, clause in I'C- Ha.'S alli gentleman's constituents required such
Will such a provision
latiou to amendments.
He wants the people to a provision at his hands?
come to their sober second thoughts before we conduce to the securing of abler and better men
destroy the present constitution.
He would not for tllese offices? Is it requisite to insure a faithgo for a bare majority to amend our constitution,
ful discharge of their duties, that these officers
much less ought he to go to destroy that pO,VOl should constantly have the terrors of address or
in our government, which holds them in check impeachment before their eyes? I think not sir.
and awe. There is not a consistency in these What sir .. is the prominent and distinguishing
two prlnciples.
I have before remarked, it seems feature, the characteristic movement on the part
to me, that the power is in the hands of the peo- of the people in calling this convention?
Was
ple, and I wish to make the judiciary subservient it to enlarge the powers of either of the great deto tbcm.
I want the judiciary made elective by partments of this government?
'Vas it to make
the people, and elected for a term of years.
]f allY one of those departments
more dependant
good and faithful servants, they can be returned upon another than it is under the existing conNo sir, no. I have not so understood
again, und that will be the strongest stimulant stitution'!
that can be thrown around an honest man.
I them. But on the contrary the object and design
also wish to have a separate department to t.ry most apparent in the great movement which has
men for mnlfeesauces.
I would be as radical 3S resulted in our aeeemblius here, was a determinathe gentleman from Ballard and Mcorackeu.
I tion on the part of the people to reclaim and to
would have a tribunal to t.ry n judge in the vicin- have restored to them many of the powers now
age. 'There is a precedent for this: and then it delegated to the several departments.
It was not
would be necessary that they should have the to increase the strength of one of these departconsent of the wh?le jnry, and not a majority ments at the expense of another's weakness that
merely.
A verdict of the whole twelve sworn we were called here. No sir. It was to take from
some of the powers
jurors would be required.
Some gentlemen each of these departments
are in favor of a verdict by a majority of ju- now delegated to it, and to restore the exercise
rors: but that "as not the ground of the original thereof to the people themsel ves. What sir,
convention men. It seems to me that no man are om instructions with regard to the executive
Are tbey not that
who is a lover of that which is consistent, and branch of this government?
a lover of justice can bp in favor of such a sys- we shall strip him of all appointing power and
tem. SOllie gentleman, I believe it Wl1S the gen- patronage? that we leave with him the qualified
command of the militia,
tleman from Campbell, said there is not virtue veto he now has-the
enough in two-thirds to try a judge.
This to me and the exercise of the attributes of mercy and
pardoning power.
appears to be a strange position; if there is not clemency-the
What sir, are our instructions
with respect to
virtue enough in two-thirds, for GN1's sake don't,
A1'e they not, that we take the
take a majority.
In times of excitement, poli- the judiciary?
ticians will transcend their duties.
'I'hey havc little patrona~e it now has, the appointment of
done so. 'l'he passage of thE' law of 1833 was clerks, from It? 'I'hat we make the judges as
uncalled for, and the repeal of it was uncalh·d well as clerks elective? That we sborten the
for.
They have passed many uncalled for laws, terms of their offices? That we mnke the incumllnd I want to tfuow arOUlld the law·making bents dependent upon, and responsible t.o, the
department many checks. With the expression people?
of these few reasons, I do not think it necessaAnd, what sir, arc our instructions in reference
to the legislative department; are they that we
ry that I should say anything more.
Mr. CHAMBERS.
The f<1eulty 01' power of shall enla.rge its powers, or make either of the
it? I think not sir.
condensing isamost valuable one, and its exercise others more dependalltupon
i3 indispensably necessary in the formation of a If I understand the requirements of the people
shall meet less freconstitution.
This pow",r might also have been they are that the legislatme
it shall cOllfine its action to subadvantageou<:;ly and happily infused into many quently-that
it
of the speeches whieh gentlemen have addressed jects of a general character and interest-that
to us upon t.he subject befor0 the eOl't:lmittee. Sir, shall be limited in its power t.o incur debts and
seeing the difficul ty of obtainin g the floor, and w it- to increase the taxes.
'l'hese sir. arc the great measures for the acnessi ng the distressing embarrassment that you llg
and modest members must experience in attempt- complishment of whieh this convention was
ing to address the convention, I had determined called, and "ir, let us not disappoint the people
to condense and to compress 1111
that I might have by doing either morc or less than they have reto say into the simple yet eomprehensh'e aye or quired.
Here sir, I might stop, for I have said about all
no; and sir, I shall not vcry greatly depart from
that I intended to say, and more, perhaps, than
that determination on this occasion.

a."
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some may consider germain to the subject. But the ordinary courts of law. And sir, we are
we are in committee of the whole, and great Iet- about to render our inferior officers so amenable
itude in discussion is allowed; and as I do not
know thnt a time more opportune to say somethin~ about impeachment'S will occur, I will
Bay 1t now. Sir, whence did we derive this feature in our constitution?
Other gentlemen,
fresh from the perusal of English history, anticipating the proper time for such discussion,
have descanted most eloquently upon the rise of
Britiehjurisprudence,
the progl.'ess of.iudicia~ independence, and so forth; but 8]1', I was surprised
that whilst gentlemen went minutely into these
details, they entirely overlooked and lost sight
of that highest and most august of all judicial
tribunals, from which our court of impeachment
is derivedc--I mean, sir, the British house of
lords, sitting as a high court of impeachment,
and a court of final aud last resort for causes as
well civil as criminal.
'I'his too, when that
identical provision in our proposed amendment
is the subject under consideration.
But sir, it is
easy to account for this oversight.
The engrossing subject with us IS the mode of appointment"
tenure of office, &c., of the judges of our ord inary tribunals of justice. The court of impeachment is an extraordinary one, and one, to
my mind, wholly' useless and unsuited to the
genius and character of our people and that of
our institutions.
Sir, it may suit a prond old
monarchy, such as that of Great Britain, to tolerate such an institution, and surely a sight more
imposing, in the civil pursuits of life, is no
where to be seen than that exhibited by the British house of lords sitting as a high court of impeacbment.
There, sir, yOll may behold the
lords spiritual and temporal, with all the high
dignitaries of the crown and parliament, arrayed in all their decorations and insignia of office
-there you may seethe house of commons, with
its speaker at its head preferring charges-there
you may see an ex-governor of India, arraigned
as a criminal, and there you may hear the oyerpowering and enrapturing eloquence of a Burke,
a Sheridan, a Windham, a Fox, and a Pitt. Sir,
such an institution may be a proper al'pendage
to It regal government, but it is whol Y out of
place in a plain democratic republic, where institutions are wanted for practical and useful
purposes, and not for expense and show. But
gentlemen look at me enquiringly, and seem to
demand, how will you reach the high officers of
government for official delinquencies?
Reach
them, sir, just as I would the lower officers lAnd how is that, sir? By indictment and trial
by jury in our superior court.s of law. But there
are impeachable offences which are not indictable at common law. But I presume these can be
made so by statute. Under an impeachment the
charges and specifications must be set out with
clearness and certainty, and could not the same
he done with e5lua1clearness and certainty ill an
indictment?
Sir, I prefer the indictment, because it offers some practicable way to reach
these offenders, and insures a fair, cheap, and
speedy trial.
Sir, for political offences there is
no accountability nor responsibility, save that to
public opinion; but for crimes and misdemeanors, every officer in this government stands upon
an equal footing with the private citizen, and all
are amenable at the bar of the same tribunal,
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for their official delinquencies; why then shall
we make an excc.\?tion, and provide a different
tribunal for the trial of official delinquencies in
superior officers? Sir, I see no good reason for
such a distinction.
Sir, what is the penalty attached to a conviction by impeachment?
It is,
I believe, removal from office and disqualification forever after. Could not this follow conviction by indictment as well? I think it could
sir, and in addition, it might, in aggravated cases, be right to inflict upon the person convicted, death, confinement in the penitentiary,
or
other punishment.
Sir, I see nothing in the
prosecution by impeachment which is not attaiueble by indictment.
I am, therefore, in favor of our omitting this article of impeachment
and substituting indictment and trial by jury.
Let conviction vacate the office, and let it be
the duty of the acting executive, upon proper
information of such a state of case, to issue a
writ of election to fill the vacancy thus occasioned.
Still sir, in a certain class of cases, removal
by address will be necessary; and I am in favor
of it by a two-thirds vote, but not by that of a
bare majority. When an incumbent has become
unfit for the office by age, infirmity, or other
cause not amounting to an indictable offence,
removal by address would seem to be proper,
and some provision for such contingencies should
be made.
Mr. MAYES. I am not unaware of the fact
that the patience of the committee is well nigh
exhausted in the examination and investi~ation of the important and interesting question
presented by tile motion of the gentleman from
Nelson.
This fact together with another, the
feeble state of my health, admonishes me that it
is altogether proper even if I was otherwise inclined, thatin any remarks I may submit, I should
be as brief as the nature of the case and the circumstance, will permit,
I had thought indeed when I left my home
that the convention would have but little difficulty in arr\pgillg and framing such a constitution all would accord with the notions and opinions of the people as expressed in the late August election. I thought indeed, and still entertain the same opinion, that all the important
amendments desired by the I'eople to the organic
IRW had been so deliberate y discussed by the
people, and so clearly understood by their rep·
resentetives, that we would have but little to do
here other than to meet together and to throw
into proper form the amendments desired to be
made in the constitution by those over whom it
is to have a mighty influence either for weal or
for woe. I know of but two great and important
questions discussed during the last summer, in
reference to such amendments as should be made
in the constitution.
Those questions I know
were discussed at length in the part of the country in which I live, and from rnv read ing and the
indications as exhibited by the newspapers of
the country, they were the two great and Important questions operating on the people at the
time they called the convention.
What were
they? One was that the legislature met too frequently, and that out of that arose unnecessary
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and extravagant expenditures,
which it was the
great object of the people to curtail.
Another
great object as I then understood, and still UDstand, of the people in calling a convention was
that there should be returned to them the power
heretofore delegated to the executive-that
of
appointing the officers of the commonwealth.
The people claimed the right to appoint these
officers themselves directly at the ballot box.
This question of slavery which has been so
ably and eloquently discussed here never entered into the minds of the people as an important
question until after it was determined to hold
the convention.
After that happened the question became au important one, and we have all
come here, I doubt not, to express the voice of
the people in the way of altering the couetitntion on this subject. Hence I remark I cousidered the discussion here on the subject of slavery
as uncalled for, and under the circumstances as
wholly and entirely improper.
I will remark
here again, that many have professed to come
here in opposition to the opeu clause or specific
amendment, and why? Because they say if the
constitution is left ill a positdou to be specifically
amended, this question of slavery will agitate
and distract the country from year to year. Yet
we have here from day to day, in speaking upon and agitating that very question, done the
very thing which "we would arrest by a clause
in the constitution.
Hence I regard that we
have in our action on that subject been somewhat contradictory to ourselves.
Now I think I am right when I say that the
people of Kentucky require no such chang-e in
the constitution of the state, as the one proposed
by the amendment of the gentleman from N elson. I am not :prepared to say that a bare majority of the Ieg islature in all time to come shall
have the right at its will and pleasure to remove
from office the judges placed in office, not by the
legislature, but by the vote of the people, given
at the polls.
Gentlemen have told us to beware,
to look to our constituents,
and I believe if I
was to give a vote of that character it would be
directly in opposition to the will of those who
sent me here. The people desire llCllJluchchange
so far as I urn irnforrued, in the fundamental law,
as the one contemplated in the amendment of
the able, learned" and experienced gentleman
from Nelson.
I am not to be driven from any
opinion on this subject, deliberately formed, by
the repeated declaration that the people are capable of self government.
It seems that whenever gentlemen desire to press a question and to
carry it through they get up and admonish us
that the people, the sovereign people of this
country, are capable of self government.
Sir,
this is the lesson, I suppose to have been taught
us all from infancy up to the present time--that
the people of this free, this happy, and this glorious confederacy. arc and ever have been capafile of self government.
Why, I have understood this to be one of the great and mighty
principle!'; for which our fathers in the days of
tire revolution, the times which tried the souls
of men, and for which Washington, Jefferson,
and Madison, and all the patriots of that day,
contended.
All power of right belongs to the
people, and ehould be vested in and confided to
them, yet- the people themselves, in their fundn-

mental law, desire SUC]I checks and guards as
shall protect them againstwrong and fraud, come
from what source it may. This I uuderetand to
be the wish and desire of the people. Yet you
tell me that you give to the people the right to
elect ajudge, and at the same time you say that
a bare majority of the legislature, Without cause,
unless it be some political cause, shall have a.
right to remove the very judge frOID office
elected by the people.
I understand that it is
contemplated, and I believe it will be clone, that
the State of Kentucky shall be laid out into four
districts, in each of which the people there reeidiug shnll. select one judge. I uuderetand, also, that it is more than likely that the convention ...vill dctermlue that the state shall be laid out
into twelve, or more at' less, circuits, and that
the people of each circuit shall have the power
restored to them to determine who shall be judge
in a particular circuit, in which they live. Now,
assuming that this change shall be made in the
constitution, in the district in which I live, the
people knowing the integrity, the fitness, and
virtue of the Individual living in that district,
select him and say lie shall take the scales of
justice, and administer the justice of the land in
that district.
Well, the legislature coming from every county in the state meets, and charges are preferred
against that judge, or no charge is lJreferred; if'
you please 110 has been Go partizan.
I'he legislature, by a bare majority, tell the people of my
district, "you have elected your judge; yon know
him; yuu have lived with him; you know he is
a man of integrity, virtue, and honesty, and Ies-al learning, yet the constitution leaves a rnajority of us to say that you shall not have the
man you select."
This would be the effect of it.
"You have thcright to elect the judge, and a large
majority of the district may desire to continue
him in office, but a majority of the representstives in the legislature soy, you shall not retain
him."
Why, 1& it desired that the power of impeaclnneut and the requirement that two thirds
of the legislature shall be necessary to remove a
judge from office shall be stricken from the constitution, because it is said the judges, where
two thirds are required to remove them, are irresponsible to the people?
Can it be seriouslv
contended that a judge, elected aud holding hIS
station under the change in the constitution proposed by the committee all the court of appeals,
will not be responsible to the people?
Is not
the responsibility seen at once, and will not this
responsibility direct the people! to remove any
difficulty that might exist so far as the amendment of the gentleman from Nelson would be
calculated to remove it? Wonld it not? But if
the motion of the gentleman shall be rejected,
and the constitution shall require two thirds of
the legislature to remove a-judge from office, the
gentleman tells us he "Would not give a cent for
the constitution.
Nay, if you do what the people desired you to do when yOIl were elected-a-if
you say that the power to elect these officers shall
be returned to them, the power to select the judge
who is to administer the justice of the land in a
district-if
you say this, I would not g-ive a
cent for the constitution, says the gentleman.
If you say that the legislature hereafter shall
not convene oftener than once in two, three, or
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four years, still, says the gentleman, 1 would not true. Now, the gcntleman from Kenton was
give u cent for the constitution.
If, again, you right; experience teaches us that he was, alleave the proposition in the constitution in rela- though my friend from Henry repudiated it in
tion to slavery as it is, and say you consider the reference to the democracy, in relation to the
people desire it, still the gentleman savs.L would principles of party action. The principle of aonot g-ive a cent for the constitution.
\Vhy, these tion spoken of by the gentlemen applies to one
are the great changes, the important changes party as well as another when in pow-er. We
that it is desired by the people should be made may try to bear it off. We may felioitate ourill the organic
law of Kentucky.
selves that one party in power will not remove
But the legislature, in the language of the gen- from office those opposed to that party, but evtleman, is defeated.
The legislature
of Ken- elY day's experience proves to us that when one
tucky constitutes the people of the state of Ken- party IS in power, those in office, holding: differtucky. Now, I do confess that to me-although
ent politics. must give way. Give the legislaI do not profess to have much learning-this
is ture the power to remove the judges, and I care
a new idea. But I would ask before I remark not whether the whig or democratic party is in
upon it, whether there be in any civilized gov- power, human nature is the same in both. A
ernment upon earth such a feature as the gentle- Judge, in a time of high party oxcitemeat, must
man desires to incorporate in the constitution of bow and cringe at the feet of the legislative de-Keutueky?
I ask if there be in anyone of the partment, if they would keep then' places. I
constitutions of the thirty states, forming this believe that no gentleman,
legally qualified,
great confederacy, such a. feature as the gentle- and having that virtue and intcgrity so essential
man wishes to have inserted in the constitution
to the bench, and possessing one partlclo of selfof Kentuckv?
When, and where did he learn respect, if the motion of the gentleman from
1that the legislature constituted the people? If Nelson succeeds and becomes part and parcel of
any department
of the government lUIS been the constitution, would ever go upon the bench.
marc completely condemned and repudiated (to No, sir. No man who respected hia own standuse a strong term) by the pcople than any other, ing, who regarded the peace and happiness of
it is this self same Iegfslafivc
depurtmenr.c-,
the community in which he lived, or the repuWhy is it that the people desire that it .should tation of his family and his friends, would place
not be call ed together more than once III four himself in a position so unenviable,
I take of.
years, or, at least, once in two years? Why, from nee from the hands of the people; thc district
the very fact that the people themselves llRY(1 but elects me a judge, and am I to be removed from
little confidence in the discretion and wisdom of office by the vote of a bare lUa:iority of their repthat branch of the government.
It arises out of resentatives?
Whether it be for good causes or
that. Why is it Lhat tho people desire that the not, let him be removed, and there is a plague
legislature shall not have the right to run the spot, a stain, a disgrace, fixed upon his reputastate iu debt, without first consulting the people ucn for all time to come. And no man having
in relation to the appropriations
they may de- self-respect would, as I conceive, receive office
.sire to make? Because, from experience, the so trammelled.
best of all teachers, they have learned that the
I was very much pleased with the gentleman
legislature, on the subject, is not to be relied from Henry, and with a good part of his speech,
upon.
That i!; the reason. \Vhy is it that the but I do think he rather contradicted himself.
people desire that this constitution, for the fram- But he is not like an individual who tells you,
ing of which we have been called together, shall if he does not succeed in a motion, he will go
provide for the protection and security of the against the constitution.
He is an advocate of
common school fund of Kentucky?
It is for the constitutional
reform for the sake of constitureason, and that alone, that U1<;:y
apprehend the tional reform, and if he can better the constitulegislative department of the government will tion in any one particular, he will go for the
squander and waste thut fund which has been set uew constitution heart and houd, althongh all
apart, most sacredly, for the education of the the little notions he may entertain were not
poor as well as the rich. Sir, I know it to be adopted in it. This, I conceive to be the right
the case, so far as the people I have the honor to spirit, which the people intended should operate
represent are concerned. Last year, in my coun- upon all of us when they sent us here to frame
ty, a large majority was given in opposition to a now constitution.
Why do the people in one
the tax of two cents for common 80311001 purpo- county believe that they a.re going to get a conses. Why was it? Simply because they had no StitutiOll made exactly ns they would ha.ve it?
faith in the legislative department of the gov- Do they not know itlUust be built up, and frame~
ernment, and believed they would divert tJie ta.'\:: upon that principle of mutual concession so es~
to anothlJr purpose,
'1'1ey approved of the com- sential to framing a basis for any govel'ument.
mOD school system, and saw tile llccessity of ed- J shall be with the gentleman,
if any essential
llcatioD. They know that the very cxistence change. which is desired by the people in their
und perpetuity of the free instutions of this organic law, be made, whether the one particularcountry depcnd upon the virtue and intelligence
ly fa,'ored by the people I represent or not.
;r
of the people; but say they, "we have no confi- go for the ncw cOllstitutioll, on the ground that
dence in the reprer-entatives of the people." Not the condition of the people will be bettered, and
that they have no confidence in the people; they that one improvement, at least, on the subject of
tell you they have all eouiidence in the people. government, the most important subject that reButtheysaythose
mell we sOlUetimes elect, are not lates to mankind, has been made. I am for havthe people, and do that which the people repudi- ing t]1e power returned to the people to elect
ate and condemn,
1'lle experience of every man their officers,
I will sign and Yote for the conshows this to be true. We all know it to be stitution, if that power be refused, and the legis-
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lative department.shall
bo regulatcd as the peo- judge.
The propriety of such a provision has
ple desire; and I will use what little influence I been already adverted to by some gentlemen
may have to induce others to go with me.
I who have taken part in this discussion; and for
think with the gentleman from Henry, and his myself, sir, I giv~ notice now, that I am in favery countennnea is an index of his honesty Oil vor of it. I design to go for protecting the
another subject, and that is, that it was made people against imposition and fraud. No man
manifest during the discussion of this subject. should receive the appointment of judge who is
that the votes ill favor of the proposition of the not learned in the law, and who is not in all
gentleman from Nelson, as indicated
in this respects properly qualified to discharge the duDOUse,will be few and far between.
I think ties appertaining to t.he office. Being learned
they should be few and far between, for if we in the law is, I apprehend. a very essential
desire to sap, and blast, and ruin the very foun- qualification, and there ought to be some mode
dations of the govemmeut under which we live, of determininlf this
point, beyond the mere
it does seem to me that we could not more effect- prima facie evidence that you have seen him
ually do it than by incorporating
in the ccnsti- engaged in the practice of the law. It must be
tution the feature proposed by the gentleman evident to gentlemen that it is desirable that the
from Nelson.
candidate for judgeship should be able to certify
One word in reference to a remark of the gen- the electors of his qualifications.
This must
tleman from Mason. It seems the gentleman has strike gentlemen as being necessary and proper
lived in different states.
He tells us he has lived for the safetv of the community, that the people
in a state where the legislature by joint vote are may know into whose hands their interests are
permitted to determine who 8hal1 administer the to be intrusted.
law; and I was surprised to hear the gentleman
Gentlemen agree that there ought to be a cersay it was a happy mode. Of all the modes pre- tain age fixed at which a man may be elevated to
sented to my mind, that by joint vote of the two the bench; and another requirement should be a
houses of the legislature is the most objectiona- certain number of years' practice at the bar beble. It is, in my opinion, obnoxious to the most fore he is made eligible.
But, gentlemen say
serious and powerful objections.
I believe that; the people are capable of self-government, and
the people are capable of electing persons who ill consequence of the people being capable of
will discharge the duties of judge with ability self-government, no qualification is necessary to
and fidelity.
Where they have an opportunity
be fixed for those who are to hold office under
to know the individual, the appointment will be appointment
by the people. Without the illa good one; they will select such persons as are sertiou of these provisions, I think gentlemen
worthy to be entrusted with the important inter- will find that their constituents will not be satests which must necessarily be confided to a isfied. I told the people in the county where I
judge.
live that if I should be elected to the eonvenNow I merely desire to state why I object to tion I should he in favor of these tests of '1uali~
the principle which is recommended by the gen- fication, in reference to the judges, and a so in
tleman from Mason.
reference to the clerks of courts.
But when a.
The people of the county where I Jive, de- man presents himself before the people for the
sire by their free suffrages to call in some man station of .\·udge, the mere presentation of a certo act as judge; but you provide b1 your consti tificate wi I not be sufficient evidence of his
It is a fact that is well known
tution that he shall be erected by joint ballot of qualification.
the legislature.
What follows'?
I desire to that there was a time when in 'I'enuessee there
have a certain man elected. A member of the was no test, I believe, required on the part
for a clerkship.
Well, sir,
legislature from another county, desires to ee- of a candidate
cure the election of a particular individual to a a fact came under my own observation in
ruay be
similar office in his county. He says to me you relation to the conduct of a clerk-it
f:{ofor my man and I will go for yours.
If there an extreme case, but still many such cases have
shows most conclu1S no judge to be appointed in his county there no doubt transpired-wInch
may ~e ~ome object for which he desires an ap- sively how far we may be from shielding and
propnauon of money.
The result is the same. protecting the rights of those "whom the genWe enter into an alliance for mutual support and tloman so fondly calls the people, if we adopt
and permit A. B. or C. D.
assistance.
No sir, it is one of the most COl'- this constitution.
rupt modes by which appointments can be made; 'whether ten years of age or older, whether inone of the very worst systems in my opinion, structed in the duties of the office or not, to be
that could be adopted in any country.
The elected clerk. Under such a. system the Ulan
stream of justice should be kept pure and un. who can best flatter the people 18 the man who
He will be certain to
adulterated.
The people themselves whose in- will be most successful.
terests are so deeply concerned should be the be elected without auy test or qualification.
appointing power.
They are interested in hav- This will be but opening the door for the demagogue-the
man who loves himself better than
ing the best men that can be selected for judges
and they will take care to select such.
' he loves the dear people .
.Well, sir,. there is another point connected
I had occasion to call for the record of ODe of
WIth the subject under consideration, to which I the counties of Tennessee; I sent to the clerk of
will for a moment advert.
I think we were ad- that county for a copy. What think you the clerk
monis.hed the other day that at the proper time did? Instead of sending a copy of the record,
a motion would be made to strike out of this re- he was so well qualified for the high station he
port the feature which requires that some test of occupied, he was so well informed of his duties,
qualification shall be required
of those who that instead of the record he sent an entirely
present themselves for election to the office of different document.
That clerk was elected un-
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der this system, of which I have spoken, with- if these esplaurulons and promises are given to
out test of qualification,
or fitness for office. myself and the committee, I shall vote for the
And I will tell you how it happened that be first proposition; without them I shall not vote
"as elected. I am but a pOOl' historian, but I for it, and I believe the committee will not.will give you au outline of the case. There For the second proposition I shall not vote, on
was a war commencing in Florida; this man any account whatever, for the reasons which
have been given by gentlemen who have partistarted for the war, but he did not get there.
The circumstance of his having started, how- cipated in this discussion, which reasons 1 will
eyer, gave him so much popularity that they not repeat, because it is not worth while to remade 'him nlerk . Why, the very rights of the peat what has been better said by others. But
people themselves depend upon the qualifica- as no gentleman has turned his attention to the
tions of the public officers. 'l'he people are ca- first proposition, I desire to advert to it for a
pable of judging of the qualification and fit- moment, for I consider it of the utmost imporness of candidates for office, when they have tance. It establishes a principle which I am in
favor of, if we can carry through the whole conthe means within their power; but if you with
hold from the people the means of judging, it st.itutiou. But I am not willing, and I do not
cannot be expected that they will be able to believe that a solitary member of this commitmake suitable selections.
How, in the name of tee is willing, to adopt that principle in this parcommon sense, can the people elect a proper ticular place, unless it can be carried through
We are all aware that
officer, unless they have the means of judging the whole constitution.
it is necessary that we should be extremely careof his qualifications?
Will they vote for a
man because he happens to belong to one party ful that all the parts of the constitution shall
they shall not only fit well toor another? Very likely they might in such a harmonize-that
case as that of the clerk of the court in Tennes- gether, but work well together, and that no one
see, to whom I have referred, who had started part (If the machinery shall conflict with another. The proposition to which I now refer, is
for the Florida war, and thus had acquired a
that for striking out the words, "which shall not
degree of popularity.
If it be
But it is the duty of this convention to pro- be sufficient ground for impeachment,"
intended t.o retain in the new constitution the
vide the means of judging of the qualification
whole
of
the
fifth
article
of
the
old
constitution,
and fitness of candidates for office. 'I'he peothese words ought to be stricken out. I see
ple art': not to be deceived by flattery, by being
around me several gentlemen who were members
told thfJ,yare capable of self-government.
That
The gentleman from
is an nxrom, of the truth of which they are well of the old lcgislature.
satisfied. The feature which the committee de- Henry is one of them, and the gentleman from
The first gensire to have retained in the constitution, is the Nelson, Mr. Hardin, is another.
very guard which the people want. Strike that tleman has declared that he has travelled in his
feature from the constitution,
and they will literary researches as far as Dilworth, and the
have no guard, no security, for the proper dis- other gentleman has advaneed as far as words of
charge of the duties of the judicial officer. It three syllables; but these gentlemen, if they have
is that feature which they desire should be re- not read their political spelling book, have at
tained, so far as I am acquainted with the wish- least read the book of mankind, and they know
what it is that the people expect. They know,
es of the peo/lle.
If the legis ature are the people, why may we or ou~ht to know, that every species of special
pleading should be avoided in a document of
not with equal propriety, say that the judges
are the people? The members of the legisla- this kind-e-that it is necessary that we should
make our meaning clear. I want to leave as litture, according to my apprehension, are agents
tle as possible for legislative or judicial conof the people, and they are agents who frequentWhat we do I want to do so plainly
ly abuse their trust. The judges, over whom struction.
that the diffol'entdepartments of the government
the legislature is to sit as a kind of inquisition,
may not only read It as they run, but understand
the judges themselves, are the agents of the
it well and easily. Now, leave this clause as it
people also. Let the people elect them. Let
the people elect every officer, from the judge of stands, without striking out the words referred
the court of appeals, or from the 'executive to, and this question will occur frequently.down to a constable.
Every officer of the There is a certain class of acts which amount to
malfeasance, others to misfeasance ..and others to
government is an agent of the people. Does it
nonfeasance in office. A man has done a particfollow that he is the people? But gentlemen tell
rue that a majority of the legislature
ought to ular thing that he ought not to do, or he has
have the right to determine for every district in omitted to do a thing he ought to do, about
the state, who shall be judge, ana who shall which acts there may be cavilling as to whether
they fall under the class of cases to which imnot. '1'0 this proposition I can never agree.
peachment applies, or whether they come under
Mr. TRIPLETT.
I do not rise to make a that of address.
I know on one occasion
speech, but I want the ear, for a moment or two, such a question saved a man from being turned
of the honorable delegate from the county of out of office. It opens a door by wh ich men of
Nelson, and I also, for a very few moments, de- tender consciences evade the responsibility of
sire the attention of the members of this con- voting directly upon the question of a man's
vention, and your own. 'l'here are two propo- culpability.
It raises a doubt by which men of
sitions that were made by the gentleman from strong consciences or no consciences at all, can
Nelson, and provided sucb explanations
are escape the consequences of their misdeeds. To
given by him, as I have no doubt he is fully ca- put it in legal phrase, which will be intelligible
pable of giving, and such promises are made by to every body, they demur to the case set out on
him, as he is fully capable of complying with;
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we would get aloll¥ faster, if we were to allow
the committeos to do more work.
:Mr. C. A. WICKLIFFE.
I will state briefly
what the views of the committee were. They,
in the first place, believed differently from the
gentleman from Daviese, that no officer should
be removed by addrcee or impeachment
upon
mere rumor. I understand
tfie gentleman to
I acknowl.edge sir, that this is a "cry strange state that cases might arise, cases of high crimes
reason, and It would be a strange reason to an
and misdemeanors, and although the legislature
undisciplined mind; but the greater should almay be satisfied that the crimes were committed,
w~'ys include the less, and if the judge had com- yet ill the absence of direct proof of the fact
mitted treason, lareen]', or arson, or any capital
the party cannot be removed.
offence, and the mom sense of the community
Mr. TRIPLETT.
As this is a matter of some
was satisfied of his guilt, yet one of your men
importance, I wish it to be clearly understood.
tender conscience may say it is not good cause for What I wish to know ie, whether it is intended
removal by address.
I want to get rid of this
by the committee that an officer shall be removed
o?.iection. Gentlemen can imagine a thousand
for something which is not a fact to be proved
different cases in which this objection might be by testimony.
If this be the intention, let it
rai~ecl. If yon think proper to give the power boil done; but if j'on intend to remove the judge
of Im~eachJ)lent, put In the necessary words for upon facta that require the testimony of witthat pnrpose and you will have all that I aim at nesses, in the name of Heaven go through with
and that is, when a civil officer of the goycrn:
the address in the same manner as you would
m~nt has been guilty of such high crimes and
with an impeachment.
Give the accused notice
misdemeanors as to require impeachment,
imin writing of all the facts you intend to prove
peach him i[ :rou think voper,. but theimpeachagainst him. Let him be heard at the bar by
ment of a CIVIlofficer has inthia country become
himself or counsel and let him produce witnessalmost uunecessru-y, and indeed almost impraces for his defence. Give him the benefit of
ticable.
If a judge fail to attendcourtfor
such a all the means of defence when you propose to
length of tilll? as to make it evident to the legis- remove him by address, the same as you would if
lature that his conduct amounts to nonfeasance
the form of proceeding was by impeachment.
I
in o~ce, i~ might be cause .f?r impeachment, desire to ask both the gentlemen from Nelson,
provided Sickness or other legitimate reasons for
one as the mover of' the amendment, and the
such absence be not proven: but. you may re- other as chairman of the committee, whether if
move him by address, althounh his absence had you retain the fifth article, you intend to grant
"?een oecas~oned by sickness 0"'1' physical disabilto the judge under the address all the means of
ity. Retain then the 5th article of the old condefence that 11e would be entitled to under imstit~tion, and add to it, and every evil or incon- peachment.
If you do this, you will have made
vemcnce that has been predicted will be avoided.
a most salutary reform.
I cannot agree to go so far, as to strike ont the
:Mr. C. A. WICKLIFFE.
J think that I dill
two-thirds principle; but without going into that
my honorable friend.
The
question at present, 1 will only ask the gentle- not misunderstand
man from Nelson, when he comes to reply to the object of impeachment is 110t ouly to get clear
arguments that have been advanced a....ainst his of the officer, but also to disqualify him for tbe
future from holding office ill the community.
proposition, to answer this solitary question:
"""casno.t the two tlI.ird~ principle originally in- 'rhe committee did ]Jot design, in gidng the
right
to the legislatme to remove by address, resertcalll the constitutIOn of this State, and 111 the'
thirds-to
lessen
constitution of the United States, as a matter of quiring the uRual number-two
compro.misc betwe.ell requiring the verdict. of the the rights of the accused or to enlarge the privicommonwealth.
'fhat
whole Jury to deCide th" facts on one side alld leges of the accuser-the
tlle maJorit,y of the court to decide the ldw on no man should be remoyeu unless there be sufthe other, and whctherwhen tbe legiRlature meets fici(mt proof of the facts alleged against him,
and lIas to .remove a man by address, thf'y are nor shall he be removed UpOIl a charge which is
If I undcrstll.ud my honoran.ot OccllJ?ymg the position of both a jury to de- but partly proved.
CIde the facts, and the court to decide the law,~ ble fricn(l, bis objection was, that for any offence
by impeachment,
the
whetlfcr ~his principle was not put in as a com- which was punishable
pronllse m consequence of the mixture of the trie1's of that impeachment, wh~n called to exercise
their
functions
uoder
the
solemnity
of
an
character of the court, having to decide t01H:hwould, like a jury,
ingthe law aDd thc facts-betwcen
the two ex- oath recently admillistered,
tremcs, of reg.Hiring only a bare majority of the requ ire proof b(·fore they would convict the inBut hc may be guilty, says the genconrt on one slde anu the 'whole of the iur)' on dividual.
thc other? Has it not worked well? T'ellme a tleman, and there may not be sufficient proof to
tribunal, yet
solitary installce where it has failed upon address, satisfy a court, or the constituted
althoug-h gentlemC'll call find a hundred insti1nces CllOUghto satisfy the minds of' the people, and
where ,It has failed by impeachment.
There is that you will convict him upolllllere rumor propthe POI1lt. I am in favor of strikinrr out the agated b5' his enemiiJ". That is the gentleman's
position if I understano it. The gentleman diwords proposed to be stricken out.
'"
vides the offenccs for which officers may be reI am averse to detaining the committee longer, moved into two classes-into
f;uch as are mala
for there arlJ many gentlemen who are desirous in se, and such as do not amount to crimes. It
of giving their views, and who seem to t.hink our is u110nthis latter class that the removin!;l' power
sittings are too brief. My own opinion is that by address is intended to operate, and III cases
~h~motion for the address. on this ground-that
It 18 110t cause for address, but cause 1'01' impeachment, and that yon must not put it in the form
of an address.
WIl,Y? Because it is a higher, a
worse, a blacker crime thau th a t which, by the
constitution of the state, is authorised to be
made cause of removal by address.
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of trials or misdemeanors, the mode of proceeding is by impeachment,
therefore I was in favor
of retaining the impeaching power.
!tIl'. TRIPLETT.
Sir, although I know there
is an impropriety in this conversational mode of
debate, yet I must be excused for H. single moment. No man supposes that it was iuteuded
that an officer should be tried without an oath
on the part of those who try him, and notice of
the accusation that is made against Lim. I cannot believe that my honornule friend from N elson is unable to comprehend the distinction that
I take. Suppose e judge gives a decision which
is so perfectly absurd, that YOll see he is incompetent to discharge the duties of his station,
there you want no testimony to prove the fact,
His matter of record, But when you accuse him
of felony, when you accuse him~ of illly crime,
then it IS necessary not only that you give him
notice of the accusation, but that the senate
shall be sworn as well as the lower house, All
these things might confuse the minds of a jury,
but they cannot confuse this bouse. ']'here is 3
dietiuctnese of uuderetanding Oil the part of gentlemen around me, which convinces me thut
they cannot be confused.
Wh{ then go another
step and say they shall be new y sworn? Swear
them every morning if you wish.
'I'hat doea not
touch the point of mv argument,
'I'his rhine of
removing men by address is a serious matter, but
it is one which becomes necessary sometimes,
and shall we not take the trouble to lay down
the necessary preliminaries so that it mav be
done correctly'! It is ollly writing a few rilleS
further, and saying at the bottom of uJ)uragraph,
that each house when sitting and a indicating
upon an address shall be sworn, and preJ;cribe
the form of oath. I think the propositon made
by the gentleman from Nelsoll (iUr. Hardin,)
ought to sllcceed, provided it is palticularly
guarded, and I Ie/we in his able hands the duty
of properly guardilJg it.
Mr. HARDIN, Were it. not tlHlt an c--xpedation is entertained in this hOLl~ethat I should
make some reply to what has been said in opposition to the proposition which I made, I would
not address the house now or at any other time
on this quc.:;tion, because I disco"eL', sir, that I
am in what may be called a very small minority, and it is somewhat unpleasant to travel in
such company, I rise, ho"\vever, rather for the
purIJose of disabusing myself from some remar {S, though not of a personal cllaracter, alld
not for the purpose of making a set speech.
Before I do that, I "\\~illmake this preliminary remark, that for five years back I have been exceedingly anxious for the call of a convention.
I discovered that great abu!ies had crept into Ollr
goverulllcnt--very
gr.oat abu8es-esp~dally
in
the appointillg power, and that in the language
of Jefferson, "power is a1\\'ays stealing away
from the lllany to the few," and that it has been
emphatically stt:aling a.way from the people of
Kentueky; and like bovs playing "cat or corner
ball," when the ball is 10SLthev stop and cry out
"lost balL"
1;"a.s ready. for aIle to stop leo'islating and cry out "lost ball." One great ~bject
tbat I had in vit'w, in lldvoeating th~ call of u
convention, I felicitate myself will be fully attained, and that is that the appointing ~ower
will be restored to the ptJople wnere itoriglllally

and of right belongs, When I attain that, I
will vote for almost any thing that this house
may be disposed to insert in the constitution.
I
did not like from the start the propoaitio» that
is now before this commtttce, and I hope I may
be indulged while I recapitulate the new and
substantial provisions contained therein, and as
I go along I will point out some of the objectiona that I have to them. The first principle
is that the judges sbull be elected by the people;
I healtily go for that. The uext proposition is
substantially,
that the judges shall 1I0t be removed by nddrcs-, in any ease thnt is the subject
of impeaclmicnt.
I am rather opposed to that,
but not particularly wedded to my opinion, The
next great principle Ja, that it shall require a
vote of two thirds to remove a judge. we.l ,
sir, 1 am against that, as I intimated to this
house a week or two ago; yet that wouldnet be
a sine qua non with me. if I could get some other
alterations made, I waut-c-whether
it be'u rnajortty or two thirds of the legislature, that shall
have power to remove a judge-c-rhat the passage
of the resolution shall be ipso facto, the remov';l
of the judge, and that the governor shull have
no hand in it afterwards; because if we were to
pass a resolution, unless there was some provlsion of that kind Inserted, he would veto it, and
there is no provision by which we CUll pass the
resolution.this
veto notwithstanding.
It wilt
be remembered by delegates in this house that
the legislature of Pennsylvania
attempted to
adrlre:<s a judge out, and the words employed in
their comtitution ,nireJ "the governor may remove,"
'l'he l~gif';lature pa!-lsed the resolution
by a large majority of bOlh hou!ies and laid it
before the goverJlor. He refused to remove the
individual, (l.lJc\ lhe legislature entered upon tlle
labor of expo~tulatioll,
They contendtd
tllat
the won1 "'lIwy" was synonymuus in 1he sense in
which it was used in tllat place with "shall."
The governor returned this insolent auswer·
"YOli say the word "may" means "shall;" I say
it llleall;:; "I will not," He then \vent on and
said, "You do tho;:;ething::>which you ought llOt
to du, alld you leave undone those things which
i,"0u ought to do. alld there iE>no health in you."
l'hat w.as the language of the governor of Penn~
sylvania,
I am in favor, whether yon J'equire a vote of
two thirds 01' three fifths or a bare majority, of
removing the illdividual withont the lIltervelltiOH of the g-oyernor at a.ll. The governor ]ms
no hand in the election of a judge, except by
his vote a.<; a ,privat.e individual, and I am not
for applying to him, as governor, to sunction
what the legislature hail done,
Well sir, I am will.ing that the eight years
principle shall be retained in the bill, provided
yon introduce in it the principle of ineligibility
after that time, If' they ffre to be re-eligible, It:'t
their terms be as in Mississippi, for but four
year.'>; and let the re~eligibility only continue
for two terms, Bnt I would prefer a term of
eigM y",ars, with ineligibility for at lcast four,
five, six, or eight year" more,
I do not know Ulat th~ conrt of appeals would
be placed in a position in which they may exerei~e any undue influence upon the voter.'!, But
take the circuit courts-and
I imagine that we
are to have t,welve judicial distriet..~, embracing
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If you leave it
perhaps eight or ten counties each, in which to locate these four branches?
may be included some fourteen or fifteen thou- to the legislature, it will be a bone of contention
eternul
ly.
And
when
they
are
located, it will
saud voters-s-aud imagine to yourself a judge
all the bench, wbo is looking, If you please, for perhaps be ill places where there are not to be
n. re-election.
Imagine to yourself that he has found five law hooks. At all events they may
the life of some member of a powerful and infiu. be located at, places where full and competent
ential family ill his hands, or the Iiberties of an- libraries for the court of appeals cannot be obtained.
Well how many days will these branchother member of a family of that descriptionfind he may have a thousand cases of that kind es have to sit? And how many term" arc they to
before him-and
I ask you if that is not a lever hold? Will they have four terms? If so, how
of power that cannot be resisted for one moment,'? many weeks and days will they sit at each? Say
What lawyer in the state can come in competi- eight weeks, and I will soon show you that that
tion with him? None. none sir I I am in favor WIll not do. 'l'here will be four clerks, four sets
of a man, when he comes before the people, com- of records, four clerk's offices, at the expense of
ing without the black cloak of n, judge upon the state; there will also be four men to wait 011
him. I am opposed to re-.t:ligibility, and I ~ant the court, four men to make the fires, and God
to sav to this house, that If I could see the mel- knows how much additional machinery will be
igibility principle carried out in this bill, with required in these courts. But the great objecthey in any term in the year be
some other alterations, I would forego the propo- tion is this-will
Some gentlemen tell
sition that I now make. I am making these able to do the business?
propositions, because, take this bill as a whole, you that if you divide the business of the court
I do not like its proviaions.
I do not like the of appeals into four parts the judges can do the
But do you not know, and I appeal
proposition for four judges.
I have no recollec- business.
tiou that we ever had four judges, except in that to every lawyer in this house, that if you branch
Did
celebrated court culled the new court; and Lre- it the buaiuese will be doubled and trebled.
collect very well that when I took the stump you ever see a neighborhood where there was
How
against that famous court, of all the weapons no court house within twenty miles?
that I used that WI\S the most powerful, except psnceable, and quiet, and civilly disposed tothat of John 'I'riinble'a woman's saddle which wards each other they were. Make a new counhe 'Put in the mortgage.
I have a deep-rooted ty and bring a court house to the-ir doors, and
prejudice against four judges, and I will state a every man begins to pull his neighbors hair the
case. The circuit judge, if you please, decides wrong way, directly in the- shape of a law euit,
a certain principle of law. It comes up to the Bring- up a branch to any place, and I can safely
court of appeals.
'I'he four judges stand two say that I can point out SOlUe five lawyers that
to two ill their opinions, and the 3eeision below can take more business to the court than it can
In
is sustained, because they are equally divided. do in that part of the year allotted to it.
Well, a case comes up in which the circuit judge Missiseippi-e-I went there in 1837 and 1838 with
was known that
has taken an opposlte opinion; the court is di- a view of practicing there-it
vided and so it stands.
That is what we call a that was the case, and they presented we with a
beautiful uniformity of decision.
Give us then set of rules to sign; and it, was a regulation of
a number that can agree; take three, five, seven, fees, such as a per centege for collecting, and a
nine, or eleven, if you want to give us a, number half per cent. for getting COlltinuances. Now a
that can never be equally divided; but three great deal of the business will be exactly of this
judges have done our business very well Ior- the kind. You double and treble the business, and
In..st twenty or thirty years, I believe. I have throw into the court, where it only sits once a
but little fault to flnd with the court of appeals, year, so milch that the court will soon get behind
It will soon be found that the great busand it was a fault that we all find, namely, that hand.
the governor was the appointing power. I want iness of the lawyers will be to get the fees by
to give it to the people.
Next, I always thought continuances.
I recollect that when I practised in Green, a
there was something of indecent hurry and
haste in the manner in which these judges dis- "ery worthy lawyer. Sam Brents, the half of
of
charge their business.
'I'hc higher court of the whose business was getting continuances,
state should do its business with something like which he obtained the fees; and I have known
a measured gravity and dignity; yet their whole him, for the purpos.e of getting a cout.inunnce,
business has beeu accomplished 111 one hundred to speak four "hours on the point, whether at the
days of one year. And the moment they accom- court was equal to ill the court. I am against
and I ~1m against the proposipllsh it they hurry off to accomplish other busi- this proposition:
ness-some to lectum on law, some to do one tion that we shall vote for these judges by balthing and some another.
I do not know that I lot. I am in favor of the viva wee vote for eve·
and I do not
Rhalf offer an amendment, or that it is practica. ry officer iu this commonwealth;
ble to make any alteration on that point. I am subscribe to the reason,:; suggested by my colngl\inst four judges, because it will add to the league, that the judges ought not to kno\~ who
voted for t.hem, 1est they may wreak their Tenexpenses of the court some $1500, at least~eance upon the lUen W110 voted ~ainst thf'lll.
$2000 if we fix the salary at that SUIll.
this counI am against branching the court. Branching If thatbe the case, the publicff'elillgm
the court will make it llCcessary to hu.\'e fOUl· try is in a mOl'ltdeplorable condition, to say the
clerks, four clerk's ofHc.es. four clerk's records, least. But if a juJge wants to play that game,
four clifferent sets of all the machillery attending cannot he vf;ry easily find out who voted against
the court. That will "well the expenses, per- him? The gentleman and myself can go into a
haps, taking all together, some $5000. But 1 crowd, and without a.o;king a man, but by merely
have an objection still stronger.
Where are you shaking hanJs with him, we can tdl whether
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he "ill vote for or against us. A candidate has
a hundred ways by which he can find it out. I
recollect when I fun for congress in 1835. I met
a llery worthy man on the Sunday evening be·
fore the election: he shook hands with me, and
said where arelou going? I am going to'l'aylorsvllle, said . Are you going to be there tomorrow, while the election is going Oil? I answered ye!!. I vote at Bloomfield, he added.
Yes, said I; and I hope you will take all your
friends with you, and get them to vote for me.
A week or two afterwards, I again met him,
and he said to me, how did you know that I was
going to vote for you? Just from the ~anner
in which you enquired where I wars go'ugI
knew you felt interested in my locality the first
day of the election, and that was enough for me.
But if I cannot ascertain it in that way, it would
be very easy for me to ask one man to enquire
from another, how he voted, and thus I can
800n find out.
But I will not in~ul~e the ~pinion that in this country men will be afraid to
vote, and to avow their sentiments, for fear of
the wrath and indignation
of the judge; and I
am unwilling to believe that the Judge would
exercise it. When I come up to vote, I am not
to look at the judge through a smoked glass, as
they do at the sun, wfien it is about to be
eclipsed. Weare not to have any mau here that
we are afraid to look upou.
My worthy colleague well knows that the people are not
afraid to vote. We have been candidates too
often not to know that our best friends, who do
not asree with us, will come and vote against
us, mfd look us fairly in the face, and be friends
with us afterwards.
In counties where there are
laree landholders-men
holding perhaps half
a c~unty-thcrc
may be tenants that it may be
necessary to screen from the wrath and indignation of their landlord, when he knows how they
vote. In counties too, where there are large
manufacturing establishments,
and where a man
can control the votes of a thousand operatives, it
may be necessary to protect them; but in this
country, above all others in the world, we ought
to be the last people afraid to vote. The first
objection which I made, was, as pointed out by
my worthy friend from Daviess, (Mr. Triplett.)
If the gentleman wilt turn to our constitution,
he will see that it is only a misdemeanor
in
office, that is a ground of impeachment
under
our state constitution.
But in the constitution
of the United States, the power of impeachment
extends beyond that:
"ART. 2, SEC. 4.
The President,
Vice
'President, and all civil officers of the Uni~ed
'States, shall be removed from office, on lID-peachment
for, and conviction
of, treason,
'bribery,
or other high crimes and misdemcan, ors."
A man in the government of the United States
may be impeached for treason, and felony, and
other high crimes, and misdemeanors,
that
remove him from office. When you come to the
State of Kentucky, it is only urou misdemeanor in office, as to the court 0 appeals.
And
when it comes to a justice of the peace, they can
be removed by impeachment for any offence, or
they can be addressed out:
"ART. 5, SEC, 3. The governor and all civil
'officers shall be liable to impeachment for any
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'misdemeanor
in office; but judgment in 'such
, cases shall not extend further than to removal
'from office, and disqualification
from any office
, of honor, trust, or profit, under this common'wealth;
but the party convicted shall never"theleae be liable and subjectto indictment, trial,
< and punishment
according to law."
Any thing he can be impeached for he can be
removed for; but a/'ustice of the court of appeals
cannot be remove,
unless for misbehaviour
in
office. A judge of the supreme court can be removed by impeachment,
for bribery and other
high crimes and misdemeanors which do not relate to the office. A judge of our supreme court
can only be removed for misbehaviour
in office
by impeachmeut-c-a
justice of the peace for all
the catalogue o.f offences that can be committed
by man for which he would be worthy of removal. Iaee no reason in the world why there should
be that difference.
If a man is guilty of misbehaviour in office, why not give the opportunity
to address him out? Say he is guilty of gross
o:ppression or tyranny in office, are we to get at
him in no way except by impeachment?
How
fiany ten thousands of oppressions
and miabehaviours
are there of which a judge may be
guilty; and I ask if there is no way to reach him
but by impeachment?
What is an impeachment?
Who starts an impeachment?
Why some man
in the country; or an address may be prepared
and carried OIl by some member of the legislature.
We know, as a matter of experience, that
the resort to impeachment is impracticable.
The
people are cowed and afraid to undertake it. I
recollect once that some of the officers of the
banks in the District of Columbia pointed
out
to me how :Mr. Dallas, then Secretary of the
Treasury, bud swindled the government, on a
loan, in favor of his son-in-law, Bache, out of
$1,250,000.
They showed me the book where
his son-in-law had subscribed for or bought up
$13,000 at eighty seven and a half cents on the
hundred for stock-for
that was the price during
the war. And he had been permitted to pay in
the whole ten millions in that way; although at
the time he paid it in the war had closed, and
the stock had risen to par. enabling him to reelize twelve and a half per cent. on the ten million
loan.
This I say they p'ointed out to me, and it
is in a book which I WIll never part with in the
world.
I pointed it out to Mr. Randolph and be
attacked Mr. Dallas.
Some gentleman from the
other side of the house cried impeach him, and
Randolph replied, I once tried that against that
corrupt ~udge Chase and it would not ?-o, a~d I
will try it no more. And then he said thlSWhen I was a boy I read some book where the
rats held a great convention to devise the ways
and means to get clear of the cat, of whom they
stood in fear. At last they agreed to put a bell
round the eat's neck, but when they came to the
last. question-which
rat would put the bell ou
the cut-e-there was none found willing to do it,
and the whole business fell through.
No rat
could be found to bell the cat. And so it would
be with impeachments.
Burke, Fox, lI';ld Sheridan, tried to bell the cat, Warren Hastings, for
a series of oppressions unparalelled in the history of the world, but they failed after a trial of
fourteen years.
The ministry protected himthe Queen took his wife by the hand to her
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convict.
Now fourteen is six less than my
amendment presents to this house.
H an address of the majority prevails, it will
be, if the number should remam as it now is.
~wentysenators and fifty one represeutattvcs.
By
Impeachment
fourteen senators have the power
to remove a mao. The constitution is based on
that theory.
I know that in common. and in
perhaps ninety nine CUBes out of a hundred the
whole senate will be full; but the government
is predicated on the theory that fourteen senators out of thirty eight can break a governor if
they choose.
Now what is this dangerous proposition that
has excited so much opposition?
From every
quarter of this house has opposition sprung and
all seem to he astonished that I have (he temerlty-I had almost said the audacity-to
bring it
forward.
What is the propoeitlont
If we are to have
one hundred
members in one house, fifty one
which is a clear majority of all elected, WIth all
absentees counted against them, will be all that
is necessary.
If the senate consists of thirty
eight n.s at present, then twenty will be all that
is necessary in that body.
But there must be
twenty, because the proposition is that a majority
of each house, which means a majority of all
the members to which it is entitled, shall be required.
Then where is the difference between
us? You say two thirds, that is twenty six senators and SIxty seven representatives.
We on
our part, the small band that went to 'I'bcrmopyle,
and will I hope, again, if we can
bring it before the people, say twenty in one
bouse and fifty one in another.
You say twenty
six in one house and sixty seven in the other.
And after that, you meet the argument precisely
in the same way, by crying out revolution, revolution, as Cromwell did, when he cried out Sir
Harry Vane, save me from Sir Harry Vane.
Is
there any thing more revolutionary
III our prop·
osition than in yours?
The only difference III
the two propositions
is in regard to these numbers, differing to the number of six in one house
and sixteen in the other.
Gentlemen ask, shall the judiciary be at the
mercy of the legislative department.
Well who
is to try the case, if it takes two-thirds?
The
same body?
The same body precisely.
If the
proposition
was to have a different department
of government
to try, then the gentleman's
argument would be sound; but when it is the same
department, the le~islative
department"
we see
that the difference IS in the number only, which
is necessarv to convict.
I ask now is it more
revolutionary
with us than with you? How is
it to oppress the judiciary by the legislature in
one case more than ill the other?
Gentlemen
say that the Polish manner will be taken. deciding that one vote is a sufficient negative, till
one man can cut off a member's bead.
There is
then, nothing in the proposition
to alarm any
Well bow is an impeachment
tried?
'l'herc
body.
It is only a questIon (not that another
are sixty senators; and of these, thirty one is a
department, but the same department shall try)
quorum.
Two thirds of that number is all that
whether it shall be twenty
in one house and
is necessary to convict a man-that
is twenty
fifty one in the other, or twenty six in one house
one. But how is an impeachment
tried in the
and sixty seven in the other.
If our doctrine is
Senate here? There are thirty eight senators, of
revolutionary
so is yours, gentlemen.
If our
whom twenty is a quorum, and two thirds of
doctrine is that the legislative
department shall
that number IS fourteen and t~at fourteen may
be called 011 to decide on the judiciary,
so is

crowded levees und parties-and
the King pro*
tected him and the prosecution
failed.
Since
then an impeachment
in the House of Lords,
has been considered a perfect mockery.
I look
upon the whole doctrine of impeachments
as a
perfect mockery and insult upon the people.
Where is the man that was ever impeached out?
You (pointing
to Mr. C. A. Wickliffe) tried it
with Judge Peck-you,
and others of as great
talent, tried it and failed by one vote.
You
know, as far as you are concerned, that it is a
mockery.
You labored in such a way as to entitle you to great credit, and so did your colleguee in the house of representatives,
but they
all failed.
Chase was oue of the judges of the
supreme court of the United States at the time
that John Adams was in office, and congress
'villi his aid and aseeut passed the Alien and
Sedition laws, which roused the indignation
of
the people of the United States in all its length
and breadth.
Chase was the man who played
the same Eart to John Adams the elder, that the
infamous Judge Jeffries did to James II precise.
ly. They were a pair that were worthy of each
other, and they were as tyranicu.l a pair as were
ever on the bench in the world.
The people of
the United States, however, with one united
voice nearly, hurled John Adams from the presidential chair and put Jefferson into it. But
the whole federal senators remained,
and when
Chase was impeached
for his misbehaviour in
office, and for all his tyrannies and course of oppression, in office, the federalists attended to a
man. If you were ever in congress at the time
you know how they sat. I had the misfortune
or good fortune to be there durill~ a little of the
time.
'I'here they sat on one side of the house,
the federalists dressed as the Duke of Wellington or the Marquis of lVhitewosh, or allY other
distinguished
nobleman,
with their heads all
powdered.
On tile other side were the republicans in their plain clothes and no powder.
On
the trial of Chase the fine dressed federal senators, to the number of fifteen, against nineteen
of the finest republicans
tile world ever saw,
saved that old tyrant;
and that as Randolph
said, was enough for him. While nineteen republicans voted- against Chase, fifteen old federalists, in their fine clothes and powdered beads,
voted for him because he had been serving their
cause durins the administration
of Adams, and
they kept him on the bench.
'J.'hat is what they
called obedience to public sentiment I suppose.
They knew that four fifths of the whole nation
were republicans
at the time; but those federalists, who were elected during the reign of Adams, held their seats, with some additions from
the New England states; and those fifteen saved
him. I consider impeachments
of no use at all.
There is only a procrastinetron
and expense in
it. Nobody will undertake it, and the only remedy is an address to both houses.
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yours.
It is only in reference to number that we
differ. I want the legislature, the senate, and
the house of representatives, to take the attitude
of a high court of judicature, and hence I do not
want the governor to have any connection with
it or any veto upon their action. I want to have
it possess the dignity and the solemnity so far
as practicable, of a high court of judicature, by
giving to the accused the right of being heard by
himself and counsel, that it 8ha11 not be a mere
hasty thing, as was caught up against Judge
Clarke under the excitement of the moment.
But
there shall be two branches acting separately,
and they shul l assume the high character of a
court of adjudication, and the governor shall
have no hand in it, but the accused lUay be heard
by himself and counsel.
I ask gentlemen, are
!lOt our judges to be responsible to the people
m some way? Do you mean to make them entirely irresponsible?
If responsible, how are
they to be? Can the people come here, one hundred and £fty five thousand voters, according
to the census, in this or any other place to try
and remove a judge by impeachment?
You
must make the judges responsible through some
agents that they may designate.
'Whom will the
people designate?
Is it to be the governor?
God forbid!
Who then? To the people through
the senate by impeachment; the whole people
of Kentucky through their representatives, taking both houses together.
who represents the
people more immediately than any other? You
say the governor does.
Yes he does. Who
ought to do it? The senate and house of representatives, who come immediately from the people, from one end of the state to the other, from
the mouth of Big San day to Mills' Point, and
from Louisville to Cumberland Gap.
I say
there cannot be a tribunal better selected, more
proper, and more amenable to the people than
the house of representatives and the senate.
We must adopt that system.
We are obliged
to make them responsible to the people in some
shape.
They cannot be responsible to the people individually, and therefore they must be responsible to their agents, and who so proper as
the senate and house of representativee j Away
then with the argument that you put them at the
mercy of the legislative department.
A few
days since a gentleman gave us an instance of
the new court, and perhaps he will give us another of Judge Clarke.
That occurrence has
happened once since the formation of the government in 1792, but I hope and trust in God ibwill
Dever happen again. A bad course of legislation in 1819, by chartering a set of independent
banks, and thus flooding this country with paper, produced an inordmate spirit of speculation, and got the whole state Into debt.
You
had no laws to protect a poor man's land from
being sacrificed as you have now by the two
thirds principle,and of exempting a poor man's
bed or cow, or only working beast from seizure
and sale. Constable" and sheriffs were going
from place to place through the land, and there
was no safe-guard that the land should be sold
at the court house door. None.
Sheriffs and
constables were going through the land, and
selling as I know, valuable lands for one-fiftieth
of their value.
I know of ten thousand acres
that were sold for one hundred and twenty dol .
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lars, and tho sale was confirmed in the court or
appeals.
I know a. thousand acres, worth four
or five thousand dollars, sold for four dollars,
and the sale was good. I know another ease of
fifteen thousand acres, that belonged to an uncle
of mine, and which had descended to his heirs,
sold for ten dollars.
Sir, there was a parcel of
merciless speculators following the sheriffs and
constables of the country, like carrion crows,
buzzards, and vultures, following a marching and
fighting army to prey upon the bodies slain in battle, or those who might die by disease, and the
people were goaded on to madness. But I hope
neverto see such a state of things again.
It is
better that the people should succeed than that
such a principle should be retained in the constitution.
I did vote for the old court.
I am
one who, rather than be sustained by the trickeries of bond and mortgage, would live in a worked-out saltpetre cave. I fought for the old COUlt,
and I saw the sufferings of the whole country.
The legislature in its wisdom has surrounded
the poor man with the protection of a two-thirds
principle, and exemption and sale at the court
house.
'Ve are not to reason from extreme cases, as that of Judge Peck, or the extreme case
of Judge Chase, or of Judge Clarke, in the old
court, but we are to settle 011 the general rule,
on the safe principle based on the common occurrences of all good governments.
That is
what we ought to settle down upon now. I ask
what is the theory of our government, and what
is the theory of all republican govcruments?
There are but two kinds of government.
None
but two. Some are called the government of
the Grand Turk, some the government of the
great Emperor of allthe Russias, or thc Emperor of Austria, the King of Prussia, the miserable little Bonaparte here now in Paris, and Queen
Victoria with her royal spouse, whose father
owned a little country that had sixteen hundred
people in it, and we may So and look back to the
aristocracies that exlsted In Venice, and in all
there are but two. One is that of a minority
controlling a majorit:r, and the other, that of a
majority controlling Its own action; call it imperial, monarchical, or what you will, there are
but two.
What is the theory of our government?
Is it
not that of a majority? Are you afraid of the
majority?
Are you to say the majority cannot
be trusted-God
save the majority from themselves, their foolish selves? Cannot a majority
of the supreme court of nine judges be trusted
to decide ulJOn ten millions of property?
Yes.
Oaunot a majority of a court martial decide on
the high-toned honors of General Scott, or of
General Taylor, if he were still a general? Yes.
Cannot a majority in congress make a law?They could if it was uotfor the president's veto.
Cannot a majority of the legislature of Kentucky make a law, the governor's veto notwithstanding?
Yes. Does not a majority in the
court of appeele govern? Does not a majority
in the county court govern? And if there were
other courts wonld not a majority govern in
them? Yes. But when a majority of the legislature come to try and fine for misdemeanors
they cannot be trusted!
This is the whole case.
I go for having the elections by the people,
and then I go for practical responsibility.
We
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all do. But then they say that practical responsibility is two-thirds, and I sa)' that it is responsibility to a majority of the representative department.
This is the only difference between
us, We agree in the elective principle, and we
agree in responsibility,
but we differ in saying
in whom that responsibility
shall consist.
But when you come to the trial of an officer
for misbehavior, a majority is not to be trusted.
That is the whole case. I go for the election being with the people.
All of us g'o for that.
I
go then for periodical responsibility.
We all go
for that. But then they say that periodical responsibility is two-thirds, but I say that it is no
responsibility at all. That is the only difference between us. We concur in the elective
principle, but when we come to responsibility,
they insist upon the two-third principle, which
I say is no responsibility at all. I have looked
a little into this matter, as regards the practice
in other states. The constitution
of Massachusetts-and
there are other constitutions
which
have the same provision-is
in these words:
"CHAP. 3, AnT. 1. The tenure that all corn"missioned offlcors.shall, by law have in their of, flees shall he expressed in their respective corn'missions: all judicial officers duly appointed,
'commissioned
and sworn, shall hold their offi"cee during good behavior; excepting such con'cernins
whom there is a different provision
'made iu this constitution:
Proeuted, neverthc'less, the Governor, with the consent of the
• council, may remove them upon the address of
'both houses of the Legislature."
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"ART. 3. In order that the peol?le may not
'suffer from the long coutinuauce 10 any place
'of any justice of the peace, who shall fail of
'discharging
the important duties of his office
'with ability or fidelity, all commissions
of
'justices of the peace shall expire and become
, void in the term of seven years from their re"speetive dates; and upon the expiration of any
'commission, the same may, if necessary, be re'new ed, or another person appointed,
as shell
, most conduce to the well being of the Com, monwealth."
There the majority principle with the governor's concurrence, removes a judge.
In the constitutions of New Hampshire and Rhode Island
there is the same provision.
In New York the
judges are removed by impeachment, and the
majority of the senate and a majority of the supreme court constitute the tribunal, and then
lt takes two thirds of this majority to authorize the act of removal.
Indiana bas about the
same provision.
We know one thing, that in
Massachusetts. they have a first rate judiciary,
equal to any In America, and their constitution
has been in existence ever since the year 1780
and we know that in New Hampshire and Rhode
Island they have a good judiciary.
In Rhode
Island they are not only elected by the people,
but they are elected every six months, and ;ret
they have a good judiciary.
So that the maJority principle is not a new one. It is not new in
Massachusetts, for it has been in existence there
since 1780; it is not new in New Hampshire and
Rhode Island, and as my friend from Fayette
said, it is not new in Great Britain.
Here is the
British statute on the subject:

" All judges must derive their authority from
'the crown, by some commission warranted by
'law.
'I'he judg-es of Westminster are (all ex"cept the chief Justice of the King's benclc, who
, is created by writ) appointed by patent, and
'formerly held their places only during the
-Kiug's pleasure; but now for the greater secu'rity of the liberty of the subject, by the 12 and
13 W"., 3 c. 2, their commissions are to be quam'diu se bene gesserinlj but upon the address of
'both houses of Parliament, it may be lawful to
"remove them."
A majority controls in the house of Lords and
in the house of Commons.
The judges are to be
commissioned by the King and the appointing
power is vested in him still; but the removing
power, the responsible power to the people, is in
the Lords and Commons. Not in two thirds,
but in a majority of those bodies, and as the
same gentleman obaer.ed, to secure further the
power of the judiciary, as to its responsibilitl
to the people, when a King dies, the judge e
commission does not die with him. Under the
statute of George Ill. he continues in office as
long as he lives, unless he is removed for rnisbehavror. Are not impeachments in the house of
Lords decided by a majority?
Are not all laws
passed by the Parliament of Great Britain passed hy a majority?
Does not congress pass all
laws by a majonty?
Is there the two thirds principle in any part of the government of the United States?
To be sure, it takes two thirds of
the senators present to decide upon an impeachment, and therefore, twenty oue out of sixty can
remove a judge or any other functionary under
trial. How that principle got into our const.itution God in his merey only knows. If my friend
from Daviess comes to enquire of me, as he says
he-will, I must tell him to gofurtherabead.
I can
give him no information.
I have looked at the
theory of the British government.
The two
third" principle is not there, nor does it prevail
in the courts 1Il Great Britain.
If twelve judges
are on the bench seven may decide. If an impeachment is tried in the house of Lords. a ruajority decides.
The principle ofa majority controls throughout in the British government.
It
controls throughout that of the United States,
except in the removal of a judge by address, and
I propose, or shall propose, that the judge be
heard by himself or counsel, and that the governor shall have no hand iu it, and that the legislature shall be considered as a high and dignified court of judicature.
Sir, this is an age of improvement.
What
was the condition of the world fifty years ago,
and what is it now? What was known of the
power of steam fifty years ago? It is not twenty
years since a man 1Il Kentucky drove his horses
to the market in South Carolina, and driving
along the turnpike where a railroad passed over
it, and looking above, four or five cars passed
over his head-his
horses scattering in every
direction, "my God," he exclaimed, "beheld
bell in harness."
Forty years ago, the moving
of a steamboat by night down the Ohio river,
would have alarmed the whole western world.
Ten years ago, would any man have believed
that he could have talked to the people in
Washington city and get an answer the same
minute? We tliought Franklin, the benefactor
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of the world, when he armed the world with the
lightning rod against the thunder bolts of heaven.
And now we call down the same thunder bolts,
and send them as messengers to every part of
the world. I recollect hearing a dispute between
two Icuoraut men when erecting the posts for
the te1egraph which pusses through Bardstown:
one man said they could talk, on that line, to
the people at Washington city in a minute.
"It
is Dot SO," said the other, "God Almighty keer.s
his lightning to punish sinners, and He Will
never part with it in the world,"
Look at the
history of the world.
Behold the wonderful
growth of the energy of Greece. See what power
was developed in the Roman republic, and sec
how they were degraded the moment, the tyrant
slipped In. What is Greece now? What was
she an hundred years after liberty was driven
from her border? Nothing.
What was she during the palmy days of her republlcanismj-c-the
admiration of the world, and the world was
hardly a match for her in battle, though she covered not ten thousand square miles at most.
What was Rome after she lost her liberty? A
great corrupt mass of the human family. And
}IOW
the mind and the energies of man sunk,
and how they became disordered and des-raded.
Constantine established the christian religion-cit threw itself into the hands of the corrupted
civil authorities and sunk mankind almost to
the level of the brute creation. So much so, that
a handful of naked Arabs, like to have overrun
and conquered all the christian world. They
conquered in Asia, ill Africa, and in Europe,
until the great battle was fought on the plains
of France, and there nothing saved the christian
world, if God had not said to the Huns be
christians and march against the infidels, and
they did march, and after three days hard fighting conquered. 'I'here was no energy or power
at all, and the whole christian world was in a
state of absolute slavery. How was it afterwards? The Saracen power went down. and
the Turkish power stood up. They conquered
the christian world again in Assia and Africa.
They conquered the seat of christianity-c-Oonstantinoplc.
They conquered Greece, 'I'hessaly,
Macedonia, 'I'hrace, the country on both sides of
the Danube, and were on the very point of eonquering Vienna and the whole christian world
in Europe, when the Poles, by the word of God
became christians, and through their king, John
Sobieski, saved it again.
How was it again when Mart,in Luther sprang
up. Religious liberty walked abroad and the
nations of the world improved in all the arts and
sciences of war and civil liberty.
And after
the American revolution started and proclaimed
liberty to mankind, the flame of revolution was
caught in France by the boys who fought here
in our ranks-Lafayette,
Plchegru,
Jourdan,
Bernadotte and others. Liberty was then proclaimed, and how now does it stand over the
world ? We have to a great extent civilLiberty
and religious and political liberty, and what
now is the condition of mankind?
Can the
heathen world ever overrun them again? Never!
We have nothing to fear from the arms of the
heathen world again r Nor will it ever be necessary to convert a heathen nation to save us
again. The christ jan world through the influ-

euce of religions and civil liberty can conquer
ten thousand heathen worlds, let them be no
stronger than it is now. Gentlemen have spoken
of the French convention.
Well God bless the
French nation, the French convention was a
great thing. It was composed of a powerful
set of men, and it struggled and was convulsed
in its effort for liberty.
Their king turned
a~ainst them, and their queen and their uobi lity
did the same. All Europe declared war against
them, and what did the French convention do?
They accepted battle with the whole united
crowned heads of Europe, and in the language
of Danton-o-the gauge of battle was the head of
a king thrown down." Whata noble expression.
And would to Almighty God, the Hungarians
had thrown down as their ~ange of battle the
heads of the tyrants of Austria and Russia, and
they would have roused mankind from one end
of the world to the other. But they have succumbed and I would rather be at this day,
the son of Kossuth, or of any of those who were
beheaded, or who now are in jail, than the sonof
that vile traitor Georgy, who now is basking in
the sunshine of his master's favor. Sir, mankind
is equal to any emergency. When our revolution broke out how was it? Great Britain saidyou have not a man in America who can command a compauy of regulars-you
have no
talents-hut
the moment we struck for independence, a thousand, aye ten thousand showed
themselves on the theatre of action, both in the
cabinet and in the field. Do you think the
Almighty creates men for l?articular purposes?
No, but It is the natural genius of men to resist
slavery and bondage-and
man walked abroad
in his own grandeur and majesty. It was the
occasion that made Washington and all the
generals, and all the statesmen of that day. It
was the occasion that made Massena, who
fought fourteen years in the royal ranks of Louis
XVI, and never knew what energy he had. So it
was with Bernadotte who fought in our ranks.
It was the occasion that made Massena and
Bernadotte, Mirabeau and others. Say to the
people that they are capable of self-government,
and I will warrant you they are able.
It may be said, Hardin you are a demagogue.
I am not, and every body that knows me knows
that I am not. I have looked to the feople for
every thing, in a political way, that
ever received, with scarcely a single exce:rtion, and 80
have you, and you, and you, an you, (pointing to several delegetes.)
We have all looked
to the people. Thank God, I do not know a
man in this house, that has been a solicitor of
power, except at the hands of the people; and I
despise the man, that like a little dog, goes
scratching at the door of power at about the
hom of nine o'clock at night, and by his
scratching gains admission.
I never did that,
and thank God, I do not believe there is one
man in the house 'who has ever done it. ·We
alllook to the people, and we all desire to give
to them the best government that is possible.
Let us at the same time that we give a government to the people, give them one that will be
acceptable to them. There is as much necessity
to give them such a government, as to consult
the wisest maxim"! that Plato could devise. I
know it is difficult to frame a government for
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posterity, but let us give thorn the best one we
call. I want the best constitution.
I come to
yield a great deal to the views of 1.110fl8who may
not agree with me. If I get the elective franchise restored to the people, I shall have gained
a great point. If I get the appointment of the
judge,:; for a limited number of years, and their
Ineligibility,
I shall have gained another great
point, and will take almost any thing after that;
but I am 1101. willing to take this bil l as it now
stands. in all its provisions.
I introduce this
amendment, intending to get something better,
and I hope for that stilL I have nothing to
hope for in the political world, and where a man
hopes for nothing, he has nothing to fear. I
have spoken my honest convictions, the same
that I held two years ago last winter, ill this
hall~the
same that I held in every political
speech I made. 1 do not know that I said the
majority
principle,
but a more practical respousibi lity than the two thirds principle.
I do
not say that my colleague agreed to it; in fact,
I have no recollection what he said; I had as
much to do as I wanted to take care of myself.
But I held this doctrine in the counties of Hardin, Spencer, Marion, Bullit, and Nelson, and
in this hall, therefore, I play no demagogue.
I am sorry that I should in any way, bring
down upon myself the rebuke of the gentleman
from Graves. He is a worthy man, and I am
told, is the brother of one of the fastest friends r
ever had, and one of the finest men I ever knew,
and I should be sorry that he should lock horns
with me; and if he thought that I said I would
not give a cent for the constitution.
it was rather a slip of the tongue than otherwise, and if he
please, I will modify what I said; I will do it
at all events to avoid his opposition.
I have not been in good health as ('very body
knows for a month, and if I could have avoided
making a speech I should have done it, but I
felt bound to do it. I know that I am to be in
a minority, but if I knew there was not one
man in this house, who would vote for it, I
would vote as I shall now; and I beg those gentlemen who think as I do on this subject, to
stand up like men, and maintain their views by
their vote. Three hundred men fought more
than a million at Thermopylre, and let uajlike
the Spartan charging, sing the hymn of battle,
and fight on bravely.
I have but a few days to
live in this world, and it is more my business
to get. ready to die, than any thing else. I will
only mention that I have the authority of Mr.
Jefferson, which is considered high authority,
for this principle of a majority.
He says:
"It has been said that the people are not comr petent elector.'! of judges learned in the law.
'But I do not know that this is true, and if
<doubtful we should follow the principle in this
< as in many other elections,
they would be
'guided by reputation, which would not err ofr tener,
perhaps, than the present mode of ap-poiutment.
In one state of the union, at least,
, it has been long tried, and with the most aatis'factory success.
The judges of Connecticut
'have been chosen by the people every six
• months, for nearly two centuries, and I believe
'there has hardly ever been an instance of change;
• so successful is the curb of incessant responsi"biliby. If prejudice however, derived from a

'monarchial institution, is still to prevail against
'the vital elective principle of our own, and if
'the existing example among ourselves of peri"odical elections. by the people, be still mistrust"ed, let us Dot at least adopt the evil and reject
"the good of the English precedent; let us retain
'a muvabilitv, on the concurrence of the execu"tive and legislative branches, and nomination
'by the executive alone."
This two thirds principle has insinuated itself
into our constitution, but I cannot tell how it
got there. We know that in jury trials it requires a unanimous vote. 'l'his principle was
wrested from the king by the peolle, so far as
it regards the rights of persons.
t is entirely
sui generis and does not belong to this g'0vernmens. The theory of this government IS, that
a majority should govern.
Mr. C. A. WICKLIFFE.
After the able vindication we have just heard, and in C( nsidera.
tion of the length of time we have bern in session, it would scarcely be courteous to this house.
nor would it be doing justice to myself were I
to proceed in my remarks at present. I may desire to do so to-morrow, and for that purpose I
will move that the committee now rise.
The committee accordingly rose, reported progress, and obtained leave to sit again.
'l'he convention then adjourned.

TUESDAY,

OOTOBER

23, 1849.

Prayer by the Rev. Mr. NORTON.
Mr. HARGlS, who has been detained from
the convention for some days by severe indisposition, resumed his seat this morning.
EXEMPTION FRO?! EXECUTION.

Mr. PROCTOR submitted the followiug resolution, which was adopted:
Resolved, That the committee on the legislative department be requested to enquire into the
expediency and propriety of prOViding in the
new constitution, a clause specifying the amount
of property which shall hereafter be exempt
from execution.
COURTS OF

CONCILIATION'.

Mr. IRWIN offered the following resolution:
Resolved, That tribunals of conciliation shall
be established in every county by law; such law
shall be general, and shall be of uniform operation throughout the state.
Mr. IRWIN said he wished thatpropositionto
be referred to the committee on county courts.
He was not satisfied how such a court as was indicated by that resolution would operate; bnt
on an examination of the proceedings of the conventions in the states of New York and New
Jersey, he saw that such 3. proposition was submitted to each of those bodies. The object of
the proposition was to prevent litigation, and he
had no doubt that every gentleman would have
it much at heart to accomplish this. He had
read that in Denmark there were 25,000 law suits
in one year, which after the adoption of these
courts were reduced to 10,000. They have also
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How much more proper 'Would itbe to refer-the
been established in Prussia and France, and, it
was said, with good effect. He was not quite proposition to l\ committee composed of farmers,
sure that these courts would suit this country. whose labor will not be distrusted in their laudeven if they could be carried into effect. It was able attempt to prevent litigation.
Mr. IH.WIN briefly replied.
He was not quite
said, he believed, that the people of the country
could establish arbitrators for themselves, but sure that a committee of farmers could so well
he thought it better to establish such courts in understand this subject as one on which there
each county for the settlement of small disputes were lawyers as distinguished as the gentleman
that might arise. He wished to have this prop- from Todd. He however was Dot particularly
osition referred to the committee on county courts anxious as to the direction which thepro:positiorl
that the convention might/et
the information should take; the only object he had in VIeW bewhich that committee woul be able to furnish. ing to bring it to the attention of the house, beHe would read to the convention an extract from lieving as he did that it was worthy of their ata report made some few years since to the N ew teution.
The motion to refer to the committee on counJersey convention on this subject:
"In each town or precinct, two persons are ty courts was negatived, and the proposition was
• chosen by the people, who sit one Jay in each referred to a select committee, consisting of
Messrs. Irwin, Boyd, Gholson, Dudley, and
'week, for the receiving of complaints, issuing
• summonses for the appearance of parties at the White.
OOUltT OF APPEALS.
'next regular day of meeting, and for hearing the
The convention then again resolved itself into
• parties already summoned.
'I'he courte sit with
"closed doors. and none but the parties them- committee of the whole, on the report of the
'selves, or their special attorneys, are J?crmitted committee on the court of appeale.Mr. HUSTON
'to be present.
The duty of the court IS to hear in the chair.
Mr. 'VICKLIFFE.
This debate was com'the complaints and reply to the parties, and to
'endeavor to induce them to adjust.their difficul- menced on the amendment of my colleague, pre'ties amicably.
As an absolute rule, nothing senting to the consideration of the committee a
'that passes in the court is divulged by the mem- single question, but one which, in my humble
"bers of it, and is forbidden as evidence ill the judgment, is of vast importance and magnitude
"courts of law. Should the attempt, for reC011- as connected with our deliberations and the du"ciliution fail, the court grants to each of the par- ties before us.
The question, sir, is a proposition that the
'ties a certificate stating that they had appeared,
'but did not reconcile their differences.
'l'hose judges of the appellate court, and of consequence
• certificates are required by the courts of law. in all other officers from the governor down to a
constable, to use the language of my colleague,
'order to oblige parties to seek reconciliation.
"The fee of this proceeding is very trifling, shall be subject to be removed from office by an
, and is paid by one or both of the parties, as address of a majority of each house of the legislature.
< may be decided by the reconciliating
judges.
The proposition, sir, is at war with the opin"lour committee SUppOSIJ,that it is unnecesions that I have entertained ever since I had a
"eery for them to say any thing in recommends"tion of a tribunal so simple in its formation and knowledge of the theory and practice of my
, so evidently useful, but they cannot refrain from lSovernment. Coming from the quarter whence
'calling the att-ention of the convention to the It did, I confess it struck me with more than or'factof the numberless cases which are subjects dinary surprise. It is a proposition, sir, which
'of lengthy, expensive and vexatious law suits, has for its purpose the inevitable effect of plac"which have their origin in trifling differences ing the two departments, the executive and ju'between neighbors and friends, and which the diciary, of this government at the will and mer, amicable agency of a third party could recon- cy of a legislative majority, congregated in this
ball for the purposes of legislation under the
"cile and put forever at rest."
proposition
He then continued to say, that he knew but provisioue of tlie constitution-a
little of the effect the adoption of such a provis- which, if adopted, makes the legislature what
is to that goYernion would have; he had merely desired to call to the British Parliament
it the atteution of the convention, for if the ob- mcnt-c-orunipotent-c-end produces necessarily a
concentration
of
all
power
directly and indiject was to prevent litigation, it was certainly an
reedy in one department of government--the
object worthy of attention.
popular branch. This proposition, announced
Mr. BRISTOW said, however highly he apwith such confidence in its propriety, accompapreciateJ the object of the gentleman from Lo- nied by such an appeal from the source whence
gan, as manifested iu the resolution, and howev- it came, was not in itself calculated to quiet the
er desirous he was to carry out that object, he apprehensions I had.
must protest against the reference J?roposed. He
We were told that he had been anticipating the
could euggestanotherrcjereuce
which he thought
question which was then before the house; that
would be more appropriate than the commit.tee he had looked for it, and turning with emphatic
of which he was the ehuirmnn, which was prinexpression and authoritative tone, he appealed
cipally composed of lawyers, and of w110m it to tile delegates of this convention who were
might be Raid, although they might profess a the real advocates of constitutional
reform, to
great desire to produce peaee and harmony rally under his banner on this principle, as the one
throughout the borders of this great common- great principle upon which he intended to make
wealth, that
battle in this house, declaring-and
he is so re"When self the wavering balance shake,
Its rarely right adjusted."

ported-that
constitution

if it were not incorporated in the
which we are about to make, he
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would not give a ninepence for the constitution. if such a band have enrolled themselves under
My friend from Graves, who addressed the house his banner, take heed, be cautious that you are
yesterday, misquoted him when be said one not led to make war, before you are done, on

YO\lrown principles, and your own best intereata,
and the best interests of the state. We came
here to make a constitution such as theleople
of Kentucky can live prosperously
an
happy under, and such as they will be satisfied
with when it passes from our hands; and, sir,
I can say to the gentleman, that his warning
voice to the advocates of reform in this house,
for whatever purpose intended, did not strike
on my ear as necessary. \Va were told that there
were enemies of reform at work, and those of us
law, but more especially, related as we are, be- who desired constitutional reform, should take
in~ the representatives of ODe of the counties in care whom. they trusted and with whom they
this commonwealth.
He undertakes to speak acted, and he gave IHl the biographical illustrafor the county of Nelson, and presumes, and I tion of the life and profession of Burke, the man
have no doubt believes, that he speaks truly who made his Ii ving by killing his friends with
Did he mean that there were polititheir opinions on this subject.
Differing with kindness.
cal Burkere in this house, professin~ to be in fahim, not only in the soundness of the principle,
but in fact ill reference to the opinions of the vor of reform, but in reality designing to defeat
people of Nelson, I should be recreant to them the veJ"Ypurpose for which this convention was
and unjust to myself if I did not take issue with called? And I suppose by tnterence tbat we are
him, both in reference to the principle itself and to understand that the article on the organization of the court of appeals emanated from a
the fact on which he acts.
Sir, the question of the mode and manner ill college of Burkere, and that it was designed by
which a judge shall be removed from office, after that committee so to operate in its provisions,
he shall have been elected by the people, was as to defeat the object which the people had in
department
of the
not a subject of discussion
in that canvass. reference to the Judiciary
to-wit,
election by the popular
However much I desired the honor of represent- government,
ing that county on this floor, and however much voice, and limitation of the term of office, and
I feel honored by the confidence of the people of return to the elective power, and what I think
is a necessary corollary, a constitutional g\laranthat county, a majority of them being politically
opposed to me on other questions, had the ques- tee and safe guard, and wall of defence thrown
taon been presented in discussion, whether we around them wh ile in the exercise of that office,
should incorporate a provision into the new con- that will enable them fairly, boldly, and indestitution, by which to place the judiciary de- pendently to discharge their duties, without the
of being dragged to the
partment Within the power of both brandies of constant apprehension
the lel:lislature; from whatever source such a house of parliament in this state, and their inproposition
might have come; I would have dependence sacrificed at the will of a bare rnastaked Illy political existence on the issue before jority. These were the purposes, so far as I unthe people, and would have risked that question derstand, the people desired in reference to the
judiciary department.
But it seems that, weary
with the most entire confidence as to the result.
I regret that under the circumstances,
the of this principle, made perhaps a little sick of rt,
of the judgment of this
question was not made, for if I know myself I by the manifestation
desire to make a constitution, not for the present house against it, if not by his own recollections
of
his
past
history
and
opinions on this quesgeneration alone, but for those who come after
us. I would not consent to be the representa- tion, he has surrendered the question, suffered a
tive of a people, and engraft into their organic non-suit and made an onslaugbton the whole bill
I must be pardoned while I delaw a principle of self-destruction
of the very on this motion.
liberty and independence of a co-ordinate branch vote a portion of the time which I had assigned
of this government.
Other agents should have to this discussion to vindicate the bill, upon the
pointe indicated yesterday,
from the assaults
been employed.
My worthy and respected colleague is adroit which have been made and arc threatened to be
in debate, powerful ill purpose, and always has made, before 1 progress further in the discussion
one when he acts. I have Known him long and of the immediate question before the committee.
Sir, my colleague has notified us that he obtried him often in forensic debate in professional
jects to four judges for the appellate court, and
life, and it has sometimes fallen to my good fordeclares
that it is unparalleled, save in a new
tune to be Oil the right-side against him. When
court, organized in 1824. If hie recollection is
beaten upon oue point he retreated with great
skill and assailed me upon another.
Conscious as much at fault in some of the facts and histhat the principle he has advanced cannot be torical incidents he so eloquently pr~se~ted to
sustained by the enlightened judgment of this us yesterday, as in that, I am rather incl ined to
house, yielding the question that he stands in a think it would be difficult for any member to
most woful minority, he consoles himself that beat him, in the language of a countryman of
In 1801 the appellate
his proposition was to feel the pulse of the mine. in arguing history.
house, and having done so, he has drawn around court was constituted of four judges. It so remained till 1813, when, upon the demise of one
him a Spartan band, as he calls it, to rally unpassed a law deder his banner in the future operations in fram- of the judges, the legislature
in" thi$ C' ....... "w-\1tioJ}-. I would say to this band, claring that thereafter it should consist of three

cent; that is less than he said he would give for
it.
I attempted. sir, upon the introduction of that
amendment, to present in brief the views which
influenced the committee in so organizing the
article as you have it from the report. I have,
perhaps, in part to vindicate that committee
again to-day; but what I shall say will be rather
in vindication of my own opinions.
It is at all
times unpleasant to me to differ with my honorable colleague upon questions of constitutional
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judges.

I Deed not name the eminent men who principal

filled that court during that time.
And during
all that period of twelve years, the case which
he put yesterday as an objection to four judges,
to wit, the two cases decided differently by two
circuit judges, and both affirmed by a divided
court of appeals, did not occur, and perhaps
never will.
To answer that objection, for a
ainglemoment
as I pass-docs
my honorable colleague know that where a case should be confirmed by a divided court, that it stands as the
decision and precedent of the appellate court
and governs not only the court below, hut all
the other courts until it shall be otherwise
decided. And should the case come up, that he
alludes to, of a different decision to the circuit
judge, the appellate court is bound by the pre·
cedent of the first decision.
It is putting a case
that has not happened in the history of twelve
years of our appellate jurisprudence.
It is putting a case that has not happened in the history
of the jurisprudence
of any of the other states
whose appellate
courts are constituted
of an
even number of judges, and most of the eppellate courts of our sister states are composed of
the number four. It is putting a case calculated
to scare a skeptical mind more than to enlighten
a reasoning mind.
Why' did the committee propose to organize this tnbunal of four judges, to
stand as long as this constitution shall stand, if
we make one? I appeal to the lawyers, who
are in the habit of practising in that court, on
my left and on my nght-I
appeal t.o every man
who has attended that tribunal for the last eight
or ten years-if
the judges have not been so
overburdened
and overwhelmed with labor as
to be almost forced to retire from the bench.
The answer is uniform and without a dissenting
'Voice, that there is more than three men can do
with dispatch
and accuracy;
the labors
are
greater than it is possible for them to perform to
the satisfaction of themselves and the community. Looking forward to an increase of populanon and business in this commonwealth,
conjecturing and hoping that our constitution
shall
be such, at least, that it shall endure for the
period that our present constitution has endured
-fifty years-what
will be the increase of popu·
lation and business
in the commonwealth
of
Kentucky?
And is it too much to ask, in the
formation of the court that the tribunal shall be
composed of the number of four judges?
Illdeed, some of the members of the committeealthough it is not altogether
parliamentary
to
speak of the individual
opinions of the membel'S of a committee-s-were anxious to engraft in
the constitution the provision that the Iegislature shall have the power of increasing
that
number if the public exigency should require it.
More, however, upon this subject, when the
gentleman's proposition comes up to reduce the
number of these judges;
and then it will be
proper for me to call upon some of my able assocrates in the committee to vindicate theirs as
well as my own judgment upon it.
But the gentleman admonishes us- he is also
against the principle of re-eligibility
in office of
the judges of the court of arpeals as well as all
the other judges, and he invites his spartan band
to come up to his rescue, and stand by him upon
tha.t question.
I fancy that he will find the
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portion of tnat force disinclined
to
follow him in tl1.is movement at least.
I listened with ~eat pleasure, as I always do,
to the able and lllgenlOus argument that my
friend fl'OO1Fleming incidentally
introduced on
this subject, and I could not see, sir, with every
desire to be convinced, if I was wrong upon this
question,
and I know there is no gentleman
more able to convince me than he-I listened to
him and I did not hear an argument
from him
upon the subject of a judicial officer; with all
due deference and respect, that did not strike at
the very principle of electing the judges by thepeople.
His argument was, that there were two
great parties in. this state, mud there necessarily
always would be, "Which were nearly equally
balanced.
He chose to give them their appropriate names, whig and democrat, or some other
name that may hereafter spring up. In either
party there were sound portions of the community competent
and capable of exercising
the
elective franchise with freedom and judgment.
Bnt that there existed in this community
also
another power which he represented as floating
to one side or the other, as appliances, corrup~
tiona, blandishments,
or allurements, might be
able to turn it. That it had always and would
always control our popular
elections, and that
the judge necessarily would court that portion
or the population which he described as not
properly entitled, and who ought not to be allowed, to exercise the elehive franchise in thechoice of the judicial, or any other officers.
'Ve again hear on the otber side, from another
quarter, that instead of courting that portion or
the people the judge would be influenced by the
powerful and wealthy within his district.
It
was
emphatically
asked, if a powerful and
wealthy family is involved in a contest in his
district, either by crime, or in litigation, whether you could find a man to stand tip and administer justice in the face of such a power?
It is
utterly impossible, says the gentleman.
Yetthe
same gentleman tells us when he declares his opposition to the mode of balloting,
reported by
the committee, that he cannot believe that any
judge could be found 'Weak and wicked enough
to be influenced in the exercise of his official duties, and controlled and diverted from the line of
justice and probity, because one or the other of
the litigants may have voted for or against him.
The inconsistencies
in that line of argument I
will not stop to point out.
What is this principle of re-eligibility
t You
have seen the action of other state governments
and their constitutions,
in which they have declared that after a given age no incumbent shall
be re-eliglble, or continued
on the bench.
In
New York, I believe, the age of 60 or 65 drove
frOID her bench a chancellor Kent and a Sfencer,
men whose mental capacity and ~reat lega learning made them shining lig-hts III the history of
American jurisprudence,
not only while iu commission, but for some twenty years after they
were supposed to be incompetent to administer
justice and decide the questions of
submitted to them by their fellow-cit.iaena.
'I'hat state
became satisfied that this sY!item of ostracism
was wrong; that to provide by legi!?lll.tiYe enactment, when human intellect should fail, was
unwise, and they abandoned it. In all the
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testimony as conclusive evidence on the subforts of the states to return the power of appointing the judges, either directly to the people, or in ject.
I am ill favor of the election of the judge
a less popular form to the legislative branch of
the government, there is not a single instance, because, feeling his responsibility to the people,
nor do the records of any of their journals or de- he has a conscious pride about him-he feels 3.
and he knows that the
bates, so far as they have fallen under m:r exam- spirit of independence,
is such, that if he
ination, show that a single man had indicated a justice of this community
turns
to
the
right
or
to
the left, if he should
desire to render a jud9'e ineligible after the oxpikick
the
beam
of
justice
in
favor of the rich or
ration of his term. Kentucky statesmen are the
enough in the
first to maintain that such a principle is necessa- the poor, there is discrimination
ry to preserve the purityofthe
jud!Ge. Convince commmnity to know it. There is no officer in
care not what he may be
me that it is dangerous to the punty of our ju~ this commonwcalth-I
is watched with more vigilance,
risprudence that the judge elected by the peo- called-who
ple should, because of the confidence which he more scrutiny by the public at large, than the
may have created by his good conduct and pre- judges in the courts of original jurisdiction.
eminent qualifications, and because the purity of Sir, when a judge enters upon the discharge of
his conduct on the bench has commanded the the duties confided to him by the people of the
IlI~'knows
respect and confidence of all who have been state, he knows his responsibility,
called to his court-c-convince me that such con- that, to secure the good opinion the people entertained
of
him,
when
they
placed
him
there,
fidence shall operate to disqualify a. man and to
deprive the state or district of his services, and he must strike for justice, to use a common
I fall back to the old principle of appoinment, or phrase; and when the people see that he does
some other mode.
Sir, it 1S to charge upon the so, they will sustain him. But when they see
people, not in so many words, but by implica- the miserable tool of power, the instrument of
tion, a want of capacity to discriminate
in the fear, they abandon him. There is no necessity
choice of their officers between the good and the therefore, for inserting in the constitution the
I put
bad. It is telling them, you are incapable of de- provision that he shall not be re-eligible.
termining on the character of your judicial offi- it to my colleague whether we shall go further in
this
business
than
our
sister
states
have
gone'l
cers, whose official conduct is day in and day
lest some
out exposed to the scrutiny, the vigilance, aye Shall we manifest an apprehension
sir, the keen eye of the advocate in his court. one elected by the people should become corYou are not capable of determining
or deciding rupt, and acting from improper motives, should
when a man is influenced by improper or COl'· discharge the duties confided to Lim improperWhy, I ask yon sir, 'when
rupt motives, and you shall not be permitted to ly? I trust not.
re-elect him, though he may have commended the judge has been elected by the people, and
himself for all the decorum, all the probity, all he has served his six years, or if you please, his
the integrity, all the justice, and all the firmness four years, or eight years, whichever roay be
that can endear a judge to a state, or to a district. fixed, and the peuple are satisfied with him, and
We will incorporate into your organic law a are anxious to retain him, when there is no betprovision taking from you the privilege of call- tel' man in the district, to whom they can conmg upon him again as your public servant up- fide these high, and honorable, aod important
I ask you, will you deprive the
on the bench of the appellate or district court. trusts-why,
of calling to their
It is telling the people they are without discre- people of the opportunity
tion, and without capacity thus to select for aid, the man who has given such universal sntthemselves, and to determine, when they witness isfaction'i Why disqualify a man in the prime
the conduct of' a man ur,on the bench, whether of life? And sir, this is not all. If my honorhe be corrupt or pure.
I'hc great argument with able colleague should carry out the intimation
me in surrendering the opinions formed in the he has given, that the term of eight years is too
law school, or the library, those principles which long in the appellate court-s-that six years is too
four years
all students imbibe from the eulogy which 101l~a term for the circuit court-and
Blackstone has pronounced on the judicial de- too long for the county court, and should come
down
as
low
as
some
art:
disposed
to
come,
(but
partment of England, and his opinions as to the
tenure of the judicial office, the necessity of the I will take it at the period at which I underindependence of the judges, and the policy of stand his committee has fixed upon as the term
years) I ask
removing their appointment
as far as ,Possible of service for the circuit judge-!iix
from the excitemeuts aud turmoil of pol itical con- you sir, with his principle of ineligibility enask him sir, of
flicts, wac; my confidence in the capacity and in- grafted upon the constitution-I
tegrity of the people to select their own officers. what materials will his court be composed?
I deeire to give to the people the power of select- Will he tell me that he will secure the services
I appeal to every member
iug judicial officers, believing they had the ca. of enpable lawyers?
appeal to my honorable colpectty, the discretion, and from the deep and in this house-1
league
himself.
Go
home
and look abroad in
abiding interest they had involved, that they
me of a lawyer whose
would make a selection better than any other in- your own district-tell
me of a lawyer
termediate agency which I can devise myself, or practice is worth followiug-tell
which others call devise.
I have seen a reason who is willing, for the sake of the elevation to
for this, that all will acknowlege, in the exercise the bench. to abandon his practice, with a conrestriction upon him tha.t when he
of the executive "(lower of appointment
of all stitutional
his practice and elithe officers.
I Will not stop to quarrel with has served six years-when
them or point them out. They are remembered. ents are gone, his habits of life changed, he is
And, as my worthy colleague was, at one time, to go back to the practice of law. Tell me of a
part and parcel of the executive, I take his lawyer who is fit to go on the bench-1 speak in
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reference to his capacity-who
would accept the ny to a suitor of the county of Hickman the
promotion?
It is true of the profession that the privilege of having his cause revised bl holding
larger portion of them work hard, live well, and the court at so great a distance that his counsel
die poor. :r>,TO man sir, who has attained the ne- may not be able to follow the cause? Is public
cessary standing in his profession, and is of the justice served by denying to suitors who reside
age proposed in this :provision, would be willing at a distance the privilege of having their cases
to surrender his r.ractlce and the means of sup- revised in the appellate court, when in the opinport for his family, for the tenure of six years, ion of the counsel justice has not been done?
with the glorious privile;e of being disqualified
I said, sir, that this business of dividing the
for the judgeship thereafter, and of being com- labor of this court is not one that is new in this
pelled to turn to the practice of law for the sup- commonwealth.
I have not the time, sir, nor is
port of the family that is dependent on his exer- it necessary that I should look up the various
tions. No, sir.uo.
Your judiciary, under such bills that have been, from time to time, before
a system, would be composed of old, broken the legislature in reference to this subject, and
down lawyers, who never did much good for defeated in their passage by beinc pronounced
themselves, or young ones who have been fol- unconstitutional.
I find that in ]8"16 the subject
lowing the profession all their lives and have was before the legislature, and it was proposed,
not overtaken it. Besides, I would as soon I think, to hold the court at three or four points
think, myself, of leasing a farm to a tenant for in the state; and that I may do justice to gentlesix years, telling him that he should no longer men who thought then as I think now, I will
occupy it; and telling him, also, that he should
read the names of those who voted for the bill.
not be accountable for waste during the time.They are " Messrs, Buckner, Breathitt, BeauWhat would be the practice of a judge under < champ, Craig, Cotton, Coffee, Cosby, Dellersuch a tenure of office? Tell him that he must 'hide,
Emerson,
Flournoy,
Fergus, Forrest,
go back at the end of the term, for a living, to < Goode, Hughes, Hornbeck, Hart, Hubbard,
the practice of the profession, and for the last two < Harrison, Letcher, Mills, Moorman, McMahan,
or three years of his judicial. life he would be < Metcalfe, Mculanahan,
Patton, Rennick, Roblike the tenant who is not responsible for waste. "inson, Reeves, Rowan, P. Thompson, Ward,
The one would leave the briars growing in the < \Virt, Wall, Yantis, and Yates."
Among-them
corners of the fences, and the other would leave are names of sreat weight, men of great politithe docket overflowing
with causes.
That cal influence, lawyers eminent for their talent.'>.
would be the effect of your system of disqualifiI could go to the journals and SIlOW you, year
cation.
after year, men who were voting for this propoSomething was said sir, by my honorable col- sition, and demanding it as an act of justice to
league yesterday about districting the court of the extremes of this commonwealth.
appeals-and
I regret exceedingly that he had
Looking, sir, to the questions that below" to
not reserved himself till we had got clear of this the bill further on, especially the mode of eYectmotion.
To use his own language,hewas might- ing these judges by ballot, or by viva voce, ind iily opposed to this system of branching the vidually I care not one farthing what may be the
court of appeals.
I care not by what name you decision of this house in regard to the mode in
term it, the proposition is, that the court of ap- which the votes shall be cast. I do not doubt
peals shall hold its sessions in four districts, at the gentleman himself possesses the indepensuch times and place.'! as shall be provided by dence to look boldly at the judge whilst voting
the legislature.
Is this a new question in this against him. He is not prohibited from doing
state? No, sir. Long and often has a large por- so; but sir, there are others who may not have
tion of this commonwealth demanded that the been blest with tbat spirit.
The object of the
court of appeals-to
use a common phrasecommittee was to give the voter the privilege of
shall rusticate; shall hold their sessions at dif- voting with perfect freedom. As I remarked
ferent points in this commonwealth,
thereby to the other day, a majority of the states in this
destroy the tendency to centralization-to
bring union have adopted the ballot system in all their
the administration of justice nearer to the resi- elections.
Leaid that the reason why they adoptdences of the suitors.
ed it in many of the states in reference to the
My colleague says it will have a tendency to election of manv of their officers, did not, and I
incrensa litigation.
I am not prepared sir, to hope never will, exist in our commonwealth._
say that it will or will not. I am much inclined
I allude to the crowded and dependent populato believe that it will not have that tendency, be- tion, such as they have in lDany of their towns
cause if we are successful in giving to the peo- and cities.
ple of this commonwealth a good, intelligent,
But to return to the question immediately beindependent tribunal of original jurisdiction, it fore the committee, I will endeavor to meet the
will tend greatly to lessen the necessity for an argument which I understand to be the only one
appellate court. Give us a court that the bar that has been presented, that the impeaching
ana the country will have confidence in-that
is, power, and the power to drive these officers out
a court which tries the case originally,
and the of commission "by the voice of two thirds of
suitor be content to abide the result.
It is, sir, each branch of the le-gislature, is inoperative, is
because our tribunals
of original jurisdiction
not efficient, and cannot be used either to keep
are so constituted that neither the bar nor the the officer in order, or to punish him when he
community, in many parts of the state, have has violated his dutr- as a public officer, And
confidence in their decisions, that the business sir, I regret exceedingly tliat my worthy and
in the appellate
eourt has been increasing for honorable colleague in drawing upon his memothe last fifteen years.
But admitting that it has ry for instances to illustrate this position, had
a tendency to increase the business, shall we de- not called to his mind the admonition which I
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think is llecesS\\ry to be observed. in all our in- by the names of the men whose votes I find reo
corded as declaring Judge Chase 1I0t guilty or
tercourse: «de mortuie nil decit sic misi bonum."
He, sir, introduced as an illustration,
the the charges preferred against him, I have heard
memerable assault made 011 the secretary of the him loud nnd eloquent in his encomiums upon
treasury, Alexander J. Dallas, by the fec1eraJ.i,;ts the individual, his patriotism, illtelli~ence, puband anti-war party of 1812, growing out of his lic virtue, his fitness for the high station of Presoperations as secretary of the treasury, in regard ident of the United States, whose name stands
to a loan authorized by act of congress. Sir, recorded first among those who voted not guilty
who was Alexander J. Dallas?
No man of his upon every charge against Judge Chase. That
age or day was more revered or more highly re- individual wasJ ohn Quincy Adams. Yet sir, my
spected and esteemed by his aseeciates, by these worthy colleague would have elevated this gentleman to the highest office in this government,
who knew Jb.im and had familiar intercourse
with him, ill his social and political relations. considering him worthy of the confidence of
1 could give you other distinguishHis memory .. his name, his virtues, his social this nation.
qualities, are held in veneration
by those who ed names sir, names of individuals in whom my
knew him. 'Sir, those of his descendants
and honorable colleague professed to have unlimited
'representatives who new live, and the represen- confidence, who nevertheless voted not guilty
tatives of his gallunt son, who sacrificed his life upon the charges preferred against Judge Obese.
in the cause of his country, are ta have the morti . I could give you the name of one of the distinflcatiom of reading iu the debates of this con- guished senators of Kentucky, formerly a resivention, recorded ,..nd perpetuated for all time, dent and revered citizen of this town, who,
that their .father was ~uiTty of swindling the though acting with the republican party of that
government, when .acung .as secretary
of the day, was compelled to record his vote against a.
treasury amid the struggles 'and differences be- majority of the charges contained in the indicttween the federal and the war party in 1812. ment.
And what was this charge? Without going
I stop Dot to investigate tltat transaction; but
Judge Chase had decided that
waten investigated, it will be found that :h-'fr.into particulars,
Dallas was free from all blame. He could not it was treason against the government to resist.
afterwards have lived and died, beloved and re- by an armed force, the execution of a statute of
the United States.
Iredell, hie predecessor.
spected as he was threugh011t the commonwealth
of Pennsylvania and the United States, had he Judge Peters, and Judge Patterson, decided the
When the gentlf'man comes to
been guilty of swindling the government.
I same question.
examine with care and attention the whole case,
had not the pleasure of a personal uequaintance
together
with
the
judgment
of the court, I think
with hinr.. but I have Ieng had an intimate acquaintance witih his distinguished son, tbe late he will arrive at the same conclusiou to which
Vice-President of the Uaited States. It is the my mind has been brought, that the senate of
regard I have for the high reputation of the de- the United States could not have decided otherceased, that I feel called upon to say, that there wise.
He has been pleased to allude to the case of
if; at least one man in the convention, who is not
preJ?ared to take the assaults of the federalists Judge Peck, with which my name is associated
It is true the house of
against that distinguished
gentleman as true, as one of the managers.
without proof from the record. I have uo doubt representatives voted an impeachment in that
my colleague believed wilat the clerk told him, case. The charge was, that he had punished a.
but the allegation that Mr. Dallas swindled the lawyer for contempt, because the lawyer had
'I'he
$overnment out of this money cannot be true. It criticised his opinion in the newspapers.
house thought that it was an improper exercise
IS impossible that it can be true.
As another illustration
of the inefficiency of of power, the offence not having been committhis power, my colleague gave us a graphic de- ted in court; that it did not properly belong to a
scription of the personal appearance of those judge tOlunish for contempt where the contempt
in something written or said out of
federalists, who sustained Judge Chase on the cousiste
occasion of his trial, and my colleague was so court. 'I'he senate thought otherwise; that is,
emphatic that he not only denounced the judge they thought there was nothing of corruption in
The judge was acbut he denounced his triers also. I had thought the exercise of the power.
that the public judgment upon the exciting ques- quitted, but I believe it improved his manners
tions which arose out of the memorable contests as a judge. This case led to the passage of an
of 1801 had become settled, and that those ex- act of Congress defining what should conaticitements had passed away when the actors in tute a contempt of court.
The gentleman has referred to tbe case in the
those scenes had paid the last debt of nature,
and the public mind had been brought to bear county of Carter as evidence that this power of
impartially upon the subject.
I had thought impeachment, or address, has fallen as a dead
that there was at this day but one opinion in letter upon the statute book. Are we to be told
reference to the decision in the case of Judge that because I can point you to a case where a
Chase, n;nd I wil~ vell~u:e to .say that the l?eI~tle- notorious criminal has escaped public justice,
man, WIth all hie ability, If he take his JUry by the iml?roper conduct of a judge, or by a.
from this house, and l?roduce all the evidence he mi!!cOnceptlOn on the part of the jury, or a peris ca,Pable of producmg, would not be able to version of the facts, that we are therefore to
obtam a reversal of the decision in that case. abandon the ancient mode of trial by jury?
Sir, if his triers, the senators of the United Because all criminals have not been convicted
States, desf>Tvethe condemnation which my hon- shall we go back and take up tbis invention.
orable colleague gave them yest€rday, r think which I see emanating from a law sho\, in Louisthe statement at least ought to be accompanied ville, that upon the trial of a. crimina, the eom-
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monwealth shall have the right to challenge as
manl' jurors a" the criminal, and that the jury
shal consist of seven? Are we to abandon our
time-honored system because Judge Chase, or the
Carter magistrate, has escaped? 1 trust not.
Let us come sir, to our own state and see how
this thing has operated. Has this power never
bean invoked efficiently OIl OUf judicial bench?
I entered public life as a member of the legislature, (1 am almost ashamed to acknowledge it

as long ago as 1812,) and one of the first acts
that attracted my attention was a charge brought
against an associate judge of the county of
Nicholas. The charge was that he was an alien,
and the proof was that he had been some twenty years in the United State", but had Dot taken
the oath of allegiance; and further, that he had
declared himself delighted with the result of a
conflict that had taken place, in which the British were victorious in 1812. The result was,
the legislature broke him by the unanimous vote,
I believe, of both houses. I could give you numerous instances where officers of the government have been removed by the legislature.
It
is true, attempts have been made to remove judges
by address, and have failed, but I call npon my
colleague, and upon the gentleman from Fayette,
his lieutenant, I suppose, in his Spartan band,
to point out to me a case where a judge has
been brought before the legislature for a moral delinquency or misdemeanor in office where
there was a failure to remove the judge when
he ought to be removed. I will pause if my
colleague will name a case; my own memory
does not furnish me with one. I remember very
well the case of judge Clarke. He was attempted to be removed und ..r the two-thirds rule,
and the attempt failed. Yet sir, there was a majority in both houses in favor of his removal.
and, but for this principle of requiring twothirds, that worthy man, that able jurist and
statesman, would have shared the fate, which
many a jud(5e will meet, if my friend should
succeed in his proposition, to engraft the mejortty principle in the constitution.
I must be allowed by the committee to disinter the facts connected with this case from the buried rubbish
of your library, aud place them once more in
bold relief before' the people of Kentucky, that
they may understand what would be the effect
of my colleague's proposition if he should be
able to engraft it in the constitution.
In 1822 we had in Kentucky a set of politicians, most of whom have passed from the stage
of life. whose residences were around the Athens
of Kentucky.
'I'hey were called and familiarly
known throughout the commonwealth in those
days as the Lexington junto. They assumed
to control the will of the legislature.
Judce
Clarke, in the Bonrbon circuit court, was call~d
upon to quash a replevin bond. He quashed
the bond on the ground that the law was 11Uconstitutional and void. I think the opinion
was given 011 Tuesday or Wednesday evening,
and on Friday night there came an avalanche
from Lexington, with a copy of the judge's opinion taken from the newspapers. The next morning, being Saturday, as soon as we met. a gentleman, who is now no more, who was not behind my honorable colleague in his power of
appealing to the passions and prejudices and ex-

citements of the people, thought it necessary
to call forth public indignation agaiust an unoffending officer, came into the house and moved
the appointment of a committee not to inquire into the guilt of the individual, not to inquire into
the merits of the case, but to report an address
to the governor requiring his (lismissal from office, for no other offence than that of deciding a
law to be unconstitutional.
I happened to be a
member of the committee. Such was the indecent haste, not having time to sit on Saturdal
night, for the session of the house lasted until
nearly the hour of midnight, I was summoned
on the Sabbath day, sir, to meet in a member's
room to take the subject into consideration.
I
well remember the room and its furniture and
its inmates. There was a bed two chairs and a
jug of whisky.
I tried then to procure a summons to be sent to Judge Clarke, or a letter .inviting him to appear before the committee. A
few others with myself attempted with all our
persuasive powers, or rather with imploring so~
licitude, to preserve at least the appearance of
justice in our proceedings, and to have the judge
before the committee. It was denied. The report was made to the house requiring the governor to remove him. We again, for some six
hours, continued to solicit the tribunal for a summons. requiring the attendance of Judge Clarke
before the bar of the house to answer to the
charge, and as a mere act of grace and mercy,
at the close of the day, an order was made for
process against him. The officer found him engaged in the trial of two persons indicted for
murder. The jury had just found the men guilty, and the jlld&e was dragged from his court,
leaving the verdict unconfirmed. and before the
ensuing term the convicts broke jail and escaped
justice. Now here are the proceedings in the
case of Judge Clarke, and here is an exemplification of the glorious provision of my friend.
Here is a large majority, sir, lacking but two
votes of being two thirds, prepared to dismiss a
judicial officer,for no other offence than deciding
an act of the legislature unconstitutional.
And
sir, I beg you to bring your mind down and follow the history of the man to his grave, and tell
me what was the judgment of the country upon
that man so long as he Jived. He afterwards
filled a seat in congress as long as he chose. He
was once a judge of your appellate bench: he
was elected by the people of this commonwealth
its chief magistrate; I believe, in purity and
virtue, he may have had equals, but no superior in Kentucky.
And it is to avoid scenes of
this kind that I wish to guard the judiciary department.
My colleague, in his impassioned
and glowing e.loq,uence, $"uve us the causes
which led the legislature mto the adoption of
the relief system, and the violation of the constitution, and the temporary prostrei.lon of the
appellate court. He is of opinion the like cause ..
will never exist; that the execution laws of the
state now ~rotect the debtors' property against
sacrifice. Sir, these laws are ruuteble; may be
swept from yonr statute book, and I do not wish
to leave the judiciary to the discretion of a bare
majority oftne Ieglsluture.
I want the judiciary
to act as a check and balance upon the other two
departments of the government. I wish not to
lot the judge depend for his continuance in office,
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upon the mere will and r.leasul'e of a majority
of either branch of the egisluture, or of both
together.
Sir, I will not take the trouble, nor detain the
committee, by reading the proceedings and votes
of the house in the case of judge Clarke. But 1
shall request the reporter to append them to the
remarks I make, not for anYfurpose
of mlown,
but as a part of the history uf the case.
want
my constituents to see and know what will be
the effect of placlug the judiciary at the will and
pleasure of the popular branch of the government. I want tflCIIl to draw a lesson from the
eXRericnceof the past.
Si r, my colleague referred to the reforms in the
judicial department in our mother country.
I
admit that the revolution brought about a great
reformation in favor of English liberty when they
changed the tenure of judicial office. When they
did that sir, however, claiming to be omnipotent,
the parliament retained in their hands the power
of rt:lmovin~ the judges by address. Is that all
sir? No. I'he concurrence of his majesty, the
king, is necessary, besides the concurrence of a
majority of parliament.
Our ancestor», however, benefitted by experience, improved upon
the English system. In order to better it and to
secure American liberty, and the independence of
the American government, they carried it yet
further, and provided, as I think, in almost every American constitution,
certain safe guards
which were thrown around the judicial department of the government, which we claim shall
be thrown around our judicial department in
Kentucky.
They did not leave to the will of a
bare majority of the legislative department, the
power of destroying the independence of the judiciary department.
They accordingly incorporated tuto the American system, these further improvements upon the British system. They \)1'0vided that the judiciary should not be coutro led
by the will of a majority; but for misdemeanors
in office, they require higher evidence than the
dictum of a popular majority before they shall
be removed.
My worthy colleague brought himself to the
conclusion yesterday, that there is very little
difference between us, and by figures he attempted to prove that there is very little difference between a majority of the house and a vote
of two third». I will not stop to work out that
problem.
I think there is, however, some dif
Ierence. What has been the effect of this attempt
to get clear of the judges by a popular vote of the
house of representatives and the senate? I might
call your attention to the attempt to get rid of
jud!$'€Robbins, and I believe the main charge
against him was, that he refused to appoint the
son of a man, who had resigned his office, to a
clerkship.
But let us examine a little into our
own history in reference to this attempt to put
down the judiciary.
I will not go abroad for
precedents or opinions.
I will refer to many instances in our own history and our own times, to
support the position that I maintain on this floor.
I stated the other day, that in all popular governments, based upon the will of a majority, that
majority needed checks and balances and restraints upon itself; that, it was necessary in the
formation of an organic law in a popular government, if they wished to preserve public lib-

erty and secure private rights, to throw restraints
nud safe guards around themselves.
For utterillg this sentiment, my colleague chose to say that
it was the sentiment of a monarchist and a courtier. If it be so sir, it is one thut I have imbibed
by long reflection and from high authority.
Allow me to read an extract from the opinion
of one well schooled in the science of government, (Mr. Rutledge, of South Carolina):
" Yes, sir, in popular governments constitu'tional checks are necessary for their preserve'tiou; the people want to be protected against
'themselves; no man is so absurd as to suppose
, the people colIectedly will consent to the pros"tranon of their liberties; but if they be not
'shielded by some constitutional
checks they
'will suffer them to be destroyed; to be destroyby demagogues, who filch the confidence of the
t people by pretending
to be their friends; demet gogues who,
at the time they are soothing and
'cajoling the people. with bland and captivating
'speeches, are forging chains for them; dema, gogues who carry daggers in their hearts, and
'seductive smiles III their hypocritical faces; who
, are dooming the reople to despotism, when they
'profess to be cxc naively the friends of the peo"ple.
Against such designs and such artifices
'were our constitutional checks made to preserve
'the people of this country."
I will not stop to give yon historical illustrationa from other nations or times than our own.
Sir, I will not content myself with quoting the
opinions of this distinguished American statesman and jurist.
I have authority nearer home,
and authority that ia entitled to more weiebt
perhaps UpOll this question than the one I have
Just read. I will proceed to read from this last
authority:
tt The
government of the people is divided
'into three distinct
co-ordinate departments;
'one to make the laws, another to expound the
'laws, and a third to execute them. The del'art"ments emanate from the same great fountain of
"power, the people ; they are equal and iudepend-ent of each other, with a few exceptions. which
'shall be noticed hereafter. And it Is necessary,
'ill the nature of things, that it should be so;
'for the people intended, in making their gov'ernment, that they should be checks and belen-ces to each other.
"This great principle of three departments of
"govemmente, co-equal, co-ordinate and in de'pendent of each other, to a great extent, has
• been considered one of theJ,illars
upon which
'this republic, that of the
nited States, and
'our sister states, are erected. It is an indis"pensable ingredient to the very existence of all
, republics."
Have you three co-ordinateequal departments
of the goyernment if :you bring the judiciary to
the footstool of the legislature?
But to proceed,
for these authorities
are rich and abundant.
Why, sir, Bonaparte, and Greece, and Rome,
are good authority. So acknowledged, I believe,
on all sides. But I read again:
"Gentlemen ought to be cautious whenever
'they depart from the fair, obvious, and manifest
'import of the constitution,
as the same was
'wrote by the convention, in pursuit of what
'they suppose or call the public good; they are
"travelling on dangerous ground; it is nothing
t
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"more or lees than the plea of all tyrants and
How call lU:y colleague hope to see an indeif by
'despots; for in their most wanton acts of oJ?" pendent judiciary under this constitution,
'pression and cruelty, they plead the public the exercise of a mere act of legislation they call
•good and the public necessity.
Bonaparte be removed from office?
'pleaded neoessuy, public ~ood, and the glory
Sir, the concluding remarks of 11 very able
• of France, for his conseriptlona and wars. Eng- speech of my colle~ue, from which I have been
'land relies on the same plea for her system of reading, are emphatic.
"oppressive taxation, and her prostration of ev"All republics have gone the same way; men
• ery thing like civil liberty.
J ohn Adams had 'of daring courage and unbounded ambition
'the same defence to make, for his alien and se- 'have played the demagogue, by abusing the
clition laws, and all his acts of official miscon'honest officers of government, sounding alarms
•duct and mal-administration.
The truth is, no 'and cryiug out to the people, we are oppressed
'republic CUll exist long without a constitution,
'by those who administer the government, pre'the charter of their liberties; and thau charter 'tending a glowing love and an ardent devotion
'amounts to nothing unless it is reverenced by 'to the people. This course of conduct breaks
• all and obe;ycd by all, and never broken or eva- 'the harmony of the government, produces dis"ded, either in letter or spirit, by any depart- (cord, confusion, riots nnd tumults; still ad-,
'ment of government, under any pretence what- "vancing, step by step, the climax is capped, by
· ever, even if it should assume the imposing 'pushing
the people into blind anarchy and
'name of public good or necessity.
It is by im . 'wild uproar. In this state of things. the gov'posing names and appearances We are always 'ernment is a prize to the first bold and daring
'deceived.
The syrens beguiled by their mUSIC, 'adventurer.
The history of all republics proves
'Christ was betrayed by a kiss.
'this assertion.
Athens had her Pieietrutue:
"Weare told, in the next place, that the judges 'Rome her Cesar: England her Cromwell, and
•ought to be removed by way- of asserting the 'France her Bonaparte."
'supremacy
of the legislature.
That doctrine
This, sir, is the warning voice of my hon ora'goes to an entire unnih ilatiou of the constitn- ble colleague, an able and sound statesman of
"cion and is subversive of all government.
The his day. delivered at a time, and upon an ceca'constitution contains a delegation of power to aion, when the whole commonwealth of Ken'the three departments of government; and also, tucky was agitated from oue extreme to the other;
• it contains prohibitions and restrictions upon when mighty spirits on both sides were agitated,
'the three departments of government.
Certain whcn, as it was thought, a destructive movement
• great fundamental rights are reserved to the was made against the judiciary.
He and others
'people.
The three departments are to check were standing on tho ramparts of the constitu'each other, if either exceed its constitutional
tion calling on the people to rally ill support
'power and encroach upon the other departments,
and defence of the time honored Instrument
'or the great rights reserved to the people."
which we are now called on to revise.
By this authority we are taught, that if we
I rallied under his standard, asl remarked the
leave the legislative power uncontrolled, it will other day, side by side, and shoulder to shouldbe invoked to crush the independence of the ju- cr, in my humble way, aiding and assieting my
diciary department.
colleague in implanting inthepnblie.lllilldthose
sentiments of justice and sound pohcy. which
Again, sir, to continue the quotation:
resulted, after a struggle unparralleled 10 excite"The people intended that the judicial dement, in a settlement of this vexed question.
I'
"partment should be a check to the legislative,
was conversing this morning with an old friend,
·should that department attempt any unconetituwho played a distinguished part in that conflict,
"ional act, any encroachment upon the great in'alienable rights of the people. I would ask, being at that time a member of one branch of
'how can that department be a check, if the the legislature, and an important actor ill tho
whole scene. Time has passed over him; the
'other, by an ordinary act of legislation, can
frost of many winters have caused him to reflect.
'destroy it at will and pleasure?"
He suid, in his emphatic manner, if we had had
To do this is what the committee intended by then the lever of my colleague. we could have
the article under consideration, that it should prized from officeevery judge in the state and triconstitute a constitutional check upon the other umphed in the struggle.
departments; that they should be responsible to
I invoke my colleague not to put this provisthe people who gave them their appointments,
ion in tile constitution , for when the crisis
and that the legislature should act as a court to comes, if come it may, and God forbid it should
try them for crimes and misdemeanors.
ever come in mx day, we may not. have his voice
«Will you not allow the judges to decide upon to sustain the independence of the three co-ordi'a constitutional questionj
Is itnot their duty, nate branches of the government; and I ask him
'when the question is brought before them? And now to review his ophdon upon this question be'will you turn them out of office for doing their fore he votes upon it. I ask him to compare his
'duty, because you may suppose the opinion is opinion now, with t.he opinion thatJw formerly
'wrong?
Are our judges to be removed when· held, and tell me which he is willing to stalld or
'ever tllc legislature may differ with them in fall by.
'opinion?
If that be the tenure by which they
I hav'e detained the committee longer than I
'hold their offices, then, I say, it is a. brittle ten- should have done, had I been left to thc exercise
'ure, and our /·udiciary, instead of being n safc- of my own jud8'ment.
I know I have been un'guard, a 8hie d and buckler, to defend the prop- able to do Justice to the subject, but I have en• erty, liberty, and life of the citizen, is a mere deavored to present my views without recapitu.
•mocJrery."
lating the p08ition~ that have been mora ably
I
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taken by others on this question.
.My object it says that a majority may remove when the
has been to present specific authorities
to show gO\'ernor and his council shall COlleUT. It is
imperative; and after the passa~e of
that the existence of this power, as we propose altogether
arises,
to continue it, has not proved detrimental
to the such a resolution, the question ueturully
power to execute
interests of the comruonweulth,
or of her citi- who is the most appropriate
If the legiszens; and that it is our duty, coming as we do, this judgment of the legislature?
not to innovate upon great principles,
which lature merely pas8es the resolution of removal,
are intended to secure the liberties of the people, and then adjourns and goes home, perhaps the
and the independence
of the different depart- judge might, if he choose, hold on to his commission and attempt
to exercise the power.
~l1~nts of the government. but to improve themIt IS our duty, I say, to adhere
to those great As the governor is the chief executive officer of
though my colleague deprinciples.
Having said thus much, I yield the this commonwealth,
sires, and I think I shall go with him, to strip
question to the dicision of the committee.
him of all power save that of appointing a secThe question was then taken upon the motion
retary perhaps, or of grviug entertaining parties
to strike out the words "which are not the subto the legislature when they meet here, I thought
jects of impeachment,"
and it was decided in the
at least we might entrust to him the execution of
negative,
the judgment of this high court of impeachment,
'I'he question then being uflon the motion to
or high inquisition
of the State.
And looking
strike out "two-thirds,"
and insert "a majoria little further, the governor is to issue writs of
ty," it also was decided in the ne~ati\'e.
election in cases when vacancies occur.
And
Mr. HARDIN.
My object in rising, is to en- who is there more appropriate than the executive,
quire of my: worthy colleague, what he means
at the order of the judgment of the legislature,
by the word." in his report" the governor shall
to notify the people by a writ of election that a
remove anyone of them, upon an address of two
veceucy has occurred.
However, if I can conthirds of both houses of the legislature."
Does
ciliate my colleague, and get him to go with me
he mean that the governor is to sign these verfor a single provision of the bill, I will consent
dicts, as a part of the law-making power, or what
that he may strike the governor's name out of it.
does he mean?
If he is to sign it as a resoluMr. HARDIN.
I would cheerfully yield allY
tion pa ...sed by both houses, as a component part
thing in the world, and be cap in hand to my
of the lnw-making power, then he can veto it"
worthy cousin and colleague; and his turning
notwithstanding
it was passed by a. vote of two
around to me and saying that we would perhaps
thirds.
I have conversed with some gentlemen
leave the governor the pow~r of appointing
a
here, and there appears to be a diversity of sentisecretary, could not but remind me of what
ment in regard to the meaning of this clause.
Eneas said to Dido when she requited him to reIt was necessary,
perhaps,
that the meaning
should be distinctlv understood.
I am aware late the taking of Troy"Great Queen wbat you command me to relate,
that itis not proper to refer to his action in comBut renews the sad remembreuce of my fate."
mittee, but one may guef'is-and
I guess thereNow I enquired more out of curiosity than any
fore, that the committee on the circuit courts-cwhether they decide that a majority or two thirds, thing else, of the worthy President of this budy,
shall be requisite to the passage of the rescln- who I consider one of the most learnedmen III
law in Kentucky,
tion-intend
that its passage shall of itself ipso law and in constitutional
facto. remove the judge, and that the g'overnor what was meant by the clause to which I have
referred?
He
said
he
thought
it gave to the
shall have no negative power on the subject.
If
It was in Ole most. inthe governor is not to have a negative pO",,'er, governor a veto power.
why not sa.y so? If he is to have such a. nega- nocent manner that I called his attention to it,
tive power, when and in what way is itto be ex- and his opinion ascertained, my suspicions were
ercised?
Is the legislature to be brought to a aroused.
The gentleman says the king of Great Britain
~tand still, like the legislature of Pennsylvania,
10 the days of old John McKay?
I expect not. has a veto upou the address of parl iameut to reI kuow that is so, but I have
I do not design to make a speech but when we move a judge.
come into the house, when 1 shall have the 0p,- examined with a great deal of care and attention
portunity of calling for the ayes and nays, I will the exercise of the veto power by the kings of
there bring the question to a test.
I move to Great Britain, aud if there is asingle instance of
such exercise since the abdication
of James II,
strike ant the words to which I have referred.
There never was
Mr. C. A. WICKLIFFE.
I had forgotten in it has escaped my attention.
a
nation
in
the
world,
that.
except
in
name, and
my somewhat discursive remarks to refer to the
was more republiobjection
indicated
by my colleague
against a great many forms perhaps,
'I'he crown does not inthe governor having any agency in this mat- can than Great Brituiu.
ter of impeachment.
The committee have adopt- terfere with the acts of par-Liament at all. It is
ed the same language
as in tile present COIl- not responsible for a.ny thing that is done at a11of their governstitution.
I do not understand,
nor does my for the king, in the language
The reason is that he
colleaeue I suppose, that the governor or any ment, can do no wrong.
is l'espomdone eYse, when the legislature is deciding up· does nothing at all. Hi", ministry
on questions
of this kind,
has any power ble for all that is done wrong, and they get the
credit
for
all
that
is
done
right.
And
whenever
over the subject.
The language of the constituthe nation does not approve of what the ministion as preserved in tlle report. of the committee,
is imperative
that the gov~rnol' shall remove. try has done or is dOllig at the time, they turn
the signal is, bringing them to a
It leaves no discretion with the executive as is them out-and
The
left with the British crown, or as left to the ex- small majority in the house of commons.
curiosity of this house has perhaps often been
~utive in the Massach'usetts constitution-where
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excited, why it was that the ministry of Great Elizabeth, in reference to the Archbishop of
Britain always resigns when they are brought to Canterbury, "we frocked him and will unfrock
a lean maJority, say of twenty, thirty, or forty him!'
votes III the house of commons
I never could
There are a great many' motions I mean to
get exactly at the reason until I read a book make in regard to this b111,and my colleague
prepared by a gentleman whose name I regret to t cannot buy me off. .Nat at all. I am not to be
have forgotten, who had been a member of par- bought off with a crust of bread or a sop in the
liament for about thirty years. The members of pan. I strike at and shall vote against the four
parliament get no pay-not
even the pitiful judges.
I strike at and shall vote against the
(Him
of three dollars per diem. Nor are they branching of the court of appeals.
I have been
obliged to submit to the humiliations of having looking over the two first volumes of Judge
an attorney general or first auditor enquiring
Cranch. The first, I think, has about tweno/~
whether the sum could not be reduced to tw~ three cases, fifteen of which came from the DIS·
dollars, if they sat too long. Sixty days is the trict of Columbia.
The second has about twentime those two great functionaries seem to have ty cases. and all but five of them came from the
fixed upon as the period during which we are :District of Columbia. Andwhy?
Just because
to sit in this house. 'I'he members of the British justice was at their very door, and whenever you
Parliament I say get no pay. The profits of the bring the court of appeals into four districts,
collections of the internal revenue in Great they will exhibit, not a District of Columbia in
Britain are worth about three millions a year. miniature, but in bold relief. I believe that it
Whenever a member of Parliament votes with would so overburden the courts with business,
the Ministry they give t.o him the apFointi!lg
!hat they would not be able to. get through with
power of all the collecting officers 0 the an- It. And although, perhaps, It would be a pertemal revenue in his county.
If there are two eonal benefit to me, by bringing the court nearer
members who both vote with the Ministry, then to my door, I shall oppose the proposition to
the power is divided among them, 01' if there is branch it.
one member from a county for, and another
Mr. GUTHRIE.
I hope these words will not
against them, the former gets all the power of be stricken out. The belligorenta, from roy old
appointment.
And these appointments, it was native county of Nelson, cannot compromise
notorious they sold, and sometimes they derived this constitution.
I hope and trust the conventherefrom from 50,000 to 100,000 pounds ster- tion will act discreetly on this subject. The
liug.
Now, it will be seen why it is that the gentleman from Nelson, who has last spoken,
Ministry resigns the moment they find them- asked. me what was meant by the clause to which
selves in but a small majority in the House of reference has been made, I supposed he was
~ommons; they know the treasury rats are lcev- acquainted with the constitution of Kentucky,
mg them, and they do not wish to be left alone, and I said to him that the governor, as I underbecause these rats have an instinctive premoni- stood it, would have a. right to exercise the veto
tiou of a falling house. Theya.re like the rats power in this case---that is, on the supposition
who come home in a ship from a voyage around that we retained the present provision of the
the world, and who have an instinctive knowl- constitution, and which is as follows:
edge aa to whether she is seaworthy or not, and
"Every order, resolution, or vote, to which
if she is not they immediately leave her and 'the concurrence of both houses may be necessago to another vessel; that is the reason.
'ry, except on a question of adjournment, shall
Now, the king'e veto, as I have before said, (be presented to the governor, and before it shall
has never been exercised within my knowledge 'take effect, be approved by him; or, being- dissince the abdication of James II. It is as formal 'afproved, shall be re-passed, by a majority of
as J olin Doe, in the trial of au action of eject- 'a I the members elected to both houses, accorment. It is merely necessary to the form of the "ding to the rules and limitations prescribed in
British governmellt.
And whenever the British 'case of a bill."
parliament, by the act~on of both houses, should
Then, if we remove by address of both houses,
ren:ove.a Judge, the king would never dare e~- it is an order-a resolution: it goes to the execuercise Ius veto power. .A;nd why? . Because It t.ive, and if he approves, he signa and executes
would produce a ferment III the parliament, and it. If he disproves he sends It back. His diathroughout the land, that would end, God onl.J approval amounts to a call for are-consideration
k,.nows where. What was ~he r~ason that LOUIS before the tribunal.
And upon that re-considXVI was dethroned and imprisoned?
!t was oration, if a majority of both houses insist, the
but for the exercise of merely the slightest order is executed.
veto power:
A?d they call~d him lUOTisieur
I have made up my mind in relation to my
Veto, and hls Wife the Aus.trum, and ]jIada11~ vote on this subject of appointments to office.
Veto. They dethr~ned Loms ,and brol~ght Ins And that is, we shall take these appointments
head .to the block III France, for thwartlllg and frorb. the governor and give them to the people
crosslOg the popular wtIl.
of the state at large, or of the districts, coontles,
Now, the governor has no hand in the election &0. To that extent we will strip the execut·ive
of these judges.
They are to be eleeted by, and of all power; but I am Dot prepared to destroy
to be responsible to, the people.
'l'herefore, he the office. I do llot mean to attempt to make
has no right to interfere in their removaL I the stool stand on less than three legs. I wish
have the utmost confidence in the present gov- to reta.in such powers in the executive as is due
ernor, and I shall have tlle utmost confidence, I to an officer elected by the whole people of Kensuppose, in whoever shall bc his successor.tucky'to see her laws faithfully executed. I be·
And, in relation to the present governor, we [lieve it is just and proper in addition to this
should remember, in the language of Queen two thirds requisition to give the executive the
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power of throwing
back for re-conaidcmtlon
any hasty act the legislature rna)' have performed in the exercise of their power.
The judiciary
is the weakest branch in this government. 'I'hey
will always be the weakest, constituting- now in
the court of appeals, and in the circuit court,
and in the chancery court, I believe some twenty
three individuals-a
number which I have uo
doubt, instead of increasing, we shall diminish.
We have confided to them the power of deciding
upon the rights of individuals, of bringing the
public justice of the commonwealth to bear upOil ;those who offend against
her laws, of deciding the rights of individuals as they arise
under the laws and contracts permitted in society, peaceably, quietly, without making any of
those appeals to the great interests of the community, or the passions of men that attract to
them popularitv, and with thatpopnlarity,
power. And in the discharge
of those duties, the
losing party attributing
too often his defeat to
the judge, and thus exciting murmurs among
the people, the dissatisfaction
of learned and
distinguished
counsel, all having its influence
on the public mind against them, and they not
mingling with or taking any interest iu the
g-reat scenes that lead to popularity and power
In this
country-they
are the weakest power.
They will be the weakest power. This constant
attrition
on the public mind, that is lowering them in the estimation
of the people, is
constantly going on, and I do not wish to throw
down anyone of the barriers that is to sustain
and shield them from wrong and oppression,
If
they deserve to be removed, let it be by two
thirds of the tribunal we have organized.
And
let the governor, chosen by the whole people, and
the representative
in addition of that minority
who have voted against the removal, have the
power to recall this great tribunal for a re-consideration of their action. Let us show that"
in restorillff these appointments
to the people,
we do not intend to strip the executive of all
power and consideration-that
we expect the individual who attains the proud elevation of governor of the ccmmonwenlth of KenttH:ky to be a
man of character, intellect, and integrity, such
a one as will never throw back upon the legislature their action for re-consideration,
unless in
his conscience he believes there is ample cause.
In such a case a re-coueideration
is necessary
and proper.
The question comes up legitimately and properly when we come to the powers of
the executive, and not just in this place; but I
am prepared to meet it with my vote now as
then.
Mr. TURNER said, with a view to expedite
business and to confine the discussion to the
topics under consideration.he desired to propose a
plan which had met the sanction of those of the
leading members of the convention with whom
he had consulted.
It was a series of amendmenta, to the report as a whole, 011 which
when discussion was terminated, the question
could at once be taken
separately.
The
amendment, which had just bee» discussed was
not included, for he concurred with the president in his views in regard to the veto power.
A.nd if that power was retained, another amendment to the report would be needed so as to require two thirds to concur, in reiterating the

decision of the legislature upon which the veto
bad been brought to bear. 'I'he constitution as it
now stands only requires a majority to reverse a
veto, and this was one reason why he supposed the
veto power did not apply in (lases of these removals from office. He was very willing that
the new constitution should be made so to apply, because he did believe that judges elected
for a limited term would have any too much independence of the popular feeling and prejudices. He then expressed a desire to be heard
to-morrow on this question, and read a series
of amendments to the report, which he intended that he should offer.
Mr. NUTTALL.
I thought I discovered a
very few days after we assembled here that
some three or four gentlemen of this body intended to take upon themselves the privilege of
making this constitution, and that the balance
of us might exclaim, "we had no part or lot in
the house of David," and "to your tents oh
Israel."
If that be the case, I am willing now
to have issued a writ of de idicta inquirendo'over
the balance of the members, and to set these
gentlemen apart to revise the organic law of
Kentucky.
Mr. MERIWETHER.
I rise to a point of orderc--I may as well make it here as at any other
point.
Mr. M. then called attention to the rule
requiring amendments
to be made to the section at the time under consideration,
as being
the point which he desired to mise.
Mr. NUTTALL.
I am very sorry that the
gentleman thought proper to bring this motion
down on me just as I was about to do something,
If the independence
of the judiciary is to be
lost, it will, if this committee will adopt an
amendment to the eighth section that I now
}Jropose, at least save its character.
Mr. O.A. WICKLn~FE. I hope we will proceed to take the question on the amendments as
they are proposed, and when we come to the 8th
section, the amendment indicated by the gentleman will be in order.
I barely wish to excuse
myself from any imputation
of desiring to restrain the gentleman from Henry or any other
from pa.rticipating
in this work of framing the
constitution.
I am very willinc that he shall do
it, and I know he will whether I am willing or
not. I know him very well, and I will venture
to say that he will have his full share in making
this constitution in some way,
.Mr. NUTT ALL.
J ust as certain as the Lord
lives I will.
[Laughter.]
Mr. HARDIN.
I want to meet again this afternoon, so as to give my friend from Henry a
chance, I would rather he would take the after
part of the duy, for he will be in better order
then, than at any other time.
[Laughter.]
Before Mr. NUTTALL'S
amendment
was
read, or any questou taken on Mr. Turner's
proposition, the committee rose and reported
progress.
Leave was granted to sit again.
The convention then adjourned.
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On the motion of Mr. JAMES,
resolution was agreed to:

the followlug
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Resolved, That the committee on the legislative department be instructed to enquire into the
expediency and propriety Of80 amending the constitution as to prohibit the legislature from passing
any bill, or resolution, for the appropriation
of
money, or creating ;loy debt against the state, or
for the payment of money in any way whatever,
unless such bill. or resolution, shall be voted for
by a majority of all the members then elected to
each branch of the legislature, and said vote to be
spread upon the journals of each house.
THE ELECTION }'OR CASEY OOUNTY.

Mr. BALLINGER
presented
a memorial uccompanied by a statement of facts signed by
some one hundred and twenty five persoDl';, in
relation to the election of the sitting delegate
for the countv of Casey, which he moved to refer to the select committee, having that subject
in charge.
Mr. HARDIN
made a brief statement of the
reasons why the report of the committee on the
subject had been delayed so long,
On examining the case he found that it involved many
difficult questions.
He was satisfied that the
gentlemen who did not fill up their votes on
Monday had no right to do so on Wednesday,
but it was alleged that the judges of elections
informed them that they would have the right
to do so. Important
q,uestiolls consequently
arose that would require a report of some
length.
He would however endeavor to present
it in a few days.
The motion to refer was then agreed to.
PROPOSITIONS TO AME~'D.

Mr. TURNER
offered the following
amendments to which he yesterday called the attention
of the committee of the whole, that they might
be printed, and referred to the committee of the
whole having in charge the report of the committee on the court of appeals.
1. Strike out of the third section these words
-" they shall. at stated times, receive for their
"en-ices an adequate compensation,
to be fixed
by law," and insert these words-c-veach judge
shall receive for his services not less than $per annum."
2. Strike out the fifth section.
3. Amend the seventh section by striking out
these words-"to
the district in which such
'udge was elected," in the second and third
) ines: and strike out of the fourth line the words
"by that district."
4. Amend the eighth section and second and
third lines bv striking out these words-"and
who is a resldcnt of the appellate
district for
which he may be chosen."
5. Strike out the.ninth
section and insert in
its stead this-"the
court of appeals shall hold
its sessions at the capital of the state."
6. Amend the tenth section by striking out of
the third line these words-c-"iu each district in
which a vacancy may occur."
7. Amend the eleventh section by striking out
in the first line these words-"in
each appellate
district;"
and in the second line strike out
the word "thereof,"
and insert these words in
its plaee-"of
the state;" and strike out of
the same line the words "for such district."
B. Amend the twelfth section by striking out

of the second line these words-c-vthe district in
which he may be elected," and insetting in
their place the word "state."
9. Amend the thirteenth
section by striking
out of the second line these words-c-vic any district;" and out of the third line these words"to that district" and the word "thereof:"
and
out of the fourth line these wcrds-c-vfor
that
district."
10. Strike out the fifteenth section, which is
in the amended report, and all the amendments
proposed to the fifth section.
Mr. WILLIAMS called for a division, so that
the question could first be taken on the motion
to refer. He saw no necessity for the printing.
Mr. GRAY asked if it was in order to present
these amendments at this time.
The PRESIDENT
replied that he thought it
was entIrely in order; indeed he had no question about It.
Mr. GRAY said it was yesterday
decided to
be out of order for a member to present diverse
and sundry amendments which embrace the entire bill. It seemed to him that eaoh ofthe amendments Sl1011ldbe offered separately to each dietinct section to which they apply, and that thcy
could net be presented in mass in this way.
Mr. DIXON did not understand the gentleman
from Madison to offer his amendments in mass;
he simply offered them in the house that they
might be printed, and referred to the committee
of the whole, with tile view of offering them
separately at the propel' time.
He thought it
was perfectly in order.
Mr. TURNER
desired to explain: one of the
amendments
which he had proposed was to do
away with the district system in the election of
the judges of the court of appeals.
The necessity for the other amendments was that the same
idea ran throllgh many sections, and when they
were printed, It would be perfectly obvious to
~elltlemeo, whether they were in favor of electlllg by the state at large or by districts.
If the
convention would order them to be :printed, their
bearing on the report of the committtee
on the
court of appeals would be readily seen. It was
for the convenience of ~elltielDen that he made
this motion, and not WIth the view of submitting them for the action of the convention in
lTIll88.
They would be offered separately in committee ot the whole to the sections to which they

apply.
Mr. C. A. WICKLIFFE
enquired whether the
adoption of this motion would have the effect of
giving precedence to these amendments in committee of the whole.
The PRESIDENT
replied that the committee
having reported their plan for a court of appeals:
and having themselves reported distinct amendments, he eoneeived it was in order for any gentleman to make distinct amendments or propositions to that report.
It WM in the provlUee of
the convention to order such propoeitlons to be
printed and referred to some committee; but
when in committee of the whole, the rules that
govern it would be applied and these propositions would not have any precedence.
They
might be offered and there was a propriety,
when a change was contemplated in the whole
aspect of the report, that the- member should indicate it, and that it should be printed, so that
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I understand that it is the order of proceeding
its bear-ing might be sceu. Hence the chair
deemed this motion to print and refer to be in in convention that propositions ill relation to
the judiciary
shall be submitted
to the house
order.
and have a reference to the committee of the
The motion was agreed to.
whole,
and
be
printed,
that
they
may have a
Mr. NUTTALL
said he also had an amendI did suppose
myself
ment of which he wished to make the same dis- proper consideration.
position.
It was designed to be inserted at the that a different mode would have been adopted,
but I shall not object to any mode, provid ed it
foot of the eighth section.
will enable each member to present his views
The Secretary read it as follows:
and have a just consideration
of any proposiProlJided, }wwever, That if any candidate
for tion which he may deem it important to present
the office of judge of the court of appeals, or any to the convention.
of the circuit courts to be established in this
'Phis affords a more deliberate consideration to
commonwealth, shall engage in public speaking
or treating, during his candidacy for such offi- the convention, and giyes the advantage of havces, or either of them, upon information, in wri- ing it in print, SO that the members of the conting, supported by the oaths of two or more re- vention may examine it mere carefully and despectable witnesses,
to the attorney general of liberately. In conformity to that course, and to
the state, he shall, in the event of the election of what has been adopted by several. members this
especially by my friend from Henry
such candidate,
thereupon
cause to be issued morning,
from the clerk's office of the circuit court, at the (Mr. Nuttall) I will submit a proposition which I
seat of government, a caveat against such judge, intend to offer as a substitute for the report of
which shall be returnable to the succeeding gen- the committee, in relation to the appellate court;
ernl assembly of the commonwealth
of KeD- and in doing so I do uot propose to make any retucky, who ahull try him according to the rules marks at large; but I will say to the gentleman
and regulations
by this eonstitutiou
provided from Henry, that he is striking but at some, at a
evils which will
for the trial of .j·udges for other offences, aud up- small portion of the inherent
on conviction t iereof, he shall be adjudged dis- attend the new system of submitting the election
qualified from holding said office, and the gov- of the judges to the popular vote.
ernor shall not, before the trial nor after the conI think myself, sir, as we value an able,
viction in such case, commission such judge.
a learned, and an impartial judiciary-as
we esMr. NUTTALL
said it was very evident that timate the value of the rights of persons, of propthe judges were to be elected, and, although his erty, of liberty,
and of reputation-and
as we
amendment was not couched in the language he expect to secure to the citizens their enjoyment
of
these
rights
through
the
intervention
or
laws,
could wish, if it were printed the convcntion
would be enabled to see the idea which he just laws, properly ail ministered by wise and inwished to embody, and some gentleman
might dependent tribunals,
that that inriovution upon
be induced to take some steps to secure a provis- the present system ought to be resisted.
I may
ion which shall prevent the jud~es from enter- stand alone in this body, or ill this state, in vining into the election contests which would take dication of that position; but whether alone or
whether I have allies enough to enable me to
place under the new constitution.
The motion to print and refer was agreed to.
maintain it, of which I have no hope, still I illMr. DA V1S. I think the convention is now tend to maintain it, because I believe that every
engaged in the most important business upon duty which lowe to my state and to the governwhich it will be called to act during the session. meut of my state, requires that I should attempt,
I think the judiciary department
is a matter of as far as in me lies, to prevent the establishment
of the
infinitely more interest .than that of any other of any snch principle lJl the constitution
department or all other departments of the gov- state of Kentucky.
ernment besides.
Now I conceive that an innoI will submit and ask that it be printed, a subvation on that department
is about to be made stitute in support of which at a propel' time I
by this convention which will be in my judg- may say something
in committe of the whole.
ment fraught with consequences
of the greatest 1 regret exceedingly
that I am called upon to
llnschi(;f to the country.
No government-no
say anything in its support.
I regret exceedingconstitution,
that does not secure au able, ly that the mind that conceived such a propOSIlearned, and impartial
judiciary,
is worth pos- uon as bas been offered to this convention, and
sessing.
And when any principle
is about which pointed out so justly and so forcibly its
to be introduced
into the constitution
which weakness, and the attacks to which it was perwould be subversive of those great ends of ~ov- petually accessible--that
that mind did not concrnment and of the judicial department itself, it ceive it to be its duty to have entered upon the
seems to me it is the duty of every person thus vindication
of the present principle in the conconvinced to offer every opposition
to the iutro- stitution which stands sanctioned
?y time ~nd
duction of such a monstrous principle.
experience.
And I had hoped that If tJULtmind
I had hoped that the minds of men whose had not felt bound to perform such a work that
ability and experience in connection
with the SOUle other and more experienced
mind would
courts of the country,
and with the framing of have come up to the work.
I regret beyond any
constitutions,
and the introduction of great con- language I call use to have to perform a task so
stitutional principles
into such an instrument,
ard~ous and so difficult.
But still unequal as I
would have taken a part in resisting that sreat feel to the task. I feel bound to undertake
the
and mischievous lnnovatiou, which in th; ab- work myself in 'the absence of a better champion.
sence of a better champion I feel somewhat disThe secretary read the amendment as follows:
posed to offer myself.
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for which plll'pose he would offer the following
resolution:
Resolved, That a committee of five members be
SEO. 1. 'I'he judicial power of this common- appointed, whose duty it shall be to prescribe
wealth, both as to matters of law and equity, the mode and manner in which new counties
shall be vested in one supreme court, which shall shall be established, so as to prevent the unnebe styled the court of appeals, and in such in- cessary increase of counties
ferior courts as the general assembly may, from
The resolution was agreed to, and the chair
time to time, erect and establish.
appointed as the committee, Messrs. C, A. WickSEC. 2. The court of appeals shall have ap- Iiffe, Mayes, G. W. Johnston, Boyd, and Apperpellate jurisdiction only, which shall be co-ex- son.
tensive with the state, under such restrictions
HOUR OI>'M:EETIXG AND ADJOURNUENT.
and regulations,
not repugnant to this constitu111',RUDD offered the following resolution:
tion, as may, from time to time, be prescribed
by law.
Resolved, That this convention will meet Irom
and after this day at 9 o'clock, and continue ill
SEC. 3. The judges of the court of appeals
'
shall hold their offices for the term of eight session until two o'clock.
years, and until their successors shall be duly
He said in support of this resolution that there
qualified, subject to the conditions
hereinafter
had been three amendments offered this morning
prescribed; but for any reasonable cause, which
to the report which had beeu for some days unshalt not be sufficient ground ot impeachment,
der consideration in committee of the "hall" in
the governor shall remove any of them on the relation to the court of' appeals, and as much
address of two-thirds
of each house of the gen- more time would be required to discuss these
eral assembly: Provided,however,
'I'hat the cause amendments he thought the Sittings of the conor causes for which such removal may be requirvention should be extended so as to afford more
ed, shall be stated at length in such address, and time to gentlemen to discuss them thau they had
on the journal of each house.
They shall, at had heretofore.
Another reason WIl.S I,hat he
stated tones, receive for their services an ade- saw manifested in this house a disposition to
quate compensation,
to be fixed by law,
hold evening sessions,
If, however, this resoSEC. 4. The court of appeals shall consist of lution were adopted the convention would be five
four judges, any three of whom may constitute
hours a day in session, which would afford the
11 court
for the transaction
of business.
The convention sufficient time to do its business.
judges shall, by virtue of their office, be conserv- For these reasons he submitted
this resolution,
ators of the peace throughout
the state.
The and if there were to be any difficulty about it he
style of all process shall be, "The Common- would call for the yeas and nays.
wealth of Kentucky."
All prosecutions
shall
The PRESIDEN'r
sugscsted that it would be
be carried on in the name and by the authority
necessary that the resolution should lie over for
of the commonwealth
of Kentucky,
and con- one day under the rules.
clude, "against
the peace and dignity of the
Mr. DIXON said the resolution
was entirely
same."
out of order. The gentleman could not propose
SEC. 5. That the governor of the commonto deprive this house of its right to adjourn at
wealth shall, from among tho judges of the ill- any time.
ferior courts, and such versous us shall have
lIfr, RUDD was perfectly aware of that.
He
been judges thereof, nominate, and by and with knew the house had the right to adjourn at anl
the advice and consent of the senate, appoint
time, and even for three days at a time, but If
the judges of the court of appeals.
Lh ia resolution were passed it would hold the
SEC. o. That the court of a:ppeals shall ap- house to a responsibility
which they would not
point its clerk, who shall be a Citizen of the state disregard by adjourning at one o'clock or even
of Kentucky,
and who shall hold hili! appointsooner.
ment for and during the term of.
year3, sub'I'be PRESIDENT
explained that by the rrrles
ject to be removed by said court, upon specific of the house 10 o'clock, A. M., was fixed Il.S the
charges, filed by the attorney general.
And hour of meeting, which could not be changed
whenever there may be charges pending against
without a two third vote.
'I'hat portion of the
the clerk, the said court shall appoint a clerk resolution in relation to tho adjournment he held
to perform the duties of the office for the time,
to be out of order.
S.l£C,7. That all fees accruing for services renMI'. RUDD had 110 desire to be ant of order,
dered hy the clerk of the court of appeals, shall and therefore he would amend his resolution. so
be collected from the proper parties under the as to embrace that part that was in order, 011
direction of thc auditor of' public accounts, and which he desired the yeas and nays.
be paid into the treasury of the State, and said
MI', BOYD suggested that as fl. similar resoluclerk shall receive for his compensation an an- tion had been heretofore offered, the considoranualsalary
of $
The number, ap- tion of which was postponed to Monday next, it
pointment,
and compensation,
of his deputies,
would be desirable to postpone this resolution to
and the other necessary expenditures of hisoflice, the same time, He would therefore make that
shall be regulated by law.
motion.
'fhe motion was agreed to; ayes 42, nays 34.
The motion to refer and print was agreed to.
ARTICLE

-,

Concerninq the Judicial

Ilepartmeni,

Mr. C. A. WICKLIFFE
said, in consequence
of some remarks thrown out a few days ago reepecting the increase of counties, l18 felt bouud
to ask for the appointment of a select committee,

LEAVE OF ABSEXCE.

On the motion of Mr. MERIWETHER,
leave
of absence was grunted to Mr. Wright, for an indefinite period, that gentleman.
having beeu
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called home in consequence
family.
OOUR1'

of sickness

in his

OF APPEALS.

The convention then resolved itself into cornmittee of the whole,1\:fr. HUSTON in the chair,
and resumed the consideration of the report of
the committee on the court of appeals.
Mr. 'I'URNER.
I understand
that althouch
we are restricted in our action to one propo~ition at a time, yet we aTC permitted to embrace
in the discussion the entire merits of the sub[ect. I have 1istened to this debate, the ablest 1
have heard in any deliberative body, with a
great deal of interest, but still. I think there aTC
views of the subject which as yet have not been
fully presented, and it is under this belief that I
now trespass Oll the 'patience of the committee
to express my views on the various propositions
touching the judiciary.
And I hope the fact,
that as the profession in the pursuit of which I
have expended the best part of my days, is intimately connected with this subject, will be my
excuse for so doing.
I came here determined to remove the power
of appointing the judges from the governor, and
to go for their election by the people-s-although
it was with great hesltnucy that my mind was
brought to that point. But I believe the country
has settled down in favor of the elective principle, and that the majority of the people of my own
county. although there is considerable division
of opfnion there, are decidedly in favor of it;
and. there is ~uch a prejudice now existing
against executive appointments, as would, in a
great measure, do away with their usefulness.
'I'here is an opinion prevailing throughout the
country, whether right or w~ong, that almost
every executive that has been elected in this
commonwealth of either party, has collected
around him from one circumstance or another a
great many individuals who keep the great body
of the people from having any influence with
the executive department of the government.
I
do not believe this myself, but there is an impression abroad that the executives have been
Influenced by favoritism aud by cliques, and
not by considerations
of qualification
and capacity in their appointments
to office. And
~here have been many appointments made withIn the last
twenty years which would at least
give a colo!' to ~uch'an impression. I have therefore determined to goo for an elective judiciary,
but in doing that, I must have those guarantees
and safe-guards thrown around it that I think
arc necessary and essential to secure its independence.
It is the ju~ieial'Y of evcry country
which gives character to its governmellt-and
It
is in ~heir honcsty and punf,y, their intelligelll\e
and mdepcndcllce, that the safety of tlle life,
liberty, and property of the citizen depends. Thc
executive or legislative depa.rtment to-day may
hold one lall~uagc, and the change in the currcnt
of public oplllion may cause them to speak another to-morrow. In the C01\O're85of the United
St..1.tes,there will be at one clection one party,
and at the very next election another l)arty III
po,~rer. It is the same in the governments ofthe
vanous statcs of this union. But tlle judiciary
should speak the same languaO'e in all times and
countries, and to do that it mu~t be inde/)endent
not only of the other departments of t Ie gov~

ennuent, but in some measure of the appointing
power itself after the aPl?ointment has been bestowed. Is any man's life and liberty secure,
where he has a judge to try him, who is the
mere index of popular excitement and prejudice,
and whose decisions vary asit varies? Would our
rights and property be safe under judges of that
description-the
mere index of 1110way the popular breezes are blowing-s-and what would be the
con~equence to all investments of property and
capital, uudcr a judiciary system which every
six or twelve months should hold a different
doctrine in regard to the rules and contracts ill
relation thereto?
What but utter ruin and destruction?
'I'here can be no security or confidence in any thing that relates to such a judiciary.
I have had 8reat doubts about the propriety of
appointing a Judiciary for a term of years, but
the public opinion of the country is so entirely
unanimous III favor of it, that, as a matter of
course, my own feeble voice hardly ought to be
heard as expressing doubts in relation to the
subject at all. Y ct, I have greater doubts about
it than I have as to the propriety of their election by the people-:-much
greater.
I believe
that an elective Judiciary, with proper guards,
such as to hold their offices during good behavior,
to be rendered independent by the constitution
by fixing their salaries, and to be removed by
two thirds, and not a bare majority, may be better than any system we have ever had. But, unless we can have all these points secured, the
government cannot get alone.
Look at the government we are about to pulY down. I supposed
-to use a Iurmcr'e simile-that
when we came
here to perform that work, we were going to
leave to the old government, at least, three rails,
but I think now' the chances are that we shall
scarcely leave it one rail. And really a constitution IS a fence, a wall thrown around to guard
the liberties and rights of property of the peoplc. If the people desired all power in their
hands, they could have it without a constitution
aud without a legislature.
Thc very object of
making a constitution, and for which they sent
us here, is to guard the people against the results of an unchecked exercise of their own
'Power, and to protect the rights of every citizen
m the commonwealth.
And, the constitution,
instead of being solely for the benefit of the ar .
iatocracy eud wealthy, is for the great security
of the poor mall, of the weak against the powerful and the mighty.
The poor nnrl the weak have Il0 security in
allY gO\-"Cl'l1tllent,
where the constitution does not
restrain within their proper spheres and proper
limits, the great and po,verful men of the country. It is the poorer portion of the country
W)lO are the most interested
in haxing a stable
aud independent judiciary who is to cUl'rythe government into effect? 'Vho, when the legislatllre
or the executive arc disposed to trample down
the rights of the great body of the community is
to protect tllem? '£hey appeal to the judicmry
to come to their aid and to say to these other departments-thus
fal' your power goes and no
turther.
Gentlemen talk to me about the reople,
andoftheir possessing all power in themse ves. I
am aware of that. and the people have sent us
here to take away a portion of that power, to
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confide it to their agents, and to put restraints
on those agents. And one of the great principles which they desire shall not be invaded, is
that each department
is to be confined in its
action, to its own particular duties.
Well, I have indicated. that I am going for an
elcctive/"udiciary.
In going for it, I regret separating rom my friend from Bourbon, because I
believe him to be one of the ablest and purest
men in this body.
I have had my doubts
whether in separating from him I was right,
but yet I have determined at this point to do so.
1 will do it on certain conditions.
What have
we come here for? And why have any of us desired a seat in this convention?
Was it to secure
a momentary popularity among' the people, to be
swept away by the first adverse
breeze that
comes along?
Or was it not to do that which
will endear us to posterity
for the benefits we
have conferred upon them, and give to our
names fame and veneration
among those who
come after us, and at the same time furnish an
example
in the modeling
of a goverumeut
which other states would be proud to follow.
If the first set of officers that are appointed
under this new constitution
we are about to
create, are not men of the highest standard
of
intellect,
integrity, and purity, then will that
new constitution
become obnoxious to the people. It will be said by every body, you have
made a government that cannot be administered,
and whioh ia neither practical nor right. You have
done away with the old constitution
made by
our fathers, and you have given us one ill its
stead, that does not work well, and that does
not realize that amount of benefit to us that we
expected when we sent you here to make it.
We may get thereby an ephemeral popularity of a
few months or year's duration, but Its beneficial
and practical
operation
for years to come is
what we are sent to secure.
And how shall we
secure that?
We must do it by making the judiciary the great pillar of the governmentthat branch of the government
which is the
guardian of liberty and of every right that if>
dear to man. Its action should always be uniform, and based on principles the same in all
ages and at all times.
We must make the judiciary stable and independent,
and then only
shall we make it a benefit to the community.
Now, twenty five years ago, when men were
struggling with the old aud new court question, was it 110t then manifest· that the judicimy was th~ weakest department of the government? As then organized it was weaker than
the legislature or the executh'e?
And in fact
the legislature was then more powerful than botil
of the other departments
together.
And in
what we are now doing ·we must, in some way,
sup:ply those props that support the wo:lakness of
the Judiciary, wliich we are now about to take
away.
We ar(' stripping away all power from
the executive, and giving it to the people, so
that that department
of the government when
we get through
will not amount to anything.
The man who wonld then take the office would
merely ha"e a right to be called governor, and
ha,:e.ev~ry ol~ lady an~ tippler in the country
petltlOlllng
llm to rcmlt fines, aud, perhaps in
addition, the power to pardou.
But he would
have no patronage in Ius hands, and if all that

was proposed here was to be carried out the
office would be a mere shadow.
. Well, instead ~f adding s~rength to the judiciary, we are gomg to provide for its election,
and to change the tenure of their offices from
good behaviour to a term of years, and then as a
matter of course bring them nearer to the political
power, and more under the influence of the legisl~ture.
1'1.1e.legis~atl1re is composed of indiylClnals Hilxlllg with the ]?eople, constantly goI!lg ba?k to them, and having perpetual counect~O~lwith th~m.
The judiciary, from the neccseities of their avocat~olls, a;e aloof from the people, and do not associate With them. Indeed it
would be considered unbecoming and undignified for them to go into those circles which
tbe politicel portions of the government go into.
Moreover, eYery decision of a judge makes him
one enemy for every friend; awl it must also be
recollected that the recollection of an enemy is
all ]~undred, per cent. more retentive than that of
a fne,nd.
l'he,n. yon have a1.1 the })owor of the
bar 1I1 OppOSItIOn to the Judge.
I wish to
speak of my profession with respect, but it is in
accordance WIth human nature.
But the "whole
C~)l'pSof la~yers will be .candidates in oppoeition to the Judge, and being therefore interested
iii rendering him unpopular, will be continually striking at him-c-those of them at least who
desire his situation.
The result may be that the
country may be influenced to believe him an incOI?J?etent judge, and as wanting in all the requisites that enter into the composition of an intelligent Judi.cial ?f?ecr.
Y~Hl weaken
him
therefore 111 his pOSltlOll, and 1I1 the very points
where he is now most strongly sustained.
The
judge now holds his office during good behaviour, and what is the effect? Every lawyer is desirous of being ,friendly with him-for
a great
many people think , that the best way to gain a
cause, though not the best way to act, is to have
your judge like you-s-and
the bar ar geneerally disposed to sustain the judge.
Again
it must be remembered that there will be an eve;chl;mging current of popular opinion and parties III the country.
Elect, at the first election
aj~dge of one particular party, and by the tim~
he IS ready to go out, the popular current will
have changed, and a~othcr party will be in powcr. 'I'hen political prejudices will begin to be
excited in the choice of a judge, aud the influcnces of party will be brought to sustain and
oppose him. With all those influences to which
I have J·eferred against him, it scems to me that
wc should sustain him in every way that we
can. When we look at the great powcr that will
be brought to bcar against a judge, the influence
that the bar will be inclined to use against him,
and the fact that ]1is duties claim his whole and
undivided attention,
prevent him from shakincr
hands with and making fri(,llds, givingparties~
etc., we are undoubtedly
called upon to gi\Te
him some power to sustain himself against all
these influences.
If we do not, thc government
will go down the first year of its operation, or
to use a more homely phrase, it will stick in the
mud.
I voted yesterday for tlle two thirds requisition to remove the judge, and I am now in favor
of still further sustaining 11im, by allowing the
governor to have a discretionary power after two
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thirds of the legislature shall say that he shall bon says, that none of us intend to seek for ofgi ve up his office, of returning, for good cause, flee, and that we all mean to do right.
I believe
the question back again to the legislature for re- he has some proposition that no member of this
consideration. And when we come to that clause convention shall be a candidate for office within
of the const.itution read by the President yester- en years. If that is adopted, gentlemen of my
day, I want instead of a majority to reverse the years may as well give up all hope. But I am
veto, to have a two third vote required also for ready to vote for it, if It would not cut off a
that purpose.
This was one reason that induced great many worthy young men, I see around me,
me to suppose this veto power, nuder the present from serving the people.
constitution, did not apply to cases of impeachThere has been something said about districtment. It would be a most extraordinary feature ing and branching the court of appeals.
Well
in a government to say that in the first instance you have discovered pretty early JIl the session
it should lake two thirds to remove a judge, and that I dare to speak my mind on any subject,
the gave-mol' from good and sufficient reasons and I fLIU goingto do it all this. Although I have
gi ces his veto thereupon, that then a bare majori- moved to strike out the provision, I am not very
ty should be sufficicut to affirm the decision not- anxious on this subject of diatricting the court.
withstanding
that veto. I wish at the proper If I believed that we were to have a judiciary
time, to move to amend this, so as to require a to be composed of the members of one party
two thirds vote after the veto-and
this as a fur- alone I would notgo for it. I believe the court
ther protection to the judiciary.
ought to he composed of members of both parAnd now as to the question of salary. I think ties, and it has been my experience in attending
it ought to be fixed in the constitution at a suf- court, that it would be better, and I have seen
tlcient minimum-to
do what? '1'0 induce the courts organized in that way, at aU times, and
great and distinguished lawyers of the country, that there would be less prejudice against it.
who arc qualified, and have reputation and tal- And if I believed there woul d bc a disposition
eute, and character for honesty and firmness, to make this a political court, and that the two
and all other requisites for a competent judge parties would meet and nominate judges of their
to offer their services, and go into the judiciary. own party exclusively, though I belong to a party
For I have no wish to fill our benches with a set now 1Il a political majority 1Il this state, I would
of little ninepenny judges, under an elective 8YS- not make this motion.
I make it, because it seems
tem, with all those powers to which I have refer- to be connected with this branching of the court.
red arrayed against them. They would never be of appeals, because as it is len to the legislature
able to get along-the governmcutwould go down to make the districts they might throw into the
-and
the people would call another convention COUIt meu uot so well qualified as we would get
to reverse what we have done. It is essential to having the whole state to elect from. There may
the firmness and independence of the judil;iary, be districts in the state, that have no individual
that it should possess powerful talents to sustain sufficiently qualified for the office. In my exitself. I want no third rate judges in the court perience it has been a great while since I thought
of appeals and in the circuit courts to battle the court of appeals was all able body.
I will
against the mighty power that, will surround not dispute that there are clever men in it, but
them at all times. It will never do, and we if there has been any man of transcendent talents
must offer and pay a salary that will induce the there, for a long time, then I have been mistaken.
first legal minds of the state to quit the practice of I think there ought to be one man of towering
their profession and take the offlee. As a mem- abilities there-one
who could take the great
bel' of the legislature, I have never been a high questions of boundary between the state and fedsalary mall, but to secure the first class men we eral power when it comes up there, and grapple
must puy what their services require before you with them like a giant. I believe that we ought
call organize a judiciary here that will not cost to frame such a constitution, and offer such a salmore than the present.
I believe that with a al'y as would command such a man at the head
dozen 01' fifteen circuit judges, for instance, com- of the judiciary of a great and independent state.
prising the ablest, most talented, and hardest
As to branching the court I am against it in
working men, that they will do the business every way and shape in which it could be natnbetter, and ill a shorter time than the nine- ed, because then I believe you never will get a
teen we now haye. I mean no disrespect, but set of men to acrept Lhe offices, for any salary
so far aq I am acquainted, there are vcr)' few this go\-ernmentwill give. Such a Bet of men I
nble men among them. I believe we cau, by mean, as ought to fill them.
A judge of the
getting bctter men, haye the judicial business' court of appeals is not like the Circuit judge.
pCl'forllled at a<;cheap a rate as it now costs the' For the latter, all that is necessary is that he
!?overnment. \\re would have fewer men to do should be a sensible man, and a good lawyer,
It, and better work done than by the many. I and be able to eome to correct conclusions.
He
would therefore fix in the constitution such a is not required to write them out for publicasalary as would secure tlle ablest men in the ju- t.iml". But when you come to the cOllrL of apdiciary; and I believe if we do not, we shall not peals, you must have men of learning, education
get along with an elective judiciary.
I am sat- -men of trauscendent abilities if you can get
isfIed it. will not do to give the legislature the tllem, because the state that pays only for ordipower of fixing the salary.
If it was left to the lJary talents, in these times, throws away its
llext lcgislature-I
have looked over the list and money. You had better give a large, a high salthey are very clever men-I do not believe on a ary, and lct your judiciary be stable anJ uniform
call of the ayes and noes they would fix the sal- in its decisions, instead of vacillating and varyary of a judge of the court of appeals at more ing with every flare up that public excitethan $50(i. I hope, as the gentleman from Bour- ment may array against them.
Let them have
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character, talents, and learning,
so as to be to the people in their understanding of it. And
able to carry public opinion with them.
Let suppose now that each judge has about one hun.
them move on like a torrent, and public opinion dred of these opinions a year to write out, if lie
will move with them.
They have to write out is put on the bench of Hie branch court, how is
tbeir opiuions, to give their reasons, and to print he going to do it? Will It not occupy him one
them, and they should have the talents and the whole year if he stays at Iiome, without riding
learning requisite for this.
'I'D secure all these about from point to point?
qualifications, we should pay them not only a
I should have no objection to 1.:00 branching of
~ood salary, but give them the power of sustainthe court, if only the great lawyers of the state
Ing their reputation.
A distinguished
man at
'Would come before it and argue, in. order that
the bar is not going 011 to the bench, if he did
the court might thus be sure of all the aid which
not believe it would' increase his reputation.
As
such distinguished
and' learned minds could
for salary, you never will give one which of it.
bring to their assistance, in deciding u:pon great
self, would make it worthy in a pecuniary point
and Important cases, involving, as I said before"
of view, to induce the master eplrtta of the state
immense interests.
I have no doubt there are
to take the position.
There must be some other
able men and lawyers in every pert of. the state,
thing, and what is that?
The honor of the stabut you will have a crop of lawyers come in
tion, the prospect
of handing
their names
down as the great expounders of the law and and fill your court house, if it is not ~retty large,
under the branching system, that will not be so
constitution, and who will be remembered for
able. And they have as much right to-be heard
ages to come for their intelligence and ability.
as others; nor do I object to it. And there will.
You must give them an opportunity to do all
be other things taking place. I have argued iIll
this. And do you suppose that four men-for I
the present court of appeals, and I know an iudo not believe you can get along with three--of
stance of a lawyer from the southern part of the
the first order of talents, who are making from
state,. arguing a case in that court involving a
$6,000 to $10,000 a year by their profession, will
~uestlOn of property: when he and ~is clie~t.re~
take a seat all the bench of the court of appeals,
tilly: want.ed to Iose It. Of course, 111 deciding
and be made a set of mere tinkers to ride around
against hun the ~ourt would be doing just what
the state from point to point, and place to place.
the lawyer and his client desired.
But for aught
When you and I were boys, there "was, Mr. OhairI know, this is a case which might happen un ...
man, before Kentucky became rich, and we got out
del' any organization
of the court we might
China ware and plate, and all that-there
was a
adopt.
Can you have at each location the court
set of men called tinkers, who went around pickmay decide upon the law library that we haveing up all the old pewter spoons, and running
here? ']'hose who do not know much about the
them over again-thus
making old spoons new.
legal profession may think a library a very unNow sir, this proposition to branch the court of
important matter, and that the jud!.tes ought to
appeals puts me in mind of these tinkers-and
yon
know all about the law. I am asked myself ...
will have tinkers for your judges, if you adopt
often, 'what, are you reading yet? why, I thought
this proposition.
you knew all the law?'
That is a great mieHow many causes are there now pending in the take. No man ever lived to learn all the law,
court of appeals?
We have seen it stated in the and even if he did, he might become a little
newspapers, and I know it is so from examina- cloudy on the subject, especially when he is call.
tion, that out of seven hundred causes in that ed upon to argue or decide a cause, he may find
court, there are about three hundred of them at it very necessary to read and refresh ..his memory~
least, every year, where written opinions are Chief Justice Marshall himself nev-er decided a
considered necessary to settle and define the difficult C11.';O, I dare say, without refreshing his
rights of property and all other rights, for the memory by a reference to the decisions of the
courts of this commonwealth.
Well, before American and English courts. And' it is prop~
they come to the facts, there are the principles
er that every judge should do the same, if he
of law involved in the case to be determined,
"'~"ishesh~s decisions to square with the estaband the judges have to go to the law library and Iiehed pnnClples of law. What, then, will be
read, and examine, and decide which of these the cost of three law Iibrariesj
As stated in
principles are applicable to the case. And after the newspapers, $3000 will not furnish such a
all this is done, then they have the labor of wri- library as the court of appeals should have. JI
ting out tbe opinion.
In delivering such opin- believe the library of the law school at Lexing,
ions, involving as they often do, the rights of ton did not cost less than $10,000, and the court
property to an enormous amount, not only to of appeals ought to have one in nowise its infethe suitors concerned, but to the people general. rior. You must have some man and a waggon
ly, how essential it is that every word should be to carry the books around, or else you must purweighed, and everyprinctple thoroughly examin- chase a library for each district.
You must
ed. It should not be put forth as the result of build a court house for each district, or else be a
hasty labor, but of the most matured delibera- tenant of the county, and pay rent for the use of
tion.
'1'hey are put in the book, and become in their court house. Then you must nave for each
fact a part of the law of Kentucky.
If there is court a sergeant, a tipstaff, a man, to make fires,
a mistake in the opinion thus laid down, it may etc., and all the other attendants to a eourt, The
be the cause of divesting the citizen of his prop- increased expense is therefore a great ebjecerty, or of Inducing men to invest their property tion to the system. It would be much mere ex.
and engage 1Il contracts, only to be ruined and pensive than the present system, of which the
destroyed.
And these opinions thus published
people complain, and that is one evil among
too are the guides to the judges of the inferior others in regard to it, which they desire-to hay!!
courts in their administration of the law, and obviated.
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have said that the legislature shall not infringe
on that definition of treason, nor change the
law of evidence upon which the charge shall be
established.
They have laid down great and
broad principles of natural right in om bill of
rights; they 'have assured to us the freedom of
speech, the right to meet together to deliberate
upon, ant! condemn the action of our popular
authorities; the freedom of the press, the right
to worship God according to reason and conscience, and. the security of property and person; exception from ex post facto laws, and laws
violating the obligation of contracts, and other
rights fundamental and proper. They have laid
down the mode, and a difficult and tardy mode
it is, in which they themselves, the only source
of power that exista upou God's globe, will
amend the fundamental law, the constitution of
the land.
And what does the concluding article in the bill of rights say, in regard to these
and other rights quite as important?
"To guard against transgressions of the high
'powers which wehavedelegated,
we declare, that
'every thing in this article is excepted out of the
'general powers of the government, and shall
r forever remain
inviolate; and that all laws eon'trary thereto, or contrary to this constitution,
'shall be void."
Now I ask my friend, and I ask the house, if
the people were not afraid to trust themselves,
if they were not afraid to trust that majority,
which might get possession of the government,
and control its action? The people have said
that these rights are inalleuable, and that they
shall forever remain inviolate; that all laws contrary thereto shall be void.
Now, I will illustrate this important position,
this great and fundamental truth. by one or two
examples. Private property shall not be taken
for public use without the consent of the representatives of the owner, nor without just compensation being made to him for it. That, in
the last twelve months in one of its modes and
forme, has been a. most exciting question in this
commonwealth.
Suppose that every adult
male in Kentucky should meet and resolve that
emaucipatdon should take place without compensation, and this in opposition to the constitution of the state. I ask my friend, and I ask
this convention, what would be the legal and
practical effect of such a resolution, adopted
unanimously by the freemen of the whole state?
~t would be unconstitutional,
and it would be
void: and a judiciary, able, understandin~ the
principles of the constitutaou, impartial, iudepcudeut, would rise above the raging storm,
and would not allow this great principle in the
constitution to be violated, that the people of
the state of Kentucky cannot wrest Irom any
man his property, without just compensation
being made to him.
I ask again then, if in this most important
juncture, the people have not shown a distrust
of themselves, and have.not refused to confide
the exercise of sovereign power, even to a sovereign majority itself? I will put another instance, and but one more. What was it but the
principle of freedom of conscience, and the right
to worShip God according to the dictates of reason, that inalienable and invaluable right which
produced the settlement of this North American

continent? Suppose now ,that the hordesof immigration from Catholic Europe shall come on in
such increasing waves as to constitute the balance
of power in this Union. 'l'hey are now coming at
the rate of half a million yearly, and in a short
time these tides may rise and swell, till they
reach a million annually.
How many such anuual influxes will it take to enable a catholic
league in times of excitement, to seize upon the
balance of political power, not only in the United
States, but of most of the states? Suppose .that
state of things should come upon us, and then in
obedience to, and in conformity with the princlplee of a united faith, Dud despotic religion, they
should resolve to put down proteetantism,
and
that the infallible catholic religion should be
the only faith, and that all should bow to it in
sendill~ up orisons to their Omniscient Creator'?
I ask it a majority thus derived and constituted,
should meet in defiance of the constitution, and
that weat principle which secures freedom of
conscience to the citizen, and should resolve that
this should be the all-pervading religion of the
land, what IE'S'aleffect and validity would it
haver None sir, none whatever.
Now sir, the wise men who framed this constitution, and the people who have lived under
it so long, knew that we were all frail and infirm beings, liable to error and passion, to oppression and wrong; they knew that when such
was the character of the individual
action of
mankind, that its aggregate action by states and
nations must be of the same character.
Why.
there is not a man in th is hall. however enlightened in mind, however pure in intention,
however sublimated in morals, that does not err
from day to day, and grievously err; I1OW, when
we all individually- so err, can our collective action be invariably free from error, free from the infirmities that beset, and always will beset our
frail and fallen nature.
The people knew that
they were liable to be misled and to commit
error, to be led by faction to perpetrate wrong.
and ill times of high excitement to use their
power oppressively on the minority.
And it
was because of this deep and philosophical
knowledge of our infirmity and liability to err
in all things in government, in the formation of
a constitution, and especially in the enactment
of laws, that they established this constitution.
that they laid broad and deep the fundamental
rights in the article of the constitution from
which I have [net read; and they proclaimed
that all laws which violate these great and inappreciable rights should be held void and of
no effect. 'I'beu I am not to be deterred from
this position, by being asked if I am afraid to
trust the people. I am afraid to trust the people, I am afraid to trust myself. But when you
enlighten the people, when you ~ive them facts,
and time to deliberate, to act advisedly and with
mature reflection, I bow to their will with as
much submission as any man in this hall. But
I am not for bringing about a state of things
which shall deprive the people of those lights
and that deliberation.
~
I think my position argues more confidence in
the people t11an that of any gentleman who has
spoken his sentiments in the course of this debate. 'I'he people know that they am the only
legitimate source of power. Why when they
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adopted the principle in the constitution,
by Iem. How had it worked, and how is it working
in tbntetate for the short period of its existence'(
which they bound themselves that two succesIn any other way thau T could desire it to work
sive votes should be taken at a general election,
upon the question of calling a convention, and a in my state, if the principle is to be introduced
majority should be had each time before they here.
You propose to elect the judge by the people.
could call a convention, did they incorporate
What will be not only the manifest, but the
that principle?
They knew they had the right
inevitable consequence of the ado:r.tion in pracupon the instant and at all times to change,
You will make your
amend or wholly subvert our constitution
and tice of such a principle?
courts and your-judges partizan and political, as
our form of government.
But they reasoned,
certain as that the sun shines, or as the nigllt
they reflected like moral and nccountable beings,
they considered that such would not be the succeeds the day, and you will draw these offibsst mode of changing that constitution, and ces into tbc absorbing maclstroom of political
Gentlemen hug to themselves
that time and reflection would be necessary partizan politics.
But we aU know the peoto inform them, even upon this great quos a contrary delusion.
ple are wholly divided, into two great political
tion. From such considerations they chose to
prescribe for themselves the time which the ex- parties. The candidates for these offices will
not have the virtue and self-denying capacity
isting constitution requires for its amendment.
Why sir, the people want a government, not. to hold thcmsel ves aloof from the scramble of
party politics.
In my judgment, meu never demerely for the purpose of exerclaing their power,
Your
not merely to display to the world that they arc luded themselves with a greater fallacy.
the nnthors of the government, that it exists by system, in a short time after the judges are to be
their will, and that they have a right to change elected by the popular vote, will inevitably force
it as they please; they do not want a govern- the selection of every candidate for a judgeship
ment with officers and with ull consequent ex- from political partizans; indeed there will be
uone others from whom to select these candipend~tures, simply for the o.stentatio~ls displar
of this power.
They want It for their convent" dates, and the very same means which fill other
political partizan offices will be resorted to, and
ence, their security,
and their protection.
I
will fill the office of judge.
We recollect that
have this confidence in the intelligence and virheld for
tue of the people in relation to this question about two years ago the Hrstelectionwas
and all other questions of ~ovennllent, if you supreme judges in the state of New York. When
the two parties made their nominations for sucan satisfy them that there IS a mode of filling
preme court judges, Mr. Gardiner received the
the judicial offices, different from that of PO]?UIar election, by which a gr('aier amount of abili- nomination of the democratic party, and he being an anti-renter in principle, that party took
ty, honesty, and independence can be secured,
they will have the reason and good sense to cast him up and voted for him, and 118was elected,
running ahead of his ticket some twenty thouthe exercise of power from themselves, and to
What power and influence gave
delegate it where it may more certainly secure sand votes.
him such a great majority over his associates on
those great ends.
the ticket? It was believed beforelland that if
We all agree as 1 before said, in one gen- elected to the supreme bench, ill that high judgeral principle, und that is, that we must have au meut seat he would be anti-renter, and would
able, honest, impartial, and independent judicia- decide against the rights of the landlords.
We
ry. 'I'he question on which we differ is, as to the recolloet a few years ago, that we sent a commisbest manner of securing such tribunals.
I sion to the state of Ohio, consisting of two of the
:propose to compare opinions with gentlemen most talented and prominent men in Kentucky, to
In relation to two modes.
J deny that it has endeavor to have re-modeled the laws of Ohio for
been any where established by time and experi- the reclamation of fugitive slave". This mission
ence, that the principle of l}opular election of produced the passage by the Ohio legislature of
judges is the best or wil
secure the great what was called the "black law."
The subject
purposcs for which a judiciary is to be constitu- excited the people of that state, and divided
ted. We have no such experience in our country, them into parties.
Au abolitionist became a
or elsewhere, to establish that political truth.
I candidate for the office of judge before the
have met with men, democrats too, who have legislature of the state, and he declared beforelived in Mississippi and have practiced law un- hand that he regarded those laws uncoustituder an elective judiciary system, and of all men tional, and if elected would declare them null
whom I have met the~ were the most thorough and void-s-aud it was upon this previous declaand uncompromising In their opposition to the ration of principle, that he was supported and
system. Such a system in that state has result- elected to the office.
But what is going on in
ed in the courts being deterred from holding tho state of New York at this time? New York
their terms by the clamor of debtors, and ill -the empire state as she is called~great
in her
bringing upon it the foul and indelible dishonor population,
in her resources, in elements of
of state repudiation.
It has been adopted but re- wealth, and national power, and great but most
cently ill the state of New York.
Certainly it mischievious in the example she sets to her sishas not been there long enough ill operation to ter states, and in no example more mischievious
afford any thing like a practical test that is to be than in the constitution that she has lately adoptrelied upon in carrying out our deliberations in ed~what is going on in that great state? I road
the busllless of forming a constitution.
Why from the New York Evening Post all account of
sir, a system like that would require un age to what is doing in the second judicial district:
prove it; we should have to run throngh two or
"The judicial convention in this district met
three judicial cycles before we could say we had
the lights of experience in relation to that prob- 'at Newburgh on the 11th Inst., and nominated
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'John W. Brown, Esq., vice S. B. Strong, whose
• term expires."
I have served in congress with oue of these gentlemen, and I suppose my venerable friend (Mr.
Hardin) has served with the other, and we both
know that Strong is a man of greatly more ability und legal attainment than Brown.
And on
what considerations is Mr. Strong now superceded, and another democrat brought out to :fill
his plate? The Post says:
"A more acceptable nomination could not have
"been made, either to his district or to the state.
'MI'. Brown is one of the first lawyers at the Now
•York bar, and enjoys the entire confidence of
'his professional brethren.
He is, besides, a
· man of unwearied
industry; has been the nr ,
"chitect of his own fortunes; was honored with
'a seat in congress for two successive terms, and
'was one of the most efficient members of the
"constitutional
convention of 1846.
"Hie antagonist. Mr. Hasbrouck, also of N cw'burgh, is better known as a politician than a
'lawyer, and will not probably receive the entire
'support of his party against a candidate so de"airable, in every point of view, as a judge to
'the people of his district."
I make this declaration without regard to politics-be he whig or be he democrat-keep
your
political partizans out of your courts, as you
would keep a pestilence from this hall. But the
cause for the overeleugh of judge Strong will
nppear in the continuation of the extract:
"The following very appropriate tribute was
'paid by the convention to the Hon. S. B. Strong,
'whose term of office expires this winter.
"Resolved unanimously, That Hon. Selah B.
'Strong, whose term as justice of the supreme
"court will expire on the first of January next,
'has discharged the duties of his station with
'pre-eminent ability, and to the entire satisfac"tion of the members of the bar, and the people
'of the district.
That nothing but the peculiar
'situation
of the district, and the location of
"three judges in a single part of it, has induced
'us to nominate another person to fill his place."
What was the controlling consideration then?
Not talents, not, legal attainments, not impartiality, not integrity, not every talent and virtue
that Call adorn the judicial bench, but a favorable local position gave the inferior man more
strength, and therefore he was selected by the
eouvention, to displace a vastly superior man.
Availability!
But this is only aile of the dIStricta. I read from the same paper:
"JUDICIALNosuxvnoxs.c-d'he
democrauc can"didutes for the supreme court in the eighth ju"dicinl district of the state are as follows."
The democratic candidates for the supreme
court! A court that supervises the legislation
aud the action of the executive of the Empire
State-that
declares what is law, and what is
not law-that
secures to the citizen his life, his
liberty, his reputation, and his property-this
august and all powerful tribunal, that ought to
be a type of divinity itself, as much as frail and
erring man can be-how
is it to be selected? By
the meeting of democratic ano. whig cabals and
juntos, and the bringing forward of men, not for
their virtue, intclli~ence 01' legal attainments,
but because of then' political llopnlarity and
availibility. And what do these cabals do? They

nominate upon strict party and partizan grounds,
eight candidates under the name of the democratic candidates for the offices of supreme judge
in the Empire State of New York.
W1Iat a
spectacle!
"The democratic candidates for the supremo
court in the eight judicial districts of the state
'are as followsc-District No.1, Samuel Jones,
'of New York; district No. 2JJolm W. Brown,
'of Orange."
Mr. Jones is an able man.
I am informed
that Mr. Brown has received the uoniinution
of
the two segments of the democratic party, the
Darn burners and the Old. Hunkers.
'I'hcy have
settled their family quarrels, and the two
ties after living separate a while, have (one
away with their partial divorce, and have got
together again, and arc living in tolerable harmony, I suppose.
But before that was effected,
Mr. Brown received the nomination of one st'ctic», and now he receives it from the other. That
is not all-the
Anti-renters-powerful
and determined ill pllrpos<" casting their votes and ex(;rtillg themselves in all the electioue as a unit,
probably hold the balance of pow8r in some of
these judicial districts, and it becomes 11 matter
of great party interest, with both parties, to enlist the Anti-renters in the support of their cause
and candidates.
TIH}Anti-renters made efforts,
and I believe they succeeded ill getting such
pledges and assurances from Mr. Brown, as .MI'.
Young, the whig candidate for governor, and as
Mr. Gardiner, the democratic candidate for lieut.
governor, gave them at a former election.
The
consequence is, that the three parties unite in the
nomination
and the election of Mr. Brown is
placed almost beyond the power of fate itself.
'I'he third district has nominated Henry Hogeboom, of Columbia; the fourth, John Fine, of
St. Laurenco-c-whom
I have the pleasure to
know, and who is a. very worthy and intelligent
gentleruau-c-tbe fifth, Joshua A. Moore and Robert Lansing, of Jefferson; the sixth, William H.
Shankland, of Cortland; the seventh, Theron R.
Sroug, of Wayne; and the Eighth, Nathan Dayton, of ~ iugara. 'I'he nomination
ill the fifth
district was made before the re-union of the
Bumburnera and the Old Hunkers-and
of these
two seer ions of Iocofocoism I do Hot know which
bears the best name. The editor says:
"The nominations in the fifth district were
'made before the union of the democracy in the
'State was completed.
"'Ye presume the necessary step" will be ta, ken to present but one candidate there. The
'district is strongly democratic, having given a
'majority of over ten thousand egninst Taylor;
, and it ought not to be lost by divisions."
Now I ask any man here if he is "'0 credulous
as to believe that these offices of judge, under
ou]' proposed system, will not become politically
partizan?
AnJ if they arc to beeomtl so, what
are to be t.he inevitable conseqnences but inefficiency, de&,l'adatiou and corruption?
What office is there lJl all Ameriea-in any state or territory within the United States, that is filled by
the popularyote or by au elc.ctoral college of any
number, but what h:).;1been thllS degraded anu.
become politically partizan in its clml'acter? How
is it witlI your Pl'esident--with your members of
congress-with
youI' governors of the states and
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state legislators?
How is it with YOUl' county
courts-your
coroners and petty constables?
All
have become political partizan, all have been degraded into this sink of corruption
and iniquity. and all are soiled more or "less by its filth.
How can yon expect to ~rescrvc theermme of a
judge pure and uncontaminated when itis dr~¥ged into such all association?
Never, never! You
might as soon expect to find chastity in a brothel.
How is it that yom political and /Jartizan offices arc tilled-and
how is it that t lese judicial
offices will be filled when they are degraded to
that character? Go to some of the districts now
in my mind, and you will see partizan leaders,
months before the ejection organizing, so as to
make perjury, and subornation of perjury, inevitable. You will see sums of money scattered
broad cast for purposes of bribery and corruption, and of buyiug the elective franchise Itself-the
highest percgntive of political sovereignty that can appertain to man. Go to the
stables and the barne-ccontiguoua to the places
of voting a few days before the election-and
you
will see debased men herding together like cattle,
drinking and carousing, fiddling and dancing,
anci.in their revolting orgies, violatlllil'~ the Sabbath itself. You will see $50 and $1 0 as publically paid forvotes as for ahorse in open market,
and all for political purtiaan victory. You will
see yonI' partizan leaders-your
high priests of
democracy and whigism-passing
their slogan
and their war cry, their henchmen and followers,
calling out their forces and preparing for the conflict, and making every appliance that can be
devised, for the purpose of accomplishing their
ends. 'I'hink you not that the sacred ermine of
the judge will thus be brought down to degradation and infamy? It is so in New York, and
it will be so in Kentucky, whenever you make
these officers elective by the people. One thing
is certain, the people are about as often mistaken
and abused, cheated and defrauded out of proper men in electing to political offices, as otherwise. I imagine that the actual statistics upon
this subject will present at least one half unfit
from ignorance or want of capacity and principle, or some other cause.
The same causes that bring such a proportion
of unfit, inefficient and improper men into your
purely political offices, will also operate upon
your judiciary.
Their fixed salary and their
longer tenure of office will aggravate this state of
things, as to them. But we are answered again
by the cry of the demag-ogues, "are you afraid
to trust the people with the people's business?"
I say if the people's buainess can be better done
by agents selected by them and directly responSible to them, the people themselves will not
only sanction, but wil l require you to trust their
business-not
to themselves, but to those a~encies. And here I will say to my respected fnend
from Henderson, that upon this point I have not
the remotest intention to apply my remarks to
him, but to one not present-a
native red-republican, a natural born, constitutional,
inherent
red-republican, of which party I am not. That
there are some function" of government which
can be better performed by agents appointed
by the people, than by the people themselves,
and which ougllt to be entrusted to such agents.
You cannot get the people together to make laws,

actin~in general assembly.
It is physically impossible. But if there were small communities,
such as Athens, or the republic of ancient Greece,
or the republics of Italy of the middle ages, and
if it were possible to assemble the body of the
people for that purpose, a few able, experienced,
and discreet men, properly selected by the people, would be better fitted and more competent
to devise laws than the people themselves.
If
it were possible to S:8t the people together to
sit ill judgment, and to apply legal and constitutional principles to the multitude of cases
that come before the judges, it could be better
done through the medium of judg-es, enlighten.
ed and virtuous men, than it could by the body
of the people themselves
But it IS said the
people elect their president and governor, and
why should they not elect their judges? The
people do not eleet a foreign embassador, a secretary of state, or a commander of their armies,
and If they had had the power to elect the commander of the army to take charge of the late
Mexican war, the results of which shed so much
glory and lustre upon the Amencau arms-not
upon the American government-bnt
upon the
American soldiery-c-who won ld huve been probebly called upon to lead our armies in the conduct
of that wnr? where would have been the hero
of Buena Vista? The man whose valor, and
whose military genius created his own fortune,
a most brilliant one, in one campaign.
Where
would have been the hero of Chippewa and
Lundy's Lane, whose military genius conceived
and executed in. this Mexican war, one of the
most brilliant campaigns on record? Even the
immortal Scott would have been saved the work,
and his country would have lost one of the
brightest pages of her history, the record of the
greatest at modern campaigns, from the castle
of St. J nan de Ulloa to the city of Mexico by the
selection of another and less able military leader.
It is in the nature of things, that there should be
an inherent irremediable unfitness and impropriety in the people electing such officers as these.
That unfitness is much more palpable, and applies with much more force to thcoffiee of judge.
Gentlemen say we live in a progressive a~e. I
am not a very old man-not
so old probably us
I seem to be-I am not a eexigenarian at any rate,
but still these modem wiseacres would persuade
me that I am behind the times; that I do not
keep up with the intellectual improvements of
the day, and particularly in the science of government; that although I studied in the schools
of Washington,
of Hamilton, and of Jefferson,
and of the sages who formed our institutions,
that still I am a vast distance behind the advancing political sciences of the day.
Now there are some things that cannot be improved, among them are the process of procreation, the Lord's prayer, and some of the fundamental and immutable principles of our constitution, and I say that the man is a novice himself who attempts to prove and establish that I
am a dotard and behind the wisdom oftbe present
generation, because I will Dot repudiate great
principles like these. When you put your system in operation, how will you elect your judges
and who will elect them. I have seen it stated
as a political axiom that the independence of
the judiciary is the assurance which the sever-
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elgn of the state gives to its justice against its, and they alone. Is it »ot so ill offices purely poAnd if it is so, is 110t the conclusion
power. 'I'his is a great principle in our system, litical?
and I will examine the proposition a single mo- inevitable that it will be 80 in relation to the
ment. The constitution and wise and just laws judges, when you make them partizan political
under it, are the essence of free institutions and officer,,;? Now mr democratic friends mayanof true popular liberty.
What is it that consti- swer me all this branch of the subject, by saying
tutes liberty? It is not the power of doing what that the whole of your judges now are partizan
we please; but it is the secHrit1,:which good ill- judges; they are whig Judges. I am sorry that
stitutions and just laws give. The rights of life, all of them are. It is this total interdiction and
of liberty, of reputation,and property, are assured exclusion of the democratic party from these ofto us, by our constitution and our laws, and this fices, that has given this question of electing
is American liberty. 'l'hia constitution and these the judges by the popular vote its strength.
If 'the democratic party always had had an equal
laws are not self-acting and self-executing machinery. Theshield of the law is said to protect or [ustshare of theso offlces.nnd if election to them
the citizen, but how is its protection secured to by popular vote had nut been recommended to us
him? How is it then with the humble man, and by the example of New York, t111squestion nevhow does it become a panoply and security to him? er would have existed here in its present impoYou have seen the powerful arIt is by the intervention of Judges who ere learn- sing stl'eugth.
ed, who are independent, and who are honest. If gument that this exclusion of their men of talyou have not a judiciary so constituted,
you eute addresses to their party. Here is our party,
mig-ht as well have no laws, for the security constituting nearly a majority of the people of
an equal amount of inteland protection of our essential rights is only to Kentueky,possessin*,
be had through the medium of courts, and with- ligence, virtue, and utneee for these offices, and
out judges who have the ability and the virtue are we not inexorably excluded from them under
to apply those laws, the laws might as well not the present system. That system is unjust and
exlst-c-ludeed
they do not practically
exist. oppress! ve to us, and therefore let us overthrow
We all concede this truth; how shall we make it it. And the rank and file have marched with
practically good to the country?
How will you their leaders and are ready to overthrow such a
give assurance to the people that they have such system and substitute any other that promises
laws, and such tribunals thus to administer them a fair proportion of the honors nnd emolthem, because it is uot enough that we provide uments in this department of the government.
and pass laws, it-is requisite and necessary that I deny that the people of Kentucky ever demanI deny that they now
the people should have full confidence, full be- ded an elective judiciary.
lief and faith that they have such laws and such do it. I say if this question is fairly made and
tribunals to administer them, but you never will ably discussed in every county and district in
attain this in my judgment by means of your the state of Kentucky, the people themselves
courts elected by popular vote. We all concede will sustain a contrary principle, if you will
hold out to the democratic party a system that
thatour judges must be honest and independent.
How are you to make them independent? They will give them a just and equal share of these
must be able and learned in the law; if they are offices. How then did the question acquire
Because the country was divided
not, they cannot be independent, because they this strength?
will have to lean upon the intellect of some into two parties, each party zealous and anxious
for
the
patronage
and power of the government
trusted lawyer, WJIO will be called upon to guide
them in their dark and bewildered path.
Abili- rather than for the success of its principles
ty and learning in a judge is just as necessary as and the great practical benefits which they bevirtue, integrity and impartiality.
'I'he history lieve arc to flow from those principles, and conof political officers, and you propose to make sequently determined to take no position to
The democrats
the judiciary a political office, proves, that in a jeopardize their party strength.
majority of cuses at least, this requisite, ability go for change, because change is favorable to
The whigs, because they think that their
and learning, will not be secured for the bench them.
malcontents, with the democrats, will become a
as it is not f01· other descriptions
of offices.
majority,
and they are determined not to be left
In the great state of New York have we not
on this question in a party minority, and for
seen that these requisites are not the touchstone;
that-they do not guide those who make the nom i- that reason they fall in and swell the multitude
nations, and who mediately, at least, confer that is ringing this cry for change in the judicithe appointment itself; that they are not the arv over the state.
motives which control the action of those cabals
Now, what do I propose? I propose to avoid
and conventions that nominate the candidate the evils, the great, inevitable, unnpprcciafor judge?
They look to availability, to a man's ble evils, that cannot be too much deprecated,
popularity, to the number and acth,ity and pow- which must result from this system of electing
er of his connections, to his wealth; to his golden by the popular vote. Al1d what is my plau? I
coff..:rs,and to his disposition to spend and scat- have to speak of it in its application to the cir·
ter their contents for the purposes of corruption.
cuit courts also, as in that cOllnection it attaches
They will pass around the party watch-words,
itself necessarily to the court of appeals.
I supand in bringing their candidates into the field, pose our friends, the democrats, as a general
they will invariably have whig and democratic rule, will only el::pect to get the jud~es in
cUl1didates for judge.
Who wil1 fill these offices? districts
in which they have the maJority;
The men that can get the nomination of the con· and it is fit and just that they should there
vention, of the intrig-uing and corrupt cabal that have them.
I imagine they do not expect,
bring out the candIdates and present them to and probably all of them do not desire more;
the voters. of the district.
'fhey will succeed, but whether they do or not, I presume they
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will hardly gl'-t more as a general rule. Well,
how do I propose to organize the courts and
to appoint. the judgcst
You may cull them circuit or district courts, or whatever you please,
but you divide the state into districts.
I propose to constitute the members of the house of
representatives of the legislature, from each district, into uu clectorul college, and as soon as the
Iegislnture convenes, the seven, eight or ten men
constituting the representatives from a district,
shal l get together and form an electoral college,
whenever their is a vacancy ill the office of judge
jn the district, and shall name two men to the
senate.
The senate shnll nnminate one of them
to the governor, and he shall commission him as
judge of the circuit or inferior court of that district. In this way, ten, fifteen, or twenty judges,
as may be decided upon. will be selected. When
the court of appeals IS to be filled, the governor
shall select from among the circuit judges, or
such persons as have filled that office, a sufficient number, and shall nominate them to the
senate, and by and with their advice and con,
sent, he shall appoint them to that high station.
But he shall be limited and restricted to only
such 'persons as are or have been judges of the
circuit or inferior courts.
These inferior courts
shall be filled, ill the mode and on the principle
which I have described.
How is that going to
work? The executive branch of OUl'government
is rather in low repute now. It has been cried
down, till it has lost the popular affection, and
not only that, but the system of the government
itself-the
constitution-has
been cried down.
And gentlemen who thus assail the executive,
say there have been great abuses in the exercise
of its discretion and power.
I will concede that there has been at least
some abuses, but not so much as there has beeu
on the part of the legislative branch of government, though more I admit than there lias been
on the part of the judicial department.
You cut
off all agency anci possible abuse of the executive power in filling the inferior courts, and upon whom will it be devolved? Upon the members of the house, men chosen by the people for
whom the judge is to act, and ,\'110 are most interested ill having proper men to be their judges
-c-rcpresentatives who for their intelligence and
knowledge of public men, and business, will be
chosen by their constituency for this in connection
with other hip'"h duties. Would not they select
propel' judges!
They would know to a reasonable extent all the men in their several districts fit
for the office of judge, while eight tenths of the
people of the district do not and cannot havc
such knowled&"e of men. The quiet of the profession und tne seclusion of the law library
leads the very men who ate best qualified to fill
the office away from the vortex of politics.
l'he
best men especially for judicial officeR, are not
mixing in political affairs, thcy are away from
them, calmly pursning t,heir legal studieS, improving thcir minds and cultivating a system of
moral principles and moderation of character,
that eminently qualifies them f0r the discharge of
t.he duties of the bench. The people, out of their
particular counties, are gcnerally strangers to
such men. 'l'he men wholU they send to the legislature as their representativcs would probably
know all snch men ill their districts.
Those rep-

resentatlvea will ill most eases name two men of
the party in a majority in their districts to the
senate, and t118senate w ill nominate one of them
to the governor, who will commission him as a
judge. In this way the popular voice of the district would be represented, and a man of the same
political sentiment with the majority would be
their judge, and ho would in all probability be
the ablest man of their party in the district.
By
this mode what an incentive would you offer to
the electors, for choosing their best men-arrospeet of ultimate promotion to the bench 0 the
appellate court. They 'W0111dlook forward to
the time when a limited term of office in that
court would bring about a probable promotion,
and they would select men of the first legal attainrncnts, fitness and capabilities, with a view
to promotion to that high station.
When the
judges came to fill their stations in the circuit
courts, they would know that within the course
of seven, eight, ten or twelve ;years there would
be a periodical series of nominations to the appellate bench, and these nominations would be
restricted entirely to themselves, and the few who
had filled their offices. The most industrious
judges, the men of the most ability andfitness for
'the office, would in all probability be called to fill
the higher places. What powerful incentive do
you offer to these /'lldD'es to withdraw entirely
from the turmoil 0 ll~itics, to appropriate their
talents, their time, and their energies to the exclusive study 01' the law letsa science, and the improvemeut of all the necessary qualities that
enter into the character of a great judge. I ask
you if this system would not inevitably work to
the improvement of our judiciary, and to the
eucouraccment
of application
and industry
amon.s-tllC circuit court judges, by holding out
to their ambition a reasonable prospect of reward and promotion?
Look at the principle
where it is operative in the general government.
I propose a line of regular lH'omotion in the
courts. We have that princip e acting from the
fouu.lution of our government in its military and
naval services.
But for the existence of that
principle, and the emulation to which it gave
rise among our naval and military officers, Scott
himself never would have been fitted to have
planned and executed the brilliant campaign
which throws a halo of 15lo1'yaround his name.
You bring the principle into our courts, and you
secure thereby in the legal profession, the SRUle
results which vindicate it III the military and
naval professions.
But I have a few other cursory remarks as to
the defects of this system of electing judges.
As I said; the people wonld not seleet their
juJD'es, but 11. few active and intriguing poliiicia~s, who manage the conventions and political cancuses, and get control of the political parties of the district, would direct the whole affair.
Yes. in a judicial district, a half dozen men
would control the nominations, and thus decide
who should be judge and who ShOl1ld not. I
know it is intended t.o limit the tenure of the judicialofficer.
I am in favot' of that principle,
and every evil of the existing judiciary system,
which requires
cOlTcction, in my judgment
would be corrected by its introduction.
And
so far as we innovate beyond that, it is wholly
for miscllief.
You bring down the terms-say

of the appellate judges to eight years. and the
circuit judges to four 01' six years.
Now the
men who are nominated to office will be elected
and placed there by those who make the nomination, because the candidates so nominated
will certainly and inevitably receive the support
and entire vote of their party.
Whoever does
this work of nomination therefore 'will essentially and practically make the judge. And who
will do it? Not the people, not ilie mass of the
voters, but the political wire-workers, the jugglers, the active olcctioneerers, the enteryrisillg,
the bold and the unscrupulous poli tica managers. 'I'hey will usurp this power of nominating the judge, and in that way they will dictate
to the people whom they shall elect. Thinkyou
not the man thus nominated and elected will not
know who put him in office-that
he will not
"remember his creator in the days of his youth'?"
And if you give him a short term, think you
not that he will look to the power, to the men,
ah to the man who placed him in office for the
purpose of securing a renewal of his term? Why
just as certain us destiny.
Under the exlstiug system a jud~: is appointed by the governor and senate. lie feels the
sanctity of his office, the purity of the ermine
which
he :figuratively wears, and he with
draws from politics, stands aloof from active
partisanship,
and becomes a non-combatant
in
this war for political power.
His independence is assured to him by a life tenure. But
when candidates are brought out as the whig
and democratic candidates are, nominated by
whig and democratic conventions and cabals,
and a nomination is equivalent to an election,
and that nomination is made aud decided by a
few, and the judges then go into the canvass,
and in defiance of the resolution and purpose of
my friend from Henry, (Mr. Nuttall,)
make
speeches from the stump, mingle with the people,
visit from house to house, draw themselves into
controversies, declare themselves _opposed to
black laws or similar questions, when they go
into pot house!' and groggeries, and come reeking from the brandy bar to the bur of justicewhat sort of au ministration of justice will yon
haver 'Vill not its pure streams become contaminated and corrupt, defiled and polluted?
who is there that wants such streams of justice
to flow through the land to desolate the sacred
rights of life and liberty, reputation and property? Do you want your courts to be thus constituted, and made the supervisors of thegovornment of the country, to set limits to the exercise of executi ve and legislative powel'-yes,
to
stand as a barrier against the sovereign people
themselves, whenever they soek to invade great
and fLlnd.amenta~ principles, as those contail~ed
ill our bill of rights? What do the sovereign
people say in relation to the judges?
We elect
them as a defence and a bulwark of our justice,
against
our power. What sort of security
would they be when a half dozen intriguing and
corrupt political manaeers in a district give
hi.'! office to the judge, wllen he has a short term,
and when he is looking for a renewal of that
term, to the men and power that placed him
there? He would become a suppliant tool, and
submit his own mind and his own intellect-if
mind and intelligence he had-and
his own will,
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impartiality
and ,. irtue to the interests, the
caprices, or the passions of the men who placed
him in power.
The system is corrupt in its essence and nature, and in its inevitable results,
and you might put pure men in it, but you
would necessarily in most cases debase and corrupt them.
I will give you another instance if you please.
I have heard of a gentleman who has instituted
in this state, a thousand actions of ejectment for
land, and I know other gentlemen who claim
thousands
of acres, worth hundreds. of thousands.
The election of a judge is coming
on.
all know, who are acquainted with
courts of law, the weakness of the courts for
the purposes of self-defence.
We know also
the capacity even of circuit or inferior judges,
for mischief, aggression and wrong on private
rights, and whenever there is a partial or corrupz judge , he may, in lUauy cases, suppress
and pervert justice.
'I'hcre is a vast deal confided to his discretion, especially in making up
bills of exce.ption,
through
the medium of
which his decisions are submitted to the auperior court. We all know that when circuit judgee
become so corrupt, and debased as to pervert
and prostitute their power, they lllay III this
way subvert justice.
An election is about to
take place in a judicial
district--these
one
thousand ejectments are filed, or suits are commenced, each involving some two or three hUD·
drcd thousand dollars-and
there is a democratic and a whig candidate-something
like an
equal division of parties in the district-and
th ere is to be a severe and doubtful contest.
I
tell you there arc mallY of the districts, where
ten thousand dollars of gold would carry tho
election, and enable the roan who had a large
interest at stake to place his creature in the office of judge. Give the candidate a short term,
and submit, not to the people, but to the cabals
and managers, the question of his re-election,
and you expose him to this influence. From
the mode of his constitution, the tenure of his
office, the uncertainty
and insufficiency of hie
salary, he is weak, and is known to be weak.
He that is suspected is liable to assault, or she
either; and he or she either, who pauses when
assaulted, is lost, and I tell you that these men
who have such immense interests depending on
the dicision of these courts, will make the approach, and many judges will pause and sell
themselves too. And they will know beforehand,
from which of the caudidutee they can expect
most. There are men in this state, having suits
in the courts, and interests large enough involved
in them to authorize that expenditure, and who
would make it [udioiouslj- and effectually too, to
carry the election of a/'udgc, uud place his man
and creature in the sea, to exercise not only the
justice of the sovereign people, but themoc~el'yof
that justice which should be an eu;anatIon of
the divinity itself. And arc you gomg to drag
down the Judiciary system to that depth of degradation?
I give ;Y0ll another example.
My
friend who sits before me, (Mr. Hardin.) who
now has the frosts of sixty-five winters on his
brow, has an intellect as VIgorous, comprehensive active, and daring as any of which I have
eyer' had knowledge.
Through his life, he has
always exercised, and always would exercise a
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If you render him
vast influence, the influence of mind, of great the chances of re-election.
and towering intellect over inferior minds, the ineligible, ;yOll ought to give him a longer term
you will
influence of ali iron will and purpose that uevor -ten or twelve years at least-because
sleeps, oyer a will and purpose mom feeble and not g?t a man of second rate talents and legal
enervated.
In a canvass for judge, the support l?:lrtllflZ to accept the .office for a term of four,
We all know, those (If us
of my friend would control the e1ectioll, as eel" SIX or eight years.
tain as that he would give his favorite candi- who arc lawyers, that when a man abandons his
date that active, energetic, and all-powerful sup- practice to take a seat on the bench, he loses it,
port he gives 1.0 every cause he advocates. and when he returns to the practice again it take!'!
When he places his friend in office, and practi- him years and years of painful toil and labor
ces in every court ill his dlstrtct, I ask you, if to regain it. Men in full and lucrative practice
my friend would not have a more favorable ear and such a practice have they who are competent
in court than the man who opposed the judge? in ability and learning to be judges, will never
By the present mode of appointment, a govern- consent to give up that practice for a short term
or who has made 11 judge, 'having a suit.in court, on the bench. 'I'hey would know full well the dewonld before him, in a majority of cases, have grading means to which they would have to
decidedly the vantage ground against any ad- submit to secure election and re-election, and ofAnd
versary whatever.
And the general safety of ten as ruinously expensive as de~rading.
suitors in court, is in the fact that the governor men ill any degree qualified could not be induSUCll as
is not the opposing party: but under the clec· ced to take the places for short terms.
tive system, those who make the judges, would wonld act otherwise, would want the talents
at all times, and ill all courts, be parties litigant and attainments to get business as lawyers, and
or their advocates and lawyers.
And it, would they would not possess one of the high qualiTo secure
not be in human nature for the judge to escape ties of a. great and virtuous judge.
the servrces of.ll?en even remotely approximating
from their thraldom.
aruonnt of mind, of law
WIlen political parties nominate party candi- to the requisite
and rectitude, you
dates, and on party views and party considera- lcorninz, of independence
would
have
to
give
them, both in superior and
tions sustain and vote for them. and when there
years at least.
has to be borne the heat and burthen of many inferior courts, long terms-ten
a long and fatiguing day in the canvass of one But whatever be the length of the term, men of
of them by his political friends, would not his the best ability, and of the highest qualifications and qualities for the bench, will never
party, when he came upon the bench, exact a return from him, and require him to submit him- submit themselves to arduous, doubtful, and deself to their interests and purpMes and pas sions basillf5 partizan political canvasses, with all their
debasing and revolting concomitants, to become
so far as he could, without the prospect of punishment-and
he might so administer the laws judges; and yet this will be the one impossible
within that pale to ,a most fearful extent.
It is condition upou which the place is to be won.
And when your courts are filled, as they will
so with all other officers, and it would be equally so with the office of judge.
Suppose an eleo- be, with party backs, without talents or legal attainments, poor and needy, looking to their saltaon III a judicial district, if you J)lease.
We
have just passed through an excite and violent aries for bread and to party or a few party leaders or powerful and influential men for a contingubernatorial, presidential,
or general canvass,
and grovelling in
such as has often characterized the state of Ken- uance of 1.11113 bread-low
tucky. in which men array themselves as it were, mind, depraved in moral sense, broken down in
spirit and independence,
and destitute of selfin hostile strife: and every angry passion in om
nature is aroused, and every power of the intel- res1?ect, what then becomes of the protection
which
the
constitution
and
laws promise the
lectual and physical man is brought into requisition. The parties meet, discuss, and bring up citizen? What security has life, liberty, reputavoters to the polls, and every appliance of bribe- tion and property against the violence of the
What defences have the
ry, corruption, or intimidation IS USed. In the strong and lawless?
course of such a contest as this, a private brawl weak and the lowly against the wealthy and the
Such I believe will be the fruits,
arises, and a whig and a democrat meet in mor- powerful?
tal combat, and one of them falls. Does not his and but a portion of the bitter fruits, which this
case in the criminal court immediately
become mischicvious innovation will bring us, and there
will be no escape from t hem. It is in sorrow
the ca?se of .his p.ary? and think yon not
they wlll reqUire their Judge to become the ill- and despondency that I make this dark predic8t~ument in~hielding. and saving the roan who tion, and J know it will be treated with the
and contempt a.. the prediccrlmsonecl hiS hands m blood to advance the in- same incredulity
terests and secure the S\lCCeS8of the party?
But tions of Oassamlra of old. I would hope, if I
I have named as yet, a amall portion of the dis- could, that my prognost,ics of this great evil deThis change in the
ord"rs and deplorable consequenees which this seryed to be so trented.
monstrous power of electing judges by the peo- mode of filling the office of judge, being I applewould necessarily bring with it.
'1'0 ha\'e flrehen~l inevitable, my earnest and sillcere wish
an able judge, you must necessarily ha,e an able IS that It may produce the best results, better inman for a candidate,
If you adopt the system deed than its most sanguine friends promise for
But whatever
in my humble judgment, they ought not to b~ it. Yet I ha\"e no faith-none.
re·eltgible.
'l'he judge,. if no~ a.ble, ought at be the constitution and forms of our public offices,
and
the
modes
of
filling
them,
I have the
!east to have the sustal11lJlg prmclp!e of official
Independence and the purpose to dIscharge his sincerest desire, that they shall result in the
But if it
duties solely with regard to his oath, and the greates~ good to the blTeatest number.
constitution and laws, and not with reference to were possible to place fit men on the bench in
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the first iustance-c-thesyeterc is 80 inherent in its
vitiating effects, so essentially corrupting in its
nature, that it will necessarily drag down these
PIIJ'\l auu better men to its own level.
wbat is
It that secures the independence of a jlld&,e?
My friend from Henderson (Mr. Dixon) has cebated this point; and though his entire speech,
which evinced great powers of mind. was nomin ally on the other side of this question, yetI felt
myself that the chief force and power of his argument was on our side, and it wus so of necessity, because no man can make a just, a logical
and appropriate arguiueut in favor of the independence of the judges without striking at this
principle of p'0pnlar election.
'I'he thing is utterly impoeeible.
You cannot have nn independent judiciary elected by popular vote. What
said my friend m reference to and in illustration of this part of the subject.
He spoke of the
judges of England, and the change made in their
tenure of office, and of the separate powers which
would appoint the judges here, nud that which
would adjudge them-being
in the one case the
legislature and in the other the people; and he
argued the independence of the judges from the
separate and independent existence of those two
powers.
What was the great judicial reform in England that gave to the courts of that country an
elevation and independence to which before they
were entirely strangers?
It was making tbc
judge independent
of the appointing
power.
The crown appointed
the judge, who
held the place during the pleasure of the
crown.
Whenever the king spoke his fiat,
the judge, whose independent 8l?irit had made
him obnoxious, went out of office, and some
more flexible royal minion took the vacant seat.
The necessary consequence was, that but few
judges opposed the royal will, or refused to become the tools of its oppressive tyranny.
Hence
the history of the previous crown trials are
marked by the most revolting judicial prostitution, and the shedding of the blood of martyrs
in the cause of their country's liberties.
But at
length the tenure of the judge's office in England was declared by law to be during good behavior, subject to removal by the king upon the
address of two thirds of the two houses of parliament.
Then It was that the spirit of independence enthroned itself on the benches of the
English courts, and in tho serene etrcugth and
power of law and justice looked down upon royalty itself. Thcn it was that her courts for the
first time threw the shield of liberty and law
over the prostrate subject, and sheltered him
from the heavy blows of a tyrant king. But how
will it be here under the proposed change'? The
judge every four years is to go crawling back in
the slime of his own and his party's filth, not to
the people, not tu the hard handed, strong-sensed,
honest hearted, well employed masses, but to
the brawling
demagogue, the politicians by
trade, the party hacks, the ever active and intriguing wire-workers, and the men who have
thousands to give to the work of bribery and
corruption, for a renewal of his term. He is
subject a11the time to be removed by legislative
impeachment and legislative address. And who
but the people, or rather parties and politicians,
make the legislature?
Whose mind, whose will

and pUl"\,ose but those who make the judges
does the egislature reflect and execute? What
power regulates the quantity of bread this judge
shall eat, by declaring what shall be his salary
but this same legislature, this general committee
of arrangement, not of the country, not of the
body of a great party, but of a junto of political
partizans?
I ask my friend if the cases are parallel?
If the assurance of judicial independence in England is not more satisfactory than
it would be under" his system in Kentucky.
No where on the globe is there at present more
just, enlightened,
independent
and inflexible
administration
of the civil and criminal law
than by the courts of England.
There are ten
instances at least of the escape of felons and of
the failure of a rldress of private wroll~s in our
courts to one in those of England.
It IS the se·
curity which this state of things gives to her
subjects, the certainty of judicial justice which
gives to her government Its tranquility and its
chief stability.
More than is secured by her
largeslandinr;;r army anrl unequaled navy.
How, I as)', in the name of common sense
and reason, could n judge, thus constituted and
thus holding the office, selected necessarily from
a class of inferior men, because from the tenure
of the office and the mode of election, ;rOtl will
get none but inferior men to accept it-c-his salary
dependinff on the legislature, and having given
up what little practice he had, if he had any,
and looking for support, for food and raiment
for himself and his children, eolelv to his salary-how
could he, by the laws o·r human nature, be independent?
Why, he would be the
merest and vilest dependent minion that ever
disgraced the ermine or the name of a judge.
'l'he suitors in court make the judge-or
rather
ill part make him, a part being opposed to his
election.
The lawyers who practice in his court
in part elect the judge, and in part opposo his
election.
And woufd HOtthose suitors aud lawyers who had made the judge have a power and
claim. over his good will and favor, that those
who opposed him would not have?
It is the
immutable law of our frail and fallen nature,
and no shifts we can devise will enable us to
escape from it. NOllE'.
How then I ask my friends again are you to
seoure a pure and independent judiciary under
such a system? The thing is impossible, and if
it is impossible, we ought to fly from it, and at
once to repudiate it. You have a good system
now, as clear as the noonday sun, and It has
existed in the wise and /·ust administration of
free and equal laws in t lis country for half a
century.
It' you have a doubt in regard to the
other project then, let your doubt cause you to
reject It. This is not a subject for experiment,
or a matter upon which we are to doubt or put
forth beautiful theories that we know from the
experience of every day, and of ages will work
wrong.
Let 11S throw ourselves back on experience, and be guided and controlled by its safe
lessons.
I have said that I do not believe tlie people
demand this change-and
I am candid in that
opinion.
I have never seen a man in my social
intercourse and conversation on the subject.
thaf is for the change unless he was a democrat.
And I never have conversed freely in coufidence '
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cling tenaciously to the office, and I have seen
and friend-ship with a democrat, that he did not the legislature march forward, and bring up the
avow his reason for being against the present
salaries of these inefficient and incompetent
system-and
I admit it is a sufficient oue-was
judges, to the lligh mark to which the legislature
that it deprived his party of all judicial office, had raised UIOSC salaries.
Whose Sill was
both in the inferior and superior courts.
I feel 111at? If there was a tithe of the cause of
the force and justice of that argument.
Now the complaint, and of just complaint, against the
only abuses which I have ever heard urged by judicial department, that are brought against
the pcople ngainst the judir:iary department,
as the_legislature and the executive, j would s11urcin
it exists, were of'a very limited and trivial nature. that spirit of indignant hostility which urges on
They brouf?ht up instances of judges appointill~
some in this convention, iu tJ10 crusad~, the retheir relatives to clerkships. and of the clerks morseless crusade they aTC making against it.
making sales of offices, and of these judges mti- But it has had no such short comings, it has not
fyiug those sales by aPllointing the purchasers
perpetrated a tithe of the wrong agulllstUlcCOllllto the office. And that is the extent, all told, try which the legi"lature has. But still there arc
of the COHlplaint of abuses against the judiciary
things inthecow;tiLutionof
thejudicinry ,1 would
as it exists, and is constituted under the prel'ent 'like to see changed.
J admit that from the un~ollstitution, so far us I know.
Now just look changeable principles of our nature, our sympa~
at the clamors and indignation
of the people thy with infirmity,wbich
prevents us from re~a.inst the legislativc department of the govern- moving' incompetent judges, and induces us to
ment for its frequent and numerous abuses of raise their salaries to the same point as those
power-look
at the like condemnation
by the who are competent-w·m
forever prevent us
or address.
I
people of the executive department-and
com- from removing by impeachment
parll the volume, the matter of these complaints,
do not want an Incompetent judge fastened on
their truth and justice, with the few and trivial
the people for life; and the only remedy that
complaints
made against the jndiciary, aud tell I believe would possibly work auv good,7would
me which of the departments of governmcnt has tJe limitation
ill office. This is securerl in the
most sinned against prol)l'icty, against justice, system I have proposed.
You are to get the
and against the people?
And yet the fury of best materials
for a judge, and when you have
this convcntion is to be directed mainly agaillst filled the office in that way, you might permit
that dcr.artment of government which has of- the incumbent
to be re.cli~ible-as
when the
fended east, in the proper constitution
and se- department is properly orgaDlzed he ought to be.
curity of which the people are most interested,
But if JOu jollow out the mode by which it is
and the organization
and proper adjustment
of proposed to fill it, I tell you that like the strong
which is the most difficult task that the conveu
mall, you will act deeper and deeper into the
mire, and fil1al~y be engulplled iu its depths,
tion is called upon to perform.
I do not believe the \)opular feeling required
as certain as time and man exists.
the call of this conventIOll.
I do not believe it,
I propose to withdraw
from this corrupting
strange as it may appear to some of my friends political scramble a portion of the talents, the
here.
There were a few things complained
of, virtue and the ambition
of the country, and
which ought to be corrected. and I would like to turn it to the pursuit of lesal science alld.iudicial
sec them reformed.
But I do not want to see any promotion.
Everything
1$ now swept
along by
revolution
or subversion of the existing system that all engrossing
political
current.
Every
-any overthrow of the great, time-honored, and man of mind and ambition,
who hopes for an
well tested principles of our constitution.
Let elevated or an honorable
position
among his
it, and its great outlines remain, a monument of countrymcn,
through the superiority of his taltbe wisdom and patriotism
of our ancestors,
ents, and by the exercise of "his virtues and pa.to guide and enlighten posterity to the latest triotism iscnlled by the only course of prefemlent
generation,
If there are a few clefects in it, let and honor to enter the political arena.
You will
them be obviated and improved.
In relation to give to the members of the house of representathe judiciary,
the only essential defect ever tive, representing
ajuclicial district, the right to
~rought
under my knowled$e
has ~en this; name the two men from whom the judge shall
there have been incompetent Judges, who could be chosen forthat district-ther
of course would
not be got out eitlIcr by address 01' impeaehmellt.
select men of their l)arty polities, unless more
And whose fault was it? Not that of the judi- powerful consideratioHS
should control, and if
ciary, 01' its orgullization, but of their triers-of
they existed they ought to control.
Let the
fhe tribunal which is required to supervise that senate takc one of Ulem anti nominate him to
3epartment, to keep it pmc and incorrupt,
able the gOy<mlOr, and the governor commission him
flod competeut_tJleleglslati\'e
department.
as jl1dg£'; and then from this class of judges,
Why do they not impeach thc judge, if he is let the governor select the appellate COUlt. Tell
cornlpt?
Why have fhey not removed by ad- the young men of mind and promise in these
{Iress, the incompetent?
It is not trne that judicial districts-withdraw
ymrrselves
from
it is the sin of tIte judiciary,
but a derelic- politics, there is no man that contributes
anytion of duty on the part of the legislature.
I thing to llis own personal virtue and happiness,
have seen the salary of the judges increased,
or to his moral sense, his general intelligence,
for the purpose of constraiuing
certain incom- or to his di~nity us a man, by going into the
petent judges to resign.
I have seen 1.he better arena of polLtics.
None.
No mall call venture
portion of the judges, men of mind, virtue, in- into that vortox without being more or les8 inTell the man of pure ·well regulated
lleet and unsullied character, respond to such jured.
an insulting can upon them, and at once 8urren- mind which desires distinction, that it is not to
tier their places to the eseeutiye.
1 have seen be driven to the necessity
of leaping into \hat
t~e inco1Upetent, and those who ought to be out,
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tumultuous arena, fot the purpose of reallaing genes of the convention at a future time, and I
their cherished hopes. Tell them to aim higher in promise to trouble it no further in set speeches.
quallfymg themselves by study in the noiseless But to ensure success to either of the cardinal
recesses of the library, and in the cultivation of positions which I have here declared, there is no
that moral sense nud elevation of character which amount of popular applause, no place or honor
prepares them to become the repositories of the in the prospective, no vision of my ambition,
high powers which theconstitutiou reposes in the that 1 would not bring into this hall, and lay
judiciary of the country.
Tell them that by down cheerfully as a sacrlfice-c-not only to cartaking this course, they arc to minister to a ry either of these principles, but to give them
And not only to gain them a
purer and a nobler ambition, than if they any strength.
were to rush into this turmoil of politics.
'ref! modicum of strength, but to do my duty, by
declaring
my
deep,
abiding and undismayed detbe men who nrc to make the selection for ofvotion to each and all of them.
fice, choose your best and most promising menThe convention then adjourned.
choose them with a view to their powers of mind,
their moral worth, their habits of diligence and
application, and their capability
for improvement ill legal science.
Select your men with a view to these lligh
qualities, for those inferior judgeships, and in a
few short years, in the course of judicial promoSATUP~DAY, OCTOBER 27, 1849.
tion, they will he translated to a higher and noPrayer
by the Rev. GEO. W. Bursa.
bler and more responsible station-one
in which
thev are to figurebeforcand actforthewhole,allll
DEATH OF THE HON. BUYAX Y. OWSLEY.
become members of your highest judicial tribuMI'. M'CLURE offered the following preamble
nal. What a powerful stimulus ao
offer to
and resolution;
the man of genius and of virtue nuc noble amWHEREAS, It is represented to this convention,
bition to withdraw from the corruption of politics, and dedicate himself to more elevated du- thut the Hen. BRYAN Y. OWSLEY departed this
ties und objects, and by which he may render life about 12 o'clock on the night of the 26th inst.,
higher and more difficult service to his country. in the town of Frankfort, and that his friends
I had proposed to urge some other point'S urid will proceed with his remains to Boyle county.
arguments. but I find my strength a good deal the place of interment, at 10 o'clock, a. ru., toexhausted.
Indeed I lJaYC now spoken longer day: therefore, as a token of respect to the memthan I thought I should possibly be able to do ory of the dead,
Reecteed, That this convention will accompany
when I commenced. Forthe patience of this committee in bearing with me so long, I return it the procession which takes charge of his remains,
across
the bridge over the Kentucky river, Oil the
my sincere thanks.
I came here to act for my
state without regard to party politics.
I wou ld route to his interment; end that the convention,
have been extremely gratified if a stouter and for the purpose aforesaid, will take a recess of
an abler champion had appeared here to support half an hour.
The resolution was adopted, and the conventhe cause which I have attempted to uphold,
tion proceeded to join the funeral cortege.
but in the absence of allies, of a single coadjutor,
At half past 10 o'clock, the couvention reana indeed of even one having with me ill this
matter a heartfelt sympathy, still I feln that un- assembled.
aided, with my single arm, it was due from me
rAREXTS AXD PltOPERTY.
to strike one blow at least against this great and
The PRESIDENT presented to the convention
monstrous innovation.
I came here to reform the following statement from the second auditor,
the constitution.
I wou ld be willing to elect in answer to a resolution offered yesterday by
Lhe infcrior executive und ministerial officers, as
Mr. 'Paylor:
clerks, sheriffs, constables, coroners, etc.
I
would be willing also todo away with the coun- A statement showing the totalllt1mUer of ))arents:
and guardianf'., with the amount of then propty courts. I want to prohibit local and private
erty, and the number of children between 5
legislation, such as divorces, etc., and to secure
and 16 years of age, taken from the commiesome other slight reforms, but I want to do nothsioncrs' books returned to the Second Audiing else. As long as there is a ray of reason in
tor for the year 1849:
my head, or a pulsation in this feeble heart, I
Par~nttl. Ckild'n.
shall feel it the most sacred duty lowe my tst. 'rnoae that have no property entercountry
to oppose this principle of electing
ed for taxation and number of cnu.
HI,467
8,0'!8
dren
judges by the popular "Vote. I will oppose this
Those who are worth less than $100
attemptto desecrate and drag down this greatest '..!d.
in property and number of children . 13,755 36.764
and mostimportant
andyet iuost defcnceless de- aa. 'rooec who are worth from $lllO to
partment
of the govel'llment.
In addition to
$100 III property anu number of chi!·
dren
1';!,757 :15,035
that.I am for maintaining inviolate the rights of
property.
I am also agai fist an open clause in 4th. Those who are wortll from $4.00to
$600 ill property and number of chil·
the constitution.
I am against the perpetual
dren
5,904 16,409
agitation and constitutional tinkering
which 5th. Those who are wor1hover $600in
85,:llS
3O.2G3
property and number of chilll.l'en
such a principle would introduce.
And I am in
favor of requiring the foreign "Voterto reside as
Total
. 70,707 ]92,990
long within the state, as our own native born chilOn moLion, it was referred tothecommittee
on
dren before they exercise the right of suffrage.
Upon this latter question, I shall ask the indul- education.
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uevssues AXD J::Xl'b~:'iJHTURJ::g.
motion for thatJ)urpose, thnb ten minutes should
The PRESIDENT
also presented the follow- be allowed for ebatc on any amendment that
ing letter, in relation to a resolution passed yes- may be offered.
111' . .MERIWETHER was aware of the objecterday on the motion of lUI'. Hargis:
tion to which the gentleman from Nelson al!u.
Hex. JA:llES GliTHRn;, President State Convention:
ded, but if it was intended to give ten minutes
Sm: I enclose a etatementof receipts and ex- to each gentleman for au explanation, he appre.
penditures from 18:29 to 1849. Upou receiving hended they had better not pass the resolution.
the resolution of the convention on yesterday,
Mr. C. A. WICKLIFFE
did not suppose that
requiring me to furnish "the receipts: aud expen- man)"- members would desire to speak or to exditures from 1823 to 1849 from each source," I plain.
It might be proper at least to allow a
found it 'would be impossible to furnish that gentleman to give his views 011 the amendment
statement in time for the use of the convention.
that might be offered, and also to allow some
I then saw Mr. Hargis, the mover of said resolu- member of the committee from which the report
tion, and he is willing to accept the statement came, to give reasons why it ought uot to be
now enclosed.
adopted.
Now suppose twenty members should
I am sir, very rcsp,:cctfully,
consume ten minutes, not in discussion, but in
rHOS. S. PAGE,
explanation,
would that be too much time to give
Second Auditor.
to it? In the house of representatives of the COIIAuditor's Office, Frankfort, Oct. 27, 1849.
gross of the United States he believed time was
allowed to explain amendments, and he thought
Mr. HARGIS said it was important that the such a privilege should be retained here.
convention should have the information which
Mr. MEIUWETHER
said, in reference to the
his resolution had called for, and he hoped the rule in Congress, it was confined he believed to
document now presented would be printed and the mover of the amendment.
He had no obreferred.
jection to gi ve the mover of an amendment ten
The motion to print was withdrawn,
after a minutes for explanation, and the chairman or a
few words from Mr. 'I'riplett. and the communi- member of the committee that reported the artication was referred to the select committee on cle, ten minutes for reply.
the State debt.
The following words were therefore added to
NEW
COUNtIES.
his resolution:
"allowing
the mover of allY
Mr. C. A. l,YICKLIFPE, from the select com- amendment tell rniuutes to explain the same, and
mittee on that subject, made the fulllowing re- to a member of the committee making the report,
port, which, on his motion, was referred to the ten minutes to reply.
Mr. HARDIN enquired from the gentleman
committee of the whole and ordered to be printed:
from Jefferson, if he meant to preclude any reARTlCLE -.
marks when the report should come from the
Sse. L No new county shall be formed with committee of the whole to the house?
au area of less than three hundred and fifty square
Mr. MERIWE'l'HER.
Certainly not,
miles, nor shall such new count)' be formed, if
Mr. HARDIN continued.
He made the enby doing so it reduces allY county out of which quiry because he designed to say something himit shall be formed, in whole or in part, below an self, but he should take up as little time as posarea of Iourhundred square miles; and in running sible.
the lines or boundary of such new county, no
The PRESIDENT
put the question, and a
such line shall rim nearer than ten miles of the division was called for.
county seat of any county.
Mr. MERIWETHER
said as there seemed to
be some doubt about it, he would ask for the yeas
IXSTItUC"!'W.'\ TO (H,OSC DEllATE.
and nays.
Mr. MERIWETHER
offered the following resMr. GRAY thought this resolution was rather
olution:
making a discrimination between the members of
Resolved, That the committee of the whole be the convention.
It appeared to him that every
instructed to close the debate upon the report of member of the house ought to have the same privthe committee on the court of appeals on Mou- Ilege, and he saw no reason why it should be
day the 29th iust., at 12 o'clock. ur., and thatsaid confined to a member of the committee from
committee of the whole proceed to vote at that which the report came. He moved to amend the
t.ime upon the pending amendments, and such as resolution, so as to cive ten minutes for explamay be proposed.
nation to every member who desired to explain.
The amendment was agreed to.
Mr. MERIWETHER
said he apprehended the
resolution wanted no explanation,
for it exMr. IRWIN said, he did not like the resoluplained itself.
He thought sufficient lntitude tion as it was amended.
A good many had ad.
would have been allowed fordebate by 120'clock dressed the convention
and it might be that
on Monday.
others desired to do so too. He desired to do
Mr. C. A. WICKLIFFE
sllli\gested to the gen- so himself.
He had been tryin~ for several
tleman frOill Jeffersoll) that hiS resolution should days to have sufficient confidence In himself to
be somewhat mOllified. Amendments might be do it. It soemed to him that after fifteen or
sprung upon them after the time had arrived at twenty gentlemen had occupied the whole' time
which the resolution would stop debate, and he of the conventIOn from its commencement to the
enquired whether it would be proper that they present time, other gentlemen should have all
shoulcl be called upon to vote on such amend- oJlportunity to speak.
He did not think the
ments without dtle reflection or explanation.
He time had been spent unprofitably that had been
would suggest, though he would not make any spent ~11 discussion.
He thought important
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views bad been presented to the house uud he
thought this diecussiou would do a great deal of
good to the country.
They learned from each
other the views that gentlemen entertained, and
he could not see why it W11<; necessary that they
should say that at this particular day the debate should be closed. He thought
they hail
been getting along very well, and that in two 01'
three weeks they should be ready to vote, as by
that time many of the most prominent
subjects
would have been discussed.
He thought it bettel' to lay the resolution on the table at present.
He made that motion.
'I'he-motion was not agreed to.
Mr. MERIWETHER withdrew his call for the
yeas and nays, and the resolution was adopted.
COUR.T 011'

APPEALS.

The convcutiou then again resolved itself into
committee of the whole, Mr. HUSTON in the
chair, and resumed the consideration
of the
report of the committee on the court of appeals.
Mr. WOODSON.
Mr. Chairman. when I indicated my intention last evening to address the
committee this morning, it was more from tho
impulse of the moment than any pre-conceived
or settled determination on my part to give my
views upon the interesting tOpiCS presented in
the course of this discussion.
At the time, sir,
I was laboring under the influence of that general excitement which pervaded the whole committee at the conclusion oT the thrillingly eloquent and interesting speech of the gentleman
from Bourbon, (1111'. Garrett Duvis.) I felt, sir,
whilst that distinguished delegate was speaking,
with a zeal so characteristic
and with a power
so peculiar to himself, that it was a singular misfortune to the country and to the party to which
he belongs, that he did not utter sentiments
which were more in accordance with the wishes
and feelin~"Sof that party-as
well as with the
age in which wc Ji ve-as well as the circumstances by which weare surrounded.
1 felt the force
of the remark that the gentleman said had been
applied to him viz: that he was behind the
times-that
he was living and acting with the
pastratherthan the present-that
he was exprcl'islllg the l:lentimellts of the eighteenth rathcr than
the nineteenth century.
I regret that the gentleman has not resumi:d his seat, this morning as I
shall take occasion to notice some of the positions he assumed, and make such replies to them
as they merit, in my jndgment.
Allow me to
say though, sir, that nothing is further from my
intention than to say any thing which, in the
slightest degree, is calculated to reflect upon the
motives or intentions which superinduced
any
remark that fell from him-far
from it. On l;he
contrary, I entertain the very hight.est possible
regard for his persollal as well as political integrity.
i\Te were all forcibly struck, and I am sure,
sir, that the 'whole conutry will be when the gentleman's speech, delivered on ye"tC'rday. is; publi,;hed, with the graphic description which he
gave of the great abuse.,. aod corruptions of the
elective fmllchi,;e in KentuckY-lOcn lying in
our stables and bams-drinking,
\'iolating tile
sabbath, selling their Yotes-a picture that I will
repeat no further, but refer you, this committet?,
and the country, to the gentleman's speech for.

Scenes; sir, which; if they have ever been witnessed in Kentucky.
I thank God. have never
come within my observation-they
may hnve
been w itnessed in Bourbon.
But [ am charitable enough
to 11OP,-,that the gentleman's unapproachable purity h8.'" revolted at smnll matt-ra,
and has so wrought \.Ipon his gifted imagination
as to cause him to mnnufucture mole hills into
mountains, in the excitement of debate.
He
sax:;;that money and other corrupting inftnences
will control the elections of our judges; that no
one, however pur(l, eVN passed through the ordeal of an exciting political contest, and carne
out of it, as pure as when he entered it. Sir, I
need no more powerful refutation of this assert.ion than to point to the gentleman; ]18, sir, lias
passed through many such ordeals. and he still
is but another name for purity.
But allow me, Mr. Ohairman, to aslc what was
the whole of the gentleman's speech an effort to
prove? Nothing more nor less, sir, than man's
corruption and incompetency for self-government. Strip that speech of the bright, glowing
< ad burning
words with 'which it is clothedet it stand in its naked simplicity before the
country, and nine-tenths of all who read it will
see but that one idea .in it. I am happy to say
that it is the first speech I eyer heard on that side
of the question.
I have read many. I could but
think of the days of 1776 ~vhen such speeches
were common. At that tune the cnqUlry, can
man goycrn himself'? was an interesting one
indecd-thp
purest patriots-the
most sazacious
statesmen doubted-the
experiment had never
been successfully made-the
fallen splendors of
the republics of antiquity were pOOl" arguments
in its favor-the
pomp, power and circumstance
of monarchical Europe-the
literature of the
age, and, I may with propriety say, except in
the colonies, the patriotism of the age all stood
in hostile array against, it. Still our ancestors
acted-they
determined to try the great experiment in defiance of the experience of the pastthey proclaimed the long obsolete idea, man has
purity, intelligence and prudence sufficient to
govern himself-of
the glorious, the happy results of that determination I need not speak-c.
they arc subjects with which the world is familiar.
And I had thought
that even the
crowned lleads of Europe bad at last acknowl_
edged the truth of the maxim" man can govern
himself."
But, sir. what do I find here in Kentucky-yes.
sir, in Kentlicky, where I had supposed e,'ery herl.l'Cwould bleed ann every he-ad
would fall ill t,he maintenance of this ~reat truth?
I am told by one of Kcntncky's most clistinguished and gifte(l sons that he IS afraid to trust the
people-that
he is afraid t.o trust himself. And
we are now called upon to demonstrate the fact
that the peop1e are capable of electing their own
servants.
'We are now triumphantly asked if we
wish to destroy the symmetry of our government-to
set at defiance the experience of the
past-to
overtul'I1 a govcl'l1mellt whic·h lHls so
happily and 80 signally bles3eu n~.-and under
which so few abuses have occuned III the executive or judicial
departmellts of the government?
I answer for myself, sir, that if to take from
the governor of !{ent:ucky-the judiciary of tile
country, and the legl>.;lature, the power to ap-
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have brought
point to, .'I.IH1till the offices of the country, is to Various reasons, Mr. Chairman,
be regarded as a destruction of the gO'Tcl'i,ment, me to this conclusion, and thorougly satisfied
my
mind
that
I
am
correct.
I
will
give a few of
I am prepared to see it fall-and
Instead of shedding tears over its untimely grave, I shall only them. First contrast the talents, virtues, in a
of men in hi&,h office.
regret that it has not fallen long ago. So far, word, the qualifications
however, from wishing to destroy, 1 only wish placed there bJ' the people, with t110SBIII corres
poudingly big 1 uadresponsible positions by exto build up aud perfect the 8'0vernment.
Allow me though, Mr. Chairman, to ask if ecutive favor, and I feel confident that the disthere have bcon no abases under the present con- cernment and the judgment of the people will
Congress
stitution of the powers exercised by the different stand fully j"m?,tified.before the world.
departments of the government?
Aud can I an- has been fil ed by the people, our judges apI do not know how it
swer that qu esuo» more conclusively in the af- pointed by the governor.
firmative, in any other manuel' than by calling 18 in other states, but this I do verily believe,
that
in
point
of
talents,
morals
and fitness for
to your recollection the admission of the gentleman from Bourbon (Mr. Davis) that the present office, Hit: members of congress from Kentucky
convention would never have been called had have invariably surpassed our circuit judges.
Y CS, but gentlemen say there is a difference in
the democratic party been treated justly in the
besto'Nment of the offices of the country within political and judicial offices; the people are very
the gift of the governor?
I think not. He says well qualified, say they, to elect their pres}dent,
that partizan eonsidcrationa have been too gen- members of congress, &c., but then to think of
erally regarded in the bestowment of office. I allowing the people to elect a judge. the idea is
would ask if any other than a blind adhesion ridiculous.
What do the peorle know of the
to party, in the great majority of cases, has ever qualifications of a judge? I will tell you what
been regarded at all? 'I'o be sure there are some they know; they know who is honest; they know
honorable exceptions, but they are few. Do not to whom tlley would entrust their business in a
understand me, however, sir, as wishing to ceu- court or justice; in a word they know that hensure the whig jli1rty particularly upon this score: esty, intelligence and business habits, to the exthey, if possib e, are less guilty, in the state and clusion of their opposites, are essential to the
nation than there great ri vale the democrats. proper discharge of important pri.-atc or public
I tell you though, Sir, that the judgBut we all know, sir, that a whig governor or a trusts.
whig president will fill the offices of the govern- merit and discrimination of the people, as well
are greatly underrated.
ment with whigs, and that a democratic govern- as their incorruptibility,
or or president will fill them with democrats. Go to any common farmer and ask him who is
Exceptions I know may be found, but isolated the best lawyer, the most successful, the most
exceptions to a rule only prove its general truth. honest, that practices at the bar ill his county,
If this is so, and no man call doubt it-and the and I will venture that in nine cases out of every
preservation of the judiciary of the country ten, where the enquiry is made, not only a satisfrom party politics is essential, and I am told factory, bot the correct answer is given. How
and believe it is-I ask you how we are to be could this be otherwise, as society IS organized
The great
worsted by changing the mode of appointment? and business carried on in Kentucky.
It, per possibility, may be so under an elective body of the people attend thc comts of the
system. We know that it is contaminated in its county occasionally, especially when important
and cxciting causes are to be u·ied. They see
"cry creation uudE'r the present sy:'>telll.
The question, sir, the practical question I the lawyers array(·d on either side, witness their
mean, has the gOyernOl' of Kentucky more dis- mental conflicts, listen to their discussion of
cernment, morc purity, more intelligence than propositions of law before the court, their ad·
one half of the voting population of Kentucky? dresses to the jury, hear J'udges and lawyers
For mysdf I will venture to say he has not. talking of each other.;;stan ing and attainments
Thc appointing power to office ought to be pure, in the profession; these things being so, sir.
intelligent, above impropcr influences, able to how can the people be at a loss to know who of
set at defiance the combinations and e01l8pira- th~ lawyer,:;; at the bar is qualified to disdwrge
Has common sense left the
des of the designing, to resist the unjust cn- the dutles of judget
croachments
of the bold and designing, to world and takcn up its abode with office holders
appreo..:iate as well as to ascertain the merits alone? Are the people so steeped in ignorance,
and qualifications
of the retirinO' and inde- barbari~lI1 and mental night, that they are wholbetween the pretenpendent, in contrast with the unbridled
pre- ly unable to discriminate
sions of t11epettifogger, au the one hand, and
tensions of the arrogant
and sycophantlcand abiliwho generally beset B'0vernor;;; and presidents the real merits, sauna lcgallearning
for office-not the rebl'ing stuucnt 01' the mall ties of the lawyer on the other? So far from it I
of business gcnerally,
but on the contrary, ventut'e t1mt the people, a majority of them, in
the bzy, idle, noisy partizans, who infest the anyone of the distrlcts proposed by the report
country.
The people on the other hand, and I on your table would be able to deSIgnate, with
say it to their eredit, will rewurd merit when invariable eertainty, the very best man in it for
At l,;ast they would know more
they find it; and they can but find it. jf it is in the bench.
the country.
The people combine to a grcater about the lawyers of the district than any govextent, in my hum-ble judgment, all of the re- Cl'llor could possibly know. Let me ask you,
quirements of an dlieient and desirable appoint· Sir, -what the governor of Kentucky knows about
iu~ power than can be fonnd any whE're else in the qnalifications of men for office in the remote
th1s or any other government; and, hence, I de- parts of the state? Nothing, literally nothing.
sire to see the people retain in their own hands Why, sir, when an office is to be filled, we see
the appointment of cvcry officcr in the state. those who desire it, riding over the country pro-
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curing letters and recommeudatioua of them to I mltting the people would elect good judges, that
the executive, and, generally, without them. he they cannot be corrupted, and all that, yet that
would not know any thing more about the claims unless the judges are independent that the counor fitness of the as{lirants for office than I know try is destined to decay and min,-and
we have
of the relative sprightliness of any two of the had long, eloquent and able speeches in vindinumerous offspring of the queen of England, cation of an independent judiciary.
The mother
At last, sir, under the present constitution, his country, old England, (I wonder if we will never
excellency has to be, from the very necessity of get done S'0ing to her for precedents to prove how
the case, governed in his appointments to office a Republic ought to be governed?) has been reby the information of the neighbors of the aspi- ferred to-her
independent judiciary has been
rant, leading whiga or democrats as the case pointed at-the high wrought praises of a Blackmay demand.
stone, of an independent judge, have been cited.
Well, but there is another serious, irremediable There I admit its necessity-the liberty, the propobjection, to an electi ve judiciaJ"J" urged by gen- erty, the reputation of the subject, are all dependtlcmen. What is it? Why sir, It is, that they ent upon tile independence of the judge; that is.
can be corrupted; thnt money-the
charmed provided dependence makes a man a slave, and I
tongue of the artful demagogue will mislead know that it does to a greater or less extent.
them-e-involve them in error. And here sir, is
There sir, the kirur appoints the judge--there
the Thermopylre of the gentleman from Beer- the reigning monarch is considered the source of
bon-here it was that his eloquent voice swelled power and honor; here the people-here in short.
to its full height and his indignant eye flashed the government was made for Ole people-offices
its keenest flres.c.-yes sir, in the effort to demon- erected for the benefit of the people, and the dustrata the ease with which the people could be ties thereof are to be discharged for the benefit
seduced and led away. If there was anyone
of the people; there the government was made tor
point III his great effort where he exhibited more the king-offices created by him and for his fafully than any where else, the full grown dimen- vorites to fill, and the laws of the realm adminsions of Kentucky's orator, it-was there. But sir, istered to suit his royal pleasure, and often tothe
I will ask, did he convince anyone that he was oppression and ruinoftbe British subject. Hence
right in the views which he presented-in
the it was that the people demanded, and at length
assertion he made, that he wus afraid to trust the succeeded in effecting, the independence of tho
people? If so, I can only scy to you, whoever judge, who was to decide upon their most sacred
you are, then sir you are eonvince.I that the ·very rights. Prior to this time, the commission of the
foundations upon which our government rests judge in England was during-the pleasure of the
are but sands to be swept away by the breath of crown; this being tbe case, we all can bot see at
the first demagogue who breathes upon them, once that there was 110 independence in the judiOur government rests npon the intel'ligeuoe-c-the ciury, and we can all see the necessity for it.
purity of the people; and I need not say that if 'I'here the effort was to make the judge indethey can be rendered vicious and corrupt in the pendent of the kinf; here, strange absurdity, the
election of the judiciary, that they can in the effort is to make hun independent of the people;
election of the legislature, state and national. there the king fought against the independence
And if SJ, what is our government worth? Not of the judiciary-the
people for it.
the, paper s!r upon '\vhk,h the chart.er of oU; libMr. Chairman, here allow me to advert to
ernes rs written.
And If I were fully s~tl~fied first principles for a moment or too. All human
that the people were corrupt-the
maJ..onty I governments have had an origin, different theemean,-that
those who have all power, according ries characterize them. And it is our good forto the theory of our government, could be bought tunc in America to differ from all of the governand sold-and
the government ~f the c~)l~ntry mcnts of the world which are older than OUts.
thus made th:e emblem of corruption and lrllqm- In what does this great distinguishing difference
ty-I would invoke the shades of our depa~ted consist? :Most conspicuously in two r~spect~7
a.~cestry to return to e~rth, form?, processic». first in other gov<;\fl1ments the executive Ol'lgiWIth Jeffers?n a~d ~la(hson at thelr.nead,
take nates the theory and appoints the offic~~ who
the decla:-atlOn of Illdependen~e "Y1llCh declar~s are to administer it. Here the people ongmated
the equahty o,f man, t~e constitutIOn of the UlU- the government and prescribed the duty of those
ted States whICh prov.ldes for a popnlar gnv~rn- who are to administer it, Secondly, here we
TJ.lent,an,d together With all the State constltu- have a written theory---dividing the government
tlOns wh.wh secUT;the same great and heretofore into different derartments and assigning to each
thought lllapp~e?Jable boon to man. march t? ~he department partICular functions-such
was not
f?ot of thc .Bntlsh throne, confess the dlvme the CaRl} in any other government upon earth
tight of klllgS, make a bon fire of those un- when the constitution of the United States was
I~eaning, false, delusive ~hartets o,f our boastt:d formed, Why I may be asked, do I advert to
liberty, and pray her majesty to gLve u.s a sprlg these first principles?
I do it to show the want
of roJalty to reign ,over us and our c1uldren for of analogy between our government ~nd all
ever. But, Mr, Chall"?1an, I th~nk my Go~ that others-and
to assert that this conventIOn has
I ye~ ~a:ve confidence III the punty and the mco.r- all power in itfl hands, which has been lying
rnpt~bllItx, of the people,. and consequently. III dormant in the present c~nstitution ?fKentuckr..
man s ability to govern himself. And depnve or which has been exerclsed under It by the dlf·
me of that confidence, and sir when yOll I,lave ferent departments of the government.
That it
done so, allow me to say that)'ou IUl;vedepnved IS legitimate and right in us, eit~er l? increase
the \Vo.rld,as well "!'S myself, of the bnghtest hope or diminish the powers of the leglslatlve, execu·
that gIlds the patnot's dreams.
'
tive or judicia.ry branches of the government as
At la8t, however, I am told sir, that even nd- we may think 'TIghtor the peopledemand, whose
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majesty we represent,
'I'he queetiou then pre- lar excitement can be b;rought to bear on 'the desents itself, what ought we to do? Ought we to cisions of that court. Well, if a people shall
allow each department to retain its present pow- persist for four long' years in one course of poliI do not
.ers or ought we to increase the powers of ooe ey, my impression IS it will be right.
and lessen tha.t of another? One tact is obvious believe that any people will continue for four
to all who have reflected upon this subl'cct as we year" in any undue excitement. 'Ve have a safe
increase the powers of government we essen our guard then in the bill itself, which will secure
us against any excitement to which the people
own, as we take from the different departments
we increase our own-c-I mean the people. If are liable. My impression is that this is a mere
for instance we make no provision for a legisla- contest between the friends of a popular government, and the friends of the old order of things.
ture to meet under the amended constitution,
But, said my friend, (Mr. O. Davis) the peo.none can ever meet-if
we take from the executive all of his powers nndfroru the judiciary all of ple are unwilling to trust themselves; and he is
its powers, what tben is the government?
Why unwilling to trust himself, and he is unwilling
How did he attempt to show
the people most assuredly. Why then to the ex- to trust the people.
tent that we diminish the powers of the different that~ Why he read from the constitution of 1799
where
it
is
said
that
private property shall not
departments of the government, without vesting
the powers we take away in some other depart- be taken for public use without just compensament, we increase the powers of the people. tion. He read the section relating to the inathe rights which are reserved in
This being so, my impression is, that we ought lienabilityof
not to increase the powers of govel'llment in this constitution, and then declared that the peoWhom did
any of its departments-but
that we ought to ple were afraid to trust themselves.
Did they confide any of these powdecrease it in all and restore the strength we take they trustf
from these different powers to the people. For ers of which the gentleman read, to the legislainstance, let us deprive the legislature of the ture, or to the executive? 'I'hey trusted nobody
To show
power to meet as often as heretofore.
Let us de- but themselves with these powers.
prive the governor of the power to appoint any this point, I will read from the 28th section of
the
lOih
article.
officer of the government-and
let us take from
"To guard against transgressions of the high
the judiciary the right to continue in office save
for a limited period. It will be seen that I <powers which we have delegated, we declare,
have stripped each department of the go.ern- 'that every thing in this article is excepted out
meut of great !)owers-but
if I have it has only 'of the general :powers of government, and shall
been to give t. 16m to the people to be exercised 'forever remain Inviolate."
Now these sacred rights were excepted out of
by them. Now there is only one sort of independence that I recognise under our theory of the general powers of government, and where
] n the hands of the people;
government, as properly belonging to the judi- were they reserved?
ciary or either of the other departments of the and this convention is nothing more nor less
~overmnent-and
that is let each be perfectly than the body of the people of Kentucky, called
Independent of the other-that
is never allow here for the purpose of amending the organic
the "legislature to infringe upon the executive, law, and to make such improvements as time
or the executive npon the judiciary-keep
them has pointed out to be necessary. How are we
Can the power that
allse:parate---exercising
theirdele~ated functions created? By the people.
each 10 its own sphere perfectly independent of creates create any thing, having greater purity
all the rest-and
all dependent upon the people than the creating power? Suppose this convenwithin eon stitutionallimits.
Thus far, sir, and tion appoints all the judges In the state, would
no farther am I willing to subscribe to the doc- any gentleman be afraid to trust this convention?
Aud yet I do not think that this convention
trine of an independent judiciary.
There is another idea which I wish to present. would appoint better judges than the great body
This convention
1understand tbat this is a free people, that we of the people would appoint.
live in a republican government,
and that the is the reflex of the intelligence of the people,
people have a right to govern themselves.
We and if they were capable of electing us they arc
have a senate' and house of representatives
in capable of electing their officers, and they will
Kentucky as well as in the United States gov- exercise it. The gentleman regrets that New
ernment.
Why is it that the members of the York has set us so baneful an example, but I
lower house are elected for a short period, and can tell you the time has come when the people
the senate for a longer one? It is to prevent the of Kentucky too intend to take the power into
I am glad that New York
effect of hasty legislation under the influence of their own hands.
popular excitement.
Look now at the report of has set the example, and I am only sorry that
the committee on the court of appeals, and we the honor of this great movement, this first step
see there is a provision that the judges shall be in modern times in a weat state, does not belong
New York has set the example,
elected for eight years, the first being elected for to Kentucky.
two years, another for four, another for six, and Pennsylvania is about to follow. Tennessee inthe fourth for eight y""ars, so that after the first tends to do it, Kentucky intends to do it, and I
election only one judge is elected in two years. tell yOIl that the time is uot far distant when in
We have the same conservative principle here all the thirty states of this Union the people
then, which is found in the manner in which our will elect every officer. And we will go higher,
senators are chosen.
Suppose now any undue we will not stop there; we will take it upon
.excitement should originate in the country.
On- ourselves to elect every officer in the state and
ly one member of the court will be chosen at nation. We can do it with as much propriety,
a.ny one election. Four years will have to pass and as much benefit to the people as it has been
gWllY before any improper influence from popu- done, or is likely to be done, under the old order
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of things.
1 han: much respect for past history,
hut am not so wedded to it as not to be willing
to open my eyes to the light which is everywhere
beaming around rae.
I was sorry sir, to hear the gentleman say that
he would go home and oppose this principle be-

fore the people, the principle that the people
have the right to govern themselves.
I trust he
will take that back. I trust he will take the
example of those who framed the constitution
of
the United States. There was a Hamilton in
that body, who fought the great battle for the
aristocrats and monarchists: he opposed the
constitution through every step of Its progress;
and when he had struggled and struggled in
vain, that magnanimous. that great and illustrious man surrendered his own opinion and he
went to his state and with all the powers of that
mind which had not been surpassed in that or
ally other age, he labored for the adoption of
that eonstitution
and it was adopted.
I trust
Mr. Davis will go home and retract what he has
said here, and come into the support of this
principle.
But if he should Hot, I will still
hope that he will not be able to defeat what
the people have done here.
I know his powers,
his genius, and ability. but I trust that hereafter he will be disposed to act with the friends
of constitutional
reform in carrving out what
they have determined to carry out,
•
My friend from Mason, the other day said,
there were three sorts of aristocracies;
the aristocracy of intellect, of wealth, and of office.
Let me suggest to him that there is another sort
of aristocracy, and one that will swallow up all
other arletocraclestbat arenot.compatibla with it,
and that is the aristocracy of numbers.
Thepeople, sir,form the aristocracy of numbers, and they
are coming to take the place of these other ariatocraciea, that have enjoyed all the benefits of
the government, to their own exclusive advantage, and to the entire expulsion
of the great
body of the people.
I know that I have spoken discursively, but
be pleased to remember, this is my first effort in
this body, and I felt a little like a gentleman
who has never courted, but who is desperately
in love. He has good and pure intentions, but
when the time comes, he is greatly embarrassed
to communicate them.
I am only sorry, to use
the language of the gentleman
from Bourbon,
that the people whose advocate I am, should not
have had an abler champion; whilst I have been
speaking,
but I can use a different expression
from that which the gentleman used.
He said
he had no aid, he takes it on himself, that he is
the only champion of the rights of the few, to
the exclusion of the rights of the many.
But
sir, I have many compeers, and I thank God,
much abler ones than myself, who are willing to
do all they can to bring back the government to
the hands of the people. I rejoice that it should
be so, for I know that every step we take in that
direction will meet with favor from the people.
I know that the people are capable of the high
destiny that awaits them. We have taken our
position, nothing shall deter us from it, and in
the language of one of Scott's heroes,
"C"ome one, come all,
,. This house shall fly
" From its firm base,
"Aesoon as 1."

I do Dot profess to be a leader ofthe
people,
but one of them, and with them we have our
eye fixed on victory; and we intend to march
forward.
We intend to seize that prize, popular
liberty, and enjoy it sir, when we have it.
Allow me to return my thanks for the very
kind attention with which I have been Iistened
to.
Mr. GU1'HRIE. I desire to avail myself of
the rule which prevails in committee of the
whole, to express my opinions upon some of the
amendments proposed, and which I shall be precluded from doing when the report comes before
the convention.
It might be profitable to mark the position
which we now occupy.
'I'he popular and free
goverumente
has existed from tile time of the
first settlement on these shores by those noble
spirits who were driven hither to seek refuge
from tyranny and oppression,
now more than
three hundred
years.
The government of all
the colonies was more or less popular and free in
their construction
up to the date of our glorious
revolution,
and since our independence.
'I'he
form of the government of all colonies as separate states, have become more popular and free
with constitutions
securing personal liberty and
private rigbt, and the choice of the agents of
the government
with greater or less restrictions
in the hands of the people.
When Kentucky separated from Virginia and
formed her first constitution in 1792, the right of
suffrage was extended to all the free white male
citizens over the age of twenty one years.
A
decided step as to the right of suffrage in advauce of the other states of the union, but influenced by the same distrust of the people which
was expressed by the gentleman
(Mr. Davis)
from Bourbon, on yesterday, she provided electors to choose a governor and select a senate, and
to tho governor, with the advice and consent of
the
senate, confided the appointment
of the
judges of the superior aud inferior courts, and
most of the other important officers, and to other
agencies the appointment
of most of the county
and district officers, and only gave to the people
entitled to the right of suffrage the choice of representatives to the lower branch of the general
assembly, and the electors of governor and senators, and the sheriffs and coroners.
After the lapse of eight years another convention was called, and another step in advance
was made, and the right of the people to choose
their own governor and senators, as well as their
representatives,
was secured, but the appointment of judg-es, &c. was given to the governo-r,
with the advice and consent of the senate, and
to the courts the appointment of tbeir own clerks
and to the county courts the nomination
of
justices of the peace with the rotation among
the members of that court of the sheriffalty, and
the appointment of all the county officers.
How did the system work? Was the country
satisfied with its operations?
Did the governor
in making nominations
seek the senators, con,
verse with them, and obtain their advice as to
the best JUan to be appointed?
No sir. his nominations were determined on in secret cabinet, and
the senate only asked to register and confirm them.
How has it peen with regard to such nominations?
Have the favorites of the governor been'
I
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while the ap'
eucb as were the favorites of the people? Rave land was net-deemed independent,
they been selected for their intelligence, integri- pointment of the judges and their continuance m
office rested with the monarch, whilst their oftyand capacity for the station, or have they been
fices and salaries depended on his pleasure.
selected from family and party considerations,
without regard to their qualifications for the of- They were not and could not be independentfice? We know that family and party consider- It is deemed essential to the liberties and fights
ations have but. too often prevailed without re- of the people to take from the crown the control
His prerogatives and his ingard to qualifications, and that great dissatisfac- of the judiciary.
tion has long prevailed in the country, and that terests sustained and enlarged by a judiciary subthe people are no longer satisfied to have the ap- ject to his will, acted oppressively upon the peoa judicial despotism, and
pointment of their officers in the hands of the ple and constituted
English freeman learnt that power was stealexecutive.
How has it operated with the courts? The ing from the many to the few by means of the
All kings that ever have or
judges nominated by the governor.
Have such judicial tribunals.
men been selected as were best qualified for will exist, have or will seek to have, their powclerks for the discharge of the great trusts and ers enlarged and. strengthened by open or seimportant duties confided to that class of offi- cret means, and one of the greatest sources of
cers, or have they been the mere favorites of the power is judicial construction, and he who has a
judges and their influential friends-perhaps
a suppliant judiciary at his control, is master of
The
relation-and
but too often without qualifica- the liberties and rights of the people.
kinGi as 1,0 the tenure or theiroffices, and subject
tion for the office?
to
English
made
the
judges
independent
of
the
I leave it to the knowledge of those acquainted
This was done that the
with how the appointments have been made.and removal by parliament.
between the
the manner the business has been transacted, to judges should stand indifferent
king and the people. From that time we find
answer the question.
of the king restrained by the
How have the county courts fulfilled the the prerogatives
trust of selectinR' the officers confided to their judicial tribunals.' and thc people better secured
appointment?
'1 he offices have 1101, been b,~"tlJw- from the oppressIOns of the crown, and JustIce
III this country
ed 011 those best qualified to discharge the du- and right more sure to prevail.
ties. 'I'he offices have been conferred upon fam- the powers of go\'crmnent, ucoording to our reily connexions, the favorites of cliques and publican theory, reside with the people. From
mere partizans.
'I'he interest of the public has the people proceeds all the powers that are exof go\'ern'
not been consulted, and the people have suffer- ercised in the various departments
ed from neglect and 'want of capacity on the ment. There is no antagonist interest between
We want no
part of those officers. It is to provide a rcme- the government and the people.
w« want
dy for these evils, to make a reform in this selec- judiciary independent of theleople.
upheld, an' the liberty and
tion of all their officers, more than for any other the constitution
purpose, that this enovention has been called; rights of the people secured, and what is the inand let me tell the gentleman from Bourbon, it terest of one is the interest of all. Whatever
is because these trusts have been violated by the change we may make in our constitution-c-howagents to ewhom the people honfided them in or- eyer we may direct the judiciary shall be apder to have the officesbestowed on those best qual- pointed and ]lOW removed. I hope tllat the prinified to discharge the duties more than any other ciples that secure the rights of personal liberty,
cause, that this convention is now assembled. of private property, and the pursuit of happiIt is not, so far as the democracv is concerned, ness, 'will flnd a place in our constitutional
because they have been excludedfrom
offices; of law, and that the judges shall never be iudpeutrust and profit in the cOlDmonwealth by whig dent, but always responsible to the people. A
executives.
It is because the evils have been judiciary res~onsible to people in this country is
fromajudiciary
in England.
long continued
and testeruig in the public e"sentiallydlfferent
mind, until the people have resolved that a rem- and other monarchical governments, where the
interest of the king and the people is separate
edy shall be found and a remedy applied.
I 'want to have no judiciary in
The first time I had the honor of a seat in the and distinct.
of the
house of representatives, the question of a con- this country that shall be independent
vention was before the'1cg~lature, and the ques- people.
The arguments in favor of the ability or capa·
tion of limiting the tenure 01' the judicial offices
of the state was raised by me as a reason for city of the people to select their own executive
calling 11 convention, and m consequence of lUy and representatives in both branches of the legisadvocating the limitation I was denounced as a lature. apply as well to the selection of judges.
radical and looked upon with dread by those It is conceded the people have capacity to select
are
who deemed our constitution
})erfect. I have their governor and representatives-why
lived to see the day when a limitation to the ju- they not cqually capable of selecting their judges? 'I'hc president
of the +rJhited States, notdicial term has the sanction of all.
Having called the a.ttention of the convention withstanding the machinery of the electoral colto the position in which we now stand, I will leges, is elected sulJstantially by the people, and
submit some remarks upon the subject of the tri- the candidates for electors, in practice, arp-only
bunal which we prolloseto select the judicial of- the advocates of particular candidates, and the
ficers. It is well to be acquainted with histo- organ of the people to cast their v9tes as indiIn our state our chief execury, but it is far better to unaerstalld the lessons cated at the polls.
'Which history teaches.
The necessity for an in- tive magistrate is chosen by the people them·
selves.
'fhose
who
enact our laws-our senators
dependent jud.ic~ary is a lesson which we derive
froro English hIStory.
The judiciary of Eng- and ourrepresentati ves, are also c.hosen by the peo·
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rle.

'I'hey ere tbe direct egenta of the people; the able to understand and comprehend all the great
first execute the laws and all enact those laws. interests of society and government.
'l'here i~
We confide to them powers as illlJ?ortant and as no people on earth more thoroughly enlightened
essential as those we confide to the judges.
Why on the principles and sciences of free governhave the people capacity to choose one set of ment, nor on the personal and private rights of
their agents and not the other? The interests. the citizens.
All, or nearly all, read the bible
powers, and duties confided to the president of and tile newspapers.
They hear, in the several
the United States is far more important than that courts, constitutional,
criminal, and ci vil Iaw,
confided to any of our judicial officers, and the discussed by nble and ingenious counsel, and
many able and distinguished
statesmen who they hear the impartial decisions of the courts.
have held that office by the votes of the people, The actions of men and their rights are openly
afford satisfactory evidence that there can be lIO discussed in our courts and before our jurors,
want of capacity" on the part of the people to se- and all brought to that legal and correct standlect that high officer. The same may be said in ard of righ~ an~ wrong w.hich constitutes one
relation to the many distinguished
men who of the distinguished
bleseinge of a free people.
have tilled the office" of governor of Kentucky,
Our tribunals of justice and trials by jury are
and the other states, by the votes of the people. high schools for the dissemination of legal inAnd with pride we may refer to the many dis- formation, and the true principles of right and
tingnished men we have bad in our national and wrong among the people. The 1aw and the jusstate legislatures; and the prosperity that we rice of every ease of great importance is fully.
have enjoyed as a people, in our national and discussed and known in the several counties
state governments, and the wisdom and justice when they arise, and thousands upon thousands
of our laws. Those that make our laws and of cases are ruled amongst an enlightened and
those that execute them are chosen by the P''?" just people, form the lessons learned in our
ple, and why should not those who administer
courts aud thus disseminated amongst the peo·
the laws also be chosen by the people? They ple.
are the people'S, and not the governor's nor the
Our annual elections and our habit of public.
legislature's judges.
If it is contended that the ly discussing all great and important questions of
people are not competent to choose their judges, government and public policy, and the conduct
iieithcr are they competent to choose the execu- and principles of our public men, are also high
tlve and legislative agents of the state and na- schools for the dissemination of!olitical
infortion.
ruation amongst the people, an for a critical
Gentlemen contend that the present mode, and searching exal~illatJOn of the principles of
namely, nomination by the governor and confir- government, the action of the government. the
mation by the senate, is best calculated to se· conduct and actions of public men. Our sescure the appointment
of competent and able sions of the legislature are also high schools for
men. The governor of the state never has, and the discussion of the great principles and pollnever will be, more than a man, possessing pas· cJ of free government, and are calculated to
sions and frailties, liable to be influenced by perfect that knowledge that is acquired from
proper end improper impulses.
He may be de- history, and render \)ermanent and Iastiug the
calved, or have unjust prejudices and purtial i- principles of equal aws and rights.
The pur·
ties; and how much more liable is an individual
suits of agriculture, commerce, manufactures,
to be mistaken, orled astray by improper influ- and mechanical arts, are high schools for acquirencee, than the whole body of the people? How ing information, and the habit of judging men
much more likely is he to be influenced by pri- and things.
The freedom of our religion, the
vate interest, partiality, and prejudice, than tnat instruction of the ministers of the gospel, the
the whole people should beso swayed? Honesty Sunday school, the cheering consolation brought
of purpose and integrity of action arc always to the domestic circle by these messengers of
greater with the masses than individuals,
and peace, the sublime lesson of morals that flows
particularly with indiyidualsarmed
with power. almost daily from the pulpit, these, with the in·
There ,vill always be greater security in having fluence of woman's gentler nature in the domes·
good judo-es when the selection is made by the tic drde, and ller breathings of 10Ye, and right,
whole body of th<1community·, tlJan when it is and justice to her oft·spring, constitute high
made by an individual.
Do gentlemen mistrust. schools for thc morals of the people.
the people? Do tller believe their feelings may
It is to a people thus enlightened and thus in·
be wrought upon und their judgments misled, structed, that we propose to entrust the selection
aHd that they will be influenced to do what they of judges to enforce the laws. There is no peo·
ought not, and place improper and incompetent
pIe on earth better informed as to the rio-hts, t.he
persons ill office·! Who are the parties t.o suffer, principles of their go\"Crnment, its policy and
should such be the case? Will it not be the peo- il:8 actJOn, the conduct aud principles of itsipub.
pIe themselves?
Who arc 1U9st interested in lic meu. They are both thinkers and actors in
having good judges? The life, the liberty, the the great drama of life, and look to their enerpropClty, and the pursuit of ha'pl?iness, of each gies and exertions for comfort, for wealth, and
and of all, is at stake. No indiVidual can have station in Iif,;, with a full knowledge that all of·
a separate interest from the ·whole mass. The fiees are opell to their attainment,
their ambi·
liberty and rights of one cannot be trampled up· tion, and their virtues. Gentlemen mistrust this
on without hazarding the liberty and the rights tribunal
of the people-they
mistrust them·
of all.
selves-they
have no confidence.
Now, confiIt is true that the eduration of the masses is dence may "be a plant of f!lo'v growth in old TDen
not so far advanced as we might desire. Still, and old politicians, and with the party to which
the public mind is sufficiently enlightened to be , the geutleman belong;;, The results of free gOY'
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enucnt-e-u gov,~rnment of an,.! by the peuple, in
the choice of their agents to conduct It, has

and people; he administers the laws with firmness, yet with mercy.
The people see and know'
They desire to retain so good a jud.,ge.
Why will you depri ve them of the right?
1: ou
fear they have not capacity to know a good
judge; that improper influences will be brought
to bear on the minds and judgments of the people. You cannot conceive that the people can
appreciate the high qualities which constitute a.
good judge, and that their favor is only to be
won by had men and sinister practices.
With
all that so jud~ the people, I "have no power to
reason, I can otter nothing to persuade--nothing
to convince.
I believe the people will also
know a bad judge, and will mark all the quallitios to constitute one, and they will have the
intelligence and v irtue to reject such, should
they come before them for re-election.
Bad men
are not the recipients of the favors of the ~eople.
The sample of our public men prove it. fhe rejection of all such by the people prove it; and
bad judges will have less favor with the people
than any other class of pub lie officers. Should the
people m the first instance select a bad judge,
or in the second trial should he prove such, we
shall provide for removal by impeachment or address, so that any mistake in this matter shall
be promptly redressed.
The report of the committee provides for four
judges of the court of uppeale, and that they
shall be elected in four separate districts, and
shall hold their offices for eight years, and one
is to be elected every two years. It is proposed
to reduce the number to three, and that the
election shall be by general ticket.
I shall vote
to retain the four judges.
I have practiced for
many years in the court appeals, and believe the
labors are too great for three judges.
There has
been for the last ten years an average of more
than six hu udred causes in the court of appeals
every year, and some of them immensely com.
pltcated, involving intricate questions of law.
and involved in doubtful facts. To understand
and decide these causes as they should be, requires great time, great labor, and an extensive
examination of authorities.
There should be
ample time and ability to decide the causes
which go to that court, and I am satisfied the
labor of a fourth judge is required, and that "it is
due to the Htigants of the state that we should
provide a supreme court all sufficient to decide well and understandingly
all causes that
shall be brought to that tribunal.
I shall also vote for the election of the judges
of the court of appeals by districts in preference
to electing them by the state at large. In elect.
ing these judges by districts we shall always
have three judges on the bench who have not
been voted for by the litigants whose cases are
before the tribunal. and to whom the objection
which is made to the election of judges, that
they will be swayed in their decisions by those
who voted against or for them, will not apply.
In electing them by districts we shall have the
best lawyer of the district selected for the judge,
and one who, by his character and legal attainments will be known to tbe whole district" and
which would not, except in rare instances, be
the case were the elections by general ticket.
We should also have each section of the state
represented on the bench of that court, which

given to me confidence that they are to be trust- all this.
ed, implicitly; and I am unwilling longer to
pay brokerage to the executive and the other
trustees of the present constitution, for bestowing offices in the shape of appointments
and
places for relations, of the agents and their influential and family friends. The offices are created for the benefit of the people, and if any favors are to be bestowed in the grant of these of-

fices, it is the people's right to bestow them, and
to whom they please.
The shades of suspicion that geutlemPIl cast upon the action of the
people, in the selection of officers, by the highdrawn pictures of our elections, are but fancy
sketches.
The great mass are intelligent, honest, upright, thinkin~ and acting men, III the various pursuits
of l ifo ; and they constitute all
overwhelming majority in the electoral college.
And we may proudly point to the selections
made by the people, through a long series of
year~, in disproof of the conclusions that gentlemen draw from the spots they see on the sun.
The people of Kentucky havcdecreed this change
and I have confidence in the decree, and I wish
to carry it out fully and fairly, to the best of my
judgment.
I desire to strengthen the/'udiciary
by taking'
from them the suspicion t iat they owe their
stations to executive favor, or to the influence of
great men, or to party considerations.
I desire
to give them the authority of the peo]?le to preRide in the halls of justice, and administerthe
laws of a free people.
With the warrant of the
people, and sustained by their suffrages, they
will have a strength and popularity
that they
have not hitherto possessed, and can with more
confidence and animated with brighter hopes
preside in the halls of justice.
Gentlemen fear the influence of great lawyers
and subtle litigants will secure the election of
judges who will be swayed by the influence that
promoted them. The bar of Kentucky is crowded with bold and fearless lawyers, and no judge
who is dependent on the public will, can dare to
be unjust or partial in his conduct on the bench,
or in his decisions.
His conduct and: his decisions are public property,
and scrutinized
with boldness.
Injustice or partiality
will be
sure to bring his condemnation
before the tribunalof public opinion, and if unjustly or illiberall~' treated by the bar or the litigants, that
same tribunal of public opinion will be sure to
be his guard and his shield.
'I'here is a charm in the life and conduct of an
intelligent, learned.and uprightjuJge,
that wins
the confidence and esteem of the people, and is
a sure guaranty to public fa.vor.
Such a judge
will live down the excitements of the moment,
and give sanctity to the laws, and confidence in
the public justice of the country.
It is proposed to amend the report so as to
make these judges ineligible.
AU I have urged
in favor of the election of the judges by the people, is applicable to their re-election with increased force. The judge has been tried; he has
been found capable; he knows the laws; he is
impartial; his integrity is without
impeachment: he is kind and urbane in his deportment
to tbc bar, to the litigants, jurors, witnesses,
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has not been tho? case heretofore, and get clear of
that charge of partiality in the selection of the
court that has prevailed.
Gentlemen say W~ will have a party court, and
that the two great parties will alTay themselves
and choose their candidates from their respective ranks.
Grant it; but it will be the same if
we elect by general ticket.
If we elect by districts each party will present their ablest and best
man, and whichever party prevails we shall have
an able judge. If we elect by general ticket it
is not probable the whole four of either ticket
will be equal to the whole four selected for the
district tickets, and in all proba.bility we shall
110t huve us many able men on the bench, nor
have them so well distributed, and many of the
citizens will have to vote for men who they do
not personally know.
We have a party court now, and the court will
not be more a party court if we elect by districts
than it is selected by the governor and senate, or
that it would be if selected by general ticket. It
might be less 80. The governor always puts in
his party in office. He cannot and does not rise
above party influences; but the people are more
liberal and rise above party prejudices, and select
men for public office in gratitude for past public
services, and on account of high character and ca-pacity for the station.
In the office of judge the
people do not want a partizan. They want a man
of character and high legal attainments, and a
just, true and impartial man. Such a man they
will elect and break down all party rules. Such
men they have elected to political stations in defiance of party trammels, and they are far more
likely to elect such to the office of judge.
'1'0 the people we desire to restore the appointment of the judges, and to the people in districts
who will personally know the men they are called on to vote for. We have looked too much to
party and too little to qualification.
The people,
I verily believe, will look more to qualifieatioue,
and less to party in the selection of judges.
We 'propose to rnakethe sessions of our lcgialature biennial, and have our representatives elected once in every two years, and to elect our judges in those years that we do not elect our representatives, and to have the election in one day,
and in convenient election precincts.
The minds
of the people will be called to the qualifications
of the Judge, to the requisites proper for that office and to nothing else; and if the candidate
mingles with and addresses the people, he must
sustain the character suitable to the dignity of
the judge.
He must manifest intelligence and
capacity suitable for the station.
His reputation
and character must be pure and without stain.
As to a party court we cannot be worsted, and
we may be bettered.
I do not consider the plan of the gentleman
from Bourbon calculated to give us as able men
on the bench. I dislike his electors to come between the people in the choice of the judge.
The presidential electors are only advocates of
the candidate of thc party, uud bound in honor
to give force to the party nomination.
His
electors for judges will in some measure lose
their character of representatives, and become
the advocates of particular men for office, or
they would come in upon mixed considerations.

I do not think the judges of the circuit court
best calculated to make appellate judges.
They
are prompt men in general with their legal
knowledge; but they are in the habit of deciding on the spur of the occasion, without the
examination of authorities, and without proper
reflection upon the bearin.lis of the facts, and of
the opinions they give. 'I'h is off-hand and hasty mode of decision they calTy on the appellate
bench, and habits of this nature it is difficult
tOfet rid of.
uu Ierstand it is proposed to amend the report so as to fix a minimum for the salaries of
udges; to that course I strongly incline.
I beJ leve the peol?le arc more liberal in £xillg'salarles than their representatives,
and r believe if
we give good salaries the people will take this
constitution because they are to fill the offices,
and that they will fill the offices with men according to the salaries.
If you ~ive salaries adequate to command. the best talents and legal
attainments, that the people will not put inferior men in the office; but if the salaries are not
sufficient to command the services of her best
men, that the best men will not he selected; and
I believe the success of om constitution depends
upon the character and ability of the men selected to carry out its principles.
It is also proposed to amend the report so that
the judges shan be elected by ballot, and I am
decidedly in favor of the ballot in the selection
of judges.
In our first constitution we adopted
the ballot, and in our second we adopted the
viva voce slstem.
Most of the states vote by
ballot, and If examples in our aister states is entitled to consideration we have it in favor of
the ballot.
'I'he objection made to the election of judges
is, thet thc knowledge of the judge of those who
voted for or against him, would influence his
action on the bench. I have no fear of that.
'I'he character, learning, and intelligence of the
men qualified for a judge with the eyes of the
people upon him, would place him above such
influenoes ; but the suspicion might rest on the
minds of the litigants, and that I 'would provide
against by the ballot.
Gentlemen declare that
voting openly and in the face of the world,
makes our people more manly and more ludependent.
I do not think so. It may give the
habit of violating: the opinions and sentiments
for favors expected or for fear of consequences
from those in whose employ or power they may
chance to be. I have heard men say that they
felt they had a right to control the votes of those
that were indebted to them and of those in their
employ, and asain of those with whom they
dealt, and have known men sued forthwith for
not giving such votes, and dismissed from employment for the same cause, and polit.ice made
the open cause for ceasing to be acustomer.
We have a lesson to learn ill our march to
perfect freedom, and in the exercise of the rights
of freemen. wemust learn to tolerate each other in our- political sentiments, and what we claim
for ourselves, in judging of men and principles,
we must learn to grant, without interference, to
all others, or we are not good whigs or good
democrats.
We still have a remnant of the ty·
rant in our nature, which it is our duty, as the
free men of u free government. to eradicate and

abuses directed my mind to the source from
which they s;prung-the
tenure by which ther
held their offices, and I then thought we had
better provide agniust them, lest in an unfavorable hourthese abuses might grow up to the extent to which we have conferred authority on
am officers to increase them.
It sometimes happens that the people in a small district will desire some functionary, who has charge of some
especial duties, to discharge them in a. particular
way. Most generally they do it, but sometimes
they fail, and this directs me to the authority
and source of such an abuse. In 3. district near
l:,'E:'I'I:>rG SESSLO~.
where I live, there was a vacancy in the office of
The Convention re-a.<;sembled at 3 o'clock, P. justice of the peace, and the people in that dis:M., und again resolved itself into committee of t~ict got together and elected one. They did it
the whole. Mr. HUSTON in the chair, on the with as much form and ceremony and as well,
article in relation to the court of appeals.
as if they had been authorized to do so under the
Mr. BRISTOW.
I should be very willing if I laws. But the tribunal to which an appeal was
could to add to the eorrectnese of the conclu- made (the county court.) felt it to be anllls'.1lt to
sions of the convention or hasten the progress of their dignity that the people should have dared
the business thereby, to be merely content with to do it, and would not appoint the man of the
recording my vote. But as I shall not interfere people's choice. This induced me to look at
with either of these objects by making a few r e- the authority under which the court acted, and
marks, to add my mite to the correctness of the whence they derived it. The people in the auconclusions to which the standing committee thority, and the organic law as It now exists, auhave arrived, and to express my Indebtedness thorized them to act as they thus saw proper to
and gratitude to them that they did report such act. Another view led me to conclude that some
a bill as they have. Not agreemg perhaps in all reform ought to be made in the organic law.
its details, yet the great principles asserted in The greater number of offices seemed, to a g-reat
that report, I do freely endorse.
So far as the extent at least, from accident of course, to fall
business of this eonveution is eonecrned, I have into the hands of particular
indi~·iduals, who
adopted for myself the rule that I will struggle did not, as my friend from Mason most eloquentfor unity on all matters of ~rinciple, essential- ly described, depend on their personal merit for
ly .importent,
to ask for liberality 011 all sub. the positions to which they were elevated. They
jects not important and not essential; and I am were not offices attainable by those in the humsure of the ready response of every delc~ate bler and less wealthy walks of life. The levelwhen I ask for charity In all things. Polttlciuns
ing up principle, referred to by my friend, therehave a habit when they commence their career, fore struck my mind with great force. 'I'hat
or are about to act in reference to a great princi- great moral principle in reform for which I conple, of defining their position; and in a.. very tend, struck more forcibly than any of the small
few words, sir, I wish to define mine before or great charges made against. the officers themthis committec.
selves. I may subject myself to the charge of
I do not mean to say much in regard to abuses being a demagogue, but 1 express my own sentiin our government.
That there have been abuses ments.
The great moral principle which makes
seen by all, there can be no question.
There tho people feel that this is their government,
have been many abuses which serve as a fincer that they bear it on their shoulders, elevates them
board to point out their origin, and the danger in the ~8cale of being, and makes them each
which exists tha.t may I>row into graver and feel that they may each attain the highest desmore serious oues : and It is a matter of sur- tiny.
prise to me that in the history of our govenilllent,
'I'his great moral principle was one of the
under our present organization, they have not
grounds upon which I come to the conclusion
been greater. Had our official functionaries actthat reform in our organic law was necessary.
ed up to the limits of their power under that or- It was toseeure equal rights and equal privileges,
ganization, and without regard to the spirit of to hold out an inducement to the children of the
the aze or of the people, tlieu our evils would poor and humble as well as the rich and powerhave been great indeed, and long since by revoful, that if they qunlify themr-elves they may
lution or otherwise would have been obviated.
stano a chance to fiU the bC8t offices in the coun·
But we are indebted to the officers of the comtry. We han· the power to do this now, and I
monwealth, from the foundation of our governam greatly gratified that since I formd this opinment to the present time, for havingdone as well as
ion, I ha\Tc had no occasion to doubt its corthey have; and there is not a solitary officer in
rectness, except for a short time last summer
the state, against whom I have had, so far 8,..'> I when an excitement sprung up on one question.
have engaged in the political reforms of the day, I was a little alarmed, and I was afraid this cona pri ....
ate pique or malignant feeling-having
.ention would not come here prepared to work
met at the hands of all the be8t treatment in the
out all those reforms which I honestly thO\lght
social and official relations, and in the discharge
they should.
All that fenr has been wiped
of my duty before them. I have received frolD
away. I find theleople
competent to the task,
their hands no particular favor, neither have I
even when excite
from one border of the state
sought for any, therefore I am not disappointed.
to the other, and I bear testimony to the fact,
Hence, no such influenee8 operate on my mind.
they have sent indidduals
here well qualified
But some abuses have sprung up-nnl::1 those

destroy.
1 would. gi>'\l the ballot ali one great
etep towards this toleration.
I desire every man
to understand the principles of his government,
and to take an interest in its action and in its
public men, and when election day comes to feel
everv inch a sovereign, and be able to cest his
vote" without fear of consequences.
I call for
the election of judges, and 1 call for the ballot.
I thank the committee for their patient and attentive hearing.
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to the discharge
of these
duties.
'l'hen
the great
I the
question
I ask.
'I'hen
if there is auy depenconsideration is, what are these duties? They dance at all, I want it to be ou the people. I see
have sent us here with authority to yield some a difference between dependence on the people
of their sovereign power. It is a very high re- and dependence upon a party, or those in power.
sponeibility which rests upon us, and for my- I am 110t for that. Who is the judge to depend
self, I will yield up 110 power into the hands of I upon? He is to look somewhere for his bread,
ally department of the government,
except so and that is to COlliefrom the people. He is t-o
far as is consistent with the necessary restraint look somewhere for approbation, and that is to
and protection of the people and their rights. come from the people.
The great question then comes up, what shall we
There are always two sides to a J?icture-a
yield? Some say that we must yield the election bright and a dark side. The constitution
of
of officers, and some regard the people as not some minds leads them always to look to the
qualified to discharge that duty. It 18 true that dark side of things, whilst others regard the
all power is inherent in the people-s-there is no bri~!lt side. Now I believe that the y~omanry
controversy about that.
But tlie question is, of Kentucky, the great body of them, are prachow much of that power shall we yield nnd gi.ve tical and sensible men, and that when they gc
up to the different departments
of government?
into all election it is with a sense of the great
It is regarded that the science of government
responsibility
that rests upon them, and that
has not progressed further than the organization
they would vote with an eye single to the prosof three distinct departments.
But how much perity and the happiness of the country.
power will you yield up? Just that which is
I know that there is a dark side of the picture,
Inconvenient to the people to exercise themselves
and that there are those of the people who are
-just that and no more will I consent to yield ignorant and liable to be misled.
Let them feel
up; nor are we authorized to yield up allY more. HIe responsibility which rests upon them, and
Just so far as the people can conveniently attend that the government is not safe unless they turn
to the great duties of the government, let them their attention to it. It has been said that imso attend, and thereby feel the elevating influence proper influences will be brought to bear upon
of thus discharging
that duty. But it-.i;; said the people in the election of. a.judge, and the
that the election of judges is a thing the people gvntleniau
from Bourbon,
in· his- -glowing
have not talked over or thought of. Elect a description
of the evils to result therefrom,
man whom we are III the habit of among others suggested that some powerful and
j'udge-the
ocklnc upon as superior, and as bardly forming influential lawyer would induce the people to
a part °of human nature.
Elect a judge? Yes elect a judge who ought not to be elected. I
sir. But there are various collateral questions
am aware that these high wrought figures of my
growing out of this main question.
It seems to friend from Bourbon have been well studied, but
strike the minds of some of the delegates, and still I desire to explain in my own way the insome others with great alarm that this power fluence of a lawyer.
I know the lawyers have
will be exercised by the mob. And some gen- not a higher reputation for honesty than they
tlemen say we want a court independent of the ought to have, and yet I believe they are an honpeople, and some that they arc not willing to est and honorable profession generally.
But
trust the people. Nay says the gentleman from even put it upon the rrinciple that in the elecBourbon, "I am not willing to trust myself!"
tions the lawyers wil be governed in their acIf he has that distrust of himself, which should tion by sordid, self-interested motives, what
pertain to men who are called upon to discharge
then will be the result? If I understand
the
high duties, in view of the responsibilities which workings of the human heart, it will be the de'press upon them, it is right and proper; but sire of every lawyer to get out of practice the
If he means, in the abstract, that the court would ablest members of the bar, as it would leave
not he independent
because it was elected by more business for the balance.
Then, even if
the people, or that the court must in the abstract they are influenced solely by selfish motives, it
be independent of the people, and the people will be their object to get upon the bench the
ought not to be trusted with the discharge of ablest of their number.
So there is no danger
that duty-ctben I must differ with the gentle- of any improper influence upon the people from
man. The question of the independence of the thut.source.
judiciary an~ its.origin I.HLS
been fully. argued
Again: it is said that the judge would be inand settled lJl.tlus commlt~ee. It wa~ indepen- fluenccd to give improper and illegal decisions
denee of the kwg. 'Yhat IS tJ.le meamug of ~e. in favor of the lawyer who aided him in his
'pe~dence upo.n the ~tng? l.f It means anyth~ng election.
Is that the character of Kentuckians?
It l~ that the .JudEfesIII the dlSClharg? of the h.lgh Would such individuals
be made judges? If
dutIes of theu· office regarded the WIll and wlsh- an individual
has aided us in an eleCltion to ofes of the ~ing I.noretha~ the protection and safe· fiee, and then seeks to induce us to prostitute
t:y of the Ilbert~es .and hves of the people whose that office to his advantage, and to the violation
ngh~s they adJudlcated ~lpon; that th~y were of our oaths, it annuls at once all obligation to
looku;tg to, and were gUIded by the WIshes of him, under which we might be placed.
And so
the king.
far from exerting any influence over the funcHow does the principle apply in the election tionary, the man would not be further trusted
of judges by the people? Is it really a subject himself.
We are sent here as delegates to this
of alarm, that the judges shonld regard the peo- convention, and we strike for high principles,
pIe to snch an extent, as in the discharge of and we say that we would sink into oblivion
their duties to be willing to protect their liber- rather than abandon a principle, and that if unties, and to guard against innovations upon their aided, and in a minontyof
O,ne, we shall still
rights, except in accordance with law~ That is battle for thlltprinoiple.
Isit not then assuming
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too much to Sli.y that th ... people will not elect I especially

among those t111illg

I

equally as honest aud independent men to other been created.
hIgh stations, equally as important as the office
we fill? The living examples given by all the
members of this convention is a proof to my
mind that the people will not fill these offices
under such influences as have been indicated by
gentlemen Oil the other side.
We have heard 3. great deal said about renters
and anti-renters, in New York, and about party
nominations; and to my judgment, gentlemen
are using arguments derived from that source
which operates against any and every mode of appointment ever suggested to my mind. We are
all aware that these things will have their effect,
but the question is how shall we remove the offtcer farthest from such influences? By keeping
the appointing power where It is? All will
answer in the negative-that
will not do.
'I'hen it is the people who will best discharge
that duty, and yet I am aware that generally
speakinlf' the people are mort: or less governed
by consideratdona of that sort. Be it so. We
have not arrived at that point when we can expect always to havedonethat which belongs to a
brighter and purer clime above us. 'I'he spirit
may occasionally make itself visible ill our dark
and benighted Iand , but only so rarely as to induce us""t"o-tr6"pe
for its more frequent return. 1t
is never sufficiently evident to arrive at perfection in an:r of these tribunals.
Then the question is not which is the perfect mode, but cornparatively speaking, which is the best mode? I
contend that from my observation, the best
mode is the election by the people. The change
would not be so radical as some think; although
it is in language and words, yet in practice it is
not so radical, and just 80 far as the change goes
in practice.just so far is it useful and beneficial
and better than the other mode. Say, for instance, that a certain officer is desired in a particular portion of the state, and by a :particular
district; and that every man in that district entitled to vote, petitions to the appointing power,
that he shall be appointed.
Generally speaking
he would be; but sUP\,osc the appointing power
in this instance, shou d refuse to listen to the
wishes of the people. What would be the result? A conviction is produced at once among
the people that the appointing power has done
wrong, and that would
be the conclusion
throughout
the comm,Jnwealth of Kentucky.
We are in an imperfect state, and there is no
question but the people themselves would do
wrong sometimes, but u. wrong is supportable,
when we bring it upon ourselves; and when ,ve
may live to retrieve ourselves from the conse·
quences of our own action, then it is to some
extent bearable.
Not so when it is brought.
upon us by others, contrary to our own wishes
and will.
And upon the election of tho judges there
is a difference from what frequently happell"
in political agitations.
It IS sometimes the
case that politicians brinS' about a particular resuIt, by urging and pl'ossmg certain matters, before the people have advanced to their consideration; but III the present mstande the people
chose to think in the first place, and the pohticians have been obliged to follow, and as some
have sltid with no little alarm and trepidation-

the offtcee-c-has

Bnt the people have said that

they desire this power to elect their own officers,

in their own hands.

I desire just here, to read

some little authority on the subject, and in reo
gard to the origin of the difference between the
two great parties in the United St-ates. I read
from the 'writings of au individual who was at
least forty or fifty years ahead of the times in
which he lived, and a more direct answer to
many of the appeals made by gentlemen on this
floor could not probably be framed. In speaking of the two parties Mr. Jefferson says:
.. One fears most the ignorance of the people,
'the other the selfishness of rulers, independent
'of them-one
side has been fairly tried, the
'other not."
e
'*"
•
*
'It
;t
'It
'*"
,. I drafted a constitution annexed to the notes
'on Virginia, the infancy of the subject at that
'moment, and our inexperience of self-govern-ment, occasioned gross departures from genuine
'republican
canons.
In.truth
the abuses of
'monarchy had 80 filled all the space of politi'cal contemplation, that we imagined everything
'republican which was not monarchy; we had
'not yet penetrated to the mother principle, that
'g-ovf<rnm,'nt,:;are republican only III proportion
'as they embody the will of their people, and
"execute it."
"In England, where judges were named and
'removable at the will of an hereditary execu"tive, from which branch most misrule was
'feared and has flowed, it was a great point ~ain-ed, by fixing them for life, to make them inde'pendent of that executive.
But in a govern"rueut founded on thc public will, this principle
'operates in an opposite direction, and against
'tliatwill, we have made them independent of
"the nation itself
•
"The justices of the inferior courts, arc self'chosen, are for life, and .perpetunte their own
'body in succession forever.
T.hey tnx us at
'will, fill the office of sheriff, the most important
'of all the executive offices of the county."

*"

'If

;Ii

'If

~

'*'

..

..

"Some men look at constitutions with eaneti< monious reverence, and deem them, like the ark
'of the covenant, too sacred to be touched.
They
'ascribe to the men of the preceeding age a wis"dom more than human, and suppose what they
'did, to be beyond amendment.
I knOll""tlULt
'agewelL
I belonged to it, and la.borcdwithit.
'It desel'ved well of its country.
It was very
'like the preseut, but without the experience of
'the present; and forty years experience in gov'ernment is worth a century of book reading,
'and this they would say themselves, were t,hey
'to rise from the dead.
Laws and institl1tion~
'must go hand in hand wit.h the progress of the
'human mind."

*

'AI

¥

*

*"

•

'*'

•

" Let the future appointment of judges be for
'four or six years. "This will bring their eon'duct, at regular periods, under revision and pro'bation.
'Ve have erred on this point, by: coPy'in~ England, where certainly it is a ~ood tiling
'to have judges independent of the kl11~. That
'there should he public functionaries mdepen'dent of the nation, is a solecism in a republic,
'of the first order of absurdity."
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That is the theory of J efferecu.
I am aware
that it is not very good authority with some, but
I believe him to have been OM of the purest and
ablest politicians that ever lived.
On this same
subject I am favored with a beautiful extract
furnished by the research of a lady:
"There is only one cure for the evils which
'newl,y acquired freedom produces-and
that
'cure lsJreedom!
When a prisoner leaves his
'leeH,he cannot bear the light of day; he is una"ble to discriminate colors, or reco~nize faces.
'But-the remedy is not to remand him into his
'dungeon, but to accustom him to the rays of the
"sun. The blaze of truth and liberty may at
'first dazzle and bewilder nations which have become half blind in the house of bondage.
But
'let them gaze on, and they will soon be able to
. bear it. In a few years men learn to reason.
'The extreme violence of opinion subsides. Hoe'tile theories correct each other.
ThB scattered
, elements of truth cease to conflict and be~in to
'coalesce.
And at length a system of Justice
• and order is educed out of the chaos.
" Many politicians of our time are in the habit
'of laying it down as a self-evident proposition,
'that the people ought uot to befree till tbeyare fit
'to use their freedom.
The maxim is worthy of
'the fool in the old story, who resolved not to go
'into the water till he had learnt to swim!
If
'men are to wait for liberty till they become wise
'and good in slavery, they may indeed wait for'ever,"
Gentlemen have said that we arc without experience 011 this subject; that the people should
be enlightened, and that they arc not now qualified to elect their judges.
And how are they to
be? Db gentlemen expect that upou the mere
talking of a convention
the people will put
themselves at great pains to qualify themselves
to do that in which they have had no interest.
They arehowever a plain sensible people, and as
politicians
they are equal to any emergency.
Then throw the responsibility
up,on them, and
let them feel that that reaponaibility
is resting
upon them, and what will be the result?
If
politicians are correct they will discharge
these
Jligh duties, and well discharge them.
Thus
much upon the general subject of electing the
judges.
I have said that I am in the habit of looking
at the bright side of things.
It may be a good
or it may be a bad quality, but I always prefer
to look at that side of the picture, and I believe
that the spirit and genius of the a~e will eanoy
me through safely. I believe that If this power
be given to the people it will be safely exercised,
and that the result in regard to the judiciary,
will be all that call be desired.
But the mode
and manner in which this report is framed,
meets many of the objections against the elective principle itself, as contained in it. Gentlemen say that it will not do to have the judges of
the court of appeals elected by the people, because of the influence that mar be exercised over
him by some powerful individual, who may
have favored his election, when he comes in
contact with a poor man-and
that thereby the
poor man will be deprived of justice.
I wilt
~ust here remark before I refer to the report
itself, which obviates the difficulty, that the argument excites no alarm in my mind. I have
t

understood the course of politicians for a long
time, though it is true that 1have not been engaged in much political life myself, but I have
heard of them, and that is not their-way of acting.
Politicians generally think remarkably well of
poor people, and I suppose it is because a. great
majority of the people are poor. And when we
are told of the power and influence of Uloney in
the hands of men who will bring it to bear upon
the people, I always remember that in our country, so far as my experience has gone, there is always two sides to a question.
'I'herefore while
one undertakes to make his money tell, another
is always telling on him, and thus these things
will out, and correct themselves.
And while
therefore the assumption that the rich will impose upon the poor through the influence of the
Judge upon the bench, excites no alarm in my
mind, it is also guarded against by the modo
and mauuer in which the report is framed. Indeed there are three safeguards on the subject.
There arc to be four judges, and if one of them
from the first district should be subjected to any
such influence, there would still be the other
three uninfluenced.
If there were to be three
judges, still there would be the two who held over;
and who could not be influenced by the causes
which entered into the election of the third.
So Leouceivc that difficulty is obviated by this
provision of the report.
The district system of election, I believe, will
produce a wholesome emulation
between the
several districts, as to which shall select the
best men.
It is the feeling of our nature,
and with that pride of locality that always exists ill the breasts of men, to a greater or less extent, each district will endeavor to send their
best men, aud superior men, if they can find
them, to those that allY other district may send.
I am doubly in favor of the district system
therefore, for the reasons, to which I have jnst
referred.
Here, it is as I before remarked, that
as to other matters of expediency, I am not disposed to quarrel with members, as to whether
they shall be carried out or not. It meets my
hearty approbation, that one of the judges shall
be elected in each of the four dletricts. In assuuriug there are to be four, I acknowledge that I
am governed by the arguments of those who
ought to know more in regard to the subject
than myself. 1 have conversed with some of the
judges themselves, and with others conversant
with the business done in that court, and it
seems to be conceded, that the business is more
than three judges can do with deliberation, and
with an eye that justice should always be administered.
I am also satisfied that the business wilt be increased, and I want to provide for
that contingency.
Let there then be four judges
elected, one in each of the four districts.
But
if it wilt increase. business, is it not also another
objection?
Not to my mind. It is very true
that I may be considered in the category of
those who are governed by selfishness, and if
nothing is to be considered but the interests of
the lawyers of the country, then let those benefits be equally distributed by means of branch
courts.
But there is a principle involved beyond that consideration. It is of course.n judieiul
tribunal for the benefit of the whole state, and if
the people nny where are dissatisfied with the
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decision of a circuit judge, let them have the cd- ply to the judge ut all, as he has no such power
ventage of this tribunal composed of the ablest to wield. But I am yet to be convinced that it
men III the state. If it Ie of no use abolish the is not right for the the appointing power to say
court. but if it is beneficial to the }?eople.then in every case that it
desire, "we approve

let those benefits be equally distributed,

and your official conduct."

lUn'!

cannot see the force of

not confined to any particular
locality.
But the reasoning that when an individual has well
gentlemen say, if those at a distance cannot con- discharged his duties, he shall not be rewarded.
venieutly come to court, there are those on the It is said that the officer would be Influenced by
ground who will attend to their business for improper motives.
Why say that tile people
them. But they cannnot be so well aceommoda- are qualified to make the appoi utment, and in
ted. A man feels of course a deeper interest in the same breath say the people cannot dishis own matters than any body else, and my ex- tinguish between those who deserve a second elecperience teaches me, that if you want your coun- tion and those who do not. It seems to me a
sel to feel like yourself, you must try and in- contradiction, the princirle is absurd and I am
fuse into him the same spirit and feeling with not satisfied that it shal be declared in the orwhich you are animated.
If a roan has been ganic law of the land, that any officer shall not
oppressed and trampled upon, let him try and be re-eligible, if he fills the office and discharges
infuse such a spirit into the lawyer, that he will the high duties imposed upon him, to the satisfeel that it is he himself who is the injured IJar- faction and advantage of the people. The dark
ty. Can that be done by men who live three or side of the picture is, that he wifl prostitute his
four hundred miles off and have never seen the office to abuses for the purpose of securing- a relawyer?
Whenever an important
case was election. I believe no such thing.
I fully bebrought to me, I have always advised my client lievc that there is virtue and intelligence enough
that It was best for him, not only to have a Iaw-. in the people of Kentucky fairly to estimate the
yer who resided here, and understood the pl'n.e- manner in 'which the officers have discharged
tice ill the court of appeals, but that he himself their duties; and when they have ably and Faithshould go in person nnd see-his lawyer, and fully discharged them, I want the people to have
mesmerize him, if you can, by infusing mto him Ow right to say if they choose to, each and all,
the spirit which actuates yourself in the pursuit "well done good and faithfnl servant," we trust
of justice.
At a casual view, it may be sup- you and desire you to go Oil. So in regard
posed that it will do well enough to write to to the governor, it I had the power myself, and
the lawyer, and furnish him with the facts; but it was an original question, I should say that he
it is Dot so well as to infuse into him, by person- should be re-eli€tible, and this with the full COIlal application, the feelings to which I have re- viotion in my mind that the present officer would
ferred. Besides, it is more to the satisfaction of be re-elected,
althoueh
1 should do every
the client to know that his case is in the hands thing to defeat his re-~ectioll.
But the judges
of a man with whom he is acq,uainted-who
is have no auch patronage as the governor, 'no such
110 imaginary person, but one with whom he has offices, and an objection that would be appliesconversed, shaken hands with, and of whose hle to the governor 'would not apply to the judge.
character and position he has fully enquired,
And shall we establish a principle in our orand is thoroughly satisfied.
ganic law that we will have no more distin'I'he fact that appeals are not taken from dif- guished men in the tribunals
of the counferent parts of the state in proportion to the try?
Will you establish
the principle that
amount of business transacted on account of the six: or eight years shall be the full limit of the
increased expense thereby imposed 011 those re- time that anl individual who shall fill a judicial
siding in distant portions of the state, was hap- station in Kentucky, shall be allowed to dietinpily shown by my friend from Montgomery, -guieh himself and benefit his countrymen? Shall
(Mr. Apperson.)
It clearly demonstrates that we say to them that no matter how much you
if there are any advantages to be derived from may struggle to qualify yourselves, it is all lost?
tho court of appeals, the opportunities ofha.ving It seems to me the very thing itself operates dithem arc not equally distributed.
If it is a rectly to contradict itself. They want lin indegood tribunal, let us place it within tho rea.ch of pendellt, a virtuous anel a talented judiciary
all, if it is not a good tribunal let us abolish it and how do they propose to get it? By saying
at once. Considering as I do, that it is a settled to the judge, when you have had some experiqucstion that the judges will be elected by the ence and qualifilO'dyourself in the duties you are
people, I believe therefore that it is best for each to perform; when you have got far enough to be
of the four districts to elect one judge.
They distinguished, we prol1ibit you from serving lonivill be better acquainted with the candidates, gel'. Thisprincipleofhllmanl1aturewoLlldspring
,than if they were to select from tho whole state. up and operate on the individual.
He would at
'But gentlemen say that we must throw some once say, I wiUllot undertake to be a shining
guards around this JUode of election if it is light in the tribunals of the country; I have but
adopted at all. And one of the feat guards a few years to serve, aod then I must seek for
they lll'Opo>JCj~ that the individua
should not other businofO.s,and after I have lost all the pracbe re-eligible to a ijecond election.
They give tice I had, and to a great extent unfitted myl;elf
as a precedent for this, the fact that the gover- for other pursuits, then I must quit this to which
nor is 110tre-eligible to a second tenn; but they you have called me and find some other 'way to
arc very far from convincing me that he OUgllt ('arn a snbsisteuce.
Is it not in fact saying that
nelt to 'be if the !>cople desire it. I am well the appointing power wer~ not qualified for the
l:l.wEtreof the mig It.y power and influencl-l ex- exerCise of that high duty with the influence of
\lrte'd by tile distribution of offices in Ule ha.nds the officer operatillg upon them. 01' rather it
o'f the governor, but that objection does not n.p- would be suying to them, you have all t11C
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knowledge aud ability requisite to decide as to
::Mr.IRWIN.
Differuig as I do Irom tbe genthe integrity and virtue of a candidate in the tlenmn from Todd in the position which I OCCllfirst instance, but in the second yon have not, py, I feel it due to myself and due to those I
because of the influence the officer would exert represent, that I should express the opinion.'! I
over you by the prostitution
of his office?-I entertain, but I regret thut I cannot speak 'with
Would it not make the judges more industrious, that clearness and deliberation that he lias done.
and studious. if they are such individuals
as I I do not expect that I shall succeed in changing
hope we shall obtain, if we give them an oppal'- the vote of any gentleman on this important
tunity of showing fa the people their ability and subject. I am one of the few gentlemen electqualifications to discharge the duties assigned ed to this house who were opposed to what is
them under the stirnilua afforded by the prospect now termed constitutional reform, and in my
of a re-election?
As was very pertiuentlj- re- county it was one of the objections urged against
marked, all the reasons that operate on the pop- me, that I would be opposed to all reforms that
ular mind favorable to first election, would ope- might be proposed in this convention.
This
raw favorable to the re-election. And they would however was an error. I am not opposed to nll
operate even to a greater degree.
When we first the propositions which have been presented, for
vote for a man we have had no opportunity of some of them contain principles for which I shall
seeing how Ire will discharge the duties we are vote. III the first place I am opposed to the
about to impose on him; but in the case of a election of the judges of the court of appeals,
candidate who comes up for re-election, the peo- as proposed by the committee, but would be
pIe have seen and understood his abilities and willing to votc for a judiciary elected by Ihe
his qualifications.
If they are satisfied then peol?le for a single term. I want them to be illthey may continue the worthy officer in the dis- elig-ible. I want them to be independent.
cha:gc of. his duties, a1?d afford .him th~ opporIn the organization of a government I have
tumty still further .to inform hlI~sclf 111 legal been taught thuttbodtfferont departments should
kuowledee.
T~c:els no ~uch .th.lllg as gett.Lng operate as checks upon each other, and I very
to the ena ?f this mfom~at~on-lt
l~.r~ogressIv~. greatly fear, that the mode proposed will so opThen let hun prog-ress In its a~qU1slt.lon, and If crate as to centralize all the departments, and
he becomes all honoy 00 the st~tJO.ll,Ierrhepoople
produce a despotism on the part of the majority
have the opportunity of oontmumg hH~ in their that may in time subvert the rights of the m].
employment.
If the officer lias been lllcompe- nority-onc
of the great objects for which govtent or failed in the faithful discharge of his au- ernmenta are created.
ties, the people will at once condemn him.
What check will the court of appeals be upon
We are nut to expect perfection in any system, the legislative department, when both are placed
and I am aware that the elective system will in power by the same' electors.
Can you snpnot be an entirely perfect one. But it has been posc that a majority of the electors who might
tested.in other states and with success, <lndwhile place repl'csentati\-es in power favorable to the
I regret that to KentUCky docs not belong the I enactment of an ullconstitntionallaw,
will place
honor of having first adopted the prineiplod, still' judges on the bench who will reycrsc tllc en;J.ctI am willing 00 follow in the footst<,ps, alJd thus ruent, or declare it null and void. No sir. Elect
not be obliged to travel over nnexillored grotlncl. your appellate judges.
Elect your representaBut the gentleman from Bourbon sa.ys tuai the tives. Let both emanate from the same source,
system has not been tested long enough to satis- and they aet in concert; they ·will be a unit, and
fy the considerate mind of its sUc'cess, and then if cheeks and balances are necessary in a govhe gives an instance of what particular inuividcmrnent, you will destroy them. Does any gen1.1alssay on the subject. What Lhey say sho'J.ld tleman believe that at the time the appellate
hav., very little influence as an argum('ut, but judges of Kentucky declared the relief laws unwe have also information as t.o the workillg of con:,;titutional, and were hurleu from office by
the syfitem in other states. We have information
the representatives of the people, that judges
from Mississippi, and it demonstrates that an would llot have been elected who would have
elective judiciary in that state, has been entirely sustained the legislature'?
successful, in securing the most able, talented,
An incorruptible and <,nlightened administraand yirtuollS judiciary officers. There and clse- tion of justice is indispe.nsable to a free governwhere the system has been fully tested, and ment, and the qucstion comes up, will thejudgcl'l
we see none who have tried it returning to that of your appellate court, elected by the people,
system which they abandoned.
(and that by districts, a very objectionable ft'aI have said wlmt I intended to say on this sub- tnre,) be as independent, as free from bia.", perject. I have tried to make JUyse1f pIn-in, and sonalM well as llolitical, as they would be if
practical, and easy to be understood.
I ha\·e not they weTe placed in power by some other prodealt in abstractions.
Letlogieians
do that. I ce~s? Judges are but men. If they get into a
know that the people of Ulis country desire no heated cOlltroVel',<:;y,
and qlJf'stions of great magsuch reasoning'; at least in my section of the nitnde are presented and discussed, their personstate they do not, and to thel~l I desire to dis· aI, partisan, and political friends mingling in
charge my dnty.
In closing my remarks per- the canvass, and by their powerful exertions semit me to express the hope that the labors of this curing their election---do you snppose they will
convention will be continued and closed il.lpeace forget tb~ir o~ligations; tlH.'t they will f:ail to reand harmony.
Let Uw good of our constItuents
ward their fnena.'> anel partlzans'! It, wlll be too
and our state be Ollr polar star, and may we each much to reqnire of human nature-that
they
hear, when we retire ftom our labors, the grate- should forget their friends or their enemier:;.
~
ftll grittulatiolJ, "well done good and faithfull
Gel1tlemcn seem 10 think tha.t any other proservant."
.'
cc.ss than by a direct vote of the people, is_ in
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Four or five I beopposition to the principle thaL from the people tried the experiment?
York, Mississippi and some othmust emanate all authority.
Now, we all know lieve-New
ers-and
the
experiment
is
of such recent date
that a pnre democracy cannot exist, that the
powers of the governmcnt must be delegated to that I think gentlemen will not rely upon
agents, and the first and great question is, will it as conclusive evidence that the system is
Another feature in this reo
the interest of society be better promoted by the much improved.
election of the judges directly by the peopl o, or port is most objectionable, that is the election
Sir, if you must elect them, surely
indirectly by the people, through an agent select- by districts.
you will let the people share in that election.
ed by them and responsible to them.
I incline to the opinion that yon will best sub- I can have no objection to requiring one judge
serve the interest of the people of Kentucky, by to live in each district of the state, but surely all
giving to the governor the appointing power of sir, as all the people of this state are to particithe appellate court, and the senate the ])ower of pate in the benefits of this court, you will let
I
rejecting or confirming the appointment, limiting them have some share in its organization.
think I see in this division of the state into disthe tenure of office to eight years.
I
By this process you will secure constant re- tricts, some squinting at party supremacy.
sponsibility, and destroy the life tenure as it is hope sincerely that party will have nothing to
called. in the {'udicial offices of the country. do in this judge making business; it will be
I feel satisfied t iat the objection t.o the present fatal to our peace and fatal to our happiness. I,
organization of the judicial department of the like the gentleman from Bourbon, (Mr. Davie.)
govermnent, consists more in the tenure than ill think that party should not influence the organithe mode of al'pointmellt.
All men seem to zation of the supreme court, and that the 1ll1110rthink, that of al the saf<'g'uards to humnn liber- ity in the state should not be deprived of all
ty, to the safety of our nghts, personal as well share in the judicial 01' other offices of the counR.8 political,
the judicial department is more to try. But sir, how will you prevent it? Put your
be relied on than either of the others. If this is state into districts, and my word for it, you will
so, we should so organize it as to secure efficient, elect the judges of the supreme court from the
independent and enlightened administrators of predilections which they may indicate-upon
the law, and the question comes up. will an the subject of national politics.
Elect your judges of the court of appeals, as:
election, directly by the people. best aubscrve
our purposes? Sir, from what yOll have seen and proposed hy the committee all the appellate
court,
and it is admitted by the honorable Presifelt. can you, or you, sir, conscientiously say
from your own knowledge that elections, as car- dent. it will be a partizan court, it wrll be more
ried on ill Kentucky, and indeed elsewhere, are sir, it will be so organized that litigation will
not so conducted as to place the recipients of increase four fold, and it will simply be a comt
place and power in a position dangerous to his for the benefit of the lawyera of the country, at
Independence.
Is it not in the nature of man to the expense of immense litigation and cost. He
says the strongest men of each party will be
reward his friends and punish his enemies-und
does not all history prove that men yield to the candidates, and this argument shows that it is
POW'Cl' that places them in office?
As 101llJ'as the obliged to be a political /lartizan court, and of
chancellors of England held office at t~e will all the organizations for t ie distribution of jusand pleasure of the crown, were they the admin- tice, a partizan court is the last one in the world
istrators of justice or the blood-thirsty agents of that the people will have confidence in, and it is
tyranny?
Let any gentleman look into the the last one that I think we ought to organize.
I am told th nt judges for the supreme court
history of England, through the entire reign of
'l'hat the dignity of the office,
James II, and he will see that the judges were will not canvass.
the most profligate and unscrupulous scoundrels the amount of the salary, and the magnitndeofthe
interesta involved will preclude the idea. Why,
that ever disgraced humanity.
Elect the judges now of the court of appeals my deal' sir, this district system will, in my
ill foul' different sections of yom state, one dis- opinion secure the election of judges who have a
popularity-and
triet will have one set of political views-c-anothcr mere local, or neighborhood
the reverse, and this division may be produced that men will be elected who, if the whore state
had
the
right
to
vote,
would
never,
110
never be
by a decision of the judges themselves-their
this local popularity would deelection is comine on-they
are in the canvass, tbouglitof-and
and ardently seeking a re-election-c-it is over, pend upon 11i8political predilections.
I am also opposed to that principle which
and they meet on the bench divided in feelings,
It has been said
in intere!lt-and
future rewards and future elec- makes the judges re-eligible.
tions are to be eccured by the tenacity with which that an elective judiCiary would protect the
This may be doubted. I
they subserve the party purposes of those who rights of all equally.
elected them. Do you, call you believe, that know that the rich and powerful can always be
these judges thus elected can calmly and dispas- secure; if a man has wealth he always has powsionately decide upon the constitutionality
of er. Bring two litigants into court in antagonism
to each other; one a poor but honest man; he
your laws? Why sir, an elective judiciarysystern,
has his home, his fire-side, in fact his all are at
IS yet. I think I may say, an experiment that
the best men in the land look upon with fear. stake; he has but one vole to give, he is unYes sir, the people themselves, many, very known to fame, and his whole reliance is Ilpon
But sir, who is his o,Ppomany of them, distrust
and fear the exer- God and his country.
cise of power which may prove fatal to their nent? He is rich, he is powerful, his cause IS arinterests, fatal to their hopes of peace and gued by the most learned counsel. He can by
mean!; of his wealth andconnexiolls have lheabilquiet, fatal to liberty itself.
in favorofthejndgewho
is
In these United 8t-3.tes, how many have ity to carryhisco~llty

to decide upon this important case.
I a~k yon]
Mr. Chairman, if you were placed in the position
of this poor man, if you would not fear for your
rights.
But sir, suppose he does decide rightfullyend he decides in tavor of his rich friend-do
you not believe that this poor man would distrust the correctness of the decision?
So you
sec two evils may arise from the operation of
this principle of re-eligibility:
one, that there
is great danger that the judge, to secure his reelection, will lean to some extent, ill favor of the
rich litigant; and another, that if he decides
rightfully in his favor, the poor man will distrust his judgment.
Both evils are to be apprehanded: either will be fatal to the character of
the judiciary, which like Orezar's wife, should
not only be pure, but unsuspected.
Surely if we
have au elective judiciary, it does 1I0t follow
that the officers shall be re-ellgible.
Sir, I have made up my mind to vote
against the election of the l'udges of the appellate court. I fear its centra izing effects, and I
fear for the independence of its officers. I fear
that they will fraternize witb the lcgislative departmcnt. I fear that a-dominant party in the
Iegislatnre, bucked by the judiciary department,
may forget that the people created them, or that
they are responsible to them. Sir, I have been
told that this course was not in accordance with
the progress of the age in which we live, and
that the pco,Ple would hold me to fearful responsibility. Sir, I intend to meet that respoueibility, and if I am to be sacrificed, I sball have the
proud consciousness of knowin~ that my actions have been prompted by my best judgment
of what are the Interests of the people.
On the motion of Mr. PROCTOR, the committee rose, reported progress,
and obtained
leave to sit again.
LEAVEali' ABSENCE.
On the motion of Mr. PROCTOR, leave of ebseace was granted to Mr. Newcum indefinitely.
'l'he Convention then adjourned.

MONDAY,

OCTOBER

29, 1849,

RESOLOTIOXS.

MI'.MOORE submitted the following resolutlcn , which was agreed to.
Resolved, That the select committee on the
pnblic deb'.:.be instructed to inquire into the expediency of depriving the h.gislaturc of the
power to borrow, or to authorizc the borrowing
of any sum 01' sums of money exceeding in all
fifl:.y thousand dollars, without the consent of a
majority of the voters in this commonwealth
previously obtained, except for the public defence in cases of insurrection or forcign war.
'l'his committee consisted of Messrs. Hardin,
11eriwether, Barlow, M. P. Marshall, McHenry,
Gholson, Coffey, Lislc,andA. Hood.
MI'. MOORE offered the foll{)wing resolutions,
which were agreed to.
Resolved, That the committee on the legislat.ive department be instructed to inqnire into the

expediency of making provision fur the real and
bona fide representation in the general aeembly
of the people of each and ~yery county in the
state, ana to inquire whether this end is attainable without giving to each county in the state
at least one member in the house of representatives, increasing the number in the larger counties by a fixed ratio.
Resolved, That all the people in the state
ought to enjoy as nearly as may be an equal
rcprentation in the senate of this state, nnd in
the congress of the United States by means of
districts of convenient form and equal pcpulation, and that the power of the legislature ought
to be restricted in districting the state so as to
accomplish 1113.tend.
Mr. BOYD offered the following resolution,
and it was referred to the committee on the revision of the constitution and Slaver)',
Resolved, That the legislature S iould have
the power (a majority of all elected to both
branches concurring) to submit amendments to
the constitution, to the people; and if a majority
of all the qualified voters of the state should
vote in favor of such amendments at two suecessive general elections, it should be a part of
the constitution, Provided, that but one amendmeut should be proposed at the same session of
the legislature.
And, provided further, that no
amendment should ever be so proposed, or submitted, which will give power to the legislature
to emancipate slaves, without the consent of the
owners.
Mr. BOYD submitted the following, and it
was referred to the committee on the legislative
department.
1. Resolved, That the legislature should have no
power to incorporate companies, with general
banking or trading powers, without providing
that the private property of ~ach individual
stockholder should be made liable for all the
debts and obligations of such incorporation,
without submitting it to the people for their appro val.
2. Resolved. That the legislature should have no
power to borrow money (except for the purpose
of repelling invasion or suppressing
insurrect.ion ), without submitting the question, together
with the amount to be borrowed and the purposes for which it may be wanted, to the people
for their apwoval or rejection.
Mr. MAOHEN offered the following which
was referred to the committee of the whole.'
Resolved, That the legislature at its first session, after the adoption of the new oonst.itutiou,
be required to provide for the compilation of a
book of forms for the government and direction
of the clerks of the different courts of record
within this commonwealth, in the maimer
of keeping their records.
1I0t;R

OF :MEETING CHANGED.

'l'he resolution some time since laid upon the
tabltJ until this day. proposing to change the
honr of metlting to 9 o'clock A . .M., and to hold
an evening session, commencing at 3 o'clock P.
M., came up in its order.
.Mr. PROCTOR, "ho moven the original res·
olution, now urged its adoption.
In reference
to the objection urged when hefiTSt submitted the
resolution, that it w.as necessary to give the eom-
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urittecs tim" tv discharge the duties dcvoldng
adopted.
'l'he (:oll\'~ntiOl1 \....iH therefore meet
upon them in their COnlmittee roorus , he said he for the future at 9 o'clock, A. M.
'rtnc CON'rESTED EL£CTIO~ CASE.
believed that objection no longer existed; but if
it was not entirely removed, he suggested to the
MI'. ROOT stated that. as chairman of the
committees the propriety of a more industrious
committtee Oil elections, he had received a comdevotiou to their duties.
munication from Mr. Lecompte, the contestant
Mr. C. A. WICKLIFFE
said he should now for the seat occupied by Mr. N uttaU, but as that
cheerfully vote forthe gentleman's resolution; but case was not now before the committee he had
he rose principally to say, in reference to the bccu advised to present it to the convention.
closing remark of the gentleman, that the comMr. G.A.RltAR"D objected to the reception of
mittee of which he was the chairman-the
com- the communication.
He thought it should not
mittee on the court of appeals-had
not been oth- be placed upon the journal.
The gentleman
erwlse than Industrious III the discharge of their from whom that commuu icaticn came, was the
duties, frequently holding two sessions a day of claimant of the seat of the gentleman
from
four hcuredurutiou, besides attending the session Henry, and he had had a fair opportunity
ofthe eonvr-ntion.
to sustain his case by any proof in his possesMr. WOODSON was of opinion that the busi- sion; but in the pro~ress of the case, Major Leness of the couventiun was not sufficiently ad- compte withdrew his claim to the seat, and the
vanced to just.ifv them in holding evening ses- sitting member was declared by the committee,
sions; he therefore moved to strike out that to be rightfully here. That gentleman however,
branch of the resolution which provided for an now sent here a document of some eight paaos,
evenillg session, which would leave it to the con- which he (Mr. Garrard) did 1l0t"upposeMajor'Leveution to meet in the cveningwhenever itmight compte had written, which should not under the
be found to be necessary.
circUiustanees of the case, be received by the
Mr. CLARKE defended the standing commit- convention, and spread out on their journal.
tees a~ainst any imputation on their industry.
The PRESIDE)f1.' enquired if he rightly UDHe said they had been more industrious than the derstood the chairman of the committee on eleccommittees of any legislative body of which he tions to say that it was not a communication adhad ever been a member. For some ten days lOD- dressed to the convention.
ger he thought they should not commence evening
Mr. ROOT replied that it was addressed to the
sessions, fur they had still many consultations to committee Oil elections.
hold, the constitutions of many of the States to
'I'hc PltESIDENT
then decided that it was
read in r.eferenceto particular sections, and much not properly before the convention.
labor to be undertaken in making the articles of
Mr. ROOT withdrew the communication.
the new constitution as perspicuous as possible.
He suggested that this resolution should be still
further postponed.
(JOURT O~' APrEAl..8.
Mr. BRISTOW nlso defended the committee of
'I'he convention again resolved itself into comwhich he was the chairman, against any impute- mittee of the whole, Mr. HUSTON in the chair,
tion 011 their industry.
and resumed the consideration of the report of
}IT. McHENRY, in the absence of the chair- the committee on the court of appeals.
man of the committee of which he was a mom"
Mr. PROCTOR.
As I am perhaps the youngbcr, also [ustified that committee by a rccapitu- est member upon the floor of the conventionlatic» or their labors.
and as I am conscious of the age, ability, expe.Mr. G~OLSON briefly spoke in favor of eyc- rieuce, and talents of those with whom I am asnmg 80"SlOl1S.
sociatcd ill the great tusk of making for the peoM!. P~OCTOR disclaimed any intention of ple of Kentucky a constitution, it is with no orcasting imputurious on the members of the com- dinary de&,rcc of diffidence that I have summonmitteee. But he reminded the convention that ed to my aid, the courage that will enable me to
they had bCt:11a month in session, and in that address the committee.
But I do not intend to
time the committees should have managed to enter into an elaborate discussion of the various
~et through their business, and the eonven tion proposition'> before the committee, uor would I
Itself should show to their constituents
that have been found intruding
myself upon the
they were in earnest in the business which bad time and patience of the convention, had it not
been confided to them.
been for the tenor of certain remarks which have
Mr. HARDIN briefly explained the progress I fallen from gentlemen during the progress of
and present condition of the business before the this discussion, which I hold to be at war with
committee of which he was chairman, and ex- the genius and spirit of the age in which we
pressed the opinion that now they should be ell" live.
abled to pr?ceed rapidly with the b.usincss of
And yon will permit m~, Mr. Oh\lirman, here
the cOllventLOn, and meet the expectation of tliC to remark that whne I have ever been oonservapeople. Hll cOll.fessed that he was of opinion, tive in my views in relation to oonstitutional rethat ~hey lInd hlthr~~ done very well. T~ey form, and while I have ever been opposed to
hal.1l.Iltcrchanged oplillons and become acqulllnt- that radical doctrine which would unsettle and
ed With each other's views, and in the course of destroy the grcat conservative influences of the
anothcr week, they should. be enabled to ~ote different departments of the government, I am
upon so~e of the most Important questlOlls at the same time not one of those ,vho are so
upon whIch they should be called to act.
wedded to the old order of things as not to see
The motion to strike out that branch of the the errors and defects with which that system is
resolution ill relation to evenlllg sessions was sllrrounded.
While 1 venerate that which is
agreed to, and the resolution, as amended, was venerable, and while I admire that which comes
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down to us sanctioned by our fathers and render- jng himself.

Under the spirit and genius of our

ed sacred bv time-honored
custom-and while institutions
and the age in which we live our
J appreciate
I should the labor of those ven- people have marched onwards. and have been
erable men who have gone before us, and to demonstrating
the beauty, grandeur and power
whose devoted patriotism
and love of country of a government founded on the virtue and inwe are indebted for so many of the privileges
telligcuca of a free and independent people.
which we enjoy, I am not one of those who beTl.!OUsir, in forming the constitution
which
Iieve that 110 improvement can be made in the we have assembled to make, we should make
science of government.
that instrument correspond, as nearly as possible,
Mr. Chairman, seventy three years ago our fa- to the genius of the people, and the agem which
there proclaimed
to the world the important
We live. For myself, sir, I shall "Vote for every
truth that man was capable of self-government;
proposition which will tend to produce such a
the people of this union have been demonstraresult.
ting that great principle ever since ; and the free
In forming a constitution for the government
voters of Kentucky have elected us to this con- of a free people, it is well for that government
vention for the purpose of giving to this union to harmonize with the feelings of the people, beand to the world a practical illustration
of this cause sir, all governments and all free instltugreat principle.
In making a government
for uous must be sustained and supported by the
the people of Kentucky it should be remember- great majority of tho people. The question nated that we are not now just emerging from the urnl ly arises then, what are the sentiments and
savage state, but that we arc surrounded by all feelings of the people of Kentucky, in relation
the lights and experience of other ages and oth- to the election of tbe judiciary. by the people.
If
er countries and have the advantage of all the sir, 1 am any judge of the indication
of public
benefit which is to be acquired
m the great sentiment upon this subject, there is a vast and
school of experience.
It is our duty in forming overwhelming
n1<:1:iorit.Y of the people of Hentcca government for the free and intelligent people ky in favor of electmg their judicial officers.
of Kentucky to make that government
hurriio- And sir, while I am frank to admit, that for a
nise as near as may be with the spirit and ge· long time I doubted the propriety and expedienniuse of the people.
And what, .Mr. Ohairmnn.
cy of electing the judges by the popular voice.
let me ask is now the condition of mankind; and yet sir.] am also as frank to confess that upon
what is the aspect of human affairs? It is that mature reflection and consideration
of this great
of alternatestrugl!les
and triumphs.
And yet I question, my mind has undergone a radical and
venture the aseemon that never in the hi"tory of perfect change.
I confess sir, that having been
man, with all his chronicled glory and ancient early taught to look upon the iudependerice
of
renown, has there been witnessed a period so the judiciary as the only safe-guard to the rights
interesting- in the history of man ns the present.
of the citizen, I had imbibed the notion that this
I know, SII', thutwe may perhaps discover in the independence was inconsistent with popular elechistory of certain nations
specific acts and tions by the people.
Not sir, tbat,llkemy
friend
achievements more glorious than any of which
from Bourbon, I feared to trust the people; but
we boast; but, air, in coming to a correct conclu- I did fear that the influence which might be
"ion as to the intelligence and capacity of a peo- brought to bear upon popular elections mi~ht
plo for self-government,
we must withdraw OU1"- warp the judgment of bim W]1O was to decide
selves from narrow compasses and individual
upon the various rights of the eitizen.
But
instances, and we must look abroad upon the when I came to look upon chis question in all its
whole human family; and where I ask was there various bearings, my better judgment has conever a period so interesting in the history of man vinoed me, that there is no power to Which the
as the present?
But a few short years ago the selection of the judicial officers can be 80 well
lordly prerogative of the few o~·etthe many was trusted as to that of the soYereign people themthe settled and recognized doctrine of all christ- selves. The gentleman from Logan on Saturday,
endom.
A few bold and gallant spirits, howev- remarked th,'l,t he was opposed to the election of
cr, there were who repudHl.ted this doctrine and the judges by the people, from the fact, that if
asserted tlle great pnllcirle
that. to the people the Judges were elected by the same electO'l'S by
belongs all power and a1 sovereignty.
wIlich the legislature and tlle executiv,; were
It was this great principle that enabled the elected, they would form a unit in the several
British subject to wrest from the hands of the departments of tIle government that would be
British crown the magna charta of English lib- dangerous to the right'! and interests of the citierty.
And, sir, it was but the working of this zen.
:May I not ask, Mr. Chairman,
if tlIere
gleat spmt that enabled our fathers to shake off would not be a unit formed in the different dethe yoke of a tyrant, and to seek an asylum here partments of the government,
if you still per~
III this
Inlghlyemplre
of a new wOlld, whOle, 1uit the executive to appoint the judicial
officers
beallng WIth them the spmt of this great prin- of the ~overnment-a
unit far more dangerous
ciple, \Jroclal1ued to the world the Important
to the tIghts of the people- than if you retain
and hIt lerto dIsputed truth that all free govern- in the hands of the people, the power to make
ment was founded on the authority
of the peo- these appointments
themselves.
I think so, sir.
p1e. Acting upon that great principle ever since, I b\Jlieve as Wa':> remarked by my aged alld venwe have given to the world a]lraeticalillustration
erable friend from Nelson (Mr. Hardin)
upon
of its truth.
The great advancement which the another occasion, that "all men love power from
American people have been making in all the the Autocl·at of Russia down to the petty convarious sciences alld departments of government
stable Who stl'uts "four streets with his saddleis but a proof and confirmation to my mind that bags upon his arm.' And if you conndetoo mueh
lUan is indeed and in truth capable of govern· power to the hands of one man. that power will
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be abused; whereas. if you retain ib in the hands making better lawyers, as it will open to the
of the people, the many, to whom, and from lawyers of each county a wider field for the
I shall also vote for
whom all power emanates and belongs, there display of their talents.
Without giving
cannot be that danger that would result from the re-eligibility of thejudges.
concentrating all power in the hands of one man. myreasous at length upon this branch of the subI know that it is a difficult task to form a gOV"- ject, I will only remark that in my humble judgernment that will beperfect iu all its pads.
Man ment, if an individual who has been elevated toa
is a frail and erring being; he is subject to all high judicial station should so far forget his pothe passions and prejudices of frail, erring na- sition and calling, as gentlemen have indicated
ture; but sir, when we come to make a govern- they fear he would, 1 believe there is virtue and
ment.we should endeavor, as near as may be, to intelligence enough among the people of this
make that government harmonize with thccondi- commonwealth to detect and condemn such a
tion of man as man, and to harmonize with the course, and to elect some more honorable man ill
his place. Upon the subject of electing the
great principles of civil liberty.
How then, sir, is this to be done, if you want judges by ballot, I am somewhat like my friend
to elevate man in the scale of human existence? from Henry, lU;Y mind is in doubting castle.
Can you do it by telling him that you arc dis- But sir, as this IS a question that was not dietrustful of his capacity to select his own a$cnts, cussed before the people, and as I doubt very
and the officers of government?
Would It not much whether the people of Kentucky would
rather be done by holding out to him the idea favor such a plan, and as 1 am satisfied that the
that he was au intelligent
being, created for people of Kentucky have independence enough
high and noble purpOSP.8, and endowed with to vote fearlessly for any officer they may choose,
great and mighty privileges?
What sir, was it and as I am satisfied that equally as many, if
that nerved the arm of Kentucky soldiers when not more frauds could and. would be practiced
bearing aloft the flag of their country npon the under the ballot system, than under the viva voce
heights of Cerro Gordo, and npon the plains of system, I shall vote against that proposition.
Buena Vista, but the recollection of the noble
Mr. Chairman, one other remark and I have
ancestry from which they sprang.
,V c, sir, then done. Notwithstanding
sir we have been a litare to make a government for a brave, a patriotic, tle tardy in the discussion of the various propand an intelligent people, and in making that ositioua before the convention, I have been
government,
we should not indicate to that pleased to see the two great political divisions
great people, that we distrusted their capacity In this house harmonize so well. And when I
for any emergency.
Again sir, if yOll elect all see around me men of both political partiesthe officers of your government, you say to the men of age, and experience, and virtue-men
humble and obscure (and sir, having commenced who have passed the meridian of life, and who
my career in life without friends or fortune, 1 are ledcned with the fruits of experience, I canconfess I have a very great respect for this class not but hope for the most.auspicious results from
of the community,)tJmt the door is open, be vir- om labors.
But sir, whilst I am thus gratified,
tuous, be honest, be industrious, and a virtuous I have regretted, deeply regretted, that gentleand intelligent people will reward your exer- men belonging to the great political church that
tions.
I do, should nave thought proper in the discusMr. Chairman, I will say no more upon this sions now before the committee, to allude to the
branch of the subject. But I will just here re- calling of a convention, as a matter which had
And sir, when
mark, that I shall support the proposition as originated from party feelings.
reported by the committee, with but few excep- the gentleman from Logan, a few days ago,
to this conventions. I shall support the proposition to elect made the startling annunciation
the judges by districts, because sir, I believe that tion, that tile democrats and emancipationists
united
together
for the purpose
of
by that plan, we shall be more likely to get a had
I admit sir, that 1
court free from prejudice than by any other calling this convention,
plan that has been proposed.
By that plan, three felt a good deal surprised; but sir, when 011
of the judges will be removed from theconeequen- Saturday, he announced to the house, that he
cos which have been so much deprecated upon this had been elected because of his opposition to
reform whatever, then sir,
floor by gentlemen, who fear that the excite- any constitutional
ment of an election by the people might be the secret of my astonishment was made manibrought to bear upon the decisions of the judge. fest. Sir, I have just this to say to the /?entleI shall vote for branching the court, because I man from Logan. He may speak the sentiments
believe that if this court is demanded by the in- of the people of Logan, but sir, if his be whig
terest of the people, and is necessary to cavy doctrine-if
his be the sentiments which agitate
out the great ends of government, it should be and control the great whig hea.rt--then sir.J am
so arranged as to give to all the people, as near ready, like my friend from Knox, to tap at the
as possible, an oPI)ortunity to avail themsel vee door of the democratic church for admission.
of the advantage a that court.
And again sir, So far however, Mr. Chairman, from the calling of
as was well remarked by my friend from Todd, this convention having been a party measure, it
If you want a suit well managed and well at- was called for by the people-c-whigs and demo.
tended to. yon must have an attorney that par- emote have hitherto battled, shoulder to shoulI stand here as a
takes of the spirit of the client-one
who will der, upon this great question.
become interested in the issue and result of the living witness, that so far as tI1C democrats of
cause; and no attorney is so apt to become so my county are concerned, the imputation of the
as one who lives in the client's own county, and gentleman is not chargeable to them: and I do
who has been engagad in the cause from its hope that we shall be actuated by a common
commencement.
It will also have the effect of sentiment, and a common spirit, and as we are
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tiona be true, the annual expense will even be
to make a constitution fur a free and intelligent
That gentleman told us, that no adpeople, that we shall bury OUf party feelings, doubled.
libraries
and party prejudices, and that we shall make it ditional court houses nor additional
constitution that will remedy the evils of which would be needed in the different districts, in
which
the
court
of
appeals
would
be
required
to
the people IHL"-ecomplained.
,
Mr. KAVANAUGH.
I desire to submit a few sit. He also told us that a great number of causuggestions to the committee before the vote is ses were carried to the court of appeals, and that
taken, upon so much of the report as is yet nearly half of there were reversed, and insisted
undisposed of, and the amendments proposed that to obtain these reversals the court ought to
ithin convenient distance to every
thereto; and in this I promise to be brief. The be brought ,.....
report aud amendments yet undisposed of, pro- part of the state; and that the border counties
number
pose that the court of appeals shall consist of now carried a much less proportional
four judges, and that this court shall hold its of causes to the appellate court than those within
the
vicinity
of
the
capital.
Now
to
obtain
sessions in differentdistricts in the state. It procorrect decisions resulting in these reversals, it
Prosesfurther, re-eligibil ity and minimum salaries.
The last proposition, I believe, was made by the is necessary to have learning, ability and talents
gentleman from Madison, (Mr. 'I'urner.)
Before on the appellate bench of the highest ordergoing into details upon any provision to be in- yet it is proposed to send tue appellate judges
eorporated into the constitution,
it seems to me out into the state to correct errors, without a
that this committee and the convention, should court house and without a librarf.. But is it a
well consider the results
and consequences fact that the state of Kentucky Will establish in
which may flow from such details; and es- any district a court of appeals without a court
pecially should they well consider such re- house? Is it a fact that she will appoint three
sults, if the question has not been diseuse- or four jndges, and require them to perform their
ed before the people, and decided by them ill duties III different districts without a library?
their elections at the polls.
There were some But the gentleman says they can have the libraThis may be, but when the
four or five important and radical changes which ries of the lawyers.
the people seemed desirous to have made when thiua is finally tested it will be seen that the state
they called this convention.
One was that the willhave the Iibranes and court houses to furnish
legislature should meet only once in two years; and such other conveniences as the wants of the
court may require; and if the branches ought,
another great and fundamental change insisted
upon was, th at all the officers in the common- in point of fact, to do so that every facility may
be
given to secure correct decisions.
It would
wealth should be elected directly by the people
themselves; another was, that when the legiala- be better to have no court of appeals than to
ture was assembled, some restriction should be have a weak one. One great object in a court of
last resort is to attain uniformity of decision,
placed upon the power of that body, especially
as to local and private legislation relative to and to settle general legal principles, since the
decisions of such a court are not only to affect
matters and things which could be more cheaply
the rights of the parties in a given instance, but
and conveniently done in other departments;
and further, that some limit should be fixed as the rights of hundreds and thousands in similar
circumstances.
It will be impossible to put tlua
to the power of the eame body in contracting
debts, These were some of the reasons and ob- system into operation without an expense to the
jects for which this convention was called, and state of thirty thousand dollars, made up of the
permit me to remark that at no time, during the cost of three or four court houses and as many
two years canvass before the people on the ques- libraries besides the salary of the additional
judge.
But why is it another judge is wanted?
Lion of calling a convention, did I hear anyone
say that it was to be called for the purpose of in- It is to meet the facts of the gentleman from
(Mr. Appersou.)
that you will
creasing the expenses of the govemmentand mul- Montgomery,
tiplyiugoffices.
On the contrarY,.it w~ expect- double the amount of business by branching.
ed that If any change were made In this respect But when you get four judges and branch the
court into four or five districts, you will need
it would be to curtail expenditures and diminish
eight instead of four, because of the accumulathe number of offices,
Now, in th is, the very flrst report which is tion of business caused thereby: for according
brought to the attention of the convention, it is to the argument of that gentleman, I consider
it as proved conclusively, that whenever .You
proposed to increase the number of the appellate
judges by one, and that the court shall hold its brancfi the court and hold it in different dietrlcta,
sessions in different districts in the state. You, you will have, instead of six hundred causes,
by the constitution as it were, issue your mandate about double that number to decide. And from
to the legislature to district the state into four the intimations already given in this convention,
judicial district s , and declare that these courts there seems to be a strong I?arty in favor of
framing a constitution, in which the doctrine of
shall hold their sessions where the legislature
specific amendments is not to be allowed, and
may prescribe.
that the door is to be shut, bolted and barred
The gentleman from Montgomery, (Mr. Ap- against that principle.
Suppose the number of
person.) made an able speech to convince the the appellate judges be fixed and limited to four,
committee that this court should be branched,
and III the course of coming years, it becomes
and he demanded of those opposed to branching
desirable to increase or to diminish that number,
to show wherein
any expeID;e would accrue but on consulting the constitution, you find that
against the state in case this were done. Now, I the door to any amendment is shut, and bolted
ask for nothing better than the arguments of the and barred. In view of these considerations, I
gentleman himself, to show that the expense of ask if gentlemen are willing to go into details
this court will be increased, and that if his posi-
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of this sort? I, for one, am opposed to going
into this branching of the court of appeals,
when the people have not, instructed us to do so.
lt was not one of the questions decided by the
people at the polls.
Why is it tlmt the court of appeals was not
branched before? It is suid that the legisIn.ture
had constitutional scruples.
Sir it was easy to
have constitutional scruples in order to shrink
behind them to avoid the difficulties which presented themselves.
But that was Dot the reason
that hindered the legislature from branching
this court, for in fact there was no constitutional barrier, what then is the conclusion to
which we must come? It is this, that it was
not the will of the people to have this court
branched.
We must certainly come to this and
no other conclusion, otherwise the legislature at
SOlUe period in the last fifty years, would have
done it. 'I'he legislature had the power during all
this time, and the only reason that can be gllren
why the~ did not exercise it was, th~t.t!ley were
not w ilfing 00 shoulder the responsibility
when
the people had not required it.
I am willing that this question of branching
should go before the people.
If they decide in
favor of it by their representatives
in the legislature,
I have no sort of objection.
If any
barrier exists in the present constitution
I am
willing to remove it; but protest against put,
ting it in the new constitution.
We do not know
how it will work.
According to the argument
of the gentleman from Montgomery
it will increase the business of the court perhaps, beyond
the power of that tribunal
properly to decide
and dispose of the causes which may come hefore it. 1 am willing this question of branching
should have a fair trial before the country, but I
shall not consent here to this unnecessary
increase of offices and expenses.
'I'hc fact, that
the committee propose all additional
judge, is
evidence that they considered that the business
of the court would be increased by branching,
above what might be expected if the court were
held at one point.
Some gentleman has proposed
that a minimum salary should be fixed in the constitution,
I believe it was the gentleman from Madison,
and who contended that it should be so, because
the salary should be beyond the power of those
who elected the judge.
I was struck with the
remark of some gentlemen the other day, that
the people of Kentucky were generally more
liberal III making compcnsation
to those who
served them-to
their agents in an official
capacity, than the legislature
itself.
I am willing to leave that whole matter to the people,
and let them say by the legislature, who are their
representatives
what the salary shall be. It is
impossible for us to say what may be requisite
in the long future.
I would ask are you making a constitution
to last but a few years, or
one to last half a century?
As the present one
has done. No man can tell what will be a fit
salary to be paid fifty rears hence, or whether
three or four judges wil be req,uired, or whether
1;]11:ee,four or more districts WIll best accommodate the people.
Yet you rropose to go into all
these details, and then bo t and bar the door,
and say that these judges and districts shall
never be diminished nor increased in number,

until the people come up ana lay down their
sovereign power at the feet of a convention.
We have already seen some of t.he effects of
placing the whole sovereign power of the state
m the hands of a single body of men, yet I believe this convention will make such a constitution as the people of Kentucky
will accept.
They may go COUIILerto the public will in some
respects, but in the main, I believe, t.he const.itution will be such as will meet the expectations
of the country.
I say then to gentlemen, let us
not, in mal, iug this instrument, ~o into detail if we
are to shut it up against specific amendments.
I shall go against a fixed salary for the reasons I
have given.
Much has been said respecting an independent
judiciary.
I am in favor of an independent
judiciary, and at the same time in favor of responsibility to the people, but in a given way; and
that is, that when the judge has been elected, he
shall continue in office till the time for which he
was chosen has expired.
That my vote will
show, aud I am in favor of this other independence of the judiciary,
that when a judge has
been elected, the tenure of office shall not depend on the popular will ; or rather on popular
preference Juring the time for which he may
have been elected-but
on causes presented
on
fail' trial,
For such of these causes as would
not be sufficient ground of impeachment
yon
have already determined on a mode of removal;
but without legal cause, even though every man
who lllay have voted for a judge should change
his opinion and prefer another, such judge cannot be removed, but will hold the office for the
time he was chosen.
At the end of that period
I wish the people to have the right to elect 01'
reject him at their pleasure.
'l'hat is independence enough for me, and the kind of responsibility I am for.
'I'here is one other matter to which 1 wish to
call the attention of thc committee though it has
been discussed much more ably than I can
hope to discuss .it.
I will therefore,
in a
word or two only, present the views which
I hold on the subject.
There have been some
able speeches made in this house against an
elective judiciary, speeches utterly opposed to my
opinions, but which I have no disposition
to reply to, because they have been well answered by
others.
I will only say, that thepeople have decided that question, and unlike another gentleman who has spoken, I cannot come to the conclusion that they decided lightly and hastily.'I'bey have had two whole years before them to
consider the matter, and they have determined
that they have not only the right to elect their
officers, but that it is expedient
to elect them,
and
of them.
The question now is, whether
it is expedient for them to do it themselves or todelegate the power to others.
They have tried
the latter mode for fifty years, they have tried it.
fully and thoroughly
and they have now deliberately determined
that they can exercise that
high privilege as well as any agent can do it for
them. They have come to the conclusion that
they will have as learned, as pure, and as intelligent a judiciary
if the:y appoint
the judges
us they will if they give that power to the
executive : and further,
that they will not
only have as intelligent,
as pure, and as learned
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judiciary thus appointed, but one much more Yet the poor man's vote counts as many as that
in harmony with public feeling and the popular of the rich. Besides, there is a sense of justice
voice. 'l'bey have determined to withdraw this among the people of Kentucky, before which [he
delegated puwer, which is recognized under the reputation of any judge would be blasted, whenpresent constitution, and tbat they will exercise ever he should he found deciding a cause, or in
that power thcmeel vas, and they are now deter- any official capacity noting in such mariner as to
convince the people that he thus acted for elecmining that when the judge is elected, whether
It would secure his defeat
tor eight or ten years, that the election shall be tioneering purposes.
in the nature of a contract between him and the in any coming contest.
I hope the committee will be content, without
people, and that if he discharge the duties of
the office properly, lie shall not be subject to be putting the provision for branching the court" of
If there be aoycooremoved simply by the popular voice, but only appeals in the constitution.
for misdemeanors III office for which he may be etitutioual barrier which prevents it, let that be
impeached, or for any other reasonable cause, stricken out, and let the whole question go to
for which a majority of two thirds of the legis- the people to be decided by thcm. I am willing
that the border counties should have justice done
lature may remove.
But gentlemen seem to thinkthat if the judges them-c-it is right that they should; but I imagare re-eligible they will be responsible to the ine that this committee are not ready to sar that
1 they
people, and therefore not independent, under the the people have decided this question.
old mode, they were af.! independent
of the ap- have not decided it, and the action of the legispointing power as they will be under the 118'1', Iature shows that the popular willis against it,
and not more so. But according to the mode let the whole matter remain for the people to vasa
now proposed they will hold their offices only for upon, and let them say whether the court of apa limited term. If the people are capable of de- eals shall be branched or not. As I have said,
shall vote against a fourth judge, and against
termining who ought to be their judge in the
first, they are equally capable in the second in- branching the court of ap~)eals, but for leaving
it
in the power of the legislature to make this
stance. All agree that the judge should hold his
office only for a limited term. Now, if you 0.0 provision by statute hereafter, if they choose to
not place the appointing power in the hands of do so. And I })rotest against going into these
the people, win you place in the hands of the details. while It is uncertain whether the public
executive, and if so, how does it stand, will not will will sanction them. The gentleman from
the judge court Ule executive, and bow to him or Louisville said, this brunching of the court would
be of great convenience to the members of the
to whatever source may hold the re-appointing
legal profession, and probably of some convepower, for the purpose of securing' a re-appointment, as certainly as if the power is in the hands nience to the people at large. If this is gotten
of the people?
But the idea is at war with the up for the sake of the legal profession, and withfundamental principles of our government, that out reference to the people at large, I would say,
if the peo:rle have a sufficient amount of public let the gentlemen of that profession appeal to the
virtue all intelligence to govern themselves, and people at large for this convenience, and if a
select their own officers.they will not al \Yap know majority are in favor of it, I am willing that rnaby what motives, in a general point of VIClW, rbe [ority sflOuld rille.
judge is influenced in deciding causes which are
But I do hope that the responsibility
of this
brought before him, and whether he has an eye expense of branching the court of appeals will
to his re-election in the decisions he may make. not be incurred bv the convention, and that the
If the people are not eal)able of resisting the fact that it may be made a make-weight against
wilr attacks by a judge w' len he presents him- the final adoption of the constitution
by the
eel before them, either in the first or the second people, will also be considered.
Have we an
instance, then your form of popular government
overflowin~ treasury that the matter of cost may
is an abortion, and you may as well at once be passed hghtly?
It was said last winter that
abandon it.
the public debt was growing less. But if we
As I have seen no good reason for changing examine the tables we shall find that this debt
is constantly: increasing. It is true that the pubmy opinion in the arguments of the gentlemen,
I shal.1 vote for re-eligibility.
The urgumeuts lic debt, aside from the school fund, has been
something
reduced-say
one hundred thousand
presented by the gentleman from 'I'odd (Mr. BtisOn the other hand, the people have
tow.) were such as perfectly satisfied my mind, dollars.
that one of the most powerful inducements to determined that that fund should remain inviThe interest on which was funded on
strict justice and purity in ajudge, before an en- olate.
lightened people, is re-eligibility.
Before such the first January, 1848, and the bond of the state
a people, his hope of re-election hangs not on taken therefor, amounting to upwards of three
plaJ:iug the demagogue or. COrrL1Jl.t
judge, but o.n hundred thousand dollars, not only increasing
the independent
and upl'lght discharge of Ins the debt of the state by that amount, but since
duties in an official capacity-knowing
at the the date of this bond the accruing interest on
time that his official conduct and motives will the entire school fund, including the bond, ha.'"
b~ duly appreciated by the people-and
that if continued to run lip and accumu1ate against the
he is found leaning to the rich and influential, or state, till the addit.ional outstanding iuterest on
to the strong lawyer of talent and weight of this fund to-da.y is not less than one hundred thouthat if the faith of the state to
character, as has been intimated, or to any oth- sand dollars-so
er power whatever, that his fellow cit,izcns would the school fund is preserved, unless we diminish
rise up and vote him down. Gentlemen insist and retrench the expenditures of the state, inthat this principle of re-eligibility will bring the stead of inereasing them, an increase in ta:'l:ation is inevitable.
This gradual increase of the
judge under the sway of the rich and influential.
1I
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t.he court of appeals.
'I'he object ron
public debt is not understood by the great body branching
of the people, hut the reverse is geuerally be- has really been on the part of the people; they
lieved by them. I have lIO doubt the eouvenbion have never required it. I know gentlemen in
will preserve the school fund inviolate.
'l'rue, the district adjoining mine come out boldly, and
our attempt at common sc11001s has been but a say that this branching of the court of appeals
faint, a feeble imitation of a school system, and would not mcreaae the expenses of the state;
has in truth amounted to nothing as yet; and in that it would permit judges to bring justic~
point of fad was a perfect failure till the people nearer tbc doors of those engaged in litigation.
came to the rescue and taxed themselves in a sum I have examined the different constitutionsnmoul1tiD~ annually to Dear sixty thousand dol- among others that of Texas, and what was the
No state in the union has branchlars, which is ill addition to that fund which consequence?
they had before said should be set apart and se- ed the court of appeals, where they have paid
less than two thousand dollars as a salary to the
cured to the schools of the state.
they pay six thousand
1 make DO doubt the convention will, in obe- judges. In Louisiana
dience to the will of the people thus manifested, dolfsrs to the judge, and to the associate judge
Iu 'I'enneeconsecrate the whole school fund under the new five thousand five hundred dollars.
constitution to the purposes of education, and see the l·udge is paid three thousand five hunhope that in future we will have an efficient dred do lars, and the associate judge two thouNow, gentlemen tell
system and not a mere imitation or attempt at a sand five hundred dollars.
system as heretofore.
The people have decided rue that branching this court will not increase
that they will go forward 011 the subject of com- the expense, but will any sensible man believe
mon schools.
1 hope they will.
But I have that if these judges are appointed and compelled
called the attention of the committee to the state to ride throughout the state uud hold courts, it
of the treasury only to show that we cannot now will not cost more than fifteen hundred dollars?
meet accruing liabilities. And that if we would Would any man, who is capable of sitting upon
avoid further taxation, every possible item of ex- the bench of the appellate court, run the risk of
pense must be kept down. But, sir, without ad- travelling over the state and attending to the
ding more, I would ouly a~ain say, leave details duties of his station for such a compensation?
as far as 'possible out of tile constitution,
espe- And would Kentucky, patriotic Kentucky, say
cially if It is the intention of the convention to that her judges should be behind the new and
vote down specific amendments.
If it is, let little state of Texas? Would she send her men
the constitution
consist of general principles of the best talents throughont the state: to four
different points, and then be behind the little
and a general organization of the government
only, as it was in this respect before, and leave state of 'I'exas, and say that they must perform
to the legislature the power to fill out minute these important services for the pitiful sum of
No sir, she would not
details.
Such as fixing salaries, as well as the fifteen hundred dollars?
number of Heiges, and the points at which the do it. Now, whatever gentlemen may try to
courts she I be held.
I have no objection to palm on this convention, I tell you that when
settling things of this kind now if you intend this court is branchcdc an-i our j·ndges have to
allowing the new constitution
to be amended ride over the whole state, you wi 1 find that we
specifically.
If you do not so intend, but still must pay them as much as is paid any where
go on fllling up the new constitution with such else. 1 should hate to live in Kentucky and have
provisions, the time may soon come for us to re- it said we did not pay our judges what is fair
And where is tho man that would
gret their existence without a mode to get clear and liberal.
risk his cause under such a system, where the
of them, short of culling another convention.
judge rides over the whole state, and ,,11<'11he
Mr. HARGIS.
It is the first time in two
gets to the place of holding the court, may not
weeks that I have been able to speak, or ecarccly find a library worth fixe hundred dollars.
And
to think, on account of the state of my health; these books "the lawyers will own, aud it will be
and I do not know that r shall be able to do so very natural that they should want them for their
now. As much as r prize and value the right of
own use.
the people to govern themselves, and to elect
The CHAIRMAN.
The hour of twelve has
their own officers to preside 01' rule over them,
and who receive pay for the services, in the prc- arrived, at which time this debate must close.
Mr. HARGIS.
Well then, I shall have to
sent form of the re\,on of the committee on the
court of appeals,
shall be compelled to vote vote against the whole of the proposition.
Mr. C. A. WICKLIFFE.
As the hour has
against it, because I believe that it will be injurious to the interest of the state, and the beatIn- arrived which is assigned for the purpose of
terests of the people.
The subject of branching taking the vote, I ask the consent of my colthe court of appeals is not new to us. From the leagues, before we vote on the principal amendbest examination that I can make, this subject ment, to submit a few verbal amendments, which
has been before the legislature, durine the last do not change the Erincipal bill.
Mr. C. A. ·WICKLIFFE
then offered a series
fifty years, no less than twenty-four times. In
011einstance only eight votes were wanting to its of verbal amendments to the article as follows:
Section 3, line 2, after the word "years" add
passage in that body. I have heard no arrrument advanced by any gentleman, which has the words "from and after their election."
Section 4, line 3, add to the word "office" the
satisfied me that the legal power docs not exist
in the legislature to branch the court of appeals, letter "e."
Section 5, line 2, strike out the words «appelif they wished to do it. I have examined the
constitution,
and from the best lights I could late court."
Line 3, strike out the 'Words" districts" and
obtain, I concede it as a fact that the legislature
has had no real constitutional
objection to " therein,"
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Section 6, line 2, strike out the 1st, 2d, and
3d lines to the word "years" inclusive, and insert
"the judges first elected shall serve as follows,
viz: one shall serve two, one four, one six, and
OM ei&,ht years."

was 96; in 1845, it was 107; in 1846, it was 110;
in 1847, it wee 112; in 1848, it was 107; and in
1849, it was 50 days. Now if they would SE't
about as long as they ought, say ISO days, they
could do all their business very conveniently.
Section1, line 1, strike out after the word And to increase the number would not tend to
"court" the words "by death, resignation, re- secure any reform.
moval, or otherwise."
lUI'. C. A. WICKLIFFE
said the committee
Section 7. line 2, and 3, strike out the words, had taken counsel from other states, iu a large
"to the district in which such judge was elec- majority of which, the appellate court consisted
ted," and insert "to fill such vacancy for the re- of four judges and upwards.
They had also
sidue of the term."
looked forward to an increase in the population
Section 8, line 2, strike out the word "appeland
business
of
the
countr;y.
And
he thought
late."
that public opinion was satisfied that four judgSection 9, line 1, strike out the word "appel- es were not too many to transact the business
late."
even at the present time,
Line 2, strike out the words "times and
Mr, HARDIN conceded that there had been
places," and insert "place and times."
some little increase of business, but not to a
Section 11, line 1, strike out the word "ap- considerable extent.
'l'he number of cases in
pellate."
1843 was 661, of which 468 cases were decided;
Line 3, after the word "years," insert "from in 1844, 627, of which 426 were decided, in
and after his election."
1845,753, of which 550 were decided, ill 1846,
Section 12, hue 1, strike out the words "as 758, of which 510 were decided; in 1847, 818,
clerk," and insert "to the office of clerk of the of which 628 were decided: in 1848, 763, of
cou rt of appeals."
which 598 were decided; in 1849, 36U, of which
Line 2, strike. out the word "elected," and in- 288 were decided; but there has been only one
sert "a candidate."
term held during the present year. Iu 180201'
Line 3, strike out "Lave at the time of such '3 or '4, we had four judges, but it was found
election," and insert "bas."
to be more than was llCcessary, and in 1813 the
Section 13, line 1, strike out the word "the,"
legislature
reduced the number to three, and
and insert "u."
since that time there had not been more than
Line 2, strike out the words "for any cause." that number.
Line 4, strike out the words "for that district."
1!fr, TURNER desired to obviate the impresSection 14, line 1, strike out the word "prosion which might be created by the gentleman's
vide," and insert "direct."
(Mr. Hardin) remarks that the court were not
Line 1, strike out-the Word "for."
Line 4, strike out the word "those," and in- engaged in the duties of their office during the
time
that they were not sitting in the court
sert "these,"
room. When the court was not in session the
The amendments were agreed to.
The CHAIR announced the question to be judges were engaged at home in the examinaon the motion of the gentleman from Nelson tiou of authorities, and in the preparation of
(Mr. Hardin) to strike out from the fourth line opinions on cases which had been submitted to
diem.
The easier cases, it was true, were deciof the third section after the word "impeachment" the words "the governor shall remove;" ded at once, but those embodying difficult qucsand in the fifth line after "them" insert "shall tiona, the judges were in the habit of takinghome for examination.
He believed, however,
be removed."
Mr. HARDIN
remarked that he had never that if the court was branched, there would be
offered these amendments,
He had merely made a great accession to the business before them.
au enquiry to ascertain whether
it was the in- And as the court could not hold their sessions at
tention to vest in the governor the veto power four places, and SiL more than once a year in
in this case. If so, then there would be exhibi- each place, therefore, instead of causes being
ted in the eonstituuon
the incongrnity of first decided directly, in difficult cases, two 01' three
re9.uiring two thirds of the legislature to remove years would elapse before the decision was renHe was for increasing the number of
a Judge, and then allowing a majority to over- dered.
ru e the governor's veto on that action.
TIn had juJges, and believed that the reduction of exsupposed it to be an oversight 011 the part of the penses proposed in the circuit court system
committee, an.d had risen to enquire If it was would more than balance the increased expense
that would be incurred by the addition of one
not so.
judge,
From 1804 to 1812, therewere four jndgThe fourth section was then read.
es, but the legislature in 1813, when one of the
Mr. HARDIN moved to strike out the word judges resigned, that they might be justified be"four" and insert "three."
So that there should fore the country in raising salaries, dropped
be three instead of four judges of the court of one judge and gave his salary to the other three,
appeals.
It was the very improper haste and
Mr. HARDIN said that his understanding was
hurry to get through, on the part of the judges, that the judges went home to attend to their own
that kept them at work so late at night, to which business, and not to examine authorities or to
reference had been made and 110tthe press of write out opinions,
Some of the most imporbusiness.
If there were to be fourJ'udges
this tant cases have been argued before th(.~m,with
evil would not be obviated.
He ha obtained a great ability, aud in less thnn four day.'! a new
statement which exhibited the following facts: judge had all opinion ready on the case. Aud as
In 1843, the number of juridical days the court 'to the large library of which the gentleman had
of appeals was in session, was 106; in 1844, it spoken, and the want of which he had urged a'l
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reaaon against branching the court, where did four/·udges. According to the reasoning of the
the judges find that at home? The gentleman gent eman who had just spoken one [udge would
must not give up that argument, for we shall do the business better than three. 1'he opinion
1\

of four judges would carry more weight with
them than that of a less number; and on the
principle that in a multitude of counsellors
there was wisdom, four judges would be of more
Mr. TlJRNER said that as far as he knew, aid to each other, in consultation and formevery judge had an excellent library at home, ing opinions, than three. To substitute three for
nor did he ~hink any. man should be apP,ointed four judges, would, in a great measure, defeat
to that station who did not have such a library. tile purpose the committee had in view in disHe was for the
And he would not branch the court for the rea- trieting the court of appeals.
son that it might be called to sit at places where branching of the court, and he cared not if it
there were not lawyers who had such libraries. did increase the expense of the tribunal, so long
The judge now, jf he had not a aufficieut librury as it had a tendency more generally to diffuse its
at home, would poetpoue the case for further ex- benefits. '1'he reason that so few appeals were
amination when he came where there was a com- brought from remote parts of the state was the
petent library.
There were some important cases expense attendant thereon, which would, in a
decided. and he knew of one in which the gentle- great measure, be obviated by bringing the
man from Nelson was concerned, where great and court nearer to them, and this, therefore, was
complex constitutional
questions were involv- one of the advantages to be derived from branchAs to the library, how was it in
ed-where
it was a matter of great difficulty to ing the court.
come to a dec ison, and where numerous author- the days of J udge Bibb? There was no public
ities had to be examined.
In settling a case of library then, and he got along without one, and
that importance it was necessary that the judge judges generally in that day resorted to their
No gentleman, it was fair
should have every authority which could shed private libraries.
any light upon it, even if he had to send abroad to suppose, would be elected a judge of the
court ot appeals who "\v~snot a mall of great
for books:
Mr. HARGIS said he was opposed to the in- legal attainmeuta, nor did he suppose that the
crease of the number of judges and to the branch- court would be required to sit- in any place where
He could see no force
ing of the court. Three judges were just as there was not a library.
competent to discharge the duties as fuur, or in that objection, 100 far as libraries were con.
five, 01' six. The court, as constituted, had been cerned.
almost the only tribunal in the land that had
Mr. CLARKE agreed that if the people were
given satisfaction, and there was less complaint furnished with convenient courts in each of the
against it on the part of the people.
To branch fourdistricts
that there would be an increase of
the court, he believed, would be to lowor the liti~atiol1, but he apprehended it would not be
high character it had always borne; as it would mnintuined that the people would go to law
overwhelm them with business to such an extent without good and sufficient reuson. If it was
as to prevent their giving it that attention which proper to have but one court. and to locate it in
was requisite, in deciding upon questions of the a remote part of the state so as to prevent litiimportance as those which generally came before gation, and to prevent an impartial administrathem. He should go for the district system ana tion of justice, that end could be better accomthe election by the people, and believed that to plished by at once allowing the court to sit in
be all that was necessary in the way of amend- but one place, and fixing it at some remote
meut. 80 far as the appellate court is concerned. point of the state.
'I'he whole argument reThe propriety of branching the court was a ques- solves itself into this-c-you must have courts 80
tion for the legislature to decide, and not the arranged as to prevent the people having access
subject of organic law, Their duty, in framing thereto, and in that way prevent an increase of
11 constitution,
was to lay a foundation of broad litigation.
If it was desired to withhold from
and far reaching principle as a guidance to fu- the people the rigllt to come into the sanctuary
ture legislation.
of justice and there demand its impartial admiuMr. DAVIS preferred the number of three istration, the most efficient means to accomplish
judg-es to foul'.
Every judge ought to uuder- it would be to locate the court as he had instand 110tonly every question but every record, stanced. How often did it happen that.causes in
connected with it. 'I'o multiply the number of the remote parts of the state where the lawyer
judges would of course increase the difficulty. believed the decision to be wrong were not
He was opposed to branching the court, and for brought to the court of appeals, ou account of
Lbc same reasons. He was opposed also to cre- the increased expense? He had in 1843 voted
ating another.officer, unless it was unavoidable.
against the law restricting the magistrates of the
He wanted as few offices, and as few men look- state to the boldine of but four courts a. year,
ing for office, as possible. ']'0 continue the num- and he always acted on the principle that justice
ber of the court at three, to increase their sala- ought to be carried as near every man's door as
ries to about two thousand five hundred dollars, is possible, and consistent with the public into require the terms of the court, one commenc- terests. And the people of Kentucky will not
ing the first of Janua.ry, and the oth('l' the first withhold a small expense to secure that elld. As
of June, and to continue their sessions until the itwas now, it was almost an impossibility for a
general business was got through with, he poor man ill the remote part of the state to bring
thought to be a botter system than that proposed Ilis cause to the court of appeals on account of
by the committee.
the heavy expense.
If the citizcns want to go
Mr. MAYES was in favor of retaining the to law letthem have the meallS of redressing the
want It to use against ~bralJclling the court.
And as for the little saving in regard to the
circuit courts, we want that to apply to the state
debt.
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injuries they have received, unu let those means lone and brou~ht up ten; 'l'odd six and brought
be placed within their reach. As to the library, ut>eight; Shelby fourteen and brou ht up seven;
it had been 'well remarked that llO judge wouid Pike two and brought up four; Pufu:iki two and
be elected in a district who had not It good one, brought up four.
and who was not a lawyer of experience and
'I'Iiewholetablegoes to show conclusively, that
learning. But if a library should be needed at the arguruentou the other side, based on statistics,
auy point and the legislature should hesitate is utterly without force, and that there is realabout making all appropriation for one, the ly no difficulty of access to the court of appeals
judge elected by the district would furnish one fWI1l any section of the state. He was opposed
himself for not one of them would hazard an to the branching of the court of appeals and for
opinion and publish it to the world without due these reasons: After laying out the state into
investigation of the facts and authorities.
four districts, and requiring a judge to be electThe PRESIDEN1' said, with a view to C01"- cd i~each d.istrict, it might so happen that iJ?-a
reet any misappre.hensioll as to the course pm- partlc.ular dlstr.lCt, t~cre was no man po~s(1ssmg
sued by the judges of the court of appeals with the high q~laldicabons ,llecessary for a Judge ?f
the records, after the cases were argued or sub- the court?t aP12ea1s. ~he people therefore, In
mttted on briefs, the practice is to refer a record th~ selection of those .1l1d~:s-. should be unreto a single judge to ascertain and report the stnc~ed. except by. the l~mlts of the state.
facts and Jaw questions arising on the record, A/!"al?,lt wC!uld .be Imp~ssl~le for the court to
and where there were disputed facts and great _~oldits sessions 1IJ the district more than once
contestation about them, the record was read III ea~h )'ear, and tJ:IlS they could not, as now,
before all the judges, and the facts and law set- holdi.nl; ~wo terms I n a year, cull over the docktled, and the record referred to one of the judges et twice III a year, and the result would be, that
to draft; the opinion; eud when the opinion was the docket would uot be cleared at all, and
drafted, it is read and approved by all the judg- there would be great delay, Aud causes would
cs. There are many records in which there nre be delayed !hrough t.hnt cause expressly by those
no disputed facts, therefore there would be no who so desired. But what .was tl,le obJ.ect of the
more difficulty with four than with three judges. c?~rt of appeals? 1'0 obta1l1 u~lIformlty of deMr. WILLIAMS said that gentlemen argued c~slOn, TIus bom!; the great object, wh~t pecesthis qnestion of brandling the court,:ls if there Sit)' was the-re then to J~aye th~ court Slt~Jflg~l
had been a baL"to justice in, and a difficulty of over the stat;, and ,demdmg (llff~re~ltly, l~ .dlfgetting access to, tllc court of n.ppe-als ill any ferent places.
A clrcu~t cuurt, lf Its declSlOns
part of thil state, which was to be reroediecl by were final,would beqtlltc a3 goodaco~lrt(J~final
s
branching the court.
The gentleman from resort
that. What wa~ then to be ga:nedm the
Montgolllery, (~Ir.Apperson), had also present- branch1Jlg of the court 111. the eorrectlO.n of fl~.
ed some statistics caleulatecl to confirm this illl- grant errors and conduct III the subordmate tnpression, yet tho~(:statistics WNe most fallacious. u,unals, anothcr lJart of its duties? Nothing.
He eMr. W.) held inhis ]mnd 1;0111(' statil",ties pre- 'IlJe.re. was cle~ll'~Y,as l~e had,shown from the
lJared from the auditor's rcport which he thonght statlstiCs, no dIfficulty III gettmg access t? the
presented the facts in a more favorable light. court, and all the great purpos~s for whICh a
'rhe whole number of causes <Lrisin'"in the in- court of last resort was established could be
ferior COllrtsas exhibited by that report for the ~etter .obtained by r~quiri])g .the court to, hold
year, was 13,249, of which there came 11p to tho lts seSlOllS a.t one po~nt. nesl~es, he believed,
court of appeals 447, or one Olltof every Ulirty. He even conce,dlllg that lt was deSirable to branch
had made an estimate of the number of causes the court, It,would be far pr.:.ferable to leave the
which each ('ounty would hmre been entitled to matter to the fl~ture regulatIOn ?f.the people,
bring IIp to the ilourt of appeals, and then COffi- through. the ]eglslat~re,. I han to tle ~t np beY,ond
pared it with the number eaoh oounty had aotn- cOllt~ol In ~he c~nstltutlOl1: Nor did he believe
ally brought up to that court, and the result thatm calhngtl,llscom-entJOn ..the peoplc had exwas that there appeaL"edto ue no difficulty of preSSEd .any uesHe to have thlS measure adopted.
access on thc part of the remote counties.
1n:Mr. LINDSEY said that having been absent
deed many of them had brought up more than during nearly all of tIle discussion which had
their proporlion. For iustance, AUen cOlllley, taken place Oil the formation of the appellate
n.ccol'dillg to the estimate should llave brought tribunal of the state, he had not had an opporup two suits and came up wit.h one, just half as tUllity to express his views on tIle several snhmany as it ought. Henderson was entitJed to jects t,hat llll.cl been discussed,
And having hut
three, and urou!!:ht up six; Bullitt three', and ten minutes time allowed him now, ]Ie could
brought np ten; Caldwcll thirteen, and brought only express one or two reasons that would inup elevcn; Carter one, amI brought np two; Cum- duce him not to vote for striking out foUl'and
berland two and brought lip three; HaL"din inserting three judges of the court of appeals.
three and brought up eight; ]fulton three and In this section of the state, however it may have
brought up six; Calloway three and brou~ht np becn elsewhere, the <l.ttention of t.he people was
two; Clay olle and brought up five; HiCkman, directed to this subject, and it was generally
one of the most remote counties in the state, thought that another judge added to that court
two and brought up teu; Johnson one and would lighten the immense labor now performbrought up two; Knox two and brought up four; ed by the three I·udges. That an additional
Laurel one and brought uv three; Lawrence one judge added wou d require a concurrence of
and brought np six; LiYingston five and three in deciding a cause where there was not
brought up six; McCracken two and brought unanimity, and in such ca.ses, would give more
up twelve; Morgan three and brought up three; confidence in the principles settled by the adjuNelson eight a.nd brought up twelve; Whitley dications,
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This popular
iudicntiou
had great weight
readily forsee nit motions that can arise on rewith hun, eV(>TI if his own convictions
did cords III the appellate court and provide as well
not fnlly concur; as be did earnestly
seek by brief therefor, us by personal attendance.
amendments in the present constitution, and be11r. APPERSON said thnt this table just preing thus anxious he was not willing to insert scnted bv the gentleman, answered his purpose
auy mutter thnt had not had the sanction of the nearly
well as the one he had presented himpeople, by their having hud it fully discussed self the other day. Three hundred of these caand made a question before them in thccauvnss.
see were those which had remained oyer on the
Nor was he unwilling to leave any thing in docket, from previous years, and this of itself
the present constitution
which the people had was an argument to show the necessity of adddesired changed.
He 'vas in favor of the four ing another judge to the court to secure the disjudges therefore, and that they be elected by the /Jatch of business.
As to the gentleman's list,
people in four districts, into which the legislate had slated ouly extreme cases, and bad not, as
t.ure shall divide the state.
The reason that in- he (Mr, A.) did the other day, selected a region
fluenced him to favor the district mode of elect- of cO;llltry, without
reference
to particular
ing the judges of the court of appeals, in pre- counties.
Let us see how the matter stands acterence to electing them by the state at lar~e, in cording to the gentleman's own list. Anderson
addition to many other reasons he had heard county was entitled to send np three causes, and
stated this morning, was this: the convention
brousht up six; Bullitt three, and brought up
have decided that the people shall elect them, ten; 'Bourbon thirteen, and brought up fourteen;
and to keep them aloof from the general politics Bath seven, and brought up twelve, Clarke :five,
that operate in selecting all officers for the state and brought up twelve; Estill three, and brought
et large, the district plan to his mind was best. up ten; Franklin oleveu, and brought up twenty
'The districts will be of size sufficiently small oue ; Fayette fourteen, and brought IIp sevento enable all the citizens therein to know, or teen; Fleming six, and brought lip twenty-two;
learn pretty well for whom they are to vote, and Garrard eight, and brought up twenty-seven;
not be compelled, <1S they would be, if the elcc- Harrison six, and brought up sixteen: Jefferson
tion was by the state at large, to trust to the gui- twenty-four, and brought up twenty-eight; the
dance of others, and in that "tay bring to ope- Louisville
chancery court thirteen, and oulv
rate in their election all the IHu'ty machinery brought up :fifty; Lincoln four, and brought
and tactics usedin the election of other officers, ton; Marion three, and brought up nine; 'Washand so odious in its influences.
ington six, and brought up six. Now just look
These were some of the reasons that operated a little further,
'l'rigg was entitled to eight, and
on him as all inducement to favor four instead of brought up one; Simpson three, and brought up
three judges, and the plan of electing them by one, MOllroe one, and brought up none; Logan
districts,
six, and brought up one; warren five, and
In relation to brunching the court, he was op- brought up foul'. But he might go clear through
posed to it, and might perhaps, if the opportu- the table, and it would establish every fact for
nity occurred ..give his reasons at length for that which he had contended in introducing his own
opposition.
In this section of the state, the table the other day. Nor had the authenticity
proposition to branch was not agitated, and this and correctness of that table been at all queswith him, was a reason, as he had said, for not tioned.
disturbing the present constitution in relation to
1.1r. TRIPLETT
said the whole question was
the place of holding the court.
It had been one of convenience-shall
the judges go to our
urged by the delegate from Simpson, that per- constituents, or shall our constituents
come to
sons at a distant part of the state, were often de- the court? Shall Mahomet go to the mountain,
terred by the necessary expense to be incurred, or shall the mountain come to Mahomet? :For
from bringing up their cases.
His experience fifty years our constituents
have been in t]le
had been, that mell who want to go to law, or habit of coming to tIle capital.
The mountain
continue when at it, are not detened byexpense, has come to Mahomet for fifty years, and Jle
Suppose, however, a court established two 01' thought it was t.ime now t.lmt Mahometshould
tllrt!e counties off from the gentJE:man, in what go to the mOlllltain, Suppose the branching of
way could a record of a case get to the appellate the court would cost the state a few hundred
tribunal (;heapel' than it comes now. At all dis- dollars more, how much would it save to the
tances over 3U miles the postage is the same, peoj11e-by bringing tIle court of nppeals nearer
consequently by mail, there would be no more to t It'll, instead of compelling them to go to the
expense thAn there is now.
'rills is the chenp- capital-in
the matter of tmvelling expenses,
est mode of conveying a record, even cheaper lawyers' fees. &c. It was a mere questiou of
than sending a messenger with it to an adjoining convenience, and as it had been tried for fifty
connty, when he would have to be paid for his' years one way, let it now be tried for it time the
services. It would be seen that not oue sixteenth other way, But t1,e convenience of the people
of the cases now in the conrt of appeals weJ'e at- of the state may hereafter requim that the nUn1tended to by lawyers residIng at the capital. bel' of districts shall be increased, and he had
Where couusel did not choose to attend in per- come to the conclusion tllat it was better to leave
son, they practice by brief oj' written argument. the snbjeet with the legislature, rather than to
'1'he largest portion of causa'J are illnuaged in place it beyond control, by ineorporating it in
this way. The iden. of some gentlemen, that the constitution.
He would require the legislamotions may have to be made requiring person- ture, and not merely authorize them to provide.
al attention, had but little weight, for no eOUD- The question being then taken, the Illotion of
sel of any practice, familiar as couusel in tlle Mr. Hardin to strike out "four" and insert
circuit courts are with their causes, who cannot "three" was rejected.
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:\fr. TRfPLETT suggested that the last clause
in fact was but 11 phase of the proposition which
ill the fourth section, as follows-"all
l)l'OSCCUonce nearly unanimously
voted down in
tions ~hn.l1be carried Oil ill the name and by the was
committee.
authority of the commonwe~lth of Kentucky,"
.!Hr. MERIWETHER
saiel that therewould aland conclude, "against the peace and dignity of
into the
the sl.llllc"--diclnot properly belong to til is arti- ways firsf ha.ve to be au iuvcstigation
facts of the case before it.was decided to remove
ell'. It related to crnninnl prosecutions,
with
the judge.
Did the gentleman mcau that one
which, of all the departments
of government,
the court of appeals had the least to do. The house should be wuitcra ou the other, or that
gentleman from Nelson would recollect that that the whole matter should be decided in joint session. If so, it was without a precedent
in ally
particular clause in the present constitution lay state
constitution.
dormant for forty-aue years, and until about
Theumcndmcnt
of Mr. R. N. Wickliffe was
eight 01' nine years ago, when the court of ap- rejected.
peals decided that a scire facias issued on a-bail
Mr. 'rURNER moved to amend the third secbond must have those words in it. It was plation-cso as to provide that the aalurjes of the
ced in such a part of the couatitutlon,
that for
fortv-oue years neither lawyers, clerks, or slier- judges shoul.j be fixed by the legislature at a sum
not less than--in
amount.
ilfsImd found it.
MI'. HARGIS was opposed to :fixing their salJ[r. C. A. WICKLIFFE
suggested
that it
aries in the Ooustltutfon.
It was better to leave
should be passed over for the present, to which
it to the legislature, who would be governed by
MI'. TRfPLE'l''l'
assented.
the ci.rcumstances ill the discharge of that duMr. KAVAN AUGH enquired if the question ty.
had been taken as yet on the adoption of the
Mr. BULLITT moved as an amendment to the
third section?
amendment that the blunk should be filled with
The CHAIH. said that it had not.
$2,500.
He withdrew his motion, however, at
Mr. R. N. WIOKLIFFE
moved to aruend the
who suggested
third section, by striking
out tho words "two- the request (If ::Mr. 'l'UR~EH.,
1llirds of each house," und insert the WOI'US, "by that it would bo better first to adopt the princithe .joint vote of both houses, two-thirds con- ple before the slim was decided upon.
Mr. O. A. WIOKLIFFE
was opposed to fixing
curnng."
There arc aile hundred members of
the lower house, every member of which might salaries in the constitution, and would state his
He was perfectly satisfied that
rote for the removal of a jud¥c, and the ques- reasons therefor.
an Ol'gullized
tion goes to the senate.
'l'hat body is now con- therc was out of this convention
party of office holders. who, in lJOllllectiOll with
eututed of thirly"eight
members, and twenty.
ike Blay vote to remove him and the other thir- those opposed at t.he start to any change in tho
to preteen to retain him. There would be one hun- canst itution, will seek every opportunity
dred aud twenty-five votes to remove l1im, alld judice the result of trw labors of the convention
before
the
people;
and
in
substitution
of
any
arthirteen to retam him, and he would be rdaincd. So far from that being' a two-third pl'inci- gument of his own on this subjt'ct. he would just
pI,; it wus ratlwr a niue-tenth
principle.
His refer to a COlH'eI'Sati.on he had ·with a gentleman
The
)lroposition was, that out of the one ht11ldl'ed the othcr day ou this very topic of salaries.
and thilty-eight
members, ninety-three
should gentleman was opposed to Ole call of a convcn.
tion and not a member of this body, but he seembe sufl1cient to remove the judge, and forty-six
ed anxious that adequate and liberal snlaries
should retain him. If the two-third principle
shonld be :fixed fol' th~ officers, but was llllWilwas to be adopted, let it be fairly carried out.
ling to vote fol' the !lew constitution even if that
~II'. PRESTON said this was but a phase of
was done, and finally when asked if 11e would
the majority propositioll already decided by the
use it as an argument against the ado:ptioll of the
house.
The two third principle
might be
instrument before the ppople, he rephed that he
adopted in regard to several other matters which
thought it would be a fair argument to use to de"Would come b~fol'c the convention,
and the
feat what he considered to be a bad measure.
gentleman from .B'uyette. like a skilfll~ general
1'berefol' he (MI'. W.) would rathel' trust the matwhco defeated at one falls back on another batter to the next legislature,
believing that they
tery. The proposition was WitJlOut a pr<.lcedent
would be imbued with the spirit of the new conin practice within the thirty States of the Union
stitution,
and be prepared to :fix the salaries at
01' In England.
The prinCIple that a majority
fair and proper amounts.
It was a strong argushould go\"ern was proper m legislative bodies,
but should never apply to trials.
It was a prin- ment to use before a free people, to tell them
that the salal'i(oS of the oftieers had be~n fixed
ciple that did 110t prevail in juries, and should
And certainly those genllOt ill impeachment..,> or address, which me in beyond their control.
tlemen who have manifested so much confidence
the nature of trials. When it was proposed
tllat the legislature
should not except by a in the purity of the legislature in I'egnrd to placing the power of removal in the hands of a mavote of two thrids of each house, grant tlle
jority of them, should be Willing to trust them
credit of the state to corporations or undertake
in this matter of salaries.
the building of rail roads or any thin~ of t.hat
Mr. HARDIN
was willing tl1at the gentlekind, was there any reason for prescribing a rule
man's remarks should apply to tlle court of apthnt would bl'ingthesenateand
the honse into one
peals, but not to the circuit court.
The commItcommon JUob in order to act on a subject so imtee on that subject had adopted the minimum
portal1t 3S the propriety of trying and degrading
principle.
'l'hcy proj)osed to restrict the legisla.
ajudgc.
It struck at the ))t"illciple of that delibcration, which the diviSIOn of the general us- ture from fixillg on a ess sum than $1600 per annum, and less thall that would fail to secure
sembly into two houses proposed to sccure, und
judges to dischal'ge the amount of business it is

proposed to impose on them.
He would go for
$15UO to the court of appeals judges,
but not
more. They had shown such a disposition not
to hear arguments and to hurry to their homos,
that he would not, even if he was in the legislature, go for giving them a cent more.
Mr. 'fURNER
was in favor of amending the
constitution, and of making such a oue as would
be acceptable to the people. And the people
have sense enough, he believed, to know that
unless the judges are paid proper salaries, no
system that we can adopt will succeed.
He desired to secure the slave property beyond bhe
reach of the Icgislaturc and even to restrict the
agitation of the slavery question itself.
This he
believed would secure the vote for the new eonst.itutiou of a great many 'who opposed the call
for a convention.
The extension of popular power would also secure the votes of those who had
desired a reform in that particular.
These mortsures would combine all the great interests of the
State in the SUppOlt of the new' constitution, and
thus secure its adoption.
As for the office hold.
ers, he did not expect to please them. He had
nothing to say against them, but the people have
'willed that they must all go out-and
that not
one shall be left to tell the tale of their woes.
Mr. CLARKE said thut cf the different State
constitutions, there were about eighteen or twenty-three in which the proposition of the gentleman from Madison had been omitted, and indeed
so far as he had been able to discover, there were
but four or five in which any amount of salary
had been fixed. He could perceive no very good
reason why this convention 'was called upou to
deviate from that rule. There are various circumstances which govern the amount that a
judge sh~llld receive. III 1842 and '43 such was
the scarcity of money, and the general reduction of the value of property and labor throughout the State, that the people demanded that the
salaries of their officials should be reduced.
T'his state of things may occur again, and if a
minimum be fixed in the constitution, this remedy could not again be applied.
Another reason against the proposition was, that he did not
desire further to encumber the original convention men. They would have enough to do, without being obliged to sustain these high salaries,
in explaining the reduction of the number of circuit judges, and the increase of the court of appeals, and other changes that may be made III
the constitution.
He prcfered to leave the question of salaries to the legislature, and Jeeve ihem
to fix the amount, aathe eil'cumstances of the case
and the condition of the country may require.
The committee then rose and reported progrcs,:
and had leave to sit again.
And then the convention adjourned to nine
o'clock to· morrow morning.
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30, 1849.

REPORT imOM A COMMiTTEE.

:Mr. McHENRY, from the committee on miseellaneolls provisions, made the follo'wing report, which, on his motion, was ordered to be
printed and referred to the committee of the
whole:

ARTICLE-,
Concernill,q Impeachments.
SEC. 1. 'l'he house of representatives shall
have t1JC sale power of impeachment.
SEQ. 2. All impeuchmcnte
shall be tried by
the sell ate; when sitting fe-r that purpose, the
senators shall be upon oath or affirmation. No
person shall be convicted without the concurrence of two-thirds of the members present.
SEC. 3. The governor. and all Civil officers,
shall be liable to impeachment for any misdemeanor in office; but judgment in such cases,
shall not extend further than to removal from
office, and disqualification to hold any office of
honor, trust, or profit, under this commonwealth:
but the party convicted shall nevertheless
be
subject and liable to indictment, trial, and pUllishment by law.
POWERS TO A COMMITTEE.

On tho motion of Mr. HARDIN, it was ordered that the select committee on the public
debt have power to send for pcrsons, papers, and
records.
It:ESOL1.iTlOXS.

COMArO:-

SCHOOl.S.

Mr. JACKSON offered the following prenmble and resolutions,
which were referred to the
committee on education:
WIIEREAS,
any plan or system of eommcn
school instruction,
which call be adopted in this
constitution,
will necessarily demand frequent
alterations, conformable to the pl'ogrl.'s!'; of wciety, to the improvements
in systems of education, and to the means 'which the state may be
able, from ti me to time, to beetow-c-I'bcrcfore,
Resolved, 'I'hat it is inexpedient to establish
ill this couetitu tion a system of common school
instruction, but that the legislature be required,
?y ~ j)l'ovision in this constitution, to maintain
lllVlO ably
the present common school fund;
also the mouey arising from the special tux now
levied for that purpose, and such other means as
may be placed at the disposal of the legislature
for the promotion of that object: and that the
same shall bc appropriated
to the promotion of
common school instruction, ill such manner, aud
under such restrictions, as the people, through
the It"gislature, may determine.
COURT OF APPEALS.

'l'he convention then resolved itself into commlttee of the whole, MI'. HUSTONin the chair,
and resumed the consideration of the report of
the committee on the court of appcals.
The amcndment pending wIlen the committee
rose yesterday, on the motion of Mr. Turner, in
these words, in l'elation to the salary of the
judges, "which shall not be less than
dollars per annum," was rejected.
Mr. TAYLOH movcd to amend the third section by adding the words, "which shall not be
dimillLshed dlll'ing their continuauce in office."
He said he was unwilling to addla more effectual mode of removing from office tlIall either impeachment or address-the
withholding of "aid
and comfort" from a judge by diminishing his
salary.
Mr. C. A. WICKLIFFE said so far as he wa
individually coneemed he )Iad no objection to
the amendment; but the rcason it was not put in
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was, they thoucht
it would tieing lawyer," and wished to subsritnte the
'I'he committee had
come ill better in a general pl'ovi~ion in refer- phra.:;e "licensed Icwyer."
used the term practicing
lawyer as it had been
ence to the salaries of all officers. It certainly
used
in
other
constitutions.
He knew there
could not do allY harm to insert it, and he agreed
that it was not proper the legislature should were great facilities nffurdcd to obtain l iccuscs.
have power to take away the salary of an officer He had heard of one who offered himself as an,
applicant tor a license, to whom the only quesduring the time for which he was appointed,
tiou proposed was, how many modes, according
with a salary fixed by the people.
The amendment was agreed to, and the third to law, there were to acquire an estate'! 'Three,
was the reply.
when asked to particularize, he
section as amended was adopted.
The question then recurred on the adoption of said OIHl was when a man's daddy died, another
was when he bought and paid for it, and the
the fourth section.
That HlJSWerwas consid.Mr. GHOLSON moved to amend the section third was hooking.
so as to provide that the concurrence of three of ered sufficient, and the man got his license, and
it
would
therefore
be
seen that the committee
the four judges should be necessary to overrule
had reason for not adopting the terru 1icensed.
the decisions of an inferior tribunal.
The wish of all the committee was to COlifine it
.Mr. C. A. WIOKLIFFE
said such a previaion was unnecessary.
'I'hrce judges were neces- to lawyers who bad practiced in the courts for
some years, and who could furnish evidence of
sary to constitute a quorum, and he presumed
the gentleman hardly required that they should their capacity, by the services which they had
rendered.
be unanimous.
Mr. HARDIN said. the committee on the cir~1r..GHOLSON thought the circuit judge was
the most competent to decide questions that cuit courts had directed him to insert ill tho rcport
from that committee the term of eight years,
came before him, for he was acquainted with all
the facts and circumstances
of the case, uud he as a practicing law/,cr, leaving out any service
therefore desired to have a provision that such on the bench. He tad himself known in his rea decision should not be overturned, unless with gion of country, several men, Stich as had been
the concurrence of three judges of the higher described, who obtained licences as lawyers, and
It ap'tribunal.
If the opinion of the gentleman from they were the greatest. peste to society.
Nelson was correct, that two should overrule a peered to him too, that it was a growing" evil
judge of an infcrior COurt" he saw no necessity He had heard of one of these men being exuminfor increasing the Humber of judges of the ap- ed, to by the que-stion, what is manf:iluughter,
pellate court. lIe de,;il'ed, by the all1end.m~lIt l'epl~ed, that it wi....".killing a man in a hurrv.
Mr. :MERIWE'l.'HER moved to strike out the
which he had proposed, to give to the 0pllllOn
of the judge of the lower eourt the weIght to words "and ·who has been 11 practicing lawJer in
the courts of this state for at least eight year;:;,
which It was entitled.
The amendment wu.s rl'jected, and the fourth ()1' whose practice at the bar and service UpOIl
the bench of any court ill this state shall togethsection was then adopted.
The fifth, sixth, and seventh sections wcre also er be cqual to eig-ht years."
According to the gentlemen who llad addressed
adnpted.
The eigl1th section was next read. In the ori- the committee it i"1p\)caredthat onc man might.
obtain a license Wit lOut allY qualifications, alJd
ginal. report it stands as follows:
"SEC. 8. Any citizen of the United States, who he would brcome a practicing lawyer if he ob·
has attained the <'Ig8 of thirty years, and ·who is tained a ease with a fifteen shilling fee.
Mr. NUTTALL approved of the amendrncntto
a resident of the appellate district for which he
mn.y be chosell, ana who has becn a prl.lcticing strike out, Hehad 110 doubt there were sue;h
mell
as had b.:en described, uut he wished to
lawyer in the courts of this state for at least
eigtit years, or whose practice at the bar, and ser- throw the whole rcspollsibilir,y on the 1)('oplc,
vice upon the bench of any COUl'tin this state and he doubtou not they would elect suitable
shall, together, ue equal to eight years, shal1 be men.
1I1r. THOMPSON .'iaiJ the people would know
eligible to the office of judge of the court of apWllO
were competent,
and therefore he \v,u,
peals. "
MI'. HARDIN enquired W11O\twas meant by opposed to all l"0stl'ictions upon the people.the words, "service upon I"he bench of any COllrt Sneh restrictions could not be found in the ('onin this st.ate?" He desired to know if it was in- stitutions (If other states wher0 the judges are
There were llO slleh 1'e·
tended to include county as well as circuit elected by the people.
court,,? He was aware that somctimes men were strict ions plar.:ed upon the govel'llor in making
su('h
appointmeuls,
who
might select a mUll
f1ppointed to the bOllch of the county courts who
had !lot read a word of law, and he desired the who had not been eit}wr a judge 01' a prac1,icing'
cbairlllall of' the committee ou the court of ap- lawyer, and why then shoulrl these re;,;trictions
peals to say whether bl.1intellded to include such be placed lIpon the people whell the appointill['"
power will be ill thell' hands.
They would
men.
Mr. C. A. WICKLIFFE replied that the ob- doubtless elect 'Competent men, and generally
ject of the committee was, that the candidate for men who had practiced more than eight years,
the office of a judge of the apj)cllate court either for the bend! of the circuit or thc appelshould furnish some evidence to t 1e people, by late court.
Mr, :MERIWETHER
said if the gentlcman
his practicing
as a lawyer, or on thIJ bench, of
llis qualification
for the office; and he did not from BlIllitt had u\lllerstood his moUoll be would
suppose that tJle people would elect such a mall have seen that it was to strike olltallrestrietioTI".
Mr. n.oo'!' said he had an amendment which
as nis colleagne had .dcscribed. Some gentle·
men, he was awart', obJected to the words "prac- he thought would obviate the difficulties which

by the committee
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with some gentlemen Qxi.",ted. It was to insert should be qualified by experience, leaming, and
the words vend who has been a practicing law- practice. He believed that if all the citizens of
~yer in the courts of record of original jurisdic- oue district, embracing one fourth of the state
tiou."
'l'his would cut off the small, petty, were met, they would agree by an overwhclmilJg
prncticiua lawyers.
majority that no man should be a judge of the
The PllESIDENT
subscribed fully to the doc- court of appeals in this state, except he were
trine that the people oro capable of selecting their qualified, a mall of legal learning, experience,
but they had uiet here in convention
to and talent.
For that very reason, believing that
J"udges,
ay down general rules to govern and direct the such would be the fact In every section of the
people. He presumed that this convention would state, he was perfectly willing to leave the quosprovide against the election of an iufant, and tion to the voters of the several districts.
If
that was restriction.
They would also require they would give such u decision when congreguof the person who is to be elected ajudg'l of the ted here, they would do the same thine when
supreme court of the state of Kentucky, that he exercising their sound discretion and jujgrnent
shnll be at least twenty-one
yean of age. He at the polls.
He saw no reason why the people
saw that this provision required that he shall he should be limited in the exercise of their judgthirty.
As a general rule, if all the people were ment and sound discretion in making a selection
together consulting
011 the subject, they would
of a judge when the governor has never been
say that the man who was to preside in a court limited in the exercise of his discretion
and
of judicature of the last resort, should be a man judgment since the first constitution was framed.
of matured intellect and information,
and that 'i'hem never was a provision which reCJ.uired
they would fix a period so far as would promote
that the governor Should be a lawyer.
I'herc
that muturity of iutelleet.judgment,
and infor- had been those, it was true, who had claimed
mation, requisite to that office. He was content that office on different grounds, and some on the
with thirty years.
If they were all here consult- ground that they were not lawyers, but from
ing in relation to the quulifications of this judge, alllong the people, as they were pleased to term
they would all agree that he should be an indi- it. Jf then, the governor appointed the judges
vidual well acq uainteel with the laws of the without reference to specific qualfications, "Would
land, either from praetieing
in the courts, or it be proper to limit the people by saying that
presi~ling in the courts of record of the common- the judge should have been a practicing lawyer
wealth a au fficieut time to afford evidence of his for eight years, or have rendered service ou some
qualifications.
Now, sir, I think eight yours at judicial bench of the state? If it were true that
tho bar, OJ'three years at tho bar, and five as a tho people are competent to elect their judges,
judge in a court of record would be a good rule and then~ were a colTectprincipleill
the breast of
to observe in relation to this matter.
\Va would the people of this state-if
it were true that tho
all agrce tlmt eaell of these r"strictions should be people waut to promote their own welfare, then
obselTcd in onler that we f'1halllmve the advan- would they make no such selection of a judge ur>
tage and bonefit of the acquisitions
of the pro- the gOlltleman from Nelson, (Mr. HaJ'diJl,) had
fe;;sioJl, a.nd have lllen properly qualified for this indicated.
This fact being conceded, he saw no
station.
·We do know, t.hat occasionally,
there reason for placing any restrictions upon theelecare peculiar freaks ta ke possessi011 of the public tions by th~ people.
His opposition was based
mind, in rdatiOIJ to individuals,
and some even in the present instanue upon the same ground as
have 1t1'1'll"Jarkable \"ayof eharmilW lhe pcople when the othol' day he opposed the provision reby their eloquence, and consequenn'y they might lating to the qualifications
of ilie clerks.,pf the
have mCIl imposed upon them who were without
circuit court.
mature judS"l1Jent anel tllat knowledge of the law
l\fr. ROOT re-stated his amendment tlllls-tO
which wOlllc! qllalifythem
for thc bench. Now, strike out after the words practicing lawyer the
in pJescribingthis
1 ule fOI the people themselves
words "in the eO\llts," and add "in the Cil'cuit
111 I elation to all the Judges,
that we w111 all court and court of appeals."
It was eviJent that
have a greater chance of obtallllllg ablC', C'ompe- thejudg,~ of the col1l'tof appeals must be a lawyer,
tent, experienced,
and properly qualified lJlen. nolawyel' in practice, fot" 110 Illan wonld be suitaAnd, ill cJeci<.1ing,ill the fir::lt instance ..,mel mak· ' ble to occupy the bench of the court of appeals
ing a system for all timo to come, we had better who h:1.CllJadno practice.
It wonld bring more
provide the men that we wantin that tribunaL But ruin to thll couutry tban any thing else, for ignorsuppose we do occasionally cut off au individual
ance in high places often produced
difficulties
under that a~e, who is well qualified, do we not which required the ski II and talellt of many wi>lc
also cut, off the prete1lsions
of t.hose who ha"c men to remove. It was therefore a settled principle
Hot had expericllce, and who arc liot of matlll'C ill the mindg of the people, that lawyer:;;, and
intellect, aud of legal qualificatiow; to discharge
those of the best talent and conversant with the
the dnties of' the uffiee. By the adoption of thifl practice ill the higher courts, must be appointed
rule it is not misjudging the competency
of the to thllse ofEces.
people to !'elcct capable mell for office't It is no
Mr. HARDIN felt desirous tha.t the bill relaomspieioll in relatioll to.it; it is ?dy 'l; safe rule ting to the circuit courts and the court of appeals
foJ' the people to subSCrIbe t.o w1th a. V1ew to reg- shoulJ harmonize.
'l'he committee on thecircuit
lllatethemseives
in refer~Ilee to.th.e choice of an courts had introduced a proVision requiring the
officer. I shall vote agamst stnkmg out.
candidate to be a practJcing lawy':!J' for eight
1I-:[r.CLARKE cOllcuned in part in the views years, and a residence of fiye years in the disof the honorable President
of this convention.
trict. Ho dc!>il'ecl, as he said a few days ago to
He believed, that if the people of this stat.ewere the gentleman from Simp:iion. (Mr. Clarke,) to
now congregated, they would concur by a.n over- guarJ ngainst the effect of the eloquence of young
wllelming majority in the opinion that the judge mOll who had no other qualifications
for the
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office. He hud known nyollug man, who bv his he desired that it mig'lit be put into the constieloquence could carry the state with Lim. tution in that form.
who was less powerful as he advanced in life.
Mr. C. A. WICKLIFFE did not suppose that
And so it was with lllany young men. AikCJ1allY great principle.
or
aid .. wrote his best work at t\vent.r one; and they were violating
Sheridan, at. twenty three, wrote his "School for usage, or right, when the)' endeavored to in'<c.)'t
for the office of judge.
The
Scandal," and he never did 80 well after. lie some qnelificanons
wanted the candidate to be a resident in the proposition of the gentleman would strike out
An individual who had not
district-to
have been a lawyer for eight yeurs-c- all qualifications.
and if he had his choice, he would say that he bccri a resident of the United States lon~ enough
to
have
become
<L citizen might be voted for and
should be thirty five years of age, and should
not continue ill office after the age of sixty five. elected. It was required by the report of the
He would put such a restriction as to age, be- committee that he should have beeu u citizen
cause he would guard agaiust the winning elo- eight year.;;, and should 11a\'0 practiced law, or
quence of any young Absalom who might start adjudicated in the courts of justice during that.
up. He thought the quulificatlou as to the resi- time. It was now proposed to strike out that,
and thus render everyone not ouly eligible to
deuce not long enough.
fill offices, but competent to vote for ethers. He
Mr. DIXON.
If he understood the object of found in runulug over the constitution of thc
the motion to strike out, it was to destroy state of Louisiana, that a pcreou must be a citiall qualifications
for this office, and if it pre- zen over the age of thirty years, a resident of the
vailed, it would read in this way: "any eif.izen distl'ict eight years, and have practiced law five
of the United States who has attained the age of y",ars, in order to be qualified for this office.
thirty years, and is a resident of the appellate
'I'he same principle
would be found in other
district for which he may be chosen, shall be constitutioris.
He believed that no principle
eligible to the office of a judge of the court of or right
had been invaded
by requiring
appeals.'
that, before a person should come before the
Could it be possible that gentlemen were real- people asking to discharge the duties of this ofJy in earnest when they assert such a proposition
nee, he should have SOllIC prima facie evidence of
as thi~? Did gentlemen really believe that eve- his fitness.
ry citizen of tlrc distr-ict was eligible to this of11l'. TALBOTT
said he hurl made up his
fice? Surely gentlemen would not and could mind to say 1I0t a word on this subject, He did
not maiutnin that such would be thc Jaot. what not expect to say any thing that would influthen would be the effect of the motion to strike ence the vote of any gentleman, or be very inout? It would be that every citizen might at torcsting to the house. He ouly wished to say
once be eligible to this station, whether ignorant
a word to his friends,
who had ~come here
or learned, honest or corrupt, qualified or dis- pledged to constitutional
reform. For himself',
qualified.
He could not believe that any gen- he had come detel'1nilIed to vote for any and evtleman "Was in earnest in advocating this mea.,,- cry measure which he cOl1(·eived necessarv to
nre. Jt was asked why any qualification should cany out thegl'cat object which the people 11ave
be put in the new eOllstitution when it was nut in v~..JW, the election of all the n.flieers by the
fOUlld in the old one? Did they Dot meet here people.
But while he was in favor of that
for the purpose of amending the old constitumeasurc. he would, at the samo time, 0pp0!iO
tion. and to make it more perfect? If nothing any and eyery mewsun', having for its object to
was to be added or altercd, why the necessity thwnrt that great purpose.
A proposition lmd
of meeting? No restriction. WI1:" laid llP?Il the bcen submitted lIere to try the judges electeu by
governor by the old COllstltutlOll, but It was the people, by a bare majority of the legislatm-e.
to remedy the abuses of the old system tJmt and to that he was opposed.
A proposition
they were now deliberatillg.
In all probability
was now also sllbmitteJ., to let any and every
the storm which hall arisell agrrinst the cxeeutivc inclividllal, without regard to hi;;; qualifications,
and the ojlpoi1;lting- power woulcl not h:l.Ye(>xist- and whether a citiz('lI 01' an alien, be eligible t.o
eel ha.d it not been for the abuses which existeu a seat in the highest courts in this "tate. He
unuer the old system.
It mattered not that this \vas likewise opposed to that, and if there was
was not in the old constitution, the quc"tiOll was no other r('ason than that "w!lich he W<iS ahout
whether it was right and proller to incorporate
to assign, it would be >!ufficicnt. They had
it in the new. Was it right, t lilt men not quali- been tora by some gentlemen that such confllfied should hold this office, who might be ,~aft- sian as the world lllld nevel'seen before, would encd into this high position by the circutll"-tances sue j ftheYileft theeleetjoll of the ,illdg~'sto thcpeonround them? If so, why not let the people de- pIe. Ancfhc bdicved t]lis would bethe case if this
termine what the age shall bo. Why liot let proposition tostrike outshuuld beearried? lftherc
the people detcl"l11illeon all the qualifications?
were no qualifications required.cvBl·Y man would
Wha.t was the obje.;t of laying restraint on the have his candidate in th81ield. EvcrvmanlJad his
people in ouc llartioularalld not in another?
He influence; evt"ry man had his party·; Ilnd the rebelieved there should be a restraint upon the sult would be, t]lat the district would be filled
people which would keep in cheek any tenden. "with u.., many candidate,;, and the man that
cy to corruption and licentiousness; not that he could bring t11e most influence to bear, by COl'was afraid to trust the people to elect their offi- ruptiou, or other llH'flns, would be the Sueccrs, but he was opposed to their driving off in- c(lssfnl candidate.
He felt constrained to vote
to licentiousness. and elevating men to 11igh sta- for retaining the qualification in the report of
tions who were ntterly disqualified to discharge the committee.
tbe appropriate duties.
If there were to b,~ any
Mr. NESBITT thonght tile people desired to
sort of discrimination in regard to these ofH'~ers, guard tl1emselves against having a sct of hungry
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offlce-seckcrs without nlJY qualifications
except and if he had practieed lnw for the term of eight
as to age and residence, more gaunt than famished year.';, he would be eligible to sit on the bench
wolves, turned loose UP0]l tb('1I1. It might happen of the supreme court. There were a dozen inin a canvuss, that one ortbe candidutes mig-ht po,;- dividuals residing in Iudlnna, and yet pract.iAs to
HJS;~ all suitnble qualificntious,
while the other ciug Juwvers in 111ecourts of Kentucky.
"Wasentirely destitute of them.
The better man the section read by the gentleman from N olson
might secure a large majority of the votes, and (Mr. C. A. Wickliffe) from the constitution of the
the other might receive not more than twenty state of Louisiana, he believed that this was
five votes ill the district; yet before the election the only one out of some hulf dozen that he had
closed the candidate having the highest Dum- examined, which contained a provision like the
If this amendment preher might be stricken down and die. He pre- one which was read.
sumed, in this ease, that till} certificate of elec- vailed, he intended to follow it up with another
tion would be giveu to the mall whom the peo- which should require the condidute to be a oitizcn of the district.
He had no fear that the
ple never intended to elect.
:.\:11'. ROO'f again referred to the effect of his people would elect a man without qualificetious.
(Mr. Guthrie)
proposed amendment.
He thought that every 'I'he gentleman from Louisville
delegate would see its propriety.
It would be had made the supposition that an infant might
be elected.
It was not 80. The amendment
hut a poor compcusaticn to their constituents,
fur their long effort in getting this oonventiou, if did not extend to age, but he proposed to offer
an
amendment
which would be such that the
they were to come up here for the purpo.,>c of
bringing about constitutional reform, if at last, people would be sufficiently prepared to judge
of the candidate
without.
the door to the office of the judge of the court of the attainments
of appeals was opened so wide, that every nin- saying whether he should have been a lawyer or
uy hammer, through the influence of wealth or not. would gentlemen say that all who had been
If any standard of atktng alcohol, might ascend the judgment seat, lawyers, were qualified?
could be fixed upon, which would
and nrbitrute upon the great questions which tainment
had becu banded down from all antiquity, al- secure talent and integrity, he would go for it.
Mr. TALBOTT explrtined that what he meant
t.hough he might be perfectly ignorant of the
laws, and tho decisions that bu \'0 been sane- by using the term alieu, wu-, a gentleman not
Jiving
in the district in which the election was
tioned for the last thousand years. It was more
important t.o have a person of jud"'meut and gOillg on, but who had come theJ'e from SOlTIe
experience
in the station of a !'ucfge of the oth(lr district, merely ,vith a view tohiseleetioll.
comt of' al?peals, than in that of t Ie presidency Hc did noL mean by alicn, a native of Europe.
of the Oilited State;;, or lhe chief executive of- Hehacl no idea that the peoplewoulrl elect a man
For himRelf, he would
fice of this commurfw<lalth. 'rho governor of a who was disqualified.
state might succeed Yel'ywell if he had a shrewd Sll.ythat he had entire confidence in the people,
anrl learned secretary, although his own learning and believed it wus to th8il' interest to elect
diu not extend beyond Dilw0r~h; :l.llcl the pres- men fully qualified foJ' the office, inasmuch as
ident of the Uilited St.ate!'; might retire frOlil his their li\'cs, tlleir libeltie;;, and their property
He believed the people equal to
station with honor, although he possc':lsed little were at stake.
But here was the difficulty hI,)
or 110 qualificatiolls, prodded
he is surronnded allY emergency.
If men were to be mal1e eliby H. wi':lCand judidous cabinet.
Butwhcn they wanted to avoid.
come to thE: judglnent scat of the court of ap- p;iule to the high office of ajudge of the appelpeals, ·where great and important interests were late court, whu were not. lawyers, who had no
invoh'ed, l.::al·lJing, ability, talents, and iutcgrity sort of legal qualification.>;, who were not conversant with the practice and doings of the
were illClispensable.
All the other departments
of thf' governme11t depended upon this, and they courts, men who had o\-ery thing to go-in and
woul,l ha\'c spent their time in vain, if they nothing' to lose, ]\e 'would say again, that the
failed to I>ceurethis.
They would adopt n. 5y!';- adoptil'n of such a principle might produce 11
tom which, illst<lad of beiilg bencfi~ial, -.,voulrl state of cOllfll':!iol1which every man in the counn'sult in tho 1ll08tpemicou8 con;;equencos to all t,ry would regret to see. lYe all knew that a man
to be ajudge, should be 11 b.wyer, and a lawyer
the people.
At any rate. he believed
Mr. MERIWETHER
oh~erved that the geu- of high attainm(·nts.
As 118 had already said, he believed
tlernan from Hend8rson had inquirt:d ,dlet.her it it for oue.
wasta besnpposcJ. that every gentleman in the his eonstitnf'nt,g were in [Clsor of electing all the
di"trid wOllld be qualifh'd.
It might be asked, officer.;;by tll(' people, bnt they did not want to
1'-;3.\'ethem -.,,,ithout n:straint, or elect them withOll the other hand, if every lawyer were qualified. The gentleman fl'OllJ Ndeotl (.Mr. C. A. out qualifications of any and every sort,. And
Wickliffe) had told them with what facility (l, it was on this account, not because he distrustlicense might be obtained.
Aud any person so ed the integrity or intelligence of the people, or
licensed became (t practicing lawyer if he ob- believed they would elect corrupt or incompetained a fifteen shillings fee.
But the gentle- tent mCll, but he wished to pre\'elit confusion,
man from Campbell said that the bill would and elect tllC wisest and hest men of the counAncl this he believed the people
permit an alien to be dig·ible.
'J.'he, bill how'- try as judges.
mentioned in
ever, saiel he must be a citizen of the United would do, if the qualifications
States. 'l'hegentleman
from Nelson (Mr. Har- the report of the committ(,c should be J'etailled.
din) said that even a residence was not requir- Hcwould therefore vote against the amendment
ed. He would ask if the bill required a resi- proposed by the gentleman from Jefferson.
Mr. MEIUWEl'llER
said. the gentleman redence? A person t.hat 12racticed law in Indiana,
or Ohio, might be eligLble; all that be would marked that a number of individuals, not qualiha\'o to do, would be to make himself a resident fied, might be candidates, and Ol1equalified per-
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80U might be a candidate. 'fhat circumstance \ biced IMv was supposed to possess sufficient
would result in the advantage of the best man, knowledge to discharge all the duties devolving
according to the view he had taken,

for he did

on the highest

legal tribunal

in the State.

He

not distrust the intelligence of the people.

He thought that if ever there was a position extremewould ask whether there might not be one qual- ly absurd, his honorable friend from Jefferson,
ified lawyer and half a dozen not qualified?
who was a very able and sagacious man, had
Mr. DIXON understood the gentleman to in- now laid one down. Still hewas consistent, and
quire whether a portion of the lawyer", of this the gentleman who had not given his concur.
state might not be wholly disqualified to fill the renee was lucouslstont.
Whenever all powers
bench of the court of appeals.
The gentleman
were delegated to fill all offices. and it is de.
himself had not denied that some lawyers clared that the agents were infallible, and would
mig-ht be qualified to fill that office. On the oth- do exactly right, then this broad ground should
er hand he would inquire if, from the whole com- be assumed without any shackling of those
munity not embraced in the class of lawyers, one agents.
But gentlemen involved themselves in
individual could be found qualified for that a dilemma, when they threw any qualifications
office?
around the filling of offices. That was the test
Mr. MERIWETHER
replied that he believed of the truth of the general principle upon which
there was, and always had been.
niue-tcntha of the delegates in this convention
Mr. DIXON said he confessed that this was seemed to act in relation to forming a. constitubeyond his comprehension.
He had spoken of' tion. He woul~ ~ay with the gentleman fr?m
lawyers, not practicing lawyers alone, hut those Jcffersoll~ t~lat If It were necessary to 'pre~cnbe
who understood the l.aw8 of the country, and had ~ny restriction upon a perfectly-free a~tJOn m filldevoted their lives to their study.
Would the tug the ~rfficeof the appellate Ju~l~e, It would.be
gentleman insert in the constitution a declaration
equa~I,}:lDc~mbent, wise, and politic, to prescribe
that every man in his district was qualified for restrictions In other respec!s.
But, altbough he
this office, if the people chose to appoint him? was opposed to the mot!on. of the gent~ema.n
If so, the constitution would be a laughing stock from Jefferson, .and the principle upon which .It
for all sensible men. It was h is wish to make was made, yet if that gentleman would act Jll
a good constitution, one tllat the people of Ken- ~eautiful and harmonious consi!'!t~n.cywit~ tmtJ;!,
tncky would be proud of one that would pro- It would not. only lead ~o the posttron wJl1?h 111"1
teet the people from every improper influence, honorabl~ friend occupied, but to one far m adIrom whatever source it might come. He was vance of It.
not for taking away these qualifications.
He beMr. GHOLSON was surprised that this sarcaslieved that the restrictions as to age, citizenship,
tic mode of treating the right of the people to
and residence in Kentucky, should be retained. elect their judges had been so long delayed.
He
and such other restrictions as\V(luldg\larda~ainst
had been throughout the session expecting reimproper influences, or against the possibility
marks similar to those he had just beard from
of placing men in power who are unqualified,
the gentleman from Bourbon.
He thought the
and if they would protect the judiciary or the people were entitled to the best talents for any
people, they should all unite for the same end. office, and that they were the best judges of those
!tIr. DAVIS thought consistency a jewel, and t.alents. He did not think the best talent always
was glad to see his friend from Jefferson (Mr. came within the limits prescribed.
Some men
Meriwether) approximating to it in some de- were more matlll'e at twenty-five than othP-TS
gree. It seemed that the people who made COIl- were at thirty·five.
They had been told tllatthe
stitutions and laws, and were competent to fill judicial offices must be confined to lawyers, that
all the offices of the governmellt, were unerring
the clerks of the offices must be those who had
and infallible.
Throwing any restriction around been trained for two years in aelerk's office. He
them, was acting with some degree of inconsis- did not consider this training necessary.
There
tency. He thought his friend from Jefferson had was sllch a tlling as ]lunkerism, and that hunknot gone far enough to reach the point of consis- erism harl occasiolled all the sentiment against
t-ency. It was true, he wanted to throwaway
equal rights and equal freedom that they had
some of the shackles that were around the peo- heard.
Gentlemen had been so long accustomed
ple. He would ask, why not take away every to the loaves and fishes-they
had so long had a
thing that hindered a perfectly free choice. If monopoly of every lucrative office in Kentucky,
the power that controls and elects were unerring, that they would ncw fight to the last. This was
infallible, and would always select proper agents the last dying kick of aristocracy which they
to fill office, why should any attempt be made were abont to see in thi~ hall. He came bere to
to shackle these agents in thpir most enlarged aid in taking car,? of the interest of the farmer,
discretion.
Why have any restrictions as to cit· on which the whole world depended.
He want.
izenship, residence, or age. He would suggest ed no restriction laid upon that class who sup~
to his friend, to draw IIp an amendment some- ported the balance of the community. He was
tIling like this: that every person, ,,,it.llOUt 1'e- aisposed to leave the whole matter of elections to
garf! to age, residence, sex, or color, should he the people without any restrictions of this sort.
qnalified under the constitution.
His honorable
Mr. PRESTON said he occupied rather a midfriend had said, that a man who has never prac- dIe ground between the gentleman from Ballard,
ticed law, was yet competent to fill the office of (Mr. Gholson,) and the gentleman from Bour.
the judge in the court of appeals. But this court bon, (Mr. Davis.)
The perfect infallibility
of
reviewed the Federal and State constitution", and the people to which the gentleman from Bourall laws made under them, and all common law, bon alluded, he did not believe was contended
and all civil law which had been adopted in our for except by very few upon this floor. It was
constitution, and yet a man who had neverprac- not contended that the people were infallible,
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but that it was better to trust the power of ap- study of more than twenty vears to make a competent jud~e; and he could himself truly F;ay,
pointment to them than to the fallible governors
Kentucky has had, and that they intended to that niter Its practice for nearly thirty years he
substitute that mode of appointment for the one found that he had a great deal to learn in relawhich had heretofore existed, without seeking to tion to the 111.\\-, and that there were continually
new questions and !lrinciples arising which reimpose any restrictions which were not absolutely necessary upon the election of a judge. The quired studious app icatiou and examination to
understand.
Now it certainly would be the de·
convention, however, did intend to say that a
free negro should not be elected, nor an alien. sire of the people of Kentucky, that the greatest
This would be one qualification.
'l'hcy did not legal attainmeuts the country afforded should be
And shall we ill
intend that a minor should be elected, and this placed on the appellate bench.
would be another qualification.
They intended their name, in providing a constitution for their
government, require that some preparation, some
to impose some WIse qualifications
In order to
secure to the people the appropriate
and tempe- evidence of devotion to a subject. which requires
rate exercise of their 0"'''0 power. He was in fn- so loug a study to understand, should be evinced
on the part of the candidate, before he should
VOl' of the exercise of that power by tile people,
but he did not believe that any true Ielend of be a~lowed to .trOl.,ble th,e people w~th his prepopular rights 'would carry it so far as to make tensroue to this high office? "I'bat 1S the quesIt a mere farce in the eyes of all the world. tion here, and tile gentleman from Ballard misWhen he looked to the extreme left, the "ex- understands the position of those who favor the
It is not that
tremc gauche," as that portion of the French election of judges by the people.
the people are deemed infallible, but that they
Chamber was called where sat the democratic
members, he had no idea, from the moderate sen- are deemed a wiser and a better authority of uptiment.'! expressed by many of them, that they pointmcnt, than those to whom the power has
It was true that the
intended to strike down those restrictions upon heretofore been confided.
in giving the appointing
the exercise of popular power, which experience pl'escnt constitution
po,','er
to
the
governor
prescribed
no quaiiflcudictated, and the destruction of which had been
ridiculed ill the burlesque proposition made by tion for office, but they also required the nom ithe ~ellt]eman from Bourbon.
He knew of but nation to come before the senate, and it was not
one Instance in history of a judge who was not to be believed thaf thirty eluht men of the ace
a lawyer, and yet who gave universal satisfac- of thirl.y five, elected in the ~o.rious districts ~,f
the country, would ever have permitted a ruan
tion. He well remembered that the illustrious
Sancho Panza, when he governed the Island of to ascend the bench of the chief justice of the
appellate court of Kentucky, who had no actual
Barratarla, did so without any legal preparation,
having received from his master, Dou Q,uixotte, experience iu.or had dC'mic"a no time to, thcstudy
That was the guard
full authority
over that fair and romantic do- or :practice of the law.
main; yet no Judge who had ever exercised his which was thrown around the executive appointments.
.Alld
in
giving
this
power to the people
powers in allY land, ever received such applanse
III the administration
of justice as did DOll San- it is proposed that they shall throw a gnarJ
around themsel Yes, ill order that they may not
cho ill his distrjet.
History did not relatewhethor the district was appellate or not, ovcr whicb be troubled with candidates who have not devothe celebrated Squire held sway; but at least he ted their time and attention to the attainment of
It wu.'Sliot intellded
had full power and unlimited authority therein. the proper qualificatiolls.
He maintained that his friends from J cffersoll to proscribe any individual, whether fartller, me·
and BallarJ mllst fall upon the plan of that em- chauie, loafer, 01' any thing else, but he must
give the people an evidence by tlw devotion to
inent judge, i.f they wished to relieve theirproposed judiciary, who were not to be lawyers, the profession of law of 11 sufficient length of
to
from embarrassment in their decisions.
Sancho time, to show that he has some pretensions
Would
had one fixed and inflexible rule with which he thc office, before he became a candidate.
started out, and which aided him greatly in tJle it not be prudent to allow the people to irlJpos~
He had as much
decision of all pointR of law; he determilled this restriction Oll themselves?
but he inwhen he ascended the bench that, he would never confidcuce in the people as anyone,
listen but to onc side of the question, that then, tended to vote for the insertion in this constituas he honestly asserted, he had never any diffi- tion of a clause prohibiting tlle legislature from
culty in lUaklll~ up his mind. Let -us pursuo taking private property without due compensathis plan; and Justice will come back to that true tion tlierefor. Yet would not his confidence in
standard, and to that dassical
uncertainty in the people induce him not to put it in the eonwhich tne Greeks painted her as a blind-fold stitutioD, but to leave it to the representativ-es of
And he believed the peoGoddess, holding the bal:mcc8 evenly suspended, the people interested.
so that luck was e"'crything, and every man had pl(' to have that restriction imposed upon them.
a pcrfectly fair chance.
Now, he believud there All his reflection had satisfied him that the
was such a respect for the doctrine of chance in people had a right to prel';cribe to those who
the public mind, and !';ucb wisdom in worthy como before thcm a" caudidates for office, that
Saucho's rule of practice, that if the amend- they shall present certain cvidences of qualifi·
ment of the gentleman from Jefferson "Ne cn- cation for fllC dutics, and he desi1"'d that those
grafted ill the cono;titntiolJ, the conr~ of Ken- who ao;pircd to tlli,; high tribunal, should be
tucky l,aay SOOlI, perdmTIce, rival in leuTnillO", brought wilhin that rule.
in dlgnit', and in wisdom, the decisions of tl~e
Mr. GRAY said that the requirements of age
immortal Governor of the Is~and of Barraturia.. and residence
were qualifications
of office .
. The PRESIDENT remarked that it had been The experience of every man also went to shoW"
tSllid by the 8(lg('S of the law, thRt it reqnircd a. that no man would be qualified for a !='eaton
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the appellate bench until he had practiced president of the United States was elected withlaw at least eight years, and was it any more out any requisition of qualification whatever,
improper to require that he 510111d possess these and yet he had the appointment
of all the
qualifications than those to which 118 had officers in the nation-c-ths judicial ones included.
first referred. They were all prerequisites and Might he not sometimes be mistaken in h is apharl the same object in view-that
the people pointments, end if so would not the conseshall know something of the qualifications of quences be as disastrous to the country as if the
the candidate presented to them, and it was a people should chance te be mistaken in their
knowledgewhieL
they could not very well obtain "election of a judge? He had no fears that the
in any other way. It was 1,0 prevent the men people would ever select any other than a cornwho had no qualifications for this office from potent lawyer of distinction and standing in his
troubling the people with their claims-and
the profession.
And if it was necessary to say that
people were annoyed enough in that particular,
a man should not serve as judge before he had
as the number at rejected candidates to the con- reached the age of thirty years, was there not an
veution testified. These restrictions,
with the equal necessity existing. to prohibit hie eligiaddition suggested by the gentleman from Jef- bility after a certain age. 'I'here was just as
ferson, of a residence of five yeats in the district much danger to be appreliended from imbecility
or state, were, it seemed to him, most proper.
ill the office of a judge, as from incapability.
Mr. 'I'RIPLETT said that ajndge of the court He thought .there was just as much reason in the
of appeals was to be ajudge of the law", and the OlIO case as HI the other.
practice, and how was he to learn law without.
MJ'. :McHENRY said there was a principle instudy, or know what the practice was unless he volved .in tJiis matter which gentlemen seemed
had practiced in the courts.
Every man knew to have overlooked.
The great objection urged
that the practice becomes a necessary purl, of the agai.nst the election- of judges, by those op.
law, and if eight years was too long a time to posed to that reform, was tTJat it would lead to
require for that, then diminish it. He would the selection of incapable men, and under imsay to the gentleman from Ballard, that although proper influences.
To this jt was replied that
perhaps, his (a rich alluvial) county might pro. the people were capable of jUdging in these parduce men different from the balance of the state, ticulura, and that the class from which these
yet he oughtto have some degree of cOlllpa,;sioll high functionaries
were selected, would be
on those ill other parts.
Our lawyers did not those who were qualified by their study of, and
take up law by absorption but only by hard cxperiene« in, the practice ofthe law. Any constudy, and they must have eight, ten. or twelve stitution made here must therefore clearly. be
years before they could become possessed of such the result of compromise.
He Called on gentlequulifiontions as would fit them for a seat Oil the men on the one side therefore to yield the quesappellate bench, and enable them to decide fa- tion, as to the election of judges, and ou those
vorably on all the rights of the citizen, erising on the other, to yield to those restrictions which
under the constitution and the laws, and he could seemed to be desired to be thrown around tho
not believe gentlemen to be in earnest when they people in the exercise of that power.
They
desired to leave the possession of the proper could do it more especially as the opposite side
qualifications on the part of those who were to required but those qualifications, all the part of
SIt on its bench to mere accident.
010 candidates, which <til of them agreed the
Mr. CLA.RKE had once before in some re- people would themecl vee requ irc; whether it was
marks a.ssumed the same position as tlmt con- III the constitution OJ'not. He hoped gentlemen
tained in the amendment of the gelltlcman from would bear in mind, that there must be some
Jefferf'Oll. It does not propose to destroy all compromise of opinion on botl\ sides.
qualifications, and thero were very good reasons
Mr. HARGIS said the question here was best
why a oandidate should be a citizen of the presented in the proposition, were tlle people
Unlted States. An elector must be. Bntt'von if competent to tlle election of the judiciary, or
it was required, he did not believe that any ma.n 'werc they not. Any restriction upon the people
who did not possesf> that qualification would in the exercise of that power was tantamount to
ever be elected by the people. He had no ob- a dedara~ion that they were not competent to
jection to the candidate being required. to be a the ta;;k. He wa~ opposed to rest.rictinO' tlIe.
residcnt of the district in which he run, for a I'!clectioll of candidates to lawyers, as he di~ not
certain time, but he did object to the requisition
belie~re it would secure any ootter judges.
of the eight years pru(;t~ce of law, the thirty 'rhere "auld be perhaps some two to five hun~
year:.; of age, and the havinO' been a judge of dred lawyers jn any district which might be
some COllrt for eight years. No one belIeved, he made, and. yet out of them, not morc than one
appr~hel1ded, that any peTSon would be elected tenth would be capable of drawing a declarato the court of appe'als who was not. a lawyer, tion. and force the case to an issue. ])fany men
and familiar with both the law and the practice. too had been in the courts who were not qualiWould any aile undertake to say t.hat the people ned to pass judgment on a CUBeinvolving twenwould not know- this fact and Whether the candi- ty dollars. 'l'heserestrictions therefore would not
date possessed these qualifications a9 well as secure the people any better judges.
As to the
allY one here?
fear that the people would be troubled with canMr. 'rRIPLETT.
Give tllem the means and didatcs, he did not regard that as any reason at
they will.
all for the imposition of these restrictions.
If
Mr. CLARKE asked, by what means it was the people were qualified to elect- their judges
tlIat anyone in that committee learned what it at aD, thc.y were competent. also to decide upon
wa~ that constituted a good judge? Whatever the qualifications, of the candidates befure them,
they were, those tbe people would possess. The and he was therefore opposed to the imposition
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in the constitution .. upou their free exercise of no 'offensh"e apirit-c-thet some gentlemen were
the appointing power, If they were not com- approaching that spirit, '!'be committee had
petent for the task, say so openly and directly, thrown restrictions aronnd the legislature in n:and let the present system be sustained; but do gard to the great natural and iualineeble rights
not seek covertly to convey the impression that there proclaimed, and what purpose, other than to
they were not, by these various restrictions upon prevent their being infringed upon? What obthem. They are competent, or they are not-- jection, then, could there be to carrying: out this
there is no middle ground on the question.
principle further, and require that those who
.MI".MAYES would not have been surprised were to decide upon and to guard those rights,
if this amendment had emanated from some gen- those who were to sit upon the appellate bench,
tleman who was opposed to the election of should possess the requiaite qualifications for a
judges by the people, as it then would have been discharge of their duties? And besides, was
plaiuly eeen that the object was to render the not everyone
aware that attachment to and
constitution as ridiculous to the people as :po~- confidence in the new constitution, by the peoeible. Such certainly would be the result, If It ple, was to depend on the manner in which the
was declared, as the adoption of that amend- reforms introduced were to be carried out? If it
ment would declare, that ev,;ry man in the state, was desired then to bring the instrument down
without the evidence of any qualifications save so low as to be almost beneath contempt itself,
that he resided in the district and attained the just allow a man without qualifications to get
age of thirty years, should be considered qual- 011 the appellate bench, merely from the circumfled for the office of judge of the highest court stance that this body failed to require the requiin the state. 'I'heyuiiglit as well declare that a site qualifications for a candidate for that stajury on the trial of a man for murder, would be tion. Those who believe that the people have
fullv as able to decide upon his innocence or the intelligence and capacity to select proper
~uift, by the mere hearing of the reading of the judges of the court of appeals, and that they
Indictment, as if they had heard al l the evi- would select none except such as were expendence on both sides in regard to the transaction. euced lawyers and fully qualified for the duties,
The restrictions were reported by the committee, should not object to these restrictions.
If the
not because the ability of the people was at all people were ihus qualified they could do no
doubted, but because it was deemed proper and harm, and it may do good. It was an apt renecessary that the people should be guarantied mark, that the :first duty of the legislature was
that the candidates presented to them should to see that the people were free, and their next
possess the necessary qualifications for the of- duty to see that they so remained.
Acting upon
fice. The people ill the districts could not per- that princi ple, he should vote for the insertion in
sonally be acquainted with the qualifications of the constitution of the restrictions reported by
all the candidates who might come before them, the committee.
and the candidates
therefore, should be re.Mr.MERIWETHER here withdrew his amendstricted from presenting themselves, unless they
ment, for which Mr. Root bad moved a substi.
did possess those qualifications necessary to distute, and then moved to strike out the first word
charge the high duties of a judge of the appelill the Bth section, any, and inset 1/0, so as to
late court. And certainly no gentleman would
make the section read 1/0 person. He wished
desire that any other than such a man should be
barely to remark, that the section 'Us it now
elected. He carne here not to represent lawyers,
stands, is an extension of the right to become a
mechanics, farmers, or any one class, but the
candidate, instead of a limitation. Without some
whole people; to do that which in his weak
alteration such as he had indicated, a lawyer
judgment was best calculated to promote the inwho was a citizen of Indiana or Ohio, (and there
terest and happiness of all; and these were the
were several within his knowledge,) who prac~
motives which governed him in his action on this
ticed ill the courts of Kentucky, to~ether with
subject.
every justice of the peace who had been on the
Mr. TAYLOR said that the position occupied bench of the county court for eight years, would
by gentlemen here could not better be illustrated be elieible to a seat on the bench of the court of
than by an anecdote, which the committee would appea1s in Kentucky.
He would barely call the
pardon him for relating:
"A gentleman went attention of the human ingenuity lawyer of this
into a lawyer's office, and saw around it but two house, and the one who appeared to be so famichairs, a lack of cards, and a bottle of whis- liar with the practice in the courts of that rekey. Sai he, how do you get along without nowned judge, Sancho Panza, to the absurdity of
any law books, I don't see any here? Said the making lawyers who were citizens of other
lawyer, looking at him full in the face, aud with states, and even justices of the peace, eligible to
a great deal of emphasis-I
always go on the our supreme bench, to the exclusion of our own
broad principle of human ingenuity."
(Laugh- citizens.
ter.)
And (said Mr. T.) if you want an appelMr. C. A. WICKLIFFE
tbought the gentlelate court that will go on the broad principle of man had made his retreat upon a very small bathuman ingenuity, just go for striking out all tory.
qualifications re:(lorted by the committee, and
MI". MERIWETHER.
The attack came from
you will be gratified. Some gentlemen seem to a very small one.
think, with Dogberry when he said that reading
Mr. C. A. WICKLIFFE said that the direct
and writing came by nature, that the great and expression of one thing, in law, excludes the
necessary qualifications for the court of appeals expression of another.
The expression of qualwere of spontaneous growth.
It has been said ifications, therefore, clearly excluded every body
that whom the gods 'Would destroy they' first who did not possess those qnalifications.
The
make mad, and it appeared to him-he said itin amendment, therefore, was wholly unnecessary.
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Mr. HARDIN said the requisition of the qualifications necessary was not expressed so dearly
as it ought to be, or as it would be if the negative form had been adopted.
It was the natural qualification of every man to be fit for the
office unless certain restrictions in regard thereto, were imposed upon him, The negative principle was the one adopted by the committee Oil
the circuit courts, and the two articles ought
to harmonize in expression as far as possible.
Mr. O. A. WIOKLIFFE preferred the present
form, and thought it to be clear that it could
not be misapprehended
by any who understood
the force and meaning of language.
Mr. BROWN offered the follow ing substitute
for the eighth section:
"No person shall be elected a judge of the court
of appeals, who is not a citizen of the United
States; ann who has not attained the a~e of thirty years at the time of his election; and been a
practicing lawyer eight years; and resided -m the district, immediately preceding his election."
He thought it necessary that the candidate
should have resided in the district for a certain
time, so that the people might have an opportuuity of judging of his qualifications and fitness
for the office.
Mr. C. A. WICKLIFFE had intended, as soon
as an opportunity was afforded, to have offered
an amendment in regard to this qualification of
residence, but he had been in doubt as to the
number of years that should be required.
The
object would be attained, however, without the
adoption of all entire substitute for the section.
Mr. HARDIN was in favor of some amendment requiring a residence of some length of
time in the district.
Otherwise, lawyers from
Ohio and Indiana who practiced ill the courts of
Kentucky, might remove into the state just previous to the election, for the very purpose of being candidates for office. He again urged that in
these matters the terms of expression in this article
and in that reported by the committee on circuit
courts should be harmonious, and instanced the
action in that committee as having been governed
by such a consideration as applicable.
Mr. BROWN then filled the blank in his substitute, with the words "two ;rears," so as to require a residence of that perIOd of time in the
district, to qualify a candidate for the office of
judge.
The question was then taken on the motion of
Mr. MERIWETHER
to strike out the word
"any" and it was negatived.
Mr. C. A. WICKLIFFE then moved to amend
so that il, should read "ally citizen of the United
States, who has nttaiucd the age of thirty years,
and who has been n resident of the district for
which he may be chosen, for at least two years
nextpreccdingthe
election," &13.
The amendment was agreed to.
Mr. NESBITT moved to add the word "five"
after the word thirty, so as to require the candidate to have attained the age of thirty-five
years, before he should be eligible to an election.
Mr. C. A. WICKLIFFE desired to explain tile
opinion of the committee on this subject. Itwould
perhaps rarely happen that a candidate would be
presented or chosen younger than the age proposed by the amendment, as there were very few law-

yers wbo had attalued sufficient standing and ceo
lebrity in their profession before that age, yet the
committee, in looking back to the distinguished
men who had filled the appellate bench not only
in Kentucky but the supreme court bench of the
United States, found that some of its brightest
ornaments had been called there at an age uct
greater than the period the committee had thought
proper to adoJ?t. He was satisfied from what he
knew of the life of judge Story, that he was not
thirty when he was appointed judge, and was
assured also that the late governor Clarke was
not thirty years of age when he was appointed
judge, and he eould give other instances. Thirty
years was the meridian of a man's life, and
the committee thol1~ht that instances might
occur where indivividuals
of that age might
preseut themselves possessing such maturity of
mind and power of intellect as would command
the confidence of the people among 'whom they
lived, and they concluded to fix the requisition
of age therefore at that period. For himself, he
had no choice on the subject, though he should
regret very much to deprive a district of the services of a competent mall, merely because he
did not happen to be born six or eight months
earlier than he happened to be.
Mr. HARDIN was not weded to t.hirty five
or thirty years as a req.uisition of age. As to
·udge Story, his impression was that he was at
J east thirty three years of age when he was appointed on the bench of the United States supreme court. He was the youngest judge he believed ever placed on that bench. So far as his
know ledge of the history of England was concerned, he knew of no man who had eyer been made
a judge in any of the courts there under the
age of thirty five, and Yery rarely until they had
reached the age of forty or fifty years. The
committee on the circuit courts, by a. vote of eight
or nine to one, had fixed upon the age of thirty
five. As for himself, it would not apply to him,
or even to his colleague, and he was not particular whether the age of thirty or thirty five should
be agreed upon.
111'.APPERSON wished to state, as due to the
chairman of the committee, that the gentleman
had proposed to limit the period of age beyond
which a judge should be ineligible, but wu,e YOted down unanimously by the committee.
In
regard to judge Story, he was just i.nformed by
the gentleman from Bourbon that Judge Story
was appointed to the bench in 1812, when he
was about twenty seven or twenty eight years of
age. Such au instance however, would rarely
occur, hut if such an op:r0rtunity should again
occur, the committee di not wish that the constitution should be a bar to the people availing
themselves of it.
Mr. NESBITT remarked that the present constitution required that a senator should be thirty
five years of age, and as he supposed .for the
purpose of seen ring men of matured minds, to
operate as a check UpOIl the lower branch, where,
he believed, the only qualification was that the
members should be twenty four years of age. 'I'bc
court of appeals was a check upon the circuit
courts, and revised the errors thatthecircnit
jndge
might be lead into by his youth and inel..-perience.
As a member of the committee on circuit courts,
he had been in favor of requiring those judges
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to be thirty years of ng<::; but he bcliev-d
that
the judge of the court of appeals should be a
man of morn mature age. And if there should
all instance occur, as that of judge Story, the
peol?le would not be entirely deprived of his
services, they would merely have to wait five
veal'S before they could avail themselves of them.
He was nut tenacious however, or his amendmcnt.
'I'be amendment proposed by Mr. NESBITT,
was then rejected.
Mr. ROOT called for the question on his
amendment, to insert in the third line after the
words "practicing
lawyer," the words "in the
circuit COUl'~S or court of appeals;'
in lieu of
the words, "in the courts,"
The question was
then taken, aud it was rejected.
Mr. PRESTON
moved to strike out in the
first line of the eighth section, the words "citizen of the United States," and to insert in lieu
thereof, the words "qualified
elector of this
commonwealth."
The words ill the section
would seem to give the power to congress under
its naturalization
law, to make the basis of the
qualification of the judge of the appellate court
of Kentucky.
The words "citizen of the United
States," were not used in the present const.i tution in regard to the right of suffrage.
There
the phrase is used "every free male citizen."
There were some important questions which had
sprung up as to 'whether a naturalized citizen of
the Uunited States, was necessarily invested
with all the rights of a citizen of Kentucky by
coming here. He believed such not to be the
case. In Illinois, a residence of six months was
all that was required to become a citizen of the
state, even from an alien to the United States.
He preferred that the basis of the suffracc ill
Kentucky should be taken.
0
. Mr. C. A. W10KLIFFE suggested that the object of the gentleman could be accomplished bv
moving to str-ike out of the section the words
"of the United States," so that it would reud ,
"any citizen who shall," &c. 'I'hi", would leave
this vexed quest.ion of double allegiance unuisturbed.
:Ur. PRESTO~ accepted that modification of
his amendment.
Mr. llROWl',T moved to aniCnd the am(~ndJllent
so that it should read "any citizen of the com"
monwenlth of Kentucky."
Mr. PRESTO liT preferred his amendment as
he had modified it.
The (lmendment of Mr. BROWN WR3rejected,
and that prop03ed by Mr. PRESTON was adopted.
Mr. C. A. WI CKLIFFE here stated thatafriend
who haJ been at the trouble to make anexaminflti.on in reg~rd to the matter, hnd just informed
lUlU that Judge Story wa.'> thirty-two
years and
two month~ old when first apJ2oillted.
Mr. 'rAY LOR moved to i'<tnkeout t.he words,
commencing in the fonrth line anu endina' ill the
sixth line. as follows; "or whose pru,ctic~ at the
bar and services upon the bench of any conrt in
this state, shall together he equaljtoeight years."
The section as it stood would allow a man
who had been on .the bench of a county court
seven years and SlX months, anu had practiced
law for six months to be eligible to the bench of
the court of appeals.
He apprehended this was

not desired bv any nu d that it was perhaps all
oversight by 'ibe committee.
The amendment wns rejected.
The question was then taken on tho eighth
sectiou as amended, and it was adopted.
The nineth section was then read.
Mr.DIXON offered as a substitute for the section
~he foll~wingo: "the eourt of appeals shall hold
ne sessions ltl each appellate district, unless the
people on the petition of a majority of the qualdied voters of such districts shall otherwise direct, and then at such time and places as may be
otherwise directed by law." His object was to stve
the people of a district who might desire n;t to
have a branch of the court of appeals among
them an opportunity to get rid of it. He did
not doubt however, that all would desire to have
the branch in their district.
Mr. MA.CHEN had objections to the manner
in which it was here proposed to get at the sense
of the district.
He proposed therefore that the
foilowine should be added to the end of the section. ".Provided that anyone or all of said distrlcts may by a majority of the qualified voters
therein decline haviug a branch of said court,
and in such event tbecppellate business for such
district or districts sball be transacted at the
seat of government."
Mr. DIXON withdrew his proposition and accepted tha.t of Mr. Machen ill lieu thereof.
Mr. TURNER said that he should at flo proper
time move a substitute for the whole section
leaving it to the people of the entir .. state to say
whether they would have the court branched or
uot.nnd to the legislature to provide for carrying
out their will in case they should decide in the
affirmative.
He had as yet heard no expression
from the people 011 the subject-nor
had it. so far
as he had ever discovered, at all entered into the
canvass for the convention.
Mr. HARGIS bud an amendment which he
believed would obviate all the difficulty.
It
was as follows:
Strike out all the first line
after tho word sessions, and insert in lien thereof
the 'IYorcls,"at thc capital in Frankfort, at such
times as may be provided hy law, provided that
the legislature may at :lolly time provide for said
conrt to be held at such other plaee or place" not
cxc~'edjng three as they may think proper."
This subject was a proper ono for legIslation,
and lUlU no busine>:,; in the or$anic law.
~Ir. C. A. WICKLIFFE had no idea that the
people of any district would ever I·efuse to have
a branch of the court of appeals come among
them} and he prDfermd therefore, the section as
it >:tood,without amendm€nt.
:nlr.MACHEr\' was himself fnIly satisfied as
to the propriety of branching the court, and had
full confidence that the district of country from
which he came would sustain the constitution of
the convention 011 that subj;>ct. His proposition
was intended merely to ohviate the diffienlt)',
which seem€c1to exist in the minch, of some gentlemen, as to the probability
that some of the
districts prefelTing not to have a branch of the
court among them.
The amendment eould do
no possiblt' injury while it might tend to satisfy gentlemen who entertained
the appreh;>nsions to which he had referred. However, he
felt no particular inwrc"t in t,he matter.
Mr. MAYES oppo"ed the amendmentasbeing
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calculated to destroy the proposition to branch tionul reform, and he had no intention to make.
the court, and because it would have a tendency
any proposition which would embarrass the acto keep each district in a state of continual ex- tion of the convention. He still believed the
citement.

amendment to be proper and right, but the con:Mr. HARDIN was opposed to the amendment.
snltatiou which he had had with those for whose
When the districts were arranged and the pro- opiuions he had a great regard, had induced him
position carne up before the people as to what to ask [or its witbdrawul.
point ill the district the court should be located,
The amendment was accordingly witbdnrwn.
It would lead to continual excitements among
Mr. C. A_ WICKLIFFE
said, he understood
the people. In some of the districts the loca- that those who opposed the sitting of the court
tion might be such as to induce a majority of in different districts, yet were in fuvor of electthe people to reject the court, rather than to have ing the judges by districts and not by general
it continued there. It was emphatically the ticket. It would be necessary therefore to preproposition with too much machinery-if
it was serve the equality of the voting population as
Intended to branch the court it was better to do nearly as possible in each. It had been suggesit at once. He should have preferred that the ted by the gentleman from Daviess, (Mr. Tripwhole matter should }m,c been 18ft to the legis- lett,) that these districts should be so formed as
lature, for them to branch the court or not as the to preserve the balance ofJ)owcr, that thc place
people mig-ht desire. '1'0 insert the provision in at which the court woul
be located, might be
the constitution would, he was confident, in- inconvenient to some of the counties in the dissure forever fifteen to twenty thousand yates trict.
He would, therefore, "with a view to obagainst the constitution.
,\vjio believed that viate that difficulty, offer an amendment as adthe vote in this, and the adjoining counties, dition to the ninth section. as follows:
would not be very heavy against allY con"The legislature llHt{ authonee a writ of erstitution containing
such a provision.
He ror or appeal to be triel in another county than
was against branching
because it would in- that to which such district may be attached."
crease the expenses of the state. It wail among'
If it would be more convenient
to take the
the great reasons which induced him to advo- business of one-county
or district to another
cate a convention, that some provision should be county, this would give permission to do it,
made in the constitution to guard ag-ain;;t that leaving the county in the district, so ns to prewasteful extravagance in the administration
of serve the equality of the voting population,
the government, which had so largely increased
'I'he amendment was adopted.
the ratio of taxation since the year 183'1. To
Mr. HARDIN said he had an amendment which
branch the court, to add an additional judge he should offer in the convention, in lieu of the
with other necessary expense, incident to such a ninth section, which he thOllght would meet the
change "would add to the expenditures
of the objection of the gentleman from Heuderso».
He
state at least $4000 yearly. Gentlemen might woulrl only read itnow:
saywhutwas$4000?
Nothing.
But those who
"S};c. . 'I'he court of appeals shall hold its
were farmers knew that when a thousand bushels sessions at the scat of government, unless otherof corn wee put in a crib an armful or a ear ta- wise ordered by law, and the power is hereby
ken from it was nothing, but these little noth- given to the legislature, from time to ti rue, to.fix
ings would leave the crib bare by spring. Whac on and regulate the times and places for holding
was one of the tittle springi! that fed the Missis- th~ acselons of the court of appeals."
sippi?
N olhing.
But. when they were all
He did not desire any present action upon the
united they formed the broadest and most ma- amendmcnt.
He wished not to encUlllher the
jestic river the world ever Raw.
constitution
with the subject; he "wished the
The CHAIR annoullced that the gentleman's
Pc0wer in this case to be left to the h'zislature.
time had expil·ed.
They would make more friends by leaVIng it to
And then the committee ro<;e and repurted the legislature than bv putting it in the COllprogress.
Lcave was granted it to sit again, stitution.
v
and then
Mr. C. A_ WICKLIFFE
was flllly aware tItat
Tht::convention adjourned.
that was the last point to which the 0;rponents
of the district systtOmwcre to retreat an fight its
battle. He was not to be alarmed from doinl;wllat
he thought right by the idea which he consHlered
a fallu<;iotls one, that they should make enemies
to t.he cOllstitution by the insertion of such a
WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 31, 1849.
provision.
Gentlemcll "were ill the practice of
getting up and sayin&" that unless their favorite
COUI:.'!' OF ArrEALS.
measurcs were carried, there would be such a
The convention rcsolve(l itself into committee
weight of opposition to the con8titut,ion that the
of the whole, Mr. HUSTON in the chair, and
p"fle would not receive it.
Other l;icntlemen
re"umed the consideration of the report of the
saic the l?eople cared llotljill~ about dtstl'ictillg,
committee on the court of appeals.
and that It was a lawyer's pr~]cct. He had heard
'l'Jw question before the c'ommittee was the anclread similar language from persons outof
amendmcnt offered yesterday by Mr. Machel!,
the hOlll'le,coming fwm tIle mountains around the
to the 9th section.
seat of government.
.Between the proposition
Mr . .MACHEN suggested that hi8 object in
of his colleague, who would leave the subject of
presenting that amendmellt was to prevent some
branching the court to the legislarure, and the
aiffinlties which he thought. had arisen in the
one of his friend from Madison, that the court
house. He was. a t,horough friend of Constitllshall be held at Ute seat o[ government, he had
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no hesitation in preferring the latter.
He had no a court of appeals, for the purpose of preserving
But the idea that juswish to have such a spring board, 11.:1 the amend- uniformity m decisions.
ment of his colleague, from which aspirants to tice was to be curried to every man's door, was
like
that
which
he
had
somewhere
read fifty years
office could bound into congress or the executive chair. He had often witnessed the influ- ago, in which an individual declared that he haence which had been brought to bear upon the ted the very idea of a court bouse and a grave
Jf he was not obliged to support his neaction of the Ieglelatnre from around and with- yard.
in the capital, and he did not believe, if the groes he would never go uear a court house, for
matter were left open, that the court would he regarded the court house and the grave yard
be located any where else than at the seat with much the same feelings.
He agreed with his colleague, that the legislaof go,-ernment.
'I'hc influence of the members
ture always had the power to branch the court,
of the bar around that place would be brought
and he did not know how a contrary opinion
to bear upon the legi~hture,
and would constitute a nucleus to rally around for some as- got abroad; he had been told, however, that it
virant for congress, or the governorship,
and was started by a gentleman who lives here, Mr.
Charles S. Morehead; but whoever it was, he
lt would be very convenient to sax, we will
postpone this bill till the next lear, un the third ought to have a patent for it. He had been in
of March. If it was right an
proper that the the legislature twice when the subject of branchcourt of appeals should hold its sessions in dif- iug the court had come 11p, and when gentlemen
ferent places, and at different times, and if the sl1g~estedJ'laces where the court should be held.
Thili
public interest would be subserved thereby, he Sprmgfiel was aile of the places named.
would inquire what good reasou there was for was a place where they had to haul water five
miles,
and
he
always
put
ill
a
proviso.
that
if
postponing it. As to the argument that it would
be a make weight against the adoption of the the court was sent there, they should sit in watenuelon time. The idea, therefore, that the leconstitution
by the people. it was one that
gislature had not the power to branch the court,
could be used on both sides.
This measure
had been before the legislature heretofore and was a new one--one that, during his practice of
lie might. perhaps poiutout the cause why it had the law for forty-three years, he had never heard
been defeated.
There had been in times past, in his county.
The OHAI RMAN stated that as the gentlesome sudden changes, and new lights had burst
in upon the legislative body bet"w"een the going man from N elson had not offered the amenddown and the rising of the sun ; even at the ment which he read, there was no question behour of midnight those lights had burst in, and fore the committee.
Mr. MORRIS said he had been a silent but
had furnished an apology for the declaration,
an exceedingly interested listener to the discusthat men had scruples about the constitutionality
He was one of the few
of the thing.
The gentleman had proposed to sion on this question.
[ive this constitutional power to the Iogislntnre. gentlemen in this house who was extremely teuacioua
in
the
matter
of the independence of
The,Y would have it at any rate unless the prop·
He believed most eruRlmticully
osition of the gentleman from Madison prevail- the judiciary.
and entirely with the late venerable Chief Jused.
Mr. HARDIN repeated, that he had only in. tice Marshall, who declared in UIe convention of
dtcated his design to bring forward the amend- Virginia, that the greatest curse wbtch could
ment he hud read, at a proper time, "when he befall. any. country, was a dependent and corBe enure here prepared to vote
should probably give his reasons fully and thor- rupt JudICiary.
oughly, that his constituents might see why and for the insertion of a clause in the constitution
wherefore he differed from his honorable col- giving to the people the election of the judges.
of the judileague. He was not an enemy to the bill, be had He believed that the independence
ever beeu ill favor of electing the judges of the ciary depended not so much Oil the mode in
which
the
judges
received
their
offices,
as the
court of appeals, and of electing them by disBe believed
tricts, and that they should hold their-offices but tenure by which they were held.
that the same corrupt illflnenee8, so beautifully
for one term.
Mr. O. A. WICKLIFFE did not intend to say described the other day by the gentleman from
that he was an enemy to the principle of the bill. Bourbon, (Mr. Davis) would equally operate on
or on any other of the departMr. HARDIN said he had staked himself on the legislature,
the great question of constitutional reform. He ments of the government, as on the people themwas one of the first men that voted for it in the selves. Nay, he believed it would, to even a
He considered that the indepenstate senate. He was exceedlugly anxious to greater extent.
was to be effected more
frame a constitution
which the'" people would dence of the judiciary
by
making
the
term
of office lon~, and the salaadopt, upon the first vote that they should take
ries
of
the
officers
high,
and also by making the
upou it; and it was equally important that the
constitution should be popular, as well us good. judges ineligible after serving out their respecHe had no idea of practicing law much lonsrer tive terms. He believed that in this way they
and
and would just as lieve have the branch of '='th~ might secure an independent judiciary,
court at Pulaski as here. He did not take many these were the propositions he would vote for as
As regarded the
causes to that court, and there were a great ma- a member of the convention.
ny eminent lawyers who never took a cause to question now before the committee, he looked
the court of appeals.
They might as well stop upon it as one of policy and expediency, and
at the court below, because they could have the could he ima~ine it struck at the independence
in the remotest degree, he
opinion of but one man when they got here. and of the judiciary
Hie case would not be as well argued as at horne. would stand against it as :firmly as the gentleman
from
Nelson
had
done; buthe looked upon
He admitted, however, that it was well to have
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it as not affecting the independence oC the judi- blanks in that section. He thought, that if the
ciary.
constitution was not to be formally proclaimed
The convention had been told, and it had as the constitution of the state, till the people
been proved by the gentlemen from Montgomehad had an opportunity to consider it, and the
ry, and also by another table produced here by convention were to meet afterwards to proclaim
the gentleman from Bourbon, (Mr. Williams,)
it, they could not meet earlier than April or
that if they branched the court of appeals, the May next. The members of the legislature
le¥al business of that court would, in all proba- would be elected 011 the first Monday in August,
bility, be largely increased. Now, he saw no ob- as he understood by the contemplated report of
jection to the adoption of that proposition on the committee on that subject, and consequently,
that score. Give the people of Kentucky an op- there could not be an election of judicial officers
poitunity of having their law business promptearlier than the ensuing spring after thatlegislaly attended to, and that could be done by having ture had closed its session. He would, therebranches distributed in different parts of the fore, propose that the first election of these offistate. If the court of appeals was a benefit and cers, throughout the state, should take place on
a service to the people, by affording them an the first Monday in May, 1851, and that they
opportunity of going to a higher and abler should be elected thereafter on that day. That
court than the circuit court" for an adjudication
would avoid an election of these judges at a peof their cases, then let the tribunal be placed in riod when the political officers were chosen, and
such a position as to suit the convenience of the he thought it a more convenient season than the
people. Was it right that the people from re- month of August.
mote parts of the commonwealth,
should be
Mr. MACHEN suggested that members of
compelled to travel all the .vay to Frankfort, ill congress would be elected in 1851, and the elecorder to attend the appellate court, whilst the tion of judges and members of congress would
judges should have tfie privilege of travelling
thus occur III the same year.
along good roads, and without any inconveniMr. C. A. WICKLIFFE
replied that it was
ence whatever, to sit and hear appeals at the for this reason that the month of May was seseat of government?
'I'he court of appeals then, lected, which would avoid all other elections.
under existing circumstances, must, he thought,
Mr. DESHA said the second or third Monday
be either a benefit or a curse to the people. He in May would be more agreeable to the people,
should judge from the argument of the venera- in reference to their business for the season.
ble gentleman from Nelson, (Mr. Hardin,) that
Mr. APPERSON would prefer the middle of
he considered this court a curse. If it was a a week, and an earlier period.
The first 'I'hursbenefit, it should be spread over the state at day in April would throw the election still farlarge, so that people might eujcy it; but if. on ther from the time of other elections.
the contrary, it was a curse, why let the people
Mr. HARGIS preferred the third Thursday in
bear it?
April, as the circuit courts would be in session
It had been said that the introduction of this iu his county on the first.
clause would affect the reception of the new
The PRESIDENT' thought the election of
constitution by the people of Kentucky.
He, these officers should come on those years when
however, did not believe it would produce allY the members of the legislature were not to be
effect of that kind; but if [lily, it would affect chosen. He would prefer the first Monday in
the constitution for good, and render It'more pal- August, on those years when the members of
atable to the people. The insertion of the pro- the legislature were not chosen. He was not
vision in question was regarded by many gentle- willing, however, that any time should be fixed
men here as an entering wedge toward the re- upon now, as the time when all officers were to
moving of the seat of ~overnmellt.
He did not be elected was to be fixed upon hereafter.
lOOKupon it in that light. He would do nothMr. C. A. WICKLIFFE
stated that the reaing to remove the seat of government from son why he wished to have the blank filled now,
Frankfort, for it was a pleasant place, and the was, that he understood that the committee on
people were very warm hearted and hospitable.
the legislative department had fixed upon the
He would warn gentlemen, who felt interested in first Monday ill August, 1850, as the time when
the town of Frankfort, that there are large and the first election for representatives
should take
remote sections of the state where the people place under the new coustitutiou.
They would
were extremely anxious for the branching of the then be obliged to take a different month, or de.
court of appeals, and that if they pertinaciously
la;r the election till August, 1851, which would
adhered to the keeping of every thing within bring the election to the time of the election of
this little town, it might operate most seriously members of congress. He thought it would be
against it.
better to fix all a different period of the year for
The 9Lh section as amended was then adopt- the election of the judges, both of the appellate
ed.
and circuit courts, from that on which either
The secretary then read the tenth section, as state or national officers were to be chosen. He
follows:
was, on the whole, indifferent whether the time
"The first election of the judges of the court were fixed now, or whether they waited till the
of appeals shall take place on the
day of legislative committee had reported the time for
He would, there-.
, and every two years thereafter, in the choice of representatives.
the district in which a vacancy may occur, by fore, withdraw the proposition to fill the blank
expiration of the term of office; and the judges at present.
The tenth section was then adopted.
of the said court shall be commissioned by the
governor. "
The eleventh section was then read, eafclMr. C. A. WICKLIFFE
proposed to fill the lows:
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"There shall be elected, in each dlstrlct, by had found a true bill on an indictment, it wes
the qualified voters thereof, a clerk of the court prima facie evidence that the attorney general
against him. He
of appeals for such district, who shall hold his ought to file an information
office for the term of eight years, from and after would prefer that the trial should take place in
his election, and who may be removed by the his own district, because the subjects for which
court of appeals, for good cause, upon informa- he should be tried would relate to the records of
that particular court, and it would be necessary
tion by: the attorney general."
Mr. TURNER
said he had some difficnlty in to have the records of that court to prove the
understanding the operation of this section. He facts. He would prefer that the honorable chairof that kind,
would like to know how many attornefs gener- man should move an amendment
al were to be had? He thought this section ought because it was not easy to carry an amendment
to
which
that
gentleman
was
opposed.
to provide for having four attorneys general, OHe
Mr. O. A. 'WICKLIFFE
said the committee
to attend each sitting court, otherwise he must
pass around to each district. In this case the thought it best to throw around these officers
annoyances
business at the seat of government
would be SOUle safe-guard from unnecessary
proceedings
neglected, for the officers there would have no by persons who might institute
against them which were groundless.
As a
one to advise them in his absence.
member of that committee he was not attached
Mr. IRWIN was not in favor of the proposed
arrangement of the court, but he would enquire to any particular court as tile court to try such a
if it were not somewhat strange, that a clerk case. He would suggest to his friend whether
who was elected by thirty thousand
llcrsolls it would not be better to leave it to the legislature to fix the mode of procedure.
could be put out of office by foul' persons?
Mr. TRIPLETT
assented to this proposition.
Mr. O. A. WIOKLIFFE
was sorry that he
could not please the gentleman from logan.
It
Mr. HARDIN suggested that it would be bet'Was difficult to please a gentleman
'who did not ter to adopt the language of the old constitution,
wish to be pleased.
The gentleman from Madi- which is in the following words:
son (Mr. Turner,) had suggested that the pres"They shall be removable for breach of good
ence of an attorney at the capital was necessary. "behavior by the court of appeals only, who
He would enquire where thai.distinguished
gen- 'shall be judges of the fact as well as of the
tleman now resided?
Did he live at the seat of 'law."
Now, under that clause, the court of appeals
government?
'I'bere had been many who did
not, and the present able and competent officer has said it is only to be filed by leave of the
did not reside here. He did not know how the court.
If this language were adopted, all would
governmeutgot
along ill his absence. He thonght
understand what the decisions were. He would
there would be no difficulty from the cause indi- not, however, make any motion on the subject.
Mr. C. A. WIOKLIFFE
observed to the gencated.
The gentleman from Logan (Mr. Irwin.)
had objected that the committee proposed that tleman from Daviesa (Mr. Triplett)
that if he
four judges should displace 11 clerk who had would consent to postpone any action upon his
been elected by thirty thousand persons.
He amendment
for the present. he would consult
would answer that the judges were to be elected the committee of which he was a member, and
by a still larger number, but they were to be re- get a provision
which he thought would meet
movable by a small number.
The power must the views of that gentleman.
be placed somewhere.
:Mr. 'l'RIPLETT
assented.
Mr. McHENRY rose to a point of order.
He
The eleventh section was then adopted.
thought the remarks were not applicable to the
The twelfth section was then read.
subject before the committee.
'I'he section was
Mr. C. A. WICKLIFFE
said that in consenot debateable under the resolution which gave quence of the amendments
:r.reviouslyadopted,
permission to discuss amendments only.
it would be necessary to strike out the words
Mr. C. A. WICKLIFFE
begged pardon for "of the United States," and insert the words "a
having unintentionally
wandered from the point citizen and resident of the district at least two
year" next precedillS the election."
And he
in debate.
Mr. 'IlRIPLETT
wished to call the attention
would move to have It so amended.
of the honorable
chairman of the committee on
The amendment was adopted, and the section
the court of appeals to the words in the eleventh therefore was in these words:
·'S.Ec. 12. No person shall be eligible to the ofseetdon, "and who may be removed by the court
of apFfettls,- for good cause, upon information by fice of clerk of the court of appeals unless he is
a citizen and resident Of the distnct at least two
the attorney general.'
the election, in which he
'I'here was a possibility.
and even 11 strong years next preceding
of the age of twenty one
prdbabil ity, that Do clerk might misbehave in one may be a candidate,
years, and has a certificate of his qnalifications
district not immediately
under the cognizance
of the court of appeals."
?f the at~orney general, and he would not have from thejud[es
Mr. NUTTALL
moved further to amend by
information
of the feet.
He would therefore
suggest the. p~opriety of inserting. the words, striking out the words "and has a certifieate of
his qualifications
from the judges of the court
"upon the indictment
of 3 grand juryv-c-after
the words above quoted.
There ought to be of appeals."
If
this
report
were
adopted, and if the election
some measure by which the citizen ill a remote
part of the state, who had been Injured by the of the judges and the clerks were to take place
mal-conduct of a clerk of the court of appeals, next May, out of the twen!1' five or thirty tbousand voters composing a district, not more than
might be able to reach him through the attorney
general. IN 0 private person could compel him half a dozen, except the old clerks, would stand
to file an information, but when a grand jury any earthly chance of being elected clerks of the
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court of appeals, fir their several districts.
Be was so well qualified tc fill the place as his son
that as it might, be understood that if this sec- William; find-WilliamhlJ,ving sold it, out, no man
tion were adopted, it would have the direct effect was so well qualified as William's vendee.
And
of installing all the old officers who were for- when Boyle county was made no man was so
merly clerks in the different courts of Kentucky. well qualified for that office as William, in the
There was no earthly doubt of it; and, be would eyes G.f hi~ father. He hOJ2ed /?entlemen would
here say, that if there was one thin~ more than not be inclined to carry their VJCWS so far as to
another that had a most powerful iutluence in run this principle into the ground.
We have
revolutionizing
public sentiment on the subject fixed upon the qualifications
as to age and resof calling this convention, it was the manner in idence.
It would do Q.O harm.
The gentleman
which the clerks had heretofore been appointed.
(rom Henry was entirely mistaken in the supand the course pursued in continuing men, from position thQ.t the old clerks would bc elected.
father to son, in office. He was in favor of giving Some would, and some would not. Many young
every man a fair opportunity
of filling one of the men would qualify themsel vee to fill the office'
public offices, if he chose to run for it. Now in of clerk, and he ventured to say. that there would
regard to the duties of the clerks of the court of be no scarcity of competent men to discharge
appeals he did not pretend to say that he under- the duties.
stood them, hut it seemed to him that few quali:MI'. CLARKE said that gentlemen had atfications only were required to make a man a tempted to u,ssign reasons why a candidate for
good clerk. He had been in the court of appeals
the office of the clerk of the court of aJ;lpeals
once or twics in his life. and had never heard a should be in possession of ~ certificate Jll reclerk read more than a short paper that the court spect to his competency and abtlity to diseberge
had affirmed or reversed the decision of the court the unties of the office. This was based upon
below. A line or two was sufficient to enter the the fact that the individual
would not he as
order of the court. as it aJ2peared to him, He likely to be as generally known by the people,
might be mistaken: that might have been a min- as the one who obtained tile office of clerkship
ute merely, and the order mi~ht afterwards have in the circuit court.
Hence therefore, it was
been written at length, but he did not hear it contended, the necessity of a certificate.
But,
read.
But, it seemed to him, that any practical
he would ask, was it true that the possession of
man of good sense might discharge the duties of a certificate was satisfactory
evidence
of his
clerk of the court of appeals, orofthecircuit
court. qualification?
That was thc point.
It was
He was willing to carry out tho doctrine, which argued that no one should be a clerk unless he
he .first contended for here, and that was, that if was qualified, and the best. evidence of the fact
the people were qualified to judgfl of the capa- was the possession of a certificate.
Now, in
city and ability of' men to fill other offices, thcy respect to what had fallen from the gentleman
would certainly be qualified to elect a man clerk from Madison, and the venerable gentleman
of the court of appeals.
He wag in favor of from Nelson, on the subject of a certificate, he
striking out the words he had indicated, because would ask if these certificates,
obtained with
he thought it would be forciugthe clerks already
the facility which had been stated here, furnishill office on the commonwealth.
ed satisfaetory
proof of the qualification
of a
If
}Ir. HARDIN observed that this was the same clerk to discharge the duties of his station?
question that had occupied the attention of the he (Mr. Clarke) desired to be a candidate for the
committee for the last three weeks.
All it office of clerk, he would set about learning to
amounted to was, whether they should fix the answer some dozen or twenty questions, which
qualifications for any office. Tltey hadfized the it was understood b;r the old clerk were always
age at twenty one years, and that was a qualifi- put by the judges at the court of appeals to an
cation.
That was as much an abridgment of a aspirant
.(01' the office.
And, after 11e should
have gone before them, and answered those
man's liberty as to make him subject to militarv
duty.
He had no idea that. the people would questions,
he would get a certificate.
They
elect a man that was not qualified, bnt it was allowed a man, because he had a certificate
Important to have the people understand what to impose upon the people-to
practice a fraud
was thonght about the principle in order that upon their credulity.
That was the effect
they miglit know that a knowledge of the law of it. If' they let him go before the people upon
his character, and
was essential to the administration
of justice in his reputation, his standing,
business habits, the people would he competent
our courts.
The people ought to understand
that before a clerk Was permitted to act he should to judg-e of his fitness and capacity to discharge
have some paper which would show his qualifi- the duties of a clerk.
But, if they let him go
cations.
He thought that no man should be into office, because of his possession of a certielected a clerk unless he was qualified.
It had ficate, which he had obtained by fraud, they exbeen said that it was in consequence
of the cited the suspicion of the people and invited
them to enter into a scrutiny of his qualificaabuses of the appointing power this convention
had been brought about. It was true, there wus tion, which
they doubtless
would Institute.
ground for these complaints.
When the clerk He had no objeccion, nor had anyone,
to the
of Owen county died, the judge sent down to eandidate
bein~ a resident of the district in
Green, without regard to the wishes of the peo- which he s]lOuld be elected, two years, and that
ple of the district, and brought his brother out he should be twenty one years of age; but he
of an apothecary shop. It was difficult for him did object emphatically to his being, by fraud
palmed off upon the cOIJ;lmunity
to get a certificate, bnt some man taught him to and trickery,
as a competent clerk, when able and distinguishrepeat the answers which he would be required
to make, and he thus obtained one.
When t]te ed lawyers said he was ~ot qualified.
clerk in Garrard died, the judge thought no Ulan
Mr. O. A. WIC.K;LLFFE explained the qbje.et
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rity of a clerk. but they said they would require
of the committee ill framing this section, in this some evidence that he had learned his trade, that
manner.
They designed to show to the commt~is, that he knew how to do the work.
nityand
to the world, as well as to the eandiMr. BALLINGER
would not have arisen to
dates for this office, that he should. be furnished with prima facie evidence, at least, of fitness speak on this subject, but for the allusion to a
for the office. That individuals
had obtained clerk in one of the counties of this state, by the
It was true that for
certificates who were not vcry well qualified for gentleman from Simpson.
the duties of a clerk, might be true. Au in- the last year, that clerk had been disabled by
There was, however. no clerk in
stance had been given by a gentleman.
He the palsy.
could give an instance where the reverse was the state better qualified to discharge the duties
true. He had known the case of a young man, of the office. He had been a clerk a long time,
who had enjoyed every advantage to make hun- and received his appointment at first on account
self a competent clerk, for he was schooled in of his superior qualifications, and he was a
necessity
the clerk's office, and made himself familiar living evidence of the indispensable
He had given limwith the duties of that office by study and ex- of proper qualifications.
versal
satisfaction
for
nearly
thirty
years.
The
perience, and he (Mr. Wickliffe,) knew that he
business of the office was now carried on by
was well qualified. yet in his alarm and trepidation, before the tribunal, he could not answer a individuals who were not themselves qualified,
Prerformed their labors under his disingle question.
He then came to him, (Mr. but,vho
I'hat was an evidence of the necessity"
Wickliffe)
and told him what had occurred. rection.
Upon a consultation with the judges, a re-exam- of having a clerk who was qualified both in
He thought, notw ithstaudination was had under such circumstnnces as to theory and practice.
remove the cause of his trepidation;
a certifi- ing the statements which had been made to the
cate was granted and he made a most excellent contrary, that the possession of a certificate was
Any mall
clerk.
When gentlemen came to reflect upon a requis ite evidence of qualification.
it, he thought they would see the necessity of who would give bis time and attention to the
having some se~urity against any rna? obtain- subject could qualify himself for this office; hut
the people were not capable of judging whether
ing this office Without the proper qualifications.
au individual
was fully competent.
None but
Some popular declaimer, wholly unqualified,
qualified t0l'erform
might obtain the suffrages of the people, and se- those wbo were themselves
cure the election and commission of a clerk, and those duties were competent to judge 0 the dthaving done so, he might then farm it out to ness of another individual.
Mr. CLARKE explained that he did not make
some cue man who was qualified, just as the old
sheriffs had done. He wished to preserve a pro- the allusion to which the gentleman had replied,
with
a view of ehowiug that the incumbent was
vision by which the people should have some
evidence of fitness, and that there should be not qualified to discharge the duties of the office,
some inducement to young men to qnalify them- hut simply to reply to the gentleman from Nelselves.
If his colleague were to Imagine that son, (Mr. C. A. Wickliffe), and to show it was
necessary for a clerk to write
he might be a suitable ,clerk in his judic~al dis- not indispensably
trict, it would be difficult to prevent hIS elec- a very elegant hand.
Mr. GHOLSON
said he had not risen with
tion, yet no judge of the court of appeals would
grant him a certificate that he was qualified. any expectation that his peculiar views could be
Would it be proper to appoint such a man 3.'> he, enforced, or that he should make any impression
and then have some friend of his to perform the on the house in what he might have to sav on
this question; but he felt it his bounden duty
duties of the office.
Mr. CLARKE wished to remark that there to oppose the course which some gentlemen
was a man now occupying the station of clerk were taking in making these invidious distinctions at every stage of this discussion.
Now
who could not write.
Mr. C. A. WICKLIFFE supposed as Dogber- the gentleman from Nelson, (Mr. Hardin), had
conceded
the
whole
ground
in
controversy
at
ry said, it came bv nature. He was aware there
He had taken down his words verhad been a practfce tllTongllOut the state of ap- the outset.
pointing young gentlemen to that station who batim as they fen from his lips, and they were
had never spent a day in a clerk's office, and that he had no idea that any man would be
He had
who knew nothing about the business.
Clerks elected who was not well qualified.
of the
had been appointed to office pro tem., who went as much confidence in the intelligence
to work and qualified themselves, and became people as the /?entleman, and concurred with
It
excellent clerks.
But it was not now proposed him in the opinion which he had expressed.
to elect clerks pro tem.; and pri1M facie evidence had been fully shown that a certificate wa .s not
prima
facie
evidence
of
a
man's
fitness
for
office.
was requisite, at least, that th~y could re~d .a~d
They all
write, and understood something of the judicia- In this opiniou he also concurred.
ry of the country.
The office of a clerk was a knew that for many years past, the public offices
very important one, not only for the despatch of had been confined almost exclusively to a cerbusiness, but its correctness.
He had known tain class of the community, divided among certain families belonging to the Patrician order,
evils to arise, owing to a want of qualification
The father first enjoyed
in a clerk under the present system, or by incom- as he considered them.
petency of his deputies, while the clerk himself the office for a number of years, and then it was
was employed in other business.
It was on ac- transferred to the son. This was the only class
count of abuses of that kind, that the subject of of persons, if this provision were adopted, that
callinz aconveution wasfullydlscussed
through- could come forward and obtain a certificate of
He agreed with the gentleman
ont thOeregion where he lived.
The people did qualification.
not demand any evidence of the honesty or integ- from Nelson, that the people would make a pro-
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first thing we do,
per choice. 'Where a man was 'Well known the one of his followers said-the
people must be the best judges, and vet gentle- let 11S kill all the lawyers: to which Oade imI mean to do. 18
men proposed to prescribe to the people wbom mediately replied, nay-that
thcy should or should not elect. He maintained not this a lamentable thing, said he, that of the
that the character of a man before the people skin of an iuuocent lamb should be made parchwas the vf:,rybest evidence of his qualification. ment, and that parchment being scribbled over
I did, said he, hut seal
He l?rotested against prescribing to the people, should undo a man.
for It was in so many words saying to them. once a paper, and 1 was never wine own man
since.
It
wag
after
arriving
at this most wise
"you know nothing about selecting' a competent
clerk, and we must give you our advice lest you and sapient conclusion that the most unfortuelect an incompetent man, having no confidence nate clerk of Ohatham was introduced into court
and put upon his trial, when the most remarkain your judgment, integrity. and discretion.'
He knew this measure would be adopted, but ble specimen, perhaps now OIl record, of all the
before it was he would now repeat Ius protest beauties of ignorance was displayed in the diagainst the infliction of such injustice on those nlogue which ensued between' the renowned
judge and one of his followers. I do not prewho sent him bere.
Mr. DIXON believed that he well understood tend to quote from the great dramatist, Shaknow, what tile gentleman from Ballard meant. speare, aecurately ; but it was, as well as my
'l'hc last remarks of that gentleman were easily memory serves, after this sort:
"Who have you there, said Cade.
understood. He had asked the gentleman from
The clerk of Ohatham, said his follower.
Nelson, if his object was to prevent the ignoraWhat's his offence, said Oade.
muses from being elected clerks, to prescribe
He can write and read, and cast accounts, said
rules to keep theru out of the office.
Mr. GHOLSON declared he had not uttered his follower.
O! monstrous, said Cade.
that sentiment, but did say that other gentlemen
We took him setting of boys copies, said his
held the doctrine that the people would elect a
set of ignoramuses. and therefore they prescrib- follower.
O! the villain, said Oade.
ed those metes and bounds.
He has a book in his pocket with red letters
Mr. DIXON.
That was it then, just the
thing, they prescribed rules by which ig-nora- in it, said his follower.
Nay, then, he is a conjuror, said Oade.
muses might be prevented from being clerks.
He can make obligations and write court hand,
Mr. GHOLSON. If the geutleman thouf?htto
make capital by a wilful perversion of h1S rc- said his follower.
I am sony for it, said Oede. The man is a.
marks he was welcome to do so.
Mr. DIXON did not thick much capital would proper mall 011 mine honor. Unless I find him
guilty
he shall not die.
Come hither sirrah, I
be made from any remarks of that gentleman; for
after giving- him full credit for all the capital he must examine thee. Dost thou use to write thy
possessed, tt, would be oflittle value. He under- name, or hast thou a mark to thyself, like an
stood the gentleman to say, if the people would honest plain dealing man.
I thank God, said the clerk, I have been
make bad clerks, tbey had a right to do so; if
they would make mean and dishonest men clerks, so well brought up that I can write my name.
He hath confessed ! He hath confessed.said the
thcy still had a right to do it; and if they put
ignorumnses in office, they had the right to do follower of Cede. He is a villain and a traitor.
Awn'! with him then said Oade, let him die
it; and he insists that the people of Ballard and
McCracken should not be prevented from exer- with his pen and inkhorn about his neck. Off
cising this right. It was unfortunate that the with his 'head.
And now, said he, we'll have the head of Lord
gentleman did not live in the time of the great
contest of the white and red roses, as it was Say, for selling the dukedom of Maine. and good
termed, or between the houses of York and Lan- reason too; for thereby is England maimed, and
caster, which was waged with such partizan fu- fain to go with a staff, but that my puisance
rv, that England was drenched in blood. holds it up. Why, said he, is not this Say a vilThere was during that memorable contest, a cel- lain. and worse than all, he can speak French,
Answer, if you
ebrated man who entertained the same opinions and therefore he is a traitor.
with the gentleman from Ballard and McCrack- can. The Frenchmen are our enemies, go to
en.
He and those who agreed with him, theu. I ask but this, can he that speaks with
thought it was wrong for aman to write, highly the tongue of an enemy be a good counsellor.
criminal to read, and especially so, if he .spok.e I answer, he cannot. Then I say let him die the
French. It was the celebrated Jack Oade. He death of a traitor. Off with his head!'
Had my friend lived at that period, he might
was the great leader of all the ignorance of England; he fought several battles, and was victo- have been a distinguished leader like Oade. No
If he wrote.
rious ; he took many captains, and made it a qualifications were then needed.
point, like the gentleman from Ballard and Me- that was a disqualification; if he read, it was
the
same;
and
if
he
spoke
French
he had no
Cracken, to 5lpare no one who was so uufortunate a!'!to have learned to read and write. At one chance but to have his head taken off. They
time he constituted himself a court with crimi- were not now living at such a period, and he
nal jurisdictiou, when a clerk-the clerk of Chat- thought his friend from Ballard must be satJack Oade thought the qualifitam-was brought before him, on the grave and isfied of that.
reading, and speaking
horrible charge that he could read and write, and cations of writing,
some one else on a. charge that he spoke French. French, were sufficient to demand decapitation.
Before the examination of the unfortunate vio- His friend from Ballard seemed to think that aU
lators of the criminal code ofCacle commenced, qualifications for the office of clerk, should be
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dlsregnrded.
He, (Mr. Dixon) however, looked 'of clerk, to any court of the aama dignity.
These
on the qualifications of a cler-k, as among the 'with that for which he offers himself."
most important in the state, important to every are the qualifications required by the the present
constitution.
Granted
that
even
under
citizen ill the the whole country.
In the
clerk's office were deposited all evidences of ti- these qualifications frauds have crept into the
tles, a thousand evidences of facts, upon which records, should they now throw open the doors
all the rights and interests of the people of this to an unlimited extent for the entering of such
Because certificommonwealth depended.
It was highly im- frauds, for that reason alone?
was
portant that the clerk should know how to take cates were sometimes given unworthily,
care of these papers.
Surely it was important, that a reason wby no qualifications at all should
and he believed it required year3 of study and be required before a candidate had the right to
close apfilication to qualify any man for the bus- present himself and trouble a district with his
iness.
e was most decidedly opposed to break- pretensions to office? Licenses were required
ing down, or throwing wide open tbe gate to jromlaw,Yers and yet sometimes there were men
permit every man to go in and take charge of who received them, who were not lawyers, but.
these evidences of title, whether qualified or not. this fact was soon found out, and before they
In re~ard to clerks, the
They had better look to this matter before they could do much harm.
acted upon it. Titles to laud, sud titles of every evils arising were not so readily to be obviated.
description were placed in the keeping of the And should Dot the people require at least the
clerk.
In the proper records of the decrees and same qualifications of those who present themjudgments of the courts, every thing was in- selves for that office? Shall not the people
volved, because a corruptor ignorant clerk may place over themselves the same guards that in
pervert the record, and destroy all the evidences the present constitution they placed oyer the
from
which it was intended to rerpetuate,
and tlJCU courts to prevent improper individuals
the rights of the people 0 course arc sacrificed. presenting themselves for these offices? HowNothing
could be so important as that the ever aristocratic these clerks might become from
clerks should be coml?etent men.
He hoped their official position, they certainly were not
They were generally the
they would not, by striking out this provision, so in their origin.
say to the people of the whole state of Kentuck;v, sons of poor men, and frequently the orphans of
it was right end proper, if they chose to do It, widowed mothers who were educated III their
And he
to put an ignorant man in the office of clerk. duties by the several county clerks.
It would be a wrong, and an outrage Oil their desired also to fix such qualifications as should
open
the
office
to
all,
and
at
the
same
time
prerights, to put an incompetent tnau in that office,
and thus throw down all the barriers which serve that high character for capability which the
should be erected by this convention, against clerks of the courts of Kentucky had ever borne
It would at least inthat wild spirit of revolution, which under a at home cud elsewhere.
leader of the spirit of Jack Cade, might result crease the chances of securing better officers,
in the destruction of every thing that was worth and it was the part of wisdom, therefore, to put
it in the constitution.
Their possession of this
preserving.
:1'lr. GllOLSON said it would be recollected certificate by the candidates, would be prima
by the committee that he had commenced his facie evidence, at least, to the people, that they
remarks with the emphatic declaration that he were qualified for thc atatiou.
wanted qualified men, and that the gentleman
Mr. TURNER said that most of the clerkfrom Nelson (Mr. Hardin) said he had no idea ships were filled by the sons of poor and humthat the people would elect a man who was not ble men. And if it should be required, as he
qualified.
And, in order to get them, he (MI'. proposed, that each clerk should serve an apG.) proposed to give the election to those who prenticeship of two years before he was a canlived around them, and who would therefore, be didatc, it would to a still greater degree, keep
the best qualified to judge.
He wished to be the office within the reach of the SOIlS of poor
understood on that particular point. When gen- men, inasmuch as the sons of the wealthy and
tlemen were dri ven to the wall, when they the aristocratic would hardly consent to learn
showed a disposition to hold up the aristocracy, the business as apprentices.
The best clerks
let them refer to old. English tales of Jack Cede, in the commonwealth
were the sons of poor
and Spanish tales of Sancho Panza.
He need- men who had been obliged to serve an aped no such aid.
His affections were with the prenticeship
of this kind.
He instanced the
people.
clerks in this city, and in Madison, Fayette,
The PRESIDENT
supposed
there was no and Lincoln, as being most excellent officers,
man ill the convention who did not desire that and men who were of the class to which he had
the candidates for the office of clerk should be referred. The objection to the present mode of
well qualified.
Now what was the best mode judges appointing their own clerks WM~ that
of securing that description of officers? In the they were very apt to appoint their own sons
present constitution it is declared "that each and relations; and this was not surprising, as
. court shall appoint its own clerk, who shall they received so little compensation, that they
, hold his office during good behavior; but no must be compelled to resort to that means to
But the people were now
'person shall be appointed clerk, only pro tern- sustain their families.
, pore, who shall not produce to the court ap- to make these appointments, and he hoped the
'pointing him, a certificate from a majority of convention would put it out of the power of any
"the judges of the court of appeals, that he had mall to receive one of these offices unless he
<been examined by their clerk in their presence, had qualified himself by learning its duties by
In regard to the refer<and under their direction, and that they judge a. regular apprenticeship.
, him to be well qualified to execute the office ence that had been made to his aiding a young
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man in procuring
the office of olerkc-ha
had who bad nut written III a clerk's
office for
only to say that he did it in one instance, recel v. two years could possibly be a candidate until afing no compensation therefor, and merely as an ter the first election.
What he desired, was to
act of good will to the person.
And even this he see everyman who could get a certificate l?f his
desired to guard against in the future.
qualifications eligible to the office, and if In the
Mr. R. N. WICKLIFFE
said be should vote grunting of those certificates the judge should
to retain the requirement of a certificate.
The perpetrate any fraud on the freemen of the comrequisition in tlie present constitution
on its face monwealth,
let them be deprived of their of.
would seem to be the best that could be devised.
flees.
It requires the judge to appoint the clerk, and
Mr. A. K. MARSHALL
said there was one
even then, that he should uot do it except upon
exception to the charge that the
a certificate of qualification.
All would sup- honorable
pose that the judge was the best person to judge clerks had opposed the call of a convention.
of the qualification of a clerk, and the framers There was one who had not only been an earnest
but who to his
of that constitution were wise ill that provision, advocate of reform throughout,
if the courts of the country had carried it out honor, be it spoken, was opposed to the qualifiby the committee.
He,
in the spirit they designed.
But if there was cations recommended
any thing at all which had brought about this (Mr. M.,) should vote against ...he amendment of
convention,
it was the open bargain and the gentleman from Madison, and also against
sale of the offices of the commonwealth,
and the proposition of the committee, leaving it, as he
the shameful prostitution of the appointing pow- hoped the convention would determine it, to the
er, There was hardly an office in the state that people to decide what qualifications and restricwas not held through bargain and sale. It was tion."!should be required, and who possessed those
He had been commanded by the
the fact in regard to Ilia county, as had been qualifications.
brought out by legislative
investigation.
He people of his county to commit into their hands
said It in 110 terms of derogation to the incum- not only the election of their officers, but to trust
uiabents, for they were his personal friends, nor did ~ their intelligence and their intewity!n
He would give 1118 vote
he make it a matter of reproach to them, be- kmg that eelectiou.
cause it had came to be a sort of com mon law in therefore for no qun.lifications that were depenthe state, that all offices were to be bought and dent upon the action or judgment of any ether
'I'hey believed
sold as merchantable commodities.
He was for than the people themselves,
requiriulJ some evidence of qualification
from themselves to be, and he believed them to be,
qualified to determine who was fitted for the ofthe candidates.
Mr. CLARKE wished to have the officials in fice of judge of the court of appeals, and for
He did not agree
his district excluded from this charge.
The judge o·f the circuit courts.
from Henderson thut the
clerks there held their offices by no bargain or with the gentleman
people were totally indifferent to the qualificasale. It was due to them, estimable gentlemen
as they were, though political opponents of his, tions for the offices they were to fill. He could
not believe that there was no anxiety existing
that this should btl said.
Mr. R. N. WIOKLIF:FE made hia remark in a outside of this convention to fill these offices with
persons
who were amply qualified to till them.
general sense. The case to which he had alludas he did most implicitly
upon the
ed in his own county had been a matter of legis- Relying
ative investigation,
and here it, was proper to virtue and intelligence of the people of thi,., state,
say both gentlemen swore that the judge had no and believing himself to be commanded by the
people of his county, as well as bv the people of
knowledge of the sale of the office.
The question was then taken Oll Mr. NUT- the state at large, to commit into their hands this
power, he desired to do it without the imposiTALL'S amendment, and it was rejected .
belieYin~ they would
. Mr. TURNER moved to amend the 12l.h sec- tion of any restrictions,
require all the quallfications
that
tion, by striking out the words "a certificate of themselves
were
necessary.
He
should
therefore vote against
his qualifications from the judges of the court of
every
proposition
to
required
qualification.
appeals," and to insert in lieu thereof the words
The amendment
of Mr. 'l'URNER was then
"a certificate of his having served two ,Year;! in
rejected.
some clerk's office, and ofllis qualificntlOnfrom
Mr. NUTT .ALL moved to strike out the words
the judges of the court-of appeals."
"and has a certificate of his qualifications
from
Mr. WOODSON thought the adoption of this the judges of the court of appeals."
amendment would place it in the power of the
He did not want the clerks to have 1)11the adpresent incumbents of the offices to say who vantages, but only just an equal chance with evshould be clerks ill all coming time.
As a gener- ery otller candidate who might be able to get ~lceral rule, the clerks he believed were opposed to tiAcate of qualifications from the appellate JudlJthe calling of a convention, because under the ee. He wanted all of them to come before this
present constitution
they had a lift} tenure of new court of appeals, and much more necessary
their offices.
To require that no mun should be was this since gentlemen had here confessed that
eligible to the office unless he had served an ap- men had received certificates aud uppomtmeuts
prenticeship
of two years, "Would lead to these who were not qualified.
results.
'1'he men who had been taken into the
Mr. HARGIS thought if the amendment was
clerks offices '"VonId, from delicac..v, be prevented
adopt<:Jd it would prevent the court of appeals
from becoming
clllldidates against their old from organizing for the want of a clerk.
The
friends; and the clerks also would be likely to judges were first to be elected, and who should
get no one into their offices who would be proba- sit as clerk if it was provided that no one shonld
ble, hereafter, to become their opponents for the be elected until he had received a certificate
station. Further as to the amendment:
~o man from them?
As to the qualifications
of these
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The question being taken on the amendment,
it was rejected.
The fourteenth section was then read, and the
question being taken, it was adopted. as follows:
"SEO. 14, The legislature shall direct by law
the mode and manner of conducting and making
due returns to the secretary of state, of all election'! of the judges and clerks of the court of
appeals, and of determining contested elections
of any of these officers.
The 15th section was then read, as follows:
SEO. 15, All elections of judges of the court
of appeals, and the clerks thereof, shall be by
ballot.
Mr. C. A. WICKLIFFE
reminded the committee that the proposition regnrdiug the voting
by ballot, was the next subject to be voted upon. He would leave it entirely to the judgment
of the committee as far as he was concerned,
without detaining them with any argument as
to the propriety of its adoption.
Mr. ROGERS remarked, that in his opinion,
the proposition involved a great and important
prineiple.
It was a matter of importance to the
people of the state, to consider whether or not
10W8 :
the
present
mode
of election should be abandon"SEC. 13. In case of a vacancy in the office
of clerk of the court of appeals III any district, ed, and the ballot system adopted. He desired
the governor shall issue a writ of election to that gentlemen to look back for a moment, and condistrict, and the qualified voters thereof shall sider from whence this thing came. If they
elect a clerk to serve until the end of the term would revert to the August election, it would be
for which the clerk was elected whose vacancy seen that since the secret, and masked battery of
is to be filled. Provided that when u vacancy the open clause, had been put down by the peomay occur from any cause, or the clerk shall be ple of the State, the emancipation party "had
under charges, upon information, the judges been holding up to the people the ballot system,
of the court of appeals shall have power to ap- as one which ought to be adopted, cud the object
Under that system frauds could
point a clerk pTO tem, to perform the duties of was apparent.
clerk until such vacancies shall be filled, or the 11 at be detected, whereas when votes were givell
openly,
if
an
errol'
was committed, it mi~ht be
clerk acquitted."
corrected.
There was no necessity for ballot
Mr. KAVAN AUGH said it appeared to him voting in Kentucky.
Was it to be suppoeed that
that in case a vacancy occurred 11 short time pre- the citizens of Kentucky were in dread of any invious to the general election, there ought to be fluence that might be exerted 0\'031' them as by
some mode of appoiutment, by which the office land-lords over tenants. Not at all. whet were
could be filled pro tem for the retnainder: of the the arguruenta adduced in favor of adopting
term. He understood, however, that the pro- this system? It was held out by the omancipavision required that a writ of election should tiouists, that they could not come up and vote
issue, even when a vacancy occurred, within a freely and openly without exposing themselves
few months of the expiration of the term.
to HIe enmity of those whom they opposed.
Mr. JAJ\IES said he had prepared an amend- 'I'hcrc was all ulterior object he apprehended.
ment which he thought would obviate the diffi- He believed they were looking forward to the
culty.
time when they would be able to bring up the
'I'he amendment was read by the clerk as question of emancipation in another form, and
follows:
they wanted to secure the provision of ballot
Amend section 13 line 2, strike out all after voting as a preliminary step. When a man dethe word "district" and insert "within less than sired to commit petty larceny, or highway robone year next before the time for which he shall bery, he would be very glad to provide himselr
have been elected or appointed, the judges of beforehand with a means of concealment of his
the court shall fill the same, but in another cases act, and when men contemplate committing a
the vacancy shall be filled by an election in such wholesale legal robbery of yOllr property, they
manner as the general assembly shall provide by want the cover of ballot voting to do it under.
law."
To use their own language, they meant to be "as
Mr. C. A. WICKLIFFE
observed that it ap· wise as serpents and as harmless as doves," and
peared to him, that there was really no necessity in carrying out their view'>, they were no doubt.,
for the amendment.
In case a clerk should die prepared to (;0111eforward at all times, under
and humanity, but other
within a month of the expiration, if the gen- cover of patriotism
It was written in the
tleman would examine the section, he would find disguises 'wore necessary.
book
of
inspiration,
that there should be ~lse
that no difficulty could arise. There would necesprophets
in
all
times
to
come,
as there had been
sarily be an appointment pro tem, of a clerk to
do the business until an election took place, un- III times past, and that they should deceive even
It would not be very surder the writ issued by the governor, or until the the saints themselves.
prising then, that they 'Should deceive even
general election, as the case might be.

clerks, he was desirous of requiring
that they
shoul.l be possessed by the clerks of the appellate COUlt; but of the clerks of the circuit courts
who were to be elected in the different counties,
he would require no certificate of qualifications.
He was acquainted with counties where there
was no man who had a certificate or who could
get one, and if such a qualification was required
t.he court would either have to do without a
clerk, or appoint a pro teni to act until some
competent wan should move into the county.
This would not be the casein such large tracts
of country as would constitute au appellate district.
Mr. BOYD moved to amend by adding at the
end of the section the words, "or any two circuit judges of the state."
The certificate of any
two circuit judges should be sufficient, as It
might not be convenient for poor voung men
who were qualified, to go to the expense of attending the court of appeals for the purpose of
procuring their certificates.
The amendment was adopted.
The thirteenth section was then read as fol-

these good convention men. They had yielded

There were bad men, it was admitted-men
who
of their property,
if they could have an opportunity of doing it by
the question of qualificatioll;
they 11a\'0 yielded
sneakIng up to the ballot-box, like asneep-slealing
various point~-this!oint
..he hoped they would
dQ9, without being responsible
to the influences
not yield.
fle hope they would retain the viva
ueceseityfcr adopt.
ecce system, for he wanted to know where every around them. Wherewasthe
ing' the system of ballot voting?
man stood who carne up to vote.
It would be
He had come to the convention prepared to go
important as a matter uf reference.
It was desirable frequently, to revert to the former acts in for the election of judges, by the people, ala mau's politieallife.
How would it be in re- though it was not hIS orl~inal opinion that they
U pou this point, he had
gard to the action of the convention
if after a ought to be so elected.
period of years, it could not be acsertained what yielded to the wishes of the people whom he
represented.
He believed further, that if the
course delegates hart taken.
He desired that
convention or the people hereafter, through the
there should be a public and permanent
record
legislature, should determine to give good salaof all votes, and he trusted that the amt:ndment
ries and long terms of service to the judges, their
would not be adopted.
Mr. BROWN proposer} to amend the amend- appointment by the people would be, he thought,
the best mode that could be adopted.
But he
ment by strikiup out the word "ballot" and in.
would not begin hy teaching the people a sy".
serting the words "viva voce."
tern of fraud.
Anymun who Was not iudepenMr. C. A. WICKLIFFE
said he rose merely
dent enough to go lip to the polls and vote opento disabuse the committee
on the court of aply, ought not to be allowed to vote at all. Wllut
peals, from the imputation
of entertaining
the
sentiment that this proposiriou of theirs was .in was it that they were proe!aiming to the people
by such a mode of acuon as thist
It was tantafurtherance of the views of the emancipationists.
mount to telling them, we are establishing
a
He was very certain however, that the gentlesystem that we say is the most perfect that can
man could not himself have supposed that enoh
be
devised,
and
j-et so imperfect
is
it,
we
say
in
was the purpose, which the members of the comthe next breath, that we cannot suffer our conmittee had in view, in proposing the amendment
stituents to vote openly like men, but that they
that was now under consideration.
At all events,
must suoak up to the polls and vote stealthily.
be could say for one, tllat no such purpose entered Jlis mind, and he did not think that he Suppose, after lmving voted in this manner, I
had subjected himself to such a Chlll"ge, either should be enquired of, by a candidate, how did
to the concealment of
in the house 01' out of it, wherever he was you vote? In addition
I should have to
known.
While lip, however, he would say to my vote in the first instance,
lie a little about it, I suppose, in order to bide
his honorable friend, who had moved the amend.
meut to the proposition
of the committee,
that from him the fact that I had voted against him;
the best way to eccomplief, his object, would be so that I might avoid having my neck stretched,
to vote against the proposition, and leave it to as I might be liable to do, when the judge came
to carry out tllat vindictive
resentment which
the legislative department, hereafter to prescribe
gentlemen attribute to them.
the mode in which electors should cast their
He protested agailliSt the ballot system, on the
votes, and thus avoid encumbering
the constiground that among honest men it was Wholly
tution with any provision on the subject.
unnecessary,
calculated to teach people to disMr. ROGERS desircd to say one word in explanation.
He did not int<:lJd to advance the semble, and to hide their votes. In a governopinion, that any member of the committee,
or ment of the people, like this, every man should
and
of this house, favored the amendment
that had come forward, boldly and independently,
give his vote. He should be taught and instruc.
beeu recommenrled by thecolllmittee,
for tIll; l?urted
to
do
this.
One
of
the
advantages
that
a
pose of promoting
the views of the emanCipationists, but that, he believed, would be the ef- sla\'e state possessed over a free state was, that
fect ofthe amendment
if adopted.
It would be in the slave states property wa" more equally
In the slave
yielding to them ;1 principle, and to this he divided thall in the free states.
states, overgrown estates were not heard of. An
could never conSf'nt. He hoped the amendment
AbbottLawrence
and a John Jacob Astor were
would not prtlvail.
lIot w be fOllnd as in the free states.
There was
Mr. BULLIT'l' felt it to be his duty to protest
no mall to be found there having five hundred
against the adoption of the ballot system, in allY voters under his eontrol, men who were mora
form in which lt could be presented.
'l'he dl- degraded
than the slaves.
If the slaves were
rect tendency alld effect of it would be to aid allowed to vote he would be inclined to adopt
emancipation,
as well a.'i agrarianism,
in all its the ballot mode of voting, but the case was very
forms.
He had as much confidence in the IlOllor, different.
integrity, and virtue, of the people of Kentucky.
Thcre was no gentleman in this house WllO
as of an y" other people in the world; he would
not ,yield the Keutuek,;' eklracter
to any other, had a higher respect for the chailmaJl and all
the
members of the comlluttee on the court of
but It was a fact well known, that there were
bad men in all communities.
If all men WNe appeals, but the course pursued by the commitpllrfcct and invulnerable,
why would they be tee, he must be 'permitttd to say, did not entirely acoord with blS ideas of what constituted that
sent here, to make a eonstitution?
.A perfect
sort of action which the honorable cbaiITIlan
man requires no law to restrain llim, but they
professed to have in view.
The ballot mode of
found it necessary in all governments, to impose
restraints upon the wicked.
What would be the voting was not applicable in this conntrr, and
effect of the ballot system?
It would be this. they were let into a bit of a secret, by bemg in,.
formed, from a very high emaneipatlOB source,
to the anti-conveuticn

men, the question

of re-

eligibility of officers; they have yielded to them, would deprive their neighbors
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voted, be could be held to no responsibility.
that the emancipationists
ill their future conduct
were resolved to btl as wily as serpents and as There was within this state a class of men who
were willing to destroy, and who would destroy,
harmless as doves. And how had the question
if they had the opportunity, the tenure by which
now been brought up? Oh! it was pretended
that a. man could not vole, free from control, a certain species of property within the state
They would take it away from the
without going up to the ballot box, poking in was held.
'I'hey were
his ballotJlTi\'utely.
There was no earthly ma- owner, without any compensation.
son Wl1Y ie present elective
system should be engaged in a species of robbery, and this ballot
system would serve them as a protection from
changed.
the odium which would attach to those who deMr. HARDIN said whcn the present constitetion went iuro operation, he, although a lad, on- sired to obtain a man's property without comHe was in favor of retaining the old
Iy about sixteen :rears of age , was in the habit pcueaticn.
of attending the elections, feeling a deep iuter- mode of voting, because it was more republican,
est in observing how they were conducted,
and and because it would hold men to a just sort of
he knew that there were great complaints of the accountability.
Mr. GARRARD said he had been endeavorfrauds that were practiced upon the illiterate.
The friends of the candidates
were in the habit ing, for the last fifteen or twenty minutes. to get
of shifting their tickets.
Another cause of com- his own consent to pass over the remark of the
The gentleman said
plaint was, that some of the voters were made gentleman from Morgan.
to vote two tickets, and such was the alarm of there was not, in some regions of country, although
he
excepted
that
part
which he himself
that class of people, lest they should be imposed
on, that they were ill the habit of going to their represents, a man to be found who was qualified
neighbors,
in whom they had confidence, and to discharge the duties of clerk nf the court of
gettinl£ them to write the names of the candi- appeals, nor one who could obtain a certificate
of qualification.
He would ask if the gentledates for them.
Under the orig inal constitution
of the state, free negroes werepennitted
to vote; man alluded to that portion of the people of
this eonnnonwealth that he had the honor to
and one of the causes of calling the convention
in 1799, was to change the ballot system of vo- represent?
.Str. HARGIS remarked, that he bad not speting.
county where this state of
He understood from the chairmnu of the com- cificd the particular
mittee that he did not intend to carry out the tbines existed, and he did not know that the
principle through all the elections.
He was for gcntYeman had a right to require him to state,
uniformity of voting'.
'I'hc principle should be specifically, what county he alluded to.
the same in the election of all the officers of govMr. O. A. WIOKLIFFE
remarked that he was
ernment.
As the gentleman from J effereon had perfectly indifferent
as to the decision of the
well said, in countries where one man might committee upon tbc proposition now before them.
have a thousand operatives uuder him, it might He believed it would be remembered that it was
be necessary to protect those men ill the exercise stated when the proposition was submitted
to
of the elective franchise against the dictation of the convention,
that it was not designed to
their employers.
Where a man owned nearly a change the modo of electing political officers,
whole county, it might there be necessary, but but merely to change the mode of voting in the
there was certainly lIO necessity for any such election of judicial officers. It would be rerucruthing ill Kentucky.
bered by the gentleman from Jefferson that the
idea of such a discrimination
had certainly not
Mr. BROWN observed, that it was suggested
Whenever he
to him by the chairman of the committee, that come from the emancipationists.
believed
that
any
proposed
change
was calculahe could attain his object as well bv voting
against the amendment proposed by the~ commit- ted to forward the views of the emaneipation·
tee. That might be true, but he could also at- ists, he would be found battling as hard again",t
He
tain it :lS well, by the amendment he had offer- snc·h change as any Inall in the convention.
ed. He was utterly opposed to the adoption of waf' opposed to changing t]10 system of voting
that he had been so long accusthe ballot system, in Kel~tucky~ He was in favor in Kentucky
of the old mode of votll1g. He had never had tomed to in relation to other than jndicial offin vote to give, nor did he ever expect to have cers. Yet white he would V0t..: to retain the sysone, which he desired to conceal.
He believed tem, there were objection,> ag-ain:ot it, but ho
doubted whether those objeetiolls coold be rethat it was more republican,
more demucratic,
greater difficulties
more independent,
for a mall to go np to thc moved without encountering
His frienll
polls a.nd \'ote his sentiment",
without. any eon- thnn the ballot system presented.
cealment; and he believed that the sYstem of from Jefferson, be thoogTlt, was mistaken when
voting, now proposed, was a. little like'the open he saiJ that the mode of voting by ballot had
only been adopted in free SUites. The gentleclause, appropriately
termed, by the gent!pman
Illan would find tha.t it had Leen adopted in some
from Mason, a masktld battery.
He disclaimed
any such imputation against the committee, or of the sla.ve states.
:Mr. BULLI1'l'
said he did not intend that his
allY member of t]le comruittpe, as that they were
remarks should extend to all the sh'L\'e states.
desirous of favoring the ....il.JwOiof the emancipaMr.
C.
A.
WIOKLIFFE.
Therefore this must
tionists; but it was very well known that it was
a mode of voting that had been favored by the be regarded, he supposed, as an attempt to inemancipationists.
The old mode he regarded as troduce IL chan~e of the mode of voting for the
valuable,
from its con ....enienee for reference, purpose of lettlllg in those men who wish to diswhenever it became desirable to ascertain how a turb the tenure of property in the state, and cntheir designs.
He
man had previously voted.
Unless the poll. abling them to accomplisll
book could be referred to, to show how a man had witnessed. the progress of elections in statefO
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where the ballot. system was the constitutional
don the-whole constitution thuu to see this feamode, and he haa seen its benefits. He hall ture introduced into it. JL was the great excelli ved under the system of viva voce voting, and lence of tile people of Kentucky, that they were
had seen its benefits, and lie had witnessed evils not afraid to come up and vote for the men of
under it. It gave to the capitalist, to the man their choice. He thought no difference ought to
of wealth all influence and a power, which he be made between the mode pursued for the elecshould wish to destroy> if by human ingenuity
tion of governor, and of a Judicial officer. 'l'he
it could be accomplished.
No man ought to very fact of making a distinction, implies that
have control over his neighbor, such as the gen- the judge was considered to be corrupt, or that
tleman from Jefferson so warmly rCfludiates. the people were afraid that they WOUld act corHe had himself sometimes seen the influence ruptly,
He would never consent to any such
that has heen exerted over voters at elections. invidious discrimination.
He had known, in one instance, a wealthy and
M1',PRESTON said as he might, in some deiuflucntinl mall to wait upon a mechanic who gree, assume the paternity of the resolution.
had declared his inteutiou to vote for him (Mr. which came before the committee, on the court
Wickliffe) and say to him, if yon cast that vote, of appeals report, although he had not intended
I wi ll take your work a1vay from you. He had to say a word, at present, on the subject, l'et he
known another instance, where a friend and sup- felt it to be due to the committee, as wel as to
porter of his was indebted 1I10retha.n the value of himself, that he should make a fcw remarks.
his whole property. This man was appealed to by Every day convinced him that legislative bodies
letters, and. when they failed to divert him from were like individu-als, and were to be influenced
his purpose of voting according to his free will, in the same manner, by the whim of a moment,
fer the man of hi" choice, he was visited person- or by the eloquence of the advocate of a partieally by those who were interested and who were ular proposition, and that they would run full
his creditors, who told him, if yOll cast that vote tilt, one WRy or tho other, a" these inflcon ccs
you must pay up your debts, you must surren- moved them. He might be in error upon this
der up your property.
These were some of the subject, but it was one of great magnitude, and
evils attending the present, system of voting. He should not be met with- a sneer, nor subjected
had seen instances, also, under the ballot system. to declamation, such as they had wunessed Irom
where an honest voter had been cheated out of the gentleman from Jefferson, who had indulged
his vote, and, therefore he had only risen for the in all assault upon it. And he had noticed that
purpose of stat.iug to the gentleman and to his that gec tlemmi had met the approving smile of
colleague that he had not been an advocate for the gentlernau from Nelson.
If the system
changing the system of viV"a voce voting, to the would give rise to all the evils which the gentleballot system generally, because he did not be- man predicted, then let it uof be adopted. But
lieve it was requisite in political elections, but such has not beeu its operation throughout the
merely to explain the motives which operated country. Most of the states of the confederacy
with the eOlnmittee in inducing them to recom- vote by ballot, and if such evils flowed from the
mend its adoption in referauce to the election of system, where were the evidences of the fact?
judicial officers. He had no doubt that the Does observation confirm the assertion?
great mass of the community would feel 110 reThey ought not to reject the proposition withluctance, no unwillingness, but on the contrary,
out. giving it mature consideration.
Some genwould feel Loth pride and pleasure in declaring
tlemen seemed to be of the opinion that the
their sentiments viva voce at the polls; yet as hi')
character of the people of Kentucky was derived
deemed it possible that there might be men who
from their system of voting, and that it was onwould wish to avoid incurring dis\)leasure with
ly to be maintained by preserving that system.
the judge by concealing his vote, Ie desired to
He could see no reason why this should be so.
afford him all opportunity,
The proposed
Some seemed to take the evidences of our civiliamendment did not prevent any man who desization and progress as the cause rather than the
red to do so, from avowing for whom he voted.
result of that civilization.
'l'hey see no evil,
Having said thus much, he would leave the
rendered venerable by time, without esteemingit
question with the committee.
a benefit, no blemish that is not a beauty. 'I'bey
Mr. HARDIN said there was one difficulty
reminded him of an Irishman who having been
resting upon his mind, in regard to the practithrown upon a desolate island, and beboldinc
cal working of this system, which made it imnothing but sterile shores, was miserable indeed,
possible for him to yield his assent to its adopuntil at length he discovered where a gallows
tion. As soon as the ballots were counted, they
had been erected.and transported at the sight, exwere destroyed. As soon as this was done, he
claimed, "thank
God, I now know I am in a
desired to know how they were to ascertain how civilized country."
each lllan voted, and llOW it would be possible
The character of the people of Kentucky did
to carry out a contested-t~lechon, and ascertain
not depend on t.hc ballot system or upon any
the party E:ntitled t,o the sen.t. 'l'here had been
other mode of election; it rested upon no such
instances, he had no dQubt, where lllen desired
frail tenure; it was based rather upon the charto conceal their votes, but among the people
acter, the "irtnes, the worth, the intelligence of
generally, ninety nine out of a hun9:rcd were not
our hardy ancestors, those pioneers who first
afraid to look any man tn the face, and vote
established
here elvilization and free institutheir sentiments.
They claimed that it was
tions, than upon the mere existence of this or
their right to do so, and no one should dcprive
that system of voting.
them of the right.
Bnt it was asked why not make the system of
For himself, as]lis worthy friend from Jeffer- voting uniform; why make a discrimination?
SOll had said, he believed he would rather abanOne thing was certain, that the chances of fraud
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under the vitia voce system were multiplied nc- gave that all one of the strong arguments again ...t
cording to the number of precincts into which viva voce voting. He would ask the gentleman
the district was divided. In the city of Louis- if drilled forces were not brought into service
ville there were this year, some seventeen candi- under the ballot sy;<tem? He would ask whetbdates and the city was divided into ei~ht wards, er the vote given by ballot was not known from
otherwise it would have been almost Impossible the very color of the ticket, and whether a man
to take the vote in H. single day. The ballot at the heed of his column of parasites was not
would, if introduced, obviate tuis aifficulty. able to exert as much influence upon the election
'I'he number of offices to be filled ill a county at under tile ballot as under the viva voce system?
The gentleman had spoken of the working of
one election might be under this constitution as
high as fifteen and a large number of candidates the ballot system in Louisville, and of the influence
which a landlord might exert over his
would offer for each, and unless the expenses
He would tell the gentleman that the
should be greatly augmented or unless the pre- tenantry.
cincts were multiplied and additional 0PPOltu- influence of the landlord was a healthy and
nity thereby afforded for the practice of fraud moral influence, and in his jud&,ment it was far
by double voting, the ballot system would be better that that influence should be carried out
more convenient, and it was this very conve- at the polls.
There was another consideration.
He, (Mr.
»ience, which was the main argument in its
favor. The gentleman from Bourbon had drawn Mershall.) lived in a part of the country where
a graphic picture of election scenes where men religion seemed to be the order of the day, and
were huddled together in barns and where ten- he prayed God to defend him from a system by
ants were eompelled to vote according to the which a man was taught to go smiling in the face
dictation of their landlords.
Would gentlemen of a candidate while about to strike him under
deny to the poor and the defenceless the oppor- the fifth rib. He liked to see a man come up,
tumtyof going to the polls and voting their sen- boldly and declare his vote, and not practice a
timents guietly, without opening their ticket if fraud upon his neighbor. He would say to the
gentleman further, if this system should be carthey desire to do so?
Election by ballot seemed to have been stig- ried out, what would become of the character of
matized as an abolition measure. Buthe would Kentucky? The gentleman declared that it was
ask whence did it emanate? The first time that not based upon the system of voting. Why
he saw it proposed for adoption in Kentucky then did the gentleman want to cover it up? If
was in the pro-slavery convention that assembled the character at Kentucky was placed upon
at Frankfort in February last, which declared such a firm footing why cover it up?
Mr. PRESTON interposed to explain. He
it to be one of their chief measures.
He did not believe that this question was one had said the character of Kentuckians was not
that would alter the character of the people of based upon the mode of voting', and that the
Kentucky.
He thanked God their character main question was one of convemencc in taking
was based upon a foundation too solid to, be the votes.
Mr. W. C. MARSHALL was very glad to heal'
shaken by the mode of voting pursued by the
citizens of this commonwealth.
He believed the gentleman's explanation, for his understandthey would now have an opportunity of trying ing of the gentleman's remarks had been somethe system; that it would be more convenient what different. Still he would say, if it were a
than that by viva voce in the local elections, and matter of convenience only, that could be acthat it should not be heedlessly cast out of the complished by having the elections take place
house as if it were one that possessed such mons- on the same day, he would ask the g-elltleman
trous qualities that it would demolish the free whether the same objections that "he urged
institutions under which we live. The appre- against the viva voce system were not equally
hension could only arise from an excited fancy applicable to the vote by ballot? It was innoIt
that evils such as these could be produced by vation which the people did 1I0t require.
one or the other system of voting. He hoped was, in his judgment, a reflection upon the canthat gentlemcn would at least give to the sub- didate or upon the people themselves, and in
ject a little calm reflection, and although he had either case the people must suffer. It proved
no hope of carrying the measure, and attached that the gentleman was himself unwilling to
less importance to the adoption of either mode, go into the election of the judges, because he
than manv did, he would ask the convention to believed it wrong. He had himself made three
consider 'it more carefully, before they acted speeches against the elective principle, but failed
"His constitufinally and conclusively in regard to the matter. to convince a single individual.
ents said, Billy go for the elective principle,
:M ... W. C. MARSHALL said, it always afford- and he folded his arms quietly in obedience to
ed him great plensurn to listen to the remarks of
their will.
the gentleman from Louisville; but he appreWhen the gentleman from Bourbon made his
hended that on this occasion the gentleman's
views were influenced to some extent by the pe- speech, every sentiment that he uttered found a
culiar position which he occupied; and it the gen- response in his heart, but he said to himself the
tlemau would take the trouble hereafter to read people desire a different system, and we are
the speech that he had just delivered he believed bound to yield to their wishes. The very sentihe would find in it argument enough to satisfy ment that had been uttered by the gentleman, in
himself that he was in a false position.
What maintenance of his views, struck at the tenure
was it? He alluded to the description given by of office; and he could but remark how strange
the gentleman from Bourbon, of barns filled it was to see gentlemen who were sent here to do
If gentlemen would
with voters, brought in from the neighborhood, one thing doing another.
for the purpose of controlling the elections; and only look at their own speeches they would see
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Rtcnlingdogs"-und
unworthy to be trusted. He
appealed to the history of their eonunon country.
and asked the g~lltlt:nmJ' in all jairncss. if he
eould conscientitluHly «alUlTllliale so large a portion of its citiztllS without cause? What was
this system of landlord and tenant that the gelltleman spoke of so approvingly'/
He reeol lcctcd
havin!$' a conversation with Mr. Bingham, of
Philadelphia,
on that subject.
Mr. Bingluuu
had been in England at the time when the subject of the reform bin was agitated in the house
of commons and house of lords.
Mr. Bingham
WIll.
said he met in society a nobleman who owned
Mr. PRESTON Raid that after the lecture be
large estates that were occupied by a numerous
had received from his friend. the laughinglhitenantry.
The nobleman enquired of him how
losopher from Bracken, he almost doubtl:: his
the system of ballot voting was conducted ill
ownjudgment, or at least his own recollection,
America; Mr. Bingham described to him thoj
of what 11e had said on the subject.
For himof proceeding.
The Englishman seemed
self, he had not been driven by those popular mode
lost ill astonishment.
Said he, that is not posstorms into a port such as the gentleman desible. Not possible? Why impossible? Why.
scribed himselfas having been compelled to put sir, a man's own tenantry may vote against him.
into under the pres8ure of public opinion, and Certainlv, said Mr. Bingham. that is the very
he believed that such was the ob"tinacyof
his object of the thing. Wdl, remarked t.he nobledisposition, that he should have tried more than man, I could never go for a system that strikes
three or fOUTspeeches on the subject of an elec- at the relation which exists bet,veen landlord
tive/·udiciary. if he had once opposed it, and and tenant, and destroys every sentiment of' loywou d have triumphed or fallen on the question.
The gentleman however could turn his sails alty and fidelity.
The gentleman from Bracken savs he can see
with a dexterity which he could never hope to
no benefit that can arise from the ballot system .
equal.
Had tbe gentleman never observed III our stat."
He liberates every sail to the wind.
the eagemess with which couriers hasten from
__ utere vella,
ouc precinct to another when an election is
'rocoe panue smue.
going on, conYeying news of the state of the
and upon such a subject as an elective ju- P?l1s up to a certain time. There sits the clerk.
diciary-ttpon
which the lives, liberties, for- his book open, the votes counted, the state of
tunes and happiness of his constituency
de- the contest is known at a gleuce.
The candipended-he wears ship and steers away full date who finds himself behind, sayf>, it is necostilt, with the largest majority that any mem- sary to rush up a few more yoters: he spends five
ber has rec0ived, until he is safd.y harboured in hundred dollars more in tlle corruption of vothis convention.
He did not know whether ters; and that is the practical working of the
such facility of temper was, after all, so desira· system in excited contes~'l in our state. Now,
111£:;
at least he would not attempt to imitate it. under the ballot system tlus would not occur.
The gentleman from Bra(>.ken eheered on the
If we were to go into this ballot system of
gentleman from Bourbon 'who had thrown him· vot.ing-, it would only be adoptlfig that ,vhich a
self, sword in hand, before the venerable insti- majonty of the nation had already tril'd, and he
tutions of the past. determined to sustain or could assure the gentlt'IlHl.ll of one thing, that
perish with them, defending the pass like Hora- those who had once adopted the system, hUll
tius at the bridO'e, but While he applauded him never gon(' back-had
nevt'f abandoIli'd it.did not imitat~Ohis example, but SOllgllt sheltt:r He would dBtaill the committee no further than
behind him. How did tlle gentleman manifest to invoke their attention to two or three things:
his consistency? He came forward awl declared, first, the multitude of officers for whose election
in the first place, that he was oppo.o:.edto an thi" cOllvention was providing; secondly, that
elective judit:iary, that he wa~ one of those who there would be but Ol\e day's election; thirdlv,
were in favor, originally, of the time-honored
that it would be w.:Il to separate the judicj';~l
institutions under whi~h our people havt' lived. elections from the electioll'l for other officers: and
Yet he was uow prtlpared to go to the utmost in ~(lditioll to that, he considered it a matter
extent to sccure the adoption of the elective that was entitled to some consideration, whether
-principle. That wa" the basis of the gentleman's
it would not be advisable to allow those who
consistency.
And how did the gentleman fur- dl;'sired to avail themselves of the ballot system
ther manifest llis consistency? He declared that of voting, to do so at the local elections for jua system of tenantry was olle of the best things dicial officers. He trusted that by the time the
on earth; <lnd lle considered the power exercised question came up in the house, the gentlemen
by the landlonl over his tenatry to compel their composing the convention, would giv,~ to the
yates admirable in its effects. He [Mr. P.] eoulcl subjed a calm and impart,ial consideration.
not, for his own part, see the beauty of the sysThe PRESIDENT
disclaimed allY idea that
tem where a tenant· was ordered to vote as his the rights of the master to the slave werc depenlandlord clireete-d. Mure than half the people deut UP0lll. the preservation of the viva voce sysof the United
States lIOW voted by baLlot.tem of votillg, or that they would be jeoparJed
And yet, according to the argument of the gen- by the adoption of the bullot system. '1'hatrf'latleman, more than half the people of the United tion was seemed by that regard for the great
States were cowardly, trembling-and
to use the 1)rinciple that no man's property should be takf'1l
lllnguageof the gentleman from Jeff~rson, "",heep

it tuere indicated that tho people desired. the(contraryof what they were doing.
'I'he gentleMill spoke of leaders
urging forward their dependent voters with whip in hand.
Great God.
Be would ask him in an candor and fn\llkness
wheth .. r if u man designed to use such influence
he could not do it under the one system as well
as the 01 her? He hoped the gelitlelllan from
Louisville would reeonsider the course hc was
taking. And if he would but do that he would
fin Ithat be was going counter to the popular
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without full compeneatiou,
which prevailed 90 elude, "agaillst
the Ijf'ace and uignit.r of.....
the
broa.t-casi t hroughout Ihis land, and did not same."
depcurl upon the viva voce "yS1.em of votiug.
1f
"SEe. 5. That, the governor of the commonit did so depend upon that, he would tell gr:m- wealth shell, from among the judges of the illtlemen that the cruaucip.uloutsrs
would Soon tenor courts, and such persons as shall have
know their strength, nu.l would act upon it.- heen judges thereof, nominate, and by and with
The fact that he-had been five times elected to the advice and COllSCllL of the senate, appoint
office by the votes of those who were his politi- the judges of the court of appeals.
f~alopponents, W:1;; certainly sufficient to induce
"Bee. G. That the court of aJ,Jpeals shall aphim to bel ieve that the people were independent.
point its clerk, who shall be a citizen of the state
No man had a greater cause to respect and be- of Kentucky, and who shall hold his appoint[ieve in the independence
of the people; but he ment for and during' the term of
years, sub.
had seen the men who had thus cast their votes, ject to be removed by said court, upon specific
persecuted by their party and dieconntennnced
charjzes, filed by the attorney general.
And
for yvars. And there was a want of toleration whenever there may be charges penJing against
in the land, in regard to the exercise "f the rigl!t the clerk, the said court shall appoint a clerk to
of suffrage. lie was one (If those who voted his perform the duties of the office for the time.
sentiments at the polls, and in deliberative bo,. SEQ. 7. That all Ieos accruingfor services rendies, and he desired to say that he stood here in dered by the clerk of tbc co u rt of appeals, shall
Favor of the ballot.
be collected from the pro'!'cr parties under the
:1.[r. C. A. WICKLIFFE
here, with t!w as- direction of the auditor 0 public account", and
sent of the members of the committee Oil the be paid into the treasury of the state, and said
court of appeals. withdrew the amendment, re- clerk shalll'eceive for his compensation an annumarkiug that the ten minute rule was, perhaps, al salary S
. 'I'he number, appointment,
a restriction on the debate of the question, and and compensation of his de:puties, and the other
it could agaru come up in the house, where llO lIecesE;ary expenditures of his office, shall be regsuch l"llle prevailed.
ulated by law."
Mr. DAVIS said he suppo.o;ed it would take
The question was then taken and the substihut a few moments for the fate of his forlorn_ tute rejected.
]lOpe to be decided, and he asked, therefore, that
Mr. NUTTALL said, some time ago he had
the question should HOW be taken on the substi- offered an amendment to the alticle, which had
tute fol' the whole article ·which he had offered: beelJ appart'ntly fo!'O'otten. He had no intention
that it should be bu;ked, and called for the quesARTlCU; -.
tion upon it now.
.
1t. was rtad as follows:
Concerning the J udicia.l Department.
«Prouided, however, That if anv candidate for
"SEC. 1. The judicial power of this comnwnwealth, both as to matters of law and .:qllity, the OffiCtl of judge of the court of a:rpeals, or allY
in tbis
~hall be vested inone supl'emecoul't, which shall of the circuit courts to be estabhsned
be styled the court of appeals, and in such infe. commollwe:tlWl, shall engage in pnblie speaking
or
treating,
during
his
eandidaty
for
such
offirior courts as the general a'lsembly may, from
ces, or either of them, upon information, in writime to time, erect and establish.
ting, supported by tile oaths of two or more re"SEC. 2. The court of appeals shnll have apspectable ",,,itnesses, to the attorney general of
pellate jurisdict.ion only, which shall be co.~'xtrle state, he shall. in tlw e\'ent of t1le election of
tcnsivc wit.h the state, under such restrictions
such candidate, thereupon cause to be issued
and regulatiom;, not repugnant to thi'l eonstitLl"
from the clerk's office of the circuit court, at the
tion, as may, from time to time, be prescribed
seat of gov(:rnment, a. caveat against such judge,
by law.
whicll shall be retul'llable to the succeeding gen"SEC. 3. TIle judges of the court of appeals eral assembly
of the commonwealth
of Kenshall llOld their offices for the term of eight t,ucky, who shall try him accol'lling to the rules
years, and until their success·ors shall be duly and regulations by this constitution provided
qualified, subject to the conditions hereinafter f,)r the t.ri<ilof .indges for other off.:nces, and upprescribed; but for any reasonable cause, which on convictioll tllereof, he sha.ll be adjudged ditlshall not be sufficient grouDd of impeachment, qualified from holding said ofHce, and the gov.
the governor shall remove any of them on the ernor shall not, before the trial nor after the COIladdress of two-thirds of each house of the gen- viction in sneh ea"-e, commi"sion such judge."
eral assembly: Provided, however, That the cause
The PRESIDENT
enquired if the gentleman
or causes for which sneh removal mav be requir- meant when half a dozen lawyers in a district
ed, shall be stated atleugth in such address, and were slandering and abusing a judge, he "hould
011 the journal
of each house. They shall, at not have tl1Cright to defend lllmself before the
statc(.{ times, receive for their services all ade- people?
quate compensation, to be fixed by law.
:Mr. MAYES suO'gest<Jdthat this was in direct
" SEC. 4. ~'lle court of a.ppeals shall consist of contradiction to tKe gentleman's position of not
for office.
four judg-es, any three of whom may constitute requiring any test or qualifications
a court for the transaetion
of business.
The The amel1dment was in effect declaring that the
judges shall, by virt,ue of their office, be con- people had no right to elect the juJge if he makes
a speech to tbem.
servators of the peace tl1!'"oughont the state.The st.yle of all process shall be, "the commonMr. NU1'T ALL said that ""it]l due deference
wealth of Kentucky."
All prosecutions sball to all other prufessiom::, he had always thought,
be carried on in the name and by the authority that if anyone more than another was entitled
of the commonwealth
of Kentucky,
and COll- to the appellation
of a high and dignified aile,
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it was the legal profession. And so far from a
judge being called UpUlI to defend himself from
the accusations of the lawyers, he believed the
functionary would find in them his strongest proteeters.
The amendment was rejected.
~Ir. C. A. WICKLIFFE then moved that the
committee rise and report the article llil amended
to the house.
.Mr. HARDIN moved to take up the article in
relation to the circuit courts.
The motion was decided to bfl out of order,
and after some conversation on the point of order involved, Mr. WICKLIFFE'S
motion prevailed, and the committee )'050 and reported tho
article as amended to the house.
Pending the questiou Oil agreeing with the report of the committee,
'The convention adjourned.

THURSDAY,

NOVEl\JBER

1, 1849.

REPORT FROM A CO::lDfiTTEE.

•
. ..
~l.r. C.LARh.E, from the committee .on the
Leglslat].I,:'ejDepal'tJ~1elltdJlJadhe
the fOl~oWll1hf'.
:']0port, w IIC < "Wasreterre to.t c comnuueo a L Ie
whole, and ordered to be pl"lllted:
o~' Tin: LEGISJ.ATIVE DEPAn'fMEXT.
ARtiCLE

-.

51'c. 1. The legislative powel' shall be vested
ill a house of representative.'> and senate, which
logethershall bt, stylefl the general assemhlyof
theco1ll11l0nwealth of Kentucky.
SEC. 2. The members of the house of rcpre~
St'lltlltivel>shall continue in serviee for the term
of two year.;; from the day of the gt'neral election, and no longer.
SEC. 3. Representatives shall be chosen on tJle
fit'st .Monday in August, in every second year;
and the mode of holding the elections shall be
l'e?,ulated by law.
SEC. 4. No person shull be a represC'lltative,
who, at the time of his election, is not a citizen
of the Unit~d States, and hath not attainerl to
the age of twenty fOUl' year;,;, and resided in this
state two year:; next preecding his eleo.;tion, and
the last yeur thereof in the (;Qunty, town, or cit.)',
for which he muy be chosulJ.
SEC. 5. The genNal assembly shall dividethe
several counties of this commollwealth
into
equal and convenient precincts, or may delegate
such power to such I'OlllJt.r authorities as Ole)'
may by law provide; and elections fur represelltuttves for the several counties entitled to represent,ation, shall be held at the places of holdiog
their rcspecti\;e courts, and in the several elee"
tion precincts into which the eounties may be
divided: Provided, That whe-.n it shall appear
to the legislature that any city or town lmth a
number of qualified voters equal to the ratio
then fixed, such city or town, shall be invested
with the privilege of a separate representation,
in both houses of the general assembly, which
shall be retained so long as such city or town
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shall contain a number of qualified voters equal
to the ratio, which may, from time to tirue, btl
fixed by law; and thereafter, elections for the
county, in which such dty or town is eitnated,
shall not be Ld<1 therein: but such city or town
shall not be entitled to a separate rcpreseutatiOII, unless such connty, after the separation,
shall also be entitled to one or rnure repre,;cutatives.
SEC. 6. Representation
shall be equal and
unifnrm ill r.hi-, commonwnnljh , and shall bo
forever regulated aud ascertained by the uumber of qualified voters therein. At the first SeSsion of the general assembly after the adoption
of this constitution, and cv~ry eight years Ihoreafter, provision shall be made by law, that ill the
year
and every eighth year- thereafter, au
cuuruerution of all the qualified voters of the
state shall be"made. 'I'hc number of rcpresentatives shall, in the several years of making
these enumerations, be so fixed, as not tu be
less than soventy fin'. nor more than one huudred , and they shall be apportioned for the
eight years next following thus:
Counties,
cities, and towns, having more tban two thirds,
and less than the full ratio. shall have one r,"preecntauve, those havillg the full ratio. and u
fraction 11::58 than two thirds over, shall have but
one representative; those having the full ratio,
and a fraction (If more than two thirds over,
shall have two repl'csent<l..
rives and increase their
number in the same proportioJl; counties huvinn-less than two thirds of the rutio shall be
joi~'18dto similar adjacent l'ounties fu'r the purpose
uf sendllJg a representative:
ProVIded,
'l'hat if there be 110 such adjacent eouuty, then
such county having less than two thirds of tLt~
ratio, ~hall be united to that contiguous county
having the smallest number of qualifieil voter,;;
and the remaining representatiYe8, jf any, shall
be allotted to those eOllJlties, cities, or towns,
having the large.st, llJJl'l'presented fradions.
S.Kc. 7. 'l'he house of representative,;
shall
choose iis speaker, and other oflicer,;.
SEC. 8. J£very free, white male citizen of the
age at twenty one year.':!,who Las resided in the
state two years, or III the county, town. Of city,
in ,,,,hich l,e offers to vote, ant' year next preceding the election, shall be a "oter, but such votl:r shall have been, for sixty days next preceding
the election,
a resident of the pre-cinet ill
which' he offill'S
to vote, and he shall cust
hi . , vote in said preuillct, and not elsewhcrG.
Voters, in all cases excE-pt treason, l"eloJJy,bn:ach
or surety of the peace, shall be privileged from
urrestduring
their attendance at, goin.g to, and
returning from, elections.
SEC. 9. SenatOfs f;hall be ('hosen for the term
of fonr years, and th", senate shall have pOWer t,o .
choose its office!"!:;
biennially.
SEQ. 10. At the first. session of the genel'<11assembly, after this constitution takes effect, the
senators shall be divided by lot, as equally UfO
may be, into two classes. '1'11eseats of the tirst
class shall be vacated at the end of two years,
from the dav of the eledioll, aud those of the
second class· at the end of four years, so that one
half ioillallbe chosen every two years; and when
an additionalllJember
I;hall be added to the sen.
ate, he shall be annexed by lot, to one of these
dasses.
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Sec. 11. The senate shall consist of not less
than thirty, nor more than thirty eight members.
SEC. 12. The same number of senatorial districts shalt, from time to time, be established by
the general assembly as there may be senators
allotted to the state, which shall be so formed, as
to contain, as ncar as may be, an equal number
of qualified voters. and so that no conutv shall
be divided ill the formation of a. senatorIal district, except such county shall be entitled, under
the euumerstiou, t.o two or more senator".
SEC. 13. Oue senator for each district shall
be elected, by the qualified voters therein, who
shall vote ill the precincts where they reside, at.
the places where elections arc by law directed to
be held.
Sse. 14. No p€'rSOllshall be a senator, who,
ut the time of hi" election, is not a citizen of
the United States, who has not attained the age
of thirty y"urs, and who has not resided in this
state six years next p.receding- hi.s election~ and
the last year thereof, III the district for which he
may be chosen.
SEC. 15. The first election for senators shall
be general throughout the state, and at the same
time that the election for representatives is held,
and thereafter, there shall be a biennial election
for senators to fill the places of those whose
term of service may have expired.
SEC. 16. The general assembly shall convene
on the first Monday in November, after tho adoption of this coustitution , and on the same day
of every second yeal', unless a different day he
appointed by law, and their session shall be
held at the seat of government; but if the publie welfare require, tho governor may call a spe·
ci al session.
SEO. ]1. Not less than a majority of the members of each house of the general assembly
shall constitute a quornm to do business, bat
H smaller number may adjourn from day to duy,
and shall be authorised by law, to compel the
attendance of absent members, in such manner
and under such penalties as may be prescribed
thereby.
SEC. 18. Each house of the general assembly
shall judpe of the qualifications, elections, and
returns of its members: but a contcstcd election
shall be detE:Tlnined in such manner as shull be
directed by law.
81::0. 19. Each house of the general assembly
may determine the rules of it proceedings, punish a member for disorderly behavior, and with
the concurrence of two thirds, expel a mcmbcr,
but not a second time for the same cause.
8.1:::0. 20. Each house of the gcneral assembly
shall keep and publish, weekly, ajonrnal of its
proc<:'edings, and the yeas and nays of the members on any question, shall, at the desire of any
two of them, be t;Jntered on their journal.
SEC. 21. Ncitherhouse,
dUl'incr the session of
the general assembly, shall, wit'hout the consent
of the other, adjourn for more than three clays,
nor to any other placc than that in which they
may be sitting.
SEC. 22. The members of the gencral assembly shall se\'eraUy receive from the public tt·eas·
ury a compensation for thcir sen-ices which
foihallbe three dollars a day during their' attenda.nce 011, going to, and returning from the ses-

of their respective houses: Provided, That
the same may be Increased or diminished by law;
but no alteration shall take effect during the session at 'which such alteration shall be made, nor
shall a session of the general assembly continue
beyond sixty days, except by a vote of two
thirds of each house; but this shall not apply to
the first session held under this constitution.
S.lCc.23. 'I'he members of the general assentbly shall, in all cases, except treason, felon)',
breach or surety of the peace, be privileged from
arrest, during their attendance at the sessions of
their respective houses, and in going to and returning from the same, and for any speech or debate in either house, they shall uot be questioned
in allY other place.
Sse. 24. No senator or representative shall,
during the term for which he W3."l elected, 1101'
for one year thereafter, be appointed or elected
to any civil office of profit under this commonwealth, which shall have been created, or the
emoluments of which shall have been increased
during the time such senator or representative
was in office; except to such offices or appointments as may be filled by the election of the
people.
SEC. 25. No person while he continues to exercise the functions of a clergyman, priest, or
teacher of any religious pc,rsumnol1, society, or
sect, nor while he holds or exercises any office of
profit under this commonwealth, or under the
government of the United States, shall be eligible to the general assembly, except attorneJ's at
law, justices of thc peace, and militia. officers:
Prceided, That attorneys for the commonwealth,
who receive flo fixed annual salary, shall be inel.igible.
SEC. 26. No person who at anv time may have
been a.collector of taxes, or pUblic moneys for
the state, or the assistant or deputy of such collector, shall be eligible to the general assembly,
unless he shall have obtained a quietus, SIX
months before the election, for the amount of
such collection, and for all public moneys for
which he may have been responsible.
.
SEC. 27. No bill shall have the force of a law,
until, on three several days, it be read over, in
each bouse of the general assembly, and free discession allowed thereon, unless in cases of urgency, four fifths of the house, where the bill
shall be depending, may deem it expedient to
dispense with this rule.
SEC. 28. All bill~ for raising revenue shall
originate in the bouse of represelltutives,
but
the senate may propuse amendments as in other
bills, provided that they shall not introduce
any ncw matter undcr the color of an amendment which does not relate to raising revenue.
SEC. 29. The general assembly shall regulate,
by law, by whom, and in what manner writs of
~Iection shall be i>:isued, to fill the yacaucies
which may happen in either branch thercof.
SEC. 30. Divorces f;hall not be granted, save
by courts of justice, in conformity to law.
SEC. 31. The credit of this commonwealth
i>hall never be gi\-en or loaned in aid. of any
person, association, municipality, or corporation,
withont the eoncurrence of two thirds of each
house at' the general a'>sembly.
SEO. 32. The general assembly may contract
debts to meet casual deficits, or failures in the
SiOHS
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revenue, or I'm expenses »ot provided for, but I he wished to offer when the proper time came.
such debts, direct 01 contingent, sll'lgly 01 III the He sent it to the secretarys desk, to be taken up
aggregate, shall not at any time exceed five hun- when in order.
dred thousand dollars, and the motleys arising
The secretary read it as follows:
from loans, creating such debts, shall be applied
ARTlOLE-,
to the purposes for .whie:h they are obtained or to
SEC. 1. The judicial pOWi'll' of this commonrepay such debts: Promde~, TI~at the state m.ay wealth, both as to matters of law and equity,
contra~t debts. to rep~l. invasion, ,;uppress in- shall be vested in one supreme court, which shall
sl.lrrcctiOTl,O!', If. host,dltles arc threatened, pro- be styled the court of appeals, and in such inVide fur the public defence.
ferior courts as may be established by this couSec -. 33. No actor the general assembly shalt stitntion, or such as the general assembly may.
authorise any debt to be contracted, on behalf of from time to time, erect aiidestablish.
t~le con~mollweatth, e~cept for tl~e purposes menSEC. 2. The court of appeals, except in cases
t'lOne~.llllhe 32d sectlOl.l of this article, unless otherwise directed by this constitution,
shall
proVISiOn be ma~e therein to lay. and coll?ct all have appellate Jurisdi,·tion only, which shall be
annual tax st,Iffiment to pay the ~nt~l·est etipula- co-extensive With the state, under such restric
ted, and to discharge the debt Wl~])II.1
years; tiona and regulations, not repu~nant to this connor SlHl11such act take effect until It shall have stitutiou , as may from time to tune be prescribed
h.een submitted to the pepple at a general elcc- by law.
non, and shall have mee,lved. a mejonty of all
SEC. 3. The judges of the court of appeals shall
the votes cast, for and against It.
hold their offices for the term of six years, and
SEC. 34. No law enacted by the gen.eral us- until their successors are duly qualified; but for
sembl v shall embrace n~ore tlH-I:none object, and any reasonable cause, which shall not be snffithat sh~l! be expressed \11 the tl~le.
cient ground of impeachment, the governor shall
SEC. 3;:). N 0 ~aw ~hall be .revlsed 01' amended, remove any of them on the address of two-thirds
by ~efcrence to.Its title, but HI. such case, the act of each house of the general assembly: Pro1Jided
revised or secuou amended shall be re-enacted however that the l.:RUSeor causes for which such
and pnbl~sl;ed at length.
removal may be required, shall be etated at length
SEC. 36. I'he ge~8ral assembly
s.h~ll have no in such address, and on thejonrnalsofeachhouse.
power to pass sJ?e~lal laws fo:' 1Jlcllvldual bene- They shall, at stated times, receive for theirser~
fit, Huless a ,"!,aJonty of two tlurds of both h01lses vices, an adequate compensation, to be fixed by
COll(mr therem.
law.
A:!.fENN-1E:YT
OF THE RULES.
SEC. 4. The judges shall, by virtue of their
M
~RARD
d
11'
I
offict.\, be ronservatorsof the peace thl'oug]lOut
r. GAl
offere the fo oWlIlg reso u- the state. The style of all process shall be-the
tion which lies over one day, under the rules:
K
11
.
Resolvpd, That the 29th rule of this conven- commonwealth of entucky.
A prosecutiOns
shall be carried 011 in the name, and by the auth·
tion be amended by inSerting t11e words "and erity of the commonwealth of Kentucky, and
such amendments as may be offered" immediate- conclude "abO"ainstthe peace and dignity of the
ly after the ·word "amcndments" in the last line same."
of said rule.
SEC. 5. There shall be elected, by the qualified
COURTOF APP};AJ.S.
voters of the state, one jndge to be styled the
The President anllounced the next business in chief justice of the state of Kentncky, and such
order to be Oll the report of th8 committee of the associate judges as the legislatnre lUay direct;
that it may be lawful for the legislawhole Oll the R.ltide in relation to the COUl't of Provided,
ture to lay the state off into districts, in each of
appeals.
After a brief conversation it was agreed to which a judge or judges of the court of appeals
may be elected.
take tile que~tion first on all the amendments
SEC. 6. 'rhe judges of the court of appeals
which were verbal merely, ornot ill\'olving any
important principle. and they were concurred in. shall hold at least two sessions of the court in
Mr. C. A. WIUKLIFFE
expressed the hope each ycar, and each session shall be held at the
that the convention would }lot ag-ree to strike scat of government, until otherwise dirccted by
out the 'words "of the U uited Stn.tes" from the 8th law.
SEC. 7. No person shall be eligible to the office
sectioll, which provides that "any citizen of the
United States &c." shall be elig,;ble to the office of judge of the court of appeals, who is under
thirty,
or over sixty five years of age, and who
of judge. The word "citizen" he supposed meant
the same thing; but Kentucky had not prescrib- has n0t been, at the time of election, at least five
ed a mode to make citizen", other t11an that by years a citizen of the state of Kelltucky.
The PRESIDENT said the course to be pursued
the govemmellt of the United States: indeed, he
doubted if they had the power to do so.
He would be to take up the article by sections, and
hoped therefol'e the convention would retain t.he when the measure was perfected by its friends
expression in the article which but followed the it would be in order to act upon the substitute
of the gentleman from Jessamine.
precedents of other constitutions.
'rhe 1st and 2d sections were accordingly read
The question was taken and the convention
refused to concur in the amendment hy which and passed withont amendment.
The
thll'd sectlOn was then read.
those words had been stricken out in committee
Mr. HARDIN moved to strike ont the words
of the wh.ole.
In the 12th section, a like amendment occurred "which shall not be suffiCIent ground of impeach~
ment."
to which the COll\'cntion disagreed.
Mr. HARDIN.
I invite gentlemen to examMr. A. K. MARSHALL intimated that he had
prepared a substitnte for the entire article which ine trie constitution of the United States. There
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if> no way to address a man out of offlcc for any
offence for which he may be impeached.
In our
constitution there are several incongruities.
I
will rend the section on this subject:
".A competent number of justices of the peace
'shall bc appoiutod in each county; they shall be
'commissioned
during good behaviour, but may
'be removed on conviction of misbehaviour
in
• office, 01' of any infamous crime, or on the ad"dress of two thirds of each house of the genet-ul assembly."
'I'he convention will perceive that the power
of removal extends beyond misbehaviour in office, and that you can remove by address for any
lhing for which you could by impeachment.
You can remove a justice of the peace for folony, treason, or ~lJlycrime of that description.
I
see no reason why when yon come to address a
man out of office, you exclude in U1C address
what is the subject of impcncluuent.
Anyone
may sec the ~reat difficulty which might grow
out of it. 'I'he consequence will be, when you
remove by address, it Will be said, that is a subject of impeachment.
I wish the legislature to
have power to remove by address if the judge
behave outrageously
bad.
Shall there be no
way to remove him by address, no way to get at
him but by impeachment?
We know the delnys,
formalities,
aud ceremonies attending
an impeachment.
I wish the legislature
to have the
right to address out a man for any thing for
which
he could be impeached
out.
I call
see why the power of addressing
out of office
should be more extensive than the power to impeach.
It is no crime to be superannuated,
yet
the legislature should have power to remove by
address.
It is no crime to be so deaf as not to
be able to hear a word, like Judge Duval1, who
held his office as judge of the supreme court for
ten years after, and was superannuated
besides.
It was no offence in Judge Heath of Baltimore
to become insane, and yet congress could Hot remove him.
It is important that the power to remove by addre-ss, should be more extensive than
by Impeachment,
but that the power to remove
by address should be excluded from the very offence for which you may impeach, I cannot understand.
There are a thousand ways in which
their conduct may be very wrung, and yet you
cannot impeach them.
Mr. C. A. WICKLIFFE.
The committ e e transcribed this :l.riicle from tile preselltconstitution,
and if there is an)' thillg wrong in it, our ancestors were guilty of it. If it needs correction, I
am willing it should be done.
I am inclined to
enlarge the subject of impeachment, and to
scribo the offences for which an officer shal be
impeached.
I am extremely anxious to retain
the power of impeachment,
because it disqualifies a man from any office. J think this will
meet the difficulty, "but fol' reasonable cause,
the governor shalf remove any of them on an address of two thirds of the general assembly."
If no other gentleman does it, I shall, hereafter,
move to specify the grounds for which a judge
may be impeached.
'fhe JUOtlOn to strike out was agreed to.
Mr. HARDIN.
I will now renew the Same
amtlndment that I made in committee of the
wllole, to strike out "two-thirds,"
and insert a
majority;" and on that question I shall call for
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the yeas '111,1nuys. I desire now to call the at.
tention of the house to the third, fourth, and
eighth articles of Judge Chase's impeachment,
'l'be third charge is thus:
" ARTICLE: III.

" That, with intent to oppress and procure the
"conviction
of the prisoner,
the evidence of
'John 'I'nylm-, a material
witucsa on behalf of
• the aforesaid Callender,
was not permitted by
'the said Samuel Chase to be given in, on pr".
"tence that the said witness could not prove the
• truth of the whole of one of the charges COII"tnlncd in the indictment,
although the said
• charge embraced more than one feet."
On this charge eighteen were agaillst Judge
Chase and sixteen for him.
The fourth charge is as follows:
"AllTICL£

IV.

"That the conduct of the said Samuel Chase
'was marked,
during the whole course of the
• said trial, by manif<,:st Injustice, partiality,
and
'intemperance,
viz :
v I. In
compelling
the prisoner's
counsel to
• reduce to writing, and submit to the inspection
'of the court, for their admission or rejection,
'all questions
which the said counsel meant to
'propound
to the above named John 'Paylor, the
, witness.
"2. In refusing to postpone the trial, ulthonch
• an affidavit was rogulurfy filed, statm~ the ab"sence of material
witnesses
on behalf of the
, accused; and although
it was manifest, that,
'with the utmost diligence,
the attendance of
'such witnesses could not have been procured,
, at that term.
"3. In the use of unusual,
rude, and eon'temptuous
eXJ?ressions towards the prisoner's
"counsel: and III falsely insinuating
that they
'wished to excite the public fears and indigna"tiou and to produce
that insubordination
to
'law, to which the conduct of the judge did, at
, the same time, manifestly tend:
"4. 1n repeated
and vexatious interruptions
, of the said counsel, on the part of the said
'judge, which, at length, induced them to ahan'don their cause and their client, who was there.
, upon convicted and condemned to fine and im, priaonment :
"5. In an indecent solicitude.
manifested by
'tIle said Samuel Chase, for the conviction of
'the accused, unbecoming
even a. public prose'cutor, but highly diflgracefnl to the character of
'ajudge,
as it was subversive of justice::
On that cha.rge, also, there were eIghteen
against and sixtt'en for him.
" ARTICLE VIII.

"And
whereas a mutual respect and £lonfi.
'denee betwt'en the governmC'nt of tllC United
· Stntes and those of the indh'idual
states, and
'between the people and those govemments, re'spectiv6'ly, are highly conducive to that public
'harmony, without which there can be no public
'happiness,
yet the said Samuel Chase, disre'garrling the duties and dignity of judicial char'actcr, did at a circuit court, for the district of
• Maryland,
held at Baltimore
in the month of
, May, one thousand
eight hundred and three,
• pervert his official right and duty to address
• the grand jtlTy, then and there assembled, on
< the mattel'6 coming
within the province of the
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"sard jury, for the purpose of delivering to the
'said grand jury all intempt;rate aud iutlumato• ry political hcrraugue, with intent to excite the
"fears and resentment of the said grand jury,
• and of the good people of Maryland again:,;t
'their state, government, and constitution, a COI1'duct highly censurable in any, but peculiarly
• indecent and unbecoming in a judge of the su"preme court of the United States, and more"over that the said Samuel Chase, then and there,
• under pretence of exercising his judicial right
'to address the said grand jury, as aforesaid,
'did, in a maimer highly unwarrantable,
en"deaver to excite the odium of the said grand
'jury. and of the good people, of Maryland
• against the government
of the United States,
'by delivering opinions, which, even if the judi'CIa! authority were eomfletent to their oxpres"sion, on a suitable occasion in a proper man< ner, were at that time and as delivered
by him,
'highly indecent, extra-judicial
and tending to
· prostitute the high judicial
character with
"which he was invested, to the low purpose of
, an electioneering partizan.
.. And the house of repreaentntives,
by protes"ration, saving to themselves the liberty of ex"hlblting at any time hereafter, any further ar"ticles or other accusation, or impeachment
• against the said Samuel Chase, and also of re'plying
to his answers which he shall make
'unto the said articles, or any of them, and of
• offering proof to aU and every of the aforesaid
'articles, and to all and everv other articlE'S, im'peachment or accusation, ,\~hich shall be exhi'bited by them, as the case "hall require, do de'mand that the said Samuel Oha.'ie may be put
'to answer the said crimes and misdemeanors,
• aml thatsueh pl'Ocecdin~, examinations, trials
• anu judgments may be tJwreupon had and giv, i'll, as are agreeable to law and justice."
The vote stood, on l;hceighth -charge, ninet.cen
against him, and' fifteen for him.
I invite gentlemen to read that charge as a literary curior;iLy, aud also the address to the
grallu jury of Baltimore, for such a phillippic
WitS never given in the world.
They are ur; follows:
" Copy of the conclusion oj a charge delivered and
read from the original manuscript at a circuit
court of the United Slates, holden in the city of
Balti'IJwre, on JlIonda.y the 2d da,y of lIIay, 1803,
by Sa,muel Chase, one oj the judges of the su·
'preme court of the United States.
"Before you retire, gentlemen, to your cham, bel' to consider such matters as may be brought
, before you, 1 will take the liberty to make a
'few obsenations; which 1 hope you will re'ceive as flowing only from my regard to the
'welfare and prosperity of our common COUll• try.
"It is essentially nccessarv at all times, but
, more particularly at the present, that the pub'lie mind should be truly informed; and that
, Oll!' citizens should entertain j:101Tcct
principles
, of gO"ernment, and fixed ideas of their social
'rights.
It is a very easy task \0 deceive 01' mis, lead the great body of the people, by propaga• ting plausible. but false doctrines; for the bulk
• of mankind are governcd by their passions,and
, not by reason.

"Falsehood can he more readily disseminated
'than truth, and the latter is heard with reluc, tauco if re\)U~nallt to popular prejudice.
Prom
'the year 1 76, I have been a decided and avow"ed advocate for a representative, or republican
'form of government, as since established by
, our state and national constitutions.
It is my
, sincere wish that freemen should be governed
, by their representatives, fairly and freely elect, cd by that class of citizens, described in our
'bill of rights, "who have property in, a corn'mon interest with, and an attachment to, the
• community."
"The purposes of civil society are best an"swcred by those governments, where the public
'safely,
happiness, and prosperity are best securod, whatever may be the constitution or
'form of government] but the history of man'kind (in uuoient and modern times) informs us
, "that a monarchy may be free, uud that a re'public may be a tyranny."
The true test of
'liberty, is ill the practical enjoyment of protec, tion to the person and the property of the citi'zen, from all enquiry.
Where the same laws
'govern the whole society without any distinc, tion, and there is no power to dispense with
'the execution of the laws; where justice is im"partially
and speedily administered, and the
, poorcst'man in the community may obtain re, dress egainst the most wealthy and powerful,
, and riches afford no protection to violence; and
'where the person and property of every man
'arc secure from insult and JnjUl'y; in that conn·
, try the peogle are free. 'l'his is Ollr present sit'uatioll.
\\ here law is ullcertain, partial, or ar'bitrary;
where justice is not impartiallyad'ministered
to all; whcre property is insecure.
'and the person is liablo to insult and violence,
'withoutredrt'ss
by law, the people are not free,
'whatever may be their for of government.
To
'this situation, I greatly fear we are fast ap, proaching!
"Yon know, gentlemen, that our state and na, tional institutions were framed to secure to ev·
'C1"y membcr of the society, equal liberty
and
'equal rights; but the late alteration of the fed·
, eral judiciary by the abolition of the offices of
, the SIxteen mrcuitjudges, and the recent change
'in our state constitution, by the establir;hing of
'universal
suffrage, and the further alteratIOn
'that is contemplated in our state judie-iary (if
'adopted) will, in my judgment, take away all
'secUl'ity for property and personal liberty., The independence of the national judiciary, is
'already shaken to its foundation, and the vir'tue of the peorle can alone restore it. The in, dependence 0 the judges ~f this state wil.l. be
'entirely destroyed, lf the bill for lhe abolitIOn
, of the two supreme courts should be ratified
, by the next general assembly.
The change of
. the !;tate constitution,
by allowing universal
'suffrage, will, in my opinion, certainly and ra, pidly destroy all protection to property, and
'all security to personn,llibert,;Y; and our repub, lieRn cOllstitutlOn will sink mto a mobocracy,
, the worst of all possible governments.
~
"I can only lamcnt, that the main pillar of
'our state constitution, has alrcady been throwll
'down by the establishment of universal su~'frage.
By this shock alone, the whole building
'totters to its base, and will crumble int.o ruins,
f
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• before many years elapse, unless it be restored
• to its original state.
If the independencyof
• your state judges, which your bill of rights
• wisely declares "to be essential to the impar< tial administration
OfJ"ustioc, and the great so• curity to the rights an liberties of the people,"
• shall be taken away by the ratification or the
• bill passed for that purpose, it will precipitate
• the destruction
of your whole state constitu• tion; and there will be nothing left in it, wor"Ihy the care or support of freemen.
" I cannot but remember the great and patriot.
• lc characters, b'{ whom your state constitution
• was framed.
cannot but recollect that at• tempts were then made in favor of uni versa!
• suffrage; and to render the judges dependant
, upon the legislature.
You may believe, that
, the gentlemen who framed your constitution,
'possessed
the full confidence of the people of
"Merylaad,
and that they were esteemed for
'their talents and patriotism, and for their pub'He and private virtues.
You must have heard
'that many of them held the highest civil and
'military
stations.
and that they, at every risk
'and
danger, assisted to obtain and establish
'your independence.
Their names me enrolled
< on the journals
of the first Congress, and nlaY
< be seen in
the proceedings
of the convention
'that
framed our form or government.
'With
< great concern
I observe, that the sons of some
, of these characters
have united to pull down
'the beautiful fabric of wisdom and republican, ism, that their fathers erected!
"The
declarations,
respecting
the natural
'rights of man, which originated from the claim
< of the British
iarliament
to make laws to bind
< America
in al cases whatsoever;
the publica< tiona, since that
period, of visionary and thee"retical writers, essertiug that men, 10 a state of
• society, are entitled to exercise rights which
'they
possessed
in a state of nature; and the
< modern
doctrines of om late roformcra, that all
< men, in a state of society,
are entitled to enjoy
< equal
liberty aod equal rights, have brought
< this mighty
mischief upon us; and I fear that
< it will rapidly
progress, until peace and order,
'freedom and property, shall be destroyed.
Our
'people are taught:J.S a political creed, that men,
'livillg
under all established
government, are
, nevertheless entitled to exercise certain rigllli!
, which they possessed in a state of nature; and
, also, that eevry n'iemhcr of this government
is
, e!1titled to enjoy an equality
of liberty and
< rights.
"I have long since subscribed to the opinion,
, that there could be no right" of man hI a state
'of nature. previous to the institution of socie.
< ty; and that libmty,
properly speaking, could
'not exist in a state of nature.
1 do not beJieve
, that any number of men ever existed together
, in a state of naturef without some IlCad, leader
'or chicf, whose advice they followed, or whose
, precepts they obeyed.
I really consider a state
, of nature as a creature of the imagination only,
, although great names give a snllction to a con, trary opinion.
The great object for whicll mE'n
< establish
any form of government,
is to obtain
'security to their persons and property, from vi'olcnce; destroy tbe security to either, and you
, lear up society by the roots.
It appears to me
• that the institution of govcrnment IS really no

, sacrifice made, as some writers contend, to nat"ural liberty, for I think that previous to the
'formation
of some species of government,
a
'state
of liberty could not exist. It seems to
'me that personal liberty and rights, can only be
• acquired by becoming a member of a commu'nity,
which ~iv€'J;lthe protection of the whole
'to every individual.
Without this protection
'it would, in my opinion, be impracticable to
• enjoy personal liberty or rights,
From hence
, I conclude that liberty. and rights, (and also
"property)
must spring out of civil society, and
'must be forever subjected to the modification
, of particular governments.
I hold the position
, clear and safe, that all the rights of man can be
"derived only from the conventions of society,
, and may with propriety be called social rights.
'I cheerfully subscribe to the doctrine of equal
'liberty and equal rights, if properly explained.
'I understand by equality of liberty ana rights,
• only this, that every citizen, without respect to
• property or station, should
enjoy an equul
"share of civil liberty; an equal protection from
• the Jaws, and an equal security for his 'person
'and property.
Any other interpretation
of
• these terms, IS in my judgment,
destructive of
'all government
and all laws.
If 1 am subt stantially
correct in these sentiment .., it is un'necessary
to make allY ap{llicatioll of them, and
< I will only
ask two qucsuons.
WillJ'llstiee he
'imparti[llIyadministered
by judges
ependant.
, 011 the legislature
for their continuance III office,
• and also for their support?
Will liberty nr
, property be protected or secured. by laws made
'by representatives
chosen by electors, who have
'no property in, a common interest with, or at"tachmeut to, the community'?"
He was found guilty on two of the charges
preferred against, him, by a vote of eighteen to
sixteen, and Oll the eighth there were nineteen
for conviction
and fifteen for acquittal.
AllY
gentleman who will read these charges, will see
that no more flagrant conduct has been manifested on the bench since Ole days of judgelJeffries.
The effort of judge Chase W:lS 1.0 punish any,
the slightest
expression,
of disrespect
to tIle
President,
or his family, or his cabinet.
The
administration
of MI'. Adams was particularly
marked.
It was intended
to perJ?etllate
his
power.
He succeeded General W'-aslllngtou, flJld
he commenced a system tOJ)erpetuate his 11owor,
and finally perhaps, to en in the suhversion of
the government.
He had a pretence for a war
against Frallce and nlarge standing army, wht'n
there was no prospect of war at all. Theu, as
part and parcel or the same measure, he had an
alien law, to ena.ble him to sClld out of the
country any man who was troublesome to him.
In addition to that, he had a law to indict and
punish a man at pleaSllre, for any word "'pOkCll
disrespectfully
of the President
of Ole United
States, his family,
or his cabinet.
:For that,
many lllell were made to suffer, and among
others was a gentleman from V t'rmont, (Matthew
Lyon,) who afterwards
represented thc state of
Kentucky in the congress of the United States.
Part aud flarcel of tlle same was a system of direct taxatIOn, and also of indirect ta.'(ation in
the shape of excise.
His standillg army, his
alieu and sedition law, and his system of internal
ta.'(alioD, together
with such men as jndge
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Chase,cotlstitltt-ed arnacb inery by which he cal-I publishcd and copies were sent to my Iricnda
culated to perpetuate his power and subvert the, uver this state.
government of the United States.
Mr. DAV1S, I trust the, gentleman
will Il(~t
There WAS a great deal of virtue in public
make any more references Io SOllllllersets
on this
timent, and there my worthy friend from Bonr- floor.
•.
bon will find the public voice expressed, was
lifT: HARDIN,
v,ery well, I w!II no~, but I am
most noble and honorable to the American char- sure It would not hit my bonornble friend from
ecter. From one end of this coutiuent to the Bourbon if 1 should.
1 do not know to what
other there was a voice raised aanlnst him aud the gentleman alludes.
But to resume, I suphis measures, and the !)ublic sentiment, uotwithp~)rt('d John QUlIlcy Adams'. election, . because
standing the lever of lis power, his large army, hie defeat
based on proving
bargain, sale,
his alien and sedition law , and his whole system and c.orn:ptlOn agamst SIX or seven. of the best
of excise and taxation, hurled him from power. men III h.entucky, and I wasdeter,nll.necl to stand
The republican party, as it was then called, did up for Kelltucky.
Anotherreason
for standing
intend to make all example of judge Chase, be- up ~0.rKEn~tuck.~,was! at the time I entered upon
cause he deserved it; and they meant to make pclit.icalIife,
tlurtJ:" mue ypurs ag'o, we had no
this example just as the whig party in England
such parties as whig and democrat, and every
had made one of that tyrant Jeffne8.
Articles
one knows that I could not-join the federal ranks
of impeachment were preferred against him by on account of the clove~ and powder .. On the
an overwhelming
majority fresh from the rcpub- death of governor Madl.son I was. against the
lican ranks, aud each article of impeachment
new election, and also In ~a\'or of Judge Clark,
was voted on by the house of representatives,
~ecause I thought he
right, when the quesand carried by a majority of two to one, and ~lOn came Uj) III relation t~ breaking the old
this was thoughtcnongh
to authorize his couvlc- Judges by ar dress, I was agamst the address and
tion. The senate held their terms for six years, also agamst the new court.
and the New England
State ... had then as they
Afterwards I fought in the whig tanka, and if
have now agreatdispropol"tioll
of'power!n tbese»- any man in my party has fought faithfully,
I
ate, for even the smallest of them arc sovereignhM'e, and I have been making battle for it ever
ties. and havA an equal power in the sClmte since.
I believe theil" great doctrines
fIrc subwith tllC larger state.'!. 'fJlere was, as I said the stantially right; I belie\'e the labor of America
ot.her day, a small federal party in the senate,
must be protected against the pauper labor of
and if 1 said any thing on that occasion offcn- Europe.
I believe in rotation ill office, for this
sive ill relation to the powdered heads of these gives e ....ery lIlan a chance, and it is the .fillt',~t
gentlf'men and their I.tffected nobility,
I will curb ever put into the mouth of those in office.
take it back; but it was literally
true.
They Ineverllavewav"red,andifthegentlemanfrom
lacked the ribbons and the star, and that was all; Bourbon thillk~ I alluded to llim, I did not; he
they could not even board in the cit,y, but must is as firm as the rock of Gibralter which cannot
go to Georgetown and ride in their splendid car- be battered down by a popgun 01' a pocket pisriages, so brilliant that when the sun struck up- tal.
on them they glt.'amed as when the !'un on the
It
be no labor to trace my position. That
surrounding bills of Utica fdl on the burnished
has been so traced that any rnan can see, and
arms of Cresar's soldiers.
read it. But sir, I do not attempt to trace the
As I said, 011 the third char~e, eighteen of po.sition of mY,hollorable colleague.
He has thB
tbesesenators
were against JUdge Chase, alld advantage of me in that; palticular.
If I wel"e
sixteen for him, and on the fourth charge, the asked in what part of the Heavens t.he Aurora
same llumbel' eighteen to sixteen, on the last BOl"ealis dwelleth, llOW could I tell ?
there was a falling off of one of those that were
As the poet says:
forbim, and the vote stood nineteen against,
"Like the Borealis race
and fifteen for him. He lived and died on the
Thl\tJlits'cre}'eCal1poilltitspl~co."
bench, an example to t,he world of judicial
ty.
riallny, and a proof of the ilnpraeticability
of
I repeat again that Twent for Adams becauf;e
impeaching a judge.
Now my colleague thlllks
they el](iem'ol'cJ to prove bargain. sale, and COl"the acquittal of judge Cha.'le was right. On that ruptiOll, on six or seven lllen of my state.
If
subject a.<; well as Some others Nelson county my counlry is abo tIt to go to war, I will prevent
is divided.
I will not say who is right, but I it if I can, butif she gets into war, I wiII help
will declare that I differ from him in opinion.
her. This is the manner in ·which I acted during
The honorable gentleman said there was a mUll the late war with Mexicu.
If a man, li~·jng in
by the name of John Quincy Adams WllO voted allother
state, should say that six or seven
for judge Chase to the end. Do yOH know the men ill Kentucky
had sold thf"mselves, I slwuld
history of John Quincy Adams 1 He was t1).e hardly stop to inquire;
I should go for Kt;IIsupporter of his fatller to the end, and of judge tucky ill a moment.
Chase, a.t th~ time of his trial.
But a year or
I extremely
regret to have OIny difficulty
two anerward
he got the benefit of a spring
with any gentleman.
r regretted the speech
plank and turned a summerset to t.he republiof my honorable
colleague a few days since.
cans, but this was not before judge Chase was I attack
uo gentleman,
and I do not intried.
The gentleman said I supported John Q. tend to do so, but I will defend myself.
I have
Adams.
I did it with t-cars in my eyes, and I been a consistent wJlig and intend to die so; but
had afterward occasion to tell him, in a speech I appeal to the democrats, if I lluve not fought
which I made in congress in 1835, I had supporthem honorably,
if I have ever treated them
ted him, but; if the Lord would forgi\'e me for it, with disrespect.
One n~ason, among others,
1 \,otlld never du it agaiJl. That speech was why I struck for a convention, WDS the practice
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of the governor.~ of Kentucky, in fi!1ing' alllh.e
offices with none but whigs.
1 believe the ofhces should be distributed
without reference to
politics.
I believe the result would be that
when the elections of the country were thrown
into the hands of the people, those elections
would be without party feeling.
I saw that the
power and IJat!'Onage were gett,ing into the
Lands of the whigs, and 1 struck for a con ventiou. I flaw that three or four governors more
would root out all the democrats as dean as the
diggers of ginseng- dug it up, <l:ld carried it of! tv
China.
I cannot sec the principle that requires
two thirds.
We arc a government
of the people. In all our operations the government is
based upon the hypotJw."is. that the people are
competent to govern , and if conrpeteut.to
govem, how are they competent to govern?
Why,
by majorities, and ev~ry government of a 1ll1l1?rity is a tyl'l'any, call It by what name you Will.
I knolY that the honorable delegate from Bourbon said that he could not trust the people.
I
know they sometimes
run off with a great deal
of feeling; but whom shall we trust?
Are we to
trust; theuppointlng
power in the hands of the governer? Surely not, \Vehave tried tbut.and it has
failed, Arewe to t,l'l1stit in the hands of the membel'S of the legislatl1J"e1 God forbid,
I do not
know that J very well ullderstancl
the course
which my fl'iend from BOUl'~on point,ed out; ?ut
1 think we once had a practICe Jl1 thIS state SHll·
ilar to tlJat which he rBcommellded. and if so, I
have a deep-rootpd o~jection to it. We k!lOW
that, the state of Kentucky has been scandalIzed
by the e.ale of the sheriff's and clerk's offi0~s.
In two thirds of the cu.c.;cs,the clerks of the CIl'cuit courts havc bought their offices. General
Allell was made clerk of Green county in 1793,
llnd the report W<loS that he sold the office to a
lUall uaHled Jack
BalT'lt, The judp:e appointed
Jack Barret, llts vendee, und the office 1ms been
held by one(Jrthe othel' for th'3 \Jeriod offift.,in;e\'cn
year::>. How wnB it in Har< in COUll!,y.
Ben,
Helm was elected clerk ill 1797, and Mr. Haycraft, the prt:sent incumbent, when a boy, was
hrought into his office and raised there, and a
very pretty boy he was. Mr. Helm had a neiCe
as pr..:t.ty a.'> he. 1'1.ley wooed and COUl'tr:d, and
at last he mUl'1'ied SitUy Helm.
Beu. Helm, the
uncle of Sally, resiglJed, and seemed to give
Ha.ye1'll.ft np the office. ,JohlJ ]~clll1, the ,rath,{'\'
of Sally, at th<>ago of eighty, dIed .. In h,lS wJlI
he distributed
his propert.y a1ll0~1~hI,S c}JJldreJl,
but he said, "I charge Sally WIth $3,000, and
my brothel' Bell call tell what became of the
money."
The fail' anclliterallllfJall!ng
of whicll
is that he bought the office for 1110;daughter,
from his brotber Bell. We have ill NelsoLJ as
fail' a elerk a.<j any ill the world-Mr,
Slaught~r
-and the report iii; that thirty two yea.rs ago, lus
father gave two thousand dollal's fOl'.tlle ~ffice.
Now, that cmbraees the three clerksillps
lJl the
counties where I practic(> law. In the county
of Bullitt,
it is reported that N oalt Summers,
bou;;ht G.eo~g{lPope .out; and in the county ~f
Speuccr, It. IS a~so said t.he COt11ltycourt clerk s
offiee was hkewise solcl. I do not klJQW wheth·
er the clerk of JlJarion~Ir,KELLY.
I will not permit
any such
charges to be made in my presencc against a
dead brother.
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HARDU,"'", Now, the gentlemen says Ill!
willnot penult
charge to be ma-le against
his dead brother,
would be \'ery loath to make
any charsres upon his father, or his brother,
1
was speaking in reference to clerkshipa
being
sold like horses in the street.
'I'hc sheriff of Marion county advertised his
office, and it was bid for like horses in the
streets, One mall bid eight hundred dollars for it,
and although willing-to give hond for himself was
not for the hi!;;'h sllcl'ift', and it was jJUt. up again
for a second time, and sold for one iuudred and
ten dollars less, The high sheriff' sued the first
bidder, and the defendaut euguged myselfand
colleague for the purpose of defending him, but I
at any rate wanted to use it for a political
speech, and would have given a bonus or tell
dollars, rather
than not to have made the
speech, but the suit was withdrawn.
Where then arc you to vest the appointing
lJowel'? In the courts?
Do we not know that
It is a general practice for them to select the
members uf their own family for these offices?
I ask with all possible respect
towards
the
judges, do yOll know of a single instance in
,,,hieh a new county has been made, and II clerk
appointed,
that the judge did not appoint some
member of his OWll family
to the office? If
there ha.s been such an instance, it has escaped
my observation.
\Vbel'e then is the <l\Jpointing
!' to be vested?
Js it t.o remain w lere it ii)'!
Surely not,
Is it to remain with the judg<:s a.<;
tothc clt:-l'ks? Surely not. Is it to remain with
the go\'cl'l1or, wh(lu we have seen how It ha,.;
hecu ~xereiseJ,
during the last t.en or fifteen
y ..ars. Certaiuly not; because itwill bethe source
of every specief> of intrigue and favoritism,
Shall the members of the house of r('presentalives appoint state oflieen?
Surely not; for it
will be a sonrce of outrageous
e01Tuption,
Shall it be given to the members from ellch
COlllJty? Surely not; for they ,,"onId soon be
selling
these appointments,
as the members
of the parliament of Great Britain do.
Now as to this branching
busilless of the
Dourt of appeals, I.wii)l~ here to sublllit a fe;w
rcmarks,
1 am agalllst It altogether,
:lod I Will
dec.lare now, Rf> 1 have frequently
dOlle, that I
have been before the people in one way or anothe!' fOl'some thirty nille years, alld 1 have never
heard it once demanded by the public sentiment.
The court of appeals is U18 cuurt of the state,
aml thcro is a. fitness in its beiug heIr! at t.he
capilal of l,he state.
The govemol' anel all the
stale officer'" reside here, and the people are in
the habit of l't'sorting here to transact their busiBess with the government.
It was ne('essary,
therefore, to the symmetry of the operations of
our goverlllllclit that the eomt being for the state
at large should hold its sesRions wherever was
the Reat of government.
But we were tnld by
gentlemen from the southern and southwestem portions of the st.ate, that the people desire
it to be branched.
I have never heard the peopIe say a word on ~he 8ubjc~t, but I will say t,hat
the lawyers want It, Al1~1m tllatI do ~otthlllk
I am mIstaken, nOlO do I mtend allY (ltsrespect
whate\'er to the la\vyers when I say it. It is an
honorable profess~ou, an:i one that ('ontrol::;, in a
great degree, pllbhc sentlment, and olle also t.hat,
from time to time, has done a great deal t.owirds
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f'[wing this state from anarchy and confusion.
nut how are the people to be benefitted'?
Why,
says one gentleman, it is a matter of great importance that the lawyer who argiles a cuse in
the court below, must, come up and argue it in
tile court above.
Could. not the lawyer write
out his argument aml send it here?
Is it not
the every day practice for lawyers WIlD live as
far away even as Hickman county to write out
their arguments and send them up to the court
here? 1 tell you a well written argument is of
more weight than th e best viva voce one ever
made ill court. There is the Dilly place where
the ballot box is preferable.
It is no inconvenience for these lawyers to send their arguments
and records here-s-people are continually coming
here from every county, and there is scarce a
week in the year when an opportunity will not
thereby be offered of sending them. But 8111"
posing that there were the four branches of t ie
court established, I ask jf it will administer to
the convenience of more people, than would be
the ease if all the sessions of the court were
held here? Suppose one of the branches to be
located at Mountsterling,
and there my friend
over the way declares it must he, and there, I
think from Its central location, it ought to be.
Mr. A.PPERSON.
The gentleman is mistaken, I never said so,
:Mr, HARDIN.
But you tllink so, and we all
know that it is a central point, and that in all
probability, if the court is branched, it will go
\.here, Now is it 110tmore convenient for a ma"
jority of the people of the northern district,
down to the moutTl of the Kentucky, and up the
Ohio to come here, than to ride along on hor~ebaek, throufiO'hthe mud, to Mountstel'Jing-and
tbecourtwi
be <>ither there or at Owingsville,
lf there is to be fom dist.ricts-alld
if there is
three, it will be at. Paris.
Is it not 1'oore convenient for that peopl~ to come here, espceially
when most of tllem will have other busllless to
transact here? Well, suppose the branch in the
next district to be held either at Harrodsburgh
ur Dallville, I ask if it would not be more convenient for the people of Shelby, Hardin, Trimble, Oldham, Jefft:r;;;on, Bullltt, Spencer and
Nelson to come to thisJ'lace. than to go to either
of tlle other.:;? I shoul like to see you (Mr, C.
A. Wickliffe) ridillZ throngh the mud just to
pay you for yOUl' aclvocacy of this proposition
of branching.
Suppose that the brl1ncll in the
next district f'hould be held at Greensburgh,
Munfordsville, or Glasgow. would it be more
convenient for the people of Breckinridge, Daviess, Ollio, and Meade to go to either of those
places than to come here? Then, I ask my
friend from Daviess, will Mahomet go to the
mOllntain, or th€' mountain go to Mahomet?
Mr. TRIPLETT.
WewiJl divide it.
Mr. HARDIN,
Is itnot easier to come here?
Pack0t<;;are running eVf'ry nay from where the
gentleman lives to Louisvillc, and when the
railroad is completed, from thence to Frankfort,
in two or three homs, Or if not by railroad,
there is a good turnpike and slack-water navigation, rendering it altogether more convC11ient to
come here th an to go to either of those oiher places,
In the next district the branch would probably
go to the town of Princeton, which would be its
centre.
I ask the gentleman from Henderson,

(MI'. Dixon) if he would not :''1 soon come here,
as he could Yery conveniently by water, as to go
to Princeton?
And will it not be extremely illconvenient to the judges, men of advanced years,
generally between forty and sixty-for
even now
the most eligible men for the offi<;(' arc over fifty
years of age-to
hold a term of ten weeks at
Mountsterling,
next at Danvllle, and next at
Grcensburgb. supposing these to be the pointe
of location. Would it not be extremely oppteH,,ive upou them, to be obliged to ride on horseback, through the mild, if it was muddy, or
through the inclcrueucy of llte weather, if it Wfl.S
inclement, from Mountstcrbug to Princeton, a
dista nee of near three hundred miles.
How long would it take to finish the business
at the branches?
The court.finished its business
herein about 110 days, but I venture to say that
they will have t.o sit eight, nine, or ten weeks at
each of these branchos-c-sey eight weeks; that
would take eight months in the year to hold the
sessions alone, of the court, There could be no
mistake about it, aud for the reason that the business before them would be doubled, and as I
think, trebled. Gentlemen have said it would
brine justice to the door of every man, or in one
gentlcman's language, it would bring Mahomet
to the mountain.
I do not know about its bringing justice to every man's door, but I do know
it will bring more ca.ses into the court. I have
looked over t.he docket,of the court, and I find that
there are a setof gentlemen who practice here-some come here of cour"e, in sclf-defence-whose
every effort is to get SOlUeenol' inserted into the
record AD that they may bring their causes up to
the court of appeals, instC;ld of fighting fair,
faec to face. It reminds me of the fa;;,hion of the
govornor'sappointments,
of making two or three
appointments out of one,
It is a fashion now,
of appointing a judge of the court of appt'als
from the circuit courts, and then appointing another circuit judge in hIS place, thus maldng
two appointments out of one.
These lawyers
have t.he same fashion of getting all erl'Ol' or
blundcr into the rccord, that they may have a
pretence for appealing, and thus making two
causes ant of one, In examining the docket, to
see who these lawyers m'e, who thus took two
mouthfuls out of a ease, I find that two of tbem
who are most excellent lawyers, sharp, keen,
shrewd men, who can ;=.eeIt round ninepence
across the MississippI at Plumb point, without
the benefit of a telescope-out
of fifty lawyers,
bring np more than half of the causes here, And
why do they do it? Just to make two fees out
of one.
T'hey also delay the circuit courts,
I
have argued a case before a court ano jlll'y, and
one of these eOUJ't of appeals gelltlemen ha.~
worried the court the whole day, takillg down
evidenee, and yet so distorting and garbling it,
that the case will not appear in t,he con-rt of appealo; as it did in the court below, and by that
means the judgment is l'cven;ed. I hazard nothing in saying that the branching SYSt02Lll
will
double, if not tl'eble the business of the nppellate court, and I do not believe that they will be
a.ble to sit in each district, more than once in
eaeh year. And the very moment the docket is
large, cases will be brought 11p on the merest
pretences in the world, just for the sale purpose
of delay.
Delays will then be secnred for one
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or two year,;, while ,1lIJ",r the present system, throw one part of it into one district and the
other into another dist rict-c-and thus the same
the delays are not more than six months.
Busi
be forced to attend the court in both
Il~SS wil l then get so clogged "P that it will be lawyers
impossible to g"t through with It, and the result districts.
will be thut the legislature will have to raise the
I am in favor of the principle of indigibility
amount fur which writs of errol' or appeals shall and always
have been.
W hy wae it, I appeal
to the
be taken.
Now nnv case over which the circuit whigs of the legislature, that we should go for
court hns jurisdicticn , m<tybe brought up to the one term for the presidency?
Why was it we
appellate court, by an appeal, or writ of error; would not permit the president, by the influence
but 811Chwill be the increase of business, under of the patronage and appointing power hie ofthe branching system, that the court will not be ficial station gave him, to look to aTe-election
able to get through with it, and it will have to for office? Because we were aware that it muet
be restricted by iucrea ..",ing the amount ill contro- influence hiru in the administration
of the govversy, Oll the suit on which an appeal may be ernment, and in the next place because it would
taken. Gentlemen have said, if I·ustice is to be give him 1;.0 much the vantage ground over
had, why not let it reach alike, t re door of each any who chose to compete with him. Does not
and every' man. I answer, that branching' the the same argument apply to the judge of the
court, Will not increase the means for attaining
court? You put him 'in office for eight yearsjustice, hut itwill furnish fucilities for the most either as a judge of the circuit or of the appelmanifestanJ
flagrant injustice.
It will retard late courts-the same principle applies to both.
justice, by iucrecsmg the opportunities of inge- Suppose 11 judge having jurisdiction
over ten
n i0118lawyers to make two causes outof one. One counties, looks forward to a re-electioll-what
gentleman has gone so far as to say, abolish the then? Perhaps the lives of ten men Illay be in
court of appeals, if you will not increase the fa- the palm of his hand at the very time, and they
cilitie~ of gett!ng justice -. I say the .court of. ap- may belong to powerful and wealthy families,
peals 18 only Important III one point of VIew, because they are the very ones, your botspure,
and that is, to prod uee uniformity of decisions. who commit these crimes. Perhaps too he may
All litigation
must stO)? at some point, and have the liberties of some twenty or thirty others
,~het~lel' it sto,Ps in the appellate court or the in his hands, one half of them ,'agabonds stealcrrc.ut court, III respect to the great quantum of ing about the country, and there Im~y be besides
justice. or injustice done, it makes no difference. a thousand civil causes before him.
Suppose
'I'he only object of a higher court was, by its re- him to be as upright as Aristides himself and as
view, to secure uuifcrmity
of decision.
When honest, would lIot this power in his hands have
our lives or our liberties fire at stake, we stop an eff~ct on the voters, whether the ballot or the
in the court b£:'low, and why do we come to the viva voce system was adoptetl.
It is u lever of
cC:lUrtof appeals, on.ly when our property. but power that cannot be trusted in the hands of any
v11e trash at best, 13 at stake·? Just that we man, where he has an iuducement to exercise it.
may secure uniformity of decision in the COurtfi 'l'he position of the incumbent member of Conbelow, throughol\t the whole length and breadth gress is worth fifteen per cent ill votes in the
of the land.
The idea that every mun must canvass, and the position of a judge who is
bring his case to the court of appeals, is entirely rlInniug' for a secolld term will be worih full fifty
fallacious.
There is no necessity for it, and 11. per cent.
Go to :Mississippi, and witness its
will double and treble the expenses of justice.
operations there. Judge Uoalter, 3. 'whig, has
But there is another reason why I oppose this beel! re-f'lected repea.tedly to the circuit court, in
propo:sition to branch the court, anll that is the a district strongfy uemocratic, and they have
increa:sed expense. It llOW (:08ts about $5107 never be",n able to defeat him. Judge Sharky
per annum to pay the judges and all the ex- has been lllel.Jted from the middle district and he
pense:'! uf the court. It is, sometimes a little is the chief justicll. He is a wli ig and his disabove 01' a little below that amount, but that is triet is democratic by 4000, alld yet 110 man has
the fair average.
Now when you get f.)ur judges e,'er been able to come nearer than 2200 or 3000
011 the bencll-and
you will never get a man of votes of him. Why, although he is an able and
fifty or sixty year,:; of age to ride from .Mt. Stel'l- uprightjud~(>, and one whom Mississippi should
ing to Princeton, and hold four courts a year in b(. protlll of, because his station is a lever that
The hOllorable
all SCasOllSof the year, for less than $2000 or giv<.Jshim tremendol1s power.
gentleman from Louisville, (Mr. Preston), who
$2500 per a1ll1UIll->:i8.;r, $2000 a year eachthat will cost $tlOUO. l'hell you must have a claims the paternity of the ballot VropositlOn,
room fitted up, a <:Jerk's offic~ to build in each says that ihe posltion of the presHlent and a
I say that lie
district, cogt.ing in all $1000 perhaps, for each circuit judge is not analagous.
branch.
Then you must have book presses and hru> more power in his theatre, tIle court, than
the
presidl;lItof
the
United
States
in his theatre.
r<.Jcords for each,
and
incidental
expenses
amounting very near to what it now is. I haz- The sheriffs, jailors, ::Ind constables are allcap in
ard nothing therefore, ill saying that this alticle hand to him, because their accounts are to be alAud there is also a class of
in our constitution wilt double, nay treble tJle lowed by him.
expenses of this one branch of our jurispru- lawyers who are cap in ]mnd to him. I know,
dence. I have no individual interest, nOllcin and I appeal to eVl'!ry gentleman here, if it i~ not
the world ill this matter.
When I came hcr~, I the fact, that tlle lawyer 'who is seen hanu in
came in the old fashioned way on horse baek, hand 'with the juuge, is the very man who inAnd why? Becaus~ the
and wherever the branches may be held if I vites all tIle business.
travd to them it will be in the same way. In litigants believe him to be in favor with the
judge,
aud
the
judge
with him, and t.hough
forming' these districts the effect would often be
to divide the business of the counties-and
to both may be honest, yet it invites business to
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the lawyer, although his legal talents may not ineli~ible unless we increase his term of office. Is
deserve if.. And I appeal to the gentleman from Ilotelght years long enough? We know that it
Green, (Mr. Lisle), who although he has not as is often necessary to take the old trees out of the
yet made a speech here, Lkuow to be one of the forest. to cive the>younger ones air and room
most intellectual
gentlemen in the house, as to grow. But I have no particular desire about
gentlemen will find out when he does speakthe term; I do not want a man to be an umif he did not live in a town where the judge of pirc on the bench, and at the same time a canthe court.had three SOilS, lawyers, and one brother- didate for office. If he is to be an umpire on
in-law-the
clerk had a SOil and a son-in-law, the bench, do not let him at the same time be a
lawyers, and if 110y did not, finally exclude all sycophant in the ,Political arena seeking for
others from pructiee in tlmt court? Litigants votes. Make him Independent.
went to theut under dread of the judge and
I do not know that I shall trouble the can;
clerk, and that drove other lawyers from that vention with :my more remarks, and I have
bar. And they drove also from that bar, a gen- thrown ant these heads of topics that I may be
tleman who, considering his opportunities,
is one able, if 1 choose, hereafter, to write out my
of the greatest men of the age. It cannot be speech, to enlarge upon them as I please.
otherwise.
The judge will have this intluence,
Mr. C. A. WICKLIFFE. I do not intend at
and that too without being corrupt.
I remem- this time, Mr. President, to notice many of the
bel' what judge Bibb told me when I received remarks of my colleague, which would, under
my license. Said he, it is not enough for you to other circumstances, demand and receive an imget a license from the judge,
must get oue mediate response from me. 'I'his is not the
also from the people. t said
would try to do theatre for the cxhibluon of any private griefs
80.
Said he, you must bear in mind never to which he may feel or imagine; neither is it fit at
quarre-l with the judge, and always if possible, this time that I should repel, with appropriate
appear to be on familiar terms with him. Why? rebuke, the personal allusions to myself, foreign
Said I. Because, he replied, it invites business from the question under consideration.
"\Vhcn
to you, and a contrary course will drive it away the gentleman made his debut ill this house on
from you, if you are ever so competent.
hi .s majority principle, ill reply to the few reI want the judge to have no power beyond marks I made in opposition to his motion, he
what the ecusntutiou
and tho Jaws give him, and charg ..d rnc with uttering the language of a
1 want to gi ve him no temptation to swerve from monarchist and courtier.
his duty. Why says the gentleman. he should
My colleague has known rue well. He could
be voted for by ballot, lest be might exert his not expect to have escaped the remarks which
power UPOIlsome voter who had exorcised inde- his reckless charge invited. He looked for a vinpendently hie right of suffrage. This is all ad- dication of the principles and opinions uttered
ditional reason, and a confession that thejudge
by me. He perhaps little thought that I should
should not be re-elig ible. But I have another have drawn for that vindication upon the proreason. when two men become candidates for ductions of his own mind, given to the public
office, let them be Oll the same footing.
Do not at a time when sound principles pervaded it;
clothe oue of them in his black robes, to look when its vigor had.not been made to totter under
wise and sapient, in all his power. Yon know the influences of circumstances which have surhow wise and dignified they look. Take a law- rounded him.
yer from the bar aud put him on the bench, and
We have spent so much time on this article
he become.'>a most dignified character, and gene- concerning the appellate court, that I cannot
rally puts on two or three pail' of spectacles to now throw myself upon the indulgence of this
look deeper into the books than any other man. body long enough to notice the allusions which
Awl put him in a position to electioneer before I understand to be personal: but a proper time
the people, and they will wonder almost how will be presented, perhaps, when the gentlesuch a man come to get into the world.
Let man's report shall come up. I shall then ask
him come before the people as he has ~ot to come the indulgence of the convention to do myself
on the day of judgment, without Jus robes of justice, and also to bestow some attention upon
office, and like the man who competes with him my colleague.
for the office.
The question before the convention, if I un,
},Tothing in the world so purifies and clarifies derstand it, though I could not learn it from the
the political atmosphere as rotation in office; Rpeech of the gentleman, is to insert into the
give no man a life estate ill office. \Yhaf, is the constitution the principle that a majority of the
principle that fostered the growth of the Roman legislature shnll have the power of removing the
republic until from a small city they grew to 11 judg.es of the court of appeals whom the peopower that overran the world. It was rotation ple have elected. This question has been disin office--that no lllan who filled an officc for cussed in committee of the wJlOle, the vote has
the first year should bc l'e-eligible the second. been taken there, and I am anxious that it should
That principle was first broken in upon by be taken in the house. The gentleman has callCaius Marius, and from that day may be daLen ed lor the ayes and noes, and I am prepared to
the downfall of the Roman republic.
You purge record my vote in opposition to him; and I shall
vour political atmosphere by rotation in office. be prepared to defend that vote hefore our com'You tell your aspiring young men, pursue your mon constituency if he shall select that theatre
studies and come on, for the public stations are for the purpose.
So faJ' as respects my political
open to you, and you are not to be placed under opinions in reference to other matters which
the disadvantage
of compcting ·with the man have divided this country in time.s past and now
who has a thousand litigants depending upon divide it, I have at present this much to say:
him. It is said that we should not make him Whatever may have been my errors in the exercise
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of the functions with which a confiding country
have from timeto time invested me, I have yet the
first man to charge rue with dishonesty of pnrpose or intentional error. I have been able to
stand before an opposing constituency, nud if I
have been unsuccessful in vindicatintt
the COI'rectness of the opinions I entertained, 1 have at
least commanded their respect and personal confidence. I have stood my ground in my OWIl
county, neither have I elsewhere been found to
tlee before my fellow citizens.
I will say 110 more. I am anxious that this
'Convention shall proceed with its business, and}
am now prepared to vote on all the propositions
that have been so fully, ably, and elaborately discussed In committee of the whole, and when the
convention has more patience and leisure, I may
notice some of the remarks, personal to myself,
my colleague has made.
Mr. RUDD.
I voted against the amendment
of the gentleman from Nelson (Mr. Hardin) in
committee of the whole, to strike out "two thirds"
and insert "a majority!'
My object Wall to illsen three fifths, instead of either two thirds or a
majority.
I consider it almost impossible in any state of
things, unless for the grossest conduct on the
part of the judge, to remove a judge from office
by the two thirds principle.
A man must be
base indeed, if he could not, ill a body of one
hundred and thirty-eight, obtain forty-six votes.
I ask the house in all sincerity, if a man ought
to be permitted to sit in Judgment upon the
rights of his fellow citizens, if he is unable to
obtain forty-six votes in his favor? I am in favorof the independence of the judiciary, stilll
do not want the judge to be wholly irresponsiblc. I want to make him responsible to the peo:ple from whom his power emanates.
If it were
10 order to do so, I would ask for a division
of
the question.
Mr. BRADLEY.
I shall vote for the motion
to strike out, ·with the view that when the question comes to be put upon filling the blank, it
may be filled by the insertion of three-fifths, so
as to give the impeaching power to tJ1re~-fifths of
the legislature, as I prefer that to two-thirds.
I
am opposed to giving the power to a bare majority, and prefer three-fifths to two-thirds.
Mr. C. A. WICKLIFFE.
I would suggest to
the gentleman from Louisville, that if he will let
the question be taken upon t.he proposition of
my colleague, he Willllot be ptecludl;d frum offering his own proposition subsequently.
Mr. HARDIN.
-r will withdraw my motion,
S"O far as relates to filling up, and nwve only to
strikc out.
The yeas and nays being taken, resulted as
follows;
YEAs-John
S. Barlow, Alfred Bovd, William Bradley, Benjamin Copelin, Edward Curd,
Green Forrest. Nathan Gaither, Selucius Garfielde, Richard D. Gholson, Thoma.c.;J. Gough,
James P. Hamilton, Ben, Hardin, William Hendrix, Thomas James, Hugh Newell, Elijah F,
Nuttall, Ira Root, James Rudd, William R.
Thompson, John J. Thurman, John Wheeler,
Robert N, Wickliffe-22.
NAYs-Mr, President, (Guthrip,,) Richard Apperson, John L, Balling-er, William K. Bowling,
Luther Brawner, FranCIS M. Bristow, Thomas D.

Brown, William C. Bullitt, Charles Chambers,
William Chenault, Beverly L. Clarke, Jesse Coffey, Henry R. D. Coleman, William Oowper.Garrett Davis, Lucius Desha, Archibald Dixon, J as.
Dudley, Chasteen T. Dunavan, Beujnmin F. Edwards, Milford Elliott, James H. Garrard, Ninian E. Gray, John Hargis, Vincent S. Ray, Mark
E. Huston, James W. :irwin, Alfred M. Jackson.
wilbarn Jol11180n, George W. Johnston, George
'V. Kavanaugh,
Charles C, Kelly, James M,
Lackey, Peter Lashbrcoke, Thoma>! N. Lindsey,
Thomas W. Lisle, Willis B. Machen, George W,
Mansfield, Alexander K. Marshall, William C,
Marshall. Wm. N, Marshall, Riclmrd L. Mayes,
Nathan Mc Olure, John H. McHenry, David Meriwether, William D. Mitchell, 'l'homas P. Moore,
John D, Morris, James M. Nesbitt, Henry B.
Pollard, William Preston, Johnson Price, Lar·
kin J. Proctor, John '1'. Robinson, Thomas Rockhold, .Iohn T. Rogers, Ignatius A, Spalding,
John W, Stevenson, James ,V. Stone, Michael
L. Stoner, AlLert G. Talbott, John D. 'l.'aylor,
Howard Todd, Philip Triplett, Squire Turner.
John L. Waller, Henry 'Washington, Andrew S.
White,Ohm-les
A. Wickliffe, George W. Williams, Silas Woodson-7l.
Mr. BOYD then moved to strike out in the
second line the word "eight" and insert the
word "six," so as to reduce the term for which
the judges should serve. He said he thought it
would at least be more satisfactory to his constituents tbnt the term should Bot be longer than
six years.
Mr. BRADLEY.
I shall vote for the motion
to strike out "eight" and insert "six," believing
that that term will best suit those whom I have
the honor to represent; and if the amendment
shall prevail, of which I have not much hope,
I shall, at the proper time and place, move to
strike out four judges and insert three. I will
state here, that I am for the branching system, I
am for having three districts, alld three judges,
with a term of office of six years, anu this will
enable them to have an electiol! every two years.
This is the \,iew that will control the vote that I
am about to give.
Mr. MACHEN. I slmll votc againstthe amendment' and I will very briefly state the reasons
why I shall do so. I came here with predilections in favor of a six years term of office for
the judges, anel tJlut no officer should be in oflice
for a longer period than six years.
I came however with t]le expectation that perhaps the number of judges would be cpntinued as at present.
For rcasons which are satisfactory to my mind,
T am now in favor of the appointment of four
judges, There is 11 principle connected with
thc election of the judiciary, whidl 1 conceive
very important to be maintained;
it is that one
of these judges shall pass out of office cvery two
years, and that the people of the district in
which he resides, or in which he wac.;elected,
shall have the privne~e of choosing another
to fill his place.
But Jf we strike out "eight"
and insert "six," we shall necessarily destroy
that principle which, it seems to me, so important to pr~serve.
Mr. BRADLEY.
There is but little difference
between the views of the gentleman from Caldwell and myself.
The propriety of having an
election every two years, I fully appreciate, and
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this can be attained by the tenure of slxi"ears,
having three judges and three districts.
. have
come to the conclusion that this is perfectly
practicable. and I am entirely in favor uf it.
Mr. BARLOW called for the yeas and nays.
The yeas and mtys were then taken upon the
motion to strike out "eight" and insert "six,"
with the following result:
YEAs.-.John S. Barlow, Alfred Boyd, William
Bradley, Luther Brawner, Jesse Coffey, Henry It.
D. Oolemau, Benjamin Copelin, Edward Curd,
Lucius Desha, MIlford Elliott, Nathan Gaither,
James P. Hamilton, Bell. Hardin. John Hargis,
William Hendrix, Thomas James, George W.
Kavanaugh, Charles C. Kelly, Jumes M. Lackey,
Geor~e 1Y. Mnnsfleld,
Alexander K. Marshall,
Wilham N. Marshall, Nathan Mculure,
Hugh
Newell, Elijah F. Nuttall, Johnson Price, Thos.
Rockhold.
Ira Root, Ignatius
A. Spalding,
Michael L. Stoner, Albert G. 'ruroou, John J.
'I'hurmun, John wheeler, Silas Woodscn-c-Sd.
NAys.-Mr.
President, (Guthrie.) Richard AplerSOll, John J.1. Balliuger, ·William K. Bowling,
!rraucte M. Bristow, 'l'homas D. Brown, William
C. Bulliu, William Chenau It, Beverley L. Clarke,
Willia.m Cowper, Garrett Davis, Archibald Dix
on, James Dudley, Obasteen '1'. Dunavan, Bcnj.
F. Edwards, Green Forrest, Belucius Garfielde,
James H. Garrard, Richard D. Gholson, Thomas
J. Gough, Ninian E. Gray, Vincent S. Hay, Murk
E. Huston, lames W. Irwin, William Johnson,
George W. Johnston, Peter Lashbrooke, Thomas
N. Lindsey, Thomas W. Lisle, Willis B. Machen,
William C. Marshall, Richard Ic Mnycs, John H.
McHenry, David Meriwether, William D. Mitchell, Thomas P. Moore, John D. Morris, James M.
Ne:,bitt, William Preston,LarkinJ.
Proctor, John
T. Robinson, John '1'. Roger;;, James RuJd, Johll
W. StevellSoIl, James W. Stone, John D. Taylor,
William R. l'homp;;;on, Howard Todd, Philip
Triplett, Squire Turner, ,John L. Waller, Henry
Wa3hin~ton, AndrewS. White, Charles A. Wicklifft, RoDert N. Wickliffe, Geo. W. Williams-50.
The fourth section was then read by the secretary.
Mr. HARD [N moved to strike out "foul''' and
insert "three," in the fir;;;t line, which is in these
words, "the court of appeals shall consist of four
judges," &c. On this he called for the yeas and
nays.
.
1'he yeas and nays were taken upon this question, and result!;d M fullows:
YEAs.-John
L. Ballinger,
Jphn S. Barlow,
William K. Bowling, .Alfred Boyd, William
Bradley,
Luther Brawner,
Thoma.:, D. Brown,
William C. Bullitt, Charles Chambers, William
Chenault,
Jesse Coffey, Henry R. D. Colemau, Benjamin Copelin, Garrett Davis, Lucius
Desha, James Dudley, Milford Elliott, Gre{,ll
Forrest,
Nathan
Gaither, Thomas J. Gough,
James P. Hamilton,
Bell. Hardin, John Hargis,
Vincent S. Hay, \'1hlliam Hendrix, Mark E. Huston, James \V. Irwin, William Johnson,
George
W. Ka\'anaug'h,
Charles C. Kelly, James M.
Lackey, Thomus W. Lisle, George W. Mansfield,
Alexander K. Marshall,
William C. Marshall,
William N, Marshall,
Nathan McClnrt, Hugh
Newell, Johnson Price, Thomas Rockhold,
Igl\atiH~ A. Spaulding, John W. Stevensou, James
W. Stone, Michael L, Stoner, John J. Thurmun,

Howard Todd, John L. Waller, Hein-y Washington,John Wheeler, Audrow S. White, Robert N.
",Yickliffe, Geo. W. Williams,SilasWoodson-53.
N,ws.-Mr.
President, (Guthrie.) Richard. Apperson, Francis M. Bristow, Beverly L. Clarke.
William Cowper, Edward Curd, Archibald DixOil, Chasteen 1'. Dunavan,
Benjamin F. Edwards.
SeluciusGarfielde,
James H. Garrard, Richard D.
Gholson, Niuian E. Gray, Thomas James, George
W. J ohnston, Peter Iealibrooke, 'I'bomas N. Lindsey, WillisB.Machell,
RichardL. Mayes, Jobu H.
McHenry, David Meriwether, William D. Mitchell, 'I'bomas P. Moore, John D. Morris, James M.
Nesbitt, Elijah F. Nutall, William Preston, Larkin J. Proctor, John T. Robinson, John T. nogel's, Ira Root, James Rudd, Albert G. Talbott,
John D. 'I'aylor, William R. Thompson, Philip
Triplett, Squire Turner, C. A. Wiekliffe-38.
MI. TRIPLETT.
As the vote which has just
been taken, a!Jpears to have been given upon deliberation anc reflection, and as there is little
prubability that the decision just arrived at will
be changed, it aprears to J11tJ it will be better to
re-commit the btl to the committee from which
it emanated, in order that they may remodel it.
so as to make it suit this expression of the views
of the house. I think it will be a saving of time,
and that it will prevent those errors which will
probably creep in, if we attempt to re-construct
the bill In the house.
Mr. C. A. WICKLIFFE.
'I'here cau be no necessity for its re-commitment,
as the only alterations to be made are mere verbal alterations, that
will be evident to every gentleman.
Mr. TURNER. 1 do not believe-c-sir I am not
at all convinced that the deliberate
opinion of
the house has been expressed in the vote just tao
ken.
Nor do I think it necessary to clIange the
phraseology" of the bill throughout until it shall
be a;,;certaltled whether this reduction in the
number of Judges, is the true expression of the
convt:lltion.
The two extremes have met, for the
pUl'po~eofbl'eaking down the bl'anchingsystem-I know that I was asked to vote Corthat purpose.
I am against the branching, anJ in faxor of having four judges, and I hope we shall get back to
four judges. I do not wish to change the phraseolofiY of the bill until we shall ascertain whether this will be so.
Mr. DIXO~. A diflicultypresentsitselfto
my
mind as the bill now staIHls. It provides for
four distri(':ts, and only thl'eejudgcs to be elected.
There will consequently be one digtrictthatwill
ha~'e no part in electing a.indge.
I believe we
shall have to cOllle back to the number of four,
or give up the bil~.
Mr. C, A. WICKLIFFE.
I do not know
whethel'I
distinctly
understood the gentleman
from Madison (Mr. Turner.) I think the gentleman is certainly mistaken, in snpposin&'thevote
just taken was not an expression of the judg·
ment of the house, or that there is a desire to
break down the branching of the courts, or the
sitting of the court in districts.
I do not know
what may have induced tlte decision. I am 'willing to acquiesfl in the decision of the majority,
and I presume the V"otehas been given upon sober anclsound reflection.
I understand
it has
been decided that the court shall consist of three
judgea, instead of four, and that theJ: arc to be
elected for eight years) and to serve eIght years.
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if they continue in office 80 long. by a very decided vote of this house.
I presume that the
election is designed to be b{ districts, and with
the delegate from Madison,
desire that the house
shall proceed with its deliberations, "P?'' this
article, until we shall decide in some mode
whether it is the will of a majority of this bouse
that the court of appeals shall hold its sessions
in three districts, which will necessarily have to
be prescribed in the followil~gscct.io.ll 0'[ this b.ill.
'l'he committee can vcry easily modify the bill,
presupposing' that three is to be the number of
Judges to constitute the court, and carry out the
system, as seems to be indicated.
Jaroso therefore to ask the house to proceed with ..the can.
siderntion
ofthe bill.
The PRESIDENT.
'I'he hour ha .. arrived for
proceeding with the special order of the day.
.Mr. C. A. WICKLIFFE.
This is I believe the
order of the day.
The PRESIDEN'l'.
The order of the day is
to go into committee of the whole at twelve 0'+
clock.
Mr. WICKLIFFE.
Thon I propose to dispense
with the rule.
Mr. TURNER.
I would prefer dropping this
matter just here, because I think that we shall
all get together again in regard to the number of
judges, as it originally stood.
In the rnenu time,
I would prefer going into committee of the
whole upon some other subject.
Mr. C. A. WICKLIFFE.
I withdraw my objectiou, and will let the house take its course.
The question then being put. shall the convention resolve itself iuto committee ofthe whole
generally, it was, upou a division,
decided in
the aftinnative-aye.::l42,
noes 40.

'I'he CllAIR!lAN.
1t is the nnderstandmg
of the Chair, that, the report is in the possession
of the house.
Mr. BRISTOW proposed to take up the report of the committee on ccuuty courts,
Mr. DIXON.
I do not believe that the cornmittee arc disposed to take up any report, and
therefore, it will perhaps be as well that the
committee rise, and that the convention should
adjourn.
Mr. o. A. WICKLIFFE.
I hope the gentlemall will withdraw
that motion until the COIllmittec have taken 1101dof something, because it
would be an awkward report for our chairman to
make, that the committee had done nothing.
Mr. HARDIN.
I want to know what necessity there is for taking up this report at present.
The committee have requested to have another
meeting this evening, so as to make the report
meet the views of the bouse.
If the object of
the gentleman is to take it up for the purpose of
perfecting it, I have no objection; but if he has
any particular
designs against me, or the committee, I hope he will give me until to-morrow,
when perhaps I may be able to bring forward
sOlllctl1ing that will be acceptable.
Mr. APPERSON.
My only object was to get
to work, and I thought that the subject of the
circuit courts, was one that had the nearest relntion to the subject that we had just been engaged
with.
:My motion did not arise from allY thing
that I had against the gentleman.
1.1l-. HA RDIN.
I am just as ready 11 ow us at
any time, to take up that-subject. I care very little
what becomes of the bill, I am not wedded (lither
to the circuit court, or to the court of appeals.
My proposition
was.merely to accommodate
tile
committee.
COO ....TY COURTS.
Mr. APPERSON.
If it be the desire of the
The convention then resolved itself into com- committee to take up the report of the county
courts, I will withdraw my motion.
mittee of the whole, Mr. BOYD in the chair.
]fr. BRISTOW
thcn renewed his motion to
The CHAIR stated that the first subject ill
order, was the report of the committee on the re- take- up that report.
vision of the constitution,
and eluvery.
The motion wag agreed to.
'I'he secretary
Mr. GHOLSON.
If in order. I will move to read it as follows:
take up the resolution I had the honor to submit
ARTICLE -.
some duys ai nee, in relation to the q uulificution
SEC. 1. There sJJJ111be established in each
of offh:er:>.
county now, or Wllich JJlay hereafter be erected
The question being' put, tlw motion \Vas nega- within thif> commonwealth,
a county court, to
tived.
consist of a presiding judgc and two a.<;sociaUl
Mr. APPERSON moved to take up the report judf!C:S.
of the committee UP(.1l the cirCllit COllrts.
SEC. 2. The judges of the county court shall
Mr. R. N. WICKLIFFE.
I think, myself, be elected by the qualified
vot",rs In each counthat while we are on one subject., we ought to ty, for the term of four years, and until their
get through with that 8ubjeet, or else take \lP successors shall be dul~ qualiiit'd, and shall reone of a kindred IHLturc. If we take- up the ceive such compensatJOIl
for their services as
flUbject now, of the revi.;;,ion of the l:onstitution,
may be fixed by law, to be paid out of the coun&lld slavery, it will th):ow us n. week or ten dayr-; ty revenue.
ahead.
I thC'refore thinK, that tb", motion to take
SRO. 3. At t]lC first election after the adoption
up the report of the eonllnittee on the circuit of this constitution,
the three judges shall be
courts, is the proper one.
elected at the same time, but thl: associate judges,
Mr. HARDIN.
I was auxious to do so sir, first elccted, shall hold their offices for only two
but one or two of the memhflnJ of the committee years, so that, thereafter, the election of tile prerequested me to postpone asking that that report siding judge, and that of the associate judges,
should be taken up until to-morrow, with a view will not occur at the same time.
of having another meeting of the committ.:e toSEC. 4. No person shall be eligible to the ofnight. to see jf they could not come to Some fice of presiding or associate judge of the county
agreement, so as to mak it more conformable to court, unless he be a citizen of the United States.
tlle already expressed Qpiuion of the house.
over twenty one veal'S of age, and a resident of
Mr. APPERSON.
I thought the report was in the county in which he shall be ChOSt'll one year
possession of the house.
next preceding the election.
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SLC. 5. 'I'he jurisdiction of the count)' court court, as having vcry Little "'ympatl1y with the
shall be regulat€'J by law, and, until ('hang~d, people, and will not have that strength to sustain it, it ought to have ill every part of the
shall be the same now vested in the county
county.
courts of this commonwealth.
'I'Iicre is another reason.
In assessing the
SEC. 6. The several counties in this state shall
be laid off into districts of convenient size, as claims against the county, where you have the
court as Lpropose, residing ill different parts of
the gCll\'ral assembly may, from time to time,
the county, they will he qualified to /'udge of
direct, Two Justices of the peace and one constable shall be elected in each district by the the elaims. that may be presont-d ; t ley will
possess correct information; "\Yht'I'CR..<;, 1£ you
qualifie-d voters therein.
'I'hc jui-isdict.icn of
have a court composed of men who live in the
said officers shall be eo·extensive with the countown, there will be large ciassos of elauna
ty. Justices of the peace shall be elected for
brought before the court. speciously presented,
the term of four years, and eouetnoles for the
term of two years; they shall be citizens of regarding the justness of which, they would be
unable to Jeterminc.
Numerous cases of that
the United States, twenty one years of age, and
kind are brought forward, uud at first view they
shall have resided six months III the district in
appear to be just and correct; whereas, if yOll
which they may be elected, next preceding the
have information 011 the other side uf the que ...·
election .
tion, they might prove to be unjust. AllY mall
. SEC. 7. Judges of the county court, and juswho has had much to do with courts, knows
trees of the peace, shall be cOllservators of the
peace. They shall be cOl\uni8sioned by the gov- that this occurs very frequently.
And I think ill fact if we are to have a court
ernor. County and district officers shall vacate
thus organised, it is much better to have one
their offtces by removal from the district or
ig'nomnt man than to have three \'0 preside in it.
county in which they shall be appointed.
The
But I think we will be more likely to get a good
legislature shan provide, by law, for the mode
judge if we have but one, than if we were 1.0
and manner of conducting and making due re11avc three, and the business will be done illturns of all elections of judges of the county
court, justices of the peace, nud constables, and finitely better.
Mr. BlUSTOW.
I hope the question will be
for determining
contested elections, and also
provide the moue of filling vacancies in these taken upon the motion I made.
1I1r. TURNER.
I would make this suggesoffices.
SEC. 8. Judges of the county eourts, justices tiou to the geutlem:lll, that if there is 11 mnjority
of the committee in favor of my proposition, of
of the peace, aud constables, shall be subject to
course they will vote his proposition down, beindictment for malfeusunce or misfeasance in ofcau,.,c if JllS should be adopted, it f!oes ill a great
fice, in such mode as may be prcscribed by law,
measure to defeat mine, and if tlline should be
subject to appeal to the court of appeals; and,
adopted, his ,,·ill be entirely snperceded.
upon cOllvi<,;tlOll,their offices shall become vaMr. DmSTOW.
The simple question i~
cant.
whether two of these judges shall hold court.
The first fOcction·was again read.
The question being put upon the amendment
:Mr. BRISTOW
moved to ameml hyadding
of the gentleman from Todd, it was adopted.
to that sectioll the words, .< any two of whorn
Mr. TURNER. I \\O·wmake fhe motion to
shall constitute a. quorum for the Lrallsadiou of
strike out the words "and t·wo associate judger-,"
business."
in another part of the bill, I will1l1ove an
11r. TURNER. ,Vith the view of testing the and
amendment to provide that the county magisscnse of the committtee, I move you to st,rlke
trates to come in and take their scats in the conrt
out the two associate judges.
of claims.
The OHAIRMAN.
There is an amendment
Mr. BIUSTO'V.
This is an important conrt
pending.
Mr. TURNER.
As a mattcr of course. the sir, a court before which the rights of property,
to
a
very
considerable
amollnt, are to be investi·
motion that I make will take precedence of the
gated.
Thero will be important questions to be
motion of the gentleman.
Mr. BRISTOW.
'1'he amcnclmcllt which I detenninc(l by that court when tlley undcrtake
propose will be ~dopted as n matter of course. to settle claims against the connty, and to raisJ>.
revenues.
You are aware of the very great
'l'her~ can be no objec.tion to it.
prejudice that liaS existed througllOut the eomMr. TURNER. But that motion may be supermOIl\yealth against the county cOl1rts. 'Ve could
ceded. :Myopinion is, tha.t we shall have a betnot adopt the principle contended for by the
ter court, nnd one that will better accomplish the
gentlemall, without ineurrilJg all that unpopupublic business, if we have but one ,iudge, ·with
larity.
If you gather up the magistrates from
a. sufficient salary, to secure a man competent to
a.U parts of the county to hold court at nU times
do the business, than to have three judges with
of tl:1Cyear, yon throw upon them many emsmall salaries; for in Unt ca,>c, we should be barmssmellts.
The gentleman says that these
very apt to have lHeu who are ineompet.eut.
I three judges will be selected from towu resimade this motion with the view of making andents: I suppose not sir. We have not preother, in case it prevdls.
lt is, that one judge
scribed the limits in which thcy shall live, we
shall hold court at all times, except when the
have left it, entirely to the county, and we have
county levy is to be laiJ and claimtl against the supposed that they would be well contellt wit,h
county, to be assessed. At these times I wish three judges, whom thcy might select within t.he
the magistrates, who are to be distinct officers at. county.
We thought that tllree judges seleet.ed
all other times, to come in and assist. By doing
by the lw.ople to preside in this COl1l't,would be
this, you will make it. a county bellch; otherwise
better able to discharge .the duties, than if you
your court will be regarded as a mere town
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"ore to gather up all the mHI;Lstl'ates t1Jr(~U~llOtlt in committee of the '\\'1101e,a special committee
the county.
The geutlernau spe~ks ot frauds could revise and avoid any conflict between
and impositions that, m,ay be prai,;~l\:eu upon the them.
The motion was not agreed to.
judges, but I think It I:> a grout mistake to supp0;<c that three judges, aecustorued to hold court,
LE.~\'E OF A!lSE"'CE.
will not detect frauds as read ily as any mag1f,'
On the motion of Mr. HAMILTON
leave of
irate can do. Mneh might be said on the subject but I am not for consuming the time of this absence was granted to Mr. Hendrix till 'I'uesd ay
next.
('.un~·entioll. If it be the deliberate opinion of
the convcutiou, that cue judge should do Ute
COURT OF APPEALS.
business nod W11C1l upon county busiuose collect
The convention resumed the ccnaidcratlou of
all the n:agistr!J:tes top-ether, let them so d~~ide. the report of the committee of the whole Oil
But I am cun vinced that after mature delibera- the article ill relation to the COUlt of appeals.
tion. they must come to the conclusion that the
Mr. A. K. )fARSHALL
said he yesterday gave
best way would be to have one presiding judge notice of his intention to offer u substitute for
and two assistants.
the whole report of the committee, and it was
Mr. KAVA'N AUGH.
This l'C'p0I'L relative to then st!~gested by the President
that such a.
the county courts is, in my view, one of the propceitic» would be ill order, when the rueasmost important that can come before the COllVC'!l-ure had becu perfected by its friends.
HfJ now
tion, uud as it is suggested by delegates around rose to modify his proposition to this extent-he
me, that the cnnventinu did Hot c-x1?ed to take would offer it as au amendment instead of a subup th is report to-day, and as there 18 not much stitute.
If in order, he would now move to
disposition manifested to I;U ou with it at pres- strikeout the sections from one to ten inclusive,
ent. I will move that the corurnittee rise.
and insert the sections which he presented yesThe committee rose, reported progress, and terday.
obtained leave to sit again.
Mr. C.A. WICKLIFFE called forthc yens and
'I'he convention then adjourned.
nays on that motion.
1i.fr. A. K. MARSI1ALL.
I expected when
honored with a seat ill this convention to have
remained entirely silent, except to gi ve my vote.
J had no ambition to offer resolutions or make
speeches on this floor. It would have been exceedingly agreeable to me to have been permitted.
to !)ursuc that course, and 1should have done >'0
FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 2, 1~49.
if believed the course which the convention
Prayer by the Rev. STUART ROBlXSON.
W<lS about to take was one which
would meet
the wishes of the people of the state of KenTilE ELECTIO", IN CASEY coux'rr ,
tucky.
I had Dot a doubt when I came here
111'. HARDIN presented a petition signed by
that a constitution
would be made in accordSOUletwo hundred and fifty six persons resident
a.nce with the wishes of the people without the
in Casey county, in rclatioll to theclectioll of the
slighte"t
difliculLy or delay.
It did scent
delegate to thiS convention fol' that count".
It
to me that the dei;ire and the wish for a change
was referred to the committee ,dl.ich hM elw.rge
of Imch parts of the consLitution as were obof the returns of that eledion.
jected to by the people, was so clearly understood, that tlle convention could HOt err in maAMENDMEXT m· TllE nt;L.e:s.
So
Mr. GARRARD
called lip hi" resolution 01'- king the changes required by the people.
far as I lHwe been able to Jearn from my associafen>d yesterday to amend the 29th rule.
After some COllv,>rsation lIe modified his tion with the conventioll party, and so far RS I
have received iuslrllctions from Illy constituents,
am~ndmcJlt and it was adopted a.s follows:
Rcsolvcd. That the 29th rule of thili CQIlYf'Il- there is vel'y little 1.0 be JOlle in this body. The
tion be amended by illserting the WOl'dR, "al1d people expect some slight change in the legisla.
stich amendment ...as may have been offered in tive tlepartmellt, to have the sessions every two
committee of the wholo::, if desired bJ the years, instead of annually, and t.o limit, in some
degree, the powel' of the legislature with regard
mover," immediately
uft!"!' the word "amendto 8peciallegislatioll,
and invohillg the state in
ments," in the last linCl of said rule.
debt; they l:xpect \IS to limit the tpnure of the
COUXTY OF1<'ICERS.
judicial officers and to give into the hands of the
Mr. TURNER called the attention of the con- people the selectioll of all the officers of the
in this
vention to the fact that there werc rc'port.~ from state. Now, I ask every gelltlelllan
two committees, which were of such a charac- house if we do this, and do llOthing more than
ter as to req uire that they should be considered tllis, if we shall. not llleet the expectations and
wi;:;hes of those who sent us here'! I have not
together in the committee of the whole-the
committee on the executive and ministerial offi- understood that the people of Kentucky have
ces for counties and districts, and the committee believed in rC'lation to the pl'esent constitution,
that" the whole head is SICk. and the ·whole
on county courts. He moved that tllecommittee
of the whole be instructed to consiJer those two heart faillt," and that "from the crOWl! of the
head to the sole of the foot, it is covered with
reports t.ogether.
Mr. BRlSTOW tholJO"ht the adoption of such wounds and bruises and putrifying Hores." I do
a motion would be productivp of cOIJfu:,ion. He not believe they expect us to change e'"ery line
preferred that each report should be considered and letter of the old constitution; but on the
separately, and after they had been disposed of contrary, they desired us to leave as much of it as
I
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possible ill the instrument. which we submit to
them. The proposition which bas been made
by the committee Oll the court, of appeals, I have
Lean compelled very reluctantly to vote against,
because,
if we embody ill it details not
expected by the people, if it does not defeat,
it will most certainainly bring a strong op·
position to the constitution.
There will be
In many
counties an opposition
to these details; they did not expect us to pluce them in the
const.ituiion ; and I have offered this amendment
that we might commit into the hands of the
legislature-as
it was committed to t.hom by men
who were practically as wise as those who live
in this day-s-the power of carrying out. the principles which we establish ill the constitution,
leaving the details to the legislature,
and not assuming to ourselves
the authority to do that
which, in every other constitution,
has, I believe,
been left to the legislature.
We need not be in the least alarmed that what
we leave out of the constitution will be dangerous to it. There is no danger of sins of onussicn being visited on our heads by our couetitueuts. 'I'here will be no vote cast against the
constitution in consequence of what if; not ill it,
but ever, new principle that we introduce, all
cxtraordlnary and 11QW matter of detail may, if
it does not certainly, array many votes against
it; and I desire to retain every line and letter of
the present constitution, which I am not compelled to change, with a view of engrafting in the
new instrument those principles
which are
clearly and unequivocally
required-s-and vel'}'
few are required.
I venture to say there is not
a gentleman in this house, who cannot take up
the old constitution and amend it so us to meet
the wishes of the people, provided he has no particular wish of IllS own togratify, ifhe will just
exercise thf' knowledge "\vhicblle has of the wishes of the people of Kentllcky.
There is not a
man on this floor, therc is lIot a boy ten years
old, who knows the views of the people, who
cannot make a coustitution which they would
accept without the slightest hesitation.
If we
ha\-e no vie-.,vsof our own, no personal ambition
to gratif!, no professional ends to attain, aud no
seetiona objects to secure, there is not the slighte3t doubt that any man can make a constitution
whieh will meet the wishes of the people by an
overwhelming majority, and he woult] JHlve
nothing to do but that which his constituents
have bidden him to do-change
those features
which have been objected to, and then leave every thin$ else just a.;; he finds it. I hope the
propositIOn I have made will receive the atten·
tion of the house. I know it is not perfect; and
if the motion prevails to strike out and insert, I
shall then move a reference to some committee
with a view of having it put in a mOre perfect
form.
:Mr.HARGIS. Ihavcbeen waiting for an appropriate opportunity to give my views in relation
t:o bran(:hll1g the COlll'tof appeals, and the election of four judges.
The branching of the court
of appeals is not a new subiect. It has been before the legislature during J the last fifty years,
and I believe this fact is lIOW conceded. The
object in calling this convention, in part, was to
reform the vast expenses of the state. We were
in debt to the amount of nearly five millions of

dollars. We have had too much legisl atiou ,
and thus om expenses have beE'n increased.
1
have received from the Auditor an account of
what will be the additional
exp('nse in holding
a session of the court of a.ppenls. The judges
now receive nne thousand five hundred dollars,
and the additional expense is nine hundred and
one dollars. This expense is »eccseerr to pay
the salary of the sergeant, the tipstaff, the attorney &eneral, and other incidental
expcllses. ",Ve
shouid incur in electing the judges of the court
of appeals, seven hundred dollars ill the first
election: and this is an item of expense of which
I have heard no gentleman speak
)f the state
is to be bid off into three 01' four districts, there
must be some place for the sheriffs to meet to
compare the poll" and ascertain who is elected.
'I'he sheriffs would have to be puid uoout the
same amount as for comparing the polls in the
election of member" uf congress, which is two
dollars a. day, and two dollars for cvery twenty
five miles travel in going and returning, which
will make an expense ill each county of from six
to ten dollars, and will make the whole amount
for the state at least seven hundred dollars.
Then, in addition to that, there will be an expense for record books which will amount to
five hundred dollars in each of the branches. Besides this, if there is all attorney general, he
must be paid somethin~ in addition tu his salary of three hundred dol lars a year, for we cannot suppose that he would travel through the
state for this SUJll.
His pay must be increased
then, or we must increase the 11111l1ber
of attorneys general.
'I'he jucl9:es must be paid two or
three thousand dollars for riding over the state
and holding these courts. 'I'hls will amount to
six or eight thousand dollars, and the whole
sum, without saying a word abont libraries,
will make an addition to our present expenses
of six 01' eight thousand dollars annually.
It
will be impussible to a\Coid tlJi!;; and I tell gentlemen that whenever they branch the court of
appenti'l, they rivet upon the state au ad,ditional
exp,.ense o~ six or eight thonsand dollars a year.
fhe leglslature for the last fift,y years could
have branched this court, and could have repealed t11Cact at allY time if it was found not agreeable to the wishes of the 5'cople. 'J'hey have
never ventured to do it. \\ hv have they not?
Because the peuple of Kentucky ha\'e never re·
quired it. If they had done so, sending in theil'
members to the legislature every year, it wOllld
have been passed, and the exptlriment would
have been tried, auel if it did not work well.
they could have repealed it. We have come
here with a view to lesst:Il the expen.'1es 01 the
government, and carry out the wishes of the people in this respect; and the first thing we do,
we fasten an expcnsc of six or eiO'ht thousand
dollars, annually, upon the state, when the legislature would not ycnture to do it even for a single year. Besides, the subject of branching the
court of appeals was not, so far as I know, discussed last summer by the people. If the pcopIe have not branched the court when they nac1
the power to do it, shall we ri vet the expense
upon the state wholly unlooked for by the pM·
pIe? If this is done, I have no doubt t,he people
will reject the constitution bv a large majority.
I have seen some dozen men from my sccttOn of
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the country, and all of th,'nl are opposed to it.
Now, ill order to satisry the people, and to have
their will expressed, let this be a matter of legislation entirely; to that extent I am ill favor of
the amendment of the gentleman from Jessamine. 'I'hut, will giYU the legislature power to
branch the court, if th,,/, please; the people will
be eatisfie.l: and the objections to an Increase of
expense, by doing that which the legislature
would not do fur the last fifty years, wil l be
avoided.
Much has been said to show that the branching of the court will not increase the expense of
the state.
Surely this expense will be iucrensed
unless the judges are willing to ride over the
state for the salary of fifteen hundrod dol lars,
whieh they IlOW receive, while other states are
paying their judges from two to six thousand
dollars.
However gentlemen may claim that the
people want justice brought to their doors, they
call now reach the court of appeals if they desire it; many do go to that court who ought not.
AU that is said about setting up, this monopoly
ill Frankfort, and the influence this has on the
election of senators, amounts to but little in my
opinion.
'I'he legieluture will sit here,and how
will it influence thc action of the legislature for
the court of appeals to sit here? It seems to me
that the influence of the court of appeals and of
the legtelature would be entirely distinct; I cannot see how they will affect each other.
Then
how ie it that itwill tend to ;,;et up an aristocra·
cy which haf' been spoken of around Frankfort?
I shoul.d have beell glad if the system of ballot voting had not heen stricken out. I was for
that system, and I still belicyo it right.
Gentlemen have saitl that was fL favorite measure of the
emancipationists.
I do not see howeIllaneipa.
tion i.'l connected with ballot voting.
All that
has been said about the rich man's marching up
und making his Lenantr,; Yote according to hIS
wish, is <l.nll.rgument in favor of voting by ballot. I want Illy tenant to go and drop in his
ballot without my knowledge of the man for
whom it iio1given. If they vote by ballot what
landlord will know any thing about the \"ote of
his tenant.
.Much has been said about the influence that a wealthy man may have in procuring
votes. This is a re<l3on why I am in favor of
the ballot "ystem, bemlUSCa wealthy man would
not risk hi;:;mOlley if he did not know what ticket would be put III the box. Wuuld I risk paying out money to A, B, and C, when they could
drop a ticket in the box against me. 1'hn.t is
one reason why the ballot system is all important, more important in the judiciary than any
where else. On<Ol gent.leman says thcI'o .is n'o
possible chance to cOlltest an ele·ction unller the
ballot system.
That is something that I do not
understand.
If I understand the method of voting by ballot, the name of the candidate is
written on one ticket, and the name of the voter
is written upon the back of the same ticket.
Whell this ticket is deposited, his name if! recorded by the clerk UpOllthe poll book. When the
election if! over, the ballots are all counted, and
the olerk arranges in lists the llame of each candidate and the name of each man who has voted
f~.rr.hi.rn. The ~ickcts am carefully preserved until It IS ascertamed whether there will be a contest of the election.
And if no contest arises

within ten days, the tickets [Ire destroyed.
Another gentleman says that fraudulent voting" cannot be punished under the ballot system. If his
name is upon the ticket and is likewise recorded
upon the poll book, will it not be easy to compare the tickets with the record upon the poll
book, and ascertain whether there has been illegal voting either by those who are under age,
or who are non-residents?
If there is a contested election, then these fraudulent votes may be
struck out. The grand jury can indict auy 011e
who votes under nge, arid every proceeding can
be cun-iad on as if t~le ballot eyetet» did not exist.
Now, in order to carry it out properly, the tickets
will be destroyed, and neitherthe judge nor any
other man will have a ri¥lJt to know for whom any
person may have voted. That is a system that
will protect the voter, and if any thing is fair.
and wil l at the same time tend to destroy the
corrupt influeuees under the present system, this
will do it.
To those s-entlemcn who say this is connected
with emancIpation, I answer that, it is not at all
connected With either abolition or emallcif,atioll.
It is 11. movement of the people, which t ley, in
their honest judgment, consider that we need.
Some two or three weeks since, the gentleman
from Logan (Mr. Irwin) stated that this conventiou was brought about by a union of the ernnncipnt.ionisn, and democrats.
I name it to deny
it, and I will try to prove it. But 1 do not blame
the gentleman for thinking there was somethin~
like a cOlllbillatiOll of the emallcipationi~ts ant!
democrats.
He appeared to be a sort of wayfarifl~ man during the canvass, having b8cn 11
oalldLdate in Todd. I believ(>,andhavingnotsu(Jceecled Yt:ry well tJtere, pcrhap;:;, hetravelleclO"el'
into Logan, where he started under headway.
All ·was vacant and open. He soon found that
there wa.<; an emancipatiouist there as (\ candidate, who was after him with a sharp stick, close
by. 'There was atlothllr gentleman, who i>!now
a delegate in this convention, a ·whig, who was
"way ahead.
But this emancipationist
was
right a.fter the gentlcmall from Logan, aud when
I heard of it 1 thought of the race that John
Gilpin run ·with the post boY. Gilpin put on his
red cloak and his belt, to which he ha.d suspend·
cd two lJottles filled ·with wine, and started in
the race. And, as he went he t,hought he would
go clear, and the first thing he knew the post boy
was 8camperiug at his heels with whip and spur,
and he lost his wine.
Now, J thought the gentleman from Logan -.,\rasin the same pl·e-dicament.
He had no expectation of opposition, but here
was this emancipationist,
running him olose,
and he came within fifty votes of defeating him.
He got more votes than ally other emancipationist in Kentucky, except the candidate from Louisville. '1'he gentleman may have had reasons
for his belief, but I do not believe that anyone,
e,ren of his own party, believed his statement to
be true. There were in this state twenty whig
cmancipationists,
who together, got about nine
thousand four hundred votes, while the nine
democratic emanojpationist<;. received about foul'
thousand Yotes. If the gentleman alluded to
the union of the emancipationists and the democrats with the intention of creating a dissention here, it was clearly wrong. In Lewis county, there were two emanci})ationists running, but
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a whig was elected, who is now in this house. which the people of the state of Kentucky want,
III Lawrence and Carter counties there Was a and which they will accept. I have but one fear
majority of four hundred democrats, and there a in reference to the proposition emanating from
whi.!! was elected by a strong democratic vote, the committee on the court of appeals, and it is
but If the emancipationists
had joined the dern- a fear based upou what I believe to be a tho.
ocrats this could not have been the result.
I rough knowledge of the feelings of the people
name this to condemn the imputation
thnt the of Kentucky-for
I <till no stranger to their feeldemocrats were united with the emancipationists,
ings in regard to the present constitution-and
OJ' any other party.
I believe that the can Yen- that fear i:;, that it will be fatal, entirely fatal, to
tion was broug-ht about by the will of the peo- the constitution itself. The proposition of the
pie of Kentucky, and no party should have the committee will be presented to the peofle with
honor of it. I believe we came here with the a suspicion attached to it, unjust in al human
intention of lImkin~ such a constitution
as the probability, but which the honorable chairman
people require, without lugging in auy thing of the committee knows to exist, and to which
t-ew, or which would Increase the expenses and he has himself referred.
It will be looked upon,
result in the rejection of this coust.itution by the to use plain langnage, as n lawyer project. It
people.
has been called so in this house, and out of it,
If all this be true, that the bmnchiug of the and whether the suspicion is groundless or not,
court of appeals would increase the expellses of is not for us to determine.
But let the people of
government, and if the people have not required
Kentucky believe that the lawyers have concoct.
this at our hands, as ceriuiuly as we live it will ed this for their benefit, or that the main moving
make twenty or thirty thousand votes against ob'I'ect of it is to benefit the lawyers, and they
the coust.itutiou.
I honestly believe this, and I wi I scout it as certainly as thc' Lord Iivea.ccall on gentlemen who are in favor of the TIley like lawyers well enough, but not enough
branching system, to wait only a year or two, to take allY tluog which they suspect is for their
and to let us have the right to add auothcrjudge,
special benefit. There arc enemies enough in
and branch the court, and then, when the sub this house, and out of it, to use this, whether it
ject is discussed, the people will pass it if they is so or not-e-enough to justify the declaration
want it. But if we put it in the constitution
which has been made here. I do Hot say that I
now, under the circumstances, I can assure the entertain these feelings, but I confess that I shall
friends of coust.ituzional reform that our labor have some difficulty to combat this objection.
will be rejected.
I shall have much to do to satisfy my constdtuMr. A.I{. MARSHALL.
I would ask to have ents that this bill, in all its parts, is for the
the word "six" struck out of the third section, whole community, and that this class of profesthat the number of years for holding the office sional gentlemen nre not mom especially benefitof J·ndge mav be ldt blank.
ted. I want the matter left with the Iegielature.
"he PRE~SIDEN1'.
The gentleman has the Let them do as they please. I hope tile house
right to modify his own nmeu.lmeut.
will understand me that I do not wish to press
}fl'. C. A. WICKLIFFE.
I presume if tho this thing.
It has forced itself upon me, and I
house think proper to insert that amendment, it felt it was my duty. to offer it. But I desire that
will be proper hereafter to fill the blank; but it shall be referred to wiser heads than mine to
the house could not take any thing' Irom it after render it more in accordance with the wishes of'
its adoption, without a re-consideration.
We the community.
I hope the house will accept
may add to it, but we cannot strike any thing the proposition.
out of it. With that understanding I shall vote.
:Mr. OLARKE.
I have known since I have
The proposition of the committee is to fix the been here, scarcely a proposition made in this
term (If the judges at eight year:;. aud to estab- house, that has not been met with the stereot.y]?e
Hsh the principle that these judges, whet,her argument, that if it should be incorporated III
thr(',eor four, shall be elected by districtf';. The the constitution, it would cause the constitution
amendmeut proposes, jf I und'>J'stand jt, that to be r~jected before the people. I believe I unthere shall be OHechief justice and two associate derstand something of the feelings of the peojudge!:!.
pIe of that region of the country from which I
Mr. A. K. MARSHALL.
It proposes no par· came; but I am at a loss to knQw bow it haptieulal' number of judges.
pens, that gentlemen know so "\\"ellwhat are die
Mr. C. A. WICKLIFFE.
The legislature may wishes of the people throughout the whole state
then give the chief justice the 8uppor~ of one, or as they profess to do. The gentleman from J es.
as many more as they please. 'l'here IS to be one samine assumes, as did the gentleman who pre.
prt!sident, of course, and the legislat.ure may so ceded him, that if you branch the court of apconstitute the appellate court that he shall sit peals,you will lose twenty thousand votes whiCh
alonf:. If I understand it cOlTectly, I prefer the would otherwise b<'given for the new constituoriginal report, with all the inroaas mac1<lon it tion.
by the Yote of the house yesterday.
Mr. A. K. MARSHALL rose to explain.
Mr. A. K . .:MARSHALL. I would ask if the
The PRESIDENT.
No gentleman has n right
whole matter might not be ref0"rrcd to a eommit- to interpose when another delegate is address~
tee. I have said that I did not consider myself ing the chair, unless leave be granted Lim to ex.
conlpelcut to produce any thing perfect. I have plain.
I hope that geutlcmen will obey the
merely tluowll out the will of my people. I de· rule strictly.
sire to have it referred to a committee, eyen if it
Mr. CLARICE. I beg leave to remark to the
is adopted by the house. I have no personal in- president, that jf I have misqnoted the gentleI-erest in this constitution
in any way. I have man, I desire that he Bhall have liberty to cor~
but one wish, and that is, Lo form a constitution _rect me.
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I understood
1 he gentleman
from N elsou to
Mr. A. K. MARt;HALL. Never having besay, yesterday, that it would be a great hardlonged to a deliberutive
body before, I must be ship fur the CItizens of Henry county to be repardoned fot violating a rule which the pres iq uired to go to Harrodsburg
to attend the court,
dent seems to think so essential, and the only
that they \\'0111d h,W8 to travel a longer distance
apology I can offer is, that I was but following
than from Frankfort La Harrodsburg.
I supthe 8.\::ample that has been set me, by older delepose the gentlell1l111 considers it 110 hardship at
gates on thi<; floor, with the penuiseion of the
all, that the people of warrren, Simpson and
president.
I will now take the liberty, as perMcCrackell, and all the southern part of the
mission has been granted me, to explain that state should have to come hero to attend the
my obsetv'l.tion WD.>I, that I believed that the incourt, but it would be a great hardship to make
corporation
of this proposition
in regard to
four judges ride down there through the mud.
branching
the court of appeals, would array II
When the people have to come up, the roads are
large number of votes agulIlst the coustltutiou.
all dry, but when the judges have to go down,
I did not pretend to designate how many.
the mud will be very deep, according to the atMr. CLARKE.
It is all argument, as I before
gument of the gentleman.
remarked.
Now Mr. President there is not 3. voter south'rhe PRESIDENT
(lnterposing.)
The gentlewest of Louisville, who would not be willing to
man has cllOseu to impeach the chair for interbe taxed a half cent or one cent, for the pUTJ)ose
ference.
It is true, I have Interfered.
I have of furnishing
facilities
for obtaining
justice.
done so heretofore,
and shall continue to interGentlemen
need not be alarmed by the idea of
fere, and croll gentlemen to order whenever they
additional expenses when we say that we want
violate the rules of this body.
judge'> instead of three. It bas been arMr. CLARKE.
r may, sir, have put words foul'
gued on this floor, and I believe that the conin the mouth of my frieud who spoke last; I
viction obtaiu" in the mind of e\'cry gentll~man,
have suid that he argued tllat twenty thousand
with perhaps few exceptions, that the business
votes would be arrayed against the constitution,
of the court of appeals cannot be transacted by
if the proposition for branching the court of
three judges, because the business is oalculuted
peals should be inserted in that Instrument,
11
to increase, and it must increase according to
this I may be mistaken, but I urn not mistukeu
the commercial habits of the peo\Jle of the state.
when 1 say that an argument
that is in the
It has already increased in a rntto so great, that
mouth of almost e"tery gentleman
OlL this floor
the judges of the court of appeals numbering
who has spoken upon allY subject, is, that il you
three at this time. cannot bestow that attention
incorporate a certain principle you will array a
in the investigation
of the cases that come beparty in this state against the constitution. and
fore them, that the well being of the oouutry
that, therefore, you ought 110tto incorporate aucb
and the iutercste of the community
demand at
a principle.
'I'hnt is a stereotyped
argument in.
their hands.
It must be the CR.<;.C that we must
regard to almost every proposition, against which
have more than three judges.
'We must require
a gentleman may entertain an objection.
them to have that uniformity
of decision of
More than one half the state, ill point of I,J0Pwhich gentlemen have spoken; we must require
ulation.Hvc
south of this place.
It has been ar- them to enable litigants to reach justice without
gued here, aud, among others. by the elder gendelay, and sir. the interests of the country detleman from Nelson, that if you branch t11C court
mand
four judges.
I ask if Kentucky
will
of appeals the result will be, t]lat you will array
stand back, merely because there will be au in-1 believe his remark was-a-every citizen-every
ercu-"C of expellsP of twenty five huudreJ, or
voter at least in the county of Franklin save
seven, against the constitution.
Well, sir, I even foul' thousand dollars.
},fr. President, I for one disclaim tlmt tllis is
confess for myself that I have not been at the
I mn aware sir, that there
trouble of enquiring how all the people of Frank- a la.wyer project.
I have felt the inlin county WIll Yote, in the ev('nt that the court are those in the country-and
should be branched, but if you give four judges, fluence of these objections myself, who go about
and establish four districts, and locate a branch and attempt to ex.;;ite prejudice agaillst the proI am aware that there are tliose
of the court of appeals lU each district, I ask, fession of law.
sir, if the SRme rule, will not obtaill, in estab- who go forth among the peopll<. fLnd whenever
the
remotest
opporttmity
occurs for exciting
lishing the fact thl\t you get at four points, or
three at lcast, leaving a branch here, the votes prejudice against a lawyer who presents himis not allowed to
of a great Humber of persons in favor of a new self for office, the opportunity
But I apprehend the profession, as far
constltution,
because they will have obhl.ined escape.
their wish. though you may lose :l. number of as brH.nching of the court of appeals is concernvotes in Franklin
county because the court has ed, will be able to satisfy au enliglltened constituency,
that what they have clone in tllis
been branched.
matter, has been done alone for the purpose of
I can tell gentlemen,
for I profess to know
enabling them to reach justice, without travelsomething
about the f~ling
of the peoj)le in
ing four or five hundrecl miles to do it. This
that part of the country which I have the WHOI'
mn.y be a la.wyers' project on one side or the
to represent-that
they lla\'"e regarded the locaother, and I doubt very much if there arc not a
tion of the court of appeals at one point only, in
number of lawyers pm'hap,; not very far disthe state, as a hardship
upon that region of
tant from the present place of sitting of the
country, from the time I grew up, down to the
court of appeals, who are opposed to the branchpresent day, and if we callDot get a branch of
ing of that court.
Withhold fNlTI us a branch
the court down there, we are determined,
in a
and what injury sir, do you inflict upon my conbody, as far as I am advised, to get the court of
stituents, upon those of that part of the coun·
appeals a little closer to us.

uf,-
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try from which I came. Then if! am employ- us, some of whom live two hundred, ortwo huned to hrillg an action of ejectment, or any other, dred and fifty miles from the scat of government,
I make no errcngement with my client that if because of the additional expense of some twenjustice is Dot done in the court below.I will ap- ty-five hundred dollars, tile means of reaching
pear in the court of appeals. He gives me a fee. the sanctuary of justice. .I have said more than
After trial if I apprelu'llCl that justice has uot I intended, 1'01' I have been disappointed, and
been done, I advise him to take an appeal.
He regret to see a disposition manifested, to make
does so, And what then'? After the case 11a8 those who live in the remote portions of the
state, the mete suppliants at the feet of power
been prepared there-argued there-understood
by his counsel there-all
the facts and circum- here.
stances perfectly familiar to him, he is there reMr. HARDIN.
I have said over and over
quired to leave that counsel with whom he has again, that I never heard this lJuestioll made beadvised during the pr0g'ress ill the case, he is fore the people where I live. I mean the 'luesobliged to employ additional counsel to con- tion of' branching the coort of appeals.
I lave
duct his case through the court of appeals; taken part in the elections, though notalways as a
whereas if you allow him the opportunity
to candidate, I think Lmuy safely say forthe last forreach the court by tran:lin~ ten, fifteen or twen- ty two or forty three years, and I never heard the
ty miles, the probability IS that the lawyer he question made, either in lily own or in the surhad employed- there, would be able to attend rounding counties.
I am willing to give the
the cas", in the court of appcals"l1nd save him power to the legislature to branch the court,
the payment of a double fee.
That would be whenever the people of the state desire it. shall
the effect of it. It would grow up into a prac- be Jane, and 1 haw: indicated to the laouse, that
tice that when counsel are employed to attend before I had done with this subject, I would ofa case ill the court below, there would be an fer a. proposition for this purpose, and the same
agreement at the same time, that if the case thing is embodied in the proposition of the gen·
should be taken to the conn of appeals, the tlaman from Henderson.
I want the legislature
same counsel would appear and conduct the which comes immediately from the people-if
it
case through that court, and it must result in a be desired by the people to. branch the court-great saving to the people. There is 110 force to have the power to do it; and if they want
in the argument that this is a lawyers' project. more than three judges, let the people say so
I disclaim it Ill> a lawyers' project.
through their representatives.
That is all I
If the wants and interests of" the country re- want.
quire that justice should be brought nearer to
And I sa): again, and I say it in a spirit of
the doors of the citizens of the state, why with- conciliation, that I do not want to see this C011hold it? Weare in this state as a band of broth- stitution encumbered with additional machineers, and I call upon the gentlemen who live in ry. But as to the gentleman's idea of making
the counties surrounding the capital, I call upon me use the expre ..sion that it was five hundred
gentlcn.eu who live in the ueighborbood of the miles from the county of Henry to Harrodsburg,
place where the COUlt of appeals is at present end in corning back It was but thirty. I recollect
held, and ask them if it is rigllt and proper to a lawyer called Worden Pope who, when he heard
withhold from lIS a branch of that court. Ihuve anyone
using extravagant language, used to
no special authoritv to. do it" hut I ask in the say, "pooh! I uevcrbelieve
myself when I am
llame of the mountain region of this state, if it joking."
I thiuk I said about fifty miles. But
be right that those who are cotlgregated around tor a man who has been all over the state, in its
the place of the present sitting of the court of length and breadth, and made speeches in alappeals should withhold from those in that re- most every county, and yet to be convicted of
gLOll,the right and the convCllience of having such a gross absurdity, as saying it was five
their rights preserved, when all that the state hundred miles from tho county of HellTYto Harhas had to bestow, has been bestowed upon this rodsburg, and only thirty back again, is more
place. When all the moneys collected throughout
than I am willing to suffer. I will say it is about
the state, ill the way of taxes, have been thrown two hundred alld eighty fin" miles from one exinto the lap of this town for the last half centu- treme point to tlle other, where these branches
ry, is it too much for 11S to ask, to be allowed would be located. And I would repeat, that to
to have our bnsiuess done for us nearer horne, require an old man from forty to sixty five years
when we arc taxed as much us they.
old, at all seasons of the year, to pass from
I am satisfied that there is a power in the point to point, would be, to say the least, exinconvenieut.
'fhe gentleman says,
south-westeru parI:.of the state that will have uemely
justice brought nearcr to tllero, and if we cannot will you not give the mountain counties just.icC'?
This
does
not
apply
to my friend (Mr.
get a branch of the court of appeals down there,
He lives in the richest 'part of the
we will ha.ve-and
we will struggle
for it Clarke.)
are no mOlllltains there--not one.
until we reach the power to have-the
court country-there
of appeals itself nearer to us.
I believe there I consider the count,ics of Christian, \Varren,
are some gentlemen on this floor who have per- Logan, Todd, and Simpsoll, the garden spot of
The gentleman says-if
you do not
l1Ups mistaken the proposition that was discus- Kentucky.
sed yesterday, or have not even matured it.
I bring the court of appeals to us, we will take
belie,c that a proposition will be made to re· away the seat of government from you. Well,
consider the vote, by which fonr was stricken that will go for about as much as it IS worth. I
out in reference to the number of judges, and suppose the whole power of this state is not in
when that vote shall be reconsidered and the S.impsoo county .. Suppose. the emperors of .R~squestion be put to this house, we shall then dis- Sla, and of Austna, £lie kmg of Great Bntam,
cover whether t.hey aTe willing to withhold from and Louis XVIII, when they had assembled in
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their great congress, and were proposing some by tile gentleman, if I try to discharge the dugreat measure, for the regulation of the affairs ties that have been entrusted 1.0 me, by the peeof the whole of Europe, up should jump a little pie whom I represent. I do not intend to be UIIdelegate from Hesse-Cassel, and sa/7, if you don't derstood however, as desiring to place my friend
attitude.
J did
do so and 80, all Hesse-Cassel wi I be ill arms, from Nelson, ill au unenviable
and we will pluck the diadems from your brows. remark that he had stated in hia speech of ye8would be felt
Such a threat would not.be ruore ridiculous than terday, that great inconvenience
the menace of the gentleman about the removal by the judges, if they were compelled to go to
I said, I suppose the gentleman
of the seat of gO\·ernlllent. I have been trying Harrodsburg.
to court my honorable friend all. the session. I coueidered It five hundred miles from the eonuty
of
Henry
to
Harrodsburg.
and only thirty from
think he is a very: promising young gentleman,
but that he should have fallen into thc mistake Harrodsburg here. I did not say that he made
of attributing to me such a palpable absurdity this atatcmcut. but I deduced it as a consequence from his argument.
There is no inis very extraordinary.
I have no iuteution of making a speech. I convenience it appear!>, in requ iring the people
of Carter. Ballard, and McCracken counties, to
only rose to say, that I approve of the proposition
of the gentleman from Henderson, to leave it to come to Frankfort, but there is great inconventhe people, through their Iegislatcre, to say ience and hardship in requiring four wen to go
whether Hesee-Oessel shall be accommodated or down to those counties. Now sir, what is the fact?
not. I have no particular interest in the thing, Fur the last fifteen years there have been three
but I know vcry well that it is important to the judges from two counties that border 011 mine,
character of the state, that the character of the sitting in the court of appeals-I allude to chief
court of appeals should not be brought down. justice Ewing, honorable J. R. Underwood, and
Duty to the public requires, that that depart- honorable Asher \V. Graham, who has been reo
These gentlemen are obliged
ment should be kept np; and to hove three or centlyarpointed.
four old men trudging
down to seine distant to trave to this place, twice a year, to hold court.
county, to bold a court, perhaps it may be in the And is it too much to ask, that they should go
warm season, perhaps in the winter time, will down there sometimes, instead of compelling
tend vcry much to degrade the court, and bring the whole people of that region to come up here.
it into contempt. Lhave no interest at all, none Is it notjust as convenient, I ask my venerable
in the world, III having a court to sit in this friend-for four judges to ride down there once
place. I would just as soon have it sit any in twelve months, as to require every litigant to
where else as here. I don't practice much here. come to this place to attend the court. Why sir,
I have perhaps three 01' four cases a year. up to 1843, upon a motion to admit a will to reIt is Hot a practice that my colleague or cord in the county court, if the motion did not
myself care much about, or look much to. 1 prevail, the IlnsuccesRfnl party was compelled to
believe we come here more for self-defence than appeal to tb~ court of appeals; and in the abo
any tlling else. I know there are Rome gentle- SlOllceof branches, in many cases, to trudge from
men, who make it a regular business to come one to two hundred and fifty miles, with from
here and get fees. I have a list of the names of ttJn to one hundred witness(:s, to Frankfort, to obseveral gClltlemen who do so. I do not say this tain the decision of the COllrt as to ·whether a
In
invidiouRly, because it shows that they must be willshollld be unmiLted to l'ccurd or not.
men who ha,'e rich gifts by nature, and great le- more than one instance I have known large numgal acquirement>!. I believe I will resen'\" the bel'!:lof witnesscs, ·who WNe in humble circumlist however, until I do make a speech on this stallces, to be brO\lght in co.rts, the distance of
an hundr(ld and sixty miles, to reach the capitaL
subject, at SOlUefuture day.
I again ask, would it not be proper that the
Mr. CLARICE. I suppose that my venerable judgtJs should at least visit the people, and holJ
friend from Nelson assumes, that the elder dele- court among them once a year, rather than to regate..from Nelson, and some two or three other quire the \)eople to undergo such har.d>:hip and exgentlemen here represent Russia, Prussia, and pence as t ley have been subjected to, under the
Austria, and that the balance of us are from
present system.
Hesse OasseL I am willing sir, that the genMr. LIKDSEY.
If the proposition to branch
tleman sJwuld have all the credit of representing
a great power in this convention.
I hll.veno ob- the court of appeals cannot be carried by legit·
the opinions of the delegate
jectiolllll the world. But sir, wllen I know that imate argument-if
and of those gentlemen from
those who have honored me with a seat on thii> from Franklin
neighboril1g
counties,
opposed to the proposifloor, demand au effort on my part to tJnable
them to enjoy the rights that are enjored by those tion, cannot be changed by considerations of
gentleman from SimpWl10occupy a more favorable pOSition in the propriety and fitness-the
state, I truflt I shall be pardoned by the Russian son Will hardly succeed by denouncing the (·itizens of Frankfort and Franklin county.
His
antocrat.-I 00 not al'jly that to my friend-but
I hope to be pardone
by the gentleman from people might as well have kept him at home, so
Russia, for insisting tllat those whom I represent far as the proposition under discussion, a,. well
shall be permitted to enjoy an equal participa- as all other matters, is concerned, if they suption in tf1erights and privileges which al'e to be posed his attac.ks upon my constituents would
cOllfcred UpOIlthe peopltJ of this state by the frighten them or their humble delegate from proconstitution.
That is all I ask. I should be priety. What haq the town of Frankfurt dune?
recreant to the high trust confided to me, if I What has she received at the hands of the comdid not insist upon having a branch of the monwealth, so much more than other places, that
court of appeals, closeT to those whom I have the she should be singleu out by tl1e gentleman, and
honor to represent. I trust I shall be pardoned chargc\l Witi1 defeating projects which the honor-
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uble gentleman favors? He may say sir} ~1Jf-'11:\8
the capital of the state, and the rickety concern
called the governor's palace.
W ell, look back
at the records, aud sel~ at whose expense these
buildings were erected.
They were uot built at
the expense of tile gentleman and his coustituents. They hall their share it is tme : but the
citizens of this town, by individual subscriptions
and donations of lots, which were sold and the
proceeds applied. eontnbuted largdy to the expeuditures, and that too, under contract with the
eommissiouers authorized to locate a permanent
scat of government for the state.
Look, sir, at
the fewimprovements that surround your public
square. By whom were they made? 'Were they
made by the liberalitv of such W'lltlcmen us undertake to influence the mind.'> of delegates near
the capital. hy threats of it" removal?
'I'bey
were marie, sir, by tile authorities of the town.
'l'he geutleman's
vthreata are ill advised
and
made, doubtless, without. reflection or premeditation.
If the people of tllifoJprouJ commonwealth require a removal vf tlH.~il' s('at of govcrnlllPllt,
let them remuve it to I.ouisvillE', or allY other
place, and when thcy do so, I will say tn the
Wrentleman, take the COUit of appeals with it.
Chere is propriety-t.here
i,.; fitl\ess tlwt the
three high departments of the govl'rnmentshould
be at the same plaee.
I have voted sir, throUgJlOut for fom' districts
and four judges.
The votes were givttl fJ"{lma
(;onvietiOIl that four districts would -brio'" eandidates for the judgeship within the knowfedge of
those who are to elect them, and from the fact
that a fourth judge would aJJ strt.'ngth to the
high character of the comt, and giv~ weight to
their decisions, with three to concl1l' in opinion.
'1'heFlevotes wen>,given alfw, to gratify gentlemen who seemed t.o desire the distriet mode of
election, and also to obviate the objections raised
by those opposed t(1the t'leetion by the peoplethat they could not know for whom they were voting, and th~ practice"would Roon run intotlle mode
of soalecting other officers by central inflnences,
and party arrangements.
I did it sir, to lef>sen in some df'grce the heavy
labor,; that the court 110'11 undergo.
In doing this, I did ]Jot pledge myself to go
for ilstablishing branclles of the court, as I clearly indicated in a few remarks heretofore made.
But I am told by the gentleman from Simpson,
that I must advance to this, under the penalty
of forfeiting all the interests of my constituents.
I say to gentlemen, they Qlay rea.'lon me into the
measure, bnt I cannot be driven.
I know my
people too well to believe for a moment, tllat
any considerations gro"wing out of the location
of the capital, or any threats of its removal,
would be regarded by dIem, and most cer~ainly
they will not be by their humble dclega~e.
I am not disposed to impute allY thing improper to delegatefl, or to charge them as being
actuated by considerations of a selfish character,
yet I could but remark Oil yesterday, wIlen the
fourth judge was rejected, that some of those
'who llave manifested so much concern about the
branching, should show plainly that t.hey reo
garded that as fatal to their projects.
Why did th" honorable delegate fl'Olll Mont·
gomery show such feeling at that vote?
It was

not a defeat of branching, unless he regnr.Ied the
number of branches as necesaary to be regulured
by the number of judges, find it spoiled his
hopes and caleulationa fur a branch at his tOW11.
The fiutterring, sir, shown, did awaken a suepicion ill my mind , that J had been Ieudiug a.hand
to build the foundation of It project, which I
would regard, if carried out, as calculated to
weaken not only the independence of the high.
est judicial tribunal, but the confidence that
should he reposed ill its deciaiona.
If the convenience of the people has hoen the
ruling consideration
of those [who advocate
branching, "why should they have treated the loss
of the fourth judge as fatal to their project?
Three districts, if their arguments be true, would
be better than one place of holding the court, and
why did they not rally on that?
My apprebenetons are. us intimated by the elder delesate
from Nolsou, it broke the cOll1bioation-.~poiled
the plan, o~ert.hrew the figures, and would not
work to suit.
Gentlemen
who consider tho convenience of
tht' people the paramount consideration, seem
exceedingly l't'luctant to accept the proposition
made, to leave the subject to the people, to be
df'eided through their r\:'presentatives.
If it is
the will of a majority of the people, as contended for. hy tho~e wh~ ~a~'ol'the. measure, Why, not
trust It to their deelslOll. Wlll allY one inlavor
of branching, vote against the eonstitutioll, with
the power cOlJferred on the legislature.
1\1yopinion is, they will not. Nor do I suppose anyone
opp08ed to branching,
will vote against it on
that account.
Yet, if it is marie imperative to
branch, although it is against the wishes of a
majority, it will have to be done, and however
inconvenient it may be when put to practice, it
will have to stnnd 11l1tilthe COllstitntion is alt(-red, and will necessarily bring against thc constitution we adopt a heavy vote.
QUI' work Sil', would be endangered,
anJ greatly endal1~ered by introducing asfixl'd rule.,;, matters that !lave not been desired by the people.
What papers in the statE' proposed or discussed the plan des:ired by the committee of the
court of appeal,,?
What delegates made it a
question in their canvass?
The gentlemen from
Simpson and Montgomery, both suy they spoke
of it to their constituents.
'l'his may be all true,
but does it 1)I'OVO t1mt a majority of the peo:ple, or
of even their own constituents faYur thoi\prOject in
the absence of any contest upon it, or direct exprel;lsions of tho peoplo's will. Let me ask the
honorable gentleman from Simpson how many
litigants from his county had occasion to come
to' the <lppellate tribunal of thoJstale the past
year.
Mr. CLARKE.
If the gentleman will permit
me, I belio\'e the tables show only one case.
'l'here would perhaps have been more, if the incunven ience of travel, and the increased expense
of atttendanee upon the court of appeals, had
'not been so great. Hence, justice was withheld
from them.
Mr. LINDSEY.
He answerS! on(', only one.
But he says many mOTC would have asked reversat"! of errolleousdceisionsgiven
againsttll~rn,
but from the fact that the distanee ,vas so great
to Frankfort.
It proves one of two proposit.iOllS
to be trne; that tht:l cases decided must be small
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Indeed, or that there is more need of lawyers in self, wert' I actuated by selfish conakleratious,
his county. than of a branch of the court of ap- and looking to what I migbu make us a lawyer,
J would !'lay llllhe;;itatingly branch.
But no such
peals.
arc influen<.:iog rue-s-none such inIt cannot be that a gentleman of hi" abilities eosidcreticns
flucueed
the
people
of
Prnukhn
in
twice
casting
us a lawyer, "would se., au erroneous opluiou of
11 handsome ruuiority in favor of this convention.
the <.:ircuitj·urlge gi\·en. and his client's rights
Have they regarded encb matters as have gmvedisregal'der -his
propr!"ty wrongfully
takenwhen the erroneous judgment cuuld have been ly on this floor been charged upon them? Nay,
that
revised at all expense of fifty cents or a dollar lied they dreaded the fierce denunciations
paid for postage, ill trall:<:.mitting by mail to the some are inclined to hurl at them, it would lIR,'C
town of }<'rallkfort, tue record of the case, with a been their true policy to have voted against tho
short written brief, pointing out the errore of the convent.ion throughout.
What would be said to a plan like that of Ohio,
circuit court.
Sir, the time was when the court of appeals of of increasing the judges and haviug a court of
appeals ill every ccuuty.
This 'would be bringKentucky W:L"l wbat every tribunal of the last resort should be, a court having the confidence of ing decisions of causes nearer still to every man's
door,
although
it.
might
not
bring him justice or
the people--ull
ornament to the State-un~l its
That is the plun in one sister
decisions cOlnmallde<l rCf>pe(;t and confidence correct law.
exceedingly disliked by the people of
wherever read. Those were the Jays when the state-one
court had around them lawyers of the highest Ohio, if I nm correctly infunned. in relation
They have beell compelled to require!
eminence ill their prof('Bsion. Causes were t1Hm thereto.
argued and Tc-arguerl, aud opillions 'were reVi~H;!dtheir supreme judges to meet in bank at the
und re-revised uutil they contained all expression capital of their state 01)(;e a year to preserve un ifonnity of decision among!;t thclU ou their cir·
of the law plain and casy to be understood.
Those werc the days when ('auses were requir- cnits, und to have the opinion of a full court 011
No Ollewants such a
ed to be aq~ued, and' then the bar en1 ig-btened the questions !lew or Jifficult.
comt. and tile court the bar. It was t.bis discus- machinery hNe, I am sure, yet it is but can-ying
sion and ~abor that made Bueh a hal' and sucll a out the principle contended for, that the highest
court. Even in those times, sir, when there was COll!'tsshould be brought to every man's door.
The next thing lookud for, is that the govetlLor
no admission to pra<.:tiee in that court except by
shall bral1ch out. He
regular license of the MUl't-when persunal ap- of the cOlomollwealth
'Why shall he not travel
pearance was demanded-"when
litigallts or COUIl- can't be branched.
sel had to attend the court and await their tllTDS through each county of the state dispensing tlle
duties of the ofii.ee fairly to each county, and
upon the docket, the efforts to branch the court,
doing the bu;>in~ss of the people at their own
repeatedly m;:tde, were ullsuccessful.
The argudoor;;. A fair division of his time in that way
ments theu were as now, the great distance to
come-the
exceeding hardship that a litigant would nut only be plemiant, but would perhaps
Is there
should have to travel all the way to Frankfort hep him in nut' health by traveling.
not, sir, in the executive department.." twic<j the
with his record.
These objections, sir, were ob\'i.ated by rules of amount of business to be transacted by the peopractice madc by the court of appeals :l.lldby leg- ple wldeh requires them to come in pet'Son or by
proxy, to what tlH'Tl' is in the court of appeals?
Islative enactment.'>.; until now a man may prac'Vhy
tice in that court who cannot practice in tho COUll- The sUllie ill rf>lation to tbe legislatum.
~hnll sit at 0110
ty court~ of the state. He has, sir. hilt to write a require that tllis department
place? Could they llOt as well mo\'p about holdbrief in his client's name, and to send it to the
court, and the thing is done. The court is left lllg sessions ono year at one place, and another
'l'hct'e rambling departments
to find Ollt and apply the law theln~elves without year at another?
Illay suit [iornc, bULI imagine if left to the peothe aid of authorities.
In half the cases they
decide, and t1l0.;;,ewho })rf!ctice in the way sug- ple they will not approve them, even on the
gested, do not aid the court; yet in every case consideration of haviug law and justice r..ttheir
'when they do not get a cause decid.::d as they doors.
But some gentlemen f;.av the expenses to be
want, become critics on the decisions of the court,
incurred are nothing.
Sir, I do not let dollar-l
and thereby aid in destroying the confidence the
and cent;; intlUl'nco me much in gratifying the
people should llave in such a tribunaL
wishes of my fdouds.in building up this constiIt if>but ashol't time since, perl13ps one or two tutiOll, yet I kllOW sir, t]1e tuxe!' of this st;:tte
winters past, the legislature llassed rrn act requir- have increased fearfully ill the last fiftt:clI years,
ing the clerk of the court of appeals to docket and are in a fair way, from the failure of OUl'
the causes of ('flch judicial district together. public works to meet expeuuitl1l'es, to be iu'fhe docket is published under this arrangement
creased greatly more. IUs t~m.esir-:it is lh'CtSS~ry
lJefore court, 80 th:Lt every lawyer W110desires to that we cheapen the "dmmlstratlOn of justllje,
attend the court .in person can come on the "very and the expenses of government to the people, tnmorning of the day If he plea;ocs when his case is skad of illcrea.<:;ingthem. Everyone
concedes
to be heard.
TllllS, sir, every arra.ugement that that the branchillii must necessarily increase thn
call be made to cheapell and make convenient the expellses, and the gelltleman frow Sirul1son
practice in that COlll'thas been adopted, and still would have had all his people taxed to laV~
some of the profession at a distance seem dissat- brought foUl' jndges to his neighborhood. to deisfied, and make charges that Frankfort lawyers cide the ono case from his COUlltyrather than let
am monopolizing
the businei'>s of that court. the litig,ant pay the expense of getting his (;ause
Look to the records of the comt wlmt lawyers of
to FranKfort.
Frankfort are doing-not
one sixteenth of the
In addition to the items of expense nlrendy
causes arc attended to by t,hem. For my humble

enumerated by the elder delegate from Nelson,
there are a few more air to be added, if' branching
prevails.
The attorney general must necessarily attend
to the bUSLUt;SSof the commonwealth
in each
district court.
Who sir, qualified to be the

lefal adviser of the executive of the state, and
al the higher officers, would fill that office and
perform its dutles then for four 01' even five times
the salary now paid-abandoning
all otbcrbusinesa and every other pursuit, to ride about
with the judges to tho several courts as he would
have to do. He cannot practice by brief in
causes of the commonwenhh, that he d id not attend to in the court below, nor would it be meet
and proper that he should do so.
Then sir, you must have a traveling reporter
for the court, or four reporters, with sufficient
salaries to command competent persons to perform the service of reporting the opinions of the
court.
And you must also increase the publication of
your statutes and reports four fold, ot least, over
the number now required, for exchanges with
other states and the United States, which will
be found no small item of increase.
Tllirty
copies of reports uud statutes 1I0W tal' the states,
and one or more of each for the United States,
must be quadrupled,
saying nothiug vf all
other books requisitrl for It library.
The interest of the stnte-the
convelliencc of'
the people-[
do not believe require the branchill'" uf t.he cunrt of appf'uls.
Certainly it was
not a matter complained of sufficielltly Lojustify
us in making it; a fL"l:edrule in our constitution
to be made. I am, for one, unwilling to hazard
higher things, we know the people require, by
introducing douLtful one.,>,to say the least, that
}mve not been required.
I will vote to leave it
to the people. If they desire it, the legislature
will bl.:commanded so to arrange tIm C('lIl't.
Mr. President;, I did. not intel,d to }wxc said 11
word Oil This sllbjcC't to day, lIor would I have
spoken, bnt for the attack made npOlL my town
and county by the honorable \fl'legaw from
Simpson, who seems to thillk that Frankfort influence is at ,\York against his favorite measure.
Such complaints art! often made by persons
who seem to me to find out a great deal more of
the actions of the people lJere than I do. I aver
sir, I have seen no interference by :tuy. citizen of
Frankfort, in any 'YfLyupon allY ~mbJcct.before
us, They arc a free people, and will remain so,
nnless frightened by the thrents of my friend
from Simpson.
Once for all sir, I have to sav, the people of
Frankfort lmve asked nothing fr"omthe C\)llvention.
They have not, in any way, interposed
their feelings, interest, or wishes against any of
the matters as vet discussed before th<l conventi.on; and I do' protest sir, against their being
held up unjuf:1tly as I think they have been today, when they have not, ill any way, interfered,
and their delegate has but exercised the right
belonging to evervmemb\'r of voting us he ueems
l'ight for the interest of the state.
Mr. APPERSOl'L
We have hearu tlw gentleman from Franklin
enquire here to·riay, what
ha<; Frankfortgott
I am oe::lighted with .Frankfort, and always have been ever since my first
visit to the .place,; but the enq\liry ha"i been made
<

what lias Frankfort got? , In rngal',l to the public bnildiugs, although erected by the peorle of
Frankfort, how often have the people of Frankfort apj}li-ed to the legislature that money shall
be app ied from the common public Lre<J,i;l1l'Y
to
repay them?
MI'. LINDSEY.
I have resided here for thirteen years, and during t;hat time, I have heard of
but cue application of the kind made. It waa
to obtain the return of seven or eight hundred
dollars by a widow, whose husband at the time
the subscription was made, was ill atflucnt eircumstauces. and surrounded by all the comforts
of lite. Misfortune brought her to the very
depths of poverty. and she was ill those circumstances, left with two feeble daughters to provide
for. That is the only npplicntion ever Illude to
the lcgtslaturc, so far as llJy iuforrnation extends,
to pay back any po~i?a of the sum which was
contr-ibuted by th" ctcteens of Frankfort to the
erection of the public buildings.
I referred to
the fact which will be found recorded in fl.
neighboring
count,y, t.hat at the time when it
was proposed to locate the capital here, there
was ple.lged by the owners of the property, a
block of lots, now solidly eovored by some of
the best houses of the tOWIl, the whole proceeds
of which went into the state treusury to pay for
the erection at the public buildings.
AlJd be it
Raid to the di!>credit of the l'('jJresentati\'es of
the people, ,,,jtlt a full know edge of all tht!
suffering- that surrronnded
that lady, and with
an overflowing treaslll'Y at the time, t.hey W<tsted and expended it 011 foolish projcr.:ts of illterJlal impJ'ovemC'nt thmu~IJOut tlHl commonwealth, resulting ill nothlllg" but loss to the
state, and did lJot returll the money or any part
of it.
:Mr. APPERSON.
I think if the gentleman
had looked a little furt.her back, bcfore he came
here, he might have found ot.hel·cascs. I have
heard of them at any mte, although I do not
know whether the money was ever returned or
Hot. But I was going 011 to notice the enquiry,
what has Frankfort had? The present goyernor
is a resident of Frankfort.
I was dellg·hted
with his nomination and a.ided in securing it.
The clerk of the COUl't of' appeals re!'ddes in
Frankfort, and it is the best office in the state.
The register and th<l second 31lditor al~o belong
t·o Frankfort, amI they are good appoll1trnents.
and I do not complain of theill. What else has
Frankfort had? She has, in the persoll of one
of her citizens, a minister to MeXiCo-that portion of the foreign ministers that falls to the
share of Kentucky.
She has also ~he consul ~o
Liverpool, one of the roost l\lcntttve offices III
the gift of the president, and she has also a commissioner of Indian
Affairs. Now what has
Frankfort got, or rather what has she not got?
I do not complain.
She lla$ ?istinguished and
intelligent
eitizens, and I bellevp t.hese are all
first rate appointm~llts, but I wish ~o as~ how
all this happens?
Is there more Intelligence
and virtue in :Fraukfort than there is in Louisville, Lexington, Bowlillggreen, .Bardstown.
and Harrodsburg all put together?
It i,~because there has been a gl'adual and contmnal
concent.ration of the representatives of the people, I1t Frankfort, and there all the greatness
seems to ha .....
e conceDtJ;ated. The oiher dny, we

were told that there were thirteen lawyers resi- little petty misdemeanor cases perhaps brought
ding in the town of Frankfort who practiced in
the court of appeals.
1,V<Jrethere that. many in
Louisville?
Let u" look at the counties not in
the habit of sculling up causes to the court of
appeals.
Suppose we look for a moment Itt
Daviess-c-it is about as wcalthv a county as
Franklin, and has about as man)' voters, and I
presume she ought to have as lTUu:y Iawyers.
and a." able one", to make exceptions, and bring
up their cases here, if they did not live so far
off. Is it possible that Daviess has no good
lawyers? She has OTIe, I know, on this floor, a
most excellent lawyer, and a very worthy and
intclligenr gentleman.
I would infer from the
remarks of the gentleman from Franklin, that
the lawyers in other portions of the state, were
from some reason uegligent of their clients, and
never prepared their causes to bring before the
court of appeals.
Now I presume that the lawyers all over Kentucky are doing their duty to
their clients.
So far <J.'J my experience is concerned, I have found that the lawyers in the
most remote portions of the state have paid
quite as much attention to the interests of their
clients, as have those ill the neighborhood of
Frankfort.
But ill all parts of tile state there
are not the same facilities and opportunities
of obtaining justice, and they feel the want of it.
Gentlemen say that this matter has not been
discussed among the people, and that they have
110tbeen consulted in regard to it. I insist that
in portions of tlw state at least this isnot the fact.
The people of the county I represent have been
consulted, and there was no difference of opinion on the subject among the calldidatefi.
It ii';
true that the county of Montgomery has not suffered a,.;much incollveuience no;some other counties~ for she has had her fair proportion of canses III the court of uppeals.
I would be pleased
to have the eonrt come to Mt. Sterling, butpersonally I am satisfied it would be better for me if it
was neVt'r bmnched. I practice ill mUllYof tllC adjacent countip:,\, and many of the litigants there
have emploYt'd me in the court of appeals, when
I was not engaged in the court below. Dut I do
110texpect to do a!o\nlllch of thii:5 business if the
court is brought tn my town. Why it ·would be
an invitation to other lawyer;:; to settle at Mt.
Sterling, and there would S(lOl1be as mally ther"
us at Frankfort..
But thut is not the question.
It i~, df)er; any
grieyuncu exist, and how has it happened?
Is
1<'rallkfortso much more of a commercial place,
and has thel'e beeu S(l much lllorc litigatiolL arising the,",~than at Owensboro', where manufactories are growing up? Perhaps it is llotsolarge
a town, but it is an equally rich county, rich
people, and has as wany voters as Franklin.
Andgo to the next county, Henderson, and soon
down, and you willsee that there is a very great
disJ;lropOl'tion. I was, I must cOllfess, greatly astonIshed to hear the gentleman from Breathitt
talking about the att.orn~y general as he did.
The gentleman ought to have known tlmt tho::attorney general does not live here, und docs Jll}t.
compoile part of the court of appeals, and if he
will examine the docket, he will find that there
are but very few cases in w.hich that functionary
appears.
What has he to do with t.he court of
Hppeals? There are no criminal causes, except

up here, and does the gentleman think the attorIley gcuercl would travel all oyer the state to attend to such ccusesj
But the gentleman might
have known that this was a rule which would
work both ways. It' it was so convenient for
two thirds of the lawyers in this commonwealth
to appear by brief in the court, would it be ally
the less convenient for the attorney general to do
the eume with the few causes he had charge of't
Now,
far as the attorney general Is conceme.l,
if we shall sit 11<:::1"0until t11t' first Monday
in December, we shall sit. until the court of appeals is
ill session, and if the gentleman will go into the
court room, I venture to say, that he will not see
the attorney general more than once in that court.
And yet he is a gentleman well qualified for
the station, and always attends to the business.
Another objection urged, was the expense of
additional officers, tipstaffs, constables,
etc., attendant on branching the ccurtof appoals.
Now,
if an examination was made, it would be found
that these officers were paid by the day, and
would be required whether the court eat here, as
nO\\T, or Whether it was branched.
'I'he espense.
therefore, would be the surne in both cases. I
was a little amused at the gentleman from Nelson (Mr. Hardin) in his deeiguation of the districts. OIlB of them, the eastern district, he commenced at the head of the Big Sandy, and run
across to the mouth of the Kentucky river. He
would hardly do that, I a}lprehend, if he was in
the legislature.
The district would with rnore
propnety be framed, by including several of the
counties on the south side of the Kentuckv river,
and would not embrace Fayette county.
f admit
that Franklin would 110t be so well accommodated thereby, and perhaps Woodford, Jessamine,
Anderson, Hellry, and otller connties nearer,
might not, hut then look at the greater number
ofcountic~ whoi';e facilitif's wonhl be greatly increased if the (:ourt was branl.:heu. It may be
that Hal'rodsblll'g woulrt be the centre of another
district, though I hardly "uppose it would, and
at any rate it would be a Juty for the legislature, and notthi;.; cOllventioll, to pcrform.
So far as the substitute of the gentleman from
Jessamine (Mr. A. K. Marshall) was coneerned,
there was onc feat.me in it 'which I shall.':'oupport.
I Hlll glad that so able a gentleman has come forward to aid me, for I stated in my remarks on a
previ.otls occasion, that at a propel' time I should
move that the judges should be elected by the
state at large, and J understand that his amendment makes/'ustsuch
a provision.
Thus far the
gentleman 'rom Jessamine and myself are together.
But js there not a grievance in this matter?
I
take it for granted that the lawyers in other parts
of the state are just as attentive to the rights of
thcir dients as are thosc residing in the centre,
and that they would be just as apt to undertake
to save the rights of their clients, or wonld be,
if they had the same faeility to have their rights
adjudicated upon. But, says the gentleman from
Franklin, why not make llw appellat.e court travel
all over the statf', ihto every county, as it does in
Ohio? 1 answer, because 1t is inexpedient to do
so, and because the same end ear;. be attained by
branching.
But this, it was urR'ed, would make
the court less dignified.
Did the braI:('1.i,,·~
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system make the courts of Virginia, South Car we are going to pay these officers 80 well, cerolina, Massachusetts,
Pennsylvania, and New tainly they can afford to labor these thirty -six
York, less dignified?
'Vas lt such a reproach weeks.
The gentleman from Nelson has said that there
on the judges to require them to travel? 'rake
the number at five hundred cases, and divide were a few lawyers .. W110 brought up all
the
I have heard it
them into four parts, and there would be one cases to the court of appeals.
hundred and twenty five each. Was it so very suld also that some /?clltlemcn had such influence
hard to require four men to travel, say two huu- over courts and juries that they could gain any
'I'he gentleman has told us
dred miles, and not at all hard to require one cause they pleased.
hundred and twentv five men to travel the same that he was advised that the best way to succeed
distance to come here? But there would be more in the practice of law, was to he on good terms
than aile hundred and twenty five; there would with the judge, and I suppose the gentleman has
be the parties to each suit, thus making two hun- acted on that advice. r do not mean to say that
ally judge has been partial to that gentleman,
dred and fifty. And what is there undignified
in these judges thus traveling to foul' parts of but we all know what his talents arc, and his
the state all:a holding their courts there? Will great ability to make the worse appear the better
it tend to degrade the courts whose uuthor ity cause, and III this way he is able to have the deis the highest of allY we have, those of NGW cision in his own way. Hence I suppose those
on the opposite side find themselves obliged to
York, Massachusetts,
Virginia,
Pennsylvania,
and others? If so, how does it happen that the come up he-re to seek redress at the hands of the
decisions of those courts stand so high with our court of appeals.
I was sorry to hear the gentleman from Jessaown?
'I'he Pl~ESIDENT,
the hom of twelve hav- mille intimate that this was a lawyers' project.
ing arrived, announced the special order" of the Is this so? If we were to look around the
house and see how the lawyers stand, they would
day.
Mr. DAVIS moved to dispense with the epe- be found to be divided into two parties, those
nearest the capital forming one, and those distant
cial order, which was agreed to.
Those that live
Mr. APPERSON.
The gentleman from Nel- from it, forming another party.
son (Mr. Hardin) has said tint the court would n.way off want justice extended to them, and those
be required to sit nine or ten weeks in each place. that live in the neighborhood of the capital want
If there was any evidence that it would sit so to get all the fees. I win not impute such molong, it is conelusl ve evidence that the court tives, but it is a significant matter that the lawshould be branched.
He tells you that they sit vers here arc divided as I have intimated-the
now but fifty days at each term, that is about gentleman from Henry excepted. I find him at all
eight weeks. Now when you eome to make the times liberal, though I am not disposed to comcalculation, I think that if you branch the court, plain of the illiberalty of any gentleman, beand require them to sit in four different places, cause I believe all are disposed to do what they
they will not be engaged more than thirty two believe to be right ..
weeks out of the fifty two. The gentleman has
It W:.lS enquired this morning if this court was
told us that we ought not to be too specific in to btl migratory-a
term which I do not underwhat we do, and yetwbat do we find ill his bill? stand to be applicable to the proposition W
He has been so specific as to set down even what branch it; and if that was proper in reference to
shall be the amount of the judges' salary. That the court, why not apply the same principle to
I think there is a great differis specific enough in all conscience.
And his the legislature?
circuit bill reminds me that if the pl'inci12le is ence between the two cases. They were the repcorrect, that the court of appeals shall 81t all resentatives of the people, from every county in
the time in one place, why not apply the same the state, and fully understood what the people
principle to the circuit judge, and say he shall wanted. As in the convention the people were
sit in but one place? If it is so undignified for here by their re:presentatives. Are they present in
the judges of one court to travel over the whole the court by theirrepresentatives
f I think not. It
state, why is it not as equally undignified for is enquired also why should not the governor truvthe others to travel over, as some of them have el about the state as well as the court? What has
to do, ten counties? It is because of the dl » he to do with tho administration of justice, and
position to bring justice as near to every man's the decision of causes 1 Nothing, as it appears
door as may be. But I have supposed that four to me. Gcn tlemen have also referred in the same
weeks would be sufficient to do the business of connection to the reporter.
'I'he present reporter
the court of appeals at anyone of the branches. is as worthy a man, and as well qualified for
Perhaps the one in which Frankfort would be the duties of his office as any man in the state,
situated, if Louisville was thrown in with it, but is it his duty to be in court? Not at all. He
would require five or six weeks. we find that, has the opinion handed over to him as it is writI happened to
during the four weeks of the last term the court ten out, and he gets it J?rinted.
decided one hundred and thirty cases, a.nd that be here when a pro:posJtion was before the legis~
was quite as many as any district would ever latl1l'e offeriugto pnnt these reports for two dolh:1ve before it, unless it W<1S the one in which lers and twenty-five cents a copy; and although
Frankfort and L011isville were sitnatcd. Clearly, thf' gentleman was not a lawyer, nor ill deed was
then, they wonld not be required to sit longer he required to be; he agreed to have them done
at all the poiuts than sixteen wecks at one; as well as those for which the state pays, I bethat would be thirty two weeks a year, and if lieve five dollars for every five hundred pages,
t.wo more weeks were added for districts where and a dollar perhaps for every additional
one
there mig-ht be more business, still that would hundred pages, or five or six dollars a volume.
nol, require more than t.hirty six weeks. And if It is also enquired whether it .is not a fa~r f~0'p0-
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The gentleman asks "what has Frankfort not
eition to submit this question to the people? It
Ie j'ust as fair as to submit to them whether they got?" and answers, "she has the governor, second
wi 1 have three, or four judges, or even whether
there shall be a court of appeals or not. I suppose the people sent us here for some purpose,
and having come here, let us do our duty as the
people require. And it docs seem to me, when
we look at the suits in the circuit courts, and
compare the number of them that are brought up
to t]IC court of appeals. with the Humber that
come ~P from around Frankfort, it will u:ppe~r
that either the lawyers are greatly supenor In
this part of the country, or else they are in post'ssian of great facilities for having their causes

adjudicated. These facilities I am desirious to
see extended to every part of the commonwealth,
as fur as is possible.
So far as the people of
Frankfort are concerned, there is no man who
has a higher esteem for them than I hnve, and
ill regard to the capital I hope they will always
have it among them, and that it will never be
removed.
Mr. LINDSEY.
It is said that a learned 001'Oller in Indiana on one occasion in charging his
jury, laid down the proposition that there were
'three modes by which a man might come to his
death, "by accident, by encldent, and by the nets
of an enceuduary."
The delegate from Montgomery has not taken exactly either of these
modes of killing off Frankfort and her citizens.
although his course m<l.ycome under the head of
one of the learned coroner's classification in the
eyes of some. But I do not charge that he is
doing it by the "acts of an incendiary."
Yet
for one Who manifests such high regard for my
town and people, as the gentleman has expressed, who lias not suffered any inconvenience
from attending the appellate 'court here, but
found it pleasant, agreeable, and profitable, it
might seem strange that he has been arming
himself with such weapons as he has used on
this occasion.
What delegate, let me ask, Mr. President, introduced Frankfort and her influences into this
discussion?
Certainly 110 one will charge me?
N 01' will the charge lie at the doorl of nny of
those who oppose the branching of t ie court of
appeals.
I leave the convention to determine.
When I am compelled to fall down in argument
for objectin~ to any constitutional provision, or
in its advocacy to the mere wishes or interests of
a single county, or her influences, the question
will not be considered worth the opposition or
necessary to be established.
I hope, sir, my visiOn is- not so far limited that I cannot see great
interests to lie promoted in the state at large.
The gentleman asks what has the governQl' of
Kentucky to do with the administration of justice? I res~ond much to do with it in the various executive branches.
Had the gentleman
spent a small portion of the time he devoted in
making out tables, that prove nothing, that advanees an argument for "his branching proposition, ill ascertaining the amount of business the
people of Kentucky do in the executive branches of their government, he would have found
that the arguments, on the score of inconvenience to the people in visiting the seat of governm~t, would apply with much more force to the
governor's being sta~iollary at one place than
to the opurt of appea.ls,

auditor, register, clerk of the court of appeals,
minister to Mexico, consul to Liverpool, and
commissioner of Indian affairs."
All true, sir.
'l'he citizens hold these offices. But the gentleman says he does not complain.
If not, why
does he introduce such statements, invidiously,
or seemingly so?
Did the Citizens of Frankfort create these offices, 01' fill them? What agency had her people
in causing the distinguished
geutlemau, now at
the head of the executive department,
to fill
that office? None, sir, whatever.
He was selected by a convention of delegates from all parts
of the state.
The modo of crying out "Frankfort influence"
is no uew thing to me. Frequently have I seen
members of the legislnture elect to the petty offices, necessary to the organization of both houses
and the management of their business, citizens
of Frankfort, and then heard them charging that
it was brought about by Franfort influence.
Because a turnpike road runs through the
town, in which the state is interested, that is
named as a great matter in the grave charges
agaiust the citizens.
J regret to see honorable delegates resorting to
such means to promote their favorite projects;
and again, sir, protest that they find argument
and sound reason to sustain them, rather than
denunciation, so unmerited as it has been, from
any act of my constituents.
Mr. CLARKE.
It is true that in the remarks
I submitted to the house some halt' hour ago, I
stated that there were lawyers in Frankfort and
the counties adjacent who perhaps were as much
interested in continuing the court of appeals
here, as Iuwvers in the districts possibly could
be in branching the court of aJ?peals; but I did
not intend by that remark to intimate that the
feeling was stronger in the one class than in the
other. I make the remark to meet the suggcstiou of the gentleman from Jessamine, who stated
it to be a lawyer project, or rather that it would
so be considered by the people, for he did not
himself declare that he believed it to be RO.
Now, I have been considering upon the vote taken yesterday, and could not discover that this
proposition
of branching
had received any
strength from many lawyers either of Franklin
or the surrounding counties.
It has been asked
-what
has Frankfort got? In proportion to
its population, Frankfort lias received mote from
the public treasury than any othertown in the
state. If I am not mistaken the very streets
that surround this capital were paved at the pnblie expense, and not at the expense of the citizens of Frankfort.
The gentleman from Franklin shakes his head, but I have been informed
that the whole state has been taxed to raise money for that purpose.
There are various other
benefits Frankfort
is continually
receiving..-.
From the adoption of the present constitution
down to tho present moment, one hundred and
thirty eight delegates have yearly assembled
here, and it is a fair estimate that each one of
them has left a dollar a day in .Frankfort.
They
have assembled here yearly and have thus furnished a market for the county of Franklin
and the surrounding
counties, and thousands
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and tens of thousands of dollnrs have thus been
annually spent here. Now, I have served ill the
legislature here for two years, and I have Hot a
word to say against the citizens of Frankfort,
for they have ulways treated me politely and
hospitably.
Nor have I made any attack on the
people of Frankfort; hut I have said this: That
the people of a region of the state which I in
part represent on this floor, want a branch of the
court of appeals there.
They want the means
of justice brought nearer their doors, aud I stated the reason why, and attempted briefly to
enumerate the hardships under which they have
been laboring for the last fifty years. I then said
that if the reprcsentative8 of the people ill this
convention withheld from that portion of the state
a,bnwcll of the court of appeals by which justice
could be obtained more easily than at present
and at less expense, that we could try and take
the court of appeals itself nearer to us. If we
were to receive the cold shoulder, and to have
the backs of the hands of the delegates of this
convention turned upon us down there, when
we asked for no more than simple justice, I then
appeal to the whole delegation from that region
of the state to stand up, and if we canuot do
any better, we will try to have the court of appeals removed nearer to us than it is at tho present time.
The objection to branching the court of appeals, as I understand it, is based upon two
grounds.
First, the increase of expenses, and
secondly, that it will lower the dignity of the
court. It has come to this, then, that these [udges of the court of appeals degrade themselves if
they go to the different parts of the state and
mingfe with the people f One of tbe strongest
arguments against the lifc tenure of the office is,
that the judge, after he has been on the bench
a number of years, does not know the wants of
the people, has not the least idea of their spirit.
and does not appreciate their intelligence and
virtue.
If you branch tho court, and require
them to visit the different portdous of the state,
you enable the judges to know something of the
people. And would it in the least interfere with
the force and weight of the judicial decision, if
it was rendered at Bowllnggreen
instead of
Frankfort?
Not at all.
'I'here are thirteen
states, I find, by a hastY"examination of a hook
of constitutions
here, III which their supreme
COUTthas been branched.
Iu some they are TCquired to hold courts in seven and eight different places, and in others in two, three, and four.
What states are these? One is the Empire state.
I call upon gentlemen who practice in the appellate and other courts of this state, and ask of
them when they have found a point not decided
upon by our own court of appeals, if there is
any higher authority in the country than the
decisions of the supreme, or appellate court of
New York?
There is Massachusetts, too-her
court of appeals is branched.
When you have
not found the decisions of your own court to
apply, I ask where you find higher authority
than the decisions of Massachusetts?
Virginia,
North Carolina, South Carolina, Tennessee, in
short, I believe more than a majority of the old
thilte.en states that assembled in convention aod
framed the federal constitution of this proud
UU ion, ha\'e
branched their court of appeals,

and the weight nud authority of the opinions of
those com-til are not inferior to those of any'
courts in the union. I live 011 the verv border.'>
of the state of 'I'ennsssee-cthe county In which
Ilivc
is on the state line-and
I know something of the operations of the system in that
state. The court is there called the supremc
court, and sits in three different districts, and I
have never heard the first man say that the derisions of that court rendered at Knoxville,
were not just as dignified and authoritative as
those rendered at the city of Nashville.
I trust I shall not be understood as imputing
motives here, but it is a notorious fact, that the
idea prevails, that there is an influence about
this place, which, when exerted under a strong
motive, and where the interests at stake are important enough to arouse it, it is difficult to resist. Why.llow rtlany turnpikes and railroads
are there ruuuiug to other towns with equal. population to this? where is the other town with
one or two railroads starting out, and appropriations mane for more, and turnpikes running in
every direction, and navigation etopped at the
town itself? And yet nothing- has been done
for Frankfort!
I then only ask these people
who have 80 10n~ enjoyed all these advantages,
to submit to the increase of a tex of half a cent,
for the purpose of extending justice to us, when
we have been paying into the coffers of the state
for years, thousands and hundreds of thousands
of dollars. to be expended here, and fill the
pockets and purses of the citizens of Frankfort.
And will they not now submit to a little increased taxation, to enable us to obtain free access to
the court of appeals? That is all we ask.
Mr. STEVENSON.
I regret exceedingly the
character that this debate has now assumed.
I
think it portends no good. I dislike to see on
this floor crimination and recrimination.
I am
pained. to witness such an array of sectional
feeling, and local prejudice, so well calculated
to call up the worst feelings of our nature. 'I'his
hall is an inuI?propriate theatre for such displays.
It is unquestionably not a proper way to get at
eorrect action.
It certainly Call lead none of us
to expect that it will give any force to our work
when we shall place the new constitution before
the people for their approbation.
And for what
is it all done? It seems to me we can meet here
and enter into an interchange of opinions, and
convince each other of error, if error exist....
without this personal feeling, this local, sectional, jealousy, which is unworthy of the st-ate, unworthy of ourselves, and entirely unworthy of
the great cause in which we are engaged! For
myself, I am oPfosed to branching the court or
appeals.
I shal give one or two reasons, without entering into a lengthened argument, by
which I have been led to this conclusion.
In
advance, I sev tbat I am actuated by no selfish feeling. "I stand not here to-day as a representative from northern Kentucky alone, not
as a gentleman blind to the interests of southern
Kentucky, because I happen not to live among
them, but I stand here as aKentuckian, prepared
to act for the whole state. I stand as a representative on this floorfrepar~d to follow gentl~men when they shal conVInce me that their
propositioll is right, and to give it my humble
support.
But when threats are thrown out-
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without increase'(
J think it. is ens! e)' {O have
<when tlenuuciations are made-when
local pre- one. And by having but one, we are more likely
judices are appealed to, and the worst passions to have a good one, with much better prospect
of our nature are attempted to be aroused against of haviug it annually increased by valuable adthis town, or that town, it creates a bitterness
ditions, than if we had four.
of feeling which, if persisted in, must lead to
Look at. the supreme court of the United States.
deleteriouti results and wrougconclusions.
I do
Let any gentleman go iuto that court, and I care
not know, myself, that I have any particular
or how humble he may
feeling- of attachment to Frankfort,
except that not how distinguishe,l
it is the capital of my state. If there are un . be-I care not how much prejudiced against the
dcrhunded
influences at work here--if there is legal profeseiou that visitor may be-let him be a
certain wire-pulling
behind the scenes here as lawyer or not, he will, on entering that au~ust
certain gentlemen
have Intimated-e-a
sort of tribunal, feel proud of lt as one of the institutions
If he is a'luwyer he will feel proud
central influence-in
the name of Gael do not let of his country.
us attempt to strike at great principles because of his profession; if nota professionalmun he will
be
proud
of
the
intellect,
the dignity and imposing
we disli"ke Frankfort.
Let us remove the seat
of government, but do not let us do that which aspect of the tribunal itself, the abilitywitb which
above all with
we know to be wrong because the seat of gov- questions arc there discussed.and
ernment, in the opinion of certain gentlemen, is the solemn and impressive manner in which the
in the wrong place. If it is wrong to branch learned, able. and well digested opinions of that
the court of appeals, let us not do wrong be- tribunal are delivered. Would gentlemen branch
cause certain delegates on this floor desire to re- that court? It seems to me that if there is any
move the seat of government!
-We had better thing in this argument of convenience in travelremove the seat of ~overnment and set rid of ing to and from courts, as we have heard to-day,
this trouble.
That IS my idea; and \~hen gen- that gentlemen living in Texas would find a
tlemen tell how many officers Frankfort has great many more reasons to urge against the illhad, what amount she has received from the pub- conveniences of having to travel to washington
lic treasury, who paved the streets, and who bllilt city, than can be urged by any man in Kentucky?
.this house and that house, I pass it all by as But I have never heard any such complaints from
In
irrelevant to this discussion, and as unworthy the people of any part of the confederacy.
this hall. I thiuk it has nothing to do with the the supreme court they have lawyers ton from
have two fine ligreat question whether the appellate tribunal in every part of the Union-they
this state should or should not be hrauched.
If brunc:!, consultation rooms, printed briefs, printFrankfort is unhealthy-if
Frankfort is uot cen- ed records; no pains and no expense is spared in
tral enough-or
if any thing else is wrong, why order to arrive at safe and correct, legal or constiHow consistent the opinlet us select another place for the seat of govern- tutional conclusions.
stable-c-how uniform-sment; but wherever the seat of government is, ions of that court-how
distinguished?
When we hear
there, in heaven's name, let us have the appd- how able-how
late court held! It is, in my judgment, the proper of a Mansfield and a Halt>, and a. host of other
place, and the only place where it ought to be bright luminaries who have adorned the English
bench in former years, what American heart does
11eld!
not thrill with pride and pleasure when he hears
The first reason why I am opposed to brancheven upon the other side of the Atlantic, that we
ing the court is, that it tends to destroy the inde- have, in the names of a Marshall and a Story, jupendence and the stability of the jueliciary.rists worthy to sit side by Ride with them, and
What leads to enlightened opinions from any aSRociated with them as distinguished compeers!
judicial tribunal?
Wha~ tends to judicialstabilI believe the brnnclnng of the court of appeals
Ity? Why, correctness In the settlement of the
will be the first stroke at the stability of the juprinciples contained in legal decisions.
How is dietary.
And it is not, Mr. Chairman, as a
that to be arrived at? By laborious, patient,
northern Kentllckian or as a sectional man that
ull/:easing investigation of all authorities within
I speak, but as one who feels deeply the importheir reach, and by a calm DonsnltaLion and de- tance of a respectable and independent judiciary.
[iberaticn over them. The science of the law, I speak as one who desires to see the character of
like every other science, is progressive.
New our jurisprudence raised and elevated-a
jurisbooks, as well as new principles, are every day prudence which by its learning and stability
being developed and brought forth. Late edi"hall rank with any in the Union.
When gentletions of Ens:lish works and American edition",
men tell me that y,0u can have the same light., the
with Amencan notes and authorities of these
same mature deliberation i.n branching tlle court
English works, are every day being published.
of appeals, I point them to those states where
The judges, in order to arrive at correct princibranehing has existed, and I ask, has it given
ples on any subject should have all the light,
satisfaction?
Let me teU my friend from Simpand all the means of consulting these new works.
s()n, that some of the very states that he has
While judges lllust exercise the labor and pa.quoted are now praying to be delivercd from tbe
tience of investigation, yet they must also have,
system of branching their appeUat,e COUltwhich
in fine libraries. the materials and legal q,uarries
tIley had unfortunately
adoptcd in their constillpon which thialabor and this patieut Illvestigation is to be exerted.
Can you furnish these tutlOll.
I know a state which bas JURtcallcd a convenmaterials more readily by having four branches
tion, and one of the crying evils is the low charor one singl<l appellate court? Is it easier to
acter of tht'ir judicial rlecisions-the
perfect begbave one fine library, and a fund set apart in
ging of justlCe-I
mean the state of Ohio.this constitution for its annual increase, by the
'l'here they have these migratory COurk~with a
purchase of new books, or is it easier to have
vengeance.
Had I time I could, by the defour branches and four diminutive
libraries,
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cislona of cases there, show the lnstauillty of such eislons, and a highN character give» to the jua system.
1 could show that ill one prominent
ris/Hudt:IH:e of our state, would prefer the apcase at least, (Zcrchervs. Good,) after solemn pe late court here than to have a migratory
determination of an important judicial question CO'1ft traveling through certain districts.
-under which the courts acted for yoars-c-they
I shall not go into the large increased expenhave recently taken it all back and unsettled atl diturc which would necessarily be incurred by
the judicial decisions of like princi pic.
a branching of the appellate court. 'I'hnt que,,;·
Mr. Ohuirman: Judges are like other men.tion,and the ~etails of increased expenditure,
They are subject to the same physical infirmi- has been gone mtc tv the gentlemen who have
ties. ·Were I called in bad weather and over preceded me. What) wnut is, that when I ~et
bad roads to go five hundred miles to argue a here I shall find a learned, stable, safe, and mcase, would not the fatigue of the journey ren- dependent judiciary; and I wish to have the
der me, in some degree, unfit to perform the du- salaries of the judges fixed in the constitution
ty for some days. Q('ntleml'n may talk about it at an adequate minimum.
W1Iy? Because I
as they please. 'I'here is no difference between tl~il:k thatelso tecds toprescrve and keep theJujudges and other men!
'I'nke the judges for dlCiary. independent,
When I was in the legiseight or ten months to distant parts of the state laturo Iur one or two years, I frequently heard
-far from home-and
there will be a natural propositions made to reduce the salaries of the
anxiety to get home; a feverish restlessness in judges, although they were but twelve hundred
the minds of the judges to hurry through and dollars.
There were gentlemen in that body
get home, which, If it is not calculated to render who thought they were too high, and bills were
them wholly unfit, will at least tend tu banish continually
Introduced,
and time and money
and keep away that mature, calm, and patient was continually spent in discussing the propriedeliberation which IS so essential to the consul- tyof reducing the salaries; and the money thus
tation room of every judicial tribunaL
I am wasted in useless discussions and fruitless efdisposed as an humble member of the COIIVC'll- forts at reducing' salaries, if it had been applied
tion to go as far as any man could go to accom- to the judges' salaries, would have given us the
modate the whole state. But at the seat of gov- best talent in the state. I think that while I am
ernment, which should be central in its location, 110tfor paying any more respect to our judicial
some inconveniences must result to those living department than to any other, I am for keeping
on the extreme confines of the state in their it firm and independent.
I am for putting u
business with the state. It is not, Mr. Chairman, limit, beyond which the legislature shall not
confined to the.judicrary, but it applies to every eome, whatevcl' that limit lllay be. Let this conother department of the government.
If, to vention agree npon what would be the trneminovercome this, it is necessarv to branch the judi- imnm compensation, and beyond that donot let
cial department, why not hmneh the other de- the legislature go. Neither make it too hi~h or
partments of the government?
Let me illus- too low, but make it. adequate and sufficLentl
nate.
Suppose the neighbors of my friend from Make it 'lmple to command the bosttalent ill the
Simpson (who utters such bitter complaints,)
state,
desire a land warrant-would
th~ not have to
My friend from Montgomery r('marked that it
applY to the conllty conrt fir::it, then to come to was strange t.hat g.::utlemen supposed tllat the
Frankfort ancl brin.;r a survey which they would attorney general would ever be reqnired to atdeposit in the register'.;; office, to get a receipt tend a court of appeals,
M.y friend seemed to
from therC!gister, and at thc end or six months think that e\-ery tl\ing could hC!done by hrief.
receive their patent.
Sllppose again, money has I do not think it at .all strange, alld I think the
to be paid by sheriffs into thf! treasury depart- gentleman f!'OllI MontgolLlery is C!ntirely mistament. Do they not all have to come here and ken. Whether the attorney general would or
settle with the second auditor?
Whereyer the not, be required to attend the appellate court
seat of government may be located., those who in the several districts, would depeud on circum~
live in the distant parts of the state having busi- stances.
Thereal'e case,; where he"could not arness with the state, requiring them to be presellt, gue by brief. 011e is the prosecution for malwill be put to some inconvenience.
Now, it feasance of all public officers. But a few years
sttikes me that all the argument of my frielld ago the clerk in one of the hrgest counties,
from Simpson, in order to get over the lllJustil.;e Fayette, was tried, and for two or three weeks
windl he speaks of, would reqUire 11S to have was proRecnted b<>fore this court. Now, I ask
travellllg auditors, treasurels, and regIsters, and jf the court had been branched, and the court
all thest!- d~partm('nts ought t? be bra?ched.
~Ia~ b":,ensi:ting at the time of said prosecution,
Mr. Chan'man: The questIOn WhlCh I rom- lf 10 Green", connty:, would not th:attorney genmend to all the advocates of the branching ~yf;- eral }lRve been oblige~ to attend.
Wheth~r he
tern is. whether it is not bettcrto have the court of must attend or n.ot, WIll depcnd on the busiOess
appeals here and get justice, than have a court of t'~le court! whh:h llOne call fore~ee. The ne·
of appeals at e~ery man'.'>o.wn .dool', and o.btain cesslt,y o.~ IllS pe:s~na: pr~s~llce ....\'Ill depend on
ll.sort of peddlllJO' out of Justice-a
SPtlC'ICS of the chalRcter
of case", ar.lsmg III the court.justice whil:h wiTl be only half administered,
Whe?.' howeYer, you appolllt an attorney g.eneral
because settled on wrong principles.
II'; a man he ...~III look to a~l th~se. probable c~lltlllgellt
more o"'llefitted by having wrong decisions at serViCes"and he. Will reqUIre a salary, If h~ be a
his own door, than if he were to come here to ma.n of fin~ ll.ttammellts, that shall be a SUItable
the seat of government and have his snit decided compensatLOn.
on correct ba.,>es. I think myself tlIat the peoBut, as I said. I do not intend t.o enter into the
ple, if they beli~ve they will have a better court subject of expenses. I thin.k ~hat a. secondary
here, a more enlIghtened coult, more stable de· topIC. I go on the broad pnnclple that the cbar-
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acter of our jurisprudence will be elevated, eud it into the constitution, that it may he branched
us
I de .ire to see it. stand among the first in the if it shall be demanded by the people-let
uni.,n . ] desire to see goocl judges, that when leave it for the Iegisleture to determine when, if
OUt commonwealth
come>!iuto competition with ever, this shall be doue. This is a sort of oliveot.iers, for the service of her SOllS, she shall gi ve brunch that meets with my most hearty approbation.
It is not denying any portion of the
good prices and oommaud the highest ta.lent.Then tixsomcadequate minimum-give
them the people justice; it is not forcing them to corne up
here
against
their will. If they desire ~o h3:ve
means of light awl of investigating cases, and
require them to sit at the sent of govcl'llment. this court branched, all they have to do, 18 to 1IlTheir fiat
I do not speak of }'raukfort-I
speak of the seat streettheir representatives to do it.
of government, wherever it may be. 'I'here re- would be the law of the boll; then every genquire them to sit, and proceed with the business tleman would be satisfied; whereas, if they do
until the whole docket is disposed of. I came not desire it, if it is unpopular, and not demandhere not absolutely pledged to an elective judi- ed by the popular will, we have still done wiseciary. I should prefer, and I expect to go fur, ly' because we have kept it out of the <.:onstituthe election of judges by the people, because I tt~n. We shall go before the people with this
believe the people will disregard these minor, new constitution, having both parties uuited in
sectional,
personal, and improper influences, its favor. Those who have opposed brauching ,
which have hitherto operated, by the modes as proposed in the bill. will achieve what they
want, unless a majority of the people of Kentucwhich have existed in Kentucky.
I prefer the people to the legislature; that with ky should hereafter desire this court branched
on the other
me is the lru:;t mode.
Wh(·J\ I was canvassing through legislative action-while
last summer, I expressscd my preference for the hand, those who are in favor of the plan of
people as against the gon:'rnor and the legisla- branching, as proposed bv the committee, will
ture. 1 reserved to myself the right, as 1 still have a mode of effecting t"heir object.
On motion. the convention adjourned.
reserve it, to go for any other mode, if any
should be suggested, in preference to that.
But
I believe that the people are fully competent :
that they will not only disregard ,Political, but.
all improper influences. No plan 18 thought of
but that by the people.
When I hear gentlemen
say that one or two individuals
will lead a
SATURDAY,
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3,1849.
whole district captive, and the whole will be in
the hands of fI. few intriguers, I think they do
Prayer by the Rev. STUART ROBINSON.
injustice to the virtue and inrelligenco of the
REPORT FRO:ll A CO}l'M1TTEE.
people.
It is because I have the utmost confiMr. STEVENSON
from the committee on
dencc in that virtue and intelligence, that I preProvisions, made the following
fer that mode of appointment over that by the Miscellaneous
governor, and the legislature.
It is not so much report. which was referred to the eommibtee of
in the mere appointment, as it is in their proper the whole, aud ordered to be priuted .
independence,
after you have appointed the
ARTICLE -.
judges.
Keep them above the influence of a bare
GENERAL PROVISIONS.
majority of the legislature; hold them responsiSEC. 1. Members of the general assembly, and
ble to tho !)eople; let their living not depend
llpon the W rims or caprice which from time to all officers, executive and judicial, before they
time may show itself in this ball.
Fix a point enter upon the execution of tlleir respective offibeyond which that legislature can 'lot go: put ces, flJlall take th .. following' oath or n.ffirmatioll:
them in for six or ;>ight years; give them facili- I do solemnly flwear (or affirm, as 01<1case may
ties and meaus of light, and I have no fear thn be,) that I wilt be faithful and true to the comwe shall not have, not only a go\)d and firm, but lllonwealth of Kentucky, so long as I contiuue a
citizen thereof, :md that I will faithfully exean able judiciary.
One other consideration, and I am done.
I cute, to the best of my abilities, the officc of
___
,according to law, and that I have neither
have vcry unexpectedly, and in a very de:;mltory
manner, given what I thOllght was the leading directly nor indirectly, given, accepted, or know·
objection to branching the cotlrtof appeals. Oth. ingly carried a challenge, to any person or perers have given reasons which with me, are mere sons, to fiO'ht in single combat or othE',rwifle,
secQndary considerations.
But I would com- with any deadly weapon, eitl1erin or out of the
of the present constimend to the mcmbers of this convention, a spirit state, since the adoption
of harmony und conciliation in this matter.
I tution of Kentucky, and that I will neither diappreciate' the warm zeal of my friend from rectly nor indirectly, give. accept, or knowingly
Simpson, and it is natural that my friend from carry a challenge to any persoll or persons, to
Franklin should feel excited when snp-ers were fight in single combat or otherwise, with any
east against his county and town; but I appeal deadly weapon, either in or out of the state,
to both lheRe gentlemeu, as well as to every del- during my continuance in office.
SEO. 2. Treason
against the commonwealtll
egate on this floor, if we would not be acting
wisely, to let this matter rest where it can be shall consist only in levyin~ war against it, or
Tcached .. If a majority ?f the people of Ken- in adhering to its enemies, giving thpm aid and
tncky deSire to branch tIllS court of appeals, as comfort. No person shall be convicted of treaan humble servant, I shall yield my opinion, son, \lllless on HiE' testimony of two witnesses
however honest, and bow with the most perfect £0 the same overt act, or his own confession in
acquiescence to their will. Therefore, let tiS put open court.
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SEO. 3. Every person shall be disqualified
SEC, 14. Returns of all elections by the peofrom holding any office of trust and profit for ple shall be made to the secretary of state fur the
the term for which lie shall have been elected, time being, except in those cases otherwise prowho shall be convicted of having given or of- vided for in this constitution.
fered any bribe or treat to procure his election.
SEC, 15. In all elections by the people, and
SEC. 4. Laws shall be made to exclude from also by the senate and house of representati ves,
office and from suffrage, those who shall there- jointly or separately, the votes shall be per"onafter be convicted of bribery, perjury, forgery, or ally and publicly given, viva voce,
other high crimes or misdemeanors.
The priSEC. 16. No member of congress, 110rperson
vtlege of free 8uffra~e shall be supported by holding or exercising any office of trust or
laws regulating elections, and prohibiting, un- profit under the United States, or either of them,
der adequate peualties. all undue influence there- or under any foreign power, shall be eligible as
on from power, bribery, tumult, or other im- a member of the general assembly of this comproper :eraetices.
monwealth, or hold or exercise allY office of
SEO. :J. No money shall be drawn from the trust or profit under tho same,
treasury, but in pursuance
of appropriations
SEO. 17. The general assembly shall direct,
wade by law, nor shall any appropriatdous
of by law, how p<Jrsollswho IlOW are or who may
money for the support of au army be made hereafter become securities for public officers,
for a longer time than two years, and a regular mny be relieved or discharged on account of
statement and account of the receifts
and ex- such securityship.
penditurea of all public money shal be publishSEC. 18. Any person who shall, after the adoped annually.
tiou of this constitution,
either directly or indiSEC. 6. The general assembly may direct, by rcctly, give, accept, or knowingly carry a challaw, in what manner, and in whnt courts, suits lenge to any person, or persons, to fight in single
may be brought against the commonwealth.
combat, or otherwise, with any deadly weapOll,
SEC. 7. The manner of administering an oath either in or out of the state, shall be deprived of
or affirmation shall be such as it is most con- the right to hold any office of honor or profit in
sistent with the conscience of the deponent, and this commonwealtb-c-and
shall be punished
shall be esteemed by the general assembly the otherwise in such manner as the legislature may
most solemn appeal to God.
prescribe by law.
SEC, 8. All laws which, on the first day of
AltT[CLE-,
June, one thousand sevcu hundred and ninety
The seat of government shall continue in the
two, were in force ill the state of Virginia,
and which
are of a general
nature,
and town of Frankfort, until it shall be removed by
not local to that state, and Hot repugnant to this law: Prooided, koeexer, 'I'hat two thirds of all
constitution, nor to the. laws which have been the members elected to each house of the general
enacted by the legislature
of tlna common- assembly, shall concur in the passage of such
wealth, shall be in force within this state, until law,
ARTICLE -,
they shall be altered or repealed by the general
assembly,
'I'hat the general, great, and essential prinSEC, 9, 'l'he compact with the state of Vir- ciples of liberty aud free government may be
ginia, subject to such alterations as may be made recognized and established:
WE m;CLARE,
therein agreeably to the mode prescribed by the
SEC. 1. That all freemen, when they form a
said compact, shall be considered as part of this social compact, are equal, l.lnd that no man or
constitution.
set of men are entitled to exclusive, separate
SEQ. TO. It shall be the duty of the general public emoluments or privileges from the comassembly to pass such laws as shall be neces- munity, but in consideration of public services,
sary and proper to decide differences by arbiSED,
2. That all power is inherent in the peotrators, to be uppcintcd by the parties who may ple and all free governments are founded on
choose that summary mode of adjustment.
the-ir authorit.y, and institnted for their peace,
SEC. II. All civil officers for the common- safety, happiness, security, and protection of
wealth at large, shall reside within the state, their property.
For the advancement of these
and all district, county. or town officers, within
ends they have at all times an inalienable and
their respective districte,
counties, or tOWI1S, indcfeasablc right to alter, reform or abolish
(trustees of towns excepted.) and shall keep their government in such manner as they may
their respective offices at such places therein think proper.
as ma'y be required by law; and all militia offiSEC. 3. That all men have a natural and inde·
cers shall reside in the bouuds of the division, feasible right to wor"hip Almighty God accordbrig-ade, l'egimeut, battalion, or company, to ing to the dictates of their own consciences; that
which they may severally belong,
110 man shall be compelled
to attend, erect, or
SEC. 12, Absence on the busineils of this state, sllpport any place of worship, or to maintain any
or the United States, shall not forfeit a residence ministry agall1st his cOllsent; that no human auOlH'e obtained, so as to deprive any onc of the thority ought, in any case whatever, to control 01'
right of suffrage, or of being elected or appoint- interfere with the rig1lts of conscienC'e; and that
ed to any office nnder tllis commonwealth, un- no pl'eferen<.:eshall ever be given by law to any
der the exceptions contained in this constitution.
religiouR societieR or modes of worship,
SEC. 13, It shall be the duty of the general
SlW. 4, That the civil rights, privileglJs, or ca·
assembly to regulate, by law, in what case:,;, and pacities of any d1.izen, shall in no wise be diwhat deduction from the salaries of public offi- tninished or enlarged 011 account of his religion.
SEO. 5. That all eJections shall be free and
cers shall be made, for neglect of duty in their.
official capacity,.
equal.
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SEC. 6. That the" ancient modo of trial by jury
SEC. 17. 'l'hat the person of a debtor, where
shall be held sacred, mid the right thereof re- there is not strong presumption of fraud, shall
main inviolate.
not be continued III prison after Jdiv(>ring up
SEC. 7. That printin&, presses shall be free to his estate for the benefit of his credltore, ill
every pCI'Son who unucI'take8 to examine the such manner as shall be prescribed by law.
proceedings of the l~'gislature, or any branch of,
SEC. 18. That no ex post facto law, 1101' any
government, and no law shall ever be made to law impairillg contracts, shall be made.
restrain the right thereof
The free communiSEe. 19. That no person shall be attainted of
cation of thoughts and opinions is one of tbe ill- treason or felony by the legislature.
valuable rights of man, and every citizen may
SEO. 2U. That no attainder shall work eorrupfreely speak, write, and print, on any subject, tion of blood, nor, except during the life of the
being responsible for the abuse of that liberty.
offender. forfeiture of estate to the commonSse. B. In prosecutions for the publication of wealth.
I;apen~ invcsti~ating th~ official conduct of ofSEC. 21. That the estates of euch persons a~
fleers, or m~n III ~ public capacity .. ~r where .the shall destroy their own lives, shall descend or
matter published is proper f~I"PU~)lIc~nfonllatlOll, vest as in case of natural death j and. if any per~he tru.t.h thereof may ~e glven I~leVHJeul;e; and son shall be killed hy casual ty, there shall be no
In all llldlctmenls for libels, the Jlll"J "hall have
furfeiture bv reason thereof.
f~ rigl~t to ;1etennin(; the law and the facts, under
SEC. 22. ~That the citizens have a right, in a
the dircctaou of the court. as JTI other cases.
peaceable manner, to assemble together fur their
SEC. 9. That the people shall be secure in common good, and to apply to those invested
their persons, houses, papers, and possessions, with the powers of govel"lLment, for redress of
from unreasonable seizures and searches, and that grievances, or other proper purposes. by petitiou,
no warrant to search any place or to seize any address or remonstmnc,'.
person or things, shall issue, without describing
Sse. 23. 'That the rights of the citizens to bear
them as nearly as may be, nor withuut probable arms ill defence of themselves and the state,
cause, supported by oath or affirmation.
shall not be questioned.
SEC. 10. That in all criminal prosecution",
Sse. 24. That no standing army shall, in time
the accused hath a right to be heard by himself of peace, be kept np, without the consent of the
and counsel; to demand the nature and cause legieluture:
awl the military shull , in all cases,
uf the accusation against him j to meet the wit- and at all times, be ill strict s\lbordiuatioll to
neeses face to face; to have compulsory proce>;s the civil ]Jower.
for obtaining witnesses in his favor; and III prusSEC. 2;). That no soldier shall, in time of
ecutions by indietmt:llt or information, a sp.:ed)' peace, be qunrtcn,d in any house without the
public trial by an impartial juryof thcvicumgc;
consent of the owner; llor IU time of war, but in
that he cannot be cumpelled to givt: evidence a manner to be prei>cribed by law.
agaillst himself; nor call he be do:priveJ of his
SEC. 26. That the legislature shall not grant
life, liberty, 01" property, \loless by the judgl1.lellt allY title of nobility, or hereditary distinction,
uf hiB peers, or the law uf the laud.
nor create any office, the appointment to which
SEC. Ii: 'fhat no persoll sllall, for any indict- ~hall be for a longer term than during good beable off~ncc, be proceeded against criminally by havior.
infon1l<ltion, except ill cas<.lSarising" ill the land
SEC. 27. That emigration from the state shall
or naval forces, or in tht3 militia when in actual not be prohibiteJ.
service. in time or war or public danger, by leave
S.;c. 28. To guard against transgressions of
of the court, forOlJpressioll or misdemeanor in the high powers which we have delc&altJd. \\E
office.
D£CL ....llJ::. that every thing
in this artIcle is exSEC. 12. No person >;11all.for the same offence, cept.ed out of the general powers of government.
be twice put in jeopardy (If his life or limb; l]Or and shall forever remain inviolate; und that all
"hall any man's propertv he taken or applied to laws contrary thereto, or contrary to this constipublic u"e. without the consent of his n'presen- tution, shall be void.
CounT 01" ....rPEALS.
l.atives, and without just compensation being
Mr. MANSFIELD gave notice that on Monpreviously made to him.
SEC. iii. That all courts shall be open, and day l\ext, he should move to reconsider tllC vote
every person, for all injury <lolle him ill his by whir:h the convention. when ncting on the
lands, goods, person, or reputation, shall have report of the cOlluuittl?e on the. court of app"al~,
remedy by the due course of law, and right and had stricken Ollt four and insertC'd three, us the
jnstiee aolministered, without sale, denial, or number of which the jlldges of the court of appeals 8h:\11hereafter consist.
dela.y.
SEC. 14. That no power of suspending laws
Mr. C. A. WICKLIF,FEsnbsequentlyrose
and
shall be exercised, unless by the legislature or its sain he unJerstood a notice llad been gL ven, that
authoritv,
a motion would be made on Monday next, to
SEC. 15. That excessive bail shall not be re- n:conside:l"the vote by "\yhieh t]H~ fourth judge
quired, Hor excessive fines imposed, lIor cruel was strickeu out of the article 011 the court
pUllishmellts inflicted.
of appeals. If such a motion were to be made.
SEC. 16. That all prisoners shalllJe bailable by he suggested that it shoulol be made at Ollce, and
fmfficientseeuritics, unless fot" capital offences, that for tllllt purpose, the rule which requires
when the proof is evident or presumption great; notice of Olle day to be given, of a motIOn to
and the privilege of the writ of habeas corpU8 reconsider, should be suspended.
He would
shall not bf' suspended, unless when in cases of DOtho~"'ever, make the motion now, as the house
reb.'~lli.onor invnsion the public safet,y may rewas not full.
qUIre It.

I
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The convention then resumed the eousidera- technicalities; the people are not interested in
Lion of the report of the committee of the whole such cases, property does not thereby change
all the article on the court of appeals, the pend- hands. and ultimately the decision stands as
when at first pronounced.
But about fifty four
ing question being on Mr. A. K. MARSHALL'S
of fifty five of these cases are reversed for good
substitute.
cause, and then the property changes hands.
Mr. KELLY moved to amend the substitutc
by striking out the fifth and sixth sections, and The amount of property which is thus changed
cannot be accurately ascertained, because it is
insertiug the following:
SEC. 5. The state shall be divided by the not usually st~ted in dollars and cents, but
from the best estimate I can make, from four to
general assembly into three convenient districts,
and in each of said district. a, a judge of the six hundred thousand dollars worth of property
court of appeals shall be elected by the quali- is thus transferred annually, by the decisions of
fied voters thereof, and that judge having the the appellate court.
I have based my estimate upon the average
highest number of votes shall be chief justice:
Provided, That the genural assembly may in- value of the land, as I find it in the second auditor's books.
crease the number of said districts and judges,
Now, lay that proposition down, and take up
not to exceed in number-.
the next. I yield the question, that by branchSEC. 6. 'I'he said court shall hold two sessions
each year at the capital: Provided, 'I'hat the gen- ing the court of appears the business will be ineral assembly may order said sessions to be held creased, yes I may say it will be doubled. I am
an advocate for branching this court, yet I agree
in the several districts.
Mr. 'l'RIPLE1'T.
I am now somewhat glad that by haying the court sit in four places, you
that I did not get the floor shortly after the time will double the business; it is precisely for this
Bearing
the vote was taken, by which the fourth jndge reason that I want the court branched.
was stricken out. The greater part of two loug this proposition in mind, will gentlemen tell me
nights spent amongst books and musty records is that four or five hundred thousand dollars shall
remain in wrong hands, for the want of courts to
pretty well calculated to cool the blood.
This question of branching thecourtof appeals review the decisions? Now, look to the amount
necessarily and naturally divides itself into two of property that changes hands, stand by the
propositions, aile, so far as relates to the mere l a- proposition that some have laid down with rebar of the judiciary, and the other relating to gard to the increased amount of business of this
the interests of the people.
It is a natural di- court, and then answer to your consciences, and
whether this amount of
vision. If three judges cannot do the business to your constituents,
delegated to them, then we should have foul'. property shall remain in wrong hands, merely to
'I'he object is not only to have the business done, save the additional. expense of two thousand or
but. to have it done well. I am satisfied that three twenty-five hundred dollars pel' annum, which
judges call do the business, if ordinarily
indus- this branching project will necessarily cost.
Perhaps the gentleman from Nelson (Mr. Hartrious. I do not believe that this convention desire to throw an amount of labor upon these din) will answer, that this property will change
judges, when at the age of from forty-five to hands improperly, if the court is branched; and
with which
sixty year,,;, which must be ruinous to their in consequence of the rafidity
constitutions.
Will gentlemen look back to the court must pass from p ace to place, there
will
be
wrong
decisions.
There
IS no danthe number of judges on the court of appeals
bench who have been absolutely compelled to ger that the great principles of law will not be
resign or die. Their constitutions
could not carried in the heads of the judges, libraries or
The necessity of books for referstand the labor when they became old. Bear no libraries.
in mind that as the wealth. the commerce, and ence, is not so much to settle the justice of a
the population of the state increases, as we case, as to settle abstract and technical princiIt is strange, :ret true, that
want them to increase, as a matter of course lit- ples, and pleadings.
iga.tion and law questions will increase, and a nearly one third of the books eomprieing our law
complication of law propositions, and with them libraries, relate to pleadings and evidence.
It is not often the case, that a large amount of
an increased amount or the business of this court.
property chang-es hands on account of the laws
I have said, and I say it with some forethought,
"l'hese laws are easily uuderetood,
that ordinarily three judges can properly discharge ofJ)leading.
all the business that there is now, or has been for an the main object is to get the action properly
The great
the last few years, in the court of appeals.
But before the jury or the chancellor.
I believe that by the time the new court of ap- principles of law and equity are easily comprepeals can be organized, the business will bemore hended and tolerably easily applied, and the
than they can discharge, even if that court is at judges would carry from place to place these
the seat of government.
Then it will be neces- great laws. which have become, as it were, a
art of their common sense. If there are not
sary, so far asthejudges are concerned, to increase
f arge libraries, this will be a very small matter
their number, in order to meet the increasing
amount of the business of the court. Now, with compared with the benefits which the people
reference to the interests of the people.
The will receive from branching this court.
My great anxiety is to get through with the
number of cases that are reversed by this court,
First, I wish to make a good constiis a matter in which they are directly concern- business.
ed. I have examined the cases brought before tution that the people will accept, and then to
this court durin$' the last four or five years, and accomplish this object as speedily asrossible.
find that from sixty-one to sixty-five cases in What IS necessary for this? "I will cal the atevery hundred, have been reversed, seven or tention of the chairman of the committee on the
eight of this sixty-five are reversed on mere judiciary, and also the chairman of the commit-
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tee on county courts to this point.
If we fight
every solitary proposition that is subruined
to this body, in relation to the court of appeals
and the circuit court, it will be months before
we get through. I want to transfer the arena (If
the contest to the committee room. I want also
to add the committee on county courts, with its
quiet thoughtful chairman
Let him with other
gentlemen of that committee act as arbitrators.
let all three of these committees meet of an evening, and let them bring their reports together,
and my life for it we shall save weeks, if not
months.
I hope the chairman of one of these
committees will make that proposition.
I desire, if it would be in order, that the gentleman
from Jessamine, who hl'ought forward a proposition in which there is a great deal of merit, be
added to one of the committees.
Mr. KELLY withdrew his amendments, in order, as he said, to enable the gentleman
from
Jessamine
(Mr. A. K. Marshall)
to offer an
amendment
with a view of perfecting his substitute.
Mr. A. K. MARSHALL then moved to strike
out all of the fifth section of his proposition
down to the word "provided,"
and to insert in
lieu thereof, the words "the judges of the Court
of appeals shall be elected by trw qualified voters of the state."
0\'61'

Mr. C. A, WICKLIFFE.
I intimated
a few
minutes ago that when the house should be full,
I would, in order to save time, adopt the course
suggested by the gentleman
from Daviess.
I
am ready to agree to any course that will meet
the approbation of the house, and enable us to
progress with the business, and I move II OW, if
It is the pleasure of the house, to suspend the
rule, which requires a motion to recall elder to
lay on the- table for one day. I understand that
the gentleman from Allen has made a motion to
reconsider the vote given on the proposition,
and that other gentlemen of the house who YOted with him, desire that it should be so reconsidered.
If it should be the pleasure of the
house to adopt that COurse, and then to recommit the bill and the amendment
of the gentleman from Jessamine, as indicated by the gentleman from Daviees, I am ready to acquiesce, and
as I have no doubt,are the other members of the
co.mmittee all the court of appeals.
I have at
least satisfied myself that if we desire to give to
the country all increased confidence in our judiciary department,
the number of judges upon
the appellate
bench ought to be increased to
four, though not beyond that number.
That
number was not agreed to by myself without
reflection or examination.
Before I came here
to discharge the dllties assigned me, I had eonyersed with gentlemen who had not only practiced in thn.t court, but with those who had
served as jUdg'es there, and their opinion is in
accordancc With my own, that there ought to be
on that bench, an additional judye.
I speak not
of the present
incumbents
0
the appellate
bench, for I did not feel authorized to enquire of
them, as I did nut know that they would feel
authorized to give me their opinion.
I appeal
also to the president,
if he has not heard It de.
manded from every quarter within the last seven or eight years? I do not design at this time
to enter in any lengthened
discussion as to the

propr.lcty of having-this additional judge, but I,
as well as the committee with whom I act, prefer that we shall not meet the other committees,
with the vote of the house declaring the opinion that the bill should be so constituted as to
compose the court of three judges.
We think
the committee ought to be left as free to act us
the other committees would be. If it i...
the
pleasure of the house to reconsider the vote, I
trust it will be done to-day, and the» if the
course indicated by the gentleman from Daviees
be adopted,
if no good results Irom it, at least
there will be no harm. beyond perhaps the loss
of a little time spent in tryingto do ~ood. The
house can then proceed to the consideration of
the reports from other committees.
With a view
of testing the sense of the house, I move to suspend the rule.
Mr. BARDIN,
I am anxious that these three
committees should I;l'ettogether, and in a spirit
of conciliation, see If they cannot devise some
general, harmonious
decision, which will meet
thc concurrence of the house. But I would ell~
quire if it is uot.just.as well to refer this matter
back without reconsideration,
as with it? It
will at least save time. I have looked forward
to the action of the convention.
on the circuit
court bill, with a good deal orrear and trembling,
in view of the labors which will be imposed up~
on them.
'l'hey have already been so arduous as
nearly to break down some of the members of
the committee.
I hope the motion to recommit,
as indicated by the gentleman from Daviess, win
be agreed to, and that the result will be the most
harmonious action.
I only reg-ret that the gentleman from 1Vashington (Mr. Kelly) has withdrawn his amendment,
for it met lily views exactly.
Mr. KELLY.
It will come up again.
Mr. IRWIN. r am a" anxious to get through
as any gentl ..man here, but I am disposed to see
a vote taken all the proposition of the gentleman
from Jessamine,
ana then the house may determine which of the plans is really the best.
:Mr. C. A. WICKLIFFE.
If there is ally objection to dispensing with the rule, the desired
result cannot be attained.
If the gentleman objects, I will withdraw the motion.
Mr. IRWIN.
I WaR merely goingto move the
orevous question, so as 1;0 enable the convention
to come to a direct vote on the proposition of the
gentleman from Jessamine.
Mr. W. C. MARSHALL.
T nu.lerstand
the
motion of the gentleman
from Nelson to be, to
dispense with the rule with a view of testing the
sense of the convention on the qupstion of the
four judges, as decided yesterday.
I am anxious
that this course should be adopted, for the reason
that I belie\'e it will tend gl'eatly to expedite business.
There is:J. fitness in these roports from
the several judiciary
committees,
and in my
opinion, there should have been originally but
one judieial''y committee, who should have lJad
the superviSiOn of all the courts.
But the same
thing 'vill b~ effected by the adoption of the proposition to require the three committees to act
together.
And I am satisfied, that if the house
has any confidence in those committees, the result-s oitheir nnited action will have great weight
ill the house,
and business be greatly progreRsed
thereby.
Without
something of thilS kind is
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done, I am satisfied We shall remain here until
June. I hope, therefore, that the rule will be
euspeudcd, and the vote taken at once on the motion to reconsider. If the house reiterates its
preference for three j"ndgos instead of four, as I
hope they will, it wi 1 act as a guide to the committeea in the framing of their bill.
Mr. BROWN.
I trust the house will dispense
with the rule. The committee on the court of
appeals have bestowed great labor on their bill,
a,lld with the exception perhaps of the proposition to branch the court, and to have foul'
judges, it is as perfect as it can be made. I have
no doubt that if the bill is referred as indicated,
tile result will be such as to meet the approbation of the bouse. I voted to strike out
WIC four judges,
not that I had any particular
objection to that number, but because I was opposed to the adoption of the branching
princiJ)Ie in the constitution.
I am 'willing to leave it
to the discretion of the legislature.
'1'he question was then taken on the motion to
dispense with the rule, and It was agreed to.
Mr. 'fURNER.
I should like to define my
position.
I am utterly opposed to branching
the court, but I nomwilling to go for the four
judges, and think we oug-ht to have four. I shall
vote for the reconsideration,
with a view of offering a proposition wJlich I think we had better compromise upon. It is to fill up the blank
with four judges, one to be elected by the state
nt large, to be styled the chief justice of Kentucky-the
state to be divided into three districts, in each of which one assistant
appellate
judge should be elected, and the court not to be
branched.
I am willing to go for a proposition
embracing that principle, and with that view 1
shall vote for the motion to reconsider.
The convention having dispensed
with the
rule referred to, the question was taken on the
motion to reconsider the vote striking out the
four judges, by ayes and nays on the call of Mr.
Hargis, and it was agreed to-e-ayes 49, nays 43,
as follows:
YEAs-Mr. President, (Guthrie.) Richard Aprcersoll, Luther Brawner, Francis M. Bristow,
I'homaa D. Brown, James S. Chrisman, Beverly
L. Clarke, William Cowper, Edward Curd, Archibald Dixon, Chasteen 1'. Dunavan, Benjamin
F. Edwards, N nthun Gaither, Belucius Garfielde,
James H. Garrard, Richard D. Gholson, Ninian
E. Grey, James P. Hamilton, Alfred M.Jackson,
Thomas James, George W. Johnston, James M.
Lackey, Peter Lashbrooke,
Willis B. Machen,
George W. Mansfield, Richard L. Ma:r:es, John
H. McHenry, David Meriwether,
William
D.
Mitchell,
Thomas P. Moore, John D. Merrie,
James M. Nesbitt, Elijah F. Nut.tall, Henry B.
Pollard,
William Preston, Larkin J. Proctor,
John T. Rubinson, John T. Rogers, Ira Root,
James Rudd, Ignatius A. Spaulding,
James w.
Stone, Albert G. Talbott, John D. Taylor, William R. Thompson, Phillip Triplett,Squire
Turner. Charles A, Wickliffe, Robert N.1Vickliffc·

Ben. Hardin, John Hargis,
Vincent S. Hay,
Mark E. Huston, James W. Irwin, Wm. Johnson, George W. Kavanaugh,
Charles C. Kelly,
Thomas N. Lindsey, Thomas W. Lisle, Alexander K. Marshall, Martin P. Marshall, William C.
Marshall,
William N. Marshall, Nat.han McOlure, Hugh Newell, Johnson
Price, Thomas
Rockhold, John W. Stevenson, Mich'l L. Stoner,
John J. Thurman, Howard Todd, John L. Waller, Henry Washington, John wheeler, Andrew
S. White, Silas Woodson-43.
Mr. C. A. WICKLIFl<'E.
In accordance with
the intimation of the gentleman from Daviese, I
move to discharge
the committee of the whole
from the consideration
of the two bills in relation to the circuit and county courts, and to refer them, together with the bill now under consideration, to the three committees to sit in joint
session.
I am very rnueh in hopes, that by the
adoption of this course, we 11111./ facilitate the
harmonious and speedy action 0 this body upon these important branches of the constitution.
The motion was agreed to, and it was
Ordered, That the committee of the whole be
discharged from the further consideration of the
report of the committee on circuit courts and the
report of the committee on county courts, and
that said reports, together with the report. of the
committee on the court of appeals, be referred to
the standing committees on the court of appeals,
circuit courts, and county courts to act in con
junction.
Mr. A. K. MARSHALL
then asked and obtained consent of the house to withdrew his substitute.
Mr. KELLY desired to offer his amendment as
a resolution of instruction to the joint committee,
but it was ruled out of order at this time.
Mr. CHAMBERS.
If I knew how to get at it,
in order, I should like to test the sense of tho
convention upon branching the court of appeals
and upon the number of judges forthat tribunal.
These are the two subjects of difficulty; and to
obviate them, we have' just agreed upon a joint
or consolidated committee, to be composed of the
three committees upon the appellate, circuit, and
county courts.
Now, this is just the committee
that should
have had the whole subject of the judiciary,
from the first, but I am unwilling, after we
have spent some three weeks on the report
of the court of appeals, and have given an expression of tho sense of the convention
111)on
one of these subjects which does not argee with
the report, to have the subject referred to this
joint committee without.instructions.
Every member on this floor has the same right to be heard
thatanyoneof
this joint comruitteehas, and when
once we know how many judges we are to make,
and whether this court IS to be made ambulatory, all difflcultyie
at an end. I shall, therefore,
in the proper time, move to instruct the committee; for, if we do not, we shall have to fight
the whole bill over again both in committee and
-49.
in convention.
NAys-J'ohn
S. Barlow, William Ie. Bowling,
It.does
not seem to me right, that when a
Alfred Boyd, William Bradley, William C. Bul- favorite measure of the committee on the court of
1itt, Charles Chambers, William Chenault, Jesse appeals has met with a rebuff in the house, its
Coffey, Henry R. D. Ooleman, "Benjamin Copelin, friends should be permitted to call to its aid the
Garrett Davis, Lucius Desha, James D11dley,Mil- assistance
of two other committees. and thus
ford Elliott, Green Forrest, Thomas J. Gough, strengthened
impose it upon us for a second conT
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slderatlon. In such case instructions to the com- the same lUI that of the circuit judges; a county
mittee are proper.
court attorney, clerk, surveyor, coroner, and jail-

The question is, shall the convention instruct er for each COUl1ty,whose term of office shall be
the committees, or shall it be instructed by them? the same as that of the presiding judge of the
I had supposed that we were the people's agents, county court."
an-i instructed by them-and that these commitMr. WOODSON.
I move to amend that sectees were our agents, and to be instructed by us. tion, by striking out the words "county court
Mr. 'l'RIPLE1"l'.
The very object of recom- uttornev."
In a great many counties in the
mitting these reports to committees in joint ses- state, there is no county attorney at all, and alsion, was to get clear (If the identical thing the though it may be thought necesssary for the desgentleman proposes.
Let the committee get to- parch of business that there should be, yet in rna.
gether and then report to the house, and their ny cases the material is not to be found, out of
decision will have force and weight with the which to make them; and to require the county
house.
courts to appoint such officers would be neither
Mr. CHAMBERS. I desire that the commit- more nor less than burtheuiug the county, with
tee should have the instructions of the house, the payment of salaries to persons not properly
and will make my motion with that view.
qualified to discharge the duties devolving upon
The PHESIDENT
ruled the motion out of thorn. If it were left discretionary
with the
order, as the time for receiving motions and res- county courts to appoint them or not, I should
elutions had passed.
have no objection, but to make it imperative
Mr. THOMPSON had a proposition which he would be improper.
'rhe courts are to be differdesired to have referred to the joint committee, ently organized from the present mode, if the
and with a view of attaining that object he mov- proposition 1l0W before us should be carried into
ed to suspend the rule.
effect. 'Ve are to have judges, we are told, who
The motion Was not agreed to.
will thoroughly understand the law, and be eapnThc convention then resolved itself into com- ble of diflcharging the duties of their station,
mittee of the whole, Mr. BOYD in the chair.
without the counsel 01' advice of an attorney.
PREkMBLE,
A"D
DEPARTME,'lTS
or THE GOVERC'I'MENT. I think there is no necessity for these officers.
It is creating an office hitherto unknown, and
On the motion of Mr. McHENRY the commitwhich will III many counties of the state be
tee proceeded to the consideration of the report
used as an engine, and a powerful one, in the
of the committee Oil Miscellaneous Provisions,
elections.
For these. reasons I am for striking
011 the preamble to the constitution,
and the dis- it out.
tributiou of tile powers of the government.
Mr. GHOLSON.
It appears to me, sir, from
I~ was read as follows:
the reading of the report, that the subjects embraced
.in
it
come
properly
within the scope of
PREAMBLE.
We, the representatives
of the people of the the duties of the committee to whom the reState of Kentucky, in convention assembled, to ports on the eourt of appeals, and the circuit,
secure to all the citizens thereof the enjoyment and county courts, heve already been referred.
The same matters, it will be perceived, are inof the rights of life, Iiberty, and property, and
of pursuing happiness, do ordain and establish included in the report that have been referred to
that committee, and by way of harmonizing the
this constitution for its government.
decision, it seems to me this had better go to
ARTICLE
1.
that committee also.
Concerning the dUitribution of the powers oj tke
:Mr. TURNER. I have no great choice in this
go'Oermnent.
• matter; but the subjects referred to this joint
SEC. 1. The powers of the governmen t of' the committee, relating to the various courts, are not
State of Kentucky shall be divided into three all embraced in the report that is now under con.
At the commencement of the session
distinct departments, and each of them be con- eideration.
were divided
fided to a separate body of magistracy, to-wit: the la.bors of the convention
those which are legislative to one: those which amongst ten committees, and the subject matter
are executive to another, and those which are embraced in this report was referred to one OJ
judiciary to another.
these committees; and unless we set aside the
SEO. 2. No person, or collection of persons, order of business, thus agreed upon, we must
I
being of one of those departments, shall exer- take np this report aud consider it separately.
cise any power properly belonging to either of know and I have already suggested it once or
the others, except in the instances hereinafter ex- twice, that much of the matter which is contain.
ed in this report, has relation to those matters
pressly directed or permitted.
The preamble and first and second sections that were considered by other committees; but
unless we add the committee that made this rewere separately read and adopted.
It was then laid aside to be reported to the port, to the combined committees to which WP,
have just referred the reports relating to the varhouse.
ious courts-and
that would be, to have about
OOUNTY AND DISTRICT OFFICERS.
half the convention on one committee-it
is osOn the motion of Mr. TURNER, the com- sential that we should proceed with tile considermittee next took up the report on the executive ation of this report in committee of the whole.
and ministerial officers for counties and districts. I think the motion of the gentleman from Knox
The first section was read as follows:
should not prevail.
There may be a few coun"SEC. L There shall be elected a commonwealth
ties in the state where they do not employ a
attorney for each circuit, and a circuit court clerk county attorney,
but still au attorney 1S nefor each county, whose term of office shall be cessary to attend to the duties of that office in.
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1111'.DIXON". Do I understand the gentleman
the county court particularly.
to act in behalf of
the commonwealth if anytbing sbouldcome before as proposmg to refer the whole of the report to
the
three committees, or only so much as relates
that court. of a public nature. For iustance,. in
the matter of opening roads. That is a thing to the commonwealth attorney.
Mr. BARLOW.
I mean that portion of the
which strikes vitally at the interest of the- public. And in such case, where a whole neighbor- report thus is connected with the judiciary dehood is interested on one side. it becomes impor- partment.
Mr. DIXON.
I believe it is all connected
tant that there should be an officer whose special
If the whole report is to
duty it shall be to attend to the interests of the with that department.
countr' There is a class of cases also touching be referred to that committee, perhaps we had
direct y the public morals, which arc brought better abolish the committee on ministerial and
It takes every
up for trial ill the county court. Such cases re- executive offices altogether.
quire a public officer, whose duty it shall be to thing from that committee that appropriately belongs
to
it.
1
do
not
think
that
the committee
SC<l that the law against offences to which I have
alluded, shall be carried into execution.
In ought to be deprived of its own work. I do not
I am
criminal cases that come before the county court, know if the motion is strictly in order.
nine tenths of them do not originate wah the not at all satisfied that it is in order, to take any
grand jury.
The individual committing an of- portion of the report. and to refer it to another
I have
fence is first arrested and brought before a mug- committee, leaving the balance here,
great doubts about it. I think WI! had better let
istrnte. If there are no proceedings instituted
immediately, theindividual
in many instances the matter remain where jt is.
gets beyond the law. And if there be 110 officer
The ()HAIJ~MAN.
It would be unprecedenton behalf of the commonwealth, and there should ed, in my opinion, to refer it to another commitbe an error in the warrant when the trial comes tee.
up, a technical objection is made, the proceedings
Mr. DIXON.
I think myself, it would be
are quashed, and the individual
is placed be- wholly unprecedented, but still Jet the fault rest
vond the reach of the law. It is essential also where it belongs.
I merely make the suggesIo have a prosecuting attorney to examine wittion.
nesses; it is as important to have an attorney
Mr. CLARKE.
J submit if it would not be
for such purpose in commonwealth cases, a" in
cases between individuals.
With the salaries well enough for the house to indicate by vote, or
which we give both to county and circuit attor- in some other way, the change that they desire
If this report
neys, we are seldom able to command the same should be made III the report,
legal attainments and talents, as will be found should be referred now, to the three committees,
in the lawyer upon the opposite side. But with- or if it should be returned to the commit-tee
which reported it, they would have no means of
out haviug any prosecuting attorney at all-in
many instances the offender against the laws will determining, or of ascertaining the sense of the
be turned loose to llrey upon society, without house, in regard to any action to be taken by the
They would not be advised whethallY person taking t ie initiatory steps to have committee.
er it was the sense of the convention that there
him "brought to justice.
I appreThere cannot be much injury arising from the should be a county attorney or not.
appointment of this officer, as suggested by the hend that the better plan would be, to take some
gentleman from Knox, for this reason, that the question in committee of the whole, upon the
salaries of the county attorneys are to be regula- proposition submitted in this report upon a mnted by the electors of the country, and if there rion to strike out, or some other motion, and
should be little or no service to be rendered, of that, if it be necessary to refer it back, will encourse the salaries will be small, they will be able the committee to make such change in the
proportioned to the service. I think that, an of- form of the report as will be oonforuiablc to the
fleer ought to be appointed in every county of opinion of the convention.
Mr. BA.RLOW. I am by no means particular
the state, and my collcuzuc says that the old
I heard an inticonstitution either directi:y provided for the ap- about the form of proceeding.
pointment of such officers, or recognized that as mation from gentlemen in different part-s of the
house, and a reason given why it was necessary
being proper and necessary.
Mr. BARLOW.
I concur in the opinion of to commit this report to the same commit-tee to
the gentleman from Ballard, as to the propriety whom had been referred the reports in relation
of referring this report to the three committees to the different courts, was that the subject might
to whom were referred the reports in relation to be made to harmonize, inasmuch as they were
the various courts. I think It is a subject that intimately connected.
is immediately connected with that which those
Mr. BROWN.
I consider that there would be
committees have before them.
I therefore move 110 propriety at all, in referring this report to the
that it be passed by, to be reported to the house joint committee
cu the court of appeals,
when this committee rises, With the view of hav- the circuit
court, and the county court.
ing it referred to the committees on the subject There
would however, be some proprieof the courts.
ty in referring' it to the committee on the circuit
Mr. C. A. ·WICKLIFFE.
I hope my friend courts. For I find in those two reports, that prowill not persist in the motion to refer this motion vision has been made for the same class of offialso, to the three committees.
It is said that it cera, the same qualifications are required, the
is the last furrow that breaks the horse's back. same duties, and the same mode of election are
I think it would be proper to rcI think those three committees have as ruuch ar> prescribed.
they call do, and if the gentleman will refer it fer back the report to the committee who made
it, including the committee on the circuit courts.
to Borneot.hcr committee, it will be as well.
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J therefore move that the committee rise, with
the view of 80 refer-ing this report.
'I'be PR~SIDE.N'r.
I think we had better
pass upon some principle and ascertain the sentiment of the convention, in relation to the election of these various officers, and how many we
are to have, and aft-er we have determined those
points, we may refer the subject to a committee
that they may put the whole in a connected
form. But as to referring it now, without first
obtaining the eeutimeuts of tbcconvention upon
the subject, and determining what IS to be done
with it, I think it would be a loss of time. It
seems to me, it would he throwing lll,:wn the
committee a duty which we ought to discharge
ourselves. I am against the committee rising,
and reporting to tho bouse, with the view of referring the subject to a committee.
Mr. TURNER.
It appeared to me when the
committee that made this report was formed,
that it was not very essential except forthe
purpose of dividing the labors of the convention alllong its various members. I therefore
feel no particular pride in having advocated
the formation of thi . " committee, or of assisting
in its labors, but I should cousidcr it an iujuatice to other members of the committee, if their
labors were to be referred to another committee,
without adding the committee
also. 'faking
the fruits of their labor and ]?lacing them before
these three committees, Without adding the
committee as a fourth, would be like treating
them as ministerial sure enough, and the others
as judges to try them. And that would be
the effect of the motion of the gentleman from
Hardin.
I admit that the committees which
made the various reports that were referred back
this morning, arc ill many resrects more important committees than this stiI the officers here
provided for are essential to the commonwealth,
and there is a committee to which this particular branch of duty has been assigned: and they
have reported the result of their labors. I think
as a matter of course, we ought to consider this
report.
It is true the committees on the val'ions courts have assumed to rpport upon matters which did not pro]Jerly belong to them, and
upon which they had no power ~iven them \0
report, alld I will I;uy another thwg; I do not
believe the suggestions they have made as regards the same officers are equal, certainly not
superior to those containeJ in this report. I believe in point of principle, and in every other
point of view, that the report under consideration is superior to t.he reports that huye been
made on the same sl1bject by other committees.
I am therefore opposed to the Illotion to risiJ alld
refer this subject to the three committees.
Mr. NU'fT ALL. I doubt the propriety of the
committee rising.
This matter i" before us in a
tangibie shape, and I think it would be econo"
my, of tillle at least, to act upon the report as it
is, without any further reference to a committee.
'fhe connty attorney, or attorney for tlle county
court, seems to be cutting it figure in this report,
and notwithstanding- tllC obl·cctions of some of
the delegates on thtS floor,
look upon llim as
an important officer in this country.
He is an
officer who is to supervise, to a very considerable extent, the morals of the county.
It will
be incumbeut that all offenders shall be brought

before the propel' offleers {or trial. In the COUll'
ty when; 1 live-though
I do Hot know how it
is elsewhere-we
look Up'0ll the office of county
uttorney as something like a eteppiug-stoue
for
young men who are entering 111)011 the profession
of law, and we liberally reward him. Our county gives two hundred dollars annually to the
county attorney; he receives it whether 'he renders twenty-five dollars worth of service or HOt.
WGuever enquire into the fact. we look upon
him as an officer who is necessary to the wellbeing of the county; but we look more especially upon this office, as a stepping-stone for
young men, affording them a means of learning
special pleading'.
Many lawyers are made out
of Pvv'' men's sons; aud it appears to me to be
proper to hold out tu them some degree of e11courngement and aselstauce: I care not whether
it be by voluntary contribution or by tax, so that
they get it.
I urn opposed to striking ont the words,
"county court attorney."
It can do no harm to
allow it to stand.
'l'his report, I think, is about
as well written as any that has been presented to
this house, and we have now got a committee of
thirty gentlemen, to consider some three or four
of the most complicated questions, and the Lord
Almighty knows when they get tangled up together what will become of the subjects that
have been referred to them. I was averse to the
proposition
for making that reference, but I am
so often wrong that I thought I would "Votewith
the majority once, and I am now going one step
further, and am willingto add another ten to the
committee, and let this subject be referred tv the
committee of forty; then we will select one other subject, and add ten mere to the committee,
and let them make a constitution, and when H
comes in I pledge my honor to vote for any thiug
they pro pose.
1'11'. RUDD.
I think that an opinion ought to
be expressed by tho committeeof the whole, upon
the different propositions contained in this reo
port, before we resolve to throw it upon a committ-ee that already consists of thirty members.
If the committee that made this report be added
it will be equally objectionable; there will be a
differencQ of three to one. I like to vote upon
eq,tlal term:'!. I am certain that the joint COIllIUlttees do not wish to be encumbered with ar,y
further business thau has already been referred
to them" They are Chal"ged with the regulation
of the three courts, and they havt' as mucll as
they can get through with, without having this
subject added. If they act lmrmoniollsly and
report back a bill upon the subject.,> already referred to them, that will be acceptable to the
cOllventioll, they will have done all that we
ought to expect them to do; and they will be entitfed to the thanks of this convention.
You
might as well refer the whole business of the
cOllventiOll to these thirty men. 1 hope the committee WillllOt rise, but that we will go on with
the consideration of the report, and finish the
business that we have before us.
Mr. GHOLSON.
I wa... very unfortunate in
my suggestion.
It was made to cut off the very
thing I see it has produced-that
is debate. I
suppose that when the constitution IS formed we
do not intend to provide for one thing ill two
places in that instrument,
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My object is to get along with the business
for which we came here, and I have urged gl:'ntlemen to vote more, and talk less. I think we
nre spell~jng much time uselessly, and if gentlemen will proceed to vote upon the propositions now before them, I will agree not to make
a speech for the 110Xt three week".
~r. NESBITT.
I find by reading the twenty
third section of the third article of the constitution, these words:
"An attorney general and s11('11other nttorniee,
for the commonwealth as may be necessary, sLall
be appointed whose duty shall be regulated by
law. Attornies for the commonwealth
for the
several counties shall be appointed by the l'l'spective courts, having jurisdiction therein."
I think it is possible that the gentleman from
~{nox may be mistaken in supposing' that there
IS any county that has no county attorney.
The
language of the constitution
is Imperative upon
the county court, and they have carried it into
effect.
. Mr. WOODSON.
I would ask the gentleman
If "attorney for the commonwealth"
there, iu.
eludes attorneys for counties?
Mr. NESBI'l'T.
I presume they are included.
Mr. WOODSON.
It is not so III the region of
country where I live. That section of the constitution has never been so interpreted or understood, and in various counties they have lIO attornies.
Mr. NESBITT.
However to obviate the difficulty of the gentleman from Knox I would propose that these officers shall be elected. and that
no qualification should be required, and I am of
opinion that we would save time by taking up this
report, and obtain the sense of the committee
upon it. I agree with the gentleman from Jeffersou, that by the time these three committees,
acting conjointly, get a report prepared and presented to the convention, they will have done as
much as they are able to do. If every thing is
to be referred to this joint committee, it would
be better to add every member of the house to it,
and begin over again and take up the old constitution, section by section. I was for that at
the start. If every thins is to be referred to
1his committee of thirty, lt ought, I think, to be
increa~ed La ahul1dr~d.
The quest,ion being taken on tIle motion that
the committee rise, it was decided illthe negative.
Mr. MITCHELL.
I do notuuderstand,
as the
gentleman who was last up, that the office of
county attorney a<; it now exits ill our county
eourts, is a constitutional office. I apprehend
that the attorney of the commonwealth for the
county referred to in the exi"ting constitution,
discharged
his duties at the quarter-session
courts; but as the county courts are at present
organised, being deprived of original common
law jurisdiction, I apprehend that the county
attorney is merely a lawyer employed by the
eOUlt, and is not a constltutiona1 office. The
creation ot such an officer, to act upon the part of
the common'wealth, is of very questionable utili·
ty, and I "Would not like to see inserted in the
constitution,
an imperative provision for his
appointment.
'l'he duty of tne county attorney
is merely advisory.
It is very rarely that any
dUly devolves on him as a practicing attorney.
I look upon the office as almost a sinecure.
Be·

fore the jury law was pasHcd-it. \.. t.rll€'-iL was
appropriately made the duty of the county attoruey to attend to prosecutions for breaches of
the peace occurring in his county, became the
fines went to lessen the county levy; but siuee
the passage of that law, those fines are a part
of the jury fund, and that duty should be divorted from him, as a matter betouging rather to
the state at large than the county.
T11is would
make the duties of the office merely advisory.
It is proposed now to ehunge the county court
system entirely, to elect a county judge, aud the
individual chosen tofill that office, it-is reasonable
to suppose, will be so far learned in the Juw, as
not to need the advice of a (;ounty attorney.
Under all the circumstances, I think it will be
the best to strike out.
Mr. CLARKE.
J am not very much wedded to the retention of the provision for the appoiuuueut
of the county attorney in the CUlIstituticn, and I have thought that 1 would
submit a compromise to the gentleman from
Knox and Harlan.
There Illay be some counties
in which county attorneys lUay be necessary·
and I submit whether it will not be best not t~
make it imperative-e-ns
th~s bill does-upou
every county court to aJ?pomt a county attorney; but leave it discrctlonnry
with the court
by subst.itntiug
the word "may" for the word
"shall."
'l'here are counties where such all
officer may not be necessary; and I would
leave it to the judges to determine whether
one should be appointed or not. 'I'hey would
very rarely, I think, employ a county attorney,
and thus increase the taxation.
They would
employ them only when absolutely neCEssary,
and the appointment would be approved by the
people. J am ill favor of allowing the court a
discretionary
power, and if my friend fron Kuox
and Harlan will so modify his proposition, I will
vote for it.
MI'. MAYES.
As it is 110t a matter of very
great moment-if the gentleman from KIlOXwill
permit me-in order to meet the views of the
gentleman from Simpson, I will move, by way
of amendment to his proposition, to strike out
the words "county court attoflH'y," and insert
the following: "the county court may appoint a
county attoflley, whose duty shall be regulated
bylaw."
:Mr. WOODSON. I accept tJ1e amendment.
Mr. MAYES. I do not think it should beimperative on the county court to uppointa county
attorne;r; it should be left discretionary with
the court to appoint or not, as they sllull think
the business and int81'ests of the county require.
Mr. PROCTOR.
I do not see any necessity.
for the appointment of a COUllt)'attorney; but lf
we are to have that description of officer-as tlle
principle has been settled I believe thut we in·
tend to e!e(lt all other offict:rs-I hope that this
officer will also be (jJected by thl,; people, and
that his duties will be specified in the constitution, because in some counties in the state under
the existing state of things, tIlere are doubts as
to what the duties are. In some counties where
the duties are not defined, the county attorney
has prostituted his office for sinister motives. I
am not anxious that the appointment of this
class of officers should be provided for, but if
it be, it is better that they should be required to
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prosecute, in all eases ill which the common- ing to the twelfth section of the report of the
wealth is Interested within the counties in committee on executive and ministerial officers,
which they reside. It is a very difficult matter for counties and districts, to provide for the apsometimes for the commonwealth attorney to pointment of such officers as may, from time to
cal'l'y through a prosecution
succcssful ly-c-not time, be deemed necessary and proper.
Mr. CLARKE.
I would like to test the quesbeing a resident of the county, and not being
cO~llizant of the facts ottendlng a case that may tion whether the county attorneys shall be elecunse ; hence, if a county attorney be appointed ted or appointed by the court.
)lr. WOODSON.
The motion which I made
at all, he ShOU!f!he required to prosecute in all
eases in which the commonwealth is interested, was simply to strike out the words "county court
attorney;" and my object was to prevent making
'whether civil or ct-imina] ,
And as we arc about; to adopt the principle of it the imperntive duty of the county court to apIf those
making all other officers elective, 1 hold that the point, in each county, an attorney.
county attorney should abo be elected by the words are stricken out, 1 am wi1lin~ that the
committee shall substitute any provision they
people.
Mr. TURNER.
In the aSfect in which the may think propel', provided it does not impose
question is now vresented,
have ItO great so- upon the court the duty of appointing such offllicitude whether It prevail or not. There was cere.
Mr. PROCTOR.
I have no particular objeenearly all equal division in the committee l1\,on
the question whether this officer should be e cc- tion to the proposition of the gentleman from
ted, or appointed by the court. I voted in com- Knox, but I hold that the county court attorney
mittee in favor of the appointment by the court. is an officer that should be elected by the people.
'I'here were two or three small officers, that real- Hence I will vote against any proposition that
ly appeared to me, too unimportant
to trouble will give the appointment to the county court.
If elected by the people, he will be responsible
the people about.
Mr. OLARKE.
If it be in order now, I will to them, for the proper discharge of the duties of
move to amend the first section, in the third line, his office.
Mr. MITC~ELL.
I rise merely to suggest a
by striking out "county court attorney," and at
the end of the section insert the following; "that modification of the amendment, which will obthe qualified voters of the different counties in viate all difficulty on the subject. It is, "that
the state lIlay elect a county attorney, who shall the general assembly shall authorize the ejection
hold his office for the same time as the presiding of county attorneys, in such counties as may rejudge of the county court, whose duties shall be quest it."
Mr. OLARKE.
I accept it.
prescribed by Jaw."
Mr. WOODSON. There is no one who would
Mr. KAVANAUGH.
I do net agree with the
go further for the elective principle in every de- gentleman from Knox (Mr. Woodson) as to his
partment of the government, than myself. My view of the necessity of county attorneys.
We
object is to give to the people as much power as have commonwealth attorneys ill every district,
possible-as
far as the election of all officers is and I wish to call the attention of this commitconcerned-and
if I shall ascertain that the con- tee to their duties.
It is their duty, in the first
stituents whom I represent here, are in favor of instance, to take up and prosecute cases in the
electing county attorneys, I shall vote to give circuit court, where an offence has been committhem the power to elect them. My impreseiou ted against the peace of society and the public
is, that neither of the counties I represent is ill safety. When any felony has been committed,
favor of having a county attorney at all.
bhe commonwealth attorney of the district has
In the county of Knox there has not been a nothing to do with it, until it comes up into the
county attorney for fifteen years, and perhaps circuit court. In every county there are courts
they may not choose to have one for the next of enquiry established, in order, after a felony
twenty years. I want the county court-s to have has been committed, to guard against the escape
it left to their discretion whether they will have of the offender before he has been returned to the
an attorney or uot, and 1 am willing to accept circuit court. Now, unless it be provided by
the amendment. of my friend from Simpson, if law that every county in the state shall have a
he will insert, ."that a majority of the qualified county attorney, the most outrageous felonies
voters of the county may elect an attorney if may be committed, and as the county has no
representative in the court of enquiry, the indithey think j)roper."
Mr. OLA ~KE. I will put the amendment in vidual would escape.
Therefore, there are strong
reasons why we should have a county attorney.
that shape.
Mr. MAYES. I believe that my amendment. Again, in every county in the state, there are
was accepted by the gentleman.
I regard laws operating which relate to the state revenue,
this as an important question.
From the read- in regard to tavern licences, and to :peddling
ing of the J)roposition of the gentleman frum clocks, watches, and other goods, which it is
Simpson, I 0 not know- how the people are to the duty of the county attorney to enforce. In
There
determine that they will elect a eounty attorney. such cases the whole state is interested.
The court may very easily determine: but if are cases in which the county attorney is to proleft to the people, they will first be obliged to tect the rights of the state, and it is important,
take the 'luestion whether they will have an at- therefore, that each county should have a pracAs to leaving it to the counties
torney.
would greatly prefer to have the ticing attorney.
amendment which I proposed acted upon and to decide whether they will have these officers or
adopted or rejected. If rejected, then I would not, it will be unwise, inasmuch as the people
propose to' strike out the words "county court or the courts could never decide in advance when
attorney," and leave to the legislature, accord- the necessity for the officer would arise.
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Mr. MAYES.
'I'he difficulty ill my mind ill I which our action will not require to be undone,
relation to the election of the attorney, al'jR'~s and time lost.
from the fact that the people could not duterrnine
.Mr .. McHENR~.
The gentlema~ can obtain
whether they would have the county attorney or Ins object by movm~ to pass over this report -.
not, until they had had a special election for the
Mr. 8-. W. JOHNtsTON.
Lmake that motion
purpose. It IS a matter, therefore, wh,ich should ~hen, and also to ~ake lip the report on the subbe lodt to the county court to detenuine.
It if> Jeet of new counties.
impossible for auy cOllnty to say whether the
Mr. Tl!RNER.
I am satisn.cd myself f~oru
services of such lUI officer would or would not be the experteuea we have had during the seSSIOn.
required in ad vance. It is essential that ill every of. the reslllt~ of the practice of r~quirilJg every
case of felony the state should have 11 represeu- thlllg to be discussed. HI comm!ttee of the whole.
tutive to net on the subject, in the person of the that the ?est course IS ~o consider these matters
eounty nttoruey. Besides, in regard to county at once m the COllventl?n. I suggest, however,
matters, it is his duty to see that the 8heriff pays that we take the vote first on the proposItion,
over the revenue, and to prosecute motions to whether we shall l:ave a county court or not.
recover it; and it is impossible for any connty All~ thc~\ we may nse.and report, and have the
in advance to say whether or not he would be r;ubJe7t III .the convention, where these prot~actreq uired to exerutse these duties. 1go, therefore, ed discussions llIay be cut off by the previous
for requiring eYery county to have such an offi- question.
eel', aud for his election by the people. We are
Mr. G. W. JOHNSTON.
I am disposed to
electing all the other officers ill the state, and we accommodate, and will withdraw the motion.
may as well elect him. If there were any offi1'l1e question was then taken on striking out
eel'S, ill regard to whom there are stronger rea- the words" county attorney," and the motion
sons against thtJir eledion than others, it seems was rt'jectecl.
to metlley are the practicing attorneys. whetlwr
Mr. DAVIS. It seems to me that if tllis conof the districts or the counties. I shall vote for ventioll means to do anything, it ought, when it
their election by the people, however, as I do takes up the report ot' nny committee, to settle
not considl,r the reasons against it to be suffi· for itself its leading features and principles.
ciently Btrong to induee llle to pursue a contrary For instance, aB regard.;; the institntion of the of.
course.
flee of county a.ttorney, the committee ought at
Mr. CLARKE.
As I am determined to vote Ollce to llHtke known wlH'ther it proposes to have
for the seet.ioll as it stands, I withdraw my sueh an office. In relation to the matters which
amendmBnt.
were referred to the grand confederated commitquestion being. whether
.Mr. G. W. JOHNSTON.
I regret that tlle tee this morning-one
motion made some time since that the commit- there sllall be four 01' three judges, and another
tee rise, did not prevail, as I desire- to get clear whethl'r the court shall be branched or not-all
these and similar quest.ions should be decided
of this report for the present.
I think we ar('
acting ]m..,tily in prOVIding for officers, before by the convention, for itself. They should not
we have created t¥e offices rhey are to .611. This be referred to any individual or associated comreport provides for tlw {'lection of a county at.- mittees for theil' decision, that. they may come in
and instruct the convention.
Are we to do any
torney. and county court derks, and if we go 011
thing, or get away from here at all? If so, some
in thiS way, ·we shall either have to undo what
we are doill~ now. ot' t.he committee upon the method of proceeding must be adopted. and the
courts will have to make their reports conform best in my judgment, is to take up these reports
seriatim, either in the house, or in the committee
to our action to-day. Suppose w'" vote now for
thll election of COtillty Court clerks, and the ('Oll- of the w11ole,and at OliCe dedde what shall be
done, without waitmg t.he opinion of any COln_eut,iOIl should provide for a probate court havmittee. When a report ir; thus acted upon, the
ing testamental'y jurisdiction in each county,
convention knows at once its settled opinion
and a commissioner's court, what wonld we be
and decision in relation to all its principal feaobliged to do? Why, to reverse our previons action, and make provision for th(! appointmellt of tllr~s. It makes no difference how, but It ought
This report under
the clerks of sllch courts. It is pl'ovided in this to be done in some mod8.
consideration, should be taken up and read by
report that ajlH1ge and sheriff ~hall be elected,
sections, either in committee of the whole, or in
nnd at the same time the associate justices are
the honse--and probably that would be best, as
elected. I believe, on tlle motion of the gentle.
then a stop could be put to this eternal talking.
man from Madison, associate justici1s have been
and the can I'ention brought to a yote-and
then
~trieken out of the report. This report should
decide upon its features. The objection of the
either go back to the committee or lie on the table until we have advanced a little further, and gentleman frolll Shelby (Mr. G. W. Johnston)
was more specious than solid.
He says if we
created some offices to be filled, before we prodeeide now, in regard to tJlcse officers, it will be
vide 1'01' the appointment of the officers. I do
pel·hapl>.before thiS confederated committee has
not desirf\ that we shall be obliged hereafter to
whether the offices shall be established
*"0 back and undo what we have done to-day. decidlld
or not. But the decision of this question here.
l'herefore, if it is in order, I move that the COIllwill decide this point for them, and on tJlis or
mittee rise and report the bill to the convention,
any other proposition it would be t11e proper
there to be either referred back to the eommittee,
course to pur"ue. But all I desire is that we
or to lie on the table. We can then take up some
shaJI get to work in some form 01' other. Let us
of the reports from other committees-th~
propdo somethillg.
Let the convention decide lll>0n
osition for instance of the select comllllttee III
the great principles and features of th~ ~ons.hturegard to the establishment of new counties-on
tion for itself, and then let it be referred if nc..
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cessary, to sub committees to frame and put in stood ns referring to a county eonrt attorney.
form
county court surveyor, &0.
M;. MAYES said that as the con.vention had
. Mr. 1'URNER agreed to the amendment as
refused to strike out, he would withdraw the right and proper, and
balance of his amendment, proposing to insert.
The SE'eLl~t~ was so amended.
Mr. CHRISMAN moved to strike out the
Ml:.13H}Sl OW suggested
that ~here was
words "coronet' andjnilcr."
'l'his would le,ave nuthmg 10 the report Whlcl~ provl~~ed how
it to the legislature to provide ~or the appoint- these officers were to be apP?lnted.
] he term
ment of these officers as they ruicht deem neces- elected was used, but he preferred to hnve the
sary and expedicnt.
e
word" added" by the qualified voters."
The motion was rejected.
Mr. TURNE~
explaine,d, that they were to be
Mr LINDSgy moved to amend the first sec- electe~l a~ tI~e bill stated, I,n the ~ame manner a~
ti
ddin the Iollowinz words: "whenever
the Circu.lt J~ldges, (~c. '1 he obJec~was \0 keep
n ya
gt f
c ,Onty deem if to the t.he coueutuuon as tree from verbiage as po,,;IJOcouu
t y COllI'
the
0 any 0,1
~, ,
ibl
interest of their county to dispense with the of- 51 ,e,
.
flee of county attorney, they shall, at their court
'1he first section, was ,then ado~te<i:
t ' di l a regular election for the county,
The second section "a~ ~.ht'nread.
nex plece I" gd'
ti
the office and at any
"No person shalt be elicible to the offices menrna kcall 01'(er rsco n lnlling
.
'--' .
<'
ioned i I r,
. I
-I q
\'.
time tll€reaft,er, at a court llext before a r~glllal' tlO~e III t ILSartH'. e ':\ .10 I" not at t Ie,tlllIe tv>enelection the comIty court may, by an order, re- ty fOUl'years old, a.cltlzen of the UnIted Sta~t'!>.
h ' fRcc' and tIle duties of said officer shall and who ~Ins ~lOtreSided two years next, pre<:edmg
~tor(l t r,Otdb' I ,"
the electIOn III the state, antI Olle year In the
e regu a e y a".
. .
,
county or district which he offt:rs his service!>,
. Mr ..TURNER.
ThiS 1S about the smne mo· No person shall be eligible to the office of comtlOn tn~ ~entlema~l f!'Om.Knox made. Every monwenlth or county attorney, unless he shall
c:ounty IS IIlrested 1t1 l!avmg thos.e persoIls who have been a licensed practicing attorney fur two
violate the laW8 pUlllshe.d, and If they do not years; no person shall be elected clerk unless he
have the proper rrosecutmg. attorney to pro.se- shall have procllred from the COUlt of appeals a
cute t,he.m, they Will ~scap~ Into other countles;, certin.c:ate that lle has been examined by their
If ~ou lllt~nd to pU!1lsh ~rtnIe at all, yon Sh~~lld clerk under their supervision, and that he is
begm at Its very lllclpl~nt stages" oth?rwlse, qualified for the office for whieh he is a candifrom a commencemen.t ":I~lt sma~l vlOlatwl\s of dat.'; but the ofllce of sh('riff or constable may
the moral law, the mdl vHlnal, If ullchecke,l, be fillrd by p{~n;Ol1swho have attained the age of
soon ~ee?me8 hardened and scruple.s no~ at the twellty one years."
commiSSIOn of g:eatcr ..and .morc hemous offen~
Mr. CLARKE.
I move to amend the second
ees. A prosecutmg office!"IS tlwrefore neces.sary section, by striking out the words "no perflon
in eacl~ county, to see that, these l~!'\ser cnmes shull btl erected clerk unless he shall have proan~ misdemeanors. are at onCe!pulltshed.
AntI cured from the court of appeals a certificate that
it IS an office. wInch, for t,he common sa~ety of he has been examined by tbeir clerk under their
the state, every. county should, be reqUlr~d:o supervision, And that he is qualified for the ofllce
possess, otherWise the, dut~ might be t!Ho",n for which he is a candidate;" bnt,
upon. only a few countH~sw 0 JlJl,ght.deslre lus
WhE'n the I'cport of the committee on the COlIrt
app0lntm~nt.
The absence o~ t]lcm In the bor- of appeals was under cow:mlel'atioll, I took oc4
del' COllntJeSwo~ld also be an mducement for o~- casion to m;sign some reasons why I thought no
fen?ers to come. Ifi froll] other sl.ates ,to ~omnut certificate should he required fmm a candidate
th~Ir depredatIOns.
The old constitutIOn r,e· for the office of dCl'k of the court of appeals.
qUlred that there should be a county attorney III I heard no argument which satisfied me that I
each c,ounty, .and yet I understand there are some was not right. I will not now detain the com<,ountIes wluch have no snch .officers. Let u~ mitree. I am willing the vote should now be
however do Oll!' duty, ~Ild prOVide for the;;;eoffi- tnken,
cers. and if thc countl~s ?O not carry ~lUtt.he
Mr. GHOLSON. I had the honor to introduce
provisions of th~ constItutIOn, tht: blame IS With a resolution covering that point a." well as ['lome
them, and not With us,
others, and I suppose thb motion will test the
Mr. HARGIS.
The only diffic\llty I can see matter which I had in view, I want to know
in th is matter is, that in some conn!ies there !S how many honorable gentlemen are in favor of
no m,m whom the court cnn appoint.
Jf tl1ls laying a tariff of from five to one hundred ami
8hontd be the case, ;lnJ it is made an imperntive fifty dollars. to operate upon all applicants for
duty to provide for such an officer, what will be the o£li.ceof clerk, It Ims been shown that a
the situation of the court? They could not com- certificate is no protection to tJ1e people, and is
ply with the law. I prefer to leave t~le mat- not even prima facie evidence of fitness,
This
ter option able wit~ t~le C?l1l't. ,A~to Its elec- provision ca.n, hav" no other ~ffect than to opetion by the people, It IS a ltttlc trdhn!{ office, of rate as a tanH for the protcctJOn of those who
no account, and the people ('.are. but littlc about now have certificates, and it is imposing unjust
it. Nor do they ~are about eleetlllg' the coron~r, restrictions llpon those who shall be candidateH.
jailer, and other ht~le petty of!1cers. Th.oy ~~11 It is making invidious distinctions in society. It
have enough to do III the electlOu of the JudiCia· is circumscribing
the number from whom the
ry, and other important officers.
people may choose, and is thus violating tlH:ir
Mr. LINDSEY'S amendment was rejected.
freedom. At a proper time I shall call for t]16
Mr. APPERSON
moved to strike out the ayes and noe..;.
words" county court" before the word" attor:Mr. TURNER.
We had this debated the other
ney." Otherwise the section might be under. day. and I would ask that the remarks made by
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the gentlemen Irom Ohio. from Henderson, and
from Louisville, be coueidcrerl as answers to the
gentleman from Ballard und McCracken. and the
gCIILleman from Simpson.
1 hop., that we shall
not ha\-e a repetition of the debate Oil the principle involvJ.!d ill this question.
Afr. MoHENRY moved to amend, by striking
out the words "by their clerk," and inserting' the
words, "any two of the judges of the circuit
Courts."
1111'.KELLY.
I believe in this case, the examination wlll be II. mere farce.
No length of
service at the bar will make a competent clerk.
I have been a clerk for fifteen years, and I think
I can judge ill respect to this mal tel', 1 have HQ
idea that the certilieate will be of allY use to the
people; they arc as competent to judge of the
fitness of a person for this office as the judges of
the appellate and circuit courts, and therefore
I am opposed to the restriction.
I do not think
the requisition that It clerk shall be twenty four
years old is necessary.
I know young gentlemen
fifteen years old, who areaswellq uulified as mallY
of the clerks ill this state, or the clerk of the court
of appeals, though there is 1I011e better than he
rs. 1 know too, that the examination
is not
thorongh.
l'he duties of (,lIe clerk of the appellate Court arc. not as extensive as thosc of the
circuit court.
On that account the bare certificate will be of little consequence.
I hope the
restriction will be stricken out.

mon, who wanted It certificate as a lawyer, say
"I'll not go to this judge, for he will ask me too
mallY questions. He will take me through Coke;
J'll go to another judge who will ask me but
few questions, and Hign Illy certificate directly."
I want ajudge to give an answer of the character tlJ.at was eiveu to me. I asked the judge,
how long shart I have to read, and his reply was
until you understand it. Now, I want a. clerk
to sene till he call answer all the hard questions
that may be put to him. The report of the committee lU1Snot been acted on ill the convention,
and I intend that the circuit judges shall be
struck out of 1I1at report.
The committee then rose, reported progress,
and obtained leave to sit uguiu.
LEAVE

OF

AI.lSENCl:.

On the motion of Mr. CO.!<'.FEY,leave of absence, till Wednesday next, was granted
Ballinger.
The convention then adjourned.

MONDAY,

NOVEMBER

Prayer by the Rev. MI'.

to MI'.

5, 184~.

NORTON.

Mr. TURNER.
I have 110 anxiety whether
LEAVE o~'ABSE;>.'C},;.
the circuit judges are added or not. I said nothOn the motion of Mr. 'rAYLOR, leave of abo
iug when the bill wn." before the house.
I know
that in many illstances when a candidate finds a sence to Wednesday next, was granted to Mr.
Proctor and :Mr.Lashbrookc.
diffic.uHy in getting a certificate from one judge
all the motion of .MI'. FORREST, leave of abo
he WIll go to auot.her who may be more ready to
was grunted to Mr. Pollard to this day
grant it. I think we had better confine this seuee
week.
matter where it was in the old constitution.
']'he
PR£.UrIULE,
A:S-O DEI' ....RTME:">TS OF GOVERNb-lENT.
appellate judges are not likely to be influenced
by local matters ill different parts of the state,
The first. bueiuess was announced to be, the
for they will not be acquainted with the coun- question of concurrence in the report of the com.
ties except those im'mediately
around them.
I mittee of the whole, on the Preamble, and Artido not SllY that the judges would give certificates
cle I, concerning the distribution
of tllC powers
.
from allY improper moti ves, but I know there of the goverl1lnent.
have been those who would give a certificate to
'l'he convention concurred without a division.
sion.
any Olle who desirerl to practice lu\v. If you
wauL the eet·tificate to amount to any thing, let
couxn· AND DISTRICT Ot.·FleERS.
us connlle it to the judges of t1w court of ap.
The
conventioll
resolved itself into committee
pea!.'>. 1 believe there i,; nothing Inore essellt.ial
of the wholc, Mr. BOYD ill the chair, and re.
to presen'c the grcRt interests of this common.
sumed
the
consideration
oft.he report of the comwealth than to have a competellt clerk, and we
offices
should lmvc every restriction wJlich we call put mittee Oll the executive and ministerial
for countie~ aud districts.
upon it. Every n~an'8life~ reputa~ion <md.prop_
The pending question was on the motion of
erty, and every thtng else IS occaslOually In the
power of the1;e officers. And if there is any Ute I;fentlemun from Ohio (Mr. McHenry) tQ in.
pUI·t of this cOllstitution conservative,
I want sert III the second section after the words "Court
this part to he so particula.rly.
I llave said, and of appeals" the wonts "OJ' any circuit court jUdge
of thIS commOllwealth."
II'epeat
again, that the requisition of this eel'.
The amendment was rejected.
tificate, instead of giving t]le prospect of wealth
Mr .. McHENRY then wtthdre\v another amend.
to the sons of those who are already wealthy, it
ment which he indicated
on Saturday,
and
will seo..:u!'Cit to those who arc in lower circum.
was connected with the amendment
now
stances as to wealth.
It will go to the sons of which
rejected.
the yeomanry of the country.
At an early day,
Mr. C. A. WICKLIFFE
moved to strike out
in tIds govel'J.lment, the sons of t11ewealthy performed this service, but now you cannot find the word "four," and insert "one," so thut the
half a dozen individuals
in these offices whose section should read-alia person shall be eligifathers are wealthy, except in those cases Where ble to the offices mentioned in this article Who
the father was a clerk.
I say, therefore, it se- is not at tlle time twenty-one years old," &-0.
Mr. TURNER.
I thmk it should be shown
cures a better prospect to tllc greaL body of t1lC
community.
1 have frequently
heard yOUlIS' that a man has fixed habits, n:nd that those habits
are known to the people, before he is entrusted

•
""1Lh the records of the county which are pre- left to the discretion of the people whose offlcer
served in these offices. At rwenty-Iour, a man's he is to be. But Lthink the c(·.rtifieale from one
habits are more likely to be fixed and known to judge will be as safe a. guarantee as that of two.
the county ill which he lives.
1 have been in- I offer it !lOW only that I may have the opportuformed that in the state of Missouri important nity to call the ayes and noes llpon it in the conrecords have been lost. and the incumbent clerks veution.
disclaim all knowledge of them, for when there
Mr. CHAMBERS.
Experience
is the best
is a change of clerks the documents are not teacher. Under the present eoustitution it is recounted, and it is not therefore known who is quired that a clerk shall have a certificate, showresponsible for the lash. I look upon the office ing that he has undergone an examination by
of clerk as of more importance than the office of the clerk of the court of appeals'! And have
a member of the house of representatives, for ill not. these offices been filled bv men W110were
the latter cast, a rapresentative has but a onchun- well qualified? If then this provision has workdredth ])art of the power of one branch of the ed so well, why should we derare from it? The
legislature to do either good or evil, whereas the requisition of a certificate wil operate as nstimclerk has the sole care of the records, and the ulus to a man to prepare himself as I know from
opportunity to alter them. The change of even experience.
It will make a man look into the
a word in SOIllC of the records ill the care of these duties of the office and fit himself for them. I
clerks, might lose a. man all estate, and hence no am opposed to letting down our offices, ami
man should be elected to such au office, and !hrowillg them wide open for all, whether qualthereby have such powers given to him, unless ified or 1101..
he is a man of discretion that will properly exThe PRESIDENT.
I desire to retain the
ercise the power entrusted to him.
same qualifications fur clerks that existed under
Mr. C. A. WICKLU'FE.
The age of a clerk the old constitution, which requires an axarninaof the COUltof appeals-has been fixed at twenty tion by the clerk of the court of appeals and a
one years, as the age of responsibility.
I will. certificate ot a majority of the judges, that he
go a" far as the gentleman from Madisou-e-or as has been examined and is qualified.
This was a
tal' as it IS prudent to go-to fix a test of quali means of safety in reference to the qunlificaficatiou, but when a man has nttaiued the a~c tiona. I do Hot like this departure from the
of twenty one, which is the age of responsibil- old course. 1 am 110tsatisfied that a majority uf
ity as a free agent, if he has other qualifications, the j'udges of the circuit or county court, or even
I think the people ought to decide on his fitness of t. 1C court of appeal", are qualified to deterin a moral point of view, uud we should not de· mine the pruper q llali:fieatiolls of a clerk. I
bar those between the ages of twcut.y one and kllOW that although I have been a practicing
twenty four from the opportulJity to compete [lawyer a long time, and might l)e qualified to
with others for this office. The gentleman must. be a judge so far as the qualification of age is
knoW"that a larg<J portion of the business is of- COnClf'l'neU,yet I know that I should not bl:l
ten done in the.;;c offices by \leputies under the qualified to judge of the fitncOl8of a person for
a~e of twenty fuul', and I Olee Hot why this dis- thc office of clerk.
There arc but few clerk,;
tmction should be madc.
who ,,"ouIrl not make a better examination.
1
Mr. IRWIN.
A few lDOl1lfmtssince the house object to t11e examination
of the jud~es alone,
rejected the motion macle by the gentleman from because they may not know the dutlE's of the
Ohio and Hancock, which l'eg,uired the certifieate clerk, but the examination of the clerk in the
to be signed by two of the Judges of the circuit p]'(!sence of the judges, is a quasi judicial act
court. I think the house did not understand that which can be trusted.
In that "way we have
motion, for surely we do not intend tlmt there ]Jad good e1p.rks, except in those ca.<:;eswhero
should be a restriction which rloes not exist in they had their appointlllelltpro tem.
reference to the court of appeals.
I hope some
Mr. ROGERS.
It is said t.hat we li\'e ill all
gentleman will move a reconsideration
of that ;lO'eof impro\'ement, that arts and seiences 11a\'(;
Yot.e.
.
a~\'allc('d, and that some progress has been
.Mr. HAH,DIN.
There has been somo ltt~le made in the science of government.
In the 01'dIsagreement between the reports of the c~)Inmlt- ganization of our government
the prineiple
t~es ~f these two COl.U'1S. In the .comrmttE-eon was recogllizer1 that man is capable of selfclr~ult courts of "\\,]1I..,h
I am chamwll> we re· ~o\'ernmellt, and that the people are qualified to
qUlre the state's atto~l1ey to be t.wenty five years Judge, with no restriction except RSt.O a~e. They
of age; but we provl~e tJ.tat no perso!) shall be call elect,~ !)enator of the United States at thirty
elec~ed clerk of the ell'CUlt court, lll11ess he has ye~trs of age, and a member of congress at
attamed the age of twenty one y~ars .. The age twenty-five.
And after fifty years cxperienc(',
of twenty ?ue, l.las always been COlLSlderedthe Q:ul'ing which time, this has worked well, "we
proper agQ 1~1tlll." state.
have come up here and intend to carry tlle
The que~tlOn was thou taken on the ameofl- science of government
a little further, by rement, and It "was adopted.
storillg"to the hands of the people the riglIt to
Mr. WOODSON.
I have an amendment to elect t110seofficers which have be~lI heretofore
offer nearly similar to one which has been T\~jec- aJ)pointed by the governor.
But are ,ve adted. I propose to arn('nd the seC}tionby insert· vancing? Not at all. 'l'ake the report of the
i.r!g t,he words "or a circuit judge" aft!,!r the committee. and you find that, no mall shull be a
won;l.s"court of appeals," 80 that no person shall judge unless he is thirty years of age and ha."
be elected clerk ulliess he shall ha,'c procured 'been a practieing lawyer for a certain time. I
from the court of appeals or a cireuit judge a havr~ nQ objection to that. What next do you
ee~ificlj.te. oJ qualifill~tion.
I prefer that no cer- find? You do not permit a clerk to be chosen
ific~.e s40nld be r~quired. but that the. whole be unless he bas a certificate from the court of ap·
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peals, "'e are advancing ill the science of gov- just as the clerks formerly did when appoiutecl
ernrnent, by fixing in the hands of the court of pro teni. 1 shall favor the amendment of my
appeals the right to control the whole
'I'his friend from Knox and Hurlan; but wheu we
court of appeals in fact will nominate, and the ge~ buck into convention
again, I intend to
people will but confirm the nomiuation, as, the offer the same amendment, as 1 did on Satursenate confirm the appointments of the governor. day, striking out all in relntiun to the reI do not want to vote for a man in this way, nor quirement of a certificate from the judges of
do the people that I represent want to do it. the circuit court, and to get the y;~as and nay"
This kind of nomination by the court of ap- upon it. But if I euunot do better, I should
peals, I object to, and shall vote a/?ainst it.
II1llCh prefer the ameudmenf of the g'\jntl~ma]l
MI'. CLAIUCE. I am always inclined to distrust
from Knox to the one reported by the committee
my judgment, when it comes ill competition with ou executive and ministerial offices. 1 am sat isthat of older gentlt'mell on this floor; but I beg fled the people are competent to judge of tile
to inst.itute a comparison between the amendment
qualifications of a clerk, I am cOlldnced that
proposer! by the committee, and the provision
if the amendment pl'Opoilcd the other day by the
contained in the old constitution.
j understand
gentleman frour Madison, who, I believe, i;; the
the president of this convention to say, that he chairman who made the report, were aUopkd, it,
prefers that provision to the one proposed in would porpetuute the clcrkehips ill the hands of
lieu of it. But the latter docs Hot correspond
the present incumbent".
'I'hut proposj ticu rewith the former. Persons were app1linted under quires that the clerks shall have had all ex~el'ithe old constitution,
and held their offices for ence of two years in some clerk's office. Now,
months and year" without auy certificate from 1 put it to that gentleman, and to others, if that
the judges of tile court of appeals.
I know in- clause were put in the «ouetiturion, whether the
stances myself, where clerks were nppointed oftect of it would nut be to perpetualI;' these oflipro tefflp0J'e by those judges, and IwH their ufi:i- ces ill the hands of the present incumbentsj
Is
ces without first being qua.lified by them. Here it likely that Mr. Swigert, or auy othcr gentleis the tenth section of the old cOllstitlltioll Oil mall who wallted to rUIl again for the offire,
that subject:
wuuld take a yOUllg man into his office and ill"Each court 8hall appoint its own clerk, who stru<'t him. in order to make him a eoltlpetitol'·/
shall hold his office during good behavior; but Vlould any clerk ill this state, who was instructno pCI';;OIlshall be ~t]1pointed clerk, only pro tem- ing a favorite YOUllgI11ftn,or pt::rhlLp8 hif' own
porI:, who sballnot
produce to the~nUl't appointSOli, be likely tu illtl'Oduce another, who it was
ing him, a certificate from the majority uf the probable would becumE' all lmtagonbt to either
j.udges of the court of appeal;;, that'he had heen uf thew'! Not at all. 1 wouhl rather that the
examined by their clerk. in their presence, aud clerks should be elected by the people, without
1meler their direction, and that they judge him any eertifieate, than that snch a clause should he
to be well qualified to execute the office of clerk, engrafted in tht (:oustitutioll.
If eiNks have
to any court of thc ~ame dignity, with that for held their offices for one or two year,; without a
which he offers himself. They sllall be remOVll- certificate, whell appoillttd
by the J'udges. I
bie fol' breach of good behavior, by the court of maintain they ought ro be permitted to 0 it now,
appeals only, who shall be judges of the faet. as when, as I hold, thc people al'e qualified to
well as of the law. Two thirds of the mon)- judge of their ability.
J3ut even if the derks
bers present must concur in the sentence."
Wtrc not qualified at the time they were elected,
That was the olrl eonstitutiOll.
'What was 1 haNe h",ard men say that ill oIle (It t,wo month",
then allowed?
You allowed, under the old con-I a nu~n of businesl'> h,abits .might prepare himself
st~tt\tilln, the judges tl~e pow~r to .appoint a man to (~lschargt'J the (;utleS of clerk.
w1\h no ecrtlficate ot qualificatIOn whatever,
- '1 he PRESIDENT.
I never supposed, nor
<1ndpermitted him to hold the office, as I have deSigned, that there shonld be any pro tempore
already said, for nlonth" ann years. And by appointment.sof clerk!> hy the people, and t.herewhom was he appointed?
By the jmlges; and fore I never supposed the people woulLl elect pro
thef<e appointmellts
wcre frequently
made. tempore clerks while certificates conld be obtl1illNow, when \\'e propose to elect a clerk by t.he ed; llnd ] hupe and trust lily remarks will not
people, it if'!argued tliat 11e mllst have a cert,ifi- mislead the gentleman as to whaL I desi~ned.
~ate from a majority of the jndges of the court I do not believe that the judge:,; of tht1 circuit
of appeals, before he shall have the office. Yon courts, whell elected by the people, will be ensay that thc judge is c011lpetcllt to select olle clowed with universal
know!t:·dge--be good
Wl10 has undergone no examination at. all, that book-keepers, good clerks, and eyery thing else,
he can t.n.ke(',are ofLhe public records, and of all hX the mere certificate of election by the peo}lle.
the public papers, and important documents en- '1 he rcpresciltatives of the pt'ople a1'e not always
trnsted to his dJ<Hge, withont even having a eer- good ones, and arc often r~i<::cted 011 a second
tificate, and yet you !lOW say, that if the people trial.
That fact ollght to satisfy ovcry gentleelect a clerk, he must have a certificat.e from the man that the people are not inf,tllible.
I believe
majority of the court of appeals.
I cannot f>(:e it is the part of prudence to require propel' qualany eonsistency in this argument.
I understood
ificatioll,; for theile important officers, to whom
my friend, the president, to say that he wished we are to confide the keeping of the records of
to require the same qnalification as is contained comts, the titles to property. and the contracts
in the old constitution.
If you place it on the ltlld paptJrs of individuals.
I know many good
same g:l"Oulld, yon will allow the people to elect lawyers who could 110tfin~ a paper in fL clel'k'f:!.
a clerk befOl'e he has received a certificate from office, be.cause they know nQtbing of Uw ord~l'
the jndges of the comt of appeals, and he will with which the 11apers r-hould be arranged.
remain in office till he can obtain n eerLifieate, There is some skill required in knowing where
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to put thinqs, and if all the clerks in Kentucky
should tell me, eveu under oath, that it man
could fit himself for the duties of a clerk in thirty days, 1 would not believe them. There are
hut few men in Kentucky who cannot learn bookheepiug, but there arc very few good book-keepers in this commouwcalth,
because few have
made it their vocnrion.
"'IVelawyer." often have
to tical with accounts: and how do we do it?
We :>I?IH] for a skillful book-keeper, ann get his
infunnntion and his aid in cxalllinillg the book",
wbut do we do in all complicated questions that
urtse in relation to machinery?
\Ve study the
cases as they ur-ise, and call to our aid skilful
men to espluiu what we do Dot compr-heud, in
order that we may give a satisfactory explanation of the case. \Ve arc thus coustant.ly extending our information.
I prefer, therefore,
that the examination of the clerk should be made
by a. clerk, ill the presence of the judges, if this
call be doue without requiring them tOCOIIH~to
Frankfort.
1 do not feel willing to multiply the
qualifications of candidates for this office. but I
desire that n, man be properly qualified before
he asks fur the office.
1I1r.CLARKE.
I did say that 1 had been illformed t hut a young mall might. be qualified to
fill the office of clerk, ill the course of twent}',
thirty. or forty days. Whether th~ information
"'I1'a.<;. COf!"(lel
or not, I certainly had it from those
who profess to be acqua.inted with the duties of
a derk.
I did ltot suppose that a clerk woilld
be elected lJro tern. by the \)eople, as t.he gelltleman ,;eems t.o think 1 unfurstood
him to say.
I understand that under the old eonstittltioll,
the clerk; were appointed pro tem. by the judges,
alld I repeat the i;tatemt'nt that I made bd"ore,
that tho.,>oderks have held their offices from olle
t,o t.wo years, without being in possession of a
c,ntificate.
It is to bl.' presumed they were llot
qualified at t.he rinl(' they recl'ivf'd their appoint.
ment, at least they had 110t that priulft facie
qualification, -""hkh aeel'tificatC' of the majority
of the COtll't of appeals inJicates.
Yet, ill
whose hand~, 1 ask, were the papers tlwt settle
the rights of the people of the stat.e? In whose
hands were all {he records that belong to the
peol)le uf the county, jf not wi·thill the halld~
uf tie lllen thus appuintrd
pro tf1n. by these
judges, without any certifil'ult: of qualification?
1 have known of nu illstanee;; where complaint.
has been bl'ought against. those individual,,; thus
appointed pro le'm.
Now, if it hI\-" been the pnwtil'c of this state
for the last half century to appoint clerks, pro
tem. where vaeanci"a oecurrd, who had not the
(:ertiiieate of a majurity of the judges of the
~,Otll't of appeals, }llld to allow them to rcnHdn
ill office, IUl\'ing in theil' hUlld;; important
papers determinillg awl 8i.Jttling th~ nghts of tlw
people of the county, and no injury has re;,ulted
from such al)pointments,
I ask upon what
ground it if! c aimed that the people eanllot select a man, who ill a short time, call be prepared
to discharge the duties of the office of clerk? I
do not argw.othat a clerk should be appointed pro
tnn. by the people; but if lie were, he would
have in hi" h:'luds no more 01' the rights of the
people than the clerk appointed by the judge
pm tem. He who ig a eawJid,l,te for election by
the })eople, will have his pride stimulated
to

qualify himself for the station, and I believe TIC
will be qualified ill less than two months.
Illdeed, I do not believe the people would elect a
man who was not qualified at the time of his
election.
It has been abnudautly
proved thnt,
certificates haw} been frequently obtained without due und'/foper
qualifications.
Am] when
thus obtaine • w hat is the result? It is this, the
court of appeals have sent forth among the peOple a man endorsed as qualified against one IIOt
thus endorsed, and who is perhaps in fact, better qualified.
'I'he people are thus imposed
upon. How will the people reason when a
candidate presents himself for this office? They
will first inquire whether he is honest, and
whether they call safely entrust these papers to
hia care. The next inquiry will be whether he
is capable, and theywill determine that question,
because tJlCY are deeply interested in it, and in
nine cases out of ten the man will be stimulated to quulify himself.
I trust no certificate will .
be required, and that even the amendment of my
friend from Knox w ill be rejected, and that the
people ruav be permitted to elect.
Mr. TRJPLE1''l'.
1 have an amendment which
I propose to offer, and which I hOIJe will be
adopted now. Let us take a mediulH course and
a safe one. Jf "eturn to oneportioll of this hou"e,
they tell us thatthecil'cl1it conrt clerks and judges
arc better qualified to judge of the fitness of t]le
candidate for this office than the judges of the
courtofflppcak
Anot.herportioH thlllk the judges
of the courtnf appeals are the best. prepare(i to
cide this questIOn. I ask attentioll to this fact,
whidll
thiuk will be admitted, that a man best
understands t.he busiIless to which he has been uceustOllWU. Let us turn our attention to t.he additional fact thatlong disuse prevents the discharge
of the duties of auy statioll with freedolll nud
decision; and we come to the conclusion that
judges of the court of appeals are Dot the best
Judges of the qunlifieatiolls of a clerk. But, I
C(lllllllt agn'e with the gentleman
from Simpsoll,
that the clerk I,,:hall h ..we llO certificate.
A calm
cOllsideration suggests the safest course; there
IS no necessity of rUlllling frolll one ext.reme to
the other. Why compel candidates
to come <I.
distallce of two hUlldred or three huudl'ed miles
to Frankfort, to a tribunal not better qualified
than that which yuu have at your own doors?
If your circuit court judges afC Ilearly as well
qU<1lifiedto judge, why 1I0t let them judge.
In
the eoullty of Ohio, I do llot believe there is a
Sillgl,' soul who has a certificate, cxcq)ttheclerk,
nor in Daviess, I3reckemidge,
nor Hancock.
And T callupoll the dcll'gate from Hcmy to enquire how mallY, except the acting clerk. have
certificates in his eOllllty. Npw, there m:e one
hUlldn:d counties in the state, and you do not in·
tend to limit the number of call(lidates to the
present iucumbents,
and I would inquire how
many ealldidates
the clerk of the court of appeals eun examine previous
to the election?
'l'hel'e must b~ from OlJe to two hundred eXRminations by one single court, with all the expense
and trouble of travelling
one or two hUlldred
miles to the town of Frankfort for the purpose
of going throllgh this examination.
They hold
but two courts in a year.
At your own doors you haven tribunal, as1 t'elll<ll'ked, equally a'S well qualified to make thi~

ue-
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made a pal1pt'I' in f'ullf(lquence of all error m-ising from the ignorance of the clerk.
Many men
have been turned out of their houses merel v because the clerk did uot know how to make ~lJt a
certificate COIn-eying the rights of a married "''1'0·
man in real estate, where the parties had lin intemion to COUYt'y,and where the \:onvl'yallc~
was nnerwards get aside ill consequence of the
error of the clerk. Mcuy a ruau has lost his
property
after havillg made improvements
tu
double and treble the value of the property
originally.
In the county of Mudlson there was
a case in which the rightful owner of eleven
hundred
acres
of lund, in one place. WaH depriappeals.
The amendment
that I propose, is simply to ved of his prorerty in con"equence of an error
I allude to the great case of Shackinsert after the words "court of appeals" the of this kind.
words "circuit COUft;" it, will then read thus, elford. Miller, and others. The Julies apper"no person shall he elected to the office of clerk taining to the office of clerk are of transcendant
Jt is behind no nther office in the
unless he shall have procured from the court of importance.
gift of the people in importance.
I could refer
appeals, or from the circuit court, a certificate
that he has been examined by their clerk under 'y"OlI to another case in the county of Madison.
their supervision, and that he is quafified for the where fourteen hundred acres were lost after a
Ill:UII had recovered j~IJgrllellt because the clerk
office."
did not draw up the judgment corredly in the
Mr. WOODSON" accepted that amendment,
r<.Jcorrl,and
the error was not di"co\'er€tl lliltil it
Mr. TURNER. 1 dislike very much to detain
the committee as this snhject has been debated a wa::; too late.
Mr.OLARKE.
Did tllat clcrk hare a ccrtifigood deal already, but there have been some
suggestions thrown out whi\:h it will be necessu- cnte fl'om the court of appeals'!
Mr. TURNER.
The }lrin\:ipal clerk had acerJ'Y to notice.
Whenever! finJ llIyselfcompelled
to difth with tIle g'lOntlcJlJan who Jms just spo- tificate, but thejuclgnH"llt waf>drn.wn \lP 1 8UppO!'El
ken. 1do i~Wi~l weat distmst of my OWlJ judg- by the deputy . 'fhe form ofreaJillg t.he record, is
)Hellt, but JJl tlw; JIlsiance, I rely upon my own gone throngl, with b('fore t.he judge, it is true,
more than upon Ms, bec'ause I havtl had an ex- but in nine cases out of ttln, he ptlrhaps is smoperience that he never has had, in regard to a king a cigar, and two or three lawyf'rs are talk·
derk's dutirs, and I am satisfi(id that it is one of iug to him, and he pays little OJ' no attention to
the record.
Every thing, therefore,
depellds
the most important poilitS in our constitntioll,
that we should make provision for the qualifica- upon the clerk having a knowledge of his busition of these officers. I have long thought so, Il\:SS. The legislature if! passing acts c\'ery year
and so declared during the canvass.
My objec- gi\'ing ncwjmif'.dictioll to thccol1l'ts, and it betion is, to ;,our leaving this mutter to t'he local comes Tl(!('essarytherefore, that the clerk should
judge ill the circuit in which the npplieant re- be able to make his forms agrue with t1]1;'suhOne genlleman
lOides. He should not bt! under any Toeal infiu- stul)ce of those enactments.
enl,:es, though he may be as well qualified or bet- objects that the eOllrt of appeals is in the habit
of
granting
certificates
whenever
they am ap,
ter than a man living at a dii')taIH'e, who knows
nothing about the individuals upon whose mer- plied for, and that another C{lllJ't never grants
it lie is clllled upon to decide.
l'here is a great them, exc<'pt upon the clearest evillen\:c of qllaladvantage in having the certificate come from ificlLtion. It nlllY be that in Olle case out of fifty
the judges of the court of appeals on Ihat :.tc- a \:el'tificate may be granted to a mml who is not
count. I admit, as ,vas said by one of the g(m- qualified, but never did I hear the ubjee:tion
tlemen who addressed the committee, tlmt supe- made, that thev refused an individual who was
It 1::; merely an imaginary objection.
rior qualifications
are requisite for a clerk. to qualified.
those of a judge. The derk of the court must Many men get into the legi>;lature who are not
There arc sometimes jl1dgf'.'l apbe a lawyer,or at least have considerable knowl- quallfied.
edge of l'itatlltary law. When I went into the pointed, and clerks al",o, who are !Iut qualified
for
the
statiolls
they fill, bnt thof>e CJ1$8Sare exclerk's office, the first thing I had to do was to
read nIl the statutes that had been passed in re- ception!';, and it is OlIl" duty to providp. a mel1nf>
lation to the business that properly belonged to of a.'>certu.ining the qualification of those who
as canJidates for an import.the court in relation to devise!', in relatioJJ to the presentthemse1ves
Arc we not to have sound
Juties of executor and administrator, and a hUll- ant office like this.
dred other things that come usually before the evidence of qualification?
In relation t,o anotl1er matter, that was allu(l·
_county court for adjudication.
If the clerk does
not understand the substance of what the law ded to by the O'cntleman from Louisville, I ha\'c
is, he never can make the record to meet the had In(lre cxpe"i-iellce than he has in that branch
It is more than thirty yenrs since
merits of the case. Will gentlemen tell me that of business.
nn individual can understand these matters in I went into the clerk's office in Madison countv,
six weeks, t.wo mOllths, or even a year? Sir, he alld there are now records in that office, whi~h
ought to be a pretty good lawyer b~(ore he could i'carcely be found by any perSOll but myshould be entitled to be appointed clerk of a self. The record is not always entered in the
circuit court. What has been the effect of Imv- name of the individual w]lOse cstate is in con-'
trovel'sy; itis indexed in the name of his son,
jug clerks who did not thoroughly understand
the duties of the office? MallY a man has been or some distant, relative, and a great portion of
examination as tb» court or appeals.
I ruu satisfied that the circuit court is fully as well quulHied to make the examination, as to the qualification of clerks, as the court of appeals.
Anti,
furthermore, if any fraud if! attempted /'0 be
practiced ill tbe granting of a certificate to a
man who is not qualified. there is a plain aud
simple plan by which it may be detected.
Let
the candidate be placed at the table, and let him
keep the minute book for one day, and let, him
make up the record at Hight. 'l'lii,:; will prove
whether he is qualified or 110t. All this call be
done in the circnitrcourt, but not in the I}OUl"t of
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the persons interested in the case m~y he wholly

requisitequallflcarions are not provided for.every

uukuowu: there can be, therefore, no certa!u thing pcrtaillill~ to the clerks office will be
ulphnbetical mode of urrongemeut, and after knocked into "pl."
I suppose the people will
the lapse of forty or fifty years, it becomes <11- have to swallow it too
most all iuipossibility to find the records of the
N ow I think if there has been a good, a first
C3.'>I:. A mall who has no 8)'5tl'l1I, ana no know- rate, unanswerable speech made for our side of
ledge of the duties of the office, will perhaps the house, the gentleman has just made it. He
cause the ruin of utany individual!'; in the COIll- has convineed us beyond the possibility of a
muntty.
I waut something
that will secure doubt, thnt the ground we occupy is the correct
unilcrmity, awl not to have every thing in a one. 1 was rather inclined that way before, but
state of confusion, or as the pri 11 tel'S say in "pi." IIOWI am satisfied, perfectly certain that I am
You will be to lerubl y certain of having plenty right. Unless we call provide in the constitution
of printers "pi" in the office of every clerk in that all the old incumbents, who heveheld these
the connuonweulth, if you do Hot take care that offices for the last ten, fifteen. twenty, thirty,
ther. nnderstuud their duty.
forty, 01' fifty y,'ars, should remain precisely
1 he geutlemau from Simpson is a great lover where they are-s-unless we CUll provide ill OUl'
of the people, and I admire his zeal and enthn- constitution that they shall live to thp. age of Meai asm, but he SCE'lllSto like the ignorant portion thnselah,-we
mig:htjust as well take a new Ret
of the people better than the intelligent.
I am of clerks as not. If the gentleman from Madifor employing the iutelligent portion for the pur- son should unfortunately
die-and
I ack nowlpose of protecting and preserving the rights of edge-for I have a velY great respect for lumthe ignorant.
I wish to make men desirous of that the county" ould sustain a very great loss;
beiug intelligent, of qualifying
themselves for ,\ hat would be the condition of thlllgs 111 Madplaces of trust; and thatthey should not come in as rsou county?
·What would be the condition of
applicants
for office, relying upon the fact of I things in every county in the state, if these
their being the most ignorant men that are to be old clerks should unfortunately die? There would
found in the connuuni ty, and consequently, ac- be no liviug man that could find a single record.
cordi,,~ to the tenor of the gentleman, less lia- J know that from the bungling manlier in which
ble to (10 mischief.
I do not pretend to say tllat the clerks have reeorded deeds and acknowledgethe gentlemall from Simpson thinks in this way; ments, vast ('states have been lost; there is just
but the result of his argument i", that ynu should such a case in my county, that ocuurred through
give a free fight, and let everr bod>.' come in and an act whi.ch I suppose the lawyers would call
compete for the offiecf>. WeI it wJ11be about as fela de se.
•
it wa~ with the English officer who, happening
If gentlemen will refertothe decisioJ1s on thie
to be ill Frankfort, and being very desirolls of subjC'd, they will find it is not more than tweuwitnessing a "free fight" at a time when there ty years 8ince the question was first made COli·
wa" a ball at the Mansion House, a servallt came cerning these clt'rks and certificates; there are
to him after he llad gone to bed, and told him reccnt dis\'overies in this country concerllillg
tlmt there was a "free fight" going on in the the errors that have been committed by clerks
bar room. He went dowli aud ensconsed him;:elf heretofore, ill relation to the relinquishment
of
ill a cornel' to look on, bllt each party thoug'hthc dower in cOlIYcying real ~8tate, These mistakes
had come to help the other, and so they both are not confined to the county. of Madison, or
turned to, and gave him a severe beatillg.
Well the couuty of Henry; you will find them in
he got enough of that "free fight," and told the every county in tlle state; they have" occurred in
Rervant never to awaken him again to see n "free counties where clerks have obtained their eerfight," for he had seen and felt enough of it to tificatcs of qualification, and those certificates
last him a.."llong as he should live.
were obtained when the most distingl1ished
Well if W'-' have a "free fight" in relation to menoceupied the bench of the court of appeals;
theselccLionot' clerks, the people of Kelltucky when such men as Boyle and Mills and Bibb
willllever want another "free D.<rht"as 10nO' 3:." wero)judO'cs of that court,
they.li.ve.
Yuu will g;,t the rec~rds in su~h a
I do l1~t lmow whether I am conservative ae.
cOIHhtlOti that there will llot be allother "free cording to the O'cntleman's construction or not
fight" called for...
.
or whether I pr~fer the ignorant portion of th~
I want somct}lJn~ like a conSl"rvatlve go\rern- people-t,hat
The gentleman speaks of-to the
ment. I wallt to, glve to the people the power ~o learned. I have not got learning enough mymanage the affalrs of the goverlllllC'llt; but III self to know· whE'n I come in cont.act with a
doing this they reqllir: that some restrictions man of learnin(~, what his attainments are; but
shall be plac\:d upon tIllS power .. Why do we I think the wh~le of the gentleman's argument
mak~ a COllst.ltt~tJOIJ.atall, unless 1t be th~t there just leads to this; that ,you must make clerks
shall he rest':lCtlonslmpos~drIlP.on.the val'lousde- out of the present incumbents,
or you must
partments o~ government.
ThiS IS the very pur- select good lawyers to fill these offices, Well I
pose for ~vhl.ch the people have sellt liS here. It am in favor of the bar, that is certain,
I am an
IS es"elltlU~ III my Jud~meJ]t, that t.1~ere should humhle member of the profession, and if clerks
be,some ev~dence r~qll.ll·ed of a candidate for an are to be made from tIle bar exclusively,
I
office o~ tIllS dese.n:ptlOll, that he under;;tunds shall, of ('ourse, he satisfied; I tllin};,- it is a
ihe dutws appertalllwg to that office.
gn>at misfortune that we are lIot all clerks in
Mr. NUTTALL, I thought that thIS matter tllis house, because according to the information
wa.s pretty well end~d, but I find it has beeo,:ne we ha\'e received the last few days, no other
re'JuvelJescent, ,and IS about to commence agam. than good lawyers can tell anything about the
I was stnlck With t.he figurative remark that was manner in which the duties ought to be di'lmade by the gl"utleman from Madison, that if the charged.
I am sometimes erratic in my judg-
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ment, but I;\1n desirous of doing that which I It dOCH strike me that the argument of the
shall best promote the public interest; and I do 1 gentleman from Madison is based upon a ,,.ery
not see any necessity for throwing so many re- strange hypothesis.
We have laid down as a
strlctious around the people, if you give them fundamental principle, by which the action of
the liberty of electing the clerks of the courts this convention is to be governed, that the peoat all.
I pie
of Kentucky
arc capable of selffovern1 had hoped that as one clerk led off in this meut. That is a proposition to which, underdebate; and as there arc several clerks in this stand, every one subscribes. If this principle
house, we would have heard from them also, I be founded in truth, how arc the doctrines which
and have got all the information that was
gentlemen advance here to be reconciled with it?
quieite ; but they seem to hold back; they do It resolves itself into this, that notwithstanding
not give us the l ...ast of their advice.
the people are capable of sejj-government, yet
Mr. CHAMBERS.
I am not a clerk at this when they want the assistance of a clerk to cartime.
ry on the operations of government, they are inMr. NUTTALL.
Like myself I suppose the capable of making a proper selection.
'I'he
gentleman has resigned.
'I'here are however, clerk is an important officer, and should be permany gentlemen upon this floor who are clerks, fectly qualified; but the people are capable of
end I think that rill who are so now, or who self-govemment, therefore, they are incapable of
have been, will btl inclined to go for this amend- selecting a clerk. 'l'hat is just about the ten Of
nient.
and effect of the argument.
I was myself of opinion that no certificate ' I was very much pleased a few days since,
should be required, but when I heard the re- with the argument advanced by the gentleman
marks of the gentleman from Daviees, I yielded from Todd, upon this question of qualification;
-as this is a time when yielding seems to pre· it was that we should endeavor as far as possible
vail-to
the opinions of the gentleman, upon to elevate the people by giving all power into
this subject. Having two terms of the court of their hands, in order that when called upon to
appeals in a year, you require all applicants for, act. they should act with full responsibility
clerkehips to come Lip here to obtain their oer- resting UPOIlthem, and then like prudent men,
tificates of qualification: and if that court will they would set about seeking those qualificadevote its time to the examination of all those tiona which would enable them efficiently and
who proseut thcruselves as candidates; they will prosperously to exercise all the power bestowed
have within the next two years no time for the upon them. when we take from them the powdecision of cases. 'I'he circtlit judges, and the cr of electing a circuit court clerk, what do we
clerks of the circuit court together, arc certain- say to themr We say, gentlemen you are incaly competent to examine into the qualifications
puble of determining upon the qualifications of
of a man for the clerkship, without putting him to those in your immediate counties, as to fitness
the trouble of traveling two or three hundred
to fill this or that office. For one, I think they
miles to this place, and waiting here day after will exercise this powor in a wholesome manner,
day until his tum comes around for examine110tonly as regards themselves, but the interests
tion.
of the counties generally.
I know it is ImporMr. TURNER.
The court of appeals can tant that we should have clerks who arc qualiexamine forty candidates at the same time, as fied. The gentleman from Madison bases his
easily as one.
argument upon the hypothesis that we will have
Mr. NUTTALL.
I suppose then. they would incompetent persons to fill these offices. Where
go upon the plea of the school master and exam- is the evidence of this? And he tells us of the
me them in classes, as they do boys at school, immense estates that have been lost in conseand upon putting a question to the first-such
quence of having them filled by incompetent
as this-if
a feme covert comes iu with her persons: and he goes on and tells us, that those
husband to convey real estate, what sort of cor- very persons had certificates of qualification
tificate would ron require? If he did not an- from the court of appeals.
And he would have
ewer, the question would be put to the next, and us go to the same tribunal for certificates of
the old fashion of tripping would prevail, and qualification of clerks hereafter.
the fellow that got turned down would be servLet the people of every county in the state deed as the little boys are served at school.
termine for themseh'es, and 1 will guarantee
Mr. MACHEN.
I had the privilege-I
do that ihey will not pl.lt in such pe~sons as the
not know whether it will turn out t,o be an honor gentleman has dtlscnbed.
He said 'we must
or not---a few days since, of introducing 11 reso- have lawyers.
.
luLion which I had hoped would, to some ~'x:1~r..TURNER.
The gentleman IS. ~mstaken.
tent, ob\'iate the discussion which is now going J s~tld thatbeforeaperso,? could beguahfied for~he
on. It is not llOWeVel' before the committee, offieehem.usthavestu(lI~dthevanousactswllich
and r do not know exactly how to get it there. have l'elatJOn to the busmess to be t.ransacted by
it will be recollected that it was a requisition
the court--that lIe must have made s?me degree
Ul)on the legislature at its first session under the of progress t.owards an understandlllg
of the
new constitution, to provide for the eompihtLion statute law.
of a book of forms, to be used in the clerk's
Mr. MACHEN.
I understand tl1en, that he
offices. '1'hat proposiLion I suppose is not cog- must be pretty nearly a lawyer.
I admit the
nizable by the committee at t.his time, and the fact; but I ask you, Mr. Chairman, jf we have
q,uestion comes up simply as to whether t.he cer- not, among the yeOlmmry of the land, men who
t,dicate of qualification shall be requirt>d of the are capable of taking u/) the statutes of the
different persons who shall see proper to present state, and of construing t lem with as much corthemselves for the office of clerk.
rectnes8 as the gentleman himself?
'{he gentle·
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itself', of
man argues as if the people would put ignore- tribunal, indicated by the constitution
musses in office, who ought not to be trusted his qualification.
Mr. LINDSEY.
Mr. Ohuirman : If my friend
with any part of the business of tho governfrom Caldwell W3S about building flo fine house,
ment.
and
found
it
necessary
to procure 'workmen and
Mr. McHENRY.
I am decidedly in fuver of
having some qualification prescribed.
Under was not a mechanic himself, and did not know
the old constitution, the eandidate is examined those 'Who applied for the work, it would not
and obtains a certificate from a. majority of the follow that he should not build a house, nor
But it
court of appeals. It was presumed that the have the right to <;1008<:the workmen.
judges would be competent to decide upon their would show It necessity that be should either
person,
qualifications,
I am, however, for going with commit the whole thin;; to a comretcnt
the gentleman hom Daviess, and others, in favor or that he should require the ap.p icauts to preof an exanaiuat.ion by the circuit court. Moet of sent him some evidence of their capacity to do
our judges of the oireuit court, at least, are qual- the work.
Prudence would prompt him to one of these
ifiec'ito make examinations, for it has appeared
on all hands that they have now good circuit modes, rather than risk having his materials decourt clerks. Anci I want to keep up the uum- stroyed and h ia building spoiled.
TIle people have directed us to provide what
bel' of those clerks in the state. 1 do not think
that the people desire that we should strike out is necessary for a good government, keeping in
all qualtficauoue for clerks. A great many peo- their hands the right of appointing their own
Pruple in the state are interested in having the bu- agents, of selecting their own meehunics.
siness of that office performed in a proper man- dence requires that we furnish them the means
ner; and I think, althongb we give the election of knowiag the qualifications qf those who are
of these clerks to the people, yet it should be to do the work -, It is no reflection upon their
with the assurance that they will not elect a man intelligence or capacity for self-goVCrlllUent, nor
their right to elect all officers, that they are not
who has not the proper qualification.
all clerks, and therefore not capable of juds:ing
It is said that great injury has been done by
who are qualified to do the clerk's duties.
1 hey
the errors of the vcrv men who had certificates
keep the t-ight of appointing the clerk, but want
from the court of appeals. I grant it. No mnn us tofix a mode by which they shall not be deis perfect, no system is perfect. But take it in
eclved and be induced to select Incompetent perthis way, that out of one hundred and fifty ensons. It is a fact, Mr. Ohairman, that one counSeS, where certificates had been given by the
ty in thisstate was witlnn four votes of electing
judges, the people have been imposed on by about
an individual to the legislature, who had graduten, how often would they be imposed on by
ated in the penitentiary,
If the people of that
those who had no certificate of qualificetiout
county had known this fact, tlnnk you they
It is to prevent the people themselves rrom being
would have voted for him? The people are
im;posed on, that I desire they should have some
misled often-let
us keep them from being misevidence of qualification.
It is not merely a
led. The people should be ill position, as far as
knowledge of forms that will make a good clerk;
rracticable, at all times to know candidates for
he must, as the gentleman from Madison has reImportant offices, and especially those which remarked, have some knowledge
of the substance
qUll'e skill and qualification in particular duties,
of those statutes, under which the proceedings
and where the whole service or duty is devolved
of the court are taken,
Like the story of the
upon one person, as in the case of clerk-an
ofgood old justice of the peace, who W:LS required
ficer more important to the interests of a county
to issue a search warrant: the article to be
to be fully qualified, than even a circuit judge,
searched [or was a drawing lmife. Well, when
whose errors can all be revised and corrected.
he came to issue the Warrant. he could not find
In tho case of county clerk, errors committed
any form for a search ·warrant fOT a drawillg
ofl;en pass unnoticed until there is no chance of
knife, but he could find oue for a turkey; so he
correction, as in .the cases of erroneous certifisaid he would issue the warrant fot' the tmkey,
cates to deeds, instanced this morning.
and if the constable found the drawing: kIlife,
I am in favor of adding the test of qualificahe could take it. Now, I do not want those in
tion by the cirC\lit court, or court of appeals.
the office to be as much at It lOBS 0..';1 the honest
This will obviate the objection made, that canold justi~e of the peace. I want them to underdidates will have to go a great dist:wce to pro·
stand something of the substance of the matcure certificates, and also the furlher objection,
ters which they have to transact.
The people
that examinations before the circuit judge may,
can jud~e of a candidate, as to his hone.sty, and
thl'Ough prejudice or loml1 influence, be too much
as to his being such a person as it would be
under the power of the circuit judge.
agreeable to do business with, but as to his
If the amendment of the gentleman from Daknowledge of the manner of doing business,
viess prevails, the candidates, if local influence
they would rather have that certified by some
operates, may go to the appellate court-if
unone in whom they have confidence. I ha\'e nevjustly treated there, they may go tu the circuit
er had much acquaintance with the nature of
the duties of a clerk's office, never having acted courts.
If IJrovision is only made by law that both
in the capacity of clel'k myself, although, perhaps, I might form as just an estimate of the COUltsshall fully perform tlleir duty of giving
qualifications of a person to fill that office, as full examination before certificate, either court
most of the people in the country; yet, I would will suit me. If the circuit judge should be
prefer not to rtly exclnsively upon my own required to follow the mode indicated by the
opinion on that /)oint, but \vould prefer that the delegate from DiLviess, of requiring candidates
candidate shon d have a certificate from some for clerkships to perform a day's work in conft
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candidate, and the people have only the right to
confirm 01' reject the nomination.
And if a candidate obtain a certificate, is it
3.J\Y gu.arantee that he is really qualified?
The
gentleman (rom Madison has proved to you that
a man may obtain, a certificate without havill~
any qualification.
If he cannot obtain a ceruficate in. any other way ~ he has only to go to the
I>entleman from Madison, and that gentleman's
iugeuuity and skill can procure it for him. What
securit,Y fi}l.en,have the people?
None at all,
according to the showing of the gentleman himself.
This provision in. the report, if carried into
effect, will be perpetuating The system of which
the peoflle have complained BO much. CertifiMr. NEWELL.
I an), in favor of the adop- cates will be granted upon principles of favoribtion of thp proposition of the gentleman from ism. I believe the peol;lle will be able to elect as
Daviess, in preference to the or-igi nal provision
good clerks without the certificate of qualificain the report or-the committee. but I am opposed tions as with it.
to the requirement of certificates altogether. I
Mr. It'UTCHEL;L. I am aware that as much
think the 'whole question amounts exnctiyto this. time has been occupied, already on this subject
Are the people capable of self-government
or a-s should, be bestowed upon it, but having had
uot? If they are, I bold they are capable of some little eXJ?erien.ce myself in relation to the
electing every officer in W state. If they are not, duties of the office or· clerk, I desire to say a
why then we had better choose a set of Iudlvldword 01" two in reference to it. It seems to me
uuls to be guardians over them. The people that a great deal oruunecessery incense has been
are acknowledged
to be competent to elect the burnt at the shrine of popular intellipence. The
first officer ill the state. without any certificate of question now before thp committee oces not inqualification,
and they are competent to elect volve the popular capacity, does not call in
every officer, down to the clerk of the court, question the- capacity of the people for self-govin tllc same manner.
Why do you stop, when ernment, does nottreneh, UJ:lOl\ the elective franyou come down to thif clerk and, say that 110 shall chise, does not interfem Wlth. the reforms which
come b\:!fore the people witil; his capabilities cer- have been demanded. b1' the people, and which
tified to, before they shall elect h.im. I want this cOllvention has been. called to carry onto
gentlemen to. be com;istent.
As well might you In the existing constitution a certificate of qualisay that the circuit jndge, or the jndge of the fication is required when a circuit jndge hAA the
conrt of appeals, shall be required tOI obt:uin n.. appoilltiug
power. If that had been urged os
certificate of :fitness tQl di"eharge t,he duties of an attack upon th.e intelligence of the people, it
thi::ir offices. Jf you C:lll'y out the principle,
would have been the subject o£ discussion
even the members of the legislatmt' ffl.jght be throughDut the stabJ.
Every body knew that
requil'<jd to obtain evidence of' qualification.
I this was the provision of the existing co-nstitnwill go for the amendment.. and then if some tion. When the people voted for tlus conven~entlelllall will move to strike out the provision
tion., in order t11at the present ~onstitution might
~n n.'1ation to eertificates,. L will go for strikipg
be changed, was it because the candidate for
lt out.
clerkship had to, obtain a certificate of qualificaMr. BROWN. I am opposed to these certifi- tion before he could present himself for appointcates of qualification.
I think if the people ment to that office? N.o sir, that objection was
can be trusted to elect a pnblic ofrlcer, they never urged.
The objection was, sir, that being appointed
should be trusted to jlld~ of his qunJifications.
Every argument that is used in favor of requir- by the court, it gav~ to the judge. an. lDtl~lCnee
ing a certificate of qu.alification will apply that he ought not to possess; and It was mteraga.in;,;t the election of tlw officer by the people. fering with the right of the people to select
I know that the legal profession in this country their own officers. That was the ground, as I
is highly intelligent and a highly useful profes- understand, upon wllich the popular "oiee cried
I have never
sion. No one appreciates its llsefulness rn.orc out for reform. in this particular.
highly than I do; but I understand the govern- yet heard a man say that a certificate of q ualification
trcnclwd
upon
the
rights
of
the people.
ment to be the common property of the whole
It supposos
peopl"', und I do not think that auy c13SS of men. Wllat does the certificate suppose?
supposes that the
shuuld be permitted to havc the entire control an examination necessary-it
of the ,government.
I do not think that the office is so unobtrllsive in its character that
legal profession should be permitted to prescribe something is required. to show that the applicant
to the people whom they shall select. I know has the requisite qualifications.
An individual who is a candidate for a scat in
very we~l, that to be a commonwealth attorney,
01" a circuit
judge, it is necessary that the ap- the legislature, goes before the people and depointee should be takcn from thc legal profes- clares his sentiment>!, his political opinior.s are
sion. That is all right and proper, but at the known, his capacity to advocate those opinions
'The man who is a ~andidate for a
same time 1 am opposed to their prescribing the is known.
qualifications that shall be required on the part judgeship must have a reputation as a lawyer,
of other officers. It is neither more nor less as well as a reputation for integrity and honesty
His repntation is public.
It
than giving them the power of nominating the as an individual.

under the supervision of C011rt, clerk, and lawyers, that would be better examination and test
of qualification. than a week's oral examinetion.
I arn, sir, for quulification before :J;uy,one shall
even be a candidate for clerk, aud for rigid ex~
amiuation before certificate shall be given, and
in advocating t.his , I do npt conceive that I vic,
late in, the least the proposition that the peopl~
are capable of self-government, but rather gl ve
them the means of exercising the principle corsectly, and prevent the evil consequences flowing from the selection of persons incompetent to
discharge important trusts through mistakes, or
ill any otber way.
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is not so in the clerical department,
'I'Iiis is a able to point to them, to say we alone are posse,,sed of the requisite quulificntions.
And will
quiet, unobtrusive office; its duties ;:Ll'C performyou deny to those who desire to come forw~rd as
ed without a word spoken; and its requisitions
candidates for these offices the opportumty of
presuppose an examination necessary.
It is not, then, a question involving popular doim- so, although they may be very w('11 qualcapacity or intelligence.
On the contrary the ified~by refusing them the privilege of obtaining
requisition supposes that no one is competent to a certificate?
MI'. BROWN.
I fully appreciate the experijudge of the qualifications of the clerk unless an
ence and intelligence uf the gentleman from
examination be had by the proper tribunal.
Well, if it be true, that the people cannot ex- Oldham, (Mr. ~'fitchell,) and think what he says is
He thinks that
amine into his qualifications-and
it is impos- entitled to much consideration.
the absence of a requisition here of a certificate
sible, in the nature of things, for them to do saof
qualification,
would
operate
against those
the mass of the people have no means of ascertaining his competency.
It is a power which ucw in office. Now the absence of the requireould not deprive the candidate of
they cannot exercise.
It is therefore necessary ment for it, ,.....
that they should delegate that power in some the privilege of procunng a certificate and Pteway. 'I'hcy want a tribunal, a board of exami- sentiug it to the people, if he deemed it necesnation, because, the examination being ueccssa- sary.
~Ir. MITCHELL.
The objection was that
ry, it is more convenient that it should be done
there would be no board of examination, conby a board which is thus constituted.
Then sir, what is all this declamation about stituted by the laws and acting under the sa~l.Cits effects upon popular influence and the in- tityof an oath, who would be pound to furnish
Any man might
fringement of tbe elective franchise?
Why do the certificate of qualification.
you not, throw off the other requisites of quali- obtain private certificates, but they would not
fication? Why not, for instance, dispense with have so great a weight with the people, as those
the requisition that the candidate shall be twen- obtained from such a tribunal."
ty-oneyears of age? There are other restraints
£,II'. CHRISMAN.
Before the vote is taken, I
besides this requisition of the certificate of the wish to define my position on this subject . .I
judges.
There is no reason why one should be am sent here by the people to secure certatn
retained uud another rejected.
The people are great principles, and this mission I mean to
better prepared to judge as to the merits of an fulfill, so far as my action is concerned. I am
individual, than as to his qualifications to dis- instructed to gi ve them the power to vote for
charge the duties of a particular office.
judges of the court of appeals, and of the other
Much lias been said about the advantages it courts of the commonwealth, and also for sherwill give to the existing officers. I differ "with iffs, magistrates, and constables.
But the people
gentlemen on that subject. I believe the ab- did not instruct me to vote for giving them the
"sence of this requisition will give them an ed- right of selecting county attorneys, jailers, and
vantage instead of the requisition itself. Those coroners, and hence the motion I made on Satwho already possess certificates will come for- urday last to strike out this [class of officers.
ward and say, fellow citizens I am here with the This is playing. the game as I think rather too
evidence of my qualification.
My competitor low down, and I am not disposed to take the
has none. I ask you if it does not operate in step. 'I'Iie geutlemau from Henry, (Mr. Nutfavor of those who have heretofore exercised the tall.) remarked that he believed it would be unoffice? If you do not make this requisition, all fortnnate for the people of Madison, should the
who may be disposed to come forward as can- gentleman from Madison die. Now I think it
didates will not stand upon an equal footing, would be unfortunate for this body, should that
because there will be no qualified tribunal to gentleman and some others be removed from it,
give the certificate; however desirous the indi- for if they were we should be all sail and no
vidual may be, he cannot get it in an authorita- ballast.
I geuerall.v find him to be right, and
tive form, and is deprived of the privilege of in this particular I shall go with him. I am
presenting his qualifications to the country.prepared to require certificates of qualifiration
Now look at the operation of this thing in other from these officers, although I am not particular
departments of life. Why does a medical man where they may be obtained, whether as proposobtain a diploma?
l,Vhy is it that public opin. ed by the gentleman from Daviess, from the
ion has forced Oil him the necessity of doing it? circuit court, 01' from the court of appeals.
.All
It is because his practice will not prevail with- I desire is, what the interests of" the people
out giving more evidence that will convince the desire, that the candidates should be fully qnalpeople. Why not say this is in derogation of ified for the import.ant. offices they are to fill.
popular rigllts? Why not let him go to work The gentler~an. fl.-omSimpson has .rem3;rked ~hat
and praetice ill the neighborhooJ. until he is almost any llIdlVlclnal conld qualify hllnselt f?l'
qualified?
it within twenty days, and be afterwards sald
I do not knoW"of any good reason why the re- that this thing of requiring qualificatiOl:s w~s
quirement of a certificate should not be contin- placing forever in the hands and at the dlSPOSlued. It is not one of those questions of capa- tion of the present incumbents the office of clerk.
bility of the people to elect, and it never will Now if a man call qualify himself in that 8hort
be urged as a test of the rights of the people. time, can he not obtain a certificate of the fact,
And I really believe that by requiring the cer- and how then would it be placing the control of
tificate you will do more to test the capaci~y of these offices forever in the hands of the present
I was raised in a clerk's office,
the candidate than by leaving it out. I believe iucumbents?
the present incumbents BOW enjoy a decided ad- and it is trpe also that I belong to a family that
has
always
held
that office in the county. I know
vant.age by having these certificates, and being
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the importance therefore of having a goo.t clerk. commonwealth attorney who has uot attained
not that I mean to f:iay that I nm a good one, the age of twenty four years, and who has not,
for I acknowledge the contrary, yet I doubt resided two yeari-> next preceding his election in
whether, if the office be placed before the people the state: one year ill the county or district ill
which he offers his services: aud sball have been
without requiring any certificate of qualifications,
No per.own shall
any candidate could keep me out of the office. two years a practicing lawyer.
be
elected circuit 01' county clerk, sheriff, or conI acknowledge myself unqualified
for the stastable,
who
has
not
attained
the
age of twenty
tion, and hence I feel the Importance of reqniring the certificate. AF; the gentleman from Old- one years, and resided two years ill the county
ham remarked, the puhlic complaint
is not or district next preceding the election."
It was rejected.
against this qualification as required ill the old
Mr. TURNElt moved to strike out all from
constitution, but agaiust the manner in which
the power of appointment has been exercised -by the word "out" in the lflth line, and to insert
the judges. We have seen clerks removed from the words "sheriff and constable" after the word
one county to another, and we have seen also "clerk" in the preceding part of the section, so
the office sold to the highest bidder.
This is as to require these three officers to be twenty one
year;:; of age, and the others to be twenty Iom-.
what the people complain of.
'l'he nmeudment was agreed to.
Mr. NUT'l'ALL.
I did not expect to bring
Mr. KELLY moved to include the county
down the wrath of the gentleman from Wayne
Ilpon me; I have never insinuated that I want- court attorney within the 21 years limitation.
ed the gentleman from Madison to die or leave All knew that the office was commonly given
the house; so far from that, from the year 182~~, to some junior member of the bar. generally a
when we were here ill the legislature together, pOOl'one, and it was too small a matter to interdown to the present time, I have always had the fere with. \Ve have been placing too many rehighest regard for him, and have ever esteemed strictions on the people in this coustitution , and
him as a sound, able, and Intelligent jurist; and doing what they did not send us to do, and if
the last thin!? 011 earth that I should desire would we continue in this way, he did not doubt it,
be to have him removed from this body. If the would be rejected with "as much uuauimity as
gelltlema~l from w ayne wishes to sail .llllder the the convention itself was called.
The ameudrneut was agreed to and the second
colors ot the gcncleman from Madison, God
knows I would not seek to pr~vent him. I can section was then adopted.
The third section was read, and it was adoptrespect all 0PPQIl01lt, or even the enemy of my
country, so long as he does Hot sail under false ed without amendment.
The fourth section was then read.
colors. For myself, I am fat the bright stars and
Mr. TURNER offered an amendment to strike
broad stripes of my country.
Now I am very
much attached to the gentleman from Wayne, out the words "associate judges of the county
courts," and insert in lieu thereof, the words
but if a'yOtlllg gentleman of his acknowledged
with a
talents and ability, who belongs as he confesses "members of the general assembly,"
literally to the family of clerks, and who has view that if the system of associate judges
been for such a length of time ill a clerk's office, should not be adopted, the sheriff should then
with all the means to qualify himself for the be elected at the same time as were the members
duties-if
he has not been able by this time to of the legislature.
The PltESIDENT
objected to this on the
become a good clerk, why it rather seems to me
that no requirement of qualifications we might ground that it would interfere with the plan of
devise could secure one. He says, however, that separating the judicial from the political election.
he has no doubt that with or without. a certificate
Mr. TURNER withdrew the amendment, with
]1(' could beat all creation in Wayne.
I have lIO the remark, that if the necessity for it should
doubt of it-c-noue at all, for I understand it is a arise, it could be offered hereafter.
pretty strong whig county, and the very fact of
Mr. WOODSON moved to strike out all after
his ejection in the face of that majority, evincf's the word "year.~" in the fourtll line.
that he must be a gentleman of extrnordinary
Mr. 'l'UHNER. The eff,,-ct of the amendment
fine abilities anrl amiable manners.
Now, as to will be to permit the sheriff to be elected withmy friclId from Oldham, (Mr. Mitchell,) if there out limitation a;:;to time.
is f\. gentlcman on earth whom I {;st,cem, it is
.Mr. WOODSON.
The office of shl:'riff is an
him; and we are pretty much on all matters importaut one, and is frequently exerci"ed to
bone of the same bone, and flesh of the same the oppression
of t11e people.
If the offieer
flesh. Nor do 1 wis}} on thi~ o~ca."ion to pro- prove to be a good one, 1 desire that the peo\lle,
voke his wrath, for 1 know he is well qualified whose officer he is, may have the right tore-e ect
a.<> a clerk.
Ami although his arguments lmd him. The fact that a man has sen'ed four year;:;,
considerable weight 011 my mind, nevertheless I is no evidellee of dis'jualifi...:ation, but ratller of
am not disposed to change the pOi;ition I occupy, qUll1ification, and if 1e has so discharged the
or further, to coucede any more than is contain- duties as in the opinion of the people to deserve
eel in the proposition of the gl::ntlcmall from it, tlH'.Y should have the right to re-elect him if
Daviess.
they ehoose.
111'. TURNER.
This office of sheriff ill a
1fr. MITOHELL.
Agreed, I will go for that.
mo,.:;timportant and influential one, and my exMr. NU'f'l' ALL.
Agreed it is.
The question was then taken on Mr. 'rRIP- perience has been, that not one ont of every fivt!
r,;heriffs, ufter they have served fonr years, make
LETT'S amendment, and it was adopted.
Mr. BROWN then offered the following sub- as good officers as they did dluing the first four.
They attelld to their duties very well during the
stitute for the section as amended.
,,~o p€rson shall be el igible to the office of first two years, but after that they fall ofl', rllld
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confining their- attention to Hm I)){)st profitable
The truth is, there are a great many ways in
of their duties, they learn ho.w to nvold the dis- II which these individuals may fail to discharge
charge of those that arc less 1;'.0. The committee the duties that devolve UpOD them, for the sake
'were di vided on the snbject-c-sornc being for atcrm of benefitting themselves.
They are the agents
of two years and re-ellgibility
after one te:r:m,!to execute the jndgm .ente of the courts, in the
and others 1'01" no restriction as Lo,th('ireligibiliLy-r
collection of all debts, that are collected
and they final! came to the conclusion as ex- through that medium. It is their dut to. colpresser! in the bill. The object of txten!.ling the Iect them fairly eud according to the {aw, but
to deputies, I Will explain. I have there are a great many ways in which such ofli-,
jJrovision
leani. from those wfi? ,~'ere fiJJ)),ilinr wi.th the eel's have the power to .favol' indi~iduals an~
workings of the constitution of 1792, and HS sys- thereby to enhance then popularity, and It
teui of allowing the deputies to he eligible, that was in their power also greatly to oppress indiit was customary for tho lligh sheriff to seleat a vlduels.
Now, I do not wish them to exercise.
man as deputy, who would succeed as s~riff, their offices either to, the favor of individuals, or'
'l'hen the new sheriff would select the old one [1.<; to the oppression of them, through any desire to.
his deputy-and
thus they went o» repectiagtbe
advance their prospects for a. re-election.
It is
operation, and pursuing a system of "rifle and gcnercl ly the case, tha.t these sheriffs and contie," which would Lave kept the offices within stables learn, in eorne way or other, the circumtheir control forever, had that constitution lasted stances of individuals in the community, and
s~oIoug. And in ~adisolJ, Bourbon, ,?larke. ~n<1 how to. take advantage of tbem, and to make 01.0Fayette, the men first elected and their deplltJes, lW:y O:llt of them. They fiud out all the weak
did retain the ofriues durillg th~ entire eXistence POlllts in til,.} condition of individuals,
the
of' that constitution.
And it was the satll,oC
in all amount of their ind'ebtoolJess, and theiI'llEClCssithe great counties of thc stat;;. Another reason ties for money, and they carryon a system of
why these officers "honld !lot be re-eligible i~, shaving and extorti.uu that is a dis~racc to the
that thcy would pen-eli; the discharge of their country~ I do not say that all do, out some of
duties to the attainment of a re-clection.. It was thcm; and whenever a mnu's n.ppetite if,; whetright and proper they should go out of office ted for making money in that way, It always.inonce in a while and take the air. The re::lult crtlases, And the offices of sheriff and COllsta.would be that, jf this provision was adopted, th.c ble me sought for as offering greater facilities for
cOllnties would be blessed with far beUer shcriffs acquiring IUOuey in that way, than auy other in
than undcr any syliltem of re·eligibility.
the land.
I would therefore turn th~m out ~leMr. CLARKE.
I have an amendment whirh I casionally, and bring ill a new set, who are not
shoulcl prefer to that of the gentleman from Knox, s~ well acquaintccl with: the necessities of indialthough I am opposed to the provision of the vId,lIals, Ilnd whose kOives arc not so sharp.
rcport of the committee,
It is the 26th section TIllS class of officers should .have but onoOterm,
of the rcport on the legislative department, iu and I COtnlllell~ the suggestIOn. to ~hose ~entlethe following-words:
men '~b? arc III favor of r?t~tlOn III office, I
"SEC. 26. Nopersou w.ho at any time may havc sublnlt It to them whethcr l,t IS not bett(>~to let
becn a collector o.f ta......es, or public moneys for the I:e:port staud. 01' amend 1t, so .as to g:ve the
the state, or the assistant 01' deputy of such col- shenffs one term of four years, If t~o IS n,ot
lector, shall be elligible to the general assembly, ~nol~g~, and then make ~em an~ thmr deputies
unless he shall have obtained a quietus, SIX melIglble for ,some pcnod ~f tnne. Let. them
months before the election, for the amount of se~tle, Ul? .theIr accollll,l;S wlth tJIe public and
such collection, and for all public moneys for wlt}IllldtVlduals, and gn·e place to others.
which he may have been responsible."
Mr, ROGERS.
\Ve have been told here by alI am uJnvillillg to allow the shf'l'iffto collect most every body who 11,U;spoken, that the pe(1tlle public moneys and t.oclectioneer on them from pIe arc intelligent and virt\\ous, and if this is
time to time, It would give him an advantage so, why are there apprehensions suggested that
befOl'cllhe people O\-erallY compo.;titol' who was thc people will be bought np and controlled by
obliged to rely upon his own means, But, if the those whom they have put in office? But they
gentleman would incorporate this principle into are subject to be influenced by 110 such considehis amendment, and require the candidate to rations. It is not the Kentucky character, anJ
have a quietus of all claims upon him on the it is contradieted most· triuIU.r,hautly. by the hispart of the people, you then throw him on his tory of the last four yeal"B. The people desired
own resonrees, If he thinks proper to spf'ncl his that a convention should be called; and every
own money for electioneering purposes, let him judge and commomvealth's
attorney, and every
do it. and the other candidate has tl1e privi- body who expects these offices, and nearly every
lege to do the same, Under such a pl'ovision I clerk in the state, ·with some honorable excepshould have no objection to his coming before tions, all opposed it, and yet the people, by a
the people three, four, or any number of timesmajority unprecedented,
called the convention.
none whateyel'. When he did come, under such Is that ilOt a proof that t.he people are illCOl'rllpcircumstanccs, then the enquiry would be whether tibIe, and that a man with moncy enough canhe waf; a faithful officer or not, and I haye 110 not buy their votes? Have you not had an tXobjection, if the people choosc, that they shall rc- ample during the past year, that tell:;; all over
elect him as often 01.<; they see proper. But I do the union what the Kentucky character is?
object to his being allowed to use the public Look at the position taken in regard to one of
fuudR for hi;; flectioneering purposes,
her statesmen, whom the people delight to honThe PRESIDENT.
The sheriffs and consta- or and love, as manifested in the vote taken at
bl",s are a class, and I belicye thc only class of' the last election.
The party which :Mr. Clay
officers whom J Jo not wish to sce re-eligible, headed in that election, only received some
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twelve thousand out of one 1undred
awl fifty cessity at all for any otherqunlificatlou.
t-wo thousand votes. And will gentlemen tell tell the gentleman if he believes this that he
should offer an amendment declaring that the
me then, that Kentuckians are to be controlled
by mOlley or by such little offices as sheriff" find legislature shall require no bond from the sheriff,
constables? I am one of the people, I expect no and let the reasons therefor be put in a pre·
office, and I went for the "Calling of _this conven- amble. For instance, that the people are cation on principle.
I desire that the power of pable of self-govemmeut, that they are endowed
appolutrnent
shall now be restored to the Pl:'O- with the power of at once deciding upon the
ple, unfettered with these restrictions.
Jf the purity and intcgrity ot men, and the motives
people are capable of self-government, they are whicfl influence them, and that as it is utterly
capable of deddin~ upon t~e qualifications
of impossible they should elect (tuy man to be
these officers. 'I'bia truth is axiomatic to my sheriff who would not discharge his duties most
mind, and therefore if a mau has discharged the faithfully, therefore let no security be required
duties of his office faithfully and well, 1 desire of him. I doubt whether the gcntleman would
that the people milY have the power to retain go as far as that.
his services by re-appolutlng
him, if they desire
I azree with the gentleman from Louisville
it.
(Mr. Guthrie) precisely, that it is better that the
lean very well
Mr. DJXON.
I have been listening
a groat sheriff should not be re-eligfble.
deal to this eternal ery about, the sovereign in- see how the office in such a case might be prosti1 can very
fallibility of the people, and really if the cou- tuted to the very worst of pllrpost's.
tinual repetition
of the assertion should con- well perceive that when his term is about to exvince alloY body, I ought by this time to be pire, and there is accmpetitor in the field against
convinced of its truth.
M,Yfriend over the way, him, nud the public money in his pocket how
(111'. Rogers,) asks most emphatically
if this the officer's views of justice arc liable to bB perThe gentleman seems to think however
thing of capability
for self-govermuent,
and vcrted.
It is a
power of selecting officers is not the same. He that money does nothiug in an election.
says he can see IlO difference.
But! think it is remark in which but few in this house will conperfectly clear and manifest tllat there is such a cur, when he tells us that the character of Kenthing as elect.ing officers by the people, and tncky is so pure thut money will do nothing in
Money in an election, I admit will
such a. thing too as the officer when he is elect- an election.
ed, abusing the confidence of th03e who eleded do llothillg with IHlrt' mell, bnt ill Kentncky, as
hUll.
DOi;:'; Lhe g<:'Jltlelllllllnwan to S<1Yt!l:lt be- w1:!llas ill any ot ler country, there are impure
cause the Kelltucky character is as Ill' describes men, and bad mell. It is true and.it cannot be
it, that the peoj)le are uevcr deceived ill. regard denied that there are bad, artful and corrupt men
to men? Does Ie 01' any other gentleman Illean in Kentucky, who call be seduced and will be
to say that the people arc never deceived ill 1'0- by mOlley and other influcnC(>s. And tlwre arc
g-ard to the qualifications, the principle, the in" ttien who can and will be corrnfltot·;,; of the men
tegrity, and the hearts of men't DOodShe mean controlled by a sheriff, with a view to inflw,mce
The time approches when the
to assert that ('apable, intelligent and diSCl'imi- his election.
Ilaiing as he is, he can look into the hearts of eledion is to take place, thtJ sheriff is anxious
for a rc-electiolJ, h8 has little means of his own,
men, and see the 8('cret influences
operating
but agreatdeal of thcpublir.:money
in his hands.
there, 80 as to enable him at once to dett'l'mine
who shoulJ or who ~hould not beplaced in rower1 and the t.,mptation lS irresistible for him to use
Does he mean 1.0 assert that the people are in- it. Such inuucements ought not to be held our.
fallible and cannot he deceived?
Docs tIre ~en- to :tIlY official thus to pervert the duties of his
tleman not know that J uda!> Iseariot decenred office. Bnt tJ!el'e are other means in his power.
the other eleven Apostles before he betrayed the Docs notevel'yone kilO'" the power of the sheriff
He comes
Lord? And yet are the people so ill fallible that to oppress some and to favor othcrs?
they never call be deceiv8d?
No one can M- armed with the W'ocess of the law, he has the
sert snch a doctrine.
While then I would trust authority to seize on the poor man's estate, and
the p,eople to the utmoBt I would guard them. to sell it out. Well, he has authority, it may be
'Vl111e I fully believe in their r.:apacity for self- also, to seixe on the rich man's propet·ty also, but
government, I also believe it to be right and he::wants votes, and although it is his duty beproper that they should be protected against all yOlld all question, to execute the process atonce,
Improper influences, come from what-quarter
it he can give it the go by if he can secure those
And he may have processes
may.
'1'hat is tlw principle I mean to maintain. votes by so Joing.
Would the genUeman, because he believes the against forty mcu of influence In a communit,y,
people are eapuble of self-government,
\lot de- and delay thtl execution of them all for the sake
sire that the Flheriff should execute a bond for of securing the votes he wants. Is there not seen
the faitlJful diRcharge of hi~ duties.
Why do every day, vindiet;ivellWIl ready to go to law
we require a bond in such a ease? If the peo- with each other. and fot' 110 other pnrpose than
ple are so fur seeing as to be ahle to look into the to harl'ass and worry each other? They do not
very hearts of' lOeH and penetrating at OBee into care for the petty sum involved, the object is
their most secret motives, can they not tell. in a simply to llarrass the man contendillg with them.
moment whether the oflicel" would discharge The Shl'riff is armed with t.he process issued by
]lis duties faithfully, hO\lE'stl'y,and effieil:lltl.Y 01' the l)f0pel' authority, and it is an immense pownot? If tlJCYhave this power, wIlY in the name er when emplu,Yed by a vindictive spirit, filld if
snch an individual was favorable to the sheriff
of heaven, require the execution ofa bOI]!1 at <1.111
If the officer is faithful, honest, effieiellt and would lIot the very purposes of the law be liable
capable, and collects the money and hands it to be defeated, to advance the interests of the
feelings
on)', that is all that is wanted;' there is 110 Be· ('fficet, and to pander to the rnengeful
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set
There is another point of view-c-I hope I shall the reasons therefor fully and distinctly
All this results from a want of time. I
not be misunderstood.
I have the hIghest re- forth.
spect for the profession of which I am a mem- shall be in favor of the four judges, and for anber, and I believe it to be an honorable
and a other reason-for the very reason the gentleman
useful one, that it has stood up for the right; fropa Nelson gave as influencing him to oppose
of the people whenever they have been attack- it. He says if a cause comes up and the court is
equally divided and it is therefore affirmed, and
ed. But like all other avocations, self-interest
has some little influence over them.
The elder if the same question comes up in a reverse view,
gentleman from Nelson and myself had some that the court being again di vided it is also affirmed, and thus a contrary decision on the same
conversation in relation to the federal court.I have always sup\Ve counted the number of causes in the United principle is established.
States supreme court, and we found that the Dis- posed that when the first cause was decided it
would
be
eonsidcred
as
establishing
the precetrict of Columbia, smell in population
and territorial extent as it is, has about one-fifth of the dent, and be the law, unless there should be
whole number.
Such would be the effect in the cause for the whole court unanimously to reverse
districts if you braucb the court. Do we not it. And if the court of appeals did stand two
now see when a court house is located in a little and two, there would be the circuit judge on
neighborhood,
however peaceable it has been one side, and thus die case would be decided by
before, very soon every body gets to law, and three against two. On the other hand with
litigation
increases rapidly and to a great ex- three judges, unless the court was unanimous,
tent.
Carry a branch of the court of appeals to every decision would, counting in the circuit
every neighborhood, and what will be the effcct'l judf?,t',stand two and two.
1 here has been something said in reference to
Instead of bringing up such causes as engage
an election by ballot.
I do not consider it an
the attention of that court here, cases involving
the interests and rights, very often, of the whole iml?ortant TUat~er-. ~fost of our people have iupeople, a lawyer, when his client's case is lost, hen ted from V lrglnJa the custom of voting open'Would perhaps tell him that the merits of the ly and manly by vita voce. And the idea that
a citizen would be afraid to vote against the
case were in doubt, but there was a technical
error, by which, if carried up, the other party jud~e because he might be influenced thereby
could be put to an expense of from $50 to $]00, agaiust him, seems to me rather a degrading idea.
as he would have to pay all the clerk's ana law- I do not believe th~t our population is composed
I believe there is a fearyer's fees on both sides. The Ulan who was de- of any such material.
feated, feeling hurt and excited, would agree less independence in the disposition of the elective
franchise
among
our
people, and that no
at once to carry up the cause, as a matter of
spite.
And the result will be, that a host of man cares who knows how be votes. But there
causes will be carried up, to result in the benefit are a set of slanderers who go about attacking
of no person, except the clerk and others who candidates although they may be as pure as the
As to givattend at the court house. Now all will agree angels; but I will not refer to that.
that this is a. condition of things which ought 'ing the vote by ballot, a great portion of our
people unfortunately
are not capable of fillinz
not to be encouraged.
There are other bearings of this question out their ballots, and we should under that p,yso..
which might he referred to, but as others intend tern have at every election fifty or one hundred
to speak, I will not occupy time by touching political managers, who would be inducing men
to come to them, and get their votes filled out.
upon them.
Such a system I do not desire to see introduced
Now as to the number of judges.
For many
in this state.
years-c-I dislike to tell how many, because I am
Something has been said about the competency
told that I look like a younger man than I am of the people to elect their officers. It is, I bereally-I
have practiced in the court of appeals, lieve, pretty generally admitted that they are fuland my experience has been that these judges at
ly competent to elect their judges and clerks of
present have not the time to write out their opinthe courts.
But, as regards the fitness of clerks
Ions as they should do. As the court is now orfor office, I would not only require a certificate
ganized without branching, they ]lRVC not time
of competency, but I would require the further
fully to examine the subject, and maturc and
guarantee that the candidate for a clerkship had
write out their opinions thereon.
And one cause
~rve~ two years appr~Dticeship before present
of the confusion in practice; and the frequency
mg himself as a cand idate for office. 1t is an
of appeals, is that too often these opinions
office that should be filled only by competent
do not settle any point of law. I once heard
persons, those who are acquainted
with the duJudge Ewing say, and he was a sensible man,
ties of' the office by experience.
"that the court had not time to write out short
A great deal depends upon the accuracy of a
opinions."
It looks a little paradoxical, but it
clerk, a large amount of J?roperty may depend
is as much a truism as anl thing that was ever
on his correctness in drawing up the records of
said.
In such an opiuiou generally the law
the court in which important papers are embraced.
points are all thoroughly sifted, and fully examA. slip of the pen may bring entire ruin upon a
-ined, and stated clearly and distinctly.
Read
man who has business before the court.
t1ICopinions in the court of appeals where they
In drawing up the records of the court the uthave been hurried out hy a press of business, alfor, although they
though they may have been written by able men, most precision is requisite,
of reasonable capacity, who understood their are read over in the morning, it is seldom that
business, and you will-find that one quarter of the judge pays attention totheir oorrectneee, owtheir opinions are rather of the character of a ing to the interruptdoua that constantly occur. If
review of argumeritsl:.han of a decision with you have a clerk, who is not acquainted with
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his duties, you are in danger of doing irrepara- for it is susceptible of but one interpretation.
ble injury to persons having business before the From that manifesto I make the following quocourt. A mere slip of the pen, in drawing up tation :
au order of court, may ruin a man. It is very
"Whilst we are in favor of such modes of apimportant, therefore, that there should he a form "pointment
of judges as will strictly preserve
of proceedings which should be perfectly un- 'the independence of the judiciary, and opposed
derstood by every candidate for a clerkship. 'to any mode which would be calculated to
I am in favor of having some guarantee when a <weaken or destroy the independence
of that
man comes before the community as a candidate
'department,
we hold that the members of the
for clerkship, that he has the requisite qualifion'courts should be amenable to practicable ret10118. You lI1i~ht as well permit a man to un- "aponsibil ity-c-we are decidedly in favor of limdertake the business of a silversmith or watch- 'itin&, the term a judge shall hold his office---'
maker, without having any knowledge of the "good behavior for a limited term of years
business, as to permit him to undertake the du- < should be the tenure of judicial station."
ties of a clerk without the proper qualifications.
Such 'Was their language sir; and it was the
It is a trade by itself, which oueht to be under- the language of some fifteen or twenty delegates
stood in all its parts.
I suggest, therefore, for on this floor, for they signed that document, and
the consideration of the committee, that the can- I cannot be brought to believe that they will
didate for a clerkship ought not only to be re- disregard and do violence to so solemn a pledge.
quired to procure a certificate of qualification,
I am aware that the gentleman from Nelson,
but he should be required to serve for two years, (Mr. Hardin.) has here reiterated his intention
at least, before presenting himself for election. to maintain the principle of the ineligibility of
I have, myself, assisted many young men in ob- the judges after one term of service; and on no
taining a clerkship by putting them in posses- other principle can their independence be mainsion of the propel' formula of business.
But, in a tained. Frequent elections of a judge "Would.be
few weeks after their appointment they had for- pernicious in their conseq,uenccs, for they would
gotten the routine, and they were no more capa- thus be made more solicitous to meet popular
ble of performing the duties of clerk than a man favor than, to administer righteousjudgments.
who had never had anything to do with office. Sir, ought omj·udicial bench to seek instruction
I would provide, if I had my way, that the can- from the peop e? Ought they not rather to addidate for a clerkship should previously serve a minister the laws of the land uninfluenced by au
two years apprenticeship.
approaching' election? If it were otherwise, they
.Mr. W. JOHNSON.
I do not desire my posi- ought to leave the judicial bench and mingle
among
the people to ascertain how they are retion to be misunderstood, and tberefore I will occupy the time of the committee for u yery few required to decide a particular case? And are
minutes to state the views I entertain.
I am op- there any gentlemen In this convention who are
osed to the election of judges altogether, though willing to reduce our judicial officers to such a
degrading and diss-mceful condition?
I fear
will not dwell on that point now. There is
other question to which I shall address myself', there are extreme opinions held here on this subOne honorable
and if that can be secured my objection to the ject, and I say it with regret.
gentleman frankly told me that he saw no distiucelective principle will be somewhat diminished.
The independence of the judiciary has ever been tion between the office of a representative of the
preserved by a life tenure.
It has been so pre- people in the halls of legielanon, and thejudi{e
served in England as 'Well as in this country; on the bench, and that if the representative Was
and the destruction of the life tenure will be the dependent on the will of the people, the judge
should be put in the same position.
But sir, is
destruction of the independence of the judiciary,
unless you make the judges ineligible for a re- there not a marked difference between the two.
The representatives
of the people are to make
election. A long term of service and ineligibility alone can preserve that independence which laws in accordance with the sentiment of the
is so essential to the propel' administration
of community, which those laws are to protect: but
justice, if tile life tenure be destroyed.
Gentle- when made, it is the duty of the jud~e fa adminuntil they shall
men must decide between a dependent and an ister the laws with impartiality
independent judiciary.
I know it has been said be changed by the same popular will that gave
them
being.
In
the
making
of
laws,
therefore,
that the judges in England, being dependent on
the crown for their appointment, were the obse- the popular voice must be heard, but no influquious tools of the reigning monarch.
And ence should swerve a judge from the upright
of those laws which have thus
what will be the condition of things here if you ndmiuistration
make your judges dependent on the people in a been made.
popular election'! What, sir, were the views of
The rights, the persons, and the property of
the convention party Oil this subject, which they the citizens of this commonwealth, are dependent
published to the people of Kentucky upwards of on the proper administration
of justice, and
a year ago, to induce them to call a convention for hence there is a deep necessity that the judges
the purpose of framinga new constitution?
Were should be removed from all improper influences,
they not unequivocally in favor of an independent
and from the tendency to courtpopulaxapplause,
judiciary?
They were. And were it not that to which a re-election would subject them. The
such sentiments were put forth in the published judiciary, I repeat, must be independent, if our
manifesto of that party, this convention would rights and liberties are to be secured; and the
not have been called by the people. I have be- life tenure is well calculated to J?reserve that infore me the language which th-econvention party dependence.
But make the judiciary removable
used in addressing the people on this subject; by a majority of the legislature, and on the legisand hence, sir, there call I::ieno mistake about it, lature they become dependent.
Their inde-
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not in this house,
pendence will alae \Ie gone if they shall be com- there is sufficient material-if
pelled to 'court popular favor after a short time there is, at least, certainly out of it. and of the
of ser-vice. What is it sir, that protects the right sort too-c-gentlemen of the bar, who are
weak against the strong? What is it that Ptv- well qualified to fill the office of judge in the
I disagree with one of my
tecta tile poor against the rich and the powerful? court of appeals.
Certainly sir, not a dependent judiciary.
I am friends from Nelson on the subject of districting
the
State
and
makingtheconrt
of appeals branchin favor of an independent judiciary,
and I am
willing to agree to a long term of service and in- able, and the very reason the gentleman from
eligibility for a re-election, by which I hope it N elson and the gentleman from Madison urged
may be maintained.
And 'why sir, should judges against it, is the most cogent reason with me
be re-elected?
We are to have twelve circuit that it is the most practicable and best. And
It is, that out of the
judi5es a.nd three judges of the court of appeals, what is that objection?
which will be one man to a poputatiou
of about cases that have been decided in the supreme
10,000. Now suppose we say to this one man court of the United States, the greatest amount
in 10,000. having held the office for eight years, of business has been brought up from the district
bevmg been sucking at the treasury pa~ during of Columbia. And why is thisj Because justice
that time, you muat'now stand aside and~lve place is brought nearer to the door of the suitors.to one of the 9,999. Wha.t hardship WIll be in- N ow, that is the very reason why I will go for
branching the court of appeals, that the people
flicted? Is rotation in officesoveryobjectionable?
In my judgment it will be a means whereby we of the State may have an appellate tribunal nearer
their doors, where justice may be administered.
may secure our safety.
With regard to the cost for libraries, court
It is a well settled principle,
that a judge
should not decide nor a witness testify in a case houses, and many other things that will arise
the court of appeals, that is a
in which either has a personal interest; nor should from branching
a judge be placed in a position in which he may matter of very little consideration with me; for
be tempted to pervert the administration of jus- the people who desire that the court of appeals
tice to secure a re-election to the bench, which should be thus branched are the very people who
The whole people of
may be worth to him some $10,000.
He should will pay the expenses.
not be tempted, in times of popular excitement, the state of Kentucky are now taxed, in comThe civil list is swellto meet by his decisions 'Popular favor, and to mon, for these expenses.
guard against this, I implore the committee to ed for the purpose of keeping up and separating
the court of appeals, as it now stands, while
preserve the independence of the judiciary.
Mr. NUTTALL.
I have a small proposition some of those who contribute to its support, live
to make, by way of amendment to this bill. I hundreds of miles off. And the poor man who
do not claim to belong to that class of the pro- has a case which he desires should be tried befession who occupy, or are supposed to occupy, fore the appellate court, is alarmed when he is
such a distinguished ~osition in the country as told that he will have to go some two hundred
some gentlemen in this convention.
I have had miles with his witnesses to attend court. I am
all my life a limited practice in one of the circuit for branching the court, and I shall vote for it.
question now in the
courts on the border of the State; and I suppose There is no constitutional
of justice
that my friend from Oldham knows that some way, and I desire- the distribution
times I get a fifteen shillings fee. I have never equally throughout the commonwealth.
yet had the honor to appear in this court of ap·
I shall therefore vote Cor branching the court
peals. The idea of coming before so enlightened of appeals, and I shall go for the four jud~es.
e tribunal has always had a marked effect upon The gentleman from Nelson assumed that If a
me. I know nothing else, save my modesty, case came up before four judges, and they disagree,
that has produced it. I came into the legisla- the decision of the circuit judge is held to be
ture in 1823, and I met on that occasion more the law of the land, and other cases will be
distinguished men-this
body excepted-than
I governed by the principle thus settled.
Well
have on any other occasion; such men as the sir, thus far I am understood.
Now as to the
lamented Rowan, a man whose fame will live in section about clerks.
The gentleman
from
the recollection of his countrymen as long as Nelson understands
thoroughly
the duties
any other shall live. I met here a Green, a Har- of the clerk's office, I have no doubt; at all
din, a Robertson, a Wickliffe, with many other events, he knows something on the subject; but
distinguished gentlemen, as I conceive, forming there is a difficulty which seems to haunt his
the brightest galaxy of statesmen that have, in mind in regard to the judges' decisions.
The
any age, or in the history of this country, assem- gentleman from Madison says. that he knows a
bled together.
And last, not least, I met a man judge who could not write a short decision, be·
whose thrilling eloquence in the other end of cause he had not time. Well, if our judges inthe capitol, had an influence throughout the stead of trying to show so much learning, instead
commonwealth of Kentucky, that will scarcely of running into every book on the face of the
die so long as it shall last. But, from that time earth, that has the name of a law book, if, into this, since those men have passed off the stage stead of doing this, they would take a little
of action, I have been hunting about for a great time to write their opinions, there would be no
man to whom the gentleman alluded in his difficulty about it. If they would prepare their
speech. But, where to find him, if we under- opinions as Lord Mansfield was accustomed to
tookttwith
a. search warrant, QQd only knows, do, or Lord Hardwicke,
from whose decisions
unless Y'Gll go up into the caves of Madison not more than three appeals were ever taken,
and these were affirmed-if
he would write them
county.
Now, Mr. Chairman, I think, when we dis- out on one page, there would be no objection on
If they would-c-as judge Scott
trict this State, as I hope will be done, that that ground.
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used to do in the court of admiralty-if
they claim to be perfection in matters connected with
would write out their opinions in a few lines, my legislative duties; but it rather seems to me,
no difficulty would
arise on that subject, that if we are determined, and if it is right that
Whether they wish to build up a reputation bv we should do so, and if we have the capacity to
giving long decisions, I do not know, but 1t elect our judges we have: the capacity to elect
seemsthat our judges have got into the habit of the clerks; and I go for electing them-withI take
giving decisions that will fill entire books. out taking lessons from any man-for
The gentleman
Yes sir, books.
They must enlarge,
di- lessons from no man 011 earth.
says, license is required before you can practice
late, run into every sort of legal ramification,
do every thing to show to the bar and the coun- law. That is true, but did that ever make a man
How many
try, that they are men of profound learning.
I qualified on the face of the earth?
do not pretend to be a judge of their decisious-c- men will appeal' with the certificate or license of
I never wade through them. As far as the the judges, recommending him to the communipoints at issue in law cases are concerned, the t1> who can not bring or try a suit to save his
examination of these long decisions is too often life? It takes, as Coke said-no I won't quote
authority-it
takes, according to my expe:-ience,
an unnecessary work.
With regard to the term for which they are ap- a man at least twenty years, steady, continuous
pointed, the gentleman has discussed that with training to become anything like qualified to
hie usual ability. I have already said as much hold the situation of circuit judge, or judge of
And sir, let the people
on the subject as I wish to ~ay, although I have the court of appeals.
said nothing yet on the subject of balloting for judge of the quafifications of candidates for ofI
these judges ." It seems to me, though I do not fice-whether for a clerkship or a judgeship,
I am a people'S
know myself which way to vote upon that, I am have come out for the people.
man,
and
I
say
if
we
elect
one
officer
let
us
elect
very much like a' justiceofthe·peace in our county
by the name of Searcy.
There was a trial con- all; and let us not say to the people in one breath
·ery officer provicerning the right of property, and the constable that they are qualified to elect e...
in the same breath
got him to come and act as one of the ap- ded for by this constitution,and
praisers and sit as judge.
While there. a tell them there are some officers whom they are not
question came up, whether such and such evi- to be permitted to elect, unless they have a cerDo not the people vote
dence should be permitted to go to the jury. tificate of qualification.
Does the
Henderson, a distinguished lawyer, argued that for President of the United States?
the evidence ought uot to be admitted.
"To be President have to undergo an examination?
sure," said the magistrate to Mr. Henderson, Has he to pass the ordeal of some p'olitical jun"you seem to take very corrocf ground on this to, to ascertain whether he is qualified or not?
subject. I think as you do that this evidence I know many Presidents who have been elected
ought not to be admitted."
Chee. Allen, the within the last twenty five leal's, who, as old
Ben. Craig said, "If they ha had to get a Delawyer on the other side then interposed.
"Don't decide the point until you have heard plorium, they never would have been Presidents
I think the "toiling milme," said he. "Certainly I will hear you," re- of the United States."
plied he. Allen went on for fifteen or twenty lion" that we hear so much of before the election
minutes, and the magistrate observed, .,Allen and so little after, are as capable of electing a
seems to be right."
Henderson says, "don't de- clerk without his having a certificate of qualificide yet, you were right at first," and he argued cation from a judge, or from any body else, as
the point over again, and the magistrate again they would be If he had ever so many certificates.
came tothe conclusion thathe was right.
Allen Has not the gentleman from Madison (Mr. Turthen insisted upon arguing it over again, and ner) told yOll, that he has procured clerkships
He helped
the magistrate became at last 80 confused, that for persons who were not qualified?
he said to the lawyers, "come IIp and decide it them through by his ingenuity, although they
for yourselves."
Some gentlemen have argued were not qualified for the office before they got it,
I suppose
so ably on the ballot side of the question, and and were not qualified afterwards.
others so ably on the viva voce side, that I can- from what he said, that for a good fee he could
not tell which way I ought to go, and perhaps I put in a stock or a stone. Whether he took his
had better reserve my opinion until the yeas and fee from these men, I don't know: I suppose he
nays are called, for I have great difficulties on did not, for I am told he doea'nt love money.
than
both sides I did think that a man of my bold- Sir, there is a more importautconsideratiou
If you will convince me that the judges
ness, or the gentleman's boldness, would hate to that.
who
are
to
be
elected
to
the
court
of
arpeale
go up and vote against a judge right full in his
they wil nave
face, and perhaps too, when he had an lmpor- bench will be infallible-that
taut ease of ours pending before him; while on none of the imperfections of our nature-none
the other side, it does seem to me, that the in- of our affections or partialities, then sir, I have
dependent character of our people would be lee- no difficulty with regard to giving them the
eened very much, by saying that if the gentle- power of Hcenelng clerks or of throwing around
But suppose thattwoor
man from Madison, (Mr. Turner,) has not, him- them these restrictions.
self moral courage sufficient to go up and vote three gentlemen of the court of appeals should
against the judge, the great balance of the peo· have some son, or brother, or other eonnexion
whom they wanted to make clerk,
Why they
ple of the state would not have.
would refuse to grant a certificate to every other
On the subject of the clerks, I do not know man who applied to them, or else they would
whether I am radical or not.
I believe I am
certify that they were not qualified.
How long
about like the balance-not
of the members on
is it since the office of reporter to the court of
this floor-but
of the people generally.
I beappeals became vacant, when one judge insisted
lieve I am as often wrong as right.
I do not
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upon having his Ilejlhew appointed, and another tion to see a man canvassing for an office of tlus
had a friend he wis led to give the office to, and sort, where he is to have in his keeping, the
it was a long time before we knew whether we rights, the liberties, and even the life, property,
would have a reporter at all or not.
If a judge and happiness of the people.
I sir, shall have nothing to regret if my amendof the court of appeals be guilty of a proceeding like this in the face of the country, might he ment gets no vote at all; but if I find out that I
not be influenced in the same way in relation to caunot get a pretty hearty support for it, I bethe clerkship?
How would it be with the cir- lieve I will withdraw it; and I intend whencuit COlilt judge?
You would have perhaps ever I have a proposition that I do not like, to
twenty men who could get certificates, and not back out myself; and I intend to do it boldly,
one of them qualified for the office.
Do gentle- so that every man may know wbut I am at. Not
men desire to put the judges in a position that like the gentleman who last addressed the house.
would subject them to sueptciou?
If we throw He is climbing down faster than any man I evthe whole responsibility
of electing public offi- er saw.
Now, I hope I am going to speak some sober
cers upon the people, let themjudge of the qualification of the candidates, aud I have no doubt sense! I do not know that I shall have credit
.it will have a happy influence in making the for it, however, for I rarely get credit for any
people themselves investigate the pretensions thing. I am not going to draw any invidious
and claims of the various gentlemen offering distinctions, and I consult no gentleman as to
their services to :fill the offices that we intend to what I shall say. I am neither to be led nor
provide for in this constitution.
The great ob- unled. I did not consult the leading ruen of thia
ject that we all have in view, is to secure for the convention whether I ought to introduce my
country an enl ightened, learned judicial tribu- proposition, and 1 am not going to consult them
nal-a
tribunal that is intended to protect the whether r shall withdraw it. 'l?here is one leadweak against the strong-to
protect the rights ing gentleman who, I know, was not consulted,
of the poor man against the powerful.
If this and that is, I myself. Now, if we are going to
can be done, and I have no doubt it can, the make a constitution, I think it is time we set
amendment I have offered, proposes that any about it; and I want my two friends from Nelgentleman W]lO has offered for judgeship,
shall son, and the d istiuguished President of the conbe found treating or speaking in public during vention, and all the balance of the distinguished
we are all disthe canvass, he shall be wholly disqualified for members of the convention-for
tinguished alike-and
when I say distinguished,
holding office.
I am not afraid to trust the people-not
at alL I do not mean to say that one is distinguished
desire that we shall harmonIt has not only been so here, but it has been so above another-I
from the foundation of the government down to ize, consult together, uud determine upon a constitution
that
will
be acceptable to the people.
the present day, that when a person undertakes
to defend the rights of the people against any For myself, sir, I am not ambitious of fame. I
sort of oppression, he is denounced as a dema- do not care that in twenty five years from now,
gogue. I have heard the cry of deruak!0guism or fifty, when I shall be lying under the cold sod
from one end of this body to the other? Well, of the valley, in all probability, and when no
gentlemen and myself differ with regard to the mortal can find out the spot where I lie, my
I have no ambition
origin of the word "demagogue."
I am going name shall be remembered.
with the convention
men, particularly
with of extending my fame beyond the lids of the
those who are not for stealing ally of the rights coffin, or Illy winding sheet. Nothing of the
of the people away from them. I am for taking sort, But r want to unite in making a constituthe right to elect the officers of this government tion that will be acceptable to the people because
I would
boldly aud fearlessly from the department
to other men's fame is invol ved in it.
which it bas been entrusted, and for restoring it make it live in eternal freshness in the memory
I care nothing for such
back into the hands of the people, where it of of our countrymen.
right belongs.
Every great man in the world considerations as those of personal celebrity.
that has raised his voice in be half of the people They do not influence me. The great breakers
against the oppressions of the few, has been de- that are before U"', are, that we have too many
nounced as a demagogue.
'I'bose who have been great men alllon~ us. 1 am willing, for the balthe friends of the poor man have been proclaim" ance of the eesarou, to lay down all my pretened as demagogues.
NoW" sir, I do not wish sions. I think I have had my full share now;
to see anything of this kind in this counLry and I do not wish to act the part of a glutton,
I am going
if it could be avoided.
The greatest evil that who does not know when to quit.
can arise from electing our judiciary
would to deliver up into the hands of the balance of
this
convention
the
further
conduct
of
the busibe, that we should have the judges of the
circuit court defending themselves against the ness. I only hope they will not crowd the conThe grt::at obdecisions of the supreme court and nice vena. stitution too much with details.
:M V amendment contemplates that the man who ject is to have it made, and have it made in short
wIn enter upon a. system of public speaking or order, and not to have too much put in it. I
canvassing a district or the state, shall be dis- know that I have wearied the convention, but
qualified from holdill~ office, and that the gov- this is the last time, perhaps, that I shall tresernor shall not cornruission him. I do not ,..ish pass upon their patience; if I do not get into so
to see the time arrive in the history of this bad a humor as I did last evening, and for actcountry, when this state of things will exist. I in$' so bad on that occasion, I ask the pardon of
have no idea that the people will be misled. It this house.
Mr. APPERSON.
I uo not know that I should
is not that I have an objection to allowing the
people to elect their judges, but I have an objec- have risen on this occasion, but for the heavy
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blow that was aimed by the gentleman from mation for him is very high. But he does not
Madison against one of the provisions embraced undergo any of those inconveniencies which
in the report. I supposed that we had assembled here for a special purpose; that there were
a few things that we had to do; and in saying
this much, I hope it will not be considered that
I am reading a lecture to this committee.
I supposed that the people had demanded that our
organic law should be remodled. And, as far
as I can learn, the great principle which the
people have insisted is erroneous and requires
change is, the life tenure of office of the judges.
There are some gentlemen who seem disposed
to concedethat the people shall have the right to

elect their judicial officers, but at the same time
they seem to think that it is granting too much
to permit the tenure of office to be limited.
I
supposed, sir, that this was a fact, a fixed fact,
on which the people had determined all over the
land, that there should be a limitation upon the
term of office. With regard to other matters, as
that the judiciary should be elected by the people, there was a general concurrence, and I
thought there was also a concurrence that the
tenure of officeshould be limited. I understood
that this was the great object for which this COllvcntion was called, and as the people had generally declared in favor of electing the judges,
we had nothing to do ill reference to that matter,
but to carry out the will of the people. Having
done that, and having said that the election
should take place in one day, there was but little else for this convention to do, and it was
wholly unnecessary that we should be here throe
weeks, discussing abstract JnincipLes,
I think
my friend from Henry ellu ed to me when he
said that three or four gentlemen seemed determined to have thc business of making the constitution in their own hands. If he had said
nine or ten I should certainly have concluded
that he meant to embrace me among the number.
We have had nothing tangible before the convention till the committee on the court of appeals made their report.
Since we have had
something tangible as the result of that report,
and as I was ODC of the committee who made
that report, I take his remark as applping to
myself.
I did not design to discuss tbe whole argument \Jresented to the committee, but there were
some ieevy blows administered by the gentleman from Madison, and by the elder gentleman
from Nelson, (Mr. Hardin.) and especially on
the subject of branching this court. But this is
nothing new certainly.
So long ago as 1816
this principle was introduced, and there we find
in favor of it some of the first names of that
period. Subsequently, it has been introduced
.hcre anti-favorably received. But how frequentl,y have we heard the objection that we have no
right to do this, because it is not recognized by
the constitution.
There is the stumbling block.
There has been an expression all over the country that the court of appeals should be branched,
and hence the legislature itself has frequently
undertaken to branch this court. Now, I am not
at all surprised that the gentleman from Madison is opposed to it, not-that I would impute to
him any improper motive, and I would hope
that I have a proper estimate of his talents, lor
he was: my teacher, and I confess that that eeti-

those meet who live at a great distance from
Frankfort.
He lives near the centre of the state,
within a few hours ride of the capitnt, and I
will show that it is those who live Immediately
around the capital that are in the habit of doing
the business of the court of appeals. We were
told more than once that the docket of the supreme court in the district of Columbia was
crowded. But there arc more reasons than ono
for that. It was said that it was because the sitting of the court being there, made it so convenient, and that is one of the strongest reasons that
could possibly be given why the court should sit
in more places than one. But there is another
reason tfiat lias not been alluded to. In all the
circuit courts of the United States we have a
judge who is a judge of the supreme court als9'
but in the district of Columbia they have their
OWI1 judges who have no voice and"no seat npon
the bench of the supreme court. And the presumption is, that where a judge of the supreme
court presides, more satisfaction is given, and
there are fewer appeals. But the other reason is
the main one, because the court is held at the
very doors of the suitors, and they are put to no
incoveuience in having justice administered to
them.
But it is said.here is to be an increase of cost.
Cost of wbat? Of court houses to be built?
Many counties will say send it to us, and it will
not cost the state a cent. It is said there must
be a library. I know that the gentleman from
Madison has a library little inferior to the public library here. Will not thtl library .of every
lawyer where the court may be established be
opened to the service of the court, and will they
not thus have every possible facility for consulting authorities? This looks like a kind of
scare crow, to deter us from branching the court,
because it is to cost something'. It is said you
will have to carry books about, or have a library
in every place. But it is not so. I want to
show to the counties in the vicinity of Frankfort that if yOIl will examine the docket of the
COUlt. of appeals yOlt will see a great disproportion between the number of cases brought from
the counties in the vicinity and those more remote. If it be said that if you branch the court
there will be more courts held, and more litigation, I reply, that if that is a good reason
against branching the court, it is equally good
for abolishing it altogether.
If it be objected
that the court of appeals should not be branched
011 account of the cost; the same reason applies
for not having any court of appeals. I want to
show another thing, it is, that as you go away
from the capital the disproportion of suits brought
to the court of appeals is most manifest. I have
a little table of statistics on this point, and if
any gentleman will just take the docket of the
court of appeals and look at it, and compare it
impartially, it will be impossible for him to
come to the conclusion that it is not proper to
sit in more than one locality. I have taken
first five counties where there arc four judges.
Now it cannot be possible that they are all the
worst judges in the state. In these five countie" of Woodford, Fayette. Bourbon, Nicholas
and Fleming, there were fifty cases sent to the
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last court of appeals, which is equivalent to one
hundred cases III a year. But there were thirteen hundred and twelve new suits in the circuit courts in those counties during the year
1848. Now look at the same number of counties on the borders of Tennessee, and. remote
from Frankfort, and see what is the number of
cases brought to this court. From the counties
of Pulask i, Green, Barren, Warren, and Logan,
where there were nine hundred and seventy one
cases brought in the circuit courts in 1848, there
were ten whole cases sent to the court of appeals
at the last term, and ten only. If we compare
the number of voters in these counties, we find
that in the five first named counties. from which
fifty cases were sent to the court of appeals at
the last term, there are nine thousand six hundred and thirty six, and in the last named five
counties, there are eleven thousand seven hundred and fifty six voters, making a balance of
some twenty one hundred more voters in those
counties from which only ten cases were sent to
the last court of appeals.
Again, take the counties of Estill, Madison,
Garrard, and Mercer, which arc comparatively
near to Frankfort, and you find that they sent
fifty one cases at the last term, to the court of
appeals, while they had during the year 1848
seven hundred and fifty two new suits brought
in the circuit courts. Now, in opposition to
these four counties, take the four counties of
Caldwell, Hopkins, Henderson, and Daviess,
and you find that while they had during the
year 1848 seven hundred and seventy six new
eases in the circuit courts, they had only three
cases come up to the court of appeals, at the last
term. Here were three judges, and only three
appearances in the last court.
I will now take a number of counties in the
neighburhood of my friend from Nelson; taking
washington,
Marion, Nelson, Jefferson, and
Meade, counties that are not distant from Frankfort, and I find that there were seventy nine
cases sent up at the last term, and to the court of
appeals, while ten counties, at the extreme
southern border of the state, viz: Fulton, Hickman, Graves, Calloway, Marshall, Ballard, MeCracken, Trigg, Critttenden, and Livingston,
sent only ten cases to the court of appeals; ton
counties, and only ten cases. Now, sir, I can
take fourteen counties in the state that have
brought more cases to the court of appeals than
all the other counties in the state. To what
other conclusion then, can we come, than that
here in the centre of the state is the centre of the
talent, and hence arises the amount of business
of the appellate court. Is it possible to conclude otherwise. when we see that in the remote
parts of the state, the rights of the citizens are as
frequently contested in the circuit courts as in
tho'! centre, while in the appellate courts, the
rights of litigants from those counties are scarcely ever heard.
I know that the gentleman from Madison has
a most extensive practice, because we have a
very accommodating law allowing suits to be
brought from all the circuit courts. How does
it happen, when this may be done, and when we
are told that it may be done by brief, and that a
brief is all that is necessary, that so few cases
eome from remote counties to this COUlt?

It may be said. that in the comparison which
I have instituted, I have selected the pauper
counties, and that the counties nearer the capital have the wealth.
But on a comparison of
Mercer with Daviess, or of Garrard with Henderson, and it will be found tbat there is a preponderance of wealth in the two latter counties,
and yet from Garrard there were nineteen cases
ill the last court of appeals, and from Mercer
ten, while from each of the counties of Daviess
and Henderson there was only one. Does not
this prove something?
If you look at the voting
population, if you look at the wealth, you find
that in those counties where the least business
has come to the court of appeals, there is the
greatest number of the votmg population, the
greatest amount of wealth, and the most business done in the circuit courts. But when you
~o from Frankfort, then the business, except that
III the circuit court,
ceases. How is this, if the
business may be done in the court of appeals by
a brief as well as by actual attendance?
Gentlemen know that it is necessary to make oral
motions, and that a lawyer must be present for
this purpose.
Mr. Ohainnan, I am becoming hoarse, and I
find it inconvenient
to proceed with my reo
marks.
Mr. C. A. WICKLIFFE.
I move, as a favor
to my colleague on the committee 011 the court of
appeals, that the committee now rise.
'l'he committee then rose, reported progress,
and had leave to sit again.
The convention then adjourned.

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 25,1849.
Prayer by the Rev. G. W BRUSH.
OIRCUIT

COURTS.

Mr. HARDIN, from the committee
courts, made the following report:
ARTICLE

on circuit

-

1. There shall be established
in each
county now, or which may hereafter be erected
within this communwealth, circuit court e.
SEC. 2. The jurisdiction
of said courts shall
be and remain as it now exists, hereby giving to
the legislature the power to change or alter it.
SEC. a. The right
to take an appeal, or sue
out a writ of error to the court of appeals, is
hereby given in the same manner and to tho
same extent as it now exists, giving to the legislature the power to change, alter, or modify, said
right.
S.I>O. 4. At the first session of the legislature
after this constitution
shall go into effect, the
legislature shall lay off the commonwealth into
twelve judicial districts, having due regard to
business and population:
Pro'vided, 'I'hat no
county shall be divided.
SEC. 5. The legislature
shall, at the same time
that the judicial districts are laid off, direct elections to be held in each district to elect a judg-e
for said district, and shall prescribe how and In
what manner the elections shall be held and
conducted, and how the governor shall be notiSEC.
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fled of the result of the election, eud who has
been chosen: Provided, That auch election shall
be held at a different time from that at which
elections are holden for governor, lieutenant
governor and members of the legislature.
SEC. 6. All persons qualified to vote for members of the legislature, in each district, shall
have the riliht to vote for judges.
SEC. 7. No person shall be elected judge who
has not attained the age of thirty five years at
the time of hie election, and been a practicing
lawyer eight years, and resided in the district
fixe years immediately preceding his election.
SEQ. 8. The person elected as judge shall continue in office for - years, unless he shall move
out of the district for which he is elected, or be
removed from office as hereinafter prescribed.
SRO. 9. The governor, so soon as he is notified
of the election of a judge, shall issue a commission to the person, so elected, for the term of
-ycars
from the date of the commission.
~!:o. 10. If the !'uuicial business of this state
shall so increase, rom time to time, as to make
it necessary for other judicial districts to be created, the legislature is hereby uuthorlzed
to create one district every - years, but in no event
sh.all there ever be more than - judicial districts.
SEO. 11. The legislature shall provide by law
a competent
and adequate compensation
to be
paid to the judges out of the public treasury,
but in no event shall the compensation of each
judge be less than sixteen hundred dollars.
SEO, 12. The judges of the circuit. court shall
be removed from office by a resolution
of the
general assembly, passed by --of
all the members of each house.
The reasons for the resolution shall be entered at large on the journal of
each house.
SEO. 13. 'I'he judges shall likewise be subject
to im:peachm,'nt, to be instituted, carried on, and
tried m the same manner that impeachments
are
directed under our present constitution, and for
the same offences as therein pointed out, and a
conviction shall have the same effect.
SEO. 14. There shall be au attorney for each
judicial district, elected by the qualified voters
of each district at the time the election is held
for judge, whose duty it shall be to attend to the
business of the commonwealth as now prescribed by law, and such other business as the legislature may, from time to time, direct and prescribe.
SEO. 15. No person shall be elected attorney
for the commonwealth
unless he shill have attained, at the time of his election, the age of
twenty-five years, and been
~'ears a resident of the district for which he is elected, and
years a practicing lawyer.
SEC. 16. The election for commonwealth's
attorney, after the result shall be ascertained
in
the manner the legislature may direct, shall be
certified to the governor, who shall issue a commission to the person elected, to serve for
years from the date of the commission.
SEC. 17. 'l'he legislature shall, from time to
time, fix and regulate the annual compensation
of the attorneys, but in no event shall it be less
than three hundred dollars,
SEO. 18. Uflon every conviction on a presentment or indictment
for a misdemeanor,
there
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shall be allowed to the commonwealth's
attorney, to be fixed and regulated by law, not less
than two dollars and one half.
SEC. 19. 'I'he governor shall have no power to
remit the fees of the clerk, sheriff, or commonwealth's attorney, in penal and criminal cases.
SEO. 20. The commonwealth's
attorney shall,
after his election, continue to reside in the district for which he is elected, during his continuance in office, and if he shall move out of the
district he shall forfeit his office, and the vacancy shall be filled in the same manner as if he
had resigned.
SEO. ~l.At the same time that judges and
attorneys
for the commonwealth are elected for
each district, each county of the district shall,
by the qualified voters thereof, elect a clerk for
the circuit court of said county, whose duties,
fees, and responsibilities
shall be the same as
uow fixed and regulated by law; but the legislaturc may, from time to time, change, modify,
and alter the same, and regulate how, and III
what manner, the governor shall be notified of
the result of the elections.
SEO. 22. No person shall be elected clerk of
the circuit court, unless he has attained the age
of twenty-one
years, been a resident of the
county for which he may be elected
years, and have a certificate from the judges of
the court of appeals, that he is qualified to discharge the duties of clerk.
SEO. 23. When the governor is notified, in the
manner prescribed by law, he shall issue a COOlmission to the person elected clerk, to serve as
clerk for said circuit court for
years. from
the date of his commission.
SEO. 24. If a vacancy shall occur in the office
of judge of the circuit court, or in the office of
attorney for the district, or in the office of clerk
of a circuit court, the governor shall issue a writ
of election to fill such vacancy,
and the person
elected shall continue in office during the unexpired portion of the time which he may be elected to fill, and until his successor shall be duly
qualified.
SEO. 25. Tl1e judges, attorneys,
and clerks,
provided for in this article, shall not only continue in office the times herein prescribed, but
until their successors are duly qualified to enter
upon the discharge of the duties of their respective offices.
SEO. 26. The judges of the circuit courts, attorneys, and clerks, who are now in office, or
who may be put into office under the present
constitution,
shall continue in office until their
successors, as are prescribed in this article, shall
uot only be elected, but l}.ualified to enter upon
the discharge of the duties of their respective
offices.
SEO. 27. The legislature shall not have power to change the venue in any prosecution for
treason, felony, or ;1 misdemeanor; but upon the
accused presenting a petition to the judge of the
COUlt
where the prosecution may be depending,
out of term time or to the court when in session,
which petition shall be verified upon oath, etating in said petition that he does not believe he
can have a tail' and impartial trial by a jury of
the county, to direct a venire facia8 to any adjoining county the judge may select, and the
sheriff of the county to which the venire facias
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subject.
The committee of course could decide
may be directed shall summon twelve good and
lawful men as jurors to try the accused, who between the two reports.
The circuit court system as it now exists, inshall, at the time appointed in said writ, repair
cluding commonwealth's attorneys' salary, costs
to the court as therein directed,
and who shall
the SLate $28,600.
Under the system we propose,
be a jury to try the accused unless challenged
including also the pay of the commonwealth's
by him, and if challenged, the place of the perattorneys, it will cost the State but $22,800.
son challenged shall be supplied
with bystanders: PrQvided, They live out of the county where Thus if it goes into operation, it will save the
State $5,700 per annum.
One ground of comthe trial is about to be had; and if bystanders,
plaint on the part of the people, was that the
as herein prescribed,
cannot be had, the court
government was too expensive,
and the desire
shall have the Vower to send the sheriff into the
was that if practicable we should retrace our
adjoining counties to summon bystanders.
steps in this particular.
These complaint."! the
SEO: 28. The legislature
shall have power, committee have endeavored
to remedy, and at
and is hereby directed,
to provide, by law, for the same time to secure a more efficient system of
the pay of the jurors and sheriffs for the servi- circuit courts.
I have no fault to find with the
ces herein required.
present I"udges that I am aware- ofc-either of the
or of the circuit judges.cMr. HARDIN.
Before I sit down I shall court 0 appeals
move to have the report printed, and referred to They are about as able men as we can get; but
I
want
to
give
them
such a compensation as will
the committee of the whole and made the special
obviate auy necessity of their resorting to other
order for Monday next.
It is proper, perhaps,
I am acquainted
that 1should give some explanation ill regard to business to secure a living.
some of the provisions of the report.
'I'he com- with all the circuit judges in the country, and
mittee have convened on a great many occasions, with all the appellate judges, except the last gentleman appointed,
whom I hear very favorably
and as was to be expected, on souie propoaitions
they agreed almost unanimously,
while on oth- spoken of. I do not desire n. change in the sysers they were divided.
There was no question tem because I .have any objection to the judges,
on which the division was so exactly equal, as for I have no idea that we shall get better men
and his associate
in regard to eligibility.
It was agreed last night than chief justice Marshall
that we should not report on that point, but judge Simpson, or the gentleman last appointed,
This releave it open until we might collect the judg- but I desire that it shall be improved.
ment of the house, and then to report in accord- port relates to what I consider the most important branch of the judiciary, who have our lives
ance with that judgment.
There uro at present nineteen circuit judges in and libertie-s in their care, and the committee
the State; and this report proposes that there have bestowed the utmost care and labor on their
I therefore
move that the report be
shall be only twelve.
The circuit judges IlOW report.
get $1200 each per annum: this plan proposes to referred to the committee of the whole, made the
give them $1600. 'I'his plan proposes to add special order of the day for Monday next, and
largely to the duties of the judge, and to in- that 500 copies of it be printed.
This motion prevu.iled.
crease his pay $400 per annum.
We believe that
take the average of toe judges under the present
COURT O~' APPEALS.
system, and their duties do not engage them over
The convention then resolved itself into com80 days in the year. And the)' have not considered $1200 so adequate
a compensation
as to mittee of the whole, Mr. HUSTON in the chair,
of the report of
exempt them from the necessity of following and resumed the consideration
other pursuits.
We desire to relieve them the committe on the court of appeals.
Mr. APPERSON
having the floor. said: I feel
from that necessity,
and the report proposes that they shall Sit 150 days in the year, and myself under obligations to the committee for
receive $1600 a vear, to be increased, if it is not the courtesy it displayed towards me yesterday
in rising and adjourning
until to-day, so as to
enough, by the legislature.
further to address them
We have not raised the salaries of the common- afford me an opportunity
my attention
at
wealth's attorneys, but by way of inducing the on the subject which occupied
best lawyers in the State to take the office, we the time of the adjournment.
I had dwelt more particularly
on the subject
have restored the old law in relation to the colof branching the court. and although it was not
lection of fees on indictments, and presentments
theu
wholly
disposed
of,
yet
I
was
so nearly
for misd~meanor.
I had between the years 1807
to
and 1815, the duties of commonwealth's
attor- through with it. that I will not undertake
It may be said,
uey to perform, and during that time the court travel over the ground again.
appointed me for four counties and after that, and perhaJ?s eince 1 closed yesterday it has been
tfie law being altered, the governor appointed me said, that 1Il making out the table I then subfor five counties.
My receipts from the taxing of mitted, I had selected a particular portion of the
fees amounted to something like $1500 to $2000 state most suitable to my purpose, and that perpllr annum.
The fees do not come from the peo~ haps other counties lying nearer Frankfort would
That I
ple. but from those who violate the law, and they not have presented the same inequality.
will not amount in most instances to more than deny_ I laid down yesterday us one of my prepand that one of the rean,1teen shillings each. We were very much em- OSitIOllS,this inequality;
barrassed in our action on the subject of attorneys sons I referred to the :particular counties I did,
was
to
have
as
many
different.judges
in the oounand clerks, as we fonnd the matter had been
referred to another committee, yet connected as ties as possible, so as to obviate the objection
i~"WaSwith ~he duti~s devolving on our commit- that jt was a bad judge whose district was
selected.
Hencc it was that I selected as many'
tee, we must be excused for reporting
onthe
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judges as I could. But to satisfy the com- Grayson, Hart, Hickman, Marshall, Monroe and
mittee on this point-there
was the county of Whitley, did not have a single cause in the court
Nicholas which had but four causes in the court of appeals,
Now if I had been disposed to
of appeals.
Had I chosen, I could have selected make as bad a comparison
as possible. 1 could
counties immediately adjacent to Nicholas-cone
have made the selection from these particular
with eight, another with ten, and another with counties,
And I might have named counties
the same number-c-eight and twenty cases in all. adjacent to these and have one continuous line
Why did I not do it? Because they were not in too, with even still fewer causes at the COUlt of
the way of the line I was drawing.
I did not appeals,
I mean by this, counties lying on the
undertake to present u one-sided view. There south of those I have named.
were the counties of Harrison, Mason, and Bath,
Now some gentleman may say that this proves
_not one of which brought up to the court less too much-c-that there is too much litigation, and
than eight cases, and unitedly
twenty eight that these counties are better off if they do not
causes. Yet I omitted them and put in the COUll- enjoy the facilities within the reach of those imt,y of Nicholas, sending but four causes.
That mediately around the capital.
If their lot is so
appeared to me, at any rate, to be fair. But I blessed 111 being distant from the court of apcan extend my tables a little further.
If every peals, let us at once say to the people here, this
gentleman could look at that map (of the State is a great curse to central Kentucky-c-you have to
of Kentucky) I would desire him to trace a line pay all this expense-the
costs come out of
with me. I will take a section of the state, of you. and this court is a great curse, Why if
which I have made a table, commencing with there be all these objections to it-if
it is not a
the county of Whitley, and embracing Pulaski,
blessing, why are we making provision that
Casey, Green and Taylor, Hard in and Breckinthere shall be a court of appeals?
I insist it is
ridge, and down the Ohio and Mississippi rivers a blessing, and those who Jive at remote parts of
and around the Tennessee line to the beginning,
the state, should, as near as may be, have the
and embracing forty two counties of the southsame facilities to have their rights adjudicated
ern portion of the state.
And how many cases upon, as those immediately
around the capital.
were brought up to the court at its last term from My attention was called to the question as to
that whole region of conntry?
The whole num- how the court would stand in regard to the afber at the June term of the court was three hun- finnancc OJ' reversal of cases brought there from
dred and sixty five for the whole state, and out the different circuits,
Without undertaking
to
of that number, this region, embracing almost refer to any pcrtlcular
causes, I will state that
half the population
of the state, had only sixty the court of appeals commenced its session on
four causes-leaving
to the other portion of the the 5th day of June, and up to the 2d Julv,
state three hundred and one causes.
Take more on looking at the record, I find that there were
than half the territory, and nearly one half of sixty reversals and seventy affirmunces.
well,
the voting population
of the state, and they we must suppose that in these sixty cases thus rebad brought up just sixty four causes, whereas
versed, there was something to reverse, and some
the remaining
portion
of the state brought
error in the court below; and if these counties
up three hundred and one! But if I were dis- in the neighborhood are thus to enjoy the priviposed to make it appear still worse than that, I lege of having their rights maintained,
do, if
might have gone to the head of the Big Sandy you please, extend the same privilege to the disriver, the great Ohatteroi of the Iudians, and tant portions of the state,
Give us the same fabeginning
at Harlan, have included
also the cilities as near as may be, for, of course, I do
counties of Harlan, Knox, Letcher, Perry, Clay not expect they will travel into every oount,Y,
and Laurel.
You will see at once what an imAn objection has been urged in regard to the
mense territory it comprises, and yet those coun
furnishing of law libraries; and we were told
ties, so distant are they from the seat of governthat the public library has cost the state about
ment, have sent IIp but one cause here,
Sixty $3,000. 1 presume there are very few county
five causes only have come from two thirds of towns in the state, where the libraries of the lawthe state so far as territory is concerned, and em- yers residing there did not cost much more than
bracing upwards of sixty thousand
voters, out that amount. There "was a time when such men as
of one hundred and forty one thousand,
the Trimble.
Boyle, Bibb, Mills, and divers otlrwhole number in the state as reported by the crs who have never been surpassed in Kentncky ~
auditor last year.
This is almost half of the so far as I have any knowledge, sat on the bench
voting population of the state, and while they of that court, and where was the state library
have sent up but sixty five causes, the remainthen? And there were as learned and as eminent
mg portion
of the state has sent up exact- lawyers in rbose days as now, but where was the
ly three hundred.
Now am I to be told that public library then? And yet the abse;nce of
this table is a partial one, and does not tru- one is now one of the greatest objections urged
ly represent
the facts?
My object was to a$ainst brnnchiug the court of appeals, if we
select the counties so that they would run regu- shall decide to have one. AnotIier objection
larly and have as many judges as possible,
was the cost, and yet has any ~ntleman,
who
t.hat it could be seen whether the fault was on has advanced it, told the committee how it was
the part of the judges, or whether there were to cost a single dollar more. A.re the people to'
not some other reasons for this disparity.
Sup- be taxed?
No, the expenses are to btl paid by the
pose on the other hand that I had selected a class litigants Just as at present.
Nat a; dollar is to be
of counties with the least possible business, I drawn from the treasury.
What else is there?
should make a different sort of table from what There is the tipstaff.
How will hI:! be an adI did, 'I'he counties of Adair, Allen, Ballard,
ditional expense,
He is hired by the day, and
Butler, Caldwell, Casey, Calloway, Edmonson,
will not there be jnst the same espense to 00.
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incurred, whether they sit in one or fonr places? far-or of the tenant in possession, but the claimWhat other expenses are there? I have heard ant to the land, brings the case to the court of
it said this system is to be more expensive, and appeals, and two of the judges going in favor
yet wherein it is to be 80, has not as yet been of the claimant, the decision is reversed, and
Yet he had
pointed out. I have heard it said, also, that to the occupant is turned off the land.
branch the court, would be to crowd the court two judges and the plaintiff had but two.
houses with lawyers-but
is that so? The gen- The circuit judge who ought to be qualifiedand I know some who are admirably so-and
tlemen comes here to the court of appeals-he
goes into a fine room, finely carpeted, and fur- one of the appellate judges are on one side, and
nished with every convenience, and sometimes their opinions are overruled by the two other
I think a man
he
find two lawyers there-c-one on each judges of the court of appeals.
side 0 the case-and
the three judges, a clerk, would !lUYC a right to feel in tolerably bad huand tipstaff. Sometimes that is alT the compn- mor at loosing his land in such a case. This
ny in the court room. When was there ever seen same objection will apJ?ly to any even number,
as many as twenty lawyers in the court at one and yet I believe a majority of the states have
The rule is that if the court
time? I have been in the habit of attending every an even number.
term for the last few years, and I am certain that is equall/" divided the judgment of the court beI have never seen twenty assembled there at a 10\\- shal stand.
We hear very much about the expense of puttime. Branch the court, and if every Iawver in
the district attended they would not fill the tiug a fourth judge on the bench. Why when
court house. We have no need of the attend- we "hed not near the business. perhaps not half
ance of any other than lawyers, though of course that, is now before the court of appeals, we had
We were told the other day by the
all who desire it, have the privilege of coming. four judges.
chairman of the committee, (Mr. C. A.. Wlcklffer
One gentleman has said, you may be permitted
to practice by brief, and that the legislature has that for something like twelve years, we had
so determined.
But those in the habit of prac· four judges on the appellate bench. And there
tieing in, or of frequenting chis court, arc aware were very many states in this Union who had
that motions are to be made, which even if a exactly that number, uud many had six and New
The expense would be just
lawyer at a distance is practicing by brief, he York had eight.
ruuat employ a lawyer residing here to make. that, of adding one judge more to the bench,
which
I
believe
to
be
entirely necessary, ancl in
So much for the question of cost. And when a
gentleman again asserts that this branching sys- that particular also I agree with the gentleman
Wc shall probably have a great
tem is to cost more, I am fond of figures and I from Madison.
want to see it proved to me. It is a mathemati- deal said on this matter 01 expense. The elder
cal proposition, and therefore can be easily put gentleman from Nelson, (Mr. Hardin,) is yery
down in figures; but a mere declaration
that it fond of talking about the enormous expeudi'Ye have heard him
is to be so, amounts to nothing.
There was one tures of our government.
remark made by the gentl.cman from Madison, declare that our governmpnt once has been car(Mr. Turner,) which 1 very much regretted to ried on on a tax of six cents on the $100
was much less than at
hear. It was, that the eourt of appeals was not when the valuation
as it ought to be. I do not know how that is so. present, and when many m-tielee that are now
taxed
were
not
then-and
that now onr taxation
They are eminent judges, and have given as
much satisfaction to the people, perhaps, as ally is nineteen cents on the $100. It is easy to
other three men who could have been selected. account for much of it. 'I'wo cents of i~ goes
Mr. TURNER.
The gentleman has misun- to pay us, the expenses of this conventionfive
derstood me. I said that the salary ought to be two more for educational purposes-and
such as always to secure the very best men on more for the sinking fuud, to extinguish the inthe bench of that court. I said that the present terest on the public debt. If we look at the
judges were men of capacity and industry, and growth and -prosperity of the state, if we regard
the increase m its J)opulation, we shall see the
filled the office very well.
necessity for this a ditional judge.
:Mr. APPERSON.
I am exceedingly gratified
With regard to the subject of re-elegibility, I
that the gentlt:man has made this explanation,
for I am sure he did not design to do injustice know that I shall be separating from some of my
to the judges.
And as I certainly misunder- best friends, for whose opinions I have the high.
stood the gentleman, I will let the matter pass. est respect. But let me call the attention of
But the gentleman did say that they could not gentlemen on this floor to a. few facts. Where is
do all the business, and there we agree exactly. the state out of the thirty in this Un ion, whose
Where
I think three judges eanuot do the business, judges are ineligible for a second term?
and those who have been in the habit of at- is it adoJ?ted, WIth all the experience we bave actending here, may be aware that they: are com- quired since the foundation of this government,
have been made, a pepelled to sit up almost every night during the since state constitutions
If
winter until twelve o'clock.
That is imposing riod now between sixty and seventy years?
it be true that it is so radical a principle. that a
too much labor upon them.
It was objected to having four judges, that it good officer should be re-elegible, how is it we
was an equal number, and that the decisions, never found the contrary principle to have been
when the court should divide, would not be uni- adopted? It Illay have been discussed on divers
form. No proposition I suppose call be stated, occasions, but so far as I have been able to discovwhich will be entirely perfect. Let us suppose a er, there is not a state constitution where the ofWhy should it not be
case where there are three judges.
A farmer is ficers are not re-elegible.
sued in ejectment for his land.
'fhe circuit so? From whom do they get their appointment?
I "know that wben you begin
judge instructs the jury 130 that they find in From the people.

Ill,,!

to talk about the people, you will hear some one
springing up and saying that is demagoguism.
Those who made our constitution
did not
think so. Had I made the remark that I am
about to read from that instrument, it would
have been .said directly that I was resorting to
demagogulsm :
" All power is inherent in the people, and all
'free governments are founded Oil their autnori'ty, ar::dinstituted for their peace, safety, and

'har,pluess."
'1 h ia is a correct principle, and we feel and
know that it is.
And DOW we are endeavoring
to return in some degree to that priucjJ?le thus
declared in 1799. And as all power is Inherent

in the people, let us undertake to trust the people. They have elected us here, and I know
that there are very many of us, myself among the
number, who once had prejudices against the
election of judges by the people.
We have
never been accustomed to it, and perhaps have
always thought that the judiciary should be
placed as far as possible from the people and not
as in ~ngland, as far as possible from the crown,
Now inasmuch as all power is inherent in the
peoplp! they certainly should be trusted to select
all then officers, whether judicial or executive.
We say that they shall elect the governor-his
duties are to see that the laws are executed,
They elect also the legislature, the Iaw-mukiug
power, and are they not competent to indicate
the particular individual who shall administer
those laws? It is but another form of the exercise of the same power, And inasmuch as it is
conceded that all power is inherent in the people,
why notgo to the source at OllCC, when you arc
about to provide for the appointment of officers?
I confess that my prejudices were early enlisted
against the system, but when I come to reflect
u~on it, and learn its effects in other states, my
mind becomes more reconciled to it. I learned
from a particular friend of mine who has removed from Montgomery county to Illinois, that in
that stat~, l,mder the new cons,titution, the people
elect tllCll' Judg~s, and he beheves it to be the
wisest plan in the world, and that it secure;;; the
ablest judiciary.
I lately met a gentleman from
Louisialla who st.udied law with me, and he
states that there is a grl;at desire prevailing there
to ~ave their .iudg~s ~le~te~ ?y the people.
He
reSIdes near the MISSISSJppllllle, and the testimony of, all ~he lawyers who go into that state to
practice, IS that ~hey ~lave much better judges,
and that the busmesfl, IS far better done than ill
Louisiana.
How is it in Tennessee?
Theyhave
been appointed there by the Legislature, and
they have recently decided that the people shall
elect them.
And if this principle lS so dangerous a one-it has been in operahon for a consid1'ab1e time--how is it that it~ dangers have
never been diSCO\'cred? And there seems to be
n. tendency all over the Union to adopt it.
As
the people are the source of all power, let us
therefore require those who desire office, to seek
it from that source.
I have omitted one thing on the subject of
branching the court, and I must now beg the indulgence of the house, to return to that subieet.
If .thi~ idea of bl'an~hi.ng the eourt is so very
obJectIonable, how IS It that so many of our sister states have adopted that very plan? In New

Hampshi.re, the stlpreme court sits in e,ery
county; 11\ Vermont, the same: JI1 Massachusetts, in eight di.f!erent places. in Oonuecticut,
m eY~ry county; III New York, in every other
year, III ~aeh judicial district, there being four
of them; III Pennsylvania, in four districts, at such
places as are pointed out by tho?constitution: in
Delaware, there arc but three counties, and the
s,!p:'elI~ec<;,urt.sits in everyone of them: in vi-.
gnna, It Sl,tS In t\~-OJ.?laces; in South Carolina,
the same; Jl~ G.eo:glll;,~n. every county; ~n Ala?~ma and 1f1Iss~ssrp})~"
It JS110tbranched; III Loursrana, uncertain: III 1exas there are three branches, and in Tennessee there are branches
In
Kentucky, we know there are none yet, but we
h,ope to )mve them very soon. In Ohio, they
SIt 111 each county, but they have a right to adjourn ~uestions in bank whore they all sit. In
11l1ll0JS,there am three branches: in Missouri
four; in wisconsin, five, and in 'Indiana, they
seem not to have any. Thus it will be seen,
tha~ there are a great majority of the states, in
which the supreme COUrt-ISbranched.
There is
the old state of Penusylvauie, for mall)' a long
rear, the court has sat at Philadelphia, at Harrieburg, at S,unbury, and at Pittsburg.
Have
they a state library travelling about in a cart? In
old times here, a wheelbarrow or two would have
carried all the law books the judges had to consult. But they had to reflect more and read
l?ss in forming their decisions. And one objectton that I have to the court of appeals is, that
the~ write rather too much, The old opinions
of :years ago, were very short, and came directly
to Ole point, and when they disposed of that
they wrote no more. with regard to the manuel' of selecting judges in other states, in Vermont, they are elected by the legislature every
year, or oftener if the legislature choose. well,
did you ever hear that they were not re-ellgible
there? III reading the biography of the present
Post Master General, (Oollamer.) I found that he
had filled the office of Judge, and as his biozraphy said, he was re-elected every six month~ for
years until he went to congress, }'rom those
who kno'" the Post Mastel' General, I learn that
he is admirably qualified for th .. ."ltation, and
that he was always re-eleeted without op})osition.
In ~hode Island, the judges ~l'e elected by the
legislature, and are to hold their scats until the
legislature declares them vacant, which may be
done at once. In Connecticut, they are elected
?y the legislature, and hold during ~ood behaviOr.
In New Jersey, they are appomted by the
governor and senate, and hold their offices for
seven year~, and are then re-eligible. In Penn·
syhania, the governor and senate appoint; they
hold their offices fOl' fifteen years, and are then
reeligible. In Michigan, by the governor and
senate, for seven years, and re-eligihle.
In Arkansas-by
the legislature, to hold fot' eight
years, and re-eligibIc. In Texas, the judge£! are
appoipted by the governor and senate, to hold
for SJX years, and re-eligible. In Louisiana,
they are appointed by the governor and senate
for eight years, and rB-eligible. In Mississippi,
~h~ people elec,t for six years, and they arc re-elIgrble. In OhJO,they are elected by the legislature for seven years, and are re-eligible.
In
Tennessee, they are appointed by the legislature, and hold for three years, and they are re-
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eligible. In Georgia, by the legislature,
for appointed not by the people. but far removed
three years, and re-eligible.
In New York, they from the people and appointed by the executive,
have "eig-ht judges,
four of whom have b(>CI1 should require two-thirds of the people's repreelected m one particular
way, and four in sentatives to turn them onto What is his posianother way.
Theirs is a travelling court. tiou now, when connected with that which he
Pennsylvania
is the same; and "what objection held then? Why that when the officers were reis there to OUf adopting the same plan? We moved as far as possible from the people, it ought
only ask that the same judicial facilities ma~ be to require two-thirds of the people's representaextended to the people of the exterior portions tives to remove them, but if you bring their apof the state, as are enjoyed by those of the in- pointment directly to the people themsel vee, then
terior. They are not compelled to be dissatis- a majority of the people's representatives
ought
fied with the decision of the circuit judge, but; to be sufficient to remove them J That is the
let them have the same facilities for reaching the position.
But as was enquired by the chairman
appellate court, if they desire to do so.
of the committee, (Mr. C. A. WIckliffe) where
Now, these judges 111 New York have (I, dis is the instance that has occurred under the twotinguished reputation.
Go into your state libra- thirds principle, of a judge not being broken
ry, and you will find there about one hundred when he deserved it? I have heard it said that
volumes of the New York reports.
And are there were never removals at all under the twothese celebrated judges a set of travelling
tin- thirds principle, yet my friend gave an instance
kers? Are they going about, as the tinkers of where a judge was removed by a ncarlJ' unaniold, for the purpose of running up old spoons mous vote. My old friend, the patriarch
to
and basons? Are not their decisions among the whom I have referred, has a happy tact of bringhighest legal authorities in the land?
The old ing every man to his sUPfort.
His ar~nments
constitution
of New York, it is true, provided 011 the subject of removu by the legislature.
that after a judge had arrived at the age of six- brings to his support a gentleman who was, at
ty, he should vacate his office, but what regrets first, opposed to the election ofJ"udges, yet he
lied the people that such a provision drove chan- now advocates their election, an wants a macellor Kent from the bench. What a great loss jority of the legislature to turn them out! My
was it to the jurisprudence of the state, nay, to friend from Flemins (Mr. M. Pc Marehall.) was
the union, that he was not permitted to contin- just as much opposed'to the majority turning out
ue in the discharge of his high duties? What, as possible, yet he goes acainst branching the
under such a provision, would have become of court, and therefore he is also a supporter of my
Chief Justice Mal-shall, the brighest ornament old friend.
It seems to be wholly Immaterial to
of the American bench? He lived to be a very him how he does it, but he is sure to gather
old man, and up to the last retained full pos- around him a host of supporters.
The old pata-isession of the finest intellect in the land.
And arch has been a leader all his life, and I have no
to declare that a judge should not be eligible, doubt alway>; will be. I, myself, have heretowas it not to say to the people, we are better fore been happy to follow his lead, but we shall
qualified to judge of his capacity than vou?- have to separate now.
'Ve are not going to permit you to select these
Let us examine the objections to the re-eligiold men, or to re-elect those men who have serv- bilityof the officer. Nearly everybody who has
ed you for eight years, and whom yOll are satis- spoken has been a lawyer, and all have praised
fied have served yOI1well. 'l'hat is the amount the judiciary.
1 think it is the strong arm of
of the declaration of ineligibility.
government,
It is tho weak department, but
There has been a wide range taken in the dis- the strong arm. If a judge is not to be re-eligicussion of this report of the committee, and par- ble, where is the lawyer willing to leave his luticularly on the proposition that the legislature crative practice, and break up all his business
shall have the power to remove the judge by a connections to accept the office? A man, pretty
majority.
And it does strike me as remarkable, well advanced in years, and rich, might, perhaps,
that myoId friend, the old patriarch, whom I be willing to take it; hut where is the man of
have delighted to follow, should desire to have from thilty five to forty years of age, with e good
the legislature
supl'eme, and that a majority practice, who would be willing to surrender
should have the power to do-what?
'1'0 turn that practice to go on the bench. and then: to
out-not
an officer selected by another power serve for eight years and uot to be re-eligible?
than the one from whom they derive their own The judge, under such a system, would be at
authority-but
that a majority of the people's the end of eight years, after having lost all his
representatives should turn out of office a man customers, and got out of h is traces, as it were,
whom the peopl-e themselves have elected.
Let in the practice of law, and having become more
us see how it would wor#. A district selects familiar with the drawing up of decisions and
their judge and he comes up here, and in the opinions than of declarations
and bill!'! in chanlegislature charges are preferred against him.eery, in a most unenviable position.
Here is at
Every representative from his district is aware once a powerful reason why the judge should he
that the people there know him to be honest and rc-eligible. There is another reason. He is to
qualiffed, and they accordingly
vote against return, again, to the appointing power-the
peoturning him out. But the majority, who know ple, who are the sources of all power, and jf hehas
nothing of him, vote him out. There is a di- not acted properly, if he has been corrupt in any
rt:'ct disregard of the voice of the people.
The way, or dlscharged his duties in a partial mantime once was, ,vhen that same old friend of ner, I u.<>.k
you if he will be re-elected? IIIave
mine-he
is now a patriarch-stood
up most heard it said that this proposition for re-eligibilmanfully and battled most resolutely against ity is a radical one, It seems to me a most conthis principle.
He once contended that officers servative one, and further, it is lea,ing the office
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open to the greatest number.
The 8'entleman
from Scott (Mr. W. J 01118011,) says he IS for rotation in office, and for that reason, it seems, he is
not willing' that the J?eople shall say whom they
prefer for office. It IS not proposed to say to the
people thai these men shall be elected., or that
they must re-elect them.
It is only casting their
lot among the claims of other citizens whom the
people are to pass upon.
If they think the former judge to be the best man, give there a chance
to re-elect him.
It has been inquired of me whether or not, in
the division of the state into districts, I did not
expect a branch of the court would be brought
near to me. I have not looked forward to this,
but the county in which I live is the Piedmont
of Kentucky-it
is right at the foot of the hillsand if it should so turn out that it will come
there, it will be received with open hearts and
open doors. It will never be necessary to call
upon the state to build a court house, and so far
as expense of living is concerned, I do not see
that It will cost the judges any more than to
come and sit at Frankfort.
Some there was who
call such a court migratory, but I do not think
the terril applicable to a court that is to sit in four
different places in the state. It would not be a
rovin~ or wandering court, but would have etaed points of meeting.
Objection has been made to the vote by ballot.
I have notmuch to say about this, but as we have
got to vote very shortly on the question-let
me
make one inquiry.
Has there ever been a state
in the Union that ever adopted the ballot system, and abandoned it, for the viva voce system?
Are there not many states who once praticed
the viva. rote system, who have abandoned it for
the ballot, and never again returned to it? The
ballot system therefore, would aprear to be tho
better one. In regard to politica offices, I do
not care any thing about it. It is, perhaps, not
so manly no plan to go and deposit a vote in a
ballot box, so that the candidate cannot know
whether you voted for, oragaiuet him, as to come
out and declare your preference.
1 believe that
our constituents are entirely satisfied-so
far as
the election of the judicial officers is concernedthat they shall be clocted by ballot.
Indeed,
there are, throughout the state, very many, we
know, who are in favor of balloting for
the
officers. But whatever complaints are made upon other subjects, there arc no complaint-s, so far
3.S I am aware, as to viva voce 'voting;
therefore,
I would be disposed to leave it as it stands at
present.
I would leave that point untouched altogether.
The amendment which Idesire should be made
to the report of the committee, and which I intend to offer when the propcr time arrives-and
I
suppose it will be more appropriate to do so in
the house than in committee-c-is this: I want a
general election of thejudges.
And here it is I
shall have to separate I suppose from some of
my friends.
I insist that these judges as they
are to pass upon the rights of the people of the
whole state, ought to be elected by the people of
the whole state; that you should not elect one
in the north and have him l)3.$Supon the rights
of the people of- the south, who had no hand in
electing him. He if>under no responsibility to
them. I would have each candidate brought be-

all

fore all the people, and let them vote for the men
of their choice. When you brin~ them before
a.ll the people of the state :you will not find so
great a tendency to eentralize ; but they 'will be
diffused through the state. I say that, "Inasmuch
as tbe jndge has to pass upon the rights of all
the people of the state, let us give all the people the same privilege in electing h im . I insist
that it is but right to give all parts of the state,
as nearly as can be, equal facilities and an equal
opportunity of voting for all the judges.
And,
in regard to the mutter of ex pense. it is not a
tax that is to be levied upon the community; it
is a voluntary contribution on the part of those
who have cases to be tried before the judges of
the appellate court. Let an opportunity
then
be offered to the people in every part of the state,
south as well as north, to carry their cases into
that court. There is no mathematical proposition that can be more cuailv proved than that
professional men, residing at the capital, do the
greater part of the business in that court. I believe that I have said about 1111that I intended
to say. I fed grateful that I bave had an opportunity to address this committee: and as I have
been a vcry silent member heretofore, I may be
permitted perhaps to add a few remarks.
It
seems to me that we have not got a great deal to
do. We may talk a great deal about abstract
propor"itions upon slavery, but will not the subject remain exactly as it is now? So far as I can
learn from conversations with delegates around
me, we are not going to disturb it. There are
certain purposcs, however, for-which the people
have sent us here. There are certain reforms
which they desire shall be made. Prominent
among those is a change in the tenure of the
offices of the judges; that is one of the ~reat objects for which we are assembled: their tenure
of office being now for life, and it being desirable to change that tenure to a term of years.
Another great object i~ that, the judges shall be
elected by the people. And another change that
is required to be made is a change in the county
COUlt system.
Another is, that we shall provide
for biennial sessions of the legislature, and that
there shall be 110 special Iegislatiou, such as the
granting of divorces. If there be anything else
of great importance that the people have required to be done, I am not prepared at this time
to say what it is. In regard to the branching of
the court of appeals, if we effect those other
great objects that I have referred to, which eyer
way we may determine that question, I think
we shall have made a pretty good constitution
after all. This eclf-couetituted county court will
not be in existence.
There will be a g-eneral
election of all the officers bv the people," and if
nothing more be done, though there may be a few
other changes which I would be "leased to see
made, yet, upon the whole, I shal be content,
and even if I shall be overruled iu this matter of
the general election I shall still be satisfied.

The following tables, alluded to in Mr. Apperson's remarks, are appended, for the better
understanding of the subject discussed by him.
The tables are made up from the court of appeals docket at the last spring term.
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Mr. DIXON. I am anxious sir to make a few
remarks upon two other propositions which
Causes at causes ill No. or "0- have grown up in the course of this debate, although I am not disposed to discuss any other
apr. term GiL court
tel'S in
1849.
questions than those which came fairly and leJ848.
1848.
gitimately before this committee, and I shall not
Woodford,
9
248
]255
t!,erefore, say anything upon the abstract quesFayette,
10
415
2584
tion of slavery, to which my friend who has just
Bourbon,
II
241
1773
preceded me has alluded.
I am no flatterer of
Nicholas,
4
219
1713
Fleming,
16
189
san the people. I am the people's friend, however,
and I trust in God I ever shall be their friend'
and if I could be their protector, I would employ
50
1312
9636
such feeble abilities as I possess to that end. I
SECOXD CLASS.
am among those who think it right that in some
Estill,
respects, the people should be protected against
8
102
lOll
Madison,
themselves. Not sir, that I have not the utmost
14
152
2566
Garrard,
confidence in the capability of the people for self
19
215
1563
Mercer,
go"!~mment. I have every confidence in their
10
283
2125
ablhty to govern themselves, and I take occasion
here to remark, that I am very decidedly in favor
51
752
7265
of the people electing most, if not all, the offiTHIRD CLASS.
cers of government.
I am for electing the judges:
Washington,
but although I am for electing the judges, 1 am
9
269
1770
Marion,
not for weakening- the judiciary department.
I
8
168
1768
Nelson,
am not for rnaklllg it dependent,
I am for
7
179
2007
J ..fferson ,
placill~ it in an elevated poeltition, such as may
45
1225
6774
Meade,
enable It to administer justice in the very spirit
10
100
1022
of the constitution without sale, denial, or delay.
79
]33,11 'I'hese are the principles to which I hold. I am
1841
for electing the judges because I believe it is betGrand. total,
ter to elect the judges than to have them appoint180
3905
30242
ed in the manner in which they have been heretofore appointed under the present constitution
of Kentucky.
I believe that the appointing :powCOUNTIES DISTANT FROM FRANKFORT.
er has been abused, and it was from the Idea,
~'n:ST CLASS,
whether correct or not, that the appointing powCauses at Causes in No. of voer bad been abused, that I became a convert to
epr. tum
err. court
tel'S in
the doctrine of electing the judges by the people.
1840.
1I:l48.
1848.
I confess that the time was when I entertained
Pulaski,
2
132
2305
a diff:rentopiniol.l, and I confess that I aproaehGreen,
1
190
2365
ed this great subject with fear and trembling,
Barren,
3
256
2939
bC(';'1useI had been taught from my infancy to
Warren,
20]
2
2131
b:lleve that lipon the independence of the judiLogan,
2
192
20]6
clary depended the safety of the people of this
commonwealth,
I have cast my mind back to
10
971
11756
the history of that people from whom we are deecended, and there I have discovered that the
SECO.'\O CLASS.
judiciary has been prostrated at the fe~t of powOald well,
0
229
1860
er, aud made the mere resisters of the edicts and
Hopkins,
1
194
1813
decrees of the ruling ll1~l1arch. I have beheld
Henderson,
1
177
1467
the judicial power of England prostrated at the
Davless,
1
176
1933
foot ?f tl~e king, and made ~he mere organ of
the dictations of the despot, Instead of being as
3
776
7073
the)' ought to have been, the protectors of the
fre,edom of the people.
I beheld the struggle
'I'lIlRD OT,ASS.
g?lllg on between the oppressed people and their
Fulton,
2
163
631
kingly oppressor, and 1 saw that the purpose of
Hickman,
0
81
656
the. strnggle was to relieve the judiciary from
Graves
1
120
1576
their continued servility to those in power. I
0
Callowar.'
79
1206
traced the struggle on, until at length the intelliMarshal,
0
32
824
gence
a,ud love of liberty of the 'people of EngBallard,
0
146
728
land,
tnumphed over the despotism which had
McOracken ,
3
160
742
s~ ~oug kept them in slavery, and made the juTrigg,
1
176
1381
dicial officers of the government independent of
Crittenden,
1
159
947
the appointing POWel'. When its independence
Livingston,
2
120
808
,,,-as ~stablis~Ied~ it arose to a high elevation and.
dignity, WhICh It had never before attained.
It
10
1236
9499
arose ill all its great and lofty attributes until it
acquired the character of belng the protector of
Grand total,
23
2983
28328
the ~reedom of the people.
It was no longer the
-servile tool of power, moving at tile will of a
COUNTIES
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despot, to the shedding of blood, and under the judges responsible to the legislature.
Is that the
constructive doctrines of treason, making victims proper department to which they should be held
of the innocent, in obedience to the behests of responsible?
!fyou urean to make them responsipower. It saved the people from the scourge of ble to that department, let rtbe so; but if you do
despotism.
Such sir, was the influence that it not mean to make them responsible, where is the
exerted over the liberties of England.
I was necessity. of spreading out rn the report the reo
taught to reverence this great department of the sponsibility
of the judr;es to the legislature?government-c-great
in its results-c-havtng
for its There was some design III it, 'I'hosewho framed
object the enforcement and illustration
of the the report must have understood it themselves.
laws and the vindication of the constitution of They must have intended that there the responsithe country.
And as I remarked before when bility should rest, and Ifor one sir, am decidedly
this question came up:as to the election of the of their opinion, thetto that tribunal the responjudges by the people, it was a question which I sibility of the judges should belong,
Then sir.
approached with fear and trembling.
If the ef- if we make them responsible to that tribunal,
fect of electing the judiciary by the people will are we also to make them responsible to another?
be to prostrate it at the feet of any other depart- If that is the tribunal before which-they are toment-I care not what department-if
:prostrated be arraigned, and by which sentence IS to be
and enslaved, the people will be the VIctims. I pronounced upou them for malfeasance i11'office.
asked myself the question, whether or not the or for misfeasance, or any other act that amounts
election of the judges by the people, was to en- to disqualification,
why, I ask again, the necessislave the judges and render them dependent .. ty that any other responsibility should be indiAnd sir, if It was to render them dependent, I for cated? We have directed that the judges shall
one, declared that I would not subscribe to a be elected by the people.
So far it is right.
We
constitution
which contained
that feature. I have declared that there shall be responsibility,
would not aid in the adoption of a constitution
and we have indicated where it shall be. Sir, if'
which would render them the slaves of any pow- this is not a proper tribunal before which the
er within this commonwealth.
I satisfied my- judges shall be tried, strike it out, and proclaim
self however that the judges could be elected by that the true tribunal, and the only oue before
the people, and their independence still be main- which the judges shall be tried, is the people at
tained, and bavmg satisfied myself on that large. I say strike it out, let it fall, because it
point, I yielded at once to the propriety of has no business there at all. But I am for that
changing the mode of appointment.
1 thought tribunal, it is the right one, and I am not for
the present mode had because it might be abused, any other. I am not for making them responsiand I was apprehensive that the election of the ble directly to the people. and although the peojudges by the legislature would be worse; but I ple might desire that they should bemade responcame to the conclusion that the true source to sible directly to them, it ought not to be so; for
which this matter should he referred was to the it would be ruinous to the people and destrucpeople themselves,
But whilst I am in favor of tive of every thing that is most dear to them,
throwing it beck upon the people and giving
I am then for all independent judiciary.
Inthem the right to elect the iudg-cs, let no man dependent of whom? Independentof
the power
say that because I differ with him upon abstract which appoints them, In Engsand the judges
ropositions of preserving their purity in office, are not responsible to the eppointieg power, In
Y am therefore opposed to a change in the organ- Kentucky, the governor nominates and the senic law of the state. I am for everything which ate confirms the nomination-not
the people,
is:W protect the people of theetate-c-tor everything
They arerespousibleto the legislature collectively,
which is calculated to build up the defences of a power different from that which appoints.
In
human freedom.
all the states, they are made responsible to a
We are assembled here because it is believed power different from the appointing power,
Having decided how they shall be appointed,
there are important improvements that may be
made in our constitution.
We have solemn du- and how they shall be tried, let us see what sort
ties to perform, and instead or constituting a ju- of sate-guard we can throw around our judiciadiciary that shall be dependent upon another ry, because that is a matter which touches us all.
department of the government, let us maze them It is a matter that concerns not only us, but our
in high places and those in low
the guardians of the people's liberties.
I would posterity-those
have a deep interest in protecting the
rather sink into utter oblivion, than be instru- pl~ccs-all
What are the various plans that have
mental in bringing about any other result.
I say Judiciary,
sir, that I came here to provide for the election been suggested, by which the independence of
I have not
of the officers by the people, but I came here to the judiciary shall be maintained?
render the judicial power independent
of the heard any man contend that the independence of
I like the
people,
I do not mean sir, that they shall not the judiciary ought to be destroyed,
be properly responsible somewhere, but I mean remarks that were made by the gentleman from
There
to assert that I am opposed to making them re- Scott, (Mr. W. Johnson) on this subject.
He
sponsible merely to the power that creates them. was wisdom in every word he uttered,
spoke
like
an
honest
man
and
a
patriot.
There
I am, like the gentleman from Nelson, and like
the honorable president of the convention,
and was that in his manner and his remarks, which
like many distinguished
gentlemen who have indicated that he would not
"Flatter Neptune for hia trident,
addressed this committee, I am formaking them
Nor Jove for his power to thunder."
responsible to the legislative department in the
manner indicated by the report of the committee,
I love the man, because he rose here in the
and I shall not pause here to discuss the plan midst of the confusion. and strife, and proclaimproposed by them.
It is proposed to make the ed those noble sentiments in defence of the inde-
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the other side makes the same insinuation: the
judge weighs the comparative
influence opposed
by the two, and he inclines in favor of the most
powerful. Does any gentleman mean to say that
this will not be the current of events, upon which
will glide away the independence of the judiciary of the state? Will any gentleman contend
that such will not be the effect1 Figure to yourself a judge going down from tile judgment seat,
mingling with the populace, mounting the hustings, and proclaiming his orinions upon the
subjects that are agitated.
'WIll any ~entlemall
say that he is willing to have such Influences
operate upon the candidates for this office? He
must be more than mall if he can rise above
them. Why then will you make the judges reThrough tatter'd clothes small vices do appeareligible? What is the object of it?
Robes and fur'd gowne hide all. Plate sill with gold,
Arid the strong lance of justice nuruese breaks;
I ask where ie the necessity formak iug them reArm it ill rags, a pigffi)"Sstraw doth pierce it.
eligible? I am told that unless they are re-eligible you cannot get another one to supply the
I advocate the independence of the judiciary,
and I do so upon this ground among others; and place, and I am told again, that you dellflve the
I know that in this respect I am ill a horeless people of the right to select their officers acWhy do you declare
minority.
It matters notto me, however.
utter cording to their wishes.
that the governor of your
what I think is right, and whether it meets with in the constitution,
favor or not, I shall not refrain from uttering the state shall not be re-eligible for a certain period
honest sentiments of Illy heart.
I believe that of years? What is the reason of that? Because
the [udgee, if elected by the people, ought not they believed that he might prostitute the power
to be re·eligible, because I believe their power of his office, in order that he might secure his
might be used for the ver':l worst purposes.
.Let return to office. They intended that he should
not gentlemen tell me, when I contend against not be permitted to pander to the popular pasthe re_eligibilityofthejudges,
that 1 am contend- sions and prejudices, with a view to again being
'I'hat was the great principle.
ing against their election by the people.
The placed in power.
~nflueuces which operate upon a judge before 'l'hat is why it was declared in that, instrument,
his election will operate after it, and at a time which we are about to change and alter, that
It was inwhen his conduct will affect the rights of every the governor shall not be re.eligible.
citizen in the commonwealth.
It IS only when tended to guard against the corrupt influences
that
might
be
brought
to
bear
upon
the weakhe is called to administer justice, that his power,
if he be corrupt, is felt; and it tells with wither- ness of 'human nature; and though the principle
in the constitution of the
ing influence upon the people of the state, crush- was not incorporated
ing the last hope of the poor man, who seeks United States, yet throughout the land, from the
protection from oppression, at the hands of the centre to its extremity, has been proclaimed the
such a principle, in
Judiciary.
Will gentlemen tell me that judges propriety of incorporating
are incorruptible?
Will they tell me that a reference to the office of President-of the United
judge bas not the frailties to which all human States. It was feared that the power confided to
nature is subject? Will they proclaim such a him, by the people, might be used in such a
sentiment as this? If they do, they must have manner, as would be destrtuctive of the very
read the book of human nature to little advant- ends of justice, in order to secure a re-election,
age. Let them cast their eyes to the judicial and it was proclaimed to the whole democratic
records of England, and there behold the judi- party of the nation. that it was wrong in princiciary prostrate at the feet of the monarch, and ple that tile president should be re-eligible to
let gentlemen not tell me that because the peo- office. I ask every man, is it to be believed
ple are competent to self-government, they may that when J ackscn proclaimed this sentiment,
not select unworthy agents, that they may not he meant to deny that the people were capable
Such was not the intenbe deceived, that they may not select such per- of self-government?
.aons to administer justice as will be subject to tion. Such is not the legitimate construction of
the ~nfluence of bribery and corruption.
Let it the language he used. The princi.ple has been
It IS a principle which
not be proclaimed that such will not be the fact. asserted time and again.
Such will be the fact, unless human nature is dear to the democratic party of the nation,
and
it
should
be
dear
to
the
hearts of the whole
,greatly changes from what it has been.
here. What
The day of re-election approaches, and with nation. Let it not be disregarded
it, comes the temptation to mingle with the have you gained by making the judges re-eligicrowd, and discuss those questions in which ble? Is it true we have uo other men capable of
the people are interested, men of power and in- filling those offices? Give your judges salaries
services to be
gueuce arrayed on one side, and men of neither commensurate to the important
power nor influence on the other; the man of performed; place them above improper influfortune and influence comes to the candidate for ences, and then you will have what is so desirathe judgeship, and demands
of him. that he ble in every community, justice administered
shan avow his opinions
upon a question; he without denial or dela;r. Why do you want
Surely not beth~n infuses the Foison into his soul, and this principle of re-eligfbility?
drops the cop.solation that he will be instruD;len- cause you are afraid of depriving the people of
ta:'1 in bringing about his election. A man on the right to select the officers they may desire.

pendence of the judiciary.
I think there is no
one here who is opposed to their independence;
but what is to bring about that iudependencet
Is it to be done by making the judicial department directly responsible to the people? Do
gelltlemen mean to maintain that that will make
them independent?
Will it not Frostrate the
judicial power at the very feet 0 the people,
'and if the judicial power of the state is to be
prostrated at the feet of the people, who are to
be the sufferers? Not the rich and the powerful.
They will escape-there
can be no doubt about
that. Who, then, are to suffer? The
and
the defenceless.
Well has it been sai , by that
greatest of English poets :
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No such thing. You have created all officer to
discharge certain duties, and you wish him to
discharge them fairly and honestly.
Is it wrong
toward the people to protect them from those
corrupting influences which would drag him
down from the high position in which they
have placed him? They will thank you in their
hearts, should you have saved them from those
corrupting influences.
I have thrown out these remarks, desultory as
they may be, for the consideration of the cornmittee. They contain truths that come gushing
from my heart and that are sanctioned by my
judgment.
I have thrown them out because I
thought it due to myself, and to the question.
I know not whether they will find a response in
the judgment of others.
It is enough for me to
say, in the language of that distinguished man,
the elder Adams, amidst the storms of the revolution, on the very day when the declaration of
independence
was signed, and when he had
placed his signature to that instrument, "while
conscience claps let the world hiss."
There are some two or three propositions to
which I desire briefly to refer-not
for the purpose of discussing them, but merely to call the
attention of the committee to them. I like the
principle that is contained in the bill that. was
reported by the chairman of the committee on
the court of appeals.
I believe it It great conservative principle, the judges being elected as
it is conceded on all hands they will be, by the
people; and I, myself, am decidedly in favor of
electing them. That being conceded, the great
conservative principle starts up and strikes my
mind with powerful force. What is that principle?
You elect one judge from each separate district.
!fyou have but one court of appeals, or rather of
the court sit but at one single point, as for instance at the seat of government, and you have
but four judges, and you and I, sir, come up
from a single district with our causes to this trtbunal, but one of those four judges will have
been voted for by us, the other three will be
wholly elected by others. And whether favorable to us or opposed to us, they will be wholly
irresponsible to us, and the main reason which
gentlemen assign for being opposed to the elective principle will be entirely swept away_ I
am therefore for the election of all the judges by
the whole people of the state; and I believe
there w ill be no difficulty in finding su itable
men. I believe there is talent enough to be
found in every district, and that IDeo may be selected who are abundantly
competent to diecharge the duties of the office properly.
I do
not entertain a doubt on the subject, I am therefore in favor of this particular principle because
I believe it is right in itself and conservative in
its influence.
There is another principle engrafted in the report to which I give my assent. and do so from
the necessity of the case. I believe it will be
found to be the public sentiment.
I believe that
the people desire that that principle shall be es~
tablished-c-I mean that the courts shall sit at
different points.
This is no new thing, sir, with
me. while a member of the Ieeislature I advocated the proposition, and the ocly obstacle in the
way of carrying it out was a want of constitutional power on the part of the legislature. But I will

tell gentlemen with whom I agree as to the propriety of incorporating that principle, I am not
sure but that it would be better to leave the constitution open, so that" the legislature may hereafter act as it may be deemed adveiable.
When
you have laid off twenty five counties together,
you have got either by yourself or by the legislature to designate some point where the court
is to be held; the question then comes up whether some of the parties would not rather come
here than to go to some place in the interior.
I
will suppose the counties lying on the Ohio river. 'I'uke the lowest county and trace up to
Louisville, and the question is whether they will
not find it more convenient to come to the seat of
government than go to the interior, with all the
attending inconveniences of bad roads. I merely throw out to gentlemen this suggestion for
their consideration.
There is another reason why it would be preferable to leave it open, rather than to incorporate the principle in the constitution, and it is
this. 'Suppose that hereafter, you may wish to
change the system, and bring back the sittings
of tile court to the seat of Government, gentlemen will perceive that it will be too lute to make
that change. 'I'hey will have made a constitutional flrovision from which they cannot escape.
There IS uuother diffieulty.
I have said to you in
all honesty, for I feel it, that I am for making a
constitution that will be acceptable to the people
of Kentucky.
I feel that not only my character
as a delegate to this convention, but that the
character of the whole state is involved in it.
It will not only be disgraceful to us if we make
a constitution that will be rejected by thereople,
but it will be a disgrace to the state itsel.We
shall be a lau~hing stock to the people of all
other states. 'I'he people of Kentucky have said
we will change the organic law of the state, but
after having assembled for that "purpose, it was
found that there was not wisdom enough in the
state to frame a constitution.
I want no such
imputation as this to be cast upou us.
And I
want no such imputation to be thrown upon the
state at large. Well then, I put the question in
this form, do you not see that by incorporating
this provision in the constitution, you may array
a powerful party against that constitution?
Docs
not every man see that you run the risk of destroying the very instrument that it is so very' desirable we should protect and defend.
But if
you leave it to the legislature,
can you not accompliah all that you desire in regard. to this important mutter? By leaving it open whatdo you
do? You merely leave it to a majority of the
people of the state to determine whether they
will have the court of appeals brought uear to
their respective homes, 01' whether they will have
it remain at the seat of government.
Why not
leave it to them to determine?
Are you afraid to
trust a majority of the people? Why, is not the
very courtintended as a safe-guard for the rights
and liberties of' the people'!
Why not let them
decide whether the court of appeals shall be
branched or not? That is the question which I
submit for the consideration of this committee
You will lose nothing by it, because if tile people want the court, they will have it carried to
the districts; and if you incorporate it in the
constitution, you cannot afterwards get clear of
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it.
It cannot weaken the constitution,
if you
leave it open; and you will, by doing so, avoid
arraying a formidable party against YOll.
This
is a matter that ought to be looked to.
If it is not best to refer the whole matter to the
decision of the people through the legislature,
at least let such a provision as this be inserted,
that the legislature may, when any district desires it, have power to direct that the court ofappeals shall no longer be holden in such district.
You may do this, and it will relieve you of the
great difficulty which stands in the way of making this principle a permanent provision in the
constitution.
Mr. PRESTON.
I was glad that the discussion of the subject of the appellate court came
up, and though it will seem that a great deal of
time has been consumed, yet the great principles in the report itself will probably regulate
the other articles in regard to the judiciary that
will be subsequently brought before the convention. Various pnnciples are embmced in it, but
they have been so irregularly discussed that I
am in some doubt what part -of the bill is properly under consideration.
I know that tfie
amendment of the gentleman from Nelson, that
the majorityof the legislature should dismiss
the judges, has been voted down, and if I understand the proposition of the gen tleman from
Madison, I conceive these questions to be within
the scope of his proposed amendments-c-drst as
to the number of the courts, second as to whether
the judges shall be elected by general ticket or
by Ciistricts, third whether the court shall hold
sessions at one or more places, fourth whether
the judges shall be re-eligible, and fifth, whether
they shall be chosen by ballot or the ancient
viva voce system.
•
These I regard as the .questlocs involved in
the bill before us; but as they are too" numerous
to discuss here unless in a speech longer than I
propose to make, I will allude to that portion of
thehill only which contemplates the re-eltglbility of the judges.
On this subject I differ with
the gentleman from Henderson as well as with
others Oil this floor. I have been accustomed to
attend with too much reverence probably to the
lessons of experience which the past has given
us, and am too much disinclined to differ from
the settled course of things, to adopt with facility new suggestions as regards the mode of appointing the Judiciary or to apprehend the full
forceofthe objections J evelled against the plan indicated in the report even when urged with all
the eloquence which has distinguished the effort
made by the gentleman from Henderson.
That the mode is novel is true, for throughout
this confederacy, now numbering thirty states,
there is not, so far as I am informed, a single
member of it that has required such a feature in
its constitution.
In framing their organic law
all have been moved by aairuilar.deaire to secure
an independent judiciary; but none have deemed
it necessary to insert such a safe-guard in their
constitutions; and shall Kentucky then first undertake to do this, and to do it rather impelled
by the eloquence of its advocates than by the
solidity of the reasons urged? Or shall we adopt
blindly and insert this feature without knowing
whither it tends or what is its use.
I heard a part of the remarks of my friend

from Fleming (Mr. Jl.:LP, Marshall) in whose
simple, truthful, yet strong and argumentative
mindI have the utmost confidence, and in whom
I can see a meutal resemblanee to his great kinsman, Wl10 so long distinguished the bench of the
supreme court of the United States. But I see
no valid reason advanced by the gentleman to
whom I allude, to sustain this assault upon the
report of the committee on the court of ap~eals.
But it is asked, on the other side, what IS the
use of ro-ellgibility, and whether the independence of the judiciary will not be better secured
by ineligibihty than re-eligibillty.
Sir, there is
no good ground why any faithful servant who
has discharged his duties to the country and
earned its gratitude, should be excluded from.
the subsequent confidence of his fellow citizens.
This is the general principle, and if there is any
exception to it it must be shown that it is necessary to secure the independence of the judiciary.
'I'his cannot be done.
From the first establishment
of the govern·
ment of this country, no such principle has been
adopted in our state or Federal constitution, except as relates to the office of governor of Kentucky. The president of the United States,
congressmen, judges and all other officers are
re-eligible.
'1"he provision in our constitution
in relation to the governor is the only precedent
that I know to the contrary.
Sir, the principle
of ineligibility is founded on fear, and should
only apply to those officers who are clothed
with great powers-the
president of the United
States should possibly be declared ineligible.
Wliy? Therresident
of the United States holds
tile army 0 the country in one hand, and the
navy in the other. He has thirty millions of
revenue to be distributed
among the officers of
the government.
He hold." a veto on all the
laws of Congress, and at this time he exercises
as great pDwer as any limited
monarch
in
Europe. Is there then no difference between him
and the defenceless judge of the appellate court?
One possesses the patronage of thirty thousand
offices, of salaries for these offices-has the third
navy in the world under his control-and
has
an executive veto upon the representatives of
twenty millions of people.
The other wields
no such 'l?atrolJage, controls no such power, the
check of iueligib iliby, even if necessary to control an office of such vast powers, as the president is wholly unnecessary in regard to a judge.
The gentleman from Henderson says, that the
judge will be seen descending from his place
mixing with the populace, seducing their affections, disturbing their judgments, and finally
by a sort of reciprocal corruption, destroying not
only his own independence, but the honesty of
the people.
Mr. DIXON.
The gentleman is mistaken.
I did not say that he would destroy the honesty
of the people, but that corrupt men would deetroy his honesty, if he had any.
Mr. PRESTON.
If it does not destroy their
honesty then there is nothing to fear. If it
does not destroy the honesty of the people they
will have intelligence- enough to rebuke any
such attempts on the part of an electioneering
judge.
But I will pursue the parallel which r would
draw between the President of the United States
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nnd a judge.
Will the gentleman
Bay that a
judge can in fact ascertain who is to have an influence upon his election, or if he could, that it
'Wouldbe of much importance?
Let us examine
what this bill actually proposes to do. It proposes to divide this state into four !?Tcat parts,
and in each part to establish a judicial district.
It is not a court of original but only of appellate
jurisdiction.
We find, as was stated by the gentleman from Montgomery. more than two hundred to one of the cases which arise in circuit
courts never reach the court of appeals. A judge
is appointed by the electors of a Judicial district
containing two hundred and fifty thousand souls,
and has only one vote out of four on the
appellate bench, when the court is organized.
He has no clerks to appoint, no patronage to bestow, no army within his grasp, no fleet under
his control, but he is simply an unarmed and
powerless officer of the law-a
man shorn of
Influence, hut chosen by the people 00 sit and
determine on their ri,ffhts and their property.
The statistics in relation to this matter, SllOW
that there are about six hundred cases in the
eppelle ~e courts in one term, and that this
number of appeals is taken from about thirteen thousand appearances in the circuit courts;
which makes about one appeal in two hundred appearances.
If so the chance that any
particular
individual's
case will come before
the court of appeals, is remote indeed. If it
does, the judge will only have one vote in four,
and that after the decision of the tribunal below..
The assertion, therefore, that the judge would
. sacrifice his independence to secure personal suJ?port, based upon such remote contingencies, IS
contrary to every fair presumption.
Is not the
apprehension so remote that it may be called
fanciful?
But, sir, en~raft this principle in your
constitution and you destroy the whore theory of
an elective judiciary-c-you
blow hot and cold
with the same breath.
You say at one moment
that the people are sufficiently honest, intelligent,
and incorruptible, to elect their judges; in the
next, that they are too corruptible to re-elect
them. Put it on the ground that the gentleman
from Henderson does-that
is, that the /'udge
might be corrupted bv the people-then
he s iould
never be elected by "the people.
Admit the ar~umeTlt, and you admit that the jud~e, when he
lS thirty year;; old and first a candidate,
is incapable of corrupting the people, and assert the
next moment that he becomes capable after he has
been eight years in office. I do not think that
any investigation will show that there is any
solid objection to the refort on this account.
No, sir, there are more rea evils that will spring
up from the ineligibility of the judiciary than
from their re-eligibility.
It is claimed that all
ineligible judiciary will be honest, but let me
ask the gentleman one thing-whether
it depends
so much on the mode of appointment as upon
the character of the man himself. I believe that
if a man is a good man he will be a good judge.
If he is a bad man he will be a bad judge.
If
he is an independent man he will be an independent judge.
If he. is a servile man he will
be a servile judge.
The mode of the appointment will not alter the character of the man.
Well sir, if the gentleman's proposition was
to go int-o effect and the election should faU on a

man so servile that he would sacrifice his -lndependence, what would bethe result? Would ineligibility make his character pure? No sir. A
man of such a character would leave his docket
encumbered with the most important cases, so
that he might be employed ill the same cases
when he should come to the bar; so that he
might obtain practice so soon as he should be
excluded from the bench. And the fact would
be that you would have an encumbered docket,
and you would inflict an evil without obtaining
a corresponding
benefit. The eligibility of the
judges has been permitted in every state in the
union, and if we prohibit it now, it will be the
first time that it has been done in this country.
I have seen no reason why we should thus deviate from the practice of our sister states. we
will not secure more fully by such a course that
independence in the judges which is both necessary and desirable.
The court of appeals is not
so constituted that it oan affect directly the people themselves.
Even if we preserve the feature
which is now engrafted in it, we shall sufficiently secure the independence of the judiciary, and
meet the approbation of the people themselves.
And if we place their salaries beyond the reach
of the legislature we shall be enabled to carry
out the great principles which are contended for
by the friends of progress in every part of this
union, and' establish an independent
elective
judiciary.'.
'I'be gcntleman.has given us a quotation from
Bbakspeare.
He tells us in the language of Lear
that
'.
"Through tattered clothes small vices do appear."

And that the rags of the beggar are but a poor
shield against injustice. But sir, if you let the
poor man have the power of telling by his vote
at the polls whether he believes his Judge just
or unjust, you will never hear of the ra&,s ofthe
beggar being a poor shield against the injustice
of the judge. For myself I want to halt at no
half war house in the election of the judiciary.
Let us either have the judges appointed by the
governor, or elected by, and responsible to, the
people.
Let us have no legislative election, but
let us come up fully and fairly to the question.
In Ohio they have halted at the half way
house.
A distinguished
gentleman yesterday
gave me an account of the condition of the judiciary in that state. The judges have heretofore
been appointed by the legislature.
But the people are now seeking to substitute popular elections, and it will be done. We cannot, in my
opinion, by any mode of reasoning, arrive at
tlie conclusion that if the judges should be
elected by the people they should not be re-ellgible.
There are no reasons for entertaining
fears that the judges will be servile to the people, which would »ot applywith equal force if we
were to render them ineligible.
We should not.
I think, Mr. Chairman, deviate from the established rule which exists in thirty states of this
confederacy,
without more cogent arguments
than have yet been advanced.
On the motion of Mr. MITCHELL the committee rose and reported progress, and obtained
leave to sit again.
LEAVE

OF

AIlSENCE.

On the motion of Mr. DESHA

leave of abo
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eence
next.

WU"i

granted

to Mr. 'I'albott, till

Monday

The convention then adjourned.

FRIDAY,
OCTOBER
Prayer by the Rev. GEORGE

26, 1849.
W.

BRUSII.

LEAVE OF ABSENCE.

On the motion of Mr. GAITHER leave of absence was granted to Mr. W. N. Marshall to
Monday next.
UESOI.UTIOXS.

Mr. TAYLOR offered the following resolution,
and it was adopted:
Resolved, That the Second Auditor be requested to furnish to the convention a statement showing the whole number of parents and guardians, in the State of Kentucky, by counties, who
have children between five and sixteen years of
age, as follows: Ist. Those that have no property entered for taxation, and number of children.
2d. Those who are worth less than $100 in property, and number of children.
3d. Those who
are worth from $100 to $400 in property, and
number of children.
4th. Those who are worth
from $400 to $600 in property, and number of
children.
5th. Those who are worth over $GOO
in property, and number of chl l.dren, for the year
1849.
Mr. HARGIS offered the following, and it was
adopted:
Resolved, That the Second Auditor be requested to furnish this convention with a tabular
statement of the receipts and expenditures,
annually, of the government of the State of Kentucky, from the year 1823 until the end of the
fiscal year 1849: showing the receipts and expenditures from each source.
PETITIOXS--COMMOX

SCHOOLS.

Mr. WALLER presented a petition from sundry citizens of Fayette and Clarke counties, on
the subject of common schools, which on his ruetion Was referred to the committee on education,
and ordered to be printed.
'rrm COURT OF APPEALS.

'I'he convention
again resolved itself into
committee of t.he whole, Mr. HUSTON in the
chair, 011 the article in relation to the court of
appeals.
.Mr. MITCHELL.
The few remarks which I
propose to submit for the consideration of the
committee, will be addressed to the subject of
judicial Tc-eligibility.
This, although not the
immediate question upon which a vote i... about
to be taken, is embraced in the series of amendments offered to the report under discussion, and
because it involves principles
of higher and
greater moment than any other amendment proposed, is, I apprehend, the most important matter to be discussed.
I listened with the greatest pleasure to the
gentleman from Henderson on yesterday, while
addressing the committee on this subject. His
stormy eloquence, to employ the beautiful and
appropriate figure which he himself used, was
to me like light bursting from a dark cloud. It

led my imagination oept.i ve, but it failed to convince my judgment.
The positions which he assumed, if tenable, and the arguments deduced
from them, apply with equal force to th .. election and re-election of judges.
I regard the
principle of re-eligibility
as insef.arable from,
and identical with, that of the e ectlon of the
judiciary.
If re-el igibil ity be wrong in principle, it would, I conceive, be wrong to elect
by the people judicial officers. In the examination of this subject, it will be necessary to
go back and see upon what principles the proposed reform extending the elective franchise, so
as to embrace the judiciary,
is predicated.
I
will endeavor to show, that If it be right to make
this proposed reform, it will not be right to stop
short atthepointwhich
the gentleman from Henderson indicates as a proper terminus to it. I will
endeavor to show that, we shall be compromising
agreat rriuciple in pausing at that poiut.; and instead 0 obeying the popular impulse-instead
of obeying the will of the people as expressed
throughout
Kentucky on this subject, we, by
adopting the views of the honorable gentleman
from Henderson, should be but making a concession to popular prejudice, which would contain in itself a compromise of the principles upou which we profess to act. That that form of
government Is best which secures the exercise of
the greatest amount of rOWel' to the people, compatible with successfu
progress, is a postulate
which I apprehend few in this country are disposed to controvert.
There is no doubt a difference of opinion, and an honest difference of opinion as to the exact point at which the exercise of
power 011 the part of the people, should terminate, and the exercise of delegated power should
commence, or, in other words, when the people
should cease to act by: themselves and begin to
act by their representatives.
In a government like ours, with a population
such as we have, want of intelligence
in the
musses can in no event be alleged as a reason for
withholding from them the exercise of power .
To make such an assertion would be to deny the
truth of that political maxim upon which our
whole system reposes-the
capacity of man for
self-government.
This, sir, is the atlas upon
whose broad shoulders our political globe is sustained.
'I'o say that the peoyle are the fountain
of all power-that
their wisdom, intelligence,
and virtue are equal to any political emergency
which may arise, and yet to deny to them the
exercise of that power on the score of incapacity, would, iu my humble judgment, be to perpetrate an absurdity.
Our political theory presupposes
popular capacity adequate to the conduct and management
of all the operations of government.
But at the
same time it concedes the necessity of representation-a necessity arising not from the want of
intelligence on the part of the :people, but from
the impracticability,
in many instances, of direct popular action.
It is impossible. sir, with
a population as great as ours, extending over so
large an area, for the people, as in democratic
Athens, to legislate primarily, and hence the
representative
feature from necessity is engrafted on our system.
This great cardinal principle should ever be kept in view, that representation in popular governments is a concession
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to necessity.
And hence, therefore, whenever great principle of popular activity into the inrepresentation is carried beyond the point of stitutions of the country, and thus build up its
necessity in a government which assumes to be intelligence and its jJatriotism.
Th~ more dipopular in its structure, its practice pro tanto rect control the peop e take in the manage mont
departs from its theory, and to that extent is a of their government the greater will be there indirect attack upon the capacity of the people for terest in it. The exercise of political rights culeelf-goverumerit,
That the tendency of power tivates political knowledge, cultivates popular
is ever from the many to the few is a political patriotism.
The love of country, sir, exists no
proverb which has come down to us sanctioned
doubt to some extent everywhere.
It is found
by the sad experience of the world. The chains amid the snows of Lapland ........
it exists on the
which bind enslaved nations are but so many arid plains of India-it
dwells in the tent of the
links of power, stolen one by one from the pop- Bedouin-it
is the only gleam of sunshine that
ular grasp. Popular concession is the material cheers the dark fate of the Russian serf. But
out of which have been constructed the loftie!'it this love of place and of the associations ccnthrones that despotism ever reared.
'I'he only uected with place is rather flo social than a politsure guaranty for the preservation of popular ical feeling.
Who that does not bow at the dorights is the vigilant and continued exercise of mestic altar around which the holiest and purest
popular power. .As in we physical, so in the feelings of our nature cling-who
that does not
moral world, inaction is the parent of weakness. worship his own household gods-who that does
As our phyaieal nature requires activity to pre- not carry with him through all his wanderings
serve its VIgor, so docs our moral being, our po- a fond remcmberance of the spot marked by the
litical existence.
The arm whose muscles swell footprints of his infancy?
This is mere love of
with strength. if kept in a state of inaction shriv- place-alone
engendered by early and intimate
els away and becomes a thing of weakness. association.
But patriotism,
that high souled
Even the tongue itself by disuse forgets its cun- patriotism which soars above domestic affections.
ning, and the power of .speech which indicates nestles no where save in the heart which throbs
our kindred to divinity, is lost.
with the strong pulsations of freedom.
Now, sir, is the time, relying Oll the firm
Out of the curse pronounced on man's first
disobedience, by the beneficence of divine prov- basis of popular intelligence, to renr the judicial
superstructure with a boldness of architecture
idence, grow the issues of aman
prosperity.
commensurate with the stren~th of its foundation.
When the lesson of activity is so impressively
taught in every department of life-when we be- Now is the time for the people to resume the full
hold health and strength, yielding to the para- p,0wer to which their intelligence entitles them.
lizing influence of indolence-when
we sec in- They have striden forward to the accomplishtellect moulded ill the $od-like proportions of ment of this object with a giant step. trampling
genius sinking into driveling inanity, are we as they went the dogmas which conservatism
not admonished that from the same cause our had thrown in their path. I am not unmindful
liberty may lose somewhat of its swelling pro- sir, that the subject of judicial reform has presented difficulties to those who from their paportions-may
shrink into a shadowy phantom
that shall mock the patriot's hopes. It is not, triotism and their wisdom are entitled to our
But sir, I am not to be deterred
sir, on the disastrous battle field that a ;pea. highest resreet.
ple's liberties are cloven down. Greece, It is from carrYlllg out what I conceive to be 11 great
principle by the timid warnings even of those
true. had her Oheronea and Rome her Pharsalia;
and althmlgh the proud note of the war trumpet who claim to be guided by the light of experiwhich proclaimed ambition's triumph Illay have ence.
told that Grecian liberty and Roman liberty
According to the theory oflopular
govern.
were no more, yet long before had it perished, meut, which I have endeavore
to state to the
expiring in the fatal embraces of popular inac- committee, the first inquiry which presents ittivity.
The liberties of a free people fall not by self is as to the necessity of delegat,ing power
the sword. A nation's gratitude may mingle in the election of judges; for it w111be rcrnemcivic wreaths with the laurel that dusters around bered that representation is the result of uethe successful warrior's steel-clad brow-the glit. cesaity.
This inquiry involves another questering cohorts of hereditary power may seek to tion-c-the practicability of their direct appointtrample the rights of man uuder the iron heel of ment by the people. And if sir, direct appointmilitary force-the sword of faction may leap ment be practicable, of which I presume there
from its scabbard-eivil
dissension under the cannot be a doubt. then ally other mode of ap~uidance of unhallowed ambition may imbrue pointment is a departure. a practical departure,
Its hand in kindred blood-but
una.vailing are from the theory of popular
government. and
all the dazeling attributes of military glory, therefore a direct attack, if I am correct in the
the fierce ukase of imperial despotism, the in- position which I have assumed, upon popular
ternal strifes that blood-stained faction may gen- rights.
erate to overturn the liberties of a free people, so
J am aware, sir, that those who object to re-ellong as they are found vigilently exercising the i~ibility as well as those who object to the eleopower which of right belongs to them. So long tion of the judge, hang that objection uot upon
as this is the case we need not despair of free- the want of popular intelligence, not upon the
dom. Our institutions are now in their youth. incapacity
of the people for making wise and
ful vigor. Shall we pause, sir, till we sink into judicious selections, but upon the baneful influpolitical decrepitude-until
the vital energies of ences that are to be exercised upon the judge himour government shall have been exhausted-unself. They concede popular intelligence.
They
W its recuperative power3 shall have been lost? concede l!-bilily upon the part of the people to
Is not this the propitious period to infuse the m~et this ~Dlergency. They contest the propriety
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or such a course upon the ground that the officer
himself will become corrupt.
Now I take it
that these two propositions are the converse of
each other.
Trw objection overcomes the concession. The objection which goes to the couduct of the judge is in fact an obje-ction to the
ability of the people. Let us for a moment examine the question.
If the people are capable
of electing their jud~es, then must they beequally capable of deciding upou the manner in
which the judicial functions have been discharged. The capacity to elect officers pre-supposes
the ability to judge of the qualifications for office
before appointment, and the manner in which
its duties are performed during incumbency.
The two things are inseparable.
To say that
the judge by courting the rich, by discriminating among suitors, by l?rostituting his office,
can secure his re-election, is in effect saying that
the people are so corrupt as to be conciliated by
dishonesty; or else so foolish as to be gulled by
it. If dishonest courses can secure the re-election of the judge, the same dishonest courses
would secure his election in the first instance.
The objection applies as well to election as to reelection-to
one set of influences as to the other.
If it prove that the judge should not be re-elected, it equallYl'roves that the judge should not
be elected. I it prove that the people are incapable of re-electing, it egually proves that
they are incapable of electing in the first instance; and as I before remarked, it is but etaing the same proposition in two forms. Besides
the reasoning by which this objection is attempted to be sustained, if it call be established,
makes a direct attack upon the whole elective
franchise.
It goes to show that popular elections are corrupting in their influence.
It goes
to show that popular responsibility is degrading
and therefore no officer should be elected by the
people.
If the same judge be honest when he
does not look to the people for a continuance of
his official existence, and dishonest from necessity, in order to continue it, then the degradation
of the officer is the result of the low standard of
popular morals-a
standard so low as to unfit
the people for the exercise of political power,
Something has been said in relation to the independence of the judiciary, and we have been
referred to England.
Now sir, as I understand
it, the independence
of tbe English judiciary
depends 011 no principle which 18 controverted
in the report of the committee.
Originally, the
crown had not onlv the bestowal of judicial
office, but that office~ was held at its will and
'pleasure.
The king was a part of the government.
He constituted
the executive branch.
He placed his creatures in judicial stations.
They were dependent on his smile for the continuance of their official existence.
'I'be judiciary then became a part of the executive, and all
its energies and powers were exerted to build up
the royal prerogative.
When afterwards, the
judges 'held their office by a certain tenure, and
were placed beyond the influence of the executive, it was declared that they were independent;
and that is the independent judiciary of which
Englishmen boast.
Now, it is proposed that our judges shall hold
their offices by a certain tenure-for
a certain
term of years-that
they shall be during that

time, independent of the power that created
them, and of every department of the government, so long as they are faithful in the discharge of their duties.
But, says the gentleman
from Henderson, the only way to secure the independence of the judge is, to make him entirely independent of the power from whom he received his office. The crown, he said, in England, made the judge, and he was therefore
placed above the influence of the crown. The
people make the judge here, and he should be
placed above the Influence of the people.
The
honorable gentleman, in defining judicial independence, and reasoning as to what should exist
here, from what exists in England, has certainly
lost sight of the fact, that the English judge,
although independent
of the crown, which is
but one department of the British government,
stills holds his office at the will and 'Pleasure of
the parliament,
in which the soverel~n power
resides. It is apparent then that the Judge, under our system, will be more independent than
the English judge, for instead of a bare majority, two thirds of the legislature are required to
evict him from office, and they are required to
exhibit on their journal the causes of his removal. while the gentleman approves of this responsibility, he does not seem to take the distinction that here the legislature are but the representatives of the people, and should reflect
their will, so that their action is presumed to be
the people's, the pow-er which is interposed between the judge and the people being a delegated power.
~ therefore regard it as a new principle as applIed to our political system, to say that the
Judge shall be entirely independent of the power that created him.
All our officers are created directly or indirectly by the people; and
they are held directly or indirectly responsible
to the people.
'I'he question, so far a" judicial
responsibility is concerned, is to whom the delegated power shall be entrusted, because in this
instance it is impossible for it to be held by the
people and exercised by them. But, says the
gentleman, the effect of re-efigibil ity will be to
drag down the judse at the feet of the people.
Why that was one of the great objects for which
this convention was called.
For my part I
should say that the haughtiest
nature that was
ever stamped on the human soul could ask Cor
office without humiliation or degradation at the
hand of a free and enlightened people.
The gentleman indulges the fear that if reeligibilIty becomes a feature in our judicial system, the Judge will mount the hustinsa and that
the discussions of private rights will become the
medium through which public office is sought.
Well, I do not perceive that that would not a.OJ
well be the case if we permit the judges to be
elected by the people as it will should they be
made re-eligible.
Enlightened
public opinion
must control this subject, and that is the only
control, that is the only safe-guard we have for
our whole political system.
Our institutions
rest upon the intelligence of
the peol?le, which is the only guaranty for the
perpetuity of free goYernments.
He says, and
says perhaps correctly, that it may occasionally
occur that a bad man will be placed in hi€l'h [udicial station.
Grant that it is so; it will not
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be contended that, let the appointment come from
what quarter it may, bad men will not sometimes
be placed in hi~h stations. This may occur in
any state of things.
A bad man placed on the
bench to serve his own base purposes, whether
he be re-el igible or not, will be tempted to employ sinister means to accomplish h is sinister
ends. I cannot perceive that To-eligibility will
produce this effect. Besides. this very argumeut
wars against the very principle on which, as I
conceive, our whole system rests. If the employment of such means as these is to opcrateou the
public mind, then the public mind "has not the
capacity to elect or to re-elect.
Talk about the
judge lending himself officially to influential
men for the purpose of seeming their aid.
I
ask you what is the number of the litigants
compared with the whole voting population?
Scarcely a tenth.
And of this number how many
would become the subjects of judicial bounty,
and the creatures of the judge?
Not a tithe of
that tithe.
And for every fr-iend that is created
there will be an eneml made. Favors cannot be
bestowed on some Without making enemies of
those at whose expense they are obtained.
Granting that the rich and influential will be favored
by this corrupt judge, we all know, who know
the character of the people of Kentucky, that
the complaints of the humble and obscure will
always find a listening ear, and a ready sympathy, and a spirit of indignation
in the public
mind that would trample under foot such baseness.
But sir, you prove nothing by showing that a
bad man would go on to perpetrate his evil
deeds. You must show that the good man be .
comes a bad one. It is necessary that this violent
presumption be indulged before it can be presumed that evil will result from re-eligibility.
Men
that are good before their aP.l?0intment will not
be led to commit evil deeds without some strong
and powerful motive. What then would be the
motive? To gain popular favor and influence,
and their conduct would be predicated on a presumption of popular weakness; and the belief
that by corruption, and by converting office into
an engine which should be made to effect evil to
some and good to others, with a view to secure
re-election, they could accomplish success. I
say the whole argument is predicated on popular ignorance.
If the people have the iutell igeuce that is attributed to them they could see
the Influences which were brought to bear, and
would visit, as they ought, upon the judges the
indignation
which they would merit. On the
other hand, supposing the people to possess that
intelligence and virtue which are requisite to
make judicious selections, the judge looks forward, as the means of securing hIS re-election-to
what?
To the faithful discharge of his official
duties.
He regards the public as an enlightened
tribunal, before which he is again to come; and
he knows that unless he brings evidence to show
that he has been a good officer he will be rejected. But shall we say that it would be impolitic
to re-elect, but that it would be judicious to elect
our judges?
In the first instance they present
themselves before the people who have to take
them on their reputation.
They are then untried; but the next time they present themselves
their whole official course is known, and the
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people are better prepared to judge.
They have
more material out of which to form a correct
judgment, supposing they are capable of judgiug. But on the other hand, the officer who IS
placed in a judicial station, and looks to the end
of his term as the termination of his official existence-who
knows that let his course of eonduct be what it may, there is for him no longer
the hope of official life-who
knows that he is
to sink again to the popular level, from which
he cannot, accordill~ to the iron rule of the constitution, arise, let his merits be what they may.
I say what stimulus, what incentive is there to
industry, to the building u:p of a high .judicial
reputation,
to the acquisition of large judicial
attainments-what
stimulus is there? He may
sink into indolence, he may neglect his official
duties, and the result is the same. Sir, it was
regarded by the inspiration of heaven as a curse
upon man that he should labor. It is, therefore, a part of the constitution of man to be indolent.
You have to stimulate him. You have
to hold out to him inducement.'>. Exertion is
not voluntary.
It is dragged forth by SOlUepowerful extraneous cause. Our holy system of religion is a syetom of rewards and punishments,
constituted according
to the nature of man.Man by that system is held in check. He is constrained to pursue the path of rectitude.
He is
taught to walk in the ",vays in which be should
go by rewards held out for good conduct, and
punishment denounced for evil deeds. Yet we
are told that re-eligibllity, although it holds out
rewards for faithful service, would destroy the
independence of the judge, and therefore render
him corrupt, and that by prostrating the judiciaryat the feet of the people the ermine "Would
be soiled, the station degraded.
In the language
of Shakspeare, my friend from Henderson exclaims:
"Plate sin in gold, and the strong lance or justice
nurueas hrea.ks-.-,
C10\~~!till beggar's rags, a pigmy's straw will pierce

This language might have suited the English
court in the days of Henry the VIII, and his
daughters the bloody Mary, the imperious Elizabeth. It lllay have suited the days when the
English judiciary was the creature of the English crown, but It can scarcely apply with auy
force in this enlightened 3ge, either to the tribunals of that country or this, nor can I think
that it portrays the course of popular action in
our country.
Sir, if I wanted to excite the public mind-if I wanted to concentrate indignation
on any object, I would charge that object with
having perpetrated injustice, not Oll the rich,
and the proud, and the influential, but on the
man who wears the rags. Such is my experience
of Kentucky character.
I have perhaps said as much on this subject as
I ought to say. I have given my views in a verl imperfect manner in reference to these questious. I conceive that the two are inseparably
counected , and that they caunot be severed. If
you say the judge should not be re-eligible, you
say in fact that the judge should not be elected.
It seems to be Oil all hands agreed that an electi ve
judiciary will be established by this convention.
1have endeavored to show that it will be in accordance with the true principle of a popular
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government-that
the people are to exercise
the power because there is no necessity to delegate it. I have endeavored to show that re-el igibility rests on the same principle, and having
done so, I shall close my remarks.
Mr. DAVIS.
I am in very feeble health, and
I have thought that I should take no part ill the
debate on this question.
I will, however, endeavor if my strength will enable me to maintain the floor, in some measure to redeem the
pledge which I have given. In coming to this
discussion I regret that I do not possess my usual amount of physical health, but much more
deeply do I regret the absence of that intelfectuul strength, which will enable me to vindicate
my position, not only to the house, but to the
country.
I am happy to know from the published debate, so far as I have attended to it, that
we all agree in one position; that is, that the judiciary department of the government should be
able, learned, honest, and independent.
Now,
any system of appointment of the courts that
will secure these great and essential ends of the
judiciary, would be satisfactory to me; and if
my reason could be convinced that the mode of
popular election would secure to the country
these most important and essential ends of government, I would withdraw the feeble opposition which I shall endeavor to present.
But I
go in this matter of an able, honest, and independent judiciary, for an essence, for a thing
that will exist in practice and in effect, not for
an abstraction or a theoretical ideality.
I am
not satisfied with the declaration of gentlemen,
that they are pledged and devoted to such a judiciary as I have indicated.
I want them to convince me that they propose to give to the country that jndiciarx, and that mode of constituting it, which Will secure these ends. And it is
because I am wholly incredulous as to the results of the system which the committee has
proposed, and which I have no doubt the convention will give to the country.
It is because
of my utter scepticism in regard to the practicability and the aptitude of the system to its great
ends, that I am induced to oppose it here, as I
will elsewhere.
'I'hcgreat improvement of modern political science and statesmanship over that
of ancient times and the middle ages, is the division of the government into departments, and
its distribution among various officers and classes of officers, who shall be co-ordinate, and who
shall be a check against the encroachment of
each other. These form a protection to the people, and to the rights which arc reserved by the
constitution for the people, and which are not
at all intended to be given into the political
scheme.
Now, the chief advantage of our American
system of governments over all that exist elsewhere, and over all that preceded them, through
the long lapse of political history, in my judgment, resolves itself into these two general principles. We, the representatives of the people of
Kentucky assembled, ought to preserve and
guard, with the most sedulous vigilance and
watchfulness, these important principles, and if
it be a matter of doubt whether any provision
which we are about to adopt and incorporate
into the constitution, or any mode of appointing
the magistracy, which we are about to establish,

will jeopardise these principles, it seems to me
that every member of this convention should feel
it incumbent upon him to repudiate all such
propositions. We have three co-ordinate departments of the government, according to the understanding of the country, and according to
the constitution itself; a legislative,
executive,
and judicial department.
,Ve have been taught
by the sages of the law, not only in our own
country, but in that from which we sprung, and
by all the experience of mankind, that that man
or body of men, who engross all these functions
and exercise them all in their own persons, is the
government, and it is essentially and practically
a despotism.
Now take the projects and schemes, not of reform, not of amendment, which seem to be engrossing the attention of this body. but of destruction and revolution, especially in regard to
the judiciary, and adopt them in the new constitution, and you swallow up and engross all the
department" of the goverument in the legislative department; you subvert and overthrow the
judiciary, and practically take away that protection to the citizens of the state. which the constitution and the laws have provided for them,
and I would go home to my people, and I would
proclaim from the stump, and evcry where, that
such a constitution was not worth thier confidence nor their acceptance, and I would invoke
them to reject it.
We arc asked, and particularly by my friend from Henderson, (Mr. Dixon,)
who made us a most eloquent and forcible address yesterday, "are you afraid to trust the
peoplef are not thc people competent to do their
own business?"
I answer in the most precise and 'unequivocal
lanll'uage, I am afraid to trust the people in all
thi~gs, I am afraid to trust myself. -"he people themselves, our fathers, who had as much
wisdom and -patriotism as we have, acted on
that principle in forming the instrument now
under consideration,
and which we are to say
whether we will amend, or whether we will subvert. They adopted a constitution that was to
be paramount not onlv to the legislature, but to
the entire government, the fundamental
law of
government, the law of laws. 'I'hey prescribed
and defined the powers of the three branches.
'I'hey erected Limite and barriers, beyond which
they were not to pass. They withheld expressly
from the political scheme of government, great
fundamental rights which they were resolved the
government should never have cognizance of,
and without which reservation our social fabric
never could have been reared in that beautiful
proportion in which it now exists.
I have said that the people distrnsted themselves, that they were not willing to confide to
themselves, much less to either the legislature,
the executive, or the judicial departments, certain great and fundamental
rights which they
have declared in the most explicit language, shall
not be the wbject of governmental cognizance.
Take the definition of treason, take your bill of
rights, and read them carefully, and ponder upon
them. 'I'rcason is to consist in levying war by
overt act, to establish which, there must be two
positive witnesses to the same fact. This was a
great subject which those who framed the constitution were resolved to regulate, and they
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of his supporters?
But the gentleman
Myi'l, if poleon should be shot.
It was like the liberty
the officer thus acts, the eople will not re-elect of the russ proclaimed during- the reign of terhim. Will that relieve tReman who has been ill- ror ill Prance, where every article was subjected
jured, o?,presiH:d, and down trodden by the eher- to the censorship of those in power.
Here we
iff? "auld that restore to the man his rights, arc told the people are free, and can govern
abused by the sheriff in failing to discharge the themselves, irrespective of all restrictions. but
duties of his office, in a desire to secure the votes they arc told also, that they cannot even elect a
of his adversary"
Not ut all. The people have clerk without a certificate from a judge of the
turued out the sheriff, but still here are men sur- court of appeals, or of the circuit court; and for
ferillft nuder the exercise of a power intended
what purposet
III order that the people may
for thvgood of1becOtllltry,butwhichhasbeell,Per_
know who ought to be permitted to serve them?
verted to corrupting
of purposes.
This IS a And when a sheriff was to be elected a second
question that I do »ot like to discuss, but it is time, we were told, ill effect, that the people, inunavoidable, in view of the importuuccof guard- stead of being capable of self-government,
were
ing these officers from an interference with the incapable, or otherwise, that a majority of the
best interests of the people, when they have in people are corrupt and accessible to bribery and
their
hands
the power of sacrifielll¥ whom Improper influences.
Gentlemen ought not thus
they please.
Let the sheriff be elected, I care to say in one breath that the people are capable
Hot whether for two or four years, but let him be of self zovernment,
and in the next that they are
in-eligible.
WIlen he goes out let him wind up 1J0t. But, sayi'! the /)re:-;ident, sheriffs and constahis business, and then after an interval of two or hles are to be fcunc , who would pervert their offour years afterwards, if the people went him fices to the oppression
of the people to secure
again let them elect him. And I think with the their re-election.
I am remiudcd by that remark,
gentleman from Louisville that rotation in office, of one of £sop's fables-that
of the fox and the
eepeclully in regard to sheriffs,
Is the most flies. The fox objected to the tllcs. when they
advisable policy to adopt.
had satiated themselves, being driven off from
I have thought proper to make these remarks, him, for fear that another hungry set would come
because I am satisfied that if we turn these sher- and deprive him of the last remaining
drop of
iffs and constables loose, armed with all the pro- blood i n his veins.
Thus, if a JUan discharges
cess of the law, with the power to exercise it for the duties of his office in the way described, it
the advancement of their own interests,
it will is to be hoped by that time he will be sufficient.
be an injury to the country, that years will not ly sntiuterl with the best blood of the people,
remedy.
and that they would suffer less under him, thnn
Mr. WOODSON.
The scarcit,y of iUly article ~hose w~o had l~Ot R.Syet tasteJ a SillgJ~ drop of
is s~jd to. ()~hancc jt~ value .. If Il~is be true, ~nd I: .. M.y 1.mr,reSSIOI1IS ~h~.t the people, 111 the scI tlllllk It IS, consistency,
In thIS conventlOll,
I..:cholJ 0.1 t les.e officers " ill bc.gov~rned by pr?cannot, be too highly appreciated,
and by llone per .con;;l.deratlons.
If a. f'ohenff dlf'o(,~lal·gesIllS
murc than my friend frOIll Simpson (Mr. Clarke.) d~]tl~s. faIthfully Ul~~ proper~y, they .wIll r7-('le~t
I do not pretend to say that I have, or shall be hun, Jf ~?t, they"\\ dlnot re-elf'ct hIm. If these
consistent in my course, ill this convention, but two positIOns \\'crc 110t true, I "\~~uld ,,:ote .to
I tbink that I shall try at nny rate to pref'oerve it ~Iepm·e them o~ll~e power ofe::cerelslllg thiS pm'a3 far R"- pos!'iible.
Hllt [ have been pluticu1ar- JI..:ge.. and VCl:itIt ILLanoth~r tnbllilai.
Let. us be
ly struck with the coursc of gClltlcmcn here. COllslstent, and not proclaim to the "\\'or:rl I? the
'\Then a clerk is to be elected, we am told llO same breath, that the people shall elect their ofmaushould
be eligible without
a certificate of ficers, and.tbey ~bal~ not.; and.that
!hcy are ca.
qualification.
AIIJ. why?
Bec?-llS(l t~le p~ople pau~e ~f dISl'l'mHn~tlllg 1Il their chOice, a.nd that
are not cupable of JUdglllg of JIlS qualIficatIOns.
tbe) al~ not thus capable.
Do, at I~a,>t, let liS
Whrll n sheriff is to be elected b.y the people, I be eOn!'ilstcnt. To usc a homely l'brase, "I want
am told, do not let him be electeu again.
And to go the whole hog, or nOlle." . .let the people
why~ Do not th", peoplo of hil:icounty know:\l1 h~ve the whole power of elcctUlg whom they
about his qualifications
hy tJlllt time, whether lIe w!lsh.
has been oppressive or nol, or discharged his
Mr. ROGERS.
This thing of drawing- gtmdllties properly or improperl.r?
Most certainly.
eml conclmliomi from particularities,is
all wrong.
}\iy position is, that we ought to intcrpose no It is truc, that Judas Iscariot was a traitor, and
more r~striction than is pos,.,ible here, and I am so was Benedict ATllold, but these isolated cases
not to be deterred from It b{ thl' gentleman from do 110t prove that, all the people of .Am('rica are
Hendcrson (Mr. Dixon) all( others wllo al·e con· traitors, or that all the melllbcrs of the christian
tinually
taunting
pcople lleTC, with a llisposi- chun:h are im~ostors;
not a.t all.
tion to pander to t11e prejndices
of the people,
Mr. DIXON.
The geut1eman dirl not underand secking thcreby, to <leter us from as~ertil\g stand me. My idea was, that thc people could
that the pl'ople al·C capable of St'lf-gOyernmellt. 1I0t discover llIstinctivel)·
who were and who
Nothing of the sort lIas any infiuencc 011 mc. wcr~ llot traitors.
Abo'·e all. do not say ill one breath that the peo:Mr. ROGERS.
I am coming to iliat.
The
pie are capable of sclf-go\'ernmellt,
and in the gl'lltleman was arguing from part.icular instan11ext that t.hey 611n.11not Rclect thai,· own officers. ces, and applying them genf'rally to the people.
after they hav~ sen-ed them one terlil, for fear 1 would have the flhcriff elected for two yearR,
they nwy llc itnpropcI·lv influenced.
It, n':llIillcls for I go for a short term, lllld tlten re-eligihle, and
me of thl' election of Na.poleon to the first COll- the people I believe have too llltl..:h intt'lligence
sulship.
It wa.; declared that it should be a lo fe-elect a conupL man. As to tile argument
perfectly free election, but accompanying
it was of not requiring
bonds of the f'b'erifl~ I have
the proclamation, that h~ 1;110 '·oted l'lgaillst Na- hearn similar
things during the whole of last
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summer from those who were opposed to au
election of these officers by the people at all.
Thus, in my county, it was said by those- who
sought to east ridicule on the- principle, that we
desired to elect standing jurors and witnesses.
As to a sheriff oppressing the people in view of
securing his re-election. that would be just the
opportunity for the faople to pay him back. and
I desire that he shal pass that ordeal. If he is
11. good officer I want the people
to have an opportunity of rewarding
him by re-electing him
to the office.
Mr. CLARKE then offered the following
amendment to the amendment:
"That judges of the circuit courts arc elected,
but no person shall be eligible to the office of
sheriff, or the assistant or deputy of allY sheriff,
unless he shall have obtained a quietus
six
months before the election for the amount of all
public moneys or dues for which he lllay be responsible."
On motion, the committee rose and reported
progress.
The question being on granting the committee
leave to sit again. leave was refused-a
count
being had-ayes
25, nays 29.
And then the convention adjourned.

TUESDAY,
NOVEMBER
Prayer by Rev. Mr. LANCASTER.
J.OUISVILLE

6, 1849.

CHANCERY COURT.

Mr. HARDIN from the committee on Circuit
Courts, offered the following, which, on hie
motion, was referred to the committee of the
whole, made the special order of the day for
to-morrow, and ordered to be printed:
SEC. -. The Louisville chancery court shall exist under this constitution, subject to repeal, and
it." jurisdiction to enlargement and modification
by the legislature.
The chancellor shall have
the same qualification as a circuit court judge;
and the clerk of said court as a clerk of a circuit
court" and the marshal of said court as a sheriff;
and the legislature shall provide for the election
of the chancellor, clerk, and marshal, of said
court, at the same time that the judge and clerk
of the circuit court are elected for the county
of Jefferson, and they shall hold their offices for
the same time.
COMMON SCHOOLS,

Mr. TAYLOR, from the committee on education. made the following report, which, on his
motion, was referred to the committee of the
whole, and ordered to be printed.
A£l.TlOLE

-.

SEC. 2. "l'he fund called and known as the
school fund, coosistdng of $1,225,768 42, secured
by bonds given by the state, and payable to the
board of education, and $73,500 of stock in the
Bank of Kentucky, also the sum of $51,223 29,
bein¥ the balance of interest on the school fund
for the year 1848, over and above the chart::es
nguinst that interest for said year; all of which
said sums of money and stock, and the interest
and dividends accruing thereon and therefrom,
be, and the same is hereby, set apart, dedicated,
declared to be, and shallremain,aperpetualju'nd;
the principal of which shall never be diminished
by legislative appropriation or enactment.
The
interest thereof, together with any other fund that
may arise by taxation, heretofore or hereafter
imposed by the general assembly in aid of common schools, shall be inviolably applied and devoted to the creation, support, and encourasement
thereof ir, this commonwealth, for the equ~l benefit of nll the children therein, whose instruction shall be provided for by law; and no law
shall be made authorizing said fund, or any part
thereof, to be diverted to any other use or purpose whatsoever, than that to 'which the same is
hereinbefore dedicated.
SEO. 3. The interest arising
from the fund in
the second section of this article mentioned, as
also allY sum which may have arisen, or may
hereafter arise from taxation imposed for the
purposes aforesaid or otherwise, shall, in any
system of common schools which the general assembly may establish, be distributed among the
several counties, in proportion to the number of
children therein.
Bso. 4. It shall be the dnty of the general assembly to provide for the investment of the sum
of $51,223 29, ill the second section of this article mentioned. in some safe alld\,rofitable manner, the interest upon which shal be applied as
in said second section directed.
SEC. 5. Whenever, for the period of one year,
there shall remain unused OI the fund set apart
and made applicable bv the second section of
this article to the establishment and support of
common schools, the sum of ten thousand dollars, it shall be the duty of the governor to fund
the same, which shall constitute a portion of the
permanent
fund for the support of common
schools; the interest arising thereon only to be
applied in aid thereof, as in the second section
of this article mentioned: Provided, That if any
county have failed to organize common schools
therein for five years, it may, at any time after
an organization, draw whatever sum may then
be due to it, provided the same bas not been
funded as herem directed.
SEC. 6. The general assembly
shall provide
the ways and means for the prompt payment
and safe custody of the interest now due, or
which may hereafter accrue upon the bonds given by the state, and payable to the board of education.
SEC. 7. There shall be elected, by the qualified electors in this commonwealth,
a euperintendent of public instruction, who shall hold
his office for
years, and whose duties and
salary shall be prescribed and fixed by law.

SEC. 1. The diffusion of knowledge and learning among men being essential to theJreservanon of liberty and free government, all the promotion of human virtue and happiness, it shall
be the duty of the general assembly to establish,
within
years next after the adoption of
this constitution, and forever thereafter keep in
existence, an efficient system of common schools
BILL OF RIGHTS.
throughout this commonwealth, which shall be
Mr. DIXON.
I desire at the proper time to
equally open to all the white children thereof.
offer an amendment as a substitute for the second
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~ection of 1,h; hip orrlghY;, or the article which' "p~ac(', safety, and happiness,'
the words, "eois placed third In order Jl1 the report made by cunty
ll?d protection of their property."
I
the ch.'urman (Mr. Stevenson) of th~ COll.l1111ttce concur with the gentleman from lleudcrson, RS
o~ miscelluueous
prons~ons.
1 :\"]~h now to well ,as with the genUemnn from Christian, (Mr.
gl:v notice of my lU~entlOn, an,d If m order.' 1 MorrIs,) that nothing should be left to a doubte
will present my substitute that It may be prill- Iul construction in the bill of rights so far as
ted for the informat~on of ~h€' eonvcutio», and seeurit,y goes, and I shall go most cb~erfully for
referred to the COllllnJ~tcc of the whole.
the proposed amendment.
if in the opinion of
The secretary read It as follows:
the convention the object has not been already
SEC. _. That all power is inherent
in the peo~ clearly secured by the section as reported.
The
ple, and aU free govornmcnts
are founded on only obunge, if I understand
it, ill the protheir authority and consent, and instituted for posed amendment, is by adding the words, -und
their penee, safety, and hapllincss, find the 8eC11- not for their defeat."
I had supposed when this
rity of their propelty.
For the advancement of matter ,~'as discussed in the committee. that afthese ends, but not [or their defeat, they have at Ic: setting out clearly, openly, nnd distinctly
all times an unalienable and indefeasible riaht to With the proposition
that the object for which
e
alter, reform, or abolish their governm:nt
in all free gove~llment wa.~ framed, was t:b peace,
such manner as they may think proper.
safety, happiness, secunty, and protection of the
Mr. MORRIS. If,! understand the proposition
l?ropclty.of
the p~o~le, .tbat any gov.ern.ment
o~ Illy honorable fricud, he means ~o.insert, by founded In contradlstIllctlOn
to the.f:,~principles.
his substitute, into the general provisions of tile wou~d be contrary to the whole spirit and gemconstitution,
into our bill of rights, the spirit of us of the ~overnment.
But if the amendment is
a preamble and resolution which he brought ill- not sufficiently
'strong, no gentleman
will go
to this house some weeks ago, to provide solemn- fu:ther than myself ill making it so. I liOpe
ly and explieitly._ th,lt whilFlt the sovereignty of tIllS amendment will be referred to the comlllltthis land resides in the people-whilFlt
the people tee, t~lat an opportunity
may be given for a muhave a right to change, alter, and to abolish the tllalmterchange
of opmions, and if the present
fundamental
law of the b.nd, (lB,l to do eveQ' section is not considered
sufficiently
strong, I
thing for the security of their lives, liberty, shall go with my friend in his amendment, to
and property, yet that they ]lIl\'C no righl.. 110 make It stronger.
.
.
legal power to destroy
any of these great.
Mr . .DIXON. I Will remark that 111 present.
pnncip1es
which were the inp-llcemelltf> to all 11l~thiS amendment my object wa... to make the
goYernment..,,~the
pillars upon whic-h all 50- tlung elear,whieh
1 thougbt somewhat doubtful.
eiety rests-and
without wlllch our government I did not wish
any mis-construction
to be
would loose the fe~tures of republiclmi:;l1l anci placed Oil t.he language in the second section, and
degenerate
into despotism.
Be meall!:! to plaee I thought It betl;<;rto place the whole matter betlle constitutioll
in ;;uch a light as that there yond even a doubtful
construction.
J think,
sha~l be no mistake ,~'ith regal'd !o thlJ powers ge.ntlemen, on examinati?n of the second section,
whICh they have a nght to exerCise, and those wll.1 perhaps
concur wnh me, that the wordfl
which are even beyond the people themselves,
WlllCfl I have added, "but not for their defeat"
or any set of meD clotl1ed "~lth autllOrity from are not onl~ neCeSSlll'Y! but nll important to p~ethem.
He me.
to place l~ beyond a;ll c~vil vent allY nliseonstruc~lOn of the powers of thiS,
ans
and constructIOn, that the ltves, the liberties, or ~n.r futllye convel~t,lOn, over property.
and property
of our people cannot" (lven by
'J he motlOll to pnllt and refer was agreed to.
the people themselves,
tJe taken away.
He
wishes that hereafter there sball be lIO misunderstanding
with regard to tbis point-that
the
constitution
shaH plainly ~et forth that the
powel' to destroy prO\l~rty withunt eompensation
or the conRent of t le owner does uot exist.
'I'his is clearly established
to my mind, by the
original resolut.ion reported to this house by the
~omn:titt~e; but it. is plain to
ll1i1lC~only by
ImpllCatlOn, and 1t has flllcl Will agam aJmlt
of great variety of construction
und difference
of opinion.
It is to avoid t.his variety of eonstrlletion, to place the matter clearlv fmd dis.
tinctly before the COlllltry, that this· substitute
is offcred. I most heartily concur in the propricty of the provision,
and when the proper
time arrives will, if it he necessary, give my
reasons fully and explicitly.
1 hope it "I'ill be
printed and dnly considered
by every membel' of this house.
It is a proposition
involvillO'
a great principle.
I>
Mr. STEVENSON.
I concur in the propriety
o~ printing the substitute
now offered by my
fr~end f~om He!1ders~n.
T~tl object of the commlttee ill altenng thiS sectIOn-it
,vill be seen
was to render it more specific,
They hav~
changed this section by adding after the words,

mx

llSSTJtUCTLOXS
TO A COmnT'l'EE.
Mr. CHAMBERS. When the convention was
in committee of the.whole a few d<~ys ago 011 the
report of thE' committee on the court of uppeals
the word "four" waF~ stricken out and the word
"thr~e" was inserted b~' a majority of fhe convcntlOn, who thus cxpressed the opinion that
there should be but t.hree judges of that court.
The whole report was afterwards referred to a
joint committee, consisting of three of the standill~ committees
of tItis body, to "'hom I desire
thiS convention to give instructions
on this s11bjeet, to go.-ern them in preparing
the report
which they may hereafter pro.lsent. I be1Jeve
the subject has been sufficiently
discussed, and
therefore I shall say no more than to ask for
tile yells and nays upon the resolution which I
now offer.
Resolved, That it is inexpedient
to increase
the number of judges of the court of appeals, or
to branch that court by constitutional provision,
but that power should be given to the legislature to effect these objects, when the same shnll
be demanded by the people.
. :Mr. APPERSON.
I move to lay tlll'Lt reso1uhon npon the table.
My reason is this.
The
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grand committee has had a meeting,
and they
eeem to be going along very well. If we undertake to instruct them on the subject, there will
be resolutions of instruction offered in relation
to others, and the committee may be embarrassed. Now,as they yesterday proceeded 80 very
well, I hope no such resolution will be adopted',
and 1 move to lay it upon the table.
The motion ""US put, and it was understood to
have been carried; hut a conversation ensued on
the propriety of calling the yeas and nays
it, which was terminated by the withdraws
of
the resolution by its mover, until there should
be a better attendance in the house, the sense of
which he desired to obtain.

ufon

COUXTY AND PJSTI:.!C'l'

OFFlC.li.S.

The convention havins yesterday refused the
committee of the whole "'leave to set again on
the report of the committee on the executive
and mmisterial offices for counties and districts,
the question now came up ou that report in convention.
Mr. GRAY. I move that the convention resolve itself into committee of the whole, and resume the consideration of that report.
The PRESIDENT.
That report is not now
in possession of the committee of the whole.
Mr. GRAY. I pre8ume it can be recommitted.
'I'he PRESIDENT.
It may be again referred
to thc committee of the whole, and then the
B'entlcman Jllay move that tho convention resolve
itself into committee of the whole upon it.
MI'. GRAY. r make that motion and my
reason for making it is simply this. It will be
better to consider this report in committee of
the whole, for according to tho rules which
gnvern the committee every gentleman can more
freely express his views and sentiments there. I
think also that it is due to the president of this
body that he should have an oppcrtuuitv
to
give expression to his views llpon the amendments that may be offered or to offer amendmeuts himself, which he wiUnot be able to do
ill convention.
At an early period of the session of this convention there was an understanding that the president should be allowed such an
opportunity, and I think that when the convention yesterday refused leave t.osit again, this understanding was not properly considered.
By
refusing to go into committee of the whole again,
I think we shall not expedite business, for I
supp'0se the previous question will not be moved
until all have said what they desire to say. Sir,
I move that the report be again referred to the
committee of the 'whole.
The PRESIDBNT.
I beg to state to the convention that I do not wish it to change any
course it lIlay desire to purdue for the conventence of its presiding officer. I have already
frequently,
perhaps too often, addressed the
committee of the whole, on the subject involved
in this report, and I do not wish them }jOW to
change their course on my account.
Mr. C. A. WIOKLIFFE.
I voted veeterdav
against granting leave to sit again, deeming It
UllUecessary. 1 SllPI)Osed that we were nearly
through, and that any further discussion that
might be thought desirable could lake place
in convention.

Mr. GHOLSON.
If the president has no de.
sire to speak on these questions or to offer any
amendments to the remaining sections of this
bill, I can see no necessity for again foing into committee of the whole upon it. 'Io go into
committee and there consider it, when it will
have afterwards to be acted upon in convention,
will be to do that twice, which it. is sufficient
to do but once. I am opposed therefore to the
motion which is now pending.
The motion to recommit was then rejected.
'I'hc report was then taken up, and the first
question was on concurring in the amendment of
the cornm ittcc of tile whole to the first section,
striking ant the words, ":J. county court" and
inserting vuud."
The amendment was concurred in.
The next amendment was by inserting in the
second section after the words, "no pE'rson shall
be eligible to the offices mentioned in this artide ,,110 is not at the time twenty four years
old"-the words" except clerks of county and
circuit courts, sheriffs, constables, and county
attorney, ",110 shall be eligible at the age of
twenty aile years."
The amendment was concurred in.
The next amendment was by adding the
words" or a circuit court" afterthe words "COUlt
of appeals," in the same section, to give the
judge . .,of the circuit courts power to grant certificates of qualifications to candidates for the
clerkship, as well as the court of appeals.
Mr. KELLY.
I move to amend the section,
under consideration, by addill~ the words "in
open court" after the words "Circuit court."
I
wish this examination
to take place ill 0PCll
court. 'I'heeeexamiuutions heretofore have been
made at night after the adjournment of court,
when the clerk has been fatigued with the labors of the day, or before its sitting in the
morning.
I believe, if we wish to have thoroughly qualified certificated clerks, they should
be examined in the presence of the multitude.
Mr. TURNER.
If a young mall is examined
iuopen court.when there is a great crowd, the tendency will be to excite and alarm him so much
that It will be difficult to ascertain whether he
is qualified or not. I think a private examination would be much better.
Mr. HARDIN. I think there would be some
inconvenience
attending a requisition of this
kind.
If a man wants to run in August and the
spring session of the court has passed by, he will
have no opportunity for an examination unless
a court is called to sit for the purpose, which I
presume no one would think desirable.
Mr. KELLY.
I have not moved this amendment with a view to restrict the rizhts of any
individual in this commonwealth.
I believe the
rights to office should be as free as air, and no
restriction should be cast all any man not tainted with crime.
r have some knowledge on
this subject, and I know how the best evidences
can be obtained; therefore I have moved that the
examination
be made by the circuit court, in
open court. I know if it be made at night,
while the judge and the clerk arc tired, it will
not be thorough, and there will not be that inspection that the people will give. I am opposed to restrictions altogether, and if possible I
wish to kill it.
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Mr. McHEYRY. I am glad the gentleman move to stri ke out the words I have indicated,
has avowed his object. It is to kill this provis- and on that question I call lor the ayes and
ion; and I hope those who wish for restriction

noes.

The gentleman's motion
will consider this object in the vote they give 'l'he PRESIDENT.
upon this amendment. It seems to me that is not in order at this time, there being an
there is sufficient opportunity to examine can- amendment pending.
didates for this office, without being in open
Mr. KELLY withdrew his amendment.
court. 'I'here is another thing that should be
Mr . .l\'IITCHELL moved to amend the passage

considered, which is, that the commonwealth is under consideration, by inserting certain words,
spending about twenty four dollars per day, so that it would read as follows, the words prowhile the court is in session; an examination 1II posed to be added being in italic:
open court, then will tend to increase their ex"N 0 person shall be elected clerk unless he
pense in this proportion, and the only object to shall have procured from a fudge of the court of
be attained by it will be to gratify a few indi- appeals or a judge of the circuit court, a certificate
viduals.
We shall save expense and trouble by that he has been examined by the clerk 0/ the
having the examination made by the juclg'e and court giving said certifieate under his superouion,
the clerk in private, and I conceive tJlat It will and that he is qualified for the office for which
be decidedly better.
he is a candidate."
'I'he amendment was adopted.
Mr. MITCHELL.
I am glad the gentleman
Mr. CJ...ARKE then renewed his motion to
from Washington
has called attention to the
lJhraseology in which the clause of that report strike out the entire :r.assag-e, as amended, and
IS couched.
I think the candidate will be ex- on this he called for tile yeas and nays.
amined in open court, according to the provis'I'he yeas and nays were taken and resulted
ion of the section under consideration.
"By the thus: yen.<;,33; nays 52.
expression "court of appeals," I do not underYEAS.-JI·hn S.Barlow, William K. Bowling,
stand the judges, but the open court,and I shall
Alfred Boyd, William Bradley, Luther Brawner,
move to amend so that a judB"e of the court of
Francis M. Bristow, Thomas D. Brown, Bevappeals, or a judge of the circuit court may
erly L. Clarke, Henry R. D. Coleman, Benjamin
make the examination.
It would be evceedingCopelin, William Cowper, Edward Curd, Lucius
ly inconvenient to have this examination made
Desha, Milford Elliott, Green Forrest, Nathan
in open court, for the court sits but twice in a
Gaither.Richard D. Gholson, James P. Hamilton,
year.
John Hargis, William Hendrix, James W. Irwin,
Mr. CLARKE.
While a number of proposil'lftJmas James, Charles C. Kelly, James M.
tions were pending
on this second section
Lackey, WillisB.Maehen,
William N. Marshall,
in reference to clerks, I proposed in commitDavid Meriwether,
James M. Nesbitt, Hngh
tee to strike out all after the word, "years," in
Newell, 'I'homas Rockhold, J ohu T. Rogers,
the seventh lme down to the second "the," in
Michael L. Stoner, Silas W oodson-33.
the tenth line, which would destroy the necesNAys.-Mr. President, (Guthrie.) Richard Apsity for a certificate from a majority of the judgperson, Charles Chambers, William Chenault,
es of the court of appeals.
I would prefer
James S. Chrisman,
Jesse Ooffev, Archibald
that no certificate should be required from
Dixon, James Dudley, Chasteen'T.
Dunavan,
any judge.
There are those in this conBenjamin F. Edwards, SeluciusGarfielde,
Jumps
vention who believe a certificate from a majoriH. Garrard, Niuiau E. Gray, Ben. Hardin, Vinty of the judges will be necessary, and those
cent S. Hay, Mark E. Huston, Alfred M. Jackwho believe that the people are capable of
son, William
J ohuson, George W. J ohnston,
judging, and that a certificate will be only priThoma. s N. Lindsey, Thomas 'V. Lisle, Marma facie evidence of fitness, and might be protin P. Marshall,
William C. Marshall. Richcured by persons not qualified.
There seems to
ard L. Mayes, Nathan McClure, Jolm H. McHenbe a middle ground, which is that the candiWilliam D. Mitchell, Thomas P. Moore,
dates should have the certificate of one judge of
John D . Morrie, Jonathan
Newcom, Elijah F.
the circuit court. I, therefore, desire to have
Nutall, William Preston, .Iohnson Price, John
the words which I have indicated struck out,
T. Robinson, Ira Root, James Rudd, Ignatius
letting the requisition as to age and cit.izenship,
A. Spatlldin~, John 'V. Stevenson, James W.
as it is, remain, and leaving the people in the
Stone, John lJ. Ta.ylor, John J. Thurman, Howexercise of their sound discretion and good
ard Todd, Philip 'I'riplett, Squire 'I'umer, John
judgment, the right to determine whether the
L. Waller, Hcmy Washington,
Jolin Wheeler,
candidate is qualified or not. I do not desire to
Andrew S. White, C. A. Wickliffe, Robert N.
press what I do not believe to be right, but I am
Wickliffe, Geo. W. Williams, Wesley J. Wright
convinced that no certificate that would be ob-52.
I
tained, would furnish satisfactorv evidence to
So the convention refused to strike out.
the people.
On the.contrary,
I think it would
The con vention next concurred in the amendenable the candidate who held it to impose on
the people, and perhaps defeat one better quali- ment of the committee of the whole, striking
fied than himself.
I have no idea of requiring out the concluding words of the section, Ii. proyoung men from distant parts of the state to vision to the same effect having been made in
coree to Frankfort for a certificate.
It is fair to another part of the article.
The second section as amended was then adoptpresume that there will be two candidates in
each county, and if they have no certificates, ed.
The third section was read and approved,
they must come here to get them, and wheu obtained they will furnish no satisfactory
evi- without amendment.
The fourth section was next read as follower
dence of qualification in my judgment.
I then

rr.
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of the treasury. and Jet if he has slx months to
make his Cj.Uletus, I ask if he will fait of his
judges of the county court are elected, whose election while he has claims against one half to
Surely
term of office shall be two years, and they shall one third of tho voters of the county.
HI:: may have executions
be re-eligible for a second term; but no sheriff, he cannot be resisted.
or deputy, who qualified under him, shall after against a man who controls a hundred votes and
the expiration of the second term, be re-aligible how can that man resist him. The sheriff may
make a return upon an execution, .. not sold [0\'
for the succeeding term."]
Mr. CLARKE renewed his motion which he want of time," or "not sold for want of bidders"
offered in committee of the whole yesterday, to and no damages call be obtained from him. He
strike out all the words of this section which has a lever of power which I do not wuut a sherwe have placed between brackets, and insert the iff to possess.
I will venture to say, if }'OU have no other
following: "that judges of the circuit court are
elected, but no perwn shall be eligible to the of- clause except that of a quietus, the same office
fice of sheriff or an assistant or deputy of any can be in the same family for twenty or thirty
sheriff, unless he shall have obtained a quietus y"a1'8. Do you not intend to leave the offic'<3
Do you not wish to leave a comsix months before an election, for the amount of open to all?
all public moneys or dues for which he mn,y be petitor, a rival of the man exercising the office
of sheriff, a chance to be elected?
Give him a
responsible."
fair competition.
You give the sheriff the vantMr. HARDIN.
If I understand the gentleage ground more than fifty p~r ceut,
It is a
man's proposition, it is that the sheriff may be
vantage ground that cenuot be resisted at all.
re-eligible so long as the people will elect him,
Suppose two thousand votes have too be given,
provided he has obtained It quietus six months
and one thousand have an arrearage of county levy
previous to the election, of the whole amount of behind, and a remnantof the rest have an execurevenue and county levy, for which he is respon- tion hanging over their heads; and they resist
sible. If that be the case, I cannot vote for the the sheriff! You might as well attempt to dam
amendment.
I listened with much attention to
up the Mississippi river as do so.
I strike for
my friend from Madison yesterday, and from my
rotation and responsibility in office, and I say
own long experience I am led to believe that evthere is no responsibility if you allow a sheriff
ery word be said was literally true. 1 am ill fato be re-elected after such a term. I have reflectvor of rotation in office and practicalres)?onsied on this subject a good deal for the last twel ve
bil ity ; and to insure a practical responsibility
months, and I had made up my mind exactly to
a.'. to some officers, I know of no way but inelisuch 11 report as has been made by the gentleman
gibility, because there is no way to get at him,
from Madison, that a sheriff should btl appointexcept by snits for malfeasance. misfeasance, or
ed for two years; and re-eligible for one term and
nonfeasance, unless we reach him by putting an
no longer. It is a very important office.
It is
expiration to the time for which he may be electnot so high and dignified as that of the judge of
ed. I have no cause of complaint against any
the court of appeals, or of the circuit court, but
sheriff in any court where I practice, nor against
it is a most important office to the great body of
any clerk or judge: I did not, in striking for a
the community, as much so as any in the state,
convention, and ill aiming to make a constitufor this officer operates on the high and the low
tion, do it with a view to provide places for men
and on ever,Ybody; and through him, the whole
out of office, nor to turn present incumbents ant.
ndmlnietratiou of the law is visited 011 the heads
The sheriffs, as I remarked, do their business
of everyone.
I have gone as far as I can possiwell, and the clerks also, and I have no cause of
bly go 111 this levelling doctrine.
I was afraid
complaint against the judges, except as I said
when Monsieur 'I'oueon carne again, this mornin relation to the judges of the court of appeals,
iug , that he would take lIS, but he failed by
that I think they are sometimes in too much of
nineteen votes. And I hope we shall put into
a hurry. But if a sheriff is re-eligible after four
the constitution enough of the conservative prinyears, when is he to cease to be so? So long as ciple to make it at least healthy.
I have struck
the people will elect him he can be elected, proa great deal for reform, but I cannot go to this
vided he has complied with the provision of
length.
I want a sheriff to go out of office at
this amendment.
the end of Iour yeurs.
Now in practice. what will be the effect? The
Mr. GHOLSON.
I suppose gentlemen will
sheriff has the vantage ground in all sharpillg,
foxing, hooking, and every thing else, and III all now concede the fact that the people do not know
manner of ways.
There is no conceivable way enough to govern themselves, and therefore, we
in which the people can be ground down in must put leading strings on them, or they will
We were told yesterday and this
which he will not be able to do it.
He will go astrav.
have, perhaps, considerable an-enrages of money warning: that you shall not elect a clerk whom
behind, but 11ewill pay up, because he will have the people please, because you do not know
funds in his hands, and he will get his quietus, whether the ennd idates am qualified or not.
llnd when the election comes on he will have And now, when we come to the office of sheriff
You
from one third to one half of the voters under you shall not elect, because you do know.
his thumb, so that they cannot resist him.
I shall not elect a man, although he has served
You tum round
heard a speech some forty years ago in Bullitt you hone8tly and faithfully.
f['om a candidate for the office of constable, by and say, wc must put the bridle in the moutlls of
tile name of \Vilcoxou, ancl he claimed his elec- the people, becam~e otherwil'e, the candidates
tion, on the ground that he had been a constable, for office will buy votes at a dollar and a half.
and had favored the people. But a sheriff ean If the gentleman from Nelson chooses to make
have one third of tho revenue of the count.yout such a declaration in relation ~o bis own con·
"SEC. 4 Sheriffs shall be elected in each coun-

t.y at the same time and manner that [associate
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itself into this, that we must protect the people
stituente, he is weleome to do so.
I disclaim it from themselves.
If the people are exposed to
as applied to mine. On the one hand, we are Shylocks and shavers, to be sold like sheep in
told what we shall not do, and on the other, we the shambles, will they not be conscious of these
are emphatically told that the object for wh ich facts? If not, they are no better than sheep, and
the people have called with steutcriun voice, they are the last people on the face of the earth
shall he denied, uud a r~!ltriction is to be laid 011 to be trusted with the rights of self-government.
them, in the (;Loic:eof a clerk, aud now in the If this principle is adopted in the IJrescnt case,
...huice of a sheriff, because the sheriff will. buy I hope that it may be made to apply to other catil? the votes. It was remarked by my talented ses also. I protestngainstthelifeestategranted
to
friend from Henderson yesterday, that consisten- Ot11('f5. If the sheriff is to be cut off, cut off the
cy is a jewel. 1think our friends are about to act clerks, and the judges; trent all alike, and do
consistently in one thing, at least, that is to deny uot make fish of one, and flesh of another.
to the people the return of that pow('r which
Mr. KELLY.
whether the fucctioua allusion
they have called for. They begin to denounce of the venerable gentleman from N eleou to Mons.
persons as demagogues, and turn np their noses, 'I'ousou is designed for me or not I do not care
and say they an: aick of hearing of the suprem- or know. He says he has gone as far in radicalacy of the people.
For my part, 1 am Hot tired ism us he is willin~ to go, nnd I confess he has
of it. Gentlemen have shown their consistency gone further in eiibstautial
reform than I exill tri'in,gto put leadillg strings on the people, pected, and I am glad now to see his words beund I wi ll resist. it at CYCI'Y step; though I may
come the echo of his thoughts.
be overpowered bv numbers, 1 will contend for
:Mr. HARDIN.
I do not intend to say but a
what I believe to be broad republican equality.
1can point to oue on this floor, who has held the very few words. I never said that my constituoffice of sheriff for thirty yca)":,;,and I would ask enta could be bought fOTa dollar and a half-and
that the gentleman (Mr. Gholhim how he appredates the compliment which I had supposed
has bee-n paid to the sher iffs? 11' I ever heard son) had suffered enough the other day from the
the doctrinc fall from the lips of mortal man, gentleman from Henderson (Mr. Dixon) when he
to put words in that gentleman's
that the pearle cannot ~oven1 rjiemselves, it has attempted
been utterec by my fncnd Iror» Nelson (Mr. mouth which he did not usc, to warn him against
Hardin) this morning.
A"way with freedom, playing that kind of game in future. I have
away with self_government, when we, in this never uttered a word t]mt would justify him in
hall, are to be told that our constituents
can be declaiming for a quarter of an hour in the way he
hought for a, dollar and a half by the office hold- has. r said that I had been for rotation ill office
er1 Yet this is the- argunwnt used on this floor. from the governor down. and I appeal to him if
"We are told that after we have tried an officer, he has uot heard me argue against the ineligiand fouud him faithful, we shall 110t elect him bility of officials over and over again, as the
again, while at the same time, we are told that only practical means of securing responsibility,
all power is to return to the people.
And this of which heretofore there has been none at all.
is the way it is to be done. 1 have heard of such As I before remarked, the sheriff has advantages
a tbing as riding the IJeople booted and spurred. ill entering a canvass, greatly superior to allY
and I used to think that some office holders did other man. He has been sheriff for foUl' years,
it; but if ulis, which it is no\\' proposed to do, and has three or four deput.ies in the large 'counis not the thing, tht'n I do llot unJcrF\tand the ties, and at least two in any county, who "will
use of language.
My friend from Nelson has know every man ill the county. 'They will have
tried to cOllviuce us that the circuit court judges the remaills, though you require a quicttlfi, of
will be scoundrels, if they arc allowed to be levies and fee bills unexecuted and due. 'fhey
elected more than 011CB.
Why not carry out the will pay up, 011t of their own means, to the go\'l)l'iueiple in relation to clerk!;'1 Whcll it suits ernmunt, to tJle lawxers, clerks, and others, and
the gelltleman's proposition, then the peo/)le are get a quietus, and still have these debts scattered
any thin&, that is lloble, grcat, good, all( gc>ne- about the county, no doubt, perhaps, to the exWhat will be the
rous; lUlL! when it s\lit~ his proposition,
they teut of a thousand cases.
are knaves and f:l(;oundrels. 11' the sheriff:; have effect.? The gentleman says, that unde-r s\lch
been honorable ill l1i$ ncighuorhood, I ask why cir(;umstances, he can come up and vote boldly;
in the llame of high heaven he wants to tum and it i8 110 doubt truc, though I cannot tell.
them out.? He has namcd a great mallY rascali- He says, also, that he thinks 1 might have the
ties of derks, anul WIsh him now to uame the same bolJuess, and })crhaps I migllt, but I do
'l'he
sheriff$ who have been guilty of such rascalities not want to be placed in that situation.
word of GoJ says, "Lead us not illto temptaa,; require that they should be turned out.
tion," or some sneh expression as that; at flny
I believe we are going to make a farce of this rate, if it is uot there it ought to Le. Bllt T can
c.onstitutiOll, and I offer the preuiction, that so say for myself, that if the slwriff came with an
much will be done, that the people will yote exe(;ution to seize upon and sell all I possessed,
against it; and if allY thing will induce tllClH to even to my last bed, and "was to promise to fado it, it will bi! these illiberal, unjust, and anti- vor me :~little until after election, 1 do not know
republican discriminations;
thi~ bridling of the how I should act.
I !:ihould be seized, I am
w11l of the people, and this deuying of tIle free afraid, at least with fear and trembling.
And
choice of those who a.rc to preside over them. yet my friend would come up Loldly und wit.hIf it p,hould happen iliat a !:neritf should suc- O\\t fear. Perhaps he would if he hlld the money
ceed in one ele<:tion by bnbery and corruptioll, in his pocket, and who t]lell would be afraid1
"murder will out," and tIle rascality will 80011 I have gone for ineligibility to securc responsibe exposed, and he will sink into the lowest bility in overy office, from the beginning, and
depths of infamy.
The whole thing reeolves
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ana thrown down so as to cause hle death.
A
coroncrs jnrr was summoned, and the verdict of
the jury, drawn out from the forms, was that
onemuu had killed another, with six thrusts of
a small sword and other weapons, and a variety
of places in the body were dtesignated as having
thus been wounded.
Is it not possible then that
men lllay fill offices without possessing the proper qualifications ?
.1 am for the people electing their governor,
hut let him be at least thirty Yl;:arsof age. I am
tical responsibility. and ineligibility to secure for their electing a representative, but let him be
it. I am not against the sovereign people, but twenty four years of age. 1 am for their electing
whenever I heal' a man talk about loving the a. senator, but Jet him be at least thirty years of
-people over much, I let it go for about what it age, and I am forelecting a judge, but Iet.him be
lS worth.
I love the people too; lowe
every at least thirty years of age, and n practising
thing to them; and I have never appealed to lawyer. 'These are vr holesorue reattaints, IJeCeSthem in vain; I donot knuw that I shall ever ap- sary for the safety of the great body of the compeal to them a~ain. but if I should, I will stake munity.
my life upon It, it will not be in vain.
They
Mr. GHOJ~SON. J find that offices are made
know me, I mix with them, and am one of them, to grow in importance as it may suit the conand no more than one of them.
And in refer- veil icncc of €rentlemen. First of all it was the
ence to my constituents, I will say that they are judge, then tue clerk, and now it is the sher iff
equal to the gentleman's constituents,
in integ- that is the most important officer under the caun ..
rity, intelligence, and in every quality that en- PJ of Heaven. I wonder that my friend from
nobles men. I "will not say that they possess N elson, docs not desire to provide that a certithose qualit.ies to a greater extent than his, by ficate of qualification
shall be required of the
any means, for I prel:ume the gentleman's con- sheriff
'l'he gentleman, I am glad to hear. now
stituency arc just n..s respectable as any other in disclaims that the peopJe call be bought like
the state.
sheep at the shambles, but I submit to the genAnd ill relation to the sheriff I do not know tleman if he did »ot distinctly.openly,
unequ!vthat they ever voted against me, and in my prac- ical ly, and in so mUllY words, declare that with
tice of forty three years, I declare most solemnly the revenue means in his hands, the sheriff would
that I never encd a sheriff, for they have but a buy votes, which revenue would amount to about
hard time of it any how. We are on the best a dollar and a half a bead ? I affirm that he did
of terms, but I do not want any man to hold do it, and he has 1101. pretended to deny it. And
the office for more than four yea.rs with the it was, so far as the chargl\ applied to my conpower the s]leriff can exert.
stitute-ncy, that I repBlled [wd protested against
I did say, and I repeat it, when it was it. And he has also failecl, and forever will fail
proposed that a man should be elected clerk, to designate a sheriff who has acted in the manpossessiug no qualifications,
that it wa!> a h:vel- ner he suys they will do_ And the story the
ing prinl.:iple tu which I was opposed.
I appeal gentlemall told us abont the coroner was after all
to my friend, for I still mllHt call him so, from merely an instance where an honest farmer waH
Washington, if the clerk of his county did not led into errol' by copying a legal fiction, and
die, und if a very popular lawyer did not get ~'hich form never haJ. eornmon sense or common
elected clerk of r.he county court.
He is a v8ry honesty in it. And the r;entleman and oLhers
worthy man, a good clerk, and writes as good u with him, when the questIOn comes IIp will (-Onhand as myself, and perhnps the only thillg in tend for the retention of all tltese sem;eless legal
forms and fictiolls. Yes fiir, when the motion is
which I can excell him, is ill the grammatical
construction of sentences.
'\VeIl, the first ordf!r made 10 reject all these things which stand like
he made was to notice the death of his prede- urift w(1od in the current of justice, and through
cessor, antI it was enter<,:d in this wav. "At a whose filtfll'iu!? the heavenly attribute is only to
court begun in IJell it wa.<; ImggestC'd that the be obtained, it at all, bnt whieh iudeed oftener
county court cl ...rk had di<:d, &c." (laughter).
I turns the current the other w"y, and causes the
saw the record brought into court four years af- withholding of all just,ice, you will find him
terwards to prove that thegf'ntleman was a clerk, stoutly contending for their r€tention. Just look
and on hiS being pointed out to me, I turned to at tl)e writ of ejectment and see what an utter
him and said. "In the name of God whv did fiction <md string of falsehoods it is from beyou take such advantage of your competitor, as ginning to cnd. Th~s is JawyeJ"s sense, and it is
to go to hell. when every body is your friend, to ItO wonder that plam honest farmers are led
hold the election?"
(reneweil laughter.) Since astray by it.
Mr. HAMILTON.
I have been listening atthen the record has bel?n chan!fed, an.I reads, "at
a court begun alld held, .t:c." The requisition of tentively to the protracted discussion of this
questioll,
bnt
gentlemel1
]w,ve failed to convince
a certificate then would have done no harm.
In
relation to corOllers I "ppelll tothegentJeman from me that the sheriff should not be re-eligible.
Hardin if the facts I am about to relate are llOt Some have said tllat the sheriff would take the
true ~ During one of the ter;ns of the eircuit money out of his own pocket and pay it over
court, there' ...vas a terible battl,; fought bctween in oreler to secure a quiiCtus. That however, is
two bullieH, commencing in a ~l"(lcery on the ItOobjection to me. Others have contended that
west side of the street and extenolllg clear aerOiOf-lhe would 0'Ppre~s and .ruin the :vhole country,
tlle street, resulting in one of them being caught l.mt this I t.hwk IS a mistaken neW. So far as
shall advocate it to the end. I do not know
that I heard distinctly what the gentleman from
Washington (Mr. Kelly) said, and perhaps may
not have understood him. He at least is under
no obligation to me of any kind or character,
nor am I under any to him, except so far us entertainingagood
opinion of him. is concerned;
but there was no particular necessity for his
saying what he did. 1 advocated a convention,
and have ad vocated it for years. 1 want the
people to elect all their officers, and I want prac-
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ram acquainted
with the duties of the sheriff, fail ill that, then the bond secures vou. I had
hi .. (~Uti{,8are prescribed by law. and a penalty supposed a gentleman of his experience would
His experience
provided for every neglect or violation of them. not have asked such a question.
Where a precept Is delivered to him, or an exe- while speaker of the senate, in the case of the
cution comes to his hands, he is bound to return state treasurer, by which the people lost thouit on a certain day, and not only that, but to en- sands of dollars, should have taught him better
dorse thereon what he has done with it. And than to have asked such a question.
Mr. KELLY.
My friend from Nelson says
if he fails to endorse an execution, he is liable
110t only for the amount
of the debt, but for that bv the record, the county court of Washingthirty per cent. damages. Aud after the execu- tall in"1835, was opened in hell. Whether that
1ion is returned the plaintiff bas the right to is the fact or not I do not know, never having
may have however. But I do
go and sec what has been done, and to de- been there-he
mand Ids money at once-the
sher-iff being li- know that the gentleman who was the incumable to that amount, if he does not immediately bent of the office, discharged his duties well,
account. for it. If then, great evils are to arise and I have never heard a complaint against him.
from the exercise of the power in the sheriff'!"; I am sorry to see the gentleman take occasion so
bands, which gentlemen seem to apprehend, 1 often to allude to the county of Washington.
member of the
would go for abolishing the office at ODCC. Ex- He denounced a distinguiahed
Oosby-perlence is the best of authont.ies, and I can bar there the other day--Dabney
JlOint to instances 'where the deputies have been while speaking on the subject of branching the
He was born and raised in
lit office for, six,
eight, or more years, and with court of appeals.
lIO complaint,
80
far as I have ever heard, washington, and has been a candidate in the
ugainst them. In Green, the deputy has served district, and the vote of the county has always
some six or eight years, and performed his duty told against him, and I think that to be the
well. He never has carried out this desolation moving cause in this matter. The gentleman
nnd oppression in that county that gentlemen says he supposes he may call me his friend. I
have here pictured.
It was the same with Bar- tell him I am his friend, and have ever been,
r~lland Hart counties; but there was a preju- and 1 have no desire to engage in 11 war of wit
(lice among the democrats in Hart in favor of ro- with him. He is an overmatch for me with that
tation in office for the sheriffalty, and in that weapon.
county the whigs had had the office so long that
Mr. NUTTALL.
As I shall differ with some
the incumbent, although a clever fellow, was run of my friends with whom I have been associated,
out, and a democrat substituted in his place. I in regard to this office of sheriff, it is proper that
was called upon to become one of the endorsers I should give my reason therefor. ]0 the first
for the new officer. He swore in a couple of his place however, 1 will remark that I have not
sons
deputies, and about twelve months af- discovered in this convention any desire on the
terwards I heard that there were judgments out part of anyone to introduce what the gentleagainst him. I thought it best to go and see ruan has styled the levelling doctrine.
I supabout it, and had hardly got into town when a pose that every gentleman here is controlled in
constable handed me the notices of his failure Io his uctiou by what he considers the best interreturn executions.
I weut a litte further, when ests of his constituents, and I have no idea that
three more notices were served OIl me, of his not any vote they ma.>::give, will be governed by
paying over moneys-and
when I got to the sinister moti vee. I will say one thing, and 1
court house tile sher-iff gave me a handful of appeal to the judgment, and well bought expethem, for his misdemeanors in office. The SOllS rience I may say, of every gentleman here, to
had ~estroyed the father, and thus involved his vouch for its correctness.
I will not make an
sureties.
Some of these cases I have been ob- invidious distinction as to counties. for I believe
liged to follow up to the court of aP1Hmls. the people are alike all over the state, but if you
'Illig is one of the results of the application of give me all the sheriffs and all their deputies,
that principle for which the gentleman from and all the constables on JUy side of the quesNelson is so strenuous a stickler-rotation
ill tion in a political canvass, I think I stand a
office -. If the gentleman and others would ap- very good chance of being elected in any county
ply this rule to their speaking, the convention in this state.
would get along much faster and better. And
A few words as to the use of money in an electhis experience proves to me, that if a man in tion. I do not say that any person of good sound
office is discharging his duties well, he should understanding and virtuoushabits can he bought,
be re·f'ligible again to it.
but I can tell what I know and what I think has
But, says the gentleman from Henderson, was been the experience of every man 'who has been a
there not a J1.ldas, and did he not betray 1Jis candidate for office. It is that money used
Lord with a kiss? Yes, the school boys in my properly or rather improperly, in an election
Why do the whigs and demoeounty know that. 13ut I ask the gentleman if bas great power.
this did Ilotoceur during bisfirst term, and if lIe crats make up :pOllY purses just before the elecwas re-elected? (Laughter.)
My good book tells tion if nothing lS to be gained by its applicaton?
Why do they do it if it is to have no effect and
me that this oceurred during Judas' first terlfland that he "-3fl. lIot re-elected, though hlJ sought to produce no result? It is made up to be exto be with tears in his eyes. And further, says pended in certain sections, and parts of districts,
the gentleman, what is the use of a bond from 31ld no man or set of men would act so idly and
the officer? Oannot his experience te,ll him that so foolishly as to make up these purses of money
so long as the officer was receiving moneys, it just before an election, unless tIley were aware
was necessary that he should give a bond? ~ The that something was to be accomplished by ita
first endeavor is to select a moral man-jf you expenditure.
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Now, I have es Iittle good feeling for the con.
should, as long as time lasts, have a seat in
stables as any mall living, but as for-the sheriffs, er
any deliberative body.
I make no war on that crass of respectable citiMy friend from Ballard, (Mr. Gholson,) whom
zens. But as for these men who go about into
every poor neighborhood, and poor man's house, I believe to be pursuing his notions with all canin the country, day in and day out, just before dor and sincerity, says that consistency is a jew.
an election, to say that, with their executions and el. I am afraid then that there are very few
fee bills in their hands, they have no controlling jewels here. And in my course on this question I do not wish to be understood as crossing
influence in an election, is to
what no intelBut
ligent man will believe.
I recol ect being called my tracks, but merely as yielding a little.
that money is not used for electioneering purpointo a neighboring couotyonce,
to make aspeech
cannot pervert
to a large congregation
of people.
On such oc- ses, and sheriffs and constables
their stations to the same end, is not my expericasions I am very apt to look at the topography
of the country, and the character of tlie people euoe. I have run some heavy political races in
my county, and there never was an occasion
to whom I am to speak, and to enquire and find
when I could get an equal division of these offiout who are the drlll eergeaute of parties,-nnd
half of them 10 my favor-that
I could
these last I have always found in the shape and cers-say
not lick my competitor all hollow.
But when,
persons of constebles-Lrjis men who alwaysbave
as is frequently the case, they all go against me,
their saddle bags loaded down with munitions of
war for the occasion, in the shape of fee bills if I get elected at all, it is rarely by more than
As to the use of money, I think
and executions.
Well, on this occasion I saw a baker's dozen.
I ought to know something
about it. In the
flame of these gentlemen, with their saddle bags,
most celebrated race I ever ran, my opponent
011 the ground.
There was no distinguishedman
was supplied
with dollar bills by the hatfull,
to meet me, and they could get no one to do it
and they were used to induce men not to vote for
but a constable.
'fhinks I, old fellow, smart as
Nuttall.
I did not spend much money to get
you are, I shall get you; for I am some ill a scrape
here, because I had it not, but if I had, God Alof this sort. Well, I saw the moving of the wamighty knows it would have went like water.
ters, and it was my business, while they were
With the influences that were exerted ag-ainst
concocting their schemes, to take care of myself.
me, I would not have been defeated for as much
"Now," said I,"fellow citizens, Ihavecomehcre
money as this house could hold.
I will not say
'to talk politics to you, butI see that this ground
'is infested with a set of cattle that are called that other men did not spend their thousands
spent against
'constables.
Now, I will stake Illy vote upon for me, but there were thousands
'the fact, that what I am going to tell you is me. Well, my constituents are just as good as
those of any other gentleman here; quite as in'true-if
it is not, I will agree to vote for your
telligent,
and they pay about $12,000 a year of
"man, and if it is, you shall agree to vote for revenue to the state government.
'mine.
Here is an election to come off in about
I am for a compromise of this matter; I start.
'two or three weeks.
It is an importaut
one,ed in this convention with au intention to com'the whigs have got their secret CIrcular out, in
promise on nou-oseentials.
I yielded on the
'which they tell yOIl that the halt, the lame, and
matter of requiring
qualifications
from clerks,
'the blind, must all be brought up to the polls,
and if gentlemen will all act in the same spirit,
'and the democrats have also got out their cireuwe shall give to the people a constitution which
"ler, in which they urge the same thing in rewill be adopted by a large majority.
'gard to the same kind of men on their side.
Mr. KELLY offered tlie following ampndment
'Now," said T, "these gentry, these constables,
to the amendment, to be adde-d at the eud there'will have you all out to-day, and I will tell you
of: "Who is nota defaulter,
but Willing to pay
'what they will say. They will tap you on the
over, when legally required to do so, money
'shoulder and take you one side, and say, 'here
collected upon any legal proce-ss to him direct.
"is a little execution against you of $15 or $20; ed.'
, if you will really ag-ree to pay me it, say two
Mr. WOODSON enquired what had become of
'weeks after the election, I will wait for you;
his amendment,
offered in committee
of the
'and this is a very importunt
election goiug on whole, yesterday?
'now, in which we all feel interested,
as it is a
The PRESIDENT
replied that it was cut off'
'matter of great consequence to the people.'by the refusal of leave to the committee to sit
. Now, fellow citizens, 1 want you to rise up here again .
'and say how many of rou have the constables
Mr. KELLY'S amendment was then adopted.
, taken out in this way.'
First one and then anMr. BOYD moved to strike out six and insert
other, and ill al l some seven or eight, getup imthree months, as the time before the election
mediately and avowed that the thing had ocwhen the officer should be required to have a
eurred to them.
Tell me not then that a sheriff quietus.
or a constable can exert no iuflueuea with his ofMr. CLARICE accepted the amendment.
fice. Let one of these officers approach a poor
Mr. GHOLSON urged that the six months reman, with his little family of four or five white quisition ought to be retained.
headed children, all dependin~ upon him for
Mr. CLARKE.
My own preferences had been
support, with all execution in hIS hands, to turn
for six months.
I will leave it to the house to
him out of house and home and sacrifice his all, decide, however.
and it will stagger almost any man, however inThe motion of Mr. BOYD was rejected.
dependent
he may 00. I know many sheriffs
Mr. HARDIN called for the yeas and nays on
who are worthy and respectable and talented
men, but if I had my way, when a man had the pending amendment.
~r. CLARKE.
Having offered the amendonce consented to be sheriff or constable, he uevment, it is proper that I should submit a few re-
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marks 011 the subject.
I offBred it in good fnit~l, Hence you rarely see in congress from these
and I urn sure with no purpose to detain this state .s more than one or two men who have had
convention,
'Ve have a question that involves any concrcsslonal experience. 'I'his rule obtains
n principle that I regard :.l~o~ son~e importance,
ill most ~fthe districts in New York, ~laine and
and which has been pending III t 1118hou8e for the various other northern states, and it is the rule
last two or three weeks. It'is a.'!to the fe-el igi- M rotation ill office. I have ever been in favor
bilityofth,e judges. 111?ysell' intend to vote upon of rotation ill office where it is conferred by ap.
that queeuon that Ole Judges lUay be re-elected
pclntment, but where the people themselves conby the people just as often as they come before fer it, being the judges of the qualifications
and
them.
I intend to impose no restraint s upon the manner in which the officer has discharged
the pcop}c in regard ~v that particular
f:ltlbje,ct. his duties, I say, let the people~ if he des rves
7
I want hill) to be rc-cligble tll)on the great pno- it, have the power to re-elect 111m. Provided,
ciplc that the j)l;'llple thenrso vee are competent
however, you do not permit Such election, if
to determine"
tether they onght to be re-elected such things can occur In Kelson, to be secured
or not. Yon propose to allow the circuit court by bribillg the voters with the public moneys.
and court of appeals' cl~;rk to be rt:-t:l~ct~d, but
I repeat I have offered this umeudment
in
when you come to the o~c~ of sheriff It IS then good faitb, nnd I want to test the question.
I
said he shal l not be rc-eligible, and why? Bedo not perceive myself the force of this argucause he is the collector of public moneys, and ment, why a sheriff should not be re-eligtble
will secure his re-election by their use, uud-the
after he has served two or four years, and while
use of the means IH~has to collect from individat the same time, uj'udge 01' a clerk of the courts
uall itigants, eguinst the better judgment of the
shal l be re-eligfb e. 1 do not inteud to be
people.
1£ that were satisfactory to .111Y .lU.indI troublesome if I call avoid it, but there are oershould at once go against the re-cligibility ot taiu creat principles I intend to carry out if I
the sheriff.
But 1am in favor of allowing evcry
have t:> the opportunity
of. so. doing, an(~ i.e ~ fail
officer in the state to be re-eligible, just so long
in regard to this great pnnclplc of re.ell$lblllty,
as the people shall thillk proper to place them so far as the office of sheriff is concerncd, I then
in power.
It is euough when yon have said that
desire to test the sense of the house npon the
they shall haye a <{uietus for 8is: months.
Al1d
subject of the re-eligibility
of thc clerks, and
when you have saId that, in the llame of comjudges of the courts.
I int".Jld for myself to be
mon souse and justice, let them be re-eleeted if
consistellt
on this subject.
I will not indulg'e
the people think proper to do it. And when
in such remarks as have characterized the speech.
you take into consideration
the amendment of
es of some "'entlemf-n here, for it "Would afl'or,l
my friend from 1,Yashingwn, requiring thattblJY me no plea~ure to briO$" discredit on tIle gC'ntleshall have paid up aU the moneys collected man from Nelson, if'1 could by any thing I
from private litigants, you throw him then IIpon
might say here.
If I could tell ten thousand
hi~own rcsources.
He hns no means to elecanecdotes that would place him in an ullfa\-orationeer with then, sav(' his own. \VllY not say
ble position,
I would not tell one. When I
that a judge shall not be re-eligible after
has came to thc legislaturc the first time, it was with
served fom or five years? Is thero not JU!Jt as
a determined
!)ul"pose, never to be personal in
much propriety in it.t I r....f<Jr ge.ntlemen to the any remarks, i I could avoid it, /md to always
able speeches made by my frieJltl. the elder gentr"at the opinions of gentlemen
with respect,
tlt:lUan from Nelson and others upon this floor,
beiievillg them to be expressed in candor and
who arc opposed to the re-eligibility
of the sincerity.
And until this convention has closed
judges.
They tell you that he ha.;; more power
its labors, I shall be found, though determined
than any other officer in the country-that
the
to ad\'unce such principles a.t;I think to be right
lives, Ii'berty, property and reputation
of the
and proper, at all times pursuing the course I
citizens are in theIr hand"" and that he stalks
ha\'e indicated.
ItJ1as beeu said by olle gentlethrough this land and by Jlis fiat, strengthened
mao, that I was wonderfully taken with the peoby the power thus conferred in his hands, oblige ple, and that I had a great affection, particularly
those to SllPPOlt him who oth(!rwise ,vould not. for the illiterate ovur the learned.
Well, I reYet I hnve understood it t.o be the sense of this
gard it as a compliment,
even if it be true. I
convention, exprt:s.~ed, as, I am informf'd by the
do not object to it, and I :Lm willing to b\~ so
clerk, by its vote, that these judges shall be reo
cousidered.
It is an old saying in regard to
eligible.
'I'alk to me about rotation
in office.
those who are rich, that they arc able to take
I ask my friend from Nelt;on what is his expecare of themselves, but that those W]1O are poor
rience on the snbject.
Go to Washington
and
reqtJire somet.imes the
as!';istunce of otner».
there you will see the southern ,md northcru
Tbo"iewho are learned in this commuuity, will
delegations
in collgr~'ss. Compa.re the delegabe able to take care of themselves, but the masstions from Maine, Nf'W Hampshire,
or :New
es, who ma.y be to some extent, \Inenli~htened,
York, with those from Virginia, South Carolina,
comparud with the gentleman,
do requJre some
and the other SOu\hcl'n sta.te~, nnd you will."perassistance and some protection.
I have all abiceive the invariable superiority of the southern
dill~faith alJd confidence in the virtue and indelega.tion in every congress.
Why is this so?
telligence of the people.
I do believe that the
Because the doctrine of rotation in office obtains
people are capable of self-government,
and to
in those northern states.
There 'dvery county
the election of their officers.
I do belie\'e that
composing a congressional district has its turn
they arc uble to discriminate
between the comas it is called, and when a candidate is taken
petency and incompeteney
of men, in mak.ing
from one county at one congressional
election,
this selection.
I do believe that all politIcal
his turn does not come again until ~very other
power is inherent in the people, and for one,
county in the district has presented
its ml\n.
when I was a caodidnte Defore them for the
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honor to represent them ill part on this floor, I tion to this single point, when and bow is the
told them that too much power had been wrest- fact to be determined that he has obtained a
ed from them by the old constitution, and that quietus from all individuals?
If you try him
if I came here r would be disposed to restore before the court of appeals or an inferior court,
that long lost power to the people, and let them when will the ease be determined and the facts
exercise it according to their will and pleasure. ascertained'!
Perhaps not for six months after
He has in the mean time been
How mallY sheriffs arc there in this state, the election.
\\"J1O have held their offices for the last ten 01' elected sheriff, bnt he cannot act as such, if there
fifteen years? And I call on the gentleman op- is any money in his hands belonging to individuposed to my proposition
and who were oppos- als. which he has not paid oyer. Why, it .will
ed to the calling of this convention, believing take months before the fact can be ascertained.
that the old constitution
was good enough, to Again, what is to be the consequence provided
it can be ascertained some six months afterwards
say if it is an evidence of their consistency,
when they declare there is danger in allowing that he hag retained money belonging to indithe officer to hold more than four years'! Why viduals, and has not complied with the requithe very old constitution favored ty those gen- sitions of the law, ill paying it over when leThe election itself will netlemen, the platform Uj)OI1 which they stand, al- gally demanded.
lowed the office to be law ked about the streets, cessarf ly be declared void underthe constitution,
and sold like a horse in the public market, so according to the provision you now propose to
that he who had the most mOlley might get the insert, " that no man shall be elected to the office
office, and perpetuate it in his hands, just so of sheriff who has not obtained a quietus."
long as by a system of shaving, he could raise What is to be tile effect of a judicial declaration
mouey to buy it. That is the svstem under the that the tests which you have required at the
old constitution, and then we a~retold that un- hands of the sheriff, shall exist before the elecder it, the sheritf was not a dangerous man, but tion, did not in fact exist. A re all of the acts
now when he is to be elected by the people, and done by him in the mean time to be void?
requisition
I propose that he shall obtain a quietus of all de- You have made it a constitutional
mands six months before the election, it is urged that he shall not be elected sheriff without havhere that a most tremendous influence is concen- ing complied with this provision, therefore the
trated in his hands, bv which he will buy ordinary decision of law, that where an officer
up all the votes of tho" county. ill which he is ill office, de joato, his acts are not void but
Why? Because the
is a candidate.
If I were satisfied that the voidable, will not apply.
they
people of this state were so corrupt, as that a courts cannot change your constitution;
sheriff, by the bare exercise of the ligit.iuiatc can construe the law sometimes so that great
functions of his office. could buy up the voters and material inconvenience sball not happen to
yOll have engrafted in your conin the different counties of the state, I should be the people-but
opposed to his being elected by the people.
If stitution a provision that 110 man shall be sheriff
until he has obtained a quietus, and here is aleI believed that such a state of moral depravity
and corruption pervaded a majority of the peo- ~al decision by two courts of record, that he
ple, I should be opposed to the peoplu electing has not done so. Take this thing into considtheir judges. Ana I would agam repeat, that eration then aml see whether or not you can
there is more danger to be apprehended from nl- adopt the amendment as it now stands.
lowing the judges to be re-eligible to office, than
I OCCllPYthis position: I am opposed to the
the sheriff. The sheriff may have some con- re-eliglblllty of the judges, and shall give my
trol over the purse of the citizen, and it may be views in relation to that matter when the proper
in his power to oppress him, but the lew lays time ani ves. I am also opposed to the re-elecdown the rules which are to govern him, and if tion of the shcriff, and the reason is so plain
he violates those rules, he becomes respollsible.
"that he who runs may read" it. Gentlemen
l3ut has he the life, liber~ and reputation of may talk about a"free fight;" they mistake the
the citizen in his llunds? :Not at all; but merely expres~ion, it is not a "free fight" but a fair
hi . , purse to some extent, and that no farther fight, that is required, and what man can have
than the law allows him. Then if we shall de- a fuir fight with the sheriff for election to that
termine here that the judge shall be re-eligible, office? He knows cvery man in the COUllty; hc
I insist uron it, that the sheriff should be, with knows the circumstances of every man; he has
the C),uahfieation required in my amendment.
cxecutions in his hands; he has the money of
And If we determine that the sheriff shall not other individuals in his hands; he has the means
be re-eligible, theu I shall bc glad to hear a rea- and appliances which put it in his power-if
son why the judge should be.
you make him re-eligible-to
seel1l'C IllS re-elE'C:Mr. 'fRlPLETT.
I haye \)aid some attentioll tion.
to the amendment that was tt."ltadopted, and it
Now, I want a reasonable time to elapse, at
appears to me there is some dallger if we COll~ least., after his first term ill office, before you pertmue to act upon this subject, that we shall make mit him to become a candidatc for the same ofconfusion worse confounded.
fice. That is the object I havc in view. I do
Take the amendment as it now is, and it pro- not wish that 11eshould come forward with all
vides that no person shall be elected sheriff un- the advantages wbich the possession of that of-'
less he ha."1 a quietus from the auditor, and this fiee gives him, to contend against men who haye
amendment goes one step further, and says that no such advantages.
The candidates for office
he shall have a quietus from all private indi- should occupy equal grolllld, and have a fair
Yiduals, provided a legal demand shall have £ght.
!tis for this reason that I am opposed to
been made lIpon hiOl.
the re-eligibility of sheriffs. I think that UPOlJ
Now 1 will call Lhe attention of the COlwen- further refleetio'n, gentlemen must be convinced
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that such a provision as this will not work well,
and ought not to be embodied in the constitution.
Mr. C. A. WICKLIFFE.
I understand that
the object of the gentleman, in altering this
clause, applies to the paying oyer of mODey on
execution. If the sheriff be a defaulter in failing to pay over money, he is to be made ineligible. My friend from Daviess objects, because
the fact cannot be ascertained until long after
the election has taken place, and can only be ascertained then by judgment being rendered
against him. But if there be no judgment rendered against him, then there is no disqualification; that is the criterion of disqualification.
Mr. TRIPLETT.
The gentleman does not
precisely state the ground
of my objection.
Judgment
entered upon the record is evidence
when entered, and not until then.
The sheriff
is a defaulter, but he has in his hands fifty or a
hundred executions, and he is a candidate fur reelection.
The money has not been legally demanded of him; bnt it is demanded between the
time of becoming a candidate
and the time of
the election; or the motion may not have been
mane against him until after the election, and it,
is then ascertained that he was, in fact, a defaulter at the time of the election.
This is the case
that I put, and there cannot be a diversity of
opinion in regard to it, that the sheriff may be a
defaulter,
in fact, at the time of the election,
though there be no proof of that fact upon record.
The sheriff becomes a candidate, having
in his hands money which he has collected upon
executions.
The return day is past, but, no legal
demand has been made. ,After the election "he
is sued for the money; it ls then entered upon
the record-then
it IS that the very thing the
gentleman from Nelson speaks of has happened.
But the record of the fact is not furnished until
after he has been elected, and it then appears in
evidence, that at the time of the election he was
not in a situation to be elected, and therefore he
is no sheriff at all.
Mr. OLARKE.
I understand
tile gentleman
from Daviess to be in favor of the report of the
committee.
If all these evils are to result from
the use of the public money by a candidate, why
allow him to be eligible for two terms? If in
the case of a sheriff who has been in office for
two terms, or four years, and has in his hands
public moneys, it is dangerous to allow him to
go out among the people as a candidate for reelection, lest he attempt to buy up votes, does
not the same danger exist after having served
two years?
Mr. 'l'RIPLET'l'.
I did not say anv thing
about buying votes.
•
Mr. CLARKE.
That is the argument that has
been used by gentlemen against my amendment.
Every solitary
argument that I have heard
against it, is based upon the idea that the sheriff will have the means in his hands of securing
his re-election.
I want to know, and I ask the
chairman of the committee by whom this report
was made, how it is, that a sheriff having served two years, cannot use the same means, the
same influen.ce, to secure his re-election, as hp,
can after havlllg served four years?
If you want
to get rid of an evil you must go to its root; you
must say he shall not hold the office for a second

term, until he has been out of office for a certain
number of years. I would like very much to
know by what course of reasoning the honorable
chairman of the committee, and the members of
the committee who ordered the report to be
made, were influenced, when they provided
that a sheriff shall be elected for a second
term, if there is such a manifest danger of his
exercising an undue influence by means of the
moneys he may have in his possession?
While up, I will refer for a. moment to the remarks that were made this morning on the subject of the vote that was taken in favor of the
certificate of a candidate
for a clerkshi"{'.
I
consider that question, sir, as settled.
I did all
in my/ower
to allow the privilege to them who
desire to do so, to go forth to the country and
offer their services without this mock evidence of
qualification-as
Lregard this certificate to bebut I was defeated.
It has been alluded to in
some remarks
made in reference to a motion
which I submitted since.
That question is now
renewed, for it involves the same great principle
that is involved in the question before the house
-at
least to some extent-that
is, the capacity
of the people to judge for themselves, regarding
the qualification
of candidates for office. And
here yon say the sheriff shall be elected for a
second term, but that he shall not be elected
after the second term-however
well l)ualified he
may be. Why should you make him eligible
for a second term and then stop there?
Mr. TURNER.
I am very reluctant to say
any thing upon this subject, as the debate has
been prolonged to such an extent, but called on
as I am, and occupying the position that I do, I
feel it my duty to make a few remarks.
This matter
of self-government
has been
brought up here so often, that I think it is necessary to examine it a little, and see upon what
it is based.
I suppose there is no gentleman in
this convention
who denies that the people are
capable of self-government.
But although the
people have a right to govern themselves, the
~overnment must be carried out upon certain
fixed principles.
Do gentlemen
contend that
the people desire to govern without fixed principles; that everyone is to do as he pleases? That
there are no Limits or boundaries to power? That
would be no government at all. This matter of
liberty and e~uality was proclaimed in another
hemisphere-If
I may be permitted to allude to
it-and
even Napoleon
himself, when at the
head of his army in Italy, when seeking the
subjugation
of other nations bv force of arms,
in every letter that he wrote to his wife, invariably commenced with the words "liberty
and
equality."
when he was endeavoring to erect
one of the worst despotisms
that ever existed
under the sun, he had constantly on his lips the
words "liberty a.nd equality."
What are liberty
and equality, in their true meaning?
Why, that
a man may be secure in his person and property.
'I'his principle
ought to be better understood III
this country than in any other part of the world.
I do not talk a great deal about the rights of
the people; because-and
I do not intend this
as any disrespect to gentlemen who do-I have
never found in my experience, that those who
were eternally talking about the rights of the
people, felt any greater attachment to the people
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than those who said but little about them. I you allow him to hold his office only until the
expiration of a second term, he does not, within
have never found, when danger and difficulty
arose, that they were more ready to exvose them- that time, acquire that degree of influence that
selves in defence of the people's fights than he would have after holding the office for six,
eight, or ten years. The influence of a sheriff
those who said but little about them.
The gentleman from Simpson intimates that I goes on aceumnlating like a rollin.!;"ball of snow
am in favor of the old constitution and not for and becomes a tremendous machine which he
If you permaking a new one.
I will not refer to my ac- can wield to subserve his purposes.
tion at home. If I did, it would be seen that I mit this principle to exist, you will sap the very
was among the very first in the convention move- foundation of government.
Can any man make me believe that the sheriff,
ment.
I believe we can make many useful
amendment."! to the constitution.
But at the when he becomes a candidate has not a very decided advantage over every other candidate?
In
same time, I wish to pursue a conservative
course. It is our duty to do this, and not run addition to his other sources of influence, he is
beyond the power that was given to us by the acquainted with every lady in the county. he
people; end not pull down and destroy every goes to their houses, and remains all ni~ht, he Is
Bound principle of the government that hASbeen polite to every pretty girl he meets WIth, and
provided for us by the wisdom of our fathers.
I they are all enlisted in his favor. He thus brings
to his aid an increased support, and unless you
wish to pursue a cautious and prude-nt course.
Mr. CLARKE.
I certainly did not wish to intend to make him a life officer, there should
Why is it
make a false impression in reference to the ~en- be a limitation upon his eligibility.
tleman'a position.
Really I am not advised that a physician who has practiced fora longtimo
whether he was actually opposed to the conven- in a community, eun get mere votes than any
tion or not; and if my manner indicated that I body else? It is not because he has more infiuentertained such an opinion as that, it was un- ence over the voters directly, but it is because he
intentional.
I remarked that there were those reaches them through the influence of the Iadiee.
who were opposed originally to the convention, This is an influence that is not apparent at the
and I doubt very much whether the gentleman polls, but it is one which nevertheless has a very
from Madison advocated the convention as far considerable effect. I might consume hours in
back as the year 1838, though since that time showing the influence that sheriffs may acquire
he may have discovered some new reason for in this WRY, by which he is enabled to overcome
anyone who opposes him. It was thought by
doing so.
Mr. TURNER.
I was not a convention man the committee that it would be better that he
in 1838, but I voted for a convention before I should not be permitted to be elected after the
was aware- that so many as ten men in my second term, inasmuch as he has it in his power,
county were in favor of it. I voted for it in marc than any other officer, to do good or evil
1847, and again in 1848, at the very opening of in influencing public sentiment, because his
the polls. If the ~entleman from Siml'son was business is with every body. You mi&ht accifor the convention III 1838, he run great y ahead dently get a bad man in that office. It IS a fair
of public sentiment and public feeling. There compromise, I think, and I hope it will be adoptwere developments between 1838 and 1847 that ed.
convinced me the govemment ought to be
Mr. NEWELL. The question before the house
chan~ed in some particulars, and one great thing I believe at present is the re-eligibility of sheriffs.
that led me to such conclusion was the annual I have listened to a great deal of argument 011
elections. The people became careless as to the both sides, and I confess I am somewhat at.a loss
selections they made, in consequence of the term to know how to construe them. The gentlemen
of service being thus 1imited.
The mode of who appear to be opposed to the re-elig ibil ity,
holding the elections, also was objectionable.
saX that the sheriff, after having served one term,
I wanted to have the elections held in precincts,
will gather around him, such an influence that
and I wanted the principal powers of govern- he call control the election.
And how will he
ment in regard to appointments at least, placed do it?
One gentleman says, the sheriff will get
in the hands of the people, and not entrused to acquainted with every lady nnd g~nt1emall in
individuals. to make appointments
through fa- the country, and secure an influence In that wey!
voritism, to the exclusion of merit.
Another says he will usc the public money which
The gentleman has asked why it is that we he collects, for the purpose of procuring votes,
permit the sheriff to be elected for a second term and that he will do every thing but what all
and not to be re-ellgible thereafter,
My convic- honest man ousht to do, and that will make
tions were against the re-eligibility of this officer him so popula~ that he cannot be defeated. Now
even for a second term, though I voted for the in my county, if a sheriff was to act as gentlere-ellgibility of some other officers. 1 voted in men here say they will, he would be the most
committee against his. re-eligibility, but there unpopular man in the county. But if the docwa~ a majority for giving him a second term, trine be true, that if we are to reward a public
servant aecording to his just deserts, WIlY shonld
while some were for leaving his re-eligibility
entirely unrestricted, and this plan was a com- we say, he shall not be eligible for a second
"If thou hast done well, shall it not be
promise made between the extremes.
Those term?
But if thou hast not" let
who lived under the old constitution from '92 to well with thee?
'98 have informed me that a sheriff could never sin be at thy door." If he conducts himself well
be removed from office so long as he was penn it- the people will say to him, "Well. done, good
ted to be re-eligible.
There may, however, be and faithful servant," "yon have faithfully disgood reasons why the sheriff should be re-eligi- charged the duty that was entrusted to yO\l, we
ble for a second term, and not afterwards.
If will put you again in office." But to say that
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the people will re-elect a man who l~~ behaved man from Simpson. But 1 regret that the amendImproperly, is to falsity the tn~e spirit and 1;1Jl- meat was made to that substitute, and I hope
derstanding of the people.' It IS an imputation it yet will be stricken from it. I trust the house
It dues seem to me that
that I am not willing my eonstitntente shall have will retrace its steps.
thrown upon them. I am in favor of the re-eli- the house will bring itself into some difficulty
by the amendment that has been adopted.
gibility of the sheriffs.
Gentlemen in this convention travel with
Mr. MACHEN.
I know the convention is
becoming a little restless, and anxious to get a great facility across the broad Atlantic for illusvote on this q.nestion; but 1 trust I shall be in- tration!'! in support of their arguments, and they
reference to their apdulged for a few moments.
I am aware th~re apply them witboutmuch
It is said that Bonaparte began by
are members in this house, who hold the Oplll- plicability.
ion that there arc lawyers here who are disposed professing the utmost sympathy for the people,
to consume too much 'of the time. To such gen- and ended by seeking to establish ~he worst
~hls may be
tlemen, I will :my, that although I am not so despotism the world ever beheld.
much of a lawyer as I might be, those whom I the opinion of some gentlemen; but it, was never
represent, sent me here, not to vote ruerel v, but mine. I think that he was a burnmg and a
to assign the reasons for my votes, and 1 trust shining light, and although the. spirit of despoI shall have all opportunity of doing so.
tism did ultimately. perv~de. hie heart'let
he
was instrumental
10 bringing
f?l'"Wll:r, and
1 am here as an advocate for the re-eligibility
love of repu?hcam,sm,
~ot
of these officers, and J trust I am here as the strengthening'
advocate also
of conservative principles.
I only III this, but lO all other portions of the CIVshall have to receive new teaching, before I have ilized world. what was his system of laws?
'I'he code-Napoleon is a monument of purity,
learned that I am departing from conservative
principles, when I vest tile power of election in wisdom and greatness, such us few, if any of the
European nations have given to tbe world. I
the hands of the people.
1 have an illustration
here of the (;apal,;l~yof the people to choose the consider it superior to anything that ever e~aWe adhere t?O pert.inasecond, third, aye! twentieth time an officer who nated from Eugland.
has served them well.
The elder gentleman ciously to the examples that are furnished us by
Our ancestors wben they separated
from Nelson, 'who has so ably attempted to re- England.
sist the re-c ligibility of the offieera of govern- themselves from Great Britain, severed all pol itment, stands here to-day as n sentinel upon the icul connectlou and became in every thing exrarnparts-c-what ramparts, I need not say-he is cept the fceling and affections of the heart, a
placing himself against every propositIOn that distinct people, having a €;:,overnmcnt based upseems to meet with favor in this hOllf>e;but PCI'- on entirely different prinCiples. It docs see~n t.o
haps he iil eXllrcisinIJ<lcollservative inflllenc<,\oVl,;rme that we should not seek abroad for prlllelHere th7 first
our deliberations, that will be whole!:iorne in the pl~s of repnblican go\'ernmellt.
end. Atpre;;;cnt, my jndgment does not lead. me lessons of wisdom manife!:ited themselves l1l the
'Ve can gain
to that conclusion.
I believe that if we reco~' formation of a free government.
from
nize the capacity of the peopl..: to clect thell' nothing for ollr republican institutions
I know that the sheriffs have a. great
officers, and judge of their qualifications ill one abroad.
instance, we have committ.ed ourselves to a prin- deal. of power, but to tell me that tbey will cxciple that we Call1lot depart from. The gentle- ercise that power dishonestly and thereby eoman from Hemy tJ.avshe will not be fonnd erOilS- er~e a te-election, is tote11 me that the people are
ing his traeks.
1 ,,'illnot accuse him of it; hc incapable of electing at all, and that the power
is not crossing his tracks, but he is rubbing to do so 8hould be withheld frQJllthem.
I shonld, perhaps .. not fccl so 1?uch inte~est in
them out.
'fhe gentleman from Nelson (Mr. Hardin) says this subject, if I dId not conceive t~a~ It was
heisill favor of rotatioll in office; so am 1. Itis striking a fatal blow at other propOSitIOns that
a doctrine that ha.o;greekd my ears, for "lo! these will be befurt' this house. I know that grlltlemany years" past. But 1 never understood that men make distinctions that are satisfactory to
rotation ill office, implied ineligibility after hav- their own mind."', and come to a different con·
ing'served.
'fhe pco/)le have a right to rotate elusion. 1 cannot see the force of the reasoning
I trust
and re·elect. I reeo leet when quite a youth, by which they arrive at that conclusion.
hearing much said about Ihisdoetnneof rotation, we shaH IE-ave it to the people of the state, to
butl never adnpted the doctrine in any other way say who shall serve thelll, and h.o\\' long C?lltlllln that the people should exercise the power tinue to serve them, and that tlllS conventIOn
of rotation.
Ana certainly no constitutional
will not attempt to apply the system of rotatio.n.
proyisioll should he made lipan the question, If this be done, I have HO doubt our work Will
be fa\-orably received, and that we shall be
bat leave it to be settled by the people.
It does sel;lll to me, thnt if we yield this point, greeted by ·the people with ~he 'welcome plau·
we are in the power of those who are contend- dits "well done goou and f,'llthful sCl'vflnts."
B~lt the gentleman (l'om :Madison tells us, that
ing fat' the opposite doctrine.
If we yield to
those who are contelldinl::? that these officers shall sheriffs will pass around from house to house,
lIot be re-flligible, we yICld one step, oue im- and secure the influence of all the female porpOl'tant point, in r{'gard to the right of the people tion of ~very family, and use t~at influ7nce for
to exercise the power of electing their officers the advancement of hi ...selfish vIews. Sir, I beaccording to their own reason all(] judgment. lieve the influence of female purity is a salutary
It is for tllis reason, that! am contending against influence, and that it, is not to be obtained in b€'·
I trust thtl gentlem.an
the doctrine that il'lattempted to be estabrished half of the unworthy.
here. I am contcndillg for the doctrine set forlh will take back the insiuuation, that female Inill th€8ubstitute lhat is proposed bJ' t,lle gentle- flnenca call be enlisted to suh,ert the institutions
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of republicanism.
] believe that if we allow
ourselves to be directed by that influence, and
tbe patriotism which is to be fouud in their
breasts, we shall scarcely ever err.
Mr. President, I will no longer detain the
house. I shall vote to strike out, as proposed
by the gentleman from Simpson, and Insert his
amendment."
Mr. KELLY.
When I offered the amendment sir, to the amendment
of the f;\"cntleman
from Simpson, I offered it with the VIew of obviating some of the difficulties which seemed
to rest upon the minds of gentlemen, who opposed the re-eligibility of sheriffs. I did not
suppose sir, that I was throwing into this house
an apple of discord; but I find that I have
done so, and if it be within my power, I will
withdraw that amendment.
The PRESIDENT.
The amendment
has
been adopted by the house, and cannot now be
withdrawn, without a re.couaideration of the
vote by which it was adopted.
Mr. KELLY.
I will mo v e then a reconsideration of that vote.
The motion to reconsider was, upon a division,
carried; ayes,40; noes,28.
.Mr. KELLY then asked and obtained leave
to withdraw the amendment.
The question then being upon the adoption of
the amendment of the gentleman from Simpson,
a division was called for, so that the question
should be first. taken on striking out.
On this question, the yeas and nays were ordered, and being taken 'were yeas, 43; nays 41.
YEAs-Richard
Apperson, John S. Barlow,
Alfred Boyd, William Bradley, Luther Brawner, Franchi :D-r. Bristow, Thomas D. Brown, Beverly L. Clarke, Jesse Coffey, Henry R. D. Coleman, Benjamin Copelin, William COWPCl', Edward Curd, Lucius Desha, Ohastoen 1'. Dunavan,
Benjamin F. Edwards, Milford Elliott, Green
Forrest, Nathan Gaither, Richard D. Gholson,
James P. Hamilton, John Hargis, Wilham Hendrix, Charles C. Kelly, James M. Lackey,
Willis B. Machen, George W. Mansfield, Wm.
N. Marshall, Nathan McClure, David Meriwether, Jonathan Newcum , Hugh Newell, Johnson
Price, John T. Robinson, Thomas Rockhold,
Johu T. Rogers, Ignatius A. Spalding, John
\V. Stevenson, James W. Stone, Michael L.
Stoner, John Wheeler, Charles A. Wickliffe,
Silas W 00080n-,:13.
NAys-Mr. President, (Gutlrrie.) William K.
Bowling,Williarn Chenault, James S. Chrisman,
Archibald Dixon, James Dudley, Belucius Garfieldc, James H. Garrard. NiuianE. Gray, Ben.
Hardin, Vincent S. Hay.Mark E. Huston, ,Tames
,Y. Irwin, Alfred M. Jackson, Thomas James,
Will!am Johl~son, Georg-e~. Johnst~n, Thomas
N. Lindsey, I'homas W. Lisle, Mart.ll1 P. Marshall, William C. Marshall, Richard L. Mayes,
John H. McHenry, William D. Mitchell, '1'60s.
r. Moore, JolIn D. Morris, James M. Nesbitt,
Elijah F. Nuttall, "William Preston, James Rudd,
John D. 'faylor, John J. Thmman, Howard
Todd, Philip Triplett, Squire Turner, Jo1m L.
Waller, Hem)'" Wa"hington, Andrew S. White,
'RobertN. WlCkliffe, George W. Wiliiams,Wesley J. Wright-4l.
So the convention agreed to strike out.

The question then recurred 011 the motion
insert, pending which,
The convention adjourned.

WEDNESDAY,

~OVEMBER

to

7, 1~49.

Prayer by the Rev. Mr. LANCASTER,
COUNTY
COURTS.
Mr. MERIWETHER offered the followlne as
a substitute for the article heretofore report.eJ in
relation to county courts, which, un hi" motion,
was referred to the committee of the whole haying charge of that subject, and was ordered to be
printed.
AUTICLE

-.

SEC. 1. There shall be established in each
county now, or which may hereafter be erected
within this commonwealth,
a county court, to
consist of a presiding judge and the several justices of the peace of the county.
SEC. 2. 'I'he presiding judge shall be elected
by the qualified voters in each county for the
term of four years, and until his successor shall
be duly elected and qualified, and shall, from
time to time, receive for his services such compensation as may be fixed by law, to be paid by
fees, or out of the county revenue.
SEC. 3. No person shall be eligible to the
office of pre~idin~ judge of the county court,
unless he be a citizen of the United States, over
twenty one years of age, and a resident in the
county in which he shall be elected one year
11 ext preceding his election.
SEC. 4. 'rho presiding jndge of the county
courts shall be sole probate judges for their respectivc counties, with testamentary and such
other jurisdiction as may, from time to time, be
given by law.
SEC. 5. TIn'! jurisdiction of the county court
shall be regulated by law; and until changed,
shall be the same now vested in the county
courts of this state, except as herein provided.
SEC. 6. The several counties in this state shall
be laid off into districts of convenient size, as
the general assembly may, from time to time, direct. Two justices of the peace, nnd one constable, shall be elected in each district by the
qualified
voters therein.
The jur-isdiction
of
said officers shall be co-extensive 'with the county. Justices of the peace shalt be elected for the
t0l111 of four years, and constables for the term
of two years; they shall be citizens of the
United States, twenty one years of age, and
shall have resided six months in the district in
W"hi~~they may be elected, next preceding their
election.
Bso. 7. Presiding judges of the county court,
and justices of the peace, shall be conservators
of the peace, and shall be commissioned by the
governor.
County and district officers shall
vacate their ofiices by removal from tJlC district
or county in which they shall be appointed.
The legislature sllall pruvide. by law, for the
mode and manner of conducting and making
due returns of all elections of presiding judges
of the count,y couti, justices of the peace, and
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constables, and for determining
contested elections; and also provide the mode of filling vacancies ill these offices.
SEC, 8. Presiding
judges of the county courts,
justices of the peace, and constables,
shall be
subject to inrlictmen t or presentment
for malfeasance or misfeasance in office, in such mode
as may be prescribed by law, subject to appeal
to the court of appeals;
and upon conviction,
their offices shall become vacant.
SI.!BMISSION TO THE PEOPLE.

AIr. MITCHELL
offered the following resolution, which, on his motion, was referred to the
committee on miscellaneous provisions, ana ordered to be p,rinted.
Resolved, I'hat in obedience to public sentiment clearly manifested
throughout
the state,
and from a sense of the intrinsical propriety of
such a. course, this convention will submit the
result of its labors to the people for their ratification; and to that end, that it is expedient
either 10 insert in the constitution which is now
being framed, a clause making its establishment
conditional
upon such popular ratification, or
else to devise some other plan by which the
approval of a majority of the voters of this commonwealth
shall be a necessary preliminary
to
its adoption.
CONSTRUOTIQY OF COt:NTY COURTS.

Mr. ROGERS.
I han a resolution which I
desire to offer, in these words:
Reeoleed, That the committee on county courts
be instructed to inquire into the rropriety of constituting the county court; of al the justices in
said county.
I wish to offer a very few remarks, giving my
views explanatory of that resolution, and I shall
do 1>0 by I'eferrin~ to what we have done, and
what the ccuvenuon seem determined to do, as
I judge, from their action on the report of the
committee on county courts.
\Ve first orcaniee
a county court from the bar, and that is all right,
I suppose; then a circuit court from thebar,and
that. IS all right; and then we select attorneys
from the bar, and that is all right.
We want to
make them re-eligible too, and I believe that is
all right,
We proclaim our love for the people,
and say that they are not only sovereign, but intelligeut and wise. But it strikes me that when
the report of the committee on county courts
was before us, we did not carry out the principle which we had acted upon before, and that although we believe the people intelligent, we do
not consider them sufficiently so to form a county court.
I think the justices of the peace in
the several counties should be empowered to do
the business of the eounty court.
There is no
necessity of creating offices with fixed salaries
of two or three hundred
dollars per auuum,
when the labor can be performed by the magistracy of the county.
We all must have some reo
spect for this court that has done all our bnsiness in relation to estates and elections.
With
regard to pay, it is the cheapest court in the
country,
But if we create county court judges,
they must have a sala'], and I should not be astonished if we ahoul
be comJ?elled to select
them from the bar. I do not WIsh to increase
the expenses of the government,
unless it is ne~essary.
I \'oted for the fourth judge because I

thought it necessary, and I also voted for branching the court, for the same reason: but I am opposed to dispensing with the county court, If
there is not intelligence enough to select a proper
court from the people, then the people are not
capable of self-government,
It seems to me the
tendency of the doctrines we have heard here is
to give the few the power to control the many,
instead of giving the many the j)ower to make
laws for the good of the Whole.
am in favor of
county court judges from the people, because if
you t;ive the magistracy
the power of jurisdiction 10 riots and small matters only, you allow
their office to dwindle in lmportanee, and strip
from the position
that which will induce any
man of "Worth to seek it; whereas no man will
refuse to sit on the county court bench.
I move
to refer the resolution to the committee on county courts.
Mr. MAYES.
It will be remembered
that
the committees on the court of appeals, and the
county and circuit courts are now united in one
committee.
If it is intended to refer the resolution to that committee, as it is now composed, I
have no objection.
Mr. ROGERS.
That is my motion.
:Mr. BRISTOW.
A resolution
of that sort
would seem to imply that the committee on county courts have not thought of any such thing,
although it is a matter which they have heen
discussing for several weeks.
It is necessary
now, it seems, to make this a matter of solemn
inquiry, because forsooth, we want to manifest
our great love for the people,
Onr love may be
misdirected,
and I would Inquire whether my
friend who offers this resolution has not made a
mistake in this case. The report of the committee on county courts,proposes
to give to the people an unrestricted
choice, but the gentleman
wishes to restrict tbis office to the magistacy, in
his love for the people.
The whole ground suggested b,y the gentleman,
has been considered,
and I think well considered, by the committee,
and I move to lay the resolution on the table.
The motion was agreed to.
COUNTY

AND DISTRICT

OFFICERS,

The PRESIDENT
announced
the next business to be the consideration of the report of the
committee on the executive and ministerial officere for counties and districts. Before the adjourn.
ment yesterday, the convention agreed. to strike
out a part of the 4th section, and the question
now recurred on inserting Mr. CLARKE'S
sub.
stitute for the matter strikeu out.
Mr. GARRARD.
I desire to offer a substitute
for the amendment of the gentleman from Simpson.
Mr. CLARKE.
Do I understand
that tho
motion to amend my amendment
is entertained
by the president?
The PRESIDENT.
It ill.
Mr. CLARKE.
The history of this amendment so far as I recollect is this: I offered an
amendment
to the fourth section of the report
by striking
out and inserting.
That was ODO
proposition,
but divisible.
Afterwards
a motion was made to divide the question, and a
vote of the house was taken on the proposition
to strike out.
Mine was a single prorosition
but it WM subject to a division.
Now
appre-

bend that if before the vote is taken on the second branch of my proposition, another amendment is entertained, a parliamentary fraud may
be practiced on the mover and the house.
I do
not know what the proposition of the gentle.
man from Clay is. It may be a proposition
that I cannot vote for. It may be designed to
destroy the effect of the amendment that I offered.

What is the result?

You take a division of

the question, and make me vote first to strike
out. With what view? with a view of taking
a vote on my amendment;
and when this
is done, the chair entertains a proposition
which destroys
amendment and makes me
vote to strike out what I would prefer to the
proposition of the gentleman himself. You thus
make me assist him in striking out, and then insert what I would object to as more injurious
than the matter struck out.
I submit if this is not placing every gentleman who voted for striking out, in a very peculiar attitude.
I submit that the vote should
be taken on the second branch of my proposition. If that is rejected the gentleman's
proposition may then be brought forward to fill tile
blank which has been occasioned by striking
out.
'I'here is another point. I supposed I should
have the right to perfect my amendment, before
a vote was taken upon it. This is a parllumentary privilege; but it is not ill order for another
gentleman to offer for it a substitute; my motion was to strike out and insert, and why dill
gentlemen vote to strike ant? Because they
wished to Insert my amendment.
If then, this
be so, it seems to me that no other motion call
be entertained until my motion is disposed of;
and then if that which I propose is rejected.the
question can be taken on the gentleman's amendment. I appeal from the decision of the chair.
Mr. DIXON.
I am satisfied the decision of
the chair is correct. I understand the gentleman to have made a motion, which embraces
two distinct propositions-c-the first is to strike
out, and the second to insert.
Now, that there
were two distinct propositions if! certain, from
the fact that there was a division called for, and
it was decided by the chair to be in order. I believe the gentleman will not deny that it was so.
A rule of this house makes a motion to strike
out and insert, divisible.
It was not so, however, under the old rules of the senate.
The first
question then is on the motion to strike out, and
it having been decided in the affirmative, the
question is on the motion to insert. I understand the gentleman to say, that all who vote
for the motion to strike out, are bound to vote
for the motion to insert. He is mistaken in that.
Gentlemen voting to strike out, may be actuated by different reasons: some may do so for
the pUl'po.o;e of getting rid of that portion of the
section, with a view of getting in other matter,
which would be more acceptable to them and to
the people of Kentucky.
And others may have
a differeut object in contemplation.
Then there
is a blank to be filled. aud the gentleman says
it is not to be amended by auy other :person, and
he tells the house, he alone has a nght to perfect it. But is that so? Has he a ri.ght to perfect it? And if he has, has nobody else the
same right? Does he take the sale control of
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the proposition, and. have we nothing to do with
it? Why, I understand we have a right to vote
for that proposition as well as the gentleman.
The very argument he uses shows at once that he
is wrong.
If one has a right to perfect it, another has. But,:l.S it now stands, it is merely
a proposition to fill a blank, and we have a
right to perfect it. Each member of the convention has that right as well as the mover. There
can be no difference of opinion about the matter. I do not myself care any thing particularly about it. I voted to strike out, because I did
not like the proposition as it stood. Others
may have had a different motive. Perhaps they
intended to substitute something else in its
place. I have yet to learn that because a mere
motion is made to strike out, that every gentleman intended to vote for the proposition which
the gentleman was about to offer as a substitute.
Mr. CLARKE.
I have been struck with the
facility with which gentlemen put words into
the mouths of others, and then make speeches
on them. Now, I tell the gentleman from Henderson I did not say that those who voted to
strike out were bound to vote for the insertion of
my amendment.
Mr. DIXON. I certainly understood the gentlemau, in effect, to say so, but I do not wish to
misrepresent him.
Mr. CLARKE.
I stated that I had made a
motion to strikeout and insert. It was a clivisable proposition.
The vote might have been
taken UpOli it as a single question, or the question might have been divided, as it was divided, and the question taken on striking out.
New, here is a section reported by the chairman of a committee. It is before the house to
be acted upon. I make a proposition in relation
to it, that IS entertained by the chair.
But, under the rule, a delegate has a right to call for a
division of the question.
What is there pending? It is my proposition,
and nothing else.
Buta division of the question is called for, and
the first vote is taken on striking out.
Those
who vote for striking out, vote with what understanding and for what reason?
'I'hev vote for it
because a proposition has been submitted which
they prefer to the report of the committee.
They
are not bound to adhere to the proposition which
has been proposed, but they vote for striking
out, because they would rather have the amendment proposed, than the original section, or that
part of it proposed to be striken onto That is
the purpose for which they vote.
The gentleman from Henderson says that they have a right
to amend.
I admit it, at the proper time, and
no gentleman in this convention would be more
unwilling to restrain that right than I should be.
But has any proposition been made to amend by
any friend to striking out? Nasir. There are two
ways to defeat a measure.
One is, by getting a.
gentleman who voted with the majority to move
a reconsideration of the vote.
Another is, by
elog~ing the amendment proposed, so as to defeat It by cutting up those first in favor of it. I
deny that the proposition which has been offered
this morning, comes from any friend, or anyone
favorable to the amendment I proposed, but it is
one of those means used for breaking down an
amendment.
I would Dot restrain my friend
frOID Henderson or any other gentleman from
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perfecting the amendment,
but it seems t.o me
:Mr. C. A. WICKLIFFE.
I have no particuthere is a fitness in the tune wh~n the atlH'n~- lar solicitude on the subject, as the mover has
ment should be made. Now, If the propoSI- waived his appeal; but I agree with the chair
tion I have offered be accepted by the ho~se, that it is vel"y desirable to settle the principle
take a vote on it. If there are those.who think involved .in this question in accordance with the
they can propose a better one, they w111 not vote laws of legislative bodies.
Diff<:ring in some refor mine.
But when fortx-~hree del?gates. Oil spects from the.presiding
officer, as well as the
this floor have voted for striking out with 11. VJ8W gentleman from Henderson, I will state my viev..s
to the insertion of this amendment, to say that m regard to it. When the question is made to
it shall be clogged and crippled, before the vote strike out and insert, it is but one question. The
is taken, and that too, by the enemies of striking difference between us is, that the presiding offiout, it appears to me, with all due deference to cer and the gentleman from Henderson, regard.
the opinion of the chair, will be placing a hard- it as two. It is only one question; butto decide
ship upon the friends of striking out, which it the presiding officer has to tell the house
may hereafter result in unpleasant consequences; twice, or if the yeas and nay:; be called the clerk
for yOll may insert something more objectionable calls twice, to enable the members to vote on
than the original section itself.
If you enter- the whole proposition, each branch separately.
tain the propositicu of the gentleman from Clay, By ·way of testing the correctness of this princlyou make us assist you in voting for a proposi- pte, the gentleman from Simpson has proposed
tion more objectionable than the originaf section to amend by striking out and inserting.
He in.
was. I trust every gentleman on this floor who duces me and others to vote with him to strike
voted for striking out for the purpose of testing out because we dislike the original article; he
the great question, whether die officers of this has extracted my vote to strike out, and has acgovernment shall be re-eligible or not, will vote complished his purpose, but can he then, withagainst any efforts made by the enemies of this out leave of the house, withdraw his amendproposition.
ment? I say he cannot, because the house has
Mr. BROWN,
I voted with the ~entleman to commenced voting upon it. Here is the rule
strike out, but I think he is wrong If he suppo. laid down by Jefferson:
"When it is moved to
sea that those who voted to strike out are bound 'amend, bystrikiug out certain words end insertto vote for the insertion of his proposition.
We , ing others, the manner of stating the question
may vote to strike out, but may not like what is 'is, first to read the whole passage to be amend.
proposed to be put in. If that is not the case, , ed as it stands at present; then the words prothere is no propriety in dividing the question at 'posed to be struck out: next, those to be insertall.
"ed ; and lastly, the whole passage as it will be
Mr. CLARKE.
Sir, I have accomplished my 'when amended. And the question, if desired, is
purpose, and I will withdraw my appeal from 'then to be divided, and put first on striking
the decision of the chair.
'out."
It will be seen by the language used here,
The PRESIDENT.
I rise to explain"the question," that it is a single question.
Mr. C. A. WICKLIFFE.
'J'o enable the chair What uextt
"If carried, it is next on insertinc
to make his explanation, I will renew the appeal. , the words proposed.
If that be lost, it may b~
Now if they vote to
The PRESIDENT.
Although I have been a 'moved to insert others."
it will be ill order to
long time in a deliberative body, I have never re-ject the amendment,
presided over one before, and never studied the move to fill the blank with somethinc- else' but
rules with that precision which induces an over- haVing obtained my vote to strike out~they'can_
weaning confidence in anv decision that I mav not take up the amendment, and make it such
make. All the decisions tJ1at I have made, hav"e as to deny me the privilege of voting to fill the
been made to the best of my judgment at the blank with what is first proposed to be inserttime, and in all m'y future decisions, I shall act ed. I will now withdraw the appeal.
on the same principle.
A motion to strike out
The PRESIDEN'J'.
The question has not
and insert being divisible, the question can be been decided.
I will examine the rules that aptaken on striking out, in order to save time; for, ply to this question with reference to future deif words are struck out, there is no necessity to cisions.
perfect them. Now, it is true the gentleman
Mr. DIXON,
The rule which the gentleman
who offers an amendment hua a right to perfect has read does not apply to this house at all.
it, before his adversary's proposition is submit.
The secretary tnen read Mr. Garrard's subted. That I understand to be the parliamentary
stitute for the amendment offered by the gentlerule. When a proposition
is made to divide a man from Sim:pwn.
<],uestion with a view to save time, still the !nO"The presiding judge. or associate judges, of
tIOn to insert is subject to amendment, and, as I the county courts are elected, whose term of ofunderstand it, individuals
arc not pledged to fice shall ~e two years? but no sheriff, or deputy
vote for the insertion because they voted to who qualified under hIm, shall be re-eligible for
strike out. I may vote to st.rike out because I the succeding term."
do not like the 'original provision, and then
Mr. GHOLSON.
I feel a desire to see even
there will be a blan k left, I can then very con- handed justice done here. I have but one vote,
sistently refuse to iusert--I can leave a blankand that shall be cast with an eye single to that
or I may afterwarus move to insert something purpose, to treat all officers alike. If one officer
else. But while it is depending as a question of IS to be ineligible, I shall vote to make all so.
amendment, it is subject to amendment upon the When I am convinced that it is best to make fish
motion of any individual in the body. If I am of aile and flesh of another, and that the people
wrong', I should like to be put right, becalise the are not capable of self-government, I may go for
queBt,lOnwill, in all probability, arise again.
invidiow:I distinctions.
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If you tell me that because 0. sheriff collects
:aIr. CLARKE. This amellJllle~t of the gentleman from Clay brings up the queetiou of re- the county revenue, and especially because he
eligibility, broadly and flatly. "The report of has the influence of the ladies on his side, be
the committee makes the sher-iff eligible for a will exercise a power dangerous to the public insecond term.
This, in my judgment, will be to terests, I will tell ,you that even your Clerks can
turn him loose on the community without reo wield a \)owerfullOflucnce, by virtue of the office whic 1 he holds. There is no proposition to
eponsibility,
with his sacrificial knife whetted
to cut and carve in any direction for two years, make a clerk ineligible because he has held the
and then he goes out of office. If it be true office two or four years, yet he has a thousand
that the sheriff is in the habit of shaving and In- fee bills in his hands, from fifty cents to one and
flicting oppressions on the people, you place a two dollars in value. 'l'heee fee bills have the
curb on him by makin~ him re-eligible; because virtue of an execution. Make him a candidate
conduct of that sort Will not be tolerated by the fur re-election, and he will put-them in the hands
When the constable makes
people of Kentucky, and if 110 indulges iu con- of the constable.
dl:ct of that kind, the result will be, the people his report, and tells him whom he is oppressing,
WIll turn the backs of their hands upon him and the candidate will get on his horse, and ride
around, and say to individuals against whom he
he will be defeated.
has claims, "I am in a sort of a scrape-I
can
A great deal has been said about conserveborrow money at ten per cent., however, and I
tis.m, which seems to mean every thing and no- must do it if I indulge you. But I cannot inthing. The best Illustration of it, as some rt:- dulge you if I am defeated."
Suppose ayoung
gard it, is in this proposition to curb the sheriff man wishes to marry, and comes to the clerk for
for one term by the hope of re-election for a se- a license. He may say to him, "well, young
cond term, and for Olle term only. He is to be man, I aur about to be a candidate for clerk-I
reined up the first term, and the" second he is to will make you a present of a license, and you
be turned loose to oppress anel shave every body must help me in my election."
He goes home
he pleases.
The whole question of re-eligibilIunder the full impresston that the clerk is the
ty turns on the decision of this, aud the gentle- very cleverest officer in the world, aud uses his
man has very properly brought it up. It 1'; said influence among his friends for his re-election.
a sheriff shall not be re-eligible, but it is insistI do not say that this will be the CUS0, but I say
ed that a clerk and judge sllnn be. Where will there is as much probability
of it, as that the
my friend from Nelson be found on this question
sheriff, who collects the revenue, will use the
uf re-eliglbilitv in his lengthy, able, and power- influence which his office gives him, to secure a
ful speeches?
Why, he Will refer t.o the vote
re-election.
upon your record, and say that you have said a
I recollect reading in Eso/J'S Fables, or some
sheriff shall Dot be rc-eligible,
and then show
the comparative importance of these two officers, other book, of a goose w iich had under her
A fox came up on
and their relative power. He asks nothing bet- charge a brood of goslings.
ter than a vote against my proposition.
He will a very cold night, and begged to be permitted
to enter the little house occupied by the goose,
show that a judge has the life, property, liberty,
The fox then imploringly
and reputation of the citizens lJl his hands, nud but was refused.
even the sheriff himself. He will then ask you said, «Oh! let me enter, or my nose will freeze
with what consistency you can go for the re-eli- off." He obtained permission to put his nose
ill. After a little time, he declared that his head
gibility of a judge, while you have acknowland shoulders were freezing off, and he got the
edged the danger of making a sheriff re-eligible
un account of his power over the feelings of the consent of the goose to cuter so fur. Very soon
people. I remarked to a friend this mornill~. afterwards, he said he was freezing all over, and
that a judge had the lives of the people in Jus then he got permission to enter the house. He
hands, in certain cases. He replied, that he then instantly set to work, and ate up the goose
This is an entering wedge to the
thought the jurors had a greater influence, be- and goslings.
of re-eligibil ity
Just say that the
cause they were, in criminal cases, judges of the destruction
lnw and the fact. I rejoined that the jurors were sher-iff shall not be re-el igible and you have let
inclined to -lefer to the opinion of the judge. in the nose of the fox; after awhile the princi'I'here is nothing more natural than that the ple will be applied to the clerk, then the head
opinion of a learned judge should have weight and shoulders of the fox are in, and when it is
with a jury, and it. does always have more or less applied to the judge the whole body will be in,
effect. In the county of Barren, a negro was ana these officers will all be devoured together.
I repeat, that this substitute to my amendment
apprehended for a high crime, brought before a
jury,who
found him guilty, and the judge was brings up the "\vhole question of re-eligibility.
about to pass sentence of death. The lawyer I am yrep:u:ed to see the question settled now.
of the judg-e
moved in arrest of judgment, and setup a,claim, I sha 1 go for the re-eligibility
under all old statute, faT benefit of clergy. though you defeat me in respect to the sherIff.
Judge Buckner decided he was entitled to ben- There arc many gentlemen, however, who will
efit of clergy, and altllOUgh the offence of which not do it. I shall violate my consistency, believ·
he was found guilty was olle ()f the highest iug, as I do, that aU should be re-eligible, if I
crimes known to OUl' laws, he was relea.~ed. Not go for the rc-eligibility of a judge, and permit
two months afterward, a slave was tried for ar- the sheriff to be turned away without the privi·
I shall go for the re-eligi~
son in the county of Warren, and found guilty, lege of fe-election.
and the eouusel moved for the benefit of clergy:. bility of the clerk, and it' I get part, I shall be
The juds-e, however, declared 110 was not enti- in part s,tti5fied. If I lose all, thell I shall bo
tled to 1t. Now,onc
or the olher judge must driven to the conclusion tJmt there arc those in
this convelltiou, who consider the people incomhave been wrong.
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petent to determine whether a man is worthy to expunging will certainly be the order of the day
be elected or not,
One word further. The gentleman from SimpNow I have been taught to believe that the son has alluded to a celebrated fox and goose,

longer an officer has performed his duties, the
better he will be able to discharge
them.
But
you say however honest, or wen qualified, or
though there be nine out of ten in favor of him,
the people shall not elect him, and you drive
them to what? '1'0 take up a new man of whom
the people know nothing, in the place of one in

and her goslings; and, sir, although I do not
understand
myself, as being alluded to as the
cunning fox, yet from the great care the gentleman has kindly manifested
in regard to those
who voted with him yesterday, I have no doubt
11e must have intended himself as the goose.
Mr. CLARKE.
My friend from Clay-alwhom they have the utmost confidence.
though r have attempted to appease him-cseems
Mr. GARRARD. I propose to modify my still inclined to indulge in his witicisms.
It
amendment by striking out the word "two," so may be very possible, and I doubt if it is not
as to leave it with the convention
to fill the true, that. there are those who may put into the
blank as they shall think proper.
book which records our debates, some thlugs
While uf" I trust the house will pardon me which they Dlay not themselves like to read
lor occupymg a short portion of its time.
'I'hc hereafter.
I do not say that my friend from
gentleman
from Simpson,
ill the beginning
of Clay, when he goes home to his constituents
his remarks, pronounced mv amendment-eveu
and tells them that he has recorded in the book
before it was read-a
fraud.
Upon what prin- of the proceedings
of this house, that they
ciple it can be denominated
a fraud, I am at a should not have a right to vote a second time
loss to understand.
1 am couscicus of one thing, for the same candidate for sheriff, may not wish
however, and that is, that the remark cannot ap- to withdraw that part of the record from posply to me. I have been constantly
ill favor of terity, and those even who 1l0W exist. It is true
electing sheriffs for two years, and no longer. that in the fable that I related, the goose was
And it was for the purpose of carrying out that deceived and her goslings destroyed; but I did
object that I moved my amendment;
and not for not intend to be understood as saying that the
the purpose of iuflicting
a fraud UpOll this gentleman
from Clay was the fox, for I do not
house, or upon any member of it.
think he has, cUlIlling enough for that. The genMr. OLARKE.
I apprehend that I used no tleman (lid notdisplay cunnin~ enough to entrap
such term in reference to the gentleman.
I re- tIS. Though he introduced his nose within the
member when I was discussing the question as covert of the goose, I do not intend he shell
to whether the amendment was in order, that I get his hend and shoulders in. I prefer that he
assumed-c-not that his amendment was a fraudshould stay there until he freezes.
but that the entertainment
of the amendment by
Mr. CHAMBERS.
The amendment proposes
the house, would be virtually practising a fraud to make the de:puties of sh~ritfs ineligible as
-though
perhaps that was too broad an expres- well as the sheriff
Now, I am not at all cersion-but
the house will understand
I mean a tain that the sheriff should he made ineligible:
parliamentary
fraud-upon
those who had voted but feel very certain that his deputies should
In favor of striking
out. I hope my friend from not. I cannot consent that one man's holoing
the county of Clay, will not for a moment sup- an office should make another man ineligible.
pose, that I iuteuded to impute to him, the offer- I profess to be a liberal conservative, and go for
lng of II proposition
for the purpose of practis- electing all the officers. and for tests of qualifiing a fraud.
There is 110 gentleman for whom I cation where they will do good; but I cannot
have a greater respect.
npprove of making such evidences of qualifica,
Mr. GARRARD.
The explanation
of the bon, however obtained,
operate to make the
gentlernuu from Simpson is entirely satisfactory;
officer ineligible,
much less another man· but
and as lie and myself have been good friends for some other reasons I shall vote to make tile
since we met, I will give to you and this con- principal sheriff ineligible after a second term.
vention an idea that has occurred to me, and if
Mr. IRWIN.
I am opposed to the re-eligimy friend from Simpson, should think proper to bility of sheriffs; but I incline to the opinion
profit by it, I shall consider that I have at least that two years is too short a period, as the busidone my state some service.
The book that we ness of the second year will, (as a matter of neare publishing,
of the proceeding's and debates cessity) have to be entrusted to his successor,
of this convention, already contains some three and no gentleman
will take the sheriffalty, unhundred and fifty pages.
The statesmen and der the circumstances.
I shall move, If Dot
sages who come after us will, in future years, dOM by some other member, to increase the
read that book and put it in the hands of their sheriff's term to four ~ears, and to be ineligible
children that they may learn how to make con- thereafter either as principal or deputy.
stitutions.
But I tell my friend. that I think
Mr. HARGIS.
I was one of those who voted
there will be rnauy things in it that those wise to strike out; and I did so because I did not like
and scrutinizing
men will dislike to set before the prol'(IsitiolI as it came from the committee,
their children as an example for them to follow. nor do like the amendment.
I am in favor of
You will recollect that some years since, there a sheriff holding his office for two years, or one
was a great noise in the country, growing out of term only.
I do not consider the office of slleriff
a proposition llltrod\lcerl into the United States like all the others that have been alluded to;
senate, by a distinguished
senator from Mis- and the reason gi\'en by the gentleman
from
souri, in regard to expunging a resolution in re- Simp"oll, is the very best of reasons why he
la.tion to a celebratfld individual.
"Expunging"
should not be re-elected.
He says lie will go on
was a new word at that day.
But when the cutting and carving
for the first two :year".
sages I have alluded to, come to read this book, There IS a good deal of truth in that, and it is a
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strong reason why he should be allowed but one
term, and then be compelled to wind up his
business.
TJ1~ sheriff under the present coustitution holds his office only for two years, and
I have never heard any complaint upon that
ground.
Although I am for the re-eligibility of perhaps
every other officer of government, this is an officer that I am opposed to making
re-eligible,
for the reason that the longer he is in office the
more will he have it in his power, to influence
the election.
I have seen sheriffs turned out before the end of their first term, and have known
men who have purchased
the office; but I have
never known a case in which the duties have
been satisfactorily discharged after the first term.
In order then to -get clear of a sheriff who may
be found remiss in his duty, and to give the people a fair chance, I will make him ineligible
after the first term.
I do not think that this
will have any effect as an entering wedge, in
opposition to the re-etigibility of other officers.
It ought not. to have such effect, for I do not believe that there is any other officer that ought
not to be re-eligible.
Mr. GHOLSON asked for the yeas and nays all
:hIr. GARRARD'S
substitute,
and they were taken, and resulted thus:
YEAs.-Mr. President, (Guthrie,) Wm. K. Bowling, wru. Chenault, James S. Crisman, Archibald Dixon, James Dudley, Selucius Garfielde,
James H. Garrard, Ben. Hardin, John Hargis,
Mark E. Huston, James W. Irwin, Alfred M.
Jackson, 'William Johnson, George W. Johnston,
Thomas N. Lindsey, Martin P. Marshall, William C. Marshall, Richard L. Mayes, John H.
McHenry, William D. Mitchell, Thos. P. Moore,
John D. Morris, Jurues McNesbitt, Wm. Preston,
James Rndd. John D. Taylor. John J. Thurman,
Howard Todd, Philip Triplett. Squire 'I'uruer,
John L. Waller, Henry Washington,
Andrew S.
White, Robert N. Wickliffe, George W, Williams,
Wesley J. Wright--37.
NAys.-Richard
Apperson,
Jolin S. Barlow,
Alfred Boyd, William 'Brndley, Luther Brawner,
Francis M. Bristow, Thomas D. Brown, Charles
Chambers,
Beverly
L. Clarke,
Jesse Coffey,
Henry R. D. Coleman, Benjamin Copelin, William Cowper, Edward
Curd, LUC1US Desha,
Chasteen
r. Dunavan, Benjamin F. Edwards,
Milford Elliott, Green Forrest, Nathan Gaither,
Richard D. Gholson, Niuiu» E. Gray, James
P. Hamilton, Vincent S. Hay, William Hendrix, Thomas James, Charles C. Kelly, James
M. Lackey, Thomas W. Lisle, Willis B. Machen,
George W. Mansfield, Alexander
K. Marshall,
Wilham
N .. Marshall, Nathan Mc Olurc, David
Meriwether, Jonathan Newcum, Hugh Newell,
John T. Robinson, Thomas Rockhold, John T.
Rogers, Ira Root, Ignatius A. Spaulding,
James
W. SLone, Miclulel L. Stoner, Jolm Wheeler,
Charles A. Wickliffe, Silas Woodson-47.
So the substitute was rejected.
The question then recurred upon the adoption
of the proposition of the gentleman from Simpson.
Mr. GRAY,
It seems to me that a majority
of this convention are in favor at least of making
these officers ineligible,
after having served a
certain number of years.
I have a proposition
to submit, in order to test the seuse of the house

on th e subject, and it is that the sheriff. without
regard to the deputies, shall he ineligible,
after
having served two terms, until after one term
shall have elapsed-giving
him the rig-ht to be
elected two terms out of three.
I propose to
insert the words, "tlmt associate judges of the
county courts are elected, whose term of office
shall be two years, and they shall be re-eligible
for a second term, but no sheriff shall, after the
expiration of the second term, be re-eligible for
the succeeding term."
Mr. Bl~OWN.
I would enquire if that amendment is now in order. The same thing, in substance, has been once stricken out, by a vote of
the convention.
'l'he parliamentary
rule is, I
believe, that the same matter that has once been
stricken out shall not be again re-inserted.
Mr. GRAY.
The ~entlelllall misunderstands
my motion.
There IS this difforeuee between
what has been stricken out and what I propose
to insert, and it is, I think, a very material difference. My motion is in reference to the sheriff,
and not the deputies.
The PRESIDENT,
I am inclined to think
the proposition is in order-the
matter that is
proposed to be inserted not being the same as
was stricken out.
Mr. BRISTOW.
I will merely remark upon
this subject of re-eliglbility,
that my mind is
made up, to the effect that all our officers had
better be made re-eligible;
but in deference to
the opinion of others-in
whom I have great
confidcnce-c-I intend, when the proper time arrives. to move a reconsideration
of the vote by
which the provision regarding the re-eligibility
of sheriffs was stricken out, After all I have
heard on the subject, I am of the opinion that
if these officers are not. to be re-eligible, the provision that was stricken out is a better one
than any which we can substitute for it. I will
therefore move to reconsider that vote.
The PRESIDENT.
The motion to reconsider
cannot be entertained,
according to the rules,
untill to-morrow.
Mr. MERIWETHER.
I voted myself for
the re-eligibility of the sheriff; but I cau see no
objection if that vote is to be reconsidered,
to
reconsidering it to-day.
I therefore move to dispense with the rule.
Mr. IRWIN. I see no good reason for reconsidering that vote. I could suggest a reason to my
friend from Todd, why it should 1I0t be reconsidered.
Mr. MERIWETHElt.
If the ~entlo?man does
not desire a reconsideration,
I will withdraw my
motion.
Mr. IRWIN. There are several delegates absent.
Mr. BRISTOW.
It is for that very reason that
I wish a reconsideration.
I will renew the motion to dispense with the rule.
The motion being put, it was, upon a division
negatived.
Ayes 51. Noes 26. 'I'wo.thirds
not
voting in the affirmative, the rule was not dispensed with.
Mr. BRISTOW,
I now give notice that I will
renew the motion for reconsideration
to-morrow.
Mr. TURNER.
As any thing that we may do
in relation to this matter, will probably upon a
reconsideration
of the vote be reversed, I propose
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thai we !):IiS over thi~ seeuou, and proceed with
the residue of the report.
The question being taken, it was decided ill
the negative.
. Mr. TUR:NER.
I can sec no object-inn to passlIlg 0\"01"this clause and taking up the residue
of the report.
It will save time eventually.
!Jr. CL4-RKE. I hope the. house will act upon
this amencment.
I would like to see some ill~li~atjoll of the opinion of the convention upon
it,

The PRESIDENT.
It is certainly ill the power of the house to pass over this section: but the
difficulty is, it win appear very ewkardly
upou
the journuls , perhaps the convention had better
proceed with the section.
I
Mr. TURNER.
I have no objection.
)11'. MERIWETHER.
I understand the qnestiY!l to be now upon the substitute for the propo~ltlOn of the g?n~liJInan from Simpson.
I voted
In f'WOf.of s.tnlc.lTJ.gout the clause
that rend.ercJ
t.lle sh:-nff ineligible , an~ one of my reasons
Ior doiug so, was because It extended to them.
I will therefore now vote forthe proposition oft-he
gentleman from Christian, in favor of rendering
the high sheriff ineligible
for the second term
and. the deputies eligible.
'
Mr. APPERSON.
I was vcry much like the
gentleman from Jefferson, 1 thought we were going to exclude rather too many.
It is necessary
that there should be a great nluny deputies, esP?ci<~lly?S tl.le elections are to be held in every
~1~tI:lct., It '\"lll. be. requsite 1.0 have sj)ecial dqJ\lties Ill. ev?ry dl~tnct.
I am dispose(
to support
the pnnclple cont.ailled in the propo",ition of the
gentleman frolll Christian.
Mr. ~~RNEJ:t.
I am willipg to snpport that
I?ropos~tlOJ1-":Vllh o~e exception-the
necessity
tor whIch 1 thmk WIll be obvious to all, that
lIe shall not be ca.lled on to act as d",puty for the
succeeding berm.
'
hI1'. GRAY.
I have no objectioll to that. r
will accel)t it as a modification.
The proposition was so modified.
Mr ..DIXON.
I shall vote for the })wpositioll
submItted
by the t?'ent.leman from Chl'istiuu;
not becallse r prefer It to the one that ...vas submitt.ed by ~,hegentlemall from Clay; but because
I thmk It IS the best proposition now before the
cOJlycnliOIl. I hope It will be adopted.
:Mr. NEWELL. I cannot vote for the substitute.
It is in fact providillO' fot" what we havo been
c~llltendi\lg against. I:IIt is carrying out the prillolple that we have been contelldilJg against--that
these officers ~hnll be ineligible.
ll~r: MAYES.
I shall certainly give this proPOSltwllll1Y hearty support; because it. is carrywgout the very principle
which I thillk of all
otlH,rs should be carri",d out, and that is that
sheriff.'! ougl:t )Jot to be re-elig.ib.lc! ~tf1:ert~](.. first
t.erm. I.lUll!1J favorofthere-eIlglbllJtyof
Judge",
and I thlllk It would be right that clerks should
he made re-eligiblE."; but 'we all know that thr.
duties of a sheriff differ very materiallv
from
thatof jlldO'e.'land clerks.
~
Mr.llnVIN
asked for the yeas and nays on
the 8ubstitnl·e.
Mr.. BRISTOW.
I intl'nd to vote affirmative.
lyon this proposition, and I do it not because I
'l:!elieve exactly in the correctness 'of the reasons
given; but the great principle
of rotation will

c?me up, and I ~hink that four years is a bUm·
cient length of time for a man to hold the office
of. s!leriff. It is an important
office, and I am
willing that the deputies shall contest the office
for themselves .
The'ycas and nays were then taken, with the
following result, yeas '15, nay" :38:
YEAs-Mr. President,
(Guthrie,) Richard Apperson, William K. Bowling, Francis M. Bristow,
Obarles Chambers, William Chenault, James S.
Ch~ismaLl, Archibald Dixon, James Dudley, Se
lucius Garfielde, James H. Garrard, Ninieu E.
Gray, Ben. Hardin, Vincent S. Hay, Mark E. Huston, James W. Irwin, AlfredM. Jackson, Thomas James, "William Johnson,
George W. Johnston,. Thomas N. Lindsey,
Thomas W. Lisle,
Martin P. Marshall, William C. Marshall, Richard L. Maye.s, John ~. McHenry, David Meriwether, WJ1IJ~m D. MItchell, Thomas P. Moore,
John D. Morns, James M. Nesbitt, William Prestou.vl nmes RuJd,James
W. Stone John D. Tav ..
lor, John J. 'I'hurmun,
Howard' Todd, Philrp
Tripl~tt, Squire 'I'urnr-r, John L. Wuller, Henry
Wa.~hlJlgton,AndrewS.
White, Robert N. Wickliflc, Geo. W. Williams, Wesley J. Wright-45.
NAYS-John
S. Barlow, Alfred Boyd, William
Bradley, Luther Brawner,
Thomas D. Brown,
Beverley L. Clarke, Jesse Coffey. Henry R. D.
Coleman, Benjumil: Copelin, William
Oowper,
Edwurd Curd, LUCIUSDesha, Chasteen T. Dunavan, Benj. F'. Edwards. Milford Elliott, Green
Forrest, Nathan Ouitber, Richard D. Gholson,
Ja:lles P. Hamilton, John Hargis, William Hendnx,James
M. Luckey, Willi,; B. Machen. Gen.
W. Mansfield,
Alexander K. Mar.'>hall, William
N. Marshall, Nathrm McOlure, Jonathan Newcum, Hugh Newell, John T. Robinson, Thomas
Rockhold.
John '1'. Rogers, Ira Root, Ignatius
A. S~auldillg,
Mi~.ltae.l L..Stoner, John Wheeler, Charles A Wickliffe, SIlas Woodson-38.
So the substitnte was adopted.
Mr. MERIWETHER.
I have a small amend·
ment to come in at the close of the sect.ion. It
it> as follows:
"Nor shall the high sheriff be
eligible for a second term, lmles8 he shall have
obtailled a quietus for at leust three months before his ele{'tion." .
Mr .. PRESTON.
J believe tllflt provision IS
made III a part of the report of the legislative
committ~e for th,is, very sllb.iec~,.
.
Mr. MERIWETHER.
I Will then WIthdraw
my amendment.
!tIl'. HAY.
I move to fill the blank with thr.
words "two years."
The motion was agreed to.
. The q:lestion tllen beiIl~ taken upon the origmal seetJOll as amended, It was adopted.
The fifth section was then read by tlle secretary as follows:
.".~ constable shall be elected in every ju;;tice's
dlstnct, who shall be chosen at the saOle time
in the same m:U111t:r, and for t]le same term tha{
justices of the peace arc elected.
He l11ayexecutoJ
the duties of his office in any part of the county
in which he resides."
Mr. PRESTON.
I will move to strike out
the words "he may execute the duties of his ofuce in any part of the county in which be resides."
'Phe effect of striking out these words
will be to leH.ve the .\·urisdictioll of constables to
be seWed by the egislature
instead of pre-
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scribing it by a constitutional
provision.
In
looking over the old constitution 1 find that
sheriffs, constables, coroners and surveyors all
made constitutional
officers: but there is no pro'Vision in that constitution, or in any other that
I have seen, prescribing the jurisdiction of these
officers. I sugge!>t to the chairman of the committee, that this is not the appropriate place for
regulating the jurisdiction
of constables.
It
does not prevail in any other constitution, nor
does it in our's. I am perfectly willing that
the legislature shall have full power to regulate
theirj'urisdiction.
The objection I raise is, that
it sha 1 not be done by constitutional
provision.
Mr. TURNER.
I am opposed to striking out
this provision.
The eighth section provides
that every officer shall reside within his district
during his continuance in office; but there is a
propriety, an absolute necessity, in fact, that
an officer, of this description, shall do business
in any part of the county.
We cannot always
obtain the services of a sheriff in the remote
part." of the county, and it is llecessary that a
constable shall be permitted to execute process;
hut if he has to stop a:ld.deliver HI? his authority to another, the criminal may m the mean
time escape. As far as respects the duties of the
office, the gentleman from Louisville Is mistaken,
if he supposes there is any attempt to prescribe
those duties here. 'I'hut is left to the legislature
altogether; but it is right and proper, according
to the views of the committee, that the const.itution should declare that he is a county officer
and can do business in any part of the county-c.
that his jurisdiction
is co-extensive with the
county. If you strike out this provision, the
legislature may, if they think proper, confine
him to a single district.
I desire that he shall
be a county officer. And if it is a proper principle, it is right to insert it here.
Mr. PRb:S'l'ON.
There are a great many
things that are right and proper in themselves,
that nevertheless ought not to be inserted ill the
constitution.
We are to presume that cVf:;ry
thing ill the statute book is right and proper;
but I would not put every thing that is ill the
statute book in the constitution.
The old constitution simply declares, that the officers shall
be constitutional officers, but it does not pretend
to prescribe or limit their jurisdiction.
It pro.
vldes that coroners, justices of the peace. and
surveyors shall be created, without prescribing
their jurisdiction.
There is not a constitution
in auy state in the union that prescribes the jurisdictiou of a constable, and I do not believe
that it should be done here. If such a provision
be inserted, it will be beyond the power of j.he
legislature
to control the jurisdiction of a constable.
I can see no propriety in encumbering
the constitution with a pro\riSlOn of this kind.
Mr. :MER1WE'l'HER.
'l'he gentleman from
Louisyille says that if this clause should be retained, the legislature could not hereafter confine the jurisdiction
of constables "within narrower lituit~, if it should be deemed advisable
to do so. Is it right that the legislature should
have such power? They are to be elected by
districts.
Suppose a cunstable has an attachment against an individual, who is passing int,o
another district; or suppose the case of procef;S
against the parties to a note, and the principal

resides ill one district, or in one ward of f\ eity,
ami his security resides in another.
Here there
would be a necessity for having more than one
officer to serve the process.
Mr. PHESTON.
My argument was not based
upon the assumption that the Iegtslature would
necessarily restrict the jurisdiction of this oflicer.
Mr. MElUWE'l'HEH..
I am aware of that;
but I think it would be improper to give them
the power to do it.
Mr. :MITCHELL.
My opinion is, that the report, [1.'3 made by the committee, is correct. I
think that the power to make legislative restriction should be taken away; and one great reason
is this: If you huvo a constable in each district,
why, he will necessarily be regarded as the only
officer entitled to execute the duties of the office
within that district; but if you give him the
privilege of exercising the duties of a constable
throughout the county, you ufford to the eitizons of the county the opportunity of choosing
among those officers, the one most rrompt and
diligent in discharging the duties of that office.
It will have the effect of exciting emulation
among them. For this reason, I believe they
should have the range of the whole county, and
that legislative
restriction
should be taken
away in regard to curtailing their jurisdiction.
Mr. IRWIN.
In tho report of the committee
on county courts, there is this provision: "The
several counties in this state shall be laid off
into districts, of convenient size, as the general
assembly may, from time to time, direct. Two
justices of the peace and one constable shall be
elected in each district, by the qualified voters
therein.
'I'he jurisdiction of said 'Officers shall
be eo-extensive with the county."
I think, sir,
that we may as well strike out the whole provision on this subject in this place, and leave
the section I have just read to be adopted when
we come to consider the report of the committee
on the county courts.
Mr. TURNER.
I deny that the subject belongs to that committee, at all. 'They bad no
right to say a word upon the subject.
This
county court committee, with the t"WOothers that
are associated with it, making a committee of
thirty, seem to think that there can be nothing
done in this convention, unless they do it. It
appears to me, that the remainlug seventy delegates have a right to do some part, of the business. So far as I have seen of the business done
by that committee, I think they are making' a
constitution that will be set aside by t]1Opeople.
The PRESIDENT.
The gentleman will understand that it. is not in order, to refer to the
proceedings of any committee.
Mr. TURNER.
I bt:g pardon sir, I was but
following the example of the gentleman from
Logan, who was arraigning myself and my little committee before their betters.
Mr.IR'VTN.
I am not a member of the committee of thirty, and 1 have no desire to deprive
the gentleman of alloY11Onor,that he may obtain
by regulating the office of constable.
Mt. TURNER.
I take no pride-as
I have
said repeatedly-in
having to do this business.
In all probability there will be a motion to strike
out tho provision which the gentleman has read
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ing ill common sense, as to do it. But I hope
the proposition will be withdrawn.
Mr. WILLIAMS.
I would call the attention
of the mover of this proposition to the effect it
would have. The section provides that one constable shall be elected in each j'ustice'g district.
If these words be stricken out, t ie inference will
be that the jurisdiction
of each of these constables is to be confined within his particular district.
I do not suppose that it is the
intention of the gentleman, that their jurisdiction shall be thus restricted.
Mr. PRESTON.
The gentleman from Bourbon and my friend from Louisville, have both
misapprehended me entirely.
1 think that
when we trust the legislature with the power of
branching the court of appeals, and of increasing the tribunals of the state, and of increasing
the power and jurisdiction of the higher officers
of the government, that it is carryin~ the mutter rather too far uow to fix the jurisdiction of a
constable ill the constitution.
It is a matter that
I am not anxious about; but I do insist that it
is not proper to encumber the constitution with
provisions of this description.
I 00 not want
to usurp every power that the legislature should
hereafter exercise. All tbat I w ish is that the
constitution
shall remain silent upon this subject.
Mr. TURNER.
If you do not retain this
Mr. HAMILTON.
It does appear to me, that provision the constructive effect will, in all
the regulation of this whole matter, in rela- probability, be that the constable will only have
tion to the jurisdiction
of a constable, prop- jurisdiction
in the district in which he was
erly belongs to the legislature.
Under the elected. You make him a constitutional officer,
present constitution, those who fill the office of and the legislature will have no power to enconstable, discharge the duties of that office in large his jurisdiction, if there be 110 intimation
any part of the county, and that is precisely as contained in the constitution, as to its intent and
it should be; but if any change should hereafter meaning in regard to the jurisdiction
of these
be desired, it call be made by the legislature.
It officers.
should not be done by constitutional
provision.
Mr. DIXON.
I think the gentleman from
While up, I may be permitted to say, that we Louisville is right in the motion which he has
are consuming
much time with unnecessa- made to strike out, I do not agree with the
ry speaking, and I think it would be well to gentleman from Madison, that because this sechave a committee of ten members appointed, to tion requires the officer to reside within the disbe termed the "speaking committee," and have trict, it is an inhibition upon the power of the
the senate chamber, or some other apartment fit- legislature to authorize him to do business out
ted up for their use, so that those gentlemen who of that district.
I think the gentleman
from
wish to indulge in much sl?eaking, may have an Louisville is right for this reason.
The part of
opportunity of doing so, withoutinterferiugwith
the section proposed to be stricken out, confines
the business of the couventiou , and we shall the duties of the constable within the limits of
then relieve gentlemen from the painful necessi- the county. And it becomes a question whether
tyof seeking to t'lxpunge a great deal of super- it is best, by constitutional provision, to confine
fluous matter from the journal of our debates, his duties within the limits of a county. It
and we shall be able to make much greater pro- might be advisable, to give a constable the ri~ht,
greils with the business for which we are assem- under certain circumstances, to follow a criminal
bled.
beyond the limits of the county.
Mr. TRlPLETT.
I think that the motion of
Mr. RUDD.
I hope the motion to strike out
will not prevail; for if' there is any part of the the gentleman from Louisville ought not to prestate that will suffer more than another it is the vail, but 011 the contrary it seems to me that the
city of Louisville.
I want a constable when he jurisdiction of a constable ought to be extendedhas occasion to serve a process, to go into any and this debate has suggested to me a matterone
part of the city, and not to be confined to a par- not of verv great importance certainly-but
And I give
ticular ward. I hope the gentleman from Louis- which ought not to be overlooked.
notice
now,
that
tomorrow,
or
at
the
proper
ville will withdraw the proposition, for there
would be great disadvantage arising from it, if time, I will offer a proposition to this effect, "Rethe legislature should pass a law confining the solved, that the general assembly be instructed
to provide by law, that whenever a criminal
jurisdiction of a constable within a particular
ward or district.
I do not myself believe that process shall come into the hands of a sheriff or
they would pMS such a law. I could not suppose constable, such officer shall have power and
for a moment, that a body of men, composed of authority to follow and arrest the suspected
I do
one hundred, would be so inconsistent, so went- criminal in any county within the state,"

from the repOl·tof the county court committee.
It is not satisfactory to all of us; but this if!as-mall
matter sir, anrlmight he determined without any
very lengthy debate.
Mr. GHOLSON.
I think sir, with all deference to the opinions of other gentlemen, that we
should be pardoned for uttaehiug some little irnportnnceto this matter.
Now if a constable be
restricted to his particular district, the people are
deprived, to a great extent, of his services.
So
far tram being restricted to the district, lie
should not even be confined to the county; but
should be permitted to go to the very extremity
of the state, in pursuit of a. fugitive from justice.
If a constable be confined to his district, in case
orsickuees or other disability, his place cannot be
supplied by au other. There can be no harm at
all events, in providing for contingencies of this
sort. I will further remark, that from the very
beginning of this report, every thing seems to
have gone wrong end foremost. Here is a pro
vision, in regard to the continuance of the office
of constable.
It is to be regulated by another
office which is not yet provided for. ., A constable shall be elected in every justice's district,
who shall be chosen at the flame time, in the
same manner, and for the same term, thut justices of the peace are elected."
And we have not
yet provided for justices of the peace.
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not know any thing that can conduce more to' the magnitude of the office, to the constable.
the proper administration of justice than such a There 18 not to be one constable, but fifteen or
provision,
twenty. and they have an amount of money in
Mr. PRESTON. I will ask the seeretary to in- their hands greater than any other officer, and
sere these words in the section proposed to he combined, they would wield an influence fully
amended, "and whose jurisdiction and duties equal to that of any sheriff. Itdoes seem to me,
shall be prescribed by law."
therefore, that the same principles will apply as
The question being taken upon the proposition strongly in the one case as in the other. I do
of the grentlcman from Louisville, it was rejec- not expect to make any extended remarks now,
ted.
or to occupy tho time of the convention at any
Mr. CHAMBERS then moved to amend by in- time with long speeches, for I came here to act,
sorting in lieu of the 5th section, the following:
and shall ever be found in my place to carry out
"There shall be elected in every county in this the views of those who sent me here.
commonwealth, one constable for every two jusMy amendment, which I shall vote against, is
ticee of the peace; he shall hold his office two to add after the word "election," in the third
years, with such [nrisdictiou, duties, aud rcspon- line, the words, "and he shall be re.eligible for
sibilities as shall'be prescribed by law.
one term only,"
'I'he amendment was rejected.
Mr. NESBITT.
I am in favor, as a general
Mr. iRWIN then offered the following, as an rule, of the re-eligibility
of all officers, but I
amen~melLt; being a part of the report of the believe that the cases of the treasurer of the
committee on county courts.
commonwealth,
and the sheriffs of counties,
"The several counties in this state shall be laid ought to form an excepelon to the general rule.
offintc d istricta of couv ieuiem.aize, as the general If we do make them thus form an exception, I
assembly may from time to time direct.
'I'wo believe that after years will prove irs wisdom. I
justices of the peace, and one constable shnll be do not desire that those who have the custody
elected ill each district by the qualified voters of the public money, shall become candidates
therein.
Justices of the peace shall be elected for office with that money in their pockets.for the term of foul' years, and constables for the Whether this objection applies to the constable
term of two years; they shall be citizens of the or not, I am not certain.
I do not suppose he
United States, twenty-one years of age, and shall becomes a collector of the public revenue, and I
have resided six mouths in the district in which hope he never will be allowed to become so.
t~ey may be elected next preceeding their elec- But if I thought that day would ever come nntion."
der legislative provision, I would at once vote
Mr. TURl'rER. This is a proposition for the that he should serve for two years, and then go
establishing of part of a court, and is therefore out and make a settlement, when, if they chose,
a matter over which this article has no jurisdicand he proved worthy, the people might elect
tion. It was under the eonstderatdon of the uni- him agam for another two ~ear3. I would let
ted committee au the judiciary, to whom, at a him go in for two years and stay out for two
proper time, I intend to move to refer this matter years, before he should be re-eligible.
I think
also, and to add the committee on ministerial
all those officers who handle the ruoney of the
offices to their number.
people, should, by the people represented in this
The amendment was rejected.
convention, be required at stated times to make
Mr. GARFIELDE
moved to amend the sec- a full and final settlement.
I am not afraid of
tion by striking out the words in the second this cry of inconsistency.
Some gentlemen have
line, '<and for the same time," and to insert the said, that if we vote that the sheriff shall be
words "for the term of two years."
He thought
ineligible for a succeeding term, that then they
two years long enough for the term of a consta- will violate their own opinions in regard to the
blc.
balance of the officers of the country, and vote
Mr. TURNER.
As the committee will 1.111- down re-eligibiuty in every other officer just bedoubtedty act together on this subject and make cause we make an exception in the case of a
the several reports so as to blend together, I commonwealth treasurer. or sheriff.
think the geutleman had Letter withdraw his
Mr. NEWELL called for the ayes and noes on
proposition.
the amendment.
Mr. GARFIELDE.
My only objection is,
Mr. TURNER moved to lay the amendment
that to say now that the constables shall be on the table.
elected for the same term as the magistrates, may
'I'hc PRESIDEKT
ruled the motion out of
restrict the action of the committee, who have order.
this last class of officers in charge.
Mr. WM. JOHNSON.
I believe that this
The amendment was rejected.
whole subject, about which we have been talking
Mr. DESHA. I have an amendment to offer, for some time, is all improper one for considersand I beg leave to state to t.he house, 1. shall vote tion here. I think that the legislature of the
against myself. My desire is to test the sincerity country: can dispose of this matter of constable,
of members as to this question of re-eligibility.
and define how many each county shall have,
I am one of those who contend that the people and far better decide upon all those matters,
are capable of selecting their officers, not only from time to time, than could any fixed eonatlfor the first, but for the second and all other tutioual provision.
They had this power under
terms, and in the votes I have and shall give, I the old constitution, and I think they ought to
go in favor of re-eligibility in its fullest extent. be continued in its exercise. I should prefer
The arguments made by gentlemen here who some amendment declaring that the legislature
are in favor of the ineligibility of a sheriff, it may rrovide for the election of a suitable Dumdoes seem to me apply at least, in proportion to -ber 0 constables in each county m the state.
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bunal to uy clerks

And J may deem it proper to introduce

such

amendment at the proper time.
Mr. MAYES moved us a substitute

tion, we have had them tried before the appelfor the late court, and 110 tribunal could be more com-

lUI

amendment, the words "and he shall be re-el.i- petent,

gible for a second term, but no constable shall,
after the expiration of a second term be re-eligible for a succceeding term."

Mr NESBITT

Under the old constltu-

I desire that the clerk of the

circuit court shall be removed upon indictment,
the judge of that court being the judge of the
Mr. DESHA accepted the substitute in lieu of law and the fact. I desire the clerks of the
his OWIl amendment.
county court to be removed in the same way,
The question was then taken on the amend- the judge of that court also being the judge- of
meut, and it was rejected; ayes 21; nays 58; as the law and the facts. As for the clerk or the
follows:
court of appeals, I am willing that he shall be
YEAs-Mr. President, (Guthrie.) Wm.K. Bow- removed as may be thought proper.
ling, Archibald Dixon, James H. Garrard, RichThe motion to strike out the section was
urd D. Gholson, Ben. Ilardlu, Mark E. Huston, agreed to.
James W. Irwin, Thomas James, George W,
The tenth and eleventh sections were then
Johnston,
'l'homns N. Lindsey, Thomas 'V, read and azrced to.
Lisle, Martin P. Marshall, William C. Marshall,
The tweifth section was then read.
Richard L. Mayes, John H. McHtmry, William
Mr, TURNER
moved to insert before the
D. Mitchell, John D. Taylor, Howard 'l'odd, word "appointment,"
the words "election or."
Philip Triplett, John L. Wallcr-21.
The uiceudmeut was adopted, and the twelfth
NAYS-Ricl1al'd Apperson, John S. Barlow, section acreed to.
Alfred Boyd, William Bradley, Luther Brawner,
Mr. TURNER wished to offer an additional
Francis M. Bristow, Thomas D. Brown, Charles section, as an individual,
and not in behalf of
Chambers, William Ohenault James S. Chris- the committee.
man, Beverly L. Clarke, Jesse Coffey, Henry R.
The proposed new section was then read as
D. Coleman, Benjamin Copelin, William Cow- follows:
per, Edward Curd, Lucius Desha, James Dud"A county court assessor shall be elected in
ley, Chasteen T. Duunvnn. Benjamin F. Ed- every county, at the same time, and in the same
wards, Milford Elliott, Green Forrest, N athun manner that the presiding judge of the county
Gaither, Ninian E. Gray, James P. Hamilton, court is elected, who shall have power to apJohn Hargis, Vincent S. Hay, William Hendrix, point such assistant assessors as may be necesAlfred M. Jackson, William Johnson, Charles S3.1·yand proper."
•
C. Kelly, James M. Lackey, Willis B. Machen,
Mr. TURNER.
It is suggested to me that we
George 'V. Mansfield, Alexander K. Marshall, had better leave the term of service blank, and
William N. Marshall, Nathan McClure, David first adopt the principle contained in the amendMeriwether, James M. Nesbitt, Jonathan New- ment. I think there is no gentleman here Lut
eum, Hugh Newell, William Preston, Jo1m'1'. will see the propriety of having an officer of
Robtnson.vl'hcmas
Rockhold, John '1'. Rogers, this kind.
This duty of assessing the property
Ira Root, James Rudd, Ignatius A. Spalding, of individuals and preparing a list of voters, is
James W. Stone, Michael L. Stoner, Squire 'I'ur- a very important one, and it has been very badner, Henry Vtashiugton, John wheeler, An- 1y executed heretofore, as all must know. Some
drew S. White, CharFcs A. Wickliffe, George 'v. counties in the state par twenty per cent. more
Williams, Silas Woodson, Wesley J. Wrigllt-58.
revenue on the value 0 their property than do
Mr. BOYD moved to strike out all of the sec- other counties, and some counties in the state
tion after the word "chosen" in the second line, have a full return made of the number of their
and substitute in lieu thereof the words fellow- voters while others do not. This Is all owing
ing: "For two years, at such time and place as to the present system of allowinz the county
may be provided for by law,"
cour~s t~ appoint the a.<;s.essor!,~hereby, m~n
The amendment was adopted.
lacking III the prop.er qualifications for the disMr, TURN.ER.
That. amendment strikes out charge of the duties
get the office.
There
the provision ill regard 1"0 the extension of ju- should be a regula;' officer, elected bv the people,
nsdiction.
I therefore move to add at the end for the pu.rpose, with a term, say of four years,
of the section as amended the words "whose and then It the people would select proper men,
jurisdiction sl~all be co.ext;nsive witb the COllll- we would have this business done better than it
ty in which he resides,"
ha... been heretofore.
A long term would also
The amendment was adopted.
induce competent i~dividuals
to acc~~t the ofThe section, as amended, was then agrPed to. fice. Some may object t? th~ prOpOS!tlOn to alThe sixth and seventh sections were then low the assessor to appomt hiS deputies, but the
read, and agreed to.
proposition was thus framed for this rens~u.
'I.'he eighth section wa" t.hen read.
:rhere are a great many of the smaller countJes
Mr. GARltARD moved to strike it out on the m the state, where Olle officer would be suffiground that the matter came more prop~rly un- cien~, while in otherfl, such as Jett:erson and
aer the geneml prodsionB of the constitution,
Ma~lson, three or foul' woul(~ be requlfed.
'l'he
and was provided for by another rt:port.
assistants would be. responsIb.le to the asses.sor,
Mr. TURNER had no objection, and the sec- and should be appOlnted by .hlt;J. The relatIOns
tion was stricken out.
between them should he Similar to those beThe ninth section was then read.
tween the sheriff and his deputies.
Mr. N ESBIT1' moved to strike it out.
The thirteenth section was then agreed to.
Mr. TURNER,
I hore it will not be strickMr. NESBITT moved to amfl.nd the section ~o
tin out, for there certain y ought to be some trio asto adopt the principLel that each county should
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be divided into assessor's districts, in each of
which, the people should elect an assessor.
The PRESIDENT declared the ameudmentto
be inconsistent with the section as adopted, and
therefore out of order.
Mr. NESBITT.
I move a reconsideration of
the vote adopting the section. It might happen
that a man elected the assessor of a county
would appoint two or three of his sons as his
deputies.
These are responsible officers, and the
people ought to choose them.
Mr. TURNER.
I hope the motion to reconsider will 1I0t prevail.
I think it far better to
have one individual to take charge of, and be responsible for, the whole business .
.Mr. GHOLSON.
I suppose the sheriff will
be as likely to appoint his sons deputies, as the
assessor, and yet no objection has been urged
against that,
The assessor should be the reo
sponstble head of his office.
The motion to reconsider was not agreed to.
MI'. TURNER proposed to submit an additional section, providing for the manner in which
the commissions of the officers, provided for ill
this report, should be made out; but it being
suggested that he, as chairman ot the committee, should make a separate report on the subject, he withdrew it.
A verbal correction was then made in the l Lth
section, and the order of numbering the seetions directed to be changed so as to conform to
the amendment of the report.
The question was then announced to be on
the adoption of the report.
Mr. CLARKE called for the yeas and nays.
Mr. WOODSON, in order that the report
might be fully examined before final action was
had, moved to adjourn.
Mr. TURNER moved to refer the report to the
committee of thirty on the judiciary.
The PRESIDENT
declared the motion not to
be in order, while a motion to adjourn was pending.
And then the convention adjourned.

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER
Prayer by the Rev. MI'. Nonrox.
JUIUSDrcTIO~'

8, 1849,

OF CONSTABLES.

Mr. TRIPLET']' offered the following resolution, and it was adopted.
Resolved, That the committe au miscellaneous
provisions, be instructed to inquire into the propriet,y of authorizing the general. assembly to
provide by Iavv, that when a sheriff coroner, or
constable, has a criminal process against ally person who shall e~cape from his countv, after the
process comes to the hands of such sheriff, coroner, 01' cousteble. such sheriff, coroner, or constable may follow and arrest such fugitive from
justice in any other county in this commonwealth.
COXSTITUTIOXAL

AMENDIIIEXTS DY THE LEGISLATURE.

Mr. JACKSON offered the following
and on
his motion it was referred to the committee on the
revision of the constitution and slavery:

·W-UEREAS, our constitution is a solemn conventional agreement among freemen, and the three
great departments of government created by it
are bound to obey its provisions;
and whereas,
it is violative of the principles
of republican
governments, for ally of the co-ordinate branches of such government to have any control,
either directly or indirectly, over the organic
law. Therefore,
Resol'tJed, That it is inexpedient to give such
power to the legislature as would enable it to
propose amendments to the constitution, or as
would invite itto embark in constitutional agitation.
POWERS OF TIlE GE::'iERAL AND STATE GOVERN"MENT.

M" GAITHER,
I offer the following resolution :
Resolved, 'I'hat a select committee be appointed
to report to this convention what powers have
been delegated to the United States; also ...vhat
powers hove been prohibited by the constitution
of the United States, to the states, with a view to
enable this convention to act understandingly,
in forming a constitution for the government of
the state of Kentucky.
I have been waiting for some weeks past, with
the hope that some gentleman would present, in
some tangible form, a proposition of this kind
to the convention. wewere notified when we met
here, that this convention was clothed with all
power, save that delegated to the federal government, and of course the commonwealth covers
the whole ground, with the exception of prohibited and delegated power. Weare about to
frame a constitution, and so far as I am concerned, and so far as the people of Kentucky are
concerned, we desire to have the whole ground
covered.
Without having laid before the convention a view of that fact. we are surely thrown
greatly in the dark.
We know that since the
foundation of our government, there has been a
dispute as to the powers existing in the federal
government,
and those which belong to the
states.
These disputes have led to convulsions,
which shook the integrity of the Union, and
created doubts in those abroad, whether we
should sustain the l,ninciples on which this government was organized.
I think before we go
further, we should understand tho ground we
occupy, and I desire to occupy the whole ground
to which we are entitled, and not a solitary inch
beyond it.
T have presented this resolution with a view
of bringing this subject before the convention.
I have witnessed with deep interest the discussiena that have incidently touched upon this
subject.
I know that the state and federal government have been divided on this matter, and
we have had statesmen. of talent, wisdom, and
experience differing ill their views in regard to
it, and we want to know what ground we
should occupy ill forming a constitution
for the
state of Kentucky.
We are apprised that under
the doctrine as held by one school of statesmen,
a large circle of the powers of the federal government are regarded as held by implication and
construction.
Another school believe that the
perpetuity of the Union depends on the adherence to a strict construction of the doctrines as
laid down in the constitution.
It is important
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ed, and his views and notions of free governthat the issue should be now made understandment were, as I think, erroneous.
ingly. It is true that we have now hanging over
He, it is true, doubted the capacity of the peo·
us on this subjE'ct, a question that has unlunged plc for free government,
and even Washington,
the hopes of the perpetuity of this government,
whose motives and purity of motive no man
the enlarged powen; of the federal governmcnt,
dare impugn, doubted, buj he snid that so far as
and the powers granted by implication,
have he was concerned, or his power extended, when
laid the foundation of that broad platform which he was called to the executive station, they
has been laid. But the government tbat has should bM'C a fair trial. A period of seventy
stood thus long under our present constitution
odd years has demonstrated
the fact, and it
seems to have solved the problem that the peo- seems to me, that there must be a blind devotion
ple are capable of self government.
I have no- to the Hamilton school, to assume that ground
ticed that there were two ulters in this conven- still. I do not believe in the incorruptibility
tion at which the d iffereut parties seem to worand Infallibility
of men. They pOiOsess roany
ship, the sovereignty of the people, and the in- frailt.iea, and are subject to runny errors. I am
dependence and purity of the judiciary.
Those well aware that we say the people can do no
gentlemen who had chosen to worship at these wrong, but thus far we are in error. They are
different altars, perhaps eq,u<l.llypure and patri- subject to errol', and for this reason. Social govotic, have coree to eouclusions at war with each ernments and political. societies have af!reed
other, yet they may be induced by compromise to that they will establish fundamental principles,
unite. From long reflection J have come to t118 which may be their guide, so far as written conconclusion to worsh:r' at the altar of thesovertgustitutions are concerned.
They IHl.Vethus acty of the people, an while I do this I make no knowledged
their liability to error, and that
imputation on gentlemen who entertain different though government is an evil, it is a necessary
opinions. My conclusions have been drawn from evil, and and one to which all men will cheerfullong observation of the practical working of a
submit.
free government.
We have gone on presperous- ly So
far us relates to the pmpo:::e of ro'f resoluIy, and I look on the problem of self govern- tion, I desire to present it to the consideration
ment as solved. For a long time the purest and of this convention, whose duty it is as the reprebest, of men doubted this fact. There was ground sentatives
of an honest yeomanry. to make
for these doubts.
There had been failures in known to them 'what right a they have conceded
all efforts that had been made, and it was for to the federal. government, and what we grant to
the wisdom of the American people to solve them. Can we attempt to frunie a constitution
his problem and show the evils that had without having brought to our view the extent
caused all former efforts to prove abortive.
of these powers that we have retained untramel'I'hree forms of government are all that have led by delegation?
Enough upon the subject of our federal reexisted; monarchy, in which the sovereignty
"r e stand as one member of a confederests in one; aristocracy, in which it rests in a lations.
sovereign state claimfew wise and iutelugeut
individuals;
and de- racy, as one independent
ing
and
knowing
that Kentucky will maintain
mocracy, in which it rests in the mass of the
wbat
properly
belongs
to
her,
against any powpeople.
These three primitive forms of government constitute the basis of all forms that have er that may make Inroads upon her rig-hts. I
been instituted.
In the United States, equal want this so esta.blished in our eonstitutiou that
rights, equal privileges, no monopoly, and no our posterity may know when the conflict shall
come It will, what position Kentucky
exclusive privileges,
constitute the elementary come-as
princirles of our government.
In the carrying will occupy among the states of this cenfedeout 0 this machinery in the commonwealth of racy. We keow that the clouds hang heavily
Kentucky, through the constitution we may de- ill that quarter where exists a jealousy of freevise, rests the practical effects which may be dom, and Kentucky knows well how to appreciate her attitude, ill the great struggle which
anticipated in the government.
threatens us. We shall show our sister states that
I have witnessed,
long and feelingly, the we know what position belongs to us on the
struggles that have presented themselves in the platform that covers the whole, and that we
volcanic convulsions
which our government have tbe courage and bravery to keep the stahas passed through, during the last thirty yean::.,
tion which we now occup;'
We occupy the
and even longer than that, and I have traced, position of the key-r<.tolle 0 the federal arch (In
without any intention of partizan purposes, the this great question that has threatened the incauses and the results of those convubions, and
tegrity and perpetuity of the Union.
if you will attend to them. and examine them
I hope this convention, when they make their
impartially, you will find they all originated in
the position maintained
by one of the great report, will notify the different portions of the
position we take, in such
schools to which I have referred, by exercising confllderacv what
power by construction and implication under a way that they may be easy on this subject;
the federal government, and having never been that the north tuay know we are not to be moved
able to carry out their doctrine for the useful from the position that we occupy in relation to
purposes for which this government was cousti- the constitution of the United States, and that
tuted. We know, that at the early threshhold we may admonish our southern brethren they
of this government,
Hamilton, who was the need be no longer jealous of the position we ocmaster spirit of these doctrines, and a more in- cupy. We know the importance of the Union
telligent man never lived, nor more honest, pure and the benefits to be derived from it. We will
that we will maintain our
and pattiotic in motive, but from his early edu- have theruunderstand
cation, his talents and patriotism were pervert- position, and they may have no fear that Ken-
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Lucky will leave allY room for jealousy on the redly from us, thus vilified, and not come to the
subject which has so much excited them and rescue? I have had the honor, for some yt'ars,
upon which they have had a kind of mono- of sitting as an humble representative from my
couuty, in a legislative capacity, and as I came
mania.
Much has been said upon the causes and the out of doors I have often heard some insulting
reasons which operated to produce this conven- remark like this: "You have done 110 harm totion. My own reflections have been long and day, I hope." I passed such remarks by, and
well matured on this subject. I shall not. how- when I mingled with the representatives of the
ever cavil with my colleagues as to who had the country, J always looked all them as having all
honor of first bringing about this convention. I atmosphere about them reflecting the dignity of
have loug had the honor to represent my state ill the people. I say, then, if yon w ish to presenr~
a legislative capacity. The journals of 1817 will the government pure, come to the rescue of the
show that on examination of the elementary three great departments of it. Let the people
principles of my government I found, as I con- know that they are the medium through which
ceive, that we had outgrown the principles be- the government must be carried out, practically.
fore adopted and then existing.
1 was then ill Come to the rescue of the le~islature, which
favor of a convention, not on account of mal-ad- may feel degraded by the insults thrown upon
ministration of' officers, but in consequence of lt-c-rcpel the insinuation that they are not to be
their position, and if the peothe radical defects in the organic law, ill refer- trusted-maintain
ence to the rights of the people. What were the ple have boen unfortunate in selecting an unworthy
man,
let
them
turn him aside, but do
rights of the people under this constitution?
Once in four years you had the privilege of vo- not let the whole department suffer.
'I'he executive department, too, has suffered.
ting for a governor, lieutenant governor, and
senators, and once a year for raprescutatdvee. On This is an important office, and although I have
all the globe was there ever a government so never had the honor to be an incumbent of it, I
despotic in some respects as oms? It is true feel a pride in maintaining the dignity of this
that under the influence of public opinion the office; and those slurs and taunts that have been
vessel of state moved on harmoniousfy.
But it cast uflon this branch, are calculated to bring
was not 101l~before the statesmen of the time into disrepute the duties of that office.
The next department is that of the judiciary,
found the latitude of the ship of state. The life
and good behaviour tenure of office had its ef- and a very important one it is, but I must confect Oil the people. and they determined to have fess that I have never been able to consider it
a different eonsritution.
It was not 011 account more important than the other departments, all
of mal-administration of office, and giving of- of which are essential in carrying out the prinfice to SOllS and soue-in-Iaw, tbat convrnced the ciples of this government.
Much has been said about the Importance of
people. Their conviction was drawn from more
I like an indepenessential and important sources, and they look an independent judiciary.
to us now for the exhibition of important prin- dent representative, and an independent exeeuciples on which we act, and if we shrink from tive, and an intelligence and moral firmness in
fear of the cavils of individuals, they will hold any officer that will lead him to do his duty remay
us to a high responsibility.
We shall deserve gardless of what cabals and individuals
say, considering that the mass of the people rethe reproach that must falI on us.
I have heard here, and elsewhere, that all free quire nothing but what is right, and when it is
governments
are founded on three pillars, done, they will give their sanction to the act.
This is a Blackstone doctrine, however. Our Your judiciary is essential and important, but I
government is based on a single pillar, and have never been able to r-onvinae my mind that
that is the people. Those pillars that have it was the most essential portion of the superbeen represented as sustaining the governmental structure which the people have erected to carry
They
dome, may properly belong to the government out their will. Who are the judiciary?
What are their duties"?
of Great Britain; but to apply it to our govern- are composed of men.
ment, it will be uecessary to turn it upside down, They are prescribed by the statntary provisions
They are, perhaps, as good
and then you will have a fair representation of of the country.
it. Our government is based on one pillar, and men, but not better than the mass of the fleople
that, the people. 'I'he executive, legislative, and that surround them. An illdcpendentjudlciary,
judicial departments, arc but different portions in the generally received import of the expresAn independent judiciaof the superstructure.
We, tbeu, as those on sion, means absolute.
whom the superstructure is based, are bound to ry, that is to be absolute and above the mass of
maintain purity and integrity in the sphere the people on whom rests, as a basis, the superwhich properly belongs to us. We have heard stucture, seems to me to be an absurdity too inNow
with pain, for the past thirty years, of the at- tolerable to be sanctioned for a moment.
tacks made upon the legislative character of our the subject of an independent judiciary as it restate. It was originally made by those who do lates to other counties has been frequently prenot believe in popular governnwnLS, and whose sented to you. What was the proposition of an
in Great Britain?
W~ .it
cowardice made them afraid to attack the people indcpeudeut.judiciary
thomselves, but who did it as nearly as possible not opposed to some separate and antagolllstlC
interests
on
the
part
of
others?
Have
we
in
this
through their representatives.
Your legislature
has been held lip as au unworthy, corrupt, lug" country separate and antagonistic interests to
rolling curse. and as exhibiting the worst pas- those of the people? We have not, and theresions of human nature.
Now, is this right? fore the term inJepemlent judiciary is .an anoWe have heard it here. and is it right that we mall" and does not belong to those notions we
Have we, in this governshould quietly hea.r our agents, emanating di- app y to government.
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rnent, any antagonistic
interest to those of the
peoplej
If we have, let its advocates come out
boldly nud produce it. Shall it be found in
the private corporations and privileged orders
that you create in the shape of bank barons or
knights of the spindle?
I presume none arc

aud distinct Jivitlions of its powers into three
departments.
Thejudicial,
legislative and executive officers are co-ordinate. and should be
kept separate and dis~i~c~; but there is, and
ought to be, a responsibility
so~e where, apd
where can it be more safely depoeited than With
now at least ready to come forth and avow that the body of the people, who .are solely in!eres~doctrine.
Then
know 110 ground upon which ed in the correctness and faithfulness of their
to claim for any Iuntiunary of gnvemrneut, that
operations?
It is argued, that when you ele.ct a
kind of independence.
The idea is absurd, and
jlldge upon the great principle of the Sov..rel~ndocs not belono to that school of political docty of the people, that of course you .must ~ubJ~et
trine, which Ilmve been taught to believe corhim to the influence of that soverel~nty 111 gl\'_
rect.
ius his judicial decisions.
This arises from a
Upon the subject of the independence of the m~takcn view and wrong conception of the
judiciary I have no fears, in bringing them upon
purposes for which our government is instituted.
the sante ground, and requiring them to be inWe the people profess not to be skilled .i1.l the
ducted into office by the same propelling power technicalities
of law or statutary prOVISIOns,
that the balance of the functionaries of govern- but we do claim, and it is due to us to acknowlment are. I have no apprehension that their inedge that our motives and purposes are, that
tegrity, honesty, or independence, will be weakjustice and equity should be regarded by the
ened or destroyed thereby.
Call you make any
functionaries
of government.
'And we ~a:ve
rational man, whose prejudices are not absurd,
sufficient of ccturuon sense to know when this IS,
and whose mind is not warped by the Mansfieldor is not done, and when it is not, we have_a
ism of the fixed sources of Blackstonism, beri~ht to arruir-u tJlOSC functionaries for their
lieve that the individual who receives judicial
failure in the performance of that duty.
power from the golden pen of the executive,
It has been argued here with scarcely a dissandioned by the senate, will certainly be an
independent, honest mall, when, if he receives senting voice that, the .i,udicia~y is .the great. reshis power directly from the ballot box, from the ervoir and safeguard of the liberties and rights
sovt1rei~l1 people of the country, he will be COII- of the people, but I myself have not, come to
I have witueased the operaverted ruro a rascal at once? I have a better that. conclusion.
opinion of the lawyers of the country, the class rions of the jUdicial. arm of t~lC .g?ver~ment,
from which we select our judges.
1 am not one and paid some attention to the judicial htstory,
of those advocate." of the sovereignty of the not only of our country, but of times past III
And I find, that accordpeople, who believe that they can commit no other governments.
error, OJ' are infallible; but I do believe the mass in~ to their number, there were as many bloodof them are capable of self-go vemruant, and that tllIrsty despots and tyrants, and infinitely more,
the vessel of SLate must sail upon that current. anions- the judiciary, than ever disgraced the 1eLet any mall
And he must b" a sceptic incle\}d who does not gislat~ve halls of any country.
subscribe to that doctrine.
Although the mari- read the history of the state trials in Great
Britain
and
he
will
learn
that
tlw
best
blood the
ner in the management of the rudder of the
ship of state may IJave run ashore, yet Olice in worlJ ~ver saw has been sacrificed at the shrine
t,hat current, the vessel of state is irresistibly of judicial t,yr~nuy. Mark the history ?f the
forced on to the accomplishment
of the great United Stat",s, and whBt will you there dlsc.ovDoes it exhIbit
purposes of government.
We have had convul- er in relatioll to the judiciaryl'
sious, and trying titues in the political history tJlem in a light to be regarded as the depot and
of !.his country, which, if they have not de- reservoir of OUl' liberties, and the asylum to
monstrated to our;;81ves, they have to the old \vhich we must carry ourselvcs for safet~? In
world at least, that our government is based on this country we lmve been taught a dlffer~nt
a solirl foundation, and that the people are in doctrine, it lOay be h.owevel', of.l\ f;ch~ol which
reality capablG of self-government.
I have certain portions of !lIlS commumty Will not rell€ard varioui'; projects suggestell by whieh gen- cognize or adopt. We are told, and every man
tlemcn desire to preserve the independence of who has regardcd the practical operations of
mUoStconcE'~e it, tha.t th~y ar0
tlle judiciary, and its sov{'reignty, from the can- our judiciary,
tamlllating touch of the mass of the people. It mubarra..,sing and suppressll1g tJl~ lIbertlcs ?f
yet cert,ullly, byth.e~r
was hut thl} other day that wc 11eard it avowed, the country, gradually,
and declared, that they could IIOt trust the peo- decisions, amI by tl18ir operations on the politIple, nor cven themselves.
Now I take it for cal acts of government,. deJ?riving tJle sovereign
They,ue the
granted, that when a lIlan gets into a position people of many of tllelr nghts.
that he canllot trust himself, lhat his neighbors great high priest.s of politi?al jesllit!sm, and
themselves ought not to trust hinl. And what passive obedlellce and non-resIstance wl1.1be tllfl
was this projeut that was to prel;crve the inde- mevitable consequence, if the people listen to
pendene6 of the jndiciar}"? It was that the state the doctrines being inculcated by mauy of the
I am Olle of those who arc not afraid
should be laid off into districts, and that the judiciary.
legislature-the
vel'y branch of government that of establishilJg the judiciary department of the
in the next breath wa~ declared to be the most government npon the basis of the sovereignty of
unwortl1y-sllOuld
select tll~ lawyers, and re- the -people, and of holding them to that accommend them to the sellate, and that body countability to them, that:the balmlce of the funcshould nominate one of them to the governor, tionaries of the govel'l1ment are held. I can see
uo lIecessity for any distinction.
I have never
who should commission him as an ofl1cer.
seen a family where the parents foster and set..
The theory of our government is !.he separate
up one of their children, as the favorite and
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champion of the rest, that there was not dis- functionurtes who handle the public money inel .
trust and turmoil, and a kind of family feud iglble. But I think there is a surer and better
arising that rendered them unhappy, and blast. remedy than this If I understand the practical
ed their prospects hereafter. All human insti- operation of the theory of those who contend for
t.utions partake of the inherent frailty of hu- the ineligibility of the sheriff and constable, it
manity, and from the time they are put in ope- amounts to this: You elect him and put him in
ration there is a constant tendency to dissolu- office, and say this is your only chance, and so
tion, and the only way they are to be preserved
go 011 and be a great scoundrel.
And like the
or restored is, by bringing them back tOJ)rimismall-pox, which must have it-s various stages,
tive principles.
And the only way to 0 this and its confluent and distinct character, so must
is through the ballot box. Therefore, if we are be yuur jlrogress in rescnlity in office, certain that
willing to do what our constituents
expect of we ehal cast you off as soon as yOll are pitted
11S, we must provide
them with a constitution,
and discovered.
Then we will .briug forward
in which the ballot box will be brought to bear on others to take the infection. I want a better
all officers, from the constable to the chief justice. remedy than that. If there are perquisites apLet them not be appointed for too long a tim ... pertaining to their offices which induce such cor.
either, for frequent accountability
secures the rnption,l desire that the legislature should curfaithfulness of all agents.
Then we shall have tail them, and enact statutes to punish that kind
a guarantee that the purposes of this govern- of land piracy.
But to go on and put one man
ment will be accomplished,
and we shall demon- in office and tell him to go ahead in his career of
state to the world, that we, as a people en masse, rascality, and then after his term of rascality has
are in reality capable of self-government.
Your expired to put him in another, would be, in the
constituency-my
constituency at least-expect
course of tame. to establish a class of graduated
that we shall give them the liberty of selecting villains, educated to swindle and rob the com.
their own agents, and that in the selection of munity.
I can subscribe to IlO such doctrine.
those agents, they shall not be required to trust
I never like in my profession to apply a rentethem too long. Experience and the practical
dy when I am satisfied that it is so powerful in
operations of mankind
have demonstrated
to
its character-that it may engender a worse disease
us, that to trust men too long is sometimes a litthan the one it seeks to remove. I prefer to bear
tle unsafe. We have seen men, in whose politiit patiently, in the hope that nature and the recucal integrity and honesty we have had the
perative powers of the body will combat and
greatest confidence, change their position, and
overthrow the evi I. I have faith in the efficacy
this admonishes us that we ought not to trust
of the practical operation of the ballot box. It
them too long. The notion I have long since
was presented the other day most eloquently by
adopted is, that this is a. bad world, and the
the gentleman from Todd, (Mr. Bristow.)
It
fewer we trust the better.
Call your officials to
will elevate the character of the elector, and inaccount as soon and as often as possible, before
duce an honest pride in the voters by making
their powers corrupt them, and if they have
them satisfied that in reality they have some indone well, reward them by re-election if they
terest in the government.
1t wiil be practically
desire it. Now, your judiciary, as well as your
demonstrating to them that they do possess that
representative
branches of the government
interest, Although I have never been a great
should be placed precisely in that condition.
I
electioneerer, nor ever approached a man to seek
make no distinction, for they are all functionahis vote in any form or shape, yet 1 have been
ries of the government of the sovereign people,
mortified in times past, when in a canvass the
appointed as the agents to carry out some of the
question was incidelltally brought up whether a
attributes 'of that sovereignty; and they should
Illall ·would vote for me, to hear him reply,
I do
occasionally be brought ill review before us the
not care much who is elected, it will do me no
people. We lmve no motive to do wrong; we
good as I have no interest in the government.
may and do cOlllmit errors, but as between erI want now to convince the voters that they do
rors committed bv ourseh-es illlllass. and those
have an interest in the government, and thus encommitted by in~li\'irlt1als, I have no hesitation
large their "iews and elevate their pride.
'l'hi"
in making a choice, for if 1.]18 people err it will
will provide a corrective for the evils of which I
not be wilfully.
have just spoken. They will review the action
And permit me to say there are doctrines con- of thc public offi~ials when they come to decide
tended for here uJ?on this subject of the judicia- upon their re-election, and will feel like freemen,
ry which in\'ol ve Imputations UpOl!the integrity,
and that their rights are equal and on a par with
sincerity, purpose, and moth-es of the people, the most wealthy and iufluential man in the
that I cannotsubserihe to. If I believed that in country.
Our doctrine, if I understand it aright,
the selection of a judge, the mass of the people und I say without· intending to be offensive, the
would take a man who ne\'er saw a law book or democratic doctrine, is equal rights and priviwho had no knowledge of the science of law, I leges against monopolies or class legislation in
would 110t vest that power of selcction in them. any shape or form. Now upon that doctrine, it
But it is an imputation, I repeat, UpOllthe in- is maintained by the oppositrl party, that we are
tegrity, capacity, and motives of the people, that not a frec govel"lllll(:ut unless we have uniVt'flml
I am not willing for one moment to subscribe to. intelligence.
If thut is corn:,et, then it is like
rt is a doctrine which belongs to the past, when the cure for the toothache, once recommended
men <loubted the capacity of thl'; people, and not here, two drops of yellow jackets honey. We
to the present or the future. In regard to sheriffs never ('·an procure it, and therefore good bye to
and constables, I must acknowledg.e, that if my free government.
The doctrine of equal nght8
feelings would -permit me to sacrifice principle to nnd privileges will do most to secure it, and in
policy or expediency, it would be to make those this way: you say to the people, a9 intelligent
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you have your rights, and you will know legislature

when the)' are invaded and when to defend
them; and while yOll do that you will be defending the rights of men who may be ignorant
of them, but who stand precisely as yon do.
And in that ·Wfl.y all will have the benefits of
equal rights and pri vilegea. But take the opposite doctrine, and let us get a scale by which we
will judge of the capacity of men when they
come to the ballot box, and. where will it lead
you? There is no stopping place-none short
of the throne. There is the only place to which
any man who advances that doctrine can resort.
'I'hese arc the idea" which appear to actuate the
minds of men who ask us If it is possible that
we can ","uhmitthe selection of a /'udicial officer
to men who know nothing about aw. There is
a deep seated and intelligent appreciation of
right and justice among the masses that will
carry along with it all except this floating vote
that has been referred to as existing under the
present system where the people are allowed little freedom, which, when you enlarge that freedom, will give birth to an honest pride that will
depri ve those men of power who expect by their
money to secure the destruction of an election.
I must acknowledge that I have been somewhat harressed by the views and declarations
made upon this floor. Your reporter there takes
down these declarations
and they are to be
handed down to posterity, and to go abroad,
and what will bethe impression created by reading them? Why, that we, the people of Kentucky, are perhaps the most corrupt, the most bribed and briblng set of people thateverextsted on the
face of tho;earth! It is an unfair representatiou.und
I regret that those declarations have been made
and spread upon our [curn als to go abroad. I
believe the people of Kentucky have formed an
opinion of the Yankee character, from the hosts
of Yankee pedters who swarm about the country, cheating and defrauding them; but it is a
most unfair idea of the Yankee character. Nor
should the instances of those who seek to obtain
power and position upon the jesuitical principle,
that the ends justify the means, be taken as indicative of the character of our politicians or our
people. He who obtains a seat in the legislature, in congress,or upon thcjudieial bench.or any
where else, by these vile uud corrupting means,
is unworthy of the trust, and a disgrace to the
atmosphere he occupies.
Do not then proclaim
it to the world and to subsequent generations,
that we are a set of bad and corrupt men in our
elections.
Sustain the representative character
of the state, one of the most important and essential, as it is, of Y0l.lr functions of government. Give to the judiciary department the respect and dignity that is due it. but do not look
11ponit as a powcr we are not to approach, and
which is not to be touched. without the hazard
of incurring the penalties which. molden times,
wcrc inflicted on the sacrilegious hands that
t.ouched the sacred ark. 'l'hey are our agents
and functionaries; and here i!>a great error men
fall into in relation to our whole political machinery of government.
The people are sovereign; all arlrnit that.
Some, however, believe
that when you invest ajudicial officer with power, that the judicial attribute of sovereignty is
conferred on him; and so also in regard to your

and executive. 'l'hey seem to beli.eve t~at the people are the subjects and not the
sovereigns.
Thn.t IS the great error, for the
sovereignty is not departed from the people.
These officers are only the functionaries clothed
with the powers to carry into operation the will
of the sovereign reople, and a part of the superstructure only 0 that great fabric, the base of
which is the sovereign people. In this view
there can he no difficulty on the subject. If we
entertain the other view, then the people are not
the sovereigns but the subjects, and go to the
ballot box only to designate and to transfer their
rulers.
1 must ask the convention to excuse me for
the latitude I have taken in the discussion of
this subject.
I did, however, feel it due to myself and the convention, that this subject should
be brought before us, while we are beginning to
lay the foundation of the constitution.
I desire not to trespass or to encroach upon the powers delegated to the federal government.
I desire not to assume a solitary atom of that power which the state prohibits itself from assuming; but all powers not thus delegated are reo
taiued by the state and the people of Kentucky.
And hereafter, when the subject shall agam
come up, I may indulge in an analysis of what
are called state rights, and a fair, philological
view of the machinery of our government, so
that hereafter, when the struggle shall come,
Kentuckians may feel what is tYle ground they
have to defend. I will promise them to be the
first to go to the rescue, and the last to leave the
ground.
Mr. TRIPLETT called for the reading of the
resolution. which was read as follows:
"Reeoteed, That a select committee be appointed to report to this convention what powers have
been delegated to the United States; also, what
powers have been prohibited by the constitution
of the United States to the states, with a view to
enable this convention to act understandingly in
forming a constitution for the government of the
State of Kentucky."
I have never heard so broad a speech built on
so narrow a foundation.
I suppose, sir, that the
true object of the gentleman from Adair, in offering the resolution, was to prevent the powE'rs
of the general government and the powers of
the several state governments, from becoming
like the disease he spoke of, confluent-the
one
running into the other-such
is its length, its
breadth, and its scope; and if it had pleased the
gentleman from Adair to stop at that point, I
would have joined him in all sincerity, in the
passage of the resolution.
But upon this narrow foundation, he has chosen to spread a broad
speech, in which he has avowed sentiments with
which I cannot agree. Has it come to this, that
we are to be told, that we cannot have an independent judiciary, at the same time that we ae·
knowledge the existellce of the great principle,
that the people are competent to self-govern·
ment? Are we to be told that he who worships
at one sllrine must turn his face to the east, while
he who worships at the other, and a mOl'e immacnlate shrine, must turn his face to the west.
Of all the doctrines that we have heard promnlgated in this house-and
God knows some of
them are bad enough-this
is the most objection.
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able, that the people are capable of self-government, and he who believes this cannot subscribe
to the universally admitted truism, that they
can and ought to have an illdependentjudiciary.
So far from these two great principles being antagonistieal, they are identically the same. That
is, the principle of the capability of the people
for self'-governmeut-c-aud
it is a principle
as
firmly fixed as a rock of adamant-and
the principle that tbejudiciary must be independent, so
far from being antagonistic to each other, cannot exist flpart. You say that the people are
not capable of self-government, when you declare that that department cannot be independent. I do not think that the peorle will applaud
any advocate of their rights, w 10 declares that
they cannot exercise the power of self-govern.
ment and at the same time have an independent
judiciary.
So fur from this being true, I look
upon the three great divisions of government,
into separate aud independent. departments,
the executive, the legislative, and the judicial,
as the very Iouudution of a. free government;
and the attack it has pleased the gentleman
from Adair to make upon one of these departmenta, may, if not answered, not only shake it
60 as to make it totter, but to topple it from its
broad foundation, and lay it prostrate in the
dust.
Was it sup/lO"ed neeessarv by the gentleman
from Adair, that in order to'prctect the legielature, of which he has been a useful member, and
I may sayan
ornament, that he should turn
around and lay his blighting hand upon another
and weaker, and I must say the weakest department of our government.
Sir, potent as is the
arm of this convet-tiou, I hope it is not strong
enough to destroy the influence of, or bring into
contempt the judiciary department: even though
they put upon it the identical
maledictions
which the centlerunn bestowed upon it, as he
rode thl"Oug'11his district in the last canvass.
It
is to be hoped the judiciary will be able to defend itself and malntatn that position in the respect end affections of the 'p~ople so necessary to
the efficient and proper discharge of its necessary duties; and the legislature will be able to
defend itself and maintain and occupy its propel' sphere of action, without infringiug on, or interfering with the powers properly assigned to
either the judiciary or the executive departments.
But the voluBtary defence of the legislature by
the gentleman from Adair, shows that it is nece~sary, in his opinion, to defend ill advance
that department.
And why this premature and
,>olunteerC'd defence, unless the gentleman anticipates eueroachment by this, the strongest, on
tht: .iuciciary the weaKest department of the
governmcnt1
'l'he volunteered defence of the gentleman
from Adair of the Legisiature, when no man has
attacked or wished to attack that department of
government, was uncalled for, and I hope Hnd
believe unnecessary-this
is one of the cases in
which the blood of Douglas must defend itself.
When the Legislature coufitlcs itself within its
legitimate spllere of action, the passage of such
constitutional and wholesome laws as the wants
of the people have dictated, or expediency requires, they need no defence; and when they
wander beyond that constiiutional boundary,
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und venture into prohibited or improper ground,
by passing laws not called for, or against the
wishes of the people, even the talents of the
gentleman from Adair cannot save them from
condemnation.
But I arose principally to draw the attention
of the house to the prevIOus part of the remarks
of the gentleman Irom Adair.
I hope that we
will not establish as cue of the canons of this
house the principle, that if we acknowledge that
the peoJ,)le are capable of self govemment-c-that
the judiciary is not to be independent.
I have
heard the capability of the people for self-governmeut reiterated until I am heartily tired of
hearing of it. Everyone who rises in this house
proclaims this fact, as if it were not acknowledged 011 aU hands.
Is there a man to be found
in this state who denies it? And yet each gentleman deems it llE:c&ssal'yto pour forth a long
tirade upon the capability of the people to govern themselves.
Why, its frequent reiteration
here would seem to imply that it is a queationable matter. Why keep eternally asserting
that which nobudy denies? Is it for the purpose
of creating a little ropnlarity
at home; is it
that a little pohtica
capital may be obtained?
Is it not probable that we may do great injury to
the high standing and republican character of
Kentucky, by iterating and reiterating this acknowledged and common place maxim, that the
people are capable of self-government, by causing it to be believed abroad that there are delegates on this floor who deny its truth? Is it necessary to reiterate that which has never been
denied in Kentucky, much less in this chamber?
It seems to me to u~,
in extremely bad taste, to
say the least of it. With the balance of the gen.
tleman's speech I agree. He uttered a great many sentiments which no man disagrees with,
and which I will assist him in sustaining.
But let us turn out' attention for a moment, to
the resolution itself.
Great and herculean will
be the task that the ~entleman imposes upon the
committee, in drawing the line of distinction,
that exists between the powers of the general
government on one side, and the powers of the
state governments on the other.
They lap so
frequently, I hardly think this convention will
go through the labour of drawing the line of d~marcation between them; nor do I think it D&cessary.
There are particular powers which remain with the states until used by the geMral
go\'ernment.
There are numerons powers that
remain with the states until th .. occasion arises
for their exercise by the general govelllment.
And when exercised by the general government,
the states have lost their power over them.
There is a large class of powers of this description. without touching upon the principle of nullification, and God knows I would rather be in
tLe midst of a hornet's nest, than bringing the
nullifiers about my ears. A nullifier was neyer
known to be convinced, by any argument, that
he wa'il wrong.
The resolution, in my opinion, <"annotdo much
good. But if the gentleman from Adair wishes
that the committee should be formed, and is willing to act as chairman-and
I tell him beforehand, that he is hardly aware of the difficulty
of the task he has undertaken-I
for one, will
sustain his proposition.
>
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:Mr. GAI'l'HER.
I regret that I "lIuuId hU\'8 ket, and CV(>l'y gentleman was appealed to, to
drawn upon myself an attack from my friend say whether he did not know tha.t such was the
from Daviess. I did not anticipate such an at- fact.
Mr. DIXON.
That is a very different thing
tack. I have been hitherto silent ill this convention, but I have believed that the country for the sweeping charge upon the people of
Kentucky,
that
they
are all corrupt. Gentlemen
and the convention, desired that this subject
should be uudcrstaudingty
presented,
before we have asserted the fact, that there are such things
proceed to act upon It. I can assure the gentle- in Kentucky, as corruption and bribery on the
and that men have been
mnn, that on the subject of nullification, I am part of politicians,
to vote contrary to their opinions.
as averse to enter as he is.
'I'he hornest's nest purchased
will never be brought about his head by me. I When it is asserted that politicians have atacknowledge, however, that I have as much tempted to bribe persons to vote for them, g-enaversion to the doctrine of passive obedience, tlemen assert only what is true, and what I presumc tbe gentleman from Adair, will not deny.
and of non-resistance, as I have to nullification.
If I had to die a political death, aud had my But the gentleman will not pretend to say, that
choice, a." to the mnuner, I would prefer to die any delesate upon this floor lias declared that
by convulsion, rather than. collapse..
~i.r, th~s the people of the state are, as a whole, corrupt,
term independence, as applied to the>judiciary, IS or anything other than that some men might
one which I think is not correctly understood. be bri"bed.
Mr. GAITHER.
I can inform the gentleman
What does it mean'!
Does it mean absolute and
unqualified
mdopendencer
If I have under- that I have no personal knowledge on the flubstood the purpose of the people of the common- ject.
wealth of Kentucky, it has been, that in the orMr. DIXON.
I like the gentleman's speech
ganization of the government,
the judiciary in some respects.
It was broad and expensive,
should not be placed beyond the reach of the eloquent
and beautiful.
He certainly took a
people; that the)' should Hot be made entirely i.n- w ide range.
He reminded me very much. of a
dependent of the people.
If the gentleman WIll philosopher,
who ouee got upon the highest
substitute the terms intelligence and firmness, peak of the Alps, I believe, cast his eyes to the
for independence,
'\"0 could
comprehend the creat Heavens, which threw in unmeasurable
meaning of those terms, as applied to the judi- ~pace>their broad. deep canopy around him, and
ciary. I am glad that the geutleman has coin- then to earth, taking III at a single glance laJ:d
aided with me in some of my views on the sub- and sea, islands, continents nnd worlds, and In
ject, and so far as the herculean task of which he the sublimity of his thoughts and the pride of
speaks is concerned, I have no great desire my- his imagined power, exclaimed," attention, the
"<Islands! continents! and worlds!
self, to take a prominent part ill it; but I desire universe."
that the subject shall be investigated by those wheel into line! to the right aboutfuce-c-forwnrd
who have complained, or have at least enter- march."
The universe is before us, and eternity
tained a belief, that the states hold their powers the prise. 'I'he gentleman seems to think that
by a kind of courtesy.
I will not shrink from to control every thing on the face of the earth
any duty that shall btl imposed upon me, and he has but to give the command"
fall into line,
yet I could desire that it should be committed to forward march." Sir, we do not march at all,
when the gentleman attempts to drive us, by
other hands than mine.
Mr. DIXON.
I have no intention sir, to make thrnwinz 11\) to us the charge that, has been uta speech ill relation to the resolution of the gpu, tered he~e, t lat we are anxious to maintain the
tleman f!"OmAdair.
I beli0ve I shall vote for it, independence of the judiciary,
because the
'We
because it is a resolution that proposef'. an enqui- whole people of Kentucky are corrupt.
rv, and I have no doubt that a report upon the make no such charge. I have taken the ground
s'ubject will be llS8fui to the hou:;.e. But I mere- that the judges oUE/htnot to be re-eli.g-ible, esBut do I
ly arose to enter myprotestagainst
So~lCof the po- pecially the cirCUit court judges.
sitions of the gentleman from AdaIr. m rda· therefore assert that the people n~u8.tbe COIT~lp~?
tion to the views amI opinions that ha\'e been I take this ground from the eonvlctlon that 1t lS
expressed by some of the members of this con- necessary that the judges should be 'preserved
vention, upon cprtain great questions.
'fhe pure aucl immaculate and not subjected to tempgentleman sa.v~ that he is astouished, and he tation, and that the J)eople should not be opsupposes that those who come after us will be pressed by corrupt ju ges.
I atH not certalO whether or not I understood
astonished, when they rend the journal of Ollr
debates, and fiml that the eharactcr of the PE'O- the gentleman a" insinuating that the thunders
pie has been falsified, that they have been r~p- of nullificat,ion lla\r(..been heard from delegates
resented as being corrupt, afObeing the basest in this convention. I do not think there are any
people 011 the face of thtl earth, and less capable llullifiers upon this floor. I am satisfied there
of 8elf-government than any other. I think the are llone.
""elltleman is misto.ken, if he supposes that any
I callnot reply to the gentleman's rem~rks on
~elegate upon this floor has uttered such a senti- this point, because I do not knowlreCisely
to
ment. No such sentiment has been uttered; at what they lead. But as I remarke ,I listcntld
least ill my hearing.
I would like to know of to his speech with much pleasure.
'rhere was a
the gentleman, from what quarter such a decla- great deal in it which I fnlly concurred in. But
ration as that has proceeded.
I cannot consent that the statement shall go
Mr. GAITHER.
I uo not intend to particu- forth that any delegate in this body, has made
larize; but I have hcard it proclaimed hel"e, that the charge that the people of the whole state
the people have been purchased at the ballot·box, are corrupt.
Mr. GAITHER.
I would inform the gentle.
that their votes have been broug.ht into the mar-
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man, that I intended

no allusion

any other delegate in particular.

to him

or to

at the outset for the desultory manner III which
I was about to address the convention as conforming somewhatto the indulgence that has been
granted to others. I have not hitherto troubled
the convention with any remark" of m ine, and I
desired the indulgence of the house, in order
that I mi~ht take a range, similar to that which
hus been indulged in by other delegates.
The question was theu taken upon the resolution and it was adopted, and the president

ap('ointed the committee as follows-Messrs.
Gaither, Clarke, Dixon, Lisle and Mitchell.
QUALIFIOAl'lOYS

With regard to the eligibility

and rc-eligibility

I apoligised of officers, gentlemen seem to think that when

OF CA::-<DLDATES.

Mr. GHOLSON.
I move that the committee
or the whole be discharged from the further consideration of the resolution which I sometime
since submitted in reference to the qualification
of officers. It is as follows:
"Resoteed, That the good people of this COIllmonwealtb arc fully competent to judge of, and
decide llPOIl the qualifications of all candidates
for any office, whether the RUIIHJ be legislative,
executive, judicial, or ministerial;
wherefore,
a certificate of election, according to law, is the
ou lj- certificate of qualifications that shall ever
he required to enable all.}' citizen to enter llpon
the discharge of the duties nf the office to which
he may be elected."
The object I have in view in making the mo.
tlon is this: It seems to be roundly asserted hero
this morning,
on all hands, that the people arc
capable of setf-gcvenuneut in the broadest and
fullest sense of the tenn.
This idea. has been
reiterated time and again on both sides of the
house. Now, sir, I want to ascertain how many
gentlemen there are who will affirm, that the
people are competent to judge of and decide upon
the election and qualification of all officers, and
then deny to the people the right to make such
decision. If gentlemen are not prepared to do
this, then I want to know how many gentlemen
there are who are not willing to meet this question fairly. and who will perhaps wove to lay
the resnlutiou on the table, to amend it, or in
some other way to avoid a direct vote upon this
plain and uuequlvocal proposition, which has
r-u often been asserted here. When I had the
honor of introducing this resolution, the objcction that was made was, that gentlemen did not
·waut to be forced into a vote hastily. They have
now had time to make up their minds, and ought
to be prepared to vote IIpon the subiect. I want
this thing distinctly nnderstood.
My object in
calling up this proposition now is, that my constituents may know that I have done all, that in
my humble capacity, I ,vas able to do, to prevent
tho infliction of so great a wrong uron them.
'rhey want to see how gentlemen Will vote in
l'egard to a proposition that has been so broadly
asserted.
:Mr. R. N. WICKLIFFE. As I have ~iven
some votes lately, sir, that some of my friends
in this hou.'>e seem to think indicate a want of
confidence or faith in the popular intelligencein the capacity of the people to decide for themsel.-es upon these matters-I
should like to submit a few remarks in regard to the reasons which
have influenccd me in giving thosc votes.

you vote against the eligibility of officers it indicates a want of confideuce in popular intelligence.
The delegate from Simpson, who seems to entertain this view, is the chairman of the committee
on the legislative department of the government.
'I'hut committee has made a report, and in their
report the)' have incorporated a provision which
exists ill the present constitution: it is-t<that
'no min ister of the gospel shall be eligible to a
'seat in the general assembly of the common'wealth of Kentucky."
Now he is not simply
prescribing the qualification for a candidate, but
he is proscribing a large, intellectual and moral
class of the community from any participation
in the concerns of government.
I ask the gentleman, with his views as he has promulgated
them in this house, how he can defend and vindicate his position before his constituents? You
undertake to prescribe the qualifications of a.
candidate, and the gentleman says that is inconsistent with the idea of the competency of the
people for self-goverumcnt: and yet, at the very
same moment, you not only prescribe qualifications for a candidate for the legislature, but you
actually proscribe men from any participation
in legislation.
I think it likely that I shall
agree with the gentleman as far as the report of
the committee is concerned, and I shall probably
vote for it; hut I cannot see how, with the peculiar doctrines which he promulgates, I could
go before my constituents, and vindicate the
propriety of that vote, if it be inconsistent with
the popular intelllgeneo, to prescribe the qualifications of candidates for office.
A gentleman asserted a few minutes since, that
there 'was nobody who doubted the competency
of the lcople
fOJ"self government.
Sir, it is
doubte . It is doubted in Europe; there it is
not admitted.
I am a firm believer in the doctrine of the competency of' the people for self
government.
nut there are many men who
doubt it in this country.
I have heard many
worthy and intelligent men express their doubts
in regard to it; but I think those doubts are
predicated upon a mistaken notion of government. Where did the doctrine originate, that
the people are not competent to the purpose of
self eovernmentj
It came sir, from Rome; the
people there wel'e divided into two classes, the
patricians and the plebeians.
The patricianshad
all t.he political vower in their own hands, althol1!;{hconstitutlllg a very small partof the body
politIC. The plebeians wcre a majority of the
people.
But it was d~elared by the patricians,
that the plebeians wet·e not competent to self governmellt.
There was a marked distindion
between the two classes; the plebeians had not only no political rights in the commonwealth, but
thcy had no civil rights.
The two cla.'ises were
not permitted to intermarry with each other.
And it was not until the people went out to the
sacrcd mount, alld determined that they would
not return until some rights were granted them,
that thej' got even the privilege of assembling at
the door of the capitol and saying "veto."
How is it in this country? We see here all the
people, the learned and the unleamed, the rich
and the poor, have always constituted the body
politic; and will any mall say that they are not
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.competent to the purpose of self government?,
cers is this. I have always believed the people
Any roan who so declares, stultifies himself as a competent to elect their own officers, and at the
part of the community.
'I'he federal eonstit.u- same time, t.o judge of their qualifieatiofi8t.iou says "we, the people."
All constitute the But sir, someumea officers who are not quahfied
people, and instead of any man sneering at the may be chosen
The people may be Imposed
capability of the people for self government, he on, and m many instances doubtless wilt be;
ought to endeavor to elevate the people, and but there is a motive operating with them that
place in their hands that power, and those rights, will correct the evil, which motive does not exto which they are entitled.
' ist if you will let A, Band C make the appointNow, this is my idea as to what is the theory ments-if
you confer the power of appOintment
of our constitution, uud I desire to restore to the llpon one man, or a hundred.
If you let the
people the power of selecting their own officers. people appoint for themselves, what is the reDavid Hume, if my recollection is right, lays sult1 If they make a bad appointment, they
down the three cardinal principles upon which arc themselves
injured, anJ they will be
governm('nts are based. He was a high tory, and prompted to remove the individual, und thus reo
a jacobite-:-not a jacobiu-c-the vo:.ryreverse of a pair the injury.
This is one of the great reasons
jacobi».
In characterizing the various forms of why I want the people to have the power of apgovernment, he assigns strength to a monarchy, point.lug und of removin~, at limited periods of
wisdom to an aristocracy, and honesty to a re-\ time their own officers. I'bey have a motive for
public.
Now, whether he was right or not, in removing if the appointment has been :1 bad one,
other respects, is not the question, but he was whereas, jf you entrust the po·wer of appointunquestionably right, so fa!' ue relutes to the fact Ing to a few men, they will perhaps have no
that honesty is the eharactcrisf.ic of a republ iC.!motive, except to eontiuue the oppression.
N 0'\"
When, therefore, I propo.se to restore these pow- I have said repeatedly, that I am willing that a
ers of government to the people, of which they candidate for the clerkship shall be a citizen of
have been to some extent deprived, I do so be- the county, and of the state for a certain length
cause I would place them where there is a dispo- of time, and that he shall be of a certain age.
sition to doright; and a disposition to do right \ These, to some extent, are qunlificutions, but
is half the battle.
when you ten me that he shan have the certiflI confess it would be difficult to convince me cute of a judge, I have remonstrated against it.
that a learned and nccorupl tshed judge, and all I But I am nrraigued by the gentleman from
honest judge, could 1I0tdetermine upon the qual- Fayette, because J have, as uhai rman of a comificatione of a clerk better than the collected mittee, reported that no one who is a minister of
mass of the community: and it is 110 imputation the gospe shall be eligible to a seat in the legison the intelligence of the people to say so. Itis lature. Well, sir, there are interests perhaps
no imputation on your intelligence to say that higher than govt'rnmental interests.
:My own
you cannot determine whether a physician is conviction is, that when a citizen. of the state
well skilled ill his profession.
Why do we take takes on himself to follow our meek and lowly
it out of the hands of a judge and give it to the Savior-when
he takes on himself the care of
:r.eople? Because the judge may not do right. governing and protecting his little flock-when
I'he dispositiOll on the part of the people is to do he takes on himself to go forth and preach the
right, and we believe in their capacitvaud
in- doctrines of christianity. I do not care to what
telligeace to judge of these matters. Hence it is denomination he may belong. I believe that the
that we are going to restore this power into the purity and influence or such a lTlall ought not to
}Hl.11ds
of the p.:'ople. We go for l'e,<;toringit to a be impaired by allowing him to enter into the
place where tllere is at. least a dispof>ition to do political arena. And there may be otllcr potent
right, and some time." that diRpositioIl does not reasons why he should not. 'fhel·e have been
exist on the part of a judge, or other allpointing instances in which whole communities
have
power.
been driven to the perpetration of acts., atwhieh
Butl rose mo:.relyfo1'tlle purpose of showing e~cry feeling?f humani~y 8llUdders. wh~n !·elithat in the votes] ]mve given, I ha.ve IIOtbeen glOUS fanataClsm, gJ'OWI~lgout o.f seeta~l~ll1Sm,
actuat.:ld by any distrust of the honesty or ca- ha:; been allowed. to Imngle w~th pohtl.c~. I
pacity of the people, and that it is not incon- wllnt no man who IS entruste~ wlth.t~espl~ltual
sistent with that idea to prescribe the qualifica- c~re of the people, to en1?age III pol!t~cal (hs~us.
tions of candidates for office. 'fhe fed.:lral con- SlOn, or to have any dung to ao With leglslastitution does it; and the same thing is done in tiOl~. ~ want no flUCh man to have a seat in the
every constitution.
Hence it is that I have legli'!latl\-e haHs o.f t?e state .. I '\'.II11ttOproceed
voted as I have and not with the view of illl- npoll the same prlllCiple upon whll~h our fathers
peachin~ the g~neral intelligence or the ]?eople. proceeded. in form.il~g the feder!l~ govemment.
Mr. CLARKE.
Without any intentIOn of I want to keep r~l!glOn and politiCS sep~ratemaking a speech upon the resolution-for
I in· I want. every one 1~1the CO\11lt~yto wOrSlll!? God
tend my COUT"le
shall be indicated by the vote I acco.l'dlllg to the (het.lltes of hIS own conscIence;
~ive-l am unexpectedly constrained to a.sk the but .If he ha;" torn lnmself from th~ worl~, and
Jlldulgence of tllC hOUStlfor a few moments, in dediCated ?IS talents and labor ~oh.ls God, In t~e
consequence of the reference that was made to l~rOl~lUlgatlOnof the eternal pr~nclp~es of ehnsme individually. by the gentleman from Fayette. t~alllty, I I.lave thought, a.nd still. t~lllk. and ~eI had not supposed that I would be drawn into ~Iev~, tlH~tIt would be. dOlt;lg r~hglOn Itself Inthis arena, without some manifelStation of wil. Jll~tlC~-It wou~d be 1Il VIOlatIOn of ~~ great
lingness on my part to become all hllmblesoldier IPn~~IPle on wluch we !:iet.Ol~t,that relIgIOn and
at least, in the eontelSt. The principle by which polItiCS sho~tld be kept dl~tlTlCt~~hat he .should
I am governed in regard to tho selection of offi· not be permItted to engage In poll tICal stnfe; and
I'
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I, {or one, w ill not subscribe to the doctrine, that tion here of these mere abstract propoaitioue ,
a minister of the gospel shall be eligible to a und so well convinced am I that such discusseat in the legislati ve halls of the state.
stone cannot be promotive of a good end, that 1
You may search through all history, from the. cannot consent to withdraw my motion.
beginning of christianity down to the present
'l'be yeas and nays were then taken and they
time, and lOll will scarcely find an instance resulted thus-yeas 56, nays 25
where the liberties of the people have been lost,
YEAS-Mr. Pre~>ldent (Guthne,) RIchard Ap'where revolution and blood-shed have been the person, John L Ballinger, John S Ballow, WIl·
order of the day, unless it be where some reli- lium K Bowlll\g,Alfre8 Boyd, william Bradley,
gion has been established by law, and where the Francis M. Bristow, 'J'ho0111.s
D. Brown! 'Vilham
people, to enforce it or to get rid of it, have re- ClteuaUlt,J. umcs S. Chrisman, Beverly L. Clarke,
belled.
Jesse COtIL'y, Henry R. D. Coleman, Benjamin
I will detain the convention no longer upon Copelin,James
Dudley. Chasteen T. Dunavan,
this subject. I have said, and repeat now, that Benjamin F. Edwards, Beluclus Onrflelde, 'I'hos.
I believe the people to be competent to self-gov- J. Gough, Niuiau'E. Grey, Ben. Hardin, Vincent
ment; and I believe that this exception was S. Hay, Mark K Huston, James W. Lrwiu, AIplaced on the records of the constitution to de- fred.M. Jackson, Thomas James, Wm. Johnson,
tract, to some extent, from the competency and George ,V. Kavanau~h. Thomas W. Lisle, Geo.
ability of the people to judge for themselves, W. Mansfield, Marrin P. Mareball, William C.
and I believe that every page that bears the iru- Marshall, Richard L. Mayes, Nathan McClure,
press of such a sentiment, fixes upon the common- John H. Mcfleury, 'I'hoe. P. Moore. John D. Morwealth a blighting, withering stain, so dark, ri.s, Jonathan Newcom, Wil liam Preston, John
deep, and damning, that neither time nor cir- T. Robinson, Ira Root, James Rudd, James IV.
cumstances can obliterate it.
Stoue, Jolin D. Taylor, John J. Thurman, HowIf I have the misfortune to differ with gentle- ard Todd, Phillip Triplett, Squire Turner, Jno.
men, it must be my misfortune.
I repeat, 1 am L. Waller, Henry Washington, Andrew s.. White,
thorougbly satisfied and convinced, that no cer- Robert N. Wickliffe, George W. Williams, Silas
tificate ot a judge should be required from a woodson, wesley J. Wl'ight-56.
candidate for the office of clerk. 1. repeat, 1 am
NAys-Luthcr Brawner, william Cowper, Luthoroughly satisfied and convinced, that if a eius Desha, Milford Elliott, Green Forrest, Na·
sheriff 113.8 dii"l'harged the duties of his office than Gaither, James H. Garmrd, H.ich'd D. Hhol·
with ability and fidelity, alld to the satisfaction
son, James P. Hamilton, John Hargis, William
of those among whom he lives, th<>people should Hendrix, Charles O. Kelly, James M. Lackcy,
have the right to place him again in office; and Willis B. Mac-hen, Alex. K. Marshall. "\Viilliam
1 intend, as far a~ my vote will go, to carry out N. Marshall, David Meriwether, Wm. D. Mitchthis rrinciple.
If, in endeavoring to carry it ell, Hugh New<111,ElijahF. Nuttall, ThOlLRock·
out,
shall be surrounded bv conflicting e1e- hold, Ignatius A. Spaulding, Michael L. Stoner,
menu' in the two extremcs, ano overwhelmed by John Whel'1cr, Charles A. 'Vid;:litIe~25.
the force of the torrent, I will fall, if fall I must;
So the motion was laid on the table.
but if, Phcenix-like, I call rise a~ain, and defend
COCNTY AND DISTRICT
on·WERs.
the principle at some other tune, I will agai..n
defend it.
Mr. TURNER moved to take up the report of
Mr. C. A. WICKLIFFE.
I have no objection the committee on the executive aud mimsterial
to take the vote upon dischargillg tllC commit- officers for counties and districts.
tee, if it be the pleasure of the house to considThe motion was agreed to.
er the resolution at this time. I rise, however,
Mr. TURNER.
I submit the following as a.n
for the purpose of SHying, that if this discussion addit,ional section:
is to progress. and ·we are to have the whole
"All officers provided for in this art.ide shall
field of declamation and ar~umeflt opeued upon be commissiolH!tl by the governor, and rOlltinue
the subject of government, It had better be upyn in office lllltil their successors are t~ommissioned
t,he resolution itself, than upon the motioll to and qualified; their term of servico,; shall comdischarge the committee. In order t.o get rid of mence one month from the day of their rcspecthat discussion which is ant of place upon a mo- tiv~ elections."
,
tion of this kind, I shall feel compelled to move
'rhere was something said yesterday ahout alto lay it on the table.
lowing these officer~ to actwirhontcolllmissiollS,
The PRESIDENT.
I shall herenfter hold it merely having the election and return recol'uerl in
out of oruer to discuss the merits of a proposi- the office of the county court. The committee,
tion upon the motion to discharge a cOlllnllttee, howe\'er, thought they had better be commissionor to go into committee to consider it.
ed by the governor.
According to the present
.Mr. J AOKSON moved to lay the motion to prospects t.here will not be a great deal else for
(liseharge the eommittee of the whole fro1ll the the governor to do. And it appe3.red to the comfurt.her considerat,ioll of the subject on the table. mittee advisable that there should be one uniMr. Dn.A ~VNER caHed for the yeas and nays form period at which they should enter upon
011 that motIOn.
the duties of their respective offices, and thflY
Mr. GHOJ..SON asked the gentleman from have fixed that period at one month after the
:Muhlenbnrg to withdraw his motion, so that the day of thE'ir election.
question could be taken directly on the motion
Mr. HARDIN.
'1'0 make the provision in
to discharge the Cfllnmitt.ce.
.
this report harmonize with the report of the committee
on
circuit
courts,
I will sngge"t the pro·
Mr. JACKSON.
I would be glad to accomo·
date my friend from Ballard, but so deeply im- priety of makillg" the term of office comtnen<.:c
pressed am I with the impolicy of the introduc- with the date of the commission.

I

i\1r. TURNER.
We had that matter under object is, where, after referring to what the legislaturc may do ill the premises, itis declarcd-c-vand
consideration, for I had noticed that the committee, of which the honorable gentleman is chair- until such legislative regulation shall be made,
man. had made such l\ report; but it see ms to me the county of Jefferson shall eleet,separat-el>' from
that this is preferable.
According- to his report, the city of Louisville, a county court, sheriff and
This thou is a proposition to
the samedescription of officers li \'lllg here, could county clerk."
be commissioned 1\ week sooner than those liv- declare, in th is constitution, that the city of Louisvilleshall be separated , for all county purposes,
ing in the distant counties.
lItl". C. A. WIOKLIFFE.
I think it would be from the county of Jefferson, and that a virtual
partition
of the county shall take place. Now.
inrposiug rather too great a task upon the governor, to compel him to issue commissions for all what motive mv Friend from Jefferson has, in
these officers; and in regard to the commence- making this motion, 1cannot discover, unless,
The county court clerk's and
ment of the term of office, it had better be from indeed, it be this:
und after the election, and coutiuue until his sheriff's offices are valuable ones in the city of
Lonisville, and extend in their jurisdiction
to
successor is duly qualified.
both city and county; the political divisions
Mr. TURNER.
The difficulty in making the
are such that. there is a majority of whigs
term corumenee from and after the election is,
in Louisville
of some five hundred, in a poll of
that officers w ill act before thev are eommissionfive thousand votes: but ill the county, parties
ed , before they have given 'bond, for a gre~l.t
are very nearly eq,ually balanced, out of a poll
portion of them are required to give bond, for
(If two thousand five hundred votes, there being
the proper discharge of their duties.
scarcely ever a majority either way of more than
Mr. A]~PERSON,
Although constables are
fifty,
The majority in the city of Louisville
to be constitutional officers. much inconvenience
therefore, at present, controls the election of
n~ay arise froru requiring them to be commieeioued by the governor.
Cases Frequently occur those officers.
A large sum of money lias been expended in
where it is necessary to set forth in the pleading'S
the erection of a very huudsome court house
that an individual is a constable, and it would
ann jail, to be used by the city and county in
be highly ineonveuient sometimes to send down
common.
Tbe sessions of the courts, and the
~oF:'rLnkfort for a copy of tbe commis;;ioll that clerk's offices are now held in the city. 'What,
It nllght be used in evidence.
A. Illotion against
confusion will be produced by such an act of
a cOllSUlble is made before a justice of the peace
this convention as the gentleman proposes-by
in a remote county, and thd party would havc to
cummingling the jurisdiction of the courts and
i)end t? t,hc seat of governmcnt for a copy of hi,s
officers of the county and city. 'l'hisconvenlion
commiSSIOn, At presenL you have only to send
assembled here for tlltl j)tlrpo."e of framing an
to th~ co~nty court and get n, copy of the order
organic law. to govcl'll t Ie state at· large, and
maklllg hUll a constahle.
not to produce the schism which will prevail ill
Mr. ROO'l'.
I think if the goyernor i:<;to be
localitle~ in regard to the partition of exisliug
required to iSSlle commissions for all thm;;epf'tty
and the erection of new counties-not
for tho
officers, he will be able to do but little else. We
purposc of agitating little loea.l interests, nor for
are loading' the constitutt.on with a grcat deal of
the purpose of calTyillg out sectional views.
ullne{'essary matter. making specific provisions
These are lJot fittillg subjects for the considera·
in rclaLion to mallY things that had better be left
tion of tJ1i;:;convention.
No such movement as
to the controL of the legislature.
the gcntll·I1HI.ll indi(".ales was ever agitated in
:rhe guestiolJ being taken, the amendment was
,Tcfft:rsoll count!, as I understand,
dming the
reJ~cted.
last canvass.
:Neither was it agitated in the eity
1.1r. MERIWETHER
llloved to add at t11cf'lld
of the section, t.he words, "aud ~,·here.any city of Louisville
Now, wlll"lt is the propO!'iitioll of the commitshall have a 8t'paral'c representation,
J1l (lne or
They have
both hOllses of the general assembl,r, Such city, tee on the legislative dtlparlment?
aHd the t'ounty in which it is situated, way pro\-idecl in tlleir report, that citit!s mny, for the
have separate lIlunicil?al re!:?ulations and officers, purpose of representation. be separated from the
such as may be IJrovldcd lor separate cOllllties, counties in which they are siLuaLed, whenever
all of which mav be n'gulnt~d by law, And llll· the publil' necessities may require it. ThuR far
til l'>11chlegal r(~gulation is made, the county of I am willing to go, But I do object Lo bringJf'fferson shall elect separat(lly from the dty ing into this cOllvelltion a proposition to create
of LOll isville, a county cOllrt, s11eriff and county separate tribunals ill Louisville, from Jefferson,
and to frovide for tJJC election of different oRiclerk,"
he gentlcman from JcffeN'on submitted
Mr, PRESTON.
I understand
the amelld- eel'S,
mont o!' nlY frit'n.I ~rol1l J dfer,s.on .pl'opose~ the thiR proposition to m~', I say it in justice to him,
separatlOr. of the eltv of Loltlsville from the alld r told him that I did not believe that om
county of Jelfer"on. "As it would be tanta- conslituelle~)' expected this move to be ma,lemoun~ to dividin~ thr> <Jounty in two, lind as I that so far as engt'aftillg a general dedaramar, from
am a represent:Jtl\-e of that constituellcr, and tory provision that the lcgislatmc
not, believing it iii called for bv them, I object, to till1\.! to time, act in regard to tIle establishment
of
Illunicipal
courts
and
privileges,
and the
its being engraftell 011 the irtielc now under
consideration.
I believe in the right of this election l)f officers ill cities and counties, I had
convenlion. or or the legislature
undo'it,
if 110 objection, but I did not want this last clause
carricd before this conven·
so authorized, to create any llcwcounly, or to in- of the !roposition
wanted nothin~ more than a general de\'e~t .the city of Louisvill,e with allY ffiunil'ipal tion.
not only to the
}}l'lvlleg(>;:.they may think 'propel', h~lt that claratory clause, applicable
city of Louisville, bllt to other cities. I clislike
part of thiS ameudmeut to winch I partJeularlj'
f
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t11is special Iegislutiou, even 1Il the Iegislntnre,
but much less should it enter 1111.0 the proceeding,,! of this convention,
And It was for this
reason, I asked the attention of thi ... convention
to the subject. If they go on in this way, other counties may desire a division, or the crca
tion of new counties in the state, and all the
perplexing consequences resulting from the ad mission of such a JJrinciiple, would flow into
the convention, to isturb and embarrass its lietion.
Why is the separate organization
of
these offices, referred to in the last clause of this
gentleman's amendment, sought, unless it be to
commence in advance, this movement of the democl'acy upon the whig a.'!cendancy in the city
and county? The count,y court decides the cou uty levy, but those members of it who are appointfrom the city do not exercise that right.
If the
gentleman however, apprehends that the eouuty
court system proposed by the committee on that
subject, is to be carr-ied mto effect, and believes
that the city of Louisville should not huvc the
right to vote with the county uf Jefferson,
for these judges who are to decide the levy
with 'the county, why I am willing that this
ma.tter shall be referred to the committee of thir·
ty, for part of the subject matter falls within, as
I consider, their jurisdiction,
to report a fair
modc; but I am tlll"willing to tack to the end
of this report, ·when the hou~e is rather tired,
anrl ullxious to get through with it, a proj)Osition for a distillct and utter s('paration o' the
<.:ityanJ county.
Mr. MERHVETHER.
I am aware thut a
portion of the matters cmbraced in this amendlnc>ntbelong>! more propcrly to the other committee, but a portion of it also belongs to the report now und<Jr considerat.ion, and therefore, it
is off<.Jredas un amendment here.
I apprehend
that the joint committee of thirty, have about as
much to get along with, without any aJdition to
their labors, and therefore, I canllot accede to
that portion of the gentleman's proposition.
I
regret extremely that the gentleman has thoug-ht
it neeessary to illtroduee. the terms whig and
democrat herc; his motive is with himself.
As
for myself, I have come hem prepared to \-ote
allJ speak without referellce to the whig-sol' democrats in any way whatever.
But I will proceed
to answer the objections of the gentleman.
He
seems to think I propose a separation of the city
and county. Yon, :MI'. Presiaent, know that I
have stood here as a representative
in the legislature, from Jefferson county, for many years in
opposition to that separation, aun the creation
of a new county. Bnt if ;you do not go Ui=l
far as
my fl.mendmer:.t proposes, a separntion will be
effected, unless illd<.:cd,you adopt the pl'oposition of the gentleman from Nelson (Mr. ·WicklifTe) which provides that. no llew county shall
be created, unless it cOlltaiJ..lSa certain numb"r
of square miles, and which proposition
un·
del' the cireumstances, I cannot go for. And
if you tlo aci0l)t the proposition of the gelltleman from Ne son, and do not adopttJ1ifl, thcu
we are tied up forl.:ver, as a pOl'tion of the COUll·
ty of Jefferson, and then if yon adopt the proposition that has beeu reported, with reference to
county courts, we never call obtain jUfltice. What
is our condition there now? The mayor and
emmeil of Louisville imp0l:ies t.he ta.xes on the
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city, and disburses them, but here you will give
to Louisville, having five thousnu« voters, all']
Jefferson, having but two thousand the hun
dred, the right to vote in the election of the meu
who are to impose ta,x es on Jotterson, nnd disburee their revenue:'). Is that right?
You give
us no power in voting for mayor and council,
who lev V your taxes, and disburse your l"C"venue-no'tlc;
and we want none. but I do object
to a population of five thousand being permitted to vote in the election of officers wuo are to
levy our taxes, ana disburse our revenues.
\Vhy,
I have been taught to believe, that taxation and
representation, should go hand in hund. in this
government.
But the gentleman does not object, to givillg
the power to the legislature.
He sa \7S that QUI'
constituencies have not bee» consulted on the subject, and probably hewisbes to consult his.
Of
course my rule of action should not govern his,
but I have never thought it necessary to ask my
constituents what I shall do. I do what I bel ieve to be right, and trust to the decision of that
constituency if tho action be right or not. I introduced th", term "any city" in my amCndll1ellt,
because other cities may occupy the same reIalion to their counties, as Louisville does to ,Jeffer:;OIl, buL I do not make it obligatory all th<JJn
thus to act. As to the gentleman',.; objection to
the COlllltyof Jefferson bcing allow'ed, 'by eons-titntional provision, to elect their officers, is he not
a,,·are that all election will take place before the
legislature meets? .A county court then will be
clectcd for four year:;, with power to grind down
Jcfferson, and a majority of two third!'; voting for
their election, who have no interest in the mat·
tel'. B<.Jsides, I wish to pref;crv<:,the symmetry
of the thing, if nothing else, and therefore, ifit
is proper that we shall llave a separate county
court, it is just as proper that we should have a
clerk for it also.
The gtmtleman says if this
proposition is adopted,·we ma)' be aooded with
propositions of a ,.amilar character.
But there is
nota city in the state, which is similarly situated,
and whose population entitles it. to a separate
representatlOn, and therefore, there is no apprehellsioll to be entertai ned on that score. Believing as r do, that the good s<'lIse of this COllventioll will at alice s~e the propriety of this measure, I submit it to them.
Mr. BROWN.
As this question involves ill
some degretJ, the interests of the President, I
mo\'e that we go into commit,tee of the ·whole,
in order t.hat, he may have all opportuuity of par.
ticipatillg in tlH' dls~ussion.
TIle PRESIDENT.
It. i;; llOt necessary for
me. I am 110t in favor of the amendment ;is 01'fered. though I am willing that th(\ Icgis1:Lt,ure
should give the cities sepamte representations
when they are entitled to It. I have no desire to
address the conventiOll all the subjfet,.
Mr. PRESTON.
I am in favor of allY propo·
sitiou that will apply eqnally to all th£' eities of
the sta.te. 'l'he citi(~fiof Covlllgton, of Newport,
awl Paducah, aBd probably HIldeI' the the new
rnilroad improvement, the city of HCllderson,
mny ,l('>iire tIlis thing, and all may be effeded
bv th" lecrir;lature. As I before st<'1.ted,1 desire
no Bpeciallegislation
in the constitution at all.
If the gentleman will draft a general proposition, giving:l general power to the legifllature to

11tj
establish courts with separate

munic ipa! rj~hts \ public buildings

and privileges, and with the power of electing of Jefferson,

would be heavy on the people

and therein at least I think the

eeparete local officers, it is my belief, that I shall gentleman would be doing his constituents a
go for it. But to attempt, in this manner, to di- positive injury.
As for the matter of political
vide Louisville rrom Jcfferson county, I do most ascendeucy in either the county or city, I think
strenuously protest against.
'I'here has been no that in framing this constitution such cons idepetition, no movement Oil 11H! part of the people, rations should be laid aside and forgotten.
But
no public desire manifested fur such a separa- who knows but wbut at the vcrt. next election
t.iou, and the result would be, that the courts that comes off the city of Louisvtlle tuay not be
still being separate for all municipal purposes, thrown on the side of the democracy, or that the
would yet sit in the same place.
The people county which is now democratic may not beof Jefferson would have to say to those of Lous- come whig?
'I'hia new constitution we are about
ville, we will not trust yOll with the election, but to frame will certainly introduce a new order of
still we claim the right of sitting in town.
In things.
Nor does allY man know upon what
other words, there would be two counties in one side he may be thrown.
I am a whig, as firm
-a sort of political monster, unknown in the and staunch as any in the state, and let if I saw
country.
And it would produce such a jumble, that party adopting a wrong policy would vote
that fur the present, at least, 1 flnd it imposai- against them to-morrow.
1 am governed by
ble to see through it.
principle and that alone. But in framing an 01'Now I admit in some decree the justice of genic law which is to govern not only the l)resmy trieud's rem;rk, and con fuss i was hurried a en~ g~llerfltion but p~sterit.y, eousidcretious of
little too far, nomoment since, in using the words this kiud should ,be ~lsregarJed and the general
whig and democrat.
I should be glad never to good alone kept III view.
hear those terms used ill this house but still I
I should really regret very mueh to see any
only spoke the plain truth,
All the' county of- collision gro.w uI~ between the city and the
fleers of Jefferson would be obliged to come to c~unty on this subject, and as for the gent~en!an
Louisville where the court house was erected himself', he has often stood up for LOUIsville
to reside 'and do their business and what ~ manfully, and we of the city would dislike
confusion would this create? I h~pe the gentle- \'ery much to loose his aid ~y a ~livision, I
man will suffer his proposition to go to the com- hope therefore, wc ~hall. ~emalii ullIted, .unl,ess
mittee of thirty, or that he will amend it as I some palpable, tangible lIljury would be wflLcthave suggested.
ed on Jefferson county thereby, which can be
Mr. RUDD.
This is certainly a ncw matter to point?d ont so plainly that" no mall ?an I.nistake
me and oue which 1 have never heard sc>okcnof It. :For myself, 1 want neither legIslatIve nor
until I carne to this convention.
1 can h~nlly 8~e constitutiol1a~ separation,
Let us remain wh~re
the object to be attaillcd or the advantages to be wc are. Unltcd-, we form a large populatiOn
derived from it" adoption.
I do not see that it and command respect tl~roughullt the state fro!n
will be either a benefit to the city of Loui;;ville our nu~b.ers; a~ld I desne tha~ we shall retaill
or the county of Jelferson.
Thev lmve heretf'- that pOSitIOn. rhe county denve5 great advan·
fore mutually acted together, so ninch so that it ~ages from .it.s connecti,on with the city. ~t has
has really hecome a matter of difficnlty to tf)ll llH;rea~ed m pOfulatlOn thereby,. ~nd 10 the
whether a man is a citizen of the county or of valuatIOn ~f rea estate, and the Clti~ens of the
the city. And yet the gentleman generally un- {'ounty ()enve n~allY other benefits III th~ way
uerstulHIs pr'::Lty well whut he is after, alHl is of the. city m::-glstracy and other convelliences.
pretty keen in viewing things ill advance, and The ?lty certalllly has never thrown any obstathere may be u<.hantages to be d;;;rived from the cles in the way o.f the county, none a~ all; and
separation t11at I ha\"} not yet discovered.
I has alw~ys penmt.tcd the county magistracy to
have, it is trut:, gh'en no reflection to the subject, le\'y thelr tax as they please., And. as,for taxes,
but yet it seems to me that, J effer;;;oncounty will we are taxed almost to death 1ll LOUISVIlle. The
certainly be the loser by the S;8jlaration, As to !ax~s amount to about two,-fifths of our whole
the magi;;;tracy of the county, t Ie majority was mcome, ancl even the legIslature of, the st.ate
on the side of Jeff~r;;;on, and I have never yet made us 'pay Olle half per cent. for I,mpro\'mg
heard the first man complain of the action of tht:. public lauds where t?e stat~ ~enved three
the magistracy of Louisville in regard to them, or tour per cent_ o~ ~ene.fit. TIll:> IS.one of the
'rhey generally acted cordially together,
'1'he most gross, acts of Injustice ever mfllcteo;! upon
public property, the eourt llOuse, etc" is the Do .c0mmulllty.; and I ll~pe. another legls.lature,
common property of the city and the county, w.lll re~edy 1t. But thiS IS not the pomt 01
and it is located in the city of Louisville.
:My dlSCUSSlOIL
opinion is, that if you once provide for the clecI hope the convention will not interfere with
lIOn of a separate and ,-}istinct magistracy, sher- this matter or attempt to partition this county
iff and clerk for each, it will follow, as a Inath:,r as proposed in the gentleman's amendment, The
of course, that there will be a sepamtc jnil and pcoplc of the city and county are one and tbe
court, and thus finally two separate and distinct same people almost.
It is true I have 110 cone llllltics.
And what benefit would re:':iult to nN.:tion in this connty, but my wife has, aud I
eithcr? It reminds me of some of the Cillanci- want that wc shall hereafter, as heretofore, all
pationists who clamort:d so loudly fOl'the free- keep together,
I have no connection scarcely
uom of the blaeks, without pointing out one of my own, standing as I do, pretty much alone;
Inlitary mode by which it was to be don<.-,or and therefore, 1 want no divorcing in this matwhere the black or the white race was to be ben- tel'. I hope the ~entleman will therefore with·
eft ted, and yet they wanted at once to sacrifice draw hit".propositIOn, and allow us to go on to$61,000,000 of propert.y. The expense for new gether a!l we have heretofore, hand in hand and
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M1'. MERIWETHER.
I cannot for the life
heart in heart.
We are improving
in the city
of Louisville. and our population and business of me see what is in contemplation in the minds
If the
is increasing.
'The dutch population too, was of the committee or of the convention.
spreading oyer the county and doing much good, constitution as now reported is adopted, it will
I would be
and teaching the would-be-fashionable
young not be as the gentleman has stated.
men how" to earn an honest living, by the culti- perfectly content to have it arranged in that
way, if the election were not to take place as I
vation of the land. We arc a mixed peoplewe have Italians, French, Germans and Dutch, supposed, but according to the report of the
We are to
and yet we are all united. They are spread- committee, such is not the fact.
ing over the land of the county, turning the vote on the constitution in April or May next.
The
election
of
officers
under
the
constitution
wilderness into productive gardens.
All this
Was fur the benefit of Jefferson county, as well as will take place in the summer or fall following.
for the city of Louisville, and the county would The present constitution provides for an election
therefore lose rather than gain by the separation. at another period and there will be an election
If the gentleman has any land he wants to sell, unless these provisions are altered.
'l'he question was then taken on the amendI can insure a half dozen Germans ready to pur·
chase it for garden purposes.
I hope the gen- ment, by ayes and noes on the call of Mr.
tleman will conclude to withdraw his proposi- PRESTON, and it resulted thus-a-yeas 24, noes
61.
tion, and let this matter rest.
YEAs--Alfred Boyd, Luther Brawner, WilMr. MERIWETHER.
I depricate a separaliam
Cowper, Edward Curd, Lucius Desha, Miltion as much as the gentleman.
It is. what I
ford
Elliott, Green Forrest, Nathan Gaither,
have been against for years, as all know.
Why
do they wish to make it appear that I am for a Richard D. Gholson, James P. Hamilton, John
Reparation'? Is it a separation that I propose? Hargis, William Hendrix, Alfred M. Jackson,
To some extent it is, but the gentleman last IIp George W. Kavanaugh. Alexander K. Marshall,
WilliamN. Marshall, David Meriwether, James
has given the strongest reason for a separaziou.
Did he not tell us that the city of Louisville M. Nesbitt, Hugh Newell, Elijah F. Nuttall,
was taxing her citizens to death? Will yOll .Iohu T. Robinson, John '1'. Rogers, Ira Root,
give them the power to tax the whole county of John Wheeler-24.
NAys-Mr. President (Mr. Guthrie), Richard
Jefferson to death? But he says he wants all to
go together.
Would it not be as well for the Apperson, John L. Ballinger, John S. Barlow.
William
K. Bowling. Wilham Bradley, Francis
gentleman to withdraw
his opposition,
and
then we shall all be together.
I would be per- ])f. Bristow, Thomas D. Brown, Charles Chambers, William
Chenault, James S. Ohrlsmau,
fectly content to leave it with the legislature
except for the reason that one election must take Beverly L. Clarkc, Jessey Coffe, Henry R. D.
place before the legislature can act. You take Coleman, Benjamin Copelin, Archibald Dixon,
the proposition that there are to be three mem- James Dudley, Ohusteeu T. Dunavan, James H.
bers of the county court; they must lay the tax Garrard, Thomas J. Gough, Ninian E. Grev,
and disburse the revenue. Will the county of Ben. Hardin, Vincent S. Hay, Mark E. Huston,
Jefferson get rriore than one member of the coun- James W. Irwin, 'I'homas James, Wil'liam John ..
ty court? The city of Louisville has a relative son, George Vl. Johnston, Charles C. Kelley,
population greater thau ull the rest of Jefferson James M. Lackey, Thomas N. Lindsey, 'I'homas
county, and one member of the court will be as W. Lisle, Willis B. Machen, George \V. Mansmany 3..'> the county can expect. Then comes field, Martin P. Marshall, WillIam C. Marshall,
Richard L. Mayes, Nathan McClure, John H.
the process of taxing to death and the disburseWilliam D. Mitchell, Thomas P.
ment of that tax. Is that right? I am willing McHenry,
to leave it to the legislature, but I am not dis- Moore, John D. Morris, Jonathan Newcum, wilposed to run the risk of being left in this posi- liam Preston, Thomas Rockhold, James Rudd,
A.
Spaulding',
James W. Stone.
tion fur four years. My colleague is absent on Ignatius
account of sickness in his family, but it is a Michael L. Stoner, John D. Taylor. William R.
Thompson,
Philip
Triplett,
Squire
Turner, John
point on which he and I have conversed and
L. Waller, Henry Washington.
Andrew
S.
about which we are agreed.
Mr. C. A. WICKLIFFE.
I rise to correct Whiw. Charles A. Wiekliffe. Robert N. Wiek·
the mistake iuto which the gentleman from J cf- liffe, Geor~e W. Williams, Silas Woodson, Wesferson bas fallen. He says there will be no ley J. Wnght-61.
Mr. MERIWETHER
then moved to strike
legislature convened before an election will take
1ace. No election call take place till the legis- out all the latter portion of the section in relaature has convened. As far as I can form an tion to tbe election of officers.
Mr. PRESTON
suggested that it would be
opinion it is the intention of the convention
that an election shall take place in August 1850. better to postpone the further consideration of
The first officers elected under the new consti- this subject for the present.
Mr. MERIWETHER
assented. and the further
tution will be the legislative
and executive
of the whole subject was postofficers created by it. They will have to carry consideration
out the provisions of the constitution in refer- poned accordingly.
NEW COUYTIli:S.
ence to the election of officers, and I believe
On the motion of Mr. C. A. "'~CKLIFFE,
the
the committee has fixed in their own mind that
eonventlou
resolved
itself into committee of the
the first election of the judicial and county
whole,
Mr.
JAMES
in
the
chair.on
the
report
of
officers shall be in April or May 1851. The
legislature will be elected in August 1850 and the select committee in relation to the formation
the other officers cannot be elected till the Iol- of new counties. The secretary read the article
as follows:
lowing spring.
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.ARTICLE

-,

SEC. 1. No new county shall be formed with
an area of less than three hundred and fifty
square miles; nor shall such new county be
formed, if by doing 80 it reduces auy county out
of which it shall be formed, in whole or in part.
below an urea of four hundred equare miles: and
in runuiug the lines or bouudury of such lIP-W
county, lIO such line shall run nearer than ten
miles of the COU1lty seat of any county.
Mr. C. A.1VJCKLIF.FE.
I will offer, on my
own responsibility,
an amendment which I think
will carry out the views of the select committee,
though r have not had the opportunity
to submit my amendment to them.
"Nor shall any new county 00 created, if the
county or counties, out of which the same shall
be formed, in whole or pUl1, shall be reduced in
the number of qualified voters below the ratio
of representation
for the time being,"
I presume there is not a member present in this
convention, who is uot fully sensible of the evil
of the multiplication of the number of counties
in this commonwealth,
and I think it is ourduty
to prescribe some limitation
on future le8'islation, which will give stHbiJity to the counties as
at present organized,
The committee could base
their action on 110 better cr-iterion than the number of square miles, and ill this article it is provided that no new county shall consist of less
than three hundred and fifty square miles, and
no old C01Ulty shall be redueed below four bundred square miles.
The amendment
that I propose COiltemplates
another couditiou, and that
IS, that no old county shall
be redueed below
the ratio of representation
u..s established
by
law. With these guarantees
fixed, I think we
may look forward to something
like peace ill
forming new counties. and none will be made,
except the mass of the people require a separate
county organization.
])11'.MACHEN.
I regret that this question is
bl'ou&,ht up to-day.
Ai'; all. individual
member
of this house, I regret that It haq come here at
all. It does S<letllto me, that before we finish,
we shall ha\'e placed sufficient clogs upou this
eonstitutioll
to weigh it down to dt:ath,
In Clldeavoring to carry out the principles of conservatism, which seem to be so highly appreciated
on this floor, I think this will be the result.
I
staud hcre the representative
of a divided people on this question.
It may be their misfortune to be divided, and mine to bCl their reprcsentative here. but when that principle is placed
in the constitution, I think I cannot be mistaken
in statiug to this house, that more than half the
county is against you, no nJatLer how wholesome
the balance of the constitution
Illay be. I knuw
that gentlemen who reside in old counties where
every thiug is settled to their satisfaction
may
contend that no further change shall be mu.de in
municipal regulations for the convenience of the
country,
But I hold that the peoplo:l are competent to determine whether their convenience
requires a change, and when yon tie their hands
and say they shall no longer exercise the power
of free volition on these matters, us WItS said to
Sampson uuder the pillal'S, tlJathis hands should
no longer hI} loosed, they will rise in their majesty and burst the coIds by whieh they !Ue

bound, and they will show that they have dghhl
although they arc minorities.
I am no disorgenizer.
I advocate no disorganizing principles, but the rights of minorities.
What is the conditiou
of this state? Look at
the map. Have counties been arranged with reference to territorial beauty or symmetry of form,
or even with a view, ill all cases, to convenience?
I assert that no such principle has been carried
out. Population
has been concentratod
in one
portion, by certain surrounding
circumstances,
and the other portion of the county asks that
they may have- It separate organieatiou.
The
weight of population
for the time being determines where the county seat shall he, and as the
more remote portions are settled, that county
seat becomes inconvenient.
Now, what are Ole
people to do under these circumstances?
Shall
the convenience of those WJlO orlglnally organized and gaye shape to the county be consulted,
or the convenience
of the majority within the
limits of the county?
It is for the aggrieved to
como forward and show their grievances, and it
is the duty of the legislative
department
to redress these grievances.
I am told that it is a
matter
of economy.
What is the purpose 01
government?
It is that the greatest good may
be secured to the greatest numher of citizens.
Eow i:; this to be accomplished?
By having local nceommodntions,
to bring the business of
every man near to him, What was the doctrine
respecting- the brancbing
the court of appeals?
It was, that justice might be brought to every
man's door.
I take it that the sallie principle
runs into the organization
of counties.
'I'hey
are built up and circumscribed, for the purpose
of bringing
business convenient to the .inhubitants. and for promoting
the ends of /·ustice.
Who shall say that this shall be withhc d from
the people?
As I said before, those who are well situated
may,[€'l'haps,
satisfy themselves that it is propel' unr right
to tie the hands of others.
For one,
I will not do it. :My health is 1I0t good to-day,
and I trust the subject will not now be acted
upon, as I desire to be heard in r<:ference to it.
It will prove a dead weight on the constitution,
ancl shall we, for the purpose of carryin~ out
our sectional views, or promoting our sectIOnal
convenien<:e, place
that in the constitution
which will be thc death of it? Oue tclls us that
a certain thing will be the death of it, and another says another thing will uo it. Every man
knows that this thing will carry a tremendous
vote with it. Look at the pOSition of }i'ayette
county, and the other central countie~.
Wllat is
their size, compared
WitJl many other counties?
They are not half the dimensions
of some others, and yet they are satisfactorily
arran€l'ed.
Thev wish for no division, but shall they WIthholcf the power of dividing from those which do
wish it?
Let the voice of the people prevail in the
legislative hall, and I know that although the
legislature docs frequently run wild, the voice
of the people ,vill be heard; and we have no
other way of having it heard.
There has been
a disinclInation,
for years, to organizing
new
Gounties, and on this subject the legislature may
be trusted.
.More than one-half the counties are
satisfied with their present, organization.
The)'
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will not hastily, and without due reflection, es- from Caldwell.
I have no inclination to sit.
tablish a new county, and J think we may safe- quietly, as Sampson did, ill the lap of Delilah,
ly leave the whole matter to the legislature,
and have my 8tren~th ehom away. There are
without havin,;! their hands tied.
couties where individuals are compelled to tray.
.illr. HARDIN.
I had occasion to turn my el from twenty to twenty five miles to get to the \
attention to this subject when an effort was made county seat. There have been several proposito cut up the county in which I live, and I will tions, as the gentleman from Nelson (Mr. Harventure to say this state has more counties than din) well knows, to divide my county.
My poany other state in this Union, according to the sition in relation to that county is such that it
number of square miles, unless it be Ohio. New may be supposed I am opposed to the division
York has a territory of about 48,000 square miles of the county. I do not know wbether there is
and 58 counties; Pennsylvania has a population
a sufficient number of sguarc miles in that counof about 2,000,000; 48,000 square miles, and some ty to allow of its division according to the re60 odd counties; Maryland hal) a population of quired plan. I think we had better let the sub500.000, with more than half the territory of ject lie over for the present.
I am in favor of
Kentucky, and II counties: and Virginia has 100 the general principle contained in the proposicounties and 63,OOOsqufLremiles. Ohio went off tion of the chairman of the committee.
in the same kind of mistaken policy in reference
I :1.111 not one of those who believe that when
to counties; but it is now provided in the consti- we leave this hall, all the virtue, intelligence,
tution of that state that no new county shall be and integrity, of the state will depart. Other
made having less than 400 square miles. In gentlemen will come here having practical COlUMississippi, the emnllest counties contain 375 mou sense and virtue enough to carryon the
square miles. I was very glad when my col- government.
Unless they have, there will be no
league presented this proposition.
I inquired of use for a constitution at all. I do not wish to
hill why he did not make 400 the lowest number. leave any thing to the legislature that ought not
He replied that he wanted to make room for a to be left to them. Draw the line of demarcafew new counties, and that is the reason he fixed tion between thc constitution and laws accord
upon 350 square miles. Now, I think this will ing to general principles, and I think smaller
accommodate thc gentleman from Caldwell. He matters may be left with safety to the legislature.
has provided very judiciously that lIO county
Mr. MAYES.
I will take this occasion now
shall be encroached upon, and also that no COUIl- to remark that there is nothing so extraordinarit.y shall be reduced below 400 square miles. If ly new in the proposition of the select committhere are grievances in relation to the size of tee, as that gontleruen ueed be alarmed at it.
counties, those grievances can be provided for There are eleven new states of the union, having
by this resolution.
But a~ I have before said, new constitutions,
and the framers of which
there is a place where we must stop. 'Ve cannot thought proper to guard against disorganization
always grant all that is petitioned for. We kuow in making' new counties, by inserting u.provi-how this thing starts. and there Is no end to it siou ill their constitutions. that the counties
when it is started.
A man wants to be a county hereafter to be made should not be larger, or reclerk, and he win press it; and here is a man out duced to a smaller size, than II. certain number or
of office, and he will press it; and then there square miles. I have no disposition to press
are men who want the seat of justice nearer the proposition
upon the house, if gentlemen
their town, and they will press it; and where are not sufficiently informed on the subject to
there is a little miserable
tOW11
at the cross be able to discuss it at this time. It is an imroads, the/eople there will press it; so it is that portant subject, and one in which the people or
a thou san little petty interests are brought to Kentucky have felt, and do feel, a deep interest.
bear in the making of new counties.
Now, I do I am satisfied the people of this state look to
not think that a man gets any advantage from the convention, to put some restriction on the
living ill one of these little chicken stealing legislature, in regard to forming new counties.
towns. It mnyfuruish a rnnrketfor the neighbor- I entertain lJO doubt about it. At the prover
ing country, but it brings in a squad of free ne- time, I have some statistics on the subject, which
groes who steal. I hope something of this kind I wish to present to the consideration of the conwin prevail. I have never heard bf a measure vention; for I desire that they shall see the
more demanded than this is in the part of the making of new counties costs the state a great
etnte from which I came.
deal of money. I am also solicitous to prove to
Mr. BROWN. I regret that this matter has them that one great source, out of which has
come up now. I think: this provision would be grown a large expenditure of money, has been
imposing too much of a restriction upon the the erection of new counties.
And I wish to
power of the legislature in forming new coun- show them that the private interests of private
ties. My constituents are somewhat interested individuals
have suffered from the practice of
in this matter, and I would like myself to have rnakinO' lleW counties, for a particular purpose.
the consideration
of this subject post~Jolled for All th~se fact>! will be substantiated, with a
the present.
It may be that the provisIOn of the view to be reflected upon, and then we should
report call be so shaped that it will not affect. se- calmly and deliberately determine whether this
riou,>ly the interests of my constituent-s.
I hope thing should be checked-not
stopped, but
it will be postponed till we are prepared tomeet checked, and a wholesome rcstriction put on the
it as we desire.
legislature.
Kentucky contains forty thousand
Mr. 'l'RIPLETT.
There are three or four del- five hundred square mil~s, and one hundred
egates on this floor in rather :\ delicate pos~tiol1 counties, and there is but one state of the whole
in casting their votes on this subject. I am union, composed of thirty states, which has a
somewhat in the condition of th.e gentleman
gr~ater number of counties, and that i.~Virginia,
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which has /l. population
of one-third more than I lie debt, be instructed to enquire into the expethis state. Year after year, when the legislature diency cf establishing, by constitutional provismeets, there are numerous applications made for ion, it board of commissioners, to be appointed
new counties; not that justice may be brought annually by the governor, or by the judges of
to the door of the people, but to advance the in- the court of appeals,
one from each appelterest of some one who wishes to be made a late district, whose duty it shall be to make anclerk, or something of that sort. I could show, 110al examinations and settlements of the Reo
if it were necessary, that there is no danger of counts of the several receiving and disbursing
the constitution losin~ strength if this feature officers of the state at large, and to report the
should be incorporated in it.' It will add to the same, when made, to the legislature.
strength of it. If it is not inserted, as I beli ..ve
cocxrv AND DISTRICT OFFICES.
it ought to be, it being called for by the people,
The couvenbton resumed the consideration of
there will be much d issutisfaction manifested by
them. Lhuve discovered, during the sittings of the report of the committee on the executive and
this convention, that rt is a very ready argument ministerial offices for counties and districts.
Mr. MERIWETHER
withdrew the amendwith some gentlemen, when they are opposed to
a proposition, to say that it will greatly clog the ment which he offered yesterday, before the adconstitution when it comes to be submitted to journment, and for that, he offered the following
the people, and probably cause it to be rejected. substitute:
"When any city or town shall have a sepaIf it be right and propt<r to incorporate this feature in the constitution, the p'eople will approve rate representation, ill either or both houses of the
it, and I have no idea it "1'1"111 be considered a general assembly, the county in which such city
weight on it. But I want gentlemen to have or town may be situated, shall be invested with
time, in order that they may avail themselves the privilege of having such separate municipal
courts, and offices, in the same
of all the necessary means of information, to en- governments,
able them to give no vote in accordance with their manner as may be provided for separate counwishes, and therefore, I move that the committee ties; but such county may bold its courts, and
have its pnblic buildings and offices within, and
rise.
The committee rose accordingly, reported pro- jointly with, such city or town; and all public
officers mal reeide therein."
gress, and obtained leave to sit again.
Mr. PIl.ESTON raised the question of order,
The convention then adjourned.
that this amendment was not admissible, inasmuch as it was scarcely a modification of an
amendment which the convention yesterday rejected.
The PRESIDENT
overruled the point of order.
Mr. PRESTON then moved to refer the whole'
subject to the committee on county courts.
FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 9, 1849.
Mr. BULLITT.
I prefer thntthe house should
Prayer by the Rev. Mr. NORTON.
decide this queatiou.
It strikes me that we
OOMMITTEE OF ARRANGEMEXT ANP REVISION.
should do our own business, without the interI 'Would prefer
Mr. McHENRY
offered the following resolu- ventiou of so many committees.
taking the sense of the convention upon It. It
tion, which was agreed to:
is
a
matter
in
which
my
county
is
deeply interResolved, That a committee of ten delegates
be appointed, to be styled the committee of ar- ested, and I wish to be able to record my vote
rangements, whose duty it shall be take into upon it. If in order, I will now gIve my views
consideration
the several articles that have been upon this sub1'ect, and I will be very brief. I
agreed to by the convention, and that may be desire to do t lis now, because I have left a sick
agreed to hereafter, and arrange, revise, and wife to come here, and may not be able to continue here.
classify the same.
The PRESIQENT.
The gentleman from JefFE:F..8 OF OI,ERRS ASD SHERIFFS.
ferson has the floor and will proceed.
Mr. HAMILTON offered the following resoluMr. BULLITT.
'l'be prlnclplein
this and all
tion, and it was rejected:
representative governments is, fhatrepresentatiou
Resolt,ed,
That the legislature, at the first and taxation shall go hand in band. It was that
session after the adoption of the new constitu- principle which caused the separation of the U.
tion, shall appoint three fit persons to examine States from Great Britain. It has been carried out
into the propriety of reducing the fees of clerks in the U. States government, and in all OUT state
and sheriffs, and to report the same, with a list governments.
It is a subject so trite and so well
of what the fees ought to be.
understood,
that I shall not detain the committee by giving my views upon it. The proposiLEAVE OF ABSENCE.
On motion of Mr. MAYES, leave of absence tion of my colleague, in which J entirely concur, is intended to have a general bearing on all
wos granted to Mr. Chambers for a few days.
On motion of Mr. WOODSON,
leave of abo the counties in the state, which may have a city
with n. separate representation; but it applies
sence was granted to Mr. Taylor, for five days.
particularly to the county ot Jefferson, which has
COM:ld"lSSLONERS ON AOCOUNTS.
a large city in it, and both city and county have
Mr. WILLIAMS offered the following reeolu- a separate representation on this floor. Why was
there
a separate representation to both city and
tiou, and it was agreed to:
Resolved, That the select committee on the pub- county? It was to carry ont the principle that
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taxation and reprecentatlou should go baud in
hand. The city having an entirely different set
of interest", it was necessary that. she should
have a separate TelJr8sentation in the legislature.
We know that t 18 interests of the city are peculiar.
She has l?8clIliar advantages derived
from legislation, with her bunks and various institutions. und she is bound to bear her peculiar
burdens.
Let her have her peculiar advantages
and burdens. This is the reason why she has
a separate representation, and why each people
have a separate voice in laying the taxes which
each must bear. Why has the city of Louisville
a different organization from ours'( \\r e have our
county court and a joint circuit court. Louisville has nchauccry court, and a municipal court,
which has a vast amount ofbusiness.
The county organizations would not be sufficient for the
city, and in carrying out that principle, for years
back, if not from the first, the counw, by law or
bv agreement, has her tax levied and disbursed
by her own magistrates, while the city attend.'>
to her own taxes. We have got along in perfect
harmony in this way, and if the present constitution and laws continue, I have no idea there
will be any difficulty in the future. Dut what is
now proposed, by entering into these details in
the constitution,
cluUl~es the relation between
the city and county.
'l'he city having so large
a majority, would control the whole in reference
to number of judges and secure two, while the
county would have but one. I desire to have
our relations remain in statu quo, and the only
way to do this. is tolet the city have control and
management of her own affairs, with which we
have no wish to interfere.
And there are good
reasons why we should not, 'I'he people in each
portion know their own business and what belongs to their own interests. ann we ought to
permit each to regulate its own affairs.
'I'hat is all we ask, because if a change i'l
made, ther havin~ so large n majority, would
place our interest, .. III jeopardy.
I have no idea
It i8 the wish of the city of Louisville to oppress the county at all. but we have heretofore
lived in the utmost harmony, and I desire that
we may not be placed in the power of the city.
Why should Jcfferson county be in any manner
under the control of the city which has a city
chancellor, a mayor, and judge, and entire controlof these matters with which we·do not wish
to interfere? 1 thin k the same principle aplllies
in regard to countv organization.
~his pIal!
which we propose may be badly drawn, but what
we desire is, that we may be placed in the same
condition as other counties in the state. Why
not separate, it may be asked? We do not wish
to separate;. and if we do, there is a difficulty in
the way. We have public \,ropcl'ty to the amount
of $100,000 in the city, w lich we do not want
to give up. We simply ask that the present
state of thmgs may remain. The city has shown
no disposition to meddle with ollr affairs, nor
has the county any disposition to meddle with
those of the city, but we want to stand on the
footing of other counties a.s regards taxing, and
as regarus legislation and representation.
I know no other mode. ·We do not want to
interfere with the circuit court. We do not want
a jaiL But why shall we not elect our judge,
and our magistracy?
And why not 'l. she.riff as

well us to take the deputy of the high sheriff't
It is a county as large aa many others.
But I
wish to call attention to the remarks of the gPJ1tlerucn from Louisville (Mr. Preeton.)
He says:
"Now what motive my friend from Jefferson,
• (Mr. Meriwether.) has in makin9' this motion
'I cannot discover. unless indeed It be this: the
"countv court clerks and sheriffs offices arc val, uable' ones in the city of Louisville,
and ex"tend their jurisdiction both to city and county;
'the political divisions are such that there is a
'majurity of whigs il.l the city of Louisville of
'some five hundred III a poll of five thousand
• votes, but in the countv parties are nearly
'equally balanced out of a"poll of two thousand
'five hundred votes, their being scarcely ever a
'majority either way of more than fifty. The
, majorities ill the city of Louisville therefore at
"present controls the elections of those officers."
A~ain he says: "Wh.y is the separate orgnniea, LIOIl of these offices referred to 111 the last clause
'of the gentleman's amendment sought, unless
· it be to commence in advance this movement
, of the democracy upon the whig ascendancy
, in the city and county."
I regret to refer to this
fact, and 1 do it with the utmost courtesy to the
~entleman, for I mean nothing offensive to Louisvillc or its representative; he must pardon me,
however, for differing from him on this subject.
Supposing the facts to be as I have stated them.
how do we stand? I stand here, commanded by
the people of Jefferson, to know no distinction
between whig and democrat on this floor, and at
a large meeting in our county in which they
solemnly determined to elect a whig and a democrat, they required the pleclge that their delegates should know no parties here. I shall be
found carrying out the spirit of this pledge, and
I call on my democratic friends to note my vote
in this particular. When we come to fix the ratio
of representation
I shall go for what I think
right for thc whole country.
Whatever appliestion this may have to my colleague, he can "iav
for himself.
We canvassed the county together.
and a more honoratle mau I have never been
with, and we stand fledged to know neither
whig nOlO democrat.
have referred to this matter mcrely because I thought the remark:'>of Illy
fricnd from Louisville bore the construdion
which 1 have given them.
·Will any man here make a different constitution because it may have a whig or democratic
bearing.
I have always been a whig and expect ever to remain such. I voted for Gen. Harrison, Mr. Olay and Gel1. 'raylor for the Pl"esi·
dencv; I never voted for a demcrat except last
Slltlllller. I would say for my county, that if she
chooses to be democratic. shc has as much right
to be democratic as Louisville has to be whig.
I do not want this thing held up in terrorem.
I
expect to be a whig, I want to stand or fall on
prmciples; and if the county cannot snpport her
whi/?gery. I do llOt wish to call on th .. city of
LOllisville fol' help. Shelby county hU>la whig
majority of six or seven hundred.
If the county of J effel'son is to be nnder whig rule, let us
go to the county of Shelby.
That being an agricultural county, tlle people know better what
tax to lay on negroes, horses, and other stoek.
:rhe pe~ple of Lou~sv~lle hav~ pcculiar interests
1Il the Clty of LouulVl11e,'whlcn they have noL

But 1 must protest against tho?' the purpORe of placiug the connt)' of' Jefferson
idea that there i" any intent ion to effect this under the dominion of the city of Louisville, or
thing for the sake of whiggery or democracy. that the city should have the power of exercisHave I not shown the strongest possible reason ing allY political tyranuy cver the county. The
that we should stand in statu qUQ? Is there a gentleman from Jefferson who presented the resman "\,-110 can say that I ask any thiug that is olution, moved in the first part of it, only those
unreasonable,
that the county shall have the things which the legislature already have the
sale right to elect the officers who shall lay and right and power to do; but in the latter pa~t, he
with that parliamentary
disburse the county revenue? It seems to me urged a proposition,
that if the matter is 'properly coueidered, g e ntle- dexterity for which he is remarkable, which
would permit the county to be cut in two by a
men will agree with me.
It says, in effect, that the counMI'. KELLY.
I think the committee on the sort of proviso.
connty court is not the proper committee, and ty and city shall be d ivirled until further orders.
I move to refer the subject to the committee on 'i'hlLt there shall be distinct sheriffs, clerks, and
municipal tribunals and officers. The resoluthe legislative department,
Mr. BULLITT.
'I'h is applies to all the coun- tron containing that provision was voted down
yesterday
by a majority of about fifty eight to
ties. 'I'hc city of Louisville is not mentioned
twenty four.
ill the amendment.
So far as I yesterday used the terms whig and
Mr. KELLY. I think the committee on the
legislative department is the J?roper one, as thel' democrat, I said, I could conceive no other reacan make a genaral provision by which a 1 son, no other practical object in this measure but
grievances of this kind can be mot. This may to produce a county contest for local officers. I,
be a private fight, however, and I will not inter- Mr. Chairman, have been indebted to my democratic friends as well as to my whig friends for
fere.
Mr. C. A. 1VICKLIFFE.
This proposition my place on this floor, and I am happy to have
testimonials
kindness
seems to be one which I cannot well comprehend. received substantial
It is to have two county court organizations in the from botb parties in the only political canvass
same county, to have two sheriffs, and two clerks' I ever made. For the remark 1made I have no
offices for registering deeds and wills, whose ju- apology to offer; I said I saw no reason for dirisdiction shall be co-extensive with the bounds viding the city and county, but to Lave a connof the county.
I admit there is weight in the ty race for county officers, and I yet see none, as
ideas suggested by both the geutlemeu fromJef- r have no knowledge of any existing grievances
ferson upon the subject of the revenue and the which demand such redress.
What would be the mode of levying the COUIlcounty taxes. I do not know that the mode of
organizing the county courts, as contemplated ty revenue, if the resolution of the gentleman
by the committee, will contain any constitution- were to fail? It. would be the very same which
al inhibition which will prevent the legislature has prevailed for the last eight or ten years. The
from meeting the difficulty in this case. The only difference would be, that instead of the appointment of a magistracy by the governor, 011
legislature WIll not be prohibited from givingto
of the county court, the
any county a tribunal for levying the revenue. the recommendation
They lllay make the magistracy a tribunal for people under the new constitution will elect
this purpose, fer the county levy is not imposed them; yet the gentleman seems to think such I\.
on the citizens of the city, nor can the levy of magistracy, so chosen, would impose intolerable
the city be imposed on t.he citizens of the coun- burthens, by taxation, on the people of Jefferty. 'I'he county court as now organized, sittiuO' son before the legislature could convene.
. That the genera.l assembl):' have a right to Ptvill Louisville, has heretofore, by some legislati\'~
enactment, exercised the power of taxation out- Vide for the ap\)Ollltment ot a separate clerk of
the
court and s ieriff in tbc city of Louisville.
side of the city. They now control this business by a kind of common consent.
Now if the and to invest it with the separate rights of a
But to claim
evil be as the gentleman has supposed, why county, there can be little doubt.
may they not give to the county of Jefferson a t.hat the county of Jefferson shall have separate
b.oard for t~xi~lg the eitize~ls sep.ara~e.f~·oll1the elections, officers and courts, ,alld yet come to
city of LOUlsVllIe? There IS no mhlbItlOn, and the city to hold those courts, would be like deI think it will be a much more congruOllS ar- manning that new counties should be establishrangement than to have this double county court ed, but yet should have the right to hold their
'
in the same county.
I rose with a desire to pre- courts at the county seat.
If the gentleman desires a general declaratory
serve harmony in the provisions of the com;titution, and I think they would be allY thing but provision, I have no objection to it; but it is onharmonious with double county courts sitting at ly acting in reference to that which the legislathe same time, or at different times, with two ture will have a right to do, whether we act on
sheriff,;, one running into the city of Louisville it or not. I am willing to say that a board of
and the other in the county of J effersoll. These county magistracy may lay the levy anel disburse
are evils which I think should llOt be cllCTrafted it; but I am opposed to a division of the counin the constitution, and it would be much better ty and city, with separate sheritfi! and county
Aecordto leave the legisbture, to act on the subject. officers, having a mixed jurisdiction.
Let the magistracy he organized into a boarel to ing to the resolution the legislature would be
impose taxes, or let them adopt any other system compelled to divide the city and county, forthat
is imperative.
It declares that the county and
whieh may be deemed appropriate.
It says, "the city or town
Mr. PRESTON.
I do not desire to take up city 811hll. be divided.
the time of the house on this matter.
The rea- shall be invested," &c. I believe it is more adson that I resisted the propo"'ition was not for visable for this convention to refer this matter

ill the county.

j

or
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to the action of the legislature which shall COIl- "county of Jefferson, and appropriatillg and disvene under the new constitution,
tbun to at- "bureing the same; and the justices of the peace
tempt to regulate it themselves.
'of enid county, residing III Louisville, shall not
I am not certain that the city of Louisville
'preside inlaying the levy in the county of Jefwould not be willing that this arrangement
"ferson, or ill appropriating
or disbursing the
should be hereafter made; but there has been, us 'same."
yet, no petition from any quarter all this subNow, if you pass the provision in reference to
ject, no public movement on the part of the cit- county courts, as prol?osed, all the evils ill repizens before the election, and it would be un- resentation and taxation can be avoided.
precedcnted to cousummute auch an act under
Mr. MERIWETHER.
Jt must be recollecetd
such circumstances.
It seems inappropriate for that under the old constitution, the tmdng pow.
this convention to enter upon such duties, und er ill the county was not elected by the county
for these reasous I am opposed to it. J, there- at large. The county court appointed resident
fore, to manifest the enungement
to which 1 magistrates, such as might be thought necessary
would assent, offer this as [I. substitute.
throughout the county, and if the gentleman had
"Cities OJ' towns, entitled to separate represenlooked a little further, he would have seen that
tation, may hi' invested with the privilege of a the city of Louisville would not have more LImn
eepnrate municipal government,
and of having seven magistrates.
But it is now proposed that
separate courts and separate officers, in the same thisconnty shall have three judges, to be elected
manner provided for separate counties, and on by the voters of the city and county jointly; and
such terms and conditions as the general assem- I will ask you, if the city bas five thousand
bly may by law provide."
votes, and the county two thousand five hunMr. lIERIWE1'HER.
From indisposition, I dred, which will control in the election?
Does
have been unable to enter at length into this dis- it not properly belong to the county court to lay
cusslon, but I beg the indulgence of the house, the levy, and disburse the taxes?
Then, if the
while I give some reason fot"the adoption of my city joiu with the county, in the election of a
amendment.
The gentleman from Louisville
county court judge, we shall never have a resisays it is now a separation if that amendment is dent of the county a member of that court,
adopted.
I lISC the same language with reference
My honorable friend from the city of Louisto couutles, that the gentlemen of the comm ittee ville, remarked yesterday, that he could see 1]0
used with reference tu cities.
Whnt is the lan- motive I could possibly have for making this
guage of the report of the committee OIl the proposition, unless it was to get up a pany race
legislative department?
In the county, that the democrats might stand a
Provided, That when it shall appear to the chance.
'I'he gentleman has done me injustice,
"lcgielnturc, that any city or town hath 11 num- and I Jlumbl/' conceive he does himself injus• ber of qualified voters equal to the ratio then tice, when
ie submits
a proposition of that
'fixcd, such dty or town shall be invested with kind.
Had I as little charity a::; the gentleman,
'the privilige 'of a separate reprei;;t'ntation, in might I not charge that he wanted to confine the
'both houses of the general assembly."
w]lig majority of the county to til(' city of LouisI use that language to meet the contingency,
\'ille? But I willllot do this. I b€lievc the genthat a county may kwe the privilege of separate tlemlm is actuateJ by no such motive. Mio-ht I
municipal government; and I a:;k W]IY, whell a not also, if I had the same Ulllollntof charity for
city may claim a separate municipal govcrl1ll1ent, the frailties of others as he appears to have',
you turn us over to the legislat.ure?
Is tlIP \)rop- charge tliat the gentleman was determined to
osition right? Theil wIly not act on it 18re? confine the county of Jefferson to the city, and
Will not this proposition be met· by the same re. oppress her by taxation, till the county would
sistance in the legislature, that it meets here? be forced to petition for a Ilew county, in order
Why provide for every county, ·whether she wish- to get elearofthe burden? And that wOllld leave
es a separate repr~scntation or not, and turn us $100,000 in posse8sion of the city, ,vhich the
over to be tnxed with the city of Louisville?
county
had cOlltributcd toward the public
The gentleman from Nelson says, this can all be buildingi.
But I am confident the gentleman is
regulated by law. SupposeitcaH.
Does itfol.
actuated by no such Illotive. nut, saY8 the genlow that we should not act on it Jlere? Is there tleman, why should we claim to hold our courts
any pro\'ision introduced into this cOllstitution, iu the city of Louisville, if we, in tJH' county,
tJntt the legislatute should not have provided haH'11 s<'parate organization?
Tbe rea'l(1ll is,
for? An: we to leave all to tlle legislature?
because we have paid upwards of $80,000 toSurely not. 'rhen why not let tlw constitution
waru the erection of public buildings, $75,000
bear 011 this point?
of whid} was fOI"the court house, and $16,000
Mr. C. A. WICKLIFFE.
I did not say, if we toward a jail, aud we claim the right of holding"
passed the constitution as proposed, the ]egisla. our courts t}wJ"C,because we lluve expended our
ture would have power to do what the gentle- money in the erection of these public huildings.
man desires to do.
I said, the legislature had Is it allY inconvenience to the city?
The court
power to remove the only evil of which com- house is capacious enough for us all.
It is no
plaint was made, in the rcason given for the illconvelJiencc.
We now ]lOld our separate
adoption of this principle.
I win read Wle act courts there, Oil such days as to prevent allY inthat relates to the regulation of the business of convenience.
'Ye have contributed $16,000 tothe county court of Jefferson, and other purposes. ward thl:;ljail, and we claim the right. to confine
"That from and after the paS~f1geof tlus act, in tha.t buildin.g fhose who may violate the
'the justices of the peace of Jefferson county, laws.
On account of indisposition, I shall say
're5iding without the limits of Louisville, shall no more at preseut,. I RbaH leave this matt6T to
•constjtl1te the COUftfor layin~ the levy of the the conyention.
Let them dispose of it as they
0'(
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~y.opposition.

is baaed upon principle aga.inst

may thlnk pl'(jpl'r, and I will bow in humble
glVlDg the legielature power to create too diseiibmieelonLhavedischarged
my duty to those tinct organizations in one county.
Mr. RUDD. Both the gentlemen seem to
w ho sent me here.
Mr. TURNER. There is a great principle in- have a great desire to be heard on the subject of
volved in this case with respect to Which It may dividing the city of Louisville from the county
be necessary to say a word. 1 think no people of Jefferson, for the whole tenor and scope
should be taxed unless by the vote of those 'who of the resolution, offered by the g-elltleman (111'.
pny the tax. I think the proposition
should Meriwether), and which if! before the llOUSC is to
come up in couuection with the report of the !hat effect, and is susceptible of no other meancommittee on the lcgislative
departm~l1t.
] lUg. I am, perhaps, as well, if not better acthink some provision should be made, so that quainted with the county of Jefferson as the
,...ho first spoke, but not the last. for
the cities growiug up on the Ohio shall not gentleman
finally control tfie agricultural
portion of the be has been, I believe, in every house in the
state. I want the agricultural
interest to govern ?ounty, and I have not. Illave large interests
the legisiati011 of the country.
'I'hat question is III the county of Jefferson outside of the city of
Loulsvil]e. and I pay my taxes to itpunctuaUy,
involved iu this case between the representaWithout having any voice in the direction of its
tives of the clty and the county.
By legislating
I want the county-to uuderetand
what
for the agricultural interest we mav avoid being affairs.
govcrued by the influence of OUl"cities, us they was the character and force of the arguments of
are ill the state of New York.
The policy of the gentleman re\,resenting Jefferson.
The genstates which are controlled by a few large cities, tleruau, (Mr. Bul itt,) ill the course of his reis as shifting as the wind. This is e~pecially marks adverted to the principle adopted in all
true with regard to the state of New York, of representat,iYe governments, that representation
should go hand in hand, and he
which it is "aid, as goes the city so goes the and taxation
Empire state.
I protest again>it basing repre- dill so in order to prove that the county of Jefsentation exclusively on population, in order to 'ferson has been hued not according to Its popuavoid being influenced by large cities.
I am lation and its own representation but the reprewilling to go with the gentleman from Jefferson sentation
of the city of Louisville.
Now all
a~ far as respects the principle of taxat.ion out- effort was made to impress the convention that
side ?f .the city, that it should be exclusive- !hi~ is a fact, but there is not a particle of truth
ly within
the power of those outside
to In tt, not that 1mean to say the gentleman has
Both the genlevy and disburse the revenue.
Otherwise you made a wilful misrt'presentation.
may select people in the city to tax those out of tlemen well knew that a law was passed giving
to
the
county
of
Jefferson,
solely
and entirely
it with whom they have nota common >iympathy.
But, I am in hopes that. this county court, as in- !he power to have its own mas-istracy. impose
dicated, will not be organized, 01' 11' so, organiZ- Its own taxes, and collect and dIsburse Its revenor any
ed on diff.:Jrellt principles,
and that we »hall lIue. Neither the city of Louisville,
to do with the
have one. or three judgesl but I am in favor of man III it, ha.~ had an/,thing
And
one, and tl1at the magistracy of the district may managelll(!nt of the affa rs of that county.
~evy and disburse the money.
This will be ac.t- )'ut they comc forward and say that" according
ll1g on the same principle u..'< the legislature of to the neW judio..:ial systt'JU, about to be adopted,
the state.
The legislature
levies a. tax on every Louisville will have a great a,.,cendency and adport of the commonwealth.
SUllpose. that in- vantao-e over the county of Jefferson, on account
stead of having this done by the legislature, you of itsJarger
popnlatioll.
We do not desire any
such thing, and do not ask it. We wish Jefauthorize the govemor, tremlUrer, and comptroller
·We 1mow it
to do it, would the people be satisfied1
It ferson to re!:$ulate its OWll affairs.
woull\ be ltle,'y made by a few individuals,
and would not 11lte to bear a portion of the taxation
that is more than double
not by the r~presentatlveR
of the people.
I of Louisville-for
No thev do not
would suggest to the gentleman to withdraw llia what its people have to pay.
proposition for the present, for I think this can ask it nor do they want it.
~
be t>atisflh>torily arranged when We COOleto that
'1'he gentleman la.~t up said (and I do not
point.
1 do not think, nor do I suppose any kuow where he obtained his information, which
g'cntleman believes that the county court of the astonished
me) that the county of Jefferson
city of Louisville
ought, to lay a. tax for the has disbursed for the erection of a court houstl
balance of the count)', although it may have the Dud jail, the sum of eighty thousand dollars.
power to do ~o, because the great body of the I have heen ll. member of the city council for
voters will be in tb!~t portion of the cOllllt,y.
many years, and I know that when the counMr. PRESTON.
The gentleman
from Mad- ~y of J effer~on has been called upon to pay up
ison has precisely apprehended
what I think we Its proportIOn of money, on account of public
should do. We do not desire to tax the count)' improvements,
it did not advance mOr<} than
of J t:ffer"on through any representative
selected thirty thousand doll an;. If it has gi ven a larby us. ]f the gentleman
from Jefferson will ger 8um, the fact has escaped my memory.
Jf
withdraw
his.resolution,
and propose that a Lhere be allY thing to shoW that the county has
board of mag.lstrates shall lay £he county l~vy, done so, then I am ~'ery much mistaken.
All
and the maglstn~tes of the city of Louisville
the money went through the hands of the city
have nothing to do with it., 1 am·willing.
I am council, and was paid out by them, to those who
opposed to having
separate
courts, separate contracted for the erection of the buildings, and
clerks, and separate municipal organizatiolls.
1 being a member of it, had as good an oppor·
Mr. C, A. WiCKLIFFE:
Ido not know that 1 tunity of knowing aU about the matter as anv,
was understood by the ~entleman from J~ouisviile. one 11l thill hotl~e. The buildinge '\t"ere erecte<t
1 am decidedly opposed to separate orga.ni z;a.tionPl.
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at the joint expense of the city of Louisville
and the county of Jefferson, and the repairs are
kept up by the citizens of Louisville.
The city
and county defray the expenses of maintaining
the circuit and county courts, the jail, &c. Although there are five thousand voters in the
city of Louisville, and but two thousand five
hundred in the county of Jefferson, yet Louisville pays ODe half of these expenses.
The bills
have to pass the county court, and if it decides
they are correct, they are paid by the city.
Here you see the lesser power ruling the greater.
The county has an equal share in our police
court.
It is always open to them.
It is supported wbclly at the expense of the city, which
pays I think, two hundred dollars-l
do not
recollect exactly the sum-c-over nnd above what
is appropriated
by the legislature,
in order to
procure the services of a competent officer to
preside over the court. Our chancery court is.
likewise, thrown open to the citizens of the
county as well as to those of the city. Louisville being centrally situated, almost every man
comes there to transact his business.
If the
eouuty were to be separated from the city, then
the best position in which to place the county
seat would be in the suburbs of Louisville.
Now, Ithink I can see what is the object and
aim of this movement.
It is, sir. to obtain a
separate jurisdiction;
to have courts, sheriffs,
clerks. and a magistracy exclusively their own.
They want a municipality
or county court, just
outside of Louisville, and then claim to have it
in the city. because they know it would be unpopular III the county, for all its business is
done in the city. Now is it to be supposed that
where there are only three thousand seven hundred voters. that it is absolutely necessary to
erect a separate and distinct court which cannot be as convenient as the present one. They
cannot have the same advantages as they have
at present, and yet they want a court merely
for the sake of serving a few officers outside of
the city. I do 110t know that the gentlemen
have their eye npon any particular
person. but
the object is plain-to
obtain a separate court, in
order to accommodate a few men who are ill
want of office. The people of the county have
complained of no grievance-pointed
none out.
The gentlemen seemed to suppose that the city
of Louisville would overrule and control Jefferson COUll~.
'Ve do not want to do any such
thing.
,\ e never had but one high sheriff in
Louisville.
Perhaps I may be mistaken in saying so, hut as far as my memory serves me, we
never had but one. Now. where is the grievance? It seems to me that the gentlemen are
asking' for Jefferson, what the body of the people of that county do not ask for themselves.
For my part. I believe they are opposed to this
movement.
I claim to know someting about it.
and that ia my candid and deliberate opinion.
This movement. I contend. is only calculated to
produce strife and contention between the city
and county.
Louisville does oot wish to have
any thing to do with the general arrangement of
the affairs of the ccuuty, but desires that it shall
remain perfectly independent.
The gentlemen
say the county does not wish to interfere with
the city. No doubt of that, for we all know
thBy do not want to be 'taxed like 'the peoplaof
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Louisville.
Why separate the county from the
city~ Why not keep them united?
To separate them is to bring about contention and
strife. Leave them as they arre; they ask no
division.
And I have no Idea that the house
will make a separation between them, particularly when no euch request is made, either on the
part of the county of JeffBl'SOE.',or the city of
Louisville.
Mr. JAMES.
This is a question of a local
character, and one in which I have no particular'
interest. except as I desire such information on
the subject as will enable me to vote understandingly.
It affects the city of Louisville
and county of Jefferson. alone. I preSUlD€ the
president may have something to say on the
subject, and some information to submit to' the
convention.
And. ill order that be may have
an opportunity to do so. I move that the couverttion HOW resolve itself into committee of the
whole upon this question.
The motion was agreed to, and Mr. BROWN'
who had been presiding for the President, retained the chair as chairman of the committee.
The PRESIDENT.
It seems to ow there are
some considerations involved in the proposition
of the gentleman from Jefferson, that have not
been brought to view in this convention.
The
proposition is this; that "when it shall appear
to the legislature that any city or town hath a:
number of qualified voters, equal to ~he ratio
then fixed, such city 01' town shall be Invested
with the privilege of a separate representation
in both houses of the general assembly, which
shall be retained so long as such city or town
shall contain a number of qualified voters equal
to the ratio which may, from time to time, be
fixed by law; and thereafter, elections for the
county in which such citl, or town is situated,
shall not be held therein. '
Now, that is a proposition that in the county
of Jefferson there shall be two county court
clerks and two county sheriffs.
What an inextricable confusion that will make. Which one
of these county court clerks is to have possession of the records of the county of Jefferson'.
where the muuimenta and titles of both city and
county arc held? Which one or the two sheriffs
will be required to attend the court? And when
a writ is directed to the sheriff of Jefferson
county. which is to have it? In truth and in
fact, the proposition of the gentleman is. in substance, to make every city and town. having a;
separate representation, a separate county in effect, with a joint jurisdiction, with two county
courts, two sheriffs, and two clerks. That is a
matter. I conceive, we ought not to do. and
which DO legislature should do. The proposition involves a difficulty that in my mind I cannot get over. I do not 'want two county court
clerks squabbling about W]lO is to have the records of the court, Well, if you go on and concede that the county court of Jefferson shall be
a new establishment, then every man will have
to search the records of the old and new courts,
before he can :find the document whieh he wishes. If the county court of Jefferson takes them;
the city of Louisville will then have the trouble
of searching the records. The county will have
the privilege-of taking' the COUTtthere, and "Win
throw' ..the burden and inconvenience
upl)il the
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city. I do not think gentlemen
have contem- built in 1808, on a lot east of sixth street; afterplated what this matter will lead to. I was in wards a court house was built on the lot west of
the court llOUSC was pulled
In the legislature
when Louisville was invested it. Subsequently
with a separate representation.
Louisville,
at down and a jail built on the lot east, and a court
that time, was whig, and the county of Jeffer- house was built on a lot west, and when they
son was democratic, with a controlling majority carne to build the present court house, the city
over the whigs. And Louisville was invested of Louisville purchased the two lots adjoining.
with a separatc representation
against the will of running to Fourth street, and agreed with the
the representatives of the county of Jefferson, county of J effcrsou to contribute a certain pro~
and over their heeds. I bad the honor of'repre- portion, and take the two lots west of Sixth
senting her a first time. I think that was in street, and they would build a court bouse on
1831. In 1837 this act was passed, which the four lots running from fifth to sixth street, north
gentleman from Nelson read:
of Jefferson street.
And the court house was
" That from and after the passage of this act, there built, and the city of Louisville contributhe justices of the peace of Jefferson county, re- ted her proportion.
When they came to build a
siding without the Iimits of Louisville, shall COIl- jail, it was erected on the lot north of Jefferson
stitutethe court for laying the levy of the coun- and most westward of sixth street, leaving the
ty of Jefferson, and appropriating
and disburs- lot west of Sixth street not built upon, aud the
city contributed
a certain sum, and also the
ing the same:'
After the passage of that act, it was not pos- county of Jefferson.
According to my recollecsible for a justice residing in Louisville to im- tion, the sum contributed by the county of Jefpose taxes upon the people of Jefferson county, ferson, to both court house and jail, was $30,000.
so that it was left to the magistrates outside of The amount of property which other gentlemen
the city to lay that levy and disburse it. And, have claimed was made up by the increased
there was no question as to when the people value of these lots, which were given by the
should be taxed for their own support, for the proprietors for the public buildings, and which
people were as fairly represented in the county never did exclusively belong to the county of
of Jefferson as any where in the state. The se- Jefferson outside of Louisville.
The county of
cond article contains another :provision:
Jefferson has contributed liberally and fairly to
"That the business of the oitazens of J efferson these public buildinge, and the court house and
county, and others without the limits of the city jail belong to the county of Jefferson and the
of Louisville,
shall, by order of the COUll- city of Louisville as public property, for their
ty court of Jefferson, be heard on the first week joint benefit, and there is no ground of comof each month, commencing on the first Mon- plaint on that subject, in relation to the joint
day, and continuing till all the business of the expense that each incurred to keep np these two
citizens of the county of Jefferson, and others establishments.
And the only quesuon now is,
residing 'without Louisville, shall be heard and whether a city or town, UDder a provision of a
disposed of, after which the business of the citi- law of the commonwealth, shall have a sepazens of .Louisville may be heard and disposed rate representation,
a separate or joint county
of; and the business of the citizens of Louis- court, a joint sheriff, and if yon will, a separate
ville shall, by order of the county court of Jef- sheriff, and these two distinct operations going
ferson, be heard on the second week of each on at the same time. How is this property to
month, commencing on the second Monday, and be divided?
who is to have it? Is the county
contillUint;r until all the business of the citizens to build again for herself? On going out, is she
of Louisville shall be heard and disposed of, af- to give up all this property to the city, and build
tel' which, business of those residing out of Lou- again for herself?
Is this a subject matter to be
isville may be heard and disposed of."
settled in the convention, and is it proper that
This regulated the business of the court, so it should come "P here in the constitution?
In
that citizens residing in the county shoo ld not.have effect. it is forcing a Separation, and constituting
their business interrupted by the citizens of Lou- the cities separate from the counties.
The cirisville taking up more time than was necessary. cuit court of Jefferson has jurisdiction
in the
And so we have also provided for those expenses limits of Louisville, and when organized under
which should be borne mutually by each, from the now constitution, will still be fOI"the whole
that time to the present; and in the third section county of J efferson. The process runs, "to the
this provision was made:
sheriff of the county of Jefferson."
Deeds are
"That the county court of Jefferson, the jus- to be record cd in the county courts where tho
tices of the peace residing without the city of respective property lies, and you have two connLouisville presiding, may awC8 with the city t,y courts within the county of Jefferson.
It
authorities of Louisville to build a jail at the strikes me gentlemen have not contemplated the
joint expense of the county and city, each con- difficulties connected with this subject. I was
tributing proportions as may be agreed on; they willing that, whenever a city should be entitled
may also agree as to who shall appoint the jailer, to a separate representation,
the legislature
and for the custody, management, and repair of should have the right to provide that the munithe jail!'
cipal affairs of each should be uncontrolled by
'I'hey had previously agreed upon building a the other. I do not desire to have any Uiing to
court house, which has 1I0t yet been finished. do with laying the levy in the county of JefferThe pro:rrietors of the town of Louisville, when son or paying their expenses, nor do I wish
they laic it off, gave four lots for public build- that the county should interfere with the affairs
But I think we canings. Two lay east of sixth street and north of of the city of Louisville.
Jefferson, and two lay west of sixth street and not get Oil in the way indicated. and I shall be
north of Jefferson.
The court. house was first compelled to vote against both propositions as
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they are now presented.
I did desire that, the ecutlve officer-of the court. must be appointed by
proposition should be referred to the committee the city? Is this right? Why do you give to
on the legislative department.
They did not every C!?untr in tbe comm.onwealt.h the privilege
adopt my suggestion, and they were not bound of eloctina Its clerk? It is because other connto do it. Indeed I was desirous that we should ties should not interfere with them. Then I ask
get together and endeavorto agree upon the sub- for the people of Jefferson the same privileges
Let 11S not
ject. Under these considerations, and with these that are extended to other counties.
difficulties in the way, I cannot vote for either only have the right to levy our own taxes, but
l'o:positioll, and if no gentleman wishes to speak also of appointing the officer who is to collect
and disburse them, and the clerk who is to rewill now ask that the committee rise.
'I'he committee rose'und reported progress ac- cord the proceedings.
The oentleman from Louisville (Mr. Rudd,)
cordingly.
insists tJ1at my colleague and myself are in faMr. PRESTON then withdrew the amendment
Now, if it is not
he had offered. He had merely offered it to show vor of a total separation.
his willingness to meet his colleague on fair known to him, it 1... to other!'! here, that I have
stood
up
strenuously
in
the
legislature, seseiou
ground.
Mr. MERIWETHER.
I should not have again after session, against any proposition to divide
tbe city and county. I know that my colleague
troubled the convention, but for n discrepancy
which appears to exist between the g'entIemun as a citizen of Jefferson county, has also opThen why will the
from Louisville and myself, in reference to the posed any such division.
gentleman persist in attributing motives to us
contributions made for these public buildings.
The first suggestion made by the President was that our past action, so far from justifying, diI am sure that my colleague
as to which court should have the custody of rectly contradicts?
the present records. I apprehend no difficulty and myself, and I doubt not the citizens of Jefon this question, as it is a matter which the ferson county, will feel indebted to the gentleman for having taken us under his guardianlegislature cau readily decide.
But I spoke
with reference to the contributions with II dis- ship. and for having been good enough to inform us "what the citizens of that county require.
tinct recollection of the matter. When it was
We acknowledge 0111' inability to discharge our
determined to remove the court house from one
duties to thcm here, and tender to him our
side of sixth street to the other, it was ascertained
that there were two lots which were not necessa- thanks for the kind Interest he has seen proper
to manifest in our welfare.
But I profess to
ry for the purposes of the county-the
city uu d
county ench owning one half of the interest there- know something of the feelings of the people
in. It was arranged between a committee on the of Jefferson on this subject, and I beg leave to
part of the Louisville city couuci l and a part of be ~oYel'lled by my own judgment, as to what
the county court, that the city should buyout the then' wishes are, in preference to yielding to his
interest of the county in tT108e two lots, and a mere opinions on the subject. And the gentleprice was agreed upon. The county agreed to man appears to think that my collengne and my·
whom we
pay 875,000 towards the erection of the public self have some favorite individual
want inducted into office. This, as I remarked in
building, and the city agreed to go on and complete it. The city agreed to take the interest reply to the other gentleman from Louisville, is
Were I diswhich the countvof Jefferson owned in these two a most uncharitable suggestion.
lots at some $31,500, and the remainder of the posed to be as unoh ar itabl.e as he is, might I not
$75,000 was paid ill money, for I was one of infer that he has some favorite in the city of
the commissioners on the part of the county to Louisville upon whom he wishes to confer the
pay it, and know the facts. Then the question joint offices. Why, independent of the business
came up as to the erection of the jail. The city of Jefferson, that of the city of Louisvillewould
now owned all the property on the west side of afford an office that would be a fortune to aUl
sixth street, and at that time the jail was on man who might get it. The business okJ"e the east side. Then the county of Jefferson ferson will be such as to induce som~ of the
paid back to the city, T do not recollect what best citizens of the county to accept those offiamount, to acquire a proportion of the title in ces; and yet the gentleman wants '1,9 bave both
devolved on the same individualy
But the genthe property upon which the new jail was to be
erected, which was to be deducted from the tleman says further, that he )zas heard of no
$16,000 contributed for the erection of the jail. general complaint on this suJ;Vect. I admit it and
The city uow owns the residue of the two lots we only desire to protect- ourselves from the
on the west side of sixth street, not now oc- probability of such a thing hereafter. Because
cupied by the jail, and the deed of conveyance there has been no grieya'nce heretofore, will you
deny us the right of protecting ourselves against
was made to take effect whenever the cIty of
The same gentleLouisville shall complete the court house accord- such a conting0nc.rbereaftel'?
man also says t,h-atthe police court of Louisville
ing to contract. Therefore, the amount which has
is open to t){e citizens of Jefferson.
Now I
been contributed by the county is some $91.000.
beg leave Ja differ with him. It is true if one
But all seem to agree that we should have a
of our g.oys happens to stray in Louisville and
separate tribunal of some sort or other for the
kicks»
a dust there, then the city police take
levying and disbursement of taxes. Well, if
hold-of him; but in no other instance do they.
there is not a separate clerk, who is to record
The county has agreed that the boundaries of
the proceedings?
Will you permit us merely to
HIe city police jurisdietion for the suppreslevy our taxes and then appoint for us an officer
sion of riots shall extend half a mile aronnd the
for their disbmsement?
What else is the propocity; and to that extent and for that purpose
sition of gentlemen than that we shall be allowalone, do they have jurisdiction over the county
ed a separate court to tax ourselves, but the ex-
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or

Jefferson,
Well there is another objection Francis 1'[, Bristow, william Chenault, James S.
made-that
these officers of the county will re- Chrisman,
James Dudley, Selucius Garflelde,
side in the city. Will that be any detriment to James H. Garrard, Thomas J. Gough, Ninian E.
the oity2 Even should the county choose to Gray, Ben. Hardin, Vincent S. Hay, Mark E.
elect a resident of the city for any of these of- Huston,James
"\V. Irwin, Alfred M. Jackson,
fices, would it be any cause of complaint to the Thomas James, William Johnson,
Georse W.
city? But the point most exclusively
dwelt up- Johnston, TnomasN.Lindsey,
'l'homae w.Tasle,
on by all the gentlemen from Louisville, is that Martin P. Marshall, Richard L. Mayes, John H.
it is a virtual separation of the city and county. McHenry,
William
D. Mitchell, Thomas P.
I beg leave to differ with them.
To a certain ex- Moore, John D. Morris, James M. Nesbitt, Elijah
tent, and for certain purposes there will be, and F. NuttalL William Preston, Larkin J. Proctor,
there ought to be a separation.
nut we shall be James Rudd, James W. Stone. John D. Taylor,
united for other and for all purposes, for which it John J. Thurman, Howard Todd, Philip Tripis desirable we should be united. So far as I am lett, Squire Turner, JOIIU L. Walle.r, Henry Wash'concerned, I now leave this question to the dis- ington, Andrew S. White, Robert N. Wickliffe,
position of the coaventiou, conscious of having George W. Williams-44.
discharged my duty towards those who sent me
NAys-John
S. Barlow, Alfred Boyd, William
here.
Bradley, Luther Brawner, William
C. Bullitt,
, 'I'he amendment
of Mr. MERIWETHER
was Beverly L. Clarke, Jesse Coffey, Henry R. D.
rejected, the yeas and nays being ordered on the Coleman, Benjaman Copelin, "Tilliam Cowper,
call of Mr. Rudd, yeas 21 and nays 55, as fol- Edward Curd, Chasteen T. Dunavan,
Benjamin
Iowa :
F. Edwards, Milford Elliott, Green Forrest, NaYEAs-Alfred
Boyd, Luther Brawner, William
than Gaither, Richard
D. Gholson, James P.
C. Bullitt, Benjamin F. Edwards, .Milford Elliott, Hamilton, J olin Hargis, William Hendrix, 'I'ho.
Green Forrest, Nathan Gaither, Richard D. Ghol- J. Hood, Charles C. Kelly, James M. Lackey,
son, James P. Hamilton,
John Hargis, Peter Peter Lashbrooke,
Willis B. Machen, George W.
Lashbrocke, Martin P. Marshall.Duvid
Meriweth- Mansfield, William N. Marshall,N athan McClure,
er, JameaM. Nesbitt,Hugh
Newell,ElijahF.NutDavid Meriwether,
Jonathan
Newcuru, Hugh
tall, Larkin J. Proctor, Thomas Rockhold, John Newell, Thomas Rockhold, John T. Rogers, Ira
T. Rogers,Ignatius
A. Spaulding, John D. Tny- Root, Ignatius A. Spaulding, Michael L. Stoner,
lor-21.
William R. Thompson,
Charles A. Wickliffe,
NAYS-Mr. President,
(Guthrie,) Richard Ap- Silas Woodson, Wesley J. Wright-40.
person, John L. Ballin~er, John S. Barlow, Wm.
The report of the committee on executive and
Bradley, Francis M. Bnstow,JamesS.
Chrisman,
ministerial offices as amended was then adopted.
Beverly L. Clarke, Jesse Coffey, Henry R. D. ColeLOUISVILLE
OHANCERY OOURT.
man, Benjamin Copelin, James Dudley, Selucius
On the motion of Mr. HARDIN,
the convenGarficlde, James H. Garrard, Thomas J. Gough,
of the whole, Mr.
Ninian E. Gray, Ben. Hardin, Vincent S. Hay, tion went into committee
William Hendrix,
Thomas J. Rood, Mark E. BRADLEY in the chair, on the article reported
by the committee on circuit courts, in relation to
Huston, James W. Irwin, Alfred M. Jackson,
Thomas
James, William Johnson,
George W. the Louisville chancery court, as follows:
Johnston, Charles C. Kelly, James M. Lackey,
"SEC. -. TheLouisvillechancerycourtshallcx_
Thomas N. Lindsey, Thomas W. Lisle, Willis ist under this constitution,
subject to repeal, and
RMachen,
George W. Mansfield, William N. its jurisdiction
to enlargement and modification
Marshall, Richard L. Mayes, Nathan McClure, by the legislature.
The chancellor shall have
John H. NcHenry, Thomas P. Moore, John D. the same qualification
as a circuit court judge;
Morris, Jonathan
N ewcum, William Preston,
and the clerk of said court as a clerk of a circuit
James Rudd, James W. Stone, Michael L. Stoner, court, and the marshal of said court as a sheriff
William R. Thompson, John J. Thurman, How- and the legislature shall provide for the election
ard Todd, Philip Triplett, Squire Turner, John of the chancellor,
clerk, and marshal,
of said
L. Waller, HenryWashillgton,
Andrew S. White, court, at the same time that the judge and clerk
Charles A.. Wickliffe, George W. Williams, Silas of the circuit court are elected for the county of
Woodson, V{esle;r J. Wright-55.
J efferson, and they shall hold their offices for the
Mr. MERIW,E'fHER
then moved a reconsid- same time."
eration of thevO"tQ adoptingthesection
providing
Mr. HARDIN.
The committee
on circuit
that sheriffs should:he re-ehgible for a second term.
courts reported this article, and it was drawn up
The motion und
the rule would He over
by the presiding officer of this body, a gentleuntil to-morrow, but 0 he motion of Mr. 'rURman who has long practiced in that court.
The
NER, the rule was dispe ed with.
report was a unanimous one from the commitMr. GARRARD then mo d to lay the motion
tee.
to reconsider on the table.
The PRESIDENT.
I desire to give the C011- •
¥r. HARDIN suggested that
the house was
vention the information
I possess upon the subthin the roll should be called.
ject of this court, and upon the necessity of its
, Tb,e roll was accordingly
called, ~eighty
continuance.
I inferred from the report of the
one members answered to their names.
The question then being taken on the
otto» committees on the court of appeals and the circuit
court,
that
there would be doubt and diffitolay on the table, by yeas and nays, on, the
call of Mr. CLARKE, it prevailed-c-yeas 44 nays cultyas to whether the Louisville chancery court
would exist under the proposed constitution, and
40, as follows:
in order to have the question settled, a resoluYEAS-Mr. President, (Guthrie,)
RichaJ;d Ap- tion Was referred to the committee on circuit
person; John L. Ballinger, William K. Bowling, conrts, requiring them to take the subject under
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consideration.
They have accordingly reported
It W.M from the great accumulation of busithe provision under consideration.
The Louis- ness in the Jefferson circuit court, on the chanville chancery court went into existence 011 the cery side. and the fact that the common law and
13th of April, 1835, and to that court was trans- criminal business occupied its whole time, so
ferred many of the causes which were pending at that the chancery side of the docket was hardly
the time in the Jefferson county circuit court, ever reached, except by motion, that induced
All.however, were not thus transferred, hut some the legislature in 1835 to establish this court.
were retained in that court and decided there. 'I'he business of the community has been done
There have been 6,000 and odd cases brought or in that court. with great facility, and the chanremoved into that court, of which 5,290 and odd cery business kept down.
A great many of
were finally settled by decree or dismlssal.
And these causes are tried in that court, in from fifty
there were some threecr four hundred more partial- to sixty days from the time they are commenced,
ly decided, leaving altogether about 1400 causes if they are plain cases. Where they are complifor the docketofthat
court.
There are also some cated, and where they require a greater time to
900 or 1000 causes which have not been disposed
prepare them, of course it. takes a longer time,
of or decided in any way. Such is the present and occasionally a cause falls back, either from
condition of the business in that court,
and the neglect of the parties, or the difficulty of
upon examination it will be found that each year getting at the facts. But I have seen no court
during its existence there have been upwards of during the period of time I have practiced, that
400 causes finally decided and disposed of by it. transacts its business with more promptness and
The court has also the jurisdiction of settling the certainty than it. And although amongst the
rights of ~uardians, administrators,
and execu- mass of cases that come to the court of appeals
tors, within the city of Louisville, and of causes there have been a fair number of reversal", yet
of this character some 290 and odd have been set- there have been a large proportion in which the
tled and disposed of, and others are in a course individuals have been fully satisfied, and which
of final disposition.
They are settled before a have never been brought to the appellate court.
master in that court, and examined by the chan- I am satisfied that the chancery business of the
cellor, and if approved. declared to stand as pri- city of Louisville and tile count,;y of Jefferson.
ma facie evidence.
Including these causes, there will require the whole labors of a judge, and
has been upwards of 450 causes disposed of by that it cannot be done without it. A large porthe court annually since its establishment.
Or- tion of the business done in that court, IS of
dinarily the court sits two days in the week, 00 persons who reside without its jurisdiction, and
Tuesdays and Fridays, and gives opinions, hears who were connected with Louisville
by the
motions, and transacts its business generally. commerce and trade of the city and county.
It
Causes are submitted to the judge most generally was the conviction of these facts that induced
upon briefs, and during the period he IS out of the legislature to establish the court in the first
court, he has the examination of recorda to make, instance, and it is under the same impression
and of the authorities referred to by counsel, and and the belief that no arrangement can be made
such as. are necessary for his own information.
that will be more beneficial to the litigants or to
Independent of these two courts a week, and the the community at large, that we have been intime he labors during the balance of the week in duced to ask that it shall be recognized by the
preparing his decrees, the judge grants injunc- constitution, and take its fate in the legislature
tions, restraining orders, and ne exeau, and he is of the country, as experience may dictate it best
likely to be applied to every day, aud is frequent- deserves.
Either to have it repealed, or to have
ly applied to maDy.times in the day, to examine its jurisdiction enlarged or diminished, as the
the records and decide as to attachments.
Inde- interests of the county may demand.
I am
pendent of these duties also, ruany writs of ha- satisfied that if the convention shall diminish
beas corpus, and nice and intricate questions of the number of courts in the commonwealth, if
the custod.r of children and the power of pareuts they do not leave us the chancery court, that at
and guardians over them, are brought before him. least they will be compelled to establish an adThen all collision cases are to be tried by jurors, ditional circuit. I do Dot believe, from the imand when he has prepared the venire he is to have mense number of criminal cases falling to the
a day fixed for it, and that is alway s some day lot. of the Jefferson circuit court to try, that it
that is not a regular court day. And we have been will be possible for one judge to do the criminal
engaged in the trial of some of these collision business, the common law business, and the
cases for a week and some times ten days, on a chancery business, that exists and has existed
single cause. So also in regard to contested willa for the last three years in the city alone. The
they are tried ill that court, and some of them city is growing and increasing, and with it will
eonsnme a considerable time. But the heaviest increase the necessity of having a court of jusjurisdiction in relation to juries are in collision tice always open, and alway;; ready to transact
causes. It is in fact a mercantile court, for the the business constantly arismg in a place of intransaction of nearly all of that description ofbu- creasing trade and commerce. We cannot safely
sinees that connects itself with the mercantile dispense with such a court in the city of Louisaffairs of the county, both as to shipping and ville, and all I ask is, that it shall be permitted
attachments against foreign debtors. together to exist. I see that in the draft of the bill, the
with the usual amount of chancery business of marshal of the court is re-eligible to office. This
liens upon buildings, and assignments, and set- I do not desire, and I move that the marshal of
tlement of estates, and winding up of partner- the court be ineligible for a succeeding term.
ships, embracing all that variety of jurisdiction
The amendment was adopted.
that under our system of laws devolve particuMr. TRIPLETT.
I concur in the opinions
larly upon the chancery part of the circuit courts. expressed by the President as to the necessity for
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the existence of the court, but 1 want to guard experience of ages, hea been asserted and deit against an evil that hail some times llappened, dared in the courts of England and in every
and may happen again.
I therefore offer the state of the Union, over a certain class of action
relating to matters which being transitory
in
following as an additional section;
"Thejul'isdicLlllll of said court shall be restrict- their character, the remedy should be obtained
wherever
the
person
of
the
defendant
is
found.
ed to suits where the property or estate, or some
one or more of the defendants reside in Louis- And this is the jurisdiction always exercised on
the chancery side of the circuit court, and of
ville."
My object i!'iobvious on the face of the amend- which no complaint has been made. We only
meut itself. This court is now to be made a con- ask that that jurisdiction shall remain undiminstitutional court, and I want to know the limit of ished here, and leave it to the legislature to
its jurisdiction.
The jurisdiction of all the cir- provide for its restriction or extension as necessi1£ it should be found to work,
cuit courts throughout the state is limited by ty may dictate.
law, and Luow want to limit the ju risd icticu of as the gentleman apprehends, the legislature will
have
power
to
restrict
it. 'I'his is not a constithe chancery court of Louisville.
So far as regards Louisville, and in causes where the de- tutional court, over which the legislature is to
fendants or one or more of them reside in that have no control, as the gentleman seems to infer.
city, let the court have jurisdiction.
Otherwise, The clause reads in this way, "The Louisville
every man who is ill the habit of visiting Louis- chancery COUl'tshall exist under this constitution
ville, or who lllay do it occasionally, is liable, subject to repeal, and its jurisdiction to enlarge'I'here
when caught in town to be sued there, and thus ment and modification by the legislature."
the court would exercise jurisdiction over a suit, is therefore no difficulty in reaching the subject
by legislation, if it should herethe subject matter of which, and many of the de- of jurisdiction
fendants might pertain to a remote part of the after become necessary.
Mr. 'l'RIPLETT.
It is true that this court has
state. Are you willing that your constituents
shall be obliged either to stay out of Louisville heretofore existed by law, but the legislature
alt.ogether and thereby neglect their business, or when it created itdid not do that justice to the
if they go there be liable to have process served balance of the citizens of the state which was
on them, and detained to attend to a long aud due to them. Therefore now, when this convensometimes complicated chancery suit? It is to tion is about to make the court a constitutional
guard against this that I have offered my amend- one, by requiring its continuance, I desire to do
that which the legislature should have done at
ment.
Mr. PRESTON.
I do not see the force of the the time it first established the court. This propobjection urged by the gentleman from Daviese. osition can be made so clear that 110 man can
The Louisville chancery court has vested in it misunderstand it. I have drafted this amendall the chancery jurisdiction which was formerly ruent with some care, and the gentleman's objecreposed in the Jefferson circuit court, and thus, If tion to it does not lie. By my amendment, if
of them reside in
the saparutrou had never taken place, the same the defendants or anyone
persons under the same circumstances only, Louisville, or if their property being transitory,
would have been subject to suits in the Louis- is in Louisville, then the chancery court there
ville chancery, as on the chancery side of the would: have jurisdiction over it ." But I do not
Jefferson circuit court. And this is all the juris- want to give that eournjurisdiction over all the
diction we have proposed to give this court in this citizens of the state, wherever they are. Supreport-a
jurisdiction that i,; exercised by every pose my amendment does not pass, why the very
circuit court on its chancery Hide in this com- evil now existing will eontinuc to exist, and we
know it. We
know that never, up to this
monwealth.
'I'horc are two classes of actionthose which relate to fixed property, which are day, have we had power sufficient in the legislalocal, and. transitory actions, which it is right ture to flrcvent this very evil of which we now
I know from my own personal
and proper should follow the person. The complain.
Louisville chancery court, therefore, received knowledge, as do other gentlemen in this conof suits has boon
only that jurisdiction
which the circuit court vention, that the jurisdiction
on its chancery side possessed anterior to its transferred to the Louisville chancery court,
when
neither
the
subject
matter
in controversy
establishment, and it was thus established only
because the business was so I;freat under the ad- nor one of the defendants has resided in that
vancing wealth and population of the county, city. The case of Spotts was removed there,
that it was necessary to make the division In and the land involved lay in Henderson county,
and everyone of the defendants lived there exorder to administer justice.
He was passThe gentleman certainly would IJot deprive cept onc by the name of Barbour.
the chancery court of Louisville of that geneml ing through Louisville, aud was served With a
jurisdiction
o\'er subjects which every circuit subpama, and he was only a nominal defcndant.
court in the commonwealth possesses. 1 f the Are delegates willing then tIl at their constituent-8
man be in debt, and the remedy be in cllancery, shall be forever hereafter liable to b(}subjected to
he may be served with process in Fayette, or thIS inconvenience, provided the legislatul"cdoes
Hickman, or Mason counties, and tried in the not correct it. And if the circuit court possessed
circuit courts of those counties under pre- the same jurisdiction, and had exercised it in
cisely similar circulUstances as ill the chancery this way, I ask if, according to the gentleman's
court in Louisville.
There was no difference in own proposition, the legislature should not have
the proceeding, and yet the gentleman does not depl'ived them of that powcr? Take an instance
object to the jurisdiction of the circuit courts in that might occur at the seat of government herp-.
such cases. Now the chancery court of Louis· Suppo~e a man comes here on business which it
","ilIa exercises a jnrisdiction,
which, after the is necessary for him to transact, and which can-
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not be transacted any where else.c-ought
the
circuit court of this county to have jurisdiction
over a tract of land in Hickman county, where
all the witnesses are residing, merely because
this man, as one of the parties in the suit. was
cau$ht here, in tJ1C transaction of his necessary
buslness j I say no. It is wrong, and there is
not a man here, who, if his constituents were
placed in that condition, would not reecut it.
Then if it is wrong why should we not remedy
the evil?
Mr. C. A. WICKLIFFE.
I was a member of
the legislature when the chancery court of Louisville was organized, and a larger jurisdiction
was given to it than I thought it ou~ht to have;
hut as it now exists, the jurisdiction
of that
court, in chancery matters, is no larger than the
jurisdiction of the circuit court. If a man from
Davlese county, against whom a claim exists, for
which he might be sued in chancery in his own
county, should go to Louisville, procp.ss might
be issued against him there, by the circuit court.
He could be held upon 11 wnt of ne exeat,or1
believe, as it is now called, a writ of "ac 90"and the chancery court can do lIO more. If cue
of the defendants in a large suit should happen
to be there, the circuit court can issue process
against him, and the chancery court has no
greater power. And it appears to me that if we
transfer the jurisdietiou m a certain class of cases, from the circuit court to the chancery court,
the latter should have as plenary powers as the
former. I should be unwilling to give to the
court the power to bring persons from another
county by process issued from that court; but I
think they ought to have the same decree
of juo
risdiction that the other courts have. I do not
understand the chancery court as possessing
greater power, as regards jurisdiction,
than the
circuit cour~ poseeseee. i.n chancery business: but
be that. as It may, I think we had better leave
the regulation of the internal jurisdiction of the
court, as well as its jurisdiction
over transitory
persons and woperty, to the legislat.ure.
The PRESIDENT.
'}'1e jurisdictioll of the
cha~cel:Y .co~rt of Louisville, is precisely what
the JunsdlC~lOn of ~he Jefferson connty circuit
court was, m relatlOll to chancery business, before the chancery court was establisllcd; not
more and not less. It has the same jurisdiction
that every circuit court in thc commonwealth of
Kentucky has, in relation to chancerv matters.
Now, if there is a grievance in relatIon to the
jurisdiction of the chancery court, I would suggest to the gentleman, that this court ought not
to he made an exception, and that he should
make his amendment to prohibit the legislature
from granting the same jurisdiction to the other
courts in the commonwealth.
I am very sorry,
sir, ~hat the gentleman has instanced, inst!pport
of Jus argument for curtailing the jurisdiction,
that outrageous case of fraud in Spott's case.
The children were infallts, and there was a combination. b~tween the J'udgment creditors, and
th~ .admlllIstrato~ of t Ie estate, who fully adlll11ustered upon 1t, and then bought in a large
and valuable tract of land for u nominal price,
under the pret.ence outside, that it was bought
in for the benefit of the heits. The sherifi' made
the deed with a full knowledge of all the facts.
It was one of the m01lt outrageous fraudB that

was ever p:ILcticed upon infants.
I have seen
the record; It has been passed upon by the court
of appeals.
It is a case that shows how the
rights of those who have no one interested in
their behalf, ana who cannot look after their interests themselves, lllay be trampled
upon
through the means of a court of justice.
It is
OJ.le of the 8trollges~ evi.dences showing the remedial power that exists III the breast of the chancellor. put th.at!t s~o~lld be made an argument
~o restrain the jurisdiction of the chancery court,
18 somewhat .extraordinury.
If it is the sense of
the. convention, that the jurisdiction
of this
court should be restrained, make the restriction
applicable to the other courts; but do not restrain this, and let the jurisdiction of the balance of the courts remain as it is.
But the guntleman says that this court should
not be p~mni~ted to issue process against a man
who resides III another county.
If a man goes
into a neighboring county, and owes a debt therein, the sheriff can serve process on him, and he
must answer to the demand in a court of law'
and so it is in a court of chancery, unless it; is ~
~uit in re~ation to real e.stat~. where the recovery
IS to be direct for the thlllg itself, and the act-ion.
is termed local, and has to be brought in the circuit where the property lies.
But where the
chancery court issues process upou the ground of
fraud, the party may be served with process,
where:ver he. may .be. f~un.d.. There are many
cases III which this jurisdiction
is very appropriate.
A man comes into Louisville, and sella
a negro, who proves to be unsound, the individual guilty of this kind of fraud, m~y be prosecuted where the fraud was transacted.
A man
buys a quantity of goods without allY intention
of paying for them, or obtains goods by false
pretences, or false representations, as to his ability to pay; he is within your jurisdiction,
and
process may be served upon him, wherever he
may be fonnd. I insist that it is a subject that
oucht to be regulated by the legislature.
'I'his report proposes to leave the existCllce of
the court, and the extent of its jmisdiction,
entirely with the legislature.
Is not that- sufficient? Are we goin~ to legislate upon every
minute J;l0int, in maklllg a general law?
If 1$0,
we are ltkely to be kept here forever.
Now I
submit the question, whether we ought to pro·
vide for the jnrisdiction
of the- courts within
this state, or whether we should leave it to btl
done by the legislature.
If we undQrtake to
make tnis court an exception, it will look \'{;1"y
extraordinary.
Arc we to declare that all the
courts in the commonwealth should have the
same jurisdiction
that llOW exists, except the
chancery court of Louisville, and that shall
have less than nIl the other courts in the Rtate?
That is the effect of Lhe gentleman's proposition.
If he wishes to limit the jurisdiction of all the
courts, by agoneral provision, when the whole
subject matter comes up, let him make his
proposition; but I protest against its being added to this bill, and the jurisdiction of the chancellor, either more restricted, or more enlarged
than it is elsewhere.
Mr. TRIPLETT.
I was in hopes that some
other person would reply to t.he argum{'nt of the
gentleman on the other side. 1 have already
attended to the remarks of the two ge.ntlemen
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from Louisville, and to the reply made by the Daviess desires to make of his proposed amendment to the report, is to limit the jurisdiction of
the Louisville chancery court, as he frankly admits, in a manner not known in any other chaneery court in Kentucky; to curtail it of the
rights enjoyed by every other circuit court on
the chancery side; to deprive it of jurisdiction
that has, from time immemorial, been exercised
states. But I tell you candidly, that my object by such courts in this country and in England,
is to circumscribe the jurisdiction of the LOllis- from whence we have derived our system of
He has alluded to the case of
ville chancery court. In reference to Spott's jurisprudence.
I have not read that
case, it was a most outrageous fraud, and 1 had Spotts' heirs and Barbour.
some part in exposing the fraud; but that is not case, but it seems to me that the gentleman is
the question.
The question is as to the locus not taking the proper course to cure the evil he
in quo, the place 'where the action ought to have eomplains of. He is endeavoring to do it by
been brought.
Ought it Dot to have been restricting the jurisdiction of the chancery court,
brought in the county of Henderson, where the when the injury he complains of arises from the
parties resided, and where all the witnesses, and decision of the appellate court.
Mr. TRIPLETT.
The ~enneman does not
ull the records were? If any proper cause could
be shown why it should not be tried there, it understand me; I do not object that the decision
could have been remedied by a change of venue. was wrong, I only cite the case as an instance,
Let us reflect for one moment on the proposition where the defendants, as well as the subject
that I have submitted.
I believe that in its true matter of the suit, were in another county.
Mr. PRESTON.
The gentleman rroposes that
construction, it will include the cases put by
the gentleman.
Whenever a contract is made in the Louisville chancery court shal take cogniLouisville, let the trial be had there; if a fraud zance of nothing except those cases where the
be perpetrated there, goods obtained under false contract has arisen, either in Louisville or in
Do I understand him?
pretences, the amendment that I have proposed Jefferson county.
Mr. TRIPLETT.
That is one class of cases.
covers the case: if it does not, add to it the
Mr. PRESTON.
Let us examine the effect of
words, "where Ii contract expressed or implied
Suppose one of our citizens,
is made in the city of LOUIsville." You will this proposition.
then cover the whole ground, and if any law- in London, borrows a thousand dollars of anyer on this floor gives it as his opinion, that the other to (lome home, and to recover the debt he
In every
amendment,
as drafted,
does not cover the needs the aid of a court of equity.
ground, then I will move to add the words that court in the state, you may assert your riglJt by
bill of discovery, except 1Il the chancery court
I have suggested.
of Louisville.
The mere question is, shall your constituents,
because one of them happens to go to Louisville,
Mr. TRIPLETT.
You cannot file a bill of
be sued there-and all the balance of the defend- discovery in any chancery court, unless there
ants be brought there?
If the owner of u tract has been a suit at common law: so that the illusof land lying in Hickman, or in Knox, or in tration of the gentleman is not applicable.
nny other of the border counties of the state, be
Mr. PRESTON.
I will not make an argusued, the courts there should have jurisdiction,
ment on the illustration.
'I'he gfmeral principle
not only over all the defendants in the case, but is, that the debtor, in any persoual contract, may
over the subject matter.
What is the effect of be sued wherever he goes. A debt contracted in
giving jurisdiction to a court in a remote part of one county of the state may be asserted in anoththe state? Does any gentleman say it ought er; all actions arising upon contracts, and perto be so? But, the gentleman says; that I am sonal actions of every description, may be comdrawing a distinction
between the chancery menced wherever the defendant may be found.
court of Louisville, and the ordinary courts The gentleman now proposes to curtail this juhaving jurisdiction in chancery cases. Be it so. risdiction, and make personal actions local, and
Have they shown that my proposition is wrong? 1 conceive this contrary to the whole current and
No sir, so far from it, they show that the provis- policy of the law. What will be the effect of
ion ought tu be extended to all the other courts. the gentleman's amendment?
If I enter into a
My maxim is to remedy the evil, where it occurs, contract with him in Louisville, requiring for its
and believing it to be Illy duty, as far as I am enforcement the (lid of the chancellor, and afterable, to provide that this evil shall exist no lon- wards go down to Owensboro', he can sue me
ger, I desire that this clause shall be inserted in upon the contract there; but if I make a similar
the constitution.
contract with him there, and he comes to LouieMr. PRESTON.
1 rise merely to answer one ville, I cannot bring suit upon it. Does he call
or two pointe in the remarks of my friend from this equality?
Is there any good reason why
Daviese. He says he has heard no reason ye-t the chancery court of Louisville should be
advanced why his amendment should not be deprived of the rights that the circuit court
adopted; if he has heard none from the distin- of Daviess and every other circuit court in
guished gentleman who preceded me, I am al- the state possesses?
All that we ask is that
most hopeless of convincing him. "The deaf its jur-isdiction
shall be the sallie as that of
adder heedeth not the voice of the charmer."
other courts; with this we would be contented;
Mr. TRIPLETT.
I did listen, but 1 did not and J really think the convention will be satishear.
fied that it would be highly improper to deprive
Mr. PRESTON.
I understand that the prec- this court of the power which the other courts
heal application
which the gentleman from posse,ss.
younger gentleman from Nelson, and I ask this
house, calmly to reflect, what are the arguments made use of against my proposition?
Has there been 11 solitary reason urged against
it? I previously acknowledged the fact, for the
purpose of saving time, that the circuit courts
have got this jurisdiction,
as the gentleman
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. Mr. 'fRI~LET'l'.
I will amend Illy propostI~ a.n"wer t? the youn~er gentleman from
tion by adding these words, "contracts which Louisville, I Will say there 18 not a solitary case
have arisen directly or indirectly in Louisville."
that was quoted by him, in which the common
Mr. PRESIDENT.
I am exceediugljsorry law courts have not jurisdiction.
The gentle.
that the gentleman did not comprehen~l my ob- man suppose" the case of a man who borrows a
jection.
I did not intend to ar~ue as to what thousand dollars in London, and he thinks that
was or was not. the proper jur-isdiction of the the chancery court should be permitted to issue
court.
I only asserted that the jurisdiction
of process ngamst the debtor in such case. But the
the Louisville chancery court was the flame as common law courts have equal jurisdiction
over
the jurisdiction of all the circuit courts in the the m~tter, ~nd when you get jurisdiction,
then
cO?Jmonweal!b; and that it was not prorer that your bill of discovery follows of course; your writ
tins convention should determine the lim its of of ne exeat re$uo-by the way, the word does not
the jurisdiction
of that court.
That if it were sound well In a republic.
All writs in that
necessary to limit the jurisdiction
of all the court follow the writs of common law, and I
courts, there would be a more proper time and tell the gentleman that there is not a case that
place for it. If the legislature of the common- was stated by hill], that cannot be answered.
I
wealth cannot be entrusted with the regnlatiou have no doubt it is OUl· duty to adopt the amend.
ment
.
of the jurisdiction of this tribunal, and it is necessary that we should determine
the limits of . 'l'he question beins put, it was upon a divijurisdiction,
then let us determine as to all sion, rejected, ayes 2;.! noes .28. So the amend.
the courts, and not select one single court, mere. merit was rejected.
ly because the gentleman
may suppose that he
The committee rose and reported the amend.
can. array prejudices
against the particular
10- ment.
cality where the court is held, in order to Iesseu
The question then being llpon concurrence in
the jurisdictdou of that court.
The suit, which the amendment reported by the committee.
It was concurred in.
the gentleman alluded to, was broui!'ht by persons who did 110t reside in Louisnlle.
They
~r. K~LLEY.
I wish to amend the report
chose that tribunal; perhaps, sir, they may have by I:lse.rtwg an amendment to provide that the
had a preference for the lawyers there.
When a Louisville
chancery court shall exist under the
man goes to law he iii \"Cry apt to make choice constitution
like all other chancery courts in
of a lawyer in whom he has confidence.
'VeIl, this commonwealth.
the gentleman
says, that the citizens of this
I am n.?t quite satisf!-ed ~ith this part of the
commonwealth shall not have this privilege.
I report.
Every lawyer m this house knows very
maintain that it, is their privilege to bring their well that it has been the custom of the chancery
SUits wherever they think proper.
courts in this country, as ",:ell as in every other,
I submit that this is not the proper place to to encroach upon the business of the common
determine the jurisdiction
of the courts.
It is a law courts.
It is for this reason that I move
matter for legislative
enactment, and should this amendment.
not be made a constitutional
provision.
The PRESIDENT.
There is no other chanMr. TRIPLETT.
It is necessary to put my- cery court iu this commonweahji.
self right, for I do not wish to be m'!sunderstood
Mr. KELLY.
I'here is a chancery side of
in regard to this matter.
I did not start until I evcry court.
knew 1 was right, and I do not intend to be put
Mr. TURNER.
This constitution
does not
wrong-.
attempt to fix the jurisdiction of the court at all,
'I'his is a special court established
for a It leaves it just as i~ is, subject to be increased or
~pecial purpose; therefore the gentleman's simile diminished by the legislature.
And every other
IS not applicable because the others are general.
court ill the commonwealth
is just in that situaI a!!l the last man in the house, to appeal to ~ion. It isjust where it ought to be in my opinprejudice that exists a~ainst Louisville,
if any ion.
I think the committee have discharged
does exist, but it is rather extraordinary to hear their duty exceedingly
well: they could not
gentlemen so frequently referring to a supposed
place it upon a better footing.
prejudice, if none does exist.
.Mr. APPERSON.
So far as the gentleman
The PRESIDENT.
I did not say there was a fr~~ Madison is concerned! it may be very ex.
prejudice, but that the gentleman
might anay pbClt, and all very well sUlted to his taste. I
prejudice against Louisville.
r
am not prepared to say it is to mine. I do not
Mr. PRESTON.
The gentleman is mistaken
understand it well enollgh.
So far as I do un.
ii ?e supposes that I asserted that any prejudice
derstand
it, I am not pleased with it· and I
eXlst-s.
·would prefer to understand it, because I 'should
Mr. TRIPLETT.
I am glad to hear it. So regret" exceedingly, to be obliged to make an
far from arraying prejudice against Louisville I ~ssault upon it, as at present ~d"ised.
Before
would remove allY prejudice if it were in my ~ts fina.l passage, I shall ask to be heard upon
power.
It is not on account of any prejudice
lts ments.
I should be glad to have it passed
against the place, bnt simply because it is a over for the prcsent.
city to which a large majority of the citizens of
'1'he convention then adjollrned.
the state are compelled to go on business.
And
the question is-and
it is a plain and simple
one-whether
they shaH be sued when they go
SATURDAY,
NOVEMBER 10th, 1849.
there on business,
and be compelled to carry
their witnesses there, and in some cases there
Prayer by the Rev. Mr. NORTON.
are fifty or a hundred witnesses.
It is a subject
Mr. DIXON, at his request was discharged
in which every body}s interested.
from further service on the special committee
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raised ou Mr. Gaither's motion to consider and
report on the powers of the general and state
government.

be advised so- to do by a resolution of the general assembly.
SEa. 9. The governor shall have power to fill
vacaucice that may hap:pcn by death, resignation,
COMMITTEE
010' REYiSI ON.
or otherwise, by grantlllg commissions,
which
The PRESIDEN'l'
announced the following as shall expire when such vacancies have been
the select committee of ten, appointed under the filled according to the provision" of this constiresolution offered yesterday, by Mr. MeHeu?, to tution.
arrange and revise the several articles 0 the
SEO. 10. He shall have power to remit fines
constitution that may be adopted, viz: Messrs. and forfeitures, grant repnves and pardons, exltfcHenry,
Moore, W. O. Marshall.
Garrard, cept in cases of impeachment.
In cases of treeMachen. Bowling,
Garfielde, Williams,
Lisle, son, he shall have power to grant reprieves unand Stone.
til the end uf the next session of the general asLEAVE os ABSEl'iCE.
sembly, in which the power of pardoning shall
On motion, leave of absence was granted to Mr. be vested.
That whenever the governor shall
Edwards, until Wednesday
next, to Mr. Robin- remit a fine or forfeiture. 01' grant a reprieve or
son, uutil Tuesday, to Mr. T. J. Hood, for a few pardon, he shall enter his reasons for doing so
on the records of the secretary of state, in a sepdays, and to Mr. Wheeler, for a few days.
arate book; and on the requisition
of either
REPORT FROM A OO:M:MITTEE,
house of the general assembly, the same shall
Mr. DIXON from the committee on the execu- be laid before them, and published if they deem
tive for the state at large, made the following re- proper.
SEC. 11. He may reg,uire information
in wriport. which on his motion was referred to the
committee of the whole and ordered to be print- ting, from the officers III the executive department,
upon
any
subject
relating
to
the
duties
of
ed.
their respective offices.
ARTlCJ,ESEC. 12. He shall, from time to time, give to
Concernin.q tlte executive department.
the general assembly, informaticion
of the state
SEC. 1. The supreme executive power of the of the ccmmonwearth, and recommend to their
such measures as he may deem excommonwealth,
shall be vested in a chief mag- consideration
istrate. who shall be styled the governor of tile pedient.
SEC. 13. He may, on extraordinary
occasions,
commonwealth
of Kentucky.
SEC. 2. The governor shall be elected for the convene the general assembly at the seat of govterm of four yea;rs, by the citizens entitled to ernment, or at.u differcnt place, if that should have
suffrage, at the time and place .s where they shall become, since their last adjournment, dangerous
respectively vute for representatives.
The per- from an enemy. or from contagious disorders; and
son having the highest number of votes shall be in case of disagreement between the two houses,
adjourn
g~vernor; but if two or more shall be equal and with respect to the time of adjournment.
them to such time as he shall think proper, not
highest in votes, theelectiou shall be determined
by lot. in such manner as the legislature may exceeding fonrmonths.
SEa. 14. He shall take care that the laws be
direct.
SEC. 3. The governor shall be ineligible
fOT faithfully executed.
SEQ. 15. A lieutenant governor shall be chosen
tho succeeding four years after the expiration of
at every election for a governor,
in the same
the term forwhich he shall have been elected.
SEC. 4. He shall be at least thirty-five years of manner, continue in office for the same time, and
In voting for
age, and a citizen of the United States, and have possess the same qualifications.
been an inhabitant
of this state at least six years governor and lieutenant governor, the electors
shall distinguish whom they vote for as governnext preceding his election.
SEo.5. He "hall commence the execution of or, and whom as lieutenant governor.
SEQ. 16. He shall, by virtue of his office, be
his office on the fourth Tuesday succeeding
the
day of the oommcucemeut
of the general elec- speaker of the senate, have a right when in comtion on which he shall be chosen, and shall eon- mittee of the whole, to debate and vote on all
. tinue in the execution thereof until the end of subjects, and when the senate are equally divifour "leeks next succeeding the election of his ded, to give the casting vote.
SF-c. 17. Whenever
the office of governor
successor. and until his successor shall have tagovernor
ken the oaths, or affirmations, prescribed by this shall become vacant, the lieutenant
shall discharge the duties of governor until his
constitution.
Sse. 6. No member of congress, or person successor shall have been duly elected; but no
holding any office under the United States, nor new election shall take place to fill such vacanminister of any religious society, shall be eligi- cy. unless the same shall have occurred before
the first two years of the time shall have expirble to the office of govemor.
SEC. 7. The governor shall, at stated times, ed for whicb the governor was elected : and if,
governor shall
receive for his services a compensation.
which during the time the lieutenant
reshall neither be increased nor diminished
dUT· fill such vacancy, he shall be impeached,
ing the term for which he shall have been elec- moved from office. refuse to qualify, resign, die.
or be absent from the state, the speaker of the
ted.
administer the
SED. 8. He shall be commander-in-chief
of the senate shall. in like manner,
army and navy of this. commonwealth,
and of government for the balance of the term.
SEC. 18. Whenever the government shall be
the militia, except when they shall be called into
by the lieutenant governor, or he
the service of the United States; but he shall not administered
command personally in the field, unless he shall shall be unable to attend as speaker of the sen-
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ate, the seenatora shall elect one of their own lieutenant governor shall be determined by both

members as speaker for the occasion.
houses of the general assembly, according to
SEC. 19. The lieutenant
governor, while he such regulations as may be established by law.
acts as speaker of the senate, shall receive for
SEC. 26. 'I'be legislature
shall provide for a
his services, the same cOIDl'ensation which shall, term not exceeding two years, for the appointfor the same period, be al owed to tile speaker ruent of treasurer, auditor of public accounts,
of the house of representatives, and" no more; and register of the land office, and such other officers
during the time he administers the government,
of a public nature as may become necessary,
us governor, shall receive the same compensa- and shall prescribe their duties and responsibilition which the governor would have received, ties, nnd, until otherwise directed by law, such
and been entitled to, had he been. employed in officers shall be elected by the qualified voters
the duties of his office.
of this commonwealth.
SEQ. 20. The speaker prQ tempore of the senate,
SEC. 27. A. board of commisssioners
shall be
during the time he administers the government,
appointed every two years by the judges of the
shall receive, in like manuel', the same comven- court of appeals, one from each appellate dis.
ticn which the governor would have received trict, whose duty it shall be to make an examinahad he been employed in the duties of his office. tion every two years, of the accounts of the reSEC. 21. If the lieutenant
g'overnor shall be ceiving and disbursing officers of the state at
called upon to administer
the government,
and large, and report to the legislature.
shall, while in such administration,
resign, die,
COURTS OF JUSTICE.
or be absent from the state during the recess
!Ur. C. A. WICKLIFPE,
from the joint.commitof the general assembly, it shall be the duty of the secretary for the time being, to couvene tees on the court of appeals, circuit courts, and
the senate for the purpose of choosing a speaker. county courts, to whom were re-committed the reSEC.22. The goVel'llOr shall nominate, and, by ports of the committee" on the court of appeals,
and with the advice and consent of the senate, circuit courts, and county courts, reported the
for the
appoint a secretary of state, who shall be com- following amendment as a substitute
missioned during the term for which the gover- whole of said reports, which, on his motion, was
nor shall have been elected, if he shall so long ordered to be printed, and the consideration
behave himself wel L He shall keep a fui r regis- thereof postponed to Tuesday next:
ter, and attest all the official acts of the governor,
ARXIOLE -.
and shall, when required, lay the same, and all
papers, minutes and vouchers relative thereto,
Concemino the judicial department.
before either house of the general assemhly; and
SEC. J. The judicial power of this common.
shall/erformsuch
other duties as Illay be enwealth, both us to matters of law and equity,
joine on him by law.
shall
be vested in one supreme court, (which
SEC. 23. Every bill which shall have passed
both houses shell be presented to the governor. shalt be styled t·he court of appeals,) the courts
and in such inIf he approve, he shall sign it; but if not, he established by this constitution,
shall return it with his objections to the house ferior courts as the general assembly may, from
time to time, erect and establish.
ill which it shall have or igi natod, who shall enSEC. 2. Thecourtof
appeals shall have appelter the objections at large upon their journal,
and 'proceed to reconsider it. If, after such re- late jurisdiction only, winch shall be co-extenconsideration,
a majority of <loll the members sive with the state, under SUCll restrictions and
elected to that house shall agree to pass the bill, regulations. not repugnant to this constitution,
as JUay, from time to time, be prescribed by
it shall be sent with the objections to the other law.
house, by which it shall likewise be reconsiderSec. 3. The judges of the court of appeals
ed, and if approved by a majority of all the
members elected to that house, it shall be a law; shall hold their offices for the term of eight
bnt in such cases, the votes of both houses shall years, from and after their election, and until
be det-ermined by yeas Hod nays, and the names their successors shall be duly qualified, subject
of the members voting for and against the bill to the conditions hereinafter prescribed; but for
shalt be entered on the J'olll'llais of each house aDy reasonable cause, the governor shall remove
respectively.
If any bil shall not be returned any of them on the address of two thirds of each
by the governor, within ten days (Sundays ex- house of the general assembly: Provided, howcepted.) after it shall have been presented to ever, '!'hat the cause or causes for which such
him, it shall be a law, in like manuel' as if he removal may be required, shall be stated at
had signed it, unless the general assembly, by length in S11Chaddress, and on the journal of
They shall, at stated times, receive
their adjournment, prevent its return; in which each house.
ease it shall be a law, unless sent back within for their services an adequate compensation, to
be fixed by law, which shall not be diminished
three days after their next meeting.
during the time for which they shall have been
SEC. 24. Every order, resolution, or vote, to
elected.
which the concurrence of both houses may be
SEC, 4. The court of appeals shall consist of
necessary, except on a question of adjournment,
shall be presented to the governor, and before it four judges, any three of whom may constitute
a
court
for the transaction of business: Provided,
shall take effect, be approved by him; or beins
That whenever a vacancy shall occur in said
disapproved, shall bore-passed byama.jorityofJi
the members elected to both houses, according court, from any cause, the general assembly
to the rules and limitations prescribed in case shall have the power to reduce the number of
judges and districts, but in no event shall there
of a bilL
be less than three judges and districts.
In case
SEC.25. Contested elections for governor and a change in the number of the judges of the

court or appeals shall be made, the term of office
and number of districts shall be so changed as
to preserve the principle of electing one judge
eve!y two years, The judges shall, by virtue of
their offices, be conservators of the peace throughout the state. The style of all process shall be,
"The Commomvealth of Kentucky."
All prosecutions shall be carried on in the name and by
the authority
of the Commonwealth
of Kentucky, and conclude "against the peace and dignity of the same."
SEC. 5. The general assembly, at its first session after the adoption of this constitution, shall
divide the state, by counties, iuto four districts,
as nearly equal in voting population,
and with
as convenient limits as may be, in each of which
the qualified voters shall elect one judge of the
court of appeals.
SEQ. 6. "I'he judges first elected shall serve as
follows, to-wit: one shall serve two; one four;
one six, and one eight years. The judges, at the
first term of the court succeeding their election,
shall determine, by lot, the length of time which
each one shall serve; and at the expiration of
the service of each, an election in the proper
district shall take place to fill the vacancy. 'I'hc
judge having the shortest time to serve shall be
styled the Chief Justice of Kentucky.
SEC. 7. If a vacancy shall occur in said court,
the governor shall issue a writ of election to fill
such vacancy, for the residue of the t-erm, and
another jlld~e shall be elected by that district,
to serve until the expiration of the time for which
the judge was elected, whose death, resignation,
removal, or other cause, produced such vacancy.
SEC. 8. No person shall be eligible as judge
of the court of appeals who is not a citizen of
the United States, a resident of the district for
which he may be a candidate, two years next
preceding his election, at least thirty years of
~e, and who has not been a practicing lawyer
eight years, or whose service upon the bench of
8.lly court of record, when added to the time he
may have practiced law, shall be equal to eight
years.
SEC. 9. The court of appeals shall hold its
sessions at the seat of government, unless otherwise directed by law, but the general assembly
may, from time to time, direct that said court
shall hold sessions in anyone or more of said
districts.
SEC. 10. The first election of the judges of the
court of appeals shall take place 011 the second
Monday in May, 1851, and every two years
thereafter, in the district in which a vacancy
may occur, by expiration of the term of office;
and the judges of the said court shall be commissioned by the governor.
SEC. 11. There shall be elected, by the qualified voters of this state, a clerk of the court of
appeals, who shall hold his office for the term of
eigbt years, from and after his election, and who
may be removed by the court of appeals for good
cause, upon information by the attorney general;
and in case the general assembly shall provide
for holding the court of appeals in auy one or
more of said districts, they shall also provide
for the e1cctio.n of a clerk by the qualified "10·
ters of such district, who shall hold his office
for eight years, possess tbe same qualifications,

and be subjed to removal in t.}IC same manner n.s
the clerk of the court of appeals.
SEC. 12. No person shall be eligible to the office of clerk of the court of appeals unless he
be a citizen of the United States, a resident of
the state two years next preceding his election,
of the age of twenty oue years, and have a certifioate from a judge of the court of appeals, or
a judge of the circuit court, that he has been
examined by their clerk, under the supervision
of the court giving said certificate, and that he
is qualified for the office for which he is a candidate.
SEC.13. In case of a vacancy in the office of
clerk of the court of appeals, the governor shall
issue a writ of election, and the gualified voters
of the State, or the district in which the vacancy may occur, shall elect a clerk of the court of
appeals, to serve until the end of the term for
which such clerk was elected: Provided, That
when a vacancy may occur from any cause, or
the clerk shall be under charges upon information, the judges of the court of appeals "hall
have power to appoiut.u clerk pro tem: to perform
the duties of clerk until such vacancy shall be
filled, or the clerk acquitted.
SEC. 14. The general assembly shall direct by
law the mode and manner of conducting and making due returns, to the secretary of state, of all
elections of the judges and clerk or clerks of the
court of appeals, and of determining contested
elections of auy of these officers.
AR1'WLE
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Concerning Circuit Courts.
SEC. 1. There shall be established in each
county now, or which may hereafter be erected
in this commonwealth, a Circuit court.
SEC. 2. The jurisdiction
of said courts shall
be, and remain as now established, hereby gtviug to the general assembly the power to change
or alter it.
SEa. 3. The right to take an appeal, or sue
out a writ of error to the court of appeals, is
hereby given in the same manner, and to the
same extent, as it now exists, giving to the general assembly the power to change, alter, or modify, said right.
SEC. 4. At the first session of the general assembly after this constitution
shall go into effect, the;v shall divide the state into twelve judicial districts, having due regard to business,
territory, and population:
Provided,
That no
county shall be divided.
SEC. 5. The general assembly shall, at the
same time that the judicial districts are laid off,
direct elections to be held in each district, to
elect a judge for said district, and shall prescribe
how, and in what manner, the elections shall be
held and conducted, and how the governor shall
be notified of the result of the election, and who
has been chosen: Provided, That such election
shall be held at a different time from that at
which elections are holden for governor, lieutenant governor, and members of the general assembly.
SEC. 6. All persons qualified to vote for members of the general assembly, in each district,
shall have the right to vote for judges.
SEO.7. No person shall be eligible as judge of the
circuit court who is not a citizen of the United
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States, n resident of the district for which he
may he a candidate two years next preceding his
election, at least thirty years of age, and who
has not been a practicing lawyer eight years, or
whose service upon the bench of any court of
record, when added to the time he may have
practiced law, shall be equal to eight y<'ars.
Sse. 8. The term of office of the Judges
of
the circuit court shall he six years from the day
of the election. They shall be commissioned
by the governor, and continue in office until
their successors be qualified.
The removal of a
judge from his district shall vacate his office,
and when a vacancy lllay happen from any
CRuse, it shall he filled as hereinafter prescribed.
SEC. 9. The general assembly,
if they deem it
necessary, may establish one district every four
years; but the judicial districts shall not exceed
sixteen, until after the population
of this state
shall exceed one million five hundred thousand.
SEC. 10. The judges of the circuit courts shall,
at stated times, receive for their services, an adequate compensation,
to be fixed by law, which
shall not be diminished
during the time for
which they shall have been elected.
SEQ, ll. The judges of the circuit court shall
be removed from office by a resolution of the
general assembly, passed by two-thirds of each
house.
The cause 01' causes for such removal
shall be entered at large on the journal of each
house.
SEO. 12. The governor shall have no power to
remit the fees of the clerk, sheriff, or commonwealth's attorney, in penal 01' criminal cases,
SEO. 13. If a vaceneyshall occurin the office of
judge of the circuit court, the governor shall issue a writ of election to fill such vacancy, for the
residue of the term, and another judge shall be
elected by that district, to serve until the expiration of the time for which the judge was
elected, whose death or other cause produced
such vacancy: Provided, That if the unexpired
term be less than one year, the governor shall
appoint u judge to fill such vacancy.
SEC. 14. The general assembly shall not
change the venue ill any criminal or penal prosecution; but they shall provide, by general
laws, the mode and manner in which changes of
venue in such cases may be had.
SEC. 15. In all trials for treason or felony, the
commonwealth
shall be entitled to peremptory
challenges of jurors, equal to one fourtIi the
number allowed the accused,

es, first elected, shall hold their offices for Oldy
two years, so that, thereafter, the election of the
presiding judge, and that of the associate judges, will not occur at the same time.
SEO. 4. No person shall be eligible to the office
of presiding or associate judge of the county
court unless he be flo citizen of the United States,
over twenty one years of age. lind a resident of
the county in which he shall be chosen, one
year next preceding the election.
SEO. 5. 'The jurisdiction
of the county court
shall be regulated by law; and, until changed,
shall be the same now vested in the county
courts of this state.
SEC. 6. The several counties in this state shall
be laid off into districts of convenient size, as
the general assembly may, from time to time,
direct.
Two justices of the peace shal l be elected in each district, by the qualified voters therein, for the term of four years, each, whose jurisdiction shall be co-extensive with the countv.
No person shall be eligible M u justice of the
peace, unless he be a citizen of the United
States, twenty aile years of age, and a resident
of the district in which he may be a candidate
six months next preceding his election.
SEC. 7. Judges of the county court, and justices of the peace, shall be conservators of the
peace, 'I'hey shall be commissioned by the governor.
County and district officers shall vacate
their offices by removal from the district or
county in which they shall be appointed.
The
legislature shall provide, by law, the mode and
manner of conducting and making due returns
of all elections of judges of the county court,
and justices of the peace, and for determining
contested elections, and provide the mode of filling vacancies in these offices.
SEC. B. Judges of the county courts, and justiccs of the peace, shall be subject to indictment
or presentment for malfeasance or misfeasance in
office, in such mode as may be prescribed by
law, subject to appeal to the court of appeals;
and, upon conviction, their offices shall become
vacant.
SEO. 9. The general assembly may provide
by law that the justices of the peace III each
county shall sit at the court of claims, and assist in laying the county levy and making appropriatione only.
, LEGISLATIVE

DEPARTME:'>T.

On the Illation of :Mr. CLARKE the convention resolved itself into committee of the whole,
ARTICLE -.
Mr. MERIWETHER
in the chair, and proceedConcerning C'JU'TltyCourts.
ed to the consideration of the report of the comSEC. 1. There shall be established
in each mittee on the legislative department.
county now, or which may hereafter be erected
The report was read at length, and it was afwithin this commonwealth, a county court, to terwards taken up by sections.
consist of a presiding judge and two associate
The first section was read and adopted withjudges, any two of whom shall constitute a court out amendment, as follows:
for the transaction of business.
SEC. 1. The legislative power shall be vested
SEC. 2. The J·udges of the county court shall in a house of representatives and senate, which
be elected by t ie qualified voters III each COUIl- together shall be styled the general as ..embly of
ty, fat' the term of four years, and shall continue the commonwealth of Kentucky.
in office until their successors shall be duly qualThe second section was read as follows:
ified; and shall receive such compensatlori for
SEC. 2. The members of the house of repretheir services as may be provided by law,
sentatives shall continue in service for the term
SEO. 3. At the first election after the adoption
of two years from the day of the general elecof this constitution,
the three judges shall be tion, and no longer.
elected at the same time, but the associate judgMr, BARLOW, to test the sense of the COlD"
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mittee, moved to strike out the word "two," and the late canvass; but, sir, I will say that the
insert "three," as the number of years during course which has been generally pursued on the
which the house of representatives shall contin- day before an election is very much to be deprecated; and there will be great propriety in makue in service.
If any steps can be taken to avoid
The anteudment was not agreed to, and the ing a change.
the desecration of the Sabbath at such times, I
section was adopted without amendment.
hope every gentleman will agree with me that it
'I'hc third section was read as follows:
81::0.3. Representatives shall be chosen on Ole ought to be done. The counties may be divifirst Monday ill August, in ,wE'ry second year; ded into election districts. as has been suggested,
and the mode of holding the elections shall be but still the Sabbath will be desecrated; and I
think there can be no serious objection to the
regnlatcd by law.
change which I proposeMr. LISLE moved to strike out "Monday"
Mr. APPERSON.
I am decidedly in favor
and insert "Thursday."
Mr. ROOT.
I hope the amendment will be of this amendment, and it is not the first time
that
I
have
reflected
upon
the subject and given
adopted.
1 presume it is scarcely necessary to
It IS not material
say more than a single word in favor of it; and expression to my opinions.
that is that while elections are held on Monday what day you may fix, but as Thursday is in
it occasions 1;]10 desecration
of the Sabbath, the middle of the week, it seems to be marc
which in a christian land we should endeavor to likely to avoid a desecration of the sabbath.
Now although I have uo instructions
on this
avoid.
Mr. TRIPLETT.
'I'hc gentleman has, perhaps, subject, I know that in my county, and in the
county of Simpson, there are very many good
overlooked the fact that the mode of conducting
our clectious is to undergo some change. His rc- people who pray that it ruav be changed to some
other
day than Monday.
In many of the states
marks may formerly have had some applicability,
but it seems to have been determined that this of this union other days are :fixed. In Virginia
convention will divide the counties lute such and Tennessee I believe Thursday is the day
the elections
districts that every man may, without inconven- fixed; in Ohio and Pennsylvania
But 1 prefer 'I'hursday to
ience, go to the voting place in his precinct all are held on Tuesday.
Monday, and return to Jus home after exercising any other day.
AIr. TALBOTT.
I am in favor of the amend.
his franchise as a freeman.
Mr. ROOT. Every aile knows that an elec- ment, sir, and I am somewhat suprised that any
tion more or less a~it:t.tes the public mind, and gentleman should object to it. It has been our
it is impossible to hold the election on Monday custom to hold our elections for three days-on
sir, it
without occasioning the violation of the Seb- Monday, Tuesday, and 'Wednesday-but,
that for the future, the elections
bath.
On that day there will be party arrange- is understood
are
to
be
limited
to
one
day.
Which
of
the
ments made, cuneus consultations
held, and a
marshaling of forces for the contest on the sue- three days may be determined upon can be a
cecding day. But hold the electi?n in the mid- matter of but little importance, and therefore I
dle of the week, and the desecration of the Sab- presume that day will be fixed that will be the
I have merely risen at this
bath may be avoided.
I think it ought to be least objectionable.
done, and that we, rtf! a christian people, should time to suggest to the moyer of this amendment
make a constitutional provision thut may have to select Wednesday instead of Thursday, Weda tendency to avoid the desecration of the Sab- nesday beinc one of the three days all which
the elections 1mve heretofore been held. There
bath, by preparations for a. political contest.
Mr. CLARKE.
Monday IS the day on which can be no doubt that the sabbath has been greatJv
desecrated, ana as a christian people we
elections have been held In this commonwealth
for the last fifty years; and I do not remember should avoid it as much as possible.
Mr. HARDIN.
It is not a matter of much
to have heard one word during my canvass for 11
seaz ill this convention, ill Favor of a change. I Importance whether it is Monday or Thursday.
heard no complaints that. elections all Monday 'I'hc oulv reason why I shall vote for Moudnv 18,
Under
necessarily involve a violation of the Sabbath. that we 'have always voted on Monday.
I have had but little political experience, but I the old constitution, we voted on the first Monhave had enough to satisfy me, that before all day in ¥ay; now 'we vote on the first ):Jonday
One day is just as good as another.
election there will be consultations,
and a mar- in August.
shaling of forces, and whether the Sabbath oc- All the difference all account of religious opinI reckon the
eurs the day before, or three days before the ions is but of little consequence.
election, candidates and their friends, if they candidates are busy for several Sundays before
I will not say that they do not go
think In·opel', will desecrate the Sabbath day. the election.
1 do not see that milch is to be gained by the to hear preaching, but they are generally on Sunchange if the amendment should prevail.
But days doing a little talking. and they will be
sir, we should not forget that the people in this busy on Sunday if we fix it on Thursday, or any
state have been accu~tomed to vote on Monday other day.
for the last fifty years.
They have been reared
So fur as my experience goes, and it is conto that cu~tom, antI I have heard 110 cOOlpluillts siderable, the wllOle week before the election is
of it, to call for a change.
So far as I am con- de\'oted to arrangements.
If one candidate
cerned, however, I haVe no choice on the sub- forces on the other, public meetings, he mustmeet
je-ct.
him; bnt from the Monday l)revlOus to the alechII'. LISLE.
I concur fully in the remarks of tiou they are making their arrangements, and
the gentleman from Campbell.
I do not say generally they lie on their oars on Sunday. That
I work uncommonly
that the day on which the elections shollld be has been my. practice.
held was made a subject matter of discussion in well duri.ng that week and th.m lie still on Sun·
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day. I consider that I have done 0.11that I can
and then I leave the matter in thehunds of the
people and the Almighty.
I would as SOOll
have it on one day as another. except that we
have always had it. on Monday. We had it first
in May,
I have said, and then after carrying
it ou seven or eight years, they fixed it on the
first Monday in August.
And I well recollect
the reason why the elections were changed from
. May to Angust, as stated to me by Mr. Felix
Grundy.
It was, that the people who had to
tra vcl a great distance, as many did at that time,
might be able to cross the streams when they
were low, there being few bridges at that time.
Mr. TALBOTT.
I understood the gentleman
from Nelson (Mr. Hardin) to say, that he would
not be governed by any sort of religions sentiment or consideration whatever in voting to fix
the day for holding the elections hereafter.
Sir,
I did not expect to influence that gentleman's
vote, or reach his feelings, by any considerations
of that sort; he never has had, I believe, a very
great fondness either for religious principles or
religious people; but we all know that the sabbath has been greatly desecrated under our present mode of holding elections on Monday, and
it is to avoid this difficulty, that I go for the
amendment of the gentleman from Green-for
Wednesday or 'I'hursdny, instead of Monday.
Mr. IRWIN.
I am for having the election
on one day, and I believe that day should be
Thursday.
'I'he principle reason with me for
favoring Thursday is, that 011 that day the election in Tennessee comes o», as well as in Virginia, and as they are adjoining states, I know
there is frequently some interference.
If, as is
some times the case, they should happen to be
opposed to a candidate it would go hard 'With
him. I do 1I0t regard the question as of religious importance, for I never knew the sabbath
desecrated for the purpose of canvassing for
candidates.
111'.HARDIN. I remarked that I did not care
whether the day was changed or not, except for
the reason thaI; the people have at-ways voted on
Monday, and what they are accustomed to, is
always agreeable to me, if it is not positively
wrong. 1 said also, that whether the election
was on Monday or Thursday, there would be as
much sabbath breaking in one case as the other.
I am sorry that the gentleman from Boyle made
the personal remarks he did. T think he said it
was a matter of indifference 1.0 me whether the
Sabbath was kerrt or not.
Mr. TALBOT '1'. I understood the gentleman
to remark that he would not be controlled by
any sort of religion ...sentiment or coueideration
whatever in casting his vote on this subject. If
I misunderstood him, I will not attribute to him
that sentiment.
I am not disposed to misrepresent any gentleman.
Mr. HARDIN. Iruade thercmark, that the people would be about as much engaged in making
arrangements for the election on Sunday, if the
election is all oue day as another.
I acknow.
ledge very candidly, and I acknowledge it with
a degree of shame, that I am not a member of
any church.
I have encouraged my family,
black and white, to go to church, and I h3\"e
contributed
toward
the erection of meeting
houses, perhaps as mnchas any man, and noman
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is more devoted to the weal. christi all scheme
than I am, even the gentleman from Boyle Hot
excepted. I have never played the Pharisee,
nor prayed and bellowed in the public etrceta,
nor proclaimed my religion from the house tops;
and the personal remarks of the gentleman from
Boyle were entirely unnecessary, and as I think
without provocation.
Is it possible that the
gentleman is offended at the remark which was
attributed to me the other day?
I was misreported in one remark which I made respecting
him. Instead of saying the gentleman "broke
down just th is side of the flood," J said he
"broke q-ound on this side of the flood."
Mr. TALBOTT.
I have had no disposition
to allude to the gentleman personally, to criminate or recrimluute, to attack or be attacked by
him in anyway, either personally, socially, or
politically.
I came here with none otherthan
the spirit of kindness, and I have malice against
no man. But I understood the gentleman to
have made the remark which I attributed to him,
to be published to the world , but I withdraw
my remarks, since he lias explained what he said,
and denies haVing made the statement.
Mr. lIARD IN. I meant in what I said the
other day, that the gentleman commenced his
argument just about the time of the flood. I did
not intend any personal remark (.0 the gentleman from Boyle, nor have I had any but good
feelings in allY remarks I have made ill referenee to any gentleman.
I bear good feelings to
all, and Li ntenrl to keep on good terms, and if I
attack a man, to break a lance with him, I WIll
do it like a true knight, for I detest a man who
will make an attack with a battle uxe.
:Mr. GHOLSON. I hope this debate on this
unimportant matter may end. I will however say,
that I agree with the gentleman from Nelson. If
persons are disposed to violate the sabbath, they
will do it whether the election comes on one day
or another.
If the election comes ou Monday.
they will lay aside canvassing on the Sunday
generally.
Monday is a time-honored day, but
the question is of 110 sort of importance, and I
hope the vote may now be taken.
Mr. GRAY.
I prefer that the election should
occur on 'l'uesday.
Jt is one of the days on
which we have been uccnstomed to vote. and one
which will avoid the desecration of the sabbath.
It is a day fixed for the election of the president
of the United States, and I think there is a great
propriety ill having all elections on the same
day of the week. The renple expect us to fix
011 some day. and I thin - 'I'uesday will suit them
as well as any other.
Mr. RUDD.
I am in favor of continuing
Monday as the day for holding' the election, but
in preferiug that day, I am not governed by exactly the same reasons as those 8!i;.;i/;{ncd
by gentlemen who are disposed to be religious.
I like
that day for several reasons.
It has bceu the
custom of this state for the last fifty years, to
commence its elections on a Monday, and there is
no occasion to change the time.
It is a -very
great day in Kentucky, when the people, in
their majesty, are called upon to express at the
polls, their opinions for or ugainet the candidates
in the field. 'fhe day, in short, is a great political sabbath, and one that sllOuld be well observ·
ed and regarded.
I am glad to perceive the re-
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ligious feeling which seems La animate the dele- affirmative. and I suppose it should be the duty
gates in this house, and 1 would suggest to of the mover of the amendment to give reasons
theru, whether it would not be well for the peo- for the change. Jf I were satisfied that fixing
ple, in view of the election being held the day the election on W ednceduy or Thursday would
after the sabbath, to purify and prepare them- prevent the desecration of the Babbuth, or tend
selves for that event, by attending
church, or to do it, I "Would certainly be disposed to vote
remaining at home, taking rest, and calmly re- for it. but I do not think it will change the
flectin~ upon the important duties they will, as matter in that respect. 'l'be people arc gencralgood Citizens, he required to perform on Monday. ly satisfied with Monday for the day of election,
By pursuing this course, they will be enabled to and if it has been customary to violate the Sabgrve a correct and honest vote, and also promote bath in consequence of its being on that day, I
the religious interests of tbe country and its po- have Dot hitherto known it. The practice has
litical welfare.
Select any other day, and men not existed in my part of the state; but if genwould not go to the pella in quite as pure and tlemen can satisfy me that it will be better to
serene a state of mind as on a Monday.
I fully have any other day than Monday, I shall vote
agree with the gentleman from Nelson in the for the change.
Mr. TALBOTT.
This is the idea, I wish to
remurk , that all the canvassing is nearly over on
the Saturday night preceding the election.
The ccnvev in the remarks I have made. If the
gentleman from Logan has said that Virginia election should be held on Monday in place of
or Thursday, that persons would
and Tennessee hold their elections on Thursday, wednesday
and therefore. he is in favor of that day for hold- meet, on the Sunday immediately preceding the
ing our elections, inasmuch a.s the voters in election, not merelv for the purpose of violating
those states will not have an opportunity to in- or desecrating the day, but as this is the day on
terfere with us. Now, the game is perfectly fair which all the churches of every denomination
for one political party as for the other.
It is, as in the land meet for purposes of public worship,
a gentleman remarked the other day, a fair fight, that those candidates and politicians who have
and there is no difficulty about it.
Illinois and no religious scruples, and who care not for the
Indiana hold their elections on Tuesday, and day; who wish to band their men and organize
Ohio on Monday, and the people of those states their parties would take advantage of these colmight cross the river and interfere in our elec- lections 10 get their men together and arrange
Allhough the candidates
tions; but we must keep a good look out, and for the next day.
prevent them. 1t lias been said here, that the themselves might be at home, yet sir, here would
sabbath is violated on account of the election, be the inducement held out, and the racillties afby many persons and politicians.
Well, I have forded for their friends to visit those worshiping
nothing to do with their transgressions,
I am assemblies, and by drinking and electioneering
not the conscience- keeper of any man or set of desecrate the day, disturb the congregations,
men. If men deport themselves III a moral and and thus decoy off otherwise sober and senexemplary manner, and do not infringe on the sible young men to some groggery 01' elsecivil and religious rights of their fellow citi- where, for political training and seduction; and
zens, I conceive we have nothing to do with by bribery and fraud to obtain their yates, and
by drinking and otherwise, hold them together
their religious views and habits.
Mr.McRENRY.
Therc is a reason which ap- until the next day; an end, in my opinion, they
plies to thc voters in my part of the state, which could not possibly accomplish. if the election
or Thursday.
Every
inclines me to prcfer Monday to any other day. was held on Wednesday
the
I think there Will be more votes cast on that day, man would then be scattered throughout
because there will be less inconvenience in being land, engaged at his respective trade or occupation,
It
is
sir,
to
avoid
this
difficulty
and
to
atpresent on that day. There are, as we all know,
mnny young men, who labor at a distance from tain this end that I go for the amendment of the
home, and especially
in the season when the gentleman from Green.
Mr. LISLE.
I know it is with great difficulelection is to take place, who will desire to vote,
Now if the precincts are small, these young men ty that the house can resist the ar~tlment of my
will find it very convenient to be at home with friend from Louisville, but still I differ from him
their families on the Sabbath, and to vote in as to the propriety of holding the election on
If I believed what he stated to be
their precincts on Monday, whereas it will be Monday.
very inconvenient to leave their labor, at a dis- true, I would be the last man to change the day
If I believed that such a course
tance of fifteen or twenty miles, and return to of voting.
vote. Many of these men hire by the month was taken as to prepare men to give a better vote
by
the
business
in which they were engaged the
and commence in the first part of the month and
that is why I prefer the first Monday.
I think day before, that they would in consequence give
for 111einterests of their country, I
also, we should not change old customs unless a. bettervote
some good reason can be given; but 1 think gen- would be the last man to change the day. But
tlemen who are disposed to desecrate the Sab- I believe it is not so, at least III many parts of
bath, will do it just as much if the election is on the state, and I still insist that the interest of the
one day as another,
'I'hese reasons have satis- country requires that the day should be changed.
fied me that we ought to coutlnue the day to I make no pretensions to religion, but I believe
that the highest and best interests of the country
which we have been accustomed,
require that the religions institutions
of this
Mr. MAYES, I think we are giving too much
eonnt!)" sbollld be maintained.
I bt:lieve the
consequence to this proposition.
The gentledestimes of the country depend on their preserman from Boyle has said, that he has heard no
good reason why the day fixed by the commit- vation.
I have not been engaged in politics till this
tee should not be changed.
The proposition is
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year, yet most of us have witnessed

the scenes' tlou, had such a reverence for th.e old institutions

that have occurred on the day preceding the
election, and I desire that they may be avoided
on the Sabbath if possible.
I think the remarks

of the mother country as to earn the title of toriee, entertain such a reverence for old customs,
because they are old, as to insist on the ccntinu-

of the gentleman from Ohio are not perfectly ance of this day.
correct. We have changed the day for holding
This is an age of reforms, and among these
the presidential election, and what was the ('00sequence?
The gentleman wishes to retain
Monday because he thinks it will be more Convenieut,
Is this a fact? Though the last p-estdential election was held on Tuesday there was
as large a vote cast as was ever cast in the state.
This shows that it was not inconvenient.
If the
Sabbath has been desecrated when but few cfficers were to be elected, how will it be when we
elect all the officers that we propose to elect? I
think the duty we owe to a large portion of our
con;;t.ituents-Ispeakwit;hre.ferenc~tomyow~requires that a differeut day should be taken.
It should be the object of this convention to give
a fair opportunity that all classes may participate
in the benefits which the constitution is to confer.
Mr. ROOT. Although it has been suggested
that it is a small affair to waste the time of this
convention upon, if sentlemen will reflect but
one moment, they will find that much tune has
been wasted ou more trivial subjects. Notwithsta~ding what ~entlemen may say about being
purified by gomg to church on the Sabbath
before the election, these who have had experience in political life. know full well that inst-ead
of being purified by attending the house of God
on the day before, they come to the election
reeling, and covered over with sins and inIquitdcs of the canvass. If Monday be fixed on
as the day for election, and . this constitution
stand fifty years, all the wholesome influences of
fifty Salibaths will be obliterated and blotted
out. It will do away with one whole year of
Sabbaths given to the sons of Adam to fit themselves for a Sf-at in a purer and more happy
clime. They talk about electors that have beell
excited in a controversy waged in bitterness till
Saturday night and then resting in quiet on the
Sabbath.
But I think it has not been thus nor
will be in future, bnt the host of battle will cont.inue their efforts, and hold on to victory or defeat. Look at the example of other states in
this christian land, and you find that where
they have recently revised their constitutions
thev have made their elections come on some
other day than Monday; and cannot the repre·
sentatives of Kentucky, a large, free, christian
people, concede so small an amount to our holy
religion by which our very liberties are to be
preserved, as t.o fix an election a little removed
from that day. Talk about the purity of electiou, the Sabbath day of election!
To the shame
of Kentucky, be it said, that our elections have
been any thin~ else than pure.
Directed by
party rancor, and led on ill many cases by the
vilest demagogues, the public mind has been
agitated, seething and boiling; and will you
permit him who leads in this excitement to enter
into the sanetua;,y of the Most High God, and
there interrupt HIS worship?
It ha!'J bE-en urged that the pe0f,le haye been
accustomed to vote on Monday. '1 his is not so.
A great majority have voted on Tu~sday and
Wednesday; but even if it 'Wereso. does the gen·
-.t.leman.lik:e those who, in the t.ime of the revoln-
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forms is the purification of society. Intelleetually and morally. We may make as good a constitution as man can form, yet without moral
and intellectual culture, your laws arc like ropes
of sand.
Let what influence this delegation
has-solemn,
sober and intelligent as they arelet their whole moral force be turned in favor or
the christian sabbath. Gentlemen say that it
will make no difference with regard to the obeervance of the sabbath, whether the elections
are held on Monday, or any other day of the
week; but it will make a difference, and it
seems to me it is contrary to the common sense
of every man in this house to say that it will
not, for every one knows that the day before the
election is the ~re3t day in which the party
leaders are paruculely
engaged.
If the dection is in the latter part of the week, the sabbath will then be quiet.
Mr. NEWELL.
I do not think there is much
importance attached to th .. day in which we
vote. I do not believe that forced prayer is good
for the soul, under any circumstaiicee.
A man.
can commit as much crime on a Monday as on
the sabbath.
It strikes me that with some men,
the day on which an act is committed makes a.
great difference. It makes no difference what
~ man does on other days, as they seem to think.
If he draws on a long face, and goes to meeting
on the sabbath.
Mr. ·WOODSON.
I see by the eighth section
of this report, that the voters of the commonwealth arc required to vote in their own pre.
cincts, and no where else; or, at least, they ruust
be residents in the precincts in which they vote.
sixty days previous to the election.
Most or
the county courts come on Monday, and a great
many persons in different counties have business
at the different court houses on Monday. Some
precincts are large, and if some of the voters
must attend the court on Monday. they cannot
go home and vote in their own precincts.
I
think Thursday a better day than Monday. I
will offer another consideration
which may
strike the minds of some gentlemen.
My experience is that the week of the election is lost by
a large portion of the citizens of each county.
They go to the election on Monday, stay 'I'uesday and Wednesday, and squander awnv the remainder of the week. It is a matter of economy
and saving of time to have the election on
Thursday.
To say that we should vote on Mon.
day merely because we have done so, is not a.
reason that would influence me, It is no argument to me to say that a thing should exist
merely because it bas existed.
Mr.HUDD.lamsorrythatanythingIhavesaid
has aroused the religious feelings of my friend
from Campbell, for 1 thought I was rather advocating and aiding the views which he entertains.
It seems, however, that I have not been so fortunate. The gentleman has spoken of the disreputable .and disorderly manner in which the
sabbath preceding the .elections is spent in this
state, ana b~ ip.j;ima.~d tb,at the day i.s.no bet~
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tel' observed in Louisville.
I beg the gentleman
from Campbell not. to judge my constituency
by
his own. To save the gentleman's
feelings in
reference to the alleged desecration of the sabbath, he says he would be in favor of Tuesday,
Wednesday, or Thursday, or any other day than
Monday.
As to Thursday,
that would be the
very worst time that could be fixed upon, for
men would gather together on 111(' Sunday previous to the election day, for the purpose of consulting and arranging matters in relation to the
ensuing election, ail they could not break in IIpan the business of the week, and lose three clays
in canvassing
immediately
before the contest
should begin. Monday, as I have already said,
is tile very best day that can be selected," and I
have given many reaSODSwhy it is so. I will give
another, there ate a great mallY mountain boys and
boys from the flats on Green river, who are not
quite as particular about thei-r dress and personal
appearance as we of Louisville, aud do not put on
a clean shirt, and other apparel until Sunday.
They are laboring men, and cannot do it. Well,
these poor fellows on the sabbath before the
election, put on their clean clothes, and perhaps
go to church, and the following morning they
attend the polls and give in their votes. Ohange
the election to Thursday, and these men cannot
appear on the election ground in as clean and
comfortable eond itiou-c-to say nothing about
their having to abandon their labor in the middle of the week, causing an interruption to business and much iueouvenienea to their employers.
As has been truly remarked by a gentleman on
this floor-e-lf a mall sius on a Monday, it is the
same as if he had done so on a Sunday.
There
is no difference. Murder is the same every day
of the week, and so is druukeu nesa, or any other
crime. 1 say the people are accustomed to vote
on Monday; but the gcutlerua» says they are not,
find that they vote more on the Wednesday.
I
say they do not, and that more thn n one half
the votes are given in on Monday.
I shall now
conclude with the expression of my hope that
the convention will not change the day of election, for it is the best and most convenient ono
that we can select.
Mr. GRAY.
I ask for a division of the
question.
The question was divided accordingly, and
taken first on striking out "Monday,"
which
was not agreed to. The motion to insert consequently fell with it.
Mr. WOODSON.
I desire to amend the section by inserting after l.he word August, the
words "between the homs of nine o'clock A. M.
and seven o'clock P. M.
If there is allY thing on eart.h that 'We ",hould
preserve wore free froIll cont,aminatioo thall any
thing else in a {I'eo country, it is the right of suffrage. I have listened to eloquent speeches and
discUf;sions Oll thi,,; iioor, on the subject of man's
capacity for self government.
It has been said
that the people w-illnot be i'1flueneed in such a
manuer as to affect the right of suffrage. Notwithstanding I think the people are capable of
self government, 1, in common with every other man, must admit. that many improper inflUences are used throughout Kentucky.
Indeed no
one can doubt, who has had his eyes open to the
hi.story of the past in this commonwealth, but

what mon.:y has had a powerful influence in all
elections. Indeed, treating and bribing have
been resorted to iIJ some portions of the country,
to a great extent.
So much money has been required to carryon a canvass, that it has operated against the election of virtuous men , who
happened to be poor. Now, in Kentucky, there
has been an almost universal condemnation :of
three days elections.
IVhy? Because, on Monday night the pons being closed in one part of
the county, I'ucsday and Wednesda.y were spent
in (larl'yilig the news, and if it was a close contest every means was employed to procure the
election of the respective eand idates. If the
provision in the present section is retained, my
impression is, that improper influences will con.
tinue to be exerted.
I admit, if we have but one
day, we shall accomplish much against improper influences.
But have we done all we can, and
all we are required to do on the present occasion?
1do not wish to see the constitution encumbered w itlJ any thing that ought not to be in it. I
wish to see no more detail than is necessary, but
I have heard gentlemen say that if this provision is permitted to remain, the legislature will
have power to prescribe the hours in which the
election shall be held. I think this will not be
done.
The constitution is the supreme law of
the country, and it declares that elections shall
be held on the first Monday in August.
There
I consider the phraseology as including the entiro day. Suppose the legislature should enact
that elections shall be held between nine and
seven o'clock.
There would be an act of the
legislature ; but on the other side, there would
be the constitution.
The judges of the election
would, in nine cases out of ten, put a construe.
tion on the constitution by which they might
keep the polls open the entire day. What would
be the consequence?
I have known t.he polls
kept open till midnight under the present constitution.
What is the language of the old constitution?
"Representati ves shall be chosen on the first
Monday in the month of August, in every year;
but the presiding officers of the several elections
shall continue the same for three days, at the request of anyone or the candidates."
I have known them kept oren till midnight.
Why '! Because they wishec to get voters to
come in who are often brought, even against their
wishes, to elect a favorite candidate.
The liberties of the people of this country depend on the
free, unbought exercise of the right of suffrage.
If the amendment I offer is adopted, it will accomplish this object, because they (laDl1ot know
who is ahead among the different aspirants for
office. But if the poll!> are kept open throngh
the entire day, do we not know what will be the
result? Efforts will be made to keep the polls
open that the neighboring precincts may be
heard from, and when hearer from, great efforts
will be made to carry the eleetion of a favorite
candidate.
But, if this is adopted, when the
hour of ",even arrives, the polls will be closed,
the people will have voted for thflir representative 01' member of congress, and there will have
been all exorcise of the free, untramrnelled right
of suffrage, upon which the liberties of this
country, to a great extent, depend. In looking
to the future I see nothing more alarming than
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the manner in which om elections are likely to
be carried on, because merit is not regarded as it
should be by the voters, and we know that voters are bought and sold in lots, of dozens and
fifties. By this amendment you cut off the abilityof Individuals to practice these frauds on the
right of suffrage, on the great mass of the people of Kentucky.
I do not see what good reason
can be offered against the amendment 1 propose.
Shall I be told that the people cannot all corne
to the polls and vote within the hours I have
ointed out. I have alloted ten hours for voting.
f, in populous places, as in the county of Jefferson and Fayette, they have not time to come
to the polls, it will be au easy matter tor the legislature to make more precincts so that they call.
When this is doue, the bribery and corruption,
which now exist" will cease.
Mr. HARD [N. I did not distinctly understand
the reason that was assigned by the gentleman
for fixing the hours of 9 o'clock in the morning
and 7 in the evening as the limit for the continuance of the elections.
'I'hc sun will rise, J believc, on the first Mondav in August about 5 0'dock, and yet we are to wait four hours before
the polls will be opened. I apprehend that some
inconvenience may arise from deferring the hour
of commencing.
It will be better I think to fix
an earlier hour. It is important to afford au op·
poitunity to old men to give their votes before
the crowd becomes too great. I am opposed to
making any change in reference to the hours for
opening and closing the polls unless some good
reason be assigned why it should be done.
This government has been in o:peration about
fifty seven years, and ever since ~t commenced,
the plan that we have pursued In reference to
this matter has been found to work very well.
,Va have never seen any good reason for making
a change.
IIlr. WOODSON.
As the gentleman is auxious to.have an cpportnnity to get to the pollsal'l he is becoming an old man-I
will move Lo
insert "6" in place of "9."
Mr. HARDIN.
I have no objection to that.
Mr. PRESTON.
As a member of the legislaLive committee, to whom this subject was refer·
red, I will state, for the information of my honorable friend, that at one timethe committee COIlsidered it would be proper to insert a provision
regulating the hours at which the polrs should
be opened and closed; but upon consideration,
the committee struck out that clause for the very
reason that has been urged by the gentleman
from Knox why it should be Inserted.
In the
first place, we thought lhat as we were reullcillg
the number of days on which the election should
be h€'lct, from three to one, we ought not to declare that the time of election should be confined
to the fraction of a dar; we thollght it would
not be proper to restrict 'the time of election beyond a day. In the next place, wc knew of no
edl that had resulted either in this l'ltate 01' ally
other, from merely declaring the day on which
the (~lectjon shall be held without prescribing
hours. We have been living some fifty odd
years under the present constitution, as the gentleman from N elsoH has ob,>erved, and no practical evil has resultE:d from the conrse that has been
pursued; and in looking over theconst.itutions of
other states, I do not find a single one where it
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has been found necesary to restrict the time of
holding the election beyond one day. For this
reason we thought it would be better to leave it
unrestricted, by using the words "one day," instead of defining the hours, as it was unprece·
dented to do so, and consequently we did not
deem it necessary to introduce SIH:h restriction
here.
Mr. C. A. WICKLIFFE.
I am obliged to the
gentleman from Knox for offering this amendment, and I shall vote for it as now modified.
Gentlemen say /,hat no evil has resulted from the
different constructions given to the word "day"
in our present constitution.
I think, sir, if I
had George Knight here, from Shelbyville, I
could prove the reverse. He was defeated once,
when It candidate for congress, by means of the
polls being kept opsn until 12 o'clock on Weduesday night.
I CUll state for myself, that in
the first essay I made for a seat ill the congress
of the United States in 1822, with the full
knowledce t.hat I was nt the time three if not
four hun~red votes ahead, an effort was made at
sundown to keep the polls open uutil Iz o'clock,
on tbe ground that thut hOUTwas the termination uf t.nc oay. All the officers of election were
opposed to me; but oue of the judges, believing
that such a proceeding was not one that could
be justified by a fait interpretation
of the constitution. after candles were lighted, noted the
state of the polls, and rose from his seat and
sa.id he _wou~d.presid~ no longer at the election.
Hie ceciaranon had Its effect, and the recollection or an erection that had taken place not long
before beilIg fresh in Ute minds of an honest
community, they cried 'out "no midnight election."
The candles were blown out, and the
election was declared to be over. These are two
instances that have occurred to my memoq in
which difficulty has arisen from the want of stated hours for the opening and closing of the
polls.
I suppose that it is understood and IntenJed by trlls comrention that 110 election shall
be held after sundo·wll, and to commence at 6 0'·
clock, I think is early enough.
I shall vo'te
therefor~ for the proposition of the gentleman
from Knox.
Mr. APPERSON.
I think it is very necessary
that there should be a specifio limitation as to
the hour of opening and closing the polls.
'fhere arc frequent instances of continuing the
election until 12 o'clock at night.
I can appeal
to my friend from Lexington if this has not been
the case in his county. But on the other hand,
the polls are sometimes clOlSedat an early hour.
There is no uniformity, and this want of uniformity has been productive of much difficulty.
In the county of Montgomery, in 1843, I wanted,
to introduce voteF; in the afternoon of the day
of election, but I was told that they could not
be received.
}Iy opponent got his certificate of
election in consequence of the polls being closed
at an early hour; but upon a pr0T;ler representation being made, we run the electIOn over again,
alld I obtained my seat to which I was entitled·
before. There is a great want of uniformity. In
some counties, the election is held after night,
in others it is t."l1uinated before the sun goes
down. Let us fix the hours in the consitucion
and the.n there will be Ilothjll~ to quibble about.
Mr. HARDIN.
I am willmg to agree to the
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resolution, if the hour of 6 be inserted,

not on

shall contain a number of qualified voters equal
to the ratio, which may, from time to time, be
fixed by law; and thereafter, elections for the
county, in which such city or town is situated.
shall not be held therein; but such city or town
sh<111not be entitled to a separate representation.
unless such county, after the separation, shall also be entitled to oue or more representatives.
Mr. IRWIN.
I will move to strike out the
three first lines of this section down to the word
committee that the legislature of the state would <. and," and insert the following:
"The general assembly shall cause the several
have the power, if any evil should result from a
to be divided
practice of this sort, to change it. As WRS re- counties of this commonwealth
marked by the gentleman from Louisville, we into civil districts, each of which shall constidid once agree to insert in the section that the tute an election precinct."
The object I have in view in proposing this
polls should be opened at a certain hour, and
closed at a certain houri but when the committee amendment, is this. It will be recollected that
agreed to amend this portion of the section by the counties are to be laid off into districts, for
this provision "and the mode of holding dec- the purpose of holding the elections for memtions shall be regulated by law," they concluded bers of the legislature, and I suppose the electhat it would not answer to restrict the voting to tions in those districts will proceed in the same
The house
a particular hour of the day, but that the legisla- manner as they would in counties.
ture would have the power, if it should become will readily perceive the object of the amendment.
As it has been considered necessary to
necessary, hereafter to impose such restriction.
mak .. election precincts, for the members of the
It is also true that we examined the constitutions
of all the different states, and according to my legislature. I think we ought to provide that
recollectiou,
we found no constitution
where such other officers as we may have to elect, shall
there is any such restriction as that proposed by be elected at the same places.
M!". PRESTON.
I will remark to the gentlethe gentleman from Knox.
Suppose the polls are held open in every man from Logan, that the house has not yet
county until midnight, and illegal votes are decided that these districts shall he established.
gtvec, th e party injured has hie remedy. I have It mar probably do so; I suppose it will. But
no recollection of an election in the part of the there IS nothing in the first part of the section
country where I reside, in which the polls were that precludes the legislature from doing preIf it
kept open after sun-set; but] am of the opinion, cisely as they may desire in this matter.
that if exception should btl taken to voting after should hereafter be determined to establish these
sun-set, or if it should be the sense of the people dletricts, it will be entirely in the power of the
of the state, that a limit should be placed on the legislature to do so; but as yet such districts
time of voting within one day, the legislature have not been provided fer.
will have full and ample power to impose that
Mr. IRWIN.
I take it for granted, the couurestriction.
I shall vote for the sectaon as it tics will be laid off into districts or precinct. s for
stands and against the amendment.
the purposes of election, and my desire is that
The question being taken on the amendment, they shall harmonize.
it was adopted.
Mr. McHENRY.
Before the question is put
The secretary then read the 4th section, which I will move to strike out the words" equal ana,"
was ad"lted without amendment, as follows:
in the second line. The word" convenient," I
SEa. . No person shall be a representative,
think will be sufficient, It will then read. "The
who, at the time of his election, is not a citizen general assembly shall divide the several counof the United States, and hath not attained to ties of this commonwealth
into convenient pre·
the age of twenty four years, and resided in this
elects."
state two years next preceding his election, and
Mr. PRESTON.
I have no objection to
the las~ year thereof In the county, town, or city,
that.
for which he may be chosen.
The amendment was agreed to.
The 5th section was then read by the secretary
The PRESIDENT _ I have a difficulty in reas follows:
SEC. 5. The general assembly shall divide the gard to the section as it stands, which I will sugseveral counties of this commonwealth into equal gest. The authority given to the legislature, to
and convenient precincts. or JUay delegate such di vide the counties into districts will occasion a
power to such county authorities as they may by great amount of local legislation, on the subject
law provide; and elections for representatives for of these precincts, in the establishment of them
and in the alteration of them from time to time;
the several counties entitled to representation,
shall be held at the places of holding their and it strikes me that the 1e8ls1atu)"e never cau
respective courts, and 10 the several election aetas well as the Iocal anthoritieewho are familial'
precincts into which the counties may be di- with the position of the county, and although
vided: Provided, That: when it shall appear to this section permits them to delegate the power
the legislature that any city or town bath a. to the local authorities of the several counties in
Dumber of qualified voters equal to the ratio the commonwealth to make these divisions, still
th~'nfixed, such city or town, shall be invested the legislature will have a revisory power over
them, and that revision will lead to an Immense
wit1'l..tlie privilege of a separate representation,
in both houses of the general assembly, which amount of local le~islation, which I desire, if
to. aVOId.
That is the difficulty
a-htl.llbe; retained so long
such city or town practicable,

my own account, but for general convenience.
We cannot make a provision in the constitution
for extreme cases; it is utterly impossible.
Mr. CLARKE.
1 can add very little to the reo
marks of the gentleman from Louisville.in
favor
of the section as it is. The objection to the section
is, that if it remains in its present shape, the
polls in the different counties may be kept open
until 12 o'clock at night.
It was thought by the

as
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The question was then taken on the amendwhich presents itself t-o my mind, in relation to
ment, and it was rejected.
this part of the section.
Mr. HARDIN.
I would invite the attention
I see it is intended that there shall be
of the chairman of the committee to a "fIart of
districts for electing justices of the peace.
the
fifth
section:
"Provided,
that when it shall
Now it would be. very jneonveu icnt to have
two sets of districts in the several counties, one appear to the legislature, that any city or town
for political elections and one for the election of hath a number of qualified voters equal to tbe
justices of the peace and constables. I would ratio then fixed, such city or town shall be inlike to sec the districts that may be laid off for vested with the privilege of a separate representation in both houses of the general assembly."
one purpose, subserve the purposes of both.
I want to know if the commrttee intend that 1\
It strikes me that it had better be left to the
city that has the number of inhabitants
that is
local authorities of the county, with some such
fixed as-she ratio for representation in the sellprovision superadded.as that the number shall be
ate, shall be entitled to elect a senator?
I think
but so many, so as to give to each county the
the section needs some modification.
Some delnecessary number of magistrates.
I merely
egates on this floor have directed my attention
make this suggestion for the consideration of the
to this provision in the fifth section, ana I have
gentleman from Logan.
had occas ion to examine it. There is another
Mr. IRWIN.
I know that the counties along section in this bill, which refers to the appor·
the state line in Tennessee, have been laid off as tionment of re"flresentation; and the term ratio,
I propose here, into civil districts.
] suppose here, if> used WIth reference as well to the ref"·
the ammendment that I have offered will an- sentativee to the lower branch of the genera asswer the purpose which the gentleman from sembly as to senators.
This section may, perLouisville has just alluded to.
haps, be obnoxious to the charge of being a IitMr. PRESTON.
In regard to the clause to tle ambiguous; but my own opinion is, that no
which the gentleman from Logan alludes, it was construction "will be regarded as a fair OIl8J that
in the contemplation of the committee when the does not :permit a city or town, -where there is
section was drafted; and I suppose it entered the requisite number of qualified voters, to send
a senator.
My own impression is, that this will
into the consideration of some of the gentlemen
of the committee, as into mine, that there ought be the fair construction,
although if it be conto be double power in regard to these precincts,
sidered ambiguous, I have no objection that the
by the legislature reserving to itself, in the case section shall be amended, so that this intention
of its tyrannical exercise, the right to remedy may be more dearly expressed.
any evil resulting from the misuse of this power
Mr. LINDSEY . Mr. Chairman, I move ttl
by the local authorities, or in case they refuse to strike out th words "in both houses of the gen·
exercise it. That is an answer to the first objec- eral assembly;" believingwego far enough in sep·
tion. The second objection is already embraced eratdng a town or city from her county, for reprein the reply which I made a few moments since, sentatron in the lower branch of the legislature.
in regard to the amendment of the gentleman
These words stricken ont, the report of the comfrom Logan.
We were not advised at the ti'mc mittee will read as the present constitution does,
this report was made, as to what would be the and that has been construed to withhold from citultimate action of' the committee, on the subject ies and towns separate representation
in the
of the county courts, as to organizing justices senate.
Connties
are
madetor
theconvenienceof
citizens,
districts within counties.
I presume the committee will have no objection-c-I shall have none to enable them to carryon their affairs where the
-that
the members of the assembly shall be agency of the government is necessary, and repelected in the same precincts provided for the resentation has to be apportioned in reference to
election of the justices of the peace. But the them, as well as to population.
The county of Jefferson, for example, has her
section may be incongruous, perhaps, with the
various propositions
that may be submitted.
courts, and offices for the transaction of county
All that we intend to do here, is to declare that business in the city of Louisville. The interests
equal and convenient precincts shall be estab- of city and county are blended, and all legislation for county purposes applies to both. It aplished, and when the committee of arrangement
takes up the subject, they will make those vari- pears to me, the general rule that keeps the peoous provisions harmonize, and probably these ple of counties together in the selecelon of their
precincts for magistrates will be the very best repreSl4ltaLion, is far enough departed from, in
giving separate members in the house of reprefor all other purposes.
Mr. C. A. WICKLIFFE.
If the gentleman sentatives to a city or town.
Mr. HARDIN.
I only rose originally,
and
will refrain from pressing his amendment, I
do so now, to say that I certainly do not "intend
think the committee and himself will agree in
to deny that a cityshouJd be entitled to senatorial
regard to this matter, and that his views maybe
representation when they have a sufficient numcarried ant. My idea is, that we should prober of voters, and if a better substitute is not
vide for the county courts, and if the respective
provided, I will prepare one.
counties and districts amount to no more than
Mr. PRESTON.
I will ask leave to make
one-half of the number of the justices of the
peate allotted to the county, it may be so arrang- two verbal amendments by striking out the word
ed. My idea is, that as the committee on conn- "legislature," and inserting "general assembly,"
ty courts have agreed that two magistrates are to in the seventh line, and insetting the words
be allotted to each district, they may make the "either or" in the tenth line of this section.
The amendments were agreed to.
civil, as well as the election districts corresThe question then recurred on the amendment
pond.

r
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proposed by the gentleman (rom Franklin,
to as they" appropriate it to themselvea, and stifle
str-ike out from the tenth line, the words "in the voice of a number of freemen, equal to the
ratio that will give a senator, to that same exeither or both houses of the general assembly."
'1'he PRESIDENT.
Under the present con- !c'ot do they deny that they are in favor of givstitution, and under, I believe, as gross a COI1- illg equal rights, and equal privileges, and equal
strcction as was ever put upon such an instru- political power to all the people of the commonment-after
the city of Louisville became enti- wealth.
tled to a separate representation in the lower
I could not, however much I might debate
branch of the general assembly, and it was forethe subject, rut the convention more fuily in
ed upon her, and after she had the ratio that enpossession 0 the ideas I have upon this subject,
titled her to a senator, it was denied to her; and
and of the feeling of injury that will visit the
she has never had a senator, though she has had,
bosom of every individual who has his rights
at two periods when elections were held, a sufthus trampled upon.
ficient number of qualified voters to entitle her
Mr. OLARKE.
When the committee apto one. Aud the phraseology -df the provision
that has been reported-here, was intended t(l proached this question, there were various plans
place on the'correet ground her rigl1ts, and the suggested, or rather there were three principles
might be
rights of all other cities that shall in time grow suggested Oil which representation
The one. however, that we considered
"P in the commonwealth
of Kentucky.
The based.
city of Louisville, and the county of Jefferson, the proper principle, was, that it should be based
though having voters enough to give two senators, on population. 1 am aware, sir, that the prohave but one; and the consequence is, that the viaion contained in the section, which was recity of Louisville bas the power completely to garded as ambiguous, and perhaps to some excontrol and swallow up the county of Jefferson, tent may have been so, was inserted for the purby force of her superior numbers, and the dis- pose of enabling towns and cities in the state to
Every member
proportion will continue to increase, and the ef- be fully and fairly represented.
fect will be, that the voice of the countv of Jeffer- of the committee who assisted in its insertion in
son, will be entirely suppressed in the senate of this hill, did so for that, purpose, and none
Kentucky, for all time to come; unless she may other. I was unable to discover why the citicontrol the vote, by taking the choice of two in- zens of a town should not be represented, where
dividuals, Wh(\111
Louisville may present;
111Hlthe citizens of the countr), were represented;
though she may have a sufficient number of qual. and I thought if we established population as
ified voters, exclusive of Louisville,
to entitle the basis of representation, that it was but fair
her to representation ill the senate, she never can and right that the population of a city, wherever
have it under the restrictions that will be pub in- it might be, should be fully and fairly repreto the present constitution,
and the city of Louis- sented. J apl)rehend that there is no gentleman
here, who wfl say, that if there are four thousand
ville never will have it.
The present constitution was intended to make legal voters within the limits of the corporation'
representation as equal and uniform as it could of the town of Frankfort, and four thousand
be, and that the voice of freemen, whether ill the voters be the ratio fixed by law 10r a senator,
city or upon the mountain, should be the same those four thousand voters should not be repre·
While I make
in making the laws that arc to govern them and sented in the senate of the state.
their posterity.
The considerations, and tho this statement, I know that perhaps after the
reasons that operated to prevent the city ot lapse of tifty years. these cities may grow to be
Louisville from having representation
in the so large that III sending their concentrated insenate, appear to have been of a selfish charac- fluence into both branches of the legislature,
ter. In order that other sections of the state they may, perhaps, to some extent, overshadow
m ighte.njoy that representation to ,\-hich they were the balance of the state; but we have laid down
not entitled by numbers, a senator was refused the great principle, that representation shall be
to Louisville, although she was entitled to one based upon population, ana we cannot-unless
and I believe it
according to the construction put upon the con, we depart from that principle,
stitution.
Under the constitution that we are meets with the sanction of every gentleman in
from a city the right to
about to make, we expect that equal rights and this house-withhold
equal justice in regard to representation will be he represented in both houses of the general asmeted out to all portions of the state. I do not sembly, and at the same time extend the right
desire to lessen the voice of any section of the to the citizens of counties.
I think the amendment made by the gentleF,t,ate in the legislature.
I desire that we shall
come, as near ns we can, to an equal representa- lllan from Louisville, destroJs all that want of
tion in thd legislature, and I hope and trust that distinctness that was thought to exist by other
After having in<;erted the words progent,le.mcn will not consider themselves at lib- gentlemen.
erty to deny to us, in Louisville, or in the COUlI- po<;ed by him to be inserted, there can be no
doubt as to the intcrpreta.tion, and <lcity or town
ty of Jefferson, the same right of represcntation
which they claim for themselves.
And here is having fifteen hundred qnalified voters, and fifthe ground where we shall be able to tt'st the teen hundred being the ratio of representation
devotion of gentlemen to the principle of equal- ill the 10w"'1" house, the city or town wonld be
it.y of rights, about which thq have declaimed entitled to a repr<':sentation in the lower branch
of the general assemhly; and if she have four
so much.
The amount of political authority that they thousand, and that be the ratio for senator, she
take from the frcemen in the city of Louisville, will be entitled to a senator in the legislature of
That is all right sir, and it is, as I
and from the freemell of thc county of Jeffer- the state.
son, they appropriate. to themsel ....
es; and so far 110W remember, nothing more nor less than th~
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sense of WI€ whole committee that made. th is report, or authorized it to be made.
lir. LINDSEY. I made the motion to strike
out in all fairne;;s, not intending to point at
Louisville, or any other place in purt.icul ar. 1
did it to proaerve the old constitutional provi .
aion, and not extend separate city representation
to both branches of the general assembly, as pro.
posed by the report of the committee.
I think,
us was remarked when the motion was made,
there is propriety in adhering to the constitutional rule !lOW in being, and uf not extending it.
The honorable chairman of the committee on
the legislative department
contends, we must
look to population alone as the basis of representation.
The general principle is right, but
it has to be applied to other matters than population.
We have to apply it to population arranged now into counties, cities, and towns, an
organization and arrangement we would not de ..
range or break up for twice the inconviences
that may rosnltfrom slight inequality
in representation.
This far, political and civil regulations and
property must necessarily
affect the principle
that representation
shall be based on population.

force and power of the representation
from .Iefferscn county, havjng councy interests in common
with the city, aud swallowing 11p,perhaps, and
adding to her representation t.he force and power,
1080me extent, of a neighboring county, by her
residuums so easily rnnde at any period, do we
not give enough without incre<.lsillg her political
influence and strength, by Cldding city senators.
1t appears to me WE: do all that is right, end as
much as should be asked. Aud we-do not do
that violence which honorable gentlemen suppose, to the rule, that population shall constitute
the basis of representation.
Counties having cities and towns ought )1Otto
influence us to break up county organieanons
for them, because they may not have city as well
as count,y influence in both branches,
AIt.hot1gh
we may slightly deviate from the rule, that population is to be the basis (If representation, no
more than those ot us of smaller counties Ila\ting
no cities or towns, should expect to see COUlltyorganizations abandoned, because when they are
regarded, incqun.li tj- of representation
may reeult in nlllllbers abol'e or below the ratio or ill
residu nms Itwill be found, wbeu cypbered out
by any rule, the old coustituf.ionnl plan is as fair
and as equal as we call make it.
But sir, government is to look to other matters
than equality of representation.
'I'he weak are
to be protected from the more powerful; the poor
from the overshadowing influences of the rich.
We may not be able to effect these desirable ends
by any constitutional rules to be applied to in.
dividuale, but sir, we may, in looking to counties, preserve, to some extent, a fair division of
power and influence, and keep the stronger from
swallowing 11p..in the legislation of the county,
the iuterest of weaker ccuutiea.
Some of the arguments of my I,ouisville and
Jefferson county friends on the proposition to
sepnrats the county and <.lity,and give them sep~
<.tratemunicipal organization for county purposes, might be applied here, but I only make reference to them.

I need no better arg-ument and proof of what I
have just stated, than is furnished by the whole
section reported by the committee.
Take their
rule of apportionment, and apply it to any ratio
you choose to assume, and see whether there
will not be inequality.
Counties having twothirds the ratio are to have one representative~iving herea violationofthe
rule. Counties havltlg the ratio fixed and two-thirds more, violate it
again; and so in placing residuums in any form
you can assume.
Indeed sir, it is obvious, yOll
cannot take population alone, as t11(>basis, without disregarding the established interua.l orpun ,
Ieation of the state, and producing more difiiculty tllH.n slight inequality will cause. And were
you to make now lines and new internal arrange~oents geograp.hically, they \~oul.d bo ever varJ:"lng and changing as populatIOn lllcreased or diYou know, Mr. Chairman, that this principle
minished.
of preventing large interests froUl destroymg
To my mind, inequality in a greater or less smaller onl:lS,is always proYided for in yO\U acts
degree must ever eXist until we have a more perof the general assembly, ereating corporations
manent alld fixed population,
and better and
for any purpose.
The voting or representation
Illore equal county organization-matt
erE I do
goes by shares until you arriv,! at a certain num110t eXpt'ct to see.
ber, and then rlrcrease rapidly in the bands vf
We are sir, then to take population not in the
the holders of large numbers"o
as to prevent
aggregate a" we may find it at allY apportion- large iutemsts from Wholly overpowering small
Illent., but we must tak" it as we £n<-1it fixed and
Olles. I will not /)roc08d, sir, to state th~ rule
circumscribed by county lines, and the best rule
by whicll they ca eulate influence in this way.
is that which Will leave the I'mallest numbers
The reason of it is obvious enough. It is a fair
unrepresentcd, and at the same time give to each
one, sir, to apply to representation
to cities
<'-ounty some weight anel voice in the admillist,ra- where th('re must, in the nature of things, be a
tiotl of state affairs.
concentration of strength from numbers, wealth
'IVl1ere taxation and fair representation go toand talent, and a union of interests that will al.
gether, as they do in the governments on this
way~ gil'e force and efi'ectto the wishes onvants
\lontinent, though the representation may not be
of a people thus situated.
These thiugs are not
based wholly on population, but as neal'ly so as
to be fUlllld ill tho diversified interests of a peoIS convenient
to existillg county arrangements,
ple scattered ov",r a large territory and follOWing
and having in view the balance of power among
pursuits of various kinds. not dependent one on
the couuties, there is no danger, as the honoraanother as in cities. And when, sir, with these
ble president of the ('.onvention has argued, of
powers staring us in the face, we depart from
liberty and equality being trampled in the dust,
this county arrangement, in order to give city
I put it to honorable delegates, when they representation,
and we place no restriction on
give to the city of Louisville, for example, her
the increase of n city's popular representation
separate city representation,
backed too by the
in tha.t hoU!~e oC the general a!lsembly which
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t.ion ought generally to be based on population,
governs the taxing power, the representation
from cities here ought not to complain if we re- but I believe also that there are just and proper
fuse to depart from county organiaation as to exceptions to that rule, the reasons for which, at
a futnre day, may strongly develope themselves
senatorial representation.
'I'he southern and interior porThere is another view of the matter not to be in Kentucky.
wholly disregarded.
The several representa- tions of the state are and ever will be agriculturives from the smaller counties seeing the supe· ral. An agricultural population is never so
rior ad vantages which ennceutrut icn of wealth, dense as a manufacturing and commercial one.
largeness of population, and union of interest, N ow take the people along the Ohio from one exfound in cities, will have over their people scat- treme of the state to the other, including the
tered in large territories, especially wheu they cities and a strip of territory of ten miles in
are giving to the cities representation, where tax- width along that line, and their pursuits will
ation call alone originate, have the right, on the ultimately be commercial and manufacturing,
priuc iples of self-preservation, to check that su- and are so now to a considerable extent. What
interest that
perior influence, in Home degree, by holding, i..the great and predominating
themselves, more weight in the senatorial branch, should be secured by our policy 'here? It is the
rights of those who have inwhich branch of the government we knowis not agricultural-the
But unless
designed or intended to represent single inter- vested their capital in agriculture,
we
adopt
some
proper
safeguards, the time will
ests, or the immediate popular will, as in the
come when that interest will be entirely subhouse of representatives.
For myself, I would as soon give a city an in- servient to the commercial and manufacturing
creased number of representatives
over what interests of the state. Take that region of counshe might be entitled t.o by the apportionment, try along the Ohio to which I have referred. and
as to give her a separate senator. He will repre- the prospect ~s that the time will come, and
sent a single interest as much so as if he were a probably within fifty years, that it will include
representative in the lower branch, while other a majority of the population of the state, The
cities and mauufacturinz
establishments that
senators throughout the state will represent several interests, as distinct as separate county or- are rapidly growing up all along that river, give
ganizations
can make them-or
the limited ample promise that this will be so, and I am not
Shall we,
number of senators allowed, must necessarily opposed to their growth or pursuits.
in fixing upon a basis of representation, put the
reqyire several counties, uot having cities, to be
great agricultural
interests of the whole state
united to form a senatorial district.
Sir, as a citv grows in population and wealth, entirely within the power of that strip of territory along the Ohior By what kind of populaand herconcentrate(l power exrands thereby, so
will her overpowllring politics influence widen. tion is that terrttorv to be filled up? There is a
For when "he gets two or even three senators, very clever population there now, or a large part
there will be but one common interest to repre- of It is such, and I doubt not a great portion of
sent-the
one city's glory to promote. None it will continue to be 80; but there will be a.
of her senators will be like those who represent great portion who will have no kindred feeling
with the great n~ricultnral interests of Kentucky
several counties, who have always to comproat all. It will be manufacturing and commermise between the several COUI:ty requirements
cial in its characteristics,
and will comprise
and wants and regard all alike. They will strike
always, ever and alone, fortheir city's promotion many, nay I apprehend a majority, who prefer
different mstitutions from what exist in Kenand power, and nothing else.
We are not taking from a city any right or tucky: those institution.'! I mean which created
the excitement last, summer. No man can doubt
pri vilege she has heretofore enjoyed. The report of the committee is extending her power that those influences are growing up in a manner wh ich will shake to its foundation the great
and influence in the legislative d~partment. We
institution we have come here to protect, unless
are asked to give it; shall we do it? We are not
we guard it in fixing the basis of representation.
bound, as I have tried to show, on the principle
Mark how this institution is crumbling away all
contended for by the chairman of the commitalong the Ohio, and how unsafe this description
tee, as he has assumed as the basis of representation. 'Ve ought not, for the other reasons Ihave of property is becoming on that margin of the
state. Mark w ho are taking the place of the
hinted at; and I do believe when you look to
black population, and observe the feelings of
proper equality and balance of po,ver in the
the great portion of the people who are filling
senate, you will concur with me and cause the
up these manufacturing
towns and cities
motion to prevail.
I am too unwell to enlarge
along the river. They are generally hostile to
further, and should not have made the motion
the Institution of slavery, and disposed to go
in the first place, or spoken now, had other delhand in hand with its enemies that live across
egates indicated a purpostJ to do so.
the river. Then it behooves us to look to this
Mr. TURNER.
I did not expect that we state of things, and to guard against its effects.
would reach this subject to-day, and therefore I If we are not willing that our property should
am not prepared to express my views upon it as be placed within the reach of those COmiIJgover
its importa.nce requires.
But I will submit some and settlmg on our borders, and who:do not P0f!,sugg~stions. I have 110 desire to do injustice seas a kindred feeling on the subject with the
either to the people of Jefferson or Louisville, or residue of us, we must provide a barrier to their
of any other portion of the state, but it does political power and action in the com.titution
seem to me, that by the adoption of the princi- we are about to make,
ple contained in this section, a great injustice
As the gentleman from Franklin, (Mr. Liedwill be inflicted upon the general interests of
sey) hag said, representation is not in the United
this eomtI!onwealth. I concede that rapresenta-
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States, orin any part or the world, based entirely

attain a majority here, attempt to decide whether
un population. T~ere.may be and there are rea- we shall keep a certain poruon of our ~roperty

sons In the organisation
of every government
or not. Now,! have not changed myopmion
as
why it should not be exclusively
based on this expressed some weeks since, that it IS better Dot
'principle.
I am utterly opposed to basing rep- to bring more of this property here, for this was
resentation
on property; it should he based on one of the objections T have long entertained to
pOJ?ulation where It is stable and fixed in its investin~ more capital in slave property.
I beresidence, but not where it is floating and UD- lieve it IS against our interest to increase that
settled.
property, because I have apprehended the danIt is not right where the interests of a com- ger I have alluded to, and because I believe that
munity would be insecure under its allowance.
if we do not adopt some basis of representation
Why is it not adopted in the constitution
of the that will secure the power of the commonwealth
United States? It was seen that the large states to the great agricultural
interest, the instituwould swallow up and control the small ones, so tion will go down. I still adhere to all I said
that their infloen ce would be as nothing in the af- on the subject 'of slavery early in the session.
fairs of the federal government, unless the same
what has been the increase ill these Ohio river
power was given them in one branch of congress counties?
When I came here in 1823 as a memas was given to the lal'ger states.
And the com- ber of the legislature,
Campbell
county was
promise was, that in the house of representatives,
scarcely populous enou~h to secure it one repreWhite population
should be mainly the basis of sentative.
Since then it has been divided.and
representation,
but that in the senate each state Kenton made from it, and now Kenton and
should be on an equal footing, the small with Campbell/according
to the ratio proposed here,
the lar~e states.
Little Delaware has as great a would have three or four representatives
and
voice III the U nited States senate as the empire nearly two senators.
And there are other points
state of New York.
Again, white population is all along the banks of the river growing up in
Dot the sole basis of representation
in the house the same way. What has been the $'rowth of
of representatives
in congress-nor
is representathe other parts of the state?
But little comtion 111 a majority of the states of the Union,
pereuvely, except at the mouth ofthe Tennessee
based Without excejJtion all numbers.
river, which send two or three more representeMy honorable co league and myself represent
ti vas-e-and eyery apportionment
exhibit." the fact
a pretty large county, but if you adopt the pro- that the power is stealing away from the great
position now pending, the little and the interior
agricultutal
interests of the state towards the
and second siaed counties will be greaty wronged.
Ohio river, and going over to the commercial
A large county will be allowed on' that ratio and nanufactnring
interests.
And its tendency
one senator, or one-thirty-eighth
of the power of thus to withdraw from the southern and interior
government, while several small counties would
parts of the state, is strongly
exhibited under
not have that power, though their population
the basis of representation proposed in this reshould come within ten votes of the ratio.
The port.
Those river counties now send here men
result wouldbe.that
a csemln number of voters in who agree with us in sentiment
mainly, but
a town or city would give the county and town there is a feeling coming' a('ro,.S8the OhIO that
a senator, when if the same number was dis- may send here men who will speak a different
tributed between two counties they would have language and sentiment from what these gentlenone.
The principles
embodied in this report men do. ThE'Y were this yelir very ueer carrying
would therefore destroy
the influence of the Louisville, or at any rate, were strong enough to
small and second sized counties in the state in its do a great deal of mischief.
And I believe
senatorial representation.
Half a dozen of them that in Campbell they were very near doing tho
would be huddled tosether to get a representasame.
tive iu the senate, and'the cities and towns. COI1- Mr. ROOT. Not at all.
stantly increasing, would soon gain the entire
Mr. TURNER.
Does anyone
believe that
control of the legi8la~ion of the state.
Adopt this representation from along the banks of that
t~e report. ~nd the stnp of cOll~try on the Ohio river, in fifty years to come, from present indica.
nver to ~VhIChI have referred, m Iess than. fifty tlOns, is likely to be in favor of tflat 111Stltutioll
years, Will govern th~ state.
What then WIll be \1'e have been assembled her.: in part to protect?
the result? . WhcI·ever commerce and mannfacCan any Olle believe 1t, when 'they see'the change
tures pr.e\·all all know that the peopl~ are gene-' that is going on in the character of the popnlar~lly d,sp?sed to more ('xtravag1l;nce In the pub- tion?
The tendency of this incoming popnIalIe expendItures.
Great wealth IS accumubted
tion is to accumulate in cities and in manufac.
in a few han<is by thes7 pursuits.
This is not tlll'ing establishments,
and their sympnthies are
the case among a!1 agnc~J1tura~ 'peop!e, most of not with us. I think that one-thirty-eighth
part
whom. after sl:ppling .thel~ famIlies With the ne- of the power or this com1ll0nwealtfl is as much
ces~arles of Ide find 1t difficult enough to pay as J effersoll mld Lotliaville,
01' as any county
thel~ taxes, let them be as low as they may. should ask; and I believe that the residue of the
TheIl' nett profits arc ~mall, The rcsul~ w~)t\ld state ought to have the other thirty-seven
p'a:rt~.
be, th~t these commerCIal and manufacturmg,peoI do not blame the gentlemcn from LouisviIle foY
pIe, disposed as they are to go on. ~ more ~x- attemptin$' to secure all the powetthey
(;<'111, betravagant-:ligurc,
would tax the agl'lcultural
ltJ- callse theIr
constituents wOllld be displea.~ed
tercst t~ a burthensome extent, and w?u~d shape with tllem if they did not; but still, they must
the poltcy of the state to su?serve ~helr mterests
be aware that it is not safe to the balance of the
and not the luterests of agncultunsts.
state, and that it is the duty of those tep'resent_
But what is more important, increll.Sing in the ing the agricultural
interests
to 0t!pose it.
way I have describedl they 'will, as soon as tney There has been something said in regard tOtfle
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but when you come to the senforeign vote-I mean the vote ,of those w~o come tion as to cities .......
in from other states, and fOrE'lpllcountries.
Go ators, let no county have, in !lny event, more
to the manufacturing
establishments
along the than one senator, if she does embrace a city
One-thirty-eighth
part of
river, and you will find one-third, if not one- within her boundarJ'-'
half of the population there to be those who arc the whole legislative power of this commonnot Kentuckians by birth. Well, suppose the wealth is as much as any county ought to ask,
whole country along the river settled in the same and as much as the eonvcntiou ought to grant,
Mr. DIXON.
I do 110t understand that this
wat are we disposed, when they become a rnajonty of the popula~ion of the state, to l~t the question is confined to the cities of Louisville,
whole agricultural interests of the st,ate, Inclu- Covington, or any other cities in the commonding the mass of the native population
?f th.e wealth. The gentleman who has preceded me,
country, be governed aud ruled by.these lIn,mt- I understand in the remarks which he has thrown
it is not right
granter I see a state ,of t!li~lgS whICh. I "?eheve out, to assume this position-that
will eventnally result m glVlng the majority and that the people living upon the banks of the
Ohio
river,
embracing
a
district
of
country ten
full control, to the hands of people not favorable to the institutions of Kentucky; and I am miles wide along the extent of that river, and
for checking it before it is too powerful to con- the people living in the cities there, or the cities
trol. Let us begin at once, l mean no disrespect in any part of the state, should be placed on an
to any of the river counties, for it is a state of equal footing, so far as representation is concernthings which I have no idea.tho~c residing. there ed, with the balance of the state.
Mr. TURNER.
I did not take that position,
desire to produce; but that It will result in th.e
way I have pointed out, I think is ylOSt maru- I said that I was willing cities should have sepfest. Go now to the towns and CltICS on the arate representation from the counties.
Mr. DIXON.
I am certainly not deceived in
Ohio river, and contrast the condition and appearance of things to what they were some years the effect, at least, of the geutleman'e argument.
Was it not that the
ago. Who compose the waiters at the taverns, What was that argument?
and the servants and laborers of the towns and whole of the country lying on the banks of .the
cities? Who do yOll find filling these stations? Ohio river, from its upper to its lower extremity,
Not the blacks tha.t we ouce saw there; but an- was to be inhabited by foreigners, paupers, eruancipetioniats; and men without rroperty, ,~ho, ~n
other description of people who are continually
coming in, and who are ready t? act in ?on?l:rt ali probability, were to contro the elections m
with others out of the state, against the institu- this country in time to come, and who also
tion of slavery, and who will break down our would be adverse to the best interests of the
institutions after a while, if not checked by our people of the state? DiJ 1 not, then, understand the gentleman's
argument aright?
The
action. I understand
this to be particularly
of a large number of the freetrue of Louisville,
This part of the population disfranchisement
and for what purpose?
Beis constantly migratory-c-is unstable, and fe~ls men of Kentucky,
vast multitude
of foreigners,
very little community of interest with native cause, first-a
Kentuckians.
It is here to-day and gone to-mor- emancipationists,
and men without property,
row. I mean a large part of it. 'I'hcy never collect together in cities; and from the exposure
have, and never will settle In the interior, to any of the borders of the state on the Ohio nver to
~reat extent, while the institution of slavery ex- the free states, the same kind of population will
rsts. Their natural inclination
is to the banks inhabit the whole country, commencing at the
of the Ohio river, the vicinity of different insti- lower and running up to the upper line of the
tutions from ours. Well, it seems to me that no state, and including
a distance of ten miles
county in the state ought VI have more than one from the river. These people, says the gentlesenat{)r, especially when a large profort-ion of man, will. have no common interest with tlle agthe population to uphold it is such as Lave de- ricultural community; that if permitted to exerscribed,
And 1 see no reason why this matter of cise the right of suffrage, the time will not be
senators fo! Louisville is bro.ught up ill,. th,is ~e?- distant, when they will control the elections of
tion, relating to represen~atl.ve,s. W~y",lf ~tIS the state, and emancipate all the slaves. Alnot intended to make an InVidIOUS (llstm~jaoll, though a pro-sla,'cry man myself, ~n the fn.ll,est
is it not placed in tllOse sections where the'rllsi- extent of the term, I am not for disfranclllsmg
due of tlle senate is provided for, and which 'We any citizen, and depriving him of tIle right of
have not yet reached'! It does not belong where suffrao-c, lest, at some future period, he vote at
it is, Is it to seOJureLouisville
first, and to let the p~lls that slavery shall no longer exist in
the balance of the state struggle for the residue K~tucky.
To disfranchise the non-slave holdof the senators?
Shall we put no limitation on ers oJ KentUCky from the apprehension that they
the number of senators or representati,'es a city may, at some future period, vote against the inshall have? Shall we allow one city, if it grows stitutiot;,l of slavery, IS to arouse the whole of
large enough, to govern the whole siate? 1 have that class. of the population against the instituthrown out these suggestions on this subject, tion, and to insure its final overthrow.
somewhat crudely, as the question has come up
But I will here say to the gentleman, that in
when no one expected it would, and ask for the legislatUl'(', if the question of slavery is
them the cOllsitleration they may be entitled to. guarded in the new constItution, as I apprehend
The provision of the old constitution,
that no it will be. that body can never have or exercise
county shall have more than one senator, is far any legislative power' over tLe subject. We will
preferable to the repolt of the committee, in my never give to the legislature the right to free the
estimation,
Let the representation ill the lower slave!S,unless with the limitation that the own,exs
honse be mainly on the basis of population, if shall be fairly compensated for tLem. I have
you ehooae--not, however, wit,houtaome limita- no fears, then, of letting all the freemen of Ken-

tucky be fairly represented in the legislative department of the government.
All who are sub~ected to the burthena of government should be
Justly and equally reflrescnted in the body that
makes the laws by which these burthens are im-.
posed.
'1'0 deu:}' this, would be to tax the people without their consent-to
subject them to
evils better suited to the abject condition
of the
serfs of Russia, than to the proud spirit of the
Freemen of Kentucky.
Representation
in this state is not to bo equal:
it is to be made uucqnal all the borders of the
state,-it
is to be confined to a particular class
of people, and distinctions are to be made between the freemen of this commonwealth!
This
I understand to be the principle asserted
by the
~ntleman
from Madison, and by way of carry109 out this new policy, and of counteracung
the effect of alJowmg all these people to vote,
he insists that the basis of representation in the
towns and cities should not be the same that it is
in other parts of the state, or, in other wordsnumbers being established
as the basis-a
larger number of voters should be required to elect
a senator or representative
in the towns and
cities, and the country
bordering
on the Ohio
river, than should be required in other parts of
the state.
This, certainly sir, was the gentleman's argument, or it was nothing at all. It is
not merely to defend the free citizens of the cities of Louisville, Covington, or the citizens of
filly other city, who fall under this proscriptive
system of the gentleman;
for those cities have
champions here upon this floor, able and competent at all times, to defend their interests and
their people against whatever assaults
may be
made upon them; hut it is to defend my own
constituents from this unjust assault, that I protest against the gentleman's doctrines.
The people on the borders of the river and in
the towns, and tho people of the state who own
110 property,
are to be adverse to the interests of
the balauce of the people of Kentucky,
and es·
pecially
to the interest of the slaveholders.
This I do not believe will ever be the case; but
of one thing I am certain, that the way to prevent it is not to disfranchise, under the proviaions
of the constitution, that portion of the citizens
who may happen not to be slaveholders.
I am
for protecting
slavery, but not for departing
from, or striking out of the constitution
of the
state, the great principle
which secures the
eqnality of suffrage.
The principle which is asserted in all free governments is, that numbers.and not property, shell
form the basis of representation.
'l'his is the
principle asserted ill the report of the committee,
and which I am not disposed, unless for better
reasons than have been given by the gentleman
[rom Madison, to depart from. I will make no
aistinctions between the citizens of Kentucky, in
ihe right to exercise the elective franchise,
nor
fill I make the basis upon which that right exsts, broad as applicable to one class of the peoele, and narrow when applied to another ; equal
lights to all, and exclusive privileges to none,
It least so far as the right of voting is concerned,
hould be the motto of every-republican.
The gentleman from Madison, by way of illnsating his theory, has attempted
to show that
!he interests of the people who inhabit towns

and cities are antagouietical
to those who live
in the country.
I deny the correctness of this
position, and maintain"that
their interests and
pursuits, if not identical,
are nevertheless
mutual and dependent on each other.
It is the division of labor which preserves and
stimulates
all the various industrial
pursuits
of the land; for if aU men were to engage in tho
same busluess, it is clear that the world would
be flooded with the surplus of whatever
might
be the product.'> of their labor, and which would
waste and rot for the want of a market.
It is
from the fact that the people of the world are
engaged in a thousand different pursuits, that a
market is afforded to each for the surplus product of his labor.
The manufacturer,
the mechanic, the man of commerce, and the farmer,
are all deflendent 011 each other; and that system of policy which weakens the one destroys
the interest of the ather.
The mechanic builds
a house for the manufacturer
and receives
in return for his labor money or the fabric
which is manufactured.
He affords to the manufacturer a market for a portion of his goods.
He builds for the farmer a house and he receives
in pay his breadstuffs and other articles raised
on his farm, and thus becomes a market for the
farmer.
The manufacturer,
with his thousand
operatives, whilst he buys from the agriculturalist the raw material which he works into tho
beautiful fabric, buys from the farmer and is dependent on him for all the articles of food which
are necessary to the subsistence
of his hands.
His manufacturing
establishment
is a great
home market for the farmer.
The law which
protects him, therefore, protects the farmer.
I
have said that but for this division of labor and
diversity
of employments
we would have no
market, and the people engaged in all the different industrial
pursuits arc dependent
on each
other.
The S\lgar planter of the south, whilst
he sells to the farmer of the west the sugar
which he every day consumes in his family, receives in return the mules and horses and breadstuffs which are necessary in carrying on the op·
erations of his plantation.
'l'hey afford mutual
markets for the surplus products of the labor of
each other.
If all were mechanics.
all manujacturcrs,
all sugar jllanters, or all of any other
pursuit, ruin and bight would fall on their entire busiuesa: do not force then too many people
to engage in agriculture,
lest you break down
the market for his surplus products and destroy
where you afford protection.
Build up your cities and your towns then in
the midst of agricultural communities, let them
increase to their tens of thousands and their
hundreds
of thousands,
and the vast multitude
of merchants and mechanics, and manufacturers and professional men, and every description,
must look to the farmer for all the means of subsistence.
Is it not to the advantage of the farmer
then that these towns and cities should grow up
in his midst? He finds in them a market for his
beef, his pork, his poultry, his eggs, his vegetables, his flour, his meal, his corn, nay, for every
article that he raises on his farm, and of which
he has a surplus.
Is it not manifest then to all,
that where you establish such a great market in
the midst of an agricultural country, you, so
fa.r from breakmg down the interest of the ag-
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The gentleman seeroe to think that the time is
ricultural community.
are giving to it ita very rapidly approaching, when we shall be overrUIl
by a foreign population,
and because a foreign
life and strength.
population may settle along the banks of the
Where is the farmer who lives in the neighborhood of Louisville, or any other large city, that Ohio, or in the city of Louisville, or Home other
does not feel the advantaae
he derives from city, that the great principle of equal represenDoes not the
bringing his property to that great market? tation should be denied them.
All must see and feel the value of it. All the gentlf}DHUlknow that if he excludes the foreignt11&t
great manufacturing establishments
of the coun- er according to his basis of representation,
he WIll also exclude with him the native born
try are in this way advantageou8 to the agriculAmerican
citizen
from
the
benefits
of
111atprintural community at large,
Does not every one
ciple? When he strikes at the foreigner of the
see that when you establish a great manufactory
with its hundreds
of working
men, that you cities, ~nd along the banks of the rivet, he strikes
have thus employed
that number of persons also, IHm who 16 born within the limits of the
state, and destroys all at a single blow. 1 prowho otherwise wo'uld be engaged in the agricultural pursuits of the country'/
Is 110t a market at test against this doctrine of the gentleman from
It is unjust to the people of that poronce opened to the farmer, which is of great ad- Madison.
vantage and benefit to him? All must se-e and tion Qf the state to which he alludes, and negThe
feel it, Look at the iron region, and we find tructive to a great fundamental principle.
true basis of representation
is population,
and
there a thousand men engaged in the mauufacnothing else, and I protest against anv other
tunng of Iron, They have also in use hundreds
of horso'ls, mules, and cattle,
Where do all these principle being introduced into the constitution
animals-these
horses, mules, and cattle and we arc about to form. I am not for giving a
the com and forage required
for them, l~ome man the right of suffraRe merely because he is
rich or has property.
l'he poor Ulan, ever ready
from? Was it not from the farming community
at large? And does 110t the gentleman
see at to protect and defend the interests of his country,
once the necessity that this great division of merely because he is poor, I would never exclude
The gentleman's
labor should exist, with a view that all shall be from the right of suffrage.
employed and a market opened for all? Break doctrine is to establish a Hew basis of representaor at least something
up all YO\1f cities, and let their populnt.iona go to t1OU,perhaps of property,
and I will not go with
raising beef, and pork, and cattle, and tobacco, other than population,
and hemp-away
with trade, manufactures, and him in sustaining it. Let every freeman in KencommercE'. Throw all into the agricultural in- tucky, unless he has been guilty of some crime
terest, and then you will see the farmer, instead which should disfranchise him. exercise the gloWhen
of reapmg that retnrn for his labor which he rious privilege of the elective franchise,
now does, crushed by this blighting
system, the country calls to arms, and her enemies are on
and depnved of every market for his produce. her borders, do you then stop to enquire whether
It is wrong on principle to assert on this floor the soldier is a property holder or not? Who is
that then: is any difference existing between the it that is the first. to listen to the tap of the
Whose spirit is it that is first-aroused by
'People of any 'portion of the state, or that there drum?
is .anr antagonlsm it;!~h~seillterests,
Tllis great the ear piercing fife, and who is it that is the
first
ready
to march to the rescue, when the connprmclple
of the diVISIOn of labor is one for
The rich
~hich I have contended all my Jlfe, and it is try is invaded, or its flag is in danger?
nght in itself. I am for building cities and vil- man is confined to his home by interests that he
It is the men without proplages, and manufacturing
establish mente wherev- is loth to sacrifice.
er it is possible and profita.ble,
And I am not erty, but who are ready to yield up what IS far
for giving either to the people there, or to those dearer to them than property, their lives, when
demands
the sacrifice.
They
elsewhere in the state, exclusive advantages or the country
'Privilege~, but for putting them all on an equal- are the men we all look to, when the country
tty. 'Phis great system of the division of labor wants soldiers for her defence. Let it not then be
is the very protection of all the great interests of proclaimed as the doctrine of the people of Kenthe country, and whenever that principle is de- tucky, that the basis of representation
is to be
parted from those interests must suffer. Then established here, other than that of ropulation:
I will not go with the gentleman from Madison.
Any tl~ing el~e woul~ be UI1J'ust, and nev,er will
I will go for drawing no such invidious distinc- subscnbe to It, 1Will not rere stop to lOquire
tions between the reop,le in the exercise of the whether foreigners should have the right to vole,
Tight of suffra~e,
wlll not go with him to re- I know not wnether that question is to be discussed, but one thing is certain, that foreign citvive the old English, rotteo, borl'ough system
which, springing
out of the di vision of all th~ izens ought to be permitted to exercise all the privlands of England
by \Villillffi the conqueror
il~ges t~a~ apperta~n to citi~ens.
If you make
him a CItizen let hun exerCise the pnvileges
of
amongst his great followers, limited representaDo not give hiro the shadow, while
tion to property or territory, and cruShed, be- a citizen.
you
dep.ire
him
of
the
substance.
Do
not
mock
neath the iron heal of a. dark despotIsm and a
splendid aristocracy, which followea in its train, him with the idea that he is a citizen, while at
the hoPf:S and freedom of a great peQple for cen- the same time yon deprive him of all the privituries. We have flung-from our constitutions and leges?f citizenship,
For my part, I can never
His doctrines
are
our statu~s the Enghsh doctrine of entails, alld go With the gentleman,
They are wrong to
priIy.ogemture, and vroperty qualification,. as the wrong in every particular,
basiS of representatIOn, and I cannot go w.Ith the the people where 1 live, they are wrong to the
gentleman when be attempts, in effect, to revive people where he lives, and they strike at the very
them in carry-ing out the principle he has here to- foundation of the libert~ea of all intelligent peo·
day asserted.

ple.
Tbey are wrong to the people of this state,
they are wrong to the people of the United
States, and they are wrong to the whole world.
'I'he whole world is looking
anxiously to the
great progress of free principles,
and the establishment of free governments not only in the
United States, but in all Europe.
A mighty
struggle is going on in the pOjHllar feeling in
the old world, which is crumb ing the thrones
of despots to ruins.
The old corruptions
and
ancient abuses are passing away, and the spirit
of liberty is struggling with an energy that will
be irresistible wherever its votaries art'! united in
defence of its sacred cause.
That spirit is ouward, and it is marching to triumph.
It is clear
to the heart of every American, and rather than
to yield or abandon it, he would tear that heart
from his bosom, and throw it, a. bleeding seenDee, at the feet of his country.
For one, 1 would
do it.
Mr. PRESTON,
A.s it iii rather late, I would
not now attempt to detain the committee but for
the singular ground taken by the gentleman
from Madison.
It is;a position so different from
what he has heretofore occupied on this floor,
and the arguments he used are so unfounded, so
unjust, that I feel, though the youngest representative from Louisville, bound, on this floor,
to point out the errors which have characterized
them, to denounce them as unfit to be entertained by this convention, and as contrary to every
true principle of liberty, and to every right
which should belong to the citizen, What is
the proposition in the report. of the committee?
Is it iniquitous, is it unJust, does it speak to a
section, does it apply only to Louisville, or is it
in its operation as wide spread as the state of
Kentucky, and as fair as the character of the
bold race that live upon its soil. This proposition does give Louisville a representation
in
both houses of the general assembly, which
technicalities in former times deprived us of,
And the lcgal acumen which mark many in the
house has been exerted in order to inflict a vital
stab on the true :principle of representation.
What is that priuciple I Representation rests
on three grounds.
It can be based on territorial
extent, it can be on property, and it can be upon
the free hearts and bold arms of our countrymen,
upon number", upon population, and it must be
upon one of these, or upon combinations of them.
Kentucky was the flrststate in this confederacy
that asserted the proud doctrine that the principle
of representation was based on territorial extent,
orupon property, but upon the number of herb rave
citizens.
'l'hat it was the free bodies and the
free minds of Kentucky, and not the hoards of
an Astor's wealth, or the extent of a Van Rens
selaer's possession that was to be represented,
In England, they adopted, as my eloq,uent friend
from Henderson has stated, the principle of territorial extent, and what was the creature of that
infamous principle, for all infamous principles
will breed monsters in the progress of time, It
was the borough system. It caused old Serum
to be represented when the town of Birmingham
was unrepresented, when old Sarum with two
members bad not a citizen within her borough,
and when Birmingham contained forty thousand
free, white, adult males. It was this that called
fortherefrom bill. The principle of thc repre-

sentation of property bas been exploded, end
we now have a single point to rest the right of
suffrage, and the extent of representation
upon.
And that is the number of free white male citizens.
Mr, R. N. WICKLIFFE.
If the gentleman
from Louisville will give way, I will move that
the committee rise,
M r. PRESTON assented.
Mr. TURNER.
1 desire to make an explanation at this time, that it may go out with the
gentleman's speech, with the permission of the
gentleman from Louisville.
So far as I recollect
the argument of the gentleman from Henderson,
it was, that I 'wished to raise up an aristocracy
in the country,
Now my argument was directly
the contrary.
Commerce and manufactures pro·
duce ten times the amount of aristocracy that
the agricultural interests of the country do.The poor farmers who live scattered about all
over the country, and barely raising surplus
enough to pay their taxes, have not the means to
engender or to gratify aristocratic taste or habits. I am against raising up a great city ariatocracy to govern the country, and I was objecting to those who are here to-day and away tomorrow, coming in and voting in our cities
and controlling the interests of the state, In
the large cities yOI1would find one third of the
population of this class, and of those who never
settle there permanently.
The committee then rose and reported pro·
gress, and obtained leave to sit again, and
The convention adjourned.

MONDAY,

NOVEMBER

12, 1849.

Prayer by the Rev. Mr. BRUSH.
ORDER OP BUSINESS,

Mr. MERIWETHER
submitted the following:
., Reeotved, That the convention will proceed
in the following order to dispose of the reports
of the several committees:
1st. The report of the committee on the legislative department.
2. 'I'be report of the committee on the judicial
department.
:.L The report of the committee ou the executive department.
4. The report of the committee on the militia.
S. The report of the committee on slavery.
6. The report of the committee on education.
7. 'I'he report of the committee on miscellaneous provisions.
8, The report to be made on the mode of reo
vising the constitution,
And that said reports be taken up and disposed of in the fore~oingorder,"
Mr, C. A. WICKLIFFE.
I do not myself
fairly comprehend the derangement, or arrangement of business at this hour, which that resolution proposes. I sec not why we should depart from the ordinary course. The report on
the legislative department wlll, I suppose, come
up to-day, that having the priority; and I think
the convention should take up thl\t which is
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most eon venieut , I lllak~ the suggestion, because to-morrow, ut least it was so announced,
the report of till' committee on the judicial department, and the circuit and county courts, will
corue up :t'l the special order.
Mr. 1IEIUWE1'HER
1f the gentleman from
N clson will reflect, he will sec that if the present order of business be muintniued we cannot
get at the report he alludes to under the rule,
without a vote of two-thirds.
It is true, the report to which the gentleman refers bas been
made the special order of the day for to-morrow,
but he cannot have forgotten that there are other
special orders that have precedence.
My object
in presenting this resolution is, that each gentleman may know when the report, in which he is
most interested, is to be acted upon.
Without
such a resolution, I apprehend the report of the
Iegislatdve committee, which was under considerat.ion on Saturday, will have precedence over
all others, until it is disposed of. It is not with
a view of ~ivillg precedence to allY particular
report that 1 offer this resolution; but I thought
the legislative, judicial, and executive branches
should be considered in succession, so as not to
distract the mind of the convention from these
great leading objects. That was my sale reason; and gentlemen will perceive that, so far
from giving precedence to the report of the committee of which I am chairman, that report is
placed nearly last.
Mr. CLARKE.
I do not vcry well understand
why this proposition is offered this morning.
It comes in at a very singular time, and I do not
well comprehend it. There has been an order of
business adopted, which has been acted upon
from the commencement of the session to the
present time. That order has not required the
legislative committee to report first, and the judicial committee next, ana so forth; and I do not
well comprehend the propriety of this resolution this morning, unless It is designed that the
reports of one committee, where they have
thought proper to report what belongs to another, shall h ave precedence.
Now, if this arrangement of business is to obtain in this house, and
it is to accommodate those interested in a particular report, what will be the result? Why, it
will be that when a report is before the convention, in which they are not interested, they will
Hot be here, and you will not have a quorum 'to
do business.
I understood from the honorable
mover of that proposition, that there might be a
particular report in which gentlemen arc interested, and that these certain gentlemen ought to
know when it will come np. Sir, there should
be no report ill which gentlemen are not interested. Gentlemen should feel an interest in every
report; and I am not inclined to change the order of business here to accommodate gentlemen,
so that they may be absent when the reports, in
which they have no particular interest, are before us. Sir, I want our business to proceed on
a well settled principle.
And I again repeat,
that I am at a loss to know why this resolution
comes in this morning.
I shall vote against it
till I see more of the effect, point, and object to
be accomplished, than I now see.
Mr. MERIWETHER.
If the g-entleman is
dull of comprehension, it is not my fault. He
says ho cannot understand it. Sir, that is not

my fault. I am not reepoueible for that at all.
I alluded, m speaking of the reports in which
gentlemen might be Interested, to the fact that
there are certain gentlemen who are chairmen of
committees, who, if they expected their reports
to come up on a particular day, would bring
their papers with them when they leave their
rooms and be prepared to net upon the subjects
of them. The gentleman says it will change
the order of the business here. Why, what order have we had? The reports of committees
have nearly all been made, and they have been
referred to the committee of the whole, in the
order in which they came; ann. they will have
precedence, as they have had, without any connection with each other at all. The g-entleman
must be very suspicious, if he would attribute
any motive to me. It is to take up those
branches first that relate to each other; and that
is all the motive I have. The gentleman will
see that the report of the committee of which he
is chairman, will be the first to be disposed of,
then the report on the executive department,
and next the report on the judicial department,
and after which will come up the other subdivisions, and those subjects belonging especially
to no particular department.
Mr. CLARKE.
I know, sir, we have been in
the habit when in the committee of the whole,
for reasons which seemed to be perfectly satisfactory to the committee, of laying aside a report
for the time being and taking up another, and
that practice has been adopted for the convenience
of the house, and forfacility in the transaction of
business.
Now the gentlemen from Jefferson
has been pleased to say, that if I was in want of
comprehension, it was not perhaps bis duty to
furnish me.
.Mr.MERIWETHER
(in his seat.) No sir.
Mr. CLARKE.
Sir, I understand the remark,
and I beg leave to sa'! if I were in want, I should
not corne to him.
should be poor indeed if I
should come to that gentleman under such circumstances, nor would I leave him so destitute,
as I should do by taking away from him the
small stock that he now possesses.
Sir, I did
uot pretend to impugn the motives of that gentleman in offering the resolution.
I have stated,
and repeat, that I have seen no reason for this
departure from the order of business in this
house, since this has been a convention.
It will
be borne in mind, and I appeal to members of
different committees, if there are not reports from
one committee embracing the same subject matter that has been reported upon by another committee. Now if there is no object in this, what
will be accomplished?
Though the report of the
legislative committee, as the gentleman puts it
first, encroach, per possibility, 011 the legitimate
business of another committee, still you make
that encroachment the first matter for action;
because you cannot take up the other till you
have acted on this one. We have been in the
habit of laying over the reports for the convenience of the house, and if convenience still require it, I do not want any iron rule laid on me,
or this house to prevent it.
Mr. MERIWETHER.
I am sorry that the
gentleman from Simpson, (Mr. Clarke), has
thought it necessary to pervert my remarks for
the purpose of making a personal attack. I did
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not say that if hewue dull of comprehension I was
bound to furnish him with it. No, itrequires a
gentleman of more presumption
than I am possessed of to make an assertion of that kind.
1
said if the gentleman could not comprehend the
resolution, aud if he was dull of comprehension, I was not responsible for it. And, as to the
gentleman's iron rule, Iusk, if this resolution is
not adopted, if there is not already an iron rule
on the house. Does not the rule require that we
shall take up the reports as they have been made,
unless made the order for a particular day? And
then if there are several, has Dot the first special
order the precedence? The gentleman says that
for the convenience of the fiouse, we have dispensed with this rule. Well sir, adopt the rule
I propose, and we can nleo dispense with it,
when the convenience of the house shall require
it. I again appeal to the house whether it is
not expedient that we should consider the reports on the legislative, executive, and judicial
departments as nearly together as we can.
Mr. HARDIN.
I understand the reports of
the committees are almost all in, and I understand this resolution is nothing more than making out a docket as to how 'we shall proceed.
'This is generally done by a coruruittee, and the
order is laid out so that each may know how we
are to proceed.
Now, we have a committee to
classify and arrange our bueinees, so that it may
assume the shape of a constitution, giving It
symmetry and form. 'I'he order wo proceed in
is of very Ii ttl" importance, but it seems to be
proper to take up the legislative branch first, the
executive next. and the judiciary next. If we do
not, what will be the result? Why, we shall
jump Ircm subject to subject, and sit here till the
first day of March.
Are we to sit here till the
last day of December? Why, then, I suppose,
there will be a writ of forcible entry and detainer to compel UfO; to give up the house to the legislature. 1 want to finish in four weeks. I think
we can finish the reports of the legislative and
executive branches this week, and when we get
to the judicial department, as it has been so of·
ten discussed, I do not believe we shall be detuined with the three courts more than two 01'
three days. There is scarcely a controverted
point in all the three reports, for we have made
so manJ' compromises and eonecssions all round,
that I t link there will be little differenceof views
in the discussion of these reports. I hope we
shall go on with the legislative branch till we
finish it, and then take up the executive and judicial, for I am as anxious as any man to have
it finished, and I do not. think there will be auy
controversy about, it. I have no predilections.
I was asked yesterday as to the best. way to ~<:t
on with the business. I had lIO conversatIOn
with the gentleman from Jefferson, but he has
seemed to strike on the same plan which was
suggested by some gentlemen yesterday.
It
seems important that we should finish.
Public
sentiment says we have stayed too long, and if
we stay here more than four weeks longer, public sentiment will say we have llot done our duty. I hope that after this day~ this c-onvention
will take a recess from one o'clook till thr<:e
o'clock, and then sit till five. We all know
what we have to do.
lfr. MACHEN.
l~ Seel~1ili
to mi sir, according

to the suggestion of the gentleman last up, that
it will be proper to change the order of busmesa
from that which we havepursued.
We have discussed the bill in relation to the courtofapvea1s;
the county court bill has also undergone dlBCUI'Ieion, and by this time they are pretty well understood. , The gentleman says these bills can
be gone through with in one or two days. For
one, I should like to see a commencement of business, that we may have something completed;
and if our minds are made up in regard to the
judiciary bill, let us take it up, for I am satisfied
ihat 0111' minds are not made lip as to what we
shall do with the legislative bill. It has not
been SQ well consicerea, but while we go through
with tho judiciary bill, tho attention of the delegates can be turned to the legislative bill, and
be ready to act at a future time. 1 think this is
a reason against taking up the order of business,
as proposed by the gentleman trom Jefferson. I
do not profess to be more diligent than others:
but I am 11 101lD' way from home, and cannot go
to see my ramiTy and return, as members can who
live at a less distance.
But I think every delegate should have a deej) interest in evory proposition, and if this reso ution is to give a privilege to certain men to be absent, I am against it
for that very reason. I want the concurrence of
all ill the adoption of every article of the constitution that we may mature. If tho court of appeals bill, and others relating to the judiciary,
can be disposed of this week, I think we had
better take them up ann dispose of them, and in
the mean time we lllay agree 011 those points about
which We now differ in reference to the legislative department.
I move to lay the resolution
on the table.
The question being taken, there were ayes 33,
noes 40. So the resolution was not laid on the
table.
The resolution was then adopted.
LEGISLAT[\-';;

DEPAlJ.nLENT.

The convention then resolved itself into COIDmittee of the whole, Mr. MERIWETHER
in the
chair, and resumed the consideration of the report of the committee on the legislative department.
The pending question was on the amendment
submitted by the g-entleman from Franklin, (Mr.
Lindsey) on Saturday.
Mr. OLARKE offered the following as a substitute, viz : to strike out all after the word
"the," ill the first line, and insert the followin~:
SEC. 5. The "general assembly shall divide
the several counties of this commonwealth into
convenient precincts, or may delegate the power to do so to such COllllty authorities as ther
may, bylaw, provide.
And elections for representatives for the several counties, shall be held
at the places of holding their respective courts,
and at the se"eral election precillcts into which
th", counties may be divided: Provided, That
when it shall appear to the general assembly
that any city or town hath a number of qualifieol
voters eqnal to the rat.io then fixed, such city or
town shall be invested with the privilege of l\
separate representation, in eithcr or both houses
of the general assembly; which shall be retained so long as such city or town shall contain a.
number of qualifioo voters equal to the ratio
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-to use his own langunge--" he feels smartly

which may be Bxed by law: Pronided, That no bothered."
The amendment that was proposoo
city or town, together with the county in which by the gentleman from Simpson, is also singuhl.T.
such city or town may be situate, shall, at any Be seems desirous to create fL division or make a.
time, be entitled to more than two senators; and partnership between the gentleman from Madthereafter, elections for the county in which such ieon and myself, in regard to the importation of
city or town is situated, shall not be held there- slaves into this state. I frankly admit that I
in; but such city or town shall not be entitled am afraid of such an alliance.
I am fearful. it
to a separate representation, unless such county, will be what the civilians call "socit!talJ leonina,"
after the separation, shall be entitled to one or a lion's partnership,
in which the gentleman
more rtJpresentll.tives: Provided, further, That from Madison 'Would get the lion's share.
Out of
the geucralllssembly shall have no power to pass regard therefore to me, I hope he will not press
laws prohibiti.ng the citizens of this common- it. 'Phe amendment violates also II. part of the
wealth from importing slaves for their own use; legislative report-a report which I suppose
but may pass laws requiring the importer of will receive the gentleman's able assistance and
slaves to take an oath, that such slave or slaves, support, inasmuch as he is the chairman of the
so imported, are for their own use, and not as committee.
He introduces a feature here, demerchandise; and that he, she, or they, will not clariug in the thirty fourth section "that no
sell said slave or slaves within this common- law enacted by the general assembly, shall emwealth, within two years after such slave or brace more than one object, eud that shall be
slaves are imported, under such penalties as
embraced in the title."
may, from time to time, be provided by law."
1t is a principle in legislation that receives my
Mr. TRIPLET'l'
said lie also bad an amendment which, at the proper time, he desired to assent, but he has transgressed it in bringing up
act" of negroes, in other
submit, but which, with the consent of the ~en- the "importation
tleman from Louisville, he would now read, -that words the act of 1833, in the final part of his
I will ask him therefore to reflect
that gentleman might know, before he commenc- propoaition.
ed his remarks, that such a proposition would be for a moment, npon the propriety of withdrawing his amendment, and allowing us to considoffered. and be able to apply his observations to
er, unperplexed,
the section in the report; as I
it, if he should deem it necessary.
The secretary read the amendment as follows, think we ought not to set so bad an example to
subse~uent legislatures, as to infriuge the rule
for the information of the convention:
I merely mention
"Provided, That the cities unincorporated, or established by ourselves.
which may hereafter be incorporated,
in this these facts as preliminary to the observations I
commonwealth, and to which a senator or senn- mean to make in reference to the subject gene·
tors may be allotted, shall not together, under ratly.
The amendment
of the gentleman
from
any future apportionment,
be entitled to more
than one-fourth of the whole number of senu- Davless does not propose that any city in the
tors; and whenever, under any future apportion- state shall never have the right of sending more
but that
ment, the whole number of senators to which than OHefourth of the represeutetion,
said cities 'Would be entitled, shall exceed one- all the cit.ies of the etute, collectively, shall not.
fourth of the whole number of senators for the
Mr. TRIPLETT.
That is exactly what I
whole state, the legislature shall apportion the mean.
one-fourth
of the whole number of senators
Mr. PRESTON.
I do not know that I can
among the cities entitled, according to some/·ust occupy that ground.
I eatue here only claiming
and equitable mode of apportionment:
1: nd,
that the people of the cities shall not be ostraprovided, 'I'hct no city shall ever be tlntitled to cised, and claiming equal and ju!'t privileges
more than two senators."
with our rural brethren.
I ask therefore, that
Mr. PRESTON.
1 had not anticipated sir, no stigma shaH be placed on our brow, that no
fully, the debate which has sprung up on this act of disfranchisement
in any shape, shall be
exerci.sed by this conventi.on towards us, while
question.
At a late hour on Saturday last, when the dis- no such restriction is decreed in reference to
cussion closed, I had made some few remarks in the population
of other portions of the state.
regard to what I conceived to be the true prin- There IS the same moral obligation to act tociple upon which representation
was founded. wards us upon the true principles of justice, and
I had imagine.d up to the time when the gen- there is no reason why we should be placed ill
tleman from Madison made his speech, that a position different from that which the free
there would be but little resistance in this COlJ- population of the counties occupy.
I ask this
vention, to affording to Louisville, or to any house, before they cripple, us by imposing unother city, the same representntive rights that are just conditions and qualifications
upon our
accorded to every other portion of the state. In right of representation,
to listen calmly, and
as much as it WD.!'; at a late hour that I made decide justly.
those remarks, and as they are the basis upon
The territory
of Kentucky is one-fourth as
which I intend to place the principle of repre- great as that of France.
Under the blessings
sentation, I shall find it necessary briefly to of free institutions,
we, in common with our
recur to them. The amendments that have been common country, are advancing
with uuparoffered this morning, arc to me, matter of some ralleled progress,
ill
wealth ned popll1ation.
surprise.
I 5t:e before me a gentleman wbo We have pe(;uliar institutions.
In some parts
sometimes is a little mischeivous with his young of the country white labor, in other parts slave.
friends, and who although he seemed to accord ry. But the whole great confederacy ..moves onwith me funyon Saturday, now tells roe, that in ward with uninterrupted prosperity.
relation to "the rights of cities to be represented
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III this country.
I rec01n eentlernau of Carolina told me that a
b b f h C
I
I·
I
I d
d
mem er ate
aro Ina egis ature ia Invite
everv one of his constituents to a dinner-party.
E~erj: day: we develope and demonstrate new In Virginia, the people have struggled In vain
principles m the theory of govell~mellt to make to extirpate this cancer from the body politic,
us whet we nre, the model republic of the world. and they have almost succeeded in cradicatins
The country towards which the eyes of freemen it. Jn1Iaryland,
the same principle is now i~
from every p~rt of the globe-fro III ~ungary,
partial operation, cud this doctrine, to a greater
from Ireland, from France, from. all nations that or less extent, pervades the constitutions
of
areoppressed-c-aro t':'l'l:e~ to ?btalU an example for many states, particularly 011 the Atlantic border.
their stt.ldy and thel~ uuitanou.
kucw th~t
In some states, where the principle of nU!HFrance IS st.ud~eJ WJ.t1~ populo.us CltwS. and ':'11. bora was forced upon their consideration, in
lag~s. ~o III time, Clt.H~Sand villages WIll. spn~1g preference to free-hold qualification, thcy acup III this country, to become the abode of Its quieeced on the cundition that paupers should
home manufactures, and to supply the surround- be excluded and that some other restrictions
iug country with the necessary fabrics; while should rema'in. At this hour in Massachusetts
they receive in ~durn, tl!e products of agric~ll- a property qualification is virtually required, bY.
t~r~. It was wI.th surprise that 1 hear(.l an m- exdudiuO' pauper" front voting. Let us turn to
ndlOus cumpanson between the agJ'lcultnral the COllstitution of Massachusetts.
ltl~UJnfllll1facturillgclasses,. attcmpte~ to be iJ~- "TllCre Hhall be aUllually elected by thefreestltuted by the gentleman from ~adlson.
11.1It !tolders," &c. This, the original feature, under
~here was. an attempt to array lllterest agalUst, the popular oemand, wa." altered in 1821, so that
llltel'e:;t, III a manner 1 could not Jlave expected "e"ery free male citizen, excepting paupers," ~c.
from Such aquarter.
were ai·mitted to the right of suffrage.
Such then sir, is the attitudc of Kentucky.
New York, under her Ilew constitution, has
Now, let us look at her past history.
To what done what? She has declared the broad princishould we attribute this progreRs? There is but pIe ihat numbers shall be the basis of represenolle Rolution, and that is comprised iJJ a single tation.
She has adopted fully the Kentucky
worcl~libel'ty.
To what should we attribute doctrinc; this was not the case when our common
thatlibertyt
To t1Ie grt:at and immutablc prin- confederae¥ was formed.
o.:ip'lestbat wcre foullded in the revolution, and
In regard to Kentucky, the last of the old thir8!,dl further carried out in Ji9!.! ill this very state. teen states-if
you may so call her-the
eldest
Sir, there al'c but three principles to regnlate born child of the new thirty-if
you 80 choose
repre~entatiolJ, that ha\·e bl:'cllprllctiealty acted to style her-what
prineiple does she set out
UpUll by lUCtl-lhree priuciples Ilpon which n- upon1 Let me read, for it is the first time cerrepre!:lentative governll1Gnt i", e\'(']' Laseu. 'Vhat tninly that this great truth ever emanated from a
are thE'y1 The first is geographical extent, the constitutional
body. '1'he sixth section of the
seo.:ond is property, the third IS population.
A constitution
declares, that rcpresentation shall
fourth lla'i been recommended by Mme, at be equal anu uniform, ill this commonwealth.
the head of ,,,hom stan os Jeremy Belltham. ltrullS thus:
.
'fhis last, is edueation, 01' popular mtelligence.
"Reprilsentation
shall be equal and uniform
I mention this becausc there are no other princi- in tllis commonwealth; und shall be 1'orever re~}lIes, that I am ..wn.ro::of. upon which re~resen- ulat,ed and ascertained by the uumber of quahtation proccE'ds. Sir, up to 179!:l,the pnnciple
fied electors therein."
prevailed, that property, or territory, should con'1'0 her eternal honor, be it said, she was the
stitute the ua3is of representation.
Kt'ntucky
first to promulge it.
wa'l the first to as,~ert that it should rest purely
'This is the principle that Kentucky has eson population.
From the time when the tents tablisJJed.
This is the ground she occupies, and
of the plt:beians whitened the sacred hill, until 1 want those 'V}lO seek to curtail the rights of
that auspiciolls day, the princivle had been th(' suffrage in this state, to c.ome np fairly, and
eontinued subject of conte.~t between the people point out the llecessity for making an exception.
and their rulers. In England, we find that the
I have alluded to the (wils of the borough sysNorman barons who conquered that country. tem. '1'here is no doubt, at this time, in the
claimed that representation should be based heart;; of the people of many of tho:: states, as
upon extent of territory, because they possessed wealth increases, a. growing inclination to rethe soil. This ga\'e flse to the borough system, tum to the system of property qualification.
and to a contest th,~t Ja:o;tedfrom the time of the You see them attemvting to effect this in many
Norman conquest, down to the year 1838.
of the states, although we have always repudlIn 1838-1 think it wa'i-the celebrn.ted "re- ate(l I.he pl'inciple here. In the state of Virginia,
fonn bill," of Lord Grey, was iutroduC(!d in the Mass~elll~sctt..s. and others, nn?er t~eir present
British parliament, mainly to get. rid of that in- ~ollstl;utJOn!>, a p~opcrty ql1aldicn.tt?n ~tlll exfamous borongh system, which had gl'Own up Its. No mar, untIl he shall hav~ paH~hiS ~axes,
and increased in the progress of time. until Bir- 01 possesses SOllle freehuld qllallficatJOn, IS almingh:un and :Manche;:ter, with a population of lflwed to vote. I waut to occupy a broad and
two 01' three hundred thousand souls, had but a tcna,?le ~~ound, al.Hl it is, lhat there shall be no
single representati,c,
while the Chiltem-HunqualIficatIOn r<:qt1lJ"e~
of a man. I!ere. except that
dreds were under ministerial control, and old he shall be a free white male cItizen of the state
Sarum sent two members to parliament.
But of Kentucky.
gentlemenf:lay say that our country is enUrely
Now, sir, gentlemen tell us that it is 11ecessary
too wise to follow such a system. By no means. to put this restriction upon senatorial represenH---_I.lke
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tntiou, end they compare the counties of Ken'I'he city of New York is not proscribed, nor
tucky to the states of this eoufederacy, and sa;,' depri ved by rural jealousy, of her fair feprethat Delaware has two senators in congress, scutntion, according to pepulatlon,
both in the
while New York has no more. He must be con- senate and house of representatives.
New York
tldcnt of a credulous audience who would urge, therefore gives the same right--sl1e does not
with any degree of gravity, this as a reason.
proscribe her cities. Ohio does not-lIassachuWhy 'has "Delaware two senators, and New eetts does not.
York but two? It was because the states were
Now sir, in the state of LOllisian a, the same iufiusovereign that came into the compact, and the ence exists that the ~entlemaJ\ has appealed to,
senators arc the representatives
of those sover- in the hope of pt'Ocunng the strength of numbers
eignties. The larger states had tile same rights ill this bouse, and of overruling a right, by cpof sovereignty us the smaller; the smaller as pealing to the passions and feeling:s of classes
the larger. But do gentlemen say that the cout'!.- and interests. Louisiana is similarly situated}
ties ill the state stand upon the same footing as she has the city of New Orleans, containing
a sovereign power.
I would ask the gentleman above one hundred thousand inhabitants, and a
from Madison if he would assent that counties population of three hundred and £fty thousand
irrespective of population shall be reprllsented in III the state and city conjoined. The city conthe senate. Does the constitution of Kentucky talus one-half the white f,0I;lUlation of the state.
regard counties as sovereign.
In the twelfth But Louisville, in popn auon , does not form
section it sa.ys, "and where two or more counties more than the twentieth, or the twenty-£fth part
compose a district, they shall be adjoining."
of Kentucky.
Yet, we are to have these imagiThat is, it orders the joining of two or more nary dangers which are to flow from allowing to
counties together, for the pnrpose of represents- Louisville a fair representation, pressed upon
tion, when circumstances require, and it seems us, in order to perpetrate all act of gross injusthe framers of the con",titntion of 1199, at least" ti ce and wrong. We would, if our demands
had no idee of regarding the counties as being were allowed, now have a representation of but
sIJ'peratc and independent sovereignties.
The one-thirty-third
in the lower house, and onething is absurd in itself. There is 110 parallel, thirty-eighth in the upper. How will that affect
or at least 010 parallel has no force in it.
the state'! The fear is Idle.
I have claimed only, that this fifth section
In Louisiana the planters have become the beshall give a representative right to the cities in sis of a splendid enetocracy.
The best villages
this state, according to population;
such as has that you can see, from Point Ooupee to N IlW 01'been accorded to cities in other states. The city leans, Oll the river, are the white cottages of the
of Cincinnati, opposite to us, was at one time negroes, clustered together on the plantations of
the special object of the gentleman's laudation, their owners. You will find a village of five
at another of his execrations.
In the remarke- hundred souls, all belonging to a single Louisible speech that he delivered here, in the early Rna planter.
The merchant and the lawyer
part of the session of this convention, and which there form the second class. All the important
will be found in the record of its debates, the offices, state and federal, are filled by the plantgentleman seems to have entertained as violent ere. They fiwl themselves in a. position to be
an admiration of Cincinnati, forty days ago, as able to prescribe terms, by which they retain the
he has a horror of Louisville, and tbe other cities urist.ocratie features of a representation based
of Kentucky, at this hour. Let us look at thc SOlllf: ...vhat Oll tcrritory.
There, then, is the cause
cOIJstitutioll of Ohio.
of the exception to the rule. Yet New Orleans
"The number of senators slmll, at the several is allowed one-eighth of the senate, and one·
• periods of makingtheenumeration
before men- tenth of the house. In Kentucky, all the privitioned, he fixed by the legislature, and appor- leg-ewe can obtain for the population of a city,
• tioned among the several counties, or districts such as Louisville, is that she shall have one
to be established by law, accordil1gto the num- senator out of thirty-eight, and three representa'bel' of white male inhabitants
of the age of tives out of one hundred.
Are we to fall beloW"
, twenty one yl'ar,,; in each, and shall never be the cities of Ohio, which are represllnted ill the
• less than on., third, nor more than one half of senate according to the number of people thp-y
· the number of representatives."
contain? Are we to fall below the cities of MasDo you find there a regulation I1mt Cincinna.ti sachllsetts, New York, Maryland, and Virginia?
shall not have a senator, or is there any snch 01', are we to go far beyond Louisiana, in that
provision, as that all the cities of the state shall aristocratic feature, and cripple our cit.ies in their
110thave more than one fourth part of the repre- l'epresentatioll, in the edict that is to go forth
sentation'l
Ohio has been depreciated and COII- frum this convention?
I put it plainly, and dedemned 011 this Hoor, for its illiberality on a cer- nounce it here, as a violation of Lhf'l'ight of !;uftain question.
Ohio atlenst has not proscribed fmge. 'Ve ha,'e no terms to make-we
claim
ller citics, 1101' hel' citizens.
the right. If it be dellied, or if it be quali£ed,
Let us go to the state of Massachllsett"l, anoth- it shall be denied or qualified against our reel' state tnat has large and populous cities in her lllonstrance; and I demand at your hands, deleborders. Roston has in the senate a full repre- gates, the rights which justice should accord.
sentation.
We come next to the stat'"Jof New
We have not only been menacf'd with an outYork, which contains the most populous city of rage of our rights, but we hav<:lbeen insulted, in
the union. What does the constitution of the common with our sister counties of the northern
state of New York say?
border on the Ohio river. If our rights are de"That each senate district shall contain, as Tlied to us, let it be 80. If they are qualified,
nearly as may be, an equal number of inhabi· let it be so. It is against the best defence that
tants," etc.
I could interpo!;e, and notwithstanding my feef
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ble opposition.
If you are determined that the
agricultural classes shall tyrannize over the
manufacturing classes-if you thrust them to
the earth, be it so. But never say it was done
without remonstrance
against the injustice,
against the wrong.
The gentleman from Madison says. that this
iniquitous movement is necessary to protect the
agricultural, to the exclusion of the manufacturing interests.
I !lOW ask this house, if they will
solemnly assert, that the manufacturing
interests of Kentucky are to be proscribed'(
Have
Covington, New:rort, Louisville, Paducah, have
those cities an counties along the river, so
wronged and degraded and impoverished
the
state, that they are to be the subjects of political
proscription?
The gentleman seems to feel a
holy horror in looking at the wretched cond ition-as he calls it---{)f the northern frontier of
the state. In one sweeping charge he declared
we are all teeming with abolibionism. He denounces the city of Louisville in particular, as if
he did not entertain lllany of the sentiments,
which are esteemed characteristic of that party,
to which he alludes. He has eloquently advocated the law of 1833 and those sentiments npon
this floor; but he has changed his pORitioll, so
rapidly that you would now think 111mthe most
earnest against the abolition movement in th is
state. I must call the attention of the gentleman to his own remarks. recorded in the debates, and commend the chalice to his own lips.
After considering what is the curse our slaves
impose all us, after prcv ing to us by a specious
calculation that slaves were worth less than
three per cent. per annum, he goes on to say:
"Is there any Individual here who will say
that a grown working negro does not cost, h is
master, leaving out of the question what he
:4t;qls from him and sells at the nearest tOW11.is
there anyone that will say, that au average expense of twenty dollars for this class of slaves
IStoo small au estimate.
This then will make a
million of dollars; and there will be only a
profit of two millions left."
The gentleman now, with singular conaistenf::y,deplores the loss of this wretched population.
He said in substance in his speech of Saturday.
,,'Where are those handsome .. flat nosed negroes
that were once to be found in Covington? 'I'hcy
are all gone. They have been expelled by a
wretched race, which has come in and taken
their position, and now occupy the place they
once did, that race that intends hereafter to destroy the institutions of our state."
'I'he gen.
tleman has done marc ill that argument to destroy the value of slave property in Kentucky,
than everyemanci,Putiolllst that ever lived In
Covington or Louisville. Let me go on a little
further.
"Tha.t white lahor is cheaper I have 110 doubt.
I have never entertained a doubt on that point.
I have never entertained a doubt that it, 1S the
interest of the grea~ slaveholding corumuuity of
the state to sell theu slavcs."
Now, sir, in the argument of Saturday, he
takes exactly the opposite ground. He occupies
now.. a position wholly irreCOIlcilable with that
he ma.intained then-hIS logic is like McFingal's

gun,

"'Vhicll when well aimed at ..tuck or plover
Bore wide and kicked the holderover."

r will take the trouble to show to those who
think that taxation and representation should
go hand in hand, the public burdens borne
by Louisville.
It is a principle not to be rashly
admitted, though it was asserted in the period
of the revolutionary war. The true principle is
maintained in the constitution of Kentucky,
that representation is based on population.
Now, r have taken the population. taxable
property, and taxes paid by the city of Louisville to compare them with other portions of the
state. The counties of Hickman, Ballard, and
Gravcs-c-counties lying at the extreme end of the
state-ccompose the Ist senatorial district. Their
gross taxable property amounts to $2,581,600about two millioue and a half-paying $4,018 30
per annum revenue, with a population of two
thousand nine hrmrlred and fifty eight white
males. The counties of Madison and Garrard,
composing the 23d senatorial district, contain
taxable property valued at $11,704,942, yielding
a revenue of $18,076, and with a population of
four thousand one hundred and twelve white
naalee. The counties of Carter, Greenup, Lawrence, and J ohnsou, composing the 34th senatorial district, contai n taxable property to the
amount of $;.),927,;,)62.yielding a revenue of
$4,600, and a population of four thousand and
fourteen. And 1I0W let us look at the Madison
district, a rich central district.
In Madison and
Garrard combined, they have $11,000,000 of taxable property, being four times as rich as the l st,
01' 34th districts. yieldillg$18,000 yearly revenue,
and with a population of four thousand one hundred and twelve white males.
How does the
county of Jefferson compare with that district?
It has $26,697,663 worth of taxable property.
and pays upwards of $43,000 per annum taxes,
and has nine thousand two hundred and eighty
three white males; a population nearly equal to
the whole of these three districts.
Her wealth
is nearly twice as great as all three of them, and
while they pay $26,000 a year taxes, she peye
$43,000, or nearly twice as much as the three
combined. And yet it is asserted llpon this floor,
that a district paying nearly twice as much as
three average districts-in
point of wealth and
population-of
the state, is to have but one representative in the senate, while those other districts have three. Why, if property and taxation was the basis of representation, according
to the principle asserted at the period of the
revolution, and to which some seem to wish to
return, Louisville and Jefferson would be entitled to six senators. And if population be the
basis, they should have three.
Is this justice?
Is it right? We have in Louisville and JefferROD one-tenth of all the taxable
Imperty in the
state, and we pay one-tenth of al the taxes that
are paid. Have we one-tenth of the representation of the state? N 01 we have a thirty-third in
the lower house, and a thirty-eighth in the senate. The reason why we have something like a
fair proportion in the low",r house is because we
are !lot ostracised in our representation there.
The citizens of Louisville have always been
as rcaoyto give their services to the state, as the
citizcns of allY otllf'r pOltion of t11e commonwealth.
They have ever been among the fore-
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hundred to one thousand seven hundred gallom.
most in the field. The drum has never beat a
of wine, which are already contracted for at $125
call to arms! that was not promptly responded
gallon. Yet he would never have done this.
to by them. The gentleman talks of our adopt- p<3f
had uot this culture been introduced by foreigned citizens as if they were the out-casts of fbe
ers. 'Vould it be just to withhold from that
earth. One fourth of the gallant army, that won
class of our citizens an equallarticipation
in
for us imperishable glory on the northern line,
the right of suffrage? It woul
be equally unand 011 the route from Vera Cruz to the capital
wise and unjust. 'f'he temper of the people will
of Mexico. were naturalized
cii.ieens.
Those
benr it.
adopted children of the union took up arm" for notThe
gentleman seems to think that the inus; and with musket in hand, in a. series orbatstltutiou of slavery is to rest upon the exclusion
ties, that will ever remaiu memorable in history,
of foreigners.
He says if we allow foreigners
asserted the character of their adopted country,
to vote, it will have the effect of destroyillg
in common with their native born comrades.
that institution.
I tell him that that is not
Their acts have shed renown and fadeless lustre
the way to remedy the evil, if evil exists.
Let
on the American arms. Louisville, with one
him declare that foreigners shnl.l not vote, and he
twenty fifth of the population, furnished one
will produce perpetual agitation and eternal disfifth of the troops of the state; and in twenty
satisfaction.
W ill you impose burdens on them,
three days from the time the letter of requrand yet refuse them the right of suffrage? 1 can
sitdon arrived, stating
that General Taylor
tell him, if he thinks by this sort of legislation
was ill dan~er at Palo Alto, a regiment, the Louto promote the great interest of tile atatc , he is
isville Legion, reported themselves to General
mistaken.
Such a policy has always proved
Taylor nt Brazos. two thousand five hundred
fatal in cve~y age and country.
'1'e11these men
miles from their clty. This exhibited a rapidity
that you Will not trust them to vote, and there
of orgal1lzation end rapidity of movement, uuwill be a combined effort to overturn the COIIl)aratleled in rhc country.
But enough of this.
stitutton.
You will produce an agitation that
All tlle ar8'llt1lents of the gentleman
from
will be disasterous to the interests of the state.
Madison are tinctured with nativism. He think:'
Proscribe them, and you enlist the generous
it necessary to put restrictions on the I'ight of
and magnanimous
l'lpirit of the people among
suffrage, in order to shield us against the evils
whom tbcy live in their behalf, and there will
of immigration; but what has been the effect of
be one united voice in favor of setting aside the
this influx of foreign population in our border
counties on the Ohio river'? Jt has brought to constitution you have made.
Sir. it is Hot expedient. in my opinion, that
us the knowledge of' new arts. new modes of
YO\l should so arrange matters as to create two
agriculture, and is developing II"'Wmeans of inwhite classes in this state with different privicreasing our national wealth.
It would be inleges. It is important that ali should be free,
teresting to euquire what effect this concentraor if slavery is planted here by necessity, that
tion of the various ru-ts of Europe, by immigra- none but slaves should be disfranchised.
Create
tion, has produced upon American industry, no white class that shall be deprived of the
in stimulating
American labor and exciting privilege of freemen-make
110 pariahs
of soAmerican ingenuity.
It has produced an extra- ciety. God forefend that such a class should
ordinary state of prosperity.
Neal' Cincinnati
ever exist in Kentucky.
I for one bOJ?enever
the culture of the gra.l?c, heretofore unknown in
to live to see the day. I do not believe the
our country, has been [ntrodueed. Did the vinepeople will ever tolerate it.
dressers come from the county of Madison? I
Lheve shown what taxation is imposed 011
do not say this in disparagement
of Madison.
the river counties.
The city of Covington alI love and respect the people of my native state.
ready has a ropulation
of 12,000-Newl?ort
but I deem it necessary and right to make these
a population at 7,000. The city of Yaysvllle,
remarks, in justice to our naturalized fellow citif the contemplated railroad be constructed, will
izens.
rapidly advance in population.
Foreign popu·
'vice-dressers
have come from France, from lution will naturally be attracted to these pointe,
the banks of the Rhine, and the Moselle, and
and I do not believe there is allY reason why
from the tributaries of that great river until it
this convention should proscribe them from the
enters the gorges of the mountaiM of the Ty- enjoyment of the right of suffrage and equal
roll, and ]18.vetaught us the mode of cultivating representation.
If it is insisted that it is llt:cesthe grape ill the valley of the Ohio. They have sary to protect the state on tll is ground, the
come from the btl.nks of the Loire and tllC Ga- argument is 110t tenable.
The gentleman alronne, and from thoa,delJartment of the GirolHle, leges that there is a peculiar similarity between
until we have found new branches of industry the counties of a sLaw and the states of this
springinO" up all around us.
confederacy.
TIle resemblanclJ does not hold,
We find by the Pat{'nt office report of last year,
for the counties are not soverei5'll, and yon
that from ouly three hundred a.ere", devoted to propose to unite them for the purposes of reprethe culture of thc ville, in the vicinity of Cincinnati, there was u. return of sixty thousand selltation.
I have 8ho·wn that we pay one-t€ntb part of all
gallon!>. yielding to the produeer a profit of
the public revenue of the state, and that we have
some $200 to tIlt: acre.
only a. tbirty-eif:lhth part of the representation.
At Lottisvill(', that class of population of
I believe that a Inll consideration on the part of
which t.he gentleman contemptuously
speaks,
this house, will indllce tho.lmto accord to us the
has manif~stt":d the "amo desire for agricultural
right which, bv a technical C0TIstruction of thfl
improvement.
A gentleman of my acquaint·
constitution,
hllS heretofore been denied.
If,
anee, upon ten aeres of ground, rair<ed, this year,
howcver, the construction was right, 1 claim
grapes enough to mak~ from one thousand five
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that upon every principle of right and justice,' tablishi.ng, the principle of representation

in

it, ought to be reversed in this constitution.
propornou to population.
He is prepared ill
Sir, there are aristocracies different from 1l1U- this nin~teenth ,C8IJ.tury, in the year 18,W, after
nicipal aristocracies-there
is an ar-istocrucy of all the lights 01 science, after all the experience
wealth. as well in the county represented by" the in goverlllllcllt, and after every thinz that has
gentleman, as in the city which I have the honor been developed to elevate the hUllla~l intellect,
to represent.
There are fewer men of capital in the teamed and erudite gentleman from Madison
Louisville in proportion than ill the county of is prepared to maintain the doctrine that repreFayette. There is less aggregated money capital seutatton ought not to be based on the po!)ulathan there is in Madison.
ti?ll, but that the ~tatc ought to be markcc out
we are about to form a constitution, and we ~vltl~an. eye of \Vls.dam ill.relation to a single
are about to form it, as I believe, UpOll broad and lllstitutl.on .. Here IS the priuci ple, and the gel1just principles; but I tell yon, as I tell this tleman III his seeming desire to avoid the cousehouse, that if they do us this toul, this Inexpia- quenees of his speech on a former oocnsi on is
blewrong-c-awrong thet we have not the strength now willing to take the other extreme [tor'n of
to remedy-the
people of this state will not, the dilemma, fln~ beC~)I\lethe very prince of the
~v~en .appealt'd to on this subject, sanction thp, pro-slavery men In this house. Sir, I do not uumjuettce. I know them, and I trust them im- derst,and the consistency o.f the gentleman from
pltcitly.
If we go to them with such a coneti- Madison, and I hope he win take some occasion
tut.ion in our hands, they will exclaim, in the to sho:v i~ to this house, ~e TJrOpUS8s
to apply
language 01' "Macbeth, deluded by the hollow the principle of representution Oil population 10
promises of the we'ird woman of the heath:
every part of the state except that alous the Ohio
•. An d be tne.e juggling fiends no morebelieved,
river. The Ohio river, the olierflo\,il~g popula. That patter with us ill a double sense,
t,!on of ~ouisYille, al~d the tucreasiug populaAnd keep the word of plomise
LOthlJear.
tlOn ot h_enton and Oampbell, and the growing
Hut hl"eol{it to the hope."
,:calth and prosperity along tlw northern 1'1"011'VI'. shall have the word of promise b1"Okento tier Seem to haunt his im1l.gination, and he is
the hope, if Louisville is to be proscribed and willing.to make himself popular by yielding to
stigmatized, and r€fnscd her just share of repre- the prejudices, the low prejudices, if anv such
sentation ill the sell ate of the state.
exis~ in th,e !lItcrior, among the farming interest.
I ha\'e thrown out these remarks for the con- He 18 willIng to array the fa.l"mlng inter(~st
sideration of the house. I do not believe this against those of tlw cities, when he knows very
conventio'n will be unjust-I will never believe it well .that those interests arc so closely connected
until it occnrs. I know well the people of Ken- that If yOli seyer them and destroy one, it will
tuckyare
brave, generous, and magllullimous,
produce a lasting injury to the other. But as a
and that the delegate on thig floor, who attempts great argument wh/' this proscriptive
polic'y
to deny us eqnal justice, whcn be presents him- shollld he pursued 111 relation to those counties
~elf again before his con::;tituellts, is sure to along the Ohio, he instances the growth of the
fall.
counties of Campbell and Kenton, Look, says
.Mr, R001'.
I have but few remarks to snb- he, at qampuelll~nd Kenton; in a very few years
mit, and I should not have risen at all, in my they wJll be entItled to four or six represcnta·
present state of health. had it not been that on tiy~s, and with senators too in proportion to
Sa~tlrday my particular .section of country was their population.
What other basis of repre·
pOll1ted ant and pmscnbed by the remarks of sentatlOll does he propose? Does he propose to
the gentleman from Madisoll, I was led to sup- strike a~ the represent,atiol~ of ~ladi>;on or Faypose, on a former occasion, Ulat the gentleman
ett.e, or allY other of the llltcnor or mountam
from Madison intended to pursue a morc mag- counties? No, he is prepared only to strike at
nanlmous comse. Upon the subject of the law Campbell and Kenton. He is 'prepared to make
of 1833 I stood by Imn to a e('ltalll extpnt, as capital all over the sta~e, by dOlllg great injustice
far as I could go, but he a lIttlc out Reroded to olle 01" another portIOn of the commonwealth.
Herod upon that subject. And 1 had snpposed Sir, let itgo forth from the halls of thi;;; house
fron;,-tb: position he then took, that his darling that you have Ulade flesh of one and ~sh of. alllllsbtutlOl.1 of slavery was not to be brought up I other part, of the comllfo1l"wi:fllth-lct lt go for~h
here by hllnself, at all e\'ents, as thc great tum- to Lotll~vlle that she IS not to bfJrepresented 111
ing point upon ,yhieh he expectcd to proscribe pro!)ol'tlun to her popn]ation--Iet it go LoCampthe free white citizens of this commonwealth.
hel, where the first battle was flJughtand the first
He on tln!.t occasion denounced the institution of movement was made for this conventioll, Rnd
slavery as one llplln which lay the finger of God, wliCrctbe Vilople were unanimous for i~llot upand w110m God had cOllllcmned, would certnin- on the :m?Jel)t of slavery, but other subjects conly wither amI perish a"way. But he seems to nected With the conll.t)' ~o.urts and thfJ !1,1h.erablc
have slept and dreamed upon tIle subject, and af- ~otteI~ sy"lem of the,JlldH.:utry and of lde efitat.es
ler havilw then mad(~one of the most den uncia.- HI office-T say let It go there that they arc to
tory spee~hes eYN hcard in any hall against thut he proscribed and only to be represented in the
illstitution, and picturing it as a blasting blight housc 01' representatives of th(~state-that
they
on this commonwealth, he is now prepared to are to be taxed b~ the membe: from Madison
ca."t an eye about, and because he sees the grow- and other part~ of the state Without a share of
ins importance of certain towns apd citie8 in the rcpl'es,entatl~n of the s('-nate, and every man
thiS commonwealth, to violate the great princi- of them IS agamst you. And so they Jus~ly
pIes of our former constitution, to violate that sl.wuld be. 1 had thought that on€ of t]le Prill'
principle which was acted Oll in 179t!, that clples t.hat kindled tip the firffiJof the American
principle which Kentucky is celebrated for es. revolution was that men should be fully repre-
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sented in the bodies that dared to lay taxes upon them. It was the principle that threw the
teas overboard in Boston he-bor-e-that fired the
first gun at Lexington-that
produced the tenible struggle at Bunker Hill, and that wound up
the contest in a flood of glory at the last great
struggle at Yorktown.
All this was in defence
of these principles of universal representation
wherever the rights of taxation extended.
And,
sir, if this darling institution that haunts the
imagination of the gentleman from Madison
cannot be sustained short of denying a just and
full representation to e\'ery part of the commonwealth, and without disfranchising a part of the
citizens and voting l?opulation of the state of
Kentucky, I say let It perish.
If the whites
are indeed at, last to become the very slaves in
protection of the ~entleman's darling institution, I say let it per-ish. Sir, yield but the point
that to defend this institution it is neccssary to
cut off representation eut.irely from those connties in the one house, and they will then ask to
deprive them of representation in the other, and
at last to disfranchise
them altogether-and
still retain the right to lax and govern themthey will reduce them to the mere serfs and
slaves of the balance of the commonwealth.
And all. this is asked in defence of the gentleman's darling institution, that but forty days
ngo he said God's finger was weighing heavily
upun. And if God's finger is upon it, in the
name of God will it not perish? will the puny
or the. powerful arm of the gentleman from Madison be able to sustain an institution that God
has declared shall wither and perish away. Sir,
he proposes to make Campbell and Kenton and
Louisville the scape goat for all his sine. He
proposes to expiate upon that section of country
the sins he may have committed by saying that
the fingcr of God is upon his darling institution.
But they are to be punished for another rca.
1i011.
Aliens and foreigners 11.1'0 coming into
those cities. Yes sir, and the yankees are corning from New EugJand there, and he says that
all know that the feelings and sympathies of
northern men are opposed to his darling institution. And in this-the year 1849-hc is wi lling to proscribe Horthem men and to drive out
those from lhe state who might be willing to
immigrate here to proscribe and disfnwchis('
northern lIlell the desct:ndants of those brave,
fathers, ",vho ~ere at the very head and front of
the whole offeudillg during the rcvolutionary
war-they who w'ere magna pars fuit in 8trikillg
out tllis glorious system of Americatllibertyand all for what? Because forsooth the time
will cume he thinks when hc will b: ullable to
8ufltain hi~ darling i;'1;tit.utioll, alld when a majOl'ity of t.118voter6 in the (;Ollllnonwealth will be
opposed to it. Sir, althollgh I am not an im~
mediate emancipationist, or an abolitionist, and
although my county stands unanimously with
me upon all these subjectl:l, I fOl"one, look forward to the hour, and I hope in God that the
hour will cume, when the Blaveholder and cvery
othcr eitizcn throughout this broad commonwealth, may say to thc sons of Africa, we arc
1I0Wprppared to trallsplant yOIl to your native
soil. Sir the finger of God is Oil the institulioll. Alt'hough 1 believe that the ]lpg-roesof this

commonwealth,

and most of the states will finalI
believe that the hour is coming in some part of
the world, either here or elsewhere, when "Ethiopia shall indeed stetch forth bel' hands to Godwhen the arm at the oppressor shalt be broken,
and the oppressed shall go free. And the gentleman with all his proscription of the white
population and his denying them the right of
representation, cannot stay that hour one solitary moment. I have been denounced ill some
quarters as the representative of an abolition
district.
Sir, we have not half the abnlitiouisni
and emancipation ism in my county, that there
is in the gentleman's and III Fayette, and most
of the interior counties of the state. So little
did iUy constituents think of it, that l?robably
not fifty in the whole county agitated It in the
slightest degree. And yet as prudent men, as
men with some little forecast, they apprehend
that cvcry institu tion of man-and slavery is an
institution of man-must
waste and perish anti
wither away. I 'was somewhat amused at my
learned friend from Boyle, (Mr. 'I'albott.) the
other day, when he undertook to prove from the
Old Testament writing, that slavery was indeed
a divine institution, blessed from on High-that
it deserved the warmest protection of all good
people everywhere-s-and that it was a blessing
botf to the master and the slave. And his display of his knowledge of scripture reminded me
something of a man who was once talking
volubly on the same subject to another a little
more ignorant all the subject, and I was almost
induced to look up and say to the gentleman
from Boyle in the words of the ignorant man's
reply.-v'did you write the scriptures."
From
what I have read of the Old Testament, I certainly understand that in the very passages the
gentleman from Boyle quoted, slavery IS there
denounced as a curse. "Cursed be Oaanan , a
servant of servants shall he b~." It was denounced ~<; a curse upon the .Afrlcan race g:ener.
ally, aud If the, gentleman ":'111 take the l?allls to
read the Old 1estame~t scriptures. he Will find
that wherever a curse IS pronounced ~n a people
or a natlOp, the vcry ~al}tl that carries out the
curse of lugh, Hcaven ,IS Itself accursed:
L~ok
when the. chlldr~n. of Israel were carned m~o
Babylon 11l captivIty, and were held there In
s:rvlt~de and sl<1:very; It wa" the, decree. of
God himself, and III hlf! own good tIme DarIUS
the Mede ~ame thu~ldering at .the Babyloni8.h
gates, and I~ one l}lg'ht the ~lng and .all hIS
~ordly court lelO.penshed .. ~lllS, ",vas their pu.nIshrnent for huvmg done,lllJustlce
to .the cluldrell of Israel, and maklllg them captIves, and
violating the holy sanctuary of God. In all the
Old 'l'c1;tam('nt ',,:ritings ~t will be found ,th,at
th{l "ery hand willch can·lei ant the CUtii;i),
IS I~self accurs~d. ~la"ery, so ~ar as the bible IS
concernllcl IS n~lther a bless.JIlg to the slave nor
the 11.1[\8ter.It ~s a curse, ulrectly n ~.Ul"se,and
tJ~eblble autho~lses ('·"ery m~n to say It. If the
bible held a different ~loctnne, I should be ~lmost 1l1'Cpareclto s~y WIth a. learned doctor WIth
whom I was acquall1ted years ago, thatI would
tear ~he l~af Ollt. I should .alm~st.be. prepared
to chSbehevc. th~ :dH:~le bible If It Illculcates
such monstrous H1JUStICC.I am not prepared
to say that Gud is the author of the institutioll

ly be driven quietly and prudently out-yet,
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of slavery,
It is peculiarly a municipal inst.itution , it is a matter of policy, and exists now
only from policy and necessity, and not by the
authority or the command of Heaven.
It exists
because we cannot get out, of it, and from policy. That is the basis upon whieh to place it,
and when gentlemen place-it on any other, they
make it their darling institution, and place It
among the holy sacramenta." why it offends the
common SCllse of all inaukiud, and we become
justly a laughing stock to the better and more
intellectual portion of the world.
But we are now asked by the gentleman from
Madison to yield to this jesuitical policy of
sacrificing principle to expediency-that
is, that
yon may do allY deed to secure a supposed good
end. The great. principle that the people shall
be represented
in proportion to the population of the state, must HOW be stricken down,
because, as the gentleman says, who can look
forward and not see that the hour is soon coroiug
when the strip of territory,
bordering on the
Ohio for ten miles in width, will contain the
majority of that population?
For that reason
he will sacrifice that principle to policy, to
Madison county, and the peculiar interests with
which he is identified.
1 am for doing justice
to every part of thc commonwealth.
I wish the
farming interest to be fully, fairly, and ably represented.
The farming interest of the state is
its great interest, nor do I believe that there is
the slightest. danger that any other interest will
ever trample over it. I believe that if the whole
strength of the commonwealth was now in the
hands of the citizens of Louisville. awl they
had now a majority all this floor, that the
farming interest wonld have little or nothing
to fear from their action.
Since this state has
been in existence, the farmers of this commonwealth have almost ent.irely been represented
by the lawyer interest of the commonwealth,
and yet I am bold and proud to affirm that the
farming interest has been just as well represented as though the farmers came here personally
themselves.
It was not therefore that particular interests shall be represented, it is that men
of sense, of experience, of enlightened views,
and of sound policy, shall be sent here, and if
they all come from one corner of the state, r
apprehend no man would ever prove 80 recreant
to his own interest, as to violate auy of the
~reat principles that operate to secure the best
interests of the farmer.
But I rise only to express my views, and I
have nearly done. I am happy, to say I feel
proud of my tOWII, which is Newport,
in
Campbell county. It 'well may lw,unt the gentleman from Madison's imagination.
Notwithstanding his phillipics against my particular
section of couutry, and his envy of our growth,
Ollr w~alth, Ollr prosperity, and our supposed
future Importance, I apprehend that the sound
sense of the delegotes here a'isembled, the
combiner! wisdom of the state, will not p~rilllt them to do a thing that may be thrown upon
their children hereafter, and to the disgrace of
their own memory.
I believe that they will not
no'\v for the :fir.'>ttime, proscribe any portion of
the commonwealth, beeUtlSethey apprehend that
the time may come when they will have a pretty
strong delegation on the floor of the legislature.

'Vc are acting here, as some men 1.'1II1R, for posterity, for our own reputation, that in future
Limes the people may take up the book which
records our proceedings and read the sout.imenta
of the various gentlemen who have participated
in our action, au.l say of this or that man Ill)
was at least fifty years ahead of the generation
ill which he lived. A proud bequest is it to
the sons of those worthy sires, when the children feel proud of the" scntimeuts uttered bv
their fathers on this floor. But will the descendants of the man thus feel. who says on this
floor he is willing to proscribe a city or section.
of country because we have the power to do itthat he is willing to exercise the power because
we have that power, without regard to the principle of the thing, and who is willing to violate
ll'illciple and make it yield to policy? Sir, I
lave done.
Mr. BALLI1TGER.
I have been, throughout
the whole session of this convention, a silent listener ec the protracted debates, au every subject,
that have here taken place. I have, it is true.
felt a deep interest III all those subjects, and
whilst silent, paid that attention to them that
will enable me at all times to vote understandingly upon them; but a quest.ion has now come
up here, in which the immediate interests of my
constituents
are perhaps more iutimutelv involved, than in any other CJ-ll1::stionthat cOlll,l
come up. 'I'hat at allY rate IS the understanding
which I have of the interest which they have in
the question now under discussion.
Sir, I have
listened to the last two speeches that have been
delivered with a great deal of interest, and I
have been delighted with the eloquence of gentlemen; and it seems to me, that the last gentleman (Mr. Root) especially has exercised the
greatest ingenuity possible, in withdrawing the
minds of those who listened to him from the subject undor debate. Sir, if he touched it in one
point, I am at a loss to know what point it was.
He has followed the usual course of able advocates, in advocating any cause not strong in itself, in withdrewiug the winds of those who are
to ad, from the BU bject under debate, by casting
it delusive
and illusive vail over the whole,
which will withdraw them from the consideration of that upon which they have to determine.
I have listened also with delight to the gentleman from Louisville, (Mr. Prcstou.) ana when
he has confined himself to the facts which operate upon this subject, when he has Hot drawn
upon "hls fancy and gone off to other subjects
that have no connection with it, I have also been
delighted.
But when he has bronght, arguments
and statistics to bear on the subject, inst<,ad of
strellgthening his cause, they arc calculated to
proJuce alarm,and to show the dangers that are
to be RJlprehended from its su<.:cess. The genl;!cman from Louisville shows condul'livdy that
they are building up in his se-,tiolJ of the state,
all overweening power that is to eXf'rcise a great
influence upon tJH~state, He shows that there is
a population pol1l'ing in and increasing tberellow,
in an ullparallelt!d degree, over all the other portions of the state. He show!! that there is a power increasing there, which in connection with
the increasing power ofthe surrounding districts,
will be sufficient to carry almost any proposition that Louisville may desire to have carried,
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Look at the southern states, and see
III order to promote her own interests.
What majority.
is the subject under debate here? It is not one the helpless position they now occupy ill relation
Sir, tlu!'i institution
that is to call forth loud denunciations. as to the rest of the Union.
if it was nil atrocious position that the gentle- we have come here to protect, and that we are
would be
JUan from Modi-on has assumed.
'Vhy, sir, if seeking to perpetuate to posterity,
anyone were to come in here, and not know what swept off as with a besom of destruction from evewas the subject 111lJCl' debate, he would at once ry part of this eont.inent. if this was so. And st ill
the gentleman will come forward and tell us that
deem that he had been advocating a projlosition
here that was sufficient to draw upon his lead the this representation exclusively on population is
denunciation of all good and just rnen . Is there the only propel' and right mode of action, when
any thing atrocious in the principle helms been he himself would be the first to resist the encontending for? If there is, those 'who engraft- croachments of the majority upon the minority.
ed it upon our present coust.itnt.ion, under which If that was the only true principle, the south
we have been living Ior the last fifty years, are would now be crouching and submissive to the
north, orbe obliccd to throw herself into a reentitled to a portion of that deuuncintion.c-.
'I'hose purc and enlightened patriots, who, acting belltous, or rev01utionury attitude against the
for posterity, and they did so act when they gave balance of the Union, and scenes of riot and
us a constitution nuder which we have lived and bloodshed, and universal massacre ensue. And
pro~pered, and whose memory we now almost yet the gentleman will come forward and tell us
idolize.c-tbose men, I say, if the gentleman from that when applied to our own state, this princiMadison, who was the first to speak 011 this sub- ple is an atrocious one. Carry out his argument,
What has he
'lJct, is entitled to any denuuciaticn,
are at and it will not bear investigation.
J east entitled to their share of the abuse. It is ever been contending for but that the senate is
the principle we find engrafted on the present the saviour of the Union? He, like all others
has been contending for the extension of the
constitution, and what is it? Every department
of government is to be a check upon and protec- area of slavery to keep up the balance of power,
tion against the other.
The executive, legisla- and let the great balance wheel of this governWell , how docs it
tive, and judiciary departments, have scprrrate ment roll on "without a jostle.
and distinct duties, and separate and distinct apply to us. We find that within a few years,
Pr0wers-the
one is not a branch of t,he other. our voting population has sprung from 133,000,
Where Joes this immense
rhe legifOlative department then is divirl0d into to 155,OUO voters.
It is not in the interior, or
a senate and house of representatives.
What is increa ..e corne from?
the use of this scuate?
Why 1I0t go upon the on the soutlwru borders. or in the mountain
country,
Where i!:lit? Wh.v the grflat incrpase
presellt organization of the .Fre1J~h government,
and have a single legi;;lative a'>~Gmbly based up- is here, upon the llorthern fronti0r, bordering
on that foundatiou'l
Wnat is the UOleand neces- upon the free states, and iuto which this foreign
It is not a native
sity of the senate, if it is lIOt to operate a,; a bal· population is now pouring.
ance wheel, aud is not \'0 constitute a check ul?- Increase, it is an cxtensive foreign. increase,
'which
is
pouring
upon
us,
and
against w11ich we
on the hou,.e of representativtls?
Why, that IS
Not by excluding them from the
its whole object, othf!rwise it wuuld be "wholly should guard.
Ilnnt>ces"ary. We find the people to be represen- rights whieh they may legit.imately enjoy, but to
ted more immediately in the house of representa- providn against It, by keeping this balance wheel
tives.
'l'hey come fresh and direct from tlle peo· ~ we found it. I rejoiee in the growth of the
Our
pie, and represent them lllore immeuiately ill all city of Louisville, anfl in her prosperity.
great aO'ricultural region is immediately connectheir monetary concerns.
'l'hesenattOJis designtd
then. "wllen the representntives are disposed to ~o ted with her. She iii the market into which we
into unnecessary extravagallcc, on account of as throw our wealth; and the growth of C\'f'ry
experi011ce and the more mature age of its mt>m- year .. I wish her therefore to continue to grow
bers, to step forward and (:heck them. If it is and prospet, but I do I~Otwish her to attain a
so atrocious a pl'inciple, the gEllltlemen themselves position, nor the countIes of the gentlemeu from
are acting llllJer it, and I imagine they would be Kenton and Campbell and others, by their rapid
the la;;t tu abolish it. If it is good ill one asso- increase, to attain a foshion to control and govciation, it is good in another; ifit is good in one em the .l:omll1onwe~ t~. 'Vllat is ~the present
populatiOn of LOuIsvIlle?
About ;>0,000, She
relatiou, it i;:;good in another.
She is estnbExamilll' your federal representation, and yOll IS moving on with giant strides.
will fiud the senate thel'ej is not based on pupn- lif'hing manufactures, and is drawing a populalar numbers.
Why is it not? Because it IS fur tion to her, and every year her thousands are
Well now, the gentleman is just
the purpose of protecting the great intel·ests of incH·asing.
so(:iety-al\d
that minorities may be protected as placing us in the attitude that he ha .. been warning
us
against.
He says Kentucky constitutes
well as majorities.
Strike ont this ]Jl'inci.ple,
and you at OllCC cornc upon a state of thlllg8 about one l{)lllth of the area of France. 'VeIl sup}\'lwre minorities may be crushed.
The gf'ntle- pose it does. If then, a single city can govern a
mall him<:clf, the young 80ldier who girded on country of 30,000,000 of people, cannot a single
llis sworli, and weilt forth to av<,n€ft'his country, city, by hr1' "wealth and power, inflne-neethe legisanll \'in(licate her hOllor, would be one of 1h<1 latiou of Kentucky·/ Look at ParifO. Why, when·
first to step forward and resist the abrogation of ever a revolutiou breaks out. whenever a single
that principle.
It is fOllndedoll a different prin· movemont is madt:' there, it ....ibrlltes from 111ecellciple from what he has assumed it to be. It is tro to the pxtremity of France, just like an eled,ric
not that one sovereign shall br. protected against shock. It is always the same case. Why, the
another, bnt that the rights of the minority may single citv of Paris governs the whole of France.
be protected against the encroachment
of the She overt'hrows a 'monarchy and establishes a

republic, and then she requires a standing
army
to keep her from again crowning some royal
head with the diadem.
Docs the gentleman
want to build up a great cIty with such au
influence? Not that I believe the people of Louisville would ever wish to exercise it for such a
purpose.
But look at her condition now. She
1.S increasing in commerce and manufactures, and
exhibits a greater concentration of wealth than
any other portion of Kentucky.
'I'ho gentle matt
has referred to Boston. Well sir, look at Boston;
has she not 1I0W the whole state of Massachusetts
tributary to her, encircling as she has that broad
commonwealth, with her iron arms. 'Vhat is
Louisville doing. She is building herrail roads
to keep up her prosperity, to extend her influence, and to support her people. She if; seeking
to spread her influence all through the state.
Here is a. rail road extending to Lexington, and
uthors are perhaps in contemplation, and she is
indeed extending forth her arms for the purpose
of' grasping the whole state. Sir, that is the infll1ellcethe gentleman is here attempting to bring
upon the state of Kentucky.
Wel l , to a certain
extent, I wantto see it, for these public improvementa are a benefit to other portions of the state.
But I do not wish to see her influence extended
thereby,.,>o as to control the state. Ianl for her
legitimate influence on the floor of the house of
representatives, and if that body chooses to run
riot ana f!o into wild excesses on the subject of
internal improvements, as they have heretofore
done, I want to have a check upon them,
through the senate.
Well, how is this populattou
made up? It
seems strange, but. you can get a voting population there for almost any pnrpml(,. Look at
the statistics, as presented here in the second
auditor's report and we find that in ]847, when
perhaps a particular object was in view, there
was a voting population in Louisville alone, of
near 7,000. welt, in 1848, we find that it was
5,OO[)and something over, It. is Il. fluctuating
population, and can be increased at will, for almost any purpose. It is here to-day, and gone
to-morrow. Suppose you want to make out an
apportionment bill; if the people are so disposed, you can bring in this amount of population
and swell it up to allY amollnt that may be nec8ssary to give tlv'm a powerful representation
in the !lenate. What is the state of the interior
of Kentucky?
']'he pf'ople there arc stationary.
'rheir pur:::nits are agricultural; and wealth and
popnlatIon, nnd (\\Cry thltlg else there, I>;more
equally dl>;tnbnted and diVided than li1 the
Cltle>;. You tIo not find those enormous for~
tunes, alld that extreme anu abject povert.y
there that you do in citil~s; hut you find I
propt'rty more generally Jiffused among t,he
}leoplf'. He say,; that Ollio and Massachu",ett"
~nd~ew'yor~doDotpros~ribetheircitj(JS.
What
H! their Situation?
In OhIO thcy ha~-e gOIl!'!to
the extwlUe in every thing, and al'etrying now
to get back to the position they formerly oceupied. Ohio sees the evils of hel' position, and is
trying to get back on the old conservative ground
she once occupied.
So will it be with the state
of Kentucky, if she adopts this principle of
giving to these overgrown cities as much representation in the senate and lower house as their
population would entitle them to. The voting
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population of Jefferson county and Louisville
amounts to some 9 or 10,000 voters.
You
may take foul' of the most populous counties in
the interior of the state-Lincoln,
Boyle, Garrard, and Jessamine-and they have a voting
population
of 5,450, and an agricultural
wealth
of something less than $17,000,000.
The county
of Jefferson and Louisville combined, present a
voting population of almost twice that amount,
and .lefferson and Louisville bnvo a monied
capital of ncar $3,000,000; and there is where
they get a great deul more of power than the interror.
We have there land, and slaves, and
stock, but little monied capital. The gentleman tells us that Louisville pays $43,000 rev.
enue, or almost one tenth part of the revenue of
the state. Sir, it is true, and that is another evidence that we should guard against this thing.
Why, although he tells us of the amount of reven lie drawn from that county, yet he .does not tell
us that some $10,000 or $15,000 of rt are drawn
out of the treasury for her expenses. She does
not, perhaps, pay a much lal'g,:,rrevenue than the
county of Fayette, and Fayette has but two representatives on this floor, and it is probable,
from the nature of h01'population, that she never
will have more.
Now, Igo for the amendment of the gentlemall from Franklin, (Mr. Lindsey.)
I think it
right.
It leaves this matter just as we find it
in the senate, and gives the cities a full representution in the lower house. Let population
be the basis there. Let the people be reEresent.
ed there fully. On nll monetary affairs, et.them
have a full voice. Then let not one be subject
to the influence of the other.
Now, you may take the interior portion of the
state, and you will see the difference. Tuke the
counties of Rockcastle, Laurel, Whitly, Knox,
Harlan, and Clay, with a voting population not
approaching that of the city of Louisville and
tne county Jefferson, and yet constituting a territory of upwards of one million of square
acres. That whole region is to have perhaps
but one voice upon the floor of the senate, while
the city of Louisville and the county of Jefferson would have, under t.he present arrangement,
looking to the increa;:;e of population that is go.
ing ou there, representation to an unlimited exl:e~t. As the g('ntleman from MadiSOll well
observes, take a region of some ten or twelve
milf>S on the Ohio, that would be intimately con.
n()cted and interested. ill common, and you will
find that they constitute nearly one third, if not
one half, of the voting population of tI1e state.
Gi\'c to Louisville, with apopulatioD ofl00,0~O,
as she will probably attain in a few yea0-g1ve
to Covington, opposite Cincinnati, WhiCh has
now some 12,000, and which has broke on us
like a Jnf'teol', and give h(:r a population
of SO,OaO-give to the cit}'?f
Newport
an
cqual nllluber, and to Maysville h8r l!l(Jrea;se,
and to othcl' places theirs, and)'ou at once gIve
them the power to ('ontl'ol the destinies of this
state. Now, is lhis agricultural interest to be
sacrificed-to
be placed like the sOllth, dependent on the north? It seems to me therc SIlOUld
be some balance preserved, and engraftcd upon
the constitution,
I shall then be for the amend.
ment of the gentleman from Franklin, (Mr. Lind.
sey,) which leaves the representation in the sen.
HOW
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and they will
ate as i't is in the present constitution.
noel if I have fourteen representatives,
cannot get that, then I will go for the .aruend- have to be thrown together lUI beet they may to
merit of the gentleman from Daviess. (Mr. 1'1'1p- get them, but it oaunol, be done at all upon perThis estimate is made
lctt.) with n. slight modification, and that is, to fect terms of equality.
.Insert one instead of two senators.
That seems with reference t.o the number of one hund r..d
representatives,
for
which
the ratio at present is
to me to be the just basis of representation.
1522. But if we should fix the number of repreNow, with these few remarks to the convention,
such as they are, and which I believed it to be sentutives at seventy flvc, the inequality would
Two counties, Jefmy duty to submit, so far us I am concerned, I be still greater, if possible.
ferson and Kenton, will then have six r<>presen·
submit the question.
tatives with 12.689 voters. while sixteen counties
Mr. McHENRY.
This question is, perhaps,
one of the most important that has or 'will come with 35,947 voters will have but sixteen repreThey will thus lose 4525 votes, or
before this convention.
It embraces the whole sentatives.
There will then bg
subject of the apportionment
of the representa- over t1YOrepresentatives.
tion of the state, and for my-elf', J frankly con- twenty four representatives to be divided among
fess, I have had more difficulty in satisfying' my the remaining fifty two counties of the state, a
own mind as to what is the rigllt of the question, division which it will be impossible to make, on
than as to nny other subject on which my mind any thing like a perfectly equal arrangement.
has been brought to bear. I know that the true 'I'his proves to my mind that we cannot make
exactly equal, according to the
basis of our re!lreselltation is population-or
as representation
principle we all acknowledge to be the correct
we have it in t lis state. the voting population.
When we come to sec. that in carrying it out, one. Was it doing then any injustice to those
some inequali ties exist which it is impossible who were more favorably situated, because their
for us to remedy, We should turn our minds to population was more contracted. and occupied a
the matter and see how we can best arrange it smaller territory, to fix some limit upon the
so as to present as few inequalities U'3 possible, representation they should have in the house or
and afford as fair [1 representation
as is' in our the senate?
I shall go for the amendment giving to the
power.
Our present constitution declares that
representation shall be based entirely on uum- city that may be entitled to a repres~ntative in
but I would
bel'S, and lays down as a rule, that it shall be ar- the sell ate, a separate representatl,e,
No city or county in
ranged so as to present a perfect equality as 11l1Ve the number limited.
the
state
should
ever
have
more
than
one senator
near as lTIH.ybe, and it has been an entire failure.
This would be giving
In some inst.mccs countioa arc represented where or five representatives.
the voting population
is Hot a thousand, and to them one twentieth part of the representation
other counties who have double that number of the state, aucl that ought to content them. I
have but a single representative.
LBt ua ex- am willing to give them a fail' representation,
amine the present bill and see if it is any better, and this would be a fair mode of doing it. We
and whether inequalities
do not exist in the see that owing to the great number of counties,
mode we arc asked to adopt, equal at least to and the manner in which tbcv are situated, end
those in the prcs~llt. constitution.
And whcJ..).the difference in their population, that it is imwe find that it is impossible to carry out perfect possible to do equal justicil upon what we all
eqllality, should we not then impose some limi· concede to be the tnle basis of representation.
tation to t118 representation
of particular in- When this eannot be donc, should we not fix a
This limit had
terests, wbich
may otherwise
become over- limit, as has been suggested.
powerful.
I have turned my attention some- better be applied to the eiti(,F; where the people
'what. to the examination of what "\vould be the are conccntrat",d, aet together, and ean bring
operations of the plan before us. I tind three their influence to bear more directly on a subject,
people,
rules laid down: First, every county tlw.t has than it· is possible for an agricultural
It is true that the
the full ratio 811a11l,e entitled to a representa- scattered all 0\'('1' the state.
tion; if it has that ratio and two thirds over, intere"-otsof the cities are idc-ntified to some extent, with the interests of the balance of the
then it shall be entitled to an additionall'epresentation; and every county tJlat has two thirds st.ate, but it is true aLso that, thE're is a great deal
of the rat.io, sbaH have a representative, and of foreign eupital invested in the business of the
those 'who have nut two thirds shall be thrown cities which has identity with the interc"ts of
together, and jf they are not sitnated so as to the rest of the state. 'Ve know that it is for the
interest of the state to keep up these great mnnubcattaehed to any eonnty not hadll@:twothirds,
Yl\t we mnstknow
then they shall be attached to the nearest connty facturing interests amonglls:
adjoining, ha\'in~ the least number of voters. also that there arc combinatlOlls in those cities,
According to tllli' mode of apportionment six foreign to the rest of the state. I kn01v that this
countic!'; haviug all aggregate of 23,974 vlIters, is not so with a mnjol'ity, 'yet men Me apt to go
are entitled to Bixteen repl'escntatives at n ratio for their own inten:sts, find for the inten:sts of
of 1498. 'while six other eountics lmving only those morc nearly connected with them in mone'
13,911 voter;:; are entitlNl to (welre l'epl't'senta- tary CODccms, than the bala1lCC of tbe state.
tives, at a rato of 1l59. Awl twonty l'ight 'l'his may be a broad assertion, but if we look
other counties having 51,987 votel'S hal'e only at human natlll'e, and see to what a great extent
twenty eight rept'cscntati\'es
at a ratio of 1856, the ideaof making money operates upon all of \lS,
thus showing in those twenty eight counties a we shall be compelled to acknowlt'dge its justiee.
Ip8s of 9371 votes or six l'epresentati\'es and Louisville is now, Ibelie\'e, entitled to three repover.
There aTC thirty
three counties with rescntatives, and I am willing that she shonld
But I aID Dot willing to give her
thirty three representatives,
at a ratio of 1233 have a senator.
voters, and the other twenty seyen counties will more than ODetwentieth part of whatcyer shall
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made them but tho firmer in their adherence to
upon which Kentucky stands.
I
one hundred, rather than seventy-five, as the last come here yielding to no man ill a firm advocanumber would increase the ratio. and make the cy, and sincere feeling for pro-Slavery !nincirepresentation more unequal, and the proportion
plea, and I made the race against a gent emun,
of influence would be greater in favor of tho to whom, in point of high talent and superior
lar~e cities, than it is now, While therefore 1 3,?e and experience, I bow with humble obeldesire to see the increasing growth 01 these cities sance, I came here as the representative,
of an
among us, and desire to do them no wrong, I overwhelming
majority of what Kentucky has
must acknowledge that I desire to prevent their been, and what T hope she ever will be-sound
exercising an undue control in the affairs of in principle, ready to defend her rights from
government, by having a majority of the rcpre- whatever quarter the attack may come, whether
sentaticn.
As we can never, by any system se- from the funutaeism of abolitionism 01' any other,
cure a perfect e~uality of representation, I am and ready to give her help to those who sympafor putting a limit to them, as they never CUll thise with her, when the cry for help shall corue.
lose more votes than the other portions
of the As to our claim for representation on a fair and
state.
'l'hey will 8\'8n under the plan proposed equal footinff' why we would be whistled
have more ...veight, than many of the counties in down the winds,
if the sentiments of the
the state. Tnko the county of Logan; under the gentleman from Campbell are to be regarded as
proposed plan, she would have but one reprcsen- the true current of public sentiment in our
tative, and yet she has H. voting population
of quarter.
As a distinguished
friend remarked
2151.
She therefore would lose 628, almost one to mc while the gentleman was speaking, "if
third of the entire voters of her county. By fix- be had any doubt how he should vote, if the
ing a limitation then, can we ever do more in- gentleman from Campbell was representing
corjustice to any city that may grow up among us rectly his constituents, lie would atoncego ag-ainst
than is done hero to Logan county ~ Mnny otlr- the proposition."
We meet here to settle great
er counties would lose ten and twenty per cent, and high priuciplee, and with a common confiand some twenty two or twcnty three per cent, dence in the generosity and common justice of
while by fixing a limit on the cities, they would our fellow members ofthis body, conic from
never lose ·'>0 great a percentage.
I am willing
whatever section they may, and when I come,
therefore to limit the cities to one senator and if I shall take pnrt in this discussion,
to place
five representatives,
and unwilling to go beyond the claims of Covington on propel' grounds, I
that.
shall point to my seat on this floor as a complete
On the subject of slavery, I shall not remark,
refutation
of the assertion that though my conthough I think the amendment will fail. to ac- stituents live on the border of the state, they
complish its object and hope therefore it will will eyer prove untrue to the interests of Kennot be adopted.
At some other time I may give tucky. I am paincd to heal' the sentiments expresmy views on the subject of slavery, but I (10 not sed by m.y friend from Campbell.
I undertake to
think it has any connection wifb the present sub- interfere between no man and his constituents, but
ject. Having got through with my remarks on we live ill sight of each other, and I know I may
tlli:; poillt, and 1l0twiLhstWlding that in so doing say emphatically from my own experience, that
I may be considered out of order I will add no he cloes not speak the SClJtiments of a large pormOl'e.
tion of Campbell, when he says that slavery i8
Mr. STEVENSON.
1 do not rise to particia sin, :lnd that he would rip out the lcaf of his
pate in this discussion, but after the gentleman
Bible if it darcd to Ilphold it. 'l'here are slavefrom Campbell (Mr. Root) has undertaken to holders and pro-Rlavery men in Kenton, who
speak forthe county of Kenton, the constituency I will compare ....
vith any iu this convention, and I
represent, in the manner which he has, I shnuld think the gentleman casts an aspersion
upon
he recreantthem, '\\'hcn he a.ttributes to them the sentiments
:Mr. ROOT. I spoke of Kcnton in connection
he 11<1-" indicated here this Illorning.
I was painwith Campbell, and only 80 far as others had ed for anot,h8l'reason, and that is the record of
connected them.
our proceedings.
Thl! gentlcman's speech will
as a text bv the abolitionist..'l. When
Mr. STEVENSON.
I am g-lad to hear the be tahn
the South i~fighting "for her rights in a national
explanation of the gentleman, -but he certainly
saHl that Kenton and Campbell were to be made point of view, and wllell gentlemt:ll rise in the
the scape-goats, and he gin-e an expression of national halls aIld gay that while they leave the
feeling in a manner which cvery mcmber on this pOOl'boun to the sOllt)lCrn stntes. of controlling
floor mur;t have understood as lntended to iudi- slavery within theil' limits, tht,y arc forever
cate the feeling of the northern f1eetion of the to stand still, and never go into a territory bestate.
1. do not rise to take part ill this discus· longing to the Union, and won by their joint
sian 110W, although J may do so before the sub- valor. The text of one of the members of
Convention will bc the text
ject closes, but to say that I should be recreant the Kcntucky
to n;.y constituents and bastard to the very title l'Will which they will preach their homilies of
abolition.
I
felt
proud of my own native state.
of l'l.-entuckian, if I should hear such8entlmcnts
uttered on this floor, without, in my place, de- when, at a public dillller the othcr day, I saw
no enemy to
nouncing thcm as vile aspersiolls upon the char· among the set toasts, "Kcntucky;
rights will hold a seat within her
acter of my constituency.
Thr:y may live on southern
I felt pained, t,hat whcn
the border, and within the very [retid atmos- COllvention walls."
spcr:ch shall be reported, we
phere of an anti-slavery
state, but the sights the gentleman's
they have there ,vitnessed,
and the atmosphere shall be obliged to make an ex<:eption to that
that. is blown over to them by e\'ery breeze, hl,ls fact in his person.
be decided upon as the Iegielati ve representation

of the state. I prefer that. we should fix it at the principles
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I repeat, 1 had notintended to participate in The gentleman said that Louisville furnished a
this dISclIssion, but as the gentleman may be large proportion of the men that went out in
supposed by some to speak the sentiments of the last war with Mexico. In furnishing that
northern Kentucky, I felt that I should be re- proportion however. it excl uded a very large
of the balance of the state. There
creant to those whom I represent on this floor, proportion
if I let the sentiment fass without an instant wag no draught in Kentucky, thank God, the
denial 01' refutation.
hope to have an Oppot'- only draughting was, who should be draugbed
tunity to brenk a lance with my friend Oil the out find 110t who should be draughted in. Five
subject of slavery, when the resolution of the thousand of the best men in Kentucky, were
distinguished gentleman from Henderson, (Mr. tendered shortly after the regiment was filled.
Dixon.) shall come up; and at least I think I It was considered a peculiar favor to Louisshall be willing to go before the people of both ville tbat she got her regiment in, while four or
counties, and appeal to them which has most five thousand more were rushing forward and
offt:rillff their services. I consider it a favor to
correctly represented them on the subject .
.M1".HARDIN.
I have an amendment that I Louisville, and in thatregarJ she stood forth in
propose to offer at a proper time, which I will place of the balance of the young men in Henread. It is to be inserted after the word "in," tucky. She behaved very handsomely, and she
has had one-fourth of the officers that went
'in the Iflth line, and 5th section.
from the state of Kentucky, when the balance of
"The house of representatives, and whenever
any city or town shall have qualified voters the state was in 110 wise behind Louisville.
equal to the ratio required to entitle it to one But sir, when ~:ou come to the actual fighting
regiment was not brought
senator, such cit;y or town shall elect a senator: part, the Louisville
Three days Monterey was besieged
Provided, That In no event shall such city or into battle.
nnd there were three day's of fighting from day
town ever have more than five representatives
hreak to dark, and yet they did not get iu. 1
and one seuator."
I know the basis of representation is popula- have no doubt they wore as rendy as any men
tion and not. property.
That is the basis to a in Kentucky, but why General Ta.ylor did not
great extent. in the government of the United brlug them into action, I do not know, nor will
States. But there are two conservative princi- I attempt to guess, fur I might gut'ss improperly.
ples in the constitution of the United States; One thing I do know, that at the battle of Buena
one is, that the alaveholding
states get a. repre- Vista the second regiment from the state of Kensentation for three fifths of their slaves.
To be tuckywas there, nud how pretty they came in.
sure they get a. privilege, but they are liable to Yes sir, and they bled too, and caused blood to
How from the enemy, and were called, and will be
a direct tax in proportion to their representation
in the house of representatives.
Direct taxes, for an hundred years to come, "the bloody regiAnd if
go Oll the
however, have never been levied but twice, and rueut of Kentucky."
perhaps they will not be again. It is a very hill here to the burial place 0 the Kentucky
expensive tax to collect: it cost $14 74 for every soldiers in the cemetery, you will see some indihundred dollars to collect it and cover defulca- catloue of it. I have examined that place, and
I did not sec the grave of one soldier from tho
tiona.
There is another conservative principle, and Louisville legion there. I examiued it yesterday
that is. tha.t the smaller slates are represented in with a young man from Bardstown who was UIlthe senate as sovereignties, and Delaware and der Taylor, and I did not see one from the LouDo not understand me to say
Rhode Island have the flame weight as Pennsyl- isville legion.
vania. and New York. The senate is a congress that they would not be just as ready as any men
of sovereignties.
Now, each of these features ill Kentucky, but I protest against Louisville's
is a departure from the principle of representa- being put up here, between Kentucky and
tion according to population.
It is a conserva- danger, as if she stood for the balance of
tive feature which does not apply to counties. the state. Kentucky W;tS ready, and to her
There will be no danger for twenty years to honor and glory, her sons had to be draugbted
come, that these cities will have enough popu- out instead of draughted in. But in relation to
lation for two senators. I am unwilling that the regular army, I must say I regret to see it
I conany city shall send more than one twentieth filled up with this foreign population.
part of the represeuteuvee
to the house of rep- sider it the high road to the loss of our liberties
resentatives, or more than one thirty eighth part in less than one hundred years. It was the
of the members tu the senate.
Give them five downfall of the ancieut republics of Carthage
representa1.ivcol and one senator, and s1.opthem and of Rome, and sooner or later it will be
Ule downfall of every republic the. world ever
at that..
saw, that shall put into its armies foreign merI did not rise fur the purpose of making any cenaries.
I regret "ery much any inYidiou ..
remarks, but as I am up, I will make a flingle comparison should be drawn, but I repeat what
remark in answer to the gentleman from Louis- I said before. although I pity the poor Irish, the
ville, (Mr. Preston,) who has spoken so exceed- oppressed English, the Scotch, the French, the
ingly well, and ill such very fin" taste and s1.yle. Italians, the Aust.rians and the Hungarians, yet
He said J~(luisvi1le had a large portion of wealth; is it very politic to invite many more of them
that Louisville is wealthy, and that Jefferson here? We have to take care of ourselves. Sir.
county is so also. It is true. It is fortunatcly r hu\'e before spoken 011 this subject, and on a
situated in the state of Kentucky.
It is the gar- subsequent occasion that may present itself, I
den spot of America.
But mnch of that is ow- expect to speak a little more fullr on this subing to its position and locality; it seems to me ject. I will !\3V however, I wish to Gorl we had
though, that it ought not 10 he Aaron's rod and somc strol1ger llatul"alization laws than we have,
swallow up the rods of the other magicians.
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for no one can help seeing that the paupers who
-are coming here from Europe in such numbers,
or wealthy men, if yOll will have it 80, will
make a population to press on the means for
the support of the rest. What are we to do
with the sixty millions there will be in this
country in forty years, if this is not stopped in
some way.
There is a great deal of force in what the gentleman from Henderson said on Saturday.
Like
Absalom's fair speeches, he ran off with my
heart: but I have thought of it since Saturday
night, and I do not believe 1 am as badly bothered as the gentleman from Louisville thought I
was. We know there is, on the river border, a
population pouring in, whose business and purSUIts are on the other side of the river.
What is
it that is swelling the population
of N ewport
and Ooviugton?
Why, 1 am told it is the popuIetion of Cincinnati that is pouring in, not to
make it a business place, but a home for their
familiea, while their business is in Cincinnati.
They have no feelings in common with us. It
only shows that. my fears are well founded when
one of the ablest ruen in Kentucky had to take
the stump, or his antagonist,
who "Was fOJ
emauoipatiou,
might have carried the whole
county.
It was fortunate
that gentleman
was there, and fortunate he had some good
old Virginia feeling. I, too, have some of that
feeling.
I am no Yankee, no anti-slavery man.
I would not give one good, stout, hearty Kentucky man for a dozen Oapc Cod, or Passamaquaddy men; HOI' would J give a dozen Kentuckians for ten thousand east of the Rhine.
I
pity them, but my feelings are for Kentuckv, and
for the slave population.
1 see they arc" to be
swallowed up. Lsee it, that with the Wilmot
proviso, the slave-holding
states will be swallowed up in forty years. But, thank God, I
shall be gone before that time. 1 may, on some
future occasion, speak further 011 this subject.
My feelings are much like those of the gentleman from Bourbon.
I pit,y these foreigners from
roy heart, but I love Kentucky and the slaveholding population; anci I repeat what I said tlle
other day, that if the whole of Europe were to
unite to c.rush the United States, the last gun for
liberty would be fired in the slave·holdillg states.
The people of the slave-holding !>tates regard
liberty as a high personal privilege, which they
would die for rather thRn give up; and where
slavery does not exist, they regard it as a political right.
The PRESIDENT.
I am exceedilJgly sorry
that the elder gentleman from Nelson has seen
fit to cast a base and infamous stigma upon the
gallantl·y of the soldiers of Louisville and Jefferson county.
He says he sees on that hill no
name of any eitizf'.ll of Louisville.
If he had
waited till the 1n00lUmt'lltwhich iii to be erected
there ,yas completed, hc wl)uld have seen the
llame of the gallant CLAY, who fell fightillg in
the foremost ranks; and he would have learnf'd
that he was a citizen of Louisville-not
bom
there, it is true-but
a citizen by adoption, and
by choice, as many other of her citizens are, and
]1e would have forburne tJle stigma on the city of
Louisville, a stigma insinuated, and fQr that rea~on more damnable than if it was charged direct,
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I was not born in Louisville, sir, but it is the
city of my adoption, nnd 1 can tell the gentlemuu that the spirit of freedom burns as pure and
as independently
in the bosoms of the citizens
of Louisville, as it does in the bosoms of the
citizens of any portion of Kentucky.
It is true
sir, the Louisville Legion shed no blood at the
battle of Monterey, and it is true that battle
continued two days. But where was the Louisville Legion1 They were placed, by the order
of General Taylor, to guard the battery that
shielded those who made the charge, and for
twelve hour." they endured the fire of the enemy
without action, unfliuchiugly.
Why they were
placed there is in the breast of that. man, but
upon that battery and its safety d e pended the
safety of the army, and he confided it to those,
who he believed were sufficient to defend it.
Surely, ill carrying out an act of political importance, it is not llecessary to slander the citizens, who with bravery and gallantry, rushed
en masse, to the rescue of their country.
The
proposition is 11 proposition to demolish om fair
portion of politicnl rlghts in the commouweulth
of Kentucky.
It is 11 proposition now directed
solely and exclusively agalllstthe cit.y of Louisville, that she shall not have an equal voice in
making the laws that are to guvern a free people. It is an act of political injustice,
and
though the gentleman lUay have had to sleep
upon It, in order to bring himself up to it" It
shows that that sleep has enabled him to bring
himself to perpetrate this act of political injustice, which he had some grudging about in the
first instance.
The principle upon which our government is
established is universal suffrage.
We proclaimed it in the old constitution.
and we arc about
to proclaim it in the new. But it will huv e to
be struck out, if this act of political injustice is
perpetrated; because it will be false, utterly, totally, uueoudltionully,
irremediably false to the
people of Kentucky, and to the world.
If a free
people Me equal and entitled to equal rights,
that is a principle, aud 110 man who acknowl·
edges the principle, if he acts consistcntly, but
lUust earl'y it out iR aJl its consequenl;es, or he
denies the prindple,
and-s..'1ys that we are not
entitled toequal political rights,
Well, if've
are not entitled to them, and you deny that
prillciple, where is it to end? Where is the limIttO the inroads you will
make on the pe-Htical
rigllts of a portion of your citizem:? lt will be
ill the will of a majority, baf'.ed 011 no principle
but that of expediency.
And that majority will
have a WilllJot,anc]lOred by }ll'inciple, butexpediency, and itwilllead tothcvery sailledegrt'eofdespotlsm that rules throngh the Autocrat of Russia,
that tramples upon tllC rights and liberties of the
continent of Europe, and has hitherto bad no
footing on the shores of America, or if a footing, the march and exteusion of free princi'Ples
have been, siuce the days of the revolutlOll.
constautly in advallce.
What is tIle reason enrlorsed by the gentleman
from Madi,mn for obliterating these principles?
He says that the slave -population will not be
safe to their masters, if tlli" priuciple is carried
onto Three fOUlths of the votes that wer!' ca."'!'
for the delegation on this floor from the city of
Louisville, were cast by men who held no slaves
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-by men who did not worship aL that shrine-c- be jealous of any of the cities in the state, large
and they cast their votes 011 principle.
'1'hey or small'! And is she likely ever to have? Are
desirous of enbelieved that om fathers when they Immed this tbey less public spirited-less
constitution, laid its tonndctions ill justice, and lightening the public mind, and sustaining free
institutions?
'I'he
ciby
of
Louisville
established
they detcnuiued that they would stand upon
the platform, that private property was 110t to the first public echocls where all went and rewithout charge. except
be taken without just compcnsatioa-c-that
it was ceived an education
the great privilege of a free people to lay it on from the public purse. Louisville lJOW lays a
tax on the property of her citizens of twelve and
that foundation, and keep it Oil that foundation.
AnJ ns the law had authorized this propcrt,y, a half cents per annum to sustain the public
and individuals had invested in it, if it was the schools in Ol'JeJ' to enlighten the rising generapublic impulse that this species of property rio», and make them acquainted with their
She is in advance-s-she
took the first
should be excluded, they thought they should rights.
compcn",atc those who had acquired it; and so- step and is now in advauce-c-of the halunce of
berly appealing to that principle of innate right, the state in reference to education.
Upon the subject of internal improvements,
based on the touudetiou of the constitution, we
appealed to men to stand by the rlghts to prop- which some men delight to denounce, but which
erty as they would stand by the rights to liber- have in their effect more than doubled, OJ'nearly
erty.equality,
and equal rights, and we did not (lou bled, tile value of the whole 01' the real estate in the country, where did Louisville stand?
appeal in vain.
She was in favor of them, and with her voice
We stand here representing
that people aud
and her aid ~\IId assistance enabled them to bo
that great principle, and it if; thrown in our
carried on . And it, is obvious to anyone
acteeth that it is necpssary to violate that princiquainted, or who will look at the records of the
ple, in order to SC('UI'O our negroes.
I would
legislation
of that time, if she had witbdrawu
waut no other reason and argument to give me
her assistance there would have been no turndouble powl'r and double force in agitating upon pike wads through the state, and no slackwnter
the subject of eiuaucipntion, than to telf a free
nuvigution, nnd she is now furnishing an exampeople, free white men, that their rtgbte have
ple of enterprise to the balance 01' the cities. in
beeu violated and trampled ill the dust, and their
the railroad she is building from the city of Louequal political privileges ill this gov<ol'Dment
isville to this capital, and thence to the city of
have bccu aileuced in the legislative halls of the
Lexington, and from thence through the northcountry in order to save that property.
How do em portion of the state to join the Baltimore
gentlemen expect to send back tbe delegates and Ohio railroad, and thus ope» the markets
from the city of Louisville to their constituents?
of the east. This is a thing thaL may and will
What answer do they expect them to make in be accomplished if Y..-e are wise, and it i.'l the enrelation to t.his que~tilln? They will say, you
terprise of Lonisville tiJat points to this work.
tolJ us the foundations of this go,-ernment were
Will the citizens of KentlH:ky deriye no adlaia in justit·e, alld that you would lay the foun- valltage from this enterprise?
\Vllat do they
dations of the one you are framing the same, fear? Why, say they, she gets all om procltlc~.
and would give eql1allaws and equal rights to
Yes, all thutyou choose to brillg, and she pays
all. We should say the bnlauee of the state has
for it. 1 hope the trade of Lonif;ville is a lIlutuueprin~d us of the voice of freedom, has tram11.1
advantage to both city and country; and it is
pled our rights in the dllst. And, for what obviolls to cvcry 011E' who has remark(,d it, that
avowed l'ca:;on't ]~ecal1se they feared the day
within the bordel's of the cit:}, there is a home
would come wbell emancipatlOll would have'R
market, bO:OJleficialto the ~itlze1Js of Ki:ntucky.
llead in the city of Louisdlle and upon the bol'- Six thousand hogs]leads of tobacco inspected
derillg counlies.
Thank God, emancipation has and sold at a home market, where the planter
notdrcnchetl tbe fields of LO\Jisville, or t11ebor- can receive his money, is all evidence
that Loudering counties, with blood,
'l'h~ princ:iples
isville isgl'Owing and rroducillg a markd benein\'oh'cd in this, alld the reasons for earryi11g it
ficial to the btate. Is It th"t market tlmt causes
out, are fl'an~ht with morc evil to this institution
gentlemen to look with suspicion upon her?
than any other ltct t.his convention could possi- It is a markct where-you get supplies.
It is
bly do. I tell these gelltlelll(,l1 who are in favor
mote, it is a. l11ill'ketfor t11eenterprise of tllC state.
o( the in!Stitutioll of ~lavcry, that if itcan ahide
All th"t are in LOllis"ill~ were not bol'll there.
at all, it can only abida 011 tbe sentirnPllt;; of
All t.hat have trusted and confided in that city
justiee and right to the holders of slaves. Slavewore 1l0t bol'll there.
The merchant, the man of
holcler:.; are not a majority in KentucKv.
Thev
g.:nius and ent,'rpri!:le, goes there as to a market
J\('vcr will be, .and ,...·honeYer you d~stroy tlutt
for his genius and talents which the country does
principle of right. which d('pri,-es 11 man of the
1l0t afford,
po·wer uf def~t1ding pri\'Rtf' propclty-wben
She has her medical hall and four hundred
you tramplo upon the political rilJ'hts of men in
orli~r to shield it, you han,' u1Jloo~ed :l. forco and students, and I hope and trust she yields to those
powf'r which will overturn 1.his \Hinciple.
If who come there an eq\livalent, alld in OIe inwe arc to be sacrificed, if our po itical pl'inci- telligence that SlHl imparts fihe does 110 harm to
She eduple3 arc to be crushed, alld oUJ'voice is no more the cau,;c of liberty and equal rights.
and to
to be heard ill the countrv, for God's sake 1o.ot
it cates young men in other oepartments,
be for some other reason, and do not sanctify and thf,>mthe same rcmark is equally true. ·What is
make holy that abominable reasoll that will tllerl,l that Louisville does to cause the jealousy
work against you most fearfully fUH.l awfully. of differellt portioBs of the state? When danThere is ajealousy against the cities,
Has Ken- ger calls her citizens fly to the rt:l;cue as soon as
those of any other portioo of the state. r do
tucky ever had any reason-a.n'y just reason-to
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ue chary in trusting him affaill, when
not say more quickly, for I do not believe it, but they ,.,11::111
011 their rizbts,
as he
on a proper occasion, and in a proper field, I be- they see he can trample
has
trampled
Oil the rights of others, thuirdistrust
lieve they will meet the contingencies of battle
as boldly a" ally other citizens, and I claim no will be manifested, and the consequences will be
visited ou his own bead. and net on mine.
more for them.
I can sign no constitution
that denies to my
When it cornea to the matter of odncation,
rights
Louisville stands ready to show by her arts what constituents those equal and political
I call sign nothing
she is willing to do to enlighten the public mind that other freemen have.
and sustain the pillars which sustain our gov- which degrades find stigmatizes my constituents
as unworthy to be partners with the freemen of
ernment.
When we consider the principles
Keutncky in a guvemrneut. of troemcn.
I canwhich advance a people in wealth and prosperiI cannot
ty, the enterprise and the zeal ill which she en- not ask them to take this constitution.
tell tuem it is just. 1shall be bound in my cong-ages in them, shows that there is a patriotism
science, and before God, to tell them it is unjust
III it.
Is it to this that you object?
Mr. Ohairmnu, I know the balance ofthc coun- -c-that the liberties cud equal rights of freemen
upon.
And
why and
ties of this state have it within
their power to have been trampled
put such provisions in this couetltutlon ns they whereforer It has been avowed. There is just
a" much danger to this government if it is ruled
may choose, and they may deny to Louisville,
or allY other city ill the commonwealth,
any rep- by acres, by millions of acres. where then' are
resentation at all-an),
voice in it. They have no men, or but few" as there w01.11dbe if it were
got the poWer. Is it expedient they should ex- ruled by the voice of freemen who buy those
ercise it.t TIley may exercise it by violating the acres. I have always understood it was intelligence and virtue embodied in just, upright and
great principle of equal rights.
The gentlemen
the basis of
do not propose, I uuderetnud , to go the whole, correct laws, which constituted
Still
but half ,vay only.
'I'hey will take from the good government and not acres of land.
present. generation nothing they are entitled to, we p~ty one tenth of the taxes of this commonpart of
but they will disfranchise the.gelleration to come, wealth, and we have one-thirty·('ighth
political power in the Reua.te, antI one-twentieth
or lessen oue-half, 0[' Lhree-fonrths. or fum-fifths
power ever
of the political power in tlw commOll wf:altll of tn the honse. Has that political
Kentucky.
lfl there any thing to be more "'afe? been found injurious to the state of Kent,ncky?
Are the political rights of the people to be more Has the eity of Louisville, or the COUlIty of Jefsafe~ It. is Ii, \'iolation of prinCiple that Fihowf'la ferson ever fail4?d in anght whiuh lemls to the
man is not at heart willing to allow to the bal- prosperity of tbe stat"" to it,,; glory, to equal
Where a stigma is
ance of the community that freedom whieh he laws anti equal rights?
ill the halls of legenjoys himself.
If you do tlil'se thing.~ in the placed 011 out' representation
smflll, let the temptation be equal to it, and you islation, or in the halls here, we may be ardent
will do it in the great.
I ha,e no !nore confi- in om f',upport of onl' rights, and we may spe·ak
dence in thm.e men that have madeupt.heir
minds out as fr<lemcmshould speak ont when they feel
to inyadc the rights of their fdlow citizens, and there is a prilleiple asF;erted which leads to the
But they will
stifle the voice of the peopl~ of Kentucky,
thall !'tifling of the vuie,: of fl'€emcll.
I hav\) in the voice of the autocrat of Rus~ia, who tca"h us sam'" other language, <llld it. witl be a
·whieh
thinks and acts for the who10. If you do it ill long rei.$n of flervitude aud oppression,
wiII stine our voice, or inducc us to lessen our
one thing, let the temptation
be great enough,
opposition
to
opprussion,
wrong,
and
iujustiee
and you will do it in l111oth"r. I know g-entlemen have been eont8mplatillg
this project.
One when we see it, or when W"eapprehend it. There
is no da.nger in giying the city of Lonisville,
gentleman fixes it upon the llecessity of securing
their uegl·oes. Another wants to supply that and every city that i=:hall arise 1ll the Commonpopulation,
which they hn,e driven to other ·wealthol' Kentucky, whether they arise on the
states, ill the extension of their farms, anil give borders of the Ohio, or like the great manufacto them votefl (or the n1O;'U the\' have lo.:>t, a.nd turing cities that have grown up ill England,
whioh they have repla(wd ill bnllocks.
I Ull- shall rise ill the int'-'rior, tllt'l'\~ is no danger in
derstaud it, sir. And it would be .iust a;; SPll>;i- gi\'ing them equal right'" and eflunl privjlC'~{es.
lIlr. C. A. WICKLIFFE.
]f tht' gentlemun
ble, and no g"[cakr outrage, in my view of the
will give ·W?,y I ·will move that the convention
subject, if they should say their bnllocksshould
take
a
n:cess
till
half
past
two
o'clock.
be l'epr0sented'in the legis1ature of' Kentncky, to
The motion was modified RO as to read "three
make up fot the voice.'! of the freemen congregated ill th\~ ('itiCs, if there wljre allY way of cast· o'clock," and it was agreed to.
ing the votes. I beg gentlemen to con.."ider thi~
};VENING SESSION.
prinCiple.
1 know the bahlllee of the state have
the power; aud I know· rnany men claiming
to
The PRESIDENT.
When I ro~e I wa" exbe 'lemocrats, and many Illcn claiming
to be cited at what I I.:oll>;idered an infamous insinuawhigs, who are contemplating
this pror,eC'ding, tlOll UDon the living allJ upon the dead, and forand who are >;worn upon thl! principle of equal goot.to nallle another gallant citizen of Lon isrights and equal jUfltlee to all; and yet, beeause viiIe-, who fdl on the bloody field of Buena Yisthey think they can do tllis act. wit'h impullity,
t,a. Young Dozier lies on yonder hill, .The
they are preparing themselves to carry their pm- gentleman might have rearl his name, and spared
pose into effect. I know it; I have seen it.
hi", sneer.
Dozier was the gallant son of my
,VeIl, e\"ery gentleman can reconcile it to llim- first and best teao.:he1'-the man who tauO'ht me
self in his own way.
That is with him.
His to think, the son of J amer; 1. Dozier, of 1".ouiBLouisville lost other citizens in Mexico;
oonstituent,s,
because they receive the benefits ville,
and advantages
of it, may look over it, but if but enough of this.
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I have endeavored
to plnc e my views upon since iL Ir9.5got n proclivity ill that Wily, there
the question \H:: arc HOW considering. fairly be- is no telling where it will stop.
fore the eouvention.
The principle, as laid
I was anxious that in this constitution, after
down in the old coustitut.ion, if; that ropresentaacknowledging
the principle of universal suftiou "hall be equal and uniform ill this common- frage, on the part of ail male citizens over
wealth.
The principle of extending the right twenty-one years of age; and the principle thnt
of sutI'l'a;;e to all citiZI3HS of the commonwealth,
representation
should be distributed
to every
who have attained till, mature ago of twenty-one
county and town in proportion to numbers, as
years, is there laid down. That was the great nearly a" might be, some certain rule should be
platform on which our ancestors based the go"· adopted that would give the representation
to
emrnent-c-thut the right of suffrage, and of re- the largest masses ; and thus arrive as near to
presentation bused on the right of suffrage, certainty as possible, and take from the legislashould be equal and uniform.
It is true, the ture, as fur as practicable, the discretion they
rille thus prescribed, when carried out, does not possess in regard to controlling residuums.
If I
arr-ive at mathematical
certainty.
When divi- shall feel any interest in what shall be done in
ded into cnuut ies for convenience in regard to the forming of tbis constitution, when I come to
local government-fur
convenience in holding that section I will endeavor to aid in fixing 11pon
courts, and the dispensing of justice, those d i- a certain criterion, and one which will take
visions must necessarily be unequal in extent of away legislative discretion, as far as \)racticaterritory, unequal in point of fertility, and of ble.so that the greatest number shall lave the
course some of the divisions naturally become representation.
I know that divided into cities,
populated fustcr than others. Different counties towns, and couuties , as we are, an exact mathenever have been, and never will be, precisely matical equality of representation according to
equal in point of numbers, so that that equal numbers, is impossible to be obtained.
and exact Justice, in accordance with this prinThe gentleman from the county of Ohio says,
ciple, can never be obtaiued-c-that is, mathemat- that mathematical certainty could not be obtainical equality in regard to numbers.
But the ed, and that there would necessarily be inequalprinciple is recogniaed in the old constitution,
ities of representation,
if such cth'isions are
and tile legislature was directed to carry out carried out, and that it would be no deiiarture
these principles as nearly as practicable.
from the principle to cut off the cities" an limit
I believe that I was in the legislature when them, so that they can never have more than a
Now, sir,
three apportionments
were made, ann have had certain number of representatives,
occnsiuu to look back to two that have been sub- that is 11 direct violation of the principle: and
it
is
not
a
violation
arising
from
the
difficulty
sequently made. None of them arrive at eertaiuty, and I fuund both political parties desi- of coming to a direct conclusion, but it is a
wilful violation, made before hand, purposely
rous, in the distribution
of representatives
and therefore, sir, in theyiew
among the coulltiB';, to get it as favorable as they and inteutionally;
thoug-Ilt tlH'y were wMI':).nted in doing, in uc- 1take of it, wholly and altogether inexcusable,
.:ordance with thl~ priu('iple laid down ill the not al'ising from nt:ces~ity, but from an intention
collst,itution,
And I sometimes thought that to violate the great principle of equal rt'presenthe constitution was stretched a little, for the tation, It is either n. principle, or it is not; it is
purpose of arriving at such conclusions; par- one that we should follow as nearly as pmcticaIf
ticularly when Louisville \Va;; denied a senator, ble, or that we should abandon altogether.
And I could name ot.her instances, but I will we abandon it altogether, I shollld prefer giving
t.oeach
of
the
one
hundred
counties
in
this
comforbear. The clause directing the legislature to
apportion the represcntation,
either did not in mon\\"ealth ont': member. If we abandon it alit:sdf contain the correct principle, or it was so to~ethel', I would prefer tJmt "-e divide out the
perverted that justice was not obtainefl, equali- thll'ty eight sf'nators, among the several county of representation was not obtained, nor was ties, cities and towns, and give that representait bronght as ncar to equalit.y as it might ha\'e tion to them absolutely, and let it go on in perIf the syst-em proposed by the gentlebtltll. .For illstanee, I recollect thai in one ap- petnity.
portionrmmt the county of Bourbon, with a less man be carri",d out, it would resemble the boHumber of inhabitants than th~ COUHtvof Scott, rough ,o;ystemof unequal and unjust representa\Va,:;allowed to have two represent,atrves, while tion. as it has existed in England, and which
Scott had but one. This was doue on the prin- has been for a long period of time, the subject
ciple uf arranging rcsiduums; beginning at the of great contention in parliament, between the
nOl'th-eastern part of the state, by which they "ins" and the "outs;" for it is manifest that the
were COllSUlllCd b ..fol'e coming to Scott COIIDty; cities 'will illcrea"e with morc rapidity than the
for in which ever quarter you begin to \livide population of the country.
The gentleman frOIDMadison says that the
your reaidulllll'l, yOll arrive at a Jitt'enmt cOllcluSiOll; commence at different points, anc} yon al- belt of coullti"s, or that. range lying along the
more
ways have ditft':rellt rc;;ults. There wer", illex- Ohio l'i\'er, ·will increase in population
trio.:able difficultie;; in the way of arriving at rapidly than the whole balance of the state; and
that cq'..lality which tliC eUl1R.tittttion contelllpla- that Utat incn'n..<:eof population "';\"illbe Jangerascendencyof
n}1C balance
ted, or at lea'Otthere weI'", very gl'eat llifficulti",s, ous to tIle political
aud it so tumed out that n. large proportion of of the 8tat8, in reference to a particular descriiition
ofpropeny;
and
therefore
it
must
beguar I.he delegation allotted to a county, (liffered in
That is his artheir political sentiments from a majority of the ell against in this constitution,
pearle of such county, and the gap continued gllment.
to widen, I believe the last apportlOnrnent was
The honorable chairman of thc committee, by
about the most unequal that ever 'was made, ::I.\ld the amendment he offers, proposes to limit thtt
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to a certain representation-c-provided-cthe proviso has nothing to do with the
subject matter, nor does it grow out of it-providcd every body in this commonwealth shall
have the right to go out of the commonwealth
and bring in negroes for his own use. The gentleman is Dot contented with apportioning the
representation
as indicated in his amendment,
and abandoning
the principle of equal and uniform representation; but he wants us to engraft
upon it a provision permitting free trade in negroes. Well, sir, if there are any portions of
the people in this commonwealth,
particularly
those in the border counties of the state-c-as the
gentleman from Madison maintains-that
are
opposed, or likely to be opposed. to the existence
of the institution of slavery, it will fall with a
ten-fold force of revulsion upon those who shall
net only be deprived of the. right of suffrage,
but shall also have this privi lege endorsed upon
it, as a sweetening of the close, to make it go
down.
The gentleman from Daviess thinks that there
is not only a necessity for restraining Louisville,
but all other cities that may ever grow up in the
commonwealth
of Kentucky, so that they shall
have-c-oo matter what their population may be
-no
matter what their situation may be-no
more than a certain rroportion of representation
in the two houses 0 the general assembly.
It
is very likely there may grow up a great city at
Maysville.
Maysville
is increasing rapidly in
population, manufactures and ccmruerce.
The
county in which Maysville is situated, has increased verr greatly within the last eight years.
It is very likely that Newport and Covington
will grow to be important cities, and that the
counties ill which they are situated, will grow
to forty, fifty, sixty, 11ay. a hundred thousand
within a very short period: and that Louisville,
from her tiny thousand may grow to one hundred and fifty or two hundred thousand: that.
Henderson, if the contemplated railroad should
be made, maJ likewise grow up to be a great
city; that Paducah, which has already a flourishing commerce, may grow to be tl great city;
and if the railroad from tbe Mobile to the mouth
of the Ohio should ever be completed, and Louisville be connected with the southern tier of
counties, a great city must grow up at some
point.
And Lexington will become a great in .
terior manufacturing city when she has railroads
running to the ri ver, that ·will gi \'~ her the benefit of cheap fuel. And, sir, it is no idl.: expectation, when we look at the immense manufacturing cities that have grown up in England.
And there will be other port.ions of Kentucky
in w·hich great cities will grow up. There are
now ill the little island of Great Britain, more
than twenty citi",s th<:1.texceed fifty thousand
inhabitants,
and ·which would have, under our
system of laws. eight or ten thousand \'oteJ,~
each. Well, if we ·were to have uut ten eiys
in Kentucky in the course of the next fifty ytars,
that shall fmvc eight or ten thousand ~ters,
why the ratio that the gentleman allows to them
would not gi,'e a represefltati,'e to oal16. rrhe
gentleman must see that this is can'ying the
thing to extremes.
Thirty years ago next March, I went to Louisville, an~ at that time there was scar<lely four
)lOW
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thousand inhabitants ill Louisville, and now
there is more than fifty thousand.
Thirty years
had not rolled around, when from four thousand,
the population became over fifty thousand.
Maysville has grown within a less period of time
with an equal rapidity, from the time she took
the impulse.
Covington and Newport, though
stigmatised as the suburbs of Cincinnati, and
the outpouring of her filth, are growing with
equal rapidity, and a great many of the most
useful manufactures are carried on this side
of the river.
And if gentlemen will reflect ou
the increase of population that has taken place,
and that will take place in all human probability, if this government. remains united, if the
foundation on which all the states have based
it. remains undisturbed, if the security of property, the security of life, the security of the
fruits of industry, ami the equal eojoymeub of
political rights continue, we must increase for
the next thirty years, with a rapidity greatly beyond that with which we have increased within
the last thirty years. Thc gentleman may say
that is an argument against us. It shows that you
who live on the margin of the Ohio river will
have the power, and that we muet guard against
the increase of that power, and we will guard
against it now.
Gentlemen should recollect that the foundation of a. government that is not laid in justice,
that is not laid in equal ri~hts and privileges to
all, is laid in sand. It. will be as unstable before the iutelligence, before the unbending spirit
of liberty in this land, as the waters of the ocean;
as unstable as the government that has been
erected in France; as unstable as I believe destiny has designed all tyranical governments to
be.
Lay the foundut.ion of this government in
justice, lay them in equal rights and equal privileges, and you may defy every thing that is
calculated to overthrow government; because
the basis is firm, the principle is right. and
there will arise from among the pepple advocates
to sustain it, firm in purpose, "\ylch etroug arms,
as they require who make thefnselves the champions of liberty.
/
Ours is a peculiar government; its pillars rise
from the masse". It i0he intelligence, it is the
virtue of the masse,vihat sustain it. We owe
not the strength 00h,i.~ government to aristocracy, either of forPine, birth, or talents.
We have
done away witX the aristocracy of birth; only a
remnant ex' s in the practice of individuals.
The nristo acy of wealth mells down-either
the
indulgel
s or the vices of tIte sons of aristocral;y' r UC8 them to the level of the masses;
w11l19' the industry, energies, and ability of
the;o.asses are constantly elevating them, as the
ryfars to sustain a free and equal government.
,Nature gave no aristocracy of talents, unless
she gave it to those WllOare iumed to hardship
anJ difficulty, ellcluin,~ them with a kllnwlcdge of their rights, and' the spirit to maintain
them.
Sir, if we would make this government perpetual, we must base its principles in justicewe must give to all citizens equal rights, and
equal privilege&.
They who wish to lay a c.mker at the root of liberty, at the foundation of
government, commellce by trenching u,Pon the
rights of fTe~men, cu:tailing their pnvneg&R~
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arming them with feelings of oppression, and a of the mountains breathe? Were We not born
denial of right. There is no other principle on under the same stars and stripes? Have not we
which you can base a free government. there is no the arm of freedom'[ Eave not we the conother principle on which you can expect its ex- sciousness of our rights? Are we not as intelIs it not so declared by
istence; there is no other principle upon which ligent a.nd virtuous?
it will draw tho love, the admiration of all men. the constitution thut our fathers made? Was It
Shall we put it UPOll property?
'1'1e idea is ex- not one of the objects that led to the calling of
ploded. Shall we put it upon talent?
Who is this convention, that some of the citizens of the
were deprived of their equal
to select the talent'! Shall we put it upon vir- commonwealth,
tue, reputation?
Nobody will putitupon
talent, rights? 'l'his thing has been avowed, at least
virtue, or reputation, but upon the people, in it is one of the doctrines that were preached, by
the selection of their officers.
Kings have not all that portion of the one hundred delegates
Had it
opposed it, neither have their ministers, nor has here, outside of the city of Louisville.
the aristocracy by whom the throne is surround- not been so we would never have cast our votes
\Ve would never have let go
ed. Acurious circumstance, sir, in the history for a convention.
of some of the governments ot Europe, occurs the charter that made us equal.
One gentleman says that this thing of equality
upon the introduction
of the feudal tenures.
'I'he Kings divided out all the lands among of rights, and equal representation according to
number,
is an abstraction.
It is at least a very
their feudal lords, and they among their dependHere are the counties
ents. The feudal lords were the brilliants that practicable abstraction.
surrounded the throne, and stood between the of N elson and Larue, having 3048 voters, with a
monarch and his subjects.
They lived among senator in the general assembly. The counties of
their tenants, and they became the more attach- Hardin and Meade with 3633 voters have a senaed to them on that account, and claimed the stur- tor, and Spencer and Bullitt with 2248, have a
dy independence which talents and power al- senator.
ways claim; and the monarch granted liberty
'I'bese three districts have less than Jefferson
to cities, in order to create a counter balance to and the city, and have three senators, whilst Louthe power of the feudal lords, to hold them in isville and Jefferson county has but one.
check, they having obtained too much strength.
And yet gentlemen tell us it is an abstraction,
And this freedom that disenthralled
them from to claim equality of representation.
Now sir,
the iron grasp of despotism in the old world, votes go by majorities, but when we enter UpOll
took its first birth in cities, and it has been doubles and trebles, it is a palfuble outrage upcherished in cities from that day to this, as much on the principle of equality.
t is true, we subas it has been any where.
'rhe gentleman is mitted to it because we believed it was a mlsconmistaken if he supposes that the love of liberty structlou, and we expected, if ever we came b8+
is not as warm, and as great sacrifices would not fore the people on the subject, they would do us
be made for it in cities as elsewhere.
justice. 'I'he people of this commonwealth will
I think that five years ago the ratio was about never violate the great principle, equality of
rights, and equality of representation.
But we
seven or eight hundred.
If the apportionment
were made to day it would be 1522:'-it would be are told this principle is not acknowledged, even
doubled.
But we have been told we may have, in the representation of the house of represenThat three fifths
or they will grant us as a favor-as
if among tatives of the United States.
equals any tli" 19 is granted-as
if freemen owed of the black population go into the account in
any thing for f men's rights-a
certain extent distributing the representation, and that makes
1t is true that three :fifths of the
of representation.
'I'hey say they will grant us it unequal.
an equal rcpresenta . n in the lower branch of black population are thrown in, in favor of the
is
the legislature.
Gentt
en liken the counties slave states, but otherwise the representation
to the state.'! of this Un i . There is no simi- just exactly according to the principle of equallarity at all. The thirtes colonies that broke ity, of polItical rights to all the free citizens of
tlie iron rule of despotism; and declared the the nation. And whenever it comes to direct
freedom of the United States ere all equally taxation, the slave states pay in dollars for that
sovereign, and when the cons' ution of the political advantage.
It was a subject matter of
United States W:J.-,> formed, the Sen e was COll- compromise. Do the ~entlemen pro:rose any
etituted a representative body of sov eigne, and compromise with the cities ? What equivalent
the principle of equality was fully
d fairly are we to have, for having the voice of our conacknowledged
alIlong sovereigns.
'hat 1S stituents, the free citizens of cities, stifled in the
placing the matter upon a right basis. The legislative halls of the state '1 We pay one
sovereign slh.tes· would never have. forme the tenth of the taxes for the support of the governUnion,had
it not been llpon an ucknowle
_ mentof the state, over and above what supports
ment or 'equal rights in the Senate of the Unite
our municipal government.
Each county and
States, and it was acknowledged.
'We are al town supports a muncipal government, and we
sovereign here, each free citizen of the ~e of
pport ours. But in the general charge and extwenty one years is equally so, as the thirteen p~iture
which fall'> alike on the whole state,
old states were equally sovereign, when the con- we ay one-tenth, and we have but one-thirty
stitution of the United States was formed. We eigh of the representation
in the senate, and
are asked to go into this government upon terms but om-twentieth
of the representation in the
of inequality.
We are told that we-who occnpy house. IVe are content to pay according to our
cities, are less than freemen, are less than sov- privilegee.; but as we increase in population,
ereign citizens of the commonwealth of Ken- and in wealth, the disproportion of our privileges
Micky; that we are not entitled to equal rights. will be alec increased..
And f.hus we shall be
; ~W6
not brea:tli'e tbEf same air that gentlemen taxed for" the benefit and support of the balauoo
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of the state, and we will not have a fair and clare that he Wh9 is not with us
against us,
equal voice in the legislation of the country, nor He that. cl.oes not battle f~r the principle of
in the distribution of the money that is expended equal privileges and equal rights, has given up
by the government.
Do gentlemen think that the .ghost;
is prepared to see the principle
we will esteem this a just government,
that im- secriflced.
He that does not raise his voice
poses upon us the contribution of taxes for the ag?,ill~t it, showi~g tll.at he stands by the eternal
support of tbe state, without affording us an prmclples on which Iiborty and equal rights are
equal voice in the representation,
so that we established, is prepared to yield them up.
shall be less able to resist encroachments,
that
I d? not ~now thatI can s~y anytbiug fur~er
are made upon us,
on this subject that will lead individuals to think
I recollect being told by a senator from Clarke, and reflect upon what they are going to do. I
that he knew a number of farms in that county,
know that the five or six thousand
voters that
upon which were living twenty eight indepenare in the city of Louisville are not much rcdent farmers, with their one hundred and fifty garded in this contest, and when you go before
and two hundred ecrea, furnishing twenty eight the people of Kentucky with your constitution,
voters, and that it was afterwards reduced into th,e balance of the state can afford to dispense
one farm, the dwellings of the former tenants WIth those votes. But reflect, that there are inpulled dow», the orchards cut down, and there dividuals who are hostile to the constitution
was but one voter iu the place of the twenty that we are abontrnakiug,
and who desire and
eight, who formerly occupied the same land, I am wish it shall fail, and reflect that ill departing
not very familiar with that part of the country, frnm the great princir.le of the equality of P04
but I am told it is the case, that the farms con- litioal rights, you will array numbers of enetinue to be enlarged, and combined in the bands mies who will sympathise with us' that the
of Individuals, that the small farmers are purch- very first in~oads upon liberty are to be resisted.
ased out, and that they go to the free states, and as ~be first inroads upo~ a man's honor; to be
that oxen take the place of men.
Well sir, as resisted ,at all hazards,
If you submit to wrong
the population escapes, the political power es- III one instance, you must submit to it in all
capes,
I consider this a movement to retain the others; and those who practice wrong in one
political power, after they have lost the populeinstance, if they practice it with impunity, will
tion. after they have driven out the independent
~e encour~ged to practice it again and again, uuvoters and replaced them with oxen. Let the gen- til your rights are lost. Every one who reeiste
t.leman mark the dav, when there shall be on the oppression, in whatever shape or form it presents
northern border, within ten miles range from the itself, resists it for the whole community.
Every
9hior,iver, twentycicies, with their 50, and 100,000 mall who fight." a battle against despotism fjD'hts.
inhabitants and they shall out number the qual i- it for all who love liberty, and who love equal
fie~ votere, in the balance of this pastoral state ; rights; and if .we fall, gentlemen may feel w~.ll
thmk you, they will not wrllst from you the po- assured we WIll not fall by our act; we WIll
litical ri~hts you propose to take from them noW". notsenl the deed that depriYes us of our equal
'1'hey wilt not he worthy the name of freemen, if rights.
In this land ot Kentucky we boast of
th"y do not. ThiJ spint that burned in the bo- our independence,
our equality of rights; let
l;om,s of tbe fathers of the revolution, that made them be asserted in your constitntion,
Rnd be·
them east their all upon the die of the battles
fore the world.
that won our liberty, that lias becn fostered
Mr. HARDIN.
I am somewhat unfiJrtunat,e
in our fourth of July orations, alld at our elec- in getting into difficulties.
I little expected
tions, that has been whispered by mothers to wl~en I rose this morning to get into this; one. I
their infants, has not.p,erished, and will not per- sald, when 1 addressed
tbe convention thie
ish, in the land,
'1 he spirit of freedom and morning. that when I listened to my friend from
equal rights will rise above all oppression,
and Henderson on Saturday, and had listened to my
it will avenge it..,elf-that is the word sir-where
young friend from J~ouisyille, partly on SatU;f~
jt is down-trodden
ill this land, it will rise up day a.nd partly to-day, I was very much
and avenge it,self; may it not have cause to stl'Uck with t,he force of his argument, and on
avenge itself in blood.
Saturday I was a good deal carried away with it·
I have no doubt that 1 have detained this and 1 kept thinking the matter over, until I cam~
committee longer than I ought.
No doubt, this to the conclusion t,hat a reasonable check onght
refle~tion has suggested itself to many members to be put upon cities that might become overhere; but they perhaps have not presented them- grown.
~eb'es so immediately and directly to the minds
When Sheridan concludl:ld his speech against
of, ,g-entlemen. as tJley present themselves to my Warren Hastings, the ministers moved an adffimd. Perhaps they ~ave !lot thought nnder journment, because they said it was impossible
the same pressure of cm~lImstances, as I Itave., for the house to \'ote llntil the force o.f that
Th,e man that does wrong or contempl;;tes
speech had subsided.
Even Pitt, while listen~Olllg. wrong
to others, never feels t:he Hon ing to that speech, was Qot master of himself.
lIke hl~l who suffers tht: wrong, or who IS threat- Well, sometimes the impassioned eloquence of
ened wl~h the wr,?ng:. .
.
the gentleman from Henderson carri~s one off in
!-,he city of LOlllsvllle ,IStlw only c~ty now as- the same way. But I kept thinking
about it,
sailed, although there WIll be othe~ III the same and thinking about it, and I concluded at last
category, and I am very &orry I dId not under- that some check should be put upon overgrown
sta~d fr,om the gentle~nan froJ? K~nton wheth.er cities, and I framed a pro!,osition on the subject.
he HI WIth us, or agamst us1 In thiS cont~~t. I wh~{'h was just abou~ thiS: that the county 01
regret that the gentleman did not define hiS po- Jefterson shQuld contInue her representlltion acsitioo; for I am prepared on this subject to de-, cording to her number-and
I did no:t {nclu.ge
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Louisville-but
that the county should retain Dug'ht at least to put some wholesome and salu .
the number to which she was entitled.
If she I tnry check upon that population.
I know the
was entitled to two members she should have 1 argument that representation must be according
two. If by being united to some other county to uurubers, is a strong one. I know it is a
she was entitled to a. senator, she should have a \ great republican principle, but there is a still
senator; and that Louisville alone should have a greater republican principle than that sir. If
senator; but that neither Louisville, nor any oth- you' and I were upon the Ohio river upon a
er city, should ever have more than one senator, \'single plank, and only one of us could esc-ape.
nor more than five members in the lower house. you have the right to shove me off, or I have
Now suppose the county of Jefferson has two the right to shove yOll off;. and th is self-premembers In the house of representatives, when Iservation principle,
it seems to rue, requires
this constitution goes into effect. And suppose that we should adopt this conservative priuthat Louisville grows to such it size, as to l'ntitl(~ ciple and rtject this '(loplllation principle of
her to five. And suppose the city awl the couu- representation as to Cities. Our father" who
ty together lHLVetwo senators,
Well then sir'l made the constitution
of the United States,
Louisville alone will have one twentieth part of told us this: the leading features of that conthe representation in the lower house, and Louis- stitution declare it, and I am not ashamed to
ville and J effersoll county will have one nine- follow their guidunce.
teenth of the representation in .the senate, And
Sir, the gentleman from Louisville, who spoke
yet the gentlemen ~ays-I.n l,lls-<;"wnfineclassi- partly on Saturday and partly to-day-because
callanguage---:-tllls IS -rter-iu.icle.
. (Laughter.) it takes gentlemen from Louieville-c-parucularly
Lhad thought rt.waa called "t):ranlllcal,"uutwe
'while all this subject-two
clays to make'll
havTebeen ta~ght sO~le new th.Ings lately:
sp,~ech-llas
led me into difficulty, which I
:No,~ here IS the city of LOUls":,llle,.having one seem to have labored under. He said-if I untwentieth pal"~of the I'Cpres~ntatlOn 111 the, house derstood him correctly-that
Louisville had furof representatives, and t,he city 1A;'gethel'WIth the nished a regiment of men, in the war against
county of Jefferson, ~lavtngolle nineteenth part of Mexico. Well she did. I believe she got the
the representauou
III
th~ senate. Is there to principal part of the men in Louisville; some
be no ?l~eck? And that IS the al:lOunt of my perhaps, in Oldham, and the surrounding counpropo:'Ht~on. I have not offered It yet, but I ties; lC was called the "Louisville legion."
But
have intimated tlmt I would do. so ~t some fu- the gentleman intimated that Louisville had to
ture day. I do not ~now whel~ It wl11. COUleto do a great deal of fighting.
I replied that we
my turn, but when It does I Will offer It. And had to draft men to stav at horne It was no
I was glad to fi~d from ~he remark~ of t~e.gcu- a'ccommodation to Kentucky for )~ouisville to
tleman from Oh10, that It agreed wlth h!s Ideas furnish a legion for the 'war, Thousands of the
~hat there must
~ome check. ~ wtIl ask. best men in Kentuc],y had to he rejected; though
IS not the, conRtltutlOn of. the UnIted
States they 'were pressing forward day and night, aska c.?lllp~Omlse1 Is the appor.t1?nment "f represeu- ing to be admitted,
Instead of. b~iug a matter
t~tlOu In bot.l~hO\lse~ acc01dlll~ to the popu.la- to l)e thr?wu up to us, that J.J(1l1lSV1~le
had ~O?O
tIOn? No Sll-not
a~ all. '1 he slaveholdlll.g our fightmg; fine has; been treated With partIaltty
states get a rcp~'esentatlon for thrtlc fifths of thelr by the government, in having her regiment admit~
negroes; a~n sif, .the smaller state~ get an equal ted into the service. She got the patronage of
representatIOn WIth the grca~.er Ill, t~e senate. the government.; the furnishing of the regimentThese are the two c.onsel'vatlve l;mn.clples that the colonel, lieutellant
colonel, major, and all
ha,:c been adopted ll\ the constitutIOn of ~he the other officers. Now all I intended to say
Unlt~ll Stat?s; and when we follow the act,1011was-for I said it over and oyer altain--that the
fl;ud Ideas ?t such men as. made that CO?stltu- Louisville legion was as brave as any other;
bot!-Madlson,
all~ 'Vas~H1gton, andtl.lelf as- but at all events, they had done no fi<7hting. I
8o~m~es-:-w~ certalllly WLll not be ac~mg very spoke in rcference to that legIOn; and all I ill"ler-ln-tcly.
When we cun follQ~v 10 :Vash- tendcd to add was, that as a part of the bat~
in~ton's .footstep~, I may sa~, as, Lord ~clson blian marched to take possession of the "Black
sULdto ll.l: capt.all~s when gOll1g IIlto thtl b~tt1c Fort" on tIle evening of the first day, they reof the Nile, "If In the darkness of the night mained there tlJat ni'"ht, and next day marched
you sl:ould not be able to f~llow
orde.r,", back to the Walnut Springs, and remained two
you Will no~ be much wrong, If yOIl fight wlth or three days. Taylor himself went back to
all YO\.lr ~lght wherever you can find .an op- the Walnut springs the first nightof the battle,
portulHty,
If we fGllow such men I t.hIllk we and all the men, except those guarding the
shall not be far ",vrong,
"Black Fort,"
Now I did not attempt to say,
I do say we should engraft into the constitu- nor did I intend to say, that Taylor distrusted
tion something like conservative principles.
We the bravl'ry of thc officers, or of the men of the
knoW the gentleman from .Madison spoke the LOilisville legion; but on the contrary, I said.
truth, when he said the great body of the popu- that the men were as gallant as any in the serIation that is collecting along the Ohio river, viDe; and I said at the same time, that the
within the distance (If ten or twenty miles from second Kentucky
l'egiment-a
regiment that
it, is opposed to the institution
of slavery. was raised from the body of tlle state-hlLd
It is a very worthy population it i!;ltrue, but it covered it.self with glory. 'fhey did sir. ')'hey
is a population that IHL'i little or nothing- ill com- received, and justly received, the llame of tJle
man with thc mass of the great agricultural pop- "bloody regiment" on account of pom'iug out in
ulation in KentnC'ky, and a large portion of that torrents their own blood, as well as the blood of
population I know is hostile to the institution of the enemy.
A ~entleman told me that he conntslavery; and as a self-preservative principle, we ed the dead bodies of eighty three of the eoemy
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a great deul towards eupporung Irec schools 1
on about three acres of ground w here Hie 1I:",nt11<'I have no objection
Louis
ky regiment fought, besides the wounded. 1know i;uppo,.;e she has
ville draws $1490 60 for common schools, and
the soldiers composing the Kentucky
regiment
pay
did distinguish themselves.
I know that Clay Louisville :1.lIJ Jefferson county together
had a son killed; and I know that Dozier, an about $43,000 revenue. The county of Nelson
intimate friend and schoolmate
of mine, had a pays from $8,000 to $10,000 pCI' year in taxes,
SOil killed.
But I did not say the Louisville le- and she has never had 11 frce school, and what is
gion had not the courage to fight; I Duly said more, she loves to educate her yonth as much as
Yes.eh, I will venture to say that
they were not in the battle. Now the gentlc- Louisville.
in the county of J'\T elman has been pleased to designate
t.his as a the catholic estebusbments
piece of culuruny or something
of the kind. son have not.attbie d~y,less than fif~y.fl'eescholWhat I said on the subject no man could mis- tars, because they Will teach any cbild whose
I
understand; I made no insinuation or irnfuta- parents are 110t able t.o pay for its tuition.
tion of cowardice; but on the contrary,
de- picked lip a little Mexi.;an boy, who had been
brought 1.0 this country, and carried him to one
clared that nothing of the kind was intended,
J"€t the gentleman h~s been pleased to de~ignate of those establishments, and they are teaching
It as a base Justnuatton.
AU I can say 18, that him "without any remuneration. 1 will venture
the mall who can make such a remark would go to say that there are as good schools in the inteat least as far as that imputed to me, if not fur- rior of Kentucky as in allY city, Louisville not
'l'hough they have no free scuoola in
ther, in making base insinuations.
There was excepted.
nothing that fell frum me, that merited or de- my county, and I venture to sav they never will
served such a remark. Louisville had the pri- have, our county is full of schools that arc
vilege of rairo;inga regiment, and ofricering it, established by pn vate enterprise.
The gentleman says Louisville has done a
and the lieutenant colonel of the second regiment was taken from Louisville.
And after she great deal for turnpike roads. I suppose she has,
had this privilege granted to her, to the exclu- particularly if they come to Louisville, where
sion of other brave, magnanimous, gallant, dar- they concentrate like a fan. Louisville once
ing young men of the country, what did she do made ten miles of a road towards Bardstown.and
she graded it at five degrees, and the company innext?
When Hardin, Bullitt and Nelson raised three corporated afterwards to make the road, completed
companies, the preference as to which should .go. "orne fifty miles more at a grade of two and a
had to be determined by lot; but Louisville had half degrees; but the old company finding that
one given her without drawing.
And what is the first ten miles paid so much better than theremore, the lieutenant colonel was taken from Lou- mainder of the road could be expected to do ..they
did not permit the balance of the stockholders
isville for the second regiment, a VNy deserving
man it is true, a better choice could not have to come in, in the dividends arising from the
been made perhaps ill Kentucky.
But I men- profits of the first ten miles, and thus make it a
tion these things to show that Louisvillewas fa- Joint company. Why it was, the gcntleman, "who
vored.
We know that there was animosity JR a ]a;ge stockholder, can answer. '1'0 be sure,
excited against Louis\'ille on that account, hQ does a great Illany disinterested acts accordBlltLouisville is helpthroughout t.he whole state, from the mouth of ing to his own boasting.
Big Sandy to Mills' Point, and from Louisville ing to make agreat railroad from here toLexing-to Oumbcrlaud Gap. There was a struggle a" ton, "which is in future to be continued to Louisto who should go. All were anxious; and it is ville. Ancl why i;; she doing it? Because it
a feeling of whieh we have reason to be prond. will contrib\lt~ to her aggrandizement. She cIoci!
And I do say that Louisyillc had more than her not do it from disillterested motives. The road
share. But, sir, I never imputed cowardice to when it gets to Lexington i;; to connect itself
gentleman
any man or set of nH'Il, that was out in tIle last with a great road somewhere-the
wa.r; and I always eontended that wh('l1 the In- 1I0es not kllow exactly where-I Su])pose it is
the
wad
frol1l
Baltimore
to
Oumberland.
Well
diana regiment ded, they only fell back to get a
better position, and 11lOyhad not disciplinc I do not kilO\\' mllch about the g(,of!raphy of that
enough to rally. So that the gentleman'lO re- pa.rt of the country, but I snpposed there were
marks of a personal killdwere entirely uncalled mOlllltains in the "way, like that which the genfor, ano entirely unexpected by me. I was per- tleman from Hendt'rson described the soldier as
fectly astonished wh,m the gentleman broke out getting on top of tllC other day. J kilO\\' it if{
in a thundering tone of voiee against mc on ac- proposed to extend that road to the Ohio rivercount of what I had said. I recollect about thirty I do \lot know exactly where it will stril,e,someyears ago, there wa.<;one Phil. Thompson who time""they talk of Pittsburg as the poillt to which
it will be extellded, but how it, is to get to Lexwas pructic:ing in the cO\lrts of Breckinridge
The gentleman'l:I
county, and on one occasion when he commBIl- ington I have yet to learn.
know
ledge call point out.
£led a ;;;peech in the court house, thl'. £r"t word
J do 110tknow that I shall trouble the comhe uttered \Va." in a perfect scream, like the gellHcmal! from Louisville.
The crowd ha.d been mittee with any morc I'em::trks,at lea..",tI will
accustomcJ to \Yitne'lsing fights, and they aU not a(lc! llIorc than olle or two. I rose merely for
rushed to the spot t hillking thcre wa;; 11. fight go- the pnrpose of disabusing myself frOIll the
ing on. 'Vhen they found out it waR Phil. charge, that I had insinuated cu\vardice against
'fhompson speaking, "wcll I declare," said ono, the J~ouisville legion. I never made such an in"I did'nt cxpect to seehim get crabbed so quick. simtation agaillst any man that ever WPIltto
Mexico. For, be it said, that I have been in faHe got mad too soon."
So I may say ofthegenvor both of the administration in conducting
tieman, he got mad too soon.
I
The gentlcman says that Louisville has dono t.he war, and those '\\'ho fought tl1e battles.
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I say again, that if there had come a clap of
thunder to-day, as loud and rolling as ever did
come, I could not have been more astonished
than I was at the opening of the gentleman's
speech-for God knows I never intended to say
that the men who went into the service from Louisville were deficient in courage. I said tha,t
Louisville had received favors to the exclusion
of other people of this state, who had stepped
forward and volunteered for the service. I am
aware that Louisville is very necessarv to the
region of the country where I live; but
have
contributed to make Louisville what she is. Is
there any thing about Louisville that is calculated to produce men of extraordinary talent? It
is true they have to take two days to make a
speech. It is the people of Kentuc"ky that have
made Louisville what she is-s-buying her imports, and selling to her the products of the
state for exportation.
Louisville depends upon
the coulltr", more than the country depends up·
on her. 'I hey can find an outlet for their products in many other places, though perhaps not
so convenient.
As I said before, I only rose for the purpose
of disabusing myself from the imputation of
of Louisville, or
b. he to play the part of the great Colossus of having spoken disparagingly
Rhodes ~ Or, is he to play the part of the angel, her citizens; of disabusing myself of the furious
who is to come down upon the last day, placing charge which the gentleman made upon me, and
one foot upon the ocean, and one upon the land, I would to the Lord God, that the gentleman np
and swearing that time shall be no morej--; yonder, who reports our debates, could just take
Is he to represent the arch-angel, W);lO shall pre- down the looks of men, when they speak, like old
claim the end of all things, to the .living and Hogarth, and not the looks only, but the manthe dead, and at the sound of whose trump the ner ancI the tone of voice, and send them down
ocean shall give up its contents, and the grave to l;l0sterity. It would afford me a great deal of
satisfaction, if I could come back and see how
its tenants ~
Sir, you speak about representation,
Do you the gentleman looks when he is making one of
represent your constituents? Louisville is a whig his thundergnstical speeches.
If I have ever uttered a word, that was disrecity. Did you not contrive, by whig votes, to
get here, and then against the sentiments of your spectful towards the gentleman, from the time I
own constituents and your colleagues, to get first saw him, when he was a boy, I hope I may
uto that chair? And that is what you call a die the death of a sinner.
Sir, I voted to keep the oounty of Jefferson and
fair representation, I suppose.
Sir, I never regretted any thing more than I did, when I saw Louisville together, but I begin to sympathise a
it stated in a communication of a letter writer, little with my friends rrom Jefferson county. I disI intend
at the commencement of the session, that I had cover that they have a hard task-master.
spoken ill of the gentleman.
I have always en- at some future day, if I have time, to take a view
of
this
negro
question,
for
I
see
now.
if
ever we
tertained the best feelings for him, and never
state, and destroy
uttered such sentiments as that letter writer im- become a uon-slaveholding
puted to me. I have thought that the gentleman the balance of power in congress, and give to
the non-slaveholdlng
states a majority of four
has been bearing down on me ever since-from
in the senate, this union will be dissolved; and
what motive, God in his mercy only knowsand there was nothing that I ever did to war- it ia indiepensably necessary that we should uev ..
rant the manner in which he has attacked me. N place ourselves in danger of becoming a nonThe gentleman ou~ht to recollect that other slaveholdiug state; because where arc we 1.0
people have rights In this house, as welt as he ; trade when that is done? Our trade, as remarked
and if it has happened that he got here, and then by the gentleman from Henderson, is with the
that it happened he got into that chair, he ought tobacco growers, cotton planters, and the plantto be satisfied.
He got here from a whig eon- ers and manufacturers of sugar. I do say it is
stitueney, and he got there, (pointing to the our interest and our bounden dut:y to take cere of
chair,) by a democratic caucus, of which he was ourselves now, and then sir, the interests of the
chairman, though we know t.he stat.e of Ken- generation to come, and the generations that will
tucky is whig by 10,000 majority; and with succeed them, those who have feelings that bind
these two lucky happenings, I think he ought to them t,o the slaveholding states, will be secured.
be satisfied, without thundering through this At some future day sir, perhaps I will advert to
house, 'with the voice and manner of Ajax, the some sentiments that my friend from Bourbon
I desire to see some wholesome
giant hero of lhe Trojan war. Every time he has advanced.
laws; but for
gets up, he reminds me of Homer's des,cription amendment to our naturalization
the present I will refrain from troubling the comof Diomede,
mittee longer.
"Dile was the clang. and dreadrul from afar,
The PRESIDENT.
I stand corrected by the
Of armed Tydides rushing to the war,"

did remark. that the Louivialle legion diJ not go
into battle. I did remark that the 2tl Kentucky
regtmeut-c-I dout care where the.y came fram-efought like heroes, and covered themselves with
renown.
The gentleman says he is attached to Louisville. 1 suppose he is. He has every reason to
bo so. 1 have read somewhere, in Josephus
I
believe, if it is not there it oucut to be, that
Goliah was born in Askelou, ancI' was not born
in Gath-he went there, and then gave out in
sr,eeches there, he belonged to the race Arrack.
'lhe gentleman was born in the county of Nelson, he was educated in Bardstown-and
a good
education it was-and he practiced law there,
and got a good practice, and run for the legislature. But we all know-and we have the testimony of holv writ to the same effect-that
"a
prophet is not without honor, save in his own
country."
He removed to Louisville, and he is
now the Goliah of Gath. Are we to be dictated
to, as were the Romans by Oesarr
•. Why, man, he doth beatrlde the narrow world
Like a colossus; anti we petty men
"Walk under his huge legs, and peep about,
'1'0 fillU ourselves dishonorable graves."
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school master of the age, in regard to my pro- divlduale
nunciation.
I am very much indebted to himand I have no doubt the whole state will be-it
is a matter of 80 much importance.

My manner I know is ardent and I do not
know whether I look as pleasant as the gentleman does at all times. I was not educated sir,
in the same school of politeness
that he WIlS, I
had not the same advantages, and he should look
over my failings in that particular. I have some
knowledge, however, of a sneer, and what a
sneer is intended for. The gentlema.n says he
did not intend to impeach, or impuS'u the valor
of the soldiers, or the people of LOUIsville.
He

said with a sneer, that no citizen of Louisville
was in the battle. I yield to him the palm in
sneering; he is the peer of all the peers in this
land.
I have no rankling feeling against the
gentleman, because he declared when I was
elected president of the convention, that it would
be fatal to the constitution
we were about to
make.
Mr. HARDIN.
I never said it sir.
The PRESIDENT.
Then the gentleman is
belied, and I suppose that it is not the] first
time. It is true, I was boru in the county of
Nelson, and that I engaged in the practice of
law there.
It is true, that Lran twice for the
legislature, and it is equally true, I "was beaten
on both these occasions, and by popular men. I
am proud
to say sir, that eveu in the county of
N elson, among the people whom he representa,
they JU'l.Vea" much confldeuce in my integrity as
they have in his. As to my misrepresenting
the people of Louisville;
I intend
to account to them. I have never vet found a difficulty.
Five times have I been elected, when
they differed with me in political
sentiments;
and they have never yet found fault with the
manner in which I have represented them.
On
this occasion 1 appealed to them to stand by the
balance of the state, in relation to the institution of slavery, and not to separate from it.
When it was ascertained
that there was a majority of democrats elected to this convention,
whigs and democrats came to me, and insisted
that I should be a candidate
for president
of
this body.
And before mv God and my country,
I solicited no man for J{is vote; but when t.he
chair was tendered to me, I accepted it, in obedience to the wishes of those who voted for me,
and because they insisted thut I should do so. I
never had all ambition to preside over any deliberative body: and I have rode down no man,
but when a man sneers at my constituents. I resent it as I would a personal injury.
I acknowledge, I am not so polite as the gentIeman, I have not the "capacity of getting along
as well; and although it takes the delegates from
Louisville two days to make a speech, I believe
that I haye not troubled this house as much as
the gentleman from Nelsoll has. I have b1lt defended my constituents.
I do not know that I
have encroached upon the province of the gentleman.
I never intended to insult him, and if
God keeps my heart and mind in the right plactl,
I trust I never shall.
Mr. HARDIN.
I was satisfied from the .first
that it was the statement contained in the comrnunil."ation of the letter-writer
that had offended him. I seut him word by two or three in'

that I had never uttered such a senti.
merit against' him.
The gentleman says he did
not become president of this convention by accldent, but that he was elected bv the uusolicited
votes of the delesates.
I ask him if he did not
attend an organisation meeting on the Sunday
night before the convention organized, and if he
did not preside at that meeting.
TheP"RESIDENT.
No sir, I did not preside,
and there wus no organization for the election of
officers. and there was nothing said about it.
The gentleman denies making the remark imputed to him by the Ietter-wrltcr.
I was informed
by several creditable
gentlemen that he did
make the remark.
The committee then rose, reported progress,
and obtained leave to sit again.
And then the convention adjourned.
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OF TOWNS AN!) CITIES,

I have a rescIt is as follows:
Resolved, That whenever a city or town shall
be entitled to a separate representation
in either
house of the gen~ral assembly, and by her numbers shall be entitled to more than one representative, such city, or town, shall be divided by
wards, which arc contiguous,
into representative districts, as nearly equal as may be, equal
to the number of representatives
to which such
citr, or town, may be entitled, and one representative shall be elected from each district.
In
like manner shall said citv, 01' town, be divided
into senatorial districts, wheu, by the a\"portionuient, more than one senator shall be u lotted to
such city, or town, and a senator shall be elected
from each senatorial
district; but no ward or
municipal division shall be divided b~' such division of senatorial or representative district.
I do not know whether this proposition comes
properly before the house in this form and at
this time; nor do I exactly know how I can legitimately reach the object which I have in view.
The discussion which has arisen upon the amendments proposed by gentlemen on yesterday, has
assumed a wide range. Proposition upon proposition has been pr",sented, and such is the attitude of the question before the house, that I am
wholly uncertain how I shall be able to introduce this compromise resolution.
I thought the
best way would be to offer it, this mornmg, in
the shape of a resolution, and ask that it be printf'cl ancl placed upon the table of each memher,so
that they may all consider it and understand the
object which 1 have in vicw.
~ .have becn
grieved to t,he heart to see the spmt of rancor
and animnsity which has sprung uR between distinguished gentlemen dnnng the disr.ussion of
this question-a
spirit bllt little calculated to
promote the great ends for which we haYe assembled, and v",ry far from reflecting credit upon a hody so august as this should be: I should
not have been surprised to see .thE! immediate
}fl'.

President,

lution which I desire to offer.
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representatives of the city ofLouLsvil1e-atwhich

entitled, and that each separate ward or district

place the amendments and the arguments of glOn- shall select its own representative.
'I'his plan
tlemen seem directly to stnke-c-elunned
and ag- has been pursued by the State of New York and
itnted by 11 proposition which would seem to be the State of Louieiana-c-probably
by Maryland
aimed so directly at the iuteresta of themselves -tllOugh in regard to the last mentioned state I
and those whom they represent.
I should not am not. sure that I am correct, And, perhaps,
have becu surprised to sec those gentlemen rcp- we will find the country representation
of no
resenting counties bordering on the Ohio river, section of these states more completely divided
restless and excited at the amendment offered by ngaillst itself than the representatives
of the
the gentleman from this county, when backed two great cities, New York and New Orleans.
and sustained by the peculiar arguments of the In ciiies, like the country, you will fiud in cergentleman from Madir;Ollj but while I looked to tuin districts certain principles will prevail,
see great interest and deep feeling manifested ill while in others, immediately ndjoining, priuciregard to this, to them, vital question, I still plea and sentiments entirely autagollistic, exacthoped there would be JlO departure from those Jy the reverse of their nearest neighbors, 'Will
rules of etiquette and that sober deliberation
be cherished and entertained.
Such has been
which arc so necessary to a just appreciation of the experience of all those cities which have
every subject which we have to consider. It is adopted this plan.
If we look to the two great
as a mediator that I now step forward to pour cities which I have cited as examples, you will
oil upon the troubled waters, to entreat gentle- find that in times of high party excitement, in.
men to come back to sober reason and adopt a the terrible rencounters between the whigs and
compromise, which, while it avoids the great democrats, no portiou of the country where the
dangers
resulting
from the overshadowing
represeutat.ion is more equally divided-c-nouc
growth of an urban population,
at th .. same where the interests would ap,P"ar so adverse as
time respects and prestrves the great principle in these same cities.
Such, str, I verilr believe,
of equaf representation.
would be the case ill the cities of Kentucky,
Never before, sir, in my whole life, have I were they now entitled to 11 separate represenfound it so difficult to come to a correct conclu- tatiou, and were those representati v es elected
sion upon any subject which has presented itself. by wards instead of the general ticket.
Such
When I reflected UpODthe rapid growth of many would be the condition of representation
from
of the large cities of this union-when
I con- the city of Louievi lle, which seems to be the
sidered the irresistible influence which might great bug-bear in the eyes of some gentlemen.
possibly be exerted by a city population,
con" 1 believe, sir, it Call be demonstrated by any
celltrat.:d upon a small space, absolutely Il. unit gentlclIl<lll aequaillted with the people of louisin interests, amI reflcct<:d upon the perniciotls ville, au{\ thp ye.:ulial' views entertained in the
influeOl:es which this mighty population
ami difierent dil·islOllS of that city, that were it now
undivided interest might exert in all our affairll, in the situation in which I DOW"cek to place italld upon the rural population which is separa- were it divided illtO wards and districts, alld
ted fmm them partially in interest-I
must ac- each ward entitled to a representative
of its
knowledge that I was strongly urged to rl?stl'ict own-say
that it were entitled to fom repr('·
their representation.
But, 511', wh';ll I reflect, S';lltative~-"that there wonld btl t'vo 'vhigs und
that in <ellJeavoriuo- to seenre this rural interest two democrats, in all probabilitv,
eleeted from
against all assa111t ~·hich has not yet be~n made, that city, thou~h there i>la large preponderance
we s11o.11
be eompelJeu to ,"iolate the grt:at fun- of whigs in the corporate limit,,;. Such, too,
damelltal principle that population "hall he the strange as it may seem, is the case with re;:.pect
b~si8 of representation-when
by this act we to questiolls of a local character.
S11ull,l am
vlrtually
dli;fralH.hise a large Humber of free told, would probably he the result of an election
,vhite male citizens of this eOlllmonwealth, who werC" the g-reat question of emaneipation-tJwt
participate
equnlly with ourselves in aU the qlH::stion which, during the past summer, shook
burdens of gov(,l'lllllent~whell wc tramllle llll- this state to its very centre~the
test q\lestion
del' foot and de>ltl'0Y what has alway;; heen eon- in an election.
Such, sir, is the inevitable considerC"d heretofore olle of the first pri,"ileges of sequenCG "pringing
from the very nature of
an Ameril,;an dtizen-I
am strongly, Ilay, irl"C- man.
Histibly iUlpdled to assert this broad priJl(·iple
It "Would seem, then, that bJ- the plan I pro·
of right.
pO!'le,we would be relieved of the great Janger
Th ..~ great danger to b" apprE'hendNl from l\. to be appl'ehf'uded from a concentration of the
city population, ari~es from the probability that city repl't:sentatiYes.
We know that in all ques·
its whole repres,mtative force will be COllcentra- t,ionf; of ,1 general character, it is almost iIllpos·
ted for its own benefit, even should it destroy "ible that this cOllcentration should exist; but
t1le jlltcn~st of othersj that there will be a, unity fears se"m to be clltel'taincd, that upon local
of i1ltcrest nnd action amollg the repl'ef;enlative,;; questiollf<-qucstiol1fi
of internal improvement
of a population covering so small a space.
for example-a
unilY of interest might rendcr [lie
The amelldmt'llt whiuh I now offer, propo~t's city representation
a UlJit. But if this were tlw
to divide this intt'rest awl place it UP0l! the case, we should incur no risk-be
run into IJO
sallle fuotillg ,yit.h that of the rural population,
davger. You will find, byexllIninillgthe
twenty
to dil'ide th0 cit,Yagainst its('lf, as the country is !l€cund u])Ll t,\·euty third sections of llIe report
cOllstalltly divided agllinst itself. It proposes of the lpgislntive eOllllniltee, that it is proI1o.~ed
that whell a city shall be entitled to more than to pluc;,: a eOllstiluti0l1al limitatioll UPOIl tht
one representatlYe or senator, it shall be cli,-idcd PO\\ er of the legislature to contract debts.
So
into ward>; or di8tricts~ conespondin~ wi(h the that there can newr be a stare debt connumber of representatives
to whieh.lt mDy be, t[<\C~en unless it be first ~uhmjtted 10 a direct
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vote of the people. There, then, can be no fears
entertained upon this score, if those sections be
adopted, as I believe they will be.
1 regret sir, that the subject of emancipation-e-n
question which seem"! to draw into its mighty
vortex, and like a great maclstroom, swallow tip
every thing which presents itself to the consideration of this convention, has been tacked on
to this proposition.
'I'he two questions are entirely distinct, and cannot be legitimately
conncctcd. I regret that gentlemen, in order to
promote certain objects, should find it necessary,
constantly to excite the prejudices of members of
this house, upon almost every subject which is
presented, by raising the Cloy of emancipation.
This constant recurrence to n question so excitiug, is calculated to (10 great mischief in the
deliberations
of this hcnse, and to exercise a
most pernicious influence upon the minds of the
people.
Sir, if emancipation can be in any way
connected with this qucstiou, it seems to me that
the adoption of the amendment offered by the
gentleman From this city, would tend greatly to
promote the objects ot that party, and operate
most seriously upon the interests of those, who,
like me, are ill favor of slavery.
A proposition
is sought to be engrafted into our constitution,
which will cut off a large number of citiaens of
this commonwealth, from equal privileges with
another portion.
It is sought by this amendment, offered by the gentleman from Franklin,
virtually to disfranchise n Iarge number of our
people, to break throllgh that great principle for
which Ollr fathers conteJlded, that reprcRC'ntation
shall be based upon population and taxation.
You f'ay to a large population,
inhabiting
the
cities, that yOli shall be subject to military duty.
you Rball pay taxes, you shall contribute your
~qual share in all the burdens of the government,
but yoltshall not enjoy the rights of representa·
tion in proportion to the ta.....e!; you pay, the burdens you bear, and the amount of your population-and
for what is this great privilege denied?
To bett.er secure the slaveholding interest in this
"tate.
Sir, I am a slaveholder. I fecI a deep in~
terestin the security of this property, butl most
solemnly protestagl'linst such a security as this act
would furnish.
What would be the consequence
Of sUi.;ha proce eding? Would we not array at
once this large party of freemen, whose rights
have been tram\,led upon, in order to secure this
property, direct y agamst us ? Would they not at
once attach themselves to the emancipation party, which stands united, and ready to seize upon
every opportunity to promote thell' philantlHopic ends, a"l they term Ulem? This certainly
would he the consequence.
Gentlemen seem to
think it probable that this urban population will
overshadow the balance of the stare in our legislative halls.
If their apprehensions
be well
founded, what will become of the slave interest
when thi.~ popnlationis an'ayed against it. They
tell us that hy restricting their rE'presentatioll no
injurious acts of our legi;:.lature can be brought
to bear against thi.s class of property.
True.
But they should consider what a miserable barrior is here furnished against an o\'erwhelming
and angry people.
They roay not reach it
through this legislature-but
they will rise
above the legislature itself; "hey will strike at
ilie conFltitution, through which they have been
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depri ved of their rights. 'I'he report of the committee to which was submitted the amendingclause of the constitution, is now upon our tables-and that report provides, thata convention
may hereafter be called to amend this constitunon by a majority of the people.
That report, I
am inclined to believe will he adopted-s-aud
we
thus sec how necessary it is to the preservation
of this property, that a" little prejudice as may
be, he arrayed against it. 'I'he slaveboldlngpopulatioll in this country is a v('ry small minortty, and this property is held and secured by the
high sense of justice and right, which I hope
will always animate the bosoms of Kentuckians.
When the question was discussed before these
people, during the pa;;t summer-c-I allude to the
iiou-slaveholding
majority-they
said, it is not
just, it is not right, that we should deprive you
of y01l1' property, and a. pro-slavery delegation
now fills these halls in accordance with that
sentiment.
would it be right in us, after we
have been treated with such magnanimity, to seek
to infringe upon the rights of this generous
ple. We heard 011 yesterday, the remarks 0 the
gentleman from Campbell; they fell grating on
my ear. If we perpetrate this act of injustice,
such will be the sentimeuta proclaimed all over
this country-they
will not be confined to the
cities, they will be echoed through the hills and
the hollows, until slavery will find no place in
Kentucky upon which to rest its foot. Let us
be just. Rely upon it, no institution ever prosper.
ed which had to be sustained by act" of injustice.
1l'1r.Pre;,:idellt, I did ll(Jt rise to make a speech,
I rose simply to offer this resolution.
It is one
wbiuh r hupe will tcnd to quiet the angry feeling.'! of this hOl1!'.e-one upon \\lhidl we can all
safely i.;ompromise.
Mr. DIXOK.
I have listened wil,h a great
deal of pleasure to the remarks of my friend
from Christinn, and fully endorse all that he
has said. I like the resolution llC has offered,
because in this contingency it will soothe and
quiet the stormy feelings in this body. I was
!lot astoni.-;hed that there should be excitement
UpODthis question.
I was not a.stonished that
YOll. Mr. President, were excited upon this question. It was a question well calculated to excite the mind, for it was nothing more nor less
than an (l,ttempt to disfranchise a largerortion
of your constituency.
You were right;
honor
you from my heart; it was jllst to those whom
yon represent.
I should have been excited. I
was exC'ited; and I confess I am not perfectly
calm even now; for 1 never can be calm when
I 8M citizens, even the most abject citizens
disfranchised who have not been guilty of crime.
I will llever give my sanction to such a principle.
I will call the attention of Ihifl convention to a
sing-Ie point, for 1 discover we hriYe lost sight
of it in our extraordinary excitement.
It is the
main question which the gentleman has sprung,
to-wit, the influence which the city of Louisville
or any other city is to exert on the legtslati-on of
the state. Has any gentleman made the inquiry
as to what will be the strength of LouiSVille IIpon the basis of the strength of populatien which
they may agree upon? Can Louisville exercise
the influence which is attributed te her? Can
she place herself, by giving her a fair and equal
r"preflentation in the legislatu.re of the state upon
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the beeia of numbers, can she by any probable of all, and for having no pcrtton of the r;tette'
population over and above the population of the control the right;, of the balance.
As I remarked on Saturday. those who have
balance of the state, exercise the influence which
gentlemen seem to attribute to her, and seem to no right to vote may turn against the slaveholdbe alarmed that she may exercise'! Have gen- er, when you have proscribed them, when yOIl
this people who have acted
tlemen inquired what will be the strength of have disfranchised
most forbearingly, and stood by and aided and
Louisville when she comes OIl the legislative
arena, and places herself here with others? sustained you against those who would have
What will be ber strength in the senate, and taken your rights from YOIl. They will be
what will be the strength of the rest of Ken- against ;yon for it would be treating them crueland most unjustly.
tucky? For I understand that the city of Louis- ly, unkindly,
ville is to make war on the balance of the state,
But what is this power?
It is understood
and the balance of the state is to stand up that the senate will consist of thirty-eight
memagainst Louisville.
This was the argument of bel'S. I believe. Now, on that F;upposition, take
my friend from Madison, and of others, that the the population of Louisville
at fifty thousand,
city of Louisville was to combine and turn her which is the number the honorable president
power against the balance of the people of stated yesterday as existing there, and estimate
Kentucky.
This is the proposition which I the population of the state at one million.
Here
understand the gentleman trom Madison to have tbeu will be fifty thousand against a million, or
used, and others who have followed have also the reverse, and that fifty thousand is to rise up
asserted the same thing.
What will be the and exercise an influence that is to be destrucstrength of LOll isville on a basis of numbers? tive to the rights of the million.
Is not that
I have made a little calculation 1.0 which I desire the way in which the question present s itself
to call the attention of th is couvennon, to show here'? Fift~· thousand are to ov...rawe nine hunthat there is no reality at all in this strength of dred and fiftv thousand.
It is nonsense to talk
the city of Louisville.
If it does not now exist about it. Let us go a little further.
Suppose the
it can never exist. She comes here as a criminal populatio» of the etate to be a million, and that
with arrejudice
against. her as against one not of Louisville
to be fifty thousand,
and that
eutitlec to a fair trial, and towards whom pub- there are to be thirty-eight
senators.
If you
lic opinion has sent forth its fiat to deprive her give Louisville her fair proportion, what numof the great rights which the balance of the ber or representatives
is she entitled to, and
people of Kentucky enjoy. She stands as a what number is the state, independent
of her,
criminal, arraigned, and the voice of judgment
entitled to? Here is the question, and let 1IS see
has gone forth against her, and it is to strike how it results.
The state would have thirtyfrom her the right which belong s to even the six and one tenth senators, and Louisville would
meanest citizen of Kentucky.
She wage" a most have one senator and nine tenths.
The position
unequal warfare with the balance of the state, then in the senate is as one and nine tenths to thiras appears from the feeling arrayed against her. ty-six and one tenth.
Does any gentleman feel
She has no teeling against the balance of the alarmed at this?
Are thirty-six and one tenth
state, but they have united to crush her. I say to be swallowed up by one and nine tentbs?
this because I am a citizen of Kentuckv, and Do Kentuckians
talk about being alarmed at
because I feel that a blow aimed against the one against thirty-six?
Let us go a little further,
meanest citizen is aimed at the state.
for I have looked into this matter a little closely.
It was well said, when the question was put My estimate may not be exactly right, but this
te uo ancient plnlosopher.ae to wha.t was the best is the basis, and it will result pretty much as I
Increase the population
of the
form of government, that it was "that govern- have made it.
and that of
ment which felt an insult offered to the poorest state to twelve hundred thousand,
citizen as an outrage offered to the state," and I Louisville to seventy-five thousand, and then see
If Louisville should rise up,
feel that an outrage upon the meanest citizen of how it will stand.
Eleven
Kentucky is an insult offered to the state. she would have to rise against what?
That is the
These are my feelings in relation to questions of hundred and twenty-five thousand.
Let us
this sort, and therefore, I speak in defence of mighty influence which she is to exert.
What will be the ('.ompara·
the people of Louisville,
and those all along go a Iitle further.
the border of the Ohio, and the people of the tive llumber of senators to 1vhich the state and
The state will hav8
whole state who are to be down trodden by tllis the city will be entitled?
strange and extraordinary
principle, which has thirty-five senators and nine twelft.hs,and J~ouisHere is the odds
been thus asserted.
But I ask again, what will ville two and three twelfths.
again1it the state.
Are gentlemen Rlarmed at
be the power of Louisville?
If I understand,
Two against
tlll~whole of this principle is based on the idea that? What a mighty influence!
Surely the people of Kcnttlcky are
that she will be so powerful, as to control the thirty-five.
in
greaL
danger;
surely
they
should
be alarmed.
balance of the state.
That is the argument.
,Ve are to disfranchise her now, because she may I am astonished that gentlemen are not more
be strOlls enough to control the balance of the alarme.l.
Let us go a little further.
Suppose the P{lPllstate. Not that ~he has done any thing to expose her to our displeasure or excite our ire, bu~ lation of the st.ate to be increased to fifteen hunand that of Louisville to one
she will some time or other control the legisla- dred thousand,
Here will be one again !It
tion of the country.
This is the whole sum hundred thousand.
Is there anv thing to be alarmed at in
and substance of the proposition.
Let us see fourteen.
to what it leads, and wbether it is true or not. that? Go on~ lind see what will be the number
I am not in favor of having any Olle section con- of sena.tors 'which I.ouisville will have, compar\):01 the b,.'\lance of the state. 'j am for the rights ed with the balance of the state. The city win

be entitled to two and five-tenths out of thirtyeight. Surely gentlemen cannot he in earnest
wuen they argue this question in this way.
I put it in another point of view.
Increase
the state to two millions, and the population
of
Louisville to two hundred thousand-a
number
which she will not have within the next hundred years, perhaps, though I wish she might,
for I glory in the prosperity of our cities-but
supposeshe does, then how does it stand?
There
will be two hundred thousand against eighteen
hundred thousand in the state, and in the senate,
three and eight-tenths against thirty-four
and
two-tenths.
That is the sum and substance of
the .IDighty array which Ow city L" to m~ke
against the whole force of Kentucky,
which
amounts to nothing in the world-a
mere man of
straw, which men have conjured up ill their ima~il1atiolls, by ~hich they niay destroy the greet
fundamental rights of the balance of the state.
I rose to make a statement of these facts, and
to say that I think gentlemen have indulged a
mistaken idea. As to the combinution of those
cities, it is impossible that they will combine.
Louisville will not combine with Oovington or
Newport.
If Louisville
wants n. road for her
special benefit, the other would be against her
rather than combine with her, and Louisville
would be opposed to them, in the same circumstances.
Then, I hold that this war upon the
urban population is wroll¥; it ought not to have
been indulged-and
I declare in my place, that
if the right of suffrage is to be violated and invaded, if' the great principle in the constitution
which I del ight.to sustain is to be stricken down,
I only regret that I might not have the glorious
privilege of standing ou this floor, alone, and
of recording my vote against it. I hope the
resolution will be adopted.
I think it should be
thrown into some form of an amendment. and
brought before the committee in that form, and
I hope this excitement will be at once quieted
aud settled.
Mr. WILLIAMS.
I did not arrive in time to
hear-the resolution read, but from the remarks of
the gentleman in its SUPf0rt, I learn it contains
a proposition for which
am prel?ared to give
my vote. I do not believe there IS any antagonistic principle between the interests of the
manufacturer, the merchant, and the agriculturist. I believe that so far as these interests, in
this state, can be affected by the measures of the
government,
or so far as they can affect those
measures, they go hand in hand; and I hate no
5ueh apprehensions
in reference to undue influences that may be brought to bear, by the manufacturing and commercial interests, on the agricultural, as to be willing, when a proper basis
of represGntation is established by this conven·
tion, to say t.hat any portion of the citizens of
the state shall be dcpnvcd of a representation in
the legislative halls, becaus~ they happen to be
engaged in the pursuits of commerce. or the business of manufacture".
.A. strong I'eason must
be presented to my mind-a proper basifl of rcpresentation
being established-for
making an
exception against a particular portion of the
community,
whether in a city or ont of it.
Haa such a reason been assigned on the present
occasion? So far as I have observed the progress
oOfthe discussion on the question involved in the

motion before the convention, all admit, it seems
to me. that there is no danger for the present;
and the effort, on the part of gentlemen who advocate the proposition that cities ought to be restrieted in the number of their representatives,
is to meet an apprehended
danger, that may
arise hereafter. Is there a just ground for such
apprehension?
For myself, I feel sure that the
growth of om cities and the cgrlcultural port.ions of the state, will be pari passu; the population of both, the strength and power of both.
will increase with equal pace. The one cannot
go beyond the other. 'I'heir interests are so fulJy identified, tha.t the prosperity and advancement of the one always secures the prosperity
and advancement of the other. In time to come.
where, then, is the danger?
No fears should be
felt on this subject, and 1 feel none ; and until
reasons are assigned not based upon a mere appreheusiou, I cannot vote to sustain such a restriction upon cities as gentlemen propose.
But it seems to me there has been a confounding of principles in the discussion of the whole
question.
Have we agreed what shall be the
basis of representation?
The report of the committee adopts qualified voters as the basis. I
do not understand the convention as vet to have
adopted that principle.
Let the baSIS be however what it may, qualified voters or not, gentlemen should have an eye to that, in debating
this question, and not to the right of suffrage,
'I'be basis of representation and the right of suffrage are distinct principles, and in fixing the
number of representatives 50 as to approximate,
as ncar as possible, to equal representation, we
must look to 1.110 basis of representation
alone,
and should not confound it with the principles
involved in the right of suffrage. Now, 1 believe the true basis of representation
is population; population
in its true sense. All should
be represented who have rights to be protected. New York has adopted this basis in her
new constitution.
She has not taken as her basis, that which the report of the committee proposes to take, and which to all appearances, is
to be received here by common consent.
The
whole of her inhabitants form the basis of her
representation,
free negroes and aliens excepted.
I would myself prefer this to that of the report;
but ill allotting the number of representatives, or
in apportioning them among the cities and counties, 1 am for adhering to the basis when adopted, be it what it may, and I will look to it to
guide me in the apportionment,
and not to the
right of suffrage. The rir"'ht of suffrage aDd the
basis of' representation,
repeat, are two distinct matters, and the one onght not to be con·
founded with the other, and cannot properly be
in any just measure of apportionment.
As to the right of suffrage, of which we have
heard so much, whilst I would make population
the ba...is of' represeillation, giving to every member of the community, \.he man and the woman,
und the boy b\'elve years old, aud the youth
of eighteen, who is old enough to fight the bat·
tIes of his country; to all, except our slav('s
an·d free negroe5-and
I except these because
they are a different race from us, and in government have no identity of interest with us-the
right to be represented.
I would be governed
by very different principles in determining who
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here ~"oo&ted. if once engraned ullon the fundamental
law of the state, is without
limit.
1
ask gpntlemen, where is the limit to this course
{raue shall be conferred. 1 would restrict the of procedure?
If the convention
assembled
right of suffrage as our present oonstitutton has here han a right to restrict a city population in
restricted it. I would not give it to the female its representation,
have they 110t, at. the same
because she docs not want it, and won ld not ex- time, and for the same reasons, a right to limit
erc ise it. I would not give it to the boy 110rth8 the representation
of any other section of tho
youth who is not of mature year...
He is presumed to be, by non-age, not of maturity of in- stater
Again, we have been rnught in this convention
tellect sufficient to qualify him for the exercise that one great. object of human gO'iemmf'nt was
of the high functions of a voter. 1 would not to prcteet the minority f:.gainst thcencroachmentl'l
give it to the criminal, the felon, because by the of the majority.
Li-nmed politicians
on this
perpetration
of crime he has shown that hie; noor, w11O"e beads are sprinltled
ever with the
haud is agaiu!olt the govE-rnml'nt, and should
frosts of runny winters. and who have grown old
have no part. ill tbc direction of its affairs. TIe
ill their country's service, have taught us that
is morally disqualified.
I would not gi\-e it to the minority have rights which the majority
the idiot nor the lunatic, because he is intellecought to protect.
For this pllrpose govcrnmrnt
tually disqualified.
'I'bese art! restrictiom
I was instituted.
Y\;t upon this floor, in the face
would make upon the right of suffrage.
They of these noble and ningnanimous
sentiiUf'llt'i,
Me moral and iutellectunl in their nature, and
we hear g€nllemL'n say it is our right and privihave reference to the mental and moral qualifile~e to rt>.c;lrictDHd trample "pan the rights of the
cations of men to choose their r-preseutativesmluority.
Being a young politician, and unacUpon none but upon those thus qualified ought CJ..uaint~d with the sribtlenes of political abstracthe right to be conferred, and I would no sooner tIOnS, I hoped to se-e those two antagonistic priuconfer it upon those not thus qualified, than I ciples harmonized,
if possible.
But my teachwould COlder the same right lIpon a bullock
ing has been very different.
Numerous gentleraised in the county of Bourbon or Olarke.cmen in this body have manifested their sympa.Representation
ought to be based upon the eu- thy for the inhabitants
of the New England
tire population. upon all who Iinve rights to pro- Slates, who are suffering l;(l much misery from
rect. '1'he right to vote is a franchis<!, and tyranny aud Jt'gradatioll.
But sir, the first lesehould be given to none but t11O'>e"ho arc quali- son I learned upon the bleak lIud frol't bound
fied by virtue and intelligence.
Property
has hills of New Ellgland \Va", cQual7ighls to all, exnothing to do with either, und under the light
clusillc privileges to 1/01lC. 1was there taught that
of our insiitutions,
can never form un clemellt representation
Dnd taxation
go hand ill haud,
of either.
that 110 mall should be called upon to support ~
Butto return.
I will support the principle of government whi<:h he had no hand in making.
this re".olution when pre3ellted by the delegate
I was thpre taught that the proud privilege of
from Christian, as an amendmeutto
the rcrol't of bearing the namt: of Am£7ican citizen, gave him
the commIttee.
1will do it because the interest the right to be heard, by hill1bClf or representaof the merchant, manufacturer and agricll1Lnrist tive, iu tlH~J,~gislativu hulL
are so far identlcu.l, as that they call never be
But a thought
or two in regard to the sentiseparated
in this community;
and cities CUIl- ment." that have been advanctd
upon this floor.
not, and will never exerei~e flU nndueor improp- Why are we called upon to ro!strict the cities in
er influence upon the lcgi!;latioll of the country their r.-;presentation?
Why <Ire W(J called upon
except whIm tho state i.o:;divided
into great pur- to do violence to the first principle
of a. poputies, and party infhlen<:es and partizan feellngs lar government?
To what shrine must we bow,
become predominallt,
and this power to do evil and npon \vhat altar mu~t we burn incense to en·
will be wholly neutralized
by the adoption of tille u" to orthodoxy~
We are tolJ by one genthe district system which I understand
to be tleman that certain sentiments nre being instilled
proposed by the re"olution now under considerainto the millds \If the people 011 the nortnern bortion. In other states this bas been dOlle; and ders of Kentucky which are exceedingly deletethe power of party in large cities is broken rious to thestatl', :lOd unless those people are reo
down by the distnd
sy;;.tcm. It i" so ill the stricted in their vote,; upon a question of great
cities of New Yurk, PhilaJelphia
and Nio:w Or- imrortallce, the interests of the "laveholder will
leans.
Adopt it here and the same re8ults will be jeopardized.
Hedute
that principle to its
original es"ence, trace it out in its vanous bearfollow.
Mr. GARFIELDE. I was pleased to htlnr the ingi:i, und in what will it re>'lUlt'! Simply this:
resolution and remarks of tho gentleman
from that the elective franchise, in this state, is based
Christian.
I have, with many otbers OIl this upon a set of opinion!; entertained
hy the mafloor, felt that this q\l~stjon involves a greatund
jorjt~-, the opposite of which being entertained
fundamt:ntal principle, and that it was my duty by an individual,
amonnts to disqualification.
&~ a freeman
to euter my solemn protest, with
Thus would you stifle the free voice of Kenothers, against sectional restriction
of the elec- tucky'A noble sons by the tyranny of opiniontive franchise, or in other w(lrd~, limiting the i"'m. Thus would you base t11<1rights and liberrepresentation of certain distrids.
t~es of tl.10people upon the caprice of a vascilla1 am from the country. and the local interests
twg maJonty.
of my constituents
might be au\-anced by reAgain: what is the other idea which has been
stricting the cities. But the question involn's
presented here? It is that locality shall detera great principle, one which lies at the very base
mine a man's right to representation.
That this
of self·government, and upon which the fair temright shR11be held inviolate so long as he reaid6lo
'PIe of human liberty rtlRta, But tllQ doctrine

shall bere the right to eelecr the repreeeutet.ive,
or, in other words, upon whom the right of auf-

in OM section of the state, but removal to the: late elections hare shown.
How man}' immeinterdicted locality shall operate as a disability.
diate or gradual emaucipatiouists
are returned
Sir, I ask who delegated the power to this con- here. Not one 80 far us my knowledge extends.
venti on to restrict me or anyone else a'! to my T came not from the region of the shuttle and
place of habitation?
Who has the right to "fly spindle on the one hand, nor deI represent the
that persons congregating at a given point shall blue grass country on the other, hut I come as the
be restricted in their representation?
J trust that representative of the fret'; constituency of Flemthis que3tion will be enswcred to the satisfaction
ing, and I feel called upon by that constituency
of this house.
to maintain the rights of the people at large. ] 11
The secret springs of action on th~s question the discharge of that duty I am satisfied that I
were developed on Saturday last.
ItIS the mor- shall r...ceive the countenance nud SllPP0l't of
bid sensibilirv of members on the slav", ques- those who sent me here. I stand the», sir, in
tion, which has driven them to this issue. Sir, fmming this constitution, not as the advocate of
what is the history of this convention since it 10(;a1 interests, but of great and fundamental
assembled here? We ask for the incorporation of principles.
the. principle of the law of 1.833 int~ the ~onstiI therefore felt, it. my duty to enter this my
tutiou.
We an; told that It conflicts With the solemn protest against the violation of this
interest of the slaveholder-that
it is the first great principle of a free government.
step towards emancipation, that therefore it must
.Mr. CLARKE. This resolution came 11p rather
be sacrificed.
'I'hc ballot system of voting is unexpectedly to me this morning'. In a few recalled for. Again, we are inform ...d that it will mark" which I had the honor t.o submit on the
prol'e injurious to the slave interest.
'I'hc spe- introduction of this section, which is under concific mode of amendiuc the constitution,
which side-arion, in committee of the whole, I stated
the spirit ?f the nineteenth. century evidently that popu lntiou was the true basis of rcpreseutacalls for, :8 suggested.
Still th~ cry l.S th~l.t tion. I still entertain that opinion, my mind
slave property j!'l endangered by It Driven JJl has nndergone no change in thnt particular.at all points, we a5k that representation shall be 'fhe g<:utJeman from Fleming, just up, states
equal and uniform
throughout. the wnlllwn- that the principle th~t representation and ta::,~wealth.
Even at this point they llleet liS and tion shocdd go halld Jll hand, was the first pohtl~
say that Wt;) roLl!:;tyil'1d. They tell us that.the
<:allesson h,~wm>taught; and yet he says he i~
dearest right of a K~nttlcky fl'ebmlHl must ylelrl il.l fa\·or of population a5 the basis of n'presen.
to the slavl~, that the tim(~ has arriv<:'d when (Jilt: tation.
1 should like to have him make the two
section of the state must be deprived of rl'pre- p03itions harmonize; I catlnot do it. 1 nndersentatioll, must b,; di::;frau(;hised, to prutect. the stand them as two distinct principles-Taxainterests of anothar.
Where is thi,; matter to tion as a basis was considered by OUl'commitstop? How far shall the id",al interests of one V::e. Taxation is making property the basis;
section of the state control the absolute rights of population is taking the peo!,le for the basis;
the other? Are 110,000 llon-slaveholding
vuters and yet that gentleman tells the convention and
to be disf'rauchi:::;ed for fear they will emanci- the country that he is in favor of both principles.
pate tho slave;:.
It is for him to reconcile the two, not me, I
I stand here the warm advocate of the rights think they are ulltagonistical.
.
of the people.
TheJ1foperty of individuals, of
.Befon'I proceed, I bC'gleave III a most rl'~pectwhatever kind shoul be ill violate, and I will fnl manner, to reply 10some l'cmarksofthegengo as far as any other man for the rights of the tleman from Louisville, (Mr. Prestnn,) in his
property.
No man urs{'tof men have the right speech ofyester,lay. which was a (;ourteons, pota take f!'OTllme the property which I hel'} by a lite, and lexceedingly sensible speech, and Olle,
law of nature, antenor to the organization
of with Ihe~entimellts of which, I in the main agree.
society. But thel'~ is It right to preserve •. for But in that speech he took occasion to sa~T
which I would iO.a{'nficemy property. That l'lg'ht there was a wild reckless l'ipirit pervading the
is involved in the question before liS. Rath~r democracy of thl' co'mtry.
than see this inalienable right trampled npon, I
.Mr. PRESTON. Does the gentleman refer
am willing for tho:ie rights, based upon muni- to me?
eiral law. to bf! abolished.
In a word, if the
Mr. CLARKE.
Particularly to you.
slavery of the black is to be based upon the deg:Mr. PRESTON.
Then yotl are partiCUlarly
radation and slavery of the white, then sir. I mistaken.
I observed that, the spirit manifestam prepared to see the institution abolished. No ed by the gentleman from Madison, (Mr. Tl:lrinstitution is consistent with the ~enius of onr ner,) ill arraying class against class, and m.
form of government, which reqUll'eS the be:;t terest against
int.erest, was wor,;e than the
rights and dearest interests of the llcople to be wor.~.t demagogue spirit which I had seen
trampled upon in order to its protectIOn, and the mamftlsted evtln Wh(,11the d",mocracy of posed
doctriue advocated here is, that we must dis- the home manufactures of the country.
think
franchise a portion of the people of thl? stat.e fol' that was the idea t intended to conv ..y. I
the purpose of protecting the interests of the represeut here whigs alid democrats, and cerslan·holder.
Sir, such principles are antagon- talllly can a'ls:1f(! t~e gentlem.an, and I know
istic to human lib,;rry.
he would not .ll1tentlOlJally misrepresent. m~, I
But I con('('ive gentlemen have t.aken an in- nevel' can be, on tllis flool', so ungrateful for
COl'l't'!ct"j"w of thi!i subjl'ct..
The people of past faVorS from the democratic party, as to
northern Kentucky are as conservative upon the cast lIpon it any reflection.
question of I'\lavery a" any other s~etion o~ ~he
Mr. CLARKE.
I am very glad to bear the
state. Look at the northern countIes an·1 CIt18S explanation of the gentleman, and I supposed
and tell me what indications of radicalism the at the time that he would make no remark
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disreepecnul to any part)' in the state, unless action contained ill. that report. There are but
he was carried away bv the excitement about few things which this convention may not dowill be reus. I thought it was ihe result of the excite- many things which the legislature
I am not guilty of inconsisment of the moment. His explanation is en- strained in doing.
tirely satisfactory.
I stand here I'epr~sentil?g tency, then, when I propose, as I do in my
amendment, that citizens may import slaves unwhigs and democrats myself.
I obtained
III
my county a large number of whig votes at del' certain restrictions and restraints.
the polls. I told them, and I repent it here,
I repeat, that I believe the principle of rep·
that I did not think a constitution to be formed reseutation based on population, is the true printo exist for fifty years should be made on party ciple. What sort, of a principle is that, and
grounds or part,y principles, and that if I came where does it originate"l It has its origin in
here I would not represent a party, but the peo- the construction of municipal rules and regple. And I take occasion to return to those ulations,
without
which there is no power
whlga who gave me their votes my sincere that does authorize the exercise of the ri~ht
thanks. and to say that their kindness shall of suffrage.
It is the creature of municipnot be forgotten on this fioor.
al org-anizaLion and regulations, but it .is a right,
But there was one thing
that mv friend and it lies at, the Iouudation of republican instifrom Louisville did say. He said that l: offered tutions.
But are there not other rights, and
an amendment here which proposed that Louis- rights which are superior to those existing only
ville should have two senators, and that the by municipal regulations?
There are rights
citizens of the state should have the richt to that, existed before any municipal regulations
import slaves under certain restrictions.
ii'e said ever did exist. And what are they? 'I'he right
that I offered it as a sort of compromise, and if to enjoy life, Liberty, and I say, a natural right is
it prevailed my portion would be the lion's the right to accumulate and enjoy property.
share and his would be the lamb's.
I am aware that some elementary writers difMr. PRESTON.
That remark was not made fer as to whether property and the enjoyment
with reference to you, but in reply to the gentle- of it, is a nntural right.
I think it i.s a natman from Madison.
I said it would force me ural right.
Go upon the frozen summit of your
into a partnership with that gentleman which I rocky mou ntaiue, and find the savage who
was unwilling to go into.
knows nothing of civilization, and who, but for
Mr. CLARKE.
r want to say that I have the buffalo robe which covers him, would be
proposed no partnership.
I have brought my exposed to the pelting" of the pitiless storm.
proposition in here and offered it without any This robe is property, and I ask if his very expartnership.
I intend to show that if it does istence docs not depend upon its retention and
contain the elements of compromise. I shall not enjoyrneut.
When we take into consideration
be obnoxious to the charge of having done the constitution of man and his condition, he
wrong in offering it, and thus following in the cannot exist v...ith.Gut the enjoyment of property.
footsteps of illustrious individuals
who have When the stnrviug saYagl.' stretches forth h ia
~one before me, who not only in this house and hand and takes from the vine a cluster of
III the legislative halls of this state, but ill the grapes, it is pro!?E'rty, without which he could
halls of congress, have offered compromises, and not subsist. It IS a natural right.
This is the
have received the blessings of the Union for same natural right that I would have, if you
and I were cast away npon the ocean upon
having done.
I say I am willing to yield something, if g.en- a plank which could not sustain us both. I have
tlemen will yield something: but if they think the right in this case, to preserve myself and
proper to spurn the proposition,
they m list throw yon overboard, as my friend from Nelson
bear the consequences.
I only speak for myself. illustrated it the other day.
So with respect to
The gentleman from Louisville supposes he has property.
If you attempt to take it from me, I
convicted me of inconsistency.
He stoted that have the natural right to slay before I permit you
my amendment was in violation of the thirty- to do it.
fourth section of the report which I had the
Then while it is insisted there are rightswhich
honor to submit, under the instructions of the must be sacred to the citizens under this consticommittee on the legislative department.
How tution, and while I concede it is a right which
is it in violation of that section?
What does the ought not to be violated, and allow representareport say in the thirty-fourth section?
tion to be based and predicated on population.
"No law, enacted by the general assembly, I maintain there are other rights. I maintain we
shall embrace more th<tn one object, and that havetherightto
importslaves into this state, they
shall be expressed in the title."
being property, and we have the right to purchase
Very well, does not the report say there are ,,,here we can t.he cheapest, and sell where we
<lther things wh}ch the le.gislature shall not do? can get the highest price. If we can buy slaves
In the next sectlOll we find,
cheaper in Virginia. and the demand for labor
"No law shall be revised, or amendell by ref- will justify the purchase, 1 want this right se<erenceto its title; bnt, in such case, the act re- cured in the constitution to the citizens of the
vised, 01' section amended, shall be re-enacted state. It is a right to enjoy property, and I
and published at length."
want that right secured to me HOW.
In section thilty.third we find that,
I intend to come to the point. I am asked
"No act of the general assembly shall author- to do what?
I am requestp.d to assist in makize any debt to be contracted on behalf of.tho ing such a change in the present constitution of
commonwealth, except for the purposes mentlOn- the State as will secure to Louisville and other
.00 in the thirty· second section of this article."
cities in the State, additional n,preiientation in
If the right of the citizen to imThera are various inhibitions upon legislative the Senate.
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port slaves (or his own use ill not secured at the jecte of the president.
Now, Bl1pl?ose we do net
same time that the increase, (in behalf of cit- carry this question, will the spint of conservaiea.) of senators is secured, what guarantee, I tism lead to taking the old constitution?
Beask, will I have, that this right will be allowed cause you fail in oue instance merely, will you
to exiHt? It is a part of the hist-ort': of Louis- throwaway all the rest? I trust when the preslville, that her representation
in the State legis- deut made his speech he was laboring under exlature, for the last nineteen or twenty years, citement, and I hope we may all come together,
have upheld and supported the actor 1833, pro- and though we may be disappointed
in one thing,
hibit,ing the iniportatton of slaves , vet I am ask- there may be other redeeming
qualities in the
ed to increase her power by a chan
in the pres- constitution which will bring-the president to U.'!,
ent constitution, 10 leave unprote~ted the right and that he will go for it. J f we cannot make
for which my constituents
contend,
ann thus the new constitution. as perfect as mrllJ'y of us
strengthen the power in her hands which is to may desire, yet if we improve upon the old one
be wielded to our destruction!
Suppose, Mr. let us agree upon the new. I trust we may all
President, by this change in the constitution we ultimately agree here.
do increase the city strength in the senate, and
But when I go back 10 my people, and talk
Suppose the right to import slaves is to be left to them about the changes we have made, my
to legielattvs discretion.
If the honorable Pres. course will be to tell them what I approve and
ident of this convention, and the honorable gen. what I disapprove.
I Intend to votcfor the contleman from Madison, (though occupying ex- stitution.
11 you will only let the people elect
tremes on the question now before the con VCI1- their officers, I have little 'fear. if, at the same
tion,) if they should be returned to the Senate, time, you restrain the legislature in its action.
thf'y would strike hands as brothers ill reinstat- But I am prepared to say, that unless this great
Ing upon your statute books the odious act of natural rigbtofthe
people in my portion of the
18J3. When I return to my constitucnts-c-those
state is secured. I never will strengthen the arm
to whom I look for all I shall ever seek to be, raised to strike that right down. Never. I
what can I say to them? What will be the sad should be recreant to the trust they have confiand alarming story that I must relate? First, ded to me. I should sacrifice my right to their
that we have made a change in the constitution
confidence, if I were to stand on this floor and
never demanded by or discussed before the peo- strengthen the legislative
department of this
ple, which change increases an influence in the 8'0vernment by a constitutional provision, when
legislature diredly hostile to their slave inter
l left my own people exposed to that strengthest which is left unprotected
by any constitu- ened arm.
tional provision; may they not' well say that
I only spenk for myself; but I would dislike
the relation which exists between master aud very nHHJl to strengthen
the power of those
slave is not so well secured by the new as the counties along the Ohio river, by a constitutionold constitution?
Will they not esy to me, al provision, while they are opposed to the fursir, you went into that convention and by your ther importation of slaves, and go back to my
vote you have changed the old constitution and people, and in the very next session ofthe legisincreased a power dangerous to our rights; by lature, see my friend from Louisville and my
constitutional provision you have strengthened
friend from Madison, in one or the other branch,
the arm of those opposed to us, and left us un- shaking hands and uniting in renewing the act
protected.
May they not well say all this, yea, of H33~. I could not stand at home were I
more?
to do this, nor will I do it. Both am great
It was said by the honorable president of principles, and if one must be yielded in party
this convention, if this princi:ple of represen- the other must be yielded in part.
I came
tation, based upon pcpulatdon.dld
not prevail he here with a determination to labor for the prinwould not sign thi.'l constitution.
I will not go ciple that my people might import slaves for
so far as that. I despise the term conservative their own use, and- in saving they shall be forin t.he manner in which it is used; but I am their own use, I have compromised something
more conservative than that. Might I not put to accommodate the views and feelings of per·
a question in respect to the president like the sons here. Whilst I do that, and whilst othem
one asked by Dani~l Webster, when about would place arcstriction on the growth of city
to be read out of the whig church-"In
the population, I have said they should be entitled
name of God where shall I go?" Now, if you to two senators.
should not succeed in this matter, where will
Reference has been made to the constitution
you go? Will you be bettered by going back of New York, and it is said that the great prin~
to the old constltution, for that is the very thing ciple which is contended for here, is not violated
of which you complain_
in that constitution.
If I recollect the provisions
Now,I takethisground:
if we shall confer 11pon of that constitution, and I have it here, there
or restore the pow-erto the people to corne to the will be found in article third, seetion third, these
polls and vote for ~lltheir officers,fl'Om:a gOVf'rnor words:
rlown toacollstable,-if
weshalls~curethat
right
"The state 8hall be divided into thirty-two
in this constitution,-ifwe
shallseCUl'a tothepeodistrict.s, to be called senate districts, each of
pIe of this state the right to be exempt from an which shall choose one senator. The districts
}fIlprOpeLcontracting of debts and expenditure
shall be numbered from one to thirty-two incluof money, and if W~ sccure the limitation of the sive.
terms of the legislatt1l't'! to two veal'S, I shall think
"District number one (1) shall eonsist of the
we have ~ained much, though we do not gain counties of Suffolk, Richmond, and Queens.
the favorite project which '\>,ehavc in view_ I
"District number two (2) Bhall eonsist of th&
have understood that all Iho,~ewert' favorite pro- connty of Kings.
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"Di;:,tricts number three. (3,) number four, (4,) elty of sa\'agi~m of which Immunity l~ capable.
unrobe!' five. (5,) ned number six, (6,) shall con- \ And ill this condition they were purchased and
eist of the city and connt.y of tJW York."
brought to America-to this land of ei vrliaat ion
Only four senator" in the gn'at city of New and plenty.
All except Q1IC I believe of the
York: If T recollect, aright, by the coustitu- original thirteen states, were slave state", and
tion of Maryland, Baltimore is entitled to but I wherever slave labor is profitable, they retain
one senator. Baltimore, when COIl1\)fll'cdwith the jns.titut iou.
The number of "laves in the
Maryland, has a larger popu laticu t HUl Lends- present slave states, aiuce the first importion, has
ville will have in one hundred years compared increased to about [om millions.
I have seen no
with the population of Kelltllcky.
The Iramers plan of emancipation or colonization by which
of our own constitution rest.ricted the number of this immense population with its perpBtual insenators to nut more than one ill a county.
I crease, can be colonized, as freemen in Africa or
will rea.l from the present «oustltution
of the els-wbcrc.
Mr. Presidl'nt, I do not believe, if
state of Kentucky, in the tWE'lfth section, article yOIl could command every dollar in the universecond:
sal world, togethBr with the British debt, all,
"The
same number of scnl1torial districts
all, 'would be adequate to the ~ccompli,;hmE'nt
shall, from time to time. be established by the of such an u\lrlel'lakillg, cOll!'\istellt with the
lrgislaturc, ito:, there may then be senators allot- eonstitution and laws of this nation. Its impracted to the state: which shall be 80 formed a" to ti cabi lity and illlpossibility. I think, sllsceptible
contain, as near as may be, an equal number of (If mathematical demonstratiun.
freemale inhabitnnts in Bach, above the age of
We, sir, are united to the slave states of this
twen.ty.-one. years. and fin that no C£!\.Ill!yshall union by thc stl'Ongest ancl 1ll0~t indissoluble
be ulvHlcd, or form more. than one dl"tl'le~; ~nd tics which can bind sovereign states togethcrwhertl two or m?r~ ?our:-,ties compose a JIStl'lct, ~lIJity of fE'cling, nnity of sentiment. unity of
they shall be adJolll111g.
11ltC'l"est,unll n deep allll abid ing Seme of the neThat ",eetion of our constitntion
has been ces"ity of stlc-h an union of the !:>lavestates to ensettlo.:,d by IcO"islativc €'nudments, from time to u.bl..:each one to expect and reteive the support
time, and in the apportioment of rcpre-;p.ntatioll of tlw wholE' in dcfcndillg its peculiar illstituLouisvi1l0 was entitled to no r,",pr~s('ntative, tUtiOllS against the il1\'a"ion~ of the foul and
apart fl'Oln the county of Jeff~r".l11. That has damning :;pirit of abolit,ioni,;m.
All plca.d that
boen the cl)ursc of our ancestors, "no they may we should rcnnin as one. Sir, I lo\-tl the slave
have becn ildluenced
by the same ren,,;on':i states of thi~ unioH-a glorion,,; Qld 81a\'e state
which operated in forming the constitutiun of gave me birlh- -and I still look to that old
New York or lII:uylund.
']'herc are oth<!l'eon- Dominion, from whence most of u~ sprang. as
stitntions
to which 1 might ref..:r, bnt I 'will theholllc of virlu/;', patrioti~r1l,genjl1s and c:hiv.
not at pre,::ent. Then, if there be a. violation of airy. I !o-tillremember, ana look batk upon the
a principle here, we have thc example of Kew hall11t~of my boyh.'od, her hill", lIpr valleys, her
York and Maryland, and of om own state, fol' chry,,;tnl strt'fLms, with pride and pleasure; and I
this violation, and I apprehend th('re were rea- trust that Kentucky will never depart from
sons for it. Still, I rep('at, 1 bel ieve it is a vi· the lofty example of that glOl'ious old mother, in
Qlation of a great prin<.:iple. Bnt when you at- 11erdevotion t.o the sufet.y of the l'lave state~.tempt to establi"h a great principle, which is to Our markets for moRt of the surplus produce of
be frallght with disastrous consequences toanotll- the country is to be found in our si5ter sla\'e
er great principle and right; 111 the name of states.
They reward our labors with money.heaven do secure in that constitution this prin- We hand out' money over to the spillning jennies
ciple and right, so that you cannot press us of the north. whose owners perpetually comdown.
That is all we a~k. Many of the best plain of slavery and slave owners, becausf', I
lawyers in the state, (and with themI can cured,) suppose, that the labor of these slaves fill their
believed that the act of 1833 was in direct and ('_ottcrs with the precious metals.
'l'his must be
flagrant violation of the constitution.
The pow- tlle cause of complaint, for I am sure we never conferred llpon the lE'gislatll1'e, was to pass er disturb the institLltions of the north.
laws to prevent the importation of Filaves as merEmancipation
has been the continual CT'1' It
chandize.
Under this power they llassed the has bt:ell said by some of the wisest men In the
act of 1833, and in this, in my judgment, vio- lmioD, (and I think with much truth,) that
lated the spirit of the constitution
and the in- emandpatioll
and colonization
would depoputentioDs of those who framed it. Fail to secure late many of the slave !'tates; for suth is the eli,
the right inviolate to import slaves, in the con- mate in roany, that the white man could not
stitution you are now making, and at whose mer- makc agriCUltural purouits sufficiently profit acy are we placcd; we shall get the lamb's share, ble by his own labor to indt1cc hill1 to remain
and my fnend Irom Louisville, who spoke yes- there. No one a.mong us, I appr('hend, would be
terday, will get the lion's ~hal'e. I took aCca- in favor of turniug tllBm 100[,;13
among us ns freesion t11eother day to say that I was in favor of men; for of all abominat.ions that ever cursed a
perpetual8lavel'y.
I made that statement with country, a free negro POPll1atioll is the vers
afu11 knowledge of its len~th and breadth, and worst. Hence,:Mr.
President,
if we had the
heighth and depth.
The Ulstitution of slavery means to buy and colouize them, it would be
has existed in t.his union for more than two hun- wretched policy, in my judgment, to do so. You
dred years.
make the eondition
of the African infinitely
Slaves were brought here from Afri.cR, not as worse by the removal of thtl influences and rekidnaped freemen, torn from a land of liberty stTaints of a superior race from around him. by
and sold in bondage-they
were found theslavf's which he has been civilized, and in many iDol' barbarian petty kingfl, enduring all the Cl'll- FotaDCf'>l
christianizcrl,
and allow lJim to degen-
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Is i~uot better then to secure to us our
crate into that state of savage barbarism which selves,
provision, when we arc
attended
all emancipation
projects both in ri~hb; by constitutional
Is it not just,
France and England; and you depopulate
the WIlling to secure yours to you?
I ask, that it should be done?
Acquire the
fair fields of some of the fairest and brightest
power you now seek and leave us exposed;
sisters of this union,
It would be bad. policy to free them among place the principles of the law of 1833 upon
us. None 1 hope can desire that.
Therefore, 1 your statute books, as you doubtless will do in
regard the perpetuation of slavery in some or most the exercise of your increased power, and my
of the present.slave atatee, as a fact, fixed and cer- judgment for it. it can never .iemain there in
tain; and if any state shall falter and forget her peace if the south of the state shall remain true
ubligation and her duty to her sisters, I trust in to herself. They will wipe .it from the. ~ta~ute
book, or keep up an agrtatiou uf abolitionism
God Kentucky will never be that State.
I am thoroughly convinced and satisfied that that will bring down the prices of your slaves
the institution
of slavery, as it exists in Ken- as low as they could be obtained from other
tucky, elevates the morals and the chivalry of states.
'I'here is another view of this subject.
The
the white race, and enhances the happiness
of
both races. The great disproportion
ill the free five great cities of the north and east arc now connected
with
the
town
of
Cumberland,
at
the
foot
of
states over crime ill the slave states, attests the
first, and the blood of an hundred battle fields the Alleghany mountains on the east. There is
will vouchsafe the latter.
The gentleman
from now a railroad being constructed, which will
There is a
Campbell has been pleased to say that the in- extend to Wheeling, or Pittsburg.
railroad from Lexington to your own city that
stitution of slavery was a curse and in violation
of the laws of God and the laws of man. I will be extended, in less than ten years, to Nash.
have no answer to make to that argument, save ville, Tennessee, and there intersect the Obatahooche railroad.
From this ~reat line, branches
one. I will just ask him to go to the hundred
'l'he fucourt houses in this state, and listen to the ech- will spring out in every direction.
oes from the voices of one hundred and forty ture power and wealth of the state in part will
be
found
in
the
mountains
when
the
bosoms
of
thousand freemen at the polls ill August last.
Yes sir, freemen blessed with cultivated morals 1ho;>e mountains shall be opened up by the energres of the people of Kentucky,
and their imand intelligence,
nnd imbued with the highest
and holiest rrinciples
of patriotism.
'rhey, sir, mense wealth shall be thrown into the lap of the
have repliec to his argument.
They have an- north, the east, the west, and the south.swered the question whether they or the gen- There will then be the means of bringing into
tleman with the few thousand with whom he market these sources of wealth, and there will
If the act of
acted, shall erect the standard of morals ill this be an increased demand for labor.
commonwealth.
It is strange that that gentle- 1833 is fastened upon us, when we come to require one hundred and fifty, two hundred, or
tlemnu, and those with whom he acts, should
think thcmsel ves the only persons in the state three hundred thousand additional laborers to
competent to determine whut is morals, what is bring out the hidden treasures of YOllr state,
where will you get them? You will get them
christian, what is humane, what is patriotic,
from abolition Ohio-ill
pnrt abolition-c-and
If you increase yom power by voting as you from other free states; and what description
of
and as other gentlemen desire. what is to be the
people will you bring in here to supply that deresult?
Why. the vcry next session you will
mand for labor which we would supply with
plant down upon us the infamous act of 1833;
blacks?
The very worst that can be found
yOIl will
have said to the southern
part of the
in the cities and towns of those states; and
state, where slave labor is in demand, you must
they will not fail to come imbued with the spirit
come to the middle or northern portion of the
fanaticism and ubolitionisru,
and with the
state to procure your slaves. You shall not of
conviction that slavery is against the laws of God
be allowed to go to other states where perhaps
and man. And in less than ten years after this
you might, buy better slaves for a less price, but
Increased demand for labor shall arise, if our
you shall huy your slaves from us at such prices
rights are not secured as here proposed, this popas we in t.he enjoyment of this mcnoply in slave
ulation will come to the polls and separate the
dealing shall think proper to ask, or you may
slaves from their owners,
.My object is, that the
go without.
I desire to show this house and
people of this state shall be permitted when they
Ole country what would be the result of such a
want laborers to go to the other states and buy
course.
\Vhat will the southern
members of
and bring them in here. 'l'hey are better Ieborthe legislature, who come here as your tributaere, more reliable, and I would rather have them
ries, say and do? What ought they to do? Make
than the great portion of those who will come
speeches continually
against your act of 1833,
into the state if the demand for labor shall inforce you to defend it and thus preach abolitioncrease,
ism; this would stimulate
Ohio abolitionists
Mr. President, I am not alarmed from my
and others to make incursions into your part of
or l)urpose by the cry that I am Iathe state, endanger the tenure by which you propriety
I am doing no such
hold your slaves, and reduce them in value. vormg native americanism,
thing.
I
yield
to no man in my opposition to
The southern part of the state is secure in the
that
other
fanaticism.
I
have
no fears of the
enjoyment
of their slave property,
and hence
they could with perfect impunity retaliate upon brave and patriotic Irish, Dutch, 'Poles and Hunyou for the injustice of the act of 1833, by which garians who have fled from a land of tyranny
you attempt to monopolize the whole slave traf- and oppression to this land of liberty; my fears
I fear native-born
citific of the state, and they ought to do it and are in another quarter.
doubtless
will do it, if they be true to them- zens of the United States, who have-been raised
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few exceptions, and the democrats, when this
comes up, shake hands as a
institutions,
and who would immigrate here, great question
in un(not as the foreigner,) to support them, but to band of brother'S, and there standing
divided ranks battling for southern rights. Place
make war upon and destroy them.
Sir, why not allow the citizens of the state, in this constitution a power under which the
legislature cun ro-cnect the law of 1833, and by
when they arecompetent to electtholr l'udgcs,and
all their offiers.from the- highest to the owcst, und which the citizen shall be dCJ?rived of the liberty and privilege of importing slaves for his
when we have acknowledged their competency
full v and fairly to transact their own busiuess-e-in own use, and vou concede to them, and allow
the name ofGod why Hot in this constitution secure the increasing "demand for laborers to be supto them also the right to exercise their own plied, not with blacks, but with whites, and the
judgment upon the question, whether they want state after a while will become nbolitiouized and
And when that spirit takes
more laborers, und whether they should buy emullci:pationized.
possessIOn of the ballot box, I ask you then
them or not I
'I'he act of 1833, though passed seventeen years 11l whose hands will you fall. You go into the
ago, was at the time a concession to the very kind embraces of that region of country that
spirit against which we have been warring has been making war upon you from the founthroughout the last summer, and for the past dation of our government to the present time.
I for one have no higher earthly hope than
two years. Yes sir , that act has been claimed
will now
as a concession to the spirit of abolitionism and that proud, chivalrous old Kentucky
emancipatdonism.
And I never want to see it and forever strengthen the cords that bind the
re-enacted again. Go to the halls of congress and slave states of this union in one glorious sistersee what it 'has done there. A Giddings, a Slade, hood.
Mr. President, I know that my remarks have
a. Root, a Hudson, or a Hale, never stood up in
I arose to address the house
his place there and attacked the institution of been desultory.
slavery, that he did not declare that even Ken- under the impulse of the moment, and have spoI will make but a
tucky herself, one of the first slave states ill the ken longer than t intended.
Union, was tired of it, and believed it to be all few more remarks and I have done.
Abolitionism
in
ito;present
sense
was scarcely
injury. When tlu, gentlemen from the south call
for their authority for this assertion .. what was known in this country until about the yeur 1790.
their reply I Look to the Kentucky act of 1833! A sect called Quaker.'3 broucht the subject to
the attention
of Congress, by petition.
'1'116
Yes sir, when soutberu men there were standing
in one solid phalanx, battling for southern rights, dark cloud of fanaticism presented but a s-p'eck
upon our then bright political horizon.
This
against the encroachments
of the abolitionists
spirit gradually
increased until some twenty
of the north, that act of 1833, that Kentucky
act, was hurled in their teeth by these abolition- years or more smce, a combination between the
in France and England,
ists. The passage of that act was a concession spirits of abolitionism
and massacre in
to the northern abolitionists,
and one step to- brought about the insurrection
the
island
of
St.
Domingo.
This was Followed
wards the embrace of northern fanaticism.
To
up
bv
the
emancipation
of
the
slaves in the
leave it open so that it may be passed again
west.Iudiu Islands bv Great Britain, and immewould be another concession to that detestable
spirit, that intends, if it can, to override the diately upon die heel of these acts of a false
our act of 1833 made
whole of the people of the south.
Yes sir, en- and aieklv philanthropy,
That
courage them, and at the darkest hour of mid- its appearance tljJOll our statute book.
night, when the husband is slumbering in the little speck, sir, t rat was seen in the far off disembraces of' his family, the torch will be 'Placed tance in 1790, has grown into a black and angry
in the one hand and the tomahaw k in the cloud, sendjll~ forth its thunders from the whole
Sir, it threatens to delother, of the slave population, and if any of the northern hemisphere.
whites arc permitted La escape it will be by the uge one half of this union in blood and tears.
light of the conflagration of their own homes. I ask, in the name of OUl' common interests, I
ask in the ueme of our sister states of the south,
It was a concession sir, to this fell spirit.
There are those on this floor, who, when this I ask in the nume (If those who are to come, and
mighty and dangerous und exciting question who, (if We arc faithful,) will be entitled to all
has agitated the \ioullcils of the Union, have the privileges that We noW enjoy, I ask in the
seen the thirty bright st.ars that COIH,titutc our name of all these high and pressing consideraglorious political constellation,
tremble in their tions, if it be not our duty, as the sworn repreof the state, to
orbits, ready at a moment madly tll1d wildly to sentatives of the sovereignty
shoot from their spheres.
They have stood upon withhold, by consLitutiollul provision, from Ole
broad platforlll of the constitution,
sir, and al- legislature, all means by "\\>hiehthis threatening
storm of the north shall be invited to the desolamost felt that this glorious fabric of humflnlibI trust
erty, eonescl'utcd by the best blood of our fa- tion of this now free and happy country.
thers, and dedicated to the eternal principles of in my God that such will be the result of our lafreedom, wa'3 reeling, tottering and tumbling to bors.
III conclusion, I beg leave to say, tllUt if I
the dust. And why was all this? The power
that the legislaturo
of the abolitionists
had bcen strcngthCllcd or shall have no guarantce
provision
rather encouraged, alld flattercd by this cOllce~- will be restricted by eonstitutional
with our rights, by the
sion of the act of 1833. The strongciit argu, from an interference
ment against southern men I ever hearJ. from assage of prohibitory laws, I cannot, consistenty with the duty r owe to those I represent, illthe lil-'s of an abolitionist was based upon that
act. Go to the halls of congress and you will crease the powE'r of those who are in favor of the
iiee the whigs from the slave states with very act of 1833, and I will notdo it by my vote.

in the cradle of dislike for and hostility to our
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Mr. DAVIS.
In relation to the leading fea- various periods, when this population was enuture of the resolution, and so far as that feature merated under the law of congress. Louisville
is common to both houses of the legislature-cin 1810 had a population of 1,357; in 1820, of
which proposes to establish single district."! for 4,012; in 1830, of 10,352; in 1840, of 21,125;
the choice of both senator.'> and representatives-c.
and now, after the lapse of nine years of time,
I am in favor of it. But the latter branch ofthe gentlemen say she has upwards 50,000 inhabiproposition
seems to forbid the principle
that cants. According to that rate of progress. in
there is to be any restriction of the right of cities 1860, Louisville will have between 100 and 140
to representation
in the senute according to thousand people. Look at Covington, which is
numbers. I cannot give my assent to it. In re- admitted to be the second city in size in the
lation to districting cities, I think it is in per- state. Independent of an intrinsic and pecufect conformity to the great principle of equal liarly local principle of growth which Covingrepresentation.
If it were pOSSible that the ton has, there is a cause at work much more poState of Kentucky could be bud out into a hun- tent in its operation in the proximate position
dred geographical d ietricte, each containing no of Cincinnati with her.
more nor less than tho ratio of representation,
if
Thc great cud continuous growth of the Queen
the number of one hundred is to constitute the of the West, ill numbers, business and wealth,
house of representatives, and would best secure willnecessarily build up Covington rapidly into
the representation
of the whole people, it "Would a considerable city. In 1840, Covington )lad a
certainly be desirable.
'Veil, sir, any regulation
population of 2,046, and now she has upwards
which approximates. in any degree, to that great of 10,000. What the city of New York has been
popular principle which would be so desirable, to Brooklyn, will Cincinnati be to Covington.
and which would conduce $0 much to the gen- If, in 1860, Louisville numbers ]25.000 people,
eral safety of the country, in my judgment,
Covington will probably have 75,000. The agought to receive the serious consideration and gregate population of the two cities will bc at
the approval of the convention.
I will illus- least 200,OUO, and I have no doubt, at that time,
trate the position by this supposed case. Ken- one-fifth of tho entire population of the state of
tucky is divided, we will say, into two equal Kentucky.
Now thc question is, are you going
districts, so far as population is involved, and to give these cities an equal representation acone half of the state is allowed to elect their cording to numbers, with the rest of the state,
representatives by general ticket, and the other in both houses of your legislature, sell ate as well
is required to elect by single districts.
Which as the house of representatives?
I deny that, as
half would rule? EvC'I'Y gentleman will have a practical question, equality is ever exactly, or
but one answer ready to the question.
we saw to a mathematical certainty, obtained in governit illustrated a few years; ago, in the election of ment, or the division and adjustment of political
president of the United States, not exactly to POWel' among the people. We by down the
that extent, but still to a degree that was con- principle that there shall be equality both of
trolling in its practical result.
The great State right and power in OUl" system-it
is a seneral
of New York had thirty eight electors, all elect- principle, but no man dreams, or if he does he
ed by general ticket, the consequence was, her ia a dreamer indeed, that we ever can exactly
whole strength was thrown to one candidate,
attain to it. All that we do in practice is to apwhich controlled and decided the election.
'I'he proximate to it, and in that attempt he is an unsame mode of electing her representatives
to wise man who endeavors to make that approxicongress would give her so much power as that mation so near as to destroy, or seriously to
she would generally hold the balance in that jeopardize the safety of the community at large.
branch and decide all great questions.
To pre- Self protection and self preservation is a greater
vent our cities from engrcssmg and concentra- and paramount principle to be considered in
ting by the same principle, a dan~erous amount connection with it. Sir, this principle uf an
of power, I am in favor of districting them for equal distribution of political pow-er does not
the election of representatives.
exist in any system, general or subordinate, in
It seems to me that gentlemen here have pl'O- the United States, because practically it is unceeded on a fallacy-my
friend from Henderson attainable. and if it were otherwise, it would
~mong others-in
computing the ratio of in- be greatly inconvenient and unsafe, if it were
crease between the cities and the country.
I practicable to put into operation in its universal
think there will be a great disproportionate in- and complete perfection.
It does not, exist in
crease between the two ill favor of the cities, and the general government, or ill a single state govespecially the cities located upon the Ohio river. ernment in the United States.
Not only that, but the counties also located on
What is the declaration of independencethat r-iver from the convenience of navlgntiou what is this utopian principle that is so beautiand other advantages which their position gives ful in theory, but when you attempt to put it exthem, will necessarily experience an accelerated actly in practice always eludes your grasp?impulse in the increase of the population, great- That all persons are by nature equal, and that in
er than :L natural increase would give them, and the business of government nll persons have a
a disproportionate one over the rest of the state. perfect right to aJ] equal share of the power. Why
Mr. DIXON.
The proposition I assumed sil", woman is excluded in every system that prewas, that the cities would incrcase in the ratio vails in tlle civilized world-and
the youth under
of four hundred per ccnt. and the conn ties in the twenf,;v-one years of age are excluded in all the
ratio of fifty per cent.
AmerIcan systems. Not only these, but numerous
Mr. DAVIS.
I beg pardon, then, for I had ('lasses of male adults are excluded, not only
misunderstood the gentleman.
I have a table of from office, but from the right to vote itl~elf. You
the increase of the population of Louisville at make qualifications of citizenship, of residence,
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Lance, of self-defence.
And neither of these
of periods of residence, and of age, an proper principII''> is to he lost sight of, by any w iae
in themselves, and you apply all these restric- body. iu framing the fundamental law. Both
tions upon the natural nglIt and the beautiful these two principles are recognizl'd, and operate
theoretical principle thAt all persons are equal, in the organization of the house of representaand all share equully the 1?ower of government.
tives in congress, elected as it is upon the prinwell, what are these restrictions. but to modify ciple of numbers, but by states, for whilst nuand to restrict, in some degree, the operation of merical representation gives the full capacity
the general principle of equality?
And when tor progress, action, and aggression, this repreyou apply this principle to those who are can- senta.tion, not of a body, one and indivisible, a
didates for office, why, you make a further ex- totality and a unit, but of separate states, protension of these restrictions. and you further im- duces an antagonism nnd conflict of interest, by
pinge upon this natural rightof equality.
Your which rerresentation in the house also perfoTHls
governor, under the present constitution, is to the junction of protection and self-defence. But
be forty years of age; under the proposition the this constitution. is a mixed and complicated
committee on the executive department has re- structure.
It was formed in the house for the
ported. he is to be thirty-five; but it is not ma- people of the United States, acting by states;
terial which you require, as to him there is a whilst in the senate the state soverclgnties and
qualification of age, an interdict of an under it governments
are represrmted, and provision
from the office, and that beyond middle life. made for their security.
'I'bercwere large states
You subject senators to a qualification of age, and small-Virginia
and Delaware-New
York
and representativer> also. You throw qualifica- and Rhode Island.
The small states never
tions around every office of government,
by would have signed tllC bond of this political
",v11ichare excluded, from some, at least four- partnership, unless it had, as it does, !>~CUTe
to.
fifths of the aggregate population-from
some, them a power to protect themselves against the
fully one-half of the adult male population,
large states; and the latter knew this was the
and from all, It very large amount of this adult alone condition
upon which the association
male population.
What a departure from, what could be·formed.
Delaware and Rhode Island
a s'lcrifiee of, this great pnnciple
of natural have each two senators, and in that body as mnch
eq,uality, in its application in the business and power as the colossal New York and Virginia.
SCIence of govemment!
And why do you do What a vast departure from the principle of rethis? Simply, because the good, the security, presentation in proportion to numbers.
It is said.
the self_preservation of the 'Iarger number re- ill this debate, that the case of the states and of
quires it. The paramount principle, of the right the United States government are in no de~ree
and duty of the mass of the men of It country analagous to the counties and the cities of Kento protect themselves intervenes :w(l modifies tucky. The subjects to which the principle is
the other and subordinate right. Yon laid down to be applied are different, but the prillciple is
the general principle of equality of power and the same, and is equally nppl icncle to both, and
Tight, as a great leading landmark, to blaze in as necessary for its aj)plication in our COl1fltitubeauty and splendor ahead of you, and it is tion as well as in 1. iat of the United States.
your gnide that directs yon in fixing the barque 'l'h is principle is, that the safety and proper
of state in its COUT$e;but it is not the haven to protection of the community at large is the parwhich you are sailing.
That port, the great end amount. predominating principle of our system,
of all human government, is the security and aud all others must yield to it. That for the
the happiness of the greatest number; and so far purposes of 11Totcction, defence, and self-preseras a safe anchorage on its deep and peaceful bo- vatiou, the urge stales must Rurrender in the
som requires the wise political mariner to de- senate, to the small states, a large portion of
part from, and pass the guiding and cheering their power; and the cities, for the same ends, in
light house, "equality to all," he docs it; and our senate, must surrender to the counties and
because this beacon light is not the port in which the rural population
of the state a portion of
he is to rest, does not impair the truth or value their power. Such is the nature of all human
of the great li~ht by which alone he has been government-for
all involve a surrender arright,
enabled to reacn it.
concession, and compromise.
Nor is this reIn. tile formation of thc constitntion
of the quired, in either case, for action or aggression,
United States, there have been numerous and but only fOI'security and defence. If the smallgreat departures from this principle of llniversnl er states of the union should combine in the
and perfect equality, and I suppose that instru- senate, and pass bills through that body, dement is as wisely and justly adapted to its ends, structive of the rights and interests of thc large
as any whic.h this conventLOD, or any othcr con- states, their capacity for self-defence in the
vention of this day could form. We have thir- house, by a representation there, bas~d upon
t)' statcs in this Union, and there is a perfect !lumbers, woulu bc complete, and guard them
equality of representation
in proportion to fed- frolll all wrong; whilst the same protection is
eral numbers, in all of these states, in the house a!;sured to the small states, against the overof representatives;
and there is an absolute whelming strength, and all combinations of the
equality of them as states, without regard to great states, in the house, by their equality of
Without this ability to
popular numbers, in the Renate. And upon power in the senate.
what principle, and for WhlLt reason, has this protect and preserve thfllllseives, in thc senate,
positive and absolute equality, without regard the small states would long since have been deto numberiO, been secured to each in the senate? vourcd by the larger ones, l'.S the smaller creaIt is because, in all governments, there are two turcs of the deep are by its great leviathans.
gT~at principles of acLion-the one of action, or The smull states had wise men to represent them
aggression if you please, and the other of resis-
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ill the convention, who were deeply rend in the tactics, without money or organization for elechistory, character. and nature of man. They tions, divided by various interests, and forming
knew that the posseesiou of power, and partic- opinions and acting without concert and union,
ularly irresponsible power, corrupted his heart; their safety, the good, the safety- and the prcserand that he would be guilty of wrong and oppression, particularly when acting with a multitude; and these great men took measures timely and effective to protect their states, with a
judgment and wisdom which stand vindicated

by allsubsequent experience.

Will we profit by

their example?
The same lrinciple of defence of the weak
and disunite
agamst the strong, the united
and the compact, has been adopted to some extent ill many of the States in the formation of
their constitutions.
Pennsylvania, in her last constitution, gave
the eity of Philadelphia, for the time, two Senators, and limited the number permanently
to
four, and the maximum was even then less
than numbers would have entitled her to claim.
The city of Baltimore is restricted to one senator, although her population is about one fourth
of the whole of Maryland.
But there is in that
state 11 much more extensive infraction of this
principle of equality in her house of repmsentatives, they being distributed among all her
counties without. regard to numbers, and the city
of Baltimore being limited to two. Virginia, by
her constitution is divided into two great senatorial districts, separated by the Blue Ridge.
To the eastern is given nineteen members, and to
the western but thirteen, and yet the western
district contains the largest amount of voting
population.
III South Oarolina there is also a
like restriction-Charleston
and the parishes of
S1. Philip and St. :Michael having but two of
thirty seven senators, whilst they have fifteen of
seventy six representative.".
Her voting population would give her about one fifth of the representation in both houses, and whilst she is allowed that proportion in the house of representatives she has less than an eighteenth of the
sell ate. A similar provision exists ill the constitution of Louisiana for New Orleans, except
that it is applicable to both houses, though in a
smaller degree to the house of representatives.
She has thirty two senators, a maximum of one
hundred and n minimum of seventy representatives.
With more than one fifth of the aggregate population of the state, and this proportion
growing rapidly from year to year, she is limited by
constitution to four senators and nine

the

rcprescutatl ves.
In the adjustment of political power by all these,
and also by other states, they have proceeded upon a truth of universal and permanent application, that the same numbers in a CIty, from concentrative intelligence and wealth, cOlllpa.ctne;;s of
residence and rapid interchange of opinions, from
the monopoly and power uf tllC newspaJ?er prt'ss,
from the ramification ;lnd extt'llt of busmess and
Rocial intercour"e, from a superior fadlity in
raising large sums of money and forming and
executinO' party organization,
from a grcater
unit,y an~ energy of intercst~, will, and per::;on·
al exertions, are greatly more effective and powerful in all political movements than the same
amonnt of rural population.
They knew that,
scattered, holding but little intercommunion
with each other. unacquainted
with partizan

vation of the whole community, required that
for the mere purpose of self-defence, they should
have in the senate at least a larger representation
than the cities. That the constitution should
give power of self-defence, commensurate with
and equal to protect them against the irregular
power of aggression which the cities always
have bud and ulwayswill have over the country.
So that the proro!'lition to restrict the cities in
their representation in the senate is neither new,
.monstrons, or tyrannical.
It is true that it infringes the captivating abstraction of the universal and perfect equality of all mankind in
practical life; and the unalterable destiny, the
various, but changeless, exigencies of human society requires this, and will exact it forever.
Some of the existing considerations which call
upon the delegates from the interior to guard it
against the growing power of the cities have
been ad verted to by other gentlemen, and have
a great and increasing strength.
Kentucky has upwards
of 200,000 slaves,
'Worth $80,000,000, or about one fourth of her
aggregate wealth.
What is it that most threatens this vast nmount of rroperty and has most
disturbed the owners in Its legal and peaceable
enjoyment,? During years by-gone. before the opposite margin of the Ohio was inhabited, the
slaves of Kentucky, in the enjoyment of all the
comforts of a laboring population, kindly treated by their owners, mutually attached and trusting, the slave-was contented aud happy, and the
master was ununnoyed and secure in the possession of service" of tllis!rOperty.
But the abolitionist came and seate himself in onr neigh.
borbood, and opened an intercourse with our
slaves. He instilled in them discontent, disaffection and insubordination;
and in all the border counties, the slaves now know no contentment, and the master has no asssurance of his
property in him. For many years, the great
cause of the disturbance between the slave and
the owner, in north Kentucky, has been tho
neighborhood of the free states 'beyond the Ohio;
but the enemy has invaded our own shore, and
is now in our midst.
I speak not of emancipationists, but of ubolitioniats : those who abhor
slavery and desire to see it terminated by almost
any means whatever,
These peorle are amongst
us, and they have increased, are increasing, and
ought, to be c liminished.
But who make up the
emancipation part,y, that party which seeks to
abolish slavery WIthout making compensation
to the owner? What portion of them in the
whole ;;taOOare native Kentuckians?
Probably
three fourths were born in other lands, in the free
states of the Union, or of Europe. I have conversed with mrlJl~ natives of the free states, both
in and out of h.entucky un this subject, and I
never met with one that was not deep and immovable ill his feelin,g-s against slavery.
I do
110tcondemn them for the sentiment, I only state
the fact; and it is possible if I had been raised
and educated where they were, I might have
shared it with them. All the foreigners whose
opinions on this subject I have learned, are
equally hostile to slavery and its continuance.
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But time and its fruitful womb, will bring up
These class .." of Immigrants to Kentucky locate
themselves principally on the Ohio nnd Missis- many other points and occesione of conflict besippi rivers, in the cities, or within the narrow tween the cities and the great agricultnral disstrip of eocntry bordering on them, indicated tricta. ']'here will be competing interests, diby my fricud from Madison (Mr. 'l'urner.)
A versity of object and purpose, adversary opin'l'hc cities will be the first
large proportion of the ~reatly increasing popu- IOns and principles.
lation of these cities anti counties are t11088 im- to become degenerate and corrupt, and to propose
to
change
01" to assault
popular constitumigrants. 'l'hey nre the ullcompromi,;ingencmies
The opponents of this propof the rights of the slave intereat,
and now tional institutions.
whilst JIll has the power and may, will not that osition say the people of the cities are now, and
master protect himself', by restricting the power ever will be, greatly in the minority, and cannot
of those who are mnkiug illce-ssant war lIpan therefore, wrOllg or oppress the greater number
him by restricting their repreeentat.ion in the of the people. EVt'l'y section of the state is
more or less always divided and distracted in itl>{'llute'l The foreign immigrants
particularly
crowd the cities. Iu New York, they and their self. When it becomes the interest or passion
immediate descendants are about half of the of the cities to foment end increase these dlviawhole population: they are a full moiety ill (lin- ions, they could, successfully do it, by the facinn ati , and prepond~rate considerably in St. cility with which they could make combinaLouts. In Louisville, Covington, and Mayfwille, tions, and form eoaliuone with eoutending facthey are rapidly and gH1:l1Jyincreasing.
'I'heae tions. They would soon constitute, not only
people, reared ill the midst of ignorance and the balance, but, by unity of will, energy of
purpose, vigor of action, resources of money
despotism, unacquainted
with our institutions
and the principles upon which tbey are founded, and intelligence, there would be great danger of
opposed to one of our great property interests their becoming Ole positive and controlling power. 1'0 prevent this state of things at all, and
and the most of them speaking other languages,
postpone it, if not effectualnnd having imbibed some wild notions of a Stl- on all occasions-to
is proposed to limit
perst.itious religion, which is revolting to a large ly and forever to prevent-it
the
representation
of
the cities in the senate,
majority of our people, they ought not to share
and
to
divide
it
by
requiring
elections to the
equally with the native born citizen political
power. It is the poor of Europe generally who house for them, to be made in single districts.
immigrate to America, and their vocation most- We contemplate to make upon them no war, no
'V t' ask no sword to be
ly is to labor. They are coming in such and aggression whatever.
vastly increasing numbers, as every year great- placed in our hands. to cleave down them or any
ly to disturb the existing proportion between the of their interests; but we only ask a shield to
demand and tho supply of labor. They become protect us against them, whenever interest, or
formidable competitors of the native mechanic passion, or fanaticism, shall impel them to asand laborer in the United States: and when sault us. If they should never have such purthey get into Kentucky, they find negroes to be poses, there will be 110 harm done, because their
their most numerous competitors.
A slavehold- power of defence against us will be just as ef'.
er who has slaves enough for his service will not fectivc by their being fully represented. accordemploy the German or the Irishman: but deprive ing to numbers, in the house, as if they were
him of his slaves and he is forced to employ likewise so represented in the senate; and we
of
them.
The forei~ner soon learns this, and con- will have the security ami the tranquility
sequently in addition to the rcpugnauce of a knowing, or at least believing, ourselves to be
strange race, and a kind of slavery with which safe.
The PRESIDENT
announced the arrival of
in his own country he had no acquaintau('e, he
acquires the stronger motiv~ of s<llf-interest to of the hour for ta.king up the special order.
Mr.
STEVENSON
moved that the ordcr of
prompt him to become an emall('ipatiollist~an
the consideration, in committee
<lbolitionist. He generally i!:lsuch, and in my the day-being
Sl:ction of th~state he is so known, and is claim· of the whole, of the report of the committee on
dispensed with;
cd and reli ..d upon by the emancipation party. the legislative department-be
'l'his position is the uatural amI. inevitable one ano it was agreed to.
Mr. DAVIS.
I have said about as much, and
for him.
indeed more, than I intended to say; and I will
Now, I am not as great a friend of the insti
not, therefore, detain the convf'ntion longf'r.
tutioll (If slavery as thtl gentleman from SimpMr. MITCHELL.
I have been very mueh
son, nnd cannot vote fDr the arnendment whidl
he has inJio.!ated. But I am for giving to the surprised in the progres~ of this debate, at the
conceive, un+
owner of a f<lilYean equal, and precisely the same yery many sl\bject.<;altogethcr, 11..<;1
guaranty. for that propcrty, which he has for connected with the question at issue, that are
llis land or his catde.
My position iR, he ought being made to playa prominent part in Ule disto have it both by le~al and constitutional
pro" cussion. It presents a panorama in whil:h alvisions.
The prinCiple that property is not to most all t]le elements of active and passiYe behe t:J,ken by the staw from its owner, without ing have been strangely and grotesquely groupThe at-bate has gone on aeumnlatfull compensation,
is, I think, just as applica- ed together.
ble to slaves as any other deseription of proper- iug in its progress likearolling snowball. First,
ty. It does not belong to us to pass upon or de- the fat cattle of thegra.'>s region are driven into tIle
prive the owner of slaves of his property, 1l1lon arena; then comes the marching legions of om
:lny notions or convictions of justice or policy, valiant volnnteers who went to Mexico; tllen we
without a fnll equivalent; for 11ehas exactly tIle me delighted with therefre"hing prospect of blue
same title to his slave that he has to any other grass -pastme.R. 'fhe scene shifts; luxuriant tobacco fields present ibemseh'es to our view, and
propert.y which belongs to him.
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We are asked to regard the iustltution of slavery perceive how any distinction can be made upon
in this connection; and last sir, comes upon the this point. The senators are of greater age, and
"tag-e, the dusty pil,srim from a foreign land, who

they hold their office for a longer period of time.

is seeking to worship at the shrine of our Iioerty. If lt was intended that the senate ShQ1.1ld act as
I confess, I was astonished at the range which a check upon the other branch of the legislature,
this debate has taken. 'l'he question, when it that check is to be found in their more advanced
first presented itself, ow-asto me, simply,
cue involving a principle which I had supposed Was
acknowledged throughout the length and breadth
of this country. It was ucknowfedged at least
by Kentucky, when she took the lead on the
great question of extending the elective franchise,
and placing it upon its true basis.
And in what
that true basis consists, is at last the only question now legitimately under consideration.
I
_ agree in the views of the gentleman Iroru SimpBon, that the agitation
of the slave question
should be prohibited,
that some constitutional
bulwark should be thrown around this dlscription of property.
I think it is nght that Iegtslative discretion ~\lpon this subject should be restricted, but I am not prepared to say that these
two subjects are to be disposed of in connection.
Whenever that q ucstion shall come up I shall
be found voting, I have no doubt, with the gentleman from Simpson.
I do not regard the two
questions a!'l so connected that you cannot look
at the one without looking at the other.
In the
oponlng of this debate, I admired the stealthy
and cat- like pace with which the gentleman from
Frauklin,
who offered the amendment, traced his
devious way through the difficulties which presented themselves to hi ... mind, conceding as he
did, numbers to be the true basis of representation. until he arrived a.t the point, Ilnd came to
the conclusion, that because equality
Mtlld not
in eVN:y instance be attained, therefore COllYCIlienue was to cunt.rol. No gentleman who has
addreBsen the convention UPOIl tbis subject. has
denied population to be the true basis of representation.
'I'he gentleman from Obio, (Mr. :McHenry,; exhibited a statistical table. by which
he showed, and perhaps eOl'l'eotly, that in the
political (livision of the state, it was impossible
to produce perfect equality, and he argued that
because that equality
ci/uld not be produced,
therefore we were authorized
to depart from the
principle, on which representation
is based.. as
far as convenience
nllght require.
'Ve cannot
be moving forward to the Rccompl ishment of our
obJp.et, keeping that principle in view. if We permIt convenience to coutrol us. If we cannot attain it precisely, if we cannot arrive at, mathematical cqualltj". may We not approximate to it, and
is it Hot our out)', so long a.<; we acknowledge
that the principle shulIld obtain to approximate
our action to it, as ncar as may be. If the principle be right in itsdf. are we pursuing that
principle unless we do thus approximate to it.
A distinction has been attem/Jted to be drawn
between the senate and house 0 representatives.
According to the existing ('onstitutlOlJ, according
to tllC report of the committee, and according u.s
I conceive to the principles of propriety, the
members of the senate are just as much the representatives of the people as are the members of
the lower house.
'Vhat is tbe difference.
One
branch is elected for a longer pcriod of time.
and has a larger constituency.
but both of thcm
Rre elected by the people.
'rhey arc both thcn
the representatives
of the people, and I do not

age, ill the greater length oftheirofficial
term, and
in the larger coustitueucy whom they represent.
Gentlemen have attempted to assimilate the senate
of Kentucky to the senate of the United States.
and have drawn an argument from the constitution of that body, just.ifviog a depurtnrc
from
the great principle for which those who advocate
the report, have contended.
·WlIY the United
States government
is a great confcdemtiou
of
states.
The United States senators do nut represent the people, but the states in their sovereign
character.
The house of representatives i" the
popular branch of the nationalle,ldslature.
Hence
then, the little state of Rhode Ialuud is entitled
to as large a representation
in the senate of the
United States, as the great state of New York;
because as sovereign states, they stand on It perfectequality.
It will not be pretended, that the
counues of this state sustn!n a similar relation
to one another.
How then can any argument be
drawn from the couecitution of the senate of Lhe
United States, to influence our action here?
If
population is not to be the basis of representation
why somcf.h ing else must be. Is it to be wealth?
If it is to be wealth, why those Who POBS<:SS
that
wealth, should have the exclusive privilege of
wielding
the political power which it bestows,
and you create a political
jncquality
altogether
foreign to Olll' institutions.
Is it to be territory?
If it is, Why t.hen the state f>hould be divided m~
to equal s8ctions. without regard to populatioll.
If It is to be neither wealth. 1101'territory,
llor IL
mixture of wealth, territory
and }Jopulatiun,
what is it to be then!
Will you place it upon
the loose basis of convcnience?
·Will you say
that without regard to lJumbers, to wel'.Ith, or to
Lerritory, this body assuming that a certain arbitrary mode of action is convenient, may h8re
lay down a 2'ule for the gov4;'rnnlf'nt. not only of
the gellemtion in which we live, hut of postel'ity?
Why, no Illattel' hoW disregarntlll
of individual
right the rules may have bl:::ellwhich have heretofore governed ill illstanees
this ldm.l, Lhei'l6
rllleshl.!,ve boen extended to the whole COllntrv.
Individuals
aJld classes have been disfrll.nchisc(l.
bllt it yet remains for an American collstitution
to disfrauchise rcgwn8. Where it hu.s been det-cr~
min~dthatwealtJl
should rule-why,
wealth from
one eud to the other of thCl cuulltry is the grelllj
principle upon which represenlation
is predicated.
If it hus been determined that popula! ion
should govern-why
then, from Ollf' end of the
country to thE:other, has {)opull1tion been the ha·
sis. Bnt is that the position assumed here? No;
one rule is lnade to apply to one section of tho
country, and a diffGrellt rule is made to apply to
another.
It has been stlid hel'e that there wel'e ccrtnill
restrictions placed on individuals by all govern·
ments, and an argument has been attempted to
be adduced from this ill favor of the restriction
under eonsidemtion.
Fa!' example, that twerlty
one years had becn <.letermill<:d as the period
discretion, and that no one should exercise thE!
elcctive franchise, llntil that period ot life had
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been attained. It is true,sir, but when the rule greater it is said than the increase of Louisville.
is once established it is made to apply to all the it is reasonable to suppose from its proximity to
citizens of the country. Here is a rule designed Cincinnati, from it s situation on the Ohio river.
to be framed which is partial in its application, or and from its having almost equal advantages
rather which has a double applicanon.
One for with Louisville as it respects back country, that
the country and one for the town-a
rule for a it will at an early day very nearly approximate
populanou existing at one point, and another to Louisville in point of size. 'I'he interest of
and a different rule fur a populatiun existing at these cities that are springing up on the Ohio,
another point. You rnigIit as WE'll-if you say will not be identical, nor will the population be
that he who lives in the city shalf uot have the homogenous. How then is this CIty interest to
array itself against the whole of the rest of the
same right as he who lives in the country--declare that the man who lives in a cottage shall state? Each will have its own interest, and
110t have the same right-s us the man who lives there will be, perhaps, as much antagonism
in a palace. Perhaps conve1l:ience might require among these cities as the diversity of interests
such a rule as that, but principle can never sane- in various parts of the state may present. These
tion it. What does it all result in, and from very antagonistical interests would defeat any
what does this movement originate? Would it effort to compass political power, and should
not appear to be an effort on the part of those overcome the apprehension which exists in the
now III a majority, who labor under an appre- minds of gentlemen who would be led to dehension that they may, at some future time, be- part from a great principle for the purpose of accome the minority, to fasten down upon the complishing what they regard as necessary for
country a rule WhICh shall give them when they self defence. SUl?pose that the northern part of
do become that minority, a power to control the the country looking to the increasing populamajority?
I cannot imagine that gentlemen tion of the southern region, and to the fact that
will get up here, and gravely say that this re- there is a vast area of territory there which is
the period is apgion of country which lies along the Ohio river, yet to be populated-and
could ever attain the ascendancy in the councils proaching when the population of that region of
of the country, until it had attained a enpert- country will be greater than that of the northern
ority in point of population.
Would it not be part of thn state--I say, suppose that the northto stultify the residue of the state? How is it ern part of Hentueky having the pradominauce
until this majority is attained to control the in political power were to look tc that region of
councils of the country'? It has been said that country, and say we regard it as necessary to
Paris controls France, that because its popula- OUl' interests, as in fact necessary for OUl' self de·
tion is compressed together in a small spac~ it fence, that the power which as a majority we
ucts with more unanimity and promptitude. now have, should be secured to us when we beParis does, perhaps, control France, not from come a minority, by putting restrictions on the
any peculiar privileges which have been given southern region, which may overpower us, when
to it, but from the existence and exercise of a the time rolls around and population has acmoral force, independent of legislation-the
in- cumulated at that point? I ask you if it is not
telligence of the city and the ignorance of the as inevitable as any thing in the course of hucountry contribute much to this result. This is man event.'>, that such a result will occur, that
scarcely true of Kentucky.
And if it be true the predominance of population will be in the
that the denizens of cities from their intellect south-s-that the pastoral must yield to the grain
and their energy have the power to overrule and tobacco growing region? And would it not
those who dwell in the rural district-s, it will be be equally as just on the part of northern Kenequally true, whether you give at' withhold tucky to place restrictions around southern Kenpolitical power. If such be the fact, they will tucky, as for us to attempt now to restrict the
compass by the force of mind what your sense citizens of Kentucky who reside in towns which
of justice does not vouchsafe to them. But I have grown or may grow into importance? Is
am not one of those who apprehend that such a there any thing in the present constitution that
state of things can ever come about. lntelli- warrants this thing, apart from the distortions
genctl is too generally diffused throughout the that construction has produced in it? Was there
country. Besides Louisville is an inland town, in the cry for reform that went up throughout
situated, it is true, on a large and navigable the length nod breadth of this state one syllable
stream, but what is the scope of its trade, what uttered, declaring that Louisville was likely to
the limit of its commercial dt-stinv? It is cut attain such all influential magnitude as to overoff.by St. Louis, by Chicago, and by Cincinnati. shadow the rest of the state, and that therefore
It is, perhaps to some extent cut off by some of the convention about to be called should
devise some plan even if principle had to be
tJ1C southern cities; for aught I know b}' Nashville. With this scope only and with so many sacrificed, to check the onward march of this
rivals continually springing up, has Louisville city to overshadowing political influence. There
the prospect of ever attaining one fifth the size was not a word, so far as I heard, on this suba single cry from the stump, not a.
of Paris 01' London? Whilst I wish her all sue- ject-not
cess, I am not prepared to believe that she is to warning from the press. And when she comes
become an oycrS-rDwn monster, that shall ewul- up here and demands to be represented accordlow "P the residue of the state. Besides there ing to her numbers, upon principles of justice,
are evidences now that Louisville is not to be and asks lIO more than is conceded to other porthe oJ.llycity of Kentucky.
Covington is fast tions of the state, because her population haptreading upon her heels, and she has. now a pens to dwell within 5maller limits, and is com·
l?opulation as great as had Louisville when I pressed in a smaller space, forsooth we are told
first knew H, and it is increasing in a ratio that an overshadowing influence is to rise up
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there which will control the ccunclla of the \ There was a company in that legion who were
country? Now if numbers is the true basis of from my own county, and a braver one never
representation, if population congregates at that marched to the battle field. There was not a
point, so as to create numerical ascendancy, it is man in that company, of whom the Spartan
bun just and right that she should have a C01'- mother, who gave the shi ...
.ld to herson when he
responding influence. If you say that it is not went forth to battle and said to him, "return
just and right, then yon say that the few should with it. or upon it," might not have been proud.
rule the mallY, and that J;l0litic(ll power should
I have, in a very desultory way, and indeed
be wielded by the minority.
I have heard no without illtendin~ to make a speech on this subargument to show that until the cities and jcct, givt'-n my Views, I believed it necessary
towns did attai II the majority or acquire a nu- that I should do so from my proximity to Louismerlcal superiority, they could
control the ville, and from the position I occupy in regard
councils of the country.
Is there any delegate to the slave question.
I believed it, proper that
who COJiH:S from a rural district. on this floor, I should protest against the connection attemptwho if; willing so far to stultify his constituents
cd to be established between emancipation and
as to say (,hat although inferiority
of numbers the advocacy of the correct principle of reprelIlay exi-st, they are to acquire by their superior sentation.
Having done thus much in the reintellig':tletl, power that does not belong to their marks submitted by me, J have accomplished,
numbers.
by d~fiuing lUI; 0'.\'\.1position and that of my
From my position, and the position of my COIlStltUeJ~CY,
a 1that 1 pro~osed to myself.
constituency, I have no ind ividual , no pereonul
Ol~ motion of Mr. C. A -." ICICLIFFE, the coninterest, nor have they in this question.
Lhave venuon took a recess until 3 o'clock.
come here for the purpose of doing justice, as I
EYENl~G
SESSIO~.
concei ve, and for the purpose of aiding in Iormv
The PRESIDENT slated the question to be on
iug a constitution that shall proclaim correct the motion of the gentleman from Christian, to
principles.
My constituents, although they bcr- refer his resolution to the eommistee of the whole,
der on tuo Ohio river. have none of the elements and that it be printed.
of that overshadowing power which has excited
1 GAR
RD
. f d h
the apprehensions of gentlemen here. Nor-does
11'.
RA
was satis e 1 at a majority
of the convention were ready to vote on that 010the countv which] have the honor to represent,
d
h
d h
cherish it; her bosom those elements of discord tion, an therefore e move 1. e previous question.
which it was supposed at some time or other
']'he PRESIDENT
said as no gentleman apwould fearfully agitate this state, and be the pearcd dcslrlous to discuss the subject further, if
means of wresting from
the
rural
districts
their
.
,
"1
there were no objection J ie wcu ld put the quesrights-of
overtnrmng the institution of s a very, tion on the motion to refer.
and of depriving the citizen of his I:roperty.
I)]
....\1e moti
1>
on to print
,u. and refer was ag re.,d to
J
,""present a l.:OUllty"\vJere
more than tree fourt hs
uf the people are pro-slavery, ultra prO-Slavery
THE U;GISLATIVE DEPARTMl-;NT.
men. They stop not where many gent.lemeu here
The convention then resolved itself into comstops-they
bide not with the gentleman from mittce of r,he whole, MI'. MERIWETHER
in the
Madi.soll, who is disposed to fasten down the chair, on the report of the t:ommittee on the legislaw of Hl33 on the county, but they go for giv- lative department.
iog the fullest and tlle most unrestrained power
Mr. C. A. WICKLIFFE
expressed his approcompatible wit.h humanity to the citizen on this val of the resolution offered th is morning bv the
subject.
They go for constitutional
provision
gentleman from Christ.ian, and suggested that it
agalllst legislative discretion.
They go for cre- would be gratifying to him to have it offered as
ating the strougest and highest constitutional
an amendmenttothesection
underconsideratioll,
bulwarks to ]lrotect this description of property,
if such a motion were 110W in order.
and t.hey have sent me her.: to advocate these
:Mr. CLARKE claimed that an amendment
lIleaf:!uref:!and principles, and 1 have in 111{ poor which he submitted yesterday was pending as
and feeble way endeavored to do it.
look an amendment to the amendment of the getltlealong the Ohio river and I do not >ieethose who man from Franklin, and hence that a further
dwell 011 it.s banks, who are within that ten amendment was Hot in order.
wiles of territory, that has here been dcnoullced
A long conversation ensued on the question of
as entertainillg views and principles dangerous priority.
to the r<lsiduo of the stat.e. I say, that in castThe CHAIR decided that the amendment of
ing my eye over that territory, I do not perceive the gcntlflman from Franklinllad
precedence, ou
the e\'idences of the t"-xistence of fI spirit among the ground that the amendment of the gentleits inhabitant'! which threatens the infititlltion
man from Simpson beillg to strike out the friends
of slavel·y. I do not geo that generally along of the portion proposed to be stricken out had a
the banks of the Ohio the citizens are less favor- right to rorfect it before the vote could be taken
able to thE: pre>iervation of tllis institntion than upon stnking onto
are those who dwell in the interior.
The returns
Mr. LINDSEY.
Mr. Chairman: As remarked
to this con vention show no such state of case.
heretofore the propositiun made by myself to
And while I recollect, I will say to the COI1- strike OLltthe words as now amended, "in either
vention that I felt gratified when the gentleman house of the general assembly." was not made
from Nelson, (Mr. Hardin,) explained his re- for thc ]lurpose of levelling any feeling entermarks in regard to the Loui~ville legion, and by tained by me against Louisville, for I have none
that explanation removed all imputation which but the best towards her. In her prosperity and
had seemed to be cast u]lon tIle prowess of those advancement I feel as mnch pride and as lively
b]"av~ men who went out from Louisville.
an interest as I ean entertain for the town in
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which I reside.
Towards Covington and New- possess in a state of nature, when they form
port, and their growing strength. and greatness,
themselves into political
coudition,
to be govLlook with pride, as they arc aituated ill what erned and ruled.
Itis a mere compact or agreeconstituted the old county of Campbell, within
me lit into which we enter, in which everv one
whose borders I was born and reared. with that comes has equal voice and equal l:ight<;.
these feelings. that make me wish 110t only that This conceesiou if; made [or the common weal.
Lonisvil.le shall be great. but that she may yet
hi", true air that there arc principles 10 be apeven outstrip her rival, the "Great Q,uecn of the plied thnt ought not to be lost Sig]lt (If at every
West," I could but regret to hear imputations step we take, but they must have their arrangesuch as the prosiding officer has cast upon my ment in reference to other principles
equally as
proposition, its mover, and tllO~Cwho aJvo,cate potent and n('cessary to be preserved.
it. He was pleased to say that If the committee
When WE' say, as we have said, that no citizen
adopt my proposition it would be taking from shall he judge of certain courts until be has fh"t
the city of Louisville a right, and be violating
served an apprenticeship as a practietng lawyer,
a principle that would prompt him to withhold we entrench upon the principle tbut all shall
his signature from any constitution we may adopt. have equal rights. When WE' make tests of qualThis would eenaiuly produce on my part much ificatiou, as we have done, that exclude the larregret: such regret as can only be consoled by gest, numbers from recelving the office of clerk at
th~ fact. that there will be enough of us loft to the election of the people, we show again an exgive force and effect to 0\11' labors without his ceptiou to the rtlle--a violation of the principle
aid.
of equality, If you please.
When you provide
It was going fa~·, very far, to say, as he did,
that it shall require two thirds of your legislathat anyone who would vote to strike out would ture to pass or repeal certain acts, you depart
misrepresent his own sentiments, violate a sa- from the general principle
that majorities shall
cred principle, and need but the opportunity
to govem.
The speech of the honorable delegate
violate any other high prlnciplo, if the tempta- from Bourbon, (::-'[1'. Davis.) was replete with the
Lion were presenter! in suitable fonn.
To this exceptions that imperious necessity compels us to
I will make no other reply than must silently
make on general principles at every step we take
be given by every member to such an imputation.
in making a cOllstitution
for the state. But 1
I will not again allnde to such n'Hmrks. Re- will not pmsue the ground which he has so well
crimination will not pro\-e me right, alld I am and 80 ably occupied.
sure, whether right or wrong, nothing is to bl'
These departures sir, arise from the imperfecattained by fiere empty dedamation
or wild de- tiOlHI in all human afi'airR. They apply to govnunciation.
eruments as well as to individual. ..., alld tile great
Sir, I ask. if my prnposition prevails, does it desideratu.m is not whether this or that is a detake from Luuisvi~l(!, (tbe only example -.,v~can parture from principle, gC'neral, austract princiUl;le, as no other cIty or town has Beparate repre- ple, but what is best under the ~iven state of tlle
sentation,)
any prviilege, right, Ol' power she cnsP, to be provided for, and WHat will give the
now enjoys?
It docs not, us it winl~ave the sec- great.est equality, all interests weighed and COlltion precJ5ely UfO, it ii) in the present COllFlt.it\ltion. sidered, and do the least llarm to general prillciShe wm have full representation, based on pop- pIe, admitted to be right, and the greatest amount
ulation auJ numbers, in the lowm' branch of the or good to the greatest number.
legislature, and representation
in the senate, as
Sir, in this Yiew we are to apply the principle
~he has IH~retofom 1md, with the balance of Jpf- of representation,
not to population
or numbers
ferson county.
It is Hot then taking from her Ollly, but to population witfl reference to territothat which f'IIe h:1.<;and now enjoys, but the ef- ry, as demarkca and bounded hy internal exist·
fect La to be to withhold a(lditlonal
represent,a· ing state arrangements
into eonnties, cities and
tive power inlhc senate, which her delegates de- towns.
The general municipal
arrangement is
mand for her as matter of ri".ht, :l..S well as for
into counties, on which the machinery of interall other dti,~s and t,OWllS that may hereafter nal regulation is made to depend.
Court8 for
attain sufficient numerical strength in popula- the dispensing of justice, and for the punishment
tion.
of wrOllgs are arranged with a view to this gCllLet us examine for a moment this demand of cra! rule. The separation
of cities and towns
right-this
cummand of our presiding
officer, into separate org::mi7.ationsf or courts anJ police
which wernu"t obey at such heavy perils.
I beg purposes is a departure
from the general plan.
pardon sir, I did not mean agaiu to a1lude to It is right enough in itself, but it certainly gives
whatlJa.'l passed.
'!'his right i!olbased on the to the people thug thrown together in large lJumproposition-the
abstract rroposition-that
Yo- bel'S within a f'lIlull space, advantages Wflicb are
ting population aloue shal
constitute the basis not pOSi:icss('d by tho,,;edislributed
over counties.
of represelltation
in both houses of the general For example, the Louisville
chancery court, esassembly.
This principle,
like all elementary
tablished, or continued if you will, by the conprinciples, reads beautifully to thf'ear.
it is like stitution we are making, will illustrate my idea.
Its kindred one that all men are equ:~l, and enDythat court an advantage
is given to the citititled to equal right>;, personal, social, civi-l,-and zcns of Louisville, and all those who sue there,
political-principles
that are \'iolated, jf that is whether resident in the city 01"not, in the OppOl'the word to bu used, at eYt:-ryi'otep we have ad- tuniti~s which it affords of abtaining decrees to
vanced in framing thi3 constItution.
establish thei.r rights-decrees
attainable in perSir, one of the first lessons I learned in the haps sixty days t11at cOl1ld no where else, Oil the
science of go\'ernment-a
science which I do not chancery side of any circuit court for a county,
pretend to know much about-was,
that gov- be accomplished
in eighteen months ortwo years.
ernment itself is a concession of rights that men Of this I make no complaint.
It is right.
It

is necessary; and consequently
the exception
works IlO wrong; at least not such It wrong as
would subject it to the imputation of violatinc
p~inoj1?le. ~o air, it.J- r~latlOn to the incorpom~
tton of monied institutions and companies for
all ot!18r p~rposes. These exceptions sir, are
made in glvmg exclusive privileges ana in exemptions that are not sustainable except on the
ground.of coveuience and necessity.
But sir, let us examine the proposition, that
representation shall be based on population
alone. Do gentlemen expect or intend to break
up county, city, and town organizations,
and
make new divisions solely that representation
~l1ay be varied as population shall diminish or
increase?
If so, they have but to eon vinoe me
that they will not produce greater incon venienee
to the people by increased expense and additional. government machinery than any inequality
~I reprcseutarion,
when ten-itoriul arrangement
IS taken iuto account, and T am with them heart
and soul; for J can RCC that equality can be obtained by this new way more perfectly than ally
other.
Would the delegates from Louisville and J effcrs.oll county agree to risk the being divided [or
voung purpuses, for representation with portions
?f people living in contiguous counties? I put
It to boncrable delegates, whether their people
would take the inconvenience and expense of
this new plan to at-tain equality in representation, or not rather do as I contend we should all
do here and elsewhere, yield even much more
than we desire to do.
I cannot conceive any other mode than that
which I have just suggested by which the much
lauded principle is to be preserved inviolate.
Mr. Chairman, it is too obvious to require Fur~hel' remark, that as .much M we all desire equalIt.y HI representation, and representation
by
population, we cannot, in reference to existing
arrangements, attain that end. We must look to
territorial arrangcm~nt as well as to population;
and when we do thia, we are also to lOOK to the
interests of the classes, agricultural,
cctumercial , and manufacturing, and to counties large
and small. All must be represented and fairly
represented, if we can so have it; and we ruuet
look to the proper exercise of county influence
in legislation, so as to preserve, as near as may'
be, the voice of these several municipalities,
If
I may so call them, and let not one, or a few,
overshadow tilE' rest.
The regulation of thcse
matters is perplexing, I admit; btl t yet, we must
attempt, and SllOUlclapproach it "Withno view to
perpetrate wrong on any point, lookinf,\' only to
the high object of fairuefls and equality, both
as to numbl·rs, and as to political power and influence.
1 have taken upon myself, sil', to present, in
tabular forlll, the effect of representation 011 the
seYcrallarger counties ill th\! state, after the rules
reported ill the next section of the report of the
committee.
1. Adair,
Bracken,
Bourbon,
Barren,
Breekinridge,

Voters.
1,560
1,606
1,914
2,959
1,757

Rep.
1
1

1
2
1-9,796

12.

"Boone,
Bath,
Campbell,
Caldwell,
Christian,
Clarke,

1,958
1,886
2,182
2,016
~,248
1,691

1
1
1
1
1
1-11,981

3. Davieee,
Franklin,
Fayette,
Fleming,
Graves,

2,112
2,024
2.649
2,316
1,665

1
1
2
1
1-10,766

4.

i.sas

1
1
1
1

Greenuf.'
Gerrard,
Hopkins,
Henderson, "
Hardin,
Henry,

1,624
1,886
1,589
2,419
1,862

1

1-11,316

5. Harrison,
Kenton,
Logan,
:Mu~enburg,
Mercer,

2,150
3,406
2,179
1,625
2,093

1
2
1
1
1-11,453

6. Madison,
Marion,
Mason,
Nicholas,

2,563
1,762
:1,Jl4
1,792

2
1
2
1--9,231

7. Nelson,
Owen,
Ohio,
Pulaski,
Shelby,
Scott;

2,035
1,796
1,576
2,392
2,321
1,891

1
1
1
1
1
1-12,011

8. Todd,
warren,
Wushiugton,

1,499
2,215
1,847

1
1
1--5,561

40 counties,

45

82,115

It will be seen that 40 counties will have a
representation of 45 members in the lower branch
of the legislature, with a voting population of
82,115 ill the aggregate.
Arrangin~ them under
the rule given, so that counties sending six representatives may show their aggregate voting
strength, it will be seen the loss The counties haying no city representation will sustain.
The
difference may be easily tested by subtracting
the Humber of voters ill Jefferson from the nurnbel' in counties arranged to have the same representation Jeffersoll would get on any assumed
ratio.
To illustrate it. af:.SUlllethe auditor's report of
white males as the voters, and 1500 as tbe ratio_
All counties haYing this numbcr, and less than
two tllinls more, will get one rtlpJ'csentative.
All having the ratio and two thirds over, will
have two ro,presentatives.
All thl} counties hnvi~]g two thirds the ratio, to have one representative, &c.
N uw, t,he e.ounties in the table fil";;t named, for
six representatives have an aggregate voting
population of
9,796
Jefferson connty would have six representativps
on an aggregate voting
population of
9,283
513

500

"

The counties, five in number, lose 513 votes, territories, with scattered population, they comwhile Jefferson only loses 283.
The other coming under the control and influence of one
counties can be examined in the same way and will, and armed, as they must be, by the power
by the same rule, and it, will be found that 40 that numbers give, having but one end to attain,
'I'he honorable delegate from Louisville (Mr.
counties, and those of the largest out of the 100
in the state, are compelled to yield up a large Preeton.) referred to the constitutions of Massavoting influence in order to yield to the counties chusetts, New York and Louisiana, to show that
having less than the ratio, something like a fair those states allowed to their cities senatorial
representation, and proceeded Oil the principle
amount of influence and power in legislation.
that population alone should be the basis of
The use of restduums to consume representatives
not apportioned, will make a slight change in repreeeutation.
By turning to the constitution of the first
the aggregate votes lost by the large counties,
but still will leave great inequality.
On these state named, we find the following article under
the
head of house of representatives.
tables everyone of the 45 members, represent
"ARTLOI,E 1. There shall be ill the legislature1824 voters, instead of 1500, the ratio assumed,
and still leave a fraction, while the members from of this commonwealth, a representation of the
Jefferson would represent each 1531 voters. By people annually elected and founded Oil the
an exam inution of the auditor's report, it will principle of equality."
be seen, on the basis I have assumed, that
Here you see Mr, Chairman, the prine.iple .is
there will be 33 counties havlug two thirds the equality. But let us see what that, equality IS,
ratio, and 26 less than two thirds.
Suppose the
"ARTICLE 2, And in order to provide for a rep·
45 larger counties should say to the smaller resentatiou
of the citizens of this commonones, the principle of representation accorJin&, wealth, founded on the principles
of equality,
to population, is the rule.
Why then, should every corporate town containing one hundred
you ask us to let you into the legislator!"? Is it and fifty rateable polls may elect one represenour fanlt you lack the number of voters?
But, tative; every corporate town containing three
sir, these couties ruust be represented, and to hundred ana sl:'vent, five rateable polls, may
effect it we must bend the rule.
Is it not ri~ht elect two represeutattvee.
Every corporate town
and proper?
Indeed, is it not approximating
coutaiuiug six hundred rateable polls may elect
equality of repreeeutation
in its true sense, three representatives,
and proceeding in that
when applied to population, territorial arrange- manner, making two hundred and twenty five
ment, and county organization, that it should be rateable polls the mean increasing number for
so? Yet, sir, while the delegates from all these every additional representative."
counties are thus willing to yield, to some exYou see sir, what is regarded in Massachusetts
tent, their popular strength _to give equality in as equality in representation.
'l'hey provide
leg-islation amongst the smaller counties, and the against the power that large places possess over
deles-ates from Louisville "rill stand by and vote small ones by reg.uiring fur every additional repit fair and right, wbeu she is asked to abate a rcsentatdve, an increased number of polls over
little the high claims she demands, and that too, the basis fixed for one. It will be seen that the
not in the popular branch of the legislature, but same constitution in providing for senators, dithe senate.
The only reply is, in us there must rects that senatorial districts shall be arranged
be no yielding, for the pore, and only principle
with reference to the proportion of public taxes
of representation, that of numbers, which we paid by the district, "and no district shall be so
can apply to our people. works beautifully to lar~e as to entitle it to more than six senators."
our advantage and political strength, aud will ThIS yon see sir is another mode of attaining
so work to the advantage of other cities and equality in representation not by numbers solely
towns as they grow up. They know, sir, on any but. in reference to a "due proportion of public
ratio of representation, while they vote together taxes," and a limit to senatorial influence, Turn
in their city in any aggregate number, they can to the latest constitution of New York, and you
have but small Ioss, and 'never, on the commit- there fmd that senatorial arrangement is not
tee's rule of apportioning,
more than a fraction made exclusixelv
on population.
But the lauless than two thirds the ratio.
She may, as guage is, the districts are to contain as near as
given in the example, in her populatiun
of may be an equal number of inhabitants, but
9,283, lose but 283 excess over the exact ratio, this is to have reference to "convenient and eonwhile my connty of Frankl~n,for example, must ti!!U~Hl~
terr!tory" and "11:0 assembly distr!ct!s t~
loose 524; some other eounuea more, some others be divided III the formation of a senate district.
less. These losses, as I have remarked, in force
And in arranging for assembly districts, the
of numbers, have to be made in order to approx- constitution is as follows:
imate towards fairness amongst the smaller COUll"Each assembly district shall contain as near
ties, and give them something like proper influ- as may be an equal number of inhabitants exence.
eluding aliens and persons of color not taxed.
Cannot Louisville spare something from her and shall consist of convenient and contiguou8
force of numbers in arranging representation as territory; but no town shall be divided in the
an equivalent for the advantages she possesses formation of assembly districts."
As a matter of course; if no town is to be diin separate city organization.
Thc extra courts
given her, and the command of the great vided in forming assembly district'!, and no a.-;monied influences of tJle state, and the small sembly district is to be divided in the formation
loss she can ever sustain in the popular branch. of senatorial districts, the argument drawn from
Is there injustice in neutralizing the power her the example of New York is wholly destroyed.
representatiYe will have over t.he same number, It only proyes that in giving the city o~New
coming from different counties covering large York senators, they have made an exceptIOn tG
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their rule as applicable to their towns.
But, my tor from a city or town" He would represent
point established by these examples is that terri- but a.single interest, and have the same impultory and municipal organization are regarded, ses nod feelings in common with the representaand necessary to be regarded, in representation tives from his city or town in the lower branch
of the legislature.
He, sir, would have no oppoas well as population.
But sir, the delegate from myoId
county. site interests to bereeonclled-c-no iuiposi ng powers
to
impel
him
to
a. middle and safe ground on
(Camflbell,)
has been pleased to refer to the
breaking out of the revolution, and places the finy proposition his immediate constituents might
whole action of our fathers in causing II separa- demand. For all practical purposes, he might
as in
tion from the mother country, on the ground that as well be in the huuse of representuuves
ther were taxed without being representedc-r- the senate.
Mr. C. A. WICKLIFFE.
Do I understand the.
'I'his, he says, caused the Bostoniaus to "heave
the tea overboard in their harbor."
Well I gentlemau to state that senatorial representation
hope because I have had the rashness to advo- ought not to be on numbers, but on territory?
Mr. LINDSEY.
1 am asked bv the honorable
cate restriction to some extent on senatorial representation by cities and towns, that my old delegate from Nelson, if 1 would regulate senatorial
districts
exclusi
v ely by territory.
:My remother Newport, now represented bv the gentleman, will not "heave" me overboard. for I sponse is, I would uot. But, sir, I ask him the
can assure her as well as my friend. that I am question, if he would rcgulute it exclusively by
Will he disregard territorial or
not for taxation without representation.
The population'!
effect of my motion, if carried, will not be to county arrangement, either ill fixing senatorial
representation, or representation in the lower
put any restriction on the taxing representation
of Louisville, fur let her population be what it branch of the legislature'? No one has advanced
may, the effect of my motion will not, in the the proposition, sir, that county ammgerncnt if>
Then, sir, the principle is, in
least, lessen her representation
in the lower to be abandoned.
for representation
in the lower
branch of the general assembly; and consequent- apportioning
branch,
we
are
to
look
to population as it is ill
ly, as taxation originates in the house of representatives alone, taxation and representation go county arrangements, und conceeslous are to be
together in the fullest extent.
'l'here is, in Illy made and given. arising out of the inequality of
judgment, nothing in the argument of the gen- voters in the several counties, that all Hlay have
tleman from Campbell, nor any violation of the a share in general legislation, and sufficient lo] n senatorial arrangement, I am
principle that taxation and representation should cal protection.
for dietrlcting with reference to county arrangego together.
Mr Chairman: For "what purpose, let me ask, ment, so that the people of no county shall be
These districts
did the framers of am old constitution divide divided in voting for senators.
are required by the present constitution, to conthe law-making fower into two departments?
tain
as
neal'
as
may
be,
an
equal
voting
populaWas the senatoria branch framed with reference
tion, but that no county shall be divided (Wellto
to taxation or immediate popular representaton?
Sir, is there any more inMy understanding is, no such design was in- attain that equality.
tended. On the contrary, it was to be a check justice that a city or town shall yield to the polupon the popular branch.
The yery fact that icy of the division suggested, because she has,
from locality and pursuits, the means of comcounties were not to be divided for senatorial
representation, shows tlley regardIJd the princi- manding larger population, and may have to
ple for 'which I contend, us necessary in the due yield a little more in numbers to a safe rule, than
ties? l'he large cuullties, as I
regulation of the checks and balances of power some of the COUll
in t.he government.
1'he illustration
of the have endeavored to show, yield to cities and
towns,
by
giving
separat.e representation in the
principle and itt. operations upon the powers of
the government of the United Statcs, and the papillar branch to its fullest extent, and with the
protection given the states by the regulation of loss of }('ss ill popular numbcrs than they loose
I am for protectthe senate and house of repretentatives
in con- in any rule of apportionment.
ing the counties against the advantage thus had
gress, so graphically given by the gentleman
from BOUl~Oll,I commend to the calm consid- by cities and tOWIlS. But a much higher and
more important principle is attained, of making
eration of delegates.
senators what they shnuld be and whH.t tlIey
Mr. Chairman: The old constitution in prolllust be, to preserve the propel' checks and balvidiug for senatorial reprcsentation ·wisely lookances .in thu legislati \.~ department of governed to the fact that every senator representing
several c.otlnties, or a city anel county, would al- ment.
Allusion ha.'3been made to the population now
most, in the very nature of things, represeut di~
vided or opposite interests so far as local matters filling up our borders, and the power they will in
were concerned, and would necessarilv be less time exert upon t,he existingdomestie institutions
under the direct act.ion of the popular will of the Atatc. This fact is not and cannot be overof one place having but Olle interest to sub- looked; but I have not sir, in the views I have
serve, and consequently every senator having presented, looked to this interest alone. There
the opposing illLere!!ts to reconcile and protcc,t are others, high and important, to be guarded.
would necessarily be less liable to go beyond I am, sir, for guarding all the intNests of our
the proper point in legislation.
I look to the people, and by the regulation of representative
senate sir, as the grp.at halalll'e power of the power and influence, so to provide that the constate, as the chtlck upon the hasty action of the centration of intelligence, of wealth, of commore popular branch of the general aiSsembly, mercial and manufacturing influence in cities
and towns, shall not have an undue control over
and our fathers so regarded it in its creation.
What, sir, would be the condition of a sena- the interests of the counties and their agri<:ultu-
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Mr. MACHEN did not. so understand it; but
Tal interefil'!,-Lhat
all our people, let. their pursuits be what they may, and all their interest •.e, that. they might have time for reflection, he moved
that the committee r-ise and report progl'es!!.
may be duly guarded nnd preserved.
In other
The committee accordingly rose, reported prowords, that the several interests shall yield to
each other ill the distribution of power in the gress, and obtained leave to sit again.
state, that 110 cue of them sballhuve the strength.
The convention then adjourned.
if they should ever have the will, to overpower
or do violence to the others.
1£ I run wrong in my views, let me beg dele;:;att:s to do me the justice to believe, that 110
Jealousies again'\t Louisville, Covington, or New:port, have prompted me to Illy course.
All the
rutcrests of rcl,~tion8hip andJ)roperty I have, or
"iVEDNESDAY, NOV:CMBER 14, Hl49.
nearly all, are III the first an t.hu lest.place, and
in the conntv I represent.
SENATOlUAL mS"IIHCTS.
Mr. GARRARD.
The gentleman from FrankMr. WOODSON.
I beg. sir, to offer the follin has thought proper to make out tables of statistics to be used here ill debate, aud I think it is lowing resolution, and I move that it be referred
my duty to correct 80mB of the statements be lias to the committee of the whole and printed:
Resolved, That there shall never be more than
made. He first says the county of Jefferson has
!J,231 voter", and has si x rcpreeeutatives.
The thirw-seven senators in Kentucky, and that the
gentleman has made the 110111berof voters less legislature shall only regard counties in the apThat
fban they are in fact, by about 513. His second portionmeut of senatorial representation.
table denies the county of Christian a second the counties shall all lie contiguous, out of
mcrnocr to which she is entitled, and which which a senatorial district is formed ; and that,
would give aevr-n members Instead of six, as the as ucar as may be, each district shall consist of
gentleman has it, with an average of 1,711 voters an equal number of counties.
"Mr. President:
In presenting the resolution
to one member.
The third table denies to Fleming the second member, to which she is entitled just read, I am actuated by nohigh sense of duty
by the sixth eoctiou of the report of the legisla- towards those immediately represented by me
well as hy a thorough
uve committee, with an average of 1,538 voters in this convention-as
conviction on my part that the mountain coun100no member.
The fourth table goives Hanlin
ties,
ill
the
midst
of
which
I have the honor to
but one member, when she is entitled to two, with
an average of 1,61610 a member.
The fifth table live, are all to be strengthened in the eouucils of
notwithstaHding
is r.he onl.y one in which there is a lo::;s to the the state by its adortioll-and
counties worthy of llotice. The sixth table bas the arguments that I may offer in its support, to
fifty two voters less than r.1H'county of Jelten1on, Romeextent, may be characterized by selfishness,
and is not thert:fore liable to the objection made yet, in this Reculiarly selfish age, 1 hope Ulat I
by the gent.1emau.
The seventh tab·le has 12,011 :;1Ia11be pardoned by all who have used now, or
voters.
'1'he gentlemau from Franklin allows at other times, or upon other occa"ions, equally
~ix memlwrs, WhPll this list of counties is cub- culpable arguments: and if 80, perhaps I shall
tl~d to eight members, which makes an average not be p\lni,;he~l for tbe waut of guiltless agents
of 1,501 votn.:; to lJ, member.
'}'he countier< of to enforce the sentence.
I haJ thought., Mr. President, until the prestlhelbyand
Pulaski have each one member in
that rC'presentation
thi .. table, ·while they are entitled to two each. ent discussion commenced,
accord·
I hope the gentlemuu will take this and work it in Kent.ucky, under all circumstances,
out by the rule of three; for if he is as much jng to numbers, would be conceded by all-that
wrong in his other statements ail he is in these no one would be willing to make iilvidious dis·
statistil.;s, what he has said in refllrence to ap- tinctions in the political Tights of the freemen
of this cUlllmouwealth living in different pOl'·
portionment is entitled to little confidence.
frankly confess that, I was
The PRESIDENT.
'The gentleman has taken tions of the state--I
an extreme case. Where they have a small frac· wholly mi,,:taken; and I feel sure, sir, that nUll1ber~
ought
to
have
little,
if any thing at all, to
tion, morc than enough for Olle representati\'e,
that is contributed to the ~mallcr counties, and do with senatorial representation a.t least-how
however large the fraction may be, they will be far interest and the ingenions arguments ofgentIe·
entitled to bn! (fue until they h.we the tull num· men have had a t.cndellcy to brillg my mind to
ber to entitle them to two. That is not enough, this conclusioll, I will not pretend to say, knowsays the ~entlel1lan. I will take into considera- ing,
"That 1f selr the wa verin~ balance shake,
tion the declaration that I made, and 1 beg every
lts rarely~right adjusted."
gentlcJIl1\l1 to take into consideration that if IllS
One thing I do know, though. and that is, if
(;ounty is deprivt'd of a fair and equal represeutat.ioll, with what face can he meet the people of numbers do not. cOl:trpI liS in allotting representation, that territory must.. And I know equally
his county wht::n he goes back·?
The CHAIRMAN llrol;eeded to put the ques- well tlmt my t·egion of eountry is to llave its
political importance greatly e1.lhanced by the
tion on th.:! amendment.
Mr. C. A. WICKLIFFE i'laid it would be well adoption of the latter prinCIple-to what extent
that the amendment I'.hould be properly under- the advantnge we may thus acquire is to be at
stood; those thereforo ,,-ho were against giving the expense of justice, and to the injury of num·
senator~ to eititJs would vote to strike out, and bers, I leavo to others to dtJtermine. It is not
those who were in favor of senatorial representa- meet. that I should prel'ieut tJlC~solution of the
problem.
I will have the candor to a.ow, howtion of cities ,,"ould vote against the amendment.
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ever, that if the principles asserted in the reso- better that WI" should adjourn and take time for
reflection, and I !lOW" think that th .. house i~as
l ution prcvail.eeveral
of the senatorial districts
well prepared to vole on this question as it will
of the state will not reach over two thousand
voters, and will not contain exceeding two mill- be, if we discuss it to the end of the week. I
ion>;of property, whilst others will I'C3e]1 ten or shall, bowevet-, take oct-as ion to present my
ut what. I shall
twelve thousand voters and possess within them views 011 the main proposition,
consider a suitable time,
from thirty to fifLy millions of taxable property.
M1". C, A, WICKL1FFE.
I ask a few moments
But I submit it to .you, Mr . President, to the delegates upou this floor, and to the world, if the of tho committee, while I consider Rome of the
apparent injustice inflicted upon numbers and arguments which have been presented by the adproperty, is not amply atoned for by the injus- vocates of the present motion, and which at first,
tice that a different, priuciplc would inflict upou I must coulees, Ired upon Illy mind, considerable
infiueuce , nntil I examined, ann traced tJ18Jll to
territory?
I rom now free to
Do Hot understand
me, though, sir, as inti- their ultimate consequences.
mating the bare idea that there would be the acknowledge, that I carne to this hall strongly
slightest just.ice ill taking property into consid- impre .sscd wit.h the necessity, or rather the poliwith the
eration in apportioning
r-preeeutution
among cy, if it could be done consistently
freemen.
Such a thought, $0 diametricall y op- preservation of the great principles upon which
is based, of throwing
around,
po~e'-.l10 the spit-it, of equal liberty, and :"0little our government
in keeping with the theory and genius of our what has been t<:rmed ill thi;; tl<:bate, tllellrban
somcthing
of seem-it.y
in!Otitlitiolls,l,as 110 favor wit.h me, And I would or city represointation,
be olle of the last, Inen who would willingly see again;,t the dangers (If its concelltmted and tll1lted
action,
1,]0
not
look
tlpnll
"Heh
a
necessity,
the gr'·!_lt priuciple
of llllmbN!O disregarded in
the distribution
of political
riglIts among the arising from the institutiolL of slavery in this
I have regarded it. as more nccess.nry,
people,
Yet, jf Ihi1'\ great, and, as I had llOped, country.
sacred principle
is to be invaded, (l'.lld I regard in rcfcri.'tlcE' to SOHle of our 0111,,1'domestic mca,,mes of l('gisl!l.tion, ullcollllectcd wilh that interthe propositi un of the delegat.e from Franklin
(Mr, J..mdsey) as a direct invasion of it,) I de- est, Btltsir, I hu\'e not brollgbt my own mind
sire to iusnre to those I represellt all the good 1 to the conclusion, tha,t I could adopt a practical
plan, by which the evil, which ha.'i been (;OllteHlcan thel'efrolll.
plated, or imagined in argumcut,
Dill.)' be reme·
With this ,,-iew, I havc offerd thc resolution
died
without doing violence, ai:\ I have remarkjust read; ;Lnd 1shall not permit mye;df to doubt
ed,
to
t1le
grl'at
princ,iple
'lpOll
which
this govbut that e\-ery delegate UpOIl tllis tloor, who disregards the standard of lIumLtrs, will givc it a ernmeat must staHd, alld ll1ust he Jnaintaiu<'!d,
that is, equality of representation,
according to
cordial support,
GentJemen tell us that, counties shonld be con- 110Jlulation or 1l1l1nbers! I have }i::;tell\ld wilh infederated ill apportioning
senatorial r('prefoi~ntn.- tense H.nxiet.Y, and I havI' read "\,ith care, tlw ar·
lion. ill imitatiOn of the constittJ~ion of the na- gument" 80 fur as pub1ishec1upoll this quer"tioJI,
tional government in the formation of the f,~d- to see wlwther t.here dill, or could, exist ill IHlr
eral senute,
We are t.old that the little state of cOl1lmoll\"~fl1th, the necessitv for exercising this
Hlldcr the i)lcH. of sc1fprel>ervaDelaware has a.~milch power in the senate of rest.rictiv0power,
the United States as l\T ew York-and
so she ha.':!, tion or self protection, a~ainstt,he possible dang.
er
of
cit,}'
representatioll,
1 cOllfess t1Jtti; the
Upon the same princip1e let me ask, why shall
of Ihe gentleman
from Chri"tian
not Harlan county, with her BeVell ]lunurQd free propositIOn
white citizens, have equal pow('r in the senatl" has furnished, to my wind, the only legitimate
of Ke11tueky with J efferson, with her nine thou- antid(,te for any supposed evil grow ing OHtof a
consolidated
repr'~f<entatioll of cil ie~ or masses,
sand citizens?
I desire gentlemen to look at these things in tllatis, election by districts, ill both houses of the
according to number",
Thi"
their true light; and if, upon due reflection, it generalilSsellJbly,
of the right of eqnal represelltashall be thought advisabl'l to give one man in regulation
either cO\.lIlt,YI n'preRent. as; much politic<l1 pow- tiolJ, according to population, does no violl:nce
er a.q adoz(l[] in LOLlisville, I shall he trllly grate- to the principle, amI whilst it secures the elljoypl'i\-ilcge of eqllalily to
ful, and shall rcturn my most unfeiglled thll.uks m,mt of theinestimable
to the convention for so signul a favor. I move 1111ill the law making puwer, gives seclll'ity to
the commonwealth
against the possible dan¥ers
you, sir, as I do not wish to discuss tlle prillciIt is by the alJoppIes inv()lvcJ in tlle resolution, that it be print- of congregated communities,
tion of theconsenative
prin(;iJ?le of the amended and refel'led to the committee of the whole.
ment of my friend from Cbri"tJOn, (Mr, Morris,)
The mot.iun to refer and print wasagrcerl to,
that our si,;ter states have preServed the priniJiple
LEarSJ.ATIVE
n:F.:PAlITME::'<T,
of equal representation
to their cities, and, at the
The convention resolven itself into committee
against all
of the whole, .Mr, MERIWETHER
ill th\l chair, sametime,prot('cte(llhccommomvcalth
representation,
and resumed the consideration of the report of ofl,sible dangp.r of consolidated
Y
slJall
g"ive
thatarn\lndmt:ut
my
sllpport,
and
the committee on the legislat.ive departmE'lIt.
the
The CHAIRMAN
annoul\ced that the gtmtle- extend to all portions of OUI' commonwealth
same equality of political right,
man from Caldwell was entitled to the floor,
What is the argument for the amendment
by
1'11', MACHEN.
Sir, when I made the motioll
yesterday that the committee rise, report pro- which citiE's are to be deprived of a separate and
equal
rl'presentation
in
t1le
senate?
It
is
an
·apgress, and ask leave to sit again, it was not with
the intention of addressing the house on the prehension, that we shall have built up in our
questIon as it has betn presented to us, I do border counties, on the banks of the Ohio river,
not design doing ~o now, J then tllOUgllt it large, populous, and po\verful cities, filled with

n population, whose inte.l'l'sts and Ieeltugs w.ill that in the constitution about to be made, we
shall give security to the property in slaves: that
be ho-dile to the generalinterests
anJ prosperny
of the commonwealth.
Sir, I am one of those we shall so guard anti protect that iuteset, and
who have never given to the only city (Louis- all other property, that, no legislative major~ty
ville,) at which this amendment, is aimed, in my of this eouutry, shall have power or authority
The argument
imnginaticu, that future magnitude, power and to touch, handle, 01' disturb It.
population, which some have assigned to her. that. there is danger to that description of property, when guarded by constitutional
guaranty,
She ill destined to be Iimitcd by the, population
and business of our ow» state. She is surround- pr~8UppOSei'lor assumes that some future legisreHtraints,
ed by too many rival, commercial ann manufac- lature, ill disregard of constitutional
turing cities at present. to threaten by her num- and all right, "ill usurp power and tare by viohers, any thing of danger to the interests of the Ieuce the estate and property Irom ourcj tizeus.
eounuonwoaltb.
Her increase in the last twenty This would be revolution, against which all conyears has been rapid, 1 admit.
But the apring- stitntions are but paper blockades,
The advocates of the amendment under COIllng up of other towns around her, the establishment of other commercial points in her neigh" sideration imagine they see danger to our slave
borhood, have as certainly fixed her. limits of property, if you do not deprive our fello\~ citinumbers and power within the control of all zens who reside in cities and towns of then perfuture legislative assemblies that may be eonven- fect equality with the rest of their fellow citied under the new consti tut.ion, as anything
tan zens w.ho own that description of !)ropcrty aI!d
For royse t, Mr. Ohairbe fixed, in reference to population,
commerce reside Il1 the country,
and trade, 1 rose.Hr. Chairman, more for the mall, I know there will be danger not only to
purpose of considering some of the arguments that, but. to any species .of property, whe.ne~·er
which have been urged upon us, why we should yon undertake to secure it by the proscnptloll
adoptthis measure, than to present arguments, and disregard of the principle of equality III all
in support of the principle of equal represeuta- political rights of the citizen, and especially in
the law giviuO' pO'wer of our goYernment.
tion. 'I'he argument to prove thatthealLJendment
Mr. Chairm~n: If the object of the mover of
is in vioiatioll of one of the great principles upon
which uli" govel"ument is based, has been fully the ametldment, and its ad'vocates, be as they
exhau"t.1d, by gontlemen who have preceded me avow, to give security to our $ll:we property, by
in tllis dcbatl:l. Let us see if there is any thing denying to the population of the cities, aud borin the reason a;;"igned by gentlemell, who admit clercounties upon the Ohio river. equal particithe justice of the principle, why W~ should de- pation in the law making department of our
govcl'ument, because of their peculiar llOstile
art from it in the fonnation of our constitution.
li,;tened to my friend from Madison, and those opinions to the existence of the right to that
of property, they do not go far
who succeeued him on that side, alld I think he description
stop sllOrt of the point t.o which
has presented the whole argnment in Olle !'lingle enough-they
They but
~entence, tlwllgh it, 1m::> been amplified by others. it is nece,~l>aryfor them to advance,
half do the business they design.
'l'hey only
The argument sir, is in theiO€·words:
"But wl1tH i.,>lllore important, increasing in propose to lessen the ,power of !he ~mancipation'the way 1 have ue8cribe,d, they will, as SOOll<1.8 ISts, located in a );lul'tlCular reglOlI, m the halls of
,"\ hy not extend your reducing
(thtY attain a ma:ority here, attempt ,to decide leO'islation.
• whet,her we "JHlll kt'l'p a certaiu portlOlJ of our p;'wer to an portiOl~" of the .state where these
·prupen.y orll0t,
Now,l 11a\·enot changed mi· men now or may reSide"! If It be dangerous to
< Opillioll, as expreElsed f;Ollleweeks
sillce, t,hat It our domestic institutions to permit the emanci'is better not to brin'~ more of this proJ)elty here, pationist.s of the citieR, or of the Ohio river
• fur this was one of tile objections I lave long counties, to have their full voice and power heard
· entertained to investillf! more capital in slave and f.oIt, and then'fore they should be deprived of
'pl'opcrt,y. r believe it. H3 against Olly interest to amodieum of their political strength, why not
constitutional
process
• increase that propert{, because I ha\'e appre- apply this stringent
• helJdeJ the dan~cr
have alluded to. and be- alike to all emancipationi$lts, as well those who
nlside
in
Madison
and
Faanklin
as
those
who
re'callse I believe tbat if we do. not adopt some
, basis of representation that will secure the pow- side in the cities 01' Louisville and Covington?
Gentlemen tenus they do not desire to de'",1' of the cOl1.1monwealth to the great ngl'i\~llltupriye theSe lllen of t.he right of suffrage; they
'ral intt'rcst, the institution will go down,"
The argument is, that L111I",ss
we do something allow them to vote; but the Yote of a citizen Oll
by 'way of restraining a certain portion of the the bank of t.he Ohio shall not be equal to the
qua.lifie(l voters of this COTlilDonwealth-a certain vote of a citizen who is blessf'd with a resiportion of the freemen of this state-a. majority dence in the county of Franklin or of Scott.
ma.y be returned to the halls of legislation, tinc- 'l'hc object avowed is not total disfranchisement
Power is more likely to effect
tured with the sentiments that are denounced of the freem,m.
here, alld will endanger the secmit.y of the prop- its purpose of wrong when its approaches are
Open wrOllO'awakes the sense of danerty of the. cit.izens of the commollweaJt.h; alld gradual.
helLGe,that we shollldguard against it, 'while we ger, and the power of resistance is instantly invoked.
are forming our present organic law.
Of what value, Mr. Chainnan, is the equal
'l'hat :trgumcnt might be worth more than I
think it if>,if it be the design of this convent.ion ri ...bt of snffrage when yon deny the citizen
You but mock ~im, and
to leave that description of property at the will ecrllt1 representation?
.
~lIldmercy, and wlllln, of a legislative majority inslllt hIS pride by the offer ~f such a right.
Sir, whenever yon proclaIm by your orgaole
ill the general assembly.
But I presume it IS
law. to that class of men against whom yon and
the intention of the gentleman-as
it is mille-

r

yesterday.
He alluded particularly, he said, to
this objection, but he said there were other great
interests in the cornmouwealth besides this, connected with general leglslatson, that might be
affected, if we did not guard and protect the
people of the state ngaiust the influence of our
cities, towns, and river population.
He did not
tell us what those interests were. My imaginetiou at this time presents one, that]
supposed crossed the miud of the honrable delegate
at the time. Now let us test the principle the
ernment.
A fuudameutal law, in order to be sustained, gentleman is contending for. True, it is a local
question that has long agitated the
must be Ionndecl ill principles
of justice and question-a
It is the
equality.
You «armot expect the people of any state of Kentucky ill its legislation.
oonutry to maintai n a constitution, unless they location of the sent of government permanently
love and cherish the principles upon which that at this point. It has been, in times past, often
coustitution is based. They must see it charec- agitated in the lralls of the general assembly of
1 know not how it has
tertzed Lv equality and justice, and when these this commonwealth.
two pnuciples
are secured, and all political been within the past ten or fifteen y<'ars; but
the
large
majority
of
voters
that have been fapowt:r5 and privileges made equal, you may then
rely IIpon the affections of the people for the vorable to a change of location, have come from
support of that constitution.
But if they see that section of the eOUlJLrywhich lies south of
engrafted in it a feature or principle which their Green river. There is a majority of the repre"elise of justice does not :Ipprove, you may as sentativcs from that portion of the state who are
favorable to a change of a location of the seat of
well call on all honest mau to do a dishonest
That section of the state is most
deed, as to expect of a liberty-loving" citizen that go\'ernment.
and the time
he will sustain a constitution
that he does not rapidly filling up and Increasing,
may come, unless there is some check given to
approve.
popular representation, when, perhaps, the quesBut my honorable friend does not go far
tlon might receive consideration, and the result
enough, if he desires to ellgrnft this principle in
be different from what it has been in times past.
the conatitutiou for the purpo<;c of socuring this
The sentiment for a change 01' removal of the
tight of propeny jn slaves. He imagines that
all the dangtlr lief:!ill the borclel' counties on the seat of government is rapidly increasing, as also
Ohio river, and in order to make certain, aud to the 'louthe-rn population.
Suppose the get,tleman was to propose by
l:lt"curethtl right of property of which htl speaks,
he propo;;e5 that ill nil future apportionment of way of secnring the :::tnte against so great a
rtlpresf'r,tatillll, there shall not be perftlct equali- calamity as the removal of the seat of government, the representation hereaft.er alloted to the
ty. a.<; far as is practicable ullder our government,
counties south of Green river, shall not exceed
so far a... cities and towns are cOllcernljJ. Sir, althe number to which they now are entitled, and
low me to suggest to him a much more certain
no more. Thirty is all tu",y are entitled to now,
rernrdy fur the evil lie dreads, aMI olle which
and all tlH'y shall have, no mattpr what ruay be
·will more certailily attain his object, if his obthe number of population.
In the language of
ject be to keep out of the halls of legislation the
the gentleman, we could say, we take nothing
power of repl"<:sentative numbers that the emanfrom you, we withhold from you nothing that
,:ipatioll population is enabled to give---one, sir,
that would work much more equitably through- the pre:':t'nt constitution gives you; but to secure
this ~reat state interest of ours, the permanent
out the commonwealth-one
which would ope10catJoil of the seat of government at FrUllkfort,
rate eqnal and impartial justice, not only to every
we will engraft in this constitut.ioD, that in all
seetiolJ of this commonwealth, but to eVOjrycounfuture apportionments this section of state shall
ty of every section. It is this, sir-and
we will
have but thirty members, no matter what the
see whether lily friend will be willing to adopt
it-that
in all ftltureE'nurneratiolls, which are to population may be.
It appear,; to me, sir, that the repl"esentatives
be the ba,;;is of representat.ion ill the two houses
of tbegencral assembly, direct that no man who in this hall, from that section of the country,
"oted the ermmcipation ticket ill any county in will not consider this a fair and equitable prinYet it
thi;;; commonwealth, or shall be in favol' of em,tu- ciple to be engrafted in the constitution.
cipation, shall be considered a qualified voter, is precisely the same prinei!Jle that you propose
mm the cities now
01' con"titute
a portion of the populatioll on to adopt, on1'y transferred
whidl that apporLionment shall he made. My existing, or which mUi,llereafter exist, to another
rh~argument is, we take
friend does not go far enollgh, sir, to meet the region of country.
evil whidl he apprehends.
How many voters nothing from you, we give you the number of
to which yOIl are at present enwuuld be stricken from the list of this basis of representatives
represcntation in the county of Madison, repre- tiled, and that llumber shall not be hereafter
sented by the gentleman.
I do not kllow. I b~,- increased: we havc got you now in our power,
lie\'e sir, there are one or two counties in which and we will maintain that ascendency over you,
it woulJ be necessary under t.his rule to strike in order that we may secure certain great local
off lH~ar one half of the voting population, for I interests; and you have 110 right to complain.
believe the COUllty of Fayette was nearly equal- What is the difference between that proposition
The
ly divided, so far as there was a test fUl'Ilisbed and th(; Olle lW"\V before the convention?
at the last August election.
My friend from city of Louisville isthe only city or town that is
Franklin elaborated this argument a little on entitled to a separate representation, and accord-

VOUI' amendment
is aimed, T care not where they
Itve, whether along the Ohio, or on the southern
border of the state, upon the mountan or in the
vall" whether thev come from the north or the
east.. OJ" whether they be uet.ive or uf foreign
birth, that their voice is not as fully slid fairly
and equally heard, us the voice of their neighbors and fellow citizens, you implallt
in the (';011stitution an element of destruction and not of
security . Preeruen must ~ equal in our gov-
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ine to the gentlemen's argument, she is only elltit.leu now to represeutntlon in the lower branch.
Says another Ijtmtlemun, she is entitled to three
members all this floor now-c-nnd "\\'O ccrtuiuly do
not do her injustice whun we say that hereafter
she shall be entitled to one senator and five
representatives, and 'we say this because the
populanou
that we intou.I to restrict, realdcs in
n mass, within the confines of a corporate city.
J\TOW sir, I ask, wbat principle
orjuet.ice is there
in this? They say to the freemen. if you reside
within the l iruits of u citv. von shnl I be shorn uf
a portion of your poltucal " rights in this COIDmonwealth.
'Whether a freeman shnl l reside on
the mountain 01' in the valley; whetb(~l' he "hall
r<J~jde on a farm 01' 'within tho confino!> of a city,
Iw i,,;equally a fn~{'man of Ihe COlll11l0nwcalth,
and entitled
til all the
/)olilical
rights Hnd
privileges of a fl'"emall, so nng as we cont.illue
to pre,'crve the prin('ipl02~ that were engraft:ed in
onr constitution of 1192 anrl1798.
The eqn~l politic"ll'ights
of our citizens, Mr.
Chairman, Call not, ml1st. not depend upon wlmt
portion of thl) suil of this cOlwnot:l"\vea\h the,}'
lIlay fBsicle.
It willllever
dn In "uy to the citizen of our
towns, you arc taxed for the F:Uppot't of yom
government ill proportion to yOllr estate, as high
a"! yonr fellow (;Jti7,\'ll who is separated from you
by the corporate Ii lie bet,v<."'ll town and county,
but you are nut equal to llim in po1itical rights;
YOllr mban l'csi-JenCr! hn.; d.oprive,[ yuu of n
portion of your "qu:ll filiare ill your common
gOHlrJ1ment. All tht bUJ'thcllS of cit,izells]lip
shall be imposed upon yOll, \:Jul. we will r!L'ny
yon a full voice in the cO\JlH;il" of you]" state.
But sir, thi;;; provision is ,. din"lct attack UpOD
:l portion
of co\mtry where ther", is a large voting
rop\.llation wlj() are not themselves the OWllm·sof
slaves.
There is a ti<.'!"or counti~ in tlw southeastern part of thc (,ommonwealth
ill which, I
suppose, there nre at least ten free white maier;
to ono sbxe . .May it not beclullgt'rons to the illte1"e;;t$ of tIte slaveholder,
if ,\ve permit these
(;oultties, in the organization
of the senate and
house of l'eprosentativN" to have theil" full and
equal representation
in the g~neral a"lsembly?
·May not sonw evil disposed person.'l hereafter,
do wlwt tll,·y h,\\-e not been able to elo hereto·
forc'? May they 110t excite that population by
addressing
its prejwlices-by
eloquent
appeals
fl'Otn the ~tump cotlvince them 'Lhat the existence
of this institution of ,.Iav,"]"yis oppressive-c,ull
Oil tllem to unita
as Olle man against the 51aveholch.-r, for the purpu;,;c of J.estroyillF th(· tenure
b)' which that propert.v i.
..,
held~ ",ir, le"t they
might h<lse tllis inllud\cP
hereafter, alld avail
t.hermdves
of it" in these border counties, it
migllt be well, while tlw gentleman is guarllillg
this propelty ag-aiu"t the north west that he
guarc it abo against the sOllth east; anJ hc
sh.ould p~oYi~le agai~Jst any po""ible danger that
111Jgltt arIse trom 'lus noo-slal'QllOldlllg population.
You call not have a perfcet paper ."ccurity
lllltil you limit the basi" of represlOntatioll to the
slaveholder,;
thlJJIlselvcs.
You nl\lst come to
tlntt, if yOll i,tJtend to, scenre this proper!'.", and
you must do It bv h~IYmg emlya representation
of the slavc holrling interests.
Sir, we were admouished
by the gentleman,
and by others on this floor, that it was necessary

to apply this principle
only to the bor.lercsunt tea on the Ohio ri ver, because
Independently
of
the population that, comes from other states, boatile til rho institution of »luv-ry-c-iudr-peudcurly
of native bom-aitizens-c-therc
is u doseripfion of
foreign population that 'we must guard against,
and to WI~Olll WC' must .dell; the privilege, 'Jut.
only of fair representauon
111the two houses 01
the general as.sembly: but sorue go further IInr1
deny to them tho right of suffrage.
One word
sir, on that subj. ..ct-for
perhaps it is tbc only
opportunity
I s11alllH\ve to exprN<s my opinion",
upon this Native American qUCStiOH. Some go
80 far in thi:; crusade of folitical
fannticism lIS
to declare that i f they hal the power no\\", the.y
wonld stop E111'Upelln im1\ligrRtlOn into the Unit,ed Slatf's; others wnulrl permit Illenl to come
in, but. deny to Iheltl the p:·ivilege of citizenship'
until aftf'r a perio(l of some fifteen or twenty
years.
In rcgard to tho naU VB american party,
as i.t. I~la:r be tC'r11lp.d, in other r0rtiollS of t~le
UIHtc:(l. t;lalcs, 1 have watched
Its progress, ILs
eOtlllP.ellCenwnt, its t'if'.l"l and its presentdevation;
and I believe its embodiment HOW, so far a"lthe national cOlll\cils are concerned, is in a single member from some dist,rict ill a portion of the city Ol·
eoullty of Philadelphia.
It is a party that ha<;
sprung up of the lllllshroon tribe, and like all
other parties which <1-1"1: based on in,iuOItiee, ill refCl'CIH:(jto principle, it can only exist temporarily.
It, cannot form the bn...,is of a great l\ational party or a great state party; it may .serve sir, .to
clmnge tcmpomnly
the rcpreSClJtatlOl1 of a ehstrict ill rongress or tJlC police of a cit,}" bnt it
nevcl' can, nnt.il the spirit of justice shall be
e·xtirpateu from t.he American bosom, become an
American pnrtYi hecallse according
to my humbh~ conception, it if> founded on injustice to human rights, and human liberty.
By our law,;,
br our cOl1f>titutioll, by the sympathies of our
people the C1pprcs"ed and libert,y loving of all
ltatlOllOl havto been alld "till are illVitcd to our
shol"f's. 'l'hey are tendereJ the blessings
of a
free government and citizellship.
The pat,riot.<; and sages who formed the federal constitution,
did not" thank God, evelllea\·e
to the federal agents lmel"l· that constittuion,
the power to close the clool' against illlllligratioli.
They ha\'e a right to come. If they choosfJ,
there is no power left, either ill the state government fir in thc fedcral govemlllcllt,
to prohibit
their immigration
in to the United States; and
if the increase of foreign immigration is an evil,
if it is calculated t.o o\'torturu or to endanger our
own civil or political institutiou.'1, I tell gentlemen who arc the advocates of native Americanism, ]ler\l and elsewherc, if they wish to rcach
th\l evil they imagine,
they should apply to a
hi,.,.hcl' power than t11is; conventioll-a
pow ..r
co~npetent to change thl'i eonstitlltion
of th.;
United States, and laws of congress upon the
subject.
Euroj)can popnlatioll have corne, [lnd
come UH>y wil ; and the qu..:stion that presents
itself to my mill,l is, when they are permitted to
come, w]Jether from lreland, :1'ranee, Germany.
or Hungary, what is the sound policy of American statesmen ilt regard to the treatmcnt they
shall rf'cei"e.
The sooner, within a rea~onable
period, they shall be required to satisfy the pnb"
lie authoritie" that they are men of orderl~'
habits, and of good deportmout--who
indeed
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claim to be citizens of the United Statee-c-the
citizens L/Je:-.;€naturalized foreigners are. Sir, I
sooner you ean impress them with the hi~i!l and will not say they make better citizens than our
noble idea thfiL they are citizens of the United own, but. I have seen them in the hour of dan.
States, the greater security VO\l have for their gel' and difficulty, and I have always found them
good conduct and devotfonro
the institutions
Oil the side of liberty and free institutions.
It
of the country.
A man who is treated ill this was but tbe other day, in the very city to which
way will feel that he possesses the rights and this amendment looks so iuvidicuslv.
that a reprivileges of a freeman in his adopted country,
giment, or 1l'giolJ, alluded to the other day ill
and he will exercise these privileges ill such a debate, was fanned in a single day, at the call
manner IU:l to promote the in tereats uf the coun- of our common country,
'I'wo whole compatry. He loves the country that has made him Hies, cnuati tutinp part of that legion, were formfree and invested him with the immunities
01
ed, exclusively,
from this foreign population.
citizenship. aud he will fight for that country. I never sllal.1 forget all incident going to illusApply the principle
which
some gentlemen
trate the cbnracter of this foreign naturalized
wish to adopt as part of the constitution
and population, which occurred ill Ib12, in my own
laws;
what will be the n~::;1l1t1 Why sir, they presence.
A cOlllpau}' was formed ill the town
will become nlmo.-.t what the gentleman
",ays where I resided, eOlllf,'o;:ed of OIl\' hundred men.
lhey are now. If VOIl require a foreigner to re- One of them was 1lI1 rishman, Ole oldest man in
main here half a lffe time before he ehull feel the comp<llly-,,~ell known, no doubt, to my colthat lJe has an interest ill the government,
you league.
He was 11 naturalized
citizen.
At the
tnx him to maintain
before he has part or lot margin of Lake Eric, we were ordered to disill the political
affairs of the cOlllltry of his mount, and some were required to remain and
adoption, he will becotuo the very oft"':;couring take charge of the horses. None would vcluntil' the state, and will be ul ways prepared at teor to remain, and a draft WUf; ordered, and
the instance of the leadorf! of mobs, to commit
amollg other~, tlJC IrishllllUl waH drafted to TediMurballces
and offt'llces of all ....
orts Hgainst main.
Whell we wt're about to cmbark, the first.
the /)e,](:e of society.
The freemall who owes mHIl I saw jump intu the boat was thell'ishman,
no a l('giance to govlO-rmm'nt, who feels that Jle wilh his knap..;aek ami ritle, He was ordered
1>0 not equal in political
rights, is ever ready to by the captain to go us:hore, nlld attend to the
lend his pllysical energies t.o thosc WllO seek to duty fOT whicll lJe bad been drafted,
III hiso1\-n
di."Ittlrb t110 order of .<;o('iety, and the steady op- peculiar, emphatic malllu'r alld language,
he
erations of thelaw.<;, Ye",t the same mall with said tothe ~aptaill: "Sir, I will not ChRObey any
the pl"i\'ileges of citizenship, and he at once be- order YOIl give me, but] did'nt
volunteer under
comes tll<:\ a.dvocate of the principles
of that yOll, sir, to take care of hOI';;es, but to fight tllB
gQ\· .. nunent
to whom he has :;worn allegiaJJl.:e; British,
I am 110Wiu ,YOlll"boat, and if I am to go
that government which, .in 1'':1\11"11 IhE'l"('fur, has out, YOlll1lusttakc
Ill", Ollt a dead 1IJ<l.1J." Bethen
t.hrown around him and infused into him tJll' thr('w himself dowlI in t,he bOllt, and was sufpanoply and spirit of a free and e'lllal citiull.
fer(O(lt'l rt'lllain.
This ,,·!\...<;oneof lhoseJespised
Hut bil', thertl is a still grcater objection to lhe foreigner, .., and it is but. olle evidenl'f', among
priuciple advanced, antI particularly
to the in- many, as filr as Illy expt:rieuce goeR, of the att,fH.:h.
l'ertion of it ill our con"tilution,
'The constitume!1L and devotiOll to the canse of their adopted
tion and laws of thc United Stales permit for. coulltry, that this description of our population
tigner.'l to land OlJ your shores; and a~ a matter
always h;L,>furuished
me. 1 lL"k gentl~l1Ien if
of choiee or necessity,
they become citizen.os or they woulJ, provirled they had the power, uuinhabitrLntsof 8o'meone or"thestates.
They are del' the federal constitution
at tJlis time, dose
met htlre b\' a constitutional
provision, and told, tJw door ugainstthe immigration of a clas.'; of
that if yoti come to Kentucky
aud IUl.:ate yuur- populatioll of this description,
who are se('king
selves, yon have to remain for a period of fif- all asylum from oppression
in every pOltioJ1 of
teen or t-.,Yent.yyearsj before you shall be per- the globc? Sir, would to God I 111.ldthe ])o\\'er
mitted to <.'xereise the political right" of freemen this day to speak and to s<lv-and to execllte
or citjZ{'ll:l. What would be 1he efJ'e\'t of $ueh the purpose-to
K08suth and~his fivt: thow;;ann
8tate policy, sir, lUll"! be obviou:-; to ev(>ry n'- llllllgarians-eompelled,
to avuid death upon an
fleeting, well-halallcl1J
mind.
All the wealth
ignominious scaffuld, to seek the J1I'OtectiOll of
and entt'l'prise
of futllre fort·jgll immignttion,
t.ht> lUus.~It'lllall, ;.\.1. the sacrifice of the faith of
much of whidl we 1l0W havo aud enjoy, in all their fathcrs-I
wlluld welco!lW thcm to Ollr
the departments
uf .~ei<:lll'e and labor, woulri sho]"/:'8. Kuy, 1 wuuld as"lll',,!hcm of a welcome
~top ",hol't of th<:\ bOl"d{'I'>lof your state
These ill IlJe Ill'ans of lhe pl.'ople of Kentucky;
and
meu will <l.\"oid Jllur "tate 3,;;:t mall would a pt':'>- wheu tlley give evi<lt'uee of their df'vocioll to
tilcn,~e,anJ ·w", ::.ha\! have JJone but those who our institutions,
of their moral chamctel' and decar{' Huthing fllr your in~Litt1ti.olls, who value not
)OrtmPlIt, aecording to the Jaw a" it )Jaw stands,
thB rights of citixell'ihi p, and ,\"110are, nm.dy, at
would cl(.the thelll with citizenship, and thereall t.illles, to cOlllmit all i'i0l'U; of (Times, awl to uy mako= thcm udtt"r ('itizen,;, lwtte·r men, atpractil.:e evcry schl'me of fraud £Iud villailly, that tadling
them lllure c1o.<;dyto the jllstitutiuns
1'IllJ oodevi;;eu,
Tlw Lrue American policy is, 80 they hall sworn tu support.
] cannot., thel'efore,
long u.s you permit them Lo wille within the I.:Oll- vote for this propo~hioll, bccause of thc adJifines of the state, to make them citizens, and tional element thrown into the al'glllllt'llt that it
impress t.hem, by that very act, witlt the impor· is intended and ucsiglJed to operate oppressivetance of the Dew character they have acquired,
ly upon a portion of our l:itiuns, both native
Sit, I appeal to the personal knowledge of any and naturalized.
member of t.his delegation.
J~ook about among
I rose merelY for the purpose of shewing, at
your own cOllstituent8, and tell me what SOlt of least, that the arguments
which have been
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thrown out by the mover of the propoaition , have a·city the precise number necessary to give a
so far immenot presented to my mind a sufficient reason for certain number of representatives,
would be preserved.
the adoption of his amendment.
The proposi- dtate local representation
tion, if I understand it is, as appears:from the But suppose that 1500 be the ratio, and that
gentleman's argument, and from that of the gen- Louisvi.lle should have a sufficient number of
qualified voters to gi ve her three representatives,
tleman from Madison also, adenial to the citizens
of our cities incorporated and entitled to sepa- and 999 over; that 999 would uot be represented,
rate representation, senatorial representation ac- as it would bc if the residuum was transferred to
a county. Many counties have at every apporcording to numbers.
Mr. LINDSEY.
If the gentleman
will l)e1'- tioument u residuum, it cannot be avoided, but
mit, me. I have not contended for any proposi- where there is a residuum it must be contribution that would exclude Louisville entirely tram ted to a neighboring county. and then it is repThere is nothing in this argument of
a senatorial representation.
I am for giving her, resented.
in conjunction with the county of Jefferson, a either of the gentlemen, which justifies the P'v.
posed departure from the great, essential and
senatorial representation.
based
Mr. C. A. WIOKLIFFE.
I certainly under- Just principle of equal representation
upon numbers.
stood the gentleman C01TE'Ctly;his proposition
Mr. KA.VA.NAUGH. Mr. Ohairman: It was
is, that Louisville and Jefferson county shall
constitute one senatorial district.
I was there- my intention ana wish to remain a eilent but in"
fore correct, when I Raid that he was opposed to terested, deeply interested, listener to this debate.
giving Louisvil le n separate senatorial represen- But we have a journal which is to record the
votes given in the convention; and' we have antation according to her numbers.
I know sir, that the house is impatient to take other record which is to send out to the country
the vote upon this question.
I have perhaps oc- aud to the world the reasons for those, votes.
cupied more time than I ought, in stating Illy Gentlemen advocating the proposition by which
objections to this amendment.
I think that the Louisville is to be restricted in the legislative
evil which the gentleman apprehends,
may cauncils of the state, have thus already sent
The most imposing of
be rendered entirely harmless. If he will apply their reasons abroad.
the principle of election by districts.
Take the which, and that chiefly relied on is, that to give
city of New York. She is entitled to eighteen Louisville, and the other cities which mav hererepresentatives in the general assembly of that after spring up in the state, representation in the
state; by her constitution she is entitled to an senate, according to the common basis, to he es·
equal senatorial representation according to her tahlished in the constitution for the state at large,
numbers, as compared with the balance of the is giving "aid und comfort" to the emancipaThis I understand to be the position of
state, and when ever an enumeration takes place tionist.
she is to have her equal proportion.
But how perhaps all those in favor of the restrict.lou.
The constituency I have the honor to represent
does the state guard aga.inst the eonsolidated
I claim to be a pro-slavery man,
mass of that city? It is by engrafting into the is pro-slavery.
and on that subject as well as every other intend
constitution such a provision as the gentleman
from Christian proposes, that senators and rep- to represent that constituency truly, faithfully,
rescnretives shall be elected by districts.
A city -md according to the best of my humble ability.
divided against itself, weakens its own strength. And knowing that upon the subject of slavery
And they will be likely to be divided in reln- especially they justly feel deep interest. I am
sir, feel it my duty, to scan closely
tion to all manner of internal policy.
So it will am apt-nay,
the ground I may occupy in any veto I shan
be in this commonwealth.
give
touching
that subject. If I shall vote
The gentleman has referred to the state of Massacbusetts.
Look at her cOIl!ltitntion; it had its against that restriction, the speeches on the othexistence in the year 1780, before the close of t.he er side l'epresent me as Joing the work ·which
re,olutionarywar.
Thegentlernan seems to think will eitllCr presently ot' remotely contribute to
I hence desire briefthat the term, incorpfJrated town, in that consti- the cause of emalJeipation.
tution, is synonymous with incorporated city, ly to inquire wh ..tbClr flUCh will be the result.
But before proceeding, I take occasion to remark
and entitled in the same manner to representation. Towns is t,he name of politiCal or repre- that I am fre~ from that local feelingwhieh of
sentative divisions in that state, and the rule hc necessity must influence some members of the
Hepresenting as I do an agricultural
read applies to all equally.
One other argument convention.
that was presented by the gentleman, and by my county in the verv Clentn~of the state, and therefore
can
act
on
this subject as a citizf'n of the
friend from Ohio, with som<'l force; it is an attempt to shew that by giving tIl a city this equal state without allY peculiar or lo<'al interest whatr~J?resentation, or rather by denying to a city ever. The presentc(Jll.stitution prescribes the qual·
thlS equal representation, yon only compensate incaLions necessary to entitle a citizen to the
It. further pl'oceeas to make
counties and sectiom for the losses which they right of suffrage.
may Sllstain in the apportionment of represenhi- the nnmber of citizens thus qualified the hasi»
'1'he report of the committee
tion among themselves.
Is this true? It would of representation..
be to some extent true, if the numbers included now before thtl convention is based upon the
in fractions were unrepresf'nted, but they are same principle precisely, and recognizes it as
The state,
represented in power, because they aid some otlt· the only basis of rl1preselltation.
er county in the neighborhood to obtain a mem· however, is cut up into counties of almost every
size,
shape.
and
population.
Takingthese
('OUllber. Not so in an incorporated city, for by the
present constitutioll amI the clause under COIl- ties as we find them, it. is positively and abBo·
slderation, fractions in cities are not transferred lutely impoflsible to devise any mode which
to counties. If there was always to be found in will, with mathematical certainty, give. on t.his
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oasis equal representation.
Being unable tc ar .. feared from the present non-s lavehol dinp popurive at this perfection, the committee have gone lation of the state.
into details and regulations, the sole and only
The object if; to strike at the foreign popnobject of which were to approximate
a." nearly
How the cool dispas.
as possible to the general rule they had assumed Iation of the state.
which
characterized
our
as the true and proper basis. This all admit on slonate deliberation
hoth sides.
The difficulties of carrying out the citizens last summer in their decision of the
general principle, in many (:11..,C" absolutely
in. question of shl\·ery~ Have we any great interest.
If so,
superable,
<ill vanish when you approach
the which would be unsafe in their hands?
And
city of Lcuieville.
This is too obvious to re- you huve the power to disfranchise them.
QUll'8 elaboration.
But strange to tell, at the yOll beglu by l0pping off It. small branch only.
very point where your principle
is of easy and You give them all the high privileges of citizens.
practical applicatiun, you abandon it. 1. he,~e You arm them with all the power:'! which you
have on this question of slavery.
pause a moment to appeal to the couvennon If yourselves
And then goad and provoke them to topple the
this is not so. There sir, is no denying.your
Abandoning
the principle which all admit to be iuetituticri into the dnsb, by pruclaimlllg
the true and sound one, some give aile reason, suspicions t.o the world, and that the}' are unworthy
the
high
trusts
YOU h"vc reposed
ill
them.
some another; each however,
reconciling
the
Jf verily, and in truwl they are not to be trusted
thing in his own wa.y~
lay the axe to the root of the tree and at once emThe gentleman from Pranklin , foj' example; exAmo.:ril'un resolution
of the
hibita his tables of representation
taken from brace the native
from Bourbon
and place it;;; printhe report of the committee to illustrate
the in- gentleman
ciples ill the eonsnitutjon.
1 see 110 medium
equalities
that will exist in other parts of the ground.
state.
Whv did he not tell the convcutirm that
Mr. Ohainuan, it is in vain to talk or think of
the conunittee had exerted all their ahil.ity to
sustaining
or str~1Jgtllelling slavery hy some
arrive at equality, and that they had approximated it as nearly as the nature of the case of the means which have' 1;;0 often been recomSuch. for «xaruple , as silencing diswould admit.
But, 110. He traverses the state mended.
agitation.
Fix your
and IJaraJes these imperfeetions which admit of cussiou and preventing
(;olLstit.nt.ion
as yon will, the people 'will still
no remedy
to sho,\r that when vou COlile to a
di8(',usiO;and agitate according to their own good
city where'11o barrier exi;:;ts, you~ may wantonly
pleaslll'e.
You cannot preVE'llt them by legal
violate it and disfranchi'ic
tt part of the free
In that
citizens of KentUCky-native
born as well as 1:01'- ~naetmellt; you may by fair argument.
way the e.malleipatiouist "'as met last summel·,
eign-no
distillction
is madc, for rou stnke
the wholt-\
strike at the city itself. If your blow 1.9 cffeetual alld after full and fail" trial Juring
he lost at least half his llumber.,;. ]f
the whole will feel the shock.
The whollJ thing cannlss,
when simplified is this, that because ~)lH C01:I1- yOIl wish to keep the a5ccnclell('y, yOll have only
so to meet him at all points and in all tilue.
ty ol'ganiza.~iom; are such that some lIlt'qllah~y
Rut thongh you excite th~s popul.utio:, ag~illst.
from the llc'cesOiity of the case )uuat be borne 10
sonIc section,;-when
you get to the city of yOll bv the amendmellt, still nothmg IS gallIe.d
by
it. ~ T(J supposc so, is a flimsy fallacy .. Few
Lonisville,
where no sueh 11('(;e8si~y exists, you
abandon your principle fo!" no other reason than woros will prove it. Under the eonstitutlOn, as
to make her feel inconvenience,
because it was you intend framing it, no po·wer in tlle state can
the misfortune of some other county in the state tOuch ollr slave property till anoLh~r c~nvention
IS to have
to experience for a time tJ~e impracticability:
of is called. But tbis fore1gn populatwn
11 voice in calling" that
convention
and in electcarrYlllg out your sJs~em III complet~ pe~{ee.tlOl.l.
ing its delegates.
Where then WIll be the con"Aid and comfort' to the emanclpatlOJllst
IS
the cry. That-is to carry eyery point.
It is to stitutiolJ by which you have violated a great
At the mercy of
o,'erslaugh
everything
in the cOll\'ention.
It principle to sustain shwery?
has becol-nc familiar to the par. I for one cun tho vtry people ·whom yOll have wronged in the
violation of that prinCIple.
Ileal' it without trepidation.
You are sUf>picious
Instead
ot strengthening
t.he institution. of
of 11 part of our population.
They are nonsiavehoillers.
Gentlemen talk ns if the "la'·e- slavery by the amendment, )'Ol: ar: weakellllJg
holder held the power in Kentuo..:ky, ancl a;:;. jf it. You utYord the ClJ1anClpatlOlllst the arguthey rcpl'~sent.:d them alone.
1 woulJ rClllllld ment that you ar" afmid to meet him in fair fight
them that it is by the voice of the nOll- before the ·w hole people, but that yon are com
r~lled to resort to llJ.ljust .l"estric.tions !o keep
slavehold<:'r aloll!", that the
institution
E'XI am agumst Ius llavmg thlii undue
jsts for a single day. It was in the power of fllm do"'n.
advantage.
Tt) show that. no connty in the state
thenon-slavel101ers to have l'etul'TJed a convention
should
hav,'
more than one s.:nat.or. whatever
more unanimousl)' anti-~la\·ery than this body is
might be, honorable d~l~gat~s
pro-slavery,
for they ar~ as six to one ill the its popnlation
have, by Olnalogy, referred to that provlSlOII m
state.
the cOHstitutinl!
of the United States by which
]n the canyass last ,>Hmmer the pro-slavery
each statt', wJlPther groat or snJr>.ll, is entitlerl to
men ]md no time for sperint plf'n.ding.
The two senators, and two only.
Nothing. however.
guarantie~ thrown aronnd slavery by the laws is gained by t.his posit.ion.
The little state of
and constitution
had all been turn away, and Ddaware has as mne-h sovereignty as the largest
the institution lay at the feet and m('rey of the state ill the union. Her Stnators represent that
nou-slaveholdClr.
To them we appealed as we sovereiO'nty.
This entiUes her to an equal num_
were bound to do on the great principles
of ber with New York or any oth..,r stnte ill the
justice and truth.
They decided in our favor. union.
Be>;ides, the federal government
wa;;
'We th.erefore now know that nothing is to be formed by l.he transfer of a part of the power
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connected with that
and sovereignty
of the people of the Heveml of the state commercially
states to that orgauizat.iou.
The pow~r,; notl city. My section uf the state find .s a market there
delegated were retained by the states. A liue,! f~r all her agricultural staples.
Relllo.vtl Louistherefore, had to be drawn between federal and Ville aud we have no market
Oripple her
state jurisdiction.
:MaIlY iuteresiing questions growth and prosperity end lOU affect all that
in the history of our ('ountfY han> arisen
to. part of the state from which have the honor to
the true position of this line, uud a conii.ict of: come. She is now going foremost in building a
power,; between the federal nud state govem- railroad from that !)lace to this; I am glad of
meuts.
These conflicts WE're foreseen by the it. I wish she had t IE' ability to buill! oue from
framers of the federal cOtlJpuct, au.t by the con- Cumberland Gap, running through my section
ventious of the several stutes called to ratify of tho state and iutersectiug the other road at
that instrument.
wbcu thc right.~ of the states some convenient point. We would then have a
arc encroached upon, 01' abou t to be encroached market at. OUl' very doors. I profess to know
UpUll,
the smaller states have as much at stake something experimentally of the interests of the
as the Iurger ones, und that without rceard to farmers ill lOy county, because I am one of them,
numbers 01' population.
Hence, an equaf repre.- I am Bot contending that by this restriction Oil
scntation in the seuute of the United States. Jf Louisville, you will cripple her energies ill a
re-presentation
were given in both branches of commercial point of view, but make these reI )1\J congress
ucccrd iug to population, a combi- marks to show that the interests of the rural and
uutiuu or fuur or five of the larger staleR might city <.Iistricts arellot i1utagollisticlll. as genth:men
cMily overwhulm alld s"-allow up the smatIer ha\-e cUlltended, but arc one and the same, or
un,)s, Fur that rea~Oll, all1011~ uther;;, this Hega- rather that they support and rmst<tin each other.
ti,"c power was given in one oranch of congress
Alld that ilisteaCi of entertaining feeling~ of
to the smaller H~ates, as a means of selfpreser- jealollsy towards that city, that. it is the interest
vation. 'l'h ..]".. is, tlh'l'l, in point of fact, 110 anal- of everysectioll of the stateconnt'cted -with her
"gy jll thi! t,,·o cases. If there is, the smallest commercially,
to <:heer her onward in her pro~ouDly ill the state is a;; IlJuch elltitJed to a sena· gl'e.;;sof entt'rprise and prosperity.
t.or as the largeRt, a.nd 1 should illsist that. the
I see lIO danger in her llumbers, The cities of
principle bt' curried Ollt" and that lily ('onnty is Cincinllat.i, Philadelphia, and New York,llalTB
a.s lllllch elltitled to a senator as any other, and "qual repl"t:sentatioll in both branches of tht:!
'\Voultl claim it at tht:! hand.;; of the eonveltLion, legislatures of their respective slatf'S. No danAfter t.his allalogy has bL'(,uso strenuously ttl'g- gel"seem.;;t.o ha\'e be"n apprehended there.
ed, I lUll not surprised that the resolution JlUW
If the city of New York, having a popnlaon YOllttable should have bt:!t:!ll
o~el'eu, proposing t~on of four humlred thOUSRUd, does not 0\-:1'to apport,iun Ollr senators aCt.:\lrdlJlgto the Hum" nde the rest of the stute, aud (:un be truster! w1th
b"r of enuntie;; without rega.rd to population.
equal rights, I can apprehend ])0 ff,ars from
1f the analogy is well fuunded, the }wlll..:iples of Louisyille.
the re"olutiutl ought to carry.
Thf' only filar I ha\'e, is that the predictiollsof
We are also loid that f;larc labor is yielding /.jent.lem,'n, of the great und rapld growth of
to free la.bor, and must yield to it;tIUltthl>i fa,:t. is Louisville, <I\ld the other tOWlIS Oil the Ohio,
now seen in the Ohio border countie!l of the fltate. will not be realized.
I would be gratified to see
ln prnofofth<i! general proposition, the free stfltes them ll111ltip1r :mJ illereu..'le fully up to the prefot'lilerly holding slaves is cit,~d in illu"tratioll. dictions of the most sanguiuc; and instead of
,\Yhy "iI', thIJ free states of tlw Union, all taken discouraging and checking, I would t:IH;ourage
togetllel', lIever, at any time, containi-'.d more an~t cheer them Oil in their progress; and would
than 40,000 sla\'es-a
mere handful.
Nothing be proud to see them, as places of my native
i" prov(3\l thell by showing that this handful has state, going forward in strides mOTe rapid than
di,-,;app'lared in the 1I0rth.
is now expected.
I feel so, because I am sure it
Taking the southern statef; in a body, the slave is the interest of the agricultural
part of the
populatiun has been steadily i)]erea;;iJlg. 'I'rue, country that it shou ld be so. H, however, they
on the ea;;tern shore of :M:al"yland, aBel in tlw have a populatioll which (-'annot bt: trusted with
stat.e of Delnwuw', a sl'ctioll geogl';tphically :::;ep- aU the lligh privileges of citizens-which
I do
aratl:d from the ntai:l body of the slave territu· not be!ieve-t;ome
at once up to the Native
ry of the Ullion, the number ofsluycs hasdiminAmerican principle. und lay the axe at the root
i~hf'd. J.n no othlJl"..,ectioll of the sla\'e territory of the tree. To that, ho\"e\'er, I am utterly ophfl.Slhis been the <:a~('.
posed, and ",iill vote against it in all its stage;;.
'flw slave population of Yirginia and North
!llr. TRIPLET'l'.
I have probably delaye(l
CarolinalS perhaps ))ot quite so gl'1~atas at one too long alrt:ady bringing to the notice of this
time. They, however, flinJislled the ne\y statt'.. house, the propositi0n that 1 intimated some day
with slan~s \\"hidlSlightly diminii'hed tlleil' tHHll- or two ago, that 1 should advocate.
Evil ha;;
ber;; ollly, and is no evidence that sIlwerv is dis- probably arisen from that delay, becanse I find
appearinl--:".
I
~
J1l listening
to the arguments of the different
Anbther position is,. that Louisyille, owing to gentlemen who ha\'e spoken on this subject, that
]lel"numerous pOpUhttlOll and it;; rapid increase, there appears to be rapidly growing ttp in thi~
mdY, if allowed 1'\\11 rIJpresentatiflll, ultimately eOllvellLion all opinion, in which I do not agree,
c0ntrol the state.
_'
tl1at whcnevt.lr n delegate votes for a genl'leman's
Withinthelast,decennj..,'ll.pe~od,
lterpopulation
proposition, he necessarily adopts all the arguhas mom than doubled.
I am glad that this is ments and reasons I,he mOVN Inay think necesso. It is evid<Jnce that capital, industry, and sary io give for introducing it.
I !':hall vote
enterprise are there. And a market is also there against the proposition of the gentleman from
for all the agricultural productions of every part Franklin because it goes too far. And 1 do not
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concur ill the reasons given for its support by
will C(JJll~
Illy f'nend from Mndisoii,
because the gJ'ullnd 11e lllU)' couie when these two principles
ill coutaet , It is inevitable, and it will take
occupies is too broad. Turn Your 12ye to the
the cool deliberation, awl sound, clellr-headed
map of Kentucky llangiug Oil the wall behilld
judguieut of it patriot uud stutesuum to fstrik'j
JOu, Mr. Ohairman, and curnmt.'llcing
at, 011.0end
It
of the state and nmnillg' to the other, along the precisely the true ground we should occupy,
and 1
margin of the Ohiu river, and you have SOUle is with that view I offer this proposition,
call 011 the elder and more ,-xpcl'it'nc('d gentle
twenty foul' counties, and a r-iv-r- belt of some
six hundred miles.
'I'uke ten mile", upon that men here to assist ill perfectillg it, for it. is not
amidst the bua and confusion (come from What
belt and you have six thousand
miles of terriquarter it may) that this <calli! reflection can be
tory. Now the Influences arising from the exattniued.
¥.·t, genth'me!l tellme that this proppected increase of the spirit of ernanciputiou,
osition is intended to shackle ]~Ollisl'i1lt:. Is
against which be desires to guard, are not unly
that, a fair argum<lnH I appeal to the few wll(>
uot inherent in the rural population in that district, but they are 1101 more liablo to exist there han;' attacked thif! proposition with the threat
than in the rural population
of the stale else- that T 01' ally man who voted with me, shall be
denounoe-l
throughout
this COmlllOJlWellith_
where. Let it be wJwr~ it may. the proposition
that we art' endeavoring to shackle Louisville,
which I gave nonce 1 illtellJed to i nt.roducc, and
and shall bring down Upon \IS the dellunciatiolls
in advoca.titlg ·which, I shall lllJdoubtedly come
of the prei,;!Sto stay their Jland alld thilJk bf'fore
in eonflictwith
f<otne of the W'lJtlt'men who ha\-c
t.11eystrike, Tell JIle HOt that. Wl' are to be frightprecedeo mt', 1 will !lOW read to the convelltioll
ened f!'Om our propriety
by allY ar~lImellls of
10 show it;,; It:ngth and breadth:
that sort, orallY al1ti('ipatiolls of such an evelll_
"Provided, 'I:hat 1he <vitics unincorporated,
or
as is .probably
every mnn here,
Wllich lIlay here-afte. b,~ illcorporatl-d,
ill this Jthat<Ull itsensible,
is not representation
aloue tlJat giv('s
commonwealth,
allJ to which a senator or senapower, and strength, an(l illtlUClll'€ to ciLies, No,
tors may be allotted, shall not together, Huder
any future apportiollmellt,
be entitled to more sir, there are otJ](;r anrl almost H;;powerflll Cfl.llSfS
operating upon llS. What ar<Jthey? Js not the
than one fourth of the whole number of SCllaat/)rs; <'lnd wllenevler, under any fllture appal'. pow ..!' of t.he press of Louisville H<::arl," equ.'ll to
that of th\! thro.:c delegates on thi!; floM? Tlleir
tionmEllt, the whole 11llmbel' of senator,; to which
act llpon th<.l opillioll."! allc! inHllenC'8
said citit's would he cntitlE'd, sllall exceed one delegates
fourth Bf the WllOlc number l,t senator ... for the the v"t€~ of otlit'r delegates by their argmll€nts
:lllcl
impassioned
eloqtlenl"e; amI thcy ha\-e few
whole state, the legislature sb,lll npportloll the
equals OB this floor, The pl'ess~·peab; with hllone fourth of the ·whole llumber of senators
among the ('iries elltitled, accol'dillg to sam ...just glHlge equally as strollg, antI goes not only to
tIl is hall, but throllghollt
tllf' stattl. Its powe!',
and equitable mode of arpO!tiolll1l~nt."
too,operatcls
stronglY 011 t11e gClltlemCll h\;'re,
Alld HOW, !'ir, ('omes the puint tn which!'o
and few there are who a1'i' not. alive to it;, praise
UlalJy
ll!lxe objected.
".Ami prolJided, That 110 nlll! sensiti\'e to it ... at.tack,
The !;prtly from III ...
city shall o=ver bo=entitled to luore thau two SCll- Plel] uf !if)Jlle of its cOl'l'eSponc!(lllts ha-'l l't'arht'J
ators."
Kow whn~ has l)een laiJ down ilJ thi~ to the hem of my garments, and I am not sme it
hOll'JCat>t11e great f'.ll1Jamlellfal prin\'ip1e, and .I may not Lave di!'.tul'bed my equauimit.y.
'fhPwill call -upon the- gelltl~lllan who has just sat power of ridicule. strongly as somc gelltlclllen
down, and 110t only hilll, but 011 erery other ·who possess it here, alld whicl; has alt'Bady fright.
has taken ~he opposite side of the question, to l:1l<ldfrom their propriety,
I I~'al' somc of thl"l
answcr.
Point me t.o t1,.. man in thi ... hOllStl, or members of this house, who originally favol'ed
ill the Stattl of Kentucky. who denies, as a gen- lily proposition, is nut as strong as tlJa.t power of
eral propositJOll, the gl'eat fUl.ldam",ut.ul prilldridiville posst'sserl by som" of the pres" of our
pIe thnt repre:'lcntation must be aecordilJg to cities, and which, tou, operates as far a...tlld ElIgnumbl'rs.
1 al'knowledge
its truth ill its full li;;h language is read.
And is Ilot this (.lement
length Rllll breadth, and no mew her~ denies it. 'If power pussessed u,)' th .. cities to be takell into
But UPOli til(' othfJr hnlld, wher\) is the lu;m ill consideration?
I spcak of it 1'0 far as it intluthis lwul'ic, Ot dspwllen', ...dlO will deny that ellCcs public opinioll.
And ,1"])0 woul(l deny
there is Rllolher pl'inciple, paramount (0 all that 1,;O"islation was influenceJ by public opin.
others, in its uperatioll upon ,:;tat0fl anJ gOI-em- ion'! Every
tn€luber COlileS 11p llere i1llbll('d
lllent,;, as well 8$ upon illdi\'iJl1al~_tJIC
gn.n.t with tlJU publie sentimeut
preraiJiug
i)1 this
priuc:iple of tidf pJ'e:;en'ation.
Precisc]y where country; [llid how was tllat sl'ntimellt formed'~
olle of tb"~e prilll.:iplcs erasl'S, find Ow other Pl'eviolI.s to the meeting of the legislature; was
commelleCS-Ot' rather to speak more ac(:nrately,
it 110t a" lllllch by the newspapet press as any
thepoillt where t.hey so cOJn<3ill contact that, Olle thing elst'1
lUust give way to tllC oth,:r-it
is !lot vety ea'>y
This thing' narl'O"'s it.self down to a nl1t;;hell,
to aseeltain,
.But we can st.rike tolerably llear
that point, alld it is not !LC'cessary therefore for at In,>t; for although we lllfly not be able tostrike
exactly tIle prop,.;!, poillt itself, it is not.!'o diffigentlemen to run to extremes on cither propositio1l. Punc1amental
as is the fil' ...t, the other is cult a proposition to c01llpr ..hclld :1.':; SOllll' gem!l~men
Seenl to imagillC. Our ancestors it! 1799,
omllipotent,
It is that b:o-',,-hich individuals are
authuriz~d to take the life of a fellow ereatme, who hayti bt'en pl"lli~ed 1.0Lhevery skies by gen.
tlemcn on the other si,-ie, have incorporated in
and states to go to extremo.:s, when self preservaa principlc, that IJp to tllis day
tion, and the existence of the "'tate itself, or of our constitution
no lllall denies.
What. is it?
som~ great institut.ion,
or some great esselltial
principle is clldangereJ.
There is not a think"Representatiol!
",llall be ('glial and uniform
illg man ill this lliluse but must see that the time in this conmlOl1W"calth, find shall forever be n'g-
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them 110 longer, go elsewhere.
OJ' if they bee.lated and aseertaiued by tIll' number of qualfied
come rich ill Kentucky, we know that in Keuvoters therein."
when wages have
Now turn to the opposite page, written bv the tuckv they do not settle.
rsame patt-iotic. wise, nud noble men who made made them so iudepeudeut as to buy land, where
this coustitution, and whut do we fiad tllel'c'! do vour manufueturcrs go'l Du they buy land
III epporuoniug the senators. that same ccnst.i- in itel1Lucky·? No sir. 'I'he ir hearts, their pretutiou says. "that 110 couutyshal l be divided, or viously formed opinions, aud sometimes their
conscientious cpinious on a peculiar subject,
form more than. cue district."
·What becomes, now, of all your patriotic fer- carry them ant of Kentucky into a non-slave,
vru-, of all your admiration
of youI' ancestors of holding state. Count them up-s-those whoru
an1799, when they ineorporatcd this clause also, in you know to live by nianufuotm-ing-c-nud
the same constitution?
If they an, shackles up- swer me this simple question: Of all the operaestablishments,
who
Oil you, as yOIl ~ay, I propose to strike them tives ill the manufacturing
from your limbs, and let this young giant of are now, or may be entitled to vote, is there
more than aile [n five who is not at heart and iu
Kentucky walk forth in all its full proportions
Such, at all
uud strength.
] propose t(l go even further.
I couscienee an emancipationist?
am williug tu say tlrut Louisville, as she is now, event", lias been my experiel~ce. Rais.ed and,
and as she will be with her future increase of educated where they were-c-mne out of ten of
natural , or ratlH.:r muiv(' oorll populaJioll, shall them-c-it is notut nll astonisbing that they should
be repreflented to the very fulte"t extent you entertain opinions hostile to thi:; illstituliolJ.
Jare ask. \rhat, th",n, is the converse of tit is They do not know the relative position between
pJ'opm,;ition? It is plainly this.
'rlW,tyOll may m:-lSter and slave in this state, alld opillion." have
take Loui,;ville, as ~he i3, or as she will be fifty been grollnd into them on a false statement of
fa(,ts, which make th",m <,onscientionsl:v antagyear", I.H:nce, pro\'ided she goc.,>on increasing,
alone by tILl:!naLurm increase of her present pop- onistic, and, to somp- eAtent, iml:mcu with strong
to the slaveholders throughout the
ulatiol), whBther that p 'pulatioll ii'l mLtive or untipathics
Am 1 right in these facts? Will the illforeigu; uHd suppo,;ing she ill creases in popula- state.
votes in these factories, as they grow up,
tion twice as fa,,;t as the l'ural parts of the stnte, cl'C'lL<:.ed
and sir, .tifty years hE-11ce,you enjoy all the cUlltinue to be of thll sallie (·JJuracter? I believe
:-;trength in bO'lh houses of the legi..,lature that they wiJ], and so beli.:ving, I lHl,ve donc-what·?
of
yOll woulJ be clltitl(,d to, if my ar:uclldlll€nt ·was j have only providell for the futurt' prokction
the illterest of Kentucky, in her slaves.
not arlopted.
But the i!H"rea:;e of population
against w]lOse influence we intend to guard, i.-; It was n. daring deed in tIle man who first inthat ·which i» the result of immigration from troduced this question here, because he must
nbroad, whdher from foreign states, or from 1'or- havc kllown then, tllat he would bring dowu
upon himself not ollly the power", of ridicule
dg'J1lalld,,; l'xtel'iur 10 the United States.
'l'htl1
the q lle.,;tion {;OIlHo!> up, wh€ther we have a right and the snetlrs of those w bo stanr.!. opposed to
to do ~O. Ha,,; brave anu good old Kentucky, as him, but al;;;.oof a very powerful oppo,;ition at
~he is lIOW, the right to provide that in all fll- home. Ht' who lias and do~s risk an this, at
ture time, she sllaH bear at least some faint re~ lea$t de"erv('s some credit fol' sincl'rity of opin·
se1l1blullce to ....
\·hat she is Ilow-to the laud ill iOlJ,bl'call~e he may be los(;r, and call be by no
which we lH,W li\',", and love 80 IUllch, because possibility a gailH'r thereby. 10 mere popularity
she is Just what she is? Or shall we lIOW place seeking, and in making Yotps for himself, he
1li
heT ill a posiliolJ in which Kentucky, as she now cannot bea gainer, and ht: must be a loser.
is, "hall be ruled and govel'lled by what Ken- tho questiull of suffiCient magnitude to ma.ke it
tucky may become, when t.his flood of immigra- a duty to aSSSllUletil is risk? That is a question
H~re, on the
tion from abroad shall pour in upon her, and be- for ('\"ery man t.o ask of himself.
one halld is the strollg fundamental
principle,
come, in her cities, a illn:iority of the population?
I provide for that c011tingency also. It is not that not oilly now, but in all future time, repreon the
applicable to Luuis\' ille alone, but to every city sentatioll shall be ba.sed on population;
that limy gro\v up, either all the Ohio or else- other hand is the pre;sent increase and t.he prob'where iu the state. You are to have two sena- able continued iucrea5e of those numlJers, of a
betors cach of you, but t.ho representation
in thfl,t (·hamctl'l' that Ill:l.y become daDgerous~and
branch or the legislature,
frum aU of you e0111- 1'01'(' it becolnes so, I wish to arrc.-;t it. Just here
billed, shall (lnly be onc~fonl'th of t.hat of the let me ask, if gentlemen al"l~ corrett in their powbole stale.
Is this a wise provision?
Bear in sitions, why they do not vote fo1'my amelldment?
mind thaI, J olfl'red thifl proposition three days You say that there is llot the slightest dallger
ago, anJ befure thi,., .lebate had spnlllg IIp amI that all the cities combined ever WIll have more
gone to the extent which it has. ltwll.s suggest- tllall one quarter of the senatol'S of the state.
Their influence
eo?- un mature reflection, looking at, ~l.lldwith :1 1'hl'1I vote for the proposition.
v)ew to, O(;t:llPY and cover the whole ground. will not become- dangerous until it rloes amount
And does it llot do S0? Cities are to spriug up, to something likE' Olle quarter of that of the
But it
110tollly ill thc bordt:!' counties, but ill the intl'- state, and right there I want. to stop it.
l"iOr~mallufacturjllg citic"i. There is th01cllgth is said that we shall then come in eontaet ·with
and breadth of the ....
dlOlc matter.
Commerce, of another principle equally as strong amI :poweritself, will never make a city large enough to be· ful RS this: that repre~€'lltation Rhould be III procome lbngel'ous to the countrv, ill any point of portion to tn.xatiolJ, or in still plainer terms, that
ll1ell should not be t.axed where they are not
view whatever.
Commerce "is too transitory,
It is the manufacturing
establishments,
the la· l't:pr8sentecl. Turn over to the- last <trticle of the
borers which are here to·day and stay so long constitution, and you will there find that all bills
as they get wages, and who, when they can get laying taxation must originate in the lower house.
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K ow I do not propose to limit the representation
ill the lower house, of any city throughout the
state; and why? In order that we may not come
ill contact with more principles than are necessary. Whenever a man is taxed, he ought and
ruuet have the power of representation,
and
furthermore, his voice ought to be heard in the
other branch in order that when the bill goes
there it lllay be fairly debated and understood.
And for this purpose, J give these cities a representation in the upper branch, and at the same
time allow them their full ratio in the lower
house. There is, therefore, full representation
where taxation only call be originated-in
the
lower house, and therefore my amendment
is not
ill violation of that great principle.
Cast your
eye rapidly over the map of the state, and look
at the number of cities now approximating
to
the right uf separate senatorial representation.
Louisville is entitled to one, and nearlv to two;
Ooviugton, Maysville, Lexington, and Newport,
each nearly one. 'Veil, the senate is to consist
of t,hil'ty.e'ight. members, and if we give to these
cities t.o be divided among, nine, or at furthest,
beyond which I will not consent to go, tell senaatore, out of that number, uught that Hot tu satisfy them fur the next fifty years at least?
'Ve were told in loud and stentorian tones,
that fell upon the ear like peals of thunder, by
the President of this convention, that whenever
the institution of slavery war; in such a predicament, that a majority of theleoplo
of Kentucky were opposed to it, it woul not be worth defeuding.
"I'hat is the very thiug against which
I wish to provide.
I do not fear that slavery
eyer will be driven to that position in Kentucky
by Kentuckians, or the descendants of Kentnckiaus, as she now exists, but the time may come
when the population that now pours into the factories of the state, will become a majority.
I am
the last man in the house to prevent the building
up, or the increase, and the rapid increase, of factories in this state. I go for a manufacturing
rotate. No man in this place favors more than I
do, the increase of our cities.
God send that
Louisville may have a population of 500,000,
and I could speak by the hour of the advantages which would result therefrom to the rural
population of the state.
But because I entertain these sentiments, is it less my duty to provide for the future protection, if not sal vatiou of
the rest of the state?
Louisville is held up here
as if she was attacked by this proposition.
So
far from that, 1 go for taking off the shackles
now placed on her by the present constitution.
You tell me that the young lion is caged, and I
am willing to strike off the bars.
But I want
also, to place a chain around him so that when
he attain,,; the plenitude of his strongth and power, the balance of the state may be protected
against injury from its exercise.
What is the
reply?
Why that this young lion will never attam that strength and power that will enable
him to work this injury to the balance of the
state, and that therefore, there is no need of this
chain of safety.
If that be true, then no evil
can result frOm putting the chain upon him, a<;he
never will feel It until his strength does become
thus dangerous.
The influence of Louisville may never become
dangerous, unW its increase of numbers is such
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as to outvote the rest of the state, And as this
is at least possible, then it becomes the duty of
the present race of native born Kentuckians, or
of those now here to prot-ect their native born
children, and their children's children, against
its results in the future.
And when I say uative born I mean all now in Kentucky.
And in
regard to the foreigners now resident in the
state, whether naturalized or not, I declare that
so far as I am acquainted with their opinions
there is not oue who does not agree with me in
the opinion that the time may come when the
large cities ill this state, like those of Europe,
will rule and govern, and sometimes with an iron
rod, the rural districts around them. That is
what I am looking forward to. I want now
while we have the power to throw the necessary
protection around our slave property, for unless
this protection is l?rovidcd now, in twenty or
thirty years from this time, we may not be able
to provide it.
I to some extent acree with the sentiment of
the President.
WI~eIlevel' a majority of our
population turns against slavery, it IS in some
danger, but whenever a majority of the votes in
both halls of the legislature turns against it,it is
gone. Put ill your constitution whatever safeguards you may choose, and I will show you how
they will be evaded.
They need not violate
the constitution, but they can drive every slave
out of the state by a rule as inevitable in its effects as that two and two make four. You have
not yet provided against special taxation, and
whenever you do attempt it, you w.ill find arruled against you a most powerful interest. I WIll
show you at once by what a simple process, if
they had now a majority in the legislature, the
emancipationists could drive out every negro in
the state, and at the same time not interfere with
the principles of the constitution.
Let them tax
t;very negro in the state fifty dollars as a specific
tax. Why even now my spectacles are taxed fifty cents a y-ear, and God knows I would not
wear them If I could help it. Tax the lJegroes
fifty dollars a bead, and the slave owner would
at once begin to oaloulate whether they were auf'.
ficielltlYJ'rofitable to him to allow him to keep
them an to pay this tax. How many would
keep them! Bus suppose they all did s an~ t?~t
some ten years afterwards the emancipationists
found they had not driven the slaves out, they
could at once double the tax and increase it to
one hundred dollars a head. All know that this
is a tax which the slave owner could not exist
under. Now my amendment provides for this
contingency to this extent: that while the city
and manufacturing population will be fully represented in the lower house, and able to protect
themselves, I waut this other interest to be strong
enough to protect itself ill the upper house. I
want one house still left to stand firm for Kentucky as Kentucky is now and as I want her descendants to btO)lereafter. Let that day come
when the emancipationists shall triumph, and
what will become of nine-tenths of the gentlemen in this hall. We will be in some foreign,
some l'iouthern st·ate perhaps, and when asked
from whence we came, like the Swiss exile, we
will say,
"'\'e came from Kentucky, for i!he was Kentuc.kyof yore,
But llegnded lIpot 0' earth, thou art Kentucky 110nlOre,"
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and we left her. 'l'his would be the fate of one manner they hnve. I ask them then to review
half if not two thirds; of the representatives in their opinions and see if they are doing strict jusWho are
this house, and their descendants.
Like begets tice to their present constituency?
Are gentlemen who are
like. and the noble and free spirits here now have those constituents?
now
in
your
counties,
voting
for
or
against
you,
a right to expect that their children will possess
the same spirit. You have a riaht to suppose YOUT constituents, or are ~'OUl' constituents those
that the high and chivnlrous feeling>; of the who Hlay imrnigrute to this state fifteen or twenslavoholding
people will go down to our ty years hence? Here an' your constituents and
children. aid that when this institution shall the meu t.o whose interests you ought now
have been expelled through the tueaua I have to look. Look to the interests of your constituspoken of, they will depart from their beloved euts as they are now, and defend those interests
Kentucky.
And I would
therefore provide as they are now, against those who may hereafter attempt to interfere with and destroy them.
against t11e occurrence of such a contingency.
"Coming events cast their shadows before.": I am not done, but I must stop, because my voice
If I find it neLook at the speech of the gentleman from and my strength are exhausted.
Kenton-I
ask pardon of the gentleman from cessary 1 will resume this subject, and finish it
Kenton, (Mr. Stevenson.) I meant the gentleman hereafter.
from Campbell, (Mr. Root,)-for
the centre of
Mr. STEVENSON.
The eloquence, the ubil iheaven is not further from the crater of the in- ty, and the violence of this debate, attest, in
fernal world than the gentlemen are from each oth- my humble judsmcnt, the importance of the
er on the subJectof slavery-and
you will sec that question. which 1Sinvolved in it. I represent a
this feeling 18 already becoming manifest. I al- portion of the state, which if the amendment of
lude to the gentleman whose speech in the house the gentleman from Franklin prevails, is to come
will be the Root of ten thousand evils. What under the ban of proscription ; but while! am vital"Will be the effect of his speech in and out of this ly interested as an individual, and still more as a
state, declaring that slavery is a curse-e-n curse representative of those whose rights are to be osto the whiteman and a curse to the black? What tracised, I shall not discuss the question in any
also will be the effect of his declaration that if local or sectional view. I have been surprised at
he believed the bible sanctioned slavery he would the amendment, and still ruore eurpns •.d at the
agree to tear the leaf from its place, and deny arguments which have been adduced in support
the authenticity of its high character!
And this of it. I understand that the object of all governfor the pHrpost:: of carrying a fanatical opinion ment is to produce the greatest happiness to
into operation!
The Christian religion is to be the greatest number, and that that government is
desecrated and made to fall before this immense best. which nearest approximates to this result.
fanaticism.
There is a sample of the extent to I have understood, and 1had not supposed that
which fanaticism drives eveu a mind tolerably there was a delegate on this floor, who denied
well regulated.
And when we see it ill these what my eloquent friend from Devices, (Mr.
halls, having that effect on a mind tolerably Triplett) has just announced, that population
well regulated, what maywe anticipate from fu- was to be the true and only basis of representature events. And I fer one am determined to tion. He asked us in very eloquent and earnest
prepare for these coming events.
terms, is there 11 man on this floor, who would
I reply to him,
Look also to the gentleman from Fleming, dare to deny that proposition?
(Mr. Garfielde),
and the arguments be has there sits my friend from Fmnklin, who dislast night, that he denied it,
made use of here. When Wt;l first lllet here, we tinctlyannounced
were as <l. band of brothers, I thought, hunnoni- and who boldly asserted that numbers alone
ous on this one subject; but the vlJry momcnt a Ollght not to be the basis of rcpr~sentation. but
question is started bringillg 'JUt a man's inller- that it SllOUld rest on numbers and territory com·
most thoughts, we find difficulties springing in- billed. He was asked thu questIOn, and he deto existence. We now perclJive that there are at fined his position. I leave then the answer of
least two members on this floor who look uron the gentleman from Franklin as 11 full and comslavery as a great moral, Teligious. and politIcal plete one, to the 8"entlemall from Daviess, both
evil. How many more there may bll, '.ve do not of them acting SIde by side, llOt it is true, oil
know. N o,v the gentleman from Flen\ing, when this particular lunendmcllt, but on a prinCiple
he ut.tered this opinion, told us that he was which is embraced in both these amendmellts.
raised in the pure mountain :\ir of the state of Sir, we have made poor progl'ess in this mighty
New Hampshire.
I am glad he was raised age of improvement, if after fifty odd years, we
there, at least I ft'ioice he was not born or mis- are to retrogmdc and by our action in this body
cd in Kentucky.
Where are your manufactu~ers practically deny the great principle, that populaand operatives to come from? Are theynotalso to tion is the true and only proper basiii of represencoml:!trom the pure mount,aill air of New Hamp. tation. 1 prO]JOse briefly to reply to my friend
shire, orfrom the 1l0n-slaveJlOlding states of this frolDDaviess,alld attempt an auswerto theHeveral
arguments of gentlemen
who have preceded
Union, or from Europe, where the emancipation
f.;:elings are a.<; deeply ground into them as in the him. I Pohall attempt to show that while the
Don-slavellolding states. Nine out, of ten are friends of this amendment may, and honestly too,
immigrants from the nOIJ-siavdlOlding statE's. I (for I impugn neither the mot1ves, integrity, llOII~
have no qucstion about it, and 1 ask gt'utlemt:'ll or or llOnest,y of any gentleman on this tIoor.)
therefore, to review tllCir 0fillions.
I am the spurn the imputation of disregarding this great
last man to shackle Lonisvi Ie, or any of the principle, yet rhat their action and profession
cities, and I only ask now that we may provide are in dired conflict; and if I establish the fact
for a contingency, that it is evident to all that the adoption of this contradicts theil' prolUust happen if they continue to increase in thc fessions, I shall ask and expect them to retrace

their steps and come buck with U~ to fund amen. U. States senate for a contradiction of this rule
tal pnnclples.
It is a fuudnmemnl principle, of ',/llatity.
I ask both of these distingnished
sir, that population is the only true basi s of rep- gent cmen, if the distinction between the federal
resentation-c-a principle, the greatness of which and the state government is not self-cvidentj I
all profess to admire, and to abide by too. The ask if their whol .. operation, their whole object
violent, the able and the ingenious attacks that and their whole character is not entirely dletlnct,
have oeen made upon it, only show its impr~g- If their structure does not, for obvious reasons,
nabil ity to attack, in despite of the eloquence so far as representation is concerned, rest on
and abitity of the distinguished gentleman from a different basis?
Some of these distinctions
Bourbon-in despite of the subtle reasoniuc of were ably and eloquently pointed out by my
the gentleman from Franklill-notwithstanrling
friend from Anderson, but he did not run
the gigantic efforts of my venerable friend from out the parallel of dissimilarity?
'l'he fedNelson-the
burning and fervid eloquence of my eral government
is not a perfect and plenafriend from Davies,,-and
the cool, dispassionry government for atI :purposes. It is a limate remarks of' the gentleman from Lincoln-in
ited government with limited powers. It does
. despite of all this combined mass of talent, that 110t partake of the sovereignty or the char.
mighty principle, untouched and uninjured, still acterietics of the state govennneut.
It was derears Its truthful head above the conflict, 'I'ene- signed for specific purposes. All power not delerift"tJlike, as quiet as the sky, but as mighty as egated to it was retained in the hands of the peothe sea. Sir, It. is alrinciplc
dear to Ireeemen ple, The federal government has not a right to
and only to be feare by tyrants.
That princi- interfere with the inuuicipal regulations of the
ple is now sought to be overthrown.
states.
The gentlenum from Nelson, spoke of
I always listen with pleasure and interest to this balance in the senate. Sir, the federal govthe distinguished gentleman from Bourbon, (Mr. ernment is a union of sovereignties, whereas the
Davis,) but he will pardon me for saying his government of Kentucky is a collection uf md iarzument was more specious than solid.
He viduals, each of whom is regarded as a sovereign.
tofd us that there was no equality in government, In the federal government we have a div\·rRitv of
and that though the declaration of American In- interests. It is charged with om foreign relations.
dependence, and all our state constitutions by H is clothed with power t.o settle differences be.
their bill of rights, recognized men as free and tween the Slates, as members of a common COil.
equal, that there was 110 such thing as perfect federaoy.
It is composed of thirty distinct sov
equality.
I admit it; but whilethereisno
such reiO'llties-co-eqllal
and indepen"dent;
but in
thing as perfect l'qualit,Y, we certainly can ap- eacll of these states, exist jarring and local inproximate to it. 1£ it is a principle worthy of terests, diametrically opposed, and the framers
being acquired, let us, in this age of progress, if of thut mighty instrument, the constitution of
we cannot attain it, approximate as ncar to the the United States foresaw this, and therefore propromised goal as we can. Do net let us go back; vided for it, How?
By checks and balances.
do not let us retrogade in this mighty march of By giving to each of the several states equality
Rcil'lICeand illtelled.
If we cannot reach perfec- of represeutatiou in the senate, and CUlTyingout
tiUll, amI tht're is nothillg humall perfect, do not the principles of numbers in the lower house.
let us stop and give up the contest, but pres~ 'l'lltS was necessary to rcconcile opposite interwith vigor OIl. Why sir, the highe~t hopes of ests. But is there any such call~e existing jll
man, not only here, bllt hereafter, would be cut Kentucky?
Weare an association of brothers,
off, if such a rule should prevail.
He cannot bound together for a common purpose--and
that
reach perfection but by reliance Oll a hi~her pow- purpose is the forl11ation of a government.
This
er; he can through the mercy and mediation of government has no jarring elements of discord_
his saviour, with fervent and llnshrinking
faith no opposing antagonifoltical illter('sts. The peoin him, become a holier and better man. Does ple of this revered old commonw{'alth have no
the exception proposed by the !4"entlemall con- cause for any jealousy towards each other,
tradict the propl'lety of approximating
to this whether in the north or south, the east orthewest~
equality?
He asks why are not women repre- but feeling ourselves Kentuckians in heart and
sented't
Their very nature forbids their partici- feeling', and bound to~ether by the cords of compation in govel'llmo::nt, They become exceptiollS mon lIltereRts and kmdred affection, we have
to the rule; the very exception proves it. And only to act fur the general good. Is there, when
here I would a..<;k,what rule is there to which you look then at the character of the two gOY.
exceptions are not to be found? 'Vomen are not ernments, any thing to be drawn in favor of the
the only exception to this rule of equality.
It argument that proposes to violate the great prinapplies to lunatics, and to infants.
They are ciple of representation in the state, government,
founded still upon reason, upon justice, and up- on the baSIS of numbers, because III the senate
on t,he high prilleiples which tend to the per- of the United St.ates, as one of the checks and
fection of govel'llment. These lunatics and in- balano..:csthat entered into tlle composition of the
fants have not that maturity of intellect, neces- federal government, this principle was disregar_
sary to attain aUQto take their 'part in the for- ded?
Can the same rea.~ons 'which led to the
mation of the governmtlllt provrdt'd for the lib- JormatiOll of the United States senate apply to
erty of man, and the protection of his property.
the state of Kentucky?
Unquestionably not.
I think then, that there is nothing in this excep:My friend from N e1son knows that under the
~ion, but that the exct'ption itself only proves f.cderal government the judges are appointed,
the rule.
We were next referred to the federal and yet one of the objccts for whieh he came to
government, both by the gentleman from Nelson, this house, as repeatedly announced to us by
and the gentleman from Bourbon. We were em- himself, was to secure the popular election of
phatically asked to look at the organization of the the judges.
Why ~ir, the very fact that he came
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here announcing that object, Lakes away the light. He conclusively showed by figures, which
force of his argument,destroys his attempted all- gentlemen have not even attempted' to answer,
alogy between thc two governments, and shows that this supposed danger was a chimera of the
that the state of Kentucky rests in its govern- imagination; and bold and true as he always is
ment upon wholll and totally different founda- to principle, he. was not to be frightened from
tions from that 0 the federal government.
My the path of duty by any supposed evil or daug'er,
friend from Daviese concedes this principle, that but is found fighting galfantly by uur side.
numbers and numbers alone is the true basis of What are the facts presented by him? We will
representation; and yet his amendment prOp(l- suppose the pO{lIIJationof Kentucky to be one
sea to violate it. He attempts to justify himself. million at this time, and that of Louisville fifty
however, by another principle, which he says is thousand, which is rather more than she bas,
equally sacred and undeniable, and that is the but I want to give gentlemen the full advant<%e
principle of self-preservation.
He says that of figures, and I hope my friends from Franklm
"these two prluciples must go together, par'i pas- or Daviese, if they can answer these figures, will
8U."
He is satisfied that self-preservation will do so. Taking the constitution of the senate to
justify a violation here of the principle of num- be thirty eight members, and allowing the inbers. And he likens it to the case of two drown- crease of Louisville to be four times greater than
ing men on a plank. where, for self-preservation, that which the state would have attained in the
one has the right to throw the other off. Now same time, and supposing, while the whole aglet me ask my friend that if he was to avow gregate of the state had increased with her milthat principle, and to justify himself by it in a lion onlv two hundred thousand, Louisville with
court of law, whether the onu8 would not be on her fiftytllOusand had increased to seventy five
him 1..0 show that the necessity existed? Can he thousand, what would then be the ratio, and the
show that the necessity exists?
Surely he proportion, if we act upon this equal principle
would not contend that the variety of physical of representation, according to numbers? Why
and mental formations among men, and the un- the state itself would have thirty six and one
certain tests of their poor judgment, should tenth, whereas Louisville, with ull her increase,
alone decide upon so dire a necessity. For ex- would have but one and nine tenths. Gu Oil
ample. if he and I were in a skiff crossing the with that calculation, and allow the state to inOhio river, ami the skiff should commence rock- crease from one million two hundred thousand
ing, and I, a pOOl' cowardly miserable creature, to one million five hundred thousand, and the
with weak nerves, should become alarmed at the same relative ratio of four to one in favor of
first jostle, would I have the right to throw him Louisville being observed, Louisville from sevout and drown him, and then come forward and enty five thousand to one hundred thousand,
justify myself on the ground that I thought ml- what would then be the proportion of repn'$tmself in danger and self·prest"rvation required It? tatiou? Why the state at large would have thirIs the cowardly, the constitntionally timid man, ty five and seven fifteenths. So go on still further, until you bring the aggree;ate population
when he sees danger rather in his imagination
than in fact, and fears that he shall be attacked of the state to two million" and Louisville to
I supp'0se no genwhen there is no possible ground for such fear, two hundred thousand-and
ill he to draw a wcallon and kill an unoffending tlemau here supposes thnt Louisville will ever
would then
man, and then be a lowed to justify himself on exceed two hundred thousand-what
Why the
this principle, that he thought himself in dan- be the proportion of representation?
state
at
large
would
have
thirty
four
and four
ger? Is this the principle of self-preservation
that the gentleman from Daviess speaks of? No, twentieths, while Louisville with her two hunmy friend is too good a lawyer to argue or con- dred thousand would have thirty six and sixteen
tend for such a position. The man who com- twentieths.
mits murder and justifies undera plea of selfBut I want to deal with this argument fairly.
defence, must show the absolute existence of It is one which if wrong can be cyphered out,
such necessity. So I say the onus is upon him and if there i::; any error in it, let gentlemen
to show that the citizens of the cities of this point it out. I wish to make tbe strongest case
commonwealth, Kentuckians as they are, and against the cities that can be made out. Suplooking as they do upon all the citizens of this pose Covington goes on in the same ratio, and
broad commonwealth as brothers in interest and that she herself, born but yesterday, and now
feeling, are so inimical as to wish to destroy the proudly taking her strides onward among the
country bel ore he will be justified in the viola- cities of the state-God speed her-e-suppose, sir,
tion of a principle which he admits to be right. she doubles her population, or quadruples it, if
Before his plea is a good one, he is bound not to you please, and goes up frOID 10,000 to 50 or
assume. but clearly to show this convention 100,000; if she reaches 100,000 she would have
the necessity for self-preservation
that 1'02'- but two senators and a fraction. Add her two
quires him or them to commit this outrage. I senators, if yOll please, to the three from Louissay it cannot be done: and I say further to my ville with her 2"OO,UOO, and you have but five
friend from Daviess, as wl:'ll as to every other seuators. Let Maysville come in. and spring up
gentleman opposed to me. if he or they can from 3 or 4,000 to 50,000, and she has one ;;eushow even an approximation to the result of ut- ator and a fraction.
Go down to Henderson and
terly destroying this commonwealth, by carry- Paducah, and let them spring lip throngh thtlir
ing out this just, correct and tlqual principle, of railroads, that are to be extended tl1ere, to 50,000
representation, (tLatrrinciple
to the correctness each, and you give them one senator and a fracof which he himsel subscribes,) I would go tion each. But give them tJueesenators between
with them. Sir, my friend from Henderson, them, and one to Maysville,making four, and adyesterday morning, made this matter as clear as dingthenumbertowllich
Louisville and Coving-
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I,OIl would be entlrled.
and you would still be allotted to the st:l.te; which shall be so funned :l~
within the proposition of the gentleman from to contain, as ncar as may be, an equal number
Daviess.
of free male inhnbitants in each, above the age of
.Mr. TRIPLETT.
Add Lexington.
twenty one years, and so that no county shell be
Mr. STEV"ENSON.
Add Lexington,
if YOIl divided, or ftmll more than one district j and where
please, and I think perhaps the number would two or more counties compose a district, they
reach ten. Now, this is a most extravagant shall be adjoining."
calculation for our cities; but what harm could
Now, if my friend had read another clause, I
ten senators do against twenty eight? The idea think he would have been perfectly satisfied
is idle and absurd.
But; I am to suppose gen- That there was no apparent contradiction between
tlemen will deal with this argument fairly, and those two clauses. It is the 5th section, 2rl article
is it to be expected that Louisville and Coving- of constitution, as follows:
ton are not to have antagoni8tic Iuterests to Hen"SECTION 5. Elections
for representatives
for
derson and Paducah?
If th .. sectional border- the several counties entitled to representation.
Jeeliug is such as has been spoken of and por- shall be held at the places of holding their retrayed here, and the north is to become antagon- spective courts, or in the several election pr~iatica l to the southern' portion of Kentucky-and
cincts into which the legislature
may think
such hall been declared by the advocates of the proper, from time to time, to divide any or all of
amendment-will
not Henderson and Paducah tho . ,e counties: Provided, That when it ...hall ap
go against that section of country in which pear to the le~islatUl'e that any town hath a numLouisville, Covington, and Maysville, are loca- ber of qualified voters e'JuaI to the ratio then
ted? Will they not have interests so wholly fixed, such town shall be invested with the privinimical as t.o become rival cities?
Could ilege of a separate representation; which shall be
they unite against the counties in which they retained so 101l~ as such tOW1Ishall contain a
are located?
Could any combination be formed number of qualified voters equal to the ratio
among them dangerous to the country?
Would which may, from time to time, be fixed by law;
the cities in the south join their circnmadjaceut
and thereafter, elections for the county in which
counties against the northern cities? Would such town is situated, shall not be held therein.',
not the cities be checks npon one another?
Now, where is the coutradietion?
Separate
Would not till' rivalry of Louisville and Oov- representation allowed to a city-that
l"t:presenington keep off any comhination?
But suppos- tution based upon n um ljer-s, and no inhibition or
iug e\'ery city to unite, how timid are certain prohibition
upon ei ti.es if they possessed the
gentlemen to suppose ten senators could have number of qualified voters required by ratio of
any influence ngarust twenty eight J There is; not representation.
Mr. Chairman, it is impossible
the slightest fear of combinations-and
there is for me to detect allY contradiction in these clausno hopo of any such Increase in our cities as is eli, and taken ill unison, they seem entirely to
here, 1'01' the sake of the argument, snppo!:!ec1! harmonize.
'1'he argument
utt.erly fail" wh.m we corne to
MI·. TlUPLE1"l'.
If the gentleman will allow
the figures:- No danger is tb be appl"ehended me, the Prcsident of this com·ention, I imagine,
from any sectional feeling, and I have no f",ars will bear testimolJy that Hnder the construction
of going before the cOlllltry upon the exhibit given to this clause by the legislature, the city
and calculatioll made by the gentleman from of Louisville and the eounty t')f Jefferson have
Hp-llderson, and to whose liberality I am in. never been entitled to a separate repref:;elltatioll
debted for this calculation!
Gentlemen are in the senate. He contends that it is unjust, but
contradicted by figures which are perfectly un- be it so or not, it has been so decided by the
ans-werable. Their fears have run away with legislature from the foundation of the constitutheil· judgments.
The principle of sclf-pr('ser- tion to the present time.
vation, that my friend fmlll Davi ..ss so eloquclltMr. STEVENSON.
I only desire t.o Sfty to
ly argued, and on which he relied, will not sufmy frieHu, on that snbject, that if errors and
fer us or him to trample undQr foot tht' fundadoubts of constnlCtioll have prevailed formerly,
melltal principle of all free government, that
it is our dut,y to leave no gl"Ound fOJ"doubt here.
population is thi' trne and only basi ...of rt'preIScntation! It· is the fnundatiOll stone of Ollr Let us act on principle, and fix the matter so
constitutional edifice.
Let us ne\'el" defa('e or plain that there ean be no doubt ahout it. Do
not let, us ad wrong, becMlse doubts may have
impair it-no, never.
been entertained in th6 eOJlstrlletiOIJ of the old
:But my friend from Davics.~ says, thnt lIe
There is 1I0thing to justify a det.hillks there is all illCollsistency between the two constitution.
parture from the great prinuiple, that numbel"s
clauses of the present constitution of Kent,uckl"
are the true ba.')is of representation,
and that it
He read the cllill~e from 6th section, 2d artic e
must be f'qual and uniform, in the old eonsti.
constitution of Kentucky:
tution.
Th(-re is nothing to be drawn from it •
. "Representation
shall be equal and uniform
in this C:Onllllolnvf'alth, alld shall he forever reg- f!'Om t.he idea that self-preservat.ion requires it.
'l'hi,:;[allacy hHS been exposed. No analogy ean
ulated ~Llldascertained by the lJumber of qualfied
either be drawn from t.he f«deral government, as
electors therein."
He thought, sir, that the principle of represen- has beell attempt.ed to be shown, to justify its
Gentlemen, then, must, like the deltation upon numbers, so broadly and clearly Ret violation.
egate from Franklin, JellY that numbers is the
forth in the present constitution, was contradicttrue basis; or, t.he.-vmust se€:k to justify thifl fl.a.
ed by this clause, if I undel"stood him:
grant violation of a mighty prlllciple, which
"SEOTION 12. The same number of senat.orial
they profess to admire and subscribe to, Oll the
districts ",hall, from time to time. be established
ground of a timid fear, and from an unworthy
by the legislature, as tlll'Je may then be senators mistrust of the population upon the bank of
i

[)lS
vouder beautiful river, that divides us from the r"prese-Ilt thaL border. I entreat this convention
~{ate of Ohio. That division Hue seems as a lit- not-to make the bulwark of our def e nee, a sword
tle silver thread, scarcely p e reeptible, but how- of assault in the hands of our foes.
And who, Mr. Chairman, are the people that
ever small and diminutive, when you cress it,
you will find a people upon this side wholly and it is supposed llCI'C by the advocates of this
totally different from the other. It is. air, a dif- amendment, are to make this assault upon the
ference in heart. a difference in sentiment, a dif- rights and property of the citizens of their nnti ve state'(
Is it those foreign citizens, who by
Ference in feeling, a difference running throngh
a long line of progeny, descended from a differ. their industry, their frugality, and the-ir acieutif-"
ic
skill,
are
aiding'
in building
up these cities
cnt people. And though the,)' may IiVB upon the
Is it, I ask, our own citibank of that river. in the vicinity of a people to within our borders?
whom they arc opposed in sentituent, let me tell zens who, by their energy, and their associated
and turnpikes,
gentle 110n, who seem, upon this floor, to mistrust wealth, arc opening railroads
them, that they, by such distrust, do a fine and and who, while building up the cities, are yet
gallant people wrongv--ny, sir, a people as no- giving increased and accelerated impetus to the
ble as thev are generuus, and gent:rous as they population of the country; and who by their enare brave;" and s)lOuld that day ever come, (which terprise are making the desert wastes of the
God ill his mercy avcrt.) when the S11nof liber- hunter upon the Licking and the Kentucky
ty is destined ever to set and go down in this rivers to yield to the axe of the emigrant, caushappy and far-favored land of ours. the people ing the rose to blossom, and flowers and fruita
of that border will be found at that sad and drea- to spring up where now nothing is visible but an
and
ry hour, keeping their holy vigils around the al- uninhabited forest? Are the cnterprieiug
tar of patriotism,
watching with anguish and industrious men who are coming into Kentucky,
dismay, the last flickering ray that shall be and by their capital and labour are building up
these cities; are they the men who are to make
emitted from that luminary.
If they are the merceI do not say this in simple compliment to the war upon your rights?
people upon the border line. I only speak the nary, lawless fanatics that the fears of some of
truth as I know it to exist. It has been said, the gentlemen would indicate. may they not atthat the people of that border are to be governed tempt higher usurpation, and attack our liberties?
and to ad solely by self-interest,
Yet, if you If they are dead to honesty and integrity of purto high and ennobling feeling"l:!look along that entire border, from the county of pose-aliens
Greenup to the city of Louisville,
where this enemies to the spirit and genius of our government-what
may they Dot dare attempt?
Do
slave population has been decrcasing,-if
you
barriers
look to Campbell and to Kenton, where yOli find gentlemen suppose t,hat parchment
comparatively few if any slaves, and where conl- would check or stop such ruthless plunderpaTatively they can have no great personal inter- ers? Bnt allow me, in the kinrlest spint, to asC>ltin this slave que;;tioll, you will filld that sure this convention, that gentle.men are led off
when the tocsin of emancipation gave alarm to by distempered fancies, and excited fears? They
the slaveholders of the interior and southern por- know notlling of our border, or the people who
tions of Kentucky, that border shouldered their inhabit it, if they would detract from their patmuskets and stood 111"mto their brethren, to riotism, their talent, their enterprise, their inIt is true, that within
their principles, and to the best interests of Ken- tegrity, or their worthl
tucky.
They ha~'e ever, on this question, stood both the cities and counties of that border, we
trne to themselves and true to their state; and I have foreigners; and it is equally true, that they
ask every delegate on this floor to pau,:,e and are worthy and industrious citizens.
When this Mexican war broke out, and the
consider, before they ostraeise and dl8'lTae~ the
defenders of their rights! I beseech and' implore first tap of the drum called to arms, and when
them to pond\lr well, before they strike so fatri- thc rallying cry for recruits resounded throughthe city of Covingcidal a blow! How can it be justified?
How out this commonwealth,
will it be borne? How can we, who are PI'O- ton, small as she iEl,raised three volunteer comslavery men, go home to our people and explain panies, two of whom went from that city;
this Olltrage upon their right'J? Sir, this ques- troops too, as fearless and as gallant as ever
If there is a
tion was a~itated upon the Ohio river, from the trod a battle field or faced l\ foe!
sceptic here who is disposed t.odoubt, let him but
Virginia lllle to Louisville, and emancipation
banners w('re flying, and a can from the pro- go to yonder cemetery hill, and when that monloilanry party WU8 made :on thei r border friendI'!. ument shall bt~reared, with the melancholy list
How was that call answered?
B{ a return of of noble young heroes, for whose early fall
pro·slavery dele'gates! And shal now a pro- Kentueky has been called upon to mourn,
slavery convent.ioll undertake to say to those gal- and in memory of whose ~allantry that towering
lant defenders of their rights, that, although you mcmorial is to rise, he Will find the names of a
have. given us the b~st practical proof of your Powell, a Morgan, au Oliver, with a host of
fidellty, and the most convincing evidences of others who are now qnietly sleeping in a foreign
your patriotism, yet 'we cannot trust YOU,-yOli land! Sir, among the bravest who went from
stood by us, it is true, fighting our battlcs, yet that city, was a young foreigner, profitably enstill we want faith in you! When I go back to gagcd in the selling of dry goods and laces in
my pcoplt", and they It;'arn from me the history Covington, and with a llloth~r and sil>terdepl"nHe
of this outrag", do you not know that the eman· dent in part on his exertions for a surport.
cipat.ionists and allti-convention
men, would enlisted, and was deaf to all persuasIOns which
would
have
detained
him
at
home.
He
said
he
make it the trumpet-note
of attack against the
result of our labors? I a.~k gentlemen to cOllsid- owed allegiance to his adopted state, and that
Alld
er in what position they will place delegates who he desired an opportunity of repaying it.
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when the mighty shock of Buena Vista caused portrait hangs over yonder mantle piece, thRt
the stoutest heart to quail, they besought him to patriotic Frenchman, (Lafuyette.) who. though
return, but he told them he had never seen an all ocean divided him from this continent, yet
enemy before, and he could not turn his back on felt, ~he glowing spark of liberty in his bosom,
the first foe that he encountered.
He fell, and and III our darkest hour of need, hurried to our
however humble, no nobler, braver, and more relief-that
foreigner whose blood and treasure
patriotic name will adorn that monument than ~vas poured out for our freedom-gallantly
aidthe name of Gilbert.
lllg the matchless efforts of that venerable man,
What is there in Kentuckv to divide us? Have (pointing to the portrait of Wm;hington) who is
the father of his country.
.111',
we not every incentive to IHinuony? Does it not, emphatically
at this terrible moment, when the entire south Ohairman, away WIth this illibeml restrictive
are required to assert their rights against the pO,licy.! It is unworthy the model republic ill
unholy crusade of northern fanaticism, to nerve this nineteenth century r I say let foreigners
come. I say we have nothing 10 fear. Are we
our arms and be ready for any emergency?
Are we not every day, as Illy friend from Simp- afraid to trust the building of our cities, or to
sou said, taunted ill the halls of our national trust our property or our rights to any portion
of our brethren of this commonwealth?
Mr.
legislature with the cry that we are retrograding,
Chairman, we are making a constitution
to
and that 'we are strikin~ examI?le:,; of the blighting influence of sluve institutions?
Bhn.ll it be guard n,nd protect the property and tl,le rights of
In the discharge of
in this constitution declared, that 'we do Hot de- th~ entire commonwea:lth.
sire to repel this slander, and are not anxious this holy and responsible trust, let us keep the
that our state should increase her po-..yer in the chart and compass of freemen before us. In
national councils?
Arc we not alive to the mo- God's name. let not principle be trodden under
'I'hnt expediency
which
mentous issue which is /lOW beiug carried on? foot by expediency,
And how can we expect to increase our popula- looks to narrow, selfish and temporary interests
expediency which is one thing to day
tion-develope
our resources-c-or build up cities -that
-if we say in our fundamental
law to our own and changes to-morrow-s-that expediency which
people and those disposed to immigrate here-e-li ve wO~ll~ dethrone reason and allow sophistry to
sir, which,
In the country,
and yOll .shall have the ri~htof take ItS. p,laee-;-that expediency,
suffrage and equal and uniform representation ac- 'when principle IS dethroned, may, through jeal .
cording to numbers, however great-but
settle in OllSy und distrust, lead us, before we are aware
the t~)\Vll,and no matter how devoted jail may of it, upon the shores of ruin and self-deetrucbe, or how ready to defend the best interests of tion. 1have myself the utmost confidence in
K~ntucky, no matter how enterprising or Indue- this assembly, and I believe they will treat us and
tnous, you shall never, lIO never, go heyoud a the cities we represent, as equals and co-equal.".
certain limit!
] want my"elf to s~'Jthc.'Je cities I have the utmost confidence that they will not
built up, anrl. I am one uf those who ut<lien, that ostracise tiS from an equal anl just participation
nuch all intinmttJ awl vital conneetioll exi"ts be- with them in all the affairs of government.
They canllOt cut m:;off, 'with that evidence of
tween the cOllntry anel the tOWIl, that whatever
operates to the prosperity of t.h", all\; i::; indisso- our devotion to the b"st interests of the st,ate
lubly connected with the 'prosperity of the oth- which the last August ell'etiOlls called forth.
er. It is the impetus of cities that populate the when as if,! made manife;;t in the preStllce here
president of the convencountry.
I wallt to sec railroads and canals of the distinguished
str<Jtched throughout
this cOllllIlonwealth; com- tion and oth~r delcgat,es al~)llg the horder, party
mon schools built lip, and the whole state peo- and every thmg (Jh;ewas dIsregarded, to pl'C'Ocut
'ro do so
pled.
Then I desire to st:e banished from among ally intcrference with slave propelty.
us that jealOll.'l, unworthy s/Jirit of distrust to- would be to humiliate us, to degrade and stig.
wards each other, which "lall killdlc any il_ matize, and the pro·slavery victory of last SUIIlliberal sectional difference!> between our cities mer would 1ul'll to ashe", 00 our lips! I ask the
convlO'ution to pause and considel', and act for
and the country.
Let us be aile in sentiment
I implore
and actioll; let common sympathies, interest aud U."l as they would act for themselves.
confidence biud liS togetll~r, and when we meet, them not to yield to any groundless lm"judict'.g
at hOlue or abroad, notlllng should prevent us or chimerical fean>, bnt to ~ta\ld boldly upon the
DtI so,
from embracing each other, in that fraternal broad rlatform of right. and eqnality!
spirit of >itate pride anel social intercourse, that nurl a1 will be safd Let tIS Ilwle out even hanLet tiS never make invidions
would make us proud that we were citizens of ded, exact justice.
and we foihall leave here, having
the same "tate. I waHt the chords of love and dist.illctions.
llffe,ction to be bound indissolubly
around this made a constitll1:ion, which, with prayers Oil our
entire state. I wallt Kentucky to stand as she lips of esto lJcrpelua" we shall submit to the peostood in ~he d,ays wl1811that HlalL (pointing' to ple for their appl'Oval, and return, irwividually,
the portraIt of Boone) first trod these plains.
I to th~ bosoms (If our families, with the conwonld open the door to immi<7ration-I
woulcl sciolls rect,itude of having di,'>charged our entire
gladly weleome the honest an~ industrious for- duty to our God, oUl'selves, and the elltire state.
eigner to our growinp' state-I
would hold out,
Mr. NUTTALL.
I do not intend to vote for
inducements to him "'to aid us in the develop- the anwudment offered by the gentleman fl'om
lUent of the resources of the state. I have no Franklin. llor by giving that plcdj!e do I wish
fear of our adopted citizens.
I feel that it is to be understood. as binding myself to support
their love of lib~lty and admiration for our in- the ....iews of gentlemen on the other side of the
stitutions that attracts them to us, That they question.
But I think that a eonstitutiollallirnare prompted by the same kindred feeliu'" which it ought to be introduced ill the fundamental
}lrompted that liberty-loving
foreigne;' whose law, 80 as to prevent the large cities from draw-
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jug into their vortex the general legislation
of
the country.
I shall vote to give Louisville a
senator in order to disconnect her ill that respect from the l~ounty of Jefferson.
1 intend to
act in relation rc the apportionment
bill according to the dictates of my own judgment.
'I'here ha.s been hut cue proposition
submitted
to the house, which strikes me as being correct, and that is the IIUC presented by the gentle.
man from Knox and Harlan.
When the propertime shall arrive, I pnrpos., to make a further
urueudment., which, connected together, I think
will be more conducive to the ends of justice.and
throw into every rcgwn of the state a propel'
political
weight.
I subscribe
to the fullest extent to the cardinal
principle
that numbers
should be the basis of reprcseutatton.
But
when wns ever representation
under the old couetitutlon according' to numbers'?
I recollect hav.
ing a scat on this floor, when the county of Hur.
din-and
like causes will produce like effects
tlu-ougbout all t iuie-c-was entitled to two representatives,
and the countv of Meade to one.
Yet.Troro party considerations
operating
most
pow~rfullyin
the house of representatives,
the
county of Hardin was uot permitted
to have
two representatives,
nor the county of Mende
one: but Hardin and Meade together had three.
Now, if you do not vrovide against this sort
of political mnnoeuvermg,
it WIll be practiced
in all 1hue to come. And what remedy do I
proposer
It is to give each county a scpamte
rcpre::>ent-ation, and then you cannot gerr)'ll1an·
der, manoeuver and contrIve ~o as to gerrYllland('r olle parLy in lwei allQther out.
One gooJ
s('nator i::i~J1ough for the city of Louisville; one
man who liaS capacit)' is sufficient to represent
.my COllJlty and city ill Kentucky,
'l'his will
give It further gUlInmty to the puolJle of the
county that when you choose but one man, that
man will be selected who is bcst qualified to
represent, alld who is best acquainted with the
WIshes and i Ilt~re8ts of the people.
'j'he cuunty of Bourbon which has somc 16,000 or 17,060 voters, has two representatives
here. and in tJw house of representatives,
and
mine .has Qilly one. Look at the county of NeI80n, with perhaps
not so mallY voters, yet hal'illg two r"uresclJtatives,
while my count)" has
hilt Qne. took a.t the county of Kenton with
21,000 voter.~, and oul)' Olle n,.presentative.
DItvi€'ss has only onc whel'e then~ are 22.000 Yoters,
and ill Warren with about the RnlIIe number;
tlwy each havc but one representatin>.
You
talk nbout equulit,y of representation!
Why, l'10
long as there are parties in this country, and you
give them the power contemplated
iil this constitution, they will e-el'rymandcr
as cerLnin as
you lHWC a 8eat on tillS /ioor.
My plan gives to all the counties exc<,ptnine or
ten, ju::>t cxactly the political weight \vhich they
now ha\-e, and they ('.an have no more; and It
<,xalts the smnller counties and gives to them
their own repre;;entatives
on the floor who understalld their inlcl'c.-ts, and who li\'e and move
amOllg them.
It, is mtH:h better for the country
to have it in tili.'! way.
I do not oppt)se tile
plan of the gentleman
from Franklin
because
foreigners might hM'e too much 01' too little jn:fluence in the country.
I am too dull of COInprehension,
and my vision i;:;;too obtuse to see

as far into a millstone as these gentlemen who
have been pecking at it for the fast three days.
1am willing that large commercial
cities shall
grow up in this commonwealth,
but I am not
willing that six or eight cities shall combine and
control, and crush the agricultural
interests of
the state.
Sir, they control the commerce, the
bunks, and the capital oftbe country, and when
they want prices high, they can effect it by combir.utiou.
I do not -"ay they will do it, but I
would guard the rights and interest of the people. I do not appeal to selfishness,
though '1
think there is a little on both sides.
1 may be
operated upon by selfish considerations,
but my
county will gain nothing.
It HOW has I.BOO
or J ,ilOO voters; there they stand and there
they live, and 1 have nOLhill~ to lose nor gain.
But I address myself to gentlemen from small
counties, whose ,Political weight is not brought
into eousiderutiou
here: and I usk them to
stand up for representation
of each county ill
the state.
It is the boast of lllaIlY of the representatives
in South Carolina, that they can cline well all
their constituents
in a single day, and they
boast also that their constituents
<lorethe best illformed in the country.
I know it is Impossible
-they
can be as densely populated in the mountain regions a.'! in the other parts of the state,
but they have a pure atmosphere, and I am desirous that they shall be equally and justly
represented .
.My fri<'lld from Kenton savs that !lumbers i.,>,
and ought to be the ba,:;is o( representation,
I
say so too. I iook at that basI::>just lI.S a man
cOlltt.111ding for a gl'o::at prinl'iple.
1 ac.knowledge it is as finn as the earth, as fixed as the
heavens, and as immo\'able
ilS lh<.J rock of GibrattE'r. Nevertheless,
whell all ex<:eptiolJ to a
rule arises, I shall go for it when it is on the
basi:,>uf expediency
and justice.
Now if these
citil'8 have grown to so great an extent, I am
glad of it, aJl~l I hopc there may be five hundred
more stl'uggling
for fame, but I am ullwillillg
that when they shall have ten senators out of
thirty eight, Lhey shall be able to combine and
draw the whole of the ]e~islation
of the state
into the vortex of ('ity legislation.
Now if you
give to each countv in the state a representative,
you cannot make "an unfair apportIOnment law.
You eatlllot unite Hardin aud Meade in any future opE'l'atiolls in politics,
nor in any flltl1re
(·onvul;;ions of party, can leading "'hif'
or
dellloc:rats unite together two countici'>, all' send
three repre~entati\'es,
when being i'leparate, oue
is entitlt'd to two, and the other to 01l~.
The"e rolling residiums, aTe Illere foot-balls in
the hands of skillful political
tacticians, to roll
and tmnhle about to suit particular
OCCa.'iions.
I shall vote again~t the amendment of the gentleman from Franklin,
and when the gentleman
from Knox brings forward his proposition to divide this state into nn equal number of senatorial districts. I shall go for it; and then I shall,
if [call gather strength enough in this house,
obtain a. representative
for each county in the
state.
And by that time, as I have 110t had an
npp0l'!.unity-or
if I have had I ha\'e not embmcl:d it-I will examine the relative political
strength of each county of the state. As gentlemen are in the habit, and take plell6ure in ar-
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It is clearly out of order to entertain such a moguillg in figures, and sometimes in tropes, I
shall. I reJ?Cut, take occasion to exhibit the rela- t.inn, for the committee has first to dispose of the
amendments pending, and then the amendments
tive political strength of the counties 1lI the
that may be offered, before the bill can be restate, and shall show the perfect justice which
ported to the convention.
this apportionment will give to each county.
The CHAIRM AN. I will barely remark that
I rose merely to indicate the course I shall
pursue, as on funnel' occasions I concurred with this course has been pursued by the convention,
very few on this side of the question.
Of one and the present chairman does not feel at Liberty
thing gentlemen may rest assured : let the result to reverse whet 1mB been done before, although
he thinks it is a practice of questionable
probe what it may, I am not going to lose my teIT!per. If you choose to vote down my proposI- pricLy.
Mr. DAVIS.
Sir, I never heard of such a
tion, I nevertheless shall go shoulder La shoulder
practice in allY deliberative body, and I again
with you ill trying to make a good oonstituask, what will become of the amendment of the
t.iou.
Mr. CHRISMAN.
I move that the committee gentleman from Frunkliut
The CHAIRMAN.
The amendments adopted
rise, and I propO':>O;l
making a few remarks before
the vote is taken Oil the question.
I have been will be reported to the convention 'with the
sittillg here forty-five clays, I b~lie\'e, a~ld we bill.
Mr. McHENRY.
In the case to 'which the
have made but little pwgress.
Sir, I am tired of
hearinu these questioue
discoseed.
I CUBlepre- chairman refers, the committee rose, reported
pared t<) cast Illy vote on all subjects, and I am progre~s, and asked leave to sit again, and leave
110t so fickle as these speaking gentlemen would was refused.
Mr. C. A. WICKL1FFE.
I ask the gentleman
suppose.
I cannot be changed by every speech
If he now makes the
made Oll this Hoor. I have my mind made up, to change his proposition.
and I suppose every gentleman
has his mind usual motion to rise and report progress, he call
made up 011 these questions.
Now, my object is in convention, offer a resolution of instruction
debate to
to get out of the committee of the whole.
I do to the committee to proceed without
But if we get the bill
not believe we can g~t on in this way. '\Ve have act upon amendments.
tried it forty-five deye, and what have we done? into the house without even reading many of its
\Ve have adopted the preamble and the first and sections, we shall have great difficulty in the apsecond sections of the old constitution.
I can plication of tbe previous question.
MI'. CHRISMAN.
1 will then siJUplymake
a
make this mution without drawing down upon
Illy self the charge of being: a demagogue.
My motion to rise, and call upon all the non-speak
votes will demonstrate
that I am 'not of that ing members of this convention, and upon those
stripe.
I am ready to d.o my duty, and I now who want to do the business for which we have
call upon the non speaking gentlemell to come been sent here, to come up to the good work, and
I am tired of it.
to the rescue.
Already public sentiment is rising slleuce this eternal talking.
Mr. TRIPLETT.
]f the committee now rise
neainst the instrumeut which we are forming,
a~d unless we bring our labors speedily to a and we go into the conveuticn on this bill, there
close, I doubt whether the result of our -labors are some amendments for which gentlemen are
will be approved and adopted by the people of desirous to vote who wish to tl'rminate debate,
to offer.
Kentucky.
When we get out of committee of which there will not be an opportunity
which has
the whole, we can perfect the business of the I could never offer my amendment
been read here, if the gentleman
adheres to his
convention.
I do not want to gag any delegate.
by the
All I desire is, that We may place ourselves in proposition, and it should be sustained
house. I think the gelltl~man can att3ill Ius ob·
such a positron that we can proceed to business,
ject
by
moving
that
the
committee
rise,
and
in
but I see])o way in whieh we can accompli~h it,
if Wtl (:olltinu~ our present course.
,Ye have convention offering a resolution to limit debate,
now a book of debates of some four or five hun- aud at n. given time to report the bill.
The CHAIRMAN.
The motion which the
dred pa~es. If we continue this latitudinous
dcbat.:, when can \\'e ever get through?
I hopf:' gentleman has made is, that the committee rise,
we may go iuto convention,
aDd then if bored and report progress.
The question was taken on the motion and it
to death with spe~chel:!, we can call the previous
question.
I am not afraid of the cellsure that was agreed to.
.'
The committee then rose and by Its chairman
deh'gate,,; may be disposed to cast upon me for
leav~ to ?it again.
any step ill lhis matter which my duty to Ule reported progress, and a..<>ked
1'he PRESIDENT.
The questIOn IS all grantpeople may euostrailt me to take.
Self·preservation will i)Hiuce me to do it, for I have been ing leave to ;;it again.
Mr. MACHEN.
Before that question is taken
bored fOl'tv-five days, and I do not feel disposf'd
to be bored any longer.
I move that the com- T sllOuld like to make an inquiry, as I am not
very familiar with the rules of parliamen~ary
mittee ri~e anri report the bill to the house.
I wish to know whether, III conventIOn,
Mr. DAVIS.
Is that moLion in order, until bodies.
we can offer and take the yeas and nay,s up~n
we have voted on the pt:nding amendments?
proposiLions which have noL been subtmttcd
In
The CHAIRMAN.
It has been the practice
An intimation
has
of the convention
on previous occasions,
and <;ommittce of the whole.
beell given here, that we cannot, and I wish to
therefore I presume it if! in order.
Mr. D.A.VIS.
I Mvt'r heard, sir, in any de- be informed on that point.
The PRESIDENT.
Any amendment,
in ~he
liberative body, of a committee rising without
opinion of the chair can be offered in conventIOn
first taking
the question on every pending
amendment.
What, sir, will become of the whether it has been offered in committee of the
whole or not.
amendment
of the gentleman from Franklin?
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Mr. O. A. WICKLIFFE.
'I'he chair is perfect- legislative
department, shall cease on the lflth
ly correct, when the prevIOus question is not cat- instant
at 12 o'clock, M., and the committee
led. I -c, ould ngam sug~est that the usual course shall then proceed to vote upon such amendshould be pursued, and III conventIon a resclu- menta as are then pending, or may be thereafter
non may be offered instrucnug the committee of offered: Provided, 'I'hat the mover of any amendthe whole to comm~nce votmg at such hour us meut may be allowed ten minutes, and nuy other
may be deemed proper. 'I'bus the debate may \ delegate who may desire it, five minutes to exbe ended. I beg the vardon of the gentleman f.laip or oppose the amendment, but III .Sll~h
from Wayne, for any tune I may have consumed
imited debate, the speaker shall CO;Ifine ~IS rein the debate.
marks to the amendment under consideration.
The PRESID'EN'l'.
If the convention rertl~e
My object in the pl'opo!'.itJOn 1 made yesterday'
leave to .sit agaiJ;. the bill ~ill be ta~en up m was to get to work. As 1 then state.d,. there
convention; section by eectacn, and If the .pre- was no delegate on this floor mo.re WI,llmg to
VIOUSquestion should be moved and sustained,
listen to a reasonable amount of dtscuseron than
it will bring the convention ~o a vote on the myself, but forty-five days have ~een consumed
umeudment s th.nt maY.be pending, and th~n Oil in this body, and the Ilon-Speakmg gen~lemen
the maru question, which WIll be the particular
have sat like a parcel of hawks when It was
section under cOllsideration.
The eonvonnou
raining, and the "harder it rained ore more pawill then proceed with tl~e succeeding sections tient {hey sat, I regret that the junior gen~ein their order, and they Will each be debateable,
man from Nelson is not in his seat, but I desire
unless the conventiollRhould exercise its power to pay my respects to him this morning.
Yesof enforcing the I?r('violls question.
SllC~ is the
terdey, he remarked that he begged th? pardon
course of proceeding under the rule which we of the gentleman from Wayne, for having conhave for our gOYNUment,
sumed so much timc in debate. 1 can saI to the
Mr. TRIPLETT.
The object of the gentle- gentleman
that in one event I am wi ling to
man who moved tha~ the committee rise is to cut pardon h{m, and that is, if lIe ,,:ill res~:l"n?e
hi ..
off debate, but by llls course h~ would cut off position on the side of the quesh~n or~g~nally
amendments also, and that I belleve he does lIOt occupied by him. 1 understood hIm ongJllally
desire.
to be Olle of the warmc8t advocates for l·estrict·
Mr, <?HRIS~~~. I
n~t a good parli~- iog this particular
rcgion o~ country on the
mentanan.
'1 hiS IS the fir:,t tnne I have been III Ohio river in her representatIOn.
I have tresa.deliberative ,?ody. I <;10 not wish to cut off passed upon the time o,f this house v.ery little,
liberal dISCtlf;SlOn,but Sil', here I have sat for but Iluwe O'iven conSiderable attentIOn to the
fortyfi"e days. list<.'ulllg to debntes, froUl the gentleman'sbs'Peeches
delivered on this floor;
continuance of wh.ich 1 C~UIseC no possible good al1elwhen the gentleman on yester,day even~ng
~~at can .result. ~ll', I w11\ stand It no, 10ngC'T, sneeringly asked t;ly p~rd?n for hav~ng occupied
It there IS any rellcf for me. I am dCSHOUSto so mudi time, I did take It as nnkmcl.
I have
V?le for theamfndment
ofthegen~leman fl.·on~Da- noticed a disposition on thc part of somc deleVless, I shall also ,,:ote to r:stnct L,Oulsvllle; gates here to cllL down every J'OUll~ !DUll who at,.
but I want to stop thiS lIncea8lllg talk mg.
tempts to bring forward. any propoSItIOn. I reeolThe q,ucstion was then taken on granting leet when the proposition of the gentleman from
leave to ~\Itagain, and it was agreed to.
Lewis was offered the other da'll, the gentleman
Mr. TURNER.
I have sat here all day and from Nelson (Mr. C. A. WickrifJe) rose in his
no,,,:,"I desire to move an adjournment-a
motion place and rebuked him for it .. Now, I intend to
'V1IlChI am not much accustomed to make, nor reply t.o such rebukes when directed to me, come
was I, as a membf"r of the legislature.
But be- from what quarter they may. I did not move
fore 1do it 1wish to say a few words.
There the rcsolution with a "iew of making any c:apihas hecn frequent all USiOll mado to a speech tal at home. As I remarked yesterday, fortywhich I delivered here some short time since, five days have been consulUed in debate. We
which I think a pro.per self-re.spect and a.dne re- have gotten out the material for a new constit~re-gard fot' my constituents, wllInot permit me to tion, and it lies on the ground, und all that IS
pass over, Wjt~Ollt attempting to J?-Hl.k~
some re- necessury is, for the non-speaking
members to
ply. I do notlllteno tn say anythlllg l~l.na~ured. come right up to the good work and ere~t the
I am an old man, and I shall say nothlllg lllcon- building: if we sit here, with our fingers Jll our
sistent with my o.wn sdf-rcspect, but I intend to moutlls, this speaking will continue to the first
reply let what WIll come. 1 now move an ad- of next June. For one, whell we klve hau dejournment,
bate to a reasOJlable extent, I am disposed to cut
'l'he motion was agreed to, and the cOllyention it off, and m3n·h up to the vote. If I am misadjourned.
taken in the charge I have made against the
gentlemun from Nelson, or to his having occu~
pied a position on both sides of this question, I
am not mistaken when I say he has oecupied
each side of every leading question that hafl
agitated this union for half a century.
The first
THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 15, 1849.
election 1 have any recollection of, the gentlePrayer by the Rev. STUART ROIJI"SO""
man led the whig party as a candidate for the
office of lieutenant governor.
He stood forth n."
L'i"STRUCTlOXS TO CLOSE D.EB.-'\TE,
Shortly
Mr. CHRISMAN.
Mr. President, I offer the the- standard bearer of the whig party.
after that time, I belieyc he was found in the
following resolution:
ranks of the democratic party.
Again, in 1840,
Resolved, That all debate in committee of the
he was found in the ranks of the whig party
whole, on the report of the committee on the
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fighting under the banner of Tippecanoe and does bear all analogy to the government oC the
Tyler too. Following the gentleman through States.
Mr. BROWN. I rise to a question of order.
hIS political life, I find that when John Tyler
was kicked out and stood between the two great I am not Correstricting legitimate debate, but it
parties, the gentleman came to his relief, and he is impossible for us to make any progress with
was found fighting under the banner of that re- the business before us, unless the debate be
creant. Again, a year or two since, when the confined within reasonable limits to the question
The gentleman
race for an election of member of consress came pruperly under consideration.
off in his district, I find him with the democratic IS now discussing the amendment of the gentleman
from
Franklin,
which
is
pending
in combanner unfurled, fighting in advocacy of the
claims of the democratic party.
Sir, when gcn~ mittee of the whole, when the question before
tlemen throw out such intimations,
and when the house is on tne resolution of the gentleman
they endeavor to prejudice me at home, and from Wayne.
Mr. HARGIS. I know what is before the consneer at whnt I say on this floor, I will expose
And I see thuf fl. disposition, as bas
their political aberatione to the country.
Now vention.
I want the gentleman's constituents and this been truly said, exists here on the part of some
house to know that, on this particular question, gentlemen to bear down on certain delegates,
he was foremost in declaring his hostility against whom they do not wish to hear speak. I have
that portion of the country from which you, Mr. seen it. The convention has seen it. It seems
President come, aud that now he is found bat- to me we cannot say anything without being declared out of order. T)le oldest gentlemen pres·
t.ling on the side of Louisville.
ent differ as to what is or-what is not in order,
The PRESIDENT.
I will take this occasion
and for myself, I confess I do not understand
to remark, if we are to confine our attention to the rules, and wliat is in order I cannot tell.
the points in issue at present, we shall have all
Mr. BROWN. The gentleman has mistaken
opportunity to attend to these remarks. I hope my purpose. I wish to bring the house to tile
we shall confine ourselves to the matter in issue. consideration of the resolution of the gentleman
Mr. HARGIS.
I shall feel compelled to op- from Wayne, which if>properly before it. I have
pose the gentleman's motion to stop all discus- no disposition to restrict debate, when it is in
sion on the 16th of this month, because I know order, but the gentleman is discussing the
several gentlemen on this floor who desire to ex- amendment of the gentleman from Franklin,
J)ress their sentiments on this subject, and whose when, in fact, the resolution offered by the genconstituents are anxious to learn them. While tleman from Wayne is the legitimate subject beother delegates have sjloken Oll this floor, I have
us.
said nothing, althoug 1 the discussion has C011- fore
Mr. HARGIS. What amendment do you mean?
tinned for nearly a week. I beg the indulgence
I do not understand.
of the house therefore for a few minutes, and I
The PRESIDENT.
I feel great reluctance to
8-ha11not trouble it again till the vote is taken.
I belong' to a party that holds the opinion call any gentleman to order, and require a strict
that representation should always be based on adherence to the matter under debate. Somepopulation.
In that principle I was educated; I time since I was overruled by the house when I
know no other; and 1 hope never to advocate called the gentleman lIOW in possession of the
any other. But is there llothin~ else to be con- floor to order, and jeavewas given him to proceed.
to die chair
sidered ill aJ?portioning and givmg equality and I thought that was enadmcnition
justice to this mode of representation'!
I have that each gentleman could proceed as he thought
always believed that a system of legislation has proper, and that if delegates choose to let him
existed as well under the United States govern- run riot, it was not a matter for the interference
ment as the governments of the states, having of the chair. 'The gentleman will proceed.
],11'.HARGIS. It is extremely embarrassing
for its object the protection of the few and the
weak from tbepowcrof the great, and the mighty, that man)' gentlemen get in this way in this
house. It appears we cannot get along in harand the strong. 'l'hc framers of the constitutiou
of the United States adopted that as its princi- mony and proceed with our business as we
ple of action. Gentlemen here say that the or- should do. I have contended that there is a difganization of the govemroent of the United ference in representation where there is a vastly
in the cities and large
States has no analogy to that of the states, and crowded populaticu
that the states are sovereignties.
It is true they towns, thau where it is scattered in the country.
are sovereign, and that a part of their sovereign- I believe the states generally have acted upon
ty is represented in the senate of the United that principle, in the organization of their repre·
The state of Maryland amended her
States, each state having an equal voice and sentation.
participation in the proceedings of that body. constitution in 1838, and gave the city of BaltiThere Rhode Island and Delaware have an equal more one Senator. She has twenty-one counties,
voice with New York. And for what reason? and each of them is represented by a senator.
That the interests and welfare of the smaller The large state of Pennsylvania grves her city
states may be protected against the influence of of Philadelphia, as all other cities should have,
the greater, mote populous, and powerful states. four senators only. New Orleans, in the state
When that arrangement was made in the con- of Louisiana, with a population of one hundred
of the popvention which framed the constitution of the and fifty thousand soub-one-third
United States. it was also agreed that the gene- ulation of the state, is entitled, under her new
ral government should guarantee to each sLate a constitution, made in 1845, to four senators, and
republican form of government.
I maiutain she is never to have lllore. Richmond, in the
then that that arrangement, notwithstanding the state of Virginia, has one senator and three reNow, in aU the older states that
assertions of some gentlemen Lo the contrary, presentatives.
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have, of late years, amended their ?~nstitutiollS thing in matter or manner, or had I done any
-as
for instance, Maryland, Louisiana, Penn- thing which he considered a cauae of complaint
sylvania, and Virginia-c-they have inserted a on yesterday, and had he, either then or in priprovision limiting their cities to a. certain num- yare, asked an explanation, or suggested that I
ber of senators.
had done him injustice, or wounded his feelings.
The great city of New York can never over- or his just pride on this floor, no man would
balance the state in the legislature; ,hen,ee the have been more anxious and TE'adXt~an myself.
reason why the framers of the eoustitution lll- to have made that atonement which IS due from
eerted no restriction in it on the subject. Ohio one gentleman to another, when he supposes he
is a very large state, and no app'reh~nsion need has been injured.
be entertained that her cities wi ll obtain an adJ must, therefore, Sllppose t113tthis has been
vantage over the remain~er of the ~tate. Tht;re somewhat a matter of premeditation. of nightly
would be some danger III Dot putting a restnc- concoction; perhaps not entirely prompted by
tion upon the cities of Baltimore and New Or- the gentleman's OWll seriee of offended feelings.
leans, in reference t.o the number. of senato:s,to I ruuet be permitted to say, on this occasion, and
which they .are t;ntltl~d, b~callse ~n those CIties It~link I may appeal to my fel.low ?elegates 011
the population IS rapidly mcreasmg, and there this floor, whether my habit, either 111 the house
is a possibility that the r~st of. Maryland and or out of it, has been that of discourtesy to my
Louisiana may be puc entirely III the power of equals and associates in debate.
these large cities. When large bodies of people
It is true, sir, that I have conceived myself,
arc thrown into cities, the presumption is t~ey occasionally, somewhat the object of attack upon
can be better repre~ent€d by a smalldelegation
:points ,?ot exactly con~Jected with the subJect of
than a large district can, A man living III a immediate consideratiou: and the propriety of
city knows all the wants of the eommumty, and repelling that attack, the time and mode, was a
he can, consequently, better represent. five thou- subject ~latter of my own consideration,
sand souls, than he could a populat,lOu of two
Little did I expect sir, that we 'were to have
thousand living in any other portion of the new recruits enlisted in this crusade, in reference
state. Louisville has about fifty thousand peo- to the political consistency of the humble indipIe, and fifty years hence she may have two hun- vidual before you, It is true, that I partake of
dred thousand. and if so, she will have the pow- the frailty of my fellow men. I pretend not to
er to control the legislative. departmet:t of ~he be infallible either in politics, in opit:ioD, or in
state. Therefore t~e, neceeeity of our,lmposlllg judgment, and he who assert-s his c1all~s to ~·o.na check, and restnctmg her to a certa1~ numb~r fidence, because of his o",,,,nsupposed mfalhbl1of senators. :Myplan, however, of domg 80, is ity and lllldeviatinO' consistency, may somedifferent from any other yet proposed, I would times learn a lesson ~y a review of' his own life,
give chat city four senators, Whatever the sup- to see how far his pretensions are sustained by
position may be, I do not think gentlemen here a reftlrence to his o\\'n history and political biohave ~n'y unkind feelings ~owards Louisv!lle. graphy, If !le sh.all feel incom~~te:lt to the t~sk
The Cities of Newporc, CovlD~on, and LexlIlg- I would adVIse 111mto call to lus ald some kmd
ton, also will become great citIes, and have large friend.
p0l'ulatiol1s, and the~ must, at some future day,
Mr. President, I h:we Rl?ent, by the kindness
be imited to a certam number of senators, or (Jf my fellow citizens, WIth whom I was born
t.hey may control the legislation of this stat.e,
and brought; up, almost half 11 century in public,
I think that the question of slavery has no- life. I have seen parties rise and fall, and pothing to do with this subject. I do not know litical dynasties pass almost into oblivion in
that it would make any great difference whether this commonwealth, as well as in this Union, I
the proposed representation is ~iven to Louis- have had in an humble degree, a portion and rart
ville, or not, so far as slavery IS concerned. I in some of these eXCIting scenes, which have
am willing to give my opinion about it, let me past.
belong to what party 1 may. I wish that my
I have had occasion, sir, to review my own acopinion may go forth, and that is, that when tions and my own opinions.
I have seen on my
?lties become v~ry large, there ,sho~ld be a check pathway errors, that experience f1:nda mor~ ~aImposed on theIr power of leglslatIOll. ,
tured judgment have pointed out m my POhtlCal
Mr. C. A. WICKLIFFE.
Mr. PreSident: I course, and the part I have been called on to
was not in my seat at the commencement of ~he take in the party contests which have passed, yet
discussion UpODthis resolution, and I am lll- I have had the consolation, which to me is worth
debted to the information of g.elltJem.en, for more than the opinion of the man, of to day, to
my knowledge of the manner 111 whIch my know that in no political act of my life, when
name has bcen introduced by the delegate from called \lpOn to discharge the duties of public
Wayne, into this morning's dise.ussioll. I know agent, have I ever been governed by any otl~er
not \mder what pretext that assault was made principle than a desire to promote the great mupon me, especially as that gent,leman was a terests of the commonwealth, as I understood
stranfer to me pcrsol.1ally, previoLls to jhe time and believed them to be at the time. No perthat first met him in this hall. So far a'l I sonal, no political advancement has evpr swayed
know my own f:eelings, they ha~e been any thing or gO\'erned that little quantum of judgment
else. thal~ ullklild towards b1m; and, I have which my God gave me. whe!1 called upon to
aVOlded III matter, manner, and lllcenhon, any act with l'eference to the great mterests entrusCthing which might; give him the slightest cause ed to rue by kind and confiding fellow citizens.
of complaint,
I understand the delE-gate was pleased to say
Nothing could have surprised me more than that I had been on both sides of the present
Lhe language applied to me. Had I said any question before the hooS'€'. I thought I an-
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nounced yesterday-and
if the gent,lemal) had man, if old enough to take part and cast his vote,
done me the honor to listen to me, he would voted for him in that contest. This election for
have understood \ it, the first opinions en- the office of president, as neither candidate retertained by me on this queetiou.
I said I L ceived a majority, devolved on the house of rel)had come here, r had entered this hall and resentatives, of which I was all humble member,
before 1 had heard the debate, impressed with one of the twelve delegates from this state. As
the opinion that something should he done in I uch I was called upon to cast the sovereign voice
reference to consolidated constituencies, repre- of Kentucky, between Gen. Jackson and Mr.
sented by cousolidated numbers in the lE'giola- Adams, At that ioint, perhaps, commenced,
tive department of the government, but that the in the estimation 0 some whn never change, my
debate which bad taken place, had satisfied me political sins. Independent of my own judgthat the mode proposed by ostracieing and pro- ment as to what wee tile voice of Kentucky, and
scribing a portion of the freemen from a pen.i- particularly those who had sent me to proclaim
oipation in the councils of the state, was not a just 1 their voice, I was furnished with official light by
and correct mode of doing it. Lsaid if it could i legislative resolntiou.
The citizens of Kentucky
not be done in some other mode, I had made up I were und ivided in sentiment, 'l'hepopular voice
my mind to risk the possible evil with the coun- cverywhere prodaimed that, as bct",,,eeDJ ucktry,I am willi ng to trust to that judgment und Ison and Adams, it was the duty, ay, the bounden
patriotism of my fellow citizens, which under duty ofthc delegates from Kentucky, to cast her
the guidance of a kind providence had conduct- \ vote agaillst Adams and in favor at Jackson,
ed them in safety through all former dangers,
We were not left to conjecture this opinion and
and r hope that the same spir it would guide us decide upon 001' duty by our own judgment;
through the anticipated evils of such a state of but your legislature was then in session, and I
things as this amendment, llresupposes.
I have the resolution they passed and the 8pecches
But sir, the delegate from Wayne i.e not the made by the statesmen of that time, Instructing
first gentleman who has been pleased, within the i me, and calling upon me as one of the delegatee
halls of this house, to allude to what they have char~ed with that high trust, by considerations
called my political inconsistencies.
Possibly that It is not necessary for me to state, to cast the
sir, in the opinion of that gentleman and those vote as I did give it. It was in accordance with
who think with him, and whose purposes he my own judgment, and I gave it with pleasnre,
may be serving, I have in some respects greatly I hut that has cost me tl'Ouble--though no regretpolitically sinned,
But sir, I would remind gen- no tears. When I returned home to my eousbitutlemen "who live in glass houses, not to throw ency to give an account of my stewardship ill
stones," and he who has not changed his opin- thus carrying out their will and the orders of the
ions, if he ever had any. upon some of the grea legislature, 1 found the very men-yes sir, men
leading questions of state or national policy and who charged me with political inconsistency-rexpediency, which have arisen within tho last who had been instnnnelltal in procuring this
thirty years, may be authorised to sit in judg- legislative mandate-whose speeches in the legisment upon me: but I deny that right to either of luture 1 hold iI,l my hu.nd-l1p~n the stump in my
the gClltlemen who have assumed to he my D.C- county and dlstnct, attemptlllg to destroy the
eusers, But those who have, like myself, upon prospects of a youug politician-to
Ulldermine
conviction of the enor of opinion, changed that the confidence of his constituency in him beopinion, should at least remember to exercise (',ause he bad acted honestly' and obeyed the dicjudgmllnt in charity upon a fellow sinner. I tates of the legislature, ane the still higher cornknow llotwhether the delegate from Wayne is mauds of pubiic seutimcnt upon him.
obnoxio.u~ to th~ c,harge ~f ever having changed
My constituency continued to return rue to
au,YpolItical 0lnnl<?ll which ~le may have enter- congress for ten years, and as you know, Mr.
tamed; for to me IllS ~our$e IS ~nknown and un- President, aIld yoy can do me,the Justice to say,
cared for, Upou our ~lltrOd\lctlOn at t~lC com- lon"er than I deSired to remalll.
l'here sprung
~encem,entofthe seSSiOn, he ma~e a favorable up in my pathway, during a portion of my poImpressIOn, and ,r ~'egrethe has given me caUf>e litieal pilgrimage in the national councils ques·
to change t~e 0plIlwn I then formed.
. tions, about which at oue time there sec1l16clto
Mr. Preslde,n~: I, canll~t so well.meet
thiS be no clivi::;ionamong the politieic.ll}sor the popcharge of pol~tlca~ lUcunslstc~cy, sO,llnproperly ulation of this state. I allnde to the necessity
for a second tune Introduced IIlto thLShall, first of the United States Bank. I looked upon the
by my coll,eague, aud now by the delegate from po·wer of congress to charIer an institution of
WaYI~e, "\YltllOut.a reference to .some few of the that kind as a question which had received the
prollllllent quest]()u~ upon whICh I have been scltled opinions of the people, or as lawyers
ealled to act. ~n dOlllg so, I hope I shall, be tel'm it, it was res u,dJltdicata. It was onl.)" then
pard,oned by ~llls house for any dung of seenllng a question of public policy and necessIty. I
egotism.
It IS necessary that I should speak of voted to re-chatter that bank because I labored
myself to do my,;elf justice.
uncler the bt',lief of its neees~ity, inculcated by
I was elected a member of congress frolll what events which took place ill the war of 1812, and
was called the Louisville district, amidr;t the theconsequenteYilsgrowillgoutofit-aderang~
couflict for the presidency of the United States, ed and prostl'ated paper currency. I had looked
then waged between those distinguished indi- to that lUstitution as a gl'l:latpurifier and regula·
viduals, Clay, Crawford, Jackson, Adams, and tor of the state paper currency.
r thought Gen.
Calhoun, In that contest, so long as thestatt:sJackson committed an t'rror when he vetoed the
man from Kentucky was in the field, r was for bill to re-charter that bank. Was I alone in
him, as was at that time lline-tenths of the state Kentucky in this opinion among those ",...ho
of Kentucky. and I have 110 doubt the genUe. \ had voted with me, and who with me contribuI'
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ted to the elevation to !he presiJ.~llcy of that ISllY,when he shall h~v(1passed from the memogl"eat mall? I thought hiru wrong In some moas-\ ry of man, and the historian shall come to reures that succeeded tho veto of the act to re- cord some of the event,.. which have stamped
charter that institution, and this difference upon and aiven it character-s-aye sir and I might ala question of policy respecting the currency '\ most say a new and indepellde~t destiny to our
separated me fr?Dl 'what was then called the common country, and opened up to the world,
Jackson party in Kentucky,
And during t116 broad and wide, her shores, her enterprize, and
~xcltcmellt of subsequent f';..lecliom;and ,con~ests lil~erty to the oppressed of al.1t~le world-justiee
In the commonwealth of .I\..cl1tucky, this differ- will be done to ~hose.wI,lOm,it IS the pleasure of
encc of 0PlllIO~l I~ecessanly culled down upon others now seeking distinction, to denounce and
me the denuncintion of the partIzan presses of condemn,
the day. I defended myself, and in this defence
Sir, during my association with that adminia1 have no doubt I dealt blows M bard as those tration, the question of the annexation of 'I'exI received, and probably as often undeserved,
as was presented. I saw, or at least I thought
Mr. President: Sixty winters have made the I saw, tbat unless the United States acted, and
impress of their frosts upon my head, and men acted promptly, and with united public senti?f but to-day: and .nt,hers whose years have not mont and political .energy, uur '~'e;;tern limits
improved their habits, or softened their feelings, would b~ circumscribed by the little stream of
take pleasure ill perpetuating their names by the .SablJ1c-t~at we should have an empire
counectiug them with political sins imputed to hostile to our institutions spreading along the
me. Among tbeir charges sir, I understand the ll.l0st defenceless portion o,f our southern Irondele~ate has referred to the fact that I joined the tier, the southern slave-holdwgstat£'B. I thought
administration of Mr, J.ohn Tyler.
I saw in the annexat~ol1 ~f that C0'l:l\1tryan alIt IS true SH, that Without [lny knowledge on most absolute necessity, If we desired to prem,}' part, and witho~t the sU&,h.testexp~clation, serve and promote thE::prosp£'rity, and give q~iet
wlt~ no per~o.nal desHe or politICal ambitIOn to to the pla.utar and ?otton grower of that portlO,n
gratIfy, suffiCIently powerful to induce me to ?f the unlOD, I did not act alone. I acted, It
tear myself from the retil'Cment of a quiet and 1Strue, in accordance with my own judgment,
happy home, upon the disruption of the cabinet but I alway,,; like to have that judgment aided
of MI'. Tyle!'. with th~ particulars of which I by the counsels of older heads. I consulted
have nothillg to do-and I would scorn to intro- 80me of these from my own slate. Their advice
dllc~theU1 into this house, aud harrow IlIl the to m~ was" by all means, ac('ompli~h the an·
feelmg.'5or verpetrate an outrage on the humblest llexation ot Texas, we must have It, and wo
indiviJual III the COm11l1Illity-ul1expectedly, I ollgh~ to have it, ,And I was told that now WM
rceci\'ed the appoilltmcnt of Post Master Gene- the tlmc to take It. I need not say who they
ral, accompanied by a private letter from that were; the~'e is OIlC, atle.ast, pre8entwill bear witgen.t1eman, with w.hom I had li\'ed and been as- 11ess, Slr, my surpnse was gre~t I confess,
SOClatc,d at Waslllngton for many years upon when ~ ~ooked ac.ross the monn,tams, aJlll saw
terms of the utmo>:!t personal kindness, and tll(,.pohtlcal conflIct of the presldentlal race of
which ,1 SUPLlose ~egat in his. bosom a con,fi- 1844, to find the very m~n who had advised me to
dence ill my mtegnty and capaelt.y for the dutIes the n~easl~rcof annexation, ,on the stump deaf one of the most laborious departments be- noullC"lI1gIt as a lll('asure Wicked, unhuly and
longing to the federal government.
He plaeed unworthy, of our people,
Some of tbese m~n
my acceptance of that commission on the <Tronnd now arraIgn me by a charge of a change III
of printe friendship to him, and without refer- my :politi~al 8entiments.
l~,vas during my ada.nce to political considerations.
At the sac- mllllstra~IO,nof the post .of.1icedeparlment, ~ benfice (If much of individual comfort, and intli- come saLLsfiedthat the 0pllllOns I had enterbl.lned
vidual ?on\'enience;J had the temerity, without of the necessity of a bank of the Unit~d States
consulting
the delega.te from Wayne, or the as 11 government agent, were fouudel! Jil error.
other gentleman in this house who thinks with In that departnHwt alone, I found myself able
him .. to accept that office, and to discharge the to collect, by dimes ~lJId~a~f dimes, a revenue
dutl.es to the b('st of my humble capacity, What of between fOllrand.slx mLlt:olls.of dollars, ~illd
theJ~ldgmcllt of public s('ntiment may be on my safely to keep and cllshurse It WIthout a United
officlal act,>, alld official dutitts, I will leave to St.l1tes bank. .A;nd thc records of our cOlllltry
bE'decilled by my country, whose province it is, ~J1l not show III that 4epUl'tt,?ent the loss of a.
(;ontent to meet its decision,
slllgle dollar by defalcatIOn while 1 had the hOllIt is not my pUl'pOi';e,nor is it necessary that I or of managing, its final1~es, 8aV6 in the case of
SbO~lldspeak of t[1e measures of that admiuis- one "postm~ter,1!1 the regIOn of country near the
tratlOn, When the. member from ~rayne himself locality of the gentleman fmm Wayn~, I kn,ow
slla11 pass from thiS stage of eXIstence; when llOt a....act~y where.' whom I detecte~ III havmg
perhaps there will be left scarcely a grave stone altered Ius post bllh~, and thus causmg the loss
to tell the passer by who lies beneath the sod of of about forty dollars a year, for some years.
the valley which covers his remains; the results
11r, Prcsidf'nt: It will be remembered that
of t.hat adr:ninistmtioD, th~ consequences which during the years 1841 and 1842-3, the bank
flo,~ fI'01l11ts.lOeasllre,~,glllded by 110 selfish or of the United States, which had originally
sectIOnal poltey, looklllg alone to the great ill- charmed n large portion of my native state into
te~e~t of ~llr great ~nd cOI,nmoncountry-an
ad- its support.-the
supposed nece&sity of whose
illlUlstratlOll !:ltandlng amid the crash and rush existence had led me to believe tllat a great
of b?th great political parties fo!' a time, ..uch enor had been committcd by G/:'n,Jaekson,
B~ekll1g,:,"hocould be l1l?st powerful to crush it. in the e.xm'cise of the veto power-exploded,
du;:gl'aeeIts head, and hiS humble associates-l
when the stockholders entered its "aults and
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opened its books, examined Its papers an-I ex- and I can assure the delegate who has been the
posed its financial operations for a series of fif- ill1rnedi~te cause of thus compelling mote do what
teen or twenty yeara: there was an cxpos\1Te of 1 most sincerely regret the necessity of doing,
political corruption and fraud, in the financial that 1 had no intention, purpose, nor design of
operations of that bank, which stunk in the casting censure upon him, or wounding hia feelnostrils of the nation; transactions
which had ings. My own self-respect and a regard for the
been coneealedfrom a committee of congress, sent decorum of this body, forbid that I should, withto make an investigation into the condition of the out cause, violate its sense of propriety.
bank; at the head of which was McDuffi.: and
Mr. OHRISMAN.
The gentleman says he
Col. Johnson, of our state. Yes, Mr. President,
does not know uudcr what circumstances I inso concealed as to induce that committee to re- troduced his name. When I made the motion
port that all which had been charged against the yesterday evening, I said 1 was anxious to get
bank was untrue and false. I believed it. But along with the business of the convention; that
when the books were opened to the stockholders,
"we were making very little !)rol1're&<;,
and that
they found their pockets robbed, the country already from the hills nnd ho lO'~fl of Kentuckv
cheated, and themselves
bankrupt.
Yes sir, there was arising a complaint against this body.
there w ere children, of a citizcn of my OWIl Action was demanded.
I heard it from cv~ry
county, whose whole property was invested in member that left this floor to visit his constitutha.t institution, some thirty or forty thousand
ents on his return. that complaints were being
dollars,
robbed of every dollar of their estate. made ill the country, and that the people de'But that was only as a drop in the bucket, com- mended that tlns body should move forward in
pared "with other cases of loss. I became satis- the great work they "were sent here to perform.
fied on looking into the transactions of the bank The gentleman from Nelson yesterday, after I
thus exposed, and on a review of my former had indicated a disposition to flroeecd with our
opinions on that subject, and the opinions of that labors, arose and very sneeringly
remarked
man, WHose judgment was more matured, and that he begged pardon of the gentlemen from
different from mlne, and stronger of course, and wayne, for the time he had cousnmed in his
better informed, that he was governed by the speeches upon this floor.
I understood that
highest s.ense of justice ill vetoing the bill; that sneer and observation sir. It was a sort of lefthe was nght and I was wrong.
And I had the handed "lick" at me. It was intended to show
boldness, the temerity, folly perhaps, in the opin- me up rather badly to the people I have the l.onion of some, the feeling t hns, not only to act or to represent on this floor.
upon a sense of right, but to acknowledge it.
Any proposition coming from me, the gentleWho among us now advocates the charter of a man could sneerlngly strike out of the way, disU nited States Bank?
peeing of me as he attempted to dispose of the
I am not governed nor influenced by the course honorable gentli'man from Lewis, the other
of policy. which has goverll('d eud influenced. morning, when he offered his resolution to bold
others. whenever I am satisfied that I am wrong evening sessions. He says I was not prompted
on a political question. a question of policy, or by a sense of offended feeling, intimating that
one involving a principle, I take the eOllsequ('!l' some other gcnLleman had prompted me to
it.
eel'! of acknowlodging
that el'l'or. It iA more nUl.kethe attack upon him, as I unJerdtand
magnanimous, more consoling to my concicuee Now sir, no gentleman prompted me. I was
His snef'r of
thaD to per.~evere in errol'. And Wht'll the annexa· prompted hy hi" own eondnct.
tion of 'l'exas was made the great leadll1g ques- yesterday llrompted me to sav what I dirl. I
know
what
I
said,
and
I
knew
he
would obtain
tion UPOllwhich the conteAt for the presidency
of 1844 was made to turn, I had no choice but the information when he cam<.'into the house.
the choice which my judgment dictated, and I am sorry he was not here, but I felt certain the
that was, that the annexation of that country to facts would be related t.o him, and sure enough
the United States wag demaude,t by the highest thu moment hc arrived he was taken out of the
political anu self-pl'eservillg prinCIples in refer- hall, and every thing was communicated to him
ence to our future uestiny ; and if Illy venerated that I did say. I did chal'ge that, the gentleman
father, then reposing in his grave, had been liv· had taken both sides of this question, an,l I reing, and a candidate for the presidency, and had peat it here; but I was not aware that he cooI am prepared to show that
opposed the annexation of Texas, I would have tcssed it yesterday.
ca.'>tmy little might in the scalt.! a~ainst him. he has occupied two sides of this qucstion.
1'here
are
scveral
gentlemcn
on this floot" by
Thiscontest brought meagain into political union
was
with the democratic party.
My principleA of whom I can prOWl that the gelltleman
$overnment ever have bet·n democratic, and I urging that Louisville and the district borderhope ever will be. They have not, lIar will not ing on the Ohio river should be restricted in
bnt yesterday he rose ill his
be made to depend Upol1l'xpcdiency, onhe choice representation;
of a president.
The charge of illConsistt>ncy, place and joined the ranks of those who resisted
come from what quarter it may, will not change the restrict.ion, and mad.:: an able speech against
the honest purpose of my soul-a desire ever to t11e0lliniolls he had thl'Own out for several days
do right.
Mr. Presidellt, I am in one reRpect to f;OlllE: melllbel's of this body. I did say that if
1ike kinf! Le;].r in the play.
"Tray Blanche the rumor I had heard was incorrect, he at least
and Sweetheart, all bal'k at me." Bark on I say, had occupied both sides of every grpat question
that ha.d agitated the country.
'rhis morning
I shall 1I0t calm you by whistling.
I beg pardon
of this convention for thus he comes forward and acknowledges the corn;
that he haA been every man's
throwing too much of my own affairA and po- acknowledges
litieal history before it. I could not do lesA. man; that he has occupied every side of this
I hnpe I shall have no occasion again to do it, great quest.ion. He alludes to my political
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course,
Well, sir, itis true, Twas caught ill the'
coon skin Irolick of 1840. 1 su'!pol'tt'd "Tippeca.noe" and your own belove, "Tyler too."
Bu~ when Tyler turned traitor and deserted his
friends: when he showed himself a Judas, I Iollowed not John 'I'yler: and he is the last man
that walks the soil of this proud confederacy I
would follow. 'l'he gentleman says he has no
doubt that in the contest between Jackson and
Crawford, and Clay, I was found voting for Olay.
I was a very small boy at that time, and was
not entitled to a vote. He thinks I am piqued
because he detected a pecnlatiug
postmaster
in
my town, who had swindled the government out
of $:W. The posuunster
in my town was my
political
and personal enemy, and in all the
races I have run in my CIHlllty he has been
against, rue. He has exerted all the influence he
could bring to bear not only to defeat me for the
state legislature. but also for this convention.
.111". C. A. WICKLIFFE.
I did not allude to
the post-muster of Wayne.
He is not Lhe gentleman I referred to.
Mr. CHRJSMAN.
There is not a more highminded and respectable gentleman in Kentucky
than the post-master he removed, whilst he was
the Post-master general of John 'l'yler.
In justice to him I say It.uotwithstanding
he is my personal anll political enelllY. 1 would ask the gentIeman, how it is he occupie:; a seat 011 thi$ floor
from the county of Nelson, where I:hel'e is a whig
majority of six or sevell hundred?
Mr. C. A. WICKLIFFE.
I will answer thlj
question.
The citizclIs of that ('ounty are honest, wBII thinking, generous people.
They hap'
pened t,o think me all honest man, an.] trustwor·
thy, alt.hongh tlt~y diff,·red with me on some
que;;;tions of mttiOllal policy, and that is the wav
1 got my appoilltm"llt.
"
:Mr. CHRISMAN.
Well, I did not know b\lt
there ha,[ uetJll another political
rl,Jvolution.
I
am not posted up as he seelll!> to intimate.
I
have not p~stt'red myself about his flolitical history, but 1 did suppose anothcr polItical revolll,
tiOIl had t.al{en place, for I knew there was a
whig Jllrtjority ill Nelson of some six or seven
hundrt;lJ, and I supposed he had to make sOllle
concessions to get here. BIlt. he says they Wltllted an honest, c!e\'er HUll, and hence they select;:dhim.
When I came here, t had the kindest feelings
for tIle gentleman fl"Om Nelson, and was prtpal"ed t.o vote for him checrfully to prtsid.: over thi'!
body; hutt.he left handed blow lw gave me yesterday did lIOt sit well UpOIl me. TIle motion I
made was not for the purpose of makiug polit.ical capital at home, nor any where else. I knew
that 1 should be attacked from every quarter in
this honse, and that it would be said that it was
done for effect.
Si1",1carne here prepared to vute on all occa·
siolls. and I cOIl.sider qlwstiolls as they arise,
and having duly weighed them, I make up my
miucl, alld I am not a.s fickle a..,; a woman of sixf,y, ~hallging and uudl:rgoing
revolutions every
twenty four hours.
If 1 were as fickle as the
gentleman has sho,vn himself to be, I would
stand here and damor fOl' debate till tl:tc first of
lJext January.
I would call upon the house to
give me light t.hat I might be enabled to vote
correctly upon all questions.
I do no~ make up

my mind VNy hastily, and wheu it is made up,
~ 00 not vf!ry frequently have occasion to change
It.

Mr. President, I have thoug-ht it pmper, in
justification of myself to submit these remarks,
and I shall nuw leave them with the convention. whiuh will doubtless give them all the consideration, to which they lOfty be entitled.
I
now move the adoption of the resolution.
Mr. BOYD. I ruove to amend the resolution
by strikillg out the sixteenth and inserting the
nineteenth.

'1

'he amendment was agreed to.
Mr. A. K. MARSHALL
moved the previous
question, which was sustained.
And the question being taken on the resolutiou it was adopted.
APPOI.l.TIO:-?mXT
01<' .REI'RESE!\TATlO:i.
Mr. BOYD offered the following resolution:
ResollJed, That representation
shall be equal
and uniform in this commonwealth,
and shall
b e fIt
. d ,vy
b t 1ie nUIDorever r~gn a ec1 an d ascert~llle
ber of qualified electors therein.
'l'he house of
representatives
shall consist of one hundred
members, and to secure uniformity and equality
of representation
as aforesaid, the state shall be
distncted into twelve districts:
D1Sl'RlOl' No. 1. To consist of the counties
of Fulton, Hickman, Graves, Ballard, McCmck.
(lll, Calloway,
:Marshall, and Livingston.
Drsl'lllcT No.2.
To consist of the counties of
Trig~, Christian,
Caldwell, Crittenden, Union,
HelH!o.:r.;;on,and Hopkins.
Dlf:il'ltlOT~o. 3. To consist of the cnllnt.i~s of
'J'odd, Muhlenburg,
Logan, Simpson,
Allen,
'Warren, Butler, and EdmOIl!>on.
DISTRICTNo.4.
To consist of the counties of
Daviess, Ohio, Hancock, Breckinridge, Grayson,
H:H~, Larue, Hardin, and Meade.
DlSTIUOTNo.5.
To consist of the counties of
Monroe, Barren, Cumberland,
Clinton, Adair,
Green, Taylor, Wayne, aud RusselL
DISTRICT No.6.
To consist of the counties of
Jeffcrsoll,
BulEtt,
.Nelsun, Shelby, Spencer,
Washington,
an,l :MariOll.
DISTR1CTNo.7.
'1'0 consist of the rouotitS of
Oldham, Trimble, H"mry, Franklin,
Owen, Carroll, Gallatin, Grant, and Boone.
DlSTRw'r .No.8.
To consist of the counties of
Seott" Harrison, Pendleton,
Kenton, Campbell,
Nicholas, Mason, and Bracken.
DrsTHIOT No.9.
To consist of the counties of
FaYttte, Woodford,
Bourbon,
Clarke, Jessamine, Anderson, Mtl'cer, Boylc, aIHI Garrard.
DISTP.ICT.No. 10. To consist of the counties
of Lewis, Fleming, Bath, Montgomery, MOl"5all,
Grccuup, Carter, Lawrt'uce, and JohnsolJ.
DISTlUCTNo. 11. To eonsist of the counties
of Estill Owsley, Breat.hitt, Floyd, Pike, P",rry,
Letcher, Clay, and Harlan.
D1STllWTNo. 12. 'fo consist of the counties
of ,Madison, Rockcastle, Lincoln, Laurel, Casey,
Plilaski, Whitley, and Knox.
III t.he year
. and p.very fourth year
thereafter, all enumeratIOn of all the qnalified
electors: of the 3t ate shall he mUltc ill such manner as shall be directed by law.
In the several years of making such enumeration, each district shall be entitled to reprtlsentati'ves equal to the lJumber of times the ratio
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is contained in the whole number
qualified mediate interest; they certainly dld not expect
electors in said districts: Provided, That the re- that any portion of the freemen of this commainiog representatives, after making such ap- monwealth were to be deprived of the right of
portioument, shall be given to those districts equal suffrage in electing their representatives
having the largest unrepresented fractions.
and of equal representation in the councils of
Representatives to which each district may be the state. Was that question discussed before
entitled, shall be apportioned among the several the constituents of any gentleman on this floor?
counties, cities, and towns, of the district, as If it was, it never reached my ears. And what
near as may be, in proportion to the number of is the reason given for such an infringement of
qualified electors; but when a county may not the rights of a portion of the people of til is
have a sufficient number of qualified electors to commonwealth?
Sir, I have heard no other reaentitle it to one r..presentative, and when the ad- son alleged than that 1 understood to be given
jacent connty or counties, within the district, by the gentleman from Madison (Mr. Turner,)
may not have a residuum or residuuma, which, for restricting the representation in cities, that
when added to the small county, would entitle it is necessary for the protection of the instituit to a separate representation, it shall then be tion of slavery.
in the power of the legislature to .ioi.n two or
And, sir, a portion of this commonwealth, exmore to~ether, for ~he pu~pose of sending a rep- tending from Greenup county to Hickman, ten
resenteuve:
-!rovl~e4,.'1 hat wh.en there are t...
~o miles out from the river, is to be denounced and
or. more c~mntIes adJo~lllng, and III the same dis- disfranchised, I suppose, in order to protect the
tr-iet, which have resldu~lms .over ~lJd above the institution of slavery. Why, sir, you cannot
ratto then fixed by ~aw, if said restduums,.wh~n place in the hands of the emancipationists a
added together, Will alll~unt to such rutio, 111 more powerful weapon, than by adopting this
that case, one ~epresentatlYe sha.H be added to !lrinciple of proscri.biug a portion of our C;;tate.
the county having the largest residuum.
would advise gentlemen to look a little at
Mr. BOY:q. I move to refer that resolu.tion home before they travel so far. What was the
to .the comnHttee. of ~he wh01.e,. and ~,hat it be poll of the emancipation vote in Madison counpnnt:d.
My O?.IectIII subm Ittll1g this resolu- ty? It was six hundred and eight.y eight votes.
uou is to h3;ve It brought to tJ.1eknowled~e of What was the emancipation vote taken in your
the conv~ntlOn, as. I shall offer It as a substitute county, Mr. Chairman? It was five hundred
fo~'the sixth sect.!on .of the report of the com- and fiftecn. The party, headed by that man of
mittee on the legislative department, when the distinguished talents, character and worth-c-the
proper tame comes.
great Ajax of the emancipation party of this
The motion to print and refer was agreed to.
commonwealth.
What was the ground taken
The convention resolved itself into commit- by the delegates from Louisville?
I can testify
tee of the who 11', on the report of the committee to their gallant bearing throughout the struggle,
on the lesislative
department,
Mr. MERI- to secure the rights and the property of those
WETHER H1 the chair.
very gentlemen who are now endeavoring to
Mr. THOMPSON.
The question before the disfranchise them. How is it in the county of
committee is one of great interest, but was it Kenton, one of the border counties on the Ohio?
one of those questions that were discussed be- What pledge does Kenton send here, that she
fore the people? What were the questions dis- is fit to participate in the rights of reprcsentacussed, and what were the reforms demanded by tion?
Her representative has told you, in a
the people when the delegates to this con vention manner t,hat does him honor as a mall, and as a
were eIeet~d? Was the disfranchisement of a delegate. Proscribe the citizens of Louisville,
portion of the fro?e citizens of this commOlI- send their delegates back, place them without
·wealth one of th ..m? If it were, it was not heard the pale of the constitution, but by doing so, you
of in my Rection of the cOllntry. The questions secure to the emancipation party a more gloriwhich were discussed in my county were a cur- OURtriumph than if the.}'"had beaten you and
tailmtnt of the sessions of the legislature, so the dclegaLion from LOlllRviUe in the contest,
that the sessions shalt be held every second or and had elected the whole of their ticket. Genthird year, instead of annually-the
rlacing of t.Iemeu say that the population of Louisville
the appointing power in the hand;; 0 the peo· will increase so wonderfully, that there is da.nger
pIe, illstead of in the hands of the executive-they will become-if I may use the term-a
the limiting of the elections of officers of the mammoth population.
Do gentlemen suppose
commonwealt,h to one day-and
the restricting tlmt the coulltry is to stand still meanwhile?
of the fower of the legislature in the passage Most certainly not.
The population of the
of loea ads, and in contracting state debt.s. On country will increase paripass1t with the popnthe question of slavery, too, my constituents lation of the towns. Whom dowe disfranchise
have their views: they believe that that subject by placing this restriction upon the cities? Are
should remain as it IS in the }1resent constitu- not the SOllSof all the different counties in the
tion, and as it was in the constitution of 1792; state, in the city of Louisville? Go there, and
or if change is necessary. that that change shall you will nnd the SOIlSof old Nelson, the mother
be as lit,tIe as possible. I have h~ard no com- of ('ounties south of Salt river. Do you not
plaints that the present cOllstitution does JlOt find there the SOllSof Bnllitt, and of Shelby,
protect t.he rights of slaw-holders; no such r('a- and of Spencer, who have made that city the
son was given for calling this convention.
The home of their adoption? Are you willing to
prominent reason was, that the veople might take deprive them of the rights that the people of
llltO their own hands the electIOn of their own other parts of the state enjoy, and that they
officers; and the question now before the commit- would enjoy, if they lived in another part of the
tee is one in which my constituents have no im- state? It is a very strange doctrine, that a man
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may be a freeman in Frankfort, but if he thinks ties according to the number of white inhnuiproper to remove to Louisville or Covington, tanto; ill (lath," &c.
his right of suffrage is to be abrogated.
It is, 1
In the constitution of Texas, the basis of reo
Bay, strange doctrine to me, to be preached in eo presentation is qualified electors.
free country,
In Arkansas, representation is regulated acIt is an important question sir. Suppose cordine to the number of free white male inbnbgentlemen were to introduce a resolution aere, itfLnts.'"
confiscating the property of any freeman in this
Iu MichiO'un, the basis of rcprcs(>ntation is
commonwealth, I have uo doubt uvery delegate fixed accorjing to the number of white inhabwould be horror-stricken at the idea. Are Hot itauts.
the political rights which f'reeruon enjoy in this
In Flori.da, the senutoriul representation
is
oorcmcnweultb dearer to them than the right of based on population.
property? Nay, arc they not dearer to them
In 1I1is,;otlri, n:prl.Jsentation is f\.pportioll~d acthan the very air they brt"Olthe? Are you willing cording to the number of free white male iubabthen, to deprive them of those illcstimnble po- itants.
litieal riglus, the right of suffrage, and the right
In Alabama, representation
is regulated by
of represcntntton?
Why, sir, this it is that eon- the number of white i!lhabitants.
etitutes a freeman; this it is that constitutes the
In Illiuola, representation is based on the numdifference between the freemen of this glorious ber of white inhabitants.
confederacy, and the subjects of the monarchies
In Mississippi, it is placed upon the number
of Europe. A man may own property in 'I'ur- of free white inhabitants.
key or in Russia, but to be a freeman there is a
In Indiana, representation
is based on the
vain and idle thought.
I would be the lust man number of white male inhabit.ants of the age of
on earth to violate vested rights, or to deprive twenty-ow" ;years.
the citizen of hi" property: and equally adverse
In Ohio, It. is the same 1\-<; in Indiana.
"Would I be to deprive any freeman of this comIn 'I'enneeeee.o'epreser tatiou is based on the
monwealth of those high polit.ical privileges number of qualified electors, giving to any
that all freemen value so highly.
county having two- thirds of the ratio, a Tepre·
It seems to be admitted by almost eVNY gP.lI- aeutative.
tleman, that the true basis of representation is
In New York, representation is based on the
population,
But. say they, it becomes a matter number of inhabitants,
excluding aliens and
of self-defence, to impose certain J'estrittiolls. persons of color, not taxed. There the great
As was justly remarked by the gentleman from city of New York has her full representation,
Kenton yesterday, upon gentlemen who make and is under no invldious reetricticn.
this assertion rests thtl onus prohandi,
Ei incui1lAs 1 conceive, the foregoing states of this
eitprobotio, qui dicit 11011 'lui llegoL And I call union l?lacc the basis of representntion upon
UpOllthose gentlemf'll who lay down this propo- ]loplllatiOn, or upon nnmbers of qu<\lified eleesition for the proof. Wbat proof have JOu that tor8, without any snch restrictions as are sought
it is necessary to disfranchise Ulese eitlzenfO, in to be placed in thi!> constitution.
It is true,
order to secnre your own safety? Have uot tbe tllcre is rt'strietion in Louisiana, Pennsylvania,
people of LouifOville, and of Kentoll countyand probably in Maryland; but if you look at
who are now menaceJ. with the loss of their po- the constitutions of the states adjacent to Kenlitieal privilege,,--seut to this convention living lucky, you will find the ba.<;isof representation
eviden(Jcs that they are trUG to their state? that is placed cither on numbers of qualified electhey are prepared to protect aU the great inter- tors or on popl.lhtion; and in fact I scarcely
ests of t11C!State'! They have sir. But how know of a gentlemau who gainsays the propohave other states reglllato?d this matter? Have sit ion, that population should be the basis of
they proposed r.o difofranchisc any of tlleir eiti- representation,
But, say they, it is necessary
zen,,? No ~ir. I refel yOll to their constitutions
for our self-defence, that t,he right of suffrage, or
for the truth of my as,,<;:rtion. The fOIll"tharti. of r",presentation, should be denied to a portion
de, third seution, of \'he constitution of Wiscon- of our fellow (~itizens. as I remarked before,
sin, is as follo'ws;
where is the proof that any SUell necessity ex'1 1
1
ists? I affirlll sir, that it exists only in the ima" 1 Ie egis <ltme shall providf', by law, for an
t
f
tl
enumeratiun ul'the inhabitants of the stilte, in gLll<~ Ions 0 .gen emell
the year OIIClthousanu eight hundred aml fifty- I SIl",there lS not a truer peofllc,.the~e are no~e
five, and at the end (If every tM yeal'!; thereafter, \ that arc more devoted to .the Instl\,utlOns of thiS
and at thr end of their .fin,;\,sei"ision after s\lch c?untry than the pop.ulatlOn of the border e~un·
enumeration, and also after each IOnulllcration tICS along the ~lHo nver, from Greellllp to HlCkmade by the autLol'ity of the Uniteu States, the man, NOllc 'Hr, StoOdllp ll:,ore manfully in the
legishtture shall apportion an,l distrkt ,lnew the great figllt tlll~t took place In August 1[\;,t,for I
mell1ber~ of the f'cnate and asso.;tnbly, aeeordillg was nn.eYfJ.-w~tnessto the ~tl"uggh: between the
to the \lumber of iuh:lbitants,
excluding lHdi- elHanClpatl~tlIsts ~\1d thel~ opponellt~.
What
au!! not taxed, lllld soldier." and officers of the ,10cs your bill of ngllts say! Bas a smgle delUnited States army and na,')'."
egate dedul'cd that he is in favor of changing
1 t1 f
tI
t" 1 1.1' t fi
.
f h
anY of tho>;e great prineiples that were laid
n . le. ollr 1 ur ]0.; e, ~lr y .. rst seo.;~l~n,0 t e dO'I'n in the bill of rights in the constitution of
cou;;tltUtlOu of Iowa, I find thiS provl~lOll:
11!J2,and re-adopted in thc constitution of 1799,
"The number of senators a~d reJ?resClntatives and proposed b,v your committee to be re·adoptshall, at the fir"t regular ser;,SlOlloj the general in the constitution 'we arc about to Blake? "that
assembly after .~nch enunH'ration, be fixeli by 'all freemen nre equal, and that no man 6hall
law, and apportIOned among the several coun- • be entitled to exclusive privileg,"s, or to emolu-
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, mente, except in consideration of public service
• rendered."
No gentleman is in favor ofchanging this great paramount pl'inc!ple.
If then, ail
are equal, preserve that equality, do not proscribe a man because he happens to be in a particular locality.
Let him be as free in Jefferson
county as in any county on the border of the
Ohio, as in Madison or Frunklin conntiea.
Then
von will preserve this great principle; without
this, it is a dead letter, and oughttu be stricken
from the constitution.
It has been said by other gentlemen, that this
restriction is necessary in order to keep down
foreign population.
Sir, I Leal' sentirucute uttered-c-but thank God they come from but few
persons-which
are ill direct contradiction of one
of the many grounds, alleged in the declaration of independence
as reasons for making
that declaration,
and for throwing
off the
yuke of (treat Britain.
what were the reasons
assigned by Thomas Jefferson, when he penned
that memorable declaration?
In the liRt. of
grievances all edged in that document against
Killg George, the third is this:
" He has endeavored to prevent the population
of theseetatee: for that; purpose obstructing the
laws for naturalization of foreigners; refusing to
pass others to elleoura~e their migration hither,
and raising the conditions of new appropriations of' lauds,"
This is one of the reasons, that they had for
declaring their independence, and sir, the declarations and acts of some gentlemen at this day,
coincide almost exactly with the acts of King
George III at that day. They would deny to
foreigners the right of suffrage for a period of
twenty-one years.
'Vas that the Jctfersoninn
doctrine?
Was that the doctrine promulgated by
Hancock, Jefferson, end others who signed the
declarat,ion? We have millions of acres of puhlie lUlld llOW Ullinhabitodj our country extends
frum tlw Atlmltic to the Pacific oceans, I say to
f01'l:igners, come on g-entlemen, come on: our
laws are strong CJHlUghto protect our citizens.
Sir, what is YOUI' naturalization law? It is that
no man shall become a citizen, unless he has behaved himself like a worthy man for five years.
In the act of congl'es.s of 1802, ],msf'.edill the the
administration
of the great apostle of liberty,
Thomas Jefi'er;;,on, section first, third paragraph,
reads as f[lllows:
«That t.ho court admitting sueh alien SIlO,]lbe
satisfied t.hat he Ita"! resided within the Unitcd
States five years at IC<lst,and within the state or
territory wher..: sueh court is, at the tillie, held,
one year at least; and it s.hall furtller apjlCar to
their satif'.factioll, that during t,hnt time 1e has
behaved a:; a man of a good moral character,
attached \0 the principles of the constitution of
11.:\ United States, and "welldisposed to the good
order and happiness of the same: Provided, that
the (lath of the applicant shall, in 110 case, be n.llowed to pl'Ove hi:; residence."
If men who are unworthy are admitted to the
privileges of citizenship, it is not the fault of
the law, but it is the fault of the administrators
of the law. Sir, Sllppose thatKossuth, Bern, and
t,heir co~patriots, that now find protection even in
the land of Turkey, from the t:yrant now seeking
their blood, should CQmeto thiS country; where
is the man in America who would require them

to remain here twenty-one years before they
should be permitted to become citizens?
Those
men who have staked their lives, who have staked
their all fur the freedom of their country.
I
would to God they would come to this land of
freedom, and then let the Emperor of Russia or
Austria demand them from this government.
A
shout would go up from Maille to Mexico against
it that would nerve the arm of old Zack for any
crieis. Sir, who builds YOlll' railroads?
Who
makes yom canals'! Who constructs your turnpikes? It is the pOOl' laborers, the foreigners,
who seek an asylum on" your shores, from the
band of' oppression.
I sir, you know, am a
uutive boni Kentuckian: I hail from old Nelson,
but old Bullitt is my beloved, my adopted home,
and sir, I know there are men whose land of
adoption Kentucky is, that feel a~ much for her
welfare and interests ue I do.
What was another ground set out in HIe deduration of independence, for separation from
Great Britain?
j u the specification of the usurpations of Kin&"George, we find the following:
"He bus forbidden his governors to pass laws
of immediate and pressing importance, unless
suspended ill theiroj)eI'ULion, till his assent should
be obtained; and "Wlen so suspended. he has utterly neglected to attend to them. He has refused to pass other laws for the accommodation
of large districts of people, unless those people
would relinquish the right of representation in
the Iegislature-c-a right iuestimnbje to them, and
formidable to tyrants only."
we here see, Mr-, Chairman, how the right of
representation
was held hy such men as Hancock, Jefferson, and others, the signers of the
declaration of independence.
Probably I have detained
this committee
longer than I should have dOlle. There are cer4
tain great refurms that the people of Kentucky
have sent us here to make----to limit the sessions
of' the legislature, to place the appointing power
of every officer in the hands of tne people, and
I belien, there arc hardly three men on this floor
who arc opposed to these l'efol'llJs. Let the subject of slavery remain as it is, with lime or no
altemtion; because there was no complaint from
slaveholders that their rights WC1'enot protected.
Limit the time of llOlding your elc(,tions to one
day. 'Vh('1l we do Lhis, I thiJlk we shall have
doue all the people sent us hcr(: to do. As for
myself, I knowll that my people never sent me
herE' to abridge the right of suffrage 01' of represlmtat.ion, and I should dislike very much that
my llHlne should go down to po"terity upon the
record as JlUvillg voted to abridge the right of
suffrage, or the right of representation, of any
f'rceruull of tJJis e01llmonwealth.
The people
will judlfe our judgment, am] their judgment
will be tJmt of ages. 'rhey will judge of the
actions of' e\"el'Y delegate on this floor. Every
gent.lemall knows the instructions he has received from his constituents; let him aet a.ccording
to thof';e instructions.
For my,:;elf, I was not instructed to abridge the right of suffrage of any
man, ot' to deny to allY freeman in this eommon4
wealth the right of representation.
Mr. PROCTOR.
As I shall vote to restrict, to
some extent, the city of Louisville and all other
cities which may grow up in this commonwealth,
in the senatorial department of the government,
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I claim the attention of the committee while I
make a brief explanation of the reasons which
will influence my vote. Representing, as I do,
a county bordering on the Ohio river, I will take
occasion to remark that I cannot believe the
question of emancipation has anything to do
with the question under consideration.
Sir, I
repudiate the remarks of the gentleman from
Madison, (Mr. Turner,) so far as they may have
been Intended to apply to my constituents, for
they are as much devoted to the institutions of
the state as any portion of the people of the
commonwealth.
They have been and ever will
be true and devoted friends of the south. But
what has slavery and emancipation to do with the
question under consideration?
Here we have a
plain and simple question in itself, which has
no connection whatever with that of slavery;
and they ought not here to be united.
Sir, a reason has been asked by the gentleman
last up, why cities should hereafter be restricted
in the Senate. I will endeavor to furnish him
with one.
I represent a county, it is true, which pays
but a small revenue into the treasury.
The nett
revenue paid by my county, after paying her
portion of the general expenses of the government, is but some seven or eight hundred dollars
per annum. Owing to our geographical position
we are removed from the benefits arising From
the works of internal
improvement,
which
have been carried on and completed at the expense of the people of the state at large. In addition to the 'large appropriations for these purposes which have heretofore been made by our
legislature, our state is also now indebted some
four millions of dollars.
This debt must be
paid; the faith, the honor, the credit of the state
require it. The entire population of Kentucky,
without regard to location, or benefitto be derived
from these works, must and will be taxed to pay
these debts; and sir, my constituents and the
constituents of other gentlemen upon the floor
of this convt'ntion, who have derived no ]lraCtical benefit from these works, will have to bear
their portion of these burdeue. In this sir, we
have carried out in practice what gentlemen so
much condemn in theory-taxation
without representation.
But, Mr. Chairman, we have been told by
gentlemen during this discuseiou, that he who
would do a wrong in a small matt-er, would perpetrate a greater wrong if you would but give
him the pO'Ner; and, sir, it is to guard against
this improper exercise of power that I will vote
for the restrictions that I have indicated.
We
have seen what power members of the legislature have exercised in making appropriations of
the public money for works of internal improvement, which have been local and partial in their
beneficial influence; and as we have been warned
that those who once perpetrate a wrong will repeat it, whenever an opportunity offers-acting
upon the principle that "self-preservation is the
first law of nature," and that self-interest is the
great lever that unfortunately too much controls pnblic and private action, I shall, ill defence of those whom I represent, cast my vote
to restrict the overwhelming influence of any local or sectional interest in this commonwealth.
The question has been asked why restrict the

rights of any portion of the freemen of this commonwealtbf
Sir, we have heard beautiful theories advanced upon this flOOT; but when you
come to carry them into practical operation, you
find that they will not work. If, sir, our gov·
emment is to be based upon popular representation nlone, without allY checks and balances,
why I ask do we have a senate at all? The great
object is, that the senate is to operate as a cheek
upon the hasty legislation of the country, and
to act as a conservative barrier between popular
legislative excitement and the rights of the peo·
ple. Look, sir, at the formation of your federal
constitution, and the relative position of the
states of this Union. Take for example, sir, the
great states of New York, Pennsylvania and
Ohio-three
powerful states-now
having an
aggregate representation of eighty one members
upon the floor of congress. Give to those states
a representation in the senate as potent as that
in the lower branch of congress, and what measure could they not carry, and what influence
could they not exert? Hence, sir, the wisdom
of our fathers was signally displayed in forming
that charter of our liberties, whose conservative
influence is thrown around. the diffcrent departments of the government, especially in giving
to the senate a check upon the hasty legislation
of the lower branch of congress. This is done
by giving to the smallest state in the Union an
equal influence with the largest. And, sir, I
would ask gentlemen, when they vociferate so
loudly in praise of the "dear people," and their
right of suffrage, why it is that they would
have a senate at all? Why not golve to the popular branch of the legislature all power to pass
laws? The very fact. sir, that you have a senate,
is a restriction upon the rights of the people.
And, sir, when we come to apportion representation in the senate, some regard, in my humble
judgment, should be paid to the great inerest of
different portions of the state, without regard
alone to numbers.
For these reasons, hIr. Chairman, I will vote
to restrict the local influence of the large cities,
which may hereafter grow up in this commonwealth. And, sir. as this question of slavery
and emancipation has been so frequently lugged
into the discussions of various p'roposit.ions
brought before the convention, I Will take this
occasion again to remark that I cannot conceive
that the question of emancipation has auy thing
to do with the subject matter before us. I
thought, Mr. Chairman, when I first came to this
convention, that we should have no discussions
and have 110 diviaioas upon this all exciting
question; but in this I have been sadly disappointed. I have deeply regretted to see a discussion growing up here upon the abstract ques·
tion of slavery that can lead to 110 practical results, but which will tend to distract our deliberations. But, sir, as gentlemen have thought
proper to allude to the institution of slavery, in
a local and sectional point of view, I feel it due
to those whom I represent here in my place, to
rise and repel the charge that has been made
against them, in common with the other river
counties in the state, for, sir, they are as true
and unflinching in their devotion to the slave
interest ill this country, as are they of any other
section of the state. It is true, sir, that we have
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only about two hundred or two hundred and fortunately give way to the madness of some
fifty slaves in my county, and that we are a bor- fact.itoue hour, to the phren ey of some fanatic
upon some great question like this,
der county, and have but little interest in the spirit-if
matter so far as the value of our slaves is con- they should in an evil hour permit our glorious
cerned, still, sir, we have an interest in common union to sink, overwhelmed in some horrible
struggle, of brother with brother, they will
with our common country.
'I'he non slaveholders of the county of Lewis will be the last to never gain their liberties until the sun shall
desert the institution, and they will be among slumber in the cloud, forgetful of the voice of
Sir, let us then UPOIl a question
the first to repel au invaaion OJ' an assault made the morning.
upon it, let it emanate from whatever source it so momentous, and fraught, with such mighty
consequences, pause and reflect wen,~b('fore we
may.
Mr. Chairman, though a large majority of my rashly act. I do hope that in the future discusconstituents
are non-slaveholders-it
was no sion of the various propositions that may be l)re.
difficult task on my vart to convince them that sented to the consideration of this eonveution it
they were as deeply Interested in protecting aud will not be thought necessary to introduce the
subject of slavery in the arena of debate. Sir,
defending this institution, as is the slaveholder
himself
J contend that it is the poorman, the though I come from a. county included in the renative born laborer. of Kentucky, who is most mark of the gentleman from Madison, I stand
deeply intereeted"!» the perpetuity and preser- here as firm and unflinching all advocate of the
vatiou of fu. institution of sla,yery-for sir, once slave institutions of the state as any gentleman
emancipate your slaYes-permit
the starving upon this floor. And if that great day should
hordes of Europe to pour in upon us, as they un- ever COIllC when a dissolution of this Uuiou shall
questionably
would-and
the consequence take place, which I hope and trust in high
heaven will never be, we upon the Ohio river,
would be, as was contended by the slaveholding
emancipationist
throughout
the state of Ken- are to occupy the front of the battle ground,
tucky-that
the wages of labor would be reduced, and let me tell you, sir, if come it must, we will
prove ourselves true to the institutions of Kenwhile the value of land would be enhaucedconsequently the native born Kentuckian, would tucky.
But Mr. Chairman, in framin~ a constitution,
either be compelled to drag out an existence of
poverty and dependence, or to seek a home in that is to protect all the great interests in this
the far west. Sir, ill such an event the price of state, I shall not be influenced by empty declands would advance, and the wages of labor lamation upon this subject, let it emanate from
whatever source it may; and sir, a... I consider
would decrease-the
pOOl' man therefore, never
could acquire the means that would enable him that this question of emancipation has nothing
to do with the settlement of the question now unto purchase a home for himself and family-ami
am
a system of landlord and tenancy would grow der consideration, 1 shall disregard,sofarasI
up in Kentucky, (where there arc already very concerned, all that argumlvllt of gentlemen who
extensive land holders), that would be danger- have such all object in view. But sir, as we have
ous to the liberties and rights of the poor, and the example of our federal constitution, end a
God save my country from a system of this kind. number of the states, and as we have the still
I repeat, sir, 1 do hold that the poor man in more Jlotent exalllj)le in the acts of our legislaKentucky is more deeply interested in sustain- ture, 111 the partie and corrupt manner in which
ing this institution than any other portion of they have appropriated and managed the funds
the community; but if the argument is to pre- of the state; and sir, as J look at the senate, as a
vail here that the slaveholder is alone to be con- conservative check upon the haaty and imfrovi~
of the count.ry, I shal vote
sulted; if that doctrine is to be maintained by dent legislation
against givincr to local and sectional. interests
those professing to be pro-slavery men-then
truly, IS this property held by a slender thread; an undue inff'U€llCe in the senate of the state.
Sir, we know the pernicious influence which this
but J trust 110 such sentiment prevails here.
Mr. 'Chairman, gentlemen have thought pro- sectiounl Icgislatlon has had upon the country
per during this discussion to allude to this in days past: and as this power has been exerquestion ill a moral point of view, and they have cised to the detriment and injury of my constittold us that they believed that the finger of God uents.T intend to exercise the power which I
was lll.l0n the institution.
Sir. while I believe have, UPOll the floor of this convention, in pro"
that divine providence is employed now us in tectlng thorn, as far as I ran, from its exercise in
AuJ sir, whenever gentlemen will come
the days of the" Jewish Theocracy," when the future.
children of Israel were led by the pillar of up and vote for a clause ill the constitution, that
cloud by day and the pillar of fire by night, ill. the legislature never shall have the power to
moulding and impressing the character and in- make an appropriation for any work of int~rnal
stitutions of m:y country-I
also believe as firm- improYement, for which my constitut:'nts shall
ly as I believe In holy writ, that that same pro- be taxed, without their consent, I will go with
:My constitnents
vidence ha.'! destined the African race to slavery them for their llrOpositioli.
in these United States. But sir, be that as It havc been taxed without their cousent, they will
be ta.~ed to a"s;ist in paying the present state debt.
may, it is an institution of our country-we
must take it as it is. No plan has been or can which was created for the purposes of building
be devised by which they can be sent from the yom railroads and turnpikes, from which my
borders of our land; and to talk about it is only constituents have derived no immediate advanto talk about an abstraction, which may lead to tage. And sir, this, to say the least about it, is
the most fatal results.
Sir, if we once pormit nothing more nor less than taxation without repAs our legislators, who come from
ollr feeliug$ to become excited upon this great resentation.
question, and if our common country should un· those sections that are to be benefit1:£d by theoe
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works, have done a "little
wrong. in small H'sidill$ ill the towns and villages.
To these
things," I fear that they will carry it out in big were gIVen certain rights aud privileges.
They
ones, if they have the opportunity.
I shall there- became freemen, haying' before been denominated
fore, in self-defence, vote for some'restriction up· I villianf; or slaves. The word freeman or cition this senatorial representation of Jorge cities I zen 'was applied to them, denoting that they
which may ill time grow up in our state.
were inhabitants of a city, and not only denoMr. BULLITT.
I shall 1'1;'<:or(1
my vote in
t.ing that they were inhabitant'!
of a city. but
VOl' of the principle for which I couteuded.
ill
that they were sovereigns of the city. When
the remarks which I addressed to the convention I our constitution was formed, the same principle
a few davs ago, thatis a perfect equality of rights was adopted. Constrain the term in that sense,
as regards city nud country.
I contend that the how do I apply it'! We are sent here br the
very first principle in this government, the basis people of Kentucky to secure to all the citlZCII:'!
upon which its whole superstruction
rests, is thereof the enjoyment of the right of life, liberty,
perfect equality.
what-these words imply is, and property. Nuw, sir, I will ask, would it not
equality in regard to the exercise of sovereignity be a perfect absurdity to say that we are sent
~n the protec!i.on?f civil rights, and in th~ eu- here to secure to all t}le.sovereign pe?ple?f this
jcymeut of life, Ilbert.y and property.
while I commonwealth the enjoyment of lite, liberty,
would be wholly uuwilliug to entrust to cities and property, and that we have the power to
any advantage. 1: would have them enjoy that destroy the sovereignty upon which all this
equality, which the proposition of the gentle- rests? Sir, when you destroy their sovereignty,
man from Christian
would give them. If can you secure to the sovereign people the enyou suffer a city to send an undivided vote to joyruent of life, liberty, and property?
Certainly
the legislature, it will give her a decided udvau- not. The basis of this government, a...I remarktage oyer au adjoining county.
ed before, is cquality-c-in nll those rights which
My position is, that there is no constitutional
belongs to the ,"iti,zen, perfect equality, as f~r as
power in this convention to impose a restriction, ~'egal'CISt~c sovereign po~n~r, an equality of right
or to make any distinction between those HYing ~ll the enjoyment
their property, and I carry
in town or country, upon rich or poor land, or It ~Jll~ and apply 1t to property of every dewherever they may bc. There are but two lorms SCl'lptIOlL
of governmeut that. ean exist. One is a govern¥
Now, FJir, we are told by Blackstone, that the
mellt of force, allu t.he other is a government power of parliament is omnipotent.
Is it to be
which re~ts upou affection. No,,· sir, if you 'liill contended here ill our government that. this conbring an intelligent l~u~sian here, seeing every· venti Oil is Olnl..liPOt.011t'(I am pelfectly willing
thing moving on smoothly, the first inquiry tllaf, to COlltcstthe question whollj' upon tillS ground;
will suggest itself tohismind,
if', ·where {s the I say we are limited ill our power-we
have
power of this government.
He does not sec uu 110 right of destructioll,
11'1 appoint an agent
armed soldiery, which h," considers to be absolu- to attend to my estate, does it imply that he has
tely llecef>Sary? ]t it lIecessary only when aright to destroy the estat.e? Cenaillly it does
the people are interested ill tIle destructIOn of the IIOt. 'Ve have not the power of destruction.
goVeTl\ll.lellt.. Here everyone is a sovereign.
.A The whole object of government would be lostviolat.ion of the laws of this lanel, is a vioJatioli the whole object of civil society would be lost,
of my rights,
1 hare a portion of the sov<>rcign if this convont.ion possessed such power. We
power; every Ulall around me has a portion of are 110tthe people, but the agenl.s of the people,
the sovereigl1. power, therefore every mall comes sent here to make an organic law, for tne proto t.he aid of the law; anr1 the sovereign power tedioll of life, liberty, and pl"Opertj', Nov,~let
existing in the p<:lople of a J'epublic, is the only us test this thing. Have we the right so far to
reason Why we can carryon
the government destroy the sovereignty of thif'l nation as to de~
without a standing military force.
The first cree that we will hercnfter li\Te l1IHler an aristocclause of the constitution
under which we uro racy, or to declare that olle man shall be empenow acting proYides:
rot" of kiug or Kentucky?
Eyery one will at
"We, the representatives of the people of Ken- once acknowledge that there would be obsurdity
tucky, ill cOllvelltioll m;sembled, to secure to all in the proposition.
Then, if you have not the
the citlz('ns thereof, the enjoyment of the ri~ht right to destroy so\'ereignty entirely as it exists
of life. liberty and propeny, and of pursulllg in the citizens of this commonwealth, have you
happilless, do ordain ana establish t.his constitu- the right to take awa.v soveruignty from a SilllJ'lo
tiun for its gOYPl'Ulllellt."
county or individual'?
Surely not. Carry tlHl
The word citizen isofRoll1an deirvatiou.
We principle out. 'Ve are sent here to guaranty the
get it I'Will the civic law. The Roman citizen <:lXlir-rights uf property,
This cOll'vention has ll{)
cised 11 portioll of the sovereignty of the state. right. to take away one atom of property which
When he went to OllC of the provinces he car· I possess, and to apply it to the pUblic use,
ried ·with him this sovereign .power, or ill other Without COmpE'llSal,ion. They have no power to
wortl8 the rights it secured to him. Cicero decree any distinction in the enjoyment of propspeaks of it as the Jllust. heinolls crime, that ert.y between :;;lave". horses, laudH, and any other
could be committed. to subject a Roman citizen de5;cription of property.
Becau1;e, sir, anyacto the torture,
]n the dark ages that succeeded tiOli of t.his convention, which goes to the de.
the downfall of the Roman empire, wh.on politi· struction of any of those rights to which I have
cal power was divided between the Prillces and a~ludeel, is opposed to the e-bjcet for which we
the Barolls, there was almost perpetnal war kept are assembled.
I deny the right of the people
up ~etween them.. The Princes found it llCeeSSu,-themsel.'es, in tlleir sovereign capueity, to do
ry, III order to cnpple the Barons, to rear tip a any act that would amollnt to the destruction
middle class, and these consisted of the artisans of their sovereignty-much
less does that
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right belong to this convention.
]f then, :;ir, gnments he presented, and to £,·\,1that there WU~
a. force and power ill those Il1'gt1m~nts, 'which
they have no right to take away my property
without compensatiou-c-If
this conveunon
have would be irresistible in this house, anti. in the
But the spell by which I
no right to say that I shall not worship the state of Kentucky.
Deity as I please-if
it has no Tight to destroy was bound in the colloquial intercourse which I
the form of our government, they certainly have had with tl](>gentleman, Ienow broken. I think
1 sec ligllt in It different direction. and I come
no right to destroy the sovereignty
of anyone
in it. Aud the consequence is, they have 110 back to my first love, and stand here JlOW us the
usc a hackneyed
tcrm-of
some
right to draw a distiuctiou between the people advocate-to
residing in n city and those reelding
lit
the conservative restriction, nut only upou the city
but eye-ry other portion of the
country.
I am for all equality
of rights on of Louisville.
the part of city and oouutry.
'fa carry out stale that may, OJ' this excess of numbers, be
tbt .. principle a little further. This couven- liable to do damage to the gl.'lIeral interests of
1 kUI)'W sir, that if I were 110t the
tion have no right, if they have the pow- the state,
er, to draw this distinction which I seethe legis- represeututi ve of 1\ free and iudepoudcnr, people,
lative report does (J1l the subject (If the afPor- 1 -hculd not have ueeu enabled to stand up, afttonment (If representation,
We huve a the ter Such donnncintious as have fallen \Ipon genright of represeutatio»,
whether r-ich or poor, tlemen who shall ad as 1 do upon this 11001'.
But sir, I thank God, J thank those thnt reared
whether liviug in the country or a city, whether
10 maturity,
that the
they are numerous 01' otherwise,
How does it me up from childhood
operate'!
Suppose the ratio to he 1,500, it gives spirit of jndepondence "Was infused into me ill
to a county having but two thirds of the ratio, infancy, as fully as ill an,r man here or elsein mallY instancee, a representative,
1£ my where; ami that whnt my Judgment dictates to
to
county happened to have the full ratio of 1,50U, me should be done. 1 have a detormiuutiou
and 999 over, it would have but ono rejll'csen- dare attempt to do. I cure not what the pow·er
tath'e.
And the re;"iduulll addetl to the quali- may be that n:sists the position I occupy, nnfied voters of a Slllallel' adjoining county "Would less Illy judgment is convinced, 1 stanel by that
judgment.
give to that county two represc!ltatives.
I 1ll1.vebeen a. good dl'al astoni;,;IH·d since this
Upon this principle of pel'fed equalitv, ill om
rights of property, and in our politica! rights, discus>;ion cummenced, I must confes8. I W!l~
at my friend from Christian,
when
Ute same rea."on will apply in rt'gal'd to the act astonislled
of 1833. which has bet'll modified, but which he came in with that glorions ('ompl'Omi"e of
will be atteilipted
to bc eng-rafted in this eon;;ti· his. 1 was 8urpris.:d to find that a chauge had
tution,
1'ht'I'e is a violatiun of rigllt,
:EVL'l'Y eome oyer the spirit of his dr~allls. 'VlJat has
I was sir, more
man ill tId;; communit.y havill!.:' all equal rig-lit bE.-en his position heretofore?
to purchase property and brillg -it from wlHl.tevo.:l' firmly bll"'ed in t.he po~ition I occnpy, by the
language of the gClltleman himself,
place he plcasc3,
W hil"t 1 wonld leave that eloquellt
law a.s it now "tands, I alll utterly opposed to only the day before he pl'f's",nted that comproengrafting it in the constitution.
I would leave mise. He declared it was the last battle for our
it as it stands, becau"c dire necessit.y may re- COlllltry':,; right,;" that was to be fought.. He
qnire that it exbt.
How far nctt;'ssity lllay seemed to doubt the firmness of my nerves, .md
justify a departure
trom th.is go;:ncral rule of ellCleavort'd to strengthen me in my position, so
that 110 power ill tJle house or out of it might
equalit.y, is a question that would be somewhat
difficult to settle.
1f Louisville
had sent the shake me. But sir, the guardian angl"l watchmg
emantipation
representatives
lWl'e, and thel' lULd over the gentleman, perhaps, whis\lf'l'ed a lesson
showlI a disposirion to carry out tlnl.t. law,
will of wisdolll in his enr, of "llich he lad llever benot sal what might. have been my eonrse,
Be- fore learned; alld he came to this house Otl the
moruillg with a pmposition which he
cause
should consider t.hat an attempt at de· followiug
blandly
calls a compromise-compromise
of
struction.
But as the present represent.atives
come here representing fully and fall'ly the slave ,vhat sir? Was it 11. compromise of the principle for ",hidl he contend",d, or wa.t; it a comprointerests of the ('oulltry, it has 110 application
whatever, aud ul<::rcfort', I will not go into that Illise of opiniolls, which he held the day before~
AhI sir. it was the dictum of an entire change of
question,
Mr. MAOHEX,
I will nf;k the indlllgence of polic.)'. A compromise by giving to thoi"c OIL
this committ,·e for a few moments, for I am Ull- one side of the que~tiun, rlll that they IlSked for,
aud lea\"illg those who think that a different
willing to give It silent vote upon this question.
'Vhen in t11e committee that pr<!st-l1red this T<~- eour"e should be 'Pun;ued, without having n.
port. I was of the illlpl'cssiun that there ought single ernmb fall to them from their master's
tabte.
I stand hy no such compromises,
If I
to btl l'e:,trictiolls placed \Ipon the sena.torial
representation
of those lloiHts that might be- compromise at all, it is on tE'fIllS of liberality;
come ex~'eedingly jlopuluus.
I f<.:lt. tOll, that 011"udl terms n.s will extend to me, a portion at
lea!>t of that for which I fight; but I presumed
there w~regr('at prillciplesatf>tal,e,
but 1 badllot
They
sufficiently matured the subject.
I had not in- the ~(>lltll::llllm'Sreasous ~vere satisfactory.
me, They llave
vestigated the ground all which my neLioH would have not however convinced
hall
no
influence
ou
my
judgment
so
far;
aHd
be bas~d sllftieielltly accl)rding to my uwn judg-~ment, to sustain luyself in the posit'lOn ill which thongh the gelltleman 11as departed from me,
ill the firm position
where htl left
J would be plaeed.
I tb('refo1'esir, when list.en- I stand
ing to the colloquial
eloquence of the gentle- we, 'J'hotlgh he may think proper to take she}man fl'Om Louisville, who ..,,,as my coadjutor on tt:l' under the banner of thf' leaders of the oppothe committee, was charmed away from my firat site side, yet. sir, I fight under the star spallgled
view of the subject.
I was led to adopt the ar- banner nuder which I started.
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There has been sir, a great. deal of extraneous swer thi~ question. for it would be uu insult to
matter introduced ill this discussion.
We are the intelligence of this house, if I should attold that on tho Ohio's broad and beautiful shores tempt to answer it. Why was it that every lit·
the spirit of putriot.ism and valor dwells in rich tle state that was organized in this union requirabundance, and that whenever the bll1ee note is ed, at the hands of the general government, that
sounded, and the first tap of the ruartikl drum is it should. have an eqal amount of representation
heard, all her SOilS are fonnel rushing to defend in the United States Senate? It was sir, upon
their country's glory. Sir, when the first note the same principle upon which I now intend to
was sounded, my constituents were rushing 1Il act. It was, upon the principle of self-preservetheir majesty, to the rescue of their country tion. It was, that in the senate, there might be
Yes Sir, my own county raised a company at the a wholesome check against the evil influences, if
first intimation of the proclamation of war with they should ever be directed to evil, which
Mexico: but so far from the centre of attraction might be exercised in the lower house. Was it
was she. that the company was entirely too late. right 01' was it wrong?
'I'he history of this
As soon as we heard that there was a call to country, in past days, attests the wisdom of the
arms, our people came gallantly up-I
do not policy. Had it not been for that principle, our
include myself 1 was not a volunteer-but
the govel:nment would have reeled and tottered like
people of my county ranged themselves under a drunken man, and prostrate might have lain.
the stnr spangled banner and asked of the go\'"ern- It is this inequality that secures this government to be permitted to take a share ill the toil ment of ours, as far as the two senatorial votes of
and danger, the strife and hazard that were im- each state have power.
pending over ~e coull,try.
This was denied
The little State of Delaware having but three
the~11at that time. Afterwards when the. 4th counties, und a population of about one hunregml~llt Kentucky volunteers was organized, dred thousand, has an equal voice in the senate
s?e did send forth .<1 .ga~lallt compa.oy; but they with the largest state of the union. Why is it
8;r were to~ late to Jom 10 the confll~t before the so'? It is that the community may be protected
city of Mex!co. and yet they.reYclled III her lu,:Us, against combinations of large masses. But genand some ~f them Sir no.w l~e beneath her SOIL
tlemen say it is a departure from J,Jrinciple, that
The subject of emancipation has been drawn we are about to make here: no sir it is no dealso into thi~ dis?uss.ion. .1 sir most solemnl,Y parture from principle.
I a~k you ;vhat city or
aver t!J-atuntil this discussion began upon this town in the Oommonwealtu of Kentucky 1md
floor l~ never ente~ed my hea:d that slavery. had the right to s0parate representation ill the senate
an.y tlung to do wlth the subject under conslder- at the time this convention was called? The
atlOn,
same mode of representation is acted on in evThe gfmtleman from Bullitt talkH most e10- ery portion of the union. Virgimt\. is divided
quent.ly npon this proposition to disfranchise a into two grand sCllatorial districts; one east, the
portion of the lleople of Kentucky.
Sir I am other west of the blue ridge; one represented by
not sent here for the purpose of disfranchising a thirteen, and the other by llineteen senators; and
single man, woman or ehild, or to take away a th~se divisions are kept up irrespect.ive of popusingle privilege from any man; but sir I am fur lation; and it takes two tlllrds of the legislature of
preventing a combination of force from bringillg that statfl to change this constisutionul provision
destruction on the country by fiueh combination. once in ten years. I come next to Maryland,
·Wegive to every lJOrtioll of Kentucky a full rell- where the same doctrine, for which I contend, is
rcsentation in the lower huufie, according to its curried out. The elder gentleman from Nelson,
numbers.
I sir am not to be deterred frum ex- stated t.he other flay; that there were but eleven
pressing the sentiments I entertain, by being count.tes in Maryland. I believe he is mistaken. I
told that the Auto<:rat of Hussia is not less to be think there are twenty. How is their senatorial
trusted than those who aet as I intend to act. representation
apportioned? It is divided into
No sir, and I dare assert, that the source whence twenty one districts: each county sends one senat.he denunciation emanated, has no more of thl.' ator, and the city of Baltimore one, which comlove of countty burning on the altar of his pletes her senate. I ask yon how it is that Baltiheart, than I have; nor of correct principles ei- marc sends but one, when each county is entitled
ther.
to ooe? It is on the principle of self-preservation.
Now sir. it is contended, that if we limit 1l1e
'fhe gentleman fmm Fleming (Mr. Garfielde,)
r"preselltation of cities in the senate, we are de- a few days since delivered an eloquent discourse
stroymg the right of suffrage in Kentucky. 00 the sources from which his fir;;t principles of
What is the object of government?
It is that republiean equality were gathered.
He crossed
the greatest amount of good may be dissemina- the Alleghany mountains and sought in New
ted to the greatest extent. Why is the senate England those lessons.
He learned very strange
created at all? Is it for the !Same purpose that lessons, or he learned those lessoos yery badly.
tht:' lower branch of the legislature exists? No What does the history of that country tea<:h us?
sir, I take on myself to aver, that it has a differ- 1n ·Rhode Island they have one senator for each
ent purpose in view. Representation should ex- count.y and one for each city in the state. Conist wherever taxation is exer('ised; and it is ful- necticut has adopted a principle which I hope
Iv carried out in the lower honsc of our gencral never to see engraft.cd in the constitution of
assembly. It is su in the hOUS03
of representa- Kentucky.
She has no districting, but elects by
tives of the United States, and it is right that it the state at large, twelve senators. Did the genshould be so; but is it 80 ill the senat.e of Kcn- tleman gather lessons of wisdom from her com·se
tncky, or is it 1;;0 in the senate of the United of poliey, or from that of the State of Rhode
States? No sir, it is not so. How is the Senate Island?
He certainly did not (rom the latter,
of the United States organized?
I need not an· for he is not carrying them out. How is it in
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New Jersey?
One senator from each county. that are clrcumscrlbed by the limits of any city.
How is it in Deluwarej 'I'hree COUll ties sendlug The battle of liberty has to be fought throughthree representntives each, the seat of govern- ant this land yet, and if we give to any portion
ment being embraced in one of them. Is that an overwhelming power, we at once enable them
not the doctrine of equality of rc,presentatiou to tie our hands, and dictate to us the pathway
accordin~ to numbera ? Where IS Pennsyl- which we shall pursue in future. I, for one, am
vania. She elects by districts, and no city is not willing to be placed in that position.
Misentitled to elect more than four seuetors.c-, sissippi dIstricts for the election of senators.
Where in the United States is there more of the Her constitution contains the same provisions
spirit of republicanism than in the Keystone that are contained in the present constitution of
euue? No where, sir, though I claim an equal Kentucky.
She has the cities of Vicksburg and
amount for old Kentucky.
And I would rather Jackson, and she looks forward, probably, to
have been born in Kentucky, than in any other the time when those cities shall be filled with
Raft of the union.
But to pass on to N orfh and an industrious
population, which will perhaps
South Carolina. N orth Carolina bases her sen- amount to one-half of the population
of the
atorial representation,
exclusively on property. state. Alabama districts for senatorial repreSouth Oarolina upon population and property.
sentation.
I look to the lessons of wisdom
I am opposed to the first scheme entirely, and I that are taught me by these three last mentioned
do not like the other. It shows there is a depart- states. I believe they are bused upon the immuure iu.both these states, from tbe principle which table principle of wisdom and self-protection.
was adopted in those others to which I advert- Misso.uri has the same provision.
Each one of
ed and from the general principle laid down here, them district, but allow no division of counties
that population shall be the basis of representa- in their constitutions.
Arkansas districts, but
tion? How is it in Vermont? a state from which forbids the di vision of any county in forming
the gentleman from Fleming the other day drew senatorial districts.
It is contended here, that
his wisdom.
She elects her representatives On city and country influences always work barthe principle of taxation; and Massachusetts re- mouiously together for the good of the whole.
gards taxation as the basis of representation.
I I ask you to cast your eye to tbe magnificent
do not quote New England as uuthority for my city of New York, and what lesson do you learn?
course of policy.
I am willing to stop on this \Vhenever there is an election for chief magisside of that silver cord so eloquently described trate of this nnicu approacning, what is the note
by the gentleman from Kenton yesterday.
How that is sounded from one end of this union to
is it in 'I'enuesseej
She is districted.
Her con- the other? As goes the city of N' ew York, so
stitution is similar to that of Kentuckv,
and it goes the state. It is a doctrine preached from
was made in an enlightened period; it ~does not hill to vale; and as goes the great state of New
date further back, I believe, than 1835. She ba- York, SOt goes the union. If the city governs
ses her representation almost entirely on popula- the state, and the state governs the umou, I ask
tion; but ill order to prevent city influence from is there ua.t an influence at work, that ought to
towering above other .infl.ueuces, her constitu- be arrested in its progress?
Senatorial repre~
tion provides that no county shall be divided in sentation is apportioned for the purpose of pre·
order to give senatorial representation.
She has serving a proper balance in the legislature.
It
cities growing up. She has the beautiful city is based upon the J?l'inciple, that representatives
of Rocks on the Cumberland, and her great em- coming from RectIOIlS, might be disposed to
porium of the west on the Mississippi.
She ex- combine, and by combined influence run into
pects that the time will come, when those cities unhealthy legislation.
WIlY do you want a senwill add dignity, power and wealth, to that state; ate at all, having a representation
already on
yet her constitution provides that no division
the principle of equality, in the lower house?
shall take place for the purpose of senatorial
Because, coming from the larger districts of a
representation.
How is it in Louisiana.
The state, ii is presumed that experience and wisdom
very principle we contend for is engratted in her will he the characteristics
of that body; and
constitution.
She has thirty two senators, and that sectional feelings and interests will be de.
no parish is allowed to have more than one strcyed.
But sir, give to the cities the demand.
eighth of the senatorial representation.
At the ed increase of senatorial representation, and
time her constitution
was adopted, the city of what do you do? You place in the hall oppoNew Orleans, according to her population, was site to us, a half dozen men from one point, who
entitled to four senators, and she is prohibited come there with au identity of interest for a parfrom ever having more.
ticular purpose-it
may be for weal, it may be
Now, I ask if it is not a fact, that these con- for woe. IXllOW that CIty influence has operaflicting interests do exist? I harbor no animos- ted heretofore, in some respects, at least, to the
In what man.
ity against cities; much less do I envy Louis- detriment of the commonwealth.
ville, or wish to deprive her of any rights which ner it has operated, let your beautiful railroads,
slackwater
navigation,
and
turnpike
roads, all
she ought to enjoy. I have had favors from the
in one city, as a focal point at.
people of that city, in the time of pecuniary dif- concentrating'
ficulty, which have given me a warm attach- tests.
'I'his policy has resulted in an enormous debt,
ment to this city, and my feelings of gratitude
are still warm for her. As an evidence, when I from which the people will not be relieved for
was called upon to east my vote for some one to these many years to come. The people have
fill the honorable station of president of this con. been led, by this syren song of Louisville and
veution, my eye and voice fcll upon one of her the middle districts, into a mesh from which it
distinguished
delegates.
But I Ieel that there is not easy to escape.
are greater interests in this country, than those
I ask if two senators cannot represent a city
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I have given some of the reason" that will
or town as cffectually as half a d07.en~ There operate with me, in giving my vote upon this
are but two great interests. in the city; they arc question, but I want.to refer fer [I. moment, to some
those of the rich and the poor, and the elder of the remarks of the distinguished gentleman
He says we are custing an ingentleman fr0111Louisville, who has argued tuis from Henderson.
What insult do we ~:a5t
question, furnishes us an evidl\llce of the influ- !:lultupon Louisville.
ence that may he exerted upon th.e latter class. upon bert We propose to give to her eiticeue
fulll"eprescntation
in
the
lower branch, and two
District tIle cities, and when their population
justifies, give them two senators, and ea.ch inter- senators f\.!o> soon as she has poptl1ation to demand
est will be represented.
I go with the gentle- them.
We propose to giY~ her as much a" she
man's beantiful compromise that. Iar ; but I will can claim for her popul.ation in the way of repIs it casting an insult upon her, to
stop short of the point to which he tends. I go resentntlonfor equal riebts and privilege:;, and to RE'CUresay, at a ecrbniu point.thy proud step shaH btl
them I \Vonla. put a check upon this power, which stayccl? Ho~.'I'"
co we Hlsnlt her? I deny thut
may become so ovenvllclmin.g' ill this commOIl- my action leads to any such result. He says we
be sacrinced, I
wealth as to destroy the balance, nnd swallow bring her here as a criminal-to
up all otller intcrest:s. 'fell me not that the con- suppose, upon the altar of OtH folly.
I arraign
centration of heavy capital is not liable to pro- her not as a criminal.
She is Hlled up now
duce injurious cOllsequences. Yes sir, it does, with native born citizens, to :J. great extent. I
itwill do it. Oombinc numbers with wealth, know her action will be judicious, at least as fur
and add talent :llso-of which tue gentleman as her own interest is concerned.
Where is the
from Louisville justly bocsts-r-nnd then yon will increase of her poptl1atioll to come from'! From
see that the lines in legislatlOu will begin to acrose that silvery cord, of which the gentleman
open, the roads will begill to diverge, the inter- from Kenton talked so eloqnelltly yel>wrdav.
ests of the poor will be lost sight of. You need Yes sir, what is its object?
It is to virtually
not tell me that city influence will always be destroy that brigbt and brilliant silvery cord, by
exeeted for the good of the people of tile coun- which the great ulltll.gonistic in!el"est.s of the
country are now seplt'rated. Yes Sir, for the pur~
try.
If.as-eome gentlcmen say, city influence is poli- pose of placing the power of the south at the
tical puri,ty itself, wllY is It tbatwe find, UpGU ex- fectof the north, and thl)se principles for wllich
amination'of our peUltentiary regist.er, that about our fathers fought, bled, and died, arc to be forninc outof bvery ten convicts are from the cities. ever extinguished.
Tell me not that we should
Sir, dcgraJatlon
and crime delight to revel ill introdtlce men from beyond the Ohio, to te-ach
the city fulL 1;{av\,ltheir votaries any just ap- tiS lessons of governmoot.
Look at your nation~
preciation of the"principles of fl'ee government? al conncils.
Where is the spirit of conservaCompare city ana country lUl)rality, accordi.ng tism, of which lUell delight to boa,...,tfiO much in
1t is to be found only in the deleto the calends abo\'e referred to, and tJlen tell this housc?
me to which you would ent.l"m,t your couutry's gations from southeru states, while in the north.
dearest trcflSure? Citie'lo.always hal/e been, aud t,he !>piJ·it of gi.ve us all power is practised
still will be, illfestpd with these thieving raseals. upon. We arc asked to surrender
our denr~
They have f,he rights of suffrage, without the cst rights; and for what'! 'rhat this ...-ery docfeelings of Kentul.:kians. We cannot deny them trine of equality of right may be carried out.
the right of suffrage, but we Cu.n place such re- Sir, surre.nder our dearest interests into their
striction on their rcpresentaticUl as to render handf'.[ I am not for doing it.
I would leave
them harmless.
Give to each cit,y t·wo senators, the north to follow its own llolicv; but God (leand they will have no reason to complain. TIas fend me from that Rortion of 1\er population
Louisville a senator now? N.o, sil'o Why? Be- that will OOU1C here. ,Yhv? if a nortJlern man i:o;
cause our forefather:; deemed it right to protee:t a good citizen there, as a.' general rule, he comes
the country against city influences.
The gen- not here.
There is no inducement for him to
tleman says, that he was sent here to preserve come here,'Whilst the vast plains of the west rean equality of legislative power to cvery portion main unsettled.
If the doctrine of the gcuUCof the state. ....Nashe sent here to mete ou~ to man is carriNl ont, what will it result in?
1t
Louisville what she never her~ofore had'! As does not require the forca>.t 01' a prophet to tell
for myself. I had no instruction in ll€'gard to this that vli::itnumbcrs,of the l\'IOreinferior portion of
matter. It ,vas not expected that it would be uOlthern population will, as they thicken there,
brought forward.
I am here to ad as my judg- and are pressed onto find a home alungthe b:l.nks
ment dictates, and I will take the responsibility
of the great di\Tiding line between thll110rth and
of fLcting for myself; and I do not fear that I the sontJl. Aud gil', are the renegades from jusshall not be able to satisfy lU)' constituents. I do tice, the outpourings of northern jails and peninot- fear that I sball not reeelve fwm them, their tentiaries, .and t.he vile abolitionists, to come in
upou \JR, and dema.ud a.u equal shal'<.lin the law
approval of my course on this snbjcct.
of our state, and above all sir,
I want no distinetion in this country, but I makwg:power
see abundant indications of a disposition to in- [lrewe to be frightened into compliance with
Are we sir,
troduce invidious distinctions.
And when the:o;e their demands b.efore they come'/
overtowering influences, of the agents of your to open wi.de tile door 'anll send ont our nW5cities are concentrated
in your legislative sengers to bid tlH'1I\ ·welcome in. Sir. lct tl~
halls, the weakness and divisions of the country provide for ou.rselves and we shallI1ave done all
will not be able to resist these influences.
We that our eonHtituellts cx.pcet at our hanJs.
shall be led like slleep Lothe shearer, and not be
The gentleman from Henderson .enters into a
permitted to open out' mouths.
I want to guard mathematical calculation to show that a dangeagai.nst such influences, corne froUl what quar- rous preponderance is .not likely to c.xist in our
ter they may,
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cities on account of their growing population.
ciplcs in legislation; but it is not so with cities;
He says, sir, that when the state has 1,200,000, they arc ever watchful and anxious to increase
Louisville will have 75,000. How does he ar- theh own power, and to do this they by the
rive at it? In Itl20 Louisville had 4,000 popula- hard fisted yeomanry under contributions. They
tion, and the state about 400,000. Inl840 Louis- are called upon to bear the expense of all those
ville had 20,000, and the state 700,000. In 1849 improvements that are calculated to benefit the
Louisville has 50,000, and the state perhaps as large cities. I am for sustaining the interests.
much as 850,000 outside of Louisville.
What of eyery part of the state. I want no influence
has been the relative increase?
Wl1ilst Louis- in the country that can destroy the city, and
ville has twelve and 11 half times the number none in the city that can destroy the interests of
she had in 1820, the state has a little ever dou- the country.
l,C't us go arm in arm, and hand in
bled her population.
If we take the increase of hand, consulting together for OUl'mutual advanthe last nine years as .1.11 indication of her future tcgc, and we shall reach the pinnacle of that
advancement, the disproportion against. the state temple which the gentleman's imaginations have
will be much greater than even shown as above. crested.
I deny that we are attempting to take
But the gentleman shows that a great period away from any portion of the inhabitant.'; of this
must elapse before Louisville can become poten- state, the elective franchise, or any other privitial in the councils of the state, through her sen- lege to which they are entitled.
We are eudeeatonal representation.
I dare believe, sir, that voring only so to diffuse the powers of govern~
his mathematical skill is much at fault in this ment, that they may act in a healthy manner
matter.
She is now entitled to one senator, and IIp-l)ll the body potitlc.
I have now Mr. Chairperhaps by tile time rcpreseutatiou is apporrioaman exhausted my strength, and occupied more
cd. under the new constitution, she v-ill have the of the time of the house than ought to have been
numbers to give her two. Double her populedone. But sir I did not feel willing, after the
tion in tell years mere, and she will have three, aspersions that had been thrown out by gentleand a large fraction upon which to ask a fourth. men in the opposition, to cast my vote without
Go ten years further on, ann she will have five saying as IUUeD. as I have. My purposes sir are
senators at least, and about fifteen representa- as pure as those of any gentleman upon this
tives in the lower house.
One eighth of the floor, and all insinuations to the contrary I hurl
power in the senate at least, ami one seventh in back upon those from whom they come, irreathe other braueh.
Bring twenty rueu from ODe pcctive of position or distinction.
I thank you
point, with one common object In view, and I sir and this llOUSC for the patience with which
ask you, if it is not a power that will give tone my remarks have been received.
and direetion to our statute Iaws. If her inteMr. NEWELL.
I confess that my mind has
rests coincide with the balance of the state, all been on the stretch for four or five days past in
will be well; but sir, .if they should differ, it regard to the amendments that have been offerwill be then too late to look back in regrets at ed to the report of the committee.
The subject
the principle bX which we are now governed in of slavery, nativism, internal improvements, and
this mutter.
There are other ereat interests in
I dent how many other subjects, have been disthis state that demand om Yigifant watchfulness
cussed, all of which I thought entirely foreign
beside" those of Louisville.
to the subject, that this house was endeavoring
There is a tendency in all our institutions to to arrive at. It seems to me the whole ground
centralization.
whc» a young man far removed could be covered by one of these inkstands.
from the capital i.') ambitiolls of distinction, can The matt.er before the house, as I understand it,
he expect to find it there? No sir, he breaks up, is ;,bout tbis: sllall representation be based upon
and as true as the needle to the 11orth, steers his the \-oting population.
I think, sir, as fD.ras I
way to the capital.
'Tis sir, because this has hav\} be(>l1»bleto undm'standgent1€lllcn, who have
become the fountain from ,vhenc(1 all honors expressed their views, they all uIJanimouslyagree
flow. How, sir, are tllo'y dispensed? Not to the ex- upon this POillt. There has not been a dissentng
tremes. but to those who fawn at the foot ofpow-- voice, 1believe, except that of the genlleman over
cr. Thcre is a central influence which is dan- the way, who thought that the liberty of voting
gerolls to the body politic.
There is, so to Ol1O'J1t to be based upon a certain degree of insr,eak, a hypertrophy
of tlw heart of state. telfigence.
Now it appears to me this would be
'I here is a power to draw in, but not to throw a difficult matter to determine, without a com.
out to the extremities.
Jt is fitly illustrate(l in mittee of i1\ve,stigation. The W11010 matter is,
my own person. Whilst the chest is overbm- is this cityrepn>sentation of so great importance
denpd, the extremities are without the necessary that we should deviate from 11 rule that we all
circulation to keep up a comfortable degree of say is J'ust and right.
That is the question. Sir,
warmth and vitality.
The seeds of dissolution
I wou d despair of our $"ol'emment, I would
are sown in this frame; let us bcware how we despair of Kentucky contllluing what she has
sow them by OUl' action in this particular, in tho been, if \ve have to deviate from that rule. For
body politic.
what? For the purposes which gentlemen have
There is a concentration of the wealth of the urged from every cornel' of this house. It is
state within the cities, and its tendency is to ac- 11 yielding up of the fundamental principle up_
cumulate, and to produce a preponderating pow- on which republican government is based. What
er and influence. I <lm for diffnsing this influ- have gentlemen told }'on about city populatioll?
ence, by sccuring to tllC cou'utry 11 suitable rep- They have not said they were fearful of such a
resentation.
I am for securing to the citizens of population nt \)resent, hut the day will come
T,hc country their jnst rights, and when this is wllen a popu atiolJ will assemble along t.hat
done, the right/; of all will be maintained. They "silvery cord," as it is term;;>d,that will be danhave no intercst in departing from correct prill4 gerous to the interests of the state. According
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voters, and Louisville ten thousand voters (assuming the number of voters now to be in the
state at one hundred and forty tbousand.) the
ratio would then be about five thousand seven
hundred and ninety two. Accordingly,
Louisville, would be entitled
to two more senators,
and the state at large reduced to thirty the. The
state, then, in no contingency, could increase a
single senator, but must lose, at each returning
mho, throughout all time to come. As long as
one city, or two cities, could increase at the ratio
I have just mentioned, they would increase, if
time were long enough, until the state could not
have a single senator, and every senator would
be from the city. I do not say that ncity ever can
maintain a population sufficient to produce this
result; indeed I know it cannot; but such would
be the tendency of the principle. This brings us,
by my first proposition, to one thousand eight
hundred and sixty, If the assumption for my first,
increase in the first ten years be correct, in 1870 the
voting population in the commonwealth will be
two hundred and eighty five thousand nine hundred and fourteen.
'1'he ratio then would be
seven thousand five hundred and twenty four,
and the increase in the voting population of
Louisville will have gained precisely seventeen
thousand votes, which will again entitle her to
two additional
senators, and a surplus of one
FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 16, 1849.
thousand eight hundred and fifty two voters;
thereby
reducing
the state representation
to
Prayer by the Rev. STUART ROBIXSOX.
thirty two. This process is bound to continue.
LEGISLATIVE DEl'ARTMEN'r.
no extraordinary
circumstance intervening.
If
Mr. IRWIN offered the following resolution: our happy country continues to progress, (as I
Resolved, That no county, town, or city, now most devoutly hope it will,) I ask gentleentitled to separate representation
in the lower men if they are prepared to incorporate a prinprincihouse shall ever be entitled to more than ODe ciple so disastrous to the representative
ple, so absorbing in its charrcter, and so destrucsenator.
Again, you must see
Mr. President: I offer the resolution which I tive in its consequences?
have just sent to the clerk's table. with a firm that this principle operates oppressively upon
the
whole
state,
because,
although the whole
belief that it will be adopted by the house; and
my object is, to have a direct vote upon it, that state increases five times as fast as the city, yet
the house may know whether or not there is to the only consequence is, that it diminishes the
be any restrictions OD counties and towns that senatorial representation in the state, because it
is frittered away by thirty seven districts.
Yet
may be entitled to a separate senator.
The object of the Article presented by the when it operates in a single concentrated point"
legislative committee, and those who, for several it must, of necessity, absorb the whole. In other
days, have addressed the committee in favor of words, adopt any other principle than that conno restriction as to senators in the cities, has tained in my resolution, and you immediately
been, to prove that it would be unjust, and uu- set up Louisville against the whole state, for she
equal-that
it disfranchised. one part of the is compelled to gain, and the balance of the
"tate for the benefit of the other, ami destroyed state must lose.
Some of those who address the house upon
the equality which should exist in a fmc governthis subject, seem to think that this principle of
ment, where all arc acknowledged us equalon the part of the balance of
where numbers are acknowledged
as the true selt-preservatio»,
the state, is a wanton Iufnngcment
upon the
basis of representation.
I undertake to demonstrate, in a few words, equal rights of the free citizens of a particular
without the fear of successful opposition, "that part of the state. But I ask, ought a principle
without this restriction,"
you never can, after to be adopted that must, of ner.essity, disfranthis first apportionment, increase the senatorial chise the balance of the state? No. Sir. I must,
from my understanding
of the question, be for
l'l'.presentati.on ~n Louisv~lle,. or any other city,
restricting the counties, cities and towns that
W:lthout bringing that CIty Into direct antagomay be now entitled to II. separate representation
msm to the whole state.
The Article sets out by agreeing that there are in the lower house to one senator.
Sir, I am proud of the city of Louisville.
I
to be one hundred representatives in the lower
house, and thirty eight senators.
This is the am proud of her commerce and her manufacteres,
yet
when
she
asks
me
to
incorporate
a
maximum, and no effort can reduce it. If, therefore, Louisville gets one senator, the whole bal- principle which is eventually to absorb the
ancc of the state can get but thh-ty seven. Sup- whole senatorial representation, she asks of me
Sir, I have no disposition to restrict
pose, for the sake of argument, that the whole too much.
state shall increase in ten years fifty thousand Louisville, more than any other county, town,

to the argument of gentlemen, every farming
community is honest, but whenever yon get into
the city you find a population of rogues and rusoals. Are we to denounce a portion of our COUIltrymen by such epithets as thc>se? They say
that the population along the banks of the Ohio,
become contaminated by intercourse with foreigners. Tell me not, that an enlightened delegation, like this convention, can be imposed upon by 811Ch statements as these. If it be right
to curtail the representation of a city, it is equally right to curtail the representation of a county.
I ask gentlemen where they will stop'! Sir,
there is but one course to pursue, and that is to
grant equal rights to all, exclusive privileges to
none, and if this principle be not carried out, I,
for one, shall despair of our republican government.
The question was then taken on Mr. Lindsey's
amendment, and it was rejected.
The committee then rose, reported progress,
and obtained leave to sit again.
And then the convention adjourned.
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or city. 1 associate with her talented members
on this floor with great pleasure, and I feel, if I
know my own heart, 1 wish to do her nu injustice.
I will, sir, take one other position 011 this subject. Suppose to-morrow the state could increase
one hundred and twenty thousand voters, and
Louisville should have only teu thousand of
those voters, she would have the benefit of this
great increase, and the state must lose one scnautor ; because, 80 loug as the Louisville district
shall keep ahead in population,
she must, of
necessity, have the senator, and the state must
lose.
The honorable president has remarked, that if
any principle or restriction should be incorporated III this constitution,
he would not sign it;
and .if I did not think that it would be in bad
taste, I might follow his example, and the consequences might be fatal.
Some gentlemen argue this question as to its
benrlug on the slave property of the country,
but I do not feel at liberty to suppose that we
ought to ap,Prehend that any danger is to accrue
to the interior from the increase of population on
our Ohio border.
It is true, that the population on the Ohio
river is perhaps alien to this interest.
But relyiug for the perpetuity of the institution of eraYcry upon the public justice of the good citizens
of the state, I know that no constitutional guaranty for this property that docs not receive the
sanction of the people, 11;' just and right, can
long remain as the organic law of the land.
It will be recollected, that upon this subject
of slavery, a few days ago, I was ankious to incorporate the law of thirty three, but, sir, I
shut! not insist upon it, because I knew then, as
well as now, that the most that could, or perhaps
all that ought to be done, was to leave this question to the legislature; and I shall be perfectly
satisfied thus to leave .it
The legislature emanating directly from the
people, representing their interest, and knowing
their wants, can more appropriately
carry out
the details and the policy of the state 011 this
subject.
I am anxious that a direct vote may be had on
my resolution that we may know whether 01' not
an y principle of restriction is to be iucorpora.

tea.

H is known that the debate on this subject
must cea.se on MOllday the 19th instant, and previous to that time we should examine the Sixth
section, which apportions the reprcsentation in
the state; it is the most important section in the
articl~, and shonld be parlicularly and critically
examined.
I am done sir. I wished to make the demonstration which I llavc presented to the house. I
think it is clear, conclusive, and just" and I submi~ the proposition to the house.
Mr. TURNER,
I wish to offer an amendment
as 11 substitute for thercsolution ofthe gentleman
from Loga.n as follows:
~. Resolved, That as a general rule, representat.lOll should b...based on numbers, butthis like
rnO'lt gE"ueral rules is liable to exceptions, and
when the general 'velfarc and public safety
would be jeoparded by the full allowance of this
principle, it should be departed from.

2. Resolved, That each counw and city in the
state, should, in the apportionment of rcprcs~ntation, be allowed its full share, according to its
present number of voters, but that we are under
no obligation to grant an equality of political
power, where the public safety forbids it, to
those who may hereafter migrate to Kentucky.
3. Resolved, 'l'nat no county or city should
ever be entitled to more than oue senator, but
should bnvc a full representation according to
numbers in the house of representatives.
1 desire to make some remarks sir, Oil Illy proposition.
It will be seen that in principle it IS the
same as the resolution of the gentleman from
Logan. But before I proceed with my remarks
on the pending question, I desire to make some
observations OIl what lias been said here in relation to myself, and to a speech which I delivered some days ago. Sir,l think I may say with
great confidence that I have never uttered one
word or given expression to one sentiment of
unkindness towards any gentleman on this floor.
I have uttcmpted to discuss principles-not
80
ably and so forcibly as some other gentlemen-c.
but I have done it courteously, and I claim for
myself the same courtesy and the same respect
that I extend to others.
I do not say that gl:ntlemen have been intentionally discourteous, and
that they have Wilfully misrepresented me, but I
have witnessed a practice growing up in the convention of imputing
positions to gentlemen
which they have never taken.
Sir, the yOUl1gt:lI'gentleman from Louisville,
(Mr. Preston) has charged me with havingtraduced Ute citizens of Louisville.
He has erroneously done so. There is not a gentleman here
who has kinder feelings for the citizens of Louisville than I have. 'rake the course I have
pursued as an indication of my feelings towards
Louiavill a. One of the first acts I did here was
one of kindness towards J..ouisviljc and her citizens. In the discussion and controversy between the delegates from the city of Louisville
and the COlllltyof Jefferson, I took part with the
city of Louisville, because I thought what was
asked by the county of Jefferson would lead to
m ise-hievous results, and I believed her grievances could be properly redressed ill another manner,
Again, when the subject of the Louisville
chancery court came up, I believed that it was
right that there should be sllch It court at LOuisville. She is a great commercial mart, and it is
right that she should have a court of thaL character, and I rose in my place amI said 80.
With regard to Covington I ent.cI·tain no unkind feelings. If I were disposed to cherish
such feelings, she has a representative 011 this
floor whose gentlemanly demeanor, propriety of
conduct, and commanding talent, would at once
disarm me. I certainly did allude to the fact
that tflerc are persons in Louisville and Covin~ton who are in favor of emancipation.
That IS
a fact that is well known; but I have not intimated, nor do I believe that the great body of
their citizens are di.~l)osedto take away the rights
of others. I beleive they me in the main friendly to our institutions, but on one point I believe
a part of them are mistaken.
They have been
misled sir, and though I differ from them in sentiment on that question, I would not wound
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their feelings, or offer to them an insult.
In the
county from which 1 carne sir, nine tenths of the
emancipationists
are my particular
friends,
though they voted against me at the polls.
They exercised the right which the con,stitution
gauruntees to them, and I have HD desire to deprive them of that right.
With respect to the senatorial representation
of Louisville, I have thought that uno senator
was sufficient for that (:ity; but I am williIlg to
meet them half way. I am willing to gi\'e Louisville and the county of Jefferson, outside of
the city, representation
according to the ratio.
I am willing to go the same extent ill relation to
Covington, Lexington, and other cities of the
state, but I am uuwi lliug to give any city more
than one senator.
I know, sir, that some excitement has grown
up here, and I might have passed over somethings which have been said, if it were not that
a remark of the gentleman
from Louisville,
(Mr. Prestou.) in relation to myself, "vas repeated by the gentleman in reply to an inquiry by
the gentleman from Simpson (Mr. Olarke.)
The
remark to which I allude was to the effect that
the gentleman from Madison had exhibited the
spirit of a demagogue.
This, sir, is lauguuge
which 1 regretted to hear, and 1 110pe it will n~t
be repeated.
Although we may occasionally
get involved in excitement, we should Dot lose
sight of a l)ropcr self-respect, and I throw it
back at the feet of the gentleman.
If I run justly chargeable with allY thing more particularly,
It is with being too conservative
to suit the
times. Instead uf striking too low, 1may have
struck too high to suit the sentiments of this
honorable body, and the leveling spirit abroad
in the country: and if I should be charged with
being too conservative, I would offer no vindication of myself from such an imputation.
My
conservatism, sir, will not prove injurious to the
commonwealth
of Kentucky.
I fear, sir, that
we arc doing and are about to do more than this
great commonwealth expects us to do, ill pulling down and subverting the constitution of
1798.
'I'here was another remark of the gentlemnu
from Louisville, (MI'. Prestcu.) which 1 canlJot
pass unnoticed.
1twa8, that 1 ha\'e lllade all attack (in a speecl] delivered some week" ago) on
lhe institution
of shwerv.
Sir, that wa~ all C'Xtravagullt statement.
'lihe gentleman',.; positi(lIl
HOW, I do con . ,ider dangerous
to that institution. 1 shall not enter upon a defence of myself against the charge. It is sufficient for me
to :omy, that my cOllstitucnts are satisfieu.
1
know their wishes and desires, and with my
conduct they have expressed no dissatisfaction.
But 1 take this occasion-not
for Jll \' defence (I
need none)-to
say that gentlemen shall not,
without a refutation, impute to me scuti}llClJts
·which 1 have nen;lr entertained or uttered.
So
fiLr as regards the institution of sla\'ory as it
now exists, no gelltleman in this convention
will go further than I will according to the lights
I possess. But I am against the importatioll of
more slaves into the state. 1 think the importation of slaves will tend to render the property
h6.re of ~hat kin~ more insecure. I b.elicve to perlllltthelmportatlOnofslaves
will ultImately cause
the destruction of that institutlOn in Kentucky.,

I believe that capital can be more profitably YO!".ted than. iu importing slaves; besides it is a traffic that is against the lights ann feelings of til",
age ill which we live.
That 1 may not be charged with having uttered that wbich 1 have not said, permit me to read
a few extracts from my speech, delivered on the
10th October, to which gentlemen have 80 often

referred:
"It will be perceived that in this

resolution,
clause
which gives the power to emancipate by making just and previous provision to the owners-cis omitted.
I am opposed to taking tJ1C propNty of an individual, which he has acquired under the sanction of the law and the constitution,
at all, unless with his free will and consent.
I
do not believe that it is consistent with the
principles of our government to do 80. 'I'he
very first. principle of the government of the
United States, and (If the state of Kentucky,
and, indeed, one of the grounds
assigned
in the declaration
of independence,
as a
cause of separation from the mother country,
was, that private property should be secured
against the exactions of government."
Again sir: "1 therefore have regarded this
principle of the right of property, as asserted ill
the declaration of independence, in the constitution of the United States, and in that of Kentucky, and 1 look to it as lying at the very
foundation of OUY government, and as a moral
principle which ought not to be violated under
any circumstances, or in any way or shape."
Again sir: "1 believe that the slaves in Kentucky are in better condition now, than allY
in which you could place them-e-that
they
are ill a better condition than the laboring population of any part of the globe-s-and 1 do Hot helievc it will benefit tueru to send them to a Ioreign country, or to sell them to the south or any
"where else. But if you would benefit them, the
question is, whether you would enslave the white
men for the purpose-for
you might as well do
so as to impose upon them a tax of $4,200,000 a
year, in addition to the tnxutiou now necessary to
carryon the government and pay the interest on
the public clebt."
Again sir: "I wish to mfLke the prohibition
against free negroes as stringent and extended in
its 0lJeration as is possible.
1 wi"h in this matter
to go to the verge of our power nnder the federal
cOllstitntion.
I belieye tllat jf there is a curse
alike to the '\\'hite and the black race, it is in
having free negroes where tllere are vicious
wllite men."
Again sir: ''It is t.1le working portion of this
commonwealth, those whu have to ",\'ork their
way up from small begilJuillgt> in order to gain a
po~itJOllfor tlwrnse.lves nnd their families, it is
this class of the community who are interested
ill retaining the institution
of slavery in thi"
state; because tlle slaves keep outapauper population; the emptying of the jails and the poor
houses of Europe, the renegade!'> from all parts of
the earth, who come here and compete with the
whole population in point of labor."
And again sir: "We all know that theinstitution of slavery is the best in the world for
keeping society from becomiu~ fixed and settled,
Look at tlwse who were origmalll ovel·seers in

a portion of the old constitution-the
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Virginia awl Kentucky, at their first settlement.
'I'hey have many of them become the proprietors
of the very estates upon which they were at first,
employed as overseers.
And their descendants
now
the halls of legislation and the courts
of judicature of tho country, whilst the dosccndante of the original proprietors have descended
to 11 different level in the scale of society.
Such revolutions ill the condition of individuals do not take place half so often, where the
institution of slavery does not exist, where it is
not recognized.
Go to New York and to Massachusetts, and you will find many estates that
have descended ill the same families while the
poor laborer is the poor laborer still.
It is true,
there UfC exceptions, but not the same number of
exceptions as under our institutions.
So you
will see, though I am against oxtending this instimtiou or increasing it, it has a wholesome
effect ill some respects, while it. has in other respects a highly injurious effect. I believe that
they, who arc raised up 'where the institution
of slavery exists, with some exceptions, have
been uniformly distinguished.
Who has ever
seen such a constellation
of great men as the
southern states have produced, since we have
achieved our libert.ies? Look at the ~reat men
of Virginia, South Cnrohuu, and of Kentucky,
and where are the men 'who arc worthy to De
corn pared with them, in the free states of the
north.
'We han! had, it is true, 11.nAdams 01'
two, a 'Webster and a 'Wright, but they are few
and far between. But you will find them iu the
great south. And sir, there is n nobleness of
spirit, n feeling above littleness, a grcntness of
soul that grows up where t118 institution
of
slavery exists, that is scarcely to be found in
any other country."
:Mr. President, in these extracts is there anything found inconsistent with what I said on
last Saturday?
Is not every word of these extracts consistent with the resolution which 1
have offered this morning?
'What ground then
is there for the imputations which have been
made against me? Sir, either I do not understand what is requisite to secure the institution
of slavery, or the gentleman docs not understand it. If slavery is to be sustained, there
must be no more slaves brought into Kentucky,
nor ll1allY more of the l"Cllegade description of
foreigners or yankeef'. I do not desire to exclude those from settling muong us who are IIpright, honest, industrious, care taking-citizell"'.
Ru,\', sir, did we procure the suffrages of the
non-slaveholders, last summer.
By convincingthem that if the further importation of slaves
was stopped, and the migration of foreign paupers was checked. tIle reward of labor of t110se
who are dependent OJl their own industry, would
be increased; aud that if 'we inundated Kentucky wit.h more slaves and the renegades from
Europe, the price of labor would be reduced,
and the native population would consequently
be injured.
The foreigners to whom I allude,
when they come here, can live clleaper and work
for less than the native Kentuckiau can; and if
their introduction be cOllt.inued, and more slaves
are brought in, the native laboring white men
will have no chauce to get along anci improve
their condition.
The consequence will be, as
the price of labor falls, the laboring white man

su

will see that slaves are an obstacle U> his getting
employment, and he will turn against the institution.
Sir, this is no Dew doctrine with rue.
I have long thought .it would be better not to
bring in any more slaves. It was the policy of
Kentucky seventeen or eighteen years ago. It
was certainly overturned last winter, but it wag
done without being demanded by the people, or
previously discusser! in the canvass, or in the
public press, and without being asked for or desired by a majority. In many instances numbers voted for the modification of the law of
1833, against the wishes of their constituents.
Why, sir, in 1830, the Hen. James Love, who af'terwords represented the district in which I reside in congress. introduced a bill into the state
legislature, prOViding that every slave thereafter brought into Kentucky by purchase, should
be free as soon as he came in; and you, Mr.
President, and I, sir, voted for it.
The PRESIDENT.
The gentleman is mistaken. I never gave such a vote with such an
avowal.
lUl'. TURNER.
Sir, I know nothing abont
the avowal. But I will turn to the journal of
that session, pages 236·7, and see who is right.
Here is the bill and the vote on it, with YOtH'
vote side by side with mine.
"A bill more effectually to prevent the importation of slaves into this state, as merchandise,
was read, as amended, as follows, viz:
"SEC. 1. 11eit enacted by the General Assembly
oj the Gammonwealth of jCentucky, That none
shall be slaves, except such as shall be slaves
within this commonwealth, on the first day of
June next, aud the descendants of the females
of them and such slaves as shall thereafter be
Iawfully imported into this commonwealth, and
the descendant" of the females of them.
"Sec. 2. 11e ilfu1·tlter enacted. 'I'hat from and
after the said first day of J une, it shall not be
lawful for any person or persons, to import into
this commonwealth, any slave or slaves, except emigrants to the state, bringing their slaves
with them, for their own use, and 110t for merchandise, and citizens of this state, claiming
slaves in another state, by devise, descent, or
marriage; in all which cases, it shall be lawful
for any such perseus, to import such slaves for
their own use, and not as rnerchandisa.
"SEC. 3. All laws now in force prohibiting the
importation of slaves into this eommonwealth,
.,;hall be, and t.he same are herebv rDpeal~d, from
aud nfter the said first day of JUlle: Provided,
That the provisions of this bill shall not ap.
ply to persons transiently pnssing through tno)
cummouwealth, with slnvcs, on their way to any
other state or COlllltry: Pl"Ovided, That 110thing
in this act shall be construed as to prevent perSOilS emigrating
to this state, and settleing permanently in it, from selling their slaves,
"The question was tllen taken (Ill engrossing-the said bill, for a third reading, which was de
cidec1 in the negative, and so the s.:lid bill was
rejected.
"The yeas and nays being required thereon, by
Messrs. Love and Chambers, were a', follows:
"YEAs-Mr. Speaker, Messrs. C. Allan, B. AI~
len, Barrett, BrO'l"'"n, ButlE'r, Burlls, Cassidy,
Colglazcr, Crntchfield, Curd, Fields, Fowler,
Gaines, Grundy, Guthrie, Hayes, Hendf'1'Son,
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Hobbs, Hunton, Jackson, A. Johnson, E. L. majority were in favor of the decorum or conJohnson, Love, McAffee, J. '1'. Morehead, M\1\'ray, Patrick, Phelps, Rodes, Rudd, Russell,
Shanks, Smith, Bpeedsmith, Strother, 'l'homas,
'I'omliuson, 'I'orupkins, 'l'uruer, A. S. White, D.
White, Wortham and Yantis-44.
"N A)'s--Messr8. Anderson,
Baker. Barlow,
Beall, Calhoon, Chambers, Ohiles, Churchill,
Colyer, Copelin,
Dawson,
Dickson,
Dyer,
Ewing, Guss, Girton, Grigsby, Hall, Hardy, Harris, Haynes, Heady, Helm, Hickman. James,
Lackey, Lewis. McNary, J. K. Marshall, Mize,
}1. Morehead, New, Norvell, Patterson, Pierce,
Preston, Ray, Robb, Robert. s, Bisk, Sprigg,
Stewart. Stotts, Stout, True, Vallnndlgubnm,
Ward,Whittington,G.
W. Williams, S. Williams,
W. J. Williams and \Vilson-52,"
Mr. TRIPLETT.
Will the gentleman excuse
me; I think it better, for obvious reasons, that
we should go into committee of the whole on
the report of the committee on the legislative
department, where this discussion may be continned.
Mr. 'l'URNER.
If it will be the understandiug that when we are in committee of the whole,
I shall have the floor to continue my speech 1
have no objection. [Agreed, agreed.]
Mr. GRAY. I beg to suggest to the gentleman from Davicss, that a difliculty presents itself. The convention has now before it for its
action a resolution and all amendment thereto,
which will not be before the committee of the
whole. I submit therefore whether it will not
be necessary to dispose of this resolution in C011-

ventiou
Mr. TRIPLETT.
To obviate that objection
I will move that the pending resolution and
amendment be referred to the committee of the
whole having charge of the report from the
committee 011 the legislative de,Partment, and
that the convention now resolve Itself into committee of the whole thereon.
The motion was agreed to, and the convention
resolved itself into committee of the whole, accordingly, 111'.MERIWETHER in the chair.
Mr. TURNER.
I simply refer to the facts,
and so far as respects the vote of the representatives from Jefferson and Louisville, I think, I
cannot be mistaken.
And jf there has been any
difference of opinion 011 the part of the honorable
President or the Chairman, (Mr. Meriwether) and
myself, till the present time, I did not know it, I
bring this matter forward simply to show" that
gentlemen who have gone the same ~"ay with
me, in relation to slavery for nineteen years,
now come here and throw it in my face, that I
occupy a portion of the ground which the emancipationists do, as the honorable President, and
you Mr. Chairman, did some weeks since. When
I take ground I will maintain it, and I am not
to bc scared by au old shirt hung up in a field
as if I WE'rea crow. In my canvass for a scat in
the house of representatives the year that this
vote was taken, I went to a meeting at a Baptist
ehurch, aud was there 011 Saturday.
'l'here
came np a question at that meeting, whether
they should have what they called a decol'um or
constitution of the church.
Some were for taking the bible a.<; a whole fOl"thcir sole guide,
and others wanted the decorum or constitntioll,
to aid in matters of church discipline.
A large

sutution, but before a final vote was taken au
old man who was a member went out from the
meeting, and returned soon with a very wise
look, aud said he to the congregation, "I have
just the information that will surprise and astound you. I have ascertained that the very
decorum ...
ve are about adopting, was written by
a pope of Rome three hundred years ago."
The
consequence of this information was that the
decorum was rejected by a vote of four out of
five, because the Pope of Rome had written it
originally, not because one word of it was
wrong ill principle.
Now, because the emancipationists
take the
ground that you and I, Mr. Chairman, and the
honorable president, have occupied for twenty
years, must we run and leave it, and cry popery,
r,lOpcry-as our only reason for so doing?I'he emancipationists
in my part of the state
are generally in favor of electing all the officers of government.
Should we run from that
ground because they believe it rigllt? I have
assumed it: if you, Mr. Chairman, and the honorable president are made of such materials, I
am not, and my eonstituents are not.
There are some little matters of which I wish
to speak, before I go on with the main debate.
There were a few things said the other day by
the honorable president of this convention,
which I now wish to pay some attent.ion to. III
speaking of my position, he uses this language.
My attention wes called off at the time, and if
1 had not been afterwards informed of what had
been said, I should not probably have read the
speech.
But there is this sentiment, and if
there is one heart in this house, or in this groat
commonwealth, that responds to it, besides the
honorable president's, I am deceived.
Replying
tn what 1 had said in debate, the president said:
"Thank God, emancipation has not drenched
the fields of Louisville with blood."
I understand that the honorable
president
when he uttered that sentiment, thrust out his
huge head at me, as if he wanted to send increased pangs to my heart.
I have nothing
more to say about that. If it was intended for
me I envy DOt the heart that conceived, or the
tongue that uttered it. It is true sir, it is true
that misfortune happened ill my county in t.he
canvass and blood wag shed-yes,
blood dear to
me-and it is likewise true that if you go to the
great and glorious battlefield of Buena Vista,you
will find there WItS kindred blood poured out
there, and in both instances to sustain and
maintain the institutions
of mv country, and
there is more of it still that will be offered up
when there is a requisition for it in such a cause.
Here is another sentiment which I will read.
The honorable president in the same s,Peech said
in speali:ing of the proposed restriction on city
representation: "1 have no more eonfidenee in
those men that have made up their minds to
illvude the rights of their fellow citizens, and
stifle the voice of the people of Kentucky, than
I have in the voice of the Autocrat of Russia,
who thinks and acts for the whole."
Now this is quite courteous-is
it not? It is
trne that it is rather stronger than I allow my
overseer to use towards my slaves, unless the
offence is great. I came not here to stifle the
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voice of any of the people of Kentucky,
and I scribe another; but it is in the power of one or
deny that that remark will embrace me. But two great interests to proscribe a third interest,
this' was manitestlj- uttered here for some pur. under the report of the committee.
pose or other.
was it to deter us from free deNow, so far as respects the senatorial represenbate and free action? I dislike to think that
tation, you will see by the resolutions, which
after being honored with a high seat in
this convention, he would make such a dec- are referred to the committee of the whole, that
laration for that purpose.
But the honora- they assume the position that every senatorial
ble president did nut stop at this remark. district shall have a representation according
to the present number of its population.He said we would go as far as the AutoThose resolutions are offered in a spirit of concrat of Russia, and would go further if the
cession and compromise. You will see they
temptation were sufficient.
\Ve must be a
accord to every county in the state a full reprewretched set of scamps if this be true-and
it
sentation in the house of representatives accordgoes very far to show that those who sent HS
iug to numbers, now and hereafter. T1HJ senehere arc not very highly qualified for self-govtorial restriction on the future power in relation
ernment.
'I'he president further declared: "I
to cities, is to apply also to the counties-for
can sign no constitution which denies to my
there are some counties that. grow up very fast,
constituents those equal and political rights
particularly those in which there are railroads,
that other freemen have."
or in which iron ore is found, as, for instance, in
I do not think we shall put on them any rethe county of Estill, where there is iron ore
strictions which other freemen have not. ~l'his
enough to last the United States for a thousand
was spoken with reference to a future state of
years.
The mountains where this mineral is
things. I regret he should say this. It might
found in superabundance,
are two or three hunmake all impression on the people, that if he did
dred feet in height, and twenty miles in length.
not sign the new constitution, the.y could not
'l'bere is a large coal region near them. It is
have the benefit of it. This would be terribleprobable that the iron and coal interests in that
awful!
It is J,Jainful to separate from the gencounty, and the adjacent counties, will be the
tleman on ordinary occasions, but when he talks
means of introducing a large population.
My
about not signing the constitution,
as Jack
proposition, it will be observed is, that no counDowning would say, "it is almost too painful
ty or city shall have more than one senator each,
for human natur to bear." If he does not sign
There are other counties, besides the oue I have
the constitutiou,
the residue of the convention
named, where the population would rapidly in.
can, and if a majority of the people agree upon
crease. New England-is now looking to the water
it, it will be valid without his name. But he
It is exciting the attention
has, to add to his cruelty, avowed that he will power of Kentucky.
of the capitalists of Lowell and Boston. Thia wago before his constituents and oppose its adopter power is found notoulyou the margin of Ohio,
tion. .Merciful Heavens ! save U:';, and the fruits
the Kentucky and Green rivers, but in other porof our labor, from such overpowering oppositions of the state. There will be individuals
tion.
brought there to work as operators in the variI will say a word or two about the general ap- ous branches of manufactures-iron,
cotton,
portionment bill, as I understand we are to take wool, &c. We are making a constitution for
a vote on it in one. or two days. I have made posterity, and not for ourselves alone. We are
out a list of twenty-six counties, which contain charged with a desire to proscribe some portion
a voting population of twelve thousand three of the citizens of Kentucky.
We have no such
hundred and ten over and above the number of object in view. All we ask is, that the great
members they will be entitled to, under the re- law of nature, self-proservntion, shall be obport of the" committee.
These counties run served, and that our institutions shall be prethrough the heart of the state. In mally cases, served in the constitution which we shall make.
the residuum.'! of these counties are taken oiIand Are we making a constitution for thcoutpourings
applied at a distance of one hundred orona hun- of the jails, penitentiaries,
and alms houses of
dred and fifty miles, to counties with pursuits
Europe, and of our large cities in other states,
differing from those whence they are taken.
I or is the instrument for the great body of the
think the old constitution, in this respect. is the yeomanry of Kentucky?
It 'has been argued
best. It gives the reaiduums to the adjacent here as if we were going to proscribe a part of
cou nt.ies. There is a great difference of interests our own people. I deny it, but I say it is our
in the agricultural portions of the state. Some duty to protect those who are here, and their
of the residuums from a corn growing or gra- posterity, in their lives, liberty, and property.
zing county are taken to a tobacco raising coun- and to see that our institutions are kept sacred
ty. The counties iu the south are mainly inter- from the contaminating touch of the tens of
ested in raising pork and in distilling, or in thousands of foreign pauper.'> and immoral imgrowing tobacco. while those of the blue grass micrants who are daily landing on our shores,
region raise stock-horses,
mules, aud cattle. an3 migrating to Kentucky from the large cities
Now, whenever a residuum is taken from any ill other states.
county, it should be taken to one having the
I intend to allude to one or two of the argusame gene-ral interests. The old constitution at- menta of the younger gentleman from Nelson,
tempts to guaranty this common identity of in- who, in the early pert of the session, in remark.
terests and sympathies.
I know that In prac- iug upon a sJ,JeechI had made, said, if I under.
tice, there has been some injustice committed stood h im aright, that my arguments were made
under its provisions; but so far <U; we can put a to suit the other side of Mason and Dixon's line.
check on this we ought to do it. I do not want That, however, is a matter of opinion. Now, I
it in the power of any political party to pro- thought when he made his speech a day or two
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ago, that he went further beyond this line, than gumont, because I thought it necessary to reach
Lhnd ever done. How far did the gentleman go? a man's Icellngs, as well U~ hi!'! judgment-not
Why. he went all the way to Europe, and like that. slaves are chained in Kentucky, or treated
Macbeth, collected
around him, and seemed urniss iu thc south-c-u sentiment I never uttered-about to introduce iuto Kentucky all sorts of but I objected to their being chained and brought
here. r supposed it was not a sight desirable to
people or spirits-black,
and white, and rcdgreen, spotted and striped, grey umi grisly, and nuv. If it is to the gf'lltleman he can snyso, I
blue. But wheu he marched on his motly crew will give wnv. A'I the gentleman is silent, I
to the confines of the state, appr8hE'ndinp; that take it we agree. I do not believe there is n
we would 1I0t receive them, he went back and country where slaves are as well treated a's in
brought in Kossuth and his baud of proscribed Kentuck)'_ I think they me in a better eondipatriots to III arch at their head, and in their tiou in Kentucky thou trio pOOl''::!" laboring cias!>
When remarks are
high names to render his renegades welcome to of any state of the Union.
thrown out about Illyposition, Iwill try to throw
Kentucky.
I would divorce that illustrious
them
back,
perhaps
not
us
gently
as the gentlepatriot aud his cornpauious from such a crew, as
that he was Lriugillg to Kentucky.
Those brave mall from Meson says the lover strikes his rnisHungarians who have Iallcn on the field, fell in tress with a coquet,
I think we ought to make a constitution for
behalf of the la,>t right" of man; RIO noble patriots, they have poured out their blood for the the people of Kentucky; for those who are here
liberties of their country.
If Kossuth and his now and their descendents, to protect; them in
If we had been askell last sumcom-patriots were to come to Kentucky, I would tbe:i r rights.
open my heart., awl ro.ay,"wt!lcome."
As God mer, win you make a constitution to sustain the
Almiahty is Illy judge, 1 would, if they come to people of Kentucky against tht' ~reat and overKCllt';cky, and 1 will divide with them the Ju..,>twhelming tide of lJauper enlllllgraUoD, or for
dime, and the last CTllmb of bread I have. 1 those pauper:::, what would we have :::aid'/ We
will treat them as br.:thrclJ. Hut I do protest would have said we will make a constitution for
will look to you first, and if we call
against these gallA-Htp('opJe being classed with you-we
and spoken of, in connection WIth the rogues give these other peo/)le 0..'; much political rights
and cut·throat,; of oth.or count.ries, and against with safety as you lave, we will do it. J f we
their migrating to Kentucky in any such compa- canuot, we wjlJ not do it.
l)Y.
I protest against it in the llame of hIgh
Did you ever look into this matter of an organheaven, and the ,:haractcr a1ll1 gteat interests of ized city with its gon-mment?
It is a governthe commonwealth of K<':ntllckv, Sir, ten Veal''; mellt within n gO\'Cl"llIlH"nt. Is tht:re not some·
ago I had a SE:atill th~; house oj' rcptcselltatives,
thing that requirel> tlwt sU<.:ha population as fill
and atthattilJJe thegentllOman froll1 NclsOll was up citio", L'ihoulJ !lot haw as much politic~l
the governor of this state. He had his excellclIt lcgislatiV(· power as tJlOse who live in the counlady and his charming family residillg h12rc,and try? We have nothing of It mayor or othtlr offihe and lht:J went hand in hand with me agaiust Cers of that f'Olt; we have 110 city courts, no
the importation of more slan~s into thi .. COlll- government within a. goverument.
Undet the
monwealth.
His lovely daughters came to the uldeollstitutiolJ, you granted Ollt the whole legishouse day afrer day, and cheered us 011, Iwd Inti vepower of the gO\'oJrnllleuLto the cities o\'er
:finally, from being in a minority, we got a ma- their citizens, and then the cities make law8 for
jority of fiv£', and prevellted tlle repeal of the themselves, if not incollsistent with the constilaw of 1833. I should have thought, looking to tutiOll or statutes of the state government.
The
the fact of our havin~ pursued the same ('ollfi:ie city has its mayor, aldermen, marshals,
d:;c.,
togetber, that he would not 11:"wetalked of my and after having llinety-nine hundredths
of the
argurnlmt8 bt>ing wade to suit the other side of pow'er which thc legislatlll"1.lpo:;.;sesses, they have
:Mason rlnu Dixou's line.
equal power in the legislature
itself.
Is this
Mr. C. A. WfCKLlfFE.
J r('gret very much right? Suppose the gentleman
from Fleming
that tho gentleman has thought proper to illtro· comes and asks that a little portion of his counduce the narue of my family.
t)' shall have power to enact laws for itself, and
Mr. TURNER.
] aid it in all kindness, sir. after this is granted, should ask for equal pow.
Mr. C. A. W lCKLU'FE.
1 han no doubt of or in the legh,lative gOl1crnmellt with the residue
Olat. My remark with r"ference to the subject of the state. Would it be right and proper she
of thc gentleman's speech, was maae respecting should !Hwe it? Are they to be made 60 great, and
that portion of it in whieh he alluded to thc then come back and have equal power in geneportion
treatment of slaves in the slave states, and gave ral legislation with all the agricultural
such a graphic descl'iption of it as I have often of t.he state? We first give them power t.o le~is.
seeu in the newspapers of the day. It was not late for themselves, and thell they a.o:k for lull
with referell(Je to the prillci/)les of the law of '33. :P0WCl" to come and legislate for us. 1 think this
It is asking too much.
'l'hut law, a..,> now modifiec, m~et,> my approba- 18 110tright.
It has been oLjected that W8 brought in here
tion, as I understand it. Whell a melJlber of
the
cOllstitution
of the Unitcd States, and of
the legislature I believe I voted against its r'>·
peal. It was not that he a.ch·oeated the pl'il1ei- other states, and we were then asked if we
pIe of the law of ]833, but it wa.<;that graphic would adopt their pro\'islOns in our constitudescription in which he ponrayed to OUl" imagina- tion. '\Te brought these in, to show that num·
tions, and in which he called on us tJ know how ber;; was not pracl ieally the basil': of representaLook
we would like to sec OUl' wivcs and daughters tion in the federal or state governments.
ehained and dragged from our bosoms and our at the Distl'ictof Columbia, She hasno representation in congress.
I snp~ose those who framed
firesides.
Mr. TURNER.
In 1831 I used the same ar- the constitution of the Ulllted States understood
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Ute rights of man as well us we do.
Why is it principle of protecting the rights, interests, and
that the great states of Maryland, Georgia, and Institutions of Kentucky, that freemen of this
Louisiana have said their cities shall Hot have commonwealtJl are to hold the power of govern.
morc than half the legislative power to which ing. We are not willing to invite men here to
their numbers would entitle them. It is because destroy our institutions and drive us out of the
they have delegated to them a large portion of country.
Can ally man doubt that if these forthe legislative power of the country for their cigners arc invited to our country without stint
benefit, and they ought not to govern other peo- they will take possession of your shores first
pIe. But we accord to them full representation
nnd afterwards find their way .into the heart of
In the house, and one senator
to every county thc country, and finally they will, if not reand city to protect their local rights.
stricted, base tho balance of power in the state,
Instead of our wishing to proscribe cities, and the institution of slavery will be abcllshodr
they wish to proscribe us. They first ask us to 'I'hese men will be opposed to it because they
give them full power, without our having ally do not understand it. And vet they have lived
partnership in their local governments, and then in slavery and starvation under a government
they come back cud kindly ask us, us you have of their own in Europe. Our negroes are a fine,
~iven us this, why nut in your great generosity
hearty set of fellows. It would do your heart
let us grrvern you also?
good to see them on a Sunday, neatly clad, reI have the same opinion in regard to this that turning from church, talking and laughin~ with
my friend Mr. Miec from Estill had on u differ- their wives end children, and all appeunug as
unt occasion. When he and I were members of happy as possible.
Now, I wish to keep them
the legislature, he was a democrat and I a whig; III that happy condition, and I do not want
he professed a great regard for me, and said, as those iguoraut and degraded foreigners to come
he called on me almost every lllornillg, Hike you in amongst us and disturb our peace and quiet,
better than any man I ever saw. I said to him, and drive the poor negroes out of the state. I
there is a United States senator to be made now, have sympathy for those poor creatures, many
and your vote will elect me. Said he,j"l'ul'lltll' of whom have nursed us when we were young,
that i~ carrying the joke a little too far." It is and our children since. I desire to see th e m
carrying my love for the cities a little too far to well treated and taken care of. There was a
ask me to give them power to govern themselves gentleman of my acquaintance in .Madison ccunand then IJa\'8 a general partnership power to ty, who last summer, having attended a political
govern me besides.
nleeting, on returning home, found that his
What are we to ask ourselves when we go back negroes hurl been told they 'would all be free in
to our constituents, or w}mt wil l our constituents
August.
'I'bey were in a hurly burly way in
ask us? 'I'hcy will ask, did yon make a consti- consequelJ('c, and very ullseltl",d. The gentletution for U", or for the paupel's of Europe.
man calleJ them all before him, and told them
Will you say ),on thought number."! was the ba- that by the next SuuJ;).y rooming weck they
gis of rcpre.,;entation~
Again, they ·will ask must have their clothe'l fixed IIp, a:-; he "as
what llullloers, KeJltlickian,;, ur GenlJallS, orthe goilJg to send them to Liberia.
They w€re
j'(:'IJcgadesfromNcw York or Boston'/ I thought IlJuch fu:itonished and alarmed, and the negroe
tho;states of New York <lnd .MaOlsachusetts made who was at the hcad of them, stepped for·ward
laws for their peoph', and the countries of ElJ- when the period came, and imploringly exclaim_
rope for theirs. Why ·we are carrying this fur- ed, "for God's sake, master, let me stay-dou't
thtr than they did in France in 1792, when they send us to Hellberia;" and all of them promised
proclaimed uni\'ersalliberty,
equality, and fra- to be t.he most obedient i"crvant.s in the world if
ternity to all the world. It is saying come one permitted to rtJmaiu. The fact is, we do not
come all you outcasts of Enrope anu of the great want foreigners in such trowds ill Kentucky_
cities, and as you are so much better skilled in we want plenty of elbow room. IVe do lIot
government than we are, 'we will give up the wish that character of population that there is
government of Kentucky to you, and let yOll con- in the city of New York.
There arc many men
tro1.
there wortlI }lalf a million of dollars, whilst
·Why, we see what has been clone in Ohio. I there are 100,000 persons who have neitheI" bread
am not. for making a conl,;titution for whigs or to cat nor dothes to weal'.
dellJOCrllts. Here is It fore!gn interest in the
r will illustrate my vie'\\'s betlVeen our own
state-Wilmot
proviso politicians, free $Oil('rspeople anu foreigners, by tellillg you a little ,-mand they clect a few l'epre.'lcntatives to your legis- ccdote. My friend, Je.s8<JJoncs, wlJOwas known
lature.
TIle two great political parties of the to SOllIe gentlemen he-I'D,was courting a young
state arc pretty equally divided, and these few woman named Sally Newland, a lllember of the
individuals who belong to neither one nor the Baptist, dJUl'ch, alld he \,allted to join that
utherpartJ', can, if1hey chuose, give one of them church.
But befom he could be admitted, it
the ascendaJJcy. Well, this free soil !)ower was required that he should posse ...s the proper
throwiil itself between the two great po itieal religion>; qualificatiolJs, and subscribe to the
parties of the commonwealth, ann offers a caTte rul",s of thc church, one of which was, that he
blanche to be filled up by the one who will Rive must dcclare he loved aU the brethren and sisthem the most in power or station.
Now, I tel'S. When this question was put to him, "do
will ask, if we came here to make a constitution
\ au love all the bletlIren<lndsisters'!" he promptto have such a state of things? Did we come Iy replied, "yes r I love them all, and Sister Sal
here to sell our rights?
No. In the resolutions ly N e\\ land III \)artlcularl"
Now, Sir, I lIave a
which I have offered, Isaidllolhing about Louis- kllld heart for a I the Cltlzcns of our SIster states
ville, COVington, Lexington, or any parrieular
and of other nations, and 1like them all; but I
.city or COUllty. It is to carry out the g",nel'al like the citizens of Kentucky, in particula.r. r
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came here to protect her citizens and her institu- 'pose of making known mine. The discussion
tions against all foreign immigration that may has taken a very wide range, some of which I
come in here.
have not considered as legitimate.
But I unNow, Iamonly bringing forward a proposition de-stand that the resolutions of the gentleman
to protect the state at large, what, in principle,
from Madison, on his motion, are now brought
one of the honorable delegates from Louisville before the committee along- with the report of
(.Mr.Rudd.) has brought forward to protect the the committee on the legislative department.
property-holding citizens of Louisvi1le. They Then it becomes legitimate to make ull usicn to
want to protect themselves against themselves in slavery. I did not so consider it in the discusLouisville, but are not willing to protect those siou of the fifth section of the report now under
who live out of the city. He brought in a resc- consideration.
We have heard very much on
lution to have a constitutional provision, that in the subject of slavery, much more than I auticivoting a tax on the city; none but tax parers pated when I came here. I presumed there was
should have the right of suffrage. Now, It is little difficulty in the convention as to the mode
obvious that this is aimed at the ignorant, peu- in which that question should be settled. Alper population that is flooding Louisville. The thou~h we had a great excitement last summer,
same delegate, and his colleagues, are using and It was a question which swallowed up all
their influence here to secure to these ignorant, others, I have for the first time to learn that there
degraded paupers-these
people who may not has been one emancipationist elected to the eonvote to tax their neighbors-may
come in and venti Oil. So far as I had formed any opinion of
vote so as to control and tax the farmers, who public sentiment 011 that question. not only at
have but little profit left, after they have paid home, but abroad, I had supposed that the prothe expense of maintaining their families. He vieion as it stood in the old const.itution, would
has objected to these men voting in Louisville, be exactly the provision that would stand in the
but when we object to their drawing the traces new. I was apprised that there W"Nedelegates
too tight in our part of the state, and to their elected, who were in favor of incorporating the
coming in here and voting upon our rights, they act of 1833 into the constitution; but so far as
say, you arc accustomed to a rough course of my knowledge extended, and 80 far as the newslife-you
are hardy and tough, and you can papers gave me information, that number I knew
bear it; but we are tender people in the cities, was small.
a.nd must be protected against our. own. op~ra~
The act of 1833 always had my support, and
t~ves. God sa.ve.us from such one-aided mstlt~' most probably always would have had It, as a
taons. Well, It IS for us to vote whether this legislative enactment, but I am utterly opposed
shall be the case or not.
to incorporating it into the constitution.
That
Now, these very men are brought in here to law is a matter of expediency, and I conceive
vote upon our rights and interests, but not in that the people, through the law making power,
accordance with the policy of the gentleman had the necessary power to pass such an act,
from Louisville to vote on their rights and their and at a subsequent period to repeal it. The
interests. I think we should provide for our- section of eountry from which I came have been
selves-for our own protection and safety. The almost nnanlmoue in favor of the law of 1833.
first law of nature is self-preservation.
Since 1833, the county of Montgomery has had
I have detained the committee longer than I a representation in both branches of the legisought to have done. I have no feelings to grat- lature, with few exceptions. in favor of that law,
ify. I wished to put myself properly before the and the surrounding eounties with perhaps the
country. I brought here the slave bill of 1830, exception of Clarke, have also been in favor of
and the ayes and noes on it, to show the gentle- it. I do not, however, think the repeal of that
man from Louisville that he-should not have re- law has had so dreadful an effect as was anticiproved me for occupying, in part, the same pated. But few slaves have been introduced
~round which he and I have occupied together lilt-aKentucky eiuce its repeal; in northern Henm reference to the question of slavery for nine- tacky none. Althongh some were disposed to
teen years. I told my constituents that I did embark in the purchase of them, yet when they
not expect to get any thing more embodied in went abroad and ascertained their cost, they rethe new constitution than the power to re-enact turned without them. I have thought that law
the statute of 1833. I highly regard the gentle- could have but little effect; because I have known
man from Simpson and others-they
no doubt negro traders to visit the county in which Irerepresent the feelings of their constituents, and side and there to buy slaves to take south. I
I claim to represent nothing more than the f...el· was satisfied if they could buy slaves cheaper
in~8 of my OWI1 constituents, and with a rna- in other states they would not come to Kcujorlt,y of whom I agree in every respect.
tucky.
Hence I came to the conclusion that
Mr. APPERSON.
But for the resolution slaves were perhaps as high abroad as at home,
which was adopted yesterday, that the debate and consequently but few would be imported
on the legislative report should close on Mon. into the state.
However, were I a represeutaday next, I should not, upon the fifth section of tive now,I should vote for the law of 1833 as a
the report, have submitted any views of my own legislative enactment.
But I do not believe a
whatever. But inasmuch as I have some views majority of the people of Kentucky are in favor
to submit to the convention upon apportion. of incorporating that act into the constitution.
merit of representation. and inasmuch as I may So far as the people whom I represent are COIlnot have an oflportunity hereafter, or at any rate cerued, 1 know they do not desire it. I have
as only ten minutes will be allowed to each del- thought it W<IS very unnecessary that there should
e~a.te after twelve o'clock on Monday, to give have been so protracted a discussion on this
IhJS views on the report, I have risen for the pur·
subject, ltnd I will therefore dismiss it.
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We have heard this morning that there are through the county of Jefferson.
In 1849 there
two sorts of voters in Louisville.
I would ask, was no list taken-in 1848 there was. Making
if the voters in Louisville who voted for mem- the companson on these data, I ascertain that
bers of this convention.
or who have the right the county of Jefferson increased )Il those years
to vote for members of the general assembly, a little less than forty-two P"T cent.
have greater privileges than other voters of KenThe counties of Greenup, Carter, Lewis. Lawtucky'? Is there a portion of the citizens who It'ence, Johnson,
Floyd, Pike, Letcher, Perry,
have a right to vote in Jefferson who would not Breathitt, Olay. Owsley, Estill, and Morgan, 8..<1
have a right to vote in Fayette? Does not the exhibited in the two tables, have increased in
same class at ci~ize.ns.vote in one as ~he o~her ;oters ,v:ithiu a small fraction of fifty per cent.,
county? I take it, It IS SO. The qualificatious
III the rune years past.
Is not that a rural popare the same, and all must have them, or they are ulation? And when we are told that the city is
not entitled to vote.
to overshadow and overbalance the rest of the
We bave been told, that in consequence of tho state-s-that our rural districts arc to be swallowimmense growth of the cities, particularly Lou- ed up, we should make the inquiry, is it true?
iaville and Covington, they would in a short When we look at the figures we can tell, arid I
time exercise a power and a very unhappy infiu- deny that it is true. I have no doubt you may
ence Oil the legislation of the state. We have take counties in other parts of the state, and you
beeu told that there has been a greater increase will find it pretty much the same. But go into
in Louisville than in the country, and that it will the rich blue grass districts, and some of the
continue to surpass the increase in the counties counties have not passed twelve per cent. within
generally, till it controls the legislation of the nine years, while some of the mountain counetate.
ties have passed fifty-five P'" cent.
Let us examine as to the truth of the charge.
Bourbon, Harrison, Scott, Fayette, Jessamine.
I deny it, so far as a portion of the counties is Clarke, and Woodford, lying contiguous, and
concerned.
Suppose we consider one of the amongst the richest counties in the state, had a
rural districts to consist of the counties of voting population as follows;
1848
Greenup, Carter, Lawrence, Johnson, Floyd,
1839
Morgan, and Lewis, which lie contiguously, it
1601
1773
will be seen that the voting population was as
Bourbon,
2060
1696
Harrison,
follows:
1848
1518
1839
1839
Scott,
2571
2584
Favette,
.1255
1047
1153
1597
Woodford,
Greenup,
1198
908
1325
592
Jessamine,
Carter,
956
740
1461
1719
Clarke,
Lawrence,
570
Johnson,
946
961
Total,
11,198 12,555
Floyd,
1225
695
TIH~se counties have gone a little over twelve
Morgan,
949
1409
per cent., taken collectively, but Fayette has not
Lewis,
reached one-fourth of one per cent.
Total,
4969
7626
I have made my calculations from the audiOr take another district, to be composed of the tor's reports fOI'ltl39 and 18,18, as to the number
following counties:
of voters, not deeming it necessary to go further
1839
1848
back th:1ll1839; and in 1848 the last list of voters was taken by the commissioners throughout
537
807
Pike,
the state. The printed table which we have
:365
Letcher,
"haws the number of white mules in each coun463
423
Perry,
ty in the present year; but as there are many
590
:<59
Breathitt,
who as aliens, and for other causes, are. not le750
707
Clay,
gal voters, in all my calculations I adopt the list
566
Owsley,
of voters of 18,18,the last which has been taken.
1011
1017
Estill,
'1.'0 show the fairness of my calculations, and
•
•
t hat the counties were not, selected for their great
Total,
3043
4652.
increase of population, and without regard to
Let us turn our attention to these mouutain j Iocality, it will be seen, they are ill oue block,
counties, and see how it is. Let us examine reaching from Big Sandy to the rich counties,
these spa~ely populated. portions, and make a and lying between the Ohio and Kentucky rivcompnnson "between tbem and the county of ers. It was neces..ary I should include the
Jefferson, including rhe great city of Louisville, county of Clay, which lies south of the Kenwhich in 1839 had a voting population of' 4770, tucky, because a portion of the. county of O~sand in 1848 of 6774; thus showing that 11l nme ley was taken from Clay, and Without including
years, the increase in Jefferson county and the the county of Clay it was impossible to compare
city of Louisville is a fraction less than forty- the increase. If we look at Harlan, I think it
two per cent. Taking the apportionment uf will show an iJlcrease of more t.han fifty-five per
1B39 and 1848, how do w(' find 1t"1 I tn.ke 1848, cent., and it is most probablf! that Knox, Whitbecause I ,vish to COllfinc myself to the voters ley, and other mountain counties have increased
of 1848 and not of 1849, because we all know in the same ratio. Mason is one of the richest
there is a manifest difference. There is a large (',ounties in the state, with a thriving city lying
male population who are not entil·led to vote, us on the Ohio ri,"er, and yet she has only increasaliens and others in Louis,"ille and scattered ed, in nino years, a little over seventeen per cent.
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We see then, that the county of Jefferson, ioclu-]
ding the city of Louisville, is 1I0t likely to over-I
balance the rest of the state. The county, illeluding the city, has nut increased very rapidly
in voting population. though there are mallY for-I
eigners, not naturalized, in the vicinity of the
city.
In the rich limestone regions of the state,
sometimes termed the blue gnt ...8 coulltry-because of the extensive grazing-tile
rich arc increasill~ rapidly ill wealth: they extend their
pO~SeSl>lOnS,although at high prices, and the
smaller farmers are constantly leavin~ those fine
lands. This is the reason that there IS so inconelderuble an increase of voters. And we may
expect the eamc cause and the same result will
continue.
The gentleman from Madison spoke of the
Iarmers-c-iu wh ich class he seemed to include
himself-c-as if they were hardly able to pay their
taxes, and that this inability was produced by
some controlling power exercised by the cities in
the state. Now, if we will examine the nnd itor's report, we shall find that the county of
Madison has more wealth, iu proportion to population, than the county of Jefferson, including
Louisville.
If that be the situation of the population which he represents, then they appeal' to
be richer than the city population.
Rut Jet all
these matters be as they mu.v, I suppose that
when we declare that "represeutatlon
shall be
equal and uniform," we mean what we !'ay: we
do not mean to insinuate that tbe representation
shall be as our intel·ests happen to b.:'; that if we
represent ;l city and it,; interests, t.hat they shall
have a }lreponderance of power, irresrecti\,c of
populatIOn; or, if we represent a rura poplllation, that the)' "hall Lave privileges which the
city population are not entitlt.-d to. I know that
the peol)le whom I r~'present arc maillly agricultl1ra ist.s, and of course belong to the rural
class, and I bave no doubt that. I but. fairly represellt them in my tiJeble a.dvoeacy of the prineipIe, that all votcr.s, rich or poor, residing in the
country or in the cit)', should ;;tand on the same
footing', and be heard in the legislati,-e halls in
proportion to their numbers.
I think the gentleman from Franklin madc a
mistake when he spoke of tlte apportionment, as
reported in the Rixth section of the report now
under consideration; the forty countie~ instead
of being entitled to forty-five, will, I \lllth:!'stand, be entitled. to fifty l'eprt'sentatives,
J ex.
ami ned his tables anu the sixth section a little
tllis morning, and when 1 come to makc the calcnlati(lll Oll the prindplc~ of that section. I find
if we fix the ratio at 141G, (:U1d I do tbiA because
this wonld bethe ratio according' to the number of
voters inll?4R,) ,mJ if that ratio betaken, thecoun~
ty of Jeffer::;on will be entitll'(l to five or six repre:sentati \'C8, <tllLlthe balance of the state is entitJed
to be represented in exactly the same ratio, and
must have it: aU residumm. whether in Jcffcrsoll
county, the city of Louisville or elsewhere, must
be applied some where else.
Jo doing this, we
h~we been ill the habit, sometimcs, of passing b),
manycoullties, and taking l'f'sidliUms to those
more J islaut, and illlhi,,; lU:~ll1lerthesta:t(;ha.~ been
laid off, or apportion(~d for reprcsellk'l.tioJl. and
which has caused on !Someoccasions diSfiatisfaction on the partofthe minority in the legislature.

I believe I can satisfy this convention,
that in
the disposition of the representation of the different counties of the state, it has been done fair1)'; at least so far lIS the last apportionment was
coucemed.
I find Bourbon, Logan, Nelson, Christian.
Fleming, Madison, Fayette, and Hardin, under
the last apportioument, have each two representutives : without drawing residuums they were
only entitled to one each, that is, after giving
theiu ono member, the surplus of voters in each
county is not equal to the ratio, and hence, to
get a second member, each of these counties must
draw a residuum.
The following counties, under the last apportionment,
had one member
each, Jet neither of them have tbe full ratio, to
wit: Jessamine, Whitley, Boyle, Woodford, OesPy, Russell, Meade, Grayson, Todd, and Livingstou. They draw residuums from other portions
of the state, and all of these counties are looked
upon, and counted on as being Oil the whig side
ill politics.
How is it 011 the other side? l ..et us
sec if it is not about equal.
The county of Herrison has two representatives,
but not enough
voters for more than one, without drawing a residuuui from other counties; and the following
counties have each one representative,
though
the number of qualified voters ill each is under
the ratio. to-wit: Pendleton. Trimble, Oldham,
Grant, Anderson, Spencer, Bullitt, Monroe, Hart,
Larue, Taylor, Green, Union, Simpson, Trigg,
and Orirtcndeu, and the counties of Fulton and
Hickman Ullit~d, have a represeutative, but are
under the ratio.
Here are eighteen representatives on the opposite side ill politics, representing
constituencies
which are below the ratio; thus it seems tho
lIlunber on each side is exactly equal.
This being the case, it seems to me therc is no eau"e of
complaiut.
I have a table now befoTt;me, which
was not laid off with a vIew to representation,
but since there haYe been propositions submitted fol' fixing a principle for the apportionment
of representation, I have concluded to submit
that table now, so that Wllt"lll the sixth section
shall come up for consideration,
gentlelD{'n may
understand it, und I flatter myself that if gent1ell1~n.will ~xtl:mille tb.is. ~able they will see
!hat It J~ as f::l;lrlD the dl VISIOnof th~ state, and
10 thc apportlOllTnellt of r~presentahon
ag can
Yerrwell ~<.J_m~cle.
.
.
I blOW It. HlllUposs:~le to make representahon
exactly equal and l1l:ilorlll, ~lI~dhavmg exac~ly
lhe sallie nUloher of Votc-l'j) 1Il each elecronal
di"tl'i~t. Butw~ 1l111s.t
approximlltl.' as nearly!o
c-q:w.llt,Yand ulll~ornlity as 1Il.a.rbe, and that IS
eVidently the deSIgn of all 01 us.
The gentleman from Tl'igg has submitted <.l.
proposition to layoff the state into twel \·e repre.sen!ati~·e districts.
1 can hardly see why the
state should b~ thus laid off, partlcularlv
when
we look at the inequality.
The gentleman's
proposition makes the fir<:itdistrict to consist
ot eight cOlllltie:::, embracing FUltOll, Hickman,
Gravo;s. Calloway,
Ballard, McCracken, :Marsball, and Livi ngstOll, with a voting population
of 7171, accordit'gto
the returns of Itl-JK Now
look at the l'1ixth distrit·t, embracing the counties of Jefrer;;oll, l~ul1it, Ne18011,Washington,
Marion, Shelby, and Spencer, and ill thc!"e eonnties we find we 1J<1\'e(l voting population
of

li,184, beillg a little more than ten thousand
diflercuce. Is that all?
Let us exalllille the
ninth district.
There are nine counties, enrbracing Fayette, Woodfonl , Bourbon, Clar]{to, } {ossamille, Anderson, Mercer, BO!,le, and Garrard,
which have 14,566 \'otCTS.
"hat is the obj-et
of this? 1f we are to layoff the state into districts, let them be as equal as may he, nnd Iet us
not look this way or that, with regard to pclitical preferences.
Look again at district llwubcr one. It maybe
exactly right that WIese counties should stand in
}'{'pre~entation as they are placed.
For illstallce.
Fulton and Hickman will have 011<'I'cpr8scntati"e,
Grave'i one, Oalloway one, Ballard and McCrnck,
en one, aurl Mar:;hall and I,iviugstOll together
one; but this is not the wa.y they HOW stand, for
Calloway and .Marshall now vote together, and
Livingston has a member to herself.
I aJmit it
may be right so to place the counties, but why
make Such a district? It looks amazingly strange
P-S though it was designed for l':lOme purpos,;, not
apparent on its face. The [ormntiOtl of some of
the other districts looks eqnally strallgc.
WJlY
not, instead of thus laying- oft' the districts, lay
tllem o~ as nearly l3CI,ualas may bc, an~ in ar,;
COuvcment form, 11::wmg propel' rcgard J1l every
instaul'e, to territory, form, populntiolJ, association, and inwrconr.;;e? I hllve no\\' before me a
table which vel'y 11early divides the state into
four equal parts, at least ill pOpulation and form,
and having a due consideratuJn
for thc interCOllrSt= and association
of the pcople.
In laying
off thef'e counties, as I have Jone, into four d istri(ltS, I have undertaken to do it impa.rtially
and fairly; and whatever may be th~ error",
an oppol'tnity will be afforclud to ha\'c them
pointed Ollt.

This district has more cOtlJJti~9 tbnn either' of
the others, but r airnod to make th", population
(If eaehdi;;triet nearly cquul.
The c-ason why
I embraced Whitley III this disfrict, is that she
has alway'6 been <,:ollBected with Knox, Harlan,
Laurel, \\;t., ill the samejudieial district and the
intercourse and associations of 1I",r population
is with the others namcd, and she will most
probably, hcro.:aftcrbe placcd iu the same circuit
court district, and it is the most COllVC11 lent for
the whole of one circuit tu be ill the Same appellate district, aud if the court of appeals should
be required to sit in each district, the circuit
should all be ill the same di"trict.
'I'he voting'
population il! tbis .-]i"tri<.:tis ~6,451, aud the nUlll:
bel' 01 counties IS LWentY-llJJlU, au,", number 01
members tw.;nty-six.
The following table comprises the second district:
Counties.
Voters.
Members.
Peudleron,
1,210
1
Campbell,
1,447
I
Kenton,
2,.i60
2
Boone, .
1,865
I
Carroll
923
Galhti;l,
813
1,736
1
Trimble,
994
1
Oldhl1m,
1,073
1
Owen,
1,674
1
Scott,
1,839
1
.Fayette,
2,5St
2
Graut, .
1,098
j
Jessamine,
1,325
1
Garrard,
1,56;)
1
Lincoln,
] ,436
1
Boyle,
1,13G
1
:Mercer,
2,125
1
Andel"soJl,
1,086
1
Shdby,
2,:U7
2
Sperlt'er,
1,383
1
Henry,
1,849
1
Franklin,
1,75tl
1
Woodford,
1,255
1

The first district is as follows, to wit:
Countius,
Voter". Members.
Pike,
807
FJoyd, .
961--1,768
Johnson,
570
Lawrence,
956-1,52(;
1
Carter, .
90B
1
Greenup,
1,597
1
Lewis,
1,436
1
35,278
25
Mason,
2,845
2
Flemillg,
2,311
This district embraces twenty three counties,
2
Bracken,
1,4!:l6
llas a votilJ~ population of 35,278, and is entitled
1
Harrison,
2,060
to t,wcnty five members.
1
Nicholas,
1,713
1
'fhe third district is composed of
Bourbon,
1,77a
1
COllnties.
Yoters. Members'
Bath,
1,823
1
Pulaski,
2,305
2
Montgomery,
1,398
1
Casey,
938
Clarke,
1,719
1
Hussell,
919
1IIor¥an,
1 ,225
1
1,851
EstIll, .
1,011
1
1
Marion,
1,768
Madison,
2,566
1
2
Washington,
1,770
Rockcastle,
802
1
1
Nelson,
Laurel,
777
2,001
1
J3tJlJitt,
1,165
Clay,
750--1,527
1
JelfeJ'son,
6,774
O"sll'ly,
566
5
Eal'dill,
2,384
Breathitt,
590--1,156
2
.Mead(>,
] ,022
Pen}' 463
1
Grayson,
Letl,h~r,
365
1,127
1
Monroe,
1,230
Harlan,
661--1,489
1
1
Cumberland,
971
Knox, 1,091
1
Clinton,
801
Whit.ley,
1,021
1
1,117
1
Wayne,
1,421
I
36,451
26
Adair,
1,507
1

Barren,
Hart,
Larue,
Taylor,

~,939
1,345

2

2,078
1,305

1
1

35,789

25

981
1,097

Green, -

The population
of this district
is 35,789.
Twenty one counties are embraced in it, and it
will be entitled to twenty five members,
The fourth district is composed of
Counties.
Voters,
Brecklnridge,
1,745
Hancock,
560
Davleas,
1,923
Ohio,
1,510
Henderson,
1,461
Union,
1,264
Hopkins,
1,813
Muhleuburg,
1,539
Butler, 875
Edmonson,
647--1,522
'Warren,
2,131
Allen, 1,413
Logan,
2,0]6
Simpson,
924
Todd, 1,383
Christian,
2,lil8
Trigg, 1,3tll
Caldwell,
1,860
Calloway,
1,206
Graves,
1,576
Fulton,
631
Hickman,
656

Members.
1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1,287
Ballard,
McOracken,
Marshall,
Livingston,

-

728
742
1,470

824
808
1,632

Crittenden,

947

1
1

34,820

24

This district has a population of 34,837; has
twenty seven counties, and will be entitled to
twenty four representatives.
Now I will enquire if gentlemen can layoff
the state more equally for representation, having
regard to the court of appeals and circuit court
districts as they will most likely be, at the same
time, and keeping the circuit district 3.'> near as
may be in the same appellate district?
Perhaps
the circuit court district lllay 1a\'6 to be divided
sometimes, 3.'> it is hardly to be expected it cau
remain undivided in eVflry instance; but generally it can be done.
Gentlemen will see that though I carry rosiduurns on some occasions, yet they are carried
fairly, and never taken from a county in one
district and carried to a county in another.
If Pike and Johnson join, then they will compose one representative district, and Floyd will
have a member herself.
If, howe\'er, Pike and
Johnson do not join, then Pike and Floyd must
compose one district, Johnson and Lawrence an-other, and Carter will get the member. Now

whether Floyd or Carter shall have a member,
politically speaking, the result is the same, as
the political majOl'ity in each county is Oil the
same side. It.w ill be seen that Lawrence in 1848
had forty eight voters more than Cartel', and five
less than Floyd. Why then not let her have the
I1lcmber1 The answer is, because of her locality. If a member be given to her then what
county will Jobnson be attached to, if Pike
be Hot contiguous?
There is none but Morgan,
which hag two or three hundred more than Lawrenee. Politically it would suit me for Lawrence
to have the member, hut viewing the whole
~round aright she is not entitled to it. And why
IS it that Morgan, which
lies broadside of Carter, should get a member?
Because, although
Carter needs to draw residuums of over 500, yet
Morgan is the largest of the small counties in the
same ueizhborbood, and north of Kentuckvriver,
and can draw residuums from the counties near.
Estill can do the same. So also the counties of
Owsley and Breathitt, and thus the principle will
go on. Let these several counties draw residuurns from other counties, neighboring counties
in the same district; for instance from Harrison,
Nicholas, l3ath, Bourbon, Clarke. &13., which will
have considerable residuums to spare, and which
Morgan, Carter, Estill, &c., are entitled to take.
My object is to cast all residuums throughout
the whole district, and thus to equalize the representation as near as lean, and always keeping the
same prluciple in view, Having thus disposed
of all the counties in one district, I go to another, carrying out the same principle throughout
the whole state.
Further to illustrate my principle, I will take
the counties of Calloway, Marshall and Livingston-the
two former counties once composed
one county, and since the division, have been
united ill sending a representative,
whilst Livingston, which is separated from Marshall by the
'I'eunessee river has heretofore had a member
alone, but as she has a smaller number of votes
than Oalloway, I give the latter connty a member and unite Marshall and Livingston
for
another.
The same principle I have applied ill
giving a separate member to RockcastIe, which
lias but a little over eight hundred votes. She
is larger than Laurel or Clay, and hence the latter two arc united for one member, and Rockcastle alone for another.
Crittenden, although
having a small number of votes more than
Livingston is given a separate member.
The
county of Hancock has always presented difficultiea in apportioning
representation, and in
consequence of her contiguity to Davless and
Breckinridge, which have large reslduuma and
the other adjacent counties not requiring those
reeiduums, they are thrown together and given to
Hancock.
In making out. this table I had special reference to the circuit court districts and appellate
districts as they will most likely be formed, and
if the judicial or representative districts can be
laid off morc fairly, impartially,
equally and
uniformly than I Lave presented, then I hope to
see it done.
In tlns way the whole pflople will be fairly
represented, and almost to a positive certainty,
the very same party that has a majority in one
county which has a residuum will have that resi-
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duum carried over to a county of the same polio
tics, and tbus all these residuums will be represented.
.Mr. DAVIS.
Will the gentleman please state
how lllany counties under his arrangement, having less than the ratio, will be represented. and
how many counties having less, will be divided
between the two parties.
Mr. APPERSON.
I do not know exactly, hut
all will be able to see it from the tables, which I
flatter myself is made out, most impartiall;r. Bya
hasty glance, however, I find that the whigs will
have members most likely without a full ratio, as
follows; Fleming', Estill, Madison, Rockcastle,
Whitley, Knox.Fayette, Jessamine.Boyle,
Shelby, Woonford, Hardin, Meade, Grayson, 'l'odd,
Hancock and Montgomery-one
in each, ruaki ng
eighteen representatives.
'The democrats will have most probably one
in each ofthe following counties, which are
under the ratio, viz: Carter, Morgan, Breathitt,
Pendleton,
Campbell,
Trimble,
Oldham,
Grant, Anderson,
Spencer,
Pulaski, Bullitt,
Monroe, Hart, Green, Union, Allen, Simpson,
Trigg, Calloway, Crittenden
and Fulton, &c.,
making twenty two members.
If gentlemen will examine my tables, I think
they will say that they could not have laid off
these districts more compactly than they are
laid off. In politics the first district would
gain two to the party differing with me, and
perhaps three, In my list I have stated what
each one should have, and I think those who
differ with me in politics will say that I have
given to each what they are equitably entitled to.
Larue has a member, though she lacks nearly
the hundred of the full number.
Boyle has
one and lack!'; nearly three hundred.
Grant
lacks nearly four hundred and yet will have
one. Fayette "will lack about two hundred and
fifty, Oldham will lack nearly four hundred,
'I'rimblc will lack more than four hundred and
Pendleton a little less than two hundred, and
they all get. one.
Now I think there have been some matters
brought in in regard to the election of senators,
that should not be taken as arguments, so far as
senators in the general assembly are concerned.
I hear it said that every state has two senators
in the senate of the United States; but it should
be remembered that every state is a sovereignty,
nnd the senators in congress represent sovereignt.ies. It is not so with our counties, they are not
sovereignties, but are parts of the one sovereignty. We have heard something said about the
apportionment ill Virginia, and it is said they
have nineteen districts east and thirteen west of
the Blue Ridge.
'I'hat is but a poor criterion to
govern us, for I understand that Virginia was
originally represented, not by voters but by territory, each county large or small in territory or
in population being entitled to two representatives, and each borough one. That plan of
representation
was borrowed
from England.
But when they formed their new constitution,
did they give up this notion? Not entirely, but
they adopt a mixed system. If you will ascertain
the number of voters east and west of the Blue
Ridge in Virginia, "ou will find that they were
nearly equally d ivided , butthere was a numerous and valuable negro population in the east,
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which the convention determined should be
represented.
So far as Virginia iF!concerned, I
do 110tthink that her example should have the
least influence on our action. The gentleman
from Franklin the other day said that representation should be a mixed question with us, that
we should look at the population and the territory, in apportioning representation.
I learn from the history of Kentucky that the
late George Nicholas, one of the wisest and best
of men, in a speech ill the convention which
formed the first constitution for Kentucky, in
1791, denounced the doctrine of representation
of territory, and insisted that population exclusively be the basis of representation.
We have
heard the amusing story relating to the subject
of a property qualification, as told by Doctor
Franklin .. A certain man living in a state where
a given amount of property was required to entitle one to vote, owned a donkey of the ;prescribed value to entitle him to exercise the right
(If suffrage. It happened that the donkey died,
and the man was disfranclnsed
thereby.
The
Doctor enquired whether it was the man or the
donkey that had previously voted.
I understand that it is not property nor territory, but white population 011 which representation should be based. If territory should be
considered, then why not property, and thus the
indigent and virtuous laborer might be cut off.
I want representation to be governed by voting
population as near as it can be done-it
is true
It cannot be done exactly, because the counties
have uot exactly the same amount of population.
If we start off with a determination
to do
even handed justice to all, if we intend that this
representation
shall be as near equal 'and uniform as we can make it, let us not say to a man
residing in a city and engaged in commerce or
mauufaotures you shall not have the same voice
as the agriculturalist.
The people represented
by me are au agricultural people, who demand
every privilege to which they are entitled. Does
the agriculturalist require at our hands that in
consequence of his calling he should have greater rights than others? I believe not. 1 thought
the creed of the party with whom I act, maintain that we should fester manufactures and sustain them with agriculture,
whilst the other
party have most especially advocated commerce.
1 have been under the impression that we had
all agreed there should he no difference between
the merchant, the manufacturer,
and the agriculturlst, so far as political rights are concerned.
They are all equally necessary in every
community.
Let me inquire how it is when you
approach any large commercial town that the
land of the agriculturalist
is greatly enhanced
in value? Is it not because he has a market
near his door? IfloU remove that market from
him, will his Ian
be as valuable?
Is he not
bcuefttted as well as the merchant and manufactnr~r? If seems to me he if>;and how we can,
consistently with justice and fairness, make any
distinction
between the agriculturist,
the man
of commerce. and the manufacturer, in permitting one class to vote and another not, I cannot
see.
Now, I have heard it said that the city of Louisville, in consequence of the re'presentation
which she has had, and must have m the legis-

lature, will hereafter control the action of the triet. I will not be so uncharitable as to charge
legislature to a very great extent.
I am not sure the gentlemen with figuring this out to suit himshe has not controlled it to "orne extent. But if self, for I presume it is all right; but I desire to
you look at the lists of ayes and noes of the repel the charge he ninde that my plan was pIOmembers from the northern counties, or Irom the posed with a view of affecting the strength of
Green river counties, you will find them about the political parties in this state. That w-as not
as united as those from Louisville.
I know there my object at all. I have no objection to sustainare individuals in the cities and large towns ing anv plan that the gentleman or any other
may offer, if he shall convince me that it is the
who do undertake to interfere with legislation.
I saw it last w iuter on the part of gentlemen better plan.
connected with banks, who were here doing all
The PRESIDENT. I have not designed, and
thex could to prevent those additional banking could not in my present state of health, if so
facilities from being afforded, which had been disposed, make a speech.
The gentleman from
asked for.
One gentleman in high office in Madison has sruken of the act of '33, and my
bank, wrote to a member of the legislature, if vote of a previous period.
I was in the legisyou shall charter another bank, I wiU have the lature when the act of '33 passed, as well as the
circulation in the bank with which I am con- preceding year. The question as to the impornected curtailed to the extent of the capital of tation of slaves had been agitated in the senate
the new bank-s-such threats should be treated for several years, and in 1832 I believe Wag the
with merited contempt.
Although this great first time they passed a law on the subject, and
bank influence was brought to bear upon the sent it to the house of representatives.
It was
representatives from Louisville last winter, yet there referred to the committee on the courts of
they believed that additional bnnking facilities justice, of which I then had the honor to be
were needed, disregarded all such threats and chairman.
If I recollect right, this act to which
acted in accordance with their own judgments he refers was reported to that committee in lieu
of propriety.
I do not See how it is we can of the senate's bill, and it failed in that house.
consistently make a distinction between voters It is to this effect:
in different sections; and if Jefferson county is
"SEC. 1. Be it enacted by the Generul Ass£1nbly
entitled to live or six representatives,
let her f!f ale Commonwealth of Kentucky,
That none
have them. And" if there be a. residuum, let it shall he sla-ves, except such as shall be slaves
go somewhere else.
within this commonwealth on the first clay of
With regard to the proposition of the gentle- June next, and the descendants of the females
man from Olmstian, It may be right, or uot, I of them, and such slaves as shall thereafter be
have thought but little about it; but with a view lawfully imported into this commonwealth,
and
to make representation equal, if seems to me the descendants of the females of them.
there if; but one road to travel.
At a. proper
"SEC. 2. Be it further enacted, 'I'hat from and
time, I propo.~e to offer the tables which I have after the said first day of June, it shall not be
read, as a substitute for the sixth section of the lawful for any pcrsou , or persons, to import into
report now under consideration.
this commonwealth any slave or slaves, exMr. BOYD.
I am not a talking man, and I cept emigrants to the state bringing their slaves
do not therefore know whether it will be in my With them, for their own lise, and 110t for merpower to make clear to every gentleman's UD- chandisc, and citizens of this state claiming
de-standing the object 1 have in view in pre- slaves in another state, by dey ise, descent, or
sentiug this proposition.
The great complaint marriage; in all which cases it shall be lawful
I have heard against the present mode of appor- for any such persons to import S11ehslaves for
tioning the stnto, 11<1;;
been that residuums have their own use, and not as merchandise.
"SEC. 3. All laws now ill force, prohibiting the
been rolled out from the section of country
where they occurred and settled down on some importation of slaves into this commonwealth,
shall
be and the same are hereby repealed, from
other. My object in presenting the plan which
I did, was to prevent that, and I believe that 111l- and after the said first day of June: Provided,
del' it every sectiun, every twelfth of the state That the provisiulls of t.his bill shall lJot apply
would have "eoured to it its sbare of represcn- to persons trnnsiently passing through the comb1,tion. And if the gentle-man ·would take the monwealth with slaves, on their way to any
map of the state, he ·would find tha~the two other state or coantry: ProDided, That nothing
first districts, the location of which he has eom- ill this act shall be so construed as to prevent
plain{'d, was on congenial grounds, run very near persons emigrating to this state, and settling
across the state, from the fitate line to the Ohio permanently in it, from selling tlleir slaves."
'rhere was prior to that time a good deal of
river. I am not wedded to my rlan, and shall
be willing to go for the one which is most COTl- agitation, with the object of pnttillg an end to
Yenient, just and proper.
I had nothing more t.he slave hade from olh ..r states to this. WhethI was in favor of a.
in view; and I dedare to t.hii:'committee that I er rightfully or wrongfnlly,
against
diu not examine a" to the political bearing of a prohibition of that trade-theprejudiC'es
single county, when I undertook to layoff these which those who wel'e in favor of destroying
districts.
My object wa<;to make th(lm af',com- the institution itl.elf, were using as a lever by
pact ns llossible, and so that each pal'ti.cular :;ec- which to asitate the pnblie mind on thatsllbject;
tion of the statt' would ha\'e its full weight in and intendlllg to vote for a law whith would
have the dfeet of execnting itself, I voted for
the legi;;lature.
I will not be 80 uncharitable
It was, however, as the vote will
to my friend from Montgomery as he was to me. that at't.
In hlS plan for apportioning
the appellate dis- show, rej ..cted. The next year, the act of 1833
as
it
is
called
was passed, and under the same
tricts. if I recollect right, it seems to me he places Mt. Sterling jmit about the centre of a dis- feelings which had induced me to vote for the
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other bill, I voted for this act.
The other
act was rejected, on the suggestion that as
the effect would be to set free all negroes who
came into this state, it would be an inducement
for those in other states, who desired to get rid
of vicious and aged negroes, to bring them into
this state, where, by the operation of our laws
they would at once become free, and we obliged
to provide for them. I, with others, yielded to
that view, and the result was the passage of the
law of 1833. For seven 01' eight years, after the
passage of that act, the agitation of the subject
was quieted, and we were at peace.
Then commenced an agitation on the part of those who
desired to introduce slaves, and that agitation,
in my judgment,
had quite as deleterious an effect on the interests of the slaveholder, as did
the agitation which the law of 1833 had quieted.
Now, ] believe that no law should exist Oll the
statute book that does not give peace and quiet
to the community.
A bare majority should not
hold ou the statute book a law that dissatisfies
and renders discontented a large and highly rcspectable minority; and it is better fOI·the peace
of community that it should be withdrawn.
I have said on a former occasion, that I am for
leaving 111epresent constitution
on the subject
of slavery, whh a single exception, where we
found it, I will not go over that ground or into
this argument again. 1came here, if pledged at
all on any subject to my constituents, pledged to
the c.ourse I have Indicated on this slavery
question.

wealth of Kentucky, and if we do not come in
on equal terms we shall be obliged to com", in on
unequal terms.
The gentleman snys we have our local governments. So has every town in this commonwealth, and so has every county, for it is the
beauty of our system that we govern ourselves ill
am towns, cities and counties by the voice of a
fl'ee people.equally
represented in the legislative
halls of the country.
The same laws, the same
provisions, are given to towns and counties as
their situation demands; nud the further edditioual Iegialation, if you will, to cities where a.
greater number of individuals congregate, and
where it requires more vigilance in the officers,
and more stringent, rules to maintain the administration of the laws predominant, by applying
them correctly, certainty, and efficiently, to those
who offend. But it all flows from the policy,
the justice, and the wisdom of the representatives of' the people, in applying a set of laws to
each section, county, tOWI1, or city, that its
necessities require.
Gentlemen apprehend
danger that the voice
of the cities will eout ro l the voice of the country.
1 wilt not go into the arguments which
gentlemen huve offered , they have been met by
others and met fully.
I maintain that under our system of laws and government, the
country has as little to fear from the freemen of
the city controllin!;r in the legislature, as the
cities have to fear frOIDthe voice of the people
of the country controlling ill the legislature.
If
The position of Louisville on this subject of the cities are in a majority, and by their numrepresentation is rather an unfortunate one. 'l'he bcrs arc entitled to it-wlly if it was a governgentleman from Madison, who is for putting the ment of force they would have it. If the counact of 1833 in the const.itution, or rather the pro- try is in a majority and this was a government of
posed act of 1832 in the constitution, votes to re- force, they would have it. If it is a governstrict Louisville because we are likely to go for ment of equal ri~hts and equal laws, blessed
emancipation.
The gentleman from Simpson, with equal and fnir representation, why the conand some others ...."ill not vote to give Louisville
trol will be with the majority wherever it is.
her fair representation,
because we stand upon and no where else can it be vested. When I
the old constitution. and do not enter into his was up on a former occasion, I examined this
peculiar notions of the citizen's right of buying subject with care, and some think with boldness,
these negroes at will and pleasure.
We are still and that I pushed my ar~umcnts further than
more unfortunate.
Louisville, more than any I should have done. I WIll not go baek upon
other point in Kentucky, aggregates a large pro- it. If no mall can apply conscicutioualj-, anyportion uf those who flee (rom oppresson in the thing 1 said, to his own bosom and heart in reold world, and seek an asylum and liberty in lation to this thing, then I will not apply it to
thls: and the gentleman from Bourbon would him. It is true I thanked God that emanclparestrict our representation, because they found it tion had shed no blood in Louisville or in the
to be their interest to locate there, to a greater river counties, and I still thank God that was
extent, than any other portion of the state, and the case. It docs Dot follow however, that I
he deeming them unworthy to have a voice in thanked God it shed blood elsewhere. That is
this government.
Now, between those in favor as far from my feelings as tilly mall ill this conof the act of 1833, and those in favor of a full vention, and "if any mun here felt more for the
and free trade in negroes for their own use, and gentleman from Madison than I felt on t.hat octhose ...vho desire to deny to these fureigners who casiolJ, I do not know him. But when he is
are naturalized here under the laws of the United seeking here on account of emancipation to stifle
States the rights of citizenshir.-and
all these the voice of my cOllstiwents, I thought he
interests we have but a-I Will not say, fair should look at home, and I used the bold lallchance. But we appeal to that sense of )ustice guage calculated to bring him to reflect on the
and ri,({ht, which I trust characterizes tllls COIl- subject.
If an)' protection of the country from
ventiail, 1Iot to deny liS om legitimate and equal the emancipation
feelirlg is desired, let gentle.
voice in the representation of the state.
We men march up to it, and put a test article in the
have not the liberty the old thirteen states had constitution, and allow 110 ma.n to vote who is
when the federal compact was formed. It is not in favor of emancipation.
That will secure t.he
given to us to accept or reject this constitution.
slaveholders, beyolJd the possibility of a doubt,
We cannot keep out of thIS commonwealth be- from all that are hel'e I)OW in our state, and all
cause we shall be denied equal rights and prj ...-i- who shall come hereafter, whether fleeing from
leges. We are bound to be u part of the common- opprcs!'lion in a foreign land, or from Yankee-
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from Simpson.
I make the suggestion
because
dam, or from wherever it may choose them to
I am convinced that the votes of some gentlecome. It is a restriction, and gentlemen will
111('11upon the latter part of tile proposition
will
Dot aud they ought not put it into the constitube governed, in some measure, by the decision
tion. Yet the dfect of the proposition here is
to deny the city and country are equals, and in of the convention upon the first branch.
Mr. CLAIlKE.
1t is my object, as well as that
truth to put such a propos'ition in the constitution. I ask the gentlern,an from Madison, why of others all this floor, to have a vote taken on
not put this test in the constitution and apply it this proposition by ayes and nays. I therefore
to h is constituent..'l. There are, according to the request the gentleman who moved to strike out
to withdraw his motion, until I make another.
best estimate, I have been able to make, some
three thousaud naturalizcd citizens in the com- This is. that the committee rise and report the
monwealth of Kentucky, who arc entitled to bill to the house, where I can call the ayes and
vote. I have lived now neal' thirty yearl> ill nays. There he can renew the motion he has
Louisville, where more of these naturalized citi- made, and I thank him for it, as I desire to have
zens nrc congregated than any where else, and this question tested.
Mr. TAYLOR assented to the withdrawal
of
during all of that time, we have never had one
of them in thc legislature of the state to my his motion to strike out.
1I1r. TRIPLETT.
Does the chair consider my
knowledge.
Nor do I recollect that one has
ever come from the country.
They are sensible, proposition before the house in such a shape as
industrious, fl'ugal, economical people, and they to get a vote upon it.
The CHAIR did not consider it as having been
do, more generally than any other people in
this commonwealth, attend to the eleventh com- formally offered at all, but said that it was in
mandment-that
is, to mind their O'YH busjuess order for the gentleman to do so now.
Mr. 'l'RIPLETT.
Tllen 1 offer it lIOW.
and not interfere with that of others. There
There was some conversation as to whether
are occasionally among that class bad men, as
there will be in all classes; and therefore if you the course suggested by Mr. Clarke would be
apply a rule that is to exclude bad men, apply stnctlv paeli amentary, when
Mr. "CLARKE withdrew his motion that the
it to all classes. If congress was to repeal the
naturalization laws, we are content, for we do committee rise and report.
Mr. ']'AYLOR then renewed his motion to
not want anybody to "Votewho is not a citizen
of the United States, aud who has not resided srrikc out the last clause of the proposition, as
the proper time among us. For myself, I am before indicated by him.
The question being then taken, the motion to
not willing that any man shall be a citizen of
this commonwealth, and not be entitled to all of strike out was rejected, a count being had, ayes
the priv iliges of citizenship.
I do not want to 34, nays 35.
The question was then on the adoption of the
see a class here who shall be less than citizens
to raise up citizens and poison their minds amendment.
Mr. A. K. MARSHALL asked for a division
against the goverlllllent under which they live,
for dcnying them the rights which they give to of the question.
The CHAIR stated the question to be all
others. I do not desire to look forward to a
period in this government when there shall be a striking out the section as reported by the committee,
and inserting in lieu thereof the amendlarge class of citizens who feel no interest in the
operation!; of the institutions
of the country. ment of Mr. Clarke. A division being asked, the
Let them, after they have remained a. sufficient question would be first taken on striking out.
Mr. DAVIS.
The original section IS then
length of time, become citizens and take their
places a'> such, and feel that they .are fr.ee,men open for any amendment that may be offered.
The CHA.IR. Yes 8l1'.
as we are. Gentlemen may entertain their own
Mr. DAVIS. I then offer to amend the secvtews ou this subject, but surely we are not go·
That no couning to change the constitution of Kentucky be- tion as follows: "Providedjurlher,
cause we huvc three thousand naturalized citi- ty or city shall ever be entitled to more than
zens among us. Surely they are not going to oue senator."
There was some conversation as to which
adopt a principle that is to deny to free born
American eitizcna, and the descendants of those question was prior in order, whether on the
who bled in the battles that won our liberties, amendment of Mr. Triplett or that of Mr. Davis.
equality of representation
with his fellow citi- when the latter gentleman withdrew his amendzens. And yet in seeking to exclude the for- ment.
The question was then on the amendment ofeigner from this privilege, they will inevitably
exelude also the native citizen.
But I am ad- Iered by Mr. Triplett.
Mr. LINDSEY
suggested that the numbers
monished by the soreness of my breast to bring
should be left blank.
mv remarks to a close.
Mr.
TRIPLETT
assented to that suggestion,
- ~The amendment proposed by Mr. CLARKE
and his proposition was so amended.
was then read.
It was then rejected, a count being had, ayes
Mr. TAYLOR. I desire to separate the white
from the black in this matter, and I move to 34, navs 39.
Mr. vMORRIS then renewed his amendment,
strike out so much of the proposition as refers
to strike out all after the word "provided" in the
to the importation of slaves.
Mr. A. K. MARSHALL.
I should be very seventh section, and to insert the following;
"Resol'/;ed, That whenever a city or town shall
much gratified if the gentleman, instead of moving to strike out, had asked for a division of the be entitled to u sepnrate representation in either
house of the general assembly, and hy her numquestion, f?othat the house might "Votedirectly
bers shall be entitled to more than onc rq)reF;enon each of the propositions of the gentleman
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tative, such city. or town, shall be divided by represenuu.ion of Louisville should stand precisely as it diel before. I do not wish or desire mywards, which are contiguous, into representaI will state that active districts, a.'\ nearly equal as may be, equal self. to make any change.
to the number of representatives
to which such cording to the present division of the wards in
city, or tOWIl, may be entitled, and one represen- Louisville. there would have to be three districts
tenve shall be elected from each district.
In in order to give the democratic party a represeulike manner shall said city, or town, be divided tative, if the people vote according to their proseut
political sentiments. if the city should be enuinto senatorial districts, when, by the apportionment, more than one senator shall be allotted to tied to two senators, their location in two districts
such city, or town, and a senator shan btl elected would not change the political sentiments of the
The wards UOW, are divided at
from each senatorial district: but no ward or delegation.
municipal division, shall be divided by such di- fourth street, fonr above and four below, with n
population in both, "ery nearly equal.
If the
vision of senator-ial 01' representative
district,"
Mr. C. A. WICKLIFFE.
I rise to suggest to population should increase in each in the same
the mover of that proposition, a modification of proportion, and each would probably preserve
The two upper
it, and I do so, I must confess with some degree its present political sentiments.
of solicitude that he will assent to it. I do so to wards are democratic, and the two next whig,
I
obviate an objection which he,.. not been suggest- but stronger in rroporLion than the others.
ed in debate, but ill conversation,
striking at am certainly willing that gentlemen should take
any
measure
that
they
may
deem
safe
for
the
illwhat, I know from the honorable mover of that
proposition, was not one of the purposes he had tereets of the state, as regards the arrangement
of the representation of the city, but I should
In view to attain.
And certainly. in expressing
my determination to vote for it when first pre- be placed in an awkward situation if this propsented, J had no object or view such as has been osition was to pa.<;s. I did not come here from
understood.
It is a fact well known to this Iiousc, either party, and I wish not to l ic under imputathat the city of Louisville now, so far as ques- tion of being actuated by allY party motives. 1
tions of national policy are concerned, stands had retired from politics because I would no
whi~ with a majority of some six or seven hun- longer struggle to represent those with whom I
dred votes. T.he majority of this house is upon differed. I only consented to make this race, and
the side of the democratic division iu the na- stand here as a delegate, at the request of those
who desired that Louisvillo should stand right
tion, and it has been mged that this proposition,
if it succeeds, in applying to the city of Louis- on a question that was agitating the state.
ville, under its present numerical rer,rr;sentation,
Mr. MORRIS.
It certainly could not be more
or under that of the next census, w III have the foreign to the disposition of allY gentleman cu
effect to destroy the political strength of that ci- this floor, to introduce in the house It proposition
ty, as it has been divided upon the questions to which would array against (><Whother, the two
which J have alluded.
Jt is s3id that if ·we di- parties in this house,or in the state, than to myself.
vide the city into some three or four districts, the f occupy a pl~culial' position, one quite as peculiar
result may be the <·hoice, in some of them, of re- as the gentleman who represeuts Louisville.
I
presentatives diff ....
ring f!'Om what woul.] be the mean the democratic gentleman.
I, like him,
sentiment of n. majority of the city. I do not represent a whig constituency, and when I intro·
wish, favorable as I am to this amcildment, and dUl:ed that comprolllise amelldmcnt, for so J illacting with that majority to which I have re" teuded it., I had not the remotest idea that it
ferred in this house, to be subjected to the charge. would strike this house as a party move, nor
while I am endeavoring to support a proposieVCl1the slighte"t intimation of the fact that it
t.ion to modify the se-ction that will prevent these did so, \Inti! yesterday, when I saw a short letter
difficulties we have been diMlmssing, that I am in the Louisville Joumal,
intimating
that it
governed or intluE'nced by a desil'c to strike down would secure the election of ademocratic member
the political majority in that city. That is not in that city. I did state, in the remarks 1 suhthe position I occupy_ I ask the lllover of the mitted on offel'illg the proposition, that in all
proposition so to modify it, that when tlw repre- probability the city of Louisville wOllld stand
sentation of the city in the 10wE'rbranch shan be divided, and htated that in order that theJlosifour, it shall be divided into two election dis- tion which 1 aSSlimed might be strengthene
betricts, giving to the people, as in Nelson county fore this house, I thought if J could prove to
and ..lsewhere, the right to "ute for two representathis house, that if these great interests of Louistives_ And ·when the numher shall exccf'd four, ville, which were to overshadow the whole COUllthen apply the principle of establishing anoth<.>r try, could be divided on great. questions against
district.
Again, a.<;IS well known, in the eloc- itself, that it wouhl sLrellgthl'1l the propositioll I
tion of delegates from that city, national politics made_ Certainly I never have been placed ill a
were not brought into the question, or at least more embarra;>sing' fiituation. If we were here
tho.:>
sentiment
of the delegates returned here to be dri \-en to a ~tril.:t party vote on all.Y qUE'Sstand two to one, and it lllay be supposed, un- tion, I really do not know on which side !should
less the proposition is amended as I snggest. that vote. I came her~ to reprFsent neithE'Tof the great
it was offered in furtherance of the de.~ire of one partie:;.
I came here like some tIther gentlemen,
of those delegates.
So far as I am able to speak to advocate certaill propositions whidl I btilieve
on the subject, ;r take it for grallted that that right, independent of all parties.
As to the
gentleman was taken as much by snrprise by amellflmcnt of my friend from Nelson, I think it
that amendment, as any gentleman in thtS house. would be defeating the proposition itself, and be
The PRESIDENT.
It is true t.hat I knew throwing embarrassments in the way of its passnothill~ of the proposed amendment now offered. a~c. If my proposition was to secure the electior,l
My desHe is, so far as I am concerned, tlmt the 01 three whigs instead of one democrat , I should
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have made it here. I think we stand here above
all party. I made the proposition
for the purpose of breaking that vast influence of Louisville that some gentlemen seem to fear. Perhaps
after further deliberation, I lllay agree to accept
tbc propositiou of my friend from Nelson, but
as I now feel some disinclination
so to do, and
should like to consult with my friends 011 the
subject, I now move that the committee rise, and
report progress, and ask Ieuve to sit again.
Mr. IRWIN moved a recess, this was not concurred ill, and then the committee rose and reported progress and had leave to sit again.
The convention then adjourned.
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EVEN ING SESSIONS.

. Mr. BARLOW
offered the following resolution:
Resolved, That on Monduy next, and every
day thereafter, the convention will take a recess
and hold an evening session, to commence at 3
o'clock.
After a brief conversation on its propriety, the
yea.s and nays were called, and on being taken,
were-a-yeas 57, nave l x.
So the resolution was agreed to.
LEGISLATIVE
REl'llESE"'"TATIOX.
Mr. GARFJELDE offered the following resolution:
Resolved, That the house of representatives
shall, at all times, consist of as lllany members
as there may be counties in the state, au.l each
c.onntj' shall be entitled to a separate represeutattve. The state shall be divided into
senatorial districts, in each of which, one senaator shall be elected by the qualified voters
thereof: Provided, That enoh representative and
each senator shall be entitled to one vote fOI'
c...:ery one hundred electors in his county or distrrct.
~s I al.n a YO~lllg member. in tbi~ body, I feel a
delicacy III offering a resolution which runs counter to tlle report of any of its committees, but
up~n re.ading' the report of the committee on the
legislative department, J found that, like all the
works of man. it 'was defccd ve. I think it will
be conCl'dl'd that the resolution which I have
offered, has at least three merits.
l~irst. that it
deprivl"s the lc-gislature of the power of t.aking
any action upon the question of apportioning
the representatives.
In the second place, it
metes outjllstice to evcry count.y and citizen of
thec.o~mlO.n\\-~alth; and lastly, It gi.ves to cvery
IlHllllClpahty Its own separate and Independent
representative.
·Wherein has the difficulty existed heretofore
ill apportioning t.he representation of this state?
It has been in tIle fa(·t that you were compelled
to gin~ the legislatnre a powpr which might be
used for 'P,arty pUI·poses. This is a serious and
crying eVIL Here is a county with two thousand
qualified voters-five hundred more than is suf-

ficient to entitle it to a representative.
This
surplus is transferred to a county, perhaps fifty
miles distant, to supply its deficiency; to one
also whoso political sentiments and local interests may be directly 0l?posite to the sentiments
and interests of the residuum thus transferred.
Under such circumstances, are these five hundred voters represented at all? Do they exert
a.ny influence in the legislature, politically or
otherwise?
I nppreheud not. So far as their
power, influence or iuteresta are concerned, they
might as well be disfrauchised.
'l'his resolution, and this alone, lays down a
basis by which the political
sentiments, local
interests, and wishes of e\'ery county in the state,
and of eVl·ry voter in the county may, and will
be, fully represented.
Where is the county
which, unless it has its share, or more than its
share of rermsentation, is not complaining eontinually
0 the injustice
done to it? Is there
1I0t a feeling of universal discontent throu~hout
the body politic in relation to this questton of
apportionment?
There is sir. The resolution
which I have submitted, proposes a plan which
will operate justly and equally upon all in this
respect.
It proposes that each countv shall scud its
own representative, who shall he entitled to one
vote for every cue hundred qualified electors in
his county.
Thus, if a county has two thousand
voters, its representative in the legislature shall
cast twenty votes for or against any bill which
may come up for decision.
If a county has two
thousand five hundred voters, its representative
shall cast twenty five votes. If it has one thousand, then ten will be his number of votes, andso
on for allY possible number which the county
may contuiu. Does not this mete out equal jus.
tice to the whole community? Does it not do so
more fully and perfectly than allY system which
has been presented to this convention? I think it
does, sir. The entire body of the people will
thus be fairly represented.
It gives to every
freeman a voice in the councils of the state. It
does not make property or territory the basis of
representation, but men, thinking,
reasoning,
intelligent men. And it gives every such man
who is a citizen of the state the means of being
heard, and the power of acting through his representative in tfie legislature.
I ask gentlemen
to poiut out wherein a system of this character
can possibly work injustice to any portion of
the community.
But, sir, let us notice the plan of apportionment now in operation.
The county of Bourbon, with some nineteen hundred voters, sends
two representatives to the legislature, while the
county of Campbell, 'with two thousand four
hUlldred, send" but one. The county of Casey,
with about one thousand ....oters, sends one member; while the coullty of Hardin, with two thousand four hundred, sends two. Cases of this
kind might be multiplied, but it is unnecessary.
Where is the reason or justice of an apportion<
ment of this kind?
But it is argued that thp, report of the legislative committee obviat.es this great diffic\J1ty by
taking tho power frOI11the legislature to work
these great political enormities.
Let us notice,
for a moment, the workinr,; of the system proposed in that report.
1 he county of Larue,
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with one thousand voters, being two thirds of
the ratio, gets one representative, while the county of Harrison, with two thousand two hundred
voters, not havin,? one ratio and two thirds, gets
but one. Here, Dy a course of political reasoning, wholly uuiutclllgible
to me, it is supposed
that the seven hundred surplus in Hamson, is
taken to Larue to supply the deficiency there,
and that by this means this seven hundred surplus is fairly represented by the member from
Larue. To my mind, sir, this is nothing more
nor less than a political sophism, based upon
the supposed necessity of the ease. 'I'hia seven
hundred surplus is not, in reality, represented
at all, or if represented, it is by a member in
the Selection of whom they had no voice, and
who feels no identity of interest with them.
Again, the report provides that a county Laving two thirds of the ratio shall be entitled to
one representative, and that the ratio and two
t.hirds over shall be required to give two. How
will this work?
Thirteen counties can be selected which will
have about 13,tlOO voters, and they will. he eutitled to thirteen representatives,
while thirteen
other counties with 2G,500 voters will be entitled to but thirteen.
Now sir, where shall the
first thirteen counties supply their deflciency ot
6,000 voters, and what shall the last thirteen do
with their 7,000 surplus?
Sir, in truth you create 6,000 imaginary men for the benefit of the
small counties audyou politically kill 7,000 in the
large conuties.
You never can give to each
county its exact representation
in your Iegislative halls by this method of apportionment.
But there is another consideration in favor of
the plan contained in my resolution.
It gives to
each county its independent
representatlou.
Each countv sends ita member whether it has its
500 or 2,506 voters, whether 750 or 3,000. Each
county, to a certain extent, constitutes a separate
and independent municipality.
'l':;.kc any two
adjoining counties and notice what diJ1"erenceof
feelill~, what prejudice", likes tlnd di."-likes ex·
ist. 'rhere is an imaginary line dividilw two
counties.
On one side the people cOllO"l'eg,."ltl;
at
one point to t·ransact their business, 'to attend
their courts, &c., on the other side of this line
they go to another point for the same purposes.
Each county has an identity of interest peculiar
to itself, and desire" to have its own representation in the councils of the state.
According to the report of the committee we
shall, in many ca~es, have to throw two or three
counties tOl;{eihel'in order to entitle them to a
representat'lve.
By this act th,~ir identity is destroyed; be.;ides the larger counties overrule and
trample upon t.he rights of the smaller ones. The
feelings, wishe;, and interests of the county in
which tl,e member li\'es are attenderl to, to the
ne~lect of
oth~ri3.attachcd to it. If a question
anses wherem the llltel'CstS of the two counties
are a.nta~onistic, the member's own COUllt.yreceives tIle preference. These things en<1'cllller
jealousy, ill-lViII, and hatred,
to
Again, other counties in the state will be entitled to two or more representatives.
It frequently happens, where two arc elected from the same
county, that n. person is elected who is the choice
of neither party, by voter.'; throwing one of their
votes for him. Thus the interests and wishes of
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the people are represented by a man who is not
their choice by the occurrence of this circumstance, which is known to happen frequently.
All these difficulties are obviated by tlie plan
proposed in my resolution. 'I'he largest county
in the state will have but one reprcseatative,
whose power will be equal to the number of electors in his county, and the smallest county will
have one member also.
There may be some objections urged ugalnst
my proposition which it lllay be well to antic ipate. It may be said that it will be difficult to
carry this plan into operation in the legislature;
that there Illay he a difficulty in taking the votes
where members have an une9ual number. 'l'here
is, however, in reality no difficulty at all. I have
consulted the secretary of this convention, who
has discharged the duties of clerk of the house
of representatives with great credit for several
yenr;,;, and find that his views of this matter coinoi de with mine. He assured me that the vote
can be taken almost as speedily H..s it can be un .
der the present plan.
But suppose it should
take five minutes longer. should that weig-h in
the scale against the rights of the people which
arc so much more equally securedv Under the
present plan it take", about three weeks evcry
four years for the legislature to apportion the
state.
This time being saved would amply
compensate for the extra. time consumed in voting.
The question may be asked, how will you decide a vote when tile yeai'>and nave are not called? The answer is simple.
III every such ease
each member has an equal vote. 'This works no
injustice, for if any member is dissatisfied with
the result, he can call for the yeas and nays. It
may be suggested that this plan throws too
much power into the hands of an individual
where he represents the iuterosts of twenty five
hundred constituents.
and consequently
has
twenty five votes in his hands.
It gives him
but his just proportion.
'l'here is no danger
here unless we admit that representatives
are
susceptible of being eai'lily corrupted; that they
may be swayed from the path of duty by bribery ancl corruption.
If thii'! doctrine be affirmed,
then we harl bet.ter iucreasc our representation
largely, as the extra cost would not weigh itt
the scale against general security.
Agaill it may be argued tha.t new counties will
be formed, a.nd by this Illeans the legislature
may be increased to t.oo large (\ sizc. 'l'hii' p1:'n
of apportionment ·will act as a ('he~k upon tho
legisIatnre to prevent them from formIng ne\ ....
counties.
No representative
will dare to curtail t,he power of his. county by cutting off a
part of it except up..,n the most pressing neressity. Thus it will act as a cemellt to bind the
yarious parts of a county tog(:ther.
The present plan of apportionment has b('en
a prolith~ source of evil ill this rtispect. A county having two thow'llBel voters eould send but
one member although it had five hundred spare
voters. This marie the people willing t,o have
this five hundred strickell off and attached to
other fractions to form a llew county.
The division of the COUlltyhas not affected its political
power.
Give this county a representatlve empowered
to cast a vote for everyone hundred voters in
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his county nnd the ,.limcnltl' ill obviated.
That. or to Lc Apprehe.nded from the influence
county wil l uot SUfl'~I'itsel to be divided.
An might exercise arising from the coneolidasion of
adhesive principle is at once applied which will wealth and numbers; and the completion of
railroads to terminate there, would serve to inbind all the parts of the county together.
W ith these hasty remarks and imperfect views, crease it.
Much had been said upon the question of elaI desire the resolution printed and referred to
The gentlemen who were here voting
the committee of the whole, believing that com- vcr)'.
mittee wilt give it whatever consideration its against any reetricuicu on the city of Louisville
were those who were in favor of the introduction
merits deserve.
It was referred to the committee of the whole of the law of 1833. To that law he stood as an
0,Pponent. He believed that slavery was saneami ordered to be pnuted.
Mr. HAIWIS offered the following resolution: tfoued by the bible; but he did not believe that
. Provided, That no city ortown shall ever be en- the question of slavery and the restriction of
titled to more than two senators, until her popu- cities had :lny necessary counectiou.
He repeated the remark that the population of
lation increase to BOO,GOO, after which such city
may have three senators, and no more: Provided. a city can be represented by a smaller number of
'l'hat in the house of representatives, represen~ representatives than the county whose inhabiHe
tation shall always be in proportion to the num- tants are spread over a larger surface.
then returned to the law of 1833, and said he beber of qualified voters in such city or town.
lieved it would never have ueen passed if there
In relation to the important question of repre,
had been a fair vote taken on the subject through8ent~tioll, he b.elieved It should be based on popout the state. He reiterated the statement, that
ulatio n, but still he contended that there is a difthe restrictions
of cities and the question of
ference between population, when crowded into
slavery had no necessary connection, but he
cities, and when diffused over the country.
The
added, he would not say that the question in restates which have amended their constitutions
gard to foreigners had nothing to do with it, for
with~1I the las~ eig.h~ or ten years, have nearly all they were COllltng over here in thousands, droprestricted their Cities. It may not have been
ping amongst us like black birds or wild geese,
done ill the state of New York, as gentlemen
who were hereto day and gone to-morrow.
He
have suggested, inasmuch as there is less danger
regretted to heal' the Mexican war mentioned in
of thc undue influence of cities in large states,
this convention.
Kentucky did her duty in that
than in those which are smaller.
But the state
war, and it should have no influence here in
of Maryland has giN'n the city of Baltimore 110
promoting the interest of Louisville alone. He
areater representation than each of the counties
came here with no other view than to make a
of the state. Virginia, and Pennsylvania
have
gooa constitution.
He believed that every man
adopted the principle of restriction.
The city- here had a desire to promote the best interests of
of Philadelphia is limited to four senators, and.
his country, but it was unreasonable to expect
the number is not to be increased.
The state of
that they could all agree upon anyone proposlLouisiana has limited the representation
of the
tion. Our government was originally based on
city of New Orleans to four, although according
mutual concessions and compromise, and we
to her present population, she would be entitled
must concede also. He expected to yield much
to six. In short, if there is a rule well establishof his opinions and prejudices, and he could in
ed in the United States. it is that cities should be
thc end say that what bud been done by the marestricted, and why should it not be enforced in
Kentucky?
Louisville. and the county of Jef- jority was right.
He had before said that large cities when they
f~rson ha.\'e now here, five delegates, and if that have much, want more. Louisville and J effel'son
~lt)' contllloes to lTlcrease, as she has increased, coullty have five delegates here, at this time,
In fift,y years she would be €lltitled to five or six
and he was willing to deal liberally with her;
senators.
It has been contended that in this
but some restrictioll on larg-e (:itie8 where popu!hel'c is no .danger to be apprehended,
but that, lation is increased by immigration from foreign
If the restnction should be enforced, whenev6r
countries may be found to be necessary.
He
the cities on the Ohio river become sufficiently
desired a representation based on a permanent
powerflJl, th~y will arise and avenge their wrongs.
and not on a floating population.
Read the hIstory of the oriental nations, and
The restriction of cities might not be of much
wha.t do we learn?
That cities grow up and beimporlance no\\', but one hundred years her.ce it
come pl'oud of their llumbers, and that the more
migllt be of great importance.
He expressed a
they have, the more they want. For himself, he great desire that his opinions S11OU1dbe pub·
had ~o objection if ~hcse cities should grow lip fished to the world, and he contemplated with
and nn11 In pOpnld.tlOl1 llnd power the ancient
grj~at satisfaction, a harmonious termination of
e!ties of Ninevah and Babylon, and that each
the labors of this convention.
He spoke at very
city "hould be able to send out of her hnngrt'at l~ngth and very earnestly.
dn~d.gates, t.cn t.housand fighting men in arms,
The PRESIDEN1'
rf)se and asked whether the
"tut he would take care to impose such a restricgentleman thought it necessary to consume the
tioll Oll this pow,a and greatness as would pretime of the convention by repeating his proposi,'ent any disadvantage
therefrom to the other
tion and ar,auments twenty times over.
portioll of the state.
Mr. HArt.GIS said, he had expected to be
Whathlld J~olli:;wille already received?
She
called to order, and as he had n~arly done h~
has a chancery court, with a salal'y for her chancellor of $2,000.
Her circuit judge receh'es would sit uown.
The resolution was rejected.
more than the cIrcuit judges in oth ..r portions of
LEGISLATIVE
DEl'ARnlEST.
the state, and she receives a larger share of the
The convention resolved itself int.o committco
school fund. He thought there was great dang.
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of the whole, on the report of the committee on
the legislative department, Mr. MERIWETHER
ill the chair.
The pending question was on the amendment
of the gentleman from Christian, (Mr. Morrle.)
Mr. DIXON offered the following as a substitute for the :rending amendment:
"And provided, that whenever any town or city
shall become entitled to two or more representatives in either brunch of the legislature, the
legislature shall have power to divide such town
or city into as many election districts as there
may be members to elect, in each of which districts an election shall be held, for the election
of the number to which such district maybe entitled."
Mr. DIXON.
When my honorable
friend
from Christian submitted his resolution, I announced to the committee that I endorsed the
principles contained ill it. I still endorse the
principle, a'! applicable to the state of the case
which I understand the resolution was intended
to rueet. Nor is it my intention, in offering the
amendment to the amendment proposed by my
friend from Christian, to depart from the priuciplc contained in his amendment, to which I have
given my sanction.
The principle of unity of
representation ill counties seems to have been rccognized in the old constitution,
and in the report. of the committee, which is now under discussion.
'I'hc principle is this-that
a county
entitled to two or more representatives, according to the population, should have the privilege
of electing its representatives by the whole peoplc of the county, and not by dividing the county. and giving to each portion, 80 divided, the
right of electing a separate representauvo.
This principle, I apprehend, was founded in
wisdom.
It was intended to secure harmony
among all of the free voters of the country. 'I'be
state of Kentucky, for great and wise purposes,
has beenlaid off, under the constitution of 1799,
into counties and senatorial districts.
It was
laid off into counties for the purpose of convenience to all the people of the state. It was laid
off into senatorial districts with the same object, and for the same purpoRe. 'I'hc two great
bodies composing the legislature were intended
to act, to some extent, as checks upon each other;
and population, so far as regarded each branch,
was recognized by the framers of the constitution as the basis of representation in both. This
basis, to-wit, of population,
has been carried
out by the report of the committee, and I think
correctly.
The stat-e, us I before said, has been
laid off into counties and districts, for the convenience of the people of the state, and at the
same time, with a view to produce harmony and
concentrate action among the people of each particular county, the wisdom and advantage of
which will at once be perceived and acknowledged by all.
That unity of action, on the part of a county,
was thought by the committee to be important,
and 80 far us senatorial representation is concerned, it was thought to he equally important,
and in each case population is adopted as the
basis of representation.
The gentlemen of the
opposite side of the question thought that tllere
would be an advantage in adopting a restrictive
policy, in regard to cities, where population is
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conceutrated ; because, otherwise their eetlon
might have an injurious tendency upon the interesta of the people in the balance ot the state.
Sir, if the population of a city is to act against
the balance of the state, and if, by so acting, any
injury is to result to the great body of the fanning community, J, for one, would place myself
in opposition to it. Those who have maintained
that this power would be exercised against the
balance of the people, have not maintained that,
the power which 110W exists in cities can be exertcd to the prejudice of any portion of the peeple of Kentucky.
'I'hey do not assert, nor do
they seem to believe, that, the power of any city
uow in the commonwealth, though it may be
concentrated, can operate to the prejudice ot the
balance of the people of Keubuc ky ; uct taking
the position that the population of cities, as it
now stands, can be dangerous, but assuming the
fact to be-as it is within the range of possibility-that
the time may come, when that power
can grow to such strength and force that it may
be used to the jl1"t:Jjudice of other portions of
Kentucky.
Gent emen on the opposite side of
the question have proposed to lay restrictions
upon the people of the cities in the exercise of theright of suffrage; not that they are to chain the
li?ll as they now find him-for they now regard
him as harmless-not
to place manacles upon
the population of the cities as they now existfor they look upon them llOW as weak and impotent--but
they would have the chains prepared for the lion, bv the time he becomes strong
and powerful, and when he will be in a condition to make the whole people tremble at his
roar. 'I'hc gentleman from Christian is not for
chaining the beast in his infancy, but for keeping him weak by dividing his strength whilst
he is still young, and preventing its coneentrated exercise when he has grown to his full size.
Gentlemen think that the commonwealth is not
yet in danger, the body politic is not yet diseaseel. I sec no necessity, then, for calling in a.
physician.
Would he call in a surgeon to amputate a limb, whilst it is yet sound and healthy,
and in mere anticipation
that at some time or
other it would become diseased, and that gangrene would follow? Why not wait until the
>ropertime arrives, for placing this restriction?
f it is to be applied at all, let it be applied
when the necesslt,y arrives.
The proposition of
the gentleman from Christian is, to apply it at
ouce-c-to apply the remedy before the disease
exists-to
amputate the limb before gangrene has
taken possession of it. I can see no necessity
for it.
I have remarked that unity of representation
in counties has been provided in all the constitutions of the various states, and for the wisest
purposes.
This unity of rel?resentation should
be extended to towns and CIties. I can see no
good reason why it should not be. Whenever
gentlemen can show a good reason why unity of
representation
should be denied to Cities, then
let it be done; but I say the time has not yet ararrived, at least so far as nny facts have been adduced to indicate it, and until it does arrive no
such prineiple should be applied, because by applying it you depart from the great principle running through the report of the committee, and
run.ning through
th6 old constitutioll.
and
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through the constitutions,
I thin k, of all the tlemeu imagine, they have hut to will the aceOlllplish~ent of any purpose and it is already
states, that unity of representation ill couutice,
and in towns and cities, ought not to be abroga- doue. Like the greatest general of the Romans,
ted, unless for vcry good and sufficient reasons. they have but to come, to see, and to conquer,
Does the reason exist at this time for breaking ill Let us examine the extent of their power over
And here
upon this harmonious action of the peop-Ie in the first of those important measures.
{owns and cities'! what is that reason, If nny permit me to remark that there is nothing upon
does exist? Is it that the po·wer of Louisville, ~hieh the people, nut, only in the country, but.
of Covington, of Maysville, or of any other town III towns aud cities, are more sensitive than on
Oil the ohio river that is to wield
this treruen- the subject of raising the taxes-c-it concerns evso alive
deus influence, if! such now as to make it neces- ery citizen of the commouwenlth-c-and
tothe proper exercise of this great power are
sary to break down this principle'!
the
people
of
every
republic,
that
each
man
Let us look at the condition of things. because
it is important that the question should be prop- s~ems to stand as a sentinel, 110t only to guard
erly understood.
What is the power of Louis- his OWl?, but the property and person of o\'ery
ville? She has three roprcscutauves-c-not
five, other cl.tizcll, from unjust or oppressi vc taxation.
all bills
as the gentleman from Breathitt has said. 'l'hey ACCOr?l,ng to our present constitution,
are di.,;ti.ng'L.lishett gentlemen, possessing great for raising the revenue are to originate with the
the immetalents and influence, and every way worthv of lower house of the Iegielature-cwitb
from
the city which they represent, fully able to de- diate representatives of the people-fresh
wtth
them-c-uefend her rights and interests.
But wbat is the their bosoms-sympathising
amount of influence that can be exerted by those qucintcd with their wants, and ready to make
It is u fearhighly respectable delegates, ever the great body any sacrifice to protect their rights.
of the people of Kentucky, or over the balance ful 3.l'l'aythis, which It city would have to break
of any "purpose
of the delegates to this con ventiun I Can these through, ill the accomplishing
of injustice in the raising tho taxes of the state.
three gentlemen place themselves in opposition
'L'h?ir, own people (as they cel't<linly would be)
to the power of the mighty people of Kentucky?
Are we apprehensive that their power is or wlll resisting the people of all other parts of the
become so great as to be irresistible?
I acknowl- state, and the members of the legislature, high
edge that their power is considerable, but I confess on the watch tower of freedom, calmly SUl'\'eyI am not at all alarmed at it, 1101'do I admit that iug the advanced posts of the enemy, and ready
it is greater than that of other gentlemen on this to sound the tocsin of alarm on the first approach
of dauger,
",V-ithsuch watchful sentinels-with
floor. Lct them cume here with any proposition
could tIle puny
th~ymay tl~ink proper to bring, and let them such powerful protectors-what
arm of a.l';jugle eit:r-Ilay,
of nll the cities eOlIlunlte all theIr forces upon it, if tllO pwposition
in the way of inju!>tice or
be objectioua.ble to the balance of the delegates biued-aecomplislt
here, we can over-rnle them, IUld put Uleln down oppression in raisiug the ta-xes on the people of
They would be, when opwithout scarcely an effort. Let them brin'" all the commonwealth,
their V?Wer3.into the field, they cannot clriv~ the posed to the balance of the state, as a pigmy opposed to a g'iallt. 'l'he wrath of the people,
r~n,1allllllrg;mnety s~ven mem~ers from ilieir poSItIOn. l'ake the CIty of CovU1gtou, Let us sec ouce awakened, would swe ..p them alYuy as chaff
careering
the power that she can wield against tIle balance before the win,g-s of the Stonn·G0d
ill bis might,
There is no danger at this point
of th7 state.
She is represented by :J. gcntleman
upon
thi!i
subject,
tile
whole
people
of
the state
wIw IS aLle to sustain t.he interests of his constituents, a man of wei,ffht and influence I admit, are bound togethcr, as by magnetic cords, ancl
but when united with the thl'ee o'entlemen from where you touch the interest of OIlO, it vibrates
~ouis.\"ille \V.hatcan they do against t1.e rcmain- along these cordI:! to the hearts of alL There
can be no danger then at this poiut.
W]lClH'Ver
109 ~Illety SIX :Jdegates?
1)(1sson to Maysville.
She IS not entItled to a representative
nor in a proposition to increase the revenue of the state
city or
f~cL is Covington, b\lt I ta.ke both cOl.(nty and is made, whether by the r~presentationof
CIty together, and. add one delegate for Lexing- country, it i5 responded to by the people from
Their voice
ton, ~l1dhere are SIX arr;;Lyedagainst ninety foul', every part of the c.ommonwealth.
Is thIS so pow:etful an array'! Can they exert so comes up to the ha118 of legislation from every
every vullev and hill top
powerful an mfluence that we are now obliged city and hamlet-from
their assent or dissent to the
to place restraillts upon theIn, to pre\'ent their -proeh.illling
m('asure,
and
woc
be
to
the faithless representaoverslaughing
the ba.lance of Kentuekyt
I do
not believe we have any cause to be alarmed.
I tive who disregar<ls the waJ'llin~ of that voice;
say then to my friend f1'om Christian that I do they will never disregard it; and. I again repeat.
not think this is the time to apply the principle thatI have no fear of danger at this point,
Is the clanger greater in building up a great
eont<,"Lined
in his pro:l?osition,
But let us trace tIllS matter a little further and system of internal improvcmellts fot' the imsee how this power is to be exerted.
Is it be provement. of the roads and rivers of the comexerted in relation to the finauces of the state? monwealth?
111'. Chairman: The sectional divisions of tIle
In raising the taxes? In tlw building up a great
system of internal imwo\'ements,
or in the bor- state, as well as local and conflicting interest,,;,
rowing of money?
These are important meas- forbid that thete shoulcl be any conecrt, 01' uniures of state policy, alike interesting to the peo- tyof aetion, when a proposition is made to imple of the country, and to towns and cities. prove anyone road or river. I l'emember tllut
How far can the cities of KentUCky ccmtl'ol the I was a member of the sena.te of Kentucky
state in carrying out all or any on~ of thesf\ when the project for the making of the great
railroad
was brought
befoN the
measures.
If their power is such as som.6 gep- southern
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legislature.
I remember
thut the north and state for her encouragement and support, they acthe south and middle sections of the state, as complished that which they so much desired.
well as all the cities, so far from harmouiaing
']'his co-operation resulted from the fact that it
in support of the measure, found it impossible
was deemed essential and important by the peoto azrce as to the route It should take or the town ple of the state at large, that their resources,
all tl1e Ohio river at which it should terminate,
their rich and wavy fields of corn, tobacco, and
and it fell under the ponderous blows of those hemp, and all the other products of the soil,
who would have been its friends, could they should find it market upon the banks of the
have shared with the rest. of the state its bene- principal river, or some other great point, and
fits.
0118
portion of the people wanted the this was utterly impossible, unless these obstrucroad to terminate at the lower extremity
of the tions were removed and a great system of interstate; another was for extending it to the city of nal improvements instituted.
The people of all
Louisville; and another to sumo other town on parts of the cOll)Xnonwealthunited sir; but they
the Ohio river in the northern part of the state; did 1I0t unite for the purpose of building TIp a
aud thus situated they could never have but one particular city. Nothing of the kind.
They
city on the rivet', or but one section of the state joined nand ill hand to accomplish a great obin favor of the measure. It was lost, as I be- ject, and that was to promote, by a general and
fore remarked, by these conflicting
interests. unit,tld movement, the interests of the whole
But, sir how was the great sysLCm of internal state. Neither-the influence of one city 01' of
improvements I'OJ' the state spoken into exist- all the cities combined, nor of one section of the
_enre? Not by the influence of anyone
city, state, could have bl'ought about this result. It
nor by the influence of all the tOW118and cities required the united and conjoined efforts of all
of the state combined; but by the union of the the people of Kentucky to accomplish it. 'I'his
Interests of the different sections of the state, was the view taken by the statesmen who advostimulated by sectional advantages and strength- cated that great system. I was opposed to itened by the idea of general good to the whole not to the improving the navigation
of the ripeople of the commonwealth.
Through a beau- Val's, or to the making of roads such as would
tiful and fertile country in the middle section of have been of utility to the whole state-but
to
the state, comes Winding the Kentucky river. the tacking on to the system objects not of pub.
inviting, as it passes nloug, the products of the lie advanatge, but intended merely to secure to
farmer and the mineral wealth of the mountain,
it the support of particular localities.
For sir,
to take pcesage on its bosom to the great and 1beheld it starting up like a giant with its huubeautiful Oluo, aud from thence on its broad dred hands stretching its arms into every part
and capacious waters onward to every market of the state, and holding out golden promises to
in the world. Far above, in the northern part the wavering, the venal, and the corrupt.
I
of the state, and termination at the city of Cov- did not think it projected in fuimess, or carried
ington 011 the Ohio, might have been seen the out in principle.
But this unfairness was not
Licking, meandering its way through a country from city influence, it was from the force of II
little less ri oh than that on the banks of the thousand causes which circumstances had uniKentucky, and pouring ita waters down from ted to bring about the result. Its blessings or its
mountains stored with mineral of almost cyery evils, whatever they may have been, were not
description, and which had slept iu their quiet from city influence more t.han from that of the
bosoms through the long lapse of ages; 'whilst Gountry. I do 110t sec, therefore, that t,lle claniu the distant
south, stretching
gracefully gor of eitv influence is to be fearcd in the imthrough a level and fnJitful country, inhabited
pro\'emE:-ut of the rivers and roads of the com011 eaeIl side by thousands
of the honefOt and monwealth.
hardy yeomanry of the state, comes the Green
But let us come to tJle last proposition, and
rivcr, starting from the same range of moun"
that is, to the borrowing of money on the eredit
tains, and mingling its waters 'with those of the
of the state.
'l'hat Kentucky has involved berOhio in the county of Henderson.
These great
natural outlets for the rich products of the far- self in a large debt, but not beyond her capacity
to pay, thorecan bellO doubt; blltthat the influmer and the mineral -wealth of the mountail1s~
cnce of towns or cities, or any particular seetioll
were, nevertheless, obstructed, during a large
of thc statc, was alone eXCIted to bring about
portion of the yeur, by slloals und rocks, which
thigrc8ult, no onc believe'S. All the interests
prevented navigatioll, and requircd the united
and sections of the state united in pledging hol'
wealth and encrgy of the whole people of the
credit; but it was to effect alld accomplish obstate to remove. It is tme that the towns amI
ject.s in which all were deeply interested, and
cities along the banks of the Ohio were to share
which axe llGW di",pensing their bcndits to all,
'with the farmers in the country the benefits of
broadcast through the land. But sir, if any dannavigation, and to secure the acivantncre;; which
ger is to be apprehended from t,he exercise. of this
might result to all, from the remov:d of these
pO",ycr, the determination of, I think, a majority
obstructions.
of the members of this convention to res tram the
But how was this great end to be attained? legislature in the future exercise of it, by denyCould it be brought abo\lt simply by the exer- ing it to them without first referring 1t to the
tions of one particular
section of country? people, should forever put an end to even the
Could one connty, 01' one range of counties, ef- fear of danger. Whether the principle herc in~
fect anythmg by their exertions? No si" it re- dk-ated be inserted in the new constitution or
quireu the combined and united efforts of the not, I am certain that the mere influence of the
people at large.
All of these separate interests tow1l8 eanuev€l' bring about an extravagant exwere joined together, and by lllellns O-fa l1niver- ercise of the power. I hav<! shown before, i.n
sat and united appeal to the liberality of the the address made by me SOme days since to the
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committee, thut the interests of the towns and apprehension that this is the best mode of proSir, such
oountrv were dependent on each other, and that. tecting the interest of the slaveholder.
the;" should mutually aid. and assist each other. a system of proscription would be not only un'I'his I still think.and I am confident tbnt.uo grcct just, but in violutiou of every principle of promeasure of state policy is ever likely to be adop- ~riety. Iucaunot, and it surely will not he done.
ted unless mutually advantageous to the pco:(>1e Such a principle in the constitution, and for such
of the towns and country.
Are the people m- a }lUrpOSC, would alarm all the people (If the
deed so utterly ignorant of their own interest'> commonwealth; it would strike terror into the
as to be swayed from the path of duty by the hearts and minds of men. It would arouse a.
mere influences of the tow·ns·? Have WI! 110t spirit of indignation amongst thenon-slaveholdheard gcntlemen herc-when
it was proposed to ing portion of the people. that would sweep the
I know of no
require qualifications 1'1'0111 clerks, and tl~e inel- whole iuetitutiou to destruction.
igibility of judges for fear of the corrupting ex- magic power by which it could be appeased.
Sir, as well might you attempt with yourrnny
ercise of their power upon the people-insist
that the intelligence and purity of the people, hand to arrest the white-crested wave 0 the
their soundness of judgment. quickness of ap- ocean, when rising and swelling to mountain
prehension, and powers of discrimination
for- height it sweeps resistless on before the storm
bids the conclusion that they could be deceived compelling power, or to chain the Itghtninga
or imposed upon? If this be true, can that people when loosed from their home of slumber in the
then be overpowered and overreached by that in- clouds, they dash on, destroying and blasting
fluence which gentlemen seem to think must ex- in their iliad career. Remember sir, that they who
ist in the cities. But it is au influence which owns slaves are but a fraction of the whole people
does not and cannot exist, as I have shown be- of the state; and that the fact that we coust.itute
fore in a calculation I have made 011a fair and a majority here, is uo authority to exercise our
correct basis. I have shown that allowing the short-lived rower to the destruction of the rights
implore gentlemen to be more careratio of increase in the cities to be four hundred of others.
per cent. over the country, that when Louisville ful of what they do. Do not attempt, under the
reached a population of 200,000 she would still pl'etpnce of f1rotectillg the institution of slavery,
have but three senators, while the state would to inflict upon it a stab From which its heart's
with
have the balance.
It therefore, must be utterly blood must flow. Beware, beware-lest
impossible for gentlemen, with these facts before the besom of destruction you sweep the whole
institution
away,
and
that
you
leave
nothing
to
them, to argue allY body into the conclusion
that this overpowering influence can ever exist. tell that it existed bnt the records that we are
But the gentlemen from Madison and Bourbon now publishing to the world.
would lay these restrictions upon the people of
Beware, I say, how you trample on the rights
the cities with a view of protecting certain in- of the non-slaveholding portion of the commuterests in this eommouwoaltb.
If so, why not nity. I have the utmost confidence in that comapply the principle to their own counties, and munity, and I take leave to say, that were it not
elsewhere, wherever the spirit of emancipation
for their forbearance, their high sense of justice,
may display itself. The gelltlr-man from Madi- and their noble and elevated attachment to
eon has Insisted, in the first speech made by him principle, the institution would have been very
on this question, and again repeated it in the greatly endangered.
'I'hey know that you arc
one made by him yesterday, that numbers, in entitled to the property that you have inherited
the towns and cities along the Ohio river, should and purchased, and they fully recognize the
not form the basis of representation.
great principle, in OUT constitution, thnt no man'!'>
Mr. TURNEB..
The gentleman will permit property shall be taken without full and fair
me to remark that I represented the proposition
compensation.
'I'h is was a high, and a great
that property or territory should Le the basis of principle asserted by the people of the whole
representation.
state, ill the August elections, and whether from
Mr. DIXON.
It would uot he well, probably, the Ohio border, or any other part of the couufor me to read the gentleman's speech on that try, I believe there is not a single emancipationist returned here to proclaim the wishes of that
subject.
Mr. TURNER.
You had better read it.
portion of our people who believe in the proprioMr. DIXON. 'I'heu herc it is: "I protest," says tyof emancipating the negroes without compenthegent.lcmall, "against basing representation ex- sation. Is not this an evidence of t.he fidditv
elusi\'elyon population."
Now will the gentle- of the people on t.he banks of the ri\'er to tIle
man from Madison inform me, if he will not base institutions of Kentucky, and tlle in."titution of
the principle of representation Oil numbers, on slavery itsclf'( I understand from thegentlcmall
what will he base It? On what else can he base from Madison, that there were polleLI, in his
it, unless on territory oj' property'l I understand cOllnty, at the la..'Otelection 680 odd emallcipatioll
there are three bases of representation, one is votes. Are not those people in llis county ob·
population, another is property, and a third is noxious to the same restriction that he would imterrit.Qry, If he does not mean to base it upon pose on those who live on the bll.uksof the Ohio.
property or territory, will he be good enough to But the gentleman in his argum('nt did llot r",fer
tell us upon what he will base it. Docs he JIlean to that fact. He did not seem to think that they
to assert, that he will ha\'e no basis at all? I became obnoxious to that censure, but allowed
would like to be inforlUed upon this point.
the whole weight of it, that fell from his lips, to
But sir, let us r\lturn to the subject. The gen· come with its withering inflnence !'>olelyUPOI\
tleman would protect the slaveholder bydisfran- those who resi.de on the banks of the Ohio. But
chising thousands of those who do not own that it falls upon the whole, state, if not. so intended,
I call
description of property, and from the groundless yet with the random shot that destroys.
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city power llhalT have grawn strorl~ III our legisnever assent to nny such principle of proscriplaturc, lllay it not be too late fur the lcs-dat.um
tion.
to act? May it not be possible that this influI goalong with my friend from Christian,
(Mr. Morriu.) in the principle avowed in his once win be too powerful to overcomer
Perhaps it may be necessary, on account of the
proposition, and desire to apply it wherever the
necessity fur its application slIalI exist.
I say if peculiar position which I occupy upon this quessuch a danger exists from Louisville,
apply it at tion, and the remarks made by the junior gentleWith respect to
once; if not, why apply the principle at all. If man from Nelson, on yesterday,
there is no reason for it. uo benefit will coree out of himself, the bouorablc president of this body,
it. There is no reason for breaking down die and myself, and the part,y tendency which thie
unity of representation
for a proposition,
which, amendment has been made to assume ill the eye!'!
when attained. will accomplish
no good. 'I'he of some people, forme to say that no ccnversaamendment I offer proposes to give full pow- tion uor communication ever took place between
the president aud mysdf, with regard to the
er to the legislature, when they deem it necessary
as a safe-guard for the interest of the country, at ameudmeut which We now have under cousideI am confident. he knew nothing whatany moment, to impose this restriction upon the ration.
ever of Illy intention to offer the amendment, uucityof Louisville, by dividing
their repreecntation. whilo I go with my friend as to the princiJ?le til it was submitted to the bouse. It, is true that
I did exhibit it to some of my friends, irrespecofb is resolution, I wish that we could harmonize
851 to its details and its mode
of npplicatiou.
I tive of party, and consulted with them as tu its
It ia equally true, that
still trust we may, but I fear we will ncr, I propriety and strength.
stand here as the re:presentativ~ of nrv own conn- the idea of its effect upon rho two great parties
never
for
one
moment
entered
the head of one of
ty, on a great principle.
I came not 'here to rcpresent any party, but as the- representative
of us. we 'were consulting and deliberating UpOI)
both parties in my own county.
1 had nn op- a great principle of coruproroise, upon which J
position to the place I hold here. I "l\'usBuppor- hoped the chafed and agitated spirit of the bouse
It is tn/e that my friends
to!d by both parties.
Thooc who differed from might pO>i;;ibly unite.
Jntol on questions
of natioml1 potiey, "WerE'a" :1.1"- eoncurred with me in t}le belief that it would
probablyprolllote
hal'JIlonyaud union; tlr:tt whil""
dent in lOr StllJport, 3S the friendi> who batllong
that repro:!entertained the same political
sentiments
that 1 It WQuid secure the gn·<1t llrinciple,
it
do. I recei \'cJ their united vote, amI "'AA elected sel'1tation slwuld be bU,;tI(! on popul"tion,
tu carry out certain great priRCip'les, which no would <Ltthe same time, by dividing tllC citif'''I"
mem party conBideration sllall ever induce 1lX" against themselves, preserve the Tural distrids
agaillst the dangerous inftllenC\~ of a united cit,y
to depart frolll.
I llnd not tllC remotest idea that
:Mr. MORRIS.
I am sorry to find tlLrtt my repl'estJntation.
hi~hly esteemed friend fromlIcllderson
and my- sinister motives could be n.ttributed tu me, und
self will have to part. ("ow puny here. I um sor- nothing e0'\11d give me mor{J pain, timn that the
ry W~ are to be sepanHed upon what I c0l15i.-ler :insinuation C'Ould be thrnwn 0111. :;:gnin"t me, tllat
a high eon5erval,ivc principle.
I am sorry tlw:t I, a democrat, representing a whi~ constituency,.
could, for tlle purpose of' accompltshing t.'hemismore mature reflection has llldnccd himtoscrutch
out his endorsement of the un:nmJmcnt which I 0rable puny gain of one member ill the legislature, coolly introduce into tIJi" body IT m(!u"ure
p1'CJposed the other day.
Mr. DIXON,
I hope the gentleman will not solely cal euJated to promote the democnttie caUrie,
I never dreamed
misunderstand
me. 1 stated at the outset that I and with tltatob:ject in "iew.
of such a thing; such un idea neYer entered JllY
did llot retract my endorsement of the principle,
brain.
And
yet,
such
"lJinister"
motives have
but that I differed with llim a:s to its applicatIOU.
Mr. :MORRIS.
Thatis right, it is only a cliffer- been n.ttrit7Ut~ to me by one or the ll?udingjourn·
ence between us as tn the application of the prin- :tIs of this state, and judging from the remarkl'l"
ciple, and not, ail to its COITtJctncf;S. I am satis~ made by my (rienel fi'om Nelson, on yesterday,
'& ..we fonnd their way into tllis house.
tied that my friend misllpprellended
its applicaSir, tl1erc are mCIl in tllis world-I
will not
tion, as illuicate{{ in my resolution, 3l1d only insay they are to be foulld in this borlY-WJlO lH\ve
teneled to £!t\(IOl'SC the principle.
My pmpositioll
is, that the legislature shall now be !·eqtlin.J to been so long chained to the car of party, who
distl'iet those cities entitled to more than aIle rep- J1ave so long ft~d upon the erumbs wllich have
l'e!'\entntive.
Put off this operation until th8 con- l)ec-Il sparingly dolr-d out from tlHlpnl'tytable,.llud
fawuedunu flattered that, a few l110remorf;elsll1lght.
tingency, wllie11 gentlem~lJ seem to apprehend,
haV(l so long breathed
thil pol~
shall ari,,;e; the dauger we arc seekin~' to ward be offered-who
off will then have mrived, and it witl L>etoo late luted atmosplel'c of tile pnrty brotllc1-who are
both in m~nd anrl body ~
to appt:r the remedy.
Apply the prlnciple
to soeompletelyprostitutcd,
poli~ies,
e\Tery city, as it, becomes entJtli>d to morc tl\fm to the tricl;:ery and chictlner)' of/alty
that
they
eml
no
more
underst",n
t.he 0pCl"atlOn~
onc representative,
and tlle difficulty we appreof
an
honest
and
independent
mind,
or
apprehend wiU be met before the danger arrives.
Deciate :1011 independt'llt course, Ulan the- fiends of'
lily ito; application,
and the whole conservative
)le11 can apprecIate tJ1C cmjoyments of heaven.
fOI'ce of myslllendll)cnt
will kr><c been destroyed.
Weare seekin.g to break the force of a united city When any great question is Froposed to them,
instead of considering the great princlple which
representation:
fOJ" tilat is the dallger we appremay be involved in it; in!<tcad of tlsklllf{ them~
hend. We say to the legislature, as my 'friend
proposes, you shall have the power to district selves, is it right? is it proper? iR it for tlIe good
single and sole
the cities, ~nd thereby destroy their unity (I{ of the country at large?-the
repl'esentat.lOll, whenever the eontingeney arises. view which they takn of the subject, the only
But when that contingency does arise, when tliis question which.they ask is, will it pl'Omote the

democratic or the whig cause'! God forbid! that by some one of the able gentlemen who have
1 should be classed with euch men.
discussed this question.
I have stated to the
Sir, an eulighteued and a patriotic consitucucommittee that I cannot go with the goutlemnn
ey, a larg'J majority of them differing- from me from Henderson, for the amendment which he
in political senttrucnts, has honored. me with 11 has just offered. It is weakening
the force of
seat; upon this floor. I cntne here pledged to the amendment which I offered, and my own is
represent them correctly.
I came here fully pos- not strong enough for my taste. I cannot say
sessed with the belief that a. member of this that I apprehend no danger from the city repreconvention should stand high above the petty seutatlou-c-Itlunk
that its strength is derived, to
mnnreuvres of party politics.
I came here to as- 11 great extent, from sources even above populasist ill making 3. ccnstltutiou which will rise far Iation.
It is stated, and a computation has
above all party differcuc-a.
I think there are been made by thc gentleman from Henders-oJ:'
gentlemen III this house, with whom I have been and the gentleman from Montgomery, (who IS
intimately associated, who will sustain me in great at figures), that the eity population ia
the declaration, that I 1l;l.YCall along been aetna- not increasing to such an extent over the ruted by higher principles than ruere party con- ral roplation, as to render thc danger imminent
sidcrauons.
at t us time. I believe this to be true.
I too
!tfr. DIXON.
I have been intimately associa- have made a little estimate, and the result of
ted with the gentle-mall, and he has growu rnore JUy calculation is that the increase of the whole
and more UPOll my esteem and confidence en;ry urban fopulation
in all the towns and cities.
day, and if IHly man upou this floor or elsewhere, over al the rural population in every part of the
has placed himself entirely above all ;party influ- state, is in the ratio of three to two. Now I do
ence, in his action here, I certainly think it is the not think there is anything so terrible in thi9-gentleman from Ohristian.
If it W;Ul necessary
but I would ask yOll, sir, and this committee, if
to endorse him, and I know it is not, it is but there arc not other causes which are brought to
justice to him to say, that in all things he has bear upon the legislative halls of the state. by
ucted on the most elevated principles, irrespective the larger cities. Time was, sir, when Lexing'wholly of party, and with a sole eye to the good ton alia its junto controlled the whole destinies
of his country.
of Kentucky, because there was the concentraMr. MORRIS.
I am extremely gratified fl.t the tion of the talent, the wealth, and the political
high compliment the gentleman has paid me, influence of the state. The time may not be far
cud for his kina endorsement.
distant when Louisville may occ-upy the same
When I introduced the amendment which is position.
The city of Louisville is the concen1I0W under consideration.
it was done in a pUl'e tration of the fashion. the intelligence, and the
spirit of compromise-c-it was done with evcry power of Kentucky-there
tho great men congrefcelillg of kindness towards the population of gate to re:Lp the rewards wllieb helong to their
Louisville. a.nd Iter distingllislled repre';€lltatives
talentS-'tls
there that ba.nking aceommodn.tiollS
npoa this floor. 'rhe only fault I found with it. are exte.nded to the people-'tis
there that the
wa.s, thatit was. an insufficient guaranty to the merchants from tbe various parts of the state
country populatIOn.
I have 'not now the least do cong"r<"gate,to supply thcmselv.es and their
idea. of making a further concessioll; the fe\rerish eustomers with merchandise-'tis
there that inand excited state of mind among tlle members dividuals, of all classes, go to dispose of their
se.:::mec1to call for a compromise; the most dis. surplus productions.
There sir, last, but 110t
tinguisheJ
gentlemen Oll this floor were :tlmDst least, is the mighty and ooutroling p1"ess of the
ready to fight; a higll state of excitement exist. state-the
press which controlf! public opinion
ed all over the house; it W3$ impossiblt', under a.nd popular action in tllis country, more comtheir existirw state of mind in the house, that pletely than auy man or particular set of mCII("arfect cOl'lc?usions cO.\lld be arrived at; it was the press which is almost aoove the people lluo:mnecessary that something should be done; I fal- seh'es.
'l'here sir, is the Louisville Journal, the
tcr<Jd and fOllnd myself retracing a st(·p which I Democratic Chronicle, and many other papers of
had already determined upon; I molificd my po. different political hues. Where, sir, is the whig
sition, and by this eourse gave my frienu from poHti~ian who is anxious to rise in the J)olitical
Caldwell an opportunity to give me tlwlteavy
worM, who will darc to stand oppose
to the
hlow which he fairly dealt me in the able speech Loui.sville Jonrnal?
He cannot be found. Let
which h~ delivered to tlte c-ommittee the other any Whig ill this sta.te but incur the di:::pleasllrc
~a.v; r brougllt f<Hward tltis amendment; "'hen of that paper, and down he sillks like Ludier,
1t was read, many gentleman 'who 11a(lstlJod out never to nse again.
Let the same J1aper flace
again~t the brond principle of rcpresentati<tll up- its stamp of approval upon any in iVldua and
<lll numbers, aud who hall determined
to restrict up goes his fiug----hc at once rises in the polit.ical
J~ouisville and all city population,
stepped for- scale-lie
walKS into the lcgislatme, congress,
ward and declared tIwir willingness to support and tltes('nate of the United States. Tllis, sir.
it; and it wa!'\ not until the base insinuation was is an inffuellce and a power greakr than that
thrown ont, that its principlt object was to pro- which will spring from any excess of population.
mote t,]w democratic eause, that it began. to lose This is the power which has ahvays operated so
favor.
heavily upuu out' legislatures,
and plays its
I did not rise sir, for the purP()se of discussing p:ut in this hall, at this time. It was tbis ilJ{~is amendment-my
object was simply to 1'0- iluenee operated 11POll me, and caused me to
hE-\'e myself from a false position.
The sub- hesitatc whetlter, in order to check it, I should
};lct lUIS bean fairly eviscerated,
and the.re is not break Olle fjf tJle great fUlIdarnelltal prin.
Go into the {1t!ll1o,socal'celyafoot of grouud upon which to rest an ciples of our go'Vcrnment.
argument WI;Lichbas not already been occupied cratie ranks, :md tJlere you will Dnd the demo-
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crarie pre.';!scl>-lhc[·c is the Chronicle and other
papera, and though they have not grown 80
great as the Journal, yet it will be difficult, to
find an ambitious democrat who would w111il1$l]
incur this democratic displeasure.
It is trus
power which renders Louisville far more formidnble than any increase of population,
however rapid-it is this influence which controls
our legislature, guides our seriate, elects 0111'
governor, makes small meu great, and controls
public Sentiment.
This is a power which you
cannot estimate by figures-you
cannot reach
the mind of man by fig-UTCS-YOU cannot fathom
the motive which induces him to take a. particular stand-you
cannot, by your mathematical
calculations, tell why a gentleman turn!'; whig to
day and democrat to-morrow, nor why he votes
oue way 011 a proposition on~ time and another
way at another.
'I'bese are the unfuthomed
secrete of man's heart, but many of these secreta, could the truth but out, would be found
depending on the press at Louisville.
In monarchical govcmrueuta, the king is the
fountain of all power-and
I have read that
there are many who flatter and bend the knee
to this fountain
of power-s-seeking
th at its
waters may be poured upon their humble heads.
III republican governments like ours, the fouutain of all power is the people.
The great
controller of the people is the Pl't'ss; and yOll
will find mallY mcu bowing and cringing at the
footstool of this political press, praying that
its waters be poured upon their heads.
These arc some of the influences which Louisville can bring to bear in this state-whenever
her interests may make it necessary-her
population, her talent, ncr fushiou, her commercial
capital, her bankiug capital, her press-and
shall there be no guard at all, backed against
this power? Sir, Ifeer this conservative amendment of mine is too weak.
I am willing to
compromise upon it, but I can go 110 flllther.
I
canuot go with my friend from Henderson into
the deta.ils, even though the principle be preAcrved. It is proper sir, that great prineiplcs
be pr\J8crved though we incur danger in their
preservation.
I am willing to stand by this
amendment, be it whil? or be it democratic.
If
the democratic parl,y lS to he promoted by the
support of great principles in this convention,
let it be 80. If whig principles are to be weakened by the same course, let it be so. I care
Bot; I stand above party here, and whether it
be whiggery or democracy thlLt is promoted by
the amendment upon youI' table, itis the same
thing to mo.
MI'. DIXON.
I extremely regret that my
honorable friend has found cause of offence lU
the Louisville J ouroal.
I, of course, do not concur, nor can I be held responsible for the articles
in that paper. It is a valuable andjustly ioHn·
ential and popular public journal with the party to which I am proud to belong, and which I
ha-ve acted for a quarter of a centmy.
I regret
that anything
has appeared in it in regard to
.myfrienu's conduct in this matter, which he is
com;tl'uined to regard as perdonally disrespectful to himself,
I doubt If it was designed to
impute to him any improper or dishonorable
motive. Most assuredly none who know the
gentleman a.~I know him would ever think of

imputing to him, in tho course which he has
pursued here, any other than ruoti ves the most
honorable and !Jatl'iotic. It is verr true that
we differ wide y in political sentiment upon
questions of national policy, but I have nut regarded this as the arena. for tournaments
between gladiators espouslug the cause of one or
the other of the great national parties.
So far
as J know 01' believe, no such feel ill" has been
manifested by the gentleman from °Christian,
(Mr. Morrls.) I heartily concurred with him
in the principle of his amendment when he presentcd it the other day. 1 yet concur in the
principle.
I propose, however, to modify his
P~'oposition so ~s to assert the principle and
give to the legislature the power to apply it,
whenever, ill the wisdom of that branch of the
government,
it shall be deemed necessary or
expedient,
I do not impute to him any desire to make the
proposition which h.e offered subservient to party. I trust, and believe, that he, and all others
on this £001', will, ill making the new constitution, rise above party and party considerations,
and look steadily and alone to the honor and
glory of Dill' great state.
Such , I know, are the
honest sentiments of my heart-such
I believe
to be the honest sentiments of my friend from
Christian.
I havenot changed in myipoeition towards th"propositioll nowunder coueideration. I
am (or the principle, and the only difference between the honorable mover and myself, is, that
'\-0 differ as to the mode of applying
the principle and the time of its enforcement.
If the
Icgislnturc shall believe, at Ow first apportionment of representation under the new constitution, that the time has arrived when the good of
the state demands that the le~islative delegation
from Louisville shall be disunited, I would
cheerfully give the power to that legi.<'latul'c to
disunite the delegation.
I "Would not, however,
disunite that representation, unless it is believed
that the lSafdy of the state demands such a
coun;e, I propose, by my amendment, to authorize thB legislature to judge of that necessity. 'l'his is the position Ioccupy;
and I trust
my fl'iencl will consent to the modification, that
we, WflO so fully concur iu tile prin()iple contained in his amendment, may not be sel)arated
in declaring how that principle shall be O1pplied.
MI'. RUDD.
Thisqllestiotl seems to have mll·Hawed down to a \,ointhere.
It is apprehended
thaI; Louisville wi 1 have too great; an influence
upon the agricultural section of thc state, and to
gU01rdagainst that, gentlemen who came here
advocating the pure republican
principle of
equal representation according to number"" are
ready at once to abandon it, It seems to be a,
desire, on the part of some, to punish Louisville
for the failure of S0me favorite measure of their
own. Others havQ exprcssed their desire to apply the restriction to all the counties bordering
on the Ohio river; some twenty-four or five in
number.
It is a strange doctrine to be advocatcd herc by men of clear lleads and sound hcarts.
Even if it had the power, why should Louisvillo
desire to oppress the redt of the state, 01' any portion of it? Is it not interested in the prosperity
of the whole state? And yet the patriotism and
the enterprise of Louisville, in the public im-
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()\'ov.ement-s she leas projected sud carried out for is lutereseed in all the ugreultaral pursuits of the
There is nothing then to be
the benefit of the state, and to enable the ugri- commonwealth.
cultural community to reach a sure and certain feared by those interests from the influence of
And so far from ever seeking to
market, have actually been made a I..hemeof re- Louisville.
interest which
proach by gentlemen here, as if it was a great destroy or injure the agricultural
of, she will ever
crime.
Is it not the best, the most stable gentlemen seem nppreheusive
market in the western country?
Why, then, be the readiest, even if governed alone by selfshould Louisville be restricted in her right to interest, to foster and protect it.
full and equal representation?
Is Sl10 not a part
As to the emancipationiets,
I will admit that
and parcel of this (;OTnmOllWCltlth? or is she in- we had at one time a strong party of them in
habited by a separate and clistinctpcople?
Why, our city.
The act calling a convention
had
if ::L stranger had heard the arguments of gen- scarcely passed when the office holders and the
tlemen, he would have supposed tHat the city men in power avowed emancipation principles,
belonged to a different people, one hardly speak- and by their exertions got the leading mering the same language with the rest of the state. chants, lawyers, and mechanics, the leading men
Is not Louisville
benefitted, too, as "Wellas the of th.e butchering interests, and river men, (both
rest uf the commonwealth,
by these public im- of whom wield a powerful iufluence.) to unite
prcvementsr
Oertaiuly-c-it was not to be sup- with them,
They held their meetings and deposed that her citieeus were to spend their rnon- bates, and within three weeks of the election
cy and construct improvements for the benefit of seemed to be sweeping every thing before them.
the state, without some apparent compensation
The pro-slavery men seemed afraid to move,
for it. And. instead of seeking to throw obstauntil the President of this convention came fordes in the way. gentlemen should rather seek to ward and took ground against this strong a-rray
aid her in these works.
Who is to receive the in opposition to the interests of the state. Meetbenefit of them?
Why, the whole state, the city ings were held, and arguments used, appealing
of Louisville of course included.
The state to the ~atriotislU and the understanding of these
would nut take stuck in them, HOI' did the peo- men,
I'he Germans were shown that they carne
ple. of the country, gellcmlly, and the city of amongst us of their own free will. knowing
Louisvillc, consequently, was mainly forced to what our institutions were, and that they pros·
do it herself Awl in this great work of open- pcred under them, and that therefore it was not
iug to the vast products of the country a sure their interest to subvert any of those instituand stable market, we should go to.;rctller as a t.ioue. 'I'his appeal took like wild fire amollg
band of brothers, fer the benefit IS mutual. them.
They instantly saw its reason and jw ••
Lands through which these improvements have tice, and despite the exertions and tbe money of
run, have beell illcrcased thcreby to dl1uble their the emancipationists,
they rallied to the support
former vatlle. Louisville did llot, of course, of the interests of the country.
The people
111011e
do t.Jds, but I s;r.ysIte aided lIlQst essential- \Vere a/)pl.'aled to by arguments, their connectIOn
ly in doing it.
with tie illtercstsof tho state was clearly pointGentlemen have argood that the i'nstitution of ed out, and tlteir duty urged lJpOll them to unite
slavery is tu be cnc1&u~red by the growth of with the pro-slave)'y mcn uf the rest of the "tate
Louiwille, aud the kind of population that is ill sustaining the institlttion of slavery.
They
forming that gmwth.
And this population bas were appealed to ill language of t.his import;
been described,/l,s the offdeonrings of the Jails of
Do not let it be said that you stood bac'k, or
EuropcJ a..'i tae rell~gad.~s from the northern and made commOIl cause with the enemies of an in('astern states, and as not desirable citizens of stitution of your eouutry.
They listened atthe great statc of Kentucky.
Where was our telltivcly to ,dIat wa!'; s<lid to them, alld in the
opposition to s1:l.very in Louisville during the course of twellty five or thirty days they came
last canvass? \Vhy, there was fat' more opposi- forward and acknowledged tllat the advice was
tion to it in tilE:: very heart of the city, than good, right, and just, th~lt they ought to support
among the emigrants fro1l.i the centre coullties the prO-Slavery candidates, that it was their inof th", state. It was these people that composf>d terest to do it. In the ul?per ward, where the
the very head and front of tbe elll1l1lcipation German population prinCipally reside, and the
emancipationists
expectcd a large majority, wo
party.
Gentlemen have drawn on their imaginati.on beat tItem one hundred and fifty four votes, I
think.
We
talked
to the Irish and otherforeign·
in the fear they ha.ve expressed of the influcnce
er5 living in the lower wards, in a similar strain,
of Louisville being cast al;1uillst the institution
of s1<~"cry. And upon tnese fears gentlemen and we defeated them, but in the fifth and sev·
would deprive that city ofItcr fair and equal repre- ent11wards, where there was :;carcelyaforeigner,
sentation, and violate a ~r('at fuudmuental re- they were successful against us. As to the poppublican principle.
How H; Louisville situated? ulation, whicll had emignlted into the city from
of \'il1tich gentlemen have
She is VItally concerned in the intemsts and the rural districts,
prosperity of the state; because if it prospers spoken, as being so IDoral, pure and immaculate,
she prospers, if it is blighted she is blighted; how did they vote? Wky, against US, and pcrand she will ever be the first to step forward in haps for want of reflection; and no doubt, a
defeRce of the institutions
and interests of the grcat many who did. so, would now be glad, if
state. She is the great ma.rkct for the whole of they could say they had·not been on that side of
\Vhat rea&Qll, I ask, hits the rest
the commoftwealth; Il.S au evidence of witicll it the qncstion.
may be stated, that 130,000 hogs were slaugh- of the State of Kentneky to lear the growth of
None. The gentleman
tered in Louisville during the last year. It is our cit." poptdation?
t.he great c<Jromercial and unanufacttuing city of from Madison, who denounced. our population
the state. B.nd everyone must see how vitally it in t.he most unmeasured terms, calls upon me to
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endorse his state-ment.
lIe 1l:l.)'B thai I introduccd a resolution in this convention to -rrevent
our citizens from running into excess in tunes of
excitement, which went to show I have no confideuce in the people. He is mistaken; but I say
I have more confidence in the proper exercise of
the elective franchise in the election
of the
judges and other officers than in any other mode
of appointment.
I will read. the thirty first section of the report of the committee on, the legislative department for the purpose of showing
what confidence they have III the people.
It is
in the following language:
"The credit of this commonwealth shall never
be ~iven in "aid of any person, association, muuiclpality, or corporation,
without the concurrence of two thirds of each house of the general
,a~sernbly."
Why should the gentleman
make this charge
agai~t Ils? The section I have read is almost
identically the same as the resolution to which
hi'. has referred.
But here they call in the aid
of two thirds of each house to carry the law into effect. I, however, acted more on the republican principle, for I required only a majority.
I anticipate that after the great railroad from
Louisville to Frankfort
is completed, we shall
have one to N ashville, to strike the head of navigation, but 1do not want it till the people are
prepared for It. The gentleman trom Madison
said We restricted the property holders.
I do not
want any reflections to be cast upon us, or the
yankees and foreigners who reside among us, for
't think we are as pure and upright as other people. The great question is, whether Louisville
shall permit herself to be trampled down and
disfranchised, without raising her voice against
the injustice attempted to be done her. Shall it
be said om people are not capable of representing themselves-that
we are not worthy of being
represented in the legislative halls in proportion
to our numbers?
I trust not; and yet those very
men professing to be governed by republican
principles have come here and declared that a
man should 1J0~ be q nalificd for a clerk, or be a
lawyer to try a case of yours or mine, without
first obtaining a certificate from a judge.
But
when it comes to the great principle of the elective franchise, I say give the vote according to
population.
The gcntleman from Logan. in his
proposition, comes forward and almost declares
that Louisville is to swallow \lP the whole of the
rural or agricultural part of the country.
Now,
he need not he afraid that Louisville will swallow them up, for the smaller cannot swallow the
great-er, the greater must swallow the lesser.
I
think, however, one of the gentleman from Logan, from his app<,arance and happy couutenance, is with us. No, we will not swallow
them up, but they can swallow us up, and trample upon us, if they :please, and give us what
representation
they think proper.
They have
the power, but I betieve they have souls above
exercising it.
When the proposition
of my friend from
Christian was brought forward, the whole house
was in a state of agitation and confusion, and it
appeared to me that Louisville was notto be represented.
Really I did Dot knew but what there
would be a motion made to cut her off entirely;
but that was not done, and I thank the houe5 for
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it. When the gentleman from Christian brought
forward his proposition as a compromise I knew
nothing about It, and he asked me if I was willing to agree to it. He said to me, "you had better go for it, it will be a benefit to your city. If
your city had a little larger population, I would
say it was just and ri~ht."
Now, w hen I found
the house arrayed agamst Louisville, and trying
to disfranchise her of her power and weight ill the
legislative halls. to which she is justly entitled, I
told the gentleman I would support it- on principle, but that I preferred the proposition offered
by the gentleman from Nelson. If we should
have but three representatives,
I should prefer
they would vote in a body; if four, to have two
wards, and if flve.districted in five wards. But,
if it will settle this question and quiet the bonae,
I will go for it as it stands. I came here to do
justice to all/artics,
as far as my vote and voice
are concerne.
I came to make a constitution on
equitable principles, and I hope that gentlemen
W]lO differ with me in opinion, in relation to my
city. being partially disfranchised, will reflect
that we have promised these people, who have
fought the battles of our country, that they"
should be dealt with justly, their persons held
sacred, their property protected,
and that their
voices should be heard in the legislative halls.
Now, with all the ingenuity of the gentleman
from Madison, I should like him to place himself
in my situation, and have him to go back and tell
his constituents he could not vote to give them a
full represeutation.
Why? they would ask. Because you are a mixed population of foreigners,
Germans, Irish, and others. We could not give
you just representation-you
had not virtue
enough.
Would they not be almost inclined to
throw him over the fence, and tell him they had
no further use for him? We do not claim for
Louisville more of virtue than any other portion
of the state. We claim an equal ity and nothingmore. But if you fear the power of Louisville,
put us in the same relation to the rest of the
state that the couuties stand in, so that we may
have opposing influences within ourselves, by
being divided into wards.
I am willing to ~o
for the proposition of the gentleman from Ohriatian to district the city. I like to please those
whom I represent, but I intend to do justice, let
the opposition come from what source it may.
I was not pledged to any particular principles
in forming the constitution, but I am to act as
my judgment shall direct when matters come
up. The emancipationists called a meeting oC
whigs
and democrats after the whigs had
brought out their ticket.
They rejected the
whig nominees and nominated a ticket of their
own, and thus caused the defeat of the whig
ticket.
The democrats stuck together, and there
were sent here two democrats and one whig
emancipationist.
It was difficult to find three
men who were willing to run for this convention.
But men "ere found, men who never
gave Ill! inch, who were not in favor of the act
of 1833, or of incorporatin~ its principles in the
constitution.
We accepted no terms, but insisted on standing by our own principles,
unpled~ed.
I do not blame the gentleman from
Madison for his course, because he is \,l~dged to
carry out the principles of t~e ~ct of 839. We
came her-e to make a eonstibution, not only for'
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ourselves, but posterity.
Soma gentlemen seem
to think it is sufficient that we should have a
representation only for the present population,
and they say, we do you no wrong, we give TOll
what yOIl now have. 'I'his is the language of
the emancipationists applied to a different subject. They said, we will not take l'our present
slaves from you, bnt those only t tat may be
hereafter born. So gentlemen here say, we will
give you what yon now have of representation,
but we will grant 110 mere in the constitution
for posterity. 'I'hat is a principle which cannot
be sustained, nnd he who advocates it before the
people, will be beateu, as was an individual in
the fifth congressional district, who advocated
tile Wilmot proviso, as was said, merely to ascertain how the people stood in regard to it, and
though he had n. capital of about 800 votes in
his favor, he was, notwithstandillq, beaten about
1200. Why was it801 Because tnose who held
"laves contended for the principle,
though it
was not a matter in which they had a direct pecuniary interest.
They held that the people of
the territories had a right to make a constitution
for themselves, and to admit slavery or reject it.
It was the principle of equal right tor which they
contended.
This question is pretty much the same.
It is
not to deprive usaf property, but of the privilege of equal rights 1I1 the existence of the elective franchise.
Property, what is it? It was
mine and it is your", but liberty is a very different thing.
The principle we are contending for
is representatlou according to population, and if
we were to give it up, we would go home dishonored and disgraced.
What could I say in
answer to charges that might meet me from my
constituents, if I did 110t resist this attempt to
deprive us of equal rights? HI were to tell them
that this republican convention had overruled us
and deprived us of our just representation in the
Iegieluti ve halls, would they not say, we will go
With you no more, we will go with the emancipationists.
Thus you see you would arm the
emancipationists, and they would carry the city,
and might carry some of the adjacent counties.
Do not arm theu I beg you. Give us equal rights,
we ask nothing more, nothing but equality. Let
us have a constitution on the republican principle of representation accordingto the population,
a.nd we can go home eatisfied , and ready to urge
every man to endorse it.
The committee then rose, reported progress,
and had leave to sit again.
The convention then adjourned.

clucta illto'.,,:hich
the legislature may think
proper to divide any or all of the counties;
Provided, that when it shall appear to the legislature that allY town or city hath a number of
qualified voters equal to the ratio then fixed,
such town or city shall be invested with the
privilege of a separate representation'
which
shall be retained so long. as such town' or city
shall contain a cumber of qualified voters eq cal
to the ratio which may, from time to time, be
fixed by law, and thereafter elections for the
county in which such town or city is situated,
shall not be held therein.
2. Resolved, That the same number of senatorial districts shall, from time to time, be established by the legislature as there may then be
senators allotted to the state, which shall be so
formed as to contain as near as may be an equal
number of free white male inhabitants
ill each,
above the age of twenty one vears, so that no
county, town, or city shall form more than one
district,
and when two or more counties compose a district, they shall be adjoining.
I would simply remark that this proposition
contains the fifth and twelfth sections of the
second article of the present constitution, except that it isso changed as to give to cities and
towns a separate representation.
I only desire
to place it before the convention, and to move
that it be referred to the committee of the whole,
having ill charg-e the report of the committee
on the legislative
department,
with the inteution of asking for a direct vote upon it,
The motion to refer "'IVa..:; agreed to.
LEGISLATIVE

DEPARTMENT.

The convention resolved itself into committee
of the whole, Mr. MERIWETHER
in the chair,
and resumed the consideration of the report of
the committee on the legislative department.
The OHAIRMAN stated the pending question
to be Oil the amendment of the gentleman frOID
Henderson, (Mr. Dixon) submitted as a substitute for the amendment of the gentleman from
Christian (Mr. Morris.)
The PRESIDENT.
I will suggest that we
shall never be able to !fet along in committee of
the whole with the bURmess before us. It will be
much better to consider this bill in convention.
I simple make this suggestion.
I shall make no
motion; but I hope cvery gentleman will consider the suggestion I have made.
Mr. GHOLSON.
I concur fully with the gentleman, and that has ever been my opinion.
If
we are to go on with the discussion of these
questions ill committee of the whole, and they
are all to be reargned in convention, when are
we to complete our business?
Mr. IRWIN.
To test the sense of the convent!on, and ascertain whether that is its disposinon, I move that the committee rise, awl report
the article back to the house with all the emendMONDAY, NOVEMBER
19, 1849.
mente that have been made and offered.
The CHAIRMAN.
I apprehend it is out of
Prayer by the Rev. Mr. N aRT0:\".
order to report the pending amendments to the
REI'RESE!i:TATlOX OF TOWNS AXD CITIES.
house.
Mr. IRWIN offered the following resolntions:
Mr. C. A. WICKLIFFE.
I should like the
1. Resolved, That elections for representatives
clerk to read the rule in relation to the transaci?r the several counties entitled to reJ;lresenta- tion of business in committee of the whole. We
taon, sh.all be held at t.he places of holding their have a rule which directs the manner in which
respective courts, or lD the several election pre. we shall proceed in the consideration of ertlclee.
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If I recollect aright, the rule aays they shall be
referred to the committee of the whole, und there
considered in a prescribed manner.
The secretary read the rule as followe :
"RULE 54. Upon a proposition
being cummitted to a committee of the whole house, the same
shall be first read through by the secretary, (unless otherwise ordered by a majority,)
and then
again read for amendment
by' clauses and sections, leaving the preamble, if any, to be last
considered.
After report, the proposition shall
again be read, if desired by a majority,
for
amendment and debate, before a question be taken."
Mr. C. A. WICKLIFFE.
That is the rule to
which I referred.
The CHAIRMAN.
The rule occurred to the
chair, and the chair apprehends that to change
that rule will require a vote of two-thirds.
The chair will put the question on the motion
of the gentleman from Logan.
The motion was agreed to.
The committee then rose, and reported the bill
and its amendments to the convention.
Mr. O. A. WIOKLIFFE.
It having been
agreed to proceed 'with the consideration of this
article ill the convention, I ask the convention
to adopt a resolution, such as that adopted in
committee of the whole for the regulation of debate, by stopping all discussion, except ten and
five minute speeches, at 12 o'clock this day. In
the convention at present we have no rule to limit debate, except the previous question, and that
will preclude all amendments also. I ask unnnImous consent to the introduction of such a resolutiou as I have indicated.
(Leave, Ieave.)
The secretary read the resolution as follows:
Resolved, That all debate in the convention,
on the report of the committee on the legislative
department,
shall cease this day at 12 o'clock.
m., and the convention shall then proceed to
vote upon such amendments
as may then be
pending or may be thereafter offered: Provided.
That the mover of any amendment may be allowed ten minutes, and. any other delegate who
may desire it five minutes, to eXl?lain or oppose
the amendment, but in such l iuiited debate the
speaker shall confine hie remarks to the emendmerit under consideration.
Mr. HARDIN.
I move to amend the resolution by striking out "five" and inserting "ten,"
so that each member shall have the same right to
speak ten minutes, as the mover of an amendment.
'I'he amendment was agrced to und the resolution as amended was adopted.
:Mr. JAMES.
I have been indisposed
for
some days. and I am not well this morning, but
before the di,;cussion shall be closed, I desire to
offer some remarks, and I desire to do it in com·
mittee of the wholo,
more appropriate and
convenient to me. I ask the con vention again
to resolve itself into committee of the ·whole.
Mr. IRWIN.
I move that the gentleman be
allowed to proceed.
Mr. JAMES.
I feel obliged to the gentleman,
but It would be more convenient to me to spenk
in committee of the whole.
Mr. BARLOW.
I wove that the convention
:l.ga.in resolve itself into committee -of the whole
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on this article, for the epeeiel purpose of bearing
the remarks of the gentleman from Hickman.
The motion was R&,reedto, and the committee
again resolved itself into committee of the
whole on the article on the Legislative Department. Mr. MERIWETHER
in the Chair.
Mr. JAMES.
In the remarks I am about to
submit to the consideration of the committee
upon this occasion, if I do not confine myself
strictly to the question in issue, I shall but follow the example of several gentlemen who have
preceded me.
I have had the honor of a scat in one or the
other branch of the legislature when the appor·
tioumeut bills have been passed, and I have elways found the question of apportionment one
of the most exciting questions that has ever been
presented for the consideration
of the legislature, and wlJY? Because it affects, to some extent, the interests of every portion of the country. While some are struggling to acquire more
strength, others are endeavoring to retain what
they have; whilst the neutral portions, those
which do not themselves expect to be affected
by the decision of the '1llestlOn, generally take
sides with oue or the ot ier of the parties interested, and hence the excitement which always
attends its agitation.
It is not to be wondered
at, therefore, that when this convention is engaged in framing an organic law, to direct and
settle the principles that shall govern the legislature in its future action ill regard to this important question, there should be manifested some
little excitement.
I came here with my opinions matured, in relation to the great leading questions that have
been agitated throughout the commonwealth
upon the subject of constitutional reform. I did
expect, however, upon coming here, that we
should have some discussion in res\,ect to details; but when asked, upon leaving rome, how
long I supposed the convention would continue
in session, 1 gave it as my opinion, unhesitatingly, that they would be enabled to close their
labors within seven or ei~ht weeks, but we are
now entering upon the eighth week, and it is.
impossible to say when we shall be ready to ad·ourn. It is all vcrv well for gentlemen who
{ ive neal', and who are enabled to go home occasionally, about one third of whom have availed
themselves of that privilege, but this I have no
opportunity of doing.
I regret that crimination and recrimination
have been indulged in npon this exciting sub,ject, an,] !lone do I reO'rct more than fell frolU
the lips of the hOl\orabYe president of t.his con·
\'{·ntion. He took part in this discussion on the
13th and the 16th instant, and indulged in a very
wide range indee.d; in the course of which, he
took occasion to denounce, in very unqualified
terms, tho.~e who felt it their dutv to sustaiu the
proposit.ion that was then under' consideration.
He alluded to the subject of internal improvement, education, and the l)roposed negro law of
1830. 1 sav proposed law, because it did not
pass. He also alluded to the act of 1833. Well,
sir, I ha\Te been in the legislature for a number
of years, and if I do not know something about
th" history of these questions, it must be· admitted that I ought to.
My district composes
the one hundredth part of the !SOvereignty of
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the commonwealth"
and I came here to exercise
the right to which she is entitled.
The question
that was under consideration at the time the
honorable president addressed the committee,
was the proposition to restrict the cities in ap·
portioning the representation
in the. senatorial
branch of the Iegielature; and he then took occasion to denounce those who were disposed to
favor it, as invading the rights of his constituents. If that proposition invades the rights of
the citizens of Louisville,
the convention
of
1799 invaded them. Let me call the attention
of the committee to the twelfth section of the
second article of the constitution
of Kentucky;
it read!'! &'1 follows:
"ThesamcIlumber of senatorial districts shal l ,
from time to time, be established by the legislature, as there may be then senators allotted to
the state; which shall be so formed as to COlltain, as near as may be, an equal number of free
male inhabitants in each, above the age oftweuty one years. and so that no county shall be divided, or form more than one district, and where
two or more counties compose a district, they
shall be adjoining."
Did not that restrict the county of Jefferson
to onesenator?
well, sir, whose names do you
find apl'ended to that constitution?
First, the
name 0 Alexander S. Bullitt, the delegate from
the county of Jefferson, who presided over tile
convention that framed this constitution,
and
the father of the distinguished delegate now, in
part, representing the same county on this floor.
You find the name of Col. Richard Taylor, the
father,l believe, of the President of the United
States, an early pioneer of Kentucky, and a
most worthy and honorable gentleman.
I had
the pleasure of serving with him in the legislabure, as early as the year 1825.
'1'he gentleman says we are here sworn to do
justice.
Well, that is the very thing we are
about to determine; and the question presents
itself to this committee-is
it proper and right
to restrict the representation of large masses,
when congregated within a small space? I think
it is, and the convention of 1799 thought so too.
The gentleman says it is an in vas ion of the
rights of his constituents.
I cannot help that.
In carrying out a ~reat principle, though it is by
no means my design to invade the rights of the
gentleman's
constituents-yet
if they suffer
what the gentleman may call an invasion of
their rights, in consequence of the application
of such principle,
be it so. I am oue who
thinks the establishment of the principle necessary for the public good. It is a principle that
is recognized in the federal constitution, and in
the constitutions
of many of the states. We
have many illustrious precedents for this course.
I am told that a great many cities will fall under
thfsproscription,
this invasion of rights.
Suppose they do, that has nothing to do with the
great principle-that
is not to be regarded as a
reason why the principle should not be applied.
I. am told that there are many towns along the
Ohio river, that are destined to become ~reatand
populous cities, and that it will be an Injustice
towards them, to make them fall under this proscription.
I design nothing' prejudicial or injurious to them, sir. Oovingtcri,
Henderson,
and Paducah have been named as cities which

are, in time, to (all under this principle.
Surely
sir, I would do nothing calculated to prejudice
either of them. The latter city I hare, ill times
past, represented, first in one and then in the
other branch of tho state legislature.
I rejoice.
in her prosperity-in
her growth and her prolllY
iae of greatness and wealth.
I have many
friends among her citizens-friends
of long
standing.
I would not injure them. I believe,
sir, they will cheerfully acquiesce in the adoption of this principle-though
it may, in some
degree, restrict tIiem-if
thereby the public
good is to be promoted.
Columbus and Mills' Point have been also alluded to; they will btl populous cities, no doubt.
Thirty years ago my attention was turned to
that section of the country, and I then believed
the day was not far distant when a great city
would spring up near the junction of the Ohio
and Mississippi rivers.
I have not yet lost the
hope, bnt my expectation has been g-reatly postponed.
I trust, however, a brighter day is
dawning upon them.
To the former place, es·
pecially, a promising future is now opening.
The great enterprise of uniting the city of Mobile with the Ohio or Mississippi rivers, we have
now 11 just reason to hope wfll be pressed forward energetically.
Part of the road is already
under contract,
and the best spirit prevails
throughout
all the section immediately interested in its completion.
Should Columbus be
its terminus, as many hope and believe, it must
become a great city, and Its influence shed upon
neighboring towns must greatly advance them.
And I am sure these towns, if the bricht picture
we now paint for them shall be reJizea,
will
not clamor against the principle which we now
propose to insert in the constitution.
The honorable President took occasion to tell
us, in rather a loud, authoritative,
and dictatorial tone, that if the rights of his couetituente
were thus invaded, he would not sign the constitution-that
he would go home and denounce
it. I was really very much alarmed when he
said this. I know that gentleman claims iong
to have been the advocate of constitutional reform. I claim, however, to be his senior in that
respect,
I heard the gentleman
from N elson
(}-Ir. Hardiu.) say, the other day, he bed advocated constitutional
reform for five years. I
take occasion to say I advocated it (or thirty
years. I have never given a vote, ill or out of
the legislature, that has not tended that way.
I say, I was alarmed when I heard the gentleman declare that he would denounce the coustitutdon, for I know his weight and influence in
the country: but. after a moment's reflection, I
consoled myself with the hope that the Sun
would not be veiled in mourning-thatit
would
rise in the east, and set in the west, as usualthat the seasons would roll on, as heretoforethat we should have spring and autumn, summer and winter yet; and that neither war, pestilence, nor famine would be visited upon those
who felt it their duty to eng-raft this conservative principle-a
principle that was reco$'uized by the framers of the federal constitution,
and by those who made the present constitution
of Kentucky-in
the constitution we are about
to make. Look at the great state of New York;
she has but two senators, while Texas and Little

------------------------------Delaware each have the same Dumber. Had of the Co1Tl'J1Ul.nwt'olthofKe'fduc!ry, That none shall
be slaves, except such as shall be slaves within
Washington,
Jefferson, Franklin,
and Madison
denounced this principle, in its application to this commonwealth on the first day of J une next,
the federal government, and declared thf'VWOUlU and the descendants of the females of them, and
Dot sustain the constitution, what would have such slaves as sl13.11thereafter be lawfully imbeeu our condition?
It would have been disas- ported into this commonwealth, and the desceudtrous, indeed.
But I trust that Ill) such evil ants of the females of them.
"S.EC. 2. Be it further enacted, That from and
will result, should our President <..:arry out his
determination.
In discussing this queetdon, he after the said first, day of Juno, it shall not be
lawful
for any person, or persons, to import into
took occasion to use this language:
"Well, every gentleman can reconcile it to this commonwealth allY slave, or slaves, except
himself, ill his own way.
His constituents, be- emigrants to the state, bringing their slaves with
them fortheir own use, and not for merchandise ,
cause they receive the benefits and advantages
of it, may look over it, but if they shall be chary and citizens of this state claiming slaves in
in trusting him again, Wh£-Dthey see he can another state, by devise, descent, or marriage; in
trample on their rights, as he has trampled on all w hich cases, it shall be lawful for any such
the rights of others, their distrust will be muui- persons, to import such slaves for theirown use,
fasted, and the consequences will be visited on and not as merchandize.
"SEC. 3. All laws now in force, pruhibiting
his own head, and not 011 mille."
Now, this might be received in a two-fold the importation of slaves into this 'commonwealth,
shall be, and the same are hereby repealpoint of view, First" as a caution, or warning;
secondly, as a piece of advice.
Well, I suppose ed, from and after the said first day of June:
that every school boy of ten years old in my Provided, 'I'hat the provisions of this bill shall
district, is aware that the president is not. respon- not apply to persons transiently passing through
the commonwealth with slaves, on their way to
sible for Ill] conduct on this floor, and Twill
take occasion to say, that I think my constitu- any other state or country: Primuled, That. nothents have as much confidence in my integrity, ing in this ad shall be so COilS tnt ed, as to prevent persons emigrating to this state, and setand disposition to do right, as the constituents
tling permanently
ill it" from selling their
of the gentleman have in his.
It was a maxim of Lord Coke, I believe, that slaves."
The
yeas
auJ
nays
being demanded upon the
a man should not he permitted to ad/·udicate
upon matters in which he wasrcrsollal
y inter- question of Engrossing it for a third reading,
the name of the president of thi ....convention
ested. when I am in need a the president's
advice, I will call upon him for it. I am rather (Mr.J allies Guthrie) is found among those voting
distrustful of advice that is given without being ill favor of the bill.
Now what would have been the effect of this
asked for. The principle laid down by Lord
act, had it gone into operation?
Would it not
Coke, would apply in either case.
I regret exceedingly that those who are acting have emancipated all the slaves that had been
purchased for a vuluublc consideration by our
with me in discussing this important question,
citizens and brought within the state? I ask tho
have alluded to the subject of emancipation.
President,
if in this act of his, he was not invaAll such paltry considerations have nothing to
do with my action. I came here as thorough a uing the rights of I1ly constituents, when he vopro-slavery man as any in this couventiou.
I ted for this bill? He was. And when I looked
was born and educated in this faith. I told my at the names recorded in this journal I thought I
constituents-und
my worthy friend from Graves stood "solitary and alone," in oppor;illg this
heard me declare it-that
I would not accept a atroc.i011s meu::.Hre. But when I 100ked around I
seat in this convention with a view to the dis- found my ·worthy friend from Monroe, (Mr. Barturbance of the slavery question.
It was stated low,) who voted with me against that hill. It
by a writer in the News Letter, about that time, has been my good fortune often to act with him,
and I lmve found him about right, on all importhat there was a majority in the r{'presentative
I was gratified to find that he
district in favor of emancipation.
That was the tant questions.
was
a delegate to this con.ention.
rE\ll.sonwhy I made thc declaration, and I added,
I
said
the
Pn:sident
war; illvadiug the rights of
that if they were inclined to elect a man, who
would act in a manner so injurious to the inter- my constitu('nt,<; in that vote of his, and I ·will
ests of thE\ country, as to favor the schemes of thank the presidellt, with the chairman and this
the emruH\ipationists, they might seltct some committee, to (l<'.company mOl to the sJ'ate line,
other person, I would not answer their purposes. for the purpose of illustrating my views upou
Well, wbat was the resnH? I was elected with- this subject.
out oppositioll, and came here, not to di:'lturb
Suppose t]mt one of my constituents has gone
the question of slavery, with two exceptions; to Tel1lHlSsee--(many of tlwn cam", originally
and they were to secure to the citizen the right t,o from that state-and
very good citizens they are
import slaves for his own usc, and to prohibit -they
makll good KentnckiallB-l
would be
the emancipation of slaves without a lrovisioll
glad of a thousand more, and I have no doubt
for their d{'portation when emancipate .
my frieud over the way from Graves would gladThe president has told us, that he was an ad- ly receive as mallY Illorc,)-to buy· a servant t(l
vocate of the proposed negro emancipation law assist in t.he labors of their farm. I want, ther'l
of 1830. That law did not pass.
I beg le,we to have the right to do so. And to attempt to
prevent them doing.'>o is a flagrant violation of
to refer for a moment to that enactment.
rights. Now suppose one of
"A bill more effectually to prevent the importa- thoirconstitutional
them is bringing his servant across the line,
tion of slaves into the state as merchandIse.
and our prcsidellt meets llim, with this act
"SEC. 1. Be it enaded by the General Assembly
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in hi~hand, and roEll'S to him, j au shell not bank stocks, and other stocks, which pay enorbnng yOUT servant mto this state, for if yuu mous divideude-cend
in the erection of princely
do, I have assisted in passing a law which
residences.
Such persons needed no more slaves,
seta your negro free the moment he comes with. and hence their representative,
the president,
in the-limits of Kentucky.
This being heard by was willing to proscribe my constituents; but I
tbe negro, produces insubordination.
My COli- did not then tamely submit to the outrage, and I
«tituent, thus accosted, says, your law is a nu'lli.
will~;;o long as
voice can be heard-be
found
ty; my right is secured to me by a higher power opposing such all iniquitous measure.
then 'y0lll' law, the constitution of your-state, and
Now I call upon the common sense, the plain
here It is:
and thinking men of this convention~for
1will
"The general assembly shall have no power to not ask alone the judgment of the lawyer, with
pass laws for the emlll'('ipation of slaves, with. his nice distillction-his
subtleties and his techout the consent of their owners, or without pay- nicalitiesc-ro look fairly at the illustration of the
ing their owners, previous to such emancipation,
law of the president, which I have presented,
a full eqivalent in money for the slaves so emanand say if it does not present the operation of
cipated."
that law fairly and justly; and if it was not an
Upou this guaranty in thecollstitution,regard_
infraction of the constitution and an invasion of
less of this law which you have aided in pussthe rights of Illy constituents?
W us not the
ing, I demand my right to enter as a citizen of
president's voice raised in support of this law?
your state, and tu bring with me such chattels
Did he not override the constitution in voting for
as are held and esteemed property by thc con- this act? And in resJ;l0llse to his denunciation
stitution, whethcrthat
properly be in slaves or
of those who dared differ with him here, I will
not.
say "I have no more confidence in those men"
The statut.e proposed by the president contemthat have heretofore attempted "to invade the
plated the eruanciparion of the slave without
rights of their fellow citizens, than I have in the
compensation;
but my constituent says to him, voice of the Autocrat of Russia."
when thus s tanding upon the line, I shall disreThe proposed act of 1830, was a concession,
gard your statute. 1 claim protection for my
not only to the emancipationists, but to the abo.
/;)roperty, not under or by virtue of your law, litiouisis because it was abolition in its grossest
ut under the constitution, and though you de'I'hc friends of this measure, I will not
clare by virtue of your law that my slave ceases shape.
to be property and becomes free whenever he say retreated, but. they fell back upon the act of
What did they propose by that act?
crosses the line, the constitution,
which I hold 1833.
to be the paramount law of the land, and which 'I'bey proposed again to pa-s an act. that conThe constitution
must be eo-extensive with law, secures me in the flicted with the constitution.
possession and property of Illy slave until just gives the legislature the right to prohibit the
Importation
of
slaves
as
merchandise,
and of
compensation slJall have beeu made for him: and
11ewill saJ to the president, while thus attempt- cnurse, and by the universally accepted rule of
lUg to enforce the power of his statute, I stand construction, the legislature has not the right to
by the guaranties of the constitution of Illy state: prohibit their introduction, for any other puryou propose to disregard those guaranties, and pose, Them is a. large and respectable minority
to Set at defiance the fundnmeuta] law of the 10 Keutueky, who believe it to be ullconstituthe appellate court has
Jand~your
law cannot be ellforced-it
is an in- tional, notwithstanding
and another
fraction of the constitution-a
direct invasion of recognized its constitutionality;
reason why I have reason to suppose it unconmy rights as a citizen of tJle commonwealth.
stitutiOilal, the act remained a dead. letter upon
I lInde~talld the president has said that at f,ne your statute book; for sixteen long years, it had
time the friends of the proposed act of 1830 no operation, except that it served to expel from
abandoned it, because it rnig'ht result ill bring- Kentucky some of her best citizens.
'l'his \Vas
ing into this state a gl-eat number of worthless its effect. Whenever a man who had some inslaves, to be emancipated and supported at the
fluence, was iust.ructed by his constituents. to obpublic charge, the owners having IJlJ further use taill the passage of an act, permitting them to
for them, and choosing this manner to get rid of bring in slaves for their OWl! use, it was done,
llH'lll. I wus in the legislature, but never heard and hll/lJreds of slaves were imported in this
that reason as:o;igned fur the abandonment of that way. I will call the attention of the committee
law. I do not dispute the president'sword
how- to the fourth section of this celebrated act of
c\'or. There wa" a very distingni!ihed
gentle- Itl33, comlllonly kllOWIt as the Hegro law. The
Inan frolll old Logan, Judg-e Ewing, who raised attention of th~ country ...vas Illlt called to the
11is I'oice~and it WaRheard througllOut the co!udesigJJ of this law, it haYing been transferred to
Illonwealth~advocating
the rights of the pro- the 'digcst., under the heaJ of "Attomeys."
fSla\'el':r party, and this commonwealth is more The fOluth section ]'eads thus: "It shall be the
indebted to him than to any other mall for defeat- duty of the attorneys for the commonwealth,
ing that nefarious act_ I heard him with pleas,
now ill office, at the fir:;t court after the passage
mc; the advocates of thElllaw were panic-strickof this act, and every other attorney for the comen. Well, says the president, I don't wallt you mOllwl'alth, who may be hereafter commission_
to bring in nllY more slaves, w{' IJ:;LVe
~ot pl~nty. ed, ut the time of taking the oatIl of office, to
He-.,yusli\·ing- in the blue grass regIon, where take a solemn oath, that they will faithfully
they could hire wIJite laborers, WJlO, when sick, prosecute all offenders, agaillst this act, within
could be turned out of doors to shift forthelll- their knowledge, or of which thE'y may be inselves. The peoplp. in his regioll, while they formed, and who may btl found withIn their
could get such labor, did Ilot wallt more slaves; respective districts, and in each calle of conthey could invest their money more profitably in
viction, the prosecuting attorney shall be eutitled
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to a fee Of twenty per cent. out of the amount
collected, and the balance shall be paid into the
public treasury. and set apart OlIO a fund, \'0 be
under the direction of the governor, and such
other or others as the legislature may appoint,
for coloni:.lin!J the free persons of color, on the
coast of Africa."
Now, sir, the country i." to
be taxed for sustaining courts of justice, whose
time is to be devoted to the trial of such cases,
and the commonwealth attorney, in addition to
his regular salary, is to receive after being sworn
to prosecute such cases, for fear he would not
do it, twenty per cent. of the amount recei ved
as an additional inducement to prosecute.
I have said that many exeel] •ent citizens were
driven out of the country, on account of the oppression of th is act. Two of those eases are
from my own county. and another was from the
county of Livingston, now Crittenden county.
The facts in the latter case, as .1 obtained them
from a delegate, who is better informed upon the
subject, are these:
"Richard Cruse in 1838 bought a family of
neg-roes, seven in number-mother
and six
children.
They had been hired out one year by
a lady, removing from Tennessee to Illinois,
and at the end of that year she came to him
again, and Oruse bou~ht them. He was maliciously indicted for rt and had to leave the
county.
He did not even know at the time that,
such a law was on the statute books. He was
worth about twenty or twenty five thousand
dollars."
This old lady, I understand, was ufthe opinion
that if she went to Illinois, with her servants,
having an agreement with them that they would
serve her, they would be bound to do so.
She
found she was mistaken, however, and hired
them out in Livingston
county.
And Jet me
state, that Mr. Cruse knew nothing about this
statute of 1833, for it had lain Oil Ole statute
book a dead letter for many years. Cruse designing to-.a.ccumulate such property, struck a
trade with the old lady, and gave her, I believe,
$300 each for hrlr family of slaves, taking old
and young together, making a total of $2100.
Some of Cruse's neighbors, who thought he had
made a bargain to their detriment, informed
Ilg'ainst him, and he was therefore indicted.
Fmding he could not g.-t relief, he abandoned
his native st.ate, aud WCllt to Missouri. What
would have been the consequence if he had remained and defended the C~I.-<;I}? The fine was
$4200, double the value of the negroes he had
bought.
'fhe llttorney getting $84U for his services, and the remainder of the fine, $3360 going
into the trea."ury, but not to ray the interest on
the state debt, not to defray the expenses of
your courts of jnstice, but to he set apart fur
colonizing free persons of color, for colonizing
the slaves that might be extorted from the good
people of the state, to send tbem to the coast of
Liberia, where an attempt has been made for
many years to build up a colony, and where
there are now some three or four t,housand
blacks in a state of wretchedness and starvation.
You cannot get an intelligent negro to go there.
I told one of my negroes, who has a wife and
child that are free, he might go if he would
ttl.ke them with him and stay tbere. He consented to go, but could not be prevailed on to

promise to stay. It W:B a eplendi.l iden to give
to the commonwealth's
attorney $840, and to
expend the other in colonizing those blacks, in
that unhealthy region; you might as well cansign them to the grave at once as to send them
there.
There is another view that I have not heard
advanced-thongh
I do not menu t.o take credit
fur having made any very great discovery.
We
arc now <engagedin forming u consfitutiou , and
1 would like to call the attention of the couvention to the tenth article of the miscellaneous provisions of the present constitution.
If it does
not inhibit impositicu
of the fine specified ill
the act of 1833, 1 call on the convention If! say
what it does menn , it reads, "That the general,
great, and essential principles of liberty ann
free guvemmellt mny he recognised, and estahlished.
We declare &c." Now turn your attention to the fifteenth section of this bill of rights.
and we find, "that excessive hail, shall not be
required, nor excessive fines imposed.nor cruel
punishment inflicted."
And I believe the committee that has had this matter under conslderat.i on , have reported the same clause. What is
its meaning?
Its meaning is evident, excessive
fines "hall not be imposed.
The framers of the
constitution evidentl:r intended to prohibit the
legislature from passlllg ally act by which excessive fines should be imposed.
What is the
object of a fine? Is it not to punish the individual for ally injuries he may inflict on society,
and to furnish a warning to those who are disposed to offend in like manner?
But was it not
intended by this provision, that the legislature
should not have power to inflict a fine so exorbitant as to break a man up. N0\\' what great sin
was Oruse guilty of? He was merely endeavoring to better his condition, and to enable hi nself
to extend his agricultural pursuits.
He had
committed no sin against his fdlo·w citizens of
Livingston
county, }lor against the eommOllwealth of Kentucky.
If he had, it was not to
the ext.ent of $4200, and in this view of the
case, if that clause of the constitution
has any
meaning at all, it is a prohibition upon the legislature.
·Well sir, one of the most vmrthy citizen!'l of
Hickman countv, [I, man who owned: land in Missouri and Tellllessee, It'" well a.<; in Kentucky,
and I believe had negroes employed in cultivatiug his lands in those differentstates. bl'Oughtthree
negroes to Hickman county.
And I have heard
him say, he did not think llfl was violating thi~
law in doing so-he
was indicted however in
three cases, and th", fines would have been $1,800, and although he was able to pay it, he was
indignant at such treatm('llt, and left the country.
I met him in New Orleans afterwards, aud he el:+
quired if the act had been modified. I told him
it had not, and asker:! him if he would cOllle
again to Kentucky if it had been; he said he
believed not, he was doiug' very well where he
was. This was a most useful citizen;
many
young men owe their ad\"ancement to his as."istanc~, find he was driven frolll this state by the
operation of this law.
There was another case at Mills' Point.
A
verv worthy citizen there, was in need of a few
sr,r,"ants, and a man residing just over the line
offered to sell him SIlC~ as he wanted; he told

hhn he coul.l uot purchase, as it would be in violation of the act of 18::13. The man afterwards
m.Dved over Into Hickman county. and then sold
him the lH'groes, and then moved back. This
raised a suspicion that there had been some combinauon.
He was indicted, and I believe a fine
of $1200 was imposed; however, the result was
he left the county, and went to Tennessee.
Now
was not this an excessive fine. to extort from his
<>arn}ngs? I have regarded the population
of
LOllL;Wi1lC, f,'olll, the time this act was passed, as
making concessions to the emancipationists.
I
had a conversation
recently with citiaens of
Louisville, who told me, if the votinz had been
by ballot, the emancipation
ticket ,~ould have
been eieeted by 50U VOtt'8.
A ease of t.h is kind occurred whilst I was in the
8enate; -4- gentleman (lied in Tennessee leav iog to
two at h13 SOILS a negro; one of the sons resided in
Fulton and the other ill Tennessee.
The one in
Fulton, was able ~o buy his brother out; he
wrote on to me a;;klng me to get a law passed
for th~ purpose of permitting him to bring the
negro mtc the state. In the progress of the act
I met with opposition from Jefferson county. I
;vas somewhat astonished at this opposition, as
It was n ease of such evident justice, that the
owner .should have the pri vilege of bringing his
negro mto the state, belUg the owner of half of
the negro, and there being no law to cover the
case. This I thought was drawing a very nice
distinction.
There are some two or three other topics to
which I will barely allude, for I fear that I 'am
trespassing upon tile indulgence of the committee. The subject of internal improvement and
the subject of education.
I concur with the
president
in the declaration which he here
makes: "Uf.0n the subject of internal improvement, whic 1 some men like to i1euounce hut
,vhieh have in their effect more than dOllbl~d, or
nearly doubled, the valuc of the whole of the
real estate in the country, where did Lou'is\'iUe
stand? She was ill favor of them and with her
v?ice, and her aid and al>sistance, 'enabled them
to be carried on." I know the great influence
and power which the president of thi:o; convention exercised over the legislation of the country at that day; but. sir, w·hether it is for weal
or for woe, I am disposed to adjourn the question for posterity to decide, for those who may
have these debts to pay, with the interest that
may havl'l accumulated upon them. I raised my
feeble voic(' against it· and I recollect on aile oc,
ca...ion, in the se~lat~, I stoo~ w!th my niend
from ~~Jlderson, III a lean mmonty of five, ill
OppOSItIOnto the extravagant, wasteful system
?f internal improvement.
'1'he president says
It has doubled the value of the property in the
Btate. I dcny the fact. It may have doubled
tIle value of property in Louisville, but it hns
more tllan doubled, yes >;ir, it has trebled the
taxes on the balance of the state, while the value of property hns not been enhanced.
·What is
~he .cffect of the system? It is a system of il1JUl>tlCe,calculated to build up the few at the expense of the many. What did the pr"sident of
the.board
internal improvement report to the
leglslaturem 1847? That to the people navigating
the Kentucky river, there was a saving of over
$170,000 per anllum; yet they were not willing to
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increase the tolls sufllcienf.ly to pay the interest
on the cost, of these irnprovemente,
though they
were reaping more benefit than all the taxes they
pay eunuulfy.
When the surplus revenue of
the general government was about to be distributed, $850,000 were set apart and solemnly dedicated and pledged as a fund for common school
education.
'I'ho president of this convention, I
believe, advocated that feature, and ill this he
had my hearty co-operation; but when we were
short of means to carry out Ute system of internal improvements, and the state bonds could not
be disposed of, money was borrowed Irom the
banks, which so increased their circulation, that
brokers were enabled to make a rush upon the
banks, which mainly caused the suspension in
1839, and this education fund was invested in
state bonds. Well, it is true that the interest on
thee bonds belonging to education must be raised
by taxation, and it has induced the legislature
to violate a sacred, republican democratic p riuciple.
What has been done? You have resorted
to your cdiou s and specific taxation, which is
unequal and unjust. You tax carriages, buggies,
watches, and even our grandmother's spectacles,
all this to resuscitate the credit of the state.
How has this money been expended?
$2,525,456 15 have been expended ill turnpike roads.
What has been the effect of this measure upon
the country?
There was a committee raised in
1847 to ascertain the amount that had been expended and the revenue that had been raised
from that expenditure.
Well, sir, these $2,525,.
456 15 have only yielded a dividend of $291,000, ill the tell years previous to the date of the
report. Now what is the interest of that sum
for the same period of time? It is $1,515,000,
leaving a deficiency of $1,224,000 to be supplied
by taxation or otherwise.
And the other improvements are in but little better condition.
'l'ake the whole amount that has been expended,
viz: $5,344,764 82, it does Hot yield two per
cent. interest_ I have alluded t.o this matter out
of no unkind feeling to the president,
He has
thought proper to allude to it himself, and has
claimed the credit of having carried thesc measures through tJle legislature.
I know he took a
prominent IJ:Jrt, and 1 know a portion of the
delegation from my section favored it, and for
what reason? Beeause they had the promise oC
a small appl'opriation of $5,000 for the improvement of Bayou de Ohien, and other small appropriations which were to rest upon certam
contingencies.
The board of internal improve.
ment decided that Bayou de Ohien ought to have
$3,000; but not a dollar has yet becn expended.
The same bill that contained this conditional
appropriation ga....
e to t.he Louisville. Lexington
and Ohio railroad coml?any, $200,000 uncondi·
tionally, which slle recelveu.
There was an appropriation to this company besides of $20,000
for building a bridge across Kcntucky river,
at the mouth of Benson.
The state also endorsed for the company to the amount of $150,000, and, after all this. the only manner in which
she could get out of the contract, was by taxing
her citizens and paying np.
Thus, Mr. Ohairman, was t.he state almost
hopelessly invoh'ed in debt, and thus was the
Cund set apart, and with all the forms oC law
and the solemnity of legislative action, dedica.-
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ted and set apart to the children or this ccsnmonweelth, squandered in unproductive worksand, sir, the ]?resident of this convention was
ODe of the chief actors in that scene-s-he was
among the foremost in concocting and executing
this misapl,llication of the fund dedicated to.
the poor children of the commonwealth.
He it
was that invaded the rights of the orphan and
the fatherless, and swept from them the means

which the state had provided for their education.
I take the ground that it was improper, thus
to squander the poor children's money-that
it
was an unwise, au injudicious act, thus in a
conflict between the education of the children of
the state and the improvement of roads and rivers, to choose the latter to the exclusion of the
former. I also believe it was improper and unjust to impose upon posterity the enormous debt
created by the president
(Mr. Guthrie)
and
those who acted with him, for internal improvements. I was unwilling to create a large state
debt, and leave it for those who come after us to
bear the burden.
Take the amount that was eXfcnded on Licking' river-$372,520
70-and
tel me how much
this has benefitted the state? I am informed
that so far as improvement is concerned, the money there expended might as well have been
thrown in the river.
The work has been abandoned in an unfinished state, and amounts to an
obstruction.
This is the system of internal improvement,
which the honorable president boasts of having
been instrumental in adopting.
Although the constitneute of the honorable
president may have approved his course on all
these questions, yet I have also the satisfaction
of knowing that my constituents
regard my
course as worthy of their approbation,
for they
have continued me in the councils of the country
for many years, as long perhaps as any mall in
the state, for which I take the present occasion
to return them my sincere acknowledgments.
I
have never appealed to them on questions of
national policy, although in that respect my
opinions have harmonized 'With them.
I have felt it my duty to make these remarks,
for I have hitherto taken no part in this discussion during the seven long weeks we have been
in session. I have made a motion or two, and
have said yea or nay when called upon to vote.
That is all. My constituents
are beginning to
enquire what has become of me, and I desire
that they shall know where I am. I am somewhat like a very intelligent gentleman, (the delegate from Mercer,) with whom I fell in company a few days since, and who has Dot as yet I
believe addressed the convention.
I enquired of
him the reason for his silence. And sir, he
gave me a very good reason. It is the very
same reason by which I have been influenced
myself.
Why, said he, I came here with my
opinions formed, in regard to the leading questiona: there has been a good deal of discussion,
and the country will hold the convention reo
sponsible for these proracted debates, and I
thought I would not take the responsibility of
participating in them. That was precisely my
own view. When we come to put this constitution tosether section by section, I intended to
aid in tYlCaccomplishment of the great work for
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which we have assembled.
I shall at all events,
not detain the convention long with any speeches of mine. If I deserve anything for my course
in legislating heretofore, it is not for making
long speeches. I am not much for talking, but
I am somewhat inclined to investigation; I am
governed a great deal by facts. One fact, with
me, outweighs whole volumes of arguments.
The honorable president has said that Louisville has done a great deal for education.
I
am not disposed to take from that city any credit
she may have on that score. I believe she has
done much for the support of schools.
But we
find by the report of the 2nd Auditor that the
city of Louisville has received$7 ,597, besides $13,·
500 for the Blind School. Thus, it will be seen,
that Louisville has received more than one half
the sum expended-considerably
more than double her share of the school fund. I never supposed that she had been slighted in regard to this
school fund, or in any way. I remember when
we were about fixing the salaries of the officers
of government, the Louisville judges were allowed $1,500 per annum, salary, while other judges
were allowed but $1,200. That was based upon
the ground that living was very high in Louieville. I believe it is a maxim, that when the
reason for a law ceases, the law itself should
cease. I have en extract from the" Louisville
Journal:'
of date 'September 25th, and I was
very much gratified to find the price of living so
much reduced there. Now, asthis paper is very
good authority in Kentucky, I would recommend
the committee to amend their report in relation
to salaries of judges, and make them equal and
uniform throughout the commonwealth.
But the
extract:
.
" As to the cost of living, those who know any
thing about the matter, know that living is as
cheafl in Louisville as in Frankfort.
Fuel and
provisions are decidedly cheaper."
I am very glad to know that. I hope the
"Journal"
will not come down upon me, as a
paper did the other day upon my friend from
Davless, (Mr. 'l'ripletn.) because he dared to
oppose what was demanded for Louisville.
He
was spoken of in very disrespectful terms. I
have no desire to war with an editor, because
gentlemen of that profession wield their pens
with great force and severity, and the paper is
sent to places where a man has no opportunity
to defend himself.
They can bark at my heels
if they choose, it shall never deter me from doingmy duty.
This proposition, it is said, is intended to array city and country interests in opposition to
each other, This is no part of my motive.
I
have no hostility to any city in the commonwealth.
But the question is, is it right and
proper that we should impose this restriction?
The patriots who formed the constitution of 1799,
thought it necessary to impose such restriction
-many
of tile states have done the same. Louisiana has done so; although New Orleans contains one-third of the whole population of the
state, and will, probably, soon contain onehalf, yet she is restricted to four senators.
Is
that invading their rights? Did we hear the
delegates from that city make the declaration
that the;r would not sustain the constitution
if
it contained such a provision!
Did they take
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averaging one for two counties.
It
any such stand?
And here follows another re- nnm-not
atrictiou: "That the seat of government shall, is said that these convicts are not of tbe leij'itimate
population
of
Louisville.
This
I
believe
until the close of the year 1848, continue at;
New Orleans. and that the general assemby is true. But it only sustains me in the position
to induce perwhich shall meet after the first election of rep- I took, that there is something
resentatives, shall within the first month after sons to commit crimes and felonies in cities.
abroad
the commencemont of the session, designate and It seems to show that crime is stalking
Look at the mobs that have
fix the seat of government at some place not there, at noonday.
less than sixty miles from the city of New Or- committed violence in almost every city in the
Not long since a mob took possession
leans, by the nearest truvelltng
route, and if on union.
the Mississippi
river by the meanders of the of a church in the city of Pitts£urgh; the mayor
same; and when so fixed, it shall not be remov- was compelled to callout the military to stop it.
I wish it to be distinctly
understood that I am
ed without the consent of four-firths of the memdistinction
to the prejubers of both houses of the general assembly." making no invidious
I merely menAnd this restriction was, no doubt, imposed for dice of Louisville in particular.
wise purposes,
and cheerfully acquiesced
in by tion these facts to show that a great deal of
crime is perpetrated
in cities, and for the proof
her patriotic citizens.
Is it propThe honorable
president says we are sworn of this, I have written testimony.
to do justice.
He says the foundations
of gov- er then, that this character of population should
there is deernment were laid in justice.
This is what no be trusted with the representation
manded for it?
one is inclined to dispute.
Weare all contend
Having' labored under severe indisposition
for
ing for the same princi:Qle.
As .the. Irishman
said when about to be tr-ied for his hie-a very several days, I must bring my remarks to a
close.
And
here
I
'wish
to
be
distinctly
underhonest fellow-but
he did not understand
the
stood, that in any allusion I have made to the
technicalities
of the law; when the ~uestion
was put to him "guilty or not guilty,'
he re- houorable president of this convention, I have
plied "that is what you are about to try."
Now not been actuated by any ill will towards him,
we want to examine the question.
'I'his is a but as he has thought proper in some degree to
great conservative
principle.
We give to all impugn the motives of myself and others, because we are in favor of restricting over-grown
cities, their free representation
in the popular
cities, I have thought it necessary to make these
branch of the le1}islature.
It is vel'y properly
I have the utmost respect for his aubased on population
in that department, either remarks.
according to the ratio uf voters, or according to thority in the chair; but when he chooses to come
down
on
the
floor, and give admonition and adthe whole number of souls-and
I am inclined
to think, the latter is the best mode.
But the vice to delegates, and make threats, I regard him
president. says we are invading
the rights of as no more than any other delegate, and he must
not expect exclusive privileges.
I do not intend
Louisville.
If she falls under the restriction,
I may have gained duo
that is her misfortune.
I came here to do jus. that the little refutation
tice, but where a question comes up in which ring my pol it.ica course, shall be destroyed by
of any man. It may be all
city interests are arraved against those of the the denunciations
country, I am always to I be found on the side of the legacy I shall have to leave my children, and
if my
the country.
It is the country that sustains the I intend that to go to them untarnished,
city.
The city is sustained by her trade.
And feeble efforts can sustain it.
I
return
my
sincere
thanks
to
the
committee
what is it that sustains that trade?
The rural
population.
Your wealth arises from your im- for the kind attention they have given my desultory remarks.
ports and your exports.
The country furnishes
And then, on motion of Mr. MITCHELL,
the
your exports and consumes your imports.
I am
the article and
disposed to do injustice to DO CIty, but self committee rose and reported
preservation
is the first law of nature.
But I amendments to the house.
The first amendment of the committee, fixing
shall not be influenced by any supposed power
the hours during which the polls should be
the emnncipaticuiats
may gain by an increased
6, a. m., to 7, p. m., was then read.
representation,
and I regret that the subject was opened.utfrom
Mr. :MACHEN understood the amendment not
introduced.
positively
to
re'luire
the polls to be opened and
I will not cast any imputation
upon cities.
closed at those tours, and inquired if such was
But if you want to find industry, contentment,
virtue and morality,
will yon go to a city to the intention of the mover.
Mr. WOODSON.
I intended to leave it enfind them?
If you do, you will be mistaken.
To sustain this position, I will call the atten- tirely at the discretion of the judges of the eleoThere may be instances where it may be
tion of the committee to a few facts. It appears tion.
that in 1847, there were one hundred and sixty required to open at an earlier hour in the mornsix convicts in our penitentiary,
seventy nine ing than others, and others where a later hour of
closing them might be deemed necessary.
The
of them were from the city of Louisville-c-almest
one-half of them.
And for the twelve years be- only object was to prevent the polls from being
kept
open
until
too
late
an
hour
of
night,
and
to
ginning in 1835 up to 1847, there have been
sentenced from the various towns and cities in prevent voters being then brought in improperly
the commonwealth, eight hundred and eight con- to control the election.
There was some conversation as to the proprievicts, and how do l.0u think they arc apportioned?
The cityof Louisville sent.three hundred and fifty ty of amending the section, when
Mr. C. A. WICKLIFFE
expressed his opinion
six, averaging a fraction over twenty nine per
annum.
In the whole of the balance of the that the subject could better be disposed of ill a
state, the convictions were bnt forty six per an" separate clause, which should have the effect to
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require that in all elections the polis sbould not
be opened before six, nor continued open after
seven.
The section, as amended in committee, was
then adopted.
The second amendment, bein§:to strike- out the
words in the second line of the ;,th eectton, "and
equal," was concurred in.
The third amendment,
being-to the same section, to strike out the-word "'legislature" and insort in lieu thereof the words "general asserubly," was concurred in.
The fourth amendment, heiulZ a verbal cue to
the section apportioning
the representation
of
cities, was then concurred in.
Mr. IRWIN then offered his proposition,
enbmitted this morning, as a substitute for the whole'
section.
The PRESIDENT decided that motions to'
amend and perfect the section, would :Fl:aVeprecedence over those' to' strike out.
Mr. MORRIS th'en' proposed his proposition,
(heretofore pubitslrcd.)
as an a:ddi~i'(mal clause
of the section.
Mr. HARDIN.
I desire to
an amendment, which will not be in order until the vote
is taken on that of the gentlerna.n from Christian.
I would ask that gentleman
what he intends by it, not having heard the reasons assigned for it at the time it was first offered'. Is
it to establish in this part of the country,
that
principle known in New England as gerrynlandering?
Take for instance Nelson county, which
is now entitled to two mcrsbers,
It gives 700
whig majority, but yet you can ley off' the COUIlty in such a way that its representation
will be
equally divided.
'Chat was the principle established in New England by Eletridge Gerry, and
from him has since been called gerrymanderin-S'.
I understand
that the gentlemnn's
propOSItion is to layoff Louisville so that, although
there is a whig majority there of 400 or 500 votes,
yet that there will be one or two democratic
members returned to the le~islature.
I do not
kuow whether such was the intention of thegeutleman, but such obviously will be its effect.
Let the whole voice of the city or county be
heard, whatever JDay be its representation,
and
not be divided.
I am informed that the proposition was offered as a comrromise,
Now acornpromise ElUpposes a mutua yieldin-S', but in this
case it seems to me t.hat the yieldlllg is all on
one side.
Mr. MORRIS.
When I offered this amend. ment, I explained to the convention, the motives
which influenced me, and I also stated the
grounds upon which I considered it a compromise. I am sorry that my venerable friend was
not in the house to hear me, but I have no disposition to go over the ground I then occupied, and
with which I suppose the convention to be generallyacquainted.
I had no disposition to gerrymander Louisville, or any other city in the
state.
The great difficulty was, how we could
give to Louisville, and the other cities, a proper
representation
according to numbers, and at the
Sllme time prevent that concentration of city influence, which seemed so much to be apprchended by gentlemen on this floor. I thought there
was a great principle which was established
in
the old constitution,
and which we are 8eeking
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to establish
in this-that
representation
and
popular numbers should go hand in hand.
But
f still saw end felt that there were great dangers
to be apprehended, of the power that might be
exercised by the concentration
in the legislative
halls of the' representation
of the large cities
that were spttnging up, and believing it to have
been demonstrated by experience in other states,
that by dividing the cities into districts,
we
would divide the representation
of those cities
against themselves, as the countr:y representation
in this state is divided against Itself, I offered
this proposition.
I am aware that a democratic
legislature by an unjust system of gerrymanderitrg·mignt send to the legislature from Louisville,
two or three democrats instead of whiga, but
yet we are obliged to trust something to the legislature, I have already, most emphatically,
on
the day before yesterday, expressed that I was
DOt governed by party views, and I am sorry the
gentleman was not here, to hear my vindication
011 this point.
JUl'. IRWIN.
The whole point here is this,
the gentlemen from Louisville
desire an equal
senatorial
representation
with the rest of the
state.
Nr:t\Y', ru the proposition I present, I say
she shall have but one senator; and gentlemen
"":b:oprefer "two" can move to strike out, and so
insert, or if the gentleman from Louisville
will
move to strike out "one" and insert "egual" then
the question em each of these propositions
can
be presented at once, and the convention come to
a speedy determination:
The PRESIDENT
stated the amendment
of
Mr. Morris tobe flrst in order.
Mr. MORRIS.
I withdraw
my amendment,
so that the vote can be taken on the proposition
of the- gentleman.
The question was then stated to be on Mr. IRWIN'S proposition which was then formallyoffcred.
Mr. PRESTON.
For myself, I intend to stand
by the fifth section, simply because it declares
that equal representation
shall be allowed to the
cities, in both houses of the general assembly.
I prefer that the house should test the question
by standing by the report of the committee.
Mr. IRWIN.
I will amend the proposition so
as to leave the number blank, and gentlemen
can fill it as they desire.
Mr. MERRIWE1'HER.
I apprehend
the
whole question to be, whether we shall or shall
not place restrict-ions on cities.
J be$' leave to
suggest to tIle convention that there IS a restriction existing DOW,and which will exist, even if
the section is passed, as reported by tIle committee, which will effectually protect the balance
from all danger froUl the increase of Louisville.
The prcsent boundaries o( that city, if as compactly settled as is possible, can never accommodate, at the furthest, more than 100,000 people,
and those boundaries are restricted by law. Tbd
legislature will have it in their power, if deemed
necessary
to restrict her influence, by refusing
to extend those limit-s; therefore lettf1e section
stand as it is.
Mr. CLARKE desired to offer his am~dment
proposed in committee.
The PRESIDENT
ruled it out of order, while
the present amendments were pending.
Mr. BROWN.
I believe the friends of the
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eeetion have a right to amend, and perfect it, before action is had upon a substitute.
I make
the same motion made in committee by the gentleman from Franklin, {Mr. Lindsey.j
to strike
out the words "both houses of the general assembly."
If this amendment prevails, it allows
the city her full representation,
based em numbers, in the house. So far as representation in
the senate is concerned, that can be provided for
aftenvards.
Mr. C. A. WICKLIFFE
asked for the yeas aud
nays on the amendment.
Mr. PRESTON.
This amendment goes a little further than any I have seen yet. There have
been many propositions, either from those friendly or hostile to the city, some to give one, and
some two senators to Louisville.
To all of these
I am opposed.
I am in favor of the section as
it stands.
But the gentleman goes further still,
and proJ?oses to cut us off from any senator at
all, leaving it precisely as we were under the old
constitution.
The amendment to give the city
any senatorial representation
at all may not be
adopted, and it is for that reason I think the
amendment of the gentleman from Hardin, (Mr.
Brown.) goes further than any yet offered. I
appreciate the compromis-e offered by the gentleman from Christian, for it was offered when we
needed aid, but I still have confidence
in the
justice of the convention.
I -believe it is not
going to compound a debt of justice, or mete out
to us by instalments, our rights.
I believe it intends to pass the section as It stands, and to give
us our full representation
in the upper house. I
never will believe this convention will compromise a principle of justice, until I see the act
consumated.
We want ne compromise.
We
claim it as a right, which I believe the house
will accord to us.
Mr. BROWN. The gentleman has net correctly represented the ground I occupy.
My object
is not to deprive the city of all representation
in tile senate; but to go for some restriction.
I
am willing to go for one senator to the cities, and
as I said before, the effect of the amendment
is
not to cut them off from all representation
in the
senate.
I intend at a proper time, if no other
gentleman does, if this amendment
is adopted,
to offer another, which will secure to cities one
senator.
As to what is ria-ht and just, I intend
to be governed bymy convictions, and the dictates
of my own judgment, regardless of all imputations which may be made against me.
Mr. W. JOHNSON.
I shall vote to etrikc out.,
because I want some kind of restriction.
'I'hese
who go with my friends from Louisville,
will
vote against striking out.
Mr. C. A. WICKLIFFE.
I shall vote agaiililst
striking out, and I mean to vote for the proposition of the gentleman from Christian, if he renews it; if not, I will renew it, 'or something
like it, myself.
I cannot understand
why it is
that e;entlemen will give unlimited
rcpreeentation III one branch to the cities, and. restrict it as
to the other.
When it is acknowledged
that in
both, representation
is based all numbers, you
are but doing h-alf the business if yen restrict it
in one and not the other.
To my mind, there is
more reason for the restriction
in the popular
than in the u:pper branch; for it is the number
of representatives
that is to control.
If the

amendment of the gentleman from Christian is
not adopted, then I shall vote for some other restriction as to the representation
of numbers
from the city.
Mr. HARDIN. I have gone over the census
of the United States, for the years 11:120, 1830,
and 1840, and over the list of voters as thcy
have been returned.
I find that when representation was to be apportioned,
in 1843, Jcfterson county, including
the city of Louisville,
returned 5a98 voters.
In 1847, when the next
apportionment
was made, she had 6799, and yet
in 1848, when there was no apportionment
to be
made, the returns showed but 5076. This year,
when it was known that some change was to be
made, it run up to 9283. Now, what does all
this prove? Why, that the commissioners, when
any thing is to be done, include the itinerant
men who are not residents of Louisville.
Go
back for twenty years, und it would be found
that whenever there was an apportionment
to be
made, there was a remarkable
increase, and
whenever there Was Dot, an equally remarkable
falling off. The reason is, that the commissioners know what is to be done, and they will take
in men who, in reality, are not qualified voters.
The other cities present the same facts, but not
to the same extent. It is a. matter of importance, therefore, that we should put a limit upon
the representation
of these cities.
I would pro·
pose that it should never exceed five in the
house, nor more than one in the senate.
Louisville, or any other city, would then have a very
full representation
in the legislature.
Representation meant the power to present their wishes,
wants, and grievances; and was not five in one
house and one in the other enough for this purpose? There were counties-Bullitt
and Bpeu .
eel', for example-s-in regard to 'which it was a
matter of great doubt whether the next appor~
tiomnent would entitle them to a representative
at all, and they will go to Louisville to swell
her representation,
when she would, as I have
shown, be sufficiently
represented
without it.
And I have shown, too, how the basis of representation in the cities is run up just before an
apJ2ottionment is to be made.
It is, as we know,
a CIty of great influence in the state.
There always was a town which stood as the metropolis
of every state, and that town is the one to which
our exports go, and our imports come; and from
this and other causes. it has an immense intluen~utP0n the legislation
of the country.
It is
the POUlt to which all news is brought, and the
newspapers themselves
give it a great aud undue influence.
I shall vote for limiting Louisville to one senator and five re~sentatives,
and
that is giving them much more tb"an they would
have under
the present constitution.
And it
seems to me, so far from being an act of injuatice, that every requirement
of justice would be
complied with.
Mr. GRAY.
I shall vote against the motion
of the gentleman from Hardin.
Whether so intended or not, the effect, it seems tome, will beto
deprive the cities of their fair representation
in
the senate.
We see it in our old constitution,
and in this report, laid down as a principle that
representation
should be equal and uniform
throughout the state, and forever to be based on
the number of qualified voters therein.
If that
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principle is a. correct one, and should occupy a wh~ch they enjoyed under the old coustltation.
place III this constitution, then every portion of When that constitution was formed. was any
this commonwealth should be operated upon by community at that time thus restricted? No sir;
it. Every gentleman here, I believe, except the our fathers at that time saw no city in the state
gentleman from Franklin, has declared that rep that was entitled to a separate representation,
rescntation should be on population, or the <).uat. and that there probably would not -be until the
Hied voters, which is the same thing in princl- people in their wisdom saw fit to change the conple. In Now York, negroes Dot subject to taxa- stitution, I believe Louisville at that time C(lU'
tion, and aliens, were excluded from the basis of tained only about five 01' six hundred inhabirepresentation, as they were also excluded from tants. In 1810, eleven yeul's thereafter, she had
voting and participating in Lhe government. In only thirteen hundred. 'I'berefore.uo question of
this state, also, slaves were not'i:epresentcd, and this sortwna agitated by the framers of the preecnt
And the very principle they have
the basis was the number of qualified voters, constitution.
and they act as the trustees of the community at there declared, of representation upon populalarge in selecting the men to represent them. If tion, is in eontrndictiou of such a proposition.
this is a correct principle-and all say that it is- My friend from Hickman kno...vs that ever since
what is the apology offered here for departing Louisville has been entitled to a senatorial repfrom it? I have heard none. When brought rescntatio», the legislature have seen the injusdown to a nutshell. the whole apology amounts tice of her being deprived of it, and by way of
to this, that it will be entrusting too much pow- compensation, they have given to Bulhtt and
er to a particular locality.
The principle of Spencer, where they are not, from the number of
self-preservation, I am aware, ought to be guard- their voters-some rwentv-three or twentv-four
ed in all republican governments, and it 1S pro- hundred-entitled to a senator between "them.
p~r that the majority should not be entrusted They arc counties adjacent to Louisville and J efwith the power to oppress and override the mi- ferson, where they do not get their fail' and just
nority, but I ask, where is the proper place to proportion upon the principle laid down in the
guard a~ainst it? Here in the formation of the constitution. I hope the principle of represen·
organic law, we have the right, for the protec- tation according to population will govern, and
tiou of that minority, to impose restrictions on it must always III this state, where the people
the majority. Is there any right more sacred arc in favor of equal rights and privileges. And
than that of suffrage, or which the minority de- all the feelings of the people of the country, so
sire more strongly to be secured to them? But far as I understand them, have been against any
gentlemen say that they do not, propose to de- such propositions for restriction, <IS have been
rive the cities of the right of suffrage but mere- here proposed. Then, sir, 1 am opposed to striy to restrict their representation. Does it not king out, ancIin favor of the section as it stands.
The question was then taken on the motion to
amount to the same thing in principle? It is to
say to one hundred thousand voters, if you live strike out, and it was rejected-yeas 38, nays 50,
in the city you shall vote for but one senator, as follows:
YEAs.-John L. Ballinger, Wm. K. Bowling,
but if you live in the country, you may vote for
five or six. It amounts to the same thing accor- Thomas D. Brown, James S. Chrisman, Beverly
ding to my idea. And the only apology offered L. Clarke, Jesse Coffey, William Cowper, Garfor this, is the desire to protect ourselves. Icon- rett Davis, James Dudley, Milford Elliott, Richtend it will never have that effect. Place in this ard D. Gholson, Thomas J, Gou~h, Ben.Hardin,
constitution 1\11 the rights that are deal' to us as J olin Hargis, Andrew Hood, 'I homas J. Hood.
citizens, and which ought to be protected, and Mark E. Huston, James 'V. Irwin, 'l'homas
then take it away from the power of the majori- James, William Johnson, Thomas W. Lisle.
ty of the legisleture-e-for there the power is ex- Willis B. Machen, Richard L. Mayes, Nathan
crcieed-c-to infringe upon those rights. There is McClure, James M. Nesbitt, Jonathan Newcom,
the place /'0 put this restriction. Another apol- Elijah F. Nuttall, Henry B. Pollard, Johnson
ogyoffered for the violation of this great princi- Price, Larkin J. Proctor, Thomas Rockhold,
ple is, that it is done by other states. But are John T. Rogers, James W. Stone, Michael L.
gentlemen willing to adopt other errors which Stoner, John J. Thurman, Philip Triplett, Squire
those states have engrafted into their organic Turner, John Whecler-38.
NAYs.-Mr. President, (Guthrie.) Richard Aplaw? 'I'hey arc not. The gentleman from Caldwell, who offered this apology for the violation person, John S. Barlow, Alfred Boyd, William
of this great principle, referred to the constitu- Bradley, Francis M. Bristow, Charles Chambers,
tions of many of the states for this purpose. In Wrn. Chenault.Benjamin Copelin, Edward Curd.
Virginia. east of the mountains, they have nine- Lucius Desha, Chasteen T. Dunavan, Benjamin
teen, and west of them never but thirteen seua- F. Edwards, Green Forrest, Nathan Gaither,
tors. 'I'here is this principle violated there, Seluclus Garfielde, James H. Garrard, Ninian
and for what reason? Would the gentleman E. Gray, James P. Hamilton, Vincent S. Hay.
from Caldwell ever be willing that the Green William Hendrix, Alfred M. Jackson, George
river county should be placed under a similar W. Johnston, Charles C. Kelly, James M. Lackrestriction as compared to the rest of the state? ey, Peter Lashbrooke, George W. Mansfield.
This restriction was laid on western Virginia, Martin P. Marshall, Wm. C. Marshall, John
because the eastern section, with its population H. McHenry, David Meri...vether, William D.
and wealth, had the power to do it. But was it Mitchell, Thomas P. Moore, John D. Morris,
an exercise of power which gentlemen could Hugh Newell, Wm. Preston, John T. Robinson.
jnsti~y upon principle before their constituency?' Ira Root, James Rudd, Ignatius A. Spalding,
I contend it IS not. Another apology is, that it John W. Stevenson, John D. Taylor, William
would not be deprivjng the cities of any right.:; R. Thompson, John L. Waller. Andrew S.
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White, Charles A. Wickliffe, Robt. N. Wickliffe,
George W. Williams, Silas Woodson, Wesley J.
\Vl'igbt-50.
Mr. BROWN then proposed to amend the 5th
section
adding the words, "and no citl or
town shal ever have more than one senator.'
Mr. McHENRY moved to amend the amendmendruent by striking out the word town, and
inserting cc:unty, and by a,Jdin?, the words, "nor
more than f \"C representatives.'
A division was called for, so that the question
could be taken separately on each proposition.
nfr . .McHENRY.
I will then offer but one,
;and move to strike ont "town" and insert
.. county."
Mr. BROWN accepted that amendment.
1I1r.. McHENRY
then moved to add, "nor
eucre than five representatives."
]).11'. 'l' RIPI~ET 'J'. I would suggest to my friend
from Ohio to permit us to vote, if it can be done,
upon these amendmonta
severally.
There arc
aevera] delegates who arefor restricting the cities,
-aud who believe it to be not ouly within the
'SCQpe-ef but demanded by cousideratious
of
jU.<l1Jice. The delegates from Louisville have a
,right. to act upon a standard .cf justice they may
'establish for themselves, but .they have no right
to attempt to erect one for the balance of the
state, or to denounce the object which delegates
wish to attain, as unjust or Improper. Talk to
me about a sense of justice.
Do you not protect
yourselves when it comes to the taxing power?
Do you desire to permit vagrants and vagabonds
to vote to tax the property of Louisville?
All
.that I ask, is, that weof the rural districts should
,be permitted by the sanae standard of justice to
protect ourselves, should our interests ever come
in call tact with those of Louisville or any of the
other cities,
I want-and
I believe a majority of
the delegates here arc willing to go for it-the
.power to protect ourselves against high taxation,
If ever that question should come before the
Iegielature, as come it ruuet. You tell me, and
tell rue truly, t1~~t to some ef-tent, railroads,
canals, and turnpikes, wherever they may lead,
benefit the district through which they rua;)' run.
But they are benefited to but a small extent,
,compared with the point at which they terminate, and this is ,generally Louisville.
I am for
a more equal diVIsion. All the tracks go into
the lion's den, and few, very few, come out
again.
And it is necessary that there should be
one conservative branch of the legislature where
the propcl't.y of the rural districts may be protect-cd fromexeessive taxation for the benefit of these
citics, or even of particular rural districts.
This
view has been well presented by my friend from
Hickman, (Mr. James.)
The Green river and
Kentucky river improvements were, to some extent, beneficial to tfie people in their vicinity, but
they were much more so to the cities, while to
other por!i0ns of the state ~hey localized nothing
but taxatIOn. And we desue that there should
be one branch of the legislature which will guard
us against this overwhelming influenee of the
cities when tllCy shall attain tlleir full strength,
alld the taxation which their desire for internal
improvements for their benefit may ent,ail upon
us. It is for these reasons, together with others
,that I stated the other day, that I advocate these
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restrictions upon their representation.
His "with
us a principle of self-preservetdon.
Mr, TAYLO~.
If any apology be necessary
for my addressing-the
convention now.it is to be
found in the fact (and I will use no stronger
term, and to some extent it is almost too strong,)
that an unkind and uugeneroua act is sought to
be perpetrated
upon the cities of this commonwt'l:l.ltll,in ?ne of wh;ieh I have th~ pleasure to
reside. It IS an unjust and unkind attempt,
upon the pf\.rt of the delegates from the rural
districts of the state, to array thorn in positive
and deadly hostility to the cities in this commonwealth.
It has been beautifully and aptly
said, that "man made the town, but God made
the country,"
But some gentlemen seem to argue upon the principle, that while God made
the man who resides in the rural districts. the
old ¥'entleman who lives below, and who seems
a suint when most he plays the devil, made all
of us whose lot is cast in the cities of this commonwealth.
And I will venture to say, that if
a stranger had come into this convention during
the pending of this question in respect to city
representation, and had not known it was a body
organized for the purpose of making a new 01'genic law for the state, he would have thought
that the presiding officer was a judge, and my
friends around me a jury, and that an action of
assumpsit had been brought against Louisville
for motley paid, laid out, and expended for her
use. Time after time have the statistics been
summed up and paraded here, and gentlemen
have enquired what has Louisville got, rather
than to what she is entitled.
All admit, that
population is the true, just, and proper basis of
representation, and we are for its liberal applicebion to the rural districts, and yet desire to withhold it from the cities, I ask gentlemen upon
wh,at just prix:ciples can they give full representation , according to numbers, to the former and
deny it to the latter?
And this question will be
asked with I.1lU?h more significance by the people. If Louisville should have a population of
cue hundred thousand, why is it that she is to
be entitled to but one senator?
The people will
certainly ask for a bill of particulars-for
the
reasons for this unjust treatment of their urban
fellow citizens. Has it come to this, that the
rigl1t to be fully and fairly represented in the
legislature, dep~mds up~:mt1~e"Venue of the voter?
So long as a cltu:en resHles 111 the country, he is
entitled to a fair and full representation
in the
legislature; but if operuted upon by motives of
conveuience or interest, he moves into Louisville,
or any othcr city entitled to separate representa·
tion, that moment he is stripped of a large portion of his political Ilild social influence and
power.
Is this right?
Is tl1ere any good reason for
this condition of things?
It is true, we are told
that Louisville is strongly represented in the
penitentiary.
So she may be-'tis
her and our
misfortune that such is the case. Weare told,
also, that she has her internal improvement-sher railroads and turnpikes, all conferring upou
her positive benefit, and imparting to her great
influence. Be it so. Do these works confer no
benefit upon the country through wltich they
pass? They were constructed as much for the
benefit of the whole state as for Louisville.
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The interests of commerce required they should lation will entitle her to.

I care not where a
on the Ohio nver, and man lives, whether in the city or the countr/'.
because they terminate at Louisville, they are to if he is a citizen of this commonwealth, as sue 1,
be pleaded as a set-off to her claims to a proper he is entitled to equal, just, and fair representaand just representation in the legislative halls of tion in the legislative halls of the state. This
the state. Is it not one of the objects of all con- thing of making fish of one and fowl of anothstitutions to prevent partial legislation?
Is there er may do in the legislature of the country, but
any thing to which the people had a stronger re- not here, and I shall therefore vote against the
pugnance than to partial legislation?
And yet restriction proposed in the amendment.
Mr. CHAMBERS.
'I'he county which I have
It is J?l'oposed to embody in the organic law a
principle which would deny to your fellow citi- the honor to represent, contains within its bor"sens-e-because they reside in a particular dis- ders no city or large town, nor is it probable
trict-their proper/olitical rights and influence. that it ever will have one entitled to a separate
yet I shall vote against all roFor my own part,
mean to vote for the princi- representation,
ple that population is the true basis of repre- strictive amendments to the fifth section, and
sentation, to the correctness of which every gen- for a fair and equal apportionment, applicable
These restrictions
tleman here almost has borne testimony.
I care alike to town and country.
not how it works, it is just in itself; and I mean, and distinctions are not only unjust towards the
so far as my action is concerned, to incorporate
inhabitants of our larger towns and cities, but
in this constitution no principle that is not just to my mind they are a violatiou of one of the first
.in itself. The judge who asks himself, when principles of our government, the political equalaboutto render a decision, what will be its pop- ity of freemen.
I can perceive ill? good reason why the same
ularity, by that very question he ruts to himself, hehas already soiled thejudicia
ermine with man, when he may chance to reside 1Il a town
which the confidence of the people has invested or city, should possess less -political weight and
him. And the man in this convention, 1 cure cOllseqUtlllcethan when he Iivea in the country,
not who he is, who asks himself whether an ap- nor why the inhabitants of cities should be reportionment is to operate to the benefit of one stricted beyond those of the country-they
are
party or the other, has already exhibited his un- all citizens of Kentucky, and, so far as I can see,
But I forbear
fitness for the discharge of tbereeponaible duties entitled to equal representation.
his constituents have confided to him. In this to press my views further than to say I fully
great work in which we are now engaged, I concur in the remarks made by the gentleman
than God that we are all whigs and aU demo- from Mason.
crats-(or
ought to be.)
The convention then took a recess until 3 0'·
There is a beautiful allegory lance read, of a clock.
:EVEN)::\G SESSION,
good and just man who pursuing a long journey, and every night he laid down with hope
Mr. RUDD read the following amendment as
and confidence in his heart and prayer and one which he intended to offer when the proper
thanksgiving upon Ius lips, he found himself ill time should arrive. He would submit it as a
the morning surrounded with a tent to shelter compromise fur the settlement of the question
and protect, the work and :providence of a kind which occupied the attention of the convention.
hearted and benevolent fairy. I mean to vote There were fears expressed of the concentrated
that population is the true nud just basis of rep- influence of the city of Louisville, but he apprehended they would be diminished and their
resentation, and when I vote for the iuccrporation in this constitution of principles which by cause removed by the adoption of his amendtheir inherent justice commend themselves to ment, which was in these words:
my confidence and sup;')Qrt, I shall have the
"That whenever any city is entitled to four
cheering assurance that It will be to us all in- representatives,
it shall be divided into two
deed a fairy tent which will be over and around warda, or districts; and when it is entitled to
us whithersoever we lIlay go, or wherever our lot five or more representatives, it shall be divided
may be cast. I do not stop to enquire what par- into single elective districts: and whenever it is
ty influence any principle here proposed may entitled to two or more senators, it shall be laid
have, or whether it will extend the influence of off into senatorial districts."
Mr. HARGIS, after recapitulating the positions
this or that section of the state, but is it just
and right in itself? I mean to act upon the which 'different gentlemen had taken on this
maxim so pertinently cited a few days ago by question, re-stated the population of the cities
Baltimore, and New Orleans,
my venerable friend from Harrison, (Col. New- of Philadelphia,
ell.) "equal rights to all, exclusive privileges to and the several districts into which they are diHe also again noticed the division of the
none."
When I see gentlemen, in reference to vided.
this demand for equal representation, guilty of state of Virginia, and pointed to these facts as
special pleading, attempting to excite the preju- examples for the convention.
After a few words from .Mr. MERIWETHER,
dices of one portion of the community against
another, I 'puL at once upon it the seal of my the vote was taken on the pending amendment,
condemnation,
and I win go for no principle to add to the 5th section the words, "no city or
which reg,uires to be strengthened by such ap- county shall ever have more than one senator,"
peals. I III part represent a city, one which has which was rejected; yeas 31, nays 60.
Ysxs-c-John L. Ballinger, Thomas D. Brown,
not set up for housekeeping aa yet, but the time
may come, and I hope it is not far distant, James S. Chrisman, Beverly L. Clarke, Jesse
when she will so do. And when that time does ,{laffey, Garrett Davis, James Dudley, Milford
Elliott, Richard D. Gholson, Thomas J. Gough,
COIllC, I want her to have as many representatives, both in the _senate and house, as her popu- Ben. Hardin, Andrew Hood, Thomas J. Hood,
terminate at some point
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Dunavan, Benjamin F. Edwards, Green Forrest,
MarkE. Huston"TamesW.lrwin,
Thomas James,
Nathan Gaither, gelucius
Garfielde, James H.
Thomas N. Lindsey, 'Thomas W. Lisle, Willis
Oarrcrd, Ninian E. Grey, James P. Hamilton,
B. Machen, Richard L. Mayes, Nathan McClure,
Vincent S. Hay, William Hendrix, Geo. W. JOh11*
J ohn H. McHcnry, James M. Nesbitt, Jonathan
ston, Charles C. Kelly, JamesM.-l;ackey,
Peter
Newcum, Henry B. Pollard, Johnson Price, LarLeehbrcoke, Gee. W. Mansfield, Alexander K.
kin J. Proctor, Thomas Rockhold,
Michael L. Marshall. William
0 Marshall, David MeriStoner, John J. Thurman, Squire Turner-31.
wether, Wm. D. Mitche)l, Tho!!. P. Moore, John
NAYs-Mr. President,
(Guthrie,) Richard ApD.Morris, Hugh Newell, William Preston, John
person, John S. Barlow, William K. Bowling,
T. Robinson, Ira Root, James Rudd, IgnatiuB
Alfred Boyd, William Bradley, Francis M. Bris- A. Spalding, John W. Stevenson, John D. Taytow, Charles Chambers, Wilham Chenault, Hen- lor, William R. Thompson, John Wheeler. Anry R. D. Coleman, Benjamin Copelin, William
drew S. White, Oharlca A. Wickliffe, Robert N.
Cowper, Ed wurd Curd, Lucius Desha, Archibald
Wickliffe, George W. Williams, Silas Woodson,
Dixon, Chasteen T. Dunavan, Benjamin F. EdWesley J. Wright-4-9.
wards, Green Forrest, Nathan Gaither, Selucius
Mr. JACKSON offered an amendment, but the
Garfielde, James H. Garrard, Ni nian E. Gray,
James P. Hamilton,
John Hargis, Vincent S. President ruled it out of order, as being in substance au amendment
which had been voted
Hal" William
Hendrix,
Alfred M. Jackson,
Wi Ham Johnson,
George W. Johnston, Charles down.
Mr.
RUDD
offered
the
amendment
to which
C. Kelly, James M. Lackey, Peter Lashbrooke,
of the eonGeorge W. Mansfield, William C. Marshall, Da- he had just called the attention
vention.
vid MeriwE'ther, William
D. Mitchell,
Thomas
Mr. C. A. WICKLIFFE
suggested to the genP. Moore, JohnD. Morris, Hugh Newell, Elijah
tleman from Louisville to strike out the words
F. Nuttall, William Preston, John T. Robinson,
and insert "any city."
John T, Rogers, Ira Root, James Budd, Igna- «the city of Louisville:'
Mr. RUDD asseented, and so amended his
tius A. Spalding, John W. Stevcnson,
James
amendment.
W. Stone, Albert G. Talbott, John D. Taylor,
Mr. IRWIN remarked that if cities could be
William R. Thompson, Philip Triplett, John L.
he could not see why counties
Waller,John
Wheeler, AndrewS. White, Charles gerrymandered,
also. "He underA Wickliffe, Robert N. Wickliffe, George W. could not be gerrymandered
stood the object which gentlemen lied in view
Williams, Silas Woodson, Wesley J. Wright-GO.
Mr. 'l.'RIPLETT offered the following amend- was to avoid 'the concentrated influence of cities,
but he suggested
that counties also could have
ment, to be added to the section:
influence.
That the cities now incorporated,
or which their concentrated
Mr. C. A. WICKLIFFE
asked the gentleman
may hereafter
be incorporated
in this comfrom Logan to be good enough to express his
monwealth,
and to which a senator or senators
on this floor, whether
may be allotted, shall not, together, under auy opinion as a representative
future apportionment, be entitled to more than one any county, with the limited number of one
hundred
representatives
in
the
legislature, would
fourth of the whole number of senators; and when
ever, under auy future apportionment,
the whole be entitled to four representatives.
Mr. IRWIN replied that such a case might
number of senators to which said cities would
be entitled, shall exceed one fourth of the whole arise.
Mr. C. A. WICKLIFEE
said when such a
number of senators for the whole state, the legislature shall apportion
the one fourth
of the case should arise, he would vote for it.
Mr. GRAY.
I cannot conceive
that this
whole number of senators among the cities enamendment
is in effect a compromise.
I think
titled, according to some just andequitablemode
of RfPortlOument;
and -provided that no city with my friend from Logan, and can see no reason
why
a
city
should
be
divided
in
her
represhnl ever be entitled to more than two senators.
Gentlemen
The amendment
was rejected; yeas 41, nays sentation any more than a county.
have argued a great deal about the power of
49, as follows:
these cities, from the concentration
of a large
YEAs-John
L. Ballinger, Thomas D. Brown,
number of citizens or representatives
in one
James S. Chrisman, Beverly L. Clarke, Jesse Cofbody.
In what respect are we to apprehend
fey, William Cowper, Garrett Davis, J ames Dud- danger from the action of these numbers?
Is it
ley, Milford Elliott, Richard D. Gholson, Thos. from any gcneral principle
on which the cities
J. Goug-h, Ben. Hardin,
John Hargis, Andrew will oppose the state at large? I think not. If
Hood, tho. J. Hood, Mark E. Huston, J. w.r-. I understand the objection, it is that there may
win, AlfredM.Jackson,
Tho. James, wm. John- be some private interests
or views peculiar to
son, Thomas N.Lindsey,
Tho. W. Lisle, Willis tile cities that would influence them, and cause
B. Machen, Richard L. Mayes, Nathan McClure, them to unite together
in advocating
a single
James M. Nesbitt, Jonathan N8wcum, Elijah F. principle in which they would oppose the interN uttaU, Henry B. Pollard, Johnson Price, Larkin ests of tho agricultural
'portion of the state. I
J. Proctor, Thomas Rockhold,
John T. Rogers, ask if dividing up the city and allowing her a
James W. Stone, Michael L. Stoner, Albert G. single representative
:from each locality, will
Talbott, John J. Thurman,
Philip
Triplett,
weaken the force that she will have in the legisSquire Turner, Juo. L. Waller-4l.
lature?
If there are interests
peculiar to the
Ncrs-c-Mr. President, (Guthrie,) Richard Ap~
city as opposed to the balance of the state, they
person, John S. Barlow, William K. Bowling,
will vote m a solid l?hahtnx.
I cannot see that
Alfrecl Boyd, William Bradley, Francis M. Bris- dividing the cities is to do any good, or that
tow, Wilham C. Bnllitt, Charles Chambers, Wilthis is any compromise
at all. It can do 110
liam Chenault,Benjamin
Copelin, Edward Curd,
good unless it is to divide up the influence of
Lucius Desha, Archibald
Dixon, Chasteen T.
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the grf'at political parties of the country, end very popular, anti now a vote has been taken, to
on local questions they will unite.
There is which r submit, which shows that the sense of
another objection to it. It provides for just the house is to give Louisville a representation
based 011 popular numbers.
It has been well
what iSj}l'ovidcd for in the twelfth section.
Ml'~B tAD LEY offered the cmeadment
of the said by the elder gentleman from Louisville,
gentleman from Christian, (Mr. Morris,) which (Mr. ltudd), that in every city in the United
has been heretofore published.
States, the rule proposed
by him has been
Mr. T. J. ROOD.
When that resolution was adopted, and there is not a single state, so fur as
first presented, it was attempted
to make it pal- I know, where they vote in a mass for senators
atable by calling it u corupromise.
I have not or for representatives,
where thcy are entitled to
more than one. What the reason bas been for
been able to see i tl it the idea of a compromise.
A compromise
is n mutual concession.
What this, I cannot tell, but it was argued the other
are the interests which are supposed to be ar- day by the gentleman from Christian
and the
rayed against each other between the city and gentleman from Henderson, that as there were
the country. They are the agricultural interest those who were afraid of the concentration
of
on the OUt' part, and the commercial and manu- power Iroui Louisville if she should send five or
facturing interests on the other.
I see no cou- SL'.:: members into the lower house, this was the
of
cession on either part, nor the first feature of a best means of avoiding this concentration
compromise.
I can well conceive how u con- power; and I confess that I see some reason in
flict may spring up in the eity in relation to the suggestion.
That it may have that effect
municipal regulations,
but wbcn the interests of permanently, I do not pretend to argue, but that
the whole city are opposed to those of the state, it may by possibility prevent that concentration
the c.i ty will be united.
Suppose a work of of influence and powt'r which some ~~ntlellen
internal il1l/lrovement affecting the city is pro- apprehend, there can be no good objection to
offered by the gentleman [rom
posed, wil the first ward oppos"" the second or the resolution
third?
Their interest if> united ill such a case, Christian 01' the one offered by the gentleman
from Louisville.
I hope that either the amendand no division will arise except with reference
to local questions.
If the city is to be divided,
ment or the substitute may be adopted.
with a view to creating- dissensions, why should
Mr. MITCHELL.
I was much astonished to
not a county be divided for the same reason? bear gentlemen who are opposed to representaOn what !Jrlllcipic is it t.hat cities are to be di- tion in Louisville according to numbers urging
vided anc not countieaf
'I'ho object is said to the impropriety
of any such restriction, as has
be, to divide the concentrated power of cities in been proposed 'in these
two amendments,
the legislature,
Why not do 11. in the counties?
and calling on members for some good reason
I am opposed to the principle
as applied
to why this restriction should be imposed.
From
both,
what I have heard here, the unity of repreof numbers within
Mr. RUDD,
Tho ccntlemen
asks, where 11<1.Ssentation, the concentration
so small a. space, was the great objection which
there been an exrLlllpfo of a city being divided
into wards or elective districts.
We have ex- was urged 'by those who were opposed to examples throughout the United States,
There is tending to Louisville
a representation
corresponding to her numbers.
no city which bas as many as four members,
'I'he proposition now before us is to break the
which is not divided into wards.
New York
has four senatorial districts.
Philadelphia
and population
)..Ip into separate political assooiuNew Orleans are likewise divided off in the tdous, and thus make their interests separate,
It
same way,
The object of my amendment is to was said they would come up in solid phalanx.
shield
locked in shield. 1t was urged that
approximate
as nearly. as possible to the present
system of districting the counties.
No county there was an identity of purpose. and this would
Now when it is proposed to
in Kentucky has more th:lll two representati ves. give them power,
My amendment says, that when the city of Lou- brcak up this power into separate political asisville is untitlcd to four, sho shall be laid off sociations, the very same gentlemen corne here
You eunnot coninto two uistriuts: anrl when she has five, thcy and secm tobe opposed to it,
shail be chosen in nve separate ·wards. This vince me that one who represents tell thousand
would ]lave tile same respousibilities
and be
will prevent their coming up here and speaking
governed by the same influences as one who
with one voice in your legislative halls. I think
Break them 11p tilen
this is fair. ''le did not ask for more at first, represents flfteen hundred,
than to have equality of rights, and perhaps this and you ereate separate political interests, you
is ~qll:-ll and just,
destroy that unity of representation
which has
:1Ir. PIWCl'OR..
I shall bc satisfied to- leave constituted the great objection to giving Louisthis matter to t.he legislature,
and therC'hy we ville what I conceive to be her due. I went
based on political numbers,
shall relieve ourselves from the responsibility
of for representation
for giviug Louisville thi" representation. let the
incorporating
such a provision in the constitution, and we shall not expose the constitution
consequcnces
be what they may. But I conthat we may make to the opposing interests that eei \'e she may be broken up in this way withBy dividing her into
may, in consequence, be brought against it. I out doing her injustice,
districts she wiIi lose nOllO of tbe strength to
am willing that Louisville shall be districted
which
she
is
entitled,
anJ
the objection which
when she knocks at the door of the legislature
and asks for it.
is urged is overcome.
It has been said it would
Mr. CLARKE.
I have been struck by 1.110 be better to leave the matter to the legislature.
I would rather it should be passed as it is. I
opinions expressed by gentlemen this evening.
would not give it to a party in the legislature to
Some two or three days ago, this proposition
offered by the gentleman
from Chnstian,
was distriet at one time and repeal at another, as
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party purposes might require.
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sotue who are familiur with the character

fixed rule, and a.'! I believe the amendment pruposed will effect this I shall go for it.
Mr. PRES'I'ON.
I wish 1,0 state lily poait.iou
in reference to this matter. before I east my vote.
The house seems incllued to give the city of
Louisville the same representative
privile~cs

that the report indicates.

I announced

this

morning that! did not feel inclined
mise that mutter, and I feci assured,

to comproif the house
were to adopt the amendment proposed by my
friend and colleague, a gentleman whom I klJOW
desirous to harmonize the conflicting views of

delegates, I believe, without effecting any great
or muteriul good, it would work, ill some respects, an important injury to us. It would prescribe one mode of voting in Louisville,
and
another in the counties.
It would declare the
principle that it was necessary to cut up into
wards nnd representative
districts cities, when
it was unnecessary
to divide the counties into
separate districts, and the consequence would be
a great deal of domestic dissatisfaction.
If we
go back to our constituents after having put
this principle
in the new constitution,
they
will say, you have achieved no good by adopting the district system.
You send us back to
meet this injurious
imputation
everywhere.
You, Mr. President, will be spoken of as having
been in favor of the district system ill the city,
when the same rule did not prevail in tho counties. After having gone in a body for those representative ri~ht'i and privileges
to which the
cities are justly entitled, we are now to go back
to meet a great many objections, to hear a great
deal of cavil, and to furnish our enemies, and
those of constitutional
reform, with this weapon
to assail II";. And if we go back to our city,
having obtained the equal rights of representation, we are enabled to give all aid, strength,
and support to this constitution,
which 110 opposition can possibly overcome.
It is for this reason I must respectfully ask the house to pags the
fifth section ot the report as it stand.'!. I know
the '''-orthy desire that actuates my colleague to
allay thi8 difficult,y. but I believe if we pass
the substitute, it Will not be a !l1011rCe
of strcngth
to liS, aud there i8 no llecc~sity of sending
Uf;
back to Louisville to meet the storm of opposition which may await us there, and about a
thing which amounts to nothing in itself.
I am
tIH:rcfore, unwilling to accept any compromise.
Mr. C. A. WICKLIFFE.
It will be remElIUbereel that the other evening I made a snggestion to the gentleman fron Christinn to modify
his proposition, so as to relieve it from the attack whicll has been made, that we restrict the
cities as we do not the counties.
So far as I was
concerned in announcill~
my determination
to
vote against all restrictlOns, and going for representation according to numbers, I yielded the
difficulties that had been pl'esDnted to my mind
against this rcproselltatioll
ill solid masses.
But
I beg to be understood, that while I have votcd
aga.inst every species of rC!'lt.riction heretoforE', I
have not been deaf to what bas been thrown out
as to the possiblfJ dnngE'r of that description of
rep~esentation.
I scorn the imputation
that I
deSire, or that those who act with me desire to
change the local representation
either from whig
to democrat or from democrat to whig.
Those

of a city
populetfou,
know that grea1. changes are mude
hy reuroving from one ward to another.
'I'he
upplicauou tor districLing will come np U$ well
from Covington ns Louisville, and may operate
ditfercnt.ly there from whutin Illay be supposed
to do ill Louisville.
Now 1 could have hoped
that those who are against concentration of power in small space, when the proposition
to divide into district"! was made, would have ruet it.
I was prepared to do it. I will take either the
original umeudmem or the substitute.
The PRESIDEN1'.
If the convention will
pnrdou me, I desire to make a statement.
(Leave,
leuve.)
I did desire that we should go on, in relation to the subject of representation,
as we
have gone heretofore.
I consulted with both the
gentlemen, and told the elder gentleman I would
go with him ill whatever course he might take.
I would state that I prefer hi8 amendment to that
of the gentleman From Christian.
If this if' received there will be nodi vision until her population entitles her to four representatives.
If the population remains as it is, it will make no change
probably in the present condition of partICs, awl
as I did not come here to ga,in political advantages, I prefer that amendment;
but if the convention deem it esecutinl to district the city, I
yield to that wish.
Mr. TURNER.
I wish to make a statement
to show DIy consistency. I have not urged the
restriction of L..ouisviile on the ground of her
consolidated vote. I am utterly opposed to the
proposition offered bymy friend from Louisville.
I do not believe that the people of Louisville
want it, nor the people of the state at large.
Mr. DAVIS. I am in favor of dtetrlcting
cities, ifit can be fairly and equitably done, without leaving too much to legislative
discretion,
and consequently to le~i",lativepowcr.
And upon this principle the cities have a general polltics lLS well UJ:l a local politics.
My i(lea is this,
ihat whel'evE'J' there is a representation in any assembly, in eithE'l' the general or state govern·
ments, tlmt that representation
ought to be !'.in~lc, as far as practicable, in congress, ill th!';:lpgIslaturc, and in the elcctiOll of a president in the
college of electors.
I cannot conceive any reason for districting a city that would not make
the argument the stronger in f1.wor of f1ingle than
double districts.
And. for that reason would I
be opposed to tlle pl'(j:position of my friend from
LOUIsville, that the city of Louisville
be divided into two districts.
If, then, it be proper to
district tJle city at all, in my judgment it ought
to be divided into single districts,
that each number of s(~parate people entitled
to a representa.
tive ill the general a."!i3cmbly should be reprcscnted therc by a man reflectllv1' thcir own priucipIes and their own wishes.
But that ob,icct and
end might be defeated by the double district system. I do not know what would be its present
effect, or it<> probable effect within a short time,
in the lower house.
It might be t]lat the ]Jropo·
sition of the gentleman
from Louisville
would
divide that city equally betw('en the two parties.
And SUpPO!)Cthat would be the effect. WlJ:lt effect would it have on Covington?
His (louble
district would exclude Covillgton giving one party the advantage
in both cases. I should be
opposed to ihat, and to anyarrnngement
now
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with a view to parties in this body, or any olhor body. And, if there is any proposition to district Louisville, or allY other city, by single districts, and legislative discretion is so controlled
as 10 prevent much abuse', 1 win vote for the
proposition,
because I believe it to he right ill
principle.
I think the proposition ofLhegentleman is not sufficieutlyguurdcd.
Now, the wards
of a city might be large and numerous; nnd ,
while I would prefer that different language
should be used, that the cities should be divided into single districts by squares of contiguous territory, so as to throw the districts into as
compact a form as possible, I would leave the
matter to legislative discretiou.
It mi~ht be that
the wards would be strung out into a rong line.
I want a general regulation
for the convenience
of voters and without reference to party ad vantage .
Mr. MORRIS.
I am obliged to the gentleman
from Bourbon for his suggestion.
Nothing has
given me more pain thau the idea which has
been thrown out, that I have been influenced by
pal'ty conaidemtion.
I wish to place the matter
8U that the city cannot
be gerrymandered,
and I
accept the propoeitlon
he has made, to substitute the word "squares" for "wards,"
and after
the word "contiguous"
to insert "so as to make
the most compact form."
Mr. RUDD suge-ested that the city of Louisville should be Iaid off by wards, divided by
the different cross etreets, commeucing
at the
ri ver , and ruuuing south to the extreme limits of
the city.
This would place them in a compact
form. He would like such a provision put into
the constitution,
as it would prevent all future
trouble.
:Mr. C. A. WICKLIFFE
"greed with the gentleman from Louisville.
He thought that genrlcmun'e amendment contained the best description of localities, and when they were takml as
dectorallimit.'i,
all telllptation
to gerrymander
\\'u,s avoided.
He called for the yeas and nays
on the substitute.
The question was then taken, and it was decided iu the affirmative-yeas
56, nays 34:
YEAs-John
S.Barlow,.Alfred
Boyd, William
Bradley, Jas. S. Cllrismull, B. L. Clarke, Jesse
Coffey, Henry R. D. Coleman, Beaj. COJ?elin, Wm.
Cowper, Edward Curd, G<l.rrett DaVIS, Lucius
Desha, James Dudley, Benjamiu H. Edwards,
Milford Elliott, Green Forrest, Srlucius Garfielcle,
James H. Ganard, Hichard D. Gholson, Thomas
J. Gongh, James P',Hamilton, Jolw Hargis, W.
Relldrix, Andrew Hood, Thomas James, 'Vrn.
Johnson, Charles C. Kelley, James M. L:J.ekey,
l\~ter Lashhrook, Thomas N. Lindsey, Thomu.;;;
W . .Lisle, Willis B.Machcn, George '\' .Mansfield ..
11iclmrd L. Mayes, Nathan l\[cCllife, David Merri wether, William D. Mitchell. Thomas P. Moore)
John D. Morris, James M. Nesbitt. Jonathan
Newcum, Elijah .l!', Nuttall, Hemy B. Pollard,
John T. Robinson, Thoma!> Rockhold, John '1'.
Roger!'!, Ignatius A. SpaJ1)ing, Jal}1('S W. Stone,
Albert G. Talbott, John D. Taylor, J. Wheeler,
Andrew S. White, Charles A. Wieklifl'e, Robert
N. Wickliffe, George W. Williams, Wesley J.
Wright-56.
NAYs-President,
(Guthrie,)
Hichard Apperson, John L. Ballinger,
'Villiarn K. BowlIng,
Francis M. Brisiow, Thoma.<; D. Brown, Charles

Chambers, William Chenault, Archibald Dixon,
Chasteen '1'. Dunavan, Nathan Gaither,
Ninian E. Gray, Ben. Hardin,
Vincent S. Hay,
'I'homas J. Hood, Mark E. Huston, James W.
Irwin, Geo. W. Johnston,
Martin P. Marshall,
'Vilhan{ C. 1I1:m,hal1, Hugh Newell William
Preston, Johnson Price, Larkin J. Proctor.Jra
Root, James RudJ,John
W. Stevenson, Michael
L. Stoner, William R. Thompson,.TohnJ.
'l'hurman, Philip Triplett,
Squire Turner, John L.
Waller,Sila8
Woodson-3·1.
So the amendment
of 1I1r. Morris was subati .
toted for that of the gentleman from Louisville.
The question then recurred on the adoption of
the amendment.
Mr. C. A. 'YICKLIFFE moved the previous
question.
Pending this question the convection adjourn.
ed.

TUESDAY. NOVEMBER, 2U, 184~.
Prayer by the Re,v. Mr. LASCA6TEIl..
BASIS

or

r.ErRESE~TATlON.

Mr. CLAHKE offered the following resolution;
Whereas, ill the formation of a republican constitution, it is right and proper to establish some
true and correct basis of representation.
Wherefore,
Resolved, That all free white inhabitants who
have been born in this commonwealth,
and reside therein, or who shall have resided in the
county, town, or city, in which they shall be
enumerated,
one year preceding
the census or
enumeration of the ~eople, (aliens not naturalized excepted.) shall torm the basis of representation.
I ofTer that resolution to test the sense of the
convention whether population.in
the sense in
which it is pesented ill that resolution, is the
true basis of representation
as many gentlemen
have contended.
There are many persons in this
commollwealLh
who ought to be considered as
well as tile qualified voters.
Mr. C. A. WICKLIFFE.
I do Hot understand
the object of the mover of that resolution.
If I
understand it, we are to base representation
upOll the Humber of individuals,
whetber male or
female, qualified voters or not qualified to vot·e.
hir. CLARKE.
I desire to cTmnge the word
"or" to "and," so ihat it shall rear.l, "and reside
dina'therein."
'
~fr. C. A. WICKL1FFE.
I llt1ve a still strong.
er objection to it as it 1I0W stnndfl; for I understand its purport to be to exclude naturalized
citizens, ill formiug the basis of representation.
.Mr. CLARKE.
'l'he gentleman
certainly
misullden,lands
me. 1 mean no such thing.
Mr. C. A. WICKLIFFE.
I presume my friend
docs not intend to make tile exclusion, but I
thillk a proper construction would have the effect which Illamed.
Mr. CLARKE modified the resolution, so as to
exclude aliens not naturalized.
Mr. C. A. WlCKLIFl"E.
'That makes a great
difference?
I do not desire to pursue the discussion, for I presume this convention
have made
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up their minds on the subject of the qualifica- go to Louisville; there is a floating population
tions of voters, and nrc satisfied to leave that there, if it is not treason against my worthy
matter as it is at present, and to take the basis of friend from Louisv ille to say so. They stop also
our fathers-e-tc-wit,
the qualified voters of our at Covington, at Newport, and at Maysville
awhile, and they are taken in among the list of
country-as
that on which we shall act.
voters. They are mechanics, working men, and
Mr. HARDIN,
I understand
this is a gcv- pedlers, and have no permanent residence; and
ernruent of the people. The people, I under- what is more they will give' in their names to
stand to be men, women, and children, who are the commissioners when an apportionment
is to
white, and who are born. citizens of the United be made. And hence if you ~o over all the
States, or of foreigners ~l,o have been natural- towua in the state, and take Lexington, Maysized, 'I'hat I understand to be the qualification
ville, Ooviugton.and Paducah, you will see a diswhen you take the gentleman's resolution as it proportion of voters taken down the y~ar the
stands. And he meant nothing but that before representation
is to be apportioned,
Louisville
111 the use of the 'Word alien, meaning- those who
gave as many in 1843 as ill 18'18; not that there
have not been naturalized,
The basis then pro- was as many people there, but she took in, in
posed is the whole free white population that 1843, a moving, itinerant population.
Lexingare citizens of the U, States, and are residents of ton was in the same position.
I want the counthe county, or town, or city, in which they Illay try to have a chance. 'Ve have been tnugbt by
have been resident one year. Upon the subject of our fathers-what?
That it should be a white
the uniformity of that basis, I do not think the population,
They let the free negroes vote from
gentleman is COHCct. The basis of representa1792 to 1800, but we were taught certain princition in the congress of the United States is ex- ples of government which were excluded by the
actlythe
basis laid down there, with tbe excep- present constitution, and that constitution COI\tion of the slaves in the slaveholding states. By talns many th ings to which the people now ob\Val of compromise, they were allowed a represen- ject, and we are sent here to make a new one,
tanon of tfielr slaves, upon the basis of three Weare not to consider that eonstif.ution as bindfifths, Wit.h that exception the representatioll is ing upon us either as preoodeuts or in any other
that precisely which IS laid down in the gentle- way. We came here to reconstruct and remodel
man's proposition. I have not examined the con- it, What was in the cOllstitution in 1792 was
stitutions of the various states, in order to ascer- excluded ill 1799, and what was in in 1799 will
tain what is the basis that has been adopted.
I be excluded in 1849. The world is advancing;
believe it varies in some of the states; in some it the world is Improving.
\\'e appeal' to be standis the free voting population, and in others, the ing still, but we move as the world moves, in
free white populatiun.
I have no doubt my all the arts and sciencics.
We do not see our
worthy friend from Bullitt, (Mr. Thompson,) in advance, but we are advancing,
The world is
his remarks the other day, was correct in quoting ill1frovin as well in the arts nnd sciences geneg
the provisions in the different constitutaons of ral y as ill the science of government; and 1 say
the states, as to what forms the basis of repre- that men, women, Rnd children have a right to bo
sentation.
And that only goes to show that the represented.
I looked around me the other day,
federal government has the basis of white popu- and found that I had twenty five grand children,
lation,
Now, I ask whyin the nature of things and not one of them can be represented under
it should, not be so in all the states. and why this constitution,
and yet more than half arc
should not women and children under twentv just verging into manhood and womanhood, and
one yeats of age I1ave a right to be representt'cl some of them pa.y taxes 011 $25.000.
I am
by the law-making power? Are they not sub- oblige~ to the gent.leman for bringing in that
ject to the laws? Do they not pay taxes upon
resolutIOn,
their f:foperty?
navc they not rights at stake
Mr. C. A, WICKLIFFE.
This convention
as we 1 as men? Are not their persons subject
to the laws just as much as if they were voters? was called to re-model our form of government
'1'0 be sure it ~s so, A young man of eighteen in those respects where experience bad pointed
I
fi~hts like voters, and works on tlw roads, does to existing evils in the present constitution,
militia duty, and many other acts, und I cannot did not understand that it wa" called for the
those great principles
see whyyoun~ men, women, and children should purvose of changing
not form the basis of representation, and have a wluch seemed to have been sanctified by time,
voice in the government.
And there is anotheJ' and acquiesced in by common consent, a.pproved
reason. You go to your cities and large towns, and by all, and complained of by lJOllC, Under this
there is Q floatinlJ population of unmarrioed men. op~nion, I did not, when addressi.ng my fellow
Go \:(I tJle least VII[age in your state, (God forbid CItlzens who sent me ItcI'e, feel It my duty to
I shol,lld again mention Louisville,)
and you say to them tbat 1 desired, or expected to change
find a disproportion of voters to the number of certain great prinC'.iplessecured to the country in
1 inthe population:
some journeymen mechanics, the present constitution and bill of rights,
som~ young unmarried men in stores, or young sisted that this should remain undisturbed as it
as th.orein
men studying law or medicine.
And go to eve" was; that the right of representation,
ry town and take the number of people in the guarantied, should remam secure and inviolal.e;
town, and then go into the country and taktl the that liberty of conscience, and the freedom of
same number, and you find the t.own furnishes; the press slwuld also remain secure, I'_ndguarmore voters in proportion than the ccnmtry. I antied to the pli'ople and to posterity,
Now,if the basis of representation
has been
think the basis ofthe gentlcm.anis t.he correct one;
any where in Kentucky a cause of complaint, or
it is based upon the same frinciple
a.<> the C011gress of the U. States, and
believc at least half Ims entered into the elem~lJlts which led to the
of Uie states. I beg pardon if I should again call of this convent,ioIl, it has e!'caped my vision
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and my hearing, and I understand IlOW from I11J his vote on the question taken yesterday ill his
colleague that he has come into it since Ius nuseucc, which was granted.
warfare upon cities commenced. 1 have not
Mr. I1A~DJN.
J have alwa.ys believed that
looked at tables, or the census of this commonrepresentation should be according
to numbers,
wealth, to see where this will strike heaviest, or
that is, the free white population of this state
benefit most, nor "would I care.
\\~ho are citizens either by nuturaliaatiou or by
He says that population is the basis of r('pre- birth.
Now I know many widows ill this couusentauon, aud that it is the basis adopted by the ty, who have J)erhaps, a property of eight or
federal government.
Does not Illy col.league ten tho.usand
ollars and pay tuxes, and they
know, that when the thirteen sovereignties were nre subject to cur laws, and though they cannot
forming this compact of states, that ,-cry l)oint vote they ought to be represented.
In thc
was the subject of dispute, and ultimate y of formation
of the federal constitution,
the necompromise, and none more so than this very gro population
was a subject of compromise.
guestion of representation
according to numbers,
The slave holding states roj· Ieur they would be
111 the two houses of congress?
The slave states, swallowed up by the north, insisted that their
contended for the representation of per SOBS whose slaves should be represented, and if there was
lives they had under their charge and protection.
any compromise about the white population. I
The free states insisted OIl free population
have not seeu the article which shows that on
A compromise was made. by which the whole the journal.
I do not believe it was a-matter of
populuiiou wns to be enumerated, and three fifths compromise.
of the slaves. Wf' have no such coutendiug' in. ~ly colleague asks if we knew of this Prcpcterests of sovereignties ill this state to allay, set- sitiou when we came lip here. No,hc says, it
tle, adju-st, and compromise.
was nut mentioned in any way in the discussions
The resolution is to change the basis of rcp- of the canvass. I will ask, 'I'M it mentioned
118 it
reseutafion as it has existed for fifty years with- that Louisville should be gerrymandered
No sir, you may say what yOll
out complaint, so far as my recollection goes, w~s yesterday?
from H.llY quarter.
'I'he argument is, that the \\'111, that was the first time that principle was
Women and children shall be represented, and ever introduced ill Hentuokv, either in the conyoung men who bear arms. lam against giving s~itlltiOll of 1792 or of 179U, that you shall d ito matter, property, 01' terr-itory, or to pl:lrBOllS, vide a town OJ· city into precincts or wards to
the right ofrepJ'esclJtatiou, wh<Jn they are placC'd makc it gi\-c a divided vote_ This will he VIrin <t condition where tilt'y cannot exerciBe it.
1 tually making a division of a county. We are
have 110 idea of giving to ono wall whose locali- ~lOtt~ tum a deaf ear, Ilor.:;hut our eyes to what
ty may place him in the llciryhborhood of men, IS gOllig OIl. Any man eun sec that the agdctllwomell, and children, mor(1 p~itical power than tural intcrests are to be led up and sacrificed at
the man who lives ,vherc they are not; so abtlll- the altars of the towns and citics in tJI(! state.
daut_ I am for plaeing on each man who aots, Y cs sir, they arC',and to gi ve them a fair chauce,
the responsibility of a citizell, the same equal r want the frce white population to be the basis
I know that. the county
privilBges, though be llJay IIot be wealthy.
The of repr~selltat.io\l.
gentleman objects that thore is a floating popula- 'which I rcpresent can in no wi:;e be affecteJ.
tion-voter,;
who have no respousibility.
1 am It was Ollt:e all extensive countv, but bas been
oppo.~cd to giving oue of that class ally more cut 11.nd cnt till it has lost" nll form and
thau his due political weight, Oil account of his shape that it ever had, and is reduced to UIe
being surrounded by men, WOlllen, or childrell. lowest point of rq)J"(;sclltatioll. 'Ve never can
get but one, tLud yOli never can take that one
Let him have his own weight and no marc.
Why this change at this late hour; when I be- from tiS,and om county never can be gerrymandered, thank God. I speak Wwt word without
lieve the UlelllbC'l"sof this cOllYent,ioll, individuTIJ(~ practicc of
ally and collectively, are anxious to bring the any disrespcct to any one.
labors assigned to us, to a close; whun the coun- thus dividin$ \\"a8 first introduced by thE' celebrated
Elbndge
Gerry,
and
was
carrieu illto
is impatient to see the end of these labor.'!;
Vlll"!OUSst.ates. but I Ile~-er thoughtitrig-ht.
'l'he
'I' I,en the bill on .rour table whiC'h we had under
considcration for somc days, fixed the basis of whIgs were arcused of it in the division madc
representation by the judgment and sanction uf in this state ill 1833. I believc it was called
the chairmal\ and the whole committee?
Why gerJ'ylilaud"ring, but I think the division was as
introduce at this latc hom illto thi8 han, and fair as could be made. I can see that we an:! to
0llr
into this constitution, this llew elemellt, which be sacrificf'd by a great alld lending party.
is 110tcaleulat.ed, let me Il.Ssure Illy coll~aglle, party is to be sacrificed this day or to-mOI"J'{)w.
to form a constitution
in conformity with the 1 know it, I can se<Jit.. but so long as I can raise
wis~les of the !)eople? ] believe m~ c011eague my voh:c, sick 01'well, I w ill protest against it_
Mr. MITCHELL.
I came llcre as the repredesJn3s, as mue 1 as I, or allY man, to Jorm a constitution which will be satisfuetory to them.
1 sentative of the people of my count.}'" without
will not follow ouL the argnment, but unless I regard to part,y politics, to act ac(:ordlng to my
cau scesorne better ground for changing the ba- conceptions of what is just. In the discharge of
regard the influence which
sis which 1 think my countrymen dtlsirc still to my duty I 8111.111not
my action may have on the political parties of
maintain, I will not, for the sake of stripping
Rf'ganling, n.s I do, politi(:ul numany city or any town of one fiftieth, or oue twen· this state.
tieth part of the political wl."ightwhich it enjoys, ber" as the true ba<;i.'lof reprcsellta'Lion, I should
introduce into thIS constitution this ncw basis of think sir, that if the resolution undcr consideration were to receive the coulllt'nance of this eOllrepresC'ntation.
vention, its [lction would be a departme frolTt
Mr. KAVANAUGH
desired lcave to record principles that have in ~cntll(jky been long and

t'l"

well settled.
Representation
results from uecesaity. ]f the people could assemble together
and directly perform all political ads uccest>fll'y
fur govenueutal PUl'pO';(:~s,there would be
no necessity for representation.
But as in large
states they cannot thus assemble, it is necessnt-y
that thousands should be represented by one
J1l:\1l.
Whom do we repreeent'i
whose
voice
does the representative
speak? II>it the voice
of the whole population or thatof those who, if
assembled together primarily,
would
do the
business of h:gblrttion? Has it CHr been the
case from the carliest history of mau , that women and children have coust itutcd any part of

the assemblage for the purpose of politicnl action? Such was not the case in Athens? When
the Athenian democracy assembled for political
purpose;:.;, the convention W:lS composed of those
who hnd . arrived at full age, the men of the
country, male adults, who alone were elltitled to
vote. And, sir, if we could thus assemble. such
would be the individuale who would vote with
us. But as primary Iegislution is altogether impracticable.
it is necessary that its exercise
should be delegated.
Out of this necessity has
grown representation, which is designed to refleet the intelligence of the country, to embody
the will of those who are vested with political
power.
It. is the concentration
of tlle popular
Yoi('c-that voice 'which speaks at the polls. It
is thecl'eaturc obeying the bebests of its creator.
It iii the ascertained will of the freemen of the
country expm~sed through th?ir re~resentative.
The resolutIOn under con';ldcratIOn proposes
that women and children who are born in the
I.:ounlry, as well a>; men, shall cunstitute thc
hasis of representation,
excluding alic1l5; and
yet the children of the country have no more
l'ig-ht to Lhe exercise of political p01,"cr thall the
allen.
The alien may acquire it but the female
child never CUll; the male child, it is true, will
also
entitled to it at a proper age, but untit
that time he is as dcvoid of political power as
tIle alien,
WllY Ulen exclude the alien~ 'Nay,
why exclude the free negro or allY one plse, if
population without rr.gard to political Humbers
is to bl.: the basis? If the burden of taxation is
to have any influeJlce, the free negro mayacquire property amI be taxed.
He may be com~
veIled to contribute toward the support of the
gO\'ernmcnt, us well as the white man, as well
as th..: child.
'I'he child has no more political
right-has
no more voice in the councils of the
country, than the free JJl~gro. WhJ.make
this
discriminatioll
if populatIOn, in Iti'; broadest
sense, iii to be the basis of n:pr,~sentatio)]~ I do
110t i';ce how geutl~mell call t;l,.;('apcfrom this diffi(;\llty.
The gentic>man from Nelson,
(Mr.
Hanlll1), says that this is the principle 011 which
reprcseutation is based ill the cougress of the
U. States. Free ne/?roes, aliens, aIJd three fift,hs
of the slaves are taken into the ('stimutl.:. 'I'he
constitution of the United States declares, that
"Represcntati\7cs
and direct taxes shall be
apportioned among the several states whil.:h may
b..: included within this Union, according to
their respective numbers, which shall be determined by addiug to the whole number of free
persons, including those bound to service for a
term of years, and excluding Illdians not ta.xed,
three fifths of all other persons."
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Here all free persons ure included, without. regard to color, so that free 11cgrocs and aliens arc
actually incluoed ill the csumate made in the
ap,portlOlIrnent under the federal constitution.
1hen so far as that example goes, and indeed
allY other example within my knowledge, this
resolution presents a uovelt.y. It proposes to
exclude aliens and H.11those from other states
who hevc not a year's residence. Why make these
exclusions, if popnlation in its broadest sense,
is to be the basis of reprcscntetiou?
I should
like to henr the philosophy
of the thing, why
population in its broadest sense should be tho
basis, and I ahould Iike to hear, then, the reasons why women and children who pay taxes
should be represented, and aliens and- free negroes who also pay taxes should not be represented.
If representation is to be based on the intelligence of the l;'eople you cannot place it on the
basis of taxauon.
We exclude property because
the idea of intelligence does not attach to it. We
say that our government is supported upon the
intelligence of the great mass of the people.
It is Hot the errand of woman's destiny to go
forth and wrestle on the political arena,
Her duty is to dispense the blessings that cluster
around the domestic hearth.
She constitutes
the brightest link in the chain of man's association-that
tie which makes
"A paradise on earth,
Where heRlts and handa combinc."
To her, as the mother of mankind, is t'lltrusted
the task of fashioning the mind of childhood
for future greatlless-her
teachingil are seen on
the battle-field, heard in the senate chamber.
Her glory is like the Roman Cornelia's, whose
jewels weTe her children,
To man, from the bt.:ginnillg of time, has been assigned the task of
cultivating the earth, d~f~llding the country and
controlling its political destiny.
It is proposed
here to enlarge the basis of representatIOn so as
to embrace women and children, and yet give
them 110 voice. How could an individual come
up here and reflect the will of his constituents,
when but aminor portion of that constituency has
placed him in the position which.he occupies?
Does it not, to some extent, contravene the great
prineiple of the right of instruction?
If the
whole people constitute the basis of repre!ientatioJl, how is he to be instructed
by a part and
not a majority of the w])Ole? The women and
children ·will be his constituency, aHd how is he
to reflect the will of that constituency when the
larger portion of them arc voiceless'? I do not
perceive any reasons for this proposed I.:xlension
of the basis of representatioll.
It occurs to me that when Kentucky fixed her
repr~sentation on political nUlllbel's, I mean on
thosb who have the elective franchise, she placed
it on the true principle: she was then ill ad vance
of all her sisters and shone out among them
" __
Veluti inter ignes
Luna minores."

Mr. OLARK.

The Jounger gentleman from
Nelson (Mr. C. A. Wickliffe) ask& why it ii', at
this late hour, I have thought proper to intro~
duce this resotution.
If I weru to concede the
right to him to ask that question, I would answer ane say it was introduced for the purpose
of basing representation UpOll whal I beLieve to
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Le the true basis.
Ana, whether \V~ hnvo ..li;jcussed another question. to some extent, involving the same pn nci pte, for several days, 01' not,
is Hot a matter
of 2Ltiy COIlSl'qU(>lICC when 1, n.."
the representative of a free and eulighteued
constimeucy, think proper to submit n resolution to
the house. That gentleman, as well as the gelltleman who has just taken his seat, (Mr.
Mitchell,) has assumed that this was It question not discussed last summer before the people
any where. The gentleman from Nelsoll says
he came here a reform delegate-that
he had
pledged himself to the peoflle to bring about
certain reforms, and that UHf; reform was never
mentioned.
He says this is changing a great
principle, ami the geutlemun from Oldham agrees
with him in that statement.
Now I put it to the
two gentlemen whether there has Hut been nnother ('h;lllgoJ made within the last two suns in
the olJ constitution,
and one which 'was not
discussed in the newspapers or by the .lelegntes
during the last canYass.
I allude to tlle chUJIgc
made in the constitution
yesterday upon the.~ubjeet of city rerresentation
in the senate.
'Vhen
it is propose( to mako a chango that does not
correspond with the views of certain gcutlemen,
it is very ea.<;yfor them to ¥et up find say, yOIl
are now prorosing
to make lIlroaus on established rules all( principles, which !Ia\'e been sane:1 ioned by time and Jmllowed hy experience
in
tIllS eOllHtry-you
nrc attempting
to do this
without having .informed the people when you
came hel'e that such was yom iutention.
But
when the,same gentlellien think proper to make
inroads au priuciples
that have lwell sanctified
by time and experience, then these argumeuts
are of 110 weight whatever,
'rhe gentleman
frolU Oldham declares this to be a Jep,\rture
from principle.
What principle?
He inquires
how it is you intend to allow women and children to be repl'\:$ented, and at the sallle time hc
says money shall not be rcpresented; that representation is bused 011 the idea of patriotism, virtue and intelligeDce, and that imcllige-nce cannot be expected excel)t in adults, and according
to the rule for which lle is coutending,
those
adults must be malc adult",
It. has been well
remarked by the elder gentleman from Nelson,
that there was no cont.rovel-sy ill the convention
that framed the federal constitution
as to the
basis of representation
in the sense iwlieated by
some speaker::! here, There was a controversy
in the convention as to whether population
or
property should be the ba...isof representat.ion; but
there llcverwas, according to my recollection, and
I havo read with some care th.:l lIadisoll Papers
and Elliott's Debatci?-, a (;Qntrovcn;y af>to whethcr population in a restrict.ed sense, (such as bcre
propo:wd) or in an unlimited sense, should form
the true basis.
I havoJ yet to see 'where there
eyer was a conf:,roversy in the federal convention a8 to whether fopubtioll,
restricted or populatiun unre~tricte(, should furnish the true basis of representation,
whethcr
population,
as
IIsed, meant free white inhabitants,
or those only who were qualifi..,d voters.
When)'oulayoffyourstatc
illtoten congression.
al districts for representation
in congress, do you
not take men. women, and children into the calculationY Have not women and cl1ildren their
rights?
And although you deprive them of vo-

ting, ~holll,\ they not U,' represented when you
tax them to the 1t1-"It
dollar, as well as those who
make the laws arc taxed?
Jam perfectly eatleIied , from the examination J have made, that ill
the towns and cities, and purticularly
the cities,
there are more voter . ,;in proportion
to the halance of the free white population,
thnu can be
found in the rural districts. There are rhosewbo
apprehend, and I think justly, that there IS danger to be expected from the cities, as far as the
rights and interests uf the rural districts
ere
concerned, perhaps »ot now, but ill nfter times,
You then here insist upon a basis, which does
what'/
A basis, which if! a departure
from the
great principle
of popnlatiou as a basis.
Aml
your restricted basis of population gives to every city an advantage OV('I' the rurnl districts.
Why select that basis?
Why select qualified
voters, when if yOIl will take up the auditor's
report, or the census fur 18/10, it will sntiefy evcry mind that that basi. .. givc," all advantage to
the cities uver 1he rural di:stri~ts,
Why do that'l
If you mnke qualificd voters 1he b~I.sIS, it ouly
goes half way. When yOIl stop therc, you give
the cities an advantage over the cUlmtry; hut if
you tal;e the free whilll inhabit311ts of the stnte,
lf you give allY advantage at all, you give it to
t111l rmal
dislnctso
Now, why stop at this half way house? WJw.t
is tllC fact? Go to the munufaduril1g
establishments ill tllC citil's, you will find a lllllllber of
Illen there, as well as upon your wharves and
steamboats, who have no families at all,
They
cannot afford to keep families ill the cities. The)'
go there, and according to this half way principle, they go to t.he ballot box lmJelcct their reprt:sentatives, and control the rights of men, Wl)'
mcn, and childrell.
I should likethegelltlcman
from Oldham, when lIe returns to his constituent!>, to explain to th(~m why he stopped at the
half way house.
Let him take the IlUlliber of
qu;~lifieJ vnters in his COLIllty, and then the llumber of children bet,ween five aDu sixteen years
old; thon take the sanle classes in Jefl'el'::;on county, and city of Lmlisville, and I will asl, if there
are not, in proportiOlI to 111evoting- population,
more children bt-tween thesc ages, than in the
coulJty
of J..,ffcrson and <:ity of Louisville.
What is he doing?
He is d&pl'iving his own
cou Ilty of a full representation
on the great principle that populatIOn is the true basis of represcntation,
With all your 8<.:hoo18, charity C'>lablishments,
and a....ylullls in the city of Louisvillp, the fact docs still exist, that tJlCre are more
cLilJrcll, ac.:ordillg' to It giY{on number of voters,
in t.he rllral distrkl,r:; t.ban ill the citieR.
Now,
by woy of illustration,
I will tnke the counties
of Christian, Trigg, Todd, and Logan.
These
are the heaviest sl:we COlinties ill the southern
part of the stat,). They give a voting population of 6,792.
According- to the Auditor's
re~
port for 1847, those four counties ha~oe within
their limit,s, c:hildl'CIl between the ages of five
and sixteen, to the number 01 8,677.
'l'ake thn
voting population of tlH! city of Louisville, and
tlw county of Jeffcrsol1, which is 6,737, and
there is but 55 Jifference betwecu them; whereas, Louisville and the county of Jeff.:rson, have
but 7,106 cllildren between thoso ages, thus
showing, with an equal voting population,
n
difference in favor of t]lOse counties over th~
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city, of 12GI ehil.lreu between t110",0ages. 'l'ak o~ tiorr is the VCI·Y principle adopted in the coustlTt is one of the very 1:\81.
thc ccunties of Suupscu, Hart, Allcu, mnl Barren. tuticn of .N ow Y ork.
and there are 6,37:.1qualified voters. 'I'bey have conventions that have met for the pnrpose of
framing
a
constitution.
No w , I put it to the
(Illite ahcavy slave population.
The number of
children ill them between five and sixtccu veal'S ~elltl(]lllan on this Hoar, when it is !)erfectly
of age is 8,849. The votina population of those manifest and apparent, if yon establie 1 this as
you will
four counties is less than that (If Jefferson and the true principle of representation,
Louisville by 364, and there are 1443 children shield the rural districts from that overshadowing and impending danger which they appreill favor of those four counties.
Thera are great principles
that regulat.e hend from the recently increased power of the
population, and increase or diminish it, aud cities. If you do thus shield them, I ask my
I.lveryone of them Ie in favor of the rural dis- friend from Nelson, why he opposes it1 Why
And if it docs
tricts, unless the philosophy
of the schools be not carry out the principle?
false. First. the morals of a community howe give the rural districts any advantage, let it do it.
And
I
protest
against
stopping
atthat
very point,
much to do with the increase or dlmiuutiou of
population.
I will be understood, add it is a if there be danger to the rural districts, which
fact, without intendilJ~ all>, disrespect to the will place them at the mercy of the cities.
I have said that throughout almost every repopulation of any city ill this Union, that there
B more immorality,
and such immorality as lo port that hue been made from the committees,
prevent the propagation of our own species, in qualified voters have been made the basis of
the cuies than ill the rural districts.
By a cal- representation; but there is nothing in the world
culation made by a distinguished
gentleman in more easy thau to strike out the words" qualithe state of Ohio, when you estimate the popu- fied voters," wherever they occur. and insert
And the declaration. of
lation of New York am] Boston, and compare "white inhabitants."
the number of deaths among children between gentlemen that we are going back to undo all
that
we
have
done,
is
a
mere scarecrow, for not
birth and the age of five years, with the same
number of the rural population; it is ns six to more than half a yard of talk and work (I beOIl€'.
'I'hau is one great principle which governs lieve some gentlemen's speeches are measured hy
the increase of population, and the superior mor- ·the yard) will be uecessarv to accomp lish all. I
als will always secure an increase 10 the country hope the subject will be discussed by gentlemen
over the city. There is another principle: go to better acquainted with it than I am, and I trust
your populous cities, and there you ·will see the reaSOllSand advantages here suggested, will
hundred~ uf half fed t:hildren, a speetade you be so oemollstrated, that there will scarcely be a
never witness ill the rllral distrids;
there, they dissenting voice to the adoptioll of tIle resolumay be poor, and in humble <:ireulllstunces, yet tiOll. I shall ask for the ayes ::l.lldnoes.
they have always a sufficit.lllcy to sustain life,
Mr, MAYES.
This is an interestiugquestion,
and are hearty and healthy.
Expoflnre exists in aud one that I think merits the calm considerathe cities, to (l ~roater extent, lhllll in the country. tion of the members of this body.
I shall not
Nor will it be dCllied tha.t the ]Jure and bl1huy be actuated in my vote on this subject, by tJle
air of the cOllntry is more conducive to b:~a1th questiou whether tlw adoption of the- resolutioll
than the malvelltilated atmosphere of a crowded of the gentleman from Simp"on, will affect cities
eit,y, I maintain it cau be demonstrated
that or the eOllll~r~. I inquire whether.it il;'right or
the growt.h (Jf the rural districts, with a given wrong. Is It Just, or If adopted will It operate
lllllnuer of inhabitants to begin with, must al- oppressively or unjustly on any portion of the
ways oulstrip the cities, so far as t.heir own state. I have thought, and I still think, that
production of population is concerned.
If gen- the citi",s have been vcry impropNly drawn into
tlemen will carry out the prillciple on which the various discussions ·we have had in this conthat increasC"of power has been conferred upon ventioll. We me acting with ,1 view to promote
the cities, by the vote of yesterday, they will do the general interests of the state, and local inmuch to dissipate tht' danger aPIH'ehended hCl'e. terests are not to be taken intu the general action
It is l'igllt and just, and is a. l)rinciple agreed for the gell(~ral weal. Yet we have seen the city
upon by the framers of the federal constitution.
of Louisville arrayed on almost eVf:ry question,
Notmore1han
two years ago, the same princi. presented for the consideratioll
of gentlemen,
pIe was adopted by t.he COilvention which framed a.ml now that we are on the question touching
the cunstitution of New York. Gentlemen have representation
in some degree, we find that
drawn upon the example of other states, as rre- Louisville and other cities are brougllt up here
cedents by which to govern their OWl! :.H.:tlOll.in all their grandeur.
That is no part of the
In ISH tIle convention 'which assembled in New question.
If the resolution of the gentleman
York for the purpose of revising t.he constitution frum Simpson be ri~bt, whethl'r it affect the city
of that state, adopted the followiug' article:
or country materially,
it becomes our duty to
"An enumera.tion of tho inhabitants of the adopt it. If, on the other hand, to fix on the basis
of
qualified
voters
is
more l·ust, it becomes
state shall be taken under the diret;tioll of the
legisla.ture, in the year 1855, and at the elld of our duty to adopt that princip e. That is the
every ten year;; ther~after; und thp, said districts view that, I take. It strikes me forcibly, and at
shall be so altcred by the legislatlll'c at the first present I give my assent unqualifi':C11y to the
session after the return of every enumeration, proposition of the gentleman from Simpson, that
that each seuute dii;;triet shall eonlain, as nearly It is right and will redound to the general good.
as may be, an equal number of inhabitant.,>, ex- I do not restrict it to town or country IJarticularTrue, heretocluding aliens and persons of color not taxed; ly. 'l'his is not a new question.
fore representation in Kentucky has been based
llnd shall remain unaltered."
The very principle laid down in my resolu- all the number of qualified voters in the C011n
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ties and towns.
'The- proposition now IS, 10 Pcn nsyl var-ia in forming' their constitution?
chung-e the principle on which Kentucky has was that 'which was well illustrated by the elder
gentleman, us he is called, from Nelson, that alacted heretofore In reference to this subject.
Will it; be right to change?
We know that jJ10ugh we nwy have no right to vote we have
under the present system, if I am twenty one deep interests which should be protected by the
years of age. though I do not possess a cent's country, and therefore in that sense we have a
rip;ht to representation.
The constitution
of
worth of property, and feel no inte-rest whatever
in the g-overnment in which I live, still I have Mississippi is ft.'; follows ~
"The legislature shall, nt their first session,
the right to vote, and thereby
deterrn~ll.C and
select the man whois to stand on this floor, and and at periods of 110t less theu overy four, 1101"
control the property of otbcrs who have no ~oice IDOre thnn every six rears, until the year 1845,
at periods of not less than every
in it, and are Hot to be represented ill the slight- and thcrrftcr
est degree.
It seems to me there should be some four, nor-mere than every eight years, cm,lso ~ll
provision for protection of that class of })i'l'sons enumeraniou to be made of all the free white mwho own property in the-etote, who have a deep, habitants of the state."
That constitution goes on the same idea ns that
abiding, and powerful interest
in the government. Can we not asceutain the number of free of the resolution of the gentleman from Simpwhite persons ill Kentucky, when. we apporti.on SOil,
NO,V T look wi; the constitution of Illinois:
the representation?
That can be Icurucd with
M much case as we can ascertain
the number of
"The number of senators and representetlves
qualified voters. 'I'hen the widows. or unmar- shall, at the first session of the general assembly,
ried ladies who ovrn property, who have a stake holden after the returns herein provided for are
in the government, will be counted, because th..cy made, be fixed by the general assembly, and aphave an interest to; be protected.
The free white portioned among the several counties or districts
children should also be counted, for the same to be establ.ished by law, according to the numreason, for they have an interest which should be ber of white iuhabitante."
guarded and shielded by the: law making power
These, with the oxceptlou of that of Pennsylvania, are the constitutions
of new states: and
of the state.
J am glad this question has been pres.ellted. in that state we sec that the voting population is
How it will be determined by the eo.llVcutlon, I not the only critf!rioll.
know not, but I have no doubt they will deterIf gentlemen will be patient, I shall soon be
mille it, for the common good,,1'i'ithollt regard to done.
I have not troubled the convention
at
city or country.
.
great Pe-ngth; m~ n rune will not ~ppear on the
I rose to turn tho attention of the convention
journal very fl'equently,
It is necessary tJlat we
to some of the c~m8titl.ltions wJu;ieh have provisshould exprcss our views and interchange our
ions of tJlis kind, that the delegates may see sentiments.
thcre are other stat€S, 01' statesmen, who, in formThe constitntion of Missouri, says:
ing the organic law of their country, regarded
"The general assembly, at their first se~sion,
this as all uniustprovision
as it now exists in and in tl'x> y"ars 1822 and 1824, resl)t~etlvQly,
this state.
'l'hese it secms hnd reference to the and every fourth )-e~r thereafter, s~al cause an
general good, and I wish we might taUt: less enumeration of the mhabtants of t]lLS state to be
auout sectional interests,
and IllOft~ about the madc~ Mcl at the iirst session after such enumegeneral good. I hope, however, DO such motives
ratiol{, shall apportion the num?er of reprc.sentaJlave operated, as lmve beEm attributed to gentle- tivcs among the several eonntlCs, aceonllllg to
men. I do not lx'lieve there has been any 1'<:for- the number of free white male inhabitants
once to national politics on thlf> floor, but gentle- th~rein."
men on both sides have been engaged in what
The constibJtl'On speaks of free white male intbey thought would redound to the best intert,:sts ha.bitants. while the others based the representaof Kentucky.
I regret to see gentlemen referrlug
tion on free white inhabitants
as a proper cl'iteto national politics when forming a con"titution.
on. In Pcmlsylvnnia
taxable inhabitmlts
arc
I will read first from the constitution of Pennsylrcr,resented.
The gentleman from Oldham, says, wIlY exvalJia.
"Within t,hree yea1'S aSter the first meeting of clude aliens from being connted when you como
the general assembly, aud within every subse- to fix the ratio of representation?
I sllOUld havf:l
quent term of seven years, an enumeration of the supposed
a gentleman of his intelligcnce would
taxable
inhabitants,
shall be made in such not have prop{Jullded such a quest.io~1. Why not
manner as shall be directed by law. The nUffi- include them'2 The reason lS Ob"'10118to every
bpI' of representatives
shall, at the several peri- O'cntleman.
Why not, he savs, inolude free neods of making such enumeration., be fixed by grocs?
If he is dispoMd to include them, he
the lcgislatnre, and apportioned among the city can offer an amendment to that effect. I am not
of Philadelphia
and the several eounties,aceordwilliJ1O' to, give free negroes, nor foreigners not
ing to the number of taxable iJihabita.nts in each; natmatizt:'d, the right of determining t.he manner
anu shall never be less than sixty, nor greater in which I shall dispose of my property, nor tIle
than ono hundred.
En.eh coul"1;y shall have at ri<l'ht to inilncnce the law which may take away
least one rE'pr('sent.ative, but no county hereafter
life and liberty, bccause they have not a suferected, shaH be entitled to a separato representaficient stake in the govel'lllllent.
But those who
tion, until a sufficient number of taxable inhab- ar~ part and parcel of the peollle of Ule United
itants shall be-contained wit.hin it, to, entitle them States have a decp interest, and I am disposed to
to ono l'eprcsentative,
agreeably to the mtio whieh think they should have a part in the enactment
shall then be established."
of such laws v.s shall protect and secure that
What principle operated 011 the cOIl.yention of interest.

my
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NT. TRIPLETT.
I have not yet heard this
I thank the house for the Indulgence they have
given me, and will not trespass longer, DOl' 8b.aH propoeitton placed precisely on a correct basis,
according
to
my
view.
I have great disinclinaI speak often in future, uILleS8 it may be wjt;h
reference to some section which I desire tosec tion to detain the connuittec with any remarks.
nnd would not do so now, if I was not aware
modified in some slisct degree.
Mr. W. JOHNSON.
I am iacliued to vote for that there has been an effort Illf\de by the yOtillg"
this proposition-and
an order to try whether the er delc~ate Irom N..cIsOll(MI'. W ickl itfcj-c-though
place those
principle is a good one, allow rue to state an ex- probably it was unintentional-to
treme case. It' it is good, I intend, as far as my who shall vote for this proposition in a false povote is concerned, to earrJ' it out. Suppose there sition. First, 110 endeavors to connect us with
are five hundred voters m oue county, each of those who desire to establish a property qualifithem having a family of ten persons, making five cation; next he endeavors to eonucct lUI with
thousand persons in all; and suppose in another those whe want to make federal numbers the
He shall not do either
county you have five hundred voters who have basis of rew·escntation.
no families, is it r'tight that the five hundred vo- with me. I'herc can be TIlt plainer proposition
ters without fami lres shall have the same influ- than this. What is the duty of the legislature?
Do they
ence in the government
as thc five hundred vo- It is to protect persons and property.
ters with families?
Is it right to say that four protect only the persons and property of the vetNot at all; they protect the perthousand five hundred beings shall count noth- Illg population?
'I'hen, in
ing? If the principle is good in itself, it is good SOllS and property of the whole state.
putting members of the legislature into office,
every where.
what should be the basis?
Plainly, those on
Mr. NEWELL.
To carry out the gentleman's
principle thoroughly, he had better provide that whose peraons, as well as those on whose property
they
arc
to
operate.
But
how arc you to
the number of votes shall be regulated by the
get the true basis, as they arc to operate on pernumber of children.
sons and property both?
Why, clearly, persons
Mr. MACHEN.
In reference to the suggestion
whether they own property
of the gentleman From Harrison, I ask if it would or white inhabitants,
Suppose the gentleman from Nelson hag
not be as well to include wldo ...vs, awl base rep- or not.
and grand children, and he the
resentation
on the number of widows and chil- fifteen children
of the family, and that
dren?
I have reflected some little on this sub- only male representative
ject, and believe the proposition
is founded on a he loses bis life, while fighting the battles of his
Previous to that event the persons and
correct principle.
It appears to me that the country.
house should vote upon this proposition
at once, property of his widow cud descendants were represented.
Well, he fell not by his own act, but
and adopt it by a unanimous vote. I 'Will refer
you to an analogous J;lrillcip:In that has already while defending the rights of these identical men
What then
been acted upon ill this house.
It is that repre- who arc opposing tllis resolntion.
becomes of the rights of his widow, children,
sentation gha11 be based on fed~ralnumbers.
and gralld children?
'They are represented
no
Mr. C. A. WICKLIFFE.
Docs the gentleman
desire that representation
bc b!l.Sed on federal longer. They are stricken down, trampled under
numbers,
which includes
three -fifths of the foot. Now, I ask if the gentleman can reconcile
it to his oonscience, that the loss of the head of
negroeg?
Mr. MACHEN.
No, sir; Ido.tl.ot mcantAJat the family shall be followed by the further mis·
negroes are to be taken into the .acconnt at alL fortune of the loss of the right of having their
by
The constitution of Wisconsin has the same pro- persons and property wholly unrepresented,
vision, and there aI'\) no negroes there.
On what having their persons stricken out of the basis of
reJ?,resentatiou?
basis does the gentleman place representation?
There is another point of view in which thig
I believe that only a few days since this hall
It is this:
was made to resound with. bis eloqnent voice in question presents itself tG my mind.
.A:ltllOugh persons that have no property have not
favor of basing representation
upon populaiilm.
the samc il)terests to protect in that respect with
Mr. C. A. WICKLIFFE.
I have never conthose who have, yet they have persons and chartended for any other basis than that of populaacter to protect; and it seems to me that women
tion. as recognized ill the (jld constitution;
that
and children have the game right to have their
is, the voting population.
persons and reputation protected, whether they
Mr. MACHEN.
I do not know the .exact
have property or uot, that meu have. They own
phrase used by the gentleman.
But I presume
persous and reputation,
and persons and reputathe house has intendecl that the white population have the same right to be represented
and
tion should constitute
the basis of representaprctected that property has. It gtrikes me, that
tion.
That is the doctrilje that hag been conwhen yoOulook at the object of all laws, (which is
tended for, and although gentlemen may choose
to protect and regulate persoDs and property,)
to na,lTOWit down to the voting population,
it
that all persons, capable of owning property, 01'
seems to roc, to confine it to tkat, would be dehaving persons and character to protect, should
parting from the principle
upon which the government hm; been erected.
Property is entirely be represented.
Mr. IRWIN.
Mr. President~ When this prop·
unrepresented-the
widow and orphans are deosition was first presented, I regarded it as a reprived of that protection
·which representation
would give thern, yet they arc held subject to striction upon the river counties., and the foreign
)opulation that seemed to concentrate in the
the laws which you enact.
We do not propose
arge cities on the Ohio river-that
were conto give them the right to v,ote, but we propose
that their voil.'.eshall be heard, to some extent, stantly roving from one point of the stnte to anby computation Gf numbers,
That iI. hold to be ot:her~ and that .ought not be represented-more
than the stationary
population in the Cimntry,
the correct principle.
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although that population
mig..l:rt be females or
minors. I regard that population a.s the true basis of representation,
but, I see that the effect of
the proposition will be to affect the rich connties as well as the cities; and if the rich counties choose to barter that part of their ropulation whose "heritage are their children, ' why,
let them take the consequences.
I have made out a table of twelve counties.
Six I consider among the most wealthy, and
six arc considered as poor; and you will see
that the children in the six PO(}fcounties will
give them great advantages, by increasing their
political power;
Anderson,
1086 voters
1546 children

Breathitt,

588 voters
!J96 children

Butler,

870 voters
1312 children

Wayne,

1423 voters
2281 children

Allcn

1413 voters
2221 children

Morgan,

1225 voters
1815 children

Breathitt,
Morgan,
TotaJ,

Voters.
588
1225
1813

Childrcn.
996
1815
2811

Bourbon,

1769 voters
1628 children

Jessamine,

1323 voters
1482 children

Woodford,

1255 voters
1242 children

Clarke,

1715 voters
2030 children

Madison,

2549 voters
2!H3 children

Scott,

1839 voters
2387 children

Bourbon,
Woodford,

Voters.
1769
1255

Total,

3024

Children.
1628
12'12
2870

The result of the above table is very remarkable.
Take the counties represented by the gentleman from Morgau and Breathitt, (Mr. Hargis)
and we have the astonishing
fact, that the aggregate voters only amount to 1,813, and there
arc 2,811 children
between the alfe of Jive and
sixteen.
Truly, this is a great place for children.
Sir, I believe that all the free population

is the best basis of representation,
and shall
vote for the J)l'0po6ition.
Mr. NUT fALL.
We have got along very
well under our old system of enumeration, and
by trying: to amend it, it is possible we may
make it worse. 'I'bis is not a new proposition
to me, and it does not strike me as altogether
just.
I think that the voting community, should
be the basis of representation.
If we are going
to attempt to' provide in this constitution
for
every possible contingency that may arise, our
labors wi:ll be endless.
I am as much in favor
of' widows and orphans as any dclefate on this
floor. I have always had a. specia leanin~ in
that direction; but I do not propose to make a
constitution
that will meet the case referred to
by the gentleman from Duvloss.
If a lady is
made a widow by her husband falling in battle,
it is only a casuelty: and for such, no constitutional provision can be made. But if the gentleman will go a step further, and propose that
widows shall he allowed to vote, I could never
appose eueh a proprosition as that.
I would
go for it as certain as the Lord liveth.
But there
being nothing of this sort contemplated,
I shall
adhere to the old doctrine, of basing represen~
tation on the voting population.
I am very
milch like the boy who was found one morning.
trying to jump into his breeches. When asked
w1l<1t he was doing he replied,
«why daddy
.itllnpe~ iuto his breeches this way, and I am
fol lowing- the old plan."
Mr. GHOLSON;
It is to me a matter of astonishment
that npon so plain a proposition
there should be so much debate.
If it be in order, I will move the previous question.
The previous question was tlfen sustained.
The question WAA then taken upon the resolution offered by the gentleman from Simpson,
(Mr. Olarke.) and it was adopted;
yeas G9,
nays 23,
YEAs-John J.J. Ballinger, John S. Barlow, Wm,
K. Bowling, Alfred Boyd, William
Bradley,
Francis M.13ristow, Thomas D. Brown, William
Chenault, JamesS. Chrisman, Beverly L. Clarke,
Jesse Coffey, Henry 11.. D. Coleman, Benjamin
Copelin, William Cowper, Edward Curd, Lucius
Desha, Archibald Dixon, Chasteen T. Dunavan,
Milford Elliott, Green Forrest, Nathan Gaither,
Selueius Garflelde, James H. Garrard, Richard
D. Gholson, Thomas J. Gough, Nininn E. Gray.
Jnmos P. Hamilton, Ben. Hardin, John Hargis,
Vincent
S. Hay, William Hendrix,
Andrew
Hood, Thomas J. Hood, Mark E. Huston, James
W. Irwin, 'I'horune James, william Johnson,
George W. Johnston,
George W. Karallaugh.
Charles C. Kelly, Jumes M. Lackey, Teter Lashbrooke, Thomas W. Lisle, WilliI' B. Machen,
Geor~e W. Mansfield, Alexender K. Marshall,
Mnruin P. Marshall, RieharsIJ::. Mayes, Nathan
McClure, John H. McIIC1)ry, John D Morris,
James M. Nesbitt, JOll;1Chan Newcum, Henry
B. Pollard,
William j'rcston, Johnson
Price,
Larkin J. Proctor, 'Thomas Rockhold, John 1'.
Rogers, Ignatius A. Spalding, James W. Stone,
Michael L. Stf>ller, Albert G. Talbott, John J.
Thurman,
1l11ilip Triplett, J obn Wheeler, Andrew S. White, George W. Williams,
Silas
WoodSJ'1l-G9.
J'j.lys-Mr. President, (Guthrie.) Richard Apperson, Charles Chambers, Garrett Davis, Ben-

jumin F. Edwards, Alfred M . -Jacksoa, Davia
Meriwether,
William D. MiLchclJ, 'I'homas 1'.
Moore, Hugh Newell, Elijah 1~. Nuttall, John
'1'. Robinson, Ira ROGt, James Hudd , John W.
Stevenson, John D. 'Paylor, Wi llinm R. 'I'hompson, Howard 'I'edd, Squire Turner, John L.
Waller, Charles A. wickliffe, Robert N. WickIiffe, WeslcyJ. Wright,.......23.

blc influence.
I can eee no reason why Jcffcrson, or any other CUUllt.y, miglu uot, be divided
for a similnr purpose.
Mr. DAY1:::). 'I'hc difficulty in relation to this
mauer, occurred to my mind last cveo ing, when
I suggested some verbal alterations.
If 1.\ city is
to be divided into election districts, it certainly
is desirable that the districts should btl equal,
that they should euch contain, as nearly as lIlay
LEGISr,ATlY'/': DEPARTME"'T.
There
'I'he convention then proceeded to the consid- be, the exact ratio of representation.
eration of the report of the committee on the must be ward arrangements,
and if .these .wanJ.
Iegislative department.
arraugemeuts are to be adhered to stnctly, In the
f'he pending question being upon the amend- formation of Jistl'~ct...;, tho.:,ymi,<::,ht constitute
districts of unequal st.rength, 111 poiut of voters.
I
mont offered by the gentleman from Christian,
think this ought to be guarded against while we
(Mr. Morris,) to the (ifth sectionof said report.
Mr. GHOJ~SON. If it is ill order, I will are fIJI the subject, and I will suggest an amendmove to strike out, the Jatecr clause 'Of this ment, to 'be added to the lnttor part of the amendameudrneut,
"But ue ward 'Or muuiclpal di- meut of the gemlcmun from Dhriatian.
It is
vision shall be divided by such division of senu- this, "unless it be necessary to equatiec the senatorial or represeutativo districts."
torial or l'eJ;rl::~entutiV'e dlstricts."
Mr. H.UDD. If gentlemen will reflect, I think
The PRESIDEN'l'.
TIre amendment
having
beCIJ adopted a..~ a substitute,
it willllot be ill it win he evident to them, that the city council,
order to arnend by striking out.
b~iug t11emselves clected in warJs,
~Ircbetft:r
nIl'. O. A. WIOKI...IFFE. The umendnrent a.<; qualified tQ make t.he prOjler divj,,;ions than any
The cellsus is taken OlJee in eveit Ii0W stl:tnds, is perfectly correct.
It is; ~1eees- other persons.
sary, I think, to prcserYetho:< lllunicipal
divis- ry yeaI', and the wards beeome from t.ime to time
uneQual ill population.
You call1lot pt't'vent it.
iOlls of the city, LIl;l.tn-o ·ward shnll be divided
ill formh'Jg a representative
distl'ict.
There is Leave lhe matter then as it is, without any aldi.'ltric:ts be
no nece~sity for It; and if the latter portion of teration, and let the reprcsenhLtive
They are bet.ter
the amendment be strickell
ant, it ,vi'll be ill equalized by the city council.
the power of the legislature,
if such should be quali.fied to regulate the elect.ion precincts tllau
their inclination, to gen-ymander the city.
any other body of men. !fyou leave t.ht::arnelJdfrom Christian as it is,
Mr. MERIWETHER.
If yon permit a di- mcnt of the gentleman
there will beno danger of gC1·ry1n.alldc-ring.
That
vision of wards in forming an electoral district,
a portion of the voters m:ty have to go to t.wo is what I want; I do not \\'1l.IJt any of this cutward,,; to vote. A voter may have to go to olle ting alld dividing.
.Mr. C. A. WIOKLIFFE.
I am satisfied with
ward to vote for representative,
and to another
to voLe for senator.
the amendlllent
that is proposed by the gentle]Jr. PRESTON.
As I havc heretofore stated, lllan frOIJl Bourbon, '(Mr. Davis,) and I will thereI will vote against the amendment,
nul! fOI' the fore withdraw mine.
The quest.ioll was then taken npon the amendse<:tion as it h8$ been reported.
But if tho
f!'Om Bourbon, (Mr. Davi!:l,)
proposition
of the gentleman
from ·Chril;tian melltofthegellLlemnn
should be adopted, I would like to knxc it in a.s and ~twilS agreed to) on a. divisiOlI, ayes 41, 1I0C~
18.
propel' a. shape u./5 po~siblc.
It strikes me howAnd the qnel'ition being then lJUt npon tho
eYeI', that
it would be better to leave it alom
altogether,
lest difficulty should arise oUl, of an~<-:llllJl1entas amell-l:kd, alHl tlH;l'yeilS and nayg
tho;:;e division:,; of wan]s.
bGllJg demanded,
they were laken, alia resullcd
1fr. GHOLSON.
It does appeal' to me, witl) as follows, yellS G2, nays 29:
all deference
to the gellt!('ffilH1, that it will
YE,\s-11r. PresidcllL, (Glltlnie,)
Richard ApsWI hc subject to the samp. oujCl.:!iOll that lies perSall, Jolm S. Barlow, Alfrod Buyd, William
again~t cOlJ.fining l'epresenw.tioJl to county linoJS. 13ra~ll('y, Francis M. Hri.')low, J eLmo!> S. Chl'i"'lilall,
hly object W'I.,:> to make it incumbent
Ll)JOn Beverly L. Cla.rke, Jesse Coffcy. l1enry RD.
tl~~ city authorities,
to divide the city wto C~lcrnall, Benjall1ill Copelill, Willianl Cowper,
districts, that this gel'J)'mulIJcrillg
shou)d not, Edward Oord, Garrett. Davis,
Lucius DC1lha,
be practiced.
Jalll"€FlDUllley. Ohaste"n 'f. Dnnavilll, Beujamin
111'. C.A. WICKLIFHE.
I thillkI .canobviF. Edwards, MiJfor~l Elliott,
Gre<-:llFOlTc:;l-, Seate the dift..-;ulty by il1ScrtiJlg tnc words "}'('pl"e- lucius Garfielde, James H. Cal'l'arll, Richara D.
SE:ntati v~ di'l>.triet," so thaL it w ill read "liO rep- Gholson, Jamt\s P.lIarnilton,
JO}llllIaro·is, Wilres{'lltl1LJVPtlJstri..etshall be divhle<l."
liam IIclIarix. 'l'homas James, 'V'illiarn Johnson,
1If1'.IR~VIN.
1: "'annot believe it is nccessary
George ,Yo Johnston,
OC01'I;C W. Kavanaugh,
that the Clt.y should be divided into w:uds foJ' Oharles O.Kelley, James M. Lackey, Peter LashrepresentatIOn.
She "ill not have more th:m brooke, TllOma::; 'V. Lisle, 'Villis B. Machell,
three or four represcntaLi,,~s in the lower house. Glwge ViT. Mansfield, Hichard L. Mayes, David
Suppose ·when you di\'ide "ut the city in this Menwetl1Cr, William D. Mitchell,
Thomas
way, yon have two'inJivi'dmu::.in
favor of eman- Moore, John D. Morris, James M. Nesbitt, Joncipation, and t\VO opposed to 1"~:.and suppose athall Newcum, Hugh Newell, ElijahF. Nuttall,
the open clause shall be adopted III this COllFlt.i. Henry B. PolInI'd,
John T. RobilJson, 'fhoma..<:;
tution.
You iromediately raise the Qi!cfltioll of Rockhold,
John T. Rogers, Ira. Root, James
crr:an:ipation .. !~elieve t.l~a~ if you a~'lpt the Rudd, Ignatius
A. Spaldi.J!g. Jameg W. Stone.
pnnclp1c of JIVlC!JU!:' tb~ elLy for l'CPl'cscnt<\tion Albert G. 'l'albot.t, John D. 1'aylor, William H..
III thclower
hOllse, IL'1'111have Lhe worst pos::.i- l'hompson,
John Vo/1lceler, Andrew S. White,

r.
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roost decidedly in principle, agreeing with me in
Chark's A. Wickliffe, Robert N. Wickliffe,
Ceo.
thecOHfsCwhlch I had pursued. 'I'hcy have always
W. Williams, Wesley J. Wl'ight-ti2.
believed that it was essential to maintain the
N ....ys-John
L.llll.llinger,
William K. Bowlseparation of the two branches of the Icgislainl5' Thomas
D. Brown,
Charles
Chambers,
William Ohencult, Archibald Dixon, Thomas J. tivc department of the government, that. it was
essential that the SOil ute and house of rCl)l'csenCough, Ninian E. Gray, Bell. Hanlin,
Vincent
They
S. Hay, Andrew Hood, Thomas J. Hood, Mark tativee should be differently constituted.
E. Huston, James w.i-»:», Alexander K. Mar- look upon the division that exists in the Icgisluti
ve
department,
into
two
branches,
as
a
coucershall, MarLin P. Marshall,
Nathan
McClure,
'I'ucy havc believed that those
John H. McHenry, William Preston, Johnson vutivc principle.
two branches would ue found to be ill some dePrice, Larkin J. Proctor, Johu ,Y. Stevenson,
gree, a check upon cnch other.
And they be:Mjeha.el L. Stoner, John J. Thunnan,
Howard
Todd, Pllilip Triplett', Squire Turner, John L. lieved that if constituted exactly alike, the object of division is entirely lost. I shall vote for
Waller, Sila::; WOOdStlll-~!).
the j)roposition.
So the amendment" as amended, 'was adopted.
T 18 question being taken by yeas and nays.
Mr. WM. JOHNSON.
I will rc.offcr the rcsu Ired thus, yeas 'lO~lIavs 53.
amendment that was proposed by the gentleman
Yxas-c-Johu L. B:llling~l:, Thomas D. Brown,
from Mublenburg,
(Mr. Jack80II.)
it is this, James S. Chrisumu, Beverly I~. Clarke, Jesse
"Provided, That no city, or county, shall ever Coffey, Henry It. D. Oolemau, William Cowper)
be entitled to more than two seuatore."
Garrett Davis, James Dudley, Milford Elliott,
'I'h is motion the president heretofore ruled out H.iuhn.l'll D. Gholson, Thornus J. Gough, Ben.
of order, but after an argument
on the point by Hanlin, Andrew Hood, Thomas J. Hood, Mark
1I1r. W. JOHNSON
the decision was reversed,
gjjustou,
James W. Irwin, AlfredM. Jackson,
and the motion received.
'l'homas James, william
Johnson,
Thomas \V.
:Mr. C. A.. WiCKLIFFE
demanded
the yeas L~sle, Willis 13. Machen, Alexander K. Marshall,
awl nays.
Richard L.1lIayes, Nnthnu Mculurc,
James M.
:MI'. NESBI'fT.
I suppose thut I represent tbe Nil;bitt, Jonat1HlIl NewcuID, Hellflr B. Pollard,
only coullty of the state, in Wllich the question
Johnsun Price, Larkin J. Proetor, fho.masH.ockof restricting
c-ities hus b('CIl disC\lsscd.
There hold, John '1'. Rogers, Michael L. Stoner, Albt'rt
wcre several adjourned meetings for t,he purpose
G. 'l'albott, J01m J. Thnrman.
Howard Todd,
of nominating
candidate'S for this oonvcutioll,
Philip Triplett, Squire 'rumer, John L. Waller.
lind tllerc wn.<; "lrawH up, by the old preceptor of J olm Wheeler-40.
the gentleman fl'Olll Todd, a platform, or a set of
NAys-i\lr. President, (Guthrie,) Rielmnl Apresolutions,
une of which was, that it would be person, Johu S. Barlow, 'William K. Bowling,
expedient to incorporate into the eonstiLlltion, a Alfred Boyd, William Bradley, Francis M. Brisprovision for l'estrictiug the representation
of tow, Charles Chambers, 'William Chenault,
Bell.
<-itielSanu towns.
The resolution wus submitted
Copelin, Edward CUl"J, LutJius Desha, Arehi·
on count.y court day, and I beheve it diu not bald Dixon, Cllesteen T. Dunavan, Benjamin F.
meet with a single dissenting
voice, until it, Edwal'ds, Green Forrest, Natlllul Gaither, SC!llcame to me. I rClllarkeJ. to the g"ntlcman who eins G-arfieldc,James H. GI\l"l'ard, Nininn E. Gray,
drew it up, that h<3 had put it, ill a little too Jamcs P. Hamilton, John Hargis, Vincent S.
sl rang lan~uage,
that it would be as well to let Hay, William Hendrix, George W. Johnston,
the cOllstitution l"cmaiu as it is, in that respect;
Gcoq;::e W. Kavanaugh, Charles C, Kelly, Jatlws
that it 'Would furnish I'cstrietion enough.
I be- M. IJ[l,ckey, P.cI,er Lashbrook,
Geor(~e \Y. MalJ'lcamc tht: llOmillee. and pled~ed myself to su:';- field, Martin P .. Marshall, Jolm li.~ldleJHY,
D.
tain tbcold constiLution in every pl'UViAioll, where Merriwether, William D. Mitchell, Tuollial; P.
1 was not instructed
to change it, but reserved
Moore, John D. Morris,lIugh
Newell, Elijah 1<'.
to mysdf the right to ad as a free ddegate
Oil
Nutt.tll,
William Pres~ol1, John '1'. RobiwUlll,
thi~, floor, Ull all questiollS Oil whieh I was not Ira l~oot, James Rudd, Ignatius
A. Spalding,
jllstructed, and on which the old con~tit\ltion
Johu vt. Stevenson, Juules W. Stune, John D.
was silel\t.. In carrying out what I believe~l to Tn.ylol', William IL Tholl1}lSOIl, Alllirew S. White,
be njt'. will of the people of my county,
1 have Ohades A. Wickliffe, n.ubcrt N. Wic}dill'c, Geo.
IIlliversolly yoteJ ill favor of re"ll'ietioll upon W. Williams, Silas Wuodson, Wesley J. 'Wright,
cities.
-53.
Mr. A. K. MARSHALL.
:My eomse on this
So tl1e amendment 'was rcjccLcd.
subject ha.:; ueoll a silent une. 1 ha.ve voted for
:Mr. IRW IN moved to strike out t.he 5th sec·
rcsLl'icting ciUes, and shall vote for this propos itiOll. Upon almost cvery proposition
that has t,ion, :m(l illsert the followillg.
"Elections for representatives
for t]JC ~cver<l.l
been submittcd to this body, 1 have beBn able
to form OiOnJC idea of the opinions and feelings counLic!> entitled to repres.entation, shall be held
of lIly cOllstituents., and felt instructed by the at the }llaees of holding t.heir respective cuurt.s,
knowledge of what these fctlillgS were.
This or iu the several election precincts into which th~
pmposition
howevcr, was entirely a new one, leg:islatnro may think }lrvpor to divid<j any 01'all
Provided, Thatwhen'itshall
lweI as I have always felt desirous of cltl'rying of those counties::
out tIle wishes of my eonstit,uents, I took occa- appear to tll(~legislature that any town or city
hath allumber of qnalified
voters oqnul to tl;e,
sion yesterday-it being court duy in my COUllty, to visi~ thecoullty, and I conversed freely 1vitb ratio then fixed, such town or city shall be in·
the people upon this subject. Itwas not lIew to them vested with the jJrivil€ge of a Stparate represenwhich s 1:111be retained so long as such
-they ha.d examin~~d the discussions which have tation;
taken pla.oein this house, anJ with but one siug]e town or city shall contain a number of qualified voters equal to the ratio which may, [rom
€xCepti-oLl,I found the people of J~ssamiIltCOlmty,
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time 1.0 time, be fixed by law; and therenttcr,
elections for the county rn which such town or
city is situated shall not be held therein.
"The sallie n um bel' of senatorial districts shall,
from time to time, be established by the legislature as there may then be senators allotted to
the state, which shall be so formed as to contain
as ncar us may be 1111 equal number of free white
male Inhabitants in each, above the age of twcn
ty one years, so that no county, town, or city
shall form more than one district;
and when
two or more counties compose a district, they
shall be adjoining."
A division was called for by Mr. Waller, and
the question was taken, first (Ill striking out, and
it was decided in the negative, as followsyeas 36, nays 55:
YEAs-Jo1m
L. Ballinger,
Wm. K. Bowling,
'I'homns D. Brown, James S. Chrisman, Beverly
I~.Clarke, Jesse Coffey, William Cowper, James
Dudley, Milford EllIOtt, Richard D. Gholson,
Thomas J. Gough, Ben. Hardin, Andrew Ilood,
'I'homas J. Hood, Mark E. Huston, James W.
Irwin,
William
Johnson,
Thomas
W. Lisle,
Willis B. Machen, Alexander K. Marshall, Richard L. Mayes, Nathan McClure, John H. MeHenry, James M. Nesbitt, Jonathan
Newcum,
Henry B. Pollard, Johnson Price, Larkin J .Proctor, Thomas Rockhold, John T. Rogers, Michael
L. 800n<:r, John J. Thurman,
Howard Todd,
Philip Triplett,
Squire Turner, John L. Waller-36.
NAys-Mr. President,
(Guthrie,) Richard Apperson, John S. Barlow, Alfred Boyd, William
Bradley, Francis M. Bristow, Charles Chambers,
William Chenault, Henry R. D. Coleman, Benl"a.
min Copelin,Edward
Ourd.Lucius Desha, Arc ii'bald DIxon, Chasteen T. Dunavan, BenjaminF.
Edwards, Green Forrest, Nathan Gaither, Belueius Oarflelde, James H. Garrard, Nininn E. Gray,
Jas. r. Hnmiltou, John Hargis, Vincent S. Hay,
William Hendrix, Alfred M. Jackson, George W.
Johnston, George
Kavanaugh,
Charles C.
Kelly, James M. Lackey, Peter Laehbrooke, Geo.
w. Mansfield, Martin P. Marshall, David Meri,,"athOl', ·William D. MitehC'll, 'l'homas P. Moore,
J(lhll D. Morris, Hugh Newell, Elijah Ii'. K uttall,
'Villiam PrBston, John T. H.obinSOll, Ira Rl)ot,
James Itndd, Ifl!~atiUl3A. S\)ulding, John W. Ste·
VClll";On, James w. Stone, A bertG. Talbot.f"
John
D. Taylor, \VilliamR. Thompson,Juhn
Wheeler,
Andrew S. WbitB, Charles A. Wickliffe, Robert
N. Wickliffe, GeOl'gB W. Williams, Silas Wood·
son, Wesley J. Wright-55.
The question then recurred upon the adoptiOll
of the 5th section as amended.
The yeas and
nays being' taken, they resulted as follows:
YE.~s-Ml'. Prel;ident,
(Guthrie,) Richard Appcrson, John S. Barlow, Alfred Boyd, William
Bmdlcy, Francis.M. Bristow, Charles Cham ben;,
William Chcnatllt, Henry R. D. Colelll<ln, Benjamin Copelin, William Cowper, Edward Curd,
Lucius Desha. Archibald Dixon, James Dudley,
Chasteen T. Dunavan, "Benjamin F. Edwards,
::Milford Elliott, Green Forrest, Natban Gaither,
Selucius Garfielde, James H. Garrard, Richard
D. Gholson, Ninian E. Oray, Jas. P. Hamilton,
John Hargis, Vincent S. Hay, William Hendrix,
William Johnson, George W. Johnston,
George
W. Kavanaugh, Charles C. Kelly, Jas. M. Lack.
ey, P\;tcr Lashbrooke, Geo. W. Mansfield, Martin
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P. Marshall, Da.vid Meriwether, Wm. D. Mitchell, 'l'bouias P. Moore, John D. Morns, James M.
Nesbitt, Jonathan Newcum, Hugh Newell, Elijah li'. Nuttall, ·William Preston, John T. Robinson, Ira Root, James Rudd, Ignatius A.. Spalding, John Vt. Stevenson, James
Stone, Albel't
G. 'I'albott, John D. Taylor, William R. 'I'hompson, John Wheeler,
Andrew S. white, Charles
A. Wickliffe, Robert N. Wickliffe, Geo. W. Williams, Silas Woodson, Wesley J. Wri~ht-61.
NAYs-John
L. Ballinger, Wm. K Bowling,
Thomas D. Brown, James S. Chrisman, Beverly
L, Olerke, Jesse Coffey, 'I'homns J. Gough, Ben.
Hardin, Andrew Hood, Thomas J. Hood, Mark
E. Huston, James ,V. Irwin, AlfreJ M. Juekson,
Thomas W. Lisle, Willis B. Machen, Alexander
K. Marshall, Richard L. Mayes, Nathan ::McClure,
Johu H. McRenri'
Henry B. Pollard, Johnson
Price, Larkin J.1 rector, Thomas Rockhold.John
T. Rogers, Michael L. Stoner, John J. Thurman,
Howard 'l'odd, Philip Triplett,
Bqu irc 'I'umer,
John L. Waller-30.
So the section was adopted.
The convention
then took a recess until 3
o'clock, P. M.

'V.

EVENlNO SESSIO~.-3

O'OLOCK,

1'. M.

The sixth section was then read.
Mr. GRAY moved to strike out the section,
and insert the Iollowing :
"SEC. 6. Representation
shall be equal and
uniform in this commonwealth. and shall be,
forever regulated and ascertained by the number
of free white citizens therein.
At the first session of the general assembly, after the adoption
of this constitution,
provision shall be made, by
law, that in the year
, and every eighth
yeal' thereafter, an enumeration
of all the free
white nitizena of the stat-e shall be made.
The
number of representatives
shall, in the several
years of making these enumerations,
be so fixed
as not to be less than fifty-eight,
nor more than
one hnudred: and they shall be uppon.ioued for
tJle eight years ll('xt following, ns ncar as may
be, among the several counties,
cities, 3.lHl
towns, in proportion to the number of free while
citizens; but when a connty may not have asuffieient number of free white citIzens to entitle it
to one representative,
and when the adjacent.
county or connties may not have a residuum or
rtlsiduums, whicb, ·when a.dded to the Sill all
county, ·would entitle it to a separate rcpr('sentation, It shall then be in the power of the legislature to join two or more togcther, for the ~nrpose of sendillg a reprcsentatiYe;
Provided, '1 hat
when there are two or lUore counties adjoining',
which have residuums
ovel' and above the ratio
then fixed uy law, if said residuums,
when ad
dtlu together, will amount to such ratio; in that
cnse, one representative
shall be added to that
county having the largest residuum."
Hcre is the principle contained in the old COllstitution, amended so as to corrcspond with the
iudieation given by the vote of the convention.
this morning, of what should constit.ute the basis of repr~sentation,
and in relation to the takiug of the census every eight, year;;, in which it
corresponds
willi the report of the committee.
I am not particular
about this last change, and
do not care whether the convention
shall think
proper to require the apportionment
of repra·
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Logan, Simpson,
Allen,
scntation all the returns of the United States Todd, Muhlenberg,
census, 01' one taken every eight years, at the ex- 'Warrell, Butler, and Edmonson.
Drsnucr No.4.
To consist of tho counties of
l*Jlse of the state. Under the old plan of maklIlg the apportionment once in every four yeal's, Daviees, Ohio. Hancock, Breckiuridgo, Grayson,
it was complained of, that there would sometimes Hart, Larue, Hardin, and Meade.
DlsTI{,[C'rNo.5.
To consist of the counties of
be tWQ senators residing in the same district,
and this, at least, would not happen more than Monroe, Barren, Cumberland, Clinton, Adair,
half as often under the proposed plan.
The Green, Taylor, Wayne, and Russell.
D1STllJCTNo.6.
'1'0 consist of the counties of
plan of apportionment
in the present constitution, I think, the people are satisfied with it, and Jefferson, Bullitt, Nelson, Shelby, Spencer,
and Marion.
that it is far more equal in its operation than Washington,
DISTRICT No.7.
To consist ot tbc counties of
would be the plan either of the committee or the
Oldham,
Trimble,
Henry, Franklin, Owen, Cargentleman from Trig''', (Mr. Boyd.)
The plan
of the committee-as
sYlOwn by the tables of the roll, Gallatin, Grant, and Boone.
DlS'rRlCT No.8.
To consist of the eouutics of
gentleman from Montgomery-is
very unequal.
It would give six representatives
to couutiea Scott, Harrison, Pendleton, Kenton, Ccrnpbell,
with eight ibousaud nino hundred, and only the Nicholas, Mason, and Bracken.
DrS'1'IUOTNo.9.
To consist of the counties of
same number to counties with ten or twelve
Bourbon, Clarke, Jessathousand voters.
'Phnt clearly is a greater in- Fayette, woodford,
equality thnn any which ever existed under the mine, Anderson, Mercer, Boyle, and Garrard.
D18TlUC'.l'
No.
10.
'1'0
consist of the counties
constitution.
If it is thought proper,
jH"csent
of Lewis, Fleming, Bath, Montgomery, Morgan,
IOW0ver, to provide here for an apportionment
by districts, I should much prefer that of the Greenup, Corter, Lawrence, and J ohusou.
DIST1UCT
No. 11. To consist of the counties
gentleman from Montgomery, (Mr. Apperson)
as being more equal, to that of the g-entleman of Estill Owsley, Breathitt, Floyd, Pike, Perry,
Letcher, Clay, 11BdHarlan.
from 1'rigg.
I "have made some calculatioue
DISTRlCl'No. 12. To consist of the counties
which will show the inequality of the latter
gentleman's plan.
In his eleventh and twelfth of Madison, Rockcastle, Lincoln, Laurel, Casey,
districts, lying in the same section of the state, Pulaski, Whitley, and Knox.
III the year
and «very fourth year
there is a residuum of one thousand three hundred and eighteen voters not represented.
These thereafter, an enumeration of all the free 'white
districts are composed of the following counties: citizens of the state shall be made in such manEstill, Owsley, Breathitt, Floyd, Pike, Perry, ner as shall be directed by law.
In the several yt:al's of making such enumeraLetcher, Clay, Harlan, Madison,
Rcckcastle,
Lincoln, Laurel, Casey, Pulaski, Whitley, and tion, each district shall be entitled to reopreS{'llKnox. Now, his eighth district, with a resldu- tatives equal to the number of times the ratio
uru of only seven hundred and fifty-seven votes, is contained ill the whole number of free white
has an additional representative
upon that re- citizens in said districts: Provided, That the residuum.
This district is composed of the coun- maining representatives, after making such npshall be given to those districts
ties of Scott, Harrison,
Pendleton,
Kenton, portionment,
Campbell, Nicholas, Mason, and Bracken.
Now having the largest unrejlrescnted fractions.
Representatives to VI' rich each district may be
this certainly was a very great inequality.
Two
districts lying together, with a joint residuum entitled, shall be apfortiOnf'd among the several
of thirteen hundred and eighteen, were to have connties, cities, ane towns, of tl1e dsitrict, <\s
no additional re:rresentative,
while another dis- ncar as may be, in proportion to the number of
free white citizens; but wheri a county mar not
trict, with a l'eSlduUIll of only seven hundred
have a sufficient Iltlmbcr of free 'white citizens to
and fifty-sevcn, has an additional
representative. These inequalities
show the plan to be entitle it to one reprcsentative, ;tnd when the adimperfect, and not so wcll adapted to the situa- jacent county or counties, within the distrid,
tion of the counties as th(~ plan under the old may not have a residuum or residuum", which,
con1Otitution. I hope, thercfol'e, we shall adhere when added to the small county, would entitle
it shall then be
to the old cOllstitutlon on this subject, amended it to a 1Ot:parate representation,
in the power oithegcl1eml assembly to join two or
as I have proposed in my proposition.
.Mr. BOYD, I would offer the following as a more to~ether, for the purpose of sending a representatIve: Provided, That when tJiCrc are two
substitute for the amendment:
or Ulore counties adjoining, and in the same dis"That representation shall be equal and unitrict, which have l'esiduums oyer and above the
form in this commonwealth, and sliall be forevratio then fixed by law, if said residuu:us~.when
er regulated and a..<;certained by the number of
added togctJler, will amOllnt to such ratIO, III that
qualified free white citizens, electors, therein.
case, olle representative
sha.ll be added to the
'1'he house of l'epresent::ttives shall consist of onc
county having thc largest residuum."
hundred members, and to secure uniformity find
As I remarked on a former oecnsion, my ob·
equality of representation as aforesaid, the state
ject in proposing this plan of distrieting the
is hcreby districteu iuto twelve districts.
stateillto representative districts ·was to prevent
DISTIl.IOTNo. 1. To consist of tIle counties the carrying of residuums from one sectIOn of
of Fulton, Hickman, Graves, Ballard, McCrack· the state to another, which was the practice unell, Calloway, Marshall, and Livingston.
der the present mode of apportionmcnt.
It does
DISTRICTNo.2.
To consist of the counties of not make any difference whether any of the
Trigg, Christian, Caldwell, Crittenden, Union, districts I have proposed have a greater or lesser number of representatives, so that cach get
Henderson, and Hopkins.
DISTRlOTNo, 3. To consist of the connties of t.he share it is cntitled to, according to the ratio.
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The gentleman from Montgomery the other day nrc, will not operate more injuriously upon any
was pleased if' iutimato that in nmking these purticulureccucn
of country, than ally plan wo
districts, regard had been had to the I)olit.ical may possibly adopt.
I have ronde up a ealeulastrength (If parties in these districts.
"0 sarisLion upon mutase reflection and cxruninatiou,
fy the I;renllemull nnd aIL others thnt I had not which I thiuk, will satisfy gentlemen that the
thut, object ill view, an examination of my pro- plan of the committee is about as ncar correct as
position only is required. In the first district any that call be devised.
composed of the counties of Fulton, Hickman,
All the calculations arc based upon the list
Graves, Ballard, Mcoraclsc», Callaway, and Liv- furnished the convention by the second auditor,
Ingston, they would have their full ratio of five for the year 1849, of white male citizens over the
members and a residuum of 470; that residuum age of twenty one years, and not by the qualified
will be unrepresented, and the district is dcino- voters, and I only propose to show how the seccratic by about 1300 majority.
The second dis- tion would operate undertbis list.
trlct will be fully entitled to seven merubera, ~U1d By the first provision 11,11
the counties that have
there would be a residuum of 10u9 which would two thirds of the ratio are entitled to a separate
entitle itto an additional representative.
This representative.
'l'hey are, Allen, Anderson,
will fall to the county of Christian and be ta- Boyle, Bullitt, Carter, Crittenden, Calloway,
ken from the democratic counties of Hopkins Grant, Grayson, Green, Hart, Jessamine. Knox,
and Caldwell.
It would be the whigs therefore, Larue, Lewis. Lincoln, Montgomery, M"Me,
who would g::rill there, The 'l'hird district Monroe, Morga», Oldham, Pendleton, Simpson,
would be entitled to seven members, and there Spencer, Todd, 'l'eylor, Trigg, 'I'riruble, Union,
would be n residuum of 856, and be entitled to Woodford, Warne, and Whitley; in all thirty
an ndditiounl repl'csentati\'c.
That district is two. Larue, ".'lthI,On, thesll1all~st,:l!ld 'rodtl,
whig by some 1700 or ]800,
The fonrth dis- with 1,499, the largest county in the list. 'l'lw
trict would have eight members, anJ theJ'~ thirty two counti~s have an aggl'egate POPlllawoulJ be a residuum, of 9l:J which w,mld en- tion M 3!J.626, which is an average of 1,23tl to a,
title it to an adJitional member.
The district is l'epl'eselltative, and an actual deficit of 282 to
also whig by some 1400, The fifth district eneh couJ:J,ty.
would have l:ight member.'l and a residuum 01'
The cOllllties under the second provision hav207. 'rhe district is democratic by about 200 ing thc ratio, and not two thirds O\'er, and whi<:h
majority.
The sixth distrid would be ent.itled will no!. under thif'; lllan have but 0110 member,
to twelve lllemheni, and there would be a large are, Adail\ Bracken, Breekinridge, Boone, Balh,
residuum of some 12211,and entitling it in any Campbell. Caldwell. Chtrkc, Daviess, Franldin,
way to an additional represe!ltativc.
The dis· Graves, GrcCllllp, Garrard, Hopkins. Henry, Hartrictis whig by some 1700 to 2000. 'l'he seventh rison, .Bourbon, Logan, .M"rcer, Marion, Nic1todistrict, it is hue. gets an additional
member las,OwC1:l,HenL!erson. M\1Jllenburg, Scott, anu
llpon a residmun of 735. It is democratic, and 'VashilJgtoll, in all twcnty seven; with an agill that perhaps, the gc~tlem:m may find some gregat" population of 50,543, which is 1872 1.0 U
grounds of COllljllaint. The eighth district would member, or a surpllls of 352 in each county.
be;entitled to e even member,Ojwith a residuum,
'1'he cities and wllllties under the third proof 735. only five less than the seventh, alld it 'vision, that aave the ratio and two thirds are,
gets no addit.ional member. It is democratic L@uisville cily, truce, Barren. Fayett<.l, Hardin,
also. There is but one district, it will be secn, Kenton, Madison. Ma.<;Oll,Jefferson, Pulaski,
where there is an)" considerable residuum, wllieb Shelby, Flemillg, Christian, alld Warl'en.
1'l1<'y
giveR a whig nlUjority, where it willllOt rcceive will have two representatives each, in all twenly
an additional
member. It is the twelfth dis- four, and the eit.y of Louisville three, with an
tricf. cOln~o!"ed of the ItMlowing counlie!": Estill, aggregate population uf 37,885, or 1,403 to each
Owsley, Jjreathitt, Floyd, tPike. Perry, Letcher, 'member, and a deficit 01' 117 to each rcprC'!>enlaClay :wd Harlan .. and they will have a \'~sidullm tiw~. 'l'hc counties of Hardin, Pulaski, Shelby,
of 740. I am sure, therefore, lhat thel"li!is 110 Fleming, Christian, and "Van'cn have two llI('llI·
gentleman uut what is satisfied that I bad no bers each, under tho last provision of the sixth
~lIch intention, as was insinufLted hy the gentle- section, which gi\'es to tllC largest unrepresented
111:1U from Montgomery,
ill view in o!ferillg my fraction the surplus members, llOtwitJlst::mdillg
proposition.
No plan I have seen is more fau' tho counties of Christian and Warren have not
and equal than this, except that of my fri.end the ratio and one half of the ratio, alltl yet eOIllfrom Fulton, which is certainly mor~ t'qual, but plaint is made that counties ncar their numbers
I have my doubts whether it is practicable in its <lretreated badly by this section.
details.
The z:emainder of the counties unclerthe fourlh
Mr. GARRARD.
I ron not lll'eparccl to say provision aro attached togC'ther under two prowhat effect the alteration of the basis of reprc- visiollS of this section ~first, small count.ies with
sentation may have in the sixth sectioR of the less t]lan two thirds of the ratio attached togcthreport, but if that change had been made, I be. er. Secondly, where there iSDOsimilat adjacent
licve the seet.ion notwithstanding
the many ut- county, they arc united with the smallest contigtempts (hat havc bcen made upon' it, would have IlOUScounty.
Casey and Russell one, Ohio and
more friends hem than it now seems to have. IIancock one, Estill and Owsley one, BrcathiLt,
'}'he desire of all is to agree upon some phn that Perry and Letcher one, Dallard ::\IldMcCrncken
will fOi'ever put it out of the powel' of any party one, Butler and Edmonson one, Carroll and Gal·
that may be in the majority in the legislature to Jutin one, Cumberlanll and Clinton one, Clav
gerrymander the state for their particular bene- and Hal'hm one, Floyd and Pike one, TIiclollail
fit. The plan of t.he commit.tee, if the relative and Fulton OIlC, Lawrence and Johll';oll one,
strength of the eo-un.ties continue as they now H.oekcastle and Laurdono, Livingston and Mar-
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shall one. These twenty nine ccuutles have an adopted. those counties will only 11&\'0 eleven'
aggregate population of 26,450, or 1,888 to each members, thereby depriving that region of two
member, and a. surplus of 368 to each member. representatives, to \vhicl1t it is justly entitled.
So that the twenty nine counties attached to It may be said that Jam actuated by interested
gether to send fourteen members have a larger motives, but in this matter I only claim clear
surj)lus fraction than any other lot of counties, \jUstice.
I represent, as I believe, a just ,People.
Sti 1 this is said to be a proposition for the bell- and I want to convince them that jusnice naS"
cfit of tho small counties.
been administered to them as well as to all oth'I'hie gives fifty nine counties u separate repre- er portions of the state. And who gains the
eentativc.
They have an aggregate population
representatives that we 108oe?'I'hei r are ga:i.nedby
of 90,159, and an average to each member of the small counties in the southwest that have but
1528-withill
eight of the ratio.
two thirds of the ratio. Is it fail' that the residUnder the present apportionment
fifty seven uums belonging to this section of the state
counties have separate members.
At the time should be rolled to the opposite extreme? It
the apportionment was made, Russell, the smal- would ~ive to them, when questions came up in
lest, had but 822, and Pulaski, the largest, had the legislature affecting particular localtnes, a
215fi votes, by this plan Larue with 1013 JJR_~a decided advantage over the section from which
member, and Campbell, the largest. has 2182, I came. With these views, I am decidedly o£
which is much ncarere<juality tban the old plan, the opinion that the principle contained in the
when comparing counties represented by a sin- proposition of the gentleman from Trigg is
gle member, 1 have not examined what would much more correct, and awards even handed
be the effect poli tice.lly , but I have understood justice to every portion of the state. The twelve
From a friend, who generally attends to such different localities would have their fair reprematters, that there would be about sixty wbigs sentution in the house, and therefore the plau in
and forw democrats, if the counties voted as this res!Ject, would operate far 1ll000C upon the'
usual.
1: find that in this respect, there is priucip e of even just.ice. I hope gentlemen
positively no difference between the plan of the will take the matter iuto consideration, and if
committee and that of the gelltleman from Mont- they haye not made their calculatiolJs, will look
gomery, which seemed to mE'et with so mtH:h fa· to it, and set.l how they aro,}all affected, if the
"or here. But there was this diffe'rence in the new principle! proposed by the committee is adopted.
pl~n. The o~e reported b.y"tbe commit~ee, re:Mr. BRADLEY,
I have made up my mind
qUIres the leg'I~lature undel" any and all cll'ctl.m- to vote for the substitute presented by tf1e gen8t~nces to contine thetJlsd \'es 1,0 1I\1I11berswh10h tleman from Trigg, believlllg it to appl'Oach nearmIght not be the case under the plan of .the gell- er to equality in representation than any other
tlemau from MOlltgomery. I ha\'e not tully ex- that I have seen or can. cOlleeive of. I prefer it
amined th,e plan?f the gell.tleman f~om 'J'rigg, to the plan under the existing cOllstitution, as
bUL I am tully l;atlsfied that 1ll both l!IS ~nd that proposed bj" the gentlemau from Chri~tiall, and
proposed by the gen,tleman from Chnstalll, there I dllIer with him when he asserts that dlere haos
\~'onld btl a greater J1~<oqualJ~y between the coun: been no fault found in the COUlJtry ag~inst the
tiCS thall ~ould pOSSIbly anse unrler t.lle pla.n?l
present constitution on that account. '1'1\ere wa.'i'
th~ comnutwe.
I have 110 per~olJal lDterest Jll ~reat eomplaint, to my knowledge, on tIle 8ubthls laatter .. as my co~nty can 10 no case be af· Jed, If he will remember, lIe ·will find that ill
f~cte?- by any appO!tlOnrll~l.lt, and my ,only dc- the celebrated platform laid down by the friends
81re Hi to guard agamst the unproper adJ~lstJJlent of constitutionul reform, to whieh some g~ntleof ~be lllatte~ hereafte~ by allY party which may lllell attach a great dtlal of cOHsequeuce, tIlis vc·
be In power 1Il the lcglslatun:.
ry subject is complained of as Olltl of the wrongs
Mr. DESHA.
From the refleetion that 1 have in the presclltt.lOnstitution which rllquires amendgiven the subject, I have been Jed to bclieve m,mt. Some statesmen in by-gone days, and of
that the principle contained in the proposition
very considt':rable experience too, have held that
of the gentleman from Trigg is more correct it was utterly impracticable, ulld~r the present
than any that has been submitted, or that I can con,o;titutioIl, to apportion repre~entatioll equalconceive. The t.welve different localities to he ly. 'Ve can onl.}' apprOXilO\lte to it as near asprovided for under it, would leave to the legis- possible, and tIns 1 think is done hythe propo!a.ture but little discrction in the mauner 01 rol- sition of the gentleman from 'l'rigg,
Of too
lingresiduums a..~tlwy have heretofore, 'l'Ileyare twelve di~tricts into which he divides the state,
eonJpelled to be confined to thB district in whi<.:h but six of thflse di"tricts
have an)" residHthey occur, and thus each and every locality in HillS, and the great priue:j pIe is sought to be csthe state will hc fairly rcpr ....sellted'm the house tn.blished thcre of settling representation in each
of l'cpresentntives.
By the plan reported by the locality,
and of prcventing rcsiduums being
committee. the region of couutry from WlllCh I rolled beyond the districts whcrt.l they arise. By
come would be dl?prived of two l·epreseutatives.
this arrangement, the largest Ulll'epresentcd re_
By referene~ to the seeond auditor's report, it sidutllo in any onc district would be 735; and tawill be seen that the counties of Mason, Brack- king all the districts together, the unrepresented
Cll, Nichola.'J, Harrison, Pendleton, Campbell. resiJutlJOs would amount to ollly 3140. Beliey·
Kenton, Boone, and Grant, embrace in the aggre- ing that no system cau be proposed which will
gate a yoting pOfulation of 18,756. The ratio be founll to approximate so ncarly to just and
being J520 wOlllf entitle these counties to thir- equal apportionment, I shall vote for the propD'.
teen represcntati ves, if it be dctermined that the sition of the gentlcman from Trigg:. I lim at any
house of representatives shall consist as now of rate decidedly against the provisions of the old
one hundrea members; ,whereas, if the report of constitution on the subject.
the committee on the legjslati"ve department be
Mr. JACKSON.
I came here with the df'.8ign
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to effect certain changes in our eonstitutlon, such Mr. BOYD'S proposition for 'tJIC sixth section,
as were demanded
by the citizens of the state. as reported by the committee, and it was rejectI did not. come here to alter the basis of repre- ed, yeas 34, nay", 53, as follows:
YEA8-John S. Barlow, ·William K. Bowling,
sentation, nor can I aid in doing it; but if the
vote taken this morning on the proposition sub- Alfred Boyd, William Bradley, Frauds .M. Brismitted by the gentleman from Simpson be an in- tow, Beverly L. Clarke, Jessee Coffey, Henry H..
dex to the mind of the convention, then a most D. Coleman, Lucius Desha, Benjamin F. Edunexpected alteration in that basis will be effect- wards, Green Forrest, Nathan Gaither, Richard
ed. NOI' did I come here to cut up cities iuto D. Gholson, James P. Hamilton, William HClIrepresentative districts, and thus destroy their drlx, Alfr<.;d Mc Jncksou , Thomas James, William Johnson,
ueorgc 'V" Kavanaugh,
Peter
unity; but this has been effected.
I did hope to preserve to some extent that car- Laehbrooke, George W. Mansfield, Alexander K.
dinal oouscrvutive principle, reeoguised ill our Marshall, Richard L. Mayes, Nathan MI:Clure,
present ooustitution ..ill relation to the senatorial William D. Mitt..:hell, 'I'homns I}. Moore, .Ionurepresentation of the state, and with that view I than .N ewcuru, Hugh Newell, Henry B. Pollard,
offered my amendment
yesterday, which! be- Larkin J. Procter, ] ra Root, Ignatius A. Spaling ruled out of order, was offered by my friend ding, John W. Stevenson, John wheeler-c-as.
N,~ys-Mr. President (Gutln'ie.) Richard Apfrom Scott, (Mr. Johnson) to-day; but that great
person, John L. Ballinger, Thomas D. Brown,
principle has beeu overthrown.
In relation to the apportionment,
it is certain- Charles Chambers, William Chenault, James S.
ly to be desired that we adopt some plan for I.lp- Chrisman, Benjamin Copelin, William Cowper,
portioning representation, which will be as far as Edward Curd, Garrett Davis, .lumes Dudley,
possible just and accurate in its results.
I am Chasteen 'I'. Dunavan, Milford Elliott, Seluciue
Garfielde, James H. GUTI'nrd, Thomas J. GOl1gh,
sensible of the difficulty of the task.
Artercastins my »s» over the variousJJlanS submitted for Niniau E. Gray, Ben. Hardin, John Hargis, viuthis purpose, I am convince
that the aile sub- cent S. Hay, Andrew Hoorl, Thomas J. Hood,
mitted by the gecnemsn from Trigg, approxi- Mark E. Huston, James 'V. Irwin, George W.
mates as near to correctness as we lllay hope to Johnston, Charles C. Kelly, James !fl. Luckey,
arrive, and I will give it my support, as 0. sub- Thomas w.Liele, Willis ll. Machen, John :fl.
stitute for the amendment offered by the gentle- Mcblnery, David Meriwether, John D. Morris,
James M. Nesbit, Elijah F. Nuttall,
witlinru
man from Christian.
Preston, Johnson
Price, John 1'. Robinson,
Mr. GRA Y called for the yeas and nays.
Thomas Rockhold, James Rudd, .Michad L.
The question was then taken on substituting
Mr. Boyd's proposition for that of Mr. Gray, and Stoner, Albert G, Talbott, John D. Taylor, William R. Thompson, John J. Thurman, Philip
it was agreed to, )'eas 49, nays 38, as follows:
Y£As-Mr. President, (Guthrie,) John S, Rar- Triplett, Squire Turner, John L. Waller, Anlow, Alfred Boyd, William Bradley, Francis M. drew S. White, Charles A. Wickliffe, Robert N_
Bristow, James S. Chrisman, Beverly L. Clarke, Wickliffe, SilasWoodson, Weeley J. Wright-53.
Mr. HARDIN moved to amend the 6th secJesse Coffey, Henry R. D. Coleman, Benjamin
Copelin, \V'illiam Cowper, Edward Curd, Lu- tion by striking out the words .. qualified voters
cius Desha, James Dudh,y, Benjamin F. Ed- therein," and substituting the following: "free
of such COUllty, town, or
wards, Green Forrest, Nathan Gaither, Richard white inhabitants
D. Gholson, James P. Hamilton,
John Hargis, city, and who shall be citizens of the United
States,
and
residents
of the state two years, or
William Hendrix, Alfred M. Jackson, Thomas
of the county, town, or city, olle year next preJames, William Johnson, George W.Kavanaugh,
James M. Lackey, Peter Lashbrooke, Willis B. ceding the enumeration, or children born withMachen, Gc·orge ·W. Mansfield, AlcxanJer
K. in one year, of mothers who are entitled to
be enumerated."
Marshall, Richard L. Mayes, John H.MeHenry,
It was df'signf'd merely to carry out, in the
Da\'id Meriwether, William D. :Mitchell, Thomas P. Moore, James M. Nesbitt, Jonathan New· section, the idea in the amcndment of the gencum, Hugh Ne,vell, Elijah F. Nuttall,
Henry tleman from Simpson, adopted by the convention
B. Pollard, Larkin J. Proctor, John T. Robin· this morning.
Mr. C. A. WICKLIFFE.
I conclude! from
son, Ira Root, Ignatius A. Spalding,
Johu W.
Stevenson,
John D. Taylor! John Wheeler, the vote given this morning, that it is the settled
purpose
of
the
convention
to
change
the basis
Charles A. Wi\Jkliffe, Wesley J. Wright-49.
of representation.
I could add sometJling to
NAys-Riehard
Apperson, ,John L. Ballinger,
William K. Bowling, 'l'homas D.Brown, Charles what I said thii; morning upon the subject, but
Chambers, William Chenault,
Garrett Davis, I will not detain the committee with any addi·
Chasteen T. Dunavan, ~:lilford Elliott, Selucim; tional reasons why I am notin favor of doing it
Garfielde, James H. Garrard, Thomas J. Gough, at this time, excf':pt that I think ·we may be mis·
Ninian E. Gl'ay, B('n. Hardin, Vincent S. Hay, led by ad ..·erting to the tabular statemcnts prereport, as to its effect or
Andrew Hooll, Thomas J. Hood, Mark E. Hus- oented by the Auditor's
operation.
1 wag not mi:;taken in supp(Jsing,
ton, James W. Irwin,
George W. Johnston,
this
morning,
that
it
was
the warfare between
Charles C. Kelley, Thomas W. Li!>le, Nathan
McClure, John D. Morris, William Preston, the rural districts and the cities, that in some
Johnson Price, Thomas Rockhold, James Rudd, degree led to this innovation upon the basis of
The tendeucy of population in
Michael L. Stoner, Albert G. Talbott, William repl'esentu.tion.
R. Thompson, John J, Thurman,
Philip Trip- our state is found to be! 1 admit, to the borders
lett, Squlre Turner, John L. Waller, Andrew S. of the state. and gentlemen will be mistaken if
they do not sllppose that tendenr.y will be as
White, Robert N. Wickliffe, Silas Woodson-38.
gn'at, I\.ye, greater for·the next fift.y rl"ars. So
The question wa~ then taken on substituting
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far as relates to t he pUrp0'56 whlch this U.IlldlJ·,
meut IS oalculeted to etf",ct, time will pro"''' that I Prayer by the Rev. Mr. L.A:i"CASTl:R.
lL has been founded in a mistake.
BASiS OF REPnESE~TA't'IO:S.
I suppose it is the intention of gentlemen
Mr. BROWN gave notice of a motion to rewho wish this innovation, that all the cltiaeue
of Kentuck v, native born and qualified voters coueider the vote tak ..n yesterday adopting the
shall be enumerated somewhere in this common- resolution offered by the gentleman from Simpwealth, when the assessors arc directed to take son, (Mr. Olarke.)
LEGlSLATIYE DEl'ARTM~,XT,
the enumeration.
Ours is rather amoving POP\l~
lation, aud a large portion of our nati v e populaThe couventton then resumed the eonsrderation are ill the habit of changing their residence. tion of the article reported by the committee 011
Now if a citizen of Madison, in the month of the legislative departmE:nt.
July, shall remove to Allen, though he may
.Mr. 'l'RIPLETf.
The convention adjourned
have a family and become a resident, yet the last cvcnin~}lflcr a few remarks by the gentleresolution adopted this morning,
forbids him man from l"clson, (Mr. C. A. Wickliffe,) which
lwei his family to be enumerated
uut.il he has attracted my attention, and for a moment alarmbeen a resident of the count,y twelve months be- ed me. I thought if I had allowed n. provision
fore he is assessed, and becomes a part of the to pass without my usual watchfulness, that
basis upon which representation if> authorized. could bear the construction which the ~entle~
All will find by referring to the resolution
mun gave it, I had done that, 'which I did not
adopted th is morning, that such will be its ef- intend. 'I'he purport
uf the gentleman's
ref.'et.. WB-'l it the iuteutiou of the convention
marks was. that; if this resolution 'was not alterthus to exclude native born citizens who might ed the free white iulmbitants
would not btJ
be removing from one county to another for per- enumerated
unless they had ber-n born in Kenmanent or temporary residence?
tucky, and had also resided in the town or connMr. HARDIN.
A. reference to the books of tv two years.
On reeding it over. I thought
the census and the tables of population
ex- there might be something in it. But Oil further
hibits the furt, that the population of women examinat,iun, I mil satisfied it will not bear the
aud t.:hildren in the country is much lan~'cr than construction whieh was put upon it, and that
ill t·he town. I can show that it is so in any it should not be altered, llrovided the principle
county in the state, if ~elltlemen desim it. Go is rigllt.
Our present constitution
provides
to Malthus all populatIOn, the best author tl1CL~ that,
has e\'er written Oil the su~iect., and he gin's
''In all elections for representatives,
every
)'UU the tables
of the population
of everv city free male citizen (n{'groes, mulattoP:3 and indians
and country in Europe, and they, in all ~:asel;, excepted,) who, at the time being, hath attained
show tlla~ there is a grea~er pl'Oportion of mell to the age of tWt:llty Olle years, and resided in
in the town than in the country, in the same the "tate two year,,;, or the county or town in
amollnt of population.
And the r(lason, as U!'l- which he offers to vote one year next preceding
sigued by the genth'man
from Simpson this the election, shall enjoy the right of illl elector;
lllornihgis,
that the peopte in the country are but no person shall be entitled to vot"" except in
more indiri'ed to marry trIaD in the town.
The the county in which he lllay a.ctnally reside at
same reason is given by Malthus, and is explaill'
the time uf the rlectioll, except as herein othered by the faet that lUen have lJot 1hn means, wise prO\ridl'd."
do not own land and hou!';es, and if they do,
The provision now proposed makes all who
may not possess the illelinatiOll.
As to the have re>;ided in the county, town, or city, oneobjection of my colleafTue, (Mr. Wickliffe,) the year preceding the cen"u;;. or enumeration of the
amendment might be iiablc to it if the word peopTe, (aliens not naturalized
excellted,) the"and" instead of "or" had becn used, in rt'fer- baSIS of representation.
ence to the requirements
of residence.
The
It is be~t alwa.y,,; in writing out an instrument
amendment also prnviJes for the enumerat.ion of which is to last for ages, a" I hope this constituchildren born within the ytlar, bflt.:ause it is said tion will, to use language to which a construcsOlllewlJ('r~', they are to cOJlle unto the Lord. n.od tion has been gi\'en, wit.h which we are familiar,
I think they ought to be taken care of. I have provided it corresponds to th~ course we wish
no feeling on the subject myself, and have in- to purslle.
The old constitution says "every
troduced the amendment merely to carry out fl'ee I1lUle." 'rhe word free is surpll1~age, because
what I suppose from the vote this morning, to whites are free of course. The iallgu:Jge is prebe the settled purpose of the house ill regard to cisely that which is used in the rtlsolut.ion which
the basi;; of representation.
t.his honse adopted, with the exception of t.he
Mr. C. A. WICKLlFFE.
:My objection to words relating to a residence of one year in the
changing t.he basis of representation
is not town, count>', or city, preceding the election.
based 1iPCHl.
the question whether more children If not born III the state, hnt havillg resided one
are born ill the county or in the town, out on yeal' in the COllllty, tOWIl, or city, you. are a citihigher gro-.ll1ds. ·We should tlot throw into zen. I would prcfN that the resolutIOn sho~ld
the element of representation
either propeny,
be so altered as to agree, word for 'YOI'd, WIth
territory, or human beings who cannot act in the the old constitution, and also adopt the resoluselect,iOlJ of the public servant..<:;.
tion, that where the party has resided in the
A,nd then the convelltion adjourned.
state two years, he ,,;hall be enumerated, although he 1ms not resided in the COOlltyor town
one year.
When in order, I will move to strike out all
of that part of the sixth 8~etion of the present

tiD.
report, which comes in contact wIlli this. which Is. that with great ease they could Import voters
I propose to offer, and insert this ill lieu of it. wheu voters W€l·C the basis of representation.
It will save the very difficulty into which we Unless .yuu require a residence of some time withhave sometimes fallen in the old oonstitutiou-cin a city, couutv, or town, you do not get clear
the difficulty of construction.
That is a thing of that fraud. On the contrary, vcu leave it wion which I wish to keep my eye fixed, to leave der than before, because if tbey'cculd move voas little as possible to judicial construction.
ter." across the Ohio, now they can remove FarniThe principles are not the same in two respects, Iiea, and by enumeration would increase the I't'p~
us the house will see.
reseutation From that city 01' county.
Therefore,
"At the first session of the general assembly it was proper thaneresidence of some time should
after the adoption of this constitution, and every be reguired.
How long a residence?
The Proeighth year thereafter, !he general assembly bability is, that if they live in a county fur one
shall cause an enumeration to be made of the year, they will feel an interest ill the state, and
representative population of this conuuouwealth,
should be added tu the population.
It is on ly
and such a ratio shall be fixed as will give one those whose interests are identifiedcwith
Kenhundred representatives, which shall he divided tucky that Kentuckv
should represent,
'Ve
among the different counties, cities. and town", ought not to represent those who have no Kenin the following ratio: Each county, city, or tucky feelings or interests.
1 am willing that
tOWN,having two-thirds of such ratio shall be those who have resided in the state two years
entitled to one representative: each county, city, should be added, although they have not resided
or town, haviug the full ratio and two-thirue
in the city or county one y"al", and thus place
over, shall have two representatives,
and when them all the same footing that voters formerly
any ccuuty, city, or town, shall have less thun occupied.
two-thirds of the ratio, it shall be added to
Mr. HARDIN.
The constitution now requires
the next adjeiuing county having the smallest that a man should have lived two years ill the
representative
population:
and if, when thus state nnd one year in the county, immediately
added, the two counties shall have the full ratio preceding the election.
If he has resided in the
and two-thirds over, they shall together, be en- state two years, he may vote, although be has
titled to two ropresentanves."
not resided in the COUllty one week. The presSoma advantage is gninod here hy the clear- ent provision of the report requires all that the
ness of expression, leaving littl e to construction.
present constitution requires, in the eighth secAnother matter in which it differs is, it au- tion, with this addition, that they must have rethorizes the legislature to vary from seventy sided in the precinct, town, 01' county, sixty days:
five to one hundred representatives.
I am op- and further, that each voter must vote ill the preposed to that, and I believe the COllventioll will cinct, in which he lives: because, before that time
be. \Vhen it is J'leces~ary tu d<,erea,,:eor increase he might. vote ill differcnt, preciucts.
J know a
for party purposeR, they can do it to some ex- man who once voted in three precincts in one
extent, as they formerly rolled residuums from day. 'fhis is a ·wise provision, that they shall
one part of the state 1.0 the other. It is better to vote only in the precind where they live', anJ
nave it fixed in the constitution.
Who has a shall have lived ill that IJr\~cin(;tsixty days bebetter right to say how many l'Io'prescntatives fore the d~ction.
I recollect them was a whig
KenLUck\' shalllmve than this convention?
out at the furnace in Bullitt eotlllty, who went
Mr. C'-A. WICKLIFFE.
'l'hel'emarks I made over into Hardin and Grayson, alld hired a IlUllllast evening, were more immediately directed to b('r of wood-Chol)p~rs ten days before Ull electhe amendment offered to the ~ection under con- tion. That is w lat they call in the state of New
sideration, and a little reflectioll and t:xamina- York "pipe laying." It was to prevent that, that
tion of t.hat amendment, have not changed my a residence of sixty days "vas reqnired.
This
own opinion of the proper cQIJstruetion and rlo'a- provision requires that the qualifications ofthoRe
ding of it, nor do I rise to extend allY philologi- ellumerated shall come np to thof'ie contained in
cal discussion on the article.
But I suggt'st to the eighth SQctiol1; that is, tlll:y shall be citizcJls
my friend to take that article and .read it. I of the UnitiJd States, rcsidents of the !'ltate two
think it proposes to enumerate all perSOllS who years, and of the county sixty days. Whatever
pay taxes, though llOt entiUed to vote; that yon would qualify a man to Yote, would qualify 11iOl
propose to make populatiOll tho basis of repriO- to be enumerated.
s\lutatio!l; that you intend w c-numer&oteall uitiMr. PRESTON.
I offer the following substizens of the United States, who are inhabitants
tnte for the amendm{'ut of the senior gentleman
living withill any county.
Do I underHtand the from Nelson, (.Mr. Hardin.)
Strike out the
advoca.tes of the amendment? I .,-,ill put the casc. words. "qualified Yoters," and insert, "free whit/)
A citizen removes from Indiana into Kentucky
inhabitants."
witll his property, or from Tennessee, or VirlIillWebave heard thi8 subject diseu.')sec] with a
ia, being a native born citizen of the Umterl great deal of ability in this house, and though
States, and will liot be entitled to vote for two differing from my colleagues in my vot,e, I went
years. But do you not intend to have him euu- for the resolution offered by the gentleman from
merated? Your resolution does not reach him, Simpson, and am prepared to maintain it, and
according to my cOJlstruet;ion.
not only to maintain it, but to proeel?-da step beMr. TRIPLETT.
It is perfectly apparent that yond it.. I listened with no little pleasure, to the
·if a family moves across the Ohio the day be- senior gentleman from Nelson, when hepropo!'led
fore the election, they should not be enumerated, and ad vocate,l l}is amendment yesterd.ay. He
and it was to prevent frauds that a residence of invoked the authority of the federal government,
one year was required.
One of the causes of cited the practice of our sister states, and procomplaint against the river counties and cities posed that a different basis of representation

no:;
ehould Le introduced into the couunouweuhh
of
Kentucky,
Now, the right. of suffn1ge ts one
thing, and the basis of representation
another.
For instance, under the federal constitution
three-fifths of the negroes in Kentucky are represented. They enter into tho basis of representation, and fall within the enumeration, but
t.hev constitute no part of the voting population.
And
far as I understand, those states of the
union that have adopted white inhab itnnts-c-iueluding the women and children-c-as the basis of
enumeration, not one has deemed it necessary to
plaee the same guards around it that. they do
around the right of suffrage; but simply state
that the white inhabitants are to be enumerated.
Thus the federal constitution
operates, and you
enumerate every alien in this state ill order to
send our representati vea to congress.
The renSOil of that euulllerntion 'va.s tht one refelT\'d to
by the gellliemall ye:'lterday; that is, t1w alieu
pays taxl's, as well as tIl<' women and childl'tn,
and that lIlutive has indllced most of the states
of the uuion-fourtcen,
as I fil.lJ from examination-not
to make the qualified yoters the basis
of enumeration,
but the free inhabitants of the
several states.
I would direct atlention to the
list of states, and metJtion, ill order to be brief,
that there are three basts of enumeration, in the
states of the ullion. First, qualified voters; "eeOlld, inhabitants-(in
.",ome, free whit,e inhabitants, ill others, m·e enumerated free neg"l'oe!;)and ill the third, it is ul"biLrary, thus:
Wisconsin,
Texas, ]ndialla,
'l'elllJeSSee, New
Jersey, MaintJ, l.llld Jet'Htncky, l"t"quire all enumeraliull to bo,;mad," of qualified vuteri;; making
six states of the unioll.
Bllt Iowa, Texa.<;, and
Missouri require the 'vhite inhabitants
to be
l'JluJUcmted. Michigan requires the whole pop·
ulation to be t'lJuJlwrated, free llf;groes and others. Ohio, :Ul(l our sister states, Alabama, Mississippi, ulld South Carolina, require the frep,
white inhabitants to beenumemted,
with no restrictions, I:>uchas the gentleman dc!:;ires to be
throwll around ~hem. l'enn"ylvauia
reqllires
tho:>t who pay taxcs to eOll"t.itute the basis.
New York llJakt!s it broad, and applies it to all
her inhabitants, exeluding f'imply alieas.
Can·
ueeticut uses the broad word, "population"lthude Island the sarne-Massachusett.<;, "izlhabitant"," and some arbitrary
provi"iollS.
Taxation is the basi" ill North Carolina.
The state
of Georgia adopts the federal plan of enumerating three-fifths of the negroes. Virgillia, Maryland, Ddaware,
New Hamp"hire, alJd Ver~
luont are arbitrary ill their provisions.
Now, what I mean to say is this: that Kentucky and her six sister slates l1,,;ethe term, qualified voters, in formiJlg the ba..~isof representation. !<'omteen of thl' statE'S have genorally declared for the fr<le white Ililtabita-nts; saine of
them, however-the
northern sInks-making
a
variation in relation to free negres, to form the
basis of representation.
III order to be consiflkilt, we havtl to come to one of those three
plaus.
But what is the /H'>cessit.r of throwing the
guards around tlw CUUlllcratiOl1which the gentleman has introdnced?
Are we to invest the
census taker with the power of judging whether
an alien has received his naturalization papers
fJr not? Are we to give him the right of saying

,,0

whether u III:m i~a citiz en or 1I0t? Is there any
state in the union t.hat constitutes a ("CliSUS taker
tv be 11 judge uf the quullncatlous
of ciLizcll;:;?
Is he like:~ mall midwife" to tell the period of
the birth or children?
Is he to proceed and ascertain how long a man has been in the country?
and CroSRquosuou him about hia domestic affairs? WiLh what compulsory powers is he to
be Iuvc .sted? 'I'hese exist, and are exercised only, by the judges of election: but they are abeulutely unknown to the census taker, ei ther undel" the federal or state government.
It is per4
fectly impracticable ill itself. Now, this is the
first great practical difficllltl in throw iug guards
around the cuunwnuion.
I'he gentleman from
Daviess says unless you throw guards nr0\111<1
the mode of taking the enumeration, and unless
you make the Ctlnms taker, he says, the judge
In this ease, you will b", flooded by immigration
from all the ntighborillg" stHtcS around our borderf'. Is not the fear absu1utdy idle? It is a
hard enough thing" to colonize the Teal Yoterf:!
when a pri's"ingelection
i.~Hellr at hand, for the
purpose of making au entl1U8ratiun ill the eity,
but. to set to work (\.year before th<: legislature
meets in this hall, to frame its :tpportionrnent
bill, [llId get men, WOIl1CIl, and children all huddJeJ together-because
a child does just as well
as fl. Ulall under this plan-and
bring them across
to Kentucky to be represented, is absurd, and
1I0t at all likely to takt place.
:Mr. TRIPLETT.
I expresf'ly said the object
of pllttiug iu one year, was to IHevcnt their beillg brought in,
h"'l"plt,fore, just before the
election.
Mr. PRESTON.
It amounts to the same
thing.
The fear is perfectly unfonndcd.
The
city of Louisville, it is said, is not blesseJ with
the same number of ehildn:n as the eountrvthat she is not so prolific as the eOlluties. G'entlemell go to a certain extent in refE~renceto forming a ba...,is. I am willing to go further. We
have ."OtlHJ fifwen hundred children in the COUI1ties of Hart, 'fodd, LOgtu1, and Trigg, morethan
Louisville has. It seems to be made an iucident
in the proposed restriction.
I was willing to do
any thIlJg fair, and I voted for it, and I will rIot
only sustain the gentleman ill that, btlt I will
vote to put the whole population uf the state ill,
ancl eany that printiple out to the extt'tlt to
which fourteen states have gone. I will gi\'c
hirn all th~ assistance I can, in the furtherance
of hi.~ pbll. '1'0return to the gentleman frolll
Daviess.
Is it Ilot, let me ask the house, an unlJecessary apprehcllsion,
that when seven or
eight thoUSHl\ll souls will constitute the basis oC
all as;:;elllbly dif>trict, we ,viII proceed to colonize
just before an enumeration fakes place, in order
'to swell it up? I want the attention of the house
to that point for olle moment.
'fhat is the main
argument
of the gemleman from Nelson, Oll
which all his other:'! are based, if I understand
him correctly.
Now, out of all these fourteen
states, lJone of them have ever deemed it neeessary to throw tllis guard Mound the enumeratioll. None have armed the census taker with
the examination of the rights of citizenship and
suffrage.
Mr. DIXON.
I yoted for that resolution,
offered by Illy friend from Simpson like many oth~
era. I suspect I voted too llustily, although it
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Iooke w~1J ill the resolution,
I [\111 nut disposed
one of rue elements of the busts of rcpreseuteTo attach l.my thillg to the eoustitution whieh J t.ion ; and free negroes. also, would be made one
think will wei~h it clown. when it comes to of the elements of this basis of represeutatlou.
he acted on by tlHJ people.
I have examined the But all gentlemen repudiate those, as two of the
amendment offered by my, friend from N else». components of this basis of representation which
and Lsay, jh:\t in hi" opinions on this, and all we are about to form.
other subjects, 1 have the greatest confidence,
Something htt .. ucen said about the mingling
and I woul.l yield to his views, if I could with of taxation, in thc odjustmont of the principle
consistency.
But I am not prepared to go for hi . :; of represeutatiou.
If this should be the case,
amendment.
my county would fnre much hotter than she is
1 see many difficulties
growing
out of this likely to an. The taxable property of Bourbon
matter, which cause me to pause before I proceed county, is about $12,OOO,OOU; furnishing a revefurther.
The difficulty suggested by my friend nue of from $18,000 to $20,OO[) a year.
But I
from Louisville is a grout l)UC, which i.
."that of believe, Oil the principle of representation,
as
dctenuiuiug who is and who is not to fcrru the indicated yesterday, she would fare worse than
element of this basis. 'Ve start the census taker any county in the state; forshe seems to have a
through the state or city to find out who the smaller proportion of children than many other
qualified persons are. He comes to a house wh€'re counties ........
whatever the reason may be, I am not
there arc children, a woman, and a man, and the able to account for it.
question comes up, is that man naturalized.
He
It seems to me, that there is a principle,
that
may be a foreigner; the children may have been should be traced as a. golden thread, in the adopborn here, or not; the wife may have been natu- tion of a basis of representation.
We have a
ralized, or not. I do not see how in the ~wl.me represent!1tive government. and we are about to
Ofj'usticc llC is to tell, who is to form the basis. adopt ;1 basig. upon which the rcpresentati\'f!
, 'bere is another objection.
It is substituting
prineiplt! shall be carried out. What is the eor~
one basis for another, and this will have some rect basis?
It is, that the population of the
effect. It will trausf.:r representation
from Qne country which possesses the pulitical power, and
point to .mother, or from one class to another which has a rigllt to possess it, shall form the
class.
I want to know if gentlemen have made basis of representation.
It is not numbers that
lip their minds that this transfer is fair.
.Arc we propo!Oc to represent, it is llot slaves, it is not
you to take it from the slaveholding
popula- free negroes, itjs not women and I1hildrell that
tillo, and transfer it elsewhere?
How will it ef- are to be represented, according to the philosofe<ltthe slaveholder?
I do not know, aud I phyof ollrsy"tem of go\·ernment.
It is the powant gentlemen to iuquire into it.
l itlCal authority of the country that is represenI understood it was the object of the gentle- ted; and that alone can be represcnted.
Wo~
man to restrict cities, bnt I thmk tbi" will lwt men do not vote, children do not vote; they do
do it. If I uuder.stand it, Louisville contains not petition fur a change of measures, they do
50,000 inhabitantB, and the wholc population of not remonstrate against the adoption of measures.
thc state is 700,000.
If from the 50,000 in the They t'xercise 110 control whatever, over the opthe city ot' Louisvillc, 10,000 are taken fOTne- eratIOns of government.
There is a power that
groes aild ali.ms, it will reduce thepopnlat.ion to does exereise tll" control, and what power is
be represented to 40,000.
If those 1\ot represent- that? It is the adult male voting population of
ed in the balaul'c of the state are 8ubtnteteJ, it the country.
It is not numbers alone, it is will
will leave 6UO,OOO, beside the 40,000 in Louis- amI purpuse that is repl'esented-it
is only purville.
If this is truc, Louisville will then have, pose-will,
that ought to be, and ill truth is repinsteauof four repl'cselltatives, rsix and two t,hirrls. rcsented.
V{c mny gil'e to a country additional
That iB the way the matter presNlts it'Oclf. I political power and strcngth, on account of chilwas for giving them the old basis, but it iB now dt'e1I, yet they do not vote; 01' on account of woa.questioH whether, if the prinCiple is correct, men, yet, they do not Yote. They have no voice
We shOUld apply
itill this installce.
If we takc in the adoption of measures of govNnment-like
the new basis of representation, we transfer that that which is spoken by men; no \,ersons have
which b~longs to other parts nf the state to the a right to be heard, save the lllell W 10 have the
city of Louisville.
I do not wish to do it. power anci the right to vote. They instruct thc
Whethcr ehildren are "Gom there in as great num- representativesat.the polls, and they inBtruct them
bers as in other parts of the state, in }lroportioll afterwards by pctition and remonstrance.
This
to numbers, or llot. people are mo\"ing in t,here being the only controlilltf p'ower, then, it is idle
from all parts of the Uuiled Stat,es, and swelling to say, that women and cllildren are to be an elethe population of the city.
I am not for takiug ment in forming the basis of repri'!>entation.
population from the slave counties, and transfer- Your political power is derived from the voting
ring it to that city.
population, alia all you have to do is, to repreMr. DAVIS.
We art;)now about to settle-I
sellt that power.
SUPl.?0se yon .could modify
8uppose--what
is to be regarded as a just rllpre- your form of representatIOn, and lllstead of essent,ative principle; and some of our friends Hre tabliBhing a(~ents, go back to the primary and
very fond (If followingout,nnd
identifyingprinorigimll holSers of po,ver, and let them wield
ciples. 'l'he qUdiJtion is, what principlt;) does that power, and rule the destinies ot the counthe convention intend to adopt, and adhere to, try. Upon whom then would it fall Y Upon the
in regard to representationt
It was a favorite voting population of th~ country.
But this benotion, a flOWdays past, that population should ing inconvenient, and in fact impracticable,
it
be the basis of representation-not
population
becomes necessary to rule by agencies. Is it not
generally, because if so, the slave population
aB important then, that the voting population
would be represented, or at least 'would be made should be the basis, when agCllcies prevail, as
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when the ,primary/ower ie empluyed-c-othe-,
wise you subvert an revolutionise the principles

hardly have enough for one represfmtat1vc and
two thirds over; but if you take in women and
lipon which the government
is founded.
That children, she will have a number amply sufficient
is the power that wields all political authority;
for two without any controversy.
'l'be voters in
that power alone speaks potentially
in all the Hardin county are 2,367, the children between
measures of goverument , and it is that power five and .<:;ixteenyear" of age arc 3,3U8-a differalone that has a right to be represented.
cnce of about lOUO. The gentlemen can see esNow it seems to me WeTy plain. that all you actly what I am driving fit. It is that the intehave to do, ia to ascertain the voting populurion
rior counties will be- cut off from t.heir due share
of the country, and when you have done that, of representation, if you take the voting populaprovide for the impartial aud just representation
tion as the bnsie of representation; whereas they
of their power. ,Vhat<wer the (rand" which the will be entitled to their proper share if you illgentleman from Nelson adverted to yesterdayelude women and children; allq as to the diffithat Intervene in cities, and that may be preven- culty of enumerating them, there is HOlle whatted by legislative euaeuuents-c-muy be, guard ever.
this mode of representation, represent fairly that
As to the argument of the gentleman from
power, nnd constitute it the basis of representa- Henderson.
H(· says there is a constant crowd
tion, and when you have done that, you Iiave ad- of population pouring into the cities. I know
hered to the true principle upou which represen- there is; hut there is a larger proportion of me4tation should be based. Any dCp'urtlll'c from it than of women and children.
Why is it so'!
is a departure from tho true philosophy
of our Because men go their for busiuess purposes.
system of gOVCl"1l111ent.
Examine the cOll1missioners' books ull over the
Mr. HA.H,DIN. A great part of the argument United States, beginnillK at lIassachusettQ and
of the gcutlerunn from Hcudersou and the gen- going to the mouth of the Mi"sioSr;ippiriver, and
tleman fWIIl Louisville consists in the supposed
you will see that the numbers of the two classes
difficulties of asecrtainiug the number of quali- of population, male uud female, in city alia
fied voter" 011 the part of the individual who country, approximate much nearer between the
takes the census.
Are not the gen~lellle!l ~lware, a~es of twenty and forty, thun at any other age.
that as the law now stands, he IS required to '1 ake any age below twenty and above fort,y,ltlld
take the number of qualified voters? Any man you will find It wide difference in the populawho chooses to sec spirits, can see them. Gentle- tion. What does this prove? It proves that
men can conjure up difficulties where none exist. there is less difference between the voters and
The assessor or connnissioner is now not only re- the whole population ill the towns and cities
quired to as':ertain who arc entitltld to vote and than there is in the country.
who are not, but he is also required toasCl'rtain the
Thc gentle mall from Bourbon ad vanced, J prenumber of ehildnm between the ages (Jf five and sume without much rcflectioll, a. proposition
sixteen years; and the United States mur:o;hal is which I hope he willrctract.
That women and
requireJ. to ascel'tain the llumbN of individuals
childr<"n have no right to pctition.
'fbcyarc
betweell the ages of ten and fifteen, llnd so on I,he very class of population tlJat are entitled to
to one hlllldred.
I understuud the force of the the right of petitlO!1.
gentlt:llIun's argument very well. You arc, suys
Mr. DAV1S. I did not intend to assert that
he, only to takt those who arc inhabitants of a they have 1l0t that right.
county or a city. 'l'hat is the very thing I want
Mr. HARDIN. That is '"rhat I supposed.
I
to guard agaill!;t. I want thc population which know my friclJd from Louisville, wanLs to g~t
is to be the basis of representation, to have pre- in mell, women, and children, who arc Ilot citicisely the samc qualifilJations tlmt voters have zen!;, and if his amendment should bc adopt~d,
ill regard to naturalization, and not swdl yom· lltnvill get ill hundreds auJ thotlsauds who arc
repre"entatioll by taking in persolls who are Hot not citizens; who are not Americaw>, and who
citizens.
It is upon this point thut we am ilt may, perhaps, 110thave bepll in the country fifty
issue. The gentleman assigne one set of rea- I lays. I want to exclude the Ill, unless they hav<l
sons and I another. He says It is impossible to been here two years. The gentleman says we
take into the enumeration women and children
should protect t.he foreign population.
Well
under the age of twenty nne years. I say there sir, I shall vote for makingth~ l1ative population
is no difficulty whatever in doing so.
and the llaturaliz~d alicns the hasis of repreMy- friend who Was last up, says it should be sentation.
confined to the votmg population because they
.Mr. Ml1'OHELL.
It seems to me, the whole
are the only persons who lJave the power to act scope of the gentlelllUIl's argument goes to show
in relation to the measures of govel"llnlent. 'VeIl that what has been pre.;ellted hert as the basis
sir, I take the whole population.
Suppos('. the of repreRentation, i':i not in fact, such a basis.
wholtl populatioll ill a coullty is sufficient to ell- '1'he principle, if there be any principle, that is
title it to a representative in tlH~house, and the embodied in this resolution, is designed not to
voting population is 110t s\lfficient. Take the fix what I regard as the ba.'Jis of representation,
county of Larue, she has about two thirds of the but to establish the means of di~tributil1g politiratio for fl. representative.
AmI in the course of cal power throughout the state. It amounts to
two years, if the river coullties should incl'ca"e llotlling 11I0rlO
than that, a means for the distl'ias they have done, and tJle interior stock raising butiou of politica.l power throughollt the state;
countIes should not increase in the same pro- and we shall be at length compelled, in (>stabportion, Larue will fall below two thirds; but if li:;;hing representative responsibility, to fall back
you take in the ,vornen and children, Larue will upon the true basis of representatIOn, which is
be entitl"'d to a representative,
Take Hardin political numbers. In the federal constitution,
county, and at the enn of t~·o ~·ears, she will population is assllmed, for what purpose?
Not
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as 1 conceive, to fix the basis of representation.
but to give to each state the measure of its political power. I apprehend that federal numbers
assigns, by our national compact, tile measure
of its political power to each state, and that the
state itself afterwurde fixes the basis of repriJeentatlon.
This reanlts from compromise
and
necessity. In some of the states the right (If
8\lffra"~ is restricted, ill others it is more extendcd: h~ll('e the necessity for adopting the plan
wltieh is laid down in the federal constitution;
which amounts to nothing lnOI'C than a distrlbution of puliti cnl power among the etatee, and the
state afterwards fixes her basis of representation
when she detf'rillines the extent of her elective
franchise.
The very term basis, itself, implies
that somethiug must rest upon it. ·When thorofore you say that the whole population is tho
basi~ of roprescntatlon,
and yet tJ:at that representation
covers but a part of this basis, there
is a portion of the basis on which nothing
rests. In adopting the resolution
which has
been adopted here, and eugratting
the umcnd. ment now proposed to be ellg-rufted on tlw section lliider consiJcration,
we depart from the
principle
which has heretnforc governe<1 us in
appurtionment
of pulitical power aillong the
different sections of the state, and adopt a new
modI:!. But when we carry out t,he principle
of
repl'csentatiulI, we <Ire compelled to fall baek
UpOl! tlie old principle.
Whose voice does the
repn.selltatve
brini! into the council chamber?
It is not the VOiCil of the whole populatil)Jl.
It
is the "oice of those who createJ the represl"!ntative!
Representation
~nl\st be as large :1'> its
ba<;i". I cannot COlH:eIVCof nn agent, wnllOut
suppoRing some principal wh? has :"estedyo.\\,()l'
ill tl18 agellt; I <.latlllot conceive of a prm<.llpal
outside of l,host) who have crp.utecl-if you pl~ase,
this agcnc.y.
It is true, sir, that t.here are oth~r
intcrC'sts in the country, besides these which resirle in the political
\lumbers, who wield the
power of the country; but these other interests
are so intimately associated with the interests of
those who widd the political power, that while
fmbservillrr the 011(' yotl snbsm've the other, also.
'fhe votil~g" population of the COllutrv is the
quasi guardian of all other interest'> in the COlllltry whidl are oat represellt<::d. By adopting the
principltl t:olltaillea
in the n'lsolutioll, and t:Olltained in the allJendmellt
)lOW proposed,
you
create all irresponsible
mediate representatIOn.
Inas1I\uch as there js 110 voice l'<~prest'ntcd, but
that of the voting population, the voting population must r('prer;cnt the other intcre,,;ts.
H
thi10 be tnw, then, thos(l wllO have the largest
amount of thi~ ~ort of association
connected
with tilell1 should [Hive the largest ,·oiee. If the
husbul1'l
repres\'ut the il\t.ere:;;ts of his wif,", alld
<lhildrcn, the husband
oug-ht to lluve, at, the
)OlL~,a more potential '·oice than the mUll who
laS 110ne of thest' interests
connected with him.
If on the other hand it, is right that every th'eman who is entitled to vnte should have an
egual voice, then !'lir, there is IlOlle of this medIate rt'prdcnl.ation
which this new basis 'would
see.m to t:ontemplu.te.
I take it. sit, that this j,;
llOthing more than a provisioll for the distribut.ion of pulitical. power-it
is 1101.. a basi8 of
repre&entation.
I WII.'> opposed to the resolutioll,
and I am also opposed too this amendmellt.

our
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:Mr. WOODSON.
Alr. President:
The amendment just offered by my friend from the city of
Louisville,
(Mr. Preetou.) involves an interesting and an exceedingly important principle-no
less sir, than the true bests of a free representative govorument.
I have given no vote since I
have occupied a scat upon this tIoor, that has not
had for its object the promotion of the interest.
the welfare, and hap\)ine;.s of the great ..st possible number of Illy Ie low-citizens.
The maxim,
"the greatest good to the greatest number,"
hns
never been lost !'light of in ,my vote I have given-any
speech I have made, ur ill any act I hnvc
performed.
I have been votil1~ for, and uncompromisingly
advocntinrr, for the last five 01' six days, the extension of equal, pc lidcal , and representative
rights and privileges to all the citizens of every
portion of the state, regardless of partizan or local considerations,
permitting my love of equality and my devotion to principle alone to govern
my action.
And when the convention
on ..,esterday determined, by an overwhelroiug majority, to regard nothing but numbers in the distribution of political rl'presentative
rights, I supposed that the same high and elt"vaterl conSiderations were influencing every other delegate I1pon
this floor.
The resolution of the delegate frout Simpson,
OUr. Clarke,)
1,-hi<.lh this convention
adopted
yesterday nwmiug almo'Jt without a dissenting
voice, asscrt~ t.hat the [ree white inhabitants in
the state shall t:oul;titute the basis of n'pl'c::;entation in both branches of the Ipgislature.
The
amendment
!lOW pending
reiterate!'! the samtl
great principle,
and nothing more or less. We
ye'itetdny cleclnl'ed, ill the most sol~mn manner110 one seriouHiy objcdilJg tha.t I l'emelllber-that
stich should be the basis.
This morniu<t we are
about to reverse ~he d.-cision of yester(~ay, and
declare t.hat representation shall be founded upon
the number of qualified voters, and not the nUInbel' of freo inhabitants in the state.
The refollllution was presented
yesterday,
and
its inherent merits were so manifest to all, tha.t
fcwof IlS failed to rrive it our support.
The pillows of gentlemen rlUl'ing the pa.:st night, ~uggested 1 suppose, adifferent policy; and we find this
mOl'11illg the friellcl!'! of t.he mca<:;llre ye!Sterday,
most boisterOllS in its denunciation.
It is not
for me to say, why this change?
GenLl~men
have sufficieut reasons, I doubt not. I trust,
however, that a bare suggestion, that figures may
have been resorted to by them, and tha.t a mathelUatical demOll::;tration,
that certain loealitie"
Wertl to be !Shorn of a. portion of their politiCRI
prh'ilegcs, lIlay have had a tenden('.y to overcome
their precol1ecLved preclilcctions for the intrinsic
merit,,; of the proposition,
·will not be uukindly
l·ecei"ed. :5ir, when an attempt was made recently to uepri1'e the- counties bordering
on the
Ohio river of th"ir jl1>:t rights in the administratIOn of the gave.TIlment of Kentucky bereafter, I
did not stop to enquire what eff~et the injustice
attempted would llave UpOll my particular locality; I 0111y looked at the great principle of equal
representation
which was songht to be violated,
and I determined,
fit every hazard, to do all I
could to pre\'ent
its consummation.
We Sl1C~
ceeded-and
now, let 118 lI,rlopt what hasis we
may, there are no illvidious distinctions
to be
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drawn between the rights of the citizen living a day or two since. No sir, no. But then there
upon the green hanks of the beautiful Ohio, and are perhaps gentlemen upon this floor who were
the citizen of the interior.
This is all as it influenced by such motives, and who the gentleshould be. But sir, I desire to regard other in" mati may tlunk will reverse their steps whenever
terests than those of the qualified voters, in fix- it is ascertained that Louisville is to be benefit.
ing the basis of representation.
The widows, ted by their course. How far the remarks alluorphans, mothers, and children of this common- ded to were intended or expected toinfluencesuch
wealth, in mv estimation, have equal claims up- gentlemen, the author of them is better aware
on our attention.
Where ever a woman or child than myself. I have not been able thoughto in.
is found, protection is required.
'I'he truth is, crease the strength of Louisville by the estabthe children of Kentucky have a greater interest lishment of the bests proposed,
I do not believe
in what we do, and what the legislature may do, that it will be increased.
than oursel \'8S. The subject of education has
That the mountains are to be benefitted by it,
occupied much of the attention of our legisla- however, no one doubts. For sir, let the reeltures for numy years past, and no subject is more due of the state outstrip us as far as may be in
worthy the attention of this convention, or will every other sort of prosperity, thank God we
have higher claims upon those who are destined stand unrivalled in the number, the beauty, and
to fill our legislative halls under the new consti- (equal opportunities
afforded.) the intelligence
tution.
Mothers and children are peculiarly in- of our children.
terested in the legislation of the state upon the
If the proposition under discussion should be
subject of education.
Yet sir, if qualified voters
carried, the county of Knox will not only have
are to be the established basis of representation,
the wishes and interests of mothers and children the full ratio entitling her to a separate representative, but a large overplus.
The same adare not to be consulted in this matter.
I do not
Laurel, Rock.
desire that minors or women shall exercise the vauruge will accrue to whitley,
castle, and Ftovd, and perhaps Clay. And if
rig-ht of suffrage.
The first has 1I0t the maturity
Increase of the population of the mountain
of judgment to warrant it>; judicious exercise, the
counties increases as much faster for the next ten
nor is the latter to be soiled by being thrown inyears, as it has for the last ten, over the counties
to the political arena. What I desire, is, that
of the interior, every mountain county will have
they shall be represented by some one who feels
an Interest for them. Why air, if there was not a separate member upon the floor of the house of
representatives.
And when such shall be the
a qualified voter in the counties I represent, I
case, does allY gentleman suppose that because
shuuld still feel the responsibility resting upon
the tnouutain representative has the interests of
me here, or in the Iegislative
councils of the
the rising generation in his hands, particularly.
country, to be quite as great 01,<; at present-indeed, more so. I represent upon this floor two that he will occupy a less interesting, important,
or responsible position, than if he were rC'prethousand seven hundred and forty six children,
between the ages of five and sixteen.
Shall I senting qualified voters alone? But sir, I will
extend
my remarks no farther, simply suggesting
be tuld that. these children have no interests in
that when the rights of the city of Louisville
the government?
No one will do it sir. Yet in
were pending in this hall gentlemen were ap~
the apportionment
of representation
under the
present constitution,
they have no more weight pealed to-tlleir sense of justice invoked-and
than so many cattle, horses, or hogs. I do not equal rights have been extended to her. I now
ask for no equal rights for a great city-already
think that this is as it should be.
the. proud metroJ?olis of a great stute-c-I ask sir,
But my friend from Henderson, (Mr. Dixon,) though, for justice t.o be done the women and:
says that when the proposition to apportion rep- children of our beloved, glorious old commonresentation according to the resolution of the wealth.
I admit that, some portions of the state
gentleman from Simpson, that is to say, when will be deprived of the privileges they now enthe proposition to apportion representation agree, joy. But gentlemen ought to be and will be
ably to the number of inhnbi tants in each coun- consoled by the reflection that all they have lost,
ty, ·includillg women and children, was voted the women and children, the pride and glory of
llpon, that it was passed for the purpose of reo our common country, have gained.
stricting the ris:hts of the cities-particularly
the
1\[r. NUTTALL.
I understand that the princity of Louisville-but
that it has now been RS- ciple contained in the resolution of tile gentlecertaiued, that so far from injuring Louisville,
mnn from Simpson, is now proposed to be enthat she will get an additional
representative,
grafted in the Constitution.
Whilst J would
and that be does not suppose that gentlemen wish not vote with my friend from Hardin (Mr.
to give her any more political power than she Brown.) for a re-consideration
of the vote, by
already has. Now sir, I must confess that I was which that resolution was adopted, I neverthegreatly surprised indeed, when the gentleman re- less cannot vote for the incorporation of an absorted to such an argument.
He has been the stract proposition
in the constitution.
It is
bold, fearless champion of the rights of Louis- strange indeed, that the pro-slavery men in this
ville, in all that has been dOlle to affect her, in convention who have been, on all other subjects,
any wise, since we have been here; andI now so vigilant, so watchful, so careful, to ~uard.
venture to suy that if he were directly asked if their interests, are now for the incorporatlOn of,
he voted for tIle resolution because it was to in- a principle in the constitution that will pull
juriously affect Louisville, he would not OWIl itdown one of the bulwarks by which their prop-.
indeed I know· that he did not-that
he could erty is protected.
I will not stop here to as.
not have been influenced by any such considera- si$'n the reasons why it will have this effect. I
tions, after the unlimited and unqualified advo- thmk they ought to suggest themseves to the mind,
cacy of equal rights to all, in whiCh he indulged
of every delegate.
We have heard a great deal
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l\bbut the river counties, by which the Interior- other that might operate unequally, and ltrtrtv
of the state is belted. With what sort of population are those counties and the cities that are
to grow up within them, to be filled? With
a population sit, that care nothing about yom'
slave property.
And you do not base YOtH representation on the population
of the stute.c-'The negro population is to be totally disregarded in the enumeration,
I declared ol'iginnllv that I wus Willing to
violate oue of the curdlnul doctrines of republican government, in order to restrict the cities]
and I shall not go now for g-ivillg them greater
power under the ennmeruuon proposed, than
they would otherwise have. I understand that
the adult voting population is the lll'Oper basis
of representation
in this country.
TIley, and
none other, have the rigltt to exercise pclitdcel
functions.
No other class of the population
is clothed with political power.
The Women
and children of the country have no political
powers-s-have no power to control the measures
of government.
They ought not therefore, td
enter into the enurueratiou, in order to form a
basis for representation.
I shall vote against
this proposition, believing it is wrong in prin-

ciple.

mentally to some portions of the state; and which
might create many enemies to the new constitut.iou. I have not arrived at this conclusion,
from any calculation by figures, as the gentleruun from Knox (:Mr. Woodson) has suggested,
in regard to tlte effect it may have tlpOn IllY COUDty. In fact, I have not been able to see; precisely, how it will operate.
As the resoluuou
(or which I voted was a mere abstract proposition, I do not feel myself bound to vote for its
introduction into the constitution, but shall sustain the old basis of representation;
that is, necording to the number of qualified voters.
That
is a system that the people understand,
fwd 1
believe it is the one they most "ppl'ove of.
Mr. GHOLSON.
I do not suppose I can shed
Rtiy li~ht upon the subject; indeed I will not attempt rt, 1 want to know the nearest mode of
getting a vote upon die question.
If I was
ever astonished ill my life, it 'was to see the exh ihition that has been made here. The proposition that was before the house yesterday, was SCI
evidently founded injustice" that I thought the
house could buvc no hesitation in coming to a
couclusionr I therefore moved the previous quos-

tion.

"MI'. BROWl'{. The question is not wlwther
Now, I want Losee how tnany of the talf'nted
women and childrclJ STlOUldbe taken into the gentlemeu ot this hod.r-to whom we have been
enumeration; it is wh~ther the voting populri.· accustomed to look up, as examples for our imition of tlte country shall be the basis of repre- tation, in point of cOIli'iistency-will,
within
sentation.
I conceive their inter~sts "",'ill be as twenty-four lwurs, chan~e their minds, alld vote
well rf'pl'esented upon one basis us the other. againHt a proposition ~dllCh they were once in
The question is not whe~hel' we shall permit favor of. What does It matter, where the repre·
them to come to the polls <tlld cast their votes. scnlation shall fall, so long as the result DlllSt be
They are ~ot allowed to do this. If tlley were, tha~ represcutat.ioll will be equal; in prOllortion
I would Be in favor of inclUding t,hem in the to numbers.
If it be now in ol'tlerj I will move
ba'lis of representation.
The senior gClltleman the previOlls question.
from Nelson has taken occasion to l'efer to my
:Mr. CLARKE.
1 hope the gc·ntleman will
county and t.o prestont tlle fact, that it has a wit,hdraw the motion for the previnus question
larger proportion of children than otllf'r coun- for a moment, and I will renew it if hc desires
ties. '{'hat. may be true! alid I am glad if it be 80. that I shall do so.
But I shall allow no such consideratIon
to inMr. GHOLSON". Oertainly, I withdraw it.
fluence me here. Fur morc than half a century,
:Mr. CLARKE.
I had supposed, aftf'r the dethe voting population has cotlf;tituted tlle basis b3.te which took place yesterday, and after the
of l'epres~ntfltwllj and there has been 110 dis· Yote that wUs takell, that the principle had been
satisfaction exp\'~:lsed 011 the purl of the people settled, thltt the dcseription nf population
refer...:-they hl1\'o Jwt demanded a change in tl1is re- rerl to in the \'esolution 1 had toe l1OnOl' to subspect. But I have seen a disposition
on the mit, shonld form the basis of representntion.
I
part of delegatef'! to go beyond the public de- Sllpposecl the principle had been settled, and
mands, in refel'euce to reform~ in the cOllstitu- permanently settled, by that vote: I ~hould not
tion of Kentucky.
I have occasionally had the trouble the convention, however, 'With any rehonor to rcpreseni my county, and as a public marks, were it not for the fact, that the gentleman, I bave alway~ been prepared to lneet man from Henderson (Mr. Dixon) has presented
my responsibiliL}'.
The gentleman need not an argument here, based upon a calculation, that
give himself any ullt'nsiness on my account. I in my judgment, is falla.<.:ious, and logically
do not fear that my county will be deprived of speaking, false.
'rhe gentleman assumes that
her two representati ve8. I have no such appre- we are aU ill enol' ...vben we say, that the rural
hension.
And if I lmd, I wonld not permit districts of thi~ state
bt"' benefited, by
any con,,;ideration of that kind to induce me to mnking the whole \vhite population of the state
depart from au established principl~fL
princi- -with
the restrictions
thrown around them
pIe sauctioned by time and experience.
by the resolution-the
basis of repre8entation i
Mr. McHENRY.
I voted .....
esterdny for the and he contents himself with uSfmtning this to
t.esolution of the gentleman
from Simpson, be the fnct, without furnishing
the basis upon
though Ill.Y intentiail wa>;briginnl1y, to vote for which h~ arrives at sueh a condusion.
DO abstract proposition whatever; alldsuhsequcnt
Mr. DIXON.
I pres..:nted ule basis of my
reflectioll has confirmed me in my firl>t determi- eaHlulation u!>I receIved It from the hoIJoluble
nation.
I believe that vote was wrong.
The \ president of thi;; ctmventioll, from the gentlepeople have not complained of t11e 1?resent ba- man from Louisville, (Mr. Preston) and from my
Bis of representation.
and I think it IS better to friend from Shelby, (Mr. G. \Y. Jdhnston.)
".I
let the present ~stem remain, than to adopt an· gave what I -supposed to be a fair basis.
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Mr. CLARKE.

J .ha ve

doubt the infcrtnathe basis of representation,
1 appeal to every
tion of the honorable president. and of the gentleman on this floor, whether it is not aafer
other gentleman from Louisville may be correct; and better, aa far as the rural districts are con. they may have the means of obtaining the n nm- cerned, that we should base repreeeutaticn upon
berof free white persona in Louisville.
I say the whole white population, than that we should
they may be correct, because I do not know base it urou the voting population?
For no one
what their city regulations are; I have 110t ex- here wil be bold enough to say that if there Ia
nmiued the subject for I fdt no interest in it. an iucreaso of population that increase consists
But I would like to know how it is that gentle- of voters, and not to the same extent of women
men can state with any certainty, what the free and children.
You mny take uuy place you
white population now is, or what it has been at please, in the union. that is increasing in popuany period since 1840? I grant, that if you al- lation, and you will find that where an increase
low ~elltJelJ]en to assume their facts, there is of "Voters has taken place, more women and
no difficulty in arriving at the conclusion to children are to be found, ill proportion to those
which they wish to come. But when the census voters, in the rural districts than in allY city or
was taken in 1840, I believe the whole pcpulc- town.
t.ion of Louisville was but 21,000, and at that
Mr. BRISTOW.
I fear that we are attaching
time the population of the state was 590,000. Is rather too much importance to Louisville.
I
it not reasonable to conclude, that if Louisville have been constantly voting to give to Louishas, since 1840, grown from a population of ville equal representation with the balance of
21.000 up to 50,000, the state has grown in the the state. I di-l so because I thought it was but
same ratio? I ..et Ole assume facta.an.I I can give just and proper that she should have it. But I
to Louisville, or any other city in the state, tweu- apprehend that, If every question is to be settled
t.y members ill the lower house.
But there has by a reference to the bearing it is to have upon
never, since 1840, been a criterion furnished, by Louisville, we shall find ourselves involved in
which the white population of the city can be some difficulty.
ascertained.
I grant, sir, that we can ascertain
But we are about Io settle a very important
the number of white citiaens over twenty-one
It is proposed to change a principle
years of age; I graut, sir, that we can ascertain question.
the number of qualified voters; I grant, sir, that that has been acted upon ..under our present conwe can ascertain the number of children between stitution, ever since its formation, and which
entirely satisfactory to the country.
the ages of five and sixteen.
we ascertain all hasItbeen
is one of the points on which I was particthese facti> from the Auditor's report; but, sir,
when yOll go to the innumerable number of those ularly guarded before I left home, that I would
males and females under five years of age, and not spring new questions, nor vote for new
fema 'es over sixteen, there are 110 data 'furnished, propositions, which had 1I0t been considered by
the people. I came here to make changes on
by which you can arrive at a correct conclusion.
Now, sir, allow me to assume 11 fact. If it be those subjects only, upon which complaint existed.
But the principle COil tended for here.
assumed here that Louisville lias a population
of fifty thousand, I assume that the state has a gentlemen say, is 80 clear, 80 palpably just, that
white population of one million, and then let we ought not to hesitate to adopt it; especially
'I'here are a great,
the gentleman make his calculation upon this as we voted for it yesterday.
many principles that I would vote for, as abstract
assumption of facts.
princi ples, that I would not put into the constiMany difficulties present themselves to gen- tution.
Looking at this question in a practical
tlemen here this morning.
One is the supposed point of view, I am satisfied that the qualified
difficulty of ascertaining
the number of the voters in the state should be the basis of reprewhite male citizens of Kentucky; and the gen- sentation.
My course in regard to this propositleman from Louisville undertook to say that tion, is not influenced by any effect it may have
you are conferl'ing upon the commissioner the on my section of country; for] suppose gentleexercise of an arbitrary power, in permitting
men are correct when they say it will inureasOd
him to determine who are tho qualified voters. our refresenlation.
But if the elder gentl,,;man
Now, sir, if I know any thing about the duties from Nelson is correct, I am the more confirmed
of a commissioner, as prescribed by the laws of in my opposition to the introduction of this
tllis state, they are, tnat he shaH ascertain the new pl'inoiple; for if all these fmuds call be
JlUmber of qualified voters, and it is upon his committeel in eities, when qualificd Yoters 0011report, t,hat tbe apportionment of representation
stitutt:\ the basis of representation, I ask how it
is based. There is no other practical mode bv would be if we put a new element into that ba
which you can ascertain the number.
Why, sis? \Ve must then, of course, be swallowed up
t.he commissioner has the power of fixing the entirely.
How do gentlemen
find out that
value of your property.
If you do not place it frauds ate committed?
The proper mode of
as high as he thinks you ought to pIac.1'!it, he preventing fraud is, to oonstitute the voting popcan put his own value upon it. And I ask how ulation the basis of repres.~ntation.
It is true,
long it will take, ·when he is ascertaining- from I voted for the resolution Oll yesterday, but I
the llead of a. family how lUnch taxable property would not then have voted to iu<:orporate the
he has, to ascertain, at t.he same time, how many principle into the constitution.
How can we
children there are in his family between celtain tell wflattho resnltwill
btl? We haTe not the
ages. And yet this has presented an insuperable data before us to en<lble us to come to a concluo~iection to the minds of some gentlemen. I have sion. Gentlemen sa.y they care not what the re~
nottimeto discuss the merits of the l)riucipleeonsuIt may be, if we have a correct pl'ineiple to
talned in the resolution; but if we are to estab- stand upou; but I would like to t.est its practilish the principle that population shall furnish cal operation before adopting it. Besides, t~
IlU
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question has aot been discussed before the
ail heglves to 15.00 or 2000 voters in Jefferson,
ple, and they are not prepared for it. However or a border COUYlty.
Scarcely, sir, will any 01108
clear it may seem to some gentlemen, it may not be found to ad vocate such a proposition.
Yet,
PTOVf; advantageous
in its operation; and it is sir, in principle the new basis of representation
better that we should not risk the introduction
is the same, ana in practice it may work ant
of a new principle, that may pro"e injurious in verv similar results.
its operatIOn.
Thus stands this measure in its naked deformMr. CHAMBERS.
I am one of the few who ity; but when disguised under the habiliments
voted against the new basis of representation
?f conferring rights .upon wom.en and children,
adopted yesterday, and I shall coutmue to vote It appears a very different thing from what It
a~alUst it, however just and correct its princi- really is. Our present constitution provides "that
ples may appear to other gentlemen.
TIllS new all freemen, when they form a social compact,
measure of representation appears to me as but are equal," but I have never yet heard of any
another effort to create political
inequality
declaration of principles, or political platform.
amongst the freemen of this commonwealth, and declaring that women and children were equal,
it loses 110neof its inherent vice and injustice or that they were equal with men ill a political
by being involved in such uncertainty, that gen- point of view. At present the qualified voters
tle.rnen cannot point to the particular locality of the commonwealth form the basis of represenwhich is to be unduly benefitted or inillred by tation and I think the correct basis. 'l'hese voit. Indeed, this uncertainty enhances Its dan- ters are the husbands, fathers, or guardians, of
gel's, and to such a degree, that they ma.y be the females and children of our state, and they
dire to the friends 'Of this movement and their represent them and do their voting; and as the
constituents, and m.ay work out results the Vilry people have not demanded anv change I shall
reverse of those anticipated by these gentlemen not vote for any.
•
yesterday.
Gentlemen seem to be sensitive on
But as to the mode of apportioning representhis point this morning, and many of them wil- tation, whatever basis may be adopted, I have a
ling to retrace their steps; hence they move a re- word to say. My county, with a large residuconsideration.
mil above the ratio required for one representaThis is a struggle to transfer political power tive, has never yet been entitled to two; but has,
from one portion of the commonwealth to aneth- for many years, been a creditor of her adjoining
er; and to effect it, gentlemen resort to a bnsls counties-lending
them her residuums to entitle
of representation containing new elements, and them to a representative.
But, sir, under this
proJ;lose to take from the qualified voters of some new or amended constitution, which we are
section, (but what section is unccrtain.) their making, we want to use our whole terce for ourpolitical power, influence, and wfiight, and to selves; and if I can ascertain that the plan oftransfer and lodge the same with the women and fered by the gentleman from :Fleming can be
children of another section of the state, but de- made practicable, I shall go for it, This plan
nying to these women and children the exercise proposes one representative to each county, and
of these powers, whilst their husbands and fa- that each representative shall be entitled to one
thers are allowed the double privilege of voting vote for everyone hundred constituents he may
for themselves and their families, and for the have.
This would leave no residuums, and
widows and orphans of these favored districts. would give to each county its just weight in the
Sir, if this new basis is to be acted upon, let us legislature of our state; but in committee of the
confer upon the women of this commonwealth
whole I do not see how the vote could be taken
the right of suffrage, and let them vote for them- under this plan, and it would be somewhat
selves and their children; but let us not give troublesome even in the house.
to one freeman double the political weight and
I hope we shall adhere to the old basis of repimportance of another in the legislation of the resentetio», and adopt that plan of apportioncountry.
ment which shall operate most equally and justI have examined the auditor's book.and I find 1y upon the counties, towns, and cities, entitled
that the new basis of representation would prob- to separate representation.
ably advance the weight and influence of my
Mr. C. A. WICKLIFFE.
I rise, more partiecounty as greatly as that of almost any other ularly, to ask my friend from McCracken and
county.
I find that, whilst in many counties "Ballard, (Mr, Gholson,) that although his perthe children aged between five and sixteen do ception is so clear upon this subject, that he is
not exceed in numbers the qualified voters there- astonished that men differ with him, I hope he
in, in Boone there is an excess of children, will bear with this convention, and allow us to
within the years before named, of near four hun- take a little time for reflection and further exdred over the voters; and it is not from any ap- aminatiou of this important subject.
I said
prehension that my constituents will lose by the yesterday, I thought I saw, without the aid of
change that 1 0pJ;l0se this new measure of rep- figur.es, without the aid of the Auditor's report,
resentation. No S1r. It is because, to my mind, it or the-old census books. the general.effect of this
RJ?pears unequal and unjust, and full of inconve- priJiiciple, if engrafted in the constitution of your
mence, that I have recorded my vote against it. state. I do hope, that there will not be manifesSir,let us strip the thing of all disguise and ted by my friend-with
whom I differ with great
concealment, and how will it appear? Is tl1ere pain on this occasion-so
much impatience, and
any delegate upon this floor that is willing to so much astonishment, that we are consuming
say that he will vote for an apportionment
time on this important question. I said )'esterwhich shall give to one thousand voters in the day, that the effect of the proposition is, to give
county of Cumberland, or any other interior to certain persons, wherever located, a greater
county, as much political importance and weight political power than they had under;the old ba·
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sis of .repreeeetatlon.
W hen geuuemeu
talk
about constituting women and children a part
of the basis of representation, I ask them to engraft in the conetitutiou, if they fear that the
interests of married WOlU,m, widows and children will not otherwise be secured-the
principle
that once existed. if it does not now, in the eon
etituriou of New Jersey-to
give to widows and
unmarried women of mature age, the privilege
of voting. But do not sir.; under the plausible
declaration
that emanates, I know, from a kind
heart-that you are giving to women and children additional security, while in fact you give
them nothing-increase
the number upon which
representation is based. Give them the power to
vote, if yOLl will, and let them exercise it. When
you establish the true principle of respoueibi lity in reference to the basis of representation,
and place all freemen upon a perfect equality,
then 1 am content.
I do not wish to increase the
power of one freeman, when his location may
be among women and Children, at the expense of
another, who may" not be similarly blessed.
Sir, I know that gentlemeu may go to the Auditor's books and reports, and ascertain the Humber of children, of a particular description, in
different parts of the state; and ascertain the
number of the foreign population that is contained in Ole despised city of Louisville, and how
much that population is to increase the power of
the city; yet all this does not affect the great
principle of equal representation.
How this rrovision
is to operate, I do not
know. But do not wish to engraft in the con .
stitution, an element ill the basis of [representation that will have the effect of creating a prejudice against this constitution that we are now
making, when it shall be submitted to the people.
Mr. GHOLSON.
There are certain gentlemen
in this house, who seem desirous of having every
thing their own way. I recollect that I made a
movement in this house at an early period of the
session. Gentlemen were not then prepared to
vote upon the proposition I submitted.
They
wanted time for reflection.
It. was granted to
them, and they then had it all their own way.
Now I am again told not to press this question,
and I have no doubt gentlemen will have this
matter all their own way too. Yet I have no objection to pass this section over, and take up the
next. I am wiHing thev shall have as much time
as they want. What 1 object to is, 80 much
talking and no voting.
Mr. MAOHEN.
There seems to have been
such an entire revolution in this bouse, within
the twenty-four hours past, that perhaps the same
course of reasoning that has superlriduced the
change of opinion on the part of gentlemen who
oppose this proposition, might, when understood, change the opinions of the balance of us.
I think it is due to us, that we should at least
have time for reflection.
The resolution was
passed by such atriumphant vote yesterday, that
I did not think it necessary to jrepare
any ar ,
guments in its support; for I di not expect it
would meet any opposition to-day. I thought
the question was settled. It is now pronounced
to be an abstraction;
if so, it isan importantabstraction; it is one on which a great deal of the
future action of this government is to be based.

I will therefore move, that this subject be passed
over until to-morrow. I think we shall then be
better prepared to act upon it.
Mr. DIXON.
I believe the gentleman is right
in mo.kill that motion. My friend from Simpson (Mr. Clarke) has satisfied me it should be
done, both for his sake, and for the sake of all
of us, in order that we may come to a right understanding.
The gentleman asked me how I
knew my basis of calculation was correct, I told
him, and he replied, that that was no basis of
calculation which allY body could say was correct-c-tbut there was no Suta on which I, or
any member of the eouvention, could determine
the number of the white population in Kentucky.
Mr. CLARKE.
The gentleman certainly misunderstood me. I did not say there was no data
upon which he could base such a calculation.
I
said there had been no census taken since 1840.
of the whole population of the state.
Mr. DIXON.
I understood the gentleman.
He said, according to his basis of calculation, the
population
of the rural districts increased a.s
fast as that of the cities and towns. But he does
not pretend to say that his basis of calculation
is correct. Is it fair for the gentleman not only
to grope his own way in the dark, but to insist
that others shall follow such e lead? I do not
wish to make any innovation upon thegrcat principles of the old constitution, unless! know what
I am doing. I am not for doing injustice to the
people of any portion of Kentucky.
If the gentleman chooses to rush madly into the adoption
of a. principle, the result of which he cannot calculnte he ought not to expect us to follow him.
The PRESIDENT.
I ask leave of the convention to state in a very few words the position
I occupy on this question.
I am in favor of the
basis established in our present constitution and
voted for it, not that I believe the new basis
would unjustly affect my constituency, for I believe from all the calculations I have made that
it would, in all human probability, give them an
additional member; but I have felt aat.isfied
that the old basis was correct, and understood
by the people, and that no change was demanded. I did not come here to vote for any thing
that would give my constituency any advantage
to which they were not entitled.
All that I deaired for them was e'lual representation according to the number 0 qualified voters in every
portion of the state. That was the reason I
voted against this measure yesterday, well apprised, from a calculation made by my colleag-ue.
and my own observation, that in all probability
it would give Louisville
another member. r
will state my objections to the proposed basis. It
micht so happen that a gentleman who had
be%n twenty years a naturalized citize~ might
have a. wife who never hnd been naturalized, and
who, under the provisions of this proposition,
would not be entitled to be enumerated; she not
being a citizen; though the laws of the state entitle her to all the civil rights of holding property and enjoying it. If he carne with infant
children they would be aliens and not entitled
to be enumerated.
Those that are born here.
though of foreign parents, according to my understanding of the law, are free born citIzens,
and when they come to mature age arc entitled
to the rights of Il}ature age upon that subject.
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'I'hus, eceord.ng to my un.Ierstaudlng of' the law,
all that are boru in Kentucky or in the United
States are citizens, although of foreign born Pw
rents. The assessor then, in making out the
enumeration, is to select From the household
of
thenaturalized
citizen uud leave the wife out if
"he Is nut native born, and to exclude the children not native born and to take only those born
here. I have another objection, and that, is, the
requirement
of residence
one year in the city
and county next preceding
the enumeration.
'I'hey would by the time the apportionment
was
made for two years hnvo been entitled to vote,
and thus for one year they would have been excluded from the apportaonment,
It struck me
that even if it be true that a larger portion
of
children between the ages of five and six are
found in certain counties of the state than in
others, then.' would be the same proportion
of
from sixteen to twenty, und that the years as
they elapse will add to those countie-s their fair
:proportion of representation
according to their
met-ease in numbers, and that they will thus be
represented.
Well, I have another objection, it
is the principle (if gentlemen will forgive me
for the wcrd.) of native Aruercanism,
which
excludes the family and children of men naturalized from the enumeration,
and proscribillg
them, for it has that effect, from participating in
the government
of the country.
It was undoubtedly net designed, and I feel satisfied that
Illany who voted for this principle were unaware
that it was striking
at that population, and indirectly at the nuturaliaatiou laws.
1 have
made these statements that gentlemen
may reflect on it, and to show my position, which is
upon the basis of political numbers.
'I'hose to
whom you give the right to vote should, in my
judgment, be the basis of the representation.
1£
we were a democracy. where all might meet to
make the laws and goovern themselves,
you
would soleet some to ilo it. We select all that
are twenty one years of age, native born and
naturalized
eitizens, and when we make a representative government it is to represent them.
Mr.OLARKE.
I beg leave to ask if it was
the original resolution, as adopted hy tJle house,
or the anwndmellt of the ~entleman from Nelson,
(Mr. Hardin,)
upon wllieh tile presideut commented.
The PRESIDENT.
It was the amendment
now pending.
I was not able to get hold of the
original resolution.
Mr. CLAHKE.
In dmwing that resolution I
certainly did not intend, either directly or indirp,ctly, to withhold from the children of our naturalIzed citizens the right to be enumerated.
Nobody can be more opposed t.o Native Americanism, in any shape or form, than myself.
And
if there be 311Y language
contained in my resolution that could be construed into such a thing,
I am willing, when the principle shall have bccn
adopted, to place it in lallgnage so clcar tlmt no
such constl'uetion ca.n bc placed upon it.
The section, by general consent was then passed over.
The seventh section was then read, and adopted without amendment.
The eighth section was then read as follows:
"SEC. 8. Every free, white male citizen of the
age of twent,y one years, who has resided in this

state two rears, or in tbe couutytcwn.
or city,
in which he offers to vote, one year next prece·
dill~ the election, shall he 11 voter, but such voter shall have been, for sixty days next-preceding
the election, a resident of the precinct in which
he offers to vote, and he shall cast, his vote in
said precinct, and Hot elsewhere.
Voters, in all
cases except treason, felony, breach, or surety of
the peace, shall be pri vileged from arrest during
their attendance at, going to, and returning from
elections.
Mr. McHENRY moved to strike out the word
"precinct," and insert "county," so that it should
require a residence of sixty days in the county
instead of the precinct, before the citizen should
be entitled to vote.
:MI'. DESHA moved as an amendment to the
amendment,
to strike out all of the section fiX:
cept the clause requiring a residence in the state.
He had no desire to disfranchise a citizen of the
state merely because he removed from one county
to another, a couple of months before the election.
Mr. CLARKE.
I will briefly state the reasons which influenced the committee to report
the section.
They were aware that in some instances it might operate as a hardship upou citizens of the state, who had removed to another
county a day or two before tile election, but there
were evils suggested, the necessity for the rcmcval of whi\h, forthe purpose of preserving the
elective franchise from imposition, was so powerful as to outweigh
the consideration of these
littlosaerifices. When counties are nearly equally
divided, so far as parties are concerned, it very fccqueutly oecurs that voters are colonized there
from other counties, and it intended to guard
against this.
And where one would bl'! di",franchised by the operation
of this sectioll, ever/;
gentleman at all acquainted
with politics wi}
bear me out in saying that three llUW come into
a county and give their vote where they are not
entitled to. Again, the committee assumcll as
the sense of the com"ention, that the different
counties in the state, should bc laid off into district::>,and that there would be election precincts in
each district, and the very same rcasons which influenced them in the fil·;t instance, indneed them
to say that no voter should vote out of thc limIts
of his district., If this thingof colonizingYote.'l in
district", was not restrained, it would allow dis·
triets where partiE'S were strong to send their surplus vote into other districts where thcy were not
w strong, and determine wrongfully the result of
their elections.
These weI'", among the :reasons
whieh influ<Jllced the committee in reporting the
section as it standI>.
Mr. MACHEN.
I go with the gentleman from
Harrison, (,Mr. Desha,) in striking out the requil'€'mcllt of a residence of sixty days in the
precinet; but I am in favor of requiring him to
vote in the precinct in which he resides.
Is that
the purport of the g-cntlelllan's amendment?
Mr'. DESHA.
:alyobject is to leave the con·
stitution
in this respect, as it now is, and as I
slated before, to give to every citizen of the state
who proposes to become a permanent resident
of any county, the riglit to vote there, ('VEn if
he has come only a day before lhe election.
Mr. PRESTON.
Thisvote is to decide' ..hether the Yoters shall votc within
or without
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their precincts.
'l'he amendment of the gentle- of the state, and r presume all over the state, for
man (rom Harrison gives them the right to vote young men to migrate from one county to anany where ill the county or in the precinct lis other in contested elections for th~ purpose of
influencing the result.
For instance,
there
heretofore provided under the old constitution.
This section restricts the voter to his precinct, might be a, contested election in Franklin) and a.
Well, the candiand the object of this was explained
by my very eaav face in Anderson.
friend, the chairman of the committee, (Mr. dates ill Franklin would get young men to come
from
Anderson
into
their
county,
and they
Clarke.) to be to prevent what has frequently
been complained of, pipe-laying and frauds IIp- might reside or even work there for a. few dayfl
an the elective frnuchise ill this state. If, as it before the election, and vote there and thus con'l'hls is an abominable
abuse of
seems to be contemplated, the counties sbnll be trol the result.
divided into convenient
districts for voting, the elective Franchise, and is practised to an
It is so ill other elections.
uothinz is so sure as that, if you give the elector outrageous extent.
the right to vote any where in the county or at J could allude 1.0all election in my congressional
which made a fi~ure Jil the uatioual
the county seat. it will, in excited elections, district,
retard the operation of fair voting by crowding councils some years ago, III which more than
the polls, rendering it difficult to take the votes, twelve hundred votes were cast that did uot reand leading to great d isorders. But, if the section side ill the district. 'l'his clearly was all wrong,
is to be stricken out, I desire that Louisville shall
It is very seldom that I differ from the gentlebe made all exception.
Otherwise, should the man from Ohio, and I always doubt Illy own
city be divided into assembly districts, the voter judgment When I do, for he Is II ~entleman of
would, under the proposed amendment, be al- mo;t clear nud dispassionate judgment, but on
lowed to vote out of Ins district, and where ever this occasion I reel constrained
to do so, Behe chose in the city.
sides members of the legislature, it should be reMr. GHOLSON.
Upon this subject at least, I membered that we have to elect rcagienutea,
came here instructed
fully.
It was fully dis- constables, and other officers, to do the public
cussed in my section; and if the people there business.
It is necessary 1,0 disti·oy thle corruptwant any thing, it is that the voter shaH be con- ing influence to which I have referred in refer,
fine d to his county and his precinct, and that once to them, for there will doubtless be a strugthis pipe-Iayil1~ shall be put all end to. If there gle for those offices, and if permitted in the choice
was any objection to the section in my judgment,
of these minor officers, they will extend to other
it was perhaps to the length of residence requir- and greater ones. 'I'hiscolonieing
practlce Would
ed in the state, and in the county. Where a man therefore be likely to bc increased, from the fact
moves into a county. pays taxes, and becomes a that there would be more persons interested in it,
bona fide resident, he should be entitled to the who, by their combination, would carry it to Q
right of eutfrage.
However. I shall vote fur the gl'E'ater extent than has yet been known,
I hope
section a,,; it stands, belitlving that t·he voter therefure the section, as reported by the commit·
should be rcqnireJ t,o vote ill his prt:cil1<::t,and to tee, 'will be retl1iued, and that not a word of it
have re~ideJ. sixty days in it. Otherwise, men ,,;jll be changed.
It is a propusition Which will
might ride all O\'er the county and vote in as carry out correctly find thoroughly the true prin.
many precincts as they choose. Such things have ciples of the government.
Evcl''y voter should
bet'll done.
be confined to the precinct in whl(~h he resides .
.Mr. GRAY.
The amE'ndment of tIlt' gentle- If yOIl allow them to vote at nny point in the
county, all thi'l corruption wlucll IlOW arises
man frout Ohio, (Mr. McHenry,). if I understand
it, does not alter t,he ope.mtwll of the section, from the congregation of a large body of men at
but mcrely allo'\'s thostl who may remove from the court house, and their often illc2'o.l and imone district to another in thfl salOe COUlItY',the moral proceedings, will continue to go on. Let
right to vote wherever they may reside, and be- us have cool and deliberate eleetion8. Let ever:r
fore the end of sixty days, if they are bona .fide lIlall vI)te in his own precinct, and then all tho
citizens of thc l?recinct, and have the reqlli~ite votes can be taken in .ooe day, and there'lult will
But
residenoe of sixty day,., in the county.
Then be a cool, ddiberatc,ullddispassioIlnteone.
the amE'.udmclIt does tlot penn it, ns suggested allow all the floating votes to collect at one
by the gentleman, the voters to go from ulle pre- place, as hel'.:tofore, and you keep back the old
Cll1et t.o another
to vote. If a gentleman has staid citizens, and allow all the YOUllg, passionresided sixty days wit.hill a COUllty, there clear- ate, aHd daring in spirit, to go forward auu conSueh has bf'cn too much th~
ly can be no reason why he should 'Gedeprived of trol t.he elections.
the right of :suffrage. If h<>ha'l that residence, it ease ill 1{cntueky, and I would pr~vent sllt.;h a.
'1'he people dl,sirc a governmakes HO diJ'ferclll.:e in what precinct he votes, t.hing hereafter.
80 that 1e doesllotvote
in morcthallor.e.
Bntthe ment based on the free, uncontrol}(;d, and delibamendment of tlll~ gentleman from Ohio is a 8nf- erate expression uf opinion, and not one based
n<'ient guard against fr~udl in t.hat it requires on brntt force and outrage. I tllink therefore we
him to ,,"ate in tlle ptecinct In which he resideu. vU$ht not to vary even in a word from the propoThe words "::mcl not elsewhere," should he sitIOn a,~reporter! by th~ committ.ce.
Mr. MERIWETHER.
It will be perceived
strio.::ken out as Illerf; surplusage, a fault not to
be desired ill::t constitution.
'1'he restriction is by the convention, that if they adopt either tho
amendment uf the gelltlem:m ftom Harrison, ot
sufficiently explicit without it.
MI'. TUR1\ER.
It was the necessity for re- tha.t of the gentleman from Ohio, the great evUs
of in one scction of the country
form in the legislative
department of th~ gov- complaiued
ernment that mainly induced the region of conn- will not be remedied. Now, we have some extry in which I live, to go (or a convention.
It perience in Jeifel'son, which goes to show the
was an every year's practice in the upper part utility of confining voters to their precincts,
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Our county seat is at Louisville, and by law, for
Mr. COFFEY. 1 nut agaill$t sti'iking out, and
the last eight or ten years- the voter has been for the best reason in the world. I came here
required to vote ill his precinct, because by law tied hand and foot, and for the very reason as.
he was not allowed to go to the county seat. signed by my friend ftom Madison, (Mr. Turner)
N O\V, if a man resides in Louisville, he is also that there Is a class of young men in the couna resident of the county of Jefferson, and if a try, that change their residences, and coma into
sixty clays residence ill his precinct is not re- counties to influence the election. It was this
qulred, he has but to change his residence to that brought me here tied hand and foot. I
Jefferson, and them he becomes a legal voter.
speak, therefore, from my own knowled,~e.
MI'.GRAY. H~ ought to be 80.
There Were some six or eight votes of this etc.
Mr. MERIWETHER.
'I'hen it ought to be in scription.llollt>d, for and against rue, an~ th,is led
the power of -the city of Louisville to control to .th: tic. Let the sectwl:!- f;t~nd as It lS~ reo
the eleczion in Jefferson county, if that principle etnctmg eVB.ryman ~o voting 1Il the precinct
is right. I have seen an occasion when three where he resides and \>5known:
hundred voters were thus moved in Jefferson
Mr. McHENRY changed hIS amendment to
and I do not attach the blame to either party; but m~et the view" of some gentleme.n, so as to subif you look at the vote for and against a conveu- statute for county, the words "city .or co~nty:'
tion in the year preceding, you will find that there He called for the yeas and nays on Ins motion.
"Wereonly one hundred and seventy-four votes
Mr. DESHA. I shall vot~ fur the amendment
for a convention in 1837.
In 1847 after these of the gentleman from Oh1O, but I shall vote
frauds were committed, it would be 'found that a against the adoption of the. 8e~tion, unless it is
large majority in the county went for a conven- further amended, as I have indicated.
tion, and one of the principal reasons for it,
Mr. NESBITT.
Like the gentleman from
was a desire to corect this thing.
If you re- Ballard and Mc'Orackeu, if I have been instructquire the voter to reside sixty days in a precinct, cd on any thing, it is to vote to require a man to
the judges of the election or the clerk will have a residence some length of time in the
know the voter, and whether he is entitled to county, before he is entitled to vote. The
vote or not, and they can permit him to vote or ground upon which I ran the race was, that he
not, as he may be authorized under the conetitu- should be required to live there nine months,
tton. But if you permit a man to come in but and the people, by a strong majority, ratified it.
yesterday, and vote to-day, yon put it in the I would like to enquire of the gentlema.n from
power of either candidate who may so wish to Harrison if he desires to perpetuate what we
obtain the election by fraud, to euceeed in the call importing votes and frauds on elections, by
county of Jefferson. more particularly
perhaps allowing a candidate and his friends togo 1.0 an
than elsewhere, because the sixty days residence adjoining county. where they do not have so
in the county would also include a residence in much use for the voters, and bring them over by
Louisville.
As to the remark of the gentleman scores to determine the election? I have seen
from Harrison, t,hat the voter changing his resi- the people so outraged by transactions of this
deuce immediately
pl'eeedin~ the election, character, that they have come to the polls armshould not be deprived of the right of suffrage. cd , and driven off these imported voters.
I
It is true there may be l':omehafdships thereby kllOW in one p[\,rticular instance, where to the
produced, but it most also be recollected that !lumber of twelvej and I could call the Dames
there are very few bonafide residents of the state of every aile of them, and where they live.
who change tllt:il' residence at that seaSOll (If the They were brought into my county from the ad·
year. And a..,; for the 1~wwho do, it is bt"tter t.o joinmg counties- They were taken· to olle pre.
let them submit to that de/lri\>ation, than to cinct, where the old precinct law 'U-asrung in
open the flood-gates to "pipe- "'ying" throughout upon them, and they were refused the right to
the state.
vote. They then came to the court hOllse, where
:Mr.HA:MILTON, if in order, desired to offer every body has a right to vote, and nothing but
an amendment, reducin~ the requirement of the force of arms drove them off. And they
residence from 81Xt.Y.: to thirty days.
went to another precinct, and my friends; and
The PRESfDE.NT ruled it out of order at that the friends of good order generally, had to in·
time.
tereede to pre"ellt the people from going and atMr. IRWIN called for a division of thequestackillg them on tht: highway, as a band of potion, so that the vote could be takell first Oil liLical robbers.
striking out.
Thc people of Kentucky, arC! in my opinion
Mr. APPERSON.
I was at first disposed to en maS8e honest, and they do not desire t.hat a
go for the amendnwnt of the gent.Ieman from man from another county should be allowed to
Ohio. but on reflection I am satisfied that it step into allOther, and t;here first cast his vote,
would lead us into difficulty.
The counties 8.J.~ and step back again. Some gentlemen se£-m to
to be districted for the election of just,icE'sof think that under the report of the committee.,
the peare rind constables, rind expcrienceproves
some honest bona.fide voter of the county will
to us that there will be just as much excit~melJt be deprived of voting.
That difficulty can be
about the election of tho>5eofficers as any other. remedied very easily, by every man who desires
Now, if the voter is only required to be sixty to retain the exercis{! of the right of suffrag-e
day~ in the to\lllty, without l'ef<;l"cnceto the pre· taking the spring of the year, about the time he
cint, will they not rnn over from one precinct to iJltellds to plant a crop, alld mise something for
allot;hel', for the purpose of electing a magistrate his family. for tht: period of his removal. The
in particular district?
Therefore. it seems to sixty days then would not touch him. But those
me we had better stick to the text, as presented fellows who dodge about and come in to cut
to us by the committee.
I wood, or get out Iron are, and who vote for
the
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dollar, and nothin~ else, and whose residence it however, men of the other party Went out and
would be hard to fix; these are the men I desire stole them, if you /please-took
everyone
of
Well,
to guard against.
I am opposed to pipe-Iayiug. them off and voted e\'ery man of them.
and aeainst it out and out. I therefore hope it was perkape all fair, seeing that they were
purpose. This il!l
that t~e convention will adopt the report of the brought there for a fraudulent
committee just as it stands.
It is, to be sure, the kind of practice that I desire to prevent.
Mr. DIXON.
I desire to present this emendnot quite as strong as I am instructed to go,
ment :-"Provided, That when any city or town,
but I will take it, believing that it will do.
the
Mr. MACHEN.
These things are certainly shall be entitled to a separate representation
new to me. We have nothing of this kind in sixty days residence here required, shall be in
my county, and I should like to hear the experi- the city, and not in the county, and when any
ence of other gentlemen on the subject of pipe town or city shall have been divided off into
la.ying, and SCI:l if it corroborates that of the gen- separate election districts, the same period of
tleman last up. I certainly am disposed to act residence shall be required in such district.
Mr. PRESTON
moved the previous question,
for the good order of the country.
Mr. NESBITT.
I merely ask that the gentle- which was seconded, and the main question was
man should suspend his vote at the next election, ordered.
The amendment of Mr. McHENRY was then
and I think I can carry him where he will have
rejeeted-c-the yeas and nays being demanded by
ocular demonstration
of these facts.
30, nays 60, as follows:
Mr. DESHA.
I am as much ill favor of guard- him-yeas
YEAs-William
Bradley, 'I'homns D. Brown,
ingthepurity
of the elective franchise, as any genChenault. James S. Chrisman, Benjatleman can be, and notwithstanding
I have been William
engaged in several canvasses, the citizens of Illy min Copelin, William Cowper, Edward Curd,
D1XOll, .:Mllford Ellicounty and all who know me, will attest that I Lucius Desha, Archibald
abhor eorruption
in elections,
and have never ott, Belucius Garflelde, Ninian E. Gray, John
Tho. J. Hood, Mark
resorted to It. My amendment was only to guard Hargis, William Hendrix,
the bonafide innocent residents from being de- E. ~ustOll, 'I'homas James, Gee. ,V Kavanaugh,
prived of the right of suffrage.
As to the re- Charles C. Kelly, Willis B. Machen, George W.
mark, that very few would change their res i- Mansfield, Alexander K. Marshall, John H. Mcdenees, except III the spring, this would apply Henry, Thomas P. Moore, Hugh Newell, ThomIra Root, John "\V. Stevenson,
very well to those engaged in agricultural
pur- as Rockhold,
James W. Stone, William R. Thmnpson-30.
suits, but there are many in other professions,
mechanics and others, that wou ld come within
NAys-Mr.
President. (Guthrie,) Richard Apthat two months requisition, and thus be deprivperson, John L. Ballinger, John S. Barlow, Wiled of their votes. It was these that I desired to liam K. Bowling, Alfred Boyd, Francis M. Brisprotect.
tow, Beverly L. Clarke, Jesse Coffey, Henry R.
Mr. DIXON.
I regard the amendment of the D. Coleman, Garrett Davis, Jus. 'Dudley, Chasgentleman from Ohio as proper and right.
It re- teen '1'. Dunavan, Benjamin F. Edwards, Green
quires that the voter shall reside in the county Fen-rest, Nathan Gaither, JaB. H. Garrard, Richsixty days before the election, which is a safe- ard D. Gholson, Thomas J, Gough, James P.
guard against fraud. If a citizen has lived that Hamilton, Ben. Hardin, Vincent S. Hay, Andrew
length of time in the county, why not let him Hood, James W. Irwin, Alfred M. Jackson, WilGeorge 'V. Johnston,
James M.·
vote at any point in it? It can do no wrong. liam Johnson,
Thomas W. Lisle,
The object was to prevent those who live out of Lackey, Peter Laehbrooke,
C. Marshall, Nathan McClure, David
the county from coming in and voting.
I shall William
vote for the amendment of the gentleman from Meriwether, William D. Mitchell, John D. MorNewcum, EliOhio and against excluding an honest citizen ris, James M. Nesbitt, Jonathan
from voting merely because he may chance to jah F. Nuttall, Henry B. Pollard, William Preston. J ohn8011 Price, Larkin J. Proctor, John 'I'.
remove from one precinct to another.
Mr. RUDD.
The amendment of the gentle- Robinson, John T. Rogers, James Rudel, Ignatius A. Spaldin[> Albert
G. Talbott, John D.
man from Ohio, iii my view, would promote
those very practices against which the commit- Taylor, John J. Thurman, Howard Todd, Philip
'I'rtplett,
Squire
Turner,
John
L. Waller, John
tee are seeking to guard.
The object of the section was to prevent this immigration
from one Wheeler, Andrew S. White, Ohas. A. Wickliffe,
precinct to another, by l'equirin15 a fixed term of Robert N. Wickliffe, George W. Williams, Silas
residence in the precinct,
W ithout such a re- Woodson, Wesley J. Wright-60.
The question was then taken on the section
quisition, voters would be transferred from one
66, nays
ward to the other in the city of Louisville,
as as reported, and it was agreed to-yeas
candidates might desire to effect a particular ob- 24, us follows;
YEAs-Mr. President, (Guthrie,) Richard Apject. It Was to prevent occurrences like those
referred to by the gentleman from J effereon (Mr. person, John L. Ballinger, J ohu S. Barlow, WilMeriwether)
that the section of the committee
liam K. Bowling, Alfred Boyd, Francis M. Briswas designed.
It was hurd, to be sure, for a tow, Thomas D. Brown, James S. Chrisman,
Bever-ly L. Clarke, Jesse Coffey, Henry R. D.
man to lose his vote for want of the requisite
time, bub it wus a greater hardship for the people Coleman, Garrett Davis, James Dudley, Ohasof a county to sce a man foisted upon th€'lU teen T. Dunavan, Benjamin F. Edwards, Green
Forrest, Nathan Gaither, Selucius Garfielde, Jas,
against theIr will, by voters fl'om other counties.
Richard D. Gholson,
Thomas J.
I know an instance where one of the parties had H. Garrard,
forty yoters concealed in the neighborhood
of Gough, Ninian E. Gray, Ben. Hardin, Vincent
the city, with the intention of having them Yote S. Hay, Andrew Hood, James W. Irwin, Alfred
the next day in a certain precinct.
That night, M. Jackson, William Johnson, George W. John-
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ston, James 1\:1. Lackey, Peter Lesbbrooke, 'I'bos.
W. Lisle, Willis B. Machen, Wm. O. Marshall,
Nathan McClure, John H. Mel-leary, David Meriwether, William D. Mitehel l, John D. Morris,
James M. Nesbitt, Jonathan Newcom, Elijah
F. Nuttall, Henry B. Pollard, William Preston,
Jonathan Price, Larkin J. Proctor, John '1'. Robinscn, John T. Rogers, James Rudd, 19,natius
A. Spalding, James W. Stone, Albert G. Talbott, John D. Taylor, John J. T'hurmnu, Howard Todd, Philip 'I'riplett, Squire Turner, John
L. Waller, John Wheeler, Andrew S. White,
Charles A. Wickliffe, Robert N. Wickliffe, Geo.\
W. Williams, Silas Woodson, Wesley J. 'llright
-66.
NAys-William
Bradle;r, William Chenault,
Benjamin Copelin, William Cowper, Edward
Curd, Lucius Desha, Archibald D1XOll,Milford
Elliott, James P. Hamilton, John Hargis, Wm.
Hendrix, Thos. J. Hood, Mark E. Huston, 'l'hos.
James, George W. Kavanaugh, Charles C. Kelly,
George W. Mansfield, Alexander K. Marshall,
Thomas P. Moore, Hugh Newell, Thomas Rockhold, Ira Root, John W. Stevenson, William R.
Thompson-24.
And then the convention adjourned.

THURSDAY,

NOVEl>lBEIl

22, 1849.

Prayer by the Rev. Mr. LANCASTJUl..
Mr. TURNER moved that the roll be called.
The attendance of members was smaller than
usual, attributable probably, to the stormy and
inclement weather.
The yeas and nays were called for, and taken
.on the motion to call the roll, and it was rejected; yeas 23, nays 56.
Mr. BARLOW submitted a resolution to obaain an expr.ession of the sense of the convention on the subject of evening sessions. He
proposed that each day at one o'do~k, the presi.dent should a.nnounee a reeells to 2lx( o'cloek.
After a brief conversation, the resolutioll was
laid on the table.
BASIS OF REPl\};$.ENTATrO:o;'.

Mr. APPERSON offered the following, ·which
<onhis motion, was order('-d to be printed:
Resolved, That r.epresentation shall be equal
and uniform in tbis commonwealth, as near as
may be, and sllall be forelrer regulated and aseert,ained by the number of representative population therein.
At the first session of the general assembly after the adoption of this constitatioa, ,and every eighth year thereafter, pro"Vision shall be mad.e by law, that in the year
• and every eighth year thereafter, an
enumeration of all the representative
population of the state shall be made. The number
of representatives
sllall, jn the se,emllears
of
making these enume.rations, be so fixe as not
to be less ilian eighty, nor more than one hun;;:1red;an<i for the J;lurpose of apportionment, tlw
state is hereby diVlded into four districts.
The first district shall be composed of the
eounties of Pike, Floyd, Johnson, Lawrence.

Corter, Orccnup, Lewis, Mason, Bracken, Harrison, Nicholas, Bourbon, Clarke. Estill, Montgomery, Bath, Ielcming , Morgan, Breathitt,
Owsley. Clay, Laurel, Rockcastle,
Madison,
Whitley, KllOX, Harlan, Perry, and Letcher.
'I'he second district shall be composed of the
counties of Pendleton, Campbell, Kenton, Boone,
Gallatin, Carroll, Trimble,
Oldham,
Henry,
Franklin, Owen, Grant, Scott, Fayette, woodford, Jessamine, Garrard. LIncoln, BOJ~le, Metcer, Anderson, Shelby, and Spencer
The thud district shall be composed of the
counties of Pulaski, Casey, Russell, Marion,
Washington, Nel!'!on, Bullitt, Jefferson, Hardin,
Meade, Grayson, Monroe, Clinton, Cumberland,
Wayne, Adair, Barren, Hart, Lame, Taylor, and
Green.
The fourth district shall be composed of die
counties of Hancock, Breckinrldge, Davies, Hendersou, Union, Hopkins,
Mulilenburg, Ohio,
Butler, Bdmoneou, Warren, Allen, Logan, SimpSOIl,Todd, Christian, Trigg, Caldwell, Calloway, Graves, Fulton, Hickman, Marshall, Livingston, Mcuracken, Ballard, and Crittenden.
Ami the representatives shall be apportioned,
as near as may be, among the counties, towns,
and cities, in proportion to the number of representative population; but when a county Illay
not have a suffiicent number of representative
population to entitle it to one representative,
then such county may be joined to some adjacent county or counties, to send one representative, or it may draw a residuum or residuums,
from ODeor more counties in the same district,
as may be most equitable, having due regard to
the number of representative population III each
county, and the locality of such county to the
reaiduums from other counties: Prmivled, If there
should be any county not having a sufficient
number of representative
population to entitle
it to one representative, yet it shall have one
representative if all the adjacent counties in the
same district have a sufficient number of representative population to entitle them respectively
to one representative: A'nd provided further, That
due regard shall always be had, in carrying residuums through t,he dist.rict, to that COlmty
having the largest Blllubet· of representative
population above the :fixed ratio, or which has
llOt a separate representative: A'Ild provided inTtJ,er, That rcsiduurns !>hall .not be taken from
any county or city in one district, to a county or
city ill another district: And provided, That any
county which may hereafter be formed, may be
placed in such district as the general assembly
may order.
LEGISLATiVE

DEPARTME:o;'T.

The convention rt'sumed the consideration of
the report Of the committee on the legislative
derrartment.
The ninth section ·was read as follows:
"SEC. 9. SelJators shall be chosi'n for t.he term
of four years. and the senate shall have power to
choose its officers biennially."
Mr. TURNER
suggest.ed that. the section required amendment.
If the governor should resign. the lieutenant govemor would be required
to take his place, and it would be necessary that
the senate shou~d be convened for the purpose
of filling the vacancy occasioned by the rclUOV~
al of the lientcnnnt governor from t.he the prcsi-
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deucy of the senate.
But. if thili section should
be general throughout
the state, and at tbe lame
remain unaltered, such \'ac£Lncy could not be time that the election for representatives
is held,
filled as the s~ato would be restricted to bien- and thereafter, there shall be a biennial election
nial elections of its officers.
for senators to fill the places of those whose
After a few words of explanation,
in which term of service may have expired."
several members of tho con veuticn took part,
The sixteenth section was read as follows;
Mr. TURNER withdrew his objection, as it was
"Sf:C. 16. The general assembly shall convene
understood that provision would be made else- on the first Monday in November, after the adopwhere to meet tho case suggested.
tion of this constitution,
and on the same day
The section was then adopted.
of every second year, unless a different day be
The lentil section was next read and adopted,
appointed
by law, and their sessions shall be
as follows:
held at the seat of government; but if the pub"SEQ. 10. At the first session of the general as- lic. welfare require, the governor may call a spesemblyafter
this constitution
takes effect, the cial session."
senators shall be divided by lot, as equally as
Mr. GRAY moved to strike out "November"
may be, into two classes, 'I'he seats of the first and insert "December,"
which was both more
class shall be vacated at the end of two years, convenient and ill accordance with the custom in
from the day of the election, and those
the this state, for a Inrge portion of the last fifty
second class at the end of four years, so that cue years.
half shall be choscu evcrv two years; and when
Mr. :MACHEN explained that the committee
un udditionalmerobcr
shall be added to the sen- had fixed the month of November for the com.
ate, he shall be annexed by lot, to one of WIese meuccment of the first session after the new con.
classes."
stitution should go iuto operation, inasmuch as
there would be then an uuusnal amount of legis.
The eleventh "cation was read as follow .s :
'·1:)EC. 11.
'I'he senate shall consist of nob less lative business to be transacted, and it was inthan thirty, nor more than thirty eight ruem- convenient for lllall)' members of the state legisber s. "
Iature to remain from their homes beyond the
'The time of lTlctlting, after that
On a suggestion of Mr. TRIPLETT, thls sec- first of March.
session, was left by the section to legislative
lion was passed over for future consideration.
discretion.
'I'he twelfth section was read as follows:
.Mr. BOYD called for a division of the ques"SEQ. ]2. 'I'he same number Qf senatorial districts shall, from time to tirne, be established by biou, so that the vote could first be taken on
striking
out.
the general assembly as there may be senators
The motion to strike out was negatived, and
allotted to the state, which shall be so formed us
consequently
the motion to insert fell with it.
to contain, as neur as may be. an equal number
The section was then adopted.
of qualified voters, and so that no county shall
The seventeenth, eighteenth,
nineteenth. and
be divided in tht1 formation of a senatorial dist rict, except such county shall be entitled, under twentieth sections were read and adopted, as follows ;
the enumeration,
to two or more senators."
., SEC. 17. Not less than a. majority of the mem.
Mr, IRWIN said the question arose on this bel'S of each house of the general as",embly
section which had been discussccl Oil a preced- shall constitute
a quorum to do business, but
ing one. The convention
had notde~rmined
a smaller number may adjourn from day to day,
what should be the bu.."is of representatiOlI, and and shall be authorizt'd, by law, to compel the
hence this section should be postponed
for COll- attendance
of absent members, in such mauuer
sideration, whell a kindred section should again
and under such penalties
as may be prescribed
come up.
thereby.
After a few words from Messl'S. TRIPLETT
"SJo:c. 18. Each houRc of the general assembly
and CLARKE the section was pa.~sed o\'er.
shall judge of the qualifications,
elections, and
The thirteenth section was next read:
returns of its members; but a o.:ontested election
"8J"O. J;j. One sena.tor for each di:>trict shall shall be tldcrrninetl ill such manner as shall be
he elected, by the qualified voters therein, who dil'{'otc(1 bv l.Wt.
shall vote ill the precilJcts where they reside, at
"Sf:C. 19. Eneh hOlls£! of t.lw general assembly
t.he places where elections arc by law uirected to may det.ermine the I'ul",folof its proceedings, punbe held."
ish a J11emhtjr for disol'detly behavior, and with
of two-thil'ds, expel a member,
1.11'. G.A.RFJELDf~ moved to strike out the the concurrence
wordR, "who :-hall vote jll the precincts w1Jem hut 1101. a second time for the same {Jause,
"SEC. 20. ,Each housE' of the gcneral assembly
they r'~8ide, at the \Jlaces where elections are by
shall ke0p and publish, weekly, a journal of its
law directeu to be leld."
'fhe motion to 8Ll'ike ouL was rejected, anu the proceedings, and the .reas and nays of the lllelUbCl'S on allY qnc!>tion, shall, at the desire of ally
"ectinll wa.s then adopted.
The fourteenth
aud fifteenth Mctions were two of th"Ill, be entercd Oll thcir journal."
'1'he twentv·first
set::tioll was read as follows:
read and adopted, as follows:
" SEC. 21. Neither house. duriug the session of
"SEC. 14. No person shall be a senator, who,
at the time of Ius election, ig not a citizen of the gen('ml assembly, shall, without the consent
the United States, who has lIot attaiJled the age of the other, adjolll'll fol' more than three days,
of thirty years, and who ha~ not resided in this nor to any other place t,lHIllthat in which they
state six years next rrecedin$' his elccLiolJ, and may be SItting."
the last year thereof, III the district for which he
Mr. C. A. WICKLH'FE.
Do I understand
may bo chosen.
that the committee design that the two houses of
"s'w. 15. The first .election for senator::! shall the legildature shall not have power to adjourn,
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thirds of each house; but thifl shall not apply to
for the purpose of transacting
pl1?lic. business,
to any other place than that which IS fixed as the first session held under this constitution."
Mr. KAVANAUGH moved to strike out "two
the seat of government? . If it is the object of
the section to take away the power of the two thirds of each house," and insert «unless it be
houses to adjourn and meet at some point, when by a direct vote of a majority of each house,
the necessities of the country may require it, I which shall be entered upon the journal."
Mr. NUT'l'ALL thought that if there was to be
am opposed to it. I know that is the reading of
but oue session ill two yearR, the legislature
the present eouetitution.,
I ,very wellremember
that owiug to that COllstltutlOnall'cstnehon, the should not be thus Iimited.
Mr. McHENRY thought nothing would be
legislature of 1814, convened in Frankfort. half
their 8C88iol1 broken
in consequence of the gained by limiting the legislature to biennial
breaking out of a pesti ence, called the Canada sessions, unless some such restriction was placed
fever. I think three or four members died in a upon it.
Mr. DESHA approved of the section as it
single nigbt- and we terminated
our session,
leaving Important
business unfinished.
Had stood. IIe thought sixty days was sufficient,
there been power to adjourn to some other place, and with such a limitation, the members would
the business might have been completed.
Un- go to work when they met here.
Mr. NUTT ALL replied that the example which
less this is provided for by the committee, in
the convention had set, furnished an argllment
some way, I shall be opposed to this section.
Mr. CLARKE.
When the convention was act- against the position which gentlemen had asing on the 16th section, this objection occurred sumed.
Mr. NEWELL disapproved of the frequent into my own mind; and I am inclined to think
As the1.
that some power should be confened on the ex- troduction of the two thirds principle.
ecutive, to convene the legislature at some other were proceeding, he should not be surprised if
point in case of necessity.
As the section now it was proposed that the same principle Should
stands, no discretion is vested any where to be earned into ordinary legislation.
Mr. W. JOHNSON called the attention of the
change the place of meeting.
A conversation
ensued, in which Mr. MA- convention to the fact that after the expiration
of
sixty days, this section would place the deCHEN. MI'. DIXON, Mr. T. J. HOOD, and Mr.
PRESTON took part. on the propriety of certain feat of .the legislation of the country in the hands
of a minority of one third, how necessary so
changes of the phraseology.
Mr. A. K. MARSHALL said he foresaw that ever such legislation might be.
Mr. TURN·ER was in favor of this section,
the amendment of this section would involve
the removal of the seat of government, and and he would be willing even to make it more
If there was one thing of
therefore on any amendment, he should demand stringent than it is.
which the country complained more than anthe yeas and nays.
'I'hie had a
AU opposition was withdrawn, and the sec- other, it was excessive legislation.
powerful influence in inducing the people to
tion was adopted.
call
for
a
convention.
A
session
of
Sixty days
Mr. IRWIN moved a reconsideration
of the
emervote adopting the 20th section, with a view of was long enough; but if an extraordinary
moving to take away the powt'r from two mem- gency should arise, the governor could call anbers of the legislature to demand the yeas and other session on the very next day after their adnays on any question, and to confer iton oneflfth, journment.
Mr. GRAY suggested that an effectual mode
33 in the house of repreeentutives
of the congress
of shortenin~ the duration of the session would
of the United States.
Mr. CLARKE opposed the motion, contending be, to provide that the compensation of the
that it was the right of a representative
of the members and officers should be reduced one
people to have the votes of the house put on re- third at the expiration of sixty days.
Mr. BARLOW.
If I were to make any change
cord.
Mr. IRWIN replied, and argued that such pow- in thia section, it would be, to make it more aber should not be given to two individuals to ob- solute than it is, for the purpose of gettill~ rid of
I call for a division, so
struct legislation.
It would be much better to so much legislation.
give it to one tenth than to two members, though that the vote shall first be taken on the motion to
he was willing to add a provision, that on the strike out.
Mr. KAVAN AUGH. I (Jid not intend to say
passage of all laws, and the adoption of all resolutions, the yeas and nays shoulJ be entered on a word, but I know that. one of the reasons for
calling this convention was that biennial sesthe journal.
On the motion of Mr. HARDIN,
the motion siona might be had for the purpose of lessening
the expcnditnres
of the government.
I know
to reconsider, was laid on the table.
that the salvation of some sixty thousand dollars
The 22d section was read as follows:
"SEC. 22. The members of the general nssem- annually 'was one reason held up by others, and
bly shall severally receive from the public treas- by myself, for the calling of this conventaon.
ury a compensation for their services, which We say they shall meet once III two years. The
shall be three dollars a day during their attend- business of the session may be increased or it
ance on, going to, and returning
from the ses- may not. I think it probable it will not, alsions of their res:rective houses: Provided, That though they meet only once in two years, bethe same may be Increased or diminished by law; cause I know it is the desire of the convention
but no alteration shall take effect during the ses- to cut off special lcgtslatlcn by the constitution.
sion at which such alteration shall be made. nor But can the eonvennon foresee what emergencies
shall a session of the general assembly continue may arise' in the future? Important questions
beyond sixty days, except by a vote of two may arise. requiring legislative action near the
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the public business,
and that there
close of a session, which, unless the amend. transact
ment I?revail, would be nuder the control of the would be no session, after the first session imminority.
What does this amendment
propose? mediately succeeding the adoption of the new
it shall be adopted-which
need
That at the expiration of sixty days the session eonstitution-c-if
shall dose, unless a majority of both branches sit longer than sixty clays. It was thought if
shall enter their names on the journal in oppo- there were questions of paramount importance
in
sition to it, upou a call of the ayes and noes. The pending before the legislature-questIOns
legislature will know that their sesaio u will close which the whole state was interested, the
speedy
settlement
of
whieh
involved
the
at the end of sixty Jays, unless their names go
out to continue the scssiou Iongor. It seems to rights of the entire community, there could
me that this will be a sufficient guaranty, and be no doubt a majority of two-thirds of the
legislature wonld concur in lengthening
it.
I therefore desire it may be left to a majority.
Mr. TAYLOR.
There is no truer maxim, and These arc the reasons why the two third priuthank God the people of Kentucky are snt.iefied ciple was adopted by the committee on the
The past history of the
of it, that the world is governed too much. I legislative department,
can easily conceive that in a young and growing legislature of the state-l say, without in the
state, like those on our western border, there may remotest degree intending to reflect upon their
be a necessity for the legislature to sit more than industry, their motives, or any thing of the
that the first month, or forty days,
sixty days; but in an old community like ours, sort-shows
I can see no reason for this.
Sir, one of the was consumed in a variety of ways not altogether
prophets of old, in looking down the vista of compatible with the transaction of business.
uomln~ ytlars, excle.irued, "when shall the tears And, just at the dose of the session, the most important matters arc brought up in the reports of
of JUdah be dry?"
We are engaged in the most solemn acts of committees for the action of the two bodies and
legislation. and we know the people are rostlve they are consequently either compelled to' disat ou¥delay.
I will ask gentlemen to walk in- pose of them without due deliberation, or leave
Now, I am of opinion that if
to the library with me, and I think they will be them untouched.
satisfied that we have been governed too much. this section shall be adopted, the members will
One strong inducement for calling this conven- go to wor~ immediately O~l their assembling
tion W<lS, because there had been too much mo- here, and dispose of the business of the Iegislaney and too much time spent in Iegielutiou.
The ture before the expiration of the sixty days.
T!lere ~yill never be .a.ny necess!!,y for a longer
legislation too was like a rUllnlllg stre-am: "a
moment it was, and a moment it was not."
The sesston, Jll all probability, and It there should
gentleman wishes the word majority inserted. be, there will be no difficulty about extending
If public interest or public necessity require it, the time.
Mr. 'rHOMPSOK.
If the Iegialctnre is to dethe patriotic representatives of the people, postermine the length of the session, I shall vote
sessing that virtue, intelligence, and patriotism,
about which we have heard so much, will con- for the proposition of the gentleman from An(Mr. Kavanaugh.)
This matter has
tinue the session, and the people will be satis- dersou,
fied. I have been forcibly reminded of the old been act-ed upon by the conventions of several
statce latelv, and'thev have been inclined to fadistich:
vor the proposition of the gentleman from Chris
"Tile honeybee makes nooer, and fills cucck full the
tian. LOUisiana, however, has provided that
comb,
Who are Uledrones that eat it, theyare those wilo speak no session shall extend b0yond the period of
ror home"
sixty days, from the date of its commencement,
Mr. CHRISMAN.
I promised my people that and any legisl!l;tive action had afterwards, shall
I should go for !.l. sixty days' session, and I shall be null and ,'Olel. Then the sessions arc bienbe in favor of striking out. I hope the house nial, and we propose t-o r0quire the sessions of
will indulge me in an l;lxplanation rtlspecting the our legislature to be the same. Iu tbe state of
table presented by the gentleman from Log-an. Iowa, they have adopted a provi,;ioll similar to
He has as he says taken ,.ix of the most. wealth\' that presented by the gentleman from Christian.
and six of the puorestcounties, and he has placed After fift,), days the P~\Yof the llH.:rnuersshall be
'Vaynp, my county, among the poorest counties. reduced one half, and I heliuve a siodlar proI think
I find the fact is, that there are forty eio'ht coun- vision has been adopted ill Illinois.
ties that pay less·into the treasury orthe state that the best !l1odlJ.to remedy this evil. It is admitted
by
all
that
the
country
has
for
years
past
than Wayne. He refers to the number of children. We have in our COllllty 2,221 children.
I grorLued llluler ex.~cssive legislation, a.nd no resuppose we must account for it from the pure air form has been louder called for than a limitation
upon the ~cssion.- If the power is to be given
we 'breathe.
Mr. CLARKE.
There maybe many imp('rfec- to the legIslature to declare how long they will
tions in this sectiolJ, but take it as a whole and I sit. 1 am in favor of the propo>=.itionof the genam anxio~B ~ see it pass throug-h the house. tlPllHlll from Andl;l\"Soll,that a majority of all
We have III thIS same report restncted thn l<:>gis- elected to both houses should ducide, hy yeas
lature in speeia.l legislatIOn. We have said they and nays. to be entered upon the journal,
shall not grant divorces, which has consumed whether they wm extend the session. I am
one fourth or one third of the time of each legis- opposed to tIle two third principle in this relatur" for the last ten or fifteen years. 1Ve have spect. However, I t.hink the proposition of the
restricted special legislation inother respeeto, and gentleman from Christian, would be a better
it Wag the opinion of the committee that the remedy for this evil than any I have yet heard
restrictions imposed upon the legislature would mentioned.
Mr. MOHnIS.
1 am opposed to any of t.his
result in a diminution of thn time 110Cessaryto
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«lose Tankee legislutiou th.u, has taken place ill may attend bore ru:o a member of the legislature,
the state of Illinois and Jowu. to which gentle- aud uot be compelled to attend to suits at home,
men have alluded, and also to the amendment
lind the way to attain that would be to put iu
of my culleague, from Christ inn. [f it becomes some clause, declaring that all suits against a
important and necessary that the Iegislnture
man shall remain continued during the time he
should set over sixty days, 1 want them to have shall be acting as a member of the legislature.
enough pay at least to live Oil. 1 am not dis- Such has been the course adopted in several
posed to restrict their p,\y, small as it 1I0W is. state .., in consequence of I1hiwges in their law.
A" regards the two thirds, I t hiuk it to be par- I throw out the sug~estion that it may be acted
uculurly applicable here, and if we leave tile upon or not. as gentlemen think proper.
power to a majority to decide a,>to the length of
Mr. PRESTON.
The clause of the old conthe session, it will still Ienve the question open stitution was retained because we did not know
to all those objections of the people which en- but that the legislature, in it-a discretion hereaft ..red largely into the calling of the couveution.
ter, may revive the ca. sa. as it existed in the
All wilt concede that the people hnve impera- year 1199, when the old constitution was adopttively demanded that there should be some re- ed. Neither did the committee design to carry
strictiou Oil the length of the session!'! and Oil the immunity of the member so far as the genexcessive legislation.
I see very distinctly that tleman seems to think desirable.
For these reaemergencies in the disposition of important pub- SODS the committee believe the clause had better
lic business may arise, when it will be n ..ces- be adopted as reported.
sary for the legislature to set over sixty days,
'l'he section was then adopted.
nnd I believe that the members, generally, will
The twenty-fourth section was then read, as
be honest enough to continue in session until follows:
such business iii disposed of. I hope therefore,
"SEC. 24. No senator or representative
shall,
this restriction of two thirds will be retained.
durilig the term for which he was elected, uor
'I'hc question was then taken on the motion for one year thereafter, be appointed or elected
to strike ont and it was rejected.
to any civil office uf profit, under this commonMr. MERIWETHER
moved to amend, so as wealth, which shall have been created, or the!
to allow to the members of the legislature twelve emoluments of which shall have been increased
and a half cents per mile as the lwcessary travel during the time such senator
or representative
fee, in goin~ to and from their homes, in :on was in office; except. to such offices or appointformaucc WIth the present law on the subject
ments as may be filled by the election of the
Ieaviug to future legislatures to change it.
people."
The amendment was adopted, as \"M the secMr. C. A. WICKLIFFE.
I agree with what I
tion, as amended.
understood to be the principle of the section, and
The twenty-third
section was then read, as perhaps the intention
of the committee
ill refellows:
porting it. Itis, that the legislature shall not
"SEC. 23. The members of the general assent- create offices that they themscl Vt<S may fill them
bly shall, in all cases, except treason, felofJY, by appointment or by electioll. I agree with th~
1r"ach or suret.y of the peace, be privileged frOIll section until it comes down to the words in the
arrest, durin'" their attendance at the sessiolls of fil'th line "in office" and the latter clause "except
their respective houses, and in going to and re- to such office!>or appointmcnts as may be filled
turnillg from tIle same, and for any speech or de- uy the elect,ion of the people."
\V e intend by
bate ill either house. they shall notbe questiolled
this constitution, that all appointments to office
in ally oth ..r place."
of trust or profit shall be muue by the peoplE\, and
MI'. THJPLETT.
The original object of this the appointing power we aretakmg away from the
provifOioll was, that mernbt.lrs of the legislature
governor.
The old constitlltioll prohibited
the
~hOllld be privileged from arrest, in order that appointment of a Illall to allY office crea1t:d dmthey might not be interfered with in the discharge ing tbe time he wa ... a member of the legislature,
of the public 1..Ill~illess. At the time that provis- anl! in office. Such is the clause as reported,
ion Wll.<; adopted, there was arrest fllr (lebt allow- a.nd I proposc to strike out tlj(l words "in offic~"
ed, which is not the CIISC \lOW.
If the object aud amcnd so that it shall read "during the timc
now is, that they shall not be compelled by any for \\' hich such senator or representative
was
legal process to be carried to another part of the elf'cted;" and also to strike ont the last clause,
state, while in the discharge of their public du- "except to such officeRor appointments
as may
ties, it is necessary tllat the sectiol] should be be filled by tht' el<lction of the people."
I d~,
amended. A man Illight now be sued, or by (Jth· this from an actual knowledge of occurrences that
er process pre\>ented from attending
here with- have taken place under the present eonstitu.
out neglecting his private interests to an incon- tion. I have secn the memberFJ of our state legvenient degree.
islature laboriug to crcate offices, and continuing
Mr. CLARKE.
I would enq\lire of the gtln- those labOI'S until just before the final passage of
tIeman if there are not now laws in thisstatt', by the measure thl'llugh the last llOu8e of action, and
which acitizen lUay be detained by civil pro- then resigning thell' seat ...to receivll th,;, executive
cess.
appoilltmf'ut.
I would therefore take away all
MI'. TRIPLETT.
He can by attachnwllt,
tellll)tatioH to the {,l'cation of llnnt'cessary offices
when he is a witness, but I do llOt recollect any by t 1e legislature, whether the appointment is to
other.
come through an elet:tioll by the people, or from
Mr. DAVIS.
He may be Imed on fin action the executive.
for trespass, and 011 a judgment being got against
},II'.PRESTON.
The object of retaining the
him, be put in jail for twenty days.
C\lause as it is ill the pre>;cnt constitution, is to
Mr. TRIPLETT.
~Iy object is, that a Illan providefor(Jffices created by the legislaturc-such
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as no assistant superintendent
of common ;;(;]10015
for instance-the
appointment of which may be
devolved on the executive rather than the p~ople. But if such officer should be elected by
the people, the committee were not willing that
the fact that a gentleman was a member of the
legislature at the time the office was created,
should exclude him from being a candidate
therefor.
The first amendment of the gentleman the committee have no objection to.
Mr. MACHEN.
1 do not see that any thing
will be attained by striking' out the words assented to by the gentleman from Louisville (Mr.
Preston) unless at the same time the latter clause
of the section is also stricken out. I am, however, opposed to both changes, and for these reasons. It vcry frequently happens that after a
senatorial election has taken place, circumstances afterwards spring up surrounding
the senator elect, which necessarily require him to resign his seat. This may occur at the very first
session after he is elected, and then if this amendment was adopted he would not be eligible to
any office that might, be created by the legislature during the four years for which he was
elected.
This exclusion I think is not desired
by the people.
I am opposed also to striking
out the last clause of the section, as I believe
the people ought to have the privilege of selecting from the great mass of candidates.
And if
the office was created for the purpose of being
filfed by those who help to create It., I think the
people will have wisdom enough to see and
Judge of that fact for themselves.
Nor do I
think any man would risk his reputntiou by a
resort to any such action before the people.
11:1'. WOODSON. It appears to me that the
section is highly inconsistent and contradictory
in itself: in that it seems to draw a distinction
between officers elected and those elected by the
people. I have not heard it suggested that officers arc to be appointed by allY other power than
the people. I would, therefore, strike out the
word "elected" in the second line.
Mr. PRESTON.
There are several electoral
bodies beside the people.
Some elections are
made by the legislature, and some hy t,he COUllty courts, und that I I'resume wa'> the reason for
the adoption of the ast clause of the sec,tion,
which gave the members the right to accept those
offices elected by the people, but ex~lllded
them from those filled by the other different
modes of election. For instance, the justice of
the peace is nominated by the count.y court,
and that is in fact an electiOll; and t11ere are
various other modes of election to office.
:afr. C. A. WICKLIFFE.
If we intended to
leave the offices of trust and profit to be filled
in the same way as required by the present constitution, I should have no object.iun to the retention of the section as it 1I0W stands.
I III ight
consent to leave the officers elected hy the people, ali an exception, under the old constitution,
because that instrument prescribed that most of
them should be constituted by the governor and
senate; but when it is proposed that t,he appointing power shall be transferred to the peovIe, do not the same reason!; which require you
In the former case, to guard against an improper
exercise of tlle appointing power, and t.he purityof the legislature, by dlsqllalifying the memo

bcr elected here to pas.'! YGur Jaws, and who had
the power of increasing the salaries of your
judges,
iudepeudent
of the power of creating
new offices, operate in the other case also? You
get into the legislative halls a popular man from
some district, and the election of judges is about
to come off-he has reputation for purity of
character at home, and if he can induce the
legislature to increase the salary of the judges,
he goes home and can be a candidate for the office under the section as it lIOW stands.
Theargnmenf fur the reteuticu of the principle is, that
the people will judge properly of the motives
of the man who is a candidate before them, and
who has becu instrumental in getting the salary raised. It is difficult to trace the motives
of individual members fur their uctfoo.
There
may be such a thing as a member not voting to
increase the I>alary, if a majority without his
vote is in favor of It. I have frequently witnessed men in Iegislauve bodies, anxious to gt't a
law passed by any other votes than their own, and
my object is, tbat as we are to transfer the entire
appointing pow e r to the people, where it ought
to be, we "hall guard the purity of the legislature by saying that the members elected, who
have the power of raising salaries or creating offices, should be disqualified from filling them
during the term for which tbcv were elected. I
want to take away all temptation from the legislutnre to do wrong. As for the objection Sliggested by the gentleman from Caldwell, (Mr.
Machen) in the case of a member resigning from
other causes, if the convention llgn'e with the
principle I pr0l'0se, the cases referred to by him
can be especial y provided for.
Mr. A. K. MARSHALL.
If I felt as confident
as the gentleman (Mr. C. A. Wickliffe) that all
appointing ])ower shou 1d be placed in the hands
of the pcop e, 1 should feel assured that all the
difficulties he apprehends would be obviated by
that appointing power. I cannot understand,
how anyone, confiding as he does in the judgment and purity of the people, and relying as
he seems implicitly upon it, can hesitate for a
single moment as to commiting into their hands
the care and guardianship
of tho8e offices. I
differ with him in one respect. He says that he
is exceedingly anxious to remove all ti.'mptation
out of the way of thc!;e gentlemen to do ,vron~,
while I am exeeedingly anxious to put all manner of temptation in tl1eir way. 1 think that
the best way is to place them before the people, as
then the p<Joplccould decide whether they can
91' ought to trust them. I sJlflll \~ote against
striking out, any thing.
I think the section is
correct as it is. It is precisely the language of
the old constitution, alld those who frallled that
instrument did not seem to have much confidence in the pO]JUlar wisdom and purity; a.nd
yet if even they could trust tile people, I think
we who profess unlimited confidence in the peo~
pte will not do wrong in following their example.
Mr. GRAY. I concur with the gentleman
from Nelson in the propdety of his first a.mendment. If that section means any thing, it has
been entirely perverted by the construction that
has been given it by the executive, sanctioned I
believe by the decision of the court of appeals.
I know of a member of the legislature who vo-
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ted for a law creating
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office, fillci retained his If We were to put a ~lallse in the constitution

seat un til the law was passed thro\lgh the senate, and who, while it was waiting the signature
of the governor, resigned that seat, and under
the construction placed on that clause of the
present constitution, received the appointment to
that; office. Whether that was the ObjN:t of the
gentleman, in seeking to create the office, such
at any rate were the fucts. This construction of
the clause was certainly a perversion of all the
framers of the constitution had in view; and, if
with these light" before us we re-adol?t the section,
it will be sanctioning all the action that has
occurred under it. I am aware that in makill~
all these officers elective by the people, it will
obviate in a great measure the necessity for this
provision.
Nor am I ill favor of restricting the
people. If they desire to select a man who participated in creating the office, they have a fight
to do it, and I would not restrict them. I am
therefore in favor of theumcnd meut first-suggested
by the gentleman from Nelson, and I would make
its object so plain as not to be misunderstood.
MI'. CLARKE.
I should be very slow to believe that any mn,n, influenced by improper metives in a legislature, in voting for the creatiou of an office 01' the increase of the salary of
an office, would be taken up and elected by the
people to fill such office ill either case. But if
the people are willing to do that, for one I am
willing to givo them the privilege of so doing,
and I have no fears of the occurrence of such
cases as the gentleman from Christian,
(Mr.
Gray,) has referred to as having occurred under
the old constitution.
I can very well understand how there could be great abuses under
executive appointments, and how there might be
arrangements and combinations to secure an appoiutment to office through that medium, but
there' can be no such arrangement between the
people and the Iegialuture, if the appointing
power is restored to the people. Aud ally attempt to create an office for the purpose of being
selected to fill it, would operate against the man
when he came to be a candidate before the
people.
Mr. TURNER.
All concede their readiness to
trust the people, but tJIUt 1.<; not the question
here. It is whether W(~ shall place a member of'
the legislature or any officer of the government
in the discharge of his duties in n position where
he would he liable to temptation, and to be
swerved in his action from the influence of those
disinterested and patriotic motives. which should
govern statesmen in their action. Even after
3. man has yielded to sucb temptation,
he might
possibly succeed before the people, anditis therefore desirable in making a cOll!'ltitution to guard
against it as far as possible.
Would it be right
for a jud~e to ha,·c the power of benefiting him·
scI' by hiS decision?
]f we wonld not allow a
judge to place himself in that attitude, why
should we allow a member of the legislature?
It is true, the present constitution only refers to
executive appointments, but· here we are going to
make all officers elective, and shall we put lIO
restriction on the action or motives of individuals in the creation of offices or the increaf:ling
of salaries? I think every conservative prillcipIe of government requires that we should, and
1t argues no distrust of the people 80 to do.

declaring that no mall should be elected a judge
who had been in the penitentiary, or been COllvicted of a high crime or misdemeanor, it would
be said that we were distrusting the people; still
no person will say that such a man ought to fill
the office. An individual who came to the legislaturc and exerted his influence for the creation of
a new office, or to increase the salary of an office,
with a view of going home and becoming a candldate for that office, would be under the infiuenee of just as improper motives as the iudividual who commits a high crime. Why do we exelude from office those who hold positions under
the federal government? Because their allegiance
to the state government might be influenced by
their office nnder the federal government, and It
would be a temptation for them to sacrifice state
rights and sovereignty to the federal government.
This mutter might be presented in various asp'ectf:l,but I think what I have said sufficiently
Illustrates the matter. I shall go therefore for
the amendment of the gentleman from Nelson.
Mr. MACHEN here suggested a verbal change
in the first proposition of Mr. C. A. Wickliffe,
not changing its principle, to which that gentleman assented.
Mr. DAVIS.
I am in favor of the amendment,
and am glad that it has come up, as it offers a
very favorable opportunity for the presentation
of a proposition which I made at an early s~age
of the session. I would propose as an amendmeut to the amendment to add the resolution I
offered in relation to the exclusion of members
of this body from office for ten years, and on it
I call for the yeas and nays.
'I'hc amendment was read as follows:
"And that no member of this convention shall
be eligible to any office, or l?lacc of trust or
profit, established directly by It, or that may be
established under the authority of any constitutiona! prevision which it may adopt; or the mode
of eppoiutmcnt, or election, to which may be
prescribed by any such constitutional provision,
or by any such law, until after the expiration
of - years from the ratification and approval
of this constitution by the qualified voters of
this commonwealth."
The question being taken resulted as follows,
year,;22, nays 66:
YEAs-.Tohn L. Ballinger, William K. Bowling, Francis M. Bristow, William Chenault,
James S. Chrisman, Edward Curd, Garrett Davis, James Dudley, Chasteen T. Dunavan, Vincent S. Hay, Andrew Hood, Mark E. Huston,
Jamcf:l W. Jrwiu, Thomas
W. Lisle, Nathan
McClure, William D. Mitchell, John D. Morris,
Hugh Newell, Johnson Price, Larkin J.l)roctor,
Squire Turner, George W. Williams-22.
NAys-Mr. President, (Guthrie,) Richard Apperson, John S. Barlow, Alfred Boyd, William
Bradley, Charles Chambers, Beverly L. Clarko<!,
Jesse Coffey, Henr{ R. D Coleman, BerJjamill
Cop('lin, William Oowper,. Lucius Desha, Archi·
bald Dixon, Benjamin F. Edwards, Milford EIliott, Green Forrest, Nathan Gaither, Selucius
Garfielde, James H. Garrard, Richard D. Gholson. Thomas J. GOUgII, Niniull E. Gray, James
P. Hamilton, Ben. Hardin. John Hargii!, WilHam Hendrix, Thomas J. Hood, Alfred M. Jackson, William Johnson,
George "\V. Johnston,

George W. Kavanaugh, Charles C. Kelly, Jmues
M. Lackey, Peter Leehbrooke, Willis B. Machen,
Geor~e "r/.,r.Mansfield, Alexander K. Marshall,
Martin I'. Marshall, William C. Marshall, J oh u
H. Mcflenry, David Meriwether,
Thomas P.
Moore, James M. Nesbitt, Jonathan
Newcum,
Elijah F. Nuttall, Henry B. Pollard. William
Preston, John T. Robinson, 'l'homns Rockhold,
John T. Rogers, Ira Root" James Rudd, Iguatius A. Spalding, John W. Stevenson, Michael
L. Stoner, Albert Gc I'nlbott, John D. Taylor,
'william It. Thompson, John J. 'I'hurman, Howard Todd, Philip Triplett, John L. 'ValIer, John
wheeler, Andrew S. White, Charles A. Wickliffe, Silas W oodson-66.
So the amendment was rejected.
:Mr. C. A. WICKLrFFE.
I can ...ttaiu my object by modlfying my amendment.
I will therefore mOV<Jt-o strike out the following words,
"except to such offices or appointments
as may
be filled by the election of the people,"
The vote was then taken upon the amendment,
as modified, by yeas and nays, which resulted as
follows-yeas
39, nays 47;
YEAs-Mr. President, (Guthrle.) John L. Bal.
linger, John S. Barlow, Wilhum K. Bowling,
Francis »1, Bristow. William Chenault, Garrett
Davis, Lucius Desha, Archibald Dixon, James
Dudley, Ohasteeu T. Dunavan, Benjamin F. Edwards, Green Forrest, Thomas J. Gough, James
P. Hamilton, Ben. Hardin, Vincent S. Har, Andrew Hood, Thomas J. Hood, James 'V. Irwin,
James M. Lackey, 'l'hcmns 'V. Lisle, Martin P.
Marshall, Nathan Mculure, William D. Mitchell,
Johathan Newcum, Hugh Newell, Elijah F.
Nuttall, Larkin J. Proctor, James Rudel, Ignatins A. Spaulding, Albert G. Talbott, John D.
Taylor, Phillip Triplett, Squire Turner, John L.
Waller, Audrow S. White, Charles A. Wickliffe,
George 'V. "\Yiiliams-::I9.
N ars-c-Ricbard Appersoll, Alfred Boyd, 'VilHam Bradley, James S. Chrisman, Bc,,·crlyL.
Clarke, .Tesse Coffey, Henry It. D. Colemnll,Bcnjamin Copelin, William Co\\~per, Edward Curd,
Milford Elliott, Nathan Gaither, James H. Garrard, Richard D. Gholson, Ninian E. Gray, John
HUl'O'is, \William Hendrix, Mark E. Huston, Alfred\l.tackson,
'1'homas James, William Johnson, George W.Johnston, George 'Yo Kavanaugh,
Charles C. Kelly, Peter Lashbrooke, Willis B.
Machen, George W. lI{ansfield, Alexander K.
Marshall, Wiliiam O.},Jar;;hall,J(']lllH.
MeHenr:r, David Meriwether, Thomas P. Moore, John
D, Morris, James M. Nesbitt, Henry B. Pollard,
'Villiam Pre.;;ton, Johnson Price, John T. Robinson, 'l'homRs Hockhold, John '1'. Rogers, Ira
Root, John W. Sttlycnson, MiC'hael L. Stoller,
William R. Thompson, John J. Thurman John
Wheeler, Silas Woodson--47.
So the amendment was rejected.
1Ifr. GRAY moved to amen4 the twenty fourth
section by striking out the words "the time such
senator or representative was in office," and insert in lieu thereof the words "the term of such
office." Which amendment was, npon a c1ivision, adopted.
Ayes 41, 1100S 30.
The section, as amended, was then adopted,
The twenty fifth section was. next read as fol·
lows;
"SEC. 25. No person while he continues to exercise the functions of a elergyman, priest, or
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teacher of an)' religious persuasion, society, or
sect, nor while he holds or exercises allY office of
profit under this commonwealth, or under the
government of the United States, shall be elig ible to the general assembly, except attorneys at
law, justices of the peace, and militia officers:
Pr01lided, 'l'hut uttonieys for the commonwealth,
who receive a tixed annual salary, shall be ineligible."
Mr. WALLER requested the convention, as a
favor to him, to pass over that section for the
present,
Other sections had been passed over,
and as he desired to make sonie remarks on that
now before the convention, which he was too
much indisposed to make at this time, he hoped
it would be passed over also.
The section was passed over accordingly.
'I'he twenty sixth, twenty seventh, twentv
eighth and twenty ninth sections were adopted
WIthout amendment, as follows;
"SEC. 26. No person who at any time may
have been a collector of taxes, or publie moneys
for the state, or the assistant or deputy of such
collector, shall be eligible to the ~eneral asscmbly, unless he shall have obtained a quietus, six
months before the election, for the amount of
such collection, and for all public moneys for
which he may have been responsible."
"S£C. 27. No bill shall have the force of a
law, until, on the three several days, it be read
over, in each house of the general assembly, and
free discussion allowed thereon, unless in cases
of urgency, foul' fifths of the house, where the
bill shall be depending, may deem it expedient
to dispense with this rule.
"S.Ec. 28. All bills for raising revenue shall
originate in the house of representatives,
but
the senate may propose amendments as in other
bills, provided that they shall nut introduce
any new matter under the color of an amendTllE'ntwhich doe!>not relate to raising revenue.
"S~:O. 29. The general assembly shall regulate, by law, by whom, and in what manner
writs of election shall be issued, to fiU the vaeancies which may happen in either branch
thereof."
The thirtieth section was read as follows;
"Sec. 30. Divorces shall not be granted, save
by courts of justice, in conformity to law."
Mr. T. J. HOOD. I desire to offer this amendment as a substitute for the thirtieth section of
the report.
"'l'he general assembly shall have power to
pass laws, to I'f>gulaterlivorce and alimony; also
to prescribe, by like general laws, the lllanner in
which the name", of individuals may be changed:
or the lands of infant heirs, or other persons laboring under legal disabilities to act for themselves, may be sold or conveyed. But in no
case shall special laws be passed for the bandit
of individuals
in either of the above class of
Ca8es."
By an examination
of tIle thirtieth section,
gentlemen will perceive that it :provides but for
one class of cascS. The substitute that I have
offered embraces two other claflses tbat fall Witlljn the same category, and which have been a
fruitful source of legislation.
Year after year
a. great portion of the time of the general assell1bly has been consumed in the passage of acts,
for the benefit of private individuals.
Against
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this unnecessary consumption
of time. unci the
expense attendant upon It, there has been universal complaint throughout the commonwealth.
It 111aybe said that the provision contained in
the thirty-sixth section will supercede the necessity for my amendment; but it will be seen
that the amendment provides more effectually
against the evil; because, if adopted, the discussions which might arise in the Iegialature, UjlOn
the subjects embraced under these heads, wil be
cut off.
Mr. CLARKE.
The committee all concurred
in the opinion that the legislature should. be

restricted in the practice that has prevailed, to
a considerable
extent, for ruunv years past, of
granting divorces.
'fhe q~estion ~at~)c u~ as to
how we could express tins restncnou,
In the
most proper terms; and my friend from Louisville, (Mr. Preston) being a member of the cornmittee, drafted, with much care, the section that
is now proposed to be amended.
I believe that
the constitution
of every state in the union,
where a restriction has been placed upon legislation in relation to this subject, if they have
not followed the language employed in this section, have at least carried out the same idea.
I believe we all understand that under the
federal constitution, ull powers that arc not delegated to the federal government, in express
terms, or by necessary implication, have been
reserved to the state'S. But the same rule does
not attain, as fur as state couetdtutiona and state
legislatures are concerned.
All powers that are
not specially withheld from the state legislature
by the constitution of the state, may be exercised
by the legislature.
I grant that the legislature
would have power to settle all cases of alimony,
and all questions that might be presented, in rugard to the sale of estates, in which infants are
concerned.
Although I am opposed to 'Special
legislation, yet there are Illuny cases havi.n~ reference to the rights of indi viduala, in Which
the legislature ought to have power to act. I
have been informed that within the last two or
three years, there have been cases, ill which the
prayer of the petitioner, by tllll guardian, ill behalf of infants, for the sale of lands and the application of the proceeds for the benefit of the
heirs, has been refused, and injustice has been
done to them. If the petitioner had to stop
there, there would be no remedy, and I incline
to the opinion, that in such cases as these it
would be- right and proper for the legislature to
act, by laying down a rule by which the court
shall be governed, in order that justice may be
reached,
We say in this report that the legislature shall
not grant divorces; but we do not say the legislature shan not pass laws--on the contrary they
are required to pass such laws-c-eonferring on the
judicial department the power to act upon upplica.tions Jor divorce; and, as a necessary COllsequence, the power to settle alimony, and all
the incidental rights existing between the parties, or that grow up Hilder the separation of
husband and wife.
Mr.T.J.
HOOD.
Iamat
a losstopercei\·e
the force of the objection, or of the reasoltS urged
by the gentleman frOlll Simpson, (Mr. Clarke,)
why the legislature should not be restricted in
its Eower to pa.ss laws regarding the rights of

infant heirs. If I understand the reason he
assigns .. it. is, thnt j·ust.ice if> not alwaysdone by
the courts. Now, t lis is au objection that may
exist in reference to all other cases. We have
provided a remedy for a failure of justice in
courts of original jurisdiction, by the establishmeet of an appellate court. If the principle
contended for by the gentleman is correct, it
would unly be converting the legislature into a
high court of errors, to correct the decisions, not
only of the inferior, but of the superior courts
of the state.
As I have said, these subjects have occupid so
much of the time of the legislature, that it
seems to me to be l'cq uired of this convention to
establish in the constitution, some re\tTictive
provision that will save till: state in future, th c
expense attendant upon special legislation.
The convention then took a recess, until 3
o'clock, P. M.
EVENING

S:£SSIOX.

Mr. PRESTON.
The thirtieth section, I)rovldes simply, that divorces shall net be granted,
save by courts of justice, in conformity to law.
That is one class of cases embraced in the amendment that is woposed by the gentleman from
Cartel', (Mr. f. J. Hood.) and the thirty-sixth
section provides, "that the general assembly
shall huve no power to pass s,Peciallaws for individual benefit, unless a majority of two-thirds
of both houses concur therein."
The committee,
in drafting the thirtieth section, desired to prohibit the legislature from acting at all, upon the
subject of divorce; and that the power of acting ill relation to that subject, should be confided
to the courts of justice alone; that the decision
should be a judicial act. The substitute offered
by the gentleman from Carter, is liable to the
objection, that it does not require the decision
of the court of justice in order to pronounce the
decree of a divorce. So far then as any material difference between the substitute and the provision in the report goes, it relates. to these classes of cases. One is alimony, another is empowering the legislature to act in regard to the
estates of infants; and the third is ill regard to
changing the names of individuals.
In regard
to alimony, I have never heard a doubt expressed,
that the legislature had the power to act, without
any constitutional provision eonferrin~ that power. It is therefore unnecessary to Insert any
such provision.
Another objection to the gentleman's proposition is, that it does not provide
where the decree of divorce shall come from.
The substitute says the legislature shall have the
general power of regulating divorces.
No one
doubts, that they have such power already. ADd
this section is decided by the committee to be
better than the substitute, because it says, that
divorcee shall not be granted, save by courts of
justice; making it ajudicial act, wlm:h the substitute does not requIre it to be.
lf it shan be deemed desirable by the convention, that the legislature shall have the power to
act, in regard to the changing of the namcs ofindi~
\'iduuls, or to prescribe a general law for that
purpose, and the proposition be brought forward
at the proper time, I do not know but I will vote
for it_ So in regard to the provision relating to
the estates of infants, or other p,er.soos laboring
undflr a disability to act for themselves.
The
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provision regarding these two classes of cases
had betterbe incorporated in a different section.
'I'he committee are desirous that the thirtieth
section should relate exclusively to the case of
divorces, without having ally other question
inserted ill it. It WtL8 also thought by the committee, that the provision contained in the thirty
sixth section-for this amendment is virtually a
substitute for both-requiring
the concurrence of
two thirds of the general assembly, was a sufficient barrier to prevent repeated applications
being made. But if it should be the opiulo» of
the convention that this is insufficient, it can be
remedied by a substitute, such as the gentleman
now pTllposes, when we reach that section.
!Ur. T. J, HOOD. I have no objection that
the provision coutained in my amendment should
form a separate section; but I Bee no reason fur
dividing it from a class of cases precisely similar, which have given rise to much complaint,
on account of the consumption of time, and the
expense attending
their investigation
by the
legislature.
I did not design that my amendment. should be a substitute fur the 36th section;
if I had I would have extended
its provisions
t.o some half dozen other classes of cases, which
do not certainly occur so frequently, but which
_ nevertheless sometimes do occur. The check of
two thirds may be a suffioieut barrier to these;
but in. relutiou-to granting divorces, and in rcla.
lion to the estates of infant heirs. they occur
lH'ery year: and in great numbera; and f desire
that my proposition
shall embody these paramouue points.
The gentleman suggests, that
the 36t.h section willmeet.the difficu lty. I would
like to hear the answer of the gentlemall to this
riew of the matter. If the complaint be in reo
gard to the consumption of time, nnd the expellstJ, how will the 36th section remedy it-since
the vote by which it is to be ascertained. whether there be a. ruajcrity of two thirdB, or only a
bare majorit.y, ('annot be taken until the discussion is completed?
'rhe time WIll have heen expended, and the expense attending it will have
accrued? My object is to cut off the discussion
by the legislature altogether; and i.t is with this
.vIew that I have offered the umendmclJt in this
connection.
Mr. HARDIN.
I ,tm very much in favor of
the section prohibiting tho legislature from ext'rcising the ,Power of grant.ing di~·orce~. It has
hef'1l a gl'OWJI1gevil fol' twenty years, and last
year 1 ulldt'l'stand, there were perhaps f;omc
three hnlldrcd caSl''; or mure. It is time to 8t.OP
this kind of legislation.
I have two or three objectiolls to thi;;: 8ubstitute, which I will suggest tn the honorable mo"cr. I ullderstalld that the legislatur.) can do
<.tllYthing that is within the power of legislation; allY thi.ng that the law-making power can
0-0, unless they a.re prohibited by the federal
constitution,
or the constitution of Kentneky.
Their poweqis unlimited, as to soYereignty, except. in those Cllses where the exercise of" that
power is prohibited by one or the other of these
(\onstitutions.
It is now IJroposed, that we shall
give to the general assembly the power to do
what? To pass age'nel"'allaw rcgulatingdiYorces.
Th&y have that power nnw.
They hnve passed
laws on that very subject.; and those l.a.ws have
beell adjudi.cated upon, and their validity deci-
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dad upon, for more than twenty years.
We are
then proposing to confer upon the legislature a
power that they have already.
They have the
power, not only of regulating divorces, but of
regulating controversies relating to alimony; and
they have exercised that power ever since we
have had a state government.
Our ...tatute book
is filled with acts of this description;
and the
decisions of the courts upon them arc numerous;
yet here, for the first time, we are told that the
power ought to be conferred upon the legislatore, to act upon these subjects, and that they
should have the power to prescribe by a general
law, the manner In which the names ofindividuala shall be changed.
If they choose to pass
such a law, they can do it now. But I go further than that.
A mall may change his name without the intervention of the legislature; and if he
do so, he may be sued by the name which he
adopts.
'l'he amendment goes on to provide, that the
legislature shall have power to pass laws regulating the estates of infant heirs, or other perSOilS laboring
under legal disabilities.
Have
they 1101. thnt power now?
'I'bev have the power at any time to remove the disability of infants,
bYJlroviding that an earlier age may be the perio of majority.
Does it requireu constitutionul provision to give to the legislature these ,P0werst Not at all. Why?
Because there IS no
constitutional disability.
The amendment declares that "in no case shall
special laws be passed for the benefit of individuals in either of the above class of cases."
In
regard to this part of the proposition, I think it
had better be put into another section, as suggeste d by the gentleman from Louisville (Mr. Preston.)
'I'he flr"t part of the proposition, I do not
consider necessary.
Besides, it makes us commit
ourselves, by the expression of an erroneous
"iew, in regard to constih1tiouallaw.
I do not
wish to declare to the world an opinion, as to
the PO\v-ersof the h'gislature/ which I know to
be at war with the opinion mat has always been
entertained bv legislators and jurists.
Mr. GItA1~. I am very much inclined to
favor the proposition
of t,be gentleman from
Carter. It strikes me, it is not subjflct to the objcct.ion takeu by the geiltleman from Nelson,
(Mr. Hardin.)
He seems to tllink, because it is
generally ullderstood, that the l ..gislature pos~
se8ses all the power of legislation, unless specially restricte(l by the ~ollstitlJtion, that it is,
therefore, ullneees;<ary 10 flay any thing in relation to legislati\"e powel', uu]ess it be by way of
restriction.
Now this appears to be a construction which prevails or llOt, according as it may
suit the ease. Our COUTt~apply such construction whell it Coillcifles with the views that they
are attemptiug-io establish; hutwhenit
fails to
accord With those views, that principle of construction OOf'Snot SE'cm t.o be acknowledged, as
..ntirely obligatory, in all cases. But the gelltleman says, that it will ('ommit us to the state·
ment, that the l{'gislature snaIl have a power
which they al~'eady pos;;:ess. I call1lot eonc~ive
of any obJectHlll to that. Suppose the·leglsla.
ture has the power. Is itllot. permissible to say,
that they shall have such power? It certainly
can do no harm. But here you propose to restrict the legislature, by saying. they sliall not
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pass special laws upon certain subjects,
] think one uuderetands the leaSOI1 why the lagislature
It is proper, that when you place a restriction
should not have power to act upon individual
you should declare in the same clause what cases. The great object re, to save time and expowers they shall have.
And the manuer in !Jense. But you will not save either, If you
which those powers should be exercised by the eave the runttor to be regulated as provided for
adoption of general provisions, and let the III the tl11rtr sixth section. because you never
courts of judicature
act upon the particular'
call determine until t11\1 final pa.."'sa~e of the
cases that
fall within such general pro- act, whether then' be two thirds for It or not.
vision. That
understand to be the object and And 1 believe there is a general feeling throughintent of the amendment.
There is a similar out the community, not only ill regard to divorprovision in our present constitution, relating to cee, but in regard to other classes of cases that
the subject of slavery.
The legislature is pro- the legislature shall not interpose its action in
hibited from passing any act for the omanclpa- individual cases. The estates of infants have
tion of slaves, without the consent of the owner, been disposed of with great facility nud with
and the constitution goes on to say that the very little regard for justice. in many instances
Iegielature shall have full power to pass tin act by the legislature.
to prevent slaves being brought into the state as
The question was taken on the substitute, and
merchandise.
it was agreed 10.
Now if the construction of my friend from
The 30th section, as amended, was then adopNelson is right, all this is ridiculous aud ab- ted.
surd.
The 31st section was next read as follows:
It seems to me to be ""ry proper, that in the
"SIW. ;~1. The credit of this commonwealth
same clause "which contains the restriction, you shall never be gi."Cll ur loaned in aid of anyvershould give them the power to pass general en- son, association, municipality. or eorporauon,
nctments ill relation to the subject, if you intend without the eoncurreuce of two thirds of each
they shall have such power; whilst you take house of the general assembly.
away from them the power to act in individual
Mr. C. A. WICKLIFFE
moved to strike out
cases.
after the word "corporation" the words «without
It seems to me that the language used in the the concurrence of two thirds of each bouse of
report is not the clearest in the world. It is, the general assembly."
He was opposed to lend,. divorces shall not be grunted save by courts of ing the credit of the state by way of endorsejustice, in conformity to law."
1 think the mont, even though a vote of two thirds of the
amendment of the gentleman from Carter, car- legislature were obtained.
ries out the same pnncil?le, and makes it much
'1'110 amendment was as-reed to, and the section,
more explicit; because it says, they shall pass as amended, was then adopted.
laws in relation to divorces and alimonv ; but
The :12d uud 33d sections, in relation to the
that thev shull uot pass laws granting divorcee contracting of debts by the general assembly,
in individual cases. But it seems to rue, if it were passed over for the present.
were intended merely to restrict the legislature,
'l'he 34th sectiou was read and adopted as Iolit should have been expressed thus," that the lows:
legislature shall have no power to grant, divor"S},;c. 34. No law enacted by the general as·
ces." 1 am for all the principles contained in sembly shall embrace more than one object, and
the amendment.
1 think it is better than the that shall be expressed in lhe title."
original section, and I can see no object,ion to
'1'he 35th section was adopted as follows:
substituting it for that section.
"Sl>e. 35. No law shall be revised or amended
Mr. BRISTOW.
I am decidedly in favor of by.reference to Hs title, but, ill snch case, the act
the principle embraeed in the proposed 8ubsti- r~v,sed, or amended, shall be re-enacted and pub·
tute. There are many things
that certa.inly hshetl at length;
ought not to be the snbject of speeiallegislatiol1.
'fhe 36tl? scclJOn wa." read as follows:
But the wording of the amendment of the gcn"SEC. 36. The g;nerat assemt,ly ;;h.alllHwe no
tlemau from Carter, does not exactly snit, my -e0wer to pass s:pe~lal laws fo~' mdlVldual benecar. I will read one which 1 have drawn up, fit, unless a mU:lunty of two tlurds of both houses
and it. will probably suit the views of the gentle. concur therein."
.
man. I believe it I.:o,'orsthe whole gI"OUllJ..
Th'Iy.
HARDIN moved to stnke out the w!IOI.9
"The general assembly !;>hallhave 110power sectlOll. He w~ utterly opposed ~o the prmcIto gmut divorces, to change l.llG names of iudithat two tlmds should bl.:reqt1lred to pass a.
.. ida'lls, or direct the sales of estates belonging
aw..,.
.,.
..
to infants, or other persons labor.ing under legal
Mr. KELL1:' moved ~o amend by stnklllg out
disabilities by spQelal If'gislation; but, by gene- aft~r ~he word "bc?efit," the words, "unless n.
ra.l laws "hall confcr such powers on the courts mUJonty of two thIrds of both houses concur
of justi:e."
tht::reil.l," and .adding the words "except in cast';J
Mr. T. J. HOOD. lam llotatallwe<1dedto
of chullisagamst
thet:ommonwealt]l,
preferred
lhe l)hraseoJogy of my amendment.
All that I by public creditors."
desire is that the principle shall be incorporated.
Mr. HARDIN said there were other cases in
J accept the amendmcnt of the gentleman as 'a which it might be necessary to have a special
subsLitute for millc.
law. such as for the erection of a toll gate or a
Mr. HARDIN.
1 have 110objection to that dam. He hoped the whole might be struck out.
amendment.
The same law-making power thatcollJd take life
Mr. APPERSON.
1 think the gentleman or lands, was competent to enact a law for an infrom Cartt'lr has given tl ~'ery good rea<;onwhy divioual henefit.
this is the properplaee forthe amendment. Every
The amendment was 110tagreed to .
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The question was then taken on Ute uiotiou to but in pursuance of appropriation
made by law.
strike out the section. and it was agreed to.
and no private claim tor money shall bOC"
<Slowed
Mr. WILLIAMS offered the following substiin appropriation
laws except for llecessary extute for the section which was stricken out.
penditurea of the government;
nor shall any »p"The general assembly shall have 110 power, by propriation
of mUlley for the support of an arspecial enactment, to allow any private claim my be made for a 1001gertime than aile year; and
agaim:t the eommouwealth:
and shall direct, by a. regular account of the receipts and expondi.
law, in what manner claims asaiust the com- tnres of all public monpys shall be published
monwcalthare
to bl:' adjusted, and ill WIUlt courts aunually."
suits may be brought
against
the commonMr. HARDI~.
There is some complicacy in
wealth."
that.
'fhere are many claims which government
should allow and which :1 court would not. I
The present constitution has this section:
"The g~lleral assembly shall direct, by law, in will state two cases which occurred during tho
of President Jefferson.
He orvchat manner, and ill what courts, snits lUay be administration
dered General Wilkinson to Louisiana to arrest
brought against the oommouweahh"
The leeislaturo has failed to point out IJQW Aaron Burr and all others whom he thought
concerned with him. Among- others, he arrested
811 its lo:hallbe broughtuq-aim;t
the commonwealth.
'I'he consequence
has been, t.hat ever since the General Adair and put him III confinement and
ll'CSent constitution
has been in existence, there sent Lim around from New OrleAns to Virginia.
There was no proof against. him and he sued
lave been mally claims presented to the lel;£.islaWilkinson and recovered $3,2(}(l fur assault and
turc, und much time bas been consumed.
J am
battery. 1Vi1kinsnn was not worth a dollar, and
satisfied the legislature
should have power to
the execution was returned, "no property found."
authorize the courts to adjudicate claime between
individuals and the commonwealth,
and to point 1'11". Rankin furnished me a COPt uf the record,
claim and congress
out how these claims shall be adjusted.
This nn.l I presented Gen.Aduir's
paid it, with the interest, to a dollar, without; a
wil l save thuo and expense: and, besides, these
dis8cIltingvoio::e in either house. Ifthat claimllud
claim'! are rarely, jf c\'er, adjusted fairly ",hell
beelt preseutel! in anycullrtnot
adollarcould
have
brought before tIw legislature.
been reco\·ered.
That was the sum total of Gen.nIl'. HARDIN.
There is not a single session eral Adair's being cOllcerned in the conspiracy
of the legislature in whi<.:h there are not a hun- GenNa! Wilkinson rdio::d on probable cause for
dred claims allowed.in
the bill cOllcerning
proof, aJld tllllre was not It shadow of it. Auclaims.
A man carries a lunatic to the llOspitat,
other case was that of James .McCarty,ofHarfir another
fu.rnishes a few artides to the u<;sem. din county, who sold a boat load of lime to the
bly, and they bring ill 8pecia.1 claims,
We ,ue contnlctors
for the erection of certain !lubliC
not to allow the claim at all. l'he man lllust works.
The contractor
failed :lnd cou d not
bring his suit. I am well aware of the diflicnlty
pay.
The goverlllllCllt of the United States
Ihe gentleman has spoken of. Bnt I have af- :st.eppeLl in and paid the demand, bpcause tlle
way:'i beeH ullwiIliug to pass allY la\\' of that lime had been appropriated
for the beuefit of the
kind, because there will be too lllany intcJ"(j::;tcd United
States.
There would have been no
against the government, and llone for it, as in claim upon whicIt a suit could be based.
There
the case of an old man who had some beef cat- an~ many claims of that kind, ill wl1ich thegov.
Ue to sell to the federal government.ill
the time ernment is bound in honor and justice to ]my, in
of the Indian war in 1793. He said to the agent, whit'h nOSllitwould
lie. This is a reason why
remember
.here is the whole Uuitecl States
it is proper it should be left open for the legislaagainst poor olrl Jesse Black, now gi\"c me about ture, for there are many strong cases in whic.h the
double price, bocnuse I ha\'e always labored uu- govemrnpnt is botlnd in honor to pay.
der gt·eat disauvanta$es.
If this fusses, I thi nk
Mr. DIXON.
I am not in favor of tlle substiwe shall labor ulldcr a thoLlSall( worse di8ud- tute of the gentleman
from Bourbon.
It has
vantages than we do now.
been the fractiee lIf the government;, and I beMr. BROWN.
I have had the J1OlIor to be licl'"e of al goverll1nents, to approprinte money
clminnan
of the cUlIlmittee all daims in the to individuals,
and to public purposes by legishouse of repre . ,elltatives, and I do llOt think that lative enactment.
I do not kilO\\' n state in the
one hour was cunsllllled in the passag(J of the Unio\) whi.;b has a provision by which the state
approl?t'iation bill, a1t.hon.gh it contained a hun- itself is to be su.:d. ] belte\'El some have prodred lLttle claims.
If the gentleman's
amendvided laws for the prest'ntatioll
of petitions, not
ment prevails, the allowanee of these dailDs by to the IcgislatU1'0, but to some power created for
the gl'lleral assembly will be pred1lded.
that pm·posl". But t he gentleman provides that
Mr. WILLIAMS.
.My desi~n is to exclude
the lo,:·gislature shall not pn8s any laws approthose claims which Illay be deCided by the eourts priating money to illdividunls, whileit ruay pass
of the coulIt.ry, aud 110t those which relate to the raws to provide the code by which courts shall
ordinary
expenses of the govcrnmellt.
I am settle individual claims.
Now, if tIle legislature
perfectly aware of the diffic.lIlty, !lamed by the pl"Ovides how courts shall settle claims by bringIfentlern:m from Nelson, but lt seems to me there lllg a suit against the srate, after having ree-overIS another
class of claims that lias consumed
cd judgment,
how will you euforce it? Thero
more time, and been decided with less justice in will beno use in ohtaining the judgment, unless
t.he legislature,
that! would have bMll the case, vou have some mean!'! of ell forcing the collee.
had they been decided in conrts of justice.
I tioll of the demand.
I do lIot see how that can
desire to add the follOWing to the substitute I be effeeted.
Suppose the court decides a case in
have already offered:
favor of an indiviilua.l, and the legislatlll"e think.'3
"No money shall be drawn from the treaslI1:y thp decision wTong and will not pay the mon-
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ey-the decision of the court fulls 1.0the ground
of course.

tutiou shall stand, because we know no company will ever be incorporated.
Would I take a

dollars stock in any company? Never
Mr. WILUAMS. I do not like to oPl'0se the hundred
in the world, It is nearly as broad as that of
wishes of gentlemen.
The first proposition conDavid 'l'riuible, when he offered a. resolution in
tains two provisio:1s-the first of which authorCOllgrC~f;. He said he would take the world for
izesthe legislature to direct ill what mode claims
his theatre, that heaven should contribute to his
eealnst the commonwealth shall be adjusted.
speech, the 8UIl, moon, and stars as his quarry,
1t'Iy proposition docs not ueccssaril y take the
and with the indulgence of the house, he would
claims before the eourte, it merely, as I have altake a whack at eternity. [Roars of laughter.]
ready said, leaves it to the Legislature to point
'I'his ie the broadest whack at eternity I ever
out the mode in which they shall be properly
saw. [Renewed laughter.]
and jnstly settl ed . The legislature may point
Pending this question, the convention adout by law the court, or direct the el'ltabhshment
of a tribunal, or a commission before which [oumed.
these claims may be examined and speedily disposed of. My l:ieconclprovision is, that no money'
shall be draw» from the treasury but in pur.;;uance
of appropriations made by law; and llO private
claim for money shall be allowed in appropriaFRIDAY, NOVEMBEIl23. 1849.
tion law.'>. Wit,h regard to the position taken by
Prayer by the Rev. Mr. LA"cAsl'F..R.
the gentleman from Henderson, it amounts, in
CLERICAL ltEPRES£NTATIYES.
my opinion, to nothing: because, is not the legislature competent to provide by [nw that when
Mr. DAVIS presented the memorial of two
an individual has a claim agaInst the common- clergymen of the city of Frankfort-c-Mr. Robinwealth, that claim shall be paid out of the trees- son and Mr. Brush-in opposition to the twenty
my, if substantiated?
Every gentleman who has fifth section of the report on the legtsative debeen in the habit of attending here when the partment, which provides that no person while
legislature is in session, knows that the greater he. cout.inuea to exercise the functions of a clerpart of its t.irne has been consumed in the con- gyman, priest, or teacher of any religions persideration of private claims. I know one ease suasiou , society, or sect, shall be eligible to the
that has been before the le~islature for the last general assembly.
four vears, session after seSSIOn,the case of RobIt was referred to the committee of the whole,
ert '\\tilliams, which was a claim on account of and is as follows:
some eoutract on Licking river, and I believe it
can be shown he has received money time after To the Honorable, the Constitutwnal ConventWll of
Kentucky, now in Frankfort assembled.
time. I repeat that the object of this proposiThe memorial of the undersigned, citizens of
tion is nut at till to interfere with the ordinary
Kentucky, respectfully shewct,h.expens.es of the government.
Th::1t ~'our memorialists have observed, with
Mr. DIXON.
1 have listened to the argument of the genthnnan from Bourbon, and much concern, in the report of the committee Oil
I, by no means, think his amendment ought to the legialativc department, (section 25,) a clause
be adopted.
] sug~ested a difficulty which I proposed for the adoption of your honorable
still think would exist, and that was the enforce- body, as a part of the lICW constitution, to the
ment of the jndgment of the court. But there tollowiug effect, to-wit:
"No person, while he continues to exercise the
is another still greater, to which I will call the
attention of the convention.
'I'here are a great functions of a clergyman, priest, or teacher of
many individual claims that must come before any religious persuasion, society. or sect, shall
the legislature to !;Ie adjusted. and nowhere else. be eligible to the general assembly."
In regard to which proposition, your memoriThere are claims too, growing out of eommitalists b8g leave to ln.y before your honorable body
tees appointed by the legislature, of illdiviJuals
who appcared as witnesses befortJ them, and certain considerations, which, in their view, go
other claims of 11 simihtr des<.:ription, which to establish th,;: inju!:!tice and inexpediency of
must b('.paid in 80me form or otner. I think all V such constituOon;~l provision.
\V\J. make no objection to the opinion that, as Ai
the power is better where it is with t.he If'gislamatter of practical duty, cler*ymen ought not to
ture, than in the hands of an individual.
be as}Jirants fo1'political oJnee, nor mingle in
The amendment was rejected.
Mr. BOYD offered the following as all addi- politwal strife. Not only are we averse to such
a course, but we should feel bound, moreover, as
tional section;
No ("harter shall be granted giving ballkillg office-bearers in the church, to vote for the susor traJing powers, without IJl'Oviding that thc peusion of any clergyman from his office in tIle
)rivatcproperty of stockholders be made liable cltun,h, who should be shown to have prostituor all the debts and obligution8 of any such ted the influence of his ministerial chara.cter to
the promotion of his political elevation. And
corporations or chartered company.
Mr. GRAY moved to substitute the following: that this is thc general sentiment of the \'arious
"Taxation shall be equal and uuifol'lll through- bodies of christians in our country at lar;e, is
most clearly evident from this fact,-that
ill
out the state."
Mr. HARDIN.
In l'f'lferenee to the proposi- twent.y one states of tlle Union no such constitutional
provisiou,
as
wc
hQre
complain
of,
exists;
tion of my friend from Trigg, (Mr. Boyd,) I do
not see how we can act on it. It will cut down this prodsion being found only in the constituYirginia, North
every corporation in Kent.ucky. It will be a tion;.. of nine state~-namely,
';"eto on all corporalions bO long as this <:omiti· and South Cnrolina, Florida. Texas, Louisiana,

!
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:b-lis.!Iouri,'I'euneseee, and Rentuckv.
And yet
in the twenty one states no more disposition to
Interfere with politics has ever been manifested
by the clergy, than in the nine states in which
the clergy are excluded from political pre-ferment
by the constitution.
It will not fail to occur to anyone,
on reflection, that such a prohibition in the constitution
is, practically, wholly inorerative to prevent the
perversion of their cleriea influence. by designIng men, for the purposes of political promotion.
Facts show, that noue who sincerely love their
calling as clerg-ymen, will be willing to eudaneer
their ministerial in Iluence and reputation by becoming candidates for political favor. While on
the other baud. it is obvious that those whose
clerical character sits loosely upon them, and
who aspire after political distinction,
can very
easily qualify themselves for hold ing office under such a constitutional
prohibitiou , by some
immorality of conduct, if they be ministers in
churches which hold that the clerical office lllay
not voluntarily be laid aside; or by a ternpornry
resignation,
(when the views of their church
may admit of it) as has frequently been done in
this and other states.
Or they may render the
constitution inoperative against themselves, by
holding in fact, the position and influence of a
clergyman, without formally assuming the title.
Thus the practical effect of such a clause is to
restrain and preclude only the worthy and conscientious of the clergy, whose influence need
not be feared in any position; while it is no restraint whatever upon the unscrupulous, who
might be disposed to make a had use of the influence over the minds of men, which their
office confers.
Considerations of this kind alone, would not,
however, have induced your memorialists to remonstrate, thus pllblicly against the adoption of
the proposed clause in the constitutiou.
But we
conceive there are far more important objections
to this measure-objections
arising out of the
grounds on which, if adopted at. all, this clause
must be adopted. Here we believe are involved
certain great principles of civil rind Religious
Freedom.
We suppose that any constitutional
pl'Ovision
clearly in conflict with, or an exception to the
general rule of equal privileges to all classesor which operates in restraint of the pov.'er of
the people to choose whom they pleage to office;
ought to be founded on the plainest reasons of
expediency, if not of necessity.
The provision
in question is, manifestly, such an excf'ptioll ill
both points of view. III the first place, it excludes a large and reputable class of citizens
from the enjoyment of one of the highest privileges of cltizensh.ip-the
privilege of being
chosen to office. In the second place, it is an exception to the great law that the people are capable of judging, and ought to judge, who may
be chosen to office.
The adoption of the \lroposed clause, as a part
of the constitution imp ies therefore, of necessi·
ty, some mOI'e important reason for it, thrill any as
yet alluded to. And though no reason for this ineligibility of the clergy is set forth in the clause
reported by your committee, we are constrained
to conclude, and we donbt not, the great lllasS of
mon will come to the same eonclusion,-that
the

ground on which a provision, is a.lopted so obviously in conflict with generally admitted prluctpies, as above shown, must be some supposed incompatibility of the clerical office in its very nature with the duties of civ il lifc. And we are led
the murc certainly to this conclusion by the fact
that we find this reason actually assi~JlL:d for the
ineligibility of ministers to civil cffiee in three
out of nine of the state constitutions which make
ministers ineligible.
In each of the three, (and
only three assign any reason) the same words in
effect are used-c-uamcly : "Miuierers of the gospel are by their rrofession dedicated to the service of God, nne the care of souls, and ought not
to be diverted from the greut duty of their fuuc!.jOIlS, therefore no minister shall be eligible &0."
If this, therefore, he the implied groullfl of the
restriction reported by your comrnittcc-c-and we
can conceive of no other ground sufficient to justifya manifest departure from the geueral Iaw of
equal rights to all-then
we feel bound, solemnly, to protest against any such provision, as in
conflict with one great principle of free government-e-which it is the peculiar glory of the American states to recogntse-c-the principle of non-interference of civil government with matters of rt'ligion.
We deny the competency of the civil government to define the character and functions of the
gospel ministry.
Admitting the truth of the
general sentiment above quoted, still we protest
against such a declaration. as a portion of constitutional
law. It is solely the office of the
church to declare the functions of her ministers.
To say nothing, therefore, of the fact that the
tastes, the views, and the habits of those composing the bodies which frame state constitution", are not necessarily, nor always, such as to
qnalify the-Ill for deciding ju.o,tly, ill regar\l to
the pl'Oper character aud dutics of the gospel
minIstry, we hold that this dcclaTl'ltion, cithel'
expre."sed or implied, ill [Lnyoonstitution, if! in
conflict with the great doctrine of non-interference with religiun.
And the history of modern
nations teaches, that it bchoo\"es freeme-tl to
watch, with jealousy, any interference of t11e
state witll the church; seeing that from the
slightest begiJllling, the precedent shall grow
till d8silfning alld ambitious politicians corrupt
the punty of the chtll'ch, and thereby render
her a fit instrumcnt for the purposes of tyrants.
Not til mark, either, the obvious impropriety
of a declaration either in words, or ill effect, by
the civil authority-or
indeed allY other authority that the ministry, allY mort: than all other
christians, are. by their profession, dl'dicated to
the service of God-,ve
objel.'t, furtht'rmore, to
the conclusion deriyed from that premise, that
"minister." ought not to be diverted from the
great duty of their functions," by being eligible
and elected to the legislature.
Why select this
one, out of a thousand modes of being dive.rted from their duty. as tlle I':ole (,bject, of constitutional &,uardianship? Why not as well declare
that milllsters shall not engage in farming or
merchandise.
or in allY other than this single
pursuit-the
care of souls? Or why provide,
by constitntional enactmt'nt, that this profession
alone shall not be diverted from the duty of it.~
functions?
It is obvillusly equally compeu>nt
for the constitution to declare Olat physlCians,
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who have the i.nportaut cnre of the ll'v es cf uieu, be iuoligible Lopo'liticul preferment, is, ill 80 far,
uught uot to be diverted from the duty .of their to decide tbte great theological controversy
against Protestants.
OUI'
complaint, however,
functions, and, therefore, should not be eligible
to political office. And also, that aged II1Cll, is not that it is decided agalst us-c-but that it is
especially those yet impenitent. ought. Dot to be decided at all by such authority.
ltmay have been wise to provide against the
diverted from the high duty of preparation for
death, and therefore shall not be eligible to undue influence of the priesthood in the goverupolit.ieal distinctions, which are, ill their nature, mcnt, ill an age when statesmen still had reason
to feur the influence of a doctrine that held the
so uufuvorublc to this great duty.
The chief objection, however, and that which power of the church to be above all civil power.
has led your memorialists to obtrude themselves For in that case the priest>! would be the subjects
upon your honorable body, is, that while this 01 an adversary power to the civil pcvernmcut.
provision is advocated most warmly. by those But we call sec 110 strong reason for such a pro;
who are peculiarly jealous, as all men ought to vision, even against a priesthood, in an age when
be, of any interference between the church and all mcu treat with der-ision, the claim of a epirlstate: "Vet "tbe insertion of such a clause in the tual powel' above civil government, more espe·
coustitutiou , Oil such grounds as we have shown cially does it seem to us needless, to apply such
a prohibition to those teachers of religion, whose
to have been expressed, end a>;are »ecess.uily
implied in so doing, is a decision by civil au- distiuguishiug ehuracteristic as a body of men,
thorit.y of the great theological q uestiou of the has ever been to be foremost in the war against the
domination of the spiritual over the oi vil power.
age.
Entertaining these views we respectfuUy sub~l'he greati)Qin~ in dispute between the church
of Rome anc those who sympathise with her 011 mit them to yuur houerublc body lor considerathe one hand, and the ch urches of the Iieforma- tion. Nor do we doubt. that n careful examination of the subject, will lead you, as it recently
t.ion on the other, i~ involvcclin the question-Is
the lllinister of l'~liO'ion a. priest'! Ii> he a pCCll- led the eOllvt'lltion of New y'ork, to strike tlwi
lifLJ'sacred person~tandillg
to mediate bdwcen dause from the constitution of the state, ai> inGod and hIS ofl'..mding creaLnres, by the offering compatible with those enlightened view;; of reof sacrifice? 01' is he chiefly a teacher-all
ex- pubfi"aH go\-ernmentJ which are the glor)' of ollr
pounder of the truth, and adlllinii"otmtor <11' seal- age and country.
lllg ordiuuJlces ill the o..:hurch? 'rhe dlllrch of
And thus your mcmorialistfi will ('ver ,Brav.
Rome., if we understand
aright her teaching!>,
STUART ROBIN so1T•
GEO. W. BRUSlI.
holds: the former view; and eOllsistentl,Y wtlh
that view, has for lief ministl.'l',s priests, Illilli~tering at an :.lltar--oft':ring the lOacrifice of the mass
-absolving
the pellit.ent Oil cOllfession and penMr. WOODSON.
I offer the following resonance, and constituting
the channd of mysteri- lution:
ous grace to the faithful.
Prutc,;tant chun:hef>,
Resolved, That the ha"is, as well as the apporon the other hand, have fur lheir ministers 1,'IlCto- tionmeut of representation, as provilled ill the
erll, called of God as they belien:, and ellO'lCll sixth section of the reporL of t1l0 cOlllmith:e on
by the people to in;;trnct the people, anu admill- the legislative departllll:nt. L'ljust and cquitable,
i;;ter ordinances estahlil"dH'd to be sign,,; anrl seals and that this cOllventiOll will not depart there·
of spiritual blessillg.
Of course lhe millistry of from.
the latter has not that ",ort "f sacred nc::!sof charOn this resolution I wish to off,'r a fcw T(>acter, which llec('ssarily separat.e.il tlWITIfrom the marks. We have been E'ligaged about two wceks
mass of christian p('uple-nor
that f>piritnal pow- in the discussioH of the propcr basis of repre(>1' and that control over
the cOl1so..:io:nce,
which !Scntalion and apportionment among the scveral
the office of a priesthood in it.!; vel'y nature COIl- coutllie" of the commonwealtll.
1 am emboldft:rs.
ened to offt:r this resolution from the fact,
that if it i...adopted, to the exclusion of the
Now if the ministel' of religion be apricst-a
it injures my
man apart from the Illass of christian people, by': basis of free white illhabitants,
as much, if not more,
the mysterious S<LcrcdllCsss of his office, and Jf immediate constituency
in virtue of his office, he have a spiritual power thfm that of any other delegate Oilthis floor. I
which ean he 8hO\\·11 to be inc01l1pn.tible with have b~en figuring- pretty extensively to sec
what peculiar bellefit.s would ;wcrne to my rethe free snffrage of the people in any way-there
might then be some good rea;;Oll for debarring gion of country by the ndoption of the basis
him from civil office. But if the minic:.ter of re· ('OBtained ill t.he resolution of the gentleman
ligion be merely one of the people, S(·t apart to from Simpson; and I find the mountain counth-e duty in the church of expounding the truth ties, exc~pt two. will be entitled to a separate
and dispensil1g oruinullees, with no other infln· representative in the lower branch of the next
At tht' first blush, I was inclined
(,nee and pow\'r than that, whIch the faithful legislatul'e.
discharge of his duty confer8 upon him; then to the 0l?inion that it was ri~ht and proper that
clearly there is no reason for making
any that bflSlS IiohoulJ be adoptca.
And I now must
distindioll betweeu him and other citizens in re- be permitted to !SayI am not convinced its adoption would be improper, or that the basis is not
gard to the privileges of citizenship.
If this statement of the questioll be eorrectthe true basis ill all fl'ee and well organized
I kllow we have the precedents
and we haw! no motive to misliotaw it--ol' do we govcrnment8.
tllink anyone, whicheVllr VillWof the question of muny state governments far it'! adoptioJl.
But,
as
the
people
are not familiarized with it,
he takes, will be disposed to controvert its main
(eatures, then it follows that to decide by the and as I wOlllJ do notbing calculated to be the
eon~titutiol1,. that millister:i of the gospel shall slightest drawback to the constitution 'We'Jhnll
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make, I should be unwilling to sec this new ba from Knox, (Mr. Woodson.) this body would be
sis adopted; for I care not whatever beneflte presented to the country in rather a farcical attimight accrue to my own region of country, I tude. Two or three da;rs since we adopted a
trust I shall not overlook the interests of the resolution, that population should be the basis
whole state. Whilst I know it would benefit of representation.
Notice has been given, unmy own section of country, r am sure it would del' the rules of this house, that a reconsideration
injure the largest and most wealthy portion of of the vote by which that resolution wee adoptthe state; and I feel assured if we were to adopt ed, would be moved, The gentleman
now
this basis, that in the large or blue grass conn comes in with a resolution, and asks this house
ties, it "Would sink any constitution we might to adopt it, asserting an entirely different basis
frame, so that it would never be resurrected for representation, leaving the other resolution
again.
upon our journal, sustained by an overwhelmI have examined the report of the committee ing majority. Now, sir, which of tile two shall
on the legislative department, and I find that prevail? It his resolution is adopted, I suppose
the old basis of representation is departed from the squabble will then come up as to which one
to some extent, and a new basis, or rather a dif~ of the two antagonistic resolutions expresses
ferent basis from that which has obtained hereto the sense of the house. The gentleman's views
fore in Kentucky, has been adopted.
According upon the propel' basis of representation seem to
to the new rules of ap:po.rtionment adopted in have undergone a change, and his more mature
the report of the committee. the smallest coun judgment brings him back to that under which
ties, or the counties next to the smallest class ill we have lived for fifty years past,
this state, I admit, are to be benefitted to some
I wish, sir, to submit to this house a few of
extent. But I wish the conventicu to bear in the reasons which governed me in casting my
mind the benefits which am to accrue to the vote, when the resolution uow sought to be reusmaller COUll ties. There are thirteen large COUll dercd void was adopted, and which will still
ties having twenty nine representatives,
and govern me in my course in this bouse. And, as
they are to have one representative for every the best argument that can be presented is that
1,198 voters within those counties.
They gain
based upon facts, demonstrated by figures, I will
on the present modc of representation, two hUH ask the particular attention of members to the
dred and eighteen voters for each represeutn
following table, taken from the census of 1840.
tive, and four hundred and eighty six for each 'I'his is certainly the best source from which we
county, included in the large class. If the re can draw information upon this subject.
port of the committee was adopted, what would
be the effect all the large counties? The thirteen
In this table I have divided the population
large counties have two members each, and up into three classes. The rirst column contains
wards.
Instead of twenty nine members they all those under twenty years of age; the second,
will have twenty two, and instead of gaining all the males twenty years old and upwards;
two hundred uud eighteen voters for each mem the third, all the females twenty years old and
bel', and four hundred and eighty six for each up ..warda, and the fourth the aggregate, made up
county and a representative for 1,198 voters of the three classes. I have placed the populuthey will lose one hundred and sixty four va' tion of the city of Louisville at the head of the
tel's to each member, three hundred and one in table, and have made up the table by grouping
each county, and will still have a member for adjacent counties of Similar character in soil
every 1,580 voters each county may coutaiu
and production. and have, by these groups or
This looks to me more like justice, and it is eel' blocks, succeeded. as I believe, In fairly repretainly more in accordance with the rights of senting the population of every portion of the
numbers.
Now the apportionment according to state.
the number of qualified voters in the stare, as
TABLE
set forth iu the auditor's report for 1848, will
be fourteen hundred and sixteen for one represen
0''
tative.
'I'he larger counties will still have a rep
Comparative
population
ill different eecuone of t1~e
reaentative for 1,580 voters.
State, as shown by Census of 1840.
I think there ia a little injustictJ in the mat
ter; but for the J)LLrpOS€ of compromising the
whole matter. an dosing this protracted and
Children
Males Felllaies
Total
unprofitahle di~cussion, let u" adopt the report
COUllU~~. Cities,
under 20 ~O )'ears 20 years
free
of the committee, which has been well matured
years old old and old and white
It givcs general satisfaction and does equal jus
upward upward. popula'n.
tiee to evel'y portion of the commonwealth.
I
have offered th~ resolution as a test que!:ition
and I ask the convention to manifest its feeling Louisville CIty, . r
17,161
7.040
5,341
3,880
in reference to the principle contained in t.he re
port of the committee. We can do it at once
Adair,
and settle the matter.
4.060
1,358
1,351
6,770
If the convention adopt the re_solutiQn, it is Allen,
],170
3,957 1,248
6,375
evidence that they will adopt the report of the
7,816
2,704
2,627
]3,147
committee, and thus put an BOdto this exciting Barren,
debate.
-----+---;------j---i---Mr. MACHEN. It seems to me that if we
15,834/
5,310
5,148/
should adopt the resolution of the gentleman
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634
5,560

cet'cwer,

;;;;:::\l~::\::::,

Bracken,

4,157

Grn.ves,

Pendleton,

4,46~

Hick mau,

Harrlaou,

4,!.!J1} 1,531

Nicholas,

------'1'
Bourbon,

.•.1\

1,5!J2

8,840

1s:a4

1,203

6,644

1,571

1,312

7,345

""

745

4,064

4,852 \

26,803

2,427

.

\ 1O,OJ5 \

'A06 \

4,J68

,,"" \ I,07J

7,8:,2 I '"=='1'==""=="=="=='
=='\:=5'==-'9G~\=2'0=="=\=1'8=="=>===O='49J

J,862

1,4:>0

J,44::1

6.75a

To(\d,

3,2~

],311

1,'217

5,810

Logan.

\~_.3.'_JO_8,:\,--_J'.38.0~C--I.".23.8'+I_'.~.J.0
14,530

6,13·1

I

=

=

B,4'j\)

4,867 \~

6,:'4'2

~,537

"1111 \

11,04n

4,105

1,5'27

~:4~6

7,lGB

2,650

2,35.'.!

ll,2U(i

Lincoln,

-

3.757

1,e5

J,400

6,Ml-2

2,643

1,037

ffiO

4A~

13,037 [

5,631

5,2[6 \

2~,784

1,f'94

1,0-14

I

Madison,

1.557

8,m'll

Hopkins,

<I.!ill

1,400

1,330

7,437

Liviugaton,

4,265

1,742

1,:.51

7,~58

Tri.gg,

3,338

1,173

l,lU3

5,614

17 .070

I

4,2(jfl
2,247

6,089

5,3.n \

l,~71

1,214

6,754

714

713

3,674

868

4,568

1

28,:;00

CumberlB.nll.

2,798

002

Pulaski,

5,200

1,IlSO

1,0 re \

8,582

Rus8eU,

2,350

742

73;)

3.827

5,142 \

27.405

16,954 \

5,300

\

\

41 counttes,
To.tal.
each class,

1,678

I

0,070

1,800

I-------I~\~\

4,8:>7

CHilton,

1,231

1.877

26~:J3

Caldwell,

Wayne,

1.:1:«1

4,802

~

'---__

\

3,'109

Garrll.rll.

Shelby,
Spencer.

5,56()

-

tl,8G8

5,030

xetecn,

_~=~

McCracken,

7,310

5,124 \ 25,870

-,·,·",,-.2 \~\

Clark,
Jessamine,

w
•. o_o.d.ro.'.d_,
__

1,~23

1.67\1

l

14,204

I

5,489

\

\ 107,414 \ 60""'\55

5,037 \~

I66"~

I ss 9"
~ ,

~

-

To have increased the po:pulation of males
twenty years old, and over, JIl the above counties, to the same proportion of Louisville, with
the whole population would, instead of 60,856,
have given 88,309-11car 50 per cent. 'I'he above
counties were entitled to 48 or 49 members.
If
mules, over twenty ~'ears old, had governed, they
would have been reduced ill proportion to Louisville, to 34 members.
In 1840, Louisville had a small fraction over
oue twenty fourth part of the male popnlation
of the state of twenty years old and over. She
bad one forty fonrth part of the children under
twenty years old, and one twenty ninth part of
the female population.
She had one thirty fifth
part of the free white population.
The population was then divided as follows:
Males, 20 years old, and over,
. . . 127,99()
Females, 20 years old, and over,
. - 114,994
Children, under 20 years old,
347,279

Henderson,

3,571

J,~66

1,1H

1l,1S)

jjavtess,

:l,7~5

1,4ll!

1,195

6,3:2

Ohio,

3,520

],143

] ,076

5,7~8

Union,

2.!IJO

1,265

8~2

5,113

·Washington,

4,756

1,500

1,548

7,!lOO

Marion,

5,031

1,672

1,637

8,340

Fra.nklin. (townl
u.:cluded,)

2,958

1,210

1,031

5.190

Anderson,

2,605

!J"~I

843

4,:171

15,350

5,402

5,059

25,812
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huvc voters enough Iortho twenty-five reprecan retain the full amount of rcprescntauou
which she now has. The mountain region. and sentatives, and just aile voter more to each repThe second district will lack only
southern portion of tll<\ state, arc rapidly ill- rcscirtative.
creasing ill population and must draw a part. of five voters for each rt~presclltative, to reach the
the representation from the centre.
This plan ratio. The third district will have eleven votes
and the
will give to the country the full force of popu- over t he ratio, to each representative,
lation, and, to some extent, keep up the equi- fourth will have twenty-one votes more than the
librium between it and the cities 011 the border. ratio, to each representative.
Exact equality is
Mr. APPERSON.
The subject of the appor- not to be expected, and I think it would be diftionment of representation.
including the basis ficult to approximate nearer to it than has been
of representation in the legislature,
was passed done by ml mode of apportionment.
I lay
over by consent. some days ago, and it was not down a positive rule by which the apportionexpected that the attention of the convention
ment of representation is to be made, but do not
would 1I1I\'Cbeen called to thorn again until the confine reaiduums to counties immediatelyadsixth secuou of the report on the legislative de- jaccnt, but take them through the district and
partment should be considered; but suddenly
give the member to that count.y having the greatthis mnrning, my friend from Knox sprung the est number of voters under the ratio, and which
subject into the conveutio», by way of re...olu- is so situated as not to be united to another
tion. 'I'hie was wholly uulooked for, and out of county ill opposition to another principle.
'1'0
the order ill which everyone
had supposed the illustrate my principle, I will take the counties
business would have boon conducted.
But, jUr. of Lawrence and Carter, one of which will,
President, as the resolution has brought the sub- most probably, ~et a separate
representative.
jed up, I must be permitted to say, that no suf- Lawrence hns 956 voters and Onrter only 908;
ficient reason has been presented to my mind yet the latter would get the representative. befor cbanglng the basis of representation from cause Greenup, Lewis. and Morguu will all have
a separate representative.
and there is no small
"duly qualified voters" to "white population."
No such question was ever made, so far as I county 10 which to attach Carter; whereas, Lawknow or have ever heard.
No complaints have rence joins the small county of Johnson, and
ever been heard, as being made by the people, they call be united for rcpreseutatlon.
It might,
that they desire so fundamental a change in the however, turn out that Floyd would get the sepconstitution;
and indeed, I am fully persuaded
arate representative, nnd ill that event Caner and
that were we to consult the people, we should Lawrence would continue together.
'I'bls would
hear, from one extremity of the commonwealth
depend upon the number ofvoters. and also the
to the other, that the 'basis of representation
fact whether Pike and Johnson lie so as to be
IIpon the Humber of duly qualifie.I voters, is the united in a district.
Estill and Morgan would
true basis, and the only one that they dcsire. each have a separate representative, although
'Why propose a change, when no sneh change the adjacent COllllties havt:: but small residuums;
has been asked fur by the peop1c"1 I hope t,hat bnt tIle counties of Bath, Harrison, Bourbon,
Lhe basis of representation
will eontiulle the and so forth, would be tak.en to those weaker
~ame in the consl,itution which we aro about to counties.
form as it is in the old one. I hope liO mdical
By another }lrinciple in my proJlosition
the
innovations will be made, except such as public small county of Halll.:ock "will obtain a separate
sentiment has />ointed out-that
the material ;It- "!lresentation.
Thig however, occurs, because
tenltions whic t the country has required will be a1 the countie'3 which are adjacent to her have
made, and other material points will be left un- the full ratio and 80me of thew large residuulllS.
touched.
Let us not launch forth upon the It is not JOillg justiee to a county which has the
ocean of experiment, bnt sleedily
reform tlH; full ratio, to attaeh a small countyto her without
obnoxious portions of t11C ole constitution,
and giving them, united, any- greater representative
submitthe result of our labors to the people, fur strength than the one had. The county of Ohio
has nearly oue hUIlJn,d vutes more than the
their ratificaLion or rejection.
I desire now to call tbe attention
of the con- ratio, aud )'Bt if Hancock should not be reprevention to the resolution which I heretofore sub- sellted alone, she would have tu be Iwited with
mitted, anc! which has been printed and now Ohio, she being the weake~t of all the counties
lie;; on the desks of delegates. I an llOlincetl here- adjacellt to Haucoo.:k. The ratio of represeutatofore, t.h3otat the appropriate time I would offer tion which I have assumed is 1416, as I adopt
tbe propositioll t:lJluudicd in that resoilltioll as a the auditor's lu."t report of the lJumber of voters
ill the state. With Whitley retained, there are
sub:,;titllte for the sixth secl'ion of the legislative
rllport. .My proposition is, to layoff the state 36,351 voters ill the first district; if she should
into four I·<:'prt:s!.'lltativedistrict....
The first di.os- be taken to the third, there are 3£i,430 voters. In
trict will be ellLitled to twenty-six members in the second district there al-e :J5,2i8. In the third
Whitley
all(l- cxcludillg
Grayson.
the house of representativcs,
the second to including
twenty-five,
the third to twenty-th'e, and till) there ar~ 35,(j8~~"oters; and in the fourth disfOUl"th to twenty-four.
If gentlemen desire it, trict, inclutliug Grayson, there are 35,947 Yoters.
The residul1ls should be represented some
t,he COUllty of Whitley (-an ue taken from the
first and put into the third, and the county of where, and to avoid ull difficulties, a principle
Grayson taken from the third and put into the jg laid dowli in my propoo:ition to govern future
legislation.
M.y figures may not be exactly corfOUith. Should this be daM, then ea.ch district
wilt be entitled to the same ntlmber of reprllsen- rect, hut if there be any errors they ure very inconsiderable.
_
tatives.
In this state of case, as no rcsIJullllls
are to be taken from any COl1l1t,yin one district
Mr. IRWIN.
I had not intended to have
to any Coullty in allother, the first district will made a single remark on this &ubject of l'epre-
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sentation, or of the basis of representation,
because I saw tlmt in any event Logan must lose a
member, but on this question of the ., free white
population" being the basis of representation, I
have made some tables which may be, perhaps,
useful to the convention, in coming to a correct
conclusion as to what basis shall be adopted.
I
do this for another consideration.
I am clearly
of the opinion, that the report of the committee
is unjust, and unequal, and that the house should
not adopt it; it is especially uujnst to Logan, to
Nelson, and counties of that size.
My first object is to prove (which I think I can do.) that by
adopting the free white basis, you will throw
the weight of representation
on the Tennessee
border.
I have taken the entire line of counties
on the Ohio border, and I find that the increase
of children over the voting population is not so
large as the middle line; and that the middle
tier of counties do not increase so rapidly,
as
the line of counties on the Tennessee border.
I will read the tables which I have prepared.
OHIO

McCracken,
Livingston,
Union,
Henderson,
Daviees,
Hancock,
Breckinridge,
Meade,
.
Bullitt.,
Jefferson,
Oldham,
Carroll,
Gallatin,
Campbell,
Kenton,
Boone,
Pendleton,
Bracken
Mason,
Lewis, Greenup,

TENNESSEEBORDER-1847.
Pikc,
PelTY, .
Whitley,
Wayne,
Clinton,
Cumberland,
Monroe,
Allen,
Simpson,
Logan, 'Todd,
Christian.
'I'rigg,
Calloway,
Graves, Fulton, Hickman,
Floyd,
Lawrence,

BOIl.DElt-1847.
Voter8.
603
822
1,300
1,476
1,751
523
1,689
1,090
1,130
6,737

1,038

Children.
919
909
573
1,860
2,031
740
1,969
1,412
1,406
7 ,406
1,240
1,1I3
829
1,927
2,722
1,872
1,049
1,755
2,838
1,653
1,665

The increase
The largest
Rockcestle,
Laurel, Knox,
Harlan, Clay,

-

Volers.
781
457
985
1.436
·769
985
1.152
1,228
952
2,047
1,322
2 086
1:337
1,269
1,525
602
633
920
877

Children.
1,301
706
1,451
2,545
1,234
1,398
1,719
2,103
1,312
2,537
1,954
2,321
1,865
1,902
2,529
775
893
1,631
1,514

21,363

30,696

is about 45 per cent.
increase of children is in
Voters.
Children.
790
J ,120
715
1,122
1,036
1,614
6:n
1,009
697
J ,214
6,069

Now sir, the committee on the legislative department have made an arrangement by which
the state is to have oue hundred members in the
1,282
lower house, and have adopted the principle that
2,089
when a small county shall have a fraction over
1,863
two thirds of the ratio, the county shall have
1,214
a meruber ; but when they come to carry out the
1,510
princi,Ple, and ap:(>ly it to the larger class of
2,729
counties, they provide that the county shall have
1,232
the ratio and a fraction over two thirds, or she
1,582
shall have but oue member .. Now let us suppose that the ratio by the committee's report will
37,888
33,098
be.l,500.
If a county, according
to the committee's bill, have 1,001, she will be entitled
The increase is about 14M l)er cent.
to one member.
Now, take a large county and
if it has 2,499 voters, it can have but one memMIDDLECOUNTIES--I847.
ber, accordiIl~ to the committee's plan.
Now sir, this is manifestly unjust. If 1,001 voChildren.
Voler8.
ters in a small county ~re to have a member,
1,751
2,582
Hopkins,
surely
a large county, with 2,002 voters ought to
1,477
1,873
Muhlenburg,
have an equal rig-ht. Now if the committee have
1,969
1,463
Ohio,
adopted the principle
for large counties. that
1,617
1,075
Grayson,
they should have a ratio and three eighths of a
1,967
2,017
Nelson,
ratio, it would have placed the large counties
1,672
2,403
Washington,
upon a footing of equality with the small couu998
1,474
Anderson,
ties. Equality, justice, and a fair consideration
1,244
1,222
Woodford,
of the position of the largest class of counties
2,1I9
2,603
Fayette,
is all that I want.
1,510
1,819
Bourbon,
The committee have divided the state into four
2,100
1,587
Nicholas,
classes of counties; and you will see that there
2,321
2,720
Fleming,
is manifest injustice in the application of the
principle of the committee's bill.
19,977
23,606
'l'be first class of counties, thirty two in numbel', representing
39,626 voters, get 32 represenHere the Increase is about 20 pCI' cent.
tatives, and they are as follows:
846
786
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Allen,
Jessamine,
Monroe,
Anderson,
Knox.
Morgan,
Boyle,
Larue,
Oldham,
Bullltt,
Lewis,
Pendleton,
Carter,
Lincoln,
Simpson,
Crittenden,
Montgomery,
Spencer,
Calloway,
Union,
TodJ,
Grant,
Woodford,
Taylor,
Grayson,
Wayne,
Tngg,
Green,
'Whitley,
Trimble.
Hart,
Meade,
The above counties have 39,626 voters, and
have 32 J·cpres{<ntatives.
The second class of counties are
Adair,
Franklin,
Mercer,
Bracken,
Graves,
Marion,
Rrecklllridgc,
Greenup,
Nicholas,
Boone,
Garrard,
Nelson,
Bath,
Hopkins,
Henderson,
Campbell,
Henry,
Muhlenburg,
Oald well,
Harrison,
Scott,
Clarke,
Bourbon,
'Vashingtoll,
Duviese,
Logan,
Owen.
'I'he above 27 counties represent 50,5113 voters,
and they get 27 members.
'I'hc third class of counties are
Louisvillecity,
Madison,
Henry,
Barren,
Mason,
Ohrieriun,
:Fayette,
Jefferson,
Warren.
Hardin,
Pulaski,
Kenton,
Shelby,
Now the above 12 counties have only 37,885
voters, and yet they get 27 represeutauves.
I would
ask is this Just? Is It right that
37,885 voters shall have the same poweras 50,543
voters?
Surely not. There is a. difference of
nearly 13,000 voters, and the same difference
should exist in the representation.
In the application of principles, when ~ll the
circumstances are equal, r hope the house will nor
give an advantage to the small counties t1~at cannot be participated
in by the large counties.
It
will operate against the adoption of this new constitution we are about making, and which I hope
will be made satisfactory to the country.
I shall vote for the free population basis: but r
am induced t,o favor i!'S princi:ples, because the
eommittaa's bill I consider mmllfestly unjust.
If
the committee would strike out "two thirds,"
and insert"threeei"'ht.s,"
as it would be an equivalent basis, I shaU1>be better satisfied with the
report.
Mr. GARRARD.
The gentleman
from Logan, if I understand, wishes to a.lter the basis
of representation
so that a ratio and threeeighths shall entitle a cou~t.Y t.? ~wo n!embers.
If I recollect the gentleman 8l?0~ltlOn, tIllS would,
inclll~e Logan.' and would In,lll!e that class 01/
counties of which he has complallled.
~e do~s
not complain
of the ,Present appol'tlOnmcnt
under which this house IS constituted.
By tJ~at
apportionment
there are twent.y seven ~OUlltIes
having an agg~('gate vo.te of 46,307, whICh ha\'e
one member each. makmg the average vote to
each member, 1,733, 1'here are thirteen other
counties and the city of Louisville, having an
aggregate of 34,328 voters and twenty nine memo
bel'S of the legislature,
This agrees with the
report of the committee, except that, by the gen-

I

tlcman's table,
members.

Logan will be entitled

to two

With regard to the resolution offered by the
gentleman
from KllOX, in relation to altering
representation,
I am in the condition
of many
of my friends, disposed to take back my vote on
that subject.
I think the country will be better satisfied to have representation
based upon
the number of qualified voters.
I would suggest to my friend from Knox, therefore, to withdraw his resolution
and let, the question of reconsideration
be taken.
Mr. C. A. WICKLIFFE.
I do not wish to
prevent the gentleman from Knox havin~ a vote
taken on his resolution; but if he will allow rne ,
r will move to lay it on the table for the present"
with a view to take up the sixth section of the
legislative report.
Mr. WOODSON.
I have no particular
desire to press my resolution.
.My object was to
bring the convention to a direct vote, sUJlposing
they were prepared to do 80. If the object can
he attai~ed more cxped itiouslv by adopting .the
euggesucn of the gentleman, I have no objection.
The resolution was accordingly
laid Oil the
table,
1l1r. DESHA offered the following resolution:
Resolved, 'l'hat the house of representatives
shall consist of one hundrod members, and to
secure 111ljform~ty and el11~lity ~f represen~ation, the state is hereby
aid off mto ten dlstricts.
District
Ballard, .
Calloway,
Caldwell,
Crittenden,
Graves, Hickman,
Hopkins,
Livingf>ton,
Marshall,
Mcuracken,
'J'rigg,
Union,
Fulton,

No. I, shall consist

of the counties

(Legal voters for 1848,.)

of:

728
1,206
1,860
947
1,576
656
1,813
808
824
742
1,381
1,264
631
14,436

District No, 2, shall consist of the counties of:
B1C('kinndge,(Legal voters for 1848.) 1,745
Butler,
875
Christian,
2,138
Dal' iess, _
1,933
Edmonson,
647
GraysOJl,
1,127
Hancock,
560
MeaJe,
~
1,022
Henderson,
1,467
Muhlenburg,
1,539
Ohio
1,510
'
14,563
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Dir;triut No.3, shall consist of the eouuties of:
Allen, _
(Legal voters for 1846.) 1,413
Barren,
2,939
Hart,
_
1,:N5
Logan,
2,016
Monroe,
1,2:10
Simpson,
924
Todd, _
1,,383
\Varr<m,
2,131

Dislrid.. No.8, 611a11con~is\' of the counties of:
Bourbon,
(Legal voters for 1848.) 1,773

Fayette,

2,584

Franklin,
jessamine,
Owen, .
Scott,
Woodford,

1,723
1,325
1,674
1,839
1,255
12,172

!-~0,~
Di1<trictNo.4, shall consist of the counties of:
Adair. _
Boyle _

(Legal voters for 1848.)

Casey,

] ,507
1,136

938

Clinton,
Gumberland,
Oreeu,
Lincoln,
Pule, ..ki,
Russell,
'I'uylor ,
Wayllc,

807
971
1,340
1,436
2,305
919
1,025
1,426
13,810

District
Anderson,
Bullitt,
Hardin,

No.5,

Larue, _
Marion,
Mercer.
Nelson,
Spelll'€l',
_
\\ ashingtull,

shall consi;;t of the counties of:
(Legal voters for 1848.) 1,086
1,165
2,384
981
1,768
2,125
2,007
1,007
1,770
14,293

District No.9, ahnl], coneistof the counties of
Bath,
(Legal voters for 1848.) 1,823
Carter, _
908
Clarke, _
1,719
Plenriug,
2,311
Greenup,
1,597
Lawrence,
956
Lew!v, _
1,336
Morgan,
1,225
Montgomery,
1,398
Johnson,
570
:3,84'3
District No.1 O,shall consist of the counties of:
Boone, _
(Legal voters for 1848.) 1,865
Bracken,
1,586
Campbell,
1,447
Grant,
_
1,098
Harrison,
2,060
Kenton,
2,560
Mason, _
2,845
Nicholas,
1,713
Pendleton,
1,210
16,384
HECAPITULATIO"," O~· DIS'TRiCTS.

First District, 14,436, ten members, and ufraction of 276.
District No.6, shall consist of the counties of:
Second District, 14,303, ten members, and a
Clar., .
(Legal voters for 1848.)
750 Fraction of 143.
Third District, 13,381, nine members, and a
Estill,
1,011
Floyd,
_
961 Fraction of 637.
Fourth District, 13,810, n ine members, and a
Garrard
1,563
Harlan,'
661 Fraction of 1,06u.
Fifth
District,
14,293, ten members, and a
Knox.
1,091
Laurel,
777 fraction of 133.
Sixth District, ] 3,995, nine members, and a
Letcher,
365
Madison,
2,566 fraction of ] ,251.
Sevcllth District, 14,743, ten members, and a
Owsley,
566
Perry
46:l fraction of 583.
Eis-hth District, 12,173, eight. members, and a
I'ike,'
807
Rocacnstle,
802 frnetiou of 845.
'
Ninth District, 13,844, nine IUt"Ulbc1'5, and a
Whitlev,
1,021
BreathItt,
590 Fruetion of 1,100.
'l'onth Di"tl'ict, 16,384, eleven members and a
13,994
fraction of 808.
'I'hc number of representatives
shall, in the
District No.7, shall consist of the counties of: several years of making these entllJlerations, be
Carroll,
(Legal voters fur 1848,)
923 apportioned. among the ten several districts, proGallatin,
813 portioned to each according to their respective
population.
And the legislature,
Henry, .
1,849 representative
the reprcscntatives
to each dis.letfcrson find Louisville,
6,774 in apportioning
Oldham,
1,073 trict, shall be governed by the following rules:
l Rules to be supplied. ]
'l'rimble,
994
Shelby, _
2,'317
When ft new county shall be formed of territory belonging
to more than one district, that
14,74:3
county shall be added to, and form a part of,
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that di strict having the least number of 1'<'pI'C- biter clnss. Til his rcrunrk .. he seemed to think
sentutivc population.
the people must be poor wherever children 'were
Mr. DESHA.
In submitting thnt proposuiou,
numerous, and as Anderson has a. flue crop of
I wish it to be distinctly understood
that I am them, he has placed her among the poor counties.
1I0t governed by any selfish or political motives.
Now I beg leave to gi ve the gentleman a small
I believe, as I said the other day, that the meth- item of infommtion
J.t is th is : That though
od of laying off the state into a certain number Anderson is a small county, and has but few voof districts is best, and the greater the number of tors compared 'with sonic others, she yet pa,Ys
districts the better, in order to provide that the more nett revenue into the treasury, than auy
different localities of the state may be fairly rep- one of forty eight other counties in the state. '1
resented according to the respective numbers speak advisedly.
And sir, it is true, that we
embraced in e ach district.
I have laid off these have abundant crops of children.
Weare proud
districts into the ten congressional districts, with of it. And we iutenrl to teach them, ut least
two exceptions. The t'l;1a80IlS for these excep- this much of pcllteness-cthat
whenever a.ny of
tions I think will be obvious to this bouse. The them may by accident or otherwise get tieh, they
first exception is that of the county of Gallatin,
are not" ill the next company into which they
which belongs to the tenth district, but which I may happen to fall, to say to this one or that:
have added to the seventh, for t.his reason, that "Sir, I am rich and you are poor."
the COUll ties of Gallatin and Carroll are both
Mr. BOYD.
As there seems to be conelderable
small counties, neither of them being entitled to anxiety, Oil the part of delegates to get on with
a separate representeti ve. They are so situated, the business of the legislative report, I rise to
with respect to surrounding
counties, that neith- withdraw the amendment I offered yesterday,
er could be attached to allY other so as to entitle with a view of offering it again when the report
it to a representative.
Hence I have thrown of the committee 011 miscellaneous provisions
them together. The other change is in the north- shall come up.
eastern part of the state. J ohuson is added to
Mr. GRAY offered the fol1owins- amendment,
the ninth congressional district, whereas Breath- as an addition to the section which he offered
itt is taken from the ninth and added to the 6th. yesterday:
'I'hia is done for the same purpose.
So far as
"All property, except franchises and corporate
the politics of the counties are coucemed, both privileges, shall be taxed ill proportion to its
now have a majority on the same side of the value, to be ascertained as provided for by law."
question.
I do 110tthink that politics should
Mr. C. A. WICKLIFFE.
I am much in favor
govern any member here, and I nm satisfied it of the principle of the proposed amendment.
I
will not, so as to prevent the adoption of some will however, suggest that it wOIlIJ be more
safe and just method of representation.
We appropriate
under the head of miscellaneous
have no assurance that the disparity will remain provisions.
The term property, may be interas it now is, and consequently it could have lit- preted variously.
It lllay be interpreted so as
tle influence, ifmernbers were so disposed.
]f 1
to exclude the right of taxation on the principle
thought I could be governed by selfish or polit- of what is called the equalization law. I am iu
ical motives, I should consider myself unwor- favor of the principle, that all property shall be
thy of a seat in this body. My object is to pre- taxed according to its iutriuslc value, equally;
vent rolling re.eiduums beyond the district, cud yet there are many subjects of taxation, which
I wish to take away discretionary
power hom perhaps would not fall under the exception
the legislature, if it can be done, and to insure which the gentleman :piOposes. I therefore will
a just apportionment
to the different parts of ask him to withdraw It for the present, that it
the state. I therefore move that the resolution
may be matured with reference to the system of
be printed.
taxation, which may be done by the gentleman,
The motion was agreed to.
I think, in such a way as will entirely meet my
approbation, and that of the house.
LEGISLATIVE DEI'ARTMt.::'fT.
Mr. GRAY. I have no objection.
My object
The convention resumed the consideration of is to have some regulation, so that taxes Illay be
the report of the committee on the legislative
equal and uniform, and that the legislature lllay
department.
not have the right to discriminate
between dif'Mr. KAVANAUGH.
I rise to give notice, ferent kinds of property.
I think the words
under the rule, that 1 shall, at the proper time, franchises
and ·incorporated privilegeS would
mo\'e a reconsideration of the vote by which the embrace every spel:ies uf pwperty that ought to
thirty-fifth section of the report on the legisla- be specifically taxed.
But 1 will withdraw it,
tive department was adopted yesterday.
as it may be better to eome up under the general
The object of the prOVIsion was to require that provisions.
the whole law on any given subject shonld be
Mr. HAMILTON offered the following as au
contained in one statute only, that it all might additional section.
be ~een at a single view. But as the section now
"Within five years after the adoption of this
I·eads, it will in my opinion be burdensome to constitution, the legi"lature shall appoint not
the legislature, expentlive to the treasury, and less than three, nor more than five persons, learnwill utterly fail of arcomplishing
its purpo::,es. ed iIi the law, who shall revise, dlgest, and arWhile I am up, I will ask the ilJdulgenee of range the statute laws, civil and cnminal, so as
the convention to make a correction.
'1'he gen- to have but onc law on any olle subject, to be in
tleman from Logan, (Mr. In'lin,) a Jay or two plain english, in stich mauner as the legislature
since, took occasion to distinguish between what may direct-and
a like revision shall be had as
he termed the rich and the poor counties of the often as shall be found necessary."
state; and I see he has placed Andeffion in the
1\11'. HAMILTON.
This is a section which I

,
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think oueht to be added to the constitution,
and t"d to say it now. I wish it to be laid over for
it will b; a betwfit to the people, by making the the present.
Mr. HAMILTON.
I will consent to lay it
laws clear to all. It is plain that we have now
too large a quuutity of statute laws. I believe over.
It was laid over accordingly.
there nrc tunre than 3.000 pages of them. We
Mr. MAOHEN offered the following as an adhave laws Oil every subject, and among' them,
old british Jnwe, which were made in the four- ditional section:
teenth century.
The reason is, that when Vir.
"'rhe le~islature shall have no power to pass
in any manner, directly or inginiaspmng into existence, she was without a c- ode laws sanctioning,
of specie payments by
of laws, and had to adopt these old laws; and if I directly, the suspension
mistake not, she did not, revise her laws till after any person or corporation, issuing bank notes of
Kentucky became a distinct commonwealth. 'Ve, any description."
Mr. HARDIN moved to pasi'! oyer the further
underthe same necessity, adopted the Virgina
code. We have statutes made 400 or 500 years consideration of this report till Mouday next.
ago, and some of them made by old women.
which Was agreed to.
Why this subject has been permitted to remain
COURT Of,' APPEALS.
80 long in Kentucky,
while we have had so many
The report of the joint committee on the
great statesmen, has been a wonder to me. Our court of appeals, cirunit , and county courts, was
laws have been multiplied to such a degree that then taken up for consideration.
llO mall except a regular
lawyer call keep up
The 1st, 2nd, and 3rd sections of the Ist artiw.ith them. If a man learned III the law cannot cle of the report were read and adopted, withdo it, what must be the situation of the common out amendment, as follows:
justices of the country?
It is as clear as A, B, C,
"SEC. 1. The judicial power of this commonthat they cannot do it. Frequent appeals are wealth, both as to matters of law and equity,
taken from the decisions of the circuit court shall be vested in one supreme court, (which
judges, because they have pursued a kind of shall be styled the court of nppeals.) the courts
guessing principle in ninny cases. 1 wish to call established by this constitution, and in such inattention to an act passed in H:l38, entitled, "an ferior courts as the general assembly may, from
act to regulate equitable proceedings under five time to time, erect and establish."
pounds before justices of the peace."
In 1839
"SEC. 2. The court of appeals shall have apthat act was amended, and then again in 1840 it pellate jurisdiction
only. which shall be cowas so amended as to increase the jurisdiction
extensive with the state, under such restrictions
of justices of the peace to all sums under fifty and regulations, not repugnant to this constitudollars and over five pounds.
I happened to be tion, as may, from time to time, be prescribed
a kind of jack-leg magistrate and was applied to bv law."
for an iujunctiou , which was granted.
It is ""SEC. 3. The [udgce of the court of appeals
plain I had no jurisdiction over five pounds.
It shall hold their o'ffices for the term of eight years,
was not strange that a common magistrate like from and after their election, and until their eucme should be mistaken.
I recollect my friend cessore sball he duly qualified, subject to the
from Bourbon told me he once had a case of the conditions hereinafter prescribed; but. for any
same kind, in which it was difficult fur him to reasonable cause, the governor shall remove any
persuade the learned judge of the mistake that of them on the address of two-thirds of each
had been marie. 'l'his shows the neceseitv of bouse of the general assembly:
Provided, howhaving the laws plain. And it is necessary ever, That the cause or causes for which such rethey should be plain English too. There are moval may be required, shall be stated at length
many technical terms that I cannot see the use in such address, and on the journal of each house.
of to any body under the heavens but a lawyer. They shall, at stated times, receive for their serIn Hardin county a case of mine came before vices an adequate compensation, to be fixed by
the county court in which the lawyer put a tech- law, which shall not be diminished
during the
nical term into the plea, which I knew no more time for which they shall have been elected."
of than of the sound of a oull frog in a pond.
The 4th section was then read as follows:
(Laughter.)
I found out when it was too late,
"SEC. 4. The court of appeals shall consist of
that the plea could not be sustained, for it Wag four judges, any three of whom may constitute
not applicable to the case. If the plea had been a court for the transaction of business: Pmvided,
in plain English, I would not have suffered it to 'I'll at whelleYer a yacancy shall occur in said
be put in. 1 think the necessity of thifl is plain COllrt, from any cause, the general R.".sembl':f8hall
to every body, and I am in hopes the cOllventioll have the power to reduce the number of Judges
will adopt this section.
and districts; but in no event shall there be less
In C'8seachallge
The PRESIDEN1'.
I understand tbat this than three .iudges and districts.
amendment is the first section of a l'epOlt of a in the llumber of the judges of the court of apselect committee.
That report bas been referred pcals sllall be made, the term of office and nUTDto the committee of the whole, and 1. tlnnk it is ber of districts 8b<:111
be so changed as to prcserve
now out at' order to offer it as all amelldment to the principle of electing one judge every two
tbis article; but I will submit, the question to the years. The judges shall, by virtue of thetr offices, be conservators of the peace throughout the
convention whether it shall be taken up.
The style of all process shall De, "The
Mr. HAMILTON.
That committee have taken state.
two or three of the re>!olutions which I sOllJel,irne commonwealth of Kentucky."
All prosecutions
since offered, and I want them all to go together. shall be carried on in the Harne tlnd by the auMr. TRIPLETT.
I was on that select com- thority of the commonwealth of Kentucky, and
mittee and drafted that amendment, and r have conclude "against the peace find dignity of tIle
something to say ubout it, but I am not prepar- same."
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Mr. HARDIN. I will merely mention that stated emphatically that three were amply suffithis section is the one that was so much centro- cient to trausact the business of the court; and
verted, and its present state is the result of a he coincided with the opinion of judge Robertson, that fonr judges would rather retard than
compromise by the committee.
nil". OLARKE.
Whilst the propriety of hav- expedite the business, and that it would be no
ing four judges was under consideration, I U~ disadvantage, as far as the transaction of the business of the country was concerned, that the
derstood the gentleman from Nelson (Mr. Hardin)
to say, that he had been informed by one of the court should consist of but three judges.
I for one shall go against the addition of a
,judges of the court of appeals,
that a fourth
Judge was unnecessary; that three judges could fourth judge. I cannot conceive on what possitransact all the busiuess devolvlng on that branch ble S-l"Oundwe are to advocate the creation of all
of the judiciary.
I was originally in favor of ndd itional officer, when those who JlOW hold the
the appointment of afourth judge, on the ground office, and who are best qualified to form an
that If the court of appeals should be branched, opinion on the subject, tell us that an additional
what excuse can we
the labors of the court might be somewhat in- jndge is unnecessary.
creased; and I was in favor of it also 011 the make, either to ourselves or to our constituents,
If the business of the
ground, that I was informed, and believed the for adding another?
information to be correct, that three judges cculd court requires four judges, I shall be in favor of
having four; but I must be satisfied that the
not transact. the business well.
According to this bill, however, the court of fourth judge is necessary, before I can vote for
While those gentlemen, who
appeals is not to be branched; and for one, I am adding a fourth.
unwilling to increase the expense by adding all- certainly have no interest in the matter, and who
other judge.
I shall act upon the statement made arc best qualified to know whether or not the
by the elder gentleman from Nelson, (MI'. Har- Interests of the country require it, tell us, one
din,) who has always been opposed, I believe, and all of them, that so far from there being a
to branching the court. I shall act on the state- necessity for it, there are strong reasons why an
ment made by him, upon the authority of one of additional offlccr should not be created, I canthe judges of the present court of appeals.
If, not very well understand how wo can apologize,
as he states, three judges arc sufficient, I shall be either to ourselves or to the state, for increasing
inclined to move, and do now move, to strike ant the number of officers, and thereby increasing
"four" and insert «three."
the expenses of the state.
I am told there ate about fifteen or twentY.:
Mr. HARDIN.
I did not talk with chief justice Marshall myself on the subject, but Mr. candidates for the judgship upon this floor. I
Jas.Hurlau told me he had. I will mention again am not one of them. If I were, in all human
that I have been in favor of having only three probability I should be in favor of creating an
If that be the motive by
jud,!?es; but we had to make a compromise on the additional judgeship.
subject, and I am willing to stand by that com- which gentlemen are actuated in seeking to ereate an additional judge, it may be a good reason
promise.
Mr. A. K. MARSHALL.
I took occasion not with them, but it does not suit me. I shall be
only to talk with chief justice Marshall, but also compelled, therefore, to go against it. We have
,,-ith ex-chief justice Robertson, on the subject. had three judges on the bench of the appellate
And in the conversation that I had with judge court for some time, and the business of the
Robertson, he expressed a preference for four court, I believe, has been pretty well attended
judges instead of three. I asked him 'why, and to. I have heard very little complaint on the
The judges
enquired particularly whether it wus because the subject, on the part of the people.
labors of the court of appeals had so Increased themselves say, that three are enough to transect
as to render four judges necessary.
He said no; all the business that comes before them, and
that so far from a fourth judfte expediting the bu- that if you place another judge upon the bench
siness of the court, it would rather retard the you will, instead of expediting the business, reThere are some
business.
He gave rather a different explana- tard the action of the court.
tion of the course pursued by the court of ap- forty or fifty lawyers in this house, and as this
penh from that which has been given by some office is confined entirely to the legal profession,
gentlemen on this floor. He stated that it was and as one of the most eminent lawyers upou
the habit of the court of appeals to consult the this floor has told me there will be twenty canopinion of each judge, and of course the more didates at least, among tho delegates here asjudges there were to be consulted, the more time sembled, for the office of judge, I have almost
would be consumed in the consideration of each been induced to Sup\)ose that this is intended as
case. But he stated as a reason why he preferred a provision for supp ring the wants of the legal
four, that he thought there would be more dig- profession, by providing an office for one of
nity attached to the opinions of the court if it them. For myself', I could offer no sufficient
were composed of four judges. I do not exact- apology to my constituents for adding another
ly agree with this view of the case. It occurs to judge to the bench of the appellate court.
Mr. MANSFIELD.
It will be remembered
me, that unless we place men in office whose
character and standing can give dignity to their that I voted at the outset to strike out from the
proceedings, we might multiply the number a(l bill four judges and insert three. I have been
ilyinitum without giving additional dignity to in favor of branching the court of appeals, but
the court. In respect to some things, two heads it appeared to me that it could be branched with
are said to be better than one, but Ido not think three judges; that was my calculation, but afterit is applicable in this particular instance.
In wards' I was made to believe that it would reo
the conversation that I had with judge Marshall, quire four. It was for this reason that I moved
of the vote striking out the
he expressed 110 preference for three or four, but a reconsideration
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I care not to what ported, or to what
fourth judge.
.My desire W:1.S, tlHl.t. the court of splcuous.
appeals should btl branched: if that is not. to be epoch you refer, Wh<:llCVP!'the question of poprlghts has been involved, the legal prodoue, or if it is to be left to future le~islation. I 111111'
should fall bark to three judges, as tile number fession lias always. stood up for the rights of the
people. The members of the legal profession,
which shall constitute the court.
sir, are behind nonc-e-notwithstanding
the intiMr. WOODSON.
I voted engtnally
fOT striking out the fourth judge', believing that three mation of the gentleman that lawyers come here
were competent to discharge tile duties devolv- endeavoring to create offices for thernsclves-cing on the court of appeals, but the whole they arc second to none, sir, in patr-iotism, talent,
matter has been referred to a committee of thirty and devotion to the rights of the people.
Mr. GHOLSON.
Lsir, 1\111 no lawyer, and the
intcllj~ent gentlemen.
They gave it 0. thorough
for me,
~ Investigation, and I think their report ought to report of the committee, unfortunately
be sufficient evidence to 11S of the propriety of has appropriated the office of judge, for the benThis of course cuts
adding a fourth judge.
Consequently,
ns it efit ouly of the lawyers.
me off from any chance of ever being a candidate
comes endorsed by this high nuthodty-c-confessAlthough 1haw) 110 chance of
ing that I do not perceive the necessity for it for u judgcehip.
myself-v-I feel inclined to vote for the report of being ajudge, yet I <UTI for having four judges of
the court of appeals. and I am extremely sony
the committee.
that my talented friend from Simpf,on, (MI'.
In regard to the remark of the gentleman
from Jessarllillc, (Mr. A. K. 1fn.rf<hall,) that the Olarke.) has flown off, just at the tune of our
legal profession are endeavoriug to create sine- greatest want or his aid. Now sir, I was for
four judges, for four districts, and for putting' the
cures for thcmsclves-c
Mr. A. K. MARSHALL.
I did not Ray that machinery into operation at once, because 1kucw
there was any effort of that kind made here. I that such was the will, and wish . of those who
stated emphatically, that if my constituents cell- sent rue here. But I could not have the thing ull
ed on me for the reason for creating an addition- my own wny, and must take what T em] get. My
al .iudg~ship, I did not know any other that 1 talented friend from Nelson, (Mr. Hardin.) veted
with many ethers, to limit, the number to three,
could give.
'l'he compromise agreed
Mr. WOODSON.
I understood the genU8IlJall :wd I was oycrruled.
distinctly.
He said t-h3.t was the only l'I;!uson~le upon by the committee, however, gives to those
who are in favor of branching the court, a yery
could a.c:,sign for th\l creation of this additional
Being ullnble to procure the
office; and I understood frOIn tJ~e gentlemalJ's decided ad;vuutage.
remarks that he thought, frolll the number of the branching ()f the court at once, as I desired, I
members of that profession ill t.'li" house, some am willing to take the report ofthe committee,
such provision 'Was necessary.
I have no doubt which gives tiS feu I' distl'ie~, 11ndfourjudgcs, bethere are a great many lawyers in the count,ry lievi(JIr that WitJI tl,ese we f;lmll certainly have
who are sufficiently needy, but they are not more much Yess difficulty ill cOlisUlomatillg our wishes
numerous nor more needytban those of the pro- through the lcgislatmc, tlIan ,dth three distrirts
BeskloCsthis sir. 110 man here
fession to which t,he gentleman belongs; nor are and three judges.
they a greater b1esi'ilug to the country, nor a should expect to have all tJJillgs to suit llis own
greater curse, than those of his professilHi. I particular views, l'<,gardless of the wishes or
cannot conceive, sir, thl1t t118re is any lawyer opiniolls of otlH'rs. 'Ye should all concede "omeupon this 1100r-1 care not ho'\\" aspiring he may thing, in ordt:i' that we may come to an amicable
I neither have, 110r will I bluster
be-wllO is illflueneed by such conSiderations as agreement.
No sir, I have not seen, and do
those the gcnd~1llan has intimated.
I do not and threaten.
knO\\Tthat there is ·a single aspirant for office not expect to sre, anythinguouo that will mako
upon this floor. I have fleard nothing of the me oppose this cOl1stitution.
J af.prcciate the patrioti8m and tho talent of
sort; bnt 1 know that then:! are prejudices exist",gal pl'Ofession, as highly as any gentleing in the country against the legal profession, the
and I am sorry to see that there are n. great many man on this floor, and I COllCur fully in aJl that
men who are endeavoring
to pander to this was said 01 their patriotism &C. by thc gentlepopular prejudice.
It is not necessary that I man from Knox. Yet, wpre I to Spt:flk my i!:iober
should endcll\"or to exculpate the profession, opillion,I must beperillitted to say, that in lily
from the cahmll1ies that are so frequently cast own humble judgmollt, KcntlHlky If> most wofulupon it. The lawyers, sir, in this country, need ly lawy.or-riddell. I am not for assisting the
no defence at IUy hands.
I care IH~t at what lawyers; far from it sir. But I am for hdping
period of the hIstory of t11i~governmflnt you the people to havejustiee within their reach,
It was C011tencledby many who opposed tIle
look. The lawyers of 17i'6 need DOvindication
of their patriotism, ()r devotion to their country. branching of the comt, and by otherl:l who were
willing
it should be done, that the question was
Sir, when the first fires of liberty \VCTekindled
in New England, and answl?recl back by the e.ntir<€lynew, that they did not ];;:nowthe wishes
equal lights that were reared in the Old Domin- ot' tl~eir constituents; that the question was not
This
ion, I ask where the bright particular starS of heard of in many sections of the ,country.
that period were to be found, if not amonO' the being the case, is not something Ilue to those gellIt'gal profession of the Old Dominion aud ofN ow tlemen who al'e willin~ that, ilie court should be
England?
The names of Adams, of Quincy, brnllcllCd, but not wi1hng to lIlake it uncondiand of Henry, will be rememb<:!red as long as tional in the c.onstitut.ion, lest it might not pl(·ase
Mr. President, I think 11lIJch,
liberty finds
votary on eartl!. Go back to the their cOllstitutents.
ITery much, is dlle tllOse magnanimous
gentlerevolutioll in England.
Who was it contributed
men
from
the
central
portion!> of the state, who
most in deli.vering the people from the shackles
of despotism?
Lawyers were particularly con· thus nobly offer to meet us with so lihcr.al.a eOJll-
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promise as that reported by fhe committee. Now
if the people want it branched, they wilt certainly have it done; if not, the legislature will
provide that there shall not be a fourth judge,
after the first term of two years shall have expired. 'l'he report of the committee puts it entirely within the power of the people, and for one, I
say their will be done.
The paying a two years
salary for ODe judge, cannot, wilt not be of VCl'r
great consequence. But sir, the opinion of this
body will no doubt have great weight with the
people, and I want the advantage
of that opi»IOn as indicated in the report of the committee,
when the subject is presented to the people.
As to the opinion of my talented friend
from Jessamine, (Mr. A. K. Mnrshull.)
that this
is designed to furnish an office forlaxvyers , I beg
leave again to assure him, nothing is further from
my wishes.
How many cnnd idetes there are IIpon lhis floor, I do not know.
But in my portion
of the state, I think sir, there are many gentlemen, Hot now 011 this floor, who in talents, attainments, iutcgrety, and in all that adorns the
head and heart of man, have few superiors here
or elsewere, that might perchance be found vcr)'
formidable competitors
of allY aspirant in this
body (if any such there be.) I sir, am not attempting to create an office for lawyers.
I am
for the good, the convenience of the peo\)le. I
am for procuring a cheaper, more ('qua, and
more perfect administration of justice to all.
'I'herc is another feature in this matter, that I
had greatly at heart, sir; it was overruled however, but I am strongly tempted to try it again.
It is, that the concurrence of three judges shall
be required to reverse the decision of the inferior
tribunal.
This I think sir, is due to the circuit
judge, who, if equally capable and honest, all
'i think will agree, must ill the very nature of
things. be a better judge of the real merits of a
case, than any set of judges here, who act from a
mere brief of the casco
It was the overruling of what I believed a correct. opinion (ouc judge disseutiug.)
that first
suggested to my mind the addition of a. fourth
judge.
It is wrong sir, to let the opinion of two
men overrule that of two others, ·when one of
those overruled must best ullden;tand the case.
I beseech those who Cal'or four judges and four
branches, to stand by the report of the committee. Do this and I doubt not our wishes will be
consummated by the people. 'fo tllem I am willing to leave the matter, and I again say, their
will be done.
Mr. nOYD.
I am one of those who vot('d to
strike out the fourth jlld,-,.e. I was also on the
judiciary
l;olUmittce, hut unlike a good many
of the members of that committee, I never gave
in my adhesion to aU tllatwas done there. My
friend from Ballard (MI'. Gholson,) says, that
those ill favor of four judges and the district
l'Jystem, have the vantflge ground.
It ismy opinion that he is correct in that.
.As a matter of
compromise, then, I am willing to go for four
judge,., if the collrt is hranched, and made to sit
in each of the districts; and I am inclined to
think that I am llOt alone ill thi;;;. ]f the eOllventioH is disposed to pass over this section for
the preseut, ancl ta.ke IIp tbe ninth scetion and
act upou it, and if tlwy decidr that the court
shall be branuhell, I shall then be prepared to

give my vote for the [our judges; if they do not,
I am still ill faver of three.
Mr. APPERSON.
I was in favor of four
judges, and I gave my reasons for it. And.I was
in favor, also, of branching the court. I believe
with the gentleman from Ballard, (Mr. Gholson.)
that the probability is that the legislature will
brunch the court, If the convention determine
that there shall be four judges.
This, however,
is left entirely at the option of t]18 legislature;
and if it be decided by the leg-islature that the
court shall not be branched, there will only be
the additional expense of a judge's salary for
two years.
Something has been said about creating offices for lawyers.
So far as my district is concerned, like that of llly Iricnd from Ballard,
(Mr. Gholson.) there are within its limits individuuls who not only have talent enough to fill
such all office, but who would on1y have to signify their w ill ingness to accept the office, and
it would be tendered to them. I allude to
Judge Simpson, particularly,
as belonging to
that class of individuals.
I presume every gentleman is disposed to cast his vote in the mallner which he conceives will most redound t.o the
general benefit; and I see no mode wbich I
think is better calculated to harmonise the conflicting views of delegates, than the one here
proposed.
Mr. CHRISMAN.
When this question was
first up, the younger gentleman from Nelson
(Mr. C. A. Wickliffe,) moved to strike out "four"
and insert "three."
When that vote was taken
I chanced to bP-absent.
I desire to state here,
that I am in favor of four judges, in the event
of the court being branched; but if this body
refuses to brand} the court, I am determined to
fall hack on the old number-three.
Mr. W. C. MARSHALL.
It is known to all
that I have been opposed to having fOl~rjudges
of the court of appeals.
I voted against four,
and one of tho many objections that operated
with me was, that I believed the appointment ?f
a fourth Judge would necessanly
result III
branching the court of appeals.
And according
to the convictions of my mind, branching the
court would be one of the greatest calamities
t.hat could 1)(: inflietNl upon the state.
I
have never changed that opinion.
And I
believe that the propoRition for the appointment
of nn additiOl1al judge to the bencll of the court
of appeals, could not prey ail if separated from
the idea of branch ing the court. I did not expeet there would be IJerfect harnlOlly-I did not
expect, in eomillg here, that I coulll obtain all
tl1at I desircd.
I came prepared to yidd somewhat, in order to secure unanimity.
And if every g'entleman would aet with that view, we
n1J~ht come togeth£'l" upon one common platform;
and by mutual eoncession and compromise,
agn'c llpon a constitution that would be satisfaewry to al1. I gave my voice for the committee
of thirty. in the hope that a compromise would
be agreed upon by them, that would meet the
views of all, and in tlw belief that more good
would grow out of their deliberations
in committee, than ·we would be abl<.' 10 secure by
meanS of disctlssion in tlle convention; because,
in committee it is not as here, where speeches
are made that are to go to the country-speeches
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which gentlemen make with a view to being
well spoken of in the newspapers.
1 was sorry
to hear from the gentleman from Trjg~, (Mr.
Boyd,) that he is so tenacious of his opinion.
I
suggested to the gentleman that I was willing
to make concession, and that if the people of
the country desired the branching of the court,
I was willing they should have it. But I was
net willing to make it a constitutional provision,
for it would be putting into the hands of those
who are opposed to the reforms you are about to
make, a power which they can wield against
you. :My venerable friend who sits ncar me
(Mr. Hardin,) occupies the S11lUe poaitiou that I
do upon this subject; he agreed with me, and
.we both went in favor of the additional judge.
It was carried through the committee with some.
thing like unanimity
of feeling; and although
the gentleman from Trigg feels disinclined to go
for it hero, yet as the committee have agreed upon four judges, by way of compromise, I think
'we should all go in favor of it" Suppose you
strike out "four" and insert "three," 'what is to
be gained by it? Many gentlemen believe that
three judges arc not sufficient to do the busiucas.
But if you allow the section to stand ai'lit is,
there will be four judges, until the question
comes up before the people, whether they want
the court branched.
It will be discussed in every county.
If they want the four judges they
will retain them-if
they require the four judges without branching, the four will remain-if
they require but three, they will have but three.
If the court is to be branched, foul' judges will
be requisite.
But I am against the binucbing of
the court-v-I believe it is wrong. I believe that
the court should be held at the scat of government, where the judges will have the use of a
good library.
It is the only security we can
have for the stability of the decisions of the
court: for the correctness of the rules and precedents that will be established by the court, and
which arc to govern and control the rights and
interests of the :people of the COl~ntry. I hope
my friend from Simpson will withdraw his proposition, and allow the report to remain as it IS.
I think this is the course we ought to take, and
I trust he will withdraw it, when he comes to
review the matter.
Mr. LISLE.
,Yhen the proposition was first
up in the house, to strike out "fOllt·" and insert
.• three," I was in favor of it. Afterwards, when
the three committees were ullited, forming- a
committee of thirty, I was a member of that
committee, and voted in committee against four
judges, and shall continue t.odo so. As has been
said by some gentlemen who Imve addressed the
house, it has been urged thruughout,
as the
st.rongest reason why we should add another
judge, that the branching of the court would necessarily result frorn the incrcm;ed number of
judges.
'1.'hat, slr, is not proposed to be done. I
ask gentlemen, if this proposition frH'adding a
fourth judg~ to the court of appeals had come up
upon its own merits. disconnected with the q lies.
tion of branching the court, how large a support
would it have received? I imagine from the arguments we have heard, that its supporters would
have been few.
We arc told by varlous <rentlemcn who profess
to be "Well informed all
subject, ::ma who
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give \IS the information as coming from the present judgt's of the court of appeals, that an additional Judge will not facilitate the dispatch of
business.
For what purpose, then, are we to acid
another judg~? It has been said, t.hut the object
is, that It may ultimately lead to the hranching
of the court of appeals.
If it be necessary to
branch the court, let us do it at once.
I will give the reason which shall influence
me in the vote I am about to give; but it is a
reason that may not perhaps influence others.
As far as I am concerned, until I came into this
body, I did not hear of a politician, I did not
know of 0. llc,vspaper, or ill fact of a single man
in the country, who advocated the addition of a
judge to the court of appeals.
It was perfectly
new to me when proposed here, and delegates
will recollect, that it wu..s proposed and argued
in connection with branching the court; and in
that connection only, is it entitled to any force.
Now this is the ground I occupy; I am wltling
to let the number of the judges of thc court of
appeals stnnd just whereit is, because I do not
believe that an increase is demanded, as far as
the public is concerned-at
least this is the case
so far as I am informed upon the subject-c-nnd to
authorize the legislature whenever the public
good requires it, to add to the number of the
judges; and if the branching of the court be demanded by public sentiment, to authorize the
legislature to do so. Why should we act in
anticipation of public sentiment?
And whenever the court of appeals shall be branched, if
the legislature, in Its wisdom, deem it necessary
that there shall be all additional judge, let the
power be confided to the legislature to authorize
the election of such judge.
I therefore, shall
vote against retaining the fourth judge, because
I have heard no demand for an addition being
made to the number of the judges of the court
of appeals.
Mr. C. A. WICKLIFFE.
]Hr. President, I did
not anticipate the motion from the delegate from
Simpson.
I am content, sir-individuallv-to
abide by the judgment of the house, ill w lnitevcr
form that judgment may be pronounced.
I am one of those who believe tllat the public
sentiment of Kentucky-yes
sir, I repeat it in
the hearil1O"of thc m~mbel's of the legal profession, and iliey w.ill sustain me-demanded
that
in the reorganization of the juaicial department
of the government, ther(' should be infused into
it something of new clement by which to insure public confidence in the decisioll!; of that
tribUJlal. Havingform€d the opinion from some
practical knowledge of tha~ tribunal, 1hat a
fourthjl1dge was necessary to increase that confid(!llce, I should have b,oen in favor of constituting the court with tlle number of four judges,
with 01' without the districting the eonrt ill its
sessions. l\1ydntytls chainnau Mthe committee,
necessarily reqnired me to advocate the report
of the committee as originally made, and 1 shall
vote for, and sustain it as agreed upon in a spirit
of hal1llouy.
The remark of the gentleman from J essemine,
(Mr. A. K. Marshall), that he was illformed by
the ablest lawyer in this house, tllCre are at least
twenty lawyers, membcrs of this convention,
who were, 01' would be canel ielntes fur the office
of judge; that he (Mr. Marshall) had heard no
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reason assigned for the addition
of a fourth
judge to the appellate court, and when he returned to his constituents he could give them IlO
otber reason than that the office was created by the
legal profession, that some of them might fill itwith what justice and with 'what parliamentary
propriety the remark has been made, I will leave
others .to decide fOI· themselves.
I have never
yet, sir, aspired to the judicial erminc-thou~h
tendered to me-and I never shall. 1 would oe
unworthy of the position I occupy here, if I
could be influenced by a motive so unworthy as
the remarks of the gentleman would seem to imply. I know, sir, that in deliberative bodies,
constituted as this is, of different professions, it
is sometimes unfortunately
the case, that IllClI
seek to excite prejudices against the legal profcssiou. Esball Ieavo them who attempt it, in this
house, to the enjoyment of all the pleasure and
power which such a course may give. I shall
not attempt to enter into allY vindication of the
profession. It is enough for me to kIlOW,that, so
far as the gentleman's
implication
of motive
was designed or calculated to have effect upon
the action of this house, or upon the country at
lar~e, I certainly claim the privilege of saylllg,
I should not fall within the denunciation.
And
on this subject, I will let those who sent me
here decide.
I do not know to what distiucuished member
of this house the delegate from Jessamine referred, as furnishing tho fad, that there were twenty lawyers in the convention who would be
candidates for this office, if it should be created
by the c01lvcntion.
Mr.llresident, most oftlle states of this Union
-three
fourths of them, at least, I think-have
their appellate comts eonstitnted of at least four
judges-some
of them as many a<;eight.
I gave
th('. rea~on when this subject was up all afol'mer
day, why I thought a fourth judge Oil the appellate hench was JlC'eessary. I thillk that, we
should, ill organizing the court, fix the number
of judges in thc constitution, beyond which
legislative (liscretion should not be permitted to
increase them, to prevent, if a crises should
arise, the temptation in times of high excitement, such ar,;we have passed through, the legjr,;latnre from adding to the number of appellate
judges.
This thing ha.<; been dOllC in some of
tllO states, to securc decisions in conformity to a
misdirected
and misgnided
public
opinion.
Hence I ·was for fixing and limiting the nl1lnbcr
ill the constitution.
It is the eourt of last resort. Its decisions become the law of the land.
'rhe legislature should not have power, at discretion, to add to or diminish the number of its
judges.
No doubt there arc members upon this
flour, whose opiniolJs, as to t,he necessity for
four judges are based on the ]lropriety of districtlug the court, and requiring It to hold its
ses~ions ill the different districts.
I confess sir,
that I am in favor of districting the court, u,ud if
I had the power, I would at once prescribe ill
the constitution, that they should hold their sittings in each district, at times and plfl-ces to be
fixed by the legislature.
But I will not distmb
the comprolllil'ie rl1ude by the three committees.
1 will take the ·whole as it is. There are two or
three modcs by whieh it is proposed this Court
shall be orgalllzed.
One is all election, by the

people at large, by what is termed general"
ticket.
Another mode--and I believe the gentleman from Jessamine submitted the proposition-is
to elect the chief justice by general
ticket, and to elect two associates, by districts;
and there is the present mode, to elect one ~udge
in each dlsu'ict, and one every two years. 1 hese,
I believe, nre the only conflictin~ propositions
before the bouse which looks to the election of
the appellate juds-es. I prefer the article as it,
now etauda for the election of four judges.
I
ll'cfcr it because the people in each district will
J lave a better opportunity
of electing a man,
known to them to be qualified to fill that high
and responsible station, than they would by
g-elleral ticket.
Nor (10I see the reason why we
should dignify the presiding- officer of the cout-t-cthe chief justice-by
an 'election by general
ticket.
I see no reason why we should make all exception in the mode of selecting the one judge
or the other; their salary is the same; their
power is the saroe , their duties arc the same;
and] presume that their talent will not be increased by general ticket electiou.
By this distributiou of the power of appointment
to the
different sections of thc stntc, yon brill&, the
court more immediately under the properintlucnce of the people, who will have a just appreciation of their talent, worth and responsibility.
A", you enlarge the district, if vou make the
election by general ticket for tll\~ whole COUl't,
or if you have three districts and divide YOUT
state into three divisions, and elect but three
judg<:s, one o~jcct we have, that is to infuse into
the tribunal something more of publi.c confidence, will be defeated. In proportion R'" you
remove the pcrsonal knowledge, or opportunities
of knowing an iudi\'idual, you defeat one of the
objects which I lmve in view in voting for an
elective jlldiciary.
'Vhcn this subject Was under tJle consideralion
of the convention, some weeks since, I remember
ycry distinctly
that the very able member from
Franklin, (Mr. Lindsey,) who is a resiJent and
practisillg lawycr in this city, and who iF:. opposect
to di~Lrieting the court, so far as its s€'ssiuns are
concel'1lcd, distillctly stated it, as his opinion,
that fOllr judges were JleCeSSal'Yin the appellate
court, whether you district the court 01' not; and
he so\'oted. Upon 'what facts he based that opinion, I do 1l0t now remember.
\Ve are told, however, that the present distillguished chi<'f justic,e
i.-;of opinion that three judges cun do the busi·
ness better than four, and that three are sufficient ..
Yes f;ir, and 01113 could do it perhaps quicker
than three. It is not always that business is
best dOlle, when it is JOlle most Fipeedily, es·
pecially ill reference to adjudications in courts
of justlce of the last resort. I stated on a former occasion, that in conversation with gentlemen who have filled that bench with as much
distinction as the present incumbents fill it, tlH'y
told me before this CO\Jyention met, that the
number should be increased to folll'; and, sir, for
the last six or seven years, during the siiting of
this court, I have heard but one opinion flxpr€'ssed upon this subject, aDd that was thllt the
number of judges 011 that beneh ought to be increased.
I neyer have heard a different opinion
in Frankfort until the conflict arose upon the
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If they believed,
question of district sittings of the court.
With instructed on the subject.
the present incumbents on the bench of that two years after the first election, that thrce
court, I have not had the honor of holding any judges are aufflciant to transact the business of
conversation on the subject. I felt that I could the court, and best calculated to create that innot, with propriety, converse with them, being creased confidence which the convention think
I
a member of the committee which had charge of necessary they should possess, I am content.
the slIbioct, or I should have done so. The num- have 110 cause :Mr. "President, of complaint
bel' of tour judges seemed to have been disap- against a member of that committee; they have
proved of by gentlemen who thought that four treated me always with the utmost respect, still
judges, connected with branching', was wrong. sir, when I am called 011 to form a constitution,
"'1'110argument was, do 1I0t put this principle of and to re-organize and re-construct the judiciary
branching yOUI' court ill the conetirution, be- department. upon a different principle than that
I will uot
cause it was not expected by the people. It will upon which rt is now constructed.
endanger the constitution;
public sentiment consent, so far as I nm concerned, to construct
does not require it. But the offer was made in it in such a mode 01' manner, as would look exclusively to the re-appointment, bygeneral tickthis house to constitute the court of four judges,
and leave the question (If district sessions to be et, of the same gentlemen who now fill the
decided by the legislature, and by the people offices.
What would be the effect of the two sections
hereafter.
In that state of the case, the article,
at the suggestion of gentlemen who were not of the bill, which are so intimately connected in
this
discussion, if the legislature shall believe
members of the committee, which originally
reported the project, together with the other nr- that it is necessary, for the promptland cheap ad,
tides of the judiciary department of the govern- ministration of justice, in any of the districts of
remote from the seat of
ment, was referred to a joint session of three this commonwealth,
committees, having the three articles under their government, tlIat the judges should be required
immediate considcreticu,
that the conflict of to hold terms in that district, they can do it.,
opinion might be compromised and the coven- leaving the court to transact the business of the
tiou induced to harmonize on tho question.
I balance of the state at the seat of government.
should have done justice, when I reported t.he This would be more convenient, perhaps, thun
article from the joint committee, to the motives, if the balance of the state were at once districtprovision.
It is due 1)\'1'principles-and
if the word is not too much ed by constitutional
hnckneyed-c-the patriotism of tbe members of haps, that I should gi \'0 my opinion as to what
this committee.
They manifested a disposition may be the probable operation of it. In all proto harmonize; to yield up opinions once enter- bability, there may never be more than two platained; to meet Oll some safe ground that would ces for holdin¥ this court under the operation of
besides the seat of govel"llconsolidate the two portions of tlns house; those this constitution,
and I
who opposed the four judges because they were ment. I think this highly probable;
opposed to the brauchfng: und those ill favor of judge not. so much from what I see manifested
the four judges because they desired the branch- here, as from Illy knowledge of the composition
ing of the court. AnJ., sir, my colleague who of the state legislature, ill times past.
led the opposition to branching in this house,
I think it very probable that the legislature will,
and whose powers were great and were felt in in the course of time, answer the demands of the
the contest, submitted the proposition which we southern extreme of the state to meet the wants
have now under consideration, as the terms of a of tl1(1tportion of the state, and direct the court
compromise between the extremes in th is house. to hold one or more terms there, while the bal.
Some believe that four judges arc necessary, auee of the stat,o will perhaps be eontcnLto ha\·e
whether the court is braDehcd or out; ot.hers their bIlEine"", done at the seat of govcrnment, as
think three are enough, whether branched 0L' llOW. Ami hence it was that I the more willingnot. Some believc that, the court ought to be ly acquiesced in the propositioH contained in the
branched by provision in t,he constitution; oth- 9th section, and the proposition
which is now
CI·S think that it ought to be left to le~ishtive
1111dcrconsideration.
If, however, experience
discretion, after an expression of publIC scmti- should point out, during the two first years of
ment on the subject; and therefore it was pro· the existence of the eOUlt under this constituposed to leave t.he subject, whether tlle court ibm, that four judges are not necessary for the
should be required to hold its sessions ill more trallsaction of the business, the legislature will
places than one, to legislati\'e action. It was declure so by law. I do not mean tlle mere mUllagreed to in the large committee, aud yon have uallnbor of writing ont o11iniolls aJone~I do Hot
]lOW under
consideration the l·esnlt of their har- mean the drudgery of mind in searching up aumonious action.
thorities alone; but I mcan the union of mincl
of thonght and inFor myself sir, I wotlld prefer to put the pro- and talent-theconcentrution
vision ill the coustitll1,ion; but I have not the t.ellect, in the discluu·gc of the imp0l1ant duties
If the general assembly bevanity to suppose that what I most desire is of that tribunal.
best for thc country, especially on this subject. lieve that a fourth jndge is not necessary, they
I yidded my assent to the proposition uf the gen· will have power to direct the court to be held by
tleman from Franklin, and othBrs on this floor, three .il1dge8, and to make the districts eonforlll
in lieu of tile section districting
the court, to that llumber, and to make the term of office
and requiring its Hessions to be held in each dis- conform to that number, electing the judges evThis is the effect of the COlllp1'Otrict. I am willing to leave the subject where ery two years.
the opponents of districtiJig said it ought to be mise, and I am unwilling sir to illsert in this constitntion,
what a large portion of this house,
left, to thc people through th<:lir agents-the
legislative department-properly
advised and probably a m,00rity! are opposed to. I Jo Hot
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Know, if the question were now presented by an,
amendment to this bill, to retain the four juJges,
and reinstate the provision to require the court
to hold eessious ill four districts. how that question would be decided; but I know there is a
powerful
of numbers, as well as talent,
agniust it, nne to that I defer. I am willing to
accept the proposition of these gentlemen, to
leave the whole subject of branching to the legislature.
And 'with this explanation
of tho ob-
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jects of tho two sections, and of the principles
upon which the committee compromised, and as
I thought, bnnuoniecd, I am willing to leave
the decision of the question to the house. I do
not know thnt I should howe arisen at all, had it
not been for the gentleman's remark, in suppofiing that the advocates for the fourth juJge, must
have designed it to have an impl'ol)8I'iniluencc
on the country, or that it was culcu ated tit least
to provide 11. place for hwyers.
I rose to say tu
him, and to the country, that whether you district. the court or not, whether
yon have four
judges (II" not, the humble individual
who addresses you has never thought of filling the office, and if the power to give, should ask me to
:fill it, I would not do it. 'I'hunk God, He has
blessed me in his kindness with something to
live on in old age, and although I cannot boast
of much, I do not belong to that class of the
profession to which the gentleman so unkindly
alluded.
Mr. A. K. MARSHALL.
When I remarked a
few moments since that I had understood that
there arc some twenty lawyers in this house who
are candidates for the judgeship,
I had supposed that the tone, and spirit, and manner in
which the remark was made, would have redeemed it from bcing consldored by any body in
the least degree offensive. when, however, the
gentleman from Knox (Mr. Woodson.j-eeemingly
Hot at all in the spirit of anger-alluded
to the
remark, I deemed it necessary to disavow to him,
and to the house publicly, the slightest disposition, or intention on
part, to make a remark
that. might be regnrdec
us offensive.
I do 110t
cfreu apologise once; I never do twice, to any
body. Having publicly disavowed that I intended to make the remark applicable to anyone
ou this floor, in(lividllally, I t.bink it should have
been snffieient, Lo have prevented any gentleman
here from ha\'ing COllllll('uteu so very extensive~
ly upou it; and especially if the remark did not
appfy to him. I have only to say that if any
gentleman f.ods it to be applicable to himself,
"Let the galled jade wince, my withers arc unwrung."
Mr. HARDIN.
When I met this convention I
looked around to see what kind of men it was
composed of; and I havo since repeatedly remarked, that although I have been in many deliberative bodieB-t.en years in cougress, und ten
years in the Icgislatl1l'e of thi;,; state-yet
I t.hink
that in the whole course of my public life I have
)leVCl'beBn associated with an hundred mon of
more talentr-men
'with whom I am more proud
to be assoiated-than
the hundred men that compose this conventiOIJ. I did intend atsome time
111 the course of the .<;ossion,to dmw a portrait
of
the whole house colle<:tive]y, aud of some of
the di>:tingnished men scparately; that post.{'rity
might know of what kind of men this cOllven-
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t.ion was composed, because it has been a great
desideratum with InC in reading the debates of
the Yirgina convention, and the debates of the
convent.lon that made the constitution
of the
United Biates, to know the particular history
and description of the men who figured in those
eonvcnrious: and if I ever worried a gentleman
in my lifc it was llr.lIadisoll,
when I first wont
to congress, to get from him the personal anecdotes, and the reminiscences of the iucidcnta of
the time of the formation of the federal constitution, with which his mind was well stored.
I hnve procured a statement showing the oceupatiou and ages of the delegates here, which I
will read:
Lawyers,
4~
Doctors,
9
Farmers,
39
Minister,
1
Sult-mukcr,
1
Trader,
1
Sh~i~
1
lIIpl"clulUt,
1
Miller,
1
Clerk,
1
Inn-keeper,
1

Mechanics,

2
Delegates,

100

AGES.

Between
Between
Between
Between
Between
Between

;20
30
40
50
60
70

and
and
and
and
and
and

30,
40,
50,
60,
70,
80,

4

24
41

24
6
1

100
DI;DLU, oldest delegate, 72.
GARFIELm;,youngest delegate, 26.
I had th is papcr prepared preparatory to the
work I had proposed to myself, of drawing the
portrait of this conventiou;
and it was probably
something that I may have said in connection
with this that was referred to by the gentleman
frOIll Jessamine,
(MI'. A. K. Marsh:lll,) a few
llloments since. When the subject of thl~ court
of ~LPfeals was under consideration some weeks
ago,
remarked, I believe, in u jocular manlier
to my worthy friend-for
I am proud to call
everyone of the name my friend-a
llallle that
comes from old Fauquier county-that
I tllOught
this house could fum ish candid:ltes \':nough for
the judgoships we were about to create; that
as I was going on to sixty six ycars of age, I
was too old, and that my colleague, commonly eallt:>d "the young gentlemall" from l'telsolJ,
was going on to Rixty two, ana he was too
olJ; but that there wel'e as many as :fif~een (11'
twenty W]lO WE're not too old. It was all a
piece of fun from beginning to end. I have been
personally acquainted with evcry distinguished
ruan, I believe, who has tigured iu public life
in the United States, from the ycar 1815 up to
thi'! time, and I have served year after yeaI' in
deliberative bodies, and I do not tllillk that I
flatter this convention when I say that I ha\'e
novel' Reen a more talented body of men, of the
same number, any whcre,
JAMES
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Mr. TURNER.
I have been uniformly against
branching the court of appeals, and am so still.
I have been, and am still, in favor of having
four ,iud\jcs, because .1 think I have seen the necessity for It; and I will say this , that in no conversation that I have had with lawyers of this
city, and members of the court, have I heard a
different opinion expressed by anyone
of them
until it seemed to enter n l ittle into t118matter of
branching the court; and I care not what any
judge, or what any lawyer has intimated, since
the subject has been talked of here. I do not
believe judge Marshall has given an opinion:
he is one ot the most. cautious, prudent, discreet
men, that Tam acquainted with.
I do not. think
that any gentl0rnan,
occupying
\']1(;station that
he does, could or would gi ve such an opinion.
I
know that in, the matter (If consultation it docs
take a little additional t.irue, but there is all opport.uuity of arriving at a more correct result; and
when you come to writing out opiuione you gain,
in point of time, five times as much as you lose
in consultation; because it is the writ,in~ out
finally, in which the great labor consists, 1Il order that the opinions of the court Illay be preSell ted in such
a manner as to settle the law
definitely, correctly, and concisely.
'I'here is
the difficulty.
Many a man can arrive at a correct conclusion, in much less time than it would
take him to write alit his opinion.
1'1.1](1it is
exceedingly improper that any opinions should
be written and published as authority, for governing future decisions, that are not correct in
every particular.
Jt is a matter of infinite importance to the country, because incorrect decisions must tend to increase litigation, and consequently to increase the profits of the profession.
It is scarcely necessary for me to say, that I
do not ex~ect a judgeship under any circumstances.
There is no office that I wish or desire.
I have never asked for one, and I never shall.
There is another reason whv I desire that
there shall be fom judges.
If"any. t!ling of a
party nature eutcr into the composltlOn of the
bench, I say in all candor that I do believe that
the comt will be better constituted, if nlore be
four divisions and one judge be taJ;:en from one
section of tlH' country, and one from another
section. I believe it will keep (lown all political contention, so far as the judges aTe concerned, and tllat they WIll be more cireumspeet in
regard to having any thing to do wit.h the party
politics of the country, and more devoted to the
dut,ies of their station.
'Phere is anotller reason t}mt influences mc.
If you lJ;1xe but three judges, the term of office
wi11 be bl1t six years. I do not think that even
eight is long enough to gi ve the proper stability
to the deci.sions of the court, alld I appeal to
gentlemen on all silles, if we would aVI.)\dhaving a partizan comt, wheth~r it is not better that
th~.l"eshould b~fom districts, and four judges,
and a term of servlOC of eight years.
I hope
tllis section "will be permitted to stand; for I
thillk the recomllwlll!aLiOIl of the committee is
entitled to SOIlIC ,;\'eight and consideratiolJ.
:Mr. G. W. JOHNSTON.
The conntywllich
I reprei>l"llt in p:UL, in this body, has no interest
in braul.:hing the court of appeals, that will inlhlenc\: me to Vl)te for it. The people of my
COHilL)'have suffered no inconvenience-they

have nothing to complain of in this respect: and
in the canvass during tho last summer in Shelby county, there was nothing said on the sub.iect. I came here uninstructed and wuhoutknowlug the opinions of those I represent in relation
to this matter. I know, however, that the peaplc.of Shelby will not expect me to withhold
any benefit or privilege from any part of the
State of Kentucky, which they enjoy, on account of their peculiar location. I came here,
sir, without having reflected on this subject. I
listened, however, to the argument s of gentlemen, aud became satisfied that a large number of
the people of Kentucky
suffer much incon .
venience, because of the distance at which they
live from the seat of government, rendering it
difficult for them to be represented in that court,
by the counsel who have been in the first instance engaged in their causes: and I determined, therefore, to extend, as far as possible, to
those who live in remote sections of the state,
the benefits that we enjoy, in regard to the administration of justice. 1: could only do this by
voting to brunch the eourt of appeals.
I have
voted for it. I have served on the committee
to which the matter was referred. I voted for it
there, and united with the other members of the
committee in the compromise that was made in
relation to the whole matter.
Now, sir, although .Iwus willing and did vote
for incorporating ill the constitution a provision
for branching the court of appeals and for the appointment of four judges, yet we have not done
that, as delegates will perceive, but we have left
the whole matter for the people to determine
hereafter, through their representatives iu the
legislature.
And, in doing this, we have risked
nothing; we have imposed no burden on the
treasury, save the salary of one judge for two
years. If the court should be branched by the
legislature, it is admitted on all hands that four
judges would be necessary.
If it be not branched, then, at the expiratlon of two years, the
fourth judge may be discharged by action of the
legislatme.
Mr. RUDD. This subject has been dis(:uss<'d
for two weeks, and tlH'll referred 3nd acted upon by a committL'e of thirty, and it RCCIIlS to
me that every gentleman in the convention, that
has paid [lily attention to the debate, IlHist be
prepared at this time to Yote. Believing that
theopinioll of ninety out of the hundred m(;lTlbers
is fully formed, and I.hat llOt a word that may be
offered "will change the mind of a single man, I
will now move the previous question.
Mr. GRAY. I hupe the gentleman will withdraw his ])lotion, as I desirll to submit a few remarks all this question, important as 1 view it,
to my cOllstit.uCJlts. ,Vc certainly have not ng
yet consumed much time on this report, having
already, althongh
it was first taken up this
mornillg, adopted three sections of it.
Mr. :RUDD. I do not desire to interfere with
t.he expression of opinioll on the part of :lny
ffcntleman, and I will then~fore wlthdraw the
~nll for the previous questioJl, and move an adjournment.
. The motion was not, agreed to.
Mr. GRAY. I feel that I ought to return my
thanks and the thankg of the people of my see~
tion of t]18 country lo my fl'iE'nJ from tlhelby
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(Mr. G. tv. Johnston) for the megnuuiruoua mon- constitution, sud then to return to the section
ner in which he has expressed himself on this now under consideration.
Or I am willing at
occasion, and bis desire to carry out tho true once to "Vote for this section as it now stande.
principle that should actuate every gentleman Whether there is a necessity for four judges in-'
in the formation of a government. I conceive eve- stead of three, I am not M able to judge as othry government to be formed for the benefit of the ers who arc more experienced on this subject.
whole people, and thut its blessings ongbt.to beex- I am Willing to go for four, and as remarked by
tended to them as far as it can be. If this court th~ gentleman from ~h...lby, if the people should
of appeals confers allY blessing or benefit on the think proper to diminish the number, they
people of this state, why should it »ot be brought would have the power to do so at the end of two
down, lUI far as practicable, within the reach of years, and the only expense incurred would be
all? That is all we, in my section of the coun- that of two years' salary to one judge.
I hope
try, ask. Gentlemen have said that this question my friend from Simpson, therefore, will withwas not agitated before the people in any of the draw his opposition to the four judges.
counties ill this state, but I will say to them
Mr. CLARKE.
The report provides for four
that it was made directly before the people of
my county.
I argued the question there all the judges, and leaves the question of branching to
I have declared myself in fastump, find I never heard the first man oppo;;;e the legislature.
the brachin~ of the court; on the contrary, all vor at branching, which this rCl?ort does not do.
of them desired that one of its sessions, at least, I have also declared myself' III favor of four
If it
should be held in their neighborhood,
or some- judges, if the court should be branched.
where nearer to them than Frankfort.
'I'he is necessary that the one question should be left to
the
legislature,
is
it
not
quite
as
necessary
that
princl,Ple objection urged agai nst it here is, that
the other should?
I will go for that, but I will
these judges will not have so fair an opportunity
of arriving nt correct conclusions and decisions not provide for the four judges by constitutionunder such a system.
When the question was al provision, and then leave it to the discretion
up before; my frif'nd from Kenton (Mr. Steven- of the legislature. as to whether the court shall
son) seemed to think that if the judges wer e re- be branched or not. That is the position I occnpy.
quired to go down into tne Green river country,
11r. GRAY. I agree with the gentleman as to
so far off from the seat of government, and travel around over the dirt road", to which we are the branching, but I believe we shall be more
forced to submit, there was something in the at- apt to get it if we have four judg es, than if we
mosphere there that would cloud their minds So have but three. and that is one of the strongest
that there decisions would not he as clear and as arguments which induces me to go for' four
Another reason is, that experienced
enlightened as if delivered in the capitol.
I judges.
can assure my friend that there is no such cor- practitioners in the appellate court-s-such as the
rupting influence in the atmosphere of that region; gentleman from Madison and the Presidentand I CRIl tell gentlemen that although we are have told us that four judges were necessary for
so far away from Frankfort.
there arc a few the better discharge of the business there, And
books there out of which the great judges of the I believe that if the section is adopted as it is,
court of appeals might enlighten even their well that a sense of justice in the legislature will pro"tore? minds.
And if they would decide from vide that the people of all sections of the counthe lights they can procure from the libraries try, in accordance with the desire of that people,
shall have this court brought nearer to them.
now In that country, I think no apprehension
need be entertained of the correctness and just- This belief is a strong inducement to my sup·
port of this proposition
as it comes from the
ness of their decisions.
1 hope, also, that my friend from
This guestion has been fully discussed, and I committee.
do not intend to repeat the arguments on the Simpson will adopt the same views. If you resubject; but I think the branching of the court duce the number of judges to three, you reduce
Ia a measure the people call for, which they have our chances of having this court branched.
a just right to, and which this convention should This is a compromise reported bv the committee,
and although I am not. bound by it, yet it seems
not deny to them. 'I'hc people have repeatedly
demanded it at the hands of the legislature, and to be the plan that comes nearest to iustice in
have been put off by the pretext-whether
right this matter, and I am for taking it RSit JS, unless
we can do better.
or llot--that the constitution
denied them the
power to do it. 'Ve al'e now forming a constiMr. HARDIN.
Every body kllO"\Vi'i, if they
tutiOll, and this act of justice may, therefore, have not forgotten, that I 1I"1l.S against
four
now be done witlHlut in.inry to an)' one. For judges, and against branching; and upon tlIat
myself, I shall go with my friend from Trigg, question we fought a hard battle for two or
(Mr. Boyd,) in r('qlliring the constitution to de- three weeks.
I gave IIp part of my own views
elare that this court shall be branched; but, if to get a compromise, aud that was, to leave it to
we cannot get that, then I am willing to take the people. whether they would branch or not,
the report as it is. I believe it is a duty which and to place it in a situation so that they might
lowe to my people, to secure, so far as I can, the do!';o if the;r chose. In this I yielded a great
holding of one of the sessions, at least, of this deal, but the gentlcman last up, and the gentlecourt somewhere in our section of the state. man from Trigg. say they do not feel bound by
Now, I have no objection, if it is the sense of that, and that they will try to break up the
the convention, at once to take IIp tbe ninth s{'c. present compromise.
I have only to say •.that if
tion, as suggested by my friend from Trigg, and they do that, I shall vote for retaining the four
settle the question wheth{'r we shall, or shall judges, aod then move for a reconsideration,
if
not, require this measure to be inserted in the they persist in this branching business.
I do not
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mean to yield all, when thev
they give to me.
.

Iakc

Lack what

d~('isjUll th",.\· (1u~ht [0 come lip fairlv, and Ill,\'
friend from Dhiatian frankly avowed that the
reason he desired four judges was ill order to get
the advantage in The submission of the question
of bmllc:hinl{ to the people.
I can n!ry dearly
SI::f'that is the object of my Iricud , because if
you have provided iu the consut ution for four
judgc"! and four districts,
e hy in the legisluture .\TOll will huvethe
ndvantnge at once, by
concE'utmting the \·~'l'.vfeelings my Ir ieu.l ;lVOWed-a desire of local benefit to hi" constituents.
If there are foul' disu-lcts, why :rOil will have
the delegatee
front each district ill Favor of
branching.
1 think if we desire the. public
opinion on both 01' these questions we should
submit them both to the people.
Mr. W. <J. MARSHALl,.
Believing that the
time would be better applied in mutual consultntiou with a view of compromise on this ques·
tion, than in the making of speeches hCl'e, I
move that the convention adjourn.
The motion was agreed to, alld the conventioll
adjourned.

Mr. STEv'"ENSON.
I do not intend to enter
upon an argument of this question now. I de.
livered ycry briefly my views, when this subject
was nuder consideration before. in which I
avowed myself strunglyopposed
to branching.
The gentleman from Cllri:-;tlall (Mr. Gray) wholly mistakes me, if he supposes L il1t(,11(1e(}to
east allY reflection on any portion of the state.
If he will read lily speech, 1 think he wiU find
that the whole character uud tenor of it WII.'>
a~instR.ny thing like sectiouul feeling. I never
was in the Green river country, but there is no
portion of the state which more sincerely
commands my respect.
:Mr. GRAY. 1 did not uudcrstund the gentleman as casting au v rcflectlcu, and it wa,.. only
the ar~urucllts
he used ill opposition
to the
branching of the I.:ouri 10 that Sl.octiOll, that I
1\'as reRI!in9'
to.
Mr. ~1 Ev ENSON.
I thought the wllOle tCllor of his remark,s were to ::;how that I hlld E'UPposed therc was sOl1h:thing ill t.he atnlOsptll:!I\~ I)f
the Green riyer wuntl'V that would l'cllder a
judge unfit to the disc!iargo:: of his dutie,.;, and
that certainly would heW':: bel'n all unjust and unwarranted remark Oll my part.
lrefcned
to no
particular section of tho::county, aud my arguSATURDAY,
NOYEMBER
24, ]849.
ment was, that by cf;tablishillg
the Cflurt at one
point, the building up a large library, and COIlPrayer by the Rc:\'. ])'[1'. NORTo~.
siderations of that nnture, it would give eharacCOU.RT 01r Arl'EALS.
acter to the court it"eJf, and I eit(-c1 the supreme
The convention re::H1medthe consideration
of
court of the United States, to show that the
sarufl arguments whirh woulLl apply ill favor of the report of the joint COOlJllittet:s on the court
branching the court of appeal:", would apply to of app~als.
'J'he pelltling quel'ition W,'l.'! the Illotion to shike
branching
the ,",uprame cOIll't of the LJllited
and
S.tates. I have the highest rc;;pect for tbe Green out of the fourth section rhe word "four,"
lliI the
lIumber of whieh the
nver country, alld for the p~oph' who inhabit it· insert "three/'
judges of the cOllrt of nppeuls Rhall consist,
and if I had ever doubted their intellectual
:Mr. KAVAN AUGH culled for the yeas and
ability or purity, those doubts would have bet}ll
35, oava
agreeably rcmo\'(~d by the specimens which they nays, and bt'ilig taken, they were-years
37.
•
have sent llere. ] agref' with the gentleman from
Christian, that gOVc\'llll1Cnt is fo\' the bcnefit of
YEAs-John
L. Ballinger,
John S. Barlow,
the whole people, and I think I am disposed to Alfred Boyd, William Bradley, Charles Oham.
give a stronger evidence of my faith in that bel'S, Wilham
Chenault, James S. OllTisman,
great principle tllau he is.
lie says his people Heverly L. Olarke,.r esse Coffcy, Benjamin Cope.
want the branehiu!;r of the court of appeals, Hnd lin, Garrett Davis, Lucius Def;.ha, James Dudley!
therefore he .i;; for It.
Yet if a majority of the Ml1ford Elliott, Green Forrest, Nathan Gaither,
people in other sections of the staLe was oppos- James P. Hamilton, John Hargis, William Hen(!~ to it, my frielld ought
to gi\'e it up, if he is drix, Andrew Hood, William
Johnson,
George
(hsposl:d to subscribe to the principle
that the W. Kavanaugh, James M. Lackey, Thomas W.
interests of a small portion ought 10 yield to lhe Lisle, George W. Mansfield, Alexander K. 11ardemands of the balance of the state.
Now [ shull, Nlllhnn McClure, Elijah F. Nuttall, Johnstated in my speech befol·f'. that although
I be- son Pricll, John 'l'.llobinsoll,
TllOmas Rockholdl
lieved this eOlll"t ought not to Ul' branched, yet I 1m Root, Michael L. Stom'r, John J. Thurmanl
was ready to bow to the popular will, anu was John Wheelel'-35.
willing to leave the qUt1,stioll to the IC!l;"i:,:latl1l'c NAYS-~fl'. Pre"ident,
(Guthrie,) Richard Apin order that if the people desired the brauching:
perSlon, Luther Brawner,
Thomas D. Brown,
no. matter ~bat my feeHugs or those of my COB- He\1ry R. D. Ooleman, William Cowper, Edward
stltuents might be, their will might prevail.
Is Curd, Chasteen T. DunG-van, Benjamin 1". Ed.
llot that a practical canying out of die doctrine?
\\'luds, Rkhard D. Gbolson, Tholllas J. Gough,
I think it IS.
Nioian E. Gray, Ben. Hal'diu, Villcent S. Bay,
I am opposed to four judges. and I tJtink if :Mm'k E. Huston, Alfred M. Jackson,
'J111Omus
we desire that the populnr
will should be e3:- James, GeOl·ge 'v. Johnstt'll,
Peter Lushbrooke,
prease(l 011 the subject of branching,
it should Willis B, Machen, Richard L. Mayes, JOhil H.
also ,be expre;;sed a~ to whcthc:l' they require McHenry, David Meriwether, William D. :MitchrOUl'Judges,
Let liS have thret> judge . " 'J'i\'illg ell. Thomas P. Moore, Henry B. Pollard, Larkin
the legislature
the power to increase it t~ four J. Proctor, Jfl.mes Rudd, Albert G. Talbott, John
and to branch if they desire,
I think when D. Taylor, William R. Thompson, Philip Trip~
questions are presented to the people for their lett, Squiro Turner, Andre.w S. Whitf', Charl ..s
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A. Wickljff\~, Rouert N. Wi<,;klilre, 'Yc.,le,v J. Charles Ohambere, William Chenault,
James S.
Wright-:~7.
[Ohrieman,
Henry R. D Coleman, James DudSo the amendment WI\.::; rejected.
Ouesteen T Dunavan,
Benjamin F. Ed·'
'I'he seetion was then adopted.
wards, Thomas J. Gough, Niuian E. Gray, Ben.
The fifth, sixth, and seventh sections \\0.::10 Hardin, Vincent S Hay, Andrew Hood, Mark
adopted as follows, without amendment:
Huston, Al fred M. Jackson, George W. Jobu"Sm. 5. 'l'hc general assembly,
at its first, ston, Ooorse ·W. Kavanaugh, Peter Leshbrooke,
1'18&"1011
after the adoption uf this ccuetitution,
Thulll:JS
Lisle, Alexander
K. Marshall,
Richshall divide the state by ccuuties, iuto four dis. nrd L. Mayes, Nathan Mculure, John H. Metricts, as nearly equal ill voting population, and Henry, David Meriwether, William D. Mitchell,
with :I..'; convenient limits as may be, in each of 'I'houias P. ::'!Ioor""Elijah F. Nuttall, Johnson
which the qualified voters shall elect one judge I'rtcc, Larkin J. Proctor, Thomas Rockhold, Ira
of the court of appeals."
Hoot, James Rudd, 11idmel L. Stoner, Albert G.
"SEC. 6, The Judges first elected "hall Herve Talbott, .lohn D. 'rft~'l()r, John J, Thurman,
as follows, to-wit: one shall serve two, one four, Philip
'l'riplett,
Squire Turner,
Andrew
S.
oue six, and one eight years.
The judges, at White, Ohurlea A. \YiddifIc, Raben N. Wickthe first terui of the court succeeding their dec- liffe, '\-e."locy J. Wl'ighl-45.
uon, shall determine,
by lot, the length of time
So the motion to strike out was rejected.
which each one shall serve: and at the expirnlIr. W. JOH1\"SOK withdrew
his call for
tion of the service of each , an election ill the tile yens Hilt! nays, und the section was adopted.
prop('r distrier bhall take place to fill the V<leaH- The Ilinl,h S~ctiollll"a,> read and adopted, us
~:.v, The judge hnvi ng the shortest time tl) Rerve follo\\-~;
shall be st\'led the Chief Justice of Kelllucky."
"SEL:.~. 'fhe ('oud of appeab flkdl hold its
,. SEC, i If a vacalley shall occur in s;;'id sessiOlls at tIll' Reat Iii' gOYtl"llmellt, Iiniess otherCOllrt, the governor shall i~sue a writ of election ·wise JirocctcJ by law; but the gt'neral assembly
to iill such \'UCl\llcy for the residue of tIle term, may, from tlllll: to timtJ, direct that snid court
ulld anOlher judg(' shall be ",leded by tllat d is- ,;halillOlcl its Sl"SSlOIlSill allY olle or more of said
triet, to l<clye UlIt.iI the cxpimtion of tlill time fOl' district::;,"
whil.:h the judge was elected, whose death,reThe tellth section was reaJ, a~ follows:
signation,
removal, 01' other cansc, produceu
"SEC. 10. 'rhe first election of judges of the
illlt;h vaeaney."
court of appetLIsl"hall taktj pla<.:e on the second
'j'll€' eighth sPetiOll wa~ read as follows:
:Monday ill .May. It!51, lind every two years there"SI::c. tl, No per.~(>n "hall btj eligible as judgo after, ltl the district ill ·which a vacancy may
<If tIl .. court of appeal,.;, who is 11ut a uitizen of oecm,
by \'xpil'atioll of the term of office: and
the United State.,>, <l re",ident of the district fol' the judges of thesaicl court ~hall be commissioll~
wllit'h JJ(' may bc aCHlldiJat(' two year';) next pre- cd by the O"uve1'llOI'."
ut:dillg' his d~etiull, at lea;-,t thirty yNlr.'l of age,
Mr. H1!OLSON said that all August election
and who hM Iltlt bccl! a praetieilll; lawyl'r eight was 11 time-houored
custOlll ill Kl'lltucky, and
year,~, ur wh(J"~ servic8 llPOll t!Jtj b'-ll(;h of allY hedislikecl to ChUllgf' it. He, therefore, moved
uourt of record, when added to the time he may to strike out the words, "and eyery two years
have prucLiced law, shall be equal to eight thereafter,
ill the district in whiuh a vacancy
years."
may OCCl1r,by expiration of th" term of officc."
On the motion of Mr. :an TCHEJ ...L, a eorrec- ThiS would leave tho first election under the
tiOIl was madk by ilJS~l'lillg the wurd "Ilot," he~ IlOW cOllstitution to be held in May, and afierfore tlle word,; "be equal to eight yt'al's," at the wards in A.ugu;;t, as h~retoforc.
do!;;o: of the section.
111".C, A, WI CKJJIFFE expJalneLl.
The reaMr, WM. J OH:N:SON called i<!r the ;yea<J and ~on why t~lCmonth of May ...\'a~ fi-;-:e.d,was, that
nays all the adoptlOll of the S{'ctI01L
It ,yas desm,d to stpamte the ,llldlcIal from the
'Mr. BOYD thlJught there was a portion of the pulitical election,;, aJlJ thus pre\'rnt the one hav!'ection whidl iOl101Jidbe vrtJservcd.
ami tJl('re- jog all illflUlJucu ou the other; allll the year 1851
fore he mun'd tu strike ont the word" "a.ml who was fixed beCatlbe 1LuLwas the earlicst period at
lias not b~('n a pradieing
lawyer eight yearo:, or \\'hieh all dcution COll],l be lldd.
As it was in\\'lIo;;e s<;:rvi('c UP')II tLt: bt'llch of allY cOllrt of tended to .':!ubllJitthe uell' constitution tothepeol't'c(]rd, wllell added 10 the till\l~ he Illay have p18, and lio; tIlt' l~giblatllrtj must lIecessarily
pl"a(:ti('erl law, shllllllut. be equal to eight year:;." lJlakc la.w:,;to earl'y tlll' lIew constitution
into efT lll~.rt:.a'i nIHI nays w,'re called for Oll l.hl:: JIIO" ret·t. [til carl ler periou. was lIot practicable.
tion to strike out, and they wcre-yeus
2u, nay;;
~l'.
A, K . .11..1HSHAJ;L apprun;J of the ob'!.3.
jl'et uf tlliJ COIll1llittee. to sepa.rate the political
Y FM;-Juh n S. Garlow, Alfred Boyd, William
frollL the .iudio.:ial e.lectiolls,. hut he helie:ed thig
Bradley.
LUlher BraWlIer, Bevcrly L. Clarke, conl(.l lw, necoruphshed
\\,!thout changLl:l:g the
Jesf<.c Coffey, Bplljamill Cop<,lil1, ·William Cuw- ~ledlOll tl"lllli thelllQlIth ,of August:
As It was
per, E,iwa.rd CurU,lJlll:ius D('sha, .Ylilfurd .Ellj. llItt:ndedtu eJ\'d the logJR!ature bIennially, he
ott Creen Forrest :Nathall Gaither
Rio.:hanl D suggested that the llleillher'l of congress. memGh~l~ou. James P: Hamiltou, John' Hargis, Wil~ LeI'", of the gtuc~al assembly, governor, li~utenlimn Heudnx,
'l'holilas James, \\Tilliall) J uhn- ant gover~JOI', &c., ('ould be ele;ute~?nc yearm t~e
S(]ll, JameR M. Lackey, Willis B. Machen, Geor ....c month of AUgllst, and the JlldlCHl,l officers III
'V, MansfielJ, Henry B. Pollard, John '1" ROb- the same nlollth of the alternate years.
insoll, Willi:uu R 'Thompson, John Wheeler!tIL 0, A, WICKLiFFE
l'erlied, that it was
26.
impossible
that these jndicia
elections could
NAYS-Mr. Plesident,
(Guthne) Rwlla.rd Ap- take, plau~ in the 'year 1850,. and in Angust.
persoll, John L BallInger, Thomas D, Blown,
fe'5l, the ~'ongresslOnal eledlOns \1-ould take
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.place.
The members of the Iegleleture would
be elected in the same month of the year, 1852.
Mr. A. K. MARSHALL still thought a provision could be made to avoid the contemplated
change from the usual period.
The conv~ntion
. had certainly the power to change the period of
holding the legislative elections.
Mr. GHOLSON urged that the month of May
was unfavorable for the farming population, as
it was with them a busy season of the year, and
if that month was retained they would not be
able to participate in tbe election.
Mr. TRIPLETT
called the attention of tile
convention to the fact that it was impossible to
hold the election in May, 1850, and hence it was
better to let the section stand as it is.
Mr. THOMPSON
moved the previous question, under the operation of which the amendment was rejected, and the section was adopted.
The eleventh section was read and adopted,
as follows:
';SEC. 11. There shall be elected, by the qualified voters of this state, a clerk of the court of
appeals, who shall hold his office for the term of
eight years from and after his election, and who
may be removed by the court of appeals for good
cause, upon information by the attorney general;
and in case the general assembly shall provide
for holding the court of appeals in any aile or
ruore of said districts, they shall also pro vi lie
for the election of a clerk by the qualified voters
of such district, who shall hold his office for
eight years, possess the same qualifications, and
be subject to removal in the same manner as the
clerk of the court of appeals."
The twelfth section was next read:
"SEO. 12. No person shall be eligible to the
office of clerk of the court of appears, unless he
he a citizen of the United States, It resident of
the state two years next preceding his election,
of the age of twenty-one years, and have a certificate from a judge of the court of appeals, or
a judge of the circuit court, that he has beeu examined by their clerk, under the supervision of
the court giving said certificate, and that he is
qualified for the office for which he may be a
candidate.' ,
On the motion of Mr_ McHENRY, the word
"judge"
was substituted
for "court,"
in the
passage which provides that the examination of
candidates for the clerkship has been made "under the supervision of the Judge giving such certificate."
Mr. THOMPSON moved to strike out the
words, "and have a certificate from the judge
of the COUlt of appeals, or a jud!fe of the circuit court, that he has been examined by their
clerk, under the supervision of the judge giving
said certificate, and that he is qualified for the
office for which he maybe a candidate."
The yeas and nays were called for and taken
on the amendment, and resulted thus-yeas
29,
nays 42.
Yl1A.s-John S. Barlow, Alfred Boyd, William
Bradley, Luther Brawner, Thomas D. Brown,
Beverly L. Clarke, Henry R. D. Coleman, Benjamin Copelin, William Cowper, Lucius Desha,
Chasteen '1'. Dunavan, Milford Elliott. Green
Forrest, Nathan Gaither, Richard D. Gholson,
James P. Hamilton, John Hargis, William Hendrix, Thomas James.James M. Leckey, Willis B.

l\Jl\chen, Alexander K. Marshall, Duvld Meriwether, Thoma'> P. Moore, Henry B. Pollard.
Thomas Rockhold, Michael L. Stoner, William
R. 'l'hompson, John Wheeler":"'-29.
NAys-Mr. President (Guthrie,)
Richard Apperson, John L. Ballinger, Charles Chambers,
William Chenault, James S. Obrismen, Jesse
Ootley.Edward
Curd, James Dudley, Benjamin
P. Edwards, 'I'horuas J. Gough. Ninian E. Gray,
Ben. Hardin, Vincent S. Hay, Andrew Hood,
Mark E. Huston, Alfred 11. Jackson,
William
Johnson, George W. Johnston, George \V. Kavanaugh, Peter Lashbrooke, Thomas W. Lisle,
George W. Mansfield, Richard L. Mayes, Nathan
McClure, JohnH. McHenry, William D. Mitch·
ell, Elijah F. Nuttall, Johnson Price, Larkin J.
Proctor, John T. Robinson, Ira Root, James
Rudd, Albert G. 'I'albott, John D. Taylor, John
J. 'I'hurman,
Philip Triplett,
Squire Turner,
Andrew S. white, Oharlcs A. Wickliffe, Robert
N. Wickliffe, Wesley J. Wrigbt-42.
So the convention refused to strike onto
Mr. MOORE, when his name was called, said
he should vote in the affirmative in obedience to
inetructicns, butit was decidedly against his own
judf,ll1ent.
'1 he section was then adopted.
The thirteenth and fourteenth sections were
also adopted without amendment, as follows:
"Sl;C. 13. In case of a vacancy in the office
of clerk of the court of appeals, the governor
shall issue a writ of election, and the qualified
voters of the state, or of the district in which
the vacaucy may occur, shall elect a clerk of tbe
court of appeals, to serve until the end of the
term for which such clerk was elected: Prcnided., That when a vacancy ma.y occur from any
cause, or the clerk shall be under charges upon
information, the judges of the court of appeals
shall have power to appoint a clerk pro tem., to
perform the duties of clerk until such vacancy
shall be filled, or the clerk acquitted.
"SEC. 14. The general assemblv shall direct.
by law, the mode and manner "of conducting
and making- the returns to the secretary of state,
of all elections for judges and clerk or clerks of
the court of appeals, and determining
contested elections of any of the officers."
Mr. TURNER.
I offer the following additional sections:
"SEC. 15. Writs of error shall be allowed on
questions of law, to the accused, in penal and
criminal cases."
"SJw. 16. The court of appeals s11a11 have
such other officers as may be prescribed bylaw."
There is now no provision for the appointment of tipstaff and other minor officers, which
the court will need, and I offer this. to allow the
legislature to permit their appointment.
Mr. C. A. WICKLn~FE.
I hope the gentlemall from Madison will not press this amendment in this part of the constitution.
Indeed.
I should be unwilling to engraft the first section
tion in the constitution.
It is r.erfectly within
the power of tho legislature, un ess we inhibit
it, to authorise the prosecution of writs of error
in criminal cases, as to matters of law or fact
either.
I was once honored with a seat in the
legislature, when I undertook to prepare such a
law in obedience to my own Judgment, and
what I thought the public sentiment at that

work well; 1111\1r believe Llm! the best lawyers in
Kcnt\lcky will accept the office.
1 will. explain the plan uf the t;ircuit court hill.
The convention continued the cU1\.,i,]eratiotl of
shall be aminimu111salaryofS1600
the report of the joint «ommiuee of thirty. Pl'O- Iti;;.thattherc
On that
t"fleding with the article ccnceming circuit courts ill order to command the best talents.
sub,it:lJt
we
voted
in the committee, beginning at
which was next iu order.
The first,second, and third !;ect.ions were adopt- $2,000 nnd finally sottliug on this as a minimum
salary, and the whole plan of the bill will fail,
e l , without amendment as follows:
"SEC. 1. There shall. be e!3tablitihcd in. each and be brought into d isrepcte, u.lliess we cart;::
county HOW. or which n~ay hereafter be erected the whqle plan of the commIttee into effect. "e
intend that there shall be twelve districts, und
1lI tim; commvtlwf'alth,
a circuit court."
to add seven parts outof twelve more to the judge.
"SEC. 2. The juri:sdictioll of said courts slmll
be, and remain as now established,
hereby giv- \Vo intend III give $1,600 salary, and unless you
ing to the q"neral assembly the po"\YOJI'
to change will say to the legislature thatthevshall not come
lower than $1,600 you had better strike out
or alter it.'
"SEC. a. The right to take an appeal or sue twelve mid put in nineteen.
Wily do I say it? Because we want the best
out 1\ writ of error to the court 01 appeals, is
hereby given, in the same manner awl to the talents, and there arc many lawyers of high prisame extent, us it DOW exists, givillg to the vate character, who would ruther take an office
general assembly the power to chance, alter, or worth $1,600 from tueir fellow citizens than to
take cue worth $16,000 under the government.
iucdify, said right."
'"
It is a matter of feeling, and of pride, because
The fourth section was reed as follows:
"SKC. 4. At the first session of the "c11t:]";'11
as- he stands hiKh ill the opinion of his neighbors.
I know
semb ly after this constitution shall goOilrlo effect. I believe $1,600 will bring this talent.
it will not do to leave this to the legislature,
for
they ..[JaU divide the state int.o twelve judicial
at home, by
districts, having due regard to business, tcni- th8 members will hunt popularity
tory, and population:
provided, l'hat no countv reduciug salaries.
In the momorable controvNsy between the old
bhall be dl\-ided."
.
and new courts, we among the old court party
:Mr. HA.RDIN".
It may be llcces"ary that
saw that thc n ....
·w court party were endeavoring
somcexplanation
should he /?iVCll of that section.
to court popularity,
by rt:ducillg the slllarie~.
'fhe eOllv~ntioH wilt percelye that seven parts
and we determined
to out Herod the11l. W c
out of niJlet~t'n (,f the busincs'l will be adlled to
reduced thclIl alJd ('ut them dOWll ill a most
the lab(ll's of tltejudgt.ls.
scandalous
maBner,
,Ve haol to ao it because
Votehave nineteen judges now and we propoqe we W('I't.ldetcrmincd not to be beat by them.
to havt;: but tw,,'lvc, which will incrcase the
1 ho\)e the salaries will be fixed at a minimum
btlsiul;'sS "even part .. ont of nint.lteell. It was be- of $1,600, an~l if there are twelve judges, thi"
lievc'l by thu committee
that WI: had more will save to the state $5,700.
The circuit court
judge~ than were lwecssary. antl 1 am satisfied
syst<::m llOW costE $28,000 and over. The plan
that two or three district::! werc created \0 get we propo,,;e will reduce the judges seven part'"
some trollbltc'some men out of the legislature.
It out of nineteen, and willlHltt to thesalaric8 only
would ue ill·natured
to mention namc.'l, but I nne fourth.
'l'here will al;,;o be seven aLtomey·
believe thi.; was the fact. I have made the best ships to be cut down.
Just take it then as it j;;
t.lstilllate] could, and l have had opportunities
tu and restore t.he minimum amll think it win be
.iudge. My practice ..luring forty three years, acceptabl.e to the people every where.
ha'l been \)riut.lipally in the eirc:uit cOllrts. ]
I will remark onc..: morc, give u;; a good judicome to I. 10 court of appeals occasionally
by eial'Y, and if we ('an Illnke it cheaper than thc'
way of seH-defente, but I (;(IIn(' with a:-. few old system, it will will itB way with the borIyof
c/t:ic;; as po,;,,;i1Jle. 1 reckon there is not a man the people at large.
'fbi;,; eonstitlltioll hag to go
moro intllllate with the oper:ltiollsof
the circuit
through a trial.
There win be thousands
and
ootlrt... of K{'ntucbr
than 1 am, rtnd there will tens of thou!,;ll.nJ" of objections
tu every thing.
not be for fifty ye,~rs to come. \\'hen I am dead Ld us make it ~ood, amI at t11c sallle tillie invitt.l
aml gone, there will be uo other a,,; well acquainthe fa,·or of the people, by making itaseconomiled with tht:\ll.
cal a>i po,,;,;ibl".
Mr. MI1'CHELL.
I supposed the subject or
Thu husill.c,,;;,; of the circuit courts now occupies from se\·euty fIve to ninety jUl'idicial days. the circuit court>; was l\ subject uf cOJJlpromis{'
Itwill not, pl'l"haps, go over nillet,r, lIor fall he- a.s well as that of the court of appeals, and 1
low 6€Ve1\ty five ul' eighty.
'We kuow ,·ery well was a,;toni::;hed to heal' tho chairman of the com·
that, lll<' salary of the circuit judge, which is 1l1ittt'e (Ill theci1"0uit cuurt, llrge~ lhis minimum.
$]200, wi.ll s{'aI'cely commullrl the secolHl rate I all1 di<;poscu to adopt the se{·tioll as it stulldl'.
in the
talent;.!; at the bar, and our system has l'llll duwn Afl it has beel! left out of the provisions
rt:port on the court of appeals, l thillk it. flhou1d
01"1 lltat account,
and got iutu disn'\)l\te.
Theobject of the committee wa,s to get t JO hest talents be left out here. It may be a dog to the constitution. I ll1l1 Will.ill~ to leave it to the legislature,
which the bar could futllish and to give'thrlfi
employment equal to l'W or 150 days in a year. luI' I b,Jli(lv,~ thcl wLlI give ample sa.laries.
.Mr. Ht\RD,I:N.
Jf that was understood
to be
Herc is my fl'iclld from Madi ..on, (.Mr. Turner)
an~l ll1:Yl<e)f,alld I could name mall)' uth.;rs ;\<'OJl1\)fUlllil<t'ill tht.l committee. I will stand to it
'who art.l 011 the dO\\'1\ hill of lift.:', and yt.lt take till 1 die. 13ut 1 think it was nut.
:Mr.I~ALLINGER.
1 uo not belie\'c tJmt the
HIe labor in our offices and in riding from court
to court in Wllich we arc employell
ueady 300 cOlllmiU~e have chosen ;t 8uftlci£'llt number of
day;; in tJlcyear.
1 tllillk, l1J~refore, th", cHCUlt circuit juJgC's La transact the bu::.illcss of the comjudgc can labor 140 vI' 150 days and do his
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monwealth.
AnJ I think' it will be round, t.hut One of the gol't':ltfaults of the present system
there is a great disproportion between the labor was. cousideraj to be the 11UlnU€1'
of circuit court
they are required to perform, and the compeusa- judges, amounting to nineteen.
Om inquirie«
tion to be allowed them. I am willing to gi ve led us to the conclusion that many of the ninethem a salary that will compensate them for teen judges did not occupy more than half the
their labor, time, aile] the talents requsite to thr- jllrioll\'<ll days allowed them.
W<.l considered
efficient discharge of the onerous «uties of their this matter with much dclibcrntion, aud conclurespol1siblt,loffice.
This matter was much dis- ded that by redudng the number of judges we
cussed in the county I have the honor to repre- would really increase the efficiency of tbe cirsent, during the last summer, and whilst the cuit corps: nud after gctting all t he information
canvass was goin~ nn, for a delegate to th is COil. we eould, we concluded that twelve can If] do
vention.
1'11'" opinion of the people, 11:; there the business of the commonwealth, as the pupmanifested, was, that they should have the elec- ulat.ion :1n~1business 110Wstands, and if twelve
tion of all the judges, and all the other offi. HS could do it, the treasury would be able to pay
that heretofore have been nppoiuted. But, whilst them easier than nn increased number. 'With a
they entertained this opinion, they were, so fa!' view of increasing their efficicncv and giving
as respects the judges, for selecting men of the them all illcreased salary we reflt;eed tho Humhighest talents to discharge the duties imposed ber to twelve, still giviug power tu the legislallpon them. and paring them liberally.
Now, ture to increase the number to sixteen, 'Ve Lx,.d
wherever it is a nierc mutter of {'xj)cdieIH':.r, and the salary at a minimum of $lHOO. W<.lcarne to
I know what my constituentsask.
will endeavor that result from making the calculation that we
to carry out their wishes ; hut wlicli I do Dut could "lvell afl'urJ to pay the iUljrea;;ed ",alary.
know what their opinion::; are on purticular sou- ",,,hen we decl'ea";('fl the number of judges. and
jects, I shall do what I con,;ider tu be right, and we <;oncludcd that by payilw $160U, WI'! co\~ld
notsnffer my action to be cotJtrolled 01' influenc- cOlllll1and the uest. talent.
8'(11)(\
of HS comolrled by what I believe p<.lrsolJal consequences to ered the fa.ct that W.l W(l'e lllll.killg an experi,
ruysdf.
\Ve ha\'c hen1 appoillteJ. fourjudges
of meTIt; that \\"ewere making all d<'.otiITOjudicIary;
the court of appeals, and what is the amount of and, in order to hal'c a fail' trial, we slwuld comthe labor they are to pcrfunTt during the .rear? mand the best abilities of tlle state to (:arry it
In 1848, there were 575 cases: di\'ide thatamong
Ollt before the people. As an in,lucemCllt to get
four, alld it gives 143};{ cases to cachjudge.
this luknt, Weptlt it in the po'\'el' of the tr~a<;nry
The judges of the circuit courts will h,we to of the conutry to pay thcm well for their sei'decide 17,212 cases, excluding from the cnl<:nla- vices.
tion the LouisyiUe chancery COlll't.
So tl1aL
These reasons resulted in the report of the cir~
twelvejuc1ges will hUI'e over 1440 ca;;cs each: cuit comt committee,
'Ve thr"" that report b('and besides, they have a large district to Ir(1\'cl [ol'e the house, and tlHl reports of the appellate
over, allJ their p'h)'sicallabor
and CXPc]]~cSare and connty court.,; both, They created 1111lch
greater than tho,;e of thE: judgeR of th<.lcourt of debate with various opinion,,>, and the wisdom
appealf!.
The judge who presides im the dis- of this house <lppointed a committee of thirty
trict where I live, althougIl an old llIan, is of alld enjoined ou them to make a r.:port. 'Ve
an iron eoostitliLioll, ;),n.1 performs all of his went iuto that committee to expre% the lTIt>8n.
duties with despatch.
He remain:,; in the ing of thi" house and compromise OUfown chercourt llOuse from eight o'clock in tlle morning ished feelings and present a report which should
till sundown, find lhat, too, frequenlly with- be acceptable to the llOl1Se.
out disposing
of all the bnsiness before tJle
For Olle, I will say, it. does not prl'sent. all my
court.
It will be found difficult for tweh'c favorite yiews upon the subject of a judicial
judges to discharge the (luties imposed lIpon structul"e. But the favorite view8 which I bad,
them, therefore I would mo\'e tu Htrike (l[lt [ saw were not the views of this house, and it
"tweh'e" and insert fourteen.
That will be few was my duty. if I would compromi.'Je, to gin!
enough to dispose of the busineB8 that w ill come up those views which I stiU consider COl'rec-t.in
before them, Heretofore the judges hu\"c bc(!n order to produce peace and IHll'mony. And at
unable to dispo.;e of all the cases [hat came be- the altar of peace I diJ. agree to f:;<lcrificemy
fore theru, and citizens have petitioned the legis- views to 11 \'~ry great extellt, and l10Wthis relature, year after year,and from timE: to time, for port is made with the proposition for twelve
the erection of judicial di<:.tl'iets. Accordillg to ,Iudge;;; in it, which mects my heart,y approvaL
tht! report before the convention, it allows the Thi.", with the minimum proposed,embracl'd two
legislature the power every fourth year to Cl'eate of my favorite views, [md if yOtl had a,lded inelliadditional judgtls <Lndanother judi('ial district, gibility, these would have con8titllted the whole
but I do not believe that twelve eire.uit (;Ourt of the relics of my view of the eircuit court tri'udgcs are sufficient at this tilll~, unJ therefure I
Jlave made the motion that fourteen blj the HUIJl- bunal.
Itmust be concccled, so far as I can gather the
ber,
opinions of practical lawyers, that twelve cirMr. M. P. MARSHALL.
I had the IlOilOI'to cuit judges can no"\\'do thc business.
By reducbe appointed a IJlClHburof the circuit eOllrt ('om· ing' the nmnh~r to tweln: [lnd increasing the salmittceJ and of course that appointment contin- ary, )'on iucrea.,;<::tile talent and dficiency.
:For
ued over to the com!l1itteeoftllirty.
This ques- dnpend upon it, talent is to be bought.
It is to
tion of limiting the number of circnit ~jl1dges be called from the bar not only by money, but
was considered ,dth uucommon attention on bv honor.
When you diffuf:;e this honor, it iH
the part of the committee.
As much informa- \veakened to a ,g-reat extent, and when you diftion as. could be obtained from lawJers-fol'
I fuse thl'! pay, the motive for labor is weakened.
am not a practicing lawyer-we
ha before Uf!, 'l'hc two ideas are both met by rnducing the
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number of judges.
Give them such 0. salury I of opinion it would ML do. Let U'O examine
that they mny IH11'O full command of their time, this matter. I have dlvided the state into twelve
and you increase thei~ efficiency, which efficieu- d.istricts, Il?t.that I dcsigl,l to offer any proposicy you cannot have without talent.
If I had my twn 80 to divide the state In the constitution
but
way, I should insist on the in~rea;>e?f the sala- simply as a matter of experiment" that ge~tlery t,o $160~. My kllowl~dge ,IS limited on the m~Jl may reflect whet~cr the work of each dis.
8~lbJect, bu". my observabo? l,ndtlccs me t? b~- t~lcL canll?t I~econveniently
done by one judge.
lieve that III a great majonty of the circuit 1 he Iat district embraces fourteen counties and
courts, one half of the juridical days are not the 9th embraces thirteen,
These are the heaviemployed. Just increas~ .th? ~,~laI'Yand make est districts because of the territory, but. there is
them All ou~ the term or juridical empl?yment,
less bus mess in each than any other of the nine.
and yOLl gam for the people that which they
The Ist district embrace>! the counties of,
sent LIS to confer upon them, good judges, labo- Whitley,
Laurel, Knox Harlan
Rockcastle
nous, ,industri?us, well l?ai~, and, if it is not Owsley, Clay, Breathitt,' Perry, Letcher, Pike:
offensive to this house, dignified.
.
Floyd,. Johnson, and Morgan. The appearMr. APPERSON.
Ldid notoriginallybeloog
anees In these counties amounted last year
to the circuit court couimitree, but as a member t.o only about one thousand one hundred and
of the court of appeals committee I became one forty, which number is about three hundred
of the committee of thirty.
Before the Iurce under the average for each circuit.
committee met, 1 had not made any calculatigu
Per.mit me, Mr. Preaident, again to remark
a.'>to what the necessary labors of the circuit that III nemmg the counties to compose the
judges would he. However, inasmuch a... that district. it is not hy any means designed to
report was laid before the committee, of which I be, incorporated intu the constitution,
but to
was II. m.ember, I tho\l~ht it my dllty to make a satisfy .gentlemen that twelve judges can do
calculatlOll to nscertulJI what amount of labor the bUSiness.
would be required of each judge that ·the busiThe 2d district
would include Lawrence,
ness of the state might be well done. I ac- Carter, Greenup, Lewis, Fleming, Bath, Montknowledge I am one of tbose who are ill favor ~omery. and Clarke, which had one thousand
at paying the judges liberal salaries, but at the tour hnndred and three appearances, being thirty
same time I would <:tivethem plenty of employ- seven less than the average. I know one judge
roCllt, and their safaries should much depend can do all the bllsin.css,in this di'itrict.
llpon the amount of their labors. I bl'came sat.
'Veil, the ne::t dIstrIct had one thousand four
isfied, a~ I 'yet.lt on with the investigation, ,that hundred and nLn~~y five appearances, and. emtwelve CirCUit Judges could do, and eonvement- braces Mason, .NICholas, Bourbon, Harl'lson,
Iy too, all the business that legitimately comes Bracken, Pendl,eto~, and Campbell, anrl is a
before these courts, The gentleman from Lin- very compact (hstnct, and not too much for on€!
coIn remarked that the judges of the court of jud?,e.
appeals have only five htindred and seventy five
'Ihe 1th district is ('ompos<.>dof Fayette, Scott,
ca!:lesto determine anllually, which he has been F~atlklm. Anderson, Woodford, and Jessamine.
pleased to divide by foll!', because there are to be With one thousand four huudred and eighty two
four judges, as though each judge had not to be apyeal'auces.
consulted as to the detcrmillution of each ca.'>e
f Wtl allow thre(' weeks to Fayette, two to
aod to agree as to the pl'Oper judgment to be Seott. two to Franklin, two to Anderson, two to
re~d~red. ;Although but one judge writcs the Wood~ord, and two to Jessamine, there will be
0pllllOn, still they have aU to understaud the but thnteen weeks at each term, makmg twenty
merits of the case, and the whole fi"-e hundred six in the year.
and seventy fiv~ case" have to be ullclerstood by
The 5th, district embra:cel' :Madison, E:3till,
the whole four .Judges. But 11esays tbere ,vero G~rrard, Lllleoln, Pulaski, Boyle, and Mercer,
up,vards of scventeen tllOusand cases institu- With one thousand four hundred and eleven apted in the circuit courts during
the past pearances; and if two weeks be given to each
ye~r. 'fhis is true, and according to mycalcue~)Unty at each tel·l.n, there will be only twenty
latlOn, .one thousand four hundred and fmty eight weeks l~bo: III the year,
cases Will be the avera"'e for each judge assulIlThe Gth district embraces Kenton, Boone,
ing there will be twel~e judges-but
does not Gallatin, !?al'roll, Trimble, Henry, Owen, and
the gentleman know that somethin<:t like one Grant, wllleh has OlH~ thousand fonr hUlldred
third, or perhaps one half, are g..me~ally unde- [lnd si,X:appp.arances, and is but little more labor
fended, such as RctiollS upon plain notes, and tl~an .Judge Pryor now h.ns, The business of this
small. presentments,
as for Sabbath brt-aking, district would l~OtrequIre more tllan twenty six
sweanng, &c.? Does he not know further, that weeks of lab~r It:I the year.
generally. speaking, it is our most important
Thc 7th thstnct eU1bra~es Shelby, Spencer,
cases whICh are taken from the circuit court to Jefferson, and Oldham, WIth one thousand four
the court of appeals-and
of course they are the hundred and S8,enteen appearances,
Allow
most difficult and rQquire the most investiga- Jefferson ten weeks at each term, and yet the
tion? We 8ee there are about one thousand four business for the wh?le circuit :"ould not occupy
hundred and forty cases. including the common more t.han twenty eight weeks In the year.
l~w, chancerr, and pellal, or eri~inal proseet!TheBth district is Nelson, Washington, Mad·
tlOns, to b.e dis}losedof by tweh'eJudges,
Now, Oil, Mr.ade, Bullitt, I..arue, Hardin, and Brackinlet us see If t.wel~e cannot. do that business.
I ridge, with one thousand
four hundred and
had s<;,meheSitatIOn abo~t It, hecause an old and [Ininety one appearances.
This district might reexperienced lawyer, With whom I conversed, quirl; twenty eight or thirty weeks annually, but
and who has done :l great deal of business, was not more.
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The 9th district is composed of Wayne, Russell, Adair, Cumberland, Casey, Clinton, 'Paylor,
Green, Barren, Hart, Edmonson, Monroe, and
Allen, with one thousand three hundred and
sixty nine appearances.
This, like the first district, has under one thousand four hundred appearances, but has a large territory.
It will appear that except the first and the
ninth districts, all the others have over one
thousand four hundred appearances, and under
one thousand five hundred except the twelfth,
which has one thousand five hundred and seventy four, and embraces Caldwell, Livingston,
McCracken, Marshall, Calloway, Graves, Bullard,
Hickman and Fulton.
The tenth district embraces Hancock, Grayson, Bntler, Muhlenburg, Ohio, Daviess, Henderson, Union, Hopkins, and Crittenden,
which
had one thousand
four hundred
and seventy
seven appearances,
and is a district requiring
as, much labor as any other; but, yet lawyers
from that district say the business can be well
done, at the most, in thirty two weeks.
The eleventh district embraces Warren, Simpson, Logan, Todd, Christian, and Trigg, with
one thousand
four hundred
and forty foul'
appearances,
and the business
in this district can be well done in twenty eight weeks.
As at present laid off, the districts
are very
uuequal-c-for
instance,
in the eighth district
there were only three hundred
and seventy
five appearances;
a few more than there wert! in
the county of Harrison, fewer than in the county of Fayette, and fewer than in the county of
Mason, or the county of Christian.
'l'he eighteenth circuit was taken from the
eighth, and it was said, for the purpose of providing a place for one who was in the way of others. The eighteenth district had but six hundred and sixty eight appearances, and to unite
it and and the eighth together as they formerly
were, they had but one thousand
and forty
three.
This shows that the districts should be
greatly reduced in number.
The twelfth
district is the largest, but it
must necessarily
have all the counties southwest of the Tennessee
river in it, and also
Caldwell county.
With these counties it had
less business than the tenth district which adjoins it; and. of course the county of Livingston Ita.... to be united with the twelfth, and thus
constituted,
it is the heaviest
district in the
number of appearances,
though, perhaps, will
not require more labor than the tenth.
I have
been assured that the business of this district
can be conveniently done by one judge.
It will
be seen that the nineteenth district, which was
the last one made. has as much business nearly,
as both the eighth and eighteenth
together.
In my judgment, as far as I have been able to
learn of the business done, and likely to be
done, twelve judges will be amply sufficient.
I
know that this is giving a great deal more labor
to the judges than they now have, and some
gentlemen
think it is too much.
They, however, should remember that the judges now are
not occupied half their time in judicial capacity, and they cannot practice at the bar whilst in
the receipt of a salary.
I would say to a juds-c,
I will give you more salary, but I intend to grve
you more work to do. In the very largest dis-
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trict you can layoff, you cannot have more than
thirty or thirty five juridical weeks. Many would
like to see a. minimum salary inserted in the
constitution.
I think, however, that when the
Iegtelcture is satisfied of there being more labor
to be performed, they will be disposed to pay
for it. I believe that by getting good judges,
and giving them much to do, they will do their
work well. They will feel there is more obligation resting upon them, as they receive their
appointments
direct from the hands of the people. I suppose that every judge will feel some
pride in having been selected by the people to
administer
justice among them.
They can do
all the work well, and easily, and comfortably.
The following are the tables which were used
by Mr. Apperson during his speech.
TWELVE CIRCUIT COURT DISTRICTS.

rmsr

DISTIUCT.

Whitley,
Laurel,
Knox,
Harlan,

No. Cases.

Rockcastle,

72
51
76
56
102

Owsley,
Clay,
Breathitt,
Perry,
Letcher,
Pike,
Floyd,
Johnson,
Morgan,

89
75
66
66
129
140
74
70

73

1140
8EOOND DISTRICT.

Lawrence,
Carter,
Greenup,
Lewis,
Fleming,
Bath,
Montgomery,
Clarke,

No. Cases.

108
70
162
94
197
288

234
250
1403
THIRD

DISTRICT.

Mason,
Nicholas,
Harrison,
Bracken,
Bourbon,
Pendleton,
Campbell,

No. Cases.
378

247
331
116

266
89
68
1495
FOURTH

Fayette,
Scott,
Franklin,
Anderson,
Woodford,
Jessamine,

DISTRICT.

No. Cases.
432

200
283
139
290
138
1482
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DISTRICT,

Estill,
Madison,
Garrard,
Lincoln,

No. Cases.
145

215
237

Boyle,
Mercer,

346

SIXTH

DISTRICT.

Kenton,
Boone,
Gallatin,
Carroll,
Trimble,
Henry,
Owen,
Grant,

No. Cases.
363
142
63
89
78'
225

230
216
1406
SEVENTH

DISTRICT.

Shelby.
Spencer,
Jefferson,
Oldham,

No. Cases.
296
77
886
158
.1417

ElGUTH

DISTRICT.

Nelson,
Washington,
Marion,
Meade,
Bullitt,
Larue,
Hardin,
Breckinridge,

NINTH

DISTRICT.

Wayne,
Russell,
Adair,
Cumberland,
Casey,
Clinton,
Taylor,
Green,
Barren,
Hart,
Edmondson,
Monroe,
Allen,

No. Cases.
203
311
244
138
158
113
199
125

DISTRICT.

-

.

ELEVENTH

DISTRICT.

No. Cases.
224
59
200
293
481
187

TWELJo'TIl

DISTRICT,

No. Cases.
280
156
243
206
159
116
36
96
283

Warren,
Simpson,
Logan,
'rodd,
Christian.
Trigg,

1444

Caldwell,
Livingston,
McCracken,
Ballard.
Graves,
Calloway,
Marshall,
Hickman,
Fulton,

1574

Number of suits and prosecutions in nineteen
circuit court districts, to-wit:
Com'on
law.

Crimiu
pros,

Total.

245
151
267

545
533
611

278
39
251
228
82
197
296
284
225

632
871
569
763
196
569
642
528
527

117
129
85
266
134
148
78
97
164
185
130
269

907
813
963
1176
1044
959
1069
375
930
1123
942

287
199

459
415

142

106
290
309

224
511
836

135

421
332

146
100
338
93
112
371

888
760
430
1139
1238
668
817

3,104

17,262

Chancery.

D istrict, No.1,

District,
District,
District,
District,
District,
District,
District,
District,
1491
District,
District,
No. Cases. District,
District,
113
District,
60
District,
97
District,
105
District,
94
District,
63
District,
40
200
279
85
83
50
100

TENTH

Henderson,

1477

134
1411

Hancock,
Grayson.
Butler,
Muhlenburg,
Ohio,
Deviess,

195
205
190

163
171

Pulaski,

f

Union,
Hopkins,
Crittenden,

No.2,
No. 3
No.4,
No, 5,
No.6,
No.7,
No. 8
No.9,
No. 10,
No. 11,
No. 12,
No. 13,
No. 14,
No, 15,
No. 16,
No, 17,
No. 18,
No. 19,
J

114
3,983

10,175

-----
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Mr. NUTTALL. It was a wise stroke of
policy to submit these three propositions for a
judiciary system to a joint committee for tile
purpose of compromise and concession, and it;
IS my decided opinion that unless there is an
1369
obvious necessity. the convention should not
No. Cases. depart from the report of that committee, Not
that I regard it, as of itself, binding on the con63
vention, but because it is a matter of concession
64
and compromise Oll which extremes have met
73
and united. It is upon this ground that all gov171
ernments have been framed, and it is upon this
148
ground that I shall support the report of the
180
committee. I am glad also to hear the confes188
sion of my venerable friend from Nelson, (Mr.
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time, but I found it did not meet with favor in
the lower house. Pardon me for u!>iug that term,
for when I first served ill the legislature,
the
popular branch occupied the lower floor, and the
senate occupied a room just above.
We always
called it the upper house from its locality.
'l'here is a great diversity of sentiment on the
propriety of such a law as the gentleman proposea, and indeed the popular opinion is, that, the
means of escape of those who deserve punishment are sufficiently numerous.
The argument
is, that no man who is convicted would rest short
of an appeal to the higher court. The difficulty
and expense of such an arrangement
would he
great. I would not therefore make it imperative
to pas8 such a law, hut would leave it for the
J?coElc. to direct whether the legislature shall do
rt, A~a member of the legislature,
I would vote
for it, but us a member of this convention I cannot do it.
With reference to the other section, the gentleman has charge of the very subject matter, in
the bill providing for the appointment of millisterial officers, in which he can more appropriately introduce it. Another geutlemun Hus charge
of a bill for the appointment of officers generally, to which it may be attached, but I believe it
is unnecessary to give this power, for if we do
not take it away the legislature will have it as a
matter of course.
Mr. HARDIN_
1f this amendment comes in
at all, it would be DH)rCappropriate
ill the bill
relating to circuit courts.
The writ of error
would be from that. court. But I protest a~ainl>t
its cornill~ in any where. I know the deslderatum which the gentleman wishes to secure; to
produce uniformity of decisicus in relation to
criminal cases. That is what we all desire. But
if you shall take a writ of error for all eases what
woultl be the result? It would be that in case of
conviction a. writ of error would be prol>ecuted
almost .invariably.
'Vherc a man IS sent to
the penitentiary or eondeinlled to be hung he will
takt! a writ of crmr and trust to the chapter of
aceidents to }Jave something turn IIp in hi;,;favor_
I would put the case to my friend from Madison,
who has as warm a heart as any man I e\Ccr
knew, suppose he or I have a son who is a hotspur of a man, and he should kill a man and be
sent to the penitentiary,
all t,hat we were worth
would be turned into a golJen key to turn the
lock of that prison. If 1were worth millions of
dollars, and a son of mine was condenllled to the
penitentiary or to be hung, every dollar shuuld
go if necessar.v to unlock that duOl-. During the
time the writ of error was pending in the COllrtof
appeals it would tak\) a strung guard to keep him,
bf'('ause aU I had and nearly every frielld I had
would aid in ~el.ting him out. If the guard
should succeert II'J keeping him it would ~e at 1111
enormous expense.
During the time that the unfortunate Mr. Bake·rw/1.'iconfined in Clay eounty, after the governor had respited him, ther~ was some alarm lest
he would break out, or be rC'seued, alJel t.he guard
in that case cost between five and six thousand
dollari!. I will take occasion to remark that if
the governor in that case was blameable for
any thing it was for. granting the rt:spit(>. He
and 1, after consultlllg
o\'er and over, heartly concurred that a pardon ought not to be

granted.
1 never said that. before. but in
that case we agreed on e\'ery principle. and we
investigated it nearly two weeks, the whole of the
record, and the arguments of every gentleman.
The governor did right ill refusing to pardon,
because I never would pardon whtlre the jury
has not done wrong, unless there were circumstances which could not como out on trial.
I
hope the gentleman will withdraw his ruction.
Mr. 'l'UHNER.
1'11e remarks of the gentle.
mall from Nelson may make it necessary that I
should say something on the other Sloe, that
both sides of the question rnav go out together.
I had two eases, one in Garrard and the other in
Madison county, ill the same 'year. The punishrnent in Garrard county was thirty nine lushes,
and in Madison it was hanging, for the same
identical offence. Oases like this occur cvery
year, and Ithink, a nniformityof decisions should
bt! had where the penalty is lifo or liberty. I
have known cases where the !)Opular current was
against an individual, and Ie was condemned,
while others have been acquitted when they
ought not to be. The great men of this country
and their sons arc acquitred, but the poor men
arc convicted, and sometimes contrary to law,
merely to gratify pOfJUlar prejudice at the time,
and when they won d not have been convicted
ifthere had been a settled, uniform code throughout this commonwealth.
1 have seen this, and
I do know that the penal laws are not sufficiently explicit, and that life is not sufficiently seCUl'(!.
The hotspurs of the country are ~oilJg at
large, and too often public sympathy is III favor
of the criminal.
It. is a mistaken sympathy in
their favor. I think, we ought also to do away
with the practice of carrying concealed weapons.
\V e ollghtto do every thing we can to secure life
and property, and punish the great of the land
when they are guilty, and on the other hand secure the poor and tho weak against the improper current uf public opinion, and get the
best tall-lnts of the country to sustain and protect them. This right of appeal is allowed under the federal govcmment.
If a mau is convicted in California, he call appeal to t,he seat of
government.
This is allowed in Great Britain,
whel'e they hung a man with a~ li~tle compunction as if he wel-e a dog; still 11H'y give the
right of a decisioll by the highest court. But
a;; some who are fri~J1l11yto the proposition,
Lhink it will be t",ttCl'to bring it ill in another
pi nee, I will withdraw the tir'"t section for the
present, but I shall ask for a vote 011 the second.
Mr. HARDIN.
I will go heart and hand with
the gelltlenWl1 against this practice of carrying
conc~alell WeapOllf:;,and I will go further to put
something into the conHtitutioll against duelling,
to prevent these barbarou;; murders. I drew
the dtlE':'l!illg law of 1811. Su(~h were the sentiments I tlH'1\ had and I have them still. Hanging a man is not to reform him, but to deter
others.
When you put a man in the penitentiary,
he llIay reform, but if he is sellU,here when condemned to be hung. in tIle pendency of the appeal, attempts to get him out will be made, and
a guard will ha\-e to attend around the prison.
The question wa;; thPll taken on the adoption
of the section proposed bJ Mr. Turner, and it
was r".jectl;'d.
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Hardiu.j for 'an open confession is good for the
soul;' thus saith the Lord.
I will not say of
him, that in the times to which I allude, he
"magnumpartem
vidit et magna. paTS fuit;" but it
is said Jn the good book that-

of the twelve circuit judges will have to perform,
in case this provision is adopted, may grow out
of the statements of gentlemen on this subject.
The senior gentleman from Nelson says, the additional labor 'will be seven-twelfths;
the gen"Long as the lamp hotda out to burn,
tleman from Oldham corrects him, and says it is
The vilest sinner may return."
seven·nincteenths,
which is right
as to the
When the great question was agitated as to amount of additional labor imposed upon the
the constitutionality
of the reorganizing
act, twelve, and this gives the one-twelfth
of sevenand of the old court and the new court, I had nineteenths
as the additional
labor of each of
the honor of a scat in the legislature, and I the twelve judges, which is somewhere about
recollect that the gentleman
himself, and the the one-thirty-flith part of the whole business
party who acted with him, weut so far as not of our circuit courts.
I am inclined to think
only to break down the new court, but the old that twelve judges can do the business, and do
court with it, for they refused to give them a it well, if they arc adequately paid, and I shall
salary, and with it fell every prosecuting
attor- go tor the section, with the understanding
that
ner in Kentucky. I went against the whole the 9th section, which is restrictive of the legisthing, for I was a new court man, and as long us lative power to create additional
circuits, shall
any did stand up for it. I was among them.
be strikeu out. I live in the same judicial cirWell, for all I know, we in this body, as the cuit with the gentleman
last up, and coucur
senior gentleman from Nelson says, are a very with him fully in opinion, as to the high qualiwise set of individuals.
I have gone around for fications, integrity, and business habit-s of our
the last two or three evenings for the purpose of judge.
It appears by the statements ofthe genvisiting the members,
for none of them will tleman from Montgomery,
that the judicial discome and see me, and I really can't account for trict in which I live contains as great a number
it, and I will venture to predict, as the result of of counties as any other judicial district in the
my observation, that during the last three or state save one, and that the judge of this disfonr nights in the town of Frankfort, there have trict decides as many cases ail any other judge
been more figures made than in the balance of in the state; yet I am certain he could perform
the United States. for the same length of time. the additional
labor of one more county, and
r have never before seen the same amount of this would be his one-twelfth of the sevenfigures on the face of the earth.
I am not much nineteenths
to be divided, if the labor of the
at figures myself. never having cyphercd further whole state be equally distributed
among the
than the rule of three, ana if we are not to come twelve judges.
to a conclusion except through cypIlering, then I
Mr. GRAY.
I am satisfied, from my own
have no earthly chance at all. With my friend knowledge, that twelve circuit judges will not
from Montgomcry, (Mr. Apperson,) and not him do all the business of the state.
Even now, with
alone either, there is nothing in the world that nineteen judges, in some of the counties, in
cannot be done by figures.
Is it the court of Washington for instance, I understand that their
appeals, or the circuit courts, or the basis of chancery docket is so crowded that it is almost
population
that is being argued?
It makes no impossible to get a cause tried.
Well, tbis evil
difference, in either case or in whatever case, the will certainly be increased, if we reduce the
gentleman is prepared with his figures, and has number of judges to twelve.
'I'he judicial busithe matter all laid off into districts.
He re- ness of the country is now, probably at as low
minds me of the doctor 'who was called on by a an ebb as it ever was in this state, and in making
gentleman to sec hrs wife, then on a sick bed. a constitution for future years, we should take
He called on her, and drawing out his big into consideration the possible increase oflitigabottles prescribed doses to be given her, a quart tion. It is only a few years since the popular
at a time.
Says the husband-"See
here, hose, will, from the want of facilities for the transacno marc of that."
"Let me alone," replied tho tion cf their judicial
business,
demanded the
doctor; "I only want to Un'OW her into fits, and increase of the number of J'udicial districts to
if I can do that she is cured, for I am hell on eighteen or nineteen.
In t te district where I
DtS." So with the gentleman;
if he can onll reside, the business had increased so that a judge
throw the question into figures, he will eany It had to be brought from the northern section of
beyond a doubt.
[Langhter.]
the state, where there were too many, in order to
Now, I am for the twelve judges. believing
relieve the litigants.
And the judge had only
that they can do all the work.
"'~e have a very about fifteen hundred appearances there, when
excellent judge in my district, and I believe he this relief was considered necessary.
I think,
can do the business for three or four more coun- therefore, in contemplation of what must be the
ties. But if their labors are to be increased, I natural Increase of business, vee should not reshould like to see them better paid. and I regret strict the number of judges in the constitution,
that the committee did not adopt the minimum
but leave it to tlle legislature to increase or deof $1600 for their salaries.
I w<rnt to secure crease it, as the public necessities IUay require.
good men, and do not desire to sec any jack- But if we do fix the number, we clearly 011ght
legged lawyers on the bench. Men Rufficiently not to reduce it below fifteen, for I do not bequalified will not leave their practice for a less lievethat even at this time, less than tllat num.
salary than $1600.
My idea of R/'udiciaI'Y is to ber can get through with the dockets in each
11:lVefewer and better men, whowil do more work county in Kentucky without it, and with but
and to pay them weU for it.
twelye judges there would be snch an aecumulaMr. OHAMBERS.
Some misapprehension
as tion of chancery business on the docket, that
to the amount of additional
labor which eaeh there would soon be no sllch Uling as trying a
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chancery cause at all.
But there was another men, who, by fewer judges with higher salaries,
portion of the report even more objectionable expect to have all the judicial business performI call upon gentlemen
than this. It is, that no matter what may be the ed, will not be achieved.
exigencies of the community, or the necessity to consider these facts. If there are to be fewer
judges
with
more
duties
imposed on them, I
for the increase of judicial labor, the people
shall be denied the nght, through the legisla- should certainly be willing to "increase their salture, to increase the number of judges.
Such, I aries; but I believe the effect would be to clog
maintain, will be the practical operation of the the constitution, and risk its adoption by the
section providin~ that the number shall not be people. I hope we shall not fix the number of
or if the number
increased over sixteen, until the population of Judges in this constitution,
the state shall exceed one million and a half. should be retained there, I trust we may strike
All know that the increase of liti~ation is not out the provision which prohibits the legislature
governed by the increase of pOl/ulatioll.
Now, from increasing the numoer.
Mr. MACHEN.
In my district the judge not
I am for restricting le&,islation In some degree,
only discharges all the duties imposed upon
but in a matter of this kind, so vitally important
him,
hut
could
do
it
were they thrice as much.
to the best interests of the people, I would not
Mr. A. K. MARSHALL moved the previous
prevent the legislature from affording relief to
the people, when their will and necessities may question, and it was ordered.
The question was then taken on the motion to
demand it. I doubt whether such a restriction
exists in the constitution
of any state in this strike out twelve and insert fourteen, by yeas
Union, and if it does, it eertainlyoughtnotto.
Let and nays, on the call of Mr. BALLINGER. and
7,
the people decide the matter for themselves.
If the convention refused to strike out-yeas
they require more judges; give them the power nays 64, a....follows:
to create them, and do not adopt a provision
YEAs-John
L. Ballill~er, Nathan Gaither,
which will ever prevent them from increasing
Richard D. Gholson, Ninian E. Gray, 'l'homas
the number above sixteen.
I believe that num- James, John J. Thurman, Squire Turner-7.
bcr to be necessary now, or that it will be, if the . NAys-Mr. President, (Guthrie.) Richard Apbusiness of the state continues to increase in person, John S. Barlow, Alfred Boyd, William
any thing like the proportion it has heretofore, Bradley, Luther Brawner, Charles Chambers,
by the next five or six years.
And what is the William Chenault, James S. Chrisman, Beverly
reason-c-theupology offered fordoing this? Why, L. Clarke, Jesse Coffey, Henr~ R. D. Oolemun,
it is said that if we pay them well, the judges Benjamin Copelin, William Cowper, Edward
will be more industrious
in the discharge of Curd, Lucius Desha, James Dudley, Chasteen
their duties, and that therefore, a less number T. Dunavan, Benjamin F. Edwards, Milford Elwill be required.
I acknowledge this in part, liott, Green Forrest, Thomas J. Gough, James
but gentlemen have abandoned this ground. P. Hamilton, Ben. Hardin, John Hargis, VinWhile they refuse to the legislature the right to cent S. Hay, William Hendrix, Andrew Hood,
increase this number, they give to that body the Thoma.'! J. Hood, Mark E. Huston, Alfred ~I.
full power to fix thcsaleries.
Gentlemen should Jackson, William Johnson, George W. Johnnot feel themselves bound or restrained by the ston, George W. Kavanaugh, James M. Lackey,
report of the committee; but if any amendment Peter Lasbbrooke, Thomas W. Lisle, Willis B.
is needed they should be prepared. to make it. Machen, George \V. Mansfield, Alexander K.
'1'he people certainly ought to have the right to Marshall, Martin P. Marshall, Richard L. Maves,
create what tribunals they may need, and the Nathan McClure. John H. McHenry, David
right to pay their officers such salaries as may Meriwether, William D. Mitchell, Thomas P.
be proportionate to the labors they are required Moore, Elijah F. Nuttall, Henrv B. Pollard,
to perform.
Do gentlemen believe that these Johnson Price, Larkin J. Proctor, 'Thomas Rocksalaries will ever he increased by the legislature,
hold, John '1'. Rogers, Ira Root, James Rudd,
to the point that is here suggested and desired? Michael L. Stoner, Albert G. Talbott, John D.
I say they will not, for the people generally, be· Taylor, William R. Thompson, Philip Triplett,
Iieve that $1,200 is as much as the services of a John Wheeler, Charles A. Wickliffe, Robert N.
Judge are worth.
I should therefore, have pre- Wickliffe, weslcy J. Wright-64.
ferred that the salary should be fixed here. The
The fourth section was then read and adoptlesislature did once, when money was plenty,
ed.
a:d every thine- high, increase the salaries to
The fifth section was read, as follows:
$1,500, hut it did not stand the test of time, and
"SEC. S. The general assembly shall, fit the
they were again reduced to $1,200.
And gentlemen may certainly expect that if the matter is same time that the jud icial districts are laid off,
left to the legislature again. they will be fixed at direct elections to be held in each district, to
elect a judge for said district, and shall pre~
not more then that amount.
Mr. CLARKE.
Does the gentleman want to scribe how, and in what manner, the elections
make a constitution which will prevent the peo- shall be held and conducted, and how the govple from reducing the salaries of their officers, ernor shall he notified of the result of the election, and who has been choseu : Prceided, That
If they desire it?
Mr. GRAY. I have made no motion of that such election shall be held at a different time
sort. I believe that twelve judges are not from that at which elections are held for govgovernor, and members of the
enough, and that if we had more, their salaries nor, lieutenant
could not to be increased.
And I say that, tak- general assembly."
Mr. TRIPLETT
suggested a verbal amending as an index for the future the course heretofore pursued, the salary will not be above $1200, ment,.by which the election of circuit court
and that therefore, the purposes of those gentle- judges should be first held on the second Mon-
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day of May, 1851, as was provided ill the cases
of the judges of the court of appeals.
'l'he amendment was adopted, as was the section thus amended.
The sixth section was then read and adopted,
as follows:
"SEC. 6. All persons
qualified to vote for
members of the general assembly, in each district, shall have the right to vote for judges."
The seventh section was read:
"SEC. 7. No person shall be eligible as judge
of the circuit court who is not a citizen of the
United States, a resident of the district for
which he may be a candidate, two years next
preceding his election, at least thirty years of
age, and who has not been a practicing lawyer
eight years, or whose service upon the bench of
any court of record, when added to the time he
may have practiced law, shall be equal to eight
years."

on a similar section in the article in relation
to the court of appeals.
My objection to the
restriction, how ever, is not so great in regard to
thnt body, us in regard to the circuit judges.
I
now move to strike out that restriction in this
article, with a "jew, at least, to secure a reduction in the term of years required, and on that
motion I ask for the yeas and nays,
Mr. HARDIN.
'I'be action of the circuit court
committee has been to maketheirarticlfl conform
and harmonize, aa far as possible, with that on
the court of appeals, and in so doing they have
conceded fiany qualifications
as to nge, &c.,
which they were disposed to require.
This
qualification,
which the gentleman from Scott
proposes to strike out, is the same as that contuined in the court of appeals article, and if it
is necessary for the judges of that court, surely
it is necessary for the circuit .iud~e. He has no
body to help him, no time gi ven him to make up
Mr. WM. JOHNSON.
This section contains his opinion, aud must decide hundreds of coua principle entirely new, and which I believe trcversies during the rapid progress of a jury
lIM never been incorporated into the constitution
trial, and he ought, therefore, to be a remarkably
of any state in this union, to the extent in which well read lawyer, and not only that, but he should
it is here provided.
I refer to the requisition of be one whose mind has great powers of conccneight years' practice of the law, or practice and tration and energy, because the lives, libert~',
service as judge egual to that. time, us a qualifi- and the fortunes of men are to depend upon hIS
cation for a candidate for the judgeship.
No decisions, given upou the spur of the occasion,
constitution of <lny state that I know of, adopts and without a moment's time for consideration.
this principle save Louisiana, and there the re- 'rhe court of arpeals lllay take time. A circuit
quieition IS for only five years.
'When we are j,udge,aboveal others in the state.should be aman
about to outer upon new ground and establish a of the highest order of talents and attainments.
principle of this kind, particularly in view of 'Ve know that there are men of remarkable elothe fact that there are forty two lawyers in this quence who can run off with the feelings of the
convention, and I say nothing against them, voters, and perhaps secure an election frorn the
there ought at least to be full investigation.
In people thereby, who possess no legal attainthe State of Mississippi, there is no such restric- ments, and who would never get tLe appointtion. 1IJ New York, the only restriction is, as ment from a governor and senate, upon whom
to the judges of the court of appeals, who are this influence could not be brought to operate.
rcq uired to have been judges of some inferior I knew a yf)ung man who was the finest orator I
court. In Louisiana there is a restriction, and have ever board, and I do verily believe that if
they are required to have been practicing law- thc candidate was eligible at the age of twenty
yers for five years. 'What has been the rule in one or twenty two, unless his opponent was a
l\:entucky? Under the present constitution the man of great ability, he would run off with all
candidate was not even required to be a citizen the voters. Great God. how the boys would
of the state, or twenty one years of age--there
gather around him at a battalion muster.
I
was no restriction at all. 'I'hcrefore, when you have seen him pour .in the hot shot, one after
are about to say to one hundred and fifty thou- another, until he would set the whole battalion
sand voters in this state, not olle uf you shall be in a flame. There will be sudl men now and
a judge, and to givt: to some two or three hun- then, and what 80rt of a judge would they
dr~d citizens alone this ex~11l8ive privilege, I make? I will not say a word against him, for the
say it becomes neces8ar.r to look at the subject
lUOrfellow is dead and gone, but he never would
and to in vestigate it.
It will be a liberal al- Hlye made a jl1dgll. I do hope, therefore, we
lowanee to say that there are Due thousand two shall ret.ain this qualification fol' ajudge.
We
hundred practicing lawyers in Kentllcky, and have already requIred a qualification of ag:e.
of Lhese not more than one fourth ha,"e prac- and tllis beiIlg the most reponsible office in tIle
ticed eight years, and it is to these alone you state, for the truth of which I appeal to every
propose to give the exclusive right of being pra<:ticing lawyer, requiring the greatest expecandidates for judge.
You say that the people rience and the highest attainments.
I do hope
are the proper body to select these offieers, and the gentleman wilf be content with having caDyet you rcstrict their choice out of one hundred ed trw yeas and nays, as llC says, on the section
and fifty thoUfHmd to SOUlefew hundred individ- of the court of appeals article, and let this secuals. No matter how well qualified the can- tion go as it is.
didate may be, ;rou fix the iroH rule that he
Mr. CLARKE,
I concur with the gentleman
shall not be eli1;rJble to the office unless he has last up, and with the gentleman who offered this
bCl:J1la praetiemg lawyer for eight years. No amendment, but not UPOllthe same points.
As a
matter if he had praclIced for seven years and general thing, these brilliant and sparkling men
eleven months, and become as good a lawyer as to ·whom the gentleman referred as firing their
was possible for him to becomeillanother month, hot sLots and carrying off whole battalions, nevst.ill .he would not be eligible.
I had t,his idea er make good lawyers. Yet this very voung
ill my mind when I called for the yeas and nays man, at the elld of eight years practice, w~ithol1t
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being a better lawyer than he was at the end of
four years, might then, with the aid of his hot
shot, according' to the section as it stands, have
mounted the circuit court bench. I agree with
the gentleman as to the importance of the office,
and that its incumbent should be a man well
qualified, but just here the gentleman and I separate, and I go with the gentleman from Scott,
(Mr. W, Johuson.)
I maintain
that the people
arc competent to judge of these qualifications.
Under our present constitution nona cf these
qualifications have been required; neither has it
been required that the governor nnd a majority of
the senate should be lawyers; yet to them was
given the power, without restriction, to judge of
the legal abilities and attainments of a candidate. But when you are about to place the appointment in the hands of the people, then you
come in with your instructions, and seek to
throw shackles upon their exercise of that po"rcr. If the people are capable of self-government, and of choosing their own officers, why
throw these restrictions around them. If you
would not impose them on the governor, why
should you on the people? If you were to give
to the governor the power to appoint his own
secretary of state, would you say in the constitution that this secretary should be a fine pens~
man end e goodclcrkj
I reckon not. You leave
this to the governor to determine, though the secretaryof state is a very responsible officer. but
as I have remarked through the whole sitting of
the convention, whenever it is proposed to make
an officer elective by the people, a mutual distrust of them pervades tbe minds of a large majority of this body, and they at once proceed to
throw such restrictions around the people as will
stamp upon the face of this constitution our distrust of their capacity. I shall in this instance,
as in regard to the judges of tbe court of appeals,
vote against these restrictions,
I believe in the
capacity and the competency of the people to
judge as to these qualifications for themselves.
I have not the remotest ideathat the time will
ever come in this commonwealth when tbe!,ople of any judicial district will be so blln to.
and regardless of their OWJl interests and rights
as to select for the office of judge a man who is
not competent to tbe discharge of its duties.
Having the most abiding and laating confidence
in the intelligence of the people on this subject, I
am willing to submit the right uurestncted to
them, And if they do on one occasion select a
man who is not qualified, their interests, their
dearest rights, are all in jeopardy, and if any
body suffers, it is them, and as thev can soon ascertain when they have done wrong, they have
then the motive to do right, and will do it.
Mr, MI'I'CHELL.
The gentleman llUS poured
out a torrent of indignant eloquence against
those who are so untortunate as to believe thnt
certain restrictions, if you please, in the constitution will be wholesome. He has thought proper to denouncll that portion of the house, who
entertain such opinions, 3S being distrustful of
the intelligence of the people. I either do not
understand the subject, or else the gentleman
does not. He seems to distinguish between this
convention and the people, and be says this convention is about to throw shackles aroulld the
action of the people. Why, the action of this

convention, whatever it may be, is to be submitted to the people, and if they ratify it, then it
becomes the direct.action.and thewilloftbewhole
people. It is then the whole people prescribing
to the various districts of the state, what is their
will. You might as well attempt to throw shackele about a flash of lightening, as around the sovereign people of this commonwealth.
As long
as the constitution about to be made, shall exist.
it will be the will of the whole ]?eople of this
commonwealth, ascertained by their ratification
of it, and whenever they object to it, they will
take measures to revoke that will-they
will call
a convention and modify their organic laws.
Upon the principle the gentleman contends for,
tbat you should remove all restrictions, where is
the propriety of declaring that the citizen shall
be twenty one years of age before he is entitled
to vote? 'I'he sovereign people have the intelligence to judge of that matter. Why are we assembled to make any fundamental law? If there
is no necessity for some fixed principles of government, why not say at once, that the people, in
their sovereign capacity, are capable of self government, and adopt no such fundamental law.
I say, cany out the principle urged by the gentleman, and it amounts to that, and does not
stop short of the destruction of all fundamental
law, The doctrine of the gentleman reminds
me of an anecdote, J once heard, of an old gentlcman who had been engaged for some time in a
debauch. He camehome after nightfall.uud found
his wife in bed, and feeling considerable nausea
about the stomach and desiring something acid,
he went to her, and asked, «Linsey, is there any
buttermalk?"
He was told, alta voce, to look for
it in the press, and after fumbling about in the
dark without finding any, be again approached
his sulky wife and said, "Jlnsey dear.. did yOll
say the buttermilk was in the press," "Yes" was
her angry reply, "go 'long and look for it,"
Meeting with no better success, said he, atlength
"J'insey, Jinsex, (raising his voice.) Jiusey, I say.
is the buttermilk in a crock, oris it just loose so."
It occurs to me we ought to put our buttermilk
in a crock, and not leave it "just loose so." But
carry out the argument of the gentleman and we
are to have every tbing "just loose so."
The
gentleman who first made the motion to strike
out, does not seem to object to the restriction. He
does not think the sovereign people assembled
here through their delegates ma.y not impose rcstrictions upon the various districts of the statethe w1101espeaking to a part; but he thinks the
time of practice required, too long, and is againstnot the principle, but the matter in its details.
He thinks eight years too long, and he says that
a practicing lawyer of seven years and eleven
months may be just as good a judge as the man
who has practiced eight years, and yet you exclude him. 'We have to fix upon some time, and
if it was seViln, six, or :five years, still tbere
would be the same objections eXisting, It was the
experience and declaration of one of the greatest
legal sagcs the world ever saw, that it is necessary there should be, "viginti annQ8lucubralwnes,"
twenty years of study, to compass the science of
law. We have not prescribed so long a period,
Wc have proposed that eight years shall be the
time, The mind and the judgment, at the age
of thirty, are usually matured, and the prof.:s-
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sional experience which eight years bring with
them, gives promise that our judicial candidates
will be conversant, not only with the theory but
therractice of the law. Ajudge, no matter ]IOW
wel learned he may be in the theory and elementa of the law, would be exceedingly awkward,
if called upon to dispense justice, without having become familiar with the practice of OUT
courts.
'I'his is rarely acquired to the extent
required, in less than eight years.
The experience of all lawyers, and the practice which has
obtained in judicial appointments
in Kentucky,
justify this. I do not know that an instance has
ever come to my knowledge,
where a man was
placed on the bench in this state who had not
practiced for eight or ten years.
The gentlemen have said that we were about
to impose restrictions which were not required
in the old constitution.
Gentlemeuwould
find by
referring to that instrument that the circuit court
is not the creature of the old constitution,
but
of the legislature.
It has been demanded
that
in the fundamental law of the laud there should
be less discretion given to the legislature,
and
hence we are fixing these details in the constitution. It is the people, by their delegates here,
doing this thing, which, when submitted
to
them and ratified, will become their direct act.
Mr. THOMPSON.
I am one of those who believe that the people are competent to select all
their officers.
If so, there is no necessity
for
these restrictions in the constitution-if
they arc
incompetent, why then the power to make the selection should be confided to Borne other tribunal.
In N. York, Illinois, Mississippi, Iowa and Wisconsin, tho only states I believe in the Uniou who
elect their judges, you find none of these restrictions imposed on the people.
Nor were there any
restrictions of a similar character imposed upon
the appointing power of'thegovernor in Kentucky
under the old constitution.
The only restrictions, as to governor, members of the legislature,
&'-0., were as to age and residence. Under the fed
oral constitution
it is the same. N O\V we are
willi nc to go as far in this matter of restriction
as in the instances to which I have referred, but
no further.
Turn your attention to those states
where they elect their clerks, and you will find
that, except in Indiana, a certificate is required
of none of them.
I shall support the amendmeut.
Mr. TURNER
moved the previous question,
and it was ordered.
'I'he question was then taken on Mr. JOHN·
SON'S amendment, and it was rejected yeas 31,
nays 38, as follows:
.
Yaes-c-Jobn
S. Barlow, Alfred Boyd, Wm.
Bradley, Luther Brawner, 'I'hos.D. Brown, Wm.
Chenault, B. L. Clarke, Jesse Coffey, Henry R. D.
Coleman, Benjamin Copelin, Wm Cowper, Edward Curd, Lucius Desha, Milford Elliott,Greell
Forrest, Nathan Gaither, Richard D. Gholson,
James P. Hamilton, John Hargis, William Hendrix, William Johnson,
James M. Lackey, Willis B. Machen, George W. Mansfield, Nathan
McClure, David Meriwether, Thomas Rockhold,
Jhhn '1'. Rogers, Michael L. Stoner, William
R. Thompson, John Wheeler-31.
NAys-Mr. President, (Guthrie,) Richard Apperson, John L. Ballinger,
Charles Chambers,
Jas. S. Chrisman, Jas. Dudley, Chasteen 'f. Dun-

avan, Beuj.F. Edwards, 'l'homasJ. Gough.Ninian E. Gray, Ben. Hardin, Vincent S. Hay, Andrew HOOd, 'fhos.J Hood, Mark E. Huston, AI·
fred M. Jackson, George W. Johnston,
George
W. Kavanaugh,
Peter Lashbrooke, 'I'bomas W.
Lisle, Alex. K. Marshall, Martin P. Mal'shall,
Richard L. Mayes, John H. McHenry, Wm. D.
Mitchell,
Thomas P. Moore, Elijah F. Nnttall,
Johnson Price, Larkin J. Proctor, Ira Root, Jas.
Rudd, AlbertG. Talhott,JohnD.
Taylor. Philil)
'I'riplett, Squire Turner, Charles A. Wickliffe,
Robert N. Wickliffe, Wesley J. Wright-38.
And then the convention adjourned.
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Prayer by the Rev. GEORGEW.
INELIGIBILITY

26, 1849.
BRUSH.

OF CIRCUIT JUDGES.

Mr. LISLE.
Mr. President,
I offer the fol·
lowing resolution:
"Whereas,
it is necessary for the protection
and security of the citizens of this commonwealth, that the independence
of the judiciary
shall be strictly preserved, and nothing should
be done which would be calculated
to weaken
or destroy the independence
of that department
of the government.
Therefore,
Resolved, That the circuit judges should be
ineligible
for the term of one year from the expiration
of the term for which they may be
elected."
Mr. President:
Before any action is taken on
the resolution which has just been read by the
secretary, I desire to submit a few remarks. The
subject of the election of the circuit judges has
not been discussed
ill the committee of the
whole.
I regard it as one of the most important
which has come under the consideration
of the
convention.
I am satisfied, from the manifestations
I have
seen in this house, that the fate of my proposition will be somewhat similar to that of my
friend from Bourbon; nevertheless, I am willing
to risk what little reputation Ihave on the truth
of the proposition.
Perhaps it is proper that I should say that
before my constituents
I advocated the election
of the judges by the people, nay, I may say that
I desired the election of all, or nea.rly all, the
officers, and I still desire it. I advocated the
election of the judges by the people, not because
I thought it free from objection, but because I
thought it less objectionable
than the present
mode, or any other mode which I 113.dheard sug·
gested.
How it will work, time only will show.
I believe, if well guarded, it will do well.
In relation to the judges of the appellate court,
I desire to see them elected by districts.
The
object to be attained is an intelligent, upright,
independent
judiciary.
When I sayan
independent judiciary,
I mean that the judges shall
be free from, and above all improper influence.
Such a judiciary all desire. It is admitted that
such a judiciary
is necessarv to the safety and
protection of all classes, and more particularly
to the humble in society.
It is agreed and set-
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tled that the judges shall be elected.
Sir, I de. our ancestors.
But, sir, the men who formed
sire to see the experiment of electing judges those constitutions were wise and patriotic.
fairly tested in Kentucky, though I acknowl- 'l'hey loved liberty; it had cost them much.
edge that I have not so much confidence in it as They had confidence in the people and believed
some gentlemen profess.
'Ve have been assured that they were capable of self-government,
that there is no danger to be apprehended from though they may not have professed as much
that mode of selecting a judge.
We have been devotion to them as we have. I acknowledge,
assured that we have the light of experience ill sir, that I revere the memory of those great and
other states to direct us, and that this light so good men. 'l'hey were the devoted friends of
illuminates our pathway, that the way-faring
civil and religioue Iiberty, and I resfect the
man, though a fool, need not err therein.
'l'he works of their hands.
They were wi lillg to
light which we have from our sister states on confide to the people of this country the election
this subject, is not so clear to my mind as it has of their governor, members of congress, and
appeared to other gentlemen.
Let us examine
members of the state legislatures, and virtually
for a moment what that light is. Mississippi
of the President of the United States.
Why
was, I believe, the first state in this union which was it that thev thought it, unsafe to risk the
ventured on the election of her inferior judges. election of the judgeej
'I'here was, I suppose,
She has been electing them since 1831 or HJ32. some reason for withholdin~ from the peowe the
In that state the circuit judges are required to election of judges, while they confided to them
interchange or alternate circuits.
'Phis inter- tho election of other officers. I acknowledge,
changing is a conservative feature in her system; sir, that I am timid, when we are about to subbut even with that feature, how has it worked vert great principles which are recognized in
there? I acknowledg-e that I am not well in- our constitutions, state and federal, under which
formed in relation to Its practicable operation in we have lived and prospered for half a century,
Mississippi.
I have been informed, however, and from a few scattered colonies, have grown
by respectable gentlemen, who professed to have to be a great nation of thirty states-the
admibeen present and witnessed it, that during the ration of the world-principles
which were
pressure in 1836 and 1837, their judges, perhaps,
sanctioned
by a Washington,
a Madison, a.
and sheriffs, resigned to avoid holding courts Franklin, an Adams, and a Jefferson, and, to
and making sales of property, and were imme- come nearer horne, by a Breckinridge, a Rowan,
diately re-elected.
Such a course as that might a Marshall, and other illustrious names. Sir,
suit a state where the doctrine of repudiation
my friend from Knox (Mr. Woodson,) while he
meets with popular favor; but, sir, 1 hope the charges others with too much respect for the
day may never come, when it will be counte- opinions of those sages and patriots, boldly pronanced In Kentucky.
She has I;{ivell the high- claims that be is for carrying hia principles out,
est evidence, under the most trYlllg circumstanand is for electing all the federal officers, judges,
ces, that it 'Would not. Sir, during the pressure
posmusters, &c. Sir, when this is done, what
in this state in 1823 and 1824, when the country will be its effect on the peculiar institutions of
was largely involved in debt, when ruinous sac- this country?
They will, most assuredly, be
rifices of property were made, by sales under swallowed up by what the gentleman was pleasexecution, and when the legislature interposed
ed to call the aristocracy of numbers.
and passed laws and formed a court, to protect
Have gentlemen reflected Oll the difference
the debtor class from those great sacrifices, Ken. there is between the election of executive and
tucky, be it said to her honor, law-abiding as legislative officers. and that of judges? It is
she ever has been, and as I hope ever will be, the duty of executive officers to see that the laws
rose up as one man, and repudiated
this new are executed, and that they operate alike on all.
court and those relief laws, and sustained an Your congressmen and legislators enact. laws,
upright and independent judiciary which had which affect all alike.
If they pass oppressive
declared those laws unconstitutional.
laws, they and their families and relations and
Georgia, though she has elected her superior friends live under them. If an oppressive law
judges for some time, has only recently com- is passed, or an objectionable vote given by a
meuced electing her inferior judges.
New York legislator, as it affects the whole community,
and Iowa have been electing their judges since they become excited, and call their representa1846, and Wisconsin eiuce 1848. So, sir, it will tive to an account.
This we have all witnessed.
be seen that ill none of the states in which they But, sir, it is not so with a judgc; he decides
elect their judges, except Misaissippi, has the private rights between individuals. in which the
system been long enough in existence to test its community at large are not particularly interpracticable operation, and it becomes the friends ested. In a legal contest between you and myof an elective judiciary to be cautious, and to self, Mr. President, the judge may decide for you
throw such guards around it, as will avoid the and against me. without affecting himself or tile
evils which many good and wise men fear will community.
It was, I imagine, for this reason
result from it.
that the framers of our federal, and most of our
thought it unsafe to elect a
Sir, there is another consideration which in- state constitutions,
duces me t0J'roceed with caution and prudence, judge, and it is for this reason, that while I deand to guar in every possible way against any sire the election of the judges, I still wish to
evils which may result Irom an elective juclici- guard against any evils which may arise from
'
ary. It is, that the sages and patriots who it.
formed our federal and most of our state constiI have said sir, that before my constituents I
tutions, were unwilling to elect judges. It has advocated the election of the judge.'). I have
been asserted on this floor, that we are disposed heard no argument which has shaken my opinto pay too much deference to the opinions of ion and views on that subject; but while I advo-
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eated the election of judges, r gave it us my deliberate opinion to the people whom I have the
honor to represent here, that it was uusafe to
elect a judge and make him re-eligible
immediately
after the expirutlou
of the term
for which he was elected. I desired their election, but that they should be ineligible.
Entertainin~ these views, which were freely expressed
Rod discussed, I was returned as a delegate to
this body. I desire faithfully, as far as I can, to
carry these opinions out. It has been urged
agamst the principle of inel igibility,
that it
strikes at the principle of electing by the people.
Sir, there mar he plausible Objections urged against any mode or appointment
which 1
have heard named. I have stated that I ndvocared the election of jucgee-e-not
because I cousidered it free from objc(jtion-bnt
because it is
less objectionable
than allY other mode which I
have heard pointed out. Now, sir, when a gcuHeman presents himself the first time as a candidate for 0. judgeship,
he presents himself on
the great platform of equality.
He has no official power which he can use to secure his election. But when you once place him in power,
you should throw such guards around him as to
prevent his using his official power to perpetuate its eontinunuce.
It is a dangerous principle
in government,
to place power in the hands of
B.uy man which he may use to continue his power. Sir. can the power of a judge be thus used?
1 think it can, and I am, therefore, for making
him ineligible
for one year. to avoid its exercise.
It has not been, and I suppose will not be, denied. that the judges have, and will continue to
have, immense power in their hands.
They are
to decide on the lives, the Ilben.ies, and the fortunes of the citizens
of this cororuouweahh:
and, to some extent, will have them in their
hands.
Will any gentleman venture to assert
that this immense power in thp. hands of a corrupt judge, might not be used to secure his re·
election?
I do not say that itoften,or
even ever,
would be so used; but I maintain
that it might
be, and that it is the part of prudence. in arranging our organic law, so to fonn it as to
aVOId, as far as possible, the improper use of
this power, by allY judge.
If we are so fortunate &'l always to have good judges, it will do
no harm; but if we should have bad ones, it
may do much good.
We have been assured by honorable gentle·
men on this floor, that there is no danger of a
judge e\'er attempting to exercise his power for
Improper purposes.
This mayor may not be.
Judges are men, and 80metimes not the best of
men.
Sir, it was said by my friend from Bourbon, (Mr. Davis,) that the I..orcl's prayer could
not be bettered.
I would apply a portion of
that inimitable
prayer to the Judges which we
mar have-"lead
us not into t~mptation, but
dehV"er us from evil."
My friend from Simpson (Mr. Clarke,) told us
on Sa.turday, that the judges possessed more
power than nny officers of this governmentthat they had in their hands the li\"es, liberties,
and fortuues of the citizens.
And my friend
from Adair (Mr. Gaither,) drew 11S a dark picture of the judiciary
of this and other coun·
tries. When speaking of the judiciary, he sa.id:
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"I have witnessed the operations oC the ju·
dicial arm of the government,
end paid some
attention
to the judicial
history, not only of
our country,
but of times past in other governments.
And I find that, according to their
number,
there were as many blood-thirsty
despots
and tyrants,
and infinitely
more,
among the judiciary, than ever disgraced the legislative halls of any country.
Let IlllY man
rend the history of the state trials in Great
Britain, and he will learn that the best blood the
world ever saw, bas been sacrificed at the shrine
of judicial tyranny.
1l:ark the history of the
United States, and what 'Will you there discover in relation t.o the judieieryf
Does it exhibit
them in :J. light to be re~arded us the depot and
reservoir
of our liberties,
and the asylum to
which we must carry ourselves for saf!::t;r? In
this country we have been taught 0. different
doctrine, it may be however, of a school which
certain portions of this community will not recognize or adopt.
We are told, und every man
who hue regarded the practical
operations of
our judiciary,
must concede it, that they are
embarrassing
and suppressing
the liberties or
the country, gradually,
yet certainly, by their
decisions, and by their operations ou the political cote of government, derriving the sovereign
people of mallY of their Tights.
'I'hey are the
great high priests of political
jesuitism. and
passive obedlence and non- resistance will be the
inevitable
consequence, if the people listen to
the doctrines being inculcated "by many of the
judiciary."
Sir, after the I>entleman had drawn this dark
and frightful
picture of the judiciary,
and assorted its lJOwer, they oppose any restraints to
prevent its improper exercise, and propose that
the judges shall be eligible for re-electIOn as of·
ten as they choose to present themselvesj and
thus, sir, they would throw on the communitr,
these "great high priests of political jesuitism,'
with the strongest tcmptation
to exercise their
priestly and jesuitical
powers.
And, sir, they
will exercise tllem, whenever it becomes Deces·
sary to secure their re-election.
There is no class in society which are so deep~
ly intercsted in having an indep{'udent, intelfiigent, and upright judiciary,
as tIle poor and
humble.
Government was Jlistituted to protect
the weak !lnd humble in society against the ag~
gressions
of the strong and powerful.
The
strong man in society call protect himself.
Sir,
the goddess of justIce is represented as being
blind, that the parties whose causes were to be
decided, might not even be seen; but now, sir,
the parties are not only to be 8een, but if you
make yunr cinmitjudges
re-eligible, there will
be the strongest temptation held out to them, to
court the favor of the powerful and influential
in society, at the expense of the more humble.
But it is said, that if a judge should thus act he
would array all the humble in society against
him, and as they nre much the most numerous~
such a course "Would be fatal to him. Sir, would
it be so? I think not. Men take but little in·
tert'st ill the affairs of other men, and particular·
1y in their law suits.
It is not like legislation_
Judgments
and decrees affect individuals
only~
blltlegislation
affects all.
An oppressive laW'.
affects all! and all become parties to itj but not.
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10 of the decisions of a court.
slr, if 1 was dis- eion of ",111ch I am an humble member. When
posed, I could refer to hundreds
of cases with a judge refuses to sign a bill of exceptions, you
call on by-standers to sign it, and every lawyer
which history abounds, to show that gentlemen
are mistaken in this position.
I will mention will agree with me, that it is very difficult to get
only one. And it is u strong case, sir. There by-standers to sign a bill of exceptions w.hen a
judge refuses to r:lo it.
Few men are willing
once lived a man-e-nay, he was more than manAll desire
he was God and man. He was poor and humble voluntarily to incur his displeasure,
sa far as this world's goods were concerned.
He to be on good terms with the judge who may be
had not where to lay his head.
He had gone called on, we know not how SOOIl, to decide on
about all his life doing good.
He had raised 'our r-ights. Though we may not be involved in
the dead, he had opened the eyes of the blind, law, yet no man knows when that misfortune
he had healed the sick, and he had fed the hun- may befal him.
Sir, you propose to make your governor ineligry. And yet the Saviour of the world W8.8
brought
before a judge.
His character and gible, and your sheriff, after the second term,
and
why?
Because they may use their official
course of life were certainly
well calculated
to
excite the sympathy, affection, and admiration power to perpetuate it. I coneeive that itia much
of the multitude; yetwe are informed that "when more important that a judge should be ineligible,
he haB more power which
'the chief priests and the officers saw him, they for afterhiselection
• cried out, "crucify him, crucify him.
Pilate he might bring to bear to secure hIS re-election,
If you
• eaith unto them, take ye him, and crucify him, than either or both these other officer".
and independent judge,
• for I find no fault in him,"
Here, sir, we find have an upright.Iearned,
on your sheriff, your
this judge yielding to the pOl?ular feeling against he will act as a restraint
justice, aud against the convictions
of his own clerk, and many other officers; but sir, let all
these
officers
eombiue
to
secure
their re-election,
conscience; and this example illustrates
another
point in my argument; that is, that a judge mar as they most Likely would do, and the man who
use improperly his official power.
We are told comes in contact with them and their cfflciel powthat "Pilate said unto him, whence art thou? but er would have most woeful odds to contend
Sir, I desire that every man, who pre·
'Jesus f$8ve him no answer.
Then said Pilate against.
• unto him, speakest thou not unto me, knowest sente himself before the people for public favor,
on
• thou not that I have power to crucify thee, and shall present himself, so far as practicable,
• I have power to release thee?"
Sir, may it not terms of perfect equality, nud that capacity and
merit alone shall decide the contest.
be, if you make your circuit judges re-eligible,
and thcy desire a. re-election, that they will
We have been told by my friend from Oldham,
thus speak, or intimate to the hundreds
and (Mr. Mitchell,) that now is the time to raise the
thousands,
whose
lives, liberties,
und for- judicial sUJ?erstructurc.
So say I; but let us lay
tunes, will be, to some extent, in their hands. Its foundation with wisdom and caution.
We
Men are the same frail, imperfect creatures now, have been admonished by that gentleman, that
which they were two thousand
years ago,
I we should disregard the dogmas of conservetiem.
ask honorable gentlemen
who are disposed to Perhaps it would be as well for the country, if
differ with DIe, 11' this great power in the hands some or us possessed a little more of it. He and
of a judge who was disposed to use it to secure my friend from Adair, animadverted
on the inhis re-election,
would not be irresistible.
Sir, dependence of the judiciary.
Sir, whilst I dewe have been told by honorable gentlemen on sire to see the judges elected by the people that
this floor, that there nrc men all over this state, they may be responsible to them for their conwho can and do exercise immense influence in duct, and that they shall acknowledge
them as
elections,
Suppose a judge desires a re-election;
the source of their power, still 1 hope that the
end suits shoul d come up before him in the various day may never come when this glorious comcounties of his circuit, between gentlemen of monwealth, the land of roy nativity,
shall be
this class. who could control their fifties and cursed with an ignorant,
weak, time-serving,
hundreds, on one side, and an humble individuelectioneering judiciary.
Sir, I agree with the
el who had but one vote, on the other; think gentleman from Bracken, (:Mr. W. C. Marshall,)
you that a judge might not use his official pow- that DO greater curse could befall any count7er to secure his re-election?
It seems to me that
It has been objected that the principle 0 inno judge would desire to be placed in such a sit- eligibility
in A. circuit judge, argues a want of
uattou.
Sir, it is not only desirable that the law capacity in the people to elect their officers. I
should be administered
impartially,
without fa- think not. To gentlemen
who argue thus, I
vor or affection, but it is important that litigants
would say be consistent.
You propose that
should feel assured that no improper
influence your governor shall be ineligible, and that your
has been brought to bear in the decision of their sheriff shall be made ineligible after the second
causes. Nothing is more calculated to lessen the term; IOU propOSlil to throw certain restrictions
respect for judicial decisions than a want of this aroun
almost aJ.I your officers; you propose
confidence.
Sir, it is due to the judge to place that no man shall be a judge, unless he bas been
him in n situation where his motives cannot be a liceueed lawyer and has practiced his profesimpugned, and while we do this, we should sion a certain time, and that he has attained e
form our constitution with an eye to the fact that certain age and resided in the district or clrmen are frail and erring, and that bad. men may cult for a period of time; you require your clerk
and will get into power.
If men were perfect, to have a certificate of his qualification; find you
we should need no constitution or laws.
require qualification
as to age and reBidence in
All these are but
To show the power and influence of a judge, your senators and legislators.
restraints
on
the
elective
franchise, and gentleI will mention another fact, which will ba dUly
men
who
profeR
such
high
de'lotioJI
to princiappreciated by e\7e-ty gentlemaD of the prorel'
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ple, should strike out all these restraints.
Sir,
gove.rnment itself is. a system of restraint.
I
admit that no restraint should be imposed on
any individual, which is not necessary for the
welfa:c a~d prE'servation of the whole. But the
q?est.lO~ IS, IS the restraint of ineligibility
on a
clrcUl.t Judge, a necessary one? That is the great

question,
Sir, it is not a matter of 80 much importance
to the gre~t body of the community,
whether
A or B 18 Judge; but thev are all interested and
dE'eI?ly interested in having the duties of the
station .well performed.
The great object is not
to provide stations for a few individuals, for but
a fe,,:,",~omparativ~ly speaking, can be judges;
but. It IS to obtain a proper discharge of the
duties of the station.
Sir, the people desire a
g.ood judiciary;
it is necessary for their protecnon and fo; the peace and welfare of society,
and they will submit to such restraints as are
n~cessary to the attainment of that great object.
Sir, one of the objects for which we have been
call~d here by the people is to throw greater restrainte around legislators elected directly by the
people.
The people themselves have demanded
this at our hands.
'I'hey demand that the power
of contracting debt, except in cases of emergency, and that to a limited extent, and the power
of granting divorces shall be taken from the
representatives
elected directly by their votes.
And they require that their representatives shall
not meet as often as they have done.
. ~e~tlemen W!lO argue against all restraints on
individuals, strike at the first great principle of
all governments.
In the formation of government each individual agrees to surrender a por·
tion of hi!'! .natural rights. in order that he may
be secured m the eojcymeut of the balance. Sir,
do gentlemen wish to see our judicial decisions
H.S uncertain
and as changeable as our legislenon has been? If they do, let them so organize
the system, that the judicial decisions shall refleet truly, all the changes in public opinion, and
they will have accomplished their object. Such
a judiciary would unhinge society.
None of the
rights which we hold so dear would be secure.
If you would have decisions uuiform and consistent, you must give some element of stability
to the system.
I would as soon suppose that the
majestic oak would stand unmoved without support, amidst the ragingstorm, as that your courts
wou!d withst~nd the frequent changes of public
sentiment, WIthout some element of the kind.
Sir, when you elect your circuit judges for a.
short time, and make them re-eligible, you court
the storm with little or ilO powt~r of resistance.
Say at once how long you think it prudent that
a circuit judge should preside, eleet him for that
period, and make bim ineligible for one year
thereafter, and you thus to a great extent draw
him from the arena of politics during the time
he is judge, and he applies himEielf to the duties
of his station, and to reading and study which
are so indispensable to a judge. Some weeks
since, I procured a list which was made out
from the record in the office of the secretary of
stat .., of all the circuit judges which we have had
in Kentucky since the adoption of the circuit
court system.
The list lDay Dotbe entirely comple~, as there was some difficulty in making it,
owmg to the want of au index: to theearty cx~cu-

tive journals.
I aupposc, however, that the list
may be relied on. From this list it appears that
we have had in thestate sixty-two circuit judges,
including the Louisville chancellor.
In this list
persOl.~.sare not included who were appointed
and did not accept, and yet I find that said sixtytwo judges have served onan average eight years
and eight months. Of these seven have died, thirty-five haveresig~ed, and twenty are still acting.
Several of these judges have been twice commissioned-and
in making the estimate of the averegeIeugth of time which they have served, the
computation has been made of the whole length
?f time they served under both commissions, as
if there had been but one.
It has been objected to the principle of ineligibility in a. circuit judge, that it would withdraw from the judge all stimulant to improvement, and that ]n tiruethe high judicial character
of Kentucky would be lowered. I am not for
lowering but elevating it, and I ask my friend
from Todd, (Mr. Brietow.) and my friend from
Oldham, (Mr. Mitchell,) who have urged this
objection, to examine the list to which I have
referred, and they will there find that it is not to
those judges who have presided longest on the
circuit court bench, to whom they can refer as
the brightest ornaments ill the list
Kentucky's
distinguished jurists.
Sir, there are other stations sufficiently alluring to excite and stimulate men of talents and ability to exertion; bnt
shall we risk inflicting on the country the evils
of an electioneering judiciary with the hope of
stimulating a few men to greater exertion?
What evil to the community can arise from
making the circuit judges ineligible?
There
will be no circuit in the state in which there
will not be several persons, between whose qualifications for ajndgeship,
there will be but little
difference.
It will bring about rotation in office,
which was one of the objects for which this convention was called; competition
will thus be
excited, and it will, as I verily believe, be a conservative and wholesome feature in our constitution.
But let the fate of the proposition be
what it may, I shall have the proud satisfaction
of having advocated the position here which I
did before my constituents.
Sir, at this time I will not ask for a vote of
the convention upon my resolution.fer it may
como up in another shape when we have the
judiciary articles before us. I now merely ask
that it be passed by informally.
It was passed over accordingly.
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The convention resumed the consideration of
the articles ~n the judiciary.
The question first in order was on the eighth
section of the article eonccrning circuit courts,
which was read as follows:
u SEC. 8. The
term of office of the judges of
the circuit court ''''hall be six veal'S from the day
of the election.
They shall fie commissioned by
the governor, and continue in ofth:e Ulltil thelr
successors be qualified.
The removal of a judg<:
from his district shall vacate his office, and when
a vacancy may happen from any cause, it shall
be filled as hereinafter prescrihed."
Mr. HARDIN. There were three proposi.
tions in the committee on circuit courts, fixing
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the term of the judge-one
for f!i~ht years,
another for six years, and another for tour years.
The committee finally settled on six years, but
finding the committee on the court of appeals
had fixed the term of those judges at eight year:;;,
the matter was reconsidered, and the term of
the circuit judges made to conform to that. In
the committee of thirty it was again fixed at six
yt:ars. That committee also provided that the
term should commence on the day of election,
with 11 view of uniformity throughout the state.
Mr. LISLE moved to amend by inserting the
words, " and that they shall be ineligible for the
term of one year from the expiration of the term
for which they may be elected."
Mr. KELLY.
On that question I call for the
yeas and nays.
Mr. HARDIN.
I have no argument to make
on this subject. It was a matter upon which
the committee divided equally, and was, there.
fore, reported as it is found.
Mr. W. C. MARSHALL.
I was opposed to
making the judges re-eligible, because I considered one of tbe great means of securing the independence of the judiciary to be ineligibility.
I
was opposed also to the shortness of the term,
believing that six years was not a term sufficient
to secure the best men of the country.
However, in the committee of thirty, a compromise
was had on six years. I believe that either six
or eight years is too limited.
If the number of
yf!ars shall be fixed at six, and the number of
judges reduced to twelve, as proposed in this
report, my word for it, and I call the convention to witness it this day, it will be the greatest misfortune that ever befell this country.
What man of the propel' character, ability and
legal learning in the state would occupy the position of circuit judge under snob circumstances?
..- None; it would be accepted only by men wholly unfit for the place, and who could not make
their salt at the bar. I am fully satisfied that
this will be the case if the term is reduced to
six years, and the judge made re-eligible.
J am
agamstre-eligibilty
if you give a fair term and
proper salary. My favorite idea is, that no man
should go on the bench of the circuit court uutil he had attained the a~eof thirty, uud that no
man should come off of It by a limitation of the
term until he had served for fifteen years. And
I was willing to give him a salary of $2000, so
that. it should be an inducement to competent,
qualified men to go on the bench, with the prospect when they retired of having received something like a compensation for their services. But
to go on the bench, with the certainty of being
turned out at the end of six years, after the loss
of all their practice, and being obliged then to
come in competition with the boys who had
~prung up around them in the struggle for exiatence, a man of the proper qualifications would
never consent to do it. Hold out the inducements
to which I have referred and you will have men
of talent on the bench; restrict it, as the gentleman from Green, (Mr. Lisle) profosee, and pru·
dent men of that character wil not accept of
the office. If the term is to be limited to six
years, the incumbent of the office oucht to be reeligible. I have made these remarks to define
~y. position, having before opposed re-eligibility.

Mr. MORRIS.
I han, been in favor of along
term and ineligibility.
I nave 110 disposition,
however, to Interfere with the compromise of
the committee, but in order that I may not be
misunderstood, hereafter, I wish to say that I
shall vote lor re.eligibi lity because 1 consider
the term proposed to be too short to admit of
inel igibility.
Mr. IRWIN.
1 am opposed to the re-eligibililyof juds-es, and I think the term proposed
too short. 1 move to strike out six and to
insert.twelve years, and upon that question I call
for the yeas and na1.s.
The PRESIDEN T ruled the amendment out
of order, there beillK a pending amendment.
Mr. STEVENSO.N.
I am in favor of the reeligibility of the judiciary, and I am [';0 on principle. I regard the re-eligibility of the judges,
as bringing about what we all desire and aim to
secure-an
independent, a safe, and an enlightened judiciary.
'I'here is no system in government, uo appointment to any office under any
government to which the ingenuity of mall may
not find some objection.
In considerin~ the
question, whether ajud~e should be re-el igible
or not, the proper light In which to view it in my
judgment, IS whether the inducement and incentive to labor and to integrity is not best secured
by belding out to him, especially when he has
to come before a popnlar tribunal, the prospect
of a re-election-and.
whether the inducement to
good behavior and purity is not greater thereby,
than if you tell him that no matter how he behaves or acts, whether he is corrupt or indolent,
or comes up to the highest standard of judicial
excellence, in either event he is unfit for re-election. Accordingto my judgment, there is no
doubt on the subject. I thiuk every thing goes
to show, that a bad man will be actuated, as all
bad men are, by selfish motives, and that the
very fact, that he might lose his office wben he
came before the reople for re-election, would repress his bad fee ings, and hold out a corrective
on his bad passions.
A good judlJ"e would also
have every motive to the pure, llltelligent., and industrious discharge of Ius duties, in the knowledge that he would be rewarded for it by the
people. Gentlemen talk about rotation in office,
and those who have talked aboutitas a democratic principle, will get up and ask us to fix a term
of twelve years!
That would be rotation in office with a vellgeance.
My idea of rotation
in office is, to let the people have the right
to vote a mall in or out of office, and to have
short terms, so as to give them the choice. It
is not re-eliglbtlity.
for that deprives the people of the right to rotate in office. It is short
terms that gives them that right. I am therefore
in favor of the term of six Ytars and of the .re·
eligibility of the judiciary,
and I believe that
both will tend to bring about the object we all
have in view, an independent,
enlightened, and
pure administration of justice.
Mr. DIXON.
I rise to express my full approbation of the principle contained in the amendment of the gentleman from Green. I thou~ht
when I came here it was right and I still think
so, and I shall vote for the amendment. I ask
my friend from Kenton, (Mr. Stevenson,) this
question; suppose a judge on the bench, under
the expectation that he may be re-elected, should
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surrender up the right.s 01' some weak llugant, to
secure the influence of some powerful Iltigent,
would his rejection by the people remedy the
evil and the wrong inflicted on the weaker- litigant?
I do not see how it would.
The fact
that the judge was not re-elected, would not. in
any way remedy or mitigate the wrong to which
the individual had been subjected.
I have gi\-·
en my views 011 this subject before, and I atu satisfied that the principle of the amendment is
right, and I should, though I have little hope of
it, like to see it adopted in this constitution.
Mr. T. J,HOOD.
I am disposed to stand by
the compromise, reported by the committee, and
I have at all times been in favor of the re-eligibility of judges. Those gentlemen who are op·
posed to 1t, seem to look to the single idea that
by a long term, sufficient inducements
will be
held out to secure men of the first order of ability to occupy the station.
Now then, those in
favor of re-eligibility, look further and beyond
that. We also wish to hold out the inducement
when they have attaiued that station, to discharge its duties faithfully, by making them re'Fonsible at short periods to the people. Then,
i satisfied with hIS discharge of the duties, the
people will reward him, by re-electing him, and
if he has been incompetent, they will place the
seal of public disapprobation
upon him. We
wish to hold out an Inducement that will not only secure talent, but diligence and industry in
office. And I think we may properly and satery trust this power of discrimination
between
the competent and the incompetent, in the hands
of tbe people, those most interested.
Mr. ROOT moved the previous question, and
the main question was ordered to be now put.
Messrs. KELLY and GHOLSON called for the
;yeas and nays upon the amendment, which bewg taken resulted as follows-yeas !l, nays 80.
YEAs-·Archibald Dixon, Selucius Garfielde,
Ben. Hardin, Andrew Hood, J. W. Irwin, Wm.
Johnson, 'I'ho. W. Lisle, Martin Pv.Marehall,
J DO. L. Waller-9.
NAys-Mr. President, (Guthrie,) Richard Ar.person, John L. Ballinger, John S. Barlow, William K. Bowling, Alfred Boyd, William Bradley, Luther Brawner, Francis 111.Bristow, 'rhos.
D. Brown, Charles Chambers, William Chenault,
James S. Chrisman, Beverly L. Clarke, Jesse Coffey, Henry R. D. Coleman, Benjamin Copelin,
'Villiam Cowper, Edward Curd, Lucius Desha,
James Dudley, Chasteeu T. Duna\'an, Benjamin
F, Edwards, Milford Elliott, Green }'orrest, Na·
than Gaither, James H. Garrard, Richard D.
Gholson, Thos. J. Gough, Ninian E. Grey, Jas.
P. Hamilton,John
Hargis, VincentS.Hay,
William Hendrix, 'rho. J. Hood, :Mark E. Huston,
Alfred M.Juukson, Tho. James, George W. Kavanaugb, Charles C. Kelly, James M. Laekev, Peter Lashbrooke, WillisB. Machen, Geo. w. Mansfield, Alexander K. Marshall. William O. Marshall, Riehl1rd L. Mayefl, Nathan McOlnre, Jobn
H. McHenry, David. :Meriwether, Wm. D. Mitchell, Thos. P.1I1oore, John D. Morris, James M.
Nesbitt, Jonathan N.nvcum, Henry B. Pollard,
William Preston, Johnson Price, Larkin J. Proctor, John T. Robinson, Thomas Rockhold, Ira
Root, James Rudd, Ignatius A. Sralding, John
W. Stevenson, James W. Stone, MIchael L. Sto·
ner, Albert a.Talbott, John D. Taylor, William

R. 'I'hompson, JOhll J. 'I'hurmun, Howard Tod.d,
Philip Tl'il!lett, Squire 'I'uruer, John wheeler,
Charles A. Wickliffe, Robert N. Wickliffe, Gee.
W. Williams, Silas Woodson, Wesley J. Wright
-80.
So the amendment 'wag rejected.
The section waa then adopted,
Mr. A. K. MARSHALL.
On Friday last, in
the course of debate, I made the following remarks:
"In the conversation that I had with Judge
Marshall, he expressed no preference for three or
four, but stated emphatically that three were
amply sufficient to transact the business of the
court; and he coincided with the opinion of
Judge Robertson, that. four judges would rather
retard than' expedite the business, and that it
would be no disadvantage, as far as the transaction of the business of the country was concerned, that the court should consist of but three
judges."
I left the room immediately after concluding
my remarks, and consequently did not hear what
was said by the gentleman from Madison, (Mr.
Turner,) but my attention has been called this
morning to the following remarks of that gentle.
man:
"1 care not what any judge, or what any lawyerhas intimated, since the subject has been
talked of here. I do not believe Judge Marshall has given an opinion; he is one of the most
cautious, prudent, discreet men, that 1am acquainted with. I do think that any gentleman,
oceupyil!g the station. t~at "he does, could or
would glve such an opnnou.
1 have read these remarks, sir, for the purpose
of mnkiug an inquiryMr. TURNER.
With the permission of the
gentleman, I will state, that I did not understand him as asserting that he had had a couversation with Judge Marshall. I supposed that
he derived his information from some third per.
eon. If I had understood the gentleman as mao
king the assertion, of course, I should not have
thought of contradicting it,
Mr. A. K, MARSHALL,
I am gratified to
hear the explanation of the gentleman, for 1was
sure that he either misunderstood me, or had not
been correctly rerorted.
The ninth section was then read, as follows:
"SEQ. 9. 'I'he general assembly, if they deem
it necessary, may establish one district every
four years, but the jUdie-ial districts shall not
exceed sixteen, until after the population of this
state shalt exceed one million five hundred thou,
sand,"
Mr. GRAY. I move to strike out the whole
section, and insert the followiIlf'
"The general assembly shal bave power to
increase the number of judges and districts, as
the exigencies of the country may require: Provided, that no 1U0rethan one district shall be es~
tab.ishcd at any 01110 session of the legislature."
I do not think we ought to restrict legislation
upon this subjeet, as proposed in the report. r
think the legislature should have power to)n.
crease the llUmberofjudges and judicial districts,
when an increase shall be demanded by the peo.
pIe. Providing, as I do, tbat only one district
shall be established at anyone session of the
legislature, we shall avoid any thing like com·
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binntion between different secuons of country.
'I'hie, I think, will Insure us against, the establishment of any judicial district, unless the necessities of the country require it.
Mr. HARDIN.
I thiuk the whole provision
will be valueless, if we adopt this amendment.
We began our CIrcuit court system with ten or
eleven districts, and we have been adding to
them, until we have now got the most cumber
some system of circuit courts in the United
States.
We have now got nineteen judges. and
if we leave it to the legislature, we sllall have as
many, if not more, in future.
Gentlemen are
aware that for the last five hundred veare, they
have had but twelve circuit judges hi England,
until within a few years past, when I understand they have added a tlurteenthJ·udge.
There
was a judge for the high court of c lancery, and
u master of the rolls, making but fourteen in
all, while we have had nineteen judges.
I think
there ought to be some restriction upon the power of the legislature
in this respect.
While up
-for I am more anxious upon this subject than
any other-and
that we may adjourn in the
course of a few weeks, I call for the previous
question.
The previous question was sustained, and undel' its operation the amendment was rejected.
The section was then adopted.
The tenth section was then read as follows:
"SEC. 10. The judges of the circuit courts
shall, at stated times, receive for their services
an adequate compensation, to be fixed by law,
which shall not be diminished during the time
for which they shall have been elected."
Mr. HARDIN.
The bill as originally framed,
fixed the minimum of the salaries to be paid to
the judges at $1,600, the number of judges bein~ reduced from nineteen to twelve.
The committee of thirty struck out $1,600.
I want to
see the best talent that can be obtained placed
upon the bench, and in order to secure that talent, I think the minimum ought not to be less
than $1,600.
Mr. C. A. WICKLIFFE.
I am inclined to the
opinion that in putting together the amendments
adoped by the committee of thirty, one was preterm itted , My recollection is, that there was all
amendment
adopted at the instance of the gentleman from Hickman, (Mr. Jumes.) that the salaries of judges should be equal and uniform
throughout the commonwealth.
I therefore beg
pardon of the committee and of the bouse for
pre~ermi~ting the amendment, and now offer it
for mseruon.
The motion was agreed to, and the following
words inserted after the word "law," "which
shall be equal and uniform throughout
the
state."
Mr. MERIWETHER.
I will offer the following as a substitute for the section under consideration:
"Each circuit judge shall receive from the
public treasury an adequate compensation, to be
fixed by law, and shall not be diminished during
their respective continuance in office, and shall
never be less than --hundred dollars per
annum, and which shall be equal_and uniform
throughout the state."
It will be perceived that this is precisely the

same as the original section, except that it flses
a minimum salary.
Mr. NESBITT.
I beg to offer as an amendment to the amendment the following:
"Provided, That whenever a new jud~e is added, his salary shall be raised by deductions from
the salaries of those already in office."
Mr. HARGIS.
There is much in this article
that is not agreeable to me, but in the spirit of
compromise, I am willing to sacrifice some of
my' own views, and therefore I hope the section
WIll be allowed to stand as it is.
The amendment to the amendment
was reo
jected.
Mr. MACHEN.
I prefer that the whole subject shall be left to the people, unless we fix a
large minimum.
It appears to me that $1,600 is
the smallest salary that will give us aroy reasonable chance of procuring
the services of men of
the best talent.
But I think it will be better to
leave the whole matter to the legislature.
1I'1r. W.C.MARSHALL.
I propose that $1 ,SOO
be the minimum fixed, as the salary of these
judges.
:Mr. WALLER.
I prO!lOSe $1,600 as the minimum.
Mr, MERIWETHER.
I accept the proposition of the gentleman
from Woodford,
(Mr.
Waller.)
'I'be question then being upon striking out
$1,600, and inserting $1,800.
Mr. C. a. WICKLIFFE.
I shall vote for the
largest amount named.
I believe, from my intercourse with the delegates upon this floor, that
there will be perhaps no better opportunity to test
the views of this convention, as to whether the
judges shall be liberally compensated for their
services.
I am disinclined, however, to fix either
a minimum or maximum salary in the constitution, for there is great sensitiveness
on the sub'cet of the salaries of officers; and although a.
J aree portion of the community who are in favor
of a well regulated jud icia-y, would be willing
to vote a large and competent salary, yet if you
were to tell these men that the organic law had
fixed it beyond their control, you migllt produce
intheirminds
a prejudice against this constitution
difficult to be removed.
I hud intended at the
pmper time, to offer, on my own responsibility,
the amendment which I proposed
in committee;
that the next legislature, coming in under the new
constitution,
fully impressed,
as I trust it will
be. with the importance of ~iving this experiment a just and im]?artial trial, should fix the
salaries of the judicial
officers at a standard
which should not be diminished
for eight or ten
years; and by that means we should secure
better salaries, and free the constitution from the
danger of attack, because of its inhibition on the
subject of salaries.
If the amendment under consideration
should
be rejected, I shall offer, in the shape of an addition section, the substance of what I have indicated.
Mr. NESBITT.
My opinion is, that if we
fix a minimum in the constitution,
we ought to
give the legislature
the power to reduce that
minimum whenever they increase the number of
judges.
I have no objection to fixing a minimum, provided this principle be adopted.
The
legislature may increase the number to twenty,

on
and if so, it is not to be expected that they Alfred M. Jackson, .A.lex:ander K. Marshall.
should each receive a salary of $1,600. When Martin P. Marshall, William C. Mal'shall, John
in order, I will move to add the following H. McHenry, David Meriwether,
William
D.
proviso;
Mitchell, John D MorriFJ, Larkin J. Proctor,
"Provided, That when the general assembly James Rudd , John W. Steveuson, Albert G.
shall deem it necessary to increase the number Talbott, Philip Triplett, Squire Turner, John
of judges, they shall have the power to reduce L. Waller,
George W. Williams,
Wesley J.
the salary thereof; but they shall not have pow- Wright-24.
er to del?art from the principle of equality
and
N Ays--Richatd
Apperson, John L. Ballinger,
uniformity."
John S. Barlow, Alfred Boyd, William BradMr. MERIWETHER,
I presume the legisla- ley, Luther Brawner. Francis M. Bristow, Thomture will never increase the number of judges as D. Brown, Charles Obumbcre, William Cheuntil there shall be au increase nf business to nault, James S. Ohrlsmen, Beverly L. Clarke,
justify it. And whenever there is that increase Jesse Coffey, Henry R. D. Coleman, Benjamin
of business, there should be no reduction of the Copelin, William Cowper, Edward Ourd, Lucius
existing salary, because the old judges would Desha, Chasteen '1'. Dunavan, Benjamin F. Ed.
have the same amount of business to perform. I wards, Milford Elliott, Green Forrest, Nathan
make thill remark in opposition
to the amend- Gaither, James H. Gurrard, Richard D. Gholson,
ment of the gentleman from Bath, (Mr. Nesb itt.) Thomas J. Gough, Ninian E. Gray, James P.
but we are now about to test the plan of an Hamilton, John Hargls.Vlnceut
S. Hay, William
elective judiciary, and I want it to have a fair Hendrix, Thomas J. Hood, Murk E. Huston,
test; and unless you give salaries
that will James W. Irwin, Thomas James, William Johnelicit the best talents
in the country, we shall son, George W. Kavanaugh,
Charles C. Kelly,
never get good judges.
I trust therefore, that James Y. Lackey, Peter Lashbrooke, Thomas
those who are iu favor of giving this question
W. Lisle, Willis B. Machen, George W. Mansa fair test, will vote for a minimum salary.
field, Richard L. Mayes, Nathan McClure, 'I'homMr. NESBI1"r.
I presume that if the power as F. Moore, James 11. Nesbitt, Jonathan Newis given to the legislature to reduce the sala- cum, Henry B. Pollard, William Preston, Johnries of the judges, when it shall be found neces- son Price, J ohn 'I'. Robinson, 'I'homee Rocksary to increase the number, they will never hold, John T. Rogers, Ira Root, Ignatius A.
think proper to say they have too much work to Spalding, James W. Stone, Michael L. Stoner,
do. Suppose the gentleman from Jefferson (Mr. John D. Taylor, William R. 'I'bompeon, John
Meriwether,) should be elected judge under the J. 'l'hurman,
Howard Todd, John Wheeler.
new constitution,
and a minimum
salary
of Charles A. Wickliffe, Robert N. Wickliffe, Silas
$1,600, is fixed, he would find it convenient
to W oodson-66.
say, I can do the business of my district, provided
So the substitute was rejected.
you leave it as it is, end not reduce the salary.
The section was then adopted.
But if I should happen to be elected judge, end
The eleventh section WIlS then read as follows:
power be given to the legislature to increase the
'·SEO. 11. The judges of the circuit court shall
number of judges, without the power to reduce be removed from office by a resolution of tho
their salaries, I might say, I have entirely too general assembly, pnssed by two thirds of each
much work to do, you must add to the number
house.
The cause or causes for such removal
of judges.
shall be entered at large 011 the journal of each
:Mr. MERIWETHER.
The gentleman
has house,"
supposed a case that can never exist.
They
:Mr. MITCHELL.
I propose the following
have rendered me ineli$"ible for the office of substitute for that section:
judge, but he is not ineligible.
The gentleman
"The governor shall remove the judges of the
therefore can best judge of the moilves that circuit courts on the address of two thirds of
would control his own action.
each house of the general assembly: Provided
Mr. NESBIT1'.
I assumed some part of tho however, that the cause or causes for which such
responsibility
by taking myself into the illus- removal may be required,
shall be stated at
tration.
I rather think that if a minimum sala- length in such address on the journal of each
ry should fixed, the gentleman would soon have house.'
a certificate in his pocket .
This is a provision
that has been adopted -in
. Mr. W. C. MARSHALL w-ithdrew his propc- regard to the court of appeals} and it occurs to
eltion to fix the minimum I1t$I,800.
me there is 110 good reason for departing from
Mr. BALLINGER.
I move to enikc out the rule in relation to the judges of the circuit
$1,600, and insert $1,500.
courts,
The amendment was rejected.
The question being taken, the substitute was
'I'he qucstion then recurred upon the flub- rejected.
stitute,
'rhe section Wag then adopted.
The twelfth scction was t11en read as follows:
Mr. NESBITT
moved, ag an amendment
to
"SEa. 12. 'I'he goV'ernor shall have no power
the substitute, the proviso which he had indica·
to remit the fees of the clerk, sheriff, or COlUmonted his intention to offer,
The amendment to the substitute was rejeoted. wealth'" attorney, in pena.l or criminal casea/'
Messrs. GHOLSON and JAMES called for the
Mr. HAHDIN.
I never believed tbe goveryeas and nars on the substitute, and being taken, nor had this power, but ~I have heard a. great
they resulted as followlit:
deal of compfaillt on the part of sheriffs andYEA8-Mr.
President, (Guthrie,) William K. others, on account of having theIr fee!!!remitted.
Bowling,
Archibald
Dixon, James
Dudler,
It will be se6n by reference to the constitution,
Seluciu" Garfield0, Ben. H&rdin, Andrew Bood, thllt thel'Je teea wer" intended to be a pa.rt of the

eompeusatiou of these officers, and it is conee- \ from Madison, (Mr. 'l'urner.j-e-and
alluded to in
quently out of the power of the governor to the course of the present discussion.
deprive them of such com eusetioa.
The office of attorney for the commonwealth
Mr. MAYES, 1 will cal) the attention of the is a responsible and It very jaborlcue one, and I
chuiruiau of the committee to this point.
It ap· \ am sure that few men in the state, possessing the
pears to me that the section is Wholly uuueces- . requisite qualifications for an able and eetisfacry. The governor has no power to remit any tory discharge of the duties of the office; can be
part of the compensation
that jg due these induced to accept it, after the judicial districts
officers.
shall be enlarged aecordiug to the provisions of
Mr. TURNER.
I have drawn up an amend- the report of the committee, in consideration
of
ment which I think will meet the views of the the Vf'.l'y low salary now paid that officer, provigentleman: it is as follows, insert after the words ded the governor, as heretofore, is invested with
"commonwcaltJl's attorney;' the following:
the power to take from him all the valuable pel'"Or the portion of a fine or forfeiture, given quiaites of the office.
by law to the latter office.?"
Laws are enacted. high penalties, extending
I supposed, with the gl"ntleman lest up, that to the forfeitur~of Iife, liberty, and pr0l;lerty, ar,e
the govllrnor had no power to remit the fees of d.enounced egalnstall Wl10 :V1O~ate their provlofficers' but I am told there are instances in slolls-the
expenSIve orgslllzatlOll of the neeeswhich
has attempted to do it, and there has eary tribunals, to bring to th~ li~ht and punish
been no judicial deeisiou llpon the point. I ~he,gUlltY,lJ)cllTr~d,-grand~unespre~ent,
petit
aliould have offered this amendment at an earlier Junes find the delinquents gU1ltr; the courts proday, had it uot been for the position of a. mem- nouuce the pe~alties of the law, :vithout any terbel' of my family.
A. son of mine was common- rors to the glll~ty ear, upon Whl~h the sentence
wealth's attorney, and I knew my motive llJi~ht ought to fa~l with all the solemnity of ~he thunbe misconstrued, if I offered it while he occupied ders of the Jt1dgl:n71~t
day:. And why? Simply ~e.
that aituution.
I am satisfied we shall never get cause of t~e fUCll!tles afforded for the acquiettaon
persons who are competent to discharge the du- o~ executive smiles, retnrssrous, and pardons.
ties of commonwealth's attorney, ullless we take Sir, I have he~rd the awful. s.entence of death
from the governor the power to remit that por- pr~noullced ~lthout all'y stnkmg.effeetupon
~he
tion of the finef:lwhich the law gives to these of- gUilty, (':ulp~lt, executIve sunshme enllvcmng
ficers, us pltrt compensation for their servicdJ,
by antlcl1;mtlOn the gloom, the horrors, the awMr, HARDIN.
I intended by the word "fees" fuhwss.ot the s.cene, Hence, I conf.~ss t~at I am
to embrace the "ery case the entleman has men- not satisfier! WIth the r~port of the commIttee, ?r'
tioned because it is the mo£ey that belongs to the am~ndm~nt" b~ca,use they do Ilo:t go jar
'ce
TI e 'heo'ff 1 k
d
f'llough III theIr restrICtIOns of the exerClse of tho
or""
1 ~ .1 ,c er , au
commond'
.
f h
t' e n
ffi
tbe
wealth's attornev, each have their files. How. pllr Olllllg p~ero~atlves 0 t e exp.cu l:v . .uut,
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to any thing that will

Mr. THOMPSON.
I think there are many cafles in which the interposit.ion.of the gov~TlIor is
called for. A man may be UIlJlIStly conVicted of
an offenccj he may: be Improperly, ~IH·d. If thc
ease does n.ot reqUl~e the mterposltlOll of the goveroor
P
ed he
t Willt .not
t' lllterfere,
h'
. th I am utterlv
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~ op-'
d
mOe~tp:a;~~:~~ lUg
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e way
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t· 11th
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con"titution, sought to be remedied by t1:e section under consideration, and the amendment of
the delegate from Madison. Little regard ba8
'K entnc k y, 1)y
been paId to thc penal statutes lfi

Ie amen .. t~~~Pt:g~b~mi~~e::~\he~

. M~. TURNER
We do ,n~t propose to pro~Ibit the governor from remlttwg fi.ncs tha;t. go iIlto the tl'easuryj but only that po~tlOn whIch g?es
to these ?fficers, as a part of their compensat~on
~or .sen-Ice rend~rcd t.he coml1!0nwealtb., which
18 given ~ them l!l ordt:r to f:\~llnulate,them to. a
:proper discharge of thelT duties. Without thiS,
It would be llecessary elther to fix all adequate
~alary for t~ese officers, or else we must no~ expeet to Obt~lll c?lT!petent person~ to fill tIllS office. Public opLnlOn demands that there shotl~d
be. a cheek upon the power of the govemor lD
thIS respect.
:Mr. WOODSON.
Mr. President: Having discharged the duties of attorney for the com mOll""enlth in the 15th judicial district for several
years, and having now resigned that office, and
not expecting that it will ever be confered upon
me nguin, 1 l.:annot, in jU'ltlce to myself, allow
the present occR3ioll to pas!!l without giving to
the convention a very brief statement of my obMrvation and experi('nce in referenee to the subjectA i'.1voIYe~in the section as re~orted by the
eoTtlnlltt",.e-lU the amendment of the dlllegate

a:~:fi~~~l:,danda;'h~:~

~ot because grand juries were~disinc1ined to f..rret out offence'l, or because petitjtlries and courti:\
were opposed to inflicting t}le appropriate
mId
legal penalties j bllt they nave been trampled undel' the feet of the lawless desperadoes of thA
country in consequence of the certain riJfllge
univcrsally extended, almost, by the executive to
them. I have known more tJl&O one unprillcipled law-defying villiltTl, to laugh at, and defy
the officers of government, in their efforts to (:11·
force the penal statutes of Kentucky, knowilJg
sir, that let their delinquencies be never so greRt"
that a merciful executive would avert the char;tisillg rod ill the 11Rmc of poYcrty, mercy, or
something of the 60rt, So mueh does not depend UpOllthe number or the severity of penal
statutes as a rigid enforccment of their "penalties
wIlen violated.
Thc certainty, more than the
character of the punishment deters from the com·
mission of crime, and a violation of the moral
precepts of our penal code. I do not pretend to
speak of the practic-e in any portion of Ken·
ttleky, s~vc that immediately re~resented by ~e
upon Ull;,; floor j but I do know Sir, that wlthm
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my knowledge,
the exercise of the purdoning
power by the governor, and the indiscriminate
remission of all fines imposed by the courts and
juries of the country, have done more to embol(len crime, iuterupt the peace of society, and
trample nuder foot the morals of the community, than all other causes combined.
I would be
willillf.? to deprive the governor of the power to
remit tines altogether, and say that after an enHshtcned court and jury had found a man guilty
of a gross violation of the penal lnws, he should
suffer that pun ish mont which the wisdom of the
law-making power had provided.
But as I cannot succeed to the full extent. I do hope that the
report of the committee will be sustained. There
hu..s been a constant warfare going on between
the virtuous law-abiding citizens, determined to
sustain the morala and well being of society, on
the one side, and the reckless out-breaking
lawdefying desperado on the other, ever since Jaw
was invented and applied to human action. 'I'be
innocent man will never suffer in eonscquellce
of the application
of the remedy, which the section under consideration
proposes, to the evils
complained of. The guilty alone are destined
to reap, in merited punishment
by it, the legitimate fruits of their desperate deeds.
Mr. President,
no tongue can tell the evils
which have resulted to Kentucky, in a thousand
ways, from the gro({ shops, and tipling houses
in the country.
The young-the
middle aged,
the old, black, white, rich and poor, have been,
and I Ienr are, destined to be the victims of these
sinks of iniquity
in Kentucky.
As long sir, us
tipling houses &te. are permitted to be set up and
money to be made at them in violation
of law,
under the protecting influeucee of executive faVOl', so long w ill your sons, your
brothers. ;your
nephews, and your neighbors be decoyed within
their influence-e-sc long will the tears of the
mother flow-so long will the heart of the wife
bleed, over the fallen depraved fortunes of her
husband.
If you wish to destroy crime, wretchedness, woe and rniserv, you must begin at the
fountain head.
And I now say to you, and this
conventJion, that the whole penal code might as
well be repealed,
and every man allowed to
drink, gamble, fight, and do all he can to ruin
the morals of the country, without any restraints
at all, as tQ continue upon your statute books,
laws
which are rendered 'wholly twd almost
universally illopemtivc by executive clemency.
Thl! time has nr)t long passed, when the governor ,va" not only in the ha.bit of remitting the
fines and forfeiture,; imposed upon the guilty \,iolaton; of t.he laws, but t.he derks, sheriff:;, and at·
tomey" fee,,;, allowed by statute.
The section
now under discussion ouly depriws
him of the
power to make the officers of the law labor in
their laudable effort to preserve the morals and
well being of society for nothing.
:Mr. MAYES.
I am not commonwealth's
attornev Ilor do r expect to be, but I have acted in
that "c~pacity, first ullder the appointment
or
Gov. L(·tehcl", und then under the appointment
of
Gov. Owsley.
It is proposed that the commonwea1th's attorney,sllall
have a salary of three hundred dollars, and as an inducement for gentlemen
of talents to accept the office-and that violators
bfthelaw
shall not go unpnnished-al0rtion
of
the fines and forfetures are appropriat8
as fees,
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in payment of the services of these officers. 1
hope the principle
of the amendment
will be
adopted.
Mr. CHAMBERS.
1 offer the following as an
amendment to the substitute for the section,
"The governor shall have no power to remit
any fine 01' forfeiture, except such as may be pay·
able into the public treasury."
The governor has no power to remit the fees
of clerks, sheriffs, or commonwealth's
attorneys
in penal prosecutions.
This twelfth section is,
therefore, merely declarative of what the law is,
and is wholly unnecessary.
The amendment
propose!i to take from the
governor his right to remit so much of any fine
or forfeiture, as the Iegielature may have given
or appropriate.I
to the prosecuting
attorney or
others. as payor inducement to successful prosecution.
I am opposed to the amendment.
It
is calculated to put it in the power of the legislature to render the executive power to remit
fines and forfeitur~s entirely
nugatory.
If the
le¥lslature
may gtvc a part of the fine or forfeiture to the attorney prosecuting, it can give
the balance to others, and thus Withdraw all
fines and forfeitures from executive clemency.
We have already depri vod the executive of most
of the powers dele~ated to him by the constitution (If 1799, and It would be wrong to trench
further upon his prerogative.
If the commonwealth's attorney,
and other officers, have not
sufficient compensation,
let it be increased in
some other way, and let us leave with the governor the power to remit fines and forfeitures,
unrestricted.
I shall vote against both the amendment and
the twelfth flection, for I am unwilling to deprive
the executive. to any extent, of his power to remit fines and forfeitures in meritorious cases.
Mr. HARD TN. I, too, have been state's attorney, and know the necessity for having men
of talent-s to fill that office. I have seen that
office dwindled down to a mere nothing, when
compared to what it once was. The object of
the corumitteewas, to give to the commonwealth's
attorney such compellsation as will induce gentlemen of the best talents to accept the office.
r think the house is sufficiently informed on the
su bject, I will therefore call for the previous
question.
The qnestion being stated, "shall the main
quc8tion be llOW put," it was carried, llpon a di·
vi!'lion-yeas
35, nays 21.
T~le question ..."as tlll:lll taken upon tlle amend·
mcnt of the gentleman from Madison.
The yeur>and nays beinK called for, by Messrs.
FORRES'r
<l.nd HARDIN', resulted as followsyellS 37, nays 52:
YEAs-Mr. President" (Guthrie,) Richard Ap·
per,~on, John L. Ballinger, William K. Bow1in~,
Franci8 11. Bristow, William Chenault, Archt·
bald Dixon, JalllCS Dtldley, Selucius Garfielde,
Nillian E. Gmy, Ben. Rardin, Vincent S. Hay,
A.ndrew Hood, Alfred M. ,Jackson, George W.
KavanaU'.,.h, James M. Lackey,
Thomas
W.
Lisle, Willis B. Machen, Martin P. Marshall,
William
C. Marshall, Richard L. Mayes, John
H. McHenry, David Meriwether, John D. Morris, Jonathan Newcum, Henry B. Pollard, John·
son Price, Larkin J. Praetor, James Rudd,AIbert G. Talbott, JohnJ. Thurman, Philip Trip.

lett; Squire ~l1rner, Anarew S. White. Oharles
A. Wickliffe, Silas woodson, Wesley J. Wright
-37.
_ NAi's-John B.Bnrlow, Alfred Boyd, William

the raeldue ot the term, sud another judge shall
be elected by that district, to serve until the expiration
of the time for which the judge wee
elected Whose death! or other cause, produced
such 'Vacancy: Provided, 'I'bat if the tinexpired
term be Ieee than one yeM, the governor shall
sppoiut u judge tofill such vacancy."
"SEC. 14. The general assembly shall not
change the venue iu any criminal or penal prosecution, but they "hall provide, by general Iawa,
the mode lind manner in Which clinngee of venue
ill such cases may be had."
The fifteenth section wae rend us Icllcwsr
"BED. 15. III all trials for treason or felony,
the commonwealth
shall be entitled to peremptory challenges of jurors equal to one-fourth the
number nllowed the accused."
Mr. HARDIN.
As the law DOW stands,
in
cnsee of Jelouy, the accused has the privilege of
challenging
without
showing cause, but the
commonwealth
has no such right, uulose they
show goud cause. It is known to gentlemen
who have prose-cuted criminal cases! that men
are placed u:pon the jury, scruetiruee upon their
mere allegation that they have formed no opin.
iou in the case, and who p;o there predetermined
to acquIt the accused.
Tflis was the rCl\,<;onthat
operated ,,'ith the committee, Rnd ca,uscd the insertion of this section.
.
Mr. TAYLOR.. I will offer iha following

Bradley, Luther Brawner, Thomas D. Brown,
Charles Chambers, Jus. 19. Chrisman,
Beverly
L. Clarke, Jesse Coffey, Henry R. D. Ooleman,
Benjamin Oopeliu, willium
Cowper,
Edward
Ourd, Lucluslfeeha.
Chasteen T. Dunavan, Ben,.)'aaminF. Bdwarde, Milford Elliott, Green Forrest,
Nathan Ouither, Jumes H. Garrard, Richard D.
Gholson, Thomas J. Gough, James P. Hamilton.
John Hargis, William Hendrix, Thos, J. Htlod,
Mark 1t. Ruston,
James W. Irwin, Thomas
James, William
Johueon,
Charles a. Kelley,
Peter Lashbrooke, George W.:Mansfield, Alexander K. Marshall.
Nnthull McClure, William D.
Mitchell, James M. Nesbitt, William Preston,
John T, Robtueou, Thomas Rockhold,
John 11•
Rogers, Ira Hoot, Ignatius A. Spalding, John
W. Stevenson, Michael t. Stoner, John fi. Tay.
lor, Willlnm R. 'I'hompscn.Howard
Todd, Jcliu
r.., Waller, Juhn wheeler, Robert N. Wickliffel
George W. WillJams-5)J.
80 the amendment was rejected.
The questioh was then tnk~tl upon the ndop~
tion of the tWelfth seetion, by _yeas and nays, 011
the call of Messts. Ml'I'OHELL
and BROWN,
Ilnd were-yelt,> 50, naye 38:
Y};A&-Mr, President, (Glltllde,)
RIchard Ap·
person, .John L. B:tllil1ger, William It BoWling, amendment:
"Provided,
That in all penal and crimInal
Frahcis M. Bristow, Edward Ourd, Lucius Detlha, Archibald Dixon, James Dlldh~y, Ohasteen prosetutiomJ, the necuRed shall have the tight to
T. DII1lll.Val1j Denjrl.min F. Edwal'ds, Milford prosecute nil nppeal, or writ of error, to tlle court
Elliott, Selucius Q'arfieldc, ThotMs J. Gough, of I1lJpeuls."
'l'fte first thing, llO doubt! that l'ltrike!§ the
Ninhm
E. Grity, B"'i:1. HllrdJI1 JoInt Hargis,
Vinceht~.
Htty\ WIUialu Hendr(x, Mark E, Hus- mind of delegates ill this house, upoh It few Ino~
mentA reflection, i~
that there is a 'Vast difference
ton, Alfred M. Ja.ckSOll! Wlllhun
Johnson,
Geor~e W.!{ltva.uflugh, Jflmas M. LH.cke'y, Thos. bet,Ween the Hfe! liberty! and character of !1 citiIlen,
and
ids
prOlJ<.'tty.
In 1\ controvi'r~y involvW. l1Mle, Willis D, Machen, Gporge
Mnllsfield, AlexnnJer
rt Ml1rshl111, Martin P. Mar. ing but $laOyou 111\"e n right to appeal, lOU JIll-Ve
shall, WilHam C. Marshall! Richard L. l-iayes! n right to spread upon the recit\d n bIll of exJohn H. ){('HenrYJ Johu D. Morris, Jttl1les M. ceptions, to (lny Opilliull tlY<1tIt]W judge may
render in the progre~8 of the tl'iul; and vou hllve
Ne'lbitt, Jonathan
Newcufn, Henry B. Pollard,
Johuson Pl'lce, LItI'ltil1 J. Proctor, John T. Rob· t1. right to a writ of error to the' ctlurt of' appealsl
and to have thc d..,cisions of the cir~uit courts 1'6iMon, ThumM R.t1ckholdJ Albert G. Tnlbott,
But sir, upon d. question inJohn J. Thurman.
Philip Tripl~~~ Squila TtlI'· -vers~d,if wrung,
har, John Wbel:'lef, AI1drew S. White, Oharles "Voh'iD~ life, liberty! or reputation, you have no
I ask every ael~g:tte 011 thie floor,
A. Wickliffe! GNltse W. WilllulllSJ Silll.5 Wood· ~uch nght.
to put the quel'Jcion to himself, and ansWer it.
eol1 Wesley J, Wright-50.
why
tlli!'!
clitfercnce
between the property of the
Ays-John
S. Btirlow, Alfl'ed Boyd, William
Bta.rllcy, Luther DrltWhet, Thontl15
Brown, gitL~en on tll\'! one hrmd,nnd his life, libert.r, and
The CGllstltntlon
o(
Charles Ohambers, Willia.m Ohenault, Jnmee B. reputntioll on the other?
ieel1id to be t1J~ mother ofcorn4
Ohriel11ll.l1J Beverly t. Olarke, J~!!BeCoffeY, Heu- Vugilliarwhich
ry R. D. Oolettl.an, Heujl1mill OOl'~lil1, Willhtm lnonwealth!'l, and which tHiS produced l'luch men
Cowper! Green Forrel'Jt, N!.LthlLnQaltherl. JUl1les 115John 'Marshall-nnd time 11<\8110tpbced UpOIl
H. Gal'l'ltrd,Richnrd D, GhohlOn, Jame~ J:'.lIntn~ the !Sepulchre of the dead lUlObler llRJne-nllo'l\'s
neOll, Tnol11H.I' J. Hood, Jl.l.fnIilS W.lrwin,
Thomn~ the l1.c('ueed to UppNtl from the decil5ion of the
Jlf.1l10S,
Ohl1.rll,1! O. Kelley':, Peter L/1.shbl'ooke, cnurt below, and n wcrthh:l' example We could
Nl\thl\1l McOlure., Dn"id Meriwether,
Willititt1 t.lOtfollow.
D. Mitchell, William Prll'ltU\1, John T. RO,l!er!, J WM l'ltrl1ck with t1 remark ttHLde by the Ven~
IrQ Root, Jatuce Rudd, Xgllfl.thl~A. eptthnl1~J crabIll ~cntleltmn from N cleo!l! (Mr, HBrdill/) th"
Jol1l1 Vv. StCY(lllS0111 MkhQt!t L. BtonerJ "Jolln D, oLhol' uay. It Wll.S, that the circuit judge, hEl.!
Tnylol', Willialll R. 'rhOlllpSOI1, Howt\.nl 'rodd, the Hft:, lluerty, and property of the citi)len In
Joliu 1, Waller, Robert, 1'1, Wickllffe-3S.
the prtlmof hie htlntl, QtJd it wn.~ n rcmark thnt
So the I5Pctiol1 was tldopted.
came (rom hig heart. And lie addedJ that if he
The thirtccuth and fourteenth !:eotlol1s wcrt! had tt eotltJpo.tt triftl/he 'Would expend the Whole
then read u.ud ad,Jptell M followit:
of hif:! fortuM in grd"r to purc.hflgij hi~ f(;!leM€'.
"SKO. 13. If l\ VthltU1UY !Ihu.ll O<Jcur ill tha t1flius Ht! mIght havlJ goue furthl:'l', !l.lld ~"id that ltd
of judge oC the eirG~tlt cnurt, tb~ gO\'Gruol'l'lhl!.l1 would have ct)ltled hili hell.reJ" blood {lOll'the r••
illut
& wrh of .1eotton to flll luch 'fICAtlOY, (tlt demptlou of big ISOll,
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The power and in~uel1('e-'HHlt a circuit judge macded: sud before Ole trial came 011, the ecmake his escape,
has over the life and liberty of the citizen, is ex- cnsed-e-if ant on bail-would
hibited upon the admission or rejection of tes- and if in jail, would require three 01' four men to
timony.
Suppose that I am on trial, and that guard him. I ask the gentleman, if he is not as
the admission of certain testimony which I seek likely to get justice in the circuit court as in the
Some judge must decide the
to introduce to the consideration of the jury, court of appeals.
wcuid absolve me from the charge; and make case, and the inconvenience of suspending the
my innocence as clear as sunshine, in shady execution of aJ'udgment in every case, 'would be
But that
places, and the judge should exclude it, then it beyond the en urance of the country.
If! that the power
of the circuit judg o is felt. 18 not all; sometimes escapes might be had
the great influence of money.
I
Why should we, I ask, make this invidious, this through
If we adopt it
Inexcusable and unjust distinction, between the want it left to the legislature.
here,
we
cannot
afterwards
get
clear
of
it.
It
property and life of a citizen?
'l'he old COl)stitution is radiant with the principle
of pro- is an old adage, "that it is better that ninety
tection, in relation to property, as the firmament niue guilty men should escape, than that one
innocent man should be punished."
I do not
with stars.
And gentlemen have Introduced
here certain abstract, principles, which they in- think I ever saw an innocent man punished in
tend to incorporate in the bill of rights, that my life; but I believe that ninety nine ~uilty
are not only to protect us now, in the enjoyment scoundrels escape for everyone that is punished.
of our property, but at all fu ture times. And I hope the ,r.roposition will not be adopted.
Mr. D1XON. I am ecuinst the entrre section
this convention
is laboring,
by a thousand
methods, to secure and protect persons in the and against the lllllendment of the gentleman
from
Mason, (Mr. 'I'uylor.)
The commonwealth
enjoyment and acquisition
of property; whilst
Iife, liberty, and reputation
is entrusted to a hAA advantages enough over the accused ]1(1W,
siugle judge, without check or [imitation, in any and I am not disposed to increase them. I have
been engaged R zreat deal in the management of
form whatever.
Gentlemen say it would have 3. tendency to cases of a eri mihnl character, RnJ I know the
increase the expenses oithe judiciary.
It is true, great difficulties which the accused bas always
The very fact that a man is
that in mnny cases it would be expensive.
But to contend against.
1 ask, is any gentleman so wedded to his pecu- charged with a high cftence as murder, excites
liar notions, as to be willing to make life and the public suspicion and prejudice against him,
liberty a guestion of pounds, shillings,
and and the cry of the community at once, too often
pence. It IS proper, that the humblest as well without stopping to enquire into the facts, is
as the most exalted, should have the right of ap- crucify him, and the protection which the law
peal, upon questions involving his liberty or his affords him and the ability of his advocate can
scarcely save him from becoming a victim to
life.
']'he commonwealth has
If gentlemen have talked about bribery ann that popular prejudice.
corruption, sir, this provision is intended
to advantages enough, and the accused should have
prevent bribery and corruption:
to prevent every opportunity afforded him of an impartial
mOHey from haying an influence in our crimi- trial. He should have a jury not packed to de
nal Jurisprudence;
and to adjourn '1uestions, cide his case against law and ill favor of himinvolving
lite and liberty to anot ier court self, but one that will secure him an impartial
'Phis was the object of allowing him the
where the matter may be clearly and deliberate- trial.
ly examined, in all the lights possible to be right to challenge twenty jurors peremptorily,
and
thus
to secure himself against the influence
thrown upon it. The decision of the judge is
The commonwealth have
sometimes given, under the influence of feelings of popular prejudice.
favorable, or hostile t.o the parties; sometimes nothing to fear from any such prejudice, arid
therefore there is no such reason why it should
under the influence of the powerful arguments
It is a
of counsel, upon questions that affect a man's have the right of peremptory challenge.
life, Liberty or character.
What is a man's principle in the laws of Kentucky, except to a
chnrncter?
Like his shadow. it sometimes goes limited extent. I believe in the correctness of
before him, and at others follows him. And the maxim, to which my friend from Nelson has
wheu this nud other interests dear to him, artl referred, "that it is better that ninety nine gull(It stake, 1 fol' une, would admit of uo petty con- ty men should escape, than that une innocent
sideration of POUllUs, shillings and pence, to mnn sllOuld suffel'." Although 1 am for puninterfere and prevent protection by having the ishing crime, I would save those who are not
I am satisfied with the constitution as
questions of law, involving their sufety, examin- guilty.
ed and settled by an appellate tribunal, and it is, and I hope the section, togethef with the
amtllHlment, WIll be rejected.
hence I have submitted my amendment.
Mr. MAYES.
I ·wish to say a foJwwords upon
Mr. HARDIN.
The power is now in the
I
legislature to give the right of appeal to the ac- this section before the vote shall be taken.
cused, and our gO\'ernment has been in operation have never yet been able to see why it is that
for fifty seven yeaTS, last June, and such 11 ri~ht the man charged with crime should be allowed
has never been granted.
And if this provislOll to challenge twenty persons presented as jury"hontd now be put int.o!he constitution, I do not men, without being reqnired to show cause fOf
belie.e, that any application would ever receive Ruch challenge, when the right is denied to the
cople of the state to object to a single one, un·
the support of more than one-tenth of the legiseSB cause can be shown for such an ob,if1ction.
lature.
I will venture to say, one thing certain,
The
gentleman from Henderson, (Mr. Dixon,)
that there would not be one conviction out of
teu, unless he be some poor beg~arly, vagrant, says that the state has advantages enough noW
in which there would not be a wrlt of erTor de- over the man arraigned for crime. I know not
4
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01 the advantages
of which that geutleman ]joy.
The object is to secure to the people-s-for
speaks. He says that great prejudice is eogeu- whose protection the law has been made-some
dered in the public mind against the accused, little chance, that the man who has no regard
and that this is an advantage.
Another advan- for the law of the country, and who is readv at
tage he tells us consists in the fact that the at- all times and upon all occasions to commit crime,
torney for the state has the right to open and shall not, by a packed and corrupt jury, be deconclude the argument before the jury. Now .sir. elared innocent, when his guilt is manifest to all.
I cannot admit that the public are prejudiced Sir, we all know the power of money; its power
against a citizen merely because he may be nc- has been wielded in such a way as often, very
cused of crime. No sir. Our sympathies are often, to set at opeD defiance the criminal law of
all ill favor of the accused, unless the evidence the country, and, set at liberty the veriest murof his guilt be clear. If it be true that the con- derers and scoundrels that ever disgraced the
eluding speech operates as an advantage in fa- shape of man; yes, it has entered the yery ternVal' of the state-which
I by no means admit-- pre erected and dedicated to justice, and has
the defendant in n civil action for the same rea- contaminated and poisoned that stream which
son should have the right, without cause, to ob- should over be kept pure. It has bribed juryject to at least six; for in such case the plaintiff men and witnesses, and has rendered the crlmiuhas the right to open and conclude the argument. a11Mv of your state little better than a dead letI do not, however, admit that an honest jury ter. What is more common at this day, than
can be swayed or controlled by the last argu- when it is said that murder has been commitment. They are, generally, and at all times ted, to hear the information answered by the reshould be, controlled by the law and the evi- mark that the mall who may have committed
dence touching the subject under eonsideratlon, the deed is ill 110 danger, he has too much wealth,
and not by the last speech, as supposed by the his family connexion is too extensive and powdistinguished gentleman from Henderson.
erful , and that the law was not made for him?
Jt may be that I occupy a sin~ular position What, sir, does all this mean'! It only means
upon the subject under consideration, for I am a thatif yon give a man money, united with strong
member of the legal profession, aud it is said family friends and influence, he may at his will
that all men are controlled in their action by laug-h to scorn your courts of justice, tramfle the
that which may be regarded as affecting their law with impunity under his feet, am comown peculiar interest. 1 however contend that mit crime without the fear of punishment. The
there have been instances, and there have been poor, the weak, the humble, and the penniless,
maor such, where persons have lost sight of per- regard the criminal law as but a poor shield insona aggrandizement, and have done thatwhich deed to them, against the wrongs and outrages
was best calculated to advance the greatest good which the strong sou mighty impose upon them.
to the greatest numbers. 1 am and have long The people have, in a great measure, lost confibeen satisfied that the right of challenge should deuce in the security offered by the criminal law.
be given to the state in criminal causes: and that Let a pOOl'and friendless man be indicted for
without it, in many instances, the criminal law crime, and he is convicted or executed, or sent to
of the country is nothing more than a farce, and the penitentiary to expiate his crime; and to efis rendered whollv impotent and ineffectual to feet this, the evidence of his guilt need not be
suppress and punish crime. There have been very strong. The unfortunate man hus 110 meninstances of packed juries.
I have thought, ey; 110 powerful and influential friends to stand
I am sure I have seen this thing done. by him in the hour of his need. He has no
Al who are conversant with the admininistramoney with which to bribe tlliserable wretches
tion of the criminal law of the state, have seen to come in and take their seats on the jury
it outraged by bribery and perjury upon the part bench, predetermined to acquit him. This proof persons sworn as jurymen.
Yes, sir, they vision allowing a challenge to the state, as far
have seen those miserable wretches standing at as the man thus friendles .. may be concerned,
and around the court house door, ready, when- may not be so very important; but sir, I mainever the regular panel should be oxhnusted, to tain that it is most important, when tlle man of
present themselves as jurymen.
They have been wealth and influence is eharged with and guilty
thus presented-have
sworn that they had formed of crime, to combat ill some degree the wicked
no.opinion as to the guilt or innocence of the ae- use he may make, and which he often does
eused, al1d have taken their seats on the jury; and make, of his money, when he ha.~ robbed a
in defiance of the most positive proof of the guilt better man than himself of his life, deprived
of the fiend in human shape, he who had perhaps the wife of her husband, and the ehildrell of
crimsoned his murderous hands in t,he blood of their father and protector.
I have said, sir, that
the husband and the father, by their verdict have as I am engaged in the practice of law, ami am
declared him not guilty, and turned him 100131,\ sometimes eugaf!ed in the defence of such as are
to prey again upon society, aod again to violate charged with Crlme, it may appear singular that
that law with impunity, which was made, as it I advocate this section of the report, as it is the
is sup-posed, to secure to the citizen the right, to interest of the lawrer to use all honorable means
his hfe and property.
They h,ave done this too to succeed in his c ient's cause. I expect to find
when all who heard the facts of the case-and
most of the members of the profession arrayed
who have no wish to gratify but that the guilty againRt this section, for the reason that, if it
be punished, and the majesty of the law Villdi- should be adopted, it will take from tllem in
cated-are satisfied of his guilt. It is not pro- some small degree a portion of the advantage
posed, sir, to take from the accused the right of which the law, as it now is, gives to tht:!man
challenge-nor is it proposed to deprive him of charged with crime, over the people of the state
any advantage whatever, which be may now en. whol:lerights have been by him trampled under
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foot; and for that reason, some of them at least.'
may be expected to oppose it. As a class, there
is it not, 10 the wide world, a more honorable
high-minded, and patriotic portion of the cit izens of this or any other country, than are the
lawyers.
Their love of country, their hatred of
tyranny and oppression,
has been evidenced
upon every battle-field wherever and whenever
the flag of liberty and free government has been
raised.
They have at all times been found
along side of the friends of free government ill
every country upon earth. Yes, sir, their blood
has been freely and nobly shed, and their
treasure has been expended to secure to us the
free government, tho benefits of which we this
day so abundantly enjoy. Still, Mr. President,
they are but men, subject to all the frailties and
imperfections of our unhappy and fallen condition; and perhaps as a class, they may feel it to
be a duty they owe to their present and future
clients to oppose this section.
We should, J1Owever, and 1 hope we shall, upon this occaaion.
fo.get all other considerations
save the public
good, and vote upon this question with an eye
alone to the just administration
of justice.
1
presume all will thus vote.
Why is it, sir, that the sympathies of gentlemen appear to flow so freely Jll favor of those
h
d . h
1
been
0 are char~e
Wit crime, or w 10 ruay e arraigned for tnal?
1 too call sympathise with the
wretch who has wantonly outraged the law of
the country, but Rt the same time, when he has
my 'bmpa "thy all dId·
my sorrow,
esrrc th a t h e
shall e punished as certainly as he has commit~
ted crime.
I have much sympathy
for those
upou whom he has brought fuin, distress, misery, and wretchedness, by his high-handed violatlO11 of law.
The man of crime has no symathy.
In cold blood he can take the life uf his fellow,
without metey, or remorse. In my ju d gment he
is not elltited to a great d~'al of comsassioll, alId
should, when arraigned, be allowe
no advantage over the state.
He should have a fair trilll.
.]
S os hI]
ould the state have an aqua y farr c lance.
If, sir, we would banish from our land crime and
.
Immorality, the laws llIadp for the punishment
of such as may be guilty uf it must be enforced,
Rnd all the facilities and aids necessary to its enforcement must be afforded. Without this, it is
and (oyer will be fntile to think of sllppre~sing
crime. If it benuderstood that the heavy 11CIlaltyof the offended law will certainly be visited
on him who may dare violate it, then we may
hope to see less of cl'imt;, and not otherwise; for
sir, when it is seen that. the pnnishments
demanded by the law against such as· commit
crime, are easily evaded, and that there is little
or no certainty that such will be punished, just
80 ,",ure as thlS is the case, will
crime increase
in the land.
And sir, to this unfort.unate condition we have arrived, and the people of the
state have in a great measure lost confidt'nce ill
the power of the law to protect, shield, and secure tlwnI against outrage and wrong. It is, Mr.
President, th", hope with which I flatter ruysdf,
that the principle contained ill the section under
consideration, will, if adopted, afford some little aid in bringing to justice such as regard not
the law, that I am induced to advocate it.
If
adopted, as I have before said, it will not take
w

from the man charged with crime one single
privilege which he now has.
The gentleman from Mason has offered a substitute by which it if! proposed to allow appeals
in criminal onuses. I am disrosed sir, to vote
for some principle which wil give the accused
an opportunity to have an error, comrnitted to
hi" prejudice when upon trial, corrected, for althoug-h 111m anxious that such as commit crime
should be punished, still sir, I would have no
one improperly or illegally punished.
I do not
know why it isthat in criminal causes. the judgment as rendered in the circuit court, must stand
unchanged, whether it be supported by law or
not. We have no tribunal to which the accused
can appeal, that an erroneous opinion which
may deprive him of his life or liberty may be revised and corrected.
Ourcirc\litjudges entertain
different opinions upon different qucstione of
criminal Jaw, yet we have no court to whicb such
opinions may be taken, and when wrong, correctea. That which is a crime in one circuit, may
be no crime in the adjoining circuit.
I have
never been able to see why it was, that Kentucky had no tribunal of last resort, where the erim.
ina! Jaw of the state could be settled, and made
to operate in all parts of the state alike. I think
there should be some such tribunal.
It has ever
b
f sumri
. h
a source 0 surprise to me Sir, t at :persons
are allowed, when they deem that justiee has
notbeen dune upon the trial of a civil action, to
take an appeal, and have such en-ors as may have
b
d een committed corrected, and the. same may be
one in penal prosecutions, and yet when the
Iif
f h
..
..
.]
h
h
] e or lib
1 erty 0 t e CItizen 18 III pen;
w en e
has been tned and condemned upon what he
and his counsel regard as an erroneOl18 construction of the law, there is no appeal except to the
I
h
.
1']·]
k
e cmency of t e executIve.
liS 00 'S, Mr.
President, somewhat as if we thought more of
property than of that which we all, in fact, hold
most. dear, our lives, our liberty, and our reputations. It is said, as an argument against the
. .
]
,
propOSItIOn of the gent em an from .ll'IaSOll~that
if persons condenmed for crime are allowed to
]
appea , the costs of criminal prosecutions will
be greatly increased.
This may be true; hut sir,
it will surely be better that additional cost be
incurred, than that one who may have been
wrongfully condemned s]lOuld be pnnished; and
this shows that those who oppose the right of
appeal in sneh cases, are hard run for argument
to sustain tht;ir position.
.
Mr. CLARKE.
I am against theseotion as it
stands, and in favor of the amendment.
This
section is the introduction
of a principle that
has heen adopted in no country, so far as my
d·
d
J.t IS tTlle, that in Great B·ntrea ll1g extell s.
ain peremptory challenges on the part of the
crown are allowed, but even then it is confined
to Ireland, and does not apply to the English
people.
In no state in this union, so far as I
know, is thif'l right conferred upon the commonwealth.
Itllas b(oen asked what advanta.ges has
the commonwealth over the accused? Why, in
the first place, the very fact that an indictment
·is found against a man excites public suspicion
and prejudice a~ainst him, and places the mark
of Cain upon hiS brow, without his having the
opportunity at all to e'.q~lain the circumstances
which operate against him.
There the COI,-'
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If a court of apmouwenlth hns its OWIl feed attorney. and by the same state of clrcumstuuees.
vote of this morning. yOIl do JH,t even allow the peals is to be established in this state for the
governor to say his fees shall be cut down by sake of securing uniformity in decisions, in the
the exercise of the pardoning power.
And with name of common sense give to the man who
all these powers heaped upon the head of the lias life and liberty at stake, the benefit of it. I
accused ruan, it is now proposed to give to the shall vote to strike out every word of this section, and I trust that a majority of this convencommonwealth the addit.ioual power of peremptorily challenging five jurors.
Who has not tion cannot be found to vote for this privilege of
seen, the very moment n man is apprehended on peremptory challenge on the part of the COlDsuspicion of crime, the women and children inonwcalth. I trust, also, that we shall all congaze on him as he walks through the streets, cur in the opinion, that tho life, liberty, and
and heard the murmurs that pass through the reputation of a man are just as sacred as his
crowd as he IJusses along. Some then say that property in dollars and cents, and that if we
"thev do not think his eyes look exactly ri,~ht," givc the rarty the right of appeal ill the one case,
or that" he has a bad countenance:"
and others, we shal be ready to do it in the other. The
that they "knew him when a boy, and from lit- right of appeal in criminal cases has existed in
tle circumstances that then occurred, they al- Tennessee from the formation of the present
down to the present time, and I
ways supposed he would turn out badly."
Oth- constitution
ern agnm, significantly shake their heads and have never heard any complaint from lawyers,
judges,
or
from
any other source, as to its workrepent stories that have been told in the neigh.
Nor have I heard the least comborhood where he once lived, end there will be ing wrong.
expense ia so great
a thousand influences of this kind operating plaint that the additional
against the accused. und exciting the public pre- thut this privilege should be withheld from the
I would rather, at this moment, see the
judice against him. And just in proportion to citizen.
the magnitude of the offence and the severity of state incur an expense of $500,000, tbau bel ieve
the punishment
which is impending does the that from an erroneous opinion of the circuit
popular condemnation
of the moment rest on judge an innocent man's blood had been shed,
the accused, and deprive him, in many instan- Such things have been done, or guilty men have
ces, of a just and impartial triul. I trust this been turned loose on the eommuuity as in the
innovation will not be made upon the establish- case I put.
The convention took a recess.
ed usage of this state. No proposition has been
presented to this convention to which I am more
EVENING SESSIOX.
opposed than to the fifteenth section of this re:port. There is no evil existing, or that has exMr. APPERSON proposed the following as a
isted in this state, demanding this innovation.
substitute for the whole section.
.
I desire that the accused shall also be al"Pro1Jided, that the general assembly shall prolowed to take an appeal to a higher tribunal. vide, bylaw, that any criminal who may be conI want the man whose life, and Itberty, and victed in the circuit court, may, under proper
reputation, and the reputation of his family, are restrictions, have the law of his ease tried by tho
put in jeopardy, to he permitted to take an ap- court of appeals, provided, cue of the judges .of
peal. If you allow it to a man in a matter of the latter court shall order a supersedeas to IS'
dollars and cents, in the name of heaven gi\'e sue to restrain the execution of the sentence unhim the same privilege where these sacred rights til the ease can be head and determined by the
arc endangered.
I had the occasion the other court of app,eals."
day, when speaking on the question of uniformMr. 'l'A~ LOR asked and obtained leavfl to
ity of decisiqn, to refer to a fact well known to withdraw his anh'ndillellt, and to offor the folthose who live in tlle !;onthern part of the state. low;ing sub~titute for the whole section in lieu
It was the case where, ill one county, upon a thereof:
motion to give a prisoner the benefit of clergy,
"In all trials tor treason and felon)', as well as
the judge su;;;tained the motion, and the prison- in all prosecutions forpenal offences, the accused
er, who had been tried and convicted of the "hall 11ave t.he ris-ht to prosecute au appeal, or
highest offence known to our laws, was s..t at writ of error, to tile court of appeals, to any
liberty.
In another county, a man 'was tried for jud~ment which the circuit court may render
a.less offence, found guilty, and, 011 the same ae;amst him, and the general assembly shall f.ro.
motion bt:ing made before another judge, it was vlde, by law, in what mauner such appall. , or
O\'erruled, and the criminal paid the penalty of writ of error, illay be prosecuted: P'1'oviaed, /wtlJ·
his crime under the gallows.
Here was on", man ever, that such appeal, or writ of error, shall e-xhung and another set at liberty nnder the very tend only to questions of law which may arise
flame code of lnws,
One or the other of these upon and be decided during the progress of the
decisions lUllst lHwe bf'en wrong.
There is a trial in the circuit court.
want of uniformity in the decisions of the cirMr. GHOLSON.
1 do not agree, for one, to
cuit court, upon questioUf; of law. Give to the either of these substitutes.
For God's sake, if
prisoner the right, then, if his counsel is ('·on- we intend to punish any man in Kentucky, let
vinced that questions of law have been wrong- us continue the right to challenge to the common·
fully decided, of appeal t·o the hig-her tribunal. wf>fLltb,and for this tlle !>ubstitute does not pro.
'rhere is great Ilced of some uniformity of dct"is- v,ide. My experience teaches me t~11tyour very
ion being established.
As it is 110W, the circuit nch, moneyed man, can purchase Jurors enough
j\~d~es decide nccol'din~ tv the lights they have whel'e this right of challenge is not granted to
denved frolU their vanous reading, and accord- th& commonwealth to keep their llecks out of
ing to various authorities, and thus we see Olle t.he halter.
It is to prevent men being bough\.
man hung and another Bet at liberty, nnder the and sold in tJH~ market and placed where they

can be put in the jury box, t,llat thle t!ght of pocket, will Dud It tliffi~tilt

tllIU'i'llr

.thls h,tlitl~

challenge is proposed.
It has become a remark It! his defence.
And 'when the SUSPicious of the
in my section of the country- that you cannot moment have excited the popular
prejudices
hang or punish a moneyed man. Indeed I have against him, under these oircumstancen, would
heard men gu so far as to say that they Would you take from him the little protection the Jaw
not hesitate to shoot !.I,uyman Who would offend has extended to him in the right to thallengn
them, if they had five or ten thousand. dollars those who art! prejudiced
against him, or give
to expend to get. themselves clear.
instead of to the commonwealth the ri¥ht to challenge the
IStrikillg it out entirely, I should )11'e!\Ofto ex- few who might he disposed to do him justice?
teud the right of the commonwealth
to chal- 'rhi,':! is the whole sum and substance
of tho
lenge.
propoaltlon.
I urn not [<ll' that, for I well know'
Mr. DIXON.
I am decidedly against the sec- how- difficult it is sometimes for men to get even
tion, and greatly prefer the substitute of the a show of justice.
gentleman from Masou, (Mr. 'I'nylcr.)
That is,
I wee once engaged in the county of Hopkins
that. there shall be un appeal tl1ken only iu caeea where there is 11 dispute upon a question of in the case of amiserable I!&gro, who wus charged
law merely, and llot,hiug else. I do not know with breaking open a. house, with the intention
'I'here were t·wo counts iu
that 1 nm ill (axor of the right to appeal ut all, to commit a felony.
the Indictrnent.e-one
charging him with iutenbut I gt,'atly prefer it to the section us It stands.
I think that the urgnnteuts
adduced by tho gen- tiou to eomuiit a rape, and the other With in ten"
Under one of these
tleman front Gruves, (Mr. Mayes,) are Yery far tion to commit a theft,
froill/raving'
the propositlon
he t~ssun1es. As I COllllt'>, of course he could nut be 'pllni!'Jhed oth.
er than by stripes) be~nu.';e the cl'Ime would non
8tatC before, tho licensed has but It pelor chance
constitute
II. felollYJ bnt the illtet1t to commit flo
against the conllllonw{'.nlth, with the advant.ages
it has (Ill it~ ~ide. He is Cdillpelled to rebut as rape Wt!,$ a fe.ItlllY, (VI' "\\'hiclt the punishment
The wi'!plcioll hoWever '\·ent forth.
far as pos~lble the popu1n.r prejudices which the \Va... death.
that he intended to eurntult Ilrllpe un the lally of
very fact that he is charg'l:1t With crime excites
aga.inst him hefore lie CUll l1ava n fujI' ttiaL The the house, though her hnsORlld Wlis ill bed with
COlll1ll011\V<ll1lth should stand Ltc! the 11l'ot<.'ctorof her n,t the tillJej and tlw excitement "tin so high
the accuserl aud stand !JetWeell him ul1d the pop- against the aCt:used, thllt when tl jury enme to
well M
ular pr'ljudiceJ l'athcr tlJan iu the littitl1rl., of be cILllcd up the p'.l.unel was exhausted
seeking to Ul'ge him to tho sl\crltice 'Without ltD the crowd OUI;.~iJei fot the reply to the usual
question
put
to
jururs
on
!mcb
lJCCMiollS
'Was
al~
j
opportunity
to dtfend himself.
'the gelltleman
te1l;:; us that he is it pl'osecudug
a.ttorney, l111d mo.:otiuvariably that they had made up their
that because he lilJ,S dlscovured that errol's have mind;!, and that ,,'l1s thl,1.tthe negro ought to be
It WRS an hOlIest and II. generous (eeling
crept into our criminal system! he desh'!:s this hung.
ELmeodnlellt,
And he tl}US Us t lat gentlemen of which impelled the peoph:""""'it IMs t\ desire fol'
the hal' are deeply intel'csteri in proLl:h.:tln" the the sat~ty of th<l colllmollWeultlJ J but in this
ease it was misleadJ 1l1isdireetedJ by pa ...sion.
accused. A1'O Dot COlOlTIlJll','calth atturneysdeepWclll.borcd for a long "....hile in securin~ a jury;
ly coocerneu in uOIlVicting the accused,
and such. "\'U8 the influellc~ of this feeling upon
Mr. MAYES. The getitleman Is mietnlH!n if tht>1ll that tht'Y could 110tagn~el and Ihwther ju~
he supposes I leatned the facti; I st.ated only du- J'y had tu be culledJ 'vhen tlJe same difficulties or
ring an cxr,eriellce BS conmiOllWcnlth t1.ttol'ney. empannelling
one were encouutered.
At last one
Mr. DIXON.
I ha.v-e no doubt but that gen- wusformed) and they ~lllIteto the c(Jncll1~lon tll1l.ti
tleman bus lellrned it by expcrii;!tlce. but the the man was llot gUIlty, o.n4 acquitted
him,
question is Whether ho ha:-l been tightly tllught
'Vhat ehr,n0e bad he tllldN t,hat stltte tjf facts
or not. The school in -wllich he WI!.S tang-Ilt Was ,vith the (;QmIIH,"wealtb?
Had he liny poWer tu
th~t of }Jrosecliting the accused) and wha.t pros- pack 11jnry?
None.
Nothing but Lhe justiGe of
ecuting attomef does Jlot tome forward. With a his cause aud the shield of the law hlid he, to
determination
that th~ cnlprit should be can, 8~ve him from t.h.e 8!i.crifie~ demanded bJf the PIL~~
vic ted '\1het1ler he is guilty- or not j anu then if the 81Ou-Ied aild eXClteJ multitude.
I Rm hot there~
jur,r happen to differ With hIm, ,vhdt is hiE!upin- fore for Wresting frum the agcused theonl! cbancs
Ion? Why thllt there is a great defect ill the whkh the htw Mivcs him of Becuring 11 (Ilir and
criminal il1risprtidl'tlCt~ o( Lhe stilLe, and tlJc~t it impartial triEU. And I tell gelltlemcll that if
ought to "be remedied.
Of com'3d therc is no bri bcry and corruption b tu be brought tu bear}thatl
man who defend::! th\llwcused, but, who bdlev£;J
if they do give t,he t:omtDoml'ettlth the l'i~htto
If he is found 1Iot guilt'I the ,,"el'dict Is tight. challenge foul' ~hr five of the jurors, it W111not
rrhe 0110 la a fail' S!~t uff fCll' the ot.her. 'fLt! i'ich deprivE' the rich noel powerful of the Ineu"ns to
and the powerful can pl'ote(,t thelJ1scl\"e!l1 but exerclse it, But you tnke fl"ohl the poor Illlln the
who gha.ll shield the puor 1l.Ildthe irnpotont from protf'ctiOll whieh the law tJlrows around him
t.he l!tol'm of t'0pulnl' prcj'udice wheu it is ~.f.ci. with t\ yil·W of securing hitn a fnir find impartial
ted llgn,inst hun.
W{lulf the t.{entlelmtll br'euk trial.
I would lJUt extend the pI/wei' the coIn_
uown the great bl.l.l'l'ier"lto Ulis prejudice 'l'vhicL monWel1lth now has, ·when it can a~rny whntc,,:er
tho law has thrown aruund tl~e Weak alld tbe de- talcuts it may dC$iri.' to prosecUte any man who
fct!ueleM, And yet to gt:t at the rich uud pow. may be accused Bondbring lliru tocoIl'tio:ticlll even
erful, '·011 tuU8t :!Itrikc cl.o'wn 1t11the p't101' l1nd wlhm l1otgl111ty. It h~! l)~en !lnid ht!re that jt leCr!
poW'ed~"ls, That Is the argument, :tud 1 <:10 tIOt com!l~ ul' [tum all parte of K>::lltUl.::!iy> that the
n~.'{H1t tu it. Tbl'l mOf:lt pO"lerf'ul tnlente are guilty are allo"IVl"d to est<l.pe from tlte punish.
brought to a58io1t t11e rich nnd powedul, while m<':TJt dUG their crimes, Ras it not been ctll1i~
the pool' devil whn ct1tUtli'IJ into etlurt with eur;;. plailJed ot' also, t,hat men h~Ye been 8tl.crlflced to
Viciol1 upon him, If h~ h~ no moner in hhl the popular fury and exoitement of thQ momlmt-.,
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Rave We Dot recently heard of t\VO negroes who four-successive trials, ou each occasion, cue man
were charged with killing their master, and who hung the jury, until at last, R/·Ury could not be
got in the county.
He laid t iere in the Branwithout trial, upon the mere charge, were burned
ajury beat the stake? It was against these popular ex- dcuburg jail for three ~'ears without
citements this right of challenge was designed illg procured, and the Judge and officers were
obliged,
at
last,
to
dec
arc
that
the
whole
counto protect the ~ccused. and to ~e~ure him '' fair
trial. Let justice then be ndministered without ty bad made up their opinion, and thauuo trial
prejudice, and in the spirit of mercy, and not of could be had, and governor Metcalfe was obliged
revenge,
If a victim has to be offered up to jus- to let him out. And yet perhaps, a more guilty
He told his wife, I think, of
tice ill her high place, let mercy and pity be al- man never lived.
lowed to drop a tear on the sacrifice. Do not his guilt, for he was married to a. very respectsgive all these things to the wild and mad fury, ble woman who lived in Mason county; for when
Ingotten u:p to reflect the feelings and passions of I took the pardon to her in New Albany,
diana, she staid and made him up some clothes,
the multitude.
Give the accused a filM opportunity of being heard, aud then if' he is convicted, and when she handed them to him, she told
let him suffer the penalty of his crime.
But I him to go awny from her, she never wanted to
FOUl· times this man, withwould uot give to the commonwealth
any more see him again.
out the knowledge
of his lawyers, succeeded
power than it hae. The chained and trembling
culprit stands at the august bar of the common- in securing one man on the jury, and thus
wealth, with all her strength and power around avoided a. conviction.
him, and she has but. to speak the word, and he
I believe the eloquence of the gentleman from
dies. And yet gentlemen desire to increase that Henderson to have been entirely misdirected.
power, and it is sought to deprive the miserable
What is the proposition?
Is it to restrict the
accused of the chance of wardin~ off the influ- challenges of the accused'(
No. Whenever they
ence that the prejudices and excitement of the show cause the.r, may challenge, and when they
community may bring to bear against him. I cannot, they still may cbalenge twenty.
But I
would give to the commonwealth
the right of
am for striking out the section altogether.
one-quarter of the number allowed
Mr. HAllDIN.
There iR a great deal of very challenging
fine declamation
in what the gentleman
lias the accused. 'l'bat is all. Now a man may kill
eeid, but he does not meet the question fair- my father, SOD,or relation, and have I 1I0t the
ly. The proposition
is this; the accused may rig-ht to see that justice is done upon him; and
challenge for cause, if he can show any cause when the law in such a cuse, should allow me
does it take away a single
which is known to the law as good ground for only four challenges,
challenge, and in addition to that, he can chal- rigflt that the accused h<~s? No; it is only to
lenge twenty without showing allY cause.
That give the government the right to get clear of the
is the situation
of the accused at this time. men who come to the court house prepared to go
.
The commonwealth
can challenge for cause, and on the jury.
The gentleman from Henderson has said that
Lneed not enumerate all the causes that exist and
are known to the law. 'I'he cause uf complaint is a man who bas been a long time a ('ommonthis: the commonwealth
has no right to chal- wealth's nttorney, is apt to run off too much
lenge, without showing cause, the men who are against the accused, I HUppOSC upon the same
brought forward and hired to come to the court principle that in England they ·would not let a
But at the 8ame timt:,
house to get 011 the jury after the regular pnnnel butcher serVe on a jury.
has been exhausted, with a "iew of savillg the IS ther" not a danger of gentlemen who have
prisoner, who will always sWeltr that they llave never prosecuted, but have always defended, of
I
not made up an opinion, and then the com- running oft' too far in favor of the accused?
this right tu
monwealth
is obliged to take them.
I rec- hop~ we shall give the government
ollect very well hearing judge
Buckner say a mere one-fourth of the number of cballengeli
We know that there if;
that he had tried a man who lived in Jef- allowed to the aecused.
no protection to a man's life in this count.ry, ami
erson countv, some six miles from Loubwille
on the Bardstown
road, some half a dozen that the hotspurs of the land are in the habit of
times or morp, for either counterfeiting
ballk walking around and SllOot,ing down and stabhing
bote:'l or passing those which Were coullterfo.:it, whoev~rthey please, just by 'way of playing 'bi!!
'l'ake awa.y frOtLl a Ulan the protection of
and he never could convict him, because he had airs.'
Ii. great many strikers
unknown
to the body of the law, und that very' instant life is rendered
the people, who hung about the court house and insecUl'e, and men WIll kill 800rrer than thn)'
ought in self-defence.
Whenever you proclail')]
contrived to get on the jury, and thus managed
to hang the jury.
I recollect t.he CI\SC of a mall to the pea(:eable citiz\!n tbat his life is not >;afc,
a man may
lJy the name of Cartel', who murdered another and that upon slight provocation
on a ballot on the Ohio river.
The victim was a take it, that instant 'you render him the aggressor
I say, without the
man of money, who camc up to buy a load of ill his desire for self-defence.
that already in the case of
lime, alld Oarter murdered hun and sold the boat fear of contradiction,
and the lime and pot:keted the money.
It was crimes which cry to heaven for jl1stjce. there are
for the escape of the guilty.
liS cleat;l
cas\! of guilt, I reckon, as aIlY lllaIl tno manyfacilitlCs
employ to defend them? Why
ever saw or rC'ad of. C;.trtcr had some futlcls, 'Vlio do thq
80m",
foUl'
0:·
five
&,clltlemen
jllst as eloquent as
together with thtl money uf the murdered man,
And who
and I was otle of the two or thl'~e lawyer ...who my friend on the rlgbt. (Mr. Dixon.)
Why some little lawdefended him.
And without our knowing any- has the commonwealth?
thing about it, or having a chance to kIlOW, ex- yer, who is sometimes called' quef:n's solicitor,
cept to guess, some man hung -about the court and who has got the office by wa:r of charity.
house, a:Qd hung the jury for him.
And so for aDd who cannot represent the goverllmentata.ll,
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I think I may say that I have defended or prose- British too," and similar expressions of commieouted some one thousand cases of felony and aeration. Said I, "Sy. now is the time, I shall
other offence.'>. From 1808 to 11:H5 I was a pub- clear you now;" and the suit being brought on,
lie prosecutor, and since then I have alternately
hewascleared iu fiveminutesaftcrthejuryretired.
prosecuted aud defended, but more of the last There is a prejudice against the accused at first;
than the first. I never prosecute a man unless J but lawyers of skill and ingenuity will not let a
believe him to be guilty, and then I would just trial como all until that prejudice shall subside,
as leave prosecute him as I would a sheep-steal- and the public sympathies become excited in his
ing dog. I recollect very well the case of a man favor. There will be no right therefore.or whnh
by the name of Spencer, who six or seven years the accused will be deprived, by giving to thecomago was arrested on a charge of killing his step- monwealth this privilege to challenge,
I know
son, a boy some eight years old, in the most bar- the government has the advantage in what is calbarons and cruel manner. The evidence against led the last speech to the jury. But on the other
him was entirely of a circumstantial kind, and hand, theac<.'usedhasthebeneiitoffourorfi\refirst
it was made up of littJe scraps of circumstances,
rate speeches, and by the time you come to the
but which, when put together, amounted to a last speech, the jury are in pretty much the
demonstration to my mind, at least, of his guilt. same condition we are here sometimes, so tired
The commonwealth's attorney did not view the ont, as to feel no desire to listen to the last
testimony as I did, and therefore did not push speech.
the proseeuticn with his accustomed energy. I
;A~to this prorosition to allow. an appeal in
urged him to push it, but he declined, and at criminal cases,
am opposed to It. It is said
last I persuaded him to make an excuse to go to that appeals are only to be taken on questions
Hodgensville, that the case might fall into my of law; but cannot an ingenious lawyer make a
hands. He did 80, leaving me to prosecute the law point on elmost any question that arises?
case. Spencer was very ably defended, but the Hardly a question can be suggested, that may
jury was not out more than five minutes before not be made one of law. Once a delay of a few
they found him guilty, and the court being sat- months is obtained, a hundred hopes are excited
isfied, he was condemned.
I did not know but of the escape of the prisoner.
He may escape
that I might be wrong. and I rode over to Eliza- from jail, important witnesses may die off, or be
beth on the day he was hung, to see whether he bribed to leave the state. In a word, you would
would make a confession.
I went with the sheriff, double the chances of too prisoner for escape,
a clergyman, and the clerk, and after they had and in addltiou, you greatly increase the expenprayed and sang with him for some time, and we ses of the courts.
Now" there is one way in
were about to go, said the clergyman to him, which an appeal may be taken, to which I see
"Now, Bpencer, tell us whether you are guilty no real objection myself, although I am
or not." Said he, "it ie not worth while to go pared to go for it. It is the plan pl'Opose in
over all the circumstances; I will only sal. that the amendment of my friend from Daviesa, (Mr.
Mr. Hardin was nbout right in what he said, ex- Triplett,) that provides that whenever the circept that I killed the boy about half an hour cuit judge entertains doubts on any point of
sooner than he said I did."
This man was near law, In a criminal case, he )nay refer the case to
being cleared merely because the common- the court of appeals for their 0rinioll.
This too
wealth's attorney did not view the facts and cir- is the plan in England; ant it is the only
cumstances as I did, during the examination of form of an appeal which I could in any way
witnesses.
One thing satisfied me that he was consent to see introduced here.
I do not know
the murderer.
This was when the' horse came that I ever saw an innocent man convicted in
home without the boy, and his mother started to my life, but I have seen many guilty men acgo and seek him, the step-father drove her home quitted.
We come here to make laws for the
and would not let her go.
I could name a protection of the commonwealth, of the whole
thousand cases where men have escaped the pun- people, and not solely for the accused.
ishmeut due their crimes. I know at first there
I appeal to gentlemen not to overload this
is a strong prejudice against the accused, but is constitution to any greater extent than they
there a lawyer who allows his case to come on have. If they do, I warn them that it will
for trial at 'such a time? No; you do not-you
break down before the people by its own weight.
get a continuance, and you get one again and The people demand that there shall no longer
again, until at last the people begin to say, exist. so many facilities for the escape of the
"poor fellow, he has suffered enough, God knows. guilty from the punishment due their crimes,
,Ve can't bring the dear man to life again, so let and I ask gentlemen not to add to these com.
him go."
plaints by increasing these facilities. Give to
I recollect the case ofa man named Sy.Hults,
the commonwealth the right of challenge, and
who shot another, but who, however, did not' you give the people a protection against those
die. He did not give bail, and I did not want who come to the court house for the sole purhim to do so, prefering that he should remain in pose of being hired to go on juries.
Give it to
jail.
For a while.every time that he was brought them also,if you desire to make friends for your
out, I would always walk with him.
I found constitution and secure its adoption.
that there was a strong prejudice against him,
Mr. TURNER moved the previous question,
rendering it necessary that I should get a con- but :Mr.MAOHEN claimed the floor, and the
tinuance.
After Iayiug in jail for two win- main question was not ordered.
tel's, and becoming frost bitten, he was brought
Mr. MAOHEN. I feel much like the elder
out in the spring, and as we passed along, I g-entleman from Nelson, on this matter of makcould hear the people saying, "poor Sy. he Las mg a constitution.
I do not wish to burden it.
suffered enough God knows-c-nnd he fought the and I expected we should strike out a part of
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the report of the committee, because J believe it, shall be entered in the circuit court, which shall
will be oppressive to it when it comes before the be governed thereby."
I will state the object I have in view, and the
country.
What do you propose to do? To give to the reasons for that object. After the most mature
commonwealth the right,to do-what?
Of s!ty- examination, J am satisfied that the great body
ing that some of her proud sons are not worthy of the argument of the gentleman from Nelson
to sit in a jury box, and not assign a reason for is correct. I have been in the criminal practice
it. I ask where vou can place a more damning for some twenty years, and I am satisfied that
stain ou a man's character, than to deny him 111e there is not one case in twenty, that would not
privilege of sitting as a juror in trying the be taken up. But there is another thing which
rights, liberties, or life of his fellow citizen? It has not attracted the attention of this house. It
is this to which I am opposed.
1 never will, by is a fact that we have not at this day in Kenmy vote, sanction any such proceeding.
I hold tucky, a settled criminal code, though we have
that it is the duty of the commonwealth to look the best civil code in the world. One judge in
upon all her citz.zens as true end loyal, till the one circuit is govcrued by one criminal code and
reverse is proved.
But, without proof, there is another by another. I could go on from now til!
midnight, to enumerate differences between the
an attempt to anthoriee the commonwealth,
This ought not
throueh her ministerial agents, to say, "you are tW0 courts, ill which I practice.
unwo~thy of the rights of freemen."
I think to be. The Iivea and liberties of the people of
the commonwealth
has nothing to fear, as long Kentucky, are too valuable to "be sacrificed "by
as the elder gentleman from Nelson will be able judges going too far on the one hand, or 110t far
I would call to my aid,
to come to the rescue. How has it, been hereto- enough on the other.
fore, when his mind, blessed with intuition, has both of the geotleuien from Nelson, and they
been brought to bear, and he bas had the privi- are both astute lawyers.
lege of coming to the rescue? The guilt of the
The commonwealth has the rigllt to the beneaccused is as clear as the beams of the sun, and fit of their experience.
I would like to hear, not
nothing but his own power call resist the de- only their experience, but the experience of the
structive power of the commonwealth.
Again, older delegates, whether the commonwealth
when he sees he has carried the jest a little too ought not to have some means of sending lip apfar for the commonwealth,
and destruction
is peals, where cases have been decided against the
about to fall on the man, he interferes, and says, commonwealth, imyropcrly.
We should have a
my power has carried you a little astray, and he universal and cquc code throughout the comsaves the victim.
monwealth.
But I have not gone so far. I have
I hold that the commonwealth has now power stated two propositions.
First, where the judge
he has the
enough in her hands, and there is a vast differ- doubts upon a point of eriminallaw,
ence between the right of the accused to chal- right to test his doubt, and adjourn the case up
Ought he not to have
lenge, and its being extended peremptorily
to to the court of appeals.
1£ it is a matter of property
the commonwealth.
When the man is once ar- that ri~llt?
the
parties
will
take
it
up.
But when the judge
raigned, and on his indictment a true bill is
found, declaring him guiltv, it is enough to who sits on the bench, doubts, surely he ought
speed, throughout the whole circle of his no- to have the right to send up the case to the court
qiiaintance, the impression that he is guilty. of appeals, where it may be ably and len~thily
Twelve men have pronounced him guilty, on argued by a court that have time to give It fun
their oaths. His reputation goes abroad, with consideration.
guilt attached to it, and when he comes up for
That is one point. TIle other is this. If the
trial, there is a propriety in giving him the right counsel for the accused, or the accused think the
to challenge peremptorily.
Many will come in- judge is prejudiced against him, and he refuses
to court With their minds made up, and I ask if to take au appeal, theu the accused has the right
he may not exclude these, that justice n'ay he to apply to the judge of the court of appeals.
done? I think this is au improper power, to he And If that judge is willing to take the responsplaced in the constitution.
ibility, and sees good cause for issuing a superMr. TRIPLETT.
I have an amendment cedeas, he ought to have tho benefit of it. I go
which I wish to offer as a substitute for the so far, and if gentlemen say the commonwealth
shall also have the right, I am not prepared to
amendment of the gentleman from Mason:
"~Vhene"er the circuit court judge, before say I shall oppose it, for 1. do know, that I have
whom a eriminal 01' penal prosecution is had, heard points of law urged against the commonany good reason, for the
shall entertain doubts on any point of law which wealth, without
From that day
shall be decided by him during such trial, he purpose of saving the criminal.
shall have the power of adjourning over such forward it is put down in that lawyer's mind,
doubtful points of law, to be decided by the and other lawyers appeal to it, till in some cases,
court of appeals; and in the meantime, may de- more particularly in cases of burglary, it is imlay the execution of the sentence in such case, possible to convict a man at all. 1. do not go so
until the court of appeals have decided such far as that. I leave that matter to other gentledoubtful points of law'; or the accused may ap- men, but so far as I do 'go, I do most sincerely
ply to a. judge of the court of appeals for a writ hope the delegates will support me. It is necessary to have a settled criminal code, throughout
of error, [in any criminal or penal prosecutiou.]
which may bs granted by him, and shall act as the state. No danger can arise, for the Judge
a 8up~r8edeas to the judgment of the court in will not send 'up a case, unless there is a doubt.
which the trial was had, until the o,Pinion of It has been tried in England, four hundred years.
the court of appeals, on the questions involved, and I have heard of no complaint from lawyers.
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the bench, or the citizens.
Let us at least have
NA)'s-Richard
Apperson, John L, Ballinger,
as much mercy as they have there.
Alfred Boyd, William Bradley, Francis M. BrisMr. RUnD moved the previous question, and tow, Charles Ohember s , Henry R. D. Coleman,
the main question was ordered.
William Cowper, Garrett Davis, James Dudley,
Mr. PRICE called for the yeas and nays.
Benjamin F. Edwards, Nathan Gaither, Seluoius
The ';I;uestion was then taken on the substitute
Garfielde, Richard D. Gholson, Ninian E. Gray,
of Mr. l'RIPLE'l'']'
for the amendment of :11r. Ben. Hardin, John Hargis, Vincent S. Hay, AnTAYLOR, and it was agreed to-yeas
54, nays drew Hood, 'I'homae-J. Hood, James M. Lackey,
31.
Thomas W. Lisle, Geo. W. Mansfield, Alexander
YEAs-Mr. President, (Guthrie.) Richard Ap- K. Marshall, William C. Marshall, Richard L.
person, John L. Ballinger , Alfred Boyd, William
Mayes, John H. McHenry, David Meriwether,
Bradley, Luther Brawner, Fraucis M. Bristow, James M. Nesbitt, Jonathan Newcum, Larkin J.
Charles Chambers, William Chenault, James S. Proctor, John 'IT.Robinson, 'I'homns Rockhold,
Chrisman, Beverly L. Clarke, Jesse Coffey, John 'I'. Rogers, Ira Root, James Rudd, Ignatius
Henry R. D. Coleman, William Cowper, Garrett A. Spalding, James
Stone, John J. Thurman,
Davis, James Dudley, Nathan Gaither, Richard Philip Triplett, Squire Turner, John L. Waller,
D. Gholson, Ninian E. Gray, James P. Hamilton,
Jo1m Wheeler, Robert N. Wickliffe, Silas WoodBen. Hardin, Vincent S. Hay, Andrew Hood, son, Wesley J. Wright-46.
Thomas J. Hood, James W. Irwin, AUl'ed M.
So the convention refused to strike 'out the
Jackson,
Thomas James,
William
Johnson,
section.
George W. Kavanaugh, James M. Lackey, 'I'boe.
The question was then taken on adopting the
W. Lisle, George W. Mansfield, Alexander K. fifteenth section.
The yeas and nays were
Marshall. Richard L. Mayes, N atbeu McClure, called for by Messrs. MITCHELL and BROWN,
John H. McHenry, Thomas P . Moore, Henry B. and resulted as follows-yeas
41, nays 47.
Pollard,
William Preston, Larkin J. Proctor,
YEAs-Richard
Apperson, John L. Ballinger,
Ira Root, Ignatius A. Speldlng, John W. Ste- Charles Cham hers, William
CowJ?er, Garrett
venson, James 'V. Stone, Mic~ael L. Stoner, Davis, James Dudley, Benjamin F. Edwards,
Albert G. Talbott, John J. 'I'hurman, Philip Nathan Gaither, Selucius Garfielde, R.ichard D.
Triplett, Squire Turner, John L. Waller, John Gholson, Ninian E. Gray, Ben. Hardin, John
Wheeler, Robert N. Wickliffe, Silas Woodson, Hargis,
Vincent
S. Hay,
Andrew
Hood,
Wesley J. WriglIt-54.
Thomas J. Hood, James M. Lackey, Thomas
NAYS-John S. Barlow, William K. Bowling, W. Lisle, Alexander K. Marshall, Wiliam C.
Thomas D. Brown, Benjamin Oopelin, Edward Marshall, Richard L. Mayes, John H, McHenry,
Curd,Archibald
Dixon, Chasteen T. Dunavan,
David Meriwether, James M. Nesbitt, Jonathan
Benjamin F. Edwards, Green Forrest, Selucins Newcum, Larkin J. Proctor, John T. Robinson,
Garfielde, James H. Garrard, 'I'homns J. Gough, Thomas Rockhold, J ohn T. Rogers, Ira Root,
John Hargis, William Hendrix, Mark E.Huston,
James Rudd, James W. Stone, Michael
L.
Charles C. Kelly, Peter Lashbrooke, Willis B. Stoner, John
J. 'I'hurman,
Philip 'I'riplett,
Machen, David Meriwether, William D. Mitch- Squire Turner, John L. Waller, John Wheeler,
ell, J nrues M. K esbitt, Jonathan N eWCUlIl, J olin- Robert N. Wickliffe, Silas Woodson, Wesley J.
. SOIl Price, John
'1'. Robinson, Thomas Rock- Wright-41 .
hold, James Rudel, John D. Taylor, William R.
N AYs-llfr. President, (Guthrie,) John S. Bar'I'hompson, Howard 'I'odd, Andrew S, White, low. William H. Bowling, Alfred Boyd, William
Charles A. Wiekliffe--31.
Bradley, Luther Brawner, Francis M. Bristow,
The question recurred on striking out the fif- Thomas D. Brown, William Chenault, James
teenth section and substituting
the amendment
S. Chrisman, Beverly L. Clarke, Jesse Coffey,
offered by Mr. Triplett.
Henry R. D. Coleman, Benjamin Oopelin, Ed.
Mr. GRAY called for a division of the ques- ward Curd, Archibald Dixon, Chasteen T. Dunetion, so that the vote should first be taken on van, Millford Elliott, Green Forrest, James H.
striking out.
Garrard, 'I'homas J. Gougll,James P, Hamilton,
Mr. C. A. WICKLIFFE called for the yeas and William Hendrix. Mark E. Huston, James W.
nays, and being taken, they were-yeas
42, nays Irwin,
Alfred M. Jackson,
Thomas James,
46.
William
Johnson,
George W. Kavanaugh,
YEAs-Mr. President, (Gutbrie.) John S. Bar- Charles C. Kelley, Peter Lasbbrooke, Willis B.
low, Wm. K Bowling, Luther Brawner, Thomas Machen, George W. Mansfield, Nathan
MeD. Brown, William Chenault, James S. Chris- Olure, William D. Mitchell, Thomas P. Moore,
man, Beverly L. Clarke, J esse Coffey, Benjamin Henry B. Pollard, William Preston, Johnson
Copelin, Edward Curd, Archibald Dixon, Chas- Price, Ignatius A. Spalding, John W. Steventeen T. Dunavan, Milford Elliott, Green For- son, Albert G. Talbott, John D. Taylor, Will.
rest, James H. Garrard, 'I'homas J. Gough, iam R. Thompson, Howard Todd, Andrew S.
Jus. P. Hamilton, William Hendrix, Mark E. White, Charles A. Wickliffe-47.
So the section was rejected.
Huston, James W.lnvin,
Alfred M. Jackson,
Thomas James, William Johnson, George W.
Mr. TRIPLETT
qave notice that he should
Kavanaugh, Charles O. Kell;y, Peter Lashbrooke,
move to offer his amendment a~ an additional
Willis B. Machen, Nathan McClure, Wm. D. section.
Mitchell, Thomas P. Moore, Hcmy B. l)ollard,
Mr. PRICE gave notice that on Wednesday
William Preston, Jolmson Pricc, John 'V. Ste- next, he should move a reconsideration of the
venson, Michael L. Stoner, Albert G. Talbott,
fonrth section of the report of thE; committee on
John D. Taylor, William R. Thompson, Howard the conrt of appeals-fixing
the number of
Todd, Andrew S. White, Charles A. Wickliffe judges.
-42.
The convention then adjourned.
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TUESDAY,

NOVEMBER,

Prayer by tIle Rev. G. W.

27, 1849.

BRUSH.

EXPENSES OF LEGISLATIVE

"ES5IONS.

Mr. THOMPSON offered the following resolution:
«Resolved, That the second auditor be requested to report to this eonvomicu the annual
cost and length of the sessions of the legislature
of this commonwealth
for the last ten years, including all expenses incident to the same. Also,
a comparative
statement of the expenses of the
sessions of the legislature
since the time of
meeting was changed to the last day of December; also, a like number of sessions commencing on the first Monday in December, omitting
in said report appropriations
not connected with
the annual expem;es of each session, but giving
such as arc incident to a long or short session."
In a brief conversation between Mr. THOMPSON and Mr. JAMES on the subject of this resolution, its object was stated to be, to ascertain
what would be the probable saving of expense
by the adoption of biennial sessions.
The resolution was adopted.
APl?ORTI0KMENT

p.

OF REPRESE:olTATION.

Mr.
A. WICKLIFFE
offered the following
resolution:
"Resolved, That 80 much of the article on the
legislative department, and all amendments proposed to the same, as relates to the subject of the
apportionment
of representation,
be referred to
a committee of ten delegates, one to be appointed from each congressional district!'
He said there was one question which remained unsettled, and if he could look forward to its
speedy settlement,
he could fix in his own mind
the time when this convention
would close its
labors.
He alluded to the apportionment
bill.
'1'0 that subject his resolution related.
He proposed to raise a committee from each
congressional
district, to be selected by the presidiug officer, to whom that subl'ect may be referred, with the hope that by ta dug into consideration the various projects, a union may be
agreed on which will give the house but little
trouble.
He did not allude to the basis of representation,
but merely to the principle
of the
. apportionment
of representation.
Mr. COFFEY moved to amend the resolution
by striking out" one," and inserting"
two."
Mr. C. A. WICKLIFFE
had 110 particular
objection if twenty ;"ere considered necessary,
but a smaller committee had been thought more
likely to lead to harmonious action.
Mr. W. C. MARSHALL
said the resolution,
as it stands, met his entire approbation.
He believed that good would grow out of it. If, however, the number should be increased, he feared
the action of the committee
would be retarded
rather than promoted.
One member from each
district would be amply sufficient, inasmuch as
he could.and doubtless would, confer with the
other delegates from the same district.
Mr. KELLY moved to strike out " one," and
insert "three!'
Mr. O. A. WIOKLIFFE,
in answer to a question from Mr. Hardin, again stated the object of
the resolution.
It was not intended to appor-

tlon the representation
among the counties, but
to settle u principle to regulate the apportionment equally hereafter,
Mr. WALLER said he should like to have
the resolution include the basis of representation
as well.
He was unwilling to settle on any
ratio till the basis of representation
was settled.
Mr. TURNER
hoped the resolution
'Would
not be adopted.
They had not yet fixed on the
basis of representation,
and how a committee
CQulJ arrange the apportionment of representation between the different counties of the state,
without knowing what basis they should finally
adopt, was to him inexplicable.
He was opposed to delegating this power to a committee,
and therefore, he desired that the resolution
should be laid on the table for thelresent.
Mr. c. A. WICKLIFFE begge gentlemen to
understand,
that whether they fixed the basis
according to the resolution which the convention
had already passed, or whether they retained it
as it is in the old constitution,
or 'adopted any
other element in the basis of representation,
still the question of apportionment
of that representation was different, and wholly unconnected with it. It was designed simply to lay down
in the constitution a general principle by which,
whenever the basis of representation
should be
fixed, the legislature should apply that principle in assigning the members as equally as they
could be assigned by such a rule.
And in the
appointment
of the committee under this resolution. he hoped he should be omitted.
He would
also suggest the propriety of the delegates from
each cOll~ressional district,
selecting from amongst themselves
who should serve on the
committee, to be appointed under the resolution.
Mr. TURNER could not see why it was necessary now to mise such a committee.
He protested against referring this subject to a committee of ten men, for they should thereby commit
themselves to what those ten men might afterwards; submit.
He more especially
objected
when there was so sreat a. diversity of opinion
all the subject of the basis of representation
amongst the delegates from the several congressional districts themselves.
Mr. C. A. WICKLIFFE
replied that he did
not propose to refer that subject to the committee at all.
Mr. TURNER.
Can we build a house without a foundation?
What is the principle 1111less it is the basis of representation?
Imove to
lay the resolution on the table.
Mr. STEVENSON
called for the yeas and
nays, and being taken they were-yeas
37.
nays 54.
Yaae-c-Jolm L. Ballinger, William K.Bowling,
Luther Brawner, William
Chenault. Beverly L.
Clarke, William Cowper, Edward Curd, James
Dudley, Milford Elliott,
Richard
D. Gholson,
Thomas J. Gough, James P. Hamilton,
Ben.
Hardin, William
Hendrix,
James W. Irwin,
Thomas James, George W. Johnston, George W.
Kavanaugh,
James M. Lackey, Alexander K.
Marshall, John H. McHenry, James M. Nesbitt,
Jonathan
Neweum,
William Preston. Johnson
Price, Thomas Rockhold, James Rudd, Michael
L. Stoner, Albert G. Talbott, John D. Taylor,
William R. Thompson, John J. Thurman, How-
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ard Todd, Squire Turner, John L. Waller, Hen- contains two propositions, that are perfectly simry wushiugton, Andrew 8. White-37.
N Ays-Mr. President. (Guthne.) Richard Apperson, John S. Barlow, Alfred Boyd, William
Bradley, Francis M. Bristow, ThomasD. Brown,
Charles Chambers, James S. Chrisman, Jesse
Ooffey, Henry R. D. Coleman, Benjamin Cope-

lin, Garrett Davie, Lucius Desha, Chasteen T.
Dunavan, Benjamin F. Edwards, Green Forrest,
Nathan Gaither, Seluciue Gerfielde, James H.

Garrard, Ninian E. Gray, John Hargis, Vincent
S. Hay, Andrew Hood, Mark E. Huston, Alfred
M. Jackson, William Johnson, Charles C. EelIy, Peter Lashbrooke, Thomas W. Lisle, Willis
B. Machen, George W. Mansfield, William C.
Marshall, Ricllard L. Mayes, Nathan ,M'lClure,
David Meriwether,WilliamD.
Mit-chell, Thomas
P. Moore, John D. Morris, Henry B. Pollard,
Larkin J. Proctor, John T. Robinson, John T.
Rogers, Ira Root, Ignatius
A. Spalding. John
W. Stevenson, James W. Stone, Philip 'Triplett,
John Wheeler, Obaa. A. Wickliffe, Robert N.
Wickliffe. George W. Williams, Silas Woodson,
Wesley J. Wright-54.
So the resolution was not laid on the table.
Mr. MERIWETHER called for a division.so
that the vote should first be taken on striking
out.
The question was taken on the motion to
strike out the word "one," and it was negatived.
The resolution was then adopted.
The PRESIDENT
st...
ated that it would be
agreeable to him to receive from the delegates
from each congressional district, the name of a
delegate that they might be desirous to servo on
the committee.
LEAVE

os ABSENCE.

Mr. W. C. MARSHALL
asked leave of absence for Mr. M. P. Marshall on account of sickness. which was granted.
CIRCUIT

COURT.

The convention resumed the consideration of
the report of the joint committee of thirty, concerning circuit courts.
Mr. TRIPLETT.
I believe when the house
adjourned yesterday evening, I had just offered
thu following amcndruent, as an additional section:
"Whenever
the circuit court judge, before
whom a criminal or penal prosecution is had.
shall entertain doubts on any point of law which
shall be decided loy him during such. trial, he
shall have the power of adjourning over such
doubtful points of law, to be decided by the
court of appeals; and ill the meantime, may delay the execution of the sentence in such case,
until the court of appeals have decided such
doubtful points of law; or the accused may apply to a judge of the court of appeals for a writ
of error. [in any criminal or penal prosecution.]
which may be srantcd by him, and shall aetas a
eunereedeos to the jud~ment of the court in which
the trial was had, until the opinion of the court
of appeals, ou the questions involved, shall be
entered in the circuit court, which shall be governed thereby."
I was somewhat surprised to find, after the
adjournment of the house last evening. that a
misapprehension
prevailed among members, ill
reference to the character of my amendment.
~t

ple in their character.
The first is. that when a
judge of a circuit court tries a case, and entertains a doubt on a point of law. he may carry
the point of law to the court of appeals.
Now.
what will be the result of that proposition?
Where a point of law is such that a judge entertains serious doubts, and is unwilling that
the life or liberty of the accused shall be lost,
without first having the decision of the court or
apjJealS, he may adjonrn the case to that tribuna.
One answers, It very seldom happens.
If
so, then the remedy for the evil is not frequently called into operation.
'Vhat is the next
point? It will immediately strike the mind of
every thinkin&" man in this house, that there is
a possibility
that the counsel for the accused
may be satisfied that there ought to be a doubt
raised-that
the point of law is not well settled.
Take, for instance, the case stated here a day or
two ago, of one judge having decided that a negro was entitled to benefit of clergy, whilst another judge decided, in a similar case, that he
was not, Now, one of them was wrong, and the
other right.
A case as strong as this 1met with
myself.
In 1825-6 the legislature of Kentucky passed
a law as important as ever was enacted by them,
that a juryman, when called up and examined on his -ooir dire, whether he had conversed
with the witnesses in the case, should be liable
to exception.
I know, and I so stated at the
time, that in two adjoining districts, one circuit
judge decided this law to be constitutional,
and
that it was our duty to obey it, whilst another
judge decided it to be unconstitutional
and that
we onght not to obey it.
Is that law important
or not'! Nothing can be more important than
that a man should be tried by an impartial jury,
and the question arises, what is that impartiality, while one judge decides one way and anether another.
If the court of appeals were once
to decide that question, it would operate obligatorily upon the circuit judges.
I could go on
and givc instances innumerable,
of the uncertainty of the law in such cases. This is enough
for the present.
What are the benefits to be derived from uniformity of decisions?
We may
not probably derive any benefit from it, but our
children ana our grand children may. At the
present time, there is no settled criminal jurisprudence in Kentucky; but, if my amendment is
adopted, it will go far to secure that desirable
object.
There will grow up, by degrees, a settled, permanent, jurisprudence, arising from the
decisions of the court of appeals ill this state
upon all the important points that will be carried thither, either by the circuit court judges, or
by the accused, and thus by and by, we shall
have here. what has been the glory and ornament
of Great Britain, throughout the whole land.
How did her criminal Jaw grow up?
Look at
her acts of Parliament, all of which may be condensed within one small volume, while her criruinallaws are contained in volume upon volume.
The law on criminal evidence, since 1776, hus
been obligatory on the general assembly of this
and other state!'. For a time, the criminal jurisprudence could not even be read in this country.
But legislation, like every thing else, is progressive and improving; and five or 51:!\: years ago,
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the legislature agreed that they might be read,
but must not be aut1lOrita~ve. Now, that is a
·very nice question.
These questions will be
settled and made obligatory on our court of
appeals, and the circuit courts throughout the
state, and then the judges will decide alike,
and that will be some consolation to the criminal.
111:1'. DAVIS offered the following as a substitute for the proposition of the gentleman from
Daviess.

what ought to be the object of this convention,
and of an law-makers?
It certainly should be
that justice should be done, as well to the commonwealth as to the accused; and that such
modes of proceeding should be adopted, as would
must certainly secure the impartial and enlightened administration of justice. Now sir, is the
present mode of trial in criminal cases, so far as
it involves the mode of selecting the jury, and
espe~ially ~h~right of challenge in favor of the
criminal-c-ia It of such a character as to secure
"The legislature shall pass laws authorizing the great end-the
proper administration
of
writs of error, and regulating the right of cbal- criminal justice? I think not. The right of
lenge of jurors in criminal cases."
challenge, as it now exists, is a statutary right,
1'11', HAIWIN.
I will only remark, that I though formerly it "Was a common-law right.
think the legislature have that right now, unless 'What was the state of criminal jurisprudence,
the constitution prohibits it.
when this right was secured to the accused?
Mr. DAVIS.
Not unless it is granted.
'I'he judges were appointed by, and held office
Mr. HARDIN.
I will waive that for the pres- during
pleasure of the crown. We all know
ent. I have not much objection to the first part that 11 large crass of criminal proceedings, inof the proposition of the gentleman from Da- volved state criminals, where the minister of the
viesa: but to the second, I have strongerobjec- crown took part. and where the crown influence
tious than to allY that hal'>been offered.
was used to sacrifice the accused; where the bng
In England, twelve judges ride the circuits, having the power to displace the judge at his
and if they have doubts on any point of law, pleasure, and appoint a more humble tool to fill
they respite the sentence till they get the opin- the office-when desirous of having a great state
ion of the twelve. The part to which I object criminal convicted-it
became a matter of interin the proposition offered is, that a supersedeas est in order to secure justice, that the accused
may be obtained, on application to any judge should have this peremptory right of challenge.
of the court of appeals.
The trial of criminal This feature, as to the mode of administering
cases is generally during the first week of the justice, did not exist in this country, and a great
session of the court. If the man is sent to the blessing it was to our citizens that it did HOtpenitentiary, he is usually sent off as early as nor does it exist now in England.
But there
the second week.
When is the supersedeas.to
were other important features attending the adbe applied for?
There is no limit. Is it one ministration of criminal justice, and what ~ere
year, or six months, or three years? When is he they? The accused was denied, on the merits of
to give bail?
The sentence or judgment is set his case, the privilege of counsel for his defence.
aside, or at least suspended so as to take bail, if Upun mere collateral questions, he was allowed
it is a bailable offence. Who is to take bail? Is the benefit of counsel; but upon the general
it the keeper of the penitentiary?
'I'he circuit question of guilt or innocence, upon which gencourt has adj'ourned, and if he gets bail, do you eral question the fate of the accused depended,
think he wil ever appear? He will be out bush- lie was not allowed the benefit of counsel to aid
whacking, and if the court of appeals decides him in making his defence. If such were now
against him, he will not appear.
unfortunately the condition of persons accused
I will repeat, there are too many means for of crime ill this country, it is probable that I
criminals to es(;ape, for the good of the great would be opposed to a change such as I have
body of the community, and I do h"le they will proposed in the amendment.
But no such barnot be increased.
I hope the secon member of berous principle does prevail in this country.
the pro:rositiun will be withdrawn.
There is no
Well, what are the other important features in
deman ill public sentiment for carrying crimithe administration
of criminal justice?
The
nal cases to the court of appeals.
I will ask
judge invariably instructs the jury, that the law
gentlemen if they have heard of any such deprefers that ninety nine guilty persons should
mand. I have heard no man make such a claim,
escape, rather than that one innocent person
except some of our profession.
Nobody has the
should be punished; and that if the jury, upon a
right of appeal but the accused.
Government
review of all the facts in the case, entertain a
does not have it. I never saw un innocent man
rational doubt, as to the guilt of the accused.
convicted, while I have seen a thousand guilty
they must acquit.
Well, now, the principle of
escape.
law, as it is ndruinietered in relation to criminals
1I1r.DAVIS.
If there are any minor provisalmost amounts to a total and unconditional imions of the consbitution , in which the people of
munity to criminals; especially to those who
my section of the country feel a deep interest,
have money, or powerful and influential conit is those provisions which are to regulate the
nexlone. But there are some other features in
tr.ial of ~rilllinal cases. It may be called prejuthe administration of criminal law. 'I'he jury
dice, or It may be called cruelty; but whenever
may acquit.
If they acquit, there is no new
a man perpetrates a crime, that strikes at the
trial granted to the commonwealth against the
safety of the citizen, and the general welfare of
accused. An acquittal, though it may be against
society, I want him punished.
I want him punevidence-against
law, is final and irreversibloin
ished for the sake of justice, and especially for
favor of the accused; but on the other hand, if
the sake of the example) and the security which
there is a conviction against evidence, where a
that example gives to the community.
reasonable doubt prevails, it is not only the
In regulating the subject of criminal trials, privilege of the accused to have, but the duty of
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the court to grant, a new trial.
These being the
general features of the administration of crimJual Iaw, in the trial of criminals, the question
is, whether they are of such a character, as to
secure justice as well to the commonwealth as
to the accused. The gentleman from Nelson,
(Ml'. Hardtn.) has given us his experience on
this subject. I also have had my experience sir,
during a period of twenty-five years.
I have
never been prosecuting attorney, though I have
sometimes been engaged to assist the prosecution, but I have generally been engaged for the
defence of criminals.
And I can say with him,
ill perfect truth and sincerity, that in twenty five
years practice, in which practice Ibave seen many
criminals tried, and have been engaged in the
defence of mally, I have never known an innocent man to be punished, butl have known very
many guilty ones to go unwhipt of justice.
Now, what is the great object that we ought
to have in view, when devising a mode of trial
in criminal cases? Do you want to create a
piece of machinery that shall result inevitably,
in nine cases out of ten, or even a majority of
cases. in the necessary ucquital of the criminal.
Is that the purpose of your legislation? Is
that the object thai members of this convention
have in view when they refuse to incorporate
such a principle, as is embodied in my amendment, in the constitution. against the experience
of the country, and against the proper administration of justice. Gentlemen say they are for
mercy. Sir, I am for mercy; but the best mercy,
would be a faithful ex-ecution of the criminal
law. The best mercy is, for the law to throw
its shield as a panoply over the citizen for his
protection.
That shield is not now interposed
between the assassin and his victim.
Well
what is proposed to ?e done? why, that you
should allow the legislature to pass laws, regulating the right of peremptory challenge, in
criminal cases; and also to authorize the granting of writs of error in the sarue cast'S. Criminals now have the right, in cases of high treason,
to challenge thirty nve jurors. according to the
principles of the common law: and ill other
cases they have the right, by statute law. to
challenge twenty. We do not propose to abrogate that right; we do not propose to interfere
'with it at all; we only sav that the commonwealth shall have the right to challenge onefifth as mallY as the accused. I say this is
right-it
is necessary to the impartial administration of justice; and it is demanded at the
lmnds of this convention. What is it that goes
to stimulate the perpetration of crime? What
is it that induces the mnrdcrcr to imbrue his
hands in his brother's blood? It is the manner
in 'whiC'hthe criminal justice of this country is
ndministered; it is that when he looks around
him, he sees that slaves are punished-that
the
humble, and the friendless are pnnished-there
is no difficulty in punif\hing them-but the man
·who has the benefit of influential connexionsthe man who possesses wealth, goes unpunished.
Your law is rendered inoperative, so far as regards these-it
is but a dead letter-human
life becomes cheap under your mode of administration of the criminal law-there
is no security-no protection under it. Why sir. within
the ,range of my experience, I could point to

cases that have occured in days gone by, where
a large and influential party in the state have
committed crime-bold
and atrocious crime.
They were arraigned and acquitted; whereas, if
they had been punished, the example would
now operate as a terral' to evil doers. This impunity of crime, has emboldened men to commit crimea, at which humanity shudders.
A
peaceable citizen while walking along the street,
is shot down by a man whom he had nndeelgnedly made his enemy ; and ifa trial be attempted,
it is but a solemn mockery-the guilty party is
never punished, and it is a consciousness of this
that stimulates him to do the deed: whereas, if
he knew. that punishment would follow the
commission of the crime, it would have the
effect of restraining him-his
victim would be
spared-and
a mourning widow and dependent
orphans 'would be saved the direst calamity that
could be inflicted upon them.
My purpose is simply not to deprive the accused of any right that he now has, but to give
to the commonwealth a right that is essential to
the administration of public justice, so far as
regards the criminal jurisprudence of the conntry.
I knew of a case in Nicholas county,
where a young man, walking up to another in
the streets, drew his knife, and "tabbed him.
The man sunk in his tracks and d'ied, leaving a
wife and three children, in a state of penury and
want. 'f'hat man's blood cried aloud from the
ground for justice, and the sense of the community demanded it so strongly, that the young
man was indicted. I was engaged to aid in the
prosecution. 'I'be criminal had ~is friends hovering about the court bouse, and five of them were
put upon the jury. I wanted to set aside the
array on that account, but failed. Well sir, the
jury were provoked by the motion-I supposeand they found him guilty of manslaughter only, when the facts made the case one of the most
diabolical and outrageous murders that was ever perpetrated.
The man was convicted and
sentenced to the penitentiary ; and the judge
granted a new trial. Before the time of holding
another court, the culprit had given bail and
fled.
And sir, three of those jurymen, who
were packed for his trial, and who prevented him
from being sentenced to be hung, were afterwards
arraigned for pel:jury, and sent to the peuitentiary.
And err, m the same county, within the
last eighteen months. there was a simple hearted
fellow, who had $2,200 in his pocket. It became
known to a man of desperate character, who en,
ticed him into the sequestered hills of Lieking,
after nightfall. and had him robbed. Well, he
was indicted, and arraigned for trial. I was engaged in his prosecution also-and sir, I recognize no difference between lendmg my assi."tanee
in the prosecution of an infamous scoundre1. and
the defence of an innocent mUll who is a.rl'[l.ign~
cd for an alleged misdemeanor. Wdl, I aided
in the prosecution of this man for robbery. He
had-as in the other case-his fri.:nds and snp~
porters. s.tanding around waiting to be Sllll1mon~
cd upon the jury. We chanced to get olle of'
these men upon the jUl)'-and I knew as well
before he was brought to the book, as I did after the trial, that he was predetermined to acquit the culprit.
This mall hung the jury; and
if we had been entitled to the right of challenge ..
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we would have excused him, and a verdict of fence Jn chief." WMn the jury is sworn, if it
conviction would have taken place. At the late be a cause of any consequence, the indictment is
session of the Nichola. s circuit court, this juror usually opened, and the evidence marshalled,
was indicted for perjury.
'I'here is no lawyer, examined, and enforced by the counsel for the
who has had experience in criminal cases, but crown, or prosecution.
But it is a settled rule
knows that SUChoccurrences are frequent.
It is at common law, that "no counsel shall be 3.110'\'to guard against such occurrences-to
enable the ed a prisoner upon his trial, upon the general
commonwealth, as well as the accused, to obtain issue, in any capital crime, unless some point of
justice, that some such provision is necessary. law shall arise proper to be debated."
Is there any thing in this to prevent a fair and
"The prisoner is not allowed counsel to plead
impartial jury from being empannelled in the
his cause before any jury, in anv felony, whether
case of the commonwealth against a criminal?
it is capital, within benefit of clergy, or a case
Nothing.
'1'1103nwhy not allow to the commonwealth the privilege of challenging jurors, t6 of petty larceny. But in misdemeanors the prisoner
or the dofendnut is allowed counsel as in
one-fifth the number that the accused may challenge. When the jury is told by the court, that civil actions." 4th BIa. Com. 355.
if they entertain a reasonable doubt of the guilt
Now, this examination is begun and conductof the accused, he should be acquitted, and that ed by the commonwealth, and its results are
the law prefers that ninety and nine guilty men such as are indicated here. Is there an)' such
should escape, rather than one innocent man reason existing in this commonwealth at all?
should suffer-and when counsel is allowed to Does the convention assembled in the state of
the accused to argue the law of the case, in most Kentucky for thc purpose of instituting its funof the circuits in the state-I
ask you, if the damentallaw,
and creating a legitimate and imcommonwealth should not be allowed the pnv- portant principle by which the government shall
ilege of challenging at least five out of twenty. be controlled, intend to assume the position
Would it at all prevent a fair and impartial tri- that this right of challenge should, in no case,
al between the accused and the commonwealth?
and to no extent, be given to the commonwealth?
Why sir, it is the object, and should be cbe ob- If it docs sir, in my judgment. it lends itself in
ject of all men, 10 secure an impartial trial. 'I'here some degree, to greutang to criminals immunity
lives no man, who does not desire that the com- from punishment.
'I'bey have immunity from
monwealth
should have this ,Power at least. punishment
now; and this is one of the princiNow, uuless geutlcmen shall satisfy this conven- pal causes why they have SUCll immunity-not
tion that this innovation upon the right of chal- the sole cause, but one of the operating causes,
lenge, will produce such a state of things as will and it ought to be removed. Where is the place,
prevent an impartial trial, it seems to me the except perhaps in Mississippi or Arkansas,
convention should not hesitate to grant to the where human life is held in so low estimate as
commonwealth this right of challenge. It seems it is in Kentucky?
Who is there, when he has
to me, that justice should be done, not only to received an imaginary wrong, who hesitates to
the accused, but to the commonwealth.
I will assault his adversary?
Who is there that faiis
refer to a single passage upon this subject.
to strike when passion and vengeance urges him
"Challenges upon uuy of the foregoing no- on? There ought to be some stay, some curb,
counts are styled challenges for cause; which some c01Jtrollill~ principle; and the only staymay be without stint in both criminal and civil the only curb-IS the seven years' punishment.
trials.
But in criminal cases, or at least in cap- Yes sir! Blackstone says trucIy, and with a
ital ones, there is. in fovorem: vitae, allowed to deep knowledge of human nature, that it is not
the prisoner an arbitrary and capricious species the sanguinary punishments of the law, but the
of challenge to a certain number of jurors, "with- certainty of punishment, that restrains the eri mout shewing any cause at all; which is called a innl, and prevents the perpetration
of crime.
peremptory challenge; a provision full of that 'I'hls certamty does not exist in this country;
tenderness and humanity to prisoners, for which and it is because it does not exist-it is because
our English laws are Justly famous.
'I'his is those who perpetrate crime know that they have
grounded on two reasons. 1. As every one must nine chances in ten to escape, that they do cornbe sensible, what sudden impressions and unac- mit it. But sir, if you Iet them know that
countable prejudices we are apt to conceive upon when they perpetrate crime, punishment will
the bare looks and gestures of another: and how inevitably follow it" perpetration,
the conseneces"ary it is, that a prisoner (when put to de- quence will be, that crime will decrease. But
fend his life) should have a good opinion of his until you read to them some such salutary lesjury, the want of which might totally disconcert son, it will ~o on increasing ns it has increased,
llim ; the law wills not that he should be tried and there WIll be no protection-no
security for
by any one man against whom he has conceived human life. No true liberty can exist where the
a prejudice, even without, being able to assign a law does not give this protection.
Under the
reason for such his dislike.
2. Because, upon present mode of administration
of the criminal
challenges for cause shewn, if the reason asergu- law, in the empanueliug of the juri' the right of
ed prove insufficient, to set aside the juror, per- challenge, and the disposition 0 the judge to
haps the bare questioning his indifference lllay allow counsel to argue the law, and the prmcisometimes provoke a resentment; to prevent all ple which authorizes the jury to give the accusill consequences from which, the prisoner is still ed the benefit of a doubt, it amounts to a perat .liberty, if he pleases, peremptorily to set him fect immunity from punishment.
Now, I say,
aside."
and I say it with the deepest conviction of the
I will also read t]18law which denies to "the importance of the duty resting upon me, and
accused, the aid of counsel, in making, his de. from my knowledge of the great estimation in
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I ask gentlemen then, with this (act before them,
which such reform is held by my constituency,
not to put into the constitution that which will
that some such reform ought to be made.
be an element in the hands of its enemies which
I do not propose to incorporate in the constimay give us more trouble than we anticipate.
In
tution any specific provision for the regulation
of the trial of criminal cases. I do not think it regard to the right of challenge in criminal
appropriate that the constitution
should con- cases. the gentleman's amendment provides for
I do not so
tain any such details.
I merely propose to vest it. And if this crying evil-which
a general power in the legislature to regulate clearly perceive, although I 113.veheard a great
deal about it-does
really exist, the legislature
writs of enol', and to regulate the subject of the
right of challenge.
I believe that both these are will have power to remove it, if the popular
reforms necessary to the Jue administration of voice demand that it should be done.
Mr. W. C. MARSHALL.
With my friend
the law. As the gentleman from Daviess, (Mr.
'rri:plctt,) has said, there is no uniform adnrinis- from Nelson, (Mr. Hurdiu.j I must beg leaveto
tratiou of the criminal law of the state, and it differ. The Tight to challenge in criminal trials
results mainly, I believe. from the fact, that. there is taken away from the commonwealth by the
is no revisory power to regulate and establish a constitution, as I understand it; and unless the
power is conferred upon the legislature, or incorcode ccutainiug
the great principles
which
should guide the action of the judiciary in the porated into the constitution about to be made,
the right will not exist. I ask gentlemen, who
exercise of this branch of their duties.
Mr. MAYES.
Will it be ill order to offer a co.nte~ld that the po-wer u,:!del' the present constrteuon may not be exercised by the legislature,
substitute for both proposit.lons?
to explain to me the meaning of this provision:
The PRESIDENT.
It is not in order.
Mr. MAYES.
Then I will have it read for "That the ancient mode of trial by jury shall be
the information of the house, and at the proper held sacred, and the right thereof remain inviotime will ask a vote upon it. The amendment late." Was the right of challenge extended to
the crown? All admit tbat it was not; it was
was then read as follows:
alone extended to the criminal.
Jf then it could
"The legislature shall have the power to pass
laws, givin~ to the commonwealth the right of not be exercised by the crown, and that mode of
trial is to be held sacred, the legislature in my
peremtory challenge in criminal causes."
Mr. STEVENSON.
I voted yesterday for judgment cannot extend it to the commonwealth.
means any
striking out the 15th section.
I coufese 1 did If that section of our constitution
it with great doubt as to the polie.}' of the step. thing, I care not bow 10udlYluhUc sentiment
and J,:mblicjustice may demen
it, the legislaI was actuated in that vote by being unwilling
ture ]13 disarmed of all power on that subject, unto engraft into the constitution more details than
were absolutely necessary.
So far as I have ex- less we here provide for it. Does public sentiamined the subject, this rig-lit of challenge has ment and the due administration of the criminal
heen incorporated in very few constitutions.
I laws of our country call for this provision? From
think it is the duty of the convention to avoid my limited experience and observation, I would
demanded in some
details ill the constitution.
It is not necessary, say that it was imperiously
and it may have the effect, notwithstanding
a form.
I would greatly prefer a provision securing to
good constitution may be formed, of increasing
the strength which is alreadv arral'ed against it. the commonwealth a right to at least one-fourth
As this could not be-done, as
It occurs to me that every~ dotal we put iuto of the challenges.
the constitution furnishes an additional weapon was shown by the striking out of the 15th secto our opponents.
I therefore voted against the tion of the report, the amendment proposed by
section. But I am very happy that the gentle- the gentleman from Bourbon, (Mr. DaVIS,) I am
man Iroru Bourbon, (Mr. DaVIS.) has offered this disposed to favor, as the best that ianow offered.
proposition.
I think it is a medium ground up- Upon what ground is it that gentlemen oppose
And
on which all can unite. He proposed to leave to the exercise of this power? Sympathy.
the legislature the right to carry out the propo- for whom? The murderer, the aseasin, the felsition of the gentleman
from Daviess, (Mr. on, the violator of the public peace, the wanton
Such as these, Mr.
Triplett,) and also to provide against this crying invader of private rights.
injustice, which has been so eloquently depleted President, their sympathies cluster around, with
to us in regard to the escape uf criminals.
If a devotion worthy of a better object. The blood
of him who has fallen by the h'unds of the asthe people demund an appellate jurisdiction,
they- have but to let their wil l be known in the sasi n, cries aloud to the violated laws of society,
legislative halls, and their fiat will be carried the laws of his eountrv-c-not for vengeance, but
out. I suppose that there are very few gentle- for the due enforcement of the criminal law; and
men on this floor who deny the propriety of how is this responded to? Gentlemen tell me,
having an appellat~ jurisdiction
in criminal let him be tried, let ajurybe called. It comes,
cases, and yet there ]8 scarcely a gentleman who and what is the result? '1'he whole array, if they
can sal' that the people demand it. I have seen are composed of the Intelligent and most respectSCVNa efforts made in the legislature to have able citizens of the vicinage, are turned off.
granted to the court of appeals jurisdiction in \Vho comes in their stead? Stool-pigeons, that
criminal cases; and if you refer to the legisla- hang around and about the court house! You
point them out.
They are
tive records vou will find that bills have been know them,-can
introduced fr"om year to year to give to the court caBed into the box; the culprit quietly whIspers
the jurisdiction, and they have b&onvoted down. into the ear of his counsel, "he will do, take
The judge upon the bench, the prosecu_
And those who argue that tlus is a crying evil him."
tb~ friends of the murdered man
that should be remedied, must nevertheless ac- tingattorney,
knuwledge that the people have not5O received it. know hiro. The commonwealth haa nq chaI-
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lenge, and he is thus firmly flxed on the jury;
and one after another is brought to the book, uutil the panel is filled; the trial proceeds: the juty retire; and in a few minutes they return with
their verdict. What is that verdictj
"Not guUty!" The murderer is turned 10050Jupon socie-

of the old constitution, eo far ail it regards thE':
power of the legislature to pass the act, are
similar to those contained in the existing canstitution of the state. Now, it is very clear, I
apprehend, that it was believed by the legieleture that )?<lSsedthis act, that the power to pass
ty, to repeat the hellish deed again. And for it did exist, and that it was not violating any
such. as these the gentlemen have the tenderest constitutional principle.
Here is also a decision
sympathies.
Give to the commonwealth
the of the court of appeals, to which I will call the
right of challenge, fwd their sense of justice is gentleman's attention: it is found in J. J. Marmost awfully shocked!
Mr. President, it is but shall's reports, 3d vol. folio 138. It does not
the form of a trial, a mere mockery, a mere determine the question as to the power to pass
farce. I trust the good sense of the delegates the law, but it recognizes the existence and vawill see that something is called for. The other lidity of the law, which amounts to the same
branch of the amendment, lam equally sure thing.
should be adopted.
My friend from Kenton,
1
i k iIS mista
, k en, 1'f) 18 supI hal" said that, at t I'"'''commot
law, the pa,(M r. S tevenson.) I t h III
,
poses the legislature will pass a law autllOriBing ty accused had the right to challenge thirty five
writs of error in criminal cases. I had the hun- jurors, and it is clear that the statute 'which reor of introducing a proposition of that kind in duces it in the case of treason to twenty four I
the legislature, and urged the propriety of such and of murder and other felonies to twenty, is
a law with all the force I could command: but in derogation of this right; still it was done,
it failed, not because it was not demanded or and has been for years past, acquiesced in as
called for, belt because it was introduced by a the law of the land. As the gentleman seems to
young lawyer, although advocated by nearly all think, however, that it is doubtful whether this
the legal gentlemen in the legislature.
I there- power, without the section which he bus offered,
fore hope the amendment will not prevail; strike can, under the new constitution, be exercised oy·
out the word "shall" and insert "may," and you the legislature,
I am willing to vote for his
defeat the object all have in view. Uniformity proposition if he will so change it as to leave
of decision is all important in criminal trials. some discretion with the legislature as to the
We should IHi.Vesome rules, some land-marks,
propriety of exercising the power he would conto govern the profession in Kentucky.
We have Ceq not that I believe the legislature will ever
none. Allow writs of error, and in a few years, exercise such a power, or at least to the extent of
what is law in one circuit, will be law oyer the ~iving the state the right of peremptory chalentire commonwealth.
You have heard upon
enge of jurors against the accused, because it
this floor-in truth, sir, it is a part of the histo- would, to some extent, impair the right of trial
ryof this eommonwcalth-c-thai, in the lower part by jury, wluch.. of all things, should be held
of this state, in one circuit, by the decision of most sacred by the peo\,le of every free govern, d zo, a IUIlI" d)erer ia d cxten d ed to hi
one JU
lim t 1ie meut. If the Gower w ".~ is proposed
.~~ to be"
benefit of clergy, and he went free. Shortlyaf.
conferred is on y to regulate the right of chalter, in another circuit, it was refused! and the lenge, and not to deprive the accused of it, or
murderer was hanged.
Sir, this is not right; it to confer upon the state the power of chalshould be remedied: and it can only he done by lenging, which she does not now possess, there
allowing writs of error. In the circuits in which can certainly be no obi'ection to it; and I supI practice, I know different rules of decision pose the legislature wi l construe it to mean, as
obtain.
A remedy is called for, it must be cor- its language purports, merely to regulate.
rected, and it can only be done in this way.
Mr. DAVIS.
I merely desire to satisfy my
Mr. DIXON.
lam not particularly averse to friend from Henderson, (Mr. Dixon), that the
the proposition of my friend from Bourbon, and legislature under the present constitution have
with 11 little modification so as not to make it not the power to act on the subject.
That inimperative, but leave it discretionary with the strument provides that the right and mode of
legislature, and I believe I am willing to give it trial by jury shall be held sacred and inviolate.
my support.
But I must confess that I think If a proposition Wag brought into the legislature
it unnecessary, because I believe that under the to take from criminals the right of peremptory
constitution of the commonwealth, as it now ex- challenge, would it not strike at that principle
its, the power does reside in the legislature, to of the constitution?
That tests the question of
regulate this matter of challenging
jurors in power whether the legislature may act upon the
criminal eases; and If I understand tne proposi- subiect of controlling the peremptory right of
tion, it goes to that extent only.
challenge or not. Such a law, if passed. would
In 1796, the legislature passed an act reducing be null and void, and of no effect. In the case
the number of challenges on the part of the ac- referred to by the gentleman, that question was
cused to twenty four ill the eMe of treason, and 1I0t decided. It was the case of a prosecution
to twenty in the case of murder OJ' felony. The against a man for keeping a gaming house. His
section of the act to which T allude is in these counsel made the pomt, that he had the same
..."ords: "No perflOn arraigned for trea>;on shall right to challenge as the accused, for felony, and
be admitted to a peremptory challenge above the question was, whether he should challenge
the number of twenty four, nor shall any per- six or twenty.
The court of appeals decided
son arraigned for murder or felony be admitted that as a wrtt of errol' is given III all cases in
to a peremptory challenge above the number of Kentucky, in the prosecution of a misdemeanor,
twentv."
This act, it is true, was passed under the right of challenge does not and cannot apthe old constitution; but I believe the proovisions .ply, and therefore he had the right to e.hallenge
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but four and not twenty.
Here iii the power.
reed from 3 J. J. Mar. 137:
«By the common law, the prisoner has a
ri~ht, 1Il all prosecutions for felony, to challenge
thirty five Jurors, peremptorily:
but by the
statute, 22d Hen. Sth c. 14. s. 57, made perpetual
by that of 32 Hen. 8th, c. 3, this right of challenge was restricted to twenty, in all felonies
except high treason: and b.y the 33d Hen. Sth. c.
23 s. 3, the same restrictions applied to high
treason. But the statute of 1 nnd 2 Ph. and M.
c. 10, revised the common law as to cheileuges.
in cases for treason, and consequently, in those
cases, extended the challenge to thirty five."
,. By the 19th section of an act of the lef?islacure of this state, (December 17/1796,) entitled,
.. an act to reduce iutc oue the several acts concerning the examination and trial of criminals,
grand and petit jurors, veuiries, and for other
purposes,"
it is enacted tbat "no person arraigned for treason shall be admitted to a peremptory challenge above the number of twenty
four; ncr. shall any person arraigned for murder
or felony, be admitted to a peremptory challenge, above the number of twenty." I Dig. 438.
I admit that on the question of the right of
challenge in cases of treason, there is a conflict
between the law of England and the act of 1796,
and it never has been decided in this country
which law prevails. But whenever the question
shall be made under that law, our courts will
decide that the common law stand" supreme in
this case, and that persons charged with treason
have the right to thirty five peremptory challenges, and that the act of .1 i96 in that respect is
unconstitutional, because it docs infringe upon
the right of trial by jury, one of the most important essences of which, being this right of
challeugo. If the legislature may restrict the
number of challenges to which the accused is
entitled, to a dozen, it may restrict it wholly.
I
maintain that they have no right to legislate all
the subject at all, because it would be in derogation of the ancient mode of trial by jury.
In explanation of the case to which I referred
in Nicholas county, I will state, that it was a
prosecution for murder. Eight or nine of the
Jury were for convicting the criminal for murder,
'but being out six, eight, or ten days, they were
at l<lngth worried into a compromise, and illduced to bring in a verdict of manslaughter,
and consign him to the penitentiary rather than
to the gallows. And such cases often occur ill
civil and criminal causes. both.
There was
scarcely ever a court held in any county in Kentucky, where juries were empanneled that such
compromises did not take place. The other case
put, was that of a man charged with robbery,
and one of his accomplices being smuggled into
the jury box, hung the/·ury. And now he stands
indicted, and I trust, ie will be convicted of
perjury, in swearing that he had neither formed.
or expressed an opinion as to the question of
the man's guilt at the time he was empanneled
e juror. His to sweep such men from the juries
and to prevent them from polluting the pure
streams of justice, and prostrating the criminal
laws of the country, that I desire the adoption
of such a principle as my amendment contem·
plates.
Mr BROWN.
I find the amendment of the

~~nt.leman from Bourbon, too imperative in its
direction to the legislature.
I move to strike out
the word "shall" and insert in lieu thereof the
word "may."
Mr. STEVENSON.
I rose for the same purpose. I had supposed th .. word "may" was used
Instead of "shall" and based my remarks on that
su pposi tiou.
Mr. W. C.:MARSHALL. I desire that it shall
be made imperative on the legislature to do what
we require of them. If it is left discretionary
with them, they may not do it. I trust the
amendment will not prevail.
Mr. DIXON.
If it is a fact, as the gentleman
says, that under the old constitution, it would
be unconstitutional
to pass such a law, then I do
not want lIOW, to make it imperative on the legislature to pass a law under the new constitution which would 11e in violation of the great
right of trial bv jury. I prefer permitting the
legislature on tbis question to think for them.
selves.
Mr. DAVIS.
Was not. the number of challenges allowed to the accused reduced by the
act ofl796 from thirty-five to twenty.
:Mr. DIXON.
I think so.
Mr~DAVIS.
If the legislature has the power
to make tlris reduction, what Is to prevent them
Irom taking the whole right away'!
Mr. DIXON.
I think they have the power to
take it awa.y. There we differ. 'I'he gentleman
believes that power does not exist, and he is for
providing in the constitution that it shall. I believe that it does exist, and am opposed to giving the power if it does not. If it does not exist,
I will never consent to give to any body, the
right to act in derogation of the right of trial by
jury. If the commonwealth already has that
power, let It be exercised, when the occasion shall
require it-I
would not compel its exercise ,
when it was not required.
r urn willing to go
this far, but I will never consent to do any thing
ill derogation of the right of trial by jury. I am
willing that it shall be protected as it now is, but
I am not willing to deprive the accused of any
right the coustitutlou now secures to them.
Mr. GHOLSON. I hope that the word "shall"
will not be stricken out. If gentlemen desire to
accomplish the object my friend from Henderson seems to have so much at heart, let them
vote to put in the word "not" after "shall."
'The legislature had disregarded for the last fifty
years a positive command thatthev should provide
a manner in which suits shou1d be brought
aeainst the commonwealth, and therefore gentlen~en need not be afraid that they will be too
anxious ..to obey this injunction.
I never was
more astonished at any thing than at the course
of the gentleman from Henderson on this occasion. Why, I have known in my county, and
there are gentlemen here cognizant of the facts,
the most cold blooded, deliberate crimes to have
been committed that ever disgraced human nature, and the perpetrators to escape by this diabolical plan, through the bribery of a juror, of
hanging a jury i . And the ~entleman appeals to
the mercy of this convention to allow such a
stat-e of things to continue. It is not proposed
to array a single right of the accused, out only
in soine small degree to place the commonwealth
on a footing of equality with him.
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Mr. PROCTOR moved till: previous question
bitt, Jonathan
'tiewcum,
Henry
B. Pollard:
and it was ordered.
William Preston, J ohnsou Price, Larkin J. ProcThe question was then taken on tbe motion to tor, John '1'. Robinson, Thomas Rockhold, John
strike out the word "shall" and insert the word 'J'. RO;5ers, Ira Hoot, James Rudd, Ignatius A.
"may" by yeas and nays, on the call of Mr. W. S~aldtng, John 'V. Stevenson, James W. Stone,
C. MARSHALL, and It was agreed to, yeas 57 Michael L. Stoner, Alhcrt G. Talbott, William
nays 35, as follows:
-!;. 'I'hompson.alohn Jv Thurman, Howard Todd,
YEAs-Mr. President, (Gl1thri~,) John L. Bal- Squire 'I'urner, John L. Waller, Henry Washington, J ohu Wheeler, Andrew S. White, Charles
linger, John S. Barlow, willlam K. Bowling,
AlfJ'ed Boyd, William Bradley, Luther Brawne~, A -."\~iekiiff~, Robert N. Wickliffe, George W.
Wlllwms, Silas 'Woodson, WesleyJ. Wright-83.
Thomas D. Brown. Charles Chambers, William
.NAys-Richard
Apperson, Beverly L. Olarh,
Chenault, James S. Chrisman, Beverly L. Clarke,
Vincent S. Hay, George W. KaVllrw.ugh, Charles
Jesse Coffey, Henry R. D. Coleman, Benjamin
C. Kelly, William D. Mitchell,
'I'homas
P.
Copelin, Edward Curd, Lucius Desha, Archibald
Moore, Jolin D. Taylor, Philip Triplett-9.
Dixon, James Dudley, Chasteen T. Dunavan,
The question was then taken on the adoption
Benjamin F. Edwards,
Milford Elliott,
Green
Forrest, James H. Garrard, Thomas ,J. Gough, of the amendment as a section of the article, aud
and nays being called
James P. Hamilton,
Ben. Hardin, Vincent S. it was ~S'r('ed to, tbelcas
for by Mr. MITCHE
L-j"eas 85, nays 7', as folHay, William Hendrix, Mark E. Huston. Thomas
lows:
James, William Johnson, George W. Johnston,
YEAs-Mr. President, (Guthrie.) Richard ApGeorge W. Knvenaugh, Oharles C. Kelly, Peter
Lashbrooke, Thomas W. Lisle, Willis B. Machen, ~ersoll, Jobn L. Ballinger, John S. Barlow, WilHam
K. Bowling, Alfred Boyd, William BradGeorge W. Mansfield, Nathan McOlur~, 'I'homas
ley, Luther Brawner, Francis M. Bristow, 'I'homP.lIoore,
James M. Nesbitt, Henry B. Pollard,
William Preston, Johnson Price, John T. Robin- as D. Brown, Charles Chambers, William Cheson, John T. Rogers, Ira Root, John "\V. Steven- ~au~t, .JeSBe .Coffer., Henry R. D. Coleman, Benjannn Copelin, William Cowper, Edward Curd,
son, Albert G. 'I'albott, Wi!liam R. 'I'hompson,
Garrett Davis, Lucius Desha, Archibald Dixon,
Howard Todd. HenryWashlllgton,John
Wheeler,
Andrew S. White, Charles A. Wickliffe, Wesley James Dudley, Chasteen T. Dunavan, Benjamin
J. Wright-57.
F. Edwards, Milford Elliott, Green Forrest, Nethan Gaither, Belucius Garflelde, J as. H. Garrard,
NAYS-Richard
Apperson, Francis M. Bristow,
Wilti~m Cowper, Garrett Davis, Nathan Ga~ther, RIchard D. Gholson, Thomas J. Gough, Ninian
Selucius Garflelde, Richard D. Gholson, Ninian E. Gray, James P. Hamilton, Ben. Hardin, John
E. Gray, John Hargis, Andrew Hood, Thomas J. Hargis, Vincent S. Hay, wm. Hendrix, Andrew
Hood, James W. Irwin, James M. Lackey, Alex. Hood, Thos. J. Hood, :Mark E. Huston, James
K. Marshall, William C. Marshall,
Richard L. W. Irwin, Thos. James. William Johnson, Gee.
W. Johnston,
James .1\1. Lackey, Peter LashMayes, John H. MeHenry, David Meriwether,
brooke, Thos.W. Lisle, Willis B. Machen, George
William D. Mitchell, John D. Morris, Jonathan
W. Mansfield, Alexander K. Marshall, Wm. C.
N ewcum, Larkin J. Proctor, Thomas Rockhold,
James Rudd, Ignatius A. Spalding,
James W. Marshall, Richard L. Mayes, John H . Mclfenry,
Stone, Michael L. Stoner, John D. Taylor, John David Meriwether, John D. Morris, James M.
J. Thurman, Philip Triplett, Squire 'I'urner, J. Nesbitt, Jonathan Newoum, Henry B. Pollard.
William Preston, Johnson Price, Larkin J. ProcL. Waller, Robert N. Wickliffe, G. W. Williams
Silas W oodson-c-Ss.
' tOI', John T. Robinson, Thomas Rockhold, John
T. Rogers, Ira Root, James Rudd, Ignatius A.
The question was then taken on the substitute in lieu of the section as proposed by Mr. Spalding, John W. Stevenson, James W. Stone,
TRIPLETT,
and it was adopted, the veas and Michael L. Stoner, Albert G. Talbott, John D.
Taylor, "\Viltiam R. Thompson,
John J. 'l'hurnays being callod for by Mr. KAVANAUGH,
man, Howard Todd, Philip Triplett, Squire Turyeas 83, nays 9, as follows:
John
YEAs-Mr. President, (Guthrie,) John L. Bal- ner, John L. Waller, Henry'Vashingtoll,
Wheeler, Andrew S. White, Charles A. Wicklinger, John S. Barlow,
William K. Bowling,
liffe, Robert N. WickliBe, Geor~e W. Williams,
Alfred Boyd, William Bradley, Luther Brawner,
Francis M. Bristow, Thomas D. Brown, Charles Silas WOOdSOll,WeSley J. Wright-8S.
Ohambers, William Chenault, James S. ChrisNAys-JallJes S. Chrisman, Rev-erly L. Clarke,
man, Jesse Coffey, Henry R. D Coleman, Ben- George W. Kavanaugh, Oharles C. Kelly, Nathan
jamin Copt>lin, William Cowper, Edward Curd, McClure, William D. Mitlihell, Thomas P. Moore
Garrett Davis, LuciusDesha,
Archibald Dixon, -7.
James Dudley, Chasteen T.Dunavan,
Benjamin
Mr. T. J. HOOD.
I desire to supply what I
F. Edward.'!, Milford Elliott, Green Forrest, N a- conceive to be au omission in the fourth section
than Gaither,
Selucius
Garfielde,
James H. of the report.
'l'htl increase in the business or
Garrard, Richard D. Gholson, Thomas J. GouO'h some of the di8triets,
may render it neccsr,;ary
Ninian E. Gray, James P. Hamiltou, Ben. H"'ar~ and desirable that the labors should be further
din, John Hargis, Wil!iam Hendrix,
Andrew divided, although, taking the whole twelve disHood, Thomas J. Hood, Mark E. Hu~ton, James triets together, the jlJdges may bfl able to attend
W. Irwin, Thomas James, "\Viltiam Johnson,
very easily to the whole of the business.
TIle
George ,Yo Johnston, James M. Lackey, Peter amendment is designed to obviate this difficulty,
Lashbrooke,
Thomas
W. Lisle, Willis B. Ma- and to allow the legislature to make such cllanges
chen,
George W. Mansfield,
Alexander
K. ill the districts, whenever it shall be desirable.
Marshall,
William
C. Marshall,
Richard L. The amendment is as follows:
Mayes, Nathan McClure, John H. McHenT)-' Da"The general assembly shall, after the first divid Meriwether, John D, Morris, James M.'Nes- vision of the state into twelve circuit court dis.
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trlcte, at their session next preceding the regular
election of circuit judges, thereafter so challge
and regulate said districts, as to equalise, as near
as may be, the labors in the several districts th ..n
in being, having due regard to the number of appearances, and to population and territory."
Mr. HARDIN moved to strike out the word
"shall," and insert the word "may" in lieu
thereof.
This motion was agreed to.
Mr. PRESTON.
Believing that the additional section proposed by the gentleman but reiterates a part of/the fourth section of the article,
and agreeing with him in the end he seeks to attain, I offer the following as a substitute for
his amendment:
"SEC. -, The /'udieial districts
and circuits
of this state shal not be ehaoj5ed, save at the
first session after every enumeration, unless when
new districts may be established."
Mr. PRESTON'S amendment was then adopted in lieu of that offered by Mr. '1'. J. HOOD.
Mr. BROWN.
This proposed amendment is
but a reiteration, in my opinion, of what is already provided for in this report.
I am opposed
to putting any thing in this constitution that is
not absolutely required, and shall, therefore, vote
against this amendment.
If the constitution is
rejected by the people, it will certainly not be
because there is too little provided for in it, but
because there is too much.
The question being taken, the amendment was
adopted as an additional section of the article.
EVENING SESSI0:".

Mr. KA.VANAUGH.
I offer the following as
an additional section to the report of the com.
mittce :
"SEC. 16. In regulating the right of challenge
of jurors in criminal cases, the general assembly
shall never give the commonwealth more than
one-fifth the number of peremptory chal l leuges
which may be allowed the accused."
I deem It unnecessary to add Rny thing to the
full discussion which has already been had on
this subject,
The sense of the convention yesterday, however, seemed to be against giving
the right of f1erernptory challenge to the commonwealth, In criminal cases; and to-day, by
the section j'ust adopted, as to regulating the
right of cha Icnge, and appeals, and writs oferror in such cases, we have given the whole power over this subject to the legislature.
I, myself, voted against the section, in all its stages.
By the old constitution, the legislature had
the power to regulate appeals and writs of error
ill criminal cases, but they have never exercised
it. This, to my mind, is strong evidence that it
is not now demanded by public sentiment.
If
it is, the legislature could give the right of appeal under the new constitution, as well without the section we have adopted as with it.
The present constitution provides that the ancient mode of trial by jury shall be held sacred.
The same provision is substantially
contained
in the constitution of the United States, and in
most, if not all, the states in t]le uuion. This
ancient mode of trial by jury, has been con"trued by our courts to m~an; such right of trial
by jury as e:x:isted at the time of the adoption of

the constitution.
At that time, the accused had.
the right of peren)f;ltory challenge, to the number of twenty: while the oommonwealth had no
right to challenge, peremptorily, a single juror.
In my opinion, the legislature hnd no power under the old constitution to interfere with the
right of challenge
thus given. But on this
point there seems to be some difference of opin1011.
Be this as it may, the legislature has never
interfered with the right, and never would interfere with it, under a constitution having the provision on that subject contained in the present
one. But, by the section just adopted. full power is given the legislature over the whole subject. That body may not only give the commouwealth the right of challenge, but may give
it to the same extent with the aecueed. It may
even take the right from the defendant altogether, and give it to the commonwealth to any extent. Why. sir, a day or two ago, we were
throwing eYery kind of restriction around the
legislature; now, we are ~iving them almost unlimited power as to the Tight of trial by juryn right held sacred by the people. They have
demanded no change on this subject-they
did
not expect it at the hands of the convention.
In my section of country, the ancient mode of
trial by jury was to be held sacred, and I greatly doubt if the question were directly made before the people. as to givine: the commonwealth
the right of challenge, without cause, whether
it would be sanctioned.
The seetron which I have offered only provides that the legislature in regulating the rlght
of challenging jurors in criminal cases shall
never give the commonwealth more than 011efifth the number which may be given to the defend ant, It is designed as some limit to the
power of that body over the subject.
Thispower
may never be abused-it
is probable it never
will-but
the ancient mode of trial by ,jury
should be held sacred, and the power to infri uge
it ought not, in my opinion, to be placed in trw
hands of ally body of men whatever: for this
reason among others I voted against any change
on this subject, and have now offered the section
as a restriction upon the legislature, and Am of
opinion that it should pass. As this subject,
however, has already been discussed at some
length, any further remarks are deemed unne-

cessat-v.
Mr:l\'IITCHELL.
I feel disposed to claim
the indulgence of the house for a short time.
while I endeavor to set myself right before my
constituents,
with reference to the vote I gave
this morning.
I rise with 110 expectation of making any impression on the convention, or of
changing the deliberate vote which has been
given, but sim-ply to state the reasons, very
briefly, which influenced me in pursuing the
course that I did. I hove always regarded the
ancient mode of trial by jnry as a tower of
strength to the citizen, and l have always looked
on it as a feature in our judicial system which
should be preserved inviolate.
I should approaC'h it WIth great apprehension of doing misehief, even jf I were to abstract a singlc brick
or stone froUl the massive pile, and snould be
apprehensive
that to disturb it in the least,
would threaten the wbole structure.
This convention is called to frame a constitu-
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tlon.
Future conventions
may be called, and en;" he metes 011t, in dispeusiug justice, that
will look to the action of this conventaou as measure to others which he claims for himself.
sanctioning their action. If we now commence If the same want of justice in the execution of
the work of innovation, I am at a 10.'18to see to the laws were observable throughout the whole
what extent in future times it may be carried. series of criminal offences, that argument might
It is urged that the neceseiriee of the country be deduced to show the insufficiency of the sysrequire It; that crime goes unwhipt of justice, tern. But when it is confessedly confined to one
and hence some modification of this ancient sys- description of crime, we must look for the eviltem is necessary.
Some future convention, in- if there be an evil-in
the force of public opinfluenced by the same motive, may carry the ion, acting on and modifviug the Iaws of the
matter still further; it may be urged as necessa- country and regulating their execution.
ry not only to regulate the right of challenge but
'We have heard it read here to dny, that this
they may go further and say that a concurrence right of peremptory challenge originated in that
of the peers of the accused shall not be necessary great lrillciple
ill favor of human life-which
for his conviction.
They may say that a major- shoul
distinguish
every system of jurispruity of the jury shall be sufficieuf to authorise dence-that
it was given to the accused in tenconviction and deeth. When innovation once Jerness-in
javorem vit.(JJ. Will you give it to
commences we know notat what point it will, the commonwealth in favorem mortis, to favor
stop. We arc told that to regulate the right of execution, to favor condign punislnneut?
The
cha.llenge is perhaps not to impugn the ancient individual
who comes into a court of justice
trial by jury.
It seems to me to attack it in a charg-ed with crime, comes with the stalll~ of
VItal point, if the accused has not the ri~ht of suspicion upon him; he is prima facie gllllty,
peremptory challenge: if that right is abridged, notwithstanding
the maxim of the law, that
then the ancient right of trial does not remain every man shan be deemed innocent 'till his
inviolate.
When we come to that portion of the guilt is proved. He has undergone an examiold constitution which declares that tilt) ancient nation 1ll the county, or the charge has been
mode of trial by jury shall remain inviolate, passed upon by a grand jury, and he stands as
there will have to be an alteration.
We cannot one with the impress of guilt upon him. Prima
make the same declaration.
We have placed facie he is guilty.
Give him then the privilege
within the grasp of the legislature a ,Power very of some share in selecting his I·ury, the poor
materially to modify the ancient trial by jury. privilege in this struggle for ife, of acting
We have given them a discretion which in my without a reason-let
him not go to the scaffold
jud~ment may be more dangerous than the prop- under the conviction that he has been sent
osition contained in the report.
'l'here they thither by his euemy-c-let not this cloud darken
were Ilmired to one-fourth.
Here there is no his dying hour, but let not the commonwealth
limit
'I'hey may extend a right of peremptory
enjoy the same privile-ge; for she should never
challenge to the commonwealth equal to that act without a reason; let not the commonwealth
given to the accused; llay, they may go further stultify her own citiaena, and not without a suffiand give the commonwealth the right to chul- cient reason say, "Sir, YOU are unworthy to
Ienge more than the accused.
'l'hie IS exteudiug serve upon a jury-c-you bear on your face the
discretion much beyond what the original prop- stamp of degradation-you
have achieved for
osition contemplated.
'I'he reasons which have yourself a character that excludes you from a
been assigned for doing this-for
obliterating
sen-ice of this kind."
this ancient land-mark-have
not been aatisfacIt does ..eem to me thnt by some provision of
wry to my mind. We have been told that it is law, the matter can be regulated without taking
necessarJ fIJI" the accomplishment
of the euds of away this ancient lund mark. Let the sheriff
justice.
be required, in euunnoning jurors, to exclude
My obOlel'Vstionhas taught me tllat justice is from the panel those hangiug about t.he courts of
fully exeootedin Kelltu~ky. There is perhaps an justice; let t.hose who thrust themselves in the
.excepti-ouas to ollecmssof ('.ascs, that of homIcide. way, in order to be placed on the jury, be exThere has not. been meted out the punishment
cluded. Let proof of such conduct be good
which in the minds of just men i" deemed to be cause for rf'jeo.:tion; but never let the commondue tv that offence. D.oes this originate in any wealth, actuated by a spirit of vellg~allce, and
defect in oue judicial system? Does it not rath- lest she should be foiled of her prey, without reaer originate in public opinion, and is it not sub· son, exdude her citizens, and declare them unject to the contral of that all powerful influence? worthy of sitting on the jury. I am opposed to
The same system prevails here now which pre- the whole matte.(. I am opposed to the int.rovailed in England when her tribunals were duction of 8uch a provision into the constitudrenched in blood, when the temple of justice tion; but if we mllst have it, let us have the
was c@ll.verf,ed into shambles, and the ermine restriction of my friend from Anders.on.
foully sta.tnOO. with the blood of innocence.
Mr. GHOLSON moved the previous question
The same provision, in this respect, obtained and the main question was ordered.
there as her~; the same right on the part of the
The yeas and nays 'Were demanded on the
&ccused, when that right eonld not be exercised amendment, and being taken they were-yeas
on the pz.rt of the government.
30, nays 55.
YEAs-Mr. President, (Guthrie,) William CheI think this ex-emption fromj'unishment
origi
ra.ates in public sentiment, an cannot be con· nault, James S. Ohrisman, Beverly L. Olarke,
trolled by legislative ena.ctment, which rises William Cow~er, Archibald Dixon, James Dudabove the law itself. The citizen of this com- ley, Milford Elliott., Green Forrest, Thomas.J.
monwealth seems to reserve for himself the priv- Gough, James P. Hamilton, Vincent S. Hay,
ileg-e of righting the" wrong where'er 'tis giv- Andrew Hood, Thomas James, George W. Kav-
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anaugh, Charles C. Kelly, Willis B. Machen, direct.
John H. McHenry, David Meriwether, William
D. Mitchell, Thomas P. Moore, Jonathan Newcum, Henry B. Pollard, Johnson Price, Larkin J.
Proctor, John T. Rogers, John W. Stevenson,
William R. Thompson, Andrew S. White, Ohee.
A. Wickliffe..-...30.
NAys-Richard
Apperson, John L. Ballinger,
John S. Barlow, Wm. K. Bowling, Alfred Boyd,

William Bradley, Luther Brawner, Francis M.
Bristow, Charles Chambers, J esse Coffey, Henry
R. D. Coleman, Benjamin Copelin, Edward Curd,
Garrett Davie.Lucius
Deshn-Ohastecu
T. Dunavan, Benjamin F. Edwards, Nathan Gaither, J as.
H. Garrard, Richard
D. Gholson, Ninian
E.
Gray, Ben. Hardin, John Hargis, "William Hendrix, Thomas J. Hood, Mark E. Huston, James
W. Irwin, William Johnson, James M. Lackey,
Peter Lashbrooke,
Thomas W. Lisle, Gee. W.
Man!;fieIJ, Alexander K. Marshall,
William C.
Marshall, Richard L. Mayes, Nathan McClure,
John D. Morrif'., James M. Nesbitt, William
Preston, John '1'. Robinson, Thomas Rockhold,
Ira Root, J aruca Rudd, Ig-natius A. Spalding,
James W. Stone, John D. Taylor, John J. Thurman, Howard Todd, Philip
Triplett,
Squire
Turner, John L. Waller, Julin Wheeler, Robert
N. Wickliffe, Silas Woodson, Wesley J. Wright
-55.
So the amendment was rejected.
COLTXTY COURTS.

The convention continued
the consideration
of the report of the joint committee of thirty,
the article concerning county courts being the
next ill order.
:Mr. MERIWETHER
sent to the secrotary'e
desk to he read, the following substitute for the
entire article, which he intended,
when the
proller t.ime came to offer;
ARTICLE

-.

"SEC. 1. There shall be established in each
county now, or which may hereafter be erected
in this commonwealth,
a county court, to consist of a presiding judge, and the several justices
of the peace of the county.
"SEC. 2. The presiding judge shall be elected
by the qualified voters of each county, for the
term of four years, and until his successor shall
be duly elected and qualified, and shall, from
time to time, receive for his services such compensation as may be fixed by law, to be paid by
fees, or out of the county revenue.
"SEC. 3. No person shull be eligible to the
office of presidlug judge of the county court,
unless he be a citizen of tilt'! United States, ove·r
twenty one years of age, and a resident in the
county in 'which he shall be elected, one year
next preceding his election.
"SEC. 4. The presiding judges of the county
courts shall be sole probate juJges for their respective count.ies. with testamentary and such
other jurisdiction
as may, from time to time, be
giveu bylaw.
"SEQ. 5. The jurisdiction
of the county conrt
shall be regulated by law; and, until changed,
ahaH be the same now vest ..d in the county
courts of this state, except as her~in provided.
.. SEQ. 6. The several counties in this state
~hall be laid off into districts of convenient size,
as the general assembly may, from time to time,

'two justices of the potnce, aud one constable, shall be eIected in each district by the
qualified voters therein.
The jurisdiction
of
said officers shall be co-extensive with the county. J list-ices of the p~ace shall be elected for
the term of foul' yl!.;1rS,and constables for the
term of two years; they shall be citizens of the
United States, t,yel1ty one years of age, and
shall have resided six months in the district in
which they may be elected, next preceding their
election.
"SEC. 7. Presiding judges of the county court,
and justices of the peace, shall be conservators
of the peace, and shull be commissioned by the
governor.
Oounty and district officer" shall vacate their offices by removal from the district or
county ill, which they shall be appointed.
The
legislature shall provide, by law, for the mode
and manner of conducting and making due TO·
turns of all elections of presiding judges of the
county court, justices of the peace, and constables, and for determining
contested elections,
and also provide the mode of filling vacancies
in these offices.
"SEC. 8. Presiding
judges
of the county
courts, justices of the peace, and constables,
shall be subject to indictment or presentment
for malfeasance or misfeasance in office, in such
mode as may be proscribed by law, subject to
appeal to the court of appeals; and. upon conviction , their offices shall become VRCalJt."
'I'he first section was then read, as follows:
"SEC. 1. 'I'here shall be established
in each
county now, or which may hereafter be erected
within this commonwealth,
a county court, to
consist of a presiding judge and two associate
judges, any two of whom shall constitute a court
for the transaction of business."
Mr. LJSLE.
I desire to say only a few words
on this county court system, as recommended by
the committee, and also on the Fl'Oposition of
the gentleman from Jefferson.
'his is an important court, and the subject is one, in my opinIOn, that is deserving of a great deal of considoration.
I know the difficulty
under which a
man labors, when he attempts to resist a proposition which is presented to the house in the attitude and under the circumstances
as the one
now before it. The proposition
of the county
court committee was referred to the committee
of thirty, and they have re-adopted the plan as
recommended
b,y the original committee, with
some slight modifications.
In the committee of
thirty, I offered a substitute, which-if
I knew
exactly when to offer-I
would present again.
Now,
hold it to be a correct principle, that no
important change should be made in the fundamental law of Kentucky,
unless there was a
strong reason to suppose lt would be for the benefit of the people.
I suppose this proposition
will not be denied by allY mall. From the examination I have given the subj('ct, I entertain
the opinion tIl at we shall be no better off if ,ve accept the plan presented, than we should be by
adopting a system of layiogoff the St:vernl counties into districts, and givlIlg the people the right
to elect their maO'istrates to hold court.
I know
there is a great deal of objection to tbe county
court system, and, I am aware it "has bE:en at~
tacked allover the commonwealth;
butthecotil·
plaint has not been greater again6t the county
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court than the court of appeals and the circuit are to be called upon only when you lay a levy
court. YO\1 propose to remedy the defects in and make an appropriation to pay the debt.
the court of appeals and the circuit court. by
electdug the judges for a limited time. Why
not, then, carry out the principle in respect to the
county court? By the first section of this bill.

Now, I ask if the object that the gentlemen have
in view is accomplished by it? Suppose the
judge and his two associates contract debts, one
on account of huilding a bridge, another for imyou propo~e to impose, pennauently 111ld irrevo- proving a road, and another in relation to the
cably, llpon the commonwealth,
the burden of clerk's office, the county is bound to pay them.
supporting three hundred
additional
salaried The justices are only to come in and levy the
officers. Besides that, YO\l have added a judge money. I 'YfUlj; the county represented when
to your appellate court. I know not how it lllay the debt is contracted.
I know there is a strong
be with other gentl(;men, but I came not here to objection to the county courts. It will be urged
add to the expenses of the government, unless they have been universally repudiated.
I adcircumstances rendered it imperatively necessa- mit they have been 'regarded as objectionable.
ry. Now, what reason have we to suppose, that I know it is said a change was required.
What
by the proposed new system, recommended bl was it? The people required that the mode of
the committee, men of better standing and qua.
appointing the meglstratce should be chan~ed.
ificatious will be obtained, than by laying off and that thev should be elected for a limited
the counties into districts, and electing magis- term; and, by the plan I propose, these two
trates to hold court, as heretofore?
changes will be effected.
Yon propose, in the report of the committee,
But there is another objection I have to this
that the salaries shall be paid as provided for article. And it is with great reluctance and regret
by law. I ask gentlemen who advocate this I shall oppose the plan recommended by the
plan, whether there is to be a general law, ope- committee.
Now, these threHjlldges will be serating alike on all these judges and the associate lected from about the cities. and towns, and in
judges tbroughout the state'? Are their salaries all probability with a view to the influence they
to be uniform? Is there to be a large salary al- can bring to bear upon certain improvements.
lowed the jlld~s in all the large counties, as in And if so, your county improvements will be
Jefferson and Fayette? or are the salaries to be partial, and that portion of a county thinly popfixed and graded according to the size of the ulated will be imposed upon. The people will
county?
It is probable that the legislature will be taxed by these men, for the purpose of maprovide for the payment of the salaries out of king improvements in the more densely populethe county levies. How is that to be regulated? ted parts of the county.
Your circuit judges,
I understand that one of the principal objects-in senators, and members of congress, are elected'
calling this convention, is to cut off the eXCt:S· from the districts, and yonr members of the
sive legislation that has existed in this common- legislature from the different counties.
And
wealth for many years past. But here you pro- why is that? In order that every part of the
pose to organize the county court in such a man- state may be represented.
Is it not important
ner asmust necessarily produce much legislation. that this principle should be carried out in the
Docs any gentleman here pretend to say that county court system?
I do not propose to fix it
these judges are to be paid large salaries?
They permanently in the constitution, but that these
will not venture to say that.
Gentlemen talk justices of the pence shall hold tile court until
about procuring the best men lu the state. Now, otherwise directed by law. 1 want to give the
what motive, what reason is held out, to show legislature the power-to remedy it, if it should be
that such men are to behad?
I have heard it said found not to operate well. r do not wish every
the salary of each will not amount to more than thing fixed and tied up.
We have been told
thirty, forty, or fifty dollars,
And suppose you that this court is to b.. a very important one; and
pay a man fifty dollars-and
there is no magis- that a lar~e amount of the business now done in
trate whose fees would not amount to more than the circuit court will ultimately be transferred
that sum-then,
as there will be three hundred
to it. If th is be done, it will require judges
officers employed, the aggregate amount will be who are well qualified, to whom good salaries
fifteen thousand dollars.
Suppose the salary of will have to be paid, and thus our expenses will
each to amount to ODe hundred dollars, then be increased, to which I am opposed.
there would be an expense incurred to the state
I will thank the secretary to read my aubstiof thirty thonsand dollars-a
larger sum than is tute, for the information of the convention.
paid to the whole of the circuit judges.
The SECRETARY
read the following substitute
Another objection I have to the organization
for the report of the ccnnuittee.
of the court, as proposed by the committee, is,
"ARTlCLF. -.
that it is to be held by' a judge and two associates. They also propose that the magistrates
"SEC. 1. There shall be established in each
shall convene, and assist in laying the county county which now is, or lllay hereafter be erectlevy. Now, this court not only possesses ju- ed within this commonwealth, a county court,
dicial, but legislative functions.
It is to have which shall consist of/'ustices of the peace, until
the power of taxation, which is one of the high- otherwise directed by ew.
est attributes of soverei~nty.
I am opposed, if
"SEC. 2. The several counties in this state
it can be avoided, cOllfidlDg this power to so few shaH be laid off into districts of cOllvenient size,
hands.
But I ask gentlemen, if the magis..· as the general assembly' may, from time to time.
trates are to be cOllsulted when debts are con- direct.
Justices of,the peace shall be elected in
trated for which the county is bound? No. each district, by tbeqnaUfied "Voters therein, for
These justice" of the peace are not to be con· the term of four yenrs, whose jmisdiction shall
Il.ulted when the debt.s are contracted, hut they be co-extensive with the county.
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"SEQ. 3. J nstices of the peace shall L" ccueervetors of the peace. 'I'hey shall he commie-
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oflrc~rs. were to be made at once
tfds report. We put no salary in the report. We simsloned b the governor. The legislature shall ply allow the county to select individuals to do
provide,
law, the mode and manner of (:00- the duty. His system allows the county to sedueting and making clue returns of all elections Iect, and jf there are more, of course the exof justices of the peace, and for determining
pense will be more. The gentleman need not
contested elctious, and for filling vacancies in tell \18 that magistrates, because they are magistheir offices.
trates, will discharge the duties for nothing. I
"SEC. 4. The jurisdiction of the county court, suppose the court will require pay; but it' you
and of justices of the peace, shall be regulated can find persons who will descharge the duby law, and until changed, shall remain the ties better without pay, choose them.
The geusame that. it now is.
tlcman thinks three not enough to lay the levv
"SEC. 5. Justices of the peace shall be sub- and taxes. Three men can control the county
lect to indictment
or presentment
for malfea- courts generally, and we supposed it best to
sauce or misfeasance in office, ill such mode as throw the business on individuals selected to
may be prescribed by law, subject to an appeal discharge the duties. 'They will be more prompt,
to the court of appeals, and upon conviction,
and they are the men to be compialuod of. We
their offices shall become vacant,"
.
give them no scape-goats to carry off their sins.
Mr. BRIS1'OW.
I am gratified that gentle- Let them be accountable for the county court.
men have presented what t.hcy consider a COl.DThe ~entleman says the magistrates can do
plete system for the county courts.
'I'hie is the the business.
I have a high respect for the
best way to furnish the whole plan, and if the county cotn-tj euch as I propose, but not for such
delegates prefer one to the other, they can have a. on~ as he proposes.
And it grows out of the
a view of the whole.
I cannot say that, I am nature of things.
Men will Hut prepare themparticularly wedded to the plan recommended
selves for the duties, unless they have a motive.
by the committee.
In the committee we com- If there is any one tribunal unpopular it is the
pared our views.
Some were in favor of one county court, and gentlemen need not try to
plan, and some of another.
But we came to hide behind the mode of a:ppointment to account
the conclusion that the best we could adopt, was for this. It is a court of individuals got up in
the one we reported, and which has been but the county, and in some cases, wholly unqualifislightly modified by the committee of thirty. ed to discharge the duties.
There are neighborIn the first place, we thought a. county court hoods where there are no individuals
qualified
should be more permanent. than it would be if to be a judge of any sort. 'I'hey eet no comleft to the action of the legislature.
We there- pensation, they have no motive, 1l.n'dit is diffifore made a constitutional provision forthe coun- cu lt to get them to hold a COUit-yOU must hunt
t.y court as nec~s,;1;\ryill every gcverumenc.
them down through the court yard to get them
I think it is a serious objection to the amend- to do it. When you get them, sometimes they
merit offered by the gentleman from Green, (Mr. arc excellent mcn and do well, but freqnently
Lisle,) lhat he leaves it to the legisla.ture to they do not. I kno",~ much can be said on tlus
repeal and alter when the,}' please. Tf)ere should subject; and as we are in the habit of having
b~ some count'y tribunal to discharge the duties what we say pnt in books, I will not make rerequired of them by the <.'ounty. In addition,
marks ahollt particular cases. Every gentleman
it will be required of them to try many little knows that the cOllrt is unwieldy.
This court
mattc-rs between individuals.
such as eounty is to lay ta.."'Cesit is said; and we !.OlIst have
courts have beell in the habit of trying.
But many Lo do that.
Arc we ready to appoint men
their important duty is, to attend to county bu- to tax us W]lOlli we do not eJect? Thc district
siness, and we concluded to present the simple cannot be composed of tlie same number of inmachinery of three individuals, elected by the dividuals.
'l'erritorymustcontrol
districts, aod
county.
Why not select oue only? We thought what follows? In some districts there will be
the respollsibility too great. All counties are twenty mell, and ill some five hundred.
Should
interested in the dllt~es to be discharged, and there be that differenctJ between repre8entation
indeed we thought the taxillg power sbould not and taxation?
Is it not right that all should
be confined to one. We thonght three would do have something to do in selecting the men who
it, and less than thme we thought could not do are to tax t11Om? The gentleman says we elecL
it, and more than that !lumber we thought would judges by districts.
We elect them as judges,
be too expensive.
He sllys the salaries of three not to lay taxe.'>. Ag-ain, he says wc elect reprejudges for ear,h county wDuld amouut to $15,000. sentati\'es by counties, and 110tby the gen~ral
I suppose the magIstrates would not be less vote of the state.
TJJere is a necessity for this.
than twelve in each county, aecording to his We are not acquainted with illdividuals all over
plan.
'Ihey would cost $60,000 then by the the state, while we are acquainted in the county
same rule. The gentleman seems to suppose and can select for it. But, says the gentleman,
the magistrates can do the business without pay. they will all be CDnfined to one spot. Let him
If the county think the magistrates can do th~ remedy that by sa>'iog t.'mt. no two sb?,U be
business, we allow them to do it, aud if the chosen from the same dLstnct. These Judges
gentleman thinks there is something about the elected by COUlltieswill be snperior to SOllleof
magistrates which prepares them above all oth- the lllell in districts, and you need to get tile
ers for the business, the people ha.ve the right to be~t men if you can. I would remark here, that
choose them.
any man who is twenty one years of age, and
It seems to me my friend lost some of the has the requisite qualiiicatio,ns, may be Eilected.
modesty which I gave him credit for when he This is the only tribunal which is stripped of
publiShed to the world that three hundred sala- lawyers.
TIiis court then may be composed of
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just such men as I would select of all ethers-c.
men of sound minds and high reputation. Whether they ever saw a novel would be of little importance.
It is true, if the court is to assume the
dignity which some suppose, a different class of
men may be required; but in my opinion, the
best selection now would he the roen that I have
named. I prefer that the county should elect
three men belonging to the county.
My friend
says that no reasons arc given for this change.
I suppose the county court will be changed cntirely.
The selection of maglstratee will be
changed.
Having been heretofore self-constituted, they will, I presume, be elected by districts.
Let the old magistrates go on and hold courts;
the people will elect them if they choose. We
only chang-e the mode of arpointing,
and we
say three slHlll discharge nl the duties, believing they will do so better than a greater number.
We have supposed it was the cbeapest system
that could be adopted.
Surel.y we would not
impose duties on the judges WIthout compeusation. In 'I'ennessee they get a per diem allowance for holding the court, and I presume that is
what the legislature will do here. If this is allowed, I know it will amount to a great deal;
but surely in any county where there are duties
to be performed, the people will be willing to
pay them. 'I'he gentleman might as well say
that because the fees of the justices of the peace
amount to fifty dollars a year; therefore, we am
creating an immense number of salaried officers.
I know not how they will he paid. We eouteuiplate that the presiding judge will discharge
many duties-for
instance. such as that of the
probate judge, and such as have been discharged
by the cornmieeeioncre,
and many others for
which the legislature Illay allow him tees. It
was our duty only to provide for a good court.
As to the mode of payment, and as to jurisdiction, we left that, to the legislature, presuming
it will be the same as that which the c~unty
court now exercises. My friend thinks the
whole matter should be left to the legislature.
If so, we had better ouly say there shall be such
a court, and leave the legislature to form it.
My objections to the magistrates holding the
court have been !liven. First. they will not be
qualified; seton ,it is not proper that representation and taxation shall be unequal.
]f three
men are not enough, take more; if too m anv, select fewer. If Kentucky were divided" into
towns, then thegentleman's
plan might be proper
and right, but we make our appropriations and
levies .by counties, and it is a common burden
on the county.
'I'hen J hold that anyone county shall elect the men to do this, because it will
be convenient for them to do it:
I have said all I wished to say. I hope not
much time will be spent on this subject, though
it is a matter which requires all the light we
have. It. will be seen that we provide that, if
the legislature think it will be right and pro!)er,
that the magistrates should come tos-ether, t ley
may do it. The gent.leman complallls that the
magistrates are not allowed to corne together
when the debt.'> are contracted.
The l~vy is
made and the amount assessed in the same court.
That being the case, they will be presellt and
agree on the debts they will pay, and the amount
which shall be levied on the towns,

Mr. PROCTOR offered the following amendment. viz:
"Provided, That the general assembly shall
have power, whenever it shall be deemed expedient, to abolish the office" of the associate judg-es,
aud ill that case, the presiding judge shall be
vested with the same power and jurisdiction now
given to the three judges."
MI'. President, I have offered this amendment,
believing that it will compromise the different
interest .. which divide this convention.
While
1 am in favor of the substitute proposed by the
gentleman from Jefferson, and prefer one judge
to three, still sir, I am utterly opposed to the
proposition of the gentleman from Green, and
preterevcn the report of the committee. Butit
does seem to me, M r. President, that mine is a
proposition upon which all gentlemen may
unite, for I propose to leave to the legislature,
the questioh whether there shall be one or three
judges in kach county. and by doing this sir,
you give to th~ people of each county the power
of instructing their representatives, as to whether they will have one or three judges, and you
also leave to the people the question of deciding
whether the magistrates elected in the county
shall compose and constitute a purt of the court
or not. For my part, 1 have no objections to the
justices of the peace elected in each county, sitting and holding court in connection with the
presiding judge, when laying the county levy
and making changes in the public roads, and
eppropriatious
of money for county purposes,
but I am ntterlv opposed to giving to these justices the power" of SItting and determining upon
appeals and questions of law. Sir, I differ with
my friend from Green, when he says that the decision of these courts and their manner of administering the law has not been complained of by the
people. That gentleman seems to think that the
mode of appointment of these officers alone was
complained of by the people. My experience
and Illy judgment teach me sir, that if there was
any svstem of our government which was odious
the peoj)le of Kentucky, and which called
for redress att ie hands of this convention, it is
the count.y court system of the state. It is not
my intention, Mr. President, to enter into an investigation of the errors and corruptions of this
system; they are familiar to the people an~
known to all. But one great reason, Mr. Prestdent, which I have against creating a court, to
be composed of all the justices of the peace to
be elected in each county, and of investing that
court with the power of trying appeals, and
other questions of law, is, that under such a
system, there would be no uniformity of decision, and no certainty of obtaining justice. As
the court would be composed of a large number
of individuals, you would divide the responsibility of their decisions among the different
members of the court, and whenever you divide
responsibility, there will not be that correct and
deliberate consideration g-iven to any question
that there would be if all the responsibility of a
deci8ion were thrown on one man; neither will
there be that uuifonnityof decision Wllicll is so
necessary to the equal administration of justice,
and the protection of the right.'>of all.
Why sir, in the county which I represent, in
a. contest before a justice of the peace, where the
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plaintiff claimed five pounds in his warrant, the
Justice of the peace rendered judgment against
the defendant for a less sum than 25 shillings.
From this judgment the defendant appealed to
the county court. Upon the trial of the appeal,
therlailltiff moved the court to dismiss the appea for want of jurisdiction in the court to try
the cause, but the COUlt overruled the motion,
and tried the cause. At a subsequent term of
the court au appeal was taken ill a case precisely similar, and another court, composed of different members, decided that the defendant was
not entitled to an appeal where the judgment
against him was less than 25 shillings, and in
my judgment they decided correctly.
In this
case they dismissed the appeal for want of juris.dlction.
Now sir, it is to guard a~ainst this instability and uncertainty of decision that I will oppose
the revival of that old system.
Under that system our county courts became a bye-word and a
reproach ,-they were composed of men, many of
whom were incom:rewnt to discharge the duties
of their office. an to seek justice before such a
_tribunal is about as uncertain as a. game of
chance,
But I repeat, I do not intend to enter into an
elaborate description of the errors of this system,
as it has heretofore existed in Kentucky; but]
will say that ifthere is anyone thing that has
been loudly called for by the people of Kentucky,
it is that the· present county court system shall
be abolished.
I will here remark sir, that while I am satisfied with the substitute R..<; offered by the gentleman from Jefferson, I frd~rthat
we should have
but one judge to do al the probate business of
the county and to try appeals; and when the
levy is to be laid and appropriations to be made
that the justices of the county shall sit with him.
Yet sir, I have offered my proposition, leaving it
10 the people of each county to decide whether
they will have a court composed of one or three
judges.
By this plan the whole of the subject
.will be left in the hands of the people; and it
seems to me that this is a compromise ground,
npon which all parties and all interests in this
house call unite. But if my amendment should
not prevail, I will snpport the proposition of the
gentleman from Jefferson.
The convention then adjourned.

The yeaa and nay'" were called (or, and being
taken, were-c-yeaa 60, nays 23.
YEAs-Richard
Apperson, John L, Ballinger,
John S. Barlow, William K. Bowling, Francis
M, Bristow, Thomas D. Brown, James S. Ohrieman, Jesse Coffey, Benjamin Copelin, William
Cowper, Garrett Davis, Lucius Desha, Chasteen
'1'. Dunavan, Benjamin F. Edwards, Milford Elliott. Green Forrest, Seluciua Garflelde, Thomas
J. Gough, Ninian E. Gray, James P. Hamilton,
Vincent S. Hay, William Hendrix,
Andrew
Hood, Thomas J. Hood, James W.Irwin, Alfred
M. Jackson, William Jolmsou, George W. Johnston, George W. Kavuueugh, Peter Lesbbrooke,
Thomas W. Lisle, Willis B. Machen, George W.
Mansfield, Alexander K. Marshall, William C.
Marshall, Richard L. May\':s, John H. McEnery,
Thomas P. Moore, John D. Morris, James M.
Nesbitt, Jonathan Newcum, Henry B. Pollard,
William Preston, Johnson Price, Larkin J. Proctor, John T, Robinson, Thomas Rockhold, Jas.
Budd, James W. Stone, Michael L. Stoner, Albert G. Talbott, John D. Taylor, William R.
Thompson, John J. Thurman, Henry Washing.
ton, John Wheel!')", Andrew S. White, George
W. Williams, Silas Woodson, wealey J. Wright

-60.
NAys-Mr. President (Guthrio.) Alfred Boyd,
William Bradley, Luther
Brawner,
Charles
Chambers, Beverly L. Clarke, Henry R. D. Coleman, Edward Curd, James Dudley, Nathan
Gaither, James H. Garrard, Richard D. Gholson,
Ben. Hardin, John Hargis, James M. Lackey,
Nathan
McClure, David
Meriwether,
Hugh
Newell, John 'I'. Rogers, Ira Root, Ignatius
A. Spalding, Howard Todd, Squire Turner23.
So the resolution wus adopted.
APPELLATE

JUDGES,

Mr. PRICE, in accordance with notice which
he gave 011 Monday last, moved a reccnsidera,
tion of the vote adopting the fourth section of
the article on the court of appeals, which fixes
the number of judges of the appellate court at
four. On that motrou he called for the yeas and
nays, and being taken they were-yeas 41, nays
,.1,7,
At a subsequent part of the day Messrs. CHENAULT and KELLY obtained permission to
record their votes in the affirmative, and Messrs.
JAMES and MITCHELL in the negative, and
the result was then, yeas 43, nays ,19.
YEAs-John
L. ·Ballinger, William K. Bow,
ling, Alfred Boyd, William Bradley, Charles
Chambers, William Chenault, James S. Chrisman, Beverly L. Clarke, Jesse Coffey, Benjamin
Copelin, Garrett Davis, James Dudley, Milford
WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 28, 1849.
Elliott, Nathan Gaither, James H. Garrard, Jas.
P. Hamilton, John Hargis, William Hendrix,
Prayer by the Rev. G. W. BRliSII.
Andrew Hood, Thomas J. Hood, James W, IrDAY OF THAN"KBGIVIN"G,
win, Alfred M. Jackson, William Johnson,
Mr. MAYES.
Mr. President, to-morrow is George W. Kavanaugh. Charles C. Kelly, James
the day recommended by the executive of the M. Lackey, Thomas W. Lisle, George W. Mans~
field, Alexander K. Marshall, Nathan McClure,
state to be set apart as a day of thanksgiving
Newcum, Hugh Newell,
Johnson
and prayer; and to test the sense of the 'house Jonathan
whether we shall observe that day, I offer the Price, John 'I'. Robinson, Thomas Rockhold,
John T. Rogers, Ira Root, Ignatius A. Spalding,
following resolution:
"Resolved, That when this convention shall Michael L. Stoner, J aim J. Thurman, Howard
adjourn this day, it will adjourn until the 30th Todd, John L. Waller, John Wheeler-43.
NAys-Mr. President, (Guthrie.) Richard Apinet,"
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perg9n, John S. Barlow, T..uther Brawner, Fran- I me that the magistrates when elected under the
chrM. Bristow, Thomas D. Brown, Henry R. D,\Plan proposed to be adopted in the constitution,
Coleman, William Cowper, Edward Curd, Lucius will be the representatives of the county, in like
Desha, Chasteen T. Dunavan, Benjamin F. Ed- manner as arc the representatives in the Iegialawards, Green Forrest, Belue ius Garfielde, Rich- I ture; and coming from different parts of the
erd D. Gholson, Thomas J. Gough, Ninlun E.! county, the court. when assembled, will be acGray, Ben. Hardin, Vincent S. Hay, Mark E. I quainted with the wants of the whole county.
Huston, Thomas James, George W. Johnston,
They will be well informed upon all subjects dePeter Laslibrookc. Willis B. Machen, William C. manding their attention as legielntors for the
Marshall, Richard L. Mayes, John H. McHenry, county; and will not represeJ1t sectional interDavid Meriwether, William D. Mitchell, Thomas esta merely, as would be the case if you constiP. Moore, John D. Morns, James M.. Nesbitt, tute this court with but three !)ermanent judges.
Henry B. Pollard, 'William Preston, Larkin J. The body of the magistracy t IUS elected by disProctor, James Rudd, James ,V. Stone, Albert tricts, will better represent the wishes of the
G. Talbott, John D. '1'aylor, William R. 'I'bomp- people, than the old self-constituted court, which
son, Philip Triplett,
Squire Turner,
Henry we are about to dis-pense with.
In regard to the
Washington,
Andrew
S. White, Charles A. judicial business at the county, it appears to me
Wickliffe, Robert N. Wickliffe, George W. Wil- that It.can be done as well by one judge, as the busIiams, Silas Woodson, Wesley J. Wright--49.
iness of the circuit court can; for the power that
So the eonvonuou refused to reconsider.
is given to the judge of the county court is not
so extensive as that which the judge of the cirBASIS OF RErRESENTATION.
cuit court exercises.
'l'he county court does not
Mr. WOODSON moved to take up for consid- adjudicate upon questions effecting life and liberation a resolution offered by him on Friday erty, and its, decisions are 110t final.
You can
last. and on hie motion laid upon the table, on appeal from its decieioue to the circuit court, or
the subject of basis of representation.
to the court of appeals.
If you extend the numThe motion wa..s not agreed to.
bel' of judges to three, unless you give them such.
COUNTY
COURTS.
amount of salary as the people would be unw ilThe convention resumed the consideration of ling to pay, you will not be able to procure three
the article in relation to county courts.
men who will take the trouble to qualify themAt the adjournment yesterday the first section selves in nll tbose matters which appertain to
was under consideration, to which Mr. PROC- that court, and which require a good deal of study
TOR had offered an amendment.
and reflection.
Mr. MERIWE1'HERsent
up a series of amend- . I practiced a little while under the as.sis!allt
menta which be desired, at the proper time, to ~udge system, .wllCre there was o~e principal
offer: the flrst of which he submitted as a sub- Judge, learned 10 the law, who received a comstitnte for the amendment of the gentleman from petent salary; and two assistant judges, who reLewis.
I ceived two dollars per .day en.ch for their ~e1'vi.
A brief conversation in rclntron to this amend- cos. Lrecollect the assistant Judges were III the
merit ensued between Messrs. MERIWE'L'Hhabit of coming in and directing the clerk to
ER, CHAMBERS, ,V. C. MARSHALL, Blcl.S. enter their names as being present so as to entiTOW, and others.
tl~ them to receive their two dollars; in five
Mr. TURNER.
I am in favor of hevius the minutes afterwards they were gone. They knew
county court formed by the constitution.
0 The
they 'were of 110 service. 'I'he legislature found
idea of having a. court that is partly constitu- they wer.e only an exp~nsc, an~t removed. them.
tional and partly legiRlative, I am opposed to. I am satIsfi~d that olleJudg~. With the as~Istan?e
If you give to thE' legislature the power to add of the Jllag~strates, as occmnon may reqmre, WIll
to, and diminish the number of judges at pleas- do th~ busmess much bett\r thaJ?- three per~aure, there will be no stability-they
will be con- nent Judge". I shall.theretore,
if the p~l~dlllg
stantly pulling down and building up. I have am.cndment sllOuld f~II, offer. my P~Oposlt~?n to
an amendment whic\h I 8hall offer at the proper stnk~ out the words t·wo asslstan~ Judties, and
time, and which 1 think is preferable to either of add 111 substallc(l these .w?rds: "WhICh court
the propositions beforethccol1ventioll.
ltseems shall be holde~ by a presIdmg Judge, except ~t
to me it will be a proper cQmpromise between the term at which the county levy 51.lall be la~d
the extremes of all parties upon this matter.
I and county debts contrn.cL7J; at whICh term. III
am not in favor of magistrates holding court al· eac}~ year, the county magistrates shall b~ aSSIst·
together, accordillg to the plan suggested by the ant Judges .of the cour~, .an(l.
maglstrate~,
gentleman from Green, (Mr. Lislc)-nor
am I in t.ogether wlt.h the presHlmgJudge,shall
be ~eqUlfavor of the plans suggested by thc gentleman red .to eOJ~,stltU.tca quorum for the t~ansactlOn of
from Lewis, (Mr. Proctm) nor that of the gentle- busmess.
It ncc7ssary, there mIght be two
man from Jefferson (MI'. Meriwether.)
I am in such term" holden m each year.
fayor of having the court held by one judge at
Mr. TAYLOR.
Before the convention pro~
all times, except when thcre are county debts to ceeds to take a vote upon the proposition to
be contracted, when there arc expenditllres to amend, I will be extremely glad if gentlemen
be autboriz<:d, and when the county levy is to be will reflect upon the consequences which are to
laid; then I want the magistrates of the county flow from stnking out the tlHee judges and subto, COlllein, un.d ('onstitute a ,Part of the court. ~titu.ting one. In the fifth se~ti~n ?f ~be report,
It has geen SaId that the magistrates are not the It Will be found that "the jUrisdictIOn of the
repre,sentatives of the ?ou-!1ty at large, for they COll!lty court shall be regll ated by law, and
ate to be ~l~cted b~' dIstrIcts, and Borne of the untIl changed 8hall be the 8ame now vested in
districts-rpty be smaller tha~ others. It strikes the county courts of this state."
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I hope gentlemen will reflect what an immense
power the county court, as now organized in
this commonwealth, possesses. Suppose it be
desired to establish a road through my land-l
obtain a writ of ad quod damnum, awl the jury
give me $1200 for the injury I sustain by the location of the road across my farm. The county
court, with the jurisdiction they now possess,
either consent, that I shall have the $1200 or not.
It is a matter within their discretion;
nnd if
they do not choose to pay me the damages that
have been assessed by the jury, they have only
to issue another writ of aa quod damnum, and
have the damages again assessed by another
jury; and so on until they come down to what
they consider the proper sum to be paid.
If
there is anyone thing more than another, that
touches the interests of the people, it is the right
to take private property for public usc: and, sir,
never-never
would I trust a power of that sort
to anyone man. 'VIlat else, sir. The county
court in my county, before they had authority
given to them hy the legislature of the state. to
take stock in the Lexmrton and May!-ville turnpike road, had as much" ri.sht to go into partnership with a banker and raise funds by acounty
levy. and place them in the hands of the banker
for the purpoSfl of accumulation by illegal interest, as they had to take stock in that road. But
the act was sanctified-if
I may use the t"rmby subsequent le~islation.
Suppose you have a
court house to build, or a bridge to construct; it
is in tbe discretion of the court, whether these
works shall be authorized or not. Just look at
it. The Yery safety of the country r..quires that
these powers should not, be delegated to one man;
that one man should nut be allowed to run the
county in debt, tul libitum. But. these magistretcs, the gentleman says, are tu come in from
all parts of the country, and form a court, to do
what? Why, justto (oxamine the accounts-to
ascf'rlain to what extent this one man power has
fun the county in debt-and
to say that the
county levy shall be so mUl:h-for so much is required on account of this debt. Thank God,
the levy cannot go beyund $1 50.
Now I ask if we are going to trust this immense po\ver to one mUll? What security is
there, t,hat the country will not be so illvolved,
as to be unable to discharge her obligations?
'Ve are told that the magistrates will come in
and assi;::t in laying the county levy. There is
no security in that. The evil has been douethe obligations have been incurred-the
hOllor
of the county is at stake, and tho rlcbtk; must be
paid.
What cl8e? I know the old county
court ha.<;been a most objectionable system-a
perfect eyesore. I know It lms done more to
bring about the meeting of this convention
than any other one thing.
The court has beell,
like the fabled bird, that is said to reproduce itself. A friend near me remarks, that the reproduction generally have longer ears than the
original stock have.
Now the d~nger is this. They want to boil
the county court down, in $ome sort of conventional cauldmn, and have the court consist of
but one man. God forbidl It is not always the
case, with the count,Y court, that in a mnlt.itnde
of' counsellors t.here,1r; wisdom, but let. us cling
to the old maxim st,ill.

I can assure gentlemen ci one thing, that. if
you have bet one judge, you cannot get a man of
talents and acquirements, you cannot get a man
who will fill the bench as It ought to btl filledyou cannot get a man to take upon himself the
responsible duties that will be imposed upon
him-you
will find few men, willing to undertake the office, who are qualified to discharge
the duties.
I am opposed to strikiurr out three,
and making' it incumbent Oll the ~agistrates,
that they shall assist, at certai n terms of the
court. I want three judges. Suppose now, in
my city, that they elect this one judge, and
clothe him with a11 this power-there
has been
a good deal said about the influence of cities.
stretching oat lik'e Brineriua, their hundred
Lands to clutch all the power in the state-suppose the election of one judge be authorized as
contemplated by this report, he can be triuropbuutly elccted by the city, and he will most
assuredly anbservc the interests of those who
elected him. Bat if there be three judges to be
elected, 110 such operation can take place; and
you will bring to the dischorge of these important duties. three 111('11 in whose actions the
people will have more confidence than they
would in the action of a single man. I hope
and trust, that gentlemen wiJ 1put Oil their thinkillS"cap"', and reflect upon this subject-and
I
think they will come to the same conclusion at
which I have nn-ivod.
Mr. 1tfERIWETHER.
As the amendment
proposed by the gentleman from Lewis, (Mr.
Proctor) has been modified, so as to suit the
views-as I understand-of
the-honorable Ohairman of the committee, by leaving it to the legislature to determine whether then: shall be assistant judges or not, 1 will withdraw the
amendment I offered. But 1 will remark to my
friend, that there is another amendment proposed that will, perhaps, obviate his objections.
The legisla.ture must convene, before this court
can go into operation; and they may provide
that whellever any indebtedness JS to be created
on the part of the count.y, the magi~trateg shall
come in and act as a portion of the court:
:My friend from Mason, (Mr. 'ra}'lor,) seems to
think, that if but one Judge is to constitute this
court, too much power would be /llaced ill his
hands.
']'he, power now possesse< bv the court,
is either to confirm or set aside the' filJding of
tJle jury, and it is easy to provide, that in cases
where tbe property of an individual is coneel'lled.
a <.;Olleurrcnceof a majority of the magistrates
shall bH required.
Ithink thi:,:;will obViate the
objeetiotl of the gentleman.
:Mr.CLAH.KE. 1 desire, whon it slIall be in
order, to offer the substitute that was proposed
by the gentleman from Green, (Mr. Lisle.) Jt
takes the old count.y court system, with the exception of the manner in wllH:h that court was
'~onstitu1.ed.
I have no recolleetion, dlll'ing the whole canvass of last Stllllllfer. or (IUJ·ing the agitation of
the cOllvention question throughout the state, of
haYing heard any complaint made as t.o the
number of judges of the county court.: nor any
complaints in regard to the count)' court at all,
save and except, as to the manner of appoint.
Olent of the jurl$'es of that court-the
self"COD.
stihling and· seH·making power they pos"essed-
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"In addition to circuit courts, the general asand the further fuel, that the senior magistrate
receives the office of sheriff, by virtue of hie eemuly shall constitute such other inferior courts.
justices of the peace, uud other magistrates, a!l
senoritv.
SOnle of the amendments propose to constitute may be necessary and proper, to be elected by
one judge for this court, and some three. 'I'bere popular vote."
If you intend to establish in the constitution
will be a very radical change made in the whole
system, and as we arc making a number of ver v 11 frame work for a county court system, you
radical changes, I apprehend it will be safer for may establish such a system as will not work
us to consider whether or not, we are called np- well. It may become objectionable to public
on by our constituents to make any change III sentiment, sud whether it "hall be wrong in
relation to that court, SaYBthe chanite proposed truth and fact, or only in public sentiment, the
I think
by the gentlelyan from Green, which I desire cOllsequcIlces are practically the same.
the constitution ought merely to provide a few
shall be substituted.
general
terms,
and
that
the
legislature
should
MI'. G. W. JOHNSTON.
I understand
that
to be a substitute for the whole l'CPOIt; and it have power to est.ablsh such inferior courts as
will be ill order first to perfect the report. 1have the people shall, from time to time. require;
a plan for «onetituting this county court, which and then if the system be founel Dot to work
I think wil l meet the views of a majority of the well. instead of resorting to a convention to remembers of this house, and it corresponds
to model the law, all you would have to do would
"orne extent, with that proposed by the gentle- be, when enlightened by experience, to refer the
man from Green (Mr. LIsle). I will offer my sub- necessary changes to legislative action. In this
mode, I think the syst-em would work much
stitutc, and ask the yeas and nays upon it.
Strike out all that part of the section after the more to the conveul enee and satisfaction of the
word "judge," in the third line, and substitute in people; and that the necessarx changes would
be much more easily and readily made than if
lieu thereof the following:
you incoq:>orate a system in the constitution,
"and the justices of the peace in commission
in each county.
'I'he presiding judge and two and make It the fixed and in-evocable law of the
land.
1 am pretty much a looker on this mornjustices of the peace, or any three of the justices
of the peace, shall consntutc a court for the ing, and I merely make these suggestions as a
a sort at .asnicus con.vell·
transaction of bnsiuess, except at the court of matter of counsel-as
If the sugclui ms, when the presiding judge and a majority tionis-a friend to the convention.
of the justices shall be required to constitute the gestioue are 1I0t agreeable, I have not a word to
say in their advocacy.
If they meet with favor.
court."
with disfavor, I shall not
Mr. HARGIS.
When this subject was under I shall be satisfied-if
be
dissatisfied.
When
the other amendment.'!
consideration ill the committee of thirty, 1 underetood that this proposition was offered, to- arc disposed of so as to make this in order, I
gether "with a gooJ many of similar nature. I will offer it.
Mr. NESBITT.
If there is any court that
do not believe "wecould establish a better principle than that agreed upon by the committee. I I know any thing about, it is the county
should be opposed to the county court being held court. I have had some experience in it, and
I have been
by one judge.
It is a court that is important to I have reaped some of its benefits.
the interests of the people. They are all interes- elected county attorney for eight consecutive
ted in the proper discharge of the duties devolv- years, and I believe I never absented myself but
ing upon that court, and the rights of the people, onc term, and we have twelve terms a year. One
I beit seems to me, will be better represented by term I served twelve days consecutively.
having the court composed of three judges, than lieve, sir, the report of the committee presents
the best foundation
for the county court that
if you have but one.
Mr. DAVIS. I think this building up of in- can be adopted by the convention; and if I bad
from
noW
until
the
end
of the session to prepare
ferior courts is no easy task.
It i,:;not like a tai·
101' fashioning aSllit of clothes.
I think on the a report, I do 110tbelieve I could find a solitary
contrary, that much reflection, time, and experi- point, as far Uo':l regard!:! the general principle, to
ence wuuld be required to enable us to establi>Jh amend, except one. I wouId give to the presiinferior courts-especially
courts for eoullties. We ding judge the power to hold the court, which
aU know, thatin attending to the civil business of this article proposes as the foundation for the
the state, the inferior court system bf'ga.n with a legislature to build upon. I do not agree with
comt of quarter sessions; this was afterwards some gentlemen here, that we should fix the juThat is a matter to be
superceded by the circuit court.. Our system of risdiction of the court.
When we
inferior courts has grown into disfavor, to some left entirely with the legislature.
have
this
foundation,
giving
the presiding judge
extent, and is Lo be modified.
'rhe county court
the
power
to
hold
court,
what
will
the
legislasystem would have fallen long ago, before the
S)'stt'lll of experiment and improvement, if it tUT()do? My opinion is, ther will invest the
had not been a. constit.utional court,. It seems to presiding judges with power 10 probate aloneme, it would be an erroneous lllodeof proceeding with power to receivc and take proof of willsbonds from
to {,l1cumber the constitution with many details. appoint guurdians-cxecutors-take
The best plnn "will be to establish a few general ()olllluisslOners, and such like. I suppose we
principle;;, and leave the details to he regulat('d would have to invest power in flomebody, and
from time to time, by legislative action, as ex· the convenience of the thing demanded that one
periment and experience shall instruct us. I man should have the power to hold court. In
think myself that a. provision of this kind '\\'ould some counties, it is lJecessary that the COllrt
be the best thing lbat we could adopt., in relation should lw held every month in the year, and in
others not quite ,,0 often. The law provides, (ur·
to county courtB.

thermore, that there "hall be appointed, b}Y each the language of Illj' eloquent friend from )Ia.<Wll
county court in the state, three commissioners,
the reproduction a ways has longer ears than the
whose duty it shall be to settle with executors. original.
I trust in God they may have longer
guardians, and administrators.
It is the easiest years.
thing in the world for the legislature to say that
What other objection was made to this county
the associate judges of the CO\1l't, together with I court? It was claimed that the people should
the presiding judge, if nect"asary, shall exercise say who should ccstitute the court.
This right
the power of county commissioners.
we are about to give them. Do they claim allYIt is reguired that each couuty court shall ap- thing furth\!r? They objcct-c-I only speak of
point various appraisers, whose duty it is to take the region of country from whence 1 came-that
charge of matters out of doors. Well, how easy the members of the court will be too numerous
it would be t,hat the legislature should send two if all the magistracy be included.
That the
associate judges to perform this duty.
It is ob- machinery would be cumbersome-c-that the numjected that the power of this court would be too bel' would be too large. Well this may bo
great. 1 am not like some gentlemen, who think I remedied by the legislature if the community
this court has no virtues.
I think there arc some do not require it. One of the objects of calling
good points about it, ami some bad ones. But a convention was. that the counties might. be
the principal gri evanoe the J;l\!ople have labored laid off into districts; aile] that this selr-crcaring
under, is the marm er in which the court is COH- court should be different!v constituted.
How
atituted.
There should be I think no alteration
do you propose to remedy" the evils that have
except as to the court of claims-and
I ask it as been complained of? In the first place, you
a matter of right-that
the!,-,ople of the whole give to the people the ..leer.ion of judges: and
county shall be represents
in that court if it then it is proposed by some that they shall have
should become necessary.
I sUI,Jpose all that is but one judge, and by others thnt they shall
desired can be obtained, by giving the power to have a full bench of magistrates.
It appears to
the presiding judge to hold the court. But my me, there is safety ill a medium course. 'l'he
opinion is, that it would be a little more har- committee having heard various projects, demonious, if the power be left to the legislature
cided llpon the one now substituted in their rcto make the necessary provision.
I am satisfied }lort. I ask gf'ntlemen who han, advocated the
with the report as It is. It is true, we ]laa a associations of magistrate!!, how they are to
great deal of talk about it in cOlllmittee. and Ive procure an attt>ndance-what
inducement will
finally settled down on the plan reported, and I this hold out to insure an attendance?
It is very
hope that plan will be adopted.
rarely that you can get a majority of the magisMr. W. C . .MARSHALL.
I would not trouble trates to go npon t.he bench, b~canse there is no
the convention at this time with anX r(>mar~s, ilJducem~n.t for theT~ ~o go there, ~xcept, f;lcrhaps,
but that I was a member of the comllllttee W hleh the sheriffalty to \\ hlch they al e looklug £orreported this bill, and it seems to oe expected wa!"(l. 'Do you propose to.g·ive them eompen·
that each member of that committee should give satlOn? If you do, ,You w111]?lace a load npon
his views upon t,he subject.
the trea~ury that. will make Jt stagger.
~ow
The remal'ksthnt were made by thegelltleman on Il:any dlstn?ts WIll a (',ounty ('om'pos~? Some
my right, (Mr. Davis,) who seemed to have a fath. SJxteen or el~hteen, I suppose.
1 he llnprOVeerly feeling for the people, were certainly eonceiv- ment ~hat wlIl have to be mad~, accordmg to
ed in a kindly spirit. He experts to do nothing the YJews. of the gentltm~n,
will compel them
himself, butexpects that all that is done should be to put thelr hands deeply lll:O the pockets of. the
done under hlS supervision and discretion.
I peop'le, all~l.ol1 these occaSions, all these little
know his kindly feelings, and I appreciate his mo- IUlllllclpahtles are to be representedj and. how
tives. Whatdoes he propose? After the committee oft~n must they cOllle t.ogetller? ]f a road IS rehad spent days in preparing t.his report, after qum:d to be opened, yon mus~ t.ull ~hem totlle question had been presented in vadous plla. gllther.
'Yhenever an appropnatlOn ,IS to ~e.
ses to this house, he comes in and t('lls us it, is :nade, the whole of them 1llU';Jt COI11(1
lllj llnd If
all wrong, and that we ou~ht to allow theJ)ro- l~ bec.omes necessary to J.lOldthes\! t.:>rmsfour or
visions in the old consti\,utlOn \0 remain an al- fil'c times a year, alJ~ gl\'f' them two dollars. a
low the legislature-that
bodf ·which is alway." ~ay, the, ex~:nse Will n~ount-Ils
yon \~Jll
composed of the best matenals-to
COllcoet a find-to .bet\l Hm $75,000, ,md $100,000. '1 Oil
court; and that this convention, eomposed as it cannot get men to do b~lslUess ~1Il1.essl,01lpay
is of combustible materials, is incapable of deci- the!n. What does thc bill p~ovlde{ '1 hat th~
cling what would be a proper court. I eOllf('ss leglslaturc shall be clothed with pow.:r to make
this is a subject, a.s has beelJ remarked, of more such chung.e ~s the peepl .. may .h~reafter deimportance to the counties tllan either the circuit maud.
ThiS JS the po\Ve~ I am wllllllg to concourt or the court of appeals. It is a conrt in cede to th~ people .. I WIsh to s~e the report
which the people of the various counties feel u stand precisely as It does, and If. the peo~le
deep, esselltial, and more abiding interest, than hereafh:r denw~](l. l\ change, t!lt legislature WIll
they do ill the circuit court. It is a matter which bc ready and wI1l111gto calTYIt out.
is brought to their houses and their firesides.
What is the objection to the three judges? It
It is brought down to the every day itltercourse is that a large power will be vested in the hands
which subsists between men; and when you talk of threeilldividuals.
But in whlltmunuer are they
about interfering with the county court, the peo· to be invested with thh; power? 1'hey are to be
pIe will, in the language of the gentleman from elected bv thf: people of the county at large; and
1tfason, (Mr. Taylor,) regard Your action with they wilt therefore represent the whole countv.
jealousy, and look upon it With suspicion.
It But the gentleman from Mndison, (Mr TUniC;')
na8 hitherto been a self-constituted body, and in says it is necessary to have them represent thesOi
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distinct
municipalities:
nnd that the wants tr if they are to be men qualified
and leamedju
the whole community will by that means bcbest the law, they meta be paid for their services,
represented.
But. mark lily words; they will and if they are not to be such men what will the
come up with narrow and selfish feelings, and country gain by the change in the system? Can
when appealed to for an appropvietiou to erect a men possessing the prop~·r qnalificaticns, and to
bricge across ,I. stream, or for some other object whom the people would be willing to confide
in which a portion of the country may be inter- the whole tuxiug and appropriating
powt:r of
ested ; each one will be prepared to say, it shall the county, btl secured for less than $50 per annot be granted, because my particular section is num? 1 think myself they cannot be procured
not to be benefited by it. Here is an extreme at less than $100. But take them at $50 each,
power to be exerted upon the people of the and three hundred of them would amount to
county, while a large portion of them have had $15,000. 'l'hcn tnere are 100col1nt.y court attorno voice ill the election of those, by whose action nies to be provided for. Allowing for their sertheir intereste are to be affected. Sir, give the vices $100 each, which I think is as little as they
power to three judges.
They wilt give their at- can be obtained for, and you have an additional
tentlon to the interests of the whole county. item of $10,000. The cost of the system then
They will discharge their rlut.ies with a due re- would be $25,000 per annum, exceeding the
gard to their responsibility.
He who is unwil l- whole charge and expense of the circuit court
ing to assume responaiuitity,
is unfit to hold system. 1 do not believe the people are preparanYJ)ublic office. Give us three judges, and my cd for such a proposition.
The complaint
\VOl'
for it" the country "ill be satisfied.
against these courts grows out of the manner of
The gentlemall from Lewis, ()'Ir. Proctor.) has their apppciutmcnt, and the neglect and dorelicoffered a proposition, to which I have not much tion of duty consequent upon its being in facta
objection, for I find that it. corresponds almost self-constituted tribunal.
The people, at least
entirely with my own views. But, it appears to in my county, would be satisfied with some sysme that the report of the committee, as it stands, tom under which the counties would be divided
is the best plan that we can adopt.
Since it was into districts, and the magistrates el{'eted for a
reported by the committee, Iuave commuuicated
limited period of time. Another objection I
with my {'.onst~tt~ellts,.and. they have expressed have, is to the Yestil.lg?f tJ~e power of CO\l~lty
theOlse!v{'s satlsficd w·1th It; nod have directed taxatlon and appropnatlOll in a. court consotnme, as far as practicabl", to cuny it out. Hence ted as this report providl:ls. These thr{'c jud~e8
I am inclined to sustain the report of the com- would generally be three young lawyers livwg
mittee.
about thl.!to'wn, and but little conversant with
Mr. TURNER.
I shall vote for almo,,;t any tlle general illterests of the county. Would this
proposition that may be submitted, in preference be [l. safer depository of this power of taxation
to that of till! gentlemall from Shelby, (Mr. and appropnation tlHlu a tribunal composed of
Johnston.)
I b{'lieve it to propose the worst mell selected in the scyeral neighborhoods, and
court we eould auopt. I shall offer ullother ullderstandilig and representing fully the inter:l.lnendml?nt if his i"hall be Yol,ed dowll.
ests of' cnch distriet?
In my judemenL it would
Mt. KELLY.
As it is fashionable so to dcr not. I am therefore against the Ih~reejudges, and
here, I wish to rlefine my position.
I was a sllUll vot.e for the substitute of The gentleman
member of both t.Il'"county court committee ..and from Grecn. If, however, that sub,,;titnte shall
the committee of thirty, alld voted against al- fail, then I shall go for th(l smallest lIumber of
most every pl'opu<.:iLioli in the report; and judgl's in addition to thc magistracy.
a~tbough voted .do~Yl1,I rescr.ved t?,n:}~self t]le
.Mr. :MAYES. If anydepartrnent
of our govnght to oppose It 1I1 ('Oilvelitwil. lIw; I shall emment has lllet the unqualified condemnation
do by my vott:.
(If the country it has been the {'xistingsystem of
MI'. BRADLEY.
I :1In a member of the Com- county Murt_'>,and thequE'stion now is how shall
mittec on county courts, and as such voted for it be changed. The gentleman from Bourbon
the suLstitnte proposeil by the gentleman from desires to leave it to the legislature to establi.,h
Green, (Mr. J~isl{',) and I prefer it DOW. J alll a system. 'This is the very thing to which the
opposed to the eOllstitutioll of three judges. })eople object, at least in my section of the conn'l'he suggl.lstion of' the gentleman from Green ai" try. They desire that the convention shall proto the expense this system would d",volve upon viue' in the constitution
for a system, and the
the state, led. me to reflect somewhat 011 the sub- pltin l'eport{1dby the {1ommittee is wry much in
ject, and to arrivc atthe conclusioll that it would accordance with that discussed and desired by
be even more expensive than the circuit courts. th"lll. The present constitution, in declaring
The country, I am satisfied, will be astounded that there shall be establirshcd in each county a
and dissatisfied if we present them with any couilly court, gave the legislature full power over
system of that kind. Let us examine this mat- this subject, and yet for fifty years the.y have not
tel' a little.
'l'lH~ circuit court, it is proposed, thonght proper to change or lUould the court so
shall consist of twelve judges, and if the legis- as to conform to the public desire. And yet all
lature shonld fix their sabry at $1 ,GOO, which is admit that the system as it exits bas been conhere suggested as a millimum, it will. amount to denmed by the people, and a change dcmallrled.
$19,200. Ad d to that the salaries of tweh-e As far as the expense of the system proposed by
commonwealth's attDl'lJies, at $::100 each, and it the committee is concerned, I suppose each
will amount tu $3,600. This ,"ould make the would gladly pay the expense reqllirsite 10 secure
wh?lc cost of the system amount to $22,800. a court in which they might repose. flll~ cordiThiS report proposes to create three hundred dence.
The matter of compensatIOn IS very
new and saIar.ied oftlcers, in the shape of three properly left to the legislature.
Men of sound
county court Judges for each county.
Of course sense and integrity, I suppose, could be secured
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at a per diem of two dollars.
Supposing
the home. I conce?tl that there has been a greet
court to hold twel \.'0 terms a year, and to be able deal of complaint among the people in regard
to get through with them, as is the case in Illy to the county court, and though I have been of
?ounty, with a population of seventeen hundred, it, .1 have ever regarded it as a rotten concern,
m a day or two, the cost would be only about ~hlCh ought to be reformed. The great objec$30 or $40peryearfor
the judges.
But, it was tlO.n, however, has been to the manner of its apsaid that county attornies were to cost $100 peT pointment, and also of its exercise of its own
year.
Not so, their compensation
would be left appoint.i.n~pow~r. They appointed menof their
to be regulated by law, as is the case at present, own political vrews, find I have known a counMr. BRADLEY.
What is the usual compen- ty not far ~l'omwhere I live, where, with very
sation allowed them?
.
few exceptions, every magistrate had a son or a
Mr. MAYES.
In my county it is $60, and son-ill-law riding under him. In that case, if a
in others it is higher and lower.
So under this constable should not pav over, and a motion
report, the county court as the representatives of should be made against hlm, it would be the fathe people, could allow the attorney only ten ther who decides upon his son. This is one of
dollars, if they thought that was all his services the greatest obj~etiolls to the system, and which
deserved. How would it happen, as the gentle- the people desire to see remedied. The objecman seems to apprehend that nll these judges tion urged by gentlemen in regard to the rrewould be selected from men in the towns? The quency of appeals 1 think is not well founded.
selection has to be made by the tree voice and At all eve~lts it will apply with equal force to
votes of the people of the whole county, and t1,e three Judges proposed, for they certainly
they would certainly understand their own in- WIll not be so much abler and wiser than the
terests sufficiently to guard against the contin- present court, that their deci.Ions will never be
gency the gentleman predicts.
Satisfied that appealed from. ,'l'hey were not to receive any
the people never will be satisfied with a consti- more compensation than the present magistrates;
tution continuin-S' the present system of county and.1 know from expe~ience that the fees they
courts, and that if left to the legislature the de- receive are far from fairly compensating them
sired reforms will never be obtained, and be- Th~y do a great deal of labor, nearly half of
lieving the plan reported by the committee to which they do not recelv~ any compensation
meet the approbation of those I represent, I for. I know of a case which came before me
where I had to write a warrant, in the first inshall therefore give it my s~]J?port.
.Mr. LISLE.
My proposition has been oppo- stance, and sixteen summonses, and then had to
sed in the debate here, by arguments directly the continue the case, and then wrote sixteen or sev'I'hen I had to sit
opposite of each other, It has been ursed here enteen more subpcenas.
as one objection, that the court thus cOI~<;titute(j; humped up and listen while ~our or five lawyers
would represent conflicting interests and render plead the cause, and after It was decided. to
If a cl~rk
it difficult to arrive at correct conclusions.
An- write some ten or fifteen certificates.
other objection urged is, that in some neighbor- had had the thing to do, it would have amounhoods a man could not be obtained qualified for ted to at least fifteen or twenty dollars, and my
the magistracy.
I do not think that there is any fees were only some twelve and a half cents.
Pay the magistrates what is reasuch neighborhood in any county.
Another (Laugbter.)
gentleman says that under the committee's svs- sonable for their services,. a~d they will attend
to the county court. As It IS now, magistrates
tern, the cost will be but forty dollars a year .•
Mr. MAYES: I said I supposed the judges only attend there who may be brought to town
would probably be allowed a per diem 'of two in discharge of their own business, and yet the
courts were generally very well attended to. But
dollars.
~
!dr '; LI~L~.
Now I want to kuowupon what gentlemen say that they want qualified men, and
principle It IS expected to get Illen better quali- FlOWdo they expect to get them? They say by
~ed.at that compensation, ~bfln are the present the election of these judges by the people! Are
also to be elected by the
JustICes of the peace'? Their fees would amount not the magistrates
to that much. I would givc the legoislature the people, and will not the chances for getting
power to increase the fees of the justices' to ex- good men be as strollg in the one case as in the
empt them fwm working on roads, an'd from other? The gentleman from LcwIs, (.Mr. Procjury duty, &c" in order to compensate them for tor,) says his county court decided that a mfln
the loss of the sheriffalty.
But if we take from ha~ no right. to take an appeal under five pounds.
them the right of holding a court, it will de- I did not thlllk then) was a county court in Kentract from their di~nity and destroy their char- tucky, where the magistrates and the lawyers
acter; and to do thIS merely to create a new set about it, did not know the difference between
of officers, it seems to me is entirely uncalled twenty five shillings and five pounds, and if
such a county does exist, I say it becomes a
for.
.
Mr. HAMILTON.
It SlMlllS to be a settled question whether it ought not to be dissolved
question that th(' report of this great Joint com- and thrown back upon its original elements:
The gentleman frolll Bracken, (Mr.
mittee is to be sustamed in every partIcular, and (Laughter.)
as they have said that we shall have three coun- W. C. Marshall,) said that the magistrates were
too
much
under
the inflnence of the people, and
ty judges, perhaps it is useless to lJontend
against it. I should have heen afraid to say a ~her~fore he wanted ~hese three judges to come
word against it, had not its members differed In, lIke so many JulIus Oresars, to tax the pco·
among themselves on the subject. It is II great pIe whether they wanted it or not. I belIeve
pity perhaps that the grand committee had not there is no necessity for the three, and that the
been charged with the duty of framing the people will be satisfied with the election of mawhole constitution, and the balance of us gone gistrates by ,districts, who s~all.form the county'
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court, and will not t~ the people contrary to in his nmendruent to make it Imperative on the
their will.
legislature to require the magistrates to come in?
The question was then taken Oll the amendMr. TURNER.
I desire that the direction
ment of Mr. PROCTOR, and it was rejected.
shall be imperative on the legislature- to preThe PRESIDENT announced the question scribe it. I should like to have the support of
then to be on the proposition of Mr. G.W. JOHN- the gentleman from Bracken, (MT. W. C. MarSTaN, to strike out the original section.and sub- shall.) but at any rate, unless I am mistaken,
stitute his amendment in lieu thereof.
there will be a majority for the proposition with::Mr.GHOLSON. I move to strike out the pro- out his vote.
vision for two justices in the amendment.
My
Mr. W. O. MARSHALL. It will not be the
object is to make it conform to the proposition first time that the gentleman has been mistaken
of the gentleman from Madison, (Mr. 'I'urner.) in his life. Many of his propositions have been
I think there is 110 necessity for the justices to be rejected here, of course not because they were
associated with the judges, except in cases where wrong, but because the obtuseness of the house
they sit on questions of claims and roads.
was too great to comprehend their beauties. Thi!>
The amendment of Mr. GHOLSON was reject- one judge system, this lawyer operation, this
ed.
business of fixing up little pettifog-gers to act as
Mr. W. O. :MARSHALL called for the yeas a court, seems to be a favorite notion of the gen.
and nays on Mr. G. W.JOHSTON'S amendment. tleman, but I can tell him that if it goes forth to
Mr. A. K. MARSHALL asked for a division the people as the concoction of the brain of one
of the question, so that the vote could be taken of the most distinguished lawyers in the state,
first on striking out.
the~ will be very apt to regard it as a lawyer
The question being then taken, the convention proJect, and to look upon it with abhorrence. I
agreed to strike out-yeas 56, nays 36, as follows: believed the plan of three judges would give
YE;\s-John L. Ballinger, John S. Barlow, more satisfaction to the people and the better
William K. Bowling, Alfred Boyd, Woo. Brad- accord with tbeir views. It having' been reley. Thomas D. Brown, William Chenault, Jas. [ected, I [refer to let all the magistrates come in,
S. Crisman, Beverly L. Olarke, Jesse Ooffey, and shnl vote against the amendment of the
Henry R.~. Coleman, Benjamin Copelin, Ed- gentleman.
ward Curd, Garrett Davis, Lucius Deshe.jl ames
Mr. MACHEN. 'I'here are insuperable diffiDudley, Milford Elliott, Green Forrest, Nathan culties which present themselves to my mind /18
Gaither, Richard Dc Gbolsou, Ninian E. Gray, likely to arise under the propoait.ioue either of
James P. Hamilton, William Hendrix, Andrew the gentleman from Green or Madison. We are
Hood, Thomas J. Hood, James W. Irwin, Alfred taking away from the magistracy the only stimY. Jackson, William JOhT1iWll,George W. John- ulus we have heretofore presented to them to
ston, George W. Kavanaugh, Charles C. Kelly. come on the county court bench. There arc
James M. Lackey, Peter Lashbrooke, 'l'homas W. very few men so devoted to their country as to be
Lisle, George W. Mansfield, AI..rxander K. Mar- utterly devoid of selfishness. Men will not.
shall, Nathan McOlure, David Meriwether, work efficiently in any department of governThomas P. Moore, Jonathan Newcum, Hugh ment without being paid for it. It is proposed
Newell, Johnson Price, John'I'. Robinson, Thos. now:to require the magistrates to act in the court
Rockhold.Jobu T. Rogers, Ignatius A. Spalding, when claims are disposed of, and I ask you, by
Albert G. 'I'albott, John D. Taylor, William R. what power you will bring them to the bencht
Thompson, John J. Thurman, Squire Turner, Can you by any other than that of remuneration?
John L. Waller, Henry Washington, Robert N. '1 believe nothing less will draw them to the
Wickliffe, George W. Williams, Silas Woodson bench. No man will otherwise assume the great
-56.
responsibility of levying' and appropriating the
N.Avs.-1'lIr.President, (Outhrie.) Richard Ap- funds of the county. If we direct the Iegialaperson, Luther Brawner, Francie M. Bristow, ture to require a man to come Oil the bench, and
Charles Chambers. William Cowper, Archibald lie refuses, they will have no power to compel
Dixon, Chasteen 'I'. Dunavan, Benjamin F. Ed- him. Remuneration for his services is the only
wards, Selucius Garfielde, James H. Garrard, inducement that will secure him. Is the court,
Thomas J. Gough. Ben. Hard in, John Hargis, then, i It such a case, not to be holden at all? It
Vincent S. Hay, lI:ark E. Huston, Thomas James, does seem to me, that the proposition will result
Willis B. Machen, William C. 'Marshall, Richard in that. 1 am willing to go so far as to eay, that
L. Mayes, John H. N cflenry, William D. Mitch- the legislature may have the power to authorize
ell, John D. Morris, James fir. Nesbitt, Henrv B. a majority of the magistracy to sit on the bench,
Pollard, William Preston, Larkin J. Proctor; Ira but 1 am opposed to making it imperative on
Root. James Rudd, John W. Stevenson, Michael them. I never heard, during the canvass; a disL. Stoner, Howard Todd, Philip Triplett, John senting voice to the proposition of establishing
Wheeler, Charles A. Wickliffe, Wesley J Wright the court of three judges of some character, and
-36.
since the report of the committee has been inMr. TURNER.
1 offer my proposition as a troduced, I have heal·d only the highest appro~
substitute for that of the geutlclllan from Shel- bation awarded to it by my people. 1 certamly
by. I suppose that those who sustained the re- prefer it to any that has been introduced here.
port will now go for my propositi un as being
Mr. GARFIELDE.
As a meml;lerof thee-om·
nearer to it· than any that hus Been proposed.
mittee, I took pains, after the report was introMr. W. C. MARSHALL. M:onc of those who duced, to a.scertain the public feeling ill Illy own
8~tai~e~ th;? rep'9{t, I.s.q.aJ,lb~·prep:,ar~~.to vote county in regat:d to it, and I find it meets with
foloa:g,i(t.c~n~wt get tR.~'t}lTee.·Juagel}.
the un9.u~i6.ed appJobat\on oE my cQllstituen~.
llr. MAcHEN. -Ooes the gentleman propose And although r 11m not a lawye'r, :md conse·
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to the bench a.t any tlme they may see proper.
but preferring to nave it imperative wfien the
court is considering claims.

quently do not know as much about what.should
be its practical "Workings, perhaps, as some other
gentlemen, yet it has been a favorite scheme
with me. It IS said, in making this constitution,
we should be governed by a spirit of compromise upon these numerous questions of derail
where a difference of opinion exists.
To that.
spirit I have endeavored to conform, and I have
compromised one thing after another until now
nearly e\'ery original view I had has been abandoned. I have met members fairly in this matter, and yet I have always found myself in a
minority. Be it so. I had hoped, however, that
the report of the committee, meeting the approbation of the people as it has, would have received also the approbation of the convention.
I find it has not. and as the next best proposition
I shall go for that of the gentleman from Bourbon (Mr Davis.)
It seems to me a very serious
matter to impose the county business upon one
individual.
It was suggested to the committee,
and opposed on the very grounds stated ~)yone
.gentleman (Mr. Bradley) here, that t~e .selection
.would be probably that of a lawyer resld~n~ at the
co.unty seat who could kno~\· but very l itble, aud
might care less, about the interests of the whole
people of the county.
I therefore proposed to
add two other magistrates to the cou.rt,
could
U11~erstal~dand rep~eseJlt the farming lllter~ts.
'I'hie baviug be~n rejected, I ~H1W prefer l~av~ng
the whole s.ubJ~ct to ~he l~glslatlll"e, ?Chevlllg
~9.t they ~ll!, ll~ their wI~dom! dev.~se s,ome
system by." hich all the venous interests of the
country WIll he promoted.
..
.
Mr. C~lUSMAN.
By the rejection of this
.firet section, I deem the whole report to have
been rejected.
This is an important subject"
upon which due time should be had for consider~~ion, all~ I therefore I~]ovean adjournment.
I'he motion was negatIved.
:Mr. NESBITT.
'l'he vote just given to
.strike out the tir:-;tsection, makes It nccessal'y for
some of us to define our position in ,egard to
the report. It will be recollected that in the
early part of the session I offercd a resolution
providin~ for asingle probate judge. It- was the·
lllere begillning, so far as I was concerned, of a
svstem. Upon that subject I appeared before
•the committee, and introduced such ar~uments
as I was then prepared with, but they dlsagre~d
with me,and reported three judges fOI'the court.
Then the whole matter b€wg refllrred to the
joint committee, it gaye me some time to scnd
the report to my county, and write letters, to divers, individuals for their opinions llPOli it. In
return I have received the s.trongest assurances
that tile report of the committee is universally
approved.
J n view (If that fact. although it is
in direct conflict with the resolution I offered, I
voted against striking out. I prefer, and would
risk more to carry out the will of the people I
represent, than my own views, let them be what
they might. Their opinions have had a fair test
before thll convention. and this body has decided
against them. What will be the action hereaf·
ter, I cannot pretend to say, but after having
voted ollee to carry into effect the will of my
people on the subject, I am now left to act for'
myself, and Ishallnow fall back upo.n my orj~inal pl"oposition, and go for one juQ.ge,giving tbe
power to the legislature to call'other justices on

,~:11O

EVENING
LEGISLATIVE

l!lE8SION,
EXPENSE!.

The PRESIDENT
anne-meed that he had
been furnished by the Second Auditor with a
table of the expenses of the leBi!:ilature for a
series of years, m compliance WIth a resolution
heretofore adopted, on the motion of the g.mtlemau 'from Bullitt,
(Mr. Thompson), whleh
be now presented to the couventiou.
COU:\TY COURTS.

The convention then resumed the consideration of the report on COUDtycourts,
Mr. TURNER said he had been authorized by
the gentleman from Shelby, to withdraw that
gentleman's amendment,
which was pending
when the convention took a recess, and also desired to withdraw hIS own proposition, and to
offer a proposition as a compromise, which met
the apprnbatiou of himself', the gentleman from
Shelby, (Mr. G. W. J chneton.) tile gentleman
from Jefferson, (Mr. Mcriwetber.) and some
others. It was as follows:
"And all the justices of the peace in each
county: PrQvided, 'I'hat the general assembly
shall have the power, from time to time, to. pro.vide by law, what part of the business of said
court shall be .trallsacte~l by the presiding judge,
and what portion by said Judge and one or more
of the justices of the peace, and what justice
shall act as presiding judge during a. vacancy in
that office or in the absence of the presiding
judge."
,
Mr. C. A. ·WICKLIFFE reminded the couvention of the position of the question, a vote having been taken on striking out, and hence he
questioned the propriety of the course sug~ested .
The PRESIDENT
stated that the substItution
eould be niade with the general assent of the
convention.
Objections "tere made.
Mr. JOHNSTON enquired if he could not.8Ccapt that proposition for the onc which he had
before submitted .
The PRESIDENT
replied that he could Dot
without general consent, inasmuch as his proposition was in possession of the convention, and
had been voted upon.
If, llOwever, it was
·sired, he would put the question to the conven·
tion, on grallting leave.
:Mr. GRAY said, he desired to vote on the
ropo"itioll of the gentl~man from :Madisou. If
that gentleman
had witlldrawn it he would
himself again present it to the convention, for it
came up to what he thmight a county court
should be.
Mr. TURNER said he pri3ferred his own to
any other proposition. Qutstill it would be found
nefJess~ry' to make concessions all around,
Mr. GHAY. I hope the gentleman will not
take the t'xpression he has received from a few
members around him, as the. full sense of this
house, upon a question of thIS character,
I do
not think 'we ought to proceed in this manner,
for it is not calculated to accelerate ou~·progress.
It is easy to take a. vote upon the pro'positiQn;~it
will not take us long; and if the majority favor
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it let us adopt it, but if they vote against it, judge and two associate judges were to ijit on the
then we can take the proposition of the gentle- bench? 'I'he gentleman says it is necessary that
man from Madison and take the sense of the a man should have some legal ability., If you
convention.
In my opinion it comes up to the put two farmers, or men of no legal ability on the
manner in which We are called upon, as 1 believe, bench. do they constitute an efficient court? I
by the people, to establish the county court. It suppose the two farmers are to sit and "guess,"
is easier to pay one judge than three, and one and if they "guess" wrong, why the thirdjudge,
can do all the business that is asaigned him by if he is to be a lawyer, would be overruled in
This is an objection, I think, to
the amendment which the gentleman offered be- his decision.
fore the convention took a recess. what is the these two ussoci ates. The people elect whom
I care not whether he be a lawyer
business he will have to transact?
To probate they please.
wills, to manage estates, to appoint guardians, or a farmer, I believe they will elect a man who
is
better
qualified
to discharge the duties of a
and all matters of this sort, which are !lOW entrusted to the county court; and from its decisions judge than if three men were to preside, as ifS
You can pay a competent man much
we have a right to appeal to the circuit court, and proposed.
there one judge decides.
Why cannot one judge better, if he is able to do all the duties, than you
also decide in a county court? And why not can three men, in proportion to their respective
one man as well as three?
Indeed, it is admit- services. Thus you w ill save the expense intell that one able and intelligent man will do curred by employing two associate judges, and
equally as well as three, in the decision the business of the court will be infinitely betIf not, why do not gentlemen
and settlement. of private rights in dispute ter performed.
between individuals and the community.
I ask propose to put two associates with the circuit
if we cannot afford to pay one man better than Judge? Because it is the same kind of busithree? Now this is a matter, it strikes me, in ness, these judges ate called upon to transact.
which the community at large have an interest, On all subjects yon can take an appeal from
In all matters that concern
especially in all that relates to the imposition of the circuit court.
taxes, the laying of levies, the changing of the counties at large, as the laying of levies,
roads, the erection of bridges, and all expenses and the opening of roads. I think It would be
Let it be
which the people of the county will have to de- better to leave it to the ruagistrutes.
fray. The amendment of the gentleman from designated on what terms they shall come.cThat,
however,
is
a
subject
for
legislation.
You
Madison provides that a mal'ority of the magistrate'S, who are elected, sha I be called up and can pay them by the day to do the business. It
consulted on all such subjects in connection with will only take them a day or two. The gentlethe judge elected by the people at large. Now, man from Caldwell says you have no means of
bringing them up. We have the same power
does that not give the county an opportunity
of being fairly represented as the people are to bring up all, that you have to bring up the
represented ill the legislature, when they Impose presiding judge, and his two associates. If you
taxes on the state at large?
But the gentleman are going to pay him, you will pay them. They
objects that some of the divisions are larger than will come for one dollar a day, and we can imothers, and says there is something unequal in it. pose peualt.iee for failing to do it. 'Ve have reThere is nothing in the objection: it, makes no quired the county court to do this business withmore discrimination than in the legislature.
All out compensation. It seems to me we can have
parts of the county are represented, and we do no difficulty in it. 'I'he plan proposed by the
not leave it to one man to say what the balance gentleman from Madison is the cheapest, the best,
shall do. And if they cannot get a majority, I and the most certain and safe, and will meet
take it for granted it ought not to be passed. It with the most favor among the people. If you
is as fair a representation as you can get in any do not choose to adopt it, I will agree to the
other way. I think if'the judges are elected the one the chairman ot the committee has procounty will be better represented, if those who posed. But I think we had better fix it with
lay the levy are from the county at large. Here one judge, to determine all these matters. W e
we divide It into sections, and each section has must acknowledge he is fLS competent to do it,
as with two associates.
'Ve can leave the layits voice and is heard.
Now, for these reasons, I think that would be· ing of the levy and taxation to the justices of
the best plan. But gentlemen say, if we adopt the peace.
Mr. ROOT. lam in Iavor of the report of the
the one judge plan, that it is "a lawyer project."
That is an extraordinary way of killiug off a committee, and it strikes me, if the friends of
that
report will hold to that a little, the gentleproposition, because if you use the word lawyer
among the people, they will think it, is all men who have presented various propositions,
wrong, ButI do not think we should be fright- will finally abandon them, and a~ree on the reThe project of electing
ened from a good project because a lawyer hap- port. of this committee.
pened to introduce it; almost all the amend- one judge is spoken of, and of bringing up the
ments introdced have been by lawyers.
I am old system of the county court, which caused
to
opposed to killing off a project in this manner, the magistrates once in It month to come
if there be merit in it. It it be right, equal and the county seat. If there is anyone part 0 the
just, I will support it with as much zeal and old order of things objectionable in my county
s-ncerity, whether it comes from a lawyer, or a it is the connty court system. Not only the
farmer, or a man of any other vocatdou. Does number of the county courts, but the manner of
110t the report of the committee provide the appointment, and the length of time they were
same thing, that there shall bea presiding judge? held were strong objections to it. If the people
Yes, the people there are to elect a lawyer. Is imagine that the old. form or shape of the courtit not. as much of a lawyer project, as if one is again to exist in my county, it will induce
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many to vote against the constitution.
On what
ground is it that we shall resort partially to the
old system?
Is it on the RCQl'e of economy?
Let us see how it will stand.
Is it to be supposed the magistrates will come
IIp and hold courts, and transact
business
for
the county without pay '/ That they wilt be so
generous a') to give their services without any
compensation?
Why was it, that under the old
system, men of ordinary intelligencd could be
induced to ride up to the county seat ill heat
and cold, summer ami winter, in dry and wet
weather, without compensation? It was because
they held on to the office with the hope of one
day becoming sheriff. That feature of the systern will be cut off Suppose the favorite proposition of some gentlemen succeede, and 'we incorporate in the couetitutiou a provision, which
requires twelve or fifteen magistrates to come up
periodically, to transact the business of the
couuty. If they are paid one dollar per day
and meet one duv in a month, there will be an
annual expense
the state of $14,400 Suppose
we ado/Jt the report of the committee and appOInt t iree persons under the dignified term uf
.judges, glvmg to the presiding-judge, and assoelate judges two dollars per day; we shall thereby save to the etute, $7,200 annuully; and do
away with the prejudice which has heretofore
existed against the county court.
Jt has not been the court of appeals 1101' the
circuit court, which has induced the people to
rise en-masse and call a convention.
It has been
the court before their eyes, the ignorance of
.,
J
b
hi b h
the mag;lstracy, anu t re tenure y w rc t ey
held their office. It has been their constables
and other officers of the county, and not the
higher officers about whom the people knew littie. and cared less.

to

If we wish to add strength to this new constitution, we must set, about suiting it to the
prejudices of the people at home, and on the
county court Tests much 'with respect to the faVOl' WIth which the new eonatitution
will be receiv..d. If gentlemen wish to save mOlley, the
adoption of the rep6rt of the committee will be
the means of doing it, as contrasted with the
other propo~ition; for in the olle case we propose to pay tllree judges instead of twelve.
It has been said, that if three judges are placcd on the bench, certain sections of the county
may be overlooked. In order to obviat(: that,
the county may be districted, and the jlldge rna)'
be iustrueted by the people to execute thmr
wi!'ohes. 'I'he original convention men, when
they raised their voice for the lllt'asUl'e, attacked
most zealously tlle county court, a.nd from this
~t1bjectdrew their wenpons and their amlllunition, and if it is suffered to appear a~ain with
some of the former obne-xiOlls features it will
destroy the constitution.
There is another rcaSOll why the long court'S
8hould not be permitted to appeal' again. Wlwre.
t,1ere are many men engaged in the same cases,
every man is disposed to throw the responsibili·
ty on his neighbol'.
The act which the people
condemn, cannot be settled and fixed au anyone
in particular.
Each fixes it on his neighbor;
but if there are three only you call tell who is
respon;;ible, and there will be a unit.y of action,

and the people will be better satisfied, for their
business willbe better done.
I say then to the friends of the report of the
committee of thirty, that after alittle more breath
has been spent, they will be able to carry it; because 1 believe the great body of the delegates
know it is nearest the thing which the people
want.
Mr.G.W. JOHNSTON.
I have been somewhat surprised at, the debate on this report.
Gentlemen seem, in their anxiety to make a
county court, to have furgotten that we are to
have a body of magistracy, to whom is to be
given an importantjurisdiction.
I look all that
office as next in Importance to that of the county
court. They have jurisdiction to the amount of
$50. It is Important that they should be quallfled for this office. Do gentlemen suppose they
will get men to discharge the duties of this office,
if you say they are unfit to sit on the bench of
the county court.? I want this court kept up by
men as ,v~ll qualified to sit on the bench of the
county co'lrt, as they have been heretofore. How
it DIllYbe in other counties, I do not know, but
in Shelbv they are 1-IS well qualified as any
couutv court in Kentucky.
I do not expect to
find persons better qualified for the office than
the Justices of the peace ill Shelby. 'I'here is
not a mun on the bench who is not well qualified
to discharge all the duties which will be imposed Oil this court.
.
The plan of the committee was to dispense
with the services of the magistracy, and subatitutc tbreejudges. I have been ullthethneopposed
to that plan.
Theamendml:ntwhichlproposed
and the vote of the convention cut-s off the three
judges, and I believe, taking that vote as the sense
of the majority of the convention, it is intendNI to substitute the magistrates of the county
for the three judge~. The proposition of the
gentleman from Madison goes to that extent, and
further, and I like it better on that account. It
proposes to have a presiding judge, as a sort of
head to this court, and to have the mag-istrates
assist him. But it goes further, and gives the
legislature the powE'r to COil fer (Ill the llresicling
judge, the probate jurisdiction in each county.
"l'hat, I know, is a favorite proj('ct of many on
~']lis floor.
'rIley will be able to accomplish
their wishes through the legislature.
This goes
further and designates wllat number of magistratcs, with the presiding judgi", shall have/·uris.
diction in the count v, giVlllg puwel' to the f'gislature to call in iho whole or a part of the
magistrates, when business of importance is to
cOllie b.,fore th(~m, cO\'erillg my proposition, and
goillg further. 1 prefer it, and in givill~ Illy
vote, I shall do it to 1'e3('h tha propositIOn 01
the ~entleman from :Madison. I Imve no idea
it WIll suit those who still hold on to the three
judges and the report of the committee, but it
seeUl." to me to cover all the grourrd taken by
the di.fterent delegat~s,.alld I uelieve will meet
the wIshes of the lllaJonty.
-Mr. KAVAN AUGH. I ask the indulgence of
the convention, to offer a remark 01' two ouly, on
the subject under considerat.ion.
To my mind,
the mode of organizing a county court system, il!
of morc import.anee t.o t,he people generally, than
the su~iects eit.her of the circuit courts, or of t.he
court of <Jppeals. True, the subject nf county
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(lfl,.u.rtBis not one on which euch high eoundlug
epeecbea may be made, as on that of these other
courts; yet the p,eople feelmuch mere deeply interested in it. '] he county court has heretofore possessed multifarious and extensive powers, and this
must be the case with that court hereafter, whatever its form may be.
Of this the convention
is fully sensible: hence the interest I am gratined to see manifested relative to the proper organization of this court.
One of the most important
powers which it
has heretofore possessed, and which it will hereafter posses;;, is the right of taxation.
This power, when exercised by the legislature, has ever
been closely and jealously watched, and much
has been said in this state concerning it, while
the power of these courts on this subject, has
been exercised without attractiug as much of the
uttentiou of the people as it should have done.
I would therefore remind the convention, that
the county courts of this state, taken altogether,
have annually levied and collected, in the form
of county revenue, nearly as much nJoney from
the people as the legislature itself'; and we are
uow to organize a tribunal for the exercise of the
same power. The report of the committee, and
the several umendmeuts which have been offered,
present the question, whether this right of taxation shall be given to a county judge and two associates, 01' whether it shall be given to all the
mUpistrates, each elected by a separate district,
and. thus representing eycry part of the countv.
The vote already taken, by which the two assoelate justices have been stricken out, is something indicative of the sense of the convention
in favor of the latter mode. That mode it seems
1.0 me, would be most apt to gi ve satisfaction to
the people. Every part of the county would
then be represented by a justic .." elected by the
people themselves, in all matters relat,jve toraislUg aull appropriating county revenue.
The amendment first offered by the gent.leman
from Madison, (Mr. Turner,) cOlltemplate ... associating the justices of a county with the presiding judge, at such terms m; may be prescribed
by law, for the purpose of laying and appropri
tillg the county levy, and of establislung
and
altering roads. This amendment meets my approbation.
III the first place, these are perhaps,
the only cases in which a popular or represental.ive court is necessary.
The other duties conferred 011 the court, are of
a charact.er which can be performed more expeditiously, more conveniently, and more satisfactorily, by a single judge, than by any multitudinous a<;sembly of justices which can be
brought togethN.
Why require more than one
in any other <:.:use? Is trd~re any other case
where more than one is necessary?
What will
be the juri,;diction of the court, besides such as
it may han· over roads and county levies?
It
will, In the first place, have such jurisdiction as
usually ap\)€ntains to 1:1. court of probate, as admitting wi 15 to rceord, granting letters uf administratioll, appointing guardians, settling with
adlllilli~trators, ~xN:utor:", guardians,
and the
1ike. It lllay a1;.;0appoint commissioners to as~
sign, dower, divide lands, &c., and it may hear
arid determine appeals froJU justices of the
peace in ce-rtaill caSeS.
more than one judge
required for the discharge of all these duties?

rs

For' myself, 1 would alwayspre/er
a single
justice of the peace in such cases. One actmg
by himself, in these cases, will always get.on
better than all the magistrates of a county taken
together.
I would greatly prefer risking his decisions alone. Bring them altogether for such
purposes, and it usually results in "confusion
worse confounded."
I agree with the gentleman
from Campbell, (Mr. Root,) that the complaints
of the people were long and loud against our
county court system.
If anyone
thing was
more complained of than another, it was that.
If any one thing more than another accelerated
the call of the convention, it was that.
And I
verily believe that we, to-day, would not have
been here forming a constitution. but for the
universal dissatisfuotion felt against our county
courts. 1 am not making these remarks to throw
odium on that body.
The very nature of its organization, no matter who its members might
be, was such as to bring it down in the estimetion of the country.
Its mode of appointment
was not 'its only objectionable feature. It was
too numerous-c-a. sort. of multitudinous assembly, totally unfit for the discharge of its duties.
An, other court, of like numbers, will fail to give
satisfaction.
The people desire a change 10 this
feature of the court; and unless it be made, they
will, in my humble opinion, be disappointed in
their expectations at the hands of the eonventiou. Hut while I am ill favor of a single
judge for the transaction of county court bueiness, yet when it comes to levying, collecting,
and appropriating
taxes, I am for associating
the justices with the county judge, that every
part of the COUlJty mllY be represented;
nor
would I permit magistrates to be multiplied
at Jlleasure as formerly; and I take this occaeiou to call the attention of the convention
to this point, for I hav,e been much gratified to
see special legislation taken away in a number
of cases. I ho~e the convention will apply the
same rl1le to t}us thing of increasing justices by
spedal acts, and will provide that each county
shall be districted, and be entitled to justices
according to Its population.
Each district would
then have a fair and equal voice in laying a
CO\lllty levy, and applying Lhe money.
Mr. President, 1 regretted to hear gentlemen iu
favor of t.hree judges, allllOunce the one judge
plan afl a lawyer project.
I imao-ine, ho\\'ever,
that t.his willlmve no influence here, nor before
the people. They further insist that the associate judges ar~ necessary to represent the farming interest. But sir, this court is not a representatiye body, except ill the (',ases already allu·
ded to. In tho:;e cases, I would have the farming interests r('pr€sented by all the justices, com~
ing from every part of the ('ounty. If, however,
they are to form the court in all cuses, as well as
on all o(ll~asions, when the question of taxation
is not invol ved, as when it lS, then I am against
it, and in preference, will go fol' the report of the
committee.
'fhe gentleman from Campbell invokes t,his committee of thirty. to come to the
rescue; I was sorry to hear it, for that power has
already been oftell enough appealed to. It was
called up in aidof putting four Judges on the court
of appeals bench, and succeeded ·when I believe
a majority of the. convention was originally
against it. I hope then. that hereafter every
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question will stand or fallon
its own merits, peace shall compose the county eourt ; and. COIl·
fen. upon it, jurisdict.icn
0\'01'_ very Important
and not according to compromises in -commtuee
The mischief, or
rooms; and that this will he the case with the and multifarious subjects.
mischiefs growing out of this organization of
report now before the house.
It is further insisted that this couutv judge our county courts, and out of its administration
plan, will be expensive. I think not. ~ir. why of the matters committed to it, are almo ..t as
as the subjects of its jurisdicticu.
IS it that your county courts now appoint com- numerous
missioners to settle with guardians, executors, Gentlel\len need not tellrue that the only things
complained
of were till' modo of appointment
&c. It if! because the court itself is too multi
tudinous and unwieldy for the transaction of and tenure of office. These it is true were serinumsuch business.
This would not be 80 of a single ously objected to, but so were others-its
judge.
These commissioners might then be dis- bers are too grcut for a judicial body; it is an uupensed with, and their fees go towards paying a wieldy, inconvenient, and disorderly court. It
county judge. I only mention this as ODe item is frequently a difficult. matter to get the justices
upon the bench, and keep them there throughout
among many.
the hearing of a cause. Instances are klJOWUof
Mr. CHAMBERS.
The views andsentiments
of the distinguished gentleman from Bourbon, those justices who had heard the evidence on the
(Mr. Davis.) as indicated by the amendment one side having left the bench, and the cause bewhich he has offered, ana the remarks which he ing decided by those who had henrd but a parI,
has made uf.0n the subject of the county courts, of the evidence. Many subjects !lOW require a
are those W rich I entertained Rod expressed du- majority of the justices ill commission to be
This
ring my canvass for a seat in this body, and up present at the time of their udjudicatiou.
IS a source of much trouble and disappointment,
to the time of my arrival here. I went furtherbefore my constituents I opposed the establish- and I am inclined to think, that these laws rement of any court by constitutional provision-c. quiring a majority, should all he repealed. They
except the supreme appellate court, supposing were uot enacted because a majority would do
that it would be sufficient and best to delegate tho business any better than three, but as ukindor
the power for the creation of all others, to the restraint on that kind of business, uud their Oil'
legislature.
The uncertaint.r whether these in- ly effect if;to put the party wanting this kind of
stitutions would work well in f.J'uctice, and the business attended to, to a great deal of very undifficulty of altering them if t ley should not, necessary trouble.
were sufficient reasons, if no others existed, to
There is no one who ...vould not prefer applyinduce such a course; but in addition to these, ing to the court, in any kind of case whatever,
experience in the case of the county courts, had when thee or four of the most intelligent memalready taught us the impropriety
of making bcrs nre present, to an application when the
these inferior tribunals, constitutional fixtures. bench is full,and consisting of from twelve to
But, sir, I had not been here long, before I ascer- twenty members. Hut the 1I10st objeetiouable
tained to my entire satisfuct.ieu-c-or rather dis. thing about the county court, is its I;'olitico /·usatisfaction-that
such was not the pleasure of dical character.
Many of the duties of t lis
this convention, and that notouly the circuit but court, are of an executive and ministerial, rather
the county courts were to become creatures of than judicial nature, and if you would see a strict
the constitution.
I then, in common with the adherence to political :party, go into your county
other members of the committee to whom this courts when engaged 111 these executive or minsubject was referred, labored to present the best isterial duties.
system that we could devise, and the report now
Sir, political bias should never be permitted
before the house is the result of onr counsels. I
But organized as
regret that it should have been met at the very to enter our courts of justice.
these
county courts now are, or !J...<; they will be
threshold, by the onset of the gentleman from
jf
the
whole
elected
magistracy
forms the court,
Qreen, and that its success should be jeoparded
by the accidental junction of those who fayoJ' it can never be kept out. No, it will be Yastly
one justice, and those whogo for the whole body incr~ased by electing the magistrates until your
of the magistracy. But with the gentleman from county eourts will become 1I0thing but political
Campbell, I do not re~ard this vote as a true in- arenas. Do gentlemen expect that the quality of
dicatIOn of the intentlOlJs of this house; it is the the magistracy will bc imp,roved by electing
meeting of two extremes which can never be them. 1£ they do, tht:y will find themselve;;
will, unless I am deceived, be greatmade t.o harmoni~e, except upon the middle mistaken-it
ly deteriorated. 'l'he chance of becoming sheriff
ground of this n'port.
is
taken
away,
and no inducements to take so
Sir, let us examine this subject with some care
and attention, and let us find our true course, as troublesome an office is left. .Many of the dis~
judges sometimes find out the meaning of a pe- tricts will have no one re~iding within thf':m,
nal statute-that
is by considering the old law, qualified to make a good justice, and roen will
the mischief, and the remedy.
The old law, not he ·voterl for on account of thf':ir qualificaconstitutional-provides,
that "there shall be tions, to act as .iwlgE', or justice of the count,y
established withi.n each county, now or whic.h court, but because of some pCl1:ionalor political
Besides sir, It is rather singular
mav hereafter be erected within this commOll- predilection.
wealth, a county court," it also prOVides that "a that we should choose men because of their
t·o make good countrv justices,
competent number of justices of the pcace shall qualifications
be appointed in each county," and lodges the and then throw upon them as an incident and·
adjunct
of
their
office, the far more important'
power of appointment in their own hands, makmg them a self-perpetuating
body. The old and' responsible duties of COUllty:court judge.
law statutory declares; that these justiceS' of the In this way the responsibility of the judge is too).
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iudireet
well.

find too much divided

even

to operate

"\Veshall take away Iroiu the county courts
most of their executive and minieteriaf
duties.
and we ought to cr~ate a court: l?l.;rely .ind!,"
cial and with practical respousibility.
TIlls
never can be the case, so long as all the justices
in commission are, ex officio, members of the
eourt. Now sir, I have spoken of the old law,
and of a part-e-but a VEJry smal~ p~rt-of
the
mischiefs arising ant of the organization and a~ministration of our count,y courts; and what IS
the remedy proposed?
So far as the appointment
and tenure of office are concerned our duty is
plain. We give one to the people, and limit the
other to a term of years , aud this will perhaps
stop complninta UpOIl t~lese two subjects; bu.t it
will Hot correct the evils, nor redress the gTlevunces of a badly constructed court. ThL'! can
only be done by electing suitable persons d ireedy into the office of county court judge, and
making them immediately responsible for the
faithful discharge of its duties.
Then the quest.ion comes up, of how lUatly members should
this court be made to couaist.
This question
was fully debated and considered, both ill the
committee on eounty courts, and in the committee of thirty.
The single judge, the whole body
of the county magistracy, and the three judge
system.each had its advocate, and the last was
adopted as uniting in itself, all the benefits,
and being free from the objections of both the
others.
I have already shown some of the reasons
why the whole corps of justices of the peace
should not come upon the bench of the eOlllLty;
it would not be hard to state many others, and
good ones; but one is sufficient, and I think
ought to be conclusiv{'.
The people ha,'e deroanded an entin~ change in this court. I Clune
here the mere agent of my constitmmts, and I
intend to try to ~ollfol'm to their behest,
1'h~y
requiredsoOletlung
more than a mere change III
the mode of appointment, and the tenure of office; they wallt a radieal. thorough ('hange in
the or ....
anization of this court. They do not objeet toOits retaining its name, and jurisdiction;
but they want llew incumbents, chosen with. a
'View to"the duti\~s of this office, and nothing clse.
It will not be hard to show that t,hreejudges, any
two of whom shall hold the court, 'will do bettel' than one. The remarks of my friend from
ltfason (Mr, '1'aylor) Oil this snbj{'ct, are entitled
10 great weight.
'fhe 'county courts in this COffimOllwealth ha.ve a 'Very extensive jnrisdiction;
it embraces a great variety and nllluber of interesting sU~\'ects, and creates such an amo.unt of
re~ponsibi ity, that no one man would like to
incur it. Part of its business affects the whole
count'S, and every individual
in it; such, for
instance, a.s laying' the lcvy, altering,
establishing, aHd working the roads, the administrati.on of the poor laws, and ap'!ointing officers of
elections. Anotherpoltion
0 its business,
and
a very large one, conccrns individuals direetly,
and the public incidentally; such, for instance,
as the probate of wills, and administration
oC
eBtates, guardians alld wards, apprentices, approving securities and taking bonds from all the
officers .ot the county, establishing ferries, tav·

ems, and fixing tbefr rates, bastardy,
settlemente with sheriffs, commissioners,
division
and partition of lands and slaves, assignment of
dower, awarding writs of ad quod damnum, and
levying the damages assessed, which involves the
power of taking pl'h·a~e property fOl"yublic use,
with a thousand other important duties and responsibilities. too much to he incurred by any
one man. Moreover, this is to be a monthly
court, and to insure its l'egularsitting, it, is better
to have three judges.
One might have business
before the court that would make it improper
that he should act, or hemtgbt be absent or sick. I
It is not intended to have a presiding judge and
two stuffed paddies, as som.e have supposed.
No, the judges will be equal in power and au.
thority, and fC?raught I ki.lOW,thtJassociat~ may
often be supenor m capacity to the presl?ent;
but it is necessar,Y to have one of them design ated as presiding Justice, for the certification of
records, deeds, and paWNS of attorney, under
the requirements of the acts of congress and the
laws of sister states,
Nor is it intended, as
some have suggested, that the office of judge of
the county court is to be filled by the little pettifoggtng lawyers of our villages and county
town~. °1 know not how it may b.e i~ the COlll.Ities of those who urge such an objection: but m
my county it will be any body else. 'l'his is the
only judgeship which IS not exclusively appropriated to the lawyers by the provisions of the
article on the judiciary, and in my county we
have experienced and iutelligeut farmers, men
who have already been presidiuz justices and
sheriffs, intelligent and well qualified mechan·
ics, retired lawyers, clerks, and others well qualifiecl to become county judges, and who would
accept of thatoflice, but who could not be induceclto be electecl a justice of the peace.
Next, sir, WtJ will consider the ex{'ense and
economy of this court, and here my fnend from
Green rushes upon us with the startling cry of
three hundred ne''I'"salaried ofHcers. But what
docs hp- propose as a substitute?
Why, sir, a
j)lun offering us at least one thousand or twelve
\Undred new salaried officers. That gel1tleman
should reflect that we have taken from the justices of the peace the little bonus of expectancy
upon the sheriffalty which they formerly had;
and however inferior and indifferellt their qualifications for alld seniees upon the.bench maybe,
we call not expect. anrl. should not want. the.m for
nothing.
AlluWlllg then, that each Justice of
the peace is to have Oile dollar per day for his
. servlces as county court judge, and supposing
there arc one hundred counties, averaging tWf'lve
justices to the county, and that only half these
Justices attend to hold the monthly courts, then
we shall have to pay for the services of one half
of the magistrates, as county court judge.,,-,.the
sum of seVen thousand two hundred donal'S per
annum to have our business very badly done,
whilstifwe elect three county court judges in each
COUlltyand suppose that all three attend each
court at a per diem pay of two dollars each. it
would cost but six thousand dollars to the state,
and the business would be well done. These
county jndges, it is expeeted, will be paid out
of the county revenue, and they will not cost
each county over one hundred dollars. And in
my opinion it i6 destined to become the mo~t
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popular, useful, cheap, and convenient court in
our state.
To meet the wishes of those who wish the
justices from all parts of the county occasionally to come upon the bench, we have added a
section allowing the justices of the peace to attend the court of claims and assist in making
apffopriations and laying the levy.
f this court be established as reported, I verily believe its jurisdiction,
uow great, will be
vastly increased in a few yeal'S. There are many subjects now given to our circuit courts that
could be more conveniently attended to by the
county courts; and as we have (as I think very
unwisely) limited tbe uumber of circuits to
twelve, and are about to try the working facilities of our judges to their utmost extent, the
transfer of such matters to the county court e is
stillmore desirable.
Mr. President, in what I have said, I am actuated by no personal considerations.
I have no
grievances of that kind to complain of. The
justices of the peace in my county will compare
very advantageously
with those of any other
county.
They arc all men of good character.
fail' capacity, and sound integrity, and some of
them will no doubt be found upon the county
court bench, if this report be adopted.
But I
have objections to the existing county court sys·
tern, arising from its inherent defects, which call
only he obviated by the election of suitable persons for the express purpose of holding these
courts.
And then the convention adjourned.

·.
FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 30, 1849.
Prayer by the Rev. Mr. WARDER.
LEGISLATIVE
EXPENSES.
On the motion of Mr. JAMES, the report of
the second auditor in answer to a resolution
adopted on the motion of the gentleman from
Bullitt, (Mr. Thompson) showing the expenses
of a series of sessions of the legislature,
was
ordered to be printed.
AMEND!fENT
OF THE RULES.
On the motion of Mr. TRIPLETT,
the rules
were so amended 3S to provide that a motion to
strike out. and insert. is indivisible.
COUNTY

COURTS.

Thc convention resumed the consideration of
the article concerning county court-s.
The first section was uuder consideration in
these words:
"SEC. L There shall be established
in each
county now, or which may hereafter be erected
within this commonwealth, a county court, to
consist of a presiding judge, and two associate
judges, any two of whom shall constitute a court
for the transaction of business."
To this, Mr. G. W. JOHNSTON, on Wednesday, moved the following amendment:
Strike out all after tile words "presiding
judge," and insert Hand the justices of the peace
in commission in each county.
The presiding
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judge, and two justices of the peace, or any three
of the justices of the peace, shall constitute a
court for the transaction of business, except at
the court of claim!", or 'when debts are contracted, when the presiding judge and a majority of
the justices shall be required to constitute the
court."
A division of the question was called for, and
the convention agreed to strike out.
Mr. TURNER then moved to amend the portion proposed to be inserted, by substituting the
following:
"And all the justices of the peace in each
county: Provided, That the general assembly
shall have the \,ower, from time to time, to provide by law w rat, part of the business of said
court shall be transacted by the presiding judge,
and what portion, by said judge and one or
more of the Justices of the peace, and what justice
shall act as presiding judge during a vacancy in
tbat office, or in the absence of the presiding
judge."
In this state the question stood at the last adjournment, and the question now came up on
the adoption of the substitute of the gentleman
from Madison.
The question was taken and the substitute
rejected.
'I'be '}..,uestionthen recu rred on the amendment
of Mr. G. W. JOHNSTON.
Mr. JOHNSTON, by general consent, modi.
fled his substitute, by inserting the words," or
when debts arc contracted "-which
form part
of the amendment as given above.
Mr. GRAY moved, as a substitute
for the
amendment of the gentleman from Shelby, the
following, which was offered on Wednesday,
and afterward" withdrawn, by Mr. 'l'URNER:
"Which court shall be holden by said judge,
except at such times as may be prescribed by
law, at which the county levy is to be laid, debt-s
upon the county contracted, or roads opened or
established, altered or discontinued, in which
case a majority of the justices in commission in
each county, shall be associated with the presiding judge, for the transaction
of such business, under such rules and regulations as the
general assembly may direct."
Mr. JAMES called for the yeas and nays on
the adoption of the substitute, and they were
taken, and were-yeas
26, nays 51.
Y}:As-Mr. President, (Guthrie) John L. Bal.
linger, Charles Chambers, James 8. Chrisman,
Jesse Coffey, Henry R. D. Coleman, Edward
Curd, Garrett DaVIS, Milford Elliott. Nathan
Gaither, Richard D. Gholson, 'I'homas J. Gough,
Ninian E. Gray, 'I'homus J. Hood, George W.
Kavanaugh, James M. Lackey, Elijah F. Nuttall,
Johnson Price, Larkin J. Proctor, William R.
Thompson, John J. 'l'hurman, Squire Turner,
John L. Waller,
Henrv Washington,
John
Wheeler, George W. Willi'ums-26.
NA1's-Richard
Apperson, John S. Barlow.
William
K. Bowling,
Alfred Boyd, William
Bradley, Lutber Brawner, Francis M. Bristow,
Thomas D. Brown, William Chenault, Beverly
L. Clarke, Benjamin Copeliu, William Cowper,
.arehibald Dixon, James Dudley, Green Forrest,
James H. Garrard, James P. Hamilton, Ben. Herdin, John Hargis, Vinc~llt S. Hay, James W.
Irwin, Alfred M. Jackson, Thomas James, Wil-
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liam Johnson, George W. Johnston,
Charles C.
Kelly, Peter Lashbrooke, Thomas W. Lisle, Willis B. Machen, George W. Mansfield , William C.
Marshall, Richard L. Mayes, Nat-han McClure,
John H. McHenry, Thomas P. Moore, John D.
Morris, Jonathan Newcum, Hugh Newell, Henry B. Pollard, William Preston. J ohu T. RobinSon, Thomas Rockhold, John T. Rogers, Ignatius A. Spalding, James W. Stone, Michael L.

the sole Inducement to those who hold the office
of magistrate, and it will be recollected that according to the report of the committee, no gentleman will have that inducement before him as
a reason for holding the office of a justice of the
peace. I am satisfied that the office will not
he filled by men of so much experience, whose
judgment
and character
will have so much
in the community,
as if they were electStoner, Albert G. Talbott, John D. Taylor, weight
ed solely for the purpose of performing
the duCharles A. Wickliffe, Silas Woodson, WesleyJ.
ties of the county court.
On this subject we
Wright-51.
must make some compromise,
and endeavor to
So the amendment was rejected.
obtain that which comes nearest to our united
The question again recurred
on the amendopinions.
During
the
canvass
in my county.
mont of the gentleman from Shelby.
last Summer, I proposed to my constituents, that
Mr. McHENRY called for the yeas and nays,
the magistrates should be paid out of the county
and being taken, they were yeas 18, nays 63,
levies, and not a single individual objected to
YEAs-John L. Ballinger, John S. Barlow,
the adoption of that course.
I hope the house
William
K. Bowling,
Alfred Boyd, William
will agree to the motion to reconsider.
And if
Chenault, Jesse Coffey, Henrv R. b. Coleman,
it agrees to do so, I am sure we can get through
Milford Elliott, Nathan Gaither, James P. Ham- the report ill a few hours.
ilton, James W. Irwin, WilliamJollllson,
GL'Orge
Mr. HARDIN.
The gentleman has said what
\V. Johnston, Peter Lashbrooke,
Johnson Price,
I was about to say.
The bill as reported, I
John T. Rogers,
Michael L. Stoner, WesleyJ.
thought was the best we could get, and I did
Wright-IS.
not anticipate any trouble in carrying it:.through.
NAys-Mr. President (Guthrie,)
Richard ApWe took away from the magistracy the office of
person.
William
Bradley,
Luther
Brawner,
sheriff, ana allow the people to select whom
Francis M. Bristow, Thomas D. Brown, Charles
Chambers,
James S. Chrisman.
Beverly
L. they please. Heretofore we could not get one
magistrate
to sit long enough to finish one apClarke,
Benjamin Copelin,
William
Cowper,
peal, and that made me abjure the county court
Edward Curd, Garrett Davis, Archibald Dixon,
system forty three years ago. The old court of
James Dudley,
Chasteen '1'. Dunavan,
Green
quartcr seeeious dida great deal of small business,
Forrest, James H. Garrard, Richard D. Gholson,
and sat about three days at a term. I want this
Thomas J. Gough, Nini311 E. Gray, Ben. HarCO.Jl;t so organized that it may take the small
din, John Hargis, Vincent S. Hay,
Audrew
business, the trash, <IS we call the lust hogshead,
Hood, Thomas J. Hood, Alfred M. Jackson,
in separating
the different
sorts of tobacco.
Thomas James,
Gee. W. Kavanaugh,
Charles
With regard to expense, I do not think the salaC. Kelly, James 11:[. Lackey, Thomas W. Lisle,
ry of each magistrate will amount to more than
Willis B. Machen, George W. Mansfield, William
thirty six dollars, which will make the whole exC. Marshall. RichardL. Mayes, Nathan McClure,
pense $10,800. I can go for the report, with e small
John H. McHenry, Thomas P. Moore, John D.
alteration respecting indictment for wilful negMorris, Jonathan
Newcom, Hugh Newell, Eli- lect of duty.
jah F. Nuttall, Henry B. Pollard, William PresMr. ROGERS.
I have had little to say on
ton, Larkin J. Procter, John T. Robinson, 'I'hos.
Rockhold, James Rudd, 19n. A. Spaldin~, Jas. this snbject, and would not now say anything if
the county court had not been made the scapeW. Stone, Albert G. Talbott, John D. 'laylor,
goat for others' sins. It seems to me the great
Wm. R. Thompson,
John J. Thurman,
Philip
reason for opposition
to this court was because
Triplett, Squire Turner, John L. Waller, Hemy
Washington,John
Wheeler, Charles A. Wick. the judges held their office during good behavior,
and because there was no responsibility.
My
liffe, George W. W,illiams, Silas Woodson-63.
people thought, if we could make them responsiSo the amendment 'was rejected.
ble
by
appomting
them
for
a
term
of
years,
thcv
Mr. BROWN moved a reconsideration
of the
to
vote by which the convention
had stricken out would do well. 'I'here was as muchobjectioll
To be sure,
that portion of the section relating to the associ- the circuit as to the county court.
in legal ability: this court was not equal to the
ate justices.
They lay the taxes and disburse
Mr. GARRARD
moved that the rule be dis. higher court.
pensed with, which requires a motion to recon- the money, and I would be glad to have the
magistrates act in this business with the presidsider to lie over.
I should be unwilling to have three
The motion was agreed to, and the rule was ing judge.
men do the whole.
You might ill> well appoint
dispensed with.
The question recurred on the motion to recon- three men to lay the tacx for the state. If they
arc
expected
to
be
the
"trash hogshead," accordsider.
ing to the gentleman from Nelson, and to do
Mr. GARRARD.
I think it has been fully
the "trash business:'
I presume-they
will take
determined by fhe action of the convention, that
the "trash" fees also. I think it. will be better
there is no cue proposition which has been beto have one judge, to act with the justices, and
fore it, that can command a mi~ority in favor of
then give the legislature
the power to say wbat
it, except the report of the committee.
I am of
business shall be given to the judge and what to
opinion the report of the connuitten is better
the justices.
I have an abiding faith that those
than anything else we can possibly adopt.
My
who come after us will have as much patriotism
residence is in that portion of the commonwealth
if not as much ability as we have.
Irwe constiwhere the hope of the office of sheriff has been
tute all the patriotism,
when we are gone, woe
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enough to lay the levy. We provide that the
will come on the country.
I would be willingto
adopt the proposition
of the gentleman
from legislature may call a COUlt to do this. As to
Bourbon-s-just
say there shall be a county court the expense, I think three men can be found in
and leave the whole arrangement of it to the each county who will serve in this court for
There are men who would serve vollegislature, or I would take the proposition of nothing.
untarily in transacting the business of the counthe gentleman from Green.
Mr. 'l'AYLOR.
It is said that to win the ty court, who would not act as magistrates.
world's esteem we must walk side by side with 'I'bere are men on this floor who will do the
it, and yield to its caprices. I am willing to business, and do it well, without compensation.
It is said by some, that the nomination will
yield to the report of the committee, but I cannot
1181/)thinking of the case of a witness, who was be made by a clique about the towns for the
cal ed to swear to the ideutity of a hog after it purpose of securing the offices. Their compenwas dressed.
He saw the hog hanging up with sation will not be very high, if they arc paid at
a cob in its mouth, and its bristles off; and, said all, and of course there will be little inducement
he, "I cannot swear to it, but I'll Le cuet if its held out to such rnen as would compose the
face is not mighty familiar." This court, I think, cl~nes referred to. If there is danger that the
will look mighty familiar to the people.
All towns will have all the offices, let the county
the difference will be as in the case of the hog; be divided into districts, and require that no
We shall
the one had the bristles on, and the other bad two shall be from the same district.
save money to the counties by the organizat.ion
them off, and a cob in its month.
Mr. RUDD.
'I'here seem'> to be great objec- of the court, as reemnmended by the committee.
of the magistracy looktion on the \)art of some gentlemen, to the bill Heretofore individuals
reported by t 16 committee, chiefly all account of ed forward to the sheriffalty as a compensation
the great expense they suppose will be entailed for their services, and often paid $500 for the
on the people, by the organization of the county office. If he could afford to give that to get the
courts, on the plan proposed.
I do not enter- office, he can afford to do the work for that
Vole shall save
tain that opinion.
I think the expt'nse of t)16 amount less than heretofore.
system wiil uot be so great as gentlemen im- then, upon an average $500 to each county.
agine, inasmuch as power is conferred upon the That being the case, can we be complained of
leg-islature to regulate the duties of the judges for establishing a costly tribunal?
The people will not complain if the number
and magistrates, elected in the several counties,
we :fix upon is right, while we leave the selection
and to fix their fees. I believe the legislature
'l'he number three is the
will do what is right and just in the matter, and of the ruen to them.
not lose sight of the fact that the magistracy will oue to which they are accustomed, and the elechave no chance for the sheriffalty under the pro- tion of that number will not add to the expense.
posed new system. They will, no doubt, raise Thc county will simply say what three persons
the fees from twcl ve and a half cents to twenty shall do tlie business.
I will take occasion to say that themagistrates
five, and upwards.
No difficulty will be found in obtaining good court is one that cannot be improved, but that
form a court for the
and competent men to fill the office, by raising they should necessarily
TIle bill provides for
the fees to double what the county commission- county, is very strange.
of magistrates in different disers now receive. Looking to all the propod- thc appointment
We do not limit the numtions that have been Introduced, and some of tricte in the county.
ber,
and
that
bas
been
a. cause of complaint.
It
them are very excellent, still I think, as a whole,
is
difficult
to
do
it.
There
is so much difference
that the bill reported by the committee
is prein the population and territory of the different
ferable to any of them.
If the number of districts in a counMr. BRISTOW.
Much of the discussion that counties.
has arisen on this subject, has been in conse- ty is limited, there will be some inducement to
Lhuve examined this subject
quence of the desire of a few men to amend bc a magistrate.
some of the sections. I desire that the result of with much attention, and can come tono other conour labors on this subject should go to the peo- clusion than that which I have given. I cannot
ple recommended by the fact that it is not unly agree to say that a hundred meu in the legislathe best but the cheapest system we could adopt. ture shall appoint these officers. we know that
is composed of young men.
It is a simple proposition if we could divest the legislature
ourselves of the prejudice we may have in re- Would it be rig-ht to leave this subject with the
boys
who
m:w-uomc
up here to the legislature
gard to the justices of the peace. I heard this
I
remark from some one: "I am not willing to cut because we cannot get just what we waut?
off so large alld respectable a body of men as hope we shall go on and get through with all
the magistracy."
Docs that apply to what we our business before christmas.
are domg? SUl'cly not. We cut off all alike.
After a few ·words from Mr. COFFEY, Mr.
All will have to obtain their offices under the HARDIN moveu the previons qU<:stiOll,and the
}1eWconstitLltion, and ·3011 offices will be opcn to mainquestioll
was ordered. The yeas and nays
be contended for.
were called fol', all the motion to reconsider, and
.
The simple inquiry is, how Sllall we provide a being taken they wl;'-reyeas 49, nays 34.
YEAs-Mr. President" (Guthrie,) Riellarcl Aptribunal to do the business of the county; and
the propositi 011 in the report is, that the county person, J obn L. Ballinger,Luther Brawner, Franmay select three wen to do it. Somo say, let cis M. Bristow, TlJOmas D. Brown, Charles
there be olle man. I am utterly opposed to that. Chambers, William Chenault,Hcllry R. D. ColeCan one man settle all the questions which may mun, William Cowper, Arcllibald Dixon, ChasCOOlO up?
Surely 110t. Three is a compromise teen T. Dunavan, Milford Elliott, James H. Gar·
between extremes.
Gentlemen say three is not rard, Thomas J. Gough, Ninian E. Gray. Ben.
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Hardin, John Hargis, Vincent S. Hav,

Thomas

J. Hood, Thomas James, Goo. W. Kavanaugh,
James M. Lackey, Peter Lasbbrcoke, Willis B.
Machen, William C. Murshall. Richard L. Mayes,
John H. Mclienry, 'l'homas P. Moore, John D.
Morris, Elijah F. Nuttall, Hcury B. Pollard,
William Preston, Larkin J . Procter, James Rudd,
John W. Stevenson, James 'V. Stone, Michael
L. Stoner, Albert G. 'l'albott, John D. Taylor,
William R. 'l'hompson, Howard 'I'odd, Philip
Triplett, John L. Waller, Henry Wsshinston,
John Wheeler, Ohas. A. wickliffe, Silas Wood·
lion, WesleyJ. Wright-49.
NAYs-John S. Barlow, William K. Bowling,
Alfred Boyd, William Bradley, James S. Chrisman, Beverly L. Clarke, Jesse Coffey, Benjamin
Copelin, Edward Curd, Garrett Davis, James
Dudley, Green Forrest, Nathan Gaither, Richard
D. Gholson, James P. Hamilton, Andrew Hood,
James W. Irwin, Alfred 1\1. Jackson, William
Johnson, Geor~e W. Johnston, Charles C.Kelly,
Thomas W. LIsle, George W. Mansfield, Nathan
McClure, Jonathan
Newcum. Hugh Newell,
Johnson Price, John T. Robinson, Thos. Rockhold, John T. Rogers, Ignatius A. Spalding,
Jolin J. 'I'hurman, Squire 'I'uruer, George 'V.
Williams-34.
So the motion was reconsidered.
'I'he question recurred on striking out, and it
was not agreed to.
Mr. HAMILTON then moved to amend the
section by striking out all after the words "county court" and insert the following:
"The legislature shall regulate by law, the
number of judges, their duty and salary."
'I'be amendment was rejected.
Mr. T. J. HOOD moved to amend by adding
the following by way of compromise:
"Provided, the general assembly may, at any
time, abolish the office of assoclate judges
whenever it shall be deemed expedient, and may
also associate with enid court any or all of the
justices of the peace for the transaction of any
business."
Mr. WOODSON moved the previous question,
and the main question was ordered.
The amendment of the gentleman from Carter was then nd0R,ted.
Mr. TALBOT I' desired to offcr the following
as a !;ubstitute for the entire section:
"There shall be established in each county
now, or ·whieh hereafter lllay be erected in thiS
commonwealth, a county conrt, to consist of all
the magistrates in cach county, any three of
whom mavconstitllte a conrt for the transaction
of business, subject to such modifications and
regulations as the general assBlllbly may, from
timc to time, deem necessary."
The Prcsident mled it out of order, the main
question having becn ordered.
The section, as amended, was then adopted,
yeas 63, nays 22.
YEAs-Mr. Presidcnt (Guthrie,) Richard Apperson, John L. Ballinger, William K. Bowling,
:Francis M. Bristow, Thomas D. Brown, Charles
Chambers, William
Chenanlt, Henry R. D.
Coleman, Edward Cnrd, Garret.t DaVIS-,Archibald Dixon, James Dudley, Milford Elliott, Jas,
H, Garrard, Thomas J. Gough, Niniall E. Gray,
James P. Hamilton, Ben. Hardin, John Hargis,
Yiucent S. Hay, Thomas J, Hood, James W,lr-

win, Alfred M. Jackson, Thomas James, Will.
Johnson, George W. Johnston, George W. Kavenaugu, Peter Lashbrooke, Willis B. Machen,
George W. Mansfield, win. C. Marshall, Richard L. Mayes, John H. McHenry, Thomas P.
Moore, John Dr Morris, Elijah :F. Nuttall, Henry
B. Pollard, William Preston, Johnson Price, L.
J. Proctor, John T. Rogers.Ira Root, Jus. Rudd,
Ignatius A. Spalding, 'John W. Stevenson. Jas.
W. Stone, Michael L. Stoner, Albert G. Talbott,
John D. Taylor, Wm. R. Thompson, John. J.
Thurman, Howard 'I'cdd.Phillip 'I'riplett, Squire
'I'umer, John L. Waller, Hemy- Washington,
Jno. Wheeler, Charles A. wickliffe, Robert N,
Wickliffe, George W. Williams, W csley J. Wright
-63.
NAys-John
S. Barlow, Alfred Boyd, William
Bradley, Luther Brawner, James S. Chrisman,
Beverly L. Clarke, Jesse Coffey, Benjamin Copelin, William Cowper, Chaste-ell T. Dunavan,
Green Forreet.N athan Gaithcr, Richard D. GholSOlI, Charles C. Kelly, James M. Lackey, Thomas W. Lisle, Nathan Mculure, Jonathan Newcum Hugh Newell, John '1'. Robinson, Thomas
Rockhold, Silas Woodson-22.
The second, third, fourth, and fifth sections
were adopted without amendment, as follows:
"SEC. 2. The judges of the county court shall
be elected by t11equalified voters in each COUllty, for the term of four years, find shall continue
in office until their successors shall be duly qualified, and shall receive such compensation fOI'
their services as may be provided by law.
"SEC. 3. At the first election after the acloption of this constitution, tho three judges shall
be elected at the same time, but tlIe associate
judges, first elected, shall hold their offices for
only two yeal's, so that, thereafter, the election
of the presiding judge, and that of the associate
judges, will not occur at the same time.
"SEC. 4. No person shall be eligible to the
office of presiding or associate judge of the
county court, unless he be a citizen of the United States, over twenty one years of age, and a
resident of the county in which he shall be chosen, one year next preceding the election.
"SEC. 5. 'I'he jurisdiction of the county court
shall be regulated by law; and, until changed,
shall be the same now ....ested in the county courts
of this StHtC."
The sixth section was read as follows:
" SEC.6. The several counties in the state shall
be laid off into distrids of convenient size, as
the gcncral assembly may .. from time to time, dircct, 'l'wo justices of the peacc shall be elected
in each district, ·by the qualified votet's thereiu,
for the tC'rm of four ye-ul's euch, whose jurisdiction shall be co-extensive with the C01ll1ty; no
person shull be elil;{iblc as a justice of thc peace
unless he be a cltizC'n of the United States,
twenty one years of age, and a rcsidellt of t]lC
dil>trict in which he may bc a candidate."
Mr. IRWIN moved to strikl'! out "four" and
insert "two," as the number of years for which
the justices of the peace shall be elected.
The amendment was rcjected.
Mr. KAVAN AUGH moved to amend the section by illsertin~ the following proviso:
"Provided, 'l'JIat no county shall have less
than six, nor lllore than twelve justices, e-:s:clusi\'e of cities."
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After a few words in explanation from Messrs.
KAVANAUGH,
McllENRY,
C. A. WICK·
LIFFE, WOODSON, and CHAMBERSMr. PROCTOR moved the previous question,
under the operation of which the amendment
was rejected, and the section adopted.
The seventh section was adopted as follows,
without amendment:
"SEO. 7. Judges (If the county court, cud justices of the peace, shall be conservators
of the
peace. 'l'hey shall be commissioned by the governor. County and district officers shall vacate
their offices by removal from the diatrict or COtlllty in which they shall be appointed. The legislature shall provide, bylaw, the mode and manner of conducting and making due returns of
all elections of judges of the county court and
justices of the peace, and for detenuining
contested elections, and provide the mode of filling
vacancies in these offices."
The eighth section was read as follows:
"SEC. 8. Judges of the county courts and justices of the peace shall be subject to indicttnent
or presentment for malfeasance or misfeasance
in office, in such mode as may be prescribed by
law, subject to appcal to the court of appeals;
and, upon eonvictiou, their offices shall become
vacant .."
Mr. HARDIN moved to amend by inserting after "misfeasance," in the third line, "01· wilful
neglect ill the discharge of their official duties."
After a brief exelanation,
in which Messrs.
HARDIN,
BRIS10W,
DAVIS,
and C. A.
WICKLIFFE, took part, the amendment was
adopted.
111'. GHOLSON moved to strike out the words
"to indictment or presentment for malfeasance
or misfeasance in office, in such mode as may
be prescribed by law, subject to uppenl to the
court of appeals; and, upon conviction. their offlees shall become vacant," and.insert the followiug: "To be removed from office by a resolution
of the general assembly, pasr,;ed by two thirds
of each 11Ou5e. The cause or causes for such
removal shall be entered at large upou the journal of each house."
He said the section as it now stood creat\3d
unjust and invidious distinctions between the
circuit and county judges, and he for one would
never tolerate it by his vote.
'I'he judges of tlw county courts and justices
of theJJcacc, he presumed, would be as highminde and as hOllorablc gE'ntlcmen as t11e circuit judges.
Their charncWrs, at least, it;would
be admitted, ·were as dear to them as that of the
circuit jud¥c8 or any othpr men. It was al"~ucd
that the Circuit judges were subject to inaictment-that
they would be liable to petty aunoy_
ances from malevolent persons. If this wa.,:;un
argumclit agaill"t allowing' the circuit jndge to
be indicted at home, did it not operate ·with
tenfold force against the indictment of au ignorUllt justice of the peace? A :prodsion had just
been adopted allowing them, 1n effcct, to be indicted for their ignorance.
He regarded the
sending of a circuit judge off to Frankfort,
away from both the witnesses and the injured
party to be tried, while the humble individual,
as a justice of the peace, was forced into a trial
within the I'each, ljerhap" at the dool', of both.
n is an outrageous and iuvidioll~ di<;tiactiol1.

•

Again, he repented, he wanted an to stand upon
a level; and in behalf of his constituents, be
protested against unjust, uureesonable, and nntirepublican distinctions between the judicial officera of the country.
Mr. l'HOMPSON said he wO\11dvote against
the amendment of t.he gentleman from Ballard,
because he. thought the judges of the court of
appeals and the circuit court ought to be removed in the same way as the report of the committee recommended in reference to the county
court judges, fordcrulictirm of duty. He would
be even willing to extend the report of the committee eo as to cover the whole ground.
Mr. C. A. WICKLIFFE
would vote for the
amendment to save the judges .of the counts
courts from the annoyance to which they would
otherwise be subjected.
Mr. MAYES said he would vote against the
amendment, because he did not like the idea of
having a judge brought all the way to Frankfort, to answer for ,my dereliction of duty that
he might be charged with.
Mr. DUNAVAN moved the previous qnestion, and the main question was ordered.
The yeas and nays were celled for on the
adoption of the amendmeut, and being taken
were, yeas 25, nays 55.
YE_~s-Mr. President, (Guthrle.) Jolin L. Ballinger, John S. Barlow, Will. K. Howlin~, Wm.
Bradley, Luther Brawner, Benjamin Copelin,
Milford Elliott, James H. Garrard, Richard D.
Gholson, James :M. Lackey, John E. !;1"Hellry,
Thos. P. Moore, Elijah F. Nuttall. John '1'. Rugel's, Ignatius A. Spalding, John W. Stevenson,
Albert G. Talbott, John D. Taylor, Squire Turner, Jno. L. Waller, Juo. Wheeler, C. A. Wjrkliffc, Robt. N. Wid.lifi'e, Wesley J. Wright-25.
NAys-Richard
Apperson, Alfred Boyd, ']'l1OS.
D. Brown, Charles Chambers, Wrn. Ohenault,
James S. OhrIsman , Beverly L. Clarke, Jesse
Coffey, Henry R. D. Coleman, Edward Curd,
Garrett Davis, Archibald Dixon, James Dudlq,
Ohastecn T. Dunavan, Grcell Forrest, l\homas J_
Gough, Niniall E. Gray, James P. Hallliltoll,
Bell. Hardin, John Hargis, Villcent S. Hay, Andrew Hood, Thos. J. Hood, James 'V. Irwin,
Alfred M. Jackson, Wm. Johnson, George W.
Johnston, George 'V. Kayanaugh, Charles C.
Kelly, Peter La"llbrooke, Thos. W. Lisle, Willis
B. Machen, Geor(~e W. MansDeld. William O.
Marshall, Richard' L. Mayes, Nathan 1l1cClurc,
John D. Morris, Jonathan Newcum, Hu~hNeweU, Henry B. Pollard, Will. Preston, Johnsou
Price, Lal·kin J. Proetor, Johu '1'. Hobinsoll,
'fho>;. Rockhold, Ira Root, Jnmes Rudd, James
'V. Stone, MichaelL. StOller, Wm. R. TlJOlllpSOll,
John J. Thurman, Huward Todd, Philip Triplett, Henry 'Vashillgton,
Geol'ge W. Williams,
Silas Woodson-55.
So the amcndment was rejected.
The sCction was thcn adopted.
The ninth section was read and adopted as
follows:
"SEC. 9. Thegcneral a<;sembly may provide, by
law, that the justices oftlJe pcaee in each county
shall sit at the eonrt of claims and assist in laying tlle county levy and making appropriatioll'>
only."
:Mr. RUDD offered the following as an additional section:
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"SEC, 10. When any city or town shall have a
separate representation, such city or town, and
the county in which it is located, may have such
separate municipal courts, and executive and
ministerial officers/as the general assembly may,
from time to time, provide."
After a few words from Mr. PRESTON,
the
amendment was agreed to.
Mr. LISLE now offered his substitute for the
entire article as follows:
"AltTXCLE

-.

J. Proctor, Ira Root, James

Rudd, John W.
Stevenson, James ·W. Stone, John D. Taylor,
William R. 1'homp,son, John J. Thurman, Howard Todd, Philip l'riplett, Squire Turner, Jobn
L. Waller, Henry Wash ington , John Wheeler,
Oharles A. Wickliffe. George W. Williams, Silas
Woodson, Wesley J. Wright-'i9.
So the substitute was rejected.
LOUISVILLE

CllAXCEnY

COURT.

On the motion of Mr. HARDIN, the convention resumed the consideration of the section in
relation to the Louisville chancery court.
When this section was last before the convention it was amended by the insertion of a proviso to render the marshal ineligible for a succeeding term. It now, therefore, stood as follows:
"SEC. -. The Louislille chancery court shall
exist under this constitution, subject to ropoal,
and its jurisdiction to enlargement and modification by the legislature.
The chancellor shall
have the same qualifications as a circuit court
judge, and the clerk of said court as a clerk of a
circuit court, and the marshal of said court as a
sheriff and the legislature shall provide for the
election of the chancellor, clerk, and marshal of
said court, at the same time that the judge and
clerk of the circuit court are elected for the
county of Jefferson. and they shall hold their
offices for the same time: Provitled, That the
marshal of said court shall be ineligible for a
succeeding term."
Mr. KELLY withdrew a pending amendment
which he offered, when fhe section was last uuder consideration.
The section was amended on the motion of Mr.
THOMPSON, by the insertiou of the words "by
the qualified voters within its jurisdiction," after the word" election," and before the words
«of tI~echancellor, clerk, and marshal."
The section was adopted without further
amendment,
:MI'. PRESTON offered an additional section,
as follows:
SEC. -. That the city court of Louisville, the
Lexington citv coart, and all other police courts
established ill any city or town, shal l reiuuin
until otherwise directed by law, with their present powers and jurisdictione,
and the /'udges,
clerks, and marshals of such courts, sha 1 have
the sam~ 9.ualifications, and s~I~H be elected by
the qualified voters of such Cities or towns, at
the same time, anti in the same manner, and hold
their offices for the same term as county judges,
clerks, and marshals, respectively, and shall be
liable to removal iuthe !:;Rmemanner.
1lfr. C. A. WICKLIFFE
moved to alUend by
adding the followillg:
"l'he general assembly may vest judicial powers for police purposes in the mayors of cities
and towns."
'rhe amendment was agreed to, und, the scction. as nmellded, was adopted.
The articles on the court of appeals, the circuit courta, the county courts, and the LOllisville chancery court, were then refelTl."dto the
committee on 'revi;;iol1 and arrangement.

"SEC. 1 There shall be established in each
county which now is, or may hereafter be erected within this commonwealth,
a county court,
which shall consist of justices of the peace, until otherwise directed by law."
"SEC. 2. The several counties in this state
shall be laid off into districts of convenient size,
as the general assembly may, from time to time,
direct. Justice's IJf the peace shall be elected in
each district, by the qualified voters therein, for
the term of- four years, whose jurisdiction shall
be co-extensive with the county."
"SEC. 3. Justices of the peace shall be conservators of the peace. They shall be commissioned by thc governor.
The legislature shall
provide, by law, the mode aud manner of ~ondllctin~ and making due returns of all elections
of justices of the peace, and for determining
contested elections, and for filling vacancies in
their offices."
"SEQ. 4. The jurisdiction of the county court,
and of justices of the p€ace, shall be regulated
by law, and until changed, shall remain the
same that it now is."
«SEC. 5. Justices of the peace shall be subject to indictment or presentment
for malfeasauce or misfeasance in office, ill such mode as
mav be prescribed by law, subject to an appeal
to the court of appeals, and upon conviction,
their offices shell become vacant."
Mr. McCLURE called for the yeas and nays,
and being taken they wert', yeas 33, nays 49.
YEAs.-John S. Barlow, Wiliam K. Bowling,
Alfred Boyd, William Bradley, Luther Brawner,
William Chenault, James S. Ohrisiuau, Beverly
L. Clarke, Jesse Coffey, Benjamin Copelin, Edward Ourd, James Dudley, Green Forrest, Nathan Gaither, Richutd D. Gholson, James P.
Hamilton, Andrew Hood, James \V. Irwin, Alfred M. Jackson, William Johnson, George W.
Johnstoru Obarles O. Kelly, Thomas W. Lisle,
Nathan McOlure, Jonathan
Mcwcuru , Hugh
Newell, John T. Robinson, 'Thomas Rockhold,
John T. Rogers, Ignatius A. Bpulding , Michael,
L. StOller, Albert G. Talhott, Robert N. Wickliffe-33.
NAYs.-Mr.
President,
(Guthrie,)
Richard
Apperson, John L. Ballinger, Francis M. Bris·
tow, Thomas D. Brown, Charles Ohambers,
Henry R. D. Coleman, William Oowper, Archibald Dixon, Chasteen T. Dunavan,
Milford
Elliott, James H. Garrard, Thomas J. Gough,
Ninian E. Gray, Ben. Hardin, John Hargis, Vin·
cent S. Hay, l'homas J. Hood, Thomas J:llllCS,
George W. Kavanaugh, James M. Lackey, Peter
Lashbrooke, Willis B.1\-hchen, William C. MarOO:M~nTTE:e
ON AI'POUTIOY1[EXT.
shall, Richard L. Mayes, John H. McHenry,
The President announced the following as the
John D. Morris, Elijah F. Nuttall, Henry ~.
Pollard, William Preston, Johnson Price, Larkm committee on the apportionmellt, under the I'CSU-
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lution adopted a few days since, on the motion . g?verno~; but if two or ll?Ore shall he equal and
of Mr. C. A. WICKLIFFE:
highest III votes.the election shall be determined
Messrs. Apperson,
Garrard, Dixon, Irwin, by lot, in such manner as the legislature may

Desha. G. W. Johnston, Kelly, James, Waller, direct.
and Machen.
MOR:-lING,

EVENING,

AND :s"IGHT SESSIONS.

Mr. MAYES submitted the following resolution:
Resolved, That the convention will hereafter
hold night sessions, commencing at seven and a
half o'clock P. M.
After a brief conversation on the propriety of
substituting
night sessions for the present evening sessions,
Mr. MACHEN moved to lay the resolution
on the table.
The y02asand nays were then called for, and
were-yeas 42, nays 39.
YEAs-Mr. President, (Guthrie,) Richard Ap})erson, John L. Ballinger, Francis M. Bristow,
I'homas D. Brown, James S Crisman, Jesse Coffey, Benjamin Copelin, William Cowper, Chasteen'!'. Dunavan, Milford Elliott, Nathan Gaither, James H. Garrard,
Thomas J. Gough,
Ninian E. Grey, John Harzia, Vincent S. Hay,
'I'homaa J. Hood, Thomas lames, 'Yilliam J olinson, George W. Johnston,
Charles C. Kelly,
James M. Lackey, Willis B. Machen, William C.
Marshall,
Jonathan N ewcum, Hugh Newell,
Elijah F. Nuttall, Johnson Price, Thoma.'3Rockhold, Ira Root, John W. Stevenson, Albert G.
Talbott, Jehu J. 'I'hnrman, Philip Triplett,John
L. Waller, Henry Washington,
John Wheeler,
Charles A. Wickliffe, Robert N. Wickliffe, Silas
woodson, Wesley J. Wright-42.
NAYs-John
S. Barlow, Wtlliam K. Bowling,
Alfred Boyd, William Bradley, Luther Brawner,
Charles Chambers, William Chenault, Henry It.
D. Coleman, Edward Ourd.Garrett Davie.Archibald Dixon, James Dudley, Green Forrest, Richard D. Gholson, James P. Hamilton, Ben. Hardin, Andrew Hood, James W. Irwin, George W.
Kavanaugh,
Peter Lashbrooke,
Thomas W.
Lisle, George W. Mansfield, Richard L. Mayes,
Nathan McClure, John H. McHenry, John D.
Morris, Henry B. Pollard, William Preston, Lar'kin J. Proctor, John T. Robinson, James Rudd,
Ignatius A. Spaldin , James W. Stone, Michael
R
L. Stoner,John D. 'I'aylor, William R. Thompson, Howard 'I'odd, Squire Turner, George W.
Williams-39.
So the resolution was laid on the table.
EVENI:s"G SESSIO.'<:.

EXECUTIVE
DEPARTMENT.
The convention proceeded to the consideration
of the article concerning the executive department.
The first and second sections were adopted
without amendment, as follows:
"SEC. 1. The snpreme eXDclltivepower of the
commonwealth, shall be v~sted in a chief magistrate, who shall be styled the governor of the
commonwealth of Kentucky.
" SEO.2. 'l'he gOV€l'llorshall be elected for the
term of four years, by the citizens entitled to
suffrage, at the time and places where they shall
respectively vote for representatives.
The person having the highest number of votes sha~l be

'I'he third section was read as follows:
"SEO. 3.. The governor, shall be ineligible for
the succeeding ~onr years after the expiration of
the term for winch he shall have been elected."
Mr. KELLY.
As the necessity for ineligibility does not now exist, inasmuch as we' have

st:i~ped th~ exccytiveof all patronage, I am
willing to grvc hun a chance for a re-election.
I therefore move to strike out the section.
The question was taken by yeas and nays, on
the call of Mr. PRICE, and the convention refused to strike out-yeas
27, nays 53, as follows:
Y.EAs-Alfred Boyd, Luther Brawner, Francis
M. Bristow, Thomas D. Brown, Beverly L.
Clarke, J esse Coffey, Benjamin Copelin, William
Co'~per, Garrett Davis, James Dudley, Milford
Elliott, Green Forrest, N ethan Gaither, James H.
Garrard, Richard D. Gholson, Thomas J. Hood,
Charles C. Kelly, James 111. Lackey, Willis B.
Machen, Jonathan
Mcwcum,
Hugh Newell
Johnson Price, John T. Rogers, Ira Root, J oh~
W. Stevenson, John J. 'I'hurman, Robert N.
Wickliffe-27.
NAys-Mr. President,. (Guthrie.) Richard Apperson, John L. Ballinger, John S. Barlow
William K. Bo:w1}ng, WilYiam Bradley, Char1e~
Chambers, WIlham
Chenault, James S. Chrisman, Henry R. D. Coleman, Edward Curd, Archibald Dixon, Oheetecn T. Dunavan, Thomas
J. Gough,. Niniun E. Gray, James P. Hamilton,
Ben. Hurdiu, John Hargis, Vincent S. Hay, Andrew Hood, James W. Irwin, Thomas James
William Johnson, George W. Jobustou, Georg~
W. Kavanaugh,
Peter Lashbrooke,
Thomas W.
Lisle, George W. Mansfield, William C. Marshall, Richard L. Mayes, Nathan McClure, John
H. McHenry, Thomas P. Moore, John D. Morris
Elijah F. Nuttall, Henry B. Pollard, Larkin
Proctor, John T. Robinson, Thomas Rockhold,
James Rudd, Ignatius A. Spalding, James W.
Stone, Michael L. Stoner, Albert G. Talbott
John D. Taylor, William R. 'I'hompson, Squir~
Turner, John L. Waller, Henry wbshington,
Jon Wheeler, George W. Williams, Silas woodson, Wesley J. Wright-53.
The third section was then adopted.
'I'hc fourth section was read as follows:
"SEC. 4. He shall be at Ienst thirty five years
of age, and a citizen of the United States, and
have been an inhabitant of this state at least six
years next preceding his eIDction."
Mr. BOYD moved to strike ont the word
"five" in the first line.
Mr. KELLY called for the yeas and nays.
Mr. GAITHER inquired if it would be in or·
der to move "forty five" instead of ,. thirty
five."
The PRESIDENT.
Not until the motion to
strike ont is disposed of.
The question was then t.aken and the conven~
Hon refused to strike out; yeas 16, nays 64, as
follows:
YEAs-Alfred Boyd, William Bradley. Luther
Brawner, Beverly L. Clarke, Jesse Coffey, Wi!·
Ham Cowp<1r, Nathan Gaither, Richard D. Gholson, James P. Hamilton, Thomas James, Charles
C. Kelly, Willis B. Machen, Johnson Price.
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have been filled according to the provisions of
this constitution."
Mr. McHENRY moved to insert the word
" have" after the word" vacanies" where it occurs for the second time.
This was agreed to and the section was then
James S. Chrisman, Henry R. D. Coleman, Ben- adopted.
The
tenth section was read as follows:
jamin Copelin, Edward
Ourd, Garrett Davis,
«SEC. 10. He shall have power to remit fines
'Archibald Dixon, James Dudley, Chasteen T.
Dunavan, Milford Elliott, Green Forrest, James and forfeitures, /{rant reprives and pardons, exIn cases of treaH. Garrard, Thomas J. Gough, Nlulun E. Gray, cept in cases of Impeachment.
Ben. Hardin, John Har~i,:>'Vincent S. Huj" An- son, he shall have power to grant reprieves undrew Hood, Thomas ,1. Hood, James W. rw in, til the end of the next session of the general uswilliam J ohnson, George W. J ohuston, George scmbly, in which the power of pardoning shall
W. Kavanaugh, James M. Lackey, Peter Lash- be vested. That whenever the governor shall
brooke, Thomas W. Lisle, George W. Mansfield, remit a nne or forfeiture, or g-rant a. reprieve or
William O. Marshall, Richard L. Mayes, Na- pardon, he "hall enter his reasons for doing so
than McOlure, John H. McHenry, 'I'homus P. on the records of the secretary of state, in a separate book; and on the requisition
of either
Moore, John D. Morris, Jonathan
Newcum,
Hugh Newell, Elijah F. Nuttall, Henry B. Pol- house of the general assembly, the same shall
lard, John'!'.
Robinson,
Thomas Rockhold, be laid before them, and published if they deem
John T. Rogers, James Rudd,
Ignatius
A. proper."
Mr. T. J. HOOD. I offer the following
Spalding, 'James W. Stone, Michael L. Stoner,
Albert G. Talbott, John D. 'Taylor, William R amendments to this section.
"In the third line after the word" impeachThompson, John J. Thurman, Squire 'I'urner,
.Iohn L. Waller, Henry Washington,
John ment," insert, "under such rules and regulaWheeler, Robert N. Wickliffe, George W. Wil- tions as may he prescribed by law, in relation to
the manner of application."
liams, Silas Woodson, Wesley J. Wright-64.
" Also, strike ant all after the word" vested,"
The fourth section was then adopted.
in the seveuth line, and insert in lieu thereof the
The fifth section was adopted, as follows:
"Sse. 5. He shall commence the execution of following: "Whenever the governor shall grant
his office on the fourth 'I'uesday succeeding the a reprieve or pardon, lie shall enter his reasons for
day of the commencement of the general elec- doing so, on the record of the secretary of state,
tion on which he shall be chosen, and shall con- in a separate book; and shall lay the same betinue in the execution thereof until the end of fore the next gCIleral assembly, thereafter, tofour weeks next succeeding the election of his gcther with the name of the convict, the crime,
successor, and until his successor shall have ta- the sentence, and its date; and such other ruatken the oaths, or affirmations, prescribed by this tel'S connected with the same, as may be required
by law."
constitution."
The sixth section was read as follows:
Mr. T. J. HOOD. Some weeks ago I iutro"SEC. 6. No member of congress, or person duced a resolution before this convention, which
belding any office under the United States, nor was adopted. directing the committee on the
minister of any religious society, shall be eligi- executive for the state at large, to inquire into
ble to the office of governor."
the expedicncy of imposing such checks and
Mr. PRICE moved to strike out the words restrictions upon the exercise of the pardoning
"nor minister of any religious society."
power, as to prevent its abuse by the governor,
Mr. WALLER asked that the section might under partial or false representations to him, by
be passed over until Monday.
He did it at the the friends of the convict or otherwise.
And I
request of gentlemen who desired to be heard 011 did so from a firm conviction in my own mind,
the subject.
that thispower-this high attribute of sovereignThis was agreed to, and the section was pas- ty, which should exist in some form or other, in
sed over.
evcry civilized ~overnment, has, under the genThe seventh, and eighth sections were read eral provision of our old constitution,
been
and adopted, as follows:
shamefully imposed upon and abused . .That in"SEC. 7. The govcrno1' shall, at stated times, stead of having been a mantle in the hands of
receive for his services a. compensation. which the executive, to be thrown over the innocent or
slH111neither be increased nor diminished dur- unfortunate. to shield and protect them from uning the term for which he shall have been elec- merited suffering, it' has too frequently been
ted."
instrumental in rescuing the guilty murderer
"SEC. 8. He shall be commander-in-chief of from that punishment which the malignity of
the army and navy of this commonwealth, and his crime so richly deserved; that instead of
of the militia, except when they shall he called opcrating in particular cases in mitigation of the
into the service of the United States; but he rigid rules of law, which must be general in its
shall not command personally in the field, un- provisions, and may therefore sometimes be opless he shall be advised so to do by a resolution pressive; it has been instrumental in turning
of the general assembly."
lawless felons loose again upon society, to commit even more daring outrages.
And thus, as I
The ninth section was read.
"SEO. 9. The governor shall have the power conceive, this most important powcr has been
to fill vacancies that may happen by death, reo shockingly perverted and abused.
Now, I would not be understood, in any reeignetion, or otherwise, by granting commissiena, which shall expire when such vacancies marks I shall make, as designing to cast any im-

Larkin J. Proctor, Ira Root, John W. Stevenson

-16.
NAYS-Mr. President, (Gutlrrie.) Richard Apperson, John L. Ballinger, John
S. Barlow,
WilliamK. Bowling, Francis 11. Bristow, 'I'hos.
D. Brown, Oharles Chambers, William Chenault,
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putenon upon the distinguished
individual w he refuse the pl'uyer3 and importunities
of a woman
at present occupies the executive chair ill Ken- in tears, whose heart is wrung with the deepest
tucky-c-nor Indeed upon his predecessors.
For anguish, and feel no kind sympathy for the sufI know very well, that the present governor of ferer, must be almost a monster.
No wonder
Kentucky, is incapable of kllo,,-ingly abusing then that the governor 80 often yields to these
this, or any other delegated power, thi'ough any overwhelming influencics, and justified by the
deliberate design of doing wrong.
And I representations in the petition, turns the felon
am persuaded that its exercise, not only while loose again, and thus robs justice, and the vioin his hands, but also of those who have pre- luted laws of the country, of a most appropriate
ceded him, has always sprung' from the best victim.
And all this is done too, sir, frequently,
feelings of our nature , that iuhas been promp- without any information on the part of the
ted by the warm and active sympathies of gener- friends and relatives of those who have so deepous and noble hearts, keenly alive to the suffer- ly suffered from the crime, and without any
lugs of a fellow rnan ; and perhaps in most in- knowledge on the part of the governor of those
stances, the fads and circumstances connected aggravating facts and circumstances connected
with the case, as laid before tile governor, would with the case, which have induced twelve honseem to have warranted Ius interposition,
But est jurors, under the solemn obligations of an
while I am ready to concede this much, llO gen. oath, to consign the guilty wretch to the penttleman upon this fluor I presume, will deny that teutiary or the scaffold. Such, sir, have been
this high power has been most egregiously
im- the operations of this high power under the unposed upon and au used. And how has this been restricted provisions of the old oono.ltution.
done? Every delegate here is familial' with the such have been the delusive representations, and
manner in which pardons are procured,
No the bewildering influences which, though they
sooner is the .",enteuce of the law pronounced
in no wise expiate the crime, have yet hllrril?d
upon an ind ividual-c-it matters not how horrible the governor Into <111 abuse of this power; and
may have been the crime-c-how conclusive the snuh must continue to be the case, unless some
testimony-how
honest the jury, 01' how just the wholesome checks and restrictions be thrown
sentence-than
we soc petitions, with long f':X around its exercise. But I do not desire wholly
parte statements of the case, circulated by the to destroy this power, nor indeed to embarrass
tricnds of the convict, for sub scnbers.
This is its jll"t and legitimate exercise; fol' I regard it
almost universally the case; \luless, indeed, the as H necessary and important power appertainperson be some pOOl' mis\'rable creature, whose iug to all so\'ereignty, and one whieh must be
poverty or ob'icurity in life, have drawn around confided to some one department of the governhim no prominent or influential friends.
And me1lt or otJler; alld it cannot, in my opinion, be
how are signatures to the"c petitions, filled willi more ",af<:lyor appropriately entrusted to any
exaggerated, and sometimes false Atatement"', pro- other than to the chief magistrat.f' of the state.
cured, One signs it to ,wcl)mmodate a friend; The ncce"'sity of such a power, in aU governa second, aft<'r cont.irHleu importunity;
a tlljrd ments, grows out of 1he imperfections of all
through sympathy; afol1l'lh carelessly, because human laws, which, as before remarked, must.
forsooth, It costs 110tJllllg; and others hase sign- be general, :lnd cannot be so framed as to meet
ed it, a fifth-the wily and desilliog politi~ian special or unforseen cases. Besides, it is foundordemagoguo-fortbe
purpo;;e of attaching to .'<1 on j)lJllcJples of JustICe, ns wdl as humamty,
]lilllself the friellds and l"OO'btion,;
of the collvict, Fot afthongh its exercise may be III some 1Il.
for future politieal purpOSf'S,allll so on another stances a mere act of mercy to the <;onvlCt, yet
and another, and uft-':I! tillies too, ·without so eases may arise HI which its mtel'position would
much a"ll"eaJing the- statements they certifybe a matter of rig-ht and justice, 1l0t only to the
\mtil a long list of names aloe procur\-d, These individual himself, but also to the community in
are all thell parad~d before the governor, a.s f'l0 which he I ives: and] need but, instance the case
IHally worthy and orderly citizens, li\·ing ill the where an innocent man is abont to become the
very comrulllJity in which the outrage was eOIll- victim of peJjury and corruption.
)n such a case.
mitted-yet
begging for mere:v U]JUli the COll- justice dcmUllJR that there should be a strong
yiet, aud repre"ellting him ill tlH' ]J<::tition they ann Romewhf're to l'f'i>cue the unfortunate sufferhave signed, more ill t.he light of a persecuted cr, That power] woul\l not destroy or trammel
saint, than of a guilty feloll. AmI thusthelSOv- so as to prevcnt its healthy, vigorolls operation,
ern or is imposed upon, and sE'duced in10 the be- But I would throw about it those ehecks and
lief that the peualty is SC\'\'l'U aud ought not to guards th:H '''ould most effectunlly prevent its
be executed,
im!)airing its usefulness. This
1 abuAe, without
But this is not all. In aid of theSe part,inl elld I cotlcei,vc wi 1 be, io some ~?as\lfe, atta~nand highly l.:olol'f'd statements, the tears and e(.l by a,~()pung somt! such provlsl.ons as are Inprayers of ·disl.:o1l8olate relativ('s, of bereaved dlcat;:~ III my ;unendmel;ts.
But If any gent~e~
wives and children, bl'g~inf1' the life or liberty man will sl!ggest 1Lo,~'tlllS may be lllore certamof a father a brother a. hllsballd or a ROil' in a Iy accomplished, I will cheerfully abandon these
word, eve;y manifestation of g(.ief or di~tress and acquiesce ill his pl'Opositions,
that can awaken the sympathies of a gCllcrous
By my first amendment, I prCipo",e illsertin~
heart, are called into requisition.
Under the ac- after the word "impeachment,"
in the second
cumulated weight of these favorable representa- line, these worus, viz: "under such rules and
tions and absorbing influences, what ean a gov- regulations as may be prescribed by law, in reo
Crllor do? Sir, the mun who can resist the soft 1ation to the maDner of application,"
My obentreaties and gentle solicitations of a woman, ject in this is to empower the legislature. by
even with a smile upon her lips, must be made SOIDe gellerallaws, to provide means for giving
of the sternest material; and the man who can notice of the applicatIOn, to the citizens of the
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eounty in which the trial was had , arid also of
securing to the governor the most perfect information in reference to the facts of the case, UB
developed upon the trial, that can be obtained;
aO,dthus guarding. as far as possible, th,e executive from imposiuon ; and the commuultyfrom
surprise.
In my second amendment, I depart somewhat
from the provision, ns reported by the committee, in making it incumbent upon the executive,
whenever a reprieve or pardon !".hall have been
granted, to lay his reasons therefor, together
with the name of the convict, the crime, sentence, &c., before the next legislature.
The objeet of this provision is to guard against any
wilful or capricious exercise of this power,
should any governor be so disposed, and to restrict it to those cases in which some good and
sufficient reason could be assigned for the interposition.
Besides, sir, I believe the propriety
of requiring the governor to assign his reasons,
in such cases, is well founded ill principle.
What is this power? It is a virtual veto Oil the
adjudications of our criminal courts. It is the
right to say to these courts, ..when they are about
inflicting the penaltr of the law upon one found
guilty of its violation, 1Jorbid. If upon the
passage of any law by the general assembly, the
governor shal] interpose his veto, he is required
to render a reason for his dissent. If! it requiring too much then of him, when he assumes the
right to dispense with established laws. and defeat their enforcement, to require of him to t-endel' a reason?
I think not. Under the last
clause of this amendment, the legislature may
require other matters connected with each ease,
than those already indicated, to be laid before
them. The object of this is to deter men from
carelessly and inconsiderately signing false or
exaggerated statements to the governor, with the
view of procuring a pardon. Let men once understand that their names may be published to
the country, a" certifying the statements COlJtained in such a petition, and they will be much
more cautious how they sign them. The result
will be. that applications will be less frequent,
and the governor hiJUf'lelf will not be liable
to he imposed upun or luisled l)y them.
Mr. DIXON. When thepropof'.ition requiring
that the governor should keep a book upou
which he should spread his reasondorall thepar-j
dons that hemightgorant. wasfil'stprest'llted in the
committee, it st.ruck me with much force, and I
believe we were unanimous in favor of its adop.
tion. Subsequelltly,howevel',otlraction
presented a difference of opinion, and I confess I was
among those who came to the conclusion that it
was illlprOpE'rto engraft such a requisition upon
the executive, in the constitution.
] think it
would subject the goveruor to a great deal of ineonvenience, and ,that perhaps it would go very
far to defeat the exercise of what was intended
to be vested in him, the pnrdoning power itself.
Various descriptions of men, it ifOto be expected,
will be chosen gpvexllors of the commonwealth,
and some ,vill be weak, vascjJlatilJg, and timid,
and some will not. I desire the gOY ern or, in
granting pardons, to ex.el'ciSl::.hisdiscretion with
an ey,a single to the real intere.'1ts of the country,
luid thfl justiqe af the a.pplication, and J do not
believe all exe~lltives,we may have will so exer·

else it, ifihey s1:111be required to spread out on a
book, in each case, the reesous which influenced
their action.
This, it will be seen, is required
even when' the purdon if, fur the most trivial offences. In almost every instance where a man
is convicted of crime, there aTC two parties, one
for, and the other against him, RIIJ in till' case of
a pardon, the party favoring a conviction arc always certain to censure the executive fur his exercrse of thut power. The mere 8:preading ont
in a book of his reasons therefor, would never
satisfy the party in favor of conviction.
That
there are cases also, where an executive should
interpose his clemency, and where he could give
no good reason therefor, I am fully satisfied.
Without undertaking to designate such a case, I
call well understand how one might arise, where
the law exacted the full execution of the penalties upon the unfortunate mall, and yet which
strongly and deservedly appealed to the elemencyof the executive, and of the whole country
for mercy. Are such unfortunate men to be eecrificed, or the go,·ernor to come before the legisIature and perhaps have his motives impugned,
and his feelings outraged?
Is that the intentidn of my young friend from Carter.
Mr. '1'. J. HOOD. The gentleman misunderstands rue. I do not propose that the authority
to exercise this power shall be subject to the
control of the legislature. My amendment bas reference only to the mode of making applications
for pardon, to the governor, and merely authorizes the legislature to call on him, to lay before
them the names of the applicants, and the crlminaI.
Mr. DIXON. Well, then it is in relation to
the manner of making the application.
By
whom is it to be rrovided that the application
shall be made?
know of hut one source to
whom it should be left, and that is to those who
feel an interest III the unfortunate man for whom
the pardon is required. If it was to be left to
the judge Qt. the jury with their minds prejudiced against him, or to those who desired to
see him sacrificed, then the application would
never be made. Would the ~entlemau debar
the unfortunate wife, or the still more unfortunate children, from appealing to the executive
c!r:'Juency III behalf of a husband or a father?
Aud If a governol should yield to such sohcitatWllfO,would he not find a response in the hearts
of the whole people of Keutucky?
It was for
this, among other purposes, that this power of
mercy wac;vested in the governor, and so long
as it is cxeruised, illdepcJjdent of bribery, cor·
ruptioll, 01' any improper influences, the people
will never complain of it. And to prevent any·
thing of that kinrl, I am willing to go as far a~
any gelltleman. Yet I have MVN heard of any
complaint on the part ·of the people in that particular. But when the tears of women and chi!·
drell are brought to operate 011 an executive, let
]lim have the privile-ge of bearing himlielf, at
least, as a man should du. For my own part, I
do not know how I S1IOUldact, were I an executive, but I agree with my young friend. I
do not know tlla.t I could v ithstand tll8 tears of
woman or resist her gent1~, but all cOlltrolling
influence, however E'xerted: for God knows that
when tbey should appeal to me in behalf of an
unfortunate husband, or son, or brot.her, or i'my
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other near and dear. relative, 1 do .not know puhlic welfare, and ill t.he proper exercise of
w~ether 1 could resist th~rn. I nllgh~, or I wbich the executive ought to be held to a per~
mJ..ghtnot, But whether I dl~ or not, I might be feet responsibility.
He ought never to interpose
reproached for my want of firmness, but never I this power. ill my judgment. without a reason,
condemned for a lack of those noble and goner- and a sufficient one' and I think that when he
ous f~elillgs of the heart, which give, man ~is does exercise it. he ~ught to be required to
~lev8;tlOn above the brute, nnd approximate ~ltU his reasons to the court with whose functions
In hIS .nature to tl!8 fods.
If the. pardoning
he interferes. I propose to add to the end of the
0wt'r IS to be cxercisec at all, and It must be, section these words:
".ave it to. th<: (.liscret.ioll of the executive.
Let
Amend the tenth section by adding these
h im e:<erCl'seIt in m~rcy-ullcOl~troll~d a.nd un- words: "and the said governor shall state, sper~strallled by an:rthlllg save his obligations to cifically, and cause to be certified to the court
h~s .country, to himself and to the unfortunate
rendering judgment for any fine, forfeiture, or
victim.
conviction of crime, for which any remission,
"The quality or mercyis not etretneu.
reprieve, or pardon, the reasons upon which he
H drupper.has ure gentle rain from heaven
may have granted such remission, reprieve, or
Upon the place beneath; iT.is twice blessed'
pardon,"
It btesseth him that gives, Rnuhim that takes,
When the fovernor. by the exercise of this
'(~lfS~;gR~i~~~~~~
{~ecn~~g~l~~~'lf_
conatitutiona function, interferes, and in fact,
And earthly }JOWeI
doth then show ukeeet God's, says to the inferior court, YOllshall not execute
When mercy seasonsjustice."
the criminal law, it seems to mehe ought to have
Mr. DAVIS.
When the subject was in com- a good reason for doing so. And it would be
mi ttee, 1, myself, was in favor of making this but respectful to the co-ordinate branch of the
provision a little stronger than it is, if we could government, tbe jud iciarv, that he should give
have d.one so with proper respect to the chief to them the reasons which induced him so to inexecutive officer of the government.
I will read, terpose. Now, my amendment would require
before I set down, a proposition which I will the executive to state these Tea"OIlS at length,
offer as an amendment to the section under con- and to communicate them to the court. What
siderution , whether the amendment woposed by would be the effect? I take it for granted that
my young fricnd from Carter, (Mr. r. J. Hood.) no executive of this state, having a due regard
be adopted or not. The power we are about to to his OWII self-respect, the high dignity of the
regulate is one of the highest exercised ill the station he fills, and the interest of the commugovernment.
It is no les!; than the power to dis- nity, would ever interpose and arrest a judg.
pense wit]l the erimiIml and penal laws of the ment, uncleI' snch circumstallce.s, without suffi·
count.ry by the gov~rnor. We know-at
least eient reason, alld without beiIlg willillg to give
I have heard such complaints ever since my boy- it to the public. It seems to me, that such aTehood-that
the exercise of this power under onr quirement would act as a check upon the free
cOllf.titution, has been subject to some abuse, l:tlld negligent use of this power. 1 do not beand some consid~rahle abuse tou. I ·do not lieve it ha<;ever been corruptly extlrcised in this
know huw the present executive has exereised st.ate, but it has been eer}:ainly with great frethis power to relllit tines and forfeitures and to 9ueney, and without dpe examination of the
grant pardons, but ill a single instance, and thai. facts of tlJe case, by the exceutive.
I think this
through publications in the new!'papers; but for mode of e~ercising that power, will be preventtwenty h\'e y('an; I have heard frequent and ed, ill some degree at least, if the executive
constant complaint.s of the abuse of this powt:r, should be required to assign to the courts the
and especially in regard to the remission' of filles reasons for his interposing this extraordinary pow.
and forfeitures; and I imagine that no gp.lltle- lOr. lan~ not Illyself"jpos'ed
to the amendments
mall will contend that in that respect, at l('a!:!t, offered by my talellte , young friend from Carter,
t.he power has not been abused and considera,
(Mr, T. J. Rood.)
1 will vote for them, but
bly so, within the last twenty five years, in the whether they are a.dopter! or not, it seems to me
('omIllOl1wealth of Kentucky.
I suppo;;e it is there ought to be FiOll1echeck at le(].r,;t,upon the
lhe busine.O;,flami the duty of every gelltJeman power to remit fines and forfeitures, aud that the
hen:J to reflect the wi"hes and feelings of his governor ought to be held to i'lome responsibility
con.~tituellts ill relation to constitutional
re. which would make him more chary in its exerforms, so fill' as he Call con:sisteutly do it. W ~ll, cisco I shuuld be gntLified if some amendment
I do know lhat ill my sect.ion of cOHlltry this should ]Jt"offereJ, rnol'l:perfectillitself,and
more
has been a sllbjel't of freqntllt complaint, and I respectful to tlle officer, tItan theOlle I haveindieven heard e!larges made against. successive ex- cated,
,icutives for the frt:e ami ullllel't":ssary use of thii'l
Mr. HARDIN.
I am against the amendment
function of remitting fines and forft'itures. I of the gentleman from Carter, as well as liLgainst
have heard a very strong desire for a remedy that the larger portion of the section itself. What is
\"ill bt: efficient III itsf\lf, and, at the Mmc time, meallt by "such rules :Jnd regulations as may be
proper und respectful to the 8..'\:ecutivc;if sqch prescribE'd by law, ill relation to the manner of
an one call be devised, and I consider it the du- application'I"
The gentleman (.Mr, Hood) sals,
ty of the convention to interpose such a remedy. it means only tha.t the legislature shall prescnbe
Now it is the business and the duty of the i1lfe- that the names of the mell who sign the petitioll
rior courts to execute the criminal and penal shall be published, and he says further, that the
la.ws, and when they are in the course of exceu· governor is frequently imposed upon by the
ting these laws, the executive interposes, and of statement of tllings in those petitions that are
his own will arrests their functions and prevents not true. The objection I have to the amendthenL This is a high power, illlPortant to the ment is, that it glves to the legislature the t'0w-
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~r to take away lll~ right of pardoning entire.ly,
1£ they choose. Suppose they were tu prescribe

I Carter,

c;,puse the man who signs the petitions
and certifies to a false statement of facts. I
that the govemor neyer ,should grar:t a pardon I acknowledge there if; a great deal of sense in
unle~s upon the application of the Judge who that suggestion, but 3t the same time no good
convicted the m~n.' and suppose, by chaIH'~' we can Hrow. out of it. 1 am for leaving the pawN
~hould get a Jeffries on the bench. who delights
as It existed under the prc!;cnt constitution.
In blood; 01' suppose
they should pass n law, And rather than deprive the friends of the canthat the goveruo,r never shoul~ pardon a man, vi~ted of tIl? right to petition, I prefer to s~bunle~s both the judge and tlll" ,lury 'who (JOI~V,1ct-mit to occnsioual abuses of tJH~ power, not 111ed hlill,.S]lOUld UlJ,t1~1ll1OURly
SIgn the petition. tentionul , on the part of the govcmor.
It ie
Would It not be taking away. to a great extent, better to submit to that thai: to degrade and
the pardoning power'!
A thousand instances humble that elevated officer.
may be eunmtJl"'.lt<-d,where ei rcurustunces, in the
Mr. KU'l'TALL.
This report is from the comcase of a convicted person, address themselves mittee of which I have the honor to be (l memstro'!gly to ~he clemency and mercy of the ex- bel', and I wish to lace m self in a n-o oer attiecutive. whl:h arc yO,t and cannot be presented tude before the hOlfse, havftlg pledge~ n~yse1f to
befo~eacoultand.l~llY,
A youth. forinstance,
suppor-t the reports of committees unless there
Of. from twelve to ~,ttc<,n years, of ag~ 1S persua- should be all obvious necessity for dcprn-ting from
ded by some oue e-be!o commit a cnme..
Well, them, On the present occasion. however, I shall
YI~ucannot, get the evidence of that fact In before be prepared to vote against this req\lirement that
a Jury, and dy{'t; yon could before the S'0vernor, the r<,l1.sonsof the governor shall be spread Ollt
and It waul be ~ strong appeal t~l JIlS .merey, ill a book. I shall not make an motion to
~hollld not the .friends ~f the COI!~lcted, 111 such strike out myself, but if it should be made I
a ca~(" be pel'l11Jtted to fllgn a pet!tlOn for the. ex- shall yote for it most cheerfully.
eent'lYe demency?
Suppose a Judge ;\nd Jury
.
.
.'
are abollt to hallg a man, or Rend him to the penMl. 'V. C. MARSHALL,
I mo\e to :-tuke out
itentiary, in open and manifest violation of law t.he whole of the latter part of the sectIOn.
and faot; is there to be no pardoning'power
any
The PRESIDENT.
It is not in order until
where? Clearly there should be.
Are "we not. the IWllcling amelldm~llI,fi are disposed of.
all agreed, that the govcrnor should have this
Mr. DAVlS. 'J'lw remion which induced me t.o
power? Yes .. Why then 8a~ that the legisla- suggest the amendment. was not as a matter of
ture may take It away from hun?
~ollrtesy to the petty tribunals which arc author:My friend, (Mr. Davis,) says in relation to rB- Ized by the laws of the land, to imposE' fines,
mitting fines and forfeitures, that the gO\'i~rnor, but that the g"()\:NtlOI'should IIO~ ('xercise the
out of comtesy, should assign rea~ons therefor power. of remitting fi,nesynd forfeitul'c::>0,r p~rto the court helo\\', A magiO'trnte irnposes u tlon ;nthout ,t reason, Now,. he may d~ It w:th
fine of ont.ldollar, and the governor choosilw or WIthout a reason. 'Vell, If we require hlln
to remit it, !nus~, o~t of COtHtesy to tJ;at mag;i~ tl? assi~n ~ r~a8.on to tlte court Wllich has e~ertl'.ate, lest lll;; dlgmty fihould be offended, gl vc els~d JUTlSdldIO,n,.hl:'must have oneupor~ whIch
~lTn the re,~~ons why!
A petty court martial he IS ~o act. Jt IS for the.pI.ll'pose of havI:lg tl,1e
ii.nes.u lHan Illlpropedy, and the governol- remit- s;;eunty o.f it Tca.,,?nfor 11ls trnportant ~tlOn ,Ill
~.lllgIt, why he must certify to them the reflflons !ll.HlttCI.':;
of thiS kill.d, that I would require him
therefor! Wha~ is to gro\\~ out of thiR? Oan any to ?-ssl,gn a reasoLl fo~ l,he act. Aud I wOl~ld .reactIOn be taken on the subject by the eonrt when qUll"e it to he tl'allSnnlte~ to the ~out:t wh.lch rmthey .huy€ got t~e reasons1 No. The governor Po;,~(~
the fine, ~r cxercIsed tl?eu· fnnetlO!1s. of
thel'lI8 to beobhgcd to write out. and furnish them JudiCIal power, Jll order that hiS act of remISSIOn
with his reasons, merely as an act of courtesy to or pardoll, and reprieYe, shall be made pllblic,
tho magistrate, and to be put into his pocket, I and not only that, but made public too that IHl
supp()~e, I concllr ~vith IllYfriend that t116gov- had a reasun, an~l a sufli~ient one so to act, The
ernor IS too often InIslead 111 the exerei;.;c of this effect would be, ll! my Judgment, to make tlle
power, but \\'C must vef\t this pal'donin!! pO,VI'l' govemor amenable to public opinion and senti~
somew!lere.
In t.he governm"nt of theUnited
rnen~. I,merc]ywant
bOlllf'pl'Ovision that will
States It is vested in the presi<1ent; in the gov- t~equlre hlln 10 a.et upon a reason, and that a 8\lftJrnment of each and every state of thi>; Uuion ficent one. Tlwl thl.'11would be some restraint
it is ve,~tcd in tbe e~nc.\ltiv,e of the ~tate govern- llpon the abuses of. powl-'r. ?'he gentleman from
ment; HI Great Bntam, III the kill"'; ulid in, :Nelson, eMr. HardllJ,). aumltti that the power
eyery pO\\'er in Europe it is in tbe h.:'nds of the' l,las been abusl2d, alld, If so, ~ ue~h'e a 1"em~dy.su
rxecu!.tve department of the government.
We tar a.sone C1\1lbe dcvIsl.'d which IS proper In Ithave left it to the govel'llor from Lhe formation 8elf, aud tllC onlr one I CUllthink of iuterposing
of our constitl~tion down to. the present d~r, \~oul~ b.e to make t~e g0v~rnor aOlenab~e to p?-band ~'e do not lIltend to take it away from hun. llc oruuon, by havlllg the reason for hi'; adlOU
Why then subject him to the humiliation of spread before the oomlllllnity.
And I think that
sending to a,little pdty eourt the reasons ....
"hy! would be effected by t~D }Jropo~ition I have sughe has relmttcd a fine? A mUll is fined, for I gested, that he be reqmreJ to give to the court,
swearing, five shillings an oath, or for allyl th .. reasol~s \\P~ll which he I,las a.ct~d. Now, I
other of the hundred little offences, and the rea-I a~k my f!'lend tl"OmNclso,ll, If .therels notaweat
sons .ar~ to be,gravel.Y spl'ead out in a hook for ?Iffcrt.lnce bet\yeen a man s JOlllg. tIU act ana beubhc lIlspectlOll 01'the satisfaction of the courts! I w,g clothed With power upon whltJh he may act
am agalilst sneh ,~requirement.
'Vhat is to I WIthout reaSOll, and a ~'ase where he i:-,required
grow out of it.? Nothing that I can conceive of to sLate.tlw reasons which influenccd him? In
except it will, a:" said by the gentlom!!-n. fron~ the latter t:usc would he not be more likely to,
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act l1pon wise, good, aIHI sufficient reasons than r...turned to pnnielnneut , then I lnlght. be inin the former?
duced, uuder the apprehensions
of abuses that.
Mr. KEW-ELI.,
As a member of the commit- have been or might be practiced, to acquiesce in
tee who made this report, it may be proper for the nscessityof.requiriug
tbls provision.
No such
me to say a few word",
I am in favor of the purpose, howcv ..r. is intended or expected. 'VB
report of the committee. I would he as Fnrus any delegate to the executive this high sovereign
other g ..ntleman in this house from calling upou pow,;,r of pardoning o[f':I1N'S, and the nlry term
the executive to do any thing that. would be de- Itself presuppose" guilt in the individual
PUl'grading to his station; and J urn yet to bo con- doncd, and the exercise (If mercy towards the
vinced that merely calling upon 11illl to give a offender fur the violation of the law. And bereason for his action would be degrading
him. ing thus all escrclse of mercy, delegated by the
New this is a veto power above all vetoes, thut sovereign people to their agent, the executive,
YOU now place in the hands of your executive.
what better reasons c0l11f1 be given by a govcrIt is a veto power over all your courts and their nor rhau to say he exercised it out of mercy to
decisions, to he exercised without
a why or the offender and violator of the law. Suppose a
wherefore.
1 am "willing to confer the power ill nnw condemned to be lHl1lg, and though his
all its strength, as now, but I have always be- guilt has been admitted, and there is liO doubt
~icved that every man iii power oughtto be will- that the man has forfeited his lift: under the
1I1gto give n reason for his action.
It is said Jaws, tbc executive should say, 1 pardon him
that o.;Vt'l)'man o~lgh~ to. be .able to g,iv? a reason becuuso I think him a fit. subject of mercy.
Is
for the hope: that IS withinhim.
And IS It degradthat not a good reason for the exercise of the
ir,gto the executive then, to ask him to give area- pardoning power?
What good is there theu to
1"011why he reverses the decision" of the courts? r<'sult from rcql1irillg thel;C l'ea~OIl::; to be ellterecl
1 think it would be neither inconvenient nor ue- upon all eXI'cllti\'e journal"? What are the:;;e reagrading to that hi¥h f;llldionury to givp .slleh a 80n;;;, g<:llerally speaking'l
WIlY, that a man Ila,.
reaSOll. And I tlunk It wouh1 be It restnunt up- been justly cOllvictt'd, bllt Ilmt htJ has bul'I1p.a
on the impropcr
or llcgligent exo.:rcise of the good character, anJ it i" his first offence, or that
power.
He would fe~'l it incumbent on him to the collt'ctioll of th(dine would distress hi,,; family
reflect and to exanline, unless there wero goor1 amI ruin hilll, and that the gO\'t'l'llor, therefo.re,
re'l.-<;onsto ju"Lify him, before he granted a pal"- believing it to be a case for the <:xerdsc of merdOll. My friend from HendprMlll sail!, if he wa..:; cy, pardons theuffendt'r Ot"rClllit" the fiec. I adan exeeut-ive, be cfJUld 1101,re"ist a WOll11111 allY luit there han~ betll some complaillts against tile
how. I app)"(~h\'llr1it would btl perfeclly Eati,~- eXl·rrise of this power.
factory to the Coulltry if 11ewould g·ivc that <1.Sa
I have llCVel' heard IlHlCh complaint, against
reason fOI' hi" actioll, alld I have 110 doubt he allY e~rcl1tive for 1Jardolling lllen condelllued 10
would be w illiug to giv~ it. I (1111
for the r;,port the forfo.:it.ure of their lives, or fur turnilLg mOll
justa ...; it ST:IllUS,
Ollt of the penilclItiaJ'{, ex<:C'pt re<:ently. That
Mr. DIXON.
I will say to my frieud that J was a cu::;e of which
know nothing, of some
~h{)llld be very happy to leave it 'to the I.'omlllll- mali who was cOllvicted of negro stealing,
We
ility, if I had any suell reasons.
I repeat, I do have heard complaints that our pCllallaws haye
not see how J could resist a WOIIHllI beseeching
heen somewhat llullified
by the executh'e parme alid [Jourillg Ollt her tears in behalf of r-:ome llolls. Jf it i;, wrong, thell take away the power
uear ltlll dear relative, uiliess I had a heart of altogdher;
but as an indepclldent
co·ordillate
i'>tonc ancl was Ie,,;;;th,U! a man.
I might turn branch of the government,
if you give him the
away anri refllse the pH.rdlJfl if 'the llcce"sitic,,; of po-wer at all, leave him to its free cxt'rci"e, withjnstlce required it, still I shonld fcel for the Ull- 001. attempting' to alanll him like a seared child,
fort.unate woman as a man should.
with thH·ats of the intlul'nce of public opinion
:Mr. NEWELL.
I do not doubt what t.he gen- on his ads.
Do not detl'r a lIlall from the exerU\:'Hlan f'ays, and I think he woulJ be able to cise of this high and merciful prel'ogative-yc"I
justify hllllSelf uy offering it a;; a gooJ reason cnlJ it the hea.venly prerogali\'eofgovernmellt1\11'the exercil'c uf the executive clenwllcv.
w,here his jndgment and f.;eling would proillpt
111'. DIXON,
If so, then there appeal·'" to be lum so to do, lest he should be called up by a
no diffl:'I'cliCe betwe('11 Ufl.
re"olution of a memur.r of the legislatnre, allcl
Mr. C. A. WICJ{Ll.FFE.
If eitlH·r of th ..s(' his moti\res arraiglled
and his fedings insulted.
<tentlelllen shoulLl be: go\"ernor, frolll what they' Dllrillg the f>hol't,time J wa" ullled IIPOli to ad~a\'e said, \\'0 may expect that no lll<trrkd Illl111 mi nister this gOVCrlllilellt as lieutenant guvernor,
will be hung or puni,;hNI in l(C'nttlck.v, clming [fuum!' I adtllit., t.he l'xpreise of tIl is power to
their l~olltinllallcc iu offire. ram ngaillst the be llO pleasant. task,
I kllOW sOl\lething of th('
alllCllI1ml'llt ulICllbo whole of the latter clause of Ilwfle and manli,"r in which it i.
.,exercified. The
the f'e(:tiolL. The exercise of the p<l.l"donill" most lllllllCIOUSinstances ofJt,,> exerChC by myself.
po"wer i" a high exercisc of soV(~reig·lItv, for 1 wa« 111 the case of nlPn Ju"t belore the eXplilltlOu
l;llppose tllat all "will admit that it is an ~'xerc.ise of theIr tel 'It of SCivice III the pellltentmry, who
of sovereign power delegated
to the chief llla~- Il<ld gl\ eu high e' i(l ..nce of rdOlluatlOtL
AmI I
istracy representing
the whole state,
It ISl haw) had several lllstanccs gn'en to me wh€re
not usual in gOVCrlllllent to ll:'lk the sovereign
such a restoration
to the rights of citizenship
people to give a reason for their acts. If I rOI1Id has proved beu€fici.::l1to societ,y and to the mati
see anything that was to grow out of the requi- himself, and wherc he ha." gone home and be~ition that these reasons shallltc recordrJ in the COtlll.1a l'eformed mall. ]f ..,Y8intend to give to
executive office, or reported to the legiOilature, by t,he govel'llor this llurdoning pOWer, let him exwhich t.heerror th" governor had committed was ercis<J it on the high r ....
sponsibility
he owes tu
to be corrected, and the man panlone<.1 was to be hi." God nud I,o.hi!; country.
Dv not ulal'm him
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by requiring
the reaecns fur hi& action, tc be Also "he shall annually eommuulcate to the ledraggt:d before the public.
J know but two in- gL.,lat,ure,8uch cases of rer.:rieve, commutation,
stances where I was called UpOll to exercise this ur pardon granted, &c." The thirty third secpower, that would have produced allY difficulty
tion of the constitution of Maryland, authorizes
In mv
mind.
One wus a man who was eentenc- the governor to grant pardons,
&-c" "for any
ed
be hung for murder, and inasmuch as I be- crime, except in such C1\.<;£8 where the law shall
lieved that. the sentence was a harsh one, and -otherwisc direct." This is more general, and
that the highest oftience for which he ought to g(H:S much further than even my amendment.
have been convicted was manslaughter,
I par- The fourth section of the fourth article of the
doued him. And Ionly
deprived the gra\'c of couedtutiou
of Virginia, gives him the same
its victim for a few months, for he died within
power, except where "the law shall otherwise
that time of consumption.
The other was the particularly
direct."
The eleventh section of
case of a man from the southern part of the state the fourth article of the constitution of Alabama
who was sentenced to ten Yl>.ar" imprc-onment,
qualifies the power by these words: "under such
He served fur three or four years, and ,vas\~illgerrules and regulations as shall be prescribed
by
ing with disensu, and on a full investigation
of law."
The eleventh section of the third article
the ease, being satisfied that the offence was of the constitution of Florida, qualifies it in the
atoned for. even if it was of the degree charged,
\'ery same words, and the eleventh section of the
I pardoned
him.
These are individual
cases. fifth article of the constitution of Arkansas, also
What 1 object to is, thut when you clothe a de- USE'Sthe same restrictive words. And it may he
purtment of the government with power to net, that-the constitutions
of other states use some
that there should be any interference with the such qualifications
upon the exercise of this
free exerercise of that power.
We might jU!;t as power.
So, sir, mv amendments UTC neither new
well require the legislature to spread out upon in themselves norunprecedented.
And I have
their journals
the reasons for every law that yet to learn of any of those hardships or extreme
they enact, as to requ ire the executive to spread cases, which the gentleman's
imagination
has
out the reasons for his action upon his record.
conjured up, having actually occurred in any of
Mr. T. J. HOOD.
T do not wish to protract
the above named states.
this debate, but it seems to me that both the gen·
Mr. BROWN asked for a division of the questleman from Henderson
and the senior g(·n- lion on th", two alllendllwnt-<;.
tleman frOlJl Nelsun, hayc mil'·construcd
my
The question was then taken by yea:; and nlly!>
amt;lHll11ellts, and misltlldcr;;tood
my rcumrks.
on the call of :Mr. Sl'EVENSO}f,
Oil the fir"t
Those
amendlllelits
do 110t contemplatl;l
an alllt'IHlmellt of .Mr. Hood, and it was l·ejected,
nbridgement
of the right of petition as t.o any yeas 13, ll11YSi3, as follows:
one; nol,"did I ad vocate allY such abridgement in
YEAs-Richard
Appersoll, Jesse Coffey, GalTett
my remarks.
For I nmture t.o say t11at llcither Davis, Uichard D. Gholson,
Alldl'ew Hood,
of those gE'lltlemen more thoroughly
recognizeFl 'l'homas J. Hood, Johnson
IJrtce, George 'V.
the sacredness of that right than I do, and I Williams-8.
trust itwill beguaralltit'd
toev(>ry citizen in the
NAys-Mr.
President, (Guthrie,)
John L. Balcountry, ill a peaceable way, to meet. together
linger, John S. Barlow, 'Villiam K. Bowlillg,
with his neighbors, and petit,iolJ for the redrf:'ss Alfred Boyd, William Bradley, Luther Brawner,
uf any grievances.
1 woulJ !lot impair
that Frallcis 1\1. Bristow, ThomM D. Bruwn, 'Villiam
right., bnt perfect it by subjecting mell at the bal' Chenault, Jamcs S. Chrisman, BeYerly L. Clarke,
uf public opinion for its abuse.
But the gen- Hellry H.. D. COlelilHIl, Ben.\·amin Copelin, WilHeman frolll Henderson treats the a1l1rndml'nt as Ham Cowper, Edward Cun.
Archibald
Dixoll.
thoug-h every application
for a pardon unuer it, James Dudlry.
Chasteen T. Dunavan,
Milford
would lmvc to be made in conformity to a spl'eiat Elliott, Green l<'Ol'l'cst,James H. Garrard, Thomact of the legislatlll'e in relation to that purticuas J. Gough, Ninian E. Gray, Jamcs P. Hamil·
lar case. If he will but extlllJille the anwnd- tOll, Bell. Hardin, John Hargis, Vincent S. Hay,
ment, he ,....ill perceive that nothing of the kind James 'V. ]l'win, Alfred :M. Ja(·kson, Thomas
i~contemplated.
but that it mercly confC'rs UPOlL J amus, 'Villiam Johnson,
G('orge W. Johnston,
the legislature the powert.o providti generalluws
GeOl'~e W. Kavanaugh,
Charl,;,s C. KE'llcy, Peter
i
llPOll the subject, which may be altered or alll('l1- Lashbrooke. '1 homa..'l \'Jr. Lisle, WillisB. Machen,
ded from time to tinw, so as to meet and remedy George W . .Man"'field, 'Yilliarn C. Marshall, Rich·
the ('yils complaint·d of. Agaill, both of these at'd L . .Mayes, Nathan 1Y!c:Clure,John H. McRengClltle1l1en speak of the amendments
H"J though
ry, Thoma.., P. Moore, John D. Morri.':!. Jonathan
the~' contained pl'O\'isiolls Hew awl tlllprecedentNCWClllll, Hugh Newell,
Elijah !,'. Nuttall, Helled III constitutions.
If they will but cxamine r.y B. Pollard. William Preston, John T. Robinthe fifth s.cction of the fourth article of the COll- "'Oll, Thoma." Rockhold,
John '1'. Rogers, Ira
sti~ution of :~r(\WYork, they will sec that the Root"James ltudd, Ignatius A. Spalding,
John
~ovt'rnor's powc'r to gr:;.nt pardons, &c., i~ "sub· W. Stevenson, James IV. Stone, Michael L. Stoto SUdl regulation.,; as may be provided by ner, Albert G. Talbot, John D. Taylor, William
jed
awrelative to the manller of applying for par- .R. Thompson. John J. Thurmau, Ho'yard 'I'odd,
dons."
Also, that "he shall alillually commu- Philip Triplett, Squire 'rurn"r, John L. Waller,
cate to the legislature each l:llJ'eof reprieve, com Henry 'Vashingtoll,
John ·Wheeler, Charles A.
lllutat,ion, or pardou gralited.
&c." The sixth Wickliffe,
Robert N. Wickliffe, Silas Woodson,
f'ection' of the :fifth nrticle of the conll-titlltion of' Wesley J. 'Vright-73.
Wisconsin authorizes the governor, ·'to grant reo
The question was tnken on the second amendprieves, commutations,
awl plll'don", subject to melltof Mr. Hood, and it also was rejectf'd.
8\ICh regulations as lllay b~ provided by law,
Mr. W. C. MARSHALL
moy~d to 81,rike ouL
t'~la.tiveto the Ulannerof applying fOTpardons,"
the la5t claus,>, of the secti911 a.~follow,,:

to
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"That wh~nev~r the €,'ol'ernor s~all remit
Jl10IHlJ'~·hi thepower
is all ill the king, and the
fine or forfeiture, or gplllt n r~prle"e ~r pRI'- people have none except what if> ceded, and
don, he shall enter Ius reasons for doing so hence the~e arc frequent coutroverslee.
The
on the records of the secreta:r:y .of state! in a sepn- people chum power as conceded, which the king
rate book; and 011 the reqmsiuon of either h()u~e denies. The king claims his power as a prerogof the general a'!sembl,Y, the. same shall be laid -ative, fur ~e is the fountain of lJower, and tho
before them, and published If they deem proper.'
people. have ~vhat he grunts and no more. In a.
Mr. TRIPLETT.
I introduced that resolu.1 republic, the fountain of all power is in the
tion, and I will gi ve my reasons for doing so; but people, and the officers ha ve as much power as
at the same time I will remark that. I do not fccl the people grant, and no marc. What would be
the slightest interest in it. Having been iu- a prerogative in the king, is power in the peeduced to believe, from conversation I had wit:l ple. The people haw: chosen to grant the power
some elderlv gentlemen, that it was important, of mercy to the governor.
'I'hnt prerogative
I proposed ft. But while I do not now think it must be some where, either ill the legislature,
very important, still it oug-ht not to be mutila- the judiciary, or the executive department,
If
ted. Gentlemen seem to think it was intended the people could meet as they did in Athens,
~s a r~fle('tion on the governors.
The real object when they ba!,i~hf'? a mun, the same power that
l~ e~lt1rely the reverse. It is for t.he purpose of llll::t.to oetractse hun could meet an-I recall ~illL
~IVlUg the governor an opportunity to disabuse agum .. But the people cannot meet here. '1 hey
Himself by giving his reasons. I know an in- are obliged to delegate to 80(~e one department
stance now, so far as a mall can know what is of the government.
The United States govern,..ithin the breast of another. where the world is ment delegatefl to the executive, and tlle fitatQ
now uninformed, and where if thcy could be in- governments all do tlle same. h must be thflrc.
formed, the reaf>ons would be periectly satisf:1C- Wt:ll, if it is there, I want to know why in the
tory. ~ l1n~en;tood the g~Dtleman from Nelson, ~lall1eof God you ca~l 011 a ma.I.1for reaSOllflwhen
(Mr. 'VlCkliffe,) to base hiS argument npon the It amounts to notlung.
It IS enough that he
~round that the pardoning power was a preroga- feels he .ought to grant.it.
.
tlve of the executive.
My fnend, (Mr. DaVIS,) says the Stuart fan)!. Mr. C. A. ·WICKLIFFE.
I said the pardon- ly, ,,,hell all th~ t.hrone of Great Britain, rendermg power was an attribute of sovereignty, not a ed them"eh~es odIOUSby ~he too frequent use of
prerogative of the govi!tIlor, for Jle 113;; uone. I ~he \lUl:doJlltlg p0;o~er. ~ hat became an abuse
d.eny t~ the executive any prerogativc.
Sover- III t Jelr .hands.
J hat 18. Hot the fact. Jat~es
clgnty HI seldom called on fur reason....
the first, Incurred great odtum for not pardonmg
Mr. TRIPLE'rT.
That is it precisely. Sove- Sir Walter Raleigh.
Charles the fir:;t was de~
reignty is not to he Cll11e([on for reasOns. It is !ested for signing the death ·warrant of his minthe attribute of the sovereignty of the people in Ister, the Earl of Strafford.
Charles the seeond
!he ~erson of the governor.
~ut F'overeigllt.y ,~'as equally detested becuu~e .he let .Lord Staf·
Itselt ought to hav-e reaSons for ItS ad;;. It is a ford suffer deat·h by the perjuries of TltllS Oates,
plain proposition, that the pardoning power in and James. the second was t'q,u.ally a1;Jhorredbethe gO\'ernor i." an act of mercv. There i::; this cause he did 1I0t save the Id!;! of IllS deludf-d
difference betweell an Het of nitrcy '''hen cxet- nephew, the Dukeof Monmollth.
The real hiscised by. a human bl::in~, ann. thd supreme God. tor.y o~ thoRe monarchs is, they were tyrantsThe Deity may exerCise that mercy. without \I~lfeellng monstets.
Charles the first brought
g.iving his reasons to .man, but tell me what pos- hiS h~ad to the block because, under.t,he prete~ce
SIble reason call be gn'enwhythe
governor, who of s]yp-molley, he attempted to dispense ~Ith
depl::nds on the prlblic for his office, alld who is parlHun?nt and levy a tax on tlle people With·
respollsible to them, whell a wife kneel . ;;to him out their con.~ent. J.ames the second w.as c.omand asks him to spare the life of a husband, pelled to aLchcate lus throne and fly hiS kmg·
should not state trlc rearWII why he I)xero.;i:;cs dom be;ause he attempted to dispense with acts
mercy, if he does so. Suppose a o.;asecomes be· of parlHiment.
fore [lim, like the one stat.ed by the geutlemau
There was a case of a man W110 was a moulder
from Nelsoll, where evide~tl.Y there has. been 11 in a fumace i.n llullitt, charged with robbery.
hasty or harsh s~ut~l1ce, If the rea."lOIlI~ trulv Both the partiCs were drunk, and the story" was,
made known to the people of Kentucky, wifl that oue knocked down the otllCr and robbt-u
they not llanction his conduct? Is it not placing him. .My eolleague was fiitting by and I acted
it on the ground that the governor is 1I10remer- for the defence, and he was ..atistied lhe story
cifu.l in hi." conduet than the people are in their was a dnlllken lic from beginning to end. The
feellngs? Ll't the governor ellter hi." true rea- judO't'.did not view the ca8C as 1 did, and he
~on8, and the people will not eensnre him. But seuten('cd him to prison.
it is not necessary that the reason should bl'!
Mr. C. A. WICKLIFFE.
I recollect that casco
printed.
They are not. universally to he laid The trial and conviction took place a few weeks
before the legi~latu!(). It is only when the~ are before I was called upon to a.dmini'iter the govcalled for. It lS fair to be presumed the leglsla- ermJ1(lnt. I saw, and was satisfied, that the ofture will not call for them, except on f-xtraorcli- fence of which he waf! charged was the result of
nary oceasions, anrl. that they will not publish a drunken fr.olie, and the testimony upon which
them unless they tlunk thflm so bad tbat th~ he was eonn.:ted was falsei he WHi'! a poor devil
people will not approve them. If they arc so and had DO friends, and I exercised an act. of
bad, the people ought to know them.
mercy in pardoning hini. I was not concerned
Mr. HARDIN,
I am glad the gentleman from in t.he eause.
Bracken int,roduced this amendment.
If he had
Mr. PROCTOR moved the previolls question,
not done it I should,
I understand that in a and it was ordered.

. Tile yeu" and ,1l~)''Jb~itl¥ d"lll~~J<!j Oil strik .
out. they were-yeas 5:J, nuys 30.
'\~:r:::Af:!-1Ift'. I'resideut, (Glltllrit·) John L. Ba1linger, willimn K. Bowling, Alfred Boyd, Wm.
Bradley, Francis M. Bristow, 'I'homae D. Brown,
William Ohennult, James S. Chrisman,
Henry
R. D. Coleman, Benjamin
Oopelin, Edward
Ourd, Archibald Dixon, James Dudley, Ohasteen T. Dunavan, Green Forrest, Thoma; .T.
Gough, Nillian E. Gray, Ben. Hardin, Andrew
Hood, James W. Irwin,
Alfred M. Jackson,
Thomas Jnuies, William Johnson, George W.
Johnston,
George VI. Kavunauch,
Charles C.
Kelly, Thomas W. I,isle, "\Villis B. Machen,
\Vi.lliam O. 1'£a1'811111Il{jdulrol
L. Mayes, J aim H.
J
Mc.llenry, Thomas P. Moore, John D. Morris,
Jonathan Newcnm, Elijah .F. Nuttall, Henry B.
Pollard, William Preston, Larkin J. Proctor,
John T. Rohiuson , .John ~I'. Rogers, Ira Root,
James Rlldd, Albert G. 'ralbott, ·William H..
'I'hompson,
JUh\l ,J. Thurman, Howard Todd,
John L. Waller, Henry "\Yasllington, Charles A.
Wickliffe, Sib. woodson, Wesley J. '''right-11]0"
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N,\l"s-Richard
Apper"on, John S. Barlow,
I~nther Brawner, Beverly L. Clarke,J esse Coffey,
William Cowper, Garrett Davis, Milford Elliott,
James H, Garrard, Richard D. Ghol;:;on, James
P. Hamilton, John Bargo!", Vincent S. Bay, 'rhoS.
J. Hood, PeterLa;;hbrooke,Oeorge
W. Mansfi.f'ld,
. Nathan :McClure, Hugh Newell, Johnson Price,
Thom;].s Rockhold, Ignatius A. Spalding, John
\V. St,cvenson, James W. Stone, Michael r~.
Sto·
ner, John D. Taylor, Philip Triplett, Squire
'furllcr, John \Vheeler, ILobert N. Wickliffe,
George W. Willi3.111S-30.
So the amenrtmellt wa,,; adopted.
The tenth sec1.ion, as amended, was thf'n a·
d0Ynted.
The convention then adjouTiled.

COL1~'TY COUllTS.

1IIr. Triplett's
l"('mal'k>;Oil 11i8 arnelH.lmcllt to
the report on the eonl1ty Nllltti"., delivered on
Tuesday, t-;182i~h ult., c(Jlltained ~om~ ina('eura·
eies, whidl we corred, and rl"puhlish them in
their corrected form, as fl)110wg:
]I'[r. 'fRIPJ.JET'I'.
I ueli~'ve when the house
adjourneu yt'stel'day cv.~llillg. 1 had ill.,:.toffered
the followiug anH'lldment as an additional section:
"Whenever
the cireuit court ju(lgf', beforc
'whom a criminal or penal pm.scelltioll if; had,
shall cntcl'tllin \,ouhts Oil ally point of law which
shall be decided by him duriug' such trial, he
shall ll.'we the pow\Jr of ad.io\ll'lIiug over such
doubtful points of law, to be decided by the
court of appeals, and in the meantiruc may delay the execution of the sentence in such case,
until the court of appE'uls have decided such
doubtflll points of law; or the aceused may apply to a judge of the conrt of appeals for u writ
of error, (ill anycriminn.l or penal fl'osecution,)
Wllich may be gmnted by him, all( shall act as
a supersedeas to t1w judgment! of the court in
which the trial was had, until the opinion of t.he
court of appeals, on the questions invohred, shall
be entered m the circuit court, which shall be
governed thereby."

I wna scmewhut surpriued to tina, after the
adjournment of the house last evening, that a
ruisappreheusion
prevailed alllong members, in
reference to the character of my amendment.
It
contai ns two propositions, that are perfectly eimple in their character.
The first is, that, when a
judge> of a circuit court tries 11 case, and entertains 11 doubt on 11 point of law, he may carry
the point of law to the court of appeals.
Now,
what will be be the result of that proposition?
Where a point of law is such that njudge entertains serious doubts, and is unwilling that the
life or liberty of the accused shall be lost, without first having the decision of the court of appeals, he may adjourn the case to that tribunal. One nuswers , it very seldom happens.
If
eo, then the remedy for the evil is not frequently culled into operation.
What is the next
point'! It will i.omediately
strike the mind of
every thinking man in this house, that there is
a possibility that the counsel for the accused
lllay be satisfied that there ought to be a doubt
raised-that
the point of law is not well settled.
'I'nke, for instance, the ca>:efl.tnted here a day or
two ago, of OIlC judge having decided that a negro was entitled to benefit of clergy, whilst
anot.her judge decided. ill a similar cn.."e,tlHlt hn
was not. Now, one of them was wronO', alld thc
other right.
A ease u" strong as this fmet with
myself,
III 1825-6, the legislature of Kentucky passed
a law as important as el"(,l'was enacted bythE'm.
That it should be DOcans€' of challenge or exceptioll to a venire man, that he had formcd or
expressed an opinion as to the guilt or innocellc(' of the accused, 011mere rumor, without,
having COllv()r.sed with the pm'tics,01' the ~\'itnessI'S. I know, and I so stated at the tune,
that in two adjoillillgdistricts,
onE'circuit judge
decided this law to be ()Onstitul,ional, and It was
our duty to ohey it, while in the other the circuit judge pronounced tlle law to be nnconstitutiullal, and he would disobey it, and compel us
to do so. h that law important or not? Nothing can be more important than that it mall shall
be tl'il:d by an impart,inl jurY', and the que;:;tion
aris\'s, what constitutes im/),lItiality in a venire
man, before he is sworn 011 t Ie jury~ And one .::irC\litCOllrt judO'e decides the question one way,
and (lnotlwr aa\ff"reutand "directly oppo<:iteway.
If the COil]'!of appeals were once to decide this
contl'uvertfld question, undel' the piau proposed
in my amendment, their decision would be ohligatory Oll all the circuit court", and ,,"e should
have lJlliformity of decision Oll this vital question throughout the state.
I could go on and give installces innumerable
of the lllleertainty of the law in criminal case~,
in thil': state, but tho;:;e that I ha\'e enumerated
arc sufficil'llt to an:;;wer my purpose, and sho,\'
forth the evil I wish to rem!1cly, by obtaining uni·
formit.yof decision in criminal eases, as well as
correct and legal decisions.
'Ve who arc now in
this hall may not derive any benefit from it, as
it must take some years before the present existing evili:; can be remedied, but our children and
our childn;n':;; childnm may. At the present
time there is 110 settled criminal jurisprudence
in Kentucky; bnt if my amendment is adopted,
it will ~o far to secure tha.t· desirable object.
There WIll gro"v up by degrees a settled, penua-
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r-ent criminal jurisprudence.
arising from the
denieious of the court of appeals in this state,
on all the important points uf criminal law .fhut
will be sent 1.1p or carried up , either by the circuit court, judges themselves, or the accused-c.
until by and by, we shall have lu-re what has
been the g-lory and honor of England throughout her whole land, a permanent and intelligible
criminal code of laws.
How did her criminal
code grow lip? All of her acts of parliament
in
relation to crimes, now in force, may be condensed ill one volume; while the decisions of her
courts expounding and explaining these acts of
parliament, which form in reality her criminal
code, are contained in volume on volume.
The
criminal law of England, previous to 1ii6, has
been rendered obligatory in this state by acts of
assembly,
but for a time the decisions
of her
courts, on criminal as well as civil questions
of
law, could nut be read here,
'61lt legislation. like everything
else, is progressive and improving;
and five or six years
ago the Legislature
agreed that they might be
read ill our courts. but sbonld not
nnthoritarive. Now that is a very nice distinction, J confess; I am an xi ons that all the controverted and
difficult points of criminal law, which from time
to time may arise, shall be settled by the court
of appeals, and thus be obligatory UpOl! our circuit courts; and compel the judges to decidealike in the different circuits, ill all criminal cases; and it will then be some consolation
to a
criminal
to know, if he suffers, that <111who
commit similar crimes, will suffer asimilar pU/Jishrnent.

be
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Prayer by the Rev. Mr.

1, 1849.

WARDElL

ADDRl!S,<;TO THE PEOPLE.

Mr. CJ.JARKE offered the following
resolution, with the expresiOion of a wish Ihat he would
not be one of the committee to be appointed under it.
.. Resolved, That a committee of five be appointed by the Pr~sidel)t to pl'i'pare an address
to the pcople, to accompallY the liew, constitution."
The resolution ,vas adopted.
COUNTY

OOURTS.

Mr. JAMES

a<;.ked and obtained leave to record his vote Oll the question taken yesterday on
the impeachment
of county court officers. He
voted against the proposed change.
001tlMI'l"TEE

OF

CLAIMS.

Mr. HARDIN
offered the following resolu·
tion:
"Resolved, That a committee of five delegates
be appoillted,
styled the committee on claims,
against the COl'lI111011wealth,illcurred by tlle preseut COllventiOll."
In l>L1pportof hi" resolution, he said the act of
the general assembly had maile 110 provision for
certain necess:ll'y incidental
cxpcllses.
There
were some eXpt~nses iucurreu in taking care of
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the room in which they met and lighting the
fires ; also, in connection
with the contested
election from Henry county, and as they were
likely to adjourn ill about ten days, a counuittee
should now he appointed to ascertain the amount
of claim", that some provision might be made
for their payment.
The resolution was adopted, and the President
appointed the following delegates the committee: Messrs. Hardin, Lisle, Ohambere, Boyd,
and Brawner.
EXECUTIVE DEPAllnIEXT.

']'118 convention resumed the consideration
of
the report of the committee 011 the executive department ..
'I'he eleventh, twelfth, thirteenth,
fourteenth,
fifteenth, and sixteenth sections were read and
ad0J;tcd, ,~ithollt :llllt'lldm.tlTIt: as follo~"s:.
":SEO. 11. He may reqUJT8 information m writing, from tho officers ill tile executive department, lIpan any subject relating to tho duties of
their respective offices.
"SEC. 12. lie shall, from time to time, give to
the general assembly, information
of the state
of the commonwealth,
and recommend to their
oonsidcmtiou
Stich rueusuree as 1iC may deem
expedient.
"Sse. 13. He may, all extraordinary
occasions,
convene the general assembly
at the seat of
government, 01' at a different place, if that should
have become, since their last adjournment,
dangerous from all enemy, 01' from contagious disorders; aud in case of disagreement between the
two houses, with respect to the time of adjournment, adjourn them to such time as he shall
th ink proper, Hot exceeding foul' months.
"Bro. 14. He shall take care that the laws be
faithfully executed.
"SEC. 15. A lieutenant governor shall be chosell at every election for a governor, iu the same
manner, continue ill office for the same time, and
pm;sess the same qualifications.
In voting for
gcverucr and licutelJant
governor, the electors
flhall distingnish :vhom they vote for as governor, and whom as !rctttenant governor.
"SEC.
16. He sh,lll, by virtue of his office, be
speaker of the senate, 11llve a right ·when in comruit,tce of the whole, to debate and vote on all
~ubject.", aud when the senate arc equally divi·
ded, to givl' the castin;yvme.
'rhe sevent('ent.h.seetlOll wu.<, read as follows:
"SEC. 17: ·Whelhlyer the office of governor
shall become vacant, t.lw lieutenant
governor
shall discharge the dut·ies of goveruol' until his
Sl1CCe~ROr
shall have been duly tllectcd; but no
new election shall take place to fill such vacancy, \1111essthe same shall ]II1.V"" occurred before
the first two years of the time shall hayc expired
for which the governor was elected; and if, duririg the time the lieutf'nant
govemor shall fill
sllch vacancy, he sh:<l1 be irlJpe:l('hod, removed
from office, rd'usc to qllality, resign, die, or be
absent from the stato, the ."-peaker of the senate
shall, ill like manller, administer
the government for the balance of the term."
:Mr. MANSFIELD
moved to strike out tlie
word" two" ,mel insert ·'three," so that the new
election should not be ci.llled, unless the vacancy
to be filled o(~curred durill~ the first three years
of the Lenn for which the governor was elected.
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Mr. C. A. WICKLIFFE said he saw no ne- avoid frequent elections, if possible.
cessity for ch.an~ing from the /,ll'CSellt article in
the old constitution. It had een well settled
that upon the death of the governor, or his removal, the lieutenant governor should serve out
his term. The people had acquiesced in it.
Mr. NUTTALL stated that a majority of the
committee thought
it necessary
to make this
subject plain, in order to prevent any such :][eitement on the question whether 11 new election
should take place or not, as had occurred in
Kentucky.
They thought it best to provide that
if a governor died before half of his term expired, a new election should be called. He
thought tWQ yea-r.c.;long enough for any officer.
Mr. DAVIS remarked that he was present at
the second meeting of the committee, when this
subject was coneidered, and was in favor of retaining the provision of the present constitution.
It was true, that some years ago there was an
excitement on this subject, and the provision
was considered rather ambiguous,
but it was
now settled in the minds of the people.
He
thoueht the election of the lieutenant governor
was ~ade with a view to the succession to the
office of governor, in the event of the governor's
death.
He was of opinion that the lieutenant
governor was a proper and safe depository of
the powers of the governor in such an event.
He did not believe it necessary to put the whole
people to the trouble of a general election, to fill
such a vacancy.
Under the new constitution
the duties of tIle governor would be confined
pretty much to filling
militia commissions,
remitting fines and forfeitures, ann other duties
which might be as well performed by the one
who should succeed by his death, as by a new
officer elected for the purpose.
There were already too many elections.
The business of life
should consist in something besides elections and
electioneering.
Mr. C. A. WICKLIFFE
would be glad to
move to strike out. the whole of the section, and
insert the eectioas in the old constitution which
relate to the sanse subject, if an opportunity presented itself.
Mr. NEWELL believed it would be right, in
case of the death of the governor in the first two
years for which he was elected, that his place
should be filled by an cllection.
One cousiderntion that influenced hiea so to vote in committee
was, that in case of ll. 'VRcanqy by any cause, in
the 'Offices of governor and lieutenant
governor,
the speaker of the senate wmuld be called on to
fill the office. He did not believe the people of
Kentucky would bJe willinS tio have an individual, chosen by a bare majorIty of' the senate, exercise th'0 office of ~overnor.
The people would
desire an opportulllty
to (lhoose for themselves.
All tJle <Qt:lfteroffices are to be filled by tMe pea·
pIe, whywas this to be made aucxception?
As to
the time spent in-elections, they would all be ou
one day under the Bew constitution,
and the objection 011 that aeooulllt was not a good one.
Mr. GAITHER considered it important in the
election of the lieutenant
-governor, to have an
eye to the contingency
@f his succeedimg the
governor; and wit.hout any provision in the constitution to that &.!fect,itlJ-.a.d been done, a.nd on
one occasion th-e duty thus devolved had been
performed faithfully
and ably.
He desired to

ur

He would
move to strike out the following words:
"But 110 new election shall take place to fill
such vacancy, unless the same shall have O{'CUTred before the first two years of the term shall
have expired for which the governor was elected."
:Mr. MANSFIELD
desired to have the vote taken on his motion to strike 011t "two"
and insert "three."
He believed such a change would
be agreeable to his constituents.
:Mr. McCLURE stated that he had offered It
resolution early in the session, which required
that a new election should be had in ease of a
vacancy in the office of governor.
He was opposed to having the office filled by one who was
chosen as lieutenant governor, and still more opposed to having II persOll chosen by the senate
preside as govern{)y.
Mr. NUTTALL
cared little about-the matter,
but he was opposed to having the senate COI1\'tIOted into a political electioneering
arena.
When
a governor was about to be appointed to a high
office 'abrced, this had been the case. He agreed
in the opinion that the senate should not have
the power of makillg the chief executive officer
of the state.
He would not vote for a man for
one office, with a view to his fillillg another, in
any event.
The office of governor it was true,
was stripped or much of its importance by the
new constitutiou,
but there were still important
duties to!erform,
and he would have the person
who fille the office appointed by the people for
that special purpose.
Mr. NEWELL
called the attention
of the
house to a case where one lieutenant
had been
made a captain, in consequence of the provision
that when a president leaees his seat vacant the
vice president succeeds.
They might perhaps
remember there was a case not long since, when
a president rued, and there was a great cry that
the vice president was not the choice of the people.
Mr. ANDREW HOOD moved the previous
question, and the main question 'Was ordered to
be now put.
The motion of the gentleman
from Allen to
strike out "two"
and insert "three"
was rejected.
The question was thcu staten to be on the
amendment of the gentleman from Adair, to strike
out a portion of the section.
l\ho ycas and nays were called for, and being
taken, they were yells 39, nays 41, as follows:
YEAs-Mr. Pres'ident, (Guthrie,) John L. Ballinger, Fl'ancis M. Bristow, Thos. D. Brown,
Oharles Chambers, William Chenault, Beverly L.
Clarke, Garrett Davis, Nathan Gaither, James
H. Garrard, Thos. 3. Gough, Ninian E. Gmy,
Ben. Hardin, VincentS.
Hay, J. W. Irwin, AIiredM.Jackson,
·Wm. Johnson,George
W. Johnst@l1, GeQlrge W. Kavanaugh,
William
C. ],1ars~hall, Joh.n H. McH(lury, John D. Morris, Jonatihan Nfl.wcum, William Preston,LarkinJ.
Proetor, J-e1ftn T. Robinson, Ira Root, James Rudd,
John W ..StevenSOll, James W. Stone, Michael L.
.stoner, AlbE'rt G. Talbott, John J. TIlurman,
Howard Todd, £~uire Turner, John L. Waller,
Charles A. Wickbffe, George W. WilliamS', Silas
Wood5<:m, WesleyJ. Wright-39.
NAys-John
S. Barlow, ·William K. Bowling,
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Alfred Boyd, William Bradley, Luther Brawner,
James S. Chrisman, Jesse Coffey, Henry R. D.
Coleman, Benjamin Copelin, William Cowper,
Edward Curd, Archibald Dixon, J ames Dudley,
Chasteen T. Duuavau, Milford Elliott,
Green
Forrest, Richard D. Gholson, J as. P. Hamilton,
John Hargis, Andrew Hood, Tho. J. Hood , TllOS.
James, Charles O. Kelly, James M. Lackey, Peter Lashbrooke, Tho. W. Ljsl~. Willis B. Machen, Geo. W. Mansfield, Richard L. Mayes, Nathan McClure, Hugh Newell, Elijah F. Nuttall,
Henry B. Pollard, Johnson Price, Thomas Rockhold, Ignatius A. Spalding, John D. Taylor,
william R. Thompson, Philip Triplett, Henry
Washington, John Wheelcr-4l.
So the convention refused to strike out.
The question then recurred OIl the adoption of
the section.
Mr. NUTTALL called for the yeas and nays,
and being taken they were yeas 37, nays 40.
YEAS- John S. Barlow, Alfred BOJ:d, William Bradley, Luther Brawner, James 8. Ohrisman, Beverly L. Clarke, Jesse Coffey, Henry R.
D. Coleman, Benjamin Co~elin, William Oowper, Edward Curd, Archibald Dixon. James
Dudley, Milford Ell iott, Green Forrest, Richard
D. Gholson, James P. Hamilton, John Hargis,
Thomas James, William Johnson, George W.
Kavanaugh, Charles C. Kelly, James M. Lackey,
Peter Lashbrooke,
Thoma.s W. Lisle, Willis B.
Machen, George 'V. Mansfield, Nathan McClure,
Hugh Newell, Elijah F. Nuttall,
Henry B. Pollard. Johnson Price, Ignatius A. Spalding, John
W. Stevenson, John D. Taylor, Philip 'l'riplett,
George W. WiUiams.-37.
NAys-MI'. President, (Guthrie.) John L. Ballinger, William K. Bowling, FrancisM. Bristow,
Thomas D. Brown, Ohurles Ohambers, "'~illiam
Oheunult, Garrett Davis, Chasteen T. Dunavan,
Nathan Gaither, James H. Garrard, Thomas J.
Gough, Niuian E.Gray,Ben. Hardin, Vincent S.
Hay, Andrew Hood, James W. Irwin, Alfred M.
Jackson, William C. Marshall, Richard L. Mayes,
John H. McHenry, John D. Morris.J onathanN ewcum, William Preston, LarkinJ. Proctor, John
T. Robinson, Ira Root, James Rudd, James W.
Stone, Michael L. Stoner, Albert G. Talbott,
'Villiam R. 'I'hompson, John J. Thurman, Howard Todd, Squire Turner Henry washington,
John WheE:ler, OharlesA. Wickliffe, Silas weeason, WesleyJ. Wright--40.
So the section was rejected.
Mr. O. A. WIOKLIFFE then moved to supply
the place of the section stricken out, with the
eighteenth section of the present constitution,
as
follows:
"In case of the impeachment of the governor,
his removal from office, death, refusal to qualify,
resignation, or absence from the state, the Iicut.
governor shall exercise all the power and authority appertaining
to the office of governor,
until another be duly qualified, or the governor
absent or impeached ehal l retnrn or be acquitted,"
On the motion of Mr. ']'RlPLETT,
the words
"elected and" were inserted after the words
"until another be duly" and before the word
"qualified."
The amendment was agreed to, and the section was adopt.ed.

The eighteenth section was then read as follows:
"SEC. 18 Whenever the government shall be
administered by the lieutenant
governor, or he
shall be unable to attend as speaker of the senate, the senators shall elect one of their own
members as speaker for the occasion."
:MI'. DIXON moved as a substitute
for that
section, the following:
«whenever the government shall be administered by the lieutenant governor, or he shall be
unable to attend as speaker of the senate, the
senators shall elect one of their own members
as speaker for that occasion, and if, during the
vacancy of the office of g()veruor, the lieutenant
ccvernor shall be impeached, removed from offlee, refuse to qualify, resign, die, or be absent
from the state, the speaker of the senate shall in
like manner administer the government."
He thought there should be some provision to
meet the case of a vacancy during the impeachment of a governor.
Mr. OHAMBERS thought it would he sufficient if they adopted the practice in the United
States Senate of electing a president pro tempore,
and thus they ' ....ould avoid the expense of a special session of the senate, to elect a speaker in
the event of the lieutenant
governor becoming
the acting governor.
Mr. O. A. WIOKLIFFE
thought the matter
had better be left as it now stands.
The contingency which was to be provided for, was too remote to make it necessary te take it into consideration.
'I'he senate "Would elect their presiding officer with a view to his becoming the
governor in case of such vacancies as would require it. If it was made R duty to elect a speaker pro inn. they might be brought into the same
difficulty, into which the sister state of Ohio was
once brought.
They had a practice in Ohio of
making the governor a senator in congress. 'The
governor would, therefore, abdicate his office
soon after his election, and the lieutenant governor would come in, and after a short time he
too would resign.
For amusement the senate
elected an old gentleman by the same of Kirtland, who was chosen to fill a vacancy, and he
was called to fill the office of the governor for
three weeks.
At the time his term expired he
was asked to be again a candidate for the office;
to which
he replied,
that he "had
become
chagrinated with the office, and had determined
to go into a state of retlracy among the Abrogans."
(Laughter.)
It was not desirable to have such a state of
things in Kentncky, and he preferred that in
such an emergency the senate should be left to
call a special session for the purpose of electing
one of their own body to fill the chair for the
residue of the term.
Mr. BROWN moved to amend the amendment,
by adding the following proviso, and 118 asked
the yeas and nays thereon.
Provided, That whenever a vacau(:y shall occur in the office of governor, before the first two
years of the term shall hM'(J expired, a new
election for governor shall take place.
Mr. GHOLSON hoped the couventlo» had not
deliberatel;r determined to give to a person having one-tlllrty-eighth
part of the power of the
senate, the right to administer the government
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for a great part of a term for which a governor slu~ll recc~ve, in like manner, the same comprllwas chosen.
The last man whom the people sation which the governor would 11:1\"ereceived
would choose for governor might thus get into had he been employed in the duties of his office.
the office, and he wanted to provide against the
'I'he twenty first section was rend as follow .s :
possibility of such an event.
.
SEC, ~l. If the lieutenant
governor shall be
A conversation ensued in which Mr. BROWN. called upon toadminister the government, and
MI'. C. A. WICKLIFFE,
:Mr. DIXON, Mr. 'l'AL- shall, while in 81\<:hadministration,
resign, die,
BOT'l', and 1'111'. MACHEN took part, 011 the ques- 01' be absent from the state during the recess of
tion of U1eadmissibility of 111'.Brown's amend- the general assembly, it shall be the duty of the
ment,
secretary for the time beiug , to convene the sellMr. RUDD, to bring the convention to the ate for the purpose of choosing a speaker.
business before them, reeved the previous quesMr. OHAMB.b:HS moved the following as a
tion.
substitute for the section:
Mr. TALBOTT remarked that the attendance
"At the close of each regular session of t118
in the house was not very full, uno' therefore he general assembly, a speaker pro tempore of the
desired the roll to be: called.
senate, shall be elected by the senators, 'who shall
The roll was called accordingly.
continue in office until the next regular biennial
The main question was then ordered. and the meeting of the legislature, unless sooner called
question was taken Oil the amend.oeut to tho upon to udmini ster the government."
amendment by yeas and nays, uud they were,
Mr. CHAMBERS.
This is a point in the exyeas 45 nay~:U.
ecutive report, where we may exercise a little
YEAs-John
S. Barlow, Alfred Boyd, Will. saving foresight.
If our senate should. be reBradley .. Luther Brawner, Francis M. Bristow, qu ired to conform to the prnctlce of the United
'I'hos.D. Brown, Jas. S. Chrisman, H. L. Clarke, States senate, and elect n s!?euker pro tempore, at
Jesse Coffey, Hcnry R. D. Ooleman. Benjamin each session, it would unt.icipate the conringeuCopelin, Wm Cowvcr, Edward Curd, Archibald cy npon the happening of which he might be
Dixon, Milford Elliotc.Oreen Forrest.Riclrard D. called upon to administer the government, aud
Gholson, James P. Hamilton, John Hargis, '1'. J. would save the trouble and expenee of convenHood, Thomas James, George W. Kavauuugh,
ing the senate. Prospectively, in view of the
Oharles C. Kelly, James M. I,ackey, Peter J~ash- happening of such contingeJlllV, an officer 111l1y
brQoke, Thomas 'V. Lisle, Willi,:; B. Machen, be sdccted to meett.helll, as w~ll ali after tlwy
Geor~e W. Mansfield, Richard L. Mayes, N athull l,avc occurrt'd, and with considf:rable saving to
:llIcClurc, John H. MeHemy, ThullJa:; P. Moore, the treasul.;Y.. t
Jonathan
Newculll, Hugh Newell, Elijah l<~. .Mr. DIXON.
But suppose the ,:;peaker pro
Nuttall, Henry n. Pollard, John.':lon Price, Thos. tempore should himself die, what then?
Rockhold, Ignatius A. Spalding,
:Michael L.
Mr. CHAMBERS.
']'}Jat is another continStoner, John D. Taylor. 'William n. '1'hol1lp.'lon, geney, and too remote to reql1ire any precautionPhilip Triplett, Henry W as1ingtun, J olm Whee- arv action at OUI' hallds.
lel'---45. .
~l'he amendment was rejected, and thc section
NAys-Mr. President, (Guthrie,) John L.Bal- was adopted.
linger, William K. Bowling, Charles Ohambers,
The twenty second section was read ao; folWm. Chenalllt, Garrc>tt Davis, James Dudley, lows:
Chao;teen '1'. Dunavan, Nathan Gaither, James H.
"SEC. 22. The governor shall nominate and, by
Garrard, 'l'homasJ. Gough,Ninian E. Gray, Ben. and with the advice and consellt of the seuak,
Hardin, Vincent S. Hay, Andl'ew Hood, James appoint.:~ secretal'y of state, who shnll be com.
W. Irwin, Alfred M. J acksoll, William Johnson, missioned during the terlll for which the govWilliam O. Mal'shall, Jolm D. :Morris, William ernor shall have been elfcted, if hE'f>hal1so long
Preston, Larkin J. Proctor, John '1'. Robinsoll, behave Jlimself ,vell. He shall keep a fair rcIra Root, Jas. Rudd, James W. Stone, AlhcrtG. gister, and attest all the official acts of the gO\''ralbott,JohnJ.
Thurman Howflrd Todd, Squire erl1or, and shall, wllc>nrequired, lay the same,
'l'urIlt:r, Oharles A. WickliHe, George W. Wil~ and all papers, minutes and voucheril, relative
]jams, Silas Woodson, Wesley J. W right-34.
thereto, before either house of the general aSJ:;emSo the amendment to the amendment was bly; and shall perform such otller duties aslllay
adopteJ..
be enjoined on flint by law."
'l'he substitute for the section stricken out, a..'! .Mr. BOYD moved to strike out the ,vord""
amended wa.'!also adopt€d.
"the go,ernor shall nominate and, by and with
The nineteent.h and tW~Jlti€'th sections Wcre t,l~eadvice and COil sent of the sen are, appoint a
next read ann adopted, without alll811dment secrctaryof state, who Sllall be COlllllli.'l!l.ioncd,"
as follows:
and substitute the following: "A secretary of
SEC. 19. Thelicutenant governor, while heaets state shall be elected by the qualified voters of
as speaker of the senate, ::;hall receive for his this commonwealth, ""flO Rhall hold his office."
services, the same compclnsatioll which shall, for
lUr. THOMPSON moved the foJlowill~ a:,; :t
the Sflme period, be allowed to the 8peaker of the substitute for the amendment propos~d to be in.
house of representat.ives, and lllo mort; and seIted: "asecretaryofstateshall
bcclE'ctcdforfour
during t11etime he admitlisters the govcmmellt, ycari:>,by the citizeu!; entitled to snffrage, llt the
as governor, shall rteeive the SRmc cOO1penSll·times alld places where they shall respectively
tion which tI~e governor would have receil'e~, vote for governor, who shall be commissioned."
and bee.1lcntltJ~d to, ]lad he been employed In
Mr. DIXON stated t.llat the committee were
the dutIes of hiS office.
unanimous in the opinion that the go\'el'nor
SEa. 20. The speaker pro tempore of the senate, should have the right to appoint llis own secreduring the time he administers the govenllnent, tary. That was cUllsidercd necessary, as the
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secretary would be the confidential adviser of I eepted.) after it shall have been presented to
the governor. Otherwise the committee thought him, it shall be a law, in like manner as if he
it possible that the people might select a ruun had signed it, unless the general assembly, by
who was hostile in feeling to the governor, and their adjournment, prevent its return; in which
the interests of the state would suffer in eonse- case it shall be a law, unless sent back within
quence.
three days after their next meeting.
Mr. DUDLEY moved the previous question,
"SEC. 24. Every order, resolution,
01' vote, to
and the main question was ordered to be now which the concurrence of both houses may be
put.
necessary, cxeept on a question of adjournment,
Mr. THOMPSON withdrew his amendment shall be presented to the governor, and before it
to the amendment.
shall take effect, be approved by him; or being
Mr. KELLY called for the yeas and nays on disapproved. shall be re-passed by a majority of
the amendment of Mr. BOYD, and being taken, all the members electeo to both houses, accordthey were years 38 and nays 41.
ing to the rules and limitations prescribed in
J:"EAs-Alfred Boyd, William Bradley, Luther case of a bill.
Brawner, Charles Chambers, william Chenault,
"SEO. 25. Contested elections for governor and
Beverly L. Olarke, Henry R. D. Oolemun, Ben- lieutenant governor shall be determined by both
jamin Copelin, William Cowper, Edward Curd, houses of the general assembly, according to such
Milfurd Elliott, Green Forrest, James H. Gar- regnlations as may be established by law."
rard , Richard D. Gholson, 'I'homas J. Gongh,
'I'he tweut;r,: sixth section was next read :
Ninian E. Gray, James P. Hamilton, Ben. Hur"S.Ec. 26. I'he legislature shall provide for a
din, John Hargis, 'I'bomas J. Hood, Thomas term not exceeding two years, for the appointJames, George W. Knvanangh, Charles C. Kel- ment of treasurer, auditor of public accounts,
ly , James M. Lackey, George TN. Mansfield, register of the land office, and such other officers
Richard L. Mayes, :N athan McOlure, Henry B. of a public nature as. limy become necessary,
Pol lard, Johnson Price, 'I'homas Rockhold, Ira and shall prescribe their duties and responsibiliRoot, Ignatius A. Spalding, Jumes W. Stone, tics, ami, until otherwise directed by law, such
Michael L. Stoner, Albert G. 'I'ulbott, William officers shall be elected by the qualified voters of
R. Thompson, Silas Woodson, Wesley J. Wl'ig·ht this commonwealth.
-38.
Mr. O. A. \'{ICKLIFFE
was opposed to leavNAys-Mr. President, (Gntbric.) John L. Bal. ing this section 80 that the legislature might
linger, John S. Barlow, William K. Bowling, prescribe a different mode of appointing the
Francis M. Bristow, Thomas D. Brown, James officers named in it. He moved to strilre out
S. Chrisman, Jesse Coffey, Garrett Davie, Art;hi- the words "until otherwise directed by law."
bald Dixon, James Dudley, Chasteen T. Duna- His object was to secure the election of these
vall, Nathan Gaither, Vincent S. Hay, Andrew officers by the people.
Hood, James W. Irwin, Alfred M. Jackson, WilMr. DIXON said they would be elected by the
liam Johnson, Peter Laslrbrocke, Thomas W. peop.le as the section now stood. The object of
Lisle, Willis B. Machen, William C. Marshall, inserting those words, was to provide for any
Johnll. McHenry, Thomas P. Moore, Jonathan
Jifficult.y that might arise from the election ()f
Newcum, Hugh Newell. Elijah I? Nnttall, Wm. these ofHeNs by the people.
Preston, Larkin J. Proctor, John T. H.obinson,
Mr. MANSFIELD hoped the house would StlSJames Rudel, John W. Stevenson, John D. 'l'ay- tain the amendment.
lor, John J. Thurman, Howard Todd, Philip
Mr. C. A. WICKLIFFE.
I do not think I nm
Triplett, Squire Turner, Henry 1Vashington, mistaken in tlle effect of tllis sediOlJ. If it re.Tohn Wheeler, Charles A. 1,Vicldiffe, George W. mains as it is the pf.'ople will now elect the",.. of·
Will.iams,-il.
ficers. But it will be in the p0..,ver of the legisSo the amendment was r<'jeeted.
bture to prescribe a differellt mode. Suppose
'rhe section was then adopted.
wo::apply the same expression to all the officem
'rhe twenty third, twenty fOUlth, aud twenty whose election is pro~'ided for, they will be
fiftlJ sections were read ,"nd adopted without elected by the people" until otherwise directed
amendment as follows:
bv law."
You thereby give the legislative de"SEC. 23. Every bill which s11all have passed p'ill'tmo::ntthe power of taking the elections of
both bouses shall be presented to the gnvernor. these office~s fr?m the people.
1 am oP:R0~edto
If he approve. he shall si~n it; bnt if not, he that.
I thlllk If any should be elected, It IS the
shall return it with his objections to the house tr~asul'('r. I n~e~ not .state the reasons why I
in which it shall have originated, who shall en- tlunk the appolllt~ng of t.hat officer I1£L'\ not been
tel' the objections at large upon their journal, hel'eto~oJ'e ?enefi(\l~l to tl.le st~te.
.
.
anJ proceed to reconsioer it. If, after such re.Mr. l'RIPLET'l.
I~ lS sUld that t~18 sectIOn
eonslderation,
a majority of all the members gives ~he people the TIght to. deet ~helr offieeri:!.
elected to that house shall agree to pass the bill, That J~ t,rue, but tIllS qU('StIO~l anses whether
it shall be sent with the o~ieetio1l8 to the other the legls.lature. shall ha\:e the nght to al~cr thut
huuse, by which it shall likewise be rec.onsider- mode of electl.on. I object to thell' altel"l~g the
ed, and if approved by a majority of all the mode of el('~tmg the treasurer.
.That IS Ol~e
members electt;d to tllat house, It shall be a law; of the most llllpor~'lllt a~d responsIble offices 111
but in such eases, the votes of both houses s]mll the !>tate, an? one In wlllch the peo\?le have felt
be determined by yeas and nays, and the names the greatest mterest for a number of years.
of the members voting for and against the bill
Mr. W. JOHNSON.
I think the people have
shall be entered ..HI the journals of each house the Ulldoubted right to elect all their officers.
resppctively.
If any bill shall not be returned But w11ile they have this right, there may be eerby the governor, WIthin ten days (Sundays ex- tain officers who can be better appointed by aLI.
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"'ent than by themselves. ,If the people ~hil\k
their agents en:l ?O .th~ bl1sllli'~s th?y desire to
have dono or If It rs mconveruent tor them to
meet and do it, I want them to have the right of
transferring this power to others to do it for
them.
Mr. BRADLEY
offered the following
as a
substitute for the amendment of the gentleman
from Nelson:
"There shall be elected for four years by the
qualified voters of the state, an auditor of public accounts, register of the land office, attorney
general, and such other officers of a public nature
as llIay be necessary, and the general assemby
shall prescribe their duties and responsibilities."
bIr. C. A. WIOKLIFFE.
I made the motion
which I did to test the sense of the convention
upon the question whether the house think these
officers should be elected by the people at large,
If the vote is taken to strike out the words I
have named, i~will be in order to insert the
amendment of the gentleman from Hopkins,
If gentlemen wish to leave the choice of these
officers to the legislature they will vote against
my amendment; but I ask if when we have
made the appellate court elective, and other
mere ministerial offices, we shall refuse to the
people the power of electing these important offleers. No officers are more important than those
of the treasurer ami auditor of public accounts.
If this is left so that the legislature may change
the mode, it may be tlu-owu buck 111)onthe executive, or the Joint vote of the two houses,
which is the worst possible appointing power
that I can conceive of. I am opposed to leaving
so important a duty as the s~lection of. these officers to depend upon the WIll, the whim, or the
caprice of any future legislature.
Mr. NE"\Vl:LL. I am in favor of this section,
nncl yet J am thought by some to be very radical
on that subject; but I should have been glad to
see s~m.e other pr?visiolH'; of the const!tutil:~n left
as thIS IS, I dcsll'e to fix as few subJe<..:tsIII the
constitution as the nature of the case will admit
of, for it is to be for the present, like the laws of
the Medes and Persians, unalterable.
I am for
trusting generations that Hlay come after us.
We kINe given the power of electing these officers, and tben 'we have given them the power, if
a majority of the people wish it, to change the
mode of appointment.
This will give the constitution stability, jf I';orneof these sections are
lef~ so that they may be changed; but if WI;' fix
all tlwse subjects there will be complaill~, and
no alteration can be made withont calling another convention.
Mr, BRADLEY.
I know the section, as it
stands, gi ves to the people the right to elect
theil' officers; but it also gives the legislature
the power to take away that I'ight, and to vest
it in the executive, 01' any other branch of the
government,
I diff8r from my friend from Harrison, and also wi~h the gelltleman from Scott.
I desire that all the officers of this government
-these as well as others-shall
be elected by
the people. Suppose 'we had said tlw judges
may be elected, but that the legislature may
change that, mode if they think proper, and give
the appoillting power to tlle execu~ive, would
that haye met the public expectation on this subject? I hope the power Will. HaL be given to the

legislature to change the mode of electing by
the people.
Mr. NEWELL.
If one legislature changes it,
the next can chance it back,
Mr. BRADLEY. Yes, and then we might
never have a settled system.
Mr, CLARKE.
I am inclined to doubt my
judgment when I differ with my friend from
Harrison in the sentiments he has expressed; but
I concur in the amendment of the gentleman
from Hopkins.
If there were such a provision
in c\'cry section of the constitution as is proposed to be inserted in this section, we should have
no constitution at all. All the power would get
into the hands of the legislature, and at oue
election it would be regarded as constitutional
for the peopl~ to elect a treasurer, a~d, a~ the
next unconstitutional,
and 80 on, ad tnfimlum.
If we intend to carry out the expectations of the
people, we will give the people the right to elect
their officers, And, if they do not choose to exercise it, we call, after the constitution shall have
been submitted to the people, make such alteretion in it as will meet their wishes. This is the
very worst possible shape in ~\'llich thesc.sp~cifi(l
amendments can be made. r ou have said, ITI so
many words, the people shall not elect their
treasurer.
·Why, then, confer upon them the
power of electing their judges? Why do you
not say to them that they shall Dot elect their
clerks'! Why do you, in this particular instance,
refuse the J,coplc this righl.? Docs allY man
doubt that ley are as anxious to vote for.a treesurer as for the judges, or any oeh.er officer? I
believe it was the universal sentiment of the
people, from one end of the state to the other,
last summer that the right should not de~end up·
on the whims and capri.ces of the. lcgisluture.
There is no more responsible office 111 Kentucky
than that of treasurer, for he holds the purse of
the people of the state. I hope the section will
be struck out, and that the amendment of tho!
O.cntlemall from Hopkins will be adopted.
t:> Mr, NUTT ALL,
I see lIothiIlg objectionable
in thisl$ection.
These officers are to be elected,
"until othenvise directed bylaw," by the qualified voters of the commonwealth,
The qualified voters are the commonwealth, asI understanu
it. No other pel'SOllShave a right to control
tllis govel'llment, but thequ,:-lified voters, tlll'o,ugh
their uO'ents or representatives.
I have no Jdea
that wLen the people once commence electing
these officers they will ever change the mod.;>,
I thillk there is no danger in leaving it as it if.l •
.Mr. MAYES, It strikes me we should say
that these officers shall be elected, or they shall
not, ]t is true, the power of electing the treasurer and othez: officers is gi\ren for the time being, bllt the legislatl1l'e have the power to take
away this right. The people of one county
may favor the appointment
of the treasurer by
thch representatives, and those of another may
choose to vote directly.
This will create an in·
terminable confusion in the leg"islature, and lead
to great expense and loss of time in that body.
:Mr.HARDIN,
The explanation of this sec·
tion as given by tIle chairman of the commiUo:e
(Mr. Dixon) is. that the treasurer and othel' officers shall be elected by the people, subject to the
power of the It'gislature to change the mode of
election,
I am opposed to that altogether,
I
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I do nor, propose to reknow very well that if you bring a puree} of their natural rights.
Ioung men here, mally of them smuggled in un- strain them. 1 only propose to give them the
power
which
some
gentlemen
think it, would be
der the constitutional age, they will take the
power into their own hands.
Power is uncom- unsafe to entrust them with. We are not the
monlv sweet. and it will be a rich treat to them. people; we are but their org-ans through which
It is true, we arc
We see how much our best governors arc in favor they speak in this convention.
of power. if they have to appoint a judge of not under restraints as the legislature is, but
the court of appeals, they will take him from the we owe obligations to our constituents for the
bench of the Circuit court, and that will make powers we have, which are more unlimited than
'l'he power of
another vacancy to be filled. This power is 80 those vested in the legislature.
sweet. as sure as the Lord Jives and our souls the people, as spoken through their represeutelive, they will find out some reasons for chang- tives in the legislature, is limited by the constiWe propose to reserve to the people the
ing this mode of appointing these officers.
I tution.
want to have all the officers appointed by the right to speak their will on a particular question:
ay5 it is wrong to entrust the
people. The treasurer and auditor are very im- but the gentleman ....
portanf officers. Let them all be elected, and people to speak their will. Does the gentleman
let the men throughout
Kentucky have a fair mean to say that those who come here as reprechance of the election.
Jf the legislature do it sentatives of the people, have a right to disreThe
yOIl will never set to South Frankfort for allY of gard the wishes of their constituents?
is supf'osed to speak the voice,
them; they will all be taken from North Frank- representative
fort. I am against haying the legislature assume aud feelings, and Wishes of those whom he
represents.
The gentleman asks why we did
the power in any case.
Mr. NEWELL.
I hope the house do not un- not give this right as to a.ll other officers of the
government,
We did not think any body would
derstand me as opposing the election of these officers. If any gentleman goes further than I, be in favor of it, but we thought they might be
in favoring the election by the people, he goes a in favor of electing these particular officers.
great way. My object in leaving this as it is, is These are the reasons that influenced us in
to give the people the right to aceonll'lish a cer- making cur report. If the people think it bettain thing in either of two ways.
I lave not so terto let the legislatnre act on the subject, they
little confidence in the legislature as some gen- will require them to do it. My friend from Nettlemen express. 'I'here arc eighty-five gentlemen SOil, (MI'. Hardin,) thinks that the young memhero who have been in the legislature, and when bers of the legislature will come here and legisthey tell you that the legislature is not to be late ill relation to these officers, right or wrong,
trusted, they only ten yOIl that they themselves regardless of tho wishes of the people. I will
tell him that they are I,1otapt to do things which
have been unworthy to be trusted.
Mr. CLARKE.
The gentleman from Harrison the people do not desire, nor are the old repreWhen an important question like
says this is leaving to the people the rower of sentatives.
changing the mode of appoiutmont,
cannot this comes up, members will not be found taking
agree with him, for I do not recognize the legis- gronnd in opposition to the views and sentiAnd, certainly if
lature as the people. If he is right, you might ments of their eoustitueuts.
as well say the legislature have the right to alter any man did, he would briug about his own
destruction.
the whole eonsfitutiou.
Mr. HARDIN.
It seems that these officers
Mr. NEWELL.
I said it was better to give
the people the right to elect their judges awl are to be elected by the people, but the Iezialature
may
prescribe
another
mode if they please.
some other officers.
But I believe it is best to
lca\'e the people to elect some officers, and ntthe I deny that the legislature is the people. The
same time give the legislature power to change law makillg power is the house of rcpl'esentathe moue if it should be found necessary to do it. tatiYcs, the senate and the governor. The legisMr. DIXON. I think m.y frienu f!'Olll N el· lature represent the people; they arc onl.y one
brallch of the government.
·Why was tlllS COllSOli, (Mr. Hardin,) is mistaken in saying there
is an obscurity in this section. I thillk it plain v0ntion called'/ It was to prescribe how the
and easily to be understood.
It provides in the officers of this government shall be elected, :lllcl
first place, that the officers shall be cltlcted by when that is dOlle, the legislatnrc cannot touch
t.he people until the people them"elvcs shall di· it. What docs the g<llltleman from Henderson
1'e(:totherwise.
That is the sum alld substan(;e say? That the legislature are the people, aur[
of it. Now, I understand thc young-er gentle- whenever the people choose to act, trley call do
That is exman from Nelson to be ut.tedy opposed to so in despite of all constitutions.
takiug from the people the power to elect their actly the amount of it. Why !lot say, that
own officers. Does this section t.ake from the sincf' +118 legislature is the p80pllJ, they shall
people the power to elect their own officers? In prcEcribe all appointmellts~
MI'. DIXON.
1 took the ground that this conthe first place, it /fives the power, and in the
second, it a.uthorlzes the people, when ihey ventlOll was the representathe of the sovereignty
of the people of Kentucky. I took the ground
think proper, to change the mode of appointment.
that the cOJJ5titution of Kentucky
imposed
If you give the people a. mode of appointment,
does it necessarily take away their right of elec- restraints on the legisla.ture, and that all the
powers
they
e.wreised
are
derived
from
the peotion? Surely it does not. It is said t.hat thi8 is
abridging tlte rights of the people. Now, what ple and l~rclimited by the constitutioll,
Mr. HARDIN.
'1'here is no great misunder·
is the constitution itsdf but an abridgment of
the natural right,s of the people? It is the very Btanding 0[1 my part. We know very well thnt
object of your organic law to restrain the peo- all power is in the people as a reserved power
ple lest they should run riot in the exercise of unless it is delegated to the law-making power,
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and the legislature may do any thing and (',very
thing that has 110t been delegated to congress.
But that is not the que"tion; and I ask the gentleman, since tbc legislature is the sovereign people, why not say to them, yOIl may chance the
mode of electing the governor ",h<'11you plea"e?
'WIlY not give them power to change all the departments of the govermnentr
Why, we du not
intend to confide to them such important, powers.
WJ1Y not say to them that they shall bave all the
power of the government-that
they shall have
powerto say how tlie judges of the court of appeals shall be elected whenever they please, or
the judges of the circuit court? Because we
will not confide that power to them. And I ask
my friend if he will confide to them the power
to elect the most important officers for the state
at large, when he will take awny from them the
power to appoint the judge of a district or a
justice of a little magistrate's district?
If you
take away from the legislature the power to ap.
point a justice of the peace, or as Austin Hn11bard used to say, "n piece of a justice," why
not take away from them the power to elect a
treasurer, uu auditor, or a register? I am in favor of the elections remaining with the people.
and I wish it to be part of the organic law of
Kentucky that the governor and every other officer shall be elected by the people.
As to the secretary of state, I have not said a
word about that; for God knows I care nothing
about that. I do not care to hear that word
again,
(Langhter.)
I would be t.he last man
in the world to say a word about it.
The effect of the doctrine of the gentleman
would be to give the legislature power to alter
the mode of appointment entirely with reference
to these important officers. \V'hy not SIlV the
legislature may have power to set our negroes
free? Just because we are unwilling to trust
them. And I am as unwilliug to trust them
with reference to one power as to the other,
I hope that as we came here to change the appointing power, and separate it from 8W-ry other
department of this government. we shall give
the power back to the people. Thc appointing
power originally belonged to the people, and to
delegate it any where else would be wrong.
I
caine here to give it back where it originally be1001g('d, being UJjwilling to trust it to any dc"
partmellt.
1 knaw a little about how things arc
managi;d here. lVe are not made of such s~rn,
obstiriut.c stuff that we cannot he operated upon
here. We l.:allhe softened down, sometimes. forty waJs,
'l'herc are a great many ways in which
a young mall may be softeued down. J will llOt
enumerate them all. Why was it the seat of
government was taken away from New Orleans?
It ,vas because the local power was too influential for the people, It was, in const>quenee, taken to BatolJ Rouge. Why was it taken from
Philadelphia?
It was because the local power
of Philadelphia was too great for the balance
of the people to trust it therB. Why was it removed from the city of N t>w York? For the
same mason. We know them is a local power
at the seat of gov8mmcnt which will operate
more or les" all the members of the legislatUl'e,
The gentleman says it may operare on us. 'VeIl,
it may; but I do not think it as likely t.o operate
upon us as 011 a parool of boys. You may go

over the list of iUember-\and you will find one
half of them do not exceed thirty years of age.
I am unwilling to trust four or five of the most
important offices in this government to be disposed of by them.
Mr. TURNER. I rise to move the previous
question, but before I do so, I wish to say a few
words. I shall vote with the gentleman from
Henderson and the gentleman from Harrison,
because I am in favor of giving the people the
right to say whether the legislature shall appoint,
these officers, if they do not wish to elect them.
I am an elective man, but I have had very great
doubts as to the executi vc officers, and in cousequence of those doubts, I am inclined to leave
this prevision as it has been reported by the
committee.
Some gentlemen have expressed
their fears of entrusting
the legislature
in
relation
to this matter.
In the report of
the committee
of thirty, there was a provision
Ieaving to the legislature the branching of the
court of appeals, should it hereafter be demanded by the people. And why not? Is there Hny
more danger to be apprehended than there will
be in the present instance'!
Not at all; nnd I
conceive there will be none. Did we not adopt
the same course ill regard to the election of magistrates in the several counties?
And we have,
in some other respects, left the people, through
their representatives, to carry out the principles
we have laid down in the couautution.
My
friend from N elson, (Mr. Hardin.) in the 10\'8 he
has expressed for the people.reminds me of GOYernor Letcher. who has gOlle to Mexico, where
he will represent this country very ably, who
said that if he had any fault in the "World. it
was that, he was tQO candid.
Now if the gentleman from N olson has allY fault in his old age,
it is that he is so excessiyely in love with the
people. Now, I do not think that the boys that
are to come to the legislature will be more in
love with the sweet things here than the gentleman is,
With regard to the proposition offered by the
gentleman frum Nelson. (MI'. C. A. Wickliffe.) I
am opposed to it, fur the reason that I would
not put a man in office for so long a period as
four years, and permit him to handle large
amounts' of the public money. without more 8ecurity beiug required of him than i;; now given.
Thero.;is gn:at danger in doing so. Why there
is not a trenSlll'er llllclel'the >;Ull who would be
so independent, flnd to 'whom so much power
would he clJtrul'-tcd, as the trea.surer which the
¥entlDman from Nelson wou!d create. Sllpp0f;e
Ile were to abuse his trust, how are we to ro:ach
him? Before you could impeach him, he could
go on (·mbezzling the public mouey, and in
short ruin the commonwealth,
I hopt': jf 'we do
Hot make allY provision on tbesubject, the legislatllre ·will, and elect the tl'QaSUrel' for one or
t·wo years, or provide some other mode of appointment_
A!:;to tIle present treasurer, I believe him a faithful offil.:er. 'The second auditor and the registel' of the land offil.:e, are ltlSO
good officers, and they w<'re, I undel'l;tlllJd, borll
here. However,J care not where a llJall i;; born.
provided hE" attends to hi .... d.utitls fait.hfuJJy
and promptly.
I say then, in conclusion, I
would give the power to the people to !Oayin
what manner these officers slIall hereafter be ap-
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pointed. I will now tilOVti the previous queation,
Mr. C. A. WICKLU'FE
If the gentleman will
permit me.to say a word or two, by way of explanation. I shall be obliged to him, and I will
then call the previous question.
Mr. TURNER then withdrew the motion.
Mr. C. A. WICKLIFFE.
The committee proposed to elect a treasurer for two years, but my aruendment proposp.s to elect him for four. 'I'he
gentleman, who has just taken his seat, says it is
dangerous to leave 80 much money in the hands
of the treasurer.
He should recollect that that
officer is subject to the impeaching
power, and
has to give bonds in a. large amount for the
faithful performance of his duty.
And these.
bonds are put into the hands of the executive,
according to law. It is made the duty of the
governor to examine into and see that he keeps
his accounts safe and accurately, as well during
the time the legislature is ill session as afterwards.
The governor does not discharge his
duty properly. if he does not look into the treesurer's accounts and ascertain how they stand.
I trust we shall provide for the supervision of
the books of the treasurer, by requiring a rigid
and close examination of his accounts from time
to time, so that if there shall be an abstraction
of a single dollar, he shall be immediately suspended.
J know the house is impatient to take
the question, therefore I shall say nothing further.
I move the previous question.
Mr. PRICE said as this was an important
proposition, it should be voted upon by a full
house; and as the house was not HOW full, he
moved an adjournment.
'I'he vote upon the motion to adjourn wus a
tie, 31 in the affirmative.Bt
in the negative.
The PRESIDENT
announced the motion to
adjourn to be decided in the negative.
'Mr. C. A. WICKLIFFE
asked for the yeas
and nays upon the proposition.
A recess was moved and negatived.
The main question was then ordered to be
now put.
Mr. BRADLEY, by consent, on the suggestion of Mr. C. A. WICKLIFFE,
modified his
proposition by separating the treasurer therefrom, so that that officer might be embraced in
another and separate section, with a different
term of office.
The question was then taken by yeas and
nays, on Mr. BRADL'EY'S
amendment, and
they were-a-yeas 56, nays QO.
YEAs-John
S. Barlow, William K. Bowling,
Alfred Boyd, William Bradley, Luther Brawner,
Francis M. Bristow, Thomas D. Brown, WilIiam Obenault, James S. Chrisman, Beverly L.
Clarke, Jesse Coffey, Henry R D. Coleman,
Benjamin Copelin, Wil.liam Cowper, Edward
Curd, Chasteen T. Dunavan, Milford Elliott,
Green Forrest, Nathan
Gaither; Richard D.
Gholson, Thomas J. Gough, James P. Hamilton,
Ben. Hardin, J ohn Hargis, Vincent S. Hay,
Thomas J. Hood, Thomas James, George W.
Kavanaugh, Charles C. Kelly, James M. Lackey,
Peter Lashbrookc, Thomas W. Lisle, Willis B.
Machen, George W. Mansfield, Richard
L.
Mayes, John H. McHenry, Thomas P. Moore,
Henry B. Pollard, William Preston, Johnson
Price, John T. Robieeon, Ira. Root, Ignatius A.
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Spalding, John W. Stevenson-James
W. Stone,
Michael L. Stoner, Albert G Talbott, John D.
Taylor, William R. Thompson. John J. Thurman, Philip Triplett, Henry Washington, John
Wheeler, Charles A. wickliffe, Silas Woodson,
Wesley J. Wrifht-56.
NAys-Mr.lresident,
(Guthrie) John L. Ballinger, Charles Chambers, Archibald
Dixon,
James Dudley, J ames H. Garrard, Ninian E.
Gray, Andrew Hood, James W. Irwin,Alfred
M.
Jackson, William Johnson, William C. Marshall. Nathan McClure, John D. Morris, Hugh
Newell, Elijah F. Nuttall, Thomas Rockhold,
James Rudd, Howard Todd, Squire Turner20.
So the amendment was agreed to.
'I'hc section, as amended, was then adopted.
The twenty seventh section was read as fcllows:
"SEC. 27. A board of commissioners shall be
appointed every two years by the judges of the
court of appeals, one from each appellate district, whose duty it shalt beto makean examinetion every two years, of the accounts of the receiving and dlebureing officers of the state at
large, and report to the legislature."
Mr. JAMES moved to strike out the entire
section.
Mr. HARDIN concurred in that motion. To
retain it would be to incur an expense of $1,000
biennially for no app'arellt possible good.
. The motion to strike out was agreed to,
Mr. GARRARD expressed the hope that the
convention would dispose of this report before
adjourning.
He therefore moved to take up the
sixth section which was passed over yesterday, at the request of the gentleman from
Woodford, (Mr. 'Waller,) who then expressed a
desire to give his views UpOll the principle which
that section embraced.
He, however, had now
the authority of that gentleman for stating that
he could accomflish his object on another report,
and consequent y, he did not wish the action of
the convenrtou upon this section to be further
delayed.
'The sixth section was accordingly taken up
and passed without amendment as follows:
"SEO. 6. No member of congress, or person
holding any office urrder the United States, nor
minister of any religions society, shall be eligible to the office of governor."
Mr. KELLY offered the fellowing a" an additiona! section, which was adopted after being
modified on the suggestion of Mr. PRICE:
. "SEC. -.
There shall be elected biennially,
by the qualified voters of this commonwealth, a
treasurer, whose duties and responsibilities shall
be defined by law."
There being no further amendments, the article
on the executive department was disposed of.
The convention then adjourned.
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li red ehnost 1I hermit atucug my neighbors.
I
have never been l> political partizan.
I have
~ad but Little ~o do or to ~ay on political subjects except quietly to vote. While I have lookJ,EGlSLA1'IYE DEPARTME~T.
On the motion or Mr. C. A. WICKLIFFE,
the ed upon the masses of both the great political
convention resumed the consideration of the re- parti.es into which our country is divided, as
port of the committee on the legislative depart- seekmg honestly and earn ...stly the welfare of the
nation: I very frankly confess, I have long susment.
When last under consideration,
the twenty pected that with the leaders, it was but a connfth section was postponed at the request of Mr. test between the ins and the outs-that they were
mainly influenced by the seven principles of
WALLER.
It was now taken up, as follows:
the jive loaves and the two
"SEO. 25. No person. while he continues to ~ohn ~andolph-"
exercise the functions of clergyman, priest, or fishes.
But there is «ti ll another source of embarrassteacher of any religions persuasion, society, or
sect, nor while he holds or exercises any office ment. I am told, and I snpp0f!e truly, that this
question
is settled in the minds of nn overof profit under th is commonwealth,
or under the
government of t.he Uulted States. shall be eligi- whelming majority of this convention; that it iR
not only to exclude ministers of
ble to th~ general assembly, except attorneys at contemplated
law, justices of the peace, aud militia officers: th~ g(~spel from the offices created by this const.itut.iou , but that some even wish to exclude
Provided, That attorucye for the commonwealth,
who receive a fixed annual salary, shall be inel- them from any future convention, thereby v irtually declaring them out of the social compact!
igible.
.Mr. BOYD moved to amend the section by Well, if we are again to be put under the ban of
the axe of proscription is again
striking out the words "continues
to exercise government-if
the functions of a clergyman, priest, or teacher to fall, I may at least exclaim with the old
I want, howevof any religious persuasion, society, or sect, nor Greek, "strike, but hear me!"
er, to. bear my testimony against this measurewhile he."
al.ld
If
f~ll
we
must,
ere
we
fold
up our arms to
Mr. WALLER.
Mr. President: I arise under
die, I 'WIsh to look at you, MI".President. and at
circumstances
of considerable embarrassment.
The fact that several days ago 1 requested the each member of this convention, the elect and
postponement of this subject, in order that my- eloquent champion of equal rights, and say, "ez
self and others mighf btl heard in relation to it tu Bru~e I." Are you, the guardian" of republihas created an expectation which I am sure i can principles, about to proscribe any portion of
cannot meet. I have had other and, in my esti- Kentucky's freemen and American citizens from
mation, more important matters claiming my the offices of this government?
'I'his restriction,
making ministt'J's ineliaible
time, and have bestowed very little reflection
to ~iv.il offill;, is con~rary to the J>reat Ame~ican
the question now before the COllvelltioll.
I have allother scrious eallse uf clllbarrass· prlllclple ot equal rights and ptlYileges .. I eall
ment: I am liable to be charged with a waHt of this an Americau prineiple, because in other
delicacy.
Some may suppose that owing to the countries uf the civilized world the right to hold
relatione 1 sustain to the matt",r ill debate, I office has bet'n guarantied to a favored claSl'l,
ought to have been silent. and left this canse in who, by birth or fortune, are considered superithe hands' of others. I, howe\"er, throw mysdf or to the lUass of their feUow men. Some are
upon the magnaJlimity of the convention to re- born to office. Angels in the form of kmgs-so
ofHcaven
lieve me of this imputation.
I but walk in the the sentiment rUlls-al'ecnmmissioned
foot-steps of other delegates.
My course has to sit on thrones, wenr crowns, and wield seeptres
l
And
in
the
must
free
of
other
nations
be·
the sanction of the custom here. The other day
when the delegate from Joossaminc (Mr. A. h .. ,;idcs thif':, the doctrine prc\'ails, that no individ·
Marshall) incidentally
and playfully alluded to ual mUf':tbc cl.wsen to o~ce, unless by birth or
the lawyers, the members of that pl'Ofcf\sion in by wl'alth he IS elevate.! llIto a favored and privall parts of the huuse aros.:: in reply and retort. ileged clas,'!. TIlliS monarchs and aristocrats
When restrictions were attt'tnpt('d to be placed have lIsurped aut.hority over the million ..
It i" t.he brightest gem in t.he diadem of our
upon the reprcsentation of cilies, t,hcir delegatl1s.
in emphatic and indignallt tones, denounced ~1:ltion's.glory, ~hat the United States have abol·
here we have no privwhat they believed to be an infrillgement of their lshed tIll . , prmelple-that
rigl~ts. A!1d so it wo.uld be if allY otlwr pro- ilegeJ da..,ses, to whom belong, exclusively, the
offices
and
emoluments
of
tilt' government-that
fesslOn or mtcrest haVIng: a l't~presl:lJtative here
were a...'lsailed. Why, tl1cn, shoulJ it· be thOllO'ht here the bigh, the low, the rich and the poor,
free white male
indelicate in mc, standiog almo>;t solitary :nd the leamed anu the rude-every
elialone, of a profession it is proposed to proscribe citizen \vho is not a convict or a traitor-is
fl'Om civil office, that I shoulJ arisc in remon- gible to the highest office in the gift of the people. Even to the persecutRd exiles of Qther
strance.
Those who know me will not sU1lpect. that I lands, who immigratp. tQ enjoy the blessillgs of
have any selfish ends to attain.
My hahit" of freedom, if they shall become citizens, is pre·
life and my pmsuits have been sueh n.s to pre- sen ted the boon of eligibility to the chief plaees
clude the suppositiou that I seek either the offi- under government.
And this is consid{'l"cu an invaluable and in·
ces or emolumeuts of ci viI government.
I have
ever preferred the silence and solitude of the estimable right and privilc£:"e, of whieJl, under
closet. I have mingled but little with the great our natiobal government and most of our state
world. I have held more communion with the govet'tlments, the humblest citizen is never desentiments of the dead than of the living. I have prived, except for the. highest crimes.
Prayer by the Rev, Mr.
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.And this greet Americall principle
hae work'I'bis all uiay be right.
At least I DOW enter.
ed well, and is esteemed the noblest and the no objections to it. It may even be in accordance
proudest birthright
of our cltlzens.
Under its with the maxim of Holy writ, which declares.
operations, we have seen the" mill- boy of the that "he who will not provide for his own, and
slashes." of Hanover county, Virginia, rising especially for those of his own house, has denied
through all the various grades of office, and now the faith, and is worse than an infidel"
Lehould
in the senate of the Uuited States-e-we have certainly never think of voting for any but a lawseen a son of a poor "exile of Erin," left to Pvv- yer for judge or attorney: and am sincerely sorry
erty and orphanage ill early life, become the he- that by a constitutional presumption,
we lead
ro of New Orleans, und then elevated, by the the world to believe, that the electors of Kentucvoice of this mighty nation, to the chief execu- ky would be so simple as to vote otherwise, extive chair, And we now see the son of an hum- cept for this conservuuve restriction.
ble fanner on Beargrcse, unaided by the pride of
I have alluded to these regulations merely to
birth or the charms of wealth, holding Ole gov- show the picture which we propose to hold up
ernmental reins of this great republic.
Of our to the admiration and wonder of our coustitucountry in truth it may be said, that
ents-,.a picture here representing the poor minis«Honor and shame from no condition rise:
tel'S of the gospel under the bau of the constibuAct weHyour part, there all the honor lies,"
tion, denied access to all the civil offices: and
Under this system, our country has been mis- there representing the lawyer occupying, solitary
('(1 to the proud eminence it now occupies;
and and alone, almost all the tligh places. and revelthis system, judging by ~he Hveeches of gentl~- iog and luxuriating ill all the fat salaries of the
men, has been ycry prcclOIl8 ill the eyes of this state. And nndcrueath, by \('uy of explanation
eonventiou.
Upon no sentence have more and illustration, written in glnnng capitals, the
changes been l·un~, than that of "equal rights sentence," EQUAL lUGIITSTO ALL, AND E;';:OLUSIVE
to all, and exclusive privileges to none."
And l'Il.LVILIWFS TO NOSE!"
how arc the doctrines of this darlingr.oliticolmaxWell may you smile. 'l'hc pencil of a Cl'ui~im to be maintained inviolate, wlule you deny shanks neve I" perpetrated it more grotesque canto the ministers of rcli~ion, rights which you cnture.
guamoty to every voter In the commonwealth'?
Sir, the great mistake in this whole. matter
Dan YOlldeclare them ineligible to seats in the consists in not making the distinction between
general assembly according to tIle republican
eligibility to office, aud the actual election of th'
principle of equal rights and pri~·ileg~"~ Is not man to office. No delegate here is more opposel'
their nght to be candidates for office as perfl::l.:l than myself to electing ministers of the gaspe:
and complete as that of any other class of citi- to seats in the legislature,
'I'he)' have other
zeos \"'hatcyer? If nature and the social compact nobler, and holier duties to discharge.
1'hei'
d~~ not give them t~li.,>privil~ge, why this pl'ohi- time and their talents can be more profitably err
bltl?n'/
DO,es~ot Its v~ry e~l".tellee prove lll~OIl~ ploved. But their eligibility is oue thing, anl~
tesllbly thelL' no-ht to seeK C1VlI officf'?.--a nght wh8ther th·oy should be elected is quite another.
of which only the "trollg arm of constitutional
Thetrue principle of our government is, as I have
Jaw could deprive them"! You take f!'Ollla large demonstrated, to throw open its offices to every
and respeetable class of your feUow citizens, a voter-to declare none ineligible except for high
great and inestimable right; and all to manifest crimes and misdemeanors.
Every citizen born,
your profollllLl reverence for equality of rights. when he arrives at a certain a~e. is eligible for
Nor is this Ule mmit remarkable exhibiton of tIlE< presidency of the Uniteet States; and yet
this favorite political maxim with which it is who would thlllk of electing any and every one
proposed to illustrate and adorn the constitut.ion to that high offit,;c? 'fo refuse to elect a Dlan to
HOWin process of formation.
NotconteIltwith
office is to dcpriye him of no right, He asks us
,the manifestation of your 10\"c for equal rights for OU!'"Votes, and we have the perfect right to
by depriving the ministers of religion of one of withhold or bestow t.hem; and we give no j'ust
,t.he most pre..:ious rights known to our political cause of offence and inflict lIO wrong: butw len
institut.ions, ~·O\lintend to show your fond am.lc- we declare him illelif$ible, we yiolate a great
t,iou for "exclnsi\'e privileO'es to nOlie," h,v de- principlt? of republi(lanlsJD, and deprive him of
darin\{ that none except a iawyer of a specified a sacred right-we
inflict upon him that which,
chara.cter foihallbe eligible fur the office of circuit accord ingto the genim; of our government, ought
Qr appelate judgt1, or for county, tl'OImonwealt.h,
t.o be inflicted only upon the worst of criminals.
orattorl1€'y geneml1 Aye,you notonlygi\'eto
this Thel·e arc many men 1 would lIOtvote for to fill
worthy and patl'ioLicclas8of 0111' citizcnli, (forI ell- allV office in the state, but there is no man, I
tertain the highest respectforthem,) the exclnsi\'e care not how mean and groveling, unless conviel)ellefit of the chief offices created by this con· ted of some heinous oftcHue, whom I would de~titlltion, (aud in this respect the ne,,' will be a clare ineligible.
vast improvement upon the old constitution,)
This I believe to be the principle which should
Qut you restrain exel\\ltive clemency when it guide us ill om action upon the section now unwould interpose to lift a burden from some poor der consideratiolJ; this 1 am sure is the princiwretch who lIas been mulct ill damages for a pet- ple which govl':rned the patriots and statesmen
ty offence-so far at If'ast as the attorney's fees who formed the constitution of the United
areconcernedl
The governor mav remit so much States.
of the fine as goes into tlHJ poel{ets of the peo~
This restriction is a violation of the rights of
pie; but not that. part which goes into the poc- conscience-it
is depriving a man of a great po~
kets of the attorney!
That worthy functionary litical and natural fight for serving his God in
lll,ustnot be hi~dered in his work of coining into the way that hili judgment and conscience dief~es the crimi:fl of the. people!
.
tate. The tTlle policy of every l,\idl government
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is, to 'ret religion alone-to let the church with
&11ita concerns take care of itself. The Redeemer
declared that his kingdom was not of this world.
Its ends, its aims, its hopes, all have reference to
the splrit land. The great mistake of the an.
clent politicians ''I''M, that they assumed to regulate the affairs of a kingdom in which the Great
God himself claimed to be the sole and sovereign
TU ler and
law-giver.
The ministers belong to
that kingdom.
'I'bey are it!'! accredited officers.
They derive their commissions from God and
not from man. For the faithful discharge of the
duties of their office they are responsible to God
and not to man. As ministers they should be
unknown to the state. The government should
recognize them as citizens and not as ministers.
Over their conduct as citizens human legislation
is sovereign and supreme; over them as ministers every action of human government is a
usurpation and a wrong.
.
They present themselves here simply as citizens, proposing to share the burdens and asking
to partake of the privileges of the government
we may form.
Now if yOll assume a guardianship of their
ministerial functions, are you not directly interfering with matters belonging exclusively to
the church'! And if yOll may legislate on the
officers of the church, may yOll not legislate on
the ordinances and the doctrines of the church?
And what is this but that monstrous union of
church and state, concerning which so much
horror has been expressed?
One of the deare-st privileges of an American
citizen, is to worship God according to the dictates of his conscience.
No matter whither this
may lead him-whether
to bend before an idol,
to:offer incense to Baal, to worship Mahomet, or
to recognize the only true living God and his
Son our Saviour-c-his adoration should never be
hindered, nor his conscience be fettered by law.
And the mode of serving his God acceptably
should never be disturbed by state interference.
One may choose to serve his God in a quiet way
and only in his family.
There he may erect hJ8
altar and present his offering.
Another may
choose to retire to the mountain cave, or to the
desert and the wilderness, and in the stillness of
a solitude where no human voice but his own is
heard, worship and serve his Maker. And still
another may choose to hymn his prulees: or to
preach the way of life and salvation in the congregation of the people. Now all of these, performing what they believe to be acceptable scrvice to God, according to the principle contained in the bill of rights of all the states. have but
done what they had a perfect right to do; and to
subject them to any penalty in consequence, is
unjust and tyranieal.
And what does the minister more than exercise this undisputed right?
He is serving God according to the dictates of
his own conscience.
He belicves that he is UlJder obligations
to his Creator to tcach aUlI
preach hIS religion.
And because he tlms worships his :Maker according to the didates of his
con&ciellce, you put him under the ban of the
constitution-yoll
deprive him of a political
privilege dear to every freeman, and the lJirthright of (.vcry American citizen!
And how does this re~trietion comport with
the liberty of speech? This is regarded as un-

other of our dearest privileges.
Man may speak
freely of any and every other subject except religion, and it would be thought monstrous in.
deed to declare him ineligible for office! But
let him speak in behalf of his religion and
publicly plead the cause of his Redeemer, and
he becomes not only unfit for office, but wholl,.
unworthy of being even a candidate!
A -poh.
tician on the stump may vindicate the principles
of his party, the lawyer at the bar may speak for
hours for or against truth and justice, am) this
only renders him more worthy of office; but tho
minister who pleads for the good of souls is rendered thereby unworthy of seeking civil office!
'I'his is cousistcuey with a witness-c-this is liberty
of speech!
The exclusion of the gospel ministry from office, as ill this section, makes a very invidious
and odious distinction-such
a one as I think
wholly unworthy of the character and the couetdtution of this renowned commonwealth.
The exclusion applies, yOll perceive, to any
preacher, teacher, or priest of religion. A man
may preach anything else, deism or atheism, and
the restriction does not apply. He may teach
the grossest itmnoral ity-c-he may inculcate robbery under the specious name of gambling, or
murder baptized dueling; he may be the high
priest of Fourier-isru , abolitionism, or any other
of the thousand and one humbugs of the day,
and by this section he is still eligible for allY
and all offices in the gift of the people. He may
even teach the dcetrinea of devils, and still be
eminently qualified for office. It is only the
man who teaches that life and immortality are
brought to light by the gospel-s-who seeks to
diffuse the benigu influences of christianitythat is to be proscribed from all direct participation in the affair" of legislation!
Any man distinguished
for his patriotismwho has rendered eminent service to his country-by becoming a teacher of religion, forfeits
the ~·eat right of a freeman-becomes
ineligible
to office! But he may deny the faith and .become an infidel, be profligate and abandoned.
and thus once more be eligible-be
worthy to receive the people's votes!
Here is a miserable gambler, and drunkard,
and debauchee. He is now eligible to office, He
reforms, however, and unites with the church.
He dedicatee his talents and influence to the
cause of religion.
He teaches religion, and for
that offence, forfeits the birth-right of an Amerlcan citizen-renders
himself iueligiblo to office I
What a distinction to constitute a part of the
fundamental law of a christian state!
See the poor wretch staggering along your
streets or wallowing in the gutters.
He is pol.
luted with every vice. He has reduced his wife
and children to beggary and starvation.
He has
spent his ,J! in the grog shop.
He is reduced
almost to the 18vel of the brut!;'.. Still he is eligible for the office of governor! But behold that
other man, eminent for evpry virtue that digni.
filJS and ennobles ]lUmauity.
Gifted, good.
It'allJed, and oloquent.
Known and loved &yall
for the splendor of his genius, and the extent or
his erudition.
But he i~ ineligiblE' eyen to a seat
in your lJOuse of representatives; and sirnrly because he is a minister of l.he gospel!
havo
drawn no fancy sketch.
This is a veritable reo
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alit.y-a fair, practical illustration of the doctrine gau to lower \lPOU the brow of the moral f\rnHtof this section.
1 ask emphatdcally,
if such ment, and soon after shrouded ill darkest gloom
The
policy comJ'0rts with the dignity and character the moral heavens of the ei vil ized world.
great men of the earth. and many of our own
of the state t
This restriction applies only while the indi- statesmen, were enveloped in its darkness. This
led its disciples to devidual continues to be a teacher or preacher or philosophy!ntbsequeD'lly
dare there was no God, and that death was all
priest of religion.
Eligibility-the
facinations
eternal
sleep.
It
was,
I
say,
the promptings ilt-......
of political houore, and especially the charms of
the salaries-are
held up as temptations to induce part of thia philosophy which first gave birth :'\
him to resign his office in the church of God. to this proscription of gospel ministers.
No matter, however, what the cause prompting
This, to good ministers, would be no temptation.
Before he entered his work, he made up his mind it", first introduction; there Is no reason for its
to undergo privation and the world's scorn. existence now. We have no established church
The dark cloud of infidelity and
But this shows, that the restriction would be no to put down.
restraint npon the minister ambitious of such atheism has nearly aU been brushed away. We
honors, and covetous of filthy lucre.
He could live under happier auspices; and can sl1l'vc,y the
easily surrender his miuisterial credentials;
or premises with other and more unbiaseed Vision.
This prohibition is unnecessary, because even
else he could become a drunkard, a liar, a gambler, or in some other way disregard the reqnisi- if their admission into the OtfiCDS of state were
tions of religion, and trample \lPOll the man- dangerous, it is evideut they do not covet those
dates of the decalogue. and be expelled from offices. This 1 prove from their course in those
the church, and then he would walk the high- states where no such restriction exists. In the
way to the offices and emoluments within the constitution of twenty one of the states of this
By the
gift of Kentuckians!
You declare him theu to uniou, there is no such prohibition.
be worthy to receive the suffrages of the free and constitution of the United States, ministers of
the gospel are eligible to nll the national offices.
virtuous electors of our state.
Yes, sir, the bog trotter of J reland , the boor I appeal to the candor of delegates, and I ask
them if, in those twenty one states, or under the
of Germany, the serf of Russia, the inhabitant
of any country or dime, the hue of whose skin government of the United States, they ever saw
has not been tinged by an Indian or an African or heard of ministers, to allY extent worthy of
Do those
su n , who lUnl- become a citizen of the state, is note, seeking political preferment?
eli!;{ible to <1.1 its offices; while yOll deny
eligi- twenty one states, or our natiou.auffer ally evil or
bility 10 a virtuous and intelligent class of na- incur uny danger by not having this restriction?
tive born citizens, simply because they serve God 'I'hey do not. It is wholly useless and uunecesaeeording to the dictates of their conscience.
I sary-condemn<.'d by the experience of more than
do not condemn your course in the first im,tanee; two thirds of the American people.
MjlJistE'r~, generallY, have chosen their calling
on the contrary, it meets my llearty approval;
They knov.but I ask, when vou C01\tra."tit with the secon.-l, in full view of the ~ollsequellees.
knO\v
how can you vindicate your justice or your con- it i!:lnot the road to wealth and fame-they
they subject themselves to the world's hatred
sistency?
I remark again, sir, that this restriction is and scorn, on account of their profession-they
might have sought other pursnits-they
might
wholly unnecessary and uncalled for.
There was some show of an C'xeuse for it, but have been lawyers, or physicians, or farmers, or
something ehie, where wealth and honor would
not the shadow of reason in its jmltification,
The life of
when it. was first. introduced into all American have !'iruiled upon their pathway.
cOllstitution-in
t.hat of Virginia, adopted
in the ministry is one of toil, privation, and penu·
l776. That state waR then influenced by pecu- ry. :Much of thp-ir time they are necessarily
liar circumstances.
Pr()\,ious to that time, under from thC'ir families, and whell sickness or the
colonial regulations, the episcopal chureh was pestilence prevails, they <lre around the beds of
established thcre by law. To Rupport the der- the dil'lcased anJ the dying, administering the
gy of that chureh, certain land,;, called glebe consolatiom; of religion.
'The ministers in the states where this restric·
lands, were appropriated; beRides a large Rt.ipenu in tobacco wa;.>annually paid them. This Hon is not, possess as much of the confidence of
the
/Jcople, and are in t:very respect as accomTlecame oppressiv .... Other denominatiolls of religionists sprang up. who ftIt \Jllwilling to sup- plis led anel as able as h<!l"e,or in any state.
port a chul"<:h to which they did 1I0t belong and TIll::re is l1othingto pr ..,:vellt theirse.'king office,
t.o whose doctrines they Jid not sub.~cl'ibe. The and obtaillillg it too, but theil' settled disinclinalaw was appealed to by thf1 frienrl~ of the estab· tion. I think I lllay safBly claim as much for
lishment
PerstJcutioJl ensued. :My own anccs- the ministers of this state. Why this stigma,
tors suffered 8e"erely~were
whipped and cast t.hen? Why do yuu thus subl·<!ct.them to the
illto prison.
'l'his odious and persecuting cstab· suspicion, that the safety of t leir couutry re·
lishmellt was put down, the year that the first quires their exclusion from civil office? Why
Virginia constitution
was ordained.
The mill- furnish au occasion (0 the pert ill fidel, and the
isters of all othl:r dcnominatious submitted to it pot· house politician, to poillt derisi vely at them,
quietly, because it debarred their llersccutors as per;;ons who, likt! criminals, negroes, and Indians, are ostl'1ldst":<lfrom the offices of thpfrom office.
~tate?
But there was another awl a. more controlling
To place this restriction upon minister,!, is to
rcason for this rcstriction.
'fhe great stnLeSlUan
who drafted that con;:;t.itution was 110 friend to doubt the capacity of the people for self·governreligion.
Hc had tasted and felt the influence ment. Ought we !lot to presume that the peopl ....
, nt Lbc pulls, are competent to !>C'ttlethi&
of the French philosoph)" which just then

he-
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question?
Are they not to be trusted ill the Fie- and in:lure "his prectice-c-and therefore he m~st
Iection of their own representutivesj
Are they be ine igible. Let the lawyer be told that his
likely to be so recreant, to their interests, and so vocation if>a vastlv important one-that no man
blind to their safety, as to choose men who are can be a good lawyer without giving hie whole
unworthy and unsafe. to mana.ge the affairs of e!?,erg~esto his profession-c-that he run.st neglect
state? ]f so, our government IS based upon a his clients and Injure hIS legal reputation by en.
foundation of sand-it
is but a superstructure
gaging in politics-and
therefore he must be inOf vapor, to be blown away by the slightest eligible.
Declare the farmer and mechanic inel ibreath of air, I entertain no such doubts of the gible, becam-e they cannot successfully and
people, and hence believe that this restriction properly earry 011 their business when away
should not exist. And, if minister ...of the gos- from it, and engaged in legislation!
Consistenpel must be proscribed, why not J)rOsrribe all cy will carry you at leastthusfar-wiU
lead you
professors of religion?
If there is -anger in the to brillg rum lIpon the state, by driving every
gospel ministry, it ill made dangerous by the re- person worthy to fill them from Its offices.
ligiolJ the}' profess.
That is what gives them
But this tender and kind regard for the morals
their distinguishing
peculiarity,
It is their re- of the clergy is rather oppressive.
Such terms
lis-ion then, and 11Uttheir mere talking about it, of compliment and such fond expressions of 80wYlidl should be placed tinder the ball of the licitude sound rather 8yren-like. It is the voice
government"
Ministers make no pretension to of the enchanter alluring to destruction.
It is
that exclusive sanctity and elect righteommess decorating the victim with garlands as it is led
which gentlemen seem to assign them. TIley to the sacrifice, It is the executinner asking
are but men-but
common citizens of the state, eardon of the criminal for cutting off his head.
with no other civil interests than those possessed This is loving us most too much. Like the bear,
by their neighbors.
This supposed peculiar gentlemen would hug us to death. The gentlesanctity of the ministerial
profession 18 a fig- man engaged in this amiable decapitation
but
merit of the dark ages, and is worthy oulyof proves himself
the dark ages. I hurl supposed, that in this
"es mnz a mannered man
boasted age uf lic-ht and science-c-or steam enAs ever cut a throat or scuttled ship."
giues a~d !nagnetic tell.'graphs-that
the doctrine
And when or where, let me ask, were you apthut mlUlster~ .were ~ ch,tsS separate from the pointed the gnardiau angels of the ministers?
people, of different metaueta and Interests, When did you beeome the refiner's fire and th,~
would b~ trcaterl as but, a s~hoo~ boy'S dream.
fuller's 80ap to purify the dericul ~)rofef;sion?
. I ,u~nllt that under certalJ.1 (,lrCll~lS~,allces,an Aud if you have assumed guardianship over our
Jl,ldLVHluHIshould be deP.l'Ived 01 hiS natural manner.Ojand Illorals, why stop lleret Why not
nghts.
'yhen the safety of ~he govermn~llt ~n.d insert, a constitutional
provi:>lOll that we must
t~Ie secuntyof
the conunulllty dem?ucllt, l~ IS not gt:tdrullk, or gamble, or blaspheme?
Or do
Tight and proper. Hence persons gUllty of Jllgh you suppose that like other citizens we can be
l1cf
t'rJ~1les,th~ t.1
,.tlle l'o~?er, th~ ma.n+slayer, th,e left to our own J·udgment and to our own sellse of
tralt,oJ', forfelttheu'. pollttCal blrthngbt by thell' propriety, in al such matters?
That only in
outrages upon SOCIety,and ought 1;0be put ~lD- pohtics do you esteem it necessary to throw your
de.r the ban of the government: _ ') he questlOll regis around us? In relation to the corruptions
anses, then-docs
the g~od of. th~ ~tat(J abso· of ciyil office only, do you profess to have supel~lt~ly dem,and /-he exclmnon at 11111llSters
.erCH?lrior moral perception.
You perhaps speak exCl.vlloffioJe? :' hysltould they be elt·clared meh- pt'rimelltally.
"You speak what you do know
. glbl~. tos~ats.m ~he ~elle~al assem"?ly'l
..
and testify t,o that which you have seen!" Veri'
It IS :;uld, In J.n~tlficatlOJ.1?f thiS n;s~nctl?n, -well; I hesitate not to say that the ministers wi 1
th,at to l!lake mllllstPrS eligible for c]\·~l office receive your testimony; and doubtless their good
WIll cor~Llpt thl'ln~that
they have a h!.'g:hand sellse and their religion will lead them to avoid
1101ycall.lllB" and oUg'h~ not to be pernlltt~~ to that pool of/)u11ution in which you have so longf~l'.'lake It,Jor.th~ Poll.lltlnB' contests of polItIcal bathed. I t link that if they will not of their
lIfe-that
It,wJ1ll111palrthclT usefulnessandsully
own accord avoid this contamiuation,that
a virt.he~l'purit):' .
tuous alJd sagacious people will very cheerfully
.NU\\>, .tln,; JS ,a vel',,:"good reason to rreRellt to take Jour wards on' your hands, and see that
the ~tllll1ster h,ms('lt, .'I'.hy he l:ihoulc not be a they $lJffer no e\'il. You need not, I am sure,
candldat~, b~lt surely It IS n~ stat~ reasoll why think the prt:nehers and the people, like the
t~le eonfltl~,utroll flho.uld deprtv? h.lm of a gl:eat blill(l It'ndillg the blind, will both fall into the
l'I~ht-a l'lghtof. WhH~honly cnmmals, f~r 111~h ditch, All moral perception and all sense of
Crimes, are depl'l~'ed. SUpr?fl~ all th~t IS salt'! £rupl'iety al·e not gamel'cd in lhi;; conventiolJ.
be trlle, and I w,J!lnot cal It Jll 9u8stlon, dO(:s rhe people are not demented, nor are theminishe thE'reby (;OllJlnJ,t,an ofTene~ agall1st the st,ute? tel'Sall knaves and simpletons,
Does he subJE'et llltnSelf to crlJnlI1al prosecutlUn?
I remember that even in the times of the Sa~o, you proceed with c9.ua1 r~gor tuwards otb~r viol";; iucal'1lation, there was a certain class of
('.ltl~en.swl~o may lapse Illto VI<.;eand sully theIr gentlemen-the
lawyers and doctors-who
as.
punt?,? Wb; not bc equally careful of the mol'· sUllled the guardianship
of t]IC morals of tb~
als 0 others.
Son of God,
They were apprehensive that his
And if yOIl must as·"ume to direct the business manners might be corrupted by consorting with
of ('itizens, and spe that they do not negleet it, publicans and sillllers--they fearerllest he might
extend your guardianship
further.
Say to the become gluttonons and a wine-bibbor!
If they
physiciall, that he has the health of men '8 bodies did these things in tile green tree, what lllay We
to see to-~hat if he ming:lcl' in EOlities and goes not expect they will du in the drv?
If these
to the legIslature, he WIll nt1g cct hi .. patients things 'Were dOlle to ollr dirille ~1-aster, what
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can we, his servant", expect, 'but to be classed men examined the hilltor\r of th e ir couutrvj Cuu.
they find in this broad land n clues uf men more
with thieves and trnitore by such exemplary
patrtotlc-c-who have done more for the Interests
guardians of our morals?
The Redeemer of men was crucified between and glory of their country, than the miuistersz
two thieves, and the recollection of that event Wb)', sir. they presided 0\',,1' the foundation of
can well be perpetuated. by olassifying his min- this great republic. 'I'h-y induced "the pilgrim
Tho
isters, constitutionally,
with thieves and rob- fathers" to settle in the wilds of America.
first -onstitution
ill christendom which guaranbers.
It is argued, that to make ministers eligible, tied to all men the right to worship GOt! accordjug to the dictates of conscience, was drawn by
is a virtual union of church and state.
And here, sir, the note is changed.
J ust now Roger Williams, a minister of the gospel.
Sir, the old Continental cOllgress did not think
this restriction was justified on the ground that
thnt ministers of the gospel Were the enemies of
ministers were too good to mingle in legislation;
liberty.
In those days which tried men's souls-cnow, however, gentlemell veer round, tack to
another breeze, and tell us that they are too bad! whcu the assembled patriotism of Amcncn took
Those who awhile ago were so holy and so pure, council together, ministers were not excluded
from their deliberations.
have doffed their robes of nghteousness-e-are
'l'bev were not proscribed by HIe congress of
now like ministers of hell, ~eekin~ to subvert
the liberties of their country!
Well, if this be 1776-=that noble assembly of patriots will)
so, I confess it Iumishes a Kood reason for ex- pledged their lives, their fortunes, and their sacluding them from office. .J:5ut even then, I do cred honors, to maintain the independence of
not thiuk yon sufficiently provide against the the United States. In that august body, who
evil. They might obtain some disinterested
in- more eloquent for liberty and who more firm aud
dividual, who for a fee, would undertake their undaunted in its mninteuanee than Dr. With",r"
cause forthem ; and thus accomplish their un- spoon? His name stands subscribed to the Dec.
hallowed pnrposes.
You bad better then banish laration of Independence.
The con venti on which formed t.he federal
them from the state.
Every «onslderauou of
eonstitntion-ov",r
which presided the great
13elf-defenclJwould justify such a eourse.
But, sir, this apprehension
of the uninn of ",V<l£hingtou---ill
the deliberations
of which
church alld state is but the pha.ntom of a di.~ea";- mingli·J. Franklin, amI MaJison, ami Hamilton,
ed imagination-but
"gorgeous hydras and chim- and Randolph, and others th<J most gifted and
eras dire," seen in the same way that Hamlet the best of re"olutionary heroes and patriotsperceived his father's ghost, by "the mind's thl1t cl)llventiolJ, I say, did not esteem ministers
They did not
eye!"
Do yOll behold any tendency to the of the gospel dangel"un~ men.
union of church and state ill Georgia, Al:tbama, Pllt them under the ban of government.
They
Mississippi
alld Arkansas?~or
in any of th,,: thn?w open to them all the offices of the nation.
states north?-or
in the governmp.nt of the Ulli- Are we afraiJ to walk in the foot-steps of t.hese
ted States?
And yet, in all these, ministers are lllen?
No dass of men, in the war of the revolution.
eligible to office.
There is no dangf'r of the
sort apprehended tllere; then why should there were more patriotic, were morc consistent and
be in Kentucky?
Are we more timid-morc
lia· undeviating friends of liberty,
t111mthe minisble to be alarmed by mere creations uf the brain ters of thP- gospel.
But it has beE'n said in certain quarters, tlIat
than our neighbors'l
Such a union belongFl to tIl", things that wen~. alwost all t.he milli~ters of Kentucky arc €manEvery where it is falling into disro::pute and be- eipationists.
Gralltillg this even to be so, if we are to infer
ing overtlll'own.
III Europe it is being conare
sumed by the fires of frt'edulll.
'l'here i", noL a hence that the ministry and emancipation
and if emancipation
must be put
man ill ar\ this cOl1ntry who is in favor ofsIleh a synonymous,
union. The ministers of this COlllltl'Y are as dead· Jown by this constitution, then you cannot ac·
ly hostile to it, as any other c1a,;s uf lJitizens accomplish your work without saying that no
whatever.
Anil llOW"could such a union be lilan shall be a minist<.;r! But might Ilot the
brought abouL? 1£ the thing can he (lone, let matter. be more ('wil.f, certainly more fairly
gelltlemen d~mollstratc bow it. is to be dOIle? Of reached, by Silll\)ly dedarillg all r,he cmancipaCOUl":;;e,
some one sect "'ould have to control the tionists ineligib c'! This would lay the axe at
majority of the voters ill the state. Tlwy wo~dd the root of the tree:
It is nut true, 11OW€VCr,that nearly all the
either by force of arms or else by COnVE'ntlOll
ministers of this state favor emancipation.
I
called for the pmpose, makl.1 another constitution. They wonlu, to be secure, have to d.-atmy have takE'n considerahle pains to obtain the exact
the press, banish 01' bul'll the millisters and mem- truth of the case, alJd 1 speak understandillgly
bers of all other persuasions, and throw a wall of when I declare that an overwhelming majority
a
adamant urouncf Kentucky, to keep out the in- of them were 0ppo5cd to emancipation~that
dignant expressioll of ~pinion which would else great('r Pl'Op0l'tlOn of laWyt'I'S trIan preachers
were emallcipationi;;ts.
Bilt who would think
deluge them from her SIster states!
:N 0 man of reflection call believe for a moment of assi!S'ning that as a rea."'OIlfol' declaring that
that the slightest danger is to be apprf1hended patriotIC portion of our fellow-citizens iueligifrom any su('h sonrce.
The resort to such a sub- ble'/
O. M. Clay, and chancellor Nicholas, and the
terfuge but betrays the weakness of tl)e cause
Hon. Henry Olay, and others, the prime movers
sought to be defended.
But it is urged that it would endanger the lib- of emancipation in Kentucky, are no ministers;
erlies of tha people to permit ministers to hold nor are Garrison, and Birney, and Hale, and Gid-"
or even to seek political office. Rave gentle- dings, the great northern lights· of abolitionism.
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OCDtlfniell nre LHol- tre:lding upon enchanted
deeds of ruinis lera, let ne 11.0t rOI'get the good
ground.
I am uot of these who are haunted by they have done. lam willing to plant myself
the spectre of \·lllallcipatioll. lt is not a name upon history and let its records be my vlndicathat I invoke to frighten children and nervous tion.
persons.
No mall ought to make emancipaLet us go back to t.he beginning of the chris.
tion It cause for declarhig a citizen ineligible 1..0 tian era, eud what was the state of the world
office.
then, in morals, in religion, in science, and in
It is said that ministers have an influence in civilization?
"Darkness covered the earth and
community, and that if eli¥ible, they would, in gross darkness the people."
Before what light
some way Of other, by llSJl1g it, endanger
the was this darkness driven away?
It was tho
country.
light of that religion for the diffusion of which
WIlY, you, Mr. President, have an influenea, or you propose to make men ineligible to civil ofyou would not now fill that chair; and all the fice.
delegates here have an influence, or they would
Why are we not idolaters like the ancient law
not be here. Gen. Washingtotl was a man of in- makers of Greece and Rome? How happens it,
flucuce, and so is Gen. Taylor. and so is every that. we are emancipated from the superstition
man who is worth anything at alL But is the which beclouded their minds?
We have been
influence ascribed to the minister of the gospel, raised in a christian land.
Religion has dispeldangerous of itself? This is the true question , led from our minds the folly which envelopes
und on it I am prepared to meet any gentleman
those sittin~
in the regions of heathenism.
who will take issue. I utterly deny that preach- Stand back III the darkness where our religion
ing the gospel gives to any man a dangerous in- has never prevailed, and cast your eyes to chrisfluence.
There iii nothing whatever in the office tendom, and how bright. and glorious she npof the ministry which necessarily works injury pears! What is it that has made her nations
to an'y one. That bad ruen have worn the name and people so much superior t.o other nations of
of mlllisters as they have of every profession, I the carth?-has
so elevated them intel lectually
do not deny. But these bad men in ministerial
and morally?
It is the christian religion, "hose
garb are the very men whom this section bene- ministers you 1I0W seek to proscribe from civil
fits-the
man who has "stole the livery of heav- office!
en to serve the devil in," can, with all imaginaI appeal to woman.
Let her, as she contrasts
ble facil ity , accommodate himself to the letter
and spirit of your restriction, and revel ill the herself with her sister in heathen lands, tell you
what has redeemed her from bondage and degoffices and honors of the state.
Ask her by what means she bas been
We have been referred to history. and told that radation?
elevated
to that proud, almost angelic position
its voice warns to beware of the eligibility of
she
now
occupies?
And with sparkflng eye
ministers.
The blood and carnage of b,y gone
and beamin~ countenance she wil1 respond, it
ages, under the outraged name of christianity,
have been Summoned to testify of the enormi- was that religion whose ministers you declare
ties that must be expected, if ministers be allow- unworthy to fill office under this government!
Sir, no class of citizens have done more for
ed to become candidates for office.
Infidelity is wont to refer to this page of his- t.he real and enduring good of this country, than
those very men whom you are about to class
tory, not to prove that nunierers, butehristianity
itself is the greatest curse 311d 8courgtJ ever in- with its worst enemies. They have built most
They preside
flicted upon an abused world.
But.ali this is the of our iust.itutions of learning'.
result of not takillg 11 proper view of the subject. over the most important of our colleges and our
univers·ities.
They
are
our
principal
teachers
1t is the confounding of t.hillg" wholly distlnct.
Neither christianity
!Jor it>l ruilllsters were the not only in religion and morals, bllt in all the
authors of theiie thiIlg~. The genius of the nne, llseful arts and sciences'. They have to a greater
and the t'ommissioll bome by the ot.her emphat. extent than any other .., formed and fashioned the
ically condenm them. That. they Wt,re perpptm- mind and maruH'rs of I.he peorle of this country.
ted under the uame of christianity
is true; but, A!'e these considt>rations Whlf;h I,;hould induce
there is 1I0t a syllable ill t.he Bible to justify you to dri \'e them from all participation in legislation!
them. They were all anti-christian.
You might
But 1 will press this subject no furtller.
I
as well condemn the goofl coin for the C(lulltel',
feit, as ascribe that, to uhristianif,y which it COll- hu\'c already detuilled the convention longer
than
I
intended.
I
thank
you,
Mr.
President,
and
demns though performed in her Ilamt~a~ to condemn indiscl'imillatdy
all ministers of the gos- all the dt'legates, for the very polite attention
pel bC0ause some bad mell have <\i'lsnmed their with whj<:h YOU have listened to me. I felt called
upon to say "thus much.
I have now discharged
vocation.
But even admitting the "\VOI'Staspect of the Illy duty. If this Rystem st.ill remains in our
constitution, and I suppose it will, I shall bow
case-go to the dal'kel,;t night of the <lark age ...Persecution is the lot of the minand then 1 maintain that. almost the only lights submissively.
The world, said our divine
which gilded the moral sky were emitted by tIle i..,ter's inheritallce.
ministers:-that
t.hen as not now, they were far Master, will hate you, for it hated me. You
iu advauce of' their age alld gent'ration..
Tiley shall be hated of al1 men for my name's sake.
were called denq
because they alone could But, sir, be assurf'd we will return good for evil.
write.
'l'hey possessed almost exclusively the And no matter how JJRted or how proscribed,
you will still have our best wishes.
Our country
learning and philosophy of the times.
and our countrymen will ever lie lIear our hearts.
If, however, appeals must bo made to history, Is 110t" this our own, our native land?"
Whatlet all her testimony be taken; let her tell the ever position civilly you may assign us, under
whole of her story. If we llJust h('ar the bad
every privation
may experience, we wi~l evcr
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earnestly and fervently ejaculate;" God save the
CU1l1111011woalth! God 8:1v8 the commonwealth!"
Mr. TAYLOR.
I desire to submit a few remarks to the consideration of the convention,
nut so 111lH.:h ill reply to the gentleman from
Woodford, as to ,1, paper which has been introduced into the journals and records of this house,
remonstrating against the exclusion of clergymen from the Iecislatnre of this commonwealth.
Permit me to remark that there is not a man in
this house who has a higherregard for religion
than myself, although I admit I have never taken
upon me that yoke which is said to be easy,
and that burden which is light.
I beg leave to read the following preamble
which I desire to have adopted as prefatory to
the section now under consideration:
"Whereas
the history of modern nations
teaches that it behooves freemen to watch with
jealousy any interference of the church with
state, and fearing that, frum the slightest beginning, the precedent shall grow till designing and
ambitious churchmen corrupt the purity of the
church and render it a fit instrument of tyrants:
and. whereas, ministers of the gospel are by
their profession dedicated to God awl the care
of souls, and ought not to be diverted f1'OIl1the
great duties of their calling, therefore no minister of the gospel, priest, or teacher, of any denomination whatever, shall be eligible to a seat
in either house of the genera! assembly."
I do not claim the parentage of this preamble.
The Iutter portion of it is takenfrom the constitution of the state of Tennessee, and exhibits a
just and properaflprcciation
of the duties, character, and nvocauons of the christian ministry;
the first part is drawn from the remonstrance
(against LhE'exclusion of the clergy from a scat
as legislators in the general assembly of this
commonwealth) presented Home days ago by the
gentleman from Bourbon (Mr. Davis.)
In this
remonstrance they argue the right of the clergy
to the office of representative of the people, und
they use this lnnguuge: "The history of moderu
nations teaches that it behooves freemen to watch
withjealousy
any interference of the state with
the church; seeing that from the slightest beginning the precedent shall grow till deslgnlng
and ambitious politicians corrupt the purity of
the church, alld therebv render her a fit instrument for tllC purposes of tyrants."
It will be perueived by reading the preamble,
that I have cllanged, ill some rE'spects, the phraseology of the above quotation from the remonstrance, and so altered it as to make it declare a
great truth, and one which I hope to see adopted
by this convention, to-wit: "That fcaring that
from the slightest beginning the precedent shall
grow till designing and ambitious churchmen
corrupt the purity of the church and of the elect.ive franclllstl, and thereby render both (the
church and t,he e1ecti\re francllisc) fit instruments
of tyranny."
Then follows the corrollary taken
from thc constitution of Tenllessee, that those
who are detlieatcd to the service of God onght
not to be diverted from their duties as his ministers.
Why has congress, by t110constitntioll of the
United Slates, been forbidden to pass any law
aul'.horizing- the establishment of any religion?
Why is it that in lllany states of this Uniqll min-
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ietcrs of the gospel are prohibited from holding
a seat in the legislature?
Mr. WALLE1L Will the gentleman allow me
to say twenty states never had allY such provision in their constitutions, and twenty one have
none at the present time.
Mr. TAYLOR. I admit that many of the states
have not,in the reconstruction oftheir orgauic law ,
excluded from office the clergy; but I ask again
whyit is tJ13.t in any of them the l'i~ht of holding
civil or political office has been dell led them? It is
a question easily answered, sir. Let your memory run back into the long vista of the past and
it will return laden with convictions that there
is danger in permitting priests and ministers to
have any participation
ill the political and civil
administration of government.
It is because all
history is fraught with startling instances of that
danger.
Look. sir, at the spirit of this remonstrance;
as Hamlet said of tTl(l ghost of his father, "it
comes in such a questionable shape, I dare speak
to it;" and of it. The book of life informs us
that it is the duty of every man "to work out
his own sal vatiou with fear and trembling."
It
is because it is the office of these gentlemen
(ministers) to aid the penitent sinner to perform
this great duty of working out his personal "salvation with fear and trembling," that the frumel'S of the constitution of Tennessee inserted the
clause prohibiting them hom holding political
offices and thereby diverting them from the care
of souls, and from tile service of the living God.
I believe it is a sufficient reason for their exclusion, one which will withstand alike "the scrutiny of human talents and of time," as it will he
acceptable to the great governor and judge of
all men, and of him who has said "take up your
cross and follow me."
Let us read a little more from this clerical remonstrance:
"If thia, therefore, be the implied ground of
the restriction reported by your committee-and
we can conceive of no other grouud sufficient
to justify a manifest departure from the general
law of equal rights to all-then
we feel bound,
solemnly to protest against any such provision,
as in conflict with one great principle of free
government--which
it is the peculiar glory ofthe
American states to recognise--the l)l'illciple of
non-interference of civil government with matters of religion."
What does the past t.each us all Oil this subject; it is this, that wherever or whenever ministers of the gospel have acquired civil or political power, they have almost uniformly lllterfered with watters of religion, and made that
power subservient to some peculiar cJ'ced or system of morals.
.
Wherever the doctrine of nOll-intel'ference with
the civil govcl'llment by the priests and teachers
of religion has prevailed, the safety and peace of
the country has becH promoted. I appeal to all
history to prove, that wherever the clergy have
been clothed WitJl civil pmycl', that humallliber·
ty and human rights have been unsafe.
Say the memorialists, "we deny the competency of the civil government to define the charactel' and functions of the gospel ministry."
You
do. "Admitting the truth of the general senti4
lUcnt above quoted, still we prol'est against such
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a declaration as a portion of constitutional
law.
It is solely the duty of the church to declare the
functions of her ministers."
Who denies the
right of the church to declare the duties of its
ministers?
No one here or elsewhere I presume.
This convention has assumed no such power.
Again-we arc told by the memorialists, "that
the tastes, the views, and the habits of those
composing the bodies which frame state constitutions are not necessarily, nor always such as
to qualify them (meaning us.) for deciding justly ill regard to the proper character and duties
of the gospel ministry."
In view of this clerical denunciation of our
unfitness, I am almost inclined to say with the
poor publican, "Lord he merciful unto me a
sinner." 'What man among us all has pretended to judge of or define the character or declare the functions of the minister of the gospel?
Noone.
'I'hey have been defined and declared
by the supreme legislator, by him "who spoke
and 'twas done, who commanded
and it stood
fast." All we ask of them is non-interference
with our civil institutions-that
they shall indeed be non-combatants
upon the political arena. The charge thut this convention, in the
adoption of the section excluding miuisters from
the possession and exercise of Iegielaidve powers, are erroguting the right to judge of the
duties of the gospel ministry is untrue, and this
clerical denu neiation of our capacity and fitness for such purpose is to alarm us-it is to tell
us in the language of Burns:
there's a hole in a' your coats,
I rede ye tent it :
enters amang you taking notes,
And, Iuith, he'll prcnt it."

"If
A

We are told, however, in this petition, "that
the ministry arc not any more than all other
christians by their profession dedicated to the
service of God." Sir, I had always thought
they were indexes to point the way to heaven,
and that they were "burning aud shiuing lights"
to indicate to us the true way. Strange is it not,
that while they deuy that the ministry are not
more than other christians dedicated to the
service of God," that they should yet assert that
«protestant
churches have for their ministers
teachers called of God as they believe, and
chosen by the people to instruct the people and
administer ordinances established to be signs and
seals of spiritual blessing."
So, sir, in one sentence they deny that they
are more dedicated to God than other christians,
and in another, as just quoted above, they uescrt
that they arc called of God.
The memorialists
tell us, however, in th is
state paper of theirs which I am now analizing, that "their chief objection, however, and
that which has led your memorialists to obtrude
themselves npon ;your honorable body, is, that
while this provision is advocated most warmly,
by those who are peculiarly jealous, as all men
ought to be, of any interference between the
church and state; yet, the insertion of such a
clause in the constitution,
on such grounds as
we have shown to have been expressed, and as
are necessarily implied in so doing, is a decision
by civil authority of the great theological question of the age."
Why sir, we must shrink back, we must hesi-

tate, because we are about to decide "the great
theological question of the age." What is this
great theological question, which the exclusion of
the christian ministry from political J?refel'ment
will decide? Let us read what it IS. These
reverend gentlemen say"The great point in dispute between the ehurch
of Rome and those who sympathise with her all
the one hand, and the churches of the Reformation on the other, is involved in the question-Is
the minister of religion a priest? 1...; he a. peculiar sacred person-c-stunding
to mediate between
God and his offending creatures, by the offering
of sacrifice? Or is he chiefly a teacher-an
expounder of the truth, and administrator of sealIng ordinances in the church?
The church of
Rome, if we understand aright her teaching-s,
holds the former view; and consistently With
that view, has for her ministers priests, ministering at an altar-offering
the sacrifice of the mass
-c-absolvmg the penitent on confession and pennauce, and constituting
the channel of mysterious grace to UlC faithful.
Protestant churches,
on the other hand, have for their ministers teachers, called of God as they believe, aud chosen
by the people to instruct the people, and administer ordinances established to be signs and seals
of spiritual blessing.
Of course the ministry of
the latter has not that sort of sacredness of character, which necessarily separates them from the
mass of christian people-nor
that spiritual power and that control over the conscience, which
the officers of a priesthood in its very nature
confers.
"Now if the minister of religion be apriest-a
man apart from the mass of christian people, by
the mysterious sacredness of his office, and If
in virtue of his office, he have a spiritual power
which can be shown to be incompatible
with
the free suffrage of the people in allY way-there
might then be Some good reason for debarring
him from civil office. But if the ministers of religion be merely one of the people, set apart to
the duty in the church of expounding the truth
and dispensing ordinances, with no other influence and power than that, which the faithful
discharge of his duty confers upon him, then
clearly there is no reason for making any distinction between him and other citizens In regard to the privileges of citizenship.
"If this statement of the question be correct-sand we have no motive to misstate it-.........or
do we
think any 011e,whichever view of the question
he takes, will be disposed to controvert its main
features, then it follows that to decide by the
constitution, that ministers of tile gos]?cl shall
be ineligible to political preferment, is, III so far,
to decide this great theological
controversy
against Protestants.
Our complaint. however,
is not that it is decided against tv.-but that it is
decided at all by such authority."
So we see that 'tis the church of Rome, they
are after, that whore of Babylon.
If they can
only persuade us that in excluding ministers of
the gospel from political preferment, we are
deciding the greattheolo,qicaI controversy against
protestents, they flatter themselves that we will
open the door of the legislative halls to the aspiratious of the ambitious minister of the new
covenant.
Mr. President, I want no better evidence of
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the propriety of their exclusion from interfer- to meet in heaven, belonged
ing in the politics of the country, than is to be
found in this very sentence just quoted by me.
when they arc knocking at the door, and demanding admittance, they arc saying to one of
their roman catholic brethren "stand back, for I
am holier than thou-there is no danger in roy
aJmission, but beware of a priest, for he claims a
spiritual power and control over the conscience,"
and therefore be jealous of him; but we chum
no such mysterious sacredness of office, and
wield no power incompatible with the free suffrage of the people.
Mr. WALLER.
Will the gentleman allow roc
to interfere again.
I do it because the gentle-

men cannot

<10

it themselves.

'They do not in-

tend to cast any reflection on the catholic rcligiou. There is a notorious controversy between
catholics and prctcstants,
in relation to their
ministry.
I am sure they intend no reflection
against the catholic priosthood : they only say
they do not want this convention to interfere
with, and settle the question against the catholics. They do not desire the catholics should
be kept out. They think, according to the
American doctrine of the independence of the
church from the state, that the clergy ought not
to be excluded from civil office-that is their argumeut.
I know they believe as firmly as I do,
that the catholic priests have as much 1'1Qht to
be regarded as eligible as any other teac~er of
religion.
Mr. TAYLOR resumed, and observed (that
when he gave way to his friend Mr. Waller,) he
was attempting to show that the tendency of the
remarks of the memorialists was to COllVInC\: us
that there was a denomination of clergy in this
couutry.of whom we should be especially jealous.
Mr President, I am for excluding- "hem all, as well
those who do not, as those who "do wear the cowl
and gown; as well he who bows to the cardinal's
cap, as him who does not. As to this matter, they
are all alike to me;theyareall teachers of religion,
and the experience of the past, and the admonitions of history teach me, that 'tis safe policy to
exclude all, and hence I am in favor of the
clause reported by the committee. The language
of the report is "no person, while he continues
to exercise the functions of a clergyman, priest,
or teacher of any religious persuasion, society,
01' seet, shall be eligible to the general assembly."
This includes
all denominations,
embracing
morrnons.
Tell me not sir, that in voting for
this clause, that I am deciding "the great theological controversy of the age," and that too
against protestants.
No sir, I am placing all
upon un equality, making no distinction among
the seets-I
am prompted neithcr by inclination
or duty to do so.
r do not know enough of the peculiar tenets of
the catholic cJHll'ch at present, to speak of the
powel" of the priest over the b.yman; but I understand there (san alliance existing in the country called "the protestant alliance," the object
of which is to prevent as far as possible the jlrOpagation of the catholic faith here. I am no 1'0man catholic; I am, however, a firm believer in
the diYinity of Ollt" savior. 1 have many relatives and friends who are members ofthe various
protestant chu1'ches; those whom I have most
10veJ and cherished on em·t1l, and whom r desire

to the protestant
church. I exclude all catholics and all prctestants.
They may form alliances among themselves, but so far as my vote can go ill this convention, none of their ministers or priests shall
form any alliance or connection with the political 'Power of this commonwealth, as that power
is displayed in the legislative balls.
I drew the preamble read by mcwhen Ifirstrose
to address the convention.
I am not solicitous
for its adoption, but it contains reasons sufficient
in my estimation tojustify the exol usiou of'the clergy as reported in the clause by the committee on
the legislative department.
Cteta principiis-resist thrugs in the beginning.
In obedience to
this maxim, I have determined never to vote for
a man who was in favor of stopping the mail on
Sunday.
That was intended but as the beginning to still greater and more serious attempts
upon the liberty of the citizen. lt is the dictate
of prudence therefore to exclude all and every attempt upon tile part of teachers of ally and every religious douominatlon
whatever, to place
themselves where either their Interest or their
mistaken and misdirected zeal for the cause of
their master would induce them to exercise power and forget right.
'I'he spirit manifested in this
'.'ery memorial convinces me of the propriety of
the vote I am about to cast.
Mr. GARFIELDE.
Personally, I feel )10 interest in the question of eligibility of ministers
of the gospel to a seat in the legislature, for two
or three very good reasons.
I could not come to
the Iegialnture from my county if I would, and
I would not if I could, and if I both could and
would, the restriction contained in the report of
the committee on the legislative department
would not act as a barrier to prevent me.
lt is very singular that the able committee
who made this report, and the very critical gentleman who has just preceded me, have not observed one point in the rC'p':0rt on this subject.
lt says: "No person, while he exercises the
functions of a clergyman, priest, &c." Notice
the sentence, "while he exercises the functions."
'I'he mere cessation of the functions of a clergyman renders a man eligible to a seat in the
legislature of the state.
This nmounte, in reality, to no disqnalificntion.
The preacher with
his .liccuse in his pocket, may be elected to the
legislature and take his seat, simply by ceusinoto preach during the session of the legislatur~
This prohibition
amounts then to a shadow
without a substance, a name without a reality,
and simply proves the sentiments of tile com.
mittee v....10 originated the clause, and the gentlemen who support it without accomplishing
the object intended.
It does however, accomplish one thing, and
that is, it permits those who weal' their clerical
robes loosely, to come to the legislature, while
the more conscientious are restrained; thereby
aggravating the Yery evil which is sought to be
remedied.
But I lea.ve tllis matter to be perfected by the friends and supporters of the m",asure. I posseSls neither Ow eloquence nor the
power to handle this subject as it should be' I
shall therefore say but lrttle, leaving the ad;ocacy of the great principles contained in it to
wiser heads and more eloquent tongues.
There are, however, one or hvo thoughts
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which are as yet untouched, end which I will their power and effect the union of church and
state. 'I'his is the legitimate tendency of tJ10arEresent to the consideration of the convention.
t:ju far as this memorial is concerned, which the guments of the opposition.
Again, we are told t.ll~\tgreat wickedness has
last gentleman on the floor has dissected, I had
been perpetrated under the unme and sanction uf
nothing to do with it, neither atn I responsible
Grant that such has been t]18 case,
for the arguments contained in it; still I will take the church.
ministers
occasion to say that it is an nble document, 1111- Is that a fair argument for excluding
from your lc~islative halls? Is that a reason for
answered, and, to my mind, unanswerable-full
of sound reason, and appeals to the love of lib- prohibiting tne people from electing the men uf
mtyalld equal rights whid\ is the choicest in- their choice when that choice bappena to be a
1£ the ouly wickedness
heritance derived from our revolutionary
an- preacher of the gospel?
committed on earth had been perpetrated in the
cestry.
church,
by
the
church.and
uuder thc sanction of
I have felt this morning, more than ever before, the great necessity of every l<.'gislator. being the church, then indeed there would be some
But we have a lesson
a lawver. And the reason why every legislator force in the argument.
We have
should, be a lawyer is this: that lie may the bet- from high authority on this subject.
ter understand the hackneyed phrases a thou- been wisely exhorted to take the beo.m out of our
sand times used, which the frateruitv bring in own eye and then we can themore clearly discern
when short of argument.
If a proposition
is the1note ill our brother's eye, If thea the church
driven horne with a force of reason and power has gone astray, the world has alwnys been
And it must first be "proven that the
of argument wholly unanswerable,
the cry of astray.
"special pleading" is raised, and behind this church of Christ is the peculiar seat and hubi rnterrible phrase gentlemen str ivc to coneeal the tiou of sin, "ice, and immorality, and that holiweakness of their own positions.
Now I must lICSS, purity, and uprightness dwell entirely with
before we urge the deviations of
confess I do not know the meaning of the phrase uou-professors,
as used here, I do not know whether it means the en arch as an argument against the eligibiliin eouunon parlance, "I acknowledge t]18 corn," tyof either ministers or laymen.
Sir, we find hypocrites everywhere, we find
(laughter,) or that the arg~melltf; of the spe(.,j~l
pleader am unsound.
I sincerely trust that If designing, crafty, wicked men evcrywhcr<l. In
this argument
goes much further, gentlemen 1111 places and in ail conditions we find a class of
who are disposed to hide their selfish
will be so good as to enlighten I1S upon this individuals
very essential point.
(Laughtcr.)
One thiug is al~d iniquitous purl loses under any cloak ,,-hich
certain, W]leu gentlemen are unable to rneet ar- Will best cO!1cenlt 1cm. But are clergymen the
gument wit,h <l.rgumellt, fact with fact, and rea- only designiIlg men in the world? Are preachson with reason, they Rllield themselves under ers of the gospel the peculiar depositori(~s of vice
Docs t,lleir calling peculiarly
legal technicalities. and from behind this screon and corrnption?
cry "special pleading" to the home thrusts of qualify them for the basest aets of which humau
nature
can
b<:
guilty'?
Am they t.he 0111y men
their adVeri>lU'18S.
I have been somewhat amused at the course who ·will SE:lltheir own and thcir fellow eitizell's
Do they above
tllis discussion ha.'i taken. Weare very_gravely birthright for a mess ofpottage'/
informed by the very pions gcntleman from Ma- all other men abhor a republican form of goveruson (Mr. Taylor) that minister;:; of the gospel ment" and would they seek every means to snb·
vert it? Are they the only traitors in the world?
should not be eligible to n. sent in the legislature
because they have the care of souls UlHler their Such, indeed, would gentlemen iuduee us to becharge; and he raises his hands in holy horror at lieve them. This is the high estimate placed
the bare idea of ono of these childrcu of the upon men ...vho sacrifice wealth, honor, and fame
church becomillg corrupted,
It is somewhat for the benefit of their fellows, and such is the
strange to me, I must confess, that gentlemen high meed of praise which tIley reC't:ive. The
should take so great interest in the spiritual wel- gelltleman from Mason forms no better estimate
He says the
fare oC othen; to the neglect of their own salva- of thE: hody politic alJd politiciuns,
tion. 1 hope the gentleman will pardon me, but politician is eOl'rllpt, the legifllator iscol'rupt, the
if it devolves upon me to work out my own sal- body politic is corrupt, from the 0fown of the
vation with fear and trembling, does not, the head to the sole of the foot. Has he Ilottold you
same obligation reach e\'<,ry fallell son of Adam? gentlemeu, that it is hiR killel, benevolent deAnd will not this category p€r possibility reach sign to save the sleek coatR of the clergyfrolllthe
the gentleman from Mason'? Still we nre told quagmire of politica.l <:orl'l1ptioll in which you
This is a keen tlll1.lst at
that if preaehm's bncorne members of the legisla· all are flolludering?
tU1'~, it will constitute the first step towards the your political character.'; which I leave you to
ullion of church and state.
The danger is just ward off.
I kllow but Et.tle of thut politil'al mire and
as imrninp.nt if you admit laymen; and flCcordillg to t)lis doctrine, if a legislator join the filth which he says is so thickly spread over the
face
of this comtrJonwenlth.
1 blOW but litt1e
church hIS sca.t should be vacated for fear the
church will exercise 0:01118 Ul](lue influeni'c over of the qnagmire>; of political degradation which
him, What is t.he difference between. electing a have been depicted to you in such disgnRting
minister and a layman?
If the designs of t.\w but lllmatnral colors, B:nd in which the gentlechurch an" evil, yOll incur the sflruedangcr in the lllUIl would make you believe he had floundered
olle ease as in the other, 'I'hc principle carried all his life, But, sir, I have learnc(l one thing
out works the exclm,ioH of all professorfl of 1"C'li- which, in me, has plumed the pinions of hope,
gion. 1 repeat sir , you must pro.,,(~ribenll churl'h which has made me rejoice for Illy country, and
members and leave the helm of state in the hand!; which has given me a new sllpply of political
of non-professors for fear christians will abuse eOlJl'age. I have IcarneJ that the people are not
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what induced OUf Iorefntliera
so corrupt, so bespattered
with the mire of po- Boston harbert
litical corruption 3S is represented.
I have to resist the stamp act? Was it the paltry pitlcerued that the people at Kentucky can ap- tance required of them on stamped paper'! No
preciate political truth, and that they are pre- air. It was the great principle involved.
It was
pared to stamp upon auy 'man's forehead the for that principle they resisted the enactments of
brand of demagogue who is disposed to pander parliament, and when it became necessary pourto the political views of the age. I have Ienru- ed out their blood freely :in maintaining their
ed that they are qualified to dietinguish between rights. We, their descendants, are this day rethe vile demagogue and the honest mun. I have enacting the injustice of the British parllnment
learned that they arc unprepared to recognize in drawing this invidious distinction between
any man as their reprcsentati vc, whether churchministers of the gospel and other members of
man or worldling, who bows at the shrine of community.
Bnt, it is thought. that by excluding preachself-3!-!gralldizement
alone: who worships
no
deity but self, and who labors to build his own ers from the legislature, we protect the governThis
personal elevation upon the ruins of his country. ment from an undue religious influence.
Hut sir, it is designed to accomplish some theory is idle. "it is wrought of such stuff as
good by this restriction.
It is intended either to dreams arc, and baseless as the fantastic visions
Before adopting any great
keep the preachers pure, or to preserve the state of the evening."
from some supposed
danger. In regard to the princirle of exclusion, we should be certain that
Why
first design, tht: protection of the clerg-y, it is not 1t wil acconrplief the object intended.
was the doctrine of ministerial disqualification
legh.imatcly within the province of constitutional provision.
'I'he state nee a right to preser-ve originally incorporated into om constitution'?
It was because our fathers had formerly fled from
itself and to legislate upon all matters purely
But the state \V[lS as inpolitical.
But il; has no right to legislate for the an intolerant church.
church.
The purity of the gospel ministry iii a tolerant as the church, and he who deduce>;
question belonging
solely to the church to set- from our ear1y history the idea that all the ovils of
tle. If we have a right to legislate for the purl- the institutions of OUl' mother country were to be
tv of the ministers, then 1Hl have the right to found in tho clergy, has studied history to little
deprive them of their offices when they violate purpose. But admit for a moment all the imegmary evils which a diseased brain can invent,
our rules of clerical decorum; and this would,
ill effect, prostitute the church. It would be will the prohibition remove thcm? No sir. Evil
compelled to receive its faith and rules of pmc- priests produce evil members, and I:0n lIlURtextic€ fl"OJ1l lcgislati Vtl enactment, instead of the clude the follower as well as the tRdcr 01' yOll
The line of depurt: fountaill of iJidlle J'c\'clation.
But I ap- have accomplished nothing.
pl"«hcnd, that llpon reflection, tllis argument milrution bt:tween the dangerous nnd useful
of the purity of the clergy ·willnot be sel'iouflly citizen is a moral line which cannot be t,raced
enttl'talHcd by any member prcsent. It deyol ves by the avocations of men, hilt must be reguJatetl
If you ....
vish to exclude a given
upun the chu\"(,h to regulate the coucluct of its by the conduct.
public teachers, and I have no doubt the game illfinence you must prosrribe all under that illfeeling would obtain here which exists in the ftucnce. If therefore you wish to cxdude undue
states where t.here iil no COllstitutional prohibi- religious influence, you must cxcludn allmcmtion, and that we should rarely see a preaeht'r in bers of the church, for the most dUlIgel'ous powthe legi:;lature.
I have no doubt that the great er is that which 11(\s a concealed origin and
lll<l:iorityof the churches in this state would d(j· manifests itself through a third person. Such
p1'ivt' those ministers of their offices who would would be the influence of tbe clergy through lay
su far forget the sacredness of their calling a.,> members.
It is urged t.hat ministers of religion shall not
to engage regularly in political strife .. Stich a
be eligible to the l~islatnre
because they have
COUl'Sc does not become t110station of a minister.
His duties are as much higher as heaY\~nis above the care of souh.. 1"01' the same rcawn lawyers
earth. The effect of his labors are as much more should be ineligible bccause they hu\"c the care
enduring as €tcrnity is more elldtlrillg than tillle, of estates, and physicians because they have the
und the relative station of clergyman and poli- care of the body; (which, by tl1Cway, many beticiafl' according to the doctrine of Wle gelitle- lieve to be of much more lmportam:e than the
man from Masull, are as far asunder as heavcn f>onl;) .thl1s the three prufessions, by thc same
reaf>Onlllg,would be excluded.
How much more
an,1 hdL
I think sil', that t11eotller :"lr~l1l1lC'nt,
the pre- auxious men often art',11'h81\ fever is pn'ying
servation of the state, if: illapplicable to the cu::;c, UpOIltheir vitals, to cure tile body thal1 tIw soul;
for, if neee"aal'y, it might be proven that the and yet these very mell tell liS that as preachers
preRchers of this country are a~ patl'iotic, honest are appoiIlted to cm\.! the soul, therefore they
Con- I
and \lpright as nny oth('1' class of eitizeu:<I,:md should not be eligible to the legislatnre.
the opposite opinion is but the conclusion of a sistency, thou art a jewel.
The man who does not intrude llimself upon
prejudiced mind. Pril'sts and people in diffel'f'"ntages lluve participated in the corruptions of public 11Otice,who pursues the ('yen tell I)\' of his
our nature; but that the priests of any age have way, who leads thc p{~ac(:fuland quiet life, and
been more corrupt than the political powers of who is llOt a political brawler, has rights which,
the sallle age is a propOSition which yet lacks althoug'h unexercised, are dear to ]Jilll; and it is
the exercise of miglJt unaccompanied by right,
demollstl'ation.
This queiltion of prohibition involves a great wlwn those right>! are taken f!"Omhim. It, is sir,
prindple, and for the principle only do I con- trampling upon the right'> of an honorable, gentellr!. What induced the citizens of Boston to tlemanly, useful, and learned class of KentlH ky
drcs" as Mohawks and overturn tIle tea in the citizens, to incorporate tllis prohibition in tlle
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constitution.
As bas been justly obeerved, in
The gentleman has read history to little purother states where there is no prohibition, you
pose if he has failed to learn this lesson, that it
will but seldom see a preacher in the legislature.
was an effort of politicians to regulate the chureh,
On the other hand, where restrictions exist as in
and not of the church to regulate the state, which
this state, you will frequently find preachers in
brought about than union he now so justly conthe legislature,
Vicwillg the subject in all its
demns. But for regarding the ministers as a disattitud..,s, tile conclusion is forced upon my mind
tinct class by the Justinian code, to eubserve
that we arc violating a &"reatfundamental princithe purposes of state, there would have been no
ple without deri\,ing the least possible benefit
union of church and state. It is the right of the
from that violation.
state to interfere in matters of religion, against
I have been induced, sir, to offer these remarks,
which I most emphatically protest.
The gennot from allY personal motives, but because I tleman's modern history iii at fault likewise in
wished to see t1mt old relic of the dark ages re- another respect.
He alluded to the « blue laws"
moved from our organic law, and every freeman of Connecticut.
I supposed every reading man
placed upon a level, making character, integrity had Iong since Icumt that these laws art: mere
and qualification
the only prerequisites to of- fictions, and that no such code ever existed ill
fice.
allY state upon earth.
If the gentleman's histoMr. 'l'AYLOR.
I am told that "pure and un- ry is of the same kine, it is of little consequence.
defiled reli~ion consists in visiting the widows I remember one record llOwever (?iven in sacred
and the fntherless, nnd keeping oneself uuspot- history to which I may refer. The prophet was
tell.from the world." I will substitute the above once rebuked by an animal not accustomed to
quotation as a preamble to the clause, if it will speak; but it seems a slightly different fate has
suit my friend from }'lellliug any better. I can. heel! my portion on this occasion.
not sec how a mun call keep himself pure and
Mr. HARDIN.
I expect I shall have to give
unspotted from the world, if he mingles in the
a vote against a majority of the convention, <l:nd
urdent and bitter political conflicts of the day.
I shall make only a few remarks before doing
Whell I was first up, I spoke of the turmoil, conso. I have, for the last forty years, from time to
fusion and strife engendered by political excitetime, noted the exclusion from the legislative
menu, the retaliation, reerimiuation and fauat.ihalls of Kentucky, of the ministers of the goscism of party.
There are men enga$ed on eithpel;
eud I could never see any good reason for
er side who answer Philips' descriptJOll of 11 bigit, I recollect when there were effort.s made to
ot, "one who has no head and cannot think, and
force the president of the United States into a
no heart and cannot feel." The gentleman from
recognition
of the independence
of Spanish
Fleming (1111'.Oarfielde) made one true remark,
America.
In some remarks I made in:eollgl'eSS
"that it was not becoming in a minister of the
on that subject, I said I did not believe they
gospel, nor was it his duty to mingle in the pocould establish a republic there. They were
litical strifes of the country, that. his calling
all of one religious dellomiuf\.tion. And it turnwas elevated a.') far above this, as the heavens
ed out to be true. Our guverurcent is very hapare above hell."
It is to keep him above these
pily balanced.
All our foreign relations, all
iuflucuces end to preserve his character pure; it
our matters and things belonging to tbo nation,
is that be may stand like Moses on Moullt Pisthe army aod the navy, are managed by the
gah and point us 011 ttl the promised land; it is
government of the United States; and that gov.
to prevent him from coming down to the base of
crmuent is divided into three departments-the
the mountain to mingle iu the beggarly elelegislative, the executive and the judicial.
'I'bev
ments nnd pollutions of the world, participacheck and balance each other. But it would
tion in whieh unfits him for the great vocation to
soon become a consolidated government and 1L
which he is called by his divine master. 'I'hese
despotism, were it not the municipal regulations
nrr- some of the reasons which induce me to vote
of the country belong to the state government,
fur their exclusion from politieallife.
I desire
and ther are divided into three d('partmentsthat they may jndeed be <Cburning and shining
the legIslative, execlitive and judiciaL
'l'lley
lights," alJd so desiring, I intend to vote for the
check and balance each othii'r. 'l'he state govprohibitory clause reported by the eomllJitte,~.
ernments balance the general gov~rnlll{'nt, and
Mr. WALLER.
I cannot s(!e from all I have
tbe general go ....
ernment balances the state govheard from my friend from Mason, (Mr. 1'<1ylOl',)
ernments.
.And the state governments check
but what hiB argument applies a" pointedly and
and balancc eadl other. But the great (;heck
as powerfully against oJl professors of r~ligiol1,
is this: we }Iave in the United States, and ill
as against preachers.
His preamble last read
all the "tates and territories, religion,anJ a great
cdtainly applies to aU christians indiscriminmany religious denominations have sprung up.
ately. Bnt 1 appeal to the candor of this hO\lse,
'l'heyare all worshipping God and their Savior
if the positi()1l he assllJ!H'S, and espe('iallx the
in the malllJer their conscience points out to
amendment which he read, docs not stnko at
them. And itis fortunate for the United States
tJle founJatiOll of the very prin<:iple he oppose!'!,
that no onc sect has, perhaps, oue twentieth part
ami favor the union of chureh and state. If
of the people.
I havc some statistics of the
government may regulate any of the officcs of
diflcreut religious denominations
in Kentucky,
the chmeh, it llas a right to regulate all, a.nd if
which I think correct, which were taken about
you S,Ly:t man who speaks ill favor of religion
three ycars ago. Of methodists, thel'e are about
shall not be digible to officc,you restrict the freeone hundred and. fifty minist.ers, thirty thousanJ.
dom of spec<:h, and yOll strike a fatal stab at the
white members; united baptists about fifty
ri~ht of man's speakIng on the most important of
thousand; reformers, from forty to fifty thclll_
all subject.<;to himself. I think you F>houldnot
sand, white and black; old school presbyterilJl1S,
attempt to interfere with rcligion in any way.
ninety mini~ters, Ilnd ten thousand members;
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school presbytcrians,
twenty .one ministers
and twelve 'hundred members, episcopal, twcnty seven ministers,
aud about twelve aundred
members; and of roman catholics, fifty to sixty
ministers, and a white population of forty thousand. The whole together of the religious denominatiouswtll notamonnt to more than thirty
thousand voters. \Ve have DOW about one hundred and fifty tbousaud voters ill the state,
What danger then is there of a unity of church
and state? There is a gentleman over the way, I
do not know whether he is a minister of the gospel or not. WE'll, if he says he belongs to the
church and he has two hundred and fifty voters;
here is my worthy friend before us, (Mr. Waller,)
who has eight thousand two hundred and fifty
voters. ·Will there be any combination of the
methodists and baptists?
Will the catholics and
presbyterians confederate? NO;YOllmight as well
expect oil and water to mix. 'I'herc can bc no
colluson, and there will be no conspiracy, especially when out of one hundred and fifty two
thousand, there are only thirty thousand members of the church.
I do not vouch for my iuformation being correct, but a gentleruuu connected with the church has furnished me with
the statistics 1 have read. 'Vhat class of men
are the clergy? They are moral, virtuous and
intelligent
men, and as a body, are the most
learned men in Kentucky; and J say this without fear of contradiction.
Some to be sure,
start out on the ground tl~,tt they have a calling
th,a~ way. They say Christ .mad~ preachers out
ot ~slH:rllleu, and tbat,learnlllg' 1S.calcl1~ated to
spotl the preachers.
fhe cat,ho1Jc C~Cigy am
leamed m",n, we kuo,y. The.tather ot 0e ~entlcman who prayed tillS 11?-0rnlllg,seut hllll tour
years ~o R.ome that, h~ nught ,be edu.cated. All
denOm!natlOus arc trymg to gIve theIr clergy an
edllCatlOll.
..
We ~JlOW th.at the pres~ytcr!Uns are domg evcry thlllg to lllstruct t,hcll· clergy. So am the
me~h,odistR, so a,re tl,lCbaptists,. and so is every
rcltglClls denommatlOn,
And 1t must be confessed that they are a le::>rned.body of menmuch more learned and mtellJgent,. goenernlly,
t.han the ~octors a1l11awy<-rs. I wlllnot. say
that there is. morc ·vIrtue, but I say there 1Sas
n~ueh, I WIll not say th<.lyposse'5s more natural
6'lfts. 'yell, what harm have they done? Here
1Smy. fflCHd near m~, (Mr. \Valler,) one of the
bcst lJ~fOrllled men III the house; he has been
hC'l'GllIne weeks, and ]lC has not troubled tl~e
house but Ollce, and that was to-clay. There IS
the gentleman from Mason, who has not spoken
much, but when ~l(>•. does t:p0uk, sp('aks well.
We all expect to die 1:1 a few days, [laughter,]
he goes off so much like".Ha~·l{!
from the t.ombs.a llolerulsounu,
M:ll~ears attend the.cry:
}'ehvlng men come VICW t.he,fronnd,
'~hereYOUmustshortlYl~e,
lLaugbter.J
I am. m favor o~ th~ adnHssionof thcc1ergy.
There IS no exclUSlOllU1 congress. I ha\'e never
seen less than. fro111teu to twenty there, and
they are as Pl'alscworthy a body of men, and as
good members as you can find any where. I see
nothing in any of these men to exclude them,
whether they be presbyterians or baptists; aud
therc is not ama.n whom I would more wHling1y meet tha~ my worthy catholic friend, the
!lCW
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priest who prays for us here evcry few days.
'I'heee men have a right to go to the legislature.
They pay their taxes as we do-c-they submit to
the laws, and help to sustain the govcnunent,
And If there is a W<11", do you not see them at tho
head of your regnnente, volunteering to pl,ty to
the Almighty for the success of our arms"! I
know the idea of the danger of mixing up
church and state has come to us from the British
government.
But there we see the church bav109 a representation in the 11Ou8eof lords. I did
not intend to make an argument, but I rose
merely to give the information I hold in my
hand. But,I repeat, that there is no reason why
we should exclude them, They have the same
rights that we have--they are of an age required
by law-they
are native Ameri cuna, or if 1I0t,
naturalized citizens-they
submit cheerfully to
the law-they
arc a virtuous body, and they
contribute to the support of the government,
and what is more, to the educational part of the
country they have contributed more than any
other class. Why is it we cull gentlemen to
pray for us every day? It is to address the
'l'hrone of Grace. "But,"
says the gentleman
from Mason, "there is danger to the country,
and therefore we must have the preamble which
has been offered, and the exclusion of the clergy." J am utterly against the preamble, and
against the exclusion.
Mr. M ..P. MARSHALL,
It is not my inten
tion to detain the convention.
My mind is fully
made up to exclude ministers of religion from
the pohtieal ar~lJa. ·We.have been .:m~pg~dhere
several weeks III amelldmg the constltutlOll of
tl1e state, and a considerablE' portion of tllat time
has been spent in devising what restrictions
shall he put Oil those who may become c~Uldidates for public office. 'Ve ha.vc said tllat no
man shall be a judge of the comt of appeals
unless he is qualified by having practiced t:ight
years at the bar. 'We have a1~0 said he shall be
thirt.y years of age, and a resident for a certain
time in the district ill which he may be a candidate,
'l'1ese are the requirements we have
Illade in regard to judges of the court of appeals.
Now we are called upon to consider what shall
be the qnulifications of 11 candidate forthelcgislatnre.
That is a question whichltbink
should
be fairly and dispassionately
considered. We
are asked by a most respectable portion of the
people, by the clergy, by men whose minds and
pursuits are elevated beyond human concern,", to
remove the restrictions which arc placed upon
t.hem, and to open to them the al'cua of politics.
They have asked us ill a 1lI0stre,"-peclfu1and 01oquent manuel' to admit them to occupy scats in
our lcgislat.ivchalls.
I object to complying with
the!l: request 011 ,~cCollntof ,their utter disqualificallOll for the office of a legislator. I voted that
a lawyer should have served eight years at the
bar in o;der to qualify him for a judgeship.
I
object to a preacher being brou,.,.llt llPOU this
nOOl', because
he is sworn by ~is ordination
vows to relinquish the pomps and vanities of
the world.
He has swam that henceforth he
will have nothing to do with the world and its
vanities; that he will be iCtllorant of all the
great concerns of man tha.L~·e1ateto tllis earth
and confine himself entirely to the consideration
of those tendencies which lead to heaven above.
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lie has sworn to this: and that oaLh-that ordi- they been subject to the same influences, would
uaj.ion vow-s-expressly disqualifies him, because have acted precisely in the same manner.
The gpv(,l'lllllent of the United State is the
either he has sworn to the truth, or he has not.
If he has not sworn to the truth, then he is per- first that has ever established full and fair tolerajured; if he has sworn to the truth, and nbun- tion. The best writers on the subject of the
deus it, still he L" perjured.
On either horn of connection between church and state-s-the best
this dilemma, therefore, he is disqualified in my writers of England, and man,Y of the ablest of
estimation.
One objection I h,LVCto their COlIl- ancient times, have considered it impossible for
illg' here is, that from my acquaintance
with the any government to stand for any period, withclergy-c-which is but Iimitcd-c-Lhave met arnons out an established religion; but the history of
them more interesting,
more educated, more the United States has tully proved, that all rehighly cultivated, more innocent minded men, ligions arc harmless to the safety of a state so
than among any other class of mcu, whether pro- long as they are not incorporated with state illfessors of religion or not. Looking to the posi- stitutione-c-uay, that in mal1Yrespects they have
tion in which our state is placed, it would be been productive of much benefit when let alone.
Let us bring about a union of church and state,
wrong in this body to gi ve them a voice in our Iegislative halls. I shall vote against them, because and that union will destroy this or any other
I deem it impolitic that they should interfere govcrllment that ever was, or ever can be framed.
with matters of ~ civil nn-l political character. I should therefore, be inclined to adopt the prinI shall vote against them because they have ciple and the practice of Andrew Jackson, who
sworn that they are disqualified
for any other was applied to by a minister of the Gospel for
His reply to
office; and if we are to 'have disqualified men, an office, under his administration.
then you incorporate into Y0ul" Hew consf.ituti on the applicant was, "you hold already an office
much higher than any I can bestow upon YO\1;
that which your old constitution repudiates.
I would advise you to go home and attend to
:Mr. BULLIT'1'.
I have no hesitation in votthe duties of that office."
ing against the admission of the clergy into our
Now, 1 shall vote against the admission of
legislative assemblies, and I will now give my
reasons for so doing.
']'hey are the ambassadors olergymeu into the leg1slature for two controlof God on earth.
POl'three hundred years after ling reasons: one is, that the connection of the
the crucifixion of Christ, they were considered clergy with the legislature will have a tendency
the purest men on earth. From the establish- to corrupt the church itself and the other is,
ment of the government of the United States, that. such' a connection would have an equal
the clergy have possessed the same character, and tendency to COITUptthe state. We all know that
I wish to keep them in that state of purity. The the preachers, from their very vocation, have a
first account we have, is in Tacitus, contained controlling influence ill their particular circles.
in a letter from Pliny to 'I'rajan, who was then It is true, that like all other men, when IhE'Y
the Emperor of nome.
The officer stated that come before the public, they ought to stand upoir
several christians had been brought forward. their own merits. And would not the Catholic
who had refused to worship according to the priest have the same influence?
But we are told that the church is specially
laws of the laud , anrl PlinX enquired what
Yes; how is
should be done with them. 'I he officer stated it represented in other countries.
had been proved that they were pllre men, and she represented in Rome'! Bv absolute authorihad not Interfered with the government, nor ty. How is she represented in Spain? By the
How lS sbe representt:d in Prussia?
been found guilty of any crime. Trajan replied, inquisition.
of the Czar,
that Pliny, as lSovernor of the province must, By cringing to the requirements
who
is
the
high
priest. And how is she Tepre·
whenever a chnstiall was brought before him,
Why, the people arE: all
and proven to be guilty, enforce the laws against sellted in England?
llim: but he did not wish 11im to encourage in- tytlted one tenth of 1.111tbeir produce. for her
bishops and archbi"lwps reformers on the subject.
This purity remained maintenuuce--the
two archbishops
with them up the time of Constantine the Great, ceiving Cllormous sums-the
get ea<.:hover £50,000 sterling, und p\'rhnps the
who placed lhe ehUJ'0hby the side of thethronc.
It CllUllOt be qnesiioncd that for lOllg after that poorcul'ate, who docs all the duty, and who atfatal ass00iation of the church with the state, tends most assiduollsly t.o the care of the flock,
the greatest crimes were committed, the greatest receives the pittance of twcnty pounds a yeltl'.
outrages perpetrated upon the liberties aud mol'- I hope gelltlell.1en hardly expect we shall ever
als of society, Iluder I.he sanction of state reli- get as high as the archbishop of England.
No mall Ollght to be eligib1e to the legislature,
gion, that have ever disgraced the annals of the
historv of mankind.
"'itlless
the mUSSflrre of who can briug to bear in the canvass an official
'·Saint Bartholomew"-the
history of whieh is influence to eleva.te him to a post which he has
merit to reac,h without sl1eh infamiliar to you all-having
a woman at its head. not individual
In order more effectually to accomplish thcobject fluence. A preacller of talent and merit always
possesses a controlling influence over his (".ongreof destruction, a royal weddin~ waf>proclaimed,
to which all the most distingUIshed protcstants gation, which would bE' used for his OWIl agIt is contended that the virtuof botb sexes, in the kingdom of France were gl'audizement.
invited, and by this means 11 wholesale massa- ous preacher ought not, and would not, fursake
cre was accomplished.
In thi~ gener~l I'isin$' the duties of the church, and intermingle in
'1'0 this I reply, that
70,000 persons were m'nrder('d III oile lllght. in politics, if he was eligible.
making allusion to this particular
ins~ance of they po'lsess all the ambition common to onr nacriminality, 1 do not intend to throw out any in- ture, which was fully evinced in the late call·
As soon as the restricsinuations against the Roman catholics as a sect. va.,>sfor the convention.
'There is little doubt that any other sect, had tion was removed, we found the preachers in
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different parts oC the state actively engaged in
the elections-many of them engaged in stump
epeakiug-c-whilst others became candidates.
We have now in this body two or three preachers of eminent talents and worth, and as good
members as any we have. I should be sorry to

Obarlea C. Kelly, James M. Lackey, Peter L~_
brooke, Thomas N. Lindsey, Thomas W. Liek,
Willis B. Machen, George W. Mansfield, MartiL
P. Marshall, William N. Marshall, Richard L
Mayes, Nathan McClure, JohnH. McHenry,
vid Meriwether, William D. Mitchell, Thomas

exclude them; but the public good requires a
general exclusion, and we can make no exceptlons.
As evidence of the great influence of the
preachers, I would state that I have found, as
far &8
knowledge extends, that the pollticians 0 the country generally, stand in great
awe of them, and would be afraid to meet them
on the stump, in the same manner, and with the
flame freedom, with
which they would meet
other men.
It was not my iuteution to
make any remarks on this section, or on the resolution offercd as an amendmeut; but as the debate has run
somewhat high, I have thrown out these suggestions, which will be taken for what they are
worth.
Mr. GARRARD.
Mr. President: So far as I
can ascertain the opinions of the delegates on
this floor, I am satisfied that they desire to get
through with the business before them, and to
adjourn by the 20th of this month; and so far a.';
I know anything about the business of this convention , I am disposed Oll all occasions to hear
as much discussion 'as will do the subject any
good; but I will say to that portion of the can"
vention, who like myself have been chained
down to our duties for the last two months, that
it is time we should take the power into our own
hands, especially after the example of this morning, when we have had speeches from gentlemen
who have just returned from their own homes on
a subject on which two thirds of the convention
have no difference of opinion.
I regret that it
should be necessary on any occasion to apply
the previous question; but from what I have
heard this morning I am satisfied that this is a
neces~ary occasion. I call fur the previous
question.
The main question was 110W ordered to be
pnt.
Mr. C. A. WIOKLIFFE
called for the yeas
and nayii Oil the motion to strike out, and they
were taken, and were-yeas
17, nays 74.
YEAs-Richard Apperson, John L. Ballmger,
William K. Bowling, Alfred Boyd,
Charles
Chambers, James Dudley, Nathan Gaither, Belucius Garfielde, Bell. Hardin, Andrew Hood,
William
Johnson,
Alexander K. Marshall,
Johnson Price, Ira Root, John 'V, Stevenson,
John L. Waller, Silas Woodson-e-U.
NAys-Mr. President, (Guthrie,) John S. Barlow, William Bradley, Luther Bmwller, Francis
M. Bristow, Thomas D. Brown, William C.
Bullitt, William Chenault, James S. Chrisman,
Beverly L. Clarke, J.::sse Coffey, Henry R. D.
Coleman, Benjamin Oopelin, William Cowper,
Edwll.rd Ourd, Lucius Desha, Archibald Dixon,
Chasteen T. Dunavan, Benjamin F. Edwards,
Milford Elliott. Green Forrest, James H. Gartard, Richard D. Gholson, Thomas J, Gougb.
Ninian E. Gray, James P. Hamilt.on, John Hargis, Vincent S. Hay, Thomas J. Hood, James
W. Irwin, Alfred M. Jackson, Thoma.'1 James,
George W. Johnston,
George W. Kavanaugh,

P. Moore, James M. Nesbitt, Jonathan NeweUID, Hugh Newell, Elijah }<'. Nuttall,
Henry B.
Pollard, William Preston, Larkin J. Proctor,
John T. Robinson, Thomas Rockhold. John T.
Rogers, James Rudd, Ignatius A Spalding,
James W. Stone, Michael L. Stoner, Albert G.
Talbott, John D. Taylor, William R. Thompson,
John J. Thurman, Howard Todd, Squire Turner, H~nrJ: Washington, Joh~ W~eeler, Charles
A. WIckliffe, Robert N. WICkliffe, Wesley J.
Wright-74.
So the convention refused to strike out.
The section was then adopted.
Mr, GHOLSON, for the purpose of obtaining
an opportunity to state the reasons for the vote
which he had just given, moved a reconsideration of the vote by which the section was adopted. He said he had given his vote in obedience
to the instructions of his constituents, but against
the conclusions of his own judgment.
He then
withdrew the motion to reconsider.
On the motion of IIIr. O. A. WICKLIFFE, the
convention proceeded to the consideration of the
thirty second section, as follows:
"SEC. 32. The general assembly may contract
debts to meet casual deficits or failures in the
revenue, or for expenses not provided for, but
such debts, direct or contingent, singly or in
the aggregate, shall not at any time exceed five
hundred
thousand dollars; and the moneys,
arising from loans creating such debts, shall be
applied to the purposes for which they were obtamed, or to repay such debts: Provided, That
the state lIlay contract debts to rel?el invasion,
suppress insurrection, or, if hostilities are threatened, provide for the public defence."
Mr. C. A. WIO.KLIF}~E.
If this section is
designed, as I suppose it was by the committee,
to enable the legislature to provide for any pos·
eible deficit of revenue, I am prepared to vote
for it; but I am not prepared to vote for extending the permission to contract a loan for half a
million of dollars annually.
I move to strike
out "five hundred;"
and I do it with the view
of offering to insert a smaller sum.
Mr. HARDIN.
That subject was referred to
the committee of which I was chairman.
The
reason why I did not call them together on this
sub1·ect,was, I discovered that another committee lad reported on the same subject. I will
read some papers which I have in relation to it.
The State of Kentllcky is now indebted $4,497,_
152 81. Her bank "tack is $1,270,500, and it is
fair to presume these banks will pay the whole,
dollar for dollar.
Besides that, we are indebted
to public schools the following sum, in which
interest is ineluded: $l,299,268 42. This indebtedness we are bound to pay. I do 110tdesire, therefore, to give the legislature unlimited
power to increase that indebtedness.
I should
prefer that, insteau of being allowed to incur a
debt of $500,000, they should be restricted to
$50,000. I have got a statement here that will
show the enormous amounts that have been eg.
pended',and
through which thi!l debt hM been
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cost

~59.126 79-the Kentuckyriver $901,932 70- lature on thla subject, bef~r~ they determine uppd Licking river $372,520 70; and from this on adopting the propoeiuons of either of tfie

gentlemen from Nelson.
The legislature of this
state have heretofore had an unlimited power to
create debt, and nearly every state in this union
has the same power.
Those which are most
democrati~ in their form of government,
with
the exception of New York, Louisiana, and one
or two athol'S, have not deemed it necessary to
p~t any other check upon the power of their Ie.
glslatcres to create debt, than the responsibility
of the mllmbers to their constituents.
'Ve,
therefore, are about to tread on new ground and
the vote which delegates here are about to' give
is un.e probably for which they will be called to
a stricter account than any other which they
may, or have, given, during the session.
Every
one must have be e n struck with the evils which
have been alluded to by the elder gentleman
from Nelson, (Mr. Hardin); the quantity
of
money we have spent, the indebtedness in which
we are involved
as a state, and the amount of
taxation necess~ry to pay the interest and princi pal of that lIldebteuncss.
In view of these
fa~ts, w.hat then do the committee who reported
this article propose to do, to check this debt •.
creating powerr
In the thirty·third
section
they say that the legislature
of Heutuckv. froU:
this time henceforward,
shall never have the
right to contract debt, except by the consent of
the people to whom the act creating the debt
Wit~I a pr~vision incorporated in it for the liqui~
dation of It, shall first be submitted for their as.
sent or dissent.
Let me ask them if it is desirable tllat we should proceed further, and declare
that the legislature shall be shorn of all power,
an.d not even have the miserable privilege of ereaimg a debt to the extent of cue year's income,
and that whatever may be the failure in the rev('nue~ they shall not have power to supply the
deficlemy?
What have the committee
done in
this particular?
They have declared that the
~tate legislature-lJotwi~hstanding
the advance
m wealth and population
of the state-never
shall increase the public indebtedness beyond a
------1 SUIiI which the annual income will pay-say five
'I'otal, on turnpike roads,
~~~25,456~
hundred thousand dollars-e-inasmucb
as difficul,
-----ties mi!fht spring up, the effect of which would
And for railroads the following sums:
be to disgrace the state, unless this provision
Amount expended on Green river rail
existed.
Disastrous periods might occur like
road,
.
$1,903 that of 1840, when it was nece~sary to b~rrow
Amount expended on Lexington
and
!,?oncy to save us from the disgrace of repudieOhio railroad
between Frankfort
tron. Yon who have been claiming for the legisn,nd Louisville,
220,000 lature such authority as to say that they should
.a.mount expended on Lexinlrton
and
have the powe~ to re.move tfie whole judiciary.
Ohio railroad,
between 1<raukfort
arc nO\\T declfl1'lng, WIth most singular inconslS*
and Lexington,
-100,650 lellcy, tl~at they ShOll.ld not have the power of
contractlllg a debt which, altogether
singly or
Total expended for railroads.
_
- $322,553 in the aggregat,e, will not exceed the annual
revenue of the state.
1 do not understand Why
And from these "Works, the state does not re- it is that o.Jl~moment yOli wish to repose a powceive any thing like a sum to pay the interest er 80 vast lH the legislature, and in the next wish
on the_ expellditure;
or scarcely to keep those of to deny them even this small priVilege, when it
them that are in opel".ation, ill r~pair.
I hope, m.ay be necessary, perhaps, to save the state from
th~refore, the :;ii500,(l'QOwill be stricken out.
dIsgrace.
Suppose this capitol should burnMr. PRlJ1STON,
I eoncul' in the neceSSity of Why, fifty thousand
dollars would not be suffi.
putting some re~trictioll all the power of the le- dent to restore the library or to supply the fur.
~tslatl,lre to Involve the people III debt.
And I niture ~vell. This building,
itself, cost more
ask the attentlOU of the convention to the thIrty .. than one hundred thousand dollars.
And would
lIecond section of the article. that they may see you leave the les-islature of the state houseles&
in what attitude it places the power of t~e legis- for three or four IUtervening yean, until an act
;:f.listnamed improvement we have never derived
a cent. Besides this, We have expended the following sums ou turnpike roads:
Maysville,
Washington,
Paris
and Lexington road,
_
$213,20000
Franklin couuty, road to Louisville,
20,000 00
Shelby CO., rend to Louisville,
45,000 00
Muldrow's Hill road,
.
55,145 46
Mercer CO., Crab Orchard road,
71,800 00
Frankfort, Lexington and Versailles road,
78,122 00
Danville,
Lancaster and Nicholasville road, 151,382 00
Scott county, road to Frankfort,
43,325 00
Franklin co" road tu Frankfort,
15,400 00
Winchester nud Lexington road,
45,100 00
Lincoln co., Crab Orchard road,
51,299 00
Oovington and Georgetown road,
170,135 77
Richmond and Lexington road,
75,383 00
Georgetown and Lexington road, ~
30,270 00
Anderson county, Crab Orchard
road,
_
.
_
42,950 00
Louisville to month Salt river,
65,340 99
Mouth Salt river to Elizabethtown,
, _
84,581 16
Elizabethtown
to Bell's tavern,
118,778 24
Bell's tavern to .Bowlinggreen,
85,488 70
Bowlinggreen
to Tennessee line,
87,194 16
Franklin
county, Crab Orchard
road,
-'
_
_
_
17,06400
Bardstown and Springfield road,
65,190 60
Lexingtoll,Rarrodsburgand
Perryville road, _
_
109.646 00
Bardstown and Louisville road,
100,000 00
Bardstown and Green river road,
289,825 19
Glasgow and Scottsville road,
110,385 :38
Mount Sterling and Maysville
road,
88,072 59
Versailles to Kentucky river,
20,000 00
Logan, Todd and Christian,
149,428 91
Maysville and Bracken road,
25,948 00
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could hI" submitted to the people and passed by
the legislature?
I am utterly averse, also, to
striking out five hundred thousand dollars and
substituting therefor one hundred thousand dollars; and for the same reasons. Would it be improvident to say that a man may contract debts
to an amount which his anuual income would
reimburse? Would it be improvident then to say
the same thing of the state? Might ltuotberoatter
lead to great evils in the conduct of the affairs of
the state, to impose such a restriction?
Now,
here is the thirty-third section, and if it is not
stringent enough in all conscience, to satisfy either of the gentlemen {tom Nelson, I cannot
conceive what will answer that purpose.
It
provides:
"No act of the general assembly shall authorize any debt to be contracted, on behalf of the
commonwealth, unless provision be made therein, to lay and collect an annual tax, sufficient to
pay the 'interest stipulated, and to discharge the
debt within
years; nor shall such act
take effect until it shall have been submitted to
the pe0l'le at a general election, and shall have
rCC€IVe( a majority of all the votes cast for and
against it."
So that, ill fact, the committee, by this clause,
have declared that not only is the action of the
legislature
necessary to create a debt, but that
the people themselves, at the general election
following, shall sanction or disapprove of their
act.
Now, at the time of the general bankruptcy in
1840, no state in the Union had such a restrictiou
on its legislature,
The then aggregate of the
indebtedness of the several states amounted to
about $240.000,000, and nearly everyone
of
them repudiated or were on the verge of that
disgrace.
The state of. Kentuck7 at that time,
under the general depreciation 0 property and
great failures in the revenue, was only saved
from the bankruptcy which threatened by plundering the school fund.
The gentleman from
Nelson (Mr. C. A. Wickliffe) says no, but so I
understand the facts to be.
Mr. C. A. WICKLIFFE.
The legislature set
apart the sum of $800,000, according to my recollection, frum that portion of the surplus reveu ue of the United States allotted to the state of
Kentucky.
The remainder of the sum was sub
scribed in stock to the bank of Kentucky, if I
r collect aright.
The law setting apart the
$800,000 for school purposes, provided, that it
should he vested in profitable stocks.
The then
executive being' authorized by a separate statute
to borrow a mil lion of money by the issue of the
bonds of the state, bearing five pel' cent. interelOt,
and unable to sell these bonds abroad, or thinking that these bonds were a good investment fur
the school fund. therefore, made those bonds payable to the school commissioners to the nuiount
of $800,000.
That was the disposition of that
fund, and its proceeds were applied to the object of internal improvements.
Sometime durin& the administration of Governor Letcher the
legislature, with a vi ..w of reducing, on paper,
the state debt, ordered the bonds given to the
school commissioners to be cancelled, and thus
was blotted out the school fund.
The public
revenue and credit did not suffer in1840, and the

income upon the sinking fund paid the Interest
lIpon the foreign debt,
Mr. PRESTON.
Notwlthstandiug
the explenation of the ~entleman, which leaves me almost as much IU the dark as I was at first, I still
think that the main part of my facts are unanswered.
The fact was, as I understood, that the
part of the surplus revenue of the United States
allotted to Kentucky, and set apart to be applied
to school purposes, was applied to the liquidation of the internal improvement debt.
QUI'
bonds having sunk to seventy per cent. on the
one hundred in the northern market, this school
fund was then seized npon and aPl?lied for that
purpose.
These are the facts about it.ifmy memory serves me aright.
I will not allude further
to that part of the subject.
Every member here
must see the necessity of allowil1~ the legtelature to remedy these casual deficiencies in the
revenue, or expenses not provided for-Sllch for
instance, as the destruction of the public buildings-bythe
creation of indebtedness, but not to
exceed singly or in the aggregate, theaumof $500,000. Is the thirty-third
section not sufficient
s-uard against the abuses of legislative discretion
III the creation of state debts?
I think it is.
I
shall vote against. the amendment reducing the
amount, and I hope the convention will pause
before they strip the legislature, and through it
the people, of all power or discretion in this
matter.
At least allow them, when they are utterly restricted from the creation of debts for any
other purpose, to provide for casual deficits in
the revenue, or unforseen expenses not provided
for.
Mr. C. A. WICKLIFFE.
If I thought there
could probably arise, under a frugal and prudent administration of the government of Kentucky, the necessity for the exercise of this debtcontracting power, to the extent of half a roil.
lion of dollars, like the geutleman from Louisville, I might go with him to retain the section.
But retain it as it is, and my word for it no fu .
ture legislature will ever have occasion to resort
to the loan prescribed in the following section.
What is this thirty-second
section?
Why that
you may borrow $500,000, annually, to meet the
contiugeneies of deficits in your annual revenues. Stop there, and perhaps there would be
no dangerous or Improvident
exercise of this
power; but there are also in this clause, expressions and c-ords I do not understand, or else
they ambiguously confer 11 power that may be improvidently exerclecd-c-vtc meet casual deficien,
ciea in the revenue, or to meet expenses not provided for."
What does the committee mean by
"expenses not provided for?"
The legislature
may run the state into debt upon this old system of internal improvement, to the amount of
$500,000, and the next year may borrow $500,000 more to meet that indebtedness not provided
for by law, and which the revenue is not equal
to pay.
That is my reading' of the section, and
it is nothing more or less than authorizing the
legislature to borrow at pleasure, if they can
create a necessity therefor by any system of expenditure, however provident or improvident.
Mr. PRESTON.
The section provides that
they shall not at any time, singly or in the aggregate, exceed $500,000.
Mr. C. A. WICKLIFFE.
Does the gentleman
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water navigation.
The school f\lml, !IS8 fund,
is based merely au a promise of the state to
herself, that she will set apart, and hold sacred
Mr. PBESTON. Yes sit.
Mr. C. A. WICKLIFFE.
I do not so read the $850,000 for OOlllTUOn school purposes. She gave
section, but if that is the intent, then it ought to the trustees of the school fund the following
to be amended, because in the course of fifty bonds:
On isu, January, 1840, one bond, $500,000
years we may be under the necessity of borrow170,000
On 22d January, 1840, oue bond,
mg an amount larlfely beyond that. Now we
180,000
On 22d January, 1840, ODebond,
provide for ~he ralelng, every year, by our system of taxation, the money necessary to defray
$850,OUO
the expenses of government.
There may be ocThese bonds drew five per cent. interest. TIle
casions in ·which deficits of 40,50, or $lOO,OOO
may occur, from the failure of the collecting of- Interest accumulated, and continued to accumuflees, or the depreciation of property; out '1 do late, until the whole amount due by the state to
not see that there can be a failure arising from the school fund, comprisin!S' interest and princithese causes, to the amount of half a million at pal was $1,299,.268 42. Since then, and down
anyone time, and thus creating the nec-essity to January 1, lti50, interest has accumulated,
and not included in that sum, to the amount of
for the borrowing of that amount of money.
In relation to the school fund, of which I $51,223 29.
The gentleman from Louisville, (Mr. Preston,)
spoke, I mistook the amount by $50,000. It
was $850,000, not $800,000; and the facts in re- says that our stock fell in the market to about
I think he is in
gourdto it are as I have stated them. But so far sixty eight on the hundred.
as paying the interest on the state debt, and the error there; and that our six per cent. stocks,
demands which fell on the sinking fund, eveu never fell below par. The five per cents. perduring the crash of 1840, alluded to by the geu- haps did. A report made to the legislature ill
tIeman, when the banks stopped specie pay- 1845-6, exhibits the terms and conditions of every
ments, and when credit at home and abroad was loan in the state; and it shows that the five P'"
made to falter and to sink, this state was able to cent. stocks were never sold at less than at par,exmaintain her credit. by the prompt payment of cept in one instance, and then ninety eight for-one
her ciJupon,~ for every dollar, the day 11, become hundred, while the six per cents. never fell below
due. A bill of exchange was drawn by our it. There was some railroad and turnpike bonds
banks on New Orleans, which was negotiated that fell below par; but the actual loans were
We DOW
at New York. The debt fell due on the same never obtained at that disadvantage.
day the bank dividend fell due, and in order to owe, taking it altogether, upwards of $7,000,000;
and
we
jlaY
$271.289
35
interest.
There
is
meet the payment, in New York, the sinking
fund commissioners had always to anticipate its an anuua drain upon us for interest, to that
payment by a bill of exchange drawn through amount; and it now gees beyond the mountains.
the bank, and based on the debt the bank would Our expenses have increased at a remarkable
owe to the fund all the first of January.
That rate. I will read now. a table, to show what a
is the way in which the debt was met in 1840. wonderful knack we had of getting up stairs, Oil
My object is to strike out $500,000, and to fill this subject.
The whole amount of revcnve collected by tho
the blank with such sum as may be likely to
be needed in case of a deficit of the revenue. sheriffsIn 1829, was
$61,396 05
In relation to the other section, author-izing the
In 1830, was
66,309 38
borrowing of money, with proper guards. I am
In 1831, was
62,351 44
prepared to go with the gentleman as far as is
In 1832, was
70,598 82
prudent and proper.
In 1833, was
64,758 58
Mr. HARDIN.
The government of the UniIn 1834, was
74,119 93
ted States, after the national debt was paid, had
In 1835, was
124,518 80
a surplus of about $28,000,000, and its annual
In 1836, was
139,381 02
income being amply sufficient for the ordinary
In Itl37, was
169,86435
expenses of government. an act of eocgress was
In 1838, was
205,783 62
passed, dividing this money amen/? the states,
In 18.39, ...vas
218,363 53
according to their representation III congress.
In 1840, wue
255,009 76
Kentucky having ten representatives and two
In
1841,
was
261,898 98
senators. was entitled to twelve parts. according
In 1842, was
370,842 05
te the whole representation in congress. Several
In 1843, was
325,41388
. of the states. Virginia, I think, and one of the
In 1844, was
284,084 45
Carolinas, refused to receive their shares. KenIn 18,15, was
315,413 35
tucky received $1,433,756 29, and became reIn 1846, was
348,742 38
sponsible, whenever the necessitiesoftbe general
·In 1847, was
350,838 39
government should demand it, to return the
In 1848, was
346,000 22
money; and I presume this will never be, unless
In 1849, was
415,002 20
we should get into some war of several years
The
sum
for
1849,
refers
to
the
tax
levied for
duration, and entirely exhaust our means. When
the
Yl?:al'
e
nding
October
1,
1849.
The levy for
that money was received, Kentucky, b'1 some
act of legislation, set apart $850,000 0 it, for the coming year enning October I, 1850, is
common school purposes. Previous to that time, $562,000. If that increase is not enough to eatthere was no common school fund -at all; and isfy gentlemen, for God's sake what will? From
that act is just as binding and obligatory on the $74.000 in 1834-we have increased it up to this
state, as are those passed providing for slack time to $562,000. But says the gentleman, New

mean in all time to come, or es Ioug aa the conetitutdcu shall be in force?
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inf,o Why in the name of Ood, whp.t i,~half 11
York has a larger debt, and 80 has Ohio. Yesmillion dollars-says
one;' and yet the people
and I will tell the gentleman another secret; are called upon to pay nineteen cents, under the
Great Britain has a larger debt. France has a equalization law, and if a man's wife has to
larger debt; and all the. great powers of Europe wear spectacles, or if she has got too old, or too
have a larger debt. But it does not follow that fleshy to ride on horse back, and has a buggy,
there is much comfort in owing about $7,000,000 he must also pay the specific tax on them. Gen·
and payin~ $271,000 per year interest, to go tlemen have a happy knack of saying all this is
where? Is it paid out "herct No. Where dot'S nothing; and yet out of these nothings, an enit go then? It goes to New York, and is about ormous debt hus been created. The Ohio riv\ir
as much loss to Kentucky as if it went to the at its source is nothing. and yet when it gets to
East Indies, and was there worked up into im- Louisville, it is a big river. How the state debt
ages. Now what is the intere ..t and duty of has been swollen to $7,000,000 is fullyexhibitell
Kentucky? It is to provide a competent and ac- in the tables to which I have referred. And I
tive sinking fund to extinguish the debt as it will say that, in traveling through the country,
shall become due; and that will bft ill about no reform have I heard so loudly called for, 11;:1
twent,y-five years. :My plan-if
I had the pow- that a restriction should be put on the power of
er-would
be, to keep the sinking fund up to the legislature to contract debts hereafter. I am
what it now is, and by saving and economy, to not for repuditition.
I am for payillg Gvery dolwithdraw from other purposes, money enoueb lar we owe. There is no calamity that could
to pay the debt in twenty seven or twenty eight fall on the country, that I believe would be equal
years. I '1M gfl'atly in hopes that this couvcntion wonld so construct the government, that we to repudiation.
Mr, OLARKE.
Early in the session of this
should be able, to economise at least $50,000 a
year; but, it has not done so; and I am for a tax convention, resolutions were offered by some
to raise that sum; to be appropria.ted over and two or three gentlemen, and my remembrance is,
above what the sinking fund now is. 'I'he fund that some one ortwo were referred to the committhus increased, the first year would pay $50,000 tee of which I have the honor to be chairman.
-the next $53,00U-tbe next $56,180 and so on, These resolutions were on the subject of imposuntil it will pay the debt in t,wenty-five years, ing some restriction upon the power of the leI do not want the legi~lature to have the powE'r gislature, in the contraction of public debt, and
I
to run us in debt any 1U0re. If the section they were dulycollsidered by the committee.
means, that they never shall eo long as this con- think I but express the sentiments of every
member
of
that
committee
when
I
say,
that
they
stitution may stand, incur more than $500,000
indebtedness in the aggregate, then it improves all concur in the opinion, that some restriction
There were in the comthe section; yet I should be unwilling thus to ought to be imposed.
restrict the legislature, because in the course of m ittee, those who halieved that one restriction
fifty years, »re may expect in a great state like would be sufficient, while others believed a more
this, to be obliged to borrow more than that rigid one would be necessary, hut there were
none who did not believe that sam .. rastrict.icn
sum.
should be imposed on the legislative action all
The gentleman from Lonlsville, (Mr. Prcston.)
the subject, 'I'he past history of the state has
seid.ceuppose the capitol should burn down. satisfied, not only them, but as I believe a large
Well sir, If this miserable building, drawn after majority of the people of the state, that a wild
a Grecian Temple, and looking for all the ana reckless system of ruuuing into debt, had
. world, when across the bridge, like the end of pervaded the legislature in by-gone times, for a
another bridge to tile hill back here-and
which number of years, and that their heedless, headis adisgrace to the stare-s-if it should take fire; long practice in this particular, should be rewhy in the name of God let it burn. We have strainer!.
This thirty,sf>cond section was inhad one or two capitola burned down, and a cOI'porated into t.his report for that purpose.
meeting house, or two; llnd I do not care how
'then>, wer" those ill the committee who be·
soon we get rid of this mean, contemptible,
lievtid tlUlt th,} legislature, for this purpose of
bridge-looking ediftuc. It is allY thing but a supplying casual deficits in the revenue, should
capitol, in which to do business.
Let t·be gen- not go) bp.yond $50,000 in their power to borrow;
tleman go to Mississippi, and see the ma~nifie('nt others believed the limit sholi1d be $100,000,
capitol at, Jackson; al111 aFl a KentucKiall, he others $2511,OOO,und uthers again $500,000. But
will feel disgra(:ed alld hnmblE'd at tlle compari· at the time that section wa;; drafted in commit·
son. But our building cost 70 or $80,000; and tco, it was not intended or supposed that a disif it should burn, would itbe necessary to bor· er(Jtion ...vas conferred on the legislaturt"l at any
row $500,000 to re·builu it'! Wil!llOtt"'O CCllts time, singly or in the aggregate. to creat-e a debt
additional tax, provide the amount llecessary'! exceeding $500,000. No one of tlH'lU supposed
Certainly; and the same mean ... should be re- that the legislature, under this phrasE'ology, "or
sorted to, t.o meet any similaremergeney.
I am for expenses not provided for," could at Olle seijnot against spending a thousand, or a million sian approl)riate balf a million, thus incurring
dollar~, if it 1>1 ne('es~ary to the prusperity of the expenses, and then at the next sl'ssion, coulll
country.
But 1 am unwilling to confer upon levy a tax or issue state bonds for the purpose
the legislature the power of getting us mto of defrayin~ that expense; and so on from sesdebt. They have got us into debt enough al- sion to seSSlOllrunning the state into debt. I am
ready.
The gentlemen who hav" ar~ued here, cOllstrained t.o acknowledge that the section does
do not seem to understand the conditIOn of the not meet my entire approbation, bccau"e if there
common people of the cO\ltltry. It is fl very is any ambiguhy in Its language, 1 am well sat·
hard task for a man now to pay his taxell; and .isfied that, tlle construction plafted on it will be
yet gentlemen seem to regard it as 11 mere lloth·
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to allow t he legislature to borrow money.
My
experience and rtJ!1ding have tl\ught me that.legis_ the people to rnlee the money to meet such deIative bodies in all countries are 110tdisposed to ficit. 'rhere Is no necesaitj- therefore, for this
give up any thing, but that on the contrary they provision granting them the power to borrow
There is no one subject, on which
are inclined to encroacbmenr.
H, ther~fore, the $500,000.
the people are so universally agreed, as the prosec·tion i.') sllsC('pt.ible of any other than a plain,
palpable and definite construction, J am ill fa- priety of limiting the debt-contracting power of
the legislature, and no reform was more loudly
VOl' of making it 80 plain tha.t none call mistake
or misuuderstiind it. I am Willing here to state, called for. All know that our taxes have been
that I have not supposed that at. any period in the largely increased in consequence of the state
future historv of Kentucky, there will be a ne- debr: uud I do not want any thing done by the
cesstty to borrow more than $50,000 or $100,000 legislature to increase that. taxation, unless the
to meet the deficiences of the revenue.
It was question shall have been first submitted to the
This is what
urged iu the committee, as it has been urged people for t.heir assent or dissent.
here to-day, that jf our capital should be de- rhe people of my section of the country at least,
expect
at
the
hands
of
this
com-cntion.
There
stroyed, thou it might be necessary to contract
can be no necessity then for this proposition;
a larger debt. That is a yery good argument,
and might fumish an exceptIon to the general and if I understand the force and meaning of
l'illciple laid down in the thirty second section. language at all, the gentleman is entirely miedo not feel di8inclined to savor allow that if taken, In construing this section, as preventing
an eccidenr of that sort ShOllld happen in our the in~reasp. of the debt at any time beyond
They might create that amount of
Slate, SOllie provision mig-ht be made to meet $500,000.
indebtedness in any given year, and so on, year
the ernergenlJY. But I declare that my purpose,
as one of the committee, is to restrict the debt after year; for the section does not say, that for
contracting power of the legislature.
1£ the sec- all time to come the whole indebtedness shall
tion, as it is reported, does not do it, to the ful- amount to $500,000 aud no more. It is one of
lest and utmost extent, I hope thnt one or the those adroitly worded propositions that will ad.
mit of any constructIOn emergency may call
other of the gentlemen frorn ~ eleon, will so/)erfor.
f~ct it as to Iirillg it up to the expectations 0 the
The PRESIDENT.
I wish to offer an addipeople of the statp.. For if 1kHow the past hiF;to_
ry of the state. it has wrung from the people an tional section, to precede the thirty second secexpression of dissatisfaction
at the wild and tion of this report, in the follOWing words:
«The 'general assembly that shall first conreckless system of legislation that has characterized the last fifteen or twenty years.
vene under this constitution, shall set apart an
annual sum of at least $50,000 of the public
The convention then took a recess.
money, whicll sllall be the first to be paid; and
EVE.'<!NG SESSION.
provide that the same shall be faithfully applied
:Mr. C. A. WICKLIFFE withdrew his motion to the purchase and withdrawal of the evlden,
to strike out $500,000 and insert $100,000, and ces of the debt of til is commonwealth, until the
in lieu thereof moved to strike ont the Words "or whole of the said debt shall be dischal'ged:
for expenses not provided for," with a view of Provided, If the annual sum so appropriated
obviating any flifticulty as to the lJOllstructiou of shallliot be sufficient to discharge the debt as it
the section.
He th~n moved that the conven_ becomes dlle, the genera! assembly sllall ha'll"e
tion resolve itself imo committee of the whole, authority to create additional loans for the puncon the articlc under consideration, as tho Presi- tual payment of said debt: And provided further,
That the general assembly shall have authority,
dent expl'es:sed a wish to be heard.
excep~,as hereinafter provided, to contract other.
'fhis was agr'eed to.
loans.
The c(lnvelltion then resolved it.self into Com.
I was a membel· of the legislatnre when the
mittee of thl' whole, Mr. BOYD in the <:huir.
I voted for
Mr GHOLSON.
I desire to ll1ak" a very ft:w origillal state debt was contmcled.
that
system of internal improvt'ltlellts,
which
remarks upon this subject.
The whole mattrr
at issue is this: docs this convention
iutend gentlemen take OCcasion now to denounce aswild,
The men who were
to leave in the legislattll'e unlimited
power reckless, alld eXhu\'ugant.
to cilntract dehtst If it allows them to go to the the members of the legislatuJ't' at that time, ill~
extent of $500-000 per anBum, it might as well stitllted and carried out that sy.<;tem of interdo it; for they would seldom wi~h to borrow l1al improvements, did it with the sanction of
From year to year they Tea greater amount than that at one time, and t.heir constituents.
thus they could go Oil from year to year, and rLlll turlled to tlJeir constitnellt.'i, who h.ad a full
the state in debt as much as they please.
I alll knowledge of what they had done; and tllese
as mlleh opposed to repudiatio]l as allY man; alld men were again and agalil el.:eted, for the purwitht.he whole taxing power left unlimited, as it pose, and with the view, of fully carrying out
that system.
And in the part which 1 bore in
'will be, to the legislature,
no apprehension
need be entertained of slich a misfortune.
My that matter, I acted in accordance with thewislles
objeet, in wishin~ to restrain tIle legislature, is of those 1 represented.; and under the same cirTo hear gento prevent repudiation;
for if tl1(,y go on run- cumstances, 1 Would so act again.
ning the state in debt as they please, the people tlemen speak now, in reg-ard to this subject, it
might refuse to submit to it, and declare that re. would appear there Were none left; of those who
pudiation was preferable to inordinate taxation. gave theil' sanction to the system of intel'llal im.
And if actual d,..ficit;; should Occur, the governor provements as it has been carried out; alld that
has the powt"r to convene the legislature at any they are wiser than the general. jon which
time; and they possess the power of taxing has passed, and had no hand in contracting thiR
debt. ] will not go back to the record and refer
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to the yeas and uaya, to ehow who auataiued by wealth's bank, to the umouut of upwurde of
$2,100,000, and we sustained the government. by
their votes this sy~tem of internal improvements
and the contraction of this debt.
It is sufficient the interest upon our credit added to our taxes.
for me to know that there was u majority of the Thus Wi: drew from the necessities of the peorepresentatives of the people who voted for it; ple, by loaning our credit, the means of susand that those men have never forfeited the con- taining the government: and from the Green
river country, that portion of our lands, in refidence of their constituents for their participation in the creation And carrying on of that s,Ys- lief of the taxation of the richer portion of the
tern. SOllie of them have been elevated to high stute. And when they came and said that they
were shut out from all the advantages of nav]and distinguished
stations,
notwithstanding
those votes. And it is a matter of some pride gation, by the interior location of their country,
and could ouly get to market with their produce
and some credit to Kentucky, thatnotwithstanding she contracted these debts. in carrying on when the river was high-s-and year after year,
the-e internal improvements, she carried on that for want of a freshet, their produce was rotting
system, so far as It went, with much more prll- in their barns and on their plantations, and
to lock and dam
denct, and with greater economy, than many of asked for an appropriation
of the people
her sister states; and that whilst they were dr-lv- Green river, the i-eprescntatiees
of Kentucky voted for it, and designed and inell to repudiate their debts, either from inability
tended
by
the
accomplishment
of
that work, to
to 'pay, 01' unwil l iuguess to sustain the burden
of taxation, Kentucky has always been able to give them the advantages of navigation, as well
pay the interest. and as I believe, is now able as to give to that section of country some equivand willing to provide for the fayment
of the alent for the immense sums drawn from it, in
principal of her iudcbtedues s ,
do not know of relief of the balance of the state. And although
but one gentleman now on this floor-the honor- the work does not now yield any thing' like an
interest on the sum expended-s-aud
perhaps this
able sentlcmun from Henderson, (Mr. Dixon,)who lS entirely guiltless upon this subject.
He year will not pay expenses, on account of the
was uniform and consistent in his opposition to extraordinary repairs that have been mude-e-stdll
the system of internal improvements.
But if I I believe that the sum expended there was wiseand that that
recollect aright, though there are a great many 1v and beneficially expended;
others who voted against it, still, wlienevcr they s'cotion of the country draws an adequate comcould draw any little bonus to their section of pensation from it j and that the state of Kenthe state, they always accepted it. w hy, the tueky, by the increased value of the lands,
Iande west of the 'l'enneesee river were given up draws a sum in increased taxation equal to inNext we undertook
to that section of the country, to be there expen- terest on the expenditure.
ded Ior internal iuiprovemeuts , and the statutes to lock and dam Kentuokyriver, and that worked
show that they received and uscd them.
'fo the -so far a...WQ have proce~ded with it.-well, and
mountain regIOn we gave but little; but we gave has effected and accomplished the object had iu.
tllem the unappropriated
r\lblie domain; and vil'!w. It has made Kentucky river, 80 far as
they received and used it, A pitiflll gift it cer- improved, a better navigatiou than that of the
Ohio; and it h11.8given to the section of country,
tainly was, yet they took it.
wit hin reach of it, the benefit and advantage of
The first appropriation
that was TUade for
steamboat lluvigation, which, without it, they
slackwater navigatlOll, was for the benefit of the
ncver could havt~ enjoyed.
And though it doe!'!
Green river country-to
lock and dam Ore(,'n
river. Now those who will look back to the llot yield a revenue 'to the state a SUIll cl)nnl to
the intereflt on the BUill expended, it yields a
early stages of this country, will finu that the
benefit to the people of the state more than equal
lands !Wuth of Green river-except
the military
to the amount of money appropriated to the iill·
survey.s-belon~ed
to t.he COllllllollwealth of Kenprovement.
True it dOE'Hnot yield what was
tucky,
'l'hey were sold out to the citizells who
calculated and expected, because it iB a work
settled there, ullder "hend-right claims," as they
not accomplished.
Kentucky was paying from
were called, to be paid into the treasury of thtJ
$500,000 to $600,000, annually, to odler state~
commonwealth by instalments.
Thus the setfllr lumber and fuel-for
the lumber of NeW"
tler;:; in that portion of tho.Jcountry wcre indebtYork and the coal of PeHIlsylvania-and
it was_
ed to the commonwealth for the lands Oil whieh
they lived; llnd the interest on that irHlebted- the design llild intention of those who under·
took to lock and .lRIll Kentucky river, to reach
ness, for a long period of years, drcw from that
the coal, iron, und lumber region of the state,
country into the tn,asury considerable sums of
and thus to save to Kentucky the RJ1lJuul sums
money, althou~h the. lcgi::>laturo granted them,
we were giving for the products of the mines
from tIme to tune, tndulgellces·. That lUoney
alld fortlsts of other statcs, and with those Bum~
was placed in the old Bank of the common·
to stimulate the industry, prosperity and wealth
wealth, and constituted
itB capital stock, and
of our own commonwealth.
If that work should
amounted at last to upwards of $500,000.
In
be accomplished-a~
I hope und trust in tim.: it
relief of the taxation of the richer portion of
will be-it will san~ thii> half million of dollars
the state, we took the dividellds, drawn from 11
annually W the people, aHd by that sum paid
part of those public land ..., and assigned them to
outto the industry and enterprise of our own citithegO\'emillent,togethllr
with the re\'eD\le drawn
zens, will il,lcrease the prosperit.y of alL I have
from the southern portion of the state. 'fhcn
:Q.othipg, t.heref()re, to regret in the votes I ga;vc
We made the commomvealth's
bank, a mere pafor tbat wor).:., nor tht!: do?bt,g wJlich are the conper machine.
We provided to turn into that
sequence of it. I believe t.}mt the increased Yalbank the proceed8 of our !!tock in the bank of
ue of the Jands in all the neighborhood around
~ent\lckn
and We loaned th~ credit of lhe l':tate,
it, Keutucky, in her reyenue, docs now; and will
in the l'!hape of b:mk ,llo.tes' on "tbt; d,1l1lUO\1-

In all time to come, derive a fair and full equivalent for the expenditure.
The project to lock and dam Licking river was
undertaken for the same principles and with the
same views, and it must be acknowledged that
the work is a total failure; and the money there
invested a total 105,<;. The difficulty was clearly
perceived by those engaged in the enterprises of
that driy: and the effect of the distraction of the
efforts of the state in the accomplishment
or these
works, by being engaged in the prosecution of
three of them at one HUrl the same time, was then
apprehended as of dangerous consequences, and
]lOW we sec that it was fatal to the system.
If
we had combined all our purpose,
money,
and ali our energies upon one or theru, we would
have effected our object: and the benefits and
udvantegee flowing from it" would have enabled
us in time to have accomplished the others. The
change of times-the
bursting of the bubblebrought a period to the labors of Kentucky upon
the system of internal improvements.
And although we did not sell our bonds below par, to
meet the balances against us, we gave them to
contractors at par, ill payment of what was due
to them, when we knew they would have to sell
them at a discount; and ill many instances they
did sell them <Itad iscouut of from ten to' fifteen
per cent. That was just as much repudiation
on the part of the state, inasmuch as it took
that sum from men who were fairly entitled to
it, as was the refusal of other states to pay their
debts; and we need not claim that we arc entireIv free from it. I felt it my duty to suv this
much in relation to this matter.
.The system of turnpike roads Ira.'! been referfed to. When we commenced that system, there
was but one turnpike road in the commonwealth,
and that was an old road Ieediug from Louieville
to Middletown, not exceeding eleven miles in
length.
Through the enterprise of individuals
ana by the assistance of the state, considerable
was done upon that subject. And here let me
add, I differ with the elder gentleman from N elson, (.Mr. Hardin.)
I believe that there has been
as much, or even greater loss, upon the sums expended for turnpike roads, than on the amounts
expended for the illlfll'o"vementof rivers. In the
progress of internalimprovemcuts,
I believe that
since the adaptation of railroads to the wants of
the commercial and traveling commuc ity, that
both turnpike roads' and river navigation will
yield measurably to railroads.
I have had occasion to review the system of interlJal improvements-its
cffl,cts and hs consequences-and
I
am free to confess, that so far as I am concerned,
I greatly prefer that it should be doue by pt'ivate
enterptlse, than for the poblic to have aflythillg
to do with it. I believe that a system of internal imprm-ements by the general governmt:nt.
where immense sums of money are paid out
through commissioners and officers, bestowed on
one section of the country, in order to increase
the power and influence of the goYernmen~ ill
that section; and denied to other portions, in
.order to punish them for political opinions, or
any other t.hing, ilo\ one of the most dangerous
powers that Call be exercised by the general gOYernment.
I favor that s~rict construction which
yields to it nothing but conceded powers.
Looking over the aOts of the st-ete, th!" records,
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I find that I differed with a large portion oC my
own political frieuds ; end was there found voting generally, in the ranks of our opponents,
and often have I met the charge, that in authorizing that expenditure, under their management,
as it generally was, I had aided and assisted
them in procuring the means to strengthen and
perpetuate their power in the state. 1 believed
that great advantages were to be derived by the
state, from that system of internal improvements.
My constituents wanted this system; and I find
that they sustained me from time to time, in the
votes that I gave; and I am content.
The public mind has chang-ed ; and public sentiment is
for leaving this thing to private enterprise.
The
people now desire to provide for the payment of
this debt, and to limit the power of the legislature to contract debts : and I am willing to go
with them. But I see in the report of this committee, nothing thatJ'I'ovides for the payment of
the present debt, an only a restriction as to
borrowiuc money. If we do Dot provide for
the pa.rm~nt of the present debt; and we restrict
the legislature in the power of borrowing, when
the debt falls due, how is it to be paid 1 Is it
to be met immediately and directly by taxation?
Or is the loan to be extended?
In the section
that I offer, I propose. that thcfirstgeneral assembly which shall meet, under the new constitution, shall set apart from the revenue of the
commonwealth, $50,000 annually; to be appropriated to the withdrawal of the evidences of
this debt; and if that is not sufficient to meet
those debts, as they fall due, that then the legislature shall have power to contract loans to fulfil the faith of the state. And this $50,000, appropriated annually, will in. time payoff,
and
discharge the whole debt. I believe the sentiment of tho people is ripe for it; that they desire, and will sustain it-that
our duty to the
commonwealth, is thus to provide for it. Then
1 will go with gentlemen to restrict th .. legislature bevond what may be considered a fair sum,
for deficiencies that may arise ill the annual
revenue: also to reetrict them in the power to
contract debts for internal improvements, unless
it shall be submitted to the whole people.
reviewin~ this matter, I will say, that the
benefits and advantages from the sums that we
have laid out, fall immediately and directly to
ll.rticular sections of country; and although it
iUS increased the general wealth, prosperity, and
revenue of the state, yet all sections are:obUged
to bear the burden of tllxatioll, to pay the il1terest, and will ha"Vttto bear it, to pay the principal of these debts. Thus, to some extent, the
benefits and advantages of these improvements,
curried on by the state, as they were, or as any
other will be, fall particularly
on th£' sections
where the works are located; while the whole
state must equally contribute to defrll/ing their
costs. Therefore there will be very little likelihood of public debt being contracted for such
works, unless they shall be of such general importance as to interest a large portion of the
commollwealth.
All the reveune that goes to the sinking fund,
is not. derived from direct. taxation on the country. We have a tax of fifty cents on the hun·
dred dollars, on $1,250,000 stock in the BlUlk of
Louisville; on $3,700,000 I5t-ockin t·he Bank of
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Kentucky. and on $2,250,000 in' the Northern
In changing our opinions, let \UI not put OUf
Bank; and these sums constitute R part of the reve- condemnation upon the system, without boneetnue of the state. In addition to that, we have the ly and fanly providing for the payment of the
dividends 00-1 do not know the exact sum be- debt to the last dollar, and it can be certainly.
longing to the state-I
believe about $1,250,000 I and easily paid by an annual sum appropriated
bank stock-the
greater portion -in the Northern I for that purpose. I believe that was the object
Bank, paying eight or nine per cent.,in the Bank : of the elder gentleman from Nelson, (Mr. Harof Louisville, paying eig-ht per cent., and in the din,) when he asked for a committee on this subBank of Kentucky, paymg eight per cent" and ject: and I hope and trust we shall have his aid
which will pay all extraordinary per ceut., when .und assistance, in passing this provision, or
they get. in the proceeds of recollery from the! something' like it, thatwill provide for the paySchuylkill
Bank, exceeding $500,OOO-to aid mental' this debt.
This is all I have to sayan
and assist the sinking fund, or to assist in pay- the subject.
in~ the intljres,t on the internal improyement
:\-lr, BRADLEY.
I desire to make a statedebt. The capital stock of the Bank at Kentuct
h i 1 tl
k
f th
id L h
ky, was recently increased to $5,OOO,OOO-$:J,men, W to 1 ie remar cs
e prest en
as
OUU,OOO of wlucb was to be subscribed by indio rendered somewhat neceo:8~ry.v'' my part. I
viduals and $2 000 000 by the commonwealth
ne,ver h,ad the hono: of serving m the legIslature
"
",
"
With him: but I did have the honor of a seat In
we~I~~n~~~n~~~:~ P~rcll~lbcron~~rl~~~troe~r~~gt~:t~the ~egislature the y,car after the system of inter~he was to draw a tax of half per cent" and ill nal Improvements w as co~mencedr', and I s~rvcd
addition to that, the increase of the dividends.
here ,for four ye,ars snccessn',ely.
[he president
Tl
t1'
d'
It'
t
th
of' this convention was, I think, a member of the
ie same ung ~as
one III re a 1.0n 0
e senate at that time; and I presume he is not well
Northern Bank,
rll\~s, u sum exceedmg. $l~O,- infonned touching the votcs I then gave. I hope
0.oUalll~llally, wll;s dennd through these lllst,tu-I he had no allusion t.o me when he referred to the
tWllS, In aId ot the renmue of the commo~- gentlemen froll! Henderson, (Mr, Dixon,) as bewealth 0,1'Kentucky~ an,d more than tIlat sum IS ing the only gentleman on this floor who had
~o,~ dtlnved t~ the SIll~Lll,gfUIlJ, frolU"the stock been conf.iistent upon this subject. I was against
tn~ au~ the ta,x ~n tl,l~sebal.l~s:
It "a~ h~p~d: I the sYiOtemfrom the bcgillning; and I believe my
that ,\ I,th the",e ad,dltlOnal aid"" and t~e plofit", I votes strmd recorded upon the journals against
that nught be derived from th~ publte works, borrowing about $4,00U,000 of this debt. The
that we shou.ld be able to prOVIde. for the pay-I entleman from Henderson then represented the
!Dent of the, Illtt>rest of the debt, WIthout n~sort'l ~ount.y in which 1 live, in the !;enate; and we
ll~g to ta.:atlOll. But the fraud. UP~1ltl~e SC,hllyl- had frequent conference upon this subject, and
kl~l, Bank, ~,l~dthe c~~~lge of tUlle"" made It I~e- understood the course that each other pursued at
c~",sary to lc",o~t to taX,1.,tlon. ~Jld th? yredlC- I that time. I have made this explanatIOn, as due
~lOnsof those enl?ag?d III the system ,01 mte\nal t,o m self after the remarks of the president on
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~~i~::~~;:~sbttl~:~~l~n~~:>twce~:~'Yr~~ld~r:dlt~;
,this ~ubj:ct.
..
are the calculations of many men, futile,
But
With regard to the ett:ect of t1Hlsemternal lmsince that time, with an improvidence that i" re- pyovemel!tfl 011 ~he portlOn.of eountry wh<.'reI.reo
markable, UpOIl the mere boon that the Northem
Side, I dIffer With the _l?rer:ndent. I do not thmk
Bank and the Bank of Kentucky should loan to they.lmve bee~lbenefiCial or advantageous to t~at
the people at six per cent,-to be divided amOllg particular regIon! except to a very small pOl:tlOn
the counties-of some $500,000 01' $600,000, 10be of the count~·y 1)'lng on the marglll of the !'lver.
paid back 011slllall calls-and
I believe eVNy And these lInpro~~men,ts genemlly have been
dollar of it was paid haek in about eightet:!n m~>reor less local III their eff<:ct.s. I ~ave ~Iotarmontf.ts-the state cancelled the obligations of rUlgned the cO;lrf'ieof .any ~e~tlem~n ill tIllS,mattho;;e banks, and thus was logt the annnal sum i tel'. I have dl~ered III opllllon With them In \eto the sinking f'll:J furmerly d<lrived from those g~rd to ~he polICy of these me.asures, land I still
sources, and which has now to be f>upplied by differ With tlwm III T7gard to I~ resu.ts: I am,
taxation,
It was not a \'ery wise or prudent to come, to. the questlOll more dlre~tly, In favor
system of fil1auciering, ,md it was based 011 a of restnctlllg the powel' of the l,eglslatnre here·
merc desire to induce the banks to loau; whi.:h after tocontral,t d~bts; and I beh{-\'e.such ~o be
they would haVd done, because they mnst loan ll?";:' atmost ll11anllnously, the p,ubhc sentiment
their mOlley to make a profit.
They are very of K,~ntucky. I ,came hen: 1l1l0mpledg.es,. so f~r
keen at making goorl bargains, amI they mude as my yo!-e ,~ould go, to place a restnc~JOn III
an immense bargain out of the state on that oc- the cunstItutlOn 0.0 the power of the l<lglslature
casion. r dt'sire to thrnw no imputation on any t? c,ontract (lebt.'>III the f:ltllrt', e.xcept to. a very
man, or set of men, ill regard to this matter; for IJllll~ed extc!1t. I agree III sentIment With the
I belie\7e the sentiments of the people ore chang- prec;ldent WIth re~ard to the paYlIH'l1t.ofthe debt
ed ill regard to it. But thm'tl is IlO reason that alre,aJy contra~te(j; and] shall be III favor of
we should brand as !)rofligate 01' {-.xt.ravagant, a ta~lllg some nlild stef.' that looks to the accomsystem of internal Improvement. that has the plLshment of that cu( ,
l>8nction ;lnd support of the l)eople, and which
Mr, MAYES, I was in the 10werhQuse of the
was carr!ed 011 ill accor~ance with ~heir wif;h~s legislature a~ the sess,ion of '36, '37, wh,en the
and sentl!U~nts. .1 b~lteve the actlO~ of those qnestion of lOternal Im~r~vement was m full
who participated III that system was m aecord- blast. I do IlOtsuppose It IS a matter of eonse4
ance with the wishes of their constituents; ,al~d I quence, whether I voted for or against it; if it is,
~hiJlk t},JatWh?ll :"~ have changed, our .opllllom I gentlemen can ascert.ain t~e fact by a reference to
ill relatIOn to It, It IS useless to stlgrnatlse them. I the jonrnals
of that seSSIOn, I therefore mOnt
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·that the committee rise, and report the bill to ~lJe
house.
The motion was withdrawn,
by general request, in order that the question might be taken
on the amendment.
Mr. CLARKE. When I explained the motives which influenced the committee in adopting this section of the report, I took occasion to
remark, that I thought a large majority of the
people of the state concurred in the 0J?inioll,
that the legislature should be restricted HI contracting debts, and in the wild and extravagant
use of the public money end public credit exhibited in its history for the last twenty veare.
In making the statement I did, I denounced that
species of legislation as wild and reckless. I
have not arraigned, and [see no reason now to
arraign, the votes or motives which were given
by, or influenced any gentleman in his participation in bygone legislation.
I have no doubt
that every gentleman, in voting for the adoption
of that system, honestly and fairly represented
his constituents.
But while I concede this much,
I will add that I well remember-though
I was
but a boy at the time-that
the people were told
in both branches of the legislature that all the
money they were borrowing for those internal improvements would be re-paid by the profits
of those works, and that the people would never
be called upon t.o pay a dollar of it. They were
told that these improvements would yield a dividend sufficient to pay not only the accruing
interest, but the principal of the debt, and also
~id in lessening the taxe~ of the people. Well
the people, by sad experience, have found out
~hatthese gentlemen were mistaken upon the
subject? Not ouly that, but they find saddled
upon them a debt between 5 and $7,000,000, and
that the taxes have been increased to a burdensome extent, to meet the interest upon that debt.
And they find now, and I think properly and
correctly, a. proposition made to meet the principal. Hence it was, that with a knowledge of
these facts, that the people in almost every county
in the state called upon the candidates for seats
here to declare whether they were or were not in
favor of restricting the debt-creating power of the
legislature.
The people have been deceived in
the accumulation
of a mighty and ponderous
debt, that is now weighing down the energies
of the state, and abstracting
from the proceeds
of their labor and property large amounts annually in taxation to pay the interest on that debt,
These evils have all been brought upon them by
legislation, and now we are called upon in this
convention to throw shackles upon the power of
the legislature to subject the labor of the country
to the payment of debts thus contracted.
In
speaking of that legislation, I charncteriaed it
as wild and reckless, and its sequel pro\'es that
it is so. Take, as an instance of it, the two
turnpike roads running from Louisville to the
state line in the direction of Nashville.
'l'here
they run, scarcely separating for forty miles,
and at some points coming so close together as
almost to enable a man to stand in one and
jump on to the other. Was it remarkable then,
that works thus carried out should not yield a
dividend on the amount expended in their con.lI,trnction. much less to ert.inguieh the principal
ftr.dhe debt .incurredt Then, even iftne people

led on to eeud "representatives to the legisIetdve halls to make an npproyrintioD, and did
d~ it in obedi~nce to the wil of the people, I
still feel authorized to say that these appropriations were wild and reckless, because they never
have, and never will, cany out the expectations
of those in favor of the improvements.
Hence.
the people now denounce that system of internal
improvements, and of pledging the labor of tho
state to the payment of large debts incurred in
making these sectional improvements.
Having
denounced it, they have sent us to this convention to frame a const.itutiou
that will withhold
such power from the legislature in future.
Mr. HARDIN.
I comprehend what the President means, and his amendment, with a slight
addition, will do exactly.
That is, I suppose he
intends that the sinking fund shall be kept up
to what it now is, and then this other $50,000
shall be added to it.
The PRESIDENT,
Yes sir ..
Mr. HARDIN.
Then it will do exactly, and
w ill provide for the payment of every dollar of.
the debt. I have a table, showing how this debt
was created, which may be interesting to the
convention.
Three or four year" aince it was
correct, and is nearly so now. It ie as follows :
5 per cent. bonds, payable 35
$165,000 00
years after date,
5 per cent. bonds, payable 30
years after date,
.
450.000 00
6 per cent. bonds, payable 30
years after date,
3,579,000 00
6 per cent. bonds, payable 6
years after date,
100,000 00
6 per cent, bonds, for repair of
railroad, payable 6 years af54,000 00
ter date,
Money borrowed from the Bank
of Louisville,
30,000 00
Due to United States goverment,
1,433.757 39
Due School Fund,
.
1,115,430 00
To Northern Bank of Kentucky,
250,000 00
Craddock Fund,
.
3.UOO 00

WC!6

Total,

$7,210,157

39

=----...
".....

'I'he amount of the debt has been somewhat
changed since this report was made out. While
J am up, I will read, for the information of the
house, a paper I could not before find:
There has been paid, on the Kentucky river navigation, for
the building of locks and
dams, &;c.,
_.
- $901,93;2 lO
'I'here has been paidfortbe
same
purpose, on the Licking river navigation,
372,520 70
There has been paid for the same
purpose, 011 Green and Barren river navigation,
859,126 i9
Total expended for navigation,

$2,13_~,)...~~~

There has been expended for railroads, as
follows:
Amount expended on Green river railroad,
.
.
.
.
.
$1,903
Amount earrled Iorward,

.

$1,903

763
Amount brollght forwarrl, .Amount expended
on Lexington and
Ohio railroad, between Frankfort
and Louisville,
Amount expended on Lexlnsrton and
Ohio railroad, between Frankfort
and Lexington,

.

Total expended fot railroads,

_

Deduct from this, the expenses of thil!l slackwater navigation, as follows:
Kentucky river navigation,
~
- $26,600 00
Green and Barren river navigation,
12,532 06

$i,9031
220,000

100,650

I

$322,553

==

There has also been paid for turnpike roads,
as follows:
Maysville, Washington,
Paris,
and Lexington road,
$213,200 00
Franklin county, road to Louisville,
20,000 00
Shelby co., road to Louisville;
45,000 OQ
Muldrow's Hill road, ~
_
55,145 45
Mercer co., Crab Orchard road,
71,800 00
Frankfort, Lexington, and Versai lles road,
78,122 00
Danville, Lancaster, and Nichelasvi lle road,
151,382 00
Scott CO., road to Frankfort!
42,325 00
Erankl in co., road to Frankfort,
15,400 00
Winchester and Lexington road,
45,100 00
Lincoln co., Crab Orchard road.
51,299 00
Covington and Georgetown road.>
170,136 77
Richmond and Lexington road, 75,383 00
Georgetown and Lexington road, ~
31,270 00
Anderson county, Crab Orchard
42,950
00
road,
85,340 99
Louisville to mouth Salt. river,
Mouth Salt river to Elizabeth84,581 16
town,
118,778 24
Elizabethtown to Bell's tavern,
85,488 70
Bell's tavern to Bowlinggreen,
87,194 16
Bowliuggrcen to 'I'ennessee line,
Franklin county, Crab Orchard
17,06400
road,
~
.
65,190 60
Bardstown and Springfield road, ~
Lexington, Harrodsburg and PCI'·
109,646 00
ryvi lle road,
100,000 00
Bardstown and Louisville road, 289,825
19
Bardstown and Green river road, 110,385 38
Glasgow and Bcottsvill road,
Mount Sterling and Maysville
88,072 59
road,
~
20,000 00
Versailles to Kentucky river,
149.428 91
'Logan, Todd, and Christian,
25,948 00
Maysville and Bracken road,
Total, on turnpike roads,

$2,525,456 15

-----

RIW.~PITULAT10X.

Amount. expended fur slnck-wutel' navigation,
Atnount expended for railroads,
Amount expended for turnpike
roads,
Total am't, paid for Int. Imp.,
The whole amount

$2,133,580 19
322,553 00
2,525,456 15
$4,981,589

34

===
the sluckwater now yields,

is this.c-.
Kentucky river tolls, gross, Green and Barren river tolls, gross,
Rent of water power on Ky. river,

$39,132 06'
----And thus, there is left a balance of $10,969 38,
which is all these improvements contribute to
pay the interest on the public debt, amounting
to $271,287 35.
Here, also, is a statement of the amount of
bank stock we own. or did own, in 1846:
7,000 shares of stock in Bank Ky.,
$700,000
2,000 shares of stock in Northeru
250,000
Bank Kentucky,
In the name of the commissioners
of the sinking fund 406 shares
40,600
stock in Bank of Louisville,
239,900
2,399 shares stock in Bank Ky.,
400 shares stock in Northern Bank
40,000
Kentucky,
Total,

$1,270,500
--_.-

In relation to the land" west of the Tennessee
river, to which reference has been made here, I
will ouly say, that it was the paper of the Commonwealth Bank that was received in payment
of them, and as fast as it was received, it was
burned.
Very little of the proceeds were expended for the expense of government, and a
great deal of it was taken to cover bad debts. I
will further remark, that I have not voted for
allY part of this system of internal improvements. I was chairman of the committee on
finance of the state senate for six years, and I
checked the system up to the time I left that
body, the eighth day of February, 1833, the last
time I served ill the legislature. What has taken
place there since that time, I know not particularly, but I doubt not that every gentleman acted
honestly and for the interests of the state. But
one thing is certain, and that is, the system of
slackwater navigation has failed entirely.
The
system of turnpike roads does not yield so much
as was expected, but they have been of great
benefit to the country.
The whole amount they
yielded during the past year, is $34,095 67while the whole amount expended on them is
$2.525,456 15.
I regret, extremely, that I have not made a
regular report all this subject, as chairman of the
committee on the subject of state debts, but other
conunitteee had reported on the same subject,
and I bad no desire to aid in bringing before the
convention two reports on the same subject.
There is a table in the report of the secretary of
state, four years ago, showing how our state
debt Cl'IJ1 be paid off. It was prepared by Mr.
John Sharpe, Austin P. Cox, and myself, as follows;
$50,000 00
Iat Jan. '47, invested,
3,000 00
1st year's interest,
50,000 00
2nd year's investment,

$41,688 38
7,932 06
480 00 2nd year's interest,
3r(1 year's investment,
$50,101 44

103,00000 Jan. 1,-1848
6,180 00
50,000 00
159,180 00 Jan. 1, 1849

764
3rd year's Interest,
4th year's investment,

159,IBO 00
9,550 ~O
50,000 00

4th year's interest,
5Lh year's investment,

218,730 80 Jan.L,
13,123 84
50,000 00

5th year's interest,
6th year's investment,

281.854 60 Jan. 1,1851
16,911 27
50,000 00

6th year's interest,
7th year's investment,

348,76587 Jan. 1. 1852
2,349,762 68 Jan. 1, 1869
20,925 95
23rd year's interest,
140,985 75
50,000 00
24th year's investment,
50,000 00

7th Year's interest,
8th year's investment,

419,691 82 Jail. 1,1853
25,181 50
50,000 00

8th year's interest,
9th year's investment,

494,873 32 Jan. 1. 1854
2,743,193 33 Jall. 1,1871
29,692 39
25th year's interest,
164,591 59
50,000 00
26th year's investment,
50,000 00

9th year's interest,
10th year's, investment,

574,565 71 Jan. 1,1855
34,473 94
50,UOO00

26th year's interest,
27th year's investment,

2,957,78492 Jan. I, 1872
177,467 09
50,000 00

10th year's interest,
11th year's investment,

659,039 65 Jan. 1,1856
39,542 37
50,000 00

27th year's interest,
28th year's investment,

3,185,25201 Jan. 1, 1873
191,115 12
50,000 00

11th year's interest,
12th year's Investment,'

748,582 02 Jan. L 1857
3,426,367 U Jan. 1, 1874
28th year's interest,
205,582 02
44,914 92
2!hh year's in vestment,
50,000 00
50,000 00

12th year's interest,
13th year's investment,

843,496 94 Jan. 1,1858
50,609 81
50,000 00

13th year's interest,
14th year's investment,

944,106 75 JUIl. 1, 1859 30th year's interest,
56,646 40
50,000 00

1.839,'255 4,'~
110,::155~~2
50,000 00

21st vcar's interest,
22nu~year's investment,

1,999,610 80 Jan. 1, 1861
119,976 64
50,000 00

22nd year's interest,
23rJ year's investment,

2,169,58744 Jan. 1, 1868
130,175 ;2'1
50,000 00

1850

14th year's interest,
15th year's investment,

1,050,753 15 Jan. 1, 1860
63,045 18
50,000 00

15th year's interest,
16th year's investment,

1,163,79833 Jan, 1, 1861
69.827 89
50,000,00

16th year's interest,
17th year's investment,

1.283,626 22 Jan. 1,1862
76,997 57
50,000 00

17th year's interest,
18th year's investment,

1,410,623 79 Jan. I, 1863
84,637 42
50,000 00

18th year's interest,
19th year's Investment,

1.545,261 21 Jan. 1, 1864
92,715 67
50,000 00

19th year's interest,
20th year's investment,

1,687,92688 Jan.l,
101,278 60
50,000 00
1,839,25548

20th J&r'~ Interest.
21st year's investment,

1865

Jan. 1, ]866

24th year's interest,
25th year's investment,

29th year's interest,
30th year's in vestment,

2,54U,748 43 Jail. 1, 1870
152,4-14 90
50,000 00

3,681,949 15 Jan.l.
HI75
220,916 94
.
50,000 00
3,952,866 09 Jan. 1, 1876
237,171 96

$4,190,038 05
Mr. PRESTON.
The proposition
of the
President is one that will afford me great pleasure to vote for. The gentleman from Nelsun
seems to misunderstand me in regard to the price
obtained for our state bonds. 1 referred to the
current prices of our stocks in the northern markets, ana they in common with others sunk in
the years '40 and '41, to about seVtmty cents on
the dollar.
'I'he contractors
to whom those
stocks were paid were compelled, I know, to sell
them at a heavy loss.
'I'he other gentleman
from Nelson, (.Mr. C. A. Wickliffe,) seems to
think that there is some ambiguity in the Ianguage of the thirty second section. It was not
the intention of the committee to leave the
least ambiguity in that section, and if it does
exist it is not the fault of their intention.
They
intended not that the legislature each year should
contract a debt amounting to $5UO,000, but that
"they should never in all time to come, contract a
debt exceeding that amount, so as to make it. a
charge on the state.
They intended that the
legislature, meeting for instance next year, might
contract a debt to the amount of $500,000 and
pay it five Jears hence, if they chose, and then
there woul
be left them a margin of $500,000
again to contract debts as the public emergencies

might require, but declaring iu the coustitut ion ' the benefits it lq~1!.couf ..rred 011 the people.
It j,
that they should nor, go beyond that unless II1\>)' the fin", reeds. the improved nuvignuon.
un,t'
first submitted it to the people for their sanction. mean" of getting to and from marker,
That Is
Such wus the intention uf the committee, and it the way in which it is profitable to the people,
strikes me that the language is not. at all ambigu- and if there wail. not a cent of revenue derived
ous. butif it-is, the committee of revision Call cor- from it, still it is a b-neficial systcru to tbccouurect it. H is in the language of the constitution
try, so far as it develope!'; irs resources and inof New York; we only altered two words ill it, creases its wealth and prosperity.
'l'hat at least
which was to insert the words five hundred is my view of it. Before this turnpike system
thousand instead of one million.
'We looked to was entered upon, and the country was sparsely
the growing wealth of Kentucky, to the time settled, we could nut travel in those sections of
when she would have three millions of r.eople the country where the soils are rich, until the
living under this constitution on her SOLI, and middle of May . .And are we then to have no
to the necessities that might arise in the progress more tumpike roadev To this it will be answerof ruany years, and thought certainly we were cd that they may be built by individual subscnpnot giving to the leg-islature too much power. tion. In that case the ll."\:pensewill fall Oil n few
'Ve give this as a safety valve, through which generous men, and those who lise it most will
when the stnte was in difficulty they might ex- pay the least. I desire that the legislature shall
ercise this power.
Jt was not our desire to have the power to compel the miserly to bear
clothe them with the power of creating a debt their share in the burdeua of the country, and
of $500,000 at each seselou, as the gentleman
not leave them to be home by the more generous
from Nelson supposes.
If that is not the signifi- and liberal men.
cation of the ~ectioll, t1~en 1. d~ ll?t tm.derstand
As .regards the. profosition
of the president,
th~ force of language, ~nd If It should be t~e I allllll favor of It.
want to pay the debt, a10PInlOll. of the cO?VcntlO~ that
the .language ~s though I am ready to admit that a !?'Teat deal of
susceptible of a dlfferent Il1te~l)Tetat~on-:-t!H;n It it was imprudently contracted.
1 en Jears ago,
can b(. corrected by the committee ot reVISlOn.
when I uttelilptt'd to point out some of the cleMr. BARLOW.
It meets not only my appro- feets of the system, such was its popularity that
batioll, but that of the people of Ill'y count,Y, t.o the people were almost ready to hiss IllE' from
restl'ict thp, legislatme in its }lOWerto involve the lobby. I found about here, some-half a dozthe state in debt. and if Jam illBtructed on all.}' en little engineers with salaries of $600 to $1,one point ill this convention,itia
on that. And 000, allll with l10thing to do except to wait on
these instructions were givell me b,r my eonstitu- the great cl\gillecr, or to carry an order from one
cuts from the fact that tIle syst.em of jntemal
lock to anothf'.r. And in some Ca.'k:S, the stnte
improvements have created the debts which now itself engaged ill cutting off timber by the river,
exist and hallg"over them. I was a member of tile instead of lcttinz it out by contract. and there
legislature about the time the .'i)·stem was cow- wcre instances Where it cust $600 or $800 per
meneed, and I invariably voted against it, and acre to do it, when the land and all would not
took the occasion to speak against it whell at have sold for one hundredth part of the money.
home. I never vot.ed for but one of thcF.e works, I attempted to point out t,hese extravagancies at
exccpt Oil one m:casioll, aud that was in obedi- the time, but I could not be heard, such was the
eHee to what I cQTlceived to be the will of my blaze of glory in which the system was sun·ounconstituents, though Illy own feelings were w ..11 declo But still I desired tlUtt the system should
known to be in opposition to the system. It be carried (OJ), and I believe that eyen llflder
was an appl'opriation
to that beautiful stream. tht'se disadvantages
it has been benefitnl Rnd
the Cumberland river, of some $200,000,
of prosperous to the people.
There is the Gl'een
which not a cent, if my recollection serves ml?, ri vel', ouce Jried up for whole seasons, and where
was ever expended.
And yet my constituents
a steamboat was a rarity, the convenielJce afforwere willillg to cOIJtl'ibllte their part to paying ded to the inha.bitants amply repa'ys all the ex·
the debt, and are not willing that it shall be TIl- p",nc€' incurred there.
There arc the fiue turn])udiated.
But at the same time, as a safeguard pike roads, through the land, elJabling people to
fur the future, they desire that t,he legislature get about, alld improving the Illeans of bllsines8
shall be restricted in its power of again involv- and social intercourse, and which have taki'nthe
ing-the people in debt.
place of the mis€'rable. and almost impassable
:MI'. TORlrER.
I lleVGrwa.!~a member of the dirt roads of former times.
Thesame beneficial
legislature but once, during t1](~time till' system rl'sult... have been the l'ousequence of the Ken·
of internal improvements was agitated, and then tucky river improvement.
Why, the \'t~ryreduc·
I voted for it. I believe that system to have been tion in the price of groceries alone, to say noth·
beneficial and profitable to the country, and I ing of the reduced price of transportatIOn and
never intend to give up anything- because every th,~ increased facihties of travel. would fully
body is abandoning it, or because it becomes Ull~ rl'pay to the people, the increased taxation these
popular.
I was for it in its popularity, and I works have imposed Oil t}lem. These are th~
am for it still. I believe it to be a ~ood system, advantages we derive, and they are worth double
and that the country will never get along uuless to the people, the money it cost to obtain them.
it shall be flllly carried out.
Why, what is I raise my voice ag-ainst this wholesaledenuncia·
this system? I would rather pay my share of the tion of that system, which 1I0W seems to be so
tax for one year, than be obliged in going home to popular ill thIS convention, and shall continue
be three or four days floundering along on horse- to advocate it. for the reasons I have given, if
baek through the mud. Gentlemen view this 8YS- every other man in the country opposes it. I am
tem only as to thi? amonnt of money it brings into for paying this debt, and for the amendmen~ of
the treasury, but that is not the way to judge of the president, but I shall ....ote agllinst the sections
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now under eonsldeietlo».
Not that I want the of the g-ol'ernment, find then to borrow money
leztslutureto go into extravagances, but I hope 10 pa.}' that debt; but should there be a deficit in
that in fifly ycars time we shall have on our soil the ordinary revenue of the country, then I am
3,000,000 of iuhabitauts, nud are we to put a willing that the legislature shall borrow money
straight jacket lIpon their energies, 80 that they to meet that emergency.
Upon the subject of internal improvementll.
can do nothing in the way of improvement when
the grellt emergencies of the country "hall re- gentlemen are definin~ their positions, as if it
quire it? Besides, the time may come when, as was II matter of necessity to do so on the present
has been the fate of almost every laud, we shall occasion. I believe between the years ':13 and
apbe visited with famine and desease, and to such '37 there was not all internal impl'O\'ement
an extent that the people will not be able to pay propriation that I did not vote for, and I do not
their taxes, and yet gentJemen talk about pre- regret a vote that I then gave. I believe I voted
venting the It'gislature from borrowing money right, and I think so now. But I believe it is
to supply the deficiency. There are many emer- right now to meet the public sentiment of the
genciee which may arise to produce a deficiency country, that "Weshould impose on future legislaIII the revenue, and the le~islature
should have tion a restriction against.the borrowillgand appro·
the power of supplying rhat dcficiency.
1 sup- p.riation of money for internal improvements.
pose that the legislature will have some little dis- The gentleman from Madison has spoken about
cretion, and that we in this convention do not turnpike roads in Illy county, and I should
like to kuow how much stock he owns in them.
possess all the wisdom of the world.
Mr. TURNER.
My stock is all in Madison
The gentleman from Nelson (Mr. Hardin) has
said that-we are a great body of wise men, but that county.
Mr. C. A. WICKLIFFE.
How much do you
is all soft soap, and we know it. We do not, at any
rate. stand so high in the estimation of those out own?
Mr. TURNER.
About one thousand dollars
of this convention, if one may judge from the
newspapers.
It is all a mistake about our being of it.
Mr. C. A. WICKLIFFE.
Well, we are about
greater men than any who are to come after us.
have unfortunately
A week or two ago, when the question of fixing in the same condiuon-e-I
salaries was under consideration,
gentleluen about twice as much as he.
The PRESIDENT here modified his amendurged that the legislature was an illiberal body,
and now we have the same gentlemen conteud- ment to read asfollows:
"The general assembly that shall first convene
ing that it is a great deal too libera l. I think
the legislature can be trusted upon this subject, under this constitution, shall set apart an annual
sum of at least $50,000, of the public reveand I hope the section will not be adopt ..d.
With regard to submitting the <I,uestion to the nue; which shall be the first to be paid, and propeople, before incurring large Indebtedness, I vide that the same and the surplus of the sinksee no objection.
I have no objection to con- ing fund after paying the interest fin the public
sult the yeople on this subject, <yld I believe debt, shall be faithfully a,Pplied to the purchase
they wil not withhold their approval from any and withdrawal of the evidences of the debt of
work of internal improvement that is calcula- this commonwealth, until the whole of said debt
Provided, If the annual
ted to enhance their convenience, their prosperi- shall be discharged:
shall not be sufficient to
ty, or their wealth.
I am not. surprised tbnt gen- sum so appropriated,
discharge the debt as it shall become due, the
tlemen from portions of the commonwealth
where this system has never renched , should up- general assembly shall have authority to create
pose it; but as for gentlen1f'll who have fine turn- additioual loans for the punctual payment of
pike roads running through their county and in said debt: And, provided [urther, That the gentheir neighborhood,
like the gentlemen from eral assembly r-hall have authority, except as
Nelson, that they should turn against and repu- hereinafter fl'ovided, to contract other loans."
Mr. JAll' ES.
:Many having availed themdiate the system, I confess I am a little astonislwd. The elder gentleman, I know, stood here selves of this occasion to dodlne their position in
and warred against it fur a good while, but if r..lation to the system of int~rual improveto denne
the junior gentleman (Mr. C. A. Wickliffe) did ments, I shall take this opportunity
I have come here prepared to reuotsustain it, then my memory has failed me. K or mine.
did I ever hear of the elder gentleman (Mr. Har- striet the power of the legislature to run the
The
din) making war on him for so doing. I think stat.e ill debt, to the least possible amount.
when a man has derived all the benefit possible safest criterion to judge of the future, is to look
to
the
past
history
of
the
country;
and
acting
from it to his county, he ought to be willing to
extend the same bcufits to the people of t.he upon this rule. I t11ink there is no one but will
whole state. A contrary course is hardly gener- conClll' in the propriety of imposin~ some stringent restriction on the debt·creatmg power oi
our,;or proper.
I wa.-i in the legislature when
Mr. C. A. WICKLIFFE. The amendment I 11aVe the legislatllre.
roposed, is to make the se..:tion pNform the office the system of internal improv{lments was origi·
Rnd even some years before. I nrst had
Y uuderstand the committee to der,;ire it should- nated,
the honor of a seat in that body in the session
that is, to limit the right of the legislature to borrow money to provide for dencit8 in the reyen- of 1825--'26, and was returned again in 1828, I
ue-whether
to $50,000 or $100,000, is a matter continued four years in the house, and was then
of total indifference to me. I therefore mo\'ed f'lected to t11e sellate, where I cantin ned until
the year 1848. The first internal improvement
to strike out tIle words "to meet exp<mses lIot
provided for." I do not wish to leave to the project WM made in the years 1828 and '29.
legislature the power to create debts not f'~"{pec·There was then Ii surplus in the treasury, real·
ted by the people to lllcetthe ~rdinary expenses. iz<:d from the profits of the Bunk of the Com-
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raonwealth and the Bank of Kentucky. and a state in, all enormous debt, however anxious Illy
proposition

was made to distribute

$200,000

of section of countrv might have been to secure a
! should most certainly have
portion to the number of voters, for internal im- voted against it. What was done at the sueprovement pUJ'P.0ses. I thought it a fair aud ceeding session of the Iegislatnret
Why, the
equitable distribution.
I was representing
a restriction requiring the appropriation
of this
section of country in which the Indian title had money in fail' proportions to the three grand divijust been extinguished,
and which is comprised
sions of the country, was repealed.
But first let
of the territory west of the Tennessee river, me call the attention of the convention to tho
known as "the vurcbase."
The Indian title twenty-seventh section of this bill:
was extinguished In 1818, under what is known
.. SEO. 27. That not exceeding two hundred.
as Jackson's treaty, and after an examination of thousand dollars of the scrip authorized to be
that location. 1821, concluding that it offered a sold, shall be sold before the first day of Januafairopcning for a young man to make a living, ry next; and not exceeding one-third of the res.
-I removed thither with my family, in the year idue shall be sold in each of the three following
succeeding.
'I'heu, the only roads through that years; nor shall the govt".mor subscribe fOI' more
section of the country, were a few Indian trails; stock annua.lly, than he is htreby authorized to
and down to 182S and 1829 there were but few issue scrip for, as restrited by this act."
roads, and the country was still thinly settled.
Gentlemen will see how well this act was
The first settlers, for the want of bridges, were guarded. Of this million that was proposed to
obliged to cross the streams Oil logs, or to swim be borrowed, not more than $200,000 could be
their horses. No pUtt of the commonwealth
borrowed before the next eeseiou of the legislawas more in need of aid and assistance in these ture, and not exceeding one-third of the residue
respects, than that re~ion of country. The bill could be borrowed in leach of the three succeedI)f 1829, however, did not pass, In 1834, a ing years, and the governor could not go on and
proposition originated in the house for the bor- subscribe for stock, so that not more than $200.rowing of a million of dollars. I was the-n rep- 000 could be borrowed prior to 1836.
resenting my district in the senate, and two repThis is the extent of my sinning, if any I
reeentatives came to consult me at my room in have committed, on the subject of internal imrelatiun to it. 'I'Iiey told me that the commitprovements.
I have stated the circumstances
tee had agreed to set apart for our section, the under which I was induced to go for this
proceeds of the vacant lands then remaining measure, and I confess that e-ven then, 1 had some
there. I made some further ellguirie':S as to the mi"givingfi as to the Callsequences that were to
purpose and provisions of the bil l. and they in- grow out of it.
formed me, as well as they could. I told them
Well, after this restriction was taken off, what
I would take the matter into consideration, and
was the proposition made to the legislature?
I
give them an answer during the next day. When
will read from the act of 1836, the twenty-sevI came to exaruiuc it, 1 discovered that the bill enth section:
proposed an equitable and just distribution of
"SEC, 27. 'I'hat the sum of five thousand dolthe money between the three grand divisions of
lars be appropriated
to the improvement of
the stare, and with a view of sati8fying the comBayou du Ch](>I1;five thousand dollars be apmittee on that subject, allow me to read the fourpropriuted to the improvement of Clark's river;
teenth section of that bill :
one thousand five hundred dollars be appro.
"SEC. 14. That the board of internal improve- priated to the improvement of Little Obion
ment, in subscribing for stock under this act, and, Mayfield's creek in the county of Hickman;
in the sevt;'ral turnpike roads now chartered, or one thousand dollars he appropriated to the imwhich may be hereafter chartered. shall not sub- proHnHmt of Little Barren river: Provide.d, That
scribe more than one·third of the sum hereby the board of internal improvement shall believe
authorised to be borrowed, for (he purpose of that the said improvp.ments are expediellt, and
making such roads on the north side of Kentuc_ will be of pUblic benefit, and that the said sums
ky river; and in like manner, not more than of money are necessary for those purposes; and
.one-third of the sum aforesaid, on roads, be- the sum of two thousand five hundred dollars
tween the Kcntucky and Green rivers; and in be ILppropriated out of the sales of the scrip of
like manner, not Inore than one·third of the the lilah'. shall be applied, under the direction
aforesaid 8UID.') on roads on the sO\1th side of of I'<aidboard, to the improvement of the naviGreen ri vel': Providl~d, 'l'hat if the said board gation (,1' Pauther creek: PTovidedfurther,
'l'hat
of internal improvemt:llt sflOuld llot be called it shall be the duty of the buard of internal im.
on, according to the provisions of this aet, to provement to have surveyed by a competent ensubscribe the full amOtlllt of money authorized gineer or enginet't'R, all of the stref1m~ which
to be borrowed under this 3<'t, for making t.urn- this act propose.') imjmwing, west of t]le Tenpike roads, within one veal'; then, alld in that nessee river, willJin t IE: months of May and June
event, 1h~ aforesaid board of internal improve- next, ann it shall be tht' duty of said engineer
ment may subscribe the sum which may remain or engineers to n1:l.kea report. to Ule board of inunsubscribed,
in turnpike roads ill any part of ternal improvement, by tllC first day of Septemthis commonwealth wher~ individuals or l.'orpo- beruext, or a~ soon as rracticlible thereafter; and
rate bodies may llave ':Subscribed and paid in if it shaH a}lpear from said report, that aU or a
the like amount which the said board of inter- part of said str",am.'Scanbe beneficiallv improved,
~al improvement may be required to subscribe." the engineer shall report the plan ailQ probable
I determined, upon due reflection, to give the cost; upon which report said board of internal
bill my vote; but if I could have s_upposed that improyement shall p1'Oceedto lay the same unit was to lay the foundat,ion. for in'\"olvjng the dJlf contract, and have said stream improved as

this surplus among the several counties, in pro- small pittance,
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Ity

was

epcedily as pract.ienble , until the whole of the
declared that if my com~et.itor
elected,
before several amounts shall be expended: And, property would go up, but If Tom J ames was
prouidedfuTther, That it shall be the duty of the returned, it would have a disastrous fall. If the
board of internal improvement
to cause the system was carried on, men were told that the
snags, drifts, and other obstructions in Panther country would be chequered over with rail-roads
creek to be removed before the same nre sub- and turupikee, and that they would only have
merged by the erection of the darns in Green to roll their produce out of their barns, and in
river: and the amount appropriated
to said a moment it would be on its way to market.
stream by the act of the IB.,.;tsession, sha'll uot
From that day I washed my hands of the inbe. absolute, but may be withheld by the board ternul Improvcuieut system, and I voted against
uf internal improvement, if- they deem it:'! ex- every appropriation that came up. A good malenditure inexpedient, and not of sufficient pub- ny have given in their exp ..rience as to the operie importance."
ations in regard to the education fund, and the
The system had now fully developed itself to manner ill which it was set apart and disposed
me, and I became satisfied that it was not to be of. My recollection is, that after the distribucarried out in good faith. I therefore voted tion of the United Stales surplus revenue and
against the bill, notwithstanding
the repl'esen- the reception by Kentucky of her share, there
tatlvcs from my secnon took strong ground in were two parties in the legislature-c-tbe internal
favor of it, and denounced me for my course 011 improvement, and the ('.ducation parties.
I bemy return horne. I was satisfied that the design longed then, and do still, to the education parwas to give to the centre and wealthy portions of ty, and I am opposed to improving the face of
the state the benefits of the appropriation, and the country, at the expense of the minds and
that the promises held out t.o my section of the education of the children of the state. Finalcountry were merely to secure their votes. If it ly the sum of $850,000 was set apart out of the
was intended to give my county this $lJ ,.')00, in United States depceite fund. and pledged to the
good faith. why was not the appropriation at object of education, and the balance was approonce made positive and specific, as in the case of priated to internal improvements.
The system
the grant of $~OO,OOO to the Lexington and Ohio of internal improvements went all swallowing
railroad.
up million after million-not
in Kentucky
Well, as I have stated, I entered the senate in alone, but in all of the states of the Union, uu1832, and I was a candidate for re-election in til the several states were indebted to the extent
1836. On one occasion while addressing the of some $200,000,000, the interest Oll which is
people at Clark's river, I heard that the ..ngineel· $12,000,000, all of which went, not to our own
was traveling lip Clark's river for the purpose of citizens, but to the foreign capitalists.
Those
surveying it, and intended to go OlL towards capitalists had their agents in Wall street, New
bayou du Chien. I went to him and he told me York. buyin~oUl·stocks, the interest un which
that he had esamined that stream and thought was to be paid in gold and si l ver, to be tran"porwell of it. He said nothing more to me, but he ted across tIle water for the support of the na.placed in the hands of Illy competitor, all offi.- bobs and aristocracy there. Well, in 18:~8, the
l,ial report showing that $3000 ·was to be expend- credit of Kentucky was good at home and
cd on that stream. 1t was Hot used publiely, abroad, but in 18il!.! our bonds conld not be sold,
but generally in a priva.te anJ secret lllallner. we llenJr having authorized their sale at less
And I took the occasion then to 1.1'l1t1u>people t.hall their pal' value. Then it was that provisthat they would uovcr get a dullar, and thougII 1 iun was matle that the COlltractor8 should take
am no prophet. or the SOli of a prophet., yet, the th~m at their par value. They receiyed them,
prediction has been fl.l11.yverified. 1 do believe but wen' unable to hold them, owing t.o the dethat engineer was sent there on that occasion for malld:; upon them for compensation to their lathe plll'pose of cugilleerillg Tom James out of borur,; alid for their matenals.
'Vhat was the
the sell ate.
re8111tY Wh\' they had to go to the brok ..r5 and
Mr. HARDIN.
Name the engineer.
$1311
onrbonds at hom fifteen to twent.y-fivc per
:Mr.JAMES.
His nanle is Buford, and I be. cent. discount. It was not rig·ht. butthe contraclieved it then amI I belicve it at thiti dav. I had tor,.; were fore-ed to take thuse bonds or nothing,
discovered the workingfi of the system: and was ami thou~h they. have been ~nocking .at
opposing its being (.,Hl'riedonto Though I live the door of your legislature for reher, the rebef
between two of the streams that w('.rv to be im- has never bt.'cn ext.t!llded to them.
fhe bank::;
proved, yet I was not to be hOllght up, and I wllre app",al.\J~to for r.clicf, and they loaned to
haJ the nt'l've to yote agaillst it. And thank the board at lIIt~rnalllUpl'OVement several hl~I.Uod Illy constituency sustained me for it, al- dr<>dtholl;;~nd .dollal'~, alld thereby greatly mthough they l\~ver knew that they would not cr>..;:liied
theu·clrcnlatl?n .. These contractors ~!Jd
get the appropriation
until after the e!t'dioll };:bon~rsw",re lllO.stly furClgfl~rs, and not wantlllg
was over. I can ouly account for being thuE> Kentu<.;ky lJwney, tJwy sold It to brokers, whu
sustained in the face of the 0Pllositioll against ~1lad.ea ~l1shon the bauks, ~lld thus forced those
me, from the fact t,hat my constituellcy had an IllS!ltutJOns to '6usp€nd. Kentucky wa.." e\l~~gabiding confidence in the honesty and purity of ed HI an. unfortunate and wasteful system of 1Ilmy motives, and believed, dc<,ply identified as terna~ IInpro,:ements,
ano. the school mon~ys
my interests were with theirs, that I was goYern- ",:re Invested 111 the bO~1(lsfor the .constrtlct.101l
ed solely in my actiun by a sincere regard fur ot th?se works, most of them bearlllg fi\'e per
the public good.
cent mter..,st.
I do not charge improper motives onany body,
MI'. C. A. WICKLIFFE.
The education fund
for the.whole country was inflamed with the in- was ill\"l.>stt'dbefore 1839 and IB40, ill the secund
ternalunpro,emQut
f':'I"('r,and weD in my <lOUD- or third lean madlil.
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Mr. JAMES. I may not be precisely COrl'?ct need but point this convention to the example
as to dates, Dot havmg had time to look In- afforded by our sister state-the
young and once
to them, but I am as to the facts. What then thriving state of Illinoa.
How her prospects
was the prospect for the diffusion of educattonj
have been blighted by the overpowering weight
Their funds were exhausted.
The bonds given of a vast state debt. Her energ-ies have been
. that fund have not been paid, and it is reported crushed, and her citizens have 'been driven al •
to us ~hatthe state has not e.venthe meau~ ~o most to dispair by the weight and burden of
par the interest on them. Lwill not say this 18 taxation.
Purrhasers of lands have been conrepudiation, but it is certainly postponing the strained to decline making invesments there.
payment of a debt justly due.
because they knew they must buy, subject 10_
This system of internal improvement. s never the taxes charged and payable upon the lands
should have been carried on unless each work of the state, and many holding lands there, have
could have been able to sustain itself, and thus been driven by this system of taxation to for.
justify and obtain the support of the whole feit their lands to the state.
_
state. Its friends saw that it would not do that,
I will go for any prudential measure that may
and with a view of securing its aJortion, held be :proposed here, to save my state from the pas.
out promises to various portions 0 the state, aibfl ity of such a calamity.
that never were complied with.
They acted on
The amendment of the President was then
the theory of the quack doctor, who said that adopted.
because a little medicine ,was g~od, more was
The committee then rose and reported the arbetter, and he went on until he killed the pa~ tic1e to the convention.
t.ient. To show how inducements were held out
And then the convention adjourned.
and means resorted to, to secure the adoption of
certain measures, I will call the attention of the
convention to the two turnpike roads from Louisville to the Tennessee line, referred to by my
friend from Simpson (Mr. Clarke.) One ofthcm,
by the way of ITowlinggreen, cost $441,383 15;
lind the other, by the way of Glasgow, $500,21632; and for miles they run almost side by side,
TUESDAY, DECEMBER 4, 1849.
each about 140 miles in length.
What was the
Prayer by the Rev. Mr. LA:iCASTER.
necessity for these parallel roads? None whatever-at least in which the public were interesLEGISLATIVE DEPARTMENT.
ted. If one was proper, or demanded by the
The convention resumed the consideration of
public interest, certainly the other was not
the report of the committee on the legislative
needed.
department.
'l'his is not all. Not satisfied with the turnThe question pending was on concurring
pike from here to Louisville, costing I know not
with the committee of the whole in the adoption
ho~ much, and t~e Kentuc~yriver improvement,
of an additional section.
which to a certain extent IS a beneficial work,
Mr. APPERSON.
I do not feel inclined to
and which cost upwards of $900,000, these very
vote for this amendment, and with the permta,
same men applied to the legislature for a railsiou
of
the
convention,
I will give two or three
road to run between the Kentucky river navigation and the turnpike road. The road will soon reasons. And one of them is, that it will appear that we are setting ourselves np as the over.
be completed, and if it succeeds, its success
seers of the people.
We have come here to
must be purchased a~ the expense ?f the state:s
make an organic law which we hope will con.
interests III the turnpike road and nver. What 1S
Every two years the peoto become of the profits from the river naviga- tinue for many years.
tion and the turnpike?
The greater portion of ple of Kentucky will assemble by their legislathe travel and the transportation
must go over ture. Debts have been contracted heretofore by
the railroad, and then what is to supply the de- the legislature according to the will of the peohas
ficiency on the other improvementsj
Why it is ple; and not a whisper of "repudiation"
been heard.
And has it become necessary for
to be done by taxation on the J2eople.
us to read a lesson to the representatives of the
I have always been for sustaming the credit of
people, and to tell them what is their duty? I
the state, and have ever stood opposed to repucannot imagine for a moment but that the peodiation, and when a debt has been contracted,
ple, having determined that their public debt
whether I approved of its creation or not, I am
shall be paid, will, through the law-making
for meeting it and paying it promptly.
And
power, in due and proper time, make provision
with a view to prevent a recurrence of that spefor payment of that public debt. So far as I
cies of legislation under which this system of
am concerned, sir, I was never instrumental in
internal improvements was originated and carthe creation of that debt; and unlike most of
ried on, I desire to go to the utmost extent in
the members of this convention who have spa.
restricting the debt-creating power of the legisken on this subject, I regret that I was not. I
lature.
A public debt is neither more nor less
believe, sir, that tile expenditures forrublic
imthan a mortgagc on the land of every man in the
provements in Kentucky have been 0 vast ben.
commonwealth, and he cannot escape from it.
efit to Kentucky.
I believe that the public imIf he sells his land under such a liability, the
provements that have been made in consequence
purchaser will have an eye to that fact, and
of that expenditure have increased the aggregate
demand a reduction accordingly.
It is precisewealth in an almost immeasureable ratio over
ly a lien on the sweat of the brow of the toiling
the expenditure.
I believe, 1'rfr. President, that
millions of the country: and in proof of this, 1
the mcreaeed value of property, -bcth to iudivid.
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may contract debts-$500,OOO-is
uals and the public, and the increased revenue legislature
which has accrued and is accruing to the state, not larger, ill my opinion, than it should be. .A
in consequence of that increased value, has less sum might embarrass uud discredit the state
greatly exceeded the expenditure of the state: under circumstances that, may happen frequentand whilst I hear gentlemen say that they deep- ly in the course of one life. Suppose the ordily regret that so much should have been expend- nary revenues should fall off by reason of a deed on works of internal improvement,
some of pression in the value of property. $50,000, and a
those gentlemen too being the very men who loan has to be contracted therefor, there should.
voted for tlmt expenditure-I,
on the other side, before this $50,000 was paid, be a suspension of
the banks to which the sinking fund, as now arregret that I never did vote for that expenditure.
I believe the expenditures, take them in the ag- ranged, looks for the means of paying a large
gregate, were wise, a portion of them unwise. proportion of the interest on the state debt, IL
I urn, however, willing to acknowledge tlH~t $100.000 might be required, temporarily, to prethose gentlemen who advocated those expendi- servo our credit in this way. Before these arc
tures could see further ahead than I could. And, paid, the falling off of receipts from the public
·with regard to the further indebtedness of the works, by destruction of locks and dams, or othstate, I take it that the people will always speak er causes, might require $50,000 more. Other
their will; and whcuever you adol?t such a sec- causes might arise to increase the sum required
These
tion as the thirty third, I can conceive no neces- to fill the limit fixed by that section.
sity for the adoption of allY other upon the views prompt me to oppose striking out $500,same subject.
If the people will it to borrow 000 and inserting a less sum.
money for public improvements let them do soThe principle of imposing such restrictions
they can as well speak through the law-making
on the legislature is somewhat questionable, M
power as through us. Shall we put an inter- we cannot foresee the state of things that mny
diction upon the people and say" you shall not come about in a series of years, making it the
have power to borrow money for public im- interest of the state to contract debts, temporaprovementsf"
According to one section in the rily, even to a much larger sum than that fixed
constitution no indebtedness shall be created, no by the committee.
money shall be taken unless the people shall
The restriction
in the thirty-third
section is
vote for the expenditure.
And can it be possi
enough to prevent the dangers of auy future inble that we want to trammel the people more ternal improvements to be started or carried on
than that?
Can it be possible that we should by the legislature.
No debts can be contracted
set ourselves up as censors of the people and without the assent of a majority of the people,
!my yOlt shall not have the opportunity of mak- for that or allY other purpose. except those named
ing public improvements if you find it necessa- in the thirty-second section.
ry to do so? There are as wise heads to follow
Those gentlemen who have been explaining
us as nrc now in this convention:
and if we are the reasons why they voted in the legislature for
to restrict the legislature
in this ,"ay, and internal inll'ovemcnts,
ought not to feel that
· through the legislature, the people, from expend- they mente
censure.
They did much good in
ing what they may deem necessaI{ for the im- some of the works made, though thev cost exprovement of our public works,
do not see travagant sums. But they, 1\.<; legislutore, have
that this convention will gain much credit .. The only done what individuals do of tell ill their
people are the proper judges of this matter; and own privat-e affairs. In endeavoring to better
whenever they shall speak through the law- their condition they involve themselves in debt.
· making power, and it shall be submitted to them For myself, I can say that 110 sins of omission or
to say, d-o yoa approve of such eppropriutions,
commission lie at my doer. as I never held aseat
-I hope the people will not be prevented from in the legislature.
Yet, I am free to say, if I
giving their assent, and from carrying that as- had been there when the system of internal imsent into effect. 1 hope the amendment will not provement was in progress, I would certainly
have voted for many of them-perhaps
would
be adopted.
Mr. LINDSEY.
When the committee on the have gOIlG' almost, if not quite-us far as many
legislative department were acting upon the gentlemen who have spoken on the subjects now
subjects embraced in thc thirty-second and thir- before the convention.
ty-third sections of their report, the existing
I cast no reflections on any gentlemen for the
state debt would have occupied their attention,
debt now existing; on the contrar,Y, appreciating
but for the fact that a special committee had the motive that prompted the legislature in conbeen charged therewith.
uacting it, I am willinc to vote for any provision
Looking to the action of that special commit- thought best to compel the legislature to look
tee for an efficient plan toguide the gene.ral as- continually to the gradual extinguishment
of
iSembly in extinguishing the state debt, my mind the present debt, and to prevent the creation
has not been occupied with it, and now I would of all)' other, without the assent of our saveprefer pasSiIlg by the proposition
of the Presi- rcigns.
dent for the present, unless tlle special commitMr. IRWIN.
I lwderstand that the first 'Proptee do not intend r·epottlng.
osition before the house, is tllC sectir}ll offered
The subject is important,
and shou1d be de- by the President, in the committee of the whole.
liberated UllOIl with all the facts we can have As I \mderstand that section, it proposes to in*
crease the resources of the sinking fund $50,000,
before I1S.
Th.e ,thirty-second section, it will be seen, em- and this is to be taken first from the ordinary
braces only two propositions:
"oa.."lual deficits revenlle, before any other debt is paid. Now,
in the ordinary revenue," and "expenses not pro- sir, I incline to the opinion that this additional
I am sure it ought-receive
the
vided for." The S11m for which we propose t,he section will-as

lurgest support of nny proposition
that has
been presented to the eouslderatiou of the couvention.
It is not a matter that ought to enter into the
consideration of the payment of a debt. that
that debt was improvidently created.
It is sufficient for us to know that the debt is all honest
obligation all the part of the state, which it is
our bounden duty to make some rrovision
to
pay, and 80 fur as I am concerned,
would ray
It to the last dollar, although the representatives
should have improvidently
squandered
the
whole of it.
For one, sir, I do not believe that the present
debt of the state was improperly created.
It is
true, that in carrying out the system. of internal
improvement some improvident exrcnditures,
and some mistaken objects of publ ic interest,
were undertaken.
This was the result of inexperience.
What new system, sir, having such
multifarious
objects, could be perfect at first?
In the organization of the board of internal improvement, they had no discretion in the aPl?li.
cation of the public money. It was made Imperative on the board, that when the stock to be
taken by individuals
in any road company was
subscribed,
the state was bound to take her
share of the stock.
'I'his produced misapplication, and some projects were undertaken which
we greatly regret.
But, sir, that the system was wrong-that
the
state, throughout its length and breadth, did not
demand it at the hands of her representatives,
I
denv. That our state has not been benefitted,
.improved, and her resources greatly augmented,
no gen~lemen will deny. Then whl' do g:entlemen Wish to SllOW that they had no land 10 creating this debt? Is it to prove that they better
understood the real interests of the state? or to
bring into disrepute those who voted for the system? Sir, I voted for it. I did so at the desire
of an intelligent
constituency,
and the confidence they have uniformly reposed in me, proves
that they believe I acted honestly.
Sir, I acted
as I conscientiously believed, for their best interest.
In relation to the section on the subject of restricting the legislature from the creation of a
large debt, I shall be for it.
I advocated it before the people, and shall perhaps vote for it.
But, sir, I am not sure that I was right; and I
am not sure that I ought not to retrace my steps
and throw myself upon an intelli~ent constituency, for future agreement.
Sir, it IS well known
that the bank capital of the state is mainly located in the northern and middle sections of the
state; it is true, we have in the Green river country, that part so much lauded and loved by gentlemen here when they want support, two small
branches of the Bank of Kentucky -e-one in Bowlinggreenand the other in Hopkinsville-but
they
have bub little capital.
I could almost use one
.of them myself, and when they come to supply
the want" of all the country, they really arc of
no use; they are hardly known in the commercial relations of the country.
Now, sir, it is known that some time since,
the legislature chartered a Southern Bank of Kentnoky, and it seemed that it met the approbation
of the, country; and I am not advised but they

ma),' hereafter desire some aid on the part of tho
statefor that object.
But if we adopt the thirty-third
section, the
state can never, under any state of the case, increase the banking capital of the state.
Sir, we are a great and growing people, with
vast resources; with a gallant an~ energetic pepulatiou ; with a most fertile soil arid unequaled
climate, and 1 much doubt the propriety ef crippling the energies of the legislature by tying
them down to so small a sum, that hereafter they
will not be able to meet the wants of the ccuutry.
But, sir, as to the proposition immediately be·
fore the house, being the section presented by
the honorable president and adopted by the
committee of the whole, I sincerely hope it may
be adopted because I see clearly, that by addingthis amount of $50,000 to the present aink .
ing fund, the debt of the state, in about thirty
years, will be paid off without the people ever
feeling it. So small a sum annually, can surely
be supplied out of the ordinary revenue.
Mr. J¥10RRIS. I understood the gentleman
from Nelson (Mr. Hardin) to state, that he was
decidedly in favor of the additional section proposed by the honorable president.
That gentleman is the chairman of the committee upon the
public debt, aud after a most mature deliberation has concluded that the scheme proposed in
this additional section is the very best mode of
extinguishing the heavy public debt by which
we are oppressed.
For my own part, I most
heartily concur in the provisions of that section.
Long explanations have been made by various
gentlemen, as to their personal instrumentality
ill promoting these works
of internal improvement, which have resulted in the accumulation
of the heavy public debt under which the state
is laborinf$" It seems to me, they arc all foreign
to the subject under consideration.
The question is not, how the debt was contracted? but
what means shall be devised for its liquidatiou.
I have no doubt that the people of Kentucky are
honest, and will cheerfully subscribe to any
measure, which will tend gradually to extinguish their liabilities, provided it does not press
too heavily upon them at once.
I believe the
proposition made by yourself, in the section now
under consideration-that
$50,000 be annually
set aside, for the gradual liquidation of this
debt, and its ultimate extinction-will
accomplish the end for which it is intended and will
not he 11 heavier burden than they are willing to
bear.
The thirty-second
and thirty-third sections
of the legislative report, which are now before
us, were intended, in a measure, to provide
against the recurrence of the reckless spirit of
internal improvement which once pervaded the
land-to
r.revent the further accl-:mulation of the
state Habilities, witout the sanction of a direct
vote of the people-and
not, as some seem to
~pprehend, to place a full stop upon all intern~l
Improvements.
At the commencement of this
spirit for improvements, I have learned-c-I was
not then a resident of the state-that
nearly
every county-the
whole people of the statewere swept along with the current; and it was
almost uiiiversaily believed, that instead of being a hindrance and an incumbrance llpon the
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.fevenue, they would pay for themselvea: end ultimately go far to relieve the people of the burdens of taxation.
I was amused, in looking
over the charter of the Maysville turnpike road,
to see an express provision made, that whenever
the revenue arismg from tolls should exceed
twelve per ccut., the tolls should be reduced, 80
as to bring the receipts down to twelve per cent.
This work.I believe, has never yielded au amount
over two per cent.
I merely mention this as an
indication of the sentiment which then existed,
with regard to the immense productiveness
of
these public works. Time wore on-the bubble
bursted-cexpericnce
proved that not one of them
could be made to pay the interest of the money
expended in their construction-direct
taxation
had to be resorted to, to save the state from repudiation and disgrace--and now we find many
gentlemen who were its most earnest advocates,
are making excuses for the course they then pursued.
The gentleman from Madison said he had always been ill favor of Improvemcnts-c-that
he
still is favorable to them-that
though they had
cost much, yet the benefits arising from them
would much more than compensate for the costthat the property in large sections of the COUIltry through
which these improvements had
passed, was largely improved in vnlue-c-and that
the convenience of the people had been greatly
promoted.
These are points which no doubt are
true; and I am not surprised that he, and others
who have been so largely benfited, do not complain.
The complaints come from those large
regions of country which have in no wise been
benefited.
The question is, whether these unimproved sections shall be equally responsible
with those so much benefited-whether,
in the
improvements hereafter to be made, the expenses shall be borne by those immediately benefited, or by the state at large.
In liquidation
of
the debts already contracted, when the tax-gatherer goes round to collect the revenue, he calls
as surely at the door of the poorest man in the
remotest part of the state, and collects, his little
mite, as at the palace of the rich man, whose
fortune has been made by these very works.
Is
this right? Are not these burdens unequelly dlstributed?
It seems to me, that no system of internal improvements should be gone into, where the profIts arising from it will not pay a sufficiency to
liquidate the interest of the money expended in
its completion.
In times like these, money can
always be raised by individual and local compa·
nics, for the erection of any work, whenever it
becomes manifest that such work will pay the
interest, without the endorsement of the state.
Whenever the necessity arises, the improvements
will be made by those interested, independent of
the state; and It strikes me that in this way, all
works of a local character, should be carried on.
I am not one of those, who would put a stop
to all internal improvements; but I think that
the people who have to pay for them, should be
allowed to say whether they will have them or
not.
So far as relates to the banking capital in the
Green river country, to which the gentleman from
Logan has alluded, I question milch if the people are .not fortunate in being deprived of it.

Mr. BRADLEY.
J have & substitute for the
amendment which I think will accomplish the
object. I desire now to offer it:
"The general assembly shall have no power
to pass laws to diminish the resources of the
sinking fund as now established
by law, but
may pass laws to increase it; and the whole resources of said fund, from year to year, shall be
sacredly set apart and applied to the payment
of the interest and principal of the state debt,
and to no other use or purpose, until the whole
debt of the state is fully paid and satisfied."
If I understand the amendment, it proposes
to set apart $50,000 annually, to be applied to
sinkinII the debt of the state. Gentlemen with
whom 1 have conversed, are of the opinion that
this cannot be done without producing the necesaity of a resort to immediate taxation.
I
think it may be done, and I ani sure that if the
substitute which I have offered shall rrevail, the
amount within the sinking fund wil reduce the
amount of the debt, and there will then be no
need of taxation.
I will read from the message
of the governor in relation to the public debt:
"The public debt of the state on the first day
of January, 1848, amounted to the sum of four
millions, six hundred and eight thousand, three
hundred and thirty nine dollars.
'I'he follow iug
changes have occurred:
State debt, as above, on January
"t,1848,
- $4,608 339 00
~G-~ash
_of C~addo_ck
642 81

Ja;~~z

January 1~0
year six per cent.
bond issued,·
-

1,000 00
$4,609,981

Since that time the debt has been
reduced,

81

77,068 00

Leaving the total debt of the state
on the 20th December, 1848this sum,
- $4,532,913 81
From the above sum it baa been
usual to deduct the amount of
bank stocks owned by the state,
RS the state is in possession of
the means to J?ay this without
imposing taxation on the people.
The amount of bank stock thus
owned by the state, is $1,270,500 00
This deduction will make the actual debt of the state,
$3,2G.2,413 81
To provide for the payment of the interest,
and for the gradual extinction of this debt, the
general assembly, at an early period, established
a sinking fund.
That fund is composed of the following items:
1. 'I'ux on the capital stock of the bank of
Kentucky, and dividends on 9,399 shares of stock
in the said bank, held by the state and by the
commissioners of the sinking fund.
2. Tax on the capital stock of the Northern
bank of Kentucky, and dividends on 2,900 shares
of stock in said bank, held by the state and the
commissioners of the sinking fund.
3. Tax on the capital stock of the bank of
Louisville, and dividends on 406 shares of stock
in said bank.
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4. Profits of the commonwealth's
bank,
5. Proceeds of the state stock'Iu the old bank
of Kentucky.
6. Five cents on every one hundred dollars
worth of propert! liable"to taxation.
7. One-third 0 the taxes collected on non-residents' lands.
8. Excess over five thousand dollars in the
treasury at the end of each year, after deducting
all demauds.
9. Rent of the Lexington and Ohio railroad.
10. 'rolls from slack water navigation on the
Kentucky, Green and Barren rivers, and rent of
water power.
11. Dividends on the state's stock in the
various turnpike roads and bridges in the state.
.12. Two-thirds of the profits of the peniteu-

tiarv.
1:1. Taxes on brokers and insurance offices.
14. Premium on sale or exchange of state
bonds.
A few of the least important of these resources have ceased, while the productiveness of others has been greatly enhanced.
For a detailed account of the management and
operations of this ample fund, the general assembly is referred to the reports of the first and
second auditors, and of the commissioners of the
sinking fnnd. A brief abstract from the official
statements will suffice for a general idea of what
is the present coudluon of this fund.
Balance on hand 10th October,
1847,
$139,387 12
Receipts from that date to 10th October, 1848,
328,265 61
Receipts from 10th Oct., 1S48, to
20th Dec., 1848,
•
40,022 17
Add amount due from revenue department,
27,258 20
Making,

$534,933 10
EXP£NDITUItES.

Warrants issued and
paid same time,
$385,163 11
Necessary to pay interest due IstJan.,
1849,
131,807 41
:Making,

516,970 52

Leaving a balance of

$17,962 58

=====

1849.
The resources, including the balnnce on hand as before stated,
(1848,)
$373,486 39
Amount necessary to
pay interest,
- $263,614 82
Repairs on Kentucky
river, •
15,000 00
Repairs on Green and
Barren f-iver,
10,000 00
Contingent expenses,
900 00
Rl:SOURCES

Making,
Surplus for 1849,

FOR

• 289,514 82
- :$ 83,971 57

It appears from the foregoing that the sinking
fund has, in the course of the present year, Dot

only furnished the means of paying punctually
the interest of the public debt, but also of ex.
tinguishing
$77,06l-jof the principal.
And the
estimates made for the year 1849, assure us of an
equally favorable result, and exhibit a balance,
after payment of interest, of $83,971 57, applicable to a further reduction of the debt."
Now it will be seen that this substitute which
I have had the honor to propose, requires that
the legislature shall never reduce the resources
of the sinking fund, but may increase them, and
it requires that all the resources of that fund
shall be faithfully and bonafide applied. till the
whole debt is paid off. No additional taxes will
be necessary, and the state of the fund is such
that the SUIllS named in the message, may be applied to that use. .I do not wish to alarm gentlemen on that subject. I really desire to have
the resources of this fund, applied to the extinguishment of the debt, and to no other pur.
pose. I know many wish to take what is over
and above the annual interest, and upon that
borrow more money, and with the money thus
borrowed go on to make additional appropnaations for internal improvement,
or complete
those already begun. T wish to provide against
that, and that nothing more shall be done in that
way, at least out of the sinking fund. That
fmid was to be applied to the payment of the
interest of the debt, and finally to the extjnguish ,
ment of that debt. This may be done with the
present resources of the sinking fund. I think
if gentlemen bestow some attention
to this
matter they will find there is perfect safety ill
the plan I propose; that there is no danger
of taxation, and that there is a certainty the
debt will be reduced more by this mode titan by
the other plan proposed.
Mr. KAVA},TAUGH. The question now UIl·
del' consideration is one of the great questions to
be settled by the convention.
The manifesto
published at Franktort.i two 'years successively
by the convention party, proposed as one of the
reforms in the constitution, some restriction 011
the legislature in contracting
debts. This proposition, every where, met the sanction of the
people.
I remember having met with none, who
were opposed to it. A heavy debt had been
hastily contracted by the legislature, with which
the people were dissatisfied.
They hence detcnuined to limit the power of that body, on
this subject, in all the future.
True, gentlemen
tell us that by this lijuitatiou, we manifest a
want of confidence in the leg-islature. The people themselves,
have manifested this want of
confidence; and have required the restriction. at
our hands.
Our work is to carry out their will.
The debt has been eontrected. and must be Pnaid.
The people of Kentucky are for paying it. They
arc a tax paying people-a
debt paying people.
They have beard much said amon~ them, about
the public debt of the state. And have long ardently desired to see the day of its extinguishment. They have looked to the legislature in
vain.
In vain they will look to it. One legislature may set apart a fund for this purpose.
The next has the .power to repeal, and undo all
that may thus have been done. We have seen
funds set apart by a legislature for given 'purposes, while subsequent legislatures have either
squandered the money or diverted it to other
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This will ever be the case with our pub- last year, as will be seen by reference to the la!lt
lic debt. Of what avail is it, for a legislature annual message of his excellency governor CritUSM.

this year to make provision for the gradual ext.inguishmcnt of our public debt, if the next one
which may assemble, can nnd will apply the
money in a different way'! 'Ve have tried the
legislature, and failed, long enough to know,
that the debt will never be paid as long as we
trust to legislation.
The country is consequently looking to this body for action 011 the subject.
A fund set apart by the constitution itself for
the gradual extinguishment of the interest and
principal of the state debt will be beyond the
reach of the legislatme, and beyond the reach
of anyone,
as long as the constitution shall
last.
Such a fund would be permanent and reliable, and would have the confidence of the
people.
Till such a step is taken, I believe the
debt of the state will not be paid.
The report of the committee provides a lim itation on the power 'of the legislature, in contracting debts. That some such limitation will
be incorporated into the constitution, there seems
to be no doubt. I, for one, am for it. My constituents are for it. Shall an efficient mode for
paY~llg the debt already contracted be also provided'! That the people would hail. with joy,
such a provision in the constitution, I make 110
doubt.
In my section of the state, they are
anxious to see the debt discharged, and would
sanction any proper mode which may be devised,
for that purpose.
The constitution,
in fact,
would, when submitted, gain strength by it. I
am therefore for the most available mode for the
payment of this debt, and the amendment submitted by the gentleman from Hopkins is, as I
think, that mode. 'l'hc proposition of the president of the convention, adopted in committee
of the whole, and now also pendlng.requiree the
lcgil;laturc to set appat annuallv,$50,000, for the
payment of the principal ofthe state debt. Now
even though this provision be passed, still the
legislature might disregard it. The old constitution required positively, that provision should
be made by law, for suing the state, yet, in this
respect it was disregarded.
So the legislature
might come here and appropriate all the revenue
to other purposes, and then refuse to set apart
the $50,000, because the;r would not have it to
set apart.
'I'his they nug-ht very well do, if it
required a resort to taxation, against the will of
the people.
Nor is there allY thing in the proposition, prohibiting the le~islature from diverting the proceeds of the sinking fund from its
legitimate objects. That fund, if held sacred
to the payment of interest and principal of the
state debt, will dischar~e the debt soonerthan will
$50,000, annually applied to the payment of the
principal of this debt. I have taken some pains
1Il looking
into the condition of the sinking
fund, and am satisfied that it is so, and I believe that allY gentleman who 'will take the
trouble of an examination,
will come to the
same conclusion.
'I'he state debt a year or two ago, was $3,390,500
:It was, on the first day of January last 3,261,413
The sum of
$129,087
of the principal has recently been paid by this
fund, besides discharging the interest.
Some
$77 ,000 of this part of the principal was paid

tenden, and the report of the commissioners of
the sinking fund. The same report, in estimating the receipts and diebursmeuts of the sinking
fuud, for the present year. shows that after paying the interest on the whole state debt, there
will remain, at the end of the year, $97,48518
to be applied in paying the principal of the
debt. 'l'he receipts are however, estimated too
low. That fact is now known, and may be ascertained by referring to the auditor's office.
For example, the sum of $129,807 17 is the estimated amount coming into the sinking fund thls
year, from tho five cents on the hundr ..d
dollars worth of property, but the returns are
now all in, and they show that the taxable prop'
erty of the state has gone up to over $285,000,000. In this single item thou, the sinking fund
will this year. receive some $12,000 more than
was supposed by the estimates already alluded
to. It is thus shown, that the sinking fund is
in a more flourishing condition than atany time
before; that it is now, and has been for several
years, gaining on the state debt, and if preser,,·
ed for that purpose, as it should be, will ulti.
mutely discharge the whole of it. The proposition of the gentleman from Hopkins, C~'Ir.Bradley,) is to that effect. It is to hold the fund we
already have-to put it beyond the reach of the
legislature, and to set it apart in the constitution
as it was originally designed, for the payment of
our debts. 1£ this is done, it will discharge the
public debt much more rapidly than any plan
yet proposed.
Besides, it will create no necessity for additional taxation.
It is only an application of the means already in cur hands, and
the question now is, will we hold this fund, and
thus apply it, or leave it to be squandered at
pleasure, by any legislature which may hereafter convene-c-and simply require them by a sort
of mandate in the constitution, to provide a sum
of $50,000 annually, for the same purpose which
they possibly might not regard, and thus leave
the debt unpaid.
I am for settling this question
now-settling
it in the constitution, and that in
a manner the most available.
Some gentlemen
insist that by adopting a clause of this kind,
-we imply a want of confidence in the legislature-the
representatives of the people. Why
sir, we have the example, if we clioose to follow
it, of several other states in the Union.
'I'he constitution of New York, and to that I
am not ashamed to refer, and es,Pecially on a
question of this sort, bas this provision:
"ARTICLE 7. SEC. 1. After paying the expenses
of collection. superintendence, and ordinary repairs, there shall be appropriated and set apart,
111 each fiscal year, out of the revenues of the
state canals. commencing on the first day of
June, one thousand eight hundred and forty six,
the sum of one million and three hundred thousand dollars, until the first clay of June, one
thousand eight hundred and fifty five, and from
that time, the sum of one million seven hundred
thousand dollars in each fiscal year, as a sinking fund, to pay the interest and redeem the
principal of that part of the state debt, called
the canal debt, as it existed at the time first
aforesaid, and including three hundred thousand
dollars theu to be borrowed, uutil the same shall
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be wholly paid; and the principal and income,
of enid sinking fund, shall be sacredly applied
to that purpose."
The s~cond section has a similar provision for
redemption of another, and different debt against
the state. In a financial point of view, the state
of New Yor~ may successfully challenge the
world for a rival. She has expended on canals
alone, more than thirty millions of money; and
these canals are now yielding more than nine
per cent. net, on the whole original cost. Her
wor~s of internal improvement were begun, and
earned forward by her legislature.
The result
shows that, that body acted wisely and pmvi_dently. The world perha~ls ~an show nothing
to equal the success of their Internal improvements;. yet the convention of that state, in remodeling their constitution, thought proper to
provide a. fu.nd for the payment of the state debt,
and to ~u~ It bey.on4 the power of the legislaLure. '1'1118conatitntion was submitted to t.he
people for their approval, and was adopted by
an overwhe~m.ing. lll<l:jority. That state, well
worthy of Imitation III this respect, did not
leave this subject to the legislature, but at once
settled the question in the constitution itself.
If Ne,~ York did not think it an imputation on
her legislature, which had acted providently in
the premises, .to h.lYthis restriction, much less
should we think It so of ours, when it has acted improvidently and hnst.ily,
The convention of Illinois, which has just
formed a constitution for that state, took the respousibllity of providing for the payment of the
state debt, by direct taxation, as will be seen bv
the following clause in the new constitution
that state:
"AJtTTCLE 15. There shall be annually assessed
and collected, in the same manner as other state
revenue may be assessed and collected, a tax of
two mills upon each dollars worth of taxable
property, in addition to all other taxes, to be applied as follows: The fund so created shall be
kept separate, and shall annually, on the first
day of January, be apportioned and paid over,
jirO rala upon all such state indebtedness, other
than the canal and school indebtedness, as may
fur that purpoHe, be presented by the holders of
the same, to be entered as credits upon, and to
Lilatextent in extinguishment of the principal
of said indebtedness."
Adopted August 31st,
1847..
This constitution providing direct taxation,
for the state deht was. as 1 am informed, submitted to the people, and uarried by a lar~ major iLy. And so, whene"-er this constitution is submittcd to the people, containing a provision for
the payment of our state debt, such provision will meet their sanction, and instead of
weakening, will greatly strengthen it, for they
arc not only willing, but anxious to make payment.·
If we do not begin this work now, when will
we? When will be a better timo than the pn~scnt'! The state is now enjoyill~ morc f'olid prosperity than at any time before m our whole history, The condition of our revenue is flourishing. The amount of our taxable ]?roperty has,
for several years, been regularly gomg up. It is
lhis year thirteen millions in value, higher thau.
j1, was la.8t.year, and is in fact some millions
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higher than ever at any time before. The proceeds of ':)Ilt ~illking fund are going up, while
our debt IS gOlllg down. In respect to this debt.
we now hold the vantage ground.
My doctrine
is to keep it, by ,taki!1g the means already in our
hands, and scttmg It apart, for the payment of
our debts. ']'his we CRn do without one cent of
taxation.
The !)cople are expecting something
at the hands 0 the convention, on the subject.
of this d.ebt. I, ~or one, an~ for meetin~ these
expectations: fonfnot~llng 18 done here, In vain
may we expect any tlung hereafter.
In setting down the indebtedness of the state,
I have of course omitted the amount owing for
bank stock, for an eqnul amount of stock is
owned by the state. 'I'heee two amounts will,
as admitted by all, liquidate and settle each
other. Nor have I taken into the estimate the
amount due by the state to the school fund.
That fund is separate and apart from the other
debts of the state, and has not been, and is not
a charge upon the sinking fund. It is under
the control and power of the state, and may be
met as heretofore, and in such other mariner as
may be found .right ~nd propp-r. I had expected
a report on this subject from the committee on
the debt of the state, but the chairman of that
committee has already explained why a report
has not been made, aud that none, as the subject
is now under consideration, will be made. It
lJIay therefore be right to pass this question a
day or two, to give more time for looking into
the condition of the sinking fund. If so, I am
sure gentlemen will come to the same conclusions to which r have arrived.
Mr. GRAY. This, sir, is a subject of great
importance.
The section which was proposed
by the President, is neither more nor less III my
estimation than directly imposing a tax upon
the people of Kentuck,Y by this convention,
which yo.u w.ill do if this section forms part of
the coustttnuon.
If I understand the propoeition sir, it is to require that the legislature shall
take out of the ordinary revenue of the state
$50,000 yearly, and appropriate it to the paymeut of the public debt of Kentucky.
So far ali
I am concerned, I came here to pass 110 such
law. There was no proposition before the peopIe whom I represent for imposing taxation
UP~lllthen?; and I thillk ~bis is a species of legislatlOn winch belongs entIrely to Ole legislature,
Sir, in this state the people will provide for the
payment of their public debt as they have done
heret,ofore, and I think we might t.rust the peopIc's representatives, whom they may elect, who
will hereafter look to it with sufficient cautiotlsness and wisdom. So far as I am concerned,
therefore, I shall vote against the proposition.
I think the proposition of the gentleman from
Hop.kins is proper, and much more appro-priate,
I have mudl less objection to the plan whICh he
proposes than to that of imposing a tax upon
the people of $50,000 yCl1rly, for the payment
of this debt. If this sinking fund is sufficient
to pay the interest of the debt and to sustain
the charactcr of the people of Kentucky, let it
be appropriated to that purpose. If it is not
sufficient, let the legislature, when the proper
time comes. make an appropriation; let them
impose a tax, and sir, the people will justify
·them. There is, therefore, 11). my opinion, no
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propriety ill puttblg such a provision as this in
the fundamental law.
Sir in reference to the proposed restriction upon th~ legislature to create pu?lic debts, I w~uId
ask how far docs that restrrction go? Certamly
the people of this state do Dot expect you to restrict them so that they never can borrow a dollar; so that they never can hereafter make any
improvement, unless they have the mean" beforehand in the treasury of carryill~ such improvemeut to perfection.
The restriction already provided, which prohibits an increase of debt or of
borrowing money. ought to be sufficient; and if
the people are of opinion that a further amount
ought to be raised for the improvement of those
works for which that debt was originally created. they ought to have the right of carrYlDg out
such a J?roposition.
But, In relation to this thirty second section, it
appears that gentlemen do not understand it. Cortainly it does not imply that any debt should be
created under it for any purpose not necessary
for the business of this state.
It merely provides
for casualties
that. may happen and that have
heretofore happened.
Unless those casualties do
occur, certainly the legislature have no power to
mcrease the debt and impose any greater burdens upon the people whatever.
Now, the gentleman from Nelson considers
that the legislature would have power every two
years to create a debt of half a million of dollars.
Sir, there is nothing more plain to my
mind than the language
used here. If gentlemen will read this language and connect it together, they will readily discover that it deprives
the legislature of the power of ever creating any
debt beyond the sum of $500,000.
'l'hcy may
create a debt of $100,000 oue year; of $200,000
the next; and of $300,000 the next; but they'
never can exceed the amount of $500,000, until
that amount, when expended, is paid.
'I'here is
no stepping beyond that.
It is as plain as language can make it. They
never can create. a debt-no
matter what the
exigences
of the state may be-e-beyond
this
$500,000, without submitting it-to the people. If
J understand the proposition as it now stands,
the gentleman
from Nelson proposes to strike
out the words ,'expenses not ]?rovided for." I
think there is no necessity for It. 'I'herc are necessities that may befal the country.
Here, for
instance, is our hank stock.
The taxes upon
the stock of the bank are part of the sinking
fund.
Suppose
sir, from any casualty that
fund should fail entirely, as it has failed hereto· fore, would there not be a deficit which would
come under "expenses uot provided for." That,
it seems to me, would not come under the head of
"deficit," but 'under that of "expenses not provlded for."
Ought there not then to be a Dower
· somewhere to protect and guard the credit of the
state?
Certainly there ought.
'I'hat is the only
object of this provision; you cannot create allY
debt here, except for such casualties as may occur.
Wonld any thing like "state improvemente" come under such a head as that?
Certainly they could not. Gentlemen should examine these things; they should consider them
as they will be seen and considered by the COUD· try.
Gentlemen should consider that our reve.nue might beredllced, and our buildings destroy-

ed, pestilence and famine might overspread the
land, and in such emergency the credit of tho
state could not be sustained.
In such cases, I
am aware some gentlemen say "meet all these
emergencies
by taxes."
The people sir, are
willing to pay their debts, but are not al1\'aY8
ready to pay taxes, they are not at all times III
a condition to pay them, but if you can borrow'
money for a short r.eriod, and give the people a
little time, they WIll come up to the work, and
without any question at all. It is for-that reason
and on that supposition that this power should
be granted.
We should not go too far and say
that there shall be 110 power vested anywhere to
provide for casualties
of this sort.
These restrictions
I regard as amply sufficient.
Now
sir, we propose to give to the legislature
the
power to .borrow $500,000.
I do not think that
sum is any too much; but if gentlemen think so,
let them make what provision they may deem
proper.
We have some means in the siukina
fund that oaunot be classed with revenue at aIr.
These may all fail as they have failed heretofore.
Some gentlemen
will say that the casueltee I
have spoken of cannot, or at least, may not occur; but they have occurred
heretofore,
and
lDay occur again, and certainly, gentlemen,
in a
matter of such importance,
ought to learn
wisdom from the past.
Mr. C. A. WICKLIFFE.
The sections to
which the gentleman's
remarks apply, are not
now under consideration. I shall therefore say
nothing in reply to those remarks.
If I have
seen allY proposition which seemed to command
a majority of the votes of this body, it is, that
$50,000 shall be sacredly applied to extinguish
the state debt.
I only desire to state now the
reasons why I prefer the proposition of the committee to that of the gentleman from Hopkins,
(Mr. Bmdley.)
He proposes to guard the sinking fund by making a constitutional
provision
which shall direct the surplus, after paying current expeuses , to cancel the debt.
I will go
with him to provide that any unexpended
balunce shall go to extinguish this debt.
Gentlemen say this tends to tax the people to
the amount of $50,000. If that proposition was
couched in the language of the constitution of
Illinois, I would go for it, and should think I
was discharging a debt to the people and to posterity.
I ShO\11d be willing to take upon myself
the responsibility
of setting apart a fund which
no future legislature could touch or divert from
the discharge of that debt resting on this community.
It is admitted
on all hands we shall
save, by having our legislative sessions bienniall.y, $50,000 annually, if our revenue remains
aa It now stands.
I wish to lay hold of that
surplus by a constitutional
provision and apply
it to the extinguishment
of the debt, and not
leave it for the legislature to appropriate to some
other purpose.
This is the reason why I prefer
the proposition
of the committee to that of the
gentleman.
Besides, there may be a necessity for the latter
clause, the power to fund, or borrow and extend
the time of payment when not able to meet a
payment at the time it falls due. That I think
should be left in the control of the legislature.
If I recollect right, that power was as.ked of the
legislature in 1838 or 1839, that they shoulu. set
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apart a fund beyond the control of the cotumiaaioners of the sinking fund, to be applied to
the gradual extinction of the debt independent
of the interest accruing from the debt. It, was
not thought proper to set apart such a fund.
I will. therefore, move to add the words"The general assembly shall also set apart,
annually, any overplus ill the sinking fund, in
addition to the $50,UOO,which shall be applied
to the payment of the principal of the state
debt,"
The meaning of the amendment is this-that
besides the $50,000 which the amendment of the
President proposes to devote to the payment of
the debt.from the annual revenue, (about the sum
to be SRWU by d ispeusiug with the annual sesaions of the Iegislature.) we should set apart the
sinking fund also, and apply the whole to caneel the debt.
The PRESIDENT.
The gentleman will see
his amendment is unnecessary.
Mr. C. A. WICK.LIFFE.
Yon ere right, sir;
I had overlooked the interlineation
made. I
withdraw the amendment.
Mr. BRADLEY.
I believe I bavo pretty
much the same object in view as the gentleman
from Nelson, and there is no great necessity for
controversy between us. There is, however, oue
difference to which I wish to call the attention
of the conveutiou.
He proposes by his amendmeut to set apart $50,000 of the ordinary reveHue of the state, in addition to the excess over
and above what will pay the interest upon the
state debt, rema.iniug ill the sinking fund. I
wish to call that ~elltleman's
attention and
that of the convention, to this point.
If the
ordinary revenue does not Furnish the sum of
$50,000, docs not this constitution
go to the
people with an additional
clog of taxation to
that amoul,t?
Clearly it does. But when you
secure the whole resources of thc sinking fund,
by authorizing the legislature to increase it, aud
by forbidding them to diminish it, you secure,
for this year, $83.000. 'l'he last year there would
have been secured $i7,OOO, and the resources of
the sinking fund will still be ill no wise diminished.
Besides, unless the object be to incr>3u"e taxation, it mllst be remembered that the
exee,>s in the tn'<l.sury, e.1':cept$5,000, goe8 to the
sinking fnnd, and accord ing to my amendment,
will ne('.c.~sarily go t,\)diminish our clebt. It cun
be applied to lIothing else. If we are required
to draw from thl~reyenue $50,000 in additioll to
thi!'., w,' go to thc c,ountry with our constitution
loaded with taxes. I am as uuxious as any mall
to pay this debt. I ha.d }HI hand in contmcting
it., but I am prepared to do my part towards paying it at thocimost COllvenient time, aud in the
h~st way. I think we should forbid the Jegii>lature to use the "inking futld for allY other purpose.
Mr. DESHA. It strikes me all this discussion
is Ollt of order, for the previous question was
moved befure the adjournmellt yesttll'day, as the
journal read here this morniug shows.
The PRESIDENT.
It was certainly called
at the time of the adjournment, but as it was not
renewed this morning, I have Dot interfered to
~top the discul>sion.
}'Ir. TUltNER.
Well, sir, then I now call
·01' the previous question.
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The question was then put, "shall the main
question be now taken?" which was decided in
the negative.
']'he question then recurred on adopting the
substitute of the gentleman from Hopkins for
the section adopted by the committee of the
whole.
:Mr. BRADLEY called for the yeas and nays,
and being takeu, they were, yeas 56, nays 33:
YEAs-JohnL.
Ballinger, William K.Bowling,
Alfred Boyd, William Bradley, Luther Brawner,
Francis M. Bristow, William C. Bullitt, James
S. Chrisman, Beverly L. Clarke, Jesse CoffeX'
Henry R. D. Coleman, Benjamin Copelin, WIlliam Cowper, Edward Curd, Lueius Desha, Benjamin F. Edwards, Milford Elliott, Green Forrest, Nathan Gaither, James H. Garrard, Richard D. Gholson, Thomas J. Gough, Niuian E.
Gray, John Hargis, Thoma.'> J. Hood, Alfred M.
Jackson, William Johnson,
George W. Johnston, George W. Kavanaugh, Oharlee C. Kelly,
James M. Lackey, Thomas W. Lisle, Willis B.
Machen, George W. Mansfield.
Alexander K.
Marshall,
William
N. Marshall,
Richard L.
Mayes, Nathan McClure,
James M. Nesbitt,
Hugh Newell, Henry B. Pollard, Johnson Price,
Larkin J. Proctor, John '1'. Robinson, Thomas
Rockhold, John T. Rogers, Ira Root, Ignatius
A. Spalding, James W. Stone, Albert G. Talbott, William R. 'l'hompeo», John J. Thurman,
Henry washington,
John wheeler, Robert N.
Wickliffe, WeslilY J. il{right-56.
N Ays-Mr. President, (Gutbrte.) John S. Barlow, 'I'bomus Dv Brown, William Chenault. Garrett Davis, Archibald Dixon, James Dudley,
Chasteen T. Dunevnu, Selueius Garfielde, James
P. Hamilton, Ben. Hardin, ~iincent S. Hay, Andrew Hood, James 'N. Irwin, Thoma." James,
Peter Lashbrooke, Martin P. Marshall, John H.
McHenry, David Meriwether, William D ..Mitchell, 'I'horues P. Moore, John D. Morris, Jonathan
Newcum, Elijah F. Nuttall,
William Preston,
James Rudd, John D. Taylor,
Howard Todd,
Squire 'I'urner, Andrew S. White, Charles A.
Wickliffe, George W. Williams,
Silas Wood·
son-:~3.
So the substitute was adopted.
Mr. JAMES proposcd to amend the section by
adding the fI111owing;
"The legislature shall provide by law for collecting such a rate of toll" from the roads and rivers as have beel! or may hereafter be improved at
the public expense, as will pay the interest on
the Olumso expended, including the n:pairs and
expenses."
MI'. NUT'r ALL. I d('I1t think there should
be any constitutiona.l h:gislatiolJ ()1J this subject
at all.
Mr. IRWIN.
I hope eertainly lhe house 'vill
not adopt that pl'oposil iOll. The interest on the
public d(·bt, it has heeu said, amounts to $271,UOO or ncar $300,000 ullllually; and if you impose a rate of toll on the roads and rivers to meet
that sum, there will never be anoUler steamboat
come up the river, or a private carriage on the
turnpikes.
I am sure the gentleman is mistaken.
:Mr. HARDIN.
If my friend proposes to pay
the jnterest all all we ]mve expended, it will put
astop to all vessels on the K,mtucky river. The
expenses on the Kentucky river have been $901,·
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000, and on the Green river they huve been over
$800,000.
The expenses have hitherto exceeded
the receipts. If you attempt to raise the interest on this sum by tolls, there will not be even
a canoe on the river. And the same may be said
of the turnpike roads. But I cannot think that
my friend is in earnest.
Mr. JAMES.
bIr. President, I came here prepared to vote to deprive the legislature of the
power to contract debts, or in any manner ruu
the state further ill debt, and I am prepared to
go for the lowest possible restriction which may
not be likely to endanger the public credit.
1
did not expect that we should be called upon to
prescribe the mode and manuel' of liquidating
the debt already contracted, but as that questiou
has come up, 1 am prepared to meet it. I therefore submit for the consideration of the convention my plan, which is contained in the amendment that I have just offered. I propose to require the legislature to increase the tolls upon
the roads and rivers, so as to raise a revenue
sufficient to pay the interest upon th .. sum expended for their improvement, keeping them in
rep,air, paying expenses, &c, This proposition
WIll test the sincerity
of the internal improvement party,
What did they promise the conntry when they commenced this system?
They
Raid the profits nrleing from it would not only
'pay the interest, but yield a surplus which
could be so invested as to produce a sum sufficient by the time the principal fell due, to pay
that also, and that the people ...vere never to be
taxed to support or sustain it. 'I'hose who believed that, have been badly taken in, Let me
call your attention to the condition of the country, when this system was commenced. Our-taxes
were.comparati
vely, light; eix and uquarter cents
on the hundred dollars worth of property, and
then nothing was listed for tuxat.iun but land and
slaves, horses and mules. This was soon found
to be insufficient, and you resorted to a stratag.em, to raise morc rCVentHl by increasing the
subjects of taxation, cattle, bonds, or promisol''y
notes, and muncy was taxed, ill fact every thing
that a man po~sesscd, save one hundrcJ dollars,
and all this was Hot enough; you then increased
the taxes to ten cents, and from that to fifteen
cents, and now one third uf all the taxes collected in thestato goes into your "inking fund to
pay the interest on the d~bt created fOl'iuternal
Improvement purposes, and SOllie fourt€t'll oz'
p.fteen thousand dollars collected by 1pecific
taxation.
Now I propose to tax those w 10 are
using and enjoying the bcnl?fits of these improvements to pay the interest on the sum expended. No object ever was entitled to public
patronage unless such a tariff could be illlposcll
as ......
ould support it. My constituent." and many
other portions of the state receive no benefit
from these improvements, and I most solemnly
protest against their being taxed to sustain them,
or to speak morE'-plainly, being made "hewers
of wood aod drawers of wat.el''' for another portion of the coulltr)". But I am told if the taxes
are raised SI) as to pay the interc,,;t, the country
cannot stand it, and' tlL works must be abandoned and go down.
This declaration does not
~arm me. No~ not at all.
, 'What was trl!-nsportation or the price oMre;.ght
f[~ Frankfortto Louisville, beTorJ: the Ken-

tucky river was locked end demedj
It was from
forty to fifty cents. What is it now? Orrly fifteen cents. what an immense reduction besides
the benefits and advantages of <-x:pedition and
certainty, two grand desideratums
in commerce.
Ex-governor Metcalfe in hie report to the legislahue in 1847-48, in speaking of the Kentucky
river navigation, end the benefits and advantages resulting to those who enjoy it, says: "It
may be well to inquire whether the amount actually saved to the inhabitants who enjoy the
immediateoadvanta?"es of this navigation, does
not exceed the whole amount of their taxes annually."
In another part of the same report he
estimates the amount, saved by those using this
navigation at mom than $170,000 annually.
What is the interest on the mOlley expended
ul10n the Kentuckv river? It is about $56,00Q.
You collect now by your tolls about $30,00Q;
raise the tolls a little higher and yon would collect $26,000 more, and you would then have
enough to pay the interest.
Gentlemen need not
be afraid then, that by raising the tolls so as to
make them pay the interest, it will drive every
steamboat out of it. My venerable friend the
senior gentleman from Nelson (Mr. Herdin.)
says, he cannot think me in earnest, and that I
certainly must be jestinS'. Well, he will know
by waiting a while.
'I'his is no' new notion of
'\"line. A few years since when fl. member of the
senate, I was foremost there, I believe, in advocanng a. law providing for increasing the tolls
upon this river, and at one moment I was flattered with success, but a combination was formed and its provisions were made to apply to
Green river, the improvements on which were in
their infancy, scarcely completed, and this cau~ed my efforts to prove abortive.
I desire lIOWto call the attention of the convention and the country to the condition and
management of our turnpike roads. I beg leave
to read from a counter report made by G_ W.
Johnson of Scott county, a yery prominent an?
distinguished man, the nephew, I believe, of t]le
ex-vice president oftlle UniteJ States, CoL R. M.
Johnsoll.
This report was made to the house of
representatives.
See journal 1839--40, page 4t:!4.
"The state and individuals
have improved
467.67 miles of road, and the amount of tolls
collected at the gates, during the year 1839, is
reported by the board of internaluuprevement
at $92,641 t36; while it is stated by the commie·
sioners of the sinking fund, that only $7,576 37
have been received bv them.
Upon the suppo.
sitioll t.hat the state IS interested only one half
in t.hese improv~m("nte, it is evident tbat $77,.
48912. or lleaI'lY$80,OOO must have been expended, during the year 1839, in repairs, and the
payment of presidents, treasurers. toll-gate keepers, and agents of the local boards, and inc.idental expenses.
"The expenditure of so large a sum, for Fouch
purposes, It is believed, result;; from lllismanag~.
Illeut or fraud. If it be true, that neither lUis·
managemellt or frauds have bad any agency in
producing t.his result, it is evident that the system of borrowing, at five or six per cent, Jar$'e
sums at compound interest, to be illYested lU
turnpike roads, must ultimately be ruinous in
the ex~r~me. The state has paid $2,027,61489
and individuals .1~999,398 tow~Tds the cqUlple·
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tlon of these roads. Six per cent, Oll $Q,OOO,OOO Mr. GHOLSON. I know uotwhether-the genamounts to $120,000 annually.
The state has tleman from Hickman (MI'. J ames); is in earnest
received, as stated above, only $7,576 37 during or not; but if be is not, he certainly ought to
that we, in
the year 1839, on its investment of $2.027,614 be. We have beeu told, indirectly,
89, or a fraction more than the one third of one the extremes, are to pay the fiddler, while the
In heaveu'e name,
per cent. per annum. Two millloue of dollars, at people in the centre dance.
aix per cent. compound interest, will, in thirty who should the expense fall upon, but those
two years, amount to the sum of sixteen mil- who derive the benefit of these Improvements?
lions, d. sum so enormous as to be almost incred- But because they would be taxed, we are told
I have been deible, if figures did not establish its truth beyond the proposition will not do.
contradiction.
The most rigid economy IS in- nouneed and abused OUL of this house, and insulted
in
it,
because]
voted
for
restricting the
dispensable in a system involving such vast reWhy did I de it? Because r
sults, and a radical reform must be necessary." city of Louisville.
part of the senateMr. President, does not the extract which I thought one thirty-eighth
was as much as uny city
have just read, present our system of internal rial representation
And now we are told these imimprovements in a most deplorable condition? should have.
It surely does; and in the language of the elo- provements shall go on, and the present rates of
quent writer, "radical reform must be necessa- toll shall remain us they are. We must be taxed,
it is intimated, in all time to come, instead of
ry." And wbat do I propose by the proposition
'We never have been
which I have just submitted?
It is to require those who are benefited.
benefited
by the improvements.
Gentlemen are
the legislature to provide,
law, for laying
such tariff on the travel an transportation on only asked to pay the interest on the sums that
our roads and rivers as will raise a revenue suf- have been expended for the advantage of parficient to pay the interest, cost of repairs, expen- tioular sections of the state; but we arc told by
ses, &c. Aud surely those who have acted a gentlemen that this will not do. Lshouldhave been
conspicuous part in bringiDO' about such a state glad to have heard from my friend from Madison,
of things cannot and will n~t refuse to come up who glories so much ill internal improvements. I
and tax those who are in the €lljoJ,ment and pos- would have been glad to hear frum the honorable president, and from many other gentlesession of the grand and magnificent improvements, ,IDd those too whose property has been men 011 this subject. I ask gentlemen to say. if
it will not do now, to tax these roads and other
more than doubled in value by their construetion. If you do this, and it should be onerous, local objects, when will it? I ask gentlemen to
the burdeu wil! but fall where it properly be- name a time when we are to be relieved from
taxation?
I want to know when they are willongs.
ling to take the burden upon their own shoul- Mr. DIXON.
I can scarcely think my: friend
ders, for it is properly their burden and not ours.
'from Hickman is in earnest, but if he is, I think
My constituents want to know the time, and
it will be well to look into the effect of that
therefore I am desirous that gentlemen shall
amendment.
I understand
the nmendruent is
name a period which, I hope, may satisfy those
'introduced to test the sincerity of the friends of
whom I represent.
1 know there is au objecticu
internal imrrovement.
If the amendment preto this. We are told every Jay in this hall, if
'vuile, it wil affect those wbo are not ill favor of
yOll put this ill the constitution,
or that in the
internal improvements as much , and perhaps
more than those who are in favor of them. Those constitution, it will induce many to vote against
it. I have seen nothing yet that will induce me
who live above slnckwater navigation are deepto vote against it.
Sir, I should be willing to
ly interested in the navigation of the rivers, and
be ridden, booted, and spurred a little longer,
.those who live below are interested in the transrather than do that, as I have got accustomed to
portation up and down the river. The gentleit.
When the q\lestion is one of expediency
man proposes to la.y a tax on the roads and rivmerely, and llot aIle of justice. I would, as a
ers sufficient to pay the interest on the money
member of this convention, vote agamst it. But
.,xpt'!nded in makmg roads and other public
as a member of the legislature, as all act of jusworks.
On what is that tax to be laid? On the
tice to my constituetlts, 1 would "ote for it.
produce of l,he country of course. It will fall
1 woul,i. !>uggcst to my frit'llli from Hopkim.,
directly on "t('amboats and othcr boats engaged
(Mr. Bradley,) whether there is llot danger in
in transport-iug-llp and down the ri\'<:r~. Hut is it
adopting the course he advoeates.
]f the internut a fad when yon tax the y{',.;selswhi,·h enrry
nal improvement, men would be affected in their
the /J]"oduce, you imlirectly tax \116 prodllcl'
purse,,; by thi" lllo,-t just ,Principle. and should
whit 1 they carry to marker! This cannot be <Jeturn agains.t thisprop{lsitlOll, we "llould lose our
nied. The tax falls all all the people Oll the bank;.;
of the riv~rs, but it will not fall Oil all the peo- cOIIsIitu tion.
Mr.DlXON.
I have said nothing abo'ut my
vIe of the state alike.
Impose such a tax, and
lt would put a stop to navigation.
The tax on being for or <lgainst internal imprlwements, nor
the produce going out of Gr~en river would ab- do] intend to say any thing about it now.
The gentleman thinks I am abandoning my
sorb the whole. value.
The object of my frielld
I helieve is good, but he cannot carry It out in principles here. Why? Becau8tll will not go
this way without great injustice.
Those who for laying a tax on tbe people on the banks of
live at the head waters of the Kentucky and the rivers, to an extent that will pay the interest
Green rivers will be compelled to pay the taxes on the debt for improvements, and at the Same
Has that
on improvements below, as well as those who time meet all the expenses for rerairs.
are in favor of the improvements.
I cannot gentlemau inquired what effoo't lt will haVe on
think my friend is in earnest, and I hope he will the navigation of the rivers? Has he settled in
his own mind, that it will not stop n'ivigation
withdraw his amendment.
•
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entirely?
And if it 16hoI11<1,sful.lil. he tell me
that I am acting inconsistently, if I will not go

I

Tlw main question

was ordered.

Mr. STEVENSON called for the yeas and nays

with him in his mad scheme of oppression?
Let on the amendment.
him show that the people are capable of bearThe secretary commenced calling the roll, but
ing such a taxation-s-let him show that it would before he got tlu-ough
be just, so to tax them-let
him show that, it will
1\1r. JAMES ruse, and asked permission to
not destroy the navigation of the rivers-and
withdraw his amendment.
then he lllay come and say it is right and proper
Leave was granted.
to lay such a tax exclusively on the people on
The question recurred on the adoption of the
the banks of the rivers.
Let us, says he, tax section, as amended.
those who have the benefit of the improvement.
M1'. KAVANAUGH
called for the yeas and
I told the gentleman, that if the section was adopt- nays, and they were-yeas
52, uays ·.1,2.
ed, many would be taxed who had not the beneYE,\&-Johll L. Ballinger, william K. Bowlfit of it.
ing, Alfred Boyd, William Bradley,
Luther
In 1841-2, I was a member of the legislature,
Brawner, Francis M. Bristow, Oharles Chamand there came petitions to that body from the bel'S, James S. Chrisman, Beverly L. Clarke,
people neal' the source of the Kentucky
river, Jesse Cotf..y, Henry It. D. Coleman, Benjamin
that they might btl relieved from the tax in pass- Copelin, William Cowper, Edward Curd, Luing through the locks .and dame.
The reason dug Desha, Archibald Dixon, Benjamin F. Edwas, they could come clown when the fioods wards, Milford Elliott, Green Forrest, Natban
were high without the loc-ks and dams, which Gaither, Richard D. Gholson, Thomas J. Gough,
were of no particular
advantage to them, but Niniun E. Gray, John Hargis, Alfred M. Jacksubjected them to enormous taxes.
The people SOli, George 'V. Johnston, George W. Kavaon Green river are in tile same condition.
The naugh, Charles C. Kelly, James M. Lackey,
tax on the locks is a tax Oll the produce as well Thomas N. Lindsey, Thomas W. Lisle, George
as on those who live near the river.
But if it W. Mansfield, Richard L. Mayes, John H. Mcfalls on the people on the banks of these two Henry, Jonathan Newcom Hugh Newell, Henry
rivers, it win fut a stop to uevigation, which B. Pollard, Johnson Price, Larkin J. Proctor,
every body wil agree, should not be done. That John '1'. Robinson, Thomas Rockhold, John T.
it would do this, I have IHl doubt.
The whole Rogers, Ira Root, Ignatius A. Spalding, Michael
amount of taxes on the people on the banks L. Stoner, Albert G. Talbott, Wm. R. 'I'hompof these rivers for a year, would be about son, Henry Washington, Jno. Wheeler, Charles
$[50,000, or rather it would be on their pro- A. Wickliffe,
Robert N. Wickliffe, Wesley J.
uuce.
My friend from Ballard and M(',Cra(~- Wright-52.
ken surely cannot be be in earnest.
H8 is a genN.ns-Mr.
President (Guthrie,) Richard Aptleman of fine feeling!'>,I have JlO doubt. He is persoll, John S. Barlow, Thomas D. Brown,
opposed to taxation, to oppression.
He startles,
William C. Bullitt, William Ohenuult, Garrett
when we talk about taxing one portion of the Davis, Jame ...Dudley, Ohneteen '1'. Dunavan,
community for the benefit of another. and yet he Selucius Garfielde, James H. Garrard, James P.
wishes to tax those Oil the banks of the rivers to Hamilton, Ben. Hardin, Vincent S. Hay, Anan extent that would be the extreme of oppression.
drew Hood, Thomas J. Hood, J ames W.lrwin,
Mr ..GHOLSON.
I have said that these works Thomas James, Wm. Johnson,
Peter Lash·
are wholly worthless-that
they are, ill. iact, of brooke, !,-l~xunder K. Marshall; Martin P. Mal"
no profit to the state. (1'he gentleman says if shal~, "ll~lam N. :Ma~sl~all, :NaII~un McClure,
you tax the people you will send their pl'Oduce l;avld Menwether, WJ11J~m D. Mltehell; Th.os.
out some otherwa.y.
That is wha.t we have al- I,; .~oore, }ohn
D .. :1'~orns, Jamps M. :NesbItt,
ways contended
for. We did not want the EhJuh F.: N,uttall, WIlham Preston, Jas. Rudel,
works made. nor do we want them sustained. John W. Stevenson, Jas. 'V. Stone, JollU D.
But 1 ask gentlemen to puta period to this bur- Taylor, John. J. 'l'hurman,
Howard Todd,
den: or to tell us how long we are to pay taxes S~~i~c Tur~('r, Andrew S. White, George 'V.
to meet the interest on this money, and probably
\\ Ilhams, SI!as W oodson-42.
the principal, for the benefit of those who live
So the sedlOn WRS adopted.
on the varions routes.
ll1r. C. A. WICKLIFFE.
I desire to submit
Mr. DIXON.
I do not think we have ally the following, as an additional
clause to the
thin~ to do with that.
I think it belongs to the s£!ction just adopted.
It is to provide for an all'
legislature of the <:ountry.
nual sum, of at lea..<;t$50,000, tu be applied to
Mr. GHOLSON.
'l'llat is about as gooo an the cxtinguishmt:nt
of this debt. The reason
answer as I expected, and as good as any other why I prt;Jferred the original amendment of the
gentleman will ever give in this hall.
Why President was this: there were too many COIIleave it to the legislature?
'Yhy does lIe not tingeucics upon which that fund depends
I
!';ay what day we may expeet it to come to an wish, while we devote that fund to pay the state
end? No man can tell when it will end, unless debt, to add also this clause:
the proposition of the gentleman from Hickman
"If there shall not be an annual surplus in tho
SllOUldbe adopted.
sinking fund, equal to $50,000, to be devoted to
:Mr. PROC'l'OR.
I have, upon two or three the payment of the principal of the state debt,
oCI:asions, moved the previous question; and, as the deficiency sllall be made up by an appropri, this session should draw to a close-though
I am atiolJ from the revenue of the state, so that at
willing to hear reasonable debate-I
tllink this least the sum of $50,000 shall be annually devoquestion has bt'en sufficiently discussed, and 1 ted to the extinguishment of said debt."
shall be under the necessity of demanding the
I barely wish to provide, that whenever it is
•previous question.
ascertained that there will not be this surplus
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from the alukiug fund, the rnnnsgere .01' tl.lIlt \.future legislature, wheu making appropriations,
fuud may make their arrangements to extinguish
to look to this constiut.ioual demand upon the
$5.0,000 of this de~t. And when tb~re i:,>n.ot public treasury.
this amount, the legislature mny vrovlde lor It.
The yens and nays were called for on the
80 ~ha.t we .may apply
the principle
of exun- amendment,
and being taken, were-yeas
3,1,
guishing this sum evr;ry year.
nays 57:
.
Mr. BROWN.
It seems to mewe ore running
YEAs-Mr. President, (Guthrie,) IV illiaru ICtoo much into legislation.
I am opposed to this Bowling. Alfred Boyd, William Bradley, Luamendment, by which, whenever
there is not ther Brawner, Francis M. Bristow, william Ch8$50,000 which can be applied from the sinkiug nault , Jesse Coffey, An:hibald Dixon, Bclucius
fund, we may take that sum from our ordinary
Garfielde, James P. Hamilton, Ben. Hardin,
r~vellue. It. will accomplish
nothing but to Vincent S. Har' George W .. Kavanaugh, .Peter
~Ive the legislature the puwer to resort to taxa- Lushbrooke, 'l'hornas N. Lindsey, Martin P.
non.
Marshall, John H. McH"nry, William D. MuehMr. HARGIS.
I will vote for no provision ell, Thomas P. Moore, .lobu D. Morris. Jonathat provides for direct taxation of the people. than N cwcmu Hugh Newell, Elijah' F. Nuttal l ,
Such a provision is Iegislation, and should nut William Preston, Larkin J. Proctor, J olm '1'.
be eugraffed on a constitution.
Besides, this is Robinson. James Rudd, Ignatius A. Spalding,
a subject which was not discussed before the John D. Taylor, Henry washington, Oharlee A.
people in the late canvass.
I am as willing as Wickliffe, Silas WOOdSOll, Wesley J. Wright
gentleman to make provision to meet
-34.
ob igations of the state to the last dollar, togctbNHs-Richard
Apperson, J 01m L. Ballinger,
er with interest on the principal
as it becomes John ~. Barlow, Thomas D. Brown, William
due; but 1 am not wllllug , in the formation of C. Bullitt, Charles Chambers, James S. Chrisan organic law for the stale, to run into such de- man, Beverly L. Clarke, Benjamin Copelin, WUtails, and insert in this instrument that which Ii.am Cowper, Edward Curd, Garrett Davis, Lushould be the subject of legislative enactment.
CIUS Desha •. James Dudley,
Chast€cn'1'. DunaI am not willin~ in this way to make an impera- \'an, Benjamin F. Edwards, Milford Elliott,
tive provision for all time to come, wheri'Ly the Green Forrest, N athau Gaither, Jas. H. Garrard.
people will be taxed ,annually to the amount of Richard D. Ghol:;;oll, TllOllla.8 J. GOllgh, Kinian
$50.000, in addition to the taxes which they now E. Gray, John Hargis, Andrew Hood, Alfrtd
pay. Wh.ether the intel'llal illlprovcmellt sys- lL Ja:kson,
Thos. Jaml~s, William Johnson,
r,em \Va') nght or wrong, I will not 110w8ay; but Geo. ,,,. Johnston,
Charles C. Kelly, James M.
I will go for paying all the dt'btswe have inour- Lackey, 1'hus.W. Lisle, Willis B. Maehen, Geo.
red, and leave to the legislature the passR<"Teof W. Mansfield, Alexaucler K 11arshall, William
suchla.ws as will be a sll.ftg-ull.rdfor the futl~-e.
N. :Marshall, Riuhard L. Mayes, Nathan McMr:C. A. WICKLIFFE.
I wish to be under- Clme, David .Meriwetht:r, James ~L Nesbitt,
stood here and at home, that I came here for the Henry B. Pollard,John~on
Price, Thomas Rockpurpose of providing sOlllcsYl:itcm by which the hold, John T. Rogt:rs,Ir;"\. Root, John W. Steven
pUblic debt uan be relieved.
I }rnow the le<Tis- SOil, James W. Sww;, Micbael L. Stoner, Alber'
latul't's have hCtenealled upon from tillIe to ti7ne, G. T'Jlbott" William H. Thompson,
John Jt
by the executives of this r;olHlllOllwealth to set Thurman, Howard Todd, Sqnire '1'umer, John·
aparta fund annually for the gradualliquida-tion
Wheeler, Al\drcw ~. White H.obert N. Wicklifl'e,
of the publil'. debt. That haf>not been done, George W. Williams-57.
though Lhe people have always desired that the
So the section was rejected.
debt should be paid. .It is belilJVeu the siukillO'
'l'he thirty second section of the report, which
fund ·will have an iucrease greater than $50,000. is )lOW the thirty third, was next read as follows:
I hope it may. but w!li'll we r",memb ..r the fund
"SEC. 32. The genera.l af>sembly may contract
is drawn principally
from taxatioll on bank debts to meet CUi;ual ch:dicits or faUmes in the
stock, from dividends of Lank stock. from clivi- rCyenlle, or for expellses not provided for, but
dli'llds of plllllic roads, it is subject to casualties such debts. direct or contingent,
singly or in
and loss. 'l'here may be and has been a surplus the aggregate, shall not at any time exceed five
for the last two or three year". Bllt if ill couse- hundrecl thousand
rlollars; and the moueys,
qllence or breaking away of a dam, the in- arising" from loan>; crcating such debts. shall"be
come from the river should be stopped; tlH;f(!are a}~plio,:dto the pllrpost;s fur which they were obnot $50,UOO,and this surplns fails, what dot'S tamed, or to re-pay SUdl debts: Provided, that
my proposition
contc·mplate? That thc·re shall th~ state may contra(:t dtbts to re,pel invasion,
he at least, the sum of $50.000-to
be appro- suppress insurrection, (II', if hostilitIes are threat·
priated to reduce the debt. That is what I want ened, provide for the public defenee."
to secure. Gentlemen need not be apprehenf:iive
'1'0 this section there was a pending amend·
of telling the people of the state that they have ment to strike out tho.::woHl,; "or for expenses
secured an appropl'iatioll of $50,000 allnuallynot provided for."
n~ matt&["ho~v or in what mtll:lller it may be
Ml'. MACHEN.
It secms to me sir, that there
ra,~ed--:that
111 the course of t~l1rty: year~, will
is no use in making this ehallge in the section.
extlllguish our state debt. TIllS :,vIll !n8ct the I anus fully ill favor of restricting the legislaappl'O\'aI of the people.
Tbq w1.1111<"ul
our ~ct ture in its powerR of contraeting debt, as any
as on~ fitted to protect them agamst e~c~sslve man on thisfioor; but it appears to me that there
ta~at.H;lO. I. do not suppose that.a pronslon of may be occasions when extraordinary
revelllle
thIS kmd wIll lead to th~ necessity for a ta.-x:to may be required, so that it would in my opinion
the amoulltof the fort.y-elghth part of acentper
be advi:;;able to allow this section to r'emain as
cent. It may be the means of ,;ompelling some it is. Many gentlemen appear to think that $50,-
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000 would he a auffici e nt amount of extra taxa- ing fund from under the control of the legislatiou, with which to invest the legislature, others ture, but we have decided that $aO,OOO from the
r;;ry $100,000, and others more, as coming under surplus revenue, shall annually be applied to the
the word .. "expenses not provided for. ,. I am payment of the public debt. Casualties may
ill'
a s little a-~ appears necessary to meet the arise, and in such case from three to four years
cusc; but gcurlen.eu well know that there are in- must elapse before any provision can be made
cidentul t'x/)cn>:es which spring up in govern- for their repair. III 1839, we were in such a state
rneuts c-hic 1 cannot be anticipated
at all times. of embarrassment that 'Wewere compelled to borThe small SUIll of $50,000 may be thought suffi- row from the banks $267,OUO.
What would have
cient b)' some, but if you go back into the histo- been the effect if this feature had been in the COlJry of Kentucky for a few years you will readily stibution of 1799°! Repudiation
and disgrace.
see how circumstances may spriug up rendering
'I'here area hundred reasons why this margin
it necessary to go to the amount of $500,000.
should be left with the legislature; and I hope
Prom 1839 to 1843 the valuation of the prop- that no :personal differences of opinion, IlO
erty of the state was reduced by commercial little spirit of parsimony
will prevail 011 this
cOllvul."iollf! seventy seven millions of dollars. floor, on such a subject as this.
I hope
Such an elllergtney may arise again, and be of hy our vote on this question we will at least say
such 11 character as to deprive the treasury of one that the people of the commonwealth of Kenhalf of its ordinary revenue.
In what condition tucky can afford to repose discretion in their lewould the state be pleeed should this misfortune gisi ature, to redeem the honor of their state, as
befal us, and the restriction be limited ·to meet its emergencies might require.
Impose this rethe views of those who think $50,000 would be striction, and you will find that in five or six
as far as the legislature should go in borrowing? years an impulse will have sprung up under the
Repudiation is to be the result.
influence of wealth and growing prosperity that
In five or six
Some will say it is time enough to call the will call for another constitution.
le!$'islature to meet contingencies when they have years the people under the influence of those
arisen.
There I differ; for in my opinion that is hopes Which always exist and expand with
just the time when it may be too late-too
late wealth, may require and induce us to embark in
either to call the Iegislature or to levy a tax to scbemee of internal improvement; pass restricmeet these requirements.
For these reasons, sir, tions of an extreme character, and you may deI think there is no necessity for changill~ the pend upon it that before five or six years have
section; but that we will best consult the mter- elapsed, you will be called upon to reconsider
ests of the state by perlUitting it to remain as it, this work which you are here to perform to-day.
is.
Look at Virginia.
What did she do last year?
Mr. PRESTON.
Ithink the observation of the At the last session of her Iegislnture sbe was ingentleman from Caldwell so good, that it Heeds fluenced by the prosperity of Kentucky and
Georgia-two
sister slave states-to
contract a.
1I0rtcommendatioll.
The Words ate distinctiutel ligible-c-there
is no umbigulty about thein-e- debt of some four millions to invest in the Par.
"expenses not provided foro" You have now kersburgh railroad, and in perfecting the comtied up the siukiug fund by this morning's vote. munication between the waters of the Kanawha
Suppose the 10Gks alJd dams of the river here and James rivers.
were destroyed; you han~ no power to borrow
I merely mention this to show that there is an
money to relieve the <:rnbarra.'ilSlllclltill Wllldl alteration
in the public mind-an
alteration
the st.ate would, by such a casualty, find hersdf. which is certain to exist ill the minds ot the
Imagine the case of your <:apitol hcilJg burned l)E'opl,~ of thi8 state, as OUl' wealth, re~ources,
dowll, a similar difti<:ldty would ()(:Clll'o The and population adl'allce; and whl.'n it com{'s,
word.s "Ol' other expenl<cs," wertl illtended to woe bt' to thi" ('ollstitution, if we :='0 cripple the
give that very latitude which the gelltleman will of the peop!,; that we calluot llt'cornplish
must deem ne<:cssary to giVll the right. to Goutract their wishes. Pw:;s this restrid.ioll, amI what do
a debt of half a million of dollars if the popu· we !'lay to the people of KeHtucky?
Why, that
lar necessities appear to demalld it. 'l'hat was "we are makll1g you a constitution
for-how
the effect of that provisioll; if you strike it out 10Ilg?-five years to come?" No r A constitu~
YOllembarrass the state. If I had to votc eithtr tion. sir, is a thing that should be madc for
way, I would rather do without both the thirt.y· ages, if mad<1 as it ought to be. It is the em.
second and thirt.y-thircl sectionR, than omit tbe bodimellt of t.he great pl'inf'iples lying at the
words suggested; for if yOH strike th<.\lllout, you foundation of society, wlti<:h f:hould be diFlcertainly destroy the eff~l't of both of these sec- turbed as sddolll as possible.
We are making
tions.
The city of IJouisville alone Ims a reve· this constitution, as we hope. to continue not
Ilue which amounts to nearly half a million of ollly when we are ill our graves, but when many
dollars anllually; the city of New York pays generations
after us shall have followed us
nearly that amount for cleaning her streets; BoS- thither.
Are Wl1 then to assume that this conton expends more thall half a million annually v~ntion alone arC' the true representatives of the
for her city c~enses,
and we are here to restrict people-a bdt.er index uf the wishes of a genethe state of Kelltucky, aud we repose so little ratioll which will exist w]leu 'we are all dead,
confidl'mce in her legislature as to deny her the than the representatives of their own choicepaltry }lO"·tr to contract a debt of half a million, their own day, and their own generation? As well
or to repo"e that anlOunt. of confidence ill IH'r illdeed might we say that th€' (lQnventiOIl of 1799
sovereign legislature.
I hope these words will was a convention that had a. right to control our
not be stricken out; if they are. you will muti. privileges ill all time to come, and that they
late the sectiou 80 as to rt:nder it entirely inop- were the true representatives of the people, inerative. 'Ve have now not only taken the sink- stead of o\ll'selves or the legislature of the state.
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I merely ask gentlemen to use some discretion;
I ask tbem not to stigmatize the state by saying
that they shall have TID power in all time to
come; I ask them not to deprive the state of
that self-control which belongs to all truly and
WE'll organized bodies.
, Sir, I am as anxious as any gentleman in this
house to restrict, in a wholesome manner, the
exercise of this debt-contracting
power: but we
may mge it too far; and I feel It my duty to
warn ;r0tl, as far as I am able, and to entreat
that we should not be governed by a parsimony
so odious. For fifty years we have enjoyed this
right.
The federal government has no check
upon it. Most of the states have 110 cheek upon it; and now, when we propose to take away
from the legislature of the state of Kentucky the
power of contracting debt, and leave them the
pittance of half a mil lion as a maximum for
which they may contract debt, we are told thnt
it is an extrava~allt sum. One moment's reflection mnst COIJVlllCeevery gentleman that it is
Dot so.
I hope therefore, that as unforeseen difficulties
may arise to depress the public business of my
native state, the convention will leave to the
legislature
the exercise of such discretionary
power as will in some measure seem likely to
meet the case, and that, at all events, they will
not attempt to lay any restriction on the amount
proposed Il"J this eecriou. I have said thus much,
but I of course Ieel bound to abide by the decision of the convention in the matter.
Mr. C.A. WICKLIFFE.
Most of the remarks
of the goutleman from Louisville,
seem to be
made ill reference to his own work-the
thirty
third section. He proposes not to trust the fnture legislature With the power of borrowing
money without consulting the people, before the
contract is made.
If he has convinced himself that that section
is wrong, I hope he will move to strike it from
the article of the constitution.
The amendIllent under consideration has bel'n denounced by
the honorable lUl?mbm·,asbeing theresultofpan:;tmonious feeling!:!aud opinioJl.". Whate"e.t lllay ht>
its form or its character, it does lIot chan~e the
nature or efi"'ct of the ameuull1ent. It IS by
speeches of the kind we have just heal·d, that the
pride of members of the legi;;;laturi:: is sometimes
excited;
and thO;)imlllf'IlS-.! appropriations
of
which we have r~celJtly heard III thIS and other
state~, llave been inconsiderately obtained.
The
gentleman prov ides in this section, that the legislatum max create a debt not exceediug' $500,000 without the provisioll ufthe conditioll alllWXed to the sueeeedillg section, relldering it necessary to submit such a propositioll to the people,
for their approval. 1 for 011(>, would be willillg to
leaye the power of ercatinS' <~debt in the hanllS
of any fnt.ure legislature, If you will just retain
the section-or
rather I wouhl say, make a provision in the section, to the effect that in SUell
case, the legi~lature shall provide the means of
paying both principal alld interest.
That is as
much guaranty as 1 wunt upon t]le subject of
creating debt.
The gentleman from LOlllsville,
however go<-!'>
further; he propuses in the thirty
third section, that independent
of that gum·allty, a bill shall be submitted to the people at the
r~gular eleotions to vote upon.
Now, 1 will go

with him if he will adhere to his original prop·
osition to give an additional guaranty, or I WJIl
vote for the section if that guaranty is stricken
out and the one which I offer is retained. But what
is this sectiont
The g~I1tlelllaTl tells us it is to
meet the demands ot the ordinary expenses of
the government, arising from a deficit of the
revenue. That is the lanlil"uage; and he Pl'(lposes to borrow not exceeding $500,000 to meet
such deficit. Yesterday, when I moved to
strike out $500,000 and substitute a smaller
sum, it was said that the thirty third section
was an ample restriction; find upon lookill(f at
the secuou, and hearing the exptanntlou, I find
that the section means "you arc IIOt to exceed
$500,000 without consulting the people."
But there are, in that section, the words which
I propose to strike out, the power given to the
Icgielature to borrow or 10 create a debt of
$500,000 when the necessities of the countrv
don't require it; and that. is power I don't intend
to grunt, unless the gentleman will put into the
section some guaranty that when they borrow
mOlley they will provide the means to pay buth
the ;:rillcipal and interest.
:N ow, I will put a case to the gentleman, and
to the member from Logan.
Under tbis section,
would it not be in the power of the legislature
to create a demand for $500,000 in the Russelvillellank.
Suppose this to be the case. We
BOW set: a spirit of enterprise
going (Ill in railroads and tum pike roads; suppose the legislature should think proper to create a demand for
$500,000 or even $250,000, to aid a company in
constructing one or other of such enterprises;
would they not have the power, under this section, containing the words which I propose to
strike out?
Unquestionably
in Illy view they
would, and it is to avoid this concealed power,
which is still left, and which I wish to destroy,
that I propose to strike out these words. without deiaiiiiug this convention, therefore, I put
it to the gentleman who has just addressed the
convention-snpposing
I am ulJder.:-tood-I put
it to him to answer. whether-takillg
the sectIOn
as it llOWstallJs-whether
the legislature would
lIOthave power to take $500,000 stock in the Ohio
aHdL~xilJgtun railroad, and bllnow the money OIl
the fa~th of the state to pay for it? That is my
questIOn.
Mr. PRESTON.
I certaiIlly regard that, under tht' wordii "or lor expenses not provided for,"
there is an absolute discretionarY' power gin'n
to the legislature to coutrad a debt, not 11tany
time oVer $500,000, and that when that debt IS
paid off, it Ims the power to l"l'-contract another
debt; alld so on flii cmergencies UJay dictate;
but the utmost. extent to which the le~i!llature
call ellcnmbcr thc people of Kentucky IS $500,000.
Mr. C. A. WICKLIFFE.
If I am eorrl:<'.t,sir,
it if> proposed to invest the legislature with the
power 01 appropriating
half a million for auy
purpose they lllay det!m expedient; it may be
in bank stock, OJ" railroad stock, or any other
stock.
Is it the intention of the convention to
pass such n section as this without putting some
restriction upon it, or to grant this power without any restnctioJl at all?
Mr. CLf\,.RKE. 1 am satisfied, Mr. President,
after an examination of the section J that the
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won-hi, "or for expenses not provided for," should liam Johnson, Charla" C. Kelly, Jus. M. Lackey,
be stricken out. 80 far as I know the sense of Peter Lashbrooke, Thomas W. Lisle, George W.
Alexander K. Marshall, Richard L.
the committee, and those with whom I have con- Mausfleld,
versed upon the subject, it never was intended Mayes, Nathan McClure. William D. Mitchell,
that that power should be so construed as to Thomas P. Moore, James M. Nesbitt, Hugh
confer upun the legislature the right to contract Newell, Henrv B. Pollard, Larkin J. Proctor,
a debt even of $1 OU,OOO,much less of $500,000, John T. Robinson, Thos. Rockhold, John T. Roby taking stock in bunks, or railroad companies, gcrs, Ira Root, Ignatius A. Spalding', James W.
N for constructing
locks or dams, which may be Stone. Michael L. Stoner, John D. Taylor, WilJohn
destroyed by casualty; and if it were the opin- liam R. 'I'hompsou, He11l'r wnshiugton,
ion of that comtnittee that we were conferring Wheeler, Charles A. Wickliffe, Robert N. Wickany such power, I confess, for one, I did not liffe, Silas Woodson, WesleyJ. Wright-51.
Nxrs-c-Mr. President, (Outhrie.) Richard Apunderstand it; and if that be its meaning, I am
decidedly opposed to it. I would have gone for person, John L. Ballinger, Francis 11. Bristow,
William Chenault, Jesse
the resolution proposed this morning by the geu- William C. Butlitt.
rlcma» from Hopkins, but for two reasons.
I Coffey, Garrett Davis, Lucius Desha, Archibald
would have voted for that resolution, except that Dixon, James Dudley, Chasteen '1'. Dunavan,
the improvements referred to were made with the Selucius Oarflelde, James H.Gurrard, Ninian E.
consent of the whole people of the ..tate; and Gray, James P. Hamilton, Vincent S. Hay, An·whetherthat consent was obtained by holding drew Hood, Thomas J. Hood, James W. Irwin,
out false promises or not, they did consent to it, Alfred M. Jackson, George W. Johnston, George
and I SUpp0:iC each division of the state is will- W. Kavanaugh, Thomas N. Lindsey, Willis B.
ingto pay its proportionable part of the expen- Machen, Martin P. Marshall. william N. MarF.eB. 'l'berc wus II second reason why I did not shall, .Iohu H. Nc Henry, David Mer-iwether,
vote for the resolution, and it was this: if I were John D. Morris, Jonathan Newcom. Elijah F.
to vote for the resolution in its present shape, Nuttall, 'william Preston, Johnson Price, James
the improvements uf the country might go to de- Rudd, John W. Stevenson, Albert G. Talbott,
structiun; but I !lOW state that, if the improve- John J. Thurman, Howard Todd, Squire 'I'urments 11pO!l the Green and Kentucky
rivers are ncr , Andrew S. White, George W. Williams-42.
So tht>amE'nr!ment was adoptl>d.
not sufficient to sustain theJUsel Vt'S by the 11mO\\nt
Mr. CHRISMAN enquired if it wonld now be
of dlvid,wds thnt ,H'crue fTOlll the diff\·rCllt lucks
and dams upon those rivers, and by those who ill order to move to striko:: out $500,000, !Hld innre mainly benefitted by the1O-1 say, 11l such sert a smallc·r snm.
The PRESIDENT
replied that it would not.
ca"e, 1 am oPP(J~ed to sustaining thei:\e improve/llents at, the expt:nse of the pe(lple of the whole as the main questioll had been ordered.
!'.tate. There are those in the housE' who would
Mr. PRESTON called for the yeas and nayIJ
hav.:' voted fur this resolution;
but I for one on the adoption of the section, and being taken,
could not, if it is intended to tax the whole people theY werc'-yeas 63, nays 31.
fur tlH'se locks and dams, because thewhule po.:o- YEAs-John S. Barlow, William K. Bowling,
Alfr,;d Boyd, William Bradley, Luther Brawner,
ple are not benefitted by them.
Now, if there exi:,ts a power ill this sec- 'l'hollla~.D. Brown, Charles Chambers, James S.
tion to confel' upon the l<?gislature the power (If Chrisman, Be\'erly L. Clarke. Benjamin Copeborrowing money fOTthe repair:; of lucks alld lin, William Cowper, Edward Curd, Lucius DeMilford Elliott,
clams on thest' riv('rs, I am opposed to it; and sha, Benjamin F. Edwards,
you may bring up the question at any future Gl'e*"n Forrest, Nathan Gaitht>r, Richard D.
time, I"shall still be 0ppos<Jo to it.. Suppose, Gholson, 'l'homas J. Gongh, Ninian E. Gray,
for instance, the locI,s or dams were d('st,royf'd JanH~s P. Hamilton, Ben. Rardin, John Hargis,
within tt'u mites of this city, whf) is injllrcd1 Thomas J. Hood, 1'homas James, William JohnSome nine or teu counties Oil the banks of thp, son, G~'orgBW. Kavanaugh, Charles C. Kelly,
river; and if they who are reaping all the bene- James M. Lackey, Peter Lashbrooke, Thomas
:fits of the river and its impruvement",
dont go N. Lindsey, Thomas W. Li;;le, Willis B. MaMansfield, Richard L. Mayes,
to work and repair the injury, it shall not he chell, George
with my l'onBcht that the whule pC(lple shall b", Nn.than McClure, John H . .McHenry, William D,
tax(~d for that whidl is m.:rcly a lotal benefit; Mitchell, 'rhOllla;; P. Moore, John D. Morrii'!,
NcwculU, Hugh
and, in foitating this much, I am convincerl thnt Jame>l M. Ncshitt, Jonathan
I st.ate nothing but ·what is thl:: universal feflling :Newell, Henry B. Pollard, Larkin J. Proctor,
of the whole people I have Lh,; hunor to repn'- John T. Robinson, Thos. Rockhold, John '1'.
Hoger:>, ha Root, Jguatills A. Spalding, James
sent.
M1'.'TURNER
moved the previolls question, W. Stone, Michael L. Stoner, John D. Tavlor,
and the main question was ordered to be lIOW ,",Vnt. R. T1WlUp~,on,John J. 'l'h\ll'lllan. Ho,vard
Todd. Henry Washillgtoll,.Jolm
Wheeler, ChaR.
pnt.
Mr. CLAB.KE
called for the yea::; and nays, A.. Wickliffe, Robert N. Wickliffe, Silas Wood·
and they were taken, and were yeas 51, llays 42: SOll, Wesley J. Wright-62.
NArs-:Mr. President (Gythrie,) Richard ApY}:As-John S. Bn l'low , William K. Bowling,
Alfred I~(lyd, 'Vlll. Bmdley,
Luther Brawner, John L. Ballinger, Franci" M. Bristow, William
William Chenault,
Jes!;(! Coffey,
ThomasD. Bl'o"n, Clwl'le,.; ChambC'rs, JameR S. C. Bullitt,
CrisnHlO, Beverly L. Clarke, Benjamin C(lf!elill, Garrett Davis, Archibald Dixon, James Dud4
William Cowper, Edward Curd, Benjamln F. ley, Chasteen '}'. Dunavan, SE'lucius Garfielde,
Edwards, Milford Elliott" Green Forrest, N at.han James H. Garrard, Vincent S. Hny, Andrew
Gaither, Richard D. GholsOll, Thoma~ J. Gough, Hood, James ,v. Irwin, Alfred 1'tL Jackson,
Alexander K. Marshall
Ben. Hardin, John Hargis, Thomas James, Wil- George W. Johnston,

"r.
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Martill P.l\farshall.
WilWrm N. Marshall, David Meriwether,
Elijah l!'. Nuttall,
William
Preston, Johnson Price, James Rudd, John \V.
Stevenson, Albert G. 'I'albott, Squire 'I'uruer,
AndrewS. White, George W. Williams-3L
So the section was adopted.
The thirty third section (now the thirty fourth)
was next read, as follows:
"SEa. 33. No act of the general assembly
shall authorize any debt to be contracted on behalf of the commonwealth, except for the purposes mentioned ill the thirty second section of
this article, unless provision be made therein to
lay and collect an annual tax sufficient to pay
the interest stipulated, and to discharge the
debt within
years; nor shall such act take
effect until it shall have been submitted to the
people at <I. general election, and shal l have received a majority of all the votes cast for and
against it."
Mr. 'rURNER
moved to amend the section
by addins the following proviso:
"Provided, That the general assembly nwy
contract debts without submission to the people,
by borrowing
money to pay any part of the
public debt of the state, and without making
provision in tuc act authorizing the same, for a
tax to discharge the debt so contracted,
01' the
interest thereon."
Peudiug
this amendment,
Oil the
motion of
Mr. MITCHELL.
the convention
took a recess.

MI'. A. K. MARSHALr~
moved to amend the
section by striking out the words "except for
the purposes mentioned
ill the thirty second
section of this article."
After a few words from Mr. PRESTON
and
Mr. A. K. MARSHALL,
the amendment
was
rejected.
The question then recurred on the adoption of
tho section. as amended.
Mr. A. K. MARSHALL called for the yeas
and nays, and they were, yeas 73, 11ay8 15.
YEAs-John
S. Barlow, WilliamK.
Bowling-,
Alfred Boyd, Wm. Bradley, L. Brawner, Francia
},LBril3tow, Tho. D. Brown, Wm. C. Bullitt, Ohas.
Chambers, J as. S. Chrisman, Beverly L. Clarke,
Jesse Coffey, Henry R. D Coleman. Benjamin
Copelin, William Cowper, Edward Ourd, Garrett
Davis, Lucius Desha, Benjamin F. Edwards,
Milford Elliott, Green Forrest, James H. Garrard, Richard D. Gholson, Thomas J. Gough,
Ninian E. Gray, James P. Hamilton, Ben. Hardin, John Hargis,
Vincent S. Hay, Andrew
Hood, Thomas J. Hood, James W. Irwin, Thos.
James, William Johnson, George 'V. Johnston,
George W. Kavanaugh,
Charles C. Kelly, Peter
Lashbrcoke, Thoma'! N. Lindsey, Willis B. Machen, Alexander
K. Marshall, Ma.rtin P. Marshall, Richard L. Mayes, Nathan McClure, Jno.
H. McHenry, David Meriwether,
William D,
Mitchell, 'I'homas P. Moore, John D. Morris.
Jonathan
Newcum, Hugh Newell, Henry B.
Pollard, William Preston, Johnson Price, LarEVEXING SESSfO:.'.
kin
J.
Proctor,
John T. Robinson, 'rhos. Rock·
The question was then taken on the amendmeut of Mr. TURNER, by y(1USand nays, and hold, John '1'. Ro~crs, Ira Root, James Rudd,
Ignatius A. Spaldlllf:' John W. Stevenson, Jag,
it was agreed to-yeas
51, nays 30.
YEAe---M:r. President, (Guthrie,) Richard Ap- W. Stone, John D. 'I aylor, William R. ThompHoward Todd, Henry
person, Wiliam ,K. BOWling, Francis M. Bris- son, John J. Thurman,
Washington,
Charles A. Wickliffe, Robert N,
tow. william
C. Bullitt,
Charles
Chambers,
Wickliffe, Geo. W. Williams, wesley J. Wright
William Chenault, Jesse Coffey, Garrett Davis,
James Dudley, 'I'bomas J. Gough, Ninian E. -73.
NAys-Mr.
President, (Guthrle.)
Richard ApGray, Jurues P. Hamilton, Ben. Hardin, Andrew
Hood, 'I'homusJ. Hood, James W. Irwin, Alfred person, John L. Ba.llinger, William Chenault,
.M. Jackson, william Johnson, George 'V. John- J ames Dudley, Chasteen T. Dunavan, Alfred M .
ston, George W. Kavanaugh, 'l'homas N. Lind- Jackson, Thomas W. Lisle, William C. Marshall,
William N. Marshall, Elijah F. Nuttall, Squire
sey, Martin P. Marshall,-'William
C. Marshall,
Turner, J ohu Wheeler, Andrew S. White, Silas
R;charJ
L. Mal'cs, John H. McHenry, David
.
.Mtl'iweth",r, Wil iam D. Mitchell, Johu D. Mor- Woodson-I5
So the section was adopted.
ris, Jonathan
Mewcum, Elijah F. Nuttall, WilMr. CLARKE
and Mr. A. K. MARSHALL
liam Preston, Larkin J.Proct.or,
Thomas Rock·
hold, 1m Root, James Rudd. Ignatius A. Spald- asked and obtained leave to record their votes
on which
ing, JOhll ,V. Stevenson, Jall1es 'v. StOlle, John on the amendment of j)iJr. TURNER,
D. Taylo!',
William
R. 'l'hompsoll,
John J. the question was taken in their absence.
Mr. DAVIS.
I move to reconsider the vote
Thurman, Howard Todd, Sq uire Turner, Hel,ry
If it should be reconsidered, I shall
Wa"hilwtoll,
Andrew S. White, Charles
A. just passed.
Wickliff.~. Robert N. Wil:kliffe, George W. Wil- offer an amendment to the clause. I am opposed to this mode of saying whether ally law
liams, Sila!> Woodson, Wesley J. Wright-5J.
shall become a law of the land or not. I believe
NAys-John
S. Barlow, Alfred BoyJ,1Vilit is not congenial with the genius of a re,rrelialll Bmdl<'Y ,Luth"'r Brawner, BeverlyL. Clarke,
government,
that such proceedlllgs
Henry R. D. Colemau, Benjamill CClpelin, Ed- selltative
should take place.
I believe ou that subject,
ward Curd, Lucius Desha,Benjamin
F. Edwards,
Milford Elliott,
Green Forrest, James H. Gar- and on all other subjects, that representatives
ought to speak fairly and fully tlie wishes of
rard, Richard D. Gholson, John Hargis, Thomas
James,
Charles O. Kelly, Thomas W. Lisle, those whom they rel?resent. But the idea of a
Willis B. Machen, George W. Mansfield, Alex- convention authorizUlg a law for anv particular
subject, to be submitted to the people, to be
ander K. Marshall, William N. Marshall, Nathan
passed uJ;lOn by tIlem b:y their popnlar vote, is.
McClure, Thomas P. Moore, James M. Nesbitt,
with repHugh Newell, Henry B. Pollard, John T. Rob- to my ffillld, perfectly lIlcompatible
resentative government.
Now, I am opposed to
inson, John T. Rogers, John Wheeler-30.
a
bare
majority
of
the
legislature
creating
a pubThe blank in the section was filled np Wit,ll
That power has been imthe word "thirtv,"
as the number of years with- lic debt in the future.
providently exercised in this state, but not so.}
in which the debt should be discharged,
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much as in

Wine

others.

Ihlt I think we have us the general assembly may prescribe,

had enough experience in our own-commonwealth, and oertnluly know enough of'that of
others, to admonish us to guard that po"lYer with
a little more care than it has existed under the
present constitution.
If this motion shall pre-

nnd shall
have received three-fifths
of the votes of the
qualified voters of the citv or town to be taxed:
nor shall such tax be repealed until the debt is

exti ngu isbed.
MI'. MERIWETHER,
j,

Mv friend has embrnwords taxing by -counties.
I doubt
whether the taxes are the same for any two yeul1l
in a county.
I would suggest to strike out the
word "special"
and insert "but by a general
law."
Mr. PRESTON.
My object is to require any
special law for the benefit of any city or town.
which involves expense for internal improvements, to be first submitted to the people oithoso
cities, towns, or counties. This requires that a
majority: of three-fifths
of the people shall be
obtained.
This was thought the best restriction
which we can place upon the power of special
legislation in tfiis case.
Mr. IRWIN.
I have no objections, if that is
made to apply to cities only, but it if; aprinciple
which would not be recognized by my constituents.
Mr. TURNER.
The dlfflculty in Illy county
has been to get the people to come llll to a system of internal improvement. 'I'here Is no desire
and nn necessity for such a restriction in lIly
county. 80 far as it applies to Louisville I have
no objection, but I want old Madison taken out
from under this :part of the constitut.ion.
You
will have according-to tlris.n genersl luw passed
requiring three-fifths to vote a tax, if' I understand it.
Mr. PRES'l'ON.
On special taxes.
hIr. TURNER.
There has been no complaint
about special Iawa and special taxes; the great
difficulty has been to get the people to come up
and open their purses u little more. I think we
are maklug restriction
upou restriction, which
appt<<.Unot to be needed by the people in my section. and I move to strike out the word "counties."
Mr. PRESTON.
I have no objection to the
worn coullt,ies being stricken out, though I
think a moment'!; consideration
will convince
the honse that it may be best to Rllply to them.
Speciru.legislll.tion has bf>€ll u grOWlllg evil ul?on
the country.
An inspectioll of the resolutlOTl
will show Ihat it does IlOt prevent thof;e works
of illlprovemelltin
countiel'; whieh the gentleman
wishel; to see completed, hut simply that whene\-er a law i,; made different from tbegenerallaw
of the state, where it prescribes
a rule for one
county and another for a different county, one
for olle city or town, nnd anoUler for a different
"ity or taWIl, that .~nch!:ipeciallaw shall be s\lb~
mittp.d to th<1 people upon whom it is to operate.
Special laws are an abhorrcllce
to legislation,
and I believe we should illsert"tltrce-fifths,"and
make no exception to the general law without
that majority.
This does Dot prevent undl.'rtaking a 'Work which may be for the benefit of the
public, but authorizes a restriction against persons coming up here and log-rolling to obtain
the passage of special laws, rather for individual than public bencfit.
We wlsh to provide that where t,he tal: affect!
ollly a single community,
and !lot the whole
state, this restriction sha I operate, and not till
then.
The gentlE>man inquires respecting the

vail, and the question be reconsidered, of which ced the
I have no expectation. I will then move to amend
that clause so that it shall require the concurrence of two thirds of both houses of the legislature before allY debt shall be created.
I think
that would be a sufficient guard.
I believe that

whenever two thirds of the le.s-islnture of Ken
tucky shall solemnly

decide It is necessary to

create a public debt, that the people will acquiesce. And I do not believe that two thirds of
both branches would concur in creating a debt
tor the state unless the public interest and the
public will imperiously
demand It. It would
be more congenial to our system and to the mode
by which the popular will is to he expressed
and carried out in the legislature, that that plan
should be adopted, rather than that any law
should be submitted directly to the people for
their acceptance or rejection.
r see no reason
why this particular subject should be submitted
. any more than a hundred others of equal importance
that I could name. But Ida not think
such a submission should be made.
I know
that the expression of such an opinion mar be
perverted and made to recei ve the popular disfaval'. It is a step about which prejudice may be
unjustly and untruthfully
made to arise in relntion to a man. But, humble as I am, I am wil .
ling to submit myself to that consequence,
or
any other consequence that may meet me in a
proper and conscientious discharge of my du y
on this floor. I do not believe that. that mode
of checking the legislature,
ought to b~ i ntroduced by the convention.
I do not believe Lhe
people have demanded such a check.
I do 110t
believe that this convent·ion hrus been iJlstrueted
to depart from the great representative
principle
in our system of government.
1 believe that an
ordinary investment of power is liable to abuse,
and it should be guarded against.
And I believe it. would be morecougt'llial
with, and more
consonant tIl their judgment,
that two thirds
should concur in a law for the creatioll of a debt
before it should be pa.ssed. I moved to chauge
my vote, in order to afford me an opportllnir,J' to
express my sentiment!:), regretting 1had not done
it before.
The motion to reconsider was not agreed toayes 37 J noes 40.
Mr. PRESTON
offered the following asnn additionalsection:
"The power of the cities and to,Yns of this
commonwealth,
to contract
debts, lcnd their
credit, or impose taxes, shall be prescribed from
time to timc b.f I!cncral laws; and no special law
authorizing
Cities or towns to contract debts,
lend their credit, or impose additional tuxes to
those permitted by the genemlla-ws,
shall here·
after be enacted, unless provision
shall ill the
same act be made, to l~vy a tax sufficient to pay
the interest stipulatcd, and extiuguish
the debt
itself in such time as may be directed by law:
nor shall such act take eft'ect, until it shall have
been submitted
to the qualified voters of the
city or town to be taxed, under such regulations
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I do
hcrdene and expenses of cities,
1 can tell him to which I have referred have received.
not think it would be just to the portions of the
that in the city of Lonisvrlle , with a population
count)' of Bourbon, which have not ret undertaof about tifLy thousand,
LIH.'se public expenses
are nearly as great as in the whole state besides. ken this improvement, that a three-fifths vote of
They amount to seine $4,00,000 annually.
One the people of the county should be required to
half of this, it is true, is for special taxation authorize the county court, or any other tribunal,
for works which we have begun, and with which to subscribe to those roads which may hereafter
we are willing to go through; but we ask. that be commenced.
In snrue form I think the question ought to be
whenever a great debt is to be saddled on us and
our posterity, we may have our attention called submitted to the people of each county, whether
to it, instead of allowing two or three gentlemen they are willing to submit to be taxed for the
construction of MeAdamised roads. I do not
to involve us ill this great public debt without
the people knowing allY thing about it. I be- believe that in the interior of the state, partieulieve it will be equally wise, for a county, where larly, three fifths should be required in order to
it is to contract a debt. I believe it will be determine whether such a tax should be imposed.
equally right and proper in such case to submit On the contrary, I believe that a majority should
it to the people of the county first. That is the be competent to decide that question and esground we go upon. If the gentleman moves to tablish the poliey of McAdamizing the great
strike out the word "counties," it is a matter of leading roads in any county. Situated as my
indifference, so far as the constituency I have county is, I believe the proposition of the gentleman from Louisville might work some inthe honor to represent is concerned.
Mr. TURNER.
At present no tax can be laid justice to a portion of my constituents, as it
might the constituents of any member of this
on a county, without a special act of legislation,
and a special act is never applied for unless the body, who are in the same condition as a perNow. with a
representatives of the county consent to it; and tion of the people of Bourbon.
they are skittish in doing this, unless they know view to have justice done them , and at the same
time l?revent the nbuse of power, I think tile
the people demand it.
The county of Bourbon is attempting to get a provision I have suggested, or something of the
road to run to the Kentucky river.
If Bourbon kind, would be quite sufficient.
The C).uestion was then taken. and the word
petitions to levy a. tax to do this, shall she not
have the power to do s01 Madison has never "counties" ",'as strlck ...n out, so that the procome up sufficiently
to the work of iutemal im- vision applies only to towns and cities.
MI'. DIXON. I wish to add the following
provement; but I hope the time will come when
she will do so, and when we may get about upon words as a proviso "hut the provision shall not
improved roads, which are now often in a con- apply to the town of Henderson."
After some conversation
Mr. DIXON withdition which renders traveling dangerous.
The
drew his amendment.
state is not going into county improvements,
Mr. STEVENSON.
If anything is goin~ to
and if you require a ruejority of three-fifths you
will he throwing the country back, and throw- defeat this constitution it is going so much Into
ing us into the wind for generations to come; detail; and if we progress as we have for the
whereas, every enlightened-scan
kuowe, that if last five days, I shall begin to loose all hopes
these improvements are made, the value of prop- that the people will approve our work. My peoerty will be enhanced tenfold: aud not only that, ple have derived as little benefit from the public
but all the enjoyments of social life will be great- treasury as any portion of the state, however
much they may have contributed to it. We
ly increased.
I appeal to any gentleman to tell me whether have lately attempted to do, what the slate ha...
there has ever been an abuse of this power. and been unwilling to do, for us-to open a railroad
whetherntaxhas ever been laid upon a county, un- between the middle and northern :portion of the
less a majority desired it. :Ve ill the <:ountry do state, which will tend to aggrandize the whole
\Ve have a law, hy which, if
not create a great debt to bind our children and commonwealth.
grand children.
If we make a debt, we go about the majority think propel', they may subscribe
for a great railroad to couuect Lexington and
paying it at once.
A principle is about to be engraf'ted
Mr. DAVIS.
I think Iuws of the character in- Covington.
upon
the consL-itnUon that no law shall be pasdieated
by that provision can sometimes be
sed
here
unless
three fifths shall vote for it. It
passed with advantage to particular sections of
the state. Such lnws ought to have prudent and seems to me to be uncalled for. I can see no
sufficient guards thrown around them, and I do good to which it will lead, and I think I can
nut believe they ought to be passed without the sec great harm.
Mr. A. K. MARSHALL.
I move to strike ont
t.;oneurrenee, and the full and free consent ofthe
people of the county whom they affect.
There the word" tOWllS."
Mr. PRESTON.
It seems to me the convenare h~ws of that kind in some of the counties.
We have two in the county of Bourbon.
Our tion are under the impmssion that this proposiCOllllty eourt has appropriatl'd and expend- tion is different in its tenor from what it is. The
ed upon two of our roaus, $5,000
each, to constitlltion a.<;sel'tsthat taxation shall be equal
aid private companies in McAdamizing them. and uniform in thill commonwealth, and yet we
1'hey have appropriated altogether, $19,000 on violate the principle by ]?ermitting special taxaaccount of roads which are in course of con- tion, and allowing mUllIcipalities unrestrained
struction.
And the section of the county power when the state is restrained.
'fhe gentleman from Kenton may be interested
through which these roads pass have it in COIl~
templatioll to McAdamlze tJtem also, and they in internal improvements, but not more so than
I think
will expect the same assistance as t,he roads the city I have the honor to represent.
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I understand as clearly as he call the necessity
of placing some curb upon the cities and towns,
to contract heavy debts, against the will of the
people; some restriction, in order to prevent them
from running into extravagance.
Shall we say
to the people of Kentucky, after the solemn act
of this morning, you shall not go into debt beyond the amount of $500,000, and yet give some
great municipality the power to do 80 to the extent of millions.
Is it unwise that three fifths
shall act upon it, and if not three fifths, would
it not be well to impose a check, such as is proposed by the gentleman from Bourbon?
The
power of taxation has been exercised in some
cities to an enormous extent, and it will be ill
every growing city under the present system of
internal improvements
which are springing up.
I believe the method proposed is a healthy way
to get at public sentiment before tuxes are laid.
I know my friend and colleus-ue, (Mr. Ruod,)
who had the honor of originating
this measure,
and who has served ten or fifteen yearfl in the
councils of the city of Louisville, could give
ample evidence, and is far more able than myself to show the necessity of ellgrafting this
feature on the constitution,
Mr. RUDn next addressed the convention, and
entered into a minute detail of the expenditures
incurred by the city of Louisville, for ruany
years past, on account of her numerous
and
costly public improvements, which had yearly
entailed upon her a large debt which was still
unpaid.
He hoped the amendment of his colleague would prevail, as it was high time some
restrictions should be placed upon the municipal authorities of our CIties and towns to prevent
them from involving the people in debt.
Mr. ROOT moved theprevioue quostion, which
was sustained.
The motion to strike out the word towns was
adopted, and the section was confined to cities.
Mr. PRESTON
asked leave to withdraw his
amendment, which was granted.
The convention then adjourned.
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LMICASTEll.

ADDRESS TO THE PEOPLE.

The PRESIDENT
as the committee to
people of Kentucky,
mitted a few days
Messrs. Clarke, C. A.
on, and Taylor.
REPRIXTING

appointed
the following
prepare an address to the
under the resolution subsince by Mr. OLARKE:
Wickliffe, Apperson, Dix-

xr.mXDED

ART[QLE!:!.

Mr. McHENRY moved the following resolution, and it was adopted aftcr a brief explanation of its neces8ity to enable the committee of
.. revision and arrangement
satisfactorily
to discharge its duty:
"Resolved, That when clmngesare made in any
repo~t, and the ~ame is adopted by. the convention ill a form dl'ffllrenLfrom thll prlllted report,
the same shall be reprinted as adopted by thc

conveutiou , and
furnished."

tile usual

number

of copies

COMMITTEE ox ,\PPORTlO)l:MENT.
Mr. APPERSON offered the following resolution, and it was adopted:
"Resolved, That the committee on a1?porlionment of representation
have leave to sit during
the sessions of the convention."
LEGISLATIVE

Mr. KAVANAUGH

DEPA1l.TMEN'r.

moved a reconsideration
of the vote by which the following was adopted:
as a section of the article on the legislative department:
" No law shall be revised 01' amended by reference to its title, but In such case, the act revised, or section amended, shall be re-enacted
and published at length."
Tlie rnotinn was agreed to.
}!J-. KAVANAUGH
said he saw no good to
be accoruf.lished by retaining this section, whereas it wou d occasion a heavy expenditure to the
government.
After a brief conversation
in which Mr.
BROWN, Mr. McHENRY, and others participated, the section was rejected.
rm, WILl-roT rnovrso.
.Mr. KELLY submitted the followmg preamble and resolutions, which he wished to be postponed and printed:
"Whereas, the rights of life and liberty are
natural, inherent, and iualienablc;
and whereas,
the right of property is intrinsically
necessary
to the full and- complete enjoyment of them",
and whereas, the right of property-being
secondary only to those of lifc and liberty-exists
prior to government
and independent
thereof,
and government is only framed to protect and
secure those rights, WhICh a free people can uever surrender
without
becoming slaves; and
whereas, some of the northern states of this con.
federacy have, from the year 1816 up to the present time, made war, unjustifiably
and unworthily, upon the rights of property, as secured
by the laws, organic and legislative, of the United States and of the several southern states, and
thereby have, to some extent, made the tenure of
property in slaves insecure; and whereas, it is
the deliberate sense of the people of Kentucky,
expressed by this convention, that congress has
no power to interfere with the slave institutions
of the District of Columbia, or of the territories:
"1. Resolved, That the passage of tlH' Wilmot
proviso, by congress, as a part of any bill to organise a state or territory, would be a direct end
flagrant invasion of the rights of the south-a
violation of the true prindrlps
of the federal
compact-a
submission to which would dishonor
the ancient Inme of this great commonwealth,
and be fruitful of disgrace to the national councils
"2. Resolved, That while, by the will of the
free people of Kentucky, slavery exists within
her borders, and While it exists in any other
state of this union, the right of the citlzcn of
this state to purchase in that. and bring to this,
for his own use, slaves, can never rightly, and
shall never, bE}abridged."
Mr. M. P. MARSHALL moved lo lay tlwm 011
the table, for the prcsent.

:MI". CLARKE called for the yeas and Hayti,
Mr. KAVANAUGH
moved to postpone the
and they were-yeas 51, nays ~8 :
further consideration of the subject, for the preYl':As-Mr. President, (GuthriE') Richard Ap- sent.
person, John L. Ballinger,
John
S. Barlow,
The motion was not agreed to.
William K. Bowling, Luther Brawner, Francis
The amendment
submitted
by l\I1·. O. A.
M. Bristow, Thomas D. Brown, Charles Oham- WICKLIFFE
was also rejected, and the section
bers, William
Chenault, James S. Chrisman,
was again adopted.
Benjamin Copelin, Garrett Davis, Chasteen T.
rna .MlLITIA.
Dunavan, Selucius Garfielde, James H. Garrard,
Thomas
J. Gough, Ninian E. Gray, Ben. HarThe convention
proceeded to the consideradin, John Hargis, Vincent S. Hay, Andrew tion of the report from the committee on the miHood, 'I'hos. J. Hood, James W. Irwin, Alfred litia:
M. Jackson,
Thomas N. Lindsey,
Thomas W.
"AltTJCU~ _.
· Lisle, Martin P. Marshall, William O. Marshall,
"SEC.
1. The militia of this commonwealth
Nathan
McClure, John
H. McHmlrY, David
Merlwethe-, Thomas P. Moore, John D. Morris, shall consist of all free, able-bodied male perJames M, Nesbitt, Jonathan Newcum, 'William sons (negroes, mulattoes, and Indians excepted,)
· Preston, Johnson Price, John T. Robinson, Ira resident in the same, between the ages of eighteen and forty-five years; except such persons as
Root, James Rudd, John D. Taylor, William
R. 'I'hompson, John J. Thurman, Howard Todd, now are, or hereafter may be, exempted by the
laws of the United States or of this state; bnt
Squire Turner, John L. Waller, Hem)' Washington, Andrew S. Whitt:, George W. Williams, Si- those who belong to religious societies whose
tenets forbid them to carry arms, shall not be
las Woodson-51.
compelled to do so, but shall pay an equivalent
Ne rs-c-Alfred
Boyd, Wm. Bradley, William
for personal services.
.
C. Bullitt, Beverly L. Clarke, Jesse Coffey, Hen"SEC. 2. 'I'he governorshnll
appointthe
adjurv R. D. Coleman, William Cowper, Edward
tant general, and his other staff oftiCE'I'S;the maCurd, Lucius Desha, James Dudley, Benjamin
F. Edward", Milford Elliott, Green Forrest, Na- jors general, brigadif'l";; general, and commandappoint
than Gaither, RicJlard D. Gholson, James P. anfx of regiments, shall, respectively,
their staff officers; and comma.ndants of compaHamilton,
't'bomas James, William Johnson,
nies shall appoint their non-comtuissioned
offiGeorge W. Johnston,
Georse W. Kavunauch,
Charles C. Kelly,James
1r. tackey, Peter Lash- C'::1'S.
"Sf;C. 3. All other militia officers shall be
brooke, Willis B. Machen, George W. Mausfiel d ,
duty,
William N. Marshall, Richard L. Mayes , win. elected by \)ersolJs subject to military
within
the munds of their respective compaD. Mite I ell, Hugh Newell, HeIJrYB. Pollard,
nies,
battalions,
regiments,
brigades,
and
divisLarkin J. Proctor, 'I'homas Rockhold, John T.
Rogers, Ignatius A. Spalding, Michael L. Stoner, ions, under such rules and regulations as the
· John Wheeler, Charles A. Wickliffe, Robert N. legislature may, from time to time, direct and establisb."
Wickliffe-~38.
The first and second sections were considered
So the preamble and resolutions were laid on
and adopted, without amendment.
the table.
TIle third section was amended, on the moMEETJ:"'G OF THE GEXER.-\.L ASSEJllBl.Y.
tion of Mr. McHENRY, by inserting the words,
Mr. C. A. WIOKLTFFE moved a reconsirlera.
':and"for
such term," after the word "regulation of the vote adopting the following section ttons..
of the report on the legislative departmeut :
The section, as amended, was adopted.
"SEC. 16. The general assembly shall C01JVt'me
on the first Monday ill November, after the adoplMPEACHJlrF.XTS.
tion of this constitution,
alia all the same day of
The convention
proceeded to tJJe consldernevery second year, unless a diffcrent day be Ilj'. tion of the report of the committee on miscellapointed by law, and thEir .session shall be he d neous provisiow"
concerning impeachments,
as
at the seat of gOYj~l'1lm(tnt; but if the public wel- fullows:
fare requirc, the govemor may call a JOpecial ses",\II.TICL.E -.
sion."
HE'stated his objeet to be, to !lJove to amend
"CO:\'C'ERXIXG L\lrE.~ClnIEXTS.
the seetioJJ by substituting
the .second Monday
"SEC. 1. The hO\1';c of I'epl'\~scnt.atives shall
of January, fol' the day :fixed in the SCIJtiOIl,as it have the ",ole power of il1lpt?llchlllents.
now sta\J(Ts.
"SEO. 2. All imp(>achillents SllUll be tried by
Ihe rule whi~eqtlireS
a motion to reconsidthe scuate.
""'1en sitting for tbnt purpose, t.he
er to lie over on.
ay was dispensed with, and senators shall be upou oath or affirmatIOn.
No
the Illotion to J'f'C sJder was agreed t.o.
person shall be convicted without the concur_
Mr. C. A. WICKLIFl<'E thell moved to amend rence of two-thirds of the members present.
as indicated.
"SEC.
3. The govel'llor, and all civil officers,
Mr. JAMES moved to amend the amcndment,
shall be liable to impeachment
for any misde_
by substituting
tlle first ltIonday of January.
Illeallor in office; bllt judgment,
in such cases,
On these amendments a convt>rsation en>ltled, shall not extend further th;J.Jl to removal from ofin which Messrs. C. A. WICKLIFFE,
JAMES,
fice, and disqualification
to hold any office of
IRWIN,
BARLOW,
MAOHEN,
GARRARD,
honor, trust, or profit, under this commonwealth;
KAVAN AUGH, and others, took part.
but the party convicted shall, nevertheless,
he
The motion to strike out the second and in- subject and liable to indictment, t.rial, and punsert the first Monday of January, W:l.<; nl1gativ.,d, ishment by hJ\\-."
by a majority of 39 to 33.
The ~eetions WE're considered,
IJcria.lim, and

Price-,
of 1<'. Nuttall, William Preston, Johnson
Michael L. Stoner, Howard 'I'odd, Johu wheeler
-18.
N Ays--Mr.
President,
(Guthrie.)
John L.
GJ:o:XEIUL l'1l0VI8to:-;S.
The C011\'ent.ionnext proceeded to the consid- Ballinger, John S. Barlow, William K. Boweration of another report of the same committee, ling, Luther Brawner, Francis M. Brista.v-',
Thomas D. Brown, Obarles Chambers, William
on RClwml provisions.
Chenault, James S. Chrisman, Jesse Coffey,
1he first section was read as follows:
R. D. Coleman. Benjamin
Oopelin,
"SEO. 1. Members of the general assembly, Henry
and all officers, executive and judicial, before Edward Curd, Garrett Davis, Lucius Desha,
they enter upon the execution of their respective James Dudley, Chasteen '1'. Dunavan, Benjamin
offices,8hall take the following oath or affirma- F. Edwards, Milford Elliott, Green Forrest, setion: I do solemnly swear, (or nffinn , as the lucius Garficlde, James H. Garrard, Richard D.
case may be,) that 1 will he faithful and true to Gholson, Thomas J, Gough, Niniuu E. Gray,
the OOllllllonwealth of Kcutuckv, so lonf as I James P. Hamilton, Ben. Rardin, John Hargis,
continue a citizen thereof, and that 1 wil faith- Vincent S. Har, Andrew Hood,Thomas J. Hood,
fully execute, to the best of niy abilities, the James \V. Irwin, William Johnson, George W.
Thomas N. Lindsey, Thomas W.
office of
according to law, and that· I Johnston,
have neither directly nor indirectly,
given, ac- Lisle, George W. Mansfield, Martin P. Marshall,
William
N.
Marshall, Richerd L. Mayes, Nathan
cepted, or kncwi ngly carried a challenge, to any
perSall or persons, to fight in single combat or Mcolure. John H. McHenry. David Meriwether,
otherwise,
with any deadly weapOll, either in Thomas P. Moore. James M. Nesbitt, Jonathan
or out of the state, since the adoption of the Newcum, Henry B. Pollard, Larkin J. Proctor,
present const.ltution of Kentucky,
and that I John '1'. Robinson, 'I'bomas Rockhold, Ira Root,
will neither directly nor indirectly, give, accept, James Rudd, Ignatius A. Spalding, John W.
or knowingly clLl'ry a challenge to any person Stevenson, James W. Stone, Albert G. Talbott,
John
0[' persons,
to fight in single combat 01' other- John D. Taylor, William R. Thompson.
Squire Turner, John L. Waller,
w ise, with ally deadly weapon, either in 01' out J. 'I'hnrman,
Henrx
Washington,
Andrew
S.
White,
Ohanes
of the state, during my continuance ill office."
On motion, the further consideration of this A. ,\ ickliffe, Robert N. Wickliffe, George W.
Williams, Silas Woodson, Wesley J. wright-ssection was postponed for the present.
'l'he second section wus read and adopted, as 69.
So the convention refused to strike out.
follows:
Mr. HARGIS moved to strike out the entire
"SlCC. 2. Treason against the commonwealth
shall consist only in levying war ugaiuet it, or section.
The motion was rejected.
in adhering to its enemies, giving them aid and
On the motion of Mr. McHENRY, the section
ecrufort,
No persoll shall be convicted of treawa",
verbally amended by substituting tl1e word
SOil, tlllless all the tcstimony of two witnesses to
"or"
for" amI," between the words" trust" and
the same overt ad, or his own confession in open
"profit."
court."
The section was then adopted.
'fIle third sec·tion was read us follows:
The fourth, fifth. sixth, seventh, c-ighth, ninth,
,. S};c. :1. Every person shall be dif;qualified
from holding any office of trust and profit for tenth, cle~'ellth, twelfth and thirteenth sectiolls
the term for which he shall have !Jeel! elected, were adopted without amendment, as follows:
"SEC. 4. Laws shall be made to exclude from
who shall be convicted of having gi Yen 01' offered
office and from suffrage, those who shall thereany bribe or treat to procme his e!t'ctiOIl.
111'. A. K. M~RSHALL moved tostrikc out after be convicted of brihery, perjury, forgery.
or otller high crimes or misdemeanors.
The
the wowls " or trell-t."
Jrivilpgc of free suffrage shall be SUp'ported by
:Mr. MeHENRY defended the section as it
:tws
n:glllating
eleetions,
and
prohibiting,
un·
stood.
<Ill undue influence
Mr. A. K. MARSHALL waR unwilling to re- del' adcq,\latc llenaltics,
thereoll from power, bribery, tumult, or othel'
t.ain t.liat in the l'cction by the solemn adoption
of thi", convention, which waf; cOl\tradicteu by illlpropcr rractlCes.
"SEC. ;). No money shall be drawn from the
t.heir uuiform \lrltctice.
:M,'. HARG S was of opinion that the word;; treasury but in pnrsU<lllce pf approyriations
Ill'lde by law, liar shall any appl'opnations of
ought to be st,ril:kell out.
Mr. 111AYES called the attention of 1I,e gen· money for the support of all army be made fol'
a longer Lime than two ye.tp!, and a regular
tleman to the fact that the section olllyapplied
sta.tt'mellt and aCcoullt of ~,'receipts
and exto treating for ,L particular purpose.
Mr. GARFIELDE
called ior the yeas and penditures of all public money s}lall be published
annually.
nays on striking out.
"SEC. 6. The general assembly may direct,
~Ir. A. K. MARSHALL withdrew his amendby law, ill what manner, and in what courts,
ment.
snits may be brought against the common·
Mr. W. O. MARSHALL renewed it.
The yeas and nays were then taken, and werc, w<')alth.
"SEC. 7. The manner of administering
an
yeas 18, \lays 69.
oath or affirniation, shall be such as is most COllYF,,\i';-Alfred Boyd, William Bradley,Wiliiam
sistent with the conscience of the deponent, and
O. Bllllitt, William Cowper, Nathan Gaither,
shall be esteemed by the general assembly the
Charles C. Kell.r., Willis B. Machen, Alexander
K. Mari>hall, William C. Marshall, William D. most solemn appeal to God.
"SEC. 8. All laws whic11, on the first da.y of
Mitchell, John D. Morris, Hugh Newell, Elijah

were adopted. with a mere verbal amendment
the third section.

!
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June, one thousand seven 'hundred and uluoty
two, Were in force ill the State of Virginia, and

MI'. PHtSTON mov-d to

UIIl('\Hl,

bv nJJillK

be preOnthis amendment he moved
question, and called for the JeU-'>

tho Word", "01' ill SHoll manuel'

a"

Ilia);

which are of a general nature, and not local to scribed by law."

that state, and not repugnant to this constitu- the previous
tion, nor to the laws which have been enacted and nays.
by the legislature of this commonwealth, shall
'I'he mnin question Was ordered to be nov' put .•
be in force within this state, until they shall be
'I'he yen.'! ,1IId nuvs Were tukeu on the umendaltered or repeated by the general assembly.
ment, aud were yr.tl~'l22, nays 68.
"SEO. 9. 'I'he compact with the State of VirYEAs-Mr.
President, (Guthrie.) Francis M.
ginia, subject to such alterations as may be made Bristow, James Dudley, Ohusteen '1'. Dunavan,
therein agreeably to the mode prescribed by the Bclucius Gurflelde, Richard D. Gholson, Vincent
said eompn.ct, shall be considered as part of this S. Hav, Thomas N. Lindsev, 'Willis B. Mechen,
constitution.
AleXl1~llder K. Marshall,
Martin P. Marshall,
"SEC. 10. It shall be the duty of the general Thomas P, Moore. John D. Morris, Hugh Newassembly to pass such laws as shall be necessary
ell, Elijah
F. Nuttall,
WiUiam Preston, Ira.
and proper to decide differences by arbitrators,
Root, James Rndd.Howard
Todd,John Wheeler,
to be appointed by the parties who may choose Ohas. A. Wickliffe, Robert N. Wi<:kliffe-::.l2.
t.hat summary mode of adjustment.
Nars-e-Johu
L. Ballinger,
John S. Barlow,
"SEC. 11. All civil officers for the commonWilliam It. Bowling,
L\lfl'ed Boyd. William
Wealth at large) shall reside within the state, Bradley, Luther Brawner, 'I'homas D. Brown,
and all district, county, 01' town officers, Within William O. Bullitt, Oharlus Chambers, William
their respective
districts,
counties, or tuW11S, Chenault, James 8. Chrisman, Beverly L. Clarke,
(trustees of towua excepted) and shall keep their Jesse CofJ:'ey, Henry It. D. Ooteman, Benjamin
respectiye offices at such plac.e~ therein as may Copelin, William Cowper, Edward Guru, Garbe required by law, and all militia officers shall rett Davis, Archibald DixOII, Beujamiu ,l1'. Edreside in the bounds of the division, brigade,
wards, Milford Elliott, Green Forrest, Nathan
regiment, battalion, or company, to which they Gaither, James H. Garrard,
'1'homas J. GO\1gh,
se,Lerally belong.
Ninian E. Gra.y, James P. Hamilton,
B"I1. Har"SE£). 12. Absetlce on the bt1sines~ of this din, Andrew Huod, l'homas J. Hood! Jmnes "\-V.
state, or the United States, shall not forfeit a. res~ Irwin, Thomas Ja.mefl, 'Villirrlll Johnson,
Gco.
idence once obtaillt:d, so as to rleprive auy one W. JO!JIl><tOll, Qeo. W. KaYllllaugh, Churles 0,
of the right of suffrage, 01' of bew$ electeu or Kelly, Peter La~hbl'ooke, 'rho mas W. Lisle,
appointed
to any office uuder thiS co Inmon· Geor~
W. Mansfield,
William C. Mnl'shall,
wealth, under the Bj;ceptions contli.lned in t.his WilllUlll£ot. Marshall, Richard L. :Ma.yes, Nathan
constitutioll.
McClure, John H. 1tft.:Henry, David :Meriwether,
If SEC. 13.
It shall be the duty of the general
William D. Mitchell, Jnn;es M. liesbitt,
Jonaassembly to regulate, hylaw, in what casel .., llnd t.han Nt;wcum, Henry B. Pollard, J O!J1JSotl Price,
what rleductiolls from the sllhll'iCS of pllblic of- Larkin J. Proct~rl Johu T. Robinson,
Thomas
ficers shall be made, for neglcc.t of duty in their Rockhuld, John T. Hoger"" Ignatius
A. Spalofficial capacity."
c1iug, John 'V. Stevenson) Jatne . , 'V. Stone, AI.
The fourteenth sectioll was then rea.d as fol- bert G. Talbott, John D. Taylor, William R.
lo~s;
'J'holUpson, John J. Thurman,
Squire Turner,
"SEC. 14. R.cttll'IlS of all elections by the peo- John L. Waller, Hell!Y Washju~ton,
Andrew
VIe 8ha~1 be made tc.) the secretary of foltate. for the S. Whit!'!, George W. Williams,
Silas Woodson,
tl.me belll/f' ex~ept lJ1 .tho~e c~se:> otherWise pro- WeslEly J. W right-68,
vlCled for III t1i18 ,-=0I18tJt.Ut,1011.
:50 the A.meuJm€nt, Wll~ rejected.
Mr. Ml'l'CliELL
thOllght it ullnecesF;ary to
::MI'.BOYD moved t.o amend by adding the tol·
make returns of all clectiollS of olRC(::rs,dOWn to lowillg pruvi.,o:
magLstl'ates nnd constnblcs, to the secretary of
"Provided, That Itumb per80ns entitled to fmn·
state, and therefore he mO\'cu to strike out the chise Illav Vote hY' ballot."
section,
MI'. MITOHELL
nH)\'cd to amend the amend)fl'. McHENRY had 110 expectation
that, the ment, bv l\drling the fullowing:
electioll of the officers rnelltiolled by the g"f'utle"P1'ovided !u.ttlWI', That the legLslnture tllll,y-I
mall (l'om Oldham, Would be rctutlwd to tht' of- upon tlle petltiun of allY- dty or conllty of thIS
fice of the secretary of "tate; hilt if the se~t~on cOluruollWetllth,
B.utllOrite the voters ofSlich cit.y
Were strick!!ll out, there would be no provlSlOll or connt,)' to vote by ballot."
luade for retunling officially the reslllt of the
MI'. 8'rEVENSON iuquirett 110W it -would be
elections by" the revple ,\t ltll'ge.
po,,;siblt: to carty ont such a pl'o\<isioll in practice.
:Mr. MITCHELL
sRid, if all the offieel's c1(1l1t- HoW', he iltquil't'u, Were tile votes to 1Ie retnrncd by the people -Were to be commissioned uy the eu,' if half or I.hl'ee fourths should vott; by halgo,ternor, there would be S0111epropriet.y ill the lot, tl.l1d the rest viva tlo~e.
provision, but he saw lIone at pr~sent.
Mt'. :MITCHELL
saw 110 difficuHy ; but th~
After R few words from Mr. STEVENSON
regulations that would be liCCeSStlry he would
and Mt'. TURNER, the motion to strike out ,vas leave to the legisllttUl't:.
rejected,
The vote on the amendment to t.he amendmellt.
The section wa.s t,hen adopted.
was taken by Jt'llS ntHl lIays, nwl Were ye;ts 9,
The fifteenth sectioll ,\VU:inext read as follows:
nays 83.
"SEC. 15. In all elections by the llcoplc, and
YEAs-Mr.
Pre>:ld(>l1t.(Gutllri~) WiUi!lm Co-w-r..ho by the sellate and house of l'cpresentl\tives,
per, Chasteen 1'. D\1navan, Rir.hUl'd D. Glwlsnn
jointly or serarately,
the votes shall be per,sol1al· WilliaU1 D. Mitchell, Elijah F. Nuttall,
William
l,r and pnbltcly given, viva voce."
Prm.tun, Ira Root, ,Tames Rudd-9,

may

NAY3-:-Juhll L. Ballinger, JUhll S. Badow'lsinglc
combat, 01' uthcrwlse, with allY J.:adly
WilliulIJ K. BowlilJg. Alfred Boyd, willlaru
weapon, either in or out of the state, shall be
Bradley, Luther Brawner, Franci,;
M. Bris-I deprived of the right to holu any office of honor
tow, 'l'homas D. Brown, William
C. Bullitt, or profit ill this commonwealth, and shall be
Charles Chambers, William
Chenault,
James punished otherwise in such manner as the legisS. Chrisman, Beverly L. Clarke, Jesse Oof- Iature may prescribe by law."
fey, Henry H.. D. Coleman, Benjamin
OopeMr. BULLIT'l'
said, before that section was
in, Edward Ourd, Garrett Davis, Lucius Desha, adopted, he wished to give the reasoua which
Archibald Dixon, James Dud lev, Benjamin F. would influence his vote upon it.
Edwards, Milford Elliott, Green 1?orrest, Nathan
Mr. NU1'TAJ~L said he had some notes un
Gaither, Sclucius Garflelde, James H. Gnrmrd , this subject which he desired to use in some brief
Thomas J. Gough, Nin ian E. Gray, James P. remarks upon this section, but as he had them
Hamilton, Ben. Hardin, VincentS. Hay, Andrew not at hand now, he moved that the section be
Hood, Thomas J. Hood, James W. Irwin, Alfred passed over for the present.
1\1.J acksou , 'l'bomas J ames, William Johnson,
'1'116 motion was agreed to,
George W. Johnston,
George W. Kavanaugh,
Mr. GRAY moved to add to the article the
Charles C. Kelly, Peter Leshbrooke, Thomas N. following additional sections:
Lindsey, Thomas W. Lisle, Willis B. Machen,
"SEC. 19. Taxation shall be equal and uniform
George W. Mansfield, Alexander K. Marshall, throughout this state. All property, ou which
Martin P. Marsh.all, 'William C. Marshall, Wil' taxes may be levied, shall be taxed ill proportion
limn N. Marshall, Richard L. Mayes, Nat-hall to its value, to b~ ascertained as directed by law.
McClure, .Iohu H. Mcblenry, Thomas P. Moore, No one species of property shall be taxed higher
John Dc Mon-is, James M. Nesbitt, Jonathan
than another species of equal value; Provided,
Newcum , Hugh Newell, Henry B. Pollard, J olin- The general assembly shall have power to tax
son Price, Larkin J. Proctor, John T. Robin. merchants, brokers, hawkers, pedlars, shows,
eou , 'I'boruas Rockhold, John T. Rogers, Ignu- theatrical performances, law process, seals, deeds,
tius A. Spalding, John W. Bteveuson, James IV. licenses, stocks, playing cards, corporations, and
Stone, Michael L. Steuer, Albert. G. 'l'albott,
privileges, as urav, from time to time, be preJohn D. Taylor, William R. Thompson, John srribed by law," ~
.J. 'I'hunuaucHowurd
Todd, Squire Turner, John
"SEC. 20. The general assembly shall buve
L, Waller, Henry washington, John Wheeler, power to authorize the several counties, and inAndrew S. White, Charles A. wickliffe,
Robert corporated cities and towns, in this state, to iruN. W~ckliff<l, Ge(lr~e W. Williams Silas 1,Vood- pose t~es for county and corporate purposes,
SOli, wesley
J. Wnght---83.
respectively;
and all property shall be taxed
So the amendment to the amendment was reo upon the principles established in regard to state
jected.
taxation; Provided, A poll tax may be asscsscu
Mr. BOYD'S amendment was th01l agreed to, for county and corporate purposes."
alld the section as am\Jnd\Jd ·was adopted.
Mr. NUTTALL moved the follow in ....as l\ subThe sixteenth section was next read:
stitntc for the sections offered by 1\1r. GRAY:
"S};c. 16. No member of cOlIgre~s, nor person
"Tho,) genem! ass(!lUbly shalliluve
no powel'
huldillgor exercising allY ollie,," of trustor profit to pass laws compelling any citizen of this ('omlmder the United Stat'ls, 01' either of tht:lll, or rnollwealth to pa~' taxes upon more thau he, S]lC,
under any fureign power, shall be eligible <l'l a or they, may bt: Illtrinsically worth."
member of the gcueral as,.;clllbly of this COlli1\11'.PRESTON thOtlght. those sections would
lI\ollwealth, 01' hold or cxercise allY office of trust be ill conliict with other sect.ions whieh had been
or ])l'ofit Iluder the same."
adopt.ed, by which the sinking fund was declarMr. MEHIWETHER
moved to insert the word t-J to be fure.ver intact.
The legislature l~ad no
"appointment"
for the pnrpOSe of illcludillg per- power OVerIt. It would take twenty, tb.lrty,. 01'
sons to whom the word . , "holdiug or t:xl'rci""ing turty J'ear,,; under the present pIau to e;<tlllgmsh
any oillet' of trust or \)l'ofit" would not. apply. the debt, and b~fore that was accomplished, the
He said there were l1lai }l.W·uts,pellsion agt'ut~. tax 011 these art.I.:les wa.".not repealable.
and others who should he Clllbral'cd ill thesectiofl,
Mr. GR.AY did not behev~ that. the ta.x on some
Mr. HARDIN saiJ. if the alilelldlllellt were of the a~tlcles elltlm~rat~d III IllS sect:~I~S, wa'i
agreed to, any person "appointed" to COllduct a. appl'opnatcll t.o the sl.uklllg fund; but l.f It were,
suit for the goverllment ill the UlliteJ States ~H:hoped the conv~ntlOl\ would re?opslder what
courts, or to asse"s damage.';, would be exclu· Ithad done, and. make su\.:h a provISIOn as would
ded by it.
be cOl1:;;isteutwith the sections which lw.had of. The amcndment was rt'jected by a vote of 37 tu31. fereel.
.
The section ,va,.; thou adopted.
:M.l'. HA~Dl~
re?-clfrom the auditor's report
The Heventeenth section was then I'eud and the tollowmg ILst of the sources of revenue:
adopwd, as follows:
Tax on valuation,
$409,271 59
"SEc. 17. The general assembly shall direct, Tax on carriages and barouches,
3,207 00
bylaw, how persons who now are, or may herc- Ta." on buggies,
1,54250
after become, securitiei'i for public officer;;, may Tax on pianos.
1,54000
be relicveu or discharged on accoullt of such se- Tax Oll gold spect.ades,
600 50
clll'it.y:;;hip."
Tax ongold watches,
5,93400
The eighteenth section was next read:
Tax on silver levf\fS,
] ,418 00
"S}:c.18.
AllY person who shall, after the ']'ax ou auditor's list,
3,839 62
adoption of Olis cOllstitution, either directly or Tax on clerk's list,
810 10
indlrect.ly, give, accept, 01' klJowingly carry a'
ehallengc to any persoll, or pcrso.ns, to figllt in
Total revenue,
$428,163 31

I

l
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He said these were large items, and hence he
ho:red they would maturely consider before they
di anything to affect them.
It would be better
to postpone the subject for further consideratiou.
Mr. A. K. MARSHALL moved that the subject be peseed over, and that the proposed sectinns be printed.
The motion was agreed to.
TIlE SEAT OF GOVERXME:ST.

The next article in the same report was read
as follows:
ART1CLE

-.

"The seat of government shall continue 111
the 10WI1 of Frankfort, until it shall be removed
bv law: Provided, kooeeer, That two thirds of
Jt members elected to each house of the general
assembly, shall concur in the passage of such
law."
Mr. HOOD moved to strike out all after the
words" the seat of government shall continue
in the town of Frankfort,"
Mr. C. A. WICKLIFFE
moved to strike out
"two thirds" and insert"
a majority." and on
that he called for the yeas and nays.
Mr. C. A. WICKLIFFE
said, I make this
motion, Mr. President, upon principle.
I will
not, by my vote, refuse to a majority of the repreaentatrves of the people to pass a law. We leave
the power with a majority of both houses of the
legislature to pass laws to take away the life,
liberty, and property of the citizen, for crime,
and deny to the same majority the power to fix,
by law, the seat of government.
I am unwilling
to say to the freemen of this state, that though a
majority of them shall desire, some twenty or
thirty or tift,.y years hence to change the location
of their seat of government, that their power to
do so shall be controlled by cue third.
If the present seat of g-overnment, with all the
advantages which nature hAAblessed it; with all
that art has added; the influence which the J?llblie buildings and public expenditures have grveu
it; cannot, in opposition touny other I?oint, comumnd a majority of the representatives
of the
pe-ople in all time to come, then it is wrong that
Jt should remain where it is by the arbitrary and
absurd power of one third.
Mr. GARRARD moved the previous question.
The question was. stated
to be," shall the
main question be now put."
.Mr. -WILLIAMS moved that the roll be called.
and it was called accordingly.
On ordering the mnin question the yeas and
nay~ were caned for, and were yeas 48, nays 45.
YEAs-John
L. Ballinger, John S. Barlow,
Woo. K. HOWling, Luther Brawner, Francis M.
Bristow, William C. Bullitr, Charles Chambers,
Wm. Ch~nault,
Beyerly L. Clarke,
Henry R.
D. Coleman, Edward
Cnrd, Garrett
Davis,
Lucius Desha, Archibald Dixon, James Dudley,
Benjamin F. Edwards, Selucius Garfielde, James
H. Garrard,
Thomas J. Gough, Ben. Hardin,
Andrew Hood, James W. Irwin, Wm. Johnson,
George W. Johnston,
George W. Kavanaugh,
Thomas N. Lindsey, Thos. W. !.isle, Martin P.
Mar.;;hall, John
H. McHenry,
David Meriwether, William D. ~litehtll, Jonathan Newcum,
Hugh Newell, Elijah
F. Nuttall,
Henry B.
Pollard,
Johnson
Prioo, Larkin
J. Proctor,
John T. Robinson', Thos. Rockliold, Jolin T.
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Rogers, Ira Root, Howard Todd, Squire Turner, Henry Washington,
Jno. Wheelerj Andrew S. White, Robt, N. Wickliffe,
George W.
Williams-48.
NArs-Mr.
President, (Gutbrie.) Alfred Boyd,
Wm. Bradley, 'I'hoe. D. Brown, James Sv Ohnsman, Jesse Coffey, Benjamin Copelin, William
Cowper, Ohasteeri '1'. Dunavan, Milford Elliott,
Green Forrest, Nathan Gaither Richard D. Ghol8On, Ninian E. Gray, Jam8S P. Hamilton,
Vincent S. Hay, Thos. J. Hood,
Alfred
M.
Jackson,
'I'homae
James, Charles C. Kelly,
Peter Lashbrooke,
Willis B. Machen, George
W . Mansfield. Alexander K. Marshall, Woo. C.
Marshall, William
N. Marshall, Richard
L.
Mayes, Nathan McClur<>, 'rhos. P. Moore, John
D. Morris, James M. Nesbitt,
'YIn. Preston,
James Rudd, Ignatius
A. Spalding, John W.
Stevenson, James 'V. Stone, Michael L. Stoner,
Albert G. Talbott,
John D. Taylor, Wm. R.·
Thompson John
J. Thurman, Juo. L. Waller,
C. A. Wickliffe.
Silas
Woodson, Wesley J.
Wright-45.
So the main question was ordered to be now
put.
Before the vote was announced, Mr. CLARKE
changed his vote, so that his name appeared
with the majority.
He did this for the purpose
of mavin!? a reconsideration,
but it was ruled
out of oruer by the chair.
The question was then taken on Mr. C. A.
Wickliffe's amendment, and it was rejected, yeBA
23, nays 70-.
YEAs-Mr. President, (Guthrie,) Alfred Boyd,
William Bradley, Benjamin
Copelin, Chasteen
T. Dunavan,
Milford Elliott,
Green Forrest,
Nathan Gaither, Richard D. Gholson, James P.
Hamilton, Willis B. .Machen, George W. Mansfield, William
C. Marshall,
Nathan McClure,
David Meriwether, Hugh Newell, Henry B. Pollard, William Preston, James Rudd,
Michael
L. Stoner,
William
R. Thompson,
John J.
'I'hurman, Charles A. Wickliffe-23.
NAys-John
L. Ballinger,
John S. Barlow,
William K. Bowling,Luther
Brawner, Francis
M. Bristow, Thomas D. Brown, William C.
Bullitt,
Charles Chambers,
William Chenault,
James S. Chrisman,
Beverly L. Clarke, Jesse
Coffey, Henry R. D. Coleman, William Cow.
per, Edward Curd, Garrett Davis, Lucius Desha,
Archibald
Dixon, James
Dudley,
Benjamin
F. Edwards,
Selucius
Garfielde,
James H.
Garrard, 'I'homas J. Gough, Ninian E. Gray,
Ben. Hardin, John Hargis, Vincent S. Hay, -4n·
drew Hood, Thomas J. Hood, James W. Irwin?
Alfred M. Jackson,
'I'boruas James, William
Johnson,
George
W. Johnston, George 'V.
Kavanaugh, Charles C. Kelly,PE'ter Lashbrooke,
Thomns N. Lindsey, 'I'homas W. Lisle, Alex.
ander K. Marshall, Martin P. Marshall, Wm.
N. Marshall,
Ridmrd L. Mayes, John H. Mc.
Henry, Thomas P. Moore, John
D Morris,
James M. Nesbitt, Jonathan
Nuwcum, Elijah
F. Nuttall,
Johnson
Price, Larkin J. Proctor,
John T. Robinson,
Thomas Rockhold,
John
T. Rogers, Ira Root, Ignatius
A. Spalding,
John W. Stevenson,
James W. Stone, Albert
G. Talbott,
John D. Taylor, Howard Todd,
Sq.uire Turner, John L. Waller,
Henry Wa.sh.
iJi-gton, John Wheeler, AndrewS. White,Robert!
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set of men, are entitled tn exclusive, separate
public emoluments or privileges from the community, but in consideration
of public services."
The question was next taken on Mr. Hood's
Mr. DIXON submitted
the following as an
amendment and it was rejected. yeas 10 nays 84.
additional
section
to
the
article,
to COUle in as
YEAs-William
K. Bowling, Luther Brawner,
Garrett Davis, James Dudley,
Andrew Hood, the second section:
"SEO. 2. That absolute, arbitrary power over
James W. Irwin,John
D. Morris, Johnson Price,
the lives, liberty, and property of freemen, (exJohn Wheeler, George W. Williams-10.
NAys-Mr. President, (Guthrie,) John L. cept for ctimes.) exists 110 where in a a republic
-not even in the largest majority."
Ballinger, John S. Barlow. Alfred Boyd, William
Mr. APPERSON moved tiIat the proposition
Bradley, Francis M.Bristow, Thomas D. Brown,
be passed over, and printed, in order to afford
William C. Bullitt, Charles Chambers. William
Chenault, James S. Ohrisman, Beverly L. Clarke. time for uu examination of it.
The. motion to postpone and to print WR9
Jesse Ooffev. Henry R. D. Coleman, Benjamin
Copelin, \Villiam Cowper, Edward
Curd, Lu- agreed to.
The second, third, and fourth sections were
cius Desha, Archibald Dixon, Chasteen T. Dunaread and adopted, as follows:
van, Benjamin F. Edwards.
Millford
Elliott,
"Sso. 2. That all power is inherent in thepeoGreen Forrest, Nathan Gaither, Beluciue Garple, and all free governments
are founded on
tieldc.dames
H. Garrard, Richard
D. Gholson,
for their peafte.
Thom~J.Gough,
Ninian E. Gray, James P. their authority, and instituted
safety, happiness,
security, and protection
of
Hamilton, Ben. Hardin, John Hargis, Vincent
their property.
For the advancement of these
S. Hay, Thomas J. Hood, Alfred M. Jackson,
and
Thoma'S James, William Johnson,
George W. ends they' have at all times' an inalienable
J ohusfon, George W. Kavanaugh,
Charles C. indefeasible right to alter, reform, or abolish,
their government,
in such manner as they may
Kelley, Peter Lashbrooke, Thomas N. Lindsey,
Thomas W. Lisltl, Willis B. Machen, Geor~e w, think proper.
"SEC.
3.
That
all
men have a natural and inMansfield,
Alexander
K. Marshall,
Martin P.
Almighty
God acMarshall, Wiliam C. Marshall, William N. Mar- defeasible right to worship
cording to the dictates of their own consciences ;
shall, Richard L. Mayes. Nathan McClure,John
H. McHenry, David Mertwether,
William
D. that no man shall be compelled to attend, erect,
or support any place of worship, or to maintain
Mitchell, Thomas P. Moore, James M. Nesbitt,
Jonathan
Nev....cum, Hugh Newell, Elijah F. allY mmistry against his consent; that no human authority ought, in any case whatever, to
Nuttall.
Henry B. Pollard, William Preston,
Larkin J. Proctor, John T. Robinson,
Thomas control or interfere with the rights of conscience;
Rockhold • .Tohn T. Rogers, Ira Root, James and that no preference shall ever be given, by
Rudd, Ignatius
A. Spalding, John W. Steven- law, to any religious societies or modes of worson, James W. Stone, Michael L. Stoner. Albert ship.
"SEC. 4. That the civil rights, privileges,
or
G. Talbott, John D. Taylor. William R. 'I'hompson, John J. 'I'hurruan, Howard . Todd, Squire capacities, of any citizen, shall in no wise
be diminished or enlarged 011 account of his reTurner, John L. Waller. Henry Washington,
Andrew S. White, Charles A. Wickliffe, Robert ligion."
The fifth section was read as follows:
N. Wickliffe, Silas woodson, Wesley J. Wright
"SEC. 5. That all elections shall be free and
-84.
equal."
The section was adopted.
Mr. ROOT enquired what was meant by free
Mr. GARRARD moved a reconsideration
of
the vote adopting that section, and he moved tu and equal elections.
Mr. STEVENSON
explained that it was the
lay his motion on the table.
and was thereMr. CLARKE said that was a double motion, language of the old constitution
and as one was debateable, he called for a di- fore adopted by the committee.
The section was adopted.
vision.
The sixth section was read, as follows:
The President replied that the question was
"SEO. 6. That the ancient mode of trial by juon the motion to lay the motion to reconsider
on the table, which was not a debatable motion. ry shall be held sacred, and the right thereof reThe motion to lay 011 the table was agreed to. main inviolate:'
Mr. LINDSEY.
I move to add to the section
The convention then took a recess.
the following: "But the general assembly may
provide by law that juries, in civil eases, shall
E v j£:;I:;G SESSlOY.
consist of less number than twelve, and that' two
ll1LL OF RIGHTS.
thirds of a jury may find a verdict in any case
The convention resumed the cousideratron
of either civil or criminal."
The proposition submitted
for the considerathe ~eport of the committee on miscellaneous
tion of the convention,
in my judgment,
ought
prOViSIOns.
.
to
be
adopted.
It
will
be
perceived
it does not
The preamble of article --,
or the bill of
lessen or authorize the legislature to lessen the
rights, was then read and adopted, as follows:
"That the general, great, and essential princi- number of jurors now required in a criminal
ples of liberty and free government may be re- case, it only provides that a verdict may be rendered by two thirds of the jury, if the legislacognized and established:
WE DECLARE."
The first section was then read and adopted; ture shall so authorize by law.
Myexrerience
both in defence and in proseas follows:
"Sm. 1. That all freemen, when they form a cution 0 criminal cases, though not very great,
me the commonwealth is not on
social compact, are equal, and that no men, or haa-eatlsfied

N. Wickliffe,

George W. Williams,

son, WesleyJ. Wright-70.

Silas wood-
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equality with all accused.
'I'he simple fact. that disagrees with eleven. to try such a case and ....
then not have it decided.
he may challenge twenty jurors peremptorily,
To the single judge, as a chancellor, we comgives him so many chances of escape over any
there are of improper conviction.
Who that h<13 mit the decisions of law ann facts, involving
ever attended an excited criminal trial, and seen thousands. "I'o a majority of the court of apa juror sworn to anawor questions, and heard peals we commit, the revision of the acts of a full
him say that he had conversed with witnesses, lury and the circuit court or other inferior court,
perhaps heard the wbole examining trial, and 'controlling all, and yet for some reason, not
comprehended, we must have twelve jurors, and
yet had no opinion as to guilt or innocence-an
occurence continually witnessed in courts, that all must concur.
Sir, is there any delegate wbo would not rathcan deny the accused has the advantage I have
named.
A hun~ jury or acquittal, through the er leave a controversy, involving a complex acinfluence and voice of such jurors, is always the count, to one than a dozen for certainty of corTo a half dozen, an)" number of dlecase. A hung jury, in a crbniual case in Ken- rectness.
tncky, is tantamount to a verdict of not guilty. puted points, than to a dozen.
For a second trial finds the horrors of the deed
There is nothing to me very cabalistic in the
forgotten.
A witness gone-nIl
sympathy for number twelve, nor do I see any danger to the
the living, though in truth a guilty felon-vertrial by jury, in allowing the legislature to lesdict for the accused follows.
sen the number from twelve to seven.
Why shall one man's opinion and judgment,
in the saving of expen"es to the state for payin such cases, control those of eleven, or why ing jurors the SUIll "Would be very great, as they
shall three control nine? No argument can be have to be paid out of the treasury.
The expecgiven, that carries any wei~ht, in requiring
tation that the fines and forfeitures would comunanimity except that of doubt. If you doubt w'nsate the juries, bas been found fallacious.
you must acquit, has gone very far to aid the es- I'he fines are nearly all remitted, and the treasucape of lUany who merited punishment.
This ry has to llUY.
doubting principle operates Oil the whole jury,
If we had eighteen jurors instead of twenty
generally, by the way the law is expounded to four to make two full panuels, it would save six
them; and mymind is, where two thirds or three
dollars per day in each circuit court of the state.
fourths have 110 doubts, they should control the If fourteen, ten dollars.
The sum thus saved,
others, though they may be doubters.
would go v(;:ry far towards helping to make up
When we take into consideration
the judge our sinking fund, and thereby contribute to pay
with his control over the verdict, if improper- the public debt, Nothing would be saved as rely formed against the accused, and the advangards criminal trials, as my proposition will not
tage, as stated before, of the twenty challenges,
allow the legislature to lessen the number of juwithout any reason assigned. it does seem to me
rors in such cases below twelve.
It only conthat so large a proportion of the jnry as suggestemplates that nine may find the verdict,
ted, ought to be trusted with the determination
I have briefly suggested some of the reasons
of the cause, though it might involve liberty or
that induce me to present the proposition now
even life.
•
For one, Lwould be wilWe leave the decision of the gravest and before the eon vention.
if such it shall be
weightiest matters in legislation to a maj·ority. ling to see the experiment,
called,
fully
tested.
If
it
succeeded, much good
We trust. the decision of whole estates to t re dewould
result:
if
Hot,
we
would
but be as we now
termination of one judge sitting as chancellor.
We give the accused the a.dvalLta~es I have sta- are by a repeal of any legislative enactment rna.
ted, and by requiring' two thirds to find him king the change.
Mr. CLARKE.
The gentleman asks why itis
guilty, we again giv~ advantages nearly two to
that nine members of a jury in a criminal cause
cue over the proselJutlOn.
Sir, the ~xperience of all must admit that the should not be allowed to brin¥, in a verdict against
(·riminal code of KtJntuckv IlE'eds alteratiuu ill the accU"'ed. The rea<;on is .JlIfltthis: if twelve
80me way to check the progress of crime and men "hall be selected to try a citizen under a
a criminal offence, and
pllni;,;!J t·hose who commit it. Give the legisla- charge of committing
ture the opportunity of placing the l',tate on three of them l;lhall entertain doubts as to the
guilt or innocence of the ac('.used, it is manifest,
R~lt.H..thing' Ileal' equality ill investigati.on
and
w~ must presume
CISlOn wlt.h allY one accused of crime. Ii It if they are honest men-and
sh'lulel be fOlllJd to operate tLl the ilJjury of per- tlwy are--that th<i'f<:'is some doubt, and the husonal securiry, and 110tpromote the end" d~,:;ire(l, \llane principle of the law is, that it is better
that nincty IJille guilty men should go unpunwe can casily fall back to the existill~ plall.
In dvil cases, my objed is to allow the legis- ished, than that one innoCl'nt man should suffer.
lature to lessel1 th.: number of jurors 10 nine or And jUlit sn long as there is a doubt. ill the breast
('ven seven. Why twelve shall be required to of one, two, three, or five jurors, just so long is
decide a matter of account, for. example, be- there a doubt as to the guih 01" innocence of the
tween parties, and shall be unanimous III their accused, and jnstso long- should his life be saved.
decision, is not seen by me. If a controversy I am opposcrl to giving to the majority of a
eight, nine, or cleven members even, the
about fifty dollars arises between parties, eitheL' jury-to
matter of account or ahout property of that val· right to decid<:' upon the life or liberty of the
ue, where three or five or seven cO{lld better and citizen, when twelve men are required to try
more readily examine into it than a larger num- him. Let them all concur, for while there is aile
ber, there must be twelve, and if one dissents, dissenting voice there must be doubt, and whilst
there is doubt no man's life or liberty should be
there can be no decision.
The commonwealth
must pay twelve, perhaps fifty dollaIs, if ODe taken from him.

??-

Mr. BOYD moved to amend. so flint the Pl'op-11aLnre shall have the power to interfere with the
osition should not apply to criminal causes.
subject, and to give them that power is pre·

Mr. DIXON.

I am against the whole propo.\ supposing at once that they ought to exercise it.

aition, and the amendment proposed by ruy Friend _And this convention, without in fact doing it
from 'rrj~g, (Mr. Boyd.) I veneratc. the old themselves, would thereby encourage the legisright of ta-inl by jury, and I look upon it as af- larure to impair the ri-ght of trial by jury. I
fording above all things the greatest security to hope neither the proposition or the amendment
the life, Ilberty, and property of the citiseu, and offered to it will be adopted.
I cannot c?nse~t that it s~all be im.paired or inMr. BOYD. The gentleman from Henderson
ter~ercd WIth elt,~cr by this cOHven.tlOllor b.y the seems to have mistaken the object of my amendIegtaleture. It IS one of t~ose rights which I ment. I shall vote with him against the propowould never touch, and which I l.ook upon as sition, but if the convention intend to adopt it,
the most sa~red, at,ld the dearest enjoyed by any I do not wish to extend the power to the legis~an who IS sensible to the re~l blessllJ.gs of lature to permit less than twelve jurors to try a
hberty: I shall.not at~mpt to go Into t~leh~s~,ory criminal case. I have not so InUC)I objection to
of the right of trial ~y Jury, or say how It on gill a- less than twelve in civil cases, but still I am
ted, how tt groped It"!way through the darkness aO"lin~tthe whole proposition
of tile middle ages, ho~v it burst through the sbac°Mr. C. A. WICKLI.FFE m~ved the previous
kles w~ich t~e de~potlsm of the past ha~ thrown question.
arouny. the 1.I~ertles of men, and how It ~nally
The main question was ordered to be now put,
took Its pOSItIOnabove the storms and stnfes 01 and the amendment to the amendment was rerevolution, the safeguard and protection of the jccted.
people and the~r rights against th~ evil~ of desMr. C. A. WICKLIFFE
asked for the yeaa
pottsm or unbridled anarchy, .It IS a nght that aud nays OIl the proposition of Mr. LINDSEY.
comes t? us hallowed and sanctified by the ,?lood
Mr. LINDSEY:
At the suggestion of friends
of pat~iOts. and martyrs, and. I would not ll!'tl'r- around me, and for the purpose of allowing
fere WIth It. Next to the bible, I rega~d It as another to present a proposition, I will ask
most sacred, and I would 110 sooner raise my leave to withdraw the amendment offered by me.
hand against the one than the other. Do genMr. DAVIS expressed a desire to offer an
tlemen really pretend to 8,tof to calculate the amendment but
cost of trying a man by twe ve juryn~en"! Do
The PRE~nDENT
decided it to be cut off by
~hey pre~end to say t~lat the stat~ ?f Kentucky the r.reviolls question.
Ifl so anxIOus for the lIves?f her cltlz~ns that we
T 1C sixth section was then adopted.
must coolly and calmly Sit down and make an
Mr. A. K MARSHALL moved a Ieconsideraestimate of h.ow. much it. will cost ~o get a man tion of the vote just taken.
hung-that
lIfe IS of so ht~le value m K~ntucky
The motion was agrcl'd to.
t~at ~ few .dollars thro'~'ll into ~he scale tElto de:Mr. D AVIS.
A few days ago the legislature
clde It agamst human lIfe? ThiS I understand to was invested with discretionary power to Il:ive
~e the arg~ment of the .gen~leman from Frank- to thc conunOllwE'ulth t,he right of c]lallellge to
1m, (¥r. Lmdsey,) that It Will cost less!o try a the amount of one fifth the number allowed tho
~an If you jecIu~e !he number of the Jury .to accused. '1'he1'e might be a conflict upon the
nme, or allow two tlurds to say that he ~hall die. subject, if the section is left as it now rcads. Mr. LI.NDSEY.
If the gent!e.man wd.l exam- "that the ancient mode of trial by jury shall be
me he wIll sec lhat my fropo~ntlOn proVides for held sacred and the 1'iO'htthereof remain invio~welve jurors in crimina cases,' and my remarks late;" and f~r the purp;se of preventing any such
m refere~l~eto the expense thereforc, do not ap- result, I move to add to the section. the words,
ply particularly t~ such ca:.~.es. ~ propose that "subject to such modifications as may be authortwelve shall ~onstltute the Jury III such. cases, ized by this constitution."
but I allow nme of them to find the verdict.
This amendment was agreed to, and the sixth
Mr. DIXON,
I understand the proposition section, as amcnded, was adopted.
then to be that you will allow nine llIen to take
The seventh section was then read as follows:
a man's life instead of twelve. Nine will cost
"SEC. 7. That printing presses shall be free t(l
less than twelve, and therefore ther should have every person who undertakes to examine the
the power. That is the argument If it is not the proceedillgs of the legislature, or any branch of
proposition.
Rather than to stand here calcula- government, ano. DO law shall ever be made to
ting how much it would cost to take a man's restrain the l'ight ther<,of. The free communilife, I would prefer to estimate how much it cation of thoughts and opinions is one of the
would cost to save it. If a man is not guilty, invaluable rights of mau, alld every citizen
I will go as far as possible to gave his liflJ, no !Day freely speak, write, and print, on any sub·
matter how much it may cost. Life has become j'ect, being responsible for the abuse of that
but a cheap thing in Kentucky, or money ha.q ibety."
become more potential than ever I could supr.0se
Mr. JAMES. expressing a desire to prepare an
it to be with the pe0r.le, when drops of b ood amendment to it, the section was passed over.
are to be weighed III t e same scale with dollars
The eighth and ninth sections were read and
alia cents. To use an expression of my friend adopted as follows:
•
from Ballard and McCracken, (Mr. Gholson,) I
"SEC. 8. In prosecutions for the publication
say that I am astonished to hear such an argu- of papers investigating
the official conduct of
ment. I trust 'that the sacred right of trial by officers or men in a public c<tpac-ity,or where the
jury will be let alone, and I do not think the matter published is proper for public informapeople are prepared for any sort of innovation tion, the truth thereof may be given in evidence;
upon it. They will never consent that the legis- and in all indictments for the libels, the jury
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shall have a right to determine the law and the \ W'. D. Mitch ..H. J .1\1. Nesbitt, Hugh Newell, H.
Iaets under the direction of the court, as ill other B. Pollard, John T. Rogers, J ohu W. Steveuscn.
cases."
.larnee W. Stone, Albert G. 'I'albou, John D.
SEC. 9. That the people shall be secure in Taylor, William R. 'I'hompsou, John J. 'I'hurtheir persons, houses, papers, and possessions.
man, Howard Todd, John L. Waller, Henry
from unreasonable seizures aud searches, and weshingtou, John Wheeler, Andrcw S. Whito.
that no warrant to search any place, or to seize Charles A. Wickliffe, Robert N. Wickliffe,
any perSOIl, or things, shall issue, without. de- Wesley J. Wright-61.
scribing them as nearly as may be, nor without
So the amendment was rejected.
probable cause, supported by oath or nffiirmuMr. WILLIAMS.
I move to strike out the
t.ion."
words, "of the vicinage," entirely.
It someThe tenth section was read as follows:
times happens, from the atrocity of the crime
"SEC. 10. That in all criminal prosecutions,
perpetrated
by all individual. and the whole
the accused hath J.L right to be heard by himself country is so fully informed of the facts in t.he
and counsel; to demand the nature and cause of ease, that from those vcry reasons the offender
the accusation against him; to meet the witness- call not be brought to trial. I hope we shall adopt
es face to face; to have compulsory process for some provieiou which will obviate this evil, and
obtaining witnesses in his favor; and in prosecu- I think that result may be attaiued by not contious by indictment 01' information, a spe~dy fining the selection of jurors to thc vicinage, or
public trial by an impartial jury of the vici nage , to the county, as the term is construed to mean.
thathe cannot be compelled to give evidence
Mr.RN.
WICKLIFFE.
Lvotedvuo'r
on the
against himself; nor can he be deprived of his other question, with the intention of moving a
life, liberty, or propel·t.y, unless by the judg- reconsideration of the vote. I think that the
ment of his peers, or the law of the land."
term "vicinage" has no meaning ill our constiMr. A. K. -MARSHALL.
I move to strike out tution.
It had one in England, whence it is dethe word "vicinage"
and insert in lieu thereof, rived. In old times there it was always customthe word "commonwealth."
I believe that the ary to take the jury from the place of COil troverconstruction given to that word in our present sy, where the facts and all the circumstances
constitution confines the selection of jurors to were known to the jury.
Now, the universal
the county. It might happen, and I think I rule is, and the judge so charges the sheriff, to
would not be far out of the way if I Hay it has get a jury as far away from the scene of coutrohappened; that in some criminal prosecutions
versy as is possible, and to be composed of men
it has been impossible to obtain a jury in the who know nothing about the facts of the case,
county where the offence was committed, and and have expressed no opinion in relation therethe offender passed unpunished,
because of the to. I intend therefore to mOI'C a reconsideration
construction given to this word. I desire there- of the vote rejecting the proposition of the genfore, t? enable the public /HOsccutor to select a tlemun from Jessamine,
(Mr. A. K. Marshall.)
Jury, if necessary, from t ie commonwealth at
Mr. S'rEVENSON.
We are here making a
la~ge.
.
.
bill of rights, and the section we are considering
I'he question being taken by yeas and nays, is emphatically a right.
There are a great many
on the call of Mr. A. K. MARSHALL-yeas
29, propositiollS in this bill that seem trite and uxionays 61, as follows:
mane, and this I deem to be the best evidence
YE.As-Mr. Presidlln~, ~Guthrie,) ~lfred Boyd, of the wisdom of the men who framed the presWilham Bradley, ~Vllham C. Blllhtt, Ed.ward ellt constitutiun,
from which they are copied.
Garrett. DaVIS, James pU.dley, _Milford The gentleman from Campbell, (Mr. Root,) asked
EllIOtt, ScluCJUS Garfielde, NIllIaIl
E. Gt'ay, what -"ya~ meant, by "t>qual electious." I have
.Andrew Hood,. Peter Lashbroo~e, Alexandr:r K. no doubt it has never occurred to the gentleman
Mar8hall, Martlll P .Marsllall, RIChard L. Mayes, what it did mean' but if he will look to VirThoma_,>P ..M~lOre,J onathuu Mewcun~, Elijah!.
ginia he w ill see tlmt in that state, from the very
Nuttall, William Preston,.Johnso~ Pl'lce, Larkm want of this term "equal elections," in flomc
J. Proctor, John T. RobInson, 1~omas Rock- of the counties there llre three days election,
~lOl.d,I:-a Root, James Rudd, IgnatiUs A ..Spald- while in the others only one. Now it is proposell
~n.g. MIchael J~.Stoncr, George ,V. WIllIams, to strike out thc words, "of the vidnage," and
SIlas 'Voodbon-29.
g~lltleml'!n say it has no meaning. It had a
NAys-Richard
Apperson, John L. Ballin- llleaningilltheold
COIl~titlltion, and it has one
gel', John S. Barlow, William K. Bowling, Lu- hcre. It h that a man, in his own county where
ther Brawuer, Francis M. Bristow, Thomas D. his character is known, can come Lefor~ tllOse
Brown, Charles Chambcrs, William Chenault, who have known llim and stand the test of a
James S. Chrisman, Beverly L. Clarke, Jesse criminal examination so far a." a trial by jury.
Coffey, Henry R. D. Coleman, Benjamin Cope- Take a man alld try him before a jury of another
lin, William Cowper, Lucius Desha, Archibald section of the stah'! in which the puhlic opinion
Dixon, C. T. Dunavan, B. F. Edwards, Green differs wholly from' the scction in which lIe re·
Forrest, Nathan Gaither, James H..Garrard, R. sides, on the subject of slavery for instance, or
D. Gholson, Thos. J. GOllgh,JamesP.Hamilton,
anything else, and the natural feelings and imBen. Hard.in, John Hargis, Vincent S. Hay, pulses of men will induce them to go against
Thomas J. Hood, James W. Irwin, William biro. Would a man, brought from Hopkins
Johnson, George \V. Johnston, George W. Kava- county, before a jury of the northern part of the
;naugh, Charles C. Kelly, Thomas N. Lindsey, state to be tried,a perfect stranger, be aslikely to
Thomas W. Lisle, Wilis B. Machen, George W, secure a safe trial as at home? I think not. In
Mf'n"~~"';\vr~ni~ C'! l~ar,,'h.aU. William N. framing a constitution, let us act coolly and dis+
Ma.
.
" c.:'.d if extrc.me ~<I.~f! e;x;ist under

qUl:d,

th;_~ section. it is better to provide for them hy a
separate section than to override gr~aLprinciples.
Oue or til", other must vield.
Mr. A. K. MARSHAtL.
J have been surprisc(1 at l"lOthing so much ill this convention as in
witlle.~sillg the extreme anxiety manifested on
the part of sonic geutlenn-u to defend and protect
and screen guilt. It is a fact, I presume, that is
well known to evt'_ryone in this house, and a
fact that is known to the shame of Kentucky,
that our criminal code has almost become a dead
letter on r.hcstatute book. Aud there is scarcely
an offence that can be committed which can pessibly be punished under the laws, provided the
offender has the means (If corrupting the court
or the jury.
It is known, I presume, to every
one here present, that the decisions of our juries
and the construction of our laws, are such now,
that offences arc committed and pleas arc admitted in our courts of justice, which savage vengeance itself would be ashamed to offer in extenuation of crime.
I made the proposition to amend, which I did,
because there are instances that have occurred ill
the history of my own county and my own
neighborhood,
that bring forcibly to my own
mind, a sense of its importance.
There are gent.lerpen on this floor, who know perfectly well
that offences arc sometimes conuuitted in this
state of a character, so outrageous, so perfectly
startling to an entire neighborhood, and so who!ly inexcusable, that it has proved to be utterly
impossible to obtain a jury to try the offender in
the connty where the crime was committed, and
the criminal has gOlle uuwbipt of justice, simply
from that cause, Do gentlemen desire this thing to
gu onv Do theydeaire a clause in the fundamental
law of the land, for it is equivalent to that, that
a man may, by committing so enormous an outrage that it is impossible for him to be tried in
the county where the crime was committed, secure himself against punishment?
I believe our
courts have dccided that any man who has fomlcd or exprcsst>d a.n opinion in re8pe<:t to an offence, is not to be Con~ideroJd a competent juror.
And do we not all know that eas~s have occurred
where it was utterly out of tho'! question to expeet that a single ratiunal man, in the county
where the offence wllscommitted, could be foulld
who had not been cornpell(;d hy the enormity of
the offen('e itfielf, to form some opinion-aye,
and express one, too-in reference to the guilt of
the offender? :Mr ob:lcet was to give to the commonwealth fiome litt e power to arrest this un·
hallowed march of crimc, that, has tracked our
entire country with blooa.
Scarcely a )'OUllg
mall is there of the present day, who does not
think hirnselfdegraded
or unfit to associate with
men until h,~has stained his diploma with blood.
And th~ last act of the education of thl1 bloods
of the present day, is to throw themselves into a
position where t.hey may commit an act of that
kind.
And the best mark of courageolJe of them
can gfve, is to stab in the dark, and OUf law
gh'es th~m protection.
I hope the amendment
of the ~entlt=lllan from BOllrhon, (Mr. Williams,)
mine having been rejected, will be adopted.
Mr. STEVENSON.
I hope that I llln willing
to go as far as my friend from Jessamine, (Mr.
A. K. Marshall,) in the punifihment of all crime.
But while I desire to see crime punished, and

the laws of the country upheld, [ am not for
undermining what I regard to be the great pillars of free government, to punish any man.
Now let us test, and see the danger of striking
out, as proposed by the gentleman from Bourbon,
(Mr. Williams,) and the consequences likely to
result therefrom.
He proposes to strike out the
wonts "of the vicinage". I'hen if a mun is charged with any crime it is in the power of the legis.
lature to remove him from anyone county of the
commonwealth to another.
There is no remedy.
My friend shake>! his head, but 1 tell him there
is ]10 remedy when you strike out those words
"of the vicinage."
I admit that there have been
crimes where juries could not be obtained to try
the offender In the county, but the law now
authorizes jurors from adjacent counties to sit.
As the law is now, the citizens of Jessamine
are competent jurors to sit ill Fayette, if t.l1ey
are caught there, although you cannot go out of
the county to summon a juror. All this proviso
ion in the bill ill tends, is, that the criminal
should not be taken where he would be in a land
of strangers, where he would be unknown, and
where he might not have extended to him the
panoply of justice.
One of our greatest rights,
as was said by the eloquent gentleman from
Henderson, is this trial by jury. And wheu you
fritter it away, you fritter away one of the strong
pillars upon which the government itself stands.
Why is it, that we have twel ve men 011 a jury?
Because the excitements we desire to keep away
from the jury box, lUay seize on the minds of
six, eight, at' ten men, when it might not on
twelve. And whenever you disturb that number, you overthrow the great right itself. I nm
unwilling to take away the least of the safeguards by which it is surrounded.
Mr. DUNAVAN moved the previous question.
The previous question was ordered to be now
put, and the amendment of Mr. Williams was
rejected. 'I'he question being taken by yeas
and nayfi, on the call of Mr. Stevenson-yeas
31, Ilays 59, as follows:
YEAS-MR.
Pk}cSlDENT,(Guthrie,) A. Boyd,
William Bradley, William C. Bnllitt., Edward
Cnrd, Garrett Davis, Jame:o:Dudley, Milford Elliott, Selucius Garfielde, Ninian E. Gray. Andrew Hood, Pet",r Lasbbruoke, Alexander KM.arshall, Martin P. Marshall, Richard L. Mayes,
Da\'id Mt:riwether, Jonathan Newcnm, Elijah F.
Nuttall, William Preston, John:o:on Pricp, Larkin J. Proctor, John T. Robinson, Thomas
Rockhold, Ira Root, James Rudd, Ignatius A,
Spalding, Michael L. Stoner, John L. Waller,
H.obel·tN. Wickliffe, George W. Williams, Silas
Woodson-31.
NAys-Richard
Apperson, John L. Ballinger,
John S. Barlow, William K. Bowling, Luther
Brawner, Francis M. Bristow, Thomas D. Brown,
Chades Chambers, William Chenault, James S.
Chrisman, Bevody L. Clarke, Jesse Coffey, H.
R. D. Coleman, Benjamin Copelin, Wm. Cow·
Prel',Lucius Desha, Archibald Dixon, Chast.een
r. Dunavan, Benjamin.F. Edwards, Green For~
rest, Nathan Gaither, James H. Garrard, Richard
D. Gholson, Thomas J. Gough, James P. Hamilton, Ben. Hardin, John Hargis, Vincent S.Ray,
Thomas J. Hood, James W. Irwin, William
Johnson, George W.Johnston, George W. Kava.naugh, Charles C. Kelly, Thomas N. Lindsey,
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Thomas W. Lisle, Willis B. Machen, William
C. Marshall, William N. Marshall, Nathan :McOlure, William D. Mitchell,
Thomas P. Moore,
James M. Nisbett, Hugh Newell, Henry B. Pollard,John
T. Rogers, John w.Btevenson, J. W.
Stone, Albert G. Talbott, John D. Taylor, Wm.
R. Thompson, John J. Thurman, Howard 'I'odd ,
Squire Turner, Henry Washing-ton, John wheeler, Andrew S. White, Charles A. Wickliffe,
Wesley J. Wright-59.
The tenth section was then adopted.
Mr. GRAY moved to reconsider this vote with
It view of enabling
Mr. 'WILLIAMS
to offer the
following amendment:
"But the legislature may pass laws providing
for the selection of jurors from adjacent counties
in cases where ajury cannot be had in the county where the offence was committed."
The convention
refused to reconsider, a count
being had, yeas 37-nays
46. The eleventh
section was then read as followe ;
SEC. 11. 'I'hat no person shall, for any Indictable offence, be proceeded against, criminally,
by information,
except in cases arising in the
land or naval forces, or ill the militia when in
actual service, in time of war or public danger,
by leave of the court, for oppression or misdemeanor in office."
The PRESIDENT
called attention to the fact,
that the section was evidently
imperfect ill its
reference to the "leave of the court."
Mr. STEVENSON
suggested the insertion of
the word "but" before the words, "by leave of the
court."
Mr. GRAY thought it was better not to act
hastily inasmuch as the section was eopied from
the old constitution.
And then the convention adjourned.

THURSDAY, DECEMBER 6, 1849.
Prayer by the Rev. Mr. NORTON.
RUI.ES OF ORDER.

The PRESIDEN'l'
desired to explain a decision which he made yesterday.
"He said on
reflection, he was satisfied that his decision on
the motion to reconsider and to lay on the table
was wrong.
The motion to reconsider should
have been ma.de and stated from the Chair before
the motion to lay upon the table was entertained.
He made this statement that
the convention
might know the rule by which the Chair would
be governed in future.
PIUNCIPLE

OF APl'Ol1.TIO,SMENT.

Mr. A'PPERSON
from the select committee,
some time since appointed under a resolution offered by the gentleman from Nelson, (Mr. C. A.
Wickliffe,)
on the subject
of apportionment
made the following report:
SEC. 6. 'I'hat representation
shall be equal
WId uniform in this commollweath, and shall be
Jorever regulated
and a.<;certainp,d by the Ilumbel' of representative
population, WhICh shall be
fir.t a!!certained in the year 1850. At the first
ff

session of the general assembly after the adoption of this constitution,
provision
shall
be
made by law, that in the year 1858, and I"very
eighth year thereafter,
an enumeration
of all
the representative
population of the state shall
be made. 'The house of representatives
shall
consist of one hundred members, and to secure
uniformity and equality of rcpreseutatiou, t he
state is hereby laid off into ten districts.
The first district shall be composed of the
counties of Fulton, Hickman, Ballard, :McCracken. Graves, Calloway,
Marshall,
Livingston,
Crittenden,
Union, Hopkins,
Caldwell,
and
Trigg.
The second district shall be composed of the
counties of Christian,
Muhleuburjr, Henderson,
Dnviess, Hancock, Ohio, Breckioridge,
Meade,
Grayson, Butler, and Edmonson.
The third district shall be composed of the
counties of Todd, Logan, Simpson, Warren, AI·
len, Monroe, Barrell, and Hart.
The fourth district shall be composed of tho
counties of Cumberland,
Adair, Green. 'l'aylor,
Oliutou , Russell, Wayne, Pulaski, Casey, Boyle,
and Lincoln.
The fifth district shall be composed of the
counties of Hardin, Larue, Bullitt., Bpeucer, Nelson, Washington, Marion. Mercer.and Anderson.
The sixth district shall be composed of the
counties of Garrard, Madison, Estill, Owsley,
Rockcaatle, Laurel, Clay, Whitley,
Knox, HurIan , Perry. Letcher, Pike, Floyd, and Johnson.
The seventh district shall be composed of the
conuties of Jefferson, Oldham, Trimble. Carroll,
Henry aud Shelby, and the city of Louisville.
TIle eigth district shall be composed of the
counties of Bourbon, Fayette, Scott, Owen, Fran klin, Woodford, and Jessamine.
The ninth district shall be composed of the
counties of Clarke, Montgomery, Bath, Fleming,
Lewis, Greenup, Carter, Lawrence, Morgan and
Breathitt.
The tenth district shall be composed of the
counties of Mason, Bracken, Nicholas, Harrison,
Pendleton, Campbell, Grant, Kenton, Boone, and
Gallatin.
The number of representatives
shall. at the
several sessions of the general assembly, next aftel' the making of these enumerations,
he apportioned among the ten several dlstrlcte, proportioned accordieg to the respective representative
population
of each: and the representatives
shall be apportioned,
us near as lIlay be, among
the counties. towns and cities in each district;
and in making such apportionment
the following rules shall govern, to wit: Every county,
town or city having the ratio shall have one
representative;
if double the ratio, two repreeentatives, and so on. Next, the counties, tOWIlS or
cities having one or more representatives,
and
the largest representative
population above the
rat-io, and co-rutiea, towns and cities having the
largest rerresentative
population under the ratio,
regard belllg always had to the greatest repl'e4
sentative
population:
Provided, however, That
if there shoufd be a::Jy count.y not haVing a suffi·
cient number of representati\'e population to en·
title it to one representative, yet it shall have a
reprer,;entative, if all the adjacent counties in the
~ame district have a sufficient number of refire.
sentative population to entitle them respective-

BOO1.1 to one representative: And. providedfllrther,
'I'hat when a county may not have a sufficient
number of representative population to entitle it
to one represeutat.ive. then such county may be
joined to some adjacent county or counties to
sen ..I one representative, ,Provided such adjacent
county has not a full ratio. 'When a new count,y shall be formed of territory
belonging
to
more than one district" it shall form a part of
that district having the least number of represeutatlve population."
I do not know that it will be necessary for me
to make many remarks; but as we are getting
along with business pretty rapidly, perhaps geut.lemcu would like to know how it will operate.
The principle of representation
is that which I
submitted some days ag-o. It is only carrying it
out as applicable to ten districts instead. of four.
The smaller the districts the ~reater will be the
inequality.
To exemplify thia, the district of
which Fayette is a portion, will have eight memo
bel's and a greater residuum than any otber; but
giving it nine members, Scott having ],839 voters, will be entitled to two representatives:
and
the same applied to another district, of which
Pulaski is one of the counties, will give Pulaski
one member.
But notwithstanding
this seeming great inequality,
if gentlemen will make a calculation
they will find it impossible to lay down any particular J?rinciple of apportionment
but inequalities wilt arise some where.
A~ai!l, the county
of Gallatin, now connected with the count,y of
Carroll, with 883 voters, would be entitled to
a member, because all the adjacent counties in
the district will have a. full ratio.
I only make
these remarks because these are the hard" places
where the principle may seem to work unequal1;y. We have tried many principles and none uf
them are without similar difficulties.
I move
that the report be printed and postponed till toI1lOl"rOW.

The motion
agreed to.
MODE

to print

o~'AME:'WI~G

and to pol'ltpone
'l'II~

waf;

CONS·f1TUTIO:-".

lIfr. M. P. MARSHALL,
Mr. President,
T
beg to move the following resolution:
Rpsolved, That the committee to whom was
referred the mode of amending the constitution,
be instructed to inquire into the propriety
and
expediency
of adoptillg' the specific mode of
amending one or more clause or <:lauses at a time,
to b8 first proposed by a vote of the people at
the polls, and then <:onsiderccl by the legislature, ancI if approved by a majority of all the
members thereof, then Aubmitted again to the
people for their approval, on two several occasions, undfJr such restrictions as may be safe and
advisable.
The people of Fleming county, whom I have
the honor to represent Oil this floor, entertain a
class of opiniolls in rcgard to the amendment of
theconstitutiou
of 1799, which my duty impels
me to offer to the consideration
of thiS house.
They were moved to sustain the call of a convention to revise the presellt constitntion by two
reasons.
They desired to increase the popular
po,\'er over the agencies of the government, and
to increase their power over the constitution.
Experience had demonstrated to them the ineffi·

olency of the amendatory clause to produce the
effect for which it was iueerted, and through me,
their representative,
they offer the plan set forth
in the resolution on your table as a proppr amendatory clause. It places the constitution of the
state where itonght to be, in the custody of the:
people who created it, and restrains popular action for its amendment
within the bounds of
prudence and wisdom.
This is not the proper
period to elaborate the reasons why this resolution should be adopted.
I therefore move its
reference to the committee of revision and slavery, that they muv give it the coueideratiou its
merits deserve. 't am not informed when that
committee will report, but hope the house will
allow this resolution to take the usual coursebe. printed and referred,
Mr. MERIWE'l'HER.
I will observe to the
honorable
gentleman,
that the committee to
which he refers is ready to report; we will, however, take his resolution into consideration.
Mr. BARLOW moved to amend said resolution by striking
out the words" a majority of
all the members thereof," and insert in lieu
thereof the words" two thirds of both houses of
the general assembly."
Mr. KELLY moved to lay the resolution
and
amendment on the table, and he called for the
yeas and nay .. thereon.
The yeas and nays were taken, and were, yeas
43, nays 44:
YEAs-WilliamK.
Bowling, William Bradley,
Luther Brawner,
Thomas D. Brown, James S_
Chrisman, Beverly L. Clarke, Henry R. D. Coleman, william Cowper, Edward
Curd, Green
Forrest, Nathan Gaither, John P.Hamilton,
Ben.
Hardin, John Hargis, 'William Hendrix,
Audrew Hood, Thomas J.Hood,
James W. Irwin,
Thomas James, William
Johnson, George W.
Johnston,
Oharles C. Kelly, Peter Lashbrooke,
George W, Mansfield, Wilham N. Marshall, Nathan M<:Clure, William D. Mitchell, 'rhomas }J.
Moore, JameS M. Nesbit.t, Hugh Newell, Henry
B. Pollard, Johnf\on }Jrice, John 1'. Robinson,
John T. Rogers, IgnatinsA.
Spalding,
John W.
Stevenson, Albert G. Talbott, John D. 'l'avlor,
William R. Thompson, JohnJ. Thurman, Howard Todd, Andrew S. White,
Robert N. Wick·
liffe--43.
NAys-Mr. Pre;;ident, (Guthrie,)
Richard AppeJ;'son, John L. Ballinger. John S. Barlow, Alfred Boyd, William C. Bu1litt, Charles Cham·
bt:l's, William ChclJautt, Jesse Coffey, Benjamin
Copf'lin, Garrl'tt Davis, Lucius Desha, James
Dudley, Benjamin F. Edwards,
Milford Elliott,
Selucius Garficlde, James H. Garrard, Thomas
J. Gough, Ninian E. Gray, Vincent S. HaX' Geo.
W. Kavatlau~h,
Thomas
N. Lindsey, 'lhomas
W. Lisl!'!, Willis B. Ma,<:hen, Alexander K. Marslmll, Martin P. Marshall, William C. Marshall,
Richard L. Mayes, David Meriwether, Jonathan
Newcum,
Eli/ah F. Nuttall, Larkin J. Proctor,
Thomas Rock wId, Ira Root, James Rudel, Jas.
W. Stone, Michael L. Stoner, S9,ilire Turner,
John L. Wa~ler,
Henry Washmgton,
John
Wheeler, Charles A. Wickliffe, Geol'ge W. Wil·
lfams, Silas W oodson-44.
So the convention refused to lay on tllC table.
:Mr, MERIWETHER
remarked Hlat t.he resolution wac; simply a resolution
of enquiry, and
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therefore he hoped the convention
would adopt.
it.
'l'he resolution was then referred and ordered
to be printed.
'

«Sec. 20. That uo nttciuder shall work corrupuon of blood, nor, except dud 11§:!' the lift: of
the offender, forfeiture of estate to the commonwealth.
l'OLITICAL A~D JUDlCUL
ELECTIOl'iS.
"SEC. 21. That the estates of such persons 118
:Mr. _~.K. MARSHALL
offered the following shall de~troy their own lives, shall descend or
resolution:
vest as 111 case of natural death' and if allY per"Resolved, That.the; committee of revision be son 81lf\~1be killed by casualty: there shalf be
l~s~ructe(l to cllq~ll:e mto th? 'propriety of pro- nO,;Ol'f'~lture by reason .tl.lcl'of.
..
vidiug that the CIVil and political elections shall
SEQ.22. That the ciusene have a fight, In a
be held 011 different years."
peaceable manner, to assemble together for their
After a brief conversotion, in which ~I",ssrs. common good , and to apply to those invested
C. A. Wickliffe, Machen, A. K. Marshall, James, wi.th the powers of government, for redress of
and Garrard, took part, the resolution was adop- g.nevances, or other pl'oper purposes, by pented.
t1Ol1,address, or remonstrance."
GENERAL!'ROVISlOXS.
'I'he t,ventir-third section was read as follows:
'l'he convention resumed the consideration of
"SEO. 23. I'hut the rights of the citizens to
~he report of the committee on general provls- bear arms in defence of themselves and the state
lQlIS.
.
.
shall not be questioned."
,
The 1J th section was under consideration when
Mr. WILLIAMS moved to amend, by adding
the con vontion adjourned yesterday.
It was now the following:
Yerbnlly amended on the motion of Mr. GRAY,
"But the gelleral assembly may pass lawe to
by the insertion of the word "or" afterthe words prevent persolls from carrying concealed arms."
"public danger."
Mr. A. K. :MARSHALL called fur the yeas and
The section as amended was then adopted.
nays, and they were yeas 50, nal's 39.
The 12th, 13th. 14th, 15th, and 16th sections
YEAs-Richard -Apperson. Jo Il1 L. Ballinger,
were adopted without amendment as follows:
'John
S. Barlow. Luther Brawner, Charles Oham"SEC. 12. No pel",;on shall, fur the same offcnee bel'S. William Ohenanlt. James S. Chrisman, Jesbe twice put in jeopardy of his life or limb; no;' se Coffey. Henry R. D. Oolemnn, Garrett Davis,
shall. any l11a,;-'sproperty be taken or applied to James bud ley , Milford Elliott, Green Forrest
pu?lw usc, wIth.out th~ consent of his represen- Selucius Gariielde. Richard D. Gholson, Thom~
tatives, and without Just compensation
belns as J. Gough, Den. Hardin, John Hargis, Vincent
previously made to him."
0
S. Hay,. William Hendrix, Andrew Hood, James
"SEQ. 1.3. That all courts shall be open. and W. Irwlll, George 'V. Johnston, 'rhomasN.Lind·
every periwn, for all injury done to him in his sey, Thomas W. Lisle, WillisB. Machen, Alexanlands, goods, person, or reputation, shall have del' K Marshall, Martin P. Marshall, William C.
remedy 1y the due course of law, an(1 right and :Mar",hall, Nathan McClure, Jonathan N ewcum,
jnstice urlmilliswrcd, without sale, dl"nial, or de- Hugh },~e~ell, Elijah F. Nuttall, H;enry B. Pollay."
.
lard, WIlham Prtlston, Johnson Pnce, John T.
"St'c. 14. T.lmt no power of sllspe.ndillg laws Rohinsoll, Ira Root, James Rudd, John W. Ste·
r;hall becxercu.ed, unless by thelegi:3latureor
its vcnson, James W. Stone, Michael L. Stoner
authority."
Howard 'rodd, Squire 'furner, John L. 'Waller:
"SEC. J5. That excessive bail shall not be re- John Wheeler, Andrew S. White, Robert N.
quired. tlur e-xccssi\'c fines imposed, lIor crnel Wickliffe, George W. 'Villiams, Silas Woodson
punishmellts illfli()te~1."
-50.
"SEC. 16. That all prison~r,; shall be bailable
NAys-Mr. President,
(Guthrie,) William K.
by suffi,:ii'nt sCl:uritie,.;, unless for capital offen- Bowling, Alfred Boyd, 'Villiam Bradley, Thom·
ces, when the ply~f is evident ~)l' preflumption
<l.1'l D . .Hrowl.l, ':Villiam
9· Bull.it~, Beverly L.
gl'cat: all,l the pnvl1f'gl' of the wnt of lULbm8 cor- Clark ...., BenJamlll Copellll, 'V Ilham Cowper,
pu.S shallilot be ",uspt'uded. unlfoSSWhtcllin.cases Edward Ourd, Lneiuf' Desha, Archibald Dixon
of l·l::.bel~iunor inva",iun thtl publ ic safety may Benjamin }<~.Edwards, Nathan Gaither, James
require It."
Garrard,
Ninian E. Gray, James P. HamilThe seventecnth section was read a.<;; follows;
tall .. Thomas J. Hood, Alfred M. Jut·kson, 'l'hos.
"SEC. 17. l'hatthe persoll of a dehtor, where James,William
Johnsoll,George IV. Kayanaugh,
there is !Jot l'tI'01\g' pro.::sumptiOllof fraud, shall Oharles O. KC'lh·'y, Peter Lashbrooke, George W.
not be COlltinued ill ;prison Hfter deliverill(>"lip his Manflfield. William N. Marshall, David MeriE'fltatefor the benefit of his creditorI'!, iT) such wether, William D ..Mitchell, Thomas P. Moore,
manner as shall be pr~scribed by law."
James M. Nesbitt, Larkin,J. Proctor, 'fhomas
Mr. HAMILTON moved tllamenJ, by st.riking Rockhold, Jollll T. Rogers, 19natius A. SpalO\.l.tth~ word.s "co~tjl1ue~ in rrison after deliv- ding, John D. Taylor, William R. Thompson,
crlllg, and msertmg "lInpnsoned,
,'\'1lOdeliv. John J. Thurman, Henry 'Vashington,
Oharles
ers."
A. Wickliffe-39.
The amendment was rejected.
So the amendment was adopted.
The s~ctlOn was then ad.opted
Mr. BULLI'I"l' called for the yeas and nays ou
The eighteenth, mueteenth, twentieth, twenty- the adoption of the section, and they were yeas
first, and twenty-second sectIOns were adopted 82, nays 7.
Without amendment, as follows:
YEAs-Mr. President, (Guthrie,) Richard Ap"8;.1,;0. 1.8: That no ex post facto law, nor ally person, John L. Ballinger, John S. Barlow, Wm.
law Impalnng contracts, shall be made.
K. Bowling, Alfred Boyd, William Bradley Lu"SEC. 19. That no person shall be attainted
ther Bra*ner, Thomas D. Brown, Oharles Chamof treason or felony by the general assembly.
bers, William Ohenaultj James S. Chrisman Bev·
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erly L. Clarke. Jesse Coft~~', Henry R. D. Coletn au , Garrett DIH'is, Lucius Desha, Archibald
Dixon, JUlllCS Dudley. Benjamin P. Edwards,
Milford Elliott, Green Forrest, Belucius Garfielde, James H. Garrard, Richard D. Gholson,
Thomas J. Gough, Ninian E. Grey, James P.
Hamilton, Ben. Hardin, John Hargis, Vincent
S. Hay, William Hendrix, Andrew Hood, Thomas J. Hood, James \V. Irwin, Thomas James.
William J011111';011, Geor,s-c W. Johnston, Charles
C. Kelly, Peter Lusbbrooke, Thomas N. Lindsey,
'l'homasW. Lisle, Willis.B. Mat-hell, George W.
Mansfield, Alexander K.. Marshall, William O.
Marshall,
,V iIliruu N. Marshall,
Richard
L.
Mayes, Nathan McClure, David Meriwether,
William D. Mitchell, James M. Nesbitt, Jonathan NewcuIH, Hugh Newell, Elijah F. Nuttall,
Henry B. Pollard, w illiam Preston, Johnson
Price,LarkinJ
.Proctor.J ohu '1'. Robinsou.Thomas Rockhold, John '1'. Rogers, Ira Root, James
Rudd, Igcunus A, Spalding, Jolin W. StevenBon, James W. Stone, Michael L. Stoner, Albert
G. 'l'albott" John D. Taylor, William R. Thompson, John J. Thurman, Howard Todd, Squire
Turner, John IJ. Waller, Henry wushington,
John Wheeler. Andrew S. white, Charles A.
Wickliffe, Robert N. Wickliffe, George W. Williams, Silas W oochmn-82.
NAys-William
C. Bullitt, Benjamin Copelin,
William Cowper, Edward Curd, Nathan Gaither,
Alfred 11. Jackson, George W. Kavlluaugh-7.
So the section was adopted,
The twenty-fourth ana twenty-fifth
sections
""ere adopted without amendrneut, as follows:
"SEC. 24. That no staudillg army s.hall, in
time of peace, be kept up, without the consellt
of the legislature; and Ole military shall, in all
cases and. at all times, be in strict subordination to the civil power.
"SEC. 25. That no soldier shall, in time of
peace, be quartered in allY hOllse without the
consent of the owner; nor ill time of war, but
in a manner to be presC'ribed by law."
The twent{,':-sixth section wa,:; read as follows:
"SEC. 26. l'hat the legislature shallllot grallt
any title of nobility, or hereditary dil:\tinction;
nor create any office, Lhe appollltmcnt to which
shall be for a longer term t.han guod behaviol'."
Mr. CHAM.BERS moved to strike out the word
"term" and insert "time;" abo, to strike out
"good behaviour" und insert "term of years."
The amendment,:; were adopted.
Mr. NESBI'l''l' movcd to in,.,ert the word "six"
before the word "yearl:l."
The amendment was rejected.
The section as amended wu's then adopted.
'J'netwenty seventh and twent.y eighth sections
were then adopted without amcndillent as follows:
"SEC. 27. That emigration fwm the state shall
not be prohibited."
"SEC. 28. '1'0 guard against transgressions of
the high powers whieh we have delegated, WE
DEOLAR.E, that every thing
ill this Q,rticle is excepted out of the ~elleral powers of go\"ernmellt,
and shall forever mlliain inviolate; and that all
laws contrary thereto, or cotltrary to this constl~ution, shall be void/'
'l'he seventh section, which was heretofore
. passed over at the request of Mr. JAMES, was
- again taken up and re:ad as follows:

"Sse. 7. 'I'bat printing presses shall be Iree to
every person who undertakes to examine the proceedings of the legislature, or any branch of govemment, and no law shall ever be made to reo
strain the right thereof. The free ccmmunicaLion of thoughts and opinions is one of the invaluable rights of mall, and every citizen lOay
freely speak, write, and print, Oll allY subject,
being responsible till' thc abuse of that liberty."
111".JAMES.
bIr. Presidcut, I move to strike
out the words "the free comnmn icntion of thoughts
and opinions is one of the iuvuluable rights of
man, ami evcry citi zcn may freely speak, write,
and print, on allY subject, being responsible for
the abuse of that liberty."
J rise to address the convention 011 th is occ~<;ion under very peculiar and embarrassing
circmusteuoes.
It !lIay be necessary before 1
conclude, to make some allusion to myself, which,
to me, is always unpleasant ill any discussion,
hut more especially so in a parliamentary body.
I hope this convention will not be afraid that I
am about to revive what are called the «alien
and sedition laws" which have become so notorious and unpopular, at t.he same time 1 doubt
not they will admit the justice of the remarks
I am about to make.
It has been well snid , ~fr.President, that the
power of speech is a faculty peculiar to man,
and was bestowed upon him by his beneficicnt
Creator for the purpo.-;e of communing with his
fellow mall, and (jf enabling him thereby to
enjoy to a fulle!' extent the social relations or
life. But, alas J how oftell is tlJis powerc.onverted to the worst of purposes J The same remark,
Mr. Pr<'sident, may be made with regard to the
pri'ntill,g' press-confesl;.~dly
an instrument
of
much good 01' (If great eviI-according
as it is
ill or well directed.
Wh~ll properly directed,
uonf! will deny that ·it is calculattld to enlig-hten
and impro\·e a commtmity by diffusing the most
useful Information.
But when, like the power
of speech, it iFl re~ort<.-d to for the purpose of
abll..;ing, t.raducing, and calumniating
the citizens of this commonwealth,
I ask you if, in
sueh case, it is not COli v~rted to th~ worst of
pnrposes.
It has been well said, Mr, Preside-lit,
",Vho 5teals mr purse steals trlish.
'Twas mille. 'WI his, ami tws been slave to thousands,
Gut h~ who filches from me ffi)' good name,
Huhs me of lilal which nut eurithes llim,
And makes me poor indeed_"

I have never heard the correctnes!'i of those
sentiments controverted ill all my life. Then,
sir, if thifoiiil true, wha.t iil the condition of that
man who will willingly. wilfully, wUlltonlv, corruptly, and wickedly attempt to st.eal mid rob
from any ('itizell of this com mOllwealth-or
any
body of citizens-that
r<.putation which does
not enrich him, but makes olhefi.l "poor indeed?"
We know that this commonwealth has been excited for years, throughout
the length and
breadth of this land, upon party questions, and
lIndel' the influence of palty feelings; hut when
this convention wa~ caned, what did the people
do? To their honor be it said, that they regarded this as an iOlpOl'tantconsideratioll, affl:'cting
alike the interests of all, and laying aside all
party feeling and animosity, they came np to
this question like men, like statesmen, like patriots; for, Mr. President, it is well known tha t
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tuauj- gentlemen 'who now OCCllPY scats Oll this
1100rare indebted to those who are opposed to
them ill politics for those seats.
Aud why (11d
they do this? Because they wanted to assemble
the wisdom and talent and experience of Kentncky to frame an organic law that, should continue, not merely for a year, but that shall be
held in respect by our children. U11o. that shall
be venerated by our children's ch.ildreu.
I here remark, Mr. President, that if our forefathers in li99 succeeded in framing a constitution that has continued for half a century, we
shall, indeed, be greatly behind them, if, with
the additional knowledge and experience which
we possess, the lights we have before us, fwd the
Widely different and more improved materials we
have to work UPOl1-W~ cannot frume such a.
constitution as will continue at least a hundred
yetll';3.
Well sir, I congratulated
myself when I was
about. to leave my family and friends, that I
should be associated with some eighty of Ill:y old
associates in Iegialation-c-the
ablest politicans
and statesmen of Kentucky.
And I found here
among those with whom I had not had the pleasure of an acquaintance,
many young gentlemen to whom the road of fame is open and
clear. I thought we should meet aguiu, not for
party purposes, to eng-age in a work for the
COmnHH! good of the country; mightI not have expected under these circumstances, when the conve-ition was convened, that it would be free from
vituperation ann. billingsgate ubuse of any portion
of the press of this state? But, sir, what are
the facts? It is humiliating to look at them; it
is humiliating to reflect UpOll and acknowledge
them. Letter-writerl,l and editors have been ussailiug the delt'gatei'l to this convention in the
mo'St virulellt and disrcplltahle manner. Let me
call YOllr altelltion, Mr. President, to what has
been puulished in It ncw~papcr, emanating from
the city of Louisville, called theLouis"ille Cllronide. f will pass over the nallle of the gelltlcman he refers to; for I determined, ill the outset,
never to bring the llUme of any gentleman into
question in connection with any little discussion
I might be engaged ill, uiliess it lihould be called for.
The first extract i,,,. We undl'I'Stalld LhaLold ---has at last
opeHly come oulMr. HARDIN.
Name the lUall; name the
man.
}fr. JAMES. 'rh", p-cntlclllun "ays "name: the
man."
As Nathan "aid unto David, "Thou urI,
the man."
The extra(t reads-

but this imputation evidently embraces more
than one.for the charge is in the plural, not in the
singular.
Well, Mr. President, if that is true,
those delegates, whoever they are, ought to be
expelled from this convention.
If it is untrue,
he who published it-the editor of the ChronIcle-c-ought to be branded as a base oalumuiator, and forever shunned hy every honorable
man.
Who will controvert this position?
No
man I trust.
Well, sir, what does he say in a preceding
number of his paper? After going ou, when alIudiug t.o my uurue he says"Througli" six ponderous columns of the Com1TW1JWeu.ltlt he poured forth the most nauseating
twaddle and disgusting billingsgate upon every
body who is not as willing as himself to sell out
to the Frankfort lVhi.q Junto."
What is meant by this, Mr. President? This
is another charge that I pronounce a base, wilful, vile, and corrupt ealuumy, and no other but
a vile and filthy sheet. would have printed it. I
have had the honor of scrvi Ill!' at various times,
with morerhan two thousand of Kentucky politicians and statesmen; I have had, with them,
to consider a great many important questionsquestions affecting our most vital interests, as
well those of my immediate constituents as the
ecnst.ituencv of other gentlemen, and I say to
this base cal umniator, that the lips of every man
ill this commonwealth are unsealed, and I chalIeuge them al l to declare if ever I have, by word,
act, or deed, attempted the exercise of an improper influence, to induce any man to swerve
from the discharge of his duty: and I call upon
him to retract this charge, or I say again that he
is a base calumniator.
I here di",misi3 this subjE'ct, and leave the slanderer to his fate. "Cease.
viper; you gnaw a file."
I ha\'e voted on many questions in which
thE' people of Frankfort were intet'Cst&d-I may
have voted on thC'se questions in confonnity with
their interl"f;ts; and, Mr. President, 1 shall always do so ·whell I think tht'y are in the right.
There are other questions in which they were
deeply illt ..rested, ,Lnd I voted against them
whell I uelieved it for the goud of the commonwealth to do so. 'Phis also, Mr. President, I
alll sure all honorable
IllCll will say is equally
right.
V{here is this "whig
.iunto"
that t·bc
Chronicle i,.. 1~'llkillg aboutt
Who has seen
it here?
"""here js it to be found?
Now·llere witJlin my knowlellg<l. I have been for
many
meai"lIl"CS
that interested the section of
country ill which Frankfort i" located. I have
strenuuusly oppused others in wldcl! that section
"SALE
AVOWED.
"-as thought, to be interestf!d. I have always
"We understand that old Bell Hardin has al, f'ndeavored to do right.
'Twas but the other
last openly como ant and det.lared that he will day that I advllcated a proposition in regard to
oppose the new constituLioll.
We stated some tolls, whicll it was declared would injure Franktilile since that old Hell was at heart agaimlt con- fort. I b€1ievf'd it was rig1Jt, and I took my
stitutional reform, and had sold himself to the stand hecause r believed it right. I have made
central power at Frankfort, and noW"the avowal this my home for twenty-three winters, and I
of the sale is made by him~elf. Nor does he will say that a more upright, dE:serving, hospitastand alone.
There are many others with him ble community I have never had acquaintance
who ha\-e their price in their pockets; and the with.
But they Jleed JlO encomiums from the
democratic party will learn With astonishment
humble individual who addresses you.
that among them are SOlDemen who dare to call
But I appear already to have trespasse.d too
themselves democrats."
long:. I came here, sir, not to legislate for, or
Well, sir, I dODt know ho'lv many there are, agamst, Frankfort.
I came here to represent a
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their authorit.y. and instituted for their Jleace,
high-minded, honest, and honorable ronstituency; and I regard aoy imputation
cast upon me safety, happiness, security, and protection of
For the advancement of these
as an imputation cast upon them.
They proba- their property.
ends, they have <It all times an inalienable and
bly don't drive out in their one or two-thousandright to alter, reform 01' abolish
dollar carriages: but do you raise the curtains of indefeasible
a carriage to find Honesty, l;Jed~c~ed in robes? .1 their government in such manner as they may
think
proper."
The section which I offer is:
would as 801l1l go to the individual clothed 10
home-spun.
I cast no reflections upon the rich, "that absolute, arbitrary power over the lives,
and I will suffer none to be cast upon the poor: be- liberty and property of freemen. (except for
even
cause they arc the main-stay. the support in ev- crimes.) exists no where in a republic-not
ill the largest majorities."
That. is it. There is
ery sense of the word of our corumonwealth-cThe power docs not exist in
for the toiling millions have always been the no inconsistency.
men who have sustained this country.
They a majority, however large, to cut a man's throat,
sustain it by producing what the drones of the or to take away his liberty, or his property arbiIt if! only denying this arbitrary power
, country need for their consumption; and when trarily.
when it is
our country is assailed and invaded, they are al- when it is exercised by a portion.
exerctsed
by the whole, there is 110 question.
ways to be found foremost in the ranks to deThe
section
to
which
the
gentleman
from Oldfend it.
I know there are men in this convention who ham has referred, asserts the right only for the
will think I should not have condescended ends therein named; that is for the "peace, safeto notice an article of this kind.
I have con- ty, happiness security and protection of proper·
For the advancement of these ends, they
sulted with but few on the inatter, but I thought ty."
a resolution of inquiry into an affair casting so have a right to alter or abolish their govcmment
foul an imputation on the cha.racter of this body, at all times. They have no right to adopt 1~
which would not
lvance, but
ought to be offered: and if any member of this constitution
convention be guilty, as imputed in the article I which would destrov thoseeuds, which would not
secure
his
libertv,
but
which
would
make him flo
have referred to, he ought most certainly to be
expelled.
But I do not offer any resolution of slave. I think "the section is not inconsistent,
inquiry.
'Phis is the last legislative body I but is carrying out the same principle
shall probably ever enter. I have been sustainMr. TALBOTT.
I do not rise sir, to make a
ed for many years by a generous constituency,
speech, I merely wish to define my position.
If
and I eoulri not permit this opportunity to pass I understand the mover of this section, it is to
without giving this expression to my Iecllnge.
substitute it for a resolution
offered by the genThis is a v<.Jryimportant, article, and althou$h tleman some time since, and for which I was
the privileges
granted to the press and tile very willing to have vote-d. That resolution, if
tongue may be abused, I trust that public senti- I recollect rightly, contained the sentiment or
ment will always correct. the influence of this declaration that this convention has no right, l)y
any principle it may incorporate in the consttabuse.
"
with these remarks, MI'. President, I will add tutiou it lllay form, to deprive the citizen of his
no more; 1 could not, in justice to my constitu- property without his consent, except for public
ency, sav less. I withdraw my amendment.
usc. and only then, by making to him ajust
end full compensation therefor.
This sentiment
The section was theu adopted.
The PRESIDENT
then [umouueed the qocs- I adopt.
This declaration T believe to be true,
tion to be 011 the section offered by Mr. DIXON and the resolution containing them I should
have I voted for most cordially.
But sir, I unas a second section:
"SEQ. 2. That absolute, arbitrary power over derstand the section here offered, to contain an
the lives, liberty, and property of freemen, (ex- entirely different sentiment, one at war with
cept for erimes.) exists nowhere in a republicthat resolution.
It reach: "that .absolute arbinot even in the largest majority."
trary power over the lives, liberties and properMr. DIXON.
I do not feel it necessary to ty of freemen no where exists in a republic,
make any speech on this proposed section. It except for crime. Now sir, I understand
all
fully explains itself. But 1 wish the yeas and power ill governments to be absolute and arbitrary. It is so from the very nature of governnays to be taken on its adoption.
by absolute, arbitraMr. MITOHELL.
It appears to me, if I un- ment. What, I understand
derstand the section which it is proposed to ry power is plenary, positive, irresistible power,
adopt, that it conflicts with the succeedill$ sec- or right to execute the will or law of the goy,
tion. It asserts "that. absolute und arbitrary ernment, contrary to, or without the consent of
power does not exist in a republic."
The next the citizen.
This sir, is admitted Oil the face
section declares "that all power is in t110 peo- of the proposit.ion as far as crime is concerned.
ple." I think "all po"\vw" would include this If it exists for the punishment of crime, it cer"arbitrary power."
It seems to me there is an taiuly doe;; for the coercion of debt; and if it,
absolute power somewhere, wherever there is a exists for these purposes, it seems to me sir, it
political organization.
In Russia it is in the must, in the very nature of government, exist'
Ozar. In a limited monarchy it may be di- for any and every other purpose of government.
vided, and in a republic, it is in the people. I None deny, that in tima of invasion, a.republic
think th<.Jre is an inconsistency
in the two like all other O'overnmcnts, lIas absolute power
oyer the lives, Yiberties and property of her dti
sections.
Mr. DIXON.
There is not the least inconsis- zens to compel them, eyen contrary to their will,
teney. The section to which the geutleman al- to furnish men and means to prosecute the war
ludes savs: "t.hat all power is inherent in the in defence of their country's rights, and tlleir
people, and all free gO\'ernments arc founded on country's honor. None, 1 presume, Mr. l'resi-
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dent, will deny this.
nut air, 1 wish to he making of laws, ,¥; well as in the execution of
them, are restrained by the very objects and purclearly and distinctly
understood
011 this subWhenever they cease ,,0 to
ject.
While I vote ag-aill'it this flection, 1 poscsofrheircreation.
they cease to be republica,
deny tile right that this convention,
or any be restrained,
other that may hereafter assemble, has, or nnd become engines of tyranny and opprt:'5"ion. The section which I have offered, and
will have, by any principle to be incorporated
in the constitution we are uhout to frame, or UIlY which 1 wish inserted in the bill of rights, asserts the great principle which lies at the founconstitution hereafter to be framed, to appropnate private property to public use, without pay- dation of all free governments, that absolute, uring therefor, a full and fair equivalent in mOll!:Y· bitrury power over the li vee, liberty and properSir, this is a constitutional convention, assem- ty of freemen, exists nowhere in a republic, not
bled for purposes of protection-not
pluuder-c- even in the largest majorities.
to secure the rights of our citizens-nut to deI have offered this section because there are
stroy them.
many persolls in this commonwealth who do
Mr. DIXON.
'l'here has been a section adopt- believe these powers exist. and that th8;Y may be
ed which meets the gentleman's views.
rightful ly exercised.
The language which it, emMr. C. A. WICKLIFFE.
I announce my ill- ploys is stronger than that ill the second section
tention to voteugninstthe section. 'I'bcre is a ques- of the report, and I prefer having it adopted,
tion 'whether We have not delegated this power because it imposes nut by implication, but dialready.
If we have done this, is not the sec- rectly, l~ negative upon the exercise of these
tion proposed inconsistent with the one we have powers. I wish this principle incorporated in
adopted?
t.he bill of rights, that the people of Kentucky
},fl'. DIXON.
I will explain.
The power and of other states, lllay know and nnd eratand
which is delegated to the l(-~islattlre to take away that this convention docs not admit that the
)l'operty, life, or liberty. IS a qualified power. power exists in a bare majority, 01' ill a large ma\ tis cOllsifltent- with the law of the land, which jority, to take from the meanest citizen his proplaw has been made in conformity to the powers erty without compensation,
or his liberty orlife
delegated by the people. and whieh powers 80 unjustly.
I wish it to be incorporated that it
delegated, have resulted from the necessity of may be fully understood ill all time to come, that
the case, unci not from the exercise of absolute this convention denies the rightof allY majority.
and arbitrary power.
The power to punish a howl' vel' constituted, to Irec tbc elaves or this commall for crime, to take away his propert.,y W!H'I\ monweulrh without the consent of their owners
the publie good Ulay require it., by paymg him and without making to them ajust and fair comaju,,;t comptllsation for it, is not only necessary pt"!nsatioll for them. I wish it iucorporated beto thc security of the liberties of the people, bnt cau:-;eit opposes the idea which has bcen so long
no fl'ee governllwnt could exist or maintatll itself prevalent, that majorities in convention are amwithout the right to ex(!rcise this po,,'er.
This 11 ipotent. and that they have absolute power over
power is derived from the peuple, who constitute
the lives, liberty and property of tbe citizen.
a free govt'rnment, by thBir consent; and it is Even here. Mr. President, we haveheurd it assertagreed bv them that it shall bl::f'xercised with a ed again and again, that this conventioJJ is nnview to tlleir l1lutual protection, in the promotioll limited ilJ its power, that it can do whatever it
of all the great blessing.,>of free goverument.
thillks proper to do, and that its yoiee is as the
Arbitrary and absolute powers are opposeJ to voice 01 fu.te, and there is none to resist it. Acthe very idea of conSo;;llt,so far a>f it res peds those cording to the opinions of SOIlW gentlemen, thifi
on whom it is to op(~rat.:\. It/is the exercise of convention might constitutc itself the sovereigll
itself the hunall unrestrained
will, either.i.fJ all individual
or power of the state, rrociaillling
willnoteal
them tyrants-but
kings of
a multitllde; and wlwthe.r exercised by the oue dred-I
or the othel'. u,'er the Ii\'138, liberty, and ploJ?erty KCllttleky. Docs anybody believe it would not
Beyond all qUe-stiOllit "\Vouhl.
of the citizt'n, it is t,yl'anny, it isdespoti,,;,n lfl its be wmrpation?
darke;;t flll,:'l.J.l.This power, whether ex<:'rcised Suppose the ronvclltion atteulpts to perpetuate
Does any
by one 01' a maiority, IS never binding, except so 'power in itself :wd its suecessors.
far as force l!lay make itso, Oll thosewho . .;elib- (Jile believe this would not be usurpation? Whut
eloties are clo\·Cl\ down and destroyed by it. It I mt":1n to assert is, the limilation of the power
is opposcd to the gn'at principle of self-preser- uf all futme com"cntionF>,and all majorities; and
vation, written by God hilll-"'elf on the hea.rts of this is what is embraced ill the f'cetion, anu
which I wi:-h gentlemen distinctly to underall his intdligent. creatures, and which /ltillciple,
If they lllenn to f'uy that at allY time,
according to a beautiful w:iter, "is t H~primal stand.
compa'ct alld bond of society, not graven on the power of a. majority may tak~ away property
sLone, nor sealed with wax, lIor put down on without COlll])cl\sation: let It go forth. ~
parchment, !lor set forth in allY express form of
The PRESJDEN'l'.
I ackllowlcJge, that so
words bv men. when of old t.hey e-ame t.ogether; far as rdatef; to the lift: and propert.yof citizens,
but implieu
in tllll \'~ry act that they came to- we have no rig·ht to invade It, but as to property
gether, presupposed IH all subsequent law, not necessarv for public I1se, have we not a right 10
to be repealed by any authority, not invalidated
take it?" That is a diffieulty which presents
by bein,r omitted in any code; inasmuch as fmlll itself to my mind.
thence ~rc all codes a.nd all authority."
Kingly
:Mr. DIXON.
There is nothing ill the section
governments look to the exercise of ab."'olute
and arbitrary power, in derogation of all the which I rropose, that controverts that view. If
rights of the people. Butall free republics de· there is, am willing to amend it in such a form
rive their existence f!'Om the people; are c.reatt:'d that it will not oppose t.'l.king property for pub1 have used
for their prote~tion and happilk,IS, an,\ in the lic use, on pay ing a eompensatlOll.
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strong language, because 1 wish it to be fully I oulJgator~' Force Oll any future couvenuon
Like
understood.
many ethers which we have adopted, It is at
Mr. TALBOTT.
J do not believe this con- least but the expression uf opinion of this COllvention, ur allY other, has a right to take away venuon.
The gentleman from Oldham suggestthe property of the citizen without compensa- od that it, was inconsistenf with other sections.
tic». ] understand the import of this proposi- I do not so understand it. \11 declarations of
tiou to be: we have no right to take it with or abstract rights are epparenby contradicted by
without compeusution-c-justly
or unjustly.
I s~lhseqt1t'llt provisions in the same constitution,
shall vote ag-aillst it.
'] he:}' should be regarded rather as necessary exMr. HARDIN.
I think tho sugwstion of the cepuons than contradictions!
I am sure if we
President ellti,e1r correct.
Arbitrary means adopt this arneudment we shall not be guilty of
taking withnut tiHl consent of the owner, and anyinconsietcucy.
Its adoption would not be
would iucludo those cases where property is paid more contradictory than another section which
for as where it is not, if the consent is not given. we have adopted.
In the fourth secton we
'I'hey have a right to take it for the public good, declare:
even against the will of the owner, and that is
"That the civil rights, privileges, or capaciarhitrury.
But I can not vote for it. It is en- ties of filly citizen, shall in no wise be diminishtirelyan
abstract preposition.
Does the r-on- cd 01' cnlarged on account of his religion."
rleurau mean to Sll,ythat a man can not be ca11~d
In the first section we declare:
out tv serve his country, for six, eight, or
.. 'fhat all freemen, when they form a social
t\\:elve mon~h.<;. '~e cannot take his property compact, are equal, and that no man or set of
wlth~ll.t, PIlYlllg .for It, but.we ~ave a right to call lUen are entitled to exclu!';ive st'parate public
out Citizens to fight, to repellll\"afiion, and that emolun?ents 01: privi.legcf> frolll ~he co~mullity.
is the most arbitral',r power in tl,(' world. I have excf>pt III eOllsllleratlOl1 for publiC so?rvlce~."
~een men tUl'lJ us pare as If there was no blood
Although we have tlwse two sections, decIar·
III them, when they callie to draw.
This wa'! i~g that all men are equal, and that no rcstric"cry arbitrary on them. Mal1Jca man I have seel hon s~l~ll be, place~ .upon the political rights (~r
draw, and Illany a man I have told to feel for c~pacItles of any CItizen on account of hIS l·eh·
the loo~e ticket, for th(> prize tick"t would be glon, we have cxclmled ministers from ('ertaill
~ure to be folded IIp, and how they have fUIll- civil privil(>~es; anu whil"t,wchaYt· declared the.~e
bled about to get the ris-ht. ticket.
great prinCIples of equalit.y and freedom of
Mr. GHOLSON. I thllik the pro\'isionsaJready
opinion: yet, before the sou lid had ceased to remade arc sufficieHt. No pro-slavery man would verbemte ill thi", hall, by which we gave utterwish for othel' pro\·isions.
'Vily, the pOWer to ance to them, w(' in another breath dedare, that
make 11 1ll:111 serv". on a jury is arbitrary, and milJisters of the gospel shall not JlOld a seat in
would eonftiet with this section. Slave prop- the legislature.
Now, Illy friend from Oldham
erty i,~suffieiently safe so long a$ we have the \'oted,l believe, for this restrictiOll on ministers,
guaranty that property shallllot he taken with- and docs he thillk it contradicts the other secOl1t. compensatioll.
In a republican govemment
tions of the bill of rights1 I apprehend he
majol'it.ies must rule, and if the day should come wonld justify his vote for restrictIon 011 the
when we shall be in a minority 011 thi,; que"tion, llec(>s1;ityof <In exception to the great truths
we Jnu",t eithel'l'ltlbmit or fight. 'I'hat i8 the SUIll contained ill th~ bill of rights!
~
total of it. There is no llee(>ssity for this proI am glad t.o hear that the gentlemlln from
vision, alld I ho~e itwillllot
paSs.
Hender:;;on has not given ull his resolutions, beMr. STJ~VENSON.
I wish to enquire of the caust' I re~ard them as elll )l'acing the most illlgentleman frolll Hlliiderf;oll, if he illtc>urlf;this. portant pnnciples which we ,.,hall be c<llled to
amendment a.s a. suhstitute for his l'f'solut,ions, or act upon. I fed au abiding interest in tlleir
does he illtend to call them up hereaftcl'?
adoption.
They assert a great, aud just now, a
111'. DIXON.
1 do not. 1 inteHd to have lhat vital principle.
They pl'Oclaim bulrlly that
reSolution vot\-d Oll.
there is 110 difference betw0en property in sla'es
Mr. Sl'.EVENSOK.
I han) 110 objection to and ot\wr pl'UpNty, and J. hope this conventi/Jll
the ameudment,. but will ehe.l:rfully give it my wlll not separate withont giving their opinion
support.
It strlkf'flllle a.s bellig rathM tuo ab- upon them! 'rho voice of a great alld united
stract ant1 1l0t well calculated to have ally prac- people must alld will have it" influence on the
tical effect: 'fhe COIJVClltiollwil.l pereci\'c that great political struggle which is ·now going on
the commlttE.'e arn(>n(led the old eOllst.it.ution ill lit Wa~bingtoJl! For we f<halilet them see that
this section, by adding tJ1C\l'orcl.~"proteetion of we arc llfllted in the assertion of Ollr cOI\;,;titu"
their. pl'Opt:r~'y," '\:hidl was all we tho~lgJ~twas tional riglJts~that we regard the property ill our
regU1red.
rhey mt€'lJded to cum(J wlt1lm the slaHs a,~ saCTl~d as the property ill any thing
pnn(,iple of Illy frien/l's amendment, that while €lse-und that in the defence aHd protectioll of
the right of the goveJ'nllleut exi"ts to tllkc prop- that pmpl'rty we mean to stand together.
But
ertv, yet they can ne\'er Jo it without jU>itcom- I forbear.
pensRiioll. 1'hc committee thought
that the
1 merely rose to say that J did llut regard the
addition of tlw words "protection of their pl'Op- section of the gentleman ~ liable. to the obj{'.ccrty" wa.<; all that the peopl~ now or at auy oth- tions made to it; although I thought it unnece;;er time would demand.
They considered the sary, in consequence of the amendment of the
addition of these word>; would fully ('OllIeup to committee, yet I will vote fot' it checrfnlly.
t;:vel"ypMsiblc state of case whi(;h might arise,
Mr. DAVIS.
I think the l'esolution of the
and be amply sufficient for any crisis.
gelltlematJ 0. good deal abstract., but I do not see
. This !l:~nendment is a mere ?-bstra<:t propoRi- any object.ion to its general truth, nor do I think
liOIl, which, although true, wlll not have any there iSillly impropriety ill its Jlhraseology.
It
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is proposed that tbiB rcsolurlou BIt:\ll become a
section of the coustitut.ion.
In consu-uiug it,
and ascertainiug
its meaning, if it be iucorporated in the constitution,
it would be considered
in connexion with every other part. of the instrument, and especially with that article of which
it is to form a section, and the proper force and
effect be given to every part, It is Ycry general
in Its terms, and in the same article you find another section which is more particular and precise, and which admits the right of the government to take private property for public use up·
on making just compensation therefor.
What is
the construction theu of the two sections? This
J?articular provision is the exception, the qualification of the more general one which my friend
from Henderson (Mr. Dixon) offers, to become
a part of the constitution.
There is a section in general terms in the
proposed projtl of a constitution which interdicts the withholding
any rig-ht or privilege
from the citizen on account uf his religious
opinions.
But there is It qualification
uf it in
another, which declares a man who entertains a
religious opinion, by which he coueeives it to
be his duty to instruct his fellow man in christian doctriue, is denied a seat in the l"'gislaturc.
The state of casc i" just thi;;;: thc constitution
embodies general truth.~ and principles, and abo
athel·s specific, that are incompatible
with and
are intended to qualify those mure general unes.
If this proposit.ion be adopted, a Jnall taking
up the constlLution and readiug this sectioll"that absolute, arbitraJ'.Y powl'r ovcr the lives,
liberty, and property ot"freemen, exists 110 wlH:re
in a republic-not
e~·en in the largest majority.:"
and by turning to another section of the bume
artidc, he would It'ltl'fi, llcverthelrss,
that private property could be taken for public use, but
only upon proper cnmpenE'ation being made to
the owner, the examiner would s~'e no imp'"jler confliction,
ItO discrepallcy,
but a plain
dec aratiOIl of a general right and imllll1J1it.y of
the citizen, 'with a pnlpcr and Ilecl>ssaryencruachment UpOl1lt, for "which a fair cquiualellt was ~ecured.
'l'he other objections gentlemen make, are to
the particular
import of the words, "ab~oll1te
arbitrar.v power over the lives, liberty, and Pl"0Perty of fr<-emen, exist'! no whel"O in a republic,"
A question aris~s. what is absolute and arbitra·
ry pewcr?
We all knuw that private property
frequently becoll1'~i;lleCe,,!!al"yfor the purp00ies of
govt'l"nment; yea, that. goverlJment cuuld not be
maintained
and ll.\llllilJistcred without tlw existellee of the right to take pl'ivate property for
the public llS(J, Wh"n this property become;;
thus necessary, and if; taken from the (lwner ill
virtue of a constitutional
principle, whi<:11also
provides it shall not be taken without making
Just compensation to the owner, the power is not
absolute and arbitrary.
What is absolute power? It is power without condition.
It is power
to take property without compensation,
It is
power
upon mere will, and without
limit.
What is n.rbitrary /lowet'? It is power simply
emanating from vo ition-a man's will without
restnction, by whICh he wrests from an illdivid·
ual his property, when and how he pleases, itlthe
exercise of his own mere purpose. Wheu yon say
one may take private property without compen-

satlou-c-whhout
:.\1))' tenus or coudhiou
whntever-c-wnhom, :111,)'imaginable restriction, it is abo
solute and arbitrary
power: and nothing short
of that is of such a character.
When the conetitutton authorizes private property to be taken
for public use, but requires the owner to be fully remunerated as all indispensable
precedent
condition,
this call not be, whit nnv roasou or
truth, dencm inuta.] all absolute all:l arbitrary
power.
It is a reasonable, pruper, and llecesslu·y
power of guverument.
It IS one consistent with
the public l ibcrty, and not au encroachment
on it. I believe the excepriou taken to the Iangtla~e by several gentleuicn cannot be sustaincd, but even if properly take», it would be obviated, when we coueider this clause in COIluexiou with the other particular clause of the constitution, which necessarily is, and Wf\S, intended to be an exception se<the general truths COli.
taiued ill it. But I am like the gentleman from
Kenton. (Mr. Btevenson.j
willing to meet this
lion in my path, and I am ready to make the
slavery question fully and at once. Llay down
the position that the legal essence and nature of
this property is identical with evet'y other clns ..
of pl'Openy whatever-that
the owner of it. has
the same indef,;,asible, absolute, anI! iTlyiolable right of propel'ty ill hi;:; slaves as lw has ill
hi,;; laud or in hi..,lwrJ:it:";jalld that II\) majority has
the power lu deprivc him of it, in any manner,
without COIl1/lcusation. Alld when I use thl'!
t ..rrn power.
do not meR-II brute forct', or the
lIlere physical strength of numbers, but a func~ion uf legitimate
gunmlluent"
that
be
rightfully excr~·ised. And I mean especial y to
proscrib,; any system of emancipation,
immediate 01' prosp~ctive, of slaves in being or not in
esse, without paying a full equivalent to their
OWllers.
We know the power of the majority in a
physieal
point
of view is OnllJlpotent.
So
a man, who has more strength than 1 have,
aSl;ailli me at llight as I am going to my domiI.:il,andsays
to me "stanll
and deliver,"andI
refusing, he therllllpon fells me to the carth and
ritles Illy pockets-this
man has the power to
rob me, but is it right on his part?
Can an act,
which,
when dUlle by an mdi\'idual
is robbel·y, change its moral turpitude when pl'!rformcd
by a lIlultitnde1
The majol'ity of the men of
this state are not 11w owners of the mo.".t valuable purtion of its l"(Jal esLate. This majority
may lileet, alld in physio..:al power !lothing on
earth cun overl.:ome or coutrol them, and they
may pYOdail1l a general agrarian law, anu dis·
tJ")buk tho.: lands equally
Hmoug themselves.
They have no right to do this, and yet they
have the physieat pow,;,r to du it, and as much
right as to wrcst from the owner:; of slaves their
property,
'riley might, establish a. reO"l1lation
that no man shall own more than.one llUlJdred
acres of land, and that those who have more,
shall surrender
it in trnst, and the proceilds
thereof shall go to establish a fund for thc support of common schools, or a grtlat system of internal improvemelJts.
The!"tl is an immense
alUOUllt of money on interest in this state.
It belongs to people who mostly have surplus means.
&uppose now, the majority in this convention
should make a provisioll in the constitution
that
the mOlley thus loanod shol,1ld be forfeited to
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hut by renson ,
the state. nn.l it, should he dlsrribnted
alllong him to submit to the oppression:
the pour tv remedy pauperlsro, and' 10 bring by right, by universal raw, he would be authorabout in some measure that democrut!c equality ized ty all "his means and power to resist, this
of condition
among our people, which is so wrong; and if able, to drive B. nud C. From the
congenial to our inst.itut.ions.
Here would be community, and to seize upon all their possesgreat. and enduring objects of general good, to sions.
Our ancestors brought their slaves with them
be secured or promoted by theSCl1leaSlll'Cs. Their
advocates could, with as much truth as the into this state when it was a virgin wilderness,
fr-iends of emancipation in support
of that and all institutions and laws allowed them to do
When Kentucky
became a state, their
scheme. say, "the majority have the right. and this.
must rule, and the minority must obey. Here property in their slaves was recognized and cooWhen
are important measures resol ved llPOll by this firmed to them by the first constitution.
Hllljorit.yto secure the greatest good tu the great- the present constitution was framed, the pledge
was solemnly renewed, and the inviolubi Iity of
est Humber; and those from w hom their property
Emi .
is thus tnken , ure compensated in the general this property again carefully secured.
advantage secured to the community, and no grants from our sister states were invited to
wrong to them, no invasion of their right of come and bring it with them, and the citizen to
Its owners are spread
property is \}erpetr3ted'!" 18 there a man in this invest in it his means.
and they
body of sue 1 menta] or moral obliquity as not to over the face of the commonwealth,
understand and concede the mocking fallacy of consist of men of all ages, of t.he minor, of the
such reasoning! and the flagitious injustice of widow, the orphan; and they have those anIts value if:!
such measures?
And I defy the ablest end cient and oft renewed guuranues.
most astute champion of emancipation to show HOW more than a fourth of the aggregate wealth
that there is any principles in uur scheme of so- of the state. Its owners are entitled to the same
ciety which condemn those other measures. and security and defence ill their possession of this
at the same t.ime authorized his party, if it was property a" those who hold, any other property,
the majority, to emuucipate
the slaves with- and so long as tbe primary organic principles of
our society, a,<,; right .. justJce, alHl faith', are obout paying for them.
..-_
Let me illustrate thi~ position.
A. B. and C. served, they will have....it.
r am rC3rly-tu meet the question at once, and
own }lroperty individually. cOllsisting of lands,
slave::;, Ulld pcrs00nlty, the rio-htto all of which declare to the emnncipa,"ionist,>, tha\' they have
is sanctioned and secured to them by national no right, 110 proper authority to emancipate the
and g(,neral law. They form a social compact, "laves by any systcm, withollt paying their own'}'heir project would b~ an enorand they declare that their rights of life and lib- ers for them.
erty, except for crimes committed, their riJ;hts of muus anJ mos~ calamituus infraction of the right
most essential principle of
consci~nce and freedoll1 to wur::;hip God accord- of property-that
ing to its dictates. and tlwir right of }HOperty, civilization, which has contributed more than
except so far as it Illay be taken for thcir common all the other forces wielded by I1wn to bring him
benefit upon eUl.np~ll~ation being made jointly fwm a state of naked and ignorant, barbarism to
by them to the nidn'Hlual owner, shall be for' the highc.<:;timprovement in arts, seienc€', aIHI
ever held sacred anJ inviulable.
The property letters. Without this mighty propuhiive princiheld by l'l\.chof thosl'l PCl'~OIlS so changtll:l that A. ple, he would HOW, in all his races, be lo'wer in
becomes the owner of all their sla\'e", and B. alld tlH"scale, thall the Blackfoot Indian 01' the HotC. severally of all the lands lln<lpersonalty be, entot. If his arch elwmy could expel the instilongingto them. 'I'he sentiment.':; of B. and O. tution and right of individual property from the
change--they belie\-e it tu be agaillst natural fact' of the earth, it, would be a curse far transjusti\le allCll'cligiolls morality, against the eon- cending the aggregate ills with wbi(;h he has afyenience of themselves anJ the p~nllalJellt. pros- flicted the wllOle race sinc.e t},e fall of our first
perit,y of t.hem all, that A. should 101lger hold pnrunts'in Edell. ]t would bring back npon the
his slaves. Oan they justly alltl rightfully t:1.ke world olle long, never ending night of hopeless
The' preservatioll of this inapprethem from him without compensation?
If th~J', barbarism.
being t.he majority, will insist upon sending ciable principle, would he cheaply purchased by
paying
a
full
price for all the sl<wes in Kentllcthose slaves out of their community, ought they
not to pay A. for them out of their common trea- ky, whell, if ever, the majority will CmRllcipate
To
sury? By the eternal principles of justice but them by the physical power of numbers.
one other alternative iH left to them, ancl tllat is eScape the bllrthen of even this weat charge
to leave themselves and seek a new coulliry and would be no !'\uffici,mt compensatlOll to them
for ]osening
ill its posia new home. Bei ng the most llUmerOll>l,B. and or their children
C. mizht hy pltysh,ul foree seize the slave!>of A., tioll, the chief corner !itOIlt'011 which rests the
in debanee of his will, and dt'portthem.
But by vast fabric of social organization, and all the
taking-this course they would substitute might achievl;'menls of the industry and gellills of man.
Mr. GARFIELDE.
I should not trouble the
for right. They would subvert the original. and
fundamental principles upon which they had conventioll w'ith a word on this additional section,
were
I
not
a
member
of the committee Oil
planted their civil compact.
They would not
only change their govel'llment, but they would revision; and I dislike to incorporate the same
overthro\v the order, forlllS, and right's. to se· principle in several sections of the constitution.
cure whieh it had been framed, and with the 'fo the sentiments contained in fhe proposition
surrender and destruction of which it never of the gentlt.man from Henderson, 1 yield my
It asset:ts doct.rines I believe to
would have been made. They would bring on hearty support.
a violent revolution, and involve A. in a state be trl1e. -The same principle is clearlr set forth
of force and war, Weakness might constrain in the second section of the report 0 tho com-
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mtttee. I would ask gentlemen to read that sec- rests. If, like the Preocb convention, we choose
ttou. No language can cover broader ground, or to constitute ourselves into a tribunal of force,
be more extensive in its signification.
Where- we are in a state of revolution.
fore, then, the necessity of repeating the same
I never will admit that this convention has
doctrine in a different part of the constitution?
such power either over the lives, the liberties, or
Mr. PRESTON.
I am aware that sections the property of the people of Kentucky.
If we
such as this are often regarded as abstractions.
chose to exercise it, it would be repelled by eveAn abstraction is sometimes the essence of ex- 1'y man in Kentucky who had a rifle in his cabin,
peeicnce. These great principles are the results or an ann to wield it.
of long practical knowledge and of long reflecDo you tel~ ~e we ma:r. appropriate proper~y
tion upon acts of great importance to the weI· beyond the Ii mits prescribed? If so, we are In
fare and happiness of mankind.
The declara- a state of revolution.
If this convention contion that all men are free and equal, is the broad- eisted of any other number than one hundred, it
est political abstraction.
'I'he declaration that would not be a constitutional convention.
If
private property shall not be taken without there were nne hundred and fifty instead of one
comren-::ation, end that the freedom of the press hundred members, we should not be a eonstitushal be inviolable, may be termed abstractions,
tional body. We are now a constitutional body,
but on such the f'1undations of liberty repose. legally called, to revise the constitution in a cerTwo objections have been pressed al;{ainst the tain specified way. If we had been elected as
proposed section.
One by the President, and a mob--if one county had sent twenty memo
the other by the gentleman from Nelson, (Mr. bel'S and another but one, I believe it would be
Hardlu) which 1 think badly taken.
declared by the sense of the whole community,
This section uses the words "arbitrary pow- and of the union, and of all the courts of [user." Now what is arbitrary?
The word is de- tlce, that this convention would be a nullity.
rived from arbitrium, the will, the judgment,
Imagine all the j)cople of Kentucky assemmeaning the unlimited will of an individual, as bled on one great pain, and that they bad sent
opposed to the will of the people axpreesed by us here to alter their law. After the organic
law. The will of the Emperor of Russia is ar- law is framed, they cannot alter that law except
bii.raey.
We declare that no ex post facto law by the mode pointed out, or by goi~lg into a state
shall be passed, thatl~o law n~av be passed wl.lic~ of revolution.
Nor can all combined, take by
will render that criminal whleh was not crmu- right, one man's property.
'Ve have therefore,
nal when perfumed: a violation of these rules no right to int<;l'fcmwith. the rigl.lts of property,
by power would be arbitrary.
or curtail the rights of life or Iiberty, WIthout
The President says this section does not pro- revolution.
For that reason, if the sergeant-atvide for the c~se that govenu:nent may take rroJ,l- arms were ordered to take property in any other
erty by making compensatIOn.
The rep y lS than the mode prescribed, to seize an editor, or
simple, and I think satisfactory.
Such an act is destroy a press, it would be criminal.
we have
not arbitrary. It is all act sanctioned by the c01?-- a mode pointed out, and that mode must be
stitntiou, and enrried out by law. II a road JS pursued.
to be carried through a man's property, it llIay
There is a clause in the section which I wish
be done by ordering a writ of a,d quod damnum.
was out of it. It is that contained in the paren'I'hereforc, this is in conformity both to the or- thesis (" except for crimes.")
If ODeis legally
gallic·and statute law.
punished for crime, he is neither punished by an
The g,:mtleman from Nelson says .the ac.t ?f exercise of absolute power, nor arbitrarily.
I
drafting is an arbitrary act. I deny rt. It IS III think these words mean nothing and should be
conformity with the organic law aud statutes stricken ant. I deny that punishment executed
carryinrr out tllat, In"'. It is IlO arbitrary exer<.:ise in conformity to law, and under the government
of pow~r; but a legitimate carrying ont of ne· we have constituted for ourselYes, is either absocessary power.
lute or arbitrary.
It is legal, proper, just, and
The Second section has this language, and I right, and olle sanctioned by law, and commandwant to show that the lallglluge of tlw gentle- cd by the people.
llUll! from Hender;:;oll is rreferable.
I bclieve that in point of expression, in per" That all power if> in lerent ill the peoplc and spicuity, and in truth, this section is preferable
all free gov<::l'Ilments aroJ foulllled ou their au- to the one offered by my friend from Fleming,
thurity, and illstituted for thpjr peace, sufcty, that, ,. fur the advane~me?t of these e.nds, t.her
happines,;, security, al1ll. pl'Oteetioll of thcir have at all times an lIlahenable alld mdefeaslpropelty
]i'Ol the ad, ll.nc.e1l1e~lt
of these ?nds, ble ri~ht to alt.er, rel'orm or abolish t~eir govern,-,
they have at all tones an l1lalienable ~nd JIld~- ment 111 sueh manner as they may thuik proper.
fea;nble nght to alter, n:form, or aboln;h tl~elr
'l'Imt is all true. But government cannot be
go,-ernment, ill such HlannCr as they may t.hmk so framed as to deprive the citizen of his propproper."
erty. Grant the contrary, and the convention
I grant the people of Kcntuek)' have a r~ght might have 4eclared th.at all the negroes were
to alter their organi.c law as we are now dOlllg, free when thiS CODvell~lOnassembled.
~uch abut I deny that we. haye the right to. tak: the principle. would anthol'lze th~ ac~ by which the
property of any citizen and appropnate It un- negroes III the Frcnch colomcs 1I1 th~ " ~st IndoI' our direction or that we bv the act either of dies were set free uuder the enthuslastlC elothe legislature or' this conve~ltlon, can alter the quence of Brissot.
.
slightest contract.
E,'en if tlle federal governThat. power I deny, and I deny that If the
ment had not declared we should not violate the whole people of Kentucky were to come up here,
obliga.tion of ;} contract, we could. not st~ike ther could rightfully d~stroy the principles on
down the rights of property on whIch SOCIety whlCh our government IS based, tbat they could
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enact a general agrarian law, or t1HI,tour slaves' th e world, 11M declared [L h. wtoug to pa~iI an
should be emancipated without compensation. \ ex P03t facto law. or to seize private property on
That is the point to which the doctrine
tends, those greet rinciplee
apart from any consti tuand it is for that reason that I suggested, hereto- tion, the rig~ltis invulnerable by any civilized
fore, to the venerable gentleman from Nelson, state. If 11 difference exist between slaves and
that we are not ill a state of revolution.
other property, I defy any man to show the d ifHe replied that he was not to be terrified by fereuce.
I want to know who those enemies of
that raw-bead-and-bloody-bones
of revolution justice are, and what sort of IUf'Dthey be, I
being shaken before him, But I still firmly as- want to know them for all future time, ann that
eert, that no body of men, nor all the people in the atateshall know them, This, Mr. President,
Kentucky could depri ve a single citizen of one is no abstraction; if so, it is such an abstraction
dollar's worth of property, under any circum- as will affect our right to our slaves and $60,UOO,stances, by convention 01' otherwise, without 000 of our property-an
abstraction that will
pa.ying a just compensation,
Sir, to what a po-I give that property security, and give hope and
sition are we reduced. All on this floor admit unalterable reliance in the public jnstice.
But
it would be a violation of the obligation of C011- if we refuse to put it in the constitution, it will
tract to repeal the charter of the bank of Ken- carry uncertainty, ill security, and dismay to all
tucky.
There is not a lawyer who does not the slaveholders in Kentucky.
know.!hat would be d~clared a.null act by any
Mr. MITCHELL.
I move to amend the seccourt III Kentucky, or 1lI the lIn.lOn, Yet we are tion, by striking out, in the second line, after
gravely told that, this convention has power to the word "crimes" the words "exists nowhere"
take away all the property of e~-ery citizen. andinsertinginli~nthereofth~words'''and,fro;n
Yon cannot take away one dollar's worth of necessity, should not be exercised." The probank stock or repeal a charter, but you can t~k,e posed section, so amended, would read thus:
away the "!1ewoe~,and the property of t,he.CltL- "SEC. 2, That absolute, arbitrary power over
~en a!1d divide his la?ds,. They say this IS n.o the lives, liberty, and property of freemen, (exImpal~ment, of the oblJgatIo~ of .contracts. If It ceptfor crimes, and.from necessity ,) should not be
be no impairment of the obligation of contracts, exercised in a republic-not
even in the largest
it is the i?1pain?ent?f a stallgreater o"?ligation, majority!'
and that IS, the Implied promise by which a man
I am one of those Mr. President who from edc?mes int~ a Cloffi?lUnity under ~ertain guaJ'(~n- ucation , cOllviction,' and if you pl~ase, from pretiCS.. He .comcs WIth the guaranties of. s.ecul'lty judice, regard the institution of slavery not only
of life, liberty, and property_ If a citizen of as no cut se, but as a blessing to the community
the United States were to cO,meunder the con- in which it exists. I am one of those who actrol of the Empc:-or of R~lSSIa
.. and. he should knowledge, to its fullest extent, the existence of
declare, by an arbitrary edict, that Jus property property in slaves; and I will go as far as any
~hotlld b? cO,nfi~cate, and that,.he should be ex- one, without sacrificing principle, to give secull;d to SI,bel'1a,lt would ~~e~ JtlS~ cause ~f war, ritr to this description of pro:per~y. ,B\.l~,sir,
\\ hy? SImply becaus,c he came JIlto the COUll- whIle I avow my regard for thiS InStItutlOD, I
try under thc guaranties that nC! such t;yra~my must also be permitted to say, that alllong the
should. be brau,ght to ~ear on hlln-a pnnCllple carliest lessons which I learned ill politics, was
r~cogll1zed by . lI~t~rnatJOn.al law, and the prac-\ the great maxim, "vtIX populi, vox d,ei"-the sovetICCof every CIVII1Z~d
natIOn of the cart~. ,.
reignty of t11epeople. I have been taught that
_ W,..henwe came \Ylth our.slav~s from Vu'gWill, i it was incompatible with popular rights to imIII 1199, we came under aIllmplIed guaranty that: pose limits to popular power. In my apprehent~ey should not be tnk.en fmln us by any l.aw, 1sion, the ~entlcmatl from Hcnderson (Mr,Dixon,)
eIther passed by a leglslature o~a conv~lltJOn'l has p.::rmltted bis zeal for the security of slave
Not three months hav,e passed, swcc thIS com- property to hurry him into this extreme, in offer11?onwealth, by the [lgl~atlOnof thcfi}aver:rqucfi-I mg the proposition now under consideration.
tlO,n, .was shak~ll t? Its ce1ltre. Esta~!I~h the I have proposed to amend it, bC'(,ause, sir,reprInCllple contame(~ III tlw pl'Opo8cd sectIOn, and gal'ding myself as tt friend to the institution of
you canIlot ,be legislated. out of your proper~y. slavery,l should SUl)pose I was rlOillg an injuno; c~nventlOned 011~ o~ It. Asselt the O~poslte ry to that institution by advocating the proposiprlllclple, that a n;llJ?nty. may c?ntrol It, and two, as it was originally prt'sented bt'fure the
you ves~ a bam ntalont,y "lth Ole rights of plun- convention. I should regard its adoption as
del', rapIne, and rObbery. and establish
putting an argument. into the months of the op"Tbe~ood old rUle,t.hesimple plan.
ponellts of that institution-as
givillg: a power1 hat be may take who has the power,
till handle to the advocates of emanCllpatloll In
That bemay keep WIIOcall."
I this state. They would say," see the tendency
The right of property is not c(lpval with, but of slavery! Behold how it attempts to bolster
antecedent. to, government,. The rights of prop- itself at, the expense of popular right.,,!"
I say
erty originate in industry and labor, and are it would be the ground· work of a powerful apantecedent to written constitutions: those con- peal, and I do not know what might be the reo
stitutions are fmmed to declare, to define, and to suIt of tltat appeal-I
do not know what might
protect those rights.
be its influence upon the people of Kentucky.
If the constitution of Kentucky, and of the I ha.o always been taught to believe that, III
United States, were silent ill regard to the obli- popular govcl'Ilments, the citizen looked {orthe
gations of contracts, and t1Iere were no such security of his rights-whether
of person or
clause in them, even if they did not exist; still, proJ?erty-to the justice of the people-that that
by the great and immutable principles of jus- justice was the only sure foundation on which
tlCe-that justice which, in the jurisprudence of individual rights repose-that
when over popu-
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lar justice ceases to exist, then the tights of every man are in jeopardy.
That, sir, is the vlcw
I have always entertained, aud I want no better
security than this for my life or pro\)crty.
Now,
sir, what is the proposition nssertec here? That
"absolute, arbitrary power over the livcs,.liberty, and property of freemen (except for enmee.)
does not exist any where in a republic."
Does
not exist any where, sir-not on the floor of this
convention-not
in the halls of our legislature
-not
among the people themselves!
So long
as the people of this country stand associated
as a republic, no such power exists any where.
Is that the proposition?
The gentleman from Bourbon says, this proposition is explained away, or, at least, that it is
qualified by other proJ,:lOsitionscontained in the
constitution, and that It must be taken in an explained and qualified sense. Now, sir, I contend
that if the principle asserted in this proposition
is wrong in itself, why then it is a contradiction
to any other proposition, the vrinciple of which
is correct. For example, if III one part of the
constitution a declaration of power is made as
to au¥ given subject, and in another part of the
constitution that same power is denied or gualified, the two propositions being inconsistent
does not make the one or the other true. Such a
rule might be appropriate in the eoustruction of
an existing iustrumeut, but could scarcely obtain in forming a new constitution, the provisions of which should consist with one another.
The proposition under consideration is true, or
else it is not true.
It is true, that the same effective J.lower which exists iu other political orgauisatione has been generated in the formation
of our institutions, or otherwise-that
the people
have this power, or they have not. If they have
not this power, denied to them in the proposition
under consideration, they must either hnve yielded it up or else it must have been taken from
them; and in either event it belongs some where
else; for power cannot be annihilated.
Where
else does It reside?
Not with the citizens individually; for then the political association would
be dissolved into it.,> original elements. Not with
the general govemment; tor it is 110t, among the
powers ceded hy the States.
In order to maintain the proposition it is neccesury to demonstrnte that the attribute of sover<,igllty does not
belong to a republic.
Now, sir, in regal'd 1.0 the powers of this convention, are they limited. and if so, by whom,
and what is the nature of the restriction?
Is
not all the power residing in the people for the
time being, lodged ill this body for the purposi's
for which thev are assembled here? It is true,
they might abuse that power, but that does uot
go to show that it does not exist. The liability
to abuse power, docs not necessarily carry with
it a restriction of power.
Gentlemen talked
about "brute force."
If you corne to the question of morality, sir, how IS that to be decided?
How is it to be decided whether the popular action is ri~ht or wrong'/
How is it to be decided
whether It is just or unjust? What superior tribunal exists? If you say that in the llature of
things, powers of this character should not be
exercised-if
gentlemen will say because it
would be unjust to infringtl t.he rights of iudividuals who hold this description of property,

that although the powers exiat, they should not
be exercised, I will go as far as allY other gentleman on this floor-c-I will assert the moral obligation to maintain inviolate property of this
description.
Every right that belongs to the
people either in their individual or social capacity, I will go ns far as anyone to maintain; but
when you come to prescribe limits to popular
power-to
detract from the sovereignty of the
state-however
it may seem to interfere with my
prejudices-e-howevcr
it may seem to interfere
witli an institution, the maintenance of which
invokes, as I think, the best interests of the
country-c-however
it may be sUfPosed to interfere with the general welfare 0 the eountry-l
say-however
the assertion of such a principle
might tend to maintain this institution, or howeyer its denial may seem to interfere with it, I
am not prepared to go to the extent which is
contemplated
in that proposition.
While I
maintain
the existence of absolute arbitrary
power in the people, in their political relation, I
firmly and confidently rely on their justice for
the security and preservation of my rights.
I
want no other guaranty.
I shall never seek
safety ill attempting to abridge what I esteem to
be their just rights and clear powers.
The gentleman from Louisville talked about
"arbitrary power."
He said, if I understood
him, that arbitrary power was "power exercised
in accordance with law."
I don't understand it
so.
Mr. PRESTON.
I "aiel that arbitrary power
was the unlimited will of an individual.
:Mr. MITCHELL.
The gentleman says that
arbitrary power is the unlimited will of an individual.
I do not perceive the force of the definition. Arbitrary power, in my conception, is an
attribute of political sovereignty.
It may reside in a monarchy 01' in the people.
The will
of the people in this country 1S paramount to the
law, 'which emanates from government, the creature of the people. It is to the government,
what law is to the individual citizen, a rule for
its action-if
you please, an absolute arbitrary
rule. It is in the formation of government, that
the people exhibit their absolute and arbitrary
power, by imposing restraints on delegated authoritv.
Political association is a compact entered Into from necessity, and that compact is
exhibited in the organiclaw.
Whatever it proclaims as the popular will-that
constitutes the:
term", of the association-that
sets out, limits,
defines the powers which the people propose to
delegate in their political association, and defines the various restraints against the abuse of
delegated power.
Now, sir, in our present constitutiou, un this subject it was declared that
the legislature should have no power to emancipate slaves.
what was the opiniou of our forefathers in this matter?
Without that provision
in the couetitution, they conceived that this power would have existed in the legislature.
The
proposition under eousideration, on the other
hand, asserts that it exists neither in the legisla.
ture nor the people.
I don't say that it would
be right-I
don't say that it would conduce to
the interest of the country to exercise this pow·
er. Very far from it. I think it ought not to be
done; nay, I am very sure that it will not be done;
but I am not prepared to assert the absence of a
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power which I believe exists with the people.
Why, sir, Mr. Oalhouu, the great Ajax Telemon
of slavery, declares that the power alone exists
in the states to abolish slavery; and if they have
a right to abolish slavery, there can be no doubt
that th"yarc
fully vested with the pow~r of
:prescribmg the mode in which it shall be abolished.
Gentlemen have talked about contracts. What
contract is there, embracing this subject, which
cripples popular sovereignty?
Gentlemen have
talked of immigrants bringing to the state their
slaves, upon the pledge which the laws afforded
of security to this property, and therefore aoy
change in those laws would be violative of this
pledge. Sir, to indlll~e such all idea would close
the door on legislat,lOn. Popular justice is the
only safeguard, the only reliance in popular governments, fur the preservation
of individual
rights.
Why sir, before the revolution, in Virginia the right of primogeniture existed; and
there was such a thing as entailed estates.
Are
we to suppose that the abol ition of the one and
the conversion of the other Into fee simple estates-that
the repeal of these pernicious laws
was a violation of individual rights. that the
heir in entail was divested of his r-ights by a
usurpation of legislative authority, and that by
the exercise of arbitrary power not existing in
the government, the eldest son instead of acquiring the whole property, acquired only so runcb
as his 'younger brethren and sisters, (and this
was made, in Virginia, to apply to slaves as
well as to landed property.)
Why sir, could
they not, on the principle attempted to be maintained here, complain of the exercise of arbitrary power over the rights of J;lropm·tv; for the
rtght to hold property prospectively is' as strOll&,
as to hold that which we already hnvc.c-could
theyltavecomplained?
No, sir; a great reform
was accomplished, but even if it had have bee»
otherwise, Individual judS-OJcnt cannot array itself against the public WIll; the safety of individual rights is found in the intelligence which
exists in the public mind. Shall we then attempt
to place this kind of prOjlcrty above the so vel"
eigll ,Power of the re:eub ic? 'l'hc only powers
which the people of Kentucky have parted with
are those which have been ceded to the national
government, or expressly relinquished
in the
tederal constitution; and aside from this, they
have a right to destroy this gOI'enunent and
adopt any other form of governmeut, tlOt incompatible with the federal constitution-a
right
paramount to mere legislation in reference to
property.
The idea of property may exist by
the laws of natnre; but title to property is conventional and the creature of political association. The same power that created it can destroy it. Is it consistent with the laws of nature
that one man shcllild hold a thousand acres of
land, and another man only a hundred, and a
third none at all? By what sanction docs sncn
an unequal distribution exist?
It is by the
sanction of municipal law, and not by the laws
of nature. Oan you conceive of the existence of
property in persons by the law of nat·ure? Is it
m accordance ·with the law of nature that one
man should be held in bondage by another? No,
sir; it is merely a COliventional right.
The same
power, then, which gives efficiency to that right

by enabling the possessor to maintain it, can destro;y it.
Sir, I acknowledge the title to this description
of property to be as absolute as any other in
this country; I am as much in favor of its being
perpetuated as any other gentleman on this floor;
but I don't regard it as property acquired by
the laws of nature, but by the law.'>of human
government-the
power which created it, which
has continued it, and which, I say, is able to
destroy it.
Gentlemen have laid great stress on the binding efficacy of contract, in relation to this subject, and I heard on a former occasion, when
this question was under discussion, that there
was such a contract as would bring any effort to
destro:y this description of property, within that
provision of the constitution
of the United
States, which declares that no state shall pass
any law impairing' the obligation of contracts.
I 'am at a loss to discover the application of this
postulate.
A constitutional declaration, accordlllg to my apprehension, has none of the elements
of a contract about it. What is a contract?
It
is an agreement between parties, able to contract and be contracted with, touching something
properly the subject of such agreement.
The government, in the exercise of its legislat.ive function, is prescribing a rule of action; and
when all organic law is being framed, that rule
has the same relation to the government that ordinary legislation has to ind ividuals. It is true
the government may come down from its political elevation, and assuming the attitude of an
individual, make contracts with the citizen; but
that is a very different affair from the prescription of a general rule of action. The case cited
here on a former occasion of a grant of lands to
Henderson by the slate of VIrginia, and the
grant of lands in the state of Georgia adjudicated
upon by the supreme court of the United States
-I refer to the case of Fletcher vs Peck-are
of
the description of which I speak.
But to suppose now that, the government has made a contract with each individual citizen of the country, and that any departure from the terms of
this contract would be a violation of our cornpact with the federal government, would be to
fasten upon the country the oril?inal compact,
and deny to u free people the rJ~ht to modify
their government. Snpposethe onginal compact
to be the present (~onstitution, for as the last
written expression of the public will it is the
only compact we recognize; ac.cording to the argumellt in tbis case, Wll have assembled here in
vain, and any attempt to change it would be a
violation of private rights.
Does not the argument go to that extent·!
For these reasons, and for many others which
might be assigned, I am opposed, utterly oppo·
sed, to the proposition ulldercollsideration-not
because I am opposed to the institution of slavery-not
that 1 would favor emancipation-but
that I am disposed to place that institution, as
well as every other right which I hold dear, upon
the justice of the people; I am willing to rest it
there; for whenever the people cease to be jnst,
whenever they cease to be virtuous, all our rights
and liberties must eea~e to exist. Witbout any
regard, therefore, to sueh a proposition as this,
or the amcndment, (which I regard as preferable
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to the origiual proposition,) without Ieeliug any themselves?
It may be the I·ight of the robber,
necessity for hedging in this institution with ex- who claims might as right-but
110 such power
traordinary laws, I shall rest satisfied that the exists under a republican constitution.
It is
property of the country, of every description, is that government where the citizen is secured in
III perfect safety.
the accumulation of p'ropt;rty, and the enjoyMr. CLARKE.
This section has been called ment of it, and of life and liberty, that may
an abstraction by some gentlemen.
It is no justly be denominated republican.
Aud no
abstraction or I think it would have met with govcrurnent is free where those rights are not
more favor from the gentleman last up. This permanently seemed. And the "cry moment
section contains a great principle, and I ask the the converse of this proposition is established,
convention to come directly up to it and act we cease to be a republic, we cease to be freemen.
upon it. When we come to submit this coneti- Will any gentleman be so bold as to assert that
tution to the people of the state, it ought to be absolute and arbitrary power over the lives, libclear and distinct, in respect to the great rights erty and property of freemen, exists in.a repubasserted in the section proposed.
A majority of lic-that freedom can live and breathe and have a
the people of Kentucky may have 110 property
being-when
a bare majority having the physical
in lands 01' slaves, and however sacred that ma- power shall trample down life, liberty, and the
·ority does and may hold the right" secured by rights to properLy, at will and pleasure.
Sir,
{
he section, still it is proper to assert in the fuu- such a power exists. It baa been, and may again
damental Jaw, that that majority possess no he exercised, but its exercise and existence was
power, while this state remains a republican
in revolution-and
never in accordance with
sovernmlmt, to divest those who have property
constitutional
liberty, and such a power never
J1] lands
or slaves of that property.
What does did exist under a republican form of government.
the section declare.
The section declares that
Before my constituents I took the position ta"absolute, arbitrary power over the lives, liber- ken by this section. I declared in upwards of
ty, and pr(lpcrty of freemen, exists no where in a twenty speeches that when the convention
republic.
Not even in the largest uiajorit.ies." should assemble, they would have no power
Now the question is, does absolute and arbitrary
to emancipate slaves either in being 01' hereafter
power exist in auy republic, over the Iives, l ib. to be born, without making compensation.
I
berty, and property of the citizens?
went Further, and said that they could not do it
If absolute and arbitrary power does not thus without the consent of tbe owner. In this I
exist in It republic, then this section and the may have l'!J1l the principle too far. But I assertprinciple contained ill it are true. Does it exist? ed, then, and I here reiterate the sentiment, that
If it does exist, then the converse is true. the majority of the people of the state have no
This is the great question which this convention
power, compatible with freedom, to take from
is now about to settle. The very moment that a the owner of u slave his property without mamajority of the convention shall determine the king him .just, and full, and ample compensapower does exist, that ,-ery moment they destroy tion. 1 think it is quite seasonable, at this time
one of the elements, the great elements, that con- to assert, yea and in the constitution, the great
stitute a republican form of government.
To principle contained in the section, when we find
take from me
property by a bare majority of a spirit pervading, more or less, some fifteen
the people of this state, without crime or offence states of this Union, a spirit which is calculated
being nlledged against me, and without com- to disturb the harmony that ought to exist in the
pen Elation and against Illy consent, is a high confederacy-when
we see congress thwarted
handed act of tvranny, the predominance
of in its org-unization at this moment by this same
brute force over rlght, and incompatible with all fell spirit-when
from present indications thle
forms or principles of free government.
The Union may be shaken to its very fouudntion-,-.
exercise of such a power would be revolutionary
wheu we see that same spirit and those feelings
and subversive of government itself.
If you now pervade the legislative councils of the natake away from me my liberty without forfeiture tion, harrowing up the WOI-st passions of the
on my part, or my property, without making human heart-and
asserting the right of numcompensation to me, that instant you exercise bel'S to I'lu\lller minorities of just and sacred
such a power, or assert such a right-that.
rno- rights.
ask, in the name of all that is dear
ment you sap the foundations of all free govern- and sacred to liS and om children, is it llOt time
ment, and regulated liberty.
'Vhat is a repub
that we should ad, and ad promptly and delican governmenf?
It is a free go\-ernment crea- cisively?
When "w\)behold all these portentous
ted to secUI'e the citizen in the etJjoyment of life, dangers staring us in the face, it does seem to
liberty and property.
me that HO grounll, asserliJJg correct and
But would it be a free govel'llment if a bare true principles (",an be taken which will be too
majority or any majority could deprive a dtizen
strong.
That the principle contained in the
of his property?
It would be establishing wit.h- proposed
section 1S rignt, I am prepared
out offence on his part, or compensation to him, to proclaim and defcnd. That tIll" reverse
the very worst system of agrarianism-a
prin. would be a violation of those rights which
ciple upon which the labors and earnings of the existed bdore
the articles of confederation
few might bn seized and divided out amongst were adopted, none will be so bold as to deny.
the many.
Would that be a free gO\'crnment? They exi~t(ld when we composed a part of trHI
Would it be a republican government?
Is that a state of Virginia.
We brought those rights
republican government
where ten men, who with us, and no absolute or arbitrary power
have not a dollar in their poeket~, have a right, under heaven can deprive us of them, con ..istent
because they arc in a majority, to take ten dol- with regulated freedom. We brougllt our s]a"-e
lars out of your pocket and divide them among propert;" hero under solemn contract. We were
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told that we would be secure ill the enjoyment of bitt,Jonathan
Newcum. Hugh Newell, Elijah
life, liberty and property-that
such wall the F. Nuttall, Henry B. Pollard, William Preston,
object and end of government.
that for the pro- Johnson Price, Larkin J. Proctor, John T. Robtection of these inestimable rights, free govern- inson, Thomas Rockhold, John '1'. Rogers, Ira
ments were first established.
How did we Root, James Rudd, Ignatius A. Spalding, John
acquire the lands lIpan which are built your W. Stevenson, James W. Stone, Michael L.
splendid cities, your lovely cottages-c-those Stoner, Albert G. 'I'albott, John D. Taylor, Wm.
broad acres, upon which .r0':llll your herds of cat- R. Thompson, Jolin J. Thurman, Howard Todd,
tle-by
the sameidescription of contract that Squire Turner, John L. Waller, Henry Washingslaves were acquired.
Can a bare majority of ton, John Wheeler, Andrew S. white, Charles
this proud and glorious commonwealth,
now A. Wickliffe, Robert N. Wickliffe, George W.
hcvinz a voting population
of from ]50,000 to Williams, Silas Woodson-e-St.
175,000, and a slave population of 200,000, estiSo the eonvectiou refused to amend.
mated at sixt.y millions of dollars in vnlue-can
The question then recurred on the amendment
II bare majority
come up, and without forfeiture of 1,11'. D1XON.
by.urcorupen-atiou
to the owners, seize that
Mr. MI'l'CHELL called for the yeas and nays
propertN and dispose of it consistent with re- and they were, yeas 55, nays 34.
publiev.;\islll; never, never, in my judgment withYEAs-Alfred Boyd, Luther Brawner, William
out revolution.
'l'hey can do no such thing. O..Bullitt, James S. Chrisman, Beverly L. Clarke,
The moment such an attempt is made by so- Jesse Coffey, Henry R. D. Coleman, Benjamin
ciety, that moment, if it shall be sanctioned and Copelin, William Cowper, Garrett Davis, Arch.
carried out-that
moment this commonwealth
ibald Dixon, James Dudley, Chasteen '1', Dunaceases to be a republic, and it become.') a revo- van, Benjamin F. Edwards, Nathan Gaither, J.
lutionary despotism, 111 violation
of ri/jht of H. Garrard, Thomas J. Gough, Ninian E. Gray,
principle, and ill violation of all guaranties by John Hargis, William Hendrix, Andrew Hood,
which the enjoyment of life, liberty and proper- '1'homas J. Hood, Thomas James, ,V illiam J ohntv has been secured.
son, George 'V.Johnston, George W. Kavanaugh,
~ Having, before J was elected, taken the very Charles C. Kelly, James M. Lackey, Peter Lashground which I h:1."8here taken, I felt it my du- brooke, Thomas N. Lindsey, Thomas w. Lisle,
ty to make these remarks.
I never can concede Willis B. Machen, George W. Mansfield, Alexthe principle, that if I enter into a society with ander K. Marshall, William N.lllarshall,
Nathten men, with the express understanding
that I an McClure, 'l'homas P. Moore, James ltI. Nesam to be protected by them, in the enjoyment of bitt, Jonathan Ncwcum, Elijah F. Nuttall, Wm.
life, liberty and property-that
six of them, con- Preston, Johnson Price, Larkin J. Proctor, 'I'hos.
sistcut with that understanding,
have the power Rockhold, John T. Rogers, Ignatius A". Spaldto deprive me of either right, at will and pleasure. ing, John 'V. Stevenson, James W. Stone,Mich'1'0 concede it would be a base abandonment of <lei L. Stoner, John D. Taylor, John J. Thurprinciple-c-it would be to resign the title of free- man, Howard 'I'cdd.Henry Washington, Andrew
man and to become a slave.
S. White, George W. WilIiamfV---55
Mr. TURNER moved the previous question,
NAYS-Mr. President, (Guthrie,) Richard Apand the main question was ordered to be now person, Jolm L. Ballinger, John S. Barlow, Wm.
put,
K. Bowling, William Bradlev, Francis M, BrisThe question was first taken on the amend- tow, Thomas D. Brown, WifJiam Chenault, Edment of Mr. Mitchell, to strike out "exists no ward Ourd, LuciusDesha,Milfol'll
Elliott, Green
where" aud insert "and, from necessity, should Forrest, Selucius Garfielde, Richard D. Gholson,
not be exercised."
James 1'. Hamilton, Bell. Hardin, Vincent S.
Mr. MITCHELL called for the yeas and II:J)'.';, Hay, Richard L. Mayes, David Meriwether, 'Wilaud they were yea 1, ttilyS 87.
liam D. Mitchell, Hugh Newell, Henrv B. PolYEA.--::'..WilliamD. Mitchl.'ll-l.
lard.doh» T. Robinson, Ira Hoot, Jan-i'es Rudd,
NAYS-Mr. Pl·er;idellt, (Guthrie,) H,ich:J.rJ Ap- AlbertO. 'l'albotl, William R. 'l'homp~on, Squire
person, John L. BaH inger, John S. Barlow, '1'urneJ', John L. Waller, JOhll Wheeler, Charle
William K. Bowliug, AlfJ'(~d ]~(Jyd, William A. Wicklift~'J, Roh<,rt N. Wickliffc, Silas Wood
Bradley, Luther Bl":lwner, Francis 1lI. Bristow, son-:34.
'I'homas D. Brown, William C. Bullitt, William
So the section was adopted.
Chenault, James S. Chrismau, Bcn·rly L. Clarke,
Mr. A. K. MARSHALL moved a l'econsidera_
Jesse Coff~y, Hemy R. D. Coll'mun, Ben. Cope- tioa of the Yote, adopting the !'i€dion with the
lill, William CO\\'per, Edward Curd, Garrett Da· [l'\"IJwedintent·ion to 1lI0\'e to strike out the words
vis, Lucius Desha, An:hibald Dixon, James "except for crime."
Dudley, Chasteen T. ))unavun,
Benjamin F.
'I'he motion t.o reconsider wa~ ftt;reed to.
Ed wards, r-,'[ilfOl'dEll iott, Green l~orrest, N athalJ
JII'. A. IC. MARSHALL
1ll0n:C1 to strike out
Gait.her, Se1uciug Garfielde~ James H. Garrard, the "'ordf! "except foJ' crime."
Ridmrd D. Gholson., Thomas J. Gough, Nillian
The motion "VflS agreed to.
E. Gray, Jamcs 11•Hal~on,-Ben.
Hardin, John
Mr. T ALBOT'l' moved to amend, by inserting
Hargis, Vi!I<:ClltS. Hay, .Willilim Hendrix, A. the following as :t substitute:
Hood, TholllasJ. Hood, Tl!omas James, George
"That absolute, arbitrary, unconditional pow'v. Johnston, George W. Kavanaugh, 8harles O. er over the lives, liberties, and property of freeKellv, Jame:;; nI.-Lacky, Peter Lashbrooke,
'1'. Illen, exists no where in a republic, not e\"Cll ill
N. Lindsey, Thomas W. Lisle, Willis B.. Machen, the largest majority."
George W. }'lansfield, Alexander K. Marshall,
The substitute was ruled flut of order.
William N. l\1ar:'lhall, Richard L.llayes,
NathThe question again reClll'l"ed on the adoption
an McClure, Thomasl'. Moore, James M. Nes· of the sect·ion.
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:t.n:::n::(o 81:11910:'1".
lIr.BALLINGER
called for the )"t:as eud nays,
The r-nnventiou resumed the eonstderation Qf
and they were-yeas 57, nays 30.
YEAs-John
Ballinger,
Alfred Boyd, Lu- the report of the committee on general pro.
ther Brawner, 'I'hos. D. Brown, Wm. C. Bullitt,
visions.
The first section, "which was heretofore passed
William Chenault, Jus. S. Chrisman, Beverly L.
Clarke, Jesse Coffey. Henry R. D. Coleman, Wm. over at the request of 1'11', BULLt'l'T, wag taken
.
Oowper, Garrett Davis, Archibald Dixon, James up and rend as follows:
"S:I':O.1. Members of the general assembly, and
Dudley, Chasteen T. Dunavan, Benjamin F. Edwards, Nathan Gaither, James H. Garrard, Thos. all officers, executive aud judicial, before they enJ. Gough, Ninian E. Gray, John Hargis, William ter upon the execution of their respective offices ,
Hendrix, Andrew Hood, Thomas J. Hood, James shall take the Iolluwiug oath or aftirmation: I do
W. Irwin, 'I'hos. James, William Juhnsou , Geo. solemnly swear, (or affirm, as the case may be,)
W. Johnston, George 'V. Kavanaugh; Charles C. that I will be faithful and true to the commonso long as I cOlltinue
Kelly, Jas. M. Lackey. Peter Lashbrooke, 'I'hos. wealth of Kentucky,
a citizen thereof, and that I will faithfully
N. Lindsey, Thomas W. Lisle, Willis B. Machen,
Geo. W. Mansfield, Alexander K. Marshall, Wm. execute, to the best of my ahilities, the office of
according to law .. and that I have neithN. Marshall, Nathan McClure, 'I'hos. P. Moore, ___
James M. Nesbitt, Jonathan Newcum, Elijah F. er directly nor indirectly, given, accepted, or
Nuttall, William Preston, Johnson Price, Larkin knowiugty carried a challenge, to any pcrs01: or
J. Proctor, Thog. RockllOld, John 1'. Rogers, Ig- perfioIls, to fight in single ~oll1b~t or otherwise,
natius A. Spalding, John W. Stevenson, James with allY deadly weapon, either III or out of .the
W. Stone, Michael L. Stoner, John D. Taylor, state, since the adoption of the pr~sent ~onstltl:John J. Thurman, Howard Todd, Henry wash- tion of Kentucky, and that I will neither directly nor indirectly, give, accept, or knowingly
ington, Andrew S. White-57.
NAys-Mr. President, (Guthrie.) Richard Ap- carry a challenge to any person ~r per~olls, to
penlOn, John S. Barlow, Wm. K. Bowling, "\Vm. fight in single combat or otherwise, with any
Bradley, Francis M. Bristow, Ben.!·amin Oopelin, deadly weapon, either in or out of the state, during my continuance in office."
Edward Curd, Lucius Desha, ~, ilford Elliott,
Mr. HULLITT.
I move to strike out the
Green Forrest, Richard D. Gholson, James P.
Hamilton, Ben. Hardin, Vincent S. Hay, Rich- words" and that I have neither directly nor inard 1.... Maves, William D. Mitchell, Hugh New- directly, gil·en. accepted, or knowingly carried
ell, Henry B. Pollard, Jobu T. Robin-Oil, Ira a challenge, to any person .01' pel'~ons, to fight in
Root, James TIudei, Albert G. Talbott, William single combat or otheT\nsc, With allY deadly
R. Thompson, Squire Turner, John L. Waller, weapon, either in or out of tlle. st11:te,sinet·,.the
John Wheeler, Charles A. 'Vickliffe, Robert N. adoption of the pres{'-ut constItutIOn of Kentucky, and that I will neither directly nor indiWickliffe, Silas Woodson-3D.
rectly, accept, or knowingly carry a challenge to
So the section was adopted.
Mr. DAVIS offered the following as un addi· nlly \}erf>onor p.crsons, to fight in sin~lc co~nbat
01 ot lerwise, WIth a deadly
weapon, either III or
tional section:
"SEC. -. 'rhe right of property is before allf] out of the state, during my COllLinnance in oj'·
higher than any cOI1~titutional sanction;
and fice."
I am opposed to that portion of the fir.'\t secthe right of the owner of a slave to his property
is the same and a~ inviolable as the right of the tion which providcs that all officers of government, before illey enter upon th.c execution of
owner of any property whnte'·er."
t,hcir offices, shall swen.r or affirm that they
1.Ir, A. K. MARSHALL desired thut the sec"have lIeither directly Bor indirectly given, action should lie over for future consideration.
c<::pted, nor knowingly carried a challenge to
Mr. DAV1S assenteJ, and the! section was any person, or persoll."., to £O'ht in single ~omb~t,
laid over.
or otht'rwise, wlth any dea~ly "weapon, eIther IH
Mr. JAMES !'aid the convc·ntion h:ul for some or out of the state, since the adoption of'the
time been laboriollsly employtKl, and the rio-port· present constitution of Kentucky, and that, they
ers had Tleccssarilv been stilt more inuustl'loUS, will not. during their continuance ill office."
and thereforo ht' illOved that the cOlJvention do
'l'his ah.olutely excludes the offender from 01'nowadjourll.
fiec forever withuut. the possibility of a pUl'd?ll .
.Mr. HARDIN muved that the l,;onvcntioll do As it is a ('onstitutional provision, the executive
now take a recess.
cannot relicvc a person from its penalties ilOder
The last Illotion having priority,
it was
any circumstances
wl1atever. "\ Oil thereby not
first put.
ollly SE-h'ctthe duelist as being the grea.test ofMr. RUDD called for the yea;; and nays fender of all other criminals, and deservmg the
thereon, and they wen.---yeas 42, nays 44.
peelliiar vengeance ~f a consti~lltional pro.visi,.m,
So the convention refused to take a recess.
wh.i1st yon leave all. other C.~lI?l?S to leglsla~lve
Mr. JAMES thell renewed his motion to ad- aetlOll. You murk It(}~~.a
~nJneso peculiarjourn.
ly atrocious for a man t? C'hallenge another to a
the-quarrel
mar ha.ve been
Mr. WHEELER called for the yeas and nays, fair fio-ht-thongh
amicably compromi"ed-as
to be unworthy ~f
alld they were-yeas
38, nay;:; 47.
executive clemency forever, and .JlIlder all P0!;~;lSo tho convention refused to adjonl'll.
Mr. MACHEN again moved that the conven- hIe circumstances.
It is believed that the power of pardoning extion take a recess.
ists in every civilized goverlllI!ent in.the "Wor.1cl,
The yeas and nays were called for, and wereeven in cases of the most atroclOllS cnmes whlCh
)'eas 43, nays 42.
ean be eommitted.
In the g~)Vernment.s of RllsSo the convention took a recess.
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aia ana Turkey, the strongest llliJita.r.r govern- ity.

Although it sometimes leads to excesses
ments known, the power of pardon exrsta in the and even crimes, the good far overbalances the
evil.
monarch.
Duelling is the fairest mode of fighting known
In every government, however despotic, this
although perfect equality between the
power exists somewhere.
The laws must neces- -and
parties
is unattainable by this or any other mode
sm-ily be general, and it is impossible for the
more nearl,Y approximates to equality than
Iaw-ruakcr to foresee and provide for all the ca- -it
ses which ought to form exceptions j hence the any other. It IS a high protection to females.
necessity of vesting this pow("r somewhere.
If In the northern papers we hear continually of
the matter is left to the legislature, the governor suits brought by females for breach of marriage
can extend the executive clemency to all cases contracts and slander, whilst with us they are
very rare. The prodigal young man, who may
deserving a pardon.
The adoption of this section would be an in- be wholly indifferent to a law suit, would often
terpolation of a criminal law into the constitu- btl kept under a most wholesome check by a
A certain and imtion. This convention has power to establish a fear of bodily chastisement.
mediate punishment is generally found more effiform of government for the people of Kentucky
-to declare what department or body of men cacious than a much greater-if
the lust is reshall make the laws-who
shall adjudicate on mote and contingent, which any punishment
it depends on the uncertainties
and expound the laws-s-and who shall execute must be-where
them-but
you have no power to do either of of the law.
the three yourselves.
Your powers are as sepaIt operates as a restraint on the bully in high
rate and distinct from the law-making power, as life. With us no man can succeed in politics
those of the legislative, executive and judicial or at the bar, if he suffers himself to be insnlted
departments under the existing constitution are with impunity.
The people never respect a cowseparate from each other. The entire constitu- ard. It is notorious, that the most popular man
tion, which we are now making, is a restriction would be defeated in a canvass before the peoon the legislati ve powE'r; yet we are asked to set ple for any public office, if he permitted himself
them the example, in our own action, of viola- to be insulted and did not in some way resent it.
ting the constitution under which we are now 'Ve sometimes sec a large man, from envy of t1H:
acting.
If we possessed the power it ought not superior merits and talents of a ri vaf bully,
to be exercised.
brow-beat and insult one smaller and more feeIt violates all proportion between crimes and ble in body thrill himself, for the i'xprt'ss purpunishments, which is necessarily made the ba- pose of taking his practice from him. Suppose
His of every well regulated codeof criminal law. this ie carried so far as to rub against, sneer at,
'Why under our laws are so few crimes capitall)' insult, and spit in the face of the feebler man;
punished?
Because the lighter punishment IS and suppose the latter challenges and kills his
held out as an inducement to the aggressor to adversary, I would ask, would any reasonable
refrain from the last act-that
of murder.
The human being censure the act?
law should always hold out an inducement to
In this case the challenging party finding,
stop the perpetration of crime. Hence robbery that without any fault on his own part, his cpis punished more slightly than murder, and con- pouent is resolved by an unceasmg persecution
sequently the robber does not generally murder; to destroy his ut.ility to himself, his family and
hut if robbery and murder were each equally country, being the more feebler of the two, is
capital offences, t.he robber would always mrn'- compelled to resort to deadly weapons of some
der, as thereby his chances of escape would be kind, either in aJucl or street fight. In the case
greater.
euppposed. the challengcr is strictly acting in
Under the existing laws, the man who com- self defence, and doing from imperious necessimits a highway robbery and murder, or poisons ty what nothing else could excuse.
his.own wife and children, and is cleared by a
That it wight distress a good man to kill anbribed witness or juror, or is found guilty by a other in It duel under even the circumstnuces
jury, and pardoned by the governor, labors un- described, is admitted.
If he permits himself
der no disability; whilst the mall who, under to be considered and treated as a coward, he is
the most aggravated insult, invites another to certain 1.0 be miserable; and of the two I would
fair and equal fight, is to he forever disfranchie. prefer the first alternative.
It is only in extreme
eel, though the moment after he might regret cases that I consider the dud at all justifiathe act and withdraw the challenge-thus
pun- ble. The man who fight.s for rE?venge, and not
ishing mere words, att.ended with nO overt act fol' the rrotcction
of his own h011Or,is a murof criminality, as an unpardonable offence. TIero::, derer.
neVer did, nor can believe, that proviinstead of holdin~ out the wise and humane in- dence dcsiO'ned that (lite man, because he was
ducement to its Illfractor to st.op at those mere weaker ill body than another, should therefore
words, you invite to the crime of murder by submit to insult and injury, else why permit the
withholding
from the executh-e the power of invention of th~ revolver, which very nearly repardoning tIle lighter offence.
duces the strOJ1g to the level of the weak.
It is a saving of human life. Out of the popA high principle of hall or pervades society,
teaching that a mun ought to hold his eharactr.r ulation of the city of Louisville, now numberand rcputation as dearer to him than his life. ing 50,000, there have been but t,vo deaths from
'fhi~ is an ennobling, high-minJed
prin'ciple, duels (which I recollect to have heard of, and
I think I am not mistaken) dming tlle whole
worthy to btl chf'l'ished and encourag-ed-one
which we have df'rived by inheritance from our period of its existence since its foundation in
ancestors, and which we should inculcate in our 1780. Where the dud is resorted to, men do
children and transmit unimpaired to our postel'- not find it necessary to carry arms; and conse-
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quently, in case of a sudden quarrel, resort can- the community or detestation of crime-but from
not be had to them on the instant.
A second that sympathy and feeling of compassion for
must be hunted up-arms provided-a
challenge our neighbor in distress, common to us all,
sent-time
allowed the challenged party to pre- which renders us, to some extent, incompetent
pare himself-all
which usually occupy some to mete out to our acquaintance that even handays-thus
~iving time for the passions to cool, ded justice, which we would do to an entire
and for the intervention of friends, who in nine stranger.
For this reason criminal laws cannot
cases out of ten, effect a compromise; whereas, possibly be as rigorously enforced with us as in
in a majority of similar cases, if the parties had crowded cities, where the jurors are unacquainbeen armed and a street fight had taken place, ted with the accused. Hence, it is a generally
the result would probably have been fatal.
received opinion, that each man amongst us.
So long as public sentiment remains unchangmust mainly rely on his own arm for the proteced, you can only succeed in suppressing the du- tion of his person.
el by substituting in its stead, the common pracMr. NUTTALL.
I do not flatter myself that
tice of carrying arms, and street fighting, by far, I shall be able, on the present occasion, to conmore fatal than the duel. 'l'hat feeling of honor vince the gentleman from Jefferson, (Mr.Bullitt,)
or chivalry. or by whatever name it may be cal- that he occupies a wrong position and is behind
led, which impels to self-defence, is innate with the age in which he lives on this great question.
the Kentuckian, and neither law nor constituI look upon this as pre-eminently the great question can destroy it. I am authorised to protect tion of this convention, and one which should
the clothes on my back, and should I not be receive proportionate
consideration,
I desire
permitted to protect my honor and character the to present some information to the convention
most important thing to me in life?
on the subject, in the preparation of which I
Until public opinion undergoes a material
am indebted to the kind aid of another gentlechange on the subject of dueling, no human man, and for which I desire here to accord to
laws can suppress the practice.
If mild, they him my thanks.
Since the foundation of the
will be ineffectual-if
dlsprcporticnate
and cru- world, so far as history throws any light upon
el, juries will not enforce them.
the subject, there have been but four descrip'Vhenever public opinion no longer requires tions of duels, and modern duelists would, if
the duel, it will wear out of itself, and never allowed, trace back to, and justify the practice
till then.
by the celebrated combat between David and.
The only remedy must be found in a gradual
Goliath. or the famous one between the Horatii
amelioration
of public opinion, strengthened
or the Ouratii. But there is a marked distincand enforced by an able and efficient judiciary,
tion between the motives llpon which these conwith able prosecutors and upright jurors.
For tests were based, and those which govern and
then, the duelist who fights from motives ofre- influence those who at this dey enguge in the
venge, or any other insufficient cause. and kills duel. Devotion to country has, in afl age's, been
his adversary, will be hung as a murderer.
No regarded as praiseworthy,
and such was the
honest and intelligent
jury, in such a case, motive which influenced the }?articipants in the
would hesitate to find a verdict of guilty against
two celebrated combats to which I have referred.
the accused. If a man, with malice aforethought,
The Horatii and the Curiatii stepped forth beseeks and accomplishes tbe death of another in tween the hostile armies of the Roinaus and the
a duel, without just provocation, he is to all in- Latins
and staked the fate of the day upon
tents as much a murderer, as if he had waylaid
their single J?rowess, and in so doing, they were
and murdered him. Then the punisbmentwould
not more guilty, in a religious and moral point
light on the aggressor-and
not as would often of view, than they would have been, had they
occur (under the clause J?,roposed,) on the inno- remained in the ranks and fought there, as they
cent equally with the guilty.
undoubtedly would have done, and slain each
No punishment ever will be enforced if it be other. The ancient Scandinavians believed there
wholly disproportionate
to the crime-nor
will was a providential
control over the affairs of
this people ever consent to inflict the same pun- men, which especially decided between right
ishment on the man who is forced into a duel in mid wrong, and making a direct appeal to Heavdefence of his honor, which should fall on the en to favor the ril.!ht they resorted to personal
aggressor.
It may be said that you will notonl.J: combat to decide their controversies respecting
suppress duel lug, but that you will avert the evil propelty or any other of the rights recognized
consequences of carrying concealed arms. By In their communities.
This I presume was the
the imposition
of taxes and oaths, you might origin of the trial by combat of the feudal ages.
possibly succeed in suppressing
the practice Was such a controversy based lIpon personal
among 'the upright and honorable, but the base feeling or malice? No sir; it was a controversy
man and assassin would wholly disregard any between parties as to legal rights, and in the
laws which you could impose; the conse- belief that an overlooking and overruling proviquence would be to put the honest man wholly dence would determine the justice or injustice of
at the mercy of the assassin, taking away from the case, they resorted to a trial of arms. This
the good citizen the greatest proteciion which he notion became modified in the process of time,
has against the bad and the vicious.
until, in the feudal ages what was known as the
In a country like ours, of a comparatively
wager of battle was substituted in its place.
sp'arse population, where the aeeueed IS neceesa- The first mention of it is in the Burgundian
nly tried by a jury of his neighbors and ac- code as early as A. D. 501. There is, I presume.
quaintances, it must always be extremely diffi- scarcely a gentleman here-the
legal portion of
cult to convict, capitally, for almost any offence them particularly-who
does not fully compre-not from the want of a. proper moral sense in hend the history of, and the manner in which
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this wagerby battle was carried out. It applied Henry II of France published the first edict proonly to controversies as to the right of property hibiting it in that kingdom, butthis only seemed
in land, and for some curious and quaint reasons

to increase the passion for it, and to make meu

the parties never fought themsel VIlS, but always stretch the

USU:ll

points of han or, on the :rrinci-

presented a champion to fight in their stead. plc that honor exerts itself most in satisfying
Here, clearly, tJIC combat did not arise from any those points which are not of legal obligation,
resentment of personal injury or insult. In the or are even in defiance of law. The parl iarneut
appendix to Chitty's Blackstone will be fonnd a of Paris in 1599 declared duelists, and all those
description of the last effort made in Great present either us assistants or spectators, to be
Britain to settle a question of this sort by an "P' rebels and transgressors of the law. Henry IY
peal to arms. 'I'he whole court adjourned, and in 1609 ordained further, that all in auy way
were cited to assemble in Tothill fields, and concerned, all spectators, even those accidenthere to witness a controversy as to title to land tally present who did not strive to prevent blooddecided by wager of .battle.
This was very shed, and all carriers of challenges, or of offeumuch akin to the celebrated trials in the courts ai ve or provoking words, should suffer in vaof Knights Errant, where a certain knight pro- rious degrees, by death, eonfiscntiou of goods,
claiming that his fair mistress was the most fines, imprisonment, loss of place, loss of powbeautiful and handsome of any, would throw ex, etc. But I will not trouble tbe convention
down his "'age of battle to any who dared dis- with further details of the legislation of chri"teupnte it.
any such, there were, the challenge dom, all of the same character, from this period
would be accepted, and then in a great tourna- down to the English statute of William.
This
merit, they would decide by force of arms, before statute extends to seconds, and all concerned,
that assembly of magnates and people of the the punishme!lt of banishment and escheat of
land, who had the fairest mistress. And what moveables, and these statutes arc still in force,
is most cxtraordinary, this barbarous, cruel and In the case of Lt. Brundell, in the present cenbloody ordeal of trial by battle-notwithstandtury, his antagonist, second, and two others
ing the existence of the wise, learned, and who were held accessories, were all convicted of
distinguished men who gave being to the great murder and sentenced to death, though aftersystem of English jurisprlldence--remained
wards pardoned.
And it will be found that althe law of the land down to the time of George most all the great and good men of christendom,
Ill, and was not repealed until the year 1818 although in some instances these were made to
or 1819.
yield and fight duels, have always regarde<;lit as
Now I come to the origin of the duel as it is a barbarous custom.
now practiced.
That is a combat for the raI desire now to show to the convention some
dress of personal or family injuries, fought specimens of the "code" which governs these-sanwith deadly weapons. It is the offspring of the guiuary encounters.
I will read from a "code
trial by battle, and is governed by what is called of honor" published in Ireland, which is the
the code of honor. This l?ractir.e grew into only one I have ever seen, and which is a very
such general use after FranC1SI challenged the curlous affair indeed. If there is an American
emperor Charles V, that in the first eighteen published "code of honor" I have never yet had
years of the reign of Henry IV, over four thou- the pleasure of seeing it. This purports to have
sand gentlemen fell in the duel. In that day been "settled by the gentlemen delegates of
the military spirit was the ruling one, and men Tipperary, Galway, Mayo, Sligo, and Roscomwere influenced largely by the sentiments avow- mon, and prescribed for general use throughout
ed here by the gentleman from J(~fferson, (Mr. Ireland," where I presume it is still in practice.
Bullitt.) that he preferred death to the tarnish- It contains 36 rules, of which the following are
ing of his fair fame and character.
This was specimens:
the ground assumed, and thus the country who
"1ST. The first offence requires the first apoloneeded their services in a military point of view, gy, although the retort may have been more ofwas deprived of four thousand men, and not feneive than the insult.
Thus A. to B.: "You
only that, but the number of widows and 01'- are impertinent."
B. to A.: "You lie." A.must
phans necessarily created thereby, must neoessa- make the first apology, and then. after the fi"st
rily have been considerable.
fire, B. may explain awuv the re-tort.
I have thus very rapidly, and I may add un"2ND. But if the part.ies would rather fight on,
satisfactorily to myself, given something like an then after two shots each-but
in no case beepitome of the rise and progress of the duel, as fore-B. may explain first, and A. apologise affar back as I am able to trace it, and I will now terwards.
attempt a similar sketch of the legidation of
"3RD. If a doubt exist who !rave the first ofchristendom with a view to its suppression. fence, the decision is with the seconds; if they
The history of legislation for five centuries past cannot agree, the matter must proceed to two
is singularly nniform, especially in the r"sults shots or a hit, if the challenge requires H.
of such leglslation.
Ecc1esiastical and civil en·
·'4m. When the lie direct is the first off.-mce,
actments of tho most strinl?,cnt chamctel' have the aggressor must, 1st, beg pardon in express
been made to suppress it. 'Ihe Council of Trent, terms, or, 2nd, exchange two shots previous to
(section 25, cllapter 19,) declaled it to be a de- apology, or, 3rd, three sbots, followed by an extestable custom mhoduc1?d by the devil for the p1anatlOn, or, 4th, fire on till a severe hit is
destructlOll of soul and body, and eXCOmTIlUlll-given.
cated not only those who fought, but their nsso"5TfJ. A blow is strictly prohibited-no
verciates and even the spectators.
PhiliJ? the Fair, bal apology will atone for It. The offender must,
in the 13th centnry, tried to suppress lt, but the lIst, 11and a cane to the injured party, to he used
spirit of the age was too fierce to be restrained. on him while he begs pardon; or, fire till one or
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both are disabled; or, fire three shots, and then challenged a man to mortal combat, made an apask pardon without the Cane.
plication of this kind to the legislature, and I
"6TH. If A. give B. the lie, and B. retorts with spoke against, and calling the yeas and nays,
a blow-the two highest offences-no reconciliavoted against them, and they were not granted.
tion can take place till after two shots have been
If you could enforce this law against dueling,
given, or a severe hit. B. may be~ pardon for
-if you could in some way inspirit the grand
the blow, and A. may simply explain for the ofjurors of the country with :proper ideas of the
fence of giving the lie.
obligations of the oaths which they take, and
"7TH, Challenges for undivulged
causes may they would indict, and petit jurors could be inbe reconciled on the ground after one shot. No
duced to convict under it, there would be no
apology can be received in any case after parties nec<lssity for this constitutional provision.
And
have taken their ground, till after one fire.
I think my friend from Jefferson introduced a
"81'1{.No dumh shooting, or firing in the air, strange argument here in support of the 'position
admissable in any case.
which he occupies on this question.
He says
"9TH. All imputations of cheating at play, ra- that if we have good jurors, able prosecuting atces, me" considered
equivalent to a brow; but tornies, and independent
tribunals, those who
may be reconciled after one shot, on admitting
commit murder will be punished, and at the
the falsehood, and begging pardon publicly.
same time he goes on to declare, that for certain
"10TH. Seconds must bo of equal grade and indignities offered to a man, the privilege of derank wi~h t.lle principals,
as the seconds may be- ciding the matter by the duel, ought to be alcome principals.
lowed! I cannot see the consistency of such an
"11TH. When seconds disagree, and resolve to argument at all. The killing of a man in a duel
exchange shots, it must be done at the same time is the most deliberate, and the most malicious
and at right angles, &c., &c., &c."
description of murder of which I can conceive,
This is the "code," though I do not know that and every man who thus takes the life of his
it governs the duel in Kentucky.
fellow mall, deserves to be hung, and if I had
Tbelegislation of every state of this union, np- the power of' a court, I would har-e no more
on this subject, has been as uniform as that of compunction
of conscience in pronouncing the
the rest of christendom, to which I have referred. sentence of the law upon him, than I would
It is true, as the gentleman says, that in the UpOIl a dog.
And the gentleman's idea that
,year 1799 there was a law enacted against duel- dueling is a savinS' of human life, strikes me as
mg. That law was followed by the act of 1812, the most extraordinary
one that ever ;r heard
and if gentlemen will refer to the preamble at- promulgated.
It is in fact, an argument against
tached to it, they will perceive that it was writ- himself.
Dueling has been practiced in this
ten by no ordinary mnn, and that it embraces country ever since its earliest settlement not.
within a few lines as strong arguments as could withstanding-the laws against it, and does experibe deduced and elaborated in a whole day's ence show that it has caused a saving of human
speaking.
It is as follows:
life in the wa,y the ~entleman contemplates?
" Whereas, the commonwealth have repeated- He states, that III Louisville,
from its earliest
ly sustained great and irreparable injury, in the times down to the present, but two men have
loss of some of her best and most valuable citi- been killed in duels, while upwards of an hun.
zens ; inroads have been made in private famidred have been killed in rencontres.
Therelies; their peace, happiness, and domestic felici- fore, this practice which has been almost unty destroyed, by the present inhuman practice of checked, does not, as he contends it would, preduelling; a practice contrary to the precepts of vent these bloody street butcheries.
And I do
morality, religion, and civil obligation,
which not think with the gentleman, that we must be
ori~inated in a barbarous age, fostered by savage cursed with one or the other of these alternapolicy, and only perpetuated in this cnlightened
tives-a
street fight or a duel.
I think that
era by mistaken ideas of honor; forremedywhere_
legislation can be devised which will suppress
of," &c.
either the one or the other under proper constiThe gentleman (Mr. Bullitt) contends that this tutional direction, and oblige men to resort to
legislation is all that is needed, but I must differ some other means of settling their personal con.
with him. It is true, til at these laws have exist- toversies.
The bill that I introduced when in
ed on the statute book from the very foundation
the legislature, and which became a law, is a
of our government, down to the present time; sufficient demonstration of the facts, that with
but.there has been a shameless and shameful vi- a little more stringent provisions in our constiolation of them at every session 'Of the legisla- tution and laws, there never will be aduel fought
ture of the commonwealth.
If there is a class in Kentucky.
in Kentucky, who more than any other, have
Duels formerly were of frequent occurence in
called on the legislature to adort provisions for this state, between men with families, dependent
their especial use and benefit,
am ready to adon them, but since the adoption of that which
mit it is the profession to which I have the hon- made all on the ground, spectators as well as
or to belong-the
lawyers.
But from the first participants, responsible to the wife and child.
time that Lhud the honor of a seat in the legis- ren of the man slain, not a married man has
lature, I always oPfosed, and if I should be thus been engaged in a duel. It is too great a risk
honored hereafter,
shall ever oppose this spe- for his antagonist to incur. All this is evidence
ciallegislation
for the purpose of restoring geuof what may be effected in correction of this
tlemeri to privliges
wblch they have forfeit- evil. And the experience in Tennessee, Louised by infractions of these laws.
I recollect an iana, Mississippi, and Alabama, are all triumphinstance, where one of my particular and espe" ant examples of the fact. that men can be restraincia! friends, personal and political, who had ed in this matter, by constitutional
enactment,
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kill him, what has he gained by it? Or.eupwithout those direful consequences
resulting
pose he kills rne: what has he gained even then?
therefrom, which seem to haunt the imagination
He has committed a murder in the eyes of both
of the gentleman from Jefferson.
If dueling
God and man, and my blood will cry to heaven
can be suppressed in those states, byacollstituagainsthiro, but he has not acquitted himself of
tional enactment, I ask in the name of high heav- any thing or convicted me of any tbing. I know
en if it eaunot also be put clown in the same of no offence a man can offer to another. for
manner by the people ot Kentucky?
The con- which, if he is an honorable man, suitable and
stitution of Louisiana utterly disqualifies every ample atonement eannot be made. The elder
man concerned in a duel, from the principals
gentleman from Nelson (Mr. Hardin) may say
down to the spectators assembled to witness it, jhat-I am a thief. Well, I challenge him for it,
for the holding of office. What has been the and we go Forth and fight. I think I would disresult?
Not a duel has been fOllght by the citiplay but little sense in putting myself on an
zens of Louisiana.
since the adoption of that equality with a man who had DO more regard
constitution.
Nor have those direful consequenfor truth than to make such a charge against me.
ces anticipated
by the gentleman, resulted
A man outrages and insults your feelings and
from the prohibition
of the duel there. Have
you challenge him, and what do you gain? He
we heard of men being slaugtered in public ren- has insulted you and outraged your feelings,
eontre, or of private assassinations
prevailing
and yet/ou
turn around and invite him out to
. since that time, to an unusual extent ! No sir. the flel and give him an equal chance to kill
And I will say to the gentleman. that in my
'you in the bargain!
That is a kind of philoscopinion, the man who at any time would be
pn3'-> laying aside the question of morality ...
mean, cowardly and dastardly enough to asseswhich I confess I cannot comprehend.
If the
ainate his enemy, will assassinate and stab in
result of a duel established any fact or proposithe dark, with or without such a provision as is
tion, then I might comprehend the grounds upon
here proposed in the eonst.ituti on . .A. high mind- which gentlemen support the practice.
I know
ed, honareble man, no matter to what extent his of but one case under heaven, and that is the
jeeliugs have been wounded 01' outraged, would
strongest it is possible to imagine, where blood
rather submit to it, any indignity
to which he
alone could atone for the injury.
A man insults
might be subjected on the face of God Almighty's
the wife and daughter of another. and will genearth, than to have it charged llpon him WIth
tlemen say that in such a case a challen~e ought
truth that he attempted secretly and cowardly to to be &,iven? :My God, can it be that public opinassassinate his insulter.
For myself, I would
ion WIll exact of me that I shall place myself on
rather be charged with the most heluioue offence
a perfect equality with a demon in human shape,
that blackens the long catalogue of sin, than to who could be so base and dastardly as to inflict
lie uuder the imputation of ha,:"ing, cowardly
an injury llpon the feelings of a womanj
A.
and secretly attacked my enemy m the dark.
roan has "attempted to rob you of all that is dear
And shall it be said that this convention, who
and sacred in human life, and in the next mohave now in their hands, the power to cut up ment you are to call him out and give him a
this evil, by the very roots, has not the moral
chance to kill you! It cannot b~the
l'roposicourage to march up and perform this work. Will
tion is too outrageous.
The only way would
they refuse to uJ?ply the knife to this corroding
treat such a being as that, would be to meet him
ulcer that is eatmg into the very vitals of the with a gun, and shoot him down, with no more
body politic?
Will they not at once arrest this
compunction of conscience than if he was the
deep and deadly poison that is diffusing itself fiercest wild beast that ever inhabited a forest.
through every vern and artery of the socml sys- And I would fearlessly rest upon a statement of
tern?
Have we not, I ask, the moral courage to
facts and appeal to the people of the country
do it, and ought we not to do it? Who is to be and to the pardoning power to save me from
injured by it'? It is time, and we now have it degradation for that act, for I know that such an
in our/ower to throw a bulwark of protection
appeal would not be in vain.
arouu the citizen. which ton thousand
times
I say, then, that it is our bounden duty to pro·
ten thousand vollies from the art.illcry of detraction will never be able to batter down.
All vide in our organic law, that auyman who fights
that the good nnd virtuous citizen, the friend of or is accessory ill any way to a duel, shall be
peace and good order fears, is the expression of a disfranchised from the holding of any office of
I
misguided and mislead public opiuion , and I profit and trust under this commonwealth.
would in this constitution give him a protection can see no danger that will result from it. I
know
that
many
high
minded,
honorable
men
behind which he might entrench himself, fearless
of the scorn, sneers and detraction of any man differ with me 011 this subject, but I cannot but
think that if they will recur to their recollection
on earth.
from the earliest periGd to the present time, of
I would like to know from the ndvoeates of
the melancholy
consequences that have result.dueling here, what is gained by a resort to that
ed from these encounters, they' will not hesipractice.
Let us take the case st.ated by the g(mtate to place a barrier in this constitution that
tlemnn (Mr. Bullitt.)
I am a lar~er man than will operate to prevent any sneh occurrence in
he, and I spit upon him. and offer such an offence
future.
Sir, very frequently has the cup of con·
to his sensit.ive honor that satisfaction only can
nubial bliss been turned to gall and wormwood
be obtained by c3.lling me into the field tu fiO'ht
-the parents been robbed of an estimable and
him. Suppofle he calls and I do llot come? W~ll,
promising son-and
wife widowed and the chilo
he would have the pleasure of posting me as a
dren orphaned and thrown on the cold chariti<'5
coward; yet every body who knows me, knows
of t.he world-by
the result of a duel. And I
that if he would do that he would post himself
a liar. But suppose I do go, and fight him, and
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this barbarous and cruel practice.
It is in many Preston, Johnson Price, John T. Rogers, John
J. Thurman, Philip Triplett,
instances, in its results, like running a. red hot D. Taylor,John
Andrew S. White, Charles
plough share over the human soul. It is a prac- Henry Washington,
tice which had its origin in barbarism, and in a A. Wickliffe, Robert N. Wickliffe.-32.
NAys-Richard
AP.I'CrsOll, John L. Ballinger,
christian country like this, should be detested
and abhorred. Let us provide for its expulsion John S. Barlow, wn iam K. Bowling, Luther
from among us in this constitution,
by giving Brawner, Charles Chambers, James S. ChrismalJ,
tone and protection to a sound, and wise, and Jesse Coffey, Henry R. D. Coleman, William
Cowper, Edward Curd, Lucius Desha, Chasteen
christian publicsentirnent
on the subject.
That
is all that is now needed, and that is aU I desire. T. Dunavan, Benjamin F. Edwards, Milford El"Myonly desire is to act for the best interests liott, Selucius Garfleldc, James H. Garrard.
of the people of Kentucky, and the only reward Richerd D. Gholson, Thomas J. Gough, Ninian
I look to IS the good opinion of my coadjutors E. Gray, James P. Hamilton, Bell. Hanlin, John
here, and the commendation
of that people. Hargis, Vincent S. Hay. Andrew Hood, 'l'homes
Above all things on earth do I despise the Iul- James, William Johnson, George 'V. Kuvanuugh,
James M. Lackey, Peter Lashbrooke, Thomas
some adulation of the mall, who like n whining,
sneaking spaniel- pup, crouches before me, hopiug N. Lindsey, Thomas W. Lisle. WillisB. Machen,
that I may cast him some vagrant crumbs; or the George W. Mansfield, Richard L.Me-yes, Nathan
ephemeral praise of some vulgar, dirty black- :McClure, Jonathan NeWC\lm,Hugh Newell, EliJ. Procguard, wbo is prompted only by a fear that I jah F. Nuttall, Henry B. Pollard.Larkin
Thomas Rockhold,
may injure him. And if I have the esteem of tor, John T. Robinson,
Ira Root, James Rudd, Ignatius A. Spalding,
my compeers in this body, I shall be satisfied,
John W. Stevenson, James W. Stone, Michael L.
notwithstanding
the slnndcre and traductiona
that may be heaped upon me by every little Stoner, Albert G. Talbot.t. Wm. R. Thompson,
Whipper-snapper
who is so fortunate or unfor- Howard Todd, Squire Turner, John L. Waller,
tunate as to be the conductor of some vile John Wheeler. George W. Williams, Silas Woodthumb-paper.
I have come in with other gen- son-56.
Mr. A. K. MARSHALL moved to amend so as
tlemen of this convention, for a full share of the
vile abuse and the mean and dirty calumny to include all members of the bar within the
which sundry little dirty pups, who have come operation of the provisions of t11esection.
Mr. TURNER.
I hope the amendment will
into this lobby during the session, have thought
be accepted by the friends of the section.
It is
pro}Jt'l' to vent upon us in their ecrrcspondence
to certain newspapers.
I can live down such right and proper, and its only object is to incalumny, or else I have lived to no purpose.
If clude the young men of the legal profession.
The amendment was agreed to.
I cannot live it down, I am not worthy of a seat
Mr. CHAMBERS moved to amend, so as to reall this floor. And these attacks excite in meno
other emotions than those of mirth.
The high- quire all officers to take the oath to support the
est reward I seek, is that when the impartial his- constitution of the United States, as well as the
torian comes to give a full and fair account of the state.
The amendment was agreed to.
action of this body, it shall appear that I bore
Mr. A. K. MARSHALL moved to extend the
some humble part in bringing about this grand
prohibition
to cases where an individual had
and glorious revolution on this great question.
And rather would I prefer that when I am borne worn any concealed deadly weapon except for
to my final resting place, a loving family and self-defence.
Mr. HARDIN.
I hope this amendment will
circle of friends and neighbors shall cluster
around it, to drop a tear to my memory, than not be adopted, and I think it is offered by a
gentleman
who
is
not
vcry friendly to the secall the fulsome praise that can. now be spread
tion. Those, therefore, III favor of attempting
upon me.
to put down dueling, ought to vote against the
I do hope that the action of this convention
I will not say that the gentleman
on this great question, wil l be pmper, wise and amendment.
just, and if I were a righteous man, and it would is opposed to the section, but if I may be allownot be mockery for me to do it, I would implore ed to guess, it would be that he is not very
kind heaven to 80 guide the deliberations of this friendly to it..
MI'. A. K. MARSHALL.
I hare no hesitation
convention upon it, as to advance the happiness and prosperity of our noble old common- in stating that I am directly against the section
as it now stands.
If the amendment I have
wealth.
11'11'. CURn moved the previous question, but proposed should be adopted, I do not know that
even then I should be in favor of the section
it was not sustained.
'I'he question was then taken by yeas and but I should be strongly in favor of such a law:
nays-on
the call of :Mr.W ALLER-on
the mo- I think it is peculiarly unfortunate that this section is proposed to be introduced into the contion to strike out, and it was ncgatived-c-yeas
stitution at all, as it places members in an ex32, nays 56, as follows:
'l'bere are rnaYt:As-Mr. President, (Guthrie,) Alfred Boyd, ceedinglyembarrassingposition.
William Braaley, Thomas D. Brown, William ny of us who not only are not favorable to duels,
C. Bullttt, Wilham Chenault, Beverly L. Clarke, but desire to prevent and to stop them, and yet
Benjamin Copelin, Garrett Davie, James Dudley, we do not believe this to bc the proper way to
do it. Nor do we believe that the penalty affixGreen Forrest, N athan Gaither, William Hendrix,
']'homas J. Hood, James W. Irwin, Alfred M. ed to the act of giving, s('nding, or bearing 'a
Jackson, Charles C. Kelly, Alexander K. Mar- challenge, is ll.v,proximat('(! at all to the degree of
shall, William C. Marshall, WilliamD. Mitchell, the offence. '1 here are other offences known to
Thomas P. Moore. James M. Nesbitt, William the laws infinitcly worse than bearing a chal-
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lenge-than
giving and accepting achallenge, or
than fighting a duel even, which gentlemen do
not pretend to provide for in this constitution, by
disfranchising the persons who shall be guiltyof
them. What would be thought of a proposition
in this constitution to disfranchise any man who
should be convicted of seduction-e-n crime, in
my estimation, infinitely worse than a duel?
The punishment is not proportioned
to the offence, and it is the wrong place to apply the
remedy. And it is extremely unjust, unkind,
nud uncandid in the gentleman from Henry,
(Mr. Nuttall,) to place all those opposed to the
enactment of this section in the constitution as
being ill favor of dueling.
I am as much opposed to dueling as any man oUf"ht to be. I
have never fought a duel, nor do know that I
ever shal l: but I will go so far as to say that
there are circumstances and conditions in which
a mall might be placed where he ought to fight.
And iu such a case it would require some stronger inducement or restriction than this section to
restrain a JUan from giving or sending a chalIenge.
The gentleman has drawn a mournful picture of the evils which have been brought
upou families by this practice-c-or
widowed
wives, children bereft of fathers, sisters of brothera, and lovers weeping over their loss; and this
section he intends as a remedy for all these evils,
and to dry up this fountain of tears. I would
be glad to wipe the tears from all eyes, and to
stop and stay the march of crime in this land of
ours, but I ask gentlemen which has produced
most misery and mourning in Kentucky, the
duel or the bowie knife? Which, I ask, has
shed most blood, the fair and open combat or
the knife of the assassin?
I do helieve from my
heart, that if we insert in our constitution a
clause such as this, we shall compel men to resort to some other means of redressing grievaucos than the duel-the
knife for instance.
And
despite all the eloquence of the gentleman, he
knows that there are aggressions that may be
committed on him or me for which the life of
the aggressor alone could atone. Thc world
could not hold us both. what is Lest to be done
in such a case? If we stop the duel, and ineults of this kina are offered-and
we have it
from the lips of Him who "spake rn; never man
spake"-that
"[offences will come't-c-somethiug
must be done at once to check the other mode of
J.l.Venginggrievances-that
of street fighting or
assassination.
Now, if gentlemen want to correct the public morals, and to stop the flow of
human blood, if they seek to dry up the tears of
the widow and the orphan, and if indeed they,
des~re to. surround the citi~cn with a .panoply
which will be a guard against the knife of the
assassin as well as the bullet of the duelist, I
beg of them to insert this clause of mine in the
canstitution.
I shall vote for my amendment sir,
and hope it will be adopted, but I shall vote
against the section in any event, believing it to
be wrong to incorporate it in the constitution,
and that it must make, necessarily, hundreds of
enemies to it, and because the punishment th~re
laid down a." falling upon. that kind of offence
with certainty, will not be considered by the
people of this country as ju!';t and fair and proportionate t.o the ofience itself.

Mr./1'RESTON.
Is it in order to offer a substitute for the section.
The PRESIDENT.
It is not in order.
Mr. PRESTON.
Then I will offer it when it
will be in order. It is with some degree of pain
that I have witnessed the vote upon this subject,
and I intend, as soon as the pending amendment
is acted upon, to offer an amendment providing
that the legislature may ....
take this subject, which
is one that should be regulated by legislation,
under their control. I deem it most unwise for
us here, to place the citizen in such a situation,
that in the instances alluded to by the gentlemen from Jessamine and Jefferson, (Messrs. A.
K. Marshall and Bullitt,) he will be compelled
to take such an oath before he can go into office
under this constitution.
I am no advocate of
the duel, hut it seems to me we are seeking to
apply a remedy against it that will outrage human nature.
What is the proposition here? It
is to incorporate in the organic law of the state,
what the public sense of justice, of clemency,
and of rights, has never permitted to rest in qui.
et on the statute book. Year after year have
yOll seen your legislatures
covering the statute
book with evidences that the laws on the subject
of dueling imposed penalties which the publie opinion of our people could not tolerate.
And ret it is here proposed to incorporate those
laws in the face of that public sentiment in t.he
organic law! I have now lived thirty two years.
Many of my friends and the companions of my
boyhood have grown u.p with me, and many of
them were men possessing erroneous principles
with regard to the taking of human life, and the
revenge of insults.
In that time some twelve
or fourteen have perished in violent affrays
in the streets, and I have never known but
one who fell in fair and honorable duel. And
why is this? It is because a thousand opportunities exist of effecting a reconciliation between
parties where a challenge has passed and a duel
IS proposed,
and the difficulty by the interference of friends lllay be adjusted; but in the murderous street fight the parties excited with pasaiou, ?eed no one, and arming themselves, go
forth In the thoroughfares and the by-ways, and
there in a bloody affray, to the tenor of every
passer-by, settle their quarrel with the knife and
the pistol.
'I'hat is the way in which it is done.
It is murder staIkiug abroad.
By that section
in effect, it is said that all this is right and proper, for human passions will have vent: but if it
is a duel, t118 participants shall be disfranchised.
Opportunity being thus denied for the honorable
adjustment of difficulties, men are to be driven
to resort to street :fighting! How many are they
in this hall Wl10 have had friends perish in fair
and open cluel? Few, very few. But let me
ask, how many of your friends have been
butchered by thc knife of the assassin? Are we
then to be reduced to this system of ruffianism.
Are we sir, ill a spirit of false humanity, to
drive tile t.ol'l'E-nt of human paf:'sion into a"foul,
instead of a fair and honorable, thongh reprehcnsible channel?
I can never eonsellt to do it
sir. If the wife of a man's bosom is taken from
him and carried by a seducer to a foreigiliand,
if his domesitc hearth is thus polluted, it is a
crime so far beyond that which the duelist has
committed, that it will justify no parallel, and.
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endure no comparison.
But what would be said tion of such a feature as this in our constitution.
if we, the lawgivers of the land, should here de- If I speak on this occasion with warmth, it is
clare that the adulterer should be disfranchised? because I feel that I speak honestly and sincereAnd are we then to place the men of honor, who ly; not that I ever expect to claim the benefit. of
carry or accept a challenge, the various great this bloody code, for! abhor it. But why should
and distinguished men of this country who have we especially seek to place the man who comgiven and accepted challenges-the
Clays, the mits a crime of this character, utterly without
Jacksons and the Rowans-upon
a footing be- the pale of mercy? Why not leave the mattcr
neath that of the vilest felon who inhabits the to the regulation of the legislature, the sevepenitentiary?
They may be pardoned by an ex- reign representatives of the pearle, who may ae-.
ercise of the executive clemency, and restored to semble hereafter? Suppose this provision had
the rights of freemen. With this provision in existed in our constitution at the time the statesengaged in a duel with
the constitution you declare it to be out of the man of "Ashland"
executive power to restore to his rights the dis- Humphrey Marshall, or when he of Tennessee
franchised gentleman who has carried a chal- was similarly engaged, would not the country
lenge or fought a duel. 'l'he vile wretch who have been deprived of those great services and
murders for hire, may be pardoned and restored talents, the high character of which is conceded
to his civil rights, but he who meets his ad- by all, however opposed to there? Either this
versary fairly and openly in the field, it may be, would have been the ease, or else they would
through a mistaken sense of honor, is to be ex- have resorted to the barbarous alternative of the
eluded forever from all claims for mercy. Be- street duel.
But the sense of justice of the people would
hold your flue speeches about mercy and
executive clemency; and yet if a man, influ- have torn such a provision from tho constitution.
enced bv a keen sense of honor, meets his rather than to have suffered such men to be disadversary face to face, and scorns the use of the franchised and degraded, and deprived of all
bowie knife and concealed weapons, where do the honors of the state, for all time to come. I
am willing to let the duelist remain-so
far as
you place him?
Down below the adulterer,
down below the seducer, down below the mur- regards the operation of the law-in the same poderer, and down below the vilest felon, in your eition with the seducer and the culprit, stained
prison. I tell YOU the feelings of the 'People of with all the offences that blacken the catalogue
am willing to leave his
Kentucky wilf not tolerate this most extraordi- of human crime-I
nary injustice. They have not tolerated it to this transgression subject, like others, to the control
extent in other states, and will not in Ken- of the legislature; but never put such a feature
as this ill the constitution.
Do it, and the retucky.
I have never in my life given a vote with more sult will be like the laws of Massachusetts,
which,
instituted
by
the
pilgrims,
after the Mocheerfulness than that to-day, to prohibit the
bearing of concealed weapons.
But if combats saic code, punished fornication and adultery
will never be carried out. They
take place in this state-and
they are as certain with death-it
to occur as any other violations of law, arising were too rigid for the frailties of erring human
nature, and experience has demonstrated the fufrom misdirected and ungovernable passionslet us induce them to be of a character where op- tilityof laws so tyrannical t,hat, mankind will
not execute them. Take the law against duelportunities of reconciliation may be afforded-c.
where difflcultles may be adjusted, and in which ing now on the statute book, and you will find
the creat and magnanimous character of the that year after year, in obedience to the sense of
peop~e of my native state will not be reduced justice and mercy pervading the people, the leto the ruffianism of the worst portions of the gislature has exempted individuals from their
south. Preserve and guard us from the bloody penalties, until the law itself has almost been
Why then is it now sought
rencontres which have occurred during the last virtually repealed.
summer. The same feeling which prompts a to incorporate its provisions ill the constitution?
man to the duel, has-as is often the cusp,with Do you expect in this way to compel or repress
Shall we put
other misdirected feelings-given
birth to the public sentiment in Kentucky?
noblest sentiments that elevate and adorn the that in the constitution which the people-will
human character. It is that feeling, in a great de- not permit to remain on the statute book'( That
gree, which has ever given dignity, strength, and is the point, and the true point. Here is what I
manhood to our delegations in congress, and intend to after and to stand by, and what I hope
made our people among the most gallant aud the convention will accept:
"T'he general assembly shall huve power to
chivalric of the soldiers ever engaged in the battles of our country. Venerable age may tell me pass laws for the suppression of dueling, and
that I am in favor of instituting a bloody code, for excluding from the right of suffrage, and eli*
but I deny it. Ionlv
desire to fall back upon g:ibility to all offices of honor or profit under
it, because it is the least of two.evils, which the this commonwcalth, all persons who may here.
experience of the past, fraught with wisdom, after he engaged in duels."
This is what I desire to have done.
I desire
bas demonstrated.
I have never borne a challenge in my life-I
have ever refused to do 50, that gentlemen, and particularly the challelJged
and I have often attempted, and on some occa- party in a difficulty of this kind, shall be withsions with success, to reconcile differences. The m the reach of executive clemency, and not be
very procrastination incident to the arrangement placed 011 a worse footing than the murderer, the
Adopt this
of a duel. gives an opportunity for its adjust- adulterer, and the common felon.
ment, which is never obtained under the ruffian- provision in YO\1rconstitution, and not only will
ly practice of street fighting. And this is the this be the result: but you exclude and forever
distinguished
and talented immimain rea5~n why I protest against the introduc* disfranchise
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grants from other states and other lands, who instance of the modern duel presented until
might have been engaged in affairs of this kind, we come down to time when Francis I, of
and who might desire to settle in your state. France gave the challenge to Charles V, king of
There the
You declare to them, that they shall forever be Spain and Emperor of Germany.
excluded from all stations of honor and emulu- practice took its origin, and it has been in existuient in this state. Should the heroic and cou- ence ever since. AmI why is it? Because there
rageous Kossuth himself, he who stands in the is a notion, a"ridiculous kind of opinion goin~
front rank of the advocates and defenders ofhu- abroad, invisible, intangible, and which no man
can touch, called the code of honor, which comman freedom, and who would be an acquisition
pels a man to fight in certain cases.
Thus, do
of which any country might be proud-proscribed and driven from his crushed and bleeding you want to kill me? No. Do I want to kill
you?
No.
But
there
is
some
imaginary
insult,
country-seek
a refuge in Kentucky, it would
in effect debar him. had he. under the sen- -sume supposed injury. and some sickly sentiments of honor which prevail in his land, par- sibility feels itself insulted, and asks for an exThe man who is asked is a little too
ticipated in a duel. He would, under this sec- planation.
tion, forever be deprived of the privilege of every proud to give it, and the parties correspond a
American citizen-that
of eligibility to office. while. aud finally fight-and all about nothing.
Away, then with such a principle.
I tell you In a case where a real insult is offered, and a
it is wrong. I feel that it is wrong, and when I man gives another the lie, it ends generally
feel so, I know that I can denounce it. My sense in a fist fight,land there is an end of it. If it is an
insult, such as seducing a man's
of justice has never been so outraged by any outrageous
act of this convention, as by this proposition to wife, or his daughter, the offender is generally
shot
down
at
once. and he is served pretty near
put forever under the ban of constitutional disright in having the thing administered to him
qualification-without
the pale of repentancethe hope of reprieve, or the power of par- in that way. It is only for small, imaginary and
don, every unfortunate gentleman who has been idle insults that men fight duels.
forced into an affair of honor.
But says one gentleman, we must have a pro·
Mr. HARDIN.
I was very much in hopes vision against the carrying of concealed weapons
if we desire to guard against this terrible
that the session would draw to a close in the
course of eight.or ten days, and have not been dis- sbeding of human blood. I should have no obposed to trouble the convention with more than jection to that if it were possible to curry it faira word or two on a subject at a time. But to- Iy out, but we all know how indefinite sucb a
day the debating has taken a now turn to my provision would be. Here is a miserable old
mind, and every gentleman who makes a speech penknife that I carry, and it is a weapon.
Mr. A. K. MARSHALL.
Deadly weapons
puts me in mind of the boy who had a large
piece of bread, and a small bit of butter; so anx- are referred to.
Mr. HARDIN.
It would be a deadly weapon
lOUS was he to have brcnd and butter, he spread
his butter over his bread so thin, he could'nt if used as Jesse Swearengin did once an old penknife
upon
Mr.
Gentry.
He struck him with it
taste the butter at all.
So with the speeches,
they are so extended they 10sl:1their whole force. in the breast, and it just touched his heart, and
But there is no need to
The act of the assembly of 1811 on dueling, killed him instantly.
was drawn up by myself, and carried through make the carrying of concealed weapons a test
the house of representatives by the aid of a gen- of office, because the very conviction of a man
tleman one year younger than myself, Mr. Solo- for such an offence, would be punishmeutenough
mon Sharpe, one of the ablest and most eloquent to deter him. But if you arraign the duelist
men ever born and raised in Kentucky.
And for his offence, where will you try him? We all
with the exception of a single verbal error in the know what public sentiment is on such a subprinting-c-vhave" for "hasH-it
now reads pre- ject. Have you ever heard of a man in Kencisely :fs it was drawn. I thought then, and I tucky, being convicted of killing another in a
still think it to be a most excellent law.
We duel t No sir, and why? Because the public
in the teeth of the law-will
had, sir, ever since Great Britain and France sentimentr-though
advanced a step beyond barbarism, and in this not convict a mall for that crime. The statute of
country ever since its foundation, the severest 1811, for eight or ten years after its passage, did
possible laws against dueling.
In the course of a great deal of good, but after the legislature got
my reading as to the history of mankind, I have inio thepracticc .of relieving them from the efturned my attention some little to this subject, fect of Its operation, and dunng the last five
and sir, from the days of Nimrod, the mighty and twenty years, I think I hazard nothing in
hunter of Babylon, down to about three hun- asserting that every year has witnessed the addred years ago, I have not found a single in- dition to the statute book of a relief law of this
stance where a private, personal quarrel was set- kind. And instead of re'luiring the oath to go
tIed by a duel. In every case where there were back to the passage of the aw, the oath only goes
personal combats, they were for public and not back to a certain day in the last session of the
private considerations.
The private combats legislature.
What I desire is, that there shall be created a
before the walls of Troy, mid the walls of Jerusalem, were fought by men in each of the armies sufficient apology to public opinion for the man
opposed to each other, and in behalf of each who will neither give nor acce.rt a challenge.
army. Such was the character of the case refer- No man wants to hazard his life or jeopardise
red to by the gentleman (Mr. Nuttall) between that of another, or to give a challenge, or to ache makes the sacrifice in obedithe three brothers of the Horatii and the Curia- ceptone-but
tH.
There the fate of the battle, it was agreed, ence to a false notion of honor. All I desire is,
should turn upon their success.
There is 110 then tofurnish an apology to public opinion fora
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man's refusing to be bound by this falseuotiou of in the streets, or assassination
on the highways.
honor. But. says the gentleman,
if you do not al- No sir, this is a mistake, and nothing will stop
low challenging. you will have street mm-ders, it but a sense of certain, positive, and speedy
Do we not hearof them being committed uow all punishment. And how are we to stop the practice
over the country ? And who are the perpetra- of dueling? We are to furnish men who are in
tors of them?
Why, by the young Hotspurs of doubt as to <1 point of houor, with a competent
the land
'I'bie provIsion IS not now III tho con- apology for avoiding a duel.
That is all we
sutuucn, why do they 1I0t resort to the duel In~vant.
There is not a mar,t in the world, enjoythese cases J ust because it surta them better lllg health, and who has friends and connections
to kill without a duel than with it, They be- around him, that does not love life. Look at the
come excited, and under the hope and confident man ~n the la~t agonies of death, and see how
belief of being cleared from the conse~uences ~e clings to life. And \v.hy? Because he loves
through the influence of their own family an~ I life, Anel :ret a .fa~se1l0~lOn of honor, or .rather
powerful friends, they are tempted to ?ommlt a false public 0PIllIO~l,'':111 force the man I,n fine
the crime. I could name to yOll as having oc'1 health to. hazzll;rd his life to a false. notion of
curred in the last ten years, some of the most honor, Frederick the Great of Prussia was one
flagrant and atrocious murders where the part.ies of the ablest and bravest men who ever fl?ught
could have foucbt it out in a duel. But there at the bead of an army, and yet what did he
if! a desire in thOecountry on the part of a great say to the duelist? Why, that if a ~u~l was
many men, to indulge their violent and angry fought, he would hang all concerned in It, and
passions because it gives them n reputatiou of If he, could find out where w~s the p.lace ~f
being brave men.
,
meeting, he would go there hl1l~se1f"'?th his
Sir, there are a great many men who are skil- IH~,l1gman,and hang uP, i~c survivor WIthout a
led in the use of weapons, and are ready to show trial. Has not 0reat Bl"ItalJ~lately hung up sevtheir brave!')' by fighting and kil!ing you, th~t. eral men who klll~d others III duels.
A Colonel
would not storm a battery as quick as you, If qampbell there, killed a man In a,duel,.not long
they were at the head of an army.
'I'hey p;'actice sll.ICe, and w~s hung.
And other instances
themselves in the use of weapons-c-some With the Imght be mentioned.
Slllall sword amI otbers with pistols-until
they I And }((jl\tueky is the only c,ountry where no
become exceedillgly expert a,nd they are. able ~o ~311 has (;"el' been ptlllished f~r $"inn~, acceptcome ,on th~ ground 'nth 11 cOI~fil1cllcell~ theIr ll~g, .carrYlng a ehanel~g(', 01' klllllJg lus antag?supenor skill that UlHwrves thCll' alitagoUist and fllst In a duel. What wroads have been made m
gives them additional
nerve. Nor are these th/.'. family of Alek. Pope, my flld friend with
combats on au equal footing in other r~spc('.ts. whom I practiced law until he died, by the duelHere is a young gtntleman ,With ,no, WIfe ~nd ing propensities of those two young men, Hems
family, to whose reckless feelings life 18 nothlllg, and Foul.ltain Pope. One was killed inArkallsas,
and he is ready enough to fight. A~lOthcr young and the other near Louisville, wjthout any cause,
man of fi,,~ and twenty has a Wife and fam- if theparticshad undel'stoodeach other, Theparily of four or five little children ~o near an age tiesfoughtatadistanceof
twenty yards, with shot
that you can hardly t~l1 wl,lich is t~e oldest, an,d gUllS. Did I not know, whilein Washington, Barall dependent l;pon IllS dady, exertIOns faT,t~elr ron. and De..:~tur, two of th.e first men atthat pe\i~
bread, The n-k therefore IS all on hiS sale. od 1Il Amenca, eome up III mortal array withm
Ont'oof Alexallder the Great's successors called sixteen feet of each other, because one was Ileal'
AntigotlllS, noticeo among his so~diers .one who sighted, and the rule was that both should take
was cons\?icuous in the army for h~s darll1€;conr- deliberate sight before the word ~o fire :vas givaO'cand cfisregard ofdal}ger, SendIng for hltll! he ell? They both fired and fell wIth theu heads
observed that the sold tel' looked pale and sl~k- not tcn feet apart froiU each other. And before
l:f' and J:e ashd l~im what was th~ lIlatterwlth
thl~y were .taken from the ground each expect,ing
hun. Stud he, "sire I have l?ng "In~e, lost my bot.h to (he, they spoke to eaeh other, and a.
health."
'The king orclered IllS phy';Jclan to at- rcconciliation took place.
They blessed each
tend him, and save his life if possible, He COO1- other, and declared that there was nothing beplied with the injuliction, and l"~stored his pa· tween them. All that was required to hnve pretient to robust and vigorous health,. ~'he kIng ventl'd the meeting was an explanation bet,veen
()b.~erving that he no longer i'xlJlblted that them, 'l'her0 was the case also of .McCarty and
~ourage and dariag w11i(;h.previously cl.laracter- Mason, own cousins, who fought one of the
Ized 111lll, sunt for the BaIllIcr 11. second ttme, and most-murderous duels on record, because McCarflsked him WI,lltt had c~lI;:;erlthis change il~ ~lis ty voting for l~nother man, Mason bein,g a candi.
conduct,
"SIre," rcplted he, "your ph:yslclan I date, fdt aggne\'ed, and cllallenged lw; vote on
has made me a coward. Whel1 ~ was SICk my the ground of not beillO' twenty one, ..McCarty
life was 11 b~lrthen t.o JlI~,.llnu I dld lIot care how first pl"Oposed theY:':ihould sit over a ~eg of pow.
soon I lost It, but 111 glvlllg me hcalth. he hal'. del' ulid set nre to It, bnt Mason df'clwed, Next
given, me t~e. enjo.yment of life, and I flOurto he l?l'OfoSed they. should ,go to the top of the
lose It." 'I hIS thlllg depends greatly 011 the capito and hand III hand Jump from the lJarapet
temperament of a man. Some ~re rt'ck~ess, and walHo the ground, adistanceofninetyfeet.
This
willing.
at any moment, to l'Isk their ltves. Mason also declined.
Then .h-'IcCarty:proposed
Others ,,~ho,did not.h\isitatc un instant .to haz- that they should ~ght with mu"ket." 'wIth three
zard their hves u,gamst an enemy?f theLr ~ou,n- balls a piece, wluch Mason acceflted, aIld then
trv, aud shed the last drop of theIr blood III Its they weut out and fought eight feet apartdefence, would, in no case, engage in a private about nothing.
McCarty has tol'd me that the
encounter.
duel was. forced on him by one of Mason's
We know that dueling uoes not stop killillg seconds.
Such are the bloody scenes which il-
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lustrate this code of honor, as it is styled. In the punishment that makes a law a living law.
Suppose the law punished men forgetting drunk
the poems of an old English satirist. Churchill.
by name, is a satire against dueling, which I or gamblin$ by imprisonment in the penitentiaremember made a strong impression
on me ry-it would be found that nobody would enforce
when Hirst read it, mallY yean; ago. In speak- them. I have seen a man prosecuted, and did it
myself, because the grand jury having found an
ing of the duelists' honor, he says:
indictment against him, I was obliged to do it,
" His honor is like a maiden-head
for keeping a kind of gambling wheel.
I had
Which if ill private brought. to be d
Flaunts and flutters about the town
bet on this wheel, and I saw on the jury seven
And is never missed until the loss is known."
men who had done the same, and the Jury, withSuch is just about the character of the insults out. leaving their box, found a verdict of notgnilfor which men fight duels. A real insult is re- ty, though seven had the strongest evidence of
sented at the moment, and an uncertain or imagi- his guilt. I recollect once in Marion county that
nary one leads tothe duel. In the last case tlle some twenty men were indicted for keeping what
parties correspond and consult their friends and they call a Spanish needle. I argued before the
was too violent and
seconds, who generally arc ;ratios hotspurs, who jury that the punishment
to the offence, and was cruel
take a great deal more delight in acting as sec- disproportionate
The jury brought in a verdict
ond than principal.
A great many of these sec- and inhuman.
onds, no doubt, feel very much like the lawyers something like this; "We, the [ury, find the dein a case in court; they would a great deal rather fendant not guilty; for, although we know he
see their clients pull their hair the wrong way played the Wheel, we consider the punishment
to the
than get at it themsel ves. And in n inety-n iue cruel, extravagant, and disproportionate
cases out of one hundred, an amicable arrange- offence." Judge Green sent them back, and they
"We, the jury.
ment of the difficulties between the parties is again returned with this verdict:
prevented by the seconds.
In the recent case of know the man kept the wheel, but in our conyoung Pope, I have lIO doubt that had my young ciences we do not believe him to be guilty under
They were sent back again,
friend over the way, (Mr. Preston.) been one of the constitution."
the seconds, he could have stopped it. 'I'be gen- and on the fourth Jay they returned with an unYou must adapt
tlemen who did act as seconds were equally re- qualified verdict of not guilty.
spectable and worthy, but perhaps they were 110t the scale of punishment to the grade of the ofso prudent and discreet in going back to the ori- fence. If a man kills another, it is not too great
gin of the quarrel, and having it arranged, as a 1?unishment to hang him; or if he steals a horse;
they might have done. 'I'he evil is in these con- it 15 not too great a punishment to send him to the
But if a man gets drunk, it would
troversies, in ninety cases out of a hundred, the penitentiary.
parties get into the hands of men who believe be a cruel punishment therefor to put him in the
I would not make the punishthey will be brought into consequence by be- penitentiary.
ment for the carrying of concealed weapons too
coming seconds in a duel.
A fine of$50, $100, or $200, is quite
I hope the convention will not adopt the stringent.
amendment offered by the gentleman from Lou- sufficient. I am against the carrying of conisville, (Mr. Preston.) to leave this matter to the cealed weapons for aggressive 'purposes, and vocontrol of the legislature.
Can there be any law ted very cheerfully for the section on the subject.
proposed which does 110tnow exist? No. Is it But I would not here make it a disqualification
not death if a man is killed, t« all the persons for office. The same reason does not exist for it,
In the latter case the
concerned?
It is; and if it is, it is the strongest as i» the case of dueling.
kind of disqualification to hold allY office in the object is to give to the friend of peace and good
future, I warrant.
But is there not a law now in order a sufficient apology to public opinion for
existence disfranchising from office anyone who refusing to have anything to do WIth a duel.
gives or accepts a challenge?
There is; and Kentucky is behind most of the states of this
what good can be attained by the passage of any union on this subject, and I hope this section
further laws on the subject? If left to the legis- -wi ll be adopted.
lature, they will continue to pa.'ll:! special laws,
Mr. TURNER moved the previous question,
relieving men from the penalty, and thus nulli- and the main question was ordered to be now
fy the statutes.
What more, then, can you do? put.
You can furnish to the man who desires not to
Mr. GRAY moved an adjournment.
The mofight, an apology to public opinion for refusing tion was not agreed to.
to give or accept a challenge.
Let the constituMr. A. K. MARSHALL
called for the yeas
tion contain this disqualification,
and you will and nays on his amendment, and the roll was
attain this object by putting it out of the
)artially called, when he aske-d and obtained
power of the legislature to absolve a man from eave to withdraw it.
the penalty.
These were the sentiments I utterThe question then recurred on the adoption of
ed thirty-eight years ago in the legislative halls the section.
of Kentucky, and I was supported
in them at
Mr. A. K. MARSHALL called for the yeas
that time by a young man one year younger than and nays thereon.
myself', and one of the most eloquent and able
Mr. O. A. WICKLIFFE asked for a division
men Kentucky ever kuew-c-I mean Solomon P. of the question.
Sharpe.
'rile PRESIDENT
replied that the section
I hope the amendment in regard to the carry- was indivisible.
Mr. C_ A. WICKLIFFE said a question was
ing of concealed weapons will also be rejected.
The laws are sufficient to punish that practice in always divisible when it was susceptible of d iv~son._. He was willing to take the first part of
u,great ~!tnyway~. Yon ar~, to bear inmind
that it, is the proportion 'between the offence and the oath, but not the second.

!
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t,
Mr. TRIPLETT
inquired if it could be dtvlded with the general consent of the house.
As
if stood, it would place several of them in an
awkward position.
The PRESIDENT
said the section could not
be divided.
The clerk then called the roll, and the yeas
were 62, nays 28.
YEAs-Richard
Apperson, John L. Ballinger,
John S:Barlow, Wm. K. Bowling, Luther Bra-wner, Thos. D. Brown, Charles Chambers, William
Chenault, Jas. S. Chrisman, Jesse Coffey.Henry
R. D. Coleman, William Cowper, Edward Curd,
Garrett Davis, Lucius Desha, Jus. Dudley, Chasteen T. Dunavan, Benjamin F. Edwards, Milford
Elliott, Selucius Garfielde, Jas. H. Garrard, Richard D. Gholson, 'I'hoe. J. Goug-h, NinianE. Gray,
James P. Hamilton,
Ben. Hardin, John Hargis,
Vincent S.Hay, William Hendrix, Andrew Hood,
Thomas James, Wm. Johnson George W. Kavanaugh, James M. Lackey, Thomas N. Lindsey,
Thomas W. Lisle, Willis B. Machen, George Vo.r.
Mansfield, Richard Ic Mayes, Nathan McClure,
Wm. D. Mitchell, Hugh Newell. Elijah F. Nuttall, Henry B. Pollard, Larkin J. Proctor, John
T. Robinson, Thos. Rockhold, Ira Root, James
Rudd, Ignatius A. Spalding,J.W.
Stevenson, Jas.
W. Stone, Michael L. Stoner, Albert G. Talbott,
William R. Thompson,
Howard Todd, Squire
Turner, Joha L. Waller, John Wheeler, Robt. N.
Wickliffe,
George W. Williams,
Silas Woodson
-62.
NAys-Mr.
President, (Guthrie,) Alfred Boyd,
William Bradley, William C. Bullitt, Beverly L.
Clarke, Benj. Copelin, Green Forrest, Nathan
Gaither, Thos. J. Hood, Jas. W. Irwin, Alfred M.
Jackson, George W. J ohuston, Oharlee C. Kelly.
Peter Lashbrncke, Alexander K. Marshall, Wm.
C. )'1arshall, David Meriwether, Thos. P.1tfoore,
James M. Nesbitt, Jouatban
Newoum, William
Preston, Johnson Price, John D. Taylor, John J.
Thurman,
Philip Triplett, Henry Washington,
Andrew S. White, Charles A. Wi0kliffe-2~.
So the section was adopted.
The convention then adloumed.

elections, the same shall be engrnfced
by thelegislature, as 8. part of the organic law of this
commonwealth."
1
It is known to this house, that since the formation of the constitution
of 1799, there have
been serious objections to that conetitutlon:
ana.
had it been in the power of the people to amend
that constitution in some other ,vay than by 'the
mode therein specified, in my humble judgment,
this body of delegates would not how have been
assembled here. But as that instrument epee]
ded the p articular manner in which any amendments should be effected, and as there was no
alternative but to comply with its requirements,
we are compelled to follow the course prescribed.
It seems to me, however, that a plan might be
adopted which, while it would answer all the
purposes of that requirement, would, in future,
obviate the necessity of our meeting together in
conventions similar to this. I submit that ouce
in e"ery ten years, when any specific amendment is desired, it should be presented to the
people at their elections to decide upon without
being mixed up with various exciting questions,
and a definitive vote taken on the matter.
This,
it appears to me, would be preferable to the
mode now provided for. There have been various propositions
to this effect offered to this
body, and some gentlemen appear to he startled
and afraid lest the question of slavery should,
by this means, be made an open question.
I
think, however, that under the old mode of al ,
terlng the constitution the question is left equally as open, and is subject, on that ground, to
objections equally as forcible.
If the convention prefer to adhere to the. old method rather
than to adopt this plan of specific amendments,
I have no choice but to submit.
I move that the resolution be printed and referred to the committee of revision and slavery.
The resolution was ordered to be printed and
referred.
DL"ELI:NG.

Mr. HAMILTON
gave notice of his intention
to move a reconsideration
of the vote adopting
the first section of the report of the committee
on general provisions.
Mr. PROCTOR
moved to dispense with the
rule which requires a motion to reconsider to
lie over one day.
The motion was agreed to.
The question was then stated to be on the reFRIDAY, DECEMBER 7, 1849.
oonslderation.
'
Mr. PROCTOR.
My object in moving this
Prayer by the Rev. Mr. NORTON.
resolution,
is to insert after the word "chalSPECIFIC AMENDlIIE=-TS.
lenge," in the eighth and twelfth lines in the
Mr. CHENAULT.
Mr. President, I offer the first section, the words, .. in this state."
I hold, sir, that this is a question, the considjollowing resolution:
•• Resolved, That the committee on the revi- eration of which, by this convenfiou, is not at
all called for by the people of Kentucky at the
aion of the constitution
and slavery. be requestpresent time.
1t was not discussed before the
ed to inquire into the expediency of submitting
the constitution,
about to be formed, once in people when this convention was determined
in
every reriod of ten years, to the qualified elec- upon, and from the disposition manifested
tors 0 this state, and if a majority of all of said this convention, it appears that a large nnmber
Under
electors shall vote for amending the same, the of members are opposed to this clause.
next ensuing legislature
shall pass an act pre- the old constitution the legislature had all power
senting one, an-d not more than two, specific in this matter and could cal'ry out the will of the
If you insert this provision
in your
amendments, to be voted on at the next succeed· people.
you are both arraying gentlemen
ing election, and should a. majority of all the constitution
a
qualified voters dedde in favor of said specific against each other, who believe that this
has spffici~nt
amendment or amendments,
at two succes!;Iive r~~ter on w~ich tile \egislature
,

.
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power to act, and arraying
the publle mind
against the work of your hands in framing this
constitution.
Yon have been told by my friend
from Nelson. w110 has often told us that we were
running too much into detail, that thi.s provision
will endanger the popularity of the constitution. I am opposed to running into detail; I am
opposed also to the practice of dueling.
If I
tako the life of a man I do it in action-c-on the
spur of the moment. I never either received or
gave a challenge; but I do not believe a clause
ought to be inserted prohlbitiug a man from going into another state, if insulted, and he should
have an opportunity of thus defending himself.
Let me put a case. 'Ve send a man to congress
where he meets with men from every state of the
union; many of them are aware that such a provision exists in the constitution of Kentucky.
Will they not. knowing how his hands are tied
down, Reek E'very opportunity to insult him. 1
do not mean to speak disrespectfully of the gentlemen who compose that body; but who is
there that does not know that there are not a few
of them who would avail themselves of any opportunity, under such circumstances, to insult a
Kentuckian?
He is not placed upon an equal
footing with the members from other states.
Send your delegate to congress, and let an insult
there be passed upon him, and it will be out of
his power either to defend himself, or his honor.
I am willing, if this amendment is adopted, to
go for the section; but as it is, I cannot give my
sanction to it; hence, I voted yesterday in favor
of reconsideriue this proposition.
Mr. HARDIN.
If that amendment is adopted, all that will be necessary when a duel i,; determiued upon, will be for one gentleman to send
to another that he wishes him to go over into
Madison, Indiana, or any where else out of the
state, in order that 11e lllay send him a particular communlcatdou.
when there, the communication will be a cballenee.
This is a matter in wllich I have no personal
interest, for no man will ever challenge so old a
man as I am, with but one hand, and that a left
hand.
I think it is no evidence of courage for
a man to fight a duel; but to go out to fight the
enemies of the country I think is evidence of it.
If a man wanted to show his courage, he could
have done it in the attack on Monterey, on the
field of Buena Vista, or nuder General Scott in
anyone of the seven b....
ttles he fought. I do not
believe there is one man in a thousand, in Kentucky, who has not courage enough to fight the
enemies of his country.
'l'he gentleman says a member of congress
may want to fight, and must have the liberty to
do it. A member of congress must have the liberty to do a Little fighting!
The best way ill
the world, if one gentleman insults another, is to
end it in a fist fight; or, if that is too low, cane
him or "rock" him: but do not go into a system
of diplomatic negotiations,
each trying to Becure an advantage over the other. Talleyrand
and Mcttemich never went into negociutions
more fully than two duelists.
They make every
effort to get the advantage of each other with
regard to weapons or di"tance, and when they
come to the ground they throw IIp for position.
When Decatur and Barroll fought, they stood
within sixteen feet of each other, and Decatur's

friend got him killed. 'He took his st-and on the
rigbt of Decatur-c-Elliott,
Barron's friend, went
and Whispered to him, "now watch his mouth,
and yon can catch the words sooner than Deeetur. By doing this he got the fire on him, and
killed him. 'I'here is no fairness in this mode of
fighting.
witb regard to the matter of going out of the
state, it call be done, and the law be evaded.
There were once some strong laws with regard to fighting a duel in the vicinity of London. 'I'hc Marquis of Wharton insulted the
Duke of Marlboro' in the house of lords.
'I'be
Duke sent word to the Marquis that he wanted
to take a ride into the country for all airing, and
he would have n friend with hiru.nnd would like
to meet with him there. The Marquis understood
the object, and declined to Lake the airing.
It
was no challenge, but 118 understood it so. If
you send a note :preparatory to the challenge, as
you can do in this case, you might as well dispense with the law. I have no particular objection to the amendment, but I do not want to
offer any defence for men who have been engaged
in duels at all. They are never fought but in
obedience to a sickly, fastidious public sentiment.
Mr. MERIWETHER.
I am no duelist, nor
am I an advocate of it; but I have some objection to that section, because we are not making
a constitution which will apply to Kentuckians
all over the world. If it were to be confined to
Kentucky only, I should have no objection. I
protest against the adoption of the section. I
recollect that some years ago, when several officers of the navy of the United States were on a
foreign station, one of them went ashore and
was insulted by some British officers. He was
nnnble to knock all of them down; and what redress had he? 'Why, he challenged everyofficer, from the highest to the lowest, or from the
lowest to the highest.
He fought the highest in
rank, and killed him, and the others then retracted all that they had said, and there ended
the difficulty.
Now, would you disfranchise
such a man, under these circumstances, who had
promptly taken up, when on a foreign soil, an
insult offered t.o h is country?
It is not at all
times that we have it in our power to knock
down the man ...vbo insults us. For instance, a
small man insults me, would I take a cudgel
and knock him down? I could not do it. But
if a large man were to insult a small one, a cudgel in his hands might not place them on an
equality.
It is said public opinion sanctions
dueling.
That has been the burden of the argument on this floor. Did we come here to
make a constitution to control public opinion?
We came to frame a constitution which is in accordance with public o.rinion, and shall we introduce a provision WhICh, the gentleman from
Nelson says, is contrary to public opinion?
Mr. HARDIN.
Public opinion is sickly on
this subject.
Mr. MERIWETHER.
It is sickly, the gentleman says. We do not come here as doctors,
to cure it. \Yere we sent here as physici:ms, to
('ure it? I lmve stated myp/)sition.
Mr. STEVENSON.
I will barely state the
object of the committtle in framing this provision. I yield very cheerfully to the distinguisb-

ed gentlemen who differ with me, and who I be- ed man whose portrait h:I1lO'~OY€-ryour chair,
lieve differ honestly.
I think I can satisfy the (pointing t.o t.he portrait of'\Vashington,)
when
gentleman from Jefferson, that if his position is all the great attributes of his character were called
true, this provision ought to stand.
The simple into display, was when the amiable and accom.
question ie, whether dueling is right or wrong. plished Andre petitioned him to spare him the
Do the people wish to see the practice of duding
disgrace of sufff'l'ing on a gibbet.
Young, galcarried out? I think I have heard no gentleman
lant. ardent, he found himself condemned to
on this floor, W110 did not set out with the decla. death, and he appealed to the great leader of the
ration, that he was opposed to dueling. and that American army, in whose bosom he knew ran
he would not fight a duel.
That section re- the milk of human kindness, to spare him, and
quires that it should be put down if publie opin- to spare his nation the disgrace of suffering on a
ion require", it. The statutes have failed to do gibbet.
What were the impulses, and the strugit. Is it not the duty of this convention to car- gles that overcame that great man, when he had
ry out public sentiment?
I think 80, and such to answer that request?
If left to himself-if
was the object of the committee. Such, I think left to his own feelings, and to what he believed
t.he true policy of the state.
I am willing to the justice of the appeal, he would have said yes.
give my vote, and trust the constitution
u.pon But he looked not to mere individual interests.
the single question, whether the people of Ken- 'I'he interest of a nation was in his hands, and
tucky desire to see dueling prevail, or dueling
however unjust. however cruel and trying, he
put down.
said, Andre must suffer, and he must be hung,
I am opposed to the amendment, because I He must be hung as a great example.
'l'hat was
know that if it prevails, the constitution will necessary to carry out a great principle.
What
prove as inefficacious as the statutes have been. patriot is there, who would not willingly be disA g-entleman can remove to Ohio t-emporarily, franchised if the hall or, the safety, or the iutegand fight a duel while there, and in two or three rity of his country is to he preserved by it?
months remove back again to Kentucky.
I have
Sir, the highest example a man can give of
seen the practice of confining a statute of this patriotism, is to be willing to be disfranehised ,
kind to citizens.
We have a statute now, that a to deny himself n seat on this floor as a legislalawyer while practicing at the bar shall not send tor, or lUly other, that a great moral principle, by
a challenge or fight a duel. But he has only to which his country is to be served, may be cargive up his practice till the legislature releases ried out.
him from the effect of the statute.
As soon as
I think these individual examples prove notha relief measure is passed, he is released from ing, and if we want to act for the public good
that obligation, and he comes back to his prac- we must not Jet these individual examples affect
tice again at the bar. Would not precisely the our judgments.
They must. give way to public
same state of things exist ill regard to many men, justice.
The simple question is whether duelespecially young men, if you attempt to confine ing is bad.and whether it should be reprobated?
it to a mere citizen of the state?
Would not a If so, let us shut the door to all the little avemere temporary
change of resideno.:e release nues which the ingenuity of mun call invent to
them? They would not he slow to remove their defeat this great object.
residence, and after remaining a short time, they
It is to put down this practice, and to show
would come back.
our children by our acts, as well as by the conThe object of this convention should be to stitution, that we are determined to set our faces
reprobate the practice of dllf~lill~, to let our chil- against it, and my word for it, dueling will be
dren be brought up with the Idea that, public stopped.
Look at. the state of 'I'ennessee, look
sentiment, and the feeling of Kentucky are at Virginia, and yOIl will see men who are as
against it. There is not It gentleman on this distinguished
as allY the country has produced,
floor who, if asked the queatio», 'whether it is 'who bear their disfranchisement
cheerfully and
not so, would not give me an affirmative answer. patiently.
I know one young man in Virginia,
Suppose my friend is under bonds to keep the who, althollgh opposed to me polibical ly, 1 here
peace, and I know that fact, and go np alld in- say is perhaps as promising a man as that state
sult him. 'What 'Would puhlic opinion say 'with hlt!';produi:ed within the last half century. Let
regard to a man who should do this? It would him be asked, altllOugh he has Leen disfranehisbe to ('ousidc!" him aR worse than a coward.
It Gd. would you be willing to Sf:e that anti-duelwOllld be like insulting a 'woman, and public ing law struck out, and he would say that he
opinion would fix on his forehead the illdellible bore his disfranchisement
with plea.."ure, and he
mark of tIle most mi>;erable coward that ever would not strike it out,. The,,\:l are the views
trod the earth.
So it is here.
Let the cOllstitu- whidl actuated me, a1ld which I believe actuated
tion demand that r'l.ueling-slutll not exist within the committee.
our borders, and those who insult anothel· would
Mr. MERIWETHER.
I want to ask my
have the same sort of epithets hllaped on them, friend from Kellton one question.
He asks the
as they would have if they insulted It woman.
question,
if dueling is not r~probated in this
Thegentoleman from Jeff(Jr:';onhas cited an in- country, and if we should not take <lvery step to
stance of a man who boldly fought a duel abroad, put it down? Is not tIle murderer reprobated
in defence of the honor of his country, and asks as much as the duelist? Why do you not exteurl
all over thClworld against the
if this convention woulcl have disfrallchi;;ed him. our constitution
I say yes, sir; disfranchise him, ulld it would be ll1nrderer?
giving- uttel·ance
to a high moral principle.
:Mr. STEVENSON.
As far as I know all
What great conservative principle is there, to criminal laws do extend against the murderer,
which occasionally there will not be harsh ex- to the limt!'; of their jurisdiction.
The murderer
ceptions?
The greatest act of that d.i8til1gtlish~ is as much reprobated in another country, though
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we could not punish him here. He is not disfranchised, because we suppose the people of
Kentucky would hardly send a man known to
be a murderer, to the legislature.
Mr. BA1a~OWmoved the previous
question,
an.l the main question was ordered to be now
put.
On the motion to reconsider,
the yeas and
nays were called for, and were-a-yeas 50, nay"
41.
YEAs-Mr. President.
(Guthrie,)
William K.
Bowling, Alfred Boyd, William Bradley, Francis
M." Bristow, Thomas
D. Brown, William
C.
Bullitt,
Beverlv L. Clarke, Benjamin Copelin,
Garrett Davis, Lucius
Desha,
James Dudley,
Ohasteeu T. Dunavan, Milford Elliott. Green
Forrest,
Nathan Gaither, James
H, Garrard,
Thomas
J. Oough , Ninian
E. Gray, James
P. Hamilton,
Thomas J. Hood.Tames
W. Irwin,
Alfred M. Jackson,
william
Johnson,
George W_ Johnston,
Ohnrlee C. Kelly, Peter
Leshbrooke,
Thomas N. Lindsay, willis B. Mahen, Alexander K. Marshall,
William
C. Marshall, William N. Mar shall, David Meriwether,
Thomas P. Moore, John D. Morris, James M.
Nesbitt, Jonathan Newcum, Johnson Price, Larkin J. Proctor, John T. Rogers, John D. Tny.
lor, John J. Thurman,
Howard
Todd. Philip
'l'riplett,
Henrv Washington,
John
Wheeler,
Andr('w S. Whfte, Charles A. Wickliffe,
Robert
N. Wickliffe, Silas Woodson-50.
NAYS-Richard
Apperson. John L. Ballinger,
John S. Barlow, Luther Brawner, Charles Chambers, James S. Ohrtsmnn, Jesse Coffey, Henry
R. D. Coleman, William Cowper, Edward Curd,
Benjamin F. Edwards, Belucius Garfielde, Richard D. Gholson, Ben. Hardin, John Hargis, Vincent S. Hay, William Hendrix, George W. Kavanaugh, James M. Lackey, Thomas ·W. Lisle,
George W. Mansfield, Martin P. Marshall, Richard L. Mayes, Nathan
McClure, William D.
Mitchell, Hugh Newell, Elijah F. Nut.tall, Hen·
ry B. Pollard, John '1'. Roblusou.Tbornas
Rockhold, Ira Root, James Rudd, Ignatius A Spalding, John W. Stevenson, James W. Stonc. Michael L. Stoner, Albert G. '1'albott, William R.
Thompson,
Squire Turner,
John L. Waller,
George W. Williams-4l.
So the convention reconsidered, and the question recurred on the adoption of the section.
Mr. PROCTOR
moved to amend by striking
out tbe words: "and that I have neither directly nor indirectly, given, accepted, or knowingly
carried a challenge, to any person, or persons. to
fight in single combat, or otherwise, with any
deadly weapon, either in or out of the state,
since the adoption of the present constitution of
Kentucky,
and that I will neither directly nor
indireeUy, give, accept, or knowingly
carry a
challenge, to any person, or persons, to fight in
sing:le combat, Ot' otherwise, with any deadly
weapon, either in or out of the state, during my
eontmuanee in office"-and
to insert tlle following-Hand
I do further solemnly swear, (or affirm,) that since the adoptioll of the present con·
stitution, I, bein~ a citizen of this state, bavenot
fought a duel with deadlyweapolls,
in this state,
nor out of it, with a citizen of this state, nor
have I sent or accepted a challenge tu fight a
duel, with dead? weapOllS, with aeit,izen of this
state; nor have acted as set'ond, in carrying a

challenge, or aided, advised, or assisted any person thus offending.
So help me God."
Mr. TAYLOR.
Aftpr the unanswerable
and
spirit stir-inc speech of my friend from Louisville, J,esterday eveuiug, it would be an attempt
"to gi d refined gold or paint the lilly" for me
to try to add anything
to what he eud others
have said. It is not so much the principle contained in the section adopted, as the language
in which it is couched. that I object to. It
brings men into judgment for their thoughts.
Now I bad believed that there was but one
power that brought men into judgment for their
thoughts.
But here is a tribunal to be set up on earth to
bring men to judgment for their tboughta.
By
this section a man who under peculiar circumstances may have accepted a challenge, will be
disfranchised
even though he does not fight.
To this I object.
It is a mutter which should be
left to the legislature, and with which we should
not burthen the constitution.
Mr. GARRARD moved the previous question,
and the main question was ordered to be now
put.
Mr. PRICE called for the yeas and nays on
tbe amendment, and being taken they were yeas
58, nays 34.
YEA&-Mr. President
(Guthrie,)
William
K.
'Bowling, Alfred Boyd, William Bradley, Luther
Brawner,
Francis
M. Bristow,
Thomas
D.
Brown, William
C. Bullitt, William Chenault,
Beverly L. Clarke, Benjamin Copelin, Garrett
Davis, Lucius Desha, James Dudley, Chasteen
T. Dunavan,
Benjamin F. Edwards,
Milford
Elliott, Green Forrest, Nathan Gaither, James
H. Garrard, Thomas J. Gough, Niniun E. Gray,
James P. Hamilton,
Vincent S. Hay. William
Hendrix,
Thomas J. Hood, James W. Irwin,
Alfred M. Jackson, Wm. Juhnson , George W.
Johnston, Charles C. Kelly, Peter Lashbrooke,
Thomas W. Lisle, Willis B. Machen, Alexander K. Marshall, Martin P. Marshall, William
C. Marshall,
William N. Marshall, David Meriwether,
'I'hos. P. Moore, John D. Morris, James
M. Nesbitt, Jonathan
Newcum Hugh Newell,
William
Preston, Johnson
Price,
Larkin
J.
Proctor,
Jo11lJ '1'. Rogers,
John
D. 'Paylor,
John.
J.
Thurman,
Howard
Todd, Philip
Triplett,
Henry
Washington,
Jno. Wheeler,
Andrew S. White, Obnrles A. Wickliffe, Robert
N. Wickliffe, Silas Woodson-58.
NAYs-Richard
Apperson,
John L. Ballinger, John S. Barlow, Charles Chambers, James
S. Chrisman, Jesse Coffey, Henry R. D. Coleman, 'Villi am Cowper, Edward
Curd, Selucius
Om'fielda, Richal·d D. GholsolJ,
Bcn. Hardin,
John Harf?is, George W. Klwanaugh, James M.
Lackey, '1 boma." N. Lindi'ley, George W. Mans·
field, Nntban
McClure, William D. Mit.chell,
Elijah F. Nuttall, Henry B. Pollard, John T.
Robinson, Thomas Rockbold, Ira Root, James
Rtldd, Ignatius
A. Spalding, John W. Steyen!lull, Jas.
W. Stone, Michael L. Stoller, Albert
G. Talbott,
Wm, R. 'l'hompson, SqUire Turn·
er, John L. Waller, George W. Wilhams-34.
So the convention adopted the amendment.
The section as amended was then agreed to.
The eighteenth
section was next read, as follows:
"SEC. 18. Any person, who shall, after the
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ecoption of this constitution,
either directly or
Indirectly, give, accept, or knowingly
carry a
challenge to any person, or persons, to fight in
single combat, or otherwise, with any deadly
weapon, either in 0)' out of the state, shall be
deprived of the right to hold any office of honor
or profit in this commonwealth,
and shall be
punished otherwise in such manner as the Ie·
gislature may prescribe by law.
Mr. MERIWETHER
suggested that the section should be modified so as to make it agree
with the first section.
Mr. GARRARD
moved to strike out the
words" or otherwise"
after the ...vords "single
combat," and insert the words "with a citizen of
this state."
Mr. A. K. MARSHALL
asked if this section
would prevent a person who had fought in any
other state from coming here and enjoying the
privilege of a citizen.
A brief conversation
ensued 011 this point
which was terminated by the previous question
on the motion of Mr. Dudley.

amendment offered by Mr. GRAY, as additional
sections, as follows:
"SEC. 19. Taxation shall be equal and uniform
throughout; this state. All property, on which
taxes may be levied, shall be taxed in proportion
to its value, to be ascertained as directed by law.
No one species of property shall be taxed hi~h('r
than another species of equal value: Prooided,
The general assembly shall have power to tax
merchants,
brokers, hawkers, pedlers, shows,
theatrical performanees,lawprocess,sea18,deeds.
licenses, stocks, playing cards, corporations, and
privileges, as may, from time to time, be prescribed by law.
"SEC. 20. The general assembly shall have
power to authorize the several counties, and incorporated cities and towns, ill this state, to impose taxes for county and corporate purposes,
respectively,;
~n(l all propert~' shall be taxed
11p0l1the principles establish Il1 regard to state
taxation: Provided, A poll tax may be assessed
for county and corporate purposes."
Mr. GRAY moved to 'amend the 2d of his pro-

The main question was ordered to be now po,~tn~r;:I~n~x~I~~~ino~
~~~~~~)l;"~,~r paving
put.
.
streets, alleys and sidewalks, and digging and
Mr. A. K. MARSHALL
called for the yea.'! walling wells, may be assessed upon the owners
and nay", on the amendment and they were yeas of lots in cities and towns, under such rules and
56, nays 38.
regulazions as may be prescribed by law."
YEAs-Richard
Apperson, John L. Ballinger,
Mr. HARDIN.
'}'he position I hold in referJohn S. Barlow, Luther Brawner, Francis 1\'1. ence to the state debt, imposes upon me the neBristow, Charles Chambers,
William Chenault,
cessity
of making some further
explanation.
James S. Chrisman, Jesse Coffey, Henry R. D. 'I'he specific tax the gentleman proposes to repeal,
Coleman. William Cowper, Edward Curd, Gar- amounts to $14,30150.
The tax on carnages
rett Davia.James
Dudley, Ohusteen 1'. Dunavan,
amounts to $3,207 ; the tax on buggies $1,542 50;
Benjamin F. Edwards, Milford Elliott, Selucius
the tax on pianos $1,5<10; the tax on gold specGnrfielde.Jamca H. Garrard, Richard D. Gholson,
tacles $600 50; the tax on gold watches,$5,934;
Thomas J. Gough, Ninian E. Gray, Ben. Har- the tax on silver levers, $1,418.
din , John Hargis,
Vincent S. Hay, William
This was the taxation the year before last. I
Hendrix, Andrew Hood. Thomas J. Hood, wil- presume on account of the increased Humber of
Ham Johnson,
James M. Lackey, 'I'homus N. these articles, that tax now, may be fairly set
Lindsey, 'I'homas W. Lisle, Willis B. Machen,
down at $15,000.
The auditor says that no porGeorge W. Mansfield, Martin P. Marshall, Rich- tion of the specific tax is appropriated
to the
ard L. Mayes, Nathan Mculure, William
D. sinking fund.
He told me, that he had transferMitchell, Hugh Newell, Elijah F. Nuttall, Henry ed five parts out of nineteen of the specific tax,
B. Pollard, John T. Robinson, Ira Root, James thinking it would come fairly within the meanRudd, Ignatius A Spalding,
John W. Steven- ing of the law.
son, James Vl. Stone, MidlUel L. Stoner, Albert
The income of the sinking fund consists of
G. Talbott,
william R. 'Thompson,
Howard
five cents upon every hundred dollars of the toTodd, Squire Turner, John L. Waller, John tal valuation, and of five nineteenths of the speWheeler, George W. Williams,
Silas Woodson,
effie tax I have now read. It will yield the
-56.
present year $140,000.
The year before last it
NAYS-Mr. President, (Guthrie,)
William K. yielded $123,000.
The next Item of the sinking
Bowling, Alfred Bovd, William Bradley, '1'1lO8. fund is the dividend on bauk stock. The North.
D. Brown, William C. Bullitt, Beverly L. Clarke, ern Bank of Kentucky
furnished $13,074 75, at
Benjamin Copelin, Lucius Desha, Green Forrest,
the last semi-annual
dividend, which will make
Nathan Gaither, James 1). Hamilton, James ·W. somethine
more than $26,000 per annum.
The
Irwin, Alfred M. Jackson,
Georgfl W. Johnston,
Bank of K':entucky furnishes a dividend of $60,~
George W. Kavanaugh,
Charles O. Kelly, Peter 000: the Louisville Bank $1,624; and in addition
Lashbrooke, Alexander K. Marshall, William C. to that, the present year, there will be the rent
Marshall,
William
N. Marshall, David Meri- of the Lexington and Ohio railroad, which is
wether, 'l'honias P. Moore, John D . Morris, -Ius, $14,63562.
There will no longer be any rent
M. Nesbitt, Jonathan
Newcom, William Prt:S- coming from Lhat soul'ce. Hereafter the road
tOll, Johnson Price, Larkin J. Proctor, Thomas
may divide something.
It will, however,
be
Rockhold.
John T Rogers, John D Taylor,
two or three years before there is any income
John J Thurman, Pluhp 'fl'lplett, Henry 'Vash- from that "ource.
'fllere is a rent from the wa1I1gton, Andrew S White, Oharles A WicklIffe,
tel' powers of $480; turnpike roads, $34,09 564;
Robert N. Wlckhffe-38.
and there are some other miscellaneous
receipts.
So the amendmcnt was agreed to.
There is what is called the Craddock fund. the
The section was then adopt~d.
hi$tory of which is, an old gentleman
llamed
The convention next proceeded to consider the ·,Oraadock, left $20,000 in the hands of his ex.
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dellura.
So I would say to the doctor, your proee\ltor, Judge Underwood, to layout in stocks fession is a lucrative one, you can pay three or
according to the terms of his will; butthe judge. four dollars; and to the clerks and the sheriffs.
instead of duing so, got the state of Kectncky
1 would address similar language. Give the
to take it and pay interest all it. And that is legi:;.latme the power of selecting the articles
what is calh:cl the Craddock fund.
There has and objects to be taxed.
You tax a farmer for
been $5,525 paid. in, uud this Slim is placed to hi" land and negroes which do not, yield three
the credit of the sinking fund. I would remark per cent. A man may have $10,000 worth of
there will be taken from this whole amount$14,land and negroes, and they ·will not yield him
635, which is now derived from railroad rent, three hundred dollars a year, and he will pay
after this year. Last year an act was passed full one per cent. of his clear profits. A man may
that in 185U the whole avails of the slaekwater
have an income of $3,UOO, and if 1t does not conshould be passed to the support of the free sist of land and negroes, he does not poy a dolschools, and the arnouut last year was $10,000. lar, not a cent. I do not propose any additional
The next year it may be more. And if we take tax; but I want to give the legislature, from the
away the ava.ils of the sluekwuter. the rent of time of the going into effect of tue new constituthe railroad, and also take away three.or four tion, the power to select the articles to betnxed, us
thousand dollars, as required by t11egentleman's
I have already said. Are 1I0t pianos a luxury?
amendment, w hut is to becomt: of the sinking
And if a man cannot afford to pay the tax, he
fund? I would ask the very ide-ntical question can afford to do without the pi alto. It is not
which was asked in congress mauy years aiuce like taxing land and horses. A man must have
by Mr. Lowndes, the cha.innan of the committee his land and his horses.
of ways and means. A man came to him and
I again ask, is this convention going to tell
very pplit~ly asked him to di!'lpen!'lewith a cer- the legislature that. in all timeto come, you nevtain item of taxation from which a revenue of er shall select any specific article of property for
Acveral millions was derived.
Mr. Lowndes re- taxation, and you shall never resort to taxation
plied that he had no objection whatever to dis- all the income of officers of this government?
I
pense with this item of taxation provided the do not propose su ch a tax, but I propose leaving
geuneman
would provide a substitute for it.
tJIO power to the leeisuuure.
And that ended the subject.
And no doubt Illy
Mr. MERIWETllER.
1 had supposed that
friend here has provided a substitute for the under the \lresent law, when a prof~ssional gensinking fund. It now yields the government
tleman inn res money, he is taxed as well as any
about $15,000, and the gentleman now propOSt'S other citizeu; if not before the money be realized
to take away from the government the princillie from his profession, at least Immediately after.
of specific duties.
I sav it is the easiest tax Now, my friend from Nelson seems to think that
paid.
We pay to the UiLiwd States government professional men are not tnxed ; but are they not
uct less than $1,153,000. Our duties at the cus- taxed in every sense of the word in the same
tom house amount to not less than a million of manner as every other class of citizens?
Have
dollars.
There is the profit of the importer of they money at lllterest? I., uot that taxed like
the articles, the profit of the wholesale merchJ.nt every other man'S money? And surely you would
and the retail merchaut,and when you put these not tax that. money which he has not yet recelvthree profits together, btfore Kentucky constllLlCS ed. I hold that the guvernment of a country
the foreign article, we Vay in the shape of du- acts as a genNal Insurance office, and that each
ties and profits a sum of not less than $1,350,- mau shou1d pay for the maintaiuance uf that
000. But we do not seem to know it, because it power which f;e('.ures him in the enjoyment of
operates on our ready meam;. If you cannot pay his property ill Eroportion to the alilount which
11alf a dollar for a'lluir of gold spectacle .., ex- htl has at risk. Jf he h1\.,"pt'operty to the amount
change them away and get a pair of 5ilver oneS. of $10,000 at risk, he should pay in a proporIf you cannot pax one dollar for a gold watch, tionate ratio to the Iilall who has only $5,000.
sdt it and get a SIlver one. A man who rides This is the prilleiple involved; tax each man acin 3. carriage is supposed to be able to pay tIll"
cordin to The amount he has at risk.
necessary tax upon it. A man who rides in a
R
1\1t'.GRAY.
This matter has been agitated a
barouche, is expected to pay a tax. Mauy a man great lllany years, and I suppose every man's
rides in his barouche and pays <L dollar for it. mind is pretty much madl' up on the subject.
But Pllt it dowu to forty t;ents, :md he will not My friend from Nelson. (Mr. Hardin,) Sf:ems
be so ready to pay the tax. 'I'hose who enjoy very particular 011 this mattet'. He is monstrousluxuries are supposed to be able to pay for them. lyafraid
of the le!.\"i!>lature,when you talk of
It Illay be nece"sary some clay or uther that we allowing them to nlake as many jtld~es as they
sllould mise the sum of $50,UOOmore to add to please. You must not trust tht legi;:;laturc then,
the sinking fund, inst.ead of taking from it. Go for fear they run the people too much into debt
over the list, and put, a fair valuat,ion upon it, ill trying' l.;UlIsesfor them; Lut when you come
and it now amoullts to about $15,000.
to say yOli must ha\'e a rp.venue based upon
Every man in the state should contribute ac- prinCiples of etC'l'IIal justice and equality, Olat
cordiug to his menus toward the support of gov- won't do for the g~ntleman from Nelson, but we
ernm€'nt. And if it be necessary, "1 want to re- lUust have this srecific taxation, and the partiesort to the income of a man. I call resort to an u1ar items selected upon which it is to be levied.
oificer's income. 1 can tell the officer of a bank, Now, it seems to me that thprc is nothing more
who rtlccives $5.000 a vear, pay a tax on your unjust than this. 'Ve are taxed to support gov50.1;).ry. I call tell n jUdge your salary is your ernment which guarantees to us the enjoyment
meallS, and pay on that.
I can tell a la.wyer, of our rights, and the right of property IS une of
J"our profeSSIOn i;; worth $3,000 noyear, and you the greatest aud most sacred of our rights.
If
do not pay a cent, you must pay three or foul'
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then our property is protected, should not all the equality in this? Not at all, The old carriage
property of each indi vidualjbe taxed, and all that is thrown by, and has not turned a wheel for
protected alike? We have said that slave prop- years, is taxed just as much as that which is runert.y should be reg-arded as sacred as any other ning in all the splendor of novelty.
Is there any
species of property.
Now, if money thus ill- justice in that? Is there any e~u1tlity in that?
vested, means carriages, buggies, barouches.epeeThen a watch that is worth $<>00is taxed the
tacles, and watches. or any thing else, should a same as the one that is worth but $50. Is there
man be deprived of this any sooner than of any any honesty in that?
other species of property?
No sir. If the genBut sir, the revenue is increasing and the debt
tleman is anxious to tax a man's profession beis being diminished.
I suppose that is the reafore Its products are realized, I have nothing to
son why the legislature look away a port of the
do with that.
We are met here to tax property,
sinking fund. The income of the slack water
not imagination.
I trust in God that Kentucky
has been taken from the siuklug fund and npwill never be 80 hard run as to have to resort to
plied to the school fund. I think that is wrong.
any such mode of taxation as that j because I
Whatever has been set apart to the sinking fund
think we would have to institute some other
should be held sacred. I am willing to vote
kind of officers to any yet known to the law, to
for that" and that it should remain 80 till the
ascertain the exact value of each lawyer or docentire debt is discharged.
But sir, I would not
tor's profession.
Some of them, I presume, will
$'0 to supply the means of sustaining the sinkhardly ruake enough in a year to support themIn8' fund by any such unjust and iniquitous
selves, much less.to payout by way of taxation,
principle as this. If it is to be supplied, let it be
'l'here is no principle of equality ill it, This
supplied by taxes from 'Property according to its
proposition operates only as regards property.
value.
Now, if you leave your constitution
It, has been a settled principle all over the world,
open, what shall 'be done? Some su.,ppose our
that property has been, and should be, the basis
slave IJl'operty should be taxed.
tv ell if you
of taxataon ; and the revenue of a country has
tax the old woman's spectacles worth $5, why
always been derived from property, because it not tax a roan's slaves worth $5,000? How would
was something you could estimate, something
that operate?
,"Ve must adopt some principle.
you could fix a value UPOll, scmcthiug that you
if the gentleman
can embrace [lny other Ideas
could collect u tax from , but surely gentlemen
than those in the an.icle I have proposed, I am
did not think of collecting a tax from a man's
willing to submit.
All I want is, that taxes
intellect, or from anx salary that might be given should be equal and uuiform, and that all prophim for aervices, \\ hat sort of a principle would
erty should be taxed alike, according to its value.
that be? First of all, you say a mali's services That is the great princtple which I think ought
are worth So much; and then you say .You must
to govern a legislature in taxing the community
take back so much out of that for taxation. Had
of a great state. 'I'heec are the reasons Why I
we not better SHy at once "we will reduce his offer that amendment,
I don't want to deprIve
salary bv so much, and we will keep this porthe sinking fund of anything!
Kentucky 18 in
tion back in tlH~treasury?'
I hope never to see
debt, and she is willing to pay that debt. All I
such a prindple as. that advocated ill tbis comask is, that the burden may fall alike upon all
monwealth.
The gentleman says that sp",ct.acles, according to tlleir means.
w:ltches, carriages, buggies, barouche:::., and what
~'1r.HAROUr.
Sir, I acknowledge there is
not, should be taxed. 1 have no objection to tax
sometimes a carriage worth over $500; but a
them. But he says that. will IJOt be enough.
carriage would ha\'c to be worth that sum to be
Now, I do think the old ",,.omall should not be
taxed.
Now suppose a carriage of the value of
tax",d fifty cents for her spectacle,:; beea,use they $500 ,vas taxed, is there: any man in Kentucky
may happen to be gold spectadt:';;. It 18 CL very
that would be likt'ly to gi~'e it in at $1,000.
f;mall matt,'I', and ill my opinion it is a disgrace
Some men, it is true, might do so for the sake of
to a state like that of Kentucky.
vanity and show, but in that case there would
Now he wants to make it Ollt that that has be
oppression-not
even Lh;l appearance
some cOlluedion with the sinking fuud.
'1'he of it,. The gentleman way have fSeensome carfirst a.u<;;werI have to that iii, that it cOllstit,lltes riages ill this eonntry worth more than $1,000;
no part of that fuucl, and that the sinking fnnd I have: never Sf~",none. Sir, we know the tax
has Bothing at all to do with it any more thaH on <raId watches yields $5,934.
Now what
with the revenue derived from any other proper- wOllEI it yield if given in, olle watch with anty: but if the sinking fund is not suffici",nt, other? W oulJ they yield $100. WhaL would
then make it UpfHI ajust prillciplc of taxatioll; gold spectacles
yIeld? 'fhe gentleman from
tax every man according to what his property is Jefferson says he knows carriages worth $1,200;
worth.
That is the way to sl,lpply a deficit if bnt we know· th8 average vahle of ca1'l'iages will
there is any defieit. But sir, there is no deficit. seldom be given in. Now take barouches and
'rhere are about eleven ot"twcIn,] thousand dol- buggie.,>. 'Ve know that these, which tost $275
1<'1.1'10 derived from spl:cifio taxation.
Now take will seldom be returned at more than $150. I
that 011 t,he nnifonll prindpln of llincken Cl:nts venture to sa.y tllat if We take the manner in
on the hundred dollars, and you would realize which these articles arc usually given in, we
'I'astly more in l)roponiull than you will bYliet- lose an incolJle of at least. $11,000 a lear.ting occasionall,y a dol~ar for It carriage or f~.y They will give.in thfi finest kind of agol watch
cents for a pair of sp~ctaeles. And here agalll worth, probably, $500, at not more than $100, or
is the inju>ltice, You tax the splendid carriage at most $120. 'flIey will give gold s:r.ectacles
of the millionaire just as much as you do that at $10, and all other articleH at a simIlarly reof ~he popr farme,rwho ha.<;a miserable two hor.se duced value,
affair to tak~ his wife to church. Is thP-te any
The most th!!-t I object to is> the t8.k:ing.away
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{rom the legislature the power of specific taxa- doubtless save many valuable lives, and have .II
great tendency to improve the morals of the comtion.
Let theru exercise it, or not, as they please'
munity.
He then moved the previous question.
but certainly give them the discretion.
The main question was ordered to he new put.
The honorable gentleman from Jefferson got
The question was then taken on the amendup and made a wonderful
discovery.
He discovered that if a lawyer or doctor had a tract of ment offered by Mr. GRAY to the last SC:CtiOD,
land, or money at interest, he was taxed accord- and it was rejected.
'I'he question next recurred on the substitute
ing to its value or amount,
Well, if the farmer
clears $300 upon a capital of $10,000, he paY8 of the gentleman from Henry, as follows:
"The
general assembly shall have no power
nineteen dollars.
I have often enquired of farmers, and they tell me that three pel' cent. was to pass laws compelling any citizen of this comthe full amount they could realise on their capi- monwealth to pay taxes ulon more than he, she,
y worth."
tal. The amount of tax which they pay is up- 01' they main be intrinsical
Mr. NUfTALL
called for the yeas and nays,
wards of five per ceut. upon what they make.
I
and they were yeas 14, nays 7;>.
am therefore against going beyond the nineteen
YEAs-John
L. Ballinger,
Alfred Boyd, Bevcents upon the visible, tangible Iarmiug property in f.his state.
All taxation should, as near as erly L. Clarke, J esse Coffey, Edward Curd, J as.
possible, approach the income; and not onl.r. so, Dudley, Chasteen T. Dunavan, Benjamin F. Edwards, :Milford Elliott,
Alexander IL Marshall,
but it should be diversified as much as possible,
AO that every man would
pay according
to his James M. Nesbitt, Elijah F. Nuttall, John T.
Ro~ers,
Michael
L.
Stouer-14.
means of paying.
:NAYs-Mr. President, (Guthrie,) Richard ApThc gelltlemull says I was afraid to goo to the
legislature in relation to the court of appeals.
If person, John S. Barlow, William K. Bowling,
William Bradley, Luther Brawner, Francia
M.
I recollect right, the gentleman
compromised
Bristow, Thos. D. Brown, William C. Bullitt,
that matter; and when two men have quarreled.
and a compromise has been entered into, I deny Charles Chambers, William Chenault., James S.
Chrisman, Henry R.D. Coleman.Benjamin
Oopethe right of going behind that compromise.
Mr. GRAY.
I did uct refer to the court of ap- lin, William cow\,er, Lucius Desha, Green Forrest, Nat-han Gait rer, Belucius Garfielde, James
peals at all, but to the circuit judges.
Richard
D. Gholson,
Thos.
J.
Mr. HARDIN.
The whole bill was compro- H. Garrard,
mised; and I lay it down, that if two nations Gough, Ninian E. Gray, Jas. P. Hamilton, Ben.
quarrel and fight, and then enter into a tJ"eat,Y, Hardin, John Hargis, William Hendrix, Andrew
they are Hut to go behind that treaty.
And, sir, Hood,J. W. Irwin, Alfred M. Jackson, Thomas
I protest Olgainst the gentleman again referring James, wm. Johnson, George W. Johnston, Gee.
W. Kavanaugh, Charles C. Kelly, James M. Lacto what was the subject of that compromise.
Thomas N. Lindsey,
Shall Brutus' ghosthannt
me eternally, and meet key, Peter Lushbrooke,
me here aud there, and disqualify me fortbe Iast '1'hos. W. Lisl,~, Willis B. Machen, George W.
battle with Mark Anthony and Uresar"t I com- Mansfield. Martin P. Marsllall, William N. Marshall, Richard L. Mayes, Nathan McClure, Daromised my own opinion on severul occnsious:
Y came here to make compromises in relation to vid Meriwether, WiHiam D. Mitchell, Thomas
Newcom,
this eonstltution:
I have been compromising fruru P. Moore, John D. Morris, Jnnnthan
the first day; and with all my compromises,
I Hugh Newell, Henry B. Pollard, William Prescan, with pleasure, vote for th is constitution.
1 ton, Johnson Price, Larkin J. Proctor, John T.
believe we are making a good constitution.
1 Robinson, 'I'homas ROCKhold, lra Root, James
Rudd, Ignatius
A. Spalding, James W. Stone,
believe we shall save $27,;>00 a year by holding
John D. Taylor, William
the legislature biennially.
I CUll sue in the cir- Albert G. Talbott.
cuit courts we have saYed $7,500; and we have R. Thompson, John J. Thurman, Howard Todd,
Philip Triplett,
Squire Turner, John L. Wal·
only lost $1,500-the
salary of one additional
judge of the court of appeals. We are effecting Ier, Hel1l'Y Washin~~toll, John Wheeler, Andrew
George W. Wilthe great cardinal points for which we eamt\ S. White, Robert ~. Wickliffe,
here-to
regulate
the franchis8,
to give new liams, Silas Woodson-75.
So t·he substitute was rejected.
'Strength. new life, new vigOl' to thegoveJ'llment,
:Mr. MEHIWETHER
askl'cl {or a division of
and to do it more economically;
and if ever an
of the proposed
expression
has escaped me unfavorable to the the que"tion, on the adoption
const.itution,
it must have been ill jest; fo.r, like sections, and the question recurred on the first
my friend from Henry, (Mr. Nyttall,)
I jest fl'e- section.
quently.
But 1do firmly bf'lteve that the goreat
Mr. ROGERS called for the yeas and nays on
ends for which we wCl'e sent hel'e will he aceam- the adoption of the first sectioll, lluJ they were
pli"hed, even if the gentleman
:;1Iould succeed yeas 52, nays 38.
with his amendment.
I believe we have all laYEAs-Mr. President,
(Guthri{",) Richard Ap~
bored for the beRt. I yield all I can. and every person, John L. Ballinger, William K. Bowling,
gentleman here has to yidd something
for the Alfred Boyd, William Bradley, FrancisM. Brisconstitution.
tow, Thoma..<l. D. Brown, William
C. Bullitt.,
William
Chenault" Beverly
Mr. TURNER,
after stating that., us n general Charles Chambers,
thi.ng, he WfL~ opposed to specific taxation. said L. Clarke, Jes!;e Coff~y, Henry R. D. Coleman,
that it would not be ver, wron~ to tax bowie Benjamin Copelin, William Cowpt'r, Edward
knives and pistols.
ThiS he thought would be Curd. Lucius -Desha, James Dudley. Chasteen T.
in accordance with \V hat t hey had done on the Dunavan, Benjamin F. Edwards, Milford Elliott,
subject of dueling.
He believed it would be the Nathan Gait.her, James H. Garrard, TbomasJ.
Anmost wholesome e:rereis'6 o{ power that had yet Gough. N.inian E. Gray, William Hendrix,
been exerci6ed by the couvention.
It would drew Hood, James W. Irwin, Thomas JI1Dlep;,
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George W. Johnston, Charles O, Kelly, James M.
Lackey, Thomas W. Lisle, Alexander K .. Mar.
shall, William N. Marshall,
David Meriwether,
Wm. D. Mitchell, JohnD. Morris, Henry B. Pol.
lard,Wm. Preston.Johnson
Price.J ohn T. Rogers,
Ira. Root, James Rudd, Ignatius
A. Spalding,
Michael L. Stoner, Philip Triplett,
John
.:E.
Waller, Henr~' Washillgtoll, Andrew S. White,
Robert N. WIckliffe, Wesley J. \Yright-52.
NAys-John S. Barlow, Luther Brawner, James
S. Chrisman, Green Forrest, Selucius Garflelde,
Richard D. Gholson,
James P. Hamilton,
Ben.
Hardin, John Hargis, Vincent S. Hay, Alfred M.
Jackson, William Johnson, George W. Ka,':.Lneugh, Peter Lashbrooke, Thomas N. Lindsev,
willis B. Machen, George W.Mansfield,
.Martin
P. Marshall, Richard L, Mayes, Nathan McClure,
Thomas P. Moore, James M. Nesbitt, Jonathan
N.ewcum, Hugh Newell, Elijah F. Nuttall. Larkin J. Proctor, John T. Robinson, Thomas Rockhold, James W. Stone. Albert G. Talbott. John
D. 'l'aylor, William R. Thompson, John J. Thurman, Howard
Todd,
Squire Turner, John
Wheeler, George W. Williams Silas Woodson-c.

Ira Root. James Rudd, Ignatius A. Spalding.
James W. Stone, Michael L. Stoner. Albert G.
Talbott,JohnD.
Taylor, William R. 'I'hompson
Howard Todd, Squire Turner, John L. Waller:
Henry Washington, Andrew S. Whit.e, Robert
N. Wickliffe, George W. Williams, Silas Wood~
son-77.
So the amendment was rejected.
:Mr. KELLY moved an additional section, as
follows:
"The general assembly shall have power to
tax bowie knives, pietola, and incomes."
The amendment was rejected.
:Mr. LINDSEY moved the following, as an additional section:
"That in all criminal prosecntions, the courts
having jurisdiction
thereof shall be judges of
the law, and juries of the facts, as in civil ca,
see: an~ where an impartial jury cannot be obtained In the countv whera the offence was committed, competent jnrcrs-c-cirieena
of the commonwealth-shall
be summoned from other
counties, in such manner as may be provided by
the general assembly."
38.
Mr. President:
It is known that in some of
So the section 'was adopted.
the circuit courts, the judges have decided that
The second section was adopted without II they have no power, 011 the motion of the comdivision.
monwealth or the accused, in a criminal case, to
Mr. ROGERS moved the adoption of the fol- Ins/met the jl\l''y upon the law; while in other
lowing as an additional section.
circuits the judges have decided that they have
"That every citizen of this state has the right the power, under the present constitution, to into sell any and every article produced, made, or struct, and they do instruct the jury, on the momanufactured byhim in the state, without tax or tion of the parties.
Uniformftv
in decisions
Iicenee. "
and in practice, ii> as important "in criminal a."
. Mr. CHRISMAN moved to amend, by insert- in civil cases, and we should have the principle
lUg after the word "state" the words "except spi- fixed, one way or the other. ]f it is the sense of
rituous liquors."
the convention that juries shall be judges of law
The amendment was not acrecd to.
and fact in criminal cases, and that the judges
The yeas and nays were called for on the pro- shall have no power to interfere with counsel in
posed section, and being taken wcr~-y€as 12, arguing what is the law to the jury, so let us
nays i7:
say in the constitution,
as it is the only place
YEAs-William
K. Bowling, B. L. Clarh,
where we can act upon the subject. For, if the
Jesse Coffey, Edward Curd, Nathan
Gaither, legislature were to attempt its regulation, the
James W. Irwin, James M. Nesbitt, Hugh New- judges, differing as to the true construction of
ell, John T. Roger;" John J. 'I'hurmeri, Philip the constitution, one side would adjudge that
Triplett, John Wheeler-12.
the legislature could give no authority to the
N An-afr.
Presideut, (Guthrie,) Richard Ap- court to deci(le the law, as the con.<ltitution had
person. John L. BallinO'er, John S. Barlow, given it to the jury, and the othl:!r side would
Alfl'ed Boyd, Wm. Bradley. Luther Brawner
adjudge the contrary, and we would be precisely where we are now.
:Francis 1\1. Bristow, 'l'ho~. D. Brown, Willia~
O. Bullitt, Ohm:les Ohambers, Will. Chenault
I rl:!member!'ome years ago, in a neighboring
James S. Chrisman, Henry R. D. Coleman, B€n~ circuit, a lllan was indicted for larceny, and from
jamin Copelin, William Cowp€r, Lucius Desha, the proof ''las undoubtedly
guilty.
The counJ anJes Dudley, Chasteen T. Dunavan, Benjamin sel moved to <J. nash the inc)i(tment, for thd want
F. Edward", Milford Elliott, GreenFoJT(~st, Se- of such de8cnption of th€ property as the law
luciu:;; Garfii:llde. James H. Garrard, Riehard D. required, in his opinion; the object being, if
Gholson, Thumas J. Gough, Ninian E. Gray, sUl.:cessful. to get delay, as the grand jury had
James P. Hamilton, Bell. Hardin, John HarO'ls, been adjourned.
The court ov€rr1.lled' the IllOVincent S. Hay, William Hendrix, Alld~ew tion, and the trial was had. In argument to the
Hood, Thomas J. Hood, Alfred M. Jackson, .inry, the counsel took the ground before them, as
William Johnson, George W. Johnston, George he had taken it before the judge-that
there was
W. Kavanaugh,
Charle~ C. Kelly, James M. a defect ill the indictment, {or want of proper deLackey, Peter Lashbrooke. Thomas N. Linds€y, scription of the property-and
thattlJe law was
Thomas W. Lisle. Willis B. Machen, Georie this: "if the accusation was not sufficiently set
W. Mans:field, Alexander K. Marshall, Martlll forth therp, was as much impropriety in findingthe
P. Marshall, William N. Marshall, Richard L. accused guilty-although
the proof was de'aras there would be to :find 'guiltv,' on a good inMayes, Nathan
McOlure, David Meriwether
William D. Mitchell, Thomas P. Moore, Joh~ dictment wit.hout proof." St):'ange to tell, the
D)I'r:orris, Jonathan Newcum, H€nry B. Pollard, jury fOllnd a verdict of not guilty.
WIlham Preston, Johnson
Price, Larkin J.
in a recent case, tried in this circuit, the inProctor, John T. Robinson, Tholllas Rockhold, dictment was for mnrder, under which the law.
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yers know man-slaughter may be Iound ; a whole d eterrui ne aild make the rule-operate thesame in
day was consumed by counsel in reading and' every circuit.
The amendment was not agreed to.
discussing law to the jury and ill explaining
MF. BOYD moved the following, as an addiwhat was the law called murder, and what mau-.
slaughter.
The prisoner was acquitted. A jur?r tional secfiori:
"No charter shall be granted which will congiving a description of what hart taken-place
III
the jury room, said tl.ey concluded first to take fer banking or trading powers, without providing
that the private property of stockholders, be
the question on whether the accused had committed murder or not, and they voted by ballot. made liable for all the debts and obligations of
The ballot was unanimous that he was not guil- any such corporation or charterc? company; but
ty of murder.
'I'hey then voted ill the same the general assembly may submit. such charters,
way as to whether he had been guilty of man- without any such restriction, to the people at a
slaughter, and there was found two ballots that general election, for their approval or rejection."
Mr. HAM1L'l'ON
offered the following.
as a
he was guilty.
One remarked that it was impossible to come tc any other conclusion than substitute:
"All corporations hereafter estuulisbed in this
that the accused was insane when he committed
the act. One of those who voted guilty, replied commonwealth, in case of failure, the stoekholders
shall be liable, individually. or collectively,
that he concurred in the opinion expressed, that
the accused was insane, and therefore ought not to an amount as large as their stock in such cor"
to be found guilty.
Yet, as the question taken porution. All banks which now are, or may herehad been, whether manslaughter had been com- after be incorporated, shall forfeit their charters,
mitted or not) he had voted in the affirmative, as when they refuse to pay their liabilities in gold
or silver, and they shall not be re-chartered."
a. man had been slaughtered.
Mr. 'l'URNER moved the previous question,
These are the judges of law and fact in some
and the main question was ordered to be now
circu-its. Is it right that it should be so?
For what purpose do you have a judge, if it put.
The question was then taken on the substiis not that he may instruct the juries as to the
tute, and it was rejected.
law, and see that the law is properly administeredo Is it intended that a judge "hall sit upon
Mr. CLARKE called for the yeas and nays all
the bench and decide questions as to the com- the n dept.ion of the section offered by Mr. BOYD,
petency of witnesses, and all quesuous
of evi- and they were yeas 29, nays 55.
dence upon the sufficiency of the Indictments,
Y sas-s-Alfred Boyd, William Bradley, Beverly
and that counsel Illay disregard his decisions L. Clarke, Henry R. D. Coleman, William Cowand make the same questions to the juries? If per, Edward Curd, Lucius Desha, Milford Elthe true constitutional
principle is, that juries liott, Green Forrest, James H. Garrard, Richard
are judges of law and fact, what right has the D. Gholson, James P. Hamilton,
George W.
judge tg interfere even on questions of evidence, Kavanaugh, Charles C. Kelty, James M. Lackey,
after the jury if; sworn. If the juries are to be Peter Lashbrooke, Willis RMachen,
George W.
the sole triers of law and fact, the judge's po\ver Mansfield, William N. Marshall, Nathan Mcshould end after the jury is sworn.
Olure, Thomas P. Moore, James M. Nesbitt,JonThere is, to my mind, much of the ridiculous
nthan Newcum , Elijah F. Nuttall, Henry B.
in requiring a grave judge to sit upon the bench Pollard, Thomas Rockhold, Ignatius A. Spaldmerely to keep "order in a criminal trial and be ing, John Wheeler, Roberb N. Wickliffe-29.
compelled to say nothing, although counsel may
NAYs-MI'. President, (Guthrie,) Richard Appervert the law to the pr~judice of the common- person, John L. Ballingerv-Iobn S. Barlow, Wilwealth,or
the accused, 1lI the argument to the liam lC. Bowling, Luther Brawner, Francis M.
jury.
Where. are th? boast:ed pro~ection~ to ~he Bristow, Thomas D. Brown, William C. Bullitt,
rights of a pnsoner III haVIng an llllpartlal tnal, Charles Chambers, 'Villi am Chenault, James S.
when the prosecuting counsel may argue prin- Chrisman,Jesse
Coffey, Benjamin Copelin, Jas.
ciples to the jury, not law, and the judge cannot Dudley, Benjamin F. Edwards, Selncius Garinstruct them to the contrary. The ('ourt should fielde, Thomas J. Gough, Ninian E. Gray, Ben.
see that the law, and nothing else, is stated to Hurdin, Jobn Hargis, Vincent S. Hay, 'Villiam
the jury, and should have the power so to state Hendrix, Andrew Hood, ThOlmL<;J.Rood, J ame~
the law, that the jury may understand it, and W. Irwin, Alfred M. Jackson, William Johnson,
that COllllsel should !lot travel outside of it to George W. Johnston, Thom~'! N. Lindsey, Thos.
the prejudice of the commonwealth, or the ac- W. Lisle, Alexander K. Mar~hall, Martin P.
cused.
Marshall, David Meriwether, William D. Mitch·
I have not as yet found out where the courts ell, John D. 1:(orri"" Hugh Newell, Johnson
derive their authority to grant new trials in Price, Larkin J, Proctor, John T. Robinson
criminal cases, if the constitution giycs to jUl'ies John '1'. R~gers, lrn Root, James Rudd, James
the exclusive right of judging of the law nnd W. Stone, Michael L. StOller, John D. Taylor,
the fact. and yet judges who have decided that William R. Thompson, Howard Todd, Philip
they cannot say what the law of a ease is, take TriplBtt, Squire Turner, John L. Waller, Henry
upon themselves to grant new trials in evcry Washington, Andrew S. White, George W. Wilcase wllcr~ tha jLHies cOllvict, as they ruay deem liams, Silas Vol 01ldson-S5.
impl'opi;Jrly.
So the section was rejected.
Ml'. MERIWE'1'HER moved to reconsider the
Let the law be one way or the other throughvotp,
rejecting the second of the two sr=cout the whole commonwcalth.
If WB are to
make a tribuual to determine law and facti in the tions offered by the gentleman from Christ.ian,
He said on reflection he was satisjury"so let us expr~ss it; or if we mean to have (Mr. Gray.)
Judges to decide law, and juries facts, let us so fied that section should he adopted.

, After a few word ... from Mr. CI~A RKE, and Martin P. Marshall David Meriwether, John D,
Mr. RUDD, the motion to reconsider was agreed Morris, James jr. Nesbitt, Henry B. Pollard,
to.
Johnson Price, Ira Root, Ignatius A. Spalding,
The question then recurred on the adoption of John W. Stevenson, Michael L. Stoner, John J.
the section.
Thurman,
Philip Triplett," John L. waller,
:Mr. A. K. MARSHALL.
I presume this is Henry Washillgtun, Andrew S. white, George
designed to compel individuals
in cities and W. Williams-49.
towns to pave the streets before their own doors.
l'hys-Mr.
President, (Guthrie) John S. BarI move to strike out the words "streets and al- low, Luther Brawner, Thomas D. Brown, Jas.
leys, digging and walling of wells." 'I'hat leaves S. Chrisman, Henry R. D. Coleman, Ben~a!\lill
the side walks. In a certain city that 1 will Copelin, William
Cowper, Benjamin F. EnJJOt name, they claim the right
to make a man wards, Green Forrest, William Hendrix, ·William
pave the streets in front of his lot. That some. Johnson, George W. Kavanaugh,
Charles C.
times costs more tbau the lot is worth. It is uu, Kelly, Peter Lashbrooke. Thomas N. Lindsey,
fair, and should be paid out of the generdl rev- Willis B. Machen, George W. Mansfield, Naenue.
than McClure, 'william D. Mitchell, Thomas P.
The PRESIDENT.
The motion is not now Moore, Jonathan Newcom, Hugh Newell, John
in order.
T. Robinson.
Thomas
Rockhold, John
T.
Mr. NESBITT.
I shall vote against this Rogers, James Rudd, James W. Stone, John D.
amendment. because I do not want the constituTaylor, William R. Thompson. Howard Todd,
tion to show that we voted respecting pumps and Squire Turner, John wheeler, Charles A. Wick.
side walks, and things of that sort. If the Ie- liffe, Robert N. Wickliffc, Silas Woodson-c-xg.
So the section was adopted.
gi~lature have power to tax, that will be surflcient.
The convention then took 11 recess.
Mr. PROCTOR
I am opposed to the whole
section.
We should leave the matter in the
EVEXING SESSW .....
hands of the people.
If the principle is to be
Mr. CLARKE. Thecal! for the previous quesadopted in the constitution,
that we are to be
tion on the nineteenth section, offered by the
taxed to mise a revenue, and an opposition
at
gentleman from Christian, (Mr. Gray,) prevented
once to our work will arise. Let us fix on corme from offering an amendment, to it, and with
rect and fundamental principles, and leave the
I voted for it.
les-is]atllre to carry them out. I am opposed to a view to move a reconsideration
I was a member of the legislature in '4201' '43,
this partial and local legislation.
and
the
pressing
demands
011 the treasury, to
!Ir.KAVAN,AUGH.
I do not know where
and laborers
on the public
this principle is to apply, or what it Includes. pay contractors
It appears to me to conflict with the section in works, and the heavy burden of taxation on the
people rendered it necessary that some other
which we declare that the county revenue could
means should be resorted to, to increase the pub.
not be assessed on slaves.
In the absence of any other reAfter a few words from Mr. RUDD, the ques- lie revenue.
tion was taken on the adoption of the amend- source, I voted, although satisfied at the time,
that I was wrong, and was violating a great
ment, which Mr. GRAY had offered as an addition to his second section which was again principle, for the specific tax on watches, specmoved by Mr. l\IERIWETHER,
and it was tacles. etc. If tJJ(~ motion for reconsideration
prevails, I intend to move to strike out of this
agreed to.
nineteenth section, the words "merchants
and
On the motion of Mr. TURNER,
the word
ped
lers." I do not think the legislature should
"towns"
was ins0rted in the proviso, after the
word" county."
So fhat it will read: "Pro- possess the power to impose specific taxes on
tIlLs class of citizens, for t.llt1ywill 110t pay it,
vided, a poll t,..1X may be 'uf:;sessed for county,
but the mass of the people g<.>nerally. They
town, and corporate purposes."
would increase the pflce of t.heir commoditit's
The que;;tion HrS'ainrecurred on the adoption of
so as to reilllbllrse thel11selves for t]le tllxes they
the propos{'d !'.('ctlon as amcudcd.
would have to pay, and thus indirt'ctly the tax
On the motion of Mr. C. A. WICKLIFFE
the would be one on the people.
This no man
section was amended by thE' insertion of the call deny, and I a.m opposed to holding out an
words "except titheable and poll taxon slavE'S." idea to the people that we are taxing merchants
After a few,wonls from Mr. HARDIN
and and pedlel"s to raise reyenue, when it is only
:Mr. GRAY, Mr. KAV AN AUGH, called f(Jr thE' the people themselves that we are taxing.
It IS
yeas :l.nd nays on the adoption of the Setltioll, upon the principle tllat the consumer pays the
and they were yeas 49, nay:,; 36.
duties impos<.>d (in articles imported
into the
YEAs-Ridmrd
Apperson, William K. Bowl- United States.
We go against specific taxation
ing-, Alfred Boyd, William Bradley, Frallcis M. because it is llIlequal and against the minimum
Bnstow, William C. Bullitt, Charles Chambers, principle, because it is fixing a fictitious valUE:
William Chenault, Beverly L .. Clarke, J{'sse on pl'l1perty, alld entel'taining these \'iews, I
Coffey, Garrett Davi:::, Ludus De::;ha.J ames Dud- cmmot consistently vote for a section professed_
ley, Cha.<;tccn T. Dunavan, :Milford Elliott .. ly imposin5' spec·inc ta..~es on merchants and
Nathan
Gaither, James H. Garrard, Richard
pedlers, but indirectly levying it all tllC people
D. Gholson, Thomas ,J. Gough, Nillian E. Gray, themselves.
I only consented to vote for the
James P. Hamilton, Ben. Hardin, John Hargis, specific taxes of '42 and '43, be~ause I believed
Vincent S. Hay, Andrew Hood, Thomas J. the debt they were to meet, had benefitted parHood, James 'V. Irwin,Alfred
M.Jackson, Thos. ticularly lhose portions of the state where were
James, George 'V. Johnston, Jameil M. Lackey,
inost of the articles ufoll whic:l1 the specific
Thomas W. Lisle, Alexander
K. Marl"llall, ta.xation was IC\'ied.
bdievecl it but fair that
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us is the case in moat of the
these who hRd received the greatest benefit from eral taxation,
the money borrowed, should bear the heaviest towns now. I am aware 1hat some property
burden tor its repayment.
I yielded to the ne- derives greater benefit from these improvements
cessities of the case then, and voted for a specific than others, and lor that reason, I was willing
tax, believing then as I now believe, that it was to make an exception ill the section to meet
wrong. and 1 cannot consent to vote now for nny such cases, but as the section has been adopted,
section ill the constitudou,
which gives that I think it hardly worth while to reconsider for
power to the legislature.
I move then, with the that purposl"l.
11r. BIWWN.
I am glad that the motion to
views 1 have Indicated, a reconsideration of the
reconsider has been made, for I am opposed to
vote by which this section was adopted.
Mr. C. A. WICKLIFFE.
I am glad that the the whole section, because I believe that this
gentleman has moved to reconaider , and 1 hope power of raising revenue ought to be confided
the motion will prevail; though not particular .. to the legislature. What is the use of this seclyon the ground of the policy or impolicy of tion? Jt declares that the legislature shall posspecific taxation.
On this subject, I think a sess the power to impose certain taxes, but has
sound public sentiment will, and must control not the legislature that power as fully and comthat declaration as with it?
through the tax imposing power. I am willing pletely without
to go $0 far as to say that all taxation shall be Most certainly; and why make the declaration
equal and uniform, upon land and negro",s, ill in the const itut.ion then? I voted for the section
myself, when I saw the previous question movview of the suggestion made by the gentleman
from Daviesi'!, (Mr. Triplett,) of any possible ed, with a view of moving a reeonsrderat ion,
danger at a future day of 80 inordinate a epeoific and thus affording an opportunity for that full
and frep discussion which should be given to all
taxation Oil negroes as to render them worthless
to their owners.
But, in any other respect, I subjects proposed to be embodied in constituwould ll?t say to the legislature, that no matter tional law. I hope the motion to reconsider
what n1Jght he the emergency,
they shall not will prevail, and I shall vote against the whole
impose a. specific tax on allY property.
It is a section.
Mr. STEVENSON.
It is against this inhibimatter for public sentiment to control, and the
very fact that the legislatures have not yet rc .. tion of the power of cities to lay specific taxa:pealed the present specific tax is an evidence that tion.on the petition of the owner" of the property assessed themselves, that I pretest,
I have
It is not against the general public sentiment.
'With these views, I shall vote for the motion to nothing to say against the general proposition;
on the contrary, there is no more firm advocate
reconsider.
of uniform taxation than myself, but I know that
MI'. STEVENSON.
1 hope the motion to re ..
the cities cannot exist; without the power to which
consider will prevail.
As the section now
stands, I am inclined to the opinion that it I have referred.
Mr. PItESTON.
If the section is reconsiderwould prevent, in cities, the exercise of that
species of specific taxation known us assess- ed, 1 shall move an amendment to obviate the
menta. by which only a system of public im- Inconvenience nnder which the cities will be
provement in cities can be carried on. It was placed. If not, then I shall offer an additional
a graduation of the taxation upon the owners of section, with the view to the attainment of that
property, in proportion to the benefits they de- object.
Mr. A. K. MARSHALL.
"Will it strike the
rived from the Improvements.
All gentlemen
from cities would understand this, and it would people that there is any thing dangerous in debe a death blow to the prosperity of those cities claring that taxation shall be equal and uniform?
to deny them this privilege.
A;\ to the general 1t seems to me to be It rule which it is impera
question. it is one which should be left to the tively the duty of this convention to adopt and
Is there any thing
control of the legislature
under the influence of ellgmft in the constitution.
wrong or startling in it? If there is, let us try
public sentiment and public emergencies.
Mr. GRAY.
r hope the vote will not be re- the reverse of the proposition, and say that taxconsidered, and that the co nv ..ntion will adhere at.ion shall not be equal and uniform throughout
Do you think that would look well
to the decision it has so solemnly made.
I Kentucky.
in the constitution?
Or would it look well, or
think we ought to lay down in the fundamental
be calculated to gi\'e strength to the constitution,
law, a certain general principle of taxation,
right in itself, whi{'h should govern t.he legisla- to say that all property Oil Wllich taxation is
ture. It would certainly be a strange proposi .. levipd shall not be taxed in proportion to its
tion to throw out to the people, to say that there value? The object of gentl('men se('ms to be to
should only be two kinds of property-land
and reach indirectly what the cony",ntion refused to
It is to give to cities
ue~roes-otl
\vhich taxntion fihould be equal and do directly this mornillg.
uniform, as prnposed by the gentleman from and towns a power "\vhi(:h, in my judgm('nt,
NelRon, eMr Wickliffe.)
I am for making t.he ought, never to be given to them, and which is
I have heard
application of the principlc general.
Nor do I not necessary to their prosperity.
agree with the principle as de(:lared by the gen- of all ill~tance in one of our cities, where, for
the
opening
of
a
street,
a
citizen
was
made to
tleman from Simpson, (Mr. Clarke,) that when
Then the
you tax pedlers and merchant.s, it is the peo· pa.y more than his lot was worth.
pIe who pay the taxes. Tax 01' 110 tax, they work formed a pund on tllt lot, whieh was dewill a..<; now, put as high a priee on their ar- clared to be a nuisance, and then he was obliged
ticles as the 'Pt"u}llewill pay. As to the effect to go to the expellBe of filling \lP his lot to abate
All this may be ...
,-ery necessary
of the pro!losit.ion on citie,;, I think the gentle- the nuisance.
man from {entoll, (Mr. Stevenson,) is mistaken. for ought I know to the prosperity of cities, but
They could ~al'TYon their improvements by gen .. it looks wrong to me. I do trust this conven·
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tion will not exhibit this disposition
to change, tion, ttl strike out all of the section except the
that will have a tendency to give an idea. to the words, "taxation
aball be equnl and uniform
public of uncertainty in reference to our action throughout the state."
here by this continual reconsideration
of what
Mr. TRIPLRTT.
I move to strike out the
is done. I do not like the rule of the witness, whole of the section, and to insert the follow.
who having once sworn that hi ...horse was six- ing:
teen feet hi~h,detcnnlned
to adhere to it. for
"The legislature shall have no power to lay
that is not right.
But there is a rule which I taxes on land or slaves, except Oll the ad va.loTun
think ought to be adopted, and that is to meas- principle; or a higher tax all slaves, in proporure the horse, and know how high he is before tion to their value, than on land:
Provided, That
we swear to it.
a poll tax may be us5esSE'd on slaves for county
Mr. DAVIS admitted the general Correctness and corporate purposes."
of the principle contained in the amendment of
The amendment explains itself, and attains all
the gentleman from Christian, (Mr. Gray,) but that I ever sought to attain by voting for the
doubted ite praet.icability and policy, and main- 19th and 20th sections. I believe the great obtained that the public treasury might hereafter jeet the convention has in view, is to protect slave
be in such exicencv as to require additional
propert:r 'from ex('es!;ive taxation, and in this
revenue, which ~ouf(l only be obtained through there WIll be no difficulty, if we link it, with
those sources which the principle of the amend- landed propprt.y. All other f>ub\·ed,B
I am willing
meut would cut off.
to leave in the hands of the ogislature.
The
Mr. TURNER concurred in these views, and great object that we have in view is to lay down
hoped the motion to reconsider would prevail.
land-marks and general principii's, the carrying
The question being taken-by
yeas and nays into execution of which we must leave to the
on the call of MI'. BROWN-the
motion to reo legislature.
All must 'collcede the irnpossibiliconsider prevailed; yeas 75, nays 16, as follows: ty of carrying out in the organic Inw any prinYEAs-Mr. President, (.Guthrie,) John S. Dar- ciple of mere detail.
The experience of this conlow, William K. BOWling, Alfred Boyd, Luther vcntion has demonstrated the difficultv and imBrawner, Francis M. Bristow, Thomas D. Brown, possibility of thus carrying out matter~ of cletail.
Wm. Chenault, James S. Chrisman, Beverly L. Let us therefore confine ourselvss to the laying
Clarke, Henry R. D. Coleman. Bcujamin Cope- down of general principles and l and-marks mere.
lin, William Cowper, Garrett Davia, Lucius De- ly, for the guidance of legislation.
And as such,
shu, J amee Dudley, Cha!;teell T. Dunayan, Benj. r hope that either this proposition, or one having
F. Edward!;, Green Forrcst, Seillcius Garfield", the samc object in vitw, will be adopted by the
Richard D. Gholson, Thomas J. Goug-h, James convention.
P. Hamilton, Bt"n. Hardin, John Ha,:gis, Vinc.ellt
Mr. M. P. MARSHALL.
.Mr. President: Ire.
S. Hay, \Ym. Hendrix, 'fllOma.-; J. Hood, Alfred gard this as a grave and important question.
I
M. Jackson, William Johnson. George W. Kava, tlo 1I0t doubt, 110man doubt:>, the correctuess of
na\lg~, Chas. C. Kelly, ~eter La~h?rooke, Tho~. the gcneralprinciplc
inyolvcd in t.he amendment
N. Lindsey, Thos. W. LISlc, \Vlills B. Machen, !luder consideration.
Slav{'B are property, lands
George W. Man:o;field, Martin P. Mar"hall, Wm. are property, and tJH:y ~h.ould be taxed equally.
c. Mar:o;hall, ·William N. ]'f;~rs:llall.' RichardT L. This, as it naked propos~tIOIl, I mean 1.1Ot~o c?n.Maye~, Nathan McOlure, DaVid Memvether, ":n.
tl:st. But, sir, there fi.prllJgout, of the InstItutIOn
D. l.fltchell. .Thoma~ P. }fo,?re, John D. ~roi'l'lS;, of slaver.}', risks, dangers,. and .expense .. of a peJa~. M:.Nesbltt., Jonathan Newcum, Hu~h.N.ew. cllIiar kllHl; expellStl WlllCh, 1Il my Judgment,
ell, Ehj<1hF. Nuttall, Henry B. Pollard, WIlliam ought notto be defrayt!d by the community at
Preston. Larkin J. Praetor, John '1'. Robinson, larO'e, but should be met by that particular inThos. Rockhold, John T. Rogers. Ira. Root, ~as. ter~st. on account of which it is to be incurred,
Rudd, John W. Steveu.o;on,Jas. 'V. Stunfl, 1'.1[(.:h·and but for which no such Janger, and no such
ael L. Stoner, Alherc G. Talbott, John D. Taylor, charge, would impend or could happell. While
Wm, R. Thomp;;oll, John J. 'rhurman, Howi.ml all of us, sir, art: ddermined
in defence of the
Todd, Philip 1'ripl;-tt, Squiro: Turner, John L. pl'Opel'ty it~elf, to illterpose .the. constitlltio~lal
Wall~r, H.eIII'YWash,n~ton~ J o?n W?t'eler~ Cl~~s. I ,el;{isto the lJtJJ1o.';~
extpllt that .JustIce can req~llre;
A. WICkliffe, Jtobert :::i.-,VlCkhffe, Gen. \:V. '" It- l"tIll, sir, that instltutiolJ should not be permItt{~d
Iiams, Silas Wood!;on-15.
..
to become, not oulya SOUl'CCof danger, but a
NAys-Richard.
~pper~on. J~hn L. Balhn/:1er, ground of charge alld expensE', to other and disWm. Bradley, William c. Bullitt. Jesse Coffey, tinct illterests of the stilte.
Milford Elliott, Nathan Gaither, Jas. H. Garra~'d,
At. thi,,; partieular period of our history, t.he
N inian E. Gray, Andrew Hood, James W.irwln,
whole subjeC't ofsJavt.l'y prefOlelltslllattel'of deeper
Thoma" James, Alexander K. Mar,;hall, Johnson fet~ljllg. and more excitement, than any ot.her
Price, Ignatius A. Spalding, Andrew S. White propert.y we possess.
Om land we know to be
-16.
firm, and stable, llnd safe; our slaves we feel aTe
Mr. CLARKE moved
strike out the words not. Sir, the safety of that prope;ty is .depen~"merchant!~ and pedler",.
ent first uron a well ordered publiC sentIment lU
. Mr. BROWN asked for a .d~vision-the
ques· regard to It. It is. well k.nowll that that ~el.1titlOl1to be first taken on stnklllg out the word ment in Kent.uc.ky ISnow In favor of sustalllmg
"merehants."
the institution.
T1Ie people, a large majority of
The motion to strike ant the word "merchants"
whom hold no slaves, feeling that We have beeu
was rejected, a... was also the motion to strike out induced, by laws recognizing al!d fo,unding the
the word "pedler."
institution, to inTestourmolley In tlllspl'operty,
Mr. A. K. MARSHALL moved, with is. view, are disposed to pro~-('ctus in it; but whi!a they
(ItS bf;lliRid,) of te!lting the fHmseof the conYen· are reivly to do thill, they are not prepared to
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protect. the slave holder ill the enjoyment of his them own no slaves: the other two-seventh"
for
peculiar property, at the expense of their own.
I trembled under the call of this convention
-hal l therefore be in favor of this amendrueut.,
if the security of this property, at once ~n'_at and
feeble,
Y3,."t
in
point
of
interest,
illsigmficantalthere shall be added to it something like this:
most in the numerical force, the political strength
"And all expenses which the commonwealth
In this state
shall incur for the protection
of the slave insti- directly interested in its snpport.
tution, shall be assessed by a specific tax on that of things, this overwhelming majority of fivef(evetlt.l~, forgetting all other feelings, discardproperty."
'l'hen the gentleman's
amendment
ing, merging all other considerations of reason
will square with justice,
and meet the public
or of policy, or of a sopurate interest, in a regard
sentiment of the state.
for what they considered
the vested rights of a
Mr. TRIPLETT,
I suppose the gentleman's
object is, that whenever a slave is executed, his minority thus feeble, surrenrlered this eonvenThey have excluded from
expense shall be borne by those who own slaves. tion to 'their control.
this hall, some of the wisest and ablest TOrn of
Mr. M. P, :MARSHALL,
More than that, sir.
the state, merely because they feared rather than
That, to be sure, is one of my objects, and one in believed, they mig1lt desire to interfere with
which, I doubt not, the people of Kentucky will
these rights of the weak.
They have sent a pro·
sustain me, as just and proper.
But farther than
slavery convention.
merely becal1:'le of their
tha~; difficulties, growing out of this subject, are
sense of justice
and honor, their respect to a
occl1l'inf;. ou our border, and other questions will property peculiar in its kind. feeble and corn pararise. Sir, I am a slaveholder.
Upon my farm
at.ively limited as to the number interested.
Sir,
I hold and work a number of slaves, like the balin the present state of the questicn, in the sweepance of you. Interest should enable me to view
ing tendencies of the age, could high..,r evidence
this subject justly, at least so far as the rights of be found of the sense of justice and honor, that
the class to which J belong are concerned,
I
lofty sense of justice and honor, which compels
have endeavored, (and I think I have sneoeeded.)
the defer e nee of power to right, the proud subto approach it with as fair a purpose as can in mission of strength to weakness, than is furnishfluence the mind of any man,
Our border is in
ed by the composition of this assembly?
Sir,
a disturbed condition, stretching as it doesa[oll~
the monument is here before us, au everlasting
a river front of Ileal' eight hundred miles, with monument, of the capacity of the non-slavehnldthree free states facing and coterminous.
Our
ers of Kentucky,
to guard their own rights, to
neighbors beyond the Ohio, with activo means,
protect theiro:"vlI interests: and it is to be found
are inciting the slave to leave his master, they III that caution, that tender caution, which they
make this property hard to hold.
If this state have shown for the rights and interests of othof things continue, the burden will become in- ers, when overwhelming
power was in the ot.her
tolerable to the slave holder, t1Jrol1~·ilOl1t the scale,
I have said, sir, forgetting- all other feellong line of that great river.
Then will be sug- inss, djseardtng all other considerations of reagested and the govern1nen~ of the f;tate will feel S(l~ or polic;r,i'1ave
a regard
for vested rights,
the necessity of organizing
an arrned police, a the p~oplc of KlOnttH:ky have thus acted.
I recoast guard, to protect such a Ilumber of her peat it, clo not place it in your milld,; that the
citizens, and sllch a. mass of property, agaillst p"opJe of Kentucky helievc sl;'\very to be a blessthe efforts equally subtle and ell~r~etic, of this ]Ilg', or that tlwy have!.'o decided. There are not
ubolition
frenzy,
Whell the occaSIOn fairly to a uozen well·balanced minds in this house that
be anti.cipated shall occur, it will cause an ex11elicvc slavery to be a blessing.
pense wllich no mall here can est.imate.
'l'he
With few exceptions, you belie_e it to be a
revenue necessary to d •.fray it will be a. questioll
for the con"ideration
of the legislature.
I tpll social and political evil. Few of you, indeed, unyou sir, that the border countiei:l ill the northern ller the broad light which experience has thrown
of the intropart of the state now hold tlwil' slave,; by a ten· on the subject. were the question
ure so frail, a. chain so slight, so fragile, that it dudion 01 slavery now open, few of you indf'ed.
I
am
persuaded.
would
imposeitl.lponKt:ntucky.
only "'unw the will and the knowledge on the
Can allY gentleman
part of the slave, 110t tu break, but to glide from Can thesc fads he denied'/
his fetters.
Thei:le things arc drawing to a head hE'l'e look over the population of his own counin the llflrthcrn part of the state.
The nece>'sity ty, and fail to acknowledge that on the abstract
has come for the exertion of the power of the question of the social and politlr.ul evil of slave·
state to 'Protect this class of her citizen,; and this ry, a largc majority elltertain the view.'! I have
statd?
Not olle of you can do it.. And when
descriptIOn of property.
Sir, I repeat it, for the proteetiun
of a grt'at this people llavc generously surrendered to the
but peculiar interest in this property, there mllst minority all control over the subjeet, 1 ask you,
soon be all armed police alollg that border, Sllffi- if with tha.t power ill your han,ls, thus obtainf'd.
yon do not make a poor, I will not say nngrateciently strong in nnmueril to g\.lard this interest,
and this sir, will be placing the state in armeu I'ul return, if yon fail to provide, that the insti·
tutioll ...hall sustain itselCI I ask yon further, if
and hostile array against the powp,rful nrganizat,ion, the fier,;e and "m0thodieal
mudner;s" of the matter ioS not likely to force upon the countryuholition heyond the. Ohiu. When thii> thing other expelli-1eS besides tllOse to which I have al·
The expense of executillg slaves.heretoshaH be dom>, arc you pr.:par(J(l to say, that the luded?
fore has lW('ll light, and thc ad 'C(florem laxatIOn
lands and other illt~rt!"ts of thi,> commollwcaltlJ
shall be taxe~ to support "omethin~like
a stand· has been sufficient to pay for the cnpital Plllli~h!)lent of condemned
..laves.
But shoulJ the Ining army, for the protection of tIllS institution?
either by the influence of the fanatic
Is there a mind among us that believes the peo- stitution,
ple of ~entucky.
a. law-abiding people, ~ they frenzy of abolitionir;m, or the mistaken enthusi·
hope of the slare himself.
are, WIll ever cOllsent to this?
Five·stventh<; of lj,sro and awakened
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brill~.on this fair laud the dark

b~rror<1 uf 11serIudependent.of
th_e CO.9t of suppressing the insurrection
itself, a
thousand
slaves executed in one year.
These
must be paid for under the existing law of the
laud, and if the gentleman's
amendment shall
pa<>swithout amendment. in such an emergency
a debt will be thrown upon the treasury which
it will not be able to defray.
In framing a constitution which is to last, we
hope for ..11r.imc to come, we should not be goverued solely by the existing condition of things,
but should have a due regard to the possible contill~ellcjes that may arise in the future.
If such
an Insurrection should occur, throwing on JOllr
treasury au expense, say of $500,000, would you
thiuk it fair to lay the tax upon lauds as well as
negroes, to pay the slave-owner for the use of
his property"! And yet such is the effect of this
amendment.
I most solemnly warn gentlemen
of one fact. that whenever the institution of slave.
ry, from any cause, becomes obnoxious to the
sentiment of t.he country, then is it indeed in
danger.
Whenever injustice is perpetrated wilfully and plainly by the slaveholders. upon the
other property-holders,
to sustain the institution, then will they feel themselves absolved
from the high obligations which have caused the
representstlon
on this floor, and at perfect liberty to take the subject into their own hands. Ana
when they do, they will not deal as tend ...rly with
it, as I might think justice would require them
to do. I am proud, and justly proud L1fthe popnlatiorr whom 1 here represent, ond who although
sla\'eholding in part"entertain
the sallJe vie" s in
regard to this question which I do. From every
part of that county, I was told not to interf\':re
when here with slave property; but to resist
every attempt at emancipatIOn.
That although
they regarded it a.<; a social anll moral evil, yet
they desired it to be left to t.he operation of natural causes, to work its own cure, and not to be
l'lUbjected to legislative enactments. I stand here
the r"presentati"e
of the s~ntimelJts of the people of Fleming county, thus avowed and express'
ed, and I challenge gentlemen to point out any
thin' more noble, elevated, and jus-to Yet, sir,
intelligent a:l they are, were the question put to
thl'lll.
whether in all time to come, they would
l;ustain the institnti(ln at the expense nfthe nonslaveholding
portion of the community, they
would say no. They would say th'J men who
enjo.y the property should puy the p\1blic expen·
Fes of it: that it was bllt jUfit and proper that by
u. positi,-e law of the state, the institution should
he made to oust-ain itsdf.
I am not aware that in any part oftlli;.; proposed coustitution.
a provision is made fonhe payment 10 the owne1' for sIan's taken for execm.ioll,
lfthel'<: is not there should be, aud I will \'ute
for tlw amendment if it shall be so .(jllalifi('d a"
to provide that the",e chargl'" upon t le trNI'HlIJ
shall be met by a tax on slave propcrt,y. TillS
property now is not taxed any more than land
for ouch a pnrpose.
A (;hange in this respect is
desiren by those who own no slaves, and who
nre paying an ad va.loTem t·ax necessary for the
extinguishment
of the public debt. Do not understand me as fu\'oring the idea of taking a
slave for publie use ROY more than land or Rny
thing else, without due compensation.
I hold

vi)ltJn'Su-rrection, there" .rnay'be,'
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no auch p.rinciple, and will OllCI1'pyDO s~lc'h itt::-'
tude. It.Is ,lli.o~t cl~ar,1y the policy of t!te.§tatbj
to pay for negroes so taken.
It is a. policy pur-:
sued ever since the formation of the government.
and without complaint.
The object is to remove ..
the temptation from the master to carry offenders
out of the reach of Justice.
But at the same time I insist npon it that expenses thus aCCl'Umg, should come out of the
pockets of the slaveholders.
The institution of
slavery stands on its own basis. The perrnanence and safety of society does not require its
introduction, nor is it at all a necessary element
of civilization.
On the contrary, the greatest
advance of society, and the highest grade of civilization known to ancient 01' modern times, is
and has been where property in man is unkuoyvJI._
It is merely property by municipal regulation,
and depends for its existence upon the existence
of these regulations.
All that I ask is that the:
inst.itutiou shall be fitted to public sentiment:
and not become a burden and an exp,·n"e to those:
not lutereeted in it. If my views are understood,
I have accomplished Illy purpose.
Mr. W. C .. MARSHALL.
I am opposed to
the section as it stands, and the proposition of.
the. gentleman from Daviess.
I look upon this
quest jon as one of great magnitude, and as I'
should like to give rn~' views on the subject, r·
move that the convention adjourn.
The convention then adjourned.

SATURDAY,
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8, 1849,

THE CONSTITUTION.

MI'. MERIWETHER,

from the committee on
the revision of thacollstitution
anq slRvery, re·
ported the follo,ving article, prescribing
the
mode of amending the constitution,
and on hi~
motion, it was laid on the table and ordered to
be printed.
ARTICLE -.

Wllen experience shall point out the necessity
of amellding tlJis constitution, and whell a 'rna.;.
jorit,y of all the members tlf'cted to ca<:h house
of \ne general assembly shall, within the first
twenty days of any regular s<?ssion, concur in
passing a law for taking the seuse of the good
people of this commoll"\vealth Il8 to the nt>(~essi·
tv and expedil'Tlcy of calling a convention, it
s)mll h\': the dutv of the several sheriffs, and other officers of eleetiolls, at the lll'xt gelleral election whirh shall be held for representatives in
the ;:,tate legislatme, after the passage of sU'ih
law, to open a poll for, and make n:tul'l1 to the
secretary of state, for thll time heing. of the
nam!..'s of aJl those entitled to vote 1'01' Tt>preselltativ€'B, who have votpd for calling n convention;
and if, thereupon, it shall app\':ar that a majority
of all the dtizens of this state. elltitled to vote
for represeI1tativ<?s, have voted fnr calling' a cori,Tentioll, the general asst'rubly shall, at their llI:xt
regular session, direct that a similar poll shall
bl;lopened, and return made, for tbe next election

fen representati'vesj

abJ· if r thereupon,

it shan

vote for a eouveuucu,

none shall be called; and a

t-

majotity}){jl.U t~?ci_~t~c~~"of-thiS
~sim~t~r
poll. 8~a:n be:'op:ent!"d;every :O::-·J~ar
st~e., entItled to vote fur tepresenttitives;
haVe' 'untit a maJ6nty," all .eforesatd, 'shall; for -twO"
app~!i~at~

voted' for calling -8. convention, the' ge:~etal·aB."
sefubly shalt, at their next session', pass a law
calling a convention, to consist tff as manymembers as there shall be in the house of represeutetives, and no more; to be C1108('.11 in the same
manner and proportion,
at the same time and
places, and plJ..;;,;~ssedof the same qualification-s
that rspreseutatives are, by citizens entitled to
vote for representatives:
and to meet within three
months after their election, for the purpoge of
re-adopting,
amending, or changing this eonstitution: but if it shall appeal' by the vote of either year,. as aforesaid, thata majority of' all the
citieebs entitled to vote for representatives
did.
not vote for calling II 'convention,
a convention
ehall not be then called.
ABel for the purpose
of ascertniu ing whether a majority of the citizeris, entitled to vote for rcprescnrutives.
dill or
di-d nobvote for cnlling
cou vcntioh, as above;
thelegislaturepassing
the law authorizing
suell
v6te shdll' provide for a.,,-certainillg. the number
of citizens clltitl(>J to vote fol' l'cpl"c"elltatives
w't'thin the state,
All ca,,;t';; of cO-lltcl;ted dec·
tib"ns~and wllt~re tWo or more ea.ndidates tor dtJle~ate to auy cOllventioil ·'which may hI! caHed
under this o.:onstiwtioll, shall.have
an equal
number of \·ote-s,·shan be dMided in the same
manner as may b~ pl"ovided by law for similar
cases arising in elections to the hOllse of repre·
sentatives.
:Mr, TURNER presented the following as a.n"
other plan which-he had prepal"ed, to provide a
mode of aUlendirlg the cOTI"Sbitution:

years in SUCCI;'Sf<iClD,
vote for a call of ;a conven-.
niou; and when such vote shall be given, tbe. ,
general assembly shall, at their next session, call
a convention as above prescribed, and pass eucb .
laws for carrying the call into effect as may be
proper."
He said the old plan of revising the constitntiou authorises the question to be brought before the people every year, nod, as a matter of
course, the slave question can be aKitated every
year, thereby keeping the public mind in a state
of continued excitement, Iugoes lute the legislature, and if rwo or three pel'solls happen to be
there wlrc wish 10 agitate the qnestiou of emancipntion, they can raise it there, nnd debate it,
arid thus keep the community in a state of eonstaut anxiety.
I think, sir, the mode of specific
untendmente, sngge"ted
by Home gentlemen,
i51
open to the same objection, because it would be;
productive
of the salUC evil. You plaee it in·
the hands of the leghdatul'c, and on every occaSiOll, ,dlen tljatbody
is assembh:d,thisquestion
of slavery may he brouulft up.
:!'row, the mo.de whie:h I propose is, tllat at
sttlted period~, the p~ople themselves shall yoto
rhethadhey
wiU have a convention OJ' not, 'rhe_
politicians aloe to have nothing at all to do with
11;," 'l'}w, people voWUpOll it; and iftbere
is, for
the time being, a majorit.y of electors against
any s\lgge~ted amendment,
it is put over until
th<t-next stlltt'd period when such amendment can
be aO'ain agitated.
'l'J5'e intCl...als, in the resolntion I have offered,
l;He left blank; if the general principle of tho res",\RTlGL1": -.
I olution .,hould be approved by the conventioll,
"In the vear--it
shaH bethe duty of the sevcl'- I tli"Qse.inl.€l'I'::ls cn.n be' filled up as they may deem
al sheriff; and other re"tllHiing OffiCBrs, to take-the most condu(:lve to the general welfare.
.
sense of the good ptlople ofthlscortimonwealthjal>
So far u;;! am concerned, :Mr. Prf!sideut, 1am
to the lleoe~sity and <:xpediellcy (If oilling a'COll- auxious that this convention should not appear
ventio~, at the s?vertll pl~,cfls.of \"O,t.ingil!,their
to gi~'e the slightest i~dicatiOll of ,lilly idea that
r~specti\'eco~ntles,
on, ,the fil:st Mot~cla,)' III An· the right. of pro~erty.1O sla~'es is to be abolishgust, by opemnga poll for, and making a return cd, but that the lullest pOSSIble guaranty should
to· these<..::etary'
~f state, for the time being! begi\'l~n to flverymullholdingproperty
ofthisde.
oithe names of all those entitlJd 10 vote for rep- scription, that he shallllOld i~ inviolate.
resentatives, who shall \'ote fOI" ('alllllg a CODW:U"
11r. l)ROCTOH..
1 am pleased, at all times,
Uon. And, if thereupon, it shall appear tit at a to see gentlemen offer different propositions
for!
majority of all the eitlZ(mS of thi" gtare, ent.itled amending our constitution;
but I will say, that
to-vote for represeutatives,
have votc\l for u con- some of tlle gentlemen upon the floor of this
venti"on, a similar poll "hall h;:l opened fmd ta· convention, who profes~ to be pro·sla\yery mell,
ken for the next year; and if a majorit), of all have tahn a coul'se calculated to do more harm
tl!f<citi~,ens of the state, eYititled to vote for rep- ~ban. all the preileJ-iiIlg~ of all the emalJci,Pationresentntlves, shall a second )'<,ur \'ote for a.'COI1, 18tS 111 the coulll.ry. From the eourse WlllCh has
vention, the general assembly shall, at their be"n adopto.:d by some gentlemen
here, we are
next session, (JaIl a conventiou, to con;;ist of mt pllttiug the strongest
kind of arguments
into
many members as th€'l"c shull hlJ in tho; house of their mouths, llnd we are strengthening
their
representatives,
and llU more; to be chosen at hands ngainst ourselves.
the same time, marmer, and lllaees, and in the
Every gentleman
appears to have made IIp
same proportion 'that representatives
are chosen, his milld as to the mode by which the com;tl"
and-to met,tin three 1llonth,,, after the said ele..:- tution, at allY fut,urf;l day, t;hould be amendedj
tion, for the pur\)ose of re,aJopting,
rl1ll'elltling, we are well instructerlupon
that matter; but in
or changing,
t lis constitutioll.
The quali- r.:JgaTdto the question 01' fllavery, I do think the
fieation of delegates to the. conventi'ln,
:ohall house have 110 discretion-no
puwer; alld r prob~ the samp. rul memllers of the hOllOle of rep- test against our taking slleh a course as will
re~entatives,
ext:eI?t t,n-at ministers of ,the gas- give enJaneipationist~
an opportllTlity of draw·
pel shall be elIgIble M m~mbers of the con- ing arguments from our words 01' our proceed:
v~'!l.tioll. F,it ~h\lol1ap-f1ear ~Y.th',! vote 'ill' ~ith:et' in,gij, to j)1.fltify th~m in the.ir fan'!-tical c~urse on·
ye"i1;,.a8'.~fore?:a}d,;thi!-t~a.~aJPnty, or.,all ~e Cit- this:-quest.lOb. Fro.u:f the dlscus!Uons wlilCh..h'ave..•
lrfnSientitJed"to,vote
[0'1" representAhvos,dla
not ta.ken,place- hMe, 1 much feM that 'IlII:1! kav8 Sti.P,~

a

!pHed arguments 'which -umyherenfter. be used. in po:'.t of ~hl:c.or.lmittl"~ O~l geoerel prpvis\<l,.rut.~o
~-attempta to weaken the 8tllbllity of thie inatitu- which M'r,'TRlPLETT had moved ao. Ml~na·
"
'tlon. I am not a slaveholder; f came hereto rep- ment.
,~l'Ient a constituency not- holding slaves to any
,MI'. W .. Q. ~V\.:aSHALL.
Under somewhat of
large extent, but.I am n pre-slavery
man-c-I am impulse last evening, I !equl3sted this ccuvenin favor of slavery for the Rake of slavery.' But tic» to adjourn, with a view that I might liave
when W8 argue this question in the mode in all opportunity of presenting some remarks this
which it has hitherto been .argued Oil thi.'1 floor, morning-on
the subj'ect which was then under
we are, I am satisfied, ouly putt-iug weapons into consideration.
Jf I lad felt then as I do now, I
the hands of our enemies, which may be used do 110t know .that I ebould have been tempted to
. against us. Let us then, make a eonst itution to offer one remark upon the subject, but in all
meet the requiremcuts aud the wishes of the peo- probability would have contented myself with
'I'he
ple, and leave this question of slavery to be giving a silent vote npon this question.
settled by those whose business it is to settle it. positions assumed by the gentleman who closed
Mr. 'l'Ar~BOT'J'.
I will vote for the printiug' the debate last evening, were to me somewhat
a1](1 I candidly confess, exof the resolution, and its reference to the appro- novel nnd startling,
priate committee, as indicated by the gcnt.le.runn. cited me; ani! whilst laboring under that exciteI have ent.ire confldence in th e intelligence, integ- ment, 1 asked the convention to adjourn, in 01'rity, and wisdom of this convention, aud I have no del' that, Lmight have an opportunity of replyfears that any proposition,
110 matter
how in- ing to the positions
assumed by the gentleman
1 had hoped, sir, that the inter~amatol~Y in. its nature, or I3rr~neous ill its posi- from Fleming.
uons, Will either corrupt 01' misl e ad them.
But rogatorie[< Pl'opo\1ndec1 to the gentleman during
sir, it does seem to llJe, that if we have cowe his remarks, would hu\'c ('ansed him to pa'tlse,
up hf:re, illstructcd
upun
any une subject what·
and in somc degree, to retrace his steps.
Iuthis,
'
ever, it is to settle, as far ail posf;iblo, and place howllver, 1was mistaken.
lIavillg'
assertl;ld the proposition, as he did, in
lleyond controversy and agitatioll, that most exa
somewhat
excited
manner-in
a
manner
~Ctlciting of all other que,;;tions; the question
of
!Slavery. It.semll';; t.o me, :oil', to in:;:ert in the liar to hitnHelf-(beeause
tbe position whidj. ho
con.:;tittlt.iull
we ar...,about to frame. a dause, tliat o('l;upie,,; upon tlJis fioor, ;l,ud elsewhere, i,~of a
a COtlVelltioll shaH be called, or YDtetl un .:;vcry .:.:h:Hacter that give;,; him position in society_
five. tell, or ev"ntwenty
years, wuuld be all the that gin~shim pt)"ition in a houy like this-that
ft'lt, Mr.
emat)(.:ipatiollist.s wuuld wowt. or, uuder exi,,;tin'" Kive,. him position in any placc)-I
werc assert·
circumstances.
could ask.
laS.'lt thi'! daH,,;e~ pJ·esidellt, after those prn;positiou8
cd. aud tIlt: ll)allner in Whl('h tht:ywere asst'rted.
8ir, and th6.Y would at unce proc1ailJJ llPOlJ the
too far upon this quest,ion.
hClU5.etop,;. that Kelltt1cky. at the expiration
of that we were goiug
the time .fixed in t.lle constitution.
shoul,] be 1'8";· I regrdteJ, execeJingly,
that the proposition incued from what, th"y denomilJat\:, tbe cur.'iC of trodnced by my friencl frum, Da\'ies'l had called
"lavery.
They ,wu\lld bring" up 'tbeir mell. arm- fort1l a disctls:S:Oll, uut of which llO good can ev·
eel and equipped for battle. ffl)11J the north aBel 'Jr grow to our state; 3.1[(} I still more regl·et. that
frum the l>uuth, fr<J1l1 the east· and frolll the we ....t" .it "hnuld hav\~ bc(:ome neces"ary for any gentle·
the views that I
and you wnuld t.lm:,> ell able tJlo.llll to de~troy the lIlal) on thi .. floor. entertaining
Ycry inttlre;:t and itl"tiLuti(.n Wt' o,:allle here tn ,.,(,- tIo, to be constrained to OppOHC them.
Mr. PresiJent, in theyears 1l'41-2. I, had the
cure. },JI I aRk, is for g<'Dtl':lwm to I.:onsider
hOllor Qf a'l~at ,un LIlli; floor; J the,n occupied
thi.'l propositioll.hefol't'
tlHJy, vute UpOIl it,.
.Mr. R. N. WlCK,LIF.FE.
'l'hfJre, ,:;ir, rif;il I'c",o· 1.heseat I now occupy,
When a que~ti()n was
ltltion, pro\'idillg allot her modfil (If IUlH:nding the pre:o;clll.eQby tho.:i;overnor of the commonwealth
c?llstitution, out I lhiuk tlti1 i,,; not IIJ(' pruper of Kent.ndi:v, 1'ihowillg' 1.110 t;onditiun of tho
tUll(: tol"]jSCUS8it. Thl' stlhjct·t will come tip in finan<;es of tlle !"tatt:'; wh(>,J1 it, was disco_vered
-a few days 011 tl)(' report of the l'olllmitlc.l',
lUlJ t.hat th~ tn:a."ut'y Wl1.~ almost ~mtirdy fJxhausted.
an,-l t hut l:ltlO means which we had to meet 'tho
that, in my judgment,
will be th" appropriate
illadig~late.
tilllo.l to discllSf; thi" r~..,olutiull. I therefore move (l,~ltlalld,"l agaill,,-t it wen"J wholly
tht' ]lre\'iou,.; qllestio!l.
l'IH' legislature was appealed to, by ew;ry sense
T le maill quef'..tion w,v. nru"red to be nllW ,)f honur alld jUsti':l'. 10 l'i:lWl thestate, and
'
put, and tll\' lllotion to lay au the table llnd priut rclie\'c it f\'Oill its embarrassments.
W:lii a"'recd to
A propp,.ition was introrlnced into this_ ).l,ouse
.Mr.~W ~\LL~:lt submitted the following reso- iu that year, \vit.h a \'iew to raise the taxes to
lution:
, IllCtlt the deficit, but that propos~tjon 'was de·
...Resolned. That in the cOlls,iitut,IOU formed by fo.lated. 'I'hc l)anks oC Kelltucky
came for\vard
this convention, the same provisions in relation
and paid t)ffthe interest of t.he debt due tl? "the
to slavfl.ry shou ld bo.lillserted as in tha present
bond holders.
They bCC:tUlOthe creditors at
Mnstitution.
with an addit.ional clause prohibitIWDle, in;:;t.ead of obliging
mi to seek credit
ing the emar.cipation
of slaves, tu remain in the abroad.
'rhey st.epped fon~ard in th~s great
::;tate."
emergency,
relieving the credit· an4 character
He movcd that it be laid ou the table and of Kelltucky, and the If'gislature Wfl.S appealed
printed,
with an intimation that he would ask to for tbe purpose of paying off th'l-t debt and
for it;; consi4eration
on 'Wednesday next.
relieving the state of the burdens
that then
The 'motion to lay 011 the table and print was hll~g around it. In what mallner was .t~e prop.
agreed to,
ositiOI1 received by this body?
A prdpo?ition
GENERAL PROVISIONS.
Wa& made for au increased taxation
to the ar:Q.ount
The..canvention
resumed. the. c~msideratioi:l. of of ·onq ~~nt on the dollar upon a fair _valuation
Lhe additional
section of Mr. GRAY to the re· of all property. and out' of oua llUudrea'mem·
0'
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.bere on-this floor, there W&8 only three who \ power to meet all exigency that might come upon
raised their voices to provide means for paying us as it did in the year 1842. I am es unwilhrlg.
this debt. That proposition was opposed Oil sir, to tie up the hands of the legislature,
1
1this floor; it wee a.'\8er~ed that the debt had am to manacle the people of Kentucky.
..
_grown out of a system of extravagance
and imor all subjects, sir, that of taxation i~'fhe
:.proddent expenditure in carrying out our 8Y"'- most delicate; nothing but a bigh souse of duty
tern of internal improvements, and that the peo- and of moral honesty can force a I~Hlllto come
ple looked to these improvements
now as a up to the mark that honesty and justice demands
means whereby this debt 8hou101be discharged.
at their hands; and I ask you to look at that
These improvements had failed to meet the ex- section, proposed to be inserted in your constipectations of their projectors, and it wail thrown tut.iou, and say whether we arc not tied up,
'In the teeth of every g"ntlemall
on that floor hand and foot, and the legislatnre rendered
who advocated thatsy;;tem that they must de- powerless.
That is the positiou in which we
vise ways and means by which this debt should are placed, and I see not how it is to be remebe paid; that taxation, for the purpose, was im- died unless we look to that state of thin""s in
proper, and that the people of the state were uri- which Kentucky never can be in debt. While,
_ willing to bear it. 1 heard it with pain and re- however, she is in debt, the interest must be
gret. I, who represellted but a small county, provided for as well as some mean" of ultiwho .se people are poor-a county whose borders inately extinguishing the principal.
arc swept by the Ohio, and looking to that as
'l'hcse were the motives, sir, which induced
.the natural outlet to om trade, having- failed to me then to vote for this specific law, so odious
secure any of the benefits of our system of internal in the sst imabiou of many gentlcmen present. I
improvements-not
a dollar having been expen- voted for it then; and two veal'S afterwards,
ded within its limits, still sir, I heard it argued when I had the 'honor of 11 seat on this floor, and
with pain and regret that these improvements
a proposition was made to repeal that law, I voshould be made to pay this debt, and that no ted against its repeal.
And why did I do so?
means should be resorted to to save the state Because it was imperative that. the state should
from the emergency in which it was then plac- provide 1'01' her exigencies; that she should meet
ed. On that occasion I stood upon this floor the demands whibh were made upon her treesrepresenting a small county, mountainous in ita ury and her sinking fund. And on whom, and
character uiid sparsely populated.
But I came on what did that tax fall? Upon the wealthy
here not to represent that county alone, I came citizens of our slate; upon the luxuries of the
hereto reprm;ent the people of Kentucky; and r country.
Sir, of all portions of Kentucky who
was proud 1.0 say that when I cast my vote, ] walked up boldly towurds meeting the d\~JDatl1is
represented
the unanimous sentiments of the npon the treasury, those who live III the wealthy
people of my county, and sir, I was proud to portions of our state arc the first to respond to
occupy the same seat which I 1I0W occupy, be- that call. It is those who pay least that complain
cause I had determined that I would never be the most; while at the same time those who pay
the willing instrument of disgracing my cuunty the most, pay it most cheerfully; and this was
and my state. Yet, sir, those means were uu- to meet a crisis which, I trust in God, may never
provided;
and what were we to do? In the oc our again.
language of the gentlemen from Bourbon and
Whilst I am opposed, sir, to the propositJon
Jefferson, equality of taxation is beautiful iu of the gentleman from Christian, I am equally
the abstract.
\Vho can object to it? None; opposed to that of the gentleman from Daviess.
none; but I ask gentlemen, and all who heal' I think it is wrong, sir; and but for the propoai.me on this occasion. let a crisis come like that, tion submitted by my friend from Davies!>, and
and pla.ce them in the position 1 occupied then, the remarks made by the- g-ontleman from FIero·
and what would they havedolle. Sir, 1am proud in~, I would not IHWC ad3I'e.-;sed the cOlwention
of that vote. The gentleman from Simpson was thIS morning-.
pres.ent and voted with me. ~e said he felt conWhy all Illis ex<.:itemellt, Mr. President, Oil
strallled as an ~lOnest mall to glve that vote, and the subject of ,,1a\'ery here't Why aU this talkyet. he regrets I.t as the wor"t vot.e he ever gave.; ing about rebellion and insurrection, and the inwlule I.regard It as a. ,:ote retlect~ ug mlJ~e I;redlt stability of our institutioIlS, anu abollt keeping
upon him, than any given by lum Junng that out the illcendiarit:s and the fanatics of tho
session.
nOlth? If our institutions are placed upon 60
At that time, sir, while Arkansas and Missis- frail a basis ar; this, if we are to be alarm~d at
sippi had repudiated, and Indiana was on the every cornel', and by ,,,,el'y hrawling demagogue
,v..,ry verge of repudiation, Kentucky stood high, who takes it intohis head that sla\'t!ry is a great
and her bonds were IH'ld at par all over the moral and social evil-if
our institutions stand
world. I <e;kthat D'entleman, and all who hear upon a foundation so precarious that every
me, if an emergency like that should arisc, would breath, however foul, may sweep them into
any gentleman on this floor be unwillin~ to pro- oblivion, why it is better that they should go at
vide the necessary means to relieve the state once. I ask my friend from Fleming, who,
from Stich an embarrassment?
No mall, 1 am though he says lle is a pro-slavery man, yet
sure, would rise from hi" >;eat and sn.y, in the affirms th;tt slavery is a moral and a social evil,
pre"ence of the congrt:gatcLl gentlemen on this ami that every gentlE'llUltl on this floor admits it
fiool', tJ,lut he wlluld. be willing to refuse to do to be so, thongh I differ with hill} 011 that subaU in his power to ~ave the' credit and the honor };~ct-I ask him why all this talk, all this ex. of thestiate.
Let., );Ioweyer, such a propqsitioo citement, all this dread in reference to thii'i in';flS.~h1s, pass;~au(fu8Fe is ~o ~9"wer i~l ~he'legis- sti~ution,?, He-reg,a:".as_it as a m~ral and a ,s~cial
Iatiure; your Jfoveroment IS dIsarmed and has no wrong. 1 have nevettegarded
It, nor do I yet

as

________

!
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regard it in that view. The question ia asked, as qualified to carryon
the great agricultural
pur~ a new proposition,
.. if slavery had never exist- anita of om ccuntrv in the manner in 'which we
ed in Kentucky would you introduce it now?" carry tbem on here;" and that, were we to introduce
I do not think it necessary to answer that ques- them into Kentucky, we should be losers rather
tion at this time; but as it exists now, I am not than gain"TS?y the operation.
But is that. all?
prepared to admit that it is a moral and a social If the question rested merely upon this, I
WfOllg.
Hentuokv, wherever she is known, should not have made a single remark.
stands high in character for chi valry, bravery,
But strullp-c to say, we hcarofrebclliou and insurintelligence, integrity,
honor and purity;
and rcction.
Living, as I do, on the margin of the
what is it that keeps her pure'? In Illy judg- Ohio, I think I mar safely say that 1 understand
meut it is nothing but the institution of slavery. the feelings which operate upon the mind" of the
Strike that out and what do you get? A mongrel whole people of northern Kentucky; but I was
people; your identity of character is gone; your startled last evening when I heard the gelltl8lWlll
chivalry is gone; YOUI' purity is gone: your from Fleming say that if insurrection
should
whole character is destroved.
These 1 believe, arise, if rebelliou should be brought about, it
are the effects of the in,.titution of slavery: and would come from the north of the state. Insurso far from its working moral and social wrong, recticn, sir ~ In \~'hat way? brought about by
I am of opinion it is working moral and social whom? Insurrection!
brought about by the negood. The gentleman sa)'s. "Do away wi~h groes! Insurrection J brought about by the cit.islavery and the stalwart SOlIS of the north WIll xena of OUl' OWIJ statt'-by
the fanatics of the
supply the place of the slave? What north? north ~ But it matters not from what quarter it
The north of this Union? No sir.rwith men may come: he tells you that in such cose-c-in
from the north of Europe.
And what are their ease of insurrection, slavery must sustain itself;
habits and qualifications
for business?
Is it to that the whole cost of suppressing such an incultivate yOU!' soil? Arc they capable of arts sun-action must be met by the institution itself.
and manufactures?
No sir, they are fit for
Mr. Prosideut, I ask how does Kentucky stand
neither.
Drive out your slaves and fill up your in relation to your slaves and taxation?
She
country with a population of this description
}Jays into your state treasury every year,.$70,and you huve Iosj al Laun k all, thrown away all 000 as part of :yOUl' revenue-she
pa)·s III her
that has ever contributed to give Kentucky a counties about $40,000-she
pays to your sinkname among the states of this Union.
ing fund $35,OOO-to your school fund $14,000,
YOH have heard a great deal said about our independent of the actual revenue paid into the
sister state of Ohio, and the rapid progress she treasury of $70,000. There is, besides this, a
has made in civilization, art, illJpro\'elJlellt and poll tax Oil all .,laves over sixteen )'ears of ago,
wealth; but I tell you that God has made u wide fllld of these th~re are eighty-nille
thousand.
differt'llce between tlle stat<' of Ohio and the Of ~lavcsulJderslxtcen,th('reare
about one hunstate of Kentucky.
Ohio has her lake~ on the dred and ele\-en thousand.
They Imy, then,
nOl'Lh and her river all the south, both <ffl"ording $70,000, as revenue; expenses of t111Sconvent.he most admirable
outlets for her produce. tion, $14,000; school tax,$14,OOOj siuking fund,
She has all the facilities that a country could de- $35,000j and for <.;OUllt.ypurposes, $40,000.sire, t.o promote her commercial prosperity.
On Take rhe whole amountnf tax that they par to
the ot.her hi1.nd, Ktmtucky may be said to be an the commonwealth
of Kentu,:.ky, and it will
inland, and conseqllently, a purely agricultural
reach $1 n,ooo. And is that all tlwv 'payt No.
country--not
<:om11lercial-<.:ompel1ed to depend Independently
of this $173,000, ~'':IlJ('hif'; paid
entirely upon her own productions, the only out- in tlHl shape of taxes, every ilegro o\'e1' SL'i:teen
let fOT carryil\g off her surplus pl'orluce being years of ::lge is bound to work upon the roads.
th(' Ohio, on h",r northern bMder.
,re depend Calculate that, an,] YOll wiJl1ind thnt the whole
UpOD slaves for CUl'l'ring on those pllrf;uit~.
You amount. of labor will bring it lip to $40,000 mur~,
build up youI' tOWllS lind citje~ ilJ other stat.es, making a total of upw-ards of $~OO,OOO. Nm\',
and carryon your cumJller~e with en:ry portion what j,; the amount realized from all the land~
of the civiliztlJ wlJrld; but ill ~Udl ca"e your in the state? About $:200,000. If the negrr'es,
great agricultural
illtel'csts
mu,;t he neglected,
therefore" pay II \'I1VCllue intu the "tute treasury
and dwindle into insignificance.
SUell must be of $70,000; of $14,000 to the school fund; $14,the re!';ult in thi" state, if yOll atu'mpt to follow 000 for expenSeS of eonventiolJj of $:~fi,UOUto
"ucb a ('our"8. Your lalJll" now, which, on an the sinking fuud, !lwl of $,jO,OOOfor county puraverage, are worth fl'Om seven dollars to .seveu post's, and $40,O~Omore for roa~ purpoRes,.they
dollars alld fifty cents per acre, would not be pay a sum equl\'al",nt to $~13,OOO; llluklllg' a
worth half that anlOuut. Drive out your slaves, Jargeramonllt
of tax paid by the slave populaand so far from incl'<:asing the value of YOlll' tiOll of the state, than is paid by all the lauds ill
lands, that value will be wofully diminished,
Kentucky.
Aud ye.t, the gelltlcmOlli says, if an
and a decrease in the quantity of ;rour produce,
insUl'l'eetioll ,.hould come-if
a rebellion should
and in the value of your lauds, must, of neces- be brought nbollt by the citizens of our own
sit)", bring about a decrease in the revenue.
state-if
they should invite the slaves tl) l'ebelI know that these views are not entertained by lion-if
the man who owns no slaves in your
some; hut so fur as I have been able to bestow stute-the
lllall
who llfls no interest ill your
reflection on the subject, this is the deliberate
countrv, sl1Uuld create all insurrection-if
such
COIwiCltion of my mind. I lw.v(' se(,n those a man should create an insurrection, your lunJs,
"stalwart sons"-I
have been in Ohio, and seen your cuniages, your bupgics, yout' watches, your
how business is carried on; and so far as I spectacles, al'(' not to be taxed to maintain the
have been in Ohio, I can tell my friend that tbo~;} gem'ral p"a,-:.:! Oh, nOi these ru~st not ~ay a.
~igentlem(,I\" \1 ho r01111' fl'orn F.u]"(.p,\ arc nflt: Ct'llL of the \IXP('J13"-nol Oldollar -to nleet thIS da-

1 a'lk~,L:>thilJ rigilt? Is thi§!4~aHtJ?~l:s'
there any fairnesa in such a propositlo.u II..~ this?
1 go.furtber.
A shwe is kidnapped Irnm Kentuckv , and goes into, Ohio; the owner of jbe
f'lla.e' follows him, (I saw an instance mentioned
in the papers the other Jay. of a man who 'rent
to Oincinnnti in pursuit of a slave, and a .tight
occurredj-c-well,
a slave is kjdnapp~d;
tile own~l~tlnd ..

er, in aCl:ordUUetl

with

laws

.cxjStLI1~. mutually

between the states, follows 111m; a fight occurs
in hie attempt til recover his slave, and the white
man should be tho cause of it ill consequence of
this attempt; there are those who say that the
whole expense Incurred in such case should be
met hv taxutiou upon the owners of slaves-in
other words \1 pon the slave population
of Hentuekv.
If his posltiou is true, he might carry
it Otlt. in all its bearings, and what would be tile
result, if brought about by one of your own citizens-a
frcemuu of your own oonuoonwealth-cno matter that the l'ight to bring back his slave
is guarant.icd to him by hi,. own constitution,
aud tLe constitutIOn
of the Ullited States-if
such a result be brought about, these expense"
lirc to be met, allJ t.u be met alotle in that furm.
] ask the gentlcmau, in all canuor, if 110int,(lnJ""
to go thus far?":-if lhis is the point at which he
i~drilillg?~thi8
theeml ,,,hid, he aims to accompli:sh?
1 t.rust not.
But "gUill, if a slave L;"exrClltcd in Kentucky,
the ~,~ntlernal1 says that this must be a tax npon
the lllstiwtioll,
And wll\', in all consciellct:'!
Tho"e who nwn s!<ln)s (arid I can 'hardly say
that persollally, I am ilildestcd
in- ibis matter,
for I du not own 51a\-es to any extent-I can only
buast of thr<'c-but
it i,; the interest I fed in
the question as a KClltl1eban,.that
in,lnces me
to speak)-why,
T say, ill ea,;" of the execut,ion
uf a negro, is the slave pupulation of the state to
be taxeu'! I a~k, how 1.'1 this to be dO\H'1 Are
you to cr<2ute a separa.te fllnd~ And when, and
how is lhis tax to be Jei·i",J't ]f un cml'!rg811cy
.should ari8e ill lhe (,.01llInol1wl'!alth, aud a necessity for taxation ,sh~\lld uri!;c, how ar.: Y,ou ,to
carry out that pnllclpl<-,? Are )'lIU to walt till
the slavels executed'l
Tf JOu lay a t.ax lJiglll.:r
than the 0mergcncy demalH.l~, it i" an oppr.,s·
sion upon the 8lay(l}lOlder WIthout CI.H18t' or necessity,
nut,he due,:;,not propu?c tu ,wait tlll the
emergencyansc""
If be ;loes, how IS he to ear·
ry olltthe principle'!
It cannot, inllly hUlllble
judgIlH:nt, be dOlle,
But $UPpll,';C it could be
doue, w{)lIld i't b~ right?
Tlw amOtlHt of the
slllvE'llOlding
p6pulatioll
in Kdutlll:ky is, ..ay
::WO,OOO; the total amount of population
i", say
';00,000,
'rhe lands alld other 1axable }lropNty
(If the 500,000 arl~ to be reliOJ\'ed 1'1"0111all partie!·
}miio.n of the ,burdf'n, an...! the co;;t of t,lw!';cemerg'E'lJCleS, anJ It 18 to be phlCCd ou the slave POI)nlation alone,
l ~ay this i" wrong.
It is UlJjust, impolitic, illlpv~f;ible.
Why not cnlue out
at. onc.:, :wd ,"ay to tlH~s;lavehoidilll; peopl~ of the
,state~ "tllfJse blll'JtHi",,;hall
fall UpOll }(JIl; th,erc·
fore, 1 \)TOpOSt.'to earry out. my pecllltar notIOn"
upon t1e !<uhjectof slavery . .My noti-Olls arc of
foiucha character, tlt:}t they .!cqu\r: you, in ca,rry.
ing them ont, to make theSesaerlfices.
Ifwrong
is don!3 among' you, )-OU must settle it. among
your"elvesj if e;XptnSf;,"are incurred by thissy-s,
!Item, those expense>! must be met by yourselves."
I ask the gentleman to take this back, I t\'lk

if th~~<i·be·ej{he~ )u!!ltice of ·proJ?·rietj iil ii~.p:0!IJ'
tiou li ke this? "hile
you take a\vay'-my rights
you hold sacred. your own; while vouare wit,
ling to impose taxes upon this species of property, and this class of citizens, you quietly fold
your arms and "'ay, "I am secure and cannot be
reached."
J ask if this is equality,
if this ie
justice.
It occurs to OlC sir, that there is nei,
ther equality, nor propriety, nor justice in a demand of this kind.
Sir, carry this principle
out. why do yon say that the institution
of
slavery should sustain these burdens?
The answ e r is, that it is based l1pon wrong to hold a
slave, I ask gentlemen on this floor who hear
me now-c-whetdifference
is there between u slave,
aile! a horse, a mule and land, or anything
else,
so far <l'> property is concerned? The law makes
no distinction-no
difference.
If there be no difterence in point of law, if the law recognises an
equally
as property, what reason can be propounded
why we shou.ld tax that species or
prQptrty while w.a hold exempt all ot.hlOrspecies of property, and say to the owners ofnegroes,
"these are the demands we make upon yOtl, the58
are the sacrificcs you nre required to make if
you COlltinue to holJ this speeie:; of property?"
Sir, is it right?
'Why does the gentleman ask
this? My mind can sug$'cst no other rcason for
it than, as regarding' tlllOinst,itutioll of slavery,
believing, a.." the gf:'lltl€'man .mys he does, "that
it is wroug in itself;" that it ought to be stricken down, tlw.t all prutection;
all idea of property
in sla\'cs should be expunged from ihe consLitution, aHd that all the slayes in the country
should go free. But sir, so long as slavery
does exist, so long as our institutiuns
rocognize
it., su long 11S the people recognize it as it stands
tipOIl yOllt' constitution,
why make this distinc·
tion-a
dh,tttlction whieh Il(:ither in principle
nor practice call ever be ...~al'ried out. If my
land be t,aktm for Lnrnpike or railroad 'purposes,
the o6nstitution' guaranties to mt- the 'certainty
of Illy remllnerat,iun whnttn:r
that may b0. Is
it cOllclueit'd th(:n that this species of propert,r
slmll be ta.xed to snpport. irselt, a:s wdl as to aid
in the protection
of all uther property?
Is this
right, IS itju:lt, is it proper?
):[1'. President,
wI"len you talk about equality,
ami propriety, and justice, I 8ay to tllllt gentle.
mun, tllat ther,- is ncit,llt'r eqUll1ity, !Jor proprio
ety, Il\lr jl1:<'i,;(', in a. demand like \IJi~. So long
as the in."titutil)1l
1'l'maillf,:, let it remain upon
the same k'lllal footing with other propert.\-""; let
it, be taxt.'d ike YOllr l~nds al'ld other species of
pro!}(>rty, subject to taxatloll, and then, sir, there
wil be 110 cause of cOlllplaint,
I say now-for
I delly that, slavCly iseilher
a mOI'llI·or a· social
wrollg-aUl.:lnpW1Clt. to throw up any walls around
it; let the -instit,ut,ion staud as it is; leave the
powt:t' of taxation in the hand" of the p~ople, and
}(:t it be f(·gtilated through the legislatnre,
and I
tell the peoplo, in such ca:-.c,their institutions are
sale. Throw np no walh. arollud them; it is needless to do so-..Vhen no ellelllY is approaching:
fight
not against phantoms.
take
my word fur it,
there arc tlu.)sc who are !'.Landing at the out-posts,
ancllistening
to a;nrl gatHering all that faUs from
us here, and they will catch it, and use it, too,
But let us stand. firm, re.lying upon the guards
a.lready thl'oWIl around this institution,
and,
mark my "",,r,l, that will be the greatest security
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th(1t can be given, to _Jhe slare pr~pQ~~J ~n this m?-~h _gunter.
1f it ill .right, go Oll widl it; 11
country, ..
nol"dqieil.'vlil.j'.-:-of,'
.' .'
Do' YO\l believe, sir, wl1.j!.!1:th~'y,tallfabout the
I know how to appreciate the motives of tho
five hunAJ~d thou.sal!d:of ~he_noii.-;;;laveholding
gentleman from Bracken when he was operated
population
of .I.{entucky..-do you believe when upon by a proper desire to prevent repudiation
th~.r are appealed to and told the amouut of tax and disgrnco to the state. But I would ask what:
which is paid upon negroes in this stat-do
yOll
would have been his condition, if the same prm+
believe that when yOll tell them their taxes must cillie had been in 01Jr present, eonstituuou,
fornecessarily be increased as )'OU strike this vast W rich lie now cont.<,'IHfs'f He could not, have
amount off-do you believe that when you thus departed from the straight forward principle.
appeal to their common sense and judgment,
Where did this priuclple Rtart? I hold it never
they will not soon see the result-and
aid you, did start. at home. It commenced in the Ieaiafor their own sakes, in the rnaintenance of this Inture, and would not have started there. but
property?
Strike off the slave. and let free pop- the Iegisluturc had raised a debe, and they en.
ulation come in; do so, if you can: but I tell the deavorod to justify themsel ves for this tax on
gentleman that the institution of slan~r{ will that ground.
Tell me not it is lnid to protect
stand in Kentucky as long a" time ehal last. tho yeomen of Kentucky.
I know how to
We require no guard, no walls around this insti- sympathise
with that class. 'They do not ask
tutiou. 'It addresses
itself to the intelligence.
injustice to be done for their benefit. 'l'he gt:o-'
the good sense, and the pockets of the people of tlemen who represent peculiarly
the mountain
this country; and while these are nppeItled to, section, and the people who live in that portion
YQU may depend .upon it YOllr instiuu.iona
are of the state 'will tell yOll that they do not need,
eecure.
nor wish to be cousldered
objects of charity ..
Mr. President, further about thifol institution
'l'hey wantonly justice.
Can we give it'! I say'
permIt me to remark.
Strike out the proposiwe can do it Withoutintel'fcrjngwith
the rights.
~
~ion of my friend from Christian, and. wha~ is respecting citIes or !'.laveS.·
th~ ,result as it regards the amount that goes ioGe:ntleme,n say we caunot do withont these
to th~ sinking fUlltl~ Strike that out1 \vould specific taxe!;;, and that it is easier for men of'\say, because if that section is eng-rafted upou "realth than for others.
Ouc man \'ests his·t
the constitution,
the l~gislatul'e is disurllled· ,or' means in one spccies of l)ropert,y which is profit-'
all power; ;rou strike O\lt $35,°9° going to the able, and another in another ,"peciQs, which is
siuking fund, nou the deman!) lllw;;t bg met from not, and it is said it is more (;ollvenient for tho
some source; and how J ask docs he propose t,f) mall who has y~!'.ted hi~ menns profitably to par-'
mt'et the d(>ficiency'! Is the gentleman willing
the t,ax on speCified artICles.
Lt,t us not make
to st.rike out frolU the resources of the sinkillg
these distinctions.
The fine carJ'iuge i.~taxed'
fund the sum of $35,000, and prppose no means just the same as the merrl convenient
al'tide of
for mak.illg up the' deficit thps createdi
There the poor, worth pel"1l<-lpsfifty dollar".
I~egislais nOlle proposod; and J trlls~ no delegate in this tOI'S say t1H'y do Hot know how to avoid this dffhouse wUl feel allthoriz<'d to vote for fhat propo- ficulty.
1£ you must tax articles of lu:l:.ury, let
sition until some feasible proposition
is present,
it be according to theil' "alue, and then the old 1
e4 fm· meeting this deficit.
. lady who OWIISthe mere al'ticle of convenienct>/
I hope the proposition of Illy friend from Da- the humble carria~re, will pay only what it is
vies .. will belaid upon thetablt:. 1 would rather worth, and the $l,uOU carriagt: (If' the nabob for
what it is worth.
faU back upon tbe constitution as it ;;lallds.
l3ut it is /lot j'et sett,led I.hat this specific tax~
I :woul.d l1Ot, Mr. Presidcnt, have said a word
to this con.v611tion on the subject now before it, a~ioll is so clearly a benc·fit tn the pOOl'; it dchad it not been for tb(' reason", which ll!-taLed p.:nds on the fedillgs of the nmll, and his own
last,es and inclinations.
If he spends his prop_·
in t,he outset; and haVing as~ed the convention
to adjourn, and -as.they were kiod enough 1.0 ad. crty for luxuries, he will ha\'~ to mett 1he taxes
journ, I express my thanks Lo them iOl' that on them, and if he lays up his Inoney like a:.~1
(~()tlrttlsy, and also for the patience with which mi,8cr, then he will not pay this specific tax. Bl1t~
this tax will not operate eqtlally.
The man who
they have heard Ine to-day.
is worth $100,UOO will 0\n1 but one carriage and
Mr. BRJSTOW.
I regret to see e1'Ny quespay a tax Oll that.
The man who is "'orth but
tion run into the subject of slavtlry or cities; but
$5,000 or $10,000, will have his cal'riage.
Ten
this question ha'! got into both.
I wish there
lllen will have more of thrlse articles than on6·
could bEl some check put to the tendency tf)
man who i", 1yorth as llltl(:h as all of them. Then!
apeak of sla very in connection with ev(;ry othf'l"
the old lady's spectades, n meremement,o of some:
question.
That is a kettled subject; WIJ .:.:ame
friend, or t.he gift of some fri('nd, to aCCf)r:tJ.lllO-·
here instructed to lea\'03 it as we found it.
date the old lady, must be taxedspecitically.
The simplc inqniry nowhcfore the convclltion
Uelltlemen say we hav ...had thi", fllnd so long ..
is, how-can we . ,ettle in the best manner a prill- and gone 80 far, ~hat w(' Cllnnot get derur of it,'
ciple of taxation?
Shall we leave it to the legis. and mu,.;t lean~ tho matter to th\! It'gislatllre.
la~ure, or 511<111
we settle it~ If a tax has been ']'h<: gentl~zrla.n from 13racken would do this.
I
raised improperl)' on articles specified, that prin- would settle it now, as one of the principleR bv
ciple should be rlouc aw.u;r: Gentlemen sa)' which the legislature should, ill all time to come,.
that $14,000 has been raised in tbis way) and be governed and controlle~.
\'le Imve had all,
unjustly, and therefore;rou must not do it away. thcse difficuhies
becnuse that principle was not'"
If, the sum raised was ~lOO,OOO, the argllUl<:int first settled.
Let me show you in what manner·
I fS.VPR9se,'\Vould.be still stronge!! ,for t~.:diB\,'
the stares. around us have settle~hhis_p.ril1tliple,
t
eu.1
·Q.f'8~~p,tv.l,ng. the defjcft. ,~ould~ be 89 8tat~~ h~'vi~g,
c1ties~ th~
n-f!:t we 'hat:~'"
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:Murk how short and euccinet the ._p~·illc.ip~e:~ which I desire to offer, by which-I propos!1iQ\
adopted by the etates.arouud us. First, look at provide; that afte:tthe Y~al'lS53~ all taxes
for state purposes, sll:all be equal and uniform;'
the state of Tennessee.
" All property shall be taxed according to its nor shall anyone descr-iption cf property be tax-.
e~ hieher than another, in proportion to its ,yah:
value."
That settles the whole principle. and excludes. ue. 13utthe general assembly lllay authorize the
several towns, cities end counties to impose r
the idea of specific taxation.
taxes for town, city, county, corporate, aud crher'
Here is Louisiana:
purposes, respectively, iu such manner as may
"Taxation shall be equal and uniform through.
out the state. Afrcr the year 1848, all property be authorized by law.
I put in 1853, in order to give time to the legison which taxes ruav be levied in this state, shall
this $14,000; and] get
be taxed in propor~t,ionto its value, to be ascer- lature to l11eetth@lossof
justice, at. least for the great body of the state.
tained as directed by law."
Here is the langucge of the constitutlou
of I am willing to leave the matter of taxation
which is peculiar to cities and corporate towns,
Jlunois:
I am aware that we do not
"The mode of levying 11 tax shall be by valu- to the legislature.
We do..
ntiou, 1';0 that (l\"ery person shall pay a tux in meet al~ the inj~lstice that may exist.
proportiun to the value of the property he or not go into detail, but simply assert that taxation shall be. III proportion to the value of propshe has in his or her posseselon."
That is verr,Ji.o;tillct, short, and clear, Here erty, and that counties and towns may bave poll
taxes.
is Missouri still shorter.
Do gentlemen know what is the practice with
" All property shall be taxed in proportion to
regard to specific taxation?
The general op!n- ,.
ita value."
ion is, that when an article is taxed spicifically
'I'hesame principle is carried out in.ArkanBas, and in Texas, and other states,
I have not it. is not. g-iven into the list, according to its vallooked over them all, but I see here the princi- lie; but that, is not the law. The attorney for
ple is settled; the same principle which I wish the state has settled the question, and the audl-'
tor has issued his instructions
to that effect.
to see settled.
The gentleman says circumstances may spring up that may make it necessary Then, do you see the injustice to which the leThey 61'.<;t authorized to tax in
to tax the people in this wav. We only lay gislature went?
down the general principle.
Kentucky is a state proportion to vulue, and then ill addition to
that,
they
were
taxed,
f;p~cifically.
'1'll1lti..the
of that character that we call1lot anticipate it
law. SUPP0f'C they arc not ta.\':ed nowaccordwill be neces~ary to depart from thi~ prillciple.
It is an agricultural state.
Shall we, the farm ing to \'n[ue, thclJ' we shall not Jose so much
ers, betaxecl unequally'{
SurelY not. All who when that portioll of the revenue is taken away.
nrc protected, shall be protected in proportion to Then, "'hE'll we do tax according to value, the
carriage worth $1000, which now pays only one
the value of their propl"rty.
I may be peculiarly situated in this re",pect .. Jollar, if the gcutlemau from Nelson is correct,
I argued this through my cOUllt,y, and I dHl not wj]] pay nineteen cent.s on a hundred dollars,
:find one man againflt the principle.
'Ve, in my which will make aile dollar and ninety cents; so
eounty, are not, yel'Y rieh nor \'ery poor, 0$ 0 that you will not lose so much as has been stated
whol!}, though Fome are very poor. They nrc aU by SOIllf:l gelltlemeu.
I want the whole to be raised in a different
in favor of t1lis ])rillciple of taxation in propol'tiQn to the value of property which a man is way. One cellt upou every hundred dollars
worth. ' A beautiful flpeeo.:h may be made all would overrun that amoulJt w]lidl would be lost
taxatil)J1 of income!; and that sort of thing, but from specific taxatioll, and make something like
there is no necessit)' for it in Kentw:ky.
'Vhen $30,OOD. A man worth a thousand dollar .. wjll
we leave the state, to tax every man jUi>t ill pro- P".y ten eellts. The taxes will be paid by thE?
portion to what he is worth, what. more call we rich, an~l in proportion to value of prollt:rty, and
ask? We just simply take awny the pow~r to do tho protection th\,y recei\'e from the aw ...f the
wrong.
Enol'Y mall agree!> that it is wrong that land.
There will be no partial ~avor~ ill regard to
this specifie tax should exist" and is only right
from necesflity. But "nch a lleeesfiity "an Ilever the law, at least, and if the legislature will
travel
out to rcach licenses, let them do so,
come, providtd you put it in your fULl;:lamento,l
law that yOll shall not resort to Fpe(:Jfl{~taxa- There are c:a'les which 1 do liOt know how to
tion, I have no doubt it was the very thing reao.:h.
Whilst. I ha"-e the floor, ill ordlilTto save time
which many ill the IC!gislature wOllld ha\'C! rejoiced to have had in the ('onstitution, 'when -as I am very a'lxio,us to eomplf'te the business
for
which we w\;rc sent here, and adjotlrn-I
driven to the necessity which was brought b\'will say a word in regard to the abstract resolufore them. Vthat ebe did they do'! Th('yeven
taxed collateral illhel'itall>.:cs-a man's ehihlren, tions, or ..eetions, which have l'een, and may herebrothers, and sisters, to keep up the re\'enne.
If after bt:<,Ilr'ged before tbL'! cOllvelltion, with the
the legislature may do that, do we know how far de~ign of making them a part of the constituthey Illay go? Gentlemen say they have. already tion. I shall vot,e against them, as I have algone far enough to receive $14,000 per annum, ready done, tinder the firm convidion that we, as
and use that a.. an argflIllellt to go on. How far practie\ll men, should not consnme time in de·
will they go, unless we restrict them from say- bating mere abstract questions, "'hieh can have
I am aware that it is the
iug that a cl~s of persons, or speci~s of proper- no practical bearing.
tv, shall beta,.:ed separate frolp. the rest,{ I in- wish of del,egate£l to renJer more secnre the
I pledged
tellQ. to vote for taxijlg property according to its right,s of OWllt-rs to cel'tajn property.
myself at home to make 110 change on that subvalue, and no further.
I have a proposition
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time to come, the power to discriminate between
the necessities ana the luxuries of life:
The
constitution which we shall form, we hope will
last som\\fift,y or a hundred years, and does the gentleman really so far-distrust, the taxing power as to
take from itthe ability to distinguish between luxuries and necessities?
Can the poor woman dispense with her horse, or her cow, or her bed?
And yet the gentleman would tax her as much,
according" to value, as you tax the watch and
the carriage of the rich: that is, nineteen cents
on the hundred dollars. The geui.lemau from
Todd shakes his head, but if it does not mean
that it means nothing.
I contend that the power should remain with the legislature to discriminate in respect 10 the articles of taxation.
Such
a discrimination should always be made, in a
well regulated government, by diversifying the
articles so as to make the tax fall upon the
means of the county, and not upon its visible
and tangible property.
We know that there is
a tax upon cattle; and the gentleman 'Would
prevent any discrimination after 1853 ill favor
of the poor man.
~T or could
we exempt the scientific apjHll'atus of 11 college or a university.
All the ('0 lege books-all
the college apparatus
is to be taxed.
Sir, what a strange spectacle it
will be, to tax the articles belonging to our
schools; but yet you will DC able to exempt
uothing.
You will not be able to exempt a poor
woman's property to the amount of $50.
Bhe
must pay at the same rate that would be paid
on a pinuc.
I know the tax falls very heavy on
some of us. It fulls "ery heavy on me. My ri ,
JUl'. HARDIN.
The gentleman from Todd
diculousJride
makes me carry a gold watch.
has made a very strong speech; when on the
My fneu from Christian (Mr. Gray)-I
will not
wrong side he can, like Belial, make the worse
say it is ridiculous in him-also
carries one,
RJ?p€al'the better side. The truth cannot be deand I have no doubt he will have a pair of gold.
nied , that the true principle of taxation is that
spectacles.
According-to the old saying," lawevery man should pay accorclill~ to his means. yers live well, work hard, and die poor." Some
The income of the county should be called upon
of us have not only a galt! watch, but a gold
ttl contribute
to the support of government.
guard chain, and if over fifty years of age, a pair
That is true as a general principle.
As I said
of gold spectacles. Our-old lady too, mustbaveher
yesterday,
we pay a tax of $1.350,000 on imgold spectacles, of course; and rich or poor,
IJurts, and yet we lmrdl 'f know it. We pay to
we must have our carriage, and if we have a
the customs about a million of dollars, and we
daughter, she must have a piano , and to what
pay a profit to the importer, the wholesale merdoes the tax amount?
Why, take one lawyer
chant, and the retailer, all of whleb comes out
with another, I think this specific tax will be
of the pockets of the consumers: but it is not
about four dollars per annum.
I repeat then.
felt because it falls Oll the meallS of the COUlltl'T'
sir, that it is a tax which falls upon those who
nlill TlO man bu)"s unless he can afford it.
"e
have the means t.o pa.v it.
The gentleman's
pay this year by way of direct tax, about $562,profession is worth $2,000 pel" annum 118 his in001l, and we find it vel'y" inconvenient
and op~
come, and t.he farmer's income is not more than
pressive.
By the gno:at body of the people it
$300 UpOll $10.000 worth of property, find his
will be felt very sensibly; tlley do not fed the
tax will be about. five per cent. Now certainly
in<lir('ct tax, becaust it falls on those who ("an
you ran Detter tax the piano of a rich mall, than
aft'ord to pa.y. It will fall un the mal) w'llo W(;::lrs
the cow ur the lJOl"seof a pOOl" widow. I would
ft fine coat, and not on him who ma1;:~;; his
own
rather do it; antI I ·would ralJler tax the fine gold
coat: and it, will bfl admitted, I suppose.
,valch, or .the fine carriage of a gentlemak of forthat if a mall will di,:;guise himself in fine dothes
tune than the college books.
The gent.lemen
he "hould pay for tllE'm. The tax on tea and
from To(id and Chl'bti;l,lJ-rrnd there are 110 ~en.
coffee is small because they llave become necestlemell on this floor for whom 1entertain a highsaries of life; and we pay but little tax on fOI"er resp('("t-shollld
bear in mind that the specieign salt hecause it is also a necessary; hnt
fic tax falls tipOn the meallS of an individual;
wbatevel· can he Jispensed ,vith cnterfl into wIlat
it falls llpon Lhe vocution of professional lJ]('n,
is called the sllperfluities or the luxnrie" of lift',
whetlle!' of nItlJicine or of Jaw.
The farming
and upon it go\'ernmeut must have the power to
cOJllmuni~y is unt'qually taxed.
It lacks but a
raise revenue.
fructiop of being five per ceut. on his net inI 'care very little about the specific tax of come. for you Illay take all the lands; a.nd ne_
groes, and stock of this country. and I do not
'$1-4,242; but the prop05it.ion of the gentleman
'Would ta.k:e away from 'the legislature,' in all believe they yield' a crear pro.fit~of three per
ject in out constitution,
except to provide for
colonization, as connected with future emancipation. so as to prevent the further increase of
the free colored population
in our state. I regret that excitement on that subject should cause
so much discussion here. The people settled it
at, the polls.
Resting upon the provisions
ill
the present constitution,
which should r..main
unchanged, und the justice and magnanimity of
our people, and the rights of slaveholders
are
entirely secure. And my conviction is, that it is
our duty to resist every effort to add to, or take
from, the present constitution 011 that subject.
And whilst gentlemen may honestly believe that
they the better secure that property, by adding
eectious and declaring against the power of the
peuplc and future ccuveutioue, to interfere with
It, I am dearly convinced that they hut weak~n
the tenure.
'I'hey thus multiply and change ISsues, and place themselves in a false attitude,
and instead of contending against the justice,
propriety,
and moral right of interfering with
their property, they challenge the power of the
people, by asserting that such power does not
exist.
Power, in the abstract, is innocent, and
only partakes of the qualities of good or evil as
it may be put in practice.
'I'hen make no issue
on the abstract question of power, but leave tile
q,uestion as we found it-to the guards and saneuous of the present coustitutio», and the justice
and mngnauimity
of our citizens, and their response will always be such as will do credit to
Kentucky character.
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cent. And yet they are taxed about five percent.
big rascal."
[Laughter.]
The scriptures
say
upon their income.
the same thing when they say "The heart is de"Ah!" but says the gentleman,
"we call in- ccitful above all things, and desperately
wickcrease the tax." Yes, you can increase the tax. ed." Cromwell said, "God save me from Sir
The British government said, "we will impose Harry Vane," and I say." God save me from
a tax on tea." What, was the consequence?
attorney generals opinions."
Why it broufJht about the revolution.
And in
If 1 understood the gentleman from Fleming,
levying and Increasing taxes here, I would say (Mr. M. P. Marehall.) last night, to whom 1 listo the gentleman, "take care, for in overloading tened with great pleasure, he contended that nea horse, the last feather may break the horse's gro property should be taxed, to cover the loss
back,"
of those negroes who absconded.
How are you
A werd or two as to the debtdue to the school to prevent the citizens of Ohio, Indiana, and Tlfund. The tux of two cents 011 the $100, I iuois from tampering with slaves? Are you to
which was imposed last year Will, not pay the do it by the erection of blockhouses at different
interest on the school fund.
IL Will take three points from the mouth of the Big Sandy to the
cents. How much then will raise the $50,000 mouth of the Ohio? Arc you to doit by indemsurplus to extinguish the debt? It will take nifying- a man who runs to Ohio, l llinnis , or Inanother cent; that will be a five pcr cent. tax on diane, in quest of Ina slave?
That w~uld. be
the agricultural
products of the community.
I very difficult.
Are yOll to do It by contrtbuttng
was down in the second auditor's office when tolthe expenses?
I could make a suggestion to
the gentleman from Todd, (Mr. Bristow,) came my honorable friend, and I think he will then
to enquire whether the articles specifically taxed, se~ the fallacy of his argument.
In 1815,immewere Included in the valuation,
and he said he diutely after the war closed, there were innumercould not tell, but Mr. Page told me that the at- able applications
to congress for indemnity for
torney general said they ought to be. If the at- private property destroyed by the enemy. How
torney general has given an incorrect opinion, it was it destroyed
in the city of Washington?
will be easy to leave it to the legislature to say Private rope· walks, and much other property
that articles specifically
taxed, shall not be in- was burnt or otherwise destroyed to the amo~nt
eluded in the valuation.
I do not say anything
of millions of dollars.
The committee of claims
in regard to the opinions of attorney generals,
l.nd a most important duty to perform in the setbut 1 will say that I have not al ways a great rev- tlement of the great principle which was involverence for those opinions.
Why, we had not, ed. The United States were called upon to pay
been here man' than ten.days, before a "bed of al l these claims, and the committee of claims, of
justice" was held on this convention,
and an which I was a member, decided and reported
opiuion was given that if we staid here over that the United States ought not to pay them.
sixty davs, our pay would be brought down to for the reason that if they were to do so , the eftwo dolian; Plr day. "No you won't," said I, fect would be to change the character of war in
when this was told tome: "we can unfrock you the future. for if the government was liable for
as quick as queen Elizabeth unfrocked the arch- the property thus destroyed, the object ~f the
bishop of Canterbury.
You had better be a lit- enemy would be to destroy all they could III ortle careful what you are about, and not hurt our der to cripple the government.
But if we do not
feelings."
I considered the remark an insult to pay them, the enf'my will not destroy it. All
the convention.
nations set their faces against the wanton deBuch, sir, is the way these opinions are given. struction of private property.
'I'bere was once an opinion given by an attorney
Now, I would ask If the emancipationists
general that the governor had a right to remove come over here, and induce. our negroes to run
his secretary of state, but the court of appeals
away, are we to indemnify every man, to the
decided differently, and so did the legislature,
amount, it may QI:l, of $50'0, for every negro he
and the whole people of Kentucky.
There was may lose? Sir, 1 regard this as neither more
once an attorney general in France, Fouquier
norlese than an emancipation
law, ill its tmdenTinville, who gave hi" opillion on individual
cy.
cases that came before him, that certain peT.';ons
'fake the position ofthe gentleman from Flemshould be guillotined, not because they wem guil- ing (Mr. 1\1. P. Marshall) in all its bearing!\ Ilpon
ty, but because it was a matter of slate policy. the slaves of this counLry, no man could keep
WhenDantonandDesmolines
were put upon their his slaves.
The tRXes on them would be so
trial, and the jury 'hung' as we say in Kentucky;
heavy as to become insupportable.
The result
thev refused to eonvictuntil
they were told byttie would be, that men ownin$" slaves would either
attOrney general that conviction was Ileci:ssary as move out of the countt·y With them or sell thcm;
tt matter of slate policy, and then they werc seu- and in either ewnt, Kentucky, in less than ten
tenCt:d'to be decapitated,
as it was a political
years, would become a Don-slaveholding
state,
measure,
aod the whole object of the emancipationist
Mr. Pr~ident.
attorneys general were always would be fully accomplished, and thutby our own
consulted
when Caligula
and Nero fouIld or solicitude, and the over anxiety of the ~ro-slnve.
thought
it necessary to cut off the head of any ry men to guard with unnecessary vigilance the
one, and t.hey neVo;lrfailed to do it. Isaiah was Tlght to retain their sla\'(,s, and protect them in
-a true prophet when said, "The ox knoweth the use and t'njoyrnent of thllt kind of property.
}1isowner, and the'
his ma..<;ter's crib."
He If. by any system of measures ~itber direct or
told the truth. and no wonder that he was able indirect, Kentucky was to become a Don·slaveto p'rophecy the destruotion
.of Babylon. the holding state, what would be the result? It
states 8. ma.~eat whore .of the :wor~d. .A. m~J;D.berof con- ~oQld give to the non-sla.veholding
J'Tf-is once ~lU!i of .mankl.nd. "He IS a monstrous jori~y of sirl'yor l'Ieventy membel'l'l in the house
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representatives and
gress of the United
sequences would be
ing states would in

four in the senat-e in the conStates. The political COilthis, that the non-slavcholdcongress commence and car-

port, or nearly 80. I cannot now lay my hands
upon it; if it is not mislaid, 1 have it at home.
Sebastian went to Orleans. and in pursuance of
his instructions, he made the treaty.
It reduced
ryan such measures, so at war with tbe institu- the import duty" to four pi·r cent., and took off
f.ions of slavery, as to compel the slaveholdlng
the export entirely; nay, the treaty went fur.
states either to give \lPtheJr/roperty or sepa- ther-e-we had the permission to trade to all
rate from the other states an
dissolve the Un- Spanish America OIl the same terms. It ill the
ion. The latter alternative
would be adopted,
best commercial treaty we ever had with Spain.
and the Union dissolved. I ask what would be I em. Mr. President, greatly rejoiced tbat I have
the situation and condition of Kentucky then, this opportunitr to vindicate the names. characwould she attach herself to the north or south? ters. and memonee, of the illustrious men "']10 figIf she went to the northern confederacy, what ured in this country in the days of other years-c.
would be the result?
A heavy tax would be days that tried the souls of men-men who have
laid vpoo all her products and manufactures
been slandered by some of the histories of this
sold to the tobacco planters.cotton growers, and country, in which they are branded as traitors and
sugar makers.
The slaveholding states in the Spall ish conspirators-men
that I feel proud of,
south furnish a market for nearly all Kentucky
and so ought my country to be proud of. Thirhas to sell; she sells but little elsewhere.
A ty or forty yearH ago I knew most of them. I
heavy duty she would not submit to, and at the sel1ip .•p.1Y mind, and can recollect exactly how
same time compete with Tennessee and Missou- they looked.
They then had the 8~cd ana venri, when those states would pay no duty. Lou- erable appearance of the S,~II~t9rsot Rome, seatisiana once belonged to Spain, and so did Flori. ed in the senate chamber, when the Gauls took
da. Kentucky was the first state formed on this and destroyed the city.
side t.h., mountains-all
our produce had to be
I will read the papers I referred to here. They
sold to Spanish America.
Spain levied a duty are genuine, and alJY person may inspect them:
of six per cent. upon all we sold within her pos" We consider it as essentially necessary to
sessions, and six per cent-c-an export duty-upthe interest of our country, that the application
on the money we brought from there, amounting
made to Mr. Sebastian by letter from the governor
ill all to twelve per cent. Spain erected fortsof New Orleans, should be seriously attended to.
one about six miles below Memphis, and the
We are induced to be of this opinion, from a
other at the Walnut Hills.
These two forts
a conviction that" the navigation of the Mississipmade all the boats, descending the Mississi/lpi,
pi
is indispensably requisite to the prosperity of
land and pay the six per cent. import duty. I'he
export duty was levied and collected when our the western country; and that then.' is now 110
traders attempted to bring home tho avails of longer a hope of our obtaining it by the interSituated as
their sales. These two duties-the
import and vention of the general government.
export-s-were too heavy and cppreesi ve. Ken- this country is, there is no other mode in which
tuckv could not bear it, and the government of eornm u n ica ti ens respecti n g th is importa nt su bject
can be made but by, and to indtvlduajs, and as
the United States failed to obtain better terms
we have been addressed by the governor, we think
and conditions from Spain.
The people of Kenwe ought to meet his communication.
It is
tucky were much excited on this subject during
therefore, with our unanimous consent and de.
the years 1793, '4 and '5. In 1795, the leading
sire, that Messrs. Innis, Murray and Sebastian,
men in Kentucky sent the late Judge Sebastian
or anyone or more of thorn should go to New
to Orleans to obtain from the governor of OrMadrid to meet governor Oayoso, to receive such
leans a reduction in these duties, and to procure
, better terms and conditions in our commercial communications as he may be disposed to make;
to know in what ruanuer , and upon what terms
intercourse with Spain. I have said-and
I rehis Catholic Majesty is disposed to open to us
peat it-that
the first men in Kentucky-gmat
too as any in Ameri ca-c-concurred in sending that navigation; to point out to him the imposSebastian to Orleans to make the commercial sibility, arising from our situation. of sending
asenta empowered to negociate with him; that
arrangement!:! with Spain.
The origlllal papers
it='is the most favorite object. with the citizen ...of
conuected with that transaction, were gIven t.o
this country to be on friendly terms with his
me near twellty years ago, either by Judge SeCatholic :Majesty and his subjects, and to carry
ba...'>tianhimself, or his son, Dr. Charles Sebason a free COIllIll('rce,on terms of reciprocal ad.
tian. I have SOl1l\l ot'them now in my handvantage to both (,oulltries; that from the extent
aile signed by George Nicholas, Harrv Inuis,
of our territory, and the rapid increase of our
William .Murray and Benjamin Sebastlan-de.
population, it will be impossible long to preclaring the necessity of such a treaty, alia apserve peace, unless we are permitted ~o enjoy
pointiug Sebastian to make and conclude such
that commerce; to make a true representation of
a treaty, or (·oll1mercial arrangement. as the necessities of Kentucky required.
I have also a the present population <If the western country,
and of its probable amount within a very few
copy of the treaty in the hand writing of Judge
years; of' the different articles of export, whie·h
Sebastian.
we can now furnish, of the quantity of each
The signatures (If George Nicholas; Harry In- which could be f'xported at present, and of the
nis, WilIiam Murray and Benjamin Sebastian, increase of each kind which might be calculated
are genuine.
I have shown them to their ac- on in a. few years, if there was a certain prosp€ct
qnallltances and relations, and they recognize of a market for them; of the advautages that
their rt:sr.ective signa.tures. I also "had a paper might be dorh-ed to bot.h countries. should Ids
of a similar character, signed by near one hun- Catholic Majestv make such re~ulatioIlS· as
dred gentlemen of Kentucky, to the same im- would enable hiS American dommions to re-

ceive their necessary supplies from the western,
instead of the eastern part of the United" States:
and of tho opportunity which now occur". of attaching the inhabitants of the western country
to his Catholic :Majesty, and his subjects, by
voluntarily doingthem that act ofjust,i~e, which
they no longer hope to be able to obtain by the
aid of their own government.
"Ill testimony of our concurrence in e.ery
thing above stated, we have hereunto affixed our
signatures this 19th day of November, 1795, in
the state of Kentucky.
"G. NICHOLAS,
"HARRY
INNIS.
"WILUAM
MURRAY,
"BEN. SEBASTIAN."
"His Catholic Majesty having taken into consideration the relative situation (If his province
of Louisiana
and its dependencies,
and that
part of the United States of America, lying
west of the Apalachiau Mountains, and being
of opinion that a commercial
intercourse between the two countries will be productive of
the harmony and reciprocal interest thereof, has
b een pleased to concede to the people of the said
western country, during his pleasure, the folIowiug privileg-es:
.
"lst. The people of the said western country
shall henceforth freell use, and excluaively erijoy. for the purpose 01 commerce, the navigation
of the river Mississippi, and all the ports and
places thereon, uuder thc government
of his
Catholic Majesty, subject to the same regula.
tiona and restrictions, and 110 other, bv which
the commerce of the subjects of his ~Catholic
Maj('sty is l10W governed.
And whereas the
people of the said western country are now subject to the payment of six pel' centum, nd
valorem, on all the produce of the said western
country imported into the government of Louisiana and its dependencies, and also to the payment of the same duty on the- ex!)Ortation tbcre~
of. and his Ma;je>ity, being wil iug to re-move
every obstacle \,Q that friendly interr;our"e which
he is desirous to establish aud maintain with
the said westerlJ people, does hcreby concede,
that the said western people shall hereafter be
subject to the payment of a duty of four per
centum only, whether the produce imported be
disposed of in the markets of Louisiana, or expOl'ted to foreign markets, and tha.t the duty to
btJ thus /laid by the said western people shall
be regu at('d by the valuation of their produce
hereto annexed.
"2d. That there may be no impediment or obstruction to the fullest and most advantageous
enjoyment of the pri\'ileges hereby granted tothe
people of the said western country by his Catholic Majesty, such of the said western people a.s
may choo!';e to reside in the government of Louisiana, for the purpose of carrying Oll commerce,
shall bcnc~forth be permitted to acqnire by purchace, or otherwise, both real and personal property, in any port or place on the &.aid river,
Mississippi, or at allY ot,her place within the
government of the said province of Louisiana
and its dependencies, and shall be proteeted by
the said government in the en.ioym~nt thereof,
the Raid residents being amenable, during their
residence, to the same laws and regulations, by
which the subjects of the said province are

governed, and should the said residents, or auy
of them. die in the said province, or think propel- to remove to the United States, or elsewberc,
their property. both real and personal shall, in
the first case, be disposed of according to the
will of the deccudent, and, where no will has
been made. shall descend to. and be distributed
among the legal rcpreseutarives elf the deceased,
aareeuble to the Jaws of the said province: and
in the last case, the removing resident shall
have the liberty of disposing
of the absolute
estate in the whole, 01' any part of the property
which he has either carried to, or acquired ill the
said province, and to transport
the proceeds
thereof, free from duty to any part of the world.
,t 3d. His CatholicMajest;r, to evince to the said
western 11eople, his disposition to encourage the
commerce 01 their country, hereby permits them
when they cannot get a satisfactory market for
their produce in the province of Louisiana or
its dependencies, to export the snme to the
Havanna,
or to an)' other port or place either in the United
States or Europe: and the said produce, being
exported to the Havanna, or to any of the said
ports ill the Spanish dominions, having paid
the duty in the province of Louisiana, and the
proprictor thereof, taking from the proper officer
III the said
province authentic documents of the
payment, shall not again be subject to the payruent of allY duty in any port or place in the
said Spanish dominions, to which the said produce shall be exported, but the same may be disposed of in such port or place under the same
rules and regulations which, at present, govern
the disposal of the produce of Louisiana.
"dtb. To prevent any misconstruction, or improper use of the privileges hereby granted, it is
explicitly declared, that the importation of all
articles of commerce, of what nature or description soever, which are not actually the production of the said western country, is nbeclut~ly prohibited; and if any perS0n shall hereafter attempt., under any pretext whatsoever, to
introduce into the province of Louisiana, or its
dependencies, down the Mississippi, the products ormanufacturcs of any other country, (unless specially permitted by the government,) the
same are hereby declarcJ to be contraband, awJ
liable to seizllrc.
"5th. As the commutation of thc !lroducts of
one country for lhose of another, is t le fouuoation of commerce, his Majesty, in order to establ ish that reciprocity of interest beLween his
rlominions and the said western country, withont which, no commercial inte-rcourse can be
permancnt, will cause a pn:ferencc to be alwayfl
gil'en in his markets to the products of the said
western {"ountry. and therefore ('xpects, that the
people of the said western Coulltry, acting under
the influence of the same principle, will, in the
purchase- of such articles of COlllmerce as th ..y
Illay net:d, whether foreign or domestic, prefer
his markets to ally other_ And as a further in.
ducement therp-to. his Majest)', contrary to a long
established rule of his government, does hellceforth permit tlw people of the said western
country to carry out of his d0miniolls ,vhatevcr
money may rem:tin to thcm, after completing
their purchases, free from any duty or impost
whatsoeyer."
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Kentucky enjoyed the benefits of the regulatiOllB made by Sebastian
until Spain transferred
that country to France, and France to the United
States; and after enjoying the benefits of Sebastian's labors for years-when the »ecessitles for
those regulation B had passed awny-c-Kcntueky.
for a time, forgot his services, and the whole
legislature attacked him in 1806. Those thai
sent him who were alive-for some were deadgave him no aid or assistance, and he slink under the assault and fell a victim to tho rage of
popular fury. I trust ill God that the present
generation will do his memory justice for the
consolation of his posterity.
Mr. President, I would vote ve.y cheerfully
for the amendment
of my honorable friend from
Daviess, if I did not think like my friend from
Lewis, (Mr. Proctor.) that we are making a little
too much noise about slavery.
I protest against wrapping up negro property
as some midwife would wrap up a woman in
sixteen blankets, because she has had a hard lahour. JUl'lt let us put in the constitution
what
my friend from Wuodfurd, (Mr. Waller,) proposed to day.
That is my doctrine.
Your negroes
should not be set free, lav or no pay, unless
they leave the state; all whetis more, no free negro should come here. Slave property must he pro.
tected in this country.
I am for protecting
it
lipan another great principle, and here I know
I shall be met hand to hand, by my friend from
Bourbon, (Mr. Dnvis.)
Whenever the foreigner
comes here from Europe, I would say, lJatllralizc
]1irn, and gi\'e llim all the rights t.o which he
may be entitll!d, but do not encourage foreigners to come to this state.
New York has increased in Iter populatioll,by reUf'.onof immigrants
from Europe, at the rate of twpnty per "ent.
Ohio at fift.e~n, and Pennsyh'anin,
at flfteen. I
thank God that the negroes keep t.hem out of
Kentucky, and that the northern states keep the
foreign convicts ann paupers generally, within
their borders.
I have anot.her mason; it isthatth{'.slavehold·
ing population is the finest. population the world
ever saw. In a non"sla\>eholdillg cot1lltry they
view liberty as a political right; but in a slaveholding eountl-y tlley view it. as 11 personal priv·
ilege, and would die sooner than stlrl'ender it.
I heard the gentl"mftn from Bmcken, to·day,
llnd he spoke vpry mtwh to m:' satisfaction.
Like when Tom Owens tried tbequestion whether a government could rondemn a town for public purposes by paying the owner thercfor-tllllt
question ·was tried af; to Bardf;town, i~ this federal court. .Martin D. Hardin, and myself appeared for the town, and we argued the ea.'le
three or four days. Judge Trimble delivered
the opinion, and he was the clcarest, most distinet judge in gi~'ing an opinion that I ever
]le:ud. He divided the subjl;'ctout so handsomely, and with such perspicuity and order. While
he was giving his oplnion,olle
01' two of t.he
people of Bardstown, went up to him, crowded
up very close, and stood ther<; with their mouths
wide open. (Laught.er,) So it was with respect
to the argumellt of the gentleman from Bracken,
to-day.
I wag affeeted much in the same way,
except that 1 did not. open my mouth.
(J~aughter.) He presented the al'lzument truly, bllt he
did notgo far enough.
He made a mistake in
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uue thing, und that is, that the ne-gros pRy mON
than 01!e.folll'tJ, of the revenue. They pay llt"nrly
one-third.
The negroes work the roads, while
the whites are talking politics.
I recollect, going on a road in my county, where 1 raw sixteen buuds, eleven of them' were whites and five
of them were blacks, and the whites were ~itt.illg
on the bank Oil the road "ide, talkillg potuics,
while the negroes were working, (Laugbter.)
That was the way they spent their time.
I recollect a mud hole in a fifteen feet road was to
be stopped up in my neighborhood,
and the
overseer called out mv hands to work, and I
liked to have lost my \v11olecrop of corn by it,
(Laughter,) after that I petitioned the county to
appoint me overseer. and I "as overseer for
twenty-five years, and I never called on a single
hand all that time for 'Work, for I did it with my
own hands.
No man can run against me for
overseer in that neighborhood. (Renewed laughter.)
I say, the negro population do pay for threefourths of the work done on the highway. They
pay nearly one-half of the county levy, and
within a fraction of one- third of the revenue.
I
hope I have not given any offence on the subject
of taxation, to any gentlemen.
Many a man's
fire has burnt over into another man's barrens.
May be the speech of t.JH~gentleman from Todd,
has burnt into the gentleman from Christian's'
barrens.
(Laughter.)
JUl'. President, Before I take my seat, I will in
part recapitulate what I have enid, and correct
some inaccuracies I perhaps fell into. The specific duties of last l('at" were as follows:
Caniag'cs aTHl Barouthes
$3,207
Buggies
1,54250
PiaJlofl.,
j ,540
Gold Specticles,
GOO 50
Gold Watches,
5,9:34
Sih'er Watches,
1,418
'fotal.

$14,242

1'he specific duties for thisyeitr, are as follows:
Total number of carriages, buggies, pianos,
gold watches, gold specticl~s, alld silvt"r watch·
f's. li.':'l.edfor taxation in Kentucky. for the year
1849,
Numher.
Tax.
Carriages and Barouehes, :3,411
$3,411 00
Buggies,
3,576
1,78800
PialJos,
1,628
1,62800
Gold Spectacle"
1,289
644 50
Gold Watches,
6,2'12
6,2'12 00
Silver Lever Watdles,
2,933
1,46650
19,079

$15,18000

One third of t.llis belongs to tlle sinking fund,
t.he remainder to the COlmnon revenue.
Take off
the specific duties, alld tax tile same propel'ty
ae('ording to its valuation, and it would not
yield a re~'entle of $4,000. There may be a few
carriages valued at more than $500, yet out of
the :~,41l, the number now given in, there would
Ii0t be ten but would be valued by the assessors
at less than $500. They would not avcl'3ge
more than $200. Take tile 3,576 bug~ies, ann
tlley wonld not be valued at more than $100
eadlo Take the 6,242 gold watches, they would
not lie "alued at more than SIOO each. The
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~.933 si leer watches would not be valued at mare t.ion, it way hereafter be done? DOE'sthe gentle.
than $40 each. The 1,289 goldspectides
would man from Christian deny that he aims at the'
Why do you
not be valued at more than $10 each. The 1,620 same end which I would attain?
if not for this? Turn
pianos would not b\, valued at more than $200 introduce that preposition
each, and it is in vain to te ll us, as some have down all but the first l iue, and it aims at the
done, i.hau to take off the specific rluties and to same end. But. I have learned to speak out,
prevent the Iegislurure in future from ever im- and the difference between me and some other
rnr-n is, that, 1 have learned to speak, and (10
posing duties on the luxuries and superfluities
Is there an. difference
-cf l ife, will be for the benefit of the poor mall; speak ill plain English.
of the gent1eman from
such an assertion Davy Crockett would have between the ITopositioll
Christian an mine, except that. mine authorizes
ealled "not good nonsense."
Mr. BRISTOW.
I have ascertained
that I the legislature to tax luxuries or articles which
can accomplish my object in another way. I are not the uec ..ssaries of life, which his does
Then what do you aim at? It is to
therefore move to amend the section, and in this not?
We all aim at that
I have the approval of the mover of the original protect slave property.
And I cannot and do not believe we
section, by striking out aU after the words, end.
"taxation shall be equal and uniform through- have so trammeled ourselves by rules of order,
out this" aud inserting the following. "com- which were made, or should have been made,
of business in
monwealth, ann after the ye.ar 185::1, an tax lev- to facilitate the transaction
ied for state purposes shall be equal and uni- the couvent.ion , instead of embarrassing it, that
form, nor ~hall anyone description of proper.ty we cannot attain that object, and at the same
he taxed 11lgher than another 111 proportion to Its time attain another but minor object, by leaving
,yallle.
But the general assembly may authorize the legislature at liberty to tax, at their reasonathe several towns, cities, and counties, to impose ble discretion, the luxuries, or such articles as
taxes fur town, city, county, and corporate, and they may deem to be the luxuries, as contraother purposes~ rsspectively , in such manner as disjinguished from the necessari ..s of life--such
as carriages, pianocs, gold watches, &c. My
may be authorised by law."
Mr. GRAY.
I have no objection to the lan- umeudmeut, at the same time that it accomplishguage of that amendment.
My object is to in- es the first object, of preventing any future legistroduce into the constitution a just mode of tax- lature that might. he so disposed, hereafter. from
laying specific or special taxes on slaves for the
ation.
illegitimate purpose of rendering them of no
hIr.TRIPLETT.
There should be so me way value to their owners, leaves them subject to all
by which we can aceoITll'lish two objects, pro- legitimate taxation for the purposes of revenue;
vided both are good. If understand the prop- and, also, leaves the power with tile legislature
osition of the gtmtleman from Christian, (Mr. to tax the luxuries I before mentioned: whereas,
Gray.) it aim .. at that at which I have been aim- the original proposition of the gentleman from
ing since I first took my seat here. I think there Christian, (Mr. Gray,) deprives the legislature
are at lea!';t eight.y four members of this body in of this latter pnwer entirely-and
to that lob·
fa' or of t.he object which I would act:omplish, ject. and I beheve a large majorit.y of this house
and there are not more than thirteen who have a will object.
.
different object in view. We are placf>d in a peBut, before I leave this subject, I want to get
culiar situation indt~ed. when by the ruIm; of this
house or otherwise, the will and settled determi- the vote and aid of myfriel~d from Fleming, (Mr.
natioll, as I believe, of three fourths of this con- M. P. Marshall,) myoId fnend and only schoolI want his vote;
vention cannot be carried into cxeeution.
It mate IHlWlivillg in Kentuck.r.
ought not to be so. Delegates. wh: tever is our and he says he (~oncur.-;wltll me in the main
wiII, weshouJdhavc
the power to cxecute. 1t is great object I wish to accomplish, and he will
demanderl at our hands by our const.ituents.
I willingly vote with me, pl'Ovided another object
am opposed to the taxation of slaves for improp- iB attainable which he thinks justice requireser purposes, but I am willing they should be and that is: that all exp",nees inclll'red by the
taxed for proper P1,lrI?OS02S,
as high as otIler prop" state in preventing the escape of slaves from the
erty. If any man Wlll oppose that principfe. let state may be taxed on the slave property: beof slavery
him rise now. Then how many are there who cause he believe!> the institution
wish slaves taxed for improper purposes? ·Would should maintain it.self; and his plan is, that
I'tlch
a
police
force
shall
be
st.ationed
along the
not that be to deprive the owners of their fllaves
by legislation?
It if; emancipation bv direct tax- Ohio river, as will prevent the escape of the
Now sir, a cordon of
ation. Let me not, be mistaken.
The objeet I slaves from their masters.
nim at, and at which you aim, if vou are honeflt sixteen thousand troops, reachillg six hundred
that is the estimatl;ld
and mean what yOll say, is the same. If men and twenty four miles-for
are not honest, and do not mean what they ~ay. length of the frontier of Kentucky on the Ohio
not Pl'ott'ct this property, even ill
then it is our dut,}' to Lead them.
(A voice, river-could
amen.) Amen. Yes, cvery gentleman in this day light, becnuse one man could not see all the
way to another; and, unless they are in sight,
hOlls<,:will say amelL
.
Does this house wish to place itself in a posi- or uearly so, of each other, they could not pretion by which they cannot attain that object? I vent the e"'cape of the fugitive slaves betwecn
do nol believe they will do it. I have made one them; and at Ilight, tell times that lIumberwoulJ
ropnsition to the llOuse. If gentlemen do not not be sufficient to afford efficient protection to
And if you werc to place yonr
ike that, still I l"oay,attain your end before you this property.
stop. Is it possibfe this convention will dcter- police, or other force, on the river. I tell you the
mine, that although the slaveholder cannot now whole navy of Great Britain extended °11 the
be deprived of his property without compenaa- Ohio river wonld be unavailing to attain that
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end .. You therefore aim at an impossibility.
watch, my spectacles, or my carriage, I knew
When it is demonstrated to be so, neither taxa. there was a tax all them
I thought with myself
ticu on slaves or all the balance of the property
in this manner: Am I willing, in order to enjoy
of the commonwealth can attain the object.
the luxury of a piano for flly familv, to pa.r, ill
What is the other position of the gentleman
addition co the price of the piano, oTledollar per
from Fleming in relation to slaves executed for annum to the state as a specific tax? So all reacrimes?
I am perfectly satisfied that my friend son with regard to these articles, and a hundred
from Fleming is the last man who would claim others, which the legislature might tux. It is a
that the commonwealth
should pay for a slave 'Part of the contract when the article is bought,
executed for crime from slave property 0I11y. and of which the purchaser has no right to com.
Why is the life of th ... slave taken?
Is it not plaiu.
for public security?
Five sevenths of the VOt6J"S
The specific tax amounts to about $15,000 per
in Kentucky are land holders. And all who are annum.
That is a matter of some importance.
land owners, and a large proportion of those who A portion of this goes to the "'inking fund, and I
are not land boldera, arc interested in that public do not want to deprive that fund of one dollar,
security-indeed
all the settled population of Here is all argument which I will address to the
the state have the sam .. inti-rest; then by no cal- gentleman from Fleming.
What has become of
culation can you show that slave holders alone the money raised by the taxes on slaves, when
should pay for securing the public safety and se- they have for years pnst paid one-third of all the
curlty, which requires the execution of ;~slave. taxes raised in the state? What has become of
The slave is private propt."ny, and the constituthe $3,000,000 borrowed Oil the faith of the state.
tion, as it now stands, as well as every priucifor the purposes of internal im~ruYell1ent? It
ple of justice and common honesty, requires that never came into the treasury.
It !HLS gone to add
private property should not be taken without
to the value of the land:'! of the state, through
full compensation
to the OWner. Aud the state these internal improvements.
Look and see how
pays for the slave because the slave is executed
the lauds along the Line of these improvements,
fur the public good. I hope therefore, I shall whether by rail roads, slack water, or other
attain his vote. I think 1 have a proposition
means, have increased in value. These improve.
which will attain the object aimed at by the merits have more than doubled the value of your
convention.
Is there no 'way by which we can lands, and what have we got for it'~ Not one soliprevent slaves frOI11 being taxed for improper tary cent. Our slaves paid one-third of the
purposes?
When gentlemen see that this is one money, or will have to. pay it; and your lands
of the means proposed to accomplish emaucipa- got, the benefit,
We did not complain
of that.
tiou, directly or Indirectly, by dn viug the slm'es All that we now ask, all that I ask for my confrom the statt": will t.bey heSitate what course tn ~tituents is, that yon will not deprive the legispUrSlll'!'! If we do not interpose this provision
lature of the !Jower of la.ring any kind of tax
10 the constitut,ion,
by and by, the course t,aken hereafter on t 1eluxuries and superfluities of life,
will be this: You tax them t\Vtmty dollar,. this for thepul'pose (If payinO' off the principal and
year, and by and by a hundred, and when a interest of that debt, as far as it will go. Five
specific tax to that amount is laid ujJon them, nineteenths of the money HOW raisf'd by the spe.
tIley cease to be of value, and al'C, at east, real- cific tax goes iuto the SUlking- funa. It is not
ly driven from the state. If we have the power, right nor just to deprive that fund of this motley
ought we not to exercise that power? Yes sir; without 8u}Jplying some other means. It it is
and now or never is t.he time to do it. Just this taken off from the;;e luxurie;;, you mu.,>tput it on
day yOll must exer..:ise the power yOll haw~, if lands, or slaves, or some of the necessaries of
you want to protect your slave property from life. This specific tax is not complained of so
Improper taxation; fot if the ."lUll of this day far :1.'> I know.
~e~'Swithout this pow('r haviJl$ beeu eXI'!I'c!se~,
The objects a.t which I aim T think can be ob.
1t t;:; gone, and gone forever: .Let tiS 02'XerClse!t, tained by my proposition;
but on the request of
by some lUcallS 01' other by placin~ the necessary my friends, I have agl'eed to withdraw it for thl'!
restraint on the powers of the legislature, on the present, ill order to know whether the proposi.
subject of taxatlQll, which is th", only power tion of the gentlf'man frulJl Todd will be adopted
they can exercise under this constitution to at- by this house.
If that is adopted, then I want
tain their end, should they aim at driving the to pl'Oyirle also, that the legislature may lay a.
slaves from t,he state.
tax on the luxuries of life.
:My object is to leave to the legislature also the
It is my habit when I have a proposition, to
power to tax iuc,omes. I agree with my friend go for sueccss. and I eare llOt who furnishes the
from Nelson, (Mr. Hardin,) that no mean.'! of means.
Accor,Jill~ly, J shall withdraw my pro.
raising a tax is borne more willin~ly by the peo- position, and shall vote fur the PJ'OpositlO11 of
ple of Kentucky. than the tax on lllCOllle8, dircet the gl'ntlemall from 'l'odd, 31ld t11enit will be
or indircet.
Instead of taxing interest on notes, our duty to add the sectioJl which will give pow·
we noW tax-notes t,hemselves. This is an indi- er to the ](>gislature to tax the luxuries of life.
rect income tax. I would go further, and would
:Mt'. MERIWETHER.
A good deal has been
tax incomes as incornes. Shall We deprive the said here about the poor man, and many g·"I:tlelegislature of that power? No. I am oppoged men have profe:;sed veJ'y great love for hilJl; but
to that.
Then shall we go further, and deprive I ask those gentlemen to examine the principle
thl'! ll'!gislature of the right oftaxingthesuperAlliof specific taxation and see whethl'!r it acts on
ties of life? No Rir; because all who buy them the poor and the rich alike,
Take the instance
do it with the understanding that they are to pay of a carriage.
If an individual
ride8 in a carthe tax '\l7·hichis upon them. Thl'lrQ lS. no inJus. riage that cost $1,200 or $1 ,300, and pays a spe.
tice in rl"lg&Tdt,o them.
When I bought my cina t.flX, he pays no more than Iln individual
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~'11Orides in one ot Ieee ...
-alue. Tala'! the mug- licenses, and franchi see, may be taxed specificnificent barouch and the costly buggy, and you, ally.
will see that they pay lIO more tax than those
'l'he question was then taken on the adoption
of small value.
of the-section, and the result was-yeas 39, nays
MI'. BRISTOW called for the yeas and l1[1,y8 50.
on his RlllenUlLIent. und they were-yeas
b3,
YEAs-Mr. I'resideut, (Outhrie.) Richard Apnavs 35.
persoll, John L. Ballinger, William K. Bowling,
"tEAfr-1II'. President, (Guthrie,) Richard Ap- Alfred Boyd, Will. Bradlcy-, Francis M. Bristow,
person, John L. Ballinger, wiliam K. Bowling, William C. Bull itt, william Chenault, Beverly
AlfroOdBoyd, William Bradley, Francis M. Brie- L. Clarke, Jesse Coffey, Edward Curd, Lucius
tow, William C. Bullitt,
William
Chenault,
Desha. Jnmos Dudl ..y, Chasteen T. Dunavan,
Beverly L. Clarke, Jesse Coffey, Benjamin Cope- Benjamin F. Edwards; Milford Elliott, Nathan
lin, Edward CUl'd, Lucius Desha, James Dudley, Gaither, Thomas J. Gough, Ni ninn E. Gray,
Olineteen '1'. Dunavan, Benjrouin F. Edwards.
Andrew Hood, James W.lrwin, ThomasJames,
Milfurd Elliott, Nathan Gaither, James H. Gar- James M. Lackey, Al8xander K. Marshall, Wilrard, Richard D. Gholson, Thomas J. Gough, Ham N. Marshall, David Meriwether, William
.Ninian E. Gray, James P. Hamilton,
William D. Mitchell, John D. Morris, William Preston,
Hendrix, Andl'ew Hood, James W. Irwin, Alfred J olmsou Price. Ira Hoot, J ames Rudd , Ignatius
M. Jackson, William Johnson, James M. Lackey, A. Spalding, Philip Triplett.Hemy Washington,
Thomas W. Lisle, Willis B. Machen, Alexander
Andrew S. White, George W. Williams-39.
K. Marshall,
David Meriwether,
William D.
NAys-John
S. Barlow, Luther Brawner, Ja'3 .
.Mit.chdL Thomas Pi Moore, John D. Morris, S. Chrisman, Henry It. D. Coleman, Benjamin
James M. Nesbit~, Hugh Newell, William Pres- Copelin, \ViHi~un Cowrer, Garrett Davis. Green
ton, Johnson Price, John T. Rogers, 11'3.Root, Forrest, geluctus Gurfielde, James H. Garrard,
James Rudel, 19natius A. Bpulding, Michael L. Richard D. Gholson, James P. Hamilton, Bell.
Stoner, John D. Taylor, Phili p Triplett, Henry Hardin, John Hargis, William Hendrix, Thomas
Washington,
Andrew B. White, Robert N. J. Hood, William Jobusou, George W. Johnston,
Wil:klifle,
George W, Williams,
Wesley J. George W. Ku\'unaugh, Ohnrlee C. Kelly, Peter
Wright-53.
Lnsburookc,
Thomas N. Lindsey, Thomas W.
NAYs-John S. Barlow, Luther Brawner,Jas.
Lisle, Willis B. Machen, George W. Mansfield,
S. Ohrisuiau, Henry R. D. Coleman, William
Martin P. Marshall, Nathan McClure, Thomas
Cowper, Garrett Davis, Green Forrest, Sdueius
P. Moore, James ffI. Nesbitt, Jonatllan NewGarfielde, B\jll. Hal'din, JOhll Hargis, Thomas cum, HuO'h Newell, ElijahF. Nuttall, Hellry B.
J.Ho()u, George IV. Johuston, Geor~e ,Yo Ka\'- Pollard,1..nl'kin
J. pJ'odor, John 1'. Robinson,
nnallgh, Charle:-; C. Kelly, Peter .Lllshbrol)ke, Tho.". Rockhold, John 1'. Rogers, JallJeS W.
Thomas N. Lilldse~, GeorgI" W. :Mansfield, Mal'- Stouc, Michael L. StoneI', John D. Taylor, Wi 1tin P. Marshall,"
illiam N. MHl'shall, Nathan liuI:!l R. ThompsolJ, John J. Thurman, Howard
McClure, Jonathan .Mewclllll, Elijah F. Nuttall,
Todd, Squire Tlll'ner, John L. Waller, John
Henry B. Pollard, Larkin J. Proctor, John T. \ Whed('l', Dh.arlCSA. Wickliffe, Robert N. WickRobinson, Thoma.,; Rockhold, James W. StOlle, lifl'e, Sila'i WoodRon, 'Wesley J. Wright-50.
'Villiam R. Thompson, John J. Thurman, HowSo the section WM rejected.
"I'd Todd, Squire Tumer, John 1. Waller,John'
Mr. MERIWETHER
then gave notice of his
Wheeler, Charles A. Wicklifl't:, Silas 'Voodsouintention to move a reconsideration of the vott!
35.
adopting the tWl?ntieth section, which had beSo the amendment was adopted.
come inapplicable !'ince the rejection of the nille:Mr. KEI~LY moved to amend by strikillg out teenth section.
He moved that the rule be disall after the word" value," and inserting the penscd with, which rt'quired a motion to reconfollowinl5:
sider to lie ol'er.
"P.roNded, That the general a,<;sembly may
The motion was agreed to.
impose specific taxes, And provided further, That
The vote adopting the section was then reconsaid spedfic taxe.i be graduated according to siJere(l, anrI the section was re.ieC'ted.
the value of things taxed; and that slave . ;
The amendment submitted by Mr. DAVIS on
~hfl.llllot be specifically taxed, cx.::ept the poll Thur;;oay WM then taken up for consideration,
tax foJ' connt.y, city, and town purposes, and as follnws:
that cities and towns lIlay be allowed to t(~xsp"·
"SEO. The right nf property is before and
cifieally fur corporate purpose;;."
hig-her than ;lll)' constitutional sanction; n.Tlllthe
The PRESIDENT
decided that it \Ya" not in right or lhe owner. of. a slave to his property is
order to mov<J to strike out that which the COIl- th,; sume, and u,; lllvlOlable as the nght of the
venLioll, by a vote, hao. im,erted.
owner of allY prop"rty whatevcl'."
111'. C. A. 'iVICKLIFFE ealled for the yeas
Mr ..'rUR~)j;.R. I want to ask the gcn.tle~an
and nays on the adoption of the section as from Bonrbon If we should makea COU5tltutlOtl,
amended.
'
aud say in it that involuntary servitude shall 110t
Mr. 1IERIWETHER
moved to amend hy ad- ex!st ~xccl?t for crime, whctl.ler S~:lV8rywi.ll still
clillg a provi.sion to tax corpomt~ swck specific- f'Xlst III thIS C0H111lO11,\'ealth I If he cUlltellds fo~'
ally.
tl:at, I ~l~all understand where he is, and wljat is
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After a few woru5 of explallatiolJ from Messr>;.
HARDIN,DAYIS,
MERIWETHER
and PRESTON,
;....
Mr. MERIWEMHER modified his amendment
60 that it would read as followOi:
Protlidcd, That corporate 6tock, privileges,

Ill" posltlOn.
:Mr. DAVIS.
I did not intE'nd to solve that
proposition, but 1 will use this language-that
this convention has no right to, pass an agrarian
law. It has, however, as much right to make a
provision to take Rnd distribute our property in

Iend, as it has to take away our property in
I believe the right to atl property is coaven ..
slaves, without paying for them. They have as tional, and that a people, In forming their orlaw, have a right to demuch right to take away our property and apply ganic OT constitutional

it to a system of common schools. as to take
away our slaves without our sauctiou.
Mr. MITCHELL.
This section contains two
propositions. and I therefore ask for a division
of the question.
For the first I cannot vote; the
second I am prepared to support.
Mr. DAVIS.
Before the question is taken, I
desire to modify my proposition by the addition
of the words, "and its increase," after the words,
"and the right of the owner of u slave to his
property. "
The PRESIDENT.
The gentleman has the
right to modify hioSjropositioll.
It was so modifie
accordiugly.
Mr. GHOLSON.
I hope therewill
be no division of this proposition, but that the question
will be taken UP(lll it as it stands.
If there is
any proposition
that is true-if
there is truth in
the declaration that man has certain inalienable
rights, uf which he cannot be deprived but by
violence-c-then
this must be true. I hope, therefore, there will be 110 division upon it, and that
it will be adopted unanimously.
Mr. CLARKE.
This proposition
meet. .. my
entire approbation.
I am perfectly satisfied that
the right to obtain and to enjoy property is a
right that has existed, and that will always exist, Independent of any constitution that may be
made; and that to deprive citizens of the enjoyment. of that right, would be to dcpri ve them of
the means to sustain life. T am also well satisfied that no distinction call be made in Keutucky ,
or in any other slave state of this Union, between
propert.y ill a slave, and property in land, 01' in
a horse.
And] think it propel' and fitting under
all the circumstances
by which we are surrounded, that we should declare that such ,Property
does exist, and that every citizen of Kentucky
has the right to acquire and enjoy it. I hope
the section will be adopted.
Mr. }IITCHELL
uguiu asked for a division of
the question.
Th.: PRESIDENT.
Before putting the question, with the consent of the convention,
1 will
state the principles upon which I shall cast my
vote a~ainst both branches
of the section.
We
have already provided that private property, including slaves, shall not be taken for public use
without compensation
to the owner first made;
and we have a report upon the subject of slavery
for which I intend to vote, declaring that the
general assembly shall not emancipate
slaves
without the consent of the' owner, 01" without
full compensetdon Leing first made.
Such is tho;:
justice and the secnrity I am prepared t,o give
the slaveholder
They should, in my opinion,
be sa.tisfied with that.
I think the proposed
sectIon not necessary to the security of tlwt kinJ
of property and the rights of the slaveholder,
and IJlllt there is no necessity to Pllt the section
in the constitution.
'l'llfl provisions made, and
to be made, willrcstrain
th~ power of the legislature over private property and slaves, and but
for those provisions
the legislature might ('I1act
laws to take pl'l\'ute property without paying
the owner for it, and mig-ht emancipate slaves
without the consent of the owner and without
paying for them.
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clare what shall and what shall not be property,
and the mode of passing it from one to another.
and if they do not restrain the legislative power,
that the legislature will have the whole power
over property: therefore, I do not believe the section declares a correct principle.
J CRn imagine
a case, where it would be the right of a people,
for self-preservation,
to drive out slave property
without the consent of the owner and without
compensation.
The law of self-defence belongs
to a nation as well as to individuals.
The declarution contained in the section does the slaveholder 110 good, and will not bind the majority of
the people when that majority shall believe the
peace and happiness of the state, or the protection of the lives of the citizens, shall demand the
slaves to be driven out.
Mr. NUTTALL.
On this question I call for
the yeas and nnys.
1111'. THOMPSON.
I can see no necessity for
encumbering,. the constitution with such a provision.
As 1 understand it, it is proposed to incorporate this section in the Bill of Rights.
To
this I am opposed, for I think it is so perfect. that
we need not Cl'OSS a '1' nor dot an T. Have we
not every guaranty that private property cannot
be taken unless compensation
be made for it?
Why then are we to throw down the gauntlet to
the ad versary?
How do we hold ourlroperty?
Is it not under the sanctions of law?
nd what
!5reater security' shall we have if this provision
tie adopted?
Of what value will any paper constitution be when a majority of the people shall
be arrayed against it? I am a native born Kentuckian, and a large part of the property I posseas consists of slaves, but I subscribe to no such
doctrine as that 'which assumes that the people
have IlO right to change their institutions.
The previous question was moved and the
main question was ordered.
The question was then taken on the first
branch of the proposed section, in these words:
"The right of property is before and higher
than any constitutional
sanction,"
and it was
adorted-yeas
65, nays 23.
1 EAs~Richal'd
Apperson, Jolin L. Ballinger,
William K. Bowline, Alfred Boyd, Wm. Bradley, William C. Buliitt, William Chenault, Jas.
S. Chrisman, Beverly L. Clarke, Jesse Coffey,
Henry R. D. Coleman, William Cowper, Edward
Curd, Garrett Davis, Lucius Desha, James Dudley, Benjamin F. Edwards, Green Forrest, Nathan Gaither, James H. Garrard, Richard
D.
Ghol!,on, 'J'homas J. Gough, Ninian E. Gray,
Andrew Hood, Thomas J. Hood, James W.lrwin, Thomas Jarnes, 'William Jolmson, George
W. Johnston, Gf'orge W. Kavanaugh, Charles C.
Kelly, James
M. Lackey, P.:ter Lashbrooke-,
Thomas N. Lindsey, Thomas W. Lisle, Willis
B. Machen, George W. Mansfield, Wm. C. Marshall, William N. Marshall, Nathan McClure,
Thos. P. Moore, JolmD.,Morris,
Jas . .M. Neshitt,
Jonathan Newcum, Elijah F. Nuttall, Henry B.
Pollard, William Preston, Johnson Price, Larkin
J. Proctor, John T. Robinson, Thos. Rockhold,
John T. RoO'ers, Ignatius A. Spalding, John W.
Stevenson, james W. Stone, Michael L. Stoner,
Albert G. Talbott, John D. Taylor, John J.
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Thurman, Howard Todd, Philip Triplett, Henry provision, now and in all time to come, to declare
Washington, John Wheeler, RODen N. Wickliffe, that no person born in Kentucky after the year
1900 shall be held to involuntary servitudewitbGeorge W. Williams-65.
Thongh a pro-slavery man, the ownNAys-Mr. President, (Guthrie.)
John S. Bar- out crime.
low, Luther Brawner, Francis M. Bristow, Beuj. er of slaves, and opposed to emancipation, present or prospective, in any shape or mode ,which
Copelin, Obaeteeu T. Dunavan, Milford Elliott,
Sefucins Garfielde, James P. Hamilton, Ben. has been suggested, I can out deny the existence
1 must leave my countrymen
Hardin, John Hargis, William Hendrix, Alexan. of such a power.
del' K. Marshall, Wm. D. Mitchell, Hugh Newell, free to exercise it by changing their organic law
or form of government.
'Vhencver the majority
Ira Root, James Rudd, William R. Thompson,
Squire Turtle!", ,101m L. Waller, Obua. A. Wick- shall will such a change, and to exercise such a
power,
they
will
do
so
by
a change of thei~ conIifte, Silas Woodson, Wesley J. Wright-23.
The question was next taken on the se- stitution and form of government, and WIll reo
cond branch of the proposition, as follows: gard your declarations of abstractions as idle
" and the right of the owner of a slave to his wiud.
Having given the reasous for my vote, I wlthproperty and its increase is the same, and as inviolable as the right of the owner of any prop- draw my motion.
Mr. A. K. MARSHALL.
Mr. President, r ererty whatever,"
and it was adopted, yeas 77,
fer the following as an additional section:
nays 10.
. "[Tbat neither this convention, or any hereafYEAs-Richard
Apperson, John L. Ballinger,
John S. Barlow, William K. Bowling, Alfred ter to be assembled by the people of this commonwealth,
has auyrigbt or power to either~manBoyd, Wm. Bradley, Luther Brawner, William
C.Rullitt, William Chenault, Jas. S. Chrisman, cipete the slaves now in this state, or their desBeverly L. Clarke, Jesse Coffey, Henry R. D cendants; or to authorise the legislature to pass
Coleman, Benjamin Copelin, William Cowper, laws for their emancipation."
My vote, sir, on the section just disposed of,
Edward
Curd, Garrett Davis, . Lucius Desha,
James Dudley, Chasteen '1'. Dunavan, Benjamin is expressive of mv opinions, eud therefore, I
F. Edwards, Green Forrest, Nathan Gaither. need say but little" on that which I have now ofJames H. Garrard, Richard D. Gholson, Thomas fered. I believe, sir. r shall vote against my
own proposition, but I desire some gentleman
J. Gough, Ninian E. Gray, James P. Hamilton,
:Ben. Hardin, Andrew Hood, Thomas J. Hood, here clearly to express their opinions by their
James W. Irwin, Thomas James, William John- votes on the subject. If they think it possible,
to fix slavery in this commonson, George W. Johnston,
George W. Kava- permanently
naugh, Charles C. Kelly, James M. Lackey, wealth, I wish them to say so.
Peter Lashbrooke, Thomas N. Lindsey, Thomas
There is not a man in Kentncky who is more
W. Lisle, Willis B. Machen, George W. Mans- thorough, and a more ultra pro-slavery man than
field, Alexander K. Marshall, William C. Mar- I am. I go further than the furthest.
Instead
shall. William N. Marshall, Nathan McClure, of holding that slavery is either a moral or a poWilliam D. Mitchell, Thomas P. Moore. John litical evil, I believe that it, is a moral and P'"
D. Morris, James M. Nesbitt, Jonathan N ewcum, li tical blessing.
If Kentucky were a free state,
Hugh Newell, Elijah F. Nuttall, Henry B. Pol· and slavery existed in any other state of thiii
lard, William Preston, Johnson Price, Larkin Union, I would give my vote to introduce it
J. Proctor, John T. Robinson, 'I'bos. Rockhold, into this state. Yet, sir, I cannot say that the
John T, Rogers, Ignatius A. Spalding, Johu people of this commonwealth
have not entire
W. Stevenson, J as. W·. Stone, Michael L. Stoner, control over it, and that, if they think It an evil,
Albert G. Talbott, John D. 'Paylor, William R. they cannot remove it from amongst them.
Thompson, John J. Thurman, Howard Todd,
There are gentlemen here, however, who have
Philip Triplett, Squire Turner, H?l1tY:Washing- professed to believe that the right to this properton, John Wheeler, Charles A. WICkliffe, Robert ty exists above all constitutional
provisions:
N.Wickliffe, Geo. W. Williams-77.
and if so, it may be well perhaps, to stick in a
NAYs-Mr. President, (Guthrie,) Francis M. little constitutional provision, and say to future
Bristow, Milford Elliott,
Seluciua Garfielde, generations that it IS fixed on them forever. I
John Hargis, William Hendrix, Ira Root, James hope that those gentlemen who voted for the first
Rudd, Silas Woodson, Wesley J. Wright-l0.
clause of the section just adopted, will vote for
Mr. C. A. WICKLIFFK
I move to reconsid- my proposition, for I cannot do it myself.
.
er the vote just given, and I do so, Mr. President,
Mr. GARFIELDE.
r do not see any neceserto do what the demand of the previous question ty for these additional
sections.
'1'hat which
prevented.
It is to state the reason why I voted hai'i been just adopted covers the whole ground.
for the last clause and against the first clause.
The proposition has been asserted that the right
The last clause declares that the right of the of property in the increa.<;eof slaves in futuro,
owner to his slave and the increase of the fe· is just as much "befol'e, and higher than any
males, is protected, and as secure as other prop- cOllstitutional sanction,"
and is "as inviolable
erty. 'I'here is no increase till born; when born, as the right of the owner of any property whal,~
under the constitution, the increase, like all otb· ever," as in those that are in actual 8..'l:istenc<l.
er property, if! protected by the constitution and That, I understand, has been adopted, afld if so,
laws just to the sUllle exteut as other property; that covers the whole ground 'of the amendment
and r deny the power of the legislature to ~1Dall- proposed by the gentleman from J~samille, and
hence I see no necsssity for his additionalsection.
cipate future increase.
It was a matter of regret Wilh me that the genBut do gentlemen intend to declare by the
first clause in this section, that there is no power tleman from Nelson, (Mr. C. A. Wickliffe.) withdrew his moHon t.o reeonsider, {or the Yote
in the people of Kentuoky, by constitntional
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wbich eotne of us were called uran t.o give on ion, abolishing, as effectually as language could
the adoption of that section, it unexplained. express it, all right and property in real estate
in it; and
placed us in a wrong attitude before the public. for every purpose, was incorporated
It has become the practice, I believe, when a when each gentleman here reached his home.
question is before the convention to speak on he found his family expelled from his domicil,
any other subject, and I shall therefore take this by an intruder, would we all be without legal
remedy in the premises? Would our rights have
opf,0rtunity to set myself right.
n the first place, by my vote against that sec- been annihilated by such a provision in the contion, I neither affirmed nor denied its truth. I stitution, and we forever be cut off and exiled
No, upon
but simply say what my constituent-s told me to from our comfortable possessions?
say, awl that is to sustain the same provision an appeal for redress against the wrongdoer in
that is in the old constitution respecting slave- the ordinary form of suit, the courts would dery, with one exception, and that is respecting cide such a provision, even in a constitution,
the removal of the emancipated slaves out of utterly null nnd void, as being in subversion of
the state. It was therefore in obedience to the the right of property, to secure, and not to desinstructions of a pro-slavery county that I voted, troy which, the government and constitution
and not because I believed the proposition either were formed. Suppose we make a constitution
emancipating the slaves without compensation,
true or false in itself.
Mr. CLARKE.
Mr. President, I offer this as to have immediate and absolute effect. Would
all amendment to the section of the gentleman that extinguish the right of every slaveholder of
200,000 slaves, and strip the owners of $70,000,from Jessamine:
"Unless all the people owning that species of 000 of property, of their rights? If such a regproperty in the state, shall sanction such eman- ulation would be void as to land, what princicipation, or just compensation be made for the ple, what magic powpr would make it legal and
valid as to slaves. Such a provisicn as to both
slaves emancl~ated."
Mr. DAVIS.
My own sentiments are em- subjects must be conceded or rejected; otherwise
bodied in the proposition which I submitted to there is a distinction between property in slaves
the convention.
1 do not think it necessary to and other sublecte, by which a man may be leiterate and reiterate principles that are substan- gally and rightfully, against his will and withtially the same on this subject, and for that out compensation, deprived of his slave, when
reason I shall vote against the pro11ositioll of his right to his other property would be impregthe gentleman from Jessamine; and it my opin- nable. There is no escape from this dilemma. I
ion should hereafter be asked for, which I do pronounce that we hold both our lands andslavea
not expect, because that can be a mat.ter of so by the same right and title, and that such a conlittle rriomentc I will refer to the section sub- stitutional provision in relation to both would
be equally void.
mitted by me to show what it is.
This convention is a constitutional body,callThe proposition which I presented was two- ed and organized according to the forms prescribfold. In the first place it set" forth the general ed by the existing constiLUtion, and circumscribprinciple that the right of property was anterior ed by it,'!provisions and prluciples.so far as they
to the constitut.iou, and that it was before, and are l imitations and restrictions upon the power
higher than constitutional sanction-that
it exof government generally.
isted before there was any constitutiollal sancART. 10 in the existing constitution, declares
tion; and whether or not it had any. Such is among ether things: "that all power is inherent
the first position which I occupy. Now I say, in the people, and all free government are founwithout reservation, that this eouveution has no ded on their authority, and instituted for their
right to abrogate, to annihilate all property in
peace, safety and happiness.
the commonwealth of Kentucky.
Suppose this
"That all men IU1\'ea natural and indefeasible
convention were to frame a couetitutiou, to go right to worship Almighty God according to the
into effect.at once and absolutely, a provision distates of their own consciences.
which should declare, that individual prop"That in all criminal prosecutions the accused
erty should no longer exist in Kentucky. Such a hath a right to be heard byhim;;clf and counsel;
provsion would have no effect, no legal force, to demand the nature and the cause of the prosbut would be void. If you eoneede that general ecuncu agalw,t him; to meet the witnesses face
position, yon yield all I ask, ill relation to slaves: to face; to have compulsory process for obtainfor .if this convention has not the power to abol- ing witnesses in his favor; and, in prosecutions
ish all individual property, it has no authoritr
by indictment or information, a speedy public
to expunge the right and the ownership of indi- trial by an impartial jury of the vicinage: that
viduals in upwards of 200,000 slaves. If this he cannot be compelled to gi,'e evidence against
convention could, by a scheme of emancipation, himself, nor can he be deprivea of his life, libwithoutpayingfnrthe
slaves, wrest them from erty, or property, unless by the judgment of his
their owners, what is there to prevent It from peers, or the law of the land.
inserting a clause in the constitution, that the
" Nor shall an:y man's property be taken or
estate and right of all individuals to lands,
should be abolished, and no lon~er have any Ie- applied to public use, without the consent of
Kal existence whatever.
No delegate I presume hl8 representatives, and without just compensawill controvert the position, that this conven- tion being previously made to Ilim.
«The free communication of thoughts and
tion might make a new constitution, to go into
effect without its being submitted to the people, opinions is one of the invaluable rights of man,
but, at once, upon its beilJg agreed to and pro- and every citizen may freely spe~k, write, and
mulged by thiS body. Suppose that course was print, on any subject, being resp.onsible for the
taken, and a most explicit and complete provis abuse of that liberty."
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The twenty-eighth section of this article (10,) and were enjoyed by the citizen before we had
reads:

.

constitutions,

and to secure which in peace and

.. To guard against transgressions of the high perpetuity, the constitution itself was formed,
powers which we have delegated, we declare, can never be destroyed by it or in it; and any of
that every thing in this article is excepted out of
the general powers of government, and shall
forever remain inviolate, and all laws contrary
thereto, or contrary to this constitution, shall be
void."
Some gentlemen claim for this convention illimitable authority-all
power. Let us test
that position.
Suppose we were to make a constitution to go intu full effect immediately,
without being- submitted to the people for their
ratifieation-that
this constitution declared and
provided that no fower whatever is inherent in
the people, but al power, by divine right, belonged to some individual, and naming as abso
lute kiug him end his heir s in succession; nbol.
ishing popular government, and declaring that
the life and liberty of every individual was held
subject to the win of this king; that private
property no longer existed, but every subject of
propf-rty was vested absolutely ill the monarch;
that there should be no worship of Almighty
God whatever, but all adoration should be paid
to the kirig; and that no person should speak,
write, or print any thing whatever upon government, politics, or religion.
would a constitution formed and promulged by this convention,
containing these provisions, be of valid and of
binding obligation upon the people of Kentucky?
I have put a strong case, but all its branches are
modes of the exercise of power which mir;ht be
connected with political government, and all
such power is claimed by some for this convcntion. Power in the purposes of the government
of man, has, among one people or another, and
in some ages of the world, been exercised m
forms quite as oppressive and revolting as It
would be in such a constitution-indeed,
in exactly the same features, Gentlemen mayan-I
ewer, that no convention would ever be so wicked or mad as to devise and establish 80 monstrous a constitution.
But that would be an evasian of the question between U!,\, Your proposition is, that in this convention dwells all the
fulneas of power as it might be exercised in llU·
man government.
I have presented yon some
suppositiLiollS examples, such as by histori<:al
record have often existed, auJ as may again exist, and many of which are now bowing down
into hopeless slavery numerous communities of
civilized man,
ere this convention to imbody
such perversion of power ill a constitution, and
throw it upon tlle people, ·would those revolting
provisions be the supreme law? I say, no; and
there will be none to take the affi;·mative of the
proposition.
Then, what great truths, what
fundamental and overruling principh's wonld
arrest such a constitution and nullify it? The
tenth article of th~ pre.~ent llollstitution, and the
imprescriptable and enduring right.,; and Ii bel'ties of the people thereill proclaimed, which are
excepted alit of the general powers of govern~e~t, a~~ proclairn~d to rt'main illviolate ~ the
lnvlOlablltty of the nghts of pet!:on, of pl"operty, of adoration to Almighty God, and other,,; of
only secondary importatlce:-these
inapprecia.
ble· rights and liberties, that so far from being
created or instituted by the constitution, existed
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its provisions having such purposes and effect.
would be absolutely void.
I will advance another step in this view of
the subject. Suppose such a ooust.itution formed
and imposed upon the people, even with the
sanction, and its vali diby.uphcld by the majorit:y-wollid it have a legal and rightful obliganon upon the minority?
I reply no! Attacking
and destroying all the essential ri~hts and ends
for which society und government m this country has ever, and does now exist, it would be a
revolution brought about without rightful authority, violent, wrongful, and oppressive: and
the minority would have an unquestionable
right to resist it forcibly.
It would be the most
flagrant tyranny and oppression, and will freemen ever concede that they have not the unalienable, eternal right to resist oppression?
It is 110tnecessary for me to attempt to define
what character and extent of encroachment upon existinz rights and liberties, by this convention, would amount to unauthorized revolution,
and which those opposed to it might rightfully
resist-it
is enough for me to say, that all the
changes which I have suggested would amount
to such a case, That the total and unconditioua1 abolition of the worship of God; that the denial of any political power in the people and
the Investiture of all of it in one man; that the
abrogation of all constitutional and legal provisions for the security of person and personal
liberty; that the denial and anuihilation
of individunl property in the lands of the state, being of the value of $127,000, and belonging
to 90,000 persons; that the emancipation
of
more than 200,000 slaves without compensation,
worth$80,000,OOO,nnd theproperty of::lO,OOO
persons, would each and all be the usurpation of unauthorized and tyrannical power, and in subversion of the primary and chief objects of our government and our constitution: and any attempt
to enforce them would be a violent and lawless
revolution which every good citizen might, and
every friend of libcrty would resist to his utmost. Such l"eSi81al1('0,in some (If the classes
of cascs at least, all would acknowledge to be
the highest duty and patriotism, and its ~uccess
the greatest blessing to the whole country.Amongthe whole people, the free citizens of the
United States, the parties to our social compact,
wllOse hOllor and faith are mutually pledged to
('ach other for the maintenance and lllviolabil·
ity of those great rights and liberties, the prin·
eiples,vhich apply to and govern each case are
the same.
If tnlOre be different principles of
right or law, which apply to property in slaves,
and which give to this convention a greater pow.
er over them, thau all other ~lIbjects of pl'Oper~y.
I challenge allY gentleman, who maintains fillch
difference, to name specifically and distinctly
those different principles of right and law, The
~atumll"ight of t]l~ slav,e himself, to his lib~rty
IS a very different questIOn, and IS one Letweell
himself and his owner. It may be a question
between the slave and the govemment and the
whole people of Kentucky,
But slavery having
existed from thu earliest traditions of history;
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and in all the forma and with all the rights as eventa.end when men throw themselves in the
we have it, first in the colonies end then in the current Of events to hasten or to retard. they
United States, for three hundred
years; eetab- are but straws.
Let all straws be kept out of
Iished by, and until lately existing under the
that section of this resistless current which
tharity of almost every civilized nation of the flows through Kentucky, and let it roll on in its
earth; recognized and enforced by treaties be- undisturbed power.
tween sovereign powers, by national and geneT
In any thing which I have advanced, I do not
al law, by constitutions, by municipal and stat- intend to controvert the right of every people
utory law; and in Kentucky its sanctions and and state to adopt all and any measures which
inviolability,
exisiting precisely as those of all shall be necessary for their self-pres ervaticn.
other property, neither this convention, nor a That is the paramount and immutable law of
majority of the people can emancipate
them man and nature, and cannot be controlled
by
without a proper. compeusauon to their owners. any human regulutlous.
If the slaves were to
I concede that a majority of the people can revolt and the insurrection could be brought to
rightfully, by the agency of a convention, take an end only by driving the slaves out of our
all the slaves in the state and emancipate them; limits, it would be right thus to expel them. Bebut not in the rightful exercise of power, except cause this would be a measure necessary for the
Oll the condition
of paying for them out of the protection and preservation of the whole connnupublic treasury.
Whenever a clear and decided uity. If the slaves could uot be kept among us
majo:'ity of the 'People, ill Illy day, det('f.tl1in~ to with~\1t ~rillgill~. upon .our social organization
put mto execution a system of emancipation,
certain rum and dissolution, and the state and all
based upon this principle, I am ready to go with its citizens han no.t the means to pay for them,.the
them. But I am opposed to forcing, or attemptcommonwealth might throw them from her withing prematurely
allY such scheme. I am for ant paying for them. This principle was illusawaiting the spontaneous and general action of trated some days since by the gentleman from
the people in its favor, If to this it be objected, Nelson, (Mr. Hardin) in putting the case of a
that the people will never conseut to pay lor l:h8 boat being w~'e('ked in th.e Ohio river, and two
slaves, I answer, they cannot emaucrpate, WIth passengers being thrown into the stream on the
a due observance of justice and right to the own- same frlank, which was sufficient to save but
ere, without it. If it be said that any scheme one. The stronger would have the natural right
of emancipation,
lipan the principle
of paving to PUSII the weaker off, even inevitably to perfor them, would necessarily be so djfficlllt~and
ish, that he might save himself.
But if that
tardy in its execution ns to continue through
plank.plainly
and obviously, had size and buoygenerations, it might be amnvered, that "Would alley to float them both, and carry them to shore,
be for th~ better; for then it would be so grad- the strong man would lw.ve.IJo tight. to force the
ual as to Introduce no great disorders or sudden other from the plank; and ]( he did so, and the
changes ill society, and the institution
would other was drowned, he would be guilty of a
disappear so gradually u;> to produce 110 shock, crime, and that crime would be no less th~n
no grf'at popular commotlOll.
murder.
So, as long as the slaves may remam
But it appears to me, that any intelligent and her~ without ~ringing into im~ninentda~lger tht::
carefully reflecting mind, must come to the COI1- ,,:.lute populatIOn, or tJle contllluance 01 !he s!Jelusion, that slavery is to have but a transito!"), cIet)'; and so 101l.gas there are means. beSides m
existence in Kentucky.
The general sentiment
!,he.state to pay lor them, no con.en~lOn,. no maof the world is against it, before which, in fifty Jonty how~~'er greaL and o.verwhellllJng III n.l,lmyears it has receded vastly; and this sentiment IS llers, ca~ nghtf~~lly emanclp~te the slaves" lth·
deeply and widely formed in our limits and out makmg a faIr comp~nsatl~n for them.
among our own people. In all the free states it is
And then the conyellhon adJoumed.
nniversal, and it exists in snch intenBity and ac·
tivity, that heroafter, itwill be an accident for
a fugitive slave to be recbimed
frolll allY of
them.
The climate and productions
of Ken"
tucky do not peculiarly re~lIire slave lahol'; in
the southern statefl it is different, and there a
lZreat demand exists fo1'slaveB, and must continue until their vacant lands are settled.
The
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10, 1849,
insecurity of tht! property ill our ;;tate, the great
Praser by the He\' . .Mr. WARDER.
anel continual demand for it in the cotton and
sugar Btates, the extending disposition
among
SPECIAL COURT Of' AI'l'EALS.
our people individually
to emancIpate-these
Mr. APPERSO~.
I submit to the convention
and other causes which are now powf'l·fully the followinR' resolutions:
acting, and which will continue to a(·t with iuResolved, '1 hat the committc,; on the court of
creaslllg forcc, will, in the ('ourse of a few gene- appeals inquire intD the cspcrlielJ<'yof authorirations, remove slavery, in it.", existing form, zing the g"lleral assembly to provide in certain
from Kentuckv.
If left to itself and the fOf(~es cases for a special court of appeals.
nO\f acting, and whicl~ must continue to act
Resol'ced, That the COllllmUce 011 the cil'cui~
upon it, the remedy for it will be more proper. court>! inquire int.o the expediency of permitting
peaceable and effective than any the meddling of tile goneral asscmblv to proviu(l, bylaw, for the
the day would, or could, apply to it. The his- holding of eil·cUlt courts by others than the judgtory of slavery, as we have it, proves in all the es thereof.
pages of the past, that it is progre:""'ing to it,.«
I will maktl :tTl "xplanlltion of thf\" object of
end. Thfl.t. COllsllmmlitioll i<; in the cour:5C of these r0fo!1:1iuliS II, 1l1l;.:-ht happrn
in electing

au-I

a judge of the eourt oCnppeale, thlLt a circuit
court judge would be placed upon the bench of
that. court. It has beeu so Frequently, and a case
has como up which could not be determined for
tbe 'Want of a majority of judges to sit on the
bench. It may happen also, that a case is decided in the circuit court affecting the interest of
one of the judges of the court of appeals, or
some of his relations.
This resolution, relating
to that court, is only one of inquiry, whether in
such case as either of the above, it may not be
expedient to provide for a special court of appeale, 80 that, the legislature might make some
provision that a portion of the judges of the circuit court should eorue ill and form a part of the
appellate court.
The second resolution provides for holding
the circuit court in case uf the illness of a judge
of that court. This has been done ill other states,
and I hope the resolutions will be adopted.
'I'he resolutions were adopted.

mode, nud manner of eubmiuing the new conetitution to the people of the state, for their sanction or rejection, and that said committee report
thereon to the convention.
GENERAL

PROVISIO:-;S.

The convention resumed the consideration of
the report of the committee on general provisions.
The pending question was on Mr. CLARKE'S
amendment to Mr. A. K. Ml~RSHALL'S additional section.
Mr. MI'l'CHELL.
A great deal has been said
here, sir, about «abstractions," and no little railery has been indulged in, at the expense of those
who have attempted to trace back proposed measures to their first principles.
Everything,
sir,
is regarded as abstract, 'which does not compose
a feature palpably distinct in 0111" present. condition; and any inferential effort to exhibit the
tendencies ofa proposition, by cxeruiuing it in
connection with the leading principles which
:-.tODE OF AMEKDJNG TilE CONS'flTUTION.
constitute the substruotjon of popular governMr. ED\VARDS. I offer the following" reso- ment, is regarded by some as a useless excursion
lution:
into the regions of ideality.
Resolved, Thatany amendment or amendments
The revolution-the
gloriousrevolutiollwhich
to this oonetitcf.ion, may be proposed
in either gave birth to our nationality-was
founded upon
house of the general assembly, and if the same an abstraction.
Did the stamp act-did
the inbe agreed to by a majority of the members elect- considerable tax upon tea, when that article sold
ed to each house, within ten days after the 111('-('t- cheaper in the American market after the duty
ing of the snme, such proposed amendment or had been imposed than it did in Great Britainamendments shalt be entered all their journal, cause the sword of America to be drawn, which
with the yeas and nays taken thereon; and the WIIS not sheathed until the hour of her t.riumph?
secretary of state shall cause the same to be pub- Was it not, sir, the detection of a violated princilished three months before the next general elec- ple in the imposition of taxation without repretion, ill at least one newspaper in c\'ery county sentation, which led to the disruption of those
in which a newspaper is publiebed, and if a ma- cherished ties that bound the colonies to the
jority of all the voters in 111estate shall vole for ruother country? There was nothing, sir, of acsuch nmeudruent or amendments, then the aecre- tual, tangible oppression; the burdens of the
tary of state shall cause rho same again to be colonial population were less than those of Britpublished, in the muuuer aforesaid. at least ish subject" at home. That clear perception of
three mouths previous to the next gcn8ral elec- political right, -which results from a vi:;ion nntion for represclltativcf;; and if a majority of all dazzl",d by the splendors of royalty-from
a
the voters in the state shall again vote fl,}rsuch spirit nun;ed amid the wild grandeur of nature,
antell,lmenL or amendlllellt~, the general assem· and therefore unawed by the "pomp and circnmbly shall, at its l11.1xt session, incorporate the Htance" (If regal power, at once detected the viosame into the constitution.
If moroJ than one lation of principle; and the wisdom born of such
amendmrmt is submitted at a timr, they shall be knowled~e, discovered in an unjust beginning
submitted in such manner and form, that the thE'fearl'ul portent of a ruinous end.
people may yote for or agaim;t each amendment
This, sir, is the proud characteristic tllat dis·
"~parately: Provided, 'rhat no stlo.:hanwndment ting-uishes ours frOIl)every other politieal strll""
or amendment-s shall be made to tlH~artiele On gle whieh has lIl:'lrked the annals of rc,oh,tio~;
slaYery, or the article for the revi,,;ioll of this it is acharaderistic
that commend .. itself to the
constitution.
American citb:en n.s the meallS of perpetllating
! will remark that the report of the committee those blci'lsing.swhich it was so mainly instruon the rcvision of the constitution, m(:ets my ap- mental in achievilLg.
probation as far as it gOf\<;. But, in additioll to
Entertaining the"e sentimf'nts, I hope to be
that mode, I prefer spedfiu alliendments.
Yet 1 pardoned for llttaching somewhat of importance
would remark that,! cannot l;oJ)"ent 10anymode to the abstract enunciation" emanating from a
of specific am€'ndment, which will give rise to body clothed, in its re-presentative character,
the agitation of slavery, by the legislati\7e pow- with the soyureignt.y of the state. J say, sir, a
er. I th,;refore will move that the resolution be body clothed with the sovereignty of the state.
printed, and that it be taken up when the report Let Ilf>, sir, for a moment examine this q\lestion.
of the cOlllmittee on bIavery comes up for conWhat I ask, are the origin and object of
l'lidemtion.
writtell constitutions?
'l'heyoriginated,
Sir, ill
The motion was llgrerd to.
the llec~ssity which exists in popular representative governments. of imposing a limit on popn~
S\JBMlSSIOX TO TilE PEorLJ':.
The off::.pring of political progress,
Mr. KAV AN AUGH offered the following res- lar agents.
they were bol'll amid revolutionary travail. It
olution, and it wa'>adopted:
iHthe
boast,
sir, of Virginia-that
proud old
Resolved, That the l'ommit,tee 011 the miseellais her
_neOllSprovi"ioml take into consid€'ralioll the titHe, commonwealth, the mother of states-it

boast, according to Mr. Jefferson, to have oriS-i.neted the first written constitution that W9.$ ever
known to the world.
She, sir, amid the storms
and perils incident to invasive warfare, 011 the
29th of J nne, 1776, framed her original system
of organic laws. Written constitutions, sir, are
intended not to define popular sovereignty, but
to erect bulwarks against the abuse of delegated
power. They do not proclaim, as some gentlemen seem to think, that the popular will, which
can only be ascertained through a COli vcntion, is
incapable of achieving the attributes of severeignty-they do not proclaim what tbe people
cannot do; but they proclaim what the people's
government shall not do. Their great object is
to define, l infit, circumscribe. the operations of
representative government.
IIl;L pure democracy, where all action is taken by the people primarily, there can be no necessity for a written
constitution; but, on the other hand, in a representative democracy, from this VCTr necessity
resulting from the imprncticahility
of direct popular action, springs the further necessity of
clothing a convention with the sovereignty of
the state-with
the whole power of the people.
I do not wish to be understood a" asserting
that this convention has unlimited power; I
would say, sir, that its powers are co-extensive
with those of the people, aud are only restricted
by the national constitution.
Can gentlemen
Dud anv other restriction-any
other limitation
to these powers? Surely sir, it is not to be found
ill the constitution of the state: an'{ here, sir, I
take issue with my honorable friend from Bourbon. If I under ...toed him correctly on this
point, he maintained that this is a constitutional
convention, called by the authority of the present constitution, and subject to be controlled by
its principles as much as is the legislature . .l t
is, sir, called a "constitutional
convention,"
not because it is subject to be controlled by the
principles of the existing coustitut.ion , but because it was called to frame a constitution.
It
is so denominated to distinguish it fl'om a convention called for other purposes.
'1'0 preveut
confusion, to facilitate the ascertainment 01 the
pllblic will, the present (,onstitution has a provision inserted in it for thc calling of a. conVfmtion; bntwhen the delc&,ates to that convention
had once been selected, oeing clothed with the
same power that residE'd in the con venti on
which framed the present constitution, alt power over them, so far as the existing constitution
is concerned, was at an cuu. The framers of the
present cOllsti~ution intended to do nothing wit,h
respect to a future convention, but to provioe
for the mode of its a.ppointment.
But if t,h!!>convention is t.o be controlled by
the principles of the existing constitution, it,:;
powers are narrowed down to a mere modification of details-it
shrinks away under the application of this stringell~ rule into a mere legISlatIve assembly, and dOdl not pos~ess the power
to effect and carry out ally of the radical
ehan¥es, indicated by public sentiment. becauile
they mvol ve au o'>'erthrow of existillg principles;
when therefore delegates upon this floor proposed any material alteration-any
new ano important measure-such
for instance as the abolition of the life tenure of office, or such an ex!'ension of the elective frallchise as to embrace

all the functionaries of gorerumeut-c-if my friend
from Bourbon be correct ill his views, the exiering constitution would have risen up in judgment against the fell spirit. of unlicensed muovation, and rebuked them into silence.
It is.
sir, a wel l settled principle that the acts of one
legislature
are not binding upon succeeding
legislative bodies; and why so', Because they
are Blrpposwl to reflect the popular will; and
that w111is as potential at one time as nt another.
rr one generation can legislate for another, irrespective of its will, then, sir, that potent influence which we denominate popular sovereignty
would bo like the tostoreseent light which arises
from the charnel house-a
delusive brilliancy,
au empty seeming, the merest mockery of power; and popular intelligence devitalized would
perish in the cold embraces of political power,
exercised by a by-gone race.
My remark, sir, is not made in a s~irit of irreverence to the memory of the illustrious dead.
If allY state in this UnIOn hail cause to be proud
of her political fathers, it is Kentucky.
"When
her present, govermental charter was framed, a
step in the progress of political science was accomplished,
which she was placed far in advance of her sisters, and now, after the lapse of
half a century, when we are desirous of profiting l.y the. teachings of experience-c-when
we
propose to Infuse a greater amount. of popular
activity into our government, regardful of those
sacred associations connected with this instrument, we approach it not to desecrate. but to
amend.
Our father." inscribed not upon their
work "noli me tancere " as a warning against
the innovations of posterity.
We do but realize
thcir patriotic wishes by conforming the organic
law to the changes which time has effected in
the popular will, and the popular character.
Butsir. to return to the point, It is true, that
this convention might misrepresent the peopleit is true, it might abuse the trust which has been
confided to it; but such misrepresentation
and
abuse of power, would only display wrong action, and not the inability to act. Jt is also
true, that public opinion may have indicatedas it has certainly donc-the
extent to whieh
the exercise of t.he powers eonfideil to this convention should be carried; but sir, if ther~ was
allY action by this bodX in contravelltion of that
public opimon, al~hough it would involve a
breach of tru!'\t-althongh
it would render this
conv~ntion obnoxious to the charge of faithlessness, yet it would not, uy this departure from
the popula.r will, become ?-lUenaule.to .the eharge
of nsurpation-of
exceedIng the limIts of that
power which the people llave c?nfided to i~s
r;harge. Let me fol' 1l moment, Illustrate th18
position.
Public sentiment ha.<; decreed that
there shall be an elective judiciary .. ~f this convention were to hcsto\\' the appolntlng
powfr
elsewherC'-if
it were to ....est It ill otller hands
than those of the people, it would haye abusf'd
the trust confided to it-it would have been disre"ardful of the pled~es which it had made to
th~ country; but still it c.ould not be sai~l th~t
the convention had exerCised a power wilich did
not legitimately reside in it. Pu~lic. sentimf'nt
has also required that the constitutiOn, w}len
framed, should be submitted to t~e pe9ple for
their ratification, and this ~on ..entlOn would be
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ecting in Lad faith, if it did not -respond to that peal that law, and. the right to all that class of
sentiment.
But it will not be urged here, that it property derived by descent is at an end; it
has not the power to make a constitution with- either vests in the government by escheat, or it
out conditions.
Suppose that such were its ac- falls back upon its original state to be appro.
tion, and the new constitution did not meet the printed
in the natural
mode of acquisition
public expectations, the remedy would consist ! which is by occupancy.
By what right does a
1Il the caning
of another convention.
devisee chum to hold property which has been
If, sir, public sentiment does not impose a willed to him if not. by the law which sanctions
limit upon the powers of this body in the in- and prescribes the mode of such transfer? Restances which have been given, then public sen- peal the laws which regulate estates, and what
timent does not impose a limit ill any other sup- becomes of the right of property'[ This it is
posable case; nor can it be inferred that there is competent for the legislature to do if there be no
any restriction upon the powers of the conven- constitutional
inhibition; and if such an inhition imposed by the disposition of the public bition does exist, it is competent for this conmind. Its ability is Iike that derived from a vention to remove it. But if gentlemen are
general powr-r of attorney given to an individu- right in the position which they have assumed;
nl , with instructions to act only in 11 particular nuv, if the amendments of the gentleman from
case. The transaction of business beyond the Itenderson and the gentleman from Bourbon,
instructions, hut within the power, might well which have been adopted, assert the truth, the
raise the question of proprIety, but certainly repeal of all laws could scarcely effect the corncould not bring up the question of authority.
munity, as rights, whether of person or property,
If, then, sir, the powers of this convention are are above the sanction of law and constitution,
undefined and unlimited, all the powers which reposing on some airy substratum generated, as
reside in the people reside in it.
I suppose, in the eternal fitness of things.If it be true, as I have endeavored to show, Constitutional inhibitions to prevent legislative
that the powers of this convention are the pow- encroachments upon the rights of property, are
ere of the people, the enquiry arises as to what presumptuous assertions of power over a subject
is the extent of popular power-as
to what is entirely above their sanction, and hence all conpopular soverej~nty. I take it, sir, that the quau- stitutlonal guards being unnecessary, constltutum of power IS the same in every political as- tions themselves sinking from the paramount
sociation ; that all states have the same amount importance heretofore attached to them, become
of power residing somewhere. In an autocracy political supererogations.
it is centered in the will of one individual who
But let us look at the rigllt of property in its
is endowed with despotic, absol ute, uncontrolled simpler form, as the right to hold a thing. Now,
power. In a republic it resides in the whole my honorable friend from Bourbon, in delivering
people in their political capacity. With us sir, his sentiments on this subject last Saturday, COIla portion of tho pupulur power lias been yielded tended that this right of property was above and
up by the federal ~omp,ad; but the residue re- anterior to all constitutional sanction, and yet he
sides in the people. '1 he people of Kentucky admitted thut the state had It right to take it upin their political capacity-as
a political asso- 011 making compensation to the owner. Now, I
oiation, have the same ])owers as the emperur of ask, is the right of property complete if it can
Russia, or allY other sovereign, where the exer- be taken at all, under any circumstances, withcise of these powers would uot contlict with the out the consent of the oW11('r1 What signifies
national constitution.
They can, at pleasure, compensation if his will is not consulted?
Is
amend, change, or abolish their government, not the strong arm of the law employed to
and institute another system in its r.tead, pro- wreneh it from him against his will? And I
vided that the gO\'ernment so suhstituted, be not ask if it does not involve the "ame principle, so
in conflict 'with thtllimitatioll
imposed by thtl far as the qUE>stionof power is cOllcerned, whethconstitution of the United States. Their pO\\-- er eOlUpen~atioHbe given or not'l Totake agninst
er o,er prnpcrty is as absolute as the power the owner's will, is toYiolate that'C)"\vner'srightof
of any government; alld unless property pos- property.
If the right of property be inviola8e~scs an attribute which elevates it above ble--if' it be above and anterior to all constituaU law and aUl'ollstitutional
sanction, it is as tiomll sanction-then,
compensat.ion or no commuch within the gra:;p of the pl~ople of Ken- pensation, it cannot be touched by the lawaI'
tucky, as of any othN political association or so\'- the con;;titutioll without violating that rigllt,
ereignty.
What sir is the right of property1 It Compensation, sir I What compensation could
is the nght to hold, to enjoy, to dispoge of du- atone for the ddeeratiotl
of the spot of earth
ring life, and to transmit to whom We lllay choose rendered dear by t,he memoricl'; of childhood,
after death, an.ything which is legitimately the eonsecmted by the joys and sorrows of life-by
subject of ownership.
This I take it is a full the sjJorts of our youth and by the graves of our
and fair definition of the right of property as it fathers1 I say, sir, that the right of property,
exists among us-a
right which will be held when it [s concedetl, that it ean b~ taken by tne
sacred and inviolate so IOllg as the sense of jus- government for public purposes, even when com·
tit'e in I.he public mind is adequate to the ends pellsation is maoe, is not above lega.l sallctioll;
of government.
This TIght sir, might be as for the right to take and the right t.o enjoy are
completely destroyed by tbe lepeal 01 the laws propositions incompatible with each other. SO
III Wlllch It onglilates, and by which lt is secured,
far as the right to hold is eOllcerned-a right inas it can be by a posttivtl announcement declar- separable from the idea of absolute propert.yiog that It sballllo longer eXist By what sane-I compensation does not cure the violence (lone to
two does the heir enjoy the estate of his ances- the will in taking; and if the right to property
tor if it be not under the law of de-scent. Re· be above aU constitutional
sanction, thm the

act of taking it away ti an ~""sl<'rtion of power
irreconcilable with the tenure by which itis held.
If this be no impairment of the right of property,
then I can enter upon the land of my neighbor:
cnnse a valuation to be made of it; tender him
corupeusation , avoid an action: and by that.course
p08sess myself of his estate, whether he is willing or not. If taking without regard to the
owner's will does not impugn the right of property-if the offer of compensation is an equivalent for the absence of consent, he has no cause
of complaint-has
sustained no in,jury. and
therefore has 110 remedy.
And yet. sir, it is a
matter of every day occurrence, when the public convenience
requires the oustructiou of a
railroad or a turnpike,
that jll'ivate property is
taken even without the wil of the owuerc although a compensaticu
may" be made.
That
compensation is made, sir, because of the requisition of the constitution, that no private property shall be taken without compensation to 1.[1('0
owner: and yet there am legislative enactments
which go so far as to i"::Iythat that compensation
shall in part or in whole be composed of the
collateral advantages that Illay be derived from
the improvement, except so far as the mere value
of the soil which is appropriated
may be concemed. Will gelltle1l10n, III the face of these
facts and these admissions, still contend that
the right of property is above the sanction of
the law?
Mr. President, eivilization is the offspring of
law; its rights originate in law, nud its incideu ta
are secured by it. Like (wery other earthly
thing, it is a mixed blessing; but it may be safely asserted, that as that condition is more appropriate to the rational existence of man, the good
11. dispenses predominates over its evil. It is an
artificial system which is based upon municipal
law; and, according to my humble apprehension, 'whenever there is all attempt to jostle it
from its true basis, the whole structure isln danger. Why sir, attempt this thing?
If the pu\\'exists, the mere denial of it in a cOIli".titution
willllot secure the right, and jf the pow",r does
not exist, still we accomplish nothillg.
]n departing from the beat~n tract, we al'<: treading
upou dangerous ground.
Cui bono? 'Will allY
gentlemull explain the practical benefits that are
to result? Does the o('ca..;lon dem31lo"lsll~h a
cour;;e't Is there such a crisis in the proprietary
affairs of the conntry'?
.. Non tali auxililJ, lion ,lefensorihus
Tempuseget."
'" '" '" '" '" ..to

iat)s,
'"

'"

I StOenothing in tll" occasion which juo;tifies
these hookfl, upon which the enemies of constitutional reform-the
enemies of the institution
of shwery will hang their opposition.
I am opposed to the whole s,"ri.esof proposit,ions on thir,,;
subject-ab
ovo, ad pomutn-from tlle egg to the
apple-from
the beginning to the end; because I
regard them as intrinsically
wrong in principle
-beCduse I regard them as dangerous and mischievous in their practical results. If we would
secure the institution of slavery, let us guard
against legislative
infraction, by placing the
subject beyond such controL
Sir, there is no gentleman on this fioor whose
feelings a.re mOre deeply involved in the question
of slavery !han Pline. I hiVe been as~ociated

lOll

with it from my earliest recollecjious.
I am
now the owner of slaves who are connected with
an hereditary vassalage, which has subsisted in
my family for more than a hundred years. 1
'would not sell them-c-I would not dissolve the
relation existing between us-a relation which I
am constrained to believe has been of mutual
benefit. H it should so happen that this climate becomes injurious to the existence of such
ropel'ty, I can seck a home elsewhere.
I should
ook upon any necessity which might constrain
me to dispose of this property, as a great calamity to me-a greater to the slaves; and yet, as
much as I value it-a'> much as I am attached to
it, I rest it, and every other right which I possess, with perfect security upon the firm baSIS of
public justice.
Mr. TALBOTT.
I will ask the indulgence
of the house but for a short time. I agree with
the gentlcmnu from OlJham, (Mr. Mitchell,)
that much has been said here, and elsewhere,
about abstractions.
If not in this house, there
bas been out of it, a constant effort to show that
the right the citizen has ill every other species.
of property is a glorious reality, wLile the right
he has in his slave is a glorious abstraction.
Much excitement seemed to have sprung up here,
on Saturday, while the amendment offered by
the delegate from Bourbon (Mr. Davis.) was uudel' discussion: and gentlemen seemed anxious
to know the rensous. why delegates had voted
for it. Sir, I voted for both branches of that
section, and I voted for them because I believed
them to contain the truth, the whole truth, and
ucthiug but the truth.
Sir, I esteem that section one of raramoant importance.
Its principles and positions form the very basis and foundation pillars upon which our government
stands.
It is the only proposition, in my judgment, which meets directly.. fully, fairly, and
perfectly, the great question now at issue between
the emancipationist
and the pro-slavery man,
Sir, there is a party in this country, weak itis
true, in llUmbers, but powerful in intellect.
A
party of great intelligence, integrity, <Iudpiety:
organized, skillful, enthusiastic, and determined
upon the abolition of slavery in K,>ntucky. A
party who contcnd that this convention has I?lenary power or right, if we wish to exercise It, to
emancipate the slaves on any, on our OW11 terms.
And here, sir, I t.ake issue with them.
The first branch of that section asserts that
the right of property if'!before, and higher than
all constitutIOnal sanction.
The second assert~
that, the right tbe citizen has in his slaves, and
their increase, t.o be the same he has in any and
every other species of property whatever.
I believe the first, and I believe the last declaration
in this section to ue true. I voted for them sir ...
and I voted for them cordially.
I voted for them
with all my heart.
I am willing for gentlemen,
I a.m willing for this convention, and sir, I am
willing for tllC whole world to kno,v, how and
whv I have thns voted. They are rigllt in principle aud right in policy. Upon them I take
my stand, and with them I intend to stand or
fall. I voted for them sir, and I voted for them
because I believe them to be true.
They may be disregarded, broken down, and
abandoned, for a seaSOll, by revolution, by violence, by brute {ore,e; but sir, they are principlel
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end positions, as incontrovertible,
in my judg-I I admit that we, as a convention, have plenary
ment, as the truth of heaven. the justice of God, and unlimited power to prohibit the further imor the existence of man. They will rise up in portat.ion of slaves into this state, as mercban[udgment in after days ageinst'the recklesa.rutbd ise, or for the use of our own citizens-while
less revolutionist, who attempts to disregard and we have the power to declare that all the chiltrample them under his feet. They will stand dren, born of bond women, lllrchnsed
and
the test of time-pass
unscathed through the brought into this state, from an after the adopfiery strife and eonflicts , the clash and crash of I'-tion of this constitution, shall be free from their
eontendillc!'tT
ami crumbling empires and repub- birth, without the consent of t.he owner of the
Ilcs. An when the storm of revolution shall mother, and without aile cent of compensation
have passed, and reason and justice again en- from the commonwealth, or any other source-sthroned, the principles set forth in this sec-l while I admit this, I deny that this convention,
tion, will then stand, ackno,~-ledged and .revered, or. any convention hereaft.er to assemble, ~Jas! or
firm and uushalren as the lulls of-eternity,
and WIll have, the power or right, by any principle
serve as the pillars, upon which to found new we may incorporate in the eonstitut.iou we are
rel?ublies. aud new states. 'I'he first branch of about to frame, or any constitution hereafter to
this section asserts that the right to property is be framed, to emancipate the slaves, or their inbefore, and above all constitutional
sanction. crease, now owned by our citizens, without their
The question then is: is this true or false? Now consent, or without paying therefor, a full and
sir, let us suppose a case. I would ask gentle- fair equivalent in money. This, sir, as I stated
men, if there was no liberty, no property, no on a former occasion, is a eoustitutdonal
couvenrights, no interests to secure, nothing to protect tion, assembled for purpOl,es of protcctiou-c-not
before, where would be the necessity of govern- plunder-to
secure the rights and property of
roent? Where the inducement to organize? Man our citizens-and
not to destroy them.
is the creature of motive, always actuated and
'VA have been called together under the
impelled by interested motive. It seems to me mandate and according to the provisions of
sir, to be axiomatic, a self-evident proposition,
the constitution,
and if we, as delegates, have
that if men had no liberty or rights to be lost a right, under the existing- constitution
and
without, no interest or property already held laws of the state, to claint our seats and recover
and enjoyed, to be secured and protected by payment for our services, it seems to me clear,
government, there never would have been one that the farmer is under the same constitution
framed upon the face of the whole earth.
and laws, and to the same extent entitled to his
Wby, sir, God, when he made the first man land, the merchant to his merchandise, the lawthat ever lived, (A.dam,) and placed him in the yer to his books, the doctor to his medicines,
garden of Eden, gave him certain rights and the banker to hi" stocks, and the slaveholder to
privileges, which might have been lost without, his slaves. If we have the nght, as a eon venbefore he gave him a law, or instituted a govern- tion, to destroy the right of property in one, WI!
ment by which he could be protected and se- have in all. if we have the power or right, (and
cured in their enjoyment,
Why, sir, the pream- I understand powtlr and right to be synonymous,
ble to every constitution in the union, por.itively forlegally and properly speaking, where there
declares, that the very object of the constitution,
is no right, thE're is no power,) thE'n I affirm, if
is to secure to the citizen the t::lljoymcnt of life, we have the right t.o say that one species of the
liberty, property, and the pursuit of happiness property of a citizell shall be tahn for the pub-all of which he en.\·oysbefore the constitution
lic use without compensation, we have the same
is framed. Sir, neit leI' the constitution of the rt-ght to say all may be taken for the same purcountry, nor the law of the land, gives the citi- pose and on the same terms. Sir, we have no
zen a right to any property he OWIIS. He pur- such right-we
can do no such thing. The very
chases the ri"ght, by his labor or his money. "The moment government ceases to protect the lives,
government only secures and proteets him in the liberty, and the happiness of her citizens,
the en/·oyment. of that right, and gives hilU a that moment it ceases to exii>t for the very end
forma evidence of title.
for which it was establisbed and has been mainIt seems clear, sir, to my mind, that the very tained.
The very mOlllen~ a ~ajority, no matt~r
existence of governnH"nt argues the necessity of Ih.ow great, meet, and arbltranly, apd uncon~lit, and the necessity goes to show. condll"ively,
tlOllaly dl"clare, ~ega!tlless of t~e nghts alld mthe anterior right contended for. 'l'here could t;rest8 of tl.le nnm!Tlty, that wlthou~compem;abll no such imperious necessity 1n the absence of tlOn a certam speeles of property, lulherto and
all right.
I at present held b:r:the minority,
shall be forever
The second branch of this proposition, sir, c~)lJfiscated or distroycd-that
.very moment,
affirms, that the right the citizen has in lJis, SIr, .the government cea~es to ~xlst--:-the people
slaves, and thcir increase, to be the same he has are to a state o.f revolntlOn-hfc,
liberty, and
in any and every other species of propert,. what. propert,y, ~~and lllsccme and n.nprotected by In,:,
ever. There is nothing in the constitutIon and and the cltlzen t.hen has. a nght to as~ume Ins
laws of tbis state-nothingin the constitution
own defence, to assume IllS own protectIOn.
an<11aws of the United States-notbiTlg'
in the 1 Sir, I have taken the position here assumed,
laWS of God, that I have ever seen, which denies find avowed the sentiments here expressed, un·
this declaration.
It is then true, And I affirm del' the full conviction that I am to be held reagain, that he can only be deprived of that right spollsible here and before the country for wllat
in the same manner, and for the same purposes I now say and do. I may be cOlltE'mned-I may
of government, on the same terms, and. by the be assailed and put down by the spirit of revo~ame auLhority, be can of his right in any and I'lution for advocating such principles-but,
sir,
eyerS pecies of property he may possess. While. they are the honest conVictions of my judg-
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ment , and 1 would rather perish with them, than subscribe to the doctrine attempted to be eetebIished by the amendment-for
the great reason,
live without them.
Mr. WOODSON.
:Mr. President:
The fol- sir , that it is false ill fact, and founded rather
proclivities of the
lowing amendment offered by the delegate from upon the strong pro-slavery
Jessamine, (Dr. A. K. Marshall) is, I believe, the times in Kentucky. than upon reason or propriety.
I
say
this
with
all
imauinable
deference
immediate subject before the convention.
It
to the great mind that conceived it, and presentreads as follows:
"That neither this convention, nor any here- ed itto this convention.
Look at the proposition,
sir.
What does it
after to be assembled by the people of this comNothing more nor less, than that slave
monwealth, has any right or power, to either assert?
emancipate the sluves nuw in the state, or their property is before and higher than any eonatitu'I'his, if true, I would subdescendants, or to authorize the legislature to tional sanction.
scribe to, but as it is false, I will endeavor to expass laws for their emancipation."
pose it.
From the fact that the mover of the amendAll questions of doubtful import, ansmg unment, just read, announced his intention to vote
der
the constitution and laws of the United
against it himself, and as no one seems inclined
States,
when they do arise, arc referred to the
to urge its favorable consideration, I apprehend
that it will shortly be given the go-bye, and judicial department of the government for setthat we will pass to the consideration of some- tlement; airel after they are settled by the supreme court of the United Btatcs, the country
thing else.
I have not arisen, sir, for the purpose of dis- must submit to the settlement thus made. Now,
cussing the proposition of the delegate from sir, I regard the question presented as no longer
a mooted one, as having been long ago deterJessamine;
but for the purpose of explaillin~
mined by the highest and only authoritative
to the convention,
the constituency I immediately represent upon this floor, aud the world, tribunal known to our constitution and laws.
The supreme court of the United States in
the reasons which induced me to vote as I did
upon the amendment presented some days ago the case of Prigg against the commonwealth of
16 Peters, 611, says:
by the delegate from Bcnrbou, (Mr. Davis.)
As Penusylvuniu,
"The state of slavery is deemed to be a mere
the-vote I then gave, without an explanation,
founded upon and limited
might lead to misconstruction
Oil the part of municipal regulation,
.
some, I desire, therefore, to express my views to the range of territoriullews."
Now, sir, what does this decision assert? That
fully ill regard thereto.
The amendment offered to the report of the slavery is founded upon and limited to the range
it is the creature of municipal
committee, as an additional section to which I of Iaws-c-that
regulation-and
not, sir, as the amendment ashave reference, reads as follows:
"The right of property is before and higher serts, «before and higher than any constitutional
.
than any constitutional sanction; aud the right sanction."
I have now said as much as I intended saying
of the owner of a slave to his property is the
when
I
arose,
but
as
the
subject
of
slavery
and
same, and as inviolable, as the right of the owemancipation has occupied much of the tame of
ner of any property whatever."
Now, sir, I voted against the section I have the convention, and as there are still many imjl~st read-s-the reasons for so doing, I propose to portent propositions connected with these subjects, upon your table, I propose now sir, by
give.
Mr. President, I recognize no legal difference the indulgence of the 'convention, to say all I
in a man's right to his slave and any other prop- have to say, ill regard to them; and if I should
erty. We hold our slaves by legal and eonstitu- lint confine myself to the immediate subject of
tional sanctions.
When they are improperly discussion IlOW pending. I shall at least not
injured or taken from I1S without our consent, wander further from the Issue than has been cusand without legal authorlw, the laws of the tomary with all who have preceded me in the
country afford us redress, just a,; they do when discussion of the great queauona to which I proour lands are tre"'passed upon, or our horses pose addressing myself.
The resolutions uf the delegate from Madison,
taken from us. This is alllL" it should be. I
wish Hot to interfere with the rOllstitution or (Mr. 'l'ul'llcr)-t.he preamble and resolution of
the delegate from Henderson, (Mr. Dixon,) and
laws as they now stllurlupon the subjc(;t.
Yet. sir, I voted against the proposition of l,he the report of the committee OIl slav,"ry, present
.gentleman from I3ourhOll. First, because I call four pmctical q uestiolls.
First" is it expedient to invest the legislature
setl no lleeesf;ity, earthly, for it. We have already seeurtld lo the slaveholder his property in with the power to emalH.:i,Patesla\'es hereafter in
Kentucky,
l1l1der allY cJrcumstances, without
hi!! fllav\:ltias fully as we have ti~eured our lands,
OUl" houses, and our homes, or any description
of the consent of the owner? Secondly, the expepropcrty whatever; and, sir, when I have placed diency being granted, have we the right and
the "lave property of the country upon an eqyal power to do so'! Thirdly, has the master the
footing, so far as the protection of the constItu- same perfect right, in the off<;pring of his slaves,
tion is concerned, with all other property, I that he has to those in esse? And fourthly, the
have done as milch aR I am willing or intend to prolJriety of incorporatiug the provisions of the
do, for its protection.
·Wheu I recofl'nize the law of 1833, in the amended constitution, is
legal right to slaveR to be as pe.rfcct as"'the legal prer;ented.
right to my homestead, I have done all that I
The foregoing quer;tiom; have been extensively
am expected to do, and have gone as far as I in- discussed by delegates upon this floor, as well
as the abstract rroposition, is slavery right and
tend to go.
NoLwit.hstanding alII have said, sir,l cannot proper in and 0 itself?

M~
Thall the jeglaiatul"c ought to have the .powet
to emancipate slaves without the consent ot their
owners. I have no doubt, and I shall, without any hesitancy, vote to give it the power-s:fir8t. because I believe it to be right; and secondly, because I regard it as essential to the receptron and ratification of any constitution we
may make, by the people.
A great many considerations have brought my
mind to the conclusions just indicated-a
few
of them I propose submitting to the convention.
In the first place, the power is delegated in
the present coustitutiou, and I do not believe
that the people have demanded any change.
The first clause of the first section of the
eighth article of the existing constitution, reads:
"The general assembly shall have no power
to pass laws for the emancipation of slaves,
without the consent of their owners, or without
paying- their owners, previous to such emanciparion, a full equivalent in muney for the slaves
so emancipated. '
As the power has been lying dormant for the
last fifty yean; in the constitution, I am told that
time has demonstrated that there is no necessity
for its retention.
And I grant, sir, that if public sentiment continues in Kentucky, throughout
all coming time, as it now is, that this, as well
as all other constitutional provisions having the
ultimate extinction of slavery in view, with
great propriety might be omitted.
I would ask
though, what essurunces we have that such will
he the case? How do we know that the succeeding generation may J10t be as zealous for the extermination or slavery as we are for its preservation? Liberty has one day in Franca been
the idol of every heart, and in its defence every
Frenchman would have poured out his blond,
The next, the same snme precious treasure, with
equal devotion, would have flowed like rivers in
the effort to extinguish the hallowed fires of
f~eedom and rivet the chains of tyranny, oppreseron, and despotism.
whether Kentucky IS destined at any time, proximate or remote. to reo
verse the decision recently given with unparaled unanimity,
in favor of'the ini<titution of
slavbry, time alone call determine.
The framers
·of the constitution under which we have lived
80 long, and under the influencf' of whidl Kentucky has acquired her world-wide reputation,
thought that the day might come when policy
and interest, wnvell as humanity, might sunctiOIJ
emancipation.
And if it were not so much out
of tastt-if
the sentimCllt were not so much at
war ...viti} that breathed by all who have preceded me in this discussion, I would vcnt\lre the
expression of the hope, and hazard the declnration of the opinion, that the time will come
when all·who have been cursed and devoted to
slavery, igllorallce, and dCg'mdatiolJ, will be
banished to other lands and other climei';, more
in accordance with their condition than Kentucky. ,
Fifty Jears ago, sir, our ancestry made provi·
sion for emancipatioll, to the full extent that I
propose to go now. All I wish is, to gi\'e to
those who arc to cOUleDfter us the sallie power
to judge of, and act in reference to, this matter,
that we possess. We have judged of the pro·
prietyof the abolition of slavery, and have decided it tQ suit ourselves.
Let us leave. the
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to 'o\n- chiidl'\ln--let
OFI content oursel Yes ~vltil proclaiming the iunlienuhle
rights of freemen-let us endeavor to perpetuate
liberty, and leave slavery to perpetuate itself.
Suppose, however, sit, that we take from the
legislature the power it now possesses to act in
reference to this subject, and that at a future day
the voice of Kentucky is as united in favor of
emancipation as it now is against it, what will
be the effect? Can the objt'ct, even OHm, be at.
tained without manifest injustice to those who
then own slaves, and are opposed to giving them
up for the pUllJOseR of emancipation?
Clearly
not; and for the plainest and most palpable rea.
son: it would be violative of the pledge we give
the slaveholder, when we tell him that his slaves
shall not be taken from him without his consent.
Property is purchased, inherited, and enjoyed,
subject to the existing constitution and laws.
The laws of the land arc to be regarded when
...we acquire property, because it is an universal
principle of law, and one that holds in e-...ery civilizcd state, that property is held subject to the
demands of law. If you have purchased
it
slave, sir, since 1799, at the time you made the
purchase you were aware that the legislature had
the power to deprive YO\l of the slave so purchased, by nuying yon a fair equivalent for such
slave. And\ if the legislature
should think
propel' to purchase and emancipate your slaves,
you cannot, in justice, complain of the act; simply because all slaves have been acquired and
held in Kentucky subject to the exercise of the
unlimited
discretion of the Ieglslatnre, under
the clause above quoted.
Will any nue deny
that the legislature lias not only the power, but
all undisputed constitutional
and moral right,
to take all of our slaves from us. by paying us a
fall' compensation for them? Ccrtamly 110 one
will deny the power, because the constitution
guaranties it, in express terms.
For 11 single mOlll~nt .though, sir, let us suppose that the constitution
had vested no such
power in the legislature, and that without the
consent of the owner the legialuture were, in
obedience to t.lJC unmistakable
voice and wishes
of three-fourths of all the voters in Kentucky,
to pass a gen('ral law, emancipating all the slaves
ill T.lH' state, without the conilcllt of the owners,
antI provitling 1'01' the prompt payment of tIle
pwpl'ietors a full equivalent
for every slave
emaneipated, 1 ask you, sir, and I put the ques.
tion to honorable delegatE'S, if the equivalent
paid would not be a poor compensation for the
high.hallded
invasion of the private rights of
the citizen committ<>d, antI for an act perjwtratcd
directly in violation of the plighted fait} 01' the
governmellt?
We are taught to love and respect
the government of our country, on account of
its justice and high sense of honor, and beo.lame
it throws the brl?ad and compr(jhensivc shield of
protection over and around the life, reputation,
and property of the. humblest citizen.
The framers of the presenteonstitlltioll thought
it not improbable that their dcscendants might
wish to abolish I'llavery; hence they vested the
legislature with tlw power. This was dOlle, sit,
fifty yelu'S ago. Shall we, instead of COllSllm.
mating thc object they Imd in view-instead
of
advancing the. cau:,;e of mliversal liberty-destroy the vcry foundation i';tOJlCof emancipation
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-c-strike from the conatitrrtiou it provision that all we do wilf bll rejected by the people when
will enable the legislature to carry into effect submit our lnbcra to them for f ual ratification.
class of
the wishes of the people without doing injus- Wili that respectable and philanthropic
tice to anyone, and rivet the institution of slave- our fellow citizens who so much desire the entire
ry in Kentucky until the last slaveholder volun- abolition of slavery, vote to receive our amendI care not how many substantarily surrenders him? Shall we take from our ed constitution.
children the powt=r and right to judge of this ttul reforms may be inserted by 11S, (11' how fully
matter for themselves. and give liberty, even to they may concur with us in regard to their neslaves. when they desire to do so'! The voice of cessity, if we have done any thing which may
humanity forbids it, religion forbids it, interest have a tendency to retard emnneipat ion, and cast
more insuperable oustaclos ill the wav of the fiforbids it, the warning voices of the illustrious
dead forbid it. 'I'houias Jefferson. as late us in nal extinction of slavery than now' exist? No
one can, ought, or will expect it,
On the other
1814, in a letter to Edward
Coles, ioOUYS:
"The hour of emancipation is advancing in hand, were we to weaken the tenure by which
the march of time.
It shall have all my prayers, slaves are held and e-njoyed as property, no one
and these are the only weaponfl of an old man. could expect the excited, victorious pro-slavery
It is an encouraging
observation, that no good party to receive it. No sir, there is nut a promeasure was ever proposed, which if duly pur- slavery man in Kentucky who would vote to receive the amended constitution, were we to insued, failed in the end."
Patrick Henry, in a letter to R. Pleasants, flict the slightest blow "Pv" the institution of
slavery,
True wisdom then, it seems to me,
makes the following prophecy:
.
ought to Iudnce us to allow this subject t.o rest
"The time will come, when an opportunity
will be offered to abolish this lamentable evil. where we-found it, I am opposed to slavery, sir.
I shall honor the Quakers, for their noble efforts as much as any man: and no one in America
would feel more rejoiced than myself to see the
to abolish slavery,"
last vestige of it destroyed. Yet I have never
Listen, sir, also, to the language of Washington himself.
In a letter to Robert Pleasants, he seen the ti me, and I never expect to see it, when
I would be willing to see the legislature pay ing
SUy8:
the slaves of Kentucky,
" Then: is not a man living who wishes more for, and emancipating
sincerely than I do, to see a plan adopted for the The condition of the country has never been
abolition of slavery; but there is only one prop· such as to justify it, and I thiilk it probable it
Yet, air, as sure
er and effectualmodo by which it can be acoom- will not be for a greut while.
plished, aBd that is by legislative authority; and as time lusts, and our free institutions last, and
this, so 'far as Illy suffrage will go, "hall not be we continue to respect the chri"tian religion, the
wanting."
In a I",tter to Sir John St. Clair, h<, time will corne wheu it will be cOJlsiden~d a high
also uses the following strong alld decided lan- privilege, to pa.y for, liberah>, and send from
alnong-st us, every sla.ve in t.he state,
But I am
guage: "I never meall, llnles .. some particular
circumstallCC"J should compel me to it, to possesl;; told that if it "hould ever become expcdif:llt to
another slave, by purchase, it beillg among lUy rid thc country of slavery by payillg for the
iir;;t ·wishes to see 80me plan adopted, h)' whieh slaves, that their owners will COllsent, Hnd that
slavery, in this cuuntry, may bc abolIshed bi unless they do, no state of the caf<e wkl.tever.
law,"
would justify thc If'gislatnre in fordng them Lo
Do not understand me fiir, as favoring emanci- give Uj) their pJOpCl'ty, 1.'his is a doctrine] howpation at this time, or wishhlg to see thi~ COllven- ever. tiUt. I call never subscribe to, and one which
tion intermeddling with it in any manner what- strikes at the very vitals of all repnblican gov1'h8 dllctriml t.hat majOrities have die
ever-fur from it, I know sir, that the public ernment,
mind in KenttH.:ky is !lot rrepared for emancipa- J'ir;ht to rule, within the limits of the constitution, and that slavery wil cxi~t among us nutil tion and laws, and to ..eLtle the public policy of
we shall be thOiOllghly satisfied (J mean a ma- every free government, is so palpably plain and
jority of the p.:ople) that it is nC!longer the in- just, that it 1IC(·<1 but be statcd, to be sanctioned
terest of the state to nphold 1t, AIl(1 when by all. Have gentlewell reflected for what they
that time does COllie,I for aile, do 1I0t wish to "et'. iuc contending, when they assert that the instituinjustice done the slavE'holder by taking- hi:; tion of slavery f>hall exist until the masters of
property fmm him without eonstitntional
au- all the slaves in the state COU"ient to part. with
thority to do 50. lIor (10 I wisll to "ee him hold· t.hem1 Six-"evenths of all the voters of KentucShall this overwhelming it in defiallce of the wishes of the great body kv aTe non·slal'eholders,
of the people, when they ore ready, in pursu· il~g Illi.\iority ngree that they'll have no right to
anee of the present constitution, to pay h,im an have any part or lot in the settlement of this gn~ut
And shall one-sevt'nth of the voters
ample equival€'llt thcr€'for. 'Vhether the tillie question'l
will eVQrcome, when ~he power desired to be of Kentllcky arrugate to thcmsdve"J the right, reconferred, will be exercised, no one can tell; if it gardless of the wi;;.hes of eycry body t:!se, to
Ilevt!r does, no barril can r('slilt frolll it·, Anoth~ dictate the time ancl the terms llpon whid} this
"Yes "ir,sixout
er idea: ba\'c the people of Kentucky demanded great qUf;'stion shall be settled?
that the constitutIOn shall be altered in the llliln- of e\'ery seven men in tJ1e whole statf', mar desire to put an end to the institution
of HlavE'ry,
ner indicated',
I think not,
Public sentiment,
every wber€', nmong the warmest pl'o-slal'eJ'y yet tl\ey are not to ha\'e tIle power to do so. One
sevellth
of
thc
\'otf'rS
of
Kentuckv
are
to hal'e
mell in m), I'egion of coulltry, is ill favo!' of alThis if! repul.tlilowing the sllhjcct of slavery to remain as it i~ lJH)rf!POWPl" than six se\'cnths.
of the
at prC!sent in the constitution;
and my deeided eanism truly! This is a demonstration
imprcssion is, that if thc institution of r,;la\'er'Y £>qu31 rights of :'Ill, in OUf free and highly privi.
a total disregard, ill Vt;ris either weakened. or strengthelled by us, that legu~l (,oullITy! This i~
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ity, of a property qunliflcation for the exercise
of political rights!
A man must 0,,:"'11.8hwe8, before he is allowed to express the oplmon at the
polls, tha~ sIn.verT i,; ~WI'OJlg, a\~dthat he dc~ir~
i ts exterrninuuon'
Well,] haveheard my friend
from HEmry (Mr. Nuttall) talking a good deal
about slaveocracies: but if this is not practically
one, I hope one lUay never btl found.
The foregoing sentiments,
Mr. President, I
imbibed in early life. I have uniformly
maintaiued them, thus far in my career, as a man, as
a citizen, and as a politician;
and they shall
never leave me until I forget the regard I now
have for the equal rights, privileges, and immuuities of Illy fellow countrymen.
But, sir, I have other !'(':),801lS for supposing
that Kentucky will 'ere long desire the extiuction of slavery, and hence, I am for the retention
of the clause ill the constitution as it now exists.
As it state, Kentucky has as much reputation
as any other, fur her enlightened publle policy;
and she, at all times, has been devoted to her iutercsts, in regar ..l to e\'0ry thing except the perpetuation of sl a.vcry , in this respect' she has
been indulging ill a suicidal policy, and one
which has greatly retarded her greatness, her
prosperity, and her glory.
I cannot. believe,
however, that she will much longer persist ill
her course, when she opem:; her eves to manifest
facts, and sees that her urterest requires a change.
Interest is a magic word-c-ind ividual», states, and
nations are influenced by it.
There is not a
Kentuckian liviug', who does not desire the prosperity and udvancemeut of his country.
\Ve all
f~el a personal devotion to our :-tate, and desire
to see her true glory and lasting prO!lperity promoted.
Wewalltto
see Kentucky, as she deserve~ to be, one of the first states of the Union.
Her numbers, her wealth, her intelligence, her
pl'o.'Ipel'ity, and hel' happine,:;s are su~iects dear
to the hrart of e"-ery K~l1t.uekian. for they COIIstitnte the true rlement.'; of gl'eatness. And I am
fully satisfied myself, that thci,e great illtcrests
-these element>! of power and greatness, must
languish amI suffer, as long as slavery exists
among us; and when a majorit.y uf the people
of Kentuckv concur in the 0rillion, 1>hall th ...y
not have the power to act anc p\lnme that course
of policy which they deem best ealculated to remove the evil, and benefit the state?
I hope that the convention will bear with me
for a short time, until I presellt a f~w of the
facts and reaSOllS upon which the opinion is
fouud~d, that slavery i.'; au injury to 1\S as a
state, and conseqnently that tho:,;e who come aft~r us will desire to remove it,.
Let IlS first inqnire how does the instit.ution
0,£ sla.very affect th~ population of Kent.ucky"!
~or. llldependent
of number;;, no state can be
said to be gn~at. To sho'v the effect, I rl"opose
to read an extmetfrom an address recent y submitte,\ to the people of Kel1tucky, aud which is
familiar to us all.
"Virginia has a larger t.erritory tlmll New
England;
has one of the finest climates, onc of
the best soils on the continent,
and is rich in
miueral wealth. And yet in 18,10 the population of NE'w England is double thatofVil'g'inia,
including her slaves, the per oelltago:' of ill~rea,..~e
during the last fifty years, in the former, with

all her emigration,

having been twice that of the

latter."
As another pregnant proof of the assertion
that slavery is a drawback tiJlOn the population
of the state, let us contrast Ohio and Kentucky.
Ohio, sir, sixty years ago. was the home of the
Indian-the
Anglo-American
had not penetrated and settled upon her bosom.
At that tim",
Kentucky had a free white population of 61,247,
and a black population of 12,430-mRking
her
entire population. 73,671. But what do we sea
in 1840'( Ohio has a population of 1,519,467Kentucky a white population of 590,253, and a
slave population of 182,258-and
an aggregate
population
of 779,828, including free negroes.
"\Vllat a contrast in sixty years! ",Vhen we cornpare Kentucky with Indiana or Illinois, the same
marked difference is found to exist in population.
But, as I am sure all will admit that slavery
has been a serious obstacle to the increase of our
population,
let us for a short time examine the
effects slavery has had upon the wealth of those
states ill which it exists; and we can only do
this by contrasting the slave states, and Kentucky arnougst the rest, with the free. I find
from official sources, that the property of Ohio
is estimated at $421,OG7,991-that of Kentucky
at. $272,847,696-excess
in favor of Ohio, $148,220,295; and if wedecuct $76,000,000. the vnlue
of the slaves in Kentucky at $400 per head, it
only leaves the entire w-ealth of the state. $224,.
220,295. Each citizen of Ohio, upon an average, is worth $276--in Kentucky, exclusive of
slaves, $249. Virginia, we have stated, is larger
than all New England, and bas a more produc.
tive soil, and greater natural advantages for agriculture, aIHI all the elements of natural greatness. Yet. look at the contrast as presented by
tbe following statistical table:
Virginia.
N. England.
1840.

Capital employed in
manufactures,
$11,360,861
Capit~l employed in
foreign COlllll1eret<, 4,299,,500
Capital f'mployed ill
fisheries,
2S,:JSa
Banking capital,.
3,637,400
Agricultural produels,59,085,S21

]840.

$86,S24,229
19,467,i93
14,691,291
62,134,850
74,i49,889

III 1840, the annual agricultllral
products of
the south were estimated at $312,:{SO,J51-those
of the frl.:e states, at $342,007,446.
Y8t in the
slluth therlj wcre 1,984.886 pl'l"sons engaged ill
ft!?,rk\J1ture, and in the north oilly l,i35,OS6.
1 he cottOIl, !lugar, ril.'e, aud tobacco, the chief
products of southern labor, ex-portell to foreign
coulltries, as ShO"\'""ll
by the cen;';U8(If 1840, were
val ned at $74,S66,:nO-the
singlo state of New
York exported agricultural pl'oduct,;; tothe value
of $108,275,281. Here we 8M that the agricultural exports from a single free state in 1840,
exc,'eds tbe exports from all the south, in value,
$23,408,971. The south, ill 1840, mallnfactllred
articles to HIe value of $42,178,IS4-tllC
free
states to the value of $197,658,040;
The joint
earnings of allt he slave state!'>was $403,429,71S
-of the free, $658,705,108.
The annual ('am·
illgs of North Carolilla, South Carolina, Georgia, Alabama,
MissisF;ippi, and Louisiana,
amount Lo $189,321,719-those
of the state 6f
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N<lWYork to 193,806,433-t>xcecding
more than
But, )11'. President, we have been l'€'pl':tk,lli
four millions the income (If six great southern told during this discueeioh that sl"verv is an
states. The annual earnings of )fassachllsetts
unmixed blessing-c-an inatitution of Hill.venalone, arc more than $9,000:000 greater than the and its endless perpetuity is urdcutly proved for
united earnings ot South Onroliua, Georgia, and b)' the del-gates from SiIllPI>UI1,J -fterson, Henry
Florida.
The earnings of SOIlI,h Carolina, with &c. I must be pardoned for entering my solemn
a populutiou of 549,:.189,is about equal to that protest against these new, nnd as I must be perof the couuty of Essex in Massachusetts, with a inittcd to say, with all imaginable deforeucc,
population of less than 95,000. (See Parker s abominable
doctrines.
I boldly proclaimed
Iener to the people of the United States.)
whilst I was canvueeing before the people for the
I will again read extracts taken from a late ad- seat I now occupy, thq.t I regarded slavery in
dress to the people of Kentucky:
"Ohio ~os· nnd of itself an evil, but that I was for takilllr
seseee double the agricultural wealth of ken- 110 violent steps to rill the country of it; that
tucky. Her Indian corn and wheat alone, are time must solve the great question, how is the
worth the whole of the \,roducts of Kentucky.
country to be rid of slavery? And I now proThe aggregate value of al the products of Hcu- pose to do uorhing sir, but to call public attentncky, exceed by one-fourth only the value of t.ion to this matter. I intend to give 110 vote, or
the simple article of hay in Ohio." Sir, Lueed do any act to the injury of a slaveholder in Kenmake no comments upon the fact s just cxhibi- tucky.
But, sir, when I am required to reeogted. We all can but see that slavery has retard- nize slavery as a divine institution, and to sing
ed our wealth as much as our population.
it .. praises, I rebel: and wheu I am required to
I propose now, to examine the intiuence slave- go further than our fathers went, to provide for
ry has had upcu popular intelligence in Ken- the protection and perpetuation of the institntucky.
And, sir, dark as the pictures justdrawu
tion, 1 will not do It. And 1 had thought, sir,
may appear-as
humilietlug to our pride as they until this subject was discussed some weeks ago
shoulcl be-they
are bright, dazzling, glorious
in this convention, that there was scarcely a
pictures fur \.IS, when contrasted with the one man III all Kentucky, who differed with me,
that facts, ah! sir, stubborn fads, compel me to provided he were a pro-slavery man. And I
pre.'lflnt now.
would like to know the antiquity and OTi~il\of
The cellSUf';of 1840 shows that in t.he fifteen the idea in this country, that sla\'flry is a bIe.«sslave states and ti'rrit.ories. thNe were at the va· lllg" SOCially or politicall~. Such sir, wa!lllot the
rious primllry schools, 201 ,U85 scholars; at tlle 0plllioll of the f.lthels uf the It'publlc, be-c,luse
primary schoilis ill the free states, there were l.l.lt:lr spec(;hes alJd wrltmgs all go to show that
1,626,028 scholars.
The single state of Ohio the)' r..:glUd~d It m a dltfelcllt hght, .tnd looked
]1/l.d at her primary sellOols 218,609 sdlOlursj fOlward to the day ,\ hell ltshou1d be anluhilated.
17,524 more than all of the slave states! South Need I 3.,lduce evidence of this1 If so it is at
Carolina had 12,520-New
York, 502,367. In hand, and I will read from the speC'ches find
the high schools, there were in tr,e south 35,935 writillgs of t.he most prominent of our disting·
"cho1ar8 at the public charge-in
thfl nurth, llil';hcd allcestry, as a set off against the speeches
432,388 similar sdlOlars. Virginia. the largest and opinion~ of those who have expressed difoC all the slave states, had 9,791 snell scholarsfel'ent vio.'ws during this discussion.
And I
Rhode lRlanu, the small~st of the free states, hope, that when I say that the moral perception
10,749. :fths;'lUchusetts alone had 158,35l-more
of a 'Vesley, a Henry, a Mason, a Pinckney, and
than four times a.<>mally as all the i"Javc stat.es. a Jefferson, a_"well as their political sagacity,
In the slave sta.te;;. at aeademies and gralllmar were quite eq.l.\al to, and is still as high authorischools, there were 52,906 sdlOlars-in
the free ty with me as the opinions of a Talbott, a Clarke,
states, 97,174. In the slave states, there arc a Bullitt, und a Nuttall, that the remark will
1,368,325 free white children, between thf:l agei'l not he cOllsidered as a disparagement, notwithof fin' and twenty-in
t.he free states, 3,5::1(;,686 standing the progress we haye made in t.he
such childrcn.
In the slave states, at schools seieuee of government, religion, &c., since their
and collt'ges, there are 301,172 pllpil;.:-ill the day. John Wesley in a letter to Wilberforce,
free states, 2,213,444 pupils at sd.lOols and colle- daled 24th Ft:bruaI'Y, 1791, says:
"Be not
ges. ']'hus in the slave states, out of twellty-five weary of wdl doing.
Go OIl' in the name ot'
free white children, between five and twenty, God, alH1 in the power of his might, till C\'en
there ate uot five at school or college; while out American slavt>ry, the vilest that ever l"aW the
of twenty-five Ritch children in the free statcR, snn, shaH vanish away before it." It would
there are more than fifteen at school or college. st'C'1llthat Mr. Weslcy, one of the ablest, th('oloIn the slave statci:l, of the free white population
gians the 'world has eyer produced, differed in
over twenty-one yl'al'fi of age, tllf're is almost opinion with our political tlleologians as to the
oM.tenth that are unable to read and write; divinity of this institution, and that he at lear,t
while in the free statefl there is IlOt quite did not regard it as flourishing under the apone in one hundr!,!d ann fifty-six who is defi('i~nt proving smiles of God. Fo\' he exhort.s Wilberto that degree. (See Parker's addl'ebs.)
forte to go un, and in the name of God and in
I desire, sir, that Kentuckian" may consider ~he powt'r of his .might, till s.lavery should vanand ponder well th!'! facts conuectf<d with the ill- Ish away before It. Says WIlberforce:
stitution of slaYery. And if the voice of Kt'n"Never was a system 80 big with wickedness
tueky is destinerl to be forever Oil the side of an and cruelty.
In wllatever part of it yOIl direct
institutionthataffectsherpOptllation,herwealth,
yonr vif'w, the eye finds no relief .. Slavery is
and her intelligetlce,
as I have shown slavery the full measure of pure, unmixed, unsophistidoes, why, sir, all I havo to say is, "her will, eated wickedness; aud scorning all competition
!lot mine, be done,"
and comparison, it stands wit.hout 11 rival in
I
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tbe secure un.lispute.I posseselon of it!> detestable pre-eminence."
Says Paley:
"Slavery
is a dominion
and
svstem of laws the most merciless and tvrunn ical that men ever tolerated."
~
Says Breckinridge:
"Just
and equal! What
care I, whether my pockets arc picked or the
proceeds of my labor taken from me? The man
who cannot SC(~ that involuntary
domestic slavery, as it exists among us, is founded upon the
principle of faking by force that which is another's, has simply no moral sense-nature
and
reason, and religion unite in their hostility
to
tllis system of folly and crime."
'I'hese men did not regard slavery sir, as my
friends from Boyle, (Mr. 'I'albott.) and J effersori,
(Mr. Bullitt) ,10, as one of God's favorite iustituttous: but rather sir, as the object of his wrath,
and meriting the execrations of man.
President Monroe in a speech in tho Virginia
convention says:
"\Ve hnve found that this evil has.flr0yed llpnn
the very v itals of the Union.
It has been pre·
judicial to all the states ill which it hail existed."
Says William
Pinkney
ill a speech in the
Maryland House of Delegates, in 1789:
., Never will our country be productive,
never
will its ~priculture,
its commerce or its rnunufactures, nourish so long as they depend upon
reluctant bondmen for their progress. 'EvE'1l thc
earth,' SHyS Montcsq\lien, 'which teemsw ith profusion uuder the cultivatlllg hand of the free
laboreI', shl'inks into barrenness
from the contaminating
sweat of the slave.'
This .sentiment
is not more tlgllr~tively beautiful than bllbstantially jURt."
Mr. Ou~tis ill a speech in the Virginia legislature in 1832, says;
"ThC'l'e is a malaria in the atmosphere
of
sla\'~ry.
See the wiele spreading l'uin which the
avarice of our ancestral govNIJlnent has prodnced in the south, as witnessed
in a Sllurce
population of freemen, deserted habitatiolls. and
tlclds without
culture.
Strange to tell, enn
the wolf, driven back, long since by the ap"
proach of mau, 11 OW retllnlS, aCier the lapf:.e of
an hundred years, to howl ovm' the desolations
of slavery."
Say!'; 'l'homa:,; Jeffers.on:
"Indeed I tremble for my conntrJo", when I
reflect that· God is just, and that his ,Justice cannot sleep forever.
Doubtles!'( n. God of jnstice
will awake to their (tllc slaves') distress, and by
diffnsing a light and liberalitJ among their oppressors, or at leqglh hy his exterminating
thundel', manifest his attention to the things of this
world, and that they are llot left to tlle guidance
of blind fatality."
Notes on Virginia.
But suy gelltlell1eH, !:ilavery prut'eC'ts tlle mechanics of the cOllntry and the laboring- poor
generally,
because if the slavcfl were driven
away the Irish and Duteh, &c., would overrun
the country.
1Ifl Presld€llt, I deny that the lllstitution of slavery IS of Se1'\'lCe to the labonng
POPULttlOU. I nllght adduce thousands of alguments ~Olllg to shuw that so far flOm beuditlllg,
it is rUll101l!:ito them.
iVho so eompetent, however, sil', as the working
men and mAchanics
themselves, to judge of this matter.
It is notl
the interest of the slaveholder to study the intare!;t of the non·slnvehold.er or laboring man in

reference to tliis matter.
Hence sir, I will not
receive their evidence RR authority; but let those
who have studied, suffered by, and who have
practically felt the evils resulting therefrom be
heard-and
I must here be pcnuittod
to say, sir,
that I would not give the opinions and judgment
of one intelligent, reflecting mechanic upon this
subject, for the specnlatious
and theories of a
thousand men, 'who are wedded b,Y interest.education.and association to the inst.itutiun.
Read
the following resolution embodying the deliberate sentiments of many most worthy and Intelligent working men and mechanics of Louisville,
and we will then sec to what extent the assertions of gentlemen upon this subject are corroborated by those who best understood their interests.
"Reeoloed, That the institution of slavery is
prejudicial to every interest of the state, and is
alike injurious to the slaveholder, and non-slaveholder , that it degrades labor, enervates industry, interferes with the occupations
of free laboring citizens, separates too Widely the poor
and the rich, shuts out the laboring classes from
the blessings of education,
and tends to drive
from the state, all who depend upon TI1UIlUnl
ln.
bor for support,"
.
I have shown that tbe fathers of the republic
looked forward to the end of slavery-that
our
population is rctard<ld by it-that
0111' wealth,
a.<l
a state in cOllsequence of it, is not half lIl:\ grf'at
as it otherwis:e would ha.'e been-that
the intelligence of the country has suffered and languio:hed bene:tth its int1llelH.:es-and
that whell it is
aboli!';hed, relig-ioll 1ms suffered no injury, and
that the church nced not Pllt on the weeds of
mourning, provided a 'Vilbcrforce,
or a "resley
under:,;tood her true interests and her true glory;
these things all considered,
Hlld lllany others
which I ·would like to present if I had time, I
am fully persuaded that it is f'x.pedient to make
no alterations in l'€ferencp. to the power the general assembly HOW has over tlle subject.
I propose now sir, to examine, for a foihort time,
the question of power presented
in the resnlution of the delegate from Hend('r!';on, (Mr. Dix.
on.)
The gentlt-'man deuies positively,
that we
have any power 01' right to delegate to the legislatnre llpon this subject.
'The preEellt constitlltion
declares
tlmt "no
per>:.on shall, for the same offence, be twice put
in ji'opardy of his life 01' limb; nor shall finy
man's property be taken or applied to pubhc
use without the consent of his representatives,
and witlwutjllstc'ompellsatiun
being pl'",viollsly
made to Jlim." See sec. 12 art. 10.
The clause just quoted, it has been contended
in the COlll':,;eof thi*i debate, and partiC'ularly b~'
the very distinguished
delegate from Henderson,
i:,;to be ('oilsiderlJd as a contru(;t between the
state and the citizen, and that we, by a fair coustruction of that clam~e of the constitution
of
the Ullited States, which declares that no state
shall pa~s "any expostjaclo law, or law imparing
the obligation of contract.,.," and a just application of the decision of the supl'eme court, in
the case of Fletehcl' against Peck, are precluded
from emancipating
slaves ourselves, or delegating the power to the legislature.
Now, without
stopping to analize the dallse of the federal con~
stitution, or the decision of the court just refered
to, for the purpose of ascertaining their appli~a-
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bility to the rightll and powers of the state and
crtleen.Jet me enquire if a lawyer can be found
in Kentucky. who will not at once admit that
the first section of the seventh article removes
all doubt upon the subject, and wholly demolishes the specious and ingenious argument of
the gentleman, for it declares expressly that the
legislature has the power.
1 submit it to the convention however,
sir, if
the construction is not a forced one, put by the
gentleman upon the constitution
of the United
States, and the decision refered to under its authority? But grant that the clause just quoted
does constitute a contract, as the gentleman eonlends, how long is that contract to last': How
is it to 00 avoided?
Or is it, as the arguments of
the gentleman indicate, to last forever, notwithstanding, by the express stipulations contained
ill it, there is a certain method pointed out by
which said contract is to be altered, chan~ed,
and made to suit the wants, interests, and feelings
of both the high contracting- parties?
Now that
the contract entered into by the mutual consent
of the parties, has also by like mutual consent
been submitted to this- convention fur "alterntion, amendment and revision," and all power
that the original parties thereto possessed delegated to it, the discovery is made that the
present constitution is still a sacred compact, awl
binding upon both parties thereto irrevocably
for some purposes at least. Now, if it be reetrlctlve in some things, why not in every thing?
Where is this doctrine to stop? why is it, that
the right to hold und enjoy slaves is more peculiarly and specifically rrotected than any other
of the mallY politica
and civil rights of the
citizen? If this right is to be regarded as a contract and protected by the couatitution of the
United States and the decision of the supreme
court, I ask the gentleman if every single right
guarantied by the present constitution (Ill the
part of the state to the citizen, is not also a ('011tract according to the same rule of construction,
and equally secure under the protecting regis
of the federal cOllstitution?
Most assuredly IlO
di~tinctioll can be drawn,
As an illustration.
Suppose the convention should declal'(~, ill the
amended cOIl"titution that no citizen shall here·
after b""eligible to a SlOatin the lower branch of
the state legislature until he arrives at thc age
of thirty years.
N'ow, I ask if such an alteration of the present cOllstitution would not be eqnally violative
of the rights of the citizcn, and" equally an infJ'ingemellt of the constitution of the United
States? The cont.ract bet,ween the state and all
of her free white citizens, is that at fin earlier age
than thirty t,hey shall be eligible to a. scat in one
branch of the stat", legislatme.
This is a vel'Y
precious right.
By its gua.ranty to the citizens
of oth~r states, under few uther restrictions, we
have lured them to Kentucky.
We have assured
them by an express provi!-iion of our organic
law, that they shall be entitled to the political
privilege just indicated; and I HOW Pllt It to the
conventiun,
if we were to extend the time or
residence, or require greater maturity of years,
if we would not evidently infringe upon the con·
tract entered into with him, and ineur the high
crime of a violation of the constitution of the
United States?
.

Iliad thougbt, sir, with the very diatingmsh
ed delegate from Nelson, until the meeting of
the convention, that when we assembled here
'we would be restricted by nothing save the conetitutio», treaties, and law,'! of the national
governruent-c-tbat ,we. were soverei~n, ,except so
tar as express liruitatious and restrictions were
place,d upon our action, in terms, and not by
implication.
And I know of no provision of
the constitution of the United States, or of any
treaty or law, that denies the power, a.'!the genHeman from Henderson supposed.
I admit that
the legislature has not the power to emancipate
slaves, independent of the express right given
in th~ ?onstitution
of Kentucky, lind I agree
that If It were not for the power delegated ill
express terms, that its exercise would not only
be. an outrtl;ge t~POI~the tenure of property. but.
might be With justice regarded as au infringement of the federal couetitution-c-and
for the
plainest of all reasons, the legislature ouly enjoys delegated powers. It can only do what we
authorize it to do. We are sovereign. We are
exercising uurestncted
and unlimited powers,
except so far as I have stated the exceptions.
And can not gentlemen see this diffetellce between the rights and powers of this convention
and thc rights and powers of the legislature?
'I'hc Iegielature arc limited and circumscribed
by the constitution of Kentucky-they
have to
support it-they
take an oath to do so. The
contract between the citizens and the state is to
be respected and strictly regarded by the legisIature. But I ask gentlemen to tell 1M what efficacy. ther~ is in th~ constitution of Kentucky
to resist this conventionr Absolutely there is no
c~n;ltract DOWexisting between the state and the
cmaena to be protected by the constitution of
the United States. If so I cannot see it. I
know 110t where to find it. I know that if the
constitution
of Kentucky is the depository of
that contract, that both of the parties thereto
hav~ re~cind~d> or given u.s the full power to
rescind It. If these great rights contended for,
arc derived from the constitution
of Kentuck):,
a!,d gentlemen say that they are, it occurs to me
Sir, that when the eom.titutioll giving the rights
iR itself destroyed iu the manner designated by
those who formed it, that those rights that
sprang from and were supported by it, and by it
alolle,-lIlust have passed away also. It seems to
me to be lllorc plain and explicit, that those who
regard the right to hold slaves as a contract embraced in the eOllstitution of Kentucky, and
who admit that we have the same ul1l'tlstricted
po,\Ters that the convention of 1799 had, are also
~otlnd to admit that the contract no longer exIsts, becnuse we have 1I0W surrendered into our
hands all the rights of the govel'llment and the
p-:ople fif Kentueky that they posses!:ied before
and at the time of the creation of the constitu_
tion, and the contract cOlltellded for. The trov_
ernment ha.'! surrendered into our hands aIr the
power delegated to it by the constitution, and
the people have clothed us with thf'ir own unlimited sovereignty, reserving nothing which
tbey t.hemselves possessed. Where then, 1 ask
is this great contract about which so mach Ila~
been said, and for the preservation of which
the cOllstitutioo of the United States is so zea}_
ously i.nvoked? 1 call upon gentJemen to shoW"
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it to me-and what' do I see? A clause of a
constitution that no Iouger has vitality in it, and
over which we have as ample control, collectively. representing the sovereignty of the people of Kentucky, as we as individuals
have
over our persons in a state of nature.
Talk not
to me an)' longer about the preservation of that
that has no existence-that has been, by the only
competent power, destroyed and thrown into
its original elements, and which may be moulded and fashioned as we think proper.
The convention,
Mr. President, will perceive
that I have discussed together, to some extent,
the questions of expediency and power
I will
amplify no further, leaving the convention, the
country, and posterity, to judge of the correctness of the arguments and opinions advanced.
I come now, bIr. President, to examine, for a
aincle moment, the proposition, that the slaveholder has the same perfect right tv the offspring
of slaves l,et unborn, that he has to those nuw in
being.
'l'herc are perfect and inchoate rights
recognized by law, and many material and important differences now exist, and still more may
be made to exist between them, without an.}' violation of the individual
rights of the citizen.
If I have a moneyed capital, for instance, I have
a perfect right thereto, uud lIO convention or legislature, without manifest injustice, can deprive me of it. I now have the legal right to
loan my money and collect six per cent. interest
bylaw, for its use. I ask you, now, if there is
no difference between the right to the capital,
and the interest accruing therefrom?
'I'he capital I have-independent
of law-a natural right
to; the interest is given me by operation of luw,
as well as the right to coerce principal and interest, 'when payment is refused.
The power to
aboli ..h the remedy for the col lection of debts
exists in, and may be exercised by, the SOWl'
reign power of all governments at will.
The
regulation of interest is a subject over which the
sovereign power bus undoubted control. Public
policy ruust, as a matter of course, determine the
rate of interest in all governments.
Who will
deny the power of this convention to authorize
the legislature to increase or diminish the rate of
interest, or to abolish It altogether?
If you admit this power, it occurs to me that you also admit the power of this convention to provide that
all slaves born after a certain ape, shall be free.
The same argument applies to the future profits
resulting from the incrt:asc of slav",s, that is a1;"
plicable to the regulation of interest.
Public
policy mnst determine both subjects; and the
power to determiue thc one is as plenary as the
other. If you les~et1 the rate of illto:rest you injure the moucy lender-if
you take away the illcrcase of a man's slaves you injure the sln.veholder. I do not desire this convcntion to do
either; and 1 would not, for all the gold in California, vote to illsert a clause providing for im·
mediate or gradual emancipation in t·he constitution; because I have promised not to do so,
and because the voice of Kentucky is against it
But there is a great difference between the exercise of, and the possession of a power. I al'sert
that we ha.ve full powel' to emancipate all slaves
hereafter born in Kentucky, or to delegate the
power to do so elsewhcr('. But I will votc to do
neither,
I bold, also, that 'll'e hav'f! full power

to eroaneipate all slaves now in Kentucky, by
paying their owners for them, and to emancipate
all born hereafter without paying for them. But,
sir, I will uot vote to do either.
The reasons
have been incidentally given.
I come now, sir, to notice for a short time the
law of 1833, which prohibits the importation of
slaves into Kentucky from sister states and from
foreign governments under certam restrictions
and penalties, and the propriety of inserting that
law, or the spirit of its provisions ill the amended constitution,
The objects of the law of 1833
were manifold-first,
to prevent the Increase of
slaves, and particularly bad slaves, in Kentucky.
Secondly, to stop the trade in slave properlY
that was going on between our citizens anJ the
south. Thirdly, to receive money in exchange for
our surplus products instead of negroes.
TIle
foregoing were among the chief reasons offered
in support of the law in question at the time of
its enactment, and in support of it whenever nn
attempt was made to repeal it. They are argurnents which address themselves to the mind and
conscience of every man, and seem to have met
with the approbation and approval of the people of Kentucky for sixteen consecutive yearslong-enough to have impressed everybody with the
conviction that the law ill question reflected the
settled policy and wishes of our people in reference thereto.
And I now supposc that few men
can be found who arc not ill favor of fostering
the vital principles of the act of 1833, because
all of us have seen the good effects resulting
from it-all
of us fully concur ill the wisdom
and philanthropy of its provisions.
These matters, however sir, have been so repeatedly the
subjects of discussion in Kentucky, that I do not
feel disposed to amplify them at this time; es .
pecially as I have It, in my power to refer all
who desire information
in retereuce thereto to
the able, eloquent, and demonstrative speech of
honorable George Robertson,
delivered. in the
house of representatives last winter; and he who
doubts the policy of the law of 1833, after reading that great effort, (1 feel inclined to say the
greatest that great nuud ever produced.) could,
if he were disposed, doubt whether two and two
make four. I would [like very much to see the
provisions of this law engrufted in the constitution we are about, to make, and thereby prevent
the continual agitation thereof in the legislature:
and if I were to consult my feelings or my judgment or the wishes of those who sent me here, I
shonld unhesitatingly
"-ote to give them a place
in our organit.1 law. But, :Ml', President, I desire
to do nothing that will have a teIldcncy to de·
feat our labor::. and cause the people to rE'ject the
amendments we are about making to our cOllsti·
tutioll; nor will I give any Yote which will t8nd
to such a result.
And from all the lights before
me, I am fnlly satisfied that if we were to pro·
hibit the importation of slaves into Kentucky for
domestic llse, or in exchange for our exportations
to the south, that the people would refuse to ratify the constitution.
Not that 1 belip.vethat a majority of the people of Kentucky are opposed
thereto, but because many are. Yes, sir, such a
provision would cause thousands to vote for the
rejection of the amended constitution-enough,
perhaps, when combined witb the standing ann!
~f uncompromi~ing opponcnt"~ of the l!.mended
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eonsf.itut.iou, to render its defeat nbaolut ..lv oerfain. Such being my deliberate judgment, and
knowing that if the people of Kentucky desire
to continue the policy of the law of 18a3, they
can do so by legi::;lar.ive enactment, r shall vote
against its 'incorporation into the constitution.
In the course of the discussion of the institution of slavery some 'weeks "go, gentlemen took
occasion to refer to slavery in the District of
Columbia and to the wilrnot proviso.
I desire upon this occasion to remark, sir, that
I do not believe congress has any power over
slavery in the District of Columbia, and that it"
aholitlon in the district would be a violation of
the rights of the citizens of the district, as secured by the deeds of cession from Maryland
and Virginia.
Nor rio I believe that congress
has any moral right to appl)' the Wilmot proviso
to the territories of the United States. Slavery
as it exists in the states and territories, is a subject over which the states and territories alone.
where it exist." have any right to exercise control.
I deny that congress has any moral or legal dsht
to dictate to the states or territories of the UnIOn
what their policy shall be in reference to this
great subject.
The states and territories alone
have the power to determine whether they will
permit slavery to exist within them or not. But
sir, I do not intend to discuss these great, questions, and I have only referred to them for the
purpose of expressing the foregoing opiniods.
I wish now to notice a few of the arguments
and observation!'! of gentlemen upon the abstract
question of slavery as an institution,
and I
will close.
The following remarkable Ianpuage occurs in
the speech of the delegate from Madison, (Mr.
Turner,) of the 10th of October, viz:
"We an know that the institution of slavery
is the best in the world 1.0 keep society from becoming fixed and settled.
Look at those who
were originally overseers in Vir9:inia alld Kentucky at their first, settlement.
1'hey have become the proprietors of the very estates upon
which they were first employed as o\'erseers.
And their descendants now fill the hallfl of legiillation and the courts of judicatllrc of the conntry, whilst the descendants of the origin31 proprietor~ have deRcf'nded to a differentlevel in the
scale of society."
:Mr. President, we read a melancllOly lesson
truly in the above remarks. What higher t'-vidence of the tlVilR of slavery can mortal m311
adduce than are presented ill the shm-t paragraph quoted.
What docs it say sir? What is
the moral that w~ arn to learn from it1 It is
sir, that slavery encourages laziness, extravigance and prodigality in our children-that
it
unfits them for the cares and labors of life-that
those who are born to affluence and reared alld
educated amidst the ellen'atipg dissipations of
slavery, live to see not only their slaves, but
their homes, and the tlOmesof their fathers pass
away from them alld into the hands of strangers,
and themselves cast out upon the world hotlseless and homeless.
A~ain: the gentleman remarks in the same
spech, "I believe that they who are raised np
where the institution
of slavery exists, with
some exceptions, arc uniformly distinguished.
Who has ever seen such a constellation of great

men as the southern states have produced since
we have achieved our liberties.
Look at the
great men otvirgiuin,
South Carolina, and Kentucky, and where are the men who are worthy to
be compared with them ill the free states of the
north. We have had, it is true, all Adams 01'
two, a. Webster and a Wright, but they arc few
and fat' between.
Sir, there is a nobleness of
spirit, a feeling above littleness, a grea.tness of
soul that grows up where the institution of slavery exists, that is scarcely to be found in any
other country."
Sir, I am behind no man in a just appreciation of the talents, the learning, and the claims
of Kentuckians,
to distinction
ill any and all
respects. And I am fully aware that when we
look to the intellectual jewels of our country.
Kentucky, thank God, can boast the possession
of some that shine with peculiar briliancy, and
will sparkle throughout all coming time upon
the brightest pages of American hietory. and
will be the pride and boast of every American
heart and tongue,
Yet, sir, I fear that when the
intellectual and literary claims of the south are
contrasted with those of the north, that the halunce will not preponderate in our favor. I need
not sir, institute the comparison-c-every
iutelligent Kentuckian knows what the result would
he. Admit that our statesmen are eqnal to those
of the north; yet, sir, the south gave not to fame
a Story, a Kent, a Greenleaf and an Irvinenames ihar.ureimperishably
interwoven with the
laws and standard literature, not only of Amerien. hut the civilized world.
This sir, I am sure,
is a branch of the subject that we need not desire to see investigated, nud consequently I will
leave it.
The following beautiful,
metaphorical, and
eloquent language occurs in the speech of the
delegate from Mason, (Mr. Taylor,) of the 11th
of October: "Did you ever, sir, in midsummer,
about night-fall, look tlpOn a clover field and
set'-the fire-flies rising out of it? Just. so when
the people had determined to have constitutional reform, were our emancipation friends seen
springing up and giving light alld hope to each
other."
Sir, to whom did the gentleman refer? Was
it to Clay. to Underwood,
to Breckinridge?
the most gifted spirits that Kentueky boasts!
Clay, Underwood, and Breckillridge, bear fire-fly
lights! Rather say sir, that they burst forth like
brilliant fiuns upon the world, and that the light
they then shed upon the blind and benighted
eyes of Kentucky will not be lost to humanit,y,
bnt that after they shall be gathered to their fathers, the words of wisdom they uttered at the
time refo'Jrredto, shall be seized upon by a gratefill and adlllirillg country. and in their names t,he
shackles of slavery rshall fall, and universal
freedom be proclaimed.
I Wll.iO forciby struck with a remark that feU
from the President of this conwmiion, in a.
spe~ch upon this floor some week" ago. He
said: "there ill a t,imBwhen slavery will ceast',
The Indian has receded before the Saxon and
still recedes."
Gentlemen, ca.!'tyour eyes forward to the time
when the J'redictioll is to be verified. I take it
for grante that if another generation pasl'l<'Jsby
without the preliminary st.eps beiug taken to
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emeuclpcte end aeud off 9lH alevee. that there
wiU 00 only one :practical mode left. bv which
they are to be relieved from their bonds.
Sir,
slavery must constantlv increase in Kentucky-c.
it is inevitable unless t116two hundred thousand
slaves now ill the state are used to rear supplies
for southern markets; and I will not, I cannot
believe, that those who are to shape the destiny
of nlY country will devote her energies to anl
such unhallowed purpOSGl. A few days since, I
heard a distinguished
member of this body rema.rk that twenty
year", R¥.O, twenty ei$'ht
happy and' prosperous families were living
upon a tract of land in the county of Clarke,
that is now owned by a single man; and that
he is the only voter now l iviug upon the entire
tract. As aman's slaves increase he must extend his possessions for their employment; and
thus it is that slaves drive from your country the
poorer white population, and this process will
continue to go on and to grow worse and worse,
until whole counties in the end, which now support hundreds of freemen, will be owued by a
few nabobs and occupied by their innumerable
slaves: and sir, when such comes to be the
case, the cessation, the end of the institution
will indeed be at hand. I shall never live to
see that day, thank God, Mr. President, but your
children and my children's blood may enrich
the soil we are consecrating to slavery In its defence. Our graves, the graves of our fathers,
when our posterity shall have died ill their aefence, may be trodden oyer and dishonored by
the descendants of the degraded race we now
hold in bondage, and this glorious land of ours,
(old Kentucky.) become the home and heritage
of the slave. May H..avon avert such a catastrophe and incline the hearts of those who are
to come after us to wisdom's ways.
Mr. PRESTON.
I will not vote for tlre two
resolutions now before the house, for the simple
reason, that I believe the true principles are already contained in the sections to the bill of
rights, which have been added by the gf'ntlernan
from Henderson, (Mr. Dixou,) and the gentleman
from Bourbon, (Mr. Davis.)
I will not nndertake to answer the arguments
of the gentleman who has prl'ceded me, as they
relate rather to the wisdom of retaining the slave
property of KentlJcky than to the subject of the
propriety or imfll"opriety ot' inserting these clauses in the constitution.
He has drawn a comparison invidious to the state of mv birth, invidious to her mother, Virginia, invfdious to all
the slave states, and has chosen to compal'e the
greater wealth of Massachusetts and Connecticllt,
their greater population, and all the greater advantages which he alledges they possess, when
placed in the balance with our st,at.eofKentllcky.
I feel in no spirit to enter into controyersy with
him on this subject; butI will ask him totum to the
twenty thousand paupers ofMassacliusetts,astate
~maller than Kentucky; to the one hunJred and
thirty 01' forty thousand paupers of the state of
New York, where every individual is compelled
to contribute to the maintenance of this large
amouut of poverty, the SU\)POl't of which costs
half a millIon a year. He 11\.<; rlrawn an alluring
picture of the 1>1.'1te
of their public education, but
he has not thought fit to show us the reverse of
the medal. He 118.8 not ehown us t.he gq~Jalid
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misery and degrsdutiou, end "the absolute anbjugution of labor to the iron tyranny of capital.
Now, sir, it has been my good or bad fortune, (1
dont know which to call it,) to have spent five
years in these states.
I obtained niy educetiou
in these states, which have elicited she gentlelTIf1n'8admiration to so great an extent; and I
never would consent to exchange the condition
of the people I now see around rue for that of the
people whose condition has been dwelt upon in
such glowing colors by the gentleman from Knox.
I do not say that the wise and great men of the
North have not done all that they could do to
relieve and alleviate distress and prevent misery
and poverty from springing IIp around them: but
I do assert that it would be the most difficult
thing in the world to go into one of the counties
of Kentucky, and find anything to be compared
foru 1II01llClItwith that degradation and miser)'
which meet yon at every step in the North.
]f
you see a house you think it is a palace; you
ask what it is, and they tell yOIl it. is a "poor
house."
Does the inmate fare like the inmate
of a palace? Does he enjoy the comfort and the
luxury which the exterior of the builJing would
seem to indicate might be the happy lot of him
who dwells within?
No.uir.
The town officer
is there; and he ohtains the greatest reputation
as an economist who solves the grand problem
upon how little the soul and body of ruau can be
kept together.
The greatest proof of ability in
a town officer is when he is able by his schedule
to show at how little cost the pauper can be kept;
and t,hURhe goes on till the miserable pauper
stands trembling Oil the brink of starvation, UTlder the legalized system which is pursued in
these states towards their poor.
Sir, there was one Miss Dix, an Englishwoman, who, so IDethree or four years ago, came
into the state of Kentucky
to inquire into the
statistics of poverty and [ui ls ; and I recollect an
anecdote that occurred w11il"hmay serve to illustrate the point unrler discui'.sioll. She went to
the town of Danville; and, among other enquiries of the landlord of the hotel, she asked where
was the poor house of the county.
He replied
that there was none. She asked if there were
no poor in the county.
The landlord replied
that there were a great many very poor persons,
She enquired what was their condition; and was
infol'med by the laudlord tJlat the poorest of them
lived upon sevent.r or eigllty acre.:!of land, not
worth Illore than from thrt-e to fonr dollar8 an
acre; that they rai, ed their two or three hUlldred bushels of corn, a!Hl a~ many bushelR of potatoes; tbatthey kept their horses aud their cows,
and if they did live in a log house, they generally cOl1tl'lvl.'d to keep out the eold and havo
enough to cat and wear. Said 811e, "are these
YOlll'poor?" "Yes," replied the landlord; "and
as for a poor house, we hav'nt such a. thing in the
county."
That degree of povert.y, sir, ii:labout
the greatest we ever see in Kentucky.
You will
find that the "poor man" has his horse to ririe tu
conrt on; you will find that his corn crib is filled
with corn; and yon will find that we are 110& reduced to that miserable system wllich prevails
in theN orthernstates, of calcnlatiugoll how little
the misera~le people.calllivc.
Let thegentl~rnan
then, exam me closely that part of the machmery
of the state of Massachusetts, before he makeii

this invidious diet.inction between it eu.I his U"!l.-I
:ilIr. PRESTON.
1'10 not dell, the accuracv
tire state. In Iook ing at the comfort of the peo-j of YOllrstatistics, but I denytbededucttone
YO'll
ple I feel proud; I feel proud ill 1'€1llell,bel'illg
have drawn. When the first resolution of the
her patriotism,
for every battle field in the COUll- I gentleman
from Henderson,
was presented,
I
try can count among the slain the patriotic SOilS happened to make a statement which I wish to
of Kentucky.
I feel a degree of pride, sir, in refer to again. I observed, about the first of
lookiug at OUT chief magistrate who now fills the October, when it was presented, that I dill not
presidential chair of this uniouc-a son of Ken- believe that full uud plenary power \\'3-" possestucky.
And notwithstendtng
all our alledgcd sed by this ccuventlon ; that I did not believe
want of intelligence, our delegations to congress we clune here invested with all the po\ver of a
have been the boast and the pride of this union. sovereignty; that if we came here oue hundred
I repeat it, sir, that I feel a degree of pride in and fifty in number, instead of oue hundred. we
looking at that gallant old soldier who now fill" would not come as a legally constituted ecnventhe highest office in this republic; and that pride tion. This is what I said:
swelled still more when I remembered that, de"I do not believe myself that we are in a state
spite all the boasted education and intelligence
of revolution.
I do not believe myself that. full
of the men of the North, they have had to look and plenary power is possessed by th is house.
to the South and the West, for men to fill the I do not. believe that we came here with all the
highest and most responsible offices of state-to
powers of sovereignty.
I do not believe, but if
lead their armies, protect the country, and ad- this house consisted of one hundred and fifty
minister the government.
delegates instead of one hundred, we could come
Sir, there are then, two sides to this picture; here as a legally constituted convention.
I beand when we come to examine them both, and lieve we were called here in accordance with the
place them side by side, I must confess that it provisions of the constitution,
which provides
does not appear to me that we are placed in that for its amendment, which stipulates that it should
inferior position which tbe.geutlernau seems to be done in a certain manner, and that when we
suppose.
I for one am contented with the con- do come together for that purpose, we are not in
dit.ion of Kentucky.
I for one am content to let a state of revolution, not at liberty to carry pow~
a comparison be instituted between Indiana, l l- er to the extreme l itnit which the geutlt:man
linois, Ohio and Kentucky; and what man in from Nelson seems to t.hink; but thfl.t we uo
t,his hall, whfl.t citizen of Kentucky, if he were come here for the purpose of I;arrying out the
put upon a northern railroad. 01' ('.anal hoat, if u view::; of the people, under the implied obligapromiscuous company of gentlemen were togeth- tion which is set forth in the resolution of the
er, and the qtwstion were asked of each, "to what gentlelllull from Hender,:on."
state do ,You belong,"-what
wan among you,
But the gentleman from Ndson
took this
what citIzen of t.his state would hesitate to an- grounrl-that
this eonventiolJ \Va" suprem .., un·
llOunce "I am a Kentuckian."
What man among controllable and uncolltrolled,
t'xcept by the
you would deny his state to claim a birthright
const,itntion of' the United States. That propofrom Indiana or Illinois?
Whatmanamongyou
sition I differed from at the time, aud I ditfer
who would not rather hail from thi.'l, his native from it yet; and I think I can show that I am
state, as the more favoured spot of the Union.
right, if not I am willing to be convinced. '1'he
Sir, we are not in a conditIOn so unfortunate;
~cnt.letllan from Nelson, (Mr. Hardin,) took
the prosperity- of a free and happy people around Issue upon that proposition, at that time, thus:
us falsifie~ the statement: the gn[]antry of the
"'Vc come here to makl' our government just
people among whom ·we live, is the b0st test of as we please-and
how shall we do it. We can
their lloucation. Cyrus boasted that he t,aught adopt, the present constitution as it now stands;
hi>; people threE: t,hilJ~s-to speak the truth. we (·an alter and challge it as we please, or make
to ride, and to draw tIle bow; Kentucky may a new one out and out. 1 do not care if we are
equally boast that she tl?aclH'Sher sons to speak in a sbtteof revolution, still we retain that powthe truth, to shoot th" rifle, and to stand by the er, and I s:.hallnot be driven under the bed like
state in pl:ril. We may not be so well educated a cross child by thi" rMV"head and bloody bones
in regard to this or that particularsllnday ~ehool outcry."
tract; but if eyer the Union is in dang-er, my
'1'he idea I then had was this: that there are
word for it, if the sLock of arms should eonH', two sorts of conventions. one a con:'<titutional
and Kentucky should be called upon for troops, conv('lJtion slll:h a!;':I hold wc are the other
Y?u. will not "ee our y()un~ men shrinking a1:d a rcvolutio~ary convention sueh as i hold that
}UdlOg themseh'es, to aYOIdthe contest; 110 SIr, of France was. I helieve t.hat if ,ve were to 01'you .will see them in fw.nt of this hall,' 0O.n- del' the seiznre of ilny man'r; private property,
tendlllg for tl~e honor o~ bemg first ?n the list and ~he pU.blic sentim~nt of a m~jority we;·e to
to answer theIr country s call. ~f fi\e ~housand acqlllcsce m such a seIzure, I bolleve that slllgie
are wanted )'ou may' rely lIpon It that fifteen or act, if carried out, wonld put, us in exactly the
~wenty t.hollsand ,\'Ill be offered, as was the case same situation as whell, ill the great l'tlvolution
In the ~e('.ent~Yar.
..
in France, every miln's property was ~eizerl, alld
:nut Sll', I will. not pursue thIS suhJect; J say in a moment of illf<l.tuation, libelty was prot?JS mtll·h. only tn defl;:ll(:eof ou~ a?tI~al comb- claimed to all the 'Vest Illdia n<>groesill tht' French
tIOJ~,and III o.rderto pestroy the lllVldlOUS com- colonies; that that would make us a revolutionpanson my fnend ha"i drawn between the north al'y convention; that if we were to order our
aJld the south.
sergeant-at-arms to seize upon the prop&rty of
:Mr.WOODSON.
I would ask the gentleman.
any citizen as a lawful prize; if we were to 01'if he denies the trut.h of the statistical st.atelll,~nts del' any physical force under om control to take
I ha\'(~ made.
possession of a sill~le man's property, e\'en
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Ih~l\gIJ it ·W:1.S done liy tlJ~ nusuimous order of
this convontiou; I believe that. i1iHL would be It
rcvolut ionarv act. that we should then transcend
our \){Jwt'l', a'JIIIthat e,·t>ry citizen in this state
won d be justified in resisting even to the death.
I said so before, and I Finy ';0 now. I recognise,
then, two sorts of couventions-c-a oonst.itutional
eonveution,
and a revolutinnnry
couventiuh.
God forfend that. we should become the last.
Sir, I maintain that when, under the infiamaatory appeals of Brissot, every slave in the West
Indies was declurod free-I maintain that that act
constituted revolution; and I say now, that if
we were lu-re as an emancipation
body, instead
of a constitutional
body under the law, if we
were to confiscate that property, and declare
that we could destroy it by our arbitrary act, I
do declare that SUCllan act would throw Kem.ucky into a state of revolution; and though eighty
thousand of the citizens of Kentucky were to
declare in favor of such an act, and a minority
of seven tv thousand were against it, that minority would' have a perfect right to take up arms,
to do battle for the principle.
What, sir, is it
asserted here that this COil venti on has absolute
control over the Iivee.Hberty,
and propert.yof
the people of Hentuckyl
It cannot.be that any
one can put forth a proposition so monstrous
with any degree of seriousness.
Put the case in
another pointof view.
Here is a convention
composed of a hundred members: say you are
fifty-two democrats and forty-eight whigs.
Suppose the majority order that every member
should take a test oath in support of the principles of democracy, (and the thing is not Imprecedented, for we have heard of test oaths even
in late times in England,) would notsHeh a n:soliltioll be a restraint upon our liberty?
'Would
we not have the rigllL of resistance'!
Would it
not be a rc...traint upon one of thof'c fundamental principles upon which our liberty 1"e"t"? In
the resolutions of the gentlenlen from Henderson
and Bam-bOil, we assert the great principle of
the security of property, another of those fun·
dam ental prinelples 011 which the tripod of liberty is erected. It is one of the ehief ends fur
which civilized
government was established.
Invade it and the soeial contract is violated.
The right of propNty is based iu the exertious
of labor and industry, and is allter,edent to
written constitutions.
Robinson Crusoe, on hi"
island. was entitled, and had pmp"rty in his
fields, his flocks,and his harvests, which 110 subsequent community eould, in the establishment
of governmeIlt" rightfully rob him of, 1101' pillndrr. without giving him the right of resistanct'.
I
Sir, I am not unsupported in these views. I
have a book here, and good authority to s\l!'\tain
me. Here i!'\an author who ('.ould not ]mvc been
influenced by t.he illf>titutioIlofslavery.
I speak
of Vattel. tet us see what he says of the right
to change cOll!',titutions. He says:
"In virtue of the same principles, it is certain
that if the nation is uneasy under its constitution, it has a right to chancre it.
"There can bt· 110 difficl~ty in Ole case, if the
whole natiOH be unanimously inclined to make
tllis chllnge. But it is asked, what is to bedone
if the people are divided·!
In the ordinary
management of tJw state, the opinioll of the nll~jority must pRSS wit.hout di~putc fur 11ul1.of the

whole nation, otherwise it would lie nluiost iU:I'·:
possible for the society ~\'N to take 1I.11yresolu .
tiou. It appears then, by parity of reasoning,
that a nation may change the constitution of tho
state hy a majority of votes; and whenever there
is nothing ill this change that call be considered
as contrary to the act of civil association, or to
the intention of those united under it, the whole
are bound to conform to the resolution of the
majority.
But if the question be, to quit aform
of government, to which alone it appeared that
the I?eople were willing
to submit on their
entering into the bonds of society,-if
the greater part of a free people, after the example of the
Jews in the time of Samuel, are weary of liherty, and resolve to submit to the authorit:y of a
monurch---those
citizen>; who are more jealous
of that privilege, so invaluable to those who
have tested it, though obliged to suffer the rnajority to do as they please, art' under no obligation at all to submit to the new government;
they may quit a society which seems to have dissolved itself in order to unite again under another form; they have a right to retire elsew here,
to sell their lauds, and take with them all their
effects."
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"By the fundamental
laws of England, the
two houses of parliament,
in concert with the
king, exercise the legislative power; but if tho
two houses should resolve to suppress themselves, and to invest tile king 'with full and absolute authority, certainly the nation wonld not
suffer it. And who would dare to assert that
t.hey would not have a right to oppose it?
But
if the parliament entered into a debate on making so considerable a change, and the whole
nation was voluntarily silent upon it, this would
be cOllsidert'd as an approbation of the act of its
representatives.
,f But
ill treating
here of the change of the
(Jonstitntion, we treat only of the right: the question of expediency belongs to politics."
This, sir, 'is in re-g-anlto the word introdnced
by Illy friend from Henderson, that we have no
right, &c. Vattel's remarks are not ill rpgard to
the expediency btlt in n·gard tl) the right of the
tlling.
Now, sir, tluderthe authority there read,
t,he rigllt of re8istauee is 'warnlllted, if we, llilcurbea by the constitution of the Ullited StateH,
were to erect olw'lcIves into a monarchy.
J declare, that jf the whole people of the Ullited
States were to go for a change in the constitntion of the f~'der8.1government and declare for a
monarchy, the right of resistance would belong
to the Dllnority. When the whole fundamental
principles of the act of as!'-ociation is assniled, I
say that the constit,ution does not bind us. Adopt
a aifflmmt principle, und you wrong yoursd\"8s ln
all time to come. The free states are growing.
Suppose they gro'w large enough to change the
constitution ill the pn>scribed method, and then
some northern senfltor gC'tsup and says, "we are
uncurbed by the world-we
are sovereign-and
we do declare- tb<lt from this hour henceforth
slavery shall not exist in the United Statell;" in
other words, 8hould abolish slavery by an act
perfectly const,itutional
in the manner in which
it is done, bnt destructive of the objects for which
we entered the confederacy.
Suppose the requiRit..,nlJJllh~ of three fourth>! of the state~ have
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assented to the change, have tberemainingfuurth
any right of resistaucet
I !lay we ha ve. for by
that act, they have stricken down the fundamental right which society was made to guard; and,
amend it as they may, to Kentucky and every
other slave state remains the right of resistance.
These are my reasons for having gone for the
two clauses proposed by the gentleman from
Henderson and the gentleman from Bourbon.
1 tell gentlemen again that this whole book
(Vattel,) is nothing but a series of principles,
higher than written constitutions and above them,
andanevideneethatallcivilized
nations ncknowleduc and obey them.
I sax that the greet principle of the right to life, liberty, and property,
cannot be interfered with. 1 assert it to be true,
chat we have no more right to interfere with
.,1111'e property than we have to interfere with
.....ll,y other kind of property in Kentucky. Grant
this, sir, and you curry coufldencc to (lv.ery slave
owner in Kentucky.
Grant that the WIll of the
majority has a right tv take away your slave,
and you grant that it has a right to take away
your laud; grant this, and ~ou grant that it has
'" right to imprison you WIthout offencc-c-uay,
even to deprive JOu of liberty and life without
a cause. I deny that they han" any right unless
~t be by an act of tyranny.
Let them fix it by'
law. They have a right to make laws; and If
3 man with his eyes open incurs the penalty he
-uust bear the penalty.
But no right exists to
make au ex pusle facto law; 110 right exists in the
clnited States to interfere with the principle acted upon by every civilized eommunit.y.
I theretore firmly believe that this convention is not an
'lIllimited, llllcontrollcll sovereign power. How
far is it curbed? I say it is curbed hy the consti'.ution of thl:' United St,atcs and by a codl'!of laws
"till higher-the
custom of civilized state'! in
establishing governments.
YOIl ask me where
lhat custom is; I tell you these commenta"ies and the practice of the world arc the eviJence:'> of it. If a man. for instance, should
go to Russia on the faith of these established
rules and law, and his pl'Operty be seized aut!
ne be Eent to Siberia by the Empp:l'or. that would
be a breach of customs existing between nations
!lnd would be a just cau5eof war. If some su1)jeet of the Ullited Stat..,s ha" had his property
confiscated without cause and i~ sent to Siberia,
will our gQverliment not demand redress? Alld
bow will it demand it? By the reco~nizad customs and Ilstablished laws of the civilized world.
Now, sir, these are the reasons wIlY I believe
that the doctrines a.<;serted in these two resolutions are tl'lle-that
the arbitrary absolute right
to take life and property exists no where ill a
republic-not
e\'ell ill the largest majority,
I
also belie\'e in the corollary dE'duced from thl;l
proposition of the gentleman from Bourbonthat slave property stands upon the same basis
~s all other property in this commonwealth. and
!.hat to invade it, by seizing it, is nnjust and
contrary to the fundamental pllrposes fur ,~hicll
Mciety was constir,uted.
1, however, do not
duem it nece~sary to go further. So far as I lHl.l'c
.l!one, I am willing to abide. I waut to say to
those who entertain abolition views, who assert
t hat the people of this state have no right to
hold this species of property-l
wanL to sa.y to
t hem that we have aiserted
in the two features

,

we have put ll1?onthe constitution, that the "absolute nud arbitrary right" does not ~xi:'lt; Rill!
that slave property is upon precisely the -same
footing as all other property.
If you assert that
this absolu~e arbitrar.r power does exist, you
a~s.ert the I'lght to setae the property of every
cmeen, and that slave property, aud its increase,
are not upon the same footing.
These are the reasons which induced me to
give my '-ote-a vote I will stand by, both here
and before [he people of this state. and anywhere, where law is recognized and justice pursued. I believe that I am right; hut if I were
convinced, this moment, that I a~ wrong, no
man would mort' willingly retire fro\n his posit.ion . tl~ar: I wo.uld do. I .chall~llge· a reply; I
ask If rt IS not In conformity WIth tbe principles established by the act of association?
I
say again, sir, that jf I am wrong, no man will
more readily, more cheerfully, retrace his ste:ps
than I; hut uutil I am ccuviuecd, I must retain
and advocate the sentiments to which I have
g-iven utterance this day.
Mr. TURNER moved the previous question,
and the maiu question was ordered to be now
put.
The question was taken on the amendment of
~he gentleman from Simpson; and it was rejectod.
The ,!Ile"tioll recurred on the amendment of
the gent eman from J essamiue.
Mr. A. K. MARSHALL called for the yeas
and nays, and they were-y'",as 2, IlaYs 75.
YEAs-Jas. W.lrwin. Ehjah}( Nllttall-2.
NAYS-1:lr. Presidellt, (Guthrie,) Richard App('rson. John L. Ballinger,
John S. Barlow,
Wm. K. Bowling, Alfred Boyd, William Bradley, Luther Brawner, Fmncis M. Bristow, Thos ..
D.Brown, William C. Bullitt, Charles Chambers,
William Chenault, Jas. S. Chrbman, Jesse Cof·
fe;r., ~enr.~ R. D. Coleman, Benjamil~ Copelin,
-W llltam UowpeJ, Edward Curd, LUCIUSDesha.
Jas. Dudley, Cha5te('n '1'. Dunavan, Benjamin 1<'.
Edwards, Milford Elliott, Green Forrest, Nathan
Gaither, Selucius Garfielde, James H. Garrard,
Richard D. Ghol~ol1, Thos. J. Gough. Ninian E.
Gray, Jamcs P. Hamilton, Ben. Hardin, William
Hendrix, Andrew Hood, Tho". J.Hood, Alfred
M. Jackson, ·Wm. Johnson, George W. Kavanaugh, Peter Lashbrooke, Thomus N. Lindsey,
'J'honfas W. Lisle, Willis B. Machen, Alexander
K. Marshall. William N. :Marshall, Richard L.
Mayes, Nathan McClure, David Meriwether,
Wm. D. Mitch{'ll, Thos. P. Moore, Jo1m D. Morris,JumeH M. Nesbitt, JOllut.han Newcum,Hugh
N eWt'll. Henry B. Pullard, William Preston,
Johnson Price, Larkin J. Proctor, '1'hos. Rockhold, Ira Root, Jam~s Rudd, Ignatius A. SpaId·
iug, Michael L. Stoner, Albrrt G. Talbot,t, John
D. Taylor, 'VIll. R. Thumpson, Howard Todd,
Philip Triplett, Squire Tumer, John L. Waller,
John Wheeler, Robert N. Wickliffe, George W.
Williams, Silas Woodr,on, Wesley J. Wright75.
So tllc section was rejerted.
Mr. GHOLSON moved the foHowing, as an
ad,lit.ionalseetion:
"At the first session after the adoption of this
constitution,
the legislature shall appoint not
less than three, nor more than five persons,
learDfld in thfllaw, whose duty it shall be to reo
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vise and arrange the statute Jaws of this com- wards, Milford Elliott, Green Forrest, Beluclue.
mouwealth,
both civil and crimiuul , so as to Garficlde, .J ames H. Garrard, Richard D. Gholhave but one law on allY one subject. all of son, Th08. J. Gough, James P. Hamilton,
which shall be ill plain english.
Also, three James W. Irwin, George W. Kavanaugh, Peter
'rhos. N. Lindsey, Thomas W.
other persons, learned in the law, wh?se duty it Lashbrooke,
sha.ll be to prer.are a code of practice for the Lisle, Willi." B. Machen, Alexander K. Marshall,
Thos. P.
courts, both civil and crirninal , 111 this common- Richard L. Maves, David Meriwether,
Newcum,
wealth, by abridging
and simplifJillg
the rules Moore, .Iohu b . Morris, Jonathan
of practice and laws ill relation thereto; all of Elijah F. Nut.tall, Henry B. Pollard, William
Preston, Larkin J. Proctor, 'I'bcs. Rockhold, Ira
whom shall act at us early a day as practicable.
Root, James Rudd, Ignatius A. Spalding, MiTt'port the result of their labors to the legislature
John D.
for their adoption and modification, from time chael L. Stoner, Albert G. Talbott,
Taylor, Howard Todd, John L. Waller, John
to time."
Wheeler, Robert N.Wicklitfe, wesley J. Wright
:Mr. TURNER moved the previous question
on the reports, and the main question was or- -48.
NAys-Richard
Apperson, John L. Ballinger.
dered to be ucw put.
Mr. TRIPLETT
called for a division, as the John S. Barlow, Fraueis M. Bristow, Thos. D.
Brown, Jas. S. Chrisman, Jesse Coffey, Henry
prop,0sed section was susceptible of division.
'1 he yeafO and naYb were taken on the first R. D. Coleman, Benjamin Copelin, Lucius Desha, Chasteen T. Dunavan, Nathan Gaither,
branch, as follows:
"At the first session after the adoption of this Ninian E. Gray, Ben. Hardin. William Hendrix,
constitution,
the legislature shall appoint not Andrew Hood, Thomas J. Hood, Alfred M. Ja(·k·
less than three HOI' more than five persons learn- son, William Johnson, \VII). N. Marshall, Naed in the law, whose duty it shall be to revise than McOlure, William D. Mitchell, James 1tf.
and nrrauge the statute laws of this common- ,Nl:.SQitt,Hugh Newell, Johnson Price, William
wealth, both civil and criminal, so as to have R. 'l'hompsou, John J. Thurman, Philip Triphut one law on any one subject, all of which lett, Squire Turner, George W. Williams, Silas
Woodllon-31.
shall he ill plain english."
And were, yeus 68, nays 11. as follows:
So that the residue of the section was adopted,
YEAs-Mr. President, (Guthrie,) John S. BarThe question was next taken Oil the reports of
low, William K. Bowling, Alfred Boyd, wll- the committee on miscellaneous provisions, and
liam Bradley, Luther Brawner, Francis M. Br is - they were adopted as amended.
tow, Thomas D. Brown, william C. Bullitt,
EDl;('A'I'fO~.
Oharles Chambers, william
Chenault, Jurnes S.
Chrisman, Jesse Coffey, Henry R. D. Coleman,
The convention next proceeded to the considWilliaru Cowper, Edward Ourd , Garrett Davis, eration of the report of the committee on educaLucius Desha, James Dudley.
Chasteen
T. tion.
Dunavan, Benjamin F. Edwards. Milford ElThe first section was read, as follows:
liott, Green Forrest, Nathan Gaither, Seluclue
"SEC. 1. The diffusion of knowledge and learnGarfielde, James H. Garrard, Richard D. Ghol- ing among mel! being essential to the preservaSOil, 'I'homas
J. Gough, James P. Hamiltoll, tion of liberty and free government, and the pro'Villiam Hendrix, Audrew Hood, Thomas J. motion of human virtue and hapfiness, it shall
Hood, James W. Irwin, Alfred M. Jack;;on, btl t,he duty of t1l\Og,>nera.l assemb y to establish,
William JOllllfiOtl, George W. Kavallaugh, Peter within
years lIext after the adoption of
I~ashbrooke, Thomas N. Lindsey, Thoma.s W. this constitution, and joreve'r tllereafter keep in
Lisle, Willis B. Machen, William N. Marshall, existence. an efficient system of common I>chools
Ri(·hard L. Mayes, Da~·id lIicriwether, Thomas throughout this commonwealth, which shall be
P.lIlor,re, John D. Morris, James M. NesLitt, equallY open to all the white ehiJdren thereof."
.10nathan Newculll, Elijah F. Nuttall, Henry B.
.Mr. "TAYLOR moved to fill the blank with
IJollal'd, William Preston, JohnSQll Price, Lar- the word '·two."
kill J. Proctol', Thomas Rockhold, Ira Hoot,
.Mr. PRESTON moved to substitute "fiye."
James Rndd, Ignatius A. Spalding, Michael L.
Thc 8ubstitut<1 wa..;;;ngl'eed to.
Stoll!'!r, Albert G. Talbott, J (JIll!D. Taylor, Jolin
Mr. HARDIN.
I did cxpect to have heard
.1. 'l'hurrmtD, Howard Todd, Philip Triplett,
from the chairman of the committee, (Mr. Tay,John L. Waller, John Wheeler, Robert N. 'Wick- lor,) some explanation of this s'ys~m of com·
liffe, George W. Williams,
Silas 'Woodson, 111011 schools, and itmay bethathe designs to give
Wesley J. W right-6S.
us olle yet. I am as n;uch a friend to the dIffuNAYs-Richard
Apperson, John L. Ballinger, sion of euucation, and perhaps, according to my
Hen. Copelill, Niniall E. Gra)~, Ben. Hardi.]}, means, have JOlle a.<; much toward" that end, as
Alexander K. Marshall.Nathan
McClure, Wil- allY lllall in the state; not only in educating
liam D.1titch('ll, Hugh Newell, Wm. R. Thomp· tho"e I fed bO\llld from nature to educate-my
son, Squire Turner-H.
own children-but
others.
Yet I am unwilling
So that the first Lrauch was adopted.
to have any provision of this kind adopted in
The question was next taken on the COIl- the con~tittlt.ion. We have now packed it very
cluding portion of the sectioll, and the result heavy, and I do not bclieve it, will catry this adwas, y",a" 48, nays 31.
ditional load; particnlarlyafter
what we did a
YEAs-Mr. Prcsident, (Gut.hrie,) Wm. K. Bow- few moments since, in relation to these commis·
ling, .Alfred Boyd, WUl. Bradley, Luther Braw- sioncrs to revise the laws.
I desire to offer, for the consideration of tb'6
ner, Wm. C. Bullitt., Charles Chambers, WiIliain Chenault, Wlll. Cowper, Edward
Curd, convention, a few facts and fignres, in explanaGarrett Dad:'!, James Dudley, Benjamin F. Ed- tion of my course upon this subjec~. When tlHI
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United States distributed
to Kentucky her pro- Itwo- thirds or three-fourths of one cent below the
portion of the surplus revenue, amounting to Rum required; a tax of one cent would yield
$1,433,757 39, Keutuckv pledged herself to her- about $25,000 or $26,000.
The gross amount
self, that she would set "apart $850,000 of that would be perhaps Ileal' $30,000; but the sheriffs'
money for common school purposes.
The school fees for collecting and the delinquencies
are to be
fund, as a fund, never had all exlsteuce, except deducted from it, however. 'fa raise the amount
in that mere pledge of the state to herself; there this section proposes would require a tax of near
never was a dollar appropriated to the common three cents. Now, has there been any vote in
school fund, except III this instance of $850,000. the state upon this additional tax? I know of
That money we borrowed-we call it borrowing none: and for my own part, I should :prefer this
-for thirty-five years.
The following table ex- matter should be left open to legislation.
It is
plains how this was done:
Hot worth while for the convention to do nIl the
legislation of the country tight. at once. Let us
SClJOOL FUND.
leave some little for the legislature to do. Are
Composed as follows, viz: seven bonds of the :you afraid of the legislature? Surely not. If it
commonwealth of Kentucky:
IS necessary, they will do it-if
not, they will
do as much as is convenient. Aecord ing to this
No. 1-At30 years date, bearing
6 per cent. interest, and dareport, we are to have an addition to the present
ted August 9, 1840,
$24,000 00 tax of oue cent, or perbaps more; and as the result
No. 20-At 30 ycars date, bearof what we have already done, we "hall have to
ing 6 per cent. interest, and
put on another cent to pay the state debt. So
21,500 00 we may fairly calculate, that taking the two
dated January 16, 1840,
No. 21-At 30 years date, bearsums together, our taxes will reach twenty Clonts
ing 6 per cent. interest, and
011 the hundred dollars. It is nineteen cents now,
22,000 00 but two cents of this were levied last year, for
dated January 1, 1840,
this convention, which is of course only tempoNo. 22-At 35 years date, bearing 5 per cent. interest, and
rary. Now, I know that the people.or a majoridated January 18, 1840,
500,000 00 tyof them in the whole state, did vote for the
two cents for school purposes; but I do not beNo. 23-At 35 yeaTS date. bearing 5 per cent. interest, and
lieve that they fairly understood the question. I
170,000 00 saw the sheriffs when they opened the polls, and
dated J annary 22, 1840,
No. 24-At 35 years' date, beara man came up, put the question to him, "do
ing 5 per cent. interest, and
you vote fOTthe schools?" He would say "yes,"
dated January 22, 1840,
180,000 00 unless he was taken out, and the matter explain.
No, Bearing 5 pel' cent. ined tohim.
In another county, I understood it
terest from J unutrrv J, 1848,
was in tho county of Hardiu, the sheriff put the
and made payable at the
question fairly, and it was the only county in
pleasure of the Iegisleture,
which it was fairly pnt to the people, as far as
and dated Dec. 20, ltll!S,
308,268 42 I know, and that was, "are yon willing to vote
for an increase of two cents on your taxes for
Total bonds,
$1,225,768 42 free schools?" A dead majority there voted
against it: and whenever
and wherever I saw
BANK STOOK.
the question fairly put to each man, a large rna735 shares of stock in the Rank
73,500 00 jority said no. I believe, then, that the large rnaof Kentucky, at $100 each,
jority of the people did not understand the quee$1,2~9,2~~_~~ tion. In my county, the sheriff never put the
Total school fuud ,
.~_____
question fair, until some time, I think, about the
latter part of the second day. I then went up to
Interest due school fund, Januhim, and told him to put the question fairly to
ary 1, 1849, and not inclu$51,223 29 the people, and let them understand it. I voted
ded ill above,
lIO, and as soon as I did, I turned around and exThere was appropriated out of
plained the matter to the people, and divers men
the surplus revenue, which
said to me, that they regretted they had not unwas laid out in uouds Nos.
850,000 00 deretood it before they voted. And I think a
22, 23, and 24,
majority after that went against it. I know my
Bonds Nos. 1, 20, 21, and -,
constituents do not want this in rheconstltution,
dated December 20, 1848,
and I know they did not understand
the
are all given for interest,
3i5,768 42 question.
1 am as perfectly certain of it as a
amounting to,
=;::..-:..:::= man can be of anything, in regard to which he
has, to a certain extent, to indulge ill conjecture.
Surplus revenue received from
Ou the three cents proposed to be levied, 'We
the United
Stutes goveru$1,433,757 39 would pay perhaps $1500 or $2000; and yet we
merit,
==
have never had n free school, nor will we ever
The amount of interest upon the whole debt have one in Nelson county; and I will challenge
would be something like $72,000 01' $73,000. any county in the state, to produce an equal popSome at five' per cent. and some at six per cent.. ulation, with only equal means, that expends
I give it round numbers, not having stopped to more money on colleges and schools of various
make an accurate calculation.
Now, under a kinds, than we do in Nelson county. I am bold
vote of the state, we levied last year a tax of two to say, there is not a county equal to it, We
cents all the taxable property in favor of the have the catholic college of 8t. Joseph, the cathschool fund, which will fall, perhaps, nbout olic incorporated school of N Rzarcth, a first-rate
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Presbyterian school, on which acme $10,000 or
$15,000 have been expended, and a first-rate
Methodist school; we have also another catholic
school establishment, carried on by the nuns:
and I will add that to the honor of these schools,
and it ought to be to the pride of the people of
Nelson county, there are not now, 1 believe,
less than fiftJ:: free scholars in the schools at
Bardstown.
Some are in the Catholic, Methodist, Presbyterian, and some arc in the primary
schools; and I never knew or heard of a poor
child being refused admittance in either of these
schools. 'When a little Mexican boy, who was
left by a captain, and whom I picked up, poor,
naked, and hungry at a tavern, carried him horne
and clothed him, fell into my possession, my
good lady sent word to the president of St. J 0sepb'a college, that if they would teach him for
nothing, we would board and clothe him for
nothing; he said that he could not exactly do
that, but that if the boy would dress, and make
himself clean, and come to church before the
service commenced on Sunday, theu they would
teach him. And the boy pays for himself all
Sunday, and commences even Oil Monday morning. And I verily believe in that college, and
in the Nazareth school, and the female catholic
school at Bardstown. there are not less than fifty
free scholars; and I have never-heard of a single
instance where they refused a free scholar, that
could not pay. 'I'be same may be said of the
Presbyterian and Methodist schools.
They never refuse a free scholar. I know we never had
a free school; and I for one am unwilling to put
it in this constitution, that my constituents shall
be taxed for their support.
I have no opinion of free schools anv hownone in the world.
They are generally under
the management of a miserable set of humbug
teachers at best. The very first teal' her that a
child has, when he starts with his A. B. Q-or
is learning to spell bla, or baker, or absolute,
should be lj. first rate scholar
He should know
exactly how to spell and pronounce the English
language;
and should understand the art of
composition, and the construction of sentences.
In the language of Dean Swift, he should have
"proper words, and they should be put in proper
:pra.ce~." The worst tauglIt child in the world,
IS he who is taught by a miserable countr)' school
master; and 1 will appeal to the experience of
every ruan here who ever went to those schools,
to say how hard it is, to gt't clear of the habits
of incorrect reading and pronouncing, they have
contracted, at these country schools.
For myself, I will say, it cost me nearly RS much labor
as the study of the legal profession itself, to get
clear of this miserable mode of pronouncing. contracted before I went to a collegiate school-c-at
the age of 17-your
would, and couzd, and
should, and all of that. I knew a man in Grayson who was to prove a settlement between two
litigants. in a cuae were a small amount, some
thirty, forty, or fifty dollars were involved; he
gave in his testimony, aud every llOW and then
he would tl1row in a word of four, five, or six sylables, utterly inappJ'oprjate to the sense; like
puttin~ a magnificcnt,guilted
saddle, and splen.
aid bndle, with plated bit and curb on a IllIS",ra'Qlebroken down poney. or an OXj ther .. was
just about as much propriety in his application

of these words: and I saw at once he was a COUll.try school master; he had proved the making of
the settlement and said 1, "when did it take
place?"
"On the 39th of October," said he.
., Oh! the 39th of October you say."
"Yes sir."
"Are yOll not mistaken; was it not the 29th?"
"No Sir. I know the use of words as well as
you do, Mr. Hardin, and say it was the 39th." I
then asked him how many days there were in
Octcber. He said, he did not exactly recollect,
but somewhere between forty and fif\'y. "How
many months are there in the year?" "Dhl there
you lire a little ahead of me, but I know there
are over ten and under fifteen." You are a
school master?
"Yesv-csaid
he, placing his
hands on his hips, and looking very self-important-c-" thank God that is my vocation, and I am
making an application for a free school up here,
and I wan't :r,outo help me if you will." "Sir,"
said I, " I Will do it with all my heart, for you
come exactly up to my notion of a free school
teacher.'
Delegates ·will perhaps talk to ua
of the free schools of New England, Massachusetts, for instance; she has e greater white population than we, but viewing the number of our
slave population, we have about as many representatives, as she has. She does not cover a
space of more than about seven thousand square
miles; and her population is crowded together,
so as to render her schools accessible to all;
there she had large donations set apart by individuals of great and overwhelming wealth to
that object; while we have no such means-we
must collect by direct tax, from the labor of the
people ('very year; at an expellse and loss incident to passing through the sheriff's hands, of
from ten to twelve pCI' cent. I once made out
an estimate of what it cost to get direct taxes
into the treasury of the United States, and I had
a table made out showing that it would take
$14 72 on the $100, to cover the delinquencies
and defalcations and collecting commissions of
the revenue officers. Now and then it will happen in Kentucky, as the same thing happens elsewhere, that the sheriff sends his money IIp to
this place and the man he sends it by unfortnnately gets robbed. Nobody knew who did it;
but it is so reported, and sooner than break the
sheriff up the legislature indemnifies him. This
thing may happen again, and 1 have no objection to its happening again, to save as clever a
man as any on this floor from utter ruin.
After this money had been raised at a loss of
ten or twelve per cent. how is it to be laid out?
I know it can be, to the advantage of towns,
and thatasyou
increase the size of the town,
there is a greater demand for it. And I do not
blame Illy friend who is taking notes, (Mr. Root,)
for what I suppose will be his position.
He
lives ill a town that needs these free schools:
the increase of population
proportionately
of
poor children entails a tax upon the towns; 1111less you call collect it from the people of the
country, and oblige them to aid In supporting
the poor c.hitdren that are thrown there, some·
times by the death of parents, who depend upon
their daily work for a -living; and sometimes in
one way and somt:times in another.
Bnt as to
how the teachers of these free schools in these
towns and cities, take care of the morals of the
scholars' male and female, I would like my
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duced."
And I heard him say, the last time r
ever saw him, «would to God I had taken your
advlce." Weare a happy medium between the
north and the south. The southern men go off
square miles, and free schools cannot educate something like the fellow in the doggerel song.
scholars, upon a larger theatre than nine square Jim Crow, I believe:
miles; and if we scatter them all over the state
"There' was a hoosier come to town,
And swallowed a hogshead of molasses down;
fairly, it would require a number of schools beThe hoops flew off, the hogsneau bust,
yond what the means of the state, after paying
And he went off in lLthunderguat,'
(Laughter.)
the expenses of government, could provide. Not
less than 4,500 free schools would be required;
I do think that Kentucky has produced, not
or if we do not do that, the result will be, that only the best and happiest style of oratory of
the poor and thinly peopled counties. although
any state in the union, but-l may be mistakentaxed for, would not have the ben ..fit of those the best in the world. And I do think there is
free schools; that will be the result.
I would
as general a diffusion of education among the
not send a child to a free school, and would people of Kentucky as ill any other state. 1 rerather pay for his education myself. At this collect, a gentleman, and I think his name was
day.I send some half dozen children to the Smith, W)lO was taking notes as to the number
Methodist, or Catholic colleges, and would far of those who could not read and write, and he
rather do that, than see the poor children thrown had reported every man on a certain grand jury,
into these miserable free schools; and every as not being able to write his own name. They
body who knows me, knows that besides my had been quizzing him, for there wac;not a man
own children, I am at all times educating
not among them who could 1101. read and write. I
less than five or six others. Not even the gen- said to him, «These men are quizzing you, dent
tleman from Mason, (MI". Taylor,) is II. firmer put it in your book; for if yon do, 1shall have
advocate of the doctrine, that the disseminato IDake a speech and tell the people they are
tion of a good education, is necessary to the pros- quizzing you."
perity and perpetuity of a free government like
This thing will be manifestly unjust in its opours. In the reports that have been made upon rations upon the country, as compared with the
this subject" most manifest and palpable injus- towns and cities, 011 the Ohio border particulartice bas been done the state of Kentucky.
We ly. It is manifestly unjust ns to a large portion
heard to day, and 1 was glad to hear the ),oung of the people of Kentucky, in a religious point
delegate from Louisville, (Mr. Preston.) disdain- of view. There is a chatholie population of pering a comparison between the talents of the haps sixty thousand in Kentucky.
We know
northern states and the state of Kentucky.
I that they devote more money, time, and ener/:,"Y,
do not believe that the1'8 is a state in the Union, to the education of their children, thuu any other
that possesses so great an amount of talent and religious denomination in the state; and I say it,
information as Keutucky.
I recollect very well because coming from a protestant, Ihope the adthat some thirty-seven or thirty-eight
years ago, mission will be taken as true. Do you believe
that the celebrated James Buchanan, late secre- that they 'will ever have the management of our
tary of state under Mr. Polk, commenced the prac- free school system?
Do you believe that they
tice of law, in the town of Elizabetb, and county will ever send their children to a free school?
of Hardin.
There I became acquainted with No, never, never, I talked to the leading cathhim, and at that time I discovered in him a man olics, and they protested against it. And yet,
of fine educatiou and respectable talents.
In some sixty thousand people art' to be taxed for
the course of a few months he began to look uu- free schools, to which they will never send a
And 1 ask who arc to control these
happy, and as if he was experiencing some dIS- child.
appointment.
Hle father-had given him a large schools? Perhaps the men are to be appointed
landed estate in Bardin county, about which by the legislature; perhaps to be elected by the
there was some difficulty; and at last he made people: I do not. know which, as I have notseen
me his attorney at law, and attorney in fact" and that portion of the constitution providing for it.
went back and settled in Penuaylvauia.
where If the choice is to be by either, we know that
he was raised. Tell or fifteen years afterwards, 1 the catholics stand no chance: and yet that demet him in congress, and over and over again have nomination comprise one third. of the populawe laughed when he told me this remarkable
tion of the count)' 1 represent, and one third of
story.
"1 went to Kentucky:' said he "expect- the counties of Marion and Washington.
And I
Ing to be a great man there; and every lawyer venture to say that in the counties of Nelson,
I met at the bar there was my equal, and more Washington, Marion, Spencer, Hardin, Larue,
there is not
than half of them my superiors, and I gevc it Grayson, Meade, and Breckluridge,
less than three thousand voters who are members
up."
of
the
catholic
denomination;
and
yet
they are
I recollect the first time I eyer saw Daniel
Webster, and heard him sp~ak. And the con- to be t,axed for the support of tl1is system wIthout
vel'!!ation we had about it, we have langhed over realizing the least possible benefit therefrom.
twenty times since; and we did so the la'll. time And I will tell yon more; you will not get good
I sa·w him. HI'. weut off as cold as an icicle and teachers, and the teaching will be thrown into
us rure, as if it hung from the temple of the the hands of meu, perhaps, that even we Methomalden goddess Diana.
His language was pure, dists would not like to stand to. I am not a
his manner was cold; and I remal'ked to him, methodist, but I am a lobby member, and I be~
I believe
"Sir, if you will come and settle in Kentncky, lieve a good deal in that doctrine,
and learn our mode of speaking, yOIl will be an good works go a great way towardS getting' a
orator equal to any Greece or Rome ever pro- man into heaven'; and that they are the best
friend from Louisville, (Mr. Rudd,) t.o give his
experience. According to what he has told me it
would be a most melancholy tale that he would
relate.
Now, Kentucky embraces over 40,500
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turnpikes
and railroads upon which they can
travel to it. There is a doctrine, once elected,
always elected; that I do not understand.
J do
not believe a methodist would ever be elected to
the post of superintendent
of these schools.
And who would be?
Why. perhaps only such
a class of men as Robert J. Brecldnridge, who,
instead of attending to the duties for which he
was elected, and paid by the people, is going
about making speeches, the tendency of which
is to incite OUf negroes to cut our throats, and
to burn our houses and villages. That is the
tendency of the doctrine preached by the superintendent of education during the last year.
Will the members of this convention, by the
adoption of this report. fix its provisons upon
the people as long as this constitution shall last?
You are to pay the interest on the several sums
to which 1 have referred, amounting to something like 75 or $76,000, for all time to come, if
you do that.
Then, no matter how unpopular
or how objectionable itmay be to the people, they
cannot get rid of it without calling another convention.
I beg of the convention to bear this in
mind, and not put it in the constitution.
Leave
it open to the legislature.
In the name of God,
are we to leave nothing open to the legislature?
We have takcu from them their last quarry-the
granting of divorces.
They were powerful in
that. A certain gentleman in a lower county
was once pleading a chancery suit, in which he
had to demur to a part, and plead to a part, and
answer to a part, and in making his speech he
got very much tan~led up in it. At last, clapping his finger to hie nose, he said, may it please
your honor, this chancery business is a little over
my hooks, but I am terrible upon petitions and
summons'.
So with the legislature-they
were
terrible on divorces, and we have taken that.
away from them. They were equally good in
ohanging Betsy to Polly, and Tom to Harry,
and Dick to Tommy.
They were perfect masters of that subject, .and yet ...ve have taken that
away from them. And we have also taken away
from them the right to say that a stream is IUWigable, which God Almighty
said was 110t.
Leave them a little to do-let them decide what
shall hereafter be done as to these free schools.
I had far rather that this tax of three cents
should be appropriated
to the endowment of
colleges and academies, for the education of
young IDE:n capable of teaching, than see it
thrown away, as is here proposed.
Some uf us
I know, have taken np the Idea that the people
are remarkably well educated in the New England states, in Mussachueette, Connecticut, Rhoce
Island, Maine, New Hampshire, and Vermont,
or as the yankees call it, "vermount:" but it is
a mistake. And to sustain the idea, there come
to us from those states numbers of young ladies
as teachers. I know what brings them hereostensibly for teaching-it
is really for husbands.
And they are generally successful too ill
getting very respectable husbands.
Teaching is
the pretext, but a husband is the object. Like
rOUT professed gamblers, '\'110 come to town
dressed in their fine clothes find jewelry, gambling is their pretext, but it is only until they
can discover where the strike is to be made, fo\'
robbery and plunder is their real object,.
For my own part, I am against this system

being adopted in the constitution, and so far M
I can collect the public sentiment of my county
and the counties in the neighborhood, it is against it also. J do not believe we can carry the
constitution with it in. Already to-day 'have
we, on the motion of my friend over the way,
(Mr. Gholson,) adopted a provision which will
entail au the people an expense of $30,000 or
$40,000, before we get through with it. If we
go on to pack the constitution in this way, do
you believe we can carry it before the people?
't do not, and I know we cannot. How can],
when I go home, commend this constitution to
my people, and to those of the neighboring counties where I am in the habit of speaking,
and
where a large rortion of the people have some
faith in me,
cannot do it, if It shall contain
a clause taxing them at least three cents on the
$100, and from which they cannot get clear of, so
long as this constitution
may last. When the
gentleman first stated this thillg-I
do not know
whether it was my friend from Carter or from
Mnsou-i--T tbought it was all a kind of a joke.
I felt a good deal like the gamblers at VICksburg. when the people were going to hang them
up. 'I'hey thought first that the whole proceedings on that occasion were a joke, merely intended to scare them off.
'Vhen they were
placed into the wagons that, were to carry them
to execution, they asked, "come boys, hav'nt
yon carried this Joke far enough?" "A little
further," was the reply. When the music struck
up, and the wagons moved on, and they in them.
they asked, "ill the name of God where are you
going?"
"'1'0 the top of the bill," was told
them.
"Ob, hav'nt you carried the joke far
enough now?" said they. "A little further,"
was aga~1l the reply.
When they sot to the top
of the hill. and saw the gallows, ,.'tord Jesus,"
they exclaimed! "have you not carried this joke
far enough?"
"A little further," was again the
reply; and when they were made to mount the
cart, and the rope was around their necks, they
were told" the Joke had gone just far enough,"
and cracking the whip, the wagon started ahead
and there they swung.
I had thought gentlemen were merely joking
in this matter and had carried it far enough, but
it seems now as if they, too, were die-posed to
crack the whip and leave us all swinging together. I am confident tnut the country will
not approve of the system.
It may be an advantage to the towns, but it will be a great burden on the country, 10 which they should not be
asked in justice t.o yield.
The towns should remember, as the old saying is among the women.
"if, when you go to market you expect to get
meat, you must expect to get bones also;" and
they must exrect to get their share of inconveniences as wel as advantages, by living in town.
I hope, therefore, we shall not adopt this report.
Mr. GHOLSON. I beg leave to correct mv
friend. He sometimes charges us with going off
half-cocked, but I think he has erred on this occasion. He seems to think that I am in favor of
engrafting this section which has been reported
by the gentleman from :Mason, (Mr. Taylor,) OIL
the cOllstitution of thifl state,
Mr. HARDIN.
I do not milan any thillg of .
the !;Ol't.
:M~.GHOLSON.
1f the gentleman does not.;
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ingenuity cf thab gentleman '>I mind when brought
to bear against ally proposition which he is op·
posed to seeing engrafted
in the constitution
which "'0 are ell~aged in making; and, sir, I
have not been a little amused to see the adroitness of that gentleman when any proposition
was introduced into this convention which \I'M
not in keeping with his own peculiar views.
No sooner IS a proposition brougTlt forward here,
to which the gentleman is opposed, than all the
mighty I?owers of his intellect are bwughtto bear
against It, and that, too, upon the ground that
it will encumber and endanger the adoption of
the constitution lly the people. Now, sir, I do
not believe that the adoption of this report in
the constitution
will at all endanger the adoption of the constitution by the people, for I believe that if' there is anyone question that has
been settled by the people, nn.l any one subject
upon which they require prompt action on the
part of this convention,
it is, that the school
fund shall be ,JerllJuuently secured by a constitutional provieiou ; and my venerable friend
who has in his remarks to-day so milch dreaded
our entering into detail in the constitution upon
this subject, has, upon former occasions, urged,
with all the powers of his great mind, the adoption of propositions in the constitution
which,
in mrhlllnhlejudgment,
were not demanded by
publ ic sentiment. and which should have been
left to be settled by the legislature of the couutrv. Yet, eir, whenever any gentleman brings
fO\'wal'd any proposition which does not meet
with his own peculiar views of propriety, that
gentleman's
YOice is ready to raise the .alarm.
and to warn this convention
of the danger of
entering into detail in the formation of the COIlstitution that we arc engaged in making. For
my own part, I am not to be frightened from
EVENING SESSroX.
Mr. PROCTOR.
Whatever has been often what I consider to be my duty UPdU this or any
said, when repeated, I am aware, falls like snow other subject, by any such a course of reasonupon the water, and is soon blotted from the ing. .
Sir, the position of my venerable friend upon
recollection of man; and I know, sir, that in
days past and gone, there has been so much said this subject, reminds me forcibly of an unecd.otc
friend of mine ~lul'Jng
by politicians when candidates before the people told by a distinguished
for office, in favor of education and common last summer, of an old bachelor who was III love
schools, that any thing that could HOW be said with two very beautiful girls, OIlP of which had
in favor of the systell1~ .is apt, to be looked np011 black and the other blue eyes, and being anxious
by the people ~ a familier story, only r~-told to to conceal from each his partialitr for the other.
sull and deceive them. But, Mr. Presldcllt, as Happening to be in company with them both
f promised Illy constituents, when a candidate one day, he first remarked to his black eyed
for a scat in thif\ convention, that if elected, I Mary ti-lat his h~art was witil her; then turniog
would use my best exertions to secure the ineor· to his blue eyed Susan. he remarked that his
poration of a. c:lause in the constitution,
which heart was with her. In a ShOlt time afterwards
would permanently 8CC\ll'eto the people of this the girl,; walked into the garden to pick ro~ea,
commonwealth
not only the fund set apart and "while there they compared nutes and found
by the general government for the purposes of out when~ the old fellow'l) heart was. So, reeducation to the State of Kentucky, but, that tUl'Tliug to the parlor, they walked up to him
and del11anded to know of iJim where his heart
also, which the people, in their ma~nallimity,
had voted to tax the1l1s"lves with at the August then was. Glallcing an eye of devoted love first
election, 1848. for that purpose. 1 will, then~· to one, and then to the other, he oxclaimedfore, ask the illdulgence of the conYeution, for a
"The modest hlack, and the piercing blue,
short time, while I make a few remarks upon
I cannot decide betwixt ye two."
the rerort of the committee of education, and
Said
he, my heart isjt1stlike the pend\.llutn of
while
attempt to reply to some of the remarks
tis hore, now tis tllere, and afl you
advanced by my \'elll:rable and talented fri<.::ud a clock-now
from Nelson, (Mr. Hardin.)
1 know, Mr. Presi- are fair and lovely. if you have no objections I
dent, the difficulties a yonng man like myself will take you both.
Just so it is, :Mr. President, with my yenera·
has to contend against, when attempting to reOne day when some
ply to a.rguments cmanatinf from a gentleman of bIt> friend. (Laughter.)
his age and experience.
kno'.", ~oo, sir, the fa\"Ol'ite project COI\H.'S up for the consideration of

mean that, I am at a 1088 to know what he does
mean. He either means that, or he means nothing. I am as much in favor of common school
education as any gentleman on this tIOOl', but it
is well known that we have no school fund, UDless we take it out of the pockets of the people.
If we put into this constitution
the provision
nQ\V before us, the money will have to be raised
by additional taxation ; and to this I cannot consent. But I am willing to leave it. to the re\,reseutetivee of the people, to say what shal be
done OIl the subject of education.
It is true,-and it is perhaps to that that the
gentleman from Nelson alluded-c-that I am in fuvor of a revision of the law. I hope the gentleman from Nelson does not mean to move a reconsideration of the vote adopting the reports
of the committee on miscellaneous provisions,
for the purpose of getting rid of the section that
was adopted on my motion. to provide for a codification of the laws, which is so necessary to
the state at large.
The laws now in existence
are so complex, and scattered over so many
books, that the farmers of the country arc not
able to ascertain whattbe laws are. 'I'his being
the case, I trust the gentleman will not meddle
with the. provision which we have adopted, for
if there is anything for which my constituents
are willing to be taxed, each his respective pittance, it is tu know what are the laws under
which they live.
On the subject of education, it cannot surely
be that this convention will tax the leople
against their will. Let us pass it by, an leave
it to the people's representatives.
Mr. PROCTOR next obtained the floor, and
on his motion the convention took a recess.
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this convention, which he <L/)proves, though it
may enter ever 1>0 much into detail, we find him
battling wirh all the powers of his great intellect, ill support of his proposition.
But sir, no
sooner is the proposition submitted to this conventiou to secure to the people of this commonwealth the school fund of the state from the control of the legislature, than the herculean voice
of my venerable friend is raised in opposition to
that proposition: and because the propositiun
does not meet the views of that gentleman, he
is ready to proclaim at once, that its adoption
will be fatal to the adoption of the couatitutinn.
Mr. President, I believe that the adoption of
a provision in the constitution, for the pennanent security of the school fund of this commonwealth is demanded by the people of the
atatc ; and, sir, I have the strougcet arguments
to predicate this belief npon; for if you will
tum to the vote cast in favor of the additional
tax of two cents, in 1848, you will find that
there were seventy-four thousand six hundred
and twenty eight votes cast in favor of this proposition, and but thirty-seven
thousand seven
hundred and forty-six votes against it; being a
majority in favor of the tax, of thirty-six
thousand eight hundred and eighty-two votes. By
a reference to that vote it will be seen that the
county which I have the honor of represent.lug
ill this convention cast oue thousand
and fiftyseven votes in favor, and hut two hundred and
seven agaillst thie proposition; and in supporting the report of the committee, I feel, therefore,
that I RIll but obeying the will of my constitucuts, as expressed by them at the polls. But
my venerable friend tells us that the people voted upon this subject ignorantly, and that they
did not understand the nature of the votes which
they were giving; and that if they had understood the effect of it, thcy never would have cast
their votes in favor of this additional tax. Sir,
if that argument of the gentleman is correct, it,
is one of the strongest reasons, to my mind, why
we should adopt in this constitution
a clause
prodding r'Jr a system of general education.
If,
sir, the people of Kentucky wore so ignorant as
to be gulled and deceived In voi.iug for a proposition that they did Hot underf'tuud, it is high
time that the representatiYes of the people were
taking some steps to enlighten their understanding". But. sir, I belicv{l that the people did Ullderiitalld thl:;: measure, and that they re'luil'e and
expect of thi:o; couvclJtion, that we wi I seo.:ure,
by a constitutional provision, not only th .. fund
:'jet apart by the general goveJ'lllJlent to the ;;tate,
for t.he purposes of educaLioli -Mr. HAUDIN.
The gentleman is mistaken.
COTIO'ressdid not Ul~clar~ \0 what purpose this
fund was to be applied.
Mr. PROCTOR.
,My friend informs me that
COllO'l'eSSdid llot de.ugnate the object of this
fllJl~, at the time of setting' it apart to the states.
'Well, sir, it i.,; known to all that it was the gt"neral understanding
of congress at the tim~ uf
Sl;:tting apart to the states the snrplus revenue,
that it was to be apptieu to the purposes of education; and 01U' legislature, acting IIpon this Utlderstanding, at its first se;;sion after congress set
this fund apart to us, dedicated it, by a. solemn
act, fur that purpose alone. But, sir. in yiola-

tion of every principle of Justice and equality,
we have seen that the legislature has disregarded
her own solemn acts, and instead of appropriating this fund, as it was originally
intended it
should be, they have squandered It in wasteful
and extravagant expenditures for internal improvements, which have been local and partial
1Il
their beneficial influences.
And now, sir,
when my constituents come up and demand of
this convention that justice may be done to them,
they are to be told by the gentleman from Nelson that they must be left to the mercy of the
legislature-that
body which, in days that are
past, has been so just. ill all its acts. For my
part, Mr. President, I am anxious to see this report adopted in the constitution, and I shall. 11y
every actof mine, endeavor to secure this school
fund by a permanent provision in the constitution.
That all free ~o"lel'llments, Mr. President, are
based upon the Intelligence and virtue of the
people, is an almost universally admitt-ed truth;
for we all know, sir, that constitution and laws.
which are intended to protect the weak and well
meaning against the strong and unprincipled,
are but feeble barriers ill commnllitie~ where
vice and ignorance usurps the place of wisdom
and learning.
But as I have remarked, whi le
these general truths are admitted by all, it is to
be greatly feared that we are not practically
ulive to the importance of these great truths all
the operation of government: and the success of
our great experiment in carrying on a republican
form of government will depend in a great measure, upon the cultivated Intelligence of the people. Whilc, sir, we are engaged in making a
constitution, which is to he thol'ougl1ly democratic in all its operations, and while 'we are
throwing back into the bands of the people all
political power, the solemn obligation is resting
upon us as their representatives,
to secure to
them and their posterity the means of securing
to their children the blessings of au education,
in order that they may be qualified to discharge
the duties that lllay devolve upon them.
For
one, I believe, with the first cruiuent law-giver
of Pennsylvania who took care to incorporate
in the frame of the govemment itself, which he
prepared for that state so early as the year 1682,
"that tHell of yirtue and intelIi~ence are requisite
to preserve a gooLl constitutIOn, and that these
qualities do llotdeseend with worldly inheritance,
but are to be (,'arefully pl'Opagated by a virtuou:;;
cnucation ofthe rising generation."
And never,
:'.11'.Prt.lsiJent, did mall speak more truly than
did that old quaker law·giver of Pennsylvania;
al~d believing with him, that men of intdligence
arc re'lllisite to prescn'e a good govE:mment, aI!d
that 31 attempts to builtl lip free institution:;;
without them must virtually
fail, I shall vote
for every pl'Opo:;;ition that will tend to the promotiou of learnmg, and t.he diffusion of knowledge
thl'Ollghout the state, and that will be calculated
to secure, upon a permanent foundation, a system
of common schools.
Sir, while ,ye are makillg
a const.itntion that cOllfers on the people the power of choosing all the officers of the go\'ernment,
both civil and political, how imptJrtant is it that
we should nlso extend to them, as far as we can,
the means by which they may inform t.hemselye"
as to the naturc and responsibilities of those high
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trusts thus confided to their charge,
Much. Mr.
President, has been said upon the floor
this
convention about the capacity of the people of
Kentucky for self-government:
and while I believe that the people of Kentucky will compare
with any upon the globe for virtue, patriotism,
and hospitality; and that they are perhaps, pesseesed of more native genius, and fertility of intellect than any people who have ever lived in
any age or clime; yet, sir, the fact is not to he
disguised, that there are a large number of per. sons in Kentucky who are both ignorant and uneducated, and subject to be controlled by the
vicious and unprincipled.
It appears hy the
census of 1840, that there were in Kentucky,
of
males and females over the age of five and under twenty years of age, 233,710 persons.
Of
this number, there were in colleges and universities 1 ,419; in academies and grammar schools
4,906; in common schools 24,641; making a total of 30,966, leaving over 200,000 children between the ages of five and twenty not at school.
And most deplorable of all, Mr. President, is the
fact, that there was at the same period of time
in this proud old commonwealth of ours, of
which we boast so mnch, over forty thousand free
white citizens over the age of twenty years, who
could neither read nor write; a fact that ie not
very flattering to our vanity as Kentuckians.
Now, sir, while I would go as far as any gentleman ill this convention in extending to the
people all political power and sovereignty, I am
not one of those, who will either flatter the
vices or the ignorance of the people, for I hold
that extravagant and fulsome adulution
is as
false and ridiculous, when applied to the people,
as it is when applied to the monarch Oll his
throne.
Let me say to this convention, that the
labors of the divine, the moralist, and the legislator, will avail but little in this country towards the preservation of liberty, unless the
great mass of the people themael vee are made
intelligent.
If they are not educated, the demagogl~e and political as~irallt t? office win st.,ill
continue to inflame then paflslOns, and excite
their prejudices.
While, however, these great and important
truths are recognised and admitted by all, it is
to be feared that gentlemen arc not practically
alive to the important influence of these truths
on the operation of our government.
'I'he gradual extensiou of the privilege of free suffrage,
in the provisions of the constitution which we
are about to adopL, and which is to place in the
hands of the people the selection of every officeI'
of the government, imposes on the members of
this convention, the solemn duty of making a
corresponding effort to extend with the"e gl'eat
privih:ges the lights of knowledge, and the
means of cultivating the minds of those who are
to come lafter us. For, sir, if we mean to pl'eserye our free institutions, we must watch over
them; we must learn to know and nnmber our
great political rights; we mllst study the tenure
by which vee hold them: and we must also qualify ourselves to discern from afar off, the duugers
that threaten us-for the rights and liberty of
man are alwavs in danger from some quarter;
they are always a prey: to the worst pa..'lsiollsof
the human heart.
Ambition, in its eagle flight,
is always hovering oyer the nest where ou.r dear.
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est blessings are, end ready at any uuguurded
moment to seize upon them; au.I tbe serpent
guile of avarice, is ready at any unguarded m.,
merit, to invade the asylum of our most sacred
rights.
If, then, we would guard those rights,
we ruust qualify ourselves and those who arc tel
come after us, to discern from "afar off" the
dangers that threaten us; and we must learn "to
trace the serpent by his slime, and 1.0know the
eagle by his portentous scream."
I therefore,
Mr. President, stand here demanding
it as but
an act ofjustioe tomy constitucnte.that tbe fund
mentioned ill the report of the committee, be secured to them by a constitutional
provision.
And when I make this demand-a
demand so
just-am
I to be told that we must look to the
legislature for onr rights: and that we are to be
denied the protection of the constitution?
Sir,
is it right that my constituents, who have contributed to the expense of yourgovernroent-c-who
have been taxed to build yOUl'railroads and your
turnpikes-who
have contributed towards the
slack watering of your beautiful Kentucky and
Green rivers-and
who will be compelled to
contribute to the payment, of your state debt,
which was created for the purpose of completing these works-in
plain terms, are we of the
mountains, who arc poor, to be taxed to improve
the rivers and roads of you who are wealthy?
And then, sir, when the general govennuent has
set apart to us a fund, for the purpose of general
and equal education, and when we, by OtH' generosity, have voted to tax ourselves for the purpose of raising an additional sum, for this same
purpo"e, is it right for us to be told that there is
IlO couatdtutiouul
security for us, and that our
rights are to be disregarded'(
I hope, sir, that
this convention will act with that wisdom and
foresight, that have controlled the action of nearlyall the conventions which have met forthe
purpose of amending the different state constitutions, for the last ten or twenty years; and
that we will, by a provision ill our constitution,
place the school fund beyond legislative control.
We are creatures of imitation and example.
It was the example of washinuton
and Bonaparte, that made them so successful ill their batties. They did not, 011 the eve of some great
battle, harangue their soldiers on the importance
of valor, and the necessity of victory, and then
return to the rear, and send on their men to brave
danger alone, and toil in the conflict of battle.
No, sir; but 'with a ncrve and valor commensu·
rate to the occasion, they braced themselves up
to the gteat emergency, and 'with an eye that
beamed hope, and courage, and confidence, they
marched to the front ranks, and bade their soldiers 1-0 follow.
Sir, therc was not a soldier in
their ranks that did not feel the electric illflu·
ence of their noble example; amI who did not
gra"p his sword with a. double vigor, and swear
come life or death, to follow his glorious leader?
f.Jetus, then, show to the people of Kentucky.
that we, as their ('.hosen representatives, delegated by them to perform the high and honora.ble
duty of making for them aconstitution, estimate
and prize intelligence and virtue.
For, sir, if
the representatives of the p~ople €xhibit an illdifference upon this great subject, it cannot 1:e
expected that the people will manifest anyt.hing
but indifference the·mselves.
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In the report, which the cumm(ttee has rre·
seuted to the consideration of the convention,
they have entered as little into detail as possible;
and for my own part. I am willing to leave to
the legislature the power of carrying into practical operation this system. But, sir, I shall
ever be opposed to leaving to the legislature the
control and management of the fund itself,
without throwing around them those restrictions
which will 'prevent them from appropriating
one
dollar of thia fund for any other purpose than
for that of education.
And let me ask the gentleman from Nelson, what objection can he have
to incorporating the article reported by the CODlmittee in the constitution.
By that report we
do not propose to tax the people of Kentucky
one dime. We merely propose to set apart and
dedicate forever what has already been raised by
a tax fur that purpose, together with the fund
which has heretofore been set apart by legislative enactment, for educational purposes.
But
the gentleman insists that we must leave the
whole matter to the control and management of
the legislature, and why? Because gentlemen say
that it will encumber and endanger the constitution. Is this the argument, 1lr. President, that
we arc to be gravely met with, by old and experienced statesmen?
If it is right that the
people ~h.ould be educated-if
it is right that the
fund Which the people of the state have so
generously voted to ta:x themselves with, for the
purposes of sustaining a system of common
schools, should be sacredly applied to that purpose-if sir, it is right that the money which
was set apart to the state of Kentucky-by
the
general government, and which was originally
intended for the purposes of education, should
be applied to that purpose alone-why
1 ask,
should we leave the matter to the future control
and management
of the legislature?
If the
thing- is right, why should we uot tuke the responsibility and act upon it? Why leave to
others to do that which we are required to do
ourselves? 'Vh>: put off the good work, a work
in 'Which our children and our children's children
are most deeply and most vitally interested.
Mr. President, there is no doubt this da)'-many
a" mute Milton" in the mountains of Eentueky,
the energies and powers of whose mind have
been repressed and checked by "chill, penury,
and want," yes sir, minds which if early cultivated, might have "commanded the applause
of listening senates" and who might have raised
themselves above the common level of mankind,
and have achieved honor for themselves and
glory for their country.
But from the situation
in which they havl'l been placed, the grnndure of
nature ha.':l availed them nothing, and their
mountain homes, which under the proper state
of intellectual improvement might have echoed
the song of the poet, 01' the l'lollucnce of the
orator, has remained as a sterile and uncultivated waste.
There is, Mr. President, abroad in this goodly
land of ours, a spirit of inquiry and investigation, mysterious and all powerful in its operation, which hears the sigh of the oppressed in
every land, and whose march il'l from nation to
nation, dispensing joy and life to all, and which
is setting dIe prisoncr and captive of ignorance
and idolatry free. Already has this spirit of in-

qeiry freed our religion of it!'! century-grown
corruption.
Already hasrit started into being, a
principle of freedom in Europe, which is doing
its work, and has erected its glorious monuments of freedom on the out post of Oregon
and California; and it is to be hoped that the
day is fast approaching, when the tree of liberty
which was r.lanted by our fathers upon American soil, will take deep root, until it shall rise
and spread over the face of the habitable globe.
But this great day in the history of man will
be remote, unless our people are instructed and
qualified to discharge the duties which in the
remote history of their country, may devolve
upon them.
Mr. President, I have thought it due to m,rself, and to those whom I represent, to sar this
much. And sir, whatever may be the action of
this convention, I shall console myself by the
reflection that in my humble efforts, in behalf of
a system of common schools, to the best of my
ability, I have discharged my duty, to myself,
my constituents, and posterity.
Mr. C. A. WICKLIFFE.
I hope whatever the
decision of this convention Dlay be, we shall be
able to settle this question to night, ill some
shape 01' other. I am extremely anxious that
we shall close our labors by the seventeenth.
I
think we can do so by devoting our ti me to the
few objects which are now before 11S. One of
them which seems to excite a great degree of interest is this of common schools. I am the friend
of education, and elaim the responsibility of au
agency in setting apart the $850,000 from the
United States revenue, for the purposes of education, when the country is prepared to appropriate it.
The gentleman from Lewis, (Mr. Proctcr.) iii
wrong in supposing that there was any setting
apart of this revenue for the purpose of educetion by the general government.
It was left free
for the states to decide, and as I remarked the
other day, when the fund was subject to the control of our treasurer, there was a' contest in the
legislature, at a time when I occupied a scat in
the other end of this capital, as to the disposition
of that fund.
There was a strong disposition on the part of
some, to throw the whole in the fund for internal improvement.
Others were disposed to
invest it in Bank stocks.
A compromise was
made by which $850,000 was set apart for the
school fund. 'I'he balance was invested in etocke.
What has become of the school fund since that
time, I do not know. But I am opposed to
adopting as a part of the constitution, this commOll sehool system, sometime!; called the free
sehool system. J nse the term common, as opposed to individual or private schools.
As I kno\\' the chairman of the committee desircs to be heard on this subj·tlct,I will only offcl' an amendment which I S lall propose for the
whole of the report.. If we have a school fund
secured, and ..et apart by the legislature of the
coulltry, I want to leave that fund to the disposition of the legislature for educatiollal purposes.
If they shall "hereafter create a fund by the COlltinuance of this two cellt tax, or by additional
taxation, or in any other manner, I want the constitution to lay hold of it and devote it to education. But the mode and manner, and time when,
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and the possibility of carrying it.ol1tinevery
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language of holy writ, "the

last 8ha11 be first,

ty in the common wealth at the same time, seems and the first shall be last;" and although the reto me to be questions which it is utterly impos- port of the committee on education is the last on
sible for us to decide. I see by one of the sections the calendar, yet you will find that this subject
of the report that if a county shall fail within of education is the first in the affections and
ten years, to place herself in the position which hopes of the people of this commonwealth.
I
has been, or may be provided in the school law, resided for many years in one of the new and
and fails to draw the fund, and appropriate
it western states of this confederacy; and when I
to educational purposes, it is to be WIthdrawn moved to it, my first object and duty was to befrom her and her population forever, and thrown come acquainted with its constitution, its polity
back into the original fund. Thus every ten ical history, and internal polity.
Among the
years, a portion of each county whose population
matters which attracted my attention was the
JS not prepared to appropriate the fund, IS to lose fact that the general government
had given to
the benefit of it, and cuunot have it when pre- the state every sixteenth section of land for the
pared to-appropriate
it. I wish to secure the promotion of knowledge, and consequently of
fund from legi~lative distraction, or abstraction,
human virtue and happiness.
Congress had not
and for that purpose I offer the following sub- only given to Indiana but to all the new states
stitute:
most liberally of' the public domain for the pur,; All the fnnds which have been, or which poses of education, while Kentucky and most of
may be collected, and which have been set apart the elder states of this confederacy had not refor common school purposes, shall beheld sacred, ceived any thing.
III the year 1836 there had
subject to be regulated by the general assembly, accumulated in the treasurv of the United States
nnd applied and disbursed as shall seem best to about twenty eight millions of dollars beyond
"tfeet the object of general education."
the demands against it, the most of which had
-Mr. TAYLOR.
I annOUllced t.o the conven- arisen from the sales of the public lands, the
tion when I first addressed it, that I was now, common property of the people.
Congress defor the first time in Illy life in a legislative as- termined that this large amount of surplus revsembly.
I come here from the humble, and to enue should not lay there idle and unproduc.
me fascinating obscurity of private life, and I tive; nay, sir, fearill{f perhaps that it might be
ask of this convention that they will not judge devoted to bad and sinister purfoses, passed an
of the importance
of the subject now under act ordering it to be distributee among the sevvoneideration, nor of its inherent justice by the eral states in the ratio of their representation in
humble and unpretending
weakness of it'! ad- that body, and thus, sir, the most singular specvocate. Exclamations of surprise and astonish- tacle was exhibited to the world, of a government
ment have been so frequently made in reference making among the governed, a parental diatrito the course and conduct of some gentlemen
bution of twenty-eight millions of dollars which
here, that they have indeed become common had accumulated in its coffers, a spectacle Dever
substantives.
I sir, too, have to-day been in- before seen, and which I fear will never be seen
deed greatly sUl·prised by the action of some again, at once the noblest and most cheering
gentlemen In reference to the great subject DOW commentary upon free government, and the Inunder consideration.
Whe» the president rose tegrity and justice of Its administration.
from his seat to put the question upon the adflP-1
Kentucky accepted her share upon the condition of the first section of the report, I firmly t.ion imposed by congress; and upon the23d day
believed it would be passed "nemine contra- of February, 1837, passed an act in which I find
dicente ;" I 80 believed because I thought the the following section:
same feeling pervaded the representative
which
"Be itJurther enacted, That the profits arising
did the represented.
But in an expectation 80 I from one million of dollars of the surplus revenue
just and reasonable, so consonant with the of the United States, deposited and to be deposhopes and interest of our common constituteney,
ited with the state by VIrtue of the act of CODI am likely to be sadly disappointed.
gress of the lIth of June 1836, be and is hereby
'I'hegentlemanfrom
Nelson (Mr. Hardin,) pro- set aI?a~t and forever dedicated to fOl1?d!ng ana.
pounded to us a singular question, one which I s~sta.lllll1~ a gen.~ral system of public m!'itruc.
dare answer, and which I will make the record bon Jl1 thls state"
hefom me answer.
Said he, are you afraid to
Sir, to what 1I0bier purpose conld such a fund
trust the legislature?_l
am. He uliked it with llave been dedicated.
The legislature of Ken.
greRt flmphasis and confidence-I
auswer it in turky felt then as we now feel; being the just
the same spirit-I
am afraid to t,rust th,~ legisla- and proper reflex of public senLiment, what did
ture; and the reasons for that rlistrust, I will the representatives
of the people do? They set
~ive, drawn from legislative records Oil this sub· apart one million dollars and forever. dedicated
Ject. I hope the convention will bear with me it to a general sy8tem of public iJlstnlction.
In
whilst T unfold the reasons of that distrust" and the tenth section of this act it is further providefend the action of the committee, of which I ded "that until such system shall have been de.
am chairman, from the most singular arguments vised by law. the profits shall be placed under
with which it has been assailed by the elder gen- the direction and control of the commissioners
t·leman from N eIson. You may talk to me about of the sinking fund, who are thereby directed to
the chan~es which we are maklllgin the existing discriminate the same from the other ingredients
constitutIOn, great as they are, and demanded of said fund, with a view to the abstraction thereas they are, alike by public necessity and senti· of, togetherwitb the accumulations thereupon, as
meot; ,fou may hold up to the people the eleo- soon as the same shall berequired under the con.
tive prIociple which we ar~ a.bout to incorporate templa.ted 8,}"stem."
Now. sir, this looks most
in the new organic law; but I tell you, 111 the beautifulll.nd
faseillltHng on paper. This tenn
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is a strong one, but much I fear 'tis like Igencee of ilee public credit might seem to ren- lover's vows, written on a running stream.
It der such e proceeding desirable against the de .
eshibite a great deal of legislative anxiety for fenceless creditors."
So sir, we see this fund was first dedicated to
the safe custody of this fund. It is to be kept
elways ready-they
want no days of grace for the Improvement of the bead and heart, the merits payment. The commissioners of the sinking als and the intellect of the country, to the noblest
the accumulation of that
fund are required to discriminate
it from the of all improvements-to
other ingredients, with ll. view to its abstraction. wealth "which taketh 110 wings and flyeth not
which no adverse fortune can ever
They are to keep it in a separate stocking, just awny"-of
as the frugal and provident old Woman keeps deprive us, and agaillfit which 110 commiesiou of
bankruptcy can ever issue. "Who so knoweth
her garden seed ready to plant in the spring;
nay, the accumulations-meaning
as I presume the things of a man, save the spirit of the man
the interest-that
too is to be kept separate and that is III him?" The legislature have not
apart; one would infer that the children of the spread on the record the reasons which induced
They
commonwealth had but to knock and it should them to order those bonds to be burnt.
be opened unto them-that
'twas but necessary were afraid, I infer, that they would be put in
They directed them to be listed, and if
to cry "open eeesame," and the cave in which market.
was placed this sacred deposit, would give its the auditor's office should be burned, the tangigolden treasures to the promotion of human ble evidences of this large debt to the children
knoWledge. Well, sir, what has become of this of the state would be gonej there are no bonds
fund and of its accumulations?
Permit me to as I understand in exi"tence. Has the interest
read from the report of the superintendent of on this eight hundred and fifty thousand dollars
been paid, and kept ready (to use the language
public instruction:
of the act of 1837,) for abstraction? No sir. On
"In the midst of such circumstances as these, the 20th dayof December, 1848, a bond for $308,·
the state of Kentucky found herself embarked 768 42 cents. being the arrears of interest due
in an extensive system of internal improvements, upon said $850,000, was executed by the state.
designed to develope her resources end increase There is also $51,223 29 cents of interest due for
the general wealth.
The funds necessary to car- the year 1848. So it will be seen that the inry on her extensive operations, were raised by terest has not been paid, and this large interest
the public credit, exhibited in tbe form of state bond of $308,768 42 cents is payable at the
bonds, which were issued and sold to a large pleasure of the legislature.
Should not, I ask,
amount, and in order to sustain the credit of the people he justly jealous of the legislature1
these bonds, and provide the means for the regu- Have they not a right to be so on this subject;
Jar payment of interest accruing on them, and and being so, I as one of the friends of educathe final discharge of the bouds themselves, a tion, am for placing in the constitution which we
sinking fund was created, and a large portion of are now forming a clause, dedicating thia great
the proceeds of the tuxes, annually handed over fund to this still greater cause. It is honor
to the commissioner of that fund. 'The bonds enough to be a delegate on this floor; but it is 11
held by the board of education represented still higher honor to have been instrumental ill
$850,000, which the state having first cousecra- securing this fund to the glorious cause of eduted to the cause of education, sub;;;equently used
cation.
in prosecuting its plans of internal improvement.
Mr. President, in the ;year 1848 the legislature
The board of education stood, in regard to the
bonds it thus held, precisely in the relation of passed an act authorizing the governor of the state
any other fair holder of these internal improve- to execute a bond, payable to the board of education, for the interest and dividends
which was
ment bonds; unleea, indeed, the peculiar nature
and origin of the school fund, thus invested, due from the state to said board up to the 1st of
January,
1848,
and
that
bond,
as
I
have
stated
ahoold have gi\>tm a peculiar sacredness to the
debt thus held by that board. Yet, it is most before, amounted to $308,768 42 cents, payable
I once read of
painful to be obl iged to state, that the legisla- at the pleasure of the legislature.
ture of the state, for the year 1844-5, took a view a man who bound himself to build a house of
of thia matter 80 entirely different, that by the given dimensions for a widow, and after setting
4th section of the act, approved February 10, forth in the written contract the style and material ill and of which it was to be built, he add1845-chapter
264, of the laws of that sessioned, that in the construction of said house "he.
it required all the state bonds held by the board
was not to be hnstened't-e-so
in the payment of
of education, to be delivered to the governor at
the commonwealth, and to be, by him, burnt in this large sum the legislature is not to be ha ..tenthe presence of the high officers of state I As if ed. Sir, am I uguin to be asked if I am unwilto trust the legislature?
I do distrust them,
to mock the great cause which had thus been be- ling
trayed, the act proceeded to declare, that lists when they order their bonds to be burned;
should be made out of the evidences of debt thus wheu they give one for the interest, and say it
burnt, end that these lists, though deprived by shall not be assignable, and make it payable
when they please; when they play the game of
the act itself of all value in the way of delivery,
'tis moral
transfer, or assignment, ana practically robbed tie and loose. Credulity is folly-nay,
(If all advantage, thencef-orth, from the sinking and official treason against the children of this
I promised an old friend of
fund, which had been created to sustain and fi- commonwealth.
nally discharge just such bonds, should, never, mine when I came here not to "Votefor a divorce,
tbelese, be held' and taken, as in the place of the (he thinking we had the power and right to do
bond's that had been burnt, and be as sacred as ~o.) . Lpromised him I would not; but I am g?
t.b:e~ ha.d beea l Practically,
thab if', e&ored .11l:g to "Vtolat..ethat promise. ana to vote to dt·
froro f.h~power to control
enough t"& be burnt them:;eivee, whenever the-ex- "Voree the legislature
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or destroy this fund.
I know myoId
friend
will excuse me: he was an intelligent man and
a good democrat, but he had the good sense and
patriotism to vote for me, whig as I am.
The legislature sustains, (or rather the state
in reference to this fund,) the singular position
of debtor and creditor.
They have made their
bonds payable to the board of education.
They
have ordered them cnce to be burned.
They
have not paid the interest, nor provided the
means for Its payment.
They may destroy, for
aught I know, the creditor-the board of education, the corporate bod)' who hold their bonds
in trust for tfie children of the state-and
I have
cause to be jealous of legislative integrity and
honor. 'rhe ~ent.}eman from Nelson (Mr. Hardin) has attributed to me the paternity or this
movement here upon the subject of common
schools.
Not so. The gentleman from Carter
(Mr. T. J. Hood) introduced the resolution for
the appointment of the committee by whom this
report ie made.
Sir, I honor the gentleman from
Carter for it, and shall forever. When this convention first met, I took my seat where I now
am, and looked out of the loop-holes of retreat,
(for I am on t-he outer tier of seata.) at the delegates, talking to myself about men and things.
I was appointed by the president, most unexpectedly to myself, chairman of the committee
on education, an honorable position, and I am
tryin~ to merit his confidence, and that of my
consutuency,
by the protection of our common
right to and interest in this great matter of education. What does this report propose? First,
it enjoins it on the legislature to establish and
keep in exist-ence a system of common schools
throughout the state, open to all the free white
children thereof; 2nd, to secure the fund heretofore mentioned by me ; Srd, to prevent the leo-isIature from diverting the interest which may become due on said fund to any otheqmrpose than
common schools. It further provides for the
election by the people (If a superintendent
of
public instruction.
'I'hie is a profile of the report. It has been denied on this floor that there
IS any necessity for interference
by this convention with this subject. Let the report of the
auditor, in reply to a resolution which I had the
honor to introduce, answer:

"A statement

showing the total n umber of parents ami guardians, with the amount of their
property, and the number of children between
5 and 16 years of age, taken from the commissioners" books returned to the second auditor for the year 1849:
Parentg.

Child''1/..

18t, Thuse thatnave no propertv enter
ed for taxation and number of chi!

dren,

2d. Those who are worth less than .$100
in property and number of children,
Sd, Those who ale worth from $100 to
$400 in property and lJumberof chil·

8,U28

10,467

]3,'iSS

:16,764

dren,
]2,757
4th. Those who are worth from $400to
8600 in property flnd number of chilo
dren,
5,904
5th: Those who are worth over $600 in
property and unrobeI'or children
30,263
Total,

35,035
16,400
85,315

7U,707 192,990

There are in Kentucky ninety-one thousand
children wh08e parent.~ are mostly unable to ed·

ucate them, and yet we are beseeched not to interfere. Great God, can It be possible that we
shall be non-combatants in the great battle of
life-for knowledge is life. I ask, if gentlemen
can look upon this barren and unproductive field,
and not desire to plant and nurture within it the
tree of knowledge, (perhaps of life al80,)-£O lead
through it those fountains of living water, which
slake not but rather increases the thirst of him
who deinketh: who does oat desire to cast upon
this still and uufrnitful pool bread with the
cheering assurance that it shall indeed be gathered after mally days; to sow broad-cast over this
land the seeds of knowledge, which shall germinate and produce forever. With the startling
facts presented in this report of the second auditor, how can gentlemen hesitate about the absolute necessity of constitut!onal provision for some
system of general education?
It cannot be that
this convention will adjourn without the expression of some solicitude on this great matter.
Mr. President, I threaten DO gentleman on tb\s
floor with his constituents-I
point no one ~
the reckoning which will be made with him to
reference to the custody and use of this great
fund. Home sir; 'tis the most beautiful and f~cinatiug word in the English language, doubtless on account of its associations-(Srouping
within its circle, wife, children, and friends. jl
dare any man here to go 110me and look t~e
mother of his children in the face, and tell ber,
who is the partner of his joys, his troubles, an~
anxieties, that he opposed the constitutional d§.
votion and security of this money for the education of her children.
I want every mother to
know that if the father of her children shall be
taken away, that there is a fund set apart by the
constitution of her country, for th.eir education
-that though they are indeed orphans, yet their
moral and intellectual
culture has been provided for by the state, whose rulers they are to be
in a few short years. Yes, gentlemen, when
you shall return home, and sit down at your
own firesides, rendered festive by your presence,
and secure and happy by your presence, when
your children-the
buds and blossoms along the
pathway of human Iife-c-shall be throwing their
little arms around your neck, and telling you,
in their artless simplicity, the little domestic
incidents that have occurred in your absence,
can you, in such an hour, tell the wife and
mother that you have had an opportunity of providing a system of schools for them, and have
110t done ifl
Will you throw over this sunshine
of the heart the pall of neglected and violated
social obligation and duty, by your failure to
protect and secure this fund from legislative rapacity and duplicity?
No man can estimate the value of knowledge.
I would not exchange my opportunities of infermation, and the means of its acquirement, for
all else this world can give. Knowledge is, indeed, power, every where; but in a government
organized as ours, 'tis so socially and politically.
The right of suffrage, as a mere right in itself,
is not of such inestimable value. It is as the
guaranty of the safety and security of other
rights that its value and power is d~monstrated:

•
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•• Ititl"1l weepcn eherper set
Then ettner eword'or bayonet;
It comes down lISlight and still,
As SIlOW flake on the sod;
And executes the freeman's will.
As lightning does tbe will of God,"

. and

denying it to his cwu.
I bope for the
honor of human nature that such "instances nre
rare. Whli' sir, if I believed in total aunihilation after eutli, still I would do all I could for
the diffusion of knowledge, because of its pres¥
Its intelligent exercise is every thing; 'tis indeed eat value and enjoyment; but believing as I do
the sword of thespitit of freemen, and it may, in- "that this spirit of ours is not as perishable as
deed, be used as well for wo as weal. Iutelli- the telescope through which it looks, as 'twere,
gence generally diffused is necessary to the eta- into the very ~ates of heaven;" believing as I
bility of free government. Patriotism _is part do that it ca-nes with it beyond the grave all
and parcel of the moral and social inheritance of its acquisitions and its powers of acquisition,
our people; 'tis a noble and common virtue; it it becomes doubly important and interesting to
may be said" to grow with our growth, and me. I know 'tis a trite remark that education is
strengthen with our strength."
But 'tis the ed- the ladder which leads "from barbarism to eivueated patriotism of the country that is to walk ilization, from ignorance to knowledge, from
amid the conflict of the social and political ele- darkness to light, from earth to heaven."
If so,
menta, and amid the winds and waves of human 'tis our duty to furnish that ladder to every man,
prejudice and passion, and bid them be still. and while we have an opportunity let us do it.
We have been told by the gentleman from N el- I know that in the rich counties of the state 'tis
8:JD (Mr. Hardin.) that the catholics are opposed difficult to establish asystem of qommon schools;
to this system of common schools, and that if there has been in the county which I have the
we put it. in the constitution they will oppose its honor in part to represent, but a partial edopadoption.
And he has conjured up "spirits tion of the present system-in many of tbe counfrom the vasty deep," for the purpose of fright- ties no organization whatever has been had. A
ning us from 'Ourduty on this subject. He seems friend who sits by my side-the intelligent and
tJ think it will anay the whole catholic popula- sensible delegate from Green-informed
me a
tion against the new organic law. Sir,l do not few days ago that in the county of Pulaski there
believe it. I will not do them the injustice to has been quite au extensive organization of
balleve this imrutation upon theirpatriotism and schools under the p'resent law. She has 1264
intelligence.
understand they have some of parents and 3590 children. She is a democratic
the best schools in Kentucky-I know they have county, but she has sent to the senate of Kenbeen esteemed the steadfast friends of educe- tucky a whig-a northern man by birth and edtion. They will not send their children, 'tis ueutiun , and who has devoted much time and
said, to free schools. Be it so. Let them cdu- attention to the promotion and organization
cate their own children: they have the right to of these schools in Pulaski, and the best return
do so, and the ability, too. Is that any reason which the people could make to him for his inwhy the friends of education should neglect to terest in their welfare was to elevate him to a
provide for such a system of public instruction more extended theatre for usefulness. Sir, the
as will hang up, at every man's fireside, the election of this man from a. democratic county
lamp of knowledge? We bring it within the (and he a whig,) is honorable to my democratl~
reach of all-c-saint and sinner, protestant and friends. It exhibits that there are interests and
catholic; and if the latter does not choose to motives above party success and party triumph;
embrace the advantages of the system, the fault and that though in a minoritv in the state, that
is not ours. We have erected the lamp-if
I they can forget, yea, sir, "elevate themselves
may use the figure-like the brazen serpent in above party prejudices and come up to the rescue
the wilderness, and invited every man to look of their children and the country from the conend live; and if he will not, we have the conso- sequences of ignorance and folly.
Iation that it is not our fault, or our neglect.
1 feel, sir, that I have trespassed on the atBut, sir, if the catholics oppose a constitutional tention and indulgenue of the convention. I
system of public instruction, that very opposi- could not ha\-e said less-perhaps
I ought not
twn is, with ru~, the strongest rea:..on why the to have said so much.
system should exist; and the very declaration
This is a subject which comes home to every
that they oppose it, has but increased my anXIB- citizen: it so commends it."elf to our kind conty to incorporate It 111 the constitutIOn
sid€'~ation and regard; it so challenges our atSir, what an lmmellStl and fri~htful amount of tentwll -ROW, and so inspireR our hopes for the
ignorance there is in this country. The profes- future.
Sir, if you desire to engraft in the COil·
swn, of which I am a. member, brings me into stitution, which we are now making, an element
contact with a great many persons who can of success and triumph over all opposition, you
neither rcad or write. Not long since 1 was up· cannot better do it than by the adoption of the
on a visit to a friend in a COUl.Itynot far dis- principles oC the report of the committee. I thank
taut from mine, when a man, who had purcha- the house again for their kind indulgence. I
sed a small tr~ct of lund of him, came to pay attribute their patient attention not to the manner
for it; he paid a portion of the purchase money in which my remarks have been presented, but
aod gave his note for the balance. When he to tlle inlrillsic importance of the subject now
came to sign the note, he placed to it his mark, under consideration, and of which I have ever
anu I attested it. My friend told me that the been the faithful friend and humble and zealous
father of that man kept him whilst a boy at advocate.
home at work, whilst he, the father, taught oth·
:Mr. ROOT. I rise to make a f~wremarks not
e~ p.eople's child~en. What a singnlar and mor- that I expect to shed any light on the subject
tlfyn.1g spectacle IS here prl:"ente~ of a pareDt be- before the convention, but because I feel that if
stowmg knowledge upon the children of others I do not avail mys('lf of this opportunity, it

may never occur to mit eguln to make the pecu- t.iou ~L!111 '."€ render I?erlinm~nt a1.l:~l
p<'rpetll.ateliar views of the people of my C01lOty known to American liberty. Liberty HI a jewel which
this convention.
I feel that if I were to let this cannot be preserved without education.
Educaopportunity
pass, I should disappoint the ex- tion enlightens, ennobles, and elevates man, and
pectetions of a respectable
portion of the peo- qualifies him for that sphere be was destined to
ple of this commonwealth.
If there was any occupy.
one subject on which I was thoroughly and .fulWould to God that, the powerful talents of the
ly instructed, it was to rescue from thp. vacil la- gentlC'man from Nelson-c-tor his talents must be
taon of the legielatdou of the state, the common felt wherever he shall take a part-e-could have
school fund, solemnly dedicated to the purposes
been exerted, at this late hour of his life, upon
of education by the representatives of the peo- one of the greatest and most ennobling theatres,
ple in 1837, and place it beyond the control of that would crown every other act of his honorathe legislature of the country. I know a little ble career. Sorry am 1, as he is about to deabout the Iezialation of the commonwealth, and scend to his grave ill the due course of nature,
its changeable character, as exhlblted in l~
that that venerable man should endeavor to put
5-6, when the question of common schools was ant the lights which are destined to cheer us
under consideration.
Strange to say, there was along our pathway.
And, for what reason? Is
a majority of the members then on this floor, in it to be borne with; is it to be tolerated, that
those years, who were disposed to vote more in thia crisis of affairs in Kentucky, that, hy
money to procure wolf scalps or wild cat skins, mere fun, or the recital of anecdotes, that may
than for the purposes of promoting general edu- be true-for if the gentleman vouches for it, I
cation.
'l'he people, with all tbeir virtue, iutel- am bound to believe it-we
are to be diverted
ligence, and chivalry, are not fully and fairly from t.he fulfilment of our purpose? Because
represented by their representatives.
The bon- the gentleman
has found one solitary SC11001·
arable representative from Fayette, a few years master who supposed there were thirty nine
ago, introduced a bilt imposing a tax of two days in September-which
fact is enough to crecents on each $100 worth of property in the ate laughter among the unthinking;
and it
commonwealth in aid of common schools, pro- might do to relate at some cross road, by way:
vided the people should, at the next election of perpetrating' a joke-but
wonld. it be right If
thereafter, vote for the tax. 'I'he people did it were to have the effect of cheating the great
most freely ratify and confirm that law by an mass of the children now born, und to be born
overwhelming
majority-a
two-thirds
vote,"""- in the commonwealth, out of their birtbright?
From the whispering I have observed in this If there be one subject higher than another, one
house, I think there are some gentlemen here who subject holier than another~ one subject that c.al~s
are beh ind the sound intelligence of their constitu- for more intellectual exertion than another, It 18
ency, and prepared to throw the common school to plant the common school system in Kentucky
fund overboard, floating as it were, npon the at- permanently, and upon a sure basis. What I
lantic waves of uncertainty,
without a rudder lllay say, being unknown to fame, may have
or helm to guide it, save the periodical whims little weight or force here. But I will read what
or ignorance of the representatives who come I deem an offset to the orin ions of the gentlehere, disregarding the best interests of the state. man from Nelson, with al his weight of characFor, is it not its best interest, and do they not tel' and powerful talents.
The father of his
mistake that Interest when they vote against the country, after be had fulfilled the measure of his
establishment of the common school systemcountry's glory: in his parting address to his
when they throw their influence against it? eountryml":JJ, held the following language:
Why is it that here, to-dar" we are assembled
'''We should promote, as an object of primary
in a free government?
Why was it that the importance, institutions for the general diffusion
thirteen colonies were enabled to obtain their of knowledge."
independence?
Why was it they were able to
Again: I will give you another good autborithrow off the shackles of Great Britain, and declare themselves free and independent?
Because ty. And I proclaim here in my place, there is
not
a revolutionary patriot among all the patrithe Puritan fathers, who landed on Plymouth
rock, and tlwse pioneers who came to Virginia, ots of the land, greater t,han the good old John
That great patriot, seeillg the imporwere educated mlm. It was because the fathers Adams.
of this country understood tbeir rights, and tance of general education, declared this senti·
understanding
those rights, were prepared to ment:
"The wisdom of the legislature in making
vindicate them. Why is it that the dark mantle of !>uperstition and tyranny hangs over the liberal appropriations for the benefit of the pub.
Russians, one of the most powerful nations of lic schools, is portentous of great and lasting
the earth, who are ~ovemed by the arbitray will good."
of the Czar? It IS that universal ignorance,
Again:. I wi~lsay to my democratic fri.ends,on
darker than Egyptian night, predominates in this and that Side of the house, that I wtll bnng
that land. Why was it that in 1789, Ireland, a up high authority, authority ttl which they have
proud and chivalrous nation. was not able to been aceustomed'to bow in adoration, the great
obtain her independence
lllld tlltow off the npostle of the democratic party, Thomas Jeffershackles of Britain?
It was ou account of the son, the bright morning star of the democracy
igorance and superstition that prevail among of the land-the
man who penned the immortal
that people, And it is ignorance, in short, that declaration of independence, and knew llpon
upholds thrones and all the tyrants of t.he earth. what basds that declaration rested. What does
In proportion, thereforp-, as we advance in es- he say1
tablil'lhing universal education, in that propor' .. That education is mostly to he relied on for
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promoting the wisdom, virtue, BOIl bapplneaa of
the people."
Again; Mr. Madison said, and he was another
patriot, whose authority ol1~ht, at least, to have
some wt'i&,ht in this assembly:
"Learning
affords the best security against
c.raf~'y and dangerous encroachments
on our pubIic liberty."
Again: James Monroe says:
" We should promote intelligence among the
people, as the best means of preserving
our liberties."
Again: That great oracle of the law, chief
justice Marshall, says:
"J otelligence is the basis of our independence."
!R not this sentiment true? Intelligence is the
basis of American
independence.
Now, have
all these men conspired, these worthy patriots,
these learned statesmen-have
all these worthy
men conspired to bear testimony to a certain
fact, and are they all deceived? Is intelligence
the basis upon which American liberty rests?
Is it the onlv basis?
Is it the sure basis?
Is
this the northern star to which every eye must
turn in time of greatest peril to republican freedom? It must be admitted hy all, and yet I am
afraid you wilt find some delegates here so cowardlyas to shrink from the contest of freedom
and fall back in reserve. These men would not
have done to have entered a breach on the bloody
field where our fathers achieved our liberties.
Again: Dr. Benjamin Rush says:
"We can only prevent crime and render our
republican form of government durable byestablishing and supporting/ public schools in every part of the state."
,
I was struck with the remarks of the learned
gentleman Irom Nelson, as he may be .called,
when he supposes he could substitute two hundred thousand children, now in the commonwealth, to be educated, as a fair offset, because
now and then a gentleman chooses to take three
or four orphan children and educate them. Is
this meeting the question like a statesman, like
a. philosopher?
Is this coming' up to the qnest.ion , and meeting the expectations of the people
of Kentncky?
I will venture, for one, to prophecy, if there are anl gentleman's constituents
opposed to cstab lishing a fund for universal education, tbe reason is, they are i€>'llOrantof its
value.
And if the gentleman himself understands the wants of his constituents, he should
go it blind, and in less than ten years, when the
little prattlers throughout the commonwealth
shall begin to prattle, the little things 'which
they have learned in the common schools, then
there will be a.stature erected to that gentleman's
memory, in the hearts of the children of the
commonwealth.
He ought to lead public sentiment. and if he is not prepared to do it, he
ought not to have come here.
Here are assembled a hundred wise men, not
of the east, but of the west, engaged in a work
which is to aff·ct the destinies, for good or evil,
of the people of this commonwealth, perhaps for
a century to come. 'I'hey have the great public
interests in their hands. Will they let the opportunity pass of acting in accordance with it?
Will they do it? Is there a man here who is
prepared to do it? I believe that the people are

prepared for a general system of education.
I
believe, according to tbe report of the honorable
chairman of the committee on education, we
ought to dedicate that entire fund to the founding of a system of general education.
I think
the people will concur in the adoption of that
measure, and I believe that every man who votes
for it will be bailed by his constituents as a benefactor of his race.
I look upon a avstem of general education 3-'"
the very Kremlin 'of American liLerty, without
which there is no hope of perpetuating the liberties of this country.
Think you that the little
band of patriots who fought at Bunker's hill, or
Saratoga, or Yorktown, or wherever our victories were achieved against England's milit.ary
power, would have succeeded, but for the intelligent and patriotic spirit of the people of this
country?
It was owing to their being educated
and well informed.
It was their ministers who
educated
them-the
Puritan
ministers. who
brought
school-masters
from England,
and
whose first act was to establish a church dedicated to the worship of Almighty God. Their
next act was to look to the intellectual growth
of the rising generation; and looking to that,
they made themselves
and their descendents
impregnable
to, and unconquerable
by the
mighty hosts of England.
There has been a
ban placed here on quoting anything from
Greece or Rome, but the struggle of ThermopyIre, the battles and victories at Marathon, Platsea, Micelle. and Salamis will stand as imperisbable monuments to show what a virtuous and
enlightened people can achieve. The time will
soon pass by-it will be gone from us, in which
to lay the foundation for the future grandeur,
glory, and prosperity of our beloved state. Let
us therefore address ourselves to the workdedicate the fund. Let the fostering 'fiat of our
new constitution go forth, announcing
to the
people, that ample provision has been made to
bedeck the old commonwealth with those jewels
of prosperity, intelligence, and religion, common schools, and my word for it, the great
heart of Kentucky
will welcome and sustain
them.
I call on tbe democrats now in the majority
in this body, and I call upon the whigs, who in
times gone by stood up for education, and I call
in the name of the mighty dead, whose sentiments I have uttered to-day, to come up and
dedicate the fund. You will make your constituents all-powerful, you wi'I make them rich
in all that is virtuous and glorious, and you
will aid in the perpetuation
of human liberty.
Let him who chooses dodge this question.
In conclusion, permit me to say if there is a.
deles-ate here who wishes to erect a monument
to his name more enduring thau brass, more lasting than the eternal hills, let him devote the
few hours remaining of this session, if it be necessary, to the advocacy of the establishment of
a school fund, which shall throw light and
knowledge to the darkest corners of the commonwealth, and gladden the heart of e\"ery mother
and child in this land.
Vote this dedication,
and you will have done something for the poor.
It is the duty of a republican government to edueate its children.
It is said by all writers upon
republica, that education is the birth-right of

everJ child born in a republ ic.

Leave this sub-
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their purse-strings, and diffuse education

jeet to the legislature,judging
from the past, through every nook and corner of the land; but.
the schools will never go into operation, and the I am tor letting them do It for themselves
I
funds will be squandered
and re-squandered,
suppose the $73,500 of stock III the bank of
abstracted and re-abetraoted, and nothing will Kentucky IS available. I also suppose that the
be permanent.
And finally, as ignorance 0,1· $51,223 29 is available, but I suppose the other
ways ~rows with ignorance, and there being no sum if> not available, and I am not willing to say
light In the commonwealth,
save and except \ that the people shall pay $60,000 or $70;000 allthat ~ich
is confined to the colleges and acade- nually without consulting them on the subject.
mtes, the great body of the people will become When it is their will, they will instruct their
60 ignorant as not to appreclat.e the benefit of a representatives
to do it. \Vh"n we have secured
common school education, and their represente- \the common stock, we have done all that we
tlves will be but the re-echo of their ignorance.
shall be justified in doing: and this they have
What a state of things!
What political doctor required to be done. We are here to make an
will undertake then to cure the evil, when the orgeuic law.uud notto impose taxation.
representntives but reflect the ignorance of their
There is another objection to this. Although
constituents.
the people are in favor of education, this systt:1n
Here we have a learned body of men, under- has not worked well. It hils certainly not worked
standing the great Interests
of the common- well in my county.
It does not accomplish the
wealth: now strike for the iurereste of your cou- purpose that was expected.
It is true that this
stituents, and my word for it, if you do die may, in some measure, be attributable to the
politically in the attempt to do the people good, smallness of the sum disbursed: but, we should
your praises will be echoed, and your names not exercise a power-which has 1I0t been confided
etemised,
when a new generation shall arise to us. Let us nut go beyond that which the peoand call you blessed.
pie have delegated to us. Let us leave the subject
Mr, BARLOW moved to amend the amend- of education to the legislature,fol'theycaneither
ment by adding the following;
aocomp lisb the obje.ct or leave it alone, as .the
"Provided, That each county in thi ...state, un- pc.0fle may detenuiue , for ~he r('p~e8entat1ve8
der any general system of education, shall be en- wil be bOll~d to obey the lIlstru~tlOns of .the
titled to the due proportion of the school fund people. Let us secure the sum Whl~h remains,
thus dedicated, according to the number of chil- and .do no more.
Because ,Wa!:ihlllgton, and
dren therein; and each district in each county ¥adlso~, and M.onr?e, wer.e III f.avor of educashall be entitled to the due proportion of said uon , will not Justify us III taxing the 'people
fund according to the number of children there- where they have not authOrized us to do 1t.
in."
Mr. BOWLING.
I have been a most patient
Mr. MACHEN.
The subject of education i.s ii.stener, and I will add ~ most intere,sted one,
one of deep and abidin~ interest with all of us. Since .the as8emblageofthls
body
~tlnnk ~ mar
The question, however, 18not whether f'ducation say SI!" that not a speet:hhas been d~lIYeredlll thiS
shall pre'tail, but as to the meaus by which it is hall since the first day of our seSSIOnthat I have
to be done. It is propost'd to set apart $1,225,- nut heard. Nay, mure; I have carefu~ly read
76B 42, which is to be a sacred fund for all fu- every on~ of them, ~s they were pubh~hed-I
tUfe timf'· but I ask where that fund is? Is it in huxe derived no ordlllary pleasure and lllstructhe val\l~ of the treasury'(
Is it in a tangible tioll from this, to me, llew and varied sourc~ of
shape anywhere?
If not, ure we to levy a tax knowledge, and 1 feel g.nl;teful tl~the v~nous
on the people of Kentucky, without their man- g.entlemen who have partLClpated .In the dlSCIlSdate to do it? I stand here with itS little fear as slons for whatever each 1Ia3 (;ontnbuted to the
!lny gentleman 011 this floor, but I wish the all· general fund:
'
powerful voice of the people to come up all this
,I ha~ not Intended 81r, to tr~uble the convensubject to their representatives
in It legislative
tlOn wlth .any remarks, ~ut bemg a !Uember of
eapa..-:ity, I am not willing to say to t,he people the COn;lIl~ltte~on ed~cat.lOn, and ftJ~lll1g a deep
of Caldwell eOlll1ty, I have fixed a tax of three and ,n-blllIng' IIlterest In .Its promotlon, I could
cents on the S100 upon you, without eonsuIting ll?t iorego t~e oppO.l't.u~lty offered by the ,o:~ayou about it. 1 know they ft:el all interest ill ~lOn.to put III requlo'HtlOll my humble abllttl~6
education; and when I nee the chilJren of my III ala of that sacred cs,U8.e.
constituent:;;, from five to fifteen years of age,
Sir, howe.ver hi~h the claims (If education to
destitute of an education, I feel willing to come the profound conSIderation of the philanthropist,
up and give them the means of education.
But yet, to the politician in a government like ours,
!Ihall we, without giving them an opportunity
these claims are enhanced a hundred fold, and
to say a word upon the subject,fasten upon them in a government, such as we now propose fCir
11 tax from which they will not be ahle to extri·
this commonw('alth, it become!'! a sine qua non
cate themselves?
I trust no gentleman will be to the intelligent discharge of the high political
deluded into such an act. I am. not prepared to duties which is {'.onferred upon the citizen.
It
do it. I am unwilling to vote this three cent is Il. govcl'1lment which preStlpposes un exalted
tax, and rivet it on the people, withqut leaving patriotism and intelligence blended in happy
them the privilege to shake it off. I know the associa.tiqn in the electors, and as education is
people have voted a t.wo c~nt tax, but in that the only recognized substratum of these conRercase it was left to their free volition. They came vative elements, it is peculiarly to that basis
up and did it for themselves; and I am willing that the eye of the far-seeing ,politician should
lo leave it to them in the future. When they see be directed.
that we have I'lccured that which has ·already
It f'hall be no part of my purpose in my dis;b~Jl pro\-i,"led, I bclicn the:- will Ctllll"lllP and Cll5;;ion of 1hb hacknied subject, to analyze the

beauties 'of education in the abstract. nor to dwell
in rapturous eulogy upon t.hose fitful,. b~t g?r.
geous, those evanscent butinteusely bl'lllu~nt Intellecte which it has gemmed and embel ished,
as with light from Heaven, for the wandel' and
admiration of mankind.
These chef douvers, result.iug from a felicitous combination of God's
mightiest touch, an.d man:s noblest effort, I shall
leave undisturbed In their glory, and confine
myself to the less ambitious. but more pleasi~g
task of pointing attention to common sense, III
the common and multifarious
affairs of man ..
disciplined alone hy common school education.
Mr. President, a government which entrusts
the appointing power of all of its de,Partmeuts,
its checks, its ballancea, its agents, Its 'vis con8frvatrix or innate, inherent
power of self-pretection ~r selr-preeervatioue, directly to the discretion;ry excerciile.of unrestricted ele~t~rs, and
which at the same time makes no provIsIOn for
the common education, lind consequent elevation of this appointing p(lw~r, s.urely acts as
unwisely as the mall who built hIS house upon
the snud. The house, when the winds arc shut
IIp in their northern home, and sunshine cheers
eud gilds, its fairproportiun.will
be hailed by
the superficial us an emanueron from the most
ekil Iful of nrchitects-e-its massive masonry protected by a snmiture of corrinthinn pillars surmounted with plaborateeapitals,pointsignficantly to a durability of ages. But wh~n Boreas unleashes thcdernous of storm from their polar caves,
and Neptune lashes t~ll s:ailitowildc~lUmotion,
and Jupiter belches liquid fire from hIS throne,
and the world is threatened with a second deluge, then the foundation of sand is dissolved
and the noble superstructures
tumble headlong
into a mighty mass of ruins.
So of such a g~vvernmellt.
When party fury shall be lashed Illto madne:ss, and demagogues, like the stQrm-demons shall pelletrate every hill and hollow and
cram/y of the commonwealth, and i~fur,;ed into
the wildly excited inhabitants
theJr own fell
spirit of dIsorder and desolatIOn-If
the cons~rvatism of educated Intell~ct I~ not there to re~u,t
and roll baek the threatenlllg tld~, the fo~mda.tlOn I
givl':s wa;" and the govtlrnmen~ IS a tlllng. ~hat
was,but 18 not! To guard ag,amst.8ueh polltwal,
and consequently
such SOCIal dumster, soberminded men ought.not to hesitate .to introduce
into the government that sole b~81~ of con~r~
vatism which wisdom and expenellce conspire
to indicate .as alone adequa.te t(~ meet the emergeney. ThiS elenwnt of safety IScommon school
education
diffused throughout
the commOll·wealth. The children of the commonwealth
are the most sacred of her possessions, and demand her fondest solicitude.
It is her first ~uty to provide for them, not gold, but that wht~h
gold cannot purchase, omnipotent &1> it is, vlrture aud intdligence.
When a wise man imdertakes to build a honse,
!;aid aile who was the impel'sotlation of wisdo~,
he first estimates the co~t, and if be find IllS
weans insufficieut to accomplillh that object, he
abandons it; and in like mnnnt:r wise statesmen
will not undertake any improvement or public
charity in the absence of the means to p~osecute
it to a. successful completion.
In obedIe~ce. to
this wjBe ruJe, I ha...-e collect.ed some .statistlcS,
. .and made-some: tlitimates in elucidation of the

practleability
of establishing
a system of (reo
schools in this commonwealth,
and I propose to
invoke their aid to enable me to prove the following propositions:
1st. That it is utopian to ho:pe for a general
deffusion of school instruction III the commonwealth of Kentucky, unaided by the government.
The report of the second auditor, now upon
the journal of this body, shows the whole Humber of parents in the state to be 70,707.
Of this
number 34,540, or nearl;r one half, do not average in worth $100-eIght
thousand are worth
nothing, and 21,783 less than $100, and none
oC them worth as much as $400, These pa.
rents have an aggregate of children between the
aees of five and sixteen, amounting to 91,~66.
N'ow so long as the rule IS true, that nothing
can produce something, I hold it to be utterly
impossible for parents so circumstanced to provide education for their children, and in the absence of a munificent provision upon the part of
the government, they must of necessity be permitted to grow up in ignorance.
Allowing one
half of these children to be males, and we have
the basis of a voting population amounting to
45,633, or more than a third of the entire voters
of the state. who in a few years are to be en.
trusted with the selection of officers at the polls,
upon whose integrity depend the life and liberty
of a million of people and two hundred. a,nd
seventy millions of property.
'I'hese stnusttcs
need no illustration.
They exhibit upon their
surface an argument that he who runs may read.
Sir we are not to shut our eyes to the fact, that
largely over a moity of our .people !lre ~ota1ly
without the means of educating theIr children,
and a ,m~ority of the future \'oters of the commonwealth, to whom I, and you, sir, propose to
restore the power of appointing at the polls all
the functionaries of a complicated apparatus of
govel'llment, arethreat.ened from the adver;;e circumstances by which they are encompassed with
abject ignorance.
To avoid the political calam.
ities necessitously incidtmt to such a condition
of things, can any of UR say we have done our
whole duty to the commonwealth, who has not
to his utmost, endeavored to provide the only
mf'ans of prevention?
Social compacts have
existed for ar.res, and are now struggling in the
old worll1, like a condemned felon for a few ,additional days forfeited b'y a long career of cnme
aJld inf,lmy, where the t,gnoranee of the gov~rn.
ed was so O"reatas to blllld them to oppressIOn ..
and whost only knowledge existed in the tra~
ditionary recol'dsof unrequited t.oil and patient
endumnce,
But in the new world freedom is
the birth-right of man, and he instinctively com.
prehends the right whieh it confers, though he
may be ignorant of the duties which it imposes,
lind ill his ardour to availlumself
of the one he
may trampll:1 ruthlessly UP~1ltbe o~her. Now as
he IS cot,Upl:111etl
by: a nccessIty, of IllS ller,Yl,lature
to exerCise those l'1ghts, how Important IS Ittl~at
~viselegislato;s "h~l1ld p~'o\'ide school;; ~or tralUlUg and desciplenmg
111m,to ~nable him so to
use as J.lot to abus.e them. ~Ir, we know that
th~y. 'nIl be, ~xerclsed,. and 111 the absen~e of
prevIOus tr8J.U1n~ we can ~ave n? reasoI1able
bope t~a.t t~ey WIll be l1'Xerc18ed wlth prude.nce
i1lld d151'retlOn,
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1 know, sir, that exalted patriotism, associated with a. kind heart eud sound head, in the absence of any training, will point the correct path:
and the subjects of thi.s happy combination arc
above any position that schools or allY other contrivance of man could secure, and of such of nahue's noblemen I do not speak. I know further
more, that patriotism and honor in the humblest
Kentuckian, are always prominent, being the
common inheritance from a. glorious ancestry,
and which have made their lovely home a theme
of oratory, of poetry, and of song throughout
the civilized world-yet
these lustrous elements
which now enter so largely into the composition
of our people, and make glorious the 'fer;;: name
of Kentuckian, unless cherished by a diffusion
of knowledge, and thus perpetuated, cannot be
expected to endure forever. Darkness in all
ages and in all countries, when protracted
through successive generations, has been found
fatal to these ennobling qualities of humanity,
and our sages and patriots ought not to hope that
our beloved commonwealth would miraculously
prove an exception to the general rule. I enquire, secondly,
Oun this moiety of the fathers
of the future voters of Kentucky, under the circurustances
which retard and embarrass their
will, bestow upon their children even the rud iments of the humblest education?
1 am, sir,
not unapprised of the thousand and one exceptions to the argument which associates poverty
and ignorance. and no one knows better than
myself that many of the parents of this list are
among the most learned, worthy, and accomplished of our citizens, and in the list of the
wealthy many will appear of pitiable ignorance,
not being able to read or write. But my inquiry
is in reference to the ability of poor fathers to
educate their children.
Now, sir, the facilities
for the acquisition of book learning, WITh a rurat population, is precisely in proportion to its
density.
If the proximity of thirty families to a
central point be within the traveling distance of
children to school, there each parent will enjoy
double the opportunity, of his procuring some
ecbool instruction for his children, of hi . ; less fortunate neighbor, who resides in a district of
equal territorial extent, but just half as densely
populated, because the former districts will poe-.
sess double the m..ans to build a school house
and employ a teacher.
The State of .Kentucky contains fOliyfive thousfInd square miles; seventy thousand "even hundred alld sev,ell parents, with one hundred and
ninety two thousand nine hundred and ninety
nine children between the ages of five and sixteen.
But when the number of pluents resident in large
towns and cities is deducted from the aggregat<,
nnmber of the state, the latter, it will be found,
will suffer a reduction of t.en per cent., leaving
sixty three thousand
parents to be diffused
over fourty five thousand square miles-a flaction les8 than olle and a half families for
each square mile. Now the area of a school
district ought, not much exceed four miles square,
and eould not. with allY pt'etensiuns to convenience, exceed six miles square. This area, on an
average, wDuM contain fifty four families, with a
fraction less than one hundred and sixty two
children. Here, sir, I am pleased to ackllOwledge,
that the raw material exists in abundanee for
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those factories, which add tuore to the glory, the
political and social blessings of acommonwealth,
than all the mules, and jennies, and throstlea,
that have been invented since the discovery of
cotton seed. I mean, sir, the county school
houses. But it requires means to erect these
factories of embryo statesmen, patriots, and divines, and meaua to keep the school master
housed, not abroad. These statistics show that
our state is fitted with peculiar adaptation to a
system of free schools, and that the only reason
why her children ever grow up in ignorance is,
that the condition of the parents is such as to
deny, them the happiness of educating them:
and it is to supply this desideratum that I plead
in their behalf.
Let us now examine the extent of the provision already made by the state towards the accomplishment, of this object, and enquire to what extent it is capable of accomplishing it.
The fund called and known as the school
fund, consists of $1,225,768 42, seemed by
bonds given by the state, and payable to the
board of education; $72,500 of stock in the
Bank of Kentuck , and $51,223 29, balance of
interest on the school fund for the year 1848.
making, in the aggregate, the sum $1,350,491 71.
The interest upon this fund, 011 which the state
pays five per cent., amouuting to $67,524 58,
when added to the two cent tax voted by
the state upon each $100 worth of taxable
property, which amounts to $56,000, would
constitute an annual school revenue of $123,52458.
'l'his sum when divided among 192,999 children, the total number of the commonwealth, would give to each per annum, 64 cents
only. At first blush it would appear that a sum
so inconsiderable was too small to lay even the
cornerstone
of this benign system.
Yet, a further enquiry will demonstrate its sufficiency to
perpetuate an efficient system of free schools in
the eommonwea lth , for nearly five months in
every year.
Allowing an area of six miles
square to a school district, it would require, in
the whole state, twelve hundred and fifty teachers; whose services at $20 per month, (and that
amount, wheu it was known to be certain, at the
end of the session, would procure good ones.)
for five months, would amount to $125,000-a
sum only $1,475 42 over and above the annual
school revenue-so
that if the state were to seal
hennetrically,
her coffers to the cries of her
children for mental bread and the light which
shineth ill darkness, the system of free schools
would still find an efficient haBis in the national
donation, and the charity voted by the people,
if once this holy fUlld was sccureJ against the
fingers of a time·serviug legislature.
But the gcntleman from Caldwell, (Mr. Machen,) would not force the state to pay the interest on t,his national gift, made sacred by a
solemn act of the legislature forever, to educa·
tional pnrf,'0ses. HIl thinks it might be jneon~
venient.
1'hat is her concern, not mine. It
will not be deni<,d that she justly owes the
money, for she has, through her legislature, or~
dered the evidences of the deht to be listed. A
listed debt, I understand from the lawyers, is
not assignable, and does not, therefore, require
the baptism of fire to stave off its payment until a more com'enient season. But my friend
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farther thinks- that the phraseology' of the reo 1 The)' cannot, and they must, tJf uecesahy. grow
porto£' the. committee might make i1:l obligatory
up in ignorance.
We all know that the weeltbju,pon the-legislature to lay an additional tax to themselves cannot, in rural districts, from the
keep up an efficient system of common schools. size of their landed estates, and their conseL think sir, his fears are groundless, and that he quent remoteness from each other, support a
totally mtscompreheuds the object of the com- good school for any length of time, and that
erittee.
If the school fund in practice was they have to send their children from home and
touud insufficient for the achievement of the board them near acadamles and colleges, at an
beneficent purposes contemplated by the com- enormous expense, to secure to them an educamitree, I should think there ought to be ncth- tion.
ing stertllug to the guardians of the people's
But the convenience to a school house is not
.rights, in the proposition to compel the legisla- the only difficulty with the poor man. The loss
ture politely to ask the people if they would to him of the labor of a son while at school, is
submit to an additional tax. There could be enormous, and greatly euhancee his own labors
nothing alarming or extraordinary in conetruiu- and difficulties. and diminishes his ability to
ingthelegislature
to doff their beavers to the sov- pay the fee of tuition.
And let no one imagine
ereign and enquire, "by your leave, gentlemen."
that this trifling fee of five or six dollars is with
But supposc sir, upon trial, to make the school that father a small matter. Sir, I tell you, to a
all that the ardent friends of the universal dif- poor man, who is straining every nerve to pay
fusion of knowledge desired, an additional tax his rent, and to provide the absolute necessaries
of-from four to six cents upon the. $100 worth of life for a growing family, it is an estate. Yes
of property was demanded, is it probable the sir, an estate nearly five fold greater, as I have
state would vote it? Why, sir, the state of In- shown by indisputable statistics, than the sou
diana, on our harder, has just voted a tax of ten for wbom the outlay is contemplated is heir to.
cents upon each $100, to give additional tone Many a poor boy }}fI.S been deuled the blessings.
and energy to her system of free schools. Willi OJ a tolerable education, and been compelled to
Kentucky couseut to take rank in the rear of gr"!e his way through the world in ignorance
Indiana, and submit to have it thrown in her an self-abasement, because it was impossible
face that her institution of slavery presses her for his parents to spare the means to pay the fees
down to that point of humiliation?
I' wot not: of the teacher in his neighborhood.
her legislature might do it, her people never. Let
I know that wealth, especially ill a slave state,
our people no longer be mocked by the Iegielu- is constantly and rapidly changing hands-one
tive legerdemain of free schools lIpon paper. blessing, at least, which looms up amid the
They have had enough of the shah ow, and as it evils which gentlemen imagine iucldent to slaveis said coming events cast their shadows before, ry, like nn oa ..is of the desert; but the rule will
let t~is body now take of the legislature a forth- still pnJ\'ail, though I know its tendency will be
comlllg bond for the substance.
manfully resisted by those who have felt and
I know very well that thousands of poor boys know the powt;J1'and influence of learning, but
will cut their way through all these inexorable have lost t1J(;\tueaus of securing it to their dediffieulties ; and it rejoices my heart that it is so ecendants : still, to "that complexion must it
-set fate itself at defiance, and carve for them- come at last "-<1.0 association of ignorance and
selves a proud niche in the temple of Pytho; for poverty.
the genius of our institutions is filled with pe.Mr. President, aside from interest, should it
<roliar and i.:haraeteristic relevency to tbe genE'r- not be the glory of the empowered deputie.'l of a
ous a;;,pirations of man, and to nern\ him for the great and chivalrous people, to fix beyond the
acl1ievement of mighty ends, to essay which power of cvanescent legislation, a mr:ans of res·
would be madness. in le"s favon:d lands. But, cuing their unfurtunate descendants from the
of the myriads.of the noble and gtmerous, who, evils of ignorance, and its kindredassociatiOlJs~
inspired by thEl enthusiasm of hope and youth, But., sir, an app"al to interest., it is myexperienlist in this forlorn ho\,e against. the opposing cnce, touches much more eloquently, the deliasperities of a cold, ea culat,ing world, we hear cate, responsive chords in the moral mechanism
albne of those who ha"o made for themselves a of our fallen nature, when braced and indurated
history and a oallle--of the unnumbered throng by that resisting tonicity which wealth so eon·
who perish by the wayside, "unwept, unhOllor- spicuously imparts, than when addn'ssed, eyen
ed, and unsung,"
unsustained
even by the in accents of t,he most euphonious pathos, to pa·
smiles of that i.:onntry for whose glory they I triotism and philanthropy-those
rare, but most
would at any time have offcr~d up thir hearH.'I ennobling attributes of man.
warm bloo:d-t.>f the~, of their struggles, their I Sir, ill any government not a despotism, it is
hopeR, thetr dlsappomt~lClIt.s, the ~"orld hears emphatically thc interest of the rich to employ
not; nor does the eye 01 mall trace III the dura- their best endeavors to elevate the character of"
ble .witchery of the sml1ptor'.::;ort the :Yre~th for thpir leI'Sfortunate fellow-citizens, but in a gOY·
whIch t~le. he!.'rt so ardeptly panted Jl1 life, to ernmcnt not only elective ill the technical inter.find obliVIOn 111 the clwrltable mantle of the lIlI· pretation of the political theorist, but in ver}'
ltrned sepulchre.
truth, as will be the government tlmt Kenttwky
Sir, it is utterly ab!:>md to ex/)ect-nllless,
in- now demands of thi~ body, in a voice that WI&
-deed, honest Do~beny is rig it in supposing dare !lot miseomprehend, it should be the object
"reading and writmgcomes by nature"-that
it of sensible men, to moke ample pl'o"isions to
is within the pale of conceivable things that a enable every voter to discharge faithfully those
population surrounded by such circulDstanees high trusts confided to him. I maintain, in the
can, as a general rule, secure the blessing!, of ecl- absence of reasonable mental culture, that thi8
ucation to their children,. unaided by the state. is.impossible.
AU the fine-spun speec.hllsthat
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have been uttered ill this hall in the last. two
months, in reference to the virtue and intelligence of the people, and their name is legion,
and all that may follow, though they go on "till
the crack of doom," can have no other effec
than to excite the pity of the wise, and to pander to that vain-glory and self-sufficiency 'which
60 peculiarly and chamcteristically
distinguish
the ignorant, but will never fit one poor and
friendless boy for tbe diserimiuating
exercise of
the elective franchise.
I know, sir, that this
method of treating this subject, may betray to
some timid gentlemen, upon my part, to indulge
a much hacknied expression, a distrust of the
intelligence of the people for self-gQvernment.
But that is a very superficial view of the matter.
My. object is, by the elevating influence of education, to place the most unfortunate of them
beyond the suspicion
of the most fastidious
stickler for patrician supremacy. Our people are,
I do most conscientiously believe, amply qualified to discharge those Iiigb trusts involved in
the exercise of the appointing power, and the
summoning of this couveution, charged to restore back that exalted pri v iloge which they had
. by contract delegated to agent:> fur half a centufl' may be cited in demonstration of the assumpnon. But, sir, yom qualifications, or mine, in
this behalf, cannot be plead in favor of the qualifications of our descendants.
'l'heir qualiticationa, like ours, will depend upon their opportunities or exertions.
It is to provide for them
the former that I plead.
1 have said, sir, it was the interest of the rich
to provide means for the education of the poor.
H It be conceded that knowledge conduct's to
'Virtue, and to the development and elaboration
of that eeutimcut of the human mind called honor, and, conversely, that igllorance is the fruitful
source of vice, immorality, and Iicentlousness,
it follows that those who have most to lose by
the prevalence of the latter among <L yoting and
tax-laying people, are most interested in the disl',l'lIlinatioll of the [ormt'l·.
And, sir, in thus providing tJlese Illt'an!:>jt
may bIJ that we al'e entertaining
an augcl unawares-it
muy be that we shan he engaged in
tearing a bulwark against the ignorance of the
descendants of the rich.
How immeasurahl~'
·would it add to the sum tOtH] of human happlness, in anv giycm organized Illllnieipality, for
each individual to know that the l1lain-sprin~ of
that organizatioll, secured his off;,;pring agalllst
that frightful. train of viecs, of which ignorance
i"the common parellt.
Sir, in the long eX(lfo.;iseof the healing profession, it ha.<;been my mi.sfortune often to be com·
pelled to perform t.he sadly soothing rites of
.LEsculapius over the dying pillow of the parent
of a numerous and helpless uffspring. 'Tis then,
ere tot,tering reason forsakes forever its crumbling throne, that the observer sees man as he
is, as God fa!'lhioned him fur his own wise purposes. 'Tis there aloue ean he b(~studied, IlllaS80eiated with t.he hopes, the fcar,s, the ambition,
the patriotism,
the heroism, the daring, the
world, and all that for which the world struggles with wary, sleepless energy; these, olle by
one, fade from the kailedescope of his mental
vision as dt;>ath approaches, until but one sole,
absorbing passion remains of that huge bundle

of which he is composed, in the-pride of hi a
health and the pomp of his power, and that .ie a
love of his offspring, blended in harmonious
union, with a sil1~le desire, that they may be
saved from the Vices of an immoral world, and
fitted for a felicitous association with redeemed
and kindred spirits in the home of a common
father.
'Tis ill that dread hour that poverty is felt.in all
of its biting and blasting force, because the sufferer feels that he leaves nothing to secure his
children against the world's "ices.
Had his
country, in the exercise of an enlarged philantbrophy, provided means for the education of
his children, and thus secured them against the
grosser immoralities of a wicked world, oh how
it would have soothed aud supported his departing spirit, and smoothed his passage to the
gravel
Was patriotism
not an instinct, as it is, it
were impossible for one to feel much love for a
country that could thus coldly neglect its beggared orphans.
Surely nothing were better calculated to fan and enlarge that noble inetduct
than a permanent provision to foster, to protect,
to educate, the whole people of the country.
Let it 110tbe said it cannot be done: for whatever man has done, mall can do, and we know
that in many of the sovereignties of this proud
confederacy this has been done, and an education secured to all, and there, whatever remorse
or regret may haunt the dying father, this suffocating night-mare, of children grown up in ignorance and vice, which makes death hideous,
is at least removed.
It has been said, uud a truer observation was
never made, that the people are more generous
than these who represent them; and the true reae.cu of this is not to be sought for ill the abstract
parsimony of the representatives, but iu the fact
that the representative feels that he is, in making
apprupriations,
operatilJg upon funds not his,
and therefore that he ought to cO,nsult riged
ecollomy. But the people operate on their own,
and al'c always gelJerous.
We have every rea·
son to believe that the people of this great state
desire a well regulated system of free schools.
In every way in wllich th8 question has been
tested, they have ~u tlccided; alld even when the
question was ]Jut to them by the legislature,
whether 01' no they weI'", so much ill 10\'.0 with
the cont.f!lnplated system as to Yote a direct tax
upon thelllsel ves for its maintenallce, they voted
aye with great promptness and unanimity.
It
is tnw the tax was small, lHlt it was all that they
w~re required to lay, and itoughtnottobedoubteo that it would ha\'e been quadrupled with the
same generons promptness if it had been requir<~d of them .
Sir, we ought pot to hope to raise a fund so
large by legislati ....
e legerdemain, as that the bare
interest would suffice for the accomplishment of
this great and generolHl objeet. It cannot be
done. The committee on education have reported that the school fund amounting now to $1,350,491 75,should be consecrated to educational
purposes, and remain a perpetual fund, and that
the interest thereof alone should be employed.
All over this, required for this great and humane object. must be raised by a tax upon the
property of the commo.nwealth, for it lS mani-
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Ieetly utopian 'to hope to raise it in eny cther to obey. In the order of nature God hns made'
way.
no distinctions; he has not ~ro\'ided for theI have shown that if we secure what we have, l;'0or a coarser earth, a thiner air, or a paler sky.
it will be sufficient to keep a complete system (If I'be same glorious sun pours down its golden
free schools in operation for nearly five months Hood as cheerily upon the poor man's home as
in every year. 'l'his is not so long by a month, the rich man's palace. The cottager's children
as I would have desired; but as the pr0J,>ertyof have as keen a sense of all the freshness, verthe commonwealth is constantly increasing and dure, fragrance, melody and beauty of luxuriant
the number of school houses will remain eta- nature, as the pale sons of the wealthy.
Neither
tionary, in a few years the same tax will enable has he stamped the imprint of baser birth \lpOn
the schools to bekept open an additional month. the poor man's child than that of the rich. by
I have not entered upon details-it
is not, my which it knows with a certainty that its lot is to
province.
I have desired to show that it was crawl, not to climb. Mind is immortal.
It is
entirely practicable, and it is my honest con vic- imperial.
It bears no mark of high or low, of
tion that the people desire that a system of free rich or pOOl';it heeds no bounds of time or place,
schools should be fixed in the constitution.
It of rank or circumstance.
It requires but light."
has been the fashion of gentlemen in this hall to Yes, sir, it requires but light. The delicate
volunteer prognoses as to what would gain votes mechanism of iutel lection is but a series of menfor the new constitution, or militate against [its tal processes. In the educated brain they are
reception by the people. But, sir, let these hun- combined in wondrous harmony and multiplied
dred chosen delegatee ~o home and tell the anx- to infinity; and systematized thought is the reious thousands that WIll greet their return, that ault of their operations.
Thought, that ruysteria part of our labors here, insures to the descen- ous essence which connects man with the spirit
dants of this land of heroes and of song, the world, has its laws, to which it is as obedient as
keys to the temple of knowledge.
'I'hnt hence- IS the lightning, in obedience to its laws, in bearforth, under the new organization, schools are ing the messages of man, by a flash, across the
to spring up in every neighborhood, and to be continent.
The latter is an illustration of the
as free as the gush of waters from the mountain former, and the former suggested the latter. If
rock. In the beautiful language of my friend thought" when disciplined, was capable of planfrom Mason, (Mr. 'l'aylor.j-c-who
is indeed im- ning mighty deeds, and a complicated SYStt:lll of
hued with the spirit of the beautiful-that
they menus which pointed prophetically
to their
will arise like fire- flies at summer sunset, giving achievement, why should 110t its tvpe in the
life and hope to each other-light
to the young, physical world, which had, when UJi'trninp-d,but
hope to the middle-aged, and consolation to the shown the omuipotenco of its power in the deeold. That their light will discover the mons- elation that marked its path.
So, also, the
ter vice,
thoughts of man, which were evil continually •
•ccc-:-,--,--;- ofsuch hideousmien,
when unsubdued and unchastened by educeWhich to be hated needs but to be seen,"
tional discipline sought, glOly in the desolation
and exterminate him.
of the works of his fel lcw-man and of God.
'I'ell them that tho mountains and the valleys But the latter, under the ameliorating influences
and the plains of this heavenly heritage are to of education, found increased power for good,
be studded with school houses, which like the with diminished desire for evil, and, perhaps,
temples of the living God, are to be free to all, attained its acme in discovering the laws of its
without ruoney and without price.
great physical type, and compelling it, in obeTell the children of the poor and unfortunate dicncc to them, to become subservient to man's
that hope, heretofore, that mystic shadow of uses. And that mighty and terrific power, whose
good, which receded as they advanced, and appalling displays the ancients confided to Juwhose home was the fabled terminus of the rain piter , the chief of their godo;, and of whom their
bow has been made to receive substantive pro- greatest poet sung,
portions, and to become a smilin~ reality.
"all qui reshominumqueDeumquc
Tell them that .fount~ins of liVllll$'water. have
Aeternisregisimperiis, el_fulmine terres,"
been opened up, In wh!ch th.c buddmg deSIre for is now,. by educated mind, disarmed of its tel'kno\ylc<;lge may lave Its t1urst, and where all rur, allJ made to bear soft messages of love from
are mVlted to come and pertake freely. Let I absent swain to the confidin<:T anxious heart of
this be told them sir, and a. voice redolent of his lady love in anot.her and f~;' distant commonthanksgiving and benediction will go up from wealth.
half a million of the best of our people, to the
1fr. C, A. WICKLIFFE.
I barely desit'c to
God of the widow and the fatherless.
explain tJle amendment which I have offered
Sir. I endor~e every word of t,he ~ollowing, and I retum the geutlemen who have so ably
from a deep thJllk~r .and. pungent wnter: "We and so nobly advocated. the cause of education
should. make no dlstmctlOlls, but the banner of my thanks. I subscribe in the main to all that
educatIOn should be proudly unfurled
has been said, or can be said, in favor of the ne"Like the wild winds free,"
cessity and the importance of such a duty.
allowing all alike to enjoy its advantages.
The
Some of the expressions of the gentleman from
child of the woodland' cottage, and that of the I Campbell might perhaps have been somt:what
princely mansion should, if po!!sible, be educa- softened, because they seem to imply that all
ted together, that all might have an equal 0J?- gentlemen who differ with him, fall within his
portunity of rising to eminence and fame. It IS unl\'ersal cundemnation.
a cardinal principle of republicanism that there
There is no subst.antial difference between t,he
is no royal road to distinction; it is held to be amendment I offer and the Aecond clause of the
a.ccessible to all-none
are born to command or report.
I go with the committee, and eycry
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friend of education
on this floor, to set apart I must be imposed, to put this in operation ill
and dedicate the fund for educational purpo.ses, years.
..
which has either been accumulated bv texamon,
Then the convention adjourned.
or which was originally set apart by "the law of
J837. A part, of this fund is composed of the
interest on the bank stock, whee Interest was
paid Oil the bonds.
As the fund accumulated,
the system went .into operation, the commissioners of the sinking fund having charge of it at
first, and the commissioners of the school fund
TUESDAY,
DECEMBER
11, 1849.
vested the interest accruing from the $850,000,
in the purchase of bank stock in our own state.
connECTION
AXD EX£'LANATlOX.
Hence, there is the item of $73,000 bank stock
:Mr. C. A. WICKLIFFE.
If the convention
There has been levied by the approbation
of
will indulge me for a moment, I shall be glad to
the people, two cents upon a hundred
dollars,
have an opportunity
of correcting
an error
which constitutes a part of the school fund.
which has by a very ea>:.ymistake crept into the
what does the amendment which I propose report of our proceedings.
Had there been any
contemplate?
It is, that the fund which has other mode of making the correction I would
been collected, the $850,000, the $i3,000 of bank certainly have adopted it; but the debates havstock, and any other and every other fund which
ing been transferred to the volume of reports bemay be collected for educational purposes, shall fo~c I discovered the error, it is now too late to
he devoted by the legislature
to that object, and make the correction in any other ...vay than by fl.
when so devoted, it 8110111remain secure,
and be note. when the resolution of the gentleman
appropriated
to no other purpose or obj-et than rroru Henderson was under consideration,
the
the diffusion of a general system of education.
other day, in which it is declared that "absoWhen we have thus secured the fund, and pro- lute, urbltrarv power over the lives, liberty, and
vided, as in the latter clause of the committee's
~t'01?l':rty of freemen. exists llowhel:e ill a repubreport, that the superintendent
of the school lic: I was necessarily
absent, belllg called to
system shall be elected by the people, I propose
other duties.
] was not present when the vote
then by my amendment,
to leave that fund to was taken.
The reporter has ascribed to me a
the legislature,
to be directed, regulated,
and remark mad" by my kinsman. Mr. R.:r:-,r. wickdisbursed as mal' seem best to that body for the liffe. I do not disclaim the sentiment, but if any
purposes for which it was set apart.
credit is due for it, I wish it to be ascribed to
If J understand
the report of tho committee,
the right source.
it is, that white they do the same thing which I
While I am up I will take the liberty of savpropose, they make it obligatory upon the legis- ing that I should have voted against th'lt section,
lature to establish
and keep in existence
this had I been present, for two reasons-first,
besystem throughout
the commonwealth.
If that cause It mob, however Jorge it may be, has no
is complied 'with, taxation
will be necessarily
right to take away Ill)' property.
and therefore
involved in it to the extent stated by mv friend there was 110 necessity for declaring- this prinfrom Logan, (Mr. Bowling,) or nearly to that ex- ciple in the couat.i tnticn ; and secondly, if thut
tent.
I am unwilling to impose that on the legis- section means what some of the gentlemen say
lature.
I would leave that to the tax paying
it means, I should have voted against it, bepower in the commonwealth.
The amount of cause I do nut agree with the position which
this income now is wholly inadequate
to estab- they take.
1 hope the correction will be made.
lish a system of common schools throughont the
CO.U:MII"fEE OF REVISIO~
length and breadth of this commonwealth,
and
)1 r. MOORE said he was directed by the comthe legislature
must adopt such a plan as will
invite to the support and aid of the fund local mittee on revision and arrangement of the arto ask lean to sit durcontributions,
by a system such as they have in ticles of the constitution
N ew York, and III some other northern and east- ing the session of the house.
Leave was granted accordingly.
ern states.
1 know that in SOUlestates the whole
fund is furnished.
CODn·ICA'l·.lO;SO~· r.xws, PltACTlOE, AXD l'l.E,\DING8.
If you will secure! the fuud , and allow the
:MI". MAYES moved a reconsideration
of the
counties adopting
the prodsiollS submitted
to vote, by which the cOllvcution adopted the fl:them from time to time, to appropriate Whatever ports of the committee
on miscellaneous proma.y be distributed
to them. alld others who do visions, with the view of m(lving a reconsidernot wish to appropriate their proportion to have ation of the vote by whkh the cOllvention arJopit reinvested,
you will do all lhat our means will ted the section, offered by the gentleman from
allow at present, and all that our constituents
Ballard and McCracken, (Mr. Gholson,) to aphave a right to expect of this eonvention.
But point commissioners
to codify the law.
if you adopt the w1101e report of the committee,
In order to act upon that subj~ct at 011(':0 he
yon impose neee~sarily the duty upon the legis- moved to dispimst: with the rule by which a
lature, from which they cannot escape, to put motion to reconsidcr was required to lie oyer for
into operation this s)'stem within five years af- one day.
ter the adoption of thlS constitution.
Tht: motion was agreed to.
I offal' no hostility to education in my amendThe PRESIDEN1' stated the question 10 be
ment, for I appeal to the zeal I manifested origi- on the motion to reconsider
the vote, Rljopting
nally ill Eet-ting apart the sum of $850.000.
But the report of th ...cnmmittee.
I
unt\-illinr
to impose the tax,tlion which
Th" motion wa" agrt'ed to.
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The PRESIDENT
thel! stated the question to sarily beeppoiuted
by the Iegisluture , RIlQ.. they
be on the vote adopting the latter clause of the must go 011 and arran~e and revise the three
section.
large volumes contaiulug our statute laws, and
Mr. MAYES.
Mr. President,
to ether with there are session acts undi ested since Loughmany other geutleiuen, 1 voted for t~u adoption borough '8 digest was pU~lished, sufficient to
of the article offered by the gentleman frum make a fourth volume perhaps as large as either
Ballard, as an additional section to the report of the three, and after -all this has been done,
of the committee on miscellaneous provisions.
they arc to report the arranged and revised statI gavt" this vat" without having given to the utes to the legislature. that they may be re-enactsubject much reflection, and I suppose others ed or not, as may be thought best; for I repeat
supported it, regarding it as 11 matter of but lit- Ithat it surely cannot be intended, that these reo
tle consequence.
I have, since the adoption of vised statutes shall constitute the law of Kenthat section thought somewhat upon the subject tucky, unless they first have the sanction of
and am satisfied that the vote by which the Iat- legislative enactment.
But, sir, whether this
ter branch of the section was adopted, should be work shall be re-enacted or not, it must be paid
reconsidered and even should the first part of for. We had better, I think, count the cost bethe section be retained, which 1 am sure should fore we place this section lermanently
in the
not be dune, that part ought unquestionably
to constitution.
I am satisfie that no good will
be rejected. I therefore move a reconsideration
come of it, and the cost will be ,"ery consideraof that \'Oh.L
The first part of the section pro- ble. It will no doubt be a lucrative business
vides that the legislature shall at its first session for the gentlemen "learned in the law" who may
after the adoption of the constitution we arc at- receive the appointment; it will certainly be a
tempting to make, appoint not less than three losing business for our constituents.
The legis"
nor more than five persons learned in the law, lature has ever had and ever will have the powto arrange and revise all the statute laws of this er to revise and arrange the law.
There are at
state, whether of a criminal or civil character, all times, gentlemen in that body possessed of
and sir, that the revised code shall be in plain high legal attainments, and of such are the comEnglish,
I do not suppose that it is intended mittees on the judiciary of both houses usually
that this revised code shall become the law of composed,
The second branch of the section is,
Kentucky, unless it be first submitted to the le- in m>"judgment, still more objectionable than
gislarure for adoption, nor until it be ill fact the first.
it proposes that three persons, learnadopted as such by that body, for if these three ed in the law, ehall be appointed to prepare a
or five persons are to enact the laws, then we code of practice for the courts: and these gentlewould do well to do away with the legislature
men are to abridge and simplify the rules of
altogether, and appoint at once some three pE'r- practice, but they are to report to the Jegielatnre
sons to enact all such laws as may be necessary from time to time, the result of their labors, for
for the good government of the state. But sir, its adoption or modificutiou.
'We all know that
why make a constitutional
provision declaring the legislature IIOW has, and eyer has had the
it to be the absolute duty of the legislature to power to abridge and simplify the rules of pracdo this thing'/
Has not the legislature now the tice ill our courts.
right to appoint person~ to arrange and r~vise
It is here, howewr, made imperative on the
the statutes foy re~dop,t1on, It !lUS. that nght, le~islature to appoint these persons, and it will
Rl~dha'l exerw;ed 1t., '] hat bod~ III /Lmi<to come become tl1eir duty to abridge and simplify the
,~J11~a.ve.the same nght and ',vlll no doubt excr- rules of practice; but the legislature! lllay rem"e .Jt 1f it shal! be tlIOugh~ pruden.t fOG. t.o do, fuse to adopt. F;tluhrules as they may llirect to be
Dunng,the seSSlOnof 1844-0, I be!lCve it was, obserHd, or it ma~" modify or (;hang<l them in
two elllllle~lt geutlelllcn, (''It·aruc~ lD the law") <IllYwny it lllay tlUllk proper.
And these gell)3e!l. HardlD and 0."·C1I G. Cate,.;,,Esqs, were ap- tlemen are, from time to timE', to report their lapomted by the legIslature, to reVJse and. f;et to- bors to the legislature.
This looks to me as jf
{:{ether tilt:' whole law of the ~tate pertal1l111g to their appointment is to be permanent, and the
ltS re~ellne~these gentlemen perforllle? the ,'1\:- state i,; every year to pay them for suggesting to
ty as,;lgned them, and .reportc? the fnut of th.elr the legislaturf' sllch challg8.s as they may think
labor to thc stlCCeedlllg legl"la~llrc, of -w~l(:h ohould be made ill the rules of pradice.
These
1had .the honor to b~ ~ mem~el',!or readoptIOll, suggestions, I apprehend, would canse endless
Till;; report, contal11111gas It (lid the .whole of Jisenssion in the "legislature, 8,.0: to the propriety
the revenue law of the .state, all~ havlllJ! h('en of the changes proposed to bi:!made in the rules
prepared at the cost 01 lllu~h tml(' an~ labor, of practice-would
operate as a constant drain
was refel'tE'd.by the hO~1flCot represf'lltatn~e;;; to upon the tl'E'fiSury, and would result in no good
~,heapVT?prmte COnHl11tteo.',
and was C~Hl);ldered to onr commOll consr,ituellcy.
I am Jccidedly in
lll,eollllOlttee, wa~ re~)Qrte~ ,?ack to tile house favor of the principle contained in thesectJon,
wnh t.lH\t comrUlttce I'; opinIOn, that the work but am satisfied that it CallJlOt, with propriety,
had been \~'ell dOlJe; t!le re.';ult" howevf:r, was he introduced and made part of the constitution.
~ha~t11\\ le~lslature declllled to act upon It, and It should be left with the If'gislature, where it
It lles D?W amung t,Ile mntter ll.lla~ted upon by pro/)crly belongs.
The statt" f..hould not be comthe legIslature.
An appropnatlOn,
11o\\'e\'cr, pel ed to (lJ.nploy, at an ellormou~ expense, some
was made-and
properl.t ~oo--of three huudred six (!l. seven gentlemen, "learned iu 111elaw," to
dollars, to payfol'the l'e\'ISlUn of the rl;lvenlle laws, do tllis service, and still let it be left with t]le
and was~rawn fromthetJ'easu~·y. Th~gentl,"mel1 legislature to approve or disapprove it. For,
~llgagf'd In the work tho~ght IL.too little.
~o, I although it Inay cost the state thousands to have
presume, th!>:t should thIS sectIon be .ret;uned, the work done, yet after it has been accoml)lis~
the three or hn; gentlemen lllust, Ullrlcr Lt, Ilel'e,,- ed, it may, and probably will, be rejectcd; and
\!
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:Emiuellt tt'i,
the! only persons who will have been, benefitted mission that":, we may appoint.
by it will be such persons, "learned in the law;" many of our lawyers are, the task will be a herculean one to whoever may undertake
it. A;
8B may receive from the legislature
the appointment indicated in the section. I trust, sir, that, to the use of certain Latin words, I am (If opinion
the vote by which the section was adopted will that they have become so common and &0 well
be reconsidered, and that the section will be re- understood, and are from their use so very exjected. and the state save the heavy, and as I am pressive, that we had better not interfere 'with
satisfied, useless cost, which will inevitably re- them, and create confusion by the change.
Mr. TIUPLE'l'l'.
My principal object in rissult, if it be retained as part of the constitution.
I do not know or believe, that the people, our ing now is, to correct an error into which the
gentleman
from
Graves
app"ars, unintentionally,
couetitnents, desire that any such principle be
to have fallen. I remarked, when this question
incorporated into the constitution.
was before the convention on a former occasion,
Mr. GHOLSON.
I regret that the gentleman
The quesfrom Graves should now attempt to impose oh- that I would vote for this resolution.
etacles to the accomplishment of a work which tion is an important one, but in consequence of
is so loudly called for. What possible objection the previous question being called before the
can there be to a provision like this? I appeal discussion was fairly opened, I had not then an
to the farmers (If this body, who know the ne- opportunity of saying what] intended.
1 do not believe that there are many members
cessity of a codification of the laws, to sustain
it. 1appeal to the magnanimity of the lawyers of this house who would not agree tliaL the object
aimed at is desirable, provided it can be atof this house \0 sustain a \)rovision which is
tained without too much expense and labor.
clearly for the benefit of t re commonwealth.
When I charged it upon the gelltleman from But are gentlemen aware, when they vote for
of the expense and labor it
Nelson (Mr. Hardin) the other day, that with that proposition,
all his ability he could not find many uf the stat- will cost? I will stale a fact which is within
utee of this commonwealth, he did not deny it the knowledge of more lawyers than myself,
many year'S
then, nor will he do it now. How then can the that the legislature of Louisiana,
farmers and common plain citizens be expected ago, under a clause similar to the one now under
to do that which an eminent lawyer admits his consideration, made a contract with Mr. Livinginability to do? W it.h respect to the expense to ston, one of the most distinguished jurists in the
be incurred, to which allusion has been made by United States, requiring ;him to }lrppare a code
the gentleman from Graves, I desire to say that of practice for that state. Mr. Livingston was
I am willing to pay a proper compensation for engaged in this work for three ;years. The orithe work that mn.y be performed, and so I doubt ginal contract between him and the commissionnot are my constituents.
It call not cost a tythe ers appointed by the legislature, was, that he
of what the gentleman supposes; but if it does should perform this duty for the sum of $25,000;
but in consequence of the immense labor, and
cost itall sir, there is nothing that my constituents will more readily pay for than Jaws which the commissioners being satisfied that the conithey can find, and understand
when found. pensatiou was wholly inadequate to the work
And even if the legislature shall, as it is intima- which he had performed, and looking also to the
ted they may, reject, the digest that mal" be pre- probable benefit which the state would derive
pared, undeTthis provision, we shall lave the Irom that work, they agn-ecl aft.el·wards to give
sum of $15,000; and the
confidence of our fellow citizens for the attempt him the additional
we mav have made to make the laws plaiu and legislature ratified that agreement by a majority
of four to one. Forty thouf'>and dollars, theIl,
intelligible.
I protest against any alteration of this provi- WE'regiven for what iii now, ill LouisJ:11I11.called
the" Livingston
code."
He revised, it, is tl'ue,
sion. r hope that all foreign and heathenish
worda will be dispensed with, and that the Ell- the d dl code.
The gentleman has made some remarks about
glish language alone will be llsed. I wish also
If he 8tlfPoses that lawyers
that every law shall relate but to one snbject. special pleading.
Our code of laws will thf'n be readily I'ef~rred to, are mort: in favor of specia pleaJing than other
men,
he
is
greatly
mistaken.
'l'he great object
and easily understood, find justice may be dealt
out equally to all. If it is tlle desire of gentle- that alllawyel's have in view is to come at the
How are 1-01\ to do it? Call you do it
men b~l'e that the laws sholl be simplified, I truth.
trust they will f;u~tain this section.
I ad- better by the civi code? lfloU can, take the
mit t.hat the retention of this sect.ion mav plan of Mr. Livingstoll an adopt the civil
militate against the interests of lawyo"rs, but It code.
r will now tell the hO\l~e what can be done at
will enable the plain, unlettered men of the commonwealth t.o kllOw what are the laws under a very small f'xpense. I would suggest a mo.-jjwhich they live. Be~ides this, it will :lid the fication of the clause now und~r consideration
administrator of justice, illaSl11u<;ha~ it will be to do away with the difference between chanthe means (If removing
the difIiculti.:s under cery and common law llroceedings, which can
which justices of the peace, anJ even the jndges easily be ~ot through with in three or four
'1 ake uow the Simplest kind of action
on the bench, labor in consequence of the lliany months.
conflicting laws ::u;d decisions which now per- -that
of a~sumpsit.
For example, A files in
plex and aunoy them, alld render justice 80 court a cIaim against B for the sum of $500
for goods and merchandise.
Ee calls upon B to
uncertain.
Mr. NUT'f ALL. Chitty I believe ill thl:' best say, "did yOIl buy all the propert.y named in
that
a~count,
and
at
what
price?
lfyou did not
writer on pleadings, and if hE' has not been able
to lay down clear, intelligible and UMful rules buy it all, how much, and what articles did you
!shflll dispairo( obt.aining them from any com- bu)'? If yOIl did not buy it at the price therein
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· stated, thetl at what price did you buy it? If I wall 011 Illy f~·ot before. that I voted against the
you did not buy it fit any spi'clftt'!u price, did second section, because I was afraid that, like
:you buy it with {he understanding
to pay what the state of Louisiana, the legislature might go
to great expense in this matter, which I think is
1t is worth. end, jf so, how much is it worth?"
Now, B ncknow led ,'8S that he bought all the altogether unnecessary.
Mr. TURNER.
This is a matter which will
articles, but without a fixed price on ull. Very
well; take a judgment for that.
He acknowl- never interest me much as a lawyer, as my days of
edges that he bOtlght all except a pair of boots, practice are pretty much over; but I do regard
which are charged seven dolL.rs, for which he this proposition as one of the most mischievous
only agreed to pa}' five. Then yOll take 11judg- that has yet been brought under the consideraThe gentleman declines
ruent so far. Now 'what would be the result of tion of this conventioc.
such a course as this? 'Why, you Rave a vast against latin phrases which are common to law
amount of time end expense, and you narrow books: but I would ask him, has not every art
Does
down the question in dispute to the mere matter and profession its peculiar technicalities?
of two dollars.
I only give this as a sample of not the doctor label his medicines in a language
the method by which our pleadings might be im- known only to himself? Does not the house carproved.
Do away with the general issue, and penter and the ship builder ..ach use terms perequire a mall to answer to each particular of culiar to his vocation, which he alone, as a gen·
If the gentlea bill. You compel the plaintiff to file a bill of eral rule at least, understands?
particulars,
anti. the defendant to make it state- man will read the Bridgewater treatises, he will
ment of how much is true, and ]lOW much is not find ill the various branches of scienc e that he
true.
Can that be attained under the resolution must study the technicalities peculiar to each,
now suggested? That will depend upon the con- and he must understand them too, or lH~cannot
structiou which the legislature may give to the understand the science to which they apply.
Something has been said, sir, about revising
clause.
I am iuclined to think that the legislature will adopt some similar plan.
Surely the the code, and putting all law phrases into plain
'I'he people of New York undertook
gentleman does not intend that we should do English.
away with our whole system of pleadings?
I to do this, find how did they define a writ of
am incli ned to thmk , sir, that if we wish to at- ne exeat? Why sir, they said it was a writ of
and no man understands
tain the great ends of justice, they will be much "no go;" (laughter.)
better atta.ined by special pleading than by gen- what "no go" means any better than he understood a "ne exeat."
eral pleading.
Language, sir.is in a great measure arbitrary,
There is a law now on the statute book called
and we may as well learn the meaning of one
Bob Johnson's law, which was framed especialword as of another.
But I would ask, why
ly for the purpose of reaching the ends proposed
should we go down into this little business
by the gentleman from Ballard.
You cannot
which the legislature have never descended to?
frame a broader or a simpler law than this. But Are we, the great constitution makers of the
has it ever been acted upon? No. Why? Bestate of Kentucky, to spend our time here in decause when it struck out one system of pleadtermining how a man's boots shall be blacked,
ing it did not furnish nnoth er in its place; and or in what manner his house should be swept?
'we lawyers are generally safe, practical men.
SIr, if we pass this resolution, we have not the
Now, if I understand the gentlemen correctly,
power to carry it into effect. The Iegtslature
]le complains not that the ends of justice are 110t
have all power to do this, and it appears to me
nttaincd , but that thpy arc altainerl in a manlier
that this interference is useless and unnecessaunintelligible
by the great mass of the people. ry. If eyer we are to fin h;h the business of th is
13ut, sir, the gcnt.leman will certainly admit that
session, it is time that we refrained from dwell·
it is better they should be thus attained than not
ing Oll these little matters, and set ours ...lvcs se·
attained at all. If J"Otl fltrike out one pbn, give riously to work to embody the genernl princius another, that wi I be equally as intelligible,
ples (If the constitution W11ich we are sent here
and more simple; otherwise you gain nothing by
to make,
the change.
Give 1l~ a plan thatwill auswer the
Mr. ST EVEKSOX.
So far from regarding
purpo.'\es of justice, and be more simple than
that now in mle, and I will go for it, provided this as a matter of small importance, I think sir,
that while you simplify the rules of practice, it is a questioll demandillg our serious consideayou render them equally certaill in their opera- tion. We have met to put the ship of state uption. Certainty is more necessary than l'iimpli- on a llew tack. We have said that the legislacity; in point of fact, 1\11'.P!'esidflllt, the special ture shall meet but once in every two years,
pleading of the present day, is dOlW as much as and we haveconfiued theit' duties to the passing
anything for the purpose of saving expense to ouly of general laws. 'Ye have made great alof tho
the litigants, and the t,imc of CO\1rts. \Vhat do terations already in tIle jurisprudence
you mean by special pleading?
If you take an state, and I thiuk it is but wisEl that the queslssue upon a fuct, you must Ret it forth so that a tion now before us should have the calm COlI sidcourt and jury, and the plaintiff and dcf!olldant, eration of this body, and that 'With our llew
courts and new judges, we should have a nelV'
way understand wllat fact is to be t.ried-how
One argumuch is admitted, and how much is denied, No code and a llew system of practice.
man will d..,ny llmt that end OUgllt to be attain- ment that has been used here in opposition to
this
course,
is
that
it
will
involve
the
state
ill too
ed; all admit that it is attained by special pleadmuch expense; but sir, in my opinion, it will
ing. Letthegentleman then taken plain,straightforward course, and leave this matter in the hands not involve half so lUuch expenee as the present
of the legislature, whose proper business it ig to mode, besides obviating much delay and disap'I'here is a case reported in the paattend to 'such a matter as this.
I stl..\ted when pointment.
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:Mr. GHOLSON.
wbeu
I introduced
this
pel'S to-day, which may serve to illustrate this
ass~rtion"":""the case of Graves v Graves. The proposition I heard no objection to it, It was
case is something like this: The man died leav- so undeniably right, that I did not say a word
I did not expect this stern oping a will by which he disposed of his proper- in its support.
Why the parliament
ty; the wife renounced the will and demanded position to it even now.
that the executors should set apart a portion of of Great Britain, that country from which all
the property for her benefit. Now, here are law- our laws have come, has recently caused the
yers feed at high rates; the cost of witnesses laws of that country to be codified, for which
and jury, and all for what? Simply to decide purpose ten judges were appointed, and they are
what the rule of law is in such cases. Now, now practicing under their new code, while we
how lllany hundreds of dollars are oft.en spent adhere to that which is regarded as outlandish,
ill deciding this simple question; and how and is discarded in the land of its birth. If it
often do we find the very best judges and law- were now in order, I am El'ep8red to remedy the
yers in the land differing most widely on the defect in "Bob Johnson s law," to which allusimple questdou as to whether one statute has sian has been mnde, by another imperative provision.
I am anxious to cause a reform in our
the effect of repealing another.
I ha.ve no doubt, many gentlemen recollect a present system because I am satisfied that it does
obstruct the course of justice.
The previous
distin~llishcd
C1\Sefrom the city of Louisville,
ill which a suit was instituted for the recovery question was moved and cut off several other
important
provisions
that
I
intended
to offer,
of a large amount of property.
'I'he case was
carried to the supreme court of the United one of w hich was that f;-\'er;r citizen of this
States, after having been tried in several of the commonwealth should have Ius cause tried upon
courts below.
The whole question was whether its merits and not be driven out of court, however-just his claim, on a mere technicality which
the mayor had the right to take the relinquishment of a feme covert, and the particular point has nothing to do with the justice of the case,
decided by the snpreme court, was whether one So exceedingly uncertain is our system of bringpleadings, that even
statute law of Kentucky had repealed another. ing suits and conducting
The supreme court reversed the decisions of our best lawyers sometimes differ as to the form
several courts here affirming that the law was in which suit-s should be brought or pleadings
This is the day of reform.
Our
not repealed; that so much of it only was re- conducted.
o;:aled as was repugnant to the last enactment. sister states have set ns a glorious example of lemerely mention this to show that in the mul- gal reform: our constituents expect it, they detdplication of statutes there is great difficnlty mand it at our hands, ana therefore I appeal to
in detenuiuiug what tbe law really is, and hence this convention to enforce a thorough reform
the necessity of having some competent per- and improvement of our laws, of our practice,
sons to arrang~ and classify, and digest our and our pleadings.
Mr. PRESTON.
I concur in the object which
statutes
This is what I understand by the
proposition of my friend; and l tlnnk there could the gentlemnn from Ballard seeks to attain.
not be a more appropriate time than the present Then, are only two considerations which ought
10 take this subject
into (lUI' serious cousidera- to influence the llOl1SG in adopting or rejecting
Jf it is right It should be done,
ti on .. engaged as we lIOW are in making a new the proposition,
and the expense of a few thousand. dollars should
consututton.
not deter us, from adopting a plan which would
Mr. HAMILTON.
A similar resolution to
render our legal proceedings
more simple, and
the one now under considerntieu was introduced
by which justice might, be more cheaply and
by myself, in the early part of the session of
'I'his convention should
this conYfllltion; alld If 1 mistake not, Olle of better administered,
not st.art back from the sound of the word dollik" import was introdtwed in the le~i~laturo of
lar, as if it were a spectre, to terrify and affright
Hl21 or '22, but it full in the senate, because, as
sam" said, it was ullconstitlltional, and has lIey- us from effecting a great good.
The codifiration, sir, of the la.w, is no new
er since been r~.'vived. Some gelltlemen have
spokell of what they term the great and enor- thing. It 1mi'; been done in many parts of the
WOliS expense
to be incurred by this revision, world, and the adv,mcing wealth and p0p'nlaand they cycn 0"0 so far as t,o insinuate that the tion of counl;rics, and the mutations of civIlizarevisers ·would be elotl18d with the power ofla.w- tion, will always render it periodically UDcessagivers. It. is 11l1lH:eeS~al'yto combat suell a no- ry. Lord Bacon tells us t11&twhen lawR accu"
tion as this. All that is asked for is, that they Ululate so as tlll'cndcr it· necessary to revise them
sllOuld revise and classify the statutes. and dI- aud collect their spirit into a new and intelligigest them if thought .expedient, their labor to be ble system, that t.hose who accomplish it are
submitted to the legIslature for its approval or among the benefact.Ol·sof mankind. In the prorejcetioll. It is not going to cost the fearful sum fession of law there are two classes, Oue seekwhich gl::ntlemen imagine; and wben we remem- ing to make the rules of justice exalted, and
ber that T~lllleSSee, and Louisiana, and New their application simple, and the other seeking
We
York (with the exc('ption of the "no go," spo- to involve it in a labyrinth of perplexities.
ken of by the gentleman from Madison,) have know that when the laws of Rome beeame so
adopted this course, and are enjoying the bene- immensely voluminous that justice was lost in
-fit of the change, surely the consideration of a its vast extent of rules, that Justinian directed
·little expense ought not to deter the state of the compilation of t]lat code, which did more
Kentucky from adopting Ull arrallgement which than :1.11yother single work, t.o restore Europe
I do bclieve will contrib\lte so much to facilitate from the darkness of the middle. ages, and shed
legal business, and satisfy the. community at abroad the illumination of legal8cience, and still
fonus the basit; of _European jurisprudence,
large.
.
'
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N apoleon, when he ruled the destinies
of the old inconveniences, destroyed many of the
France, ordered that the laws should be codified old obstructions which clogged the avenues of
and digested,and cal1in~ to his aid Tronchet, that justice, and have substituted reforms which the
I
courageous end illustrious lawyer, who intrep- people of that state will never relinquish.
idly defended his monarch when all France de- have looked at that report, in whlch the whole
clared his doom, and summoning Porlalis and present code of procedure and practice does not
other distinguished i'mists, entered upon this occupy more than a fourth of the space occupied
and it
great undertaking.
t was then, sir, that the by one of our volumes of the statutes,
First Consul, in the sessions held, displayed in contains many great and wise alterations; but
the discussions that arose, a power and ability those alterations are now generally approved,
One,
that astonished his associates and added new both by the people and the profession.
is a
glory to his illustrious reputation.
The code which 1 will give by way of illustration,
change
effected
in
the
law
of
evidence.
In a
Napoleon was produced-a
work that already
constitutes the basis of the jurisprudence
of common law court the plaintiff cannot require
In a
more than half of Europe-a
work that, as he the defendant to be sworn as a witness.
himself said, will do more to perpetuate his chancery court you can. In both courts the obname to posterity, than the ever memorable and .iect is the ascertainment of truth. If the rule
brilliant campaigns in northern Italy, and Ger- lS right in one case, it should be in the other.
many-a work that will survive, when the re- Yet a judge in one case regards the proceeding
membrance of all his victories, shall dwell dim- as entirely right, and in the other as entirely
wrong.
Such is the effect of arbitrary precelyon the memory of after ages.
its inconsistency.
This rule they
The progress of law-reform did not stop here. dent-csucb
have
destroyed,
and the chancer:r. rule, of the
Lord Brougham, the most renowned orator, and
one of the most accomplishE'djurists and states- right of the litigants to each other a testimony is
men of England, within the last ten ,ears, un- established in its stead. The rule was an anomdertook to procure in the Honse 0 Lords a aly in reason, and they have abolished it. Masimilar reform. England has found the old and ny other great and valuable improvements have
demanded by the
cumhrous forms of adminieteriug justice, trans- been made-improvements
mitted from the darkness of the feudal ages, un- spirit of the age, in accordance with the opinaccordance
suited to the present progress of society, and ions of the most learned lawyers-in
within that time her code of practice and plead- with the wishes of the people, and in accoring has been revised, and simplified, and we in dance with common sense and true philosophy.
In Ohio, this subject has been urged with
Kentucky, at this hour, cling with fondness to a
system tinged with feudal barbarism after it has great zeal, ability, and perseverance, by Judge
Walker, an eminent jurist, through the. columns
betm exploded in the mother country. Statutory
And the attenenactments and judicial decisions have done of the American Law Journal.
tlomet.hing to give it form and symmetry, and tion of the legal profession in the west has been
adapt it to our wants, but it still retains most of urgently and eloquently invoked, for codlficetion and reform, resulting from the necessity
the crude features and barbarous characteristics
which day after day presses itself upon the conof its origin.
Louisiana, which adopted the civil law 8.'1 the sideration of the public; and I venture to prebasis of its jurisprudence, with ~reat wisdom ee- dict that it will, at no distant day. be carried out
cured the services of Edward Livingston, in the in most of the states of the confederacy.
I have said thus much. Mr. President, to dearrangement of her laws, and what has been the
effect? The minds of the jurists of America arc scribe the progress of law reform mother coungradually turning to the civil law, and they be- tries and In the United States, and to show that
gin to give it the preference to the common law. by the adoption of a provision such as that unThe common law is not less enliehtened than der consideration. we may attain some of those
the civil, in the great principles of equity and benefits which other governments have secured.
justice, on which it is founded-is
not less no- I do not anticipate, however. by such a provision
ble in morality; but the more simple mode in to obtain a panacea. for le~al difficulties, or strip
which justice 1S administered, the more philoso- the law of those technicalities which have pre·
p'hical apparatus for the application of reme- valled, and will ever prevail in a science socomdies under the civil law, causes itto gain ground, plex. But that is no reason why we should not
day by day, upon the common law, which in the do all in our power to revise. arrange and simend will be destroyed and superseded by it, if it plify it. to make it as aceesslble as possible to
of men, and to
does not allow a SImpler and less technical mode the common understandings
of Justice as plain as
of procedure and practice.
This has been the make the administration
the rubbish
main reason of the increasing popularity of the we can. It is desirable to r~ove
civl.lIaw within the last few years, in the Mis- and set the house in order, th ugh it is scarcel
to be expected that it will al ays remain so.
sissippi valley.
is for these reasons I advocate the commission,
"In the state of New York, in the year 1846, a
and believe in its utility. _ '
feature similar to the one now under considersBut, sir, the agitat.ion in the convention this
tion was engrafted on its constitution, appointing a commission to report to the legislature morning seems to spring not from a belief in the
such reforms as were necessary in the law. inutility of the measure, but from an apprehenThose gentlemen, who rank among the first ju- sion of its costliuess., Now, in my opimon, the
ristB in the nation, executed that order. The re- mode indicated is Dot only the best, but greatly
We do not propose, as some seem
sult 6f their labors has been adopted by the le- the cheapest.
gislature .. and th~ people ha.ve derived the most to imagine. to delegate the powers of legislation
to
t,hese
commissioners;
but we merely authorize
solid benefits from it. They removed many of
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them to report such reforms, iu a digested end
convenient. form, as are proper, for the consideration of the legislature; this report will be sub-

So the tatter clause of the section was recoualdered.
Mr. MAYES moved to reconsider another and
ject to legislative sauctiou or disapprobation. kindred branch of the same provision, which
Now, sir, what is the present mode of accom- was not reached by the vote just taken.
plishing this revision? The legislature is the
Mr. C. A. WICKLIFFE
was anxious that this
committee. consisting of one hundred and thir- clause should be reconsidered, although
he had
ty-eight members and their officers, costing the voted against the reconsideration
of the other.
etate six hundred dollars a day, in order to get He desired it to be reconsidered,
that two or
the contemplated
reforms into shape, when a three words might be stricken from it. which, if
committee such as is proposed, would do the they were retained, might embarrass the comsame preliminary work far more skilfully, far missioners to be appointed under it. The secmore learnedly, and far more efficiently, for tion was designed to provide that the commisabout twenty dollars a day. Is it better and sioners should strike out all technical terms from
cheaper then, for a commission of three men, or our laws and our pleadings.
He was of opinion
one hundred and thirty-eight,
to do this prelimthat words more intelligible could not be used.
inary work of revision?
I believe that three He inquired what term could be substituted for
good commissioners
with a clerk, would be am- "replevin?"
What would be so expressive?
ply sufficient: that all the details should be
Mr. GHOLSON undertook to find terms in the
left to the discretion of the legislature, and that English language that would answer every pur·
provision should be made in this constitution
pose, or they might hang him as high as Haman.
for its commencement and completion.
The question was then taken on reconsidering
It is my intention. Mr President, while I con- the other clause, and the result was-yeas
46,
cur in the object, to vote for a reconsideration
of nays 44.
thequestion.ibut
merely for the purpose of curing
YEAs-Mr. President, (Guthrie,) Richard Apsome objections in the details of the provision,
John S. Barlow,
as it at present stands, and not for the purpose of person, John L. Ballinger,
William
K. Bowling, Francis M. Bristow, 'I'hom .
assailing the principle it asserts.
Mr. MAYES.
lam not yet convinced that the as D. Brown, Charles Chambers, William CheCopelin.Lucius
Desha, James
section should form part of our constitution.
I nault, Benjamin
Chasteen T. Dunavan,
Benjamin F.
ask for the yeas and nays upon the question of Dudley,
Edwards, Ninian
E. Gray, Ben. Hardin, Vinreconsideration.
cent S. Hay, Andrew Hood, Alfred M. Jackson,
The yeas and nays were taken, and were yeas Thomas James, William Johnson,
George W.
46, nays 44.
Johnston,
George W. Kavanaugh,
Peter Lash"YEAs-Richard Apperson, John L. Ballinger,
brooke, 'I'homns N. Lindsey, Thomas W. Lisle,
John S. Barlow, Luther Brawner,
'I'homas D. William
C. Marshall,
William
N. Marshall,
Brown, Charles Chambers, James S. Chrisman,
Richard L. Mayes. Nathan McClure, William
Benjamin Copelin, Lucius Desha, James Dudlev,
D. Mitchell, Hugh Newell, William
Preston.
Chasteen T. Dunavan,
Benjamin
F. Edwurda,
John T. Robinson,
James W. Stone, John D.
Selucius Garfielde, Ninian E. Gray, Ben. Har- Taylor, William
R. Thoml?son, John J. Thurdin, Vincent S. Hay, William Hendrix, Andrew
man, Philip
Triplett, Squire Turner. John L.
Hood, Thomas J. Hood, Alfred M. Jackson,
Waller, Henry Washington,
Andrew S. White,
'l'homas James, William Johnson,
George W. Charles A. Wickliffe, George W. Williams, WesJohnston,
George ",V. Kavanaugh;
Peter Lash- ley J. Wright-i6.
brooke, Thomas N. Lindsey,
Thomas W. Lisle,
NAYs-Alfred
Boyd, William
Bradley,
LuWilliam C. Marshall,WilliamN.
Marshall, RichWilliam C. Bullitt,
James S.
ard L.Mayes, Nathan McClure, William D. Mitch- ther Brawner,
Chrisman,
Beverly
L. Clarke,
Jesse Coffey,
ell. Hugh Newell, Elijah F. Nuttall, William
Preston, Johnson Price, John '1'. Robinson, Jes , Henry R. D. Coleman, William Cowper, EdElliott,
Green Forrest.
W. Stone, Michael L. Stoner John D. Taylor, ward Curd, Milford
Nathan Gaither, Selucius
Garfielde, James H.
Wm. R. Thompson, John J. Thurman, Howard
J. Gough,
'I'odd, Squire Turner, Andrew S. White, George Garrard, Richard D. Gholson,'1'homas
James P. Hamilton,
William Hendrix, Thomas
W. Williams-46.
.J.
Hood,
James
W.
Irwin,
Charles
C. Kelly,
NAys-Mr.
President, (Guthrie.)
William
K.
James M. Lackey, Willis B. Machen, Geor~e
Bowling. Alfred Boyd, William Bra(lle:y, Francis
M. Bristow, William C. Bullitt, Wilham
Che- W. Mansfield, Alexander K. Marshall, Martlll
David Meriwether,
Thomas P.
nault, Beverly L. Clarke, Jesse Coffey, Henry R. P. Marshall,
Newcom,
D. Coleman, William
Cowper, Edward Curd, Moor!":', John D. Morris, Jonathan
Elijah F. Nuttall, Henry B. Pollard, Johnson
Milford Elliott, GreE'n Forrest, Nathan Gaither,
Price, Larkin J. Proctor, Thomas Rockhold,
James H. Garrard, Richard D. Gholson, Thomas
T. Rogers,
James Rudd, Ignatius
A.
J. Gough, James P. Hamilton, James W. Irwin, John
Charles C. Kelly, James M. Lackey, Willis B. Spalding. Michru,·l L. Stoner, Albert G. Talbott,
Machen, George W. Mansfield, Alexander
K. Howard Todd, John Wheeler, Silas WoodsonMarshall, David Meriwether, Thomas .P. Moore, 44.
So the convention agreed to reconsider the enJohn D. Morris, Jonathan
Newcnm, Henry B.
tire section.
Pollard, Larkin J. Proctor, Thomas Rockhold,
John T. Rogers, Ira Root. James Rudd, IgnaMr. TRIPLETT
then moved to amend by stritius A. Spalding,
Albert G. Talbot.t, Philip
king out "three nor more than five," and msertTriplett,
John L. Waller,
Henry Washington,
ing "not more than three persons."
The object
John Wheeler, Charles A. Wickliffe, Silas Wood- of the amendment was to limit to three thenumson, Wesley J. Wrigllt-44.
bel' of commissioners to be appointed.
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:.\fr. GHO.LSON said he hnd no objection Lathe j'b::1\' show Wh.E:'nCethtg opposition
ill realitjamendment"
spr-ings. It i:-l not the expense alone. No sir,
The amendment was adopted.
this is the ostensible, but not the real cause: no
Mr. TRIPLETT
then moved to strike out tho sir, far from it. It is the effect, (as shown by
words "which shall be in plain English." :llany the remarks of honorable gentlemen.) which
terms in common use had become the baptismal they see this is to have upon that darling pet of
names of thin~s. He defied the mover of this the profession, "special pleading."
It is 1 fear,
section to provide names for writs more appro- because it seeks the abolition of that fruitful
priate and expressive.
'I'he gentlemcn from Bal- source of profit to the lawyers, and intolerable
lard and McC,racken said he could not under- expense to all other classes of society, that
stand the terms that were used. Well, let him causes it to be so violently opposed here by
go into a doctor's shop, and he would uot be most of that class of the delegates.
I did not
able to understand the labels.
\Vhy Were such propose, sir, in the clause as presented and
terms used? Because they were expressive of adopted, to do away all outlandish
phrases
that which woulcl require a long sentence to ex- in pleedlng, as the section itself will show, the
press in any other ·way. Writs take sometimes first part of it is as follows:
the two first words as their name-for
instance,
"At its first session after the adoption of this
ne exeat and non assumpsit.
You may say for the constitution, the general assembly shall appoint
latter, '·1 did not assume," but that would not not lese thau three nor more than five persons
be sufficient.
You must say, "I did not assume learned in the law, whose duty it, shall be to reto pay the debt." &c.} and that becomes a long vi-e und arrange the statute laws of this state,
sentence.
It will be much better t.n retain these both civil and criminal, so as to have but one
technicalities,
which arc well understood, than law on anyone subject, all of which shall be in
to risk greater evil in attempting to find a reme- plain English."
dy for the existing evil, if evil it is.
The second reads thus:
Mr. C. A. WICKLIFFE.
Andif you dispense
"And also three other persons learned in the
with the word "replevin," which is well under- law, whose duty it shall be to prepare a code of
stood, you must say, "an action to take property practice for the courts in this commonwealth,
from the defendant and give it to the plaintiff."
both civil and criminal, by abridging and simpliMr. TAYLOR
suggested
that gentlemen fying the rules of practice and law, in relation
should prepare a glossary to accompany law thereto, all of whom shall report, &c."
books, to explain unusual terms after the fashion
From this it will be seen most clearly, that
of the glosearjjrhat
accompnnied Burns' Poems. the laws only, and not both laws and pleadings
He also stated that when he resided in Indiana,
that are to b. in" plain English."
I knew full
a young Iedy called upon a jndge to commence well, sir, that it would not do to ask the law11 suit for her, and she
said she wished him to yers in this body to do their pleadings in a plain,
issue a /' writ of disappointment,"
(Laughter.)
common sense, truthful English style. I knew
Doubtless the word came from her heart.
they would not give up their fictions, falsehoods,
Mr. GHOLSON.
I regret, sir, that it is ne- and to all but themselves, unintelligible lingo.
cessarv for me to consume further the valuable Hence all that I ask ..d for was that the laws
time of this body. As to the applicability
of should be in" plain English."
the insinuation of the ~ent~eman from Madis?n,
I ask sir, who can object to this that does not
(Mr. Turner,) that being III capable of re~('hlllg intend to keep the people in ignorance of what
uP. to .the law, I am therefore attempt1.ng to the laws really are? I ask, emphatically
ask
bnng It down to me, I leave other" to Judge. gentlemen who propose to strike out this proThe reference of the 9'entleman from. Mason, vision, why they do it? Why it is that they will
(~:Ir, Taylo:-,) to Burn~ ~l~ssary, remLuds ~e
present to the common farmer or mechanic, a
SIr, .of a saYlllg of that illImItable author, whIch
law which, as an officer he must b(\ called upon
I WIll repeat for the Wl11eral ~enefit ~f all con- ~o administer, in a. lan<J'uage which he does not,
eerned, and my humlile self lit particular.
It cannot understand?
'f'he thing is unjust and
runs t.hus:
unreasonable, and can have no other efff'ct (and
" Dh wad some P?w'r the girtie gie us
for this it is intended,) but to produce erroneous
To see \?ursetsas. Itbers se~us!
decisions which la\VY~I-swill ~et f{'es to revere
It wad frae mome a btunder free us,
.'
::; .
And roolish \loHon;
It L'>the wterest of all .others lit. lawyers, that
Wlla't nits ill dress an' gait wad te~'e us,
the laws should be plam and easily understood.
And e\"ll Devotion!"
'l'hntjustice shall ill all cases hc done in the
Often, sir, have I put up tllis petition, and first instance.
It il'ltheir interest that justice be
oould I now see lUJ"self as other!; Sflc me in this not done, that litigation be multiplied and increashouse, I doubt not It would be of gn~at service ed, that the laws shall be doubtful,dark, mysterito me, and pedlaYs, sir, a like of themselvel'l ous,and uncertain, tIds sir, is their meat and their
might, for 'eught
can say, be of some small drink; from this source it is that they amass
service to other honorable gentlemen on this their princelyfortunei.
~utsir, the day of refloor. It might have cut short many Hpeeches tribution is at hand, a spirit of reform ISabroad
and saved much valuable time in debate here. in the land.
Some of our sister state.!: have
Perhaps, sir, even now, I might be silent. But wiped these foul blots from their l'ltatllte books,
Mr. P.l'esident, although I know I am not an in- and God speed the day wheu Kentucky; my
terestmg speaker, (and few farmers are,) yet I glorious old mother commonwenltb; sllall rise in
do noL feel db:,posed to remain silent, whether I her majesty, shake off the iron shatkles whiuh
. am the sole gnardian of the farmers or not, and were forged in the dark days of feudalism and
let this important measure be mutilated or de- are now imposed by lawver craft, and take her
feated. The remarks of the gentlemen of the own true, proud, and republican stand along

"L~nd'Cf~lje
rrce and home of the hr:l\,c.'1
alde of New York and Missouri. 'Sir, I have
said it elsewhere and [repeat it here.thattho ob- Yes sir, high-toned they fire, end chi valroua they
ject and inevitable effect of the present mode of he, their mettle is up, their watch-cry is reform,
'pleading and the rules of evidence is to narrow and they will cease not until the last vestige of
down th~ case and prevent justice from being these out-landish phrases, these legal forms, fiedone. From the moment a case is docketed in tions and falsehoods are swept from our statute
COUl't,the whole object of the lawyeJ."s on both books, disowned by all true-hearted Kontucksides, is to get the advantage in pleading, narrow ians, and our courts become in reality, 'what
down the case, exclude testimony, fwd prevo.tit they are now only in name, courts of justice.
justice being done.
So uncerte.in are the disMr. l\TERIWE'l'HBR
suggestt:'d that if the
tinctive lines that mark the difference betwe<J1l words proposed to be stricken out were retained,
trespass, and trespass on the case, and between the words "as [fir I\S practicable," should ue incommon law and chancery snits, that the best serted.
Mr. PRESTON and Mr. TRIPLETT
briefly
lawyers in the land, are often at a los~, and
bring their suits wrong. This is notorious, it ie explained.
Mr. AI)PERSON
thought they had wasted
undeniably true sir, and yet honorable g\intlemen, sensible
men, oppoBe "legal reform." much time on this subject. It was a matter that
Again sir, a plaintiffs own witness, when show- might have been acted upon by the legislature.
ing as clear a case of wrong a.'> words call show, and yet from 1792 to 1849 it had been passed by;
often drive him out of court with all the bill of and why then had it become necessary that it
He
costs to pay; and for what sir, not because he should now be put in the constitution?
has not bee» wronged, not because justice is not moved the previous question.
on his side, bet because some old British form
']'he main question was ordered to be now put.
Mr. GliOL::";ON called for the yea." and nays
had not been complied with, or because an ignorant or inattentive lawyer had misapplied oue on the motion to strike ant the words "which
of the various outlandish phrases by 'which shall be in plain English," fwd they were yeas
suits at law are designated. And does these things 45, nays 43.
YEAS-Mr. President, (Gutbrte.) Richard Apneed no reform sir? How long are 'we to bear
these impositions?
For one sir, in the name of per!>on, 'Wm. K. Bowling, Francis M. Bristow,
the sixteen hundred freemen who sent me here, 'l'hoe. D. Brown, William C. Bullitt, Charles
Jesse Coffey,
agaillstth~ir longer continuance I solemnly pro. Chambers, James S. Ohrisman,
test. These various forms or actdons, these meta- Chueteen 'I'. Dunavan, Selucius Garfielde, J ames
physical distinctions between those forms, togeth- H. G,lxrard) Thomas J. Gough, Ninian E. Gray,
er with the various arbitl'ary and senselE'ss rules Vincent S. Hav, Andrew HOOlI, James W. 11'of cvidell('e, stand like driftwood in the channel win,Alfr(>d 1\( Jackson, George W. Johnstull,
of 'what should be the }JIlre str~am of justice.
George 'V. Kavanaugh,
Thomas N. Lilld8ey.
'1'hey pollute its limped water.... They obstr\.tct Willis B. Machen, Alexander K. 1:.1ilnshall,Mar~
its cnrrent. N ny, sir, they often tum it back .and tin P. Marshall, Wm. O. ~Ial'shall, David Mericause it to flow thc wrong way. These tlung's wethcr, WilLiaUlD. Mitchell, Elijah ,1:1'. Nuttall,
sir, destrov tlw confidt:llc~ of the people in the ·Wm. Preston, Larkin J. Proctor, John T. Robcourts of 'the countl'Y. '1'0 the common ('itizell, inson, John T. Ro~ers, James W. Stone. Albert
when he enters a circuit court all is as dark as G. 'ralbott, John D. Taylor, 'Wm. R. Thomthe gloom of midnight.; he neither does nor Prson, Jonn J. Thurman, Howard Todd, Philip
can comprehend what is going on befort' him. ['riplett, Squire Turner, Juo. L. WalleI', AnAsk for a reformat,ion of tllese thing'''J and what drew S. White, O. A. \Vicklill'e. George W. Wil·
is the reply? It is, tonch not the wisdom of a liams, Sila,; Woodson-45.
tllOusand years. Yes, sir, 'tis the 'wisdom of a
NAys-John
L. Ballinger, John S. Barlow,
thousand years devoted to the up.building
of Alfred Boyd, Will. Bradley, Luther Brawner,
lawyer craft; to the manufacture of hair split- 'Vm. Chenault, Beverly L. Clarke, Hem)' R. D.
ting and undefinable
legal distinctions
that. Colcman, llt>njamilL Copdin, William Oowper,
Curd, Lucius Desha, James Dlldl~y.
have no common sense in them, tha.t never was in- Edward
tended to, never did, never will, nor never can PI'O- Benjamin F. Edwards,
.Milford Elliott, Gre~H
mote and facilitate the administration of justice. .Forn.st, Nathan Gaither, Richard D. Gholson,
Take for instance, the case above statRd. The James P. Hamilton, 'Villiam Helldrix, 'l'homa~
plaintiff, after having paid out an amoullt equal James, Vlm. Johnson, Charles C. Kelly, James
to the sum in c(Jntro~ersy, he ha" a new suit to M. Llll\key, Peter Lashbrookc, Thos. W. Lisle,
bugill, and the same chances to ruu over again, George W. :Mansfield, William N. Marshall,
L. Mayes, Nathan McClur<l, Thomas
in ordl'\' to get justice, if perchanr:e he ever docs. Richard
And this, sir, is the ~lori(J\li; ~ystem of jUl'i"pnl- P. 11oore, JOllatlmll N<:wc.um, Hugh Ncwell,
denee whicJJ honorablG gentlemen on this 11no1' Henry B. Pollard, John;:;oll Pril'e, Thos. Rockadvocate.
This is the aggregate wi"dom of a hold, James Rudd, Iguatil1s A. Spalding, John
thousand years of which gentlemcn boast, autl 'V. Stevensou, Midnlel L. Stoner, Helll'y'Vashwhich thi'Y would make us believe cannot be inp;toll, Jno. W~leell:r, W<2s1eyJ. Wright'-4:3.
So the words wel'e stl'iekell onto
improved; and this, sir, is that glorious, nay, sir,
The question then r{)curr~d on tile re-adoption
veuemted i"ystem upon which llonorable g(;:ntlemen will a.dmit of no innovation, and which they of the section.
A division was (·ailed forJ and thc first brallch
seek to fasten down ancl perpet,tlate upon a people,
that some at least of those same legal g~lltlem~n was adopted.
Mr. MAYES called for the yens and nays on
are wont to tell ns me the most talented, patriotic, chivnlrons, high-toned souls, that the sun the adoption of the second bUlllch, a.nd they
were yea"l 48, Jla.v~010.
ever shined upon in this
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YL',s-~Ir.
President, (Guthrie) William K.
Bowling, Alfred Bovd, William Bradley, William C. Bullitt, WitHam Chenault, Beverly L.
Clarke, Henry R. D. Oolemau, William
Oowper, Edward Curd, Chasteen T. Dunavan .. Miltord Elliott, Green Forrest, Nathan Gaither, Seluctus Gerfielde, James H. Garrard, Richerd D,
Gholson, Thomas J. Gough, James P. Hamilton, William Hendrix, Thomas James, Charles
O.Kelly, Thomas N. Lindsey, Willis B. Machen,
George W. Mansfield, Alexander K, Marshall,
Martin P. Marshall, David Meriwether, Thomas
P. Moore, Jonathan Newcum, Henry B. Pollard,
William Preston. Larkin J. Proctor, John T.
Robinson, 'I'homas Rockhold, John T. Rogers,
James Rudd, Ignatius A. Spalding, John W.
Stevenson, Michael J... Stoner, Albert G. Talbott, Howard 'rodd, Philip Triplett, John L.
Waller, Henry Washington, John Wheeler.Ohae.
A. Wickliffe, Wesley J. Wright-48.
Nars-c-Richard Apperson, John L. Ballinger,
John S. Barlow, Luther Brawner, Francis M.
Bristow, Thomas D. Brown, Charles Chambers,
Jus. S. Chrisman, Jesse Coffey, Benjamin Copelin, Lucius Desha, James Dudley, Benjamin F.
Edwards, Ninian E. Gray, Vincent S. Hay, Andrew Hood, Thomas J. Hood, James 'iN. Irwin,
William Johnson, George W. Johnston, George
W. Kavanaugh, James M. Lackey, Peter Lashbrooke, Thomas W. Lisle, William C. Marshall,
William N. Marshall, Richard L. Mayes, Nat.han McClure, William D. Mitchell, Hugh New.
ell, Elijah F. Nuttall, Johnson Price.Tames W.
Stone, John D. Taylor, William R. Thompson,
John J. Thurman, S~uire Turner, Andrew S.
White, George W. Wilfiarua, Silas Woodson
-40.
So the second branch was agreed to.
The report. as amended was again adopted.
SPECIFC

Al!El'i"DM.ENT.

Mr. KAVANAUGH offered the following resolution:
"Resolved, That reason and experience teach
that every constitution should be subject to some
mode of specific amendment:
That the constitution, now being formed by this convention,
should contain a clause providing for specific
amendments on all subjects but that. of slavery;
and that said clause should be submitted, separately, to a vote of the people at the same time
the constitution itself is voted upon."
Mr. KAVANAUGH.
A single word of explanation.
I and the constituency I have the
honor to represent,
are in favor of specific
amendments to the constitution, and when canvassing that subject before them, I took no distinction between slave prol'erty and any other
kind of property, because
believed all would
be perfectly safe under that mode of amendment, and am still of that opinion.
It is now
obvious, however, that no specific clause of
amendment can pass the convention which will
authorize allY change in the constitution, unless
the subject of slavery be excluded.
Seeing that
a general clause for specific amendments, not
even with the proper guards cannot pass, I have
submitted the subject in a qualified form, being
willing to take a specific clause in that form,
sooner than not have it at all. If I cannot get
all that I am for, I will take all that I can get.

As a unmber of other resolutions have been
submitted on the same subject, I should have
offered none myself, if any of them had COIItained one of the propositions
ill those I have
had the honor to submit; and that is to submit
a specific clause for a direct vote of the people,
at the same time of submitting the constitution.
I admit that the people seem to have decided
agai nst any mode of specific amendments in all
matters touching the subject of slavery, but I
deny that they have so decided as to that part
of the constitution
not concerning slavery.
Hence it is, that I am for a direct vote of the
people on that subject, and have submitted the
resolutions for the consideration of the convention with that view.
He moved that it be laid on the table for future
consideration and printed.
The motion was not agreed to.
The resolution was then passed over fur the
present,
};DUCATION.

The convention again resumed the consideration of the report of the committee on edu '
cation.
Mr. WILLIAMS.
I do not think the proposition of the gentleman from Nelson, (Mr. U. A.
Wickliffe,) is sufficiently specific.
I desire that
this convention shall, by' the constitution, adopt
such a provision as will clearly recognize tile
school fund which is in existence, as a fund for
common school purposes; and I wish it to do
that in a way that shall definitely point out
what it is.
The proposition of the gentleman from Nelson
does not embrace all the funds that belong to
the board of education, and therefore I wish to
offer a substitute, which I apprehend will meet
the views of the gentleman from Nelson.
My
proposition will be a substitute for the whole
bill of the committee; and if it should be adopted, and the three sums set forth in the first section of this article shall be clearly and definitely recognized by this convention as a fund to be
set apart for the purposes of education in Kentucky, I shall be willing to leave further action
to the legislature.
'l'he PRESiDENT
informed the gentleman
from Bourbon that his amendment
was net
yet in order.
Mr. C. A. WICKLIFFE briefly explained his
amendment, and vindicated the legislature from
the imputations which had been cast upon it ill
relation to this school fund.
Mr. T. J. HOOD. I introduced the resolution
requiring the appointment of a committee on the
educational fund, and had the honor of being
placed llpon that committee, as one of the ardent friends of common ecbools: but owing to cirCumB-MnCeSbeyond my control, I was prevented from meeting and consulting much with that
committee while making up this report, and I do
not concur altogether in its details, yet its general
principles meet my entire approbation.
It was
my good fortune, or my foible, to have taken my
seat in this body, impressed with a deep, strong
sense of the propriety and importance of more
securely establishing
and protecting the fund
heretofore set apart for common school purposes
-of throwing about it that constitutional security nnd sanctity wbieh seemed necessary to
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render it effectual in accomplishing
the high
purposes to which it was originally
dedicated.
The policy of establishing
free or common
schools throughout the state, which should be
accessible to the children of all classes of SOCIety,
has taken a strong hold upon the feelings and
affections of that portion of the citizens of Kentucky whom I have the the honor to represent;
and they testified their solicitude for the success
of the enterprize by an almost unanimous vote
for the two cents additional tax in aid of the
school fund. So I shall feel authorized in lendillg my feeble assistance to every proposition
which has for its object the security and protection of that fund, and the building up ot an
enlarged and liberal system of common schools
in this state.
The scheme of educating all the
children of the country by means of such a system of schools is certainly a most magnificent
one, and peculiarly marks the progress of the
agoein morals and in civilization.
One, which
if carried into successful operation, would contribute more, perhaps, than any other, to the advancement of the prosperity and true glory of
our country.
For 1 regard a developement of
the moral energies and intellectual resources of
a people as conducin~, far more to the purity
and preservation of Civil liberty than any other
eingle enter prise, and productive of more true
happiness and contentment to society at large.
In reference to education generally, as it affects the happiness of man in his individual capacity, I need not detain this house. I need not
speak of the agreeable relaxation it affords from
the perplexing cares and toils of business life,
or fashionable dissipation.
I need not speak
of the consolation-the
pure and elevated (Injcyments to be derived from it when the dearest
affections of the heart are wounded or depressed
by adversity.
The character of this body renders it unnecessary that I should dwell on these
merits. Besides, I am persuaded that an enterprize like that shadowed forth in the report of
the committee, which embraces within its comprehensive policy the social happiness-the
civil and political well-being of all classes of
society-will
commend itself to the favorable
consideration of this convention upon far more
disinterested andJ'atriotic
grounds.
Sir, what
is this scheme, an what great ends do we propose accomplishing by it? It is one which seeks
the amelioration of the condition of the rising
generation-those
who shall come after us to
supply our places in all the varied relations of
life. It seeks to enlarge their minds, to liberalize their sentiments, and to elevate them to a
just appreciation of the true dignity and privileges of freemen. But there is another idea connected with this matter, which, it appears to
me, must strike the mind of every delegate on
this floor. Sir, we art'! about embarking on a
system of universal elections. 'Those who shall
hereafter fill all the various offices of government-e-those
who shall exercise authority over
the people-must
be such as the virtue and intelligence of the people shall select. 1s not the
general diffusion of "kn owl edge among 'the people then, an essential pre-requisite to the safe
and discreet exercise of this "hizh privilege?
I
maintain that it is. And could the cu'rtain of
the future he raised-s-and the veiled r"l;es of

our country's undeveloped history be revealed
to our visions-the
political convulsiuns-c-the
conflicts and struggles of factions-the
triumphs, disasters, and mutations of policy, that
must, and will arise under this new order of
things-we
should, in my opinion, clearly see
that the future prosperity and happiness of our
common country must depend upon the suo
premacy of reason-upon
the general diffusion
of virtue and intelligence, not only among a
chosen few-the favored sons of fortune and of
birth-but
among that vast multitude who will
hold in their hands, all the prerogatives of power. Sir, this uuiversal elective system which
I came here prepared to support, and which a
decided majority of this body have concurred
in adopting, is fraught with much of good or of
evil to our state; and which of these shall pre·
ponderate, w ill depend upon the prudence, the
discretion, and the purity with which these
privileges are exercised.
If we would insure
the success of thia experiment, we must furnish
every possible facilit~ to our citizens for exercising them aright,
Sir, in an arbitrary or despotic government, where the people neither
make the laws, nor are permitted to select those
who legislate, the general diffusion of knowledge is not essential to the preservation of peace;
but in republican governments. where the people
fill all the branches or offices of government,
their peace, liberty, and prosperity hang upon
their intelligence and virtue. Who then are interested ill the dissemination of knowledge among
all classes of society through some system of
general education?
Are they merely thosewhose poverty affords no other means of acquinng it? Surely not; but every citizen who
would preserve the institutions of his COUll try
pure and unimpaired.
So, sir, I maintain that
the true policy of every republican government
requires the establishment of some such syetem.
What is the leading idea in the theory of republicanism?
It is based upon the presumed
equality of all its citizens.
And the true policy of such a government aims at the realization
of that idea in its practical operations-the
exemplification of that civil and political equality
among its citizens, by opening up the road to
professional or political preferment. to genius
and merit however humble in its orig-in. It invites and encourages the bantling of the hovel
to consecrate the energies of his mind to the
attainment of eminence and distinction no Ieee
than the pampered cion of the palace. It holds
the pride of birth and the arrogance of wealth
as despicable distinctions when brought in competition with true nobility (If heart or virtuous
elevation of character and sentiment.
Without
any invidious distinctions, its comprehensive
policy invites all to enter the arena, it proscribes
none-but
encourages all by diffusing, as far as
practicable,
equal opportunities to all, and honor's merit, wherever displayed,accordingto
the
degree of its excellence. Such sir, is the genius
of republicanism-such
the perfections of its
theory-and
yet its goodell promises will vanish
phantom-like, and cheat our fondest hopes unless guided, sustained and invigorated
by a.
sound wholesome public sentiment,
How shall
that healthy public sentiment be engendered
and kept alive"! It can only be done by the dif-
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of virture and Intelligence among the pE'Ople. But according to the auditor's report, a
large number of our citizens have not the means
of acquiring all education. Public policy then
dictates the establishment of a liberal system of
common schools susta ined at the public expense,
that shall be accessible to the children of this
class of citizens.
Now, I appeal to every gentleman upon this
floor, if tllll permanent success of the constiturion we lire about adopting, does not depend upOil 1he intelligence
and moderation of the people?
We are about confiding. OJ' as the more popular phrase has it, restoring to them all the pow"::1'8 otsovereignty.
We are about entrusung to
every citizen alike equal rights and privileges
in the appointment of all the agents of governinent. These are high and responsible powersupuu the judicious and discreet execise of which
the fut.urc purity and tro,;perity of our institutions depend.
Shoul
we not therefore, along
with rhis surrender of all power back into their
hand", also furnish them with every possible fae i lity for exercising it with safety to themscl ves
and to the countryr
Sir, this project of common schools has taken
a much stronger hold npon popular feeling than
some gentlemen seen I disposed to think.
And I
believe', when we shall have once thoroughly em .
barked in the prosecution of it, public seutuneut
will exhibit a loftiness of tone, alike worthy of
Lh('enterprise and creditable to the state. But
gentlemen pretend that we are nut authorized, by
,my expl'e;;si0!1of thep,wple, in ineorpomtiug allY.
provision on the subjec:t in the cOll.:;titution. I
would ask what dearer indication of popular
feeling ('an the~' demand, than is to be fOlHld in
the o\'erwhelmlllg majority who vovted for the
tWOCi:llts additional tax in aid of the school fund?
Near thirty·seven thousand majorit.r of Ollr citizens, by tha:t vote! showed their wJllingnpss to
progre~R With tIll» work. All thq ask at om
hal~ds 1SsOI~e guaranty th"t the vuluntary tnx
willch they Impose upon themselvus shall lItlt be
dlv!."rted to any otller pllrp~sc: And I have n.o
doubt but that au equal 111aJontywonld snbm It
to a llIlich greater tax-ay,
to fivf': timeR the
amol1n~ of1.hattax-J"Utl!~r thall see so noble all
enterprise ~bandoned. I~ ~her could bl;t be assllred that It wou~d he ta1th~ully appliud.' 1(]](.1
WOl.lidc~)]l1ebaek 1Il the blesswgsofeuueatJon
to
theIr c!llldl'en.
Yetwe are gravdv told. by the senior gentleman from Kehon, (hII'. Hardin,) that if weadopt
any provision rellderillg the :';('hool fund pennallent and secure, and the pl'Oceeds of the sehool
tax inviolable, it will defeat the constitutioll before the people. Sir, I callnot believe it,. I callnot b('lievl~ that it mere act of good faith on the
part of the state, towards its poor children, in
!:i€cnring to them the l"njoyrnent of that fund,not one dollar of which was ever collected frOin a
citizen of Kcntl1cky,-Ol' of that school tax which
th",ir fathers have paid for their benefit, will
ever drive the citizens of this magllanimolls old
commonwealth from the support of our constitution. I cannot believe that the incorporation of
a provision, Sl) deeply affectillg i.h!"!.
int.crests and
happiness (jf the rising generation, will ever endanger our wo.!'k in the hands of the fat.hers and
relative!! of those children.
On fhe contrary, I
f~l3Dll

believe that. a provision of this character would
recommend our constitution lathe confidence and
patronage of a generous constituency, and would
give strcn~th and favor to it beyond that of any
other single proposition.
v,re are also admonished by that same gentleman, aud others 11pon this floor, to leave the
school fund, and the proceeds of the school tax.
to the guardian care and tender mercies of the
legislature.
Sir, the experience of some eleven
years has demonstrated to the people of Kentucky the necessity of placing that fund upon
more elevated grouuds, eud ofeecuring it agaiuet
that rapacious spirit of legislation which has not
hesitated to lay violent hands upon it, whenever
an emergency seemed to require a prostitution of
its means. Besides, a rmnor has gotten out, and
obtained some credence among the people, that
ouce upon a time, certain school bonds were burned
by order of that Slime legislature, without any
sufficient reason ever having been assigned tv
the country for the act; and that the interest upOll that fund has frequently
been permitted to
accumulate for years, without any provision having been made either to secnrcorpay it; while
at the same time the whole school system has
been crippled and retarded in its usefnlueas for
the want of adequate means. So, sir, the publie have lost confidence iu the stability or efficiency of a system which depends for a support,
from year to year, UpOllthe pleasure ofa vacJila·
tlng leg1slature.
The peoplt ha\Te now w!luntarily imposed upon themselvef:; a tax in aid of the
ScflOOlfund, al1d demand that high constitutional guarantees shall be given for thtl faithful application of its proceeds. Justice l'equires that
these should be afforded, in as much as it would
be a fl:lgrant violation of the faith of the st.ate,
unn a gross fmud upon the citizens, to divtrt this
tax to any oth"'r purpose.
But as a last argument by tIle learned gentlewall from Nelson, (Mr. Hardin,) against any
constitutional provision, securing and establi"hing the school fund herHtofore set apart, we are
met with the startlillg anI1l111ci3tionthat there is
no school fund' that at most it is but a debt
·which the state'owes to herself, and which she
may at ~IllYtime cancel; that the money has all
uum expelldcc1, and so, in t.ruth, and in fact,
there is 110 school fund. That is, when the atgument is aualyzrd and translated ill to plain
english, (about which we ha\'c heard so much
to-day.) we are to be told that the dedi';ation of
$850,000, some years ago, to common school purposes, and its snbsequent
investmel!t in state
bonds. bearillg interest, 80 that the fund might
become prodlwtive, and the schuols sustaiJled,
without trenching upon or destro}' jng the trin.
eiple, W115 all a splendid farce, to amuse an delude the people-while
the moncy was heing
sunk in the bottoms of your rivers, and spread
along yom roads in various works of internal
illlprU\'elllent; and now, sir, when the lllay is
through, and the money all gone, the delmdon
is to be brushed away, and die eyes of the peopIe to be opened to the fact that there is no
~chool fund.
This is a system of specious reaBoning which, I trust, the great state of Kentueky will not, subscribe to .. Sir, tllOl;e bonds
were executed in good faith, ano the honor Md
credit n£ the 8tat.e were pledged to their pay·
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ment, and to the payment of the Interest upon
them.
The character of every citizen IS, to
Borne extent, identified with the honor and good
faith of the state, and Kentucky will not, in my
humble opinion, be true to herself and her past
distinguished
reputation, if she does not fully
redeem the pledge given by these bonds to the
poor children of her citizens. She must either
pay those bonds or repudiate them.
There is no
other alternative.
If she should choose the latter, then I confess the rising generation will be
without a remedy.
But what becomes of the
fair fame of this good old commonwealth?
Sir,
Kentucky will not repudiate these bonds or any
other honest debts she has ever contracted. Who
in this house will rise up in his place and maintain that she should? Repudiation hal'; ever been
regarded as odious ill her sight. And how infinitely more so would this appear when it is
remembered that the poor children within her
own borders are the ones who would most deeply suffer from the calamity?
So I maintain that
there is a school fund-one
too secured by the
highest of all pledges-the
faith of a generous
and chivalrous state. It is about this fund. now
amounting to upwards of $1,300,000. that the
committee propose, by their refort, throwing a
constitutional mantle, which wiI perpetuate and
protect it against the caprice, extravagance, and
iucendiariama of the legislature.
and this report,
if adopted, will accomplish that purpose much
more effectually than any of the substitutes that
have been offered.
But some of the gentlemen who favor the
measure, yet find fault with that portion of this
report which refers to the tax now paid. or
which may hereafter be imposed for school purposes by legislative enactment.
They have construed lt to prohibit the legislature from removing the present two cents tax, or from repealing
any law which may ever hereafter be enacted,
imposing further tax for school purposes.
They
fear, that under it, the present law. and all similar
laws hereafter passed, once being placed on the
statute book, will be, like the laws of the Medea
and Persians-c-fixed
and unalterable-however
unnecessary
or oppressive they may become.
Such. I maintain, is not the fair construction of
the report; and such, I am assured by members
of that committee. was not their intention. They
intended rendering the proceed of the present
school tax, and of every similar law which may
be passed in future, inviolable for any other purpose. so long as those laws remain in force: but
by no means to interfere with the right of the
legislature to alter, amend, or abrogate those
laws whenever the public good might require it.
The general principles of this report, as I before remarked, meet. my cordial approbation.
It
consecrates and forever establishes tho school
fund, and places its principal beyond the reach
of legislative abuse, while at the same time it
secures the faithful application of the interest to
the education of the children of all classes of
society; giving to each county its fair proportion, according to the number of its children.
It likewise sanctifies the proceeds of ell laws imposing tax for school purposes, and guaranties
Ita disbursement upon the same equitable principles. These are the great principles for which
I contend, and which, if established. will give
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efficiency and vigor, as well as stability, to the
common school system.
This being done, public confidence in the success of the enterprise
will be restored. and we shall exhibit to the
world, in the thousands of institutions of learning scattered over the· country, the magnificent
spectacle of a state marching on, with giant
strides. in the high career of morals. civilization, and religion.
Under the benign auspices
of these extended means for intellectual developement, we shall see loom out from city and
country, from lowland and mountains, many an
intellectual
giant. with names guilded by no
phosphoretic
aureola borrowed from a distinguished ancestry, but with "minds swelling
with energies," fresh, free, native. and vigorous,
and owing their attractions and power alone to
their own masculine
proportions.
Then, indeed, will Kentucky become what I would have
hcr-as distinguished for the virtue and intelli
gence of her citizens as she is for the chivalry
of her sons and the beauty of her daughters.
Mr. C. A. WICKLIFFE entered into some further explanations, and then withdrew his amend
rnent (with which Mr. Barlow's also fell,) and
submitted a modified amendment, as follows:
" The capital of the fund, called and known
as the common school fund, consisting of $1,225,768 42, for which bonds have been executed
by the state to the board of education. and $73,500 of stock in the Bank of Kentucky; also, the
sum of $51.223 29, balance of interest on the
school fund for 1848, unexpended; together with
au.v sum which may hereafter be raised in the
state, by taxation or otherwise. for purposes of
education, shall be held inviolate, for the purpose of sustaining a system of common schools;
the interest and dividends of said fund, together with any sum which may be producded
by
taxation, may be appropriated
in aid of common schools, but for no other purpose.
The
general assembly shall invest said $51,223 29 in
some safe and profitable manner, and any Pvttion of the interest.end dividends of said school
fund, which may not be needed in sustaining
common schools. shall be invested in like manner. The general assembly shall make provision, by law _ for the payment of the interest of
said school fund: Provided, that each county
shall be entitled to their }=!roportion of the income of said fund, and If not called for, for
SCllOOI purposes.
it shall be reinvested for the
benefit of each county, from time to time."
Mr. TURNER moved the previous question,
and the main question was ordered to be now
put.
The amendment of the gentleman from N elson was then adopted.
EV,E:>1IXG SESSlO:i.

The convention resumed the consideration of
the report of the committee on education.
Mr. TAYLOR, on behalf of the committee,
asked leave to withdraw
the second, third,
fourth. fifth. and sixth sections, which were rendered unnecessary. by the adoption of the substitute of the gentleman from Nelson for the
first section.
Leave was r.anted.
The seveut 1 section was then read, as fol-.
lows:
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our population,
without
inquirioK
"SI:.C. ,. There ehall be elected, by the qual i- retarded
whether there might not be other causes which
fled electors in this commonwealth,
a.eupenndent of public instruction, who shall hold his would produce the same effect, and which did
office for
veara, and whose duties and produce it. I have been taught that like causes
produce like effects, everywhere, and I ask, if
salary, shall be prescribed and fixed by law."
in Kentucky,
On the motion of Mr. TRIPLETT
the blank slavery has retarded llopulation
why has it not done it In Missouri and Alabama,
was filled with "four."
The section, and afterwards the entire report, and other states.
The gentleman drew a comparison
between
as amended, were then adopted.
the states of Kentucky and OIHO, with reference
SLAV£RY.
to the increase of their population.
If he will
turn his attention to Missouri, and Alabama, he
The convention
proceeded
to the consideration of the report of the committee on the re- will find that they have increased in a greater
ratio than Ohio.
If slavery be the cause which
vision of the constitution and slavery.
of Kentucky,
why
Mr. C. A. WICKLIFFE
moved that each mem- has retarded the population
the same effect in
ber be limited to twenty minutes in the discus- has not that cause rroduced
Wil not the gentleman see that
sion of that report. It involved a subject with these states?
which they were all familiar, which had been there are other causes which might produce it?
amply discussed, both bere and elsewhere,
and I could refer to the condition of the land titles
in Kentucky, in by gone days, and Imight assure
hence a long discussion was unnecessary.
Mr. MERIWETHER
intimated
a wleb to oc- him that probably it will be found, every acre of
land has been shingled oyer with as many as
cupy a longer time.
I presume there is not a
Mr. C. A. WICKLIFFE
was willing to exempt three different titles.
the gentleman from Jefferson, he being the chair- man in thia body, who cannot point to some
man of the committee from which the report neighbor, who has lost his land, and who, fenrfullest the same fate might await him again if
bad come.
Mr. WALLER expressed his opposit.ion to the he bought ill this state, has gone to the western
states.
How many have thus gone, and bow
adoption of the resolution.
Mr. DUDLEY said that subject had been dis- many emigrants have passed through Kentucky,
cussed at very great length during the ten or without locating themselves, for fear of the land
eleven weeks that the convention
had been in titles, it is hard to tell.
Here are causes enough to produce the effect
session, and it was now necessary that they
when we recollect
should act, rather than talk, that they might ad- claimed by the gentleman,
journ at an early day. He saw no reason for iu- that in those western states, a citizen having lost
dulging each gentleman
in more than a few re- land here, could get good land cheap, and have
a good title,
Some few years since, congress
marks.
Mr. CURD moved to amend the motion, by commenced holding out It bountyforimmigration
from the older states to the new, where the Unistriking out "twenty,"
and inserting "ten."
Mr. BALLINGER
saw no reason why the ted States held nearly all the land for sale. If I
the price of the public land
chairman of the committee should have greater recollect rightly,
latitude
than the other members of the same was fixed at two dollars per acre, and the purchaser
was
required
to pay onlytwenty-five
cents
committee, who entertained opposing views.
Mr. WALLER
opposed the adoption of the ~nnu~lly per acre till it was paid for, thus givOonsress afres?lution, because he was opposed to the appll- 109 eight years to pay the whole.
terwards reduced the price to one d~llar and
cation of a gag.
Mr. C. A. WICKLIFFE
withdrew his mo- t,,:,enty-five ce~ts p~r aCTe, and as an additional
stimulus
to immigration
they provided
that
tion.
The secretary then read the first section of the the public~ands, when entered, should be exempt
from taxation for five years, so that the immireport, as follows :
.. SEC. 1. The general assembly shall have no grant, instead of locating in Kentucky, and the
power to pass laws for the emancipation
of citizen of Kentucky, who had lost his land, went
slaves, without the consent of their ownera, or west and acquired ~ood land with a good title
without
paying their owners, previous to such and free from taxation for five years after he
emancipation,
a full equivalent
in money for had become a purchaser.
I have been asked why Louisville, did not inthe slaves so emancipated;
nor shall they exerAnd I have been
cise any other or greater power over the after- crease as fast as Cincinnati.
born children of slave mothers than over the told it is because she is within a slave state.
But if ~entlemcn will cast their eyes to St. Louis,
slaves then in being."
Mr. MERIWETHER.
Before the vote is ta- they WIll find that she, thoug-h in a slave state,
I again
ken on the first section, I propose to make a few has i,Dcreased faster than CIncinnati.
remarks on the general question of slavery. Per- ask, If slavery has been the cause, why has it
But Kenmit me to remark, that 1should not have occu- not produced this effect elsewhere?
pied the time of the convention at all upon this tucky has been no laggard in population.
In
1790,
wheu
the
first
census
of
the
United
question, but for the fact that the arguments and
doctrines which have been employed here, have States was taken, there were eight free states
been seized on by the abolitionists of the north, having a larger populatio~ than Kentucky, one,
for the purpo!<e of advancing their views, and Rhode Island, having a little less. There are
but for the remarks of my friend from Knox, now but two of these old states which have so
as Kentucky.
These are
which will no doubt be cited for the same pur- large a population
New York and Pennsylvania.
pose.
My friend from Knox, contended that slavery
The gentleman pointed to Ohio as a wilder.
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ness sixty years "alto, while Kentucky had 60,000 twenty-nine, the Moravian school fund. given
In addition to that,
people, Bud now Ohio is in advance.
In 1790 by the Moravian society.
jdassachusetts had a population of 370,000, and Ohio received numerous donations of land from
the
general
government;
at
one time 500,000
now Kentucky has more than she. Kentucky
started in this race with eight free states in ad- acres of land, and $2,000,000 of the surplus revvance, but she has passed six of them, two only enue.
Mr. WOODSON. If the gentleman will alare ahead of her.
I maintain there are other causes which pre- low me to explain, I will state that I said there
vent the settlement
of Kentucky.
The Pl'E"- was a diffierence between the number of children
mium offered to immigration west, and the diffi- in schools in Ohio and Kentucky. but the greetculties in our land titles, have been the great est difference was between Massachusetts and
Kentucky in proportion to the population.
The
causes which have retarded our population.
But it has been said, that slavery has retarded gentleman has gone on to show that Ohio has
had
extraneous
aid.
I
would
be
glad
to
have
OUT
internal improvements.
Sir, if Kentucky
had been as prodigal as Ohio. we should not him state what extraneous aid Massachusetts
have been behind her in internal improvements. has had. if any.
Mr. MERIWETHER.
I have not been able to
Kentucky has a debt of between four and five
obtain document.'! with relation to that point.
millions, and Ohio has one of twenty millions.
I ask those who have been op:rosed to internal But does the gentlemen expect a new state like
improvements, if they can fin no cause of reo Kentucky, unaided, to keep pace with the older
Why does he take an
joicing in that fact? Had we chosen to go into states in these respects.
and with means
debt to that extent, we too could have had our old state, densely populated.
railroads and canals. But is it better to have and resources which a new state cannot have
and compare them? I have chosen Ohio, begone into debt as she did, orto have progressed
lIpon a firmer foundation?
What would be the cause the comparison would be more just, as the
situation of a farmer who would tear down an two states are nearly of the same age and of the
old. but comfortable house, and borrow money same size, the same climate, and similar producto pay for the erection of a more showy edifice tions; the only difference being the institution
to adorn and embellish his possessions, and in of slavery in Kentucky, and not in Ohio. As I
doing' so deprive himself. by the payment of in- before said, the general government has acted toterest, of the means of carrying on his farm, ward the younger states the part of a step-father:
having spent all on his dwelling'(
Would it not whilst prodigal toward the younger portion of
have been better to reside in the old fashioned, the family. we have been left to struggle for ourIn addition to the benefits I have nambut comfortable dwelling until he had the means selves.
to erect a new one, than to subject himself to the ed as given to Ohio, look to the donations given,
the
colleges
and academies founded, and the aid
payment of the interest upon the money borrowto Internal improvements.
Has Kentucky deed to erect the new house?
Much has been said about taxation here.
In rived any aid from the general government, save
No, not
Ohio the average tax for the last five years, has the pittance from the surplus revenue?
been fifty-five eeuta on the hundred dollars.
We one farthing.
I have adduced these arguments to show that
have got ours up to nineteen cents, which we
think is all enormous suru, while Ohio is taxed there are other reasons besides slavery, which
nearly three times as high as Kentucky, more may have produced this effect. In addition to
than half of one per cent. to maintain her sys- those advantages named, which Ohio has derived
from the general government, there is three per
tem,
But my friend from Knox said slavery had cent. on the sale of public lands in Ohio, which
prevented education, and he alluded 1,0 the nu- is given for educational purposes and internal
All together, as well as I can
meroue free schools in the free states, and their improvement..
want in Kentucky.
In answer to that argument, estimate it, the sum received by Ohio, amounts
permit me to say, if Ohio was wholly indebted in land and money together, to some ten milHad Kentucky received one
to her own resources for her prosperity
with re- lions of dollars.
gard to schools, she would have been behind tythe of these benefits, had the difficulties of
Kentucky.
Where did she derive her means? our land titles not existed, I imagine, the gentleNot from her own, but from exte-rnal sources. man could have had no cause to reproach his naBut
The general government.treated Ohio as its own, tive state with her laggard movements.
nnd Kentucky as a step-child, and we could not the arguments which struck me as singular, were
that
at
the
first
commencement
of
his
arguments
be expected to keep pace with her. What has
the general government done for Kentucky? 'I'he he said slavery retarded population, and before
gentleman w ill find that a portion of the pros- lie closed, he alluded to the time when populaperity of Ohio is owing to the liberality of Vir- tion would be so dense that we wonld 'have to
ginia, that mother of states, when she surren- force the negroes off or give up the state to them.
dered her title to such a domain as no other If slavery retards this evil day, let us keep it
state ever surrendered.
This is now thrown out up.
Mr. WOODSON.
The gentleman did not
as a matter of reproach to Kentucky by one of
me. I said I did not think the
her own sons, that she has not kept pace with understand
Ohio. Let me give the sources of the means white population would increase in Kentucky,
but the black population would, and as they iuwhich Ohio has enjoyed.
These are: the Virginia military school fund, crease, they would force away the poor whites.
and the lands would come into the possession of
the United States military school fund, the great
western reserve school fund, school sections the rich.
Mr. ].f}j;RIWETHER.
Letend corrected uunumber sixteen. ministerial
sections number
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less I misunderstand L~egentleman again. But 1\ al.ld Obio cn the other; audtaklng the. two, ~e
now I will answer his present argument, and difference IS about eleven millions of dollars In
t-ell him that the white population has for the favor of the slave states.
last ten years been increasing faster ~han the I But let us go to the auditor's report in relation

black, and therefore, the black population never, to two states.

I made someremarks in the early

can outnumber the white.
It has been said on more than

.
one occasron,

that slavery retards our wealth.

In answer to that Ohio has double the population

this, permit me to make a few remarks.
I recollect to have seen in the report of the c,ommiasioner of patents for 1847, and a cornpanson
between the distributive
wealth of tw,o ~lave
states, and two free sta~es. The comm!Sr,ll01!er
being a northern m~n WIth no~thern feelings Inetituted the comparrson, and did not select from
the slave states those which would have made
the most favorable comparison, perhaps.
~e
took Kentucky and Maryland,
Maryland IS
not one of the mostlros~erous
slave st.ate~. He
to?k New York, an I think, Pennsylvania, certalll~y not the least prosperous of the fre~ s~a~es.
',l'akmg the wealth of the two la~t and dlv1,dm,g
It, by th.e amount of the population,
each individual m those states would have $269 69 per
head.
Taking
Kentucky and Maryland and
dividing the wealt.h by the number, as before,
end each p,ersol~ will have over. $400.
Upon thlsfomt
I have gone Il"!tosome cal,culutaons myself. I have taken OhIO, as certainly
not t?e least prosperous of the frcc states, al,ld I
flud If you take the taxable property of OhlOand they t~x. as great a variety ?f property as we
do-an,d dlvld.e by the population.and
each person WIll recClve. $270. Take the property: of
Kentucky, and dtvlde by the whole populatlOn,
jncludingslaves,
and each individual will have
$349, making ..a difference ~f $7~ fo~ eaell persoll,
)0 fa\'or
of Kentucky.
1hIS I" IncludIng ~he
value of the slaves as property and enumeratwg
them as persons.
Excluding them as propelty
at an aggrcgate of $60,000,000, and excluding
them as persons and then each persoll willllRve
$350.
Then. count .th~m a~ }l1'Opert)' and (oxelude them In the dIstnbutlOn, and each persOll
will receive $454, making a difference in favor
of Kentucky of $180 per head.
I wish it borne in mind that e\'ery fig'ure, and
every extract I shall quote, unless otherwise
stated, will be from official documents.
I :find
some statistiC's in a paper plIblished ill Cincinnati, whose editor cannot bc supposed to be
partial to Kentucky, which show the products
of different states of the Union per head. I
have taken and separated the slave from the free
states, und I :find tht! actual produce of labor in
the slave stateR, is fifty cents greater than in the
free states.
This is a small amount in a single
ca~e, but in the aggregate it. is about four millions of dollars.
1 have taken for a comparison
Ohio and Kentncky, similar in productions and
climate, but in point of soil Ohio has the advantage.
The {lroduce of labor per head for
every soul in OhIO, hj set dowlI at $42. In Kentucky it is $49, giving n,,, an exceR8 of $7 per
head.
The aggregatc produce of lahor in Kentucky, at this rate, is $3,000,000 more than in
Ohio, I haVe!instituted a comparison between
Tennessee and Indiana, and I find the comparis"pn is 6tl11 more fa"orable toward the slave
states. Then I have taken them jointly, Ken·
tucky and Tennessee ~n one side~ and Indiana

part of the session on this subject, and I wish
now to be precise. It must be borne in mind

of Ken-

tucky.
She should produce double the amount
of wealth which Kentucky produces, yet I :find
that the increased value of taxable property
within the last year has been $18,131,545 in
Kentucky.
Now Ohio ought, at the same ratio,
to have increased bel' taxable property $3?,OOO,000 in round numbers: but so far from it, the
state of Ohio with double the population, and
double the hands to labor of Kentucky, has only
increased $10,304,831.
Kentucky has increased
$9,826,714 over Ohio. Then take Indiana, having about the same pqpulation, and about the
same number of hands to produce as Kentucky,
how much has her wealth increased? Only $4,351,831, Kentucky with oue third of the population and one third of the hands to labor that
Indiana and Ohio has increased her wealth to
the amount of $5,474,883 more than both of
these states together.
I have. been l~lHl.?leto get
an official statement respectlllg Illmo,ls, but I
am informed tbat her increase is a little over
$4,000,000.
If that be correct, all three of these
states have not increased their wealth as much
as Ke~Itucky, with all the evils within her borders to which the gentleman has alluded ..
It has been said that slavery has been rumous
to our morals.
Mr. WOODSON.
As tIll' arlJ'ument I adduced
may be misunderstood,
I wo~ld ask how is it,
if Kentncky increases her annual wealth faster
than allthC\se states, that Ohio, being a much
younger state than Kentucky, has now mOl'ethan
double her wealth?
Mr. MERIWETHER.
Wealth has increased
in this way in Ohio. Heretofor:, as congress
owned and controlled land thNe, It was not valued at all till :fiveyears after their entry.
It has
sincc come' into the estimate, and is valued. Now
the wholc land is vallled, which was not the
fact at first. I take the present time, because
the land is now principally occupied in both
states.
I have been at some trouble to collf'ct some
statistics on the subject of (\J'ime to show the ~f.
fect of slavery all the morals.
I :find that OhlO
has thirty seyen pc')"cent. more convicts in her
penitentIary than Keutucky.
Illinois has nine
per cent. morc: Michi~an haR ninety three per
cent. more, and N cw 1: ork ninety nine per cent.
morc, The ollly free state from whieh I could
get a retul'll which has less than Kentucky is
Indiana; and she Ims I think ele"ven per cent.
less, in proportion
to population, than Kentllcky.
I have collected some statistics also with
respect to }Jauperism.
That has been alluded
to to·day. :My gleanings upon this point have
heen only on a small scale, for but few states
ke('p statistics all that subjcct. In Kentucky
we have nothing of that sort. I have taken
Shelby county as an average county. She bas
two representatives,
and not quite t1le ratio of
population for two. I find from information,
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position which she had
derived from the delegates from that county gain the advantageous
in this hall, that on that basis the paupers occupied, in being the chief producer of tropical
But to effect this, it was necessain Kentucky are about 4UO. I have taken the commodities.
counties of Jefferson, Bul litt, and Shelby, and ry that she should be able to double the exports
and greatly
diminish
added them together, and on the basis derived from her own islands,
This could be accomplished
from these, the whole number in the state will those of her rivals.
only
by
an
increase
of
laborers
from
abroad,
or
be about 1000. How is it in Messacbuseue?
Lest year there were in Massachusetts 28,510 by stimulating those on the islands to double
paupers.
For these she had to erect 174 alms activity in their work. An increase of laborers
houses, and tax the people for their erection to from abroad could only be secured by a resort to
the amount of $1,056,UOO, whilst the annual the slave trade, which was impossible; or to volfrom other countries to
cost of their maintenance was $372,74975,
a untary immigration,
The
sum nearly equal to the whole expense of the the islands, which was improbable.
only remaining
alternative WM to render the lagovernment of Kentucky.
Now, if I were to argue as my friend from bor already in the islands more productive. This
Knox: has done, in saying that because slavery could not be done by the whip, a....it had already
exists in Kentuck;r, therefore lopulation
has expended its force, and could not afford the reThis position of affairs made
been prevented, if 1t is prevente
at all, might I lief demanded.
not say that the absence of slavery is the cause the goyernment Willing to listen to the appeals
of the friends of West India emancipation. They
of the pauperism in Massachusetts?
But I think I cnn show that where emancipa- had long argued that free labor was cheaper than
tion has taken place, it has not produced the slave labor-that one freeman, under the stimulus
good effects expected from it. I will read an of wages, would do twice the work of a slave, com.
the governextract or two from a lecture delivered in the pelled to industry by the whip-that
hall of the house of representacives in Ohio, by ment, by itmuediate emnuci pation, could (lemonDavid Christy, an agent of the American col- stratc the truth of this proposition, and thus furonization ;society-a
resident of the state of nish a powerful argument against slavery-that
Ohio, with all his feelings ill favor of emancipa- the world should be convinced that the employtion, truth has forced him to acknowledge what ment of slave labor is a great economic error-and
that this truth, once believed, the abolition of
I shall read:
"These results of emancipation
in the north- slavery would everywhere take place, and the
ern states were 'watched with great interest by demand for slaves being thus destroyed, the
the philanthropic
citizens of the slave states. slave trade must cease.
"Parliament,
yielding
to these arguments,
The liberation of the sluvee ill the free states
had fallen so far short. of securing the amount of passed her We-st India emancipation Ret, 1833.
good anticipated, that the friends of the color- with certain restrictions, by which the liberated
ed man became less urgent and zealous in their slaves were to be held by their old masters as
efforts to secure further legislative action."
apprentices, partly until August 1, 1838, and
Well he goes Oil and says that from
partly until August 1, 1840. This apprentice37,042
"1790 to 1800 emancipations were
ship sY8t~m, however, be-ing productive of greater cruelties than even slavery, the legislative
56,414
1800 to 1810 emancipations were
14,471
1810 to 1820 emancipations were
counc!ls of the islands, coerced by public senti33,772
1820 to 1830 emancipations were
ment In England, were forced to precipitate the
1830 to 1840 emancipations
were
final emancipation of the slaves, and on August
"From 1790 to 1810 some of the most power- 1,1838, they were declared free. This act at
ful minds in the nation were directed to the con- alice brought on the crisis in the experiment.
sideration of the enormous evils of slaver.r, and The results in the following official table, taken
the effects of their labors are exhibited 111 the from the Westminster Review, 1844:
number of emancipations made during that period. The decline of emancipations after 1810,
A verage of 183] Average or 1835,
18:~'!,]A3~.
J836,Ul37.
we believe to be due to the cause assigned above
-tbe little benefit, apparently,
which had re- SUGAR I:';XPORl'ED, f 'l'hree years of Three 'yellr~ or
slavery
eppttticeship.
salted from the liberation of ihe slaves, and the
consequent relaxation of effort by the friends From St. Vincent, . 23,400,000 lbe. ~2,.')OO,OOO
lba,
From Trinidad,
JR.9'23 tons
t8,255tons
of emancipation,"
From
Jamaica.
86.080hhd.
02,960
hhd .
Now, I will give the remarks of the same au- From total W. Indie8.~ 3,841,1.')3cwt
3.477,592 cwt.
thor as to the effects in England.
"But the investigations which had led to the
.Average of J839,
knowledge of the enormities of the slave trade,
i Three
1810, 1841.
RUG .\R EXPORTED.
'I
years of
necessarily exhibited the evils of slavery itself.
freedom,
Public opinion decreed the annihilation of both, ---------·---1-·---and the British government had no other altemaFrom St. Vincent,
I H.1OO, ,.~~ !t"o',·,
e.
"t.""",,
...
tive but to comply.
'I'he means to which she re- From Trinidad,
Ii
:14.415 hhd .
sorted for the suppression of the slave trade, and From Jamaica,
.2.396.;84 ~wt.'
their failure hitherto, have been already noticed. From total West Indies,
The measures adopted for the emancipation of
her west India slaves, have resulted still more
"This immense and unexpected reduction of
unfavorably to her interests, than those for the west India products under the system of freeextine.tion of the slave trade.
dom was I.he cause of great alarm.
Th", experi"It was considered absolut.ely necessary.to
ment which was t,n prove the snperiority of free
the pro~perity of England, t,hat she should reo labor oyer that of sla\'(' labor had failed. The

'I
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hope or doubling the CX~o~t5 by that mealls.,,:,a..q England,) that the experiment made by us would
bleated. Five hundred millions dollars of Br-itish furnish the most unanswerable argument against
is, the scheme of emancicapital, invested in the islands, says McQueen, such a scheme-that
was on the brink of destruct.iou, for want of Ia- pation.
I will read one more short extract from the adborers to make it available.
The English government found her commerce greatly lessened, dress before quoted from, and. then conclude.
Speaking
of the effects of emancipation in Engand her home supply of tropical products falling
below the actual wants of her own people.
This land, the writer says:
"While therefore the ease, comfort, and weldiminution rendered her unable to furnish any
surplus for the markets of those of her colonies. fare of the colored man was secured, the interests of the planters were almost ruined by emanand her countries which she formerly supplied.
These results at once cxte1ldccl the market fur slane cipation, and the influence and power of Enggroumproducts, and gave a new impulse to the slave land put in jeopardy."
Then, if we emancipate the slaves here. will it
trade.
"The government and its advisers now found not produce the same result? Although it may
themselves in the mortifying position of having secure to the slave ease and comfort, may we not
expect that, as in the British islands, the white
blundered
miserably
111
their emancipation
scheme, and of having landed themselves
in a fanner will be ruined, and the influence and
power of Kentucky destroyed?
If this effect
dilemma of singular perplexity."
Here is evidence, sufficient to establish the was produced by this cause there, wby should it
propo;;it,ion with which 1 set out, ., that eman- not produce the same effect here? If England
cipation has not, either in England or om north- was by it brought to the brink of ruin, why
ern states, produced the good results expected may we not also? Sir, these are the effects of
Need I ask,
from it." Why need we look for better or other emancipation in other countries.
arc we to expect a different result here if it is
results here in om own state?
By a reference to the table which I have, it resorted to? England was shaken to its founThe gentlemau, from whose address
will be found that the products of these islands dation.
were reduced more than half, and they still re- I bave quoted, says, that in the northern
states
they
have not realized their anticipations.
main so. I will rear! an extract from a paper
published at Barbedoes
last year.
This de- Shall we hope they will realize our expectations
Is emancipation practiscribes their condition at this time. This island from such a procedure?
is said to be the most fruitful of all the West cable? Is there a man here who is willing to see
India Islands, 80 much so by way of dltinctlon, emancipation without colonization? Is that praeticable1 They point to New York and some
they call it Little Britain:
" Here plenty of laborers cnu be employed for other states. But did either of those states that
field labor at fifteen cents per day. 'l'hey have have emancipated their slaves colonize them?
now been free twelve years, and they find that New York, with all her power and wealth, could
Pennsylvania
the only way to get a living is to work. Even not colonize twenty thousand.
here the evidences of decay and corning ruin are had less than fifteen thousand, and could not,
colonize
them.
Why
is
it
expected
then that
conspicuous.
One half of the estates in the
island are in the hands of the provost marshal, Kentucky can colonize two hundred thousand?
Seven states of this union have abolished
who, as a sheriff, proceeds to sell them 011 judgslave y. These states bad less than fifty thoument to pay creditors."
One half the estates in the hands of the sheriff, sand slaves, and they had upwards of two millions of white population.
But they, with all
and, under execution, because of emancipation,
and that too when laborers can be employed at their wealth and ,ower, could not colonize this
again repeat, how, then, il'li
fifteen cents per day, Is that the state of thing'> small number.
you wish to see in Kentucky-labor
at fifteen Kentucky to colonize two hundred thousand?
cents a day und nne half the estates ill the hands England, with an empire on which it is said the
sun never 8etS-80 that while it is broad noon
of the sheriff?
I will read an article from the London Times, day ill one portion it is pitchy midnight in anfurther descriptive of the effects which euiauci- otlier-c-though she may emancipate her slaves,
cannot colonize them. France, a nation that
pation has had upon England:
"The will of the people of England and the could whip all Europe combined, dare not unresources of the British nation have been applied, dertake it. And can we do it? I know, whatev.
with absolute authority and ungrudging munifi- er mall can do, Kentuckians can do; but he who
cence, to the extinction of elaverv in the British accomplishes this, is either more or less than
'dominions.
The northern states of America man. It is not within the grasp of man to do
it.
have no such power of altering the institutions,
My friend from Knox referred to the opinions
and the tenures of property ill the slaveholding
states of the Union: congress itself has no such of Mr. Madison and others. Would he have us
power; but if it had, and, besides the power, if follow the example of Mr. Madison in all things?
Mr. WOODSON.
I would, 60 far as he is
It had the will and the means to carry a general
measure of abolition, we are crmslrai11ed to admit right.
that the experiment made by the British .Qouernme71l. Mr. MERIWETHER.
Then, if he be wrong,
and the statf! in which tile British West Indies are his example or opinion is worth nothing
Do
now placed by it, wuuld be illvoked by the most un- we not find that Mr. Madison and General Washanswerable argum£nt a.gainst such a, eckeme."
ington both advocated a power in the President
If congress (and the same argument will apply of the United States to veto a bill passed-by conto a state.) had the power to abolish slavery, we gress, unless passed by a majority of threeare constrained to admit, (say" this organ of fourths of each house of congress? And Mr.
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Madison advocated the right of the federal go\r.
emment to veto the laws passed by state legislatures.
Will the gentleman
travel with him
thus far? These great men often committed
great errors.
My friend alluded to Mr. Monroe,
as well as :Mr. Madison.
These gentlemen were
members of the convention which made a constitution for Virginia, recently. Can the gentleman find one proposition
which these gentlemen
offered in that convention, for the emancipation
of the slaves?
They refrained from making
such a proposition, and it is, therefore, fair to
presume they entertained the idea that I do:
that it is impracticable.
I have as great a veneration for the memories of these great meu as
any gentleman can, or ought to have; yet I cannot follow them when in error, as I believe.
My friend referred to the amount of manufactures in the northern states, and inferred that all
these articles were produced in those states.
If
he had carried his investigation
a little further,
he wonld have found that the manufacturers depended on the slave states for a large share of
the raw material.
where does their cotton come
from?
They getit from the south, and it, when
they return It, goes as so much of their manufacture.
Take out the expense of the cotton,
hemp, and tobacco which they get from the south,
and you will then reduce the amount about threefourths.
My friend also alludes to the exports from
the city of New York, as being greater than all
the exports of the southern states.
Does my
friend not know that about one-third of the exports from New York are sent there from other
states?
Mr, WOODSON.
I did Dot say that the exports from New York were greater than from all
the southern states.
I said, I believe, that all
the tobacco, rice, and cotton from the south was
not equal to the exports from New York.
Mr, MERIWETHER.
I 'will not make a
question with the gentleman,
as to what his
position was. He Illay be correct.
But were
all these articles produced in New York. Onethird of the cotton raised in Louisiana
is shipped to foreign ports from New York-our
corn
and hemp goes from New York.
Then, though
her exports are so great, the question
is, does
she produce the articles exported herself?
Mr. WOODSON.
I do not wish to interrupt
the gentleman.
.
Mr. MERIWETHER.
It will give me pleasure to receive any information.
Mr. WOODSON.
It is true that lllany articles are exported from New York which are sent
from the Mississippi valley.
But all these articles are valued before they are sent. This shows
that there is not un equal nmouut produced in
the southern states.
Mr. MERIWETHER.
I imagine my friend
is in error.
There is no value put on them till
they leave the United States. Is there any valuation put on them at Louisville or New Orleans?
When a vessel leaves for n foreign port, then a
valuation is taken, but not when engaged in the
coasting
trade.
There are no statistics which
will g-ive the amount of the coasting trade. But
if it IS otherwise, and you value these articles
at New Orleans, and then again when re-shipped

from New York, wi.II not this process tend to
swell the exports from the latter eity?
My friend concluded his speech with a little
anecdote.
If he had told the whole, I would
not have noticed it.
He compared the slave.
holders to a boy who was late at school, and on
being questioned as to the reason, said that it
was 80 slippery that he went two steps back, to
one forward, and my friend concluded
we were
sliding back in the same way. Now, if I recollect rightly, the school-master
inquired
of the
boy how he finally e;ot there, and .he told him
that he turned round and went backwards.
If
my friend will just turn right around, I think he
will come to the right position on this subject.
When the little boy to whom he alluded found
that he never would get to school if he ccntinned to travel as he had done, he at once turned
about and succeeded.
Let thegentleman,
and all
who travel with him, follow the boy's example,
retrace their steps, wit-draw all which has been
said in disparagement
of the institutions of their
own state, and laudatory
of others, and then,
and not till then, will tliey arrive at the goal of
truth, and their country's welfare.
Mr. A. K. MARSAALL.
I move the following as a substitute for the first section:
" The general assembly shall have no power
to pass laws for the emancipation
of slaves without the consent of their owners.
They shall
pass laws to permit the owners of slaves to
emancipate them, saving the rights of creditors,
and providing for their permanent removal from
this commonwealth;
they shall pass laws to preventslavee being brought into this state as merchandise: they shall have no power to prevent
immigrants to this state from bringing with them
such persons as are deemed slaves by the laws
of anyone of the United States, or to prevent
citizens of this state from bringing in such as
a~e obtained by marriage, gift, inheritance, or de.
VIse, so long as any person of the same age or
description, shall be continued in slavery by the
laws of this state; and they shall have full pow·
er to pass such laws as may be necessary to oblige
the owners of slaves to treat them with humanity. to provide for them necessary clothing and
provisions, to abstain from all injuries to themextending to life or limb---and
in case of their
neglect or refusal to comply with the direction
of such laws, to have such slave or slaves sold
for the benefit of their owner or owners."
It will be observed that the substitute I have
offered varies very slight.ly from the provision in
the present constitution
in relation to slavery.
Gentlemen will remark that I have there stricken out the involuntary
feature of it. ]f my
proposition
should be adopted, it will not permit the emancipation
of slaves in Kentucky even
by the payment of their value first to the owner.
If we have been commanded to do any thing by
our constituents-s-and
I have understood
the
wants of the people in regard to the framing of
a constitution-it
is, that on the subject of slavery, we should so guard that ,Property that neither in nor under the constitution there could be
devised ally plan of Immediate or gradual emaucipation.
I have no disposition
to argue the
question
of slavery even if I felt the propriety
of doing so. It seems to me useless to argu('. it.
It cannot do llllY good, and public sentiment has.
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shown there i!5 (!YHy disposition to adhere to amendment offered by the gentleman from Jesslavery.
There can be 110 legal mode of eman- samine (Mr. A. K. Marshall.)
'.'SEC.I. 'I'he geueral assemblyshRll have no powcipating slaves. It is absolutely necessary that
we should remove the power out of the hands of erto pass lawsfor the emancipation of slaves without
the eonsent of their owners, or without paying
the legislature, by which they can emancipate
slaves by payment And this te~lins me it ll~ver theirowners, previous to such emancipation, afnll
will be done, amounts to nothing III my mind. equivalent in moneyIcr the slaves 80 emancipa'Ve know what may be done by those who have ted, and providing for their removal from the
'They shall huve DO power to prevent imthe power. Under the first section of the old state.
constitution, a system of emancipation
can be migrants to this state from bringing with them
devised and carried out, and from what we see such persons as are deemed slaves by the laws
and what we hear, it is not an idle fear to enter- of any of the United States, so long as any pertain that from the frenzied state of feeling in SOIl of the same age or descriEtion "hall be conthis state, they may attempt to emancipate the tinued in slavery by the nws of this state.
slaves of Kentucky.
Fanaticism does not stop; 'They shall pass laws to permit the owners of
it knows no stopping place.
Although they say slaves to emancipate them, saving the rights of
creditors, and preventing them from remaining
they would not be in favor of emancipation,
They
without paying the owners of the slaves for in this state after they are' emancipated.
them, I believe the great aim and object they shall have full power to prevent elavee being
They
have in view is the emancipation
of the slaves, brought into this state as merchandise.
and they will obtain it by any means.
Leave shall have full power to prevent any slaves bethat clause in the constitution,
and the slaves ing brought into this state who have been, since
ODe thousand seven
can be emancipated without seeming injustice the first day of January.
to the owner. It is absolutely necessary in a re- hundred and eighty nine, or may hereafter be
imported
into
any
of
the
United
States from a
public, that the power of special taxation and
foreign country.
And they shall have full pow·
discrimination should be left to the legislature.
I{ the emancipation
party should get in the as- er to pass such laws as may be necessary to
cendant in the legislature, taxes can be levied, oblige the owners of slaves to treat them with
und the money appropriated to pay the owners humanity; to provide for them necessary clothing and provision; to abstain from all injuries
of slaves. Suppose the legislature of Kentucky
were to pass a law to this effect: that all female to them, extending to life or limb; and in case of
slaves born in this state should, at the age of six their neglect, or refusual to comply with the diyears be valued, and apprenticed out until they rections of such laws, to have such slave, 01'
were twenty-five.
It is 'Perfectly competent slaves, sold for the benefit of their owner, or
for the legislature to apprentIce alit these female owners."
Mr. A. K. MARSHALL.
I certainly am very
children for their value.
Last summer I was
well satisfied with the old constituticu , but I
traveliD~ in Pennsylvania
with a gentleman
from OhIO, who wanted to buy a negro boy. He prefer the proposition I have offered. 'l'he propastonished me, and I said, "why do you wish to osition of the gentlemall will permit the imporI am opposed to
buy one?" He replied that he would take him tation of slaves to Kentucky.
to Ohio and have himapprenticed
to him, as he that, except those which are obtained by Inheritance,
marriage,
gift,
or
devise.
It will cerknew he would be worth as milch as his price
There
before he was twenty-one years of age. Now, tainly lead to the agitation of slavery.
mode pointed out by
if you let the emuncipationi!>ts have the power is a legu) constitutional
they desire, they might adopt a plan of this sort which the gentleman can attain his object. I
am opposed to the gentleman'S proposition.
to emancipate our slaves.
I do not apprehend
After some conversation,
in which Messrs.
it will be done, but all I know is, it can be done
MORRIS, A. K. MARSHALL,
unless there is some prohibition placed upon tali WICKLIFFE,
and GRAY, participated.
legislature.
My constituents have commanded
Mr. GRAY asked for the ayes and noes on his
me not to vote for any constitution unless provision was made in it against the probability of substitute, and they were taken, and were ayes
exercising such power.
Hence it is, I have of- 74, nays 14.
YEAs-Mr. President, (Gutbrie.) Richard Apfered my amendment or substitute.
Mr. MERIWETHER.
The only difference I person, John L. Ballinger. J ohu S. Barlow, Wilcan detect from hearing the report and the gen- liam Bradley, Francis M. Bristow, Thomas D.
tleman's proposition read, is, that the latter Prv Brown, William C. Bullitt, Charles Chambers,
Jesse
poses to take from the legislatur<;: the power of William Chenault, Jumes S. Chrisman,
granting compensation to the owners of slaves. Coffey, Henry R. D. Coleman, Benjamin Oopelin, Garrett Davis, Lucius Desha, James DudThat power is contained in the old constitution,
Benjamin F. Edand I am in favor of it. There will be 110 danger ley, Chasteen '1'. Dunavan,
of the legislature emancipating the slaves, while wards, Milford Elliott, Green Forrest, Selncius
Oarfleldc, 'Thomas J. Gough. Ninian E. Gray,
they are required to pay for them.
Mr. GRAY. So far as I know the sentiments James P.Hamilton, Ben. Hardin, William Henof the people in my section of the state on this drix, Andrew Hood, Thomas J. Hood, James
subject, they are as much opposed to emancipa- W_ Irwin, William Johnson, George W. Johntion as any body can be. They were satisfied ston. Oeo.W. Kavanaugh, Charles C. Kelly, Jas.
with the old constitution as it stood, with one M. Lackey, Peter Lashbrooke, Thos. N. Lindexception, and that was that there should be a sey, Thomas W. Lisle, Willis B. Mechen, Geo_
provision inserte~, that if any slaves were eman- W. Mansfield, Martin P. Marshall, William C.
cipated. they should be removed from the state. Marshall, Richard L. Mayes, Nathan McClure,
I therefore move the following substitute for the David Meriwether, Thomas P. Moore, Jonathan
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Newcuru, Hugh Newell, Henry B. Pollard. \VlI1.
Preston. Johnson Price, Larkin J. Proctor, John
T. Robinson, Thomas Rockhold, John T. Rogers, Ira Root, James Rudd, Ignatius
A. Spalding, John W. Stevenson, James 'V. Stone, Michael L. SLone]', Albert G. Talbott,
John D.
'I'avlor, 'William R. Thompson, Howard Todd,
Philip Triplett, Squire Turner, John L. Waller, Henry washington,
John Wheeler, Andrew
S. White, Ohnrles 1. \YickliJfe, George W. wu.
Iiams, Wesley J. Wright-74.
. .
NAYs-Alfred
Boyd, Luther Brawner, William
Cowper, Edward Curd, Nathan Gaither, James
H. Garrard, Richard D. Gholson, Vincent S.
Huv, Alfred M. Jackson, Alexander K. Marshall,
Wi'llium N. Marshall,
William D. Mitchell,
Elijah F. Nuttall, Silas Woodson-l4.
So the substitute was adopted.
Mr. IRWIN
asked for the ayes and noes on
the adoption of the substitute for the first section of the report of the eomuilttee, and they
were taken, and were-ayes
55, noes :lG.
YEAs--;Mr. President, (Guthrie,) Richard Apperson, John L. Ballinger, William Bradley,
Francis M. Bristow. Thomas D. Brown, Charles
Obambers, william Chenault, James S. Chrisman, Henry R. D. Coleman, Garrett Davis,
James DUdley, Chasteen T. Dunavan, Selueius
Garfielde,
Thos. J. Gough, Ninian E. Gray,
James P. Hamilton, Ben. Hardin, Vincent S.
Hay, Andrew Hood, Thomas J. Hood, JamesW.
Irwin. Alfred M. Jackson, Thomas James, William Johnson, Peter Lasbbrooke,
Thomas 'V.
Lisle, Georg-e W. Mnnsfteld, Martin P Marshal},
William C. Marshall,
Thomas P. Moore, John
D. Morris, Hugh Ne,vell, William
Preston,
Johnson
Price, John '1'. Robinson, John T.
Rogers, Ira Root, James Rudel, Ignatius A.
Spalding, John W. Stevenson, James W. Stone,
Albert G. Talbott, John D. Taylor, William
R. Thompson, John J. Thurman, Howard Todd,
Philip 'I'riplett,
Squire Turner, John L. Waller, Henry washington, John Wheeler, Cbarles
A. Wickliffe, Robert N WicklifTe, George W.
Williams, Wesley J. Wright-56.
NAys-John
S. Barlow, Alfred Boyd, Luther Brawner, William C. Bullitt, Beverly L.
Clarke, Jesse Coffey, Benjamin Copelin, William
Cowper, Edward Curd, Lucius Desha, B. F.
Edwards,
Milford Elliott, Green Forrest, Nathan Gaither, James H. Garrard, Richard D.
Gholsoll, William Hendrix, George W. Johnston,
George W. Kavanaugh, Charles O. Kelly, James
M. Lackey, ThonuL'l N. Lindse.y, Wilis B. Machen, Alexandrr K. Marshall, William N. Marshall, Richard L. :Mayes, Nathan McClure, David Meriwether, W. D. Mitchell. Jonathan Neweum, Elijah F. Nuttall, H. ]3. Pollard, Larkin J.
Proctor, Thomas Rockholl~, Michael L. Stoner,
Andrew S. White, Sil;)..'! Woodson-36.
So the question ·was determined ill the affirmative.
MrWALLER
mo'\"'cd that the eonventioIl do
nowadiourll.
Mr. 'HARDIN
a!'.ked for the ayes and noes,
and they were takt'n, and were-ayes 61, nocs 29.
The convention then adjourned.
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WEDNESDAY,
DECEMBER 12, 1~49,
Prayer by the Rev. G. W. BRuSH.
n....
sta OF REPRESE:"iTATlON.

Mr. LACKEY submitted the following resolution, and it was laid upou the table and ordered
to be printed:
Resolved, 'I'bat ropresentetion shall be equal and
uniform in this commonwealth, and shall be forever regulated and ascertained by the number of
representative inhabitants therein.
At the first
session of the general assembly after the adoption of this constitution, and every four yenrs
thereafter, provision shall be made by law that
in the year---,
and every four years thereafter, an enumeration of all the representative inhabitants of the state shall be made. The number of representatives shall be cue hundred, and
npportioued
among the several counties in the
following manner:
Counties haYIng the ratio
shall have OBerepresentative; those having three
fourths of the ratjo shall have one representative;
those having the ratio, and a fraction less than
one half the ratio over, shall have but one represontative: those having the ratio, and a fraction
of one half over, shall have two representatives;
those having twice the ratio, shall have two
representatives; those having twice the ratio, and
a fraction of less than one half the ratio over,
shall have but two rept esentati ves: those having
twice the ratio, and a fraction of one half the
ratio over, shall have three representatives: and
so on. COUllties having less than three fourths
of the ratio, shall be joined to a similar adjacent
county, for the purpose of forming a representative district: Provided, That if there be DO such
adjacent county, then the county having less
than thre-e fourths of the ratio, shall be united
with that adjacent county having the smallest
number of representative
inhabitants,
provided
thnt their united numbers do not exceed the ratio,
and a fraction of one half the ratio over; but is
they do, the county having less than three fonrthf
of the ratio "hall have a separate representative.
'I'heremniuiug
representatives, (if any,) shall be
allotted to those counties having the largest
unrepresented
fractions; but in no case shall
more than two counties be united for the l?urpose
of forming a representative district; but lf there
shall ever be an excess of districts, they shall be
reduced to the proper number, by taking from
those counties llaving a separate representative,
with the smaller nnmber of representative inhabitants, their seJ?arnte representation.
Counties that Will be entitled to one representative each, with an average vote of 1,680:
Aflair, ~
1,560
1
Allen, _
1,346
1
Boyle, 1,168
1
Bracken,
1,606
1
Bullitt,
1,218
1
Bourbon,
1,914
1
Breckinridge,
1,757
1
Boone, 1,958
1
Bath,
1,886
1
Campbell,
2.182
1
Ca.ldwell,
2,016
1
Clarke,
1.691
1
Davie~s,
2,112
1
Franklin,
2,024
I
Graves,
1,665
1

Graenup,
Grant, Garrard,
Green, Hopkins,
Henderson,
Henry,
Hart,
Harrison,
Jessamine,
Lewis, Lincoln,
Logan,
Mnhlenburg,
Montgomery,
Mercer,
Marion,
Morgan,
Nicholas,
Nelson,
Owen, .
Ohio, Pendleton,
Scott, Todd, Trigg, Union,
Woodford,
Wayne,
Washington,

1,936
1,212
1,624
1,352
1,886
1,589
1,862
1,436
2,150
1,335
1,409
1,453
2,179
1,625
1,459

2,09:3
1,762
1,261
1,792
2,035
1,796
1,576
1,336
1,891
1,499
1,417
1,448
1,314
1,443
1,847

1
1
1

1
1

1097
1651
-2148
940
812
--1752
1119
1022
-2141
993
883
--1876

Tu)'lor,
Casey,
Russell,
Clinton,

1

1
1
1

Anderson,
Spencer,

1
1
1
1
I
I
1
1
1
I
1

Carroll,
Gallatin,

1
1
I
I
1
1

1
I
1
I

75,620 45
Counties that will be necessary to join two together to form a representative
district" with an
average vote of 1,706:
Lawrence,
967
Carter
1025
,
-1992
599
Johnson,
986
Floyd,
--1585
812
Pike,
381
Letcher,
--1193
612
Breathitt,
502
Perry,
--1123
1018
Estill,
671
Owsley,
-1689
866
Clay,
648
Harlan,
--1514
842
Rockastle,
865
Laurel,
--1707
758
Hickman,
705
Fulton.
-1463
825
Ballard,
986
McCracken,
--1811
952
Livingston,
1059
Crittenden,
-20Il
H08
Grayson, 555
Hancock,
-1662
948
Butler,
681
Edmonson,
-1629

27,296
16
Counties with less than three fourths of the
ratio, which will be entitled to a separate rcpNeeutatdve, with an a\'erage vote of 1,048:
Simpson,
1,017
1
I..arne, 1,013
1
Meade,
1,n'1
1

Counties that would be entitled
sentatives, with an average vote of
Barren,
Fayette,
Fleming,
Hardin,
Kenton,
Madison,
Mason,
Pulaski,

Shelby,
Jefferson

Counties
sentatives,
having the
an average
Christian,
Warren.

and Louisville,

3,144
3
to two repre1,392:
2,959
2
2,649
2
2,316
2
2,419
2
3,406
2
2,563
2
3,114
2
2,392
2
2,321
2
9,283
6

33,422
24
that would be entitled to two repreby the provision in favor of counties
Iargeet unrepresented
fraction, with
vote of 1,115:
2,248
2
2,215
2

4,463
4
Counties having less than three fourths of the
ratio, that would be entitled to one member each,
hy the provision ill favor of counties having the
largest unrepresented
fraction, with an average
vote of 1,098:
Calloway,
.
1,323
1
Marshall,
870
1
Cumberland,
973
1
Monroe,
1,247
1
Oldham,
1.104
1
Trimble,
1,084
1
Knox,
1,130
1
Whitley,
1,058
1
+

8,789
8
The foregoing tables are based upon the number of free white males over twenty one year,"l
old, which will not .ary far from the "legal
voters.
SPEOIAL

COURT OF APPEALS.

Mr. C. A, WICKLIFFE
from the committee
on the court of appeals, in obedience to a resolution of the convention, reported the following
section, which was adopted:
"SEC. -. Whenever an appeal or writ of error may be pending in the court of appeals, on
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the trial of which a majority of the judges there- I have no power to prohibit
the introduction
of
of cannot sit; or on account of interest in the slaves into this state, by the citizens thereof,
event of the cause; or on account of their rela- from other states, for their own use; but their
tion to either party; or where the judge may introduction for traffic or merchandise,
whether
have decided the cause in the inferior court, the openly or covertly, by the citizens of this or any
general assembly shall provide, hy law, for the \ other state, shall be prohibited by the passage of
organization of It temporary and special court, such laws as the legislature may deem most confor the trial of such cause or causes."
ducive to secure that end."
'I'be convention then resumed the consideraf'lLAVF.RY.
tion of the report of the committee on the reo
Mr. CLARKE offered the following resolu- vision of the constitution and slavery.
tiou:
Mr. BULLlIl''l'.
Wllilst I am disposed to
"Resolved, That the general assembly shall yield to the master the power of emancipation,
have no power to pass laws prohibiting the citi- the public good demands that this right should
zeus of this state from Importing slaves fen their not be exercised to the injury of the community.
own use, but may pass laws rcqumug the im- of which he is a member. It is a cardinal priupo.rter of a slave or slaves to. take an oath that ciple of the common law, that no man shall so
eaid slave or slaves a~e for his or her own u~e. use his property as to injure another. This
and not fo~ merchandise: and th~t ~e or ~hewilll principle is peculiarly applicable to property in
not sell said s~av.e or slaves, within this com- slaves. By the action of the master, they are
monwealth,. within
years after such 81~ve or capable of being rendered more detrimental to
slaves are l~llported,. under such. penalties as the community than any other description of
may,. from time to tune, be provided by law: property known to the law. Hence arises the
Provided, That the slaves thus Import.ed.8I1a.11 necessity of a pocoliar constitutional provision
not be such a.'>have been charged 'nth or-nne III [ on this subject. For constitutional and legielaother States."
tivc action, slaves are to be viewed ill a double
This, Mr. President, is It resolution of com-! aspect-as personl'l, aud as property.
'l'be maspromise between those who are of opinion that ter should not be permitted, whilst exercising
slaves ought uot to be imported, and those who his rights over the slave. as property, to enable
think that the eitizcus of Kentucky ought to in-I him, us a perSall, to become a nuisance to socitraduce them for their own use. It requires au i ety. From this peculiarity of slave rroperty,
oath to be taken by the importer that he imports also arises the necessity of, in some sight dethem for his own use, lind that he will not diS-I! gree, deviating from what is clearly a correct
pose of them fur
Yl.1<lrs. It goes further, and general principle, that no law should be interprovides that thel' are not to be imported from. poleted IIlto the constitution.
the prirwns of o.t ler states, or from under the
Thi~ convention have, (save those of justice
gallows.
I offer it to test the sense of the con- and humanity,) 110 restrictions to their action
vcntion, ',hethE'r the citizens of Kentucky are to ovcr free negroes, except such as arc imposed by
be allowed to import slaves fol' their own use. thl.1 constitution of the United States. This 18
Before the passage of that resolution-which
I not only the constitution of the United States,
will assume-it
may be posBible that I may but that of each state; and Kentucky, when she
m.a.kesome remarks. So much ha.'>been said, so entered the union asa sovereign state, adopted the
Illany speeches have been made, the subject lIas constitution of the United States, as the parabeen so thoroughly examined, that I may not be mount constitution of the State of Kentucky;
inclined to make a speech, unle!';s it may become and if there be any provision in that instrulleeeSS<lI'yin my judgment.
But as I have hEU·C-ment, which conf>:r>;citizenship on the free netGforCl>;tateu, 1 fun convinced that the institu- gro, it is binuing au us,
..
tion of slavery. boLh here and elsewhere, is a
The only provision whi;.;h has the filightest
blt>8sing to both race.'<-the whites and thl' Afri- beRring all the subject is contained in the fourth
can ra~e. I am satisfied, so far as propertr in article, section the second, declaring, "the citi·
slave,.. is CC'I1CerneU,that there is no distinction
zens of each state shall be entitled to all the
between property in slaves and property in land~ privileges and immunities of citizens ill the
or in hor"'es. And while a citizen uf Kentuckv several state>;."
has the right to go to Virginia and to l'enne,.::;;ee
The only inquiry is, what eOlJ<;litutescitizen·
and purchase horses or allY merchandise for hi>; ship, or, in other words, what is the true cODstiown use, 1 can !'iceno reason why he should lIot tutional meaning of the word citiz<:!n? If the
go there to pUJ'eha..,e sluyo>s,unless we are bor frce l\egro be llot a citizen, although he may be
dcring on a spirit of emancipation, which seems a subject, he is not embraced within this;provisto me to animate the bosoms of some gentlemen ion. 'rhe term citizen, is derived from the Ro~
Oil this floor.
I repeat, that I see not, while we man chrillaw.
In the procunsular governments
are establiiOhing ill OUl' bill of rights the elements of the Roman commonwealth, the provincial
of freedom, why a. citizen of Kentucky should subjects were governed by the arbitrary edicts
not go wherever he pll"asc;;to purchase sfaves and of the governors.
A Roman citizen who was
merchandise fur Lis OW1I use alld his own olljoy- entitled to the j))"ivileges of the city, carried
ment.
with him, into al the prodnces of the republic,
The motion to lay on the fable alld print was his peculiar pri\·ileges of the protection of the
then agreed to.
Roman laws. In aecordance with this princiMr. MITCHELL offered the following resolu- pIe, acitizen of the United States, goin~ into
tion, and on hiR motion it was laid on fhe table any state of this union, carries with hIm the
and ordered to be printed:
same right of protection, under the laws of the
"Re~olved, That the general assembly shall state, to which its own citizens are entitled.
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or

Iu the progress
ages, after the downfall of laws resMieti'l'e of the free migration
front one
the republic, Roman citizenship was gradually
state to another of the free blacks. showing that
imparted to the provinces, and finally extended
they were not then considered citizens.
This
to the Barbarians, who had made lodgm «nts in practice has been continued to the present time.
her territories.
These, in their turn, inviting in The executive of the United States has given
others of their friends and relations, gradually
the same construction. by a uniform refusal of
acquired the ascendant, and finally overturn- passports to free negroes.
eel the emI?irc. And to this abuse of eitizen.
Oougress alone have power of naturalisation,
ship is mainly attributable the destruction of the and a state cannot manufacture a citizen of the
greatest power of ancient times,
United States,
In the dark ages succeeding the fall of the
It is a universal principle of construction
Roman Empire, the population consisted of the adopted b'y our courts-that
whenever the word
Feudal Barons, with their vassals and villiens, "person" 18 used in the constitution or laws, it
of slaves residing in the country, and the free must be considered as applicable to white perartisans and merchants of the towns, The rural sons alone, and cannot be applied to blacks unpopulation were under the uncontrolled and au- lees specially named.
solute sway of the Barons, who maintained an
Females and minors follow the condition at
almost uninterrupted warfare with the Princes, their husbands and parents, and are entitled to
The latter found it to their interest to rear lip a all the civil rights of the latter,
The rights
power of the middle classes in the towns, in op- secured to the Citizen, are Wholly civil rights
position to the power of the nobility.
To effect and not political.
this object, the citizens of the towns were incorThe congress of the United States alone, have
porated. with extensive privileg-es, exempting the power of making a citizen of the United
them from the arbitrary exaction of the Barons; States, and, although a state may grant every
and the term citizen, or citizenship,
carried state right, civil and political, to an African,
with it not only the right of exemption from op- she cannot thereby make him a citizen of the
pression, but the right of sovereignty, in tne United States, so as to entitle him to the pri v itown of which he WH.'! a member, in controlling le~e8 secured l,y that instrument to the citiaen.
its municipal regulations, From that class arose
I'he reason why the state cannot exclude white
the British house of commons, Hence, in Eng- foreigners from their borders, is, that the right
land, sovereignty has always been attached to of naturnlizntion necessarily carries with it, the
the term ., citizen," as contradistinguished
from right of residence and protection, during the
inhabitant or subject. An alien is a subject, but term of their probation,
1I0ta citizell.
The free negroes of other states having, under
At the time of the adoption of the constitu- the constitution of the Untied States no right of
tion of the United States, free ne~ros were not citizenship, are left to the discretionary action
citizens of allY state in the Union.
A large of this convention, without restriction, except
portion of the population
was composed of such as ate imposed by humanity j he maybe a
African slaves and Indians.
The broad and subject; he cannot be a citizen.
comprehensive terms used III the coustttunon of
It has been decided that free negroes are not
the United States, "we the people &c" must be citizens, within the provision of the constitution
construed to embrace whites alone, otherwise It of the United States before alluded to, For free
would embrace all the slaves, free negroes, and negroes are nut, in any of the states entitled to
Indians. within the then limits of the United all the privileges and immunities of citizens,
States; thus making citizens of all the slaves of and a state may constitutionally
prohibit free
the southern states, in whom the right of prop- persons of color from removing into the state to
crty if?guarantied by that instnuneut itself, and rt'side.
State of 'renue5see vs, Claybourne, 1
who, as property are made the basi,; of taxation Meigs, 332-1 Litt, 327, Judge Bullock's prlnand represel.ltation,
ted opinions-also
2 Kent 70-71, Hubbs vs, ,Fogg
At thc period f)f the adoption of the constitu- 6 Watts, 556.
tion of United States. free l1egroe~ were not citiMr, WALLER. Laboring under serious indiszens o~ any' state., The COllstltutlO1l was ma~c position, nothing,sil', but a deep sense of duty to
by whites torthelr own beucfit, and that of ~helr my cOllstitnents n.nd mys~lf could induce me to
own race,. Some of tl.1e states tlH'n contalycd encountel' the manifest impatience of the con ..'en·
more I~(~lans thau \Vllltes; nO~I')of the Indl<l.ns tion to hear all)' more spfleches upon this subwere cltl~eIlS; alld .fI'OI,lla view of tl~e t:.lltlye jcut. :My constitnellt8 arc content to abide by
cOI~te::<t
of the COllstltutlOll, the C~)ficlUSlOn
IS It'- tlH1old provi;;iolls of the constitution with an
reSIstIble, that no power w~ llltended to be additional clause prodding that no sla.ye shall
granted to c~Jllgrcss to makecitizells of any oth· be emancipated to remain in the state. They
ers than 'wlll~epersol.ls, ,
have as deep Ull int,erest in this matter as lmy
qongress,. JU carrymg mto effect that dause countv in the commonwealth; and they are satwhICh p~ovldes t.h.at "congrcss shall haY,e p~wer isfied\vith the protection whidl their sllwe pro·
to estabhsh a unlrorn~ rule of naturalizatIOn" perty has hitherto receivcd. This is all £hey
~pplythe power to wl~lt~ persons <1:lon."',
p:,,"clud- ask-it is ....
ll that is Ileces$ary.
mg, all ~tl~er,,;; tllU;; gl VIng a cl"tu: lIldlc:atlOu. of
But I am actuated by a personal reason for
theu' Opllll?n-that to them aloll,c It was appllca- askillg your attention.
.My positiou is more pc·
bl,e, a,ccordlllg to the true mealllilg of the ('ou- culiar than that of any delcgate here, Some
stltutlOn,
have expressed a surprise that one of my profesThe 8tat.€shave most of them gi yen the saUle sion should entertain the sentiments I do on this,
construction; for very soon after the adoption emphatically the great question of the age, T~at
of the federal COIlstitutionJ they begau to pass the reasons for the ,"otes I.han~ given alld which
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1 may give on this ffubject mar appear, 1 now,
under all the disadvantages which surround me,
arise to speak. I trust, then, my offence, if it
is so esteemed, in trespassing
upon time which
J know to be precious, will be considered in
charity and forgiven
I do not speak because I
love to speak. 1 would rather hear the voice of
any gentleman here than my own. My conduct
heretofore is my witness to justify this statement.
I am nut prepared, sir, to go the full lengths
,...hich the language of some gentlemen would
seefn to imply.
Indeed I feet confident they
have not themselves
critically considered the
full force of their expressions.
I cannot persuade myself that wh.en gentlemen call slav,ery
a blessing, that they intend t.o COllvey the rmpreesiou that they consider it a blessing in the
abstract-c-u. blessing per se. If this were true,
the necessary deduction would be, that freedom
was a curse:-that
the condition of all men
would be better in a state of menial servitude!
For it must be manifest to every mind, that if
slavery is a blessing per se, that its opposite,
Freedom. must be a curse. Aud if we confine
this remark exclusively to the negro race-if
it
be a blessing ill the abstract to them, then ev('ry
dictate of religion and philanthropy would urge
us to use all possible means for the enslavement
of the entire black population of the earth! A
position so monstrous, I am peraoaded , no member of this convention is prepared to assert, much
less maintain.
But while I do not behove that slavery in the
abstract is a blessing, I do affirm that slavery in
the south, and in Kentucky especially, bar'! been
a great blessing ~o the lJcg.ro---that the n~groeii
now in slavery 111 the United States are ll..l far
better condition-more
elf'vated in the scale of
intellectual
and moral beillg-than
the "ame
number of negroes, tCIbe found any where upon
earth. or that ever had a habitation
or home in
any other clime or country, in this or any other
age. And if wrono\fha" b0en done to the negro
by bringing him from his African home, that
wrong ao~s not lie at the door of the south.
The south did not bring him from his native
land, We found him on the slaye ship of the
European or the New Englander.
He. was in
chains, in the hole of the vessel, emal'.lated by
disease and hunger.
We protEsted against hIS
beiu'" bronrrht alllong;:;t us: but the cupidity uf
the ~lothel':' country forced us to reCeIve him.
From the condidon mentioned, we bought him.
We clothed and we fed him as he had lIever bet'l)
clotlwJ and fed befol'C. He was treated ·with a
kindness and a constdcration which he never
IHlppor.ed that per~ons wearing the complexion
of thostJ who had brol1ght him across the ocean,
could manifest.
He felt illdeed in a 11ewworld.
His new bondag~, contrasted with the healtless
tyranny from which he had just escaped, was
almost like the fruition of perfect liberty,
'l'hi" is no fancy skL'tch. It i,.;said, that when
the poor negr08s :would be brought ashore from
the vessL'ls of the ,.;lave traders, they would often
run and klleel to the planters, and with stream·
ing eyes and imploring jestures-in
.the m?st
meaning and eloquent language by wInch suffering and agonized hllmauity could give utter·
ance to its wishe~-would
beseech them to buy
t.hem amI thlls ~;l\'e tlWlll fnJl11 rctul"lIing 10 tlie

chains and prisons und I'uff,;rings from which
they had just been deli vered.
Yes, sir, I repeat it; the abused and slandered
south have been the great benefactors of the negro race. Compare the condition of that race
here with their condition in Africa.
And what
was their condition in their native country?
In
every respect, they were the most degraded or
all the human familr.
Dwarfish in stature, ungainly in person, in Intellect but a remove above
the ouraug-outaug,
without lnw, without social
comforts, cannibals, and snuk below idolatry into absolute fetioiani. In this country, they hnve
been improved, physically and intellectually:
all of them have been taught the true religion,
and mauy of the-m arc among the most pious
christians in the land,
And ns a general thing-a-if indeed it is not
universally true of all brought into the United
States-c-they we-re net taken from a state of freedom. A strange ignorance prevails on this
point.
The white slave trader obtained hi"
slaves in Africa, from the black slave trader
there. By the law of war every where recognized among the African tribes! the captive taken in battle was doomed to perpetual slavery,
It was, then, ill accordance with one of their
OWlI immemorial
customs-by
a law to which
they had given their eonsent-c-that they were
brought into bondage. Many of them were born
in slavery.
These were the person" usual lv Pl1\'chased nnd brought into the south for sale, by
the European and Nl;JWEngland slave dealers.
But scarcely had a stop been put to the importation of slaves to this country-scarcely
"bad
the last New England slaver disgorged its COIItents on the shores of the south. ere New England moralists hegan to discourse most sagely
about thl? ellOnnities of southern sla"ery.
And
I under.;;tood the distinguished gentleman from
FlellJing (Mr. M, P. Marshall,)
to say, in his
speech a few evenings sine€, that he esteemed
slavery, as he supposed almost every delegate
here did, to be a moral and social wrong!
MI'. M. P. MARSHALL.
If the gentleman
will allow me, I will correct him. I did not say
that slavery was a moral /lnd n social wrong:
buta social and a political evil.
~lr.'WALLER,
I swnd. correct<:cl; and am
most hnppy to be tllllS corr<:ct<:d. At alll?\'ent ..,
theeloqnent
g<:'ntlcman from Kllox (Mr. Woodson,) q lIotetl-l do not know that he enclorsedsome Doetnr of Divinity who maintained that
slavery was contrary to the teachings of Holy
Writ, and was a sinful rdation.
1 do not intend, nncl in this perhap ...I "hall disappoint the
expectations uf some, to enter into allY elaborate argument in relation to the Bible doctrine
on this snbject.
It is certain, that many abolitionists of 'the north have discard('d the Bible,
because they could find in it nothing to sustain
their wild cxtravag<lll{'.e on tllC subject of sla\'cry, Besides, the Bible is in every body's hands,
and the most ol'dillary capaoit.y may readily
comprehend what it teaches re"pecting this relation. I am llot prepared, like my fri<:'lld from
Boyle, (1.\11'. Tnlbott,) to establish the connc~tion between the s1:l.very originating in tll€ curse
of Noah, just this side of the flood, and the
",lavt'l"\' ('xlf'till'" ill this countr)'.
Nor do I feel
it at <1,.)1JlCt·C'.~~l~ry
that, 1 :::hollid do !iO. 1 meeL
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tile charge that the relation Let-ween master and think to excuse himself by urging the example
of otbera. 'They are not 1:'0 eul.hgtened as he pn. ..
slave is a sinful relation, all brander grounds.
'raking the Bible as a standard (If morals, and Ieesee to ne. Besides, he must give an account
I affirm it inculcates no such sentiment.
It tells for himself, and not for another.
Nor does the charge of the sinful ness of slavelIS that many of the holy men of old were slaveholders: and it does not intimate thRt their be- 1'y come with any better grace from the other
The worthy
ing so involved them in peculiar guilt.
Abra- side of Mason and Dixon's line.
ham, the father of the faithful and the friend of denizens of "the land of steady habits," with
God, wail a Jnrger slaveholder,
by far, than any more than wonted nasal twang 111 the utterance.
are accustomed to call the slaveholder:> of the
in our country.
When the Almighty descended
lIpan Mount Sinai, attended by the flash of the south "man-stealers," and to quote as applicalightning
and the roar of the thunder,
he did ble to their circumstances, the denunc iatic ns of
not esteem slavery a sinful rclatiou ; for then how scriptures applied to that class of evil doers.
could he have "aid, in the only document he ev- ]f negroes were stolen from Africa, sir, the peoer wrote fur tuan with his own haud-c-in the ple of the north were the thieves, so fur as this
decalogue-that
it was wrong to covet your country ever jumished any such persons. True,
neighbor's man-servant or his maid-sen-ant?
In as the present New Englanders say, it was their
fathers and not themselves who were engflg~d in
the constitution which He gave to the children
of Israel, if the relation was sinful., would He the African slave trade. Admit the excuse and alwhose name is Holiness, have allowed them, as low itall its force, find what then? 'Why like those
he diJ by express grant, t.o obtain bond-men and of old who lamented the sins of their ancestors,
bond- maids of the heathen round about, which and built the tombs of the prophets and garnished
the sepulchres
of the righteous. our
were to remain as the possession of themselves
and their children forever'! Aye, and when the northern friends bear testimony that they are the
It IS like the admisSon of God, in the fullness of time came into children of men-stealers!
sion of those who confess, that
the world. he found slavery existing throughout
"
their ancient but ignoble blood.
the then known world.
He met it wherever he
Has crept through scoundrels ever since the flood."
went. In his every day eseociaticns, it was hefore him.
Did he rlenouuce it as sinful?
Did And as their fathers did, /;0 do they unto this
he at any time make an abolition,
or even an day. They prove themselves
worthy sons of
«mancipailon speech? Did he tell the master such sires. For the citizens of the north eveu to
thnt. he was living ill "in? Did he denounce it this present speaking, will steal negroes, as all
a."> a social and a moral wrong?
Never, si r, nev- the south can testify .
But it is not only thus that the charge recoils
.. 1'.
Nor did his holy apostles.
They were comMuch of the wealth of New Engmissioned or him to set 11,P his kingdom in the npon them.
This
earth-a
kingdom into which uotbing impure or land was obtained in the negro trade.
unholy was to enter.
Prom that kingdom, by «price of blood," to use one of their own patent
cxpn:"s slattlte,
the drunkard,
the liar, the expressions, bas entered into all the business
It has aic1t:d in
swearer, the debauchee, fmd all that were un- and institutions of the north.
righteous
'were excluded; and yet in"to it wt"'re building their cities, th ...ir colleges, and their
Their whole land is tainted with it,
Rdmit.tf'd the slaveholder
and his slavts.
In churches.
of
'view of these facts, whatever DOl.:tors of Divilli- alld ito:,!impurity adheres to the very garments
They have
ty may say, is it 1I0t most monstrollS to suppo!'e the abolition lecturers themselves.
that 8lav,;holding
is a sinful rl'latioll?
If so, sold us th0 sin, and now want to for<..:elIS to give
Whilst they
wh.y (lit! 110tthe Rrc!t::emer aboliilh it? Ira mor- it up while they retain the price!
in the profits of their iniquilies,
al and a social wrong, why did not He who it> are luxuriating
we hurl back the.it charges iuto their tE'eth, and
head 0"\"1' all things to the church, in banishing
lhe idolater, the liar, the drunkard,
Joe., from tell them to lturn that great lesson of c.hristianity, to fir"t cast the beams out of their own eyes,
the church, not also banish the slaveholder?
But, sir, it falls in "honible
discord" npon t.hat they may "ee clearly how to <..:a8tthe motes
my ear:>, to hf>:H gentlemen here or elsewhere ill- out of their brethren's e~es.
The gentleman from h_nox (Mr. \Vuodson) insiuuate, that sla\'ery is sinful, and yet remain
slaveholders.
If I believed it ft sin, 1 would not dulges in cUllipariioions betw,"en K(,ntucky and
ct'rtain of the so called
l"ree states, show·
retain the relat.ion OIle hour, for all the glitt€riug
in education,
population
(Ire of earth.
What! persist in a known and illg theil' superiority
The gcutlemUll from Jeffersoll,
admitted 8in-t.o sin wilfully a.fter that we have alld w{'n!th.
attained. to a kllowledge of the truth-with
a (Mr. ::\leriewther) so Fmccessfully and triumphlife e\'<Jllescent a<>the 1Il0l'lling vapor and. as the alltlf met ulld exposed that ar""ument, as to render It wholly unnecessary further to allnde to it.
early clew-liable
in a moment, in the twillkling
It is a trite 8ayillg, that "comparisons
are
of an eye, to he summoned befMc the judgment
For one, however, I am bold to say,
se-at. of God 1 \\That InadllC'o;sto remnin an hour odious."
wiltingly ill a sin from which we might, so easily that I know nothiug in 1181' preseut condition 01'
disburden ourselves!
If it be a sin, it is one we ill her pn,st history, that woulrl call a blush to
this my native state
11avc no excuse to remain in. 'Ve Hlay easily rid my chet'k in contrasting
ourselvt'l' of it. ·W... should prove our faith by wlth any stalC' of the west or with any state in
uur works.
God abhors those who merely draw this UnIOn. She ot'('upics a proud tmincnce in
'fhe halo of
11igh him with thtir mouths, and hODor him with this glorious conftCderacy of states.
their lips.
This is a ~in ill which no one necd her glory is as briglIt and as beautiful as that
remain.
If his conscience is oppressed by it, he which encircles the brow of the .first and the noe-an ann. he ought to relieve himstlf of the bur- blp!'t of lwr sisters.
Look at Kentucky.
Where arc those evidendell under which he groans.
He should not
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of decay and desolation,
iu morals, intell i.
gence, or wealth, which acme imagine to exist?
Where is that moral, or social, or political blight
which it is intimated
prevails in our borders?
Where upon the face of the whole earth call ,You
find a people more prosperous,
enjoying
marc
of the comforts of life-more
hospItable,
generous and brave--more
virtuous and intelligent
than in Kentucky?
'
True, we have not Increased in population
so
fast as our neighbors.
Many of our citizens
have emigrated to other SLates; but it was not
slavery that drove them away. This my friend
from Jefferson (Mr. Meriwether) has incoutesubly shown.
Kentucky
is now the mother of
states, but her children diJ not leave her because
they abhorred
this "peculiar institution."
POl'
if so, why did they not go to the states where it
did not exist?
Why did nille-tellths of them go
to slave states?
This meets and refutes the
charge that slavery has driven many from our
borders.
€~8

were eouthem men and slaveholders.
For fif'tv
years, the reins of government
of this great I\!\tion have been held bv southern ruen IUHl slaveholders.
Only twc~\'e- year". were they held by
northern men, and III every instance the people
suatched them from their hands at the first. opJortllnity.
The most illustrious
generals of the
ast war with Great Britain, as well as of the
war with Mexico, were tucn born and nurtured in
the south.
No man acquainted with our history, but ruust be constrained
ttl confess that the
slave states, more than nlly other states, have
coutrtbuted to render 01]1' ('ulllltry f;{l'catat, horuc-,
and illustrious abroad, both upon tne batt.le-field
and in the hulls of legislation-c-that
southern
men have done most to make us the great and
the renowned nation that we arc. In what, then,
consists that southern
inferiority,
of which so
milch has been i'aid?
Sir, the history of onr
country teaches no such inferiority.
l s has no
foundation
iu truth-it
is hut the vision of u
dream.
But population
and prosperity are not always
I do not profess to be blessed with a Seer's
synonymous . term:-.. If sOlile. of our neighbors
vision.
I cannot tell, therefore, by whet iuspiraare outstl'lpplllg" us 10 population, so they are iii tion gentlemen speak, who so oracularly predict
pauperism
and crime.
III several of the free the certain downfall of slavery.
1 SUSpect, hows~ates, pauperism is increasing
in a ratio appalever, that the "wish is father to the thought't-clJngly In advance of that of population.
But sir, that they are but giving utterance to the warm
what sort of population does slavery keep out-of desires of their hearts.
But I am wholly unKentucky?
Why, I Suppose the abolitionists,
moved by those spectres of danger so terrible in
who are so superlatively
pure that they fear con- the eyes of some. Kent.uckiaus never take COlllltamination if brou~ht 11l contact with the slave- scI of their fears. It is ill \'ain then to tdl thE>tl1,
holder.
And perMps, too, w(' are deprived
that their state lies upon the border of the slave
of those horde." 01 Em'opean paupers, vaD'a- stat(lf~: and that if a disruption of thi.<; Union
bonds, and criminals,
who constitute so la~ge should occur, (whil.lh God forbid!) that hen'
a portion of thoJ boasted population
of the would be the battle field, and That this would
free Rtates. If so, I am COIlWut. I }lrefer become again the dark and blooily gruund. Supthat Kcntucky
soil should be ow-iled by Ken- pose Kentucky
wem to become a frDe state,
tucky's sons. At least, I am content with the would she 110t ~till be a border state1 Would
character of the population which weno\\'" have. she not be surrounded on three sides by slavl;
IVe have been told that in almost every thing, states, and be separated
from them in the main,
the north is supel'ior to the sOllth. Sir, I love by only imaginary lines.; while now she IHISfree
and hOllor the lIorlh. 1 ellvy 1I0t her greatn"s~.
states only olle side, and they tl h'ided from her
I would detract nothing from th!; excellencv of by the Ohio river?
Her position would not be
her institutiom;,
The men of the north are~our at all changed then, by this change of her inbrethren-our
fellow-countrymcn;
and weshould
stitutions.
She still would be on the borders.
all rejoice in the prosperity
of any portion of She would still ha\'e to mingle in the conflict
our country.
But a neceSSIty is placed upon us supposed.
Altd wonld she then more than now
to d"'felld the south, !;speeially when her own seek the r>ympathy and alliance of the north,
children assail and mIsrepresent. hei". I deny and especially to subdue and destroy her sister;;
southern
inferiority,
as some have asserted Jt of thesouth'f
Would she ever enlist under the
here.
The north and the south have each their fanatical banner of abolitionism
to wage war
excellencies and their deficiencies.
I n-eed not upon southern
iustitutions?
No, sir, she will
DOW ,pause to point
tlH:se out, nnd to present
nut de.<;ert in the hoUl" of danger the warm and
them Jll contrast.
It is enough for all present
generous south, bound to her bv so many tie!>
purposes that we attempt to show from the his- and dear to her by so JUany fOli'd recollections.
~or.:r o~ OUl" country,. that the south .is not that If that terrible conflict must come, and the south
Insl~Dlficant ar,d ullllllportant
pOltlOn of this n1ll;;t fall, Kentucky will perish with her. The
confederacy, "which Ilorthern fanatic." and their bloud of the last of her r;OilS will moisten the
sympathis€'rs have ailserted.
Whllt part of this soil bCl.leath which sleeps the bOlles of Washing.
COlllitry has contributed
more than the south to ton, Jc/fer~oll, MariOl! and Jackson.
'Vho that
fashion aud form this great republic, and to dle- knows the character of our state can indulge a
YaW her t-o that exalted eminence which she now doubt respecting
this prediction?
Dead must
occupie!l?
The eloqnent, statesman whu mO\'ed, be her heart to all its past impulses, to beat ill
and he who penned the Declaration of ll1de!Jeud- unison with any other sentimellt.
enee, were southern
men and slavcho dl:!rs.
Eyell granting slavery to be an evil to the exThe eOllllllander-ill~ehitf
of the armies of tht.' tent contended
for by certail.l delegates, it i.;; an
revolution-"firstin
war, first in peace, and first e\'il into "which the citizen has beeu involved by
in the hearts of his coulltrymen,"-was
a south- the action of the state.
And I hold it to be a
ern man auda slavellOlder.
All the great presi- correct political maxim, that the state has no
dents, those whom the people delighted to llonor, right to remove an evil or her own creation, at
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the expe-Il!!€ and to the injury of individual
oit.i. so cnlled.xecommended
any such measure? No£
zens. Inasmuch then, as oy expl'@Ss grant of one of them, sir. Nothing of the kind was sugJ
law, private property to the amount of mere gested by the emancipation conveutlon, assemthan $60,000,000 lias been suffered to vest in bled in this halt last spring. On the contrary,
slaves, it would be unjust, it would be iniqui- their project of "gradual prospective emnncipatous to deprive those citizens of that property, tion coupled with colonisation,"
was a most
without their consent or without compensation.
magnificent scheme of wholesale negro trading
It would be legalized robbery.
By the laws; of to the south. Besides, sir, Dearly all of the reour state and uf our nation, the citizen's title to doubtable emancipation champions in Kentucky
slave pl'OpCl'ty, is as perfect as that to any other are alaveboldere-csoms of them very large slavedescription of property whatever.
The right of holders.
Have any of them emanr.:ipat.ed their
pCOr(~rIYin slaves has boeu too long and too slaves? Do you suppose that anyof them will?
wel settled to be called in question now. As Judging of the fountain by the stream, who
before shown, it is recognized in the sacred can possibly discern any appearance of emanciscriptures.
Great Britain acknowledged it, in pation in thi." very extraordlllary gushing forth
providing compensation
to the owners when of purpose?
They might ere this have set their
she emancipated the slaves in the west Indies. negroes free. Nothing but their own will bas
The same doctrine has been recently asserted ill hindred them.
They are left without excuse.
tile French
Assembly,
respecting the slaves \Vith most remarkable complacency, they have
liberated in the French colonies.
It was admit- asked you to become emancipationists,
while
ted by the states that enacted emanci pntion laws; they have carefully abstained from becoming so
for in all of them the citizen was permitted to themselves!
They wished to force you into the
sell or else to remove with his slaves to another system, while they would not take a st.ep tostate. Very few negroes have ever been eman- wards it. They would lay burdens upon your
cipated by northern philanthropy.
'l'hey rid shoutders. and would not touch with the tips of
themselves of slavery by selling into the south. their fingers! Never in the whole history of the
'While more than two hundred thousand negroes language has a word been so perverted and abuahave been voluntarily emancipated by the south, ed , as tlris word emancipation, by the self-styled
a far greater number have been enslaved by the emancipationists.
north, and few, very few, if any at all, have ever
H was no love of the negro which prompted
been emancipated there.
this movement in Kentucky.
No philanthrophy
Without multiplying examples, let these suf- or religion entered into its conception, or was to
fice to show that the right to slave property is control its operations.
It was a mere matter of
un questionuhle-c-it
is guarantied
by all the political economy-a
cold and heartless calcusanctions of law. 'rhus far I feel safe in going. lation of profit and lees. It iii to redound to
I am not prepared to lend my approval to cer- the benefit of the few at the expense of the rna.
tain sublimated abstractions which have been ny. The rich champion ofcmancipation
would
so warmly and eloquently advocated here. They convert his slaves into cash. The operations of
are new to mc. 1 can see very little bClletit to his system would for a time at least, 80 it was
accrue to the individual, before a court of .ius- granted, reduce the value of land. He would
tice who has no other title to his property than ve~t the :price of his negroes in land-enlarge
that which lIe claims to be abO\"e, and anterior his domallls-surrolllld
himself with a dopen.
to all law . It iii f'Dough for all practical :pur- dent and cringing t<:nantry-and
then what a
poses, to pro\'e that the OWller has a legal nght mall of consequence he would become!-what
a
to his sla\'es, to furnish this conveution with a number of votes he could control at an electionl
justification in saying, that he shall not be de- His poor negroes in the meantime, o\"er whom
prived Of that property without his consenthe lllld slled so many tears of sympathy, would
that he shall be protccter! ill it; and that it shall be lllboriug as slaves upon the cotton fiE'lds and
not be fnrced from him, either suddenly or gmd- Slwar plantations of the far south!
ually. Such I haye hitherto supposed to be the
I appcal to you if these are not legitimate intrue doctrine 011 this subject.
ferences from the fact,> in the case. The whole
Sir, if emancipation ever occurs in this state plan was cruelty to the negro and injustice to
it must, if right.!ously done, be by the operation his owner:-crllel to the former, because it would
of moral caust'S. The voluntary principle is the result in his being torn a\vay from those with
only just and safe principle.
Moral power is whom he had been brougllt up and with whom
the mighty engine which move ...America on Lo he had tuany sympathies, and sent off to be a
greatnt:ss. It is that which ginos stability to slave among strangers; and I111jl1St
to the latter,
our government without standing armies. It is hecause it robbed him of rroperty to which he
that which has raised :lnd beautified our social, was as rightfully entitlc(
as to any be pos.
civil, religious and political institutions.
It is sessed.
the power which iF!fast marching to the empim
The colonization feature was all a mere- preof the world. It will regulate slaYery ih the
tence-calculated
merely to misleall and bewil.
way it Ollght to be l't'gulated, and nothing else
der. It wa."! ridiculously Yisional'y. To colowill or ought.
nize in Africa some fh'e thousand persons annu'Ve have very few emancipationists
in Ken- ally, for fifty or a hundred years, would exhaust
tucky.
The world has been greatly imposed the revenues of the nation.
Besides to send that
upon in this respect. It has fallen to my lot to number there to encounter a wildeTIle.~s and an
lOect with very few Kentucky emancipatiolli."ts
unfamiliar climate-without
allY refert'llce to
or even to hear of them. To emancipate the character or constitution-would
be but to send
negro, is to make the negro a freeman.
Now, them to inevitable destruction.
I am the friend
Wll0 among all our prominent emancipationists,
of African colonization.
The success which
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opposed to all this. And I am equally opposed
to a constitutional prohibition of the passage of
such a law. Let the constitution
remain unchanged on this point.
Leave it to be regulated
by the people through their representatives.
I
hope, therefore, that my friend from Simpson,
(Mr. Olarke.) will not press his motion to grant
liberty in the constitution to any citizen to Import slaves for his own use. It is important that
Kentucky should not be distracted and divided
now upon the slave question.
It is important
that our state should stand firm upon her old
platform.
The slavery question is now shaking
our national
government to its foundation.
Hitherto Kentucky has acted as a mediator between the contending parties of the north and
the south.
Her voice lias more than once been
potent in staying the u$itation of the waters of
strife, discord and disunion.
If she would maintain her position as peace maker, she must stand,
firm where she has ever stood in relation to this
question-avoiding
alike northern and southern
extremes.
'We are particularly interested in maintaining
the integnty of our national government, as
handed to us by our fathers.
Let us unite our
voices with that of the hero of New Orleans, in
vindication of the sentiment:
"the Union-it
must be preserved."
'l'he states of this, no lon~er western, but central valley, are united together by the indissoluble
bonds of nature.
The "father of waters" flowing through its
midst, stretches his arms from the Rocky mountains to the Allegbenules,
and encircles in one
fond embrace all the states of this great valley.
Our disseverance then cannot be accomplished
without political suicide.
The slave question
and no other question can separate the western
states.
It seems then a sacred duty of ours Dot
to let this question divide other states.
All the recollections of 0111' history ought to
endear this Union to every American heart.
Look at the declaration of OUI' independence; and
to that document are signed promiscuously the
names of northern and soutlieru men. Go to
the battle fields of the revolution, and in the
same grave mingles the dust of northern men
with the dust of southern men, and there let
them rest in quietude until aroused at the resurrection.
The same historic page which records
the deeds of Washington,
Sumpter and Marion,
of the south, in the war of the revolution, also
records those of Putnam, 'Warren and Greene.
their illustrious compatriots of the north. Let
him who would destroy this confederacy first
obliterate the evidences of the union which existed among those who gave us our liberties and
founded this government.
Let him tear the declaration of independence so as to separate its
northern from its southern signers.
Let him
violate the graves of the illustrious dead, and permit no longer the soldiers who died for our liberties to sleep in the same grave. Let him read the
pa~e of history on which are the recorded deeds
of 'tV arren and Washington-of
northern and
southern heroes-so that the one shall not stand
connected with the other; and then let him demolish the work of their hands!
Who would
*1 think it due to Mr. Turner to state, that there was
a provision in his plan which had escaped my memory
at the time of speaking. It Is as follows: "Hut any
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slave who shall become tree by being brought to Ken.
tuck)' shall be sold into sh.ver)', and the proceeds paid
into the public treasury."
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have torn asunder the "St31' spangled banner"
these propositions, both embracing the same
which has waved 80 long over "the land of the principle; and having declined voting for either
free and the home of the brave?" No sir, if that of these propositions, it seems tliut that gentleproud eagle, the emblem of our country's union mall believes that the power does exist in n ceand liberty, which has soared so high and so glo- publican govennuent to take away, by a majoririously, the wonder and admiration of the world, ty, the life, libcrty, and property of the citi zen,
is ever to be struck down, God forbid, that a against his consent, and without making him
Kentuckian's
arm should wing- the shaft which compensation.
Now, if the gentleman
from
is to arrest the noble bird in his etherial flight. Fleming entertains opinions of that sort, and
I beseech gentlemen to yield their preferences does believe that the institution of slavp.ry, as it
on the law of '33 and its opposite; that we may, exists in Kentucky, is a moral and a social evil,
as in times past, speak peace to the trou bled ele- then, if I were he, I "Would stand uJ?iu th is conments of the country.
Let us say to the north, vention, and before the world proclaim that there
we occupy now all this subject, the gronnd was power in this convention to get rid of that
which we did when our fathers on the battle evil, and that it ought to be exercised. I would
field fought and bled for northern rights; uud go for emancipation,
direct and immediate, if I
let us make the same appeal to the south, and it entertained such principles.
The gentleman last
may be, our voice 'will be heard.
For one, I am up, (.Mr. Waller,) declares that he cannot go so
content that this subject shall remain as it has far as other gentlemen go; that, he does not beever been in the organic law of our state. Let lieve that the institution
of slavery, in the abwho else may, I am not ashamed of my state, straet, is a blessing to both races. Now, sir, I
no matter with what other state compared.c-. have never attempted in this bouse to advance
Twice I have stood upon other soil than that any opinion on the subject of slavery in the abover which floated the stars and the stripes of stract.
I, for one, have expressed no opinion on
my native land; and I trod the ground of the that subject.
"Sufficient for the .lay is the evil
stranger, feeling prouder than ever, that I was t.hereof"" 'When it becomes, necessary for me to
an American.
I have been in nearly all the express an opinion upon that subject, I will do
free states of this union; I have scanned in- so; but I wi1lsav, as I have said time and again,
quiringly, their moral, social, and political con- that the instinulou
nf slavery, as it exists in
dition-I
have walked the streets of their great- Kentucky and the other slave states of the union,
est cities, and examined the elements of their is a blessing to both the white and the African
wealth and prosperity, and never yet did I feel race. I will not, sir, after so mueh has been said
the least disposed to shrink from the declara- upon the subject of slavery, and at a time when
tion, that I was a Kentuckian.
Kentucky is no the opinion of every ~entlcman has "become a
mean state in the estimation of her neighbors. "fixed fact," detain this convention with an arThe chivalry of her heroes and the eloquence of gument to J?rovc that the institution of slavery,
her statesmen have carried her fame to the utmost as it exists In Kentucky and in every slave state
bounds of civilization.
There is nothing in her in the union, is a blessing to both races. I will
present condition, nothing, I am sure, in her content myself by refering the gentleman from
past history,
which should make her sons Woodford, (Mr. Walle_r,) to the able lecture of
ashamed to call her mother. I would not dis- Mr. Elwood Fisher, of Ohio, "on the north and
turb her social relations.
I want her still to south," a lecture to which, if I understood his
remain the land of hospitality, and of noble and speech aright, he is indebted for most of the facts,
generous Impulses.
In behalf of my constituarguments, and figures, which compose the very
ents then, I beseech you let this institution
lengthy speech just delivered by him.
stand wholly undisturbed,
without any change.
1£ the historical facts and statistics embraced
Mr. CLAlt}{E.
I should not at this time de- in that able lecture, arc not sufficient to convince
tain the convention with any remarks, "Were it one who professes to be a pro-slavery man, that
not that the gentleman last up. (Mr. Waller.)
the African slave in Kentucky is happier and
and others who have recently spoken, gentle
better than in allY other condition ill which the
men who claim to be pro-slavery men, say-and
same race has ever been placed or can be placedthey look over in this direction when they do if the same admirable address docs not inennsay it-that
upon the subjectof slavery they can- testibly show the superiority of the Kentuckian,
not go so far as some other gentlemen go, but in self-sacrificing patriotism, in morals, in chivthat they are still pro-slavery men, and rrofcss alry, and in wealth, over the white race in any
to argue for the perpetuation
of the institution
free state in the union, then, sir, I will not tax
in the state of Kentucky.
myself, or this convention, by "casting pearl"
The gentleman from Fleming, (Mr.M. P. Mar- before such pro-slaverymen.
ahall.) a few days ago, stated that he regarded
Mr. DUN AVAN moved the previous question
the institution of slavery as a moral and a social and the main question was ordered to be now
evil. That gentleman, Mr. President, declined put.
.
voting for the-resolution
offered by the gentle'The question was taken on the adoption of
man from Hendersou , he also declined voting the section, and it was reJectcd.
for the resolution offered by the gentleman from
Mr. C. A. WICKLIFFE
offered the following,
Bourbon; in both of which the principle was as- to supply the place of the section just stricken
serted that property existed anterior to govern- out.
ments or the formation of constitutions; that "ar"The general assembly shall have power to
bitrary and absolute power over the lives, prop- pass laws to punish free negroes, for crime or
erty, and liberty of freemen, existed nowhere 1Il misdemeanors, in such mode as is now prescribed
a republic, not even in the largest m~ority."
by law. Or, may substitute as punishment for
'l'hat gentleman decliued voting for either of crime or misdemeanors,
banishment and trans-
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portation out of the state, or a sale into involuu- fourth conviction, either be punished by banish--

tary servitude."
Mr. HARDIN.
There is a difficulty in this
Mr. President, which I donot see how We ca~
overcome. How can we send these llegroes out
of the state? We have no jurlsdlctiori ill this
matter. \Ve know that if a man commits murder in Virginia or Tennessee, by a requsit.ion

ment or sale into involulltaryservitude,or
whether by imprisonment in the penetentiary for life.
Confinement in the penetentiary, of a free negro
presents but li ttle terror to a dishonest free negro;
and we all know, that with him at least it is
not considered auy degradation
of cha;'actcr'
Let it be understood that if a free negro should
from the governor of either of these states upon be convicted of any crime he will be liable to
the governor of Kentucky, the criminal "Would be seized and sold into involuntary servitude or
have to be surrendered, but I do not see that we be banished to some other country, beyond the
have any power to banish a man, and if we had United States. Let that be understood as the
we have no place to which to send him.
lu..wof Kentucky, and Iustead of being annoyed
Mr. C. A. W1CKLIFFE.
I should suppose WIth free negroes Doming into the state, they will
Ml', President. that although we have not exer- be very apt to keep away, and all the Vicious
cised the same !)ower which some of the states ones we may now have, will leave the state as
of this Union lave by the purchase of, and the £'lSt a~ ther can. TJlUt ~s my amendment.
I
maintaining a colony upon the coasts of Africa, leave It 'WIth the couventrcn to adopt or reject
it is not because we do not possess that power, it as it may deem best.
Mr. A. K. MARSHAJ ..L. I move to amend
but because no emergeney has hitherto arisen
rendering it expedient that such a power should the amendment, by striking out the words "banout of the state."
be exercised by Kentucky.
It may have been ishment and transportation
The objection urged cgeiust this proposition
thought by some, that uuder the existing constitution of the state, this power is Dot vested in by the gentleman from Nelson, (Mr. Hardin,)
the legislative department. We know that Mary- that Kentucky has no power to banish her felland, as a sovereign state orthis Union has ons to another state, is met by the mover of the
owned and governed a colony upon the coast of section with the suggestion that Kentucky might
Africa, which for a series of years, was called the establish a colony upon the coast of Africa, or
"Maryland colony."
I am not:preparcd
to say, use some of those already in existence as a place
and I will not go into a discussion on the point of banishment; and seems to indicate that the
at this moment, that the state of Kentucky can- colony of Liberia would be a fit receptacle and
not, in her,soverci~n capacity, own and control all appropriate place of punishment for the nesuch a colony, if sne choses to do so. I cannot gro felons of Kentucky.
TIle colony of Liberia, sir, was established by
admit that she is not able, as a sovereign state,
to own property, real end personal, within any the philant.hropist and the christian to afford to
territory but her own state. She may acquire the free blacks of the United States an asylum
inevitable, so
and own real estate on the Rocky mountains if from that state of degradation,
she pleases; she lllay own real estate in any of long as they remain in this country, and to furthe governments of Euro:pe, if there is no law nish a home in the land of their fathers where
in such government against it, subject to the while we arc relieved from the course of thei;
presence among us, ther. can enjoy the blessings
emminent domain of the foreign government.
It would not be
There is no inhibition in the nature and strue- of civil and religions Liberty.
tureof our government against such a power; possible to induce the free blacks to go to that
thing, in my opinion, much to be
but what my amendment contemplates is this: cou~try-a
without undertaking
to decide whether there desired, and that which would be of infinite.
can or cannot be exercised, a power, by allY le- advantage to both white and black, to bond and
gislative enactment, of holding a territory be- free-if we convert it into a place of punishment
yond our own state, is to give the general as- instead of a place of refuge, a country, and a
home.
sembly power to adopt some means of transportThe christian looks to this colony as tending
ing beyond thc jurisdiction
of this commonwealth, a free negro convicted of crime. I want to the fulfillment of that promise, "that I will
to leave the field open to future legislative ac- give thee the heathen for an inheritance and the
tion upon this subject, If the legislature does uttermost parts of the earth for a possession."
not, and cannot possess such power, then it only And i~ i~~ru~, that to shed the light of religion
remains for them to make such regulations for and civilizution upon the dark sons of Africa,
the punishment of crime, as may come within has been the most difficult task of the christian
the limit of their power-s-such as have hereto- miu ister. They have ever known the white man
fore been exercised.
Sir, we deny to this portion as the enemies of their race, cud cannot, and
will not, receive them as ministers of mercy.
of the population of Kentucky-free
negroesthe enjoyment of any political or social rights, From those of their own color who even in their
nevertheless they are human beings, they have degraded condition-e-the condition of Flaveshave been elevated in intellect and morals far,
civil rights; and it, is the duty of government
not to invade those rights, or to treat them with very far, above them, they must receive their
cruelty.
But if, when the evil of crime has first lessons in civilization and christianity.
grown so intolerable as to render it necessary for
And when we see the sons of the desert, canus to take some steps towards effecting nremedy, nibals, whose fathers were forced from their home
if, under these circumstances, we cannotexercis~
-if home it could be called-returning
to their
the power of banishment as a punishment,
let father land, fitted by their masters for the work.
us at least give to the law-making power the carrying the" glad tidings" to their benighted
choice of determining whether this class, when brethren, well may we exclaim, «just and true
guilty of crime, shaU, upon the second, third or arc all thy ways thou King of saints."
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I cannot, for one, agree to dothat which would
have a tendency to defeat the objects for which
this colony was instituted: and it cannot be
questioned, that to send the WOI'st of our black
population-men
destitute of all moral restraint
-c-criminals-c-to force these upon the colony,
would subvert the great ends of its institution;
and I desire to see the free blacks remove from
this country; I wish them to be willing' to go;
and I cannot say to them in our laws, that the
home to which we invite them is worse than a
penitentiary_
Sir, it is not so. I look upon
these COIOlllCS as the only bright spots on that
benighted coast--Oases, from which the streams
moral and intellectual may flow, to make the
«desert bloom and blossom as the rose"-a
home
for the black man in that climate congenial to
his nature, where alone he can enjoy those social, civil, and religious blcssluge, which here
he has loved and wishes for, though not fully
enjoyed.
I cannot cast a shade, a suspicion uppon these colonies, b.y J?ointing to them in our
laws as fit only for criminal stations.
I hope that the gentleman from Nelson, who
is both a statesman and a christian, will agree to
strike out of the section the words I have pro·
posed to strike out.
Mr. HARDIN.
I want to strike out those
words because I do not think we have the power
to expel a free negro from this state. The free
negro, sir, has a vested right to his freedom, and
a vested right to his residence here. You may
pass laws prohibiting a Ulan from setting the
slaves he may now own, or their increase, free;
you may pass laws providing that if he does,
that they shall not remain in Kentucky; you
may pass laws prohibiting free uegroea, from
other states, from coming in here; but you can110t pass a law, uccordiug to my understanding,
to compel a free negro who is here to leave; and,
to convict him for refusing to do that, is, ill my
opinion, to convict him for what is no offence.
He has, it is true, no political right .. in Kentucky; and we know that he is excluded by
public sentiment from many social rights; but
he owes us allegiance, and we owe him the corresponding right of protection,
H\~is hound to
obey our laws; he is bound to contribute towards the support of our government according
to his property, and we owe him, in return, what
is called local protection.
Sir, the Spanish government once put in jail
a man of the name of Richard Meade: they had
no right to do this, because he had been a long
time 3. resident of Spain, and Spain owed him
~rotection.
He had 110t become a subject of
Spain, but she owed him 10cRl protection because he owed to that government, while there,
local allegiance; and upon that state of the case
being represented to Spain, they released him.
If you look into the decisions
of the supreme
courts of the United States, and those of the admiralty of Great Britain, lOU will find that an
American citizen, domiciled ill Great Britain
when war is declared, is entitled to protection,
and their vessels then in British ports cannot be
captured, because Grea.t Britain owed them local
protection; and the same rule applies to British
subjects and British vessels in this country uuder similar circumstances.
Now we owe to the free negro, local protec-

tion, and he owes us local allegiance.
1'hat allegiance is to submit to our laws, to obey our
laws, lind to pay taxes according to the }?l'opcrty he may possess. I would submit to this honorable convention that these negroes are poor
human beings, and upon the score of humanity,
I would ask, would you treat. them thus? Prevent, if you choose, the owner from setting his
negro free; hut every precept of humanity, every
law of christianity forbids that we should treat
them worse than" we would treat dogs. They
have a right to enjoy their freedom, when free,
us we have to enjoy ours. They have no political rights, but they have every civil right that
we have; and what is more, their skin will not
be black when they go to heaven, and stand before the judgment seat of Christ; there sir, they
will be robed us white as we ate, end we art! to
answer for our treatment to them here. I hope
my colleage will not press that amendment; it
is at war with every feeling of my heart. They
have the same inheritance in the blood of Christ
that we have, and we are bound to treat them
with humanity.
Sir, what does the amendment propose?
That
you have a right to send them into banishment,
or involuntary servitude for crime. Then sir,
if you carry that amendment we have a right to
define crime. Now, I deny the policy of that,
and I deny the right of it. And you are to sell
them out of the state, not as a punishment to
keep them from crime hereafter, but you are to
subject them to slavery upon what we, the
whites, call crime. Sir, I object to this.
But it is said we may transport them. I deny
it. Can yOIl send your officers with a human
being beyond the limits of this stateY Have Jotl
jurisdicriou
to send a gang of negroes to any
pluce in the United States'? No sir, But the
gentleman says we may send them to some
country which we may acquire.
But we cannot
acquire any country.
If we acquire any COUDry from foreign nations, it is forbid by the constitution of the United States, which provides
that "no state shall enter into any treaty, alliance, or confederation, grant letters of marque
and reprisal, coin money, omit bills of credit,
make anything- but gold and silver coin a tender
in payment of debts; pass any bill of attainder,
ex post facto law, or law impairing
the obligation of contracts, or grant any title of nobility."
Now sir, no state can make allY treaty with
any foreign nation.
There is DO reservation of
power, Can we make any negotiations with
any lawful prince or king of .l~Jri?a to :wl1ich
we lIlay banish negroes and make It a kind of
Botany Bay? No sir, we cannot do it at all.
This is a matter which congress itself cannot
do.
Congress cannot appropriate money for
the :purpose of colonizing negroes; it is not
within the power of congress to do it; and that
is the reason why the federal government has
never taken up the subject,
It is provided in
the federalcomtitution
that "congress shall have
power to levy and collect taxes, duties, imposts,
and excises," to pay the debts and provide for
the common defence and general welfare of the
United States, but it has no power to appropriate money for the purposes of colonization at
all; and that sir, has been decided over and over
again. She can pay debts and provide for the
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general welfare of the nation.
By the "gener- How would the government get the pow~r to apal welfare of the nation" is meant an implied propriate half a million of dollars to relieve the
power givcn to the general government
for the distress of Ireland; and yet it passed one branch
purpose of earying the expressed power.'; into of congress. Much might be said of this provieffect. That is the whole of it; and whenever sion if we had time to discuss it,; but I will ask ,
you go beyond that, congress is as omnipotent sir, what arewe to do with free negroes here? I
as the British Parliament consisting of king do not wish to net unkindly towards them,
but they are not entitled to the protection of the
lords and commons.
constitution against their crimes. I am opposed
But, sir, congress has no ~ower to appropriate
money to send negroes to LIberia.
I agalll re- to their being sold into slavery for a mere misdepeat, I beg, I beseech, I conjure my colleague meanor, but 1 am in favor of using the banishingnot to press this amendment.
He may have the power by framing laws to snit the state of the
power, and the house IUay agree with him, but I case, and to deliver them over to a society recogI have lID
do think it would be a reproach to this conven- nized by the federal govemmcut.
tion in the eyes of posterity for hundreds of doubt that such a course would be productive of
years to come. Suppose, sir, a negro gets drunk; good, uud I sincerely hope we shall have 80mB
you call it a crime, and you sell him into servi- such provision adopted in the constitution.
Mr. BRISTOW.
If tho legislature have not
tude. Suppose he steals a chicken; you call it
a crime, and you sell him into servitude for life. already the power to banish free negroes guilty
Suppose he goes a fishing on the sabbath; you of crime, it occurs to me that we cannot confer
that power. I understand that under our govcall it a crime, and you sell him into servitude.
Why, sir, you may make anything a crime if you ernment the legislature have all power where
If we could confer tbis
please. Let the free negroes take the same laws they are not restricted.
that we have. If they commit murder let them power, I, as one of the delegates to this convenbe hung; if they commit other crimes let them tiou, would be willing to do eo : but it is my
go to jailor the penitentiary.
Debar them of' opinion that this is a subject which we ought
I am sure if the delegates
any political rigbts-I
nm against that; debar not to interfere with.
them of social right.s-I
am against their inter- to thrs convention ever intend to go home they
will
see
the
propriety
of
confininl? themselves to
mixing with the white population at all. When
We have ucen adopting
you have done that, you have done all.
'I'hey legitimate business.
have 110 political rights or power; and when we measures not nnfrequcntly, and then in a day 0
have the power we are bound to protect them. two, havinl;{seen their impropriety, have rcjcc d
III the language of Ulysses, when he bowed in them. 'I'his does not appeal' to me to be a JUttcr of that crying importance which ren irs it
his rags,
necessary to make a provision for it in the con"A suppliant bends, Oh! pit}· human woe,
'Tis what the happy to the unhappy owe."
stitution.
I do not think the country demands
Mr. TURNER.
I would go for striking out it; and I would say thutmy fcelings of'justice corthe word "misdemeanor" in that resolution, and responds with those of the elder gentleman from
Nelson.
They are, as he has said, a poor degrualso part of what the gentleman from Jessamine
has gone for-the
selling into perpetual servi- ded race in our COUll try ; but they are here, and
it
is
our
duty
to protect them.
I would not,
tude. Now, sir, it is known that we hang negroe.'>for a great many crimes for which a white therefore, put such a clause into the constitution.
We would not
mall is only sent to the penitentiary.
I would There is 110 necessity for it.
chose the least of the two evils. If a man com- make a provision in the constitution that a man
mits a crime, send him into banishment; get should be hanged for any particular crime; this
clear of him in this way instead of hanging him. is distinctly the province of the legislature.
N ow it is true, thet the state of Kentucky has 'l'hat body has ample power to pass all necessary
no [urjsdicttou beyond her limits; but as there laws; and therefore, I hold it to be wholly UUllCis a colony organized by a society in the United cesearyfor us to make any such provision as this
States, a man has a right to transfer his negro to resolution appears to contemplate.
Mr. C. A. WICKLIFFE.
From the remarks
that society, and they have power to transport
him.
'I'he younger gentleman from Nelson that have have been made, it might be supposed
maintains nothing more tban this. Tbe court of that I was anxious to hang or transport every
appeals has decided that an individual wishing free negro in Kentucky, honest or dishonest;
to emancipate his slaves has a right to do so; and that I have attempted to deny free negroes
and the government has power to see that that the blessings of the christian religion. No sir;
What is the proposition
will is executed, and that the slaves are sent off. I mean no such thing.
If the government has power to do that, certain- I have offered? I do not propose to create crime
ly it has power to avert a greater evil by giving or define it; I leave that with the legislative dea lwgro to this society instead of banging him. partment of this government, actin/? under the
The elder gentlemen from Nelson hns taken a influence of the high obligations which rest upThey will
position which I deny. How does the gOV(JTll-on them as men and as christians.
mentof the United States get the power to pur- not doul with the subject of crime in the manner
chase, and man, and .'!nstain vesseh to catch those indicated by the opponents of this amendment;
engaged in the sla.ve trade? Would Ilotthe same they will not declare that fishing Oil the Sabpower which authorizes them to do tbis, author- bath day by anyone, bond or frce, is an offence
Ize thcm to takp- away slaves from every state of for which a man should be subject to expatria~
the Union jf they were willing to go? This tion or hanging, as my colleague apprehends.
would comport with the good of the whole Our legislatures have not heretofore so legislastate!Oif congress would exercise the power, of ted; and if we could imagine such a spirit of
sending all free negroes to the coast of Africa, legislation to spring up in this commonwealth
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under the unlimited power of that body-limited only in this respect by a gonernl clause which
says that cruel punishments shall not be inflicted-they might apply the same wild definition
of the word crud, as applicable to the white
man, if unrestricted by tim; clause in the eonstituti~n? Now sir, as to the free negro population, no mun has more firmly and uniformly denounced it, than my col1ea~l1e. as thievish, dishonest and corrupting.
I co not propose to lay
violent hands upon them by the powers of the
law, and without crime thrust them into prison,
the good and the bad; or drive them from the
commonwealth,
and deprive them of institutions of the state under which they have ac<],uircd their freedom and their property.
No
811'; I pl'Opose merely to cive to the legislative
power of this commollwea~th, the power of previding for the punishment
of cnme, and the
constitutional
privilege of. discriminating
between theft Or felony committed by the free
white man, and the same committed by the free
black man. You now punish a free black man
under the same law by which you punish a
white man; and you do so because he is free.
He is hanged for no other offences than those
for which you would hang a white man. Not
so with the slave.
( Now I propose to leave to the legislature the
power, under our coustituticn, of discriminating>
between the punishments to be inflicted in such
cases, and instead of sending a free nesro to the
penitentiary for a term of years, or fur life, to
send him into banishment.
If the word "misdemeanor" is in the proposition which I have
made, I desire it lIlay be stricken out, as it was
uot my intention to use it.
Mr. President, I had supposed that at this
time of day, there was no necessity for a discussion on the high political question that a
sovereigustate of this union had no power to make
treaties, or enter into alliances with any foreign
power or state. I had supposed that American
jurists understood the difference between a contract and a treatv and an alliance. The article of
the federal constution. read by my colleague,
denies the power of the state to make a political
treaty or alliance.
It never has been, and never
could be considered by allY jurist. that a state
cannot make a contract with an individual 01' a
sovereign, either in or out of the commonwealth,
in reference to a 811 bject matter of contracts. My
friend before me, (Mr. Nuttall,) has just suggested
that if the construction of lily colleague 011 this
section of the constitution
is right, we cannot
sell a bond to an individual out of this commonwealth.
If so how can this commonwealth ell.
tel' into a contract, to pay these bonds after she
has sold them? How can she transact the various business of this commonwealth under our
institutions?
I will not waste the time of this
convention in discussing this metter, because I
know there is too much intelligence in this body
to believe that the power is denied to a state to
make a contract with a foreign nation or power
upon a matter which can be the subject matter
of contract; and it is under that power-undt!r
that incidental ~overeign power which belongs
to any 80vereign+that the state of Maryland has
bad her colony before Liberia was in elOistenCl:!.

Nor do 1 propose, as the gentleman supposes,
that we should make a sort of Botany Bay colony of Liberia.
I have not said they should be
banished to Liberia, or to any particular spot, or
state, or territory: I leave all fhat within legislative discretion, if they should deem it necessat'y to exercise the power, when the crisis in our
history has arrived that shall make it a matter
of self-defence to protect our slaves from the corrupting influences of free negroes. Is there any
thiug in this so monstrous as to call forth so
much eloquence, and to bring down even the
tears from theeyes of my colleague in this bouset
I propose to banish free negroes for crimes for
which your legislature may in mercy hang t~em.
I would send them out of the country, If I
could, instead of couflning them in pcnitentiaries for life, or for a term of years. I would
give the legislature the power, if they can fiud
{he means to do so, to transport them-to
send
them off somewhere.
If it caunot be done then
comes up the question, to be presented to the
legislature, whether we will continue the present
mode of punishment of free negroes for such offences as burglary and arson, or whether you
will not permit the legislature to see what effect
it will have all the morals of the free negro population, to sell au offender into involuntary servitude.
I will not detain the convention longer.
Mr. TRIPLETT.
I hope gentlemen will vote
agaiust this amendment.
Are we here, I would
ask, for the purpose of giving more enlarged
powers to the legislature of Kentucky, or of ].",.
stricting and confining them? I deny that the
legislature either can be or ought to be trammeled, by powers of this sort. Will the gentleman
deny that the legislature have now the power to
do what this section permits? He is too good a
lawyer to deny it. The legislature have all power,
except that of which it is deprived by the constitution of the United States, or the state of Kentucky.
I ask that gentleman to point out any
provIsion in either of these constitutions probibItiug the legislature from the exercise of the
power he seeks to confer upon them; and if they
have all power except wherein they are restricted, and if in this respect they are unrestricted,
where the necessity of engrafting upon the constitution such a provision as this1 Was not this
power used under the laws of England?
Was
It ever prohibited in Virginia; and when Ken.tucky was separated from Virginia, was there
any provision prohibiting
the legislature from
puuishing crime by transportation?
The very
name of Botany Bay ought to have recalled to
his mind the fact that transportation
for crime
was a noted punishment
in England, and the
well known fact, that up to the present day, the
legislature has never been deprived of that power, should have satisfied him they have it, without our conferring it on them by this section.
I am opposed to this proposition, beceuso I regard it as an entering wedge to open an inter.
rujnable field of discussion.
If you go on this
way, where will" you end? If you give the legislature power to transport a free negro, why IlOt
at the same time give them powel' tohang a white
man? 'Ve are here not for the purpose of ex.
tending, but of curtailing their powers-of fixing the barrier beyond which they sllall not go,
bllt not to define to them the extent and limits ()f
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those powers, within
their legitimate
sphere of rard, Thomas J. Gough, Ninian E. Gray, James
P. Hamilton,
Andrew Hood, James W. Irwin,
action.
MI'. C. A. ·WICKLIFFE.
If that is the princi- George W. KR\'anuu!?b, Martin P. Marshall, David
Meriwether,
Thomas P. Moore, John D.
ple by which we are to be governed in this inNewcum, Elijah F. Nuttall,
stance, why did not the gentleman
apply his Morrie, Jonathan
own principle yesterday,
when he spoke so elo- Larkin, J. Praetor, Thomas Rockhold, James
quently
in reference to the codification
of the Rudel, James W. Stone, Albert G. Talbott, John
D. Taylor, William R. Thompson,
Squire Turlawet
ner, John Wheeler, Charles A. Wickliffe, Robert
Mr, TRIPLETT.
If I answer that question
N. Wickliffe,Silas
Woodson-33.
to the gentleman's sat.isfac'aon, will he withdraw
So the amendment WaS agreed to.
his amendment, and promise not again to pester
The question was then taken on adopting Mr.
the convention with abstract propositions?
I
proposed section, as
will proceed to answer him. I proposed to put C. A. -WICKLIFFE'S
amended,
by yeas and nays, and they werethat provision in the constitution for tile purpose
yeas
34,
nays
56.
of compelling the legislature to perform a duty
Y.l>:As-Mr. President, (Guthrle.) Richard Apwhich they have hitherto neglected; not because
they had not the power, but as a compulsory pro- person, Alfred Boyd, William Bradley, Luther
William
C. Bullitt, James S. Chris~
vision, to compel the legislature to discharge a Brawner,
duty which they ought to have discharged twen- man, Beverly L. Clarke, Garrett Davis, James
ty years ago. That is a sufficient reason: and Dudley, C. T. Dunavan, J. H. Garrard, Andrew
Hood, '1'. J. Hood, J. ,Y. Irwin, G. ,Y. Johnston,
the gentleman must now resort to some ulterior
Alexander
K. Marshall,
reason for inserting such a provision as this. Thomas N. Lindsey,
David Meriwether, William
Leave to the legislature
some discretion,
for Martin P. Marshall,
D.
Mitchell,
'I'homas
P.
Moore,
John
D. Morris,
God's sake, in the exercise of the almost unlimThomas
Rockholdv Ignntius
ited power you give them.
'I'here is one other Elijah F. Nuttall,
Albert G. 'I'albott, John D. 'fayidea 1would suggest. If you go into detail here, A. Spalding,
you must go into detail on this question, you lor, ,Villiam R. Thompson, John Wheeler, Anmust go into detail on every other subject. Why drew S. White, Charles A. Wickliffe, Robert N.
go into this subject?
Why wustetbe time ofthe Wickliffe, George W. Williams-34.
NAys-John
L. Ballinger.
John S. Barlow,
convention in such unprofitable discussion?
Are
free ni:grt'es of more importance thuu your white Wm. K. Bowling, Francis M. Bristow, Thomas
population, or your slaves, that you must thus D. Brown, Charles Chambers, William ChCIUUllt,
legislate so specially for them'? I say again, for Henry R. D. Coleman, Benjamin Copelin, WilGod's sukc, leave to the legislature some discre liam Cowper, Edward Curd, Lucius Desha, Hention, and let us proceed with the legitimate buei- jamin F. Edwards, Milford Elliott, Green Forrest, Nathan
Gaither,
Richard
D. Gholson,
ness for which tile country has sent us here.
Thomas J. Gough, Ninian E. Gray, James P .
.Mr. C. A. ·WICKLIF.FE modified his amendHamilton,
Ben.1J.ardin,
John Hargis, Vincent
ment, by striking out the word "misdemeanors."
S. Hay, William Hendrix, Thomas James, Wm.
Mr. DESHA
moved the previous question,
and the main question was ordered to be now Johnson, George 'V. Kavanaugh, Charles C. Helly,James
M. Lackey, Peter Lashbrooke, Thomas
put.
Mr. A. K. MARSHALL called for the yeas and W. Lisle, Willis B. Machen, George W. MucsN. Marshall, Richard L. Mayes,
nays, OD his amendment to the amendment,
and field,William
Nathan
McClure,
Jonathan
Newcum, Hugh
they were taken, and were-yeas
57, nays 33.
Newell, Henry B. Pollard, Johnson Price, LarYEAs-John
L. Ballinger, John S. Barlow,
kiuJ
.Proctor.John
T.
Robinson.J
ohn T. Rogers,
William K. Bowling,
Alfred Boyd, William
John 'V. Stevenson,
Bradley, Francis M. Bristow, Thomas D. Brown, Ira Root, James Rudd,
William Chenault, James S. Chrisman, Henry James W. Stone, Michael L. Stoner, John J.
RD. Coleman, Benjamin Copelin, Edward Curd, Thurman, Howard 'I'odd, Philip Triplett, Squire
Turner, John J.J. 'WalIN, Henry 'Washington,
Garrett Davis, Lucius Desha, James Dudley,
Benjamin F. Edwards, Milford Elliott,
Green Silas Woodson, Wesley J. Wright-56.
So the proposed section was rejected.
Forrest, Nathan Gaither, Richard D. Gholson,
Bun. Hardin, John Hargis, Vincent S. Hay,
EVENINGSESSlOY.
William
Hendrix,
Thomas J. Hood, 'I'homas
The sections from the second to the ninth havJames, 'william Johnson, George W. Johnston,
Charles
C. Kelly, James M, Lackey.
Peter ing been withdrawn by the chairman of the comthe ninth section now
Lashbrooke,
'I'homas N. Lindsey, Thomas W. mittee. (Mr. Meriwether.)
became the second, and it was read, as follows:
Lisle, Willis B. Machen, George W. Mansfield,
., SEC. 2. They 'shall pass laws providing that
Alexander
K. Marshall, William N. Marshall,
any free negro or mulatto hereafter immigrating
Richard L. Mayes, Nathan Mculure.
William
to,
or being emancipated
in, and retusmg to
D. Mitchell, Hugh ~Tewell, Henry B. Pollard,
Johnson Price, John T. Robinson, John 'I'. Ro- leave this state, or having left, shall return and
gers, Ira Root, Ignatius A. Spalding, John W. settle within this state, shall be deemed ~tlilty
of felony, and punished by confincment
In the
Stevenson, Michael L. Stoner, John J. Thurman,
penitent.iary thereof."
Howard Todd, l)hilip Triplett, John L, Waller,
Mr. MERIWETHER
called for the yen.o;;and
Henry Washington,
Andrew S. White, George
nap on the adoption of that section, and they
W. Williams, WesleyJ.
Wright-57.
72, nays 8.
NAYS-Mr. President,
(Guthrie,) Ricllard Ap· were-yeas
YEAs-Mr. PreSIdent, (Guthrie,)
Richard App"rSOll, Luther Brawner,
William C. Bullitt,
person,
John
S. Barlow, Alfred Boyd, William
Charles Chambers,
Baverly L. Clarke, William
Bradley,
Luther
Brawner,
Thomas
D. Brown,
Cowper, Chasteen T. DUllD.VaU,James H. Gar-
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James S. Chrisman, Bcn~aU1inCopelin, Garrett
William C. Bullitt, Charles Chambers, William
Duvle, Lucius Desha, Chasteen T. Dunavan,
Chenault, James S. Chrisman, Beverly L. Clarke,
Benjamin F. Edwards, Milford Elliott, J. H.
Henry R D. Coleman, Benjamin Copelin, Wm.
Garrard, Thomas J. Gough, Ninian E. Gray,
Cowper, Edward Ourd, Garrett Davis, James
James P. Hamilton, Ben. Hardin, Vincent s.
Dudley, Chasteen 1'. Dunavan, Benjamin F. EdHay, Andrew Hood, William Johnson, George
wards, Milford Elliott, Green Forrest, Nathan
w. Kavanaugh, Thomas N. Lindsey, 'I'bomas
Gaither, James H. Garrard, James P. Hamilton,
W. Lisle, Alexander K. Marshall, William
C.
'william Hendrix, Andrew Hood, Thomas J.
Marshall, David Meriwether, Thomas P. Moore.
Hood, James W. Irwin, Alfred M. Jackson,
Jonathan Newcum, Hugh Newell, Wm. Preston,
'I'horuas Jamcs, William Johnson,
George W.
Johnson 'Price, Larkin J. Proctor, John T. RobKavanaup,h, James M. Lackey,
Peter Lashinson, John '1'. Rogers, Ira Root, James Rudd,
brooke, Thomas N. Lindsey, Thomas W. Lisle,
James W. Stone, Albert G. Talbott, William R.
Willis B. Machen, Geor~e W.Mansfield, William
Thompson, John J. Thurman, Howard Todd,
N. Marshall, Richa.rd L. Mayes, Nathan McSquire Turner, John L. Waller, Henry WashingOlure, John H. McHenry, David Meriwether,
ton, Andrew S. White, Charles A, Wickliffe,
William D.Mitthell,
Thomas P. Moore, John
D. Morris, Jonathan Newcuur, Hugh Newell, George W. Williams-53.
So the amendment was rejected.
Elijah F. Nuttall, Henry B. Pollard, Johnson
Mr. CLAltKE offered the following {IS an adPrice, Larkin J. Proctor, John T. Robinson,
ditional section:
Thomas Rockhold, John T. Rogers, Ignatius
"SEC. _. That the general assembly shall
A. Spalding,
John W. Stevenson, James W.
have no power to pass laws prohibiting the citiStone, Michael L. Stoner, Albert G. Talbott,
zens of this state from importing slaves for their
William R. Thompson, John J. Thurman, Howown use, but may pass laws requiring the imurd Todd, Philip 'l'riplctt, Squire Turner, John
porter of a slave or slaves to take an oath that
L. Waller, Henry WashinO'ton, John Wheeler,
said slave 01' slaves are for his or her own use,
Andrew S. White, Robert
Wickliffe, George
and not for mercbandise; and that he or she wi.ll
W. Williams, Wesley J. Wright-72.
not sell said slave or slaves, within this ComNAys-William
K. Bowling, Francis M. Brismonwealth, within -years after such slave or
tow, Thos.J. Gough, Ninian G. Gray, Ben. Harslaves are imported, under such penalities as
din, Alexander K. Marshall, Ira Hoot, James
may, from time to time, be provided by Iaw:
Rudd-B.
Provided, That the slaves thus imported shall
So the section was adopted.
not be such as have been charged With crime in
'I'he third section (the tenth in the report.)
other states.
was read and adopted, as follows:
Mr. BARLOW.
I profess to be a pro-slavery
«Sse. 3. In the prosecution of slaves for feloman. The contest in my county turned on that
ny, DO inquest by a grand jury shall be neccssaquestion, and I carne here with a majority of
ry; but, the proceedings ill such prosecutions
three hundred and fifteen votes. 'I came here
shall be regulated by law, except that the gell'~roPP08ed to the act of 1833 or any thing like it.
0.1assembly shall have no power to deprive them
and to oppose a principle, such as is contended
of the privilege of an impartial trial by a petit
for by my friend from Simpson.
I am gratified
jury."
to see the zeal with which he insists on his proMr. GAITHER moved the following as an adposition, and I have no doubt he is authorised
ditional section:
to take the stand he does, and that he takes it
"The general assembly shall not have power
because he has been instructed to do it. I have
to prohibit the Introduction 0"1' slaves into the
been differently instructed; and for one, a.lthough
state by the citizens thereof, from other states I have received the disapprobation of a portion of
for their own use, but their introduction by the
my fellow citizens, and perhaps a portion of this
citizens of this or any other state, whether open·
body. I took it on myself last. winter, when it
ly or covertly for traffic, or merchandize, may be
was said this act was not just to different secprohibited by the passage of such laws as the
tions of the state, to vote for its repeal, so that
legislature shall deem most conducive to secure
persons might bring ill negroes for their own
that;;nd."
use, and that alone. I take pleasure in voting
Mr. CLARKE called for the yeas and nays,
with the pro· slavery portion of this body, but
and they were'Jeas 32, nays 53.
I caullot vote for the gentleman's amendment.
YEAs-Alfn:
Boyd, William Bradley,Beverly
Mr. WILLIAMS offered the following as a
L. Clarke, Henry R. D. Oolcmau, William Cowper, Edward Curd, James Dudley, Green Forrest, substitute for the proposed section:
" No persons shall be slaves in this state exN nthan Gaither, William Hendrix, Thomas J. cept those who are now slaves and their descenHood, Thomas James, Charles C. Kelly, James
dants: Provided, That persons removing to the
M. Lackey, p ..ter Lashbrooke, Willis B, Machen,
state, and citizens inheriting slaves out of the
George W. Mansfield, William
N. Marshall,
state, may import them into the state."
Richard L. Mayes, Nathan McClure, William D.
The previous question was called for, and the
Mitchell, John D. Morris, Elijah F. Nuttall,
main question was ordered to be now put.
Henry B. Pollard, 'I'hoe. Rockhold, I~natius A.
Mr. NUTTALL called for the yeas and nays,
Spalding,
John W. Stevenson,
MIChael L.
9, nays 79:
Stoner, Philip Triplett, John Wheeler, Robert and they were-yeas
YEAs-Francis M. Bristow, Garrett Davis, ScN. Wickliffe Wesley J. Wright-32.
lucius GUl'fielde, Vincent S. Hay, Andrew Hood,
NAys-Mr. President, (Gutlme.) Richard Ap- James W. Irw iu.Fra Root, Squire Turner, George
person, John L. Ballinger, John S. Barlow, Wm. W. Williams-9.
K. Bowling, Luther Brawner, Francis M. BrisNAys-Mr. President, (Guthrie,) Richard Ap·
tow, Thomas D. Brown, William
Chenault,
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person, John L. Ballinger, John S. Barlow,
William K. Bowling, Alfred Boyd, Wm. BradOn the motion of Mr. C. A. WICKLIFFE,
the
ley, Luther Brawner, Thomas D. Brown, Wil- committee of the whole was discharged from the
liam C. Bullitt, Charles Chambers, William Che- further cousideratiou of the report of the cornnault, James S. Chrisman, Beverly L. Clarke, mittee on the orgaaieatiou of new counties.
Henry R. D. Coleman, Benjamin Oopelin, W1U.
THE LEGISLATIVE DEPARTMENT.
Cowper, Edward
Curd, Lucius Desha, James
The convention next proceeded to the considDudley, Chasteen T. Dunavan, Bejaminn F. Ed.
wards, Milford Elliott, Green Forrest, Nathan eration of the unfinished report of the committee
on the legislative department.
Gaither, James H. Garrard, Thomas J. Gough,
The pending section was the sixth, as follows:
Ninian E. Gray, James Pi Hamiltcn , Ben. Har"SEC. 6. Representation
shall be equal and
din, Wm. Hendrix, 'I'hoaJ. Hood, Thos. James,
wm. Johnson, George W. Hnvenauah, Charles uniform in this commonwealth, and shall be forever regulated and ascertained by the number of
C. Kelly, James M. Lackey, Peter Lashbrooke,
At the first session of
Thomas N. Lindsey, 'I'homas W. Lisle, Willis qualified voters therein.
H. Mechen, George W. Mansfield, Alexander K. the general assembly, after tbe adoption of this
constitution,
and
every
eighth
year thereafter,
Marshall, William O. Marshall, William N. Marshall, Richard L. Mayes, Nathan McClure, Da- provision shall be made by law, that in the year
and every eighth year thereafter, an enuvid Meriwether,
Wm. D. Mitchell, Thomas P. ---,
Moore, John D. Morrie.Jonathan Newcum, Hugh meration of all the qualified voters of the state
shall be made.
The number of representatives
Newell, Elijah F. Nuttall, Henry B. Pollard,
of makiug these enuWilliam Preston, Johnson Price, Larkin J. Proc- shall, in the several/ears
tor,John
T. Robinson, Thomas Rockhold, John merations, be so fixe as not to be less than seventy-five nor more than one hundred; and they
T. Rogers, James Rudd, Ignatius A. Spalding,
for eight years next followJohn W. Stevenson, James W. Stone, Michael L. "hall he apportioned
Stoner, Albert a. Talbott, John D. '1'aylor, Wm. ing, thus: counties, cities, and towns, having
more
than
two
thirds
and
less than the full ratio,
R. Thompson, John J. Thurman, Howard Todd,
those having the
Philip Triplett, John L. Waller, Henry wash- shall have one representative;
ington, John Wheeler, Andrew B. White, Charles full ratio and a fraction less than two thirds over,
those having
A. Wickliffe, Robert N. Wickliffe,
Wesley J. shall have but one representative:
the full ratio and a fraction of more than two thirds
Wright-79.
over, shall have two representatives,
and increase
So the amendment was rejected.
counties
Mr. GAITHER called for the yeas and nays their number in the same proportion;
having less than two thirds of the ratio, shall
on Mr. CLARKE'S amendment, and they werebe joined to similar adjacent counties for the
yeas 32, nays 55:
P.rovided,
YEAs-Alfred
Boyd, William Bradley, Bever- Prurpose of sending a representative:
ly L. Clarke, Henry R. D. Ooleman, Wm. Oow- I'hat if there be no such adjacent county, then
such county having less than two thirds of the
per, Edward Curd, James Dudley, Green Forrest,
Nathan Gaither, Will. Hendrix, Thomas J. Hood, ratio, shall be united to that contiguous county
'I'bos. James, Charles C. Kelly, Jams. M. Lack- having the smallest number of qualified voters,
if any, shall
ey, Peter Lashbookc, Willis B. Machen, Georse and the remaining representatives,
W. Mansfield, William N. Marshall, Richard [
be allotted to those counties, cities, or towns,
Mayes, Nathan McClure, William D. Mitchell,
having the largest unrepresented
fractions."
John D. Morris, Elijah F. Nuttall,
Henry B.
Whenl.ast before the convention,
this section
Pollard,
'l'homas Rockhold, l~llatius A. Spald- Mr. Hardin moved to amend, by striking out the
ing, John W. Stevenson,
MIChael L. Stoner, words,
"number
of qualified
voters therePhilip Triplett, Jobn Wbt'eler, Robert N. Wick~ in," and inserting
the following:
"the number
liffe, Wesley J. WrighL-32.
of free white inhabitants
of such county, town,
NAys-·Mr.
President,
(Guthrie.)
Richard
or city, and who shall be citizens of the United
Apperson, John L. Ballinger, John S. Barlow,
States, and resident" of the state two years, or of
'William K. Bowling, Luther Brawner, Francis
the county, town, or city, one year next precelvI. Bristow.Thomas
D. Brown, William O. Bul- ding the enumeration,
or children born within
litt. Churles Chambers, William Chenault, Jas. one year, of mothers who are entitled to be enuS. Chrisman,
Benjamin Copelin, Garrett Davis, merated."
Lucius Desha, Oheateen '1'. Dunavan, Benjamin
Mr. PRESTON
moved to amend the amendF: Edwards, Milford Elliott, Belucius Garflelde,
ment, by striking out all after the words, "the
James H. Garrard, Thomas J. Gough, Ninian number of. fre awhite inhabitants of such county,
E. Gray, James P. Hamilton, Ben. Hardin, Vin- town, or city."
cent S. Hay, Andrew Hood, William Johnson,
Mr. President,
I am willing to take the quesGeorge W. Kavanaugh,
Thomas N. Lindsey,
tion as it now stands.
There are only three baThomas W. Lisle, Alexander K. Marshall, Wm. ees of representation
that I know of. We might
C. Marshall, David Meriwether, 'I'hos. P. Moore, have a fourth possibly.
I was willing, at first
Jonathan
Newcum, Hugh Newell, Wm. Pres- to stand by the old rule of qualified electors but
ton, Johnson Price, Larkin J. Proctor, John T. som.e seemed .to think it better t.o bave IL l~rger
Robinson, John T. Rogers, Ira Root, Jus. Rudd,
baSIS. I deSIred to llave one of those three basis
James W. Stone, Albert G. Talbott, John D. acted upon in the United States.
The federal
Taylor, Wm. R. Thompson,
John J. Thurman,
basis is property and numbers, including three.
Howard Todd, Squire Turner, John L. Waller, fifths of the ne~roes.
The second may be called
Henry Washington,
Andrew S. White, Charles the federal white basis. There is a tbird basis
A. Wickliffe, George W. Williams-55.
which is that of tJ,1efree white citizens of th~
So the amendment was rejected.
country.
The objection I b~d to tbeamE;!ndm.ent
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of the gf'ntleman from Nelson w ae , as I stated of our laws. It if! the voting pop-ulation, if you
several days since, that it was of an heteroge- take the voters as a basis; and If you take the
it should be those who are
ous character.
We all know we have taken whitepopnlation,
The gentleman from Louisville (Mr.
white males above twenty-one years of age, from citizens.
the impossibility of asce~taining \Vh.at was the Preston) has always at hand the acts and doin~
qualification ofcitizenslllp -. ~ow. If we adopt of other states. It is the readiest change in this
tbis plan, a plan I am unwilling to vote for, you house.
Yesterday, when there was something said
invest the censor with unwarranted powers.
We
know the census taker has difficulties enough about ap:roiuting some of the commissioners,
And now he
without this. And we all know that many a he allude to the code-Napoleon.
censor gets his head broken for being to? iu- says the practice of this state iii so and so, and
q,uisitive whilst in the performance of hIS du- the practice of that state is so and so. I care
not what the practice of any state is, the quesnee.
A friend of mine says he once took the census, tion comes up to this; if you take as a basis,
and had much difficulty.
Another gentleman voters, they must be citizens, or naturalized citfrom another countyeaye there is an old lady there izens. If you take white population, give it
The reason wby the gentleman
who has broken the officers head three thnee.on ac- the same basis.
count of the inquiry about the number of her chil- from Simpson, offered the amendment was, that
dren for-she is unfortunate enough not to ha,:e any on the river, and in towns and cities upon the
children' and when asked how many children river bank, there was a very large disproportion
she has, ~he turns 'the question into an assault of foreigners from what there were in the Interior
and battery.
We can~?t l~ake the censu~ .taker of the state, because if it were not for that, yon
a judge of the qualifications of our citizens. might as well have taken the basis of voters ou
The term qualified electors is sufficiently plain. once. There is a greater proportion of men at
1 therefore, shall come down to one of the three the river, that is, the number of voters comes
bases.
First, if vou are willing
to go the nearer to the number of white people than in
any other part of the state.
whole length, let lIS have free white inhabitants.
But the gentleman's argument is based upon
Secondly, if we cannot have that, let us have
free white citizens.
If. not, let us stay where two objections,one beiog-:tlle insuperable difficulWhere is the difficulwe are upon the basis of qualified electors.
I ty of taking the number.
probably have as much interest as any man in ty? The assessor has to ascertain who are qual.
this house in this question, and I wanted a more ified voters and who are not. Las year, in Jefextended basis. but so far as the welfare of this ferson county there was a difference of five hunconstitution
is concerned, and its subsequent dred and twentv.
There is no difficulty in the commissioners
adoption, I feared. we ~ight ha,:"e great diffi~ulty in some of the interior counties. If we thmk asking how many white children there are about
this
house. How long will it take to ask, what
it will give dissatisfaction
on account of its
taking some strength from th~m, we had better is your white family. He would have to go intake the section as the committee have reported to an investigation as to the ages of the children.
it. I want the yeas and nays on "white inhabi- If you inquire as to the men, whether they are
tants," for by a parity of reasoning alone you natural born citizens or not, have you not to do
cannot say that Paddy and Larry shall not be it now? You have to take a man's word now
counted; the men who make your railroads, or whether he is naturalized or not. The only othlabor on the publie highways, and who may not er difficulty is that of the old lady, and the last
be entitled to a vote, are to be counted as well account I had of her she was dead. However,
as women and children.
There are fourteen I do not know whether it will make a. serious dif;
states of the Union, whose representative .basis ferencewhether you take qualified voters or citizens. I am very anxious to be done withthis eubis on population,
and the rest are arbitrary
plans.
I want the free white people of the com- ject. I have. been charged with too much speaking;
and I think I have talked too much. If I have
monwealth to form the basis of representation,
if we vary from the old plan of enumeration troubled the house too frequently, I beg pardon.
which we have been accustomed to, and with
:Mr. CLARKE.
Mr. President:
Before the
whieh the people of the state have found no final vote is taken on this section, I propose to
fanlt.
submit some remarks.
Mr. HARDIN.
I offered an amendment to
The basis of representation,
which I had the
the proposition of the gentleman from Simpson honor to submit in this convention, has been
on this subject because he wished me to draw denounced by many as novel in its character,
the attention of the convention to it.
That is and hence I suppose wrong.
the way I came to offer the amendment.
'1'0 be
For the purpose of furnishing the convention
sure some gentleman was kind enough to say and the country with the policy which has been
that I had suggested the thing to him. I had
Ul'sued by other states III establishing a basis,
no communication with him. He was the first
have examined the constitution
of every state
gentleman that suggested it to me, and asked in the union upon this point, and the followmg
me if I would vote for it, and I said I would. is the result of my investigations.
I would much rather have the basis as it was
There are but three slave states in this union
proposed by the committee than as my friend
from Jefferson (Mr. Meriwether) proposes, that which have adopted "qualified voters" as the
is, the qualified voters, instead of the white basis of representation, and those are Kentucky
population.
If the white lopulation
is to be (by her old constitution,) Tennessee and Louieithq basis, it certainly s~o.t11 b~ that white popu- ana.
The statee of Mississippi, 'Alabama end Texas
lation that are called CltlZen. In the estimation
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have :l,uopteJ" free white
basis of representation.

Inhabitnnta

" as their

'l'he states of Maryland, Florida, Georgia,
and North Carolina. have adol?ted federal uumbel's as the basis of represeutanou.
The states of Arkansas and Missouri make
.. free white male inhabitants"
the basis of representation, without regard to age.
The states of South Carolina, Virginia
and

Delaware make "territory and property"
principal basis of representation.

the

'l'hus, it will be seen, though the basis furnished by my resolution is declared a departure
from a great principle, twelve of the fifteen slave
states have adopted. a basis different from the
one I propose to change; and whilst many of
them have adopted the liberal basis which T
have suggested, a number have gone further, and
planted themselves upon the basis of .. federal
numbers. "
Now let us see how this great principle, a departure from which is to ruin the country and
endanger the new constitution, (according to the
opinions of some gentlemen,) has been estimated
in the fifteen states.
And first: The states of Maine, Rhode Island,
New York, with some restrictions,
and New
Jersey, have made. population, or the inhabitants, the basis of representation.
The states of Massachusetts, New Hampshire
and Vermont, make territory and those who pay
taxes 011 property, the basis of represeutatiou.
The state of Connecticut, which seems to be
laid off into towns, gives to each town a representative without much regard to numbers or
property, thus seeming to make municipalities
or territory the basis.
The state of Pennsylvania makes taxable inhabitants the basts.
The states of Illinois, Michigan, and Iowa,
make" white inhabitants"
the basis.
Whilst the states of Ohio and Indiana alone,
make "white male inhabitants, above the age of
twenty one years," the basis of representation.
Showing but five states out of the thirty, that
have made" qualified voters" or "male inhabitants above the age of twenty one years," the
basis of representation, whilst a number of the
very best states in the union have gone far beyond that which I propose, by making federal
numbers the basis.
So far, then, as precedents go, I am quite as
well, yea infinitely better sustained than gentlemen who cling with so much tenacity to the old
basis.
Mr. President: immediately upon the passage
of the resolution by the legislature at its session
of 1847-8, submitting the question of a couvention or no convention to the people, a number of
persolls, particularly in the southern part of the
state, who were sensible of the many manifest
defects in our present organic law, entertained
fears that the tenure by which slave property
was holden, would be weakened, if the coustitution were submitted to a convention.
There
were those, nevertheless, who had an abiding
confidence in the justice and moral honesty of
the ~reat mass of the people, and who believe
that It was .Imposaible that a ~ajority of the
stales could so far forget the nghts of a Kentucky citizen, and the ties which infancy have

bound us to our sister etntee of the south, ali to
countenance, for one moment, any system of
emancipation, or other act, by which property
in slaves could, in any manner, be rendered insecure.
This latter class stepped forward ..and, by public addresses, and through the press, exerted
themselves to allay every apprehension of danger. Their efforts were crowned with unparalleled success.
A more complete and overwhelming victory over the friends of a radically defective constitution, never was achieved by any
body of men in any age.
At two successive elections, by unprecedented
mal'orities, the people declared in favor of the
cal of a convention; and in confirmation of the
judgment of those who had confided so much to
the public justice, the very leg-islature which declared that a convention wns demanded, measureably wiped away the last foul stain of emancipation from your statute book. I allude, sir,
to the modification of the law of 1833, by the
last legislature of Kentucky.
No sooner had the act of 1833 been modified,
than the emancipation party in the state seemed
to have received a new impetus.
In some parts
of the state they declared in favor of engrafting
upon the new constitution the provisions of that
law; in other parts they declared in favor of
leaving the constitution open upon that subject,
and for perpetual agitation until the law was
restored or some policy of emancipation adopted.
Backed by many powerful minds in the state,
occupying high places in the public confidence,
during the last summer that party came to the
charge with an apparent well-founded hope of
success.
They held a convention at this capital, displayed their colors, and in some sections
of the state inscribed upon it this execrable motto: "If we can't force the strong to bow at our
feet, we will throw our weight in favor of the
weak," and thus disf:fraee the state by securing
an imbecile coustituflonal
convention.
Under circumstances like these I was nominated-without
distinction of :party, in a national point of view-as
a candidate for the seat I
now have the honor to hold on this floor. In
accepting that nomination,
I avowed my unalterable hostility to the principles of the law of
1833, either in the new constitution
or in our
statutes, together with every species or description of emancipation
whatever.
'I'hus going
forth, as I believed armed with truth, and fired
with the love of equal justice, I was placed in
my present position.
When I examined the returns, after the Augnst election, I felt satisfied, from the political
complexion of the delegates returned, that the
confidence of the pro-slavery party had not
been misplaced, and that the relation that existed between master and slave would in no wise
be disturbed.
I had supposed, Mr. President,
that there would not be twenty dissenting voices
in the convention to securing to the citizen, by
constitutional
guaranty, the right to bring into
this state, for his own use, property from another
state. Under this conviction, 1 consented to
that part of the' report from the committee on
the legislative department which 80 changed
the present. constitution as to allow to cities a
representation
in the senate of the state upon
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the basis of "qualified voters."
When that section came up for action in convention, I made a
few remarks in its favor; but, sir, when upon
further examination I ascertained that the law of
1833 had invariablyrreceived
its warmest support from the existing cities, and such points
upon the Ohio' river as will, in the course of a
short period, grow up into cities, I deemed it
but just to my constituents, and to the whole
pro-slavery party in the state to pause, and give
no further assistance to such an increase of power in the law-making department of the government, until the rights of property were secured
against invasion.
Influenced by considerations
of this sort-believing that in no other way
could I redeem my solemn pledges to my confidin&, constituents,
and carry out my own convictions of propriety and justice, I offered a substitute for the section which conferred this additional power upon cities. By my substitute I
allowed a city as many as two senators, when
her voting population would justify it; whereas
under the present constitution she ie entitled to
none. At the same time, I provided that the citizens of the state should be secured in the right
of importing slaves for their own use, under certain regulations and restrictions.
I did this
with a view, that whilst a power hostile to slave
importation was strengthened, It-would be impotent to do mischief to mv constitueuta.
Before
the final vote was taken upon the section to
which I have referred, I saw indications of disapprobation
of the substitute I had proposed,
and in some instances, from quarters where I
had least expected it.
I could never get a vote on my substitute.
By
some strange fatality it was never in order, and
it slept the sleep of death upon your table.
Its
spirit was resurrected this morning, but was
again folded in the cold embrace of detent.
The
vote was, ultimately taken upon the original section without amendment, and it passed.
I voted
against it.
I saw at a glance that you had
strengthened that party in the state who had always favored the law of 1833, and 1 believed
that unless the rights for which I had contended
were secured by consti tutionnl provision, that
law would again disgrace the state in less than
three years. It was then, Mr. President, that I
cast about for some plan to avert the impending
calamity.
I availed myself of the thought and
investigation
of my esteemed friend from Caldwell, (Mr. Machen.)
I examined the most accredited authorities, upon the laws which govern
population,
its increase and diminution,
and I
found it to he the concurrent testimony of all
countries, in all ages, that a people spread over
a large territory of country, and engaged in agricultural pursuits, increase their population in
a much greater ratio, than those confined to cities, and pent up in narrow circles. From these
high authorities, and the very nature of things,
I knew that there must be more qualified voters
(in proportion to the white population) in cities
than in the rural districts.
I knew it, for the
reasons, among many others, which I assigned a
few days since in this convention.
No one can
shut his eyes to the fact, that hundreds. yea
thousands flock to our cities and engage in day
labor, whose income will not justify them ill
bringing, or in accumulating a family, nor do

the morals of cities generally impose restraints
so rigid as to encourage marriage.
In the country the case is different,
Both
sexes, as soon as they arrive at sufficient age, enter into the matrimonial state and soon become
tax payers and the heads of families.
Not more
than one in ten, fifteen, or twenty, who are engaged in labor upon your streets, your wharves,
and in ;rour heavy manufacturing establishments
in cities, have families at all; whilst if "qualified voters" be retained as the basis of representation, they in a short time are enumerated,
not only in ascertaining
the number of representatives to which a county, city, or town may
be entitled, to the exclusion ofthe wives, daughters, and sons of nul' sturdy farmers, but they
actually control the election of those representatives at the ballot box.
To be added to these,
sir, all the youug men, men without families, engaged in merchuntile pursuits. and laborers employed upon your public works.
I but assert a fact known to all, that a conn try
life is more conducive to the connubial state
than a city life; that with a given number, population will increase more rapidly where the institution of marriage if; e-ncouraged, than where
it is not.
The experience of past ages comes
down to us pregnant with incontestible evidences of the truth of this declaration.
Then, with
a knowledge of the further fact, that the immigration to cities was composed principally of male
adults, I offered the resolution which rcco~nizes
white inhabitants
as the true basis, believing
that to be the only means by which the rural
districts, or agricultural
portions of the state,
and particularly their peculiar institutions, could
be shielded from the overshadowing
power of
the cities, and many of the Ohio river counties
in the legislature.
The number of slaves at
those points is already greatly disproportioned
to the number in must other parLs of Kentucky,
and with few exceptions, the number of women
and children is much below the number of male
adults, the latter of whom flock thither from the
neighboring free states to engul$e in the labors of
exportation find importation, III building "hips,
steamboats, flatboats, and other craft; in wood
?hopping, and .in m8;kin~ actual or temporary
Improvements 111 navigation.
I think I cannot be mistaken,
WIH'1l
I state,
here in my place, that the basis of white population, as I have proposed, will accomplish t118
end at which I aun, and meet the approbation of
ninetv-nine hundredths of the true pro slavery
party" in this glorious commonwealth.
Mr. President, I am aware that what is called
the "bl ue grass" section of the state has been called
upon to resist the proposed basleof representation.
It has been argued that upon the basis of white
population, they lose a part of their political illftucnce and power in the law-making branch of
the government.
To some extent this is true;
but it is equally, if not more certainlv true, that
they must lose as much, if 110t a greater amount
of their power, if the basis of "qualified voters"
shall be established;
and what IS still worse for
them, if the latter basis shall be adopted, the
power which leaves the blue ~rass region will be
transferred to that very portion of the state, in
which their slave property (upon the security of
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which depends their pocuninry salvntiou.)
will tle from tile effects of disease.
Such is not rap.
be rendered less secure.
itdl. Capital, sir. is always askillg, yea, aud
There is no basis except the basis of "federal
when it has power, demanding the prcetdtutiou
numbers," which call enable that part of the of labor to its iron will.
state to retain its present power, and in all canThis principle was illustrated
by the resoludor, I submit to their sense of justice, and their tion of the senior gentleman from the city of
sense of self-preservation,
if It be not best to Louisville, (Mr. Rudd.) offered in this couvenleave the permanent security of their slave prop- tion some days since. Whilst upon one occaerty in the' hands of the rural districts, than HI sion he contended with his uccnstomed ability
the hands of the cities and such counties border- that cities should be entitled to an equal repreing upon the free states, as may ill a short period sentation in the senate of the state, he declared
be supplied in population by those states, and by his resolution that laborers who had but litwho are now, many of them, l"anin~ to emanci- tle means in the city, should not be allowed to
pation. Sir, it is for the representatives of that vote upon any question involving city taxation
portion of the state, to make their own choice. under her corporation laws.
That they will make a judicious choice-cone
'1.'1i8 is no new feature in the history of capconsistent with the preservation of their rights,
Itel. It only shows its object and design,
and their best interests, I will not allow myself
where it has the legal license to oppress labor
to doubt for aile moment.
by a restriction upon its privileges.
I was
Mr. President, there is yet another great prinstruck by a remark made by another gentleman
ciple that enters into this question of fixing the
from the city of Louisville, a few days a"'o-1
basis of representation.
The fact does exist,
allude to the remarks of my esteemed friend, the
that you have so changed the old constitution us
younger delegate, (Mr. Preston.) . Restated that
to gi ve to cities and towns an increased power
cities had always taken the lead III struggles~or
in the state legislature.
I have assumed the fact
liberty, and instanced several cases. Now, su-,
that the basis proposed by me, will operate as a
this i~true, to a great extent. but this fact dues
check upon that increased power. Now~ sir,
not grow out of anyexclusive int,rinsic love that
suppose you refuse this restraint upon the inthe op-r,ressed 111 cities have for liberty.
Not at
creased and growing power of cities and towns
all. '] hat gentleman 'Would not for one moment
in the law-making
body.
Have gentlemen
maintain that those who inhabit your moun.
weighed the effect, the consequences
of this
tains and youI' vnllles, would be less willill~ to
power, unrestrained in legislation?
Why, sir,
offer up Iifej and all that is dear and sacred in
all know, the fact is incontrovertible, that cities
existence upon the altar of their country's freesubsist principally
upon th~ product o,r i~terest
dom. No; sir; UPOD the first sound of the war
of capital; whereas the agricultural districts of
tocsin, the plow IS left in the furrow, and the
the state subsist by labor. Labor and capital
hardy planter followed by his patriotic offspring
have in all ages, and in all countries, been antagrushes to the scene of conflict, there to maintain
onistic the one to the other. Whenen"r capital
the honor and glory of his country, or perish
gains the asCelJda!1cy over labor, in the poi,~('rto
with them. Mr. President, if ever the freedom
create laws, then it lS that yon see the avance of
of this people shall be lost, which God in his
capital: and its demands upon labor become so
mercy forbid. the last clang of arms in the dendgreat in cities, und~r lUulllciT;'al 01' police r~guly conflict will resound from your rural plaine,
lations, where capital.
by Its concentration,
uud the last shriek of expiring Iiberty will rewields all power, that the operatives, the laborverberate from vour mountain tops.
ers, are often constrained to strike for higher waThese revnlutionary outbreaks in cities may
ges, abandon thc city, suffer indescribable want,
be referred to another and a different cause alor revolutionize.
Even here, in our own Amertogether.
They spring from the concentrated
ica where the demands of capital have not been
pO'wer of capital in cities, whieh by its perpetual
gratified by legal plunder, as in the old world,
oppressioDsupon, and exactions of labor, reduces
reducing thousands, and tens of thousands, to a
the latter to want and misery, and in tlle dispair
deo-ree of destitlltion, want, and starvation, at
of destitution
the unfortunat,e suff....
rcrs are
th~ very contemplation of which humanity sickdriven to lUadneRs, to insurrection, to rebcllion.
ens, and from whieh the most savngeheart would
In many instullces, those wllO ellgage in those
turn, if not, with pity, with loalhillg and distumultous outbreaks
llUve no conception of
gllst---even here, within the oil"el(-of this gloriregulated liberty; an~ hence it is. that ill a 811.ort
OilS Union, we have melalJcholy instances of
time you see thl~ll1blindly folloWlllg tht>bluzmg
mobs springing up ill your large cities to resi,;t
star of some military gclJius, who in the end
the oppressions of a monied powel', erected into
conducts them into a state of despotism and opan engine of tyranny by operation of law. 'fhis
pression, perhaps almo~t equal to tllat fWIll
is not at all stl-anw>, sir. Capital and monopowllich they had just emerged. Sir. such calamilies have no suuls. Capital sympathises
not
ties never mark the cool alJd delibel'ate actioh of
with human want, nul' ftels for human lIlisery,
a peopl12 spread over an agricultuJ'al r:.:gion, se.
if that want or that misery cau but increase its
cured as they arlO from the never ceaSlllg, ne~"l'
power.
satisfied reqnisitions of an accumulated mumed
Agricultural
lahor asks no protection at the infiut!nce. When they strike, they move wit.h a
hands of law-makers, except to be secured in the matul'ed but determined step, wi~h a t,hol"Ough
enioyment of the fruits of its honest inuustry;
knowledge of the end to be attained, and that
nor cau they render any. No law can stay the cnd is reglliatt'd liberty with all its blessings,
hand of a blighting frost, prevent the destruc- with all its glories.
ti\"e ravaO'es of the Hy, furnish reviving showers
Mr. President: Jil the remarks wJlich I haypto a famiiliing earth, 01' preserve the herds of cat- had the honor to submit to t,he convention, I
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ject, 1say, we should look well into the matter.
have attempted to show that the basis of repreIf sir, it has not been shown that injustice will
sontauon for which I eoutend is not a novel
spring ,ont of the continuance of t~lepresent baone in this country.
SlS, if It has not been proved that It IS predicaTo <Malthus on population." to which inted upon false principles, if it has not been devaluable work I invite the special attention of
monstrated that the tru~ basis of representation
gentll:'men, I am indebted iu part for the laws
IS generated by other influences than the politwhich govern population, and the causes which
ical power of the country, if it has not been disin all ages and countries either restrain or enproved that the political power resides in the
courage its increase. I have attempted to show
voti.ng population,
then, before we adopt what
that whilst the basis of qualified voters will inI still call a novelty, we should look well into it
crease legislative power ill the cities and COUl!and examine its consequences; we should look
ties bordering upon the free states, the basis of
around and see whether it is sanctioned by the
white populatdcn would hold ill check that powexperience of other countries. Something lEI due
er which in another part of this constitution we
have augmented, by strengthening
the arm of to the existing state of things.
According to the showing of the gentleman
the rural districts.
himself, his proposition is a novelty. He says
Iheve undertaken to show that the institution
twelve states have adopted ,P0pulahon as a basis
of slavery, and the right of the citizen to im- of representation, but that is not the rule pre·
port that species of property for his own use, scribed in the resolution offered by the gentlewould be more secure upon my proposed basis man.
His is a complicated proposition. He
of representation than that contended for by doe .. not propose population as a basis. You
other gentlemen.
I have attempted to show that are to abstract, first the aliens. It does not stop
capital is continually striving to enslave labor, there. You nre to take 011t of the free white
and that the means to accomplish this end is in- population those who having been citizens of
creased just in proportion as you shall concen- other states, have not acquired aresidt'lnce by livtrate it, and give it a prepondi'l'ance of power in ing one year in Kentucky.
Has the gentleman
the law-making department of the govemmcnt.
found, among the thirty states of this Union. a
That cities are reared upon and sustained by proposition tallying with his? He says there
capital-that
you have Increased city represen- are three states which have adopted the princitation already in the legislature, and that with ple upon which Kentucky is represented.
Has
the present basis, the day is not far distant when he shown that one st.ate has adopted his plan?
the labor of the state will be brought trembling and If not, his proposition is a novelty.
in ra~ at the feet of a monied aristocracy, pamTo exclude aliens, to exclude a portion of
perec into power und consequence by those very the white inhabitants, nay, to exclude a portion
laws itself shall enact. To avert this calamity of those who are born within the limits of the
t? public liberty. to the bes~ interests and dearest United States, and who have come into the state
nghts of a generous conentuency, whose kind- with an avowed purpose of making their resiness has bourn me to every/ositIOn to which I dence in it, but have not been living here long
have aSl(il'ed, I have offere the basis of white enough to entitle them to voto?--when you expopulation.
If adopted I believe it will avert clude them, and permit a child jnst born, to
the evil I apprehend.
I trust in God it may do be represented-to
do that, is, in my judgso. Having now said all that I intend to say I ment to present to this convention, a novelty.
leave to the good sense and better judgment of But, like the elder gentleman
from Nelson
the convention it.'> adoption or rejection as in ~ am disposed to look at a proposition whe~
their wisdom they shall determine.
.t comes up, and s~ what are its intrinsic
Mr. MITOHELL.
I had hoped when the merits. If I believe it correct, if I regard it as
debate un this question was resumed, as I es- founded on correct principles, and for the good
teemed it one of ~reat importance, there would of the country, it receives Illy support.
have been some dlscnssioll of the priuciples, some
One great difficulty growing out of the propoanswer to the arguments which ware advanced sition of the gentleman from Simpson, is, that
by several gentlemen, when the subject was here- it places too much power in the hands of a few
tofore under consideration, in support of the individuals-those
whose business it would be
existing basis. So far, I do not regard the re- to enumerate the-population.
They would have
marks which have been made by either of the in their hands, to some extent, the political desdelegates who have addressed the convention as tiny of the country.
How could frauds, in the
tending to that point, Jt seems to me that this enumeration made under such a rule be deteceffort to change the basis of representation
ted. A hundred, five hundred, nay, a thousand
has .. resolved itself into a mere struggle for of rspresentatjve population in some counties
polit.ieal power; and indeed the gentleman might be put down, or abstracted by way of infrom Simpson who has just resumed his seat, crease or diminution HS might suit the purpofles
says he was induoed , from the fact that the ter- of the officer, and yet the fraud could Dot be der~tory along the river was increasing in popula- tected. There is no check, no means by which
tIOn,. to c~st about ~or some means of enabling this thing could be detected.
the interior rural districts to sustain their iuBut under the simple plan which now exists,
:ftue.n~eIrrespective.ee I understood him,of their
if the vote at the polls does not correspond with
political power, r€'garding the existing' basis.
If that be true, if that be the Illotlve which the voting population reported by the officer, the
fraud would be immediately detected, as in the
actuates him and others to sustain the princinature of things, the one must nearly approxiples contained in the resolution
whicn was
ortuadopted by this convention, and which I must mate to the other. Not alOl1ebecause opr
nity
is afforded to practice frauds without detee·
still esteem to be a novelty-if
that be their ob·
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tion; not alone becauae a door is opened wide population from the number or children.
] befor the foulest abuses and corrul?tioIlS to intrude lieve that it is altogether uncertain what effect
themselves and destroy the punty of our repre- would be produced 011 the distribution of politisenative system, so essential to popular liberty;
cal po ... er by the adoption
of the amendment.
not alone because it might change the complex- 1 believe that it might vary that distribution
ion of political
parties irrespective
of their from year to year as the uncertain tide of popustrength, and thus defeat the popular will; not lation ebbed or flowed, and that there is no fixalone for these reasons, but for many others, is edness about it. As: a proof of this position, I
it objectionable.
will read from some lists which I have preparI think there are difficulties all all hands ed, showing a comparison between the incl"~ase
which would beset the individuals employed in and diminution
of the voting population
ill
their efforts to carry out this enumeration.
The 1?47 and 18~, and the like changes In the juveelder gentleman 'from N elson, in speaking
of nile population for these years.
Tllese lists dethis matter, says there would be no difficulty.
monstrate that the children do not increase in
All the enumerator
would have to do would be the same ratio as the voting population does,
to inquire how many children the man or the and that there is no certain relation between
Woman might have.
Would it be proper that them.
Sometimes
the voting population falls
irresponsible
statements,
made as these would off, and the number of children lllcn~ases, and
he, should be assumed to possess statistical
ac- sometimes the number of children falls off, and
cUrRey and become the basis on which we should and the voting population increases.
predicate the representation
of the state?
Are
From this list, it will be seen that the counties
we to place the political power of the state upon
of Bourbon, Boone, Bath, Caldwell, Casey, Cumso uncertain a foundation'?
But the amendment
of the gentleman from berland, Edmonson, Fayette, Fleming, Greenup,
Nelson,
(Mr. Hardin,)
goes further.
'I'he enu- Logan, Livingston, Pendleton, Spencer and Union, while they loose in their voting population,
merating
officer is to investigate
and ascertain
some of them very greatly-in
the
who are aliens and who are citizens. Is he to increase-and
On too other hand,
take the word of every mall he meets as to his number of their children.
citizenship?
Must he not examine, in order to it will be discovered that the counties of Orltexclude
aliens, documentary
evidence
as to teuden, Franklin, Floyd, Grant, Hardin, Hanwhether foreigners
are naturalized?
Must he cock, Letcher, Lewis, Marion, Marshall, Monroe,
not institute enquiries in order to ascertain the MorO'an, Rockcaetle, 'I'odd , Trimble, Woodford,
identity of the individual
holding them, with and "Washington show an increase of voters and
It will also be observed,
the one described in the naturalization
papers? a decrease of children.
Must he not be erected into a judge to be able to from an examination of the whole table, that it
as to forbid
determine whether these papers are properly au- presents so much irregularity,
thenticated
or not, for they are obtained and the construction of any rule by which the whole
could, with any approximation
to
brought from every section of the Union?
Nay, population
he must go on and inquire as to the residence of accuracy, be estimated from a knowledge of the
every individual;
he must know whether that numbers comprising any particular class or deor by which the whole could be reindividual
has had such a residence l'IS by law scription,
may entitle him to vote. Upon this subject he solved into its parts, so as to exhibit to us the
must take testimony-must
be empowered to in- effect of the new basis proposed, on the distribuvestigate facts, or else he and the country will tion of political power.
be left to the vague and frequently untruthful
Table exhibiting a comparison
between the instatements of irresponsible
persons.
These are
crease and diminution
of voting population,
objections which ought to constitute
an insuand the increase and diminution
of juvenile
perable difficulty to this new plan when conpopulation, in the years 1847 and 1848, in each
trasted with the simple one which now exists.
county of Kentucky:
But the gentleman from Simpson says, that by
Volers.
cuu-,«
the laws of population, as derived from the his5"
tory of nations for ages past, it can be demon~ gd
strated that the population of the rural districts
~ ~
is greater in proportion to the voting population
~ ~ ~ ~
than is the population of the cities; and this he Adair,
1507
55
307
assigns as a leading reason for proposing this Allen,
1413
1~5
108
new basis.
Other gentlemen entertain the same Anderson,
1086
88
72
opinions.
Statistical
arguments
and tabular
Boyle,
1136
24
79
statements 11 ave been introduced here to prove Bracken,
1586
76
14
that the population
of the interior comprises
Bullitt,
1160
30
71
rateably a greater number of children; or that Bourbon,
1769
50
ll8
the representative
population
upon the plan Barren,
2939
68
228
proposed in the amendment
of the gentleman
Breckinridge,
1738
49
245
from Nelson, (Mr. Hardin,)
is greater in pro. Boone,
1861
2 295
portion to the unmber of voters in the interior Breathitt,
588
41
242
and rural districts than in the cities and along Ballard,
726
27
202
the river border.
Bath,
1823
38 ll2
I have made some examination into this sub- Campbell,
1447 165
47
ject, the result of which is a decided opinion Caldwell,
1859
27
45
that no certain and reliable conclusions can be Christian,
2132
46
83
drawn as to the amount of the regreeentative
Clarke,
1715
50

"' "
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Cagey,
Clinton,
Cumberland,
Carter,
Crittenden,
Calloway,
Olny,
Edmonson,
Estill,
Franklin,
Fayette,
Floyd,
Pleining,
Fulton,
Gallatin,
Graves,
Greenup,
Grant,
Grayson,
Garrard,
Green,
Henderson,
Hardin,
Hancock,
Henry,
Harlan,
Harrison,
Hickman,
J'easamiue,
Jefferson,
Johnson,
Kenton,
Knox,
Larue,
Letcher,
Laurel,
Lincoln,
Lewis,
Lawrence,
J..ogan,
Livingston,
Muhlenburg,
Madison,
Montgomery,
Mercer,
Marion,
Marshall,
McCracken,
Meade,
Monroe,
Morgan,
Mason,
Nicholas,
Nelson,
Owen,
" Oldbam,
Owsley,
Perry,
Pulaski,
Pike,
Pt:ndleton,
Rockcastle,
Russell,
Sim~son,
She y,
Scott,
Spencer,
Todd,
Trigg,
Trimble,
Union,

n37
807
U7l
90B

16
86
33

23
47
14
80
40

215

1206
750
646

even

1011
1713

51
120

543
136
88
130

2584
B61
2310

41
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631

BI8
1576
1581
1098
1127

53
27
19

240

II

167
163
II
3
183

29
27
53
I
47
52

1I3
13

2357
1453

44

2376
557
1849
661

45
34
9
30
55
23
43
37
20
479
55
62
26
61

2056
656

1323
6774

569
2559

1091
981
065
777
1436
1324
956
2016
822
1529
2549

1391
2093
1755
824
735
1022
1230
1225

2845
1713

2007
1774
1073
566
463
2305
807

144
111

96
79
31
14
52
32
39

76
161
77
74
249
j5;;

~5
4;
31
132
16
78
58
116
126
40
47
35
40
Ii
149
26

P6

p6

7

798
916
919

8
48

2317

18
3~

~38
70
)15
152
99
339
54
490
7
23
129

33
8

1003

1382
1375
994
1264

j3
21
H~
88
123
41
68
443
84
74

121

120i

1839

7
23

60
48
73

41
497
126
45

36

759

54
1255
11
Woodford,
264
j3
1423
Wayne,
49
2121
21
Warren,
22
78
1750
Washington,
241
36
1021
30 WhItley,
These statements go to show that there is no
certainty from the number of children, as to the
entire population, or as to aoy of its parts.
Sometimes we see them falling off while the
77 voters increase, and sometime they increase
while the votes fall pff ; sometimes we find ~he
32 ill crease of the one altogether out of proportion
with the other description of population, and
vice versa; so no inference can be drawn from the
d~ta in our possession by wPic.h to deter-mine
what ruight. be the representative population
under the system proJ?osed here., You have no
118 certain basis upon which to predicate a calculation by which you call approximate to. anything
29 like accuracy as to the result of this system.
T:Qa gentleman from Caldwell resented
an
3 array of specious tables with whic he attemptI ed to show by a c.omparison b~t~een Louisville
3 and various counties, how LOUISVille would gam
and the counties embraced in his tables would
lose under the present system, and how, if the
resent
system were changed,
and tha~ ~mraced in the amendment adopted, LOUISVille
would lose and these counties would gain. I
have taken the gentleman's own figures and
based
calculations
upon them, producing
very eli erent results.
According to that gentlcman'a showing, the representative population
of Louisville in 1840, when the last census
49 was taken, was 17,16l.
By reference to the auditor's report for that year,
we find the voting population of Louisville 3,0~6.
120
Now take the first block of counties contained ~J1 the table comprising Adair, Allen and
Barren. The rep~eselltative population, according to the table. IS 26.292, their voting population for "the saruc year is put down in the auditor'e report at 4,548. Now i,nstitute a p:oP0I'tion as 26,292, the representative populatiou of
16 these counties is to 4,548, their voting popula128 tion, so is 17,161, the reresent.utive
pOEu~ation
95 of Louisville t? 2,968, the votmg
ation to
which Louisville would be entrt eu , But as
Louisville
at that time, had 3,086 voters, 811e
52 looses by this comparison BS votes, or not quite
8 four ~er cent,
'fa re the second block of counties and institute the same proportion assuming the figures of
t,he ~lltlemall from C~ldwell, eMr; Machen,)
and Its rer;ult as shown in Illy table, IS 145 votes
in favor of Louisville, as she would be entitled
to 3,231 votes, or nearly five pt:r cen~. incrca~e.
III the third block, Henderson, Davless, OhIO,
and Union, pursuing the same course of calculation, Louisville would be entitled to 3,037, or
49 less than her number, about 176 per cent.
56
The fourth block, Washington, Marion, Franklin and Anderson, gives Louisville 3,165 votes10 a 9p'in of 79, or more than 276 ~er cent.
he flf~h block, Calloway;
rave!O,Hickman,
McCracken, gives Louisville 2,916, which is 0.
loss of 170, or a little over 5 per ('ent.
45
The sixth block, Bourbon, Clarke, Jessamine,
and Woodford gives Louisville 3,429, an ex~ess
11 over her actual vote of 455, being upwards of 14
per cent.

llfle
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'I'he seventh block, N elsou, Shelby, and Bpeueer, gives Louisville 3,386 voters which is a 'gain
of 300, or about ten per cent.
The eighth, Caldwell, Hopkins, Livingston,
and Trigg, give Louisville 2,933, which is a loss
of 153, or about five per cent.
The ninth, Wayne, Clinton, Cumberland
and
Pulaski, give Louisville
2,717, a loss of 369, or
about 12 per cent.
The tenth, Ohneticn Todd, and Logan, give
Louisville 3,172, a gain of 66, or about 2%: per
cent.
The eleventh block, Madison, Garrard, and
Lincoln, give Louisville 3,334, a gain of 248,
or about 8 per cent.
.
The whote table shows an excess of gain over
loss of 434 votes in favor of Louisville.
Statement, showing the relative difference between the voting population and the represeutative population, under the resolution of the
gentleman from Simpson, and the effect of this
change of basis as applied to the table of the
gentleman from Oaldwell, calculated from the
census of 1840:
Counties.

Adair
Allen,
Barren,

Voters.

Representative

1'138}
1 ,033
2,377

population.

Nelson,

Shelby,
Spencer,

25,870
Henderson,
Daviess,
Ohio,
Union,

23,374
Washington,

4,548
3,086
4,548
134
1,733
1,696

24,784 ,4,891
Caldwell,
Hopkins,
Livingston,
Trigg,

28,500
Wayne,
Clinton,
Cumberland,
Pulaski,

1

Calloway,
Graves,
Hickman,
McCracken,
26,893
Bourbon,
Clarke,
Jessamine,
Woodford,

26,233

, , 17,161

1'3801
1,267
1,235
990

,3,386.

28,500

4,872
4,872 , , 17,161 ,2,933.

::ml

27,405

Christian,
Todd,
Logan,

Madison,
Garrard,
Lincoln,

,4,339,

17,161,2,717.

U~§}
1,703
4,443
,4,443,

24,040

17,161

2'143}
1,403
1,294

3,172.

24,730

4,840
25,870

24,730

,4,840

, , 17,161

, 3,334.

1,309J
4,872
4,872 , , 17,161 ,3,231.

~:g~l
1,019
896

4,138
: 4,138

17 ,161

23,374

3,037.

1 371]

~l~~k~{n, ~:~~~
Anderson,
789
25,812:

24,784

4,339

27,405

26,292
17,161
17 ,161 : 2,96B.

931

4,891

24,040
Louisville,
26,292
Bracken,
Pendleton,
Harrison,
Nicholas,

~:;:~}

4,762
4,762;

25,812

: 17,161

1'5441
1,072
1,225

-.2::='

4,570
4,5il'

u~rl
1,198
1,153

5,442
,5,442

119

•

3,165.

26,893

"

2,916.

~6,233

17,161 , 3,429.

In this colocation, Louisville, by the new proposition, assuming the census of 1B40 as the basis
of thecalculation,gains
aggregately 1,293 votes,
Loses aggregately,
859 "
Excess of gain over loss,

434

In 1840, as I have before stated, the v'Oting
population of Louisville was 3,OB6, aud that of
the whole state 108,539, a little over one thirtyfifth of which belonged to Louisville.
Her free
white population
was 17,161, and that of the
whole state 590,253-one thirty-fourth part and &
fraction less than a half over, belonged to Louisville. So that population would have given her
more power than political numbers.
In addition to the foregoing, I have a statement showing that twenty three counties, having a slave population of only 5,191, would be
entitled to fourteen representatives, making the
qualified voters the basis, but assuming the juvenile population
as the basis, and fixing the
ratio at 1,834, these same counties would be entitled to sixteen representatives.
Breathitt,
Clinton,
Campbell,
Carter,
Floyd,
Harlan,
Johnson,
Letcher,

Slaves.
146
230
205
256
167
88
21
49

Voters.
588
807
1,447
908
961
661
569
365

ChUdren.
966
1,320
1,974
1,480
1,599
1,030
922
550

the foundations of Kentuekv ch.iv81ry~ They
are sone, sir; they have passed away with the
: heroic circumstances which generated and developed their noble peculiarities.
Their dauntless courage, their peerless daring, their self·
sacrificing spirit consecrated in blood, are the
proud memories which survive them, and the
rich heritage which has descended to their posterity.
These are the leaves-the green, the unfading leaves which compose that glorious chaplet that encircles the brow of Kentucky.
475
They are gone-the
race which won this fair
29:l
land from the savage dominion of nature-a land
469
now teeming with population, now studded with
395
377
proud cities, whose christian spires pierce the
heavens-where
is heard the welcome sound of
5,191
19,852(14
30,195(16
the church-going
bell, and where industry and
This table is exhibited not from any belief commerce are achieving their wonderful results.
away by the
that these counties are more inclined to emanci- They are gone, sir, I say-swept
which has been rollpation than other counties of the state, but to mighty tide of population
meet the assertion that the present basis has an ing onward to the far west, and whose waves
will continue to roll till they break on the shores
anti-slavery aspect. ,
Here, nothing is stationaThese tabular statements which I have pre- of the great Pacific.
pared with care and accuracy, SIIOW that no reli- ry. Every swell of the flood brings-a-not a new
generation-but
a race as different from the one
ance can be placed upon the number of children,
as given in the auditor's report, in digesting a which preceded it, as one generation is different
And now, months and years are
plan for the distribution of political power, and from another.
that in stepping off the ground we now occupy, accomplishing results in social transformation,
which generations and centuries scarcely achievwe take a jeep in the dark.
The surging torrent, bearThe laws of population,
as they have been ed in the old world.
deduced from observation and study of the pro- ing race after race, and class after class on its.
gress of nations in the old world, or even from heaving breast, rushes onward, and under its rethe condition of that portion of our own conn- sistless influence countless thousands are swept
try which lies along the Atlantic slope, and was away, to be succeeded by other thousands, who
therefore the earliest peopled, afford no certain in turn give place to others, and "the cry is, still
criteria by which to estimate the popular growth they comel " Verily, sir, it may be said of us.
and increase of a country, so recently settled as that the places which now know us, will shortKentucky.
Any attempt at analysis, of the ly know us no more, forever.
"What though a few may linger on the green
component parts of population conducted ill
they
accordance with these rules, and predicated upon islets that gem this sea of population;
a knowledge of the numerical whole, would ex- stand in a changed and changing scene, themof the past,
hibit results, in all probability, at war with the selves unchanged-monuments
truth,
On the other hand, an effort to calculate strange and curious specimens of an extinct race
of progress-Salathiels,
who/
the entire population
frnm an enumeration of in the antiquity
one particular description,
or to ascertain the with the visage of youth bear the impress a
age-of
age
not
counted
by
time,
but
by
the
strength of the remaining parts by collation or
comparison with such as are known, would be lapse of progress and change.
Our country is unlike any other on the face of
equany futile.
The social elements are thrown
a moral, and potogether too loosely, social eombinat.ion is to.o the globe. It is, emphatically,
Leaping as it
much the result of extraneous agencies to admit litical, and a social anomaly.
of the application
of theories eliminated
from were into existence, like Minerva from the brain
popular phenomena exhibiting themselves under of Jupiter, fully grown and fully armed, at a pe·
riod when all Europe was shrouded in 'political
circumstances altogether different.
This country has increased in population be- darkness, was down-trodden under the Iron heel
in the face of
yond .the previous experience of mankind, and of conscript patr-iaianiarn.shedared.
ss, in this respect, without a parallel among the all the adverse etrcumstancea by which she was
nations of the earth.
Agencies have been at surrounded, to proclaim the rights of man, A new
work to bring about these results, which do not star arose above the horizon of nations, and
exist, and which never did exist, in any other flocking myriads, guided by its light, came from
country.
It has been the grand rallying point the east, as did the wise men of old, to worship
divinity.
on which immigration
from all parts of Europe at the shrine of this new political
has centered.
Kentucky is even now in the which had been indicated by the. rising light.
transiUofi state-so far as population is concern- Her onward progress has outstripped the wildest
ed. Where if! the -pioneer race which wrested dream of enthusiasm, and no rule bas yet. been
this country, when It was a wilderness, from the elaborated by which the problem of her destiny
Her popular increase is not restern grasp of the savage? Where are the strong can be solved.
hands sud bold ~earts, who, 'planting the stan- stricted to her own self-creating energies, She
dard of civilizatioh in a virgin soil, clothed in draws her resources from the whole area of civilHer population is not divided into
the ha.oiliments 'of its primeval grandeur, amid ization.
the willi war whoop of the merciless Indian and castes. Hereditary serfdom and. hereditary dethe deith groan's hf hie murdered victim, laid gradation, from which OG energy, no ability can
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escape, are unknown.
Men here do DOt. come
into the world with the stamp of their destiny
upon them.
We have 1I0t among un those who
are born peasants,
and therefore must die peas·
ants; nor is it the case here, as in Europe, that
men, born in the crowded precincts of a city,
must almost necessarily breathe its fetid atmosphere during their whole lives.
The scope for
enterprise is so great, and the means of Iivins so
easily attained,
that men lUay varv their l~cations or their pursuits at the prompting of incl ination, or even caprice.
Hence mobility is a
striking characteristic
of our population,
and
hence our cities, unlike the cities of the old
word, resemble those straits bard-by the pillars
of Hercules, where there are two currents, the
one setting to the sea and the other to the ocean.
The country is continually pouring into the city
and the city pouring out its population upon the
country.
These changes are going 011 so coneteatly as to defy all effort at calculation,
based
on the statistics of other countries, or even those
of our own.
Why. then, should gentlemen talk about Mal.
thus, and about the laws of \)opulation?
Why
should they attempt to estab ish a rule, the effeet of which cannot be anticipated?
Why take
this leap ill the dark?
Why depart from the
known and simple, to adopt the complicated, the
difficult
the untried and the unknown?
Shall
we aba~don the firm' ~round on which our fa.
there stood-c-upon
WhICh they reared their representati ve system, that powerful element in popular liberty? a system so simple, and so beautifully appropriate-ceimple,
because easily ascertained and promptly acted upon-c-beeutifully
appropriate,
as exhibiting
at one view, not only
toe measure of political
power, but the just
scope of representation.
Until something
call
be shown as a reason for abandoning
the high
ground which our fathers took when they framed
the present constitution-a
ground which placed
them far in advance of the other states-when
they deelared the great truth, that political power, which resides in political numbers, should be
the measure of representation-I
say, unless it
can be shown that that ground is false, 1 shall
protest, by my vote. against the change.
And then the convention adjourned.

I

as to "basis of representation,"
would be at
once settled. I voted for a resolution some days
since, which by some is called the "baby basis;"
and so far as I can see, there seems to be great
difficulty ill the house coming to anv definite action on the subject. I would be willing to COU1~
Ipromise upon this subject, and if my report
shall be adopted, I think it would be perhaps
the most satisfactory arrangement that at present
can be secured.
I wish it to lie on the table.
There is no use in its being printed, as it can be
had by any gentleman in the old constitution.
The report was as follows:
SEC. - Representation
shall beequal and uu iform in this commonwealth, and shall be forever
regulated by the number of qualified electors
therein.
In the year eighteen huudrcd and
, and every fourth year thereafter, an
enumeration
of all the free male inhabitants of
the state above twenty-one years of age, shall be
made in such manner as shall be directed by
law. The number of renresentetives
shall, in
the several years of making these "numerations,
be so fixed as not to be less than seventy-five,
nor l1l?rc than one hundred; and they shal~ be
apportioned
for the four yel'lT:inext followi~g,
as Ileal' as ~nay be, a~nong the several countl~8
and towns In proportlOTl to the number of qualifled e~ectors; but where a ,county may not hav:e a
sufficient number of qualified electors, to entitle
it to one representative,
and when th? adjacent
c0l!ntv, or eou~ltteS, may not have a residuum, or
I'~slduums, w~Ich. when added to the small co,un~y, would ~utltJC It to a separate ~epresentat~o~,
It shall be In the power of the legislature to J?ln
two or more t?gether fo~ the purpose of sending
a representative:
Proyided" ~~at where there
ar~, two or more counties adJoll1wg! which have
residulll!,fl, ~ver apd above the ratIO then fixed
b~ law, If said resIduur1?'s, :vhcn added together.
Will alIl?unt to such ratiO, III that case, one r,epresC'ntatlve sh~ll be added to tlJ.atcounty havmg
the largest. reslduum: And providedfurther,
That
the general assembly, in I~laking said apportionment, shall commence. either at the county of
Ful,tOIl, o~ th~COULltyoj .Gree~up.
lhe mmonty report was lald upon the tabll;l.
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CONSTITUTION.

Mr. TALBOTT
offered t.he following resolution, and moved that it be laid on the table and
printed:
Resolved, That whenever two-thirds of both
branches of the general assembly shall deem it
necessary to call a convention to revise this CODstitution, or agree in the noceesity of making a
sp~cifie change, alteration,
or amendment, such
THURSDAY.
DECEMBER 13•. 1849.
proposed call for a cOllvention,or specific change.
Prayer by the Rev, STUARTROBINSON.
alteration,
or amendment,
shall hI." read and
APl'OR'l'IONMENT.
passed by a majority of two-thirds of each hawse
respectively,
on
each
day,
for
three several dR,ys,
)Ir. IRWIN.
Mr. President:
I desire this
Public notICe
morning to present <i minority report from the and for two successive sessions,
committee, raised by a resolutIOn presented some shall then be ~iven thereof by the secr.etaryof
next gen<lays since, by the honorable gentleman
from state, at least SIX monthsprecedingtblJ
Nelson, (Mr. C. A. Wickliffe.)
The report of eral election, at which the qualified electors shall
that commit.tee isso objectionable, so unequal in vote directly for or against 8uch call of a conits operations, that I cannot filld it in my heart vention, or specific change, alteration, or amend~
to sustain it. I feel satisfied that if the report ment; and if it shall appear thata majority of all
which I now offer, and which I intend at the the qnalified electors In the state, shaH have voproper time to offer as & substitute for the report ted for su.ch ,Proposed call of 31 coqvention.or~.
or amendment.
then.
of the majority, could be ~dopted, the qU~5tion cHic, ,change, aIteration,
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but. not. otherwise, the general assembly. at. itt! believe, will be placed in their hands and subTheir 'plan is, first to get
next session, shall insert the specific change, al- ject to their disposal.
teration, or amendment, so approved, as part of inserted in the new constitution the law of '33;
this constitution, or call a convention, so voted then specific amendments upon all subjects, or
I know,
for, to consist, of as many member.'; as there shall the old mode of calling a convention.
be in tho house of representatives,
and no more; sir, there will be in some afmy remarks a slight
to be chosen ill the same manner, at the same digression from the point immediately before the
mind, as presented in this resolution; but as I
places, and at the same time that representatives
are to be voted for, by citizens entitled to vote will uot be able to show its full force and effect
for representatives, who shall meet within three withont, I hope the house will indulge me for a
months after said election, for the purpose of re- very short time, while I attempt to examine their
whole ground.
vising, changing, or amending this constitution:
Provided, lwwe1Jer, That no specific change, alterBefore I proceed, sir, 10 show the great advanation, or amendment, shall ever be made to any tages, as I think, to be derived to tbe pro-slavery
article, section, or part of a section in this con- interest, by adopting the mode of amendment institution, involving the right of the citizen in dicated in the resolution I have had the honor to
his life, liberty, or property, without the call of present, I will endeavor to show, very briefly,
a convention.
some of the very great disadvantages that will,
Mr. TALBOTT.
I have never been in the in my judgment, necessarily grow out of the
habit of public speaking, Mr. President, and it adoption of any other mode, hitherto presented.
is always embarrassing to me to attempt it. But 'fake then, first, specific amendments upon all
Say that your constitution
may be
t t is peculiarly
so on the present occasion, as I subjects.
am conscious of my inability to do that justice amended at any time specifically upon any and
Say it shall require a majority,
to this great subject, which I feel its importance every subject.
demands.
I would not attempt to say a word at and if you please, say the largest majority; say
two-thirds
of
the
legislature and a majority of
this time, in favor of the proposition presented
in the resolution just submitted, but for the fact all the qualified voters in the state; and what,
that I know there exists, in the minds of dele- sir, would be the practical result? Put, then, a
gates, a prejudice against this mode of amend- clause in your constitution, that slaves shall not
ment which is whollv unfounded and erroneous. be taken from their owners, except upon any
it upon the hardest
I have the honor to represent a district here where condition you please-put
the two great parties-the
emancipation and the terms. Then, sir, make it amendable specificalpro-slavery party-have
as much zeal, energy, ly upon all subjects, and what would your proand discrimination, as allY other; and where eve- hibitory clause avail? What protection would
it extend to the slave property, or how would
ry position and proposition has been, throughout
the .late canvass for seats on this floor, as cau- it tend, in the slightest degree, to the suppression
tiously and as thoroughly investigated and scru- of agitation "P?!' that subject? Put any conditinized, as in any section of the State. After I tion you please ill the constitution in regard to
Throw around it such guards as you
had been a candidate for about five months, and slavery.
after many warm and enthusiastic spceches had deem best; protect it in any way you think probeen made on both sides, party spirit amused to pel'; say they shall not be taken for one hundred
the highest pitch, victory desired by all, every or one thousand years; require emancipation up'I'he very momind upon the alert, I was called on to give my on the hardest possible terms.
positions in writing.
I did so. I assumed the ment yOll admit the constitution may be amend.
position set forth in this resolution.
I was ed specifically upon all subjects, by even the
Immediately assailed by my opponents, and by largest majority, you have opened the field for
the whole emancipation party, as drawing in- and invited the agitation of the very question we
vidious distinctions, eudgranting exclusive priv- came here to settle, aud if possible, to place beileges. But, sir, before the subject had been in- yond the reach of controversy.
Say what ~'Ot1 please sb-, in the constitution
vestigated a week, there seemed to be a unanimous concurrence of opinion among pro-slavery about slavery, but the very moment you agree
you
men, that the ground was not on ly just and fair and insert in it, this mode of amendment,
now wish or
to all parties, but that it 'vas the strongest pro- have done all the emancipationists
slavery ground in the world; and I was elected, ask, and you yield for ever , the question, the
the question I never intend to
beating my emancipation competitor upwards of greatquestion.
four hundred votes, with other pro-slavery can- yield, that they may take our slaves without our
consent,
01'
without
compensation.
Sir, the most
didates UpOIl the track.
This much, sir, 1 have
in Kentucky, has never
thought it necessary to premise, before I proceed- ultra emancipationist
ed to the full investigation of the subjects em- asked, has never dared to ask, to set the negroes
braced in the resolution, in order to show that free, uponallJ plan, or at any time whatever, unthe same objections do not lie everywhere to this less a majority of the whole people of the commode of amendment, as seems to rest in the monwealth were in favor of it. And I ask you
minds of some gentlemen in this house. I de- sir, if it would make any difference with them,
sire, Mr. President, to embrace, in the remarks or if it would protect the slaveholder for a moI am about to make, the whole zround occupied, ment, no matter what was said about it in the
coustitution , if they had the privilege to change
and the plan contemplated by the emancipationists, for the abolition of slavery in Kentucky that clause, as soon as they could procure the
Not a
without conpensation;
and show, if I can. as majority required by the constitution.
briefly as possible, how, by incorporating
any moment sir. It is all they ask. They have nevportion of that plan in tJIC constitution
we are er asked more than to say, they might free the ~
about to frame, the instJtution of slavery, as I slaves, if they could get a majority in favor of
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it, and a clause of this sort would certainly give the)" have COIDP. up here to settle this great quee.'
theru that privilege.
Sir, what is the-difference
tion, and have it in their power to do so, thus
in effect, between saying to a gentleman, "I will afford to the emancipationist,
the men and monot invite you into my house:' and saying Dey to prosecute a war of extermination against
"the (loOt is open, you can do as you please about an institution, involving all interest of sixty
going in."
What is the differe.llce .1 ask,_ b,e. millions of dollars, and the lives and destiny of
tween saying to the north, we WIll not put It III two hundred thousand. slaves. I urge you liir,
the constitution, that you. slH~ll set, our negroes and I urge this house to think seriously upon
free, but here is the constuunon WIth a clause, this subject before you act. There is ,mych to be
that you may change it as you please. What I gained, or much to be lost by our decision UPOll
ask you sir, would be the difference in effect, be- this mode of amendment.
tween the two propositions, in their practical
Now sir, I will consider but for a moment
results? No difference whatever. Then sir, another mode of amendment, The mode adoptthe mode of specific amendment upon all sub- ed in our present constitution.
jects is objectionable on another account.
It
The objection I have to the mode there prewould invite discussion, agitation, and eternal scribed is, that combinations will be formed becontention, on this most dangerous and exclt- tween the fragments of all parties. similar to
ing subject, the subject of slavery. All officers, those that have called this convention ..and thus
now, are to be elected by the people, directly. emancipationists
will be able to form new and
The emancipation
party throughout the state strong alliances, by I'Ullllilll?candidates for ever)p
would therefore have their candidates in the office in the country, ana keep up the same
field for every office in the commonwealth. Their ceaseless agitation, as under the mode of specific
plan would be, to keep up agitation, for org~niza- amendments upon all subjects or the open clause
tion and organization for effect and ultimate -and by coalescing and fraternising with all
8ucc'ess. Hence they would keep a candidate the Jragments of all the different minoritv parin the field everywhere, in order to circulate their ties in the country, they would soon be able to
abolition and infiamatcry documents throughout
call a new convention, with the full determina.
the state, and thus excite discontent and insu- t.iun and for the express purpose upon their part,
bordinatlon on the part of the slave, and in- of destroying the very interest we ca~e here to
security and uncertainty upon the part of the secure. Is there allY way, do you ask Sir, to premaster. This sir, would be their plan under vent this? 'I'here is a way to settle this question
this clause. I ask you sir, if it would not ~e in my judgment, and settle it forever 'without
so? If it would, how long 1ask you Mr. Presi- doing injustice to allY, while we distribute equal
dent, could we live under such a. state of things? justice to all parties; and that, is by inserting, in
Let us suppose a state of .cll;St:l,
S1r. Let us SllP- the new constitution the specific mode of amend.
pose for a moment that ministers of the gospel, meut which I have had the honor to present. By
of the best talents and first respectability in the incorporating in the constitution a clause to
country, to be constantly preaching, ill private amend itspeciflcally ufoU all subjects, not iuvoland from the pulpit, to the master and to the ving the right of life, iberty, or property, upon
slave, to one and to all, that slavery is a Sill ill the recommendation of at least two thirds of both
the sight of God, a great moral and social evil, branches of the legislature for two successive
a corroding cancer, and rUInOUSto the best in- sessions and then a direct vote of all the quuliterests of the state? Then sir, in addition to fled electors in the state, a majority of all voting
that, suppose the abolitionist to be thus licensed, for it, yOll would give sufficient strength and
going forth and sowing broadcast, thrOUghout.] stability to the constitution, upon all other s1fb.
t1~elell¥'th ~nd brea~th·of the ,land, t~c seed~ of jects, and put ~o rest fore\:er, ~he.great quef'ltJOIl
dlssenslO11,lUsurrectlOll,rebellionandlevolutlon,
of slavery.
'Ihe emanclpat.lOllist could then
intu the ignorant miuds and corrupt hearts of free the negroes, at any time, with compensation,
our slaves. Teaching them that they were bo~n without a convention, llnd they never should,
as free as. their mastt'l"s-that they weTe held III and they never shall, by my cons~llt or. Illy
bondageIll.1properl)', and by no o.ther law L!ml1 vote,fl'ee thcm wit,}lOut compensatIOn, WIth a
the law of tyrranny and. ?ppyesslOn-that
God, convention.
I ask you, sir, and I ask the house
reliO'ioll and the abohtwlllsts,
werG all for if this is not the time to settle this question'(
the~-to
strike, and strike now for their Jiber- How, then sir, do you ask me, will this mode
ty-tha,t heaven wonld smile upon, and, ~r~nvn accomplish that great and so mu~h desired end.
thcm WIth succ~ss,.alld tl~at the whole CIVilized Why sir, if you .IJa,,~ethe cOllstituti.o~ ~menrlable
world would Justtfy thelr effort at ~reedom up- in the mauner wdIcated, the pOlltlCJaU would
on any terms and at all hazards? SIr, I a~k you never want a eonventioll, he could accomplish
how long we could live under such a "tate of his object by specific ameudment.
T.he anti.
case? Where would be the guamnt.r for human elective party would wallt 110 convenLlOn, they
life? Where the security and pro,tectlOn of prop- could aceoruplish their end in the same way.
erty? There would be. no se~unty, n~ prot.ec- No minority party or fragment of a party, would
tion, The slave who IS noW"1Il many Instances wish a convention, for they ~ould not hope to
your best friend, might then and thus.be induccd gain nuything b,Y a conventioll, Wllich could not
and stimulated t-obecome your dea.dhest enemy. be obtained wn,]lQut. The pro-slavery mall
Insurrection, reb(:llion and rCYOlutlOnwould en- would lIot wish a convention, for he could
sue, and the whol~ affail' would wind up in a not possibly gain by it; he wOllld havQ eV(ll'ytragedy too hOfl'lble even to cOlJtcmplate-oue
thinO" to loose and Ilothillg to gain. }'or sla"ery
that would cause even the stoutest heart to woufct thus be settled. and settled forever, wit.hshrin~ and weep over the blo~dy scene: I. ask lout ,l cO~lYelltio.ll. Who ~hen sir. would want II.
.you Sir, ~nd I ask thll' hom;~, If 1.11eywill, '\\hell, conventIOn? "here ~ertamly would be no De.
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ceeeity for aoy.

The emancipationist would not \ the same guarantee of protection.
Now. eir,
sUfPose the majority, under 8. wil'd and fanati-

and could not .complaju, unless he wanted our
61av0:5 for nothing.
'I'bej- could reach them at
any time, wh ..n they could get a majority in
favor of paring a fair and full compensation
for

them.

Surely. sir, there is
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co. delusion, start up. and ill a. freak, impelled
by the spirit of revolution, declare that it is
wrong for any man to hold the right, title, or

one here who possession to any particular tract or parcel of

wishes them freed without.
Sir, while I might land whatever, and that as far as land is concernbe williug to give them up at any time with ed, it shall all be in commcu , and actually rob
compensation, I would not be willing to .'Say this man of his land without his consent, or
that they might call a convention in two thou- without compensation, and leave his brother in
sand or two hundred thousand yeare, to take the full enjoyment of all his slaves. I ask you, sir,
them for nothing without. the consent of the if this would be right? Suppose then, sir, we reowner. Where then the necessity of a conveu- verse it. Suppose the same majority under the
tion? Where the objection to this mode of influence of the same mad delusion, rise up in a
amendment? How could a convention be called? similar freak, impelled by the same spirit of revThere could be no improper combinations, for olution, and declare that slavery is a sin, a great
none would be necessary. All could reach their moral and social evil, a blight and mildew on
ends,
except the emancipator, by specific the body politic, and ruinous to the best interamendment,
And so could the emancipator if ests of the state: then swear that every slavehe would only pay-c-he never should without. holder should surrender up his slaves without
'Will it not then, I ask, settle this question for- money and without price, immediately or proever, and settle it justly.
spectively, and actually take tho slaves from the
But sir I have been told that this mode of other man, and leave his brother in the full enamendme:lt is objectionable-that
it draws an in- joyment of all his lands. I as~ you, sir, if ,this
vidious distinction between the different inter- would not be wrong? Would It not be a violaests in the country.
Sir, I deny that it makes tion?f every thing ~hat j.s pure in religion, corany such invidious distinction.
It places every reet in ruorals, and j~st In .gover!lment.
If so;
man of every party, and every principle of every the~ I <l;s~SIr, ~h?re l~ the injustice done, where
party, and every species of pt'Operty of every the llIv.ldlOUSdistinction drawn by my mode of
party, upon an equal footing in the new consu- amending thecon~tlt~tl.on we .ar~ ab?ut to frame?
iution. II?;that wrong, sir; is that drawing in- It d~aws.llo such invidious distinction.
I,t puts
vldious distinction?
Is it drawing invidious all lives III the same catego~y, all liberty ID the
distinctions, to say to the people of this common- same ca~egory. all propert.y In the same category,
wealth, that if they do not like electing judges all parties upon an equality, al1~ settles ~orevet"
by the people, you may change that mode to the much vex~d and. all absorbing question of
some other yOll think better, and to the emanci- slavery. It '.vlll'put It forever beyond the reach
pationist, you shall not huve the negroes, bought of ~he em~n.C1patlOnparty unless ,they chan,ge
and paid for by the toil and sweat of the ownflr, theIr posI~lOn, and go for e!nan?lpatiOn With
unless you compensate him for them?
Is that compen'mtIon. Jf th~y d.o thiS, SIT,.then I say
rlJ-awing invidious distinetions?
I think not, sir. yea and amen: We b.ve III a, reP:lbhcan ~overn.
I think the man who comes to me and demanus ment, where, If tllere ISno VIOlatIOnof n~ht, no
all the property I have, WitJlOut money and vi?lat.ion of justice, no compro~li;;e of trut~ ~nd
without price, and at the sallle time declares that pnnel p.le, no outrage ~f moralIty an.n relIgIon.
the constitution ShOllld and does protect all his; !10.s~cnfice of human life or human lIbe~y, t;naI think, sir, that is the man who is drawin~ in- jontles should rule, and all should submIt wIthvidiotls distillCtions, auu drawing them With a out a murmur.
vengflance. I ask you if it is right to take a
I do hope Mr. President, the house 'will susman's pl'opert.y of any kind for nothing?
h it tain the proposition I have had the honor to
doing unto others as you would have other!> do present. But while I am up, I will "aY a few
unto you1 I!:l it loving your neighbor as your- words upon another branch of this subject-the
self? Is it doing good for evil, or evil for ~00d? law of '33. I am opposed to it... insertion into
Is it 110t,"ir, a total perverson and BoubverslOnof the constitution.
I hope it ...vill not be done. I
all God's holy law?' I" it not, sir, after men bav~ do llOt believe sir, that public sentiment defOTnlf'da SOCial. religious, and political compact, mands it. The p('ople, so far as I kno'v anyand pledged themselves to eacn other to protect thing about public sentiment, desh'e to see III
ewrv man, in life, liberty, property. and the the constitution, neither the law of '33, nor the
purlS"nitof happiness, It violation of, and un out- proposition of the gentleman from Simpson,
rage to every principle of moral, religious, and (Mr. Clarke.) I think,80 far as both proposipolitical justice, under stICh circumstanees, to tions are concerned, they desire to see the conaepl'ive the citizen of his property of ally kind stitution l(,ft as it is. There has been much
without his consent., or without compensation? Raid here 1fr. President, in the course of debate,
I ask you, sir, if it would not be an outrage of about parties and party ties-about
the whig,
all a man's natural and legal ri&"hts,thus to strip Ilnd about the democratic party-the
couvention
him of the fruit of the toil and sweat of many and t,he anti-convention party-the
elective and
year~. It may chance to be, sir, that a fat.her anti-elective party.
There has beel) sir, some
dies and leavcl' two sons; to t1l" one he gives erimina.tion and recrimination, all of winch I
ten thousand dollars in money, to the other tell have been pained to witness; but sir, I llOpe,
thousand dollars in lands.
The one who gets before this convention adjourns, to see all the
the money vests it all insla\·es, the other retains belligerents convert their spears into pruning
his in landl'i, all acquired and held under the h00ks, th(,ir swords into plowshares, and study
6ame government and laws, and paying tax for war no more. I hope to see the liOll lie down.
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Ibe

with the lanib and the leopard with kid, 80
cool eudicnlui, upright and honest. we are
that when we adjourn and submit our work the men, this is the subject.aud now is the time.
to the people, we may come up, as one man 13y our decisions here, we may fix the fate and
with one voice and one hand, against the com- seal forever the destiny of both the Anglo-Saxon
mon enemy, to the labor of our hands.
I trust i and the African race. Kentucky is the great
Mr. President, that while we all know there are I key-stone southern slave state. It is here, sir,
parties existing ill the country at war upon the, sooner or later, the great battle is to be fought
great principles that separate them, I hope sir, I' between aholitionifOu;,emancipationists. and prothere is but one party and one feeling here-e-n slavery men. The banner has be II unfurled alparty and a feeling for the country-a party de- ready, and although the passing breeze has, for
termiued to secure to every citizen in the com- the present" rolled it out of sight, it still rustles
monwealth, protection in his life, liberty, proper~ ill the distance. We should let no syren song
ty, and the pursuit of happiness. So far as it of peace Oil the one hand, or note of policy Ott
concerns myself Mr. President, I came here UIl- the other lull us to sleep' 011 our post. We should
trammeled by party ties, and unbiased by party come up to the charge like men. If the. proposiprejudices. I have no spleen to vent, no politi- t.ion 1 have submitted draws an iuvidioua discal ambition to gratify; no interest to secure but tinction, it is to meet an invidious distinction.
the rights of our citizens, no end in view but There can, therefore, be nothing improper or im,
the happiness of om people, and nothing to politic in it in any aspect of the case. Emanciserve but our common country. I stand here pate the slaves of Kentucky, and ~'ou ruin and
sir, pledged to no party but the people, to no shake hands with the south forever. Incorpobeing but God, to no principle but truth and rate the law of 1833, or the resolutions of the
justice.
I stand pledged to do that which I gentleman from Madison, which wert! offered
think is right in itself', and I intend to discharge some weeks since, and you have taken the first
that pledge firmly and fearlessly, regardless of step towards it. Insert then specific amendall party ties. I Intend to do nothing for which mente upon all subjects, and the work is comI do not expect, and am not willing to be held plete. It is all that is asked now. If the}' want
responsible here and hereafter. Sir, I feel, as I more, give them these and they will soon get
trust every delegate here feels, ready and willing all they want. I know honorable delegates pro.
to lay my hand upon my heart and ratify and test and say it is not so; but they art; mistaken,
confirm the just judgment of our blessed re- and the emancipationists know It. They know,
deemer when he said, "render unto Oresar the if you wish to dry up the stream, you must first
things that are Oeser's, and unto God the things cut off the fountain.
If you wish to abolish
that are God's."
These sir, are the motives slavery in Kentucky, you must first stop the iruby which I hope to be actuated-these
the portation which the honorable delegate's resoluprinciples by which 1 intend to be governed, Lion proposed to do. Get it a fixed fact in tbe
We have a great task to perform, impcrtaut in constitution that no more slaves at any time. or
terests to secure. We are here, not as school- under any circumstances, are to be purchased
fellows, to decide upon same favorite amuse- and brought here, and you have unlocked the
ment-e-not as lawyers to wrangle and dispute door of the ante-chamber.
Then, sir. insert
about silly and absurd technical ities-c-nor yet, as specific amendments on all subjects, and you
politicians to divide and devour the spoils. We have completed the entrance,
and thrown
are here air, as men, I trust as patriotic christian open the halls. This is all the emancipamen, with the fear of God before our eyes and the t.ionists now want-this
is all they are now
love of our common country in our hearts, to contending for. Give them these, and what then
decide questions at once great aud grave, ex- would be their policy. Why, sir, give these,
citing and absorbing, and fraught with the most and, as I have said before, you yield the princiimportant consequences to ourselves and our ple, and settle forever the question that they
posterity,
QuestIOns, which in their bearings may take the slave without the payor consent
and effects, not only involve the interest and fu- of the owners, provided they call only get the
ture destiny of our own state, and of this great majority required to change the constitution.
republic; but sir, questions which involve also, Give these and what then would be the policy.
the future destiny, for weal or for woe, now and They would at once go to work to secure the deforever, of two whole, distinct and separate sired majority, and get it they would. And
races of men. Surely then sir, we should not how? Why sir, the first step would be agitatalk about party spirit or party ties; but should tion-agitation
at home and a~ftation abroad
come up to the charge in this peaceful struggle -c-agitat.ion in the nonh-c-agitaticn in the south
for truth and justice, regardless of party, coolly -c-agitation in the east-and
agitation in the
and calmly, with none other than the spirit of west. Why sir, all thiS agitation-this
can.killdne8s,moderation, and forbearance. 1 know stant, ceaseless, eternal a.gitatlon?
To prosir, the great ~nestions of man's natural and le- duce first disobedience and insubordination on
gal rights of Cl\'il and religious lib~rty, of slave- the part of the I'llaves, and then to let the enry and emancipation, or the abolition of slavery, vying a.bolition world kllow that Kentucky was
are questions at all times fraught with the deep- in the market, and could, in this respect, be purest and most intense iIlY'rest; and when discuss- chased for nothing-yes
sil', for nothing.
The
cd by perSOllS,and in a community irterested two clauses referred to would give the mOlley.
on OOtll sides, are calculated to produce the All then they would want would be the men.
deepest and most dangerous excitement.
Yes sir, Kent~cky with th~ la~ of 1~33 and the
But, sir, ifever there were men who should,if
Qpen clause 10 h.er constitutIOIl, With al~ her
liver ,there was a subjeetlupon which they should, slaves, th~lUg~al!led t.o the south by both mtsrand if ever there 'Vlt8 a tIme when t.hey IShould est and IllshtutlOns, would thus be offered to
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.the north, without money and without
price.]
Wha{, SiI', do ~'ou suppose would be their decie-

Mr. PROCTOR.
Mr. President, I have pren substitute for the resolution of the genion? "I'hey "Wouldcome here not hy scores, not tleman from Boyle, which I now submit for the
by thousands, but by scores of thousnuda, and \ consideration of the convention, and on these
in ten years, in my judgment, Kentucky
would propositions I move the previous question.
be. at least, OIl the very verge of a free state, and
'WHEREAS,
the people are looking to the time
that, sir, without any sort of compensation
for when this convention
shall bring to a speedy
the slave. Who, sir, I ask, could or would be close their labors: and whereas, the time of this
willing to live under such excitement for ten convention has heretofore been taken up by the
years. Yon may say there will be no excitement, discussion of abstractions-therefore,
you may cry peace, peace, but, sir, there will be
Resolved, That e\·ery member of this convcnno peace under the circumstances I have named. tion who may have a desire of presenting his
Oeutlemen may think so, but they are mistaken. abstract views to the convention be permitted to
Sir, as I said a few days since, there is a party write out his views and band them to the reportin this country-a
formidable party-a
party er, which shall be published in a separate book
weak in numbers it is true-but
powerful ill in- of debates to be called a "Book of Abstractions."
tellect. A party organized, skilful, enthusias'I'he main question was ordered to be nowpnt.
tic, and determmed on the abolition of slavery
The question was then taken on the motion to
in Kentucky.
Give them the law of 1833, as a print and lay on the table, and it was negatived.
fixed fact, and then specific amendments on all
On the motion of Mr. C. A. WICKLIFFE,
the
1mbjects in the new constit,ution, and my word several propositions were referred to the comfor It, sir, Ute duye of slavery would be Bum- mittee of the whole, by a majority of 3tl to 24.
bored in our s~,ate. If .so the whole south might
KENTUCltY
RIVER
NAVIGATION.
clothe herself III ruoummg and sound the ~nen of
Mr. LI~DSEY.
Mr. President, I rise to give
8Iav~ry. Adopt these f.l1e.a::lures,
and.w~ will soon notice of my intention, at tho: proper time, to
get rid of ~ur slaves, wiluug or unwilling, payor move a reconsideration of the vote rejecting the
ll~pay. Sir, to b?rrow a term from my honorab~e
sections proposed by the gentleman from Chrisfriend from ~fadlson,. a homely term-a
term III tian, (Mr. Gray,) in relation to specific taxation.
which there is very little mueic-c-and under the I will however frankly admit that my intention
head of agitation, they w~nl.d "bede'Yil" us so, is simply to obtain an opportunity to make an
that we would soon be wll.lmg to give IIp .o~r explanatory statement to the convention.
sla:-es. !ind be glad to g~t tid of them. T~l~ IS
On the eight hundred and thirty-second page
~helrob.J~ct, andthesetl!elrmeasur~s
fcr attaintng
of the debates the elder delegate from Nelson
It. I will, therefore, sir, vote against them both. (MI'. Hardin,) has made an error, in stating the
But sir, J have said there was a formidable amount paid into the treasury from the slackparty in this country determined on these uieas- water improvements.
I here g-ive an accurate
ures and in favor of emancipation.
I will cite table of the amouuts received from, and paid out
yon sir, to some of its members, and leave you for, the Kentucky river navigntion, from the open·
to say yourself if it is not a formidable one. ing thereof, in 1843:
Look then sir, to Lexington. to Louisville, and
For 1843, ccllectioue,
*
$7,85249
to Danville, and yon will there see three intelExpenditures,
$1,658 26
lectual giants, all leaders of a church, learned,
Paid into treasury,
6,19433
enlightened, pious; truly great in goodness and
$7,852 49
good in greatness.
Look again, and you will
$19,044 34
For
1844,
collections,
SE'e a Tomasson, a '1'aylor and a 'I'ompkins.
Expenditures,
*
$10,475 12
Look again, sir, and you will see a Dudley, a
Paid into treasury,
8,569 22
Pirtle, ~nd a Nicholas, a Robinson, a Beaty,
and a Boyle, and a host of similar 8pirits, all
men of great ability and unexceptionable char$34,345 61
For 1845, collections,
acters-men
of fortune, reputation,
and influ$8,888 65
Expenditures,
ence-calm,
cool, collected, firm, energetic, and
25,456 96
PaId into treasury,
determined on success. But sir, these are not
.~34,345 61
all. Where then shall I bid you look? Shall r
cite yOll to Ashland?
I wish I could not, but I
$35,977 63
For 1846, collections,
will. Look there, tbo:n sir, alld what do you
Expenditures,
- $13,446 55
see? A frame-weak
it is true, and somewhat
PaId into treasury,
22,531 08
on the wane, and in the eventide of life. But
sir, you see the sage of Ashland, the star of the
west, a bright a glittering star, far above them
$49,638 77
For 1847, collections,
all. An intellectual
sun, and centre of the
Expenditures,
- $17,74675
Ameriean system, who, when in his meridian
Paid into trcasury,
31,892 02
altitude, was the light, the heat, the glory of
the world. One sir, whose systems and pnnci·
pIes will live to do honor to their great projecFor 1848, collections,
tor long after t.be sceptre shall have passed from
$46,279 01
up to Dec. 19,
the throne of his intellect, and his rnightymilld
Expenditures, same
~one down o'er the hills of etcmity.
He too sir,
time,
$13,531 22
IS against
us; he is with the emancifationists.
Paid into treasury,
32,747 79
In this I think he has erred. I wiI not cen·
3ure. He is passing away.
All I will add, is,
Bit trlJlIt1t gwrig mundi.
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It will be seeu that the Kentucky river navigation, alone, paid into the treasury more than
three times the amount stated by him.
In my friend's speech, published in Ute proceedings of the eighth of December, he alludes
to opinions given by attorneys general of the
state, and uses this sentence:
"There was once an opinion given by an attorney general, that the governor had a right to
remove his secretary of state, but the court of
a:ppeals decided differently, and so did the legislature and the whole people of Kentucky."
This allusion is understood to apply to an act
of the administration
immediately preceding
the present.
Permit me to say that my friend
has been wholly misinformed, in relation to the
action of the then attorney general. He gave no
opinion, nor was he called upon for one, as I am
authorised to say. When the question
was
made between the secretary of state attempted
to be removed, and the auditor as to a balance
of salary, the attorney general, as it was his duty to do, attended to the mandamus 011 the part
of the auditor, in the circuit court and court of
appeals.
These errors I have thought it my duty to the gentleman from Nelson, to the attorney
general, a personal friend, as well as to the trutu
of history, to correct. I made the motion I did
in order to make the statements submitted, and
I now withdraw it.
REVISION

OF THE

COXSTITUTlON.

Mr. THOMPSON
submitted
the following
resolution, and on his motion it was laid on the
table, and ordered to be printed:
"Resolved, That when experience shall point
out the necessity of amending this constitution,
and when a majority of all the members elected
to each house of the general assembly shall,
within the first twenty days of their stated bieuu ial session, concur in passing alaw for taking
the sense of the lood people of this state, as to
the necessity an
expediency of calling a convention, it shall be the duty of the several sheriffs, and other returning officers, at the next gcueral election which shall be held for repreeentatives after the passage of such law, to open a poll
in which the qualified electors of this state shall
eXl)ress, by vote, whether they are in favor of
ca ling a convention or not; and said sheriffs
and returning officers sball make return to the
secretary, for the time being, oftbe names of all
those electors voting at such election; and if,
thereupon,
it shall appear that a majority of
the qualified electors of this state, voting at
such election, have voted for calling a convention, the general assembly shall, at their next
regular session, direct that a similar poll shall
be opened and taken at the next election for representatives;
and if, thereupon, it shall appear
that a majority of all the electors of this state,
voting at such election, have voted for calling a
convention, the general assembly shall, at their
next session, call a convention, to consist of as
many members as there shall be in the house of
representatives,
and no more, to be chosen in
the same manner and proportion, at the same
places, and at the same time that representatives
are, by the electors qualified to vote for repre·
sentatives, and to meet within three months aftel' said election, for the purpose of re-adopting,
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amending, or changing this constitution.
But
if it shall appear by the vote of either year, as
aforesaid, that a majority of all the qualified
electors voting at such election, did not vote for
a convention, a convention shall not be called.
All cases of contested elections of delegates,
and where two or more candidates for delegate to
any convention, that may be called under this
constitution,
shall have an equal number of
votes, shall be decided in such manner as may
be provided by law."
CIRCUIT

COURTS.

Mr. APPERSON submitted the following sec·
tion, and having briefly stated its object and necessity, it was adopted:
" SEC. -.
In case of the sickness of any circuit court judge, or for other good cause, which
may prevent his attending any of his courts, the
general assembly shall be authorized to make
provision by the general laws for the appointment of a special judge to attend such courts,
and also for the trial of such causes as the circuit judge, when present, cannot try from any
cause,"
THE LEGISI.ATIVE

DEPARTMENT.

The convention again resumed the coneideration of the report on the legislative department.
Mr. KAVANAUGH.
At this late day of the
seSSiOI],I am exceedingly reluctant to consume
the time of the convention, with any remarks of
mine, because we are all anxious to bring our lebors to a close, and return to onr homes, and the
bosoms of our families.
Besides, sir, there may
be some danger of getting into the book of abo
etractlous, we have just heard proposed.
Nevertheless, on a question of this kind, I am for at
least enough of examination and discussion, to
enable us to vote understandingly.
I am aware
that some complaint has been indulged in, in
some quarters, against the con v ention, because
of the length of the session.
Well sir, we have
been here about seventy five days, and will, I
am well convinced, be ready to adjourn, by this
time next week, unless something may hereafter
occur to prevent it; if so, we will have revised
the constitution in a shorter time than the same
work has been done by any convention of any
one of the other states, which has recently been
called-at
least as far as my recollection now
serves me. Quite a number of the states have
lately called conventions, all of which.vI believe, have taken more time than this body has
done. It may have been that debate on some
subjects, was to some extent, unnecessarily
lengthened, yet I have at no time called the ,Previous question.
In fact, have never called It in
my life; for I am for giving all an equal op·
portunity of being heard. But I take this occaeion to remark, that if we should be so unfortunate as to be detained till Christmas, which
I hope and trust will not be the case, I shall
vote against taking a recess, even on Christmas
day. It would make no difference with me person ally, for I live, as it were, under' the shadow
of the capital; but I would do so, for the accommodation of those members who live at a
distance.
I shall, Mr. President, vote against the amendrnent of the gentleman from Louisville, (Mr.
Preston.) and in favor of that offered by the
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gentleman from Nelsou, (Mr. Hardiu.)
In op- the same to the women and children in one part
Qualified vopos itiou to that vote, it is urged, that this thing, of the state, as in any other part.
of changing the basis of representation
was ters were consequently made the basis, as they
never discussed before the people, and has never tben presented a fair Index to the whole populabeen demanded by them.
I admit that the tion. If that were the case now, it would be
question presented by the amendment, was not right and proper to continue the provision unin that precise form made before the people, yet changed, for I admit that it may be slightly
more convenient.
Secondly, that tide of foreign
the subject of apportionment
was mentioned,
and it was known that it would be before this population which is now pouring into one part
body, and thatand the basis of representation go of the state, and which has caused a difference
in the relative numbers of men, women and
to~ether. There was another questiollconnected
with this subject which was not.discussed before children, did not then exist. Thecircumstances
now meeting us 011 this subject, are hence matethe people, except in some particular localities,
which has, nevertheless, been acted upon by the rially different from those surrounding the fraand must be met
convention.
I allude to that clause in the old mers of the old constitution,
I
constitution, providing that no county should and treated as they now present themselves.
have more than aile senator.
That has IlOW would not favor a change of this sort, if no rnabeen changed, and each section of the state is terial and substantial difference resulted from
it. Nor would I favor it, if I did not believe it
now to have full., equal, and fair representation
in both branches of the legislature, according to was demanded by right and justice. I would
whatever basis may be established.
This has seek no advantage of any part of the state, but
been done, though it was never contemplated by would endeavor to do justice to all, according to
the people at large, when they were voting a equal and correct principles, right within themyear or two since, for calling the convention.
I selves.
make no doubt, it was looked to in the city of . For the purpose of ascertaining whether there
Louisville, and in -some other portions of the is in fact a necessity for this change, I have taOhio border, and perhaps had a strong influence ken some pains in comparing the number of woin those places in favor of calling the convention.
men and children with the number of men; first
But it was not looked to by the people at large, in some of the Ohio border counties, where this
ret when the question was presented, and the foreign population is chiefly found, and then
Justice of the convention appealed to, the change comparing their relative numbers in the intewas made by a lar~e majority.
I was among rior and southern counties of the state. My inthose who voted for It. I aid so, because I came vestigation of this subject has brougl.t me to
to the convention to do equal and even handed conclusions widely different from those of the
justice to all, as far as my votes would go, irre- gentleman from Oldham, (Mr. Mhitchell.) who
spective of country or town, and I, with a ma- addressed the convention last night. He labored
jority of the convention, considered it right to to show that the returns, as to the children and
give each section of the state, uniform and voters of the state, which we have before us, are
equal representation, upon whatever basis might inaccurate and uncertain, and not to be relied on.
be established.
We are now to fix that basis; I, however.could not well comprehend }IOW his
and arc to meet the question, as to making it tables and figures had any practical bearing on
the qualified voters of the state, as in the old this question, or that any thing was, in point of
constitution, or the whole white population, ex- fact, proven by them. For the benefit of my
cluding aliens.
If the voting population
of own judgment, I too have made out a set of taeach part of the state bears the same proportion
bles whlch, by the indulgence of the convento the women and children, as it does in every tion, I will notice for a moment.
These tables
other part, there is no necessity for making any are made with the view of ascertaining the relachange, for then the qualified voters of a county tive number of women and children, when comwould always be a fair index to the whole popu- pared with the qualified voters in the different
lation, so that whether the old, or the new basis sections of the state. The auditor's report for
were adopted,each county would, in either case, 1849, shows the number of children between the
have the same relative political weight.
On ages of five and sixteen in every county of the
examination it is found that this is not the case, state, as well as the white males over twenty one
but that in one section of the state, the adult in each county: and I take it as true, that the
males bear a much larger proportion to the wo- children under twenty one, and not included bemen and children, than they do in another, and tween these different ages, are relatively the
different section.
Arc those parts of the state, same. But there is no means of ascertaining
thus having the greater number of women and the proportion of adult females, when cOIDJ?ared
children entitled to a correspondingly
greater with the adult males of the different counties of
voice in the legislative counsels of the state? It the state, except by the census of 1840. I have,
is insisted by gentlemen that they are not, and therefore, consulted the census of that year for
that the qualified voters of a state, holding and this purpose, assuming, as fairly may be doue,
exercising as they do, all political power, ought that the proportions now are the same as then.
alone to bc represented.
By these means we may arrive at results with
The provision in the old constitution is point- sufficient certainty for present purposes.
ed to, and invoked, as authority on thia subject.
The first block of counties lie on the Ohio and
It will be recollected, however, that there are
include the counties of Jefferson, and five others
now two important reasons in favor of a popuimmediately below.
They arelation basis, not then existing.
First, at the
time of the adoption of the present constitution,
the number of adult males was, relatively, about

~lalesover!.!l,
in 184{1.

Breckinridge,
Davlese,
Hancock,
Henderson,
Jefferson,
Meade,

.

1,757
2,112
554
1.589
9,283
1,114

Chih.\'u bet'u

5

Monroe,

and 15 in 184~. Simpson,

2,250
2,240
747
2,003
l;,598
1,620

16,409
17 ,458
In this district the children equal the males
over 21, with 1,048 only over. ] u other words,
the children equal the males of 21 years of age,
with a gain of six and four tenths per cent, over
only.
Take another district, containing
about an
equal number of males over 21 years of age, and
lying on or near the Tennessee border, and opposite to the above district, consisting of counties, and having males and children, as follows,
to wit:
Malee over 21,
in 184!J.

Cllild'n bet'n 5
and 16 In 1849.

1,346
2,959
948
2,248
973
2,179
1,247
1,017
1,499
2,215

2,225
3,664
1,437
2,801
1,502
2,822
1,737
1,375
2,048
2,794

Todd,

warren,

.

1 ,136
963
1,330
2,004

1,115
978
1,231
1,816

14,814
14,101
Excess of males 713 only in 1840.
It is here shown, that in the Tennessee border
counties, there is but a very slight difference
between the adult male and female population,
while in the Louisville district, there IS a marked
and wide difference.
'I'his great difference,
is owing chiefly to the city of Louisville itself;
for tho difference in the single county of Jefferson is 2,010. Bya reference to the census, any
gentleman will s':\e that it is made up in the city
of Louisville, and no where else.
In that city, it stood thus in 1840:
5,341
Males over twenty.
3,880
Females over twenty,

Diffcrence
1,461
It is but fair to conclude, that the number of
these two classes of population is relatively the
same now as in 1840.
If so, as the population
of the city has more than doubled in the last
nine years, so, proportionally, will this difference be increased, and the next census will show
it.
It will be further seen by reference to these
tables, that in every county in the Louisville
district except Jefferson, the number of children
is greater than the number of adult males.
In
that county they are 685 less; and while the
16,631
22,405
In this district the children equal the adult number of children in the whole district" as bemales, with 5,774 over, or again upon the voting fore stated, only equal the number of males, with
population, of thirty-four and eight-tenths per six and four tenths per cent. over, the children
in the Tennessee border counties equal the numcent.
The latter district has 4,715 children more ber of adult males, with thirty-four and eight
than the former, and consequently gains, in the tenths per cent. over; and that, according to the
single item of children between the ages of five figures of 1849.
Compare now the white males over twenty
and sixteen, more than half the ratio of a repreone years of age, with the children between the
sentative.
Pursue theinq,uiry a step further, and compare ages of five and sixteen in two other sections of
the adult male With the adultfemale\,opulatioll
of thc state, also, according to the reports of 1849.
the same districts.
Todothis, it wil be necessary Begin with a block of river counties above Louto resort to the census of 1840, that being the only ieville, to-wit:
Ehf ld'n betw'n
Males over 21.
source of information we have on this subject.
5 and 16.
I have, accordingly, made a table showing sepa3,340
3,114
rately, the whole number of white males and fe- Mason
1,219
1,336
males over twenty years of age in 1840, in these Pendleton:
2,204
2,182
Campbell,
two districts respectively.
3,413
3,406
Kenton,
The table is as follows:
2,323
1,958
Boone.
'White
females
859
White males
883
Gallatin,
over S?O.
over20.
1,080
993
Carroll,
1,335
1,50:3
Breckinridge,
1,406
1,084
'I'rimble,
1,209
1,402
Davieee,
I,BI6
1,104
Oldham,
392
485
Hancock,
1,144
1,466
Henderson,
16,060
17,160
5,871
7,881
Jefferson,
Difference,I,100.
Here the children equal the
749
901
Meade,
adult males, with six and eight-tenths per cent.
over.
10,700
13,638
We will now take a block of mountain counExcess of males, 2,938.
ties:
Adult males. Children.
1,170
Allen,
.
1,248
2,014
1,261
Morgan,
2,627
Barren, •
2,704
1,019
621
Breathitt,
657
Butler. •
691
1,754
986
Floyd,
1,836
Christian,
1,959
1,320
812
Pike,
•
871
Cumberland, ~
902
992
599
Johnson,
1,800
Logan,
1,877

Anen,
Barren,
. Butler,
Christian,
Cumberland,
Logan,
Monroe, Simpson,
Todd,
Warren, •

956
Perry,
Knox.
Harlan,
Whitley,
Clay,
~
Laurel,
Rockcastle,
. Letcher,
Wayne,
Casey,
Russell,
Adair,
Clinton,
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1,130
648
1,058
866
865
842
381
1,443
1,057
940
1,560
812

807
1,760
1,086
1,735
1,384
1,414
1,219
611
2,387
1,592
1,479
2,323
1,371

16,381
26,267
These counties, either of the mountains or contiguous, come out with children,
equal to the
adult males and fifty five and six-tenths per
cen. over.
These two blocks of counties contain about
an equal number of adult males; but in comparin~ the children, the ri vcr counties are distanced,
being only 9,107 beh ind! Which, to the mOUDtalus, is considerably over one representative,
in the item of children alone between five and
sixteen.
The gain of the mountain on the river counties in women, is as great proportionally,
or
nearly so, as in children.
Aceording to the census of 1840, these counties, respectively, had
men and women over the age of twenty, as
shown in the following table:
Malesover20,

Adair,
_
1,357
Breathitt,
386
Clay,
747
Casey, _
85n
Clinton)
714
Floyd,
1,070
Harlan.
529
Johnson, (formed since 1840.)
Laurel, ~
602
Letcher,(forrned
since 1840.)
Knox,
_
968
Morgan,
877
Pike,
636
Perry,
_
480
Rockcastle,
630
Russell,
742
Whitley,
842
Wayne,
1,271

these different sections of the state, not embraced, between the ages of five and sixteen.
But.
it is obvious, that when they too are enumerated and taken into the estimate, that the interior
will be still more strengthened, and the cities on
the Ohio border correspondingly weakened.
Why is it, that the women and children,
on
our northern border, are fewer than in the interior? It is because that border receives the foreign
population with which our common country
is
teeming, and a less number of that population
have wives and children.
It cau be accounted
for in no other way.
Some of the counties on the Ohio border, and
included in the above tables, will lose nothing,
but will rather gain, by making population the
basis of representation,
as the counties of Daviese, Meade, Hancock, Boone and Trimble.
I admit that my section of the state would
gain something more of weight, iu an apportionment on the population basis; for example, the
counties of Anderson, Marion, and Washington,
are swarming with women and children.
Males over pemalea over
20. in 1840. 2Q. in 1840,

Anderson,
Marion,
Washington,
Nearly

4142
as many females as males.
Adult males
in It'49.

Females over 20.

1,351
347
695
852
713

r.on
513
580
938
747
595
486
570
735
835
1,214

924
1672
1576

Anderson,
Marion,
Washington,

1,119
1,762
1,847

843
1637
1548
4128
Children.
in 1849.
1,473
2,221
2,456

4,728
6,150
Difference in favor of children, 1422.
It hence seems clear, that the effect of the
population basis, will be to lessen the weight in
the legislature, only of those sections of the state
holding am foreign population-s-one
or two of
~he blue grass eounties may lose something
by
it.

The interior, the new, and the southern border
counties, will corresrondingly
gain.
For the purpose 0 perfecting
these tables, I
have made an estimate of the present white population of the state in this way.
In 1840, the white males over 21
in the state numbered
109,360
12,182
12,612
Whole white population
590,253
Excess of males 430.
We have now adult males
152,234
1,549
1,887
Boone, •
If the male population over 21, now bears the
907
1,339
Campbell,
same proportion to the whole population,
as in
651
779
Carroll,
1840, our present white population
would be
1,358
"1,710
Kenton,
812,000, and a fraction over.
624
775
Gallatin,
But owing to the influx of the foreigner, the
2,375
2,811
Mason,
male population now bears a greater proportion
997
1,210
Oldham,
than m 1840, so that our present white popula732
938
Pendleton,
tion cannot be over
800,000.
746
833
Trimble,
The ratio would then be to a
representative
8,000
12,282
9,939
In this way we may, with sufficient certainty,
Excess of males, 2,343.
In the mountain counties, the women nearly get the present population of any county, or secequal the men, while in the river counties just tion of the state.
Take for example, the mountain
counties alenumf3rated, they fall 2,343 behind.
ready mentioned, with the county of Lawrence,
There is no means of ascertaining
the relative
which I add, because Johnson was partially tadifference between
the number of minors in
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ken from it. In these counties the white males
over 21, in 1840, was
12,24:~
White population in 1840,
71,886
Adult males in 1849,
17,344
This would give a present population
of
101,837
Make qualified voters the basis, and these
counties would have eleven members, with a
residuum of 602, Make population the basis,
and the same counties would have 12 members,
with a residuum of 5,837. In other words, in
the one case they would have a fraction over II
members, in the other, a fraction under 13.
These tables conclusively show that the
number of males over twenty om: in that part of
the state, now receiving our foreign population,
for the reasons already given, is much greater in
proportion to the females and children than in
the other sections of the state. That the difference is attributable
to this cause, is further
shown by taking another block of counties,
some of which lie on the Ohio, but in which
there are but few foreigners,
The first congressional district, for example, to-wit:
M!iles over '21 Children between
in 1847,
5 and 16-1849.

Ballard,
Calloway,
Crittenden,
Caldwell,
Fulton,
Graves,
Hickman,
Hopkins,
.
Livingston, ~
Marshall,
McCracken, Trigg,
Unioll,

825
1,323
1,059
2,016
705
1,665
758
1,886
952
870
986
1,417
1,448

1,270
2,207
1,336
2,491
974
~,816
902
2,868
1,090
1,507
1,215
1,947
1,545

15,910
22,168
Difference, six thousand two hundred and fifty
eight; or a gain of thirty nine and one third per
cent. TIle children in this district equal the
males over twenty one, with a gain of thirty
nine find one third per cent. This district, in
the way of children, comes nearer to the mountain counties than any other in the state, and is
consequently entitled to the second premium.
The mountain counties of course get the first.
For want of time, I have not ascertained the
number of women, when compared with the
men in this district, but they arc undoubtedly
about as numerous us the men, for it will be
seen that in every county where the children are
numerous,
there the women are numerous.
Wherever you find children in. abundance, there
the women abound.
And in this state, wherever
you find the women numerous, there you have
plenty of children.
It is not so every where.
In some countries the condition of the female
population is such that the number of children
raised by them is much less than in this. In our
own state, however, such is the happy condition
of the masses of the people, as far as average
wealth and prosper! ty are concerned, that all may,
with safety, in obedience to one of he first commands of heaven, "multiply
and replenish
the earth."
The gentleman from Oldham, (Mr. Mitchell,)
insists that we beve no example for this popula-

tion oasis. Such is not 1l1E.'case. 't'he consthu.
tiou of New York has the following provision
on this subject:
"The members of assembly shall be apportioned as nearly as may be, according to the number
of inhabitants. excluding aliens aud persons of
color 110ttaxed."
Mr. llIITCHELL explained.
Mr. KAVANAUGH.
The constitution
of
Pecusylvania has a similar provision.
'I'bey afford examples at once, and show at least, this
much: that there is not that difficulty in
taking the enumerations, as contended for by
both the gentleman from Oldham and the gentleman from Louisville, (Mr. Preston.)
Why sir,
there are examples in many of the constitutions of
'Jqe union, perhaps a majority of them make
white population the basis of representation.
But if no other state in the union had adopted
this basis, it 'Would afford no reason why Kentuckl should not, if the thing is right within
itsel.
The question is presented to us and must
he decided. In that decision, justice should be
done. But these gentlemen urge, as au objection, that the assessor, or other-officer who makes
the enumeration is made a judge, as to who
should be enumerated and who. not-as to who
is the alien, and who the naturalized citizen.
Why sir, does not the present constitution make
qualified voters the basis of representation;
and
are not these officers required to distinguish between those who are qualified voters, and those
who are not? Buch has been the constitution
and laws up to this time. If the officer does
his duty under the/resent
constitution,
he reports the naturalize
citizen as a qualified voter,
and the aliens uot qualified.
Nor does that inconvenience result which has been urged. It
is now the duty of the assessor to take down
every male over twenty one years of age, and
every unmarried female of that age, if for nothing else, to take a list of her property,
It is
also hia duty to take lists of the children between five and sixteen.
The only addinonal
trouble would be to have another column to take
down the whole number of children under
twenty one. It might, perhaps, require two additional columns.
But in neither case would it
require more than one minute of time for each
list, because of these additional columns.
Mr. President, the effect of the new basis,
when the population of the whole state is COilsldered, will be to transfer a part of the political pOWN enjoyed by those couutles now recelving the foreign population to the interior, and, in
short, to those parts of the state on which that
tide is not pouring.
·We are told that. the blue
grass counties will lose by it. It is true, that a
few of them would not "number '1uite so high,
yet they, in point of fact, would ose nothing.
The county of Franklin would always have a
representative;
for she lUIS a large residuum.
The connt:r. of Fayette will always have two.
Bourbon will lose one with either basis, but will
always have one left. Woodford will always
have one, because surrounded by residuucis.
So that these blue grass counties, as they are
called, will, in point of fact, lose nothing, let
the question be decided either way. My own
county, in this respect, is most happily situated,
for she also is surrounded by residuums, which
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will always give hera representative.
But. T do according to the entire whitt" population, aliens
It would be only carrying out a prin.
not deny but that my section of the state would excepted.
Jt 1S no
be something the gainer, for as the gentleman ciple, just and equitable to all alike.
from Logan has told us, women and children are struggle tor political power, at the expense of
Nor need it be for the purpose of
there found in abundance.
But, sir, I do not principle.
want tillY thing at the expense of justice; but I strengthenillg the institution of slavery, though
such,
to
some
extent, would be its effect. That
maintain that every part of the state should be
represented according to its whole population. It institution is already sustained by public opinis contended that qualified voters only should be ion, and will continue as it is. But the propoI
represented, because they exercise the whole po- sition presents itself as one of sheer justice.
litical power of the state. It is true, that they am not for it because of any unkind feeling to
have assumed and exercised that power, and the naturalized citizen. Such is not the case.
this has been so in every country.
But do they As I regard the question as of some importance,
exercise that power for their own benefit only, or and as it has not been discussed before the peofor the benefit of the women and children who are ple, I considered it as propnr La give here, and
excluded from its exercise, as well as for them- to my constituents, the reasons for the vote I
selves? If they exercise that, power for the ben- shall give.
Mr. HAY moved the previous question, and
efit of the women and children, with whom
they are surrounded, as well as for themselves,
the main question was ordered to be now put.
The question first in order was on the motion
then those women and children should be tukeu
of Mr. PRESTON
to strike out all after the
into the basis of representation.
Sir, when I go to the polls and cast my vote, wor "cities."
Mr. CLARKE desired that the roll might be
if I am governed by the principles which ought
to control a patriot and "lover of his country, I called, and it was called accordingly.
Mr. CLARKE then moved that the absent
will in that vote as much represent the interests
of the women and children by whom I am sur- members be sent for.
The motion was not agreed to.
rounded, and with whom I am connected, as I,
Mr. HARDIN called for the yeas and nays,
upon this floor, am bound to represent the interests of the voters themselves who have honored and they were yeas 10, nays 84.
YEAs-Mr.
President, (Guthrie.) William C,
me with a seat here. 'I'hese women and children
are properly excluded from the exercise of ;po- Bull~tt, Charl~s Chambe~.s, George w. Joh~s~on,
litical power, but they have interests and civil Wilham D. MItchell, EliJah F. Nuttall, Wllharn
rights as dear and as sacred to them as ours, and Preston, Ira Root, James Rudd, John W. Btewhich ought, therefore, to be lrotected
and re- venson-IO.
NAys-Richard
APEerson, John L. Ballinger,
presented.
If this is just an right, why deny
It to them? For illustration,
take this case, John S. Barlow, Wi! ium K. Bowling, Alfred
which in point of fact does not exist: Suppose Boyd, wm. Bradley, Luther Brawner, Francis
the eastern part of the state were engaged in M. Bristow, Thomas D. Brown, William Ohesuch mining operations as required male labor nault, James S. Chrisman, Beverly L. Clarke,
chiefly, and that they had but few women and Jesse Ooffey', Henry R. D. Coleman, Benjamin
children among them, but half the vot-ers of the Copelin, WIlliam Oowper, Edward Curd, Garrett
state, while the western part was engaged in Davis, Lucius Desha, James Dudley, Chasteen
Benjamin F. Edwards, Milford
such pursuits, as in some parts of Massachu- T. Dunavan,
setts, as required chiefly female labor, and Elliott, Green Forrest, Nathan Gaither, Seluciue
though not having a majority of voters had Gerfielde, James H. Garrard, Richard D. Ghol.
double the population, and double the interests SOIl, Thomas J. Gough, Ninian E. Gray, James
Bell. Hardin, Vincent S. Hay,
to be protected and represented; would it not be P. Hamilton,
william Hendrix, Andrew Hood, 'I'homas J.
right, ina case of that kind, to give representation according to population,
and the interests Hc;xKI,Mark E. Huston, James W. Irwin, Alfred
to be protected?
If so, that is the principle here ¥. Jackson, Thomas James, 'Villinm Johnson,
contended for, and nothing else. Sir, a few George W, Kavanaugh, Charles C. Kelly, James
days since, we saw the Louisville delegatice" M. Lackey, Peter Lashbrookc, Thomas N. Lindstruggling for equal representation in the senat1~ sey, Thomas W. Lisle, Willis B. Machen, Gee.
and, as well they might, manifesting great z8f\il W. Mansfield, Martin P. Marshall, William C.
Richard L.
on behalf of their constituents.
The question Marshall, William N. Marshall,
Mayes, Nathan }Y:[cClure, David Meriwether,
here presented is greatly mere important-than
that; for the mountain, interior, and southern 'I'homas P. Moore, John D. Morris, Jonathan
counties will gain by carrying it, much more Newcum. Hugh Newell, Henry B. Pollard,
Johnson Price, Larkin J. Proctor, John T .~Rob.
than if they had placed in the new constitution
the restriction by which no county could have Ineon, Thos. Rockhold, John T. Rogers,lgna·
more than one senator, as it is in the old. That tius A. Spalding, James W. Stone, Michael L.
restriction was changed, because in apparent Stoner, Albert G. Talbott, J01m D. Taylor, Wilconflict with principle.
The change operates liam R. Thompson, John J. Thurman, Howard
to the advantage of that part of the state on the Todd, Philip Triplett, Squire Turner, John L.
Waller, Henry Washington, John Wheeler, anOhio, having the greatest foreign population,
drew S. White, Charles A. Wickliffe, Robert N.
and that only.
The proposed basis would, on the other side Wickliffe, George W. Williams, Silas Woodson,
of the question, give the other parts of the state Wesley J. Wright-tl4.
So the amendment to the amendment was readditional representative strength.
They insist
on that basis, not to deprive. any county of its jected.
Mr. HAY called for the yeas and nays on
j9strigbts,
but to give all equal represelltatiol1,
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biro HARDIN'S amendment, and they were-I
Nus-John
L. Ballinger, John S. Barlow,
yeas 47, nays 48.
William K. Bowling, Alfred Boyd, William
Y£},s--John L. Ballinger, John S. Barlow, Bradley, Luther Brawner, Beverly L. Clarke,
Wiham K. Bowling, Alfred Boyd, William Jesse Coffe~;. Henry R. D. Coleman, Benjamin
Bradley, Luther Brawner, Beverly L. Clarke, Copelin, ,\ illiam Cowper, Edward Curd, OhasJesse Coffey, Henry H.. D. Coleman, Benjamin teen T. Dunavan, Milford Elliott, Green Forrest,
Copelin, William Cowper, Edward Curd, Chas- Nathan Gaither, Richard D. Gholson, James P.
teen T. Dunavan, Milford Elliott, Green Forrest, Hamilton, Bell. Hardin, Vincent S. Hay, wilNathan Gaither, Richard D. Gholson. James P. liam Hendrix, ThomasJ.Hood, James W. Irwin,
Hamilton, Ben. Hardin, Vincent S. Hay, Wil- Thomas James. William Johnson, George W.
liam Hendrix, Thomas J. Hood, James W. Irwin, Kavanaugh, Charles C. Kelly ,James M. Lackey,
1'homas James, William Johnson, George W. 'l'hos. W. Lisle, Willis B. Machen, George W.
Kavanaugh, Charles C. Kelly. James M. Lackey, Mansfield, William N. Marshall, Richard L.
Thomas 'V. Lisle, 'willie B.Machcn,.George W. Mayes, Nathan McClurc, Jonathan
Newcum,
Mansfield, William N. Marshall, Richard L. Hcury B. Pollard, Johnson Price, Thomas RockMayes. Nathan McClure, Jonathan Newcum, hold, John T. Rogers, Ignatius A. Spalding,
Henry B. Pollard, Johnson Price, 'l'homas Rock- James W. Stone, Michael L. Stoner, Albert G.
hold, John 'I'. Rogers, Ignatius A. Spalding,
'l'albott, John J. Thurman, Philip Triplett,
James W. Stone, Michael L. Stoner, Albert G. John Wheeler, SiJas Woudson--47.
Talbott, John J. Thurman, Philip Triplett, John
So the motion to re-consider was laid upon
Wheeler, Silas W oodson--47.
the table.
NAYS-Mr. President, (Guthrie,) Richard ApThe question again recurred on the adoption
person, Francis M. Bristow, Thomas D. Brown, of the section.
William C. Bullitt, Charles Chambers, William
Mr. APPERSON suggested that it was susChenault, Jas. S. Chrisman, Garrett Duvle, Lu- ceptdble of division, and to the second brunch
cius Desha, Archibald Dixon, James Dudley, amendments would be desirable.
He also BUgBenjamin F. Edwards. Selucius Garfielde, James gested that it might be found necessary to debate
H. Garrard, Thomas J. Gough, Niuian E. Gray, the principle iuvclved in that branch, and he exAndrew Hood, Mark ·E. Huston, Alfred M. Jack. pressed a hope that, by common consent, the
SOil, George 'V. Johnston,
Peter Lashbrooke,
previous question be understood as not applyThomas N. Lindsey, Martin P. Marshall, Wm. Illg to it.
C. Marshall, DaVId Meriwether, William D.
Mr. C. A. WICKLIFFE called for a division
Mitchell, 'l'homas P. Moore. John D. Morris, of the question.
Hugh Newell, Elijah F. Nuttall. William PresIt was divided accordingly,
nud the first
ton, Larkin J. Proctor, John 'l'. Robinson, Ira, branch, fixing the basis of representation, was
Root, James Rudd, John W. Stevenson, John D. adopted.
Taylor, William It Thompson, Howard Todd,
By unanimous consent the previous question
Squire Turner, John L. Waller, Henry Washing- was not applied to that branch of the section.
ton, Andrew S. White, Charles A. Wickliffe,
Mr. APPERSON then offered the following,
Robert N. Wickliffe, George W. Williams, wcs- as a substitute for the residue of the section:
ley J. Wright-48.
"At the first session of the general assembly af'.
So the amendment was rejected.
terthe adoption of this constitution,
provision
The question then recurred on the adoption shall be made by law, thatin the year 18513,andevof the sixth section.
ery eighth year thereafter, an enumeration of ulI
Mr. DESHA moved to reconsider the vote by the representative population of the state shall
which the amendment of the gentleman from be made. 'I'he bouse of representatives shall
Nelson was rejected.
consist of one hundred members. and to secure
Mr. C. A. WICKLIFFE moved to lay the mo- uniformity and equality of representation, the
tion to reconsider 011 the table.
state is hereby laid oft' into ten districts.
Mr. HARDIN called for the yeas and nays,
"The first district shall be composed of the
and they were-cyeas 48, nays 41.
counties of Fulton, Hickman, Ballard, McCrackYE},s---Mr. President, (Guthrie,) Richard Ap- en: Graves, C~loway,
ll~arshall, Livingston,
person, Francis :M. Bristow, Thomas D. Brown, Cr:tteuden, Union, Hopkins,
Caldwell, and
William C. Bullitt, Charles Chambers, William 'l'ngg.
Chenault, James S. Chrisman, Garrett Davis,
"The second district shall be composed of the
Lucius Desha, Archibald Dixon, Jas. Dudley, counties of Christian, Muhlellburg, Henderson,
Benjamin F. Edwards, Beluciue Garfielde, James Daviess, Hancock, Ohio, Breckinridge, Meade,
H. Garrard, Thomas J. Gongh, Ninian E. Gray, Grayson,Butler, and Edmonson.
Andrew Hood, Mark E. Huston, Alfred.M. Jack"The third district shall be composed of the
son, George W. Johnston, Peter Lashbrooke, counties of Todd Loo-an Simpson Warren AlThomas N. Lindsey, 'Martin P. Marshall, Wm. len Monroe Bar;en ~lld'Hart.'
,
C,. Marshall, David :Meriwether, William p.
,:The fou:th (listrict shall be eomposed of the
Mitchell, Thomas P. Moore, John D. Moms,
t'
f C
b·1
d Ad'
G
'1' 1
Hugh Newell, Elijah F. Nuttall, William Pres- CO?lJ leS 0
urn et un,
atr,. reen,
ay 0:,
t
L 'k'
J P
t
J h T R b'
]
ClllltOIl,Russcll, WayIle,Pulaskt,Casey,Boyle,
R~~t, j~~~s itudd,C J~hno,~. Steve~s~~~,°J-'OI~I~
and Liucoln.
. .
D. Taylor, William R. Thompson,Howard Todd,
"T~le fifth dl~tfJct shall be. composed of the
Squire Turner, John L. Waller, Henry Wash- counties o~ Hardw,. L8:rne, Bulhtt, SpeIJCer, ~ elington, Andnnv S. White, Charles A. Wickliffe, son, 'Washlngton, Marlon, Mercer,andAnderson.
Robert N. Wickliffe, George W. Williurw;, Wes·
,;1'he sixth diRtrict shall be composed of the
ley J, Wright--48.
COlluticil of Garrard, Madison, Estill, Owsley,
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Rockoastle. Laurel, Clay. Whitley, Knox, Har- lar places it is almost impossible, I have only
changed the section of the old constitution, so
lan, Perry, Letcher, Pike, Floyd. 'and Johnson,
., 'I'he seventh district shall be composed of the as to make it imperative on the part of the legiscounties of Jefferson, Oldham, Trimble. Carroll, lature to start at a particular point or points that
shall be most agreeable to the convention.
Now,
Henry and Shelby, and the city of Louisville.
" The eighth district shall be composed of the if the legislature shall undertake to apportion
counties of Bourbon, Fayette, Scott, Owen, Frank- the state according to the substitute which I
have offeredv l think one of the greatestdifficullin,IVoodford,RlldJessamine.
" The ninth district shall. be composed of the ties resulting from the present mode of apporcounties of Clarke, Montgomery, Bath, Fleming, tionment will be avoided, and as the public men
Lewis, Greenup, Carter, Lawrence, Morgan and of the state are accustomed to the present mode
I incline to the opinion that it should be adeptBreathitt.
.. 'l'he tenth district shall be ooruposed of the ed.
What objectionable principles are contained
counties of Mason, Bracken, Nicholas, Harrison,
Pendleton, Campbell, Grant, Kenton, Boone, and in the substitute, that do not exist to a greater
degree
in the report of the committee? Is there
Gallatin.
Is there more justice?
I ask
., The number of representatives shall, at the more equality?
several sessions of the general assembly, next af- gentlemen to show me in what particular has
I
ter the making of these enumerations, be appor- the report the advantage over my substitute?
tioned among the ten several districts, prop-or- venture to affirm, that in the application of the
tioned according to the respective qualified principles of the report, it will "be clearly' seen
vcteres in each: and the representatives shall that an inequality exists which has never existbe apportioned,
as near as may be, among cd nuder the old constitution, and which is so
the counties, towns and cities in each district; manifestly unjust, that its adoption would do
and in making such apportionment
the follow- more towards preventing the adoption of the
ing rules shall govern, to wit: Every county, new constitutdou than any principle which, up
town or city having the ratio shall have one to this period, has been incorporated in it.
']'0 show the inequality of the committee's rerepresentative: if double the ratio, two representatives, and so on. Next, the counties, towns or port, I shall give the result of the principles
cities havingoneor more representatives, and the when applied to the counties, and I feel sure that
]al'S'est number of qualified voters above the it will conclusively prove to the convention,
ratio, and counties, towns and cities having the that the committee's report should not be adoptCaldwell gets
largest number of qualified voters under the ratio, ed. Let us take the first district.
regard being always had to the greatest number one member with 2,016; Crittenden gets a memof qualified voters : Provided,
however, That ber with 1,059. The difference is 957.
Again, Hopkins gets a. member with 1,886
if there should be any county not haying a sufficient number of qualified voters to entitle votes, Calloway gets one with 1.323, and the dif.
it, to one representative,
yet it shall have a, ferenee is 563.
Let us examine the second district, where
representative, if all the adjacent counties in the
same district
have a sufficient number of there are some cases of inequality of much great.
Christian gets one member with
qualified voters to entitle them respecti ve- er magnitude.
2,248 voters, and Hancock gets one with 554 voIy to one representative: And. provided further,
That when a county may not have a sufficient ters; the difference is 1,694. This is a startling
Davtess gets a member with 2,112
number of qualified voters to entitle it to inequality.
one representative. then such county may be voters, Meade one with 1,114 voters; the difference
is
998.
Breckinridge geta a member with
joined to some adjacent county or counties to
send one representative, provided such adjacent 1,757 voters, Grayson one with 1,108 voters; the
county has not a full ratio. When fl. new coun- difference is 649 voters. Now, let us look at the
one in which I live.
Loty shall be formed nf territory belonging to third district-the
to the report, with 2.179 voters
more than one district, it shall form a part of gan-according
that district having the least number of qual- gets but nne member, while Simpson gets a
member with 1,017; the difference is 1,162 voters.
ified voters."
Warren with 2,215 voters gets but one member,
Mr. IRWIN.
I move to amend the amendMonroe get;; a member with 1,247 voters; the
ment, by striking it out and inserting the minordifference is 968 voters.
These startling ineity report, which I presented this morning.
qualities are, I think, sufficient to justify the
Having had the honor of presenting tbe subconvention in rejecting the report, whether they
stitute which will shortly have to he voted upon
shall adopt my substitute or not.
I will barely
by the convention, I feel it an imperative duty to
remark, that similar inequalities run through
draw a comparison between its merits and the
entire report.
merit-s of the one presented by the committee on thewhat
are the chief merits of the substitue?
apportionment.
r have examined the bearing of In the first
place, the mode of its operation is
tIiat report. I think I understand what will be
well nuderetood.
You commence at a given
its results, and I coufess that of all the proposipoint in the state, and as soon as the ratio is sup·
tions to apportion t.he representation of the state,
plied, you move on with your residuum, until
it is the most ll11just, ana of course the most unthe apportionment is comp1eted. Does Ilotevery
equaL Now, our great object is to apportion the
gentleman see that at what point :soever the vorepresentation among the several counties of the
ters reside, there the representative will l>ureto
state as nearly equal a:o;may be, without regard
to politicall'esnlt8, and acknowledging the oiffi- be.
lt hM been objected ·to this system, that the
culty of doing this with anything like exacti·
tilde, and in fact knowing that in some parLicu- state will be gerrymandered so as to suit the prid.
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ciples of the dominant party, by throwing the principle of this kind, and would secure the
reeiduums into those counties where the politi- nearest approach to equality of representation
cal opinions of the voters shall coincide with that can be attained.
Mr. IRWIN.
I will accept of the gentlemau'a
the majority making the apportionment.
Now,
to some extent this may be true, but I ask gen- amendment.
Mr. GARFIELDE.
Mr. President, I have a
tlemen to show me how this matter can be avoided. Suppose you adopt the system of district- proposition which I desire may be read for the
ing the state, will not reeiduume have to be roll- information of the convention.
ed about in the districts?
And will not the
The secretary read it as follows;
"The house of representatives
shall, at all
same principle be put in practice, although the
territory over which the application is to be times, consist of as nianymembers as there may
made will be of smaller extent?
I ask again, be counties in the state, and each county shall
what is gained bv a departure from the old sys- be entitled to a separate representative, who
thereof.
tem? Some gentleman here indicate. that I shall be chosen by the qualified "'Vot~J;S
senatorial
make this struggle because my county is likely The state shall btl divided into
to loose a member. Well sir, is there any thing districts, in each of which a senator shall be
chosen by the qualified voters thereof: Provided,
wrong in that?
The county of Logan-than
and each senator shall
which there "is not in the whole state, one more That each representative
be entitled to one vote for everT, one hundred
to be relied on for the correctness of her political
electors in his county or district. '
sentiments-is
about liD 00 shorn of her political
While up, sir, I will avail myself of' this oppower, by the application of principles
in the
mode of apportionment,
and gentlf!men taunt port.unity to investigate the report of the select
me with the remark, that I am only for Logan. committee, appointed to report a system of apI do not deny, sir, that I feel that she is about portionment to this house, as also the report of
to be wronged, and I shall do all I can to pre- the standing committee upon the same subject.
These reports set out with the broad pnnciple
vent the application of a principle which IS to
that representation
shall be equal and uniform
militate in the least degree against her political
This p'rinciple
power. Sir, she has honored me long; she has throughout the commonwealth.
done every thing for me, and I will stand by her should govern us in our efforts to lay the founIt should be our comas long as I can raise my voice in her defence: dation of apportionment.
and if she must loose her political strength, it pass and polar star to guide us to correct results.
shall be against my solemn protest, and my ear- But we may assert one thin~ and practice
We may, in the same Instrument, deliest appeal for justice.
It is all I ask.
I de- another.
mand it not only for Logao.-but for Warren, for clare the rights of the people and take them
The declaration of a principle, then, unChristian, Nelson, Shelby, and all that large away.
class of whig counties whose political strength less it be carried out in practice, remains a. dead
is to be demolished by this report, and whose letter. Indeed it is worse than a dead letter, for
strength is to be transferred to Scott, Hancock,
it declares rights which it does not protect.
and as I believe, ultimately to democratic counThe l?lan reported by the committee upon the
ties, with less political strength, merely because legislative department, is defective in this resl?ect, as I have shown on a former occasion.
It
they are more favorably situated in the districts
in the committee's report.
Sir, I have not much grves the small counties an undue power, as also
hope that my proposition will be adopted, but some of the large ones, leaving the medium
having done my duty to my constituents and to counties to be the sufferers. By that plan, one
my country, I shall leave the subject with the thousand voters in one section of the state, exercise as much power as two thousand do in anothconvention.
Mr. TURNER.
I have been herein the legis- er section.
One county will have large1r over its due
lature when representation
has been avportioned, and I understand perfectly all the difficulties power, while another will be stripped of what
little it is entitled to. A system thus radically
that exist in the matter.
The old constitution
required the residuuma to be rolled from one defective cannot meet the approbation of the
county to another, and thus it depended upon people of the state, and should not be incorporthe point of commencement, whether justice was ated into the constitution, loading it down, not
done throughout the state or not. It was under only with an unpopular principle, but with an
that prinCIple that Warren had two members unjust one. I trust, sir, that the sense of justice
and Pulaski one, while the latter had three hun- which exists in this house, will not suffer the
dred more votes. Unless prevented by the con- members to entertain such an objectionable
proposition.
I should regret to see the prostitution, the dominant party in the legislature
will always exercise the power to their own ad- tracted and laborious efforts of this house terminvantage.
This can be prevented by the adop- ate in such a monstrosity.
But, sir, the subject more particularly before
tion of the amendment of the g-entleman from
Logan, (Mr. Irwin,) with the addition af a slight my mind, is the report of the select committee
amendment, which I shall propose. It is, that chosen from each congressional district to reto this body. I
the representative shall go with the largest re- port a plan of apportionment
siduum, wherever it may be situated.
Thus no regarded the organization of that committee as
county will be entitled to a member, if its popu- likely to produce favorable results, and was,
lation is less than that of some residuum in any consequently, pre'pared to regard the offspring
portion of the state, and no county will get an of their labors WIth favor. I expected to see a
additional
member, unless its residuum is the system proposed which would do credit to the
In this I have been sadly disaplargest in the state.
The old system of appor- originators.
What is their ·plan? It is a mongrel,
tionment was well enough, if controlled by a pointed.
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neither fish nor flesh. It is the union of the systems of the gentlemarl,from
Montgomery, (Mr. Henry and Shelby,
Apperson,) and the gentleman from Harrison, Jefferson,
(Mr. Desha.)
It proposes to divide the state by

counties, into ten districts and give each dis- Shelby,
trict its proportion of members according to its Carroll,
aggregate voting population,

number of white males over twenty one years of
age. as that was the most; convenient. basis, and
would not materially affect the result. I wish
to show the inequality which will exist among
the counties composing the different districts.
I shall confine myself to a few count-ies in
each district, so as to take M little time as pos~
aible. I have examined eight out of the ten districts, which will clearly Show the injustice of
the report.
FIRST

MembeIS. Voters.
I
I

2016
1059

H~kins,
C oway.

I
I

1886
1323

Caldwell and Hopkins,
Crittend~n and Calloway,

2
2

3902
2382

SECONDDlSTIUCT.
2248
I
554
I

Daviess,
Meade,

1
i

2112
1114

Christian and Daviess,
Hancock and Grayson,

2
2

4360
1662

Logan,
Simpson'.

I
1
I

1
EiGHTH

Bourbon and Scott
Fayette
J
'
Bourbon and Scott.
Franklin,
NINTH

THIRD DISTRICT.
2179
I
1017
I

Warren,
Monroe,

I
I

2215
1247

It?gan and Warren,
Simpson and Monroe,

2
2

4349
2264

F01JB,TB

DISTRICT.

Pulaski,
Taylor,

1
1

2392
1097

Russell and Oaaey,

1
1

1991
1168

Boyle,
FIFTH

DISTRICT.

Nelsof!. and Mercer,
Hardin,

2
2

4148
2419

~rcer,
Spencer,

1
1

2093
1022

778

DISTRICT,

2
2

3805
2649

2
2

3805
2024

1156
1781

DISTRICT.
1
1

1936
967

J

1
1

1886
1025

957 Bath and Greenup,
Fleming,

2
2

3822
2316

Greenup,
Lawrence.

DISTRICT.

Caldwell)
Crittenden,

Christian,
Hancock.

2

which shall be dis-

tributed amo~'pthe counties of the district ac- H
cordingly. rvow, sir, let us examine the workc!1ry,
iugs of this plan, and ascertain whether it metes Trimble.
out equal justice to each county and section of.
the state. In my estimate, I have taken the

Counties.

DISTRICT.
2

DUfer· Bath,
euce. Carter

564

969
861

I have thus shown the great inequality

1506

of the
plan proposed
by the select committee,
It
works injustice in every district.
I have not
1520 shown one fourth ct its enormities, but sufficient
has been shown to demonstrate its great injustice. I have selected the counties almost at
random, yet every comparison writes condemnation upon the face of the proposition.
1694
By reference to the table above, it will be seen
that the Little county of Hancock, in the second
district will have the same power of Christian,
998 and yet Christian
has 1694 voters more than
Hancock.
So Greenup, with a voting pcpulation of 1936 has no more power thab 'Lawrence,
2698 with 967.
Thus the 969 voters in Greenup,
comparatively
exercise no power. It is not necessary to give any more illustrations.
By reference to the table, anyone can see the opera1162 tion of the system at a glance.
I am satisfied the committee did not carry out
the plan, and ascertain its mode of operation or
they would never have reported it. Their own
968 sense of justice would have prevented them from
having advocated a system which has no equality in it and which strikes directly at the dccle2130 ration in the first part of the report which says
that "representation
shall be equal anduniform."
The plan proposed by the gentleman from
Ti"i~g, presents the same Inequality
and is ob1295 nO:1IOUSto the same objection.
He increases
the number of districts to twelve, and thereby
increases the inequality.
I am satisfied sir,
82'3 that the district system, while it obviates one
difficulty, produces another of still greater magnitude.
I did not rise to make a speech, but to have
1729 my plan read for the information of the house,
and to present some of the operations of the
system of apportionment
reported by the select
committee.
I may, at a proper. thne, diseuse the
l071s'ubject
niore at large, but (or the present am sat-
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l sfled with having barely shown the great and complaints of the inequality of the fifth as he
I believe that Spencer.
crying injustice which would be produced by was of the first district,
the adoption of this report. I hope sir, the COI)- was taken from Nelson, or at least in part, and
veetion will vote down a proposition
'which is that Anderson, or a great part of it, was taken
fraught with so much injustice to the country frOID Mercer, and the feelilJf:{s and wishes of the
people of these small counties.coincide to a great
generally.
extent with the larger ones to which I have atMr. APPERSON.
The I;entleman last up
(Mr. Garfielde,) says, that Ius proposition is the tached them.
Some gentlemen have been led into mistakes,
only one that meets out equal Justice.
Now, I
by taking as. a basis the white males over twenshall be greatly disappointed
if it gets a vote
ty-one, as reported by the auditor, instead of
except his own, and If 1t does, I am quite certhe qualified voters, who arc less numerous than
tain it will be very few. As for the gentleman
the white males, as they will notice when they
from Lo~an, (Mr. Irwin,) I shall convince him
come to see the figures written down. Under
out of h ia own mouth, that the joint proposition
that system, Jefferson, including Louisville,
of himself and the gentleman from Madison,
would have 9 or 10,000 voters, when if the'basle
(Mr. 'I'uruer.) presents quite as great ine'lualities
of qualified voters was taken it would be but
as the plan of the committee.
enid wel having
6,774, a considerable diftereuee certaiuly.
1860 voters, and Crittenden having 947 voters,
So far as I am concerned, I am not wedded to
my frhmd from Lo~an, first refers to, as presentthis report, and the committee who reported it,
ing a most striking inequality; and yet they
so far as the number of districts is concerned,
have the same number of representatives,
one
were far from being unanimous.
But I will fureach. and under the gentleman's own plan, they
ther say, that there cannot be any system of apwould stand precisely the same. Where then IS
portionment devised but there will be hard cathe greater equality of his system of apportionses occurlng under it. Allusion has been made
ment.
The examples given by him, prove his
Hancock, as having a separate representation
argument, therefore, to be worthless.
'I'hetgen- to
on a voting population
of not more than five
tleman from Fleming, (Mr. Garfielde,) looked uphundred and SIxty. The counties of Daviess,
on the first district as arranged by the commitOhio and Breclduridge,
are the only counties
tee as perfectly startling in its inequalities.
Let
adjacent to Hancock, and they have all over
us examine it:
the ratio; and would it be just to say to Ohio,
The representation in the first district will be
Breckinridge,
or Deviess, with the residuums
as follows :
they possess, that they should also take HanFulton &: Hickman, 1,287 voters, 1 reprcsentacock under their wing without
an additional
tive.
representative?
why, the residuums of these
Graves, 1,576 voters, 1 representative.
three counties will be vastly more than enough
McCracken &' Ballard, 1,470 voters, 1 repreto give Hancock a member, when they are
sentative.
added to her voting population.
what are
Crittenden, 947 voters, 1 representative.
you to do with Hancock if she should not get a
Colloway, 1,206 voters, 1 representative.
member? Her electors must be represented ill
Marshall &; Livingston, 1,632 voters, 1 represome way; and it is clearly not fa.ir to Ohio to
sentative.
attach Hancock to her. How would it be under
Trigg, 1,381 voters, 1 representative.
the proposition of the gentlemen from Logan?
Caldwell, 1,860 yoters,l representative.
Why the two counties of Ohio and Hancock
Ho,pkins. 1,813 voters, 1 representative.
would be continued together, in all time to come,
Union, 1,264 voters, 1 representative.
as they have been since the last apportionment
'I'hus showing a most striking instance of
equality in representation
under the report of of representation.
It will be found, that in adopting the district
the committee.
The gentleman said that in this
system, as you increase the' number of districts,
district, the inequality was so great as to he
so do you increase the Dumber of these hard
startling: he certainly did not examine the matter, or else he is an indifferent judge of this mat- cases.
Mr. TURNER.
With the gentleman's per*
ter.
I
Go a little further, to thefifth district, to which mission, I will present the proposition of the
gentleman
from
Logan,
as 1 have modified it
the gentleman from Fleming, also referred, as
presentin~ great iueq ualities.
He says that An- with his consent.
The Secretary then read it as follows:
derson & epencer, with 2,093 voters, get a repre"Provided, That after the apportionment is
sentative each, whilst Nelson & Mercer, with a
as above. it shall be modified and
voting population (If 4,132, get but two repre- ascertained,
sentatives, or one to each county.
By what rule changed as fol lows : 'Phose counties having a
the gentleman thought himself authorized to smaller voting population which shall be entitake these two large counties to put together to tled to one representative, under the above mode,
prove his position, I know not, they are not ad- than other counties not having one, shall yield
up the same to the latter, and the former shall
jecent. the county of washington
lies directly
Thosc coun·
between them. Suppose the gentleman had said be attached to adjacent counties.
that Nelson and Spencer, united, had 3,014 vo~ ties having a smaller voting population which
shall
be
entitled
to
two
repre~mlltatives,
untler
ters, and the report gave them two representatives-that
Mercer &; Anderson, when united the above mode, than other counties not having
had 3,211 voters, and the report gave them two two, shall yield up one of the same to the latteI;,
representatives-bad
he presented the state of so that no county with a smaller voting popnla.
tion shall ever have a representative where ,n
case in this way, it would have been apparent,
even to himself, that he was as unfortunate ill his c,,()UJltyof larger voting population has not, and
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so that no county. with il. smallefvoting
populathat county would have two representatives
with
tion, shall ever have two representatives when a only two thousand ami sixty voters, because it
county of·a larger voting population shall have would have a residuum greater than any other of
but one representative."
the adjacent counties or any other county in tb~
Mr. APPER~bN.
What becomes of Han- district.
But by adding Gallatin to that district,
'Cock under that proposition?
she having a greater number of votes than that
Mr.l'URNER.
Can she not 'be joined to any residuum.she would havethe representative,
and
smaller county?
Harrison would have but one.
Mr. APPERSON.
No.
I believe it best to have the state laid off into
.:Mr. TURNER.
Then she wlll have to be at- districts, and that the fewer the districts are the
tached to some larger county. If then the re- nearer equality can be attained. I prefer the
siduum of the county to which she was attached system of districts, because if you take the state
was lar~er than her number of voters. or if the at large there will ever be complaints as to the
two united came nearer to the ratio than any manner in which the apportionment is made.
other count:y or union of counties, they would Accompanying the proposition which is submitget an additional member under my proposi- ted by the committee, a principle is laid down
tiou.
that representation should be equalized accordMr, APPERSON,
I am glad the gentleman ing to the number of voters. 'l'he pro~osition
has made this explanation,
as now there is pre- is, that in the first instance all the counties havaented some justice in his proposition.
But to ing the full ratio should have a representative;
swallow up a small county in that 'Yay would next. that those counties having a full ratio and
he unjust to it, and the large county to which it the largest residuum compared with the number
mal be attached, would always have the control of voters an¥ county has under the ratio, should
if It desired to do so.
have an additional representation, but if a amalI was going on to say that as y-ou increase the ler county has more voters than such residuum,
number cf-dietricts.so you Increase the number of then she shall have the member. This principle
hard points or inequalities,
For instance, Gal- was proposed in reference to four districts, butit
latin will buve a representative because she is governs with equal justice whatever may be the
adjacent to lIO county in the tenth eongresalonal
Dumber. By adopting four districts, as I first
district but what has a residuum.
She has but proposed, each would have between thirty five
813 voters, and yet she must have a rcpresenta- and- thirty six thousand voters, and there would
tlve, because she has a greater number of voterf not in anyone of them be three hundred voters
than would be included in the residuum of an)\ more than in another, and I still think it would
of the counties in that dietriet..
he preferable.
However, I prefer the report of
Again: the little county of Breathitt, with a •the committee to any' proposition yet presented
little more than five hundred and sixty voters, ..as R.namendment to It, and shall adhere to It as
[just five hundred and ninety,) will be entitled ~gallli'lt,them.
,
.
,
In a short time to a member, and why? Because,
Mr. ~ RI.PLETT.
I rise to point out an mbeing ill the 9th congressional district, she lies congruity ~n.t11~gentl~man's own 1'.eport, and to
adjacent to Morgan only of all the counties in sh.ow that I~ lS Imp~sslble to car~y It out .. If he
that district which is increasing rapidly, and be- w~ll turn his <l:ttentlOll to the thirteenth line, he
fore a second apportionment shall be made, will, will fin~ that It reads thus: .
in all probabifity, possess the full ratio for a
"Provided, lwwever .. That If tI~ere should be
member,
Then we shall have to give a member any county. not havlll,g a" sufficlen~ number of
to Breathitt, because she lays adjacent to no other rel?re~entatlve P?pUlatlOll.
What ISto ~e d~ne
county to which l'he can be attached.
And by With It? "Yet It shall have a repr~sentatlv~,
la.ying the state off into four districts, I know of
But to come to the second proYlflo. It IS as
but one solitary case of great inequality, that of f0t,~ows:.
.
Hancock, which could occur. The rule in the
And promded furt~er, That when a county
legislature in the apportionment of representa- r~JaYnot hav~ a sufficle~t n~mber of representation has been to layoff the state into Quee"dis- t!ve populatIOn to entitle It to
representatricts the northern middle acd southern and to tlve, then such county may be JOillecfto some
divide the represen'tation a~ong them. B'ut even adjacE',nt eount:f or counties ~o send one reprethen it has always been a matter of great diffi- sentatlve, pr,ov,l,ded such adpcent county -has
cultyto get through with, One otner hard cn.'Oe, not a ful~ ratIO.
.
. '
if you layoff the state into small districts, that
Now It turns.out th.at 1Il the second dlStrl.ct
will occur iiS this: the county of Scott, with one there are counties WhICh are un,der the ratIO.
thousand eight hundred and thirty nine voters, Therefore ~hey would not be prOVided for,by the
will be entitled to two representatives,
because first rrovlso, because ~here are three dlffer<:nt
the residuums over the ratio which she has is counties under the ratIO, Two would be pro·
greater than any other in that district, whilst vided for ~y the second proviso.
That covers
Pulaski with two thousand three hundred and the counties of Butler and Edmondsou.
Hanfive voters will have but on~ representative,
cock does J:.lotjoin either of them, but is still in
because her residuum is not equal to the vote the same dIstrIct.
of several small counties in that district,
This
Mr. APPERSON.
Hancock is adjacent to
will occur when districts are small. This is three counties, and all three have a full ratio.
an extreme case perhaps, and I instance it only Hancock gets; one representative,
because the
to show that whatever mode gentlemen may adjacent counties are entitled to one. Butler
adopt, the hard and the soft spots will occur. cannot get onB. Why? Because she lies adj-'Why, according to the resolutIOn and mode of cent to a county not entitled to one. But er
a.pportionment of the gentleman from Harrison" ~d Edmonson neither bejng entitled to one.
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Mr. 'rRIPLETT. The explnnatlou i'~right,
but the bill is wrong, and if the explanation is
put down in the bill, it will be right. But there
IS another difficulty.
Suppose Butler shall come
up to the full rauo, what will become of Edmonson?
'I'here will be two in the same district
trict not provided for. The first is provided
for by the first section, and yet there is another
in the same district not provided for.
Mr. GRAY.
Notwithstanding
the argument
of the gentleman from Montgomery, and the estimation in which he holds his prcpoeltion, I
must say I think that proposition ODe of the
most abominable and objectionable that ever
,~as presented for the cO,nsideration of ~ny d:Iiberative body.
My friend from DaVIeS!; IS
right in his statement ofthe character and operation of the proposition.
It glvee a certain number of re:p.res~utatives to a district. Suppose th.ere
are ten districts, and each has eleven counties.
then SUppOSe Butler or Edmonson come up to
the ratio, where will you ~et a representative to
give to either? Hancock 18 surrounded by three
counties which have the ratio, therefore Hancock must have one. Then if .Butler or Edmonson comes up to to the ratio, can you give a
repreeentetiee to the other if it should come up
to the ratio? Such a difficulty lllay occur sooner
or later in every district in the state. Shall we
put in the constitution, which we hope to have
last for ages, a proposition so absurd.
Of all the
propositions which have been presented, this is
the most abominable and the most unequal, because a county, if it has only representative
population of five hundred, will hare a representative.
Does that correspond with the principle of an equal representation
for aU. It
would be a perfect contradiction of the principle
in that very district, and would be in mallY others. There is no equality in it at all. That
district runs from the 'I'enuessee line to the
mouth of Salt river, nearly one hundred and
fifty miles. How is the voting population of
that district distributed.
In the northern end,
the gentleman gives the counties. of Meade,
Hancock, and Grayson, three counties which do
not join. To these counties with a population
of males over twenty one years of age of two
thousand seven hundred and seventy six, he
gives three representatrves.
He gives to the
county of Christian with two thousand two
hundred and twenty ei~ht voters one r(lpresentative. Is not that beautiful equality? Is not that
representation
according to population with a
vengeance?
I trust in God this convention will
never disgrace itself with anything SQ unjust as
that.
Take Hancock and Grayson, and how many males over twenty one Lave they? They have
one thousand six hundred and sixty two, and by
this gentleman's
beautiful plan they have two
represo:ntatives in one end of the district, and ill
the other elld, two thousand two hundred and
twenty eight voters have but one. 'j'hat would
be beautiful justice, beautiful equality of representation.
Apply this proposition all over the
state, and the same reJ'ults will be seen. Cumberland. Casey, and Boyle, with three thousand
one hundred and ninety two voters have three
representatives, but Pufaski with two thousand
three hundred and ninety two has but one. I
t.rust this oQllvention never will adopt Bueh a

propoalilon fig that. I cannot vote for the- (,011stitution with sue.h a proposition in it. We pro0se to have qualified voters the basis, and if so,
et us carry it out. I hope we shall adopt the
proposition of the gentleruun from Logan, or
that of the gentleman from Trigg, or that of the
gentleman from Floyd, or the report of the committee as it first came forward.
I can take allY
other proposition that has been offered sooner
than this.
'I'he amendment of the gentleman from Logan, at the suggestion of Mr: C. A. WICKLIFFE, was so modified as to have the districting commence with the county of Greenup, and
the apportionment
to take place once in eight
years.
Mr. C. A... WICKLIFFE.
I think the gentleman's proposition now will be more likely to do
justice than allY proposition we have, if the
gentleman will just say that the legislature, in
makiflg the npportionment,
shall divide the
state into thtec districts. as near equal as may
be, commencing and restin~ on the Ohio river.
In this 'Way. I think you will control this wild,
and I will say unjust, method of laying off the
state, which has been practiced.
Mr. 'I'tJRNER.
If you go by districts, you
may still leave some one county with a represeutative, which has not as many voters as some
other county in the district.
According to my
proposition this cannot happen in any part of
the state.
Mr. GHOLSON
If the latter clause of the
proposition submitted by the gentleman from
Madison is added to the proposition of the gentleman from Logan, there can be 110 gerrymandering.
I see no necessity for the first part. I
think it is settled that the largest county shall
always have the representative, and not that one
having nine hundred and ninetv-nine
voters
shall have one, while one having one thousand
does not.
Mr. TURNER.
I will. show the necessity of
the fonner part. According to the proposition
of the gentleman from Logan, residuums will be
produced.
My proposition is, to apply those
residuums so that no small county shall get a
representative, while a large one has not all)'.
Mr. MORRIS.
I feel no disposition to occupy the time of the house, when I do not feel that
~llty ,requires me to l'pe<l:k. But as this questIOn IS one of the most Important of any we
have had before us, and is particularly important to my constituents, I feel it incumbent on
me to say a few words respecting the proposition of the8elect committee, and that submitted
by the gentleman from Logan.
At the suggestion of Mr. IRWIN, Mr. Morris
gave way for a motion to take a recess.
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Mr. OLARKE.
Having voted for that portion
of the sixth sectioll of the report, I now give
notice that I will move a reconsideration of that
vote. I do it for this reason: that it establishes
the basis of representation, and makes the qualified voters that basis. This morning, the vote
was taken upon the amendment offered by the
senior gentleman from Nelson, which amendment embraced the principle in regard to the basis of representation which I had had the honor
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the country, not designed now to be injured.
Tilt' great tax peylng portion of the commonwealth will feel its effects. We may as well call
things by their right names. Gentlemen speak
of strengthening the rural districts by this operation.
Our fathers made a basis of the free voting population, with which I am content.
Our
habits and agricultural pursuits, and the situatend to say that those who have attempted to tion of our agricultural region are such, that the
preclude any further action upon any branch of tendency of our population is to the extremes.
agricultural pursuits-are
this section hereafter, were aware that three of Natural causes-our
those absent members were in favor of the forcing the political power from the centre of
amcudment: but I do undertake to say, with a the state. While I disclaim the idea of uniting
personal knowledge of the fact, that three of property, either land or any other kind of estate,
the four were in favor of the amendment offered as an element of the basis of representation, as
unjust in a free and cq,ual government, I disby the gentleman from Hardin.
A minority of this convention, then, have claim the idea of uniting any matter, though
committed a direct and flagrant; violation of the animated, which is inactive ill the expression of
rights of the majority, and fastened, as far as the sentiments, necessary to the choice of arepresentative in the legislative department of this govvote of to-day can fasten, upon this constitution
a principle which the majority of this body is ernment. Why should I, because I may be
opposed to. I assert if every gentleman who worth five thousand dollars more than my neighvoted for the amendment shall adhere to his bor, in casting my vote at the polls, exercise a
vote, that there are yet three gentlemen, who are greater political weight in this government? I
in town, but absent Iroui sickness, who will vote do not exercise it, and will not give a vote that
But shalf I exercise less
for the proposition of the gentleman from N el- shall authorize it.
No. Why should one man exercise
son, and thus make the vote in favor of it fifty, weight?
clearly showing a majority ill favor of the basis more political power than I do, because his lot
of white population, and againstthc basis adopt- has been east in a part of the country which God
eel. I am aware that the motion I have made has blessed with children, not hIS own, and
must lie on the table till to-morrow.
I would over whom they would not, if permitter! to vote,
not have made it if there had been a clear, pal- select him as a guardian or public agent? Why
pable, and satisfactory indication of disappro- should my accidental residence among women
bation of the proposition.
But when I was con- and children, to whom I urn bound by no ties of
vinced there was a majority of the convention blood, kindred, or relationship, give me more
against the basis established by the vote to-day, political power in this Union than a man who
and saw the attempt made to stifle their will, I mar not be blessed or surrounded by that decould not, in justice to myself and that majori- scription of population?
:Mr.OLARKE.
I will withdraw my motion
ty, forbear moving to reconsider the vote by
to reconsider now, and I give notice that 1 shall
which the section was adopted.
Mr. C. A. WICKLIFFE.
On this question make a motion to reconsider to-morrow.
:Mr. c. A. WICKLIFFE.
Very good, sir, I
of basis of representetion, I admit that the convention is nearly equally divided.
Without will'be present whenever it is made.
Mr. MORRIS.
It is with great reluctance
having any particular feeling with regard to its
operation on that part of the state which I rep- that I ask the attention of the house to a few reresent, 1 still rejoice that the vote resulted as it marks which I deem it my duty to make upon
dtd, because I thought the basta of representa- this system of apportionment reported by the
tion which had been fixed by our fathers in 1792, committee.
It is one of the most important and
and again in 1799, and which had been approved delicate subjects which haa occupied the attenby the people of Kentucky for sixty years with- tion of the convention; one which has attracted
out murmur or complaint, was just and right. the attention and occu\',ied the time of some of
I challenge any member of this convention, even the ablest men in our ody: and I can venture
the delegate from Simpson, to say whether he with safety to say, that no man has yet been
ever heard in tbe halls of legislation of Kcu- able to fix up a plan of npportionmeut which
tucky, or out of them, from the citizens of this even to himself would seem to be entirely just
and impartial.
I was a member of the legialaeotutuonweul th, allY complaint of the principle
upon which our political power was apportiontive committee to which this subject was refered. Was it a cause of calling this convention; red. The committee ...
vorked at it faithfully and
was it a grievance; and does it operute as a for a long time; and the plan submitted in the
grtevancer
Then why change? The object of report was adopted as the best we could make,
the change, a.s avowed by the mover and its ad- though not entirely satisfactory to any of us.
I should not say one word UPOIi this question,
vocates, is for the purpose of operating upon
and should have submitted it to the vote of the
one particular section of the state iujudicioualy.
M1'.CLARKE. I beg to inquire whether it is convention without a remark, but for the fact
that this report of the select committee presses
in order to debate this question now.
The PRESIDENT declared it to be in order. more heavily, and, as I believe unjustly, upon
Mr. C. A. WICKLIFFE.
I do not intend to the immediate interests and rights of my COD,
go into any extended argument as to the propri- atitueuta than any thing which has been preety of the change. The alteration proposed is sented to us. It would seem, sir, that the comcalculated, in my humble judgment, in the pro- mittee hod traveled out of the regular course of
greSS of time, to do great injustice to portions of their report and attached a proviso, with no
to submit, and which had once been adopted by
this convention.
'file vote stood-c-ayes 47. noes
48. Immediately upon the annunciation of the
vote, a motion was made to reconsider it, and
then a ruction was made to lay that motion upon the table. There were but four members absent at the time the vote was taken, who have
been here during the session. I will not pre-
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earthly ~i)ject but" to strike a blow at the rights
of the people in my county. Indeed, sir, the
whole system, independent
of this peculiar act
of injustice, seems to me, by far, the most uuequal and oppressive of all the various plans
which have been submitted.
The report sets out
with the broad declaration that "representation
shall be equal and uniform throughout
the commonwealtJi, and shall be forever regulated by
the number of representative
p'0pulatioll;"
and
yet when we look into its details, it would seem
that the last of all objects which was sought to
be accomplished, was that of representation in
proportion to the number of qualified electors.
A plan of apportionment
has been submitted
by the gentleman from Logan, and amended by
the gentleman
from Madison.
This. plan, as I
understand it, is pretty much the same with that
of the old constitution,
excert that an attempt
is made to prevent the rolhng reaiduums from
being made to fall so heavily upon those who
may happen to he in a minority, and to establish some permanent rule by which the legislature shall hereafter be governed. It fixes a point
at which the legislature shall hereafter be compelled to start, in apportioning
the state; and the
amendment of the gentleman from Madison provides, that after traversing
the whole state, and
~hing to each county, with the full ratio of qualified electors, the representative
to which it is entitled-it
shall then take a survey and fix the
remaining representatives
upon those counties,
either single or double, having the largest unrepresented residuum of qualified electors. The
plan submitted by the select committee, lays the
state off into ten districts, and not onlv sanctions but absolutely enforces a system of gerrymandering' in those districts upon the legislature.
The question now before us is, which
one of these two plans shall be adopted?
For
my own part, although
I am not particularly
pleased with either of them, I thmk the plan of
the gentleman from Logan by far the most just
and desirable.
Indeed, sir, I should much prefer the plan of the old constitution,
odious, oppressive, and unjust. as it has been acknowledged to be, to this plan of the committee.
The
convention
which framed the old constitution,
conferred the power upon the legislature to gerrymander the state, and thereby inflict au act of
gross injustice upon whatever party might ,Perchance be in the minority.
They placed It in
the power of that legislature, by acting honestly and fairly, to render an act of justice to every
part of the commonwealth.
The convention
now assembled, :£;lroposesby the bill reported by
the select committee, to do the act themselves,
and place it in all time, beyond the power of
the legislature,
to remedy the wrong which
thereby they will have inflicted, to stamp it
upon the constitution
itself. The plan of the
old constitution,
by: suffering the residuums
to
be rolled in any and every direction through the
state, placed it in the hands of the legislature to
confer the :£;lower,at discretion, upon any particular poruon of the country which they knew
to be most inclined to carry out the particular
objects they might have in view. It was made
to operate like the old woman's elder stalk,
which. according to her idea, was the greatest
medicine in the world-a
great panacea for eve-

cry disease.
If scraped up, it operated as an
emetic; if scraped down, It acted as a purge:
and truly. in the hands of a skilful legislature,
its medicinal qualities have been so potently applied as to keep the poor patient, toe minority
party, in a most woful state of depletion.
That
system which was thus injuriously applied, was
the act of our ancestors, who, in the honesty of
their hearts, believed the legislature
to be as
honest as themselves.
They had no intention of
doing an act of injustice; they knew that, under their plan, justice could be done, and they
believed it would be done. 'I'heywere mistaken.
We have assembled here, and one thing imperiously demanded of us by the people is, that we
establish
a certain, permanent
basis of apportionment, which will render it unlawful. In all
after time, for the legislature to act unfairly, and
yet it would seem that we are prepared to fix an
apportionment
immutably
upon our constitntlO11,as unjust end unfair, as any which could
be devised by the legislature.
It seems to me
that I would rather entrust the power to an unholy agent to do the unholy deed. whilst he
had, at the same time, the opportunity
to do
right, than to myself commit the wrong.
'l'o
prove that I am not mistaken-that
I do not
complain without ample cause of the report of
HIe select committee, I will refer you to some
calculations I have taken the trouble to make,
which will, I think, most conclusively
prove
that this plan must operate with great inequality and injustice.
We find that the county of Caldwell,
in the
first district, with a population
of 2,016 voters,
is entitled to one representative.
The county of
Crittenden, in the same district, with 1,059 voters, is likewise entitled to one representativedifference in population 951. Hopkins has one
member, with 1,886 voters.
Calloway, with
1,323, has one-difference
563.
Caldwell and
Hopkins, with 3,902 voters, have two representatives.
Oritteuden
and Calloway, with 2,382,
have two-difference
1,520-quite
enough, under the ratio, for one additional
representative.
Would this seem to be just aud equitable?
Does
this indicate that representation
is based upon
numbers?
I should say not. Yet this is the
system which is sought to be forced UpOD us.
Again, sir; if we go into the second district,
we find that Ohrietinn,
with 2,248 voters, has
but one representative.
Hancock, with 554, has
one-difference
1,694-more
than 100 over the
ratio.
Daviess, with 2,110, has one representative. Meade, with 1,114, has one-cdifference
998. Christian and Daviess, with 4,360 voters,
are entitled to two representatives.
Hancock
and Grayson, with 1,662, to two representatives
-c-difference 2,698.
These are some of the astounding
developments
made by a very slight
examination of this most just and faireystem of
apportionment,
recommended to this convention
by the select committee.
If we go to the third district, we will see that
Logan, with 2179 voters, has but one representative-Simpson,
with 1017, to the same-difference,1162.
Warren, with 2215, has one-Monroe, with 1247, the same. Logan and Wanen,
with 4394 voters, have two representativesSimpson and Monroe, with 2264, have the same
number-difference
2130. In the fourth district,

mating the others in population,
that though-in
Puleskf -with 2392, has one member-Taylor,
with 1097, the same-difference,
1295. Russell those districts the counties might not have their
proper
representation,
yet
the
same
sectional inand Casey, with 1991, to one-Boyle,
with 11681
Certainly,
to one-823
difference. Pulaski, Russell, and terests would be fully represented.
Casey, with 4383, have two-c-Tuylor and Boyle, jf we will look at these districts, we will find
with 2265, have two~2118 difference.
I could that the different parts of them are as widely
go on, and by reference to the tables I have made separated in interests, as the remotest sections
out, show yOll that the same, and :perhaps even of the state can be. Take away the representamore startling instances of injustICe and ine- tive from the oounw of Ohristain, and transfer
he will no more represent
quality will be found to exist m the other dis- him to Hancock,
tricts. But I will not weary the patience of the the views and interests of the people of Christian,
than
he
would
if
transferred to Greenup or
house, by going further with these details, when
By this plan of the committee, a great
enough has been shown to convince any reason- Fulton.
able man, that the inequaltt.ies are too enormous gain will accrue to the northern districts at the
No provision is made
to permit him to establish them in this eonstitu- expense of the southern.
The districts are made
tion-that
the attempt is made to fix the repre· for future alleviation.
sentation upon territory, bounded by ima.ginary permanent, and I have no doubt that the evils
lines, and not upon the number of voting popu- now great, will increase as the country grows.
I much prefer the plan proposed by the gen.
lation.
Some few weeks ago an effort was mude to throw tleman from LOlfnn. I think that, as amended,
no
great injustice can be done; and that it is
the representative strengthof tile state from those
much better calculated to aecure the rights of the
counties and sections which have heretofore.and
should still possess it, on account of the 1arlil'er people, than this ten district plan, which I sinamount of representative
population
which cere1y hope will be rejected by the convention.
Mr. Dl\. VIS. I want as a basis of apportionthey contain, and the immense amount of rovenue which they pay, into the smaller and poorer ment, that principle adopted, which will secure
counties of the state. It W~ presented in the the nearest approach to equal justice to all the
garb of this "baby basis" as it is called, making counties in the state, and leave the .least discrewomen and children, and not the free white male tionar! power to the legislature.
A great abuse
citizens over twenty-one, the basis of represen- heretofore, in relation to the subject of apportattoo.
It would seem that the report' of the tionment, has been, that the whole state has
I think
committee, is but :t. continuation
of the same been afield upon which to gerrymander.
plan-an
effort to carry the power of the state a remedy may be applied by taking a part of the
from the wealthier and more populous counties project of the honorable gentleman from Montgomery. If you make, ten districts, and make
to the poorer ones, which have been ascertained
to have a lar~er proportion of women and chil- no apportionment, but leave it for the legislature, It seems to me that such a system would
dren. I find under this plan, that Christian,
work pretty well, because the gerrymandering
with 2248 voters, will lose a representative-that
the counties of Logan, Russell, Nelson, and must be on a small scale if done at all, being
Then let the first apBourbon, will each be deprived of a member in limited to each district.
the legislature-and
that these members will be portionment be made a~reeably to the proposi"This
transferred to the smaller counties with a less tion of the gentleman from Montgomery.
proportionate population.
¥y friend from Hen- will prevent the inequality pointed out by the
ry proposed the other day, that territory and not gentleman from Christian.
Mr. APPERSON.
I want to say a word to
population should be the basis of representation;
He
that each county should be entitled to a separate the younger gentleman from Christian.
representative.
His plan was at once rejected seems much alarmed with the committee's reo
The one introduWith singular unanimity.
All effort was made port on the apportionment.
to restrict the cities, and after a long and fiery ced by the gentleman from Logan he approves.
debate, this convention decided that they could Let us see how it works.
Mr. MORRIS.
I did not state that the propo·
deprive no portion of our voting citizens of the
right to be represented.
A vote was taken on sition of the gentleman from Logan met my apyesterday upon the "baby basis," and the con- probation, but that I preferred it to the report of
vention decided that men, and not women and the committee.
Mr. APPERSON.
I want to goon and seeif
children, should be represented.
An attempt is
again indirectly made 'by the apportionment, to I could do worse than that proposition would
secure, to a great extent, these principles which do. The first county the ~entleman takes in his
have been rejected-to
transfer the power from fault-finding of the committee's report is Caldthe voting population into territoriallimits,
and well. He says Caldwell has but one, and Critinto the hands of women and children, and I tenden would have one; and yet she has onlr
How would
sincerely hope this indirect effort will meet with half as many voters as Caldwell.
it be under the amendment which he advocates~
the same fate at the hands of this convention,
Just as the report of the committee would make
with those more direct in their objects.
It has been found to be absolutely impossible, it. Caldwell one, Crittenden one. Thisground
The
by any plan, to render entire justice to every of his complaint is therefore unfounded.
part of the ~tate-to
present a system whieh old ratio fixed it the same way. Bntthis is the
I can tell you
shall give to every section the exact number of gentleman's first illustration.
where the shoe pinches.
It is the principle of
representatives to whi('h it is rigbtfullyentitled.
taking
away
from
the
largt>
counties.
The gen·
This plan of districting was suggested as a remedy to the evil. It was supposed that by laying tleman has been but little in legislative bodies,
off the state into districts, each nearly approxi- or else he would not have talked aboutswet'ping
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away the representation
from the counties' one thousand and forty seven. There is to be
where the wealth is. Woodford pays annually no comparison between Taylor and Christian,
into the treasury, upwards of $2,000 more than according to the proviso of the gentleman from
Christian.
If wealth is to receive representa- Madison, because Christian is a competitor for
tion, and Dot voters, why not go to Woodford two representatives, and Taylor for but one;
instead of Christian? Christian with 2,138 vo- and there is to be no competition except be·
ters will get, he says, but one member, accord- tween the large counties bclouging to one class
ing to the report, and yet the small county of among themselves. The small counties of the
Hancock will get one. The county of Hancock other class may compete among themselves.
iii a solitary instance. when you take the whole The effect. may be that two thousand two hunstate, there is no other county similarly situated. dred voters can g-ettwo representatives, when a
If he insist that Christian shall have two, Da- small county with one thousand cannot get one.
viess and Hancock will get but one, yet their Under the system proposed by the committee,
united vote-and
they are ndjnccnt-Is
nearlv the county having one thousand voters will have
2,500. Suppose you allow Christian to hav'e a representative
before the other can get two.
one, it is all she ever will get unless Daviess The county with nine hundred will get one
and Hancock should have two. If the propcel- sooner than the county with two thousand two
tion of the gentleman from Logan should be hundred will get two, because nine hundred is
adopted, with the provisos of the gentleman
greater than the residuum of the large county
from Madison added, yOIl will find that Chris- over the ratio-the
ratio being one thousand four
tian is cut down to one representative.
Is it not hundred and sixteen.
The county of Montgommore equitable that Daviees and Hancock with ery which I represent, will not be affected by
2,500 voters should have two, rather than Chris- allY proposition, for she has just the ratio. But
tian.
Grayson with 1,127 voters has a member. it seems to me the smaller cnunties are deserving
Is there any disposition on the part of the gen- of something at our hands which I would be
tleman to take away that one from Grayson and glad to give them. I will only add, with regive it to Christian?
spect to the report of the committee, that we laid
Let us see what the other gent.leman from down certain principles from which the legielaChristian says. He selects some counties which ture could not depart.
If the state should be
be sllppo"es will have too great a representation,
divided into four districts. which I beli-eve to be
and contrasts them with some which he says the beet. I acknowledge there will be less opporwill have too small a representation.
Let me tunity for the evils which have been complaincall the attention of gentlemen to the apportion- ed of.
ment as it now stands under the present constiMr. NUTTALL.
I think the proposition of
tut.ion, and which the elder gentleman
from the gentleman from Madison is the most just
Christian advocates above all others. Five ccun- which has been presented. and I intend to go
ties to-wit: Bourbon, Harrison. Logan, Christian, for it. Many counties have two representatives
and Nelson, with nine thousand nine hundred with less voters than others have 'which have
and ninety two voters have ten representatives.
but one. I think this will prevent anything of
and five other counties to-wit : Mercer, Pulaski,
that sort.
Warren, Daviess. and Caldwell. with ten thouMr. DESHA.
It is not Illy purpose to inflict
sand three hundred and forty-four voters have upon the house a speech at this late period; and
only five represeutativea.
This is the apportionif I were inclined to do it. the fact that I witness
ment which suits my friend, but can any thing inattention to the speeches which have been made
be more unequal than this?
The five latter for same days past, would prevent me from rnacounties have three hundred and fifty voters king the attempt.
But having submitted the
more than the five former, and )'et have only one plan of ten districts, and having been a member
half the number of reprtlSentatlves.
of the select cnmmittee which reported this
The gentleman from Bourbon suggests that we back to the convention, I feel that I should say
Ly off the state into ten districts without adopt- something of the motives which influenced me
ing any other principle, and leave the legislature
in submitting this plan.
to make the appnrtionmeut.
So far as 1 am conMuch has been said bv both of the gentlemen
eemed , 1 have no objection to this proposition.
from Christian. as to the injustice of this report,
The committee believed it best to layoff districts I have endeavored to divest myself of prejuand then to lay down certain principles for the dice. and they have failed to convince me that
action of the legislature, so that they would the system we propose will operate unjustly; but
have no discretionary -power in making an equi- on the contrary. it is my opinion that it Will optable and fair apportionment.
When I asked eeate more justly than allY other which bas been
what would be done with Hancock. according to presented.
What does it propose ~ It lays off
the proviso of the gentleman from Madison, I the state into ten districts.
The gentleman from
was told it would be joined to some other coun- Loganseemed to insinuate thnt political motives
ty and the two counties together would have may have governed the committee and those who
two representatives;
but upon an examination
favnr this report.
of the proviso there is no such provision what·
I wish to say tllat when I came here, I divesever-indet:d
tl.ere is no provision for the union ted myself of political pre;judices. I came not
of two count.ies t.o 'lend two representatives.
I to represent one party, but both; and I regretted
want to call attention to the effect of putting
to hear the terms democrat and whig uttered in
counties entitled to one repres('ntative into one this hall, as often as they have bcen. I should
class, and those entitled to two into another consider myself unworthy of as eat here, if! could
class. Take Christian with two thousand onc be influenced by such m!4ives.
I have seen the
hundred and thirty eight 'VoteT5,and Taylor with system of gerrymandering
carried on in this
I
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state, and in other states, so much, that my at- a member, still as I believe I represent a just
tention was called to the question, whether we people, if I cannot get a better system, I shall
could not prevent it. I do not say that the party vote fOT the report of the committee as it is.
Mr. TURNER.
I would not speak again on
in power for many years past. have done it,more
than their adversaries would have done, if they this subject, bnt for the remarks of the gentleMadison county is not inhad been in power. It is far f1'OlUme to say: so. man from Bourbon.
The object is not to inquire what party ruey have terested, aud I say this proposition will bring
a majority in the legislature,
but to secure the about more justice than any other, which has
been presented. The gentleman from Logan probest method of apportionmeut
to each county.
I proposed
So far as this report respects my county, it is posed to take the old constitution.
a proof that I had no selfish object in view. to add to it the principle of taking resjdu ums
Harrison has a large residuum, and if this report and giving first to the smaller counties and goHis proposition would
is adopted, she will be shorn of one member. ing through with them.
give two representatives to a county, while
When I first proposed the plan of ten districts,
with a view that Harrison
should retain her some other counties had but one. I only say
member, I presented the district system in a dif- that the larger of two small counties should have
instead of the smaller of the
ferent form. I proposed that Carroll should the representative
be thrown to the seventh district, for Carroll two, and I say the same as to the large counties
Where
and Gallatin
have always been united, and which are entitled to two representatives.
is the injustice of this.
Lhuve seen in rolling
sent one member.
The vote of tire two counties
is only a little above the ratio.
Carroll was rcsidaums every injustice done, sud the propustruck off a short time since, and the two togeth- sition I brought forward was. presented to preer, had one representative.
I put them togetli- vent the power of doing injustice to a minority.
As respects dividing
the state into ten diser, because they would be nearer on an equality.
I am not particularly anxious about this plan, If tricts, you will, if that is done, have to carry
a better plan, one which will secure to all parts residume, and there will be the same difficulty
there was under the old constitution, and the
of the state, a fair and just system of apportionwhen
ment can be presented, I will vote for it. But it smaller counties roay get a roprescntntive,
the larger does not, and the larger will get two
will have yet to be presented.
sometimes when the smaller docs not ~eL any.
The gentlemen from Christian,
deal in the This is not justice.
Any principle which will
terms abomi.nable, unjust, and other opprobrious
give a smah county a representative
when a
epithets as applied to this report.
If It secured Iarse one has not any is a violation of justice,
to the county of Ohrlstian, two members, I pre- and any principle that will give two represensume it would not have been so abominable
and tatives, when another county having a hundred
unjust.
The position of Hancock is a peculiar
more,only gets one, is injustice. But the principle
one. It is bounded on one side by the Ohio riv- reported by the committee brings about this raer, and is adjacent to three counties, all of which sult. It is admitted that it does it, and there is
have a ratio, and more than the ratio.
We pro- no opportunity
to correct it, for you fix it in the
vided especially for Hancock, and I would sug- constitution.
According to my proposition,
if
gest that there be a provision so that where a thereis injustice you may go over it agam and
county is situated
as Hancock is, having less correct it. If any gentleman can prove that to
than the ratio, and surrounded by counties havbe unjust, he can out cypher me.
ing the ratio, it could be joined to one having
Mr. GARRARD.
I dislike to trespass upon
more than the ratio.
I think the amendment of the gentleman from the time of the convention, but the remarks of
Logan, as amended by the gentleman from Mad. the gentleman from Madison makes it my duty
The gentleman says, he IS
ison, is worse than the old constitution,
because to say a few words.
they did occasionally place residuums near the fond of small counties, and in makin~ that asplace whence they were drawn.
I do not think sertion I have not the least hesitation in saying
His amendment, so
that plan practicable. but if it is, I consider it he has spoken the truth.
intended to operate, 'Proves concluworse than the old constitution.
I have taken far as it
five counties different from those selected by the sivclv that he is. But, as a fnend of small
~entleman from Montgomery, and having a vot- eounbies, and as one representing three on this
mg population of 9,208, and having six mem- floor, I trust my friend from Madison will let
me say a. word in defence of small counties.
bers, making a ratio of 1,524 to a representative.
,Five others with a voting- population
of 11,608 The operation of his proviso is decidedly worse
on small counties.
have nine members, WIth an average ratio of than the old constitution,
district in which I reside,
1,289. Is this just?
Will it 'be just?
I call at- In the congressional
there
arc
twelve
counties,
represented
on this
tention to the question, whether, when different
sections, having different and antagonistical
in- floor hy five members, they having at one time
terests upon a particular
issue, are affected, enough for six. Take the old constitution as it
.yon will not, by the proposition
of the gentle- is, and you can hope for nothing better; but
man from Logan, take residuums and give them take it with the proviso of the gentleman from
say it would be
to sections, which are not entitled to them ac- Madison, and I unhesitatingly
much worse. Work out the first proposition of
cording to their numbers.
The plan proposed by the committee sets out the gentleman's proviso, and you take from LivLivwith the proposition that each portion shall ington one member and give it to Morgan.
ingston. then would go to Crittenden with perhave the representatives
to which It is entitled,
fectpropriety.
But what becomes of Breathitt?
and I prefer the report of the select committee,
to the sugs-estion of the gentleman
from Bour- You mad' add it to Estill and Owsley, or you
may
ad
itt..o
Clay,
Letcher and Perry. That is
bon, notWIthstanding
it may shear Harrison of

1!~"
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be made \0 the small county, which shall entithe first proposition.
And you take Livingston
Here are the counties
because it ia the smallest county under the pre- tle it to a representative.
sent apportionment,
and I take it if yon roll the of Bourbon, Scott, and Owen, each of which
will have a conaiderable residuum, and their agreaiduums, it will be hereafter as it was before.
Mr. TURNER.
.My proposition does not in- gregate residuum would entitle them to a fourth
There would be nothing in this
terfere with the counties that are too small for a representative.
bill which would prevent the Iegieluture from
representative.
Mr. GARRARD.
'I'he explanation
is the directing that these three counties might constisame as the gentleman gave in relation to Hun- tute a district to elect a fourth representative.
cock. The county of Harlan, under the work- I think in this war. justice will be better obing of his amendment,
must go to the counties tained. and there Will be less chance for juggling
of Clay, Perry, and Letcher, or Tennessee, or and gerrymandering, for I believe the terms are
Virginia.
The gentleman can fix it as he plea- synonymous.
:Mr. TRIPLETT.
Hancock, which lies adses.
Mr. MAYES.
It seems to me, from the re- joining Deviess, seems to have caused more difmarks of many gentlemen who have discussed :ficulty than any other county in the state. But
this proposition, that they have mistaken, or Hot there is little dIfficulty-when you come to reflect
comprehended
it correctly.
'Ve are endeavor- upon it. SUPP08t'l you were a citizen of Hancock, you would ask yourself, would I }?refer to
ing to settle the principle by which the appor
tiomnent shall hereaft-er be made. Gentlemen be added to Ohio, and let the two couuues have
have spoken of their own counties, and shown one representative, or be added to Daviess, and
the position in which they would be placed, the let the two counties have two representatives?
object of all of us being to arrive at, and do jus- If you add Hancock and Daviess together, they
will have two representatives, but if Hancock 18
tice to, the whole state.
added to Ohio, they will together be entitled to
I thought the proposition of the gentleman
only one.
from Trigg, to layoff the state into districts,
Mr. DAVIS.
You cannot devise any system
would be better calculated to do \·ustice to both
the large and small counties £ ran any other but what there must bc some discretion left to
proposition
that has been offered. I have lis- the legi(j:latnre. And when you ascertain the
tened with a great deal of attention to the de- principle which operates as near as may be aC
bates on this question, and I have been trying cording: to equal numbers, that principle would
to make up my mind in regard to the :plan we join Hancock to Daviess.
Mr. TRIPLETT'
There is no question about
ought to adopt
If the state be laid off into tell
or twelve districts, I am not convinced that in- that, and there is no great difficulty about it if
justice will grow out of that system.
On the you will establish a principle and let it alone.
contrary, it appears to me, we can arrive more The difficulty is, that when you have establishand attempt to establish a
nearly at justice, taking the whole state into ed one principle
second, you destroy the first. Now establish
view, than by any other principle of apportionthe
principle
that
numbers
arc to be represented,
ment. The residuum of one county in a district
ought to be taken to the next county within the and never depart from it, and where do you ardistrict.
No injury can grow out of it. I in- rive? 'Whereas Duviess and Hancock together
if Hantend to vote for the district principle,
and I do will be entitled to two representatives;
not think a better plan can be devised.
It does cock is added to Ohio, you will "have a larse reWhy?
Because Ohio has a resi~uum
seem to me that the question has been sufficient- siduum.
When Hancock is added to
ly debated, and that gentlemen have made up without Hancock.
their minds upon it. I should be glad if it were Ohio, what has Ohio gained, and what has Hancock gained?
Nothing?
Because Ohio was
settled.
Mr. 1RWIN.
I nm in favor of the district strong enough without Hancock, and do not give
But if added to Dasystem.
If it is adopted in lieu of the report of another representative.
the select committee, I will try to get up the viess it makes these two counties rich enough to
claim
two
representatives,
therefore the principroposition of the gentleman from Trigg.
ple contended for by my friend from Bourbon
Mr. DAVIS.
ThemoJification
of the report
IS carried out in letter and in principle.
Thcre
of the committee, I propose, is as follows:
you do not leave it to the legislative discre"The
number of representatives
to which
tion, because you fix it in the constitution that
each district may be entitled, shall be appor- Hancock must be added to Daviess, and that
tioned among the counties in such district acthose added together must be entitled to two
cording to the voting population, as near as may
representatives.
It is a principle just in itself.
be: Provided, That when any countymaybeenand the question is, would Hancock object to it?
titled to a representative,
and shall have a re- Surely she ought to be heard. Do you believe
siduum of two-fifths, and may adjoin a county that if you lived there you would object to it?
not having three-fourths of the ratio, such large
Then it is right it should be so. Then applycounty and the small one shall, together, be en- ing the same principle of reasoning which is
titled to elect a representative."
applied to Dnvicss and Hancock ought to make
Every gentleman will see the effect and operaother:parts of the state agree to it, and the princition of such a provision.
For instance, if Hanfile bemg right in itself, ought to make us adopt it
cock adjoins a county in a district whose voting
10 the constitntion.
I think if we establish the
population entities the county to one represen- principle offered by the gentleman from Bourtative, and if there is a residuum of two-fifths
bon, it will be one that nobody ought to object
over in the large county, Hancock and the large
to, and that nobody will object to.
.
county shall elect a second representative.
If
Mr. GAITHER.
I riee to give notice that I
Hancock shall not have this, concession should
4

4
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shall move a l'econside~ation
of the vote by
'which the fifth section of the report on the legislative department was adopted.
The question was then taken on the adoption
of the amendment of .Mr. IRWIN,
lL8 modified
by the proviso of Mr. 'fURNER.
The yeas and nays being demanded
by Mr.
IRWIN, there were, Y0&529, nays 59.
YEJog-John
L. Ballinger,
WIlliam K. Bowling Francis M Bristow, Thomas D. Brown,
Wm: Chenault, Chasteen T. Dunavan,
Milford
Elliott, Nininu E. Gray, Ben. Hardin, Vincent S.
Hay Mark E. Huston, James W.lrwin,
George
W. johnston, Tho!'!, N. Lindsey, Thos. W. Lisle,
Martin P. Marshall, Wm. C. Marshall, William
N. Marsllall, John D. Morrie, Elijah F. Nuttall,
Johnson Price, John T. Rogers, Jas. Rudd,
Albeit G. Talbott, Howard Todd, Squire Purner, Andrew S. White, Chas. A. Wickliffe, Gee.
W. Williams-29.
NAYs-Mr. President, (Guthric.)
Richard Apperson, John S. Barlow, Alfred Boyd, William
Bradley, Luther Brawner, William C. Bullitt,
Charles Chambers, Beverly L. Clarke, Henry It.
D. Coleman, Benjamin Copelin, William Cowper, Edward Curd, Garrett Davis, Lucius Desha,
James Dudley, Benj. F. Edwards, Green Forrest,
Nathan
Gaither,
Selucius
Garflelde,
Jas. H.
Garrard, Richard D. Gholson, Thomas J. Gough,
James P. Hamilton,
wm. Hendrix. Andrew
Hood, Thomas J. Hood, Alfred M. Jackson,
Thomas James, William
Johnson,
George W.
Kavanaugh,
Charles C. Kelly, JamesM. Lackey,
Peter Lashbrooke,
Willis B. Machen,
Richard
L. Mayes, Nathan McClure, David Meriwether,
Jonathan
Newcum, Hugh Newell,
Henry B.
Pollard, Larkin J Proctor, John 1'. Robinson,
Thos. Rockhold, Ira Root, Ignatius
A. Spalding, John W. Stevenson, J!l8. W. Stone, Michael
L. Stoner, John D. Taylor, Wm. R. Thompson,
John J. Thurman,
philip
Triplett,
John L.
Waller, Hc1l1'Y Washington, John Wheeler, Robert N. Wickliffe,
Silas Woodson, Wesley J.
Wright-59.
.
So the amendment was rejected.
Mr. DAVIS,
I WIll offer as an amendment to
the report of the select committee, of which the
gcntIe~nan from Montgomery
is chai;man, the
following, to be added after the nannug of the
districts in the original report:
"The number of representatives
to which each
district may be entitled, shall be apportioned
among the counties in such district according t?
the voting r.0pulatioll as near 8-'1 may be: Prmnd"d, that W leu any county may b~ entitled to a
representative
and shall have a residuum of twofifths and may adjoi.n a county not having threefourths of the ratIO, such large county alld the
small oue, shall, together, be entitled to elect a
represilntative."
Mr. W. JOHNSON.
I do not think the gen·
tleman from Bourbon understands
<the effect of
his amendment.
According to this proposition,
Daviess will have·the sole right to elect one representative, and a portion of the right in electing a second.
Will anyone
contend that this
is right?
Mr. DAVIS. That is exact.ly what I want;
that a county entitled to one representative
shall
have her separate representative;
that the small
county having three·fourths of the ratio, shall

herself have a representative;
but when there is
a larger county having a ratio and two-fifths
and joins 8. county not having three-Iourrhs,
that the tWQ shall be thrown together, and the
second representative
shall be elected by a common vote. Suppose Hancock has a wbig rnajcr ity almost unanimous;
and suppose the vote
of Daviesa is such, that by adding Hancock,
she would control the election of both rel?rescn.
tativee, would it be just that Hancock, WIth her
small vote but large majority in a party point of
view, should have the right to control the entire
vote of both counties?
Can there be any objeetion that every full ratio shall elect ';l. separate
representative?
And can there be any objectioll
if she has over It ratio, to uniting that ratio with
Hancock, and allowing Hancock and that reeiduum to be thrown
together and elect a reproseuterivej
Mr. W. JOHNSON.
I have waited for an explanation, and what is it? That the people of
Daviess shall elect by themselves a representative without the assietauce of Hancock, and that
then the people of Duvicss shall vote with Hancock for another representative.
In that case,
the people of Daviess vote twice, and the' people of Hancock but once, and that in company
with a county which has a much larger number
of voters.
Would it not be IlS well to put Han.cock over into Indiana?
Surely that principle
will not be adopted here. Every part of the
community should have equal rights and privileges.
This would be a palpable violation of
that principle.
The question was then taken on the adoption
of the amendment, and it was rejected.
Mr. LACKEY.
I will offer the following as
a substitute for the sixth section of the report of
the select committee:
"That the representation
shall be equal and
uniform in this commonwealth.
and shall be forever regulated and ascertained by the number of
representative
inhabitants
therein.
At the first
session of the general nssembly sfter the adoption of this constitution,
and ~very four years
thereafter, provision
shall be made by law that
in the year ----,
and every four years thereafter, all enumeration of all the representative
inhabitants
of the state shall be Illude. The
Humber of representatives
shall be one hundred, and apportioned
among the several COUllties in the following manner: Counties having
the ratio shall have one representative;
those
having three fourths of the ratio shall have cue
representative;
those having the ratio, and a
fraction less than one half the ratio over, shall
Iba.ve
but one representative;
those having the
ratio, and a fraction of one half over, shall have
two TI!presenatives; those having twice the ratio, shall have two representatives;
those having twice the ratio, and a fraction of less than
OIle half the ratio 0"01', shall have but two representativcs: those having twice the ratio, and a
fraction of one half the ratio over, shall have
three representatives;
and so on. Counties having les8 than three fourths of the ratio, shall bp,
joined to a similar adjacent county, for the purpose of forming a representative
district: Provided, that if there be no such adjacent county,
then the county having less than three fourths
of the ratio shall be united with that adjacent
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county having the smallest number of represen- contained
tative inhabitants)
provided
that their united
numbers do not exceed the ratio, and a fraction
of one half the ratio overt but if they do, the
county having less than three fourths of the
ratio shall have a separate representative.
The
remainining
representatives,
(if uny.) shall be
allotted to those counties having the largest unrepresented fractions; but in no case shall more
than two counties be united for the purpose of
forming a representative
district; but if there
ebnll ever be an excess of districts, they shall be
reduced to the pro:per number, by taking from
those counties havmg a separate representative,
with the smallest
number of representative
inhabitants, their separate representation."
The question being taken on the adoption of
the substitute, it was rejected.
Mr. DAVIS.
I move a reconsideration
of the
vote by which the amendment of the gentleman
from Logan was rejected.
The question on reconsidering was taken, and
the convention refused to reconsider.
.Mr. BOYD.
I will offer the following as a
substitute for that part of the sixth section of
the report of the select committee, which is now
pending:
"The
house of representatives
shall consist
of one hundred members, and to secure uniformityand
equality of representation
IlS aforesaid,
the state shall be districted into twelve districts.
First District-Fulton,
Hickman, Graves, Ballard, MeCracktlD, Calloway, Marshall, Livingston.
Second District-Trigg,
Ohrtetlan, Oeldwell,
Oriuenden, Union, Henderson, Hopkins.
Third District-Daviess,
Ohio,
Hancock,
Grayson,
Brecklnridge,
Hart, Larue, Hardin,
Meade.
Fourth District-Todd,
Muhlenburg,
Logan,
Simpson, Allen, warren, Butler, Edmonson.
Fifth District-Monroe,
Barren, Cumberland,
Clinton, Adair, Green, Taylor, Casey, Russell.
Sixth District-Jefferson,
Bullitt, Nelson, Shelby, Spencer, Washington,
Marion.
Senenth District-Oldham,
Trimble,
Henry,
Franklin,
Owen,
Carroll,
Gallatin,
Grant,
Boone.
Eighth District-Scott,
Harrison,
Pendleton,
Kenton, Campbell, Nicholas, Mason, Bracken.
Ninth District-Lewis,
Fleming,
Bath, Montgomery, Morgan, Greenup, Lawrence, Carter.
Tenth District-Fayf'tte,
Woodford,
Bourbon,
Clarke, Jessamine, Anderson, Mercer, lioyle.
Elenenth District-Madison,
Garrard, Llucoln,
Rockcestle, Laurel, Pulaski, whitley, Wayne.
Twelfth Disirict-Estill,
Owsley, Clay, Perry,
Letcher, Floyd, Breathitt, Johnson, Pike, Knox,
Harlan.
When a new county shall be formcd of territory belonging to more t.1Ian one dil3trict, that
connty shall be added to, and form a part of the
district out of which the larg.:st amount of territory WaH taken to form such new couuty.
In the year
,and every
year
thereafter, an enumeration
of all the qualified
electors of the state shall be made, in such manner a'l shall be directed bylaw.
In the several years of making such enumeration, each district shall be entitled to representativ~ tqual to the number of times the ratio is

ill the whole number
of qualified.
electors in said districts: Ptomded, That the remaining representatives,
after making such apportionment,
shall he given to those districts
having the largest unrepresented fractions.
Representatives to which each dist&iet may be
entitled shall be apportioned among the several
counties, cities, and towns of the district, as
near as may be, in proportion io the number or
qualified electors; but when a county MlaY not
have a sufficient number of qualified electors to
entitle it to one representative, and when the adjacent county or counties, within the district,
may not have a residuum or residuums, which,
when added to the small count7' weuld entitle it
to a separate
representation,
)t shall then be in
the power of the legislature to join two or more
together, for the purpose of sendillg a representative; Provided, Thnt when there are two or
more counties adjoining.
an(l in the same district, which have reeiduums over and above the
ratio then fixed by law, if said reeidunms, when
added together, will amount to such ratio, in that
case, one representative
shall be added to the
county having the largest residuum."
I have but little to say in respect tothet proposition.
It varies but little
from the one
which I had the honor to present to the convention some weeks ago. It will be seen and recollected by gentlemen, that I leave the apportionment among the several counties within the district, in accordance with the principles
in the
old constitution,
confining to each district its
own reslduums, so that the legislature shall not
have power to roll rcsiduuros from one district
to another.
It will be impossible under this
plan for any great injustice to be done.
The question being taken on the adoption of
the substitute.
Mr. BOYD demanded the yens
and nays, which were yeas 46. nays 40.
YEAs-Mr.
President. (Guthrie,) John S. Barlow, Alfred Boyd, Wm. Bradley,
Francis M,
Bristow, Charles Ohembera, William
Chenault,
Beverly L. Clarke, Henry R. D. Coleman, Benjamin Copelin, Edward
Curd, Lucius Desha,
James Dudley, Benjamin F. Edwards, Milford
Elliott,
Green Forrest,
Richard
D. Gholson,
Ninilln E. Gray, James P. Hamilton,
Ben. Hardin, Vincent S. Hay, William Hendrix, Alfred
M. Jackson, Thomas James, Oherles O. Kelly,
James M. Lackey, Willis B. Machen, Martin
P. Marshnll, William C. Marshall,
William N.
Marshall, Richard
L. Mayes, John D. Morris,
Hugh Newell, Elijah F. Nuttall,
Henry B. Pollard. Larkin J. Proctor, John 1'. Rogers, Ira
Root, Ignatius
A. 8palding:, John W. Btcvenson, John J, Thurman, Philip Triplett, Squire
Turner, John L. Waller, John Wlleeler, Charles
A. Wickliffe, Weslq J. Wright-46.
NAys-Richard
Apperson, John L. Ballinger,
William K. BOWling, Luther Brawner, TholDlL~
D. Brown, William C. Bullitt, William Cowper,
Garrett Davis, Chasteen T. Dunavan, Selucius
Garfielde, James H. Garrard, Thomas J. Gough,
Andrew Hopd, Thomas J. Hood, Mark E. Huston, James 'V. Irwin, William Johnson, George
W. Johnston,
George W_ Kavanaugh,
Peter
Lashbrooke,
Thomas N. Lindsey, ThomllS W.
Lisle, Nathan McClure, David Meriwether, Jon~
athan Newcum, Johnson Price, John T. Robinw
son, Thos. Ro~kholdl
James Rudd, Jas. W.
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Stone, Michael L. Stoner, Albert G. ,Talbott, manner, direct the mode and manner of conductJohn D. Taylor, William R. Thompson, How- ing and making due returns to the respective
ard Todd, Henry W ashington,Andrew
S. White, county courts, of the election of justices of the
county
Robert N. Wickliffe, Geo. W. Williams, Silas peace, constables, coroners, surveyors,
attorneys, jailers, Il.SSe8S0rs,and other officers,
Woodson-40.
whose duties shall be confined to counties, or
So the substitute was adopted.
The question recurred on the adoption of the parts of counties, or to towns.
S1':c.-. Clerks of all other courts shall be
substitute as a part of the sixth section.
proceeded against and removed from office for
Mr. 'l'URNEH..
I move the previous question.
The main question was ordered to be now put. good cause, in the same mauner that is provided
jdr. WALLER demanded the yeas and nays, for the removal of the clerk of the court of ap·
peals: Provided,
That when a vacancy shall
and there were yeas 47, nays 41.
YEAs-Mr. President. (Guthrie,) John L. Bal- occur, from any cause, or tue clerk shall be
linger, John S. Barlow, Alfred Boyd, William under charges, upon information, the judge
-Bradley, Francis M. Bristow, William C. Bullitt, or judges of the respective courts shall have
William Chenault, Beverly L. Olarke, Henry R. power to appoint a elerk pro tem., to perform
D. Coleman, Benjamin Copelin, Edward Curd, the duties of clerk. until such vacancy shall
Lucius Desha, James Dudley, Benjamin F. Ed- be filled, or the clerk shall be acquitted: And
wards, Milford Elliott, Green Forrest, Richard provided, That the legislature shall provide for
the appointment,
pro tempore, of a county asD. Gholson, Ninian E. Gray, James P. Hamilton,
seesor, III case of a vacancy.
Ben. Hardin, Vincent S. Hay, William Hendrix,
Alfred M. Jackson,
Thomas James, William
LEGISLATIVE
DJ.:I'ARTMENT.
Johnson,
George W. Kavanaugh,
Charles C.
Mr. GAITHER,
pursuant to notice heretofore
Kelly, Peter Lashbrooke, Willis B. Machen, Margiven, moved a ri..'Consideration of the vote,
tin P. Marshall, William N. Marshall,
Richard
L. Maye;;;, John D. Morris, Hugh Newell, su. adoptin~ the fifth section of the report on the
w~th. the vie;; of mo."!ng
Jah. F. Nuttall, Henry B. Pollard, Larkin J. Proc- legislative depart~ent,
tor, J,@au T. Rogers, Ira Root, Ignatius
A. to amend that portion of It III relation to cities.
Mr. BROWN moved to lay the motion on the
Spaldlag,
John W. Stevenson, Philip Triplett,
At this late period of the session he was
Squire 'rtwJJLer" JGhn Wheeler, Charles A. Wick- table.
unwilling
to open every question anew, which
litfe-47..
had
been
fully discussed and deliberately setNAlis-Ricllard
Apperson,
William K. Bowling., Luther Brawner, Thomas D. Brown, Chas. tied.
The yeas and nays were called for thereon
GhR~lIlDt:IS" William
Cowper,
Garrett
Davis,
ChasJieeJJt T. l)UlJ.aVRn, Seluclue Garfieldc, Jus. and were yeas 51, uaya 38.
YEAs-Mr. President, (Gutbrie.) Richard Ap·
H. Garrard, 'l'homaa-J. GoQgh, Andrew Hood,
'l'homas J.lW,orl. Marl: E. Heston, James 'V. Ir- person, John S .. Barlow, Alfred Boyd, William
Bradley, Fraucls M. Bristow, Thomas D. Brown,
win, George W. Jo~.nf01;€l.Il, JAmes M, Lackey,
William C. Bullitt, Charles Chambers, William
Thomas N. Lindsey, Thowi.SW_ Lisle, William
Chenault, Henry R. D. Coleman, William CoW·
,C. Marshall. Nathan ){CClUlkl. il)ll.Vid Merlwcth.(;1', Jonathan
Newcum, ,ViUUtm Preston, John- per, Lucius Desha, James Dudley, Benjamin F.
Edwards,
Selucius
Garfielde, James H. G31.son Price, John T. Robinson, Thoma.s Rockhold,
.Jnmee Rudel, James W. Stone. Miehael L, Sto- rard, Thomas J. Go;~S'h, Niuian E. Gray, Mark
E. Huston,
James w. Irwin, George ,V. John.ner, John D. Taylor, William R. 'I'hompson,
.John J. Thurman,
Howard Todd, JOilll L. ston, George 'V. Kavanaugh, James M. LackPy,
Waller, Henry Washington,
Andr.ew S. White, Pet~r Lashbrooke, .George W. Mansfield, Martin
RobertN.
Wickliffe,George
W. Williams,
Silas P. Marshall, William C. Marshall, David Meriwether, Wm. D. Mitchell, Thomas P. Moore,
-Woodson, Weilley J. Wright-4L
John D. Morris, Jonathan Newcum, Hugh New·
So the sectwa ..vas auopted.
ell, Elijah F. Nuttall, ,VIIl. Preston, Larkin J.
The conventWu theu a.djourned.
Proctor, John T. Robinson,Ira
Root, Jas. Rudd,
Ignatius A. Spaldillg, John D. Taylor, William
R. Thompson, Howard 'l'odd, Squire 'l'urner,
John L. Waller, Andrew S. White, Charles A.
Wickliff"" Robert N. Wickliff"" George W. Williams, Silas Woodson-51.
NAys-John
L. Ballinger,
Luther Brawner,
James S. Chrisman, Beverly L. Clark~, Je8l!c
FRIDAY, DECEMBER 14, 1849.
Coffey, Benjamin
Copelin,
Edward Curd, Gar·
Prayer fiy the Rev. STUAR'l'ROIU1SS0:S.
rettDavis, Cha.<;teell T. Dunavan, Milford Elliott,
J.:LECfWri.$ ,AlSP ll-ETlJllYS o~· OFFICERS &-c.
Green Forrest, Nathan
Gaither,
Richard D.
Gholson, James P. Hamilt.on, Ben. Hardin, John
Mr. TURNER submitted the followingscctions
Hargis,
VincenL
S.
Hay,
William
Hendrix,
An·
an(l on his motion they were laid on the table
drew Hood, Thomas J. Hood, AUred M. Jack·
and ordercd to be prill-ted:
Johnson, Charles
118,:0. _. The general assembly shall direct, by son, Thomas James, William
law. tho mode alld manner of conducting
and C. Kelly, 'l11o-ffillSW. Lisle, Willis B. ~fachell,
K. Marshall, William N. Marshall,
making dlle n~tQrtlS to the secretary of state, of Alexander
Richard L. Mayes, Nathan McClure, Henry B.
the ~le(ltion of atto.rnoys for the commonwealth,
judges of ~Jlec.ounty courts, a,ud she~iffs, and all Pollard, Johnson Price, Thomas RockllOld, John
W. StonEl. Michael L, Stontr,
othpr tPinlate~lal aDd executIVe officers except T.Rogers,James
thoiie hereinafter
specified!; and shall, in like JOhlli J. Thurman, Philip Triplett-38.
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So the convention laid the motion on the proportioned according to the respective reptable.
APPORTlOX:MENT

reeentative population of each; and the representativea shall be apportioned, as near as

OF REPRESE:'TATIO~.

Mr. BALLINGER gave notice of his intention may be, among the counties, towns and cities
to move a reconsideration of the vote by which
the amendment of the gentleman from 'l'rigg.
(Mr. Boyd.) was substituted for a part of the
sixth section of the report of the committee on
the legislative department.
Mr. GARRARD moved to dispense with the
rule which requires a motion to reconsider to lie
over.
The motion was agreed to, and the vote was
reconsidered.
A conversation ensued on the subject under
consideration, which resulted in its postponemerit to to-morrow, and in the mean time, that the
following propositions which gentlemen desired
to submit, should be printed:
Mr. WOODSON'S substitute for the latter
clause of sixth section of the Iegisletive report.
"At the first session of the general assembly
after the adoption of this constitution, provision
shall be made by law, that in the yearI858, and
every eighth year thereafter, an enumerntiou of
all the representative population of the state
shall be made. The House of Representatives
shall consist of one hundred members, and to
secure uniformity and equality of representation,
the state is hereby laid off into ten districts.
The first dlstitct sball be composed of the
counties of Fulton, Hickman, Ballard, McCrack.
en, Graves, Calloway, Marshall, Livingston,
Crittenden,Union,Hopkins,
Caldwell and 'l'rigg.
The second dlstrlct shall be composed of the
counties of Christian, Muhleuburg, Henderson,
Devless, Hancock, Ohio, Breckinndge
Meade,
Grayson, Butler, and Edmonson.'
Th: third district shall be composed of the
oouuttes of Todd, Logan, Simpson Warren,
Allen, Monroe, Bar~eJl, and Hart.'
Th~ fourth distnct shall be composed of the
countIes of Cumb<:rland, Adair, Green, Taylor,
Clinton, Russell, Wayne, Pulaski, Casey, Boyle,
and Lincoln.
The fifth district shall be composed of the
counties of Hardin, Larue, Bullit, Spencer,
Nelson, WashiJlgton, Marion, Mercer, and Anderson. ..
The SIxth distnet shall be comvosed of the
counties of Garrard, Madison, EstIll, Owslpy,
Rockcastle, Laurel, qlay, Whitley, Knox, Harlan, Perry, Letchcr, Prke, Floyd alld Johnson.
Th~ seventh district shall be composed of the
counties of Jefferson, Oldham, Trimble, Carroll,
Henry, and Shelby, and the city of Louisville.
The eighth district shall be composed of the
counties of Bourbon, Fayette, Scott, Owen,
Jo'ranklin, ·Woodford, and Jessamine.
The ninth district shall be composed of the
counties of Clarke, Montgomery, Bath, Fleming,
Lewis, Greenup, Carter, Lawrence, Morgan, and
Breathitt.
. The tenth district shall be composed of the
counties of Mason, Bracken, Nicholas, Harrison,
Pendleton, Campbell, Grant, Kenton, Boone,
and Gallatin.
The Dumber of representatives shall, at the
several sessions of the general assembly, next
after the making of thtlse enumerations, be
.spportioned among the ten several dis~i~ts.

i!l each district; and. in making such appo\"tionmcnt the following rules shall govern
to-wit: Every county, town or city having the
ratio, ~hall have one representative; if double
the ratio, two representatives, and so on. Next,
the counties, towns or cities having one or more
representatives, and the largest representative
population above the ratio, and counties, towns,
and cities having the largest representative population under the ratio, regard being always had
t,:, the greatest representative population: Provi:<Jed, 'I'hat when a county m~y not have a suffi.oient number of representative population to
entitle i~t.o one represel1t~tive, then such county
l~ay be jolued to some lldJ8c~mtcounty or COUIlties to send one representative.
When a new
county shall be fo.rOl?u <,Jfterritory belonging
to mor.e t~an one. district, It shall form a part of
that d;stnct havI.ng ~!le least number of rcpresentanve population.
Mr. PREST9N'S
sll~stitnte for .the .latter
clause of the SIxth section of the legislative report.
"In the year 1851, and every eighth year
thercafte~, an enumeration sh.all be made of all
the qualified electors of this commonwealth.
After each enumeration, representatives and senators shall be apportioned as fa;irly as practiceblc, among ~lle several counties, c~tICS, and
towns, of this ~ommon",+ealth, ae.eordmg to the
number of qualified electors therein.
In making the apportionment,
all counties
having less than two thirds of the ratio, shall
be joined to SUC~adjaCent counties us will make
the sum o~their ,lectOl:s ~pproxilllate mos.t ncarly the ratio. A er this IS done, all fractions or
T<;sidnnms shat! b~pportioned
l;pon the prin-,
clple. of absorbmg the sma~lest III t~e largest
frac~lOn, and.so on, successively, nntI~ the apportlOnmelit lS e?mpleted; bnt po fractiOn shall
be a~tached to give Teprese.nta~lOI!to ar;y c?unt;r
outside of the appellate drstnet 1Il whICh It onginates."
Mr. ROGERS' substitute for the latter clause
cf the sixth section of the legoislative report.
«which shall be first ascertained in the year
1850. At the nrst session of the general ussembly, after the adoption of this constitution.
provision shall be made, by law, that ill th",
year 1858, and every' eighth yt>ar thereafter, all
enumeration of all the qualified voters of the
state shall be made. The house of representatives shall consist of one hundre-d members; and
to secure uniformity and equality of representation, the r<:presentatives shall be apportioned
among the districts of the court of appeals, in
proportion to the number of qualified voters in
each. In making such apportionment, the following rules shall govern, to-wit: Everycounty,
town, or city, having the ratio,· shall have one
representative, and if double the ratio. two representatives; and so on, until the ratio if'! ex·
hunsted.
Next, the counties, towns, or cities,
having one or more representative!';, and the
[largest number of voters above the ratio, anel
the counties, towns, and cities, having the larg~
est number of voters under the ratio, regard be·
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sentatlve population shall entitle it, according
ing always had to the greatest number of quall- to the ratio fixed.
The number of representaified voters: Provided, That if there should be
tives in each district shall be apportioned among
any county not having a sufficient number of the several counties in such mode as will best
qualified voters to entitle it to a repres"Jntapreserve the principle of equal and fair represent.ive, it shall be added to the adjoining county tation.
In doing which, the following rules
having the largest -esiduums, provided
that
be observed;
said residuum, with the vote of the added coun- shall
First. Each county shall be entitled to a, repty wi ll amount to two thirds of the ratio, in
resentation equal to its representative populawhich event the two counties shall have two or
.
more representatives,
as the CRSP- may be. And tion
. Second. The fraction of any county shall be
if the addition of such county' to the county havtransferred to an adjoining county, when such
ing the largest residuum, will not entitle said adjoining county has a representative populatwo counties to an additional
representative,
tion under the ratio, but gteawr than such fracthen said county not having a sufficient number
tion, and when such fraction or fractions, added
of qualified voters, shall be added to the adjointo the representative
population
of the adjacent,
ing county or counties havin~ the smallest recounty, shall be equal to the ratio, such county
siduum, to form a rapresentatrve district."
shall be entitled to a separate representation.
Mr. 'rURNER'S
substitute
for the latter
Third. When the representative population of
clause of the sixth section of the legislative resuch adjacent county is less than the fraction of
port:
the adjoining county, the two shall be united,
"SEC. _. Representation
shall be equal and
and form one representative
district.
uniform in this commonwealth.
and shall be forFourth. Twoormore eoterminuscounties,
each
ever regulated by the number of qualified electhaving a, representative
population
under the
ors therein.
In the year
and every eighth
ratio, shall be united, and shall constitute a repyear thereafter, an enumeration
of all the free
resentative district.
male inhabitants
of the state above twenty-one
F'iflh. When there shall be a fraction or frac, years of age shall be made, in such manner as t.ions not absorbed by an adjoining
county or
shall be directed by law.
The number of rep- counties, the same shall be transferred
to that
resentatives shall, III the several years of making
county in the district having the largest reprethese enumerations,
be so fixed as not to be less
sentative population under the ratio, which shall
than seventy-five, nor more than one hundred;
constitute a reprcselltative
district."
and they shall be apportioned for the four years
Mr. THOMPSON'S
substitute
for the latter
next following, as near as may be, among the
several counties and towns in proportion
to the clause of the sixth section of the legislative
number of qualified electors; but when a coun- report:
"An ennmcration of the qualified voters, and
ty may not have a sufficient number of qualified
of the representatives
in the
electors to entitle it to one representative,
and an apportionment
when the adjacent couutyor
counties may not general assembly shall be made in the year 1852,
have a resiuuum or residuums, which, when add- and within every subsequent term of eight y",ars,
ed to the small county, would entitle it to a 8~P- The number of repral;entatives shall, at the first
arate representation,
it shall be in the power of session of the general assembly after the enuaforesaid, be apportioned
among the
the general assembly to join two or more togeth- meration
several counties, cities, and towns, according to
er, for the purpose of sending a representative:
Provided, That when there are two or more coun- the number of ,\ua.lified voters in each, and shall
ties adjoining, which have residuums
over and not exceed one lund red, or be less than seventy
That any county having two
above the ratio then fixed by law, if said residu- five: Provided,
urns, when added together, will amount to such thirds of the ratio shall be entitled to one memratio, in that case one rapresentabive
shall be ber."
added to that county having the largest residuMr. CHAMBERS'
substitute
for the latter
um; and the general assembly,
in making said clause of the sixth section of the legislative
apportionment,
shall commence at the county of
report:
Greenup: Pro1Jided, That no county having a
"In apportioning
representation
among the
lass voting population shall have a. separate rep- several counties in this commonwealth,
t;very
resentative, when another connty having a great- county which is not entitled to a separate repre·
er number of voting population has no represensentative shall be attached
to that adjoining
tative: AndprolJided, That no county having a county which contains the least voting populaless population shall have two representatives,
tion; and counties thus attached shall vote in
when another county having a greater number of conjunction for representative
or representatives.
voting population has but one representative."
The full ratios shall be first filled. and the reMr. C. A. WICKLIFFE'S
substitute
for the maining representative,
(if any,) shall be given
latter clause of the sixth section of the legisla- to the counties or attached counties, having the
largest residuum":
Provided, That not more than
tive report,
"SEC, __ At each apportionment
of represen- two counties shall in any case be attached for
tation, it shall be the duty of the General assem- electing a representative;
and where the reeidubly to divide the state, by counties which are co- urns of any two counties thus attached shall obterminus, commencing at the state line on the ain an additional
rcpresentatiYe
each county
Ohio river, into three districts, binding on said shall have one, and vote separately."
river, (extendin~ southward to the state. line.)
Mr. APPERSON
gave notice that he should
as nearly equalin representative
population
as move the plan of the, select committee.
may be, and allot to each of said districts the
The eleventh section of the report of the comnumber of representatives
to which its repre-
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tnlttee 011 the legislative
department
was next
read as follows:
"SEC. 11. The senate shall consist. of not less
than thirty, nor mora thun thirty eight members."
Mr. BRISTOW moved to strike out the entire
section, and insert the following:
"In the apportionment of representation, the
number of representatives in the house of representatives shall be seventy five; and the number
of senators twenty five."
Mr. OLARKE
opposed the amendment
in a
few remarks.
Mr. GHOLSON moved to amend the amendment by striking out "seventy-five," and inserting "one hundred;" also, by striking out "twenty-five," and inserting "thirty-eight."
"A division was called for, and the first branch
was agreed to.
Mr. BRISTOW called for the yeas and nays
on the second branch, and they were-yeas
62,
nays 28.
YEAs-Mr.
President, (Gruhrle.) Richard Ap·
person, J ohn L. Ballinger,
John S. Barlow, Alfred Boyd, William Bradley, Luther Brawner,
'I'hos. D. Brown, Charles Chambers, William
Chenault, James S. Chrisman, Beverl~ L. Clarke,
Jesse Coffey.Benjamin
Copelin, William Cowper, Lucius Desha, Benjamin F. Edwards, James
H. Garrard, Richard D. Gholson,
'rhos.
J.
Gough, Jas. P. Hamilton, John Hargis, Vincent
S. Hay, William Hendrix,
Thomas J. Hood,
Mark E. Huston, Thomas James, wm. Johnson,
Gee. W. Kavanaugh,
James M. Lackey,
Peter
Lashbrooke,
Willis B. Machen, George W.
Mansfieht,
William
C. Marshall,
William
N.
Marshall, David Meriwether,
William D. Mitchell, Thomas P. Moore, Jonathan Newcum, Hugh
Newell, Elijah F. Nuttall,
Henry B. Pollard,
William Preston, Lnrkin J. Proctor,
John. T.
Robinson, Thomas Rockhold, Ira Root, James
Rudd, Ignatius
A. Spalding,
James W. Stone,
Albert G. Talbott,
John D. Taylor, William
R. Thompson, John J. Thurman, 1Ioward Todd,
Philip Triplett,
Squire Turner,
Henry Washington,
J01m Wheeler,
Charles A. Wickliffe,
RObert N. Wickliffe, Silas Woodson-62.
NAys-F-rancis
M. Bristow, William C. Bullitt, HenryR.D.
Coleman, Edward Curd, Garrett Davis, Jas. Dudley, Chasteen T. Dunavan,
Milford Elliott.
Groen Forrest,
Nathan Gaither, Belucius Garfielde, Ninian E. Gray, Ben.
Hardin, Andrew Hood, J. W. Irwin, Alfred M.
J uckson, George W. Johnston, Charles C. Kelly,
Thoi'!. W. Lisl", Martin P. Marshall,
Richard
L. Mayes, Nathan McClure, John D. Morris,
Johnson Price, John T. Rogers, Michael L. Stoner, Andrew S. White, George W. Williams,28.
So the amendment
to the amendment
was
adopted.
The amendment was then adopted for the original section.
The twelfth section was read and adopted as
follows:
"SEC. 12. The same number of senatorial districts shall, from time to time, be established by
the general assembly, as there may be senators
allotted to the state, which shall be so formed as
to contain as near as may be, an equal number
of <J,ualified voters, and so that no county shall be
divided in the formation of a senatorial district,
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except sue-It county shall be entitled, under the
enumeration, to two or more senators."
Mr. GARRARD offered the following as an
additional section, and it Was adopted:
«Senators
and representatives
shall be elected under the first apportionment,
after the adoption of this constitution, in the year 1851, and
every two years thereafter,
unless changed by
law."
Mr. JAMES called the attention of tho conventi on to a resolution which he offered at an
early period of the session, and said that as he
believed such a provision was necessary and importent, he would test the sense of the converttion npon it, by offering it again.
He now
moved, therefore, that it be printed, and he.
would call it up on a future day.
It was read as follows, and ordered to be
printed:
"The general assembly
shall have no power
to pass any act at' resolution for the appropriation of money, or creating any debt against the
state, or for t'he payment of money in any way
whatever: Provided, The debt created, 01' mouey
appropriated,
may exceed
dollars, unless the act or resolution
creating the debt or
appropriating
the money, shall be voted for by
a majority of all the members then elected to
each branch of the general assembly; said vote
to be taken by the yeas and nays, which shall
be entered upon the journals of each bouse."
Mr. KA V.AN AUGH offered the following as
an additional
section.
"The proceeds of the slackwater navigation
of the state are to form part of the sinking fund,
nor is the said sinking fund in any manner
to be chargeable with thc payment of the interest or principal of the school fund, nor due by
the state to the board of education."
After a few words from Mr. IRWIN,
Mr.
BROWN, and Mr. KAVANAUGH,themotion
to print was not agreed to.
'1'he question then recurred on the adoption
of the section.
I Mr.
HARDIN.
The avails of eleckwater
were set apart for the sinking
fund, and last
year we voted that two cents should be levied
upon every hundred dollars of property aud applied to the school fund; but the legislature ex-:
ceeded this, for they transferred the avails of the
sinking fund tu the school fund.
Now I understand the gentleman from Anderson, in offering
th-e proposition,
to mean nothing more nor less
than this--that
the avails of the elackwater
shall be and remain where it was originally designed-as
a part of the sinkill~ fund.
The gentleman
from Franklm brought here
a book yesterday in relation to the auditor's report.
Upon looking into that report, 1find it is
a yery different year; the year he read was 1848,
beginllin~ with October, 1847, and ending with
1848. The document made out by the auditors,
begins with the first of October, 1848, and ends
with 1849.
It is a different document
altogether.
111'. LINDSEY.
Mr. President:
It will be
seen that the language used on the 8~2d page of
the debates, by the delegate from Nelson, (Mr.
Hardin,) conveys the idea that the proceeds paid
into the treasury last year, from efeckwate- improvements, netted only $10,000. This will be
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understood by every one to mean the business
year, from January to January, as the accounts
are kept by the board of internal improvemeut ;
when 1Il fact the net sum was over three tames
that amount, as stated by me yesterday.
'I'he
auditor's statement. (as the fiscal year of the
commonwealth is from October to October,) embraces three months of last year, and leaves out
three months of this year, and includes the period when business was almost entirely SIlSpended by reason of the cholera, and afterwards
by low water.
,
I have learned that the business year, to 31st
December, will realize on the Kentucky river,
from $40,000 to $41,000, as the gross receipts of
this year.
There have been some extraordinary
expenditures in securing dams one and two, on the
Kentucky river, amounting to perhaps $6,000 or
$7,000; but the ordinary expenditures will not
be increased, still the net amount to be paid into
the treasury for the year 1849, will go much over
$10,000. ~ly whole object has been to place
facts and figures ari~ht.
Mr. HARDIN.
1 he expense of the Kentucky
river navigation last year was $26,600. I have
here a document, setting forth the avails a;ld
expenditures for a series of years, and other ~nformation in relation to the public debt, which
may possess some interest.
The table I present shows the receipts and expenditures for the year end ina in 1849. The
table the gentleman, (Mr. Lindsey,) referred to
the other day, is for the year 1848. The remarkable increase of expenditures
for the year
1849, to my mind, demand an investigation.
It
is as follows:
AUDITOR'S
OFFICE, FRANKFORT, Oct. 1849.
SIR: In compliance with your verbal request,
I submit the following statements, which are
supposed to embrace the information desired by
your committee, to-wit:

Of tid" sum, $3,661,152 81 hear 6 per cent.
interest: $836,000 bear 5 per cent. Interest, and
$1,690 of the 6 per cent. debt are due.
2. Statement of receipts a.nd disbursement of the
Treasury on account of the Sinking Fund,from
October 10, 1848, to October 10, 1849.
llECEII'TS.

Balance to the credit of the sinking fund,
October 10, HUB,
$124,967 05
Deduct this amount
in hands of James
Davidson, late 'Preasurer, and not accounted for,
50,511 71
$74,455 34
Revenue transferred by 2d Auditor,
Northern
Bank dividends, July,
1848,
Northern Bank dividends, for January and July, 1849,
Bank of Kentucky dividends for
January and July, 1849.
Bank of Louisville, dividend
for
January,
1849,
Rent of Lexington and Ohio railroad,
Tax on Banks,
Kentucky river tolls, <sross,) •
Green and
Barren rrver tolls,
(gross,)
Rent of water power on Kentucky
river,
Turnpike roads,
Commonwealth's
Bank,
Miscellaneous receipts,
Craddock fund,
Revenuetothecredit
of the sinking
fund, in the 2d Auditor's office, and subject to transfer,
Tuxes on Broker's and Iusurnnce
offices, to the credit (If sinking
fund, in the 2d Auditor's office, arid subject to transfer,

1. Statement 81wwing the condoitwn of the public
debt of the State of Kentucky, from the 18th of
October, 1848, to the 10th of October, 1849.
Whole amount of public debt
Total resources,
outstanding, October 10, 1848,
$4,55~,313 81
Amount paid into the treasury
DISBURSEMENTS.
by trustee of Craddock fund, June
Interest on the public debt,
15,1849,
50000
Redemption of public debt,
4,552,813 81 This amount, paid in as part of the
rent of railroad, balance of
Amount redeemed.
principal and interest of a
from the 10th October
bond to the citizens of Lexingto December 31, 1848, $19,400 00
ton, payable out of ordinary
Amount redeemed,
revenue,
from 1st J anuary to
Expense of Kentucky river navi10th October, 1849, 36,23100
gation,
Error in original
Expense of Green and Barren river
statement of amount
navigation,
of internal improveContingent e."'penses,
ment and rail-road
scrip, outstanding,
30 00
_____
55,661 00
Total disbursements,
______
1 Amount to the credit of
Whole debt (which is exclusive
the sinking fund, in
of school bonds,) outstanding, Octhe treasury.
$70,110 17
tober 10, 184~,
- ~4,497,15~~
Amounts carried over, $70,110]7

123,036 44
13,074 75
26,100 00
61,093 50
1,624 00
14,635 62
35,150 00
41,688 38
7,932 06
480
34,095
1,400
2,353
500

00
67
00
20
00

23,930 26

9,505 19
$471,054

~

$271,287 35
55,631 00

1,413 50
26,600 00
12,532 06
4488
$367,508 79

$367,508 19

not support the report of that committee, because it made it imperative on the legislature
within five years to establish, and forever thereafter keep in existence an efficient system of
common schools in the state.
To accomplish
this, -nigbt, and would probably, have led to op$471,054 41 pressive taxation against the wishes of the peo=---=:-:= ple. If the system is sustained in the state, it
I
3. Statem,ent oj the proceeds oj Kentucky river must be by an enlightened public sentiment.
nat>igalion. Jor each year, from 1845, ending on entreat the friends of education to do nothing
which
may
tend
to
set
public
sentiment
against
the 10tk oj October: Also, the amount oj money
drawnjOr repairs of said naviga,tion, so far a.s it. I am unwilling to force on the people of the
stale a system of common schools which must
uppears frrnn the books of this office.
be sustained by taxation levied on them against
Receipts.
Expenditures.
Nett.
their consent.
Such a course, instead of pro1845 $17,244 15 $--$17,24415 moting the cause of education, would, as I be1846
36,680 18
7,50670
29,17348 lieve, be an injury to it. The section which has
1847
44,516 85
15,446 55
29,070 30 been adopted, secures the present school fund of
1848
47,761 75
14,50000
33,261 75 the state inviolate for the purposes of common
1849
41,688 38
26,600 00
15,088 38 schools, and it also provides that the interest
The year 1845 is incomplete, and for the fur- on said fund shall be raid and approp,iated in
ther information of the committee, I subjoin a aid of common schools, and for no other pursimilar statement to the above, made by the pose.
board of internal improvement, in their annual
Sir, the income on the sinking
fund will be
report for 1848, cOl1lmcneil\~ with the opening amply sufficient to pay the ordinary expenses of
of navigation, in 1843, auu ending December the state, the interest on our public debt, the interest on the school fund, nnd leave a coneidera19,1848 ;
blc sum to be applied annually to the extinguishCollections.
Expenditures.
Nett.
1843 $7,852 49
$1,658 26
$6,194 33 ment of the principal of the public debt, with1844 19,044 34
10,475 12
8,569 22 out any increase of taxation.
1845 34,345 61
8,888 65
25,456 96
Public sentiment in the state, on the subject
1846 35,977 63
1:1,446 55
22,531 08 of education, is moving in the proper directIOn,
1847 49,638 77
17,746 75
31.892 02 as was shown at the election before the last,
1848 46,279 01
13,531 22
32,747 79 when the people voted an additional tax of two
common
These statemeuts are from January lst to last cents for the flurpose of sustaining
Sir, it is reasonable to suppose that the
(If December, except the last year, which is to schools.
delegates
on
this
floor
reflected
truly
the
wishes
December 19.
4. Statemeni of receipts and disbursements on ac- of their constituents, when they adopted, with
great unanimity, the section securing the school
count of Green and Barren. river naviga,tion.
fund, and requiring the interest on it to be paid.
Heceipta.
Expenditures.
The section which WtL'> offered by the gentle1846 $8,737 13
$4,500 00 Nett, $4,227 13 man from Anderson, (Mr. Kavanaugh,) was de1847
12,080 88
12,939 67 J~OSfi,
858 79 signed to prohibit the application
of any por1848
10,56225
6,525 17 Nett,
4,037 08 tion of the income of the sinking fund to the
1849
7,932 06
12,532 06 Loss, 4,600 00 payment of the interest on the school fund.'
I
I
It should be observed that in giving the llro- do DQt assert that such is the intention of the
ceede of Kentucky river, to the 10th of October, gt'ntleman who moved this section, but most as1849, a warrant drawn for expenses of current suredly, if adopted, it would be a fatal stab to
quartet, amounting to $7,OnO,is deducted, which the system of common schools.
IS the fifth quarterly
requisition for that year.
Sir, is there any gentleman on this floor, who
Respectfully,
will venture openly to advocate the repudiation
J. B. 'l'EMPLE,
of the debt, due to the board of education?
This
Auditor Public Accounts.
school fund was not raised from the people of
the state by taxation; it was a munificent gift,
Hou. BE"l. HARDI:S,
Chairman of ComllliLt.~eon the public debt. if I may use the expression, by the general gov:Mr. LiSLE.
I am the friend of common ernment to the state, and has been solemnly set
schools and education.
Lbelieve that the con- apart and dedicated by the state, to purposes of
It is a fund which justly belongs to
tinuance of our free institutions
depends on the education.
virtue and intelli(:;ence of the people, and I had the children of the country, many of whom are
Sir, the repudiation of this
inten led submittina some remarks to the con- Vonr and destitute.
vention on these sUhjects, but there had been so debt would be most manifestly unjust; it would
much time consumed ill discussion, that I for- be a stain on the fair fame of the state; no genbore doing so, while they were under considera- tleman will assert that he desires to !';ee an intion. Our action here is to affect this state vitally crease of taxation in the state; yet, sir, adopt
for weal or for woe. I drew lip the first section this section, and you must either repudiate the
of the article on education, which has been debt or pay the interest on it by an increase of
Are gentlemen prepared for either?
adopted by the convention, and I am under ob- taxation.
ligations to the younger gentleman from Nelson Sir, we arc attempting to do too much. We are
going
too
much into detail.
A constitution
(Mr. C. A. WickHffe) for presenting it in lieu of
the substitute which he had offered for the reo should fix and settle great and. leading principort of the committee 011 education.
I could ples, and leave to the legislature to carry out

Am't,s brought forward, $70,11017 $367,50879
Amount to the credit of
the sinking
fund,
with 2d Auditor,
33,435 45
103,545 62
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the 'details.
Adopt the section now under consideration, and we are not. only going too much
into detail, but-we shall do that which will not
meet the approbation
of our constituents.
By
the adoption of the section, we virtually
repeal
-eu act passed by the last legislature.
By. ,that
act the income arising from slack water improvements 011 the Kentucky, Green, and Barren rivera, was, after the year 1850, to be aprlied to the
·payment of the interest on the schoo fund.
Sir, a large portion of the school fund has
been unjustly and improperly
applied to the
improvement of our roads and rivers. and it is
right and proper that the legislature should have
the power of applying the income arising from
these roads and rivers to the payment of the interest on that fund.
The section now under
consideration,
is not only uncalled for, but improper, and I hope the convention will reject it.
Mr. MAYES moved the previous question,
and the main question was now ordered to be
put.
Mr. TAYLOR called for the yeas and nays
on the adoption of the section, and they wereyeas 11, nays 77.
YEAs-Mr. President, (Guthrie,) Alfred Boyd,
·William Bradley, Green Forrest, Ben. Hardin,
Thomas James, George W. Kavanaugh, Wrc. D.
Mitchell, Ignatius A. Spalding,
Squire Turner,
Ohas. A. Wickliffe-ll.
· NAYs-Richard
Apperson, John L. Ballinger.
John S. Barlow,
Wm. K,' Bowling,
Luther
Brawner, Francis M. Bristow, 'I'hos. D. Brown,
William C. Bullitt, William
Chenault, J as. S.
Chrisman,
Beverly L. Clarke, Jesse Coffey,
Henry
R. D. Coleman,
Benjamin
Copelin,
William Cowper, Edward Curd, Garrett Davis,
Lucius Desha, Jas. Dudley, Chasteen T. Dunavan, Benjamin F. Edwards, Milford Elliott, Nathan Gaither, Selucius Garfielde, James H. Garrard, Richard
D. Gholson, 'I'hos. J. Gough,
Ninian E. Gray, James P. Hamilton,
Vincent
S. Hay, William Hendrix, Andrew Hood, 'I'hos.
~.Hood, Mark E.Huston,
Jas. W. Irwin, Alfred
1.1. Jackson,
William
Johnson,
George W.
Johnston,
Charles C. Kelly, James M. Lackey,
Peter Lashbrooke,
Thomas N. Lindsey, Thomas W. Lisle, Willis B. Machen, Martin P. Marshall, William C. Marshall, William N. :Marshall,
Richard
L. Mayes, Nathan
McClure,
David Meriwether,
John D. Morris, Jonathan
N ewcum, Hugh N ewell. Elijah F. Nuttall, Henry
B. Pollard, Wru. Preston, Johnson Price.Larkin
J. Proctor, John '1'. Robinson, Thos. Rockhold,
.Jobn T. Rogers, Ira Root.Jaa.Rudd.Johu
W. Ste' ..ensou , James W.Stone, Michael Ic Stonet.dohu
D. Taylor, Wm. R. Thompson,
John J. Thurman, Howard
Todd, Philip
Triplett,
Henry
Washington,
John Wheeler, Andrew S. White,
Robert N. Wickliffe, George W. Williams, Silas
W-Oodi'lon-77.
So the section was rejected.
ORQA.:UZAT1QN OF

NEW

COUNTIES.

Theconvention
proceeded to the consideration
of the article in rclat.ion to the organization of
new counties, as follows:
"SEC. 1. No new county shall be formed ,,,ith
an area of less than three hundred and fifty
· square miles; nor shall:such
new cDunty be
formed, if by .doing ,so it reduces any county

out of which it shall be formed. in whole or in
part, below an area of four hundred
square
miles; and in running the lines or boundary of
such new COUllt!" no such line shall run nearer
than ten miles 0 the county seat of any county."
-:Mr. MAYES.
Being a member of the select
committee whose report is now under consideration, I respectfully
ask the attention of gentlemen to the reasons by which I was influenced, as
a member of that committee, to give my assent
to the report, and by which I am now induced to
advocate the adoption of it hy the convention,
as a part of the constitution
which we are attempting to frame for the future government of
Kentucky.
Did I not believe that some such
principle
as that indicated by the report, was
demanded by the people, and absolutely necessary, I certainly would not be found insieting
upon its adoption.
But being thoroughly satisfied from experience and observation, as well as
the history of the state upon-this
subject, that
some such principle
is essentially necessary to
the well-being of the state. and her interests, as
well as to the ~eople whose misfortune it is to
reside in counties where questions of disorganiaatiou and division of the counties exist. I am
impelled not only to advocate the adoption of
the restrictive principle, contained in the report;
but feel most anxious that some such feature be
incorporated as a part of the constitution, assured as I am, that by it much evil will be prevented, and if we can prevent evil, to that extent
we do good.
The report proposes first that no new county
shall hereafter be formed in Kentucky if by its
creation the county
or counties, or either of
them, from which it lJlay be taken in whole or in
part, shall be left with an urea of less than four
hundred square miles of territory, and secondly
that no Hew county shall be formed having less
than three hundred and fifty square miles; and
in the third place it is proposed that the county
line of any county which
may hereafter be
created, shall not be run nearer than within ten
miles of any county seat. An amendment
has
been proposed by the honorable chairman of the
committee,
(.Mr. C. A. Wickliffe,) which proposes to provide that no new county shall hereafter be created, when by so doing the- county or
counties or either of them from which it may be
taken, will thereby be reduced in voting population to n less number than the then existing
ratio of representation.
When this proposition
was under eoueiderntion some weeks ago, I
could but be surprised by the interest manifested by sOllle gentfemen in opposition
to it, and I
was especially astonished
that my friend from
Caldwell, (Mr. Machen,) should have been excited as he evidently then was. '1'h8ot gentleman seemed to think that the nuoption of tl18
principle indicated by the report of the commit·
tee would be franght with the most dangerous
consequences to the constitution
which we are
attempting to frame. He warned us that if we
should dare to restrain
the legislatnre
in its
future action \lfon this BlIbject, wild anu impolitic as we al do know that action heretofore
to have been, such restraint. whatever may be the
necessity for it, would ineviti;l.bly weigh down
the instrulllent
and cause its defeat, when it
shall be subm itred to the people for nppro'(al or
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rejection.
That gent,leman, by-way of making
dear to the minds of delegates the truth of this
prediction, asserted without qualification that
should the principle
contained in the report
which we are uow considering be adopted and
become part of the constitution, more than one
half of his constituents would (or that cause
alone refuse to give to it their sanction, and
would in fact vote against its adoption-although it may contain all those vastly important changes, so loudly and almost universally
demanded by our constituents
from one end of
the commonwealth to the other. 'l'hnt portion
of the gentleman's
constituents
who voted
against and opposed the call of this convention,
will no doubt vote against any constitution we
may make, be the provisions of it what t.hey may
-c-becanse they are satisfied with the existing instrument and desire no change: but sir, can it be
possible that more than a moiety of the voters
of Caldwell county who voted for and advocated
the call of this convention, will condemn and
vote against the instrument we may frame -md
uffer to them as the future constitution of Kentucky; if in it they are secured the right to select for themselves by vote all the officers of the
government, great and small-if by it also that
excessive legislation which has been und which
the people well know to have been one of the
greatest, if indeed not the vtJry greatest evil under which they have labored and groaned for
nearly fifty years past, shall be checked, and if
by its provisions the legislature shall hereafter
be convened not oftener than once in two, three,
or four years, and if the common school fund be
secured so that it ceunct be misapplied, that
fund- which I do trust in God will at last bless
lind secure to the penniless, unprotected, fatherless children of our highly favored commonwealth, at least a common education; and thereby place the offices and 1101101'8 of the state within their reach; I repea.t can it be possible that
more than nne half of the gentleman's constituents will vote against the new constitution, containing, as I am well assured it will do, those
together with other provisions, deemed generally
to be of paramount importance, and fall Lack
on the present eonstirntion with all its acknowledged defects and imperfections, and that too
for the reusou.uud that only, that this convention
may think proper to say that in time to come
some restriction shall exist as matter of constitutionallaw
upon the subj(>ct of creuting new
counties, surely not. It cannot be possible that
such would be the cuee. The gpntleman will
pardon me 'when I say that in this he surely must
be mistaken.
A portion of t,he people of Caldwell may be and doubtless are und long have
been most anxious to bring abont the division
of that COUllty as the journals of the legislature
made at differeut se8siolls, abnndantly attcst.
Still, Mr. Chairman, I ca.nnot believethat nny
gentleman, be his residence where it may, who
was sin,,;erely in favour of the call of th is convention, that the constitution might be amended
in the important l!urticulars to which I have alluded, as wtll as III other respects, will ever vote
again..8tthe new one for a cause 80 very trivial.
Indeed, one might well doubt the sincerity of
any, who might say, t.hat they had been in faN"orof a convention, but had voted against the

new constitution because of such a provision as
the 011C proposed.
[should incline strongly to
believe that such had never been dissatisfied
with the constitution which we arc attempting
to amend. The people of Caldwell, no doubt,
voted for the call of this convention,
for the
same reasons that citizens of other portions of
the state voted for it-they
were sensible that
the existing constitution was defective in man)' s
very important particulars, and that by It",
amendment in those particulars, the great end
and aim of government, human happiness and
prosperity would be promoted. If those great
changes be made, which we all, or nearly all of
us acknowledge should be made ..in our form of
government, then sir, I have no fear, no, not the
shadow of a doubt, that our work will be received by our constituents, 3n(1 will be by them
most triumphantly adopted as the future constitution of our state, No sir, it will not be rejccted by any fortion of the people, because ...
ve
have honest y t.hought that the common good
demanded that some limit should be fixed in it
upon the subject under consideration.
The mall
must be timid indeed, if he be uot Iabouring under a kind of mental aberation, who does, or cau
believe that the old constitution will be perterred to the uew , for the absurd, and to my mind
most ridiculous reason that the convention have
said, or may say, that an old county shall not
be reduced to less than four hundred square
miles, nor a new 0110 created containing less
than an area of three hundred and fifty. 1f
it be true, that persons will condemn and vote
against the new constitution, if it contain the
proposed restriction, why may I not argue on
the other hand, that there are as many, not to
say a greater number who will vote against it if
it contain no such restrictive principle?
Surely
sir, I might with just as much reason and pl'Opriety insist that the constitution will be defeated if it contain no such provision, as gentlemen
have for saying that such a provision will operate as a dead weight upon it, and will crush
it. I do not however so argue, for the simple,
and to myself very satisfactory reason, that
whether the principle for which I !lOW contend
become part of the constitution or not, will not
ill theleast degree affect either its reception or
rl:'fectiun~when it shall be submitted to the. or.
deal of the people. Suppose the question we
are now consid ..ring was submitted to the voters
of Kentucky, fol' their (\ecision, whut sir, would
that decision be?
Can any gentleman doubt,
but that their votes wuuld be at least tWf'nty fOl'
it to one against it? No one will doubt this.
Then sir, if a majority of the voters of the state
would sanction tfle amendment proposed by the
report of the committee, 8hall we hesitate to do
that which thcy would do if bere, and acting
for themselves, and especially so, whcn we lllu"t
know, that by the incorporation of this princi·
pie in tIt,,;cOllst.itution, we shall greatly IJl'omote
the general happiness, contentment and prosperity of the state and people, and check, to some
extent at least, the dram upon the treasmy, resulting from the mistaken and rUlliolls policy
heretofore plll'Sl1cd on this subject, at th", same
time we give quiet and pea('.c to the people of
such connties as are afflicted by one of tJlOse
vexatious and profitless questions of division.
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advocated the call of this convention,
be- old counties, such as Woodford cud others, are
as they are, and
~ thought. i.mpOl'talLt changes should
~e so small in point of territory
made III cur orgamc law. I am still for consti- are now pointed to by such as desire the division
tutional reform, nnd 1 expect and intend to do of a county, or counties, as examples and precedents ill favor of the system of division herebattle for the new coust.it.ut.ion , if it contains
those- great principles of reform for which we tofore indulged in. 1t is, sir, the result of the
upon this
have been contending so long.
If we should unfortunate legislation of Kentucky
Those old counties, reduced as they
unfortunately fail to secure the whole and only subject.
succeed in part, still I will be found for the new have been in territory, and consequently shorn
constitution, upon the ground that any improve- of much of the influence they otherwise would
ment is better than none. I am not to he deter- have exercised, arc prepared, I doubt not. by
their representatives
here, to condemn
that
red from doing that which my honest judgment
tells me is right, by tlill note 80 often sounded course of policy which has, in it areat measure,
here, that if this principle or that, be adopted, stript them of Illany important nJvantages, and
the COIlSCqUCllcC will be, the defeat of the con- which has resulted in evil, nothing but evil, to
etitution?
Whenever gentlemen are at fault, the state, and to individuals, for, sir, whenever
and can find no reasouaule argument to bring to one individual has been benefitted by it, at least
ten have been seriously injured-c-sorue in a pctheir aid, by '~'<~Yof sustaining their opp~sition
to allY proposltlOn made here, they hold in: ter- euniary point of view have been almost ruined.
The committee do not rropose, Mr. President,
rorem over the heads of the friends of such
proposition what they snppos\:: to be a "knock thnt no new county shal hereafter be establishIt is only prodown" argument, and that is, if you dare to do ed in the state-s-no such thing.
posed to fix in the constitution a rule by which
this, the constitution will be defeated.
Sir, if propositions arc made here, and my the legislature shall, ill time to come, bll conjudgnHoJlLL
be satrsfled, that by their adoptioa the trolled and governed upon this subject. Will
general prosperity and happiness will be pro- any gentleman contend that the old counties in
mow], 1, for one, shall be found in the support Kentucky, or anyone of them, should be reduced
of such propositions and will trust to the good in territory to Iess than four hundred square
sense of my constituents
to sustain me when I miles? Will gentlemen contend that the good
return home to mingle with them. If the people of the citizens of any county demands that the
of Kentucky have, by an experience of fifty legislature should have the constitutional power
yenrs, which t.hey have had under the existing to reduce them below that size? And, sir, will it
cousututicn,
learned the deficiency of that in- be contended, I ask, that the legislature should
strument. and if they have felt a necessity for be permitted to create a <:oullty with an area of
it" amendment in anyone
particular,
they un- less than three hundred and fifty l:iquare miles'?
questionably have ascertained the fact that it is Surely not. Divide the whole territory of the
exceedlnaly defective ill not having in it some state mto one hundred counties, of equal size,
such principle of restriction as the one which the and we have exactly that number of counties
committee propose to incorporate ill the new now, and it will be seen tT1Uteach county will
onc-e-such It feature as will, III some degree, re- contain only some four hundred l>quarc miles.
strain the lc~islature in that wild and reokle!'>s Then it is proposed that new counties shall not
course of pohey heretofore indulged ill in the cre- hereafter be formed, containillg less than three
ation of lIew l,;onnties-sneh
a feature as will hundred and fifty square miles, 1';0 that the le-gisgi ve peat·e to the state aad to the people of the latur,~ will have the power to creat.:>a n~w COUllby fifty thousand, than
different eountie8 upon these vexatious, disturb- ty with lcss tenitory,
the couuti(\s 01' the state lIOWaverage.
ing, and distracting questions of ,livision-such
Surely sir, this ought to satisfy gentlemen; no
a pri'H'.irle, sir, ai> will :,lave to the stat.e tn'usury, aile eOll,:;eqnelltly to the people, large sums gentleman would, I l)resume, wisll to live in a
of money which will otherwise be uselessly and cotlllty having Ie.'>!!
territory.
Mr. President. UIlbarrier be thrown ill
most improvidently
eXj)l:llded and takt'n from less sOlUe constitutional
the tro>a,;ury, and from t 1(:expenditure of whieh the way of the legislature upon this ~ubjeet, 1
))0 ea.rthly good will arise, either ill It public or hazard but little when I say that 110 COUllty ill
IHivate poill!; of view, but lUudl, vel'y lUuch, of the state, I care not what the extent of its terri·
tory may be, is or will be safe againiit the spirit
eviL
of t1iiwrganizatioll, which sometimes exists in
Sil', the practice heretofore so extensively,
Gentlemen may
and, a<; all must confp.s"" so vNy improperly in- eOlilltie~ and in the legislature.
may flatter themselves
dulged in by our legislature, calls m05t loudly feel safe now, sir-they
for con5titllLwlLal remedy, nnd the questio1l now that their cOllllties are so very small tha.t IlO lllall
Let
before us ii:i,.';ha11 we apply th€lremedy nnd place but a madman (:ould think of division.
a chel.:k upon this grE'ut evil, or shall we leave it the constitution remain as it now is upon this
unchecked, althotlS"h all of us confes!.; that it subject, and if there be gentlemen who deem
has heen, and now IS, all evil, and that wc have their sea.ts of justice and their COllntie6 safe from
disorganizatiuu
for the rea~on that they have
it fully in our power to apply the remedy.
t.hey will find themselves
The gentl~lI1an from Caldwell says that the but hetle territory,
mistaken.
No
man
call tell when one of those
old count.ies are satisfidl,
being conveniently
situated, and having but little ttlrritory.
How vexatious and distracting questions will be raisdoes it happen that Lhe old counties are satis- ed in his county; and it ii:l. f;ir, asingular fact,
fied? (if such be the case.) Simply for the rea- that when such a question bas been once made,
non that they have no ea.rthly power to increase it has rarely (',vel'beeu l:iuffererl to sleep. There
their territory, and thereby to add to their re- are those, who from motives of self-agrandize5pectability.
How has it IHl.ppened that tho.,;e ment, are alw-aY8 and at all time.s ready to fall
Sir,l

cause
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W~l1 sir, here the question arlsee-c-does the
the flame of dissatisfaction and to keep alive
the strife, regardless of the injury which may creetaon of a uew couuty cost tho people of the
state
at large anythillg't
DOCf; it. subtract, frolll
result to the state at large or to iudi viduals. All
such persons aim at-all they care for is the pro- the general wealth, and sir, arc the people of
motion of their own fortunes; they care not the state at large ta:x ed to any extent by its creawhat the sacrifice may be to others. There are ti on? I maintain that 110 county ever was 01"
but few, very few counties, Mr. President, where ever will be made unless at considerable cost to
the state. The organization of each new counsuch persolil'; do not live.
ty, when formed, costs the people of Kentucky
The gentleman from Caldwell tells us that
there has been a disinclination llpon the part of not less than from $700 to $1,000. Taylor
county, the last one created, and which comthe legislature for years past to org-unjze new
pletes the hundred, I sec from the second aucounties. '\1{ ell sir, I do Dot agree with the genditor's report, cost the state for record books
tleman. As great as that disinclination may
alone, $278 25. There an, forty five volumes
have been, if that gentleman will take the trouble to examine, he will find that within the last of the reported decisions of the court of apnine yeers-tbe legislature has created and given peals. 'I'be state is bound to furnish the circuit
life and existence to ten new counties. This is and county court clerk'!'! offices each with a set
ninety volumes.c-.
true, what does it prove? Unquestionably that, of those reports-making
instead of a disinclination upon the part of the They cannot be had at a cost of less than $5
per volume-making
.$450. The offices must 'be
legislature so to act, a very strong inclination
has existed, and doubtless will continue to exist furnished .each with a copy of Morehead nnd
Brown's digest, and with Pirtle's digest-s-these
in that body, by which it will be impelled, unless restrained as proposed, to the creation of at $10 a copy, amount to$40. And sir, the offices
must be supplied with furuitnn ..~SIlCh 3-'1 tables
new counties, and that too without any real nelow
cessity for so doing. The fact that within so and desks-c-which I put down, I think
when added tog'ethel'
short a time there has been created such a num- enough at $75-making,
ber of counties-most
of them as I contend be- the considerable sum of $843 25. 'l'hese are ali
the essential articles to the organisation
and
ing uilnecessary-satisfies
me that some wholesome restraint upun this subject is absolutely putting into operati~n ,ft new county. 1'here
arc, doubtle~s, ?t,her incidental expenses which
necessary. View this question in any aspect ill
do not, at this time, occur-to me; but which will
which it is susceptible of being presented, we
Up t~
shall see that some such provision as the one no doubt, be thought of ~y gentlemen.
contemplated by the report under consideration the year 1840, there were, lH the state, but ninety counties-c-enough, one would suppose, in
is essentially necessary to the public good. If
the question be one purely of state policy, then all conscience. Since that time however we
some such provision is unquestionably demand- find that there has been formed ten others'. If
ed. If it be a. question of a local character, still the organization of each one of these ten counI maintain is the
this convention is bound to act on the subject; ties cost the state $843-as
and if it be a question partaking both of a gen- fact-th,en the organiz~ti?n of new counties by
eral and local character, we are called UpOll to the legislature has, within the last nine J'e:us
act upon the subject, and place ill the constitu- cost the r.eo'pl~ of Kentucky ~he large SUIll of
tion such provision as WIll in future, in some $8,430. J'lus IS not ~ll there lS annually paid
manner, protect the state and the different coun- to the clerk and sheriff of every county out of
ties from the positive evils which otherwise will tho common treasure, $80 for ex·officiu services.
These are positivc annual burthens on the state
result to both if we fail to act affirmatively upon
this subject. Why, I ask, should we not so act, iJ,lcurred whenever a new COUllty i" formed:
if there be counties ill the state with territory 'lhere al'~, t1~:lUbtless,.others. Theusb', (1oes11ot
demand that
sufficient to render their division at all reasona- the pubIlc. lI~terest Imperiously
some restl'lctJOll, some constitutional
rule be
ble? Such division may be had, notwithstanding the proposed restriction be made. If there adoyted upon this subject, beyond whieh the
be a county in the state wit,h seven hundred and leglslat~lre shall 110~, III futurA, go, Examine
fifty square miles, it may be divided.
I have th~m 8.11', as.a quest.lOn of state policy, and in
must strike all IllOSt
said, sir, that if this be a question of state poli- that View, It certamly
forcibly .. No gentleman here can, it does appear
cy. apart from local cODsieterations, then we are
t.o me, fall. to see thath,e must favor the report of
called upon by that duty which we owe to the
the comnnttee.
nnt Slr, I propose still further
state, to act upon this subject. I have also said
to show that the unnecessary multiplication of
that the question under consideration partakes
llew COllllt·ieshas otherwise materially affected
both of a state and local character. And lll)W 1
proceed to show the stnte aspect of tile question. the revenue of the state, and has, conseq.ucntly,
:All admit it to b~ the interest of the people that operated most unfavorably upon the public
the government be carried on and administered treasury.
If gentlemen will take the trouble to examine
at the least possible cost. It is expected-aBd
th~ la~t report made by the sec(~ud auditor, they
our fellow-ciitizens have a right to expect-that
no expense will be inclll'red, unless it shall be Wlll find that some fifty couni,les pay the entile
absol utely necessary, to promote the pu blic good; expenses of the government, and that the otl1er
not that private interests lUay be advanced to fifty take from the treasury a... much as they pay
the detriment of the general prosperity-and
by into it. It will .tllen be seen that, for the year
the general prosperity I mea.n the welfare of the 1848, the countl'es of Breathitt, Cumberland,
people of the whole state-Dot such as happen Clinton, Floyd, Grayson, Johnson, Knox Letchto inhabit any particular county to the exclusion er, Laurel, Lawrence, Living~ton, Marsbah, Morgan, Owsley, Perry, Pulaslu, Russell. Rockcas~
of others.
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tle, Wayne, Whitley, and Hnrlnu, being twenny there in the last tell years been expended in useone couutiea, took Inun the treasury $}),506 ~4 less legislation upon this subject, in diecueeions
more than they paid into it. We learn from the as to whether a county or counties should be disame report, that the counties of Monroe, Pike, vided, and upon the subject of removing seats
Adair, Ballard, Crittenden, Graves, Hickman, of justice?
Meade, McCracken, Hanco.,ck, Estill, Allen, ButThe l eglalarure sits at a cost to the people of
1~1',Oas~r, Carter, Clay, Edtnonso~, and Larue, more than five hundred dollars per day; and it
sixteen In number, for that year pnid, altogether, has been known to be engaged, repeatedly, for
ruto the tre~sury, only $4,712 71 m?re tllUl~ they weeks, upon a question as to whether or not a
took from ~t. M<l:ny .of the counties which I county should he divided, or a seat of justice
have mentioned, It WIll be ?b.servcd, ar.e new, removed. I have said, sir, that excessive and
?thc~s of them are old; yet If you WIll inquire unncessary legislution upon this subject, had
It. ~'Ill be found th.at the old Diles have been so operated most unjustly and oppressively upon
dlvJd~tl and cnr~alled as to r~~iuce thel~ from private Interests.
This is true, and all know it
counties of t~e first respectab.il.lty and Impor- to be so. If yuu will examine the different acts
tanc~, to their present eon.dltlOn. Now, l\;Ir. eRtablishin~ counties, i~ will be seen that the
Pre~ldent. take the sums paid b.y the counties legislature In the law or act, by which the counwhich pay the smallest amounts lllt~ the t.reusu- tl is established, generally, if not in all cases,
ry, and add these sums together until you have fix the seat of justice permanently (as tbe act
an amount equal to. the. sum taken fr0!TI t~}e reads) at some point named in the act, thus voltreasury by the counties first named, and It WIll untarily giving e legal promise that if persons
be seen that,. the whole, or very nearly the whole see proper to expend their money ill the pur:even~le, paid for tbe sU~I:0rt of th~ government, chase and improvement of property at the seat
IS denved f~olH fl;bout. fitty count~es,. and that
of justice, such expenditure shall not be sacrithe other filt.y afford little or lIO ald Jll supporll ficed by a removal of that seat of justice, yet
of the government.
how often have we seen this legal, tllis voluntaThis state of things is mainly and legitimate- ry promise, wantonly and grossly violated, and
Iy attributable to that mistahn
policy hereto- the poor mechanic who upon the faith of this
fore indulged in by the legislature, and which promise had expended his all in the purchase
we now propose ill some measure to remedy. It and improvement of a lot at one of those seat3
is insisted, however, sir, notwithstanding
all of justie.epennanently
located by legislative ellthis, that this question properly bdongs to the actmeIlt, stripped of all he has by an act of a
people of such counties as rna,)' desire their di· succeeding legislature, which either divides thtl
vision, and that this convention would do wrong connty or removes the seat of justice; and if a
in laying down any rule upon this r-nbje('t. And county he divided, it genrally follows that the
it is further insisted, that a majonty of the seat of justice is removed, and when this. is done
people of a county should be permitted, with- the town is deserted, and property in it is at
out restriction, to divide it whenever they see once rendered valueless. Such was the case in
proper to do so. I deny that the people of any Calloway county, which was but a few yeRrs ago
county have the right, or should ha\"e the right divided by legislative enactment.
The people
to divide their county when they see proper to were informed by the act of tho legislature by
do so, regardless of consequences to the stat.e. which that county wa.'> created, that the seat of
If this doctrine be true, then whenever a ma- justice was permanently located at Waid;;boTo',
jorityof the people of a county conclude to di- and upon the faith of this legi!>lative promisevide it, it must bc done, be the size and Hitua- voluntarily made-many good citizens in humtion of the county what it may, be it large or ble circumstances were induced to, and di,1 exsmalL If this quest.ion be local to the people pend their all in the purchase and improvement
of the differentcoulltic~, and I have said that in of property at that place. What is HOW the
some respects it may be regarded as local, theu I fact? The legislature some few years past, as I
contend that we are positively instructed by our have before said, passed all act hy which that
constituents
to apply sonJe such restriction count.y was divided; the division Jille beingrull
upon this subject as is proposed by the n'port just. so as to miss the town, in consequence of
which we are considi-'t·ing. One of the greatest which the seat of justice was immediately reevils of which the p(>Ofleof the state complain- moved from \Vaidsboro'; in consequence of
cd, and which exercise( as great and powerful an which that plaee has been almost entirely dBinftuence in bringing abont, and iu inducing the scrted, and the property of its citizens rendered
people to call this conventiOlI, \Va.~ the fact, that worthless; all this was (lone in defiance of the
under the existillg state of things, there wa.'> just and united opposition of the citizens of that
excessive and improper legislation upon local town and a large portion" of the people of the
subjects, greatly to the detriment of the public county, 'This, sir, is o£ly one instauce ont of
interest-subjects
in which the people of the mally that I could name of the flagrant injustice
state generalIy had and felt no interes.t whatev- and wrong done to private persons under 8uch
et·. 'The people at lal"l~ehave no earthly benefi- circumstances.
Look, sir, at Salem, destroyed
cial interest in the diVIsion of a county. They, by the division of Livingston county, some two
sir, are det:ply, mo"t deeply interested that trle or three years ago. Fulton county was organimpolitic legislation such
has herotofore been ized hJ' the division of Hickman but a. sllOrt
indulged in on this subject, be checked. Yes, time smce. Why was this new county made?
sir, checkea. at least. It tends to no general Not because Hickman had too much territory,
good, and the people know it. Its only t~nden- but because so much of her territory 11adbeen
c¥ is to impoverish the state, as well as iudi- taken to aid in the formation oJ Ballard, that it
Ylduals. How many thousands oC dollars has threw Clinton out of the centre, and it.became
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necessary, either to divide the county or remove
the seat of juetlce, and break up the people of
Oiinton. I could, if I had time sir, refer to almost innumerable cases of wanton and unnecessary injustice done to private rights by the policy
heretofore pursued by the legislature upon this
subject, and from which no correspolldin~ private
or public benefit ever has or ever will result.
Then sir,is iteingulur, or at all to be wondered at
when it is seen that the legislature has time and
again violated those legal pledges, voluntarily
made to the people, that it should have forfeited
their confidence and esteem. It is not. When our
neighbor disregards and violates his promise made
to another, he looses the confidence of that neighbor; so with the le~islature, when it violates
and disregards its pledges made to the people,
and made too in the solemn form of law, that
people so deceived and abused, must and will
101)8econfidence in the person or body by whom
they may have been deceived. I repeat that
there is nothing in the proposition of the committee, so strange and new, that ceutlemen need
be startled by it. If genflemen wifl examine, they
w ill find that the new constitution ofTennessee
provides that "new counties lIIay be formed not
to contain less than three hundred
and fifty
square miles of territory, such new county must
at the time it is created contain four hundred
and fifty qualified voters, that no line of such
new county shall approach nearer to the court
house of the county from which it lllay have been
taken than twelve miles, nor shall the old county be roduced to less than six hundred and
twenty five square miles," more than a third
larger than the committee propose to leave the
old counties of Kentucky.
Now turn to the constitution of Ohio. There
we find that no new county can be made, having
less than four hundred square miles of territory,
nor can the old county or counties, or either of
them, from which it may be taken, be reduced to
a less number of squaw miles. We find that by
the constitution of Texas, no county can be
formed, when by so doing, the county orcounties,
or either of them, from which it may be taken,
shall be reduced in area to less than nine hundred square miles, unless by consent of twothirds of the legislature; nor shall a new county
be established, unless it has as much territory. The constitution of Michigan has this provision: "No county now organized by raw,
shall ever be reduced by the organization of new
counties, to less than four hundred square
miles.'
The constitution of Missouri has this
provision: "No countv now established, shall
ever be reduced by 'ihe establishment of new
counties, to less than twenty miles square; nor
shall allY county hereafter be established, which
shall contain less than four hundred square
miles." Now, sir, look at the constitution of
Alabama.
In it we find this provision: "No
new county shall be laid off hereafter, nor old
county reduced to less contents than four hundred and thirty-two sg,nare miles." We find in
the constitution of Indiana this provision: "The
general assembly, when they layoff any new
county, shallnot reduce the old county, or counties, from which the same shall be taken, to a
less content than four hundred square miles."
In the constitution of Mississippi, this provision
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is found: "No new county shall be established
by the legislature, which shall reduce the connty, or counties, or section of others, from which
it may be taken, to less contents than five hundred and seventy-six square miles; nor shall any
new county be laid off of less contents."
When
we look into the constitution of Arkansas, we
find this provision: "No county now established
by law, shall ever be reduced by the establishment of any new county, or counties, to less
than nine hundred square miles, nor to a less
population than its ratio of representation; nor
shall any county be hereafter established which
shall contain less than nine hundred square
miles, or a less population than would entitle
such county to a member in the house of representatives."
1 WIll now read from the constitution of Iowa, which has this provision: "No
new county shall be laid off hereafter, nor old
county reduced to less contents than four hundred and thirty-two square miles." So we find
that ten of the states of this Union have incorporated into their constitutions provisions eimlJar to those woposed to be inserted in the constitution of Kentucky.
Most of the states mentioned are new. Some of them, however, are
old, and have remodeled their constitutions, and
adopted this principle.
Why have they done
so? For the reason, I presume, that they have
all seen, and some of them have felt, a positive
necessity for it. They have seen, as we must
now see, that it is the only means by which
peace and quiet can ever be Eoped for upon this
disturbing subject; for, unless some such \,rincipte be adopted, questions of division wi I ever
be present in the legislature,
and by them the
time of that body will be consumed in- useless
discussion, and the money of the people wasted.
Shall we not, then, at least, confine the legislatnre within reasonable limits upon this subJ~ct.
The people expect us to adopt some such principle as the one indicated by the select committee;
they wish to know where this thing is to end.
If our present constitution had such a provision,
the advantages to the state, which would have
resulted from it, are incalculable.
I wish now, Mr. President, to call the attention of the convention to the territorial size of
each state in this Union-their
population in
the vear 1840, and the number of counties in
each state. It will be seen that states with largely over double the population of Kentucky, and
with greatly more territory, have but little over
half the number of counties we have.
New
York has 46,000 square miles of territory, has
a population of 2,428,921 souls, she has only 58
counties.
Pennsylvania has the same territory
as New York, WIth a poyulation of 1,724,033
souls, and only 55 counties. Maryland 13,959
square miles, with a population of 469,232 and
but 20 counties.
Massachusetts, 7,500 square
miles, with a population of 737,699 and only 14
counties.
Delaware, 2,120 square miles of territory, with a :population of 78,085 and 3 counties. Connecticut has 4,674 squre miles, with
a population of 300,015 and 8 counties.
Georgia, has 58,000 square miles, with a population
of 691,392 and she has 93 counties.
North Carolina has 48,000 square miles, with a population
of 753,419 and she has 68 counties.
South Carolina has 25,000 square miles, with a population
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it, and therefore, it
of 594,398 and lilliehas only 29 counties.
Vir- ject, that all understand
would be a useless consulnption
of time to enginia has 64,000 square miles, with a population
of 1,239,797 and bas 119 counties.
Our state, quire into the causes which bring about and
Kentucky, has 40,500 square miles, with a pop- cause these questions to spring up and afflict the
people; for the existence of a question of diviulation of 779,828 and she has ,100 counties.
Tennesee has 45,000 square miles, with a popu- sion in a county, is indeed a sore affliction to
the citizens of that county.
It impairs the value
lation of 829,210 souls, and she has 72 counties.
of lands and other property.
It prevents the
Ohio has 40,000 square miles, with a population
improvement
and
settlement
of the county.
It
of 1,519,466 and she has 79 counties.
Indiana
has 36,000 square miles, with a population
of paralieee, in a great measure, the energies of the
people.
It prevents the growth and improve685.866 souls, and she has 87 counties.
Illinois
has 50,000 square miles, with a population
of ment of the towns located in counties where
exist. Many good
476,183 and she has 87 counties.
Alabama
has such questions unfortunately
46,000 square miles, with a population
of 590,- citizens are, in consequence of it, driven from
756 souls, and she has 49 counties.
Florida has the county, and others who would, if no such
57,000 square miles, with a population
of 54,- question existed, settle in it, decline doing so in
of the existence of such a state of
477 and she has 20 counties only. .s.rkeusea has consequence
Divide a county and what follows as
54,500 square miles, with R population
of 97,- things.
an
inevitable
consequence?
The taxes of the
574 and she has 40 counties.
Louieaua has 45,350 square miles, with a population
of 352,411 people of that county are increased fourfold.
Litigation receives a fresh impetus.
You will
and she has 38 counties or J?arishes. Mississippi
and crime, greatly inhas 45,760 square miles, WIth a population
of find vice, immorality,
375,651 end she has 56 counties.
Missouri has creased, besides other evils al DOStOTquite in64,000 square miles, with a population
of 383,· numerable growing out of it. The people of the
some
702 and she has 62 counties.
Maine has 30,000 divided territory have been disappointed;
square miles, with a population
of 501,793 and of them in the location of the scat of justice,
she has only 13 counties.
New Jersey has others because they wanted office, and hoped
8,320 square miles, with a population of 373,306 from the division to obtain it, but have failed.
is one of the certain
und she has l S counties.
New Hampshire
has In fact, sir, dissatisfaction
it never produces content9,280 square miles, with a population of 284,574 results of division;
and she has 10 counties.
Rhode Island has ment and peace.
But, sir, I presume that gentlemen will, in
1,360 square miles, with a population of 108,830
act
and she has 5 counties.
Vermont has 10,212 giving their votes upon this proposition,
and so far as their
square miles, with a population
of 291,948 and upon the general principle,
she has 14 counties. 1hchigan has 66,000 square action shall be concerned, they will not enquire
mlles, with a population of 212,267 and she has or know whether there be a question in auycoun.
Our
32 counties.
Iowa has 150,000 square miles of ty in the state in relation to its division.
territory, with a population of 43,111 and she votes will not, and should not be influenced
either
way
from
the
fact
that
the
people
or
a
has only 18 counties: and Wisconsin has 90,000
square miles, with a population
of 30,945 and part of the people of any county in the state
We should be actuated
she has 22 counties.
1 am not informed as to may desire Its division.
the extent of the territory of Texas, or her pop- alone in this matter by the simple and plain
Will it be right to fix some rule
ulatdou, but this we do know sir, that she has had proposition:
the prudence and forecast to lay certain restric- upon this subl'ect, beyond which the legislature
tions on her legislature upon the subject of crea- in future shal not go? I for one, am thoroughting new counties.
We see that Virginia is the ly satisfied that the principle contained in this
only state in the Union, composed as it is, of report should be adopted as part of the constituthirty states, that has as many counties as Ken- tion, and that it-s adoption will meet with the
tucky has, and that state bas about one third hearty approbation of the people.
Mr. NEWELL.
This is a subject which has
more of territory and something like twice our
It is a
population.
If, sir, we are caned upon as the been heretofore before the conventiou.
delegates of the people III convention, to amend subject in relation to which I presume every
the existing constitution in any respect, we must mind is made up. It is a subject which 1 am
unquestionably
feel that this 18 one of thy de- willing to leave to the legistature, and therefore,
fects which calls most loudly for remedy.
I I move to lay it on the table.
Mr. C. A. WICKLIFFE.
Before the vote
have witnessed the rise and progress of these
districting questions of division
nearly all my upon that motion is taken, I desire the roll to be
life, and I do here declare that I never have called.
The roll was called accordingly.
known good, but evil, nothing but evil, unmitigated evil, to result from them.
I might go on
Mr. :MAYES called for the yeas and nays on
and show how they are generally gotten up and the motion to lay on the table, and they were
the common object had III view by such as or- yeas 53, nays 39.
ignate them.
It mi~ht be shown that the object
YEAs-John
S. Barlow,
Alfred Boyd, Wilin view is not at all times in truth the promotion
limn Bradley, Francis
M. Bristow, Thomas D.
of the convenience of the people who inhabit
Brown, William C. Bulhtt,
James S. Obrlsman,
the county, the division of which is desired, but Beverly L. Clarke, Jesse Coffey, Henry R. D.
that the objector those generally, who originate
Coleman, Benjamin Copelin, William Cowper,
and advocate such questions is in fact to pro- Lucius Desha, Milford Elliott,
Green Forrest,
mote their awn personal interest.
Nathan Gaither, James H. Garrard, Richard D.
But, sir, there has been so much strife and con- Gholson, Thomas J. GOU,gD, James P. Hamilton,
tention in the different counties upon this sub- John Hargis, Vincent S.Ray, William Hendrix,
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ThomasJ.Hood.
A1fr~d 1\1. Jackson,
William
Johnson, Gee. W. Kavanaugh,
Charles C. Kelly,

Peter Lashbrooke, Willis B. Machen, George W.
Mansfield,
William C. Marshall, David Meri·
wether, William D. Mitchell, John D. Morrie,
Jonathan
Newcom.
Hugh Newell,
Elijah
F.
Nuttall, Henry B. Pollard, Johnson Price, John
T. Robinson,
Thomas
Rockhold,
John
T.
Rogers, Ira Root, John
Stevenson, James W.
Stone, Albert G. Talbott, John J. Thurman,
Howard Todd, Philip Triplett, J 010 Wheeler,
Robert N. Wickliffe, Silas Woodson-53.
NAYS-Mr. President, (Guthrie,) Richard Apperson, John L. Ballinger, William K. Bowling.
Luther Brawner, Charles Chambers, William
Chenault, Edward Curd, Garrett Davis, James
Dudley, Chasteen T. Dunavan, Benjamin F. Edwards, Seluciue Garfielde, Ninian E. Gray, Ben.
Hardin, Andrew Hood, Mark E. Huston, James
W. Irwin, Thomas James, Geo. W, Johnston,
James M. Lackey, Thomas N. Lindsey, Thomas
W. Lisle, Martin P. Marshall, William N. Marshall, Richard L. Mayes, Nathan McClure, William Preston, Larkin J. Procter, James Rudd,
Ignatius
A. Spalding,
Michael L. Stoner, John
D. Taylor, William R. 'I'hompson,
Squire Turner, Henry Washington,
Andrew
S. White,
Oha s. A. Wickliffe, George W. Williams-39.
So the whole subject was laid on the table.

'V.

VOTE OF AN ABSENTEE.

Mr. HARGIS asked leave to record his vote on
the subject of the basis of representation,
which
was disposed of in his absence yesterday.
Leave was refused.
MODE OF AMENDING

THE CONSTlTU'1'ION.

The convention
next proceeded
to the consideration
of the following
report of the committee on the revision of the constitution aud
slavery:
.
SEC. 1. When e:ryerience shall]?oint out the
necessity of amending
this constitution,
and
when a majority of all the members elected to
each house of the general assembly shall, with in
the first twenty days of any regular session,
concur in passmg a law for taking the sense of
the good people of this commonwealth
as to the
necessity and expediency
of calling a conveution, it shall be the duty of the several sheriffs,
and other officers of elections, at the next geneTal election which shall be held for representatives to the general assembly after the passage
of such law, to open a poll fOT, and make return
to the secretary of state, for the time being, of
the names of all those entitled to vote for repre·
sentativee, who have voted for calling a convention; and if, thereupon, it shall appear that a
majority of all the citizens of this state, entitled to vote for representatives,
have voted for
calling a convention, the general assembly shall,
at their next regular session, direct that a similar poll shall be opened, and return made, for
the next election for representatives;
and if,
thereupon, it shall appe~r that a majority of all
the citizens of this state, entitled to vote for
representatives,
have voted for calling a ccuvention, the general assembly shall, at their next
session, pass a law calling a convention, to consist of as many members as there shall be in the
house of representatives,
and no more; to be
chosen in the same manner and proportion." at
If

the same lime And places, and possessed of the
same qualifications
of a qualified elector, by
citizens entitled to vote for representatives;
and
to meet within three months after their election.
for the purpose of re-adoptin~,
amending. or
changing this constitution; but If it shall appear
by the vote of either year, as aforesaid, that a
majority of all the citizens entitled to vote for
representatives
did not vote for calling a conventi on, a convention shall not then be called.
And for the purpose of ascertaining whether a
majority of the citizens, entitled to vote for
representatives,
did or did not vote for calling a
convention, as above, the legislature passing the
law authorizing
such vote shall provide for ascertaining
the number of citizens entitled to
vote for representatives
within the state."
"SJw. 2. All cases of contested elections, and
where two or more candidates
for delegate to
any convention which may be called under this
eonstitutiou,
shall
have an equal number of
votes, shall be decided in the same manner as
may be provided by law for similar cases arising
in elections to the house of representatives."
Mr. TURNER moved to substitute the follow.
ing for the report of the committee:
"In the year
it shall be the duty of the
several sheriffs, and other returning officers, to
lake the sense of the good people of this cornmonweelth, as to the necessrty and expediency of
calling a convention, at the several places of voting in their respective counties, on the first Monday in August, by opening a poll for, and making a return to, the secretary of state, for the
time being, of the names of all those entitled to
vote for representatives,
who shall vote for calling a convention.
And if, thereupon,
it shall
appear that a majority of all the citizens of this
state, entitled to vote for representatives,
have
voted for a convention,
a similar poll shall
be opened and taken for the next election: and if
a majority of all the citizens of the state, entitled to vote for representatives, shall a second
year vote for a convention, the general assembly
shall, at their next session, call a convention, to
consist of as many members as there shall be in
the house' of representatives,
and no more; to be
chosen at the same time, manner, and places, and
in the same proportion that representatives
are
chosen, and to meet ill three months after the said
election, for the purpose of re-adoptiD(:f' amending, or changing, this constitution.
'1 he quellfication of delegates to the convention shall be
the same as members of the house of refresentatives , except that ministers of the gospe shall be
eligible as members of the convention.
If it
shall appear by the vote of either year, as aforesaid, that a majority of all the citizens entitled.
to vote for representatives
did Dot vote for a
convention, none shall be called; and a similar
poll shall be opened every
year, until a.
majority,
as aforesaid, shall, for two years in
succession,
vote for the call of a convention:
and when such vote shall be given, the general
assembly shall, at their next session, call a convention as above prescribed, and pass such laws
for carrying
the call into effect as may be
proper."
Mr. TURNER.
This proposition
is not designed to provide for specific amendments,
but
it proposes to take the subject out of the hands
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The mode iu which our constitution
shall
of the legislature and of politicians, and hence
to avoid the frequent discueeion of excitable henceforth be revised is certainly a queatiou of
the greatest moment. It was a question sit,
topics.
Mr. GRAY. I beg leave to offer the follow- that excited the community as much, probably
ing as a substitute for the propositton of the more, than all others prior to the erection of
the delegates to this convention. Almost every
gentleman from Madison:
proposed to the constitution
"The mode of revising and amending the con- other amendment
was
lost sight of, or overshadowed by the high
stitution shall be as follows: Any specific amendment or amendments to the constitution, may be wrought feeling- and excited interest thrown
proposed in the senate or house of representa- around this question by the action of the emanThere are few ruemtives, and if the same shall be agreed to by a cipationists of the state.
majority of the members elected to each of the bel'S of this bod:r who do not, in some degree,
two houses, such proposed amendment or amend- owe their elevation to their peculiar views in
And, all so far as I
ments shall be entered on their journals, with relation to this matter.
know, are committed, as well as inclined, to
the yeas and nays taken thereon, and published
for three months previous to the next succeed- provide in the constitution we are about to make,
ing election for representatives
to the general as strong, safe, and certain guaranties, for the
assembl:r, in at least one JleWSpaper of each enjoyment and security of slave prorerty, and
county, If any be published therein, and shall be all other property, as are to be founc in the exTo insure the stability, sesubmitted to the people at said election, in such iatiug constitution.
manner as the general assembly may prescribe; curityand uninterrupted enjoyment of property,
and if the people shall approve such amend- and all other right!> dear to freemen, much, very
ment or amendments, or any of them, by a rna, much, depends on the mode provided for revising
jorityof all the electors of the state qualified to the constitution; yet I am aware that, on this
vote for members of the general assembly, such subject, great diversity of opinion exists amongst
amendment 01' amcudmeuts, 60 approved, shall the members of this convention.
The gentleman from Madison appears to think
be referred to the general assembly
chosen at
said election; and if, in said general assembly, that the mode of srecifie amendments will be so
such proposed amendment or amendments, or uncertain, and wil result in so much instability
any of them, shall be agreed to by a majority ~f to our institutions, as to keep us in a state of
all the members elected to each house, then rt perpetual excitement and fear. So fur from this
shall be the duty of the general assembly to being the case, sir, I am convinced that it will
it
again submit such proposed amendment
or have a tendency directly the reverse-that
amendments, or such of them as may have been will be more certain in its operation, more staagreed to, as aforesaid, by the two general as- ble and satisfactory in its results. If the gentlesemblies, to the people, at the next election for man will attend to the reading of the amendjudicial officers, or members of the general as- ment I propose, he will find that no provision of
sembly, and if the people, at said second elec- the constitution can be altered or amended withtion, shall approve and ratify such amendment or out the approval of the legislature at two sesamendments, or any of them, b;r a majority of sions, by a majority of all the members, and that
all the electors of the state qualified to vote for the changes thus decided upon by the legislamembers of the general assemby, such amend- ture, must hove the consent and ratification of a
ment or amendments, so approved and ratified, majority of all the qualified voters of the state,
shall become part of the constituuion:
Provided, at two elections, before such changes can go inThe same deliberation, the same
That if more than one amendment be submitted, to operation.
they shall be submitted in such manner and precaution, the same time, will be required, to
form that the people Illay vote for or against change any single article, or section of the coneach amendment separately and distinctly; bnt stitution, as will be neceesary, by' the plan of
no amendment or amendments shall be sub- the committee, to change, Or modify the whole
instrument.
The same certainty, the same secumitted to the people oftener than once in -years: And, provided further, That the article of rity, the same guarantee of stability is, by this
the constitution concerning slaves, this article means, thrown, like a shield, around each artiand the portion which provides that no man's cle of the couetitutiou , separately, and by itself,
property shall be taken or applied the public use which you now propose to throw around the
without the consent of his representatives, and whole instrument; and I hold that these advanwithout just compensation
being previously tages will be much more effectually secured by
made to him, shall never be amended or chang- the mode of specific amendments, thus suggested, without the concurrence of two thirds of all ed, than by the plan proposed by the gentleman
the members elected to each house of the gener from Madison, or the report of the committee.
at assembly, at two successive sessions, and a From what source does the gentleman anticipate
majority of all the electors of the state qualified the danger he appears 80 much to dread? Is it
to vote for members of the general assembly, at from the Iegislature'i-c-is it from the people? I
presume not.
The gentleman admits that at
two successive elections."
That sir, is the same proposition I presented first he was in favor of specific amendments, and
says
he
was
almost
caught in the snare. I have
to the eonvention early in the session, and it
was printed and submitted to the committee on no doubt he has retrograded a little on this subthe revision of the constitution and slavery. It ject, and I have as little doubt that most of the
is not my purpose, at this time, to detain the con- gentlemen in this hall, if they would speak
vention with any protracted remarks on this their sentiments, would make similar confessubject; for it is a question on which, I presume, sions. And what has produced this wondrous
change? Why, sir, there was a certain eruancithe mind of eVI1:ymember is made lip.

patio» convention assembled here; and but for' the constitution of the United States, there is a
the propositions mooted in that assembly, I provision for the amending of that instrument.
have not the slightest doubt that most of the by the action of congress, with the concurrence
members of this convention would have been of three fourths of the states. 'I'hut instrument
warmly in favor of specific amendments.
has been amended; and does he now re'luirc a
I would ask ~entlemcn, if they believed, prior digest to determine what is the constitution of
to the assembling of that convention, that spe-! the United States? Sir, it is true, there have
cific amendments were wise and expedient, right been but few amendments ad opted , and this
and proper, what has taken place, 80 fearful in ptovcs the geutlemau'e fears are without foundaits aspect, to cause this almost universal change tion, and I conceive the gentleman is r,erfltctly
of sentiment?
If this principle was right be- able to find them without a digest. 'I'he same
fore, how can it be wrong now? If it was true principle which I here suggest has prevailed in
before, how can it be false now? If it was safe twenty three out of the thirty states of this
and secure before, what has taken place to ren- union, and, sirder it unsafe and dangerous in its character now?
Mr. TURNER.
I beg to inform the gentleWhy, sir, there was nothing in the proceedings man that it is disputed even now what the conof that convention which should have led gen- stitution of the United States is. This s:pecific
tlemen to adopt this singular change of senti- amendment system has been so looely earned illment. There were only two propositions that to effect th at the Supreme Court of the United
convention proposed to have engrafted upon the States have doubted whether two important
constitution-one,
"the absolute prohibition of amendments passed by congress arc parts of that
the importation
of any more slaves to Hcu- constitution.
tucky"-the
other," the complete power in t~e
Mr. GRAY. The gentleman may doubt any
people of Kentucky to ~nf~rce, and to perfect, III thing he pleases: he may say that the supreme
or under the yew cons~ltut,lOn,,,asystem of grad- court of the United States may have a doubt
ual prospective emancipation.
about these amendments but I never have heard
These were the objecte-e-the principles ,vl~ich_ any doubt as to what ,;-el'e the amendments of
were contended for; and because the emancrpa- the constitution of the United States. Some
tioniste were in favor of specific amendments, or have entertained doubts about portions of our
as, sO~le termed ~t, "an open claus?" in the con- present constitution, and in relation to tile mode
8tltut~on by which t~c .people illl,ght amend or of amending it. The Supreme Court, of the
alter it by a bare majority of their number, the State of Kentucky may entertain similar doubts
hue and cry was posted over the whole state, as about the amendments we are about to make
though it were on the wings of the wind, that here in the. constitution of the state. The geuthe institution of sla".ery would be in danger, tleman may also doubt whether these amendThus gentlemen were. I1ldu~ed.to turn ronud fl;nd mente are parts of the constitution or not; but
oppose a pn?elple rIght. III Itself, and which sir, there can be no more doubt about amendcommended Itself to their bdt.er u~Iderstan~- menta made in tJ:leway I propose, than there can
1I1gS, rne~ely through fear of an lmaglllary evil. be about those made in any other way; and I
~TOW, ~Ir, I would ask, ca!1 we not provide for will say more, that
every sluve state ill this
this speCific mode of amendmg the con;;htutlO~l, Union, except Vir".inia and Kentucky, has
and yet.throw as strong ~ sa.fe-g.uard, as "7rtaln adopted this speci:fi~ mode of amending" their
guaralltws, around the ll1S~ltutlOn, by thiS, as constitutions.
Is there any reason then on the
by any oth~r means? I thlilk ,,:'e cun; and that. score of dUllger to the institution of slavery,
we c~n do It much better by thiS -plan than ·we to prevent us from adopting a Similar provlscan either bv tJ.lemode suggested by the gentle- ion'? Did the gentleman ever1-leur of a single
man f~om 1Y!a.dlson,or by that suggestpd by the slave stat,e that had adopted this mode, abullCOlllmlttee.
donillg it in revising their constit\ltions?
In
I propose to guard against any emancipation,
some of the st.ates it was adopted as early as
without the consent of the owner, or without 1776, and continued to be approved of to the
full compensation, and the remoyal oftbe emall- present time. Have tller not all stood by it to
cipated slaves from the state. And that that thepresenttime?
We Dnd, sir, that wherever
provision of the constitution, as well as the pro- l.his mode has been adopted and tried, it ha'i
vision that secures to every man the enjoyment gh-en universal satisfaction.
Does not expeof all his property, and that provides it shall rienee teach liS that it is a practicable, a proper
not be taken, even for public purposes, without mode, and that it is suited to t]le ,prospent;y,
compensation first paid to him, shall never be the liberty, t,be happiness, of our citlzells, and
changed, without the concurrence of two thirds that it i8 peculiarly adnptt'd t.o the genius of
of the members of the leg-islature, at two ses- our institutions?
It seems to me that gentlesions, and a majority of all th~ qualified elec- men allow their fears to carry them away withtors of the state at two elections. Will Hot this out reasotl.
place the institution on safe ground, and beyond
Now sir, according to the plan which I prodanger?
pose, I contend that the in~titutiollof slavery or
The gentleman says, that if you allow t.he any uUler institution, is safer than when you
constitution to be amended by any pro-r,osition throw the whole constitution-the
elltire lllaoriginating with the legislature, there Will beso chiMryof
government-open
to the revision
many propositions for a change that it will be and amclldment of a cOllVention like this. Here
necessary, by and bye, to llave a digest of the we are voting and managing to get things to
constitution.
Have 110t most of the states in [SUit us, and whcn we ha\"e done all this, I ask
the nnion power to amend their constitutions in you if Ih.c p"opl~ can takc one part of this new
this mode1 Certainly they have; and even ill .collsLiluLlUll whldl Lh,~y may approve, and re-
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jed that whichthey dienpprove?
No sir. They
must take it as a whole, as we have made it,
or not at all. But by the mode of specific
amendments, you may take it section by section,
a.nd in this way have it ratified b~' the people.
Is not this a matter highly desirable?
Here
there can be no combination among the people
for any ulterior political purpose, but they take
each proposition by itself.
They weigh and
consider it deliberately
and calmly, and it
stands or falls, according as it receives their approbation or disapprobation.
But sir, is that
the case now? When the call of a convention
is desired.every man who has an objection to any
particular part of the constitution, combines and
co-operates with every other man who has an objection to any other part. .And thus the chances
of calling a convention are multiplied in proportion to the various articles or sections that individuals may desire to have changed.
At the
same time that no one proposition for a change
could secure a majority of the voters by this
combination of various subjects, you involve the
state in the a¥it.ation, excitement, hazard, and
expense of calling a convention, and throwing
the whole fuudaiueutal Iaw in their hands, to be
altered, modified, or abolished, as they in their
wisdom or folly may think proper. Is this wise,
is it prudent, IS it good policy?
Om experience here amply proves, that the
people cauuot tell what changes will be made
by a convention, for we have to take things just
as we call get them; and there art: propositions
thrown in, and amendments carried, that were
never spoken of before the people, or even
dreamed of by them; and we have to take these
amendments and propositions, just as a majority of this body may shape them. And, sir,
wheu they are submitted to the people, it is not
unlikely that there may be a vast deal in the
constitution which they would reject, if each
part could be taken separately.
'I'here may, sir,
be many provisions in this constitution that the
people will not approve of. And how are you
to remedy the evil? Will you call another convention? Will you again unsettle the whole
state, and come here to revise and amend, to
rescind and curtail your OWlI handiwork for the
last three months? Will you again call a convenuon. at the cost and expense of forty or fifty
thousand dollars, have the ship of state again
cut loose from her moorings, and cast upon the
boisterous and foaming sea of political excitement and agitation?
The fear of this ought,sir,
to deter ~elltlemen from refusing to engraft such
a provision as I have pr0l?0sed upon the constitution. If gentlemen will only take up the
question nnd examine it under the dictates of
reason and past experience, I feel satisfied they
will no longer hesitate in coming to the conclusion' that a s:pecific mode of amendment ought to
be provided In some shape 01' other.
.
I am not wedded to the particular phraseology of the amendment.
If any better can be suggested that will secure the specific mode and
guard the rights of property, I am willing to
support it. 1 am as much in favor of continuing and protecting OUl' slave institutions as any
gentleman.
And if there be any other plan by
which it can be more surely guarded r would be
willing to ad.oPt. it. By this mode any portion

of the constitution that fails to secure the righl~
of the people, to answer the ends and purpose8
for which it was instituted; any portion that
"exp,eriencc points out the necessity of changing, ' may be changed by the legislature and the
proposed alteration, singly and separately, submitted to the investigation and consideration of
the people. for their ratification or rejection.
This can be done too without that feverish excitement, that restless anxiety, that tumult and
violence, that commotion and agitation, that invariably, unavoidably and necessarily attends
the putting to hazard; tile subversion and overthrow of the fundamental rules and principles
that secure the citizens in the enjoyment of their
inappreciable and inviolable rights and privileges, for the preservation of which civil govern·
menta are founded and instituted.
Does not experience teach us that this is right
and proper-that
it is safe, judicious. and wiseand that no evil can result from it? Then I beg
of gentlemen to suffer their reason to operate; let
them pass over those ghosts of emancipation
which they appear so much to dread; let them
discard these Imaginary evils; let reason resume
the throne; let them look at this matter in its
true light; and if they will do this, I am persuaded they will at once come to the conclusion
with me, that the mode of specific amendments
is the very best that can be adopted.
There is also great economy in this plan.
Many gentlemen of this body are rigid and
strict economists.
1 trust I shall have the aid
and co-operation of all such. Economy is a
matter of great moment-s-and in a governtnent of the people, like ours, entitled to
due weight and consideration.
It should have
due regard and attention, both in private and
public affairs. Without it illirivate
affairs, estates the most magnificent, an fortunes the most
princely, are soon dissipated and s9uandered,
and utter ruin, bankruptcy, and dlstrese, are
brought upon individuals and families. Without
it in public affairs, the highest prosperity and
gre-atest happiness are soon lost, and insolvency,
repudiation, and disgrace arc fastened upon the
state and government.
This proposition will
enable the people, whenever they desire it, to
change, alter, or modify any portion of their
fundamental Iaw , without cost or expense. It
is only »eccseetr for the legislature to propose
the amendment, and submit It to be voted upon
by the people, at the general elections.
And, sir, I think the question of slavery, and
the security of all other property, is guarded
there in as ample a manner as any gentleman
can desire. The proposition I make is one that
I contended for before my constituents at borne,
and I believe it meets their approbation.
But,
sir, I am willing to comprumlse that matter, if
you will only give us some way of reaching the
evils which we may have incorporated in our
constitution, without the trouble, expense, and
agitation of a convention.
Sir, we have launched out into an unknown sea.
IVe have adopted some features and principles
ill this constitution
that are new and untried
with the people of Kentucky.
We know not
how they will operate. Experience may point
out the necessity of their change or modification.
Yet no power is reserved to the people; no mode
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provided to make such changes-e-tc secure such had we bad such a provision ill our old constimodifications, without the expense- and excite- tution, there would never have been the agttament of another
convention.
The increase, tion in the state which we have recently witgrowth, and business of the state, may reguire nessed? We should, sir. have had 110 excitethe addition of another circuit judge, and judi- ment, no expense, no convention, and very probcia! district; it cannot be provided for, without ably a much better coneututiou than we will
a convention.
Calamities or misfortune may have when all om labors have terminated here.
render it necessary
to borrow a {tHV hundred
If therf , sound policy, common sense, and a.
thousand dollars.
A convention must be called. proper regard for economy, require it-if reaThe people may desire to change the mode of son supports and justifies it-if
authority the
appointing the auditor, register, or allY other most unquestionable favors it-if time and ex.
officer of the government;
a convention
is the penence
sanction and approve it, as the best,
only means of securing it. They may desire to most economical, and safest mode of revisillg'
place some restriction on the taxing {lower of the the constitution,
why sir, will you hesitate to
general assembly.
A convention IS the only adopt it?
remedy.
Will you, sir, deny to the people the
I felt it to be my duty, sir, to present this matpower to make any-the
slightest, the most un, ter to the convention for its adoption; and I will
Important change or modification cf their fun- ouly add, that if any other mode of specific
damentallaw,
without the expense of a conven- amendment should be suggested, more in accortion? Certainly it would not be wis" to adopt dance with the views of a majority of the conany such principle.
If I could see any danger vention, and that will secure the rights of the
in the world that would be likely to arise from people, I will, most cheerfully, accord it my
the adoption of the principle which I suggest, I support .
would have much hesitation in coming forward
.Mr. CLARKE.
Mr. President, I have no
with it; but when the experiment has been tried speech to make, but I have a resolution to offer
in «very section of the Union, alike where when a fitting time shall present itself, to test
slavery does not exist, and where it does exist; the sense of this convention on the question in.
when It has been tried all over the Union, in volved in the article before us, on which, I prethe sunny south and in the frigid north; in f:very sume the mind of every gentleman is made up.
climate and where every kind of property and I will send my resolution to the secretary's desk
every kind of right exists, when it has thus that it may be read for information.
been tried and approved by all.
And not only
The secretary read it as follows:
have other states, in all times since the formaResolved, That this convention is opposed to
tion of our government approved of this plan; any and all specific modes of amendment, and
but the friends of a convention and constitutionwill not adopt any specific mode of amending
al reform in Kentucky, assembled in conven- the constitution."
tion in this hall in 184i and 1848 have recom'I'he PRESIDENT said it was not now in or.
mended and approved this same principle.
der to offer the resolution.
In their manifesto published
to the world
Mr. BROWN moved to amend the original
as containing the changes and amendments they report, by inserting the words "except ministers
desired to see engrafteJ on our old constitution,
of the gospel who shall be eligible," in the
they unanimously
say upon this subject, "By twenty second line. 'I'he object of the amend.
the ninth article of the present constitution, the ment was to render ministers of the gospel eligiwhole instrument must be submitted, to make ble to seats ill any future convention that may
the most unimportant amendments.
We think, be called to amend the coustitntion.
rather than put the whole machinery and form
Mr. MERIWETHER
said the words were
of government to hazard for the purpose of cor- omitted in his report by accident, and he inrecting an isolated error, it would be better to tended to supply them.
submit a single prorosition for amendment to
Mr. CLARKE moved the postponement
of
the consideratiou, first of the legislature, and the further consideration
of this article, that he
then of the people, under such restrictions as might take the sense of the convention on the
shall be deemed advisable and safe.
Public resolution which he had caused to be read. He
opinion may then be consulted upon a single thought much time might be saved if this course
proposition without the danger of combinations
were taken, as the sense of the convention
on other subjects."
Several members ot'this
would be indicated on a very important principle.
body, Mr. President, signed that manifesto, and
'I'he motion was not agreed to.
under that bauner the battle of reform was
Mr. DESHA appealed to the convention to
fought and won ; and now we see the victors pass over the business before it, that the course
ready to abandon their own standard.
suggested by the gentleman from Simpson might
I ask if we ought now, in revising this con- be tried.
stitution, to abandon it? Is it 110t cowardly?
Mr. C. A. WICKLIFFE,
for that purpose,
I hope the good sense of this body, notwith- moved that the article under consideration
be
standing the prejudice which has been created laid upon the table for the present.
against this plan, will induce them to consider
The motion was agreed to.
the proposition calmly end.eeriouely,
arrd.that
Mr. OLARKE then, by general consent, subbefore we finally
separate
we shall hhfe mitted his resolution.
adopted
some plan by which some po~
Mr. R. N. WICKLIFFE
moved the previous
tions of our constitution
may be amended, question upon it, and the main question was or.
when experience shall prove it to be neces- dered to be now put.
sary, without putting to hazard the whole inMr. GRAY called for the yens and nays, and
strument.
Are not gentlemen fully aware that they were, yeas 60, nays 29.
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election, have voted fur 'calling a convention,
the general assembly shall, at their next regular
session, direct that a similar poll shall be opened aud taken at the next election for representatives; and if, thereupon, it shall appear that a
majority of all the electors of this state, voting
at such election, have voted for calling a convention, the general assembly shall, at their next
session, call a convention, to consist of as many
members as there shall be in the house of representatives, and no more, to be chosen in the
same manner and proportion, at the same places,
and at the same time that representatives are,
by the electors qualified to vote for representatives, and to meet within three months after said
election, for the purpose of re-adopting, amending, or changing this constitution.
But if it
shall appear by the vote of either year, as aforesaid, that a majority of all the qualified electors
voting at.uch election, did not vote for a convention, a convention shall not be called."
I will briefly state the difference between this
proposition and that of the committee. Under
the old mode, all the qualified voters, according
to the last enumeration, who did not vote-no
matter whether they were ill the state or out of
it-would
be counted as against a convention.
For instance, if a man died or removed out of
the state, his name still being on the roll, he
would be counted as against a convention. This
was the case in 1847, when many of our voters
were in Mexico. My proposition is that you
should only connt the yates which are polled.
This is the principle pursued throughout the
country ill other respects.
In amending our
constitution here, all our decisions are made hy
the actual vote; we do not count the votes of the
absentees; and I well know that if rOll did,
there are many sections that have passed, which
EVEKING SESSrOY.
would have been rejocted , and many rejected
Mr. BROWN withdrew the amendment which which would have been carried. The law, sir,
he offered at the morning session, as it was now should go into effect by the vote which is cast.
un necessary.
When we come to submit this constitution to
Mr. GRAY also withdrew his amendment, the vote of the people, whose ratification or rethe vote on Mr. OLARKE'S resolution having jection is to be filial as to all that is done here,
settled the principle which it contained.
I presume we will test.that question by the vote
The question was theu taken on the substitute polled, and that we WIlt not permit these votes
of the gentleman from Madison, and it was re- to be counted against the constitution,
which
jected.
have not been cast. This is the only difference
Mr. THOMPSON.
I beg to offer the follow- between my proposition and that of the cerning as a substitute for the report of the commit- mittee. 1 am opposed to specific amendments.
tee:
There are, no doubt, many provisions in this
.. When experience shall point out the necessi- constitution, which the people may wish to
tyof amending this constitution.
and when a change. Under my proposition, they will have
majority of all the members elected to each ample time to conSider any proposed change; for
llOuse of the gcneral assembly shall, within the from its first agitl)tion till its final decision, will
first twcnty days of their stated biennial set'sion, be a period of about four years. I think, there·
concnr in passing a law for taking the sense of fore, that we ought to carry out the saIne printhe goodJleople of this state, as to the necessit/i ciple which governs us in all other things.
anrlexpe iencyof calling a convention, it sba 1
Mr. MERIWETHER,
This is a plain propobe the dut;r of the several sheriffs, and other returning officers, at th(~ next geneml election sition, and the convention can easilr decide it.
which shall' be held for representatives after The principle is 1I0t changed at a 1; and the
the passage of SllCh law, to open a poll in committee adopted the old provision in the bewhich the qualified electors of this state shall lief that it was the most just and equal ill its
If it be the wish of this com'eo"!lr12SS, by vote, whether they are in favor of operations.
ea ling a convention or not; and said sheriffs tion to let another convention be called, whenand returning officers shall make return to the ever those voting at the polls should go for it,
secretary, for the time being, of the names of all they will adopt the gentleman's proposition;
those f'lectors voting at such election; and if, but if they deem it necessar'y that there should
thercupon, it shall arrear t,hat a majority of the be a full expression of opinion, and that a rna·
qtJalified clectorf'i 0 this state, voting at such jorityof all the Yot.esshould lIo required, they

YI>..~s-~fr .. Preeideut, (Guthrie.) Richanl Apperson, Jehu L. Ballinger, William K. Bowling,
Will. Bradley, Thos. D. Brown, William C. Bullitt, Charles Chambers Jas. S. Chrisman, Beverly L. Clarke, Henry R. D. Coleman, William
Cowper, Edward Curd, Garrett Davis, Ohasteen 1'. Dunavan, Green Forrest, James H. Garrard, Richard D. Gholson, James P. Hamilton,
Ben. Hardin, John Hargis, William Hendrix,
Andrew Hood, Thomas J. Hood, James \V. 11'win, Alfred M. Jackson, Thomas James, George
W. Johnston, Obas. C. Kelly, Peter Lashbrooke,
Thomas N. Lindsey, George W. Mansfield, William N. Marshall, Richard L. Maves, Nathan
Mcclure, David Meriwether, Will. "D. Mitchell,
Hugh Newell, Elijah F. Nuttall, Henry B. Pollard, William Preston, Johnson Price, Larkin J.
Proctor, John '1'. Robinson, John T. Rogers,
James Rudd, Ignatius A. Spalding,
John W.
Stevenson, James \V. Stone, Michael L. Stoner,
John
D. 'l'uylor, William R. Thompson, 301111
.J. Thurman, Howard Todd, Philip Triplett,
Squire Turner, Henry Washington, Andrew S.
White, Charles A. Wickliffe, Robert N. Wicklifl:·e-GO.
. NAys-John
S. Barlow, Alfred Boyel, Luther
Brawner, Francis M. Bristow, William Chenault,
Jesse Coffey, Benj. Copelin, Lucius Desha, Jas.
Dudley, Benjamin F. Edwards, ~ilford EUiott,
Belucius Garfielde, Thomas J. Gough. NinianE.
Gray, Vincent S. Hay, M. E. Huston, W. Johnson,
George W. Kavanaugh, 'I'homus W. Lisle, Willis B. Mucheu , Martin P. Marshall, John D. Merris, Jonathan Newcum, Thomas Rockhold, Ira
Hoot, Albert G. Talbott,John
Wheeler, George
'V. William, Silas Woodson-29.
So the convention declared itself opposed to
all specific modes of amendment,

will sustain the proposition
of the committee.
it shall not be done nuder the influence of pasThe gentleman mentioned the circumstance of sion, or any sudden dissatisfaction
with the inthe votes of absentees being counted against the strument itself, at the time it shall be. given to
convention; but he did not consider the votes of them for consideration.
I should not have of.
those who had attained their twenty-first year, fered any amendment, if the carrying out of the
audof those who had rui~rated into the state. I plan proposed by the committee did not depend
think, taking the two things together, the mat- upon otherJ)al'ts of the constitution which have
ter will stand about equal.
been made iffereut. We have changed our time
Mr. THOMPSON called for the yeas and nays of holding elections.
We now elect our repreon his propositdo», and they were--y€as 9, nays senteuvcs every second year instead of every
77.
year. ]f we adopt the report of the committee
YEAS-:Milford Elliott, Thos. J. Googh, Wm. just as it is, it will require six years to call a
Hendrix, James M. Lackey, Elijah II'. N uttel l, convention.
We have our elections but once in
Ira Root, wm. R. Thompson, John J. 'I'burman,
two years; the legislature will meet and direct
Silas Woodson-g.
whether there shall be 11. call for a convention or
NAYS-Mr. President, (Guthrie,) Richard Ap- not. 'The election does 110t happen till two
person, John L. Ballinger, John S. Barlow, year;; afterwards; that will be four years before
William K. Bowling, Alfred Boyd, Wm. Brad- the action of the people will be known, and
ley. Luther Brawner, Francis M. Bristow, 'I'bos. there will be a period of two years more before
D. Brown, wiflinm O. Bullitt, Charles Cham- the legislature will meet to call a convention. I
bers Wm. Chenault, James S. Olnisman , Bev- think this is rather too long. In my judgment,
erly J... Clarke, Jesse Coffey, Henry R. D. it is true, in a somewhat qualified sense, that the
Coleman, Benjamin Copelin, willlum
Cowper, people have at all times the right to abolish
Edward
Curd, Lucius Desha, James Dudley, their form of government; and I think that in a
Chasteen 'f. Dunavan, Benjamin F. Edward",
measure this right is taken away, by putting it
Green Forrest, Nathan Gaither, James H. Gar- out of their power, except after six years' delay.
rur.I, Richerd
D. Gholson, Ninian E. Gray, If it had been contemplated in the report of the
.lames P. Hamilton, Ben. Hardin, John Hargis, committee, that those elections should have been
Vincent S. Hay, Andrew
Hood, Mark E. held every year, as under the present couHu;;tOII, James "\V. Irwin, Alfred M. Jackson,
stitution, I would not have beEm in favor of the
Thomas James. William Johnson,
George W. people speaking but once upon the subject; but
Johnston,
George W. Kavanaugh,
Obarles C. as it requires two years between each election,
Kelly, Peter Laehbrooke, Thomas N. Lindsey,
I think it is attellJJ?tin~ to fasten too decidedTllUlllas W. Lisle, Willis B. Machen, George ly upon the community tne work of our hands,
W. Mansfield, Alexander K. Marshall, Martill to say that however much they may be dissatisP. Marshall, William N. Marshall, Richard L. fied with it, however much it lllay militate
Mayes, Nathan Mc Cl ure, David Meriwether, against the prosj)erity of the people, and instead
William D. Mitclwll, John D . .Morris, Jonathan
of being a sh ie d to guard and protect their
Newcum, Hugh Newell,
Henry B. Pollard,
rights, takes away those rights which they have
William
Preston,
Johnson
Price,
John
T. already enjoyed.
I think under these circumRObinson, Thomas Rockhold, John T. Rogers, stances, that we are fixing too long a period of
James Rudd, Ignatius A. Spalding, John W. probation in requiring six years before their will
Ste\'ellSOn, ,James W. Stone, John D. 'l'aylor, shall be carried into effect.
I do hope that the
Howard Todd, Philip 'l'riplett, Squire Turner, mert' statement of the fact will convince every
Henry Washingtoll, John -Wheeler, Andrew S. gentleman here of the impropriety of keeping
White, Chas. A. ·Wickliffe, Robert N. Widrliffe. tht: p.:ople so long without an opportunity of
Georg<:: 1,V. Williams-77.
amending Ol!l' work.
So the ameHdment was rejeded.
Mr. GHOLSON.
I should like to vote under'I'he qtH:stion then reemrcd on the adopt.ion of standingly upon this question.
If by the term
tJl" section reported by the comillittl.'c, as modi- "general electiOll for repl'eselltatives" It is meant
fh:d.
to b8 confined. to the time at which representaMr. A. K. }'fARSHALL.
I move 1..0 amend ti ves to the l\'gislature art to be dec ted, the genby strikillg out the following words: "at the tleman's remarks would be true.
]f I 1.I11derll"xt regular session, direut that a simila.r poll derstand the provision made by the cOllvention
~hall be op8ned, and riOturn made, for the next on this subject, the election for judicial and
election for repn~selilati\'es; and if, thereupon,
othDr offil;ers is to come ofl' one year, and that of
it shall appear tlmt a majority of all the citizeus members of congress and the legislature another
Qf this "tate, entitled to \'ote for representatives,
year. I should like, when a majority are to vote
have voted COl' calling a convention, the gelleral for any alteration of the COllstitution, tha.t it
<.ssembl)' shall."
should be dOlle the next. year, without the iuterI flm l1l favor of retaining as much of the old ventio.ll of a year in ·which there is no election.
<;ollsLitutioll as possible, alld aver.->eto m<lkillg
Mr. MERIWETHER.
Instead of providing
allY change, except such us are absolutely re- that the legislature shall act a second time, the
<j,uir€'d upon principle; alld if there had bpen g{·neral assembly s]la11 direct that it shall be
)10 change mitcl{: in the present
constitution by done at two successi\'e elections.
Strike out
,he (lne we an" about, to propo,::e to the people, I these words, if you please, whinh direct that
should not have moved for any challge at all. I t.he general a"sembly shall dirc(,t t.lHl alteration.
like the spirit of the present constitution, and
Mr. TURNEH. Are we then to have the peoalso thc spirit of the report of the committee.
ple consulted at one election when they vote for
It is t.hat trH~people in amending their constitu- their representatives,
and aguin at another
tion shall do it under calm reflection; and that election when they vote for their judicial offi.-
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oue copy of the debates of t.he COllv~\ltion be
cere, and thus have thls matter agitated
a thouseed times? I for one, sir, have no wish to live deposited in the county dark's office of each
county, to be kept as other publ ic books are
under so unstable a form of government.
Mr. A. K. MARSHALL.
I saw very well that. kept by the clerk, that one copj' of each be prethe convention could have the matter so altered; sented to the delegates and officers and reporter
but I understood that it was the desire of this of this convention, and to the ministers of the
gospel in attendance on the convention, and that
convention to separate as far as possible from
the judicial elections of the state all questions the remainder of the five hundred be deposited
of an excitinO' political character ; and as th.e in the public library."
On the motion of Mr. GHOLSON the commitproposition r91ave made appear::; to meet the case
tee o'f the whole was discharged from the furthexactly, and oaunot be objected to as forming an
element of agitation in the civil elections of the er consideration of the series of resolutions in re~
state, I think it is better that it should be done. lation to the quieting of land titles, ee., which
H the house is of a different opinion I must of he introduced at an early period of the session.
The convention then adjourned.
course acquiesee.
I am far from being anxious
that anything that j,; done hertl should bear the
impress of my hand; so that the object is attained) it is to me a matter of perfect indifference by whose instrumentality
it is effected.
Mr. ROOT called for the yeas and nays on
the motion to strike out, UllII they were ;yeas 5,
SATURDAY, DECEMBER 15, 1849
nays 8I.
YEAs--Vincent
S nay, Alexander K. M'3.r- Prayer by the Rev. STU.~RT Roarxsos.
shall , Ira Root, wm R Thompson, S111\" WoodNEW "M"£lIBJill.
~n-5.
NAys-Mr. President (Guthrie,) Richard ApMr. ROBERT
D. MAUPIN,
delegate from
person, John L. Ballinger, John S. Barlow, the county of Barren, took his seat this day.
William
K. Bowling, Alfred Boyd, William The oath was administered to him by chief jusBradley, Luther Brawner, Francis M, Bristow,
tice Marshall.
Thomas D. Brown, William C. Bullitt, William
CO~MIT1'EE
0 ... REVI8lOX.
Chenault, James S. Chrisman, Jesse Coffey,
Henry R. D. Coleman, Benjamin
Copelin,
On HIP motion of Mr. W. C. MARSHALL,
William Cowper, Edward Curd, Garrett Davis, Mr. TURNER was added to the committee to
Lucius Defiha, Archibald Dixon, James Dudley, arrange and revise the several articles of the
Obasteeu T. Dunavan, Benjamin F. Edwards, new tjonstitution.
Milford Elliott, Green Forrest, Nathan Gaither,
,M(SCELLANEOUS l'ROYl'SlOXS.
gelucius Garfielde, James H. Garrard, Richard
Mr. STEVENSON,
from the committee 011
D. Obolsou, Tn.owas J. Gough,.NilJlun E. 8wy,
provisions, mad e the following
James P. Hamilton, Ben. Hurdin, John Hurgis, miscellaneous
wuuo» Hendrix, Andrew Hood, Mark E. report, and,on his motion, it. was laid ou the tuHuston, Alfred 1\1. Jackson,
'I'homas James. ble and ordered to be printed.
Wm. Johnsen, George \V. Johnston, George W.
SCHEDULE.
Kavanaugh, Charles U. Kellv, James M. Lackey,
That no inconveuicllee may arise from thc alPeter Lasllbrooke, Thomas N. Lindsey, Thomas
tcrationf> and amendments made in the I.ooustitu·
W. Lisle, Willis B. Machen, Gporge W. Manstion of tbis commollwealth, and in order to carry
field, Martin P. blarshall,
William N. Mar-the same into (;otnplete operation, it is hereby
shall, Richard L. Mayes, Nathan
McClure,
David Meriwether, William D, Mit.chell, John declan,d and ordained:
8:10:0.1. That all the laws of this commonD. Morris, Jonathan Newcum Hugh Newell, wealth,
in force at the tim-e ()f making the said
Elijah F, Nuttall, Henry B. Pollard, William
alterations and am~ndmt"nts, and all rights, ac'Preston, Johnson
Pric£, John T. Robinson,
tions, prosecutions, claims, and contracts, as
Thomas Roo..:khold, Jo1m '1'. Rogerfol, James
well of individuals as of bndies corporate, sllaU
Rudd, Ignatius A.Spalding,
John W. Stevencontinue as if thc said alterations and amelldMn, Jas. W. Sb.me, John D. '1'axlor, John. J.
mentb had IlQtbeen made.
Thurml\Tl, Howard
'fodd,
Phtlip
Triplett,
SEC 2. The oaths of office herein directed to
Squire Turner, H~lHY 'Vashington, Jno. "Wheeler,
b,y any judge
Andrew S. White, Charles A.. Wickliffe, Robert be taken may be administered
or justice of the peace, until the leglslature shall
N. Wickliffe, George W. Williams-8l.
otlterw ise direct.
So t1l.eamendment was re}ected.
SEC. 3. No office shall be superceded by tht'
Mr. BARWW moved the previous question
on the section.
The main question was ordered alterations and amendments made in the conto be now put, and tIm first se<:tiOllWas adopted. stitution"Of this I.'OlUmonwealth, but the laws
The question was next taken on the seo..:ond of the stat<e relative to the dutief> of the sevcral officers, executive, judicial, and mil.itary,
section, and it W3.':\ agreed t1'l,and the Ctltlre reshall remain in full force, though the same be
port was a.dopted.
contrary to said alterations and amendment,;,
and the several duties sball be performed by the
DE-BATES ArlD JO'lr"RNALS.
Mr. C. A. WICKL1FFE offered a resolution, respective officers of the state, according- to the
which after receiving some modificat.iolls was existing laws, until the organization of the government, &8 provided for under this new consti·
-adopted, a.s follows:
·"Rellulvr:d, That one copy of the journal, and tution, and the {'utering into office of the new
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ofllcera to be elected or appointed
under said Frankfort, the reaulte of the polls, showing the
government, and no longer.
number of votes cast in each county, for and
SEQ. 4. Immediately
after the adj"ournruent of against the said constitution.
the convention, the governor she I issue his
SEC. 6. Should the constitution be accepted
proclamation, directing the several sheriffs and by the people, it shall be the duty of the govother returning
officers of the several counties ernor, a; soon as the official vote is published, to
of this state, authorized by law to hold elections issue his proclamation, declaring the legislature
for members of the general assembly, to open elected under the old const.itutioa
to be disand hold a poll ill every county of the state, and solved, and directing the several sheriffs of all
il.l the dty. of Lou i!'lvillt'f at the places and pre- the counties
in this state- t-obold an election at
eructs desicnated
by law for the holding the the places desilfllated by law. upon the
presidentiaFclection
in 1848, UP()l1 the first Mon- of
, 185u, for members of the general asday of May, 1850, for the purpose of taking the sembly.
And the said election shall continue
sense of the good people of this state, in regard for OlIC Jay, and shall be conducted, and the
to the adoption or rejection of this constitution:
returns thereof made, in all other respects, in
and it shall be the duty of the said officers, to conformity with the existing laws upon the subreceive the votes of all persons entitled to vote jeer of state elections.
for members of the general assembly under the
SEC. 7. It shall be the duty of the general aspresent constitution.
'Phe said officers shall eemblv elected under this constitution, at its
open a poll with two separate columns: ., FUT first session, to order and provide for an election
the new Constitution," "Against the 1leW Constitu- to be held in every county of this state, on the
tion," and shall address each voter presenting
day of
for all state and county
himself, the question: "Are you in favor of officers under this constitution, except those
adopting the new constitution?"
and if he shall whose election have been already provided for
answer in the affirmative, his vote shall be re- and designated in this constitution.
corded in the column for the new constitution,
SEC. 8. It shall be the duty of the ~eneral asand if he shall answer in the negative, his an- sembly elected under this constitution,
at its
swer shall be set down in the column against first session, to make an apportionment of the
the new constitution.
'l'he said election shall representation
of this state, upon the principle
be conducted fur one day, and in every other set forth in this eonati tution; and until the first
respect, as the state election for representatives
apportionment shall be made as herein directed,
to the general assembly are now conducted; and the apportionment
of senators and representson the Thnrsday succeeding the said election, tivee among the several districts and counties in
the various sheriffs conducting said election at this state, shall remain as at present fixed by
the different precincts, shall assemble at the law.
county seat of their respective counties, and
SEC. 9. All recognizances heretofore taken, or
compare the polls of said election, awl shall which may be taken before the crganieation o-f
f....
rthwith make due returns there-of to the secre- the judicial department under this constitution,
tary of state, in conformity to the provisions of shall remain valid, and shall pass over to, and
the existing laws upon the subject of elections may be prosecuted in the name of the commonof members of the general assembly.
The coun- wealth.
All criminal prosecutions and penal
ty courts of the various count.ies of the common- actions which have arisen, or may arise, before
wealth shall, at their March or April terms of the re-organization
of the judicial deyarLment
their said courts, appoint two judges, a clerk, nnder this constitution, and which shal then be
and deputy sheriff, to superintend and conduct depending, may be prosecuted to judgment and
said elections.
execution, in the name of the state.
SEC. 10. In the trial of any criminal case, the
SEO. 5. UI'011 the receipt of the said returns,
to-wit: on t ie first Monday in June, 1850, it jury shall be judges of law and fact.
Sse. 11. The ~encral assembly shall provide,
"hall be the duty of the governor, the secretary
,of State, tht' second anditor, anll attorney gen- by law, for the tttal of any contested election of
eral, in thB prt:sence of all such persons as Illay auditor, re~ister, treasurer, attorney general,
choose to attend, to compare the votes given at judg0l8 of circuit courts, and all otber officers,
the ~aid poll. for the ratification or rejection of not otherwise hert-in specified.
SEC. 12. The general assembly 8Jmll provide,
this constitution; and if it shall appear from
said ret\ll'n8 that a majority of all the votes giv- by law, for the making' of the retllrnil by the
en are for ratifying alld adopting this constitu- proper officC'rs, of the dection of all officers to
tion, then it shall be the duty of thn governor to be elected under this constitution; ':lnd the ~ovmake proclamation of that fact, and thenceforth f!tnor shall issue commissiv-fis to the audltor,
t.his constitution shall be ordained and estab· register, and trea.snrer, as SOOll as he has aseertaill~d the result of the election of those officers
lished as the constitution of the commonwealth
respectively.
of Kentucky.
It' it shall nppear from saidl'eSEC. 13. That the sheriffs and other officers of
turns that a majority of all the "ot.t's given is for
the rejection of the new constitution, then it the election shall be liable to all such fine!3 and
shall he the duLy of the governor to make proc- penalties for a failure to discharge the several
lamation of t·hat fact, and, in that event" the duties imposed on them in this schedule, as are
present constitution shall be re-adopted a..., the now imposed upon them by law, for a failure
tOJerform their duty in conducting other gen<Jonstitution of the commonwealth of Kentucky.
Whdher the new constitution be accepted or erc and state elections.
rejected, it shall be rile duty of the governor to
SEC. 14. Should f,he county court vf any of
cause to be published in the llewspapers called the counties of this commonwealth fail or refuse
the Commonwealth, and Yeoman, published in to appoint judges, clerks, or sheriffs to sl1perio-
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tend the election, us proyjJed for in article four 1
Mr. BROWN moved a re-conslderation of the
of this schedule, tile high sheriff of said c,ounty
vote adopting the first section in the article all
shall appoint such clerks and deputy sheriffs.
SEC. 15. Should any of the sheriffs or depu- the "mode of revising the constitution," for the
ties in any of the eounties of this common- purpo:;oe of offering the following amendment.
Strike out the words, «the general assembly
wealth, die. resign. or from -sny other cause be
preventi'd from attending wit,? the poll hooks, as shall, at their next regular session, direct that a
directed ill article four of tb!s schedule, for the similar poll shall be opened, and return made
comparison 01" the votes ?ll ~he a~loption or re- for the next election for representatives," and injection of the new COD811tUt\01I, It shall be t~e sert in lieu the-reof the following:
" The govf:rnor shall 'direct that a similar poll
duty of the county court clerk, or his deputy In
be opened the succeeding year, and return
such county, to attend with said poll books, and slH1.11
made in slime manner."
aid in said comparison.
Mr. BROWN. Under the provision of this secCOURTS OF CO'KCIl_I.~TION.
tion, and with biennial sessions of the general assembly,
provided for in this constitution, one
Mr.lRVtIN,
from a select committee, made
year must necessarily intervene between taking
the following report:
.
My object in
"The general assembly lllay provicle, by law, the vote on calling a convention.
is, to provide by
for the election in each civil or magistrate's ju- moving the ra.conaideration
risdiction in the several counties, cities, aud this amendment that the second vote of the people shall be taken the succeeding year; and this
towns of this state, two judges of conciliation
for the amicable adjustment of all causes of dis- could he accomplished by authorising the gOY.
pute, under such rules ~J.\d l:eglllations as I.n~y eruor. instead of the general assembly, to direct
be prescribed by law.
1 he ]tldg~s of c~ncl.lia· a similar poll to be opened the succeeding year
tion shall have the same quauflcation us justices for that purpose.
Mr. MERIWETHER
suggested that they
of the peace, aud hold their offices for two years,
and until their successors shall be elected and might dispense with the rule which requires a
motion
to
re-consider
to
lie over one day, and
qualified.
The first election of judi?€S of conciliation shall be held on the second. Monday III dispose of this question at OUCf'·.
Mr. BROWN moved to dispense with the
:May, 1851, and every two years thereafter."
On motion, the eonsideratiou
of the report rule.
The motion was agreed to.
was indefinitely postponed.
Mr. GARRARD moved to lay thc motion to
NATIVE AMERlCANISM.
re-consider 011 the table.
.Mr. BRO\VN' asked for the yeas and nays
Mr. D.A.VIS offered the following resolution,
54, navs 36.
and on his motion it was made the special order thereon, and they were-yeas
YEAs-Mr. President, (Guthrie,) Richard Apfor three o'clock this day:
person,
John
L.
Ballin~er,
Luther Brawner,
"ResDlved, 'l'hat the committee on the legislative departn~ent be instructed to report the fol- William C. Bullitt, Willmm Chenault, Beverly
lowing provlso to the eighth section of the re- L. Clarke, Henry R D. Colf'man, William Oowport of that committee on the legislative depart- per, Edward Curd, Garrett Davis, Archibald
Dixon, Chasteen T. Dunavan, Benjamin F. Edroent:
«Provided, That foreigners of thc following wards, Green Forrest, Nathan Gaither, James H.
descriptions alld classes, only, shall be entitled Garrard, Thomas J. Gough, Ninian E. Gray,
to vote for any civil officl"r, or shall be eligible Bt:n. Hardin, Jolm Hargis, Vinc'ent S. Hay,
to any civil offioo, or place of trust or profit un- Andrew Hood, Thomas J. Hood, James ,Yo IrJohnson,
tIer thll eommonwealth of Kentucky: 1. Those win, Alfred M. Jackson, William
who, at t,he time of the adoption of this amended Geol'~c W. Johnstoll, Charles C. Kelly, Pl'ter
constitution, shall be naturalizcd citizens of the LashD1"Ooke, George W. Mansfield, :Martin P.
Unit",d States. 2. Those who, at the time of the .Marshall, William N. Marshall, Nathan Mcadoption of this amended constitution,
shaH Clure, David Meriwether, William D. Miehell,
have declared their purpose to becomc citizens Jonathan Newemn, Henry B. I)ol1ard, Wlliam
of the United States, in conformity to the laws Preston, Johnson Price, John 'f. Robnson,
A.
thereof, and who shaH have become citizens.
3. Thomas Rockhold, Jamt:s Rudel, Ignatius
Those who, twenty-one years previously there· Spalding, John D. '1'aylor, Howarcl Todd, Philto, shalllmve declared their pUrp08", according ip Triplett, Squire 'rumer, Henry Washington,
to the existing provisions of the laws of the John Wheeler, Andrew S. Whittl, Oharles A.
Robert
N. Wickliffe, Weslq
J.
United States, to become citizens tllercof; and Wickliffe,
wbo then slntll be citizens of the United States. Wright-54.
NAys-John
S. Barlow, Alfred Boyd, William
4. Minors, who sba11 have migrated with their
parents, or parent, to the United States, twenty- Bra(11ey, Francis M. Bristow, Thomas D. Brown,
one years after their names, ages, and a particu· Cllarles Chambers, JeSSe Coffey, Benjamin Copelar description of their persons, shall have been lin, Lucius Desha, J amesDudlev, Milford Elliott,
entered all tlle records of some court of record of Richard D. Gholson, James P. Hamiltoll, Wilthe state of Kentucky, or some other of the Uni- liam Hendrix, Mark E. Huston, 'l'homas James,
ted States: such foreigners, having also, in eve- George W. Kavanaugh, James]H. Lar.ker' Thos.
ry case, the like qualifications of residence, and W. Lisle, Alexander K. Marshall, Wi Ham C.
on all other points, tha.t are required of llative Marshall, Richard L. Mayes, John H. McHenry,
born citizens; and flr properly aut,henticated copy Hugh Newell, Elijah F. Nuttall, Larkin J. Procof the reC',ord being in all ca"es rt'Jquircd for tlIe tor, John T. Rogers, Ira Root, John W. Stevenson, Jas. W. Stone, Michael J~.Stoner, Albert G.
verification of the facts."

find Mr. HA:a-lIL'l'ON spoke in opposhIon to t he
appropriation
of money by the ccuventiou.
Mr.
HARDIN defended the report.
The resolution was then agreed to.
OOMMITTEE OF CLAI:a-ts.
Mr. HARDIN offered the following
resoluMr. HARDIN,
from the select committee of tiou:
Resolved, That the committee on claims be iuclaims, made the followillgJeport:
Resoll)ed by the Convention, That the following structed to enquire into the expediency of providing
for the paylnellt of t.he expenses (If the COIlsums of money, not otherwise appropriated, be
paid out of the public treasury, to the several tested election from He-my county.
Mr. CHRlSMAN moved to lay the resolution
persons named and entitled to the same, viz:
1. To the members of the convention, the same on the table, and on that motion he called for
mileage and travelling
expenses allowed to the yeas and nays, and being called, they were
yeas 13, nays 75.
members of the general assembly.
YEAs-Richard
Apperson,
John S. Barlow,
2. To the President of the convention. six
Jas. S. Chrisll~an, Jesse Coffey, Henry R. D.
dollars per day, during the present session.
3. To each member of the eonventi cn , who Oolemun, LucIUS Desha. James P. Hamilton
'I'horuns James, Thomas W. Lisle, N athan Mc~
qualified aud took his seat in the convention,
three dollars per day duri ng the presel11 .'«,~,~~i(Jn.Clure, Jonathan Newcum, Michael L. Stoner,
4. To -the Secretary of the convention, ten Jolin Wheeler-13.
NAn-Mr.
President, (Guthrie) John L. Bal·
doll ars per day during the present sesstou.
5. To the Assistant Secretary of the eouven- linger, Alfred Boyd, William Bradley, Luther
Brawner, Francis M. Bristow, Thomas b. Brown
tion, seven dollars per day during the present
William C. Bnllitt, Charles Chambers, Willia~
session.
qhel1a~lt~ Beverly L. Clarke, Benjamin Cope6. To the Sergeant-nt-Arms of the convention,
lll~, william Cowper, Edward Ourd.Arehibald
four dollars per day during the present session.
7. 1'0 the Doorkeeper of the eonven tiou, four DIX~lIl,.James Dudley, Chasteen T. Dunavan,
Benjamin F. Edwards, Milford Elliott.
Green
dollars per clay during the present session.
Forrest, Nathan Gaither.J nmesH. Garrard, 1'hos.
S. To Selby Dixon Knott, an assistant to the
Sergeant-at-Arms, one dollar and fifty cents per J. Gough, ~inian E. Gray, Ben. Hardin, John
Hargis, Vincent
S. Hay, william
Hendrix
day during the present session.
9. To Culvin Sanders, jr., an assistant to the Thomas J. Hood, Mark E. Huston, James
Sergeant-at. Arms, one dollar and fifty cents per Irwin, 'Villlam Johnson, George W. Johnston,
George W. Kavanaugh, Charles C. Kelly, James
day during the present session.
10. To Gee. W. Gwin, as per voucher, marked M. Lackey, Peter Lasbbrooke, Thomas N. Lindsey, George 'V. Mansfield, Alexander
K. MarA, foul' dollars and three cents.
11. To William .M. 'foCld, as per voucher, shall, Martin P. Marshall, William C. Marshall
William N. Marshall, RobertD. Maupin, Ridl~
marked B, five dollars and fifteen centr,;o
12. To Michael Barstow, WI pcr ,-oucher, ard L. Mares, John H. McHenry, David Meriwether, WIlliam D. Mitchell, John D. Morris,
marked C. "ixtv-fivc cents.
13. 'fo Joseph Taylor, as pCI' voucher, mark· Hugh Newell, Henry B. Pollard, William Preston, Johnson Prict', LarkilJ J. Proctor, John T.
ed D, nineteen doHars.
14. 'I'o Doxon & Graham, 35 per vone-her, Robinson, John T. Rogers, Ira Root. James
Rudd, Ignatius A. Spalding, John W: SteVt'llmarkeJ E, twenty-three dollars and fifty cents,
John
15. 'I'o Joseph Taylor &; Co., as per vou.:her, !:ion, James W.St.one, Albert G. 'l'albott
D. Taylor, William R. Thompi'ion, John
Thurmarked F, four dollars.
man, Howard Todd. Philip Triplett,
Squire
16. To William Tanner &; Co., one hundred
Turner, John L. Waller, Henry Washin".ton Anand twelve dollars and fifty CeJltS, for one hun·
drew
S.
White.
Chas.
A.
W'iekliffe,
Robe~t
N.
dred and fifty copies of the weekly Yeoman,
Wickliffe, Silas ',,"oodson, Wesley J. Wright
furnished the conventioll.
(No.1.)
17. To A. G. Hodges & Co., three hundred and -75.
The resolution was then adopted.
sev<,lnty-five dollariO, for one hun/Ired and fifty
copies of the Daily Commonwealth,
furnished
'ENGROSSMENT OF TilE CO"STfTUTlOY.
the members of theconventioll.
(No.2.)
On tIle motion of Mr. APPERSON
the fol18. To the Revs. Stuart Robinson, John N. lowing resolution was agreed to:
'
Norton, James M. Lanca.~ter, George W. Brusl1,
Resolved, 'I'hat two copies of the new constiand 'William Warder, t".!'enl,y dolfars each, for tution be prepared by the secri:'tary. one on
their services in opening the daily sessions of parchment and the other in a book to be prepared for that purpose.
this convention witl1 prayer.
19. To Henry, a free man of color, for his at·
LEGISLATlV;E
DEPARTM1':NT.
tendance on the convention, one dollar per day
The convention resumed the consideration of
during the present se"lsion.
20. To Dennis, a free man of color, for his at- the unfini$lled seution of' the rellort of the comtendance on the con venti on, fifty cents per day H~iiti'e on the Icgisl~tiYe depar~m<,llJt,which proVides for the apportIOnment oi repref'lentation.
during the present se;,sion.
21. 'fo Cuh'in Sanders. seventy cents, for ex- . Mr. CLARK~, who had given notice of a mopeuses incurred ill executing the flummons of t.IOU to reconsider the vote hy which the first
branch of t.he sixth section. fixinlJ'
the basis of
this convention on A. P. Cox.
O
consented on
A brief conversation ensued, in relat.ion to the repref?entation ]md been adopted
with friends, not 'to press th~ re~
power of the convention to adopt such a resolu- consultation
consideration.
tion, in which Mr. CHAMBERS, Mr. LISLE,

Talbott, wm. R. 'l'hompeon, John .1.1'hurman,
John L. Waller, Silas Woodson-36.
So the motion was laid on the table.
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The hUl'f clause of th .. sixth section wail 'the
pf'-llJing question, as follows:
"At the first session of the general assembly
after the adoption of this constitution.
and every
eight year" thereafter, provision
"hall be made
by law, that in the year
and every eighth
year thereafter, all enumeration
of all the qualified voter s of the state shall be made.
The number of representatives shall, in the several years
of making these enumerations,
be 80 fixed, as not
to be less than seventy five, nor more than one
hundred; and they shall be apportioned
for the
eight years next following,
thus:
Counties,
cities, and towns, having more than two thirds
and less that! t.he full ratio, shall have one representative;
those having- the full ratio, and a
fraction less than two thirds over, shall have hut
one represeutotlve: those having the full ratio,
and a fraction of more than two thirds over,
shall have two representatives, and increase their
number in the same proportion;
counties having less than two thirds of the ratio, shall be
joined to similar adjacent counties for the ~)nrpuse of sending a representative:
Provided, '1 hat
If there be 110 such adjacent county, then such
ccuntv having less than two thirds of the ratio,
shall be united to that contigl1otlscounty
having
the smallest number of qualified voters; and the
remaining representatives,
if ally, shall be allotted to those counties, cities, or towns having the
largest unrepresented
fractions."
.Mr. BOYD had offered the following' as a substiture for the latter clause of the sixth section
of the legislative report:
"The house of representatives
shall consist of
one hundred members, and to secure uniformity
and equality of representation as aforesaid, the
state shall be districted into twelve districts.
FIRST DISTRICT. Fulton, Hickman,
Graves,
Ballard, McCrackQil, Calloway, Marshall,
LivIugstou.
• SECOXDDiSTRICT. Trigg, Christian, Caldwell,
Crittellden, Union, Henderson, Hllpkins.
THlllD DISTI:.ICl'. Daviess, Ohio, Hnn(:Qck,
Grayson,
Breckiuridge,
Hart, Larue, HardilJ,
Meade.
FOURTH DISTRLCT. Todd, Mulenbnrg,
Logan,
Simpson, Allen, Warren, Butler, Edmonson.
FiFTH DISTRLCT. Monroe, Barren,
Cumberland,
Clinton, Adair, Green, Taylor,
Casey,
RusselL
SiXTH DISTRICT. Jefferson, Bullitt,
Nelson,
Shelby, Spencer, Washington,
Marion.
SEVENTHDISTilICT. OlJham. Trimble, Henry,
Franklin, Owen. Carroll, Gallatin, Grant, Boone.
EIGHTH
DISTRICT. S<.:ott.Harrison, Pencllt\ton.
Kenton, Campbell, Nicholas,
Mason, Bracken.
NH~TH DISTRICT. J..Iewis, Fleming.
Bath,
Montgomery, Morgan, Greenup, Lawrence, Carter.
TENTH DISTUICT. Fayette,
·Woodford, Bom
bon,
Clarke, Jessamllle,
Andelson,
Mercer,
Boyle.
ELEVENTHDiST\Ul1T. Madi80n, Garrard, Lincoln. Rockcastle,
Laurel,
Pulaski,
Whitley,
Wayne.
'fwEJ,FTH DISTRICT. Estill,
Ow~ley, Clay,
Perry, Letcher, Floyd, Breathitt, Johnson, Pike,
Knox, Harlan.
"When 11. new county shall be formed of territory belonging
to more than otle district, that

courity shall be added to, and form a p:ut of tile
district out of which the largest amount of tel"
ritory was taken to form such Dew county.
"Ill the year
and every
year thereafter, an enumeration
of all the qualified electors
of the state shall be made in such manner as
shall be directed by law.
"In the several years of making- euch enumeration, each district shall be entitled to representatives equal to the number of times the ratio is
contained
in the whole number of qnnlificd
electors in said districts: Provided, That the remainillg representatives, after making such apportionment,
shall be given to those districts
having the largest unrepresented
fractions.
"Representatives
to which each district may be
entitled shall be apportioned among the several
counties, cities, and tow us of the district, as
near as may be, in proportion to the number of
qualified
electors; but when a county may not
have a sufficient number of qualified electors to
entitle it to one representative,
and when the adjacent county or counties, within the district,
may not have a residuum or residunms, which,
when added to the small county, would entitle
it to a separate representation,
it shall then be
in the power of the legislature
to join two or
more to~ether, for the r.urpose of sending a representative:
Provided, I'hnt when there are two
or more counties adjoining, and in the same district, which have residuums over and above the
ratio then fixed by law, if said resi duums, when
added together, will amount to such ratio, in
that case, one representati ve shall be added to
the county having the largest residuum."
Mr. 1,-VOODSON moved to substitute
the following for the amendment of the gentleman from
Trigg:
"At the first session of the General Assembly
after the adoption of this constitution, provision
shall be made by law, that ill the year
and
every eighth year thereafter, an enullIeration
of
all the representative
population
of the state
shall be made.
The house of representatives
shall consist of one hundred members, and to
secure uniform ity and pquality of representation,
tlw state is hereby laid off into ten districts.
The first district f<hall be composed of the
counties of Fulroll, Hickman, Ballard, McCracken, Graves, Calloway, Marshall,
Living.;;;tol1,
Crittenden,
UUiOIl, Hopkins,
Caldwell,
and
Trigg.
The second district shall be composed of the
counties of Christian, Muhlenburg,
Hendersoll,
Davie:;;;, Hancock, Ohio, Breckinridge.
Meade,
Grayson, Butler, and Edmonson.
The third district shall be composed of the
coullties of Todd. Logan, Simpson, Warren, Allen, Monroe,Barrell,
and HarL
The fourth district shall be composed of the
counties of Cumberland,
Adair, GreCH, Taylor,
Clinton, Russell, 'VaYll~, Pulaski, Casf-Y, Boyle,
and Lincoln.
The fifth district
shall be composed of the
counties of Hardin,
Larue, Bullttt,
Spencer,
Nelsoll, Washington,
Marion, Mercer, and Anderson.
The sixth district shall be comp-osed of the
counties of Garrard, Madison, Estill, Owsley,
Rockcastle,
Laurel, Clay, Whitley, Knox, Hal'lall, Perry, Letr.J-ier, Pike. Floyd, and Johnson.
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The seventh district shall be composed of the Natlml1 McClure, David Meriwether,
D. Mitchell, Jonathan Newcum, Henry B. Pol.
counties of Jefferson, Oldham, Trimble, Carroll,
n.rd, William Preston, Johnson
Price, John T.
Henry; nnd Shelby, and the city of Louisville.
Thomas
Rockhold,
James Rudd,
The eighth district shall be composed of the Robinson,
counties of Bourbon. Fayette, Scott, Owen, James W. Stone, Michael L. Stoner, Albert G.
Talbott, John D. Taylor, William
R. ThorupFranklin, Woodford, and Jeeeamine.
The ninth district shall be composed of the son John J. Thurman, Howard Todd, John L.
Wa-lIer,
Andrew
8.
White,
Hobert
N.
'Wickliffe,
counties of Clarke, Montgomery, Bath, Fleming,
Lewis, Greenup, Oarter, Lawrence, Morgan, and Silas Woodson-52.
NAYe-John
8. Barlow, William I\:. Bowling,
Breathitt.
Bradley,
Fraucis M.
The tenth district shall be composed of the Alfred BoyJ, William
Bristow,
william
C. Bullitt,
Ohnrles Chamcounties of Mason, Bracken, Nicholas, Harrison,
L. Clarke, Henry R. D. Cole·
Pendk ..ton, Campbell, Grant, Kenton, Boone, nud bers, Beverly
man.Edward
Ourd, Lucius Desha, Chasteen T.
Gallatin.
"The number of representatives shall, at the Dunavan, Benjamin F. Edwards, Nathan GnitbGarfielde, Richard D. Gholson,
several sessions of the General Assembly, next er, Selucius
E. Gray, Joh_~ ~argis 'I'homas James!
after the making of these enumerations. be ap- Ninian
Charles
C.
Kelly,
w llllS H. MadlC1J, GeOr!;{8
portioned among the tell several districts, proW . Mansfield, Alexander K. Marshall, Martin
portioned according to the respective representaP. Marshall,
William
C. Marshall, William
rive population of each: and the representatives
Robert D. Maupin, Richard L,
8ha11 be apportioned,
as near as may be, among N. Marshall,
Mayes, John H. :McHenry, John D. Morris,
the counties, towns and cities in each district;
and in makinlf sneh apportionment
the follow- Hugh Newell, Elijah F. Nuttall, Larkin J. Proc'1'. Ro~ers, Ira Root! Ignatius
A,
ing rules shall g"ovf.'rn, to-wit: Every county, tor, John
town or city having the ratio shall hnve one rep- Spalding, Philip 'I'riplett, Squire 'I'urnet, Jobu
Wheeler, Charles A. Wickliffe, George W. Wilresentative;
if double the ratio, two representatives, and so all.
Next, the counties, towns, or liams, Wesley J. Wrig1Jt-42.
So the sub-aitute was adopted for the amendcities having one or more representatives!
and
the largest representative
populntion
above the ment to the origitlal clause of the section.
Mr. LACKEY moved to amend! b)' adding to
ratio, and counties, towns and cities having the
largest representative
populutioa
under the ra- th ....section the following;
., That representation
shall be equal and unitio, regurd being always had to the greatest rppfind fihall be forever
reseutauve population, shall have oue represen- form ill this commonwealth,
regulated
and
ascertained
by the numLN of reptative; Provided, That Whell a cOllnty may lIot
At the first S6Shave a suffici(jut number of r,·presentative
pop- rest:ntative inhabitauts therein.
ulation to entitle it to one representative,
then sion of the general assemhly after the adoption
of this cunstitutiull,
alln every four yl'ar" theresueh <:ounty may be juined to somc adjacent
shall be made by lnw, tllUt in
connty or counties to seuc] one rcpres~nt'ati \'6. after, provision
, and every four yeal's thereafWhf:ll a new county shall be formed of territo- the year
of all the rt:prt:sl'.ntaUve inry belonging to more than one di.<.;trict, it shall ter, an enumeration
The Dumform a part of that distrir.t having the least habitullls of the state shall be made.
btl' of representatives
shull be one hundred, and
number of reprf'_sentative population."
Mr. WOODSON
briefly t:xpluined the effcet apportioned. amollg the several couutie3 in the
of his 5ubstitnt,e. ano a conversation
eUi'lued ill ful10wing manner; Countie!O having the ratio
which Mr. HA.ilfILTOI'-r, :Mr. BRISTOW,
11r. shall have one l'epreseutati VI'; those having three
M. P. :MARSHALL, Mr. PROCTOR
and Mr. fourths of the ratio o;hall have one rt:presenrativej tho"e having the ratio, and a frao.:tion less
APPERSON
took: part.
than one half the ratio over, shall have but one
Mr. GARRARD offered the following proviso
those having
the ratio, and a
ll.S an addition
to the original sel·tion of the 1;e· repl'escntath'ej
fraction of one half over, shall have two repre
lect committee, and it was agreed to;
" Provided, That whenever the operation of the sentatives; those haviug twice the ratio, shall
have two representati veSj those having twico
foregoing rules will gi"e more thall une hundred
members, the sm:lllest counties of the two thirds the rat.io, nlJd a fraction of less thall one half
cla>;.'!shall be attachf'd to COlltlgUOt.lScounties to the ratio over, shall have but two represt:lltar,ives;
send a member, so as \.0 reduce the number to those having twice the ratio, and a frnClion of
one half th~ rntio OVl'r! shall have three reI'''.
olle hundred."
and so on. Counties having- eHI
The yeas and nay'" were called for on t,1Iesub· senwtivesj
stitute of Mr. WOODSON, and were yeas 52 than three fourths of the ratio, shall be Joined
to a similar adjllcent eotluty, fur the purpose of
nays 42.
forming a represcutative district; Provided, that
YEAs-Richard
Apperson! John L. Ballinger,
if there be 110 such ndjucent county, then the
Luther
Brawner, Thumas D. Brown, William
Chenault, James S. Chrisman,
Jcsse
Coffey, county having les!o\than three fourths of the raBenjamin
Oopelin, William
Cowper,
Ga.rrett tio, shall be united with that adjacent county
Davis, James Dudley,
Milford Elliott! Gl'eE.'n having tile smallest llUmber of represelltat,ive
}~ol'rcst, James H. Garrard, Thomas J. Gough, inhabitunt. ..., pro\'id<>d that their united lltllubers
James P. Hamiltou,
Ben. Hardin, Vincent S. do not exceed the ratio, and a fraction of one
Hay, William Hendrix, AlJdn'w Hood, Thomas half the ratio over; but jf they do, the county
J. Hood, Mark E. Huston, James 1\'-. Irwin, having less than three fourths of the ratio shall
Tlle remaining
William Johnson, George W. Johnston, George have a separate represelJtntive.
(if any,) shall be allotted to
W. Kavanaugh,
James M. Lackey, Pder Lush· l'epreBentatives,
brooke, Thomm; N. Lindsey, Thomas W. Lisle, those counties ha'dng the la.,rgost unrepr~ented
4
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fractious: hut ill 110 case shull more than two
On this amendment,
a conversation
ensued.
counties be united fur the pur\)Os~ of forming a. between
Mr. APPERSON,
Mr. GRAY, Mr.
represcutetdve district: but if t iere shall ever be MORRIS,
Mr. 'l'RIPLETT,
and Mr. McHEN·
an excess of districts, they shall be reduced to RY. The delegates from Christian county opt~le pl'n~er number, by taking fro'~1 thos~ coun- posed it, on the ground that it would operate
t,18Sbavlllg a slo:paratu representative,
with the unjustly to that county: nnd the other gentlesmallext number of representative
inhabitants,
men defended it. Ultimately,
their separate represeutatiou."
Mr. J AMES moved the previous question, and
The yeas and !lays were called for, and were the main question was ordered to be now put.
-Ji<as 45, nays 49.
:Mr. HRAT called for the yeas and nays, and
YEAs-William
K. Bowling, Luther Brawner,
Lhey were-yeas
19, llays 71.
William Chenault, James S. Chrisman, William
1 EAs-Rieharel Apperson, Jo1m L. Ballinger,
Cowper, Benjamin F. Edwards, Milford Elliott,
Luther Brawner, Francis M. Bristow, 'I'hos. D.
Green Forre'"t, Nathan Gaither,
Belucius Gar- Brown, James H. Garrard, 'I'bomas J. Goug-h,
fielde, James H. Garrard, Richard D. Gholson,
Ben. Hardin, Vincent
S. Ha v , Andrew Hood,
Johll Hargis, Thomas J. Hood, Thos. James, Mark E. Huston, George W. Kavanau*h, 'rhos.
William Johnson, Oeo. 'Yo Kavanaugh.
Charles N. Lindsey, John H. Mcflenry, John '1. Rogers,
U. Kenv, Jumes M. Lackey, Thomas W. Lisle, William It. Thompson,
Howard 'I'odd, Philip
Willis "no Machen, George W. Mansfield, Alex- Triplett,
Henry Washington-19.
andcr K. Marshall, William
N. Marshall, RobNAYS-Mr. President, (Gutln-ie.) John S. Barcrt D. Muupiu, Richard L. Mayes, Nathan Me- low, Wm. K. Bowling, Alfred Boyd, Wm. BradOlure , willium D. Mitchel l, Jouatbun
New- ley, William
C. Hullitt,
Charles
Chambers,
cum , Hugh Newell, Elijah 1<'. Nuttall.Henry
B. Wm. Chenunlt, James S. Chrisman, Beverly L.
Pollard, Johnson Price, Larkin J. Proctor, John Clarke, Jesse Ooffey, Henry
R. D. Coleman,
T. Robinson, 'I'homas Rockhold.
Ira Root,lgBenjamin
Copelin,
William Cowper, Edward
uatius A. Spalding,
James ,v. Stone, William
Unrd, Garrett Davis, Lucius Deslla, James DudIt. TlwmpsolJ, John J. Thurman, John '\Theeler, ley, Ollasl.een 1'. Dunavun, Benjalll in F .Edwards,
Oharl>?s A. Wickliffe, George W. Williams,
t;i- Milford Elliott, Green Forrest, Selncius Garlas Woodson-45.
ficlde, Richard D. Gholson, Ninian E. Gray,
NAYs-Richal'J
Apperson, John L. Ballinger,
.TanH's P. Hamilton, John Hargis. William RellJuhn S. Barlow, Alfl'\:d Boyd, William Bradley,
lll'ix, 'l'homas J. HObd, Jumes 'Yo Irwin, Thomas
Fml"lcis M. Bristow, Thos. D. Brown, William
James,
Wlll. Johnson,
Georf"e 'Y. Johnston,
U. Bllllitt, Charles Chambers, Beverly L. Clarke, Charles C. Kelly, J ames ~'. Laekl'Y, Peter
J<1sse Coffey, Henry R. D. Ooleman, BellJal11111 J~a!'ihbruokc, Thus. W. l,isle, 'Villis B. Machen,
Copdm, Edwurd Curd, GUllett DaVIS, LuoHs Gear!?e W. Mansfield, Alexander
K. MarsJlall,
De~ha, James Dndley, Cha.steen 'I' DUlJavan, Marl.ll1 P. Marshrdl, Wm. C. Marshall, William
'l'homas J. Gough. NlllJan .It Glay, James P. N. Marshall, Hobert D. Maupin, Richard
L.
Hamilton,
BCll. Harrlin, Vincellt S. Hay, WIl1. 1layes, Nathan
.Ml·Clul'e, David :Meriwether,
Htlndrix, Andrew Hood, .Mark E. RlliSton, James' .John D. Morris, Jonathan Newculll, Hugh NewW. Irwin, George W. Johnston.
Peter Lash- ..II, Elijah F. Nllttall,Heul'yB.
PollarJ, Johnson
brooke, Thomas N. Lilldsey, Martin P. Marsllall,
Priee, Larkin J. Proctol', John '1'. Hobinson.
William C. Mal'shalt, John H. McHenry, David Thos. ROi.:khold, 1m Root, Ignatius
A. Spal.
Meriwether,
John D. Monis, William Prt:stoll, ding, John W. StevensolJ, James "'-. Stonc, ~liJohn T. Ro<ters, James Rudli, Mio.;hael L. Sto- dlU~l L. Stoner, AlbertG. Talbott,John
D. Tav·
ner, Alhert G. Talbott, John D. 'l'aylor, Howard
lor, Squire Turner, J. L. Waller, Jno. \Vhecl~r,
Todd, Philip 'l'rir,lett, Squire Turner, John L. Andrew S. White, R. N. Wickliffe, George W.
Waller, Henry"
ashington,
Andrew S. 'Vhite, Williams, Silas WOOdSOIl, W. J. Wright-71.
Robtlrt N. Wi('.kliff~, WtlslHy J. Wright--49.
So the amendlllcutwas
rejedeli.
So the amendment wai:l J"(-jected.
Mr. DU~ A"VAN called for the yeas and lIays
Mr. TURNER
mo\'ed to amend, by adding
on adopLillO' the substituttl of MI'. WOODSON
the following proviso:
for the origfnalsectioll
and they wt:rc-yeas
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"Provided, 1'hut no COllllty having a less vo- Illl s 60.'
,
ting population,
iJ~any district,
shall have. a
VEAs-John L. Ballinger,
Wm. K. Bowling,
~epara.te ~eprestn~a\'IVf!, when another couuty. III Thos. D . .Brown, Will. C. Bllllitt" Wm. Cowper,
that U LS~l'llJt,havLng a greater n~lll1ber of votm$" Lucius Desha, '1'hon1as J. Gough, J ame;; P.
populalloll,
has 110 rtl'pre';C'lltat.lve.; And p'roVt- Hamilton,
·William Hellclrix, Thomas James,
dcd, Th.ut no cOlln~y Il1 allY dlstnct,
havlllg'11 William J ohllson, George ,Y. Johnston, GcorO'e
des~ votlllgpopulatlOn
shall ha.ve two rCI~rcs~~n- W. Kavanaugh,
Peter La"hbrooke, Thomas N.
tatl~es, ·when another coullty Il~ that distr~ct, Liuclsey, Thomas VV. Lisle, Dayid Meriwether,
haVIng a greater num~el'~,r voting populatlOlI
Hugh N~well, William 1're';ton, Johnson Price,
has but one repl'esentaiJn~.
Larkin.r. Pl'ol'tor, John T. Robinson,
Thomas
The amClldlllcut was l'e.ieeted.
Rockhold, James Rudel, John ,v. Ste\'enson,
Mr. APPERSON nlOv/:d to amend, by addi.lg Jalllc.s W. Stone, Albcrt G. Talbott, John D.
tlw following proviso:
Taylor,Howard
'l'odd,Henry
Wa~hillgton. John
"Provided
further, That allY county which
Wheeler, Andrew S. Whiee, Silas 'YoO(I.~ol1-33.
has not the full ratio, when all the adjacent.
NAYs-Mr. President,
(Guth1'i,",) Richard ApWllntie" ha\'C the full ratio, lllJ,'y be added to an per,:;on, John S. Barlow, Alfl'<'J Boyd, William
adjacent coulity having more than a full ratio, Bradley, Luther Brawner, li'rallo.;i~ .M. Bl'illto,,",
whell the t\VO may have two members, pro- Charles Chambers,
William
Chenault, Jus. S.
vided th".t two counties have a grflater p0}lula- Chrisman, Beverly L. Clarke, Jesse Coifev. Hen·
tiOIl than allY onecoullty in the district."
)'y R. D. Coleman,
Benjamin Copelin, .Edward

I

Curd, Garrett Davis, James Dudley, Chasteen
tion of this conetitution , and every four yeaN;
T. Dunavan, Benjamin F. Edwards, Milford thereafter, provision shall be made by law that
Elliott, Green Forrest. Beluclua Garfielde, James in the year
, and every four years thereH. Garrard, Hichard D. Gholeon.Ninian
E. Gray, after, an enumeration of all the representative
Ben. Hardin, .Iohn Hargis, Vincent
S. Hay, I inhabitants of the state shall be made.
The
Andrew Hood, Thomas J. Hood, Mark E. Hue- number of representatives
"hall he one hundred,
ton, James W. Irwin, Alfred M. Jackson. Ohas. and apportioned among the several counties in
C. Kelly, James M. Lackey. w illie B. Machen, the following manner: Counties having the raGeoree W. Mansfield, Alexander K. Marshall, tio shall have one representative; those having
:Marl'in P. Marshall, William C. Xnrehall, Wm. three fourth>; of the ratio shall have one repreN. Marshall, Richard L. Maves, Nathan Me- resentative: those having the ratio, and a fracClore, Jehu H. )lcH@ry, Jolu~ D. Morris, .Ion- tion less than one half of the ratio oyer, shall
athan Newcom. Elijah F. Nuttall,
Henry B. have but one representative; those having the
Pollard, John T. Rogers, Ira Root, Ignatius A. ratio, and a Iraciio» of one half ever, shall have
Spalding, Michael L. Stoner, Will. R. Thorup- two representatives;
those having twice the
son, Philip 'I'riplett. Squire Turner, John L. ratio, shall have t\'I"Orepresentatives; those havwaller, Charles A. wiclkiffe, Robert N. Wick- lng twice the ratio, ana a fraction of less than
liffe, George W. Williams, Wesley J. Wrightone half the ratio over, shall have but two rep60.
resentatives: those having twice the ratio, and.
So the substitute was rejected.
a fraction of one half the ratio over, shall have
The question then recurred on the adoption three representatives; and so on. Counties hevof the latter clause of the section, as amended. ing less than three fourth!'! of the ratio, shall be
Mr. DESHA called for the yeas and nays, and joined to a similar adjacent county, for the pur11lL'Y
were-yeas 43, nays 48.
pose of forming a representative district: ProYEAs-Mr. President. (Guthrie.) Richard Ap- vided, That if there be no such adjacent county,
person, John L. Ballinger,
Luther Brawner, theu the county having less than three fourths
Thomas D. Brown, James S. Chrism all, Beverly of the ratio, shall be united with that adjacent
1. Clarke, Jesse Coffey, William Cowper, Ed- county having the smallest num bel' of representward Curd, Milford Elliott, Green Forrest, Jus. ativc inhabitants,
provided that their united
H. Garrard, Richard D. Gholson, Thomas J. numbers do not exceed the ratio, and a fraction
Gough, James P. Hamilton, John Hargis, Wil- of one half the ratio over; hut if they do, the
liam Hendrix, Thomas J. Hood.George W. Kav- county haviug less thau three fourths of the
auaugh , Charles C. Kelly, 'I'bomns W. Lisle, ratio shall have a separate representative.
The
WillisB. Machen, George \Y. Mansfield, William remaining representatives,
(it' any,) shall be alN. Marshall, John H. Mcblenry, David. l\Ieri- lotted to those counties having the largest u nwether. John D. Morris, Jonathan
Newcum, represented fractions; but in no case shall more
Elijah F. Nuttall, Henri" B. Pollard, Johnson than two counties be united for the purpose of
Price, 'I'hcmas Rockhold. John T. Rogers, Jae. forming a representative
district; but if there
Rudd, James W. StOlW, :\lichael L. Stoner, wil- shall ever be an excess of districts, they shall
Ham R. Thompson, Philip Triplett,
John L. be reduced to the propel' number, by taking from
waller, Henry Washington,
Silas 'Woodson, those counties having a separate representative,
Wesley J. Wright--43.
with the smallest number of representative inNA\'S-JOJIIl S. Barlow, 'William IC. Bowling, habitants, their separate representation."
Alfred Boyd, William Bradle~, Francis M. BrisPending this amendmt'nt, the convention took
tow, William C. Bullitt, Uharles Chambers, a rucess.
William Chenault, Henry R. D. Coleman, B('D'
jamin Copelin, Garl'E.-ttDa.\'is, Lucius Desha,
KVESISG SESSIO:XS.
James Dudley;Chasteell T. Dunavan, Benjamin
F. Edwards,Selucius
Garfielde, Ninian E. Gray,
COI;l.ll.ECTJON.-The
brief remarks of Mr. A. K.
Ben. Hardin, Vincent S. Hay, Andrt'!\y Hood, Marshall, d ..livered on Tuesday evening, DecemMark E. Huston, James W. Irwin, Thomas ber 11, as publi"hed in the volume of debates,
James, William Johnson, George W. Johnston,
1
James M. Lackey, Peter Lashbrooke, Thomas page 920, do not correct y convey that gentle·
N. Lindsey, Alexander K. Marshall, Martin P. man'8 view". '1'hey should read as follows:
'Mar"hall, William C. Mar:;hall, H.ichard L.
I am pretty well satisfied with the present
Mayes, ~ at:han McClure, Hugh N ewell, J~arkin constitution on the subject of slavery, but still I
J. 'Proctor, John T. Rohinsnn, Ira Root, Ig· prefer tlle propofiitiotl I ha\'e offered, The presnatius A. Spalding, John W. Stevenson, Al- ent clause (which is proposed by the gentleman
ncrt G. Talbott, J Ohll D. Taylor, Howard Todd, fl'OlIlChristian,) gives to the legislature the right
Sq uire Turnel·,.J nhn ·Wheeler, Andrew S· "rhite, to pre\"eat the importation of slavt"s into this.
Charles A. Wickliffe, Robert N. Wiekliffe, state, except by bOJlajide immigrants.
I am opGeorge 1-V. Williams-48.
posed to this, and ·wish to excert from legisla.
So the elause was r~jccted.
tive action, such as citizens 0 Kentucky may
Mr. DAVIS then moved, as an additional sec- become possessed of by gift, inheritance, marriage,
tion, the following, which was originally sub- 01' devise.
Again, Sir, it will allow the subject
lOittl'd by :Mr. LACKEY:
of slavery to be agitated
It affords a legal cono That representatioll shall be equal and uni- stitutional
mode of emancipatlOll, and those
form in this commonwealth, and shall he for· who choose to press that dangelOus questIOn,
ever regulated and asceltained bf the number of are not agitators, but citizens, exercisill~ a con~
representative
inhabitants t·herem. At the first stitutional
right. I desirtl to deny them any
session of the general assembly after the adop· such right, under this constitution, and s}lall,
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therefore, oppose the proposition
of the gentle- I stoed ready to vote for anv extension of the time,
mao from Christian.
.
which is required to en,trtle the naturalized for.
.
elgner to the right of suffrage.
The reason why,
.
APPORTIONMENT o~ REPRESENTATION.
.'
I did not move l1pan the subject myself was, my
Mr. J ACKSON su~mltted to t~e conveDtlC:~n a thorough
conviction,
during the whole period,
plan for. the ~p.ro.rtlOnment of Tepresent~tlOn. that in congress I would do no good to the cause,
and 01~h18 monon It was ordered to be printed,
immediate or prospective,
by bringing
it forand laid on the table:
ward.
"SEC. -. In 185~,and every eighth year thereBut, I was firmly resolved, if the time should
after: an enumeration shall be made of all the ever come. and I should be thrown upon a theaquallfie~ voters of the ~tat{'" The bouse of rep- forewhere the effort would seem more practical.
resentatrves shall coustst at one l,mndred mem- and the allspices more favorable, I would ask
~el"H, and shall, at each el1Ume~atlOn, be appo,r- the attention, not only of the people of Kentioned am_ong the several counties o~ the state ~n tucky, but all my countrymen, to what T deem
such manner t,hat each county having the r~tlO to be the greatest question of the day, I believe
of representation,
shall have one representative, I that time and that theatre are now here I know
and each county ha~in~ doubl,e the ratio s,h3111that the number of foreigners in Ke~tucky is
have two, ,and so Ol~. All qu alified voters of the small, when compared with other states; but they
state, no~ Included 11l such rauc, sh~ll be regard-I are yet numerous and rapidly increasing, partie.
ed as rt!sld.uu~]H,and shall be apportioned among ularly on the lin" of the Ohio and Miseisaipthe ,countIes III such ~Danner.' that the county pi rivers; and there is wisdom ill the old pro·
hevlng the largest residuum III the state, shall "Verb: "an ounce of preventive is better than a
have a:tta:ch.:'<lt? it adjoining residu\lms~ until pound of cure."
the rat~o IS obta,Hled; t~en the county havylg t~le
If we adopt such a provision in the constitullex~ highest residuum In the state.ehal l hke,\''''l~e tlcn, its intlueuce will not only pervade our
rcce~ve adjoining re"\l(h;UlllS, un.tll the ratIO IS whole state government and policy; it will have
obtamed, all(~ su on, unt:l all rmnn.UtlIl;lSare con- a small but direct influence upon congress, in the'
s~med: PTfJlnded, ',I'l?a!,III thus a;dJustmg the re- election of our representatives in that body; and
sId.uums among adJolrnng countIes, the sl!'allest it will operate with great moral puwer upon othresI~uums s!mll be ta~en firs,t, alJd so on, III StlC- er states. especially when t.hey go into convcn·
ceSSIOn, until the ratIO de~Hred shall be com· tion for the alteration of their constitutions,
pleted; and the county from wh.ich,. in thi~ order, Has not, this state felt, and is not this body now
the las~nuJJ)ber shall be takcll, IS still entItled to' acting under the power 01' similar examples?
h~r reslduu~,]8Iefl8 by the llE'CeSsary number 80 ·Who, five years ago, in Kentucky, was there t.o
wlthdrawn,
advocate the principle of the judges of courts
NATIVE AMJ-:RICAIHSM,
being elected by popular vote; and if no stattl
The convention proceeded to the considera- had yet adopt~d this sys,tem" '\\~ho believes,we
tion of the resolutions offererl. this morning by ':ou}d b~now !ncorporat,wg It In our constltu·
Mr. DAVIS .. which were then madf' the special i tlon! "auld
It not, be reasonabl~ ~o conclu,de
order for this afternoon.
that the example of Kent,ucky, deCldmg and IllMr, DAVIS.
Mr, Pr,,;;ident: The resolution
corporating as a fundamental
provisioll in her
on this subject which I submitted to the conven. , constitution, that h,er,government bel0!1ged to,
tion at an early day of its session, has been so and should be admm,lstered by, her native borll
long suspended, as to llave lost in a good de. SODS, and not by foreJg~e~, would have a l,u0st
gree its animation,
The truth is, that! now fe~~l powerful and salutary mfluence upon our 81ster
somewhat awkward on this subject, and but for states?
my avowal to debate it, so distinctly made about
I presmne,Mr, President, there can be no doubt
that time, I should not at this late day obtrude upon the point of our competency and rigotio
myself upo,n the ti':Je 3nd p:ltielle~ of this bodY, actup~ll1 ~his subject; lind alsu of our duty to act
But, onuttmg to dlseuss the snhJect. I E>hourd. upon It, If by so domg we can effect any essennot be less aN ative American, than if I werc to tial good for the country, Congress has thepowtr
a.t.tempt the most. canH"1'ltand elaborate examina-I and has pass~d naturalization laws ;and it.has been
tion of it. Howeyer, I will proceed; and btfore assumed t.hat it would infringe the rights of the
I resume my seat, I will endeavor to revive the foreigners, who have been naturalized in conforlife and interest of my propo&ition,
mit)' to the provisions of those laws, for the st.ates
Mr, President, in asking the attention of the I to prescribe any oth.:'r or additional restriction8
convention and the country to this subject, it I to their exerCIse of t.he right of suffrage in
was no part of my purpose to win any notoriuty, I the l'ltate governments,
]t appears to me that
or any popnlar faYor, general or party, or to en-I this l)osition is wholly fallacious and untenable,
deavor to make it the means of reachull: allY of- The states have the right to confer upon forfice 01' distinction what.c\'er. Were I l?ossesEed I eig-uers the flIecti\'e francllise, and to make thl'ffi
of youth alld strength, it is possible I nllght have ellgible to all the offices uf their governments
connected such vaulting hopes with it; bnt I feel i before naturalization,
and they have the uoan inexplicable consciousness that my years are doubted power to exclu3e them, althongh thq
to be so few, as to constrain me to Lake a view of have become citizens of the United States; bethings more personal and more sober, and to cause such citizenship
confers upon tlIcm only
throw Car from me Buch,exc,iting aspirations"
the rights of, th~t government, c.onc~ded by the
Since my first examlllatlOn of the matters In- federal constitutIOn. and not a. slllgle one under
valved in this moro~ntous question, I have been any state government,
This power of the states.
a Native American; and during eight year8 of, to wJthhold tram naturalised citizens of the
lIf1tvice -in CO"iTe88, I was pledged,
and enr· Uniu-d StatC6, the right to T'ote, has bten ofte'u
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exerdsed, and is now in practical operation in Preetdeut.J state the fact that Native Americanmany of thl~m-indir(~(;tly in declaring the pay· ism ie not 11. mushroom of yesterday. It dates
ment of taxes, being a. housekeeper, owning a back in the United States several generation!;
freehold, &c., &..:., as qualificatio'ns.
But in and bas the weight of illustrious names to sancmany state", and in Kentucky, the higher l?ower tion it. To repel. in some degree, the imfuta.
is exercised of excluding thr. naturalized citizen tiona cast upon it, that it. originated in smal and
from the more important right of eligibility to factious motives, and among insignificant adventurers, I will read to the convention a few excertain offices for long terms. A man must have
been a citizen of the United States, and an in- tracts. First. from a letter addressed to Gov.
habitantof
this state also, "at least six years," Morris, dated White Plains, July 24, 1778:
«Baron Steuben. I 1I0W find, is abo wanting
to be eligible to the office of governor, Iieuteuant governor, or senator.
The states are sove- to quit his inspectorship, for a command in the
line. 'I'his will be productive of much disconreign in forming and administering their own
tent.
In a word, though I think the baron an
government!>. 'I'hey may deny to naturalized
foreigners, wholly, the right of suffrage, and the excellent officer, I do most devoutly wish we had
not a sinO'Jejoreig71er amongst us except the Marprivilege of holding officc; or they may COil fer
quis de t'afayt'.tt~, who acts upon very different
both class of rights fully, or with such restricprinciples
from those which govern the rest."
tions, as to time and other circumstances, as they
From another, dated Philadelphia,
Nov. 17,
may will.
They have often circumscribed and denied 1794, and addressed to John Adame, the e-lder:
"My o/)inion with respect to immigration is,
these rights to their own native born citizens,
and it. would be preposterous to assume they except 0 useful mechanics, and some particular
had not the eatue power over persons born ill descriptions of men and professions, there is no
fnrei~ll countries, merely because they had been need of encouragement."
A letter dated from his residence, Jan. 20, 1790,
admitted tc citizenship under the government of
the United States. The point in debate is a ques- in reply to a letter applying for office, has this
tion of exped ieucy and policy only, and not of paf.isage:
"It does not accord with the p'olic~' of this
power; and as such, I freely admit, it should
not be exercised without grave and sufficient government, to bestow offices, civil, or military.
npon foreigners, to the exclusion of our citireason, of which the people and the conventions
of the states, alone, have the right 10 determine. zens."
'I'hese extracts are taken Iroui letters written
The proposition which I have submitted, derives no man. of any right which belongs to by the father of his country, George Wa.shington;
lim, be it perfect or inchoate; for it concedes the first from amidst the conflicts of our war of
independence; and the other whilst he was presito all foreigners who now have the right of suffrage, or who have taken the first step towards dent; and ill his life by Sparks, will not only
nutural izat.ion , or who may hereafter be brought they be found, but several others, with passag~8
on the same subject, of equal distinctness
and
as minors to the United States, that right.Have others any just claim to it? Europe has force.
1 will read the sentiments of another on the
280,000,000 of population. As relates to the gO\'ernmullt and people of the United States, all now subject of foreign immigration:
"Civil government .. being the sole object of
have the right to come to our country, and milmiiet be
lions upon millions of them will come. If all forming societies, its administration
conducted
by common consent.
Every species
the male adult population of Europe have a
of
govemmellt
has
its
specific
principles.
Ours
vested and perfect TIght, 011 reaching our shores,
to be admitted.
after naturalieation,
under arc more peculiar than those 0( any other in the
the laws ot congress, to share all the fOliti- universe. It is a compoait.ion of the freest pdn·
with others
cal sovp.reigntv, rights, and offices of a 1 the ciplt:s of the English constitution,
states. each one of all the teeming millions. aeross Jtlri\'ed from natural right, or natural reason.
the Atlantic, now resident not only in Europe, To these nothing can be more opposed than the
but in Asia anu Australasia, and all the isles of maxims of absolute monarehies. Yet, from sueh,
the sea, if not in Africa, have also the same we arc to expect the greatest number of immiright, it is true, imperfect and conditional, be- grant.s. They will bring with them tbe princi.
cause any and all may come. In the universe, pIes of the governments they leave, imbibed in
was ever before heard of so expansive and rami- their early youth; or, if able to throw them off,
fied a right, spreading over so many countless it will be in t'xchange for an unboundelllieentiou8'
millions, not of the living only. but of their nC~8, pa88ing. a8 is u8ual, !rrY/u on" extreme to
multitudinous post~rity for all time, of all climes another. It would be a miracle were they to stop
and countries, races and colors, languages, reli- precisdy at the point of temperate liberty. These
giOn>!,and heathenisms, unless, indeed, the ne- principles, with their lan9uage, thev will transIII proportlorJ to their
g~o be excluded.
The thing ill absurdity itself. mit to their children.
No fore.igner ha.'i any right to any portion of the numbers, they will share with us in the legisla·
political sovereignty of a country in which he tion. They will infuse into it their spirit, warp
may choose to makc his residence, exeept so far and bias its direction, and render it a- heterogeas It may be given to hili) by the people and gov- neous, incollerent, distracted mass. I may apernment of that country; and then only to the peal to experience during the present contest, (or
But, if they
extent, and upon the conditions which they may a verificatIOn of th~se conjectures.
re8cribe.
Congress might rightfully repeal all be not certain in event, are they not possible.
f1.WS for the naturalization
of foreigners, and re- are they not probable? Is it not safer towa-it with
patience twenty·seven years and three months
fuse to erract a.ny others_
longer for the att-a.inment of any degree of pop·
Havmg made these preliminary remarkl'\, Mr.
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ulation desired, or expected?
.May not our gOV-] fit of the 'country and the preservation of can.
ernruent be more homogeneolJ.s, 1nIJre peaceable, more stitutional Iiberty.
We cannot, with any' safetv,
durable?"
continue to admit with such lavish Ilberaliiy
Thus speaks .!-Ir.Jeffersan in his notes on Vir- those ever coming and ever increasing masses
ginia. I presume that these two men of death. of immigrants into full political partnership, and
less names, had quite as much patriotism and share with them the sovereignty of government.
,,:isdon.l as ,any clamorous arl~-oca.te of the for- We are taught this truth no less, by nature and
eigner In this convenno»: and It might be safely reason than by fact and experience. Let me
assumed, that what they believed to be wise and ~ive an illustration.
ThC'l'cis no member of this
wholesome, could not prove very pernicious. In body, and probably no man in Kentllcky, who,
the terrible throes of our revolutionary struggle, if placed any where on the earth in a CIvilized
and when OUl' yOUllg institutions were in their oouuuuuity,
hut who could ai,l in upholding
cradle, and the country ccutained a population
and advancing the civilization of that country.
hardly adequate to its protection ag-ainst foreign He would have a general knowledge of the
and Indian aggression, thesefar.seeingsages
dep . modes of thought and feeling, of the manners
recated and condemned It heavy foreign immigra- and customs, of tho wants and desires, and of
tion; and .Mr, .Iefferson said with a thorough the means of ministering to them, rll~'sically,
philosophical and practical knowledge of man, morally, and iute1l8cLllally,nppertainmgtocivil.
the:}' would bring with them the maxims of des- ized life. All this he lias been learning' every
ponem, or unbounded licentiousness, and produce day of his life from his infancy. In these 1'1""a heterogeneous, incoherent, Jistracted mass." spects he would be qualified to perform his duty
If we wanted mort> numbers, he invoked us to with the members of the new society of which
await the slower, but so much more safe prirrci- he had become a member. But bring among us
ple of natural increase, rather than haaard the a son of the forest, a Wyanrlott or a Chippewa,
great dangers with which foreign immigration
and how would he get along in performing the
was fraught.
sameJ'art in om- society and civil iaation? He
But why am I opposed to the encouragement
woul be in a state of utter an~ . :;a~-.age
isolation.
of foreign Jmmigrnnon into our country, and dis- :rhe most of those Eun:~pean. lmm,lgrants,. havposed to apply any propel' checks to it? Why lIlg been born nnd .ha\ lllg hved.m the ~p:nor.
do I propose to suspend to the foreigner, nn ce and degradation
of despotisms, WIthout
for twenty one years after he shall have aigui- mental or moral cultllr~, With but l'l vague con.
tied formally his intention to uecome a eiti- SClOusness of huma,n ~I~hts, and no knowlc:?ge
zen of the United States the rio-ht of suffrao-e whatever of thb prlllClpl~s of popular COllstltuthe hirth·right of no fIla:1 but o~le native bO~l? t!o.nal g'Oyel:D1.uent,.
their illterfer~nc .. in the poIt is because the mighty tidlis of immigration,
!Jtleal ad,ll1l111stratlOnof our affall's, even when
each succeeding one incl'.:asiug in volume, bring honestly JIltellded: woyld be about as sll~cessful.
to us lIOt only different langnages, opinions.,
~h,at of t~lCIlJcll.an III the arts an~l h,uslne!';sot
customs, and prillciples, but 110stile races, re- ?lvl!Jzed p;·lvate lIfe; aTJdwhen l111sdlrec~ed~
as
ligions, and interests, and the traditionary pre- It '·would generally b~, by bad an~ dlJ.sIgnlllg
judices of generations, with a large amount of men, cOl1.!dhe produchve /J.nly of I~llsc!llef, and
the turbulence, disor~allizing th ..ories, pauper- f!'Om th~lr l,lUmbers, o,f mIghty m~.schlef. The
ism, and demoralizatIOn of Europe, in her re- Syst~lll lllevitably unelln the end ~v111fatally dedllndant population
thrown upon liS. This pre~late, degrade and dell1oral,lz~ the power
multiform and dangerous evil exists and will wInch governs and rules our deshlll~s.
continue, for" the cry is still they come." Large
I freely acknowledge, that among sllch mas.
numbers in a short time, a f<owmonthFl 01' weeks, ses of immigrallts, there are men of noble intelafter getting' into the country, and w'ry many lecl" of high cultivation, and of great moral
before they haVe remained the full time of' pro" worth-men
every way adequate to the difficult
bation. fall into the hands of demagogues and task of' free; popular, and constitutional governunscrupulous nHlllae:ers of elections, aud by the ment, ,But the llumb(H' is lamentably
small.
commission of perjury and other crimes are There can be no contradistinction betwE'cl1them
made to usurp against law a portion of the pol- and the incompet.ent and visciolls; and their aditical f'oovereignty of the country.
'rheyare
ig- mission would give no proper compensation, no
norant of our institutions aud the principles adequate security ,lgainst the latter, if they, too,
upon whio.:h they are founded; of the great in- were allowed to share political so\·ereigllty. 1'lld
terests of the country, unci the questions of country could be go\'ern,ed just 1\$ wisely and as
policy which devide our people; of the can- well by the nati"e bol'll citizens alone. by which
aidates for office, and their capacities, views, this baleful infusion would be wholl)' excluded.
fitness and former course of life. Instead of beI propose, }Ir. President,
before I close. to
ing qualified to aid in the great and diffielllt make a more particular
a.pplication of these
business of upholding
the most complicated general vieWS to the points of my proposition;
structure of gov~rnruent that ev",r had existence, and in the meantime, as haVing a general, but
and of successfully administering it for the good important and interesting bearing upon it, I will
and happiness of the people aud its own perpetu- pn:sent some statements and tables of immigra.
ation, they constitute an uninformed, unreaf:;on- tion and population,
the most recent and the
ing, and to a. l;{reatextent immoral power, wield- most allthenric t,hat I have been cnableu to corned almost umversally by desparat<J and protli- mand frolll the limited flomces of informatinn
gate men, who by this agency become enabled t.o within my reach.
Though by no means full
carry into success their own bold, merceIlary and entirely sat,i!'lfactory, this f'xamination has
and pernicious purposes; and to defeat those convinced me that, the great body of the peowhich the wise Rnd the good devis~ for the bene· pIe, and indeed of int<>1Jigent men, have no ill.
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formation or belief, approximating
the truth, of have287,lOi for the total of If4i ,and for 1848,total
the fearful and growing numbers of Immigrants,
r 422,056;
and by continning
the calculation
for
of their general destitution
and paupensm, of 1849, total 620,422, and 1850, total 912,020.
their ignorance and demoralization,
and of the i This rate of increase may not continue, and the
vices and crimes of very many of them, and of figures for the two last named years may be too
the enormous frauds which, through them, are large ; otherwise they would authorise a larger
perpetrated
upon the elective franchise.
At estimate than 5,000,000 of foreigners in the
least such was my situation, and to the mass of 'I country in the year 1850. But 620,422 immi.
the American people, this whole subject seems grants for the year 1849, when the custom house
to me to be a sealed book.
rctu ms shall be made out, and 20 per cent. adIn 1790, the white population in the United ded to their aggregate numbers will probably be
States was 3,172,464. 'I'he rate of increase as- shown not to be much ab~ve t?e mark. I have
certained by the latest aud most reliable caleu- seen a statement that the mnmgranrs from the
lations, upon the priucipleof compound increase, port of Bremen" for t~Hl -ra..,t year, exceeded
is about 2.39 per cent. by which the population
56,UOO;.and of something like the s.ame number
would be doubled in somewhat more than 29 from Liverpool. that four- fifths. 01 them were
years.
Make an estimate by this rule upon ge!ma~s .. The same rate of 1.1lCre~sewould
29 years , and in 1840 there was n whlte popula- orIllg.1l1l111lgrant3to th~ co~ntry In 1l~~1, 1,~-10,t.ion of li,104,659.
But the census returns show 669-m
18;)2, 1,970,783-111 .1853, 2,897 ,O~la white population of 14,189,218, in 1840; so and 18?4, 4,18S,.G6'1. So that It becomes obvious
that there were then in the United States np- that this rate of increase cannot continue throu?h
wards of. four millions of pe~sons, illlmjgraJ~ts many JeRI> .xe\"ert~Iele.ss the iucrense wil~ ~e
and
their
progeny.
During the decennial steady, gloat, and eontinuous-c-anrl I believe
period indicated fly each of the named years may be safely assunle.'.l at ~lOre than 1,000,000
followiuz
I present the aggregate
number yearly fur the decennial period between 1850,and
of immjg~ants: 1800 160305-1810
229 7551860. Upon this hypothesis I assume the total pop1820 321 064-lB30 ' 494'491-1B40' 862 040.ulation of the United states in 1860, will be 36,Sinc~ 1840, the rate' and 'aggregate 'of i~cl'ease 606,178, of which, allowin~ for their d~erease by
has been greatly beyond any prior period. d~ath, about 14,000,000. will be foreigners by
These numbers here given, I presume are made birth : and th~ sl~ves bell1~ then about4,OOO,OOll
up from the custom house returns: for the lat- added to the foreIgners Will .make nearly .Oll;>,
teryear.;;, I have no doubt they are. I have half of tbe aggrt'gatepopulatlOn
o~ the .C"mtE'o
bl.'en able to get the Cllstom house retnrns for State~. TIle cen~u~ l'eturtl.~ of 1~10, will j-':wtwo years oilly since 1840; that of 1846 showing qucstlOnably exhIbIt the n~tl\-e whIte populaclon
158,~48, and 1847 an increase on the fortner yeaI' to .be less than the fore~gners and the slav,?s
of about 47 per cent. and an aggregClte of 239,256. Ul~lt:d, a state of ~act W~11Ch
must fill e~('ry paNo returns are made by any ship.;; under 20 tons tnotlC and sob",r mind With grave reflectIOn.
burthen, and f!'Omsome cause, nonefrom the ports
This view of thl'l subject is powp.rfully corrob·
of New Jersey.
It is well known tha.t n. great orat~d by a glance at the state of things in Enmany vessels neglect til make any returns; and rope. 'the alfgregate population of that ('.ontialso that most of the immigrants who land at nent, in 180', was 183,000,000. Some years
Halifax aun Quebec, come through the British since it was rC'!lOrted to be 260,000,000, and now
provinces iuto the United States. The great. it is reasoll<1by but little short of 283,000,000;
number of timber Sllips whic:h s,til annually sho'\\·ing an increase within a period of about
from England to Quebec, afford large alld cheap forty years of 100,000,000. The area of Europe
facility to the immigrants by that voyage, and is hut little more than that of the Ullittl(l States,
great numbers annually come by it. It is esti- and from its higher northern position, and greater
mated that one fourth of the immigrants to the proporti·.!Il of sterile. 1an<1s,has a less natural caUnited States, are i.::ither through the British pabilityofsust.ainingpopulatioll.
All her westprovinces, or through our ports and not reported; ern. southern, and middle states labor tinder one
and theadnal white popllfation reported upon of the heaviest nfHictioJls of nations-the.)' have
each general return of the census, above the a redundant population.
The German state;;
combined aggregate natmal increase and custom hu\'e upwards uf 70,000,000, and Ireland 8,000,house numbers, shows this estimate to be under OOO-all GE'rmally b~ing not larger Umn three of
the truth.
I have however made some prospec- our largest "tates, and Ireland auout the size of
tive estimates upon the supposition that 20 per Kentucky.
Daniel O'Collnell, in 1843, reported
ClOut.of the anuual immigrants through allchan- 2,385,000 of the Irish people in a state of
nels were not comprehcnded in the custom house destitutioll.
The annual Illcrease of popnlation
returns.
Upon these principles, I estimate the in Germany auel II'eland is, in the aggregate,
total white popnlation of the United States in Ileal' 2.000,000; and in all Europe it is near 7,1850 to be thE' rise of 21,000,000, of wlllch up- OOO,IJOO.Large mas;;~s of this people, in many
wards of 5,000,000 ,,"'illbe foreign",r:> by birth, countries, not only want the comforts of life, but.
bein15aboutolle fourth. Thirty years ago only itssnbsistence,
its lIeces"al'ies, and arc literally
one III furty of our population was estimated to starving.
England, many of the German powbeof foreign birth. In 1843 one in five, and this ers, Switzerlalld alld other gov~rnlllents, have
disproportion is rapidly decreasing.
'I'ake 158,- put into operation extensive and wbll arranged
648, the custom house returns in 1846, add 20 SystflffiSof emigrating and transporting to Amerper cent. to it for immigrants not reported, and iea their excess of population, and particularly
upon the product put 47 pel' cent., the aetual the refu~e, the paupers, the demoralized and the
rate of increase upon the t'ustom holtf<.ereturns criminal.
Ycry m<lIlYwho come are stout and
of those years fmm one to the other, and YOIl wiH indll,;lrioll~, 1l.ll'1go tr~labor :!tE'Il<1ilyand thrifti·
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ly.

They send to their friends ill the old coun-

erument.

The curse of the French

revolution,

try true and glowing accounts of cute, and with and subsequent 'val'S and commotions in Euit the means which they have garnered here, to rope, are to be attributed to its example: and ISO

bring. too, those friends.
Thus, immigratioo itself increases its means. and canst,antly adds to
it" swelling tides. Suppose some mighty COilvulsion of nature should loosen Europe, the
smaller eOllntry, from her ocean deep loundations , and drift her to our coast, would 'W{' be
ready to take her teeming myriads to our fruternal embrace, and gi V8 them equally our political
sovereignty?
If we did, in a few Heei.ing years,
where would be the noble Anglo American race,
where their priceless heritage of liberty, where
their free constitution,
where the best and
brightest hopes of men? All would have perished! It is true all Europe is not coming to
the United States, but much, too much of it is;
and a dang-erous disproportion
of the most ignoraut and worst of it, without bringing us any
territory for them-enougb,ifthey
go on increasing and to increase, and are to share with us our
power, to bring about such a deplorable result.
The question is, shall they come and take possession of our country and our government, and
rule us, or will W\J,who have the right, rule
"them and curselvest
I go openly, manfully,
and perseveringly for the latter rule, and if it
.cannot be successfully asserted in all the United
States, I am for taking-measures to maintain it in
Kentucky, and while ·we can. Now is the time
-c-preventive is easier than cure.
The governnH-nts of Emope know better than
we do that t hey have a great excess of population, They feel more intensely its great and
manifold evils, and for years they have been devising and applying correctives, which ]lave all
been mainly resolved into one-to drain oft' into
America their smplus, and especially their Jes·
titute, demoralized, and vicious population.
By
doing so, they not ollly make more room and
comfort for the residue, but they think-and
with some truth-that
they pl'Ovide fOl'their
own security, and do somel.lling to ilYert explosions which might hurl kings from thdr thrones.
Aft.er the allier! sovereigns had conquered the
mighty Corsican on the field of Waterloo, and
had him saf\J un the rock of St. He1ella, these
crowned tyrants of Europe, impiously delLOminted tht! "holy alliaIH;e," had a breathing time;
and they began to cast al'ound themselves 10 de·
vise mealls W atta(:k, illtlirect.ly, Rlow1y, and
stealthily, our institutions alld our principles of
popular government, wllieh they nut llnreasonably concluded had been the prillJary canse of the
tremendous a58a1111$which mell, in their struggles to free themselves from the slavery of celltmil's, had made against their despl.tic thrones.
Hear what the Duke of Richmond said on t.his
subject:
"The following language of the Duke of Richmond, while Governor of the Canada;;, and is reported by Mr, H. G. Gates, of Montreal, who
'Was pre8ent when it was uttered.
"The Duke, a. short time prior to his death,
in speaking of the governmt'nt of the United
States, ..aid: "it, was weak, inconsistent,
and
bad. and could not long exist."
"It will be dest,royed; it oughtllot, and will not be permitted
to exist; for many and gl'eat are the evils t,hat
han originated (1'001 the existence of that gov-

long as it exists, no prince will be safe upon hie
throne; and the sovereigns of Europe are aware
of it, and they have been determined upon its destructron, and have come to an understanding
upon this subject, and have decided on the means
to accomplieh
it; and they will eventually BUC·
ceed bg eubeersion: rather than ccnquest;"
"All
the low and surplus population of the diff ..rent
nations of Eur0p'e will be carried into that country; it is and will be a receptacle for the bad and
disaffected population of Europe, when they are
not wanted for soldiers, or to supply the navies;
and the European governments will favor such
a course. This will creat .. a surplus and a majority' of low population, who are so very easily
excit~d; and they will bring with them their
priuciples, and in nine cases out of ten, adhere
to their ancient and former governments.Jaws,
manners, customs, and religion, and will transmit them to their posterity, and in many cases
propagate them among the natives.
These men
will become citizens, and by the constitution
and Iawe will be invested with the right of suffrage. The different grades of society will then
be created by the elevation of a few, and by de.
grading many, and thus a heterogeneous popu·
lation will be formed, 8peakin~ different Ianguages, and of different religious and sentiments, and to make them act, think, and feel
alike, in political affairs, will be like mixing oil
and water; hence, discord, dissension, anarchy.
and civil war will ensue, and some popular in·
dividual will assume the govtJrnment, and re·
store order, and the sovereigns of Europe, the
immigrants, and many of the natives willsn~tain
him."
"The Church of Rome has a design up·
on that country, and it will, in time, be the cs·
tablished religion, and will aid in the destruction of that republic."
"I have conversed with
many of the sovereigns and princes of Europe,
ann they have unanimously
expressed these
opinion.'5 relative to the go\'crnment of the Uni·
ted States, and their determination to subvert
it."
Schle~el was a learned historian, and profe!SOl' of lustory in Vienna, and high in favor with
the Emperor of Anstria.
At the close uf one of
his public lecturllf>in tlHl.t capital, against free
governments, he declared: "'l'he true nurs<o:ryof
all thesC'destructive principles, the revolutionary
s(:hool for France, and the re!'it of Europe, has
been North America. Thence the evil has
spread over many lands, either by natural contagion, or by arbitrary communication."
About
the same time, FrallclR, the Emperor of Austria,
at the instigation of that arch minister of deg·
potism, Metternich, and with the co-operat-ion of
the other allied sovereign;;, establishea" t-he Leopold Foundation," the object of which was "to
promote emigration, and the greater activity of
the catholic missions to the United States."
To
send out the civil and religious despotism of
Europe to supplant the principles whlCh Schle~el denounced as destructive, Blhl which made
kings tremble upon their thrones.
That Sllme
emperor proclaimed: "As long as I live, I will
oppose a will of iron to the progress of liberal
pnnciples.
The present generation is 10Rt,but

W(!IDU!lt

labor

with zeal and eerneetnese

to im-

on the spiritual and political freedom of Eliglul.i

prove the spirit of that which is to come. It and Americe-c-for though England bad eo mnch
may require an hundred years; I am not unren- less than we.still she had a priceless amount, HII,i
sotiablc-c-I give you a whole age, but you must
work without relaxation."
You see those men
know that popular
institutions
in this country
are not to he put down by military operations,
or by direct attacks; but they expect to achieve
it by other modes; by sending forth in alliance
the agents of civil and religious despotism, and
only by such means in the course of ages; and
they look to it patiently, as a distant but certain
consummation.
The government of England had powerfully
co-operated with the monarchs of the Oontineut
In pntting down Bounaparte; and but for the
unconquerable
fortitude and courage of those
'bull-dog Islanders,' the work had probably never
been done. Her government then refused to cooperate in the schemes of absolutism which the
allies were devising, and drew off from them.
The long slumbering energies of Spain had been
deeply stirred, by Napoleon driving Ferdinand
VB from her throne, and ;placing ill his stead
his brother Louis. The chivalry and heroism of
Spain revived ill transient ",plo=ndor, and the
Castilian again buckling Oil his ancient armor,
drove Boult and the legions of France from the
Peninsula,
and the miscreant tyrant, Ferdinand, regained his sceptre. The spirit of Iibert~ having been re-awakened, it would not passively and at ouce fall to sleep again in the benumbing embrace of despotism.
The regenerated Spaniards convoked a Cortes, and began the
reconstruction
of liberal institutions.
Ferdinand resisted, and was the second time, by his
own people, driven into exile. He called upon
the holy alliance for succor, and they n!>si~ned
the work of his restoration
to Louis X'IlI,
whom they had so lat~ly restored.
The Duke of
Angouleme entered Spain at the head of astrong
and well appointed army-alll'esistanee
was fut
down, after obstinat,e alld bloody combat-Ferdinand was brought back, and even the throbs
of liberty stifled, from the Pyrenees to the oeean.
But Ferdinand had lost more than half his
por,sessions by the revolut.ions and independence
of Mexico and the South American possessions
of Spain; and he invoked the alli~d sovereigns
of Europe to re-conquer those countries for him
too, and to bring them back under his galling
yoke.
They were ready to go to the bloody
work. but at that momentous crisis, upon whieh
hung for centuries the destiny of the world,
England and the Ullited States united in counaels, in policy aud purpose, and dedarerl to the
allied powers and 10 mankind. that in such a
war, such a crusade by them against the Spanish
American Republics and their liberties, their
cause would be madel,he cause of them, the glorious mother and daught.pr. "The holy alliance" desisted from its diabolical and bloody
scheme; and England and America stoou gloriously before the world as the bulwarks of cidl
and religiolls freedom.
Their noble ill[,erposition was not more generous alld hum'me than it
was wise and timely, because the fall of the liberties of the new republics would have been but
the precursor of the extel'minating.war which the
propaglJnda. power of the civil and religious absolutism
Europe, were even tbtn meditating up-
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the other nations of Europe comparatively nouc.
England is our glorious mother, and I look to
her with much of affection, gratitude, and reverence. She has oppressed and wronged her
daughter. but that account. is long" since settled.
and! trust forever. V{e have inherited from her
much of our best blood, our language, most of
our science and Literature. 0111' religion, and
I~any of the most valuable principles of human
liberty.
She commenced to rear her fabr-ic of
freedom, as it exists, in the reign of her John,
at the b{'~innjng.of the thirteenth century.
She
has, at distant intervals, added to the proportions and beauty of the edifice, and is still moving on according to her tenor towards its XJerIeeticu.
She has in this long train of time
achieved mueh-she
has still much to do. but in
her own way and in God's good time, will she
do it, 1 trust.
But the other day, Hungary had
been crushed by the combined arms of two iron
despots, and the immortal Kossuth and hiH comrade exil.es fled, conquered,
but not subdued,
from their enslaved COUll tTy and an ignominious
death, and found protection ill the territory and
from the power of the Moslem. And when these
frozen hearted tyrants of the north demanded
those 11.oblemen from the Ottoman Porte, that
they nught be offered np on the scaffold to appease a bloody Moloch, and the Turk refused
this barbarian requisition
of christian kings,
though war wail denounced against him; and
England stood forth and made with him all alliance,.offensive and. dt>feIJ.siye,to a.rrest greater
barbarians than he III their aggresslOll upon bts
rights and independence, and upon the TIghts of
nations, of humanity and christian clviliaatlon,
I. cOl~ld t;0t read .the story without my blood
tlllgllllg III my velllS. I thought of the lion·
hearted Richard and Saladin-of
their combats
upon the field of death-of
the union of their
successors, and of the cause in whiC'h, and th6
powers a~ainst which, they were united; and
my swelling heart could !lot withhold its tribute to Englallu and Turkey.
III sUl;h passages
as those, what American does not proudly feel
that England aud America are kindred?
Mr. President,
I have sOllle documents and
facts in addition, to show with what. systelU
many European states are throwing upon us
their destitute and refuse population.
1 havc
not time to present them all, but I will a portion.
In England, Ireland, Switzerland, Saxony, Bavaria, Swabia, Brunswick, Hanover, and other
!>tates, those operat.ions are can-ied out upon a
large scale.
In 1843, a ~ocietYJ composed of wealthy in·
dividuals of London and Dublin, was fornJt~dfor
the objects: "1st. 'l'osend into the western states
of America the 8urplus population of Britaitl,
In'laud, and the cOllt,illellt. 2d. To 0f.ell a new
market for British manufactures.
3d. fo extend
and to consolidate the Ruman Catholic religion
in the United States."
The accredited immigrant agent at Montreal,
in a report baring:date 1843, says, "of9,507 Irish
paupers 8,625 came up th!;! St. Lawrence along
the borders of New York."
"The commissioners of the poor in England
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recorcrceadad that parliament- pass an -act au-: increased when iIDlUi~ration hea increased ten
shorleing the different parishes ill England
to fold. 'I'he gentleman trom Jefferson, (Mr. Meriraise money for the purpose of sending the most wether.) told us in a speech a few days since,
vicious and worthless of their parishioners, such which seemed to be very carefully prepared,
as are irreclaimable,
out. of that country to that the paupers in Boston at the present
Americn."
So says Niles' Register.
A few time, exceeded twenty eight thousand.
Neitowns in England raised the sum of $11,820 to ther Mussachusets nor Boston ~ive the great
defray the expenses of three hundred and twen- Lazar houses of American pauperism.
The peot,y paupers to this country.
ple of the old Bay State all work and are generI II all official letter from our consul, F, List, ally thrifty; and Boston, or any of her bar bars,
from Leipsic, to the secretary of the treasury, are not the great highways of immigrution.
he says: "A. MI'. De Slain. formerly au OffiCerlll Ira great streams arc through New York, New
the service of the Duke of Saxe Gotha, lias late- Orleans, and Quebec-, nnd from those ports, the
ly made propositions to the smaller German foreigners Seek other localities than Massachustates of Saxony, for transportiug their criminals setts. The present permanent average number of
to the port of Bremen, and embarking them foreign paupers in the United States; must exceed
from thence for the United States, at $75 per two hundred and fiff ythousaucl ; and according to
head, which offer has been accepted by several the rate of cost of the panpers of Messachuseita,
or them, The first transport of criminals, who, as stated by the gentleman from Jefferson, they
for the greater part, have been condemned to must produce a charge of upwards of $5,000,000.
hard labor fur life, (among them two uotori- The amount paid towards them by private
ous robbers, Pfifier and Allbrecht,) willleave
charity, in all its forms, is large, and the grand
Gotha all the 16th of this month; and it is ill- total not less, but much more than $6,OOU,000.
tended by and by, to empty all the work-houses
What a tax this matter brings upon our people,
.and jails in this manner,
There is little doubt and how our own native bern are often deprived
that several other states will imitate the nefari- of their birth right, the charity of their-own COUll.
lJUS practice,"
try, by the enormous demand upon it by aliens,
The mayor of Baltimore, in a letter to the I haveseen the .r~ports of some. years ago, from
President, said, "that fourteen criminals from the pl'lI1CIP.u1CIties of the Uuired States; ~nd
Bremen had been landed there.
'I'bey were the proportloll between the native and for~ll?n
shipped in irons which were not taken off till classes OE paupers were about. the same exhibitthey were ncar Fort M'Henry."
I could bring cd by the reports from the ~lty. of New York,
forward, Mr. President, a volume of evidence to aud showed that b~YarmSof foreigners crowded
the same effect. In corroboration of the general ?tlt .fW':ll the hospitals, and othel" elee.mosynary
conclusions to which it leads all ullprejudieed
lllStltutlOllS" those W11O.
had the first Tight to be
minds the commissioner.'! of the alms·house of there, Amencans by bll'th-men
who, or whose
the city of New York, in a report of 1843, say: ancestors, t~')OkP?·ssession of this,la':ld ,,,,:Jlen it
"There are not more than one fourth of the immi- was a howlmg wl1derness, reared III 1t cities and
grants who come to this eoulltry who poi!sess towlls,a:\d te~rles dedicated to the ~-orf>hip.of
the means to obtain a comfortable snpport for the .lJ\'ln~ God-opMed
and cnltlv.",ted ~ts.
thems€l"cs and their families all their arrival teemlllg field;,-, fought for alJd estabh ...hed Its
here."
Most of them, of course, are disposed liberties, tlp~eld its ius.titutions in ~ur ~ays of
to labor, and who, as soon as they can obtain wea\mess, tnal and per.ll-all of whICh IS, now
employment, Cl'ase lo be paupers.
But many of tha,t we are strong and nch, coveted and almo~t
them are unable al1,1 1Il0l'e still of them indis- claImed by t.he strauger,
The whole of thlS
posed, and wh; never will work.
nut this fail', heritage.b(j}?ng~ first :llId. peculiarly to the
source of pauperism is a constant and ever in. natn·e, and It hIS rIght to cl~lm, and t]l~ du~y
creasing stream. Of one thousand two hundred ?f the government; to prote..:t It, to kee~ him III
person~ admitted in the year 1843, into the It~!eal:('fuI, s~cUl'e, and permanent ellJoyment;
ho.'Opital. two hundred and six ollly were native all ,so tal' as It m~y be nece~sar:r to those ends,
born Ameri~ans: and of three thousand three to ward off the forelgner, It IS Ius duty to share
llUndred and thirty two persons in Bridewell, it with the poor and the do'yn-trodden of oth~r
the alms-house, and the penitentarr, two thou- lallos, on,ly to the ~xte!lt Its safdy and h1s
sand and forty fixe were foreign~rs. Tho dis- proper enJoymt'ut of 1t WIll allow.
bursements of the city ill support of the almsI have in my possession, Mr. President, nuhouse amollnted, for the current year, to $250,- merous official reports, some made to both
068. ']'he number of paupers in thc Ullited houses of Congress, and other!:> twd!?r the auStates in 1830, was ",alculated to be one hundred thorities of SOIlIC at' thc A.tlantic cities, all goand three thou8and ODe hUlldred and seventy ing to show extensiyc and flagitious invasion of
eight, and the numberof foreign immigrants for the elective franchise by these foreigners; and
that year was only thirty thousUlld two l:IUUdl'8l1the <l.buses to which it is subjected by unand twenty four by the ('URtom house ret.Ul'IlR; pl'incipled men through, often, their unwitting
bnt add twellty per cent, for tho::e not reportt:d, agency-for
VfIst numbers of them are made the
and it will ma1;:ethirty six thousand two hun- dllpes and tools of morc designing and worse men
dred and sixty six, As American pauperism is than th('lnse!vcH, Before evcry general election,
the numerous spawn of foreign Immigration,
thuusands of them, but just arrived in the
lUany of the immigrants of former :rears were country fire purchased by party managers and
paupers in 1830; and as the total number in the brought up to conniving courts, and by the false
United States for that year, was one hundred oaths of themselves and others, are spuriousl,
and three thousand one hundred and sevt:ntyl naturalized in violation of Jaw, This nefan.
eight, how much must it have been, and be now I OUf! work is largely done before every election ill
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the principal cities; and great numbers are mnde
to vote without even a formal naturalization,
upon purjury alone.
By these, and similar
frauds, general elections have been carried in
New York, Pennevl vania, and Louisiana; and
the voice of the citizens of those states, the constitutional sovereign power, is iniquitously
superceded, and a spurious and corrupt power introduced in its eted to give law and destiny to
this great country.
But, Mr. President, I will pass on to another
view of this subject-c-one peculiarly delicate to
touch upcu-c-of deep interest to all our people,
aud probably connected with greater and more
fatal consequellces in the remote future than
anyone, or even all which I have presented.
I have heard it said by a memberof this body,
(l, geutleman
of great experience and extensive
information. that eight ninths of the foreign immigrants are Roman Catholics.
We all know
that they greatly preponderate, and I surpose
th;Lt to take three fourths of them to be 0 that
persuasion, would be quite within the limits of
the truth.
when I speak of Roman Catholics,
I mean as well those raised in that faith as those
who profess it.
The latest tables of the numbers of christians
in the United States, hy denominations, which
have come to my knowledge, state the total
t'l be 4,3:M,972, and that of these
1,231,300 are
Homan Catholics, being more than one fourth of
the aggregate--all
of all denominations
being
tuld. 1 do 1I0t know, and have no means to form
au opinion to be relied UpOIl, what portion of
the Romunists are native, and what foreigners
by birth: but 1 would conjecture the latter class
to be much the stronger in numbers.
Over the
subject of the religion of the Catholics, or of
any other \'t:!l'suasion, as a rule of moral conduct
in pri vate ife, as a. matter of fa-it,h and a means
of man's salvation, I, as a memb e r of the convention, have no coguieance, nor do I presume to utt~mpt to exercise any whatever. Butso far as that,
ur any (.,lth~rsectofreligionists, in tLeprinciplesof
its religiQus doctrines, or in UHlir practiee, In the
present or to be in the future, does actively or
6upill.cly-s{j far as the general opinion of the
people of this ~ountry, and all other ciruumstant.*'!'! may rent{.::r prudent
and practicable, 01· to
::illy extent whalm'er. claim for the particular
~ect temporal power, or attempt to exercise it. or
to mix itself up with the pOlit,ics of the couutry
to get possession of the governmental authority
~UldcQutrol it, fliroctly or indir",ct.ly, with a
view to the a('.quisiuo!l of P?wer and rule generally, or to promote. nay partIcular clnncl} VIews,
to thiit extent and within that scope, I, as a membill' of this conventiou, hav.a a proper and legitimat.ejurisdietion
(lvar it. It would be within
the po'l\Terand duty of this eOll\'entiol1, hy proper provisions, tll C-"{dude a..<; far as practicable,
'Suell pernicious mat,ters fl'OlJl our political system-as much so as to keep out of it any other
mischievous and dangerow; principle or power.
SuppoBe, in a word, that the Pope of Rome was
asserting himself to be tbe vicegerent of God,
and infallible; that all power on earth, spil'it.tlul
and t.emporal, was gi\'ell to him by divine appointment; that aU countries and governments
belonged to him, and were either subject to his
will and command, or in a. sta.te of criminal re-
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bellion; t.hat all authority
in church or state
which did not profess to be under him, "and to
act in strict conformity to his commands was
unlawful and wicked; that all religious opinions
different from the dosmas of the Roman Church
were heretical, cod those who professed them
h ..retics, with whom 110 faith was to be kept,
whether plighted by contract or by oath; that it
was the highest duty of Ruman Catholics to
God, to extirpate this heresy and these heretics
by sword, fire and fa~$ot; and by the same
means to bring the political authorities to submit to the Pope in all things, and every human being to profess. and co.nform to the Romish
faith; and to these ends they intended to devote
their time, their labors, all their energies and
powers, and even expend their lives, which
would be glorioHs am) happy martyrdom. Would
not the convention have the right to withhold
from foreigners coming to our country, whom
the preceding picture would trnly cbaracteriee,
any power and agency in out gover,nment?
There have been such Romaniets, who, aided by
despotic monarchs and their armed myrmidons,
have, to a great extent, given effect to such monetrous doctrines and purposes, and desolated
large portions of the earth with fire and sword.
And what has been, however terrible, may be
again!
Manv years since, I heard, traditionally, as a
Rmyiug'of a French philosopher, "man says God
made him after his own image: the truth is, man
makes God after his image."
This savors of '1
impiety, but nevertheless embodies a good deal
of truth.
Man is very apt to assign some of his
own properties to his 'God, or to give to his attributes a character and hue conforming to his own
particular moral nature and conformation.
I
Have known Roman Catholics resident of Maryland, of Louisiana, and of our state, excellent
pl:'ople--;;o far as I could judS'e the heart of man,
as good as any whatever,
1 have bad tho happiness to mflke the aequaintance of several gentlemen. membcrs of this body, who, I am informed, are of that faith; and 110nehere have a larger
share of my esteem and confidence.
My belief
is, I know no better men any where--none more
.fit to assume the responsibilities of sE'lf-governmentl or to dischnrge the dULies of good citizens,
both public aud privnte.
The.o;e men, and all
Catholics born and educated in this country of
light RnrilibertYI are. and were. by me, intended
to remain far from the operation of any principle which I have 'iubmltted to the cOll\·entioD;
because our country and it" institlltioHS were as
milch their birth-right as mine, and they, as well
qualified to take chul'g-e of both as wyself, or
auyothers.
Bnt not so the foreigner. The Romanisrn of Europ\!, and of its followers there,
who come here. is a very different religion in
the formation of character and in }?ractical life,
from that to whieh native Cathollcs are born,
and in which the.y are trained, so far as I understand the matter.
The Romanism of Europe,
from my reading, is, in its constitution and prInciples, Its essence, spirit, policy and admilllstration, past amI present. throughout its whole duration, a great, all-ambitious, all-grasping
religiuns politico institution,
daimil)g' the whole
earth's sceptre, spiritual and temporal; and waging perpetual wal' in different forms according .'
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to dilfprenc~f clrcumstancee, to break all oth- no !UpremaiY was conceded to him 'by the emers. It is a hierarchy, and the Pope n hierarch, peror, or by the other patriarchs, or by the pros spiritual and temporal despot. Such is my
understanding of the religion which the Catholie immigrant brings with him to our land,
cherishes here as his life's blood, and endeavors,

vineial bishops generally. until neat; 150 )'ears
afterwards; and prior to teat time, John, bishop
of Constantinople, in a council held in 588, had
assumed the title of univeral bishop.
Gregory,

perseveringly, to propagate among our people: ealled the Great, was then bishop of Rome, and
and to this religion, so far as it is political, and he opposed, with signal ability and vehement
its ob/"ecttemporal power, I avow utter hostility. spirit, this usurpation of him of Constarrtinop,le,
1 wil attempt now to establish, by creditable and denounced his titleof "universal bishop," as
proofs, all the points which I have stated as being "vain,""execrabl",:'''anti-christian,''''infernal,''
part.s of it. But men, who have seceded from it, and "diabolical."
Mauritius was emperor, but
inform us, that all books and documents which Phocss.e» obscure officer in his army .seduced the
purport to reveal its hidden principles and its soldiery and marched upon Constantinople to detrue interior nature and spirit, are sought to be throne him.
Manritins fled, Phocas entered the
discredited by its followers and defenders, pro- capitol, and the emperor having been brought
nounciug them to be false. So says Giustianian i, back, he end six sons were put to death by the
formerly a Roman priest, now a minister in the usurper, who had already seized upon the purLutheran church, and many others.
ple. The wife of Mauritius and his three daugb'l'he title and assumptions of the Pope are thus ters had fled to a sanctuary, to which Phoces
eet out by one of them, .Martin V, in his des- despatched ruffian soldire to drag them hence
patches to his minister at Constantinople: "The and murder them. John interposed his spiritumost holy and most happy, who is the arbiter of al authority. and successfully resisted these
Heaven, and the Lord of the earth, the succes- forcible attempts against the empress and her
80r of S1. Peter, the anointed of the Lord, the daug"hters; but the new emperor at length demaster of the universe, the father of kings, the coyed the women away "by sacred pledges,
light of the world," &c. Most of the Popes which he basely violated, and they were inhuhave not set forth their style 80 pompously, but manly murdered.
Boniface was then third bishall have claimed to be the Lord of the earth, op of Rome of that name, and he, with prompthe vicegerent of God, to whom all power is tibude and alacrity, acknowledged the new ern'given, to be holy and infallible; and to whom peror, and earnestly besought him for the title
all authority, spiritual and temporal, is ebso- and dignityof universal bishop. Phoces, piqued
lutcly subject. That they have the right to de- with John for having protected the wife and
pose kings, and give their kingdoms to whom daughters of Mauritius, granted the title to Bonthey will; to put down all governments, and all iface and his successors, ordered John to d iscouauthority, political or religions, which does not tiuue it, and declared the church of Rome to be
submit to them; to condemn as heretical, all re- head over all other churches.
This was the oriHgiona, doctrines and faith thnt may be opposed gin of popery, which was established by the
to, or inconsistent with theirs, and to eXLirjJate, arbitrary decree of one temporal despot who had
us heretics, those who profess them; to re ease just murdered another, upon the solicitation of
every person from all faith with heretics and all a supple and ambitious prelate; and it was done
obedience to any other authority; to grant abeo- to depress another, because he bad recognized
lution for sins; and they and' their priests to the claims of humanity against the demands of
pray souls out of purgatory.
Such are tJle lead. a cruel tyrant.
The character of this bflginning
mg features of Romanism, and none of its coun- of popery is strongly illustrated in all its subsecils, or infalliblepontitfs have denied orattemrtquent history.
eil to reform any of them, as it was for centnrIes
This newly acquired power of the Bishop of
propounded to the world, and it has in inllume- Rome, now Pope, was resisted by many of the
rabIil instances b(!en enacted with the conCUT- provincial Bishops and some of the succeeding
renee of the christendom of western Europe in Emperors for several ages; but by the policy of
all these terrible forms with resistless power. favoring the projects of the Emperors, and bnng.
1'hi~ is no exaggerated statement of the claims of ing their church authority to sustain them, they
Romanism and its head, howeyer startling and at length were fully established in their spirituincredible it may be to most persons in this coun- al supremacy. T~ ..;V then b('g~n to cast aroun~
try. During the period between the first and them for opportumtles to attam the same emlthe seventh ctmtury, there were five bishops, !lence ill temporal affairs; and it was not very
whose dioceses were of 'So much power, wealth, long before their steady ambition, great tal ..nb,
or di{:rnity, as to h:we prompted Lnem to assume and untiring exertions were attended with enlhe title of patriarchs, and these were the bish· couragillg'success.
About the year 760, GregoopsofRome,Alexandria,Antioeh,Jerusalem,and
ry II required the bishops and legates to take a
'Constantinople; which claim and title come grael- solemn oath of allegiance to him, the Pope, in
ually to be acquiesced in, anu at lenl;th to be un i- which the adjurant
solemnly acknowledged
versally accorded to them.
Thest' patriarchs
him as the successor of St. Peter-promised
by
were entirely independent of each oth'er, and of- the Holy Trinity" to maintain to the last the
ten had conflicting- claims and warm disputes. purity aod unity the holy Catholic faith; to con·
An obscure council held at Sardis in 347, con- sent to llothin~ contrary to either; to consult in
-{erred on the Bishop of Rome a limited authori· all things the lllterest of your church, and in all
t.y to dir~ct a. re·he<\ring of the case of a provin- things to concur with you, to whom power bas
'Clal "bishop; and in 372, the emperor Valenti- been-given of bi.nding and loosin~;" 'BlIdafter
lH~n enaeted a; decree ~riJ.powering ~be bishop of &ckaowledglllg tha Pope 11) be biB L6rd, can"Rome to examme and JUlTgeother bIShopi!l.Bat
"eludes ",ith an emphatic imprecat~on of a terri-
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ble punishment to be vlslted npon hill; Iuitblesshim s..~ their protector, unde-r the title of consul,
ness. In the begifloin~ of the eighth centlill upon hie undertaking to defend the Pope lind, the
began the debasing custom of kieaing t.hQ Pope s church.
'Phose overtures were acceded to bv
foot; it was submitted to by the Emperor Jus- the iron warrior; but before they could be carried
tinian ill 710, and has been continued
to the out, he, the emperor, and the Pope, all, ill the
present day. This was the darkest period of the course of this Iear, 741, sunk into the grave.
dark ages.
Obtlderic III, a man of feeble ruiud, was at the
But, before this time, Pope Theodore, who time, kiug of France, and Charles Martel, under
succeeded John in 642, had condemned as he- the name of Mayor of the palace, had been his
retical the Monothalite doctrine, and ex-corumu- prime -ninieter, and in truth exercised all his
nicated Pyrrhus, patriarch of Constantinople for Pvwer- Pepin, the son of Charles, succeeded to
embracing and upholding it. Paul having suc- the dignity and powtlr of his father; and aocn
ceeded Pyrrhua, and not abandoning tlIC" new formed the design of seizing upon the throne of
doctrine, was formally ex-communicated by Pope the degenerate monarch. He submitted the quesTheodore, and deposed from all his ecclesiastition, as a case of conscience, to Zachary, who
cal powers and dignity, by the authority of St. was then Pope, "who best deserved to be called
Peter. But Paul having died, Pyrrhus, who king, he who was possessed of the title without
survived him, was reinstated by the Emperor to the power, or he who possessed the power
his former dignity, and his authority again ac- without the title."
Exposed on the one hand
knowledged by the Bishops and people of the to the emperor's claim of supremacy, and hie
eastern empire. Theodore died in 649, and was indignanthostilit'j
for its rejection: andon theothsucceeded by Pope Martin, who speedily as- er to the warlike Incursions of the Lombards, the
sembled a council at Rome, and condemned question had no difficulty in the mind of Zachanot only the Mouotbalite doctrine, but also "the ry; and he promptly decided that hi! who had
most wicked type, lately published against the the power was entitled to the unme of king. The
catholic church, by the most serene Emperor, clear and irresistible argument, which brought
Ocustautine, at the instigation of Paul, the pre- the mind of the worldly-minded
and ambitious
tended Bishop of Constantinople."
'l'his was prelate to this conclusion, was his consciousness
the first open att.ack of the Pope upon the su- that he could not maintain his own vast preten:preme political authority of any country; and sions against his nssailauts ; and that this man of
It was at once put down, for the time, by the power could and would, because they conld mudegradation of Martin from the papacy. and his tually serve each other. Pepin at once toppled
banishment to a distant country; ill which exile Ohilderic from his throne. and was immediately
he died. His fate rendered more moderate and crowned and anointed king by Boniface, the
prudent his two immediate successors. in 680, Pope's legate, and two xearsafterwards,Po~e
Stethe Emperor, by advice of Agatho, the Roman phen, the successor of Zachar,Y.baving journeyed
Pontiff, convened another general council, which to France to obtain aid against the Lombards,
proceeded to excommuncate the M~nothalite doc- performed again in greater pomp the cercmony
trne of one wi ll of Christ, and its approval by Pope of the coronation of Pepin, to render still more
Honorius, so long before as 638; and by the de- sacred and imposing his title to the crown. The
cree of this council, it was condemned lIS hereti- kinfl and his court went three miles out to meet
cal, and Honorins as a heretic; and both were th.: rope, and lavished upon him the most exanathamatized.
travagant honors, Pepin alighting from his horse
For the period of near one hmldred years pre- and attending him on foot a part of the way, and
vious to til the coronation of Charlema{:;:lle in performing the office of his groom or equcry. In
BOO, the western empire had been adminidterpd 753, Aistulphus, kinfJ of the Lombards. invaded
nominally by the authority of the emperors, who the Exarchate, laid siege to and took its capitol,
the city of Ravanna, and consummated the confor some centuries had resided at Constantinople;
but sustainecl by an ignorant and superf'ltitious quest of all the remaining lo!:lsessions of the
by his successes,
lUultitude, the real power was vested ill and ex- empire in the west. Flm;he
-ercised by the Popes. In 734, the emperor seut the conquering Lombard· despatched heralds to
a military expedition to reduqe the Pope and the the Pope, demanding tIle submission of Rome
that they
refractory Romans to submission; but the most and all her dependencies-asserting
{)f his ships being lost in a storm at sea, the ex- had helonged tothe emperor, and were hif'lby the
In this extremity, Step}H~n
pedition was abandoned.
The western posses- right of conquest.
to the emperor;
sions of the empirH had been formed into an Ex- applied first, but unavailingly,
and
thelll'evisited
France
to see in pN'SOll.:Pepin,
archy. af~r the repeated capture of Rom.: by the
for
hi!'!protection.
The
French
king
sent a pow·
Goths, the viceroy. or eXRl'chresiding at Ravanna; and from the failure of the atterl.1pt of the erful army to accompany him across the Alps
,emperor to reduce the Pope. Rome had mort"lfor- into Italy. and to beat baek from the eternal city
The wily Pop<:" ill the
mally hut not yet fully, become subject to his its warlike invaders.
:Rllth<trity. In 740, Lllsitpranri, king of the Lom- midst of the honors showered upon him by the
!bards, invaded alld laid waste the territories of court of P{'l?in. had the address to ob~ain from
R~me; and in this Heed Pope Gregory Ill. ap- him a promlse that the cities and country which
plied to the renowned Charles :Martel for succur. might be conquered from Aistulphus, should not
The appeal was first made to his piety to come be restored to the emperor; but should be freely
The
to tke r~scue of the successor of St. Peter, but possessed by St. Peter and his suecessors.
being disregarded in that form, the wily priest mvincible arms of Pepin scatt.ered the llower of
the
Lombardo:.
and
he
sat
down
ill
siege
before
then addressed his ambition and his thirst for
&omi.nion. proposing to renounce'for himself and their metropolis, Pavia. AistulpllU!,! was forced
the Romans. all allegiance to the emperor, to take to sign a. treaty, which bound hIm to deliver up
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"with all the cities. back their contempt upon the arrogant pretenof-St. Peter. But these
castles and territories thereunto belonging; to be sions of the SUCC·C8sorS
forever held and possessed by the most holy imperial pontiffs invoked the Catholic Philip
Pope Stephen and his successors In the apostolic II, of Spain, to their subjection, and England
see of St. Peter." Aff.er hesitation and further and the reformation successfully withstood the
resistance, the Lombard was forced by the resist- shock of the Grand Armada. Urban II, interless Pepin, to execute this treaty literally .und the dieted bishops and priests from promising al lePope was put in possession of all that it ceded giance to kinJ?s and princes. Martin V awed
to him as the successor of St. Peter; and thus to the Emperor Bigisruund into a violation of his
his spiritual, he united a temporal crown. The safe conduct to Huse, on the argument that faith
is not to be kept with he-retics; and against the
first was acquired through the instrumentality
of Pboceus, the second of Pepin; and both by violated word of that sovereign, and with his
all unchristian
and "wicked combination with extorted consent, had the great reformer burned
as a heretic by the order of the council of Oouusurpers and men of blood.
'I'his was the midnight of the world, and the stance. In the beginning of the thirteenth cenlittle learning of Western Europe was confined tury, Pope Innocent Ill, compelled John, King
of England, to surrender to him his crown, and
almost wholly to the Monks; Its people besides,
with inconsiderable
exceptions, were snnk in then to receive it back, as the vassal of him and
The same Pope had, by his
seemingly hopeless ignorance and snperstition. his successors.
The Popes, the monks, and all orders of its cler- power, given the empire to Philip, Duke of
gy, made available every opportunity to enlarge Bruuswtck: he constrained the emperor, set up
its territory and its spiritual and temporal au- by him, to take an oath in this form: "I promise
thority; und the papacy went 011 steadily in- to honor and obey Pope Innocent as my prede"Apcreasing in wealth, influence and power to the cessors have honored and obeved him."
peals to Rome shall be made "freely, and freely
accession of Gre~ol''y VII,
in H173, when it
"I promise to extirpate all heresies,
reached its culmlnutiug point. For centuries, pursued."
yet it receded not, but coritdnned to perfect and and .to re;;tore to the Roman church all her posconsolidate its vast powers. It spread over Eu- sessions, &c.
In 1204. Peter II, of Arragon, traveled to
rope, and in every country exhibited itself with
a grandeur which dazzled the imagination, and Rome and received his crown from the Pope, and
a strength against which no power could stand. on being crowned, swore" to be faithful and obeIt exercised a direct and absolute cognizance in dient to my Lord Innocent, to his Oatholic suecessore, anti the Roman church, and faithfully
all matters of church and religion, and one paramount and discretionary over all temporal gOY- to preserve my kingdom in his obedience, deernments, and claimed both to be of divine au- fending the Oatholic faith, and persecuting heA Pope deposed a king of Po.
thority and infallible. Kings upon their thrones retical pravity."
trembled under the frowns ot its displeasure, laud and granted his kin~dom to another.
I have given some specimens of the manifesand the world of mankind sunk in dis pair undel' its terrible excommunications.
Gregory II tation of pa1?al power, and the spirit of the reexcommunicated L80 the Isuriun Emperor; Greg- ligion of whlcb the Pope is the infallible head;
ory VII denounced a sentence of deposition and which all true catholics believe is to overagainst Henry IV, one of tJ1C most puissant of come and absorb all others, and again t.o be the
the German Oeeaars: and forced the proud mou- universal faith. Its long and eventful career,
arch to perform a pilgrimage across the appa, and its present existence, with more followers
nines and to await bare-footed in his anti-cham- than ill any former age, without any purification
ber at Rome for three days before he would deign or reformation of its vices and deformities, fill
It
to notice the penitent.
Celestine III excommu- the mind with curiosity and astonishment.
nicated Henry VI, Emperor of Germany, Leo- has never allowed any question of its authority,
Free inquiry and discussion
pold. Duke of Austria, and Alphonso X, King truth, or divinity.
of Gallicia and Leon. Leo lIT, thundered an it denounces and punishes as the blackest crime
excommunication against Philip Augustus, King against itself, because it knows full well, that it
of France, because he hesitated to execute the would crumble and fall before them: and it
command of that Pope. that he should take therefore seeks to fetter the souls of its children
back his wife, whom he had divorced.
Two in eternal chains of ignorance, sup-rst.itiou, and
In eyery generation of its being,
successive Popes excommunicated Henry II, the despotism.
ablest and one of the best of the German Em- the mind and moral sense of man has risen
perors, because he would not submit himself and against it, and grappled with it in mighty bat,
his power to them, and to enforce their decree:;, tle. It was always prompt in putting into rethey arrayed against him other monarchs in quisition its own temporal and sI;'iritllal authorilong aud desolating wars. Boniface VIII pro- ty-to raise armies and thunder Its anathemasnounced a decree depriving Philip the Fair, King to ravage heretical countries and to extirpate
of France, of his kingdom; as Julius II did heretics with fire, faggot, and sword; and when
LoUl!)XII. Henry II, olle of the ablest men that it was uneqnal to the work, it called upon the
ever sat upon England's throne, was constrained political despots of the earth to come to the res·
bytllepowerofPope
Alexander to beseurged with cue of it, the great impersonation of the unirods upon Becket's tomb. Paul III and Pius V, versal despotism of the mind, the soul, and
respectively, thundered bulls of excommuniea- the body; and the combination was always vic·
tion and deprivation of Cl'own and killqdom torious.
The first ligllt of general learning and civili·
fi.gainst Henry VIII, and Elizabeth of England;
but the refonnation bad dawned upon that proud zation that dawned upon Europe, to bring to a.
hland., and her disenthralled
monarchs threw termination the dark ages, was among the Albi-

to the Pope theExerchute,

iois
geueea, inhabit'lng L:l.n~uedon and Provence, in
the south of France. 1 hey rejected the supremacy of the Pope, and tile benighting
and benumbing dogmas and spirit
his faith.
Being
undisturbed
for lllany years, truth, and peace,
and the religion of the Saviour of the world
flourished among them.
The faculties and powers of men there, after having been enchained
for ages, rapidly regained their innate strength
and activity.
tearnin~ and the arts flourished
-c-comforts. and wealth, and refinement, and
happiness blessed their toil and their assiduity;
and a pure, charitable, and holy faith shed upon
them its hallowed inftueuees. They becnme the
admiration of the surrounding people, and their
religious principles and freedom began rapidly
to eproad.
The Albigenses have 110 sin to answer for but that of their bright example to a
benighted world.
They resided far from Rome
but the fears and apprehensions of the Pope were
thoroughly aroused, for he saw in them a rising
ite llectuaf moral, and relip';iou~ power, dangerous to the universal dominion which he claimed. He called UpOIlthe mailed warriors of the
north, whose arms in every field, from the western oeean to the holy sepulchre, had never
known defeat, and sent them on the bloodiest of
crusades against the Albigenses; and they were
crushed in one of the most savage and desolating wars that ever blasted any portion of the
earth. Prone to the earth, made red by its blood,
Albigensism, sustained by the immortal truth
and right of its principles, would, for een erntiona, flame up in holy beauty and brightness,
far illurninatiug
the gloom of the surroundirlg
darkness; but as often the inexorable Pope
would march hi'! armed myrmidolls and have it
again quenched in the blood of itB martyrs.
About 1380, Wickilff began his vigorolls reformation in England.
HI' denied the powerof the
Pope, denounced his usurpation", exposHl the
interpolations and corrnptions of the ,;atholic religion, and interpreted the script.ures, and placed
thl::m in the hands of tht' people as the rule of
their life and their fait.h. The Lollards increased
greatly in England, spread into Germany, and
soon almost possessed Bohemia.
But the inde.
fatigable and unrelenting
Pope, brought down
upon them, too, all manner of persecutions, and
the armed power of his dependel.lt kings. Another religious and exterminating war swept them
from the earth.
Papacy seemed now to be all-dominating and
invincible.
Its corruptions, and the scandalous
immoralities of the Popes and its clergy, went
on increa.'iing. Olle of them denied the immortality of the soul. That faith wa" not neceBsary
for the remission of SillS, had become an established principle of Romanism: and the sale of
written ind1l1gencies for the commission oC sin,
one of the >!ources of the Pope's revenue. Tetzal
was pushing a traffic in those indulgencies for
Leo X, and all the priesthood in0ulcnting that
tenet throughout Germany, when Luther hegan
the great reformation.
The truths, which he
thundered in strong aIHI burning words against
Romanism, seemed to be the echos of God's spirit, and the hoary ignorance alld superstitions of
centuries, If'ceded before him asft'om the touch of
the spear of lthurieL
At the instigation, often
repeated, of the Pope, Oharles V summoned him

or

to appear before the Diet of Wdl'lJIs, to answer
for his heresies, for which Leo demnuded thut
he should be burnt, as Huss had been more than
a century before. The greatest
spi]·tt of tIl?
world, confronting its greatest monarch, in such
an assembly of warriors, nobles and bishops, to
quesriou and expo$e the errors and power of the
tune. honored hierarch, ill the cause of truth,
liberty, religion. and salvation, was one of the
sublimest spectacles that has ever been exhibited
upon the earth. God held Luther under his proteet-ion, and he was saved for an immortal work.
By his teachings, aided bv Melancthon and Swingle, and other great and faithful men, the light
and liberty of the Bible, and of religious truth,
spread rapidly, and promised at once to regenerate christendom.
In less than fifty years, it
swept from the Baltic to the Mediterranean, and
was going on, "conquering
and to conquer."
The danger to the Pope was mighty, unprecedented.
He summoned to the rescue every power, every tributary which he could command;
and Soon all his host, which had continued faithful, manifested extraordinary spirit and activity.
Self-preservation.
continuance, or annihilation,
was the issue, and the spiritual portion of hie
forces ill everv branch seemed to be electrified.
The great catholic powers flew to arms in this
common cause of despotism, and every energy
and faculty of Romanism came IIp to the eventful conflict.
'I'he newly instituted
order of
Jesuits brought genius, learning. enthusiasm,
and an industry, perseverance,
devotion, and
endurance, that were never-surpassed. All caught
their spirit, and the trembling fabric of the papauy, over the largest portion of its domain, was
upheld and become steady.
The state of things was different with thfl
protestants.
They had rapidly become strong
and comparatively
secure; and withdrawillg
much of their attl:ntion from their common fO<.',
they divided into sects, and weakened
their
union and strellgth by mutual persecution.
TIle
voices of the first great reformer>! were hushed
in the tomb, and there w€:'reno equal men to sue.
ceed them. Ferdinand, the second Emreror of
that name, Philip
II, of Spain, all( Maxi.
millian of Bavaria, espoused the cause of Homanism, with no less zeal than the Pope. Again,
and again, they charged with their armed It'gjons
on the protestuiJts and the powers that defended
them, and re-conquered
hnlf that Rornanism
had lost, and as far as they overcome, the new
faith was suppressed by the most relentless persecutions.
The Pope, by e\'ery incentive, was
consta.ntly ur~ing these bloody champions of
his church on In theil' eonquering career, and the
reformers had prohably Illet the sad fate of the
Albigenscs, if God had not raised up Gustavus
Adolphus to def€Hd, as he did Luther to estnblish, the reformation.
The cou~cils of the Pope,
the Emperor and the French Klllg, too, were dIS.
tracted by mutual jealousies, And their conflict.
ing claims for the highest power. Protestantism
got rest from the terrible persecutions of its natural enemies, by the thirt,y years' war being
brought to nn end by the treaty of Westphalia.
But in efforts to extin~uish forever its faith, its
liberty, its :!?urechristian morals, and the eternal
life which It gives, seas of innocent blooJ had
been shed. ,Besides t.he wars ill Germany and
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ly to have hiR whole and perfect obeJ.i<tllce. She
the »onlr-eaet ~lfEurop .., in llll\t. of the lea1:\'ult'
11£\.8
seen the great flux and reflux of her nuthorlto l'Uppre6;; the Hugneuote in Frnnce, u million
ty through many centuries, and she is looking
of persons are computed to have perished.
Duforward p.atielltly through other centuries. ill
ring the terrific night of St. Bartbolcmew, ninety
confidence, when its strength in full tide is to
thousand Huguenots are related to have been
come again to her. Ever watchful. the prie&"'put to death, in cold blood, by their destroying
hood, for whom mainly this wonderful
edifice
persel.\utors, in different Catholic countries.
In has been constructed, and heen progressing to
the Netherlands, the Duke of Alva, as the chief
perfection ill its way for fifty generation!'>. will
captain of Philip Il , raged like a wild beast, nevpatiently bide their time; Rod when it comes, if
er were sated with blood, although he boasted come it ever does, they w ill move with a policy.
of having puc twenty thousand
unoffendmg a courage, and a perseverance to command suc}rotestants to death. But I retire, in disgust and cess; and the gran(lcst and most awe-inspiring
rorror, frolllJ'nlSenting any more of these per- scenes of the:papal drama. will be again re-ensecutinz an bloody sketches of Romemsm,
acted on the theatre of the world.
with wr.ich history teems in frightful fecundity.
But whether it is the destiny of man to reAt the dose of the last century, the papacy
volve back to papal supremacy in all his affairs
seemed to be at last overthrown, amidst the
or not. that is the consummation to which its
atheism and the destruction of old systems and whole priesthood devote themselves, their time,
institutions brought about by the French revolu- their energies, and their lives.
That is their
tion. But after some years, it arose from the cue great object, courpensating and supplying
ruin, perfect in all its proportions, and in the the subjects of their affections, hopes, and ampossession of all its capabilities and faculties.
bitions; wife, children, friends, and country;
Hear what Macauley, sn Epiecopalisn.saya
of ij: wealth, social position, station, honors, fame,
"The papacy remains, not ID decay, not a and distinction
ill the arts, sciences, politics,
mere antique; but full oflife and ;youthful vigor. and war. 'I'his measurably lost ascendancy is
The Catholic church is still sendina forth to the
their glorious trudition, and to regain it is the
furtherest ends of the world, mi~sionaries as
permanent, immutable, ever present policy of
zealous as those who landed in Kent with Authe papacy in all its parts. That the Pope is a
gustin; and still confront.ing hostile kings with heirurch , and they a portion of the heirarchy, i~
the same spirit with which she confronted Ata part of the education, mind, soul, and persont.illa." "Nor do we see allY sign which indicates
al identity of every me nber of the priesthood;
!'hat the term of her long dominion is approach,
and not lese so, that the business and end of
mg. She saw the commencement of all the govtheir lives and labors, is to e-xpend themselves acernmcnte, and of all the ecclesias stical establishcording to times and circumstancca. fOT the resmeuts that now exist in the world; and we feel toration of the authority and splendor of both;
no assurance that she is not destined to see the and never to be disheartened or discouraged,
end of them all. She was great and respected whether or not there be allY perceivable result.
before the Saxon had set foot on Britain-before
These artl objects for which tfle foreign priests,
the French had crossed the Rhine-when
Greespecially, labor in this country.
'fhey sum·
cian eloquencestill flomislled at Antioeh-when
man every papist, upon his rtlaching the counidols \Tere still worshipped in the templt\ of try, to his fealty, alld hold them united and
1fecca. And she may stIll tlxist in undimlllishfaithful to their religion, their prici>t, and their
cd vigor when some traveller from New Zeland sovereign heirarcb.
They get possesi>ion of all
shall, in the midst of a vast solitude, take his the children they can, by means of schools, aud
stand on a broken arch of London Bridge to of their parents, where eVQIl but one of them is
sketch the ruins of St. Paul's."
a catholic, and they attend, and keep these chilIt has not for generations attempted' to claim, dren from the cradle to the grave.
III every
practically,
any political or temporal
power conntry where this priesthood hU!llocated itself,
outside of the papal dominions, to depose kings, with (,lIgnal flexibility and cunning, it has adto control, by direct interferance, politics, or to dressed itself to the ruling power. and paid it
burn heretics.
But still, in its constitution and court and adulation, or used other meani?lto wiQ
principles the papacy adheres to these and all it,; and whell won. it may do what it will, on
Its other powers.
It has renounced none-it
condition that it becomes subservient to the pedoes not intend to renounce any of them. None culiar views of this priesthood and it.s heirarof her adhering children repudiate anyofthem;
chy. They know that in our country the main
and if they did, they would be brought to re- spring of political power is the ballot-box, and
<:ant by priestly visitation, or· even llOW they the object of their unceasing efforts, is there to
would hear the spiritual thundt::r of excommu- collect and consolidate strength.
']'he membef'lj
nication denounced against themselvefl.
These of all other sects divide in their politics and
powers are only not active, hecause the condi- votes, but foreign catholics never, and thc priest
tion of human affairs, the light, ann liberty, and control!'! their votes with absolute will; aud his
moral power of the world will not !Sufferthem to calculation is, how can they be best turned to
be put in execution.
It is not the advance and the account of priest-craft and Romanism. They
elevation of principle, of morals, and christian never fail to make themselves ft!lt in elections;
charity in that church and among its priesthood,
alld a few :rear" sillce, he whom they denomiwhich ha!Spurified it of these enofllntiert.
Let nate "The Lord Bishop of New York," John
the sta.te of tlle worl() favor it, and other Grego- Hughes, was said truly to hold in his hands
ry8 and Innocents would arise to enforce the the issue of 11 presidential election.
powers of the papacy in their utmost amplitude,
That I have stated truly the objects and poliand their most inexorable spirit.
She believes
c..Vof the foreign catholic priesthood, in tbis
that she is to be coeval witlt man, and ultimate-
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ecuntry, wilt be proved by au extract or two
from one of their principal organs, "Freeman's
Journal and the Catholic Herald," published in
New York. J have been informed that it is the
organ else of Bishop Hughes, and is edited by
his brother.
The number of 17th March, 1849,
makes this quotation from Bronson's
Review,
another catholic 'publication; "OUT readers will
perceive from this number, that we are preparIng to give our Review a more popular character, of entering more largely into the discussion
of the great political questions of the day, and
are aiming to adapt it to the interests of a wider
class of readers .• We cannot, as catholics, blink
the great political and social questions which
are now agitating the public mind, both athome
and abroad; and these questions will receive
more attention hereafter than we have heretofore given them. It is of great importance to
OUI' community
that these should be fully and
boldlv discussed. ill the light of catlwlicfath and
f1W1'als, end we are sure that a catholic journal
that will so discuss them, will, if it finds here
and there an enemy, never want friends.
'I'he
time has come when catholics must be.gin to make
their principles tell upon the public sentiment of the
country. Heretofore we have taken our pofitice
from one or another of the parties which divide
the country,'aud hevesuffered the enemies of our
religion to impose their political doctrines npon
us; but it is time for 'us to begin to teach the country itself those moral and political doctrines which
flow from the teachings of our own church, We
are at hnme here wherever we ma,r have been
born; this 1'1our country, and as it. IS to become
thoroughly catholic, we.have a deeper inierest in public affairs than allY ether of our citizens.
The
. 8ects are only for a day, the church forever. We
care little how the elections go, for that is a
small affair, but we can never as catholics, be indifferent to the moral principles which enter into
the laws and shape tile public policy of the country."
The editor of "Freeman's J ourn:l'l' adds:
"No catholic should be without a complete copy
of Bronson's Review, past as well as future, &:c.
The same paper, in the numbl.'r 28th of March,
1849, saY$ in an editorial: "ls It not possible for
us catholics to do something to prepare our
brethren for the trials that await tlletD? Can we
do nothing to direct and to shape the course of
the lIew ,-,omers in a way thdt may afford more
prott>ctioll to their faithi' Call we do nothing to
keep them united to one al10ther, and to make
the C'russthe celltre and object of their uuioni'
Can we not unite ourselves more firmly, and make
abnegation of some of our personal opinions,
pursuit!! anu wishes. for the sake of securillg our
brethl'en as they reach us, to the catholic church,
-and of making them instruments of her more complete and speedy lriamph in the lana."
In the number of Bronson'!> Review of April
1845. which is a catholic oracle of such high authority, are the followillg pa~sages: "But would
you have this country come under the authority
of the llope? Why not? But the Pope would
take away our free institutions!
N onsellse. But
how do you know that? From what do yon infer it? AftE:r all do you llot commit a slight
blunder?
Are your free institutions infallible?
ATe they founded on divine right? This you
dt.ny.
Is not the proper question for you tocHs-

CUllS, tben, not whether papACYbe or IIOt. MlnM
patible with repuhllccn: golXTTifflent, blltu:hc06eT it be
or be not founded in divine right? If the papacy
be foullJed. in divine right, it is supreme over
whatever be founded only in human right, and
then your institutions should be made to harmonize
1LJithit, and not it with your i7utituti01ls. The real question then is, not the compatibility or incOllJpatibilityof the catholic church with democrane institutions, but is the catholic church the
church of God? Settle this question first. But
in point of fact, democracy is a mischievions
dream, wherever the catholic church does J10t
predominate, to inspire the people with reverence, and to teach and accustom them to obedience to authority.
The first lesson for all to
learn, the last that should be foigotten, is, to
obey. You can have no government where there
is no obedience: and obedience to law, as it is
called, will not be long enforced, where the falibilityof Jaw is clearly seen and freely admitted.
But itis the intention of the Pope to possess this
country?
Undoubtedly.
In this intention he is
aided by the Jesuits, and all the catholic pre.
lutes and priests.
Undoubtedly,
if they are
faithful to their religion."
Mr. Brownson thus concludes: "That the
policy of the church is dreaded and opposed by
all protcetaute, infidels, demagogues, tyrants,
and oppressors, is also unquestionably
true.
Save then, in the discharge of our civil duties,
and in the ordinary busines of life, there is,
and can be 710 harmony among the Catholics and
Protestants."
Those extracts avow, most distinctly,
all the
deeigue which I have imputed to the Roman
priesthood in this country.
The discussion of
the great practical political questions of the day,
fully ann boldly in the light oj Catholic faith and
morale, that this country itself may be taught the
moral and political doctrines which flow from the
teachings of that church, and may become thoroughly Catholic-all
other sects being for rt day, and
that church forever; and that our republicul~ institutions may be made to conform to the po.paC7j,by
its principles beirlg made to enter into the taWil,
and to shape the public policy oj this country-are
all here boldly a\·owo:d; and allOo that every
Jesuit,
Catholic Prelate, and Priei'lt., who is
faithful to his religion will aid tile Pope, their
hierarch, to possess himself of this country.
1'he means by which they expect to achieve all
this, is, by the slow and cautious moveruents,
the profound dissimulation and arts, which hav6
ever characterized t.he operations of this priesthood, to get possession of tbe political power
by controlling
the ballot box. That is their
slecpless effort, whether they e\Ter sllceeed or
not; and so s\lbtle are they ill their operations,
thousands and thousands areunconseiously made
their agents who would never knowingly submit
themselve$ to any such purposes of mischief.
The priesthood are encouraged by theil' own
strong faith, that, if they do not succt"ed in this
ceutury, their successors may in th{' next. Whatever may be the results of these great projects,
their prosecution is utterly opposed and hostile
to the dcsigll, spirit, and' practical ends of our
system and iur-titutions.
Our ancestors came to
this new 'World to enjoy, themselves and their
posterity fOTe'\'er, perfect civil and religiou8
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Freedom. and the right of inquiry, thought and \ sccurity and preservation of thnt liberty, eell.54
the expression of opinion upon subjects, short I from his assaults upon this great religious polio
of invasion of the rights of others, unfettered tico institution.
fLS the winds of Heaven.
The divorce of church
1\1r. President, the information
which I pos·
and state, of pnlitics and religion, of temporal eess, and have endeavored to give partially to
and spiritual affairs, they have provided for in the convention on this branch of the subject, I
uur couetitutious. and it was intended to be ebso- have derived from "Papal Rome, as it IS, by
lute, complete, and forever. In the scheme of Giustiania,""
Elliott on Romanism," "Dowlthe hierarch of Rome aud his emisearles-c-spread
ing's History of Romanism," and from general
and spreading over the face of this country, to reading.
revolutionize silently
and stealthily
this orWe have, Mr. Presidouf., a country of vast exdel' of things, they now han: more than fifty tent, with a great variety of climate, soil, prothousaud voters, legal and illegal, in America. ductiou, industry and pursuit.
Competing inAt (lvl:'ry election, local or general, this mighty terests and sectional questions iUt' a natural and
force is made to act with a view, present or re- fruitful source of jealousies, discords and fucmute, to the grand objects of those who control tiona. We have about four milliuna of slaves,
it. The certain and the promptest way to get and the slaveholding and free states are nearly
large al:'cessions-accession8
which. in another equally divided in number, but the population
gt:lleratioIl, may givll them the mastery at the of the latter greatly preponderating, and t:vpry
polls, is, to permit IlO restriction uI?on iuimigre- portion of it deeply imbued with inflexible hostion or UpOlI the faculty of the Immigrant to tility to slavery as an institution.
Even now the
vote and exercise a full share of political sover- conflict of opinion and passion of the two great
eignty.
All attempts to lut upon them allY re- sections of the Union, upon the subject of slavestrictiou will meet the in exibJe opposition, the ry, is threatening to rend this Union and change
anathemas of every Roman priest, and probably confederated states and one people into hostile
of {'\'ery Catholic in America.
eud waring powers. Cession has recently given
All this host of foreign Catholics, now hero to us considerable numbers of the Spanish
and coming, are brought up to the eonfesaionul. race, aud a greatly increasing immigration is
By their faith, that js sinful which the prie8t constantly pouring in upon us the hordes of
tells them i8 sill; and so of religious duty, which Europe, with their hert'ditary national animos
they are to perform, or bc lost. To him, who, ities, their discordant races, languages, and reo
in thi!'l matter with daring impiety, prescnts ligions faiths, their ignorance and their pauper·
himself as pero:onating, the Almighty, the sillue.l i~ll1,mixed \lP with a large amount of idlE'Mss,
tell,; his tal,! of guilt alld contrition.
The father moral degradat.ioJl, and crime;
allel all this
confessor grants him absolutioll, and claims too, "hetreogclleous, discordant, distracted mas!>," to
t,he power to pray his !'ioul, when he dies, out of use Mr. Jefferson's lauguage, "sharing with U!I
the fires o( pur8'ator,Y. When t,his dread mall the legislation," anti the elltire political wver·
bids that confcf;slUg sinner how to vote, Charles (liguty,
:My word for it. Wt: ar(l nmsing
in
XII, Frederick the Gl'tut, or Bonaparte, never r:lpid gmwtb, a blilLd political Sampson, and
received a prompt.er or so willing an obedience soouer 01' later, he will grapple with the pillarl:l
from their best traille''l veterau.
of om temple of liberty alld pull it down in
It isonly us a hierarclly, as a religious politi- ruins upon us.
co institution, having vast political projects,
'Vasllington and J"ffcrnoll, and their associand organized for political aetiotl; and be· ates, thOllgh amollg the wisest and most far see·
cause its principles, purposes allC1 operatiuns,
ing'of mankind, cOllld 110tbut descry in the future
are utterly inimical to popular and American many formidable diffic\llties a1ld dangerfl, and
constitutional
liberty, to all civil and religious
thuf:I be premonished to provide against them,
freedom, that I stand up in opposition to it. in fashioning our institutions.
If they llad
'Vhen Roman American catholics call their g~ne- forest-ell the vast, tlle appalling in(,r('as~ of illlral council,;., aud pnrge their sy~telll ,of its in- migratiotlupolJ us at the present, tht.'re can be no
it>rior and only quie"cellt political despotism; reasolJable doubt that· laws to naturalize the
when thty announce to the Pope and the world foreiguern and to give up to t.}lcm the country,
that his supremacy is only spiritual, and out of its liberties, its destiny, would not have been
his papal dominiom in Italy, lw, nur his priests authorizt-d by the constitution.
The danger,
have right to interfere ill politics or temporal thollgh great, is not wholly without remedy.
affairs; that they owe him 01' his hierarchy no 'Ve can do something if we do it quickly.
'fhe
dutv or obedience, incompatible with their full German and Slavonic l'll('.es are combilling in the
and perfect all<.:giance to the United States, or state of New York to elect caudidatt's of their
any of the stateH, or that is hostile to any of t.he own blood to congress.
'fhis is tlle beginning of
pl'Jnciples of their govemnlC'nt.s; that they are the conflid of "aCl'Son a large scale, and it must,
opposed to and will ever resist the union of in the 118ture of things, continue Rlld increase.
church and state, and anymixingoftheir
affairs; It lllust be universal and severe in all the field.'!
when t1le.1hid, alld will compel their priesthood of labor, between the native Ulld the stranger;
to c.e~setbeir lIledJliug w~th the S'0vernmentul.ld and fr~m .t.he myriads of foreign laborers coming
politICS of the country, With a view to shape Its to us, If It docs not become a l'Olltt'St fur bread
laws and policy, and to desist from their efforts and subsistence, wages will fit ]{:ast be brought
to control the entire Roma.n catllOlic vote of down so low as to hold our native laborers and
America; then, and not until then, should every their familit:8 in hopeless pov..orty. 'l'hey caunot
native born American, every true friencl of adopt the habits of life, and live upon tlle
American libert)', wherever born or whatever stinted meager supplies, to which the fort'igner
be his religion, whose paramount. object is the will restrie<t himself, and which is bOUlltfo>OUS
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plenty to what he has been accustomed in the
old country. Already these results arc taking
place in many of the mechanic arts. Duty, patriotism, and wisdom, all require us to protect
the labor, and to keep up to a fair scale the wages of our native born people, as far as by laws
and measures of public policy it can be done.
'l'be foreigner too is the natural foe of the slavery of our state. He is opposed to it by all his
past associations, and when he comes to our
state he sees two hundred thousand laborers of
a totally different race to himself, excluding him
measurably from employment and wages. He
hears a measure agitated to send these 200,000
competitors
away.
Their exodus will make
room for him, hi!'! kindred and race, and create
such 11 demand for labor, as he will reason it, to
give him high wages. He goes naturally for
the measure, and becomes an emancipationist.
While the slave is with us, the foreigner will
not crowd us, which will postpone to a long
day the affliction of nations, an excess of population; the slave" away, the great tides of immigratiou will SE'tin upon us, and J?recipitate upon
our happy land chis the chief misery of most of
the countries of Europe. Look at the myriads
who are perpetually pouring into the north weetern states from the German hives-making
large
and exclusive settlements for themselves, which
ill. a few years will number their thousands and
tens of thousands; living in isolation, speaking
a strange language, having alien manners, habits, opluions, acd religious faiths, and a total
ignorance of our political institutions; all handed
down with German phleghm and inflexibility to
their children through geueratious.
In lesg than
fifty rears, northern Illinois, parts of Ohio and
wlil.:hlgall, wisconsin, Iowa, and Minesota, will
be literally possessed by them; they will number millions and millions, und they will be
essentially a distinct people, a nation within a
nation, a new Germany. we cnnt't keep these
people wholly out, aud ought not if we could;
but we are getting more than our share of them.
I wish they would turn their direction to South
America, q uite as good a portion of the world
as our share of the hemisphere.
They. could
there aid in bringing up the slothful and degenerate Spanish race; here their deplorable office
is to pull us down. Our proud boast is, that the
Anglo Saxon race is the first among all the
world of man, end that we are a shoot from this
noble stock; but how long will we be as things
are progressing?
In a few years, as a. distinctive
race, the Anglo Americans will be as much lost
to the world and its future history as the lost
tribes of Israel. But let us avert such a fate,
let us postpone it at least. Let us withdraw
from the new comers the premium of political
sovereignty.
These strangers have neither the
right nor the competency to govern the native
born people, nor ought they to be allowed the
power to misgovern them. It is our right and
ourdutytogovern
ourselves, and them too when
they come among us; and it is best for ali par·
ties that it should be so; and this difficult. and
important work can be better performed without
their taking part in it, even when theirintentions
are gooli; but misdirected and perverted by desigumg and wicked men, it is fatal inCatvation
to allow it. This truly foreign power, nestled
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in the bosom of our country, may in its arch and
crooked policy. occasionally act with one or another of the parties that spring up inherent in
this republic. But it has its own paramount
ends to circumvent; and when it seems to ally itself to any party, it is only a ruse; and the true
motive is the belief that it helps on to the consummation of those ends.
With every civil
right and liberty secured to the immigrant, and
a full share of political sovereignty to be the
heritage of his children, if he is not satisfied to
come and remain with us, let him go to other
lands.
Mr. President, no well- informed and observant
man, call look abroad over this wide-spread and
blessed country, without feeling deep anxiety for
the future.
Some elements of discord and disunion are even now in fearful action. Spread out
to such a vast extent, filling up almost in geometrical progression, with communities and colonies from many lands, various as Europe in personal and national characteristics, in opinions,
in manners and customs, in tongues and religions
faiths, in the traditions of the past, and the objects and the hopes of the future-the
United
States, can no more than Europe, become one
homogeneous
mass-oue
peaceful, united, harmonizing, all self-adhering
people. When the
country shall begin to teem with people, these
jarring elements being brought into proximity,
their repellaut and explosive properties will be-.
gin to act. with greater intensity, and then, if not
before, will come the war of geographical sections. the war of races, and, the most relentless
of all wars, of hostile religions.
This mournful catastrophe will have been greatly hastened
by our immense expansion, and our rroclama.tion to all mankind to become a part 0 us. Less
limits, and the slow, but safe growth of natural
increase, would have given us uot 80 magnificent
and strikiulf' but a much more perfect and enduring republican empire. Hope may offer us the
delusion that American liberty, won by the
swords, and secured by a constitution devised
by the wisest and best men of the earth, will be
immortal.
But that. like man and all his creations, will pass away; it is the law of his destiny.
May the time be far, far in the dim and
distant future, and may the people of America,
to heave it further off, confide the preservation
of that liberty to those only who are competent
and worthy of being trusted with the best hope
bf mankind!
Mr. PR}i~STON. I cannot, Mr. President,
without proving recreant to the trust reposed in
me by the constituency I have the honor to represent, permit the remarks which have fallen
from the gentleman from Bourbon, to pass unanswered ill this hall. They have been received
with marked attention by the house, and the applause of the galleries at the utterance of sentiments so pernicious, when eloquently urged,
makes me tremble for the fate of my country.
But, sir, I will tell them before they applaud
this proposition, to tear away the right of suffrage from the unfriended and defenceless immigrant, to pause, for if it be accomplished, the
time is not far distant. when the pauper will be
disfranchised, and by degrees the privilege wil
be alone enjoyed by the landlord and the capitalist. When that inauspicious day shall arrive'
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when labor liel suppliant and manacled
at the
feet of capital. when the immigrant and poor citteen arc alike enslaved and enthralled,
then
your loud apJ?IRllses will be turned into wailiugs
and lamentationa.nnd you will curse the day on
which you permitted the elective franchise to be
invaded.
Mr. President, this is a question which is not
alone confined to the realm of politics, but transcende it and interferes with the rights of conscience. It offers two stabs at liberty, ODI:'. at
the ri~hts of the foreigner, the other at freedom
of religious opinion: if carried out it will lead
to the establishment
of religious intolerance
and destroy the equa~ political privileges of th~
poorer classes of SOCIety. Politics and religion
are blended, and the gentleman raises his warning voice, to persuade us to forbid the foreigner
from ~andin~ on our shores, from enjoying that
equality which should belong to every freeman
on our soil, and by the power of eloquence
arouses the passions of the worst classes of the
protestant lersuasion
against their catholic
brethren.
will Dot say such is his design, but
I do say it is the inevitable result of his doctrine.
0, how unnecessary, how uncalled for I Where
around us are the evidences of the mischievous
power of the poor foreigner.
There are numbers
of them c!tizens of the state, yet, when we gaze
arou~d thle hall, we behold no single delegate
born 111 a foreign land, Has ever a Ioreiener
filled the executive chair, from the hour ,~en
Isaac Shelby was chosen governor of ,Kentucky?
Have they ever filled great and lucrative offices
of honor and profit among us? Thousands have
bee!! naturalized
amo~g us) and have passed
their lives III unobtrust ve obscurity and peace.
They have lived quietly and honestly among us'
they have contributed to the burtheus of t.h~
state in peace, and they have fought, shoulder
to shoulder with their adopted brethren in the
battles of our comillon country.
They have assisted ~.'; i~subduing foreflts, draining marshes,
and bUlldmg up our stately cities; they have
fought for us in battle, they have increased our
prosperity iu peace, yet how rarely do we ever
see them aspiring to offices of importance and
value in the state. These are facts which no
statistics are necessary to ;>stablish, which none
can dilOprovc; for when w~ look around us, is
there a delegate on this floor a fureigner?
Not
one. Is th;re a member of congress from this
sta~ a fQrelgner? Not one: .A member of ';lUr
leglBlaturc? Notone;
A mlDlster to ant foreIgn
~ourt? N o~ on~. 'I he danger t.hen, CXl.;-tB only
III the lluaglflatlOn, and th,e~e apprehensIons
are
mere ph.antoms of ~hc hram.
My fnend fro~ Snnpson,(Mr. Clarke)whispers
that General Shlelds IS a foreigner by birth. lt
i~
true, and I am ill?ebte.d to him fo~ t.he sugges.
tlOJ~, He was baptIZe? 1U blood a cItizen of the
Umted States, on the field of Cerro Gordo. In
t~at memorabl \;lattle he earned his .title t.o, the
7
rIghts and pnvtleges
of an Amencan CitIzen.
He fell gall311tly leading a portion of hill own
brigade in a charge upon a batterv of the enemy,
shot through the body, a handkerchief might
h~ve been drawn tJlrough the wound, yet it was
h18 fortune to liurVlve. He returned to the ~tate
of his adorti?n and the gratitude of its people
has ca.uI!I('(him to be elected tq the 5E''n{l(,e of the

United states.
However WI! may differ from him
i~opinh~n. never let our "Voicesbe lifted ugaiuet
hiru , for If he had a thousand faults he has wiped them off by the generosity of his conduct
and gallantry of his besnng in behalf of our
country.
~~lt,
1\1r. President.

the tendency of the propof the ~entle~an from Bourbon, is not
m~rel;r to. assal,l the rights of the alien, but it
will terminate in tearing away from the poorer
classes of our. own people the inestimable prlvelege of the right of suffrage. Permit this principle to find fav.our among us, and war will next
be declared against the pauper as it is in Massachusette, and the other states of the atlantic
border, where Native Americ-miem flourishes in
full vigor. As Kentucky was the first state of
th~ confederacy that extended the privilege of
universal suffrage, to every freeman upon heraoll
I trust in God she will be the last to eommeuce
the process of curtailing that right.
She was
the first to break loose from the shackles of
feudalism.
I trust she will be the last to raadopt them. She extended to all classes this
franchise, in the constitution
of 1799. Let it
never be said that she was the first to abandon
that noble determination, in the constitution
of
1849. This gr~at principle.ass~rted at Danville,
and confirmed m the constitution
of 1799, has
p~r.vaded the c?~federacy and mitigated the cond.ltton of the citizen in almost everyone of our
sister states. It has not stopped here. Borne to
Eur~pe by La Fayette, and those other foreign
patriots ",,:ho assIsted. us. in our revolutionary
~truggle. It was the principal element in producIlll{ the first French
revolution, that goal from
whence sprung the germ. of human liberty ill
Europe.
The popular thirst for this very right
was one of the chief cau!!es of the revolution of
1830 WhICh established the throne of Louis Philippe. It was also at the foundation of the move·
ment which dethroned him, and established the
Fr~nch Republic.
Never, sir, will I agree ill
thIS age of.pro~re~s and political science, to
a?andon thiS prlllciple, or seek to curtail the
nght of sutfrag7 by lllvading it in the slightest
degree. never wlIl I agree that America
frightened by chimerical dangers, should be the first
to retrace her steps, and destroy that very principle which has be;>n our glory, our support, our
ornament and our strength.
Nations have their fits of insanity like men.
W~ know, in England, after the usurpation
of
OlIver Cromwell, aI,ld the abdication of the Stuarts, the .cry of "popery" would throw tlle whole
people lllto the most violent agitation.
The
dre~d of the Pope of Rome, was, at that time It
natlOnal madness. All classes were terrified at
the imaginary peril of the power of the pontiff,
and shuddered at the prospect of a restoration
of papal supremacy.
~o class orcondition was
exernpt~d from this fear, however idle in reality.
Now, SIr, when I beard the gentleman
this
ev-euing, conjure up the imaginary da~gers
which threaten.ed tl~e. institutions
of America:
from t:ttccatho!lc r~ltgton and the power of the
Po~e m Allle~Iea, I~ seemed to me a similar insalllty had seIzed him, and as if the cry of "no
p~pery" .was again uttered. for the purpose of
atl!l"lulatmg the angry paSSiOIlSof the prote5tilflt
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multitud .., and of erushing to earth e""'ty principle of religious toleration in the land.
"If it be the wish of the gentleman from Bourbon to proscribe the catholic religion as detrimental to the institutions of our country, he does
Dot propose a remedy, auequate to the object.
Let him introduce the laws Imposing disabilities
on catholics, which sixty years since encumbered, andletpartially encumber, the statutes of
Englan ; those laws framed-skilfully
framed
-for the proscription and oppression of the unfortunate people of Ireland. Import these laws,
and engraft them here, if you wish Kentucky to
occupy a similar attitude-an attitude eo enviable. These are the statutes against which the
oppressed people of Irelan! have lifted their
wailing voices 'till they have reached to heaven;
these are the statutes that have forced from her
tears of blood ;these are the statutes whose iron despotism has imposed a bondage so bitter that the
sense of the civilized world has compelled England, obdurate as she is, to relax their vigor, and
mitigate their severity.
Toourshame be it said,
these are the principles which this evening have
been welcomed with applause by a Kentucky audience, in the capitol of Kentucky.
Sir, establish this princivle, and we have pro·
scribed the freedom of religious opinion in this
state. Establish this, and we have struck down
religious toleration and freedom of conscience;
establish this. and you have laid the foundation of religious wars, to convulse, to distract,
and to ruin our common country.
1'0 a stranger, there are two remarkahle features in our government.
We are the only civilized state in the world which all ows a foreigner
to acquire rights of citizenship
within it. and
we are the only enlightened
government
in
which the rich and the poor, the strong and the
weak, have equal political rights and privileges,
and enjoy the benefits of substantial
liberty.
The reason is. we are the only people of the
world who have erected our government
on
broad and j'ust foundations-c-on those principles
of inflexib e justice on which liberty alone can
safely repose. But when we commence narrowin~ that foundation-when
we commence quellfymg those principles-when
we undertake to
depart from those truths, the pursuit of which
have ensured us prosperity and happiness, we
have sapped the foundations on which the edifice rests. When this is done, the thraldom of
labor to capital is again renewed, the degradation of the poorest citizen is insured, and society will return to that barbarism from whence
it emerged.
Accurate 38 the gentleman from Bourbon usually is, there must be some mistake in his statementa relative to the views entertained in regard
to naturalization,
by some of the prominent patriots of the revolution.
He cites Washington
as concurring in his views, and quotes from his
oorrespondence
in regard to Baron Steuben.
Washm~ton was the President of the convention which framed our federal constitution, and
that constitution provides for the natnralization
of foreigners.
I am Dot now prepared with references on this subject, but if my memory serves
me, it will be found, by reference to the debates
of that convention, that his warning voice was
never raised in remonstrance against the iueer-

tlon of that feature in the constitution
of the
United States, and I appeal to all who henr me,
if he ever did.
Mr. DAVlS.
J will refer the gentleman to
Sparks' life of Washington,
in which are the
letters I read and many more,
Mr. PRESTON.
I have no doubt of the accuracy of the transcript--none;
but I say Washington was the president of the convention
which provided in our constitution for the naturalization of foreigners, and lifted no warning
voice against it, an~ that the ueturalteatiou Iaws
were first passed in conformity to his first message to congress in which he says:
"Various considerations also render it expedient that the terms on which foreigners may be
admitted to the right of citizens, should be
speedily ascertained by a uniform rule of naturalization."
The gentleman has also quoted from Mr. Jefferson's notes on Virginia in relation to this
matter, but I will refer him to more authentic
evidence of Mr. Jefferson's political views. In
8pe8:kin~ of the existing la~~in. regard to naturalieation, he deemed a rmtrgauon of them ne-:
cessaty, and in his first annual message to con-.
gress, he commends the subject to their attention in the following language:
"I cannot omit re<.:ommendin~ a revisal of the
laws on the subject of naturahzation.
Considering the ordinary chances of human Iife , a denialof citizenship under a residence of fourteen
years, is a denial to a great proportion of those
who ask it, and controls a policy pursued from
their first settlement by many of these states,
and still believed of consequence to their pros·
perity. And shall we refuse tlie unhappy fugitives
from distress, that hospitality
which the savages of the wilderness extended to our father s arriving in this land? Shall oppressed humanity
find no asylum on this globe? The constitution.
indeed, has wisely provided that, for admission
to certain offices of important trust, a residence
shall be reqllired sufficient to develope character and design.
But. might not the general character and capabilities of a citizen be safely communicated to everyone manifesting a bona fide
purpose of embarking' his life and fortunes permanently with us? With restrictions, perhaps,
t~rd
against the fraudulent
usurpation of
our flag."
The recommendation
of Mr. Jefferson led to
the enactment of that system of naturalization
laws under which we have lived for half a century. At the time of their adoption it required
a residence of fourteen years before an alien
could be admitted to the privileges of citizenship. By those enactments the period of realdcnce was reduced to five years, and under these
laws we have lived from the year 1801 to the
present day without inconvenience, injury or
complaint.
About seven or eight years since,
however, a murmur arose against them-a movement called native Americanism began. Where
was the principle of this new party born? Was
it born ill the closet of the philanthropist,
the
study of a philosopher,
or the library of the
statesman?
No sir. It was conceived in Ignoranee and begotten in inquity; it was ushered into existence from amid the vilest purlieus of
Philadelphia;
it was amid profaned altars, and
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by the red blaze of catholic churches; amid the
drunken orgies of all infuriated mob, amid riot ,
robbery, sacrilege, murder. and civil bloodshed,
that this monstrous bantling was born. I leave
to others the task of tracing its progress. From
time to time attempts have been made to renew
and revive it; but It has always in the end been
scorned, repudiated, and denounced, by the
good sense of the country.
The arch-priest of
the faith, Levin-he
who fed this unholy flame
after all the agitation-is
the sole representative
of this party in the halls of congress. LOlli?
statistical tables of European pauperism and
crime have been prepared and disseminated to
irritate the popular mind against the defenceless foreigner; the worst passions of the human
heart have been stimulated to urge the ignorant
to persecution and injustice, but the whole attempt has been rejected by the good sense ef the
people of America, and the whole party has
proved a political abortion, and their principles
have sunk back to the obscurity from whence
they emanated.
The gentleman has chosen to allude to the formation of the legion of St. Patrick in Mexico,
composed of deserters from the American army.
As a fellow to the picture, I will mention that
when the war commenced, a gentleman of Philadelphia, a leader of the Native Arnencan party,
intelligent, upright, brave, and enthusiastic. but
injudicious and zealous-Captain
N aylor-c-recruited a large compally, almost a regiment in
itself, exclusively of Native Americans.
It was
one of the most tumultuous and disorderly in the
service, and its lieutenant, Hare, disgraced it and
the American army, by one of the most horrid
murders on record. In company with "orne ruffians in the city of Mexico, he murdered a SPUllish clerk for the sake of a few doubloons in his
strong box. The circumstances of the assaseluation, almost equalled in atrocity the murder
which recently occurred in Boston. He was arrested, tried, and condemned to death, but to the
regret of the army, General Butler, after the
treaty of peace, granted him a pardon.
I know
that there are many worthy, upright, and honest
men, who entertain views favorable to the Native
American party; but I have alluded to this matter to show the fallacy of using such instances
in argument, or of stigmatizing a party or a people by citing such isolated cnsea.
The gentleman from Bourbon must be mistaken in his statistical statements. He came to the
conclusion that more than half a million of foreigners immigrated to America durin~ the last
year. This estimate is vastly too great. I now
hold in my haud the returns taken from a letter
from the Becretary of State to the speaker of the
house of representatives, showing the number of
passengers who arrived ill the United States during the year ending the 30th of September, 1848,
and it seems they amounted to 229,492. But it
is an error to suppose that all of these were immigrants.
Passengers of all countries are included
in the estimate. American citizens returning
from abroad, and foreigners visiting us who subsequentlyre~urn, and.those traveling through the
United States on their way to other lands, are all
included in the statement .. The Humber of immigrants has apparently incr~ased, as the facilities of travel between the United States and Eu-

rope have progressed. and to this cause, in a
great measure, is to he attributed the seeming.
enormous increase of immigration.
I will read
from the American almanac some comments on
this subject:
"It is an object of considerable importance to
ascertain how rapidly the population of this
country increases from natural causes alone, or
what would be the rate of increase if no immigrants came hither.
There is TeasOJIto believe
that great mistakes have been committed in this
respect: that writers on the law of populationthe Malthusians particularly, who wish to make
out the human race as prolific as possiblc.<have not made allowance enough for the effects
of immigration, and therefore have greatly overestimated the rapidity of increase here, where it
is certain that the growth of the population is
not cheeked by a deficiency of food. A census
of the people IS taken every ten year!';, and these
decennial returns would "bow very clearly what
the rate of increase is, if it were not Ior the disturbing and fluctuating effect of the tide of removal, which constantly sets westward, and
the magnitude
of which it is impossible to
ascertain from official returns with allY approach
to correctness.
A list is made up from year to
year, of the number of passengers who arrive in
our Atlantic and southern ports, and the total is
published in the official documents, with an air
of precision lind minuteness, as if the information were of some value. But it is notorious, that
the enumeration is carelessly made, at many
points of arrival no record is keft. no account is
taken of those who subsequent y return to the
old world, and the multitude who yearly cross
the Oauadafrontier, arenotcounted
at all. Overlooking these cause.'>of error, these yearly returns are held to prove that the effect of immigration was vcry slight, and during certain periods of out history, that it might be left out of
the calculation altogether, without materially
vitiating the result."'I'hese are the reflections on this subject contained in the most authentic statistical work in
the Union for the present year, and they exhibit
the falsity of many of the data from which many
statistical deductions on this subject are drawn.
TIle true extent of the immigration or the true
etatietics cannot be accurately ascertained from
such means, and you might as well endeavor to
ascertain the population of a city
the number
of arrivals at its hotels. After t lis immense
over estimate, for the immigration cannot be
placed at above two hundred and fifty thousand
a year, under any circumstances,
he assumes
that it will proceed in sort of compound ratio,
so that in 1850, nearly 1,000,000 will arrive: in
1851, 1,340,000; in 1852, 1,970,783; in 1853,
2,897,510; in 1854,4,188,664; and so on. He however admits that there are causes which would
prevent the population incre3:sing. to that extent. but. he assumes that the immigrant population will advance at something like this ratio.
The fact is that after population
shall have
reached a certain density the immigration must
constantly decrease instead of increasing: I have
merely alluded to these statistics for the purpose
of showing that the fear of over population from
immigration was/roundless.
We have a large
and thinly settle territory, and immense unde-
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veloped resource.'! which require labor, and thle
tide of immigration
is not all injury but a
benefit.
H is unnecessary to examine statistics to se~
how foreign immigration has affected the welfare
and prosperity of our own state, and what ef
feet It has had on our political institutions.
When we look around us, we see no such evilswe behold no such detrimental influences flow"
ing from the privileges we award to those of
foreign birth; and when we look at our Iegislative bodies, we do not behold them subjected to
any such injurious influences. During the last

canvass, this state was agitated on the subject
of emancipating
the slaves. The constituency
I have the honor to represent has a larger uumber of foreign voters than any other portion of
Kentucky-c-ecme eis-ht hundred or one thousand-yet
when this struggle came OIl, these
men who we are now told arc so dangerous to
the institutions
of the state, when others supported the emancipation cause, and were about
to violate the sacred rights of property-c-these
men, when they were told that it was not just, to
deprive any citizen of his property w'ithout
compensation-these
adopted children of our
land-coming
from a clime where slavery was
not tolerated-with
every prejudice agaiust itcast a majority of some two hundred votes on
the side of the rights of property, and in favor
of the institutions of the people who had afforded them a shelter from the oppressions of
Europe, and given them a welcome to the land
in which we live.
We have but few aliena upon our soil. We
have a large and thinly settled territory. We art:
not encumbered with them. There are not four
thousand foreign votes in the state. The power
to regulate the matter resides in congress. It
was reposed there by the constitution.
I grant
we may exercise it if we choose, as I am unwilling to concede the general government possess this power to the exclusion of the states, but
it interferes in spirit with the federal compact,
and when we have experienced so little incon!.enience or annoyance, when we are so remote
f'i:omthe Atlantic border, where the pressure of
the foreign population-if
it be a pressureexists, why is it necessary for Kentucky, first of
all the thirty states of the confederacy, to take
the alarm and pass naturalization laws, when no
other state has done it, to the exclusion of those
laws passed under the administration
of Jefferson, and acquiesced in by every other state of
the Union? Sir. we are the last state of the
Union that ought to be terrified at such illusory
dan~ers.
Huve we countless thousands of these
foreigners among us? No! When we visit the
interior counties, or the mountains, or the creeu
river region, we find but few, very few. A ;mall
number dwell in our towns and cities and along
the river border to which they arc principally
confined. Shall we then in Kentucky, be the
first to manifest a timidity so llllneeessary on the
subject of the foreign vote?
The city of Boston has, as we are informed,
one fourth of her population composed of foreigners-three
fifths of the inhabitants of New
York city are of foreign birth, end when convenience suits, these noble cities with their vast
wealth, magnificent edifices, great commerce,

and forests of 'shipping, are pointed to ns exemplar", for imiuuton.
If the foreign vote be
so futal to a state, whence their prosperity,
whence their wealth?
No sir, these calumniated
foreigners have
brousllt new arts, new modes of industry, and
new inventions to QUI' country.
The cotton and
woollen manufactures have ~arisen among us,
the culture of the vine is in progress, the looms
of northern Italy will soon develope the silk
nianufaoture of Piedmont and Lombardy, and if
we pursue the policy we have heretofore followed, wealth and power will be the result.
As
manufactures and the arts have received a wonderful stimulus from this concentration of the
experience, knowledge and ingenuity of Europe,
so I believe that the admixture of the various
bloods of the Caucasian varieties of the human
species, has produced a nobler lind more vigorous race. Look over the list of names of the
delegates on this floor. We are sprung from
various races.
The blood of the Italian, the German, the Castilian, the chivalrous Frenchman, the sturdy
Englishman, and the generous Irishman, circulates in our veins. Are we improved 01" degenerated from this commingled current? Will our
descendants be inferior to our ancestors?
Will
this admixture be injurious?
A comparison was
made between tho negro defenders of New Orleans and our foreign population to justify the
exclusion of the latter from the right of suffrage.
The comparison is unjust. Is there no difference
between the European find the African? If our
own countrymen had sprung from such a suuree
they would have been a very different nation.
When Cortez conquered Mexico, the Castilian
blood was intermingled with that of the Aztec,
and we see the effects of that polluted current
in the lepers, whom the pure blooded descendant
of the Spaniard moves aside with his foot as he obstructs the street through which he walks. Such
would be our fate if we amalgamated with the
negro. But admixture with our kindred European races has improved and benefited our own.
We have been told that N apoleon first, and afterwards the Emperor of Austria, incited by pro·
fessor Schlegel, determined to expel those who
thirsted for freedom from the face of Europe. I
know nothing of it, but if it be so, this is the
true home for such refugees.
It is said that it
was part of the plan to plant catholicism in
America. Do then catholicism and liberty go
together? If so, let it come, for that religion
cannot be 80 hurtful which inculcates the principles of freedom. I am no advocate of any
particular sect, but I wish religious toleration to
be extended to all.
We have had a graphic picture drawn of the
wretched poverty of the emigrants from Europe
who land npon our shores. I know fnll well
that misery has drivel] hundreds and thousands
from Europe to America, and that lllallY arepau·
pere when they land among us; but in a year or
so those very men are no longer paupers.
They
engage in mechanical and manufacturing industry. They apply themselves to cultivating our
fertile and unoccupied lands-they
acquire competency, and finally they come in nfew years to be
citizens and freemen. Are wc th".n at this day
to declare we will no longer extend sUllh an asy-
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bra to the oppressed lind unfortunate?
Are we' the movement of secret machinery.
Beven willto adopt the policy of China, lind forbid forever dowa ndmlued the light.
Day after day the
the entrance of these outside burbnriuusc so as to I wretched prisoner beheld a window disappear:
preserve ourselves free and uncontaminnted?
If the walls, the ceiling, and the floor contract.
we imitate such au example, we will gradually
Filled with agony, he awaited hit'; doom, and at
sink into tIll;' unsocial barbarism that marks that length crushed by the slow, but steady pressure
people, and instead of a liberal, civilized and of the machine, he sunk, a mangled and lifeless
.lust government, such as we BOW have, we will mass within it. Let me then, tell the freemen
have 11 semi-civilized race such as Ohinacontains. , of America, that there is a natural love of 1?ower,
Butif it be desirable to prevent foreigners from and lust of dominion in the great, which, if
entering our country, let us pass a law efficient once tasted, is never willingly relinquished, and
to the end. We know that by merely disfran- that if ever the rights of the I;leopleare brought
clueing aliens, we will not keep them out. They': within the grasp of aristocratic power, that they
will still COtTIe to this country for bread, even If will be slowly, but certainly crushed. Such
we deny them liberty.
Necessity drives them, was the history of Venice, and such will be the
and they must '::OHlC. If they are to affect us history of all governments where a privileged
80 detrimentally,
let us draw a sanitary cordon class exercise unlicensed rule.
around our country, and proclaim that henceFor myself I will meet this question at the
forth no foreigner shall ever come to Ameriea-c- threshhold.
Let us resist it in the beginning.
let us, like thc Duke, decree,
Let us. 8!rangl~ th~ serpent when it is young, or
,,If any Syracueanborn.
when lt IS old It WIll strangle us.
Cometo the bay or Ephesus, he dies."
Sir, is there any necessity for this measure, or
If catholicism be the evil we seek to redress, is it a pretext? It is a pretext, and the real obthis will not reach it" for the catholic will still ject is hidden from scrutiny.
This is but the
enter the country, and still worship after the outwork.
Wait till the columns of wealth and
manner of his fathers. Let us. at once, declare power rush over the rampart, and then too late
the catholic religion shall no longer be tolerated. will the freemen of America know the imporLet us spread upon our statute book those in i- t.ance.of the measure.
'l'olera~e this assault on
quitous laws which so long disgraced the legis- ~he.Tight ~f suffrage: tolerate It as. they.tell you
Iation of England.
Let as COPy the test acts, It IS for its protection: tolerate Its being tom
and fetter conscience by every legal contrivance from the forei~ner who settles among us in good
and device, and thcn we have indeed struck at faith , with Ius wife, his children and his kinthe root of the evir. But I maintain that this dred, and you have commenced a career of inproposition contains no remedy.
You still per- justice which will te~inate
in burying not ';Inmit, yOIl in vite t~e flli~n to seek refuge in our ly therights of .the allen, but of th~ poor n~tIve
'couutry; you subJect him to the burthena of tax- American also, 10 that grave 1Il which the libera~ion, you hold him liable .to the l~ws, Y?ll leave ties of all free countries have been entombed.
Jllm free, but yet you disfranolilse
him, you
Mr. C. A. WICKLIFFE.
Mr. President. I see
deny him political privileges, and you create a that my friend Mr. Rudd is anxious to obtain
tnrblilent., ostracised, and disaffected class of the floor. I will yield it to him in a few minutes.
freemen in the state.
When the delegate from Bourbon first introduced
Let the principle that poverty is a crime be this subjcct at the commenccment of the session,
establir-hed aInOllg US,!;O as to dir-fr!tllchise the I submitted a resolution declaring that it was
foreigner. and not long after, it will he declared the settled purpose of the convention not to disa crime in the native born citizen.
It will soon t.urb the right of snffrage as it was fixed in the
be declared as criminal in him, as in the unfor- old cOtll'titution.
My objeetwa .. to prevent mistunat.e Irishman who dared to stand by Smith conception and alarm in t.he public mind.
The
O'Brien, or Mitchell, for his country's rights. promi!:led discm:sion betw(>en the gentleman
Poverty is a crime of which s\H:h are already from Bourbon and the delegat: from Henden;oll
guilty.
How long, my country, will it be before (Mr. Dixon) was postponed, and since the conpoverty i~ a l~t'ime in Kentucky?
But you tell vflntion has settled the right of snffrage as it
me such a supposition is extravagant; that it is was fixed in the old constitution, I have no disimpossible; that it exist" ouly in the fancy, and position to waste the time of the convention in
that no advocate for such a principle conld be further discussion on nativeism.
It is true, I
found on the soil of America.
If so, I ,Point had promised to be present when the two cham~ou to the condition of the poor m~n in VIrgin- pions met.
Ia, to Massachusetts,
to Maryland; and I point
Mr. President, when t.he motion to restrict and
you to "her~ver landed property has accumula~ limit the representation of Louisville, because of
ted in past times, and to wherever an agricllltu.
her foreign population, was under consideration,
ral aristocracy exist8.
At this lwur, the pauper I took occasion to express my opinion upon this
in New York is disfmndlilied, native .though be native American question.
Those opinions are
be, while the free negro, if he--fragpropcrty, may befortJ the public-I
amwilHngto abide by them
vote. The right of suffrage cannot be too l'ltrict- here and elsewhere.
ly. too jealoU!~ly guarded. Ever permit it to bc
I will not again obtrude them npon the eoninfringcd by the pretexts of power, and the loss vention in opposition to the resolution of the
is never regained.
I rpm ember an Italian story gentleman from Bourbon, for which I do not be.
?f a duke of ~ma!1~a Sforza-who
in the pun- lieve a 8i~gle member of the convention save
Ishment of hiS VH:ttrns, tortured not only the himself WIll vote.
body, but the mind.
The objects of his ven·
I rise. Mr. President., not to do myself an act
geance were placed withill an iron chamber of justice, as i>l often said in debate, but to
whose walls and ceiling-gradually contracted by discharge a duty lowe to those who sent-me
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here. 1 am one of "the delegates froui a county him close the ports of the United Slates, and
which contains a greater catholic
population
drive back the teeming millions
of pflllJ?el'S
than anVCollnty in theatatc. ] representtheuetive
which he says Europe is pouring into the United
born aorl thto' naturalized
catholic.
In the office States. Kentucky has no control over this subI DOW fill, I enjoy their confidence, though a ject. As the constitution nud laws now stand,
large majority of them are opposed to me on na- a foreigner who has resided in the United States
tional politics.
I should be unfaithful
to my for five years has a right to become a citizen of
duty, and ungrateful to them. if I remain silent the United States. Shall we deny to a citizen
under the denunciations
against them as citi- of the United States who has resided in Kcuzens, dangerous to the institutions of their COUlt- tucky five years, or two years, t.hf\ political
try. If I were to fail to deny in my place, the rights which every other citizen enjoys, because
charge that they owed civil allegiance to the of his birth?
Let us act, Mr. President, consisPope of Rome-to deny that the Pope of Rome tently on this subject: let us rather take counsel
controlled, or could control their civil conduct, from the past, and the wisdom of our fathers,
I would be unworthy their" confidence.
They than our fears-fears
gendered by partizan feelowe him that t('lspect and obedience only, as I ing.
have always believed, which is due from them as
So long as foreigners are permitted to come to
members of the catholic church, to one who, in the ITnited States, my policy is-and
it is the
church government, is acknowledged by them true policy of the country-after
they have given
to be the temporal head of the church.
evidence of their good character, and manifestMr. President. I was born and brought up in ed a desire to become citizens. to adm it them to
the first catholic settlement west of the Alleghathe enjoyment of political as well as civil rights.
ny mountains.
I have associated with them, 'I'hey become attached to tho country and govpriest and laity, from that time to this. and I ernment of their adoption.
They feel and
must do them the justice to say. that 1 have wit- breathe the spirit of freemen, and will render
nessed in no portion of our population, more more willing obedience to the laws of the coundevotion to the true interests of our common try when they know they participate iu the pocountry. a stronger allegiance and attachment
litical power of their government.
to her laws and iustitutions
than among the
I cannot look upon a mass of forei~n populacatholics, native and naturalized.
As fl whole, tion, denied for halt a life time the privileges of
they are a Iaw-Ioving and a law-abiding people. citizens, but with serious apprehension
for the
r have seen them tried in political commotion, quiet of society. They will not feel that regard
and when our coulltry wus engaged in war, and reverence for the laws and the rights of so.
their patriotism and love of liberty, bespoke ciety, if denied the privileges of citizens, .as
them true-hearted American citizens.
when they are made to fed the majesty of
with their religion. their faith, so unuecessnAmerican citizens.
ril'y introduced into this discussion, I have noTbe policy of the gentleman from Bourbon,
thing to do. That is a subject which belongs to (Mr. Davis.) is to invite by the laws of the Unia higher tribunal; it is one between them and ted States, the foreigner to land, but if he comes
their God, and I thank my God this convention
to Kentucky, to-place him for twenty-one years,
has nothing to do with it. We have, in this free so far as political rights are ccncerued,
beside
government. uf ours, denounced all interference
the free negro, His policy would exclude every
with the religious opinions of the citizen, and foreigner fit to be a citizeu from Kentucky.
He
proclaimed the right of all to worship God ac- would drive from his state the enterprising and
cording- to the dictates of their conscience.
industrious,
the honorable and high-minded,
Mr. President, I have no false alarms uron the the wealthy and talented foreigner, and only
Bubject of the admission to the rights of citizens.
permit the worthless vagabond, the man incapathose who have come to our shores, and elected ble of appreciating
liberty, or the rights of a
to become citizens of our country.
Their de- freeman.
He would leave the good to settle in
portment in peace and war, give evidence of other states, and take the bad as Kentucky's portheir attachment to free government,
After tbe tion. His policy would indeed give us the "offfugitive from o'pprel'lsion, aye sir, if you will scourlngs not only of Europe," bnt the rejected
have it, the fugitive from starvation in the old of other states.
Against this policy, Mr. Presiworld, shall give evidences he is required to do dent, I :protest. I desire the yeas and nays on
under our naturalieatiou Iaws, that he is of good the mot ron.
character, has lived five years in the United
Mr. RUDD,
The gentleman from Bourbon
States, I am willing to take him in to the Amerhas again and again, in the course of his long
ican family, and permit him to enjoy with me
speech, spoken of the political or temporal althe blessings of free government a'nd equal po- legiance which he asserts the catholics of this
litical rights.
and other countries owe tu the Pope. Now, I
Mr. President. I said the other day, and no,v deny tha.t they acknowledge or owe this allet;irepeat the remark, here is not the forum to com- ance to him. It is untrue; it is entirely a llilSmence this work of ostracizing the foreign pop- take on the part of the g.-mtleman; and if he had
ulation.
Hthe evil, present and futll:e, be Wllut half as diligently sought from the proper sourthe mover of this resolution has rE'presented it to ces correct, illformation on this pOillt, as he has
be, I would advise him to make his appeals to studied the means to misrcpresent the catholic
the congress of the United States.
I would ad- religion, he would long since have learned bIs
vise him to appeal to the State governments to mistake.
It is not the first time that this charge
change the fed~ral c-01l5titlltiol1, and adopt his has been made against catholics and their reliChint$El policy of total exclusion from this land gion, but whenever and wherever made, it has
of liberty and law the oppressed foreigner.· Let been denied and fully refuted.
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The enemies of catholicism have beeu over
aud acaiu challenged to bring- forward one single
proot or correct quotation from any of our doctrines, praeti cas, actions, or standard
writers,
either controversial or dogmatic, to eubsteutiate
this charge. They never have, nor never can co
it, because no such thing exists. But, on the COTltrary. proof without end-c-euough
to fill volumea-c-such
no man in hi" senses cnn douy-chas been adduced to sbow that the charge made
by the gentleman is entirely groundless.
]f he
seeks for correct information, 1 refer him to these
works-the
standard
authors of our churchwherein the whole body of catholics ecknowledge that the relipious tenets which they proJes....are contained.
But, the gentlemen
from
Bourbon does not relish these authorities;
tbey
don't suit his purpose.
His authorities
are the
writings of the bitterest enemies of catholicism,
such as "Elliott
on Romanisru,"
"Dowling's
History of Romanism,"
illustrated
by engravings-c-pictnree
the most hideous-a
book that
was recently ushered into the world, as the ~entleman will certainly
recollect, by hand billa,
stuck up ill every town, and at every public
thoroughfare, wherein was printed in large cepitala: "DOWLING'S
EXPOSURE
OF THE
MYSTERIES
01" RO~IANIS.M."
These are
the works which the gentleman so pompow;l'y
parades before this convention, to tell us what IS
catholocism.
Let me ask him, would he go to a
declared ellemy to get a correct stat<:ment of his
character 01' l'epllt.l~tion? ·Would he abide by a
history of llis past life, comiug from such 11
source, or would he not (Iryout injustice and
pt::rsecution, if the world were to admit the
t,ruth of such evidence? Judge him accordingly,
and refuse to hoJar any other testimony?
And
yet this is precisely tlle way the genth:man acts
towards the catholic religion.
J;le takes the evidence of her known enemies-of
those who have
sworn ugainst her et~rnal hatred and ill·w ill. He
reads tJll~il' books, brings them iuto this convcntion, quotes them as authority, and turns with a
holy horror from l'very work andevery~tatement
whICh gives a fail', candid, Aud truthful exposition of the doctrines and practices of the catholic
church.
Mr. Prt"sident, I would Ask the gentleman
if
that is honorable find fair dealing?
Is that the
fulfilment of the great !ll'eceptof the Bible-that
Dook which he hag tal {Cd abont so much ill the
course of llis speech: "Do unto others us you
woulJ that they should do unto YOII?"
The gelltIeman has read from these books COlltaining "the ~xpo.;;ures of Romanism,"
extracts
from ooullcils, bulls of the Popes, and other
catholic ·writers, to pro\'e what he bas said.
I
suy these extracts arc garbl~d, unfairly made,
fu,hiely colored, aud do not give a correct vefl'lion
of the meallinJJ and bclief of the authors.
On
tIle sumejrinClple,
I can take any book or docuJIlt>llt, an garbfe it so a'i to make it say the most
absurd things.
I say, w]mt ,ve have heard ft'omthe gentleman
is nothing more than a groundless tirade against
catholici"m, and dues not originate in ully wellfounded danger,thatthe
foreigners who 31'edaily
coming to our shores, will over runour country
and 8ubvtlrt our institutions.
Nearlyone-third
of the foreigners who come to the Uuited States

a."

are protestante, not catholics.
The catholics, all
\ a political body, know what they are about, and
do not suffer themselves to be led by any man, or
body of men. The Pope has not half as much
I influence,
politically speaking, over the cntholies in the United States, as the gentleman has
over his Native American brethren.
No, not
cue-tenth part. I entertain ahigh regard for the
gentleman, und I am sorry that he has wounded
I the feelings of some of the delegates by his reo
marks.
It may be that he had no intention
of
Idoing .'lO; at least I do not wish or intend to impeach his motives.
But, when 1 heard the doctrines of my religion-that
which 1 hold most
sacred, misrepresented-that,
too, under such
august circumstances as are thrown around this
body, assembled here to remodel the organic law
of my country, I cnnnot help expreselug my unfeigned regret that such an attack should have
been made by a member of this convention-c-one
whose name I have heretofore cherished.
I say
hia speech will have the effect to array the protcstant community
against the catholic, and I
should have thougbt that a man of his education
und discernment would have seen that this must
be the inevitable result.
His speech is inflammatory in its tendency, and under certain circumstances would have the effect to arouse the
worst feelings of perverse nature.
Catholics
have done much for this country, aud I rather
suspect that one of my blood counexlons did
more for it, or as mudt, as any other man in it,
except perhaps ill the heat of battle, and I can1J0t permit allY reflections to be cast on the religiolJ professed by such mell, without speaking a
word in its defence.
Mr. DAVIS.
I endeavored to make a. distinction between Ole catholic religion as it e:xist5
in this ceuntry aud in Europe, and not between
the catholic and the protf'Stunt religion.
I did
not know before I commenced my speech that
thel'e were Jllore than two catholics in t]le house.
Mr. SPALDING.
There are six.
Mr. DAVIS.
There are six I understand.
But I felt it my duty to express my view!! on
the subject, and I deeply regret tllat any thing I
have said has had the effect of hurting
the feel.
ings of any gentleman present.
Mr. RubD. 1 am sorry the gentleman is not
a catholic-a
good catholic-for
if I know him,
and I think I do, he would be a better man than
he is. I know he would be. He knows as much
about catholicism as tlmt boy, (pointing to one
of tho pages.)
(La.ughter.)
His authorities are
bad. and 11isquotations from catholic works are
garbled and distorted-made
to suit the prejudiced views of tlle enemies of catholicism. They
do not contain a word of truth.
The catholic
chnrcb has produced such men, I mean among
the ])opes, for learning, piety, alld intelligence,
ns the rest of the world hM never equalled, and
but few bad men-and
very few. I will refer the
gentleman to books and documents to prove what
I say.
What he has said is all false-all
false.
Mr. DAVIS.
I presume the gentleman does
not mcan to say 1 spoke falsely.
Mr. RUDD.
No, I do not say that tJle gentleman has told a falsehood.
But I say his quo.
tations are false, his charges nre falEie, and his
authoritie~ filled with falsehoods.
If the gen-
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tleman w iebes to learn the truth with hgard to \ PREi>WE:-IT OF THl: BO.~RD OF INTERNAL I¥Pp.O\'nr£NT.
the catholic faith. let him examine amongst oth- I Mr. TRIPLETT offered the following as an
er work~: ':,1'he D~c.rees?,t' the Ooundl?f ~rent .." additional section to the general provisions:
Boewett e EXPO!oHtlOllS,
and others of his wn"So long as the Board of Internal
improvetings; Miln~r's "End .01' Controversy," .i:c., &c. ment 81H111
be continued, the preeidcut thereof
Mr. President, I will conclude by saYlllg that. shall be elected by the qualified voters of this
~ am sorry that the gentleman was not ellga~ed commonwoalth ; and hold the office for the term
In a better caus.e.
Let the German and the Ir!sh of four years, and until another be duly elected
come, and ~ec.elve them. on our shores, and give and qualified.
'l'he first election shall be held
them a christian reception, for ih.coY:have done at the same ttme, and be conducted in the same
!Uuch for our co.untry: and let ~'e1Jgl~)I~
stand on manner, as the first election of goveruer of this
Its own foundation. 'I he catholic religion wants commonwealth
under this constitution
and
no props. ~t stands ~n th~ oternel word of God, e~'ery four years thereafter, and the gener:l.l as!l.!lddoes exist, aud WIll ~XIst, to ~he COllSUOIOIa· sembly shall provide by law, the method of fillnon of the :,"'.orld, notwithstanding the gentle- ing vacancies and settling contested elections for
man's 0PPOSltIOU and calumny.
this office. But nothing herein contained, shall
Mr. CLARKE.
I was necessarily nbseut dn- prevent the general assembly from abolishing
ring the speech of tbe gentleman from Bourbon. said board of internal improvement. and the ofI have been advised by a friend that he desires flee of president thereof."
to address the convention before the question is
Mr. GHOLSON moved the following as a subtaken on t,!IG pending resolution.
I know that stitute for the section:
gentlemen are anxious that the vote should be
"The board of internal Improvement
is heretaken now. But, sir, I appeal to the ccnveu- by abolished, and its duties devolved upon the
t.ion-I appeal to their sense of right and justice, auditor's office!'
if', after indulgence at this late hour of our [aMr. TURN.ER moved to IRJ' both the section
bore has been extended to the gentleman from and the substitute on the table.
Bourbon (Mr. Davis) to consume three homs in
Mr. TRIPLETT
called for the J'eas and nays,
the delivery of a speech, after a preparation of and they were yeas 23, nays 66.
wonths-a
speech which strikes at the right of
YEAs-Mr. President, (Guthrie) Richard ApsulfJ'age-a speedl which inflames and lmrrows person, John L. Ballinger,
John S. Barlow,
up the vcry worst feelings of the human heart, William K. Bowling, Luther Brawner, 'Thomas
and arrays one portion of the citizens of OUI' D. Brown, Charles Chambers, Garrett Davis,
happy state against the othel'-I ask if it be not James Dudley, Selucius Gal'fielde, James H.
right and just that such a speech should be f{)- Garrard, Andrew Hood, Mark E. Huston, Wilplied to? I have stat.ed, sir, that J did not hear liam C. Marshall, JonatllRn Newcum, Elijah F.
the Rpeech of the gentleman from Bourbon; but NuttaU, Johnson Price, James Rudd, Howard
if I have been correctly informed as to his posi- Todd, Squire Turner, John L. Waller, Wesley
tions and historical references, an honest vindi- J. Wright~23.
('ation of f,he truth of history demands a refutaNAYs-Alfred Bo~d, William Bradley, Fran·
tion, for I know that part at 1east, if !lot all his cis M. Bristow, "illiam
C. Bullitt, William
hist.ory, and tha deductions therefrom, are false. Chenault, James S, Chrisman, Beverly L. Clarke,
Mr. President, in making this appeal, I cannot Jesse Coffey, Henry R. D. Coleman, Beujamin
refrain from tendering to my much esteemed C.opelin, William Cowper, Edward Curd, Lnfriend froll1 Louisville, (Mr. Preston,) my sin· ('IUS Desha, Chasteeu T. Dunavan, Benjamin F.
·cere thanks, for his able and eloquent vindica- Edwards, Milford Elliott, Green Forrest, Na·
tion of the rights of consci,'nce, humanity, and than Gaither, Richard D. Gholson, Thomas J.
the true spirit of republicanism.
Gough, :Ninian E. Gray, James P. Hamilton,
MI'. C. A. WICKLIFFE.
I know the gentle- Ben. Hardin, Vincent S. Hay. WiHiam Hendrix,
man to whom he (:Mr. Clarke) aHudes.
1there- Thomas J. Hood, 'l'hos. James, William Johnfore move to postpone the further consideration
son, George \Y. Kavanaugh,
,JalDes M. Lackey,
of this subject 'till 3 o'clock on 1rIouday next.
Peter Lashbrooke. Thomas W. Lisle, Willis B.
'fhe motion wa,q agreed to, and then the con- Machen, George 'V. Mansfield,
Alexander K.
velltion adjourned.
Marshall, Martin P. Marshall, William N. Marshall. Richard L. Mayes, Nathan McClure, John
H McHenrv, David Meriwether,
William D.
Mitchell, TflOmas P. Moore, James M. Nesbitt,
Hngh Newell, Henry B. Pollard, William Prest·on, Larkin J. Proctor,
John 'f. Robinson,
Thomas RbCkhold, John 'i'. Rogers, Ira Root,
Ignatius A. S,Palding, John 'Yo Stevenson, James
W. Stone, 1hchael L. Stoner, Albert G. Talbott,
MONDAY,
DECE11llER 17, 1849.
John D. Taylor, William R. Thompson, John J.
Prayer by the Rev, MI'. LAXQASTER.
Thurman, Philip Triplett, Henry Washington,
DlSTRIBUTIO:S: OF THE NEW CO:S-STlTUTIO~.

On the motion of Mr. JAMES, it was
Resolved, That t]le printers to the convention
print sixty thousand copies of the new, or amended constitution, for distribution among the peo·
pIe of the state; to be distributed to each county
according to the Jlumber of qnalified
'f"oters
therin.
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John Wheeler, Andrew S. White, Charles A.
Wickliffe, Silas Woodson-66.
So the convention refused to lay upon the table.
The question was then taken on t,he substitute, and it was rejected.
Some conversatiOn arose on this scction in
which Messrs. TRIPLETT,
TURNER.
and
GHOLSON took part.
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Mr. BARLOW moved the previous question
and the main question was ordered to be now
put.
Mr. TRIPLETT
called for the yea!'; and nays
and they were, yeas 56, nays 34.
Y};As--Alfrcd Boyd, Will. Bradley, William
Chenault, James S. Chrisman, Beverly L. Clarke,
JCSRC Coffey, Henry
R. D. Coleman, Benjamin
Copelin, 'ViUiam Cowper, Lucius Desha, Obnsteen T. Dunavan,
Beujamiu F. Edwards, Mil·
ford Elliott,
Green Forrest,
Nathan Gaither,
Richard D. Gholson, Thomas J. Gough, James
P. Hamilton, Ben. Hardin, John Hargii>, Vincent
S. Hay, 1\rilliam Hendrix,
Thomas
J. Hood,
Thomas James, James M. Lackey, Peter Lashbrooke, Thomas W. Lisle, Willis B. MachclJ,
George W. Mansfield, MartinP. Marshall, wtt.
Ham N. Marshall,
Richard L. Mayes, Nathan
:McClure, John H. McHen7'
Wm. D. Mitchell,
'l'bos. P. Moore, James M. Nesbitt, Hugh Newell,
Henry B. Pollard, William Preston, Larkin J.
Proctor, John '1.'. Robinson, Thos. Roekhold,
Joho T. Rogers, Ira Root, Ignatius A. Spalding, John W. Bteveueon, Jas. 'V. Stone, Mlchael L. Steuer, John D. Tuy lor, William R.
Thompson, Jehu J. 'I'hurman, Philip Triplett,
Henry Washington, John Wheeler, Silas Woodson-56.
NAys-lIr.
President,
(Guthrie,)
Richard
Apperson, John I~. Ballinger, John S. Barlow,
William K. Bowling, Luther Brawner, Francis
M. Bristow, Thomas D. Brown, William C. Bullitt, Charl ess Chambers, Edward
Curd, Garrett
Davis, Archibald Dixon, James Dudley, James
H. Garrard, Nin i..n Eo Gray, Andrew Hood,
Mark E. Huston, William Johnson, George W.
Kavanaugh, Alexander K. Marshall, William C.
Marshall, David Meriwether John D. Morris,
Jonathan Newcum, Elijah F. Nuttall, Johnson
Price, James
Rudd, Albert G. Talbott, Howard Todd, Squire 'I'urner, JoJm L. Waller, Andrew S. White, Wesley J. Wright~34.
So the section was adopted.
K:-1QRO:o.;SM}:N'f
os 'l'HE OONSTJ1'UTlO,S.
On the motion of Mr. APPERSON the vote
on Saturday last adopting a resolution directing
two copies of the new constitution to be engrossed, one of them on parchment. was reconsidered, and so much a.<:. rdated to the engrossment on parchment was st,rickcr. out in cons('quence of a diffieult)' exrerienced
in 'procuring parchment of a gooc quality.
Wlth that
amendmcnt the resolut.ioll was again adopted.

EXPENSES

OF A CO~'TESTED

U:LECTIO:>.

Mr. HARDIN from the cOllll.llittee 011 claims
made the following report:
The committee on claims to whom was referred:l. resolution to inquire into the expedielJcy
of providing for the payment of the expcnses
of the contested electioll from Henry county, )'cport:
That your committee is of opinion that this
commonwea.lth is bOUJld, in justice, to indemnify Elijah F. Nuttall in all reasonable expenses
incurred by him in said contest, but the committee is opposed to the expeni:3es and cost of
Joseph Lecompte, being reImbursed to him by
the state. Tlw.refore,
&8olved by the ConvenHcm, That the following sums of money, llOt oth~rwise llppropriated

be paid out of the public treasury to the following persons entitled to the same, who attended
as witnesses on behalf of said Nuttall, via:
Ist. To Samuel Eddy. Charles Allen, John
Roberts, F. Roberts, Uriah Edwards,
A. W.
Prltcbet. James Johnson, M. Luckett, wm. Herria, Jobh Shryock, .Iames Hawkins,
Gideon
King, B. F. Owen, 'I'hos. L. Martin, S. T. Drane,
Ed. Ransdale, J. C. ShcpharJ,John
Radford,
'1'. J. Bruce, R. 8hockcl!lsey, Richard
Neale,
'I'hos. B. Posey, James Pearce and 'I'hos. Hancock, three dollars each.
2d. To Ed. P. Thomas, for bringing up the
poll book, under it subpoena duces tecum, three
dollars and fifty cents.
3d. To Henry Wingate, ten dollars to be paid
to the Baptist church for the use of their bell
during the present session.
4th. To Perry Ellis, three dollars and twenty
five cents for summoning witnesses ill said eoutested election.
After a few words from Mr. CHAMBERS in
opposition to the appropriation
of money by
the couveution , the report was adopted.
X1GH'f SESSIONS.

On the motion of Mt'. DUN A V AN, it was
Resolved, 'I'hat the convention will henceforth
1101,<1
night sessions, meeting for that purpose at
70 clock, P. M.
APPORTIONMENT.

Mr. GARRARD submitted the following section as an addition to the report of the committee on the legislative department, and on his motion it was laid on the table and ordered to be
printed.
"SEC. -. An enumeration of all the qualified
voters shall be made, first in the year Hj50, ROll
again in the year 1857, and every eighth year
thereafter.
The number of representatives shall
be one hundred, and they shall be apportioned
at the first session of the general assembly after
each enumeration, among the several counties,
cities, and towns, in proportion to the number
of qualified voters therein:
Provided, Two or
more adjacent counties may be joined to form a
representative district; but in no event shall a
representati ve district have more members than
another district with a greater number of qualified voters; nor shall any county with a Jess
number of qualific:d voters tlmn anotller have a
member."
I,IM1TATION

OI<'

DEBATE.

On motion of Mr. WHEELER it was
Resolved, That no person shall be allowed to
speak more than ten minutes upon any subject
during the sitting of this convention, except on
the naturalization question and the report of the
committee on miscellaneous provisions.
LEGISLATIVE

DEPAIlTMENT.

The eonvention resumed the consideration of
the unfinished report of the committee on the
legislative department.
The pending question was the additiollal section offered on Saturday by Mr. DAVIS, a,>follows:
"That the representation shall be equal and
uniform in tJIis commonwealth, and shall be fore\'er regulated and ascertained b:y the number
representative
inhabitants therelD. At the first

or
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session of tile general assembly alter the adoption of this constitution,
and every four years
thereafter, provision shall be made by law that
in the year
, aud every four years thereafter, all enumeration of all the representative
inhuhitanta of the state shall be mane.
The
number of representatives
shall be one hundred, and apportioned
among the several COUllties ill the following manuel': Counties having
the ratio shall have one representative; those
having three fourths of the ratio shall have one
representative; those having the ratio, and a
fraction less than Oil" half the ratio over, "hall
have but one representative; those having the
ratio, and a fraction of one half over. shall have
two represenatives:
those having twice the ratio, shall have two representatives: those haying twice the ratio, and a fraction of less than
one half the ratio over, shall have but two repre·
sentativcs: those having twice the ratio, and a
fraction of oue half the ratio over, shall have
three representatives; and so on. Counties having less thau three fourths of the ratio, shall be
joined to a s~milar adjacent c~)\mt~, ft!r the pu~pose of forming a representative district: Prcnided, that if there be no such adjacent county,
then the county heviug less than three fourths
of the ratio shall be united with that adjacent
county having the smallest number of representative inhabitants,
provided
that their united
numbers do not exceed the ratio, and a fraction
of one half the ratio uver ; but if they do, the
county having less than three fourths of the
ratio shall have a separate representative,
The
rematnlnlng representatives,
(if uny.) shall be
allotted to those counties having the largest unrepresented fractions; but ill no case shall more
than two counties be united for the purpose of
forming a representative dietrict ; but if there
shall ever be all excess of districts, they shall be
reduced to the proper number, by taking from
those counties havmg a se_parate represenLatiYe,
with the smallest number of representative inhnbitants, their separate representation."
Mr. KAVANAUGH offered the following as a
substitute for the section:
a The
house of representatives
shall consist
of one hundred l1lemb~rs, and t.o secure uniformityand equality of representation
as aforesaid,
the Rtat,~shall be distnctcd into twelve districts.
First District-Fulton,
Hickman, Graves, Ballard, McCracken, Calloway, blarshnll, Livingston.
Secon.d District-Trigg,
Christian,
Caldwell,
Crittenden, Union, Hendersou, Hupk illS.
Tldrd
District-Daviess,
Ohio, Haneoek,
Grayson, Breckinridge, Larue, Hardin, :Meade.
Fourth District-Tudd, Muhlellburg, Logan,
Silupson, Allen, Warren, Butler, Edmonson,
Hart.
Fifth District-Monroe, Barren, Cumberland,
Clinton, Adair, Green, Tavlor, Casey, Rus!!elL
Sixth District-Jefferson;
Bullitt, Nelson, Shel·
by, Spencer, Washington, Marion.
Seve1lth District-Oldha.m,
Trimble, Henry,
Owen, Carroll, Gallatin, Grant, Boone, Kenton,
Eighth District-Scott, Harrisoll, Pendleton,
Campbell, Nicholas, Mason, Bracken.
Ninth District-Lewis, Fleming, Bath, Montgomery, Morgan, Greenup, Lawrence, Carter.
.Tenth. District-Fayette,
Woodford, Bourbon,

Clarke, Jessamine, Anderson,
Mercer, Boyle,
Franklin.
Eleventh District-Madison,
Garrard, Lincoln,
Rockcastle, Laurel, Pulaski, Whitley, wayne.
Twelfth Disirict-Estill,
Owsley, Clay, Perry,
Letcher, Floyd, Breathitt, J ohnson, Pike, Knox,
Harlan.
when a new county shall be formed of territory belonging to more than one district, that
county shall be added to, and form a part of the
district out of which the largest amount of territory was taken to form such new county.
In the year
,and every
year
thereafter, an enumeration of all the qualified
electors of the state shall be made, ill such manncr as shall be directed by law.
In the several years of making such enumeration, each district shall be entitled to representativee -quul Lo the number of times the ratio is
contained
in the whole number of qualified
electors in said districts: Provided, That the remaining representatives,
after making such apportionment,
shall he gi vcu to those districts
having the largest unrapresouted fractions.
Representatives to which each district may be
entitled shall be apportioned among the several
counties, cities, and tOWIlS of the district, as
neal' as may be, in proportion to the number of
qualified electors; but when a county may not
have a sufficient number of qualified electors to
entitle it to one representative, and when the adjacent county or counties, within the district,
may not have a residuum or residnums, which,
when added to the small county, would entitle it
to a separate representation,
It shall then be in
the power of the legislature to jo}n two or more
together. for the purpose of sending a representati ve : Provided, That when then: are two or
more counties adjoining, and in the same district, which have residuuma over and above the
ratio then fixed by law, if said residuums, when
added together, will amount to such ratio, in that
case, one representatiYe shall be added to the
county having the largest residuum."
Mr. KAVANAUGH
explained wberein this
amendment differed from others wldch had been
submitted.
M,·. A. K. MARSHALL. Mr. APPERSON,
Mr. BRADLEY, Mr. IRWIN, and Mr. BROWN,
participated
in a brief eOl1versation in relation
to it.
Mr. BROWN mi/\-eU to amend by transferring
Hardin from the third to the fourth district.
The Illotion was trot agreed to.
Mr. J AbiES (:alled for the yeas lUld lJaYS on
the adoption of the substitute, alld there were
)'ea831, nays 57.
Yl:As-John S. B.arlow, Alfred Boyd, William
Bradley, Beverly L. Clarke, Henry R, D. Coleman, Benjamin Copellll, Ed,vard Curd, Lucius
Desha, Benj. F, Edwards, Richard D. Gholson,
Ninian E. Gray, James P. Hamiltoll, John Hargis, Wm. Hendrix, Thomas Jame . " George
Kavanaugh, 'Willis B. Machen, George W. Mansfield, Martin P. Marshall, Richard L. Mayes,
Thomas P. Moore, John D. Morris, Hugh Newell, Elijah F. Nuttall, Thos. Rockhold, Ira Root,
Ignatius A. Spalding, John W. Stevenson, John
L. Waller, John Wheeler, Charles A. Wickliffe
-31.
.
NAYS-Mr. President, (Guthrie,) Richard Ap-

'V.
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person,
John L, Ballinger, Luther
Brawner,
low, Alfred Boyd, William Bradley, william C.
Francis M Bristow, Thomas D. Brown, Wit- Bullin., Ohas. Ohambere, William Oheueult, Jesse
liam C. Bullitt, Charles Chambers, Wm. Ohe- Coffey, Henry R. D. Coleman, Benjamin
Copenault, James M. Chrisman, Jesse Coffey. Wil- lin, wm. Cowper, Lucius Desha, Benjamin F.
Ham Cowper, Garrett Davis, James Dudley, Edwards, Green Forrest, Nathan Gaither, RichChasteen T. Dunavan, Milford Elliott. Green ard D. Gholson, Ninian E. Gray, James P.HaruForrest. Nathan Gaither, Jus. H. Garrard, 'I'hos. ilton, Ben. Hardin, William Hendrix, Thomas
J. Goug-h, Ben. Hardin, Vincent S. Hay, Andrew James, william Johnson, Jumee M. Lackey, PeHood, "Thomas J. Hood.Murk E. Huston, James ter Laehbrooke, wnu, B. Machen, George W.
W.lrwill,
William Johnson,
Jamos M. Lackey,
Mansfield,
Alexander K. Marshall, William N.
Peter Lashbrooke,
Thos. "t. Lisle, Alexander
Marshall, Richard L. Mayes, Nathan McOlure,
K. Marshall, Wm. C. Marshall, William N.Mar,-- David Meriwether, William D. Mitchell, 'I'hoe.
shall, Nathan McClure, John H. McHenry, Da- ·P. Moore, John D. Morris, .Iamea M. Nesbitt,
vid Meriwether, William D. Mitchell, James M. Hugh Newell, EliJah 1". Nuttall, Henry B. PolNesbitt, Jonathan Newcum, Henry B. Pollard,
lard, John '1'. Robinson, Ira Root, Ignatius
A.
William Preston, Johnson Price, Larkin J. Proc- Spalding,
John W. Stevenson, Squire Turner,
tor, John T. Robinson, John 'I'. Rogers, Jus. John Wheeler,
Andrew S. white, Charles A.
Rudd, Jus. W. Stone, Michael L. Stoner, Albert Wickliffe-46.
G. Talbott, John D. Taylor, wm. R. ThompSo the substitute was rejected.
1Kl11, John
J. Thurman, Howard Todd, Squire
Mr. MITCHELL
offered the following substiTurner, Henry Washington,
Andrew S. White, tut.e for Mr. DAVIS' section:
Wesley J. Wri~ht-57.
1''1'he number of representatives
shall be one
So the substitute was rejected.
hundred.
In the year----and every-Mr. GARRARD
offered the following
as a year thereafter an enumeration of all the electors
substitute for the section proposed by 1llr. DA- III the state shall be made ill such manner as
VIS:
shall be decided by law. The representatives
, "SEC. -. An enumeration of all the qualified
shall iu the several years of making these eDUvoters shall be made, first in the year 1850, and memtlous, be apportioned for the-years next
again in the year 1857, and every eighth year following, as neal' as ruay be, among the several
thereafter.
The number of reyreselltatives
shall counties, cities, and towns, in proportion to the
be one hundred, and they sha I be apportioned
number of qualified electors; but when a counat the first session of the general assembly after ty Illay not have a sufficient number of qualieach enumeration,
alllOllg the several counties,
tied electors to entitle it to one representative,
cities, and towns, in proportion
to the number and when the adjacent county, or counties, may
of qualified voters therein: Provided, Two or not have a residuum, or residuurus, which, when
more adjacent counties may be joined to form a added to the small count.y, wou Id entitle it to a
representative
district; but in no event shall a separate representative,
It shall then be in the
repreaentatl \-~ district have more members than power of the legislature to join two or more toanother district with a greater number of quali- gether for the purpose of sending a representaned voters; nor shall any county with a less tive: Providtid, That when there are two or more
numher of qualified voters than another have tL counties adjoining, each of which has a residuum
member: Provided, That two or more counties
over and aho\'e the ratio then fixed by law, if said
shall not be attached, except to form a. single residuums,
when added together, will amount
representative
district, or from the necessity of to slH.'h ratio, in that case, one representative
their location."
8ImU be added to that county having the largest
Mr. MORRIS moved to lay the pending sub- residuum: Providedfurtlter,
That aseparaten:pject on the table with the view of offering a res- I'csenl.ati'i'c shall in no instance be given to a
olution to test the sense of the convention
on county having a less number of qualified voters
the question of "dist.ricts or no districts."
than anuther county not separately represented,
The motion was not agreed to.
unless a residuum, or residuum!>, from a county
Mr. PROCTOR
called for the yeas and llays or counties, immediately adjoining
to it, suffi.on the substitute
of the gentleman from Clay, cient to make up the ratIO, be added; nor shall
and there were yeas 42, nays 46.
any county have two or more representative!:!
YEAs-Richard
Apperson, John L. Ballinger,
when allothel' county with a greater number of
Luther Brawner, Francis M. Bristow, Thomas D. q,unlified voters lms a less number of representaBrown, Edward Curd, GarrettDavi~,
Jas. Dud- tn'es, unlesstheiirst
named coulltyshall
receive
ley, Chasteen 1'. Dunavan, Milford Elliott, Seln- from the county, or counties,
immediately
adcius Garfielde, James H. Garrard,
Thomas J. joining it a residunlll,
or residuums,
which,
Gough, John Hargif>, Vincent S. Hay, Andrew wheu added to the qualified voters of said counHood, 'fhomas J. Hood, Mark E. HustOll, James ty, shall entitle It under the rat·io to the number
,V. Irwin, George W. Kavanaugh, Thomas
of representatives
given: ProvidedfurthpT,
That
Lisle, William C. Marshall, John H. McHenry,
the following rules and restrictions shall be obJonathan Newcum, William Preston, Johnson
served by and control the legislature
in apporPrice, Larkin J. Proctor,
Thomas
Rockhold,
tioning representatioll ;
John T. Rogers, J ame,,; Hudd, James W. Stone,
1. The principle of adjacency shall be so as to
Michael L. Stoner, Albert G. Talbott, John D. prevent the rolling of a residuum
from one
Taylor, William R. ThompsOll, John J. Thur- county to another not in juxtaposition.
mun, Howard
Todd, Philip Triplett, John L.
2. Where two or more small counties adjoin a
Waller,
Henry
Washington,
Silas Woodson,
lBrg-e county having :\ sufficient residuum, that
Wesley J. Wtlght-42.
reSIduum shan be divided so as to give a sepaNAys-MI'. President, (Gnthrie,) John S. Bar- rale repllGsenlation to each of the small counties
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unless the residuum be greater than the number
of qualified voters ill either of the small counties, in which event two of the small counties
may be joined as a representative
district,
and
its excess, if any, bestowed OJ! the larger county.
3. When a residuum is to be given to one of
several counties, it shall be bestowed on that
having the laTl;fest number of qualified voters.
Mr. STEVENSON
called for the yeas and
nays, and there were yeas 34, nays 57.
YEAs-Richard
Apperson, John L. Ballill~er,
Francis H. Bristow, 1'h08. D, Brown, Wilham
Chenault, Edward Curd, Milford Elliott, Richard D. Gholson,
'l'homus J. Gough, Ni nian E.
Gray, Vincent S. Har' JamBS W. Irwin, George
W. KavalHlu~h,
wu is B. Machen, Martin P.
::Mari'hall, William
C. Marshall, Wm. N. Marshall, Nathan McClure, John H. Mcldenry, WIn.
D. Mitchell, James M. Nesbitt, Elijah F. N uttall,
Johnson Price, Thos. Rockhold, John T. Rogers, James Rudd, Michael L. Stoner, John D.
Taylor, John J. Thurman,Howard
'I'odd, Squire
Turner, John L. 'Waller, Henry washington,
Charles A. \Vickliffe-34.
N,\,yg-)lr.
President, (Guthrie.) John S. Barlow, William K. Bowling, Alfred Boyd, Will.
Bradley, Luther Brawner, William
C. Bullitt,
Charles Charubets, Jus. S. Chrisman, Beverly L.
Clarke, Jesse Coffer, Henry R. D. Coleman,
Benj. Copelin, Wilham Cowper, Garrett Davis,
Lucius Desha, Jas. Dudley, Chasteen
T. DUllavail, Benjamin F. Edwards, Green Forrest, Nathan Gaither, Selucins Garflelde, James P. Hamilton, Ben. Hardin, John Hargis, William Helldrix, Andrew Hood. Thomas J. Hood, MarkE.
HnS(OIl, Thomas James, W. Johnson, James M.
Lackev, Pt:tt>r Lashbl'ooke, Thomas 'V. Lisle,
George W. Mansfield, Alexander
K. :ll'larshall,
Roben D. Mfwpin, Richard L. Mayes, David
Meriwether, Thomas P. Moore, John D. Morris,
.J onathan N ewcum, Hugh Newell, Henry B. Pollard, Larkiu J. ProctOl:, John '1'. Robinson, 1m
Root, Ignatius
A. Spalding, John W. Stevenson, James 'V. Stone, AlberL G. Talbott, William R. Thompson,Philip
Triplett, John Wheeler, Andrew S. White, Silas W uodson, 'Vesley J.
Wright-57.
So the substitute was rejected.
:Mr. CHAMBERS moved to amend the amendment of Mr. DAVIS by adding thereto the following:
"Ill apportioning
representation
among the
several l;ounties in this eommonwealth,
every
county whit-h is not entitled to a separate rcpr8sentative
shall bc attached to that adjoilling
cO\Jnty which contains the least voting population; and counties thus attached shall Yote in
conjullction for representative or representatives.
The full ratio!) shall be first filled, and the re"maining represt:l1tn.tin.:s, (if any,) shall be given
to the counties or attached counties, having the
largest rcsic1uums: Provided, That not more than
three counties shall in any case be attached for
electing a represcnratiyt,;
and where t,he re/l,iduUillS of allY two counties
thus attached shall obtain an additional
rcpresentative
each county
shall have one. and vote separately."
Mr. McCLURE offered the following as a substitute fur Mr. DAVIS' amendment:
"In theyear
, and every eighth yea1'! hereaf~
ter, an €llum"raLiOl1 of all the q\laliJ1d votem of the

state shall be made in such manner as shall be
directed by law. The number of representetlves
shall. in the several years of making these enumerations, be
fixed as not, to be lese than seventr five nor more than one hundred, and they
shu I be apportioned for tbe eighth year next followin~ as neal' as mny be among the several
counties and tOWlH,; ill proportion to the number
of qualified electcrs , but when a <..:ounty ])]11Y not,
have a sufficient number of qualified electors to
entitle it to one representative, and when the adjoining county or counties may not have residuum or residuurue, which, wheu added to tile
small county, would entitle it to a separate representation, it shall bein the ])OWtf of the gel1<,ral assembly to join two 01' more together, for the
~ul'pose of sending a representative: Provided,
I'but when there are two or more counties adjoining which have residuums
over and above
the ratio then fixed by law, if said residuums,
when added together, will amount to such ratio,
i r: that case one representative
shall be added to
that county having the largest residuum; and residuuma shall not he carried be'"OIHI the courtties adjoining the county in \\'hiel1 the residuum
shall originate."
Mr. McCLURE called for the yeas and nays,
and they wt're-yeas
22, nays 64.
YEAs-Richard
Apperson, willlern K. Bowling, Francis M. Bristow, Garrett Davie, James
Dudley, Niniun E. Gray, Andrew Hood, Jas. W.
Irwin, Thomas W. Lisle, Willis B. Machen.
Alexander
K. Marshall, Martin P. Mnrsball.
William N. Marshall, RobertD.Maupin,
Natl1an
McClure, John H. McHenry Johnson Price, Thos.
Rockhold, Johll1'.
Rogers, :Michael L. Stoner,
AlbertG. 'Talbott, John D. 1'aylo1'-22.
NAys-Mr. IJresident, (Guthrie,) John L. Bal·
linger, John S. Barlow, Alfred Bovd, William
Bradley, Luther Brawner, 'l'homa~ D. Brown,
Will. C. llullitt, Charle.'1 Chambers, William Chenault, James S. Chrisman, Beverly L. Clarke,
Jesse Coffey, Henl"'y R. D. Coleman, Benjamin
Copelin, Edward
Curd, Ltlcius Desha, Chasif-ell T. Dnnavan, Bejam inn F. Edwards,
.Milford
Elliott, Green Forrest, Nathan Gait.her, Selucius
Garfielde, Jam",!,; H. Gal'rard, Richard D. Gholson, Thomas J. Gough, .James P. Hamilton,
J,ohn Hargis, VillC('llt S. Hay" Will. Hendrix,
1hos. J. Hood, Mnrk E. HllstOll, Thos. James,
WilliflinJohusoll,
George W. Kavanuuc:h, .James
M. Latkey, Peter Lashbrooke, Gl'Ol"ge \V. Man>;fi"ld, William C. Marshall,
Richanl L. Maye~,
Dadd MeriwetJ1er, John D. Morril-\. James 1\1.
Nesbitt, Jonathan Newcum, Hllgh Ne"\yell, Henry B. Pollard, Larkin J. Proetor, John T. RobinSOl), Ira Root, James Rudd,
]gnlltius A. Spalding, John \V. Stevenson. Jam,"s W. Stone, Will.
R. Thompson, Juhn J. Thurman, Howard Todd,
Philip 'Triplett, Squire Turner, John L. Waller,
Henry Washingt,on,
John Whtleler, Andr .._w S.
White, Chas. A. Wic:klifk
Silas Woodson-64.
So the substitute was rejected.
Mr. THOMPSON
(Jffered the following as a
substitnte:
"An ennmeration of the qualified voters, and
an apportionment
of the rt:'presentatives
in the
general assembly shall be made in the Yl:ar
,
anJ within eyery st,bsequc~t term of eight year!!..
The l1umher flf repre"entatn-es shall, at I,he first
:l.e:-sion of the G"('lIeral assell1bly after each enll·
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meratiou aforesaid, be epportioued
alllong the representatives,
ana the largest representative
several counnies, cities, und towns, according to population above the ratio, and counties, t.OWDS,
the number of qualified voters in each, and the and cities having the largest representative popnumber of representatives shall be one hundred:
ulation under the ratio, shall have a reprePresided, That any county having two thirds of sentativc, regard being always had to the greatthe ratio shall be entitled to one member."
est representative population: Prceided, That
The substitute was rejected.
when a county may not have a sufficient flUIDMr. BARLOW submitter} the following as a bel' of repreeeutntive
population to entitle it
substitute, which was 1\11'. WOODSON'S pmpo- to oue representative,
then such county may
aitiou slightly modified.
be joined to some adjacent county or COUIl*
"At the first session of the general assembly ties to send one representative.
When a new
after the adoption of this constitution, provision county shall be formed of territory belonging
shall be ruad"cby law, that in the year
,and to more than one district, it shall form a part of
ill the year
, and everlyears there- that district having the least number of repre·
after, all enumeration
of al the representative
sentative population."
population of the state shall be made. The
Mr. C. A. WICKLIFFE
called for the yeas
House of Representatives
shall consist of one and nays, and there were, yeas 52, nays il7.
hundred
members, and to secure uniformity
YE,\s-Mr.
Pre,...ldeut, (Guthrie,) John L. Baland equality of representation, the state is here- linger, John S. Barlow, Alfred Boyd, Wm. Bradby laid off into ten districts.
ley, 'I'homas D. Brown, William C. Bull itt.
The first district shall be composed of the William Chenault, James S. Chrisman, Bevercounties of Fulton, Hickman, Ballard, McOruek- ly L. Clarke, Jesse Coffey, Henry R. D. Coleen, Graves, Calloway, Marshall, Livingston,
man, Benjamin Copelin, 'VilIiam Cowper, EdCrittenden, Uuiou, Hopkins, Caldwell and Trigg. ward Curd, Lucius Desha, Benjamin F. EdThe second district shall be composed of the wards, Green Forrest, Nathan Gaither. James
counties of Christian, Muhlenburg , Henderson,
H. Garrard, James P. Hamilton, William HenDavies", Hancock, Ohio, Breckiuridge, Meade, drix, Thomas James, William Johnson, George
Grayson. Butler, and Edmonson.
'V. Kavanaugh, Peter Lasbbrooke, Thomas W.
T'he third district shall be composed of the Lisle, Geo. W. Mansfield, William N. Marshall,
counties of Todd, Logan, Simpson, Warren, Robert D . Maupin, Richard L. Mayes. Nathan
Allen, Monroe, Barrell, and Hart.
McOlure, David Meriwether, Thomas P. Moore,
'l'he fourth district shall be composed of the Jountban
Newcum, Hugh Newell, Elijah F.
counties of Cumberland, Adair, Green, 'I'aylor, Nuttall, Henrv B. Pollard. Larkin J. Procter,
Olintou, Russell, wayne, Pulaski, Case)', Boyle, John '1'. Robinson, f'hos. Rockhold, Ira Root.
and Lincoln.
James Budd, Ignatius A. Spalding, John W.
The fifth district shall be composed of the Stevenson, James W. Stone, Jolin D. Taylor,
counties of Hardin,
Larue, BuIlit, Spencer, Howard Todd, John Wheeler, Andrew S. Wilite,
Nelson, Washiugtou, Mar-ion, Mercer, and All- Charles A. Wickliffe, Silas Woodson-52.
dersoo.
NAys-Riehard
Apperson, William K. Bow·
The sixth district shall be e()Ol!?osed of the ling, Luther Brawner,
Fraucis
M. Rri"tow,
connties of GarnwJ, :Madison, EstlIl, Owsl,'y, Chal'1e.;;Chambers, GarrettDa\·ii:l, James Dudll:'y.
Rockcastle, Laurel, Clay, Whitley, KllOX, Har- Chasteen T. Dnnayan, Milford Elliott, Selucius
lan, Peny, LetC'her, Pike, Floyd and Johnson.
Garfielde, Richard
D. GholsOlI, Thomas. J.
The sevent.h distriC't shall be composed of the Gough, },Tjnian E. Gray, Ben. Hanlin, John
counties of Jefferson, Oldham, Trimble, Carroll, Harg-is, Vincent S. Hay, Alldrew Hood, Thomas
Henry, and Shelby. and thceity of LouisYille.
J. Hood. 1\hrk E. Huston, James 'V. Irwin,
'l'hceighth district shall be compospd of the James M. Lackey, Alexander K. Marshall, Marc~oulltie.s of Bourbon, Fayett.e,. Scott, Owen, tin P. Marsllall, WilIian~ C. :Mar;;hall. J~lm .H.
Franklm, ·Woodford , and Jes5amlne.
:MeHenry, John D. Morns, James M. :Nesbitt,
The llinth district shalt be composed of the JohnS011 Price, John '1'. Rogers, Michael L.
cotlllt.ies of Clarke, Montgomery, Bath, Fleming, StOller, Albert G. Talbott, William R. Thomp]~ewi;;, Greenup, Carter, LawrmlCe, Morgau, und son, John J. Thurman, Philip Triplt'tt, Sqnire
Breathitt.
Turner. Henry 'Vashillgton, Wesley J. Wright
The tenth district slJali be composed of the -37.
eonl1ties of Mason, Bracken, Nic:hofa5, Harrison,
So the convention substituted
Mr. WOOD.
Pendlet.on. Campbell, Graut, Kenton, Booue, SON'S for Mr. DAVIS' proposition.
ll11dGallatin.
On the motion of Mr. WOODSON, the blanks
The 1lI1111h('l' of representatives
shall, at. the "\\:ere filled witll "18~9," and "1857, and every
8eyeral sessions of the gelleral assembly, next eIght years. then-after.
afl:€r the making of these enulllerations,
be
The sectlOlI was tJ.lell ~gl'eed to as a part of
apportioned
among the ten several districts, the report Oil the .leglslatlve d..p~rtment.
.
proportioned aecord ing' to the respective
rep- . Mr. J A~~ES offered the foIlowmg as an addi~
resentat,ive populatioll
of each; and the rep- tlOnalsectlOn:
reFJentatives shall be apportiolJed, as near as
"The general assembly sh"l1 have no power
may be, among the eoulJties, towns and eities to pass any Ret or re!'>olutioll for the appropria11l
each dif;t.rict; and. ill making
such appor- tion of money, 01" ereating any debt. against the
tionmellt the followlllg
rules sh::tll gUVE'rJl state. ot' fo!' the payment of money In any way
to-wit: Every COUllty,lown or city having the whatever: Provided, 'fhe debt created, or money
ratio, shall l\llYe one represelltative;
if doubl~ appropriated, may ex('.("€d one hundred dollars,
the ratio, two representativef;. aud so ou. Next, un1ess the aet or resohltion creating the dt"ht or
the counties, towns or cities having one or more appropriating the money, shall be "oted for upon
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ita formal p:l.'lsage by a majority of all the members then elected to each "braucb of the general
assembly; "laid vote to be taken by the yeas and
nays, which shall be entered upon the journals
of each house."
I feel satisfied if this is adopted, the convention could not throw around the treasury a better guard. 'There is a similar provision in the
New York constitution, and ill that of Wisconsin. And the executive of Indiana, in recommending tile call of a convention of that SLate,
very strongly recommended the insertion of such
a provision in their constitution.
'Ve know that
the legislature have frequently, on the eve of
final adjournment"
when .there was scarcely a
quorum present, passed bills making large appropriations
by a minority.
And I take the
ground, if the claim is just, it can get a mejority of each branch of the legislature; and if not,
it ou¥ht not to pass. Jf my proposition is adopted, It will prevent the representatives of the
people from putting their hands into the treasury
without proper authority nnd due reflection,
For, when one legislature creates a debt, another
has to mak,e up the deticic:lcy,
Aud how i~ it
done? It IS done by taxaucn.
I do not object
to allowing just claims, but the people want to
know who they are that vote for them.
I have
no doubt that every gentleman, when he votes
for a claim, wil l be able to satisfy his conetitueats as to the reaSOlISthat induced him to do it.
:Mr. THOMPSON.
I hope thc section will be
adopted.
I do Dot think, as thl' gentleman has
said, that the (;oU\'ention coul'} throw U stronger
g:uarJ around the treasury.
It is true we have
restricted the legislature in their power to contract debts; but I consider that no restriction in
relation to an appropriation of mOlley. They
'"can at one session of the legislatme, as I (:on(,eive, make an appropriat.ion exceeding the
amount of the revenue $1,000,000. If the amendment is adopted, the people will know who ha<;
voted for these appropriations.
If yOlI will tmll
back to the historv of Kentucky, yOlI will find
that in 1837, the 1egislature passed a law creating the office of ehief engineer of thi!'l st.ate,
with ... salary of $4000, whi(:h is $1500 more
than the salary of the governor. III 18:~9-40, tId!';
salary was reJuced to $2500; at the same time
there werc a Dumber of assistant engineers, who
receiveJ a salary of $3000. I do trust the couvention will adopt the section. Then, if ill after
times, su(;h an office should be created, we shall
know the names of those who voted for it.
Mr. JAMES called for the yeas aud nays, and
they were-yeas 62, llays 28.
YEAs-John S. Barlow, William K. Bowling,
Alfred Boyd, William Bradley, Luther Brawner,
Francis )f Bristow, Charles Chambers, William
Chenault, J allles S. Chrisman. Beverly L. Clarke,
Jesse.Ooffey,
Henry R. D. Ooleman, Benjamin
Oopelin, William Oowper, Edward Ourd, Ohasteen T. Dunavan, Milford Elliott
Green Forrest, Nathan Gaither, James H. Gan'nrd, Richard D. Gholson, Thos. J. Guugh, .las. P. Ham·
ilton, Ben. Hardin, John Hargis, William Hendrix, 'l'homas James, \Vm. Johnson, Geo. 'V.
Kavanaugh,
James 1tf. Lackev, Peter J..ashbrooke, Thos. W. Lisle, Wiltis B. Machen,
George W. Mansfield, Alexander K. Marshall,
William N. Marshall, Robert D. ?rIanpin, Rich-

urd L. Mayes, Nathan Mc Clure. 'I'hom '''I P,
Moore, Jam ..s lIL Nesbiu, Jonathan N"Wt'UIll,
Hugh New~ll, Elijah P. Nuttall, Henry B. Pollard, Johnson Price, LarkinJ. Procter, Jolin '1'.
RobilJion, Thomas Rockhold, John T. Rogers,
Ira Root, Ignatius A. Spaldin9
.Ias. W. Stone,
Michael L. Btouer, John D. Taylor, winiem
R. 'I'hcmpou, John J. 'l'hunuau, Henry washington, John Wheeler, Charles A. Wlckliffe,
Wesley J. Wright-62.
N.<\l·s-:Ml·. President, (Guthrie,) Richard Apperson, John L. Ballinger, 'I'hos. D. Brown,
William O. Bullitt, Garrett Davis, Luci us Desha,
Jus. Dudley, Benjamin F. Edwards,
Belueius
Garfielde, Ni niau E. Gray, Vincent S. Hay,
Andrew Hood, Thoma. ...J. Rood, :Mark E. H uston, Martin P. Marshall. William O. Marshall,
John H.McHenry,
Duvid Merlwether, John D.
Morris, wm. Preston, James Rudd. John \'V.
Stevenson.Howard
Todd, Philip Triplett, Sguil'e
'I'urner, John L. 'Valier, Andrew S. White28.
So the section was adopted.
Mr. PRESTON moved the previous question
on the adoption of the report of the committee
on the legislative department, as amended.
The main question was ordered to be IIOWput.
and the report was adopted.
The convention then took a recess.
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SESSiON.

E:"OV.M.ERATlQY
OF YOTER".
On the motion of Mr. MERIWETHER
it \Va"
Resolved, That the secolld auditor be directe(l
to catlse the commissiollers of revenue for the
year 1850, to take ill and retuJ'll to his oflice the
llumber of legal \'oters in their respective CoUlltie.'>.
NAT!VE

A~[ERIOANI&:II.

The COll\'ention resumed the consideration or
Mr. DAVIS' resolution, on which the debate
was postponed from Saturday night to the eVtning session Ihis day.
Mr. SPALDING.
When canvassing for the
seat I have the honor to occupy in thi:=;convention, 1 told my constituents that I expected to
be a silent member, and up to the present time
I llave been so, ]Jot having atteilipted to addl'e"s
it before. ~ promised them ~hat I w~uld. east
lilY votes With as much propnety and Justice as
the most talented and learned orato!' ill the bod v.
So fa!' I have n:edlJmed my pledge. And, had "it
not been fo!' the resolution of thl; gentleman from
Bourbon. alld the manner in which lw spoke
Oll the subject of it, I would llOt lmve troubled
t,he house now. I shall not detain the conVClltion long, for Illave but little to say, and speaking is not my forte, having' belln more accu:>tomcd to handle the plough.
I am aware of t,he
hea.vy metal before me-a
gelltleman who is
Illumed, and one of the best and most skilful
dt'baters in this cOlllltry. whose experience ai'
wllll in the councils of this state as ill those of
the nation, have been great-and
therdore I
stand no chalice of competing with him ill those
resl;lects. I shall, however, t::xpress lllY8;:~lfill a
plam and simplu manner, so 01at eVery gelltle~
man will compr~hend my remarks.
'rhe resolution of the gentleman from Eourbon proposes, if I understand it, t.hat persoll-s
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of Paris, Louvuiu,
,wIning from Europe to tlii~country to settle questions the Unlvereitlee
expressshall nor be entitlr;J tu the righL uf suffrage un- Alcala, Salamanca and Valadolid,after
til they shall have been here twemy-oue years ing their astonishment that it could be thought
from the time of declaring their intention to be- necessary at the close of the 18th century, and
come citizens.
I object to the g-entleman's prop- in a country so enlightened as England, to propose sucb enquiries, severally and unanimously
osition and cannot give it my support.
Lregard
Jet, That the Pope, or Cnrdmals , or
this happy laud as an asylum and refuge for the answered:
any
body of men, or any individual of the church
oppressed of all nations. We have plenty of room
fur milliona and millions of people. If we receive, of Rome, has not and have not any civil authorias We ought, in my opinion, those who come to ty, power, [urisdietion or pre-eminence whatevour shores, without exacting this long probation er within tbe realm of England. 2dly. 'l'hatthe
from them, many of whom bring mOllCY with Pope, or Cardinals, or any body of men, or any
them, we shall be increasing the wealth of the individual of the church of Rome, cannot abo
couutry, and at the same time putting money solve or dispense his Majesty's subjects from
into the treasury.
Whilst the gentleman from their oath of allegiance upon any pretext whatBourbon and myself are citizens of Kentucky soever; and 3dly. That their is no principle in
the tenets of the catholic faith, by which cathoby the accident of birth, there are thousands
who come here from choice, their object being to lics are justified in not keeping faith with hereReek 1L permanent residence in the "land of the tics, or 'other persons differing from them in refree and the home of the brave."
Why is it, ligious opinions, in transactions either of a pubwhen we have an almost boundless eOUlltry, lic or a private nature."
with n territory extending' from the Atlantic to
I think this is conclusive evidence against
the Pacific ocean, we should refuse to afford the ~entlcmall's declaration
that we owe civil
them a home amongst us unless they comply allegiance to the Pope of Rome.
Where, I
with the harsh requirements set forth in the res- would ask, did the gentleman get his authority?
elution of the ~ent.lelIlall from Bourbon.
Is the He obtained it, I suppose, from some protestant
gentlt'mun afraid that these foreigners will over- iontroveraial
work.
I have nothing to say
1'1111 the {<ount.ry? I cannot attempt to notice all against the protestants,
but I wish equal rights
the apprehensions,
mleglviugs, and objections and privileges to be extended to all. And 1 did
expressed and entertained by him, more particu- 1I0t feel anthorized, as I represented, in part, a
larly in r.:lation to the Roman catholic immj· countr;r which has a considerable number of
grants frOlll Europe.
He seems to be "erioLlsly cathohcs in it, to sit here alld hear their tenets
a~lLrllled illdeed.
And why?
Because he is misrepresented, abused, and vilified a.<:; they were
afraid they will subvert the government, as they, by the quotations which the gentleman has read
lie says, owe aU"giance to the Pope of Rome. in support of his argument.
With regard to
Now, thifl is a fa.ct which I deny, und I will, in publications in the newspapers in relation to the
support of the position I assume, avail myself' controversies between the catholics and prates.
of this occasion to read some authorities on the t.ants, I have b<::enused to them all my lif~. Let
subject.
I WIll read all extract from a. speech of the two llquabble and quarrel as they may, for
the late Judge Ga.<;ton,ddiverecl in the com·en- then there is ICflsdanger of uniting church and
t ion of North Oarolina, called to amend the con- state.
And I '"ould not care if they wrangled
l;titutioll of that state, and held in 1835:
evt>1lmore than they now do. I believe the gen·
"Oppressors in all ages and in all countries, tleman said he would rather have the Mormons
:-letup pretexts tot" oppression, and among the her\', and he comparedMr. DAVIS (interupting.)
I did notcnmpare
excu,.;e:; uncleI' whi0h tlllOexclusion of irish cathI said i( the
olics from a Hhare of political power WHf; suught the Mormons with the Oatholics.
to be jnstifiefl, the calumnies that cathohes own Mormons were disposed to settle here, as many
of them WNe foreigner~, I should be in favor of
a ·foreign allegiance alld admit a dispensing
power from oaths, wcre most impudently
insis- excluding them.
1Ir. SP Al.DING.
Well, it is pretty near com
ted on. 'l'h~ la.te lIIr. Pitt, as primo Minister of
Engla.nd, ("ontemplatillg
an act of justice t.o paring us with them. lowe no allegiance to
these abused men, solmllly proposed a set of in any man, or set of mE'n, under heaven, save the
terrogatories to the~e llharges to several of the comnlOmn:alth of Kentucky, and to the governmost celebrated catholic Theological
Univer- ment of the United States, only ill so far as this
sities in .Europe. Suffer me to calt your atten- state has delegated, or given up some of her
tion tn some of these, and to their answers. The powers to it. lowe no allegiance to the Pope
following questions were proposed:
First, has of Rome, odo the cardinals, bishops, or priests;
the Pope, or ]1<wethe Cardinal~, 01'any body of and they hav" no right to send any persolls here
The Pope has no more aumen, or has any individual
of the church of to cut our throats.
Rome, any r;ivil autlwrity, power, jurisdiction or thority to alter or change the principles of the
pre-eminence whatt'Yel', within the realm of church of Rome than has the president to alter
England.
Second, Can the Pope, or Oardinals, the constitution of the United States. If he
or allY body of lIlen, or any individual
of the dart>d to do it., he might. be caned to account by
church of Rome, absolve or dispense his Majes- me ur any body else belonging to the church.
quoted from \\ra.'Jhington, and I
ty's subjects from their oath of allegiance, upon Thegelltleman
an)' pretence whatever?
Third, Is there any do not recollect .aU his quotatiolls, there were
princip1e in the tenents of the catholic faith, hy so many of them, probably hc has been pl'eparwhich catholics al'" justified in not keepin~ faith ing for months, perhaps for years, and I dont-t
with heretics, or other persons differing from know but all his lifc. I, however, shall make
anot,her extract from Judge Gaston's sl?eech:
them in religiO\lS opinionR, in any transactions
"Sir, although thiil alliance of relIgion and
either of :t pllhli~ or pl·iyato nature?
To these
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the civil power did not take place for many centuries after christianity was first promulgated to
the world, it became at length so general, that
when the American colonies were settled, there
Was llO country in Europe which had not its
established church.
In the train of this establishment, followed all the usual consequences of
intolerance and persecution.
He who did not
believe according to law, was punished as a disloyal subject.
Degraded, fined, imprisoned,
plundered and proscribed at home, because of
the exercise of man's noblest prerogative, the
right to worship God according to toe dictates
of his conscience, different sects of European
christians fled from this detested tyranny to the
Western side of the Atlantic.
And here it was
that religion was emancipated from her thraldom
to princes and ruler.", and the principle of freedum of conscience adopted as a political axiom,
and placed at the very foundation of civil inatituticns.
Sir, the bon or, the immortal honor
of being the first to assert this noble truth, belongs to the illustrious founders of the catholic
colony of Maryland.
Every friend of freedom
throughout the world owes a large debt of gratitude to these benefactors of the human race.
Let me avail myself of the occasion to lay before the committee some notices of them and of
their doings, well worthy to be remembered, and
which I have taken chiefly from a highly respectable work, "Bancroft's history of the United
States."
The research, love of truth and ability,
by which this work is characterised,
render it
an authority on all matters of our early history,
and on this subject especially, there is nothing to
fear from any prejudice 01' partiality of the author.
"At the head of thefounders of Maryland was
George Calvert, Lord Baltimore.
He was a
gentleman of high character, talents and accomplishments, who, from the purest motives,
had embraced the principles of the roman cethoclio faith. He made an open profession of his
conversion, and was consequently
obliged to
surrender the high office which he held as one
of the two Secretaries of state to James tbe
first. While secretary, he had obtained a patent
for the southern promontory
of Newfoundland, and had expended much monev in a fruitless attempt to settle its rugged and sterile
shores. He afterwards obtained a patent for a
tract of country north of the Potomac, then uuinhabited, except by scattered hordes of Indians.
The patent was drawn lip according to his su&"
gestlons, although it was finally issued after his
death in favor of his son, Cecil Calvert.
III
this fundamental charter of the colony of Mary.
land were to be fuund the most admirable feovisions for civil and reli~i(lus freedom. "Un ike
any patent which had hltherto passed the great
seal of England, it secured to the emigrant an
independent share in t.he legislation of the ;J?ro·
villce, of which the statutes weI''; to be establtsh(Jdwith the advice and approbat,ionof t.he majurit~ of tll.e freemAn or their deputies."
Sir George
Calvcrt, ""far from guarding: his territory against
any but those of his persuasIOll, as he had taken
from himself and his successors all arbitrary
power, by establishing the legislative franchises
of the people, so he took from them the means
of being intolerant in religion, by securing to
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all present and future liege people of the English King, without distinction of sect or party,
free leave to transport themselves and their families toMaryland, Christianity was by the charter
made the law of the land, but no preference was
given to any sect, and equality in religious rights,
not less than in civil freedom. was assured."
[1 Bancroft's History, 260.]" 'Calvert deserves to
be ranked among the most wise and benevolent
law-givers of all ages. He was the first in the
history of the christian world to seek for religious security and peace by the practice of justice i to plan the establishment
of popular institutions with the enjoyment of liberty of conscience; to advance the career of civilization by
recognielng the rightful eqyality of all christian
sects. 'I'be asylum of papISt wae tlie spot, where
in a remote corner of the world, on the banks of
rivers which had been as yet unexplored, the
mild forbearance of a proprietary
adopted religious freedom as the basis of the state." [Ditto, 262.] :< Memorable was the character of the
Maryland institutions.
Every other country had
persecuting laws."
"I will not," (such was the
oath of the governor of Maryland.) "I will not
by myself, or any other, directly or indirectly
trouble, molest, or discountenance
any person
professing to believe in Jesus Christ, for or in respect of religion."
"<Under the mild institunons and munificence of Baltimore, the dreary
wilderness
soon bloomed with the swarming
life and activity of prosperous settlements;
the
roman catholics oppressed by t.he laws of England, were sure to find a peaceful asylum in the
quiet harbors of the Chesapeake; and there, too,
proteetenu were sheltered against protestant intolerance.?"
[Do. 266.] Yes, sir, while the purltans persecuted the Episcopalians in New England, and the Episcopalians persecuted the Puritans in Virginia, the oppressed of every Prouince found freedom and security in Maryland.
"<The disfranchised
friends of prelacy from
Massachusetts, and the puritans from Virginia,
were welcome to an equality of political rights
in the Roman catholic province of Maryland'"
[Ditto, 277.J Thc early history of Maryland is
one on which the eye delights to dwell; it is the
histcry of benevolence, gratitude and toleration.
The blographer of Baltimore could with truth
assert, «<that his government,
in conformity
with his strict and repeated injunctions had never gi ven disturbance to any pl1r;wn in Maryland,
for matters of religion; that the colonists enjoyed freedom of conscience not less than freedom
of pel'son and estate, as amply as ever did any
rreople in any place of the world."
(Ditto, 277.J
There was one attempt, a most ungrateful attempt, to mar the scene of harmony and moral
beauty, and, for a short time, it unfortunately
succeedcd.
After the dissolution in England of
the long parliament, and the assumption of all
power by the lord protector Cromwell, some of
his followers in tins coulltry seized the governmentor Maryland, and administered the affairs
of the province by a board of commissioners.
The result is thus described by the Historian;'''Intolerance
followed upon this arrang'ement;
for parties in .Maryland had become ident.ified
with religious sect~. The puritans, ever the
friends to popular liberty, hostile to a monarchy,
and eq ually so to a hereditary proprietary, con·
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Let me give you, however, the testimony,
tended earnestly for civil liberty : but had neith- crty?
On his accession to the
er the gratitude to respect the rlgbta of the gov- of George Washington.
Presidency,
he was addressed by the American
ernment by which they bad been received and
catholics,
who,
adverting
to the restrictions on
fostered, nor magnanimity to continue the toleration to which alone they were indebted for their their worship, then existing in eome of the statea,
• "The prospect of
continuance in the colony. A new assembly express themselves thus:
convened at Patuxent, acknowledged the authc- national prosperity is peculiarly p'leasing to us
rityof Cromwell, but it also exasperated the on another account j because, while our country
we
whole Romish party by their wanton disfran- preserves her freedom and independence,
chisement.
An act concerning religion confirm- shall have a well-founded title to Claim from her
ed the freedom of coucience, PROVIDED the liber- justice the cfjualrights ofcituenship,as the price of
ty were not extended to popery, prelacy, or licen- our broodspilt under you.r eye, and of our common
twusness of opininn.'"
(Pretty extensive excep- exertionsjor her defence, under your auspicious conThis great man, who was utterly incationsl)
'''Yet Cromwell, remote from the scene duct.'''
of strife, was not betrayed by his religions pre- pable of flattery and deceit, utters in answer the
following sentiments, which I give in his own
judices into an approbation
of the ungrateful
'''As mankind become more liberal,
decree. He commanded the commissioners not words:
to busy themselves about religion, but to settle they will be more apt to allow that all those
who conduct themselves as worthy members of
the civil government.'''
Ditto, 281.
I think Oliver Cromwell was right in saying the eorumuuity, are equally entitled to the proI hope ever to see
they should. attend to the civil government and tection of civil government.
America among the foremost nations in examples
let religion alone. Here we ace our forefathers
of
justice
and
liberalit~:
and
I presume that
fled from the oppressions and intolerance of Europe in regard to religion, and came to the new your fal low-cit.izena will not forget the patriworld-s-our puritanical
forefathers, who were otic part which you took in the accomplishmeut of
protestants.
And how long had they been here their revolutivn and the establishment oj their govthemselves, before they raised the standard of ernment, or the Important assistance which they
persecution
against the Episcopalians
and the received from a nation in which the Roman cathBy the bye, sir, I
Quakers, and banished Roger Williams, one of olic faith is professed."
the best men the world ever produced, from the would pause for a moment to call the attention
face of civil society into the savage world, where of this committee to some of the names subscribAmong them are those of
he planted the colony of Rhode Island, and es- ed to this address.
John Carroll, the first Roman catholic bishop in
tablished in it free principles?
the
United
States,
Charles
Carroll, of Carrollton,
Now, I do not bring up this thing of protesFor the character
tant intolerance for the pl1l'pose of giving any and 'I'homaa Fitzsimmons.
men, if they needed
offence to anyone here, however humble he mar of these distinguished
be. But, I merely mention it to prove that. nei- vouchers, I would confidently call on the venerBishop Carther party can be trusted.
The trouble in Eng- able president of this convention.
land began with the ehureh and state united. roll was one of the best of men and most humble
But the gentleman need not tell me that the and devout of chri!'itians. I shall never forget
a tribute to his memory paid by the good and
catholics were the first to practice intolerance;
for I have shown here that that is not the fact. venerable protestant bishop White, when conAs to the tenets of the catholics, it is not my trastin$' the piety with which the christian
purpose to expound them. I was reared a cath- Carroll met death, with the cold trifling that
olic, and I am as firm as the rock of ages in that characterized the last moments of the sceptical
faith; but I do not practice it as I ought to do, David Hume. I knew 110t whether the tribute
was more honerable to the piety of the dead, or
and more the Rhame for me. The gentleman
Charles
quoted a little from Washington, and I will also to the charity of the living prelate.
do so; his language being contained in the fol- Oarroll, of Carrollton, the last survivor of the
signers of American Independence-c-at
whose
lowing extracts from Judge Gaston's speech;
death both houses of the legislature
of North
"But it hall been objected, that the catholic re- Carolina unanimously testified their grief, as at
ligion is unfavorable to freedom-nay,
even iu- a national bereavement!
'I'homas Fitzsimmons,
compatible with republican institutions.
Ingen- one of the illustrious convention that framed
ious speculation on such matters are worth lit- the constitution of United States, and for severtle, and prove still less. Let me ask who ob- al years the representative
ill congress of the
tained the great charter of English freedom. but city of Philadelphia.
Were these, and such as
the catholic prelates, and Burous, at Runnymede?
these, foes to freedom and unfit for republicans?
The oldest-the
purest democracy (In earth, is Would it be dangerous to permit such men to be
the little catholic republic of St. Marino, not a sheriffs or constables in the land?
Read the
day's journey from Rome. It has existed now funeral eulogium of Charles Carroll, delivered
for fourteen hundred years, and is so jealous of at Rome by bishop England-one
of the g-reatarbitrary power, that the executive authority is est oruamcnt.<;;of the American catholic church;
divided between two governors, who are elected a foreigner indeed by birth, but an American by
every three months.
was William Tell, the adoption, and who, on becoming an American,
founder of Swiss liberty, a royalist?
Are the solemnly abjured all allegiance to every forei~1l
catholies of the swiss cantons in love with ty- king, prince, and potentate whatever-that
euioranny?
Al'e the Irish catholics friends to pas- gium which was 1"0 muchcarped atby Englishrox·
sive obedience and non-resistance'!
Was La- alists and English tories-and
I think you 'WIll
fayette, Pulaski, or Kosciusko, a foe to civil find it democratic enough to suit the taste and
freedom?
Was Obarlee Carroll, of Oarrolton,
find an echo in the heart of the sternest repubunwilling to jeopard fortune in th,1?cauee of lib·
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lican amongst us. Catholics are of all COUO-I'IO danger where he is; and when he is gonoe
tires-of all govemments-c-of all political creeds. there will be thousands and tens of thousands
Tn all, they are taught that the 'kingdom
of of Presbyterian
preachers
ready to sound the
Ohrist is uot of tbis world-and
that it is their I tocsin. But, I repeat, there is no danger on the
duty to render unto Cresar the things whieb are' face of the earth.
The chocks and balances in
Oeear'a, and unto God the things which are our form of govemmeut are too many, to admit
God's."
of a doubt as to its stability.
I am astonished
I shall read no more. The misfortune of the at the extraordinary
speech of the gentleman
church and state being united in Europe has fur- from Bourbon. I came here to the Ieg.islature
nished the gentleman with some truths; but he once, and I was very much rrepoSSesf<;ed111 favor
must recollect a great many of them originated of the gentleman then, auc I was almost lll;duout of the massacre of St. Bartholomew. Judg- ced to vote for him as a senator of the United
ing from the manner in which he recited them States. If there had not beefola dem?crat to vote
here, one would suppose that the Pope had com- for, I would have voted for him: but It h8:ppenecl
mended those horrible and inhuman atrocities there was a democrat, and I was glad of It. And
to be committed or that if he did not do that
I would vote for a democrat again from first to
he was cognizant and covertly encouraged thos~ last. Now, ~vl~enI came her~, I still e?tertai.lled
deeds to be done. Now, I deny the fact; he has th; same oprmon : for, I believe he IS a hl~h.
been misinformed. He has been reading from the minded a.nd honora~le gentleman, an~ I .think
wrong book. I have not the authorities by me, but no one will doubt his talents. But he .IS Iike an
I know those assertions are denied by the catho- old man! kne,,:"once, that. went to hIS. lawy~r
Iics. Sir, the catholic bfshopshevenever authoria- to ask his advice In .relatlOll to the rights hIS
ed crime. And, in this country, I think if the gen- daughter would have In her deceased husband's
tleman was as well acquainted with the catholics I es~ate. The lawyer read from a book. "Well:'
as many other protestant gentlemen on this floor SEnd t~e old gentleman, "that's not the book out
are, he would say they are as good citizens as any of WhIChI read." Now, I can say the gentlein this state or in the United States. They are pa- man from Bo~rbon has read out of the wrong
triotie and faithful to this country, and discharge book all the tlmc..
.
.
all their duties with alacrity and honesty and
I thank the couvenuon for the kind attention
am as ready to fight our battles as any other with which they have listened t.o the few desulclass of citizen.'! in the United States. I have tory remarks I have made, I WIll trouble them
many catholic relatives who participated in the 110 longer.
war of 1812, and also in that with Mexico. I
Mr. KELLY. Mr. President, we listened 011
ask, does it follow that because there happen to Saturday last to one of the most remarkable
be a few rogues and paupers among the cathc- speeches, which it has ever been the misfortune
lies who come here from Europe, that the Pope of a deliberative body to hear. Had the gentlehas taught them to be rogues and wicked men? man from Bourbon, (Mr. Davis.) confined himNot at all; it is the misfortune of the times. I self to the political character of native Amerlhave shown that during the revolutionary strug- canism, I should have been content to have auf'gle, the catholics bore as noble a part as any fered it to pass un replied to, though I am the
other set of men in this country. I have been son of an Irisbman;bnt
he has thought proper
told that almost the whole of the regular army to interweave with it an unjustifiable assault
of the United States that were in Mexico during upon the religion of a respectable, honest, and
the war, were foreigners. I presume, according loyal portion of this great community-misled
to the statement of the elder ~entlemall fromdoubtlessbyauthoritiestowhichhetrusted.to
Louisville, (Mr, Rndel,) one-thud of the illlmi- quotations which he had not sifted thoroughly,
grant~ that. come to the United States are prates- he ha.,>thrown himself upon a sea of declamatants, and two-thirds catholics.
tion, calculated to arouse the worst passions of
I did not name the persecutions of the protes- the human heart, to engender a fanatical spirit,
tauts against the catholics, to show that they which, if carried out, will lead ultimately to the
were. not fit to be received hcre from Europe. overthrow of our liberties. As was eloquently
Not at all. It was the misfortune of the times. said by my young fri~nd from J~ouisvil1e,in his
But now, that we live in a liberal and enlighf,- reply, (for ,vhich reply, with the warm feelingof'
ened age, when steamboats and railroads and of an Irish and catholic heart I thank him,) tho
telegraphs have taken the places of other medi- tendency of the whole of the gentleman's speecf
urns of communication-when
the march of is a stab at the right of suffrage, and thou5h
mind has kept pacein an pqual ratio-and when, the foreign catholic may first fall a victim to
too, the arts of printing and paper making have this modern political religion, the poor min of
increased a thousand per cent., as well in the old all denominations, must follow him to tile grave
world as thtl new-we may, I think, regard the of a nation's libertici>.
days of religious intolerance and bigotry as
When, sir, was this new system first ushered
passed and gone forever.
into light.. Born of fanatiCIsm, watered with
In Europe, of late years, liberty of conscience blood, and lighted on its path of destruction by
has made rapid strides in most of the countries the flames which consumed the Oharlestown
of that hemisphere.
Can there be any dang(lr convent, it would long since have made the east
apprehended from the catholics that now come mad with its infernal orgies, but even crime
from Europe-any alarm felt that they will sub- stands aghast at its own enormity, and public
vert this government? I imagine not. There sentiment the ultima ratio retepubliclB withheld its
cannot be. There is no danger while the gen- progress for awhile. It lay dormant, until some
tleman from Bourbon stands ready on the watch- eight'"or nine years since, a certain faction in the
tower, to sound the tocsin of alarm. There is purlieus of Philadelphia, lead by Louis C. L(o
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vln, evoked its spirit to preside over bum ing \ that time up to the pre-sent, I could present you
churches, and libraries, and midnight murder, with a aeries of horrors, such as no people, save
There sir, while the sanctuary
of the living the sons of the lone sea-girt isle, ever had to
God blazed, and devils in the form of men endure.
'
shouted on to the work of death and arson, the
What occurred in last May ill the county
poor immigrant, the citizen of R. free land by DOWll, in the kingdom of Ireland. In violation
choice, and not by the accident of birth, was of the queeu'e proclamation, issued in virtue of
marked as the expiatory sacrifice, to be offered the act of 1st Victoria, to suppress secret poli tillpon the altar of this modern political high cal societies, directed both against the Orangepriest, who, if I mistake not, is a Jew by descent. men and Ribbonmen, the Orangemen of Down
Yes, sir, of the tribe of Caiphas-he
who clam- assembled at the Earl of Roden's, and after an
ored that a God might die, lest the temporal inflamable address delivered by the Earl. and
power of the Herods of J nda should pass to the free libations to the" glorious, pious, and immeek Nazarene-he,
Louis C. Levin shouted mortal memory of William the Third,' they
on the mob. Great God! that such an enormity marched upon Do11ys Brae, guarded by the bayshould have been enacted in a land set apart ouets of a whole regiment of queen'e troops, and
and consecrated as the home of the oppress- the magistrates of the country, and slaughtered
ed.
without cause forty poor catholics.
Ther fell
It may be that my notions are peculiar, but in unresisting before the bayonets of the infuriated
them I have all faith. I believe that this land Orungemeu, and a fanatic soldiery, and, as yet,
was made to receive the teeming millions of the no one of the officers, civil or military, who asold world, and that when population treads elated at that murder, has been brought to jusclosely hereafter on the heel" of subsistence, the tice.
same wise providence, which created this contiI do not attribute this to protestantism; no, sir.
nent, will, from the hollow of his Almighty hand, Far be it from me to do such a thing,
I give it
in the broad Pacific, upheave another, to receive as a cause wby the Irishman loves liberty for-itthe redundant population of this hemisphere. self, and not involuntarily us the gentleman and
God's providence must afford to the suffering myself do, both being native born. We are citimillions of his creatures a refuge from want, or aens of a republic, because our mother" lived
he has made the laws of increase in population
here; they, because the holy fire of freedom
to contravene his other work.
burned freely in their bosoms, and because in
But to return to native Americanism prorer. their native homes they were sla ves. The g~n.
Where do you suppose it had its first origin
I tleman says they do not understand the genius
will tell the gentleman from Bourbon, though, if of our government-nor
d~es he, I .fear. They
he be descended of an Irish family, his own comp~encnd the true gemue of ltberty-they
family traditions may furnish him the same. loye ltber,ty for herself, as a ~rue man l,ove~t~le
Native Americanism is but Orangeism trans- WIfe of hIS heart. He loves It because It IDlDlfIferred from the north and east of Ireland to the tel'S ~o his ambition.
Such is human nature -.
free land of America.
'Tis the same foul spirit,
!V..ll the gel.ltleman from Bourbon examl~e
which, on the 12th of Mav in each year since critically the history of Englal,d,. and he will
the battle of the Boyne, has congregated its find there, on every page from the tame of Strong.
thousands in Ireland, with their Orange sashes how, the gen~ral of H,enrr II, to the year 1829,
and muskets, to provoke the catholic to con- (when catholic emRI.lclpatlOnbecame a law.) the
flict, backed as those Orangemen have been by ~rongs and oppreSSIOns of fo~r Ireland wr-itten
an Orange magistracy-an
Orange nobility-and
In her blood.
Sir, un~e: al CIrcumstances she
to a great extent, an Oranl!e church of England has suffered-and suffering, she has rebelled, .s~e
hierarchy.
It was this spirit which, in the year has fought, an~ she has. fallen, but her Splflt,
1828, when O'Connell was canvassin~ the coun- the nat,lOna: O!llld, rClflams uncrushed.
ty of Clare, for a seat in the Impenal ParliaFalUllle, It IS true, In the last few years, ~as
ment, and the entire mass of the Orange :£;larty made her desolate, 3:nd death has enthroned h,lmwas stirring heaven and earth to Jefeat hl8 re- self on her green hIlls .. A populatlOll WhlC~,
turn, because he was a catholic, and Sir Vesey three years ago, was estlmate.d at 8,OO~,OOO,IS
~itzgerald, the worst landlord t,hat ever Ireland now stated by the Loudon Times at a lIttle up)roduccd-a
hell-hound
of party-a
fanatic, wards of 5,000,000.
extortioner-was
his opponent-that
a party
"Th~ Niobeof nations, th~re she st.ands
"
Ol.Orange police, headed by an English Major,
Childlessand crownless 111 her VOicelesswoe,
p8l$ed a cabin inhabited by a poor widow and . An1 when she appeals for a h?me to th~se who
seYe':!.children-only
one of whom was old mhablt a great cou~try for W.hlChth~ Il'lshl1~an
enough to assiflt his mother in maintaining her fought" and many dIed, shall.t be saId to him,
family-and
without provocation, fired upon go back to your earthly charU&1 house I Amerithese children, innocently playing on the green ca, when the storm of war hovered over her, reand killed three of them, among whom was th~ ceived you ~ith embraces, but now that she is
poor widow's stay. Sir, the spirits that fired the ~trong and VI.gO~ous,she has ,f~rgotten, her char·
party above alluded to, animates the native Ity. Such, olf, IS not the spmt of thiS people.
American party here. Of course I do not inThe SabiMs, introduced to Rome after tbe
elude the gE.utleman from Bourbon.
He has fight between the Horatii and the Curiatii, felt
been seized with a certain political madbess, more profoundly the spirit of her government
whose effects he does not see, nor fully compre- than the Romans themselves, because they were
hend; but yet,.even he would scorn "mch cruelty. new to her liberties-the
Romans felt it less bel could multiply instances of this kind-I
cause it is the nature of man to be satiated with
~ould take you back to tne year 1690, and from wbath~ enjoys.
So, sir, with the foreigner; hE!
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looks from hls continental,
or his island home, of 23.000? Who 'pl'Otected ;t1 The Pope.
Did
upon the beautiful and gorgeous government Na:roleon attack It? No, sir, he did not.
It.
which our fathers of 1776 have provided, as the ha stood for fourteen hundred year", a menuwanderer does on an oasis in the desert-an
merit of catholic tolerance, and an attack upon
island of palms, betokening a refreshing spring. it, would have outraged the moral aent.iruent of
But, sir, shall those springs be dried up-shall
the world.
Has he heard of the republic of
those waters be turned to the bitter salt that Andorra, in the Spanish Pyrenees?
Doubtless
pervades the sea-shall
those palms be hewn he has.
That republic is catholic-a
pure dedown, and no landmark of liberty be left upon mocracy-presided
over by officers of its own
the desert waste of life?
choice, and protected by the Dishor of Urgil.
Such is the tendency of the gentleman's doc- Yet, forsooth. catholicism if! inimioa
to human
trine.
We would rationally suppose he was one liberty,
There is a prudery in the gentleman's
of those pilgrim fathers, who, escaping persecu- political fears I cannot comprehend.
tion at home, persecuted the Quaker upon the
From the birth of Ohrist-the
delivery of the
virgin soil of America.
gentile-to
the present day, that church has
I would ask the gentleman, who was the first taught liberty.
In all ages, from the time the
to proclaim, 011 this side of the Atlantic, civil manger cradled God-attracted
the wise men of the
ana religious liberty.
I will tell him-Maryeast-to
the time whose sands are now wasting
land! a colony of catholics, founded by a catholic fast before us, her tenets have been the same.
Irish lord, and composed, at the time the cove- She has tanght one God, one faith, one baptism,
nant of St. Mary's was made, almost exclusiveand universal love.
ly of Irishmen; and yet the gentleman fears
The gentleman has charged catholicism with
catholicism.
being cruel.
I admit, sir, there have been times
Strange perversion!
Strange derangement
of when princes, who professed the catholic faith,
a great mind; for I yield my tribute to that of have been oppressive to their protestant subjects.
the many, that
This I deplore. No man feels moreseneibly than I
"He wag born for much more,
do, the cruelties inflicted by the French under
Anu in happier hours."
Louis XIV, after the revocation of the edict of
I would ask this convention to look back upon Nantz.
They were unjust and uncalled for; but
the history of this country.
Go back to 1174. they sprun~ not from the religion, but the heart
Whose VOice was first raised to cheer the colonies of the minister.
in their work of political
redemption?
It was
The gentleman
has spoken of Frederic
II,
that of Irishmen, assembled in the city of Dub- of Germany, (one of the latter Kaisirs,)
being
lin, under the patriotic
O'Connor and the elo- compelled to yield allegiance
to the Pope.
I
quent Flood.
They cheered us to the conflict. would call h ia attention
to Siemondi'a
Italian
Nor did they stop at this; they shipped
to Republics, to prove, most satisfactorily,
that the
America stalwart men who, from Lexington to Pope warred with Frederic to secure Italian
inMonmouth,
proved in the language of blood, dependence-en, save Lombardy from what she
that they loved liberty and hated oppression.
now suffers from the house of Austria,
and
Sir, the gentleman has quoted from Washingagainst which, in the last two years, she has
ton to show that he did not favor foreign immi- freely shed her blood, headed and led on by the
gration.
Who protected this gallant and good catholic Archbishop of Milan.
He spoke also
man-this
cynosure in the political world, at the of the Bavarian, Henry IV, who secured the em.
battle of Brandywine?
Marylanders! who were pire by fraud, and sought to do what his greatforeign catholics in a great measure.
Who is er predecessor failed ill doing, the subjugation
said to have written the song called the Irish- of the Lombard states: and failed, because a.
man?
Washington; and a prouder tribute was Pope, who loved liberty, headed the armies of
never paid to a gallant people.
Who secured independence, and at the battle of Alessandria,
the southern army after Gates had fled at Cam. beat him and took him, and restored him to his
den?
DeKalb, the gallant, the noble, the cath- empire on condition he would not further molest
olic Prussian, from Coblintz.
Who stood by his the Lombards.
By this, the Pope, in his tern.
side after the southern militia had fled?
The poral domain,
proflcted
nothmg;
the people
Pennsylvanians;
who, according to the gentle- gained much, and the world learned a sense of
man from Bourbon, could Dot speak the English
right; and yet the gentleman
urges this act of
language,
and the Irishmen of the Maryland
the Pope as a violation of his pastoral duty.
line.
May God grant me, that in all difficulties
Sir, siri'ce christianity
began, from Peter, first
of this life, I may find Dutchmen and Irishmen
Pope, to the present, thev have been friends of
like them.
rational liberty.
They l;ave not been agrarian
The gentleman has forgotten the republics of -they
have not been eutopian; but they have
the middle ages in his enthusiasm.
He has fur. looked to the substantial blessings which each
sot.ten that they were catholic.
Milan, Ven- scheme of liberty promised.
Oathulios do not
lee, Padua, Genua, Pisa, Piacenza or Placentia,
deny but that there have been a few bad Popes;
Modena, Lucca, Florence, and many
others. men who, though vested with the tiara, have
Who headed these people against oppression?
looked alone to the infiueuoa of temporal power.
I answer, their bishops and their priests.
Let Of this number
is Alexander VI, one of the
him read Muratori's Annals, and he will teach Borgias.
But I defy the gentleman, or anyone
him, that catholics never opposed the diffusion
else, to point to one change in doctrine during
of human liberty.
their reigns---Qlle variation
from the ancient
Has the delegate from Bourbon ever read the faith, which was promulgated
from the time
history of the little republic
of San Marino, christianity
had birth in the east.
The gentlewith only twelve miles square, and a population
man says it is a gigantic structure.
True, sir;,
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baptised ill the tears and blood of' a God, in ercise of his civil duties, he be Do good citi.zell!
Gethsemine, and ou Calvary, it opens its mater- I Nothiug.
What If. as the Pariah on- bended
nal' arms toreceive into its sanctuary all people, knee at sunrise and sunset, he worships the eterall kindred, and all races. It says to the protes- nal fire which he dreams to be a Godt Nothing.
taut, if you aet up to the lights before yOll, and What sir, if at the call of the Muezzium, on the
discharge all the duties, fuitnfully. of your ci vi! rising of the sun and the going down thereof,
nnd rcligious etatiou , you will reap the reward he shout aloud, with his (ace towards Mecca,
necordingly.
It says the same to the heathen. "there is no God but God, and Mahomet is his
It spreads wide the portals of heaven to all who I p,:rophet?" Nothing. Sir, we here are all equals.
diligently seek the truth, and secure it, or fail-I file regis of civil and religions liberty is over
for its fundumental principle is, that God is just. us all. While ever onestar of the proud galaxy,
The gentleman says we owe civil and rel i- which has lighted American valor to victory,
gious obedience to the Pope. Sir, I doubt not remains uudimned-c-whlle ever a stripe remains
he believes so; but I know the reverse. I am a untarnished 011 our national colors, the great
catholic ill faith. I would die before I would truth of civil and religious liberty will remain
yield it-like
most Irishmen I am better prepar- enthroned in the hearts of the people, though
ed to die for it, than to live for it-but I know demagogues may endeavor to destroy its efficawhat the faith is, for I have been reared a cntho- cy.
lie by an educated Irishman-my
father-a
man
Who was General Jackson-to
name whom is
who understood his faith, who taught it to his enough to excite the liveliest emotions of the
children without constraint, and who left them Amercan heart? The son of an Irishman.
Who
free to choose among the six hundred and sixt,y- was Richard Montgomery, who watered one of
six faiths that now exist in the world.
He did the earliest fields of the revolutionary struggle
not say to me, be a catholic; but told me to read, with his blood, and offered up his life as a sacnot alone histories, of which he had many, cath- rifice to his adopted countrymen?
He, too, was
olio and protestant, but the dogmas of the an Irishman.
Who was the Baron Steuben? An
churches, to acquaint myself thoroughly with exiled Prussian, who sought a home in the wiltheir arcana, and not to stick in the bark. I derness, and fought for its liberties.
Who was
think I have done so. He has gone to receive De Kalb? APrussian also.who upou the plains
the reward of a life spent in the service of his of Camden gave out his life for us all, as freely
adopted country, and the maintenance of the as if it were for the Iiberuee of his own loved
faith, while I, of his sons, stand alone; but the home. And who, sir, WW:l La Fayette? A French
principles of right and wrong, 1 learned under marquis, with wealth, with hereditary renown,
him, shall never leave me, end hie memory shall with every earthly enjoyment.
He gave them
be as a pole star to me through the wanderings all up to make our country free. Go to every
and cares of this life.
battle field, from Lexington to Monmouth, durIt will be ~ecollected by this body that in ing the war of the revolution, and if the mute
1828 Daniel O'Connell was elected to the Brit- earth could speak, she would tell you how enish parliament from the county of Clare. Sir riched her broad b()so~n had been with the lifeVesey Fitzgerald contested hIS election, and blood of the poor.f0relgner, shc?- for the sacred
when O'Counel was required to swear that ceth- cause of human liberty.
Go, ~ll',.to the ~t'lds
olicit.y, taught rebellion, and disorder, and sed i- of battle of the last war-begml1lng
at Tlppetion, he refused the vile oath. What was the canoe, where the most eloquent man the west
reBult? Though one of the greatest lawyers of ever. saw, (I mean Jo. Davies!>.,)fell at ~le head
the world, he was ejected from parliament, and of IllS _gallant blues, and pursue th~ ~ustOl'Yof
a new writ of election was issued. He off"red thatstftlgg1e through the bloody RUlSIll, where
again; was again elected, and the house of com- the great and gallant -:tllen perished-Bridgemons, f,'aring the people, caused a committee to water,. Queenstown, Chippewa, t? Orleans-and
be raised. and directed them to enquire of the you Will filld that wher~~er a na.ttve bo~n A~ercatholic college of Maynooth, in Ireland; the can fel~, all ad?pte.d cltlz.ell dlC~ b~slde him.
the college of LOllvain, in Belgium; of Bologna, rr:here 13.no penod III thehlst~ry of tlllsgreat nainltaly, and the college of Cologne, in Prussia, tl?n,. whlc.h IS not pregnant wl~h examples of paand I think the Propaganda of Rome, if the tnotlsm displayed by the forelgner.
catholics owed civil or temporal allegiance
Who was Charles Carroll, of Carrollton-he
to the Pope; and they all alHlwered no. Dr. who signed .the declaration of indeptndence, and
Doyle, one of the most distinguished
('atholic pledged, wltll ~ohn Adams, Thumas ~efferso~,
theologians who ever lived, assert.ed the same; and the other. lmmortal men. '~',h.oaffixe~ thelr
and further that such a doctrine had never ex- names to that, I1lstrum8nt, thelr lives, their foristed in th~ church.
And yet, the gentleman, t~lles, and their sacred houor," for the red(:mpon the authority of Elliott, an American, asserts tIOn of an oppressed lund? He was a catholic.
t.he reverse. As did the senior g.:mtlcman, of And I would ask, also, who .was John Carroll,
Louisville Iwouldadvisellim
to read more and who ullder the recommendatIOn of Gen, Washto feel that the same God made us all. I ~laim ington, was appointed by the continental con·
nothing, as a catholic, from him, which I do not gress to amissi0J.l ~rnoll~ the Canadians, ~o 'perfully and freely accord to him a" a protestant. suade them to Jom With our country In t~e
III the language of the song of the pilgrim fa- S~l'ug.gle for freedom;and who fufillt'd that ml~thersSlOnI1lsuch a manner as to command the unam"I leaveuntoucned what hero I round,
mous thanks of congress? He too was a cathFreedom to wOfsbip God."
otic, and the first Archbishop of Baltimore.
What matters it to me if the gentleman be a So·
Sir, I will go further, I will ask the gentleman
cialist, a Fourierite, or a Moslem, if, ill the ex- I what was the faith of Christopher Columbus-
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That" to me,
the Genoese-cwhc,
under the auspices of Ferdi- eion of America to catholicism.
nand and Isabelle, the sovereigns of Spain, cast sir, is un old tale. I saw it when 1 W11.-' a boy,
in the paper published at Albany, New York, by:
himself upon a trackless ocean, and discovered
seventy- two flarsolls, among whom was one of
a western land, as a refuge to the oppressed,
my own coueins-c-Btephen N. Rowan. Upon it
both protestant and catholic?
He was aoatholic.
And who. sir, was Sebastian Cabot? He, it is they rung the charges for years, until the truth
true, sailed
under the flag of then catholic leaked out, and it was discovered that this soEngland,
but he was a catholic.
And from ciety was formed to relieve the poor catholic of
America from the charge of maintaining hi~
whom is the name of the western hemisphereN orth and South America-derived?
From Amer- bishop and his curate. This is an awful bugicus Vespucius, an Italian, and a catholic.
Do hear. Yet, we find every day, men who are begthese things argue nothing? If catholic science, ging for the heathen-c-und we give to them freeI, as a catholic, say it,....-I have.g iven
catholic zeal, catholic mind, have done so much ly-and
more to support protestant churches, than I have
for mankind, are catholics to be proscribed-are
they to be assailed as felons to the spirit of civil given to catholic ones. My means are small,
and religious liberty? Sir, it is unjust-a vio- but I have never yet turned a deaf ear to the
lation of the truth of history-and.
to "vindi- voice which sought alms; for my church has ever
taught me to beware, lest in refusing charity, I
cate that truth," ] have made this effort.
The gentleman has said that there was an af- turned an angel from my door.
This, air, is the spirit in which I have replied
filiation among the catholics: that the priests
control the multitude, and that a nod was only to the gentleman from Bourbon. He knows not
feels not my spirit-and,
thoulfh
necessary from the priest to make the laymen my faith-he
obey his will. Sir, I will use a mild term, the he mi~ht malign me, were I a political carbolic,
gentleman is mistaken.
I am a catholic, and I Would yet ask him to be redeemed. Does he
run this year against a distinguished and chi val- know our faiLh? He does not. He says we keep
reus gentleman, who was a protestant, and the no faith with heretics. I will, ill refutation of
catholics were my most decided opponents. that, keep faith with him. He seemed to assume
Some of them, it IS true, voted for me; but the for himself the place of heretic. I did not place
mass, who were whtge, voted for my adversary. him there. I measure not God's m~rcy. He is
and
The mass of the catholics of Kentucky are omnipotent, omnipresent, and omniscient,
whigs, which proves that the gentlemen calcu la- when we meet, as surely we shall, at the bar of
ted without his host, when he said "he would the Great Judge, to that time will I defer the final
like them better if they differed more in national settlement of our difficulties.
Sir, the gentleman has spoken of the legion of
politics."
It has been my interest, as well as my desire, St. Patrick, in Mexico. It was composed of
of
to look into the discordancies of faith. I have something near two hundred men-thirty-six
read on both sides. I have read with charity, whom were Irishmen. ten Germans, two Frenchrefer. sir, to tbe
and while I have always respected the opinions men, and one Englishman-(I
of my protestant friends, I have never sought to letters of Lieut. 'Denman, of the U S. army,
and
Lieut.
Cantwell,
who
fell
at the Guata, a
enforce mine upon them. To the full, I have
ever recognized the true spirit of the constitu- gallant son of the palmetto etate.) Who were
tion of the United States, which guarantees free- the remainderj- Native born Americans, I blush
dom of religious worship; and in my county I to own it.
The gentleman from Bourbon says that native
number no truer friends than the Presbyterian,
the Methodist,
the Baptist, the Reformer, and catholics entertain different opinions from the forWe all hold the
the various protestant religionists.
But. sir, it eigner. In this he is mistaken.
seems to me, that a theological discussion be- same ideas. It matters not whether the catholic
tween the ~entleman from Bourbon and myself vegetates in the cold north; lives a life of ease in
is like a discueslou on points of faith between the temperate zones. or suffers under the tropics,
outBelial and Azracl. Neither of us, I presume, is his religion is the same. Its substacce-its
pertaining to it. is the
a member of a church. I am I10t. He may be ward form--everything
It looks to God for
however.
I have defended the faith of my an- same-one and indivisible.
cestors. I have no ambition in this. I feel that its author, and to man for the fruition of it!:l
the catholic. has as many liberties under the con- blessings.
The gentleman has SpOkM much of the institution and laws of this Union, and of KenHe has counttucky, as the protestant. and no more. What crease of the foreign population.
will be the effect of Native American principles? ed every soul who arrived upon these shores, and
allowed nothing-for the ravages of death, nor for
John Mitchell, and Smith O'Brien, protestants:
If he will examine, carefully, the
Tbos. F. Meagher, Patrick O'Donoho, aud Bel- re-migration.
lew McManus, catholics, who fought for the lib. returns of the altus-houses, and other public
city of Ireland, will be ostracised by it. Does charities, he will find that death destroys at
the gentleman wish such a consummation as least ten per cent. of the immigrants, while rethis? I believe he does; and I grieve to think migration takes off at least ten per cent. more.
so. I would welcome with as much warmth to I know it is said that the vast majority of the
these shores Dembinski, the protestant, as Kos- immi~rants are paupers; but I have looked into
suth, Ktafka, or Guion, the catholic_ As u this tiling from 1828 up to the prt.'flent, and I afcatholic,
know no shade of opinion, so that firm that the returns to the British parhnment,
all, politically, love liberty, and bat-eoppression. show that each Irishman brings with him an avThe gentleman bas "po ken of the St. Leopold erage of £10, or $50_ Two years ago this mat·
society, and be has ta.lked largely of what the ter was caused to be investigated by Harvie, a
f'mpeTOrFra.ncis 11 "aid in regard to the con,er- merchant of Kew York, a man of wealth and
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reputation,
and a protestant; aud what. I have
stated above is the result often years' experience.
What has tended, sir, more than anythmg else.
to keep up a wholesome condition in the monetary affairs of this government-e-I mean the speciet I answer immigration.
It has brought the
gold and silver of the old world to the new.
The gentleman has also alluded to Orestes A.
Brownson, who, after being a member of almost
all uther ehurehes, became a catholic. He has talked largely ofwhat.Browuson has said. I answer, as
a catholic, I believe as much of Browueou as I
please.
Bishop Hughes recommended him, as a
catholic, and a man of very great genius; and
these he certainly is; and no more. Brownson
is a layman.
No catholic is bound to yield obedience to him.
He also alluded to the Freeman's Journal, published in New York,and charged Bishop Hughes
with being its editor.
I say he is not. Eugene
Casserly and Mcjdester, the former an Irishman,
and the latter a native born American, are the
t.rue editor", and Bishop Hughes has no control
over the Eaper whatever; and is not any more
l·espollsib e for its editorials than I am. These
editors are both young men-wild
and ficry-cwith the blood of the Celt, they feel its flowand if at times they yield to it, and sl?eak wildly, is the church to be made liable for it.
Sir, in the broadest terms. I, a catholic, assert,
that the church, whose faith I profess, but of
which I am not a member, loves liberty, and
hates o\,pressioll; that she teaches perfect faith
with al people, and despises and contemns the
doctrine of temporal
allegiance
to the Pope,
save ill thc Papal territories.
The gentleman has read Hallam's
Middle
Ages.
He certainly is good authority with him.
Jf he has read and studied him, as that great
author deserves, he will yet feel that his speech
of Baturdey wes a libel on the catholic faith.
Does the gentleman know who invented printing? He does, doublese. A German monk, in
the reign of Richard III.
Who invented gunpowder?
A German monk, in the reign of Henrv IV. And though it is asserted that catholic1sm forbids the bible to her people, the catholic
press has published two thirds more of that holy
book than the protestant,
But, sir, 1 would not
be understood
as maligning
the proteatunts.
They have published nJany editions of the scriptures, and have displayed
a very great zeal III
spreading its tidings among men.
Thoul!h opposed to them in faith, I see, and admJro~ trle
spirit of love, which animates them in thc strug·
gle for dominion over the humau heart.
The geutleman has thought proper, perhaps to
be fashionable, to attack the JeSUIts.
Who are
they? Pdt'sts set apart, b:r the ordinances of
their order, for the conversion of the heathen;
for encoUlltering the pestilence ill the hovels of
the poor, and for the educatioll of the masses.
I
know there exist.<; a wide srreacl prejudice
against them, even in catholic Europe.
1know
that the order was suppressed by' the Pope Gan·
gallelli Clement XIV; but I will tell you why
the clamors of the kings and princes, who governed Europe, were such that this good old man
had to give way to them.
The real cause why
they became obnoxious to kings and princes,
arose fro n the fact that they taught the doctrine

of the Carmelite Friar of Spain, "that all power
was inherent in the people, and that they had
a right to bring their rulers to pnnlsbment,
even
to that of death."
Out of this doctrine hna
~rown their unpopularity.
As a man, I say there
IS nothing in their canons or their statutes inimical to civil and religious liberty.
I have asserted that catholics owe no temporal allegiance to the Pope, and in proof of this,
I refer to Oherles Butler's book of the catholic
church, 287 to 289; and, as the gentleman is a
lawyer, to the oath of allegiance required by tho
English
statutes of English catholics.
This
oath, sir, was not refused by Mr. O'Connell.
when, though elected by a most triumphant majority, he was stoPEed at the bar of the bouse of
commons.
I woo d, also, refer to the published
opinions ofall the catholic universities of EU4
r0f,e.
I'he gentleman has referred to the writings of
Cardinal Bellarmine. He Wag a great man, and
whenever he treats of matters of faith, I accord
him as much credence fiR to any learned and
pius writer of the church; but his political opinIOns never were endorsed by catholics.
If the
gentleman will read the controversy of Hughes
and Breeklnrldge-c-and
Pope and McGuire, or
Campbell and Purcell, he will be set right on
this subject.
Why, the gentleman's ideas, as expressed in
this body in regard to reform, might, with as
much propriety, be quoted hereafter <tgainst his
party, (which, as a part)", has labored faithfully
to correct and purify the government of our state,)
as the political
opinions
of catholic
writers
against the church. with whose faith those opinions have no connection.
Would I do so, I could
recriminate; but that I will never do. Abiding
in the purity, the integrity,
the heaven born
character of my faith. I will rely upon its merits,
and will never assail adversary churches. because some of their members hold opinions
which politically do not square "With mine. He
bas also quoted from the writings of Antoninue,
Archbishop
of Florence, to prove that the oatholic owes civil allegiance to the Pope.
Sir, I
again affirm, that as a catholic. I. nor any other
man who understands
the faith, is bound by the
said archbishop's opinion.
On this point, and
in reply to all the stale and oft refuted calumnies
which the gentleman has extracted
from "Elliott's Romanism," and "DOWling's Romnnism,"
I would refer him to Butler's book of the catholic church; the controversies
above cited. and
the works of the late distinguishei\
bishop of
Charleston, the Rt. Rev. John England.
He will also find in the above authorities,
ampie, full, and irresistible
proofs, to an unpreJudiced mind, that the faith of the catholic i'l
lUre, strictly consistent with civil and rflligious
iberty-the
dut.ies of the citizen or subject, and
that it tearbes perfect faith with all men, as we
hope to be saved.
He has said the cat.llOlic
chnrcll withholds the bible from the lai ...ty. If
lle will go back to t.hose agcs, mis-called dark,
when the monk toiled for years in transcribing
the word of God, that the people might have it.a
light-if
he will only examine D'Israeli's Curi4
osities of Literature-if
he will reall attentively
D'Aubigne reviewed by the present coadjutor
bi8hop of Louii:iville, he ",ill find that before
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the days of Luther. there was scarcely a COUIltry in which the bible had not been published
in the vernacular.
'I'he Jigbt.of the sacred scriptures uever was denied by the church to her people. She, on the contrary, commanded it to be
read-to be read with prayer.
Sir, who determined
the canonicity
of the
bible? The catholic church. Who preserved it
through long ages of most cruel oppression, inflicted by the pagan?
The catholic church.
Who beat back the fierce Saracen, when he
swept like u. flood from Western Asia, and
threatened to visit Europe with worse desolation
than that which followed in the footsteps of the
Hun and the Vandal?
Catholic Poland, headed by her glorious Sobieske, and Catholic Hungary. To preserve in tact the faith be'lueathpd
from the Cl'OSS, her capacious bosom las bled
for ages.
"Time. war, noou and fire,
Have dealt ruin upon the seven hilled city."

'I'he dominions of the pagan has passed away.
'I'he splendour of the empire lives only in history. 'l'hc tread of the legion is no longer
heard.
The eagle has stooped from his proud
eyrie, and yet the church lives-bright,
vigorous,
youn~--eight.een
hundred year>! old; but her
step IS as elastic as if her patent was still vvet
with the blood of Calvary.
Who chriatinnized the world? The gentleman can't deny the fact-the
catholic church.
Who traversed the wild steeps of Tartarycrossed the trackless and burning deserts--encountered the Bedouin, the 'I'urcoman, the Bashkier, and the Tartar, to spread the blessings of
the gospel?
'I'he eatholic priest-s-the culuumiated, and reviled.
Who first taught the Chinese
the truth of Christ's mission?
The slandered
Jesuits.
Why, sir, without the efforts of the
priesthood-a
knowledge of the earth-her
insritutions and her people, would be a sealed
book even to my learned adversary.
He is deeply read, and yet he strikes at the hand that
brought food and raiment to his own mind.
He has charged us with hnvlug a different
faith in different nations.
Let him read the
fathers of the church-let
him read 'I'ertullian ,
St. Obrysostom, St. Cyril, St. Cyprian, St. Augustine, and the eloquent and beautiful Lnctantius. Yea. Sir, the works of the founder of the
society of Jesus, a Spaniard; Drs. Lingard and
'Viseman, who are Englishmen;
Bourdaloe,
Fenelon, and Bassuet, Frenchmen; Mmhler, a
German; England, Doyle, and McGuire, IrishlDen;~Hnghes, Purcell, and Spalding, of Ameri·
ca; and his own candor will compel him to admit that he has wronged us.
'I'he /Jent,lelllan has f'ularged upon indulgen~
ees. Sir, he does not understand this doctrine.
He has vilified the church by asserting that it
was alicensc to commit sin. '1'herc is not now
and never was such a doctrine.
And I am sorry
that a distinguished
KAutucky lawyer has detracted from the prestige uf tlle profession, by
discovering
a culpable ig-norance of the doctrines of the oldest churcl} of the world.
Indulgences never were granted to authorise sin.
They are a remission of temporal penalties, or
penances.
And if the gentleman were a catholic, and had assailed the faith of the great pro-

test.ant commnnit.y with the malignancy,
with
which he, a protestant, has attacked the faith of
the cat.holic, his confessor would give him
such a practical illustration
of the doctrine of
penance that he! even he might feel that an indulgence would be valuable.
He asserted, also, that the priest professed, of
his own authority, to forgive sin, past, present,
and future.
Such never was the doctrine of the
church; an~ ])<J will pardon me, when I say, that
the charge IS the result of a distempered imagination-the
mere fiction of a brain, which has
trifled with itself, until 'tis mad. The church
has ever. taught that confession was necessary, because Christ commanded it; that the
priest interposed as the agent of God; and that
to the remission of sin, contrition, a reeaiee to reform" and restitution, (a doctrine in which the
gentleman don't believe.) were absolute prerequisite.':'. And yet, sir, with a spirit which
would far better have become Exeter Hall, with
its fanatic rabble, led by the right reverend John
Philpots, the gentleman from Bourbon has converted this hall (consecrated to the defence of
civil and religious liberty.) into an arena for polemical controversy.
If he will pardon me, I
would suggest to him, in all candor, and charity,
the reading of Milner's End of Religious Controversy, and Challoner's Meditations.
In the one
he would meet a doctrinal disputant,
an overmatch for himself, while in the other he would
encounter tho balm of Gilead-charity-brother_
Iy love-c-geutleness-c-every attribute of christi.
anity.
He has praised some of the Popes-Leo
the
10th, for his literature; Adrain the 2d, for his
spirit; Gregory the Great, for that pervading
genius, which was felt so de-=ply in his own
times, and which, like the VOICeless but deep
current of a great river, sweeps on t.hrough ail
ages.vesistless and calm. His, sir, was the subtimation of genius.
In the language of Grattan,
applied to the great Chatham, "he struck a blow
in the world which resounded through the universe."
There is something mysterious in the
inspiration of those great nren, who, in violation
of a world's learning, committed themselves with
the Palinurus to the 'tempest-tossed
deep, and
discovered new worlds.
The catholic Portuguese, headed by the great Alberquerqua, braved
the storms of the Cape of Good Hope, and flung
his little al'(:r0sy QIl the billow-washed shore of
southern Africa.
'l'c him-yes,
sir-to him the
world owes the spices of the Moluceas, and the
"odors of Araby the blessed."
And who was it
first trusted the frail barque to the iron-bound
shore of Patagonia.
on whose relentless bosomthe wailing tellipests never cease to play-Magellan-another
catholic, who died for science on
the shores of Tcrra del Fuego.
Sir, who discovered the mariner's eompass_
the voiceless, bnt unerring spirit which in every
clime points to the pole, and shows to the wanderer on the heaving ocean the pathway to his
home-tllOugh
upou her broad bosom earth's
teeming millions never yet have left a trace? A
catholic and an Italian.
I assert, sir, science owes more-genius
owes
more to catholicism, tJlan to all the world beside. She walked with the Saviour in Judea
and Gallilee; she agonized wit,h him in Geth.
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eemiue, and she sprang full fledged into vigor,
when, with his expiring breath Oil Calvary, he
commissioned her to save.
The gentleman has boasted of his Anglo Saxonism.
I do not know how it is. Whether he
was a descendant of the heavy Dutchman of the
Zuyder Zee, or of the imflamuble and mercurial
Irishman, depends on the spelling of his nomewhether his ancestors were a part of the hoards
who followed Schomberg, or were of the old
stock who bared the bosom to the foeman of
Benburb, the Boyne, Aughrim, Limerick, and
Londonderry,
I will Dot attempt to determine.
My name besp~a.ks my lineage. I am au alleie,lIt
Irishman-c-Milisian-c-Celt.
No Saxon blood disturbs the current which flows through roy heart.
'Tis true, there arc manx of Saxon lineage in
English history whom 1 reverence; the great
catholic Alfred who secured to you and me, sir,
trial by jury; and Mary, ycleped the bloody, Celt
and Saxon,
who first of England's suverergns,
guarantied to the criminal the right to be heard
by his counsel.
Yet, this is nothing.
In conclusion, I will call the gentleman's attention to the speech delivered by the "forest
born Demosthenes"-Henry
Olay-c-in the market
house in Lexington, during the Mexican war.
What did he say of Pius the IX, the present
Pope? "That he was now the most interesting
person on the earth."
Sir, I do not recollect his words, but the spirit
of his speech was, that catholicism was not, and
never had been, inimical to liberty.
I would
also remind him of the rich and fervid eloquence of our present governor, when the proposition to succor Ireland was before the senate of the United States. wheu reading it, I
felt as though the spirit of Grattan, of Flood,
and of Curran, had taken up their abode in his
great mind, for he poured upon the subject of
Ireland's wrongs an eloquence such as has rarely, if ever, been beard on this side the Atlantic.
Sir, thus imperfectly I have endeavored to answer the gentleman from Bourbon. According to
my poor ability Lhuve discharged my duty to my
country, my religion, lind myGod, w'ithollt sectarian feeling, without bigotry and withoutauy feeling except charity.
If there be upon the earth's
face a religion, against which r entertain bad
feelings, I know it not. If towards the gentleman from Bourbon, who has assailed my faith
with such virulence, I have any bud feeling, I
am not conscious of it; and though unworthy
to offer a prayer, I ask that 118lUay be for~i ..eu
for the contumely he has heaped npon a religion
he does not understand,
and a fnith , I fear, he
has been taught to hate.
Mr. DAVIS.
I entertain no prejudice against
the catholic church as a system of religious
faith, notwithstanding
my total dissent from many of its dogmas and doctrines,
I feel myself
free from this offence. I avow that I am no big.
at, and if I had no sins to answer for but those
which I have, as yet at least, committed against
the Roman catholic church, I should feel
apprehension to be now summoned to the bar of
my maker and omniscient judge. I make no war
against the religion of any sect as a matter of
faith and salvation-not
even against the Mermons. It is only iu its political phases, and its
spiritual connections inseparably blended with
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them, that I attempt any exposure, or indulge in
any denunciation of Romanism.
To that extent
I have the right, and mean with freedom in the
spirit of truth, to animadvert upon it. Its efforts to connect itself with the politics of the
country, and to control the measures and policy
of government, to imbue them with the spirit
and doctrines of its peculiar faith, I will never
cease to oppose while I have life; because though
not so immediately threatenin&, I deem these
machinations to be the most insidious, the most
potent, and the most comprehensive, in their
hostility to our system of civil and religious
freedom of all the deugere which beset it. If
that sect and faith in which my parents lived
and died, and that other sect and faith which
has been embraced by my wife and children,
and to which I am most inclined, should assume
the religious politico character, and commence
systematic operations to control the politics of
the country, I would oppo~e them with as firm
a resolution, and denounce them as unsparinglyas I do Romauism in the same connection.
Tho union of politics and religion, of church
and state, has ever proved itself to be one of the
most direful curses of man; and in every pulsation of my heart, every ray of my reason, every
emotion of my soul, I will make war against
any religious association that seeks such an alliance in allY form.
The eloquent gentleman from Louisville, however, (Mr. Preston.) has fallen into one error in
relation to "Native Americanism."
He exhibited it to us as the combination of the spirits of
fanaticism and lawlessness, committing their
excesses in outrageous aggreeeious llpon the foreigner and the burning
of Roman catholic
churches by low and infuriated
mobs. This
point is somewhat illustrated by an occurrence
which first met my eyes about two hours since.
A Roman catbollc monk, of the order of La
'I'rappe, has been traveling and lecturing in the
state of Ohio, on Romaniam in general, and exposing the mysteries, the immoralties, and vices
of that and other orders of monks. I read from
the Louisville Courier, of the 13th instant:
"We copy the following telewaphic
dispatch
from the Cincinnati Commercial
of yesterday,
received from Sandusky, Ohio:
"SA:'>'))USKY,
Dec. 12, 1849.
"RIOT I~ SANDUSKY.-Our peaceful city, this
evening, about 7 o'clock, was the scene of a disgraceful riot.
TIle celebrated
Monk of La
Trappe had announced a lecture on Prieetcrajt,
&c., for to-night.
Just as he was entering the
hall, he was surrounded and seized by c band of
Irish and others, dragged into the street, and severely beaten with bludgeons.
He was eventually rescued by the Mayor and others.
One or
two others were injured, being taken for the
Monk. It is reported that SOllie pistols were
fired. No arrest"."
As I have read the facts, the native Americans who perpetrated the excesses alluded to by
the ~cntlcl11an from Louisville, had previously
received from foreigners similar, but: greater and
mere atrocious wrong and outrage than even the
monk of La. Trappe.
They have seen daily the
coming and iucrensing multitudes of immigrants
to our country.
Many of them laborers and me-
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chanica, have been crowded out of their busi- measure; on all beside, I feel assured there
ness, and their means of subsistence rendered would be no discord between us.
precarious by the competition of these strangers.
My friend from Louisvile, (Mr. Rudd,) says
The wages of all were likely to be seriously af- I know nothing about the religious faith of his
fected and reduced from this cause. The pau- church. One thing is certain, from his speech
perism, the vices, the moral degradation of ma- on Saturday night, he and myself know it very
ny of the immigrants, and their criminal inva- differently on many, and very essential points,
sion of the right of suffrage, had struck deep By its own constitution and principles, it is the
into the native mind.
Their general, arrogant only true and infallible church, and all the disand domineering bearing, but particularly at the tinctive faiths of the sects are damnable herepolls; and t116 political management and schem- sics, and those who adhere to them doomed
ings of the Roman catholic priesthood,
and inevitably to bell as heretics. The Pope is the
their designs upon the government and religion infallible head of the church, the surcesscr of
of the country, were daily made manifest to St. Peter, holdiug the keve of Heaven by divine
these native Americans.
They united and or- appointment,
the vicegerent of God, Lord of all
ganized to endeavor by peaceable and legal the earth, with all power, temporal as well as
means to put limits upon immigration, and to spiritual, to declare what is and what is not
grant indulgences for sins, to pray
restrict the politicul power of those who might scripture-to
souls out of the fires of purgatory, and hIS
come, as they had the natural and constitutional
right to do. They met in a quiet and orderly wiests under him have the two latter powers.
mauner in public assemblies to devise measures
I'hc authority of the Pope, in spiritual matters,
to carry out their purposes, and in many in- being direct and snpreme, he regulates all of
stances, white thus en:;aged, large mobs of armed them by his infallible will; and may proscribe
ruffian foreigners wOUIq rush in upon them, over- all heresies, and punish and extirpate all herepower them with numbers, knock them down tics, by sword, by stake, and faggot, by the in,
with bludgeons, stab them with knives, make a quisition, its judgments and racks, or in such
general melee and break up their meetings. other manner as he may select, To sustain his
Such I understand to be the deep provocation
spiritual power and infallibility, and the purity
which caused the excesses of the native Americans of the church, the pope, to those ends, has a suagainst the foreigners, and particularly ag-ainst preme indirect power in all temporal affairs, and
foreign catholics and their churches.
Sueh out- over all temporal governments.
within this
rages even upon the native Americans do not scope, he may put down, depose, excommuniIs this the Romanism, the
justify the acts to which they were impelled. cate, and re-grant.
'Those nets were violent, lawless and deeply Catholicism of my friend? If it is not, 11e is
reprehensible; but there was much, very much not the Romanist of the papacy in its days of
to excuse them, and while the honorable gentle- glory; nor is he the Romanist of Europe at the
man from Louisville was, in vehement and in- present, nor the immigrant Romanist, nor the
dignant strains, denouncing the conduct of his Romanist which Bishop Hughes and all the
priesthood of America would have him to be.
own native born countrymen, I was surprised,
that he uttered not a word in extenuation, even
I will proceed, Mr. President, to establish by
in explanation of what he was holding up to proofs, each constituent of what I have here
In the
the unmitigated condemnation of the world.
I presented as the picture of Romanism.
thought he ought to have presented both sides catechism of the council of Trent, there is this
passage: "Hut as this one church, because govof the picture, and in his glowing language
have told the wrongs received as well as those erned by the Holy Ghost, cannnot err in faith and
morals, it necessarily follows that all other sowhich had been inflicted by his countrymen.
I stated distinctly, in my former speech upon cieties arrogatiny to themselves the name of
this subject, that I had known personally, Ro- church, because guided by the spirit of darkness,
man Catholics, natives of Maryland, of Louisi- are sunk in the most pernicious errors, both docana, and of my own state; that they were good trinal and moral."
The J esuite, Oanonists, Italians, and others,
citizens and excellent people-as
truly devoted
to civil and religious liberty, i!1 my own belief, maintain the infallibility of the Pope personalas I was, and as capable of taking charge of and ly. In the Romanish confession of faith impreserving both. '1'0 the gentlemen of that faith posed on proselytes to popery in Hungary,
lJl this body, and particularly
to my friends from drawn up by the Jesuits in 1828, the second
Louisvile. (Mr. Rudd.) and Union, (Mr. Spald- article reads: "'Ve confess and believe that the
ing,) with whom I am best acquainted,
and I Pope of Rome is the head of the church and
Lewis Oapseuses affirms:
hope they will allow me so to call them. I take that he cannot err."
no manner of exception.
No men here have a "We can believe nothing if we do not believe
larger share of my esteem and confidence, both with a divinefa,ith that the Pope is the successor
Cardinal Ballarmine,
as men and citizens: and if they were asking of- of Peter, and infallible."
fice, and my position would allow me to be of one of the highest Catholic authorities says:
"But
if
the
Pope
should
should
err, by enjoining
their constituents, and their political sentiments
accorded with mine, as those of one of them do vices or probibiting virtues, the church, unless she
in the main, I would give them a hearty and a should sin against conscience, would be bound to betrusting support.
Their religious profession lieve vices to be good, and virtues evil."
would never enter my mind as all objection to
The Romanists claim that St. Peter was the
them for office. If we were neighbors, we would first bishop of Rome, although there is no evinot harmonize on the doctrinal points which dence, sacred or profane, that he ever was in that
distinguish
particular
religious
persuasions,
city; and that the Pope is his successor by diand occasionally,
on a political question or vine appointment. Every Pope, in all his official
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acts, so atvles himself; andthc church, its coun- the reigning count, Raimond VI, was required
cils, all
functionaries, so uenominate him. by Innocent HI to take 'Part in the war of exThe creed and oath of Pins the IV, marie in termination against hi!'; own subjects, which the
king of
conformity to the decrees ofthe council of Trent, Pope hud ordered Philip Augustus,
The Pope
is received by all Romanists as undoubted au- France to undertake again"t them.
thority,
The thirteenth article reads: "I ac- after having directed the king to undertake this
knowlodee the holy catholic and Roman apos- war in persoll, further addressed him: '''We extolic chu~ch, the mother mul mistress of all church- hort you, that you would endeavor to destroy
es ' and I promise and swear true obedience to the that wicked heresy of the Albigenses , and to do
holy bishop, the successor of St. Peter, the prince this with 1fwre vigor than you would use towards
of apostles and vicar of Jesus Christ."
Article the Saracens themselves: persecute them with a
fifteen reads; v'I'hls true oatholtc faith, out. oj strong hund : deprive them of their lands and
which.1lOnecan be saved, I now freely profess and possessions; banish them and put Roman catholics in their room."
truly hold" &c.
Raimoud would not undertake the butchery of
The bishop's oath of allegiance is long but of
his o.wn unoffend ing people, and ill a letter which
the most expressive obligation,
It was originathe Pope wrote to him, is this passage:
ted by Grcg:ory VII in the eleventh century; and
"If you could open your heart we should find,
in form and authority is far more ancient than
and would point out to you, the detestable
Pius IV, Some of 'its parts run, "I, N. elect
abominations that you have committed; but as
of the church of N, from henceforward will be it is harder than the rock, it is vaiu to strike it
faithful and obedient to Bt, Peter the apostle, with the sword of salvation; we cannot penetrate
and to the holy Roman church, and to our Lord it.
Pestilential
man! what pride has seized
Gregory, Pope Gregory IX, and to his successyour heart, and what is your folly to refuse peace
ors," &c. "I will help them to keep and defend
with your neighbors, and to brave the divine
the Roman papacy, and regalities af St. Peter,
laws by protecting the enemies of your faith!"
saving my order, against all men," "The rights,
Peter Castleman, the Pope's legate, sought out
honors, privileges and authority of the holy Ro- Raimond, reproved him for his negligence, which
man church, af aur Lord the pope, and his aforelie termed baseness, denounced him as perjured,
said successors, I will endeavor to preserve,
deas a favorer of tyrauts and heretics, and oxcomfend, increase, and advance."
"Heretics, schismunioated him. The legate met with a friend
matics, and rebels to our said Lori), or his aforesaid
and supporter of the count, to whom he used the
successors, I will to my utmost persecute amrl opmost insulting epithets, who thereupon drew his
pose," The existence of the Pope's supreme and
poiguard and slew him, The Pope caused Raiuniversal pow,:'.r, in all matters and over all perinond to be publicly anathematized in all churchsons, is a claim 80 arrogant, so daring, so ines, and published his proclamation which closed
iquitous and impious, as in our age and country
to appear incredible,
But there is no truth ill in these words;
"As following the canonical seuctious of the
history better attested, or that is blended with a
holy fathers, we must not observe faith towards
greater amount of human misery and crime. It
those who keep not faith tovarde God, or who are
was first claimed to that extent by Gregory II
separated from the communion q( the faitliful: we
in 730, and was fully established by Gregory VII
discharge, by apostobcul authority, all those who
in 1080, has been asserted by all Popes and Robelieve themselves bound towards this Count by a.ny
man cathblic authorities to the preseut.day : and
oath, either 0/ allegiamce or .fidelity; we permit
in its diabolical anel terific execution for ceutnrevery catholic man, saving the right of his pnnice, by means of remorseless and exterminating
cipal lord, to pursue his person, to occupy and rewars and every manner of cruel persecutions, it
tain his territories, especially for the purpose of exdesolated and cursed the fa.irest portionr, of the
globe, The Latel'un council under Innocent III; termi'nating heresy,"
A crusade against, Raimond and his province
that of Lyons under Innocent IV, and the
Lateran council under Leo X, have asserted was published by the legates and monks throughthis doctrine of the nnin>rsal snprcmacy of the out Europf', under orders from the Pope, offf'l'ing
Pope; and the decrees containing it stand in the t,o those who would engage in the plunder and
canon law and in their collections of synods. extermination of the Albigenscs, "th\l utmost exThe infallible Popes, und their great controYer· tent of indulgence which his predeces~ors llad
sial authorities, have often declared and defined ever grant€'d to those ,",'ho labored for the delivRaimond was overit in ex\)ress terms, "Leo X, by a decree, erance of the Holy Land,"
asserted a 1 power in earth and heaven is given whelmed with terror and submitted, and was
to the Pope, ana consequently the civil power is made "to strip himself naked from head to foot,
~\Ubjcctto the papaljurisdictlOn,
Another Pope with only a linen cloth aroulld his waist for dedeerees: "The authority given to St. Peter and cency's sake, the legate throwing a priest's stole
his successors cxcels all the powers of earthly around his neck, and leading him by it into the
kings and princes; it passes uncontrollable sen- church nine times around the pretended martyn,
tence upon alL" Boniface Vln deereed: "We grave, he inflicted the discipline of the church
declare, say and pronounce it to be of necessity upon the naked shoulders of the humbled prince
to salvation for every human crBatUl'e to bc sub· with the bundle of rods he held in his hand."
ject to the Roman Pontiff."
I shall not multi- But this dC'grading submissioll Raved not'Ra1
mond or the Albigenses.
He made and continply examples of the assertion of this powerthey cxist to an indefinate
extent; but I ued every ob,",:rvance of penance imposed upon
will give an instance or two of its exeeution, him, and strictly cnnformed to the rites of the
The Province of Thoulou~e, in France, was Olle Romish faith, but was snspected,colltemned and
of the strong seats of the Albigenses.
In 1207, debased by the Pope and his adhercllts, as long
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helived , and in his life time, after makiug n pi 1- trions king of England, who 'lias taken the cross,
grimage to Rome, he was stripped of his beredi- and is a vassal oj the Roman church, for striving
tary possessions, and they were conferred upon to deprive him of a kingdom which is known to
If this llal1gllty
his relentless persecutor, De Montfort. 'I'he Albi- belong to the Roman church."
genscs were oppressed with the most savage war end Imperial Pope could, with his stormy spirit,
and merciless persecutions for many years, con- burst from his tomb, and appeal' in this hafl , he
ducted also by the bloody Simon de Montfort, would thunder an excommunication against my
and other barbarians sent against them by Philip friend as an abettor of those bold barons who
Augustus, and at last were nearly wholly extir- impiously defied his divine authority.
pated from the face of the earth.
Is any more evidence needed to establish the
My friend from Union (Mr. Spalding) tells us claims of the Roman catholic church, and its
that the magna charta, the beginning of Eng- head, the Pope, to be infallible; that it baa the
l ish liberty, was extorted from King John by his power, by its general couuei ls , rmd by the Pope,
barons, who were Roman Catholics; and he ad- to condom what it wills, to be heretical, and to
duces that fact as evidence that this religion is call upon all temporal powers to extirpate the
Look to the decrees of
not unfriendly
to freedom.
At that time all ]1er08Y and the heretics?
christendom, except the Greek church and the the councils of Lateran, and the third chapter
Albigenses, were catholics, aud there were no begins: " lVe excommu'llica.te aml anathemutize evdoubt many good people among theru. But let ery heresy extolling itself ai;iail1st this holy ortho11S look a little more at the history of J olrn.
The dox catholic faith, which we before expounded, COilPope claimed the right to elect and consecrate domning all heretics, by whatever names called.
all bishops in En~alld, which was violently re- And being condemned, let them be left to the
sisted by John.
The controversy became so vi- Secular Power, or to their bailiffs, to be punish.
And let the Secular
olent, that "Pondulph, the Pope's legate, plain- ed by due animadversion.
ly told the king, even in the fare of his llUrli!l- Power be warned and induced, and if need be.ceumont, that he was bound to obey the Pope In denned by ecclesiastical censure, what offices
temporals as well as spirituals!
And whenJ ohu soever they arc in, that as they desire to be repn·
refused to submit to the will of his holiness ted and taken for believers, so they publicly take
without reserve, the legate with shameless ef- an oath for the defence of the faith, that they
frontery, published the sentence of excommuni- will study m good earnest to exterminate, to their utcation against him, with a loud voice, absolving most power, from the lands subject to their jurisdic"So that
all his subjects from their oath of clleqiamce, degra- tion, all heretics denoted by the church."
ded him from his royal dignity, and declared that everyone that is henceforth taken in any power,
neither he nor any of his posterity should ever either spiritual or temporal, shall be bound to conreign in England."
In the following year, In- firm this chapter by his oath." "But if the temnocent solemnly ratified the acts of his legate, poral Lord, required and warned by the church,
shall neglect to purge his territory of this hereand afterwards proceeded, with greet solemnity,
and
to pronounce a sentence of deposition against tical fil th , let him, by the metropolitan
bishops. be tied by the bond of
King John; and of excommunication agniust all comprovlncial
who should obey him or have any connection with excommunication, and if he scorn to satisfy withhim; anrl...hflappointed Philip, King of France, in a year, let that be sign ified to tIle Pope, that he
to put his sentence in execution, und promised may denounce his vassals the7lceforth alJsolved fr01n
hilll the pardon of all his sins, awl the kingdom his Jidelity, and may expose his country to be se'i-zed
on by catholics, who, the heret.ics being excmnrnv.niof England for his reward.
The awe·stricken
John submitted.
He not only acknOWledged cated, may possess it without any crmtradict.inn."
that the Pope had the power to aFPoint all bish- "And the catholics that, taking the bad.oc of the cross,
ops, and inuemnified th('m for al damage which shall HiTd themselves for the exterminatillg q/ h.e:ethey had sustained in the contest, but t:Vcll s;ur- tics, slwll enjoy tllat indulgence, and be jort1J!ed
rendered his crown to the Holy See, received it with that holy privilPge which is .9ranted them that
"AmI we decree to sl1bback a.", a "assaI, swore fealty to the Pope, and .90to the Holy Land."
agreed to pay him an annual tribute of seven ject to excommunication, tIle believers and receiv·ers,
defenders
and
favorers
oj heretics, firmly or·
hundred mnrks of silver for England anu three
hundred marks for Ireland.
And what was tIle daining, tllat when any sllch persoll is noted by
judgment of Innocent, a predN~essor of the pre- excommunicatiolJ, if 11e disdain to satisfy witlt·
'sent Pope, who is the successor of St. Peter and in a year, let him be, ipso jure, made infamous."
"It
the Lord of my Meud from Union, (Mr. Sp<ll· Pope Gregory vn in his maxims, declares:
The
ding,) of this conduct of the Roman Catholic is lawful for tIle Pope to depose empNors.
al·
ba.rons ·who extorted the charter from Jolm, Pope can absolve subjects from their oath
legiance which they have taken to n. bad pnnet'.
which my friend so much and so properlyex·
tols. He took part with John, and thundcred His judgment no man can revers?, bnt he ~an rt')·
He 18 to b(,\ JtHlged
his exeommunicatioll against these sturdy barons verse all otll(lr judgments.
Pope Pius V, in ~is yroclamat.!on
frolll the comleil. of Lateran; and in writing to by 110 man."
uf
deposition
unJ
excommunlCatiun
of EllzR.·
sOllle eclesiasties about this matter shortly afterwards, he thus magesterially delivers himself: beth, Queen of Engla.\ll1, begins: "Pius, &c., for
He tlwt rcigu.
"We will have you to know, that in general a future memorial of the matter.
council we have excommunicated and anatlH':- 13thon high, to whom if; given all po,ver in hea·
matized, in the name of the father, and of the yen and Oil earth, committed one Holy, CathoSon, alld of the holy Ghost, in the llame of the lic, and Apostolic Church, out. of which there is
holy apostles Peter and Paul, and in our own no salvation to one alone upon earth, to Peter, the
n~me, the barons of England, Witll their parti- Prince of the apostles, alld to Peter's stlcce!lsor
zans and abettoffi, for persectliingJ ohu, the illus- the Bishop oj Rome, to be goverflcd in fullness oj
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power. Him alone he made prince over all people,
and all kingdrnns, to pluck up, destroy, scatter, con·
8ume,plant, and build," &e. "\Vo do, therefore,
out of the [ulness of the apostolic po,ver, declare
the aforesaid Elizabeth, being a heretic and a favorer of heretics, and for her adherence in the
matter aforesaid, to have incurred the sentence
of Anathema, and to be cut off from unity of the
body of Christ. And moreover, we do declare
her to be deprived of her pretended title to the
kingdom aforesaid, and of all dominion, dignity,
and privilege whatsoever; and also the nobility,
subjects, and people of the said kingdom, and
all others of any sort which have sworn unto her,
to beforevcr absolved [rem: any such oath, and all
manner of dilly, oj duminion, allegiance, and of obedience; a." we also do, by the autlwrity rtf these
presents, absolve them, and do (lepdv/: the saul Elizabeth of her pretended title to the killgdmn and all
oUler tJlings aJoresaid. And we do command and
interdict all and everyone of the noblemen, subjects, people, and others aforesaid, that the.y presume not to obey her, at' her admonitions, mandates,
ami laws; and those who shall do the contrary,
we do iuodiate with the like sentence of Anatheme."
The true, but partial deliverance of the world
from its long thraldom to the darkness, wickedness. and despotism of Romuniam, began in the
fifteenth century.
An Englishman
led it on;
Wickliff is justly called the "morning star" of
the Reformation.
The orient dawn of that
bright luminary from its insular horizon, was
unmarked even ?y the Argus e'yes of the Pope,
though every priest was to hun an orb that
never closed. "The rising luminary had shed its
light broadly over Britain before the aroused
papacy attempted its extinction, but it was then
too late, that light was established
forever.
Wickliff was shielded against all the attacks of
his enemies by the powerful protection of John
of Gaunt, and he died in his bed. In a prevoiue
sickness, some rueudecaut friars obtruded themselves upon him, and after reminding him that
he mnst die, exhorted him to retract what he had
said against them. He directed his attendants
to raise him tip in his bed, and the intrepid reformer summoning all his strength, exclaimed
in a loud voice, "1 shall not die, but live, eud
shall again declare the evil deeds of the friars,"
His appalled visitors hastily with Irew.
The
immortal truths which he garnered pure from
the book of life, he threw out in his writings to
mankind, and also gave to his countrymen that
book in their own tongue.
His doctrtnes not
only struck wide and Jeep in England, but they
spread rapidly in the north of Germany, and in
Bohemia became prevalent.
Huss and Jerome
of Prague, confirmed them at the stake, to which
they were condemned hy the council of Constance; and from the flames that consumed them,
they handed the torch of truth to Germany, and
heralded on the great reformation of Luther.
The enraged council of Hiell.l'chs at Constance,
tracing the movement baek to it....author, ",Vickliff. decreed that his bones should be disintercd
and hung upon a gibbet; but hi,. immorhll spirit and immortal doctrines were equally beyond
the reach of their insanc malice.
Let me pause
here, and !lay to my respededfriend from Ullion,
(Mr. Syalding,) that English freed.om, civil or

religious, owes nothing to the Popes or to Itoman ism.
On the contrary, if the power of the
papacy had been re-establishcd in England, that
ancient tree of liberty, which was planted in the
noble Isle in the reign of John, and which
struck such deep and vigorous root in her soil
as to live and flourish through all the storms
that have since rocked her, had probably, centuries ago, withered nnd perished; and in the
seventeenth century, there had been no parent
stock from which to transplant noble shoots to a
new world.
Another power claimed, and daily pretended
to be exercised by the church of Rome, and her
priestcraf't, is to grant absolntiou for sins. The
council of Trent declared this doctrine very explicitly.
Canon 3 says:
"Whoever shall affirm that the words of
the Lord our Savior, 'Receive ye the Holy
Ghost,' &c., are not to be understood of the power of forgiving and retaining sins, in the sacrament of penance, &c., let him be accursed,"
Canon 9 says: "Whoever shall affirm that the
priestsvsacramental
absolution is not a judicial
act, but only a ministry, to pronounce and declare
that the sins of the party confessing, are forglven, so that he believes himself to be absolved,
even though the priest should not absolve seriously, but be in jest, let him be accursed."
This powel" of the priest, of himself to forgive
sins, "to the believing sinner," is one of the most
mysterious and important; and is another strong
link in the chain which fetters his mind sud his
soul. To the eye of truth, the daring of the impiety, and the weakness of the credulity, are
eq uull y the subjects of indignant amazement,
Kindred to the power of granting absolution
for sins, Romanism claims for the Pope that of
granting indulgences.
Peter Dens thus defines
an indulgence:
"What is an indulgence?
It is the remission
of the temporal punishment due to sins, remitted as to their guilt, by the power of the keys,
without the sacrament, by the application of the
satisfactions which are contained in the treasury
of the church,"
The same author classifies indulgences into
local, real and personal; into plenary, more p lenary, and most plenary: and into perpetual and
temporal.
The creed of Pius IV contains this
article on indulgences:
HI also affirm, that the power of indulgences
was left by Christ to the church, and the use of
them is most wholesome to christian people."
The council of Trent passed a decree relating
to indulgences,
from which the following
tract is taken:
"Since the power of granting indulgences has
been bestowed by Christ upon his church, and
this power divinely given has been used from
the earliest antiquity, the holy council teaches
and enjoins, that the uses ot indulgences, so
salutary to christian people, and approved by
the autllOrity of venerable conneils, shall be retained in the church; and it anathematizes those
who assert that they are 11seless, or deny that
the chmch ha.'i the powel' of ~ranting them."
Indulgences were granted bvdifferent
Popes,
to the crusaders of Palestine, to the destroyers of
the Albigellses, tg tIle members of the OOUllcilof
Const.ance, who condemned as heretical the doc-
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tr-ine of the Lollards, and Huss and Jerome to be
burned, and the bones of Wickliff to be diainhumed and exposed upon a gallows. It has been
granted and promised, and publicly sold for money in innumerable
instances; and this most
abused, sinful and demoralizing practice is still
kept up by the church in Rome. Robertson, in
his life of Charles V, gives this translation of
the form of the indulgences, which Leo X was
vendin~ by his agents over Italy and Germany

in the tune of Luther.
The form of the indulgences solei by Tetzal
in Germany for Leo X:
"May our Lord Jesus Christ have mercy upon
thee, and absolve thee by the merits of his most
holy passion.
And I, by his authority, that of
his blessed apostles, Peter and Paul, and of the
most holy Pope, granted and committed to me
in these parts, do absolve thee, first from all ecclesiastical
censures, in whatever manner they
have been incurred, and then from all thy sins,
transgressions and excesses, how enormous soever they may be, even from such as are reserved for
the cognizance of the holy see, and as far as the
keys of the holy church extend, Ir:-rnit to you
all punishment which you deserve i purgatory
on their account, and I restore yo to the holy
sacraments of the church, to the unity of the
faithful, and to that innocence and purity which
you possessed at baptism, 80 that when you die
the gates of punishment shall be shut, and the
gates of the paradise of delight shall be opened;
and if yOIl shall not die at present, this grace
shall remain in full force when you am at the
point of death,
In the 11:)JUC of the Father, and
of the Son, and of the Holy Ghost."-Robertson's Charles V, page 126, note.
These indulgences, aside from all the other
usurpations and crimes of the papacy, were sufficient to have moved not only Luther, but the
world to the reformation; and the only wonder
is that it had not proved universal, complete and
enduring.
Another source of the absolute" and despotic
dominion, which this faith enables its priesthood
to exert over the will, imagination, and souls, of
especially its ignorant followers, is its doctrine
of purgatory.
Here is the concise teaching of
the creed of Pins IV on this ~oint:
"I constantly hold there IS a purgatory, and
that the souls therein detained are helped by the
suffrages of the faithful."
The council of Trent asserted it in an article
which concludes thus:
"This holy couucil commands all bishops diligently to endeavor that the wholesome doctrine
concomiug purgatory, delivered to us by venerable fathers and sacred councils, be believed, held,
taught, and everywhere preached
by Christ's
faithful."
The teaching is that all venial sins are punished, not in eternal hell, but in purgatory; and the
pains and punishments of pllT<l'atory are repre·
sented in the highest degree gYoomy, dreadful,
and tormenting; all of which may be brought to
a termination by mass, and other means, and the
freed soul translated immediately to eternal happines8.
Thc ignorant and superstitious are ever
prone to think all the sins of themselves and
their friends venial.
The doctrine of purgatory
seizes npon them at once and grapples them with

hooks of steel; and the ascendancy which this
terrible phantom, and the modes by which it may
be divinely charmed away, gives to the priesthood over the ignorant masses of catholics almost
incredible power.
Allied to it, is auricular confession, which is
the private confession of sins to a priest, by
whispering them into his ear. This is to be
done at least onee a year, and whoever omits it
is to be excommunicated out of the church, and
if he die, is not to he allowed a christian btl rial.
This is the function of the priesthood, which
brings up before it all the licgemen of the catholic empire, and bows ali in utter subjection and
submission to it. When the noviciute for the
first time, with convulelve excitement, breathes
into the ear of the listening priest the deep and
criminal secrets of the heart, the ..oul is enslaved
forever: a chain of adamant is thrown around
it, and· that chain is held by this priest.
Even
then he may grant or withhold
absolution and
forgiveness.
Such are the mighty spells which
Roruaniam brings over all her sons and daughters; and those who work them, control not only
their acts and conduct, but their thoughts and
emotions.
And how often is this puissance of
the priesthood, exhibited strikingly in our COUlltry. Bands of rude and stormy foreign catholics, who have traditionary
feuds, are loitering
in the same neighborhood.
They meet in bloody
affray. 'I'he civil officer of the law interposes
and IS unheeded, He calls to his aid a large constabulary force, which is laughed to scorn by the
infuriated mob. The military is summoned to
uphold the civil authority, and blank cartridges
are fired among the combatants, hut no tuore regarded than the whistling
of the winds.
At
length death-dealing bullets begin their fatal office, and men fall, hut the fight still l'ages, Lo!
the priest makes his appearance, the contending
mass of meu pause at once, and give attention.
He speaks a few words, the tempest of excited
passion ceases, and savage men are subdued as
children under the rebuke of a :firm father. These
men all vote, but not their will, it is the will of
the priest.
I have, Mr. President, I think, bronght forward enough of testimony to sustain fully my
statement of the general constituents of Roman
catholicism.
If more were needed, I could produce columns to the same effect. of equal distinctness and force; and my rrCi:ientation of it is
true, or all history is false.
have brought forward ouly a few of the innumerable instances of
the enactment of its principles and powers 011 a
public an~ large scale, in which the .p~facy\col1trolled kings and all the forces of oivi government, made war, ravaged the earth, put down
conflicting religions, and extirpated communi,
ties, proscribed by it as heretical.
But in its
more private and secret operations and persecut.ious, its burnings at the stake, its imprisonments in deel?dungeons for long years, its racks
and tortures 111 the gloomy recesses of its murderous inquisitions,
of !TI(,1l, women, and children, for no other offence than thinking and expressing it different religious faith, is to be found
the horrid acme of its cruelty and its crimes.
'l'hisnarrative,
verified by eycry thing that is
authentic
in history, is enough to produce
against it a universal revolt,except wiihsuch as
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are possessed of the very demon of Romaniem.
If this most mysterious religious politico. in~t~tut.ion, ill all its principles and their true ~lS'ndicanoe, in its interior and mystil;al.adml1~lstration, in all its history, public and private, ,Ill the
collected immorulitiee, crimes and ~Ullt of
twelve centuries, could be presented VIsibly to
'm1 the living at one view, mankind would rise
llP together and drive it from the face of God's
earth.
Here, Mr. President, I will call the attention
of the convention to the Jesuits, whom all
catholics acknowledge to compose a part of the
Roruish church. My friend from Washington,
(Mr. Kelly,) concedes that Romanisru is the
same in tl;is day that it ever was, and insists
that it was the same identical existence in the
days of the Saviour.
But Jesuitism wus a creation of Ignatius Loyola, and his associates, in
the si xteeuth century; and the all-powerful und
infallible Pope Paul Ill, in 1546, ingrafted this
order upon the infallible church.
I will reed
the Jesuits oath.
"I, A. B., now in the presence of Almighty
God, the blessed Virgin Mary, the blessed
Michael the Archangel, the blessed St. John Baptist, the holy apostles, St. Peter and St. Paul.
and the suiuts and sacred host of Heaven, and
to you my Ghostly Father, do declare from my
heart, without mental
reservation, that Pope
Gregory is Christ's Vicar General, and is the true
and ou'iy Head of the universal church throughout the earth; and that by virtue of the keys of
binding and loosing, given to Holiness bi Jesus
Christ, he hath power to depose heretica kin.9s,
princes, slates, commonwealths, and governments,
all being illegal, without his sacred confirmation,
and that they may sofely be dcst1'oyed; therefore,
to the utmost of my power, I will defend this
doctrine und his Holiness's rights and customs
against all usurpers of the heretical or protestant authority whatsoever, especially against the
now preteuded authority and church in England, and all adherents, in regard that they be
usurped
and heretical, opposing the sacred
mother church of Rome.
"I do renounce and disown any allegiance as
due to any heretical king, prince. or state, 'funned
protestant, Qr obedience to any of their inferior ma.gistratee or ojJicers. I do further declare the doctrille of the chnrch of England, of t,he Calvinists, Huguenot,>, and other prot~stants. to be
damnable, and those to be damned who will not
forsake the same, I do fnrtller declare, that I
will help, assist, and advise, all or any of his
Holiness's agents in any place wh('rever I slwll he;
and do my utmost to extirpate the heretical protestant's doctrine, and to destroy all their pretended power, legal or otherwise.
I do fUl"ther
promise and declare. that not,yith~tatlding I am
dispenserl wit?t to assume any reUgwn heretical. for
the propagatIOn of the mothcr church's intt::rest,
to keep saered and private all her agents, counsels, as they entrust me, and not to divulge directly or indirectly, by word, wrjtinO' or circumHtallcc whatsoever, but to execute all ~hich shaH
be proposcJ, given in charg-e, or discovered Ullto me, by you my Ghostly Father, or by any one
of this conYent. All wh'ich I, A. B., do swear
by the blessed Trinity, and blessed sacrament,
which I am now to receive, to perform and keep

Oil my part inviolably, and do call all the heavenly and glorious host of Heaven, to witness
my real intentions to keep this my oath. In
testimony hereof, I take this most holy and blessed sacrament of the eucharist, and 'witness the
same, further with my hand and seal, .in the
face of this 1101yconvent,"
Was there ever such a piece of iniquity,
under the garb, and ostensibly to aid the cause of
pure and holy religion, devised by man? What
other l?ursuasioll of christians, than the Roman
catholics, have revolting oaths, with horid and
impious imprecations?
The achievement:'! of
the Jesuits more than paralleled the enormity of
theirjuramentaryobligation.
I will present a
true and most masterly sketch of their spirit,
their character, and their operations, from Ma4
caulay.
"In the order of Jesus was concentrated the
quinteecence of the catholic spirit, and the history of the order of Jesus is the history of the
grt1at catholic reaction.
That order possessed
itself at once of all the strongholds which command the public mind-of
the pulpit, of the
press, of the confessional, of the academies,
Wherever the Jesuit preached, the church was
too small for the audience.
The name of Jesuit
on a title-page, secured the circulation of a book.
It was in the ears of a Jesuit that the powerful,
the noble, and the beautiful breathed the secret
history of their lives. It was at the feet of the
Jesuit that the youth of the higher and middle
classes were brought up from their first rudiments to the courses of rhetoric and philosophy,
literature and science, lately associated with infidelity or with heresy, now became the allies of
otbodoxy.
"Dominant, in the south of Europe, the great
order soon went forth conquering and to conquer.
In spite of oceans and deserts, of hunger and
pestilence, of sr.ies aud penal laws, of dungeons
and racks, of gibbets and quartering blocks, Jesuits were to be found under every disguise, and
in every country-c-scholars , physicians, marchnuts, serving-men; in thehostilecourt of Sweden,
in the old manor houses of Cheshire, among the
hovels of Connaught, arguing,
instructing,
consoling. stealing away the hearts of the young,
animating the courage of the timid, holding up
the crucifix before the eyes of the dying.
"Nor ·was it less their office to plot against
the thrones and livesofapostate kings, to spread
evil rumors, to raise tumults, to inflame civil
wars, to arm the hand of the assassin.
Inflexible in nothil)O' but in theirfidelitjr to the church,
they ",vere eg\~ally ready to uppea to the spirit
of loyalty. and t.o the spirit of freedom. Extreme doctrines of obedience and extreme doctrines of libert.y-the
rig-ht Of rulers to misgoY4
ern their people. the nght of every OIle of the
people to pltmge his knife in the heart of a bad
ruIer~wel'e inculcated by th", same man, accord·
ing as headdressed himself to thesubjectof Phil·
ip or the subject of El.izabeth, Some described
these men as'the most rigid, others as the most
indulgent of spiritual directors.
Aud both discriptions were correct.. The truly, d Cyout list~ncd with awe, to the high and samtly morality
of the Jesuit.
The gay cavalier, who had run
his riyal through t11ebody, the frail beauty, who
had forgotten her marriage vow, found in the
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Jesuit, an easy well bred man of the world, tel.
erant of the little irregularities of the people of
fashion.
The confessor was strict or lax according to the temper of the penitent.
Hi s first object was to drive no person out of the pale of the
church.
Since there were bad people, it was
better that they should be Lad catholics than
proteetants.
If a person was 80 unfortunate as
to be a bravo, a Libertine, or a gambler, that was
no reason for making him a heretic too."
The muchiuatious and crimea of the Jesuits
reached such H. pitch, that they were at length
by the civil power, driven out of most of the
states of Europe, including those strongly catholic; and on the 2ht July I77a, Pope Clement,
XIV issued his bull, entirely aboliahing the order. This measure was uothastly adopted, for
before he r sol ved UpOIlit the Pope was engaged
four years ill the patient cxnmiuation of their
history.
When he signed the order, he is reported to have said: «tl'he suppreseiou is ftCeomplished. 1 do not repent of it, having only resolved on it after examining and weighingevery
thilllJ', and because 1 thought it necessary for
tht>cllUrch. If it were not done I would do it now,
but this suppression will be my death."
Shortly afterwards the Pope died, with every sympturn of hnvlug been poisoned.
But in 1814,
Pope Pius V1I issued his bull, by which he rastored and established the order of the Jesuits.
Since then they have revived, and have been
busy in Europe.
'I'hcy have come to America,
and established
sundry colleges ill different
states, and are scattllring themselve8 over the
Janel. They are d<cemedto be effective and necessary ullies in redueing our government and
pt"ople under the dominion of Rom<J,llism. The
Romish Priesthood ill New York, a few years
ago, in the public llewspap ..rs, declared their
"ardl;Jlt admiration of the illustrious order of
the Jesuits, which death alone would be able
to extiuguish in their bosoms." Fit atlxilieries,
these Je.mits, of bishop Hughes und bishop Purcell, and the foreign priests, in the execution of
thE'ir designs ill this country.
The Romanism of the dark and middle ages
is tho: RomaniSlll of this day. A part, of it only
is active and cOlltrolling; but all will be if its
hierarchy can bring back the world to enough
of ignorance, superstition, and slavery, to submit to it. That ifl the grt'at consumma.tion for
Wllich the Pope, Bishop Hughes, and Pu"cell,
and Browm:on, and aUlabo!". There has never
been a.ny expurgation of the uSllI'pations and
corruptions of tIle Roman catholic church by
any of its couneilfl, or Popes; and the necessary
conclusion i,.; that they do not admit that there
iN allY. Every principle, power and feature
whit'll 1 ha\'e a.ttributed to It, and many more
of kindred natnre, arc found in the body of thE'
canon bw. That law is defined by Benedict
XIV. who was elected Pope in 1740, thus:
"Those constitutions are properly ('tilled canons
which bind the whole church; such are those
which emanate from the chief pontiff or a. general council; because if the slatute of a bishop
be confirmed by the Pope, and extended to the
whole church, then it is properly called a canen, as it is now anthOl'izect by the Pore." And
in no form, eitJler by decree of eonnci or Pope,
is their any renunciation or abandonment, in
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modern times. of !lOY right 01' power ever claimed by the hierarchy:
Ferdinand VII, on his restoration, re-established the inqnisition
in 1814; but when the
despot was again expelled by the republican
Oortes ill 1820, it was the second time svppressed, and has never been again re-established
in
Spain.
In the Papal States it still exists, though
it-s operations are shrouded in a great deal of
secrecy. 'I'he Pope and his priests in every
country exercise all the power, and persecute to
e\'ery extent which the present opinions and
condition of the world will allow. The following curse is annually pronounced, with all the
solemnity of "bell, book and candle" by the
Pope and other church dignitaries:
-Jn tile nnme of God Almighty. Father, Son,
and Holy Ghost, and by the authority of the
blessed Apostles, Peter and Paul, and by our
own, we excommunicate and anathematize all
Hussites, 'Ykkliffites,
Lutherans,
Zuiugliana,
Oalvinistx, Huguenots,
Annbaprlete, Trinitarinus, and all other apostates from the faith; and
all other heretics by whatsoever name they are
called. or of whatever sect they may be. And
.also their adherents,
receivers, favorers, and
generally any defenders of them; with all who,
without our authority, or that of the aptstcuc
See, knowingly read or retain, or in any way,
or from any cause. publicly 01' privately, or from
any pretext, defend their books containing heresy, or treating of religion; as also schismatics,
and those who withdraw themselves) or recede
obstinately from their obedience to us, or th$l ex·
isting Roman Pontifr."
E\'en in our country, a catholic procession
was moving along the public streets of Cincin·
nati, and a quiet spectator standing on the highway, and not pulling his hat- off us the proces~
aion passed, had it knocked from his head by
one of the attendants.
The advocates of Romanism have, in this debate, claimed that she is the patron of learning
and of freedom. Free thought, free opinion, and
their free expression, and intt'rchangE", are essential to learning, and thc es.'>enceof liberty; and
against those Rome draws the sword and throws
away tho? flcabbard.
In relation t,o doctrines
propolluded by the council of Trent, it decreed:
"If allY one shall presume to kaeh, or to think
ditTeremtly from those decrees, let him be accursed."
But lct us bl:ar ...~hat the Popes or
Rome have said of the freedom of opinion, and
of the prcss, and the free circulation orthe Bible
within a few years past. In 1832. Gregory XVII,
puhlished his famous Encyclical letter, in which
will be found the following' passages; "FrOlll
that polluted fountain of indiff ..rf'nce, flow.'! the
absurd and erroneous doctrine, or rather raving,
in favor and ill defence of Hliberty oj conscience,"
for whic:h most pestilential errol', the conrse
opened by that entire and wild libeny of opin.
ion. which is e\"e1'Ywhere attemptillg the overthrow of civil alld reli~ious institutions;
and
which the nnblushing' lmpudence of some ha'i
held forth as an ad I'antage of religion."
"From
hence arise those revolutions ill the minds of
men, hence this aggravated corr\1ption of youths,
hence the contempt among the '(lcople of sacred
things, and of the most holy Illstitutions and
laws; hence in one word, that pest oj all others mOBt
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ta be dreaded ill astute, uubridled liberty uj ophl- the Holy See, accompanied by notes derIVed from
ion." This Pore saw full well, that the hoary the u-ritings oj the Holy Fathers, or otheTleamtd
Catholic authors."
superstitions
0 Romani!>m could not stand the
"As for yourselves, my venerable brethren,
test of free inquiry and liberty of opinion. Hence
his trembling apjm,;:hension of them, and his zeal called as you m-e to divide our solicitude, we
recommend YOIl earnestly in the Lord, to anto stifle them forever.
nounce and proclaim, in convenient time and
Some years ago what is termed the Ohristian
Alliance was formed in the city of New York, place, to the people confided to your care, these
the object of which was t~ circulat.e the llil:>le apostollcal orders, and to labor carefully to sepwithout note or comment, 10 catholic eouutnee arate the faithful sheep from contagion of the
Ju their own language.
The same Gregory in christian alliance, from these who have become
its auxiliaries, no less than those who belong to
1844, fulminated a bull against this association,
other Bible societies, arid from all who buve any
from which this pa;;;suge is taken:
with them.
You are conse"Moreoyer, venerable brothers, we recommend connnuuicatiun
the utmost watohfu luess over the insidious meas- quently enjoined to remove from the hands of
ures and attempts of the Christian Alliance. to the faithful alike the Bibles in the vulgar tungue
those who, raised to the dignity of yOUl' order, which may have been printed contrary to the
are called to govern the Italian churches. or the decrees above mentioned of the sovereign Poncountries which Italians frequent most common- tiffs, and every book proscribed and condemned,
ly, especially the frontiers, and parts whe,nee and see that they Iearn , through your admonition
travellers enter ltalr.
As these are the points and authority, what pasturages are salutary,
on which the seotanans have fixed to commence and what pernicious and mortaL Watch atthe realization of their projects, it is highly ne- teutively over those who are appointed to excessary that the bishops of those place s should pound tile Holy Scriptures, to see that they acmutually assist each other zealously and faith- quit themselves faithfully according to the cafully, 10 order, with the aid of God, to discov- pac ity of their hearers, and that they dare 7Iot,
under any pretext wllatever, interpret or expla.in
er and prevent their 'fIwchirlatiolls.
"Let us not doubt but your exertions added to the holy pages contrary to the tradition of the Holy
our own, will be seconded by the civil autlwrities, and Fathers, and to the service oj the Catholic church."
"Let me know then, the eIlormity of the sin
especirtlly by the most i1ifluential eovereiqne of Italy, no less by reason of their favorable regard against God and his church which they are
guilty
of who dare associate themselves with
for the catholic religion, than that they plainly
perceive how much it concerns them to prostrate any of these societies, or abet them ill anv way.
these sectarian combinations.
Indeed, It is most llforeover, we confirm and renew the decrees' recited
evident from past expricnce, that there are no abooe, deliverell in former times by apostolic aumeans more certain of rendering the people disobe- tlwrity, a.gainst the publication, distribution, readdient to their princes than rendering them indiffer- ing and posse8sion of books of tlte Holy Scriptures
ent to religion, under tke mask of religious liberty. translated into the vulgar tongue."
The members of the Christian Alliance do not
What a spectacle is here exhibited.
The inconceal this fact from themselves, although they fallible head of the only true church, attemptdeclare that they are far from wishing to excite ing most zealously and Industriously, to exclude
disorder; but they notwithstanding
avow that, from the mass of mankind, the Holy Scriptures,
once libertyof interpretation attained, and with it the book of light and life. The ablest minds in
what they term liberty of conscience among Italians,
the Protestant world could offer no refutation of
these last will naturally soon acquire political lib- the errors of Roman ism, equal in point, force,
and the power of conviction, to this conduct of
erty."
Here is palpably revealed the uatural connec- the Pope.
The sense of Illallkind will be, that
tion and alliance between tlw def<potism of the it could have been suggested only by the spirit
Papal See aHd the monarchs of Europe.
The of darkness.
Bnt this has been paralleled in
only object of the Christian Alliance was to give our country of g08:pel light and liberty.
In the
unadulterated the Holy Scriptures to the people town of Champlam, State of New York, in
of Italy.
And how it excited the fears of the 1842, a .Mr. Telmol1t, a missionary of the JePope. He kn8\v that tht:: light and power of the suits, 11e1da protracted meeting, which was at·
gospel would, wherever it was admitted, estab- tended .by a great number of Catholics from
lish religions liberty, and that would be th~ pre- some distance; and they, who had any, Wf're re·
cursor of civil liberty; and he knew full well qnired to bring in their Bibles aIld testaments.
that civil and religions deposit.,> were its natu- Many were brought, and by this Je!',uit, and
ral enemies, and therefore he invoked his nat-u- other Catholics, pnblidy
burnen.. How long
ral allies to aid him in his attempts to exclude before we may expect similar scenes in Kentucky where the gentleman from Washington,
it from all their dominions.
The last bull of Gregory XVI, dated 8th May, (Mr. Ke1ly,) says there are sixty thousand
1844, is a. long document, and sho·ws throug-hollt Oatl10lics?
the greatest hostilit.y and dread of the circulaThe example of France, ill tht> subversion of
tion of the Bible in Italy, and in Catholic CO\ln~ her monarchy and the establisbmellt of republitries.
I will read one or two more passages can institutions, hm; been held up to us as a testimony that Popel'y and ROUlanism favors liberty.
from it:
"Subsequently,
wheu heretics still per- France always resisted thl3 assumptions and agsisted in their frauds. it became necegsary for gressions of the Pope more perfleveringly than
Benedict XIV to superadd the injunction tha.t 1W other Oatholic countries, her kings making with
t)er8"wnswhatever (of the Bible) sMuld be suffered him the question, that they had the right, to his
to be read but those which should be apprOl:ed oj by f'xclusion, of the appointment of all Bishops for
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and give him my opinion.
I am particularly
are unlimited, eave so far as they are restrained
desirous at defining my position, especially as by the federal government.
I believe the powI do not go as far as the gentleman from Madi- ers of this convention are great and plenary; but
son, who has so ably and clearly argued this I deny that they have not a just and natural limquestion and defended my report, nor half as it. It possesses delegated power, and like all
far as my ven ...rable friend from N elsou, (Mr. other delegated power, is limited by the legitiHardin,) who stated that the powers of this con- mate object for which it was delegated.
I promvention were absolute and unlimited
except so ised I would refer to this restriction of power,
far as restrained by the federal conatitntiou,
but and I will now do so. What is it? I believe
before I get through, I will endeavor to make that it confines the power of this convention
myself understood.
I stand supported
in my within the objects of republican
government!
opinion 1\8 to the powers of this convention and We were elected aud sent here to frame such a
the principles
of this report by the action of government,
and are confined to that object!
nearly all the conventions which have assembled
This restriction is as natural as it is just! Our
in this country.
When you, Mr. President,
delegated power, great as it may be, does not
placed me at the head of this committee, under- authorise us to overstep then the protection of
standing that some doubt had been expressed
life, liberty and propcrty.
If we do so, we are
by distinguished
gentlemen as to the power of usurping power not delegated.
If this conventhis convention finally to adjourn, I made it my tion were to ordain that anyone should be hung
duty to investigate
It. I have consulted and by the neck who should hereafter make an aboconferred with some of the ablest lawyers in the lition speech, or that property mig'ht be taken
state, and with but one exception. I have found without compensation,
IS it contended
that even
none who doubt.
I have carefully examined
if the constitution was ratified, that such provisthe proceedings of otberstateconveutlons.uud
al- ions could be enforced?
Would not such an or.
though most of them have submitted their con- dinance be declared by any able and upright
stitutions to the people for ratification, I know judge the vilest usurpation?
Th~~glori?us wr!t
of but one that deemed it nec{'ssary to re-assem- of habeas corpus must have lost Its efficacy, If
ble. Tlle:r have invariably left it to the governnnv citizen could be thus ruthlessly
dealt ....-ith,
or and legislature, coupled with their OWl! ordi- under the specious but hollow pretence of connances, to put the new government
into opera- stitutional
enactment.
Away with such a heretion, when it should have received the sanction
sy. and strike it away from any arch on which
of the people.
Thc position of the gentleman
we propose to build!
from Nelson Ia contradicted
by the practice of
While we act within the objects of a republlalmost every state in the union.
. .
can government, then we are sovereign, then we
Nor will it do for gentlemen to do away with are supreme, and have power to carry this thing
the force of precedent aud the practice of other out. It was for this reason that I voted for the
states, in this particular, by attempting to show proposition of the gentleman from Bourbon, in
that the statutes calling the convention in those which he declared that the l"ight of property is
states have caused their action as to the mode of before and higher than all constitutions.
I vothe submission of the constitution and their sub- ted for it with all my heart, for I believe the nasequent proceedings.
To do ~o, would be to ked savage, where no human constitution exists,
make a legislative act, calling a convention, the when he shall kill his dear, or his bear, is enticharter of its rights!
This I deny!
It is wholly tled, as the husbandman
is to his axe, to the
at war with what I believe to be the nature and skins; and when they are attempted to be taken
power of sovereignty as represented in a legally
away from him, it is a violation of his natural
called convention.
I have already admitted that rights.
1£ he goes into a compact with others.
we owe our existence to the law of tile last legis- I believe that he will go for safety to himself
lature, but I have shown by our action here in and protection to his property.
I believe govregard to our pay, that we were not limited in ernment is intended for the protection of life, libour power by it. Could that act have limited erty and property, and when any attempt to vlo\IS to action
on the judiciary alone, by enacting
lute any of them, they overstep that compact
that our action should be confined to that sub- and become usurpers.
Such are my crude views
ject? Is there a gentleman who will contend for of the limitations of the powers of this convenit? I apprehend
not; and yet jf the act is to tion! Look into this book of thirty constituhave an effect upon :IS, and we possess no pow- tions of thirty states and see how man;r of them
er oarselvea, we should be forced to this eouclu- re-assembled according to the propoRi~lOn of my
siou! Blr.Lcannot subscrfbe to this doctrine. As friend from Nelson, (Mr. C. A. Wlekhffe,) to rerepreselltatives of the sovereignty of the people, adopt that constitution or to proclaim it.
we are bo-md by no restrictions of a mere legislaExamine them still further, and see how many
tive enactll\ent. No provision, it occurs to me, of of them, after a submission,
have entrusted tu
any act ofth~ legislature requiring a constitution
the legislature, (after the ratification by the peoto be carrried Into effect in a given way, would be ple of the constitution,)
the duty of putting the
binding on a Ito-ally organized convention cal- new government into operation.
Does it not ocled under it. Th~ convention might recommend
cur to the gentleman
from Nelson, that it is
a different mode to the people, and thev might strange that none of these states foresaw the
choose to adopt it. I believe the exercise of danger and difficulty that has occurred to him?
sovereignty by this convention is on a moreextenI know that my distinguished
friend is actuated
ded sphere than that by the legislature;
and yet by the purest motives III offering his resolution.
I do not al5ree with the gentlemen from Nelson, I should be the last man upon this floor to ques(Mr. Hardiu.) and the gentleman from Madison,
tion his zealous devotion to the cause of consti(Mr. Turner,) that the powers of this convention
tutional reform, or the ardent interest which he
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feels in tho triumphant
811CcesS of the new eonstitution; but he will pardon me for saying that
I think it springs rather from his fears than his
judgment.
Look to Virginia.
There they submitted it,
having first provided, by appropriate
penalties,
for the selection of a new legislature under, and
requesting the old legislature to provide, by adquate penalties, for Hie proper submission to the
people.
Did they transcend their power?
The
great men then thought they fossessed it.
They provided
for the election 0 members of
legislature under the new constitution before it
was adopted
and inflicted penalties I Yet we
are told we have not the power to put this constitution into operation.
My friend from Daviese said, if we adopted this report a part of
..the constitution would be active, and a part
pa,ssive: that we would be acting under the old
constitution till the new one is adopted.
We
attach a schedule to it to say how it "hall be put
into operation, and I would ask my friend from
Daviess this q,uestion. Suppose we should say
this couetitution shall not take effect till the
year 1870?
:MI'. TRIPLETT.
I will ask the gentleman
in turn, suppose we say it shall not go into effect till the year 1870, but in the meantime appoint officers to discharge particular duties, how
shall we puuish them for a failure?
Mr. STEVENSON.
I will endeavor to answer. If we say it shall Dot go into effect till
1870, we of course shall have the old constitution in existence; and if we request the present
legislature to provide, by adequate penalties, for
submission, and if they disobey, can we not
under these laws thus passed punish them under
the old constitution?
Mr. TIUPLETT.
I would like to have the
gentleman answer me this question.
'I'be old
constitution is in force till the new one is adopted, but the old constitntion does not contain any
clause requiring duties of clerks and sheriffs,
which we reqture them to perform. Where do
you derive power to punish at aU? It is not in
the old constitution, and the new does not go
into operation.
Mr. STEVENSON.
I will answer my friend
with great pleasure, and I will show that both
the gentlemen from Nelson have acted on what I
regard mistaken principle.
What have we said
in the judiciary report?
We have delegated
power to the legislature to keep four or three of
the judges of the appellate court in office if
they please. We have, I say, also fixed the
time of the election of these judges, which will
be twelve months after the new constitution is
adopted, and some months after the new legislature, under the new constitution, is elected. Will
we not have a portion of the old and new constitution working at, the same time? Unquestionably.
But my friend would say that this
has been provided for in the new constitution.
Equally true; but this very provision answers
my friend's objection, of the positive and negative action of the old and new constitution at
the same time. It takes place by one provision
in the new constitution.
Have we not the right
to put it there? But my friend from Daviess
wishes again to know, how is it we can fine an
officer for failing .to perform a duty before the

new constitution goes into effect, which is not
provided for by the old? Callnot the legislature,
about to assemble, at our request, provide by
adequate penalties for the plan of submission as directed by us? Have t,hey not this
power under the old constitution?
Would
they not do it?
Did they not do it on
a former occasion; and if they did, would not
our object be achieved and a retnrn here unnecessary?
So, in regard to opening the polls
for members of the general assembly under the
new constitution
in 1850. We direct it to be
done in this constitution, and we declare penalties against the officers who fail to comply.
'I'his duty will net be required of these officers
until August, 1850, which will be three months
after the ratification of the new constitution .
If they fail, would they not be subject to penalties of the new constitution?
At the time of
their failure, the said constitution has been ratified by the people-cour acts sanctioned-and
I
am at a loss to know why said officers 'Would
not be rendered amenable?
In both cases then,
suggested by my friend, ample provision can be
provided for the contingencies suggested, and in
no event could our re-assemblage be absolutely
necessary.
So at least thought the committee,
or a majority of them. At our first meeting my
friend from Wayue and myself stood alone on
this report; but before it was made, a majority of
the committee came over and concurred in its
suggestions.
The committee, like all humanity,
are finite and short-sighted.
They may have
overstepped the mark: but they cannot see, that
in the power claimed for this convention in the
recommendations of that report, that they have
introduced any new and novel principle into
the science of government, or that their claim is
not sanctioned both by truth, authority, and
precedent.
There is another ground on which the opposition to the report is strenuously insisted on. On
that ground, I shall not have a great deal to say.
That is a ground which comes home to every
man's own heart, and must be decided by lUl:l
own judgement.
Mr. C. A. WICKLIFE.
Did I understand the
gentleman to say part of the judiciary report is
to go into effect now?
Mr. STEVENSON.
No sir. You misunderstood me. I replied in answer to my friend from
Daviess, that we should have old judges acting
and holding offices now held by them for a year
after the adoption of the new constitution, in
consequence of the time fixed in the constitution for their election.
With regard to the expediency of this question, I was about to remark, when I was interrupted, that I have not so 'much to say. I supposed that every delegate on this floor would
have examined the subject with the lights which
come nearest home to his own conscience and
his own constituents: but there are one or two
reasons which, as a matter of expediency, strike
me with some force. While I believe that every
man on this floor desires this constitution shall
be approved, it may be an important question
whether we shall, by coming 'back here, give
strength to the new constitution.
I came to the
conclusion that we should weaken it by coming
back. I may be wrong; but I will state the rea-
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If we re-assemble, we reo ing fQrth arficlee in fever of this convention.
assemble the same body, with the same elle- say that, because it might be inferred that he

.!onl'l of my opinion.

glance to our constituents which now binds us.
Suppose that some six, or eight, or ten, should
find out we had honestlv mistaken what our people desired.
Would not they be compelled to
rise up and move a reconsideration of that portion of the constitution? If I recollect right,
the report on the judiciary passed by a vote of
two or four only. On other subjects, there were
still closer votes. Gentlemen will return here
with express injunctions that they shall change
their votes, RUa it is done. We then really
change the constitution.
Does any gentleman
suppose we would not be obliged to re-submit
it when we had changed it in any important
point? It is no longer the constitution
which
we first submitted.
It is a new constitution,
changed in some important feature.
Two or
three votes would do this. Does not honesty
and good faith reguire that if we change it. we
should re-submit It. To fail to do so, woud be
but, by our present submission,
"to keep the
word of promise to the ear, but break it to the
hope."
Well, suppose it re-submitted,
and a
second re-assembling.
Further chanf?es in public sentiment would require re-submission,
and
the only possible limit to our re-assembling
would be the improbable contingency of adopting a constitution so perfect in itself, and so acceptable to our constituents,
as not to demand
any change.
Suppose, again, some of the present convention were to die, or be absent, and the
convention should think proper to introduce a
proposition
of amendment on some important
subject which passed by a close vote, would not
this re'luire a re-submiesicn: and if, in every
eubmiaaion, the ground is taken that we must
come back, where is it to end? May not this
very argument be used by skilled and talented
opp,P0nents with greet force in their crusade
against the new constitution.
Again: how many votes will not this new
constitution lose, should we come back, by men
who, although they prefer it to to the old one,
yet in consequence of some objectionable feature,
will vote against it, hoping that upou our return, that objectionable feature will be amended?
These are some of the views which led me to
my conclusion of the impolicy of our return.
The gentIemanfrom Nelson, (Mr. C. A. Wickliffe,) seems worried and excited at an article in
the Commonwealth,
on which he hass severely
commented, and which he thinks was aimed
at him.
Mr. C. A. WICKLIFFE.
Not at me, but at
the whole body.
Mr. STEVENSON.
I do not understand the
article as offensive to the whole house.
I did
not regard it as personally offensive to any individual in this house.
I differ in politics with
that paper, and it is not my business to defend
it. There are able men prepared to do that who
a~ree in politics with the paper.
But while I
differ with the editor of that paper politically,
he is my warm, personal, and devoted friend.
I have known him long and well. I had the
good fortune to serve with him on this floor, and
he stood by me, battling with me for this convention.
And from that time to this his voice
haa never ceased, nor has his-pe~nstepped send-

had some sinister motive in wishing to defeat
the constitution.
This is not so. I know him
to be as warm a convention man as any that
treads the sad of old Kentucky.
I know him to
be as chivalrous, enlightened, and liberal as any
among the gallant sons of this proud old commonwealth.
I know him to be above undertaking, indelicately, unjustly, or improperly, to
wound the sensibilities of any living man upon
this floor. I know this from long intimacy with
him. He felt as a convention man, and I presume, under some excit-ement, he wrote the articleo I say this, without seeing him, and without the ellghtest knowledge that the piece was
to come out. I have not seen him since it c:y<Ie
out; but I make-the statement from my kaowl- •
edge of the man. Pqm ready to vouch he did
not mean any disrespect to this convention.
As
an editor he thought he had the right, and as a
convention man he thought he was doing his
duty to censure or advise what he thought might
injure the constitution.
I admire his boldness,
and I love the man, though I may and do differ
with him wholly in his political views.
Mr. NUTT ALL.
Have you ever seen an article in the Commonwealth in favor of the constitution, before the meeting of this convention?
Mr. STEVENSON.
I know notbing about
the course of the Commonwealth
before that
time, and what I have said, I have said to vindicate my personal friend, believing he did not
intend to insult this convention.
But I did hear
the editor of that paper say he intended to patronize the constitution, and I know he did that
in the legislature.
He is not a man who can falsify his word. Mr. President, I am done.
Mr. MAUPIN.
We told the people that we
would refer the new constitution
to them to accept or reject. There was no occasion for making any such promise, as all power is inherent
in them. If they reject the new constitution,
then they fall back upon, and re-adopt the old
one. Every sensible man must know that when
we adjourn and go home, we neither lose all our
powers, nor have we any more conferred upon
us. There is no interregnum
in this government-the
old constitution stands, or the new
one goes into operation.
Mr. MAOHEN.
The question now before
the house is one of great moment.
Is it 0118
upon which there is no doubt?
Is it not such
a question as requires our careful consideration
and cautious action? I came here with no dlsposltion to return.
My opinion was and is, that
we have the power to submit our work to the
people for their approval or rejection, and if accepted by them, to declare that it shall then be
the organic law of the land.
But is it a qnestion upon which there is no doubt rationally entertained?
We have the evidences in this house
of not only doubt. but settled conviction, that
we have no such power.
When I see gentlemen
of great legal learning and experience occupying this position, it is enough to satisfy me. as
one of this body, as to the prudent course to be
taken. If, upon a question of so much importance, there is doubt as to the legality of a preposed action, and another course can be taken,
upon which there is no doubt, it seellis t(.t _
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that we should not hesitate as to out duty. Take the master dies, he is free; because he was bound
that course which is plain and certain, and en- for a particular
purpose.
A judge cannot act
sure the work. If, with the doubts in and out of by deputy.. because he is appointed on account
this house, as regards our power to delegate
of his skill. A clerk can, because his is a mere
authority
to any other. of promulgating
our ministerial
act; but a judge cannot appoint &
work as the organic law of the land-if
we sep- deputy.
A legislator cannot act by his deputy.
arate and go hence to return no more, what.diffi- Why? Because he is sent here on account of his
culties may be drawn upon the commonwealth.
skil1. How absurd would it be for one of the
Suppose that the office-holders of this state, op- representatives of Nelson county to send his deposed to a convention, should refuse to yield up puty here. I have a son-in-law,
by the name of
their offices under the pretence that our work. Thomas W. Riley, who is a representative.
If
from the manner of iteeubmieeion, was void; in he was to give me a power of attorney to take
whet condition, I ask you, would OUT state be his seat could I do it~ Or if my other son-inplaced? Commotion.confusion,
and strife would law 'Was to direct me to take his seat in the sen.
necessarily be the result. I differ with some gen- ate, it could not be done. Mr. Helm cannot act
tlemen here as to our powers.
They are restrictby deputy.
Weare sent here to amend, alter, or
What do we pro.
ed in some respects, and the ~ent1eman from re-adopt the old constitution.
Kenton in qnottng from the action of the con- pose to do? Why, we propose to appoint anothvcntton
of Virginia,
has not produced a case er set of gentlemen
to make this very thing
in point.
Let me read from the preamble to the which we are sent here to make. We are to subconstitution
of Virginia, the authority
under mit our work to the people, and they vote on it.
No sir. Can
which they acted.
It proceeds as follows, to re- Can they make a constitutionj
cite their powers;
the people, in their primary
assemblies, make
"And whereas, the general assembly ot Vir- laws? No sir. Have they power under the orfor future
ginia, b,Y an act passed on the tenth day of Feb- ganic laws, rules, and regulations,
government?
No sir. But under the great prinruary, In the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and twenty-nine,
entitled,
'An ciple, that the voice of thepeople must be heard,
act to organise a convention,'
did authorize
and aod when heard resl?ected and attended to, we
provide for the election by the people, of dele- ask them for their opinion on this subject; and,
we are bound to congates and representatives
to meet and assemble as faithful representatives,
But we are the power
In general
convention, at the capitol in the city form to that opinion.
which
is
to
make
the
constitution.
Yet, under
of Richmond, on the first Monday of October,
the great republican principle of instruction, we
in the year last aforesaid, to consider, discuss,
call on them for advice, for instruction:
and
and propose a new constitution,
or alterations
and amendments
to the existing constitution
of what they advise and instruct, I have no doubt
members here will conform
this commonwealth,
to be submitted to the peo- the whole hundred
to.
ple, and to be by them ratified or rejected."
Well, we propose getting the opinion of the
Such is the authority under which the Virginia convention
assembled.
I ask you, if such people.
What next1 The sheriffs are to com:
pare the polls in each county where they have
power was delegated to this body by the legislative action under which we assembled?
None a precinct, and the returns sent to the secretary
will contend that it was. One of the requisiof state.
What next?
'l'he governor is to call
tions of the legislature of Virginia was, that the a council, composed of the secretary, the attorAnd whoever
work of the convention should be submitted
to ney general, and second auditor.
can attend
the people of Virginia for their adoption or re- may choose to attend as spectators,
jection.
That requisition carried WIth it all ne- and look on. Very well; they look on, and the
cessary powers. to be exercised in order to ac- governor, the attorney general, and the auditor
complish that which was required of the conveu- count the polls.
Suppose it comes to 11 hard
tion: and hence they might, with propriety, im- contest whether votes are good or bad, cast for
or against the constitution,
who is to decide?
pose fines and punishment
upon officers failing
to do their duty.
But our directions are. by the Why, the governor, I suppose, and his l!ecretary
Is the attorney general to throw in hIS
legislation of last winter, to alter. amend, or re- to help.
adopt the old constitution;
and the submission
weight. and the second auditor, too? Suppose
to the people, is only in obedience to the de- it comes to within ten votes, and there are spurious votes, or supposed
alterations
in the record
mands of those from whom we received authority to assemble here. We may claim obedience -the governor and his officers are to judge of
to our mandate, but have no power to enforce it. this, and when the result is ascertained they are
to the world.
I sav that
Under these circumstances, our only safe policy to make proclamation
is to return here and adopt the work we have in this we should delegate to these officers the
put together. or re-adopt the old constitution,
as very thing we were sent here to do. Weare to
come here, we are to count the votes given, and
directed by our constituents.
I am for taking
that course as the course of safety, and trust that we are. by a faithful comparison and addition of
the votes, to ascertain whether the constitution.
this house will so determine.
If it is, then we are to announce it,
Mr. HARDIN.
If we cannot delegate to the is adopted.
governor and the second auditor the power to and proclaim
it to the world as our constitumake a constitution,
surely I cannot delegate to tion.
The honorable chairman (Mr. Stevenson)-who
my friend from Ballard to make my speech.
I rose and read from this book to "how t6.at we is a man of great ability, and is a very fair new
cannot delegate our power which ia given on ac- edition of a most illustrious
father, and if I
ccuut of our skill.
When an apprenticli
is should say a little improved, I hope I would not
9!cllaiV!. lM~auie all new ~ks Jlhoul~ b:t..
~aa:l. to ~ ~ter~ on aC~Ull.t ~ h..illkll!, a.o.d. ~!
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all improvement-!Jays the committee had great from tile start, (laughter ,) although we know
trouble on this subject. He says they were all they came in after the first year's voting. 0,
against him, save the gentleman from Wayne,
who stood up to him most manfully.
Ve!'Ywell.
and how did you change them?
They directed
him to make a report to present to the committee when they met again, and he talked to them

and talked to them, till they were willing he
should make tbis report.
He says the Virginia convention did not re-essemble, ami the Tennessee convention
did not.
Very well, the proposition may not have occurred to them.
But.the gentleman paid but a just
tribute to the illustrious
gentlemen he named,
who framed the Virginia constitution,
and every
compliment he paid them I subscribe to, and I
bow with profound reverence to the very names
ee they are mentioned.
The names of Madison,
Munroe, Marshall, Johnson,
and Tazewell,
I
bow to, but I hold we are bound t.o come back
and count the votes for and against the conatitutiou, and then if there is a controversy, we are
bound to decide that question ourselves.
I have had this question very much at heart
for a longtime-a
long time.
I repeatedly mentioned it in public speeches made last summer,
and wherever I named it, it met with universal
approbation.
I knew the opposition which the
conetdtution would have to encounter.
When I
first started this question of a convention, it was
doubtful whether we would have a majority or
not, but it was a growing question,
and as it
grew it gained proselytes and became stronger
and stronger, and the prospect
brighter
and
brighter, just like the sun in rising, the fox-fire of
the opposition
seemed to disappear,
and at last
the office-hcldcrs-c-rhc
first year, great God, how
they followed me round and spoke.
When I
first went to Washington, there was William
'Booker, and the judge, his brother, who mounted the rostrum and spoke against me. In Green
Judges Buckner was present, and I expected they
would mount me. But at last they all agreed
with me, except the clerk and his family. Then
I spoke the whole week in Nelson county, and
on Saturday night at Bardstown I was haunted
by the clerks and their families.
On Monday
morning a clerk asked the judges at a precinct
to open the polls at 8 o'clock, and when the
judge asked "what is the reason," he answered
to prevent Hardin from speaking,
for he will
get the people to vote for a eouvention.
After
I spoke.every man but three voted for a convention.
Now we have done all the people claimed.
We have taken the appointing power from the
governor and restored It to the people, where of
right it belongs.
We have taken away the life
tenure of office, which is an anti-republican
feature in the present constitution,
We have done
more.
By our whole regulations
put together,
"Weshall save from $30,000 to $35,000 a year.
Every great object of the people is answered.
But yet we know there is a party greatly diesatisfied.
There are not Ieee than thirty or forty
thousand men against any constitution
we may
make, and in favor of the present.
To be sure
there were not so many the second year as the
first. Why? Because the office-holders s~w we
'Would carry the 'convention,
and then they
pitGh. ill, &Del swore thoty'WeN 1D th. hunt

they were the greatest men for a convention;
like Falstaff, when he found Hotspur dead, who
was killed by the prince. he picked him up and
he waddled off with him, the old fat drunkard,
and threw him down before the kinf.' and said
I expect to be made a duke or an ear, if not the
king may kill the next Percy himself. So with
these men.
The second year they swore they
had killed Hotspur themselves, when they had
not stuck a lance in him.
(Laughter.)
Nay sir,
more. I saw men who at first stood off and never put their names to it till they saw the state of
the weather out of doors.
But when they saw
the convention was a beautiful trade wind, how
they spread their sails-great
God how they
pitched iu l (Renewed laughter.)
We have all the opposers of the constitution
to fight.
We have all the emancipationists
and
all the offlce-bolders for life, or a great body of
them to fight.
These will all combine, and
thousands
and thousands
will be raised to defeat it.
Mr. M. P. MARSHALL.
May I ask the questiou ; suppose the people should reject this Callstitution, and this convention assemble in June.
do you think it competent
for this convention
to make a new constitution
or make amendmerits to the work?
And if yOll think it competent, would y(m be in favor of it?
Mr. HARDIN.
We should meet with the
same powers as at first.
Mr. M. P. MARSHALL.
Will we make any
change?
Mr. HARDIN.
Nothing
material.
I was
saying these three classes of opposers we shall
have.
First the emancipationists,
then those
who prefer the old constitution,
and next the
old hunkers.
Thank God, I am a barnburner,
for I . understand
the old hunkers to be those
who hold on to office until God takes them
away, and as Jefferson said, "they scarcely ever
die/'
I understand barn burners to be those who
are opposed to those in office, and are as anxious
to get rid of them as the old trapper when he
said if he could not get rid of the rats, he would
burn the barn, rats and all.
How long maya man hold on to office? Fifty
or sixty veers I suppose. I know men in office who
have, by"themsel vee ortheir vendeee, been in office
sixty years, and are now precisely like old brother Dobson. Dobson is represented as a handsome
young man who was married at the age of
twenty one. On the night of the wedding there
was a knocking at the door, and a servant went
und came back and told
his master that a
stranger who wished to see him was at the door.
Dobson went and enquired
who he was, and
what he wanted.
The stranger
replied, "I am
death, and I have come for you."
"My God"
said Dobson, "'you have called out of time."
[Laughter.] Said death, <II know I have called
III rather a bad time;
I will wait a little."
In
sixty years he came again, and again he was
asked what he wanted. and he said, "I have
come for you Mr. Dobson."
"Good God" said
Dobson, "have you come so soon? I did not expect JOu so soon as this."
[Renewed laughter.]
So it,is with the office-holders; when they have
been in sixty years, they l8.y they have OWl
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been in a short time.
Jacob said hi" days bad and what is more, he speaks better than I, exbeen a hundred and twenty and five yea;s, and cept thathe said his proposition was as cleat as
they had been few and evil; so it is with the the sunshine on the hill yonder, when I took
office-holders-they
think after sixty years they two or three witnesses to the window, and the
have been in office only a few days.
sun did not shine at all, but was covered with
I want to see rotation in office, and the cor-I clouds.
(Laugbter.)
rupt sale of sheriff's
offices at the court house
I was :'lorry to see au article which appeared'
door, or in the court yard, taken from this gOY- in the Commonwealth to-day. I have known Mr.
ernmcnt; when you leave it to the people.Dyoll Hodges a great lllany years, and I have had a
can do that.
My dear friend, you cannot sell great deal of experience iu public printing, and
a clerkship then for $3,000, nor for $14,000, as I will take this occasion to say, that ns an execuwas done in Lexington;
nor in the streets, cry tive officer he is the best I have ever known; exout the offices from one end of the street to the ccpt one man I knew in the National [ntelliqencer
other.
office. The execution
of his work is of such a
Sir, I was ullhaypy from the day this convert- character, and it is so promptly
done, that be
tion was called til last night.
I was afraid aU would always get my vote, no matter what
these discordant interests, the emancipationists,
might be his political
principles.
He does his
the old hunkers,
and the old constitution men, work well, and that is the reason why 1 would
would combine and raise money-which
is the vote for him. Lhave, however, thought that
sinews of war politically as well as civilly-and
that Imper should long ago have stepped forno man would subscribe one dollar for the con- ward and vindicated
the members of this constitution,
and that they would mash it up. A vention from the foul aspersions
heaped upon
dark cloud hung overour prospects till last night. them by the'lress of Kentucky.
It has not done
The lightning seemed to flash, and the thunder
so. I waul
to God these expressions
were not
to roll; but t.hauk God, it is past, and I see the in that paper.
But this has nothing to do with
bright sun of Austerlitz
now buret.iug on the the public work.
He does his work better, and
people.
Yes, sir, the bright sun is shining on prints better than any man I ever saw, and if he
us, and as sure as the Lord liveth we will have a was a democrat this day, the most rabid one
constitution,
aud the peo:ple will take it. Where that ever lived, knowing his skill, I would vote
will be the emanciput.ioniste?
Will they under- for him.
taketokillyou,
friend Meriwether?
(Laughter.)
My friend from Shelby was at the court in
Never.
They will not he a thorn in your side. that county the other day, and the opposers of
Where will be the old hunkers?
They will the constitution
there were overjoyed, in hopes
swear they were with us from the first. Where that we should adjourn without putting the conwill be the old constitution men? Like the rest stitution into operation.
And so earnest was he
of the horses when they ran against Flying
that when he was telegraphed
as to wbat was
Childers, they will be no where in the race. doing here, he hired a horse and buggy and
we will have an easy time of it if we determine came to the rescue in good time. There is an
to come back here. Did not the world say that earnest wish by those opposed to the conetituSampson was a fool for perJ?itting his hair to be ti~m, that we shall adjourn. without nu opportucutoff by that woman Delilah? Why?
He wue nity to return.
I know It, and I beg of you
shorn of his strength.
If we adjonrn sine die, who are in favor Of the new constitution,
to
we shall be like Sampson with his hair cut off. work for it." adoption.
You are staked upon
For what power have we then? None, not even it. 'We are bound, in vindication of our reputeto kick adog from our feet: and like a dog we tion, and in honor to the people, to see that they
shall go sneaking home. And when asked what have their will carried out before we quit.
But
you have donc-"nauthin,
nuuthiu.
nauthin.'
I if we do not, we
shall be the scorn and ridicule
(Laughter.)
Have you made a constitution?
No. of every man, from Maine to the mouth of the
We have left it to the sheriffs and our couut;r Rio Del Norte.
We shall be their laughing
courts, whose very offices under the old consti- stock and scorn.
I hope we shall come back,
tution will depend. on not doing the very thing and that we shall not have to do much more
we ord -r them to do. We have left it to the than dot an i or cross a t. Wheu will it suit you
goyernor and his council, and they arc either to to come back?
N (I day will suit me; but let us
make it or not, as they please.
Why, we shall hold a recess, to keep the old constitution men
feel as if we have no power at all-none.
in order, and to keep the emancipationists
in
We can pass resolutions,
and they are to be order, and, above all things, to keep the old
enforced for the purpose of carrying into effect hunkers down.
the great principles
wc establish here, but we I Mr. PROCTOR.
I am not in favor of the
cannot make laws .. To be sure. I see there is an course suggested,
because I am not willing to
a~1endment for fiX:l1lg a pe~alty, an~ wl~ethcr coerce the freemen of Kentucky by holding this
nght or wrong r Will go f?r ~t; any thmg III the thing OVl'.l' them in terrorem. 1f the people de~
world to get a good constitutIOn adopted.
cide 110t to accept this constitution,
1 cannot
Sir, I regret very much a proposition offered consent to return here and make another consti·
last evening which was misunderstood,
and that t.utiOIl in opposition to the wishes of the people.
time was not given by my colleague to the. I shall go home and do all r can to have the new
chairman of the committee.
He has been a very constitution
carried into effect. But I cannot
able man, and I may say more-he
is a modest l'eturn to my constituency,
and say to them, "I
one. I am sony I canllot get some one to pay haye assisted in making a constitution,
and
.me the same compliment.
(Laughter.)
I know voted to submit it to you for your adoption, or
I have spa_ken a great deal, but I think the gen- rejectiQn, but if you do not coincide with my
tleman from Madison ~peaks as long as; I do; peculiar views, and do noV endorse our work, I
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will return to Frankrot~ and lend my Rld in propose

that the convention shall come back
egam, if he proposes to have the Iegtelature
designate
how the constitution
shall be proclaimed?
We shall be through with it soon.
The house last night decided to come back.
The gentleman says it will go into effect if eomething does not happen.
But the legislature
may make something happen, and then we shall
be what may be called functus ojficw.
Mr. WILLIAMS.
Tbe proposition offered by
me adopts the constitution as our work at this
time, hut to take effect at a certain day hereafter, unless, in the mean time, the people shall
cast a vote that it shall not be the constitution.
I propose that the legislature
shall yass
mitted.
such laws as maybe necessary, in themeac time,
The Secretary read them, as follows:
.. RC80lveat That the constitution adopted by to provide for taking such a vote as will be necessary to decide whether the people will receive
this oonventton
shall go into effect oil the-Suppose the legisladay of J uue, 1850, unless by a vote to be cast.by or reject the constitution.
the qualified voters of the state on the first Mon- ture pass no such law, the constitution will be
the
law
of
the
land,
because
we have adopted
day of May, and the Tuesday thereafter, of said
year, it shall be determined by said vote to re- it, and bad the power to do so. Suppose there
should be no vote taken, even if the legislature
ject said constitution.
<f R,esolved,
That the legislature
next to as- should provide for it by law, we have adopted
the constitution,
and it will be the constitution
semble do pass such laws as mav be necessary
I am not unwilling to trust the
to take the vote proposed in the foregoing reso- of the country.
I have no such apprehensions
as
lution, and for due returns and a correct account legislature.
If tlE.0n my plan,
and yublication thereof; said laws to contain a the gentleman from Nelson.
provision providing that a majority of the votes as he says, we shall be functus officio, upon his
plan, if the people reject the constitution,
the
cast shall decide upon the rejection or adoption
eouvention, I think, will be non est inventus in
of this constitution."
June.
Mr. WILLIAMS.
The difficulty in the minds
Gentlemen seem to have some doubt as to the
of a great mallY delegates in relation to the
Upon what is 'that
pending proposition arises, it seems to me, from power of this convention.
I think it must be on this,
the fact that if the convention adjourns now, and doubt founded?
if not adopdoes not return to adopt the new constitution,
it ff any thing: that the constitution,
ted by the people, can have no binding force
will have done nothing.
This is the principal
I
argument enforced by the gentleman from Nel- before it is adopted by this convention.
conceive that my proposition
does
son, in the remarks he has just made.
If we humbly
adopt the principle contained in these resolu- away with that doubt; because we adopt the
and it is the constitution,
unless
tions, the convention will not have to meet again constitution,
in June and adopt this constitution, but if it the people reject it. Where is there room 'for
doubt?
Is
not
our
power
complete?
If
there
should be rejected hr the people, then the old
can be a doubt, I cannot see whence it can come .
constitution remains III force, and is the organic
Iaw of the commonwealth.
According
to the H gentlemen are determined to come back here,
principle I have laid down, we shall be acting 1 think it will be to do nothing, because every
Ever,r
~fIeetively, and it then cannot be said that we thing we can then do, we can do now.
have. done nothing.
If the legislature
fail to thing we ought to do, if the people reject it, we
'provide fer the taking of the vote on the new can do now.
Permit me to say, there is no one more sinconstitution, it will not be our fault, and it will
should be
go into effect notwithstanding,
and the argu- cerely desires that this constitution
ment, respecting the failure of officers to do their adopted than myself. I will work as hard as
any other roan to secure that end, and roy great
duty, will amount to nothing.
objection to returning
here, is, that it will put
COMMITTEE OF REVISION.
into the hands of the opposers of the consutuMr. McHENRY
moved the poetpoucment of tion a most powerful weapon.
t~e pending question,
to enable the committee
Mr. TURNER.
The ~cntleman from Nelson
of revision to make another report.
has-argued this question ingeniously.
The conThe motion was agreed to.
stitution of the United States was adopted just
Mr. McHENRY then made his report, and the in this way. The ratification
of the federal
amendments suggested were agreed to.
constitution
by nine states was required, and
EVENING SESSION.
when given it became the constitution
of tile
The states ratified it and reportThe convention resumed the consideration
of United States.
th~ !eyort of the committee on miscellaneous ed to congress. The convention dissolved and
gave up all authority
to congress, and left conprO,vLfllqns.
if adopted by
Mr. W~LLla:MS celled {<;Ir'th~ yea's and nays gress to proclaim the constitution
nine states, which was done.
Cannot we giv'e
on his motion to re-commit the report.
~1J;.HARDIN
asked that the roll bc called, the legislature the power of declaring whether
the people will consent to have this constitution
l!Lnd~t,w8JI called acco,rdin,lJly.
1 think there ie DO doubt
Mr. H*R:O~N. 1 'will inquire of the; honor- pat into operation?
-a.ble mover of that proposition,
all he does not that we have the power.

framing another constitution."
I cannot cansent to lend my approval to the adoption of any
such doctrine, or such course of proceeding.
I
would consider myself recreant to the high trust
and confidence reposed in me by those whom I
have the honor to represent on this floor. If the
people reject the constitution,
I shall bow with
deference and respect to their will.
Mr. WILLIAMS.
I rise to make a motion to
re-commit this report, but before I do 80 I desire
to submit two resolutions,
which will elucidate
my object. I desire to submit them as instructions to the committee,
if the report be re-com-
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Mr. HARDIN.
I once met with William
'l.'he amendment. offered by Mr. BROWN waa
Willis, an eminent lawyer, at Marion court, and then agreed to.
there never was a case occurred but he had had
The question was next taken on the section,
one in Green, or Adair, or Cumberland, which and it was adopted.
would just fit it. So my friend from Madison.
:Mr-.STEVENSON, on ,behalf of the COIUlD~t-He always has some case to fit, exactly. We tee; withdrew the fifth, sixth. and seventh seecannot delegate cur power. because we are sent tiona of the report. which were rendered unnehere on account of our capacity. The states cessary by the adoption of the amendment to
which adopted the federal constitution were 11 the fourth section.
set of sovereignties, and their whole power, as
The eighth and ninth sections Werenext read,
states, had to be surrendered. But here are no as follows, and adopted:
sovereignties to be surrendered.
SEC.8. It shall be the duty of the general
My worthy friend from Bourbon (Mr. Wil- assembly elected under this constitution, at its
Iiama.) says he has labored hard for the conven- first session, to make an apportionment of the
tion. I know he has, and I hope he will not representation of this state, upon the rrinciple
give out just now. We have made the ccnstitu- set forth in this constitution; and unti the first
tion in a spirit of compromise, and I hope we apportionment shall be made as herein directed,
shall hold on to it till it becomes the glorious the apportionment of senators and representaconstitution of Kentucky, and not let it go out tivee among the several districts and counties
of our hands till then.
in this state, shall remain as at present fixed by
Mr. KELLY. I have been opposed, from the law,
.
first, to our meeting here a second time. I
"SF;0' 9. All recogntzances heretofore.tak:n.
think there is a time when there should be an or which may be taken before the organtaetton
end to our voting and our talking; and, for the 0'£ the judicial .depary;mentunder this constitufirst t~mesi.n~eI have been here, 1 will usurp tb;e tion, shall remam v~lld~and shall pass over to,
peculiar privilege of the gentleman from Madi- and may be prosecuted III the name.of the comson and call for the previous question
monwealth. All criminal prosecutions and pe,
..
.
nal actions which have arisen, or may arise 00The mam .question was ordered to be now p~t. fore the re-organization of the indicial departThe
taken
on re-commit· constit
ti n .) d which shall
·
th question
t was
·tl· then
t
t.i
d th
ment und er this
1 11 0 , an
" "
t Ill!
e rep~r., WI I ms rue IOns, an
e eas then be de endin ,may be prosecuted to judgan nays ~~lDgden5~ndedby Mr. IRWIN, t ere ment and ~xecutfon, In the name of the comwere yeas ,nays
:
monwealth."·
YEAs-Mr. President, (Guthrie,) John L. BelThe tenth section was read as follows:
li,nger, W.rn.K. Bowling, Lut~er Brawner, Fran"SEC. 10. In the trial of ~ny criminal case,
ClS M. ~n~tow, Wm. C. Bullitt, Cha\les Cham- the jury shall be [udges of Iaw and fact."
bers, WIlham Chenault, Jas. S. ,?hpsman, EdMr. LINDSEY. I move to strike out the eDward Curd, James H. Garrard, NmJan E. Gray, tire section, and insert in lieu thereof the {olA?drew Hood, Thomas J. Hood, James W. 11'- lowing:
wm, Chas. C. ~~lly, John H. McHenry, T~os.
"In all criminal trials, the courts having juP. Moore, WIlham Preston, Johnson Pnce, risdiction thereof shall be judges of the law,
'fhomas Rockhold, James Rudd, John W. Ste- and the juries of the facts."
venson, James W.. Stone, John J. Thurman,
Mr. APPERSON. According to my reco11('cHoward Tod~, SqUlre Turner; Jo~n .L. Wal~er, tion, the same proposit,ionhas been once rejectHenry Washmgton, George ~. Wllltams, Silas ed, and I would ask if it can be brought in
Woodsou-31.
again?
NAys-Richaro. Apperson, John S. Barlow,
The PRESIDENT. If it has been once offerAlfred Boyd, William BradJey,Thos. D. Brown, ed, it cannot again be offered.
Beverly L. Clarke, Jesse Coffey,Henry R. D.
Mr. LINDSEY. I supposed it was proper to
Coleman, Benjamin Copelin, William Cowper, offer it in this place. I offered it SoIneweeks
Lucius Desha, James Dudley, Chasteen T. Dun- aO"oas an original proposition, when another
avan, Benjamin F. Edwards, Milford Elliott, b~anch of the constitution was rrnder consideraGreen Forrest, Nathan Gaither, Selucius Gar- tion. There is noWa principle reported by the
fielde, Richard D. Gholson, Thomas J. Gough, committee which involves a portion of thel'iame
Ben. Hardin, Vincent S. Hay, William Hendrix, proposition, aDd I d'esire Jiow to offer it as an
Mark E. Huston, Thomas James, William John· amendment.
son, GeorgeW. Johnston, GeorgeW.Kavanaugh,
The PRESIDENT. The proposition is, to
James M. Lackey, Peter Lashbrooke, Thomas strike out the .ection offeredby the comrn.ittee,
N. Linds{'y, Thos. W. Lisle, Willis H. Machen, and insert this. If this amendment has been
George W. Mansfield. Alexander K. Marshall, once rejected, the chair is still of opinion it is
Wm. N. Marshall, Robert D. Maupin, Richard not in order.
L ..M~yes,Nat~an McClure, David Me.riwether, Mr. LINDSEY. Then I will move to strike
Wilham D...Mltchell, James M. NesbItt, Hugh out the section, as reported by the committee.
Newell, EhJa~1 F. Nuttall, Henry B. Pollard, It contains aatrangc principle, to my mind, to
John. T. RObIDSOt;J,
Jolin. T. RO.$ers,Ira Rout, be incorporated in the constitution of ille state.
IgnatIUSA. Spaldmg, MIchael L. Stoner, AI- It is true.. judges no~ dii;fer.as to tbe power of
bert G. ~~bot~, J. D. Taylor, Wm. R. Thomp- expoundmg the law lJl orImmal cases under the
aon,.Phlhp Tnplett, ~ohn.Wheeler, Andre~ S. eXisting constitution. So.me.have held that it
'Ylute, Charles A..WlCkhffe, Robert N. "W lck- was their right and duty, when asked, to state
ltffe, Wesley J. Wnght-.59.
the law to the juty, and some have maintained
So the house refused to re-commit.
that the power of the jury was'justi wHat is de<0

h
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·dared in the section proposed to be stricken
out. The convention certainly have uot reflected on the effect of this secuon, and the hie:h
principles it involves, or I am sure they will
pause before they will declare that juries shall
be exclusively judges of the law in cases involvjug liberty or life. So particular have we been
that we have provided thqt no person shall be

eligible to tne offlcp qf jJ+dg~ of the circuit
court, or court of appeals, untll he has been a
regular practicing attorney for eight years; and
yet after this provision, which IS intended to
secure persons sufficiently acquainted with the
law of the land to enable them to say what it
is, and apply it to all questions in clvil cases
involving property, we are to conclude our great
work by declaring that those learned and experienced as we require, aud provide they shall
be, are not to be trusted in criminal cases, but
we are to have juries composed of men selected
as they can be picked up from the court house
yard, having the least acquaintance with the
law, to make another tribunal before whom the
·udge is to bow, and on whose decisions life and
J ibertyare to be determined. Sir, I cannot value
the constitution,
with such a provision in it, as
wort4 having,
Too high do I value the persoualrights
of the
subject to be ready or willing to place them un.
der the entire control of men not sufficiently acquainted with legal fqnus to know when they
are right, or why they are required.
Will the gentlemen of the committee inform
the convention, if the section is adopted, where
they contemplate
the qut.y of the judge ends,
and the power and authority of the jury begins?
Will it be when the jury ~s empannelled and
sworn, or after the evidence IS heard?
The competency of witnesses-the
admissibil ity of proof
offered, are questions in every cause of great
moment.
If the jury is to be Judges of law and
fact, necessarily they should determine upon
these questions suggested, and then the whole
power of the learned judge will be to preside
over the assembly and keep order, or cause his
officers to keep it.
What power will the judge have to grant a
new trial, if an accused is improperly found
guilty, either through the prejudice and passion
that operate unjustly against him, or the erroneous determination of the law? I have never, as
I remarked upon a previous occasion, been able
to nnd out on what grollllds judges who hold
that juries are judges Qf law <J.ud fact in criminal cases, justify the power they exercise in
granting new trials, after a jury hus returncd a
verdict of guilty.
The judge, sir, must sit and ql1ie~ly" hear
propositions
urged upon the jury, WhICh he
knows not to be the law of t}lCland---",.seecounsel use books as uuthorit:y that are not recognized, and if the section IS retained, he i~ to be
powerless in correding such flagrant wl"Ongsuch terrible injustice.
I know, sir, there are greater chances of cscape
to the criminal, if the jury is to decide the law
in Kentucky, as the impulses of our ,people are
averse to the higher and more ignominious punishments allowed by our laws. But now and
then spring up unaccountable cases, where condemnation is in advance of trial in the public

mind, and the prejudiced and undisciplined
C1t~
izen is left to determine the fate of an unfortunate pcrson, and there is to be no power to stay
the tempest, or arrest the sacrifice.
To those who know how long it takes to learn
even the grades of offences, and how to distinguish, on facts, the particular class to wh ioh they
behmg, no argument need be offered of the utter
fallacy, of expecting, at ally time, to procure
twelve jurors, in any court, who could of themselves, unaided, say what crime an offender they
were trying had committed.
And when the
counsel prosecuting
shall argue one way, and
the counsel defending another, such a tribunal
is an unsafe one to decide between them.
I have no disposition to extend my remarks,
though I could give examples where juries,
under the excitements
improperly
awakened
amongst the people, have been led unjustly to
condemn, and but for the action of the judges
in arresting their verdicts and granting new trials, the victims of their prejudices would have
been sacrificed of character or of life.
As much, Mr. President, as I prize the right of
trial by jury, and as unwilling
as I would be to
see it abolished, I am still for confining the jury
to the trial of fact, and of letting those whose
time is devoted to study, and whom we select
for their learning, be judges of the law. I hope,
sir, the motion will prevail, and the section be
stricken out.
Mr. STEVENSON.
I desire to see this settled, one way or the other. With my expertcnee, I have been in the habit of seeing the law
read to a jury, and sometimes I have known
lawyers forbidden by the judgc to read law. I
do not consider the man who may be a judge, in
all instances the best lawyer.
There may be
those equally good at the bar as the one on the
bench. But in addition to that. t.he commonwealth is supposed to have an able man to act
for her. We have also in this state no appellate
jurisdiction, 80 far as criminal cases go. 1 think
this should be settled, and I am in favor of it as
our ancestors adopted it, and as it is practiced
throughout the United States.
:Mr. C. A. WICKLIFFE.
Wehad better leave
this question, Mr. President, where we find it.
The ri~htof trial by jury is well understood, I
think, III the conntrv, UlJd if we undertake to
remedy the dcfects oj· the human intellect, 01" of
the IE'gal attainments of our judges-if
we, for
the purpose of producing harmony or uniformity in the opinions of the judicial incumbents,
by w!lstitutionalllrovision
on this delicate question of the rights of the jury in a criminal trial, I fear we may jeopard, III some degree, the
value of the trial by jury, both to the commonwealtJ1 and the citizen.
rl~,erig~t to decide the law in a criminal case
is op!'! of joil1t possession, by court and jury. If
the jury mistake the law and convict the accused, the judge has the right to award a new trial. '1'J1eamendment proposed as a section to
the constitution would deprive the jlldge of that
all-important power-a
power necessary to protect the unfortunate agaInst the improper excitement of the public feeling. which always, more
or less, infuses itsclf into the jury box.
I hope the new mode of appointi.!1g our judges will improve the judicial manners of the in-
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eumbenta complained of; if not, tbat others will who mny be Do much more learned jurist tbnn the
be selected, whose minds will look upon this judge himself.
question with an eye single to the pure adminisI see no injury to the commonwealth in this ,
tration of public justice, and the constitutional
'I'hc judge ma.,r rule the law as he honestly
rights of the citizen.
thiuks it to exist, 'I'he prisoner's counsel may
I had supposed that since the trial of Fries, rebut it, and the attorney for the commonwealth
by Judge Chase, and the trial of the Judge him- has the opportunity, in conclusion, of showing
self, for his opinions and conduct on that trial, the fallacy and error-jf it exist-in the arguthe question of the rights of the /'ury in a crim- ~cnt of .tl!C priS~Hlel"~ counsel.
I have TlOpeeuinal trial, as well as the duty nne power of the l inr solicitude J.nthl~ r~at.ter; my great object
judge-had been understood.
In that case, Judge was to secure ulllf~rn~lty 1Tlthe practice throughChase and his essoclate instructed the jury up- out the state. If It IS not settled, as proposed
on the law of treason, and left the jury to decide by the committee, adopt the proposition of my
the law and fact. 'I'he counsel for the prisoner friend from Franklin.
In either event, we shall
complained and protested against the right, of have a uniform practice.
I submit the whole
the court to decide the law; the court told the matter to the better jud~mcDt ~fthe convention.
counsel that they had instructed the jury what,
Mr. TURNER.
I think this an exceedingly
in their opinion, was the law of the case-they
mischievous provision.
If the whole law of the
had a right to do so, and the counsel had the case is to be decided by a jury, every question
right to argue to the jury, and satisfy them that of evidence will have to be submitted to them.
the law was not as the court had decided.
So I On questions of law, running back to English
have understood the law to be. If by constitu- law, should they not rely on the opinion of the
tional provision, such as that now proposed, yon judge? When he gives his reasons, and reads
make the jury judges of law and fact, you open the law to them, that respect should be paid to
the door by which a popular criminal will cer- his opinion which his station entitles him to.
tainly escape, and the unfortunate victim of un- Suppose a jury convict contrary to law, shall
just prejudice will be denied the protection of there be no power to grant a new trial-no
pow~
the impartial judge, in the exposition of the er to overrule the mistake?
law. Better, in the language of our bill of
This is one of the most important provisions
rights, hold the ancient mode of trial by jury in the whole constitution.
There is nothing
sacred.
that reaches the citizens so deeply-and powerMr. STEVENSON.
The honorable gentleman fully as this, because it makes the Jury thewhole
from Nelson (Mr. C.A. Wickliffe,) has referred us judge of the.cuee, and allows them to take the
to the instance of Judge Chase, a judge who, al- life of a man under the influence of prejudice.
Mr. STEVENSON.
I move to amend, by
though he instructed the jury in a criminal case,
yet permitted the counsel of the prisoner to adding the following:
"Except as to the admissibility of evidence;
combat the law as expounded by the court. If
the judiciary of Kentucky would invariably fol- but the right of the court to grant a new trial
on
the application of the accused, shall not be
low the example of Judge Chase in this particular instance, then I frankly admit there would questioned."
'I'he amendment was adopted.
be no necessity for this provision.
But, is such
Mr. APPERSON.
I agree with the gentleman
the fact? Far from it. 'l'here are scarcely two
judicial circuits in the state where there is a.ny from Franklin in urging the convention to come
uniformity in the practice cud management of to some conclusion upon this ·very important
criminal cases. In one circuit we see the coun- matter. He knows that the criminal law is adsel of the prisoner permitted to read and combat ministered differently in different circuits in the
the law; in another, the judge, upon the motion state. When we declare that the ancient mode
uf the attorney for the commonwealth,
rules of trial by jury shall remain as heretofore, the
what the law is, and the prisoner's counsel is question arises, what has been that ancient
not allowed to combat or contradict it! Now, if mode? The answer is, one judge, at the inwe had an appellate jurisdiction in criminal ca- stance of the commonwealth or the accused, instructs the jury as to the law of that case, and
Si'S, where errors committed by a nisi prius judge
could be corrected, I should not be disposed to will not penn it h is instructions and expositions
Joubt the correctness of the rule by which the of the law to be called in question, nor a book
judge should always expound the law in crimi- to be read to the jury, whether to sustain or to
Another judge will
ual cases. But we have no such appellate tri- overturn his instructions.
bunal for criminal cases. If the judge rules the expound the law to the jury, but will tell them
law improperly, it is as immutable as the laws that they have the right to find the law to be
of the Medea and Persians, in those circuits different from his instructions, and hence tlle
where the prisoner's counsel is uot allowed to prosecution and the defence have the right to
combat the law as laid down. Now, I have as argue against the instructions of the court, and
high an opinion of the judiciary of my own of course to read the law to the jury from the
state as aur gentleman upon this floor. In my law books. Another set of judges (who comown circuit we have in om judge an exemplar pose the greatest number, from all that I have
of judicial integrity. learning, and worth, which heard,) will not Instruct the jury, unless the
would adorn the highest supreme tribunal in prisoner, as well as the commonwealth, agrees
this, or any other state. But while I admit all for the court to give instructions to the jury.
this, I am unwilling that where a man's life and
I ask gentlemen if we one-ht not to have this
liberty are at stake, the mere private and fallible question settled? The gentleman from Nelson
opinion of one man as to what the law is, should (~Ir. Wickliffe,) states the law and the practice
gentleman from Madison
not be controverted by the prisoner's counsel, to be one way-the
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that
(Mr. 'I'urner.) nnother way. They difl:'er most munity . My opinion is, decidedly,
should nat. f,lJt this in the constitution.
widely, and notwithstanding
that difference,
Mr. NUTTALL.
It seems to me we are tathey both oppose any action by this convention
We all know tlJateven
nil this subject.
The senior gentleman
from king dangerous ground.
Nelson, (Mr. Hardiu.) in a conversation
which with a judge to instruct a jury there is little
I had with him, some days ago, on this subject, chance to convict a man, and the greater the ofsaid to me that it was unneccssar,y to put any fense, the less chance is there. Such a principrovision in the constitution as to this matter, be- ple as is in that section will do away With the
Crime
cause he was satisfied that no judge would so effect of all criminal laws in the country.
is stalking abroad now. I want to know if we
fa.r leave the old beaten track of the criminal
law as to forbid the discussion of the law to the are to trammel a court in thi& way~ Of what
use will it be to have judges if this section is
jury, and to read authority from the books.
It is a monstrous
principle, that I
The chairman of the committee (Mr. Steven- adopted?
eon.) has just told us of the mode of a jury trial, hope will be rejected.
Mr. MITCHELL. I move the previous queiwhich he recently witnessed. in which the court
instructed the jury, at the instance of the com- tion.
The main question was ordered to be now put.
monwealth,
Without the assent of the accused,
The question was then taken on striking out,
and that no law was permitted to be read to the
jury.
When gentlem~n find the contrariety
of and it was agreed to.
Sections eleven, twelve, thirteen, fourteen and
opinion is so great, it does seem to me that they
must feel the necessity of having the matter set fifteen were adopted without amendment, as foltled; and I cannot see how gentlemen,
enter- lows:
"SEC. 11. The ~eneral assembly shall provide,
taining views so different, should still insist that
it is wholly unnecessary
for us to declare what by law, for the trial of any contested election of
auditor, register,
treasurer,
attorney
general,
was "the ancient mode of trial by jury."
For myself, I believe that the jury should judges of circuit courts, and all other officers,
judge of the law as well as of the facts. As a not otherwise herein specified.
"SEC. 12. The general assembly shall provide,
lawyer I have been brought up under this mode
of administration
of the law, and I believe con- by law, for the making of the returns by the
proper officers, of the election of all officers to
victions are quite as common in those circuits
and the ~ovwhere the law is tried by the jury, as well as be elected under this constitution;
to the auditor,
facts, as in those in which the court assumes the ernor shall issue commissions
re~ister,
and
treasurer,
as
soon
as
he
has ascerprerogative of the jury, and expounds the law
tamed the result of the election of those officers
to them.
If the proposition
submitted by the commit- respecti vely.
"SEC. 13. That the sheriffs and other officers
tee, as amended, declaring
that the jury have
the right to try the law and facts, except on the of the election shall be liable to all sueh fines
admissibility
of evidence, and leaving to the and penalties for a failure to discharge the sevcourt the right to grant a new trial to the pris- eral duties imposed on them in this schedule, as
oner, if improperly
found guilty, be not in ac- are now imposed upon them by law, tor a failure
cordance WIth "the ancient mode of trial by ju- to perform their duty in conducting other generry," let us say what that mode was, so that in al and state elections.
"SEC. 14. Should the county court of any of
all time to come, there may be uniformity
in the
the counties of this cemmonwealth
fail or refuse
administration
of the criminal laws.
Although
it is late in the session, I do hope that gentle- to a:rpoint judges, clerks, or sheriffs to supertnmen will come up to the question, and not dodge ten the election, as provided for in article four
it. It is very Important to the rights of the of this schedule, the nigh sheriff of said county
citizen, that he should know what the law is. shall appoint such judges, clerks, and deputy
Let it be settled as the convention
may deem sheriffs.
"SEC. 15. Should any of the sheriffs or deputies
right, but I do insist that it shall be settled ill
in llny of the counties of this commonwealth, die,
some way.
resign, or from any other cause be prevented from
The PRESIDENT.
I ask leave to make a few
attending with the poll books, as directed in arremarks on this question.
(Leave, leave.)
,
ticle four of this schedule, for the comparison of
There are periods of time when there are exthe votes on the adoption or rejection of the new
citements which are strong and prejudices exist
constitution,
it shall be the duty of the county
against a criminal.
If the jury are to be the excourt clerk, or his deputy in such county, to atclusive judges of the law, through their prejutend with said poll books, and aid in such comdices the most innocent man in the community
parlscn."
may fan, while the judge who is acquainted
The convention then adjourned.
with the law and in the habit of deciding upon
it will not be influenced
by it. There may be
certain descriptions of crime which if commitNoTE.-In the course of the preceding reted the jury will lean toward the criminal, and
under the pretence of deciding law and fact will marks of Mr. Hardin, he alluded to the circumhaving been shot at
find out a way to excuse, when if the judge de- stance of Mr. Meriwether's
clered the law, under the evidence they could during the canvass of last summer, ina manner
to create the impression that the attack was made
not fail to convict,
We have had a constitution
party.
Mr.
without any such provision.
and in making it or instigated by the emancipation
imperative on a jury to decide law you will open Meriwether was unable at the time to obtain the
.floor
for
explanation,
and
hetlel';ires
llS
to
say
tlJat
n wILy for the greatest criminals to escape, or for
prejudice to strike down lJ.ny man ill the com- he j'lofopiuioll tllat 1\11'. Hardiu has dllne illjufltjee
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to the party alluded to, in supposing them capa.ble ef sucli an act. It may nave been the act of
a mono maniac, or some deluded enthusiast, but
he believes the emancipationists,
as a party, are
as incapable as any other set of men on earth, of
committing or instigating
so foul a crime.

THURSDAY,

DECEMBER 20, 1849.

Prayer by the Rev. Mr.
WITHDRAWAL

NORTON.
OF PAPERS.

On the motion of Mr. BALLINGR, it was
Ordered, That Mr. COFFEY have leave to
withdraw the papers, &c., presented by him in
relation to the election of the delegate from the
county of Casey.
PER

DIEM

IN THE REOESS.

On the motion of Mr. HARDIN, it was
Resolved, That the members at' this convention shall not be entitled to any per diem during
the recess which the convention may take after
the end of the present session, until the first
Monday in JUlie, 1850 ..
DUELING.

Mr. TAYLOR.
I move to add to the twelfth
article on the general provisions of the constitution, the following:
"The governor shall have power, after five
years, to pardon all persons who shall in any
wise participate in a duel. either as principal or
seconds, and restore him, or them, to all the
rights, privileges, and immunities to which he,
or they, were entitled before such participation."
I am in the condition of one who is about to
leave an important matter with the feeling that
he has Dot done all he ought to have done. That
idea keeps boiling up in my heart and my head.
We know that if a man's "sins be as scarletthey
shall be as wool," and I a.s k if this convention:
will incorporate in the constitution that there is
ODe sin which
shall not be pardonable?
When
General Root was on the northern frontier in the
last war, General Scott sent him with a flag of
truce to the British camp. When there, one of
the British officers drank as a toast, "here is to
James Madison, dead or alive."
Root immedi-ately reeponded, "here is to the Prince Regent,
drunk or sober." Who could find itin his heart
to disfranchise such a man, if the result of that
act had heen a duel? When the officer asked if
he meant to insult him, he replied, he meant to
answer that which was intended for an insult.
Shall we sny there is one crime for which there
is 110pardon?
If I understand, there is no mode
of trying the accused, nor any court of couciliution. I hope there will be no offence which the
arm of mercy cannot reach.
Mr. WOODSON moved the previous question.
The main question was now ordered to be put.
The yeas and nays being demanded by Mr.
NUTTALL,
were yeas 50, nays 39 :
YRAs--Mr. President, (Guthrie,) Alfred Boyd,
William Bradley, Thomas D. Brown, William
C. Bul litt, Wilham Chenault, Beverly L. Clarke,
Henry R_ D. Coleman, Benjamin Copelin,
Ham Cowper, Edward Curd, Garrett Davis, Lu-

ciua Desha. James Dudley,
Chasteen T. Dunevan, Benjamin F. Edwards,
Milford Elliott,
Green Forrest, Nathan Gaither, Thos. J. Hood,
Mark E. Huston, James W. lrwin, Alfred M.
Jackson,
Thomas James. William
Johnson, G.
'V. Johnston, Geo. W. Kavanaugh, Peter Laehbrooke, Thos. N. Lindsey, Alexander K. Marshell, William N. Marshall, David ,Meriwether,
John D. Morris. James M. Nesbitt, Hugh Newell, Johnson Price, Larkin J. Proctor, John T.
Rogers, James W. Stone, John D. Taylor, John
J. Thunnan, Howard Todd, Philip Triplett,
Squire Turner, Henry Washington, John Wheeler, A. S. White, Charles A. Wickliffe, Robert
N. Wickliffe, Silas Woodson-50.
NAys·-Richard
Apperson, John L. Ballinger,
John S. Barlow, William K, Bowling, Luther
Brawner, Francis M. Bristow, Obas. Chambers,
James S. Chrisman,
Jesse Ocffey, Selucius Garfielde, James H. Garrard,
Thomas J. Gough.
Niuian E. Gray, James P. Hamilton,
Ben. Hardin, Vincent S. Hay, William Hendrix, Andrew
Hood, James M. Lackey, Thomas W. Lisle, Willis B. Machen, George W. Mansfield, Martin P.
Marshall, Robert D, Maupin, Richard L. Mayes,
Nathan McClure, John R McHenry, Thomas P.
Moore, Elijah F. Nuttall, John T. Robinson,
Thomas Rockhold,
Ira Root, James Rudd, IgDati us A. Spalding,
Michael L. Stoner, Albert
G. Talbott, William R. Thompson, John L. Waller, George W. Williams-39.
So the amendment was adopted.
Mr. NUTTALL.
I move are-consideration
of the vote adopting the clause of the conetitution on the subject of dueling, for I think the
vote just, given has destroyed its efficacy.
1\1r. WOODSON moved to dispense with the
rule requiring a motion to re-consider to lie over
loue day.
The motion was not agreed to.
ADDRESS TO ras
PEOPLE.

wu.

Mr. CLARKE.
I am instructed by the committee, to whom the duty of preparing
an address to the people, of Kentucky was assigned,
to make the following report:
TO THE PEOPLE OF KENTUCKY.
FELLOW CITIZENS;- We, your delegates in convention assembled, in submitting
to your consideration the constitution we have framed,deem
it necessary to announce the chief alterations in
that organtc law under which you and yourposterity will live.
The progress of political science, and the advancement
of popular privileges, have demonstrated,
in the half century
which has elapsed since the adoption of our
present Constitution,
that the people could more
safely and wisely exercise many of those powers
which were formerly delegated to others.
.
The restoration
of this power to the source
whence it emanated, has been a controlling
principle of the convention.
We have boldly, but we trust not incautiously, removed those barriers which our ancestors
deemed necessary to impose 011 the direct exercise of popular sovereignty;
and this we have
done without apprelw1lsion, as we felt an abiding confidence III the wisdom and moderation
with which these great powers would- be exercieed by the freemen of Kentucky.
The people, anxious as they are for reform,
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have been, nevertheless, extremely jealous of the county officers, and officers of the militia, are to
exercise of this power in reference to the judi- be elected bv the people at stated periods.
cial department;
republican experience
has,
The public credit, that great element of social
however, taught that the selection of the judi- and political power, has been still further susciary, directly by the people, though the most tained, by rendering inviolable the resources of
important of all other departments-one
which the sinking fund, and by requiring the faithful
directly controls the lives, the prorerty, and the application thereof to the payment of the interest
Iiberty of the citizen, can as wcl be exercised on, as well as the principal of. the public debt.
by the people themselves; and hence to your
'I'he promotion and diffusion of knowledge
hands, after mature deliberation,
we confide it. among our citizens, has been secured by the dedThe great object of all governments should be ication of the school fund to a system of public
to improve and elevate the condrtiou of the gov- instruction in primary schools, which, if prop.
erned-this
can, in no wise, be better or more erly fostered and managed by the legislature,
profitably done than by opening to all the door will, we hope, in time, as each county is secured
to social, civil, and political preferment; the by the Constitution in its due proportion of that
result will be honorable, and crowded competi- fund, bring the means of a common education
tion for office and thorough preparation to dis- within the reaeh of all the children in the comcharge the duties incumbent on itR poseessiou-cmonwealth.
hence the elective power hy the people has been
It will be seen that the relation between masgreatly extended, whilst the just and proper in- ter and slave remains as it was under the old
dependence, and yet frequent and salutary ac- Constitution.
Public sentiment, so far from decountabilityof
the officer secured.
manding any change, expressly rebuked any
Among the changes made in the Constitution,
constitutional action thereon. Hence it has been
are the following: Biennial eeeaions of the legis- untouched; and this ~reat element of wealth,
lature, limited in their duration to sixty days. and of social and political power, will remaiu
The protection of the public credit, by expressly undieturbod and secure, so long as this Constiprohibiting the legislature from contracting any tution shall continue the paramount law of the
debt, save for the expenses of the government,
land.
without the assent of the people. given at the
The free negro population
amon~ us is conpolls.
Private aud special1egrslation
is forbid- ceded by all to be worthless, and highly detriden, and this hitherto fruitful source of expense, mental to the value of our slaves, as well as the
including the grant of manifold divorces, so security of the owner. The new Constitution
Ion¥, borne and so strongly condemned,
is eo- provides that no slave shall beemancipeted
but
tirely removed.
upon condition that such emancipated slave be
The power of selecting the agents necessary sent out of the state.
to the just and proper administration of the govThe mode of amending the new Constitution
ernment in its several depnrtrnents having been is the same as in the old. Various plans were
vested directly in the people, has necessarily
presented to the consideration of the convenshorn the Governor of much of the power and tion, upon this deeply interesting and imporpatronage hitherto entrusted to him; it is still, tant subject. It was one which received, as it
however. his duty to enforce the fuithful execu- deserved, the attention of the people, and was
tion of the laws, and to secure and maintain, by ably discussed throughout this Commonwealth
executive authority,
the safety and dignity of -a mode sanctioned by time, and irrespective of
the commonwealth.
approval by the people, commending itself to our
The mode of appointing the judges has been consideration by the stability that it imparts to
altogether changed, and for the 111'sttime in the the organic law-a stability so necessary to the
history of this commonwealth,
been given di- safety and security of private rights, and to a
r"l:tIr to the people.
The court of appeals is to fair and proper trial, and consequently to a just
consist of four judges.
The state IS to be di- appreciation of the new Constitution.
vided into four districts, in each of which an a.pThe great personal, civil, and political rights
pellate judge is to be elected for the period of which were declared and secured by the old,
eight years; with the power, on behalf of the have been still further secured in the new Ooulegislature, to reduce the number to three, should stitution.
it 'he deemed expedient.
The number of circuit
It may be, that we have been engaged longer
judges is reduced from nineteen to twelve, and in this great work, than, in the estimation of methey are to be elected every six years in their reny, was deemed proper.
But amid the conflict
spective circuits.
of opinions and tuterests, so dl verse and antagoThe old county court system is entirely abol- nist.ic in their character, time, patience, and disished'. The judges, one president and two asso- cussion were necessary, and produced a spirit of
ciates, are to be elected by the people of the sev- conciliation and compromise-one
so fruitful of
eral counties, having the same jurisdiction,
in good in all the relations and avocations of huall respects, which has heretofore been exercised man life, and not less so in the political purby county courts, as organized by the Constitu- suits and in the discharge of the duties of the
tiou of 1799, except when the county levy is to citizen.
be imposed, or oouuty debts created, when the
Tl}is Constitution. the product of concession
General Assembly may require the justices of and compromise, may not be in all its parts per.
the peace, also elected by the people, to form a feet; yet we hope the same spirit which actuapart of the court in the exercise of the great ted us will/ervade
you, and procure for it your
power of county taxation.
sUPRort an approval.
The clerks of' the several courts, sheriffs, jus'1 he article of the Constitution under which
tieee of the peace, and constables, and a11 other the convention was assembled, makes it the im.
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perative duty of the convention,
«to re-adopt,
change, 01" alter the present Constitution."
'Ve
have changed and altered that Constitution, hut
before we proclaim. it as the organic law of the
Commonwealth,
we have determined to submit
the same to you for YOLirapproval or rejection.
WI:; would prefer to have closed the labors of
the couvenuou,
by adjournment
without day,
and leave the duty of ascertaining the result of
your judgment upon the new Constitution, and
the annunc'iation of it as the supreme law of the
land, to some other agency, did we believe we
had the rightful
powerto
require this duty to
be performed by others, and mom especially by
officers over whose official conduct the eonventdou, atteradjoumment,
would have no control;
whose obedience it could not command, and
whose disobedience it could not punish.
The Constitution must emanate from the eonventiou as the only constitutional organ of the
people to carry into effect their will, upon the
vital <Jucstion, whether they will retain the old
Constitution or adopt the 011ewhich is proposed.
'l'his issue should not be placed upon a contingency beyond the control of the convention and
the people. 'I'hecouveution thought they were not
permitted to leave the question of what shall be
the Oonstltutiou of Kentucky, to be finally decided by "any other human tribunal than the people themselves, through their delegates in convention assembled. 'we will, therefore, re-assemble on the first Monday in June, under the
hope that our labors will be approved, and with
a determination to submit to the expressed will
of the people, and faithfully to give that will
whatever it may be, its full power and effect.
BEVERLY L. qLARKE, of Simpson.
C. A. WICKLIFFE, of Nelson.
R. APPERSON, of Montgomery.
ARCH. DIXON, of Henderson.
IN'O. D. TAYLOR, of Mason.
Mr. CLARKE. I will just remark, .thnt this
address met the approbation of all the gentlemen
whose dutv it was to prepare it. It contains
barely a statement of the facts as that committee
believed. Not facts entertained by any particular member of the convention, bnt those which
we believed to exist in the action of the convention down to the present moment.
·We have not been unanimous in the adoption
of every article of the constitution, and this address is predicated on what is supposed to be the
sense of the convention as determined by a majority.
Though I am opposed to some things
which it contains, I am prepared to say that I
intend to support the new constitution, and to
use every honorable effort in my power to secure its adoption by the people. I hope and
trust the address will meet the favorable consideration of this convention.
Mr. M. P. MARSHALL. I concur in the main
features of that address, but J think it has failed
to embody my sentiments anJ that of others, on
a very important matter. Whilst I wish slavery
to stand as it does, and tbat there should be
no interference with master and slave, I cannot
concur in the sentimentthatslaveryis
a source of
wealth or of political power. I wish it to be understood that I believe slavery is a social and
political evil, and not a source of political power or wealth.
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'I'hcre is another thing in which I cannot coucur. I believe we had the power to submit the
constitution to the people, and there was no necesity of returning here again.
Mr. HARDIN.
I have not attended to the
reading of the address. I have got to go to
heaven by faith; and as I have great confidence
in the coruruittee, I am willing to take the
address in the same way. I shall do what I
can to /?et the constitution adopted.
Mr. '1 URNER.
I am in favor of the institution of slavery as it now exists in Kentucky,
and about that part of the address I have no
scruples.
Where it speaks of our not having
power to put the adoption of the constitution on
~ contingency, I cannot agree with the address.
I desire the word majority should be put in 80
that it shall not go out that we all agreed to that
principle.
This will not weaken the constitution, but givll it power before the people. 1
cannot sign the principle that I believed it was
necessary to come back.
:Mr. C. A. WICKLIFFE.
If the address purported to be the individual views of' members,
if the subject of it was to go out as the expressian of the opinion of each member, perhaps the
remarks of the gentleman from Madison would
be entitled to consideration.
But it will be observed that the address speaks in the name of
the convention and of the act of the convention.
It was in contemplation by the committee, if the
address should be adopted, to move that it be
signed by the president
of the convention.
Therefore it speaks as it does upon the point alluded to. It will certainly appear that there was.
a division of this house on the question referred
to. We thought as we were preparing an address, and as part thereof, an abstract of the decisions of the convention, we could not employ
other language than we did.
Perhaps I have more cause to regret the participation I have had in this portion of our action
than any member on this floor. Yesterday morning I took occasion to allude to an article published in "Fhe Ocmmouwealth.t'which I thought
reflected in terms too strong on the action of this
convention.
I did that without any expression,
without the feeling of any emotion of unkindness toward the conductors of that print. And
I alluded to the fact, that from the high source
in which the condemnation, so strongly expressed, of the action of the majority of the convention, was published to the world, from the reapectabtlity of the organ, and from the further
fact of the confidence of this house ill it as its
printer and organ, I felt myself more justified
lU the remark
I made, in givin~ the reasons
which influenced me and a majority of the convention in the course we have taken.
Sir, am I eloue, in this house. of the opinion
that the remarks made in that paper were too
strong in their condemnation of the action of
this convention.
If I am, then perhaps I deserve to be selected as the peculiarobject of severe
denunciation.
I have been used to the vulgar
assaults of editors, and therefore, personally,
the one in the morning's "Commonwealth,"
does not affect me; and the only reason why I
have obtruded on the house a notice of it is,
that the article seems to present me as having
expected from the conductors of that pressl be-
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cause of their being public printers, a species of
subserviency
to the wishes of this convention,
of which if they were guilty, I should scorn and
contemn them. The long personal, social, and
friendly relations between myself and the senior
conductor of that l?r~ss, wou!d forbid m,e ~o entertain such au OplDlOU of 111m. My opmlOu of
him as a gentleman and christian have been favorable.
Amid all the conflict and abuse of
party, our friendships have r~mained unbroken,
and I hope will ever so remain.
With the ju;:lior editor, my ~~quaintance has
been more limited and less familiar, and respect
for myself and this house would have prevented
me from using expressions calculated in the
slightest degree to authorize the impression to
be made, that my object was to stifle the freedom
of debate, thought, or action of that press. I
am a lover of the freedom of the press; I tolerate its abuse and vituperation
even of myself,
for the sake of that freedom. Upon this subject
I have nothing more to say, nor shall I dread its
threatened assaults.
I consider that this convention have decided that it was necessary and
appropriate
to submit this constitution to the
people, and take a recess in the meantime, and
then, if it should be adopted, to meet and proclaim it as the organic law. And, sir, you will
allow me, in taking leave of any further active
discussions upon this floor, to return my thanks
to the convention for the kindness and liberality
with which they have treated me, and to say to
eaeh member, that if in word or deed I have given offence, or wounded the feelings of anyone,
it was not Intended, and that I deeply regret
having done so.
Mr. APPERSON.
I, like the gentleman from
Madison, thought we had a right to submit this
constitution to the people, and there were many
who agreed with me. Whilst. w~ give reasons,
let us give the reasons of a majonty.
Whatever
a majority have determined on, I design to support. I believe what we havedone will redound
to the general good. There are things in the
constitution which I did not admire, and did not
advocate: but, on the whole, I think we have
dcue as' well as the people expected; indeed,
admirably well. I think the address embodies
the sentiments of a majority, and as such I yield
to it.
Mr. MAUPIN.
I hope this address will be
unanimously adopted, and that we, like a band
of brothers, shall go home determined to do all
we can to secure the adoption of the constitution.
:Mr. GARRARD.
I hope delegates will not
set up their individual opinions against the action of the majority of the convention. I believe
no g-ood can come from a further discussion of
the subject, and I move the previous question.
Mr. BALLINGER.
I hope the gentleman
will withdraw that motion for a moment. I wish
to say a word or two.
Mr. GARRARD.
I will do so to accommodate the gentleman.
Mr. BALLINGER.
I am not willing to sign
this address ·without the alteration suggested
by the gentleman from Madison.
I am opposed to saying it was neE'essary for this convention to return here. There is another matter that
I do not entirely wish to endorse; and that is,

when we say there hasbeeu no unnecessary time
spent here in debate. That I do not believe. I
cannot go for the address without the alteration
I proposed.
Mr. GARRARD.
My view is, that the members will not sign the address, and I think we
may adopt it with propriety.
I renew my motion for the previous question.
The main question was ordered to be now put.
The question was taken on the adoption of
the address, and it was agreed to.
Mr. O. A.. WICKLIFFE.
I wish to offer a
resolution that the address be signed by the president of the convention.
Mr.OHAMBERS.
I move to amend b!, adding. "and countersigned by the secretary.'
'I'he amendment was agreed to, and it was
Ordered, That the address be signed by the
President, and countersigned by.the Secretary,
and that the printers to the convention print sixty thousand copies of said address, to be appeuded to the copies of the new constitution heretofore ordered to be printed.
JU.;SOLUTION TO ADJOUR:'i.

On the motion of Mr. MERIWETHER, it was
"Resolved, That when thisconvention
adjourn
on Friday the stet, inst. it will adjourn to meet
on the first Monday in June next."
DELEGATES

TO SWN THE

CON8T!TUTION.

On the motion of Mr. O. A. WICKLIFFE,
it
was.
Resolved, That the constitution, as enrolled, be
signed by the president and delegates of the
convention, and countersigned by the secretary.
BlNlH~;G

OF JOURNAL.

On the motion of Mr. MITCHELL, it was
Resolved, That the printers to the convention
be directed not to bind the journal of the proceedings of the body, until its final adjournment
in June next, so as to have it complete in one
volume.
COMMITTEE
os REVISION.
The committee of reviaion, by Mr. McHENRY,
its chairman, reported other articles of the constitution, and the convention ap!?roved of the
arrangement and amendments
which had been
made in them.
}1-EDERAL Al'.-D STATE POWERS.

Mr. GAITHER gave notice that the select
committee, of which he was chairman, to whom
was referred a resolution on the subject of the
powers of the general and state governments,
would be ready to report to the convention when
it re-assembled in June.
SLACKWATER

NAVAGATIOY.

Mr. KAVANAUGH desired the views which
he entertained in reference to the section he had
the honor of offering a few days ago, declaring
the proceeds ofthe slackwater navagation of the
state, part of the sinking fund, to be placed on
record, es~ecially as a speech was publish in
this mornings paper, (Mr. Lisle's,) on the other
side.
In offering that section he said, I wish it to
be distiutly understood that I am the friend of
common schools. I have been favorable to securing the school fund by a constitutional
pro-
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vision, and I have voted accordingly, I hold that
that fund has been already set apart and secured. and cannot be infringed or violated by the
adoption of the section which I offered, because
the legislature in any state of case, is bound to
pay the interest on that fund.
'I'beproceeds of the sleckwater
navigation
of
the state have always rightfully and properly
been part of the sinking fund; but the legislature last year directed and set apart their proceeds to pay the interest on the school fund.
This provision was intended to go into effect
next year, and the interest 011 the school fund,
by the provision in the constitution, must be
paid, no matter what may be done with the
avails of our slack water navigation.
As the
constitution has set apart the sinking' fund to
pay the public debt, doubt might anse as to
whether it was intended that the slackwater navigation was to be part of the sinking fund. I
believe it was so intended.
My object then in
offering the section was to carry out the inrention of the provision setting apart the sinking
fund for the payment of the state debt. I am
for paying that debt, and holding the sinking
func for that purpose.
But if that fund is to be
taken for other purposes, the provision in the
constitution setting it apart to pay our debt,
will amount to nothing, and the debt will remain unpaid. If that fund is held and sacred.
ly applied to the payment of the debt, it will
accomplish it; and that is what I am for, and
that was the reason of my offering the section.
I again say that good faith also requires the
payment of the interest on the school fund; and
that I am for it, and have so voted: and so far
from being against common schools, I am for
them, and would, individually, be willing to be
taxed ten cents on the hundred dollars if it
would bring a good education within the reach
of all the children in the state; but I would lay
no tax on the people for that purpose without
their consent. This is what I have always said.
Any tax which the people themselves require
for educational purposes, will always be cordially and cheerfully met and paid by me without
a. murmer. In justice to myself I have thought
it proper to make this statement.
ENGIlOSSMEi'iT OF THE CONSTITUTION.

The convention having disposed of every article as it was reported from the committee of
revision and arrangement, and as it was being
engrossed, an adjournment to 9 o'clock, P. M.,
was moved and agreed to.
It was subsequently discovered that the engrossment would 110t be accomplished until a
late hour of the night, and therefore the eonvention adjourned toto-morrow morning at 7 o'clock.

Resolved, That the thanks of this convention
be presented to the honorable James Guthrie,
for the able, dignified, and impartial manner in
which he has presided over the deliberations of
this body; and that in retiring therefrom he carries with him the best wishes of every delegate.
VOTE OF THANKS TO THE REPORTERS.

On the motion of Mr. MITCHELL, it was
unanimously
Resolved, That the thanks of this convention
are due and arc hereby tendered to Richard Sutton, Esq., the reporter of this convention, and his
associates, for the able and faithful manner in
which they have discharged their arduous duties.
VOTE OF THANKS TO TIlE

OFFICERS

AND CHAPLAINS.

On the motion of Mr. G. W. JOHNSTON, it
was unauimously
Resolved, That the thanks or this convention
be and they are hereby tendered to Thomas J.
Helm, secretary; Thomas D. Tilford, assistant
secretary; Oulviu Sanders, sargeant-at-arms; and
John M. Helms, door-keeper, for the faithful
discharge of their duties as officers of the same.
Resolved, That the thanks of this convention
are also tendered to the ministers of the gospel
of the city of Frankfort for opening its daily
session with prayer to a throne of grace.
SIGNI::<i"GOF THE COXSTITUTION.

Mr. BRADLEY from the committee on enrollment, presented the constitution correctly engrossed, as follows:
PREAMBLE.

WE, the representatives of the people of the
State of Kentucky, in Convention assembled, to
secure to all the citizens thereof the enjoyment
of the ril,{hts of life, liberty, and property, and
of pursuing happiness, do ordain and establish
this Constitution for its government.
ARTICLE

FIRST.

Concerning

the distribution of the powers of the
Government.
SECTION1. The powers of the Government of
the State of Kentucky shall be divided into
three distinct departments, and each of them be
confided to a separate body of magistracy, towit: those which are Legislative to one; those
which are Executive
to another, and those
which are Judiciary to another.
SECTION2. No person, or collection of persons, being of one of those departments, shall
exercise any power properly belonging to either
of the others, except in the instances hereinafter
expressly directed or permitted.
ARTICLE

SECOND.

Concerning the Legislative Department.
SECTION1. Thc Legislative power shall be
vested in a House of Representatives and Senate, which together shall be styled the General
Assembly of the Commonwealth of Kentucky;
FRIDAY, DEOEMBER 21, 1849.
SEOTIOX2. 'I'he members of the House of
The convention assembled at 7 o'clock, A. M. Representatives shall continue in service for the
term of two years from the day of the general
VOTE OF THANKS TO TUE PRESIDENT.
election, and no longer.
.
SECTlOX3. Representatives shall be chosen on
The President having retired from the chair,
Mr. WALLER moved the following resolu- the first. Monday in August, between the hours
of six o'clock in the morning and seven o'clock
tion, which was unanimously adopted.
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in the evening, in every second year; and the Grayson, Butler, and Edmonson.
The third
mode of holding the elections shall be regula- district shall be composed of the counties of
ted by Iaw.
Todd, Logan, Simpson, Warren, Allen, Monroe,
SEOTION 4. No person shall be a RepresentaBarren, and Hart.
The fourth district slH111 be
tive, who, at the time of his election, is not a composed of the counties of Oumberlund, Adair,
citizen of the United States, and hath not at- Green, Taylor, Clinton, Russell, 'Wayne, Putained to the age of twenty-fonr years, and re- laski, Casey, Boyle, and Lincoln.
'1'he fifth
sided in this State two years next preceding his district shall b13'composed of the counties of
election, and the last ycar thereof in the county, Hardin, Larue, Bullitt, Spencer, Nelson, Washtown, or cil)", for which he may be chosen.
ington, Marion, Mercer, and Anderson.
The
BEOnOY a, The General Assembly
shall di. sixth district shall be composed of the counties
viele the several counties of this Commonwealth
of Garrard, Madison, Estill, Owsley, Rcckcestle,
into convenient precincts, or may delegate such Laurel, Cl~y, Whitley, Knox" Harlan, Perry,
power to such county authorities as they may Letcher, PIke, Floyd, and Johnson.
The sevby law provide; and elections for Representa- enth district shall be composed of the counties
tives for the several counties entitled to repre- of Jefferson, Oldham, Trimble, Carroll, Henry,
"entation, shall be held at the places of holding and Shelby, and the city of Louisville.
The
their respective courts, and in the several elec- eighth district shall be composed of the counties
tion precincts into which the counties may be of Bourbon, Fayette,
Scott. Owen, Franklin,
divided: Provided, that when it shall appear to Woodford, and Jessamine.
The ninth district
the General Assembly that any city or tOWI1 shall be composed of the counties of Clarke,
hath a number of qualified voters equal to the Montgomery, Bath, Fleming, Lewis, Greenup,
ratio then fixed, such city or town shall be in- Carter, Lawrence, Morgan, nnd Breathitt.
The
vested with the privilege of a separate represen- tenth district, shall be composed of the counties
tation, in either or both houses of the General of Mason, Bracken, Nicholas, Harrison, P ..ndleAssembly, which shall be retained so long 38 ton, Campbell, Grant, Henton, Boone, and Galsur.:h. city or town shall contain, a nn,lUber of latin.
'I'he number of representatives
shall, at
qualified voters equal to the ratio which may, the several sessions of the General Assembly,
from time to time, be fixed by law; and, there- next after the making of the enumerations, be
after, elections for the county in which such city apportioned among the ten several districts, acor town is situated, shall Dot be held therein; cording to the number of qualified voters in
but such city or town shall not be entitled to a each; and the Representatives shall be apportionseparate representation, unless such county, af- ed, as near as may be, among the counties,
ter the separation, shall also be entitled to one towns and cities in each district, and in making'
or more Representatives.
That whenever a city such apportionment
the following rules shafl
or town shall be entitled to a separate represen- sovel'll, to-wit: Every county, tOWlJ or city havtation in either house of the General Assembly,
mg the ratio shall have one representative; if
and by her numbers shall be entitled to more double the ratio, two representativoa, and so on.
than one Representative, such city or town shall Next, the counties, towns 01' cities having one or
be divided, by squares which are contiguous, so more Representatives, and the largest number of
as to make the most compact form, into Repre- qualified voters above the ratio, and counties
sentative Districts, as nearly equal as may be, having tho largest number under the ratio shall
equal to the number of Representatives to which have a Representative, regard being always had
such city or town may be enticlod: and one Rep- to the greatest number of qualified voters: Proresentative shall be elected from each district, vided, That when a county may not have a sufIn like man ncr shall said city or town be di- ficient number of qualified voters to entitle it to
vided into Senatorial Districts, when, by the one Representative, then such county may be
apportionment, more than one Senator shall be joined to some adjacent county or counties to
allotted to such city or tOWII; and a Senator send one Representative.
When a ne-w county
shall be elected from each Senatorial Distr-ict: shall b .. formed of territory belonging to more
but no ward or municipal division shall be di. than one district, it shall toim a part of that disvided by such d ivision of Senatorial or Repre- trict having the least number of qualified '-0sentative Districts, unless it be necessary to tel's.
equalize the Elective, Senatorial, or RepresentaS}cCTIO::-<
7. The Honse of Representatives shall
tive Districts.
choose its Speaker and other officers.
SECTION6. Representation shall be equal and
SEOTIOX8. Every free white male citizen, of
uniform in this Commonwealth,
and shall be the age of twenty-one years, ''1'110 has resided ill
forever regulated and ascertained by the number the State two years, or in the county, town, or
of qualified voters therein.
In the year 1850, city, in which he offers to vote, one year next
again in the year 1857, and every eighth year preceding the election, shall be a voter: but such
thereafter, an enumeration of all the qualified voter shall have been, for sixty days next precevoters of the State shall be marle; and to secure ding the election, a resident of the precinct in
uniformity and equality of representation,
the which he offers to vote, and he shall east his vote
State. is hereby laid off int.o ten districts.
The in said precinct, and lJot elsewhere.
nrst district shall be compoqed of the counSECTlOK9. Voters, in all cases except treason,
ties of Fulton, Hickman, Ballard, McCracken, felony, breach or surety of the peace, !;hall be
Graves, Calloway, Marshall, LivingBton, Crit- priVileged from arrest during their attendance at,
t.enden, Union, Hopkins, Caldwell, and Trigg. going to, alld returning from elections.
The second district shall be composed of the
SECTIOX10. Senators sh311 be chosen for the
counties of Christian, Muhlenhurg-, Henderson, tt:rm of four veal'S, and the Senate shall have
Daviess, Hancock, Ohio, Breekinridge,
Meade, power to choose its ofHccrs biennially.
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Sscnox 11. Senator", and Representatives
shall \ member; but not 11 second time for the same
be elected, under the first apportionment after cause.
the adoption of this Oonstituulon, in the year
SECTlOl'>'
22. Each house of the General Assem1851, and every two years thereafter.
bly shall keep aud publish, weekly, ujoumul of
SEOTlOX12. At the session of the General As- its proceedings,
and the yeas and nays of the
sembly next after the first apportionment under members on ally question shall, at the desire of
this Constitution, the Senator~ shall be divided ally two of them, be entered on their journal.
by lot, as equally as may be, Into two classes;
SEOTION
23. Neither house, during the session
the seats of the first class shall be vacated at. the of the General Assembly, shall, without the conend of two years from the day of the election, sent of the other, adjourn for more than three
and those (If the second class at the end of four days, nor to any other place than that in which
years, so that one half shall be chosen evel'y two they may be sitting.
years.
SECTrON24. 'I'he member!'!of the General As·
SEC~IOX13. In the apportionmen~ of ~epre- sembly shall severally receive from the public
eentataon, the numbe~ of Representatives III the treasury a compensation for their services, which
House of Representatives Sl.lUllb; one hundred,
shall be three doll urs a day during their attendand the number Senators thirty-eight.
ance on and twelve and a half cents rer mile
SEC:JON14. At every arport!onmel~t of repro- for the ~eeessary travel in going to, am returns~ntat.lOn, the .State .sha.n be l:ll~ off into thirty- ing from, the sessions of their J'espective houses:
eight Senatorial Districts, which shall be so Provided, That the same lllay be increased or diformed as to cOI~talll, us near as may be, an equal miclshed by law; but no alteration shall take
number of qt:a~dlcd ~oters, ?-nd so.that 110 conn- effect during the session at which such alteration
ty shall be divided III the tormuuon of a Sen a- shall be made' nor shall a session of the Genertorial District, except su?h county "hall be enti- al Assembly eonfinue beyond sixty days, extIed, under the enumerunou, to two or more Sen- eept by a vote of two-third" of each house, but
etors.
..
this shall not apply to the first session held unSECTION15. One Senator for each district shall dcr this ConstltutiOIl.
be elected by the qualified voters therein, who
SI;:C'1'IO:-<
25. The members of the General Asshall vote in the pt·eci.ncts where they reside, at sembly shall, in all cases except treason, felony,
the places where elections are by law directed to breach or surety of the peace, be privileged from
be held.
_
arrest dll1'ing their attendance at the sessions of
SECTI.Ol'J
16. ~o pers?n s]~all be a~e?atorwho,
their respective houses, and in going to, and reat t.he tilDe of IllS electIOn..~s not a cItizen of.the turning from, the same; and for ::my speech or
Ulllted States; has not attal!,ed t!lC a~c of tlll~Y debate in eith~r house, they shall not be quesyears, and '"ho h~ no~ reslde~ 1Il tlns State SIX tioued in any othcr place.
years next p~ecedlll~ Jll~ electlOn,. and the last
SECTION26. No Senator or Representative
year thereof m the dlstnct for whLCh he may be shall, during the term for which he was Blected,
chosen..
nor for one year thereafter, be appointed or elect·
S}~OTlO~
17. The. electIOn for Senat?rs, nex~af- ed to any civil office of profit uuder this Com.
t~r the first apportlOllment ttnder tIllS Constltll- monwealtb, which sl,all have been created, or
tlOn, shall be general throllghollt thc State, and the emoluments of wllieh shall llave been inat ~he s~me time that the election for Repro;lsel~- creased, during the said term, except to such
tatl~'es I'" h~ld, and thereafter there shall be a hl- offi.ces or appointments as may be filled by the
elllllal electIOn for Senat?rs to fill the pl~ces of el"ction of the ~eople.
those whose term of sen'ICe may have expnecl.
SECTION27. :No person, '"hile he continues to
SECTlO~18. The General Assembly slmll con- exercise the functions of a clergyman, pnest, or
vene on the first Monday in November, after the teacher of any religious persuasion, society or
adoption of this Constitution, and again on the seet, lIor wl\ile he holds or eXE'rcises any offiee
Drst Monday in November, 1851, and on the of profit ullCler this Commonwealth, or llndH the
same day of every SlOcondycal' thereafter, unless government of the United States, shall be eligia difft'rent day be appointed by law, and their b1e to the Gelleral Assembly, exc'"pt attorneys at
sessions shall he held at the seat ofGoverument;
law, justices of the peace, and militia officer",:
but if the public welfare require, theGovernol'
Provided, That attortlcys for the Commonwealth,
may eall a special session.
who receivc a fixed annual salary, shall be inSECTIONl~l. Not less than a majority of the eligible.
members of el\(;h house ofthc General Ass,;mbly
S.ECTJO.:'i"
28. Ko person who, at any time,
shall ('ollstitute a quorum to do business, but a may have boon a colledor of taxes or public
smaller numbcr may adjourn from day to day, moneys for the State, or the assistant or deputy
and skill be authorized by law to compel the at- of such collector, shall be eligible to tIle General
tendanee of absent members in such manner alld Assembly, unle!>she shall have obtained a quie.
under sueh penalties as JUay be prescribed tus,six months before theelect.ion, for the amuunt
thereby.
of snch collection, and for all public moneys for
SECTION"
20. Each honse of the General Assem- which he may have b,ocJlresponsible.
bl)' shall judge of the qualifications, electi0l1S,
SECTION29. No bill shall have the force of a
and returns of its members; butacontestedeleclnw.uIltil, on three several days, it be reau over
tion shall be determined in such wanncr as shall in each bouse of the General Assembly, and free
be clin:cted by law.
discussion allowed thereon, unless, in cases of
SECTlOX:B. Each housc of the General As- urgency, four-fifths of W1Chouse, where the bill
f'embly may dfltermi nc the rules of its proceed-I shall be depending, may deem it expedient to clisings, punish a member for disorderly behavior, pense with this 1'ule.
and with the concurrence of two-thirds, expel a
SEOTIOX30. All bills fol' raising reYenUe shall

I
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originate in the House of Representatives,
but
the Senate may propose amendments, as in other
bills: Pruvided, That they shall not introduce
any new matter, under f.he color of an amendment, which does not relate to raising revenue.
SECTIOCi
31. The General Assembly shall regulate, by law, by whom and in what manner
writs of election shall be issued to fill the vecaneies which may happen in either branch
thereof.
SECTiON 32. The General Assembly shall have
no power to grant divorces, to change the names
of individuals, or direct the sales of estates be,
longing to infants, or other persons laboring u nder legal disabilities, by special Iegislatiou: but
by geueral laws shall confer such powers on the
courts of justice.
SECTIOS33. The credit of this Commonwealth
shall never be given or loaned in aid of any
person, association, municipality,
01'
corporation.
SECTION34. The General Assembly shall have
no power to pass laws to diminish the resources
of the Sinking Fund, as now established by
law, but may pass laws to increase it; and the
whole resources of said fund, from year to year,
shall be sacredly set apart and applied to the
payment of the interest and principal of the
State debt, and to no other use or purpose. until
the whole debt of the State is fully paid and
satisfied,
SECTION35. The General Assembly may contract debts to meet casual deficits or failures in
the revenue, but such debts, direct 01' contingent,
singly or in the aggre/?ate, shall not at any time
exceed five hundred thousand dollars; and the
moneys arising from loans creating such debts,
shall be applied to the pnrposes for which they
were obtained, or to repay such debts: Provided,
'1'hat the State may contract debts to repel invasion, suppl'ess insurrection, or. if hostilities are
threatened, provide for the public defence.
j3ECTfOX.::16.No act of the General Assembly
shall authorize any debt to be contracted on behalf of the Commonweal th, except for the purposes mentioned in the thirty-fifth section ofthis article, unless provision be made therein to lay
and collect an annual tax sufficient to pay the
interest stipulated, and to discharge the debt
within thirty years; nor shall such act take effect until it shall have been submitted to the
people at a general election, and shall have received a majority of all the votes cast for and
asainst it: Provided, That the General Assembly may contract debts without submission to
the people. by borrowing money to pay auy part
of the public debt of the State, and without
making provision in the act authorising the same
for a tax to discharge the debt so contracted, or
the interest thereon.
SEOTION37. No law, enacted by the General
Assembly, shall embrace marc than one object,
and that shall be expressed in the title.
SEOTION38. 'I'be General Assembly shall not
change the venue in any criminal 01' penal prosecution, but shall provide for the same by gen«ral Iaws.
SECTION39. The General Assembly may pass
laws anthorising writs of error in criminal or
penal cases, and relirulating the right of challenge of jurors therein.

SECTION40. The General Assembly shall have
no power to pa."'.sany act, or resolution, for the
appropriation of any money, or the creation of
any debt, exceeding the sum of one hundred
dollars. at anyone time, unless the same, on its
final passage, shall be voted [or by a majority of
all the members then elected to each branch of
the General Assembly, and the yeas and nays
thereon entered on the journal.
AR'flCLE

THIRD.

Concerning the Executive Department.
SECTION1. The Supreme Executive power of
the Commonwealth shall be vested in a Chief
Magistrate, who shall be styled the Governor of
the Oommonwealth of Kentucky.
S£CTIOi"2. 'I'he Governor shall be elected for
the term of four years, by the qualified voters of
the State, at the time when, and places where,
they shall respectively vote for Representatives.
The person having the highest number of votes
shall be Governor; but if two or more shall be
equal and highest in votes, the election shall be
determined by lot, in such manner as the General Assembly may direct.
SECTION3, The Governor shall be ineligible
for the succeeding four years after the expirationof the term for which he shall have been elected.
SECTION4. He shall be at least thirty-five
years of age, and a citizen of the United States,
and have been an inhabitant
of this State at
least six years next preceding his election,
SECTION5. He shall commence the execution
of the duties of his office on the fourth Tuesday
succeeding the day of the commencement of
the general election on which he shall be chosen, aud shall continue in the execution thereof
until the end of foul' weeks next succeeding the
election of his successor, and until his successor
shall have taken the oaths, or affirmations, prescribed by this Constitution.
SECTION.6. No member of Congress, person
holding any office under the United States, nor
minister of any religious society, shall be eligible to the office of Governor.
SECTION7, The Governor shall, at stated
times, receive for his services a compensation.
which shall neither be increased nor diminished
during the term for which he was elected.
SUCTION8. He shall be Commander-in-Chief
of the army and navy of this Commonwealth,
and of the militia thereof, except when they
shall be called into the service of the United
States; but he shall not command personally in
the field, unless he shall be advised so to do by
a resolutionof the General Assembly.
SEOTlOX9. He shall have power to fill vacancies that may occur, by granting commissions,
which shall expire when such vacancies shall
have been filled according to the provisions of
this Constitution.
SECl'IOX10. He shall have power to remit fines
and forfeitures, grant reprieves and pardons, except in cases of impeachment.
In cases of treason. he shall have power to grant reprieves until
the end of the next session of the General Assembly, in which the power of pardoning shall
be vested; but shall have no power to remit the
fees of the Clerk, Sheriff, or Commonwealth '8 Attorney. in penal or criminal cases.
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SECrlO:i 11. He may require information,
in
writing, from the officers in the executive department, upon any subject relating to the duties
of their respective offices.
SECTION12. He shall, from time to time, give
to the General Assembly, information of the
state of the Commonwealth,
and recommend to

of the General Assembly, it shall be the duty
of the Secretary, for the time being, to convene
the Senate for the purpose of choosing a Speaker.
SECTIOS 21. The Governor shall nominate,
and, by and with the advice and consent of the
Senate, appoint a Secretary of State, who shall
be commisstoued during the term for which the
their consideration such measures as he liay Governor was elected, if he shall so long behave
deem expedient.
himself well. He shall keep a. fair register, and
and
SECTlOX 13. He may, on extraordinary occa- attest all the official acts of the Governor,
sions, convene the General Assembly at the seat shall, when required, lay the same, and all paof government, or at a different place if that pers, minutes, und vouchers, relative thereto, beshould have become, since their last adjournfore either house of the General Assembly;
and
ment, dangerous from an cnemy, or from eonta- shall perform such other duties as may 'be required of him by law.
gious disorders; and ill case of disagreement
between the two houses, with respect to the time
SECTlON 22. Every bill which shall have passof adjouruuient,
adjourn them to such time ed both houses, shall be presented to the Govas he shall think proper, not exceeding four ernor. If he approve, he shall sign it; hut if
months.
not, he shall return it, with his objections, to
SECTIO;"(14. He shall take care that the laws the house in which it originated, who shall enbe faithfully executed.
ter the objections at large upon their journal,
SECTION 15. A Lieutenant Governor shall be and proceed to reconsider it. If, after such rechosen at every election for Governor, in the consideration,
a majority of all the members
same manner, continue in office for the same elected to that house shall agree to pass the bill,
time, and possess the same qualifications.
In it shall be sent, with the objections, to the other
voting for Governor and Lieutenant
Governor,
house, by which it shall likewise be considered,
the electors shall distiuauish
for whom they and if approved by a majority of all the memvote as Governor, and foJ.·whom as Lieutenant
bel'S elected to that house, it shall be a law; but
Governor.
in such cases, the votes of both houses shall be
SECTION16. He shall, by virtue of his office, determined by yeas and nays, aud the names of
be Speaker of the Senate, have a right, when in the members voting for and against the bill, shall
committee of the whole, to debate aud vote on be entered upon the journals of each house, reall subjects, and when the Senate are equally
,!)ectively.
If any srn shall not be returned by
divided, to give the casting vote.
t re Governor, within ten days (Sundays exceptSECTION17. Should the Governor be impeached.) after it shall have been presented to him, it,
ed, removed from office, die, refuse to qualify,
shall be a law, in like manner as if he had
resign, or be absent from the State, the Lieutensigned it, unless the General Assembly, by their
ant Governor shall exercise all the rower and adjournment, prevent its return, in which case
authority appertaining to the office of Governor,
it shall be a law, unless sent back within three
until another he duly elected and qualified, or days after their next meeting.
the Governor absent or impeached, shall return
SL:CTION23. Every order, resolutlon.or vote, to
or be acquitted.
which the concurrence
of both houses may be
SEOTION]8. Whenever
the government shall necessary, except on a question of adjournment,
be administered by the Lieutenant Governor, or shall be presented to the Governor, and before it
he shall fail to attend as Speaker of the Senate, shall take effect, be approved bv him; or being
the Senators shall elect one of their own members
disapproved, shall be re-passed 'by a majority of
as Speaker for that occasion.
And if, during-the
all the members elected to both houses, accordvacancy of the office of Governor, the Lieutenant
ing to the rules and limitations
prescribed in
Governor shall be impeached, removed from of case of a bill.
fice, refuse to qualify, resign, die, or be absent
SECTIOX24. Oontested elections for Governor
from the State, the Speaker of' the Senate shall,
and Lieutenant
Governor shall be deterruined
in like manuel', admiuistorthe
government:
Pro- by both houses of the General Assembly, accordvided, 'I'hat whenever a vacancy shall occur ill ing to such regulations
as may he established
the office of Governor, before the first two years bylaw.
of the term shall have expired, a new election
SEO'fLON25. A Treasurer shall be elected hifor Governor shall take place, to fill such vacan- ennially, by the qualified voters of the State; end
cy.
an Auditor of Pu blic Accounts, Register of the
SEOTION 19. The Lieutenant
Governor,
or Land Office, Attorney General, and such other
Speaker pro tempore of the Senate, while he acts State officers as lUay he neces:;:ary, for the term
as sJ::leakel'of the Senate, shall receive for his of four years, whose duties and responsibilities
services the same compensation which shall, for shall be prescribed by law.
the same period, be allowed to the Speaker of
SEC'l'IOS 26. 'l'he first election, under this Conthe House of Representatives,
and no more; and stitution,
for Governor, Lieutenant Governor,
during the time he administers
the government,
'I'reasurer, Auditor of Public Accounts, Regisas Governor, shall receive the same compensater of the Land Office, and Attorney General,
tion which the Governor would have received,
shall be held on the first Monday ill August in
had he been employed in the duties of his office. the year 1851.
SECTION20. If the Lieutenant Governor shall
ARTICLE FOUll.TIL
be called upon to administer
the ~overnment.
and shall, while in such administratlOn,
resign,
Concerning the Judicial Department.
die, or be absent from the State during the recess
SECTION 1. The judicial
power of this Com-
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monwealth, both as to matters of law and equity, shall be vested in Due Supreme Court, (to be
s"tyled the Court of Appeals.) the Courts estab
lished by this Constitution, and su ch inferior
Courts as the General Assembly may, from time
to time, erect and establish.
SCCTlON"
2. The Com! of A ppeals shall have
appellate jurisdiction Duly, which shall.b,'. coextensive with the State, under such rcstnctions
and regulations, not repugnant to this Oonstitut.ion, as may, from time to time, be prescribed
by law.
SECTJON 3. The Judges of the Oourt of Appeals shall hold their offices for the term of
eight years, from and after their election, and
Dutil their successors shall be duly qualified,
subject to the conditions hereinafter prescribed:
but for any reasonable cause, the Governor shall
remove any of them on the address of two thirds
of each house of the General Assembl v: Provided, however, That the cause or causes ior which
such removal may be required, shall be stated at
length in such address, and on the journal of
each house. 'I'hey shall, at stated times, receive
for their services an adequate compensation, to
be fixed by law, which shall not be diminished
during the time for which they shall have been
elected.
SEO'1'IO:l'
4. The Court of Appeals shall consist of four Judges, any three of whom may constitute a Court for the transaction of business.
The General Assembly, at its first session after
the adoption of this Constitution, shall divide
the Slate, by counties, into four districts, as
nearly equal in voting population, and with as
convenient limits as may be, in each of which
the qualified voters shall elect ODeJudge of the
Court of Appeals: Provided. That whenever a
vacancy shalt occur in said Court, from anJ
cause. the General Assembly shall hnve the power to reduce the Humber of Judges and districts;
but in no event shall there be less than three
J udges and districts.
Should a change in the
number of the Judges of the Court of Appeals
be made, the term of office and number of districts shall be so changed as to preserve the
principle of electing oue Judge eHI')' two years,
and the term for which the Clerk shall hold his
office, shall be made to correspond with that of
the Judges.
SECTlO:,\,
5. 'I'he Judges shall, by virtue of their
offices, be conservators of the peace throughout
the State. The style of all process shall be,
"The Commonwealth of Kentucky."
All prosecutions shall be carried on in the name and by
the antbovity of the Commonwealth of Kentucky, and conclude "against the peace und dignity of the same."
SECTIO:'\'
6. 'I'he Judges first elected shall serve
as follows, to·wit: olle shall serve until the first
Mond<lY in August, 1852; one until the first
:Monday in Angust, 1854: oue until the first
Monday in Angust, 1856. and one until the first
:Monday in August, 1858. 'l'he Judges, at the
fir"t term of the Court succeeding th"il' election,
shall determine, by lot, the length of time which
each onc shall serve; and at the expiration of
the servicc of each, an election in the proper
il.istl'ict shall take place to fill thevaeal1ey. '1'he
J Lldgehaving the shortcst time to serve shall be
styled the Chief Justice of Kentucky.

SECTION7. If a vacancy shall occur in said
Conrt from allY cause, the Governor shall issue a
writ of election to the proper district to fill such
vacancy for the residue of the term.
SECTIOX8. No per.;;on shall be eligiblc to the
office of Judge of the Court of Appeals, who is
not a citizen of the United States, a resident of
the district for which he lUay be a candidate two
years next preceding his election, at least thirty
years of age, and who has not been a "practicing
lawyer eight years, or whose service llpon the
bench of any Court of record, when added to
the time he may have practiced law, shall not be
equal to eight years.
SlCCTION
9. The Court of Appeals shall hold
its sessions at the seat of government, unless
otherwise directed by law; but the General Assembly may, from time to time, direct that said
Court shall hold sessions in anyone or more of
said districts.
SEO'l'lON10. The first election of the Judges of
t.1H' Court of Appeals shall take place all the
second Monday 111 May, 1851, and thereafter, in
the district as a vacancy may occur, by the expiration of the term of office; and the Judges of
the said Court shall be commissioned by the
Governor.
SECTIOX11. There shall be elected, by the
qualified voters of this State, a Clerk of the
Oourt of Appeals, who shall hold his office, at
the first election, until the first Monday in August, 1858, and thereafter for the term of eight
years from and after his election: and should the
General Assembly provide for holding the Court
of Appeals in anyone or more of said districts,
they shall also provide for the election of a Clerk
by the qualified voters of such district, who
shall hold his office for eight years. possess the
same qualifications, and be subject to removal in
the same manner as the Clerk of the Court of
Appeals.
SECTION12. No person shall be eligible to the
office of Clerk of the Court of Appeals, unless
he be a citizen of the United States, a resident of
the State two years next preceding his election,
of the nge of twenty-one years, and have a certificate from a Judge of the Court of Appeals,
or a Judge of the Circuit Court, that he has been
examined by the Clerk of his Court, under his
supervision, and that he is qualified for the office
for which he is a candidate.
SECTIO:'i13. Should a vacancy occur in the
office of Clerk of the Court of Appeals, the Governor shall issue a writ of election, and the
qualified voters of the State, or of the district in
which the vacancy may OCCtH', shall elect a Clerk
of the Court of Appeals, to serve until the end
of the term for which such Clerk was elected:
Provided, That wbeu a vacancy shall occur from
any cause, or the Clerk be under <:h<lrgcsupon
information, the Judges of the Court of Appeals
shall have power to appoint a Clerk pro (em" to
perform the duties of Clerk until such vacaney
shall be filled, or the Clerk acquitted.
SECTIO:,\,
14. 'l'he GelJeral Assembly ~hall direct, by law, the mode <lnd manner of conducting and making clue retnl'llS to the Secretary of
St,ate, of all elections of the Judges alld Clerk
or Clerks of the Court of Appeals, and of determinill&, contested elections of any of these officers.
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SECTIO~ 15. whenever
811 appeal or writ of
error mal be pending Inthe Court of Appeals.
on the trial of which a majority of the Judges
thereof cannot sit; or on account of Interest ill
the event of the cause i or on account of their
relation to ..ither part,,)' : or where the J nclgc may
have decided the cause in the inferior Court, the
General Assembly shall provide, by Jaw, for the
organization of a temporary and special Court,
for the trial of such cause or causes.
Bscnox 16. A Olrcuit Court shall be established in each county now existing, or which
may hereafter be erected in thi .. Oonimouwealth.
6EOl'LO:'I"17. The jurisdiction
of said Oonrt
shall be, and remain as now established, hereby
giving to the General Assembly the power to
change or alter it.
SECTlO.....18. 'l'he right to appeal or sue out a
writ of error to the Court of Appeals shall remain ail it !lOW exists, until altered by law, hereby giving to the General Assembly the power to
change, alter, or modify said right.
SEOTIO~19. At the first session after the adopLinn of this Constitution, the General Assembly
-hall divide the State into twelve judicial disu-leta, having due regard to business, territory.
and population:
Provided, That nu county shall
be divided.
SEOTIOX20. They shall, at the same time that
the judicial districts are laid off, direct elections
to be held in each district, to elect a Judge for
said district, and shall prescribe in what manner the elections shall be conducted, and how
the Governor shall be notified of the result: and
the first election of the JUdges of the Circuit
Court shall take place on the second Monday in
May, 1851.
SECTIOX21. All persons qualified to vote for
members of the General Assembly, in each districe. "hall have the right to vote for Judges.
SECTLOS22. No person shall be eligible as
Judge of the Oircuit Court, who is net a ciueen
of the United States, a resident of the district
for which he may be a candidate, two years next
preceding his election, at least t,hil'ty yeors of
age, and who has not been a practicing
lawyer
eight years, or whose service upon the bench of
any Court (If record, when added to the time he
may have practiced law, shall be equal to eight
years.
SECTIOX:.!3. The Judges of the CirCl1it Court
shall hold their office for the term of six years
from the day of their election.
They shall be
commissioned by the Governor, and continue in
office until their successors bc qualified,
but
shall be removable from office in the same manner as the Jndges of the Court of Appeals; Ilnd
the removal of a Judge from his district shall
vacate his office: Proviar-d, That t,heir first term
of office shall expire all th~ first Monday in August, 1856.
SECTION24. The General assembly,
if thf'Y
de~l1l it necessary, may establish one additional
district e\'ery fuur yeal's, but the judicial districts shall not exceed sixteen, until aftel' the
population of this State shall exceed one million five hundred thousand.
SECTW!\ 25. The Judges of the Circuit Comt<;
"hall, at stated times, rtlceive for their services
an adequate compensation,
to be fixed by law,
which shall be equal and uniform throughout
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the State, and which shall not be diminished
during the time for which they were elected.
SECTION26. If a vacancy shall occur in the of'flee of Judge of the Circuit Court" the Governor
shall issue a writ of election to fill such vacancy, for the residue of the term: Provided, That
if the unexpired term be less than one yt'ar, the
Governor shall appoint a Judge to fill. such vacaney.
SEOTION27. 'I'he Judicial Districts of this State
shall not be changed except at the first session
after every enumeration, unless when new Districts may be established.
SECTION28. The General Assembly shall provide by law for some person to preside in enoh of
the CIrcuit Courts, when frotu any cause, the
Judge shall fail to attend, or, if in' attendance,
cannot properly preside.
SJo:CTION
29. A County Court shall be estabHahed in each county now existing, or which
!flay hereafter be erected within this Commonwealth, to consist of a Presiding Judge, and two
Associate Judges, any two of whom shall constitute a court for the transaction of business:
Provided, The General Assembly
may at any
time abolish the office of the Associate Judges,
whenever it shall be deemed expedient; in which
event they may associate with said Oourt, any
or all of the Justices of the Peace for the transaction of business.
SECTION30. The Judges of the County Court
shall be elected by the qualified voters in each
county, for the term of four years, and shall continue in office until their successors be duly
qualified, and shall receive such compensation
for their services as may be provided by law.
SEC'fION31. The first ejection of County Court
Judges shall take place at the same time of the
election of Judges of the Circuit Court.
The
Presiding Judge, first elected, shall hold his office until the first Monday in August" 1854. The
Associate J edges shall hold their offices until the
first Monday In August, 185~, and u nt.il their
successors be qualified,
S.lWTION32. No person shall be eligible to the
office of Presiding
or Associate Judge of the
County Court, unless he be a citizen of the United
States, over twenty aile years of age, and shall
have been a resident of the county in which he
shall be chosen, one yeaI' next preceding the
election.
SECTION33. The jurisdiction
of the Countt
Court shall be regulated
by law; and, until
changed, shall be the game now vested in the
County Courts of this Slate,
Sl-:CTlOS34. Each county in this State shall
be laid off into districts of convenient size, as
the Gcnoral Assembly may, from time to time,
direct.
Two Justices of the Peace "hall be
elected in each district, by the qualified voters
therC'in, for the term of four years, whose jurisdiction shall be co-extensive with the county;
no persoll shall be eligible as a Just ice of the
Peace, unless he be a citizen of the United States,
tWt;nty one years of age, and a resident of t.he
district in which he may bc a candidate.
SECTION35. Judges of the Oonnty COUl'tj und
J ust.ices of the Peace, shall be COllSel'Vator,.,of
the Peace.
They shall be commisf,iioned by the
Governor.
County and district officer" ..hall Yacate their offices by removal from the district or
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county in which they tihall be eppciuted.
'I'he I bv the Senate. When sitting for that purpose,
General Assembly. shall provide, by law, the tfie Senators shall be upon oath or affirmation.
manner of conducting and making due returns INo person shall be convicted without the conof all elections of Judges of the County Court currence of two-thirds of the members present.
nod Justices of the Peace, and tor determining
8£OT£O:'-3. The Governor and all civil OffiCNS,
contested elections, and provide the mode of fill- _shall be liable to imp-achment
fer any misdeing vucaneics in these oftlces.
i meaner in office ; but judgment. in snob cases,
SECTIO:'I:i6. Judges of the County Court and shall not extend further than to removal from
Justices (If the Peace, shall be subject to indict- office, and disqualification
to hold any office
merit or presentment. for malfcaeauce or lllisfeas-I of houor, trust, or profit, nuder this Commonance in office, or wilful neglect ill the discharge I wealth: but the party convicted shall, nevertbeof their official duties, in such mode as may be Ieee, be subject and liable til indictment, trial,
prescribed by law, subject to appeal to the Court and punishment by law.
of Appeals; and, npon conviction,
their offices
ARTIeLl-: SIXTH.
shall become vacnn t.
SEC'rIOY37. The General Assembly may pro- Concerning Ececutioe and 111illisferial Officers JOT
vide, by law, that the Justices of the Peace in
Ownties aruLJ)istricts.
each county shall sit at tbe Court of Olatme and
assist in laying the county levy and making apSECTION1. A Commonwealth's
Attorney for
proprint.ione only.
each circuit, and a Circuit Court Clerk for each
SECTIO:S-38. When any city or town shall have county, shall be elected, whose term of office
a separate representation,
such city or town, and shall be the same as that of the Oircuit Judges:
the county iu which it is located, may have such also an Attorney, Olerk, SUlVe)'Or, Coroner, and
separate .M nnlclpal
Courts, and cxecuti ve and Jailer, for each county, whosete:JU of office shall
ministenal officer; as the General Assembly may, be the same as that ot the Presiding Jndgeofthe
from time to time, provide.
Co?nty Court
..
SECTIO.-.39. The Clerks of the Court of Ap.
~.E_OTION
2; No });Tson.shall. be ell~lhl; to the
peals. Circuit, and County Oourts, shall be re- othc,,:s mentioned HI this article, who HI not at
movable from office by the Court of Appeals, I the time twenty-fo.ur years old, (~xcept Clerks of
upon infonnatiou
and good cause shown.
The County and Oircuit Courts, Sheriffs, Co~s~ables,
Court ",hall be. judges of the fact us well as the and county ~ttorneys, wh~ shall ?~,ehgllJle at
law.
'I'wo-thirds of the members present must the. age of tweuty-oce yeaIS,) a eltlzp;n of the
concur in the sentence.
UlIJted States, anJ. who has not n:slded two
SECTION40. The Louisville
Chancery Court years next, pr~ceding the electio~, ~n the St~te,
shall exist under this Constitution, sllbjectto re- an~ oue year. In the county or dlstnct for ,:,'l~lCh
peal, and its jurisdiction
to enlargement
and he IS a ~andldate.
No person shall be elIgIble
modification
the Gelleral Assembly.
The t.othe office of Commonwealth';:; or <?ol1Jlty AttorChancellor shal hayc the same qualificatWJlS a<;a n.ey, unlcss he shall have been a )lceused
pracCircuit Court J ndge, and the Clerk of said Oourt I tlcmg- ~ttorney for t:wo years.
No r.erson shall
as a Clerk of a Oircuit COllrt" and the Marshal of be eltglble to the office of Olerk Ull ess he shall
said Courtas a Sheriff: and the General Ass('mbly hayc procured f!'Om a Jud~e o~ the Oourt of .A;pahaH provide fur the election, by the qualified
peals, or a Judge of the Cl:CUlt Court, a certtfivoters within its jurisdiction,
of the Chancellor,
c~te that h.. has be~n eXallll~e? by the Clerk ~f
Clerk, and Marshal of said Court, at the same IllS ,?ourt, under hIS SUpeT'.'lSI~ll, and t.hat he IS
time that the Judge and Clerk of the Circuit q;taltfied for the office for whIch he IS a canCourt are elected for Ule county of Jefferson,
dldate.
and they shaH hold their offices for tbe same
SI-;01:'IO.-..
3. The Commonwealth's
Attorney
time: P.ro'IJided, 'l'hat the .l\1ar;:;hal of said Court and OITcUlt CouTt Clerk, shall be elected at t!le
shall be ineligible for the suceeedino- term
same hme, aud 10 the same manner, as the Clr·
SECTIO:'i"
41. Tht! City COllTt of Lo~isYill~, the cuit J uclge. 'rhe Coun~y AttonJey, Clerk, Sur·
Lexington Oity C01Jrt, and all other Police Courts veyoT, Co~oner, aIl~ JaIler, shall be elected at
establish{'c1 in allY city or town, shall remain lhe ~af!le tHue, and In the same manner, as tht!
until otherwise direeted by law, with their pres
PreslJlng Judge of the County Court.
ent powers and jurisdictIOns;
and the J ndges,
SECTroN4. A Sheriffshall beelected in each coun·
Clerks, and Murshals of such Oourts shall have t,y, at the same time and manner that the Prethe same CJ,.ualifieations, and shall be elected by siding or Assuciate Judges of the County Court
the qnalified vot{'rs of such cities or towns, l\.t are elected, whose term of office shall be two
the same tillH:, and in t.he same manner, and years, and he shall he re-eligible for a second
hold their oiHces for the same term as County term; but 110 Sheriff shall, after the expiration
Judges, Clerks, and Marshals, respectivel)', and of the second term. be re-eligible, or act as depshall be liable to removal ill the snme manner. uty for the succeeding term.
The General Asr;embly may vest judiCial powSECTION5. A Constable shall be elected in eve!s, for police purposes, in Mayors of cities, pO-I ery Justice's District, who shall be chosen for
hce Judges, and 1 rustees of towns.
two years, at such time :md place as Olay be
proVIded by law, whose jurisdiction shall be coARTiCLE}.'!FTH.
extensive with the county in which he way reConcerning Impeachmentl1.
side.
SECTto~ 6. Officers for towns and cities shall
SECTIO:S1. The Houl;e of RepreSlentatives shall be elected for !iuch terms, and in such manner,
have the sole powar of impeachment.
and with such qualification.'l,
as may be preSReTtON 2, All impeachments
"hall be tried. scribed by law.
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SECTIOX7. Vacancies in offices under this article shall be filled, until the next 8nol111.1 election, in such manner as the General Assembly
may provide.
SECTlOX 8. when a. new county shall be erected, officers for the same, to serve until the uext
stated election, shall be elected or appointed in
such way and at such times as the Legislature
may prescribe.
SEeTlO" 9. Clerks, Sheriffs, Surveyors, Coroners, Ooustables,
and Jailers shall, before they
enter upon the duties of their respective offices,
und fie. oflen thereafter as may be deemed proper,
give such bond and security as shall be prescribed by law.
SECTIOX 10. The General Assembly
may provide for the election or appointment
of such
other C0\111ty or district ministerial
and el:CCUti ve officers as shall, from time to time, be nocessary and prop(·r.
SECTJOX11. A County Assessor s]1a11be elected in each county at the same time and for the
same term that the Presiding Judge of the COUllty Court is elected, until otherwise provided for
by law, who shall have powf'r to appoint such
assistants as may be necessary end proper.
ARTICLE SEn:!'iTH.

Concerning the 11lilil.ia.
SEOTlO:'i1 The Militia of this Commonwealth
shall consist of all free, able-bodied
male persons (newoes, mulattoes, and Indians excepted.)
resident In the same, between the ages of eighteen and forty-five years; except such persons as
now are, or hereafter may be, exempted by the
laws of the United States or of this State; but
those who belong to religious societies, whose
tenets forbid them to carry arms, shall not be
compelled to do 50, but shall pay an equivalent
for personal services.
SECTIOn2. The Governor shall appoint the Adjutant General, and his other staff officers; the
Majors Gene-ral, Brigadiers General, and Commandants of Regiments shall, respecti vely, appoint their staff officers; and Commandants
of
Companies shall appoint their non-commissioned officers.
SEOTIOX3. All other militia officers shall be
elected by persons subject to militarycluty, within
~hehounds of the-.ir respective companies, baLtal\008, regiments,
brigades, and divisions, under
euch rules and regulations, and for such terms.
flS the General Assell1uly may, from time to
time, direct and. establish.
ARTICLE EIGHTH.

General PnH;isio1l8.
SECTlO:i L Members of the Gell6ral Assembly,
and all officer:;, before they enter upon the execIItion of the duties of their respeetlve offices, and
all members of the bar, before they ent.er upon
the practice of their profcsfolion, shall take the
following oath or aflirmatiou:
I do solemnly
swear, (or affirm, as the case maybf',) thnt I will
l-Jupport the Constitution
of tho United State~,
and be faithful and true to the Commonwealth
of Kentucky,
so long as I continue a citizen
there-of, and that J will failhfully e-xecute, to th61
best of my abilities, the office of
Meording to law; a~d I do further ~oleUlnly swear,
(or affirm,) that elute th~ adoptlOn of the preil-

ent Constitution, 1being a citizen of this State,
have not fought a duel, with deadly weapons.
within this State nor out of it, with a citizen of
this State, nor have I sent or accepted a challenge to fight a duel with deadly weapons, with
a citizen of this State; nor have I acted as second in carrying a challenge, or aided, advised,
or assisted any person thus offending-so
help
me God.
SECTION2. Treason ngninst.the Commonwealth
shall consist only in levymg war against it, or in
adhering to its enemies. giving them aid and
comfort.
No person shall be couvloted of treason, unless on the testimony of two witnesses to
the same overt act, or his own confession in open
conrt.
SECTIO:i 3. Every person shall be disqualified
from holding' nnv office of trust or profit for the
term for which be shall have been elected, who
shall be convicted of havillg given or ofrered any
bribe ur treat to procure his election.
SECTION"
4. Laws shall be made to exclude from
office and from suffrage, those who sl1<111
thereafter be convicted of bribery, perjury, forgery, or
othor-crimes orhigh misdemeanors.
The privilege
of free suffrage shall be supported by Jaws regulatins elections, and prohibiting, under adeq uate
penafties, all undue influence thereon from powe-r, bribery, tumult. or other improper practices.
SECTiON5. No money shall be drawn from the
Treasury, but in pursuance
of appropriations
made by law, nor shall any appropriations
of
money [or the support of an army be made for a
longer tune than two years, and a regular statement and account of the receipts and expenditures of all pu bltc money shall be published annually.
SECTIOX.6. The General Assembly may direct,
by law, in what manner, and in what. Courts,
snits may be brought against
the Commonwealth.
SECTION 7. The murmer of administering
an
oath or affirmation, shall be such as is most consistent with the conscience of the deponent, and
shall be eeteemed by the General Assembly the
most solemn appeal to God.
SEOTIQN8. All laws which, on the first day of
June, one thousand eeven hundred
and ninety
two, were in Foree in thc state of Virginia, and
which are of a general nature, and not local to
that Sti\te, and not r('pugnunt to this Constitution, nor to the laws which have been enacted
by the General Assembly of this Commonwealth,
shall be in force within this State, until they
shall be altered or repealed by the General Assembly.
SEGTlOX9. The compact with the State of
Vir~illia, subject to stIch alterations as may be
ma(1t;\therein agreeably to the mode prescribed
by t.he said compact, shall be considered. as part
of this Constitution.
SECTIOS 10. It shall be the duty of the General Assembly to pass stich laws as shall be neees!iary and proper to decide differences by arbi.
trators, to be appointed by the parties who may
choos~ that summary mode of' adjustmt'nt.
SECTlO~ 11. All ci\'il officers for the Commonwealth, at la.rge, shall reside within the State,
and all distl'lct, county, or town officers, within
their respective districts.
counties, or towns,
(truijtee~ of towns excepterl,) and shall keep their
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shall be to prepare a code of practice for tho
offices at such places therein as may be required
by law; and all militia officers shall reside in COUltS, both civil and criminal, in this Commonthe bounds of the division, brigade, regiment, wealth, by abridging and simplifying the rulee.
of practice and laws in relation ihercto ; all of
battalion, or company, to which they may sevewhom shall, at as earlv a (lay as practicable, rerally belong.
SECTION12. Absence on the business of this port the result of their labors to the General AsState, or the United States, shall uot forfeit a res- sembly, for their adoption and modification, from
idence ouce obtained, so as to deprive anyone of .ime to time.
SECTION22. So long as the Board of Internal
the right of suffrage, or, of being elected or apImprovement shall be continued, the President
pointed to any office under this Commonwealth,
thereof shall be elected by the qualified voters
under the exceptions contained in this Ooustituof this Commonwealth, and hold the office for
uon.
SECTION13. It shall be the duty of the General the term of foul' yeaffl, and until another be duThe first election shall
Assembly to re~ulat(>, by law, ill what casee, ly elected and qualified.
and what deductions from the salaries of public be held at the sante time, and be eonducted ill
officers shall be made, for neglect of duty in the same manner, as the first election 'of Governor of this Commonwealth nuder this Constitutheir official capacity.
SECTION14. Returns of all elections by the tion, and c,very four years thereafter; and the
people, shall be made to the Secretary of State, General Assembly shall provide, by law, the
for the time being, except ill those cases other- method of filling vacancies and settling conteswise provided for in this Constitution, or which ted elections for this office; but nothing herein
contained, shall prevent the General Assembly
shall be otherwise directed by law.
SECTIOX15. In all elections by the people, and from abolishing said Board uf Internal Improvement, and the office of President thereof.
also by the Senate and House ot Rcpresentatives,
jointly or separately,
the votes shall be personARTICLE NINTH.
ally and publicly given, viva voce: Pro1Jided,
The seat of government shall continue in the
That dumb persons, entitled to suffrage, may town of Frankfort, until it shall be removed by
vote by ballot.
law: Provided, lunoever, That two thirds of all
SEOTlO" 16. No member of Congress, nor per- the members elected to each house of the Geneson holJing or exercising any office of trust or ral Assembly shall concur in the passage of such
profit under the United States, or either of them,
law.
or under any foreign power, shall be eligible as
ARTICLETENTH.
a member or the General Assembly of this ComConcerning Staeee.
monwealth, or hold or exercise any office of trust
SECTION1. The General Assembly shall have
or profit under the same.
SECTlDX17. The General Assembly shall di- no power to pass laws for the emancipation of
slaves
without the consent of their owners, or
rect, by law, how perseus who now are, or who
may hereafter become securities for pub lie offi- withont paying their owners, previous to such
a full eqnivalent in money for
cers, may be relieved or discharged 011 account of emancipation,
the slaves so emancipated, and providing for
such secnntyship.
SECTlOl'l18. Any person who shall, after the their removal from the Stale. They shall nave
adoption of this Constitution,
either directly or no power to prevent immigrants to this State
Indirectly. give, accept, or knowiugly carry a from bringiug with them such persons as are
challenge to any person, or persons, to fight. in deemed slaves by the laws of any of the United
single combat, with a citizen of this State, with States, so long as any person of the same age or
any deadly weapon, either in or out of the State, description shall be continued in slavery by the
shall be deprived of the right to hold any office laws of this SLate. They shall pass laws to
of honor or profit in this Commonwealth, and permit OWOf'TS of slaves to emancipate them,
shall he punished otherwise in such manner as saving the rights of cr..dirors, and to prevent
them from remaining in this State after they are
the General Assembly may prescribe by law.
They shall have fu II power to
SECTIO:>l
19. The Governor shall have power, emancipated.
prevent slaves being brought into this State as
after five years. to pardon all persons who shall
They shall have full power to
ill any wise participate
in a duel, eit.her as prlu- merchandise.
prevent any slaves being brought into this State,
eipale or second, and to restore him or them to all
who have 'been, since the first day of January,
the rights, privileges, and immunities to which
one thousand seven hundred and eighty nine,
he at' they were entitled before such participaor may hereafter be imported into any of the
tion.
And they
SECTION20. 'The right of property is before United States from uforeign country.
ned higher than any con!<titutlOnal saucticn ; and shall have full power to pass such laws as may
the r-ight of the owner of a slave to such slave, be necessary to obligc the owners of slaves to
treat them with humanity; to provide for them
and its increase, is the same, and as inviolable
necessary clothing
and provision:
to abstain
as the right of the owner of any property whatfrom all injuries to them, extending to life or
ever.
SECTLO;>;
21. At its first session after the adop- limb; and in case of their neglect or refusal to
comply with the directions of such laws, to have
tion of this Constitution, the General Assembly
shall appoint not more than three persons, learn- such slave or slaves sold for the benefit of their
ed in the law, whose duty it shall bc to revise owner or owners.
SECTIO~2. The General Assembly shall pass
and arrange the statute laws of this Commonwealth, both civil and criminal, so a!'>to hav61 laws providill~ that any free negro or mulatto
hereafter immlgrating to, or being emancipated
but one law on anyone subject; and also, three
in, and refusing to leave this State, or having
other persons learned in the law, whose du~y it
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left, shall return and settle within this State,
eball be deemed guilty of felony, and punished
by confinement in the Penitentiary thereof.
SECTION 3. Iu the prosecution
of slaves
for
Ielouy, no inquest by a. grand jury shall be necessary; but the pl'Oceedil1,$s III such pms8cutioue shall be regulated by law, except that the
General Assembly shall have no power to deprive them of the privilege of all impartial trial
by a petit jury.
ARTICLE ELEVENTH_

of the names of all those entitled to vote {or
representatives, who have voted for calling u
Oonvention, and if, thereupon. it shall appear
that a majority of all the cit.izens of this State,
entitled to vote for representatives, have voted.
for calling a Convention, the General ASS0111bly
shall, at their next regular session, direct that 11.
similar poll shall be opened, and rerum ma ...
tc,
tor the next election for rep resuntativus ; and if,
thereupon, it shall arpl'ar that a majority of all
the citizens of this State, entitled to vote for
representatives, huve voted fur cnlling a Ilonvention, the General Assembly shall, at their
next session, pass a law calling a Convention, to
consist of as many members as there shall be in
the House of Representatives,
and no 1I10re; to
be chosen in the same mariner and proportion, at
the same time and places, and poss,;,.sed of the
same qualifications
of a qualified elector, by
citizens entitled to vote for representatlvee : and
to meet within three months after their election,
for the pnrposc of re-adopting, amending,
or
chungi ng this Oonsuitutiou; but if it shall appear l.y the vote of either year, as aforesaid, that
a majority of all the citizens entitled to vote fOT
representatives
did not vote for calling a Convention, a OOllventi')llshallllotthen
be called.
And
for the purpose of ascertaining whether a majority of the cit.izeus, entitled to vote for repres.entatives, did or did not vote for calling a Oonveut.iou, as above, the General Assembly passing
the law authorizing such vote shall provide for
ascertaining
I'he llumber of citizells entitled to
vote for reprt'sentativt's
withifl the Stat{'.
SECTION 2. The Convention,
when assemhl('d,
shall judge of the ejection uf its members and
decide conteskd elections, bnt. the General Assembly shall. in calling a Convention, providtj
for taking tcst,imolly
in such rases and fur issuing a writ of election in case of a tic.

Concerning Education.
SECTION 1. The capital of the fund called and
knuwn as the "Common School Fund," consisting of one million two hundred and twenty
five thousand seven hundred
and sixty-eight
dollars and forty-two cents, fur which bauds
have been executed by the State to the Board of
Education. and seventy-three thousand five hundred dollars of stock 111 the Bank of Kentucky;
also, the sum of fiftv-oue thousand two hundred
and twent;r-three
dollars and twenty-nine
cents,
balance at interest on the School Fund for the
year 1848, unexpended, together with any sum
which may be hereafter raised in the State by
taxation, or otherwise, for put poses of education,
sh.al~ be held inviolate, for the purpose of s,:,stauueg a system of Oommon Bcboole.
The 1IJterest and dividends
of enid funds, together
with ally sum which may be produced
for that
pUl")~use by taxation, may be appropr-iated ill aid
of Common So.:hools, bnt for no other purpose.
The GetH:ral Assembly shall invest gaid tift.y-one
thousand two hlllldred aud twenty-three
dollars
and t.wenty-nine cents in some safe and profita.
ble manner; anu allY portion of the wterest
and dividends of said School Fund, 01' other
money or property raised· for scLool purposes,
which may not b~lleeded in sustaining Common
So.:hoo1s,shall be invested in like mallner.
'rhe
General Assembly shall make provision,
by
law, for the payment of the interest of said
School Fund: Provided, That each county shall
be entitled to its proportion of thE' income of said
fund, and if not cl:llfed fot', for common school
purposes, it shall be re-itwestcd from time to
timc for the benefit. of tach county.
SECTIO~2. A Superintel1denL of Public
Instruction shall be elected by the qualified voters
of this Commonwealth,
at the same time the
Governor is "lected, who shall hold his office
for four yeari'l, and his duties and salary shall
be prescribed and fixed by law.
AU-TICLE TWEJ.FTU.

Mode of revising the Constitution.
SECTION 1. When experience
shall point out
the necessity of amendlllg this Constitution, and
when a maJority uf all the memhers elected to
each house of the General Assembly shall, within the first twenty days of any regnlar session,
COllcur in passing a law for taking the sense of
the good people of this Commonwealth as to the
necessity and expediency of calling a COllI'enHon, it sball be the duty of the several Sheriffs,
and other officers of elections, at the next general elecLion which shall be held for representatives to the General Assembly, afLer the passage
of such law, to open a poll for, and make return to the Secretary of State, for tht! time being_

,\ltTICJ.E

TliITIT.EEXTll.

That the general, great" and essential principles of liberty and fret" government may be re«agonized and established;
WE DECr..\RE,
SECTlOXL 'I'h'lt all freemt"ll, when they form
a social compact, are equal, and that no uian, or
set of men, are entitled to exclusive, separate
public emoluments
01' privilegc:s from the communit.Y, bnt in consideration
of public services.
SECTlON 2. That absolute, arbitrary
power ovrr
the livc::s, liberty, auel properlY of freeman, exists no where in 11 repubLic-not
even ill the largest ma.jority.
SECTION 3. 'I'hat all pOWt"T is inherent
ill the
people, and all free governmeJlts are fotllld\d on
then authority,
and instituted for their peace,
saftltv, happiness,
security, and the protection
of p·roperty.
JI'or the
aaVallCl'ment
of these
ends, they baye at all tillJes an illulienable amI
indefeasable
right to alter, reform, or abolish,
thi!ir govermnent,
in such mann.n· as they may
think proper.
SLOTtoN 4. That all men have a natural
auel
inddeasable
right to worship Almighty Bod according to tJ1C didatei'l of their own cOlJsciences;
that no malt shall be compelled to attend, ered,
or support any plaer. of worship, or to maitltain
any nlitlistl'Y against his tsOnsellt; t.hat no hlllllun
authorit.y ought, in ~l.Ilycas" whatever, to l;onlro1
ur int.f:rfCl'e wilh tlw rights HI' conscienl'e;
and
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that no preference ehnll ever be given, by law,
to any religious soeletiee or modes of worship.
SECTJ0C'I5. 'I'hat the civil rights, privileges, or
capacities, of any citizen, shall in no wise be diminished or enlarged on account of his religion.
5£01'10" 6. That all elections shall be froe and
equal.
SECTION 7. That the ancient
mode of trial by
jury shall be held sacred, and the right thereof
remain invrolnte, subject. to such modifications
as may be auihonaedby
this Constitution.
SECTlO.s:8. That printing presses shall be free
1'0 every person who undertakes to examine the
proceodinge of the General Assembly, or u.nv
branch of government, and no law shall ever be
made to re-train the rirrht thereof.
'I'he free
communication
of thougfIts and opinions is one
of the invaluable rights of man, and every citizen may freely speak, write, uud print, on any
6~lbject, being responsible for the abuse of that
liberty.
SECTlO~!J. In prosecutions for the publication
of paper;:; investigating
the official conduct of
officers or 111f'1l in a public capacity, or where
the matter published if; proper for public information, the truth thereof may be given in evidence;
and in all indictment" for lib ..de, the jllTY shall
have a right to determine the Iaw and the facts.
under the direction
of the Court, as in other
cases.
Sl:OTIO~ 10. That the people shall be secure in
their p~"rsons, houses, papers, and possessions,
from uureasonnule
seizures and searches, and
that no warrant to search any place, or to seize
anv per5011, or thing, shall iS811C,without desNibinl; them as nearly as may be, nor without
probable cause, supported by oath or affirmation.
SECTION11. That in all criminal prosecutions,
the accused hath a right to be heard by himself
and counsel; to demand the nature and cause of
the accusation
against him: to meet the witnesses face to face; to huve compulsory process
for obtaining
witnesses in his Iavor , and in
prosecutions
by indidment
or information,
a
I'lpeedy public trial by an impartial jury of the
vicinage;
that he cannot be compeflecl to give
evidence against llimself:
nor call he be deprived of his life, liberty. or property,
unless by
the ju(lgment of his peers, or the law of the land.
SECTION12. 'rhat no person shall, for any indietable offenee. be proceeded against criminallv, by information, eXIlt'pt in caseR arising in the
l~llrlor naval forces, or in the militia when ill
aetnal service. in time of war or public danger,
or by leave of the Court, for oppres8ion or misdemeanor in office.
SECTJOX13. No person shall, for the same off",nee, be twice put in jeopardy
of his lift! or
limb; nor "hall any man's property be taketl or
applied to public ui'ie, without the COllsellt of his
rel?resentatives,
and without just compensation
being previously mar]~ tt.>him.
SEOTIONJ4. Thatall Courts shall be open,apd
en:r)" person, for an injury done him in bis
land,,;, goods, per.,>on, or reputation,
shaH have
remedy by thf\ due course of law, and ri~ht and
'llstice administered, without sale, denial, or deay.
SF-CTlOX15. That no power of suspending laws
shall be exercised, unless by the General ASRembly, or its authority.
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Buenos 16. That excessive bail shell not be
required, nor excessive fines imposed, nor cruel
punishments
inflicted.
SEOTlO~ 17. That all prisoners shall be baila.
ble by sufficient securities .• unless for capital offences, when the proof is evident. or presumption
great: and the privilege of the writ of haheae
corpus shell not be suspended,
unless when in
cases of rebellion or invasion the public safety
may require it.
SECTlON18. 'I'hat the person of a debtor. where
there is not strong presumption
of fraud, shall
not be continued 111 prison after delivering up
his estate for the benefit of his creditors, in such
manner as shall be prescribed by law.
SECTlO.:"19. That no ex post facto law, nor any
law impairing contracts, shall be made.
SECTto~ 20. 'I'hat no person shall be attainted
of treason or felony by the General Assembly.
SECTION21. That no attainder shall work corruption of blood, nor, except during the life of
the offender, forfeiture of estate to the Commonwealth.
S.ECTION22. That the estates of 8l1Ch persons
as shall destroy their own lives, shall descend
or vest alii in case of natural death; and if any
person shall be killed by casualty, there shall La
no forfeiture by reason thereof
S.ECTlON23. That the citizens have a right, in
a peaceable manner, to a..ssemble together for
their common good, and to apply to those invested with the powers of Government,
for redress
of grievances, or other pmper purposes, by petition, address, or remonstrance.
SECTION24. That the rights of the citizens to
bear arms in defence of themselves and the State,
shall not be qneetioned: but the GeneralAesemhly may pasl' laws to prevent persons from carrying concealed arms.
SECTtO~ 25. That no standing army sbull , in
time of peace, be kept, up, without the consent
of the General Assembly; and the rnililaryshall,
in all cases, and at all times, be in strict subordination to the civil power.
S£CTW~ 26. That no soldier shall, in time of
pealle, be quartered
in any houRe without the
consent of the owner; lJOr in time of war, but in
a manner to be prescribed bv law.
SECTIO~ 27. That the GCllt:ral Assembly shall
not gr<lllt any title of nobility, or hereditary
distinction,
nor create any office, the appointment to which shall he for a longer time than
for It term of years.
SECTION28. That emigration
from the State
sllall not be prohibited.
SECTION29. To guard against. transgressions
of the high powers which we have delegated,
WE DECl,An};, that everj,thing ill this article if> exl\l1pted Ollt of the general -po,,'ers of government,
and shall forever remain mviolate; and that all
laws contrary thereto, or contrary to this Con8titution, shall be. void.
SCHEDULE.
That no incouvelllence may anse frOID the alterations and amendments
made in the Constitution of this Commonwealth,
tllld in order to
carry the same into complete operation,
it is
hereby declared and ordained:
SECTION1. That all the laws ofthia Commonwealth, in force at the time of making the said
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alterations and ercendments,
and :.til rights ,
actions, prosecutions,
claims, and contracts, as
well of individuals as of bodies corporate, shall
continue as if the said alterations and amendmerits had not beer made.
SECTIOX 2. The oaths of office herein
directed
to be taken may be ndmiuistered
by :tny Judge
or Justice of the PtRCe, until the General Assembly shall otherwise direct.
SECTIOX 3. No office shall
be superceded
by
the alterations
and amendments
iuude
in the
Constitution
of this Commonwealth.
but the
laws of the State relative to the duties of the
several officers, Executive, Judicial, and Military, shall remain in full force, though the same
be contrary to said alterations and amendments,
and the several duties shall be performed by the
respective officers of the State, according
to the
existing laws, until the organization of the Gcvernment, as provided for under this new Constitution, and the entering into office of the new
officers to be elected or appointed
under said
Government, and no longer.
. SecTlON 4. Immediately after the ad"\ournment
of the Convention, the Governor shnl issue his
proclamation,
directing the several Sheriffs and
other returning officers of the several counties
of this State, authorized bv law to hold elections
for members of the General Assembly, to op"n
and hold a poll in every county of the State, and
in the city of Louisville,
at the places and pt'e·
cincts designated
by law for the holding the
Presidential
election in 1848, upon the first
Monday and Tuesday of May, 18;;0, for the purpose of taking the sense of the good peuple of
this State, in regard to the adopLion ot' rejection
of this Constitution;
and it shall be the dutj" of
the said officer;; to receive the vo\.es of all persuns entitled to vote for m-=mbcrs of thc Gellel'nl
A6sembly under the prescnt Constitution.
The
said officers shall open a poll with tw·o separate
oolumns: "For the new Constitution," "Aga.inst
the new Constitution," and shall adJress each
voter presenting
himself, the question:
"Are
you;n favor of adopting the Ilew Constitution?"
and if he shall answer in the affil'mative, llis
vote shall be recorded in the ('.olumn for the new
Constitution, and if he shall answer in tIle negative, his answer shall be set down in the column against dIe Dew Constitution.
The said
election "hall be cOlldu<;ted for two days and in
ever.v other respect, as the State election for
Representatives
to the General Assembly
are
now conducted; und Oil the Thursday succeeding the said election, the various Sheriff,,; conducting said election at the different prN:inets.
shall assemble at the court llOUSCSof their respecti,·e eOUIlties, and compare the polls of "aid
election, and shall forthwith make due returns
thereof to the Secretary of State, in conformity
to the provisions of the existing laws upon the
subjHct of elections of members of the Gcneral
Assembly.
The County COlll'lS of the various
counties of the Commonwealth
~hnll, at their
March or April termfl of their said Courts, ap·
point as many Judges,
Clerks and Depnty
Sheriff~ to s..uperintelld and conduct said elections as shall be necessary.
SEOTIO.N5" That the General Assembly of the
Oommonwealth pf Kentucky, about to assemble,
be and t,he)' are hereby requested to make all

necessary provisioue, by Jaw.for {be prope-r carrying out of the submieaion or tbe new Ccnstttution to the people of this Commonwealth,
as
provided for in seetlon four of this schedule.
SECTIO.N6. That when this Oonveution
adjourns, it will adjourn to re-assemble,
in the
tOWIl of Frankfort, on the first Mon.Iuv of June,
1850, with the view and for the purpose of
ascertaining the result of the vote upon the new
Constitution.
If the same "hall have been ruti.
fied by a majority of all those voting for and
agaiust it, thIS Oonventiou will then publi ....h and
proclaim this Donstitut.iou as the Ooustuution
of Kentucky, and proceed further to provide for
putting the new Ilovcmmeut into operation.
1f
It shall be found that a. majority of all those voting for 01' against it, has been cast against it,
then said Constitution shall be declared rejected,
and this Convention will fortbwith re-adopt and
republish the present Constitution
as the Constitution of the State.
SECTLON
7. It shall be the duty of the General Assembly, which shall convene in the year
1850, to make an npport.ionrueut of the representation of this State, upon the principle set
forth in this Constitution;
and until the first apportionment
shall be made. as herein directed,
the apportionment
of Senators and Rcpresentativce amonsr the several districts and counties in this S'tate, shal l remain as at present
fixed by law: Provided, 'Phat upon the adcption of this Constitution all Senators shall go out
of office, and. in the year 1850, an election for
Senators and Representatdves shall be held, and
thm;e elected shall hold thdr offices for olle
year and no longer.
SECTJO::>I"
8. Alll'ceognizances
heretofore taken,
01' whieh
may be taken before the organization
of the judicial departmellt
under this Const,itution, shall remain valid. and shall pass over to,
and may be prosecuted in ll1e name of the Com·
monwealth.
All criminal
prosecutions
and
penal actions which have arisen, or nmy arisf',
before the re-organization
of t.he jlldicial
department undt:r this Constitution,
and whieh
shall then be depending, may be prosecuted to
judgment
and executioll, in the Hame of the
Commonwealth.
SECTION9. 'fhe General Assembly slmll proTide, bv law, for th~ t.rial of allY contestt'd election of Auditor,
Register, 'freasurcr, Attorney
Geni'ral, Judges of Circuit Courts, and all other
officer!", not otherwi"e hCl'eillspecified.
SEO'rlON"10. The General A""embly shall provide by law for the making of the retul'1Is bv the
proper officers, of the election of all offic~rs to
be elected
under this Constitution;
and the
Governor shall issue commissions
to th .. Audi·
tor, Regi~ter. and Treasurer, as soon as he has
ascertained
the result of the election of tho,<:;e
officers respectively.
SEOTlOS 11. That the Sheriffs a1HI other offi·
eel'" of the election shall be liable to all snch
fines and pennltie,:; for a failure to discharge the
senral duties imposf'd on them in this schedule.
as are now imposed \Ipon them by law, for a
failure to pC"rf'orm their dut)'
in conducting
other general and State electiolJS.
SECTION 12" Should the Count.y Court of any
of the countie s of this Commonwealth
fail or
refuse to appoint Judges, Clerks, or Sheriffs, to
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superintend
the election, as provided fur in arti-:
de four of this schedule, the high Sheriff of
said county shall appoint such Judges, Clerks,
and deputy Sheriffs.
.
SECTLO:;IJ. Should any of the Sheriffs or
deputies
in any of the counties of this Commonwealth die, resign, or from any other cause
be prevented from attending with the poll books,
as directed in secrlon four uf this schedule, for
the comparison
of the votes on the adoption 01'
rejection of the new Constitution,
it shall be the
duty of the County Court Clerk, or his deputy
in such COUllty, to attend with said poll books,
and aid ill such comparison.
JAMES GUTHRIE,
Pres. (If the
Convention, and member from
the City of LoUIsville.
ATTEST:

THO. J. HELM,
secretary of the Convention.
THO. D. TILFORD,
Asalete nt Secretary.

From the county of Adair,
N:~THAN
GAITHER.
From the county of Allen,
GEORGE W. MANSFIELD.
From the Oounty of Anderson,
GEORGE W. KAVANAUGH.
Prom the counties of Ballard and McCracken,
RICHARD
D. GHOLSON.
From the county of Barren,
ROBERT D. MAUPIN,
JOHN 1'. ROGERS.
From the county of Bath,
JAMES M. NESBITT.
From the county of Boone,
CHARLES OHAMBERS.
From the county of Bourbon,
GEORGE W. WILLIAMS.
From the count/- of Boyle,
A ,BERT G. TALBOTT.
From the county of Bracken,
WILLIAM
O. MARSHALL.
From the counties of Breathitt and Morgan,
JOHN HARGIS.
From the county of Breukinrid,!f;.
HENRY WASHl~GTON.
From the county of Bullitt,
.
WILLIAM
R. THOMPSON.
From the counties of Butler and Edmonson,
VINOENT
S. HAY.
From the county of Oaldwell.
WILLIS B. MACHEN.
From the counties of Calloway and Marshall,
EDWARD
OURD.
From the county of Oarn~bell,
IRA 1<001.
From the counties of Carroll and Gallatin.
JOHN T. ROBINSON.
From the counties of Carter and Lawrence.
THOMAS J. HOOD.
From the county of Casey,
JESSE OOFFEY.
From the county of Christian.
NINIAN
E. URAY,
JOHN D. MOI'RIS.

From the county of Clarke.
ANDREW HOOD.
From the counties of Olay, Letcher and Perry,
JAMES H. GARRARD.
From the counties of Oumberlaud and Clinton,
MICHAEL
L. STONER.
From the county of Crittenden.
H.ENRY R. D. COLEMAN.
From the county of Daviess,
PHILIP
TRIPLE7'T.
From the counties of Estill and Owsley,
LUTHER
BRAWNER.
From the county of Fayette,
JAMES DUDLEY,
ROBERT N. WICKLIFFE.
From the county of Fleming,
MARTIN
P. MARSHALL,
SELUOIUS GARFIELDE.
From the counties of Floyd, Pike and Johnson,
JAMES M. LAOKEY.
From the county of Franklin,
THOMAS N. LINDSEY.
From the countv of Garrard,
JOHNSON
PRICE.
From the county of Grant.
WILLIAM
HENDRIX.
From the county of Graves.
RICHARD
L. MAYES,
From the county of Grayson,
JOHN J. THUR.i\IAN,
From the county of Green,
THOMAS W. LISLE.
Feom the county of Greenup,
HENRY B. POLLARD.
From the county of Hardin,
JAMES W. STONE,
THOMAS D. BROWN.
From the county of Harrison,
HUGH NEWELL,
LUOIUS DESHA.
From the county of Hart,
BENJAMIK
COPELIN.
From the county of Henderson,
AROHIBALD
DIXON.
From the county of Henry,
ELIJAH F. NUTTALL.
From the counties of Hickman and Fulton,
THO,IAS JAMES.
From the county of Hopkins,
WILLIA.i\I BRADLEY.
From the county of Jefferson,
DAVID MERIWETHER,
WILLIAM
C. BULLITT.
From the county of Jessamine,
ALEX. JL MARSHALL.
From the oouutv of Kenton,
J6HN W. STEVENSON.
From the counties of Knox and Harlan,
SILAS WOODSON.
From the county of Larue,
JAMES P. HAMILTON.
From the counties of Laurel and Rockcastle,
JONATHAN
NJlWCU.i\l.
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From the county of Lewis,
LARKIN
J. PROCTOR.
From the county of Lincoln,
JOHN L. BALLINGER.
From the county of Livingston,
WILLIAM
COWPER.
From the county of Logan,
JAMES W. IRWIN,
WILLIAM
K. BOWLING.
From the city of Louisville,
JAMES RUDD,
WILLIAM PRESTON.
From the countv of Madison,
SQUIRE TURNER,
WILLIAM
CHENAULT.
From the county of Marion,
GREEN "ORREST.
From the county of Mason,
PETER LASHBROOKE,
JOHN D. TAYLOR.
From the county of Meade,
THOMAS J. GOUGH.
From the county of Mercer,
THOMAS P. MOORE.
From the county of Monroe.
JOHN S. BARLOW.
From the county of Montgomery,
RICHARD
APPERSON.
From the county of Mnhleuburg,
ALFRED
M. JACKSON.
From the count~ of Nelson.
BEN. HARDIN,
CHARl"ES A. WICKLIFFE.
From the county of Nicholas,
BJ<;NJAMIN F. EDWARDS.
From the county of Oldham,
WILLIAM
D. MITCHELL.
From the county of Owen,
HOW ARD 'I'ODD.
From the counties of Ohio aud Hancock

From the county: of Warren,
CHASTEEN
'1'. DUNAY AN.
From the county of Wayne,
JAMES S. CHRISMAN.
From the county of Whirley,
THOMAS ROCKHOLD.
From the county of Washington,
CHARLES
COOPER

Mr. McH~NRY offered the following
resclution:
Resolved, That this convention adopt, and that
the delegates present do now proceed to sign,
the constitution
as now presented by the committee on enrollment.

I

JOHN H. McHENRY,
From the
From
From
From
From

From
From

of Pendleton,
JOHN WHEELER.
the county of Pulaski,
MILFORD
ELLIOTT.
the county of Russell.
NATHAN
McCLURE.
the county of Simpson,
BEVERLY
L. CLARKE.
the county of Shelby,
ANDRJ<;W S. WHITE,
GE01WE W. JOHNSTON.
the county of Spencer,
MARK E. HUSTON.
the county of Taylor,
WILLIAM N. MARSHALL.
COU11ty

Erom the county of Todd,
FRANCIS M. BRlSTOW.
From the county of Trigg,
ALFRED BOYD.
From the county of 'I'rimble,
WESLEY J. WRIGHT.
From the county of Union,
IGNATIUS
A. SPALDING.
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KELLY.

From the count)' of "Woodford,
JOHN L. WALLER.

Mr. McHENRY moved the previous question,
and the main question was ordered to be now
put,
The question then recurred, "shall the resolution be adopted."
Messrs. C. A. WICKLIFFE
and STEVENSON called for the yeas and nays thereon, and
they were yeas 95, nays L
YEAs-Mr. President,
(Guthrie,) Richard Apperson, John L. Ballinger,
John S. Barlow,
William K. Bowling,
Alfred Boyd. William
Bradley, Luther Brawner, Francis M. Bristow,
William
C. Bullitt, Charles Chambers, William
Chenault. James S. Chrisman. Beverly L. Clarke,
Jesse Coffey, Henry R. D. Coleman, Benjamin
Copelin, William
Cowper, Edward Curd, Lucius Desha, Archibald
Dixon, James Dudley,
Chasteen T. Dunavan,
Benjamin F. Edwards,
Milford Elliott, Green Forrest, Nathan Gaither,
Sclucius Garflelde, James H. Garrard, 'I'homas
J. Gough, Ninia.n E. Gray, Ben. Hardin, John
Hargis, Vincent S. Hay, William Hendrix,
Andrew Hood, Thomas J. Hood, Mark E. Huston,
James W. Irwin, Alfred M. Jackson,
'I'homas
James, George 'V, Johnston,
George W. Kava"
naugb , Charles C. Kelly, James M. Lackey. Peter
Lashbrooke.
Thomas N. Lindsey, 'I'homas
Lisle, Willis B. Machen, Geor~e W. Mansfield,
Alexander
K. Marshall,
Martin P. Marshall,
William
C. Marshall,
William
N. Marshall,
RobertD. Maupin, Richard L. Mayes, Nathan
McClure, John H. McHenry, David Meriwether,
William D. Mitchell, Thomas P. Moore, John
D. Morris, James M. Nesbitt, Jcuutban Newcum,
Hugh Newell, Elijah F. Nuttall, Henry B. Pollard. William Preston,
Johnson
Price, Larkin
J. Proctor, John T. Robinson, 'I'homas Rock"
hold, John T. Rogers, Ira Root, James Rudd,
Ignatius A. Spalding, John W. Stevenson, Jas.
W. Stone, Michael L. Stoner, Albert G. Talbott,
John D. Taylor, William R. 'I'hompson. John J.
Thurman, Howard Todd, Philip Triplett, Squire
'I'uruer, John L. Waller, Henry washington,
JO]l11 Wheeler,
Andrew S. Whltc, Charles A.
Wickliffe, Hobert N. Wickliffe, George W. Williams, Silas Woodson, Wesley J, Wright-95.
NAy-Garrett
Davls-c-l..
•
So the resolution was adopted.
The delegates present then proceeded to sign
the constitution, III the order they are printed in
the preceding pages.
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noe
sel ves ; and this system of self-government works
?eantifully in its operations upon society, and
IS scarcely seen, or scarcely felt. The state is
divided into counties, and they have municipal
powers for the government of their internal affail'S. In these counties there am cities and
towns, and t~e.r also have municipal regulations
to govern, direct. and control their peculiar interests, while the executive and legislative departmeuts
control the matters appertaining. to
~l!rlstate at large, anu at the same time the judiPRESIDENT'S VALEDICTORY.
ctary enforces the public justice of the country,
The PRESIDENT
having resumed the chair, and the rights of individuals as they arise unand the business of the convention having been der the constitution and the laws. In our conaccomplished he rose to deliver his valedictory stitution we instruct the executive and legislaadrdess, aud spoke nearly as follows:
tive d.epart~en.ts ill I'el~tion to tl~e great and
essential principles of liberty, which we tell
GENTLEMEN OF THE CmrVEl'ITlON:
I congratulate you upon the completion of t~em ~heyshall not touch; we instruct the judic~ary m regard to those great and essential prinyour labors.
I also avail myself of this opportunity
to re- ciplea, and to take care that neither the execuinterfere
turn vou my rhanka for the kind manner in ti~e nor the legislative departments
wilidl you have given your assistance to the WIth them to the prejudice of private right· and
chair in preserving order, and the forbearance in the laws passed by the legislature and executivc, we further instruct Ute judiciary in referwith which you have treated the waywardness
ence to all m.atters of contract and private right;
of my temper upon sudden emergencies.
'When I was elected to this situation, I was and they will go forth with the warrant of the
conscious how much I should require your in- people to decide upon the public justice of the
dulgence.
'1'0 you, then, I am deeply indebted COUll try, and the right" of private individuals.
In. this scheme, the judiciary is the great exfor being enabled to get through the duties with
so little difficulty to myself.
And if, at any ecunve b~all~h of the government which brings
t.ime during the period I have presided over you, the constitution and the laws in direct operation
there has appeared any thing harsh ill my COlI- UP.Oll the. people; and, for thel)fE'servatiou of the
duct, J beg to say, that it was not indicative
of pnvatc I'lghts of the citizen, tt is essential that
unkindness toward!' any one, and that I was iu- this body of magistracy should be learned, able,
fluenced only by a desi re to enforce the rules of and upright men; and, I believe, the success of
ordN and decorum which are 80 essential to the the scheme of an elective judiciary will depend
progress of businesro.
I hope every gentleman essentially upon our being able to obtain such
in this convention will be satisfied that I was iu- men.
I could. have wished, personally, that we had
lluenced by no other motive.
I will take this occasion further to remark, provided ailequate compensation in order that
that it has been my fortune to have tal{(:n part we might pl'Ocure competent melt to fill these
in the pl'O~ecdings of t~velve or thirteen sessinns offices. 'Ve .have,Ieft those salaries to the legisof the leglslature of tillS state,. a.nd I have never lature; and m gOlng back to tIle people with
seen so much order and decorum observed as I this constitution, it will be our duty to impress
have witnessed ill the deliberations of this cot!- llpon tlH~mthe necessity and importance of givillg sufficient salaries, in order that the beRt talyention.
I might say to this conVEntion something in Cllts of the state may be brought into our tl'ibu·
relation to the cOllstitution itsdf, hut I fed it lillIs, so that public justice shall be administered
would be sf'arcely necesroary upo.n this oceaf;iOIJ. conectly, and the private rights of the citizen
1 am glad, however, that in laying the founda- be properly cared for, and promptly decided. If
tions uf this governmellt, we have walked in adequate salari(~s should not be given, the poor
the footstep .. of thm;e who preceded liS, and laid man, with talents, will llot be able to take these
them in justice, to the preservation of the lives, offices, and they will necessarily fall into the
the liberties, and the pruperty of thc citizeus. hands of a secondary order of men who have
Having dOlle tl1is, all else in relation to the 01'- 80me property inherited, and who are not in
gauization of the government is but a mutter possession of the ro.3quisite abilIties for the discharge of these high duties.
It is essential in
of ('xpediellcy, to be tested by time.
A representati\·?
democracy,
like atll'S, is a govNnment like ours, that due encouragement
based upon the will of the people, and as all should be given to all the talents of every porcantlot participatc in the ~overnmellt, we selEo'ct tion of the community, so that they may fill the
i beg, 1herothe free white male inhahtt,ants over the age of highest .offices of go,·ernment.
twenty one year,,;, and give them the rights of fore, to llupress upon you that the success of this
suffrage.
They elcct our executIve, the:r elect experiment of an elective judiciary will mainly
our legislature, and llOW we have confided to depend upon giving the best compensation for
them the election of all our judicial and minis- the best talent, thus calling the best men to fill
these situations.
terial offiCBrs.
J havc no eal'thly doubt that this constitution
The government being divided into three dist.inct setf:iof offiees, the executive, the legisla- will be ac('epted by the people. I do Dot beas a body, will
tive, and the judicial, the officers who will fill lieve that the emancipationists,
these several departments will Tecei vc their ap- rise up and battle against the will of the I?eople
pointment from the hands of the people them- of Kentucky, expressed by this conventJOn ill
Pln$Ex·.rATIOX-

O~' BOOKS.

On the motion of AIr. C. A. WICKLIFFE,
the
resolution adopted a few days since directing a
copy of the journal and debates of the con ventiou to be presented to delegates. officers, reporter, and chaplains, was so amended as to direct
that additional copies be delivered to the reporter to the eouveut.ion , for presentation to his
assistants.
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Every vote, 80 far as I have been able to
relation to that particular matter. They are in party.
observe, has bcou the act of both parties, coma minority, and many of them arc intelligent
men, and men of property, and standing.
1 do ing up singly to the purpose of doine the will
not believe they will be willing to agitate the of the people in relation to the fllmlan~lltallaw
country again on that subject, and attempt to of thc land; and if these two parties should
create discord and dissatiefnction in the commu- unite,as l~ear~ily and zealously ill carrying this
constitution mto effect as this body have united
nity; but that, as good citizens and republicans,
in framing it, there can be no possible doubt
they will bow to the will of the majority.
I do not believe that the office holders, as a about the result.
Gentlemen, we arc about to separate.
V,re
bodlT, will go against this constitution.
']'hosc
If we
of t rem who are men of talents and standing shall, perhaps, never all meet agaiu.
when we rewill consider that they have as fair a chance for should it will be a rare occurrence.
office as any other individuals, and will not at- turn to our oonstltuents, I have no doubt, we
It has not u ntempt to setup their individual interests against shall be received with kindness
those of the great majority of the people. I frequently happened that concessions have been
doubt not that we will find that portion of them mad~, ana the 1?8oplewill see the necessity of
using their best, influences to sustain this conetl- making concessions themselves. You have distution.
Those of them who have not high at- charged liour duties to the country eeulously and
qainmente and influential friends will be able to impartia Iy, and have entitled yourselves to the
do but little to resist the ~eat popular will. favor of your constituents.
Gentlemen.T
hope on your return to your
For these reasons I fear nothing, either from the
emancipationists
or the office holders, in rela- homes, you w111 find that yOUTfamilies have
tion to the success of this constitution.
There been 1$'raciously:preserved during your absence
are sorne individuals who come to this question by a kind providence, and that yot! will be long
of selecting judges from the people with reluc- spared to be useful to them, and to your COUll·
tance; and, twelve months ago, how many try in the various stations yOll may be called
doubted on this subject who arc with the move- upon to fill; and that none of you may ever have
ment now? And how many, who doubted up to reason to regret the part you have taken ill
framing this constitution.
the time of the assembling of this conventtou,
will cease to doubt when this constitution has
CLOSING PRAYl,IL
been presented to them; especially when they
.The Rev. G. W. BRUSH, offered up the followconsider the immense majority of the people of
Kentucky who are in favor of it, and have lis- wmg prayer:
Au,nGllTY
GOD, our Heavenly Father; at the
tened to the argument and experience that have
during
been had Uf'0ll this subject? The volume of in- close of the labors of this convention
telligence III the great mass of the people, is which Thou hast granted unto us so m~ny bles~reater than the volume of intelligence that ex- sings, we desire to lift up our hands, our hearts,
1St" in any number of individuals
you can se- and our tongues in a united expression of grnti'I'bou hast preserved
lect, in relation to the appointment of ufflcera ; tude ~nd thanksgiving.
the volume of integrity of purpose, in relation the lives and the health of the members of this
to public rigllt, is far greater in the districts, convention; and Thou hast given us peace,
We are therewhere the laws are to be applied, than in any quiet, harmony, and friendship.
body of men we can select; and hence I believe fore greatly indebted to 'I'hee: and we pray that
Thy
blessing.
may
go
with
the
labors
of this
that those who have doubted and hesitated will
come in and support this constitution, because convention to the people of the commonwealth,
thev will see the impossibility of rolling back find that this reorganization of the govemmeut
the"great tide of popular feeling that has been mflYbe a blessing to us, and to our children ufexhibited
in favor of restoring these offices to ter us. Grant us now thy pardonim mercy
wherein we may have acted amiss, that ~ve may
the people, and I trust that this coustitutiou
leave th~s place wi1~ the blessi]l~ of our God.
will be slIsk'1.ined by a large and overwhelming
Hear us 111 these OUT Imperfect petitions; accept
vote.
our humble acknowledgmen~-s, and, ultimately,
We have every reafoon to believe that this conthrough thy great mel'cy, brlllg each one of us
stitution will be adopted.
From this place I
to reign with Thee in eyerlasting life: and to
have seen cast almost every vote that has been
the Father, Son, and Holy Spirit shall be eternal
given in making thiR constitution.
The people
and everlasting praises; Amen.
were not governed by party considerations, in
The PRESIDEN1' then proclaimed that this
selecting the delegates to this convention, and
in this conventiOll I have witnessed no vote in convention stands adjourned to the first Monday
'
making this constitution that I could trace to in June next.
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France.
Louis XIV, and her monarchs most
imbued with Romaaism, were her greatest tyrants.
That, had always been her national religiou, and all other faiths were generally persecuted and proscribed by her. Of late years, as
the light of true liberty and religion began to
make further encroachments upon the dark do-

main of popery and despotism. other sects become to be partially
tolerated; and one of the
first fruits of the late popular revolution was,
the proscription ot Rotuauism as the established religion, and the free toleration of all religious persuasions.
But still the example of
France, as asserting and upholding freedom,
cannot be quoted with triumph, or Indeed with-

out shame to her.
A few months 80'0, and Rome herself awokefrom her long nig~t of slave-ry, and declaring
herself free, her spiritual and temporal despot.
the Pope, fled from her walls and took refuge in
Gaeta. The tyrant of enslaved Spain, and he
of Naples. having but just re-enbjugated her after a convulsive effort for freedom, and republican France, undertook the overthrow of the
Roman Republic, and the restoration of the
Pope to his spiritual and temporal throne. The
regenerate Romans offered to receive the Pope as
their spiritual head, but resolutely insisted Oil
the abolition of his temporal power and that of
his college of cardinals.
The overture was
scorned, the work of subjugation to despotism
was assigned to France, she marched her armies
upon Rome, bombarded and carried the city by
assault, and crushed the new Republic and that
liberty, for which France herself had taught by
her example, the Romans to strike. Shade of
Brutus, why dtdst tbou not rise up to confound
these bastard republicans of France!
At the
same time Hungary was heroically combatting
against the destruction of her nationality and of
her ancient rights. In the days of the trouble of
the Hapsburgs, that great race of people had
upheld their totl'ring throne, and the requital
they were to receive from those they had saved,
was slavery. But the love of Iiberty with these
sturdy northerns was manly, vigorous, deep, and
enthusiastic.
They rose UpOl1 their oppressors,
overthrew the armies of Austria, menaced Vienna, and the trembling emperor called upon
the Russian Czar to save him; and to quell this
tempestuous spirit of northern freedom which
seemed to threaten the destruction
of every
throne.
Too promptly, and too well, the imperial despot of the north answered to the call;
and he and Austria poured in upon Hungary
armies numerous as all her men. The triulIlph
of despotism was completed, and Hungarian
liberty is the noblest rum of the age. Her beroic struggle, with which every heart, all over
the world, devoUld to the rights and liberty of
man, was held in convulsive sympathy, triese
miserable French republicans turned
coldly
fmm, and marched in a crusade againRt a kindred cause in Rome.
But, Mr. President, of all the litrange and ex·
travagant claims which ever fell upon my ear,
this, that the papacy and Romaniem favored the
liberty of mankind, is to me, the most remarkable. Her dark mantle still hangs like a pall
over the most of Europe.
Schlegel says trlJly,
that Romanism favors monarchy-Protestantism,

republican liberty; and such is the history of
both faiths. The one is genial to the advancing
rights and civilization of man, the tendency of
the other is to fetter him in ignorance, superstition, and slotu. Compare England with Spain,
Prussia with Italy, the United States with Mexico and the South American countries.
In each
case, the Catholics have the greater natural
advantages of country, but how striking' the
present inferiority of people ill everything which
coustltutes the pow!;'r, dignity, and happiness
of man. Nor does this result from any inferiotity of race. In the sixteenth century the
Spaniards were tb'e first people of Europe.That race had been formed in a conflict of eight
centuries with the Moors, and the world never
knew superior meu narurally than to the conquerors of the Astecs and the Incas, and those
missionaries that established themselves as early as the fifteenth century in the Celestial Empire, and on the bay of California. It is the
spirit and tendency of their religion which has
degraded them to their present position.
J freely admit the good and the wise are now
to be, and have in every age, been found without number among the Catholics even of Europe.
It could not, nor cannot be otherw ise. The
children of this church for many centuries COIlstituted almost the whole of chrieteudom: and
number somethinsr like 180,000,000 more than
all christians besides, in the aggregate; and excluding the Greek church, probably three times
as numerous as all the other sects. As long as
this faith endures, if it be throughout time, it
will have among its followers myriads of excellent christians doubtless.
But this only
proves that, even great and gross corruptions,
interpolated in any religious faith founded upon the Bible, cannot prevent many, very many.
from being good and pious. But Romanism In
America, practically-c-at least, is greatly modifled by the general intelligence, spirit of inquiry. and religious liberty and privileges of the
the whole people. In the purity of morals, exemption from superstition and bigotry, and illdependence of die priesthood, the native born
Catholics are immeasurably elevated above the
Catholics of Europe.
All our countrymen who
travel abroad into Catholic countries, so inform
us, and we see it verified ev(:ry day in the person of the immigrant Catholic.
Against those
who have been born amongst us, I make no
move.
And against those who come from
abroad, if they and their priests will cease to
conned their religion with the politics and government of the country; to ludoetrinate the peepIe with the moral ano political doetrines which
flow from the t~achingsof the Catbolic church·
and through political combinRtions and th~
pOWCl'of tne ~allot-box, to ,make the country
:,'holl,r cathollc, and bring It ,lInde~ ~he dominlOn oj- the Pope and Romalllsm; Jt they will
d.r~ve the!r .Bish?p ~l1ghes ~l~dtheir o~her politIcal IDiSSlOnanes trom politICal maCllJnations
to advance the triumphs of their church by
spiritual means alld dropping as churchmen, tbeir
temporal project.., and aspirations in the country
to which they are by birth aliens, will attend
only to spiritualities, and in all]r ",ray they may
please, for one humble individu~ ,I will promise
never to molest them. But whilst they continue
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their political Iabcrs in the cause. of whet they
claim is to become a universal hierarchy, and of
B. supreme
and infallible hierarch resident in another hemisp'here, I stand up in opposition to
them, and will to life's end.
Mr. WQODSONmoved the previous question,
and the main question was ordered to be now
put.
Mr. CLARKE called for the yeas and nay .. on
the adoption of the resolu tion, and they were
yeas 6, nays 69.
YEA~Garrett
Davis, James Dudley, Andrew
Hood, Johnson Price, Michael L. Stoner, George
W. Williams-G.
N.-\Y~Mr. President (Guthrie,) John S. Barlow, William K. Bowling, Alfred Boyd, WilHam Bradley, Luther Brawner, Francis M. Bristow, Thos. D. Brown, Wm. CiBullitt.Obas.Ohambel'S. win. Chenault, J as S. Ohrieman, Beverly L.
Clarke, Jesse Coffey, Henry R. D. Coleman, Benjamin Copelin, william Cowper, Edward Curd,
Lucius Desha, Chasteen T. Dunavan, Benjamin
F. Edwards, Milford Elliott, Green Forrest, Jus.

ID.

H. Garrard, Thomas J. Gough, Ninian E. Gr~V'
J. P. Hamilton, Bell. Hardin, Viuceut S. HaX' '\ ',
Hendrix, 'I'hos. J. Hood, Mark E. Huston, rhos.
James, 'Vm. Johnson, GeoTfe W. Kavanaugh
Charles C. Kellv, James M. ackey, Peter Lashbrooke, Martin' P. Marshall, wm. C. Marshall,
William N. Marshall, Richard L. Mayes, Nathan McClure, David Meriwether, Wifliam D.
Mitchell.
John D. Morris, Jonathan NewculU,
Hugh Newell, Henry B. Pollard, Wm. Preston,
John T. Robinson, l'horuas Roekhold, John T.
Rogers, Ira Root, James Rudd, Ignatius A.
Spalding, John W. Stevenson, Jns. ,V. Stone,
John D. Taylor, Will. R. Thompson, Howard
Todd, Philip Triplett, Henry Washingtoll,
Jno.
Wheeler, Andrew S. White, Charlei'! A. Wickliffe, Silas Woodson, WesleyJ. Wright-69.
So the resolution was rejected.
The convention then adjourned.

TUESDAY,

DEOEMBER

Prayer by thcRev. Mr.

18,1849.

LANOAsl'lCR..

POSTPONEMENT OF PENAL LAWS.

MI'. JAMES off<ol'edthe following:
Resolved, That no penal law shall be ill furce
or take effect Hiltil six munths after i·ts passage.
On the motion of Mr. DAVIS the resolution
was laid Oll the tabltl-yeas
47, nays 30.
YEAs-Mr. President, (Guthrie,) John L. Ballinger, John S. Barlow, William Bradley, J~uthlOr Brawner, Francis M. Bristow, Thomas D.
Brown, Charles Chambers, James S. Chri",man,
Jess;e CofflOJ, Henry R. D. Coleman, William
Cowper, Garrett Davis, Lucius Desha, Archibald Dixon, .James Dudley, Chasteen ']'. Dunavan, Benjamin F. Edward,;, Sducius Garfielde,
Thomas J. GOllgh, Ninian E. Gray, Vineent S.
Hay, Thomas J. Hood, Mark E. Huston, George
W. Kavanaugh, Peter Lashbrooke, 'I'homas W.
Lisle, Willis B. Machen, George W. Mansfield,
Wm. C. Marshall, David ~lenwether, William

Mitchell, Jonathan Newcum, Hugh KeweU,
John T. Robinson, John T. Rogers, Ira Root,
Michael L. Stoner, John D. 'I'aylcr, William R.
Thompson, John J. Thurman, Howard Todd,
Philip Triplett, Henry Washington, Oharlea A.
Wickliffe, Silas Woodson, Wesley J. Wright47.
N Ays-J\lfrf'a
Boyd,. Wi.Iliam Ch~na111t, Beverly L .. Clarke, ~enJUmlll Oopeliu, Edward
Cu~·d, MIlford Elliott, Greel~ Forrest, ,Nathan
Galtht"r,Jnme~H.
Garrard, Rlc~ard 1,) .. Gholson,
Ja!U~s P. Hamilton, Bell. H,ul'dl1l, Wilham He~d.rJx, Alfred M. Jackson~ 1 ~lOlllas James, wu.
liam Johnson, Charles C. Kelly, Al\'!xllllder K.
Marshall, William
N. Marshall,
Richard L.
Mayes. Nathan. McClure, Thomas P. Moore,
Ja~nes M. ~esbltt, Henry. B. Pollard, Johnson
Price, Ignatius
A. Spalding,. John W. Stevenson, Albert G. Talbott, Squire Turner, John
wheeler-c-Su.
N.\TIYE

The

1
fol owing

X~IER1CANISl.['

gentlemen,

w

1
10

h
were a sent

~~-JI~'~\e';~I~I~iotl~l,\h~~t~O~~~~~lgt~t~~in~d :;;:
mission to record their votes, viz: Messrs, Dixon,
Gaither, Gholson, Jackson, Machen, M. P. Marh 11 M oore, N ee b'It"t T a Ib 0"tt TI iurman , T urner,
sa,
d R N ",. kl
11
d'
b
an
. . Vt rc iffe, who a vote 111 t e negatire.
'fIlE

WILMOT PROVISO.

MI'. KELLY moved to take up thc preamble
and resolutions on the subject of the Wilmot
Proviso, which he presented on the 5th instant,
when they were laid on the table.
The yeas and nays being taken Oil tho motion
were, yeas 29, nays 58.
YEA~Benl1'ly
L. Clarke,
Jesse
Coffey,
William Cowper. Edward Curd, Lucins Desha,
Green Forrest, Nathan Gaither,
Richard
D.
Gholson, Thomas James. William
Johnson,
Charles C. Kelly, James M. Lackey, Alexfl.lJder
K. Marshall, William N. Marshall, Richard L.
Mayes, Nathan McClure, David Mf'fiwether,
James M. Nesbitt, Hugh Newell, Henry B.
Pollard, Johnson
PriCt~,John T. Rogers, 19natius A. Spalding, John W. Stevenson, James
W. Stone, John D. Taylor. John J. Thurman,
Chas. A. Wickliffe, RobertN. Wickliffe-29.
N Hs-Mr.
Presideut, (Guthrie,) Richard Appel'son, John r~.Ballinger,
John S. Barlow,
William K. Bowling, Alfred Boyd, Wm. Bradley, Luther Brawner, Francis M. Bristow, Thos.
D. Brown, William C. Bullitt, Charles Chambers Wm. Chenault, James S, Cllfisman, Henry
R. D. Coleman, Benjamin
Copelin,
Garrett
Davis, Archibald Dixoll, James Dudley, Chasteen T. Dunavan, Benjamin F. Edward!'!, Milford Elliott, James H. Garrard, Thos. J. Gough,
Ninian E. Gray, James P. Hamilton, Ben. Hardiu, Vincent S. Hay, Will. Hendrix, Alldrew
Hood, Tomas J. Hood, Mark E. Huston, George
W. Kavanaugh,
Peter
Lashbrooke,
Thomas
w. Lisle, Willis B. Machen, George W. Mansfield, Martin P. Marshall, William C. :a1arshall,
John H. McHenry Thomas P. Moore, Jonathall
Newcum, Larkin J. Proctor, Thomas Rockhold,
Ira Root, James Rudd, Michael L. Ston~r, Wm.
R. Thompson" Howard Todd, Philip Triplett,
Squire 'rumer,
John L, Waller, Henry Wash·
ington, John Wheeler,
Andrew S. \Vhite, G.
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W. Williams, Silas Woodson, Wtliley J. Wright
-58.
So the couventiou refused to take them up.

bly ate 110W condncted : and 011 the 'l'huredsy
succeeding the said election, the various sheriffs
conducting said election at the different precincts,
shall assemble at the coullty seat of their respO:l:MISCELLANEOUS pIl.onS10XS.
tive counties, and compare thc polls of said decThe convention proceeded to the considera- tiou, and shall forthwith make due returns theretion of the last report of the committee on mis- of to the S..erctary of state. ill conformity to the
cellaneous provisions.
provisions of the existing laws upou the subject
The first, second and third sections were read of elections of members of the general assembly.
and adopted as follows, without amendment:
The county courts (If the various counties of
the commonwealth shult , at. their March or April
" SCHEDULE.
terms
of their said. courts. appoint two judges, a
"That no inconvenience mnv arisc from the nland
teratlons and amendments made in the consti- clerk, and deputy sheriff, to euperiutend
tution of this commonwealth, and in order to conduct sairl elections."
Mr. WOODSON.
Mr. President" I will procarry the same into complete operation, it is
pose an amendment lor the purpo~e of testing
hereby declared and ordained:
"SEQ. 1. That all the laws of this common- the sense of the convention on the mode by
is to be ratified.
I bewealth, in force at the time of making the said which this constitution
opinion that when
alterations
and amendments, and all rights ac- lieve it was the universal
tions, prosecutions, claims, and contracts, as this convention finished their bueinese here, they
well of individuals as of bodies corporate, shall would adjourn sine die. I would wish that the
couciuue Ill; if the said alterations and amend- sense of the people should be taken ou the q uestion of edopt.iug the new constitution
nr rements had not been made.
"S.Ec. 2. 'I'he oaths of office herein directed to adopting the old one. And for that purporse I
be taken may be administered
hy allY judge or would move to amend thia section of the l'''']lort
on miscellaneous
provieicns,
justice of the peace, until the legislature shall of the committee
by striking out the words "the UeW constituotllerwise direct.
"SEC. 3. No. office shall be superceded by the tion" in the thirteE'llth linE', and substitut.ing the
alterations
and amendmcnts
made in the COll- words, "for the old cOnl:;titution."
Mr. HARD1N.
The people ]lave alrf'ady,testitution
of this commonwealth,
but the Jaws
of the state relative to the duti('s of the sc\'eral cided against the old constitution by calling this
The old constitut,ion was promulofficers, executive, judicial, and military. shall conv';llt.ioll.
remain in full force, though the same be COll- gated in 1799, and the people of om day have
dedarcd,
by
an
overwhelming
majority, that it
trary to said alterations
lind amendlllentR, and
the several duties Rhall be performed by the rcl- should be amended.
Mr. STEVENSON.
It is bnt right to state,
spcctive officers of the stllte, according to the
existing laws, ulltil the ol"gani:ultion of the go\'"- that when this report. was drawll up, n large malhOllght it wuuld b('
ernDwnt, as \lrovided for under this new consti- jorit.y of the c?mmittee
tlltiun, and t li:! entering into office of the new Ilecessary for thlS eonveutlOn to re-assemble to
in operation.
If it. be !h~
officer;.; to be elected or appointed
und.:r said put t,llis constitution
detNminut,ion
of t.he convention to rC-fk"semble,
government and no longer."
then the questioll will not be between the 'new'
The fourth r-:ection was rf-ud ns followR:
and the 'old' constitlltioll,
but 'for' or 'against'
"SEC. 4. Immediately after tbe acljournlllE'ntof
the
new constitution.
The cummittee. baving
the convtlntion, the governor Rhall issue his procdire('.ted
me
to
make
a
report,
are not yet deterlamation, direding the several sheriffs and other retlll"lling officers of the sevt'ral cOlll1ties of mined how they will vott: upon ih", subject.
Mr. "WOODSON then withdrew
his Rmelldthis state, authorized by law to hold electiolls
for memhers of the general assembly,
to opcn ment.
Some \'erbal ull1f'lldmcnts were made Oll the
and hold a poll in c\'cry county in the state, and
ill the city of Louisville, at the places and pre- motion of Mr. TAYLOR.
Mr. C. A. WICKLIFFE. With the view of
cincts designed by law for the holding the prl:'sidential cl<'ctioll in 1848, upon t.he. first. Monday ascertainioo- the seJlse of the cOllVtntioli Oil the
of May, 1850, for the purpose of taking the i'ense question wYH·ther we shall dissolve this eOIlVClIof the good people of this state, in regard to the tlOn and submit. the constit.utioll in the lIlode inadoption or rejection of this constitutioll
; and dicated by that r<'port, and thus make the COllit shall be the duty of the said officers, to re- stitution of Kentllcky depend upon a contingenceive the votes of all persons entitled to vote f(lr cy, over which lhii'i cOll\'cntioll has uo control,
members of the general assembly under the prc- or whether we shall finish this work and prosent constitution.
The !'aid officers shall 0p",n claim the c,onstitution from our hands as a conYentioll; aud, if we CRJIllOt. do that, perform the
a poll with two separate columns:
"Forthe1IelV
constitution," "Aqai118t Ow new C01lstitution," and other dut), imposed upon us by the urtide (l[ the
shall address each voter llresentiltg himself, the constitutlOll ill the rc-adopt.ioll of the old une .•
a view of t.est.ing the
question:
«Are you in favor of adopting
th ... aud th€n go home-with
new constitution·!"
and if he shall answer ill fcdings of the cOllventiOlJ 011 tllis question, 1dethe affirmative, hi" vote shall be recorded ill tlte sire to offer a resolution, which will bring the
before the cOllsideration of
column for the ncw constitutioll, and if he shalt subject immediately
It. would aeeol'el with mv wislles,
answer in the negative, his answer shall btl lSd this house.
personally, not to return to this hall a~gajn w; a
down ill the column against lhe new eonstitut.ion. The ,;aid election shall be conducted for member of the convcntion, if Illy abs81lce t'ould
with the d\ltv lowe to
one day, and in every other respect, as the state take plRce consistently
my con~tilucllC.\'; an(rif 1 cunld satisf;y myself
l:lJect.i(lnfor repre~elltutiye8 to the, g-clleral U'S8t'1lI-

, that we ought to permit this constitution to depend upon n contingency; but I believe it 18 the ing the state, and of putting this constitution
If the latter is the
duty of the convention
to proclaim t,hi:;; consti- into practical operation?
tuttun; and I am llnwilling to trnnsf",r the busi- object of the gentleman, I can SCl~some sense in
ness and power of proclaiming what is the con- it: hut I cannot set! any propriety in re-essembling here merely to assert tliat this :paper.
stitution of Kentucky to any agency-e-whethcr
which everybody kIIOW!> to be our work, IS our
select committee, governor of the commonwealth,
We have already imposed a great deal of
ll)gislatnrc, or ally officer of' state.
'Ve have, in work.
my opinion, tile right of consulting the wishes work upon the legislature, and why 110tthe duty
I think, sir,
of our constituents, either before we came here, of proclaiming this constitution?
while we are here, or hereafter; and I am in fa- we ought to know definitely and distinctly, what
we are to do when we re-assen.bls.
vor of submitting our work to their judgment.
Mr. GHOLSON.
III proposing to submit this
] f the majority of the!? should. approve of .it,
constitution to the vote of the people, the questhen it is the dilly of this convention to proclaim
tion
comes
up
"when
is this constitution to take
it from this hall
the organic law of the land,
and then to put the government of the state un- effect?" If it is not to take effect until after the
der this constitution.
These are the views I hold day it is to be voted upon, I ask in what way
any obligation is placed upon tile state to hold
on this matter, and I wish to test the sense of
an electiou: or, if the proper officers should rethe house on this question.
For that purpose.T
fuse to hold such election, how will they be
move to lay down the report of the committee,
Row can you enforce such an election
now under consideration,
with the view of' tao punished?
king up the resolution which I am prepared to unless you declare II ow that this constitution is
the paramount law of the land? when I first
offer.
The question being taken, it was decided in came here I was as much in favor of a sine die
adjournment
as any man. I believe that the
the affirmative.
The resolution of the gentleman from Nelson convention have the power to put a contingent
clause into the constitution
to submit it to the
was then reported as follows:
Resolved, That the convention will take a re- people; but then how comes the question that it
cess and submit the constitution as agreed lipan, shall not be the permanent law of the laud until
and proposed to be adopted, to the people for the first of May. It seems to me to be a mere
their aPFroval or rf~l·eet.jon;and that the conven- matter of courtesy to the people, and that it
t.ion wil re-assemb e to ascenam the result of might as well he ratified by the COli vention now,
Mr. HARDIN.
I have a few remarks to make
the vote, and to close the labors and duties devolved upon the convention, by proclaiming the upon this question, and I may just as well make
new constitution,
and providing for putting the them now as at allY other time. I understand
goverllm~nt .into operation, or to re-adopt the sir, that We are assembled for the following
purpose: "And to meet within three months
old constitution.
Mr. HARDIN.
I am very happy to say that afterthe said election for the purpose of re-adoptting,
umelldill~, or ('l~angillg this constitution,"
I entirelY cOllcurwith mv colll"ague in this matWe are to meet, and wIlen we mcet, WI" have
ter. I have a ft!W ,vords~ to !'lay on the subject,
but shall wait until some other gentleman lIas the power to r~adopt the whole of the old constitution if it so plcase US-we are to meet, and
spoken .
.Mr. STEVENSON.
I hope this report will when we meet, we are to amend that constitube acted upon now. The committee has drawn tion if we plense. or to make a new one out ann
out; bntwhatever
is done, we are to do it. The
up a report wi.tll the view of .settlin~ this question, and I thInk we oll¥ht lInmedl!ltely to set act of asscmbly which was passed last year enabout its sllttlernellt.
I feel as semnbly as any deavored to confoml to the constitution, but it
did not do it exactly in so many words.
gentlem.<tn Oil tbi.'; ~oor, that the sands of .thls
That constitution
was made fifty years ago,
conventIOn are ebblllg fast, and I am as anxIOus
We had not
as any gentleman to gd through with busilJe.~s when our state was in its infancy.
so as to let us get home.
But, sir, thif:! is one of then a population of OVertwenty five thousnnrl
the nicest q uestiolls tllat has yet come before this votcrs. After a lapse of nearly fifty years, the
body. When it is renlelllbf're(] that the people people becume greatly dissatisfied with the conhave called this convention, that it has as. stitution made for us, and tJle q1,lestion being
sembled in ubedience to their Will, alld passed put to the people whethel' they would llave a
it was
through the greater Plllt of the task that Ims de- convention to amend that constitution,
volved UpUIl it, auJ, furth~r, that the 8.lIcCe'i'iof decided by a majority of forty eight thousand
the constitution dt'pellds upon 001' actIOn here, votes. In pl1l's.uance of that Yote, the legislawe cannot but feel how deeply important it is ture again put the question to the pcoplt', and
that this q uestioll should hav~ a careful consid- by a majority of ninety thousand vot('S, they declared in favor of calling a convelltioll to amend
eratioll.
I should likc to ullderstand,
sir, what the this eOllstitutioll, and we, :Mr. Presidellt, have
mover of this resolution proposes to do wlH"1lwe beeJl elected in pursuance of that call. We nre
or to
re-assemble.
The object for which we are to re- sent hcrt: to make a new constitution
change or nIter t)le old one. The people, in the
a!'iscmble must have some weight in determining
strongest llJallner have proclaimed to us and to
tho policy of the stBp. Is it -rroposed that this
the worlJ at large, that they are 0ppoliled to tlle
convention shall re-assembl(,l sllTIply for the pur- old
constitution.
pose of declaring that this cotl~titution is the
'Vell, sir, we are sent here by them, for What
work of our hauds. and that we appronl of Ollr
To alter or change the olJ constituown work~ Or is it proposed that the COflven_ purpose?
tion, or to promulgate
a new one. Well now
ion shallrc·assemble
for the purpose of districthave we the power to adjourn until the first of

as
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1 believe, ~fl'. Pl'e~
June. as some gentlemen think it. to be neeessa- think advleable to be done.
ry? I say that we have the power; that we can aideut, that it is our bounden duty ttl appe-al'
time after the electiuu
adjourn from day to day, if 'we choose; that we here III Rome convenient
can adjourn for a month if we choose, or for six to ascertain what the people sav on the subject,
That this is within
months if we choose; but if ever we dissolve and then to ad accordingly.
Now as to the PH)J
then there is an end of it, If ever we adjourn our po'\"cr 110 mall denies.
without a day fixed in our ndjoumment, then prietyof doing that, I think it is our bounden
duty.
there is an end of the vitality of this convention,
As there appears to be a difference of opinion
I suppose there is no question of our power to
adjourn till the first of June. I came here, air, ill the house, whether this is a matter of duty ao
I will call the attention of the
'with a full determination
to submit the new or expediency,
altered constitution
to roy coustitueuts.
But house for a few moments to the question of ex'I'he people have called us together
when it is submitted to them, are they to make pediency.
it? NQ, sir, we are to take their advice and opin- to make n constitution, and we have assembled
ion upon it; and when thut is done, we are to pursuant to that call. The state has expended,
up to yesterday, inclusive, forty thousand dolpronounce the final action of the convention,
because it is the convention alone that is to make lars, in thf .. couveuti on , and before we adjourn
the expenses will, ill all probability,
amount t.o
the constitution.
Sir, to use a legal illustration,
we are like a court of chancery, when the chau- forty five thousand dollars. The people expect a
constitution
at
our
hands;
they
look
for
it, they
cellor sends his interlocutory decree to a commissioner; the commlesioner is to make out his demand i t, and we are not to break up here and
Sir, if we adjourn
re.port, and the chancellor acts upon it and gives leave our work unfinished.
without a day for re-assemblnge, then we have
his final judgment,
It is not the commissioner
who furuiehes the decision: he furnishes bnt no power; and then will come on the death
the facts on which the chancellor pronoun("<"s, struggle; then the great object of this ccnvenWe present the new constitution to the people, tion is to be defeated, and again all tho,')discorbut do they make it? No, sir. We have framed dant elements of the state will elose in and put
The abolitionists,
01'
a set of laws and submitted them to the people down this constitution.
for their examination
and approval; and when call them by the tenderest name you ' ....ill, and
say
«emuccipationiets,"
of'
whom
there
are
not
they have given or withheld that, we act understandingly in relation to their opinion on the less than 30 or 40,000 in Kentucky, will use
subject.
They don't make the constitution, we every exertion in their power to put down thin
are to make it; we are to publish it; we are to eonstitution , and they will do it, because we
promulgate it to the people of Kentucky, and to have then 110 power left. And w hat is to be the
The same battle which we fought last
the world, that they may know what we do. result?
year will have to be fought oyer again, with new
But, sir, how is it by the present regulation?
Efforts will be made in
We are to submit it to the people; a vote is to and increased violence.
be taken, and the several county courts are to Ohio, Indiana, Illiuoie, and other-states to throw
appoint judges.
If they don't appoint them, a vast amount of this kind of influence into this
state. Men are to take the stump again. and
the sheriff is to appoint them
The regulation
is most excellent.
The foIlS al'~ to be opened then when the vote comes, they wiJlsay they did
ill every county and in a1 the precinct~ of the not Yot.ebecause they SftW thcy could not carry
They will poll every vote, and
eOllntie!'!. Returns of the sheriff ...are to be made the election.
on the Thursday afterwards; and when the vote exhibit a force of 40,000 votes. But in addltio\l
They will
is ascertained each sheriff of each county is tu to that, ,vhat more will they show?
Olltcertify to the secretary of statf', That, is all very produce the same spirit of insubordination,
well, but what then?
After that is done, It rage, amI violence amoDg the black population
put."! in the aggregate vote ot tile people, alii! the which there was before the elet:tioll for this COllgoverno~, s~cretary of state, attorney general, ventiull, if we now finally adjoul'J). Your celeand audItor, are to count and compare the polls, brated preaching men, in their blacli coats, dedand they are to proclaim what is the COIlJ;titu- icateLlto the service of God, but alas! too many
tion, and not us. They are the men to ·who\1lwe of thcm ill the service of the devil, will endeayand the 8ame
thus delegate the power to make the conf;titu· or to serve the negro population,
tion; they an: to gi"e it life and vitalit.y.
Now distracting battle will have to be fought over
1say it is our duty to do it; and I will here re- again. What E'lse is to be done? Your office
mark, in reply to the gentleman from Knox, that holders, your judges, yom sllcriffs, .}'our magisI don't think it was univt'rs.ally agl't"cd not to trates, who are to succeed the llext, and tllC !lext,
come back here.
I never heard of any such and yom ('on~tables who are l()~illg their places,
universal agreement,
I verily believe t.hat., ill your office holders from the llighest to the lowest
some states, conventions have published their will start into the field, and show their hands,
what for?
constitutions without submitting them to the and will make every exertioll;
people at all. We did so in 1799; in other stales .Fortlle purpos.e of defeat.ing this constitution.
The
constitution
dcfeateJ,
the
conyentiolJ
adconstitutions have been so submitted.
·Well, be
Why ~youare thrown
it so; but I do think it is our auty to meet here joul'lled, and what then?
and compare the polls for and against the con- back upon the old cOllst.itution.
Who was it that called this conve11tion ,md
stitution, and say whether the nu1Jority of all
the votes cast are for the eonstitution 01' against for what purpose was it ealled? It l'l'Ufl called
by
tIle people of Kentucky for the purpos(-) of
it; to say whether the clection has been nghtly
conduet.ed, and whether every county has cast bringillg down tlle appointing powtlr of the go"·
its vote. Suppose one or two counties have not €I'liment and bestowing it upon those to ,..hom
people, And fol'
voted, whatthen~ We are to do whatever we may it legitimately belongs-the
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what other purpose? WI'I)' for the purpose ofrty and Wll.,lin11:public money. Some of these
bnugdng dcwu the life.tenures of office, null the IperSOll\olare prcbably !lOW preparing the public
scandalous sale of offices. 1'0 all tl~i8 the eman- mind \0 crush our labors; and I will say thisctpatfonists and office-holders are keenly alive. that r have never seen a set. of men labor more
And ,..-hat more? At least sixty thousand of assiduously, more honestly, more eumestly than
this class "Wereagainst callin1f the couveur.iou, have the members of this convention.
They
and they were well united.
"Youwill find the have gOlle into no dissipation, no frolics; they
houses l;f Austria and Russia uniting once mere have labored almost day and night to make the
to crush the Hungarians
ann to put us back best constitution they could, and that would
where we were before. And whu is to take the suit the wishes of their constituent.". The great
field for this new eonenturiou?
Nobody that body of the intelligence of Kentucky is here;
1 kuow of. Who is to raise the sinews of war? and we owe it to oursotves, to posterity. to our
Nobody. Thousands and hundreds of thou- constituents, that we should never adjourn until
sands will be raised to put down this constitu- we have made them a constitution. If we should
tion. Do yOll ask who arc 10 raise it? YOUI' do au, what will be the result? Why, we will
emancipationists
in the adjoining states and be a laughing stock, a scoff, and the scorn not
VOtl1' office-holders will mise it; and the great only of Keutucky , but of all the surrounding
object of the people will be defeated. But, sir. states. Self-respect, the high consideration of
if we a.ljom-n to meet on the first :Monday of this convention, the duty which we owe to our
Juue, then there will be a fair voting; 110 eman- constituents. tell us not to quit till we have made
cipnt.iouists will be iutereetcd ill sowing the a constitution which will be satisfactory \0 the
seeds of discord, because we have to meet again, people.
Borne objection, I believe, has been
und we have the power to carry it into effect. made to our constitution, 011 account of its runThere will be IlO chance then to fall back upon !ling a little too much into detail. Be that as it
t.he old constitution; and if such all event should tuav, we have fulfilled the expectations of the
h~ppe.lll)y an,)'"possibility, th~ pf~?ple will. be so people; we bnve taken away the appointing
dlssatlsfit:d With the old constit.utlOn, that mless power from the go\'el'llor; ,ve have changed the
than ten yeal's they would call another com'en- tenures of office; we havc given them an elective
t.ion.
judiciary.
And, sir, what instrument is there in
But one gentleman says, wlHlt are we to do the world that is without defects? We have done
when we ('orne back hel'tl'l I am not mealy- all we could do, and I do hope we shall never
mouthed about what T intend to do if I get here; consent finally to leave here, until we have proother gentlemen call do as they please, 1am but claimed th is as the new constitlltioll of t·he state
one. I will t;ndeRvor for myself, ;md I trust it, of Kentucky.
will be so with the other ninety-nine .del~gate~,
Mr. MAUPfN.
The duty which lowe to my
to confirm and l?r~mulgate the con.,>tltutlOn, lf constituents
is paramount to everythinO'. I
the people are wilhng; to eUllle here and s<h~kt came here at a late season, but I promise(~ my
hands, and say "wel1 done thou good and falth- constituents that I would endeavor to make
ful SerVll.llt:' If the people should not approve them Ii. constitution
and tllat we would submit
it in all its pru,:isi~llS, ,. e ('an see what 18 th", it. to thE'lll when finished, for their arprobation.
matter, ~nd r~c~Jfy 1t, and e~ldca\'or to cO!lform
My friend's proposition is one 0 great mota ptlbhe 0p'LlllOll: There I!>no paper In the ment., and one that we are bound to look to. I
w?r1d, that .1llgenloLls men canllot find fault heard a great deal said when I was at home
wah; them 1S llO language uSl:'dthat they <:an- about the wisdom of the hundred men who were
not pick holes in; even the Almighty himself, makinno this eOllst.itution and not a little too
when he deli ..·ercd his divine la~vs to th.e Jc_ws, about their delaying thei; bllfliness so long and
was not always und~'l'Stood. 'lhey nllsunder- spendinO' the people'/; mOlley' but to this Ire.
!:Itoodhim occ~sionallj", and not unfrequently de- plied th~t it waF>difficult to get a hundred men
parted from IllS command".
The be.st language to think alike, alld that every man had his opillthat ever was used-not
'Vebster lumself-and
ion ancl would tlxpres<lit too, as he was bound
he was a perfect ma.'>ter.~f ours-can
use latl- to do. The proposition of the gentleman from
guage that catll~ot be '!llsl.ntcrpreted.
But the Nelson is nothing more than what we promised
o'pponent~ (If.thLs.constIt~tlOn can hav~ no mo- the people we would do. Adjourn without a
tlve.of th~s kmd, If.we adJolJrll over theIr heads. day, and the constitution incomplete, or not
No lllgenlOlls sophIst can then und? our work, brought into effect, and the people will say,
because w.e have power to meet again, and cor- "yO\! have tantalized tlfl."
They did not want
rect all.Yt~lIllgwe ll1~yhavt! dOll.ewroll~; an.d the a great dpal done; the chid thing which
people Will 110tcanl at ullythlTlg wluch IS 110t they were anxious to see abolished was this life
wrong.
tenure of office, and the power of filling officefl
I ha"e given in 11. few words what my views vested ill the proppr hands.
This has been ef·
are. First, that we have power to adjourn; sec- feeted in a manner highly satisfaetory.
The
ondly. that we are .:-ither to abolish the old con- convention has broken, a.<; it were, into a hoI'stitution aod make a new one, or we are to alter llet's nest, and though there may be a little
alld amend it. We cannot delegate that power. stinging. the mischief has been effectually eradiBut, thirdly, and most of all, we owe it· to our- cated. Our fathers gave us a cOllstitutwn and
selves to see that this cOllstitut,ion is properly left WI their example; and from both we may
ratified. Sir, we have rod lH:re to make a con- learn that they were anxious our government
stitution, and it is not unknown to gelltlemen should be established in as indepelldent a basis
that thare are some p.:rsons in this state who as possible.
The right of acquiring property,
have done all in thelT power to traduce us by of having open courts, of the liberty of speech,
lltatiog that we were spendingour time needless- of justice without sale, denial, or delay, were
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sacred prlvilegee secured to us by our fathers in I this constitution to the people of Kentucky
for
making their constitution:
they thus gave us! their adoption?"
The old constitution
authorthese four pillars of polished marble, nud all I izes us to submit the constitution
We may now
they required of U8 was to turn a good arch over' make, to the votes of the people of Kentllcky i
them. Here. then, area hundred men, influenc- hut I conceive that whether such authority 1S,
od by the ruost patriotic motives, lIcgll'!cting or is 110t given by the old constitution, matters
their business, away from their families, work- nothing iu the determnietion
of the first quesing like a band of brothers, harmonizing all all tion involved in the resolution.
The people
great subjects of interest, compromiaiug
their who have sent us here, and who have imposed
feelings, come together for the purpose of laying upcm us the sole agency of making an organic.
down-and
they have laid down-the
fouud a- law, have given us the power of disposing of
lion of our guvernment, giving to every mnn that proposition according to our wise diecreequal rights and privileges.
Do not talk to me t.iou. Wisdom and experience teach us that pubof the government becomiD~ unwieldy.
All we lie sentiment should be adopted by this body.
want is unaui mity of feellllg, nud concert of I therefore, cannot discover a dissenting voice ill
action, to destroy what is called de-ngoguism.
this house to that part of the proposition which
Let us throw sclf out of doors, and come here relates to the reference of the constitution to the
with hearts declaring that we Jove our country people.
The elder gentleman
from Nelson in
better than every thing else. This constitution
his remarks,
introduced a legal illustration
j" tu last, not like a !'IJpe of sand, hut I trust it which I do not think he applied
with very
will continue forever. Then let us take action happy effect: certainly
I cnnuot coincide with
at once, ann givt' our enemies nn occasion to at- his application of it, and must take the libeny
tempt to destroy the work that, we have done. of placing it in direct contrariety with his posrLet us act with caution sud judgment.
Wc tion. 'l'he people of Kentucky, sir, ill this case,
have erected a. pillar which we hope will stand, constitute the high chancellor who have instituand not be thrown down in a night.
Close ted an interlocutory
decree to this house as comyour business now and adjourn sine die, and the missioners, to carry out at discretiou.
The prlnpeople will say you have neglected your work, ciplc of that decree, devolves upou \IS the duty
yOIl have refused to do what they sent you
here of making a constitution, as the result of the Iato accomplish.
bars, in which we have been engaged during the
Let me say to this proud body of men, that last three months.
We have made R report upon
J eUlJnot say enollgll III their praise when I re:· which is to be based the decree of this great
tum to my constituents.
It is true that I have high chRnc<:!lor, the lleople of the state af Renhad comparath'ely
no hand in their delibera- tu<:ky. This report lsemhodied in the constitutions, but my heart ha.'" been with them. They tion which iA to be submit..ted to the 8()vereigns
llave discharged their duty with ~reat abilityof this state. They Rre to consider it in all its
1 have never seen nn.vthll1g like It in my life; bearings, and to stl.y whether it accords with the
and to the honor of Kentucky, I say thaI; two- principles laid down in that decree; and if, upon
thirds of the people will receive thIs constitu- examination of the labors of this howse, they
tion with open arms.
can suy that this jlrinciple is fairly carried Ollt,
G.1tlemt-']1,yoll hu\'c done grea.thonor toyollr it becomes then tIe det·ree of tillS great high
country.
Nuw carry out, fulfill, accomplh,h to chancellor, alaI goes forth the law and cOllstitu·
its perfection, what you havt: already dnlle. Do tion of Ki'lltucky.
Is !lot that tht:: {'.orrcct posinot leave that unfinished, which WIlS a sine qua tion, and the state of the fact, in rf!ft:rellce to this
no" wiLh the poople. Adjourn withollt n day. question?
]f it is, we have ooen engaged for
tLlld leave this matter to the people,
nad Jww tlll'ee months past in doing that dl1tj' which we
can t.hq s~t.t.le it? They c:are not fur the expen>'le oll.~llt to be proud t{) slloywas confided to tiS by
1'>0 tll;\t the \vork
i" complcted; alhi
they havB thi" high chancellor, and we refer to it the inleft it to you to begin and to end it. Fillally, I quisition into the truth of thu statemellt we
trust that 110 geuth'man will go homc and speak make. when we ask him to put his nUllIe to this
agaitlst
the constitution.
to his collstitut'nts.
as his final de<'ree; and wh(·]1his llalll!' is affixed
There may hi: points to which some would ob· to thifl decree there is be an ex\"cution; and the
iect, and others to which others w0111d objt"ct; question arising on this ~e-conr1 propo"ition
is
bm wc have acted with comparative unanimity this: "in executing thi'! final (]ecro?e,are we bound
here, and have compromi"ed many of our ff!el- to come back here to sign uur names to it, and
ings, and perhap!i some {If our local interests, givc it efficiency, or whether, by the powers con.
'or the ,general good; let us keep up that spirit, ferred upon Ul< as n cO!lvention, we have a right
let us cultivate it among our ('on>'ltitucnt8, and if to assign this ,lllty to s.onH-;other agency less exwe do this, there is not the shadow of a dlHlbt pensive t<".l
the stat<:: and equally solemn in its ofthat the cOllstitutioll will be accepted by an over-I fice." I insist that this power Clln be as legitiwhelming ma.jority, and that all yOll will have mately exercised through the agency created in
to do when yolt return to this halI, will be to Rf- this fifth sectioll of the report, a~ it can be
fix )'onr names to t.he illstrUl'lwnt and proclaim through the ag,muy of this huuse.
iL tu the people as the organic law of the stat.:: I We deJ.egau: solemnly the pow~r of proclaim~
of Kentucky...
. ing the result of the popular vote, as to the ac.
, I h~llyethe sllbJect. hoplog.that
t,he. proposl- ceptance or non·acceptance of the constitution,
t~on of the gentl~man from 1'\elson WIll b\J car· to the go\-ernor of Kentucky.
CaDllOt this be
ned by acclamatwn.
effected as well through that medium as through
Mr. M. P. MARSHALL. The question which t.he re·assemblage of this house? And does not
t.his resolution presents, involves two proposi- the as"emblage of this house, to perform an act
tions, of whioh the first is, "shall we 8ubmit which can be as well done through the exten.
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tive of the commonwealth,
involve a little absurdity and ridicule in itselrr
Shall the eongregated respectability and intelligence of the
state---for 1 will not subscnbo to the idea which
some gentlemen
entertain of the maguificent
abilities of this assembly, (I believe it is a fuir
sample of the- honesty and intelligence of Kentucky, but I believe it falls far short of the illtellect of which this "tate so proudly boasts; I
believe that some of the higllest order of intellect in this state has been excluded from this
convention, but I believe also that this house is
a fail' representation
of the virtue, intelligence
and honesty of the good people of this country,
and I am proud of the character of the stute)but, sir. shall the congregated intelligence and
wisdom of Kentucky re-assemble
here for the
purpose of doing an act which, in my opinion,
can be no;well performed by ailY delegated agency? The rc-asscmblage of this body for such a
purpose appears to me to be wholly without nccessity.
Suppose that resolution req niri ug us to
assemble here again is to be adopted, what is to
be the Ejffect,? What are we to do'? Are we to
do more than rntify the will of the people who
have passed their votes upon the subject, or are
we to constitute
ourselves into n permanent
body which shall go again and again into operarion?
Were we elected with tiuy vicw of reassembling after we once adjotlrned'i
Did it enter at all into the minds of the peoplc that we
were to constitute oun;el ve" a perpetual body; 01'
was it not merely to dl) what we were sent to do,
and then adiolll'Jl?
Jf we were H,s;;embled for
any other purpose except to register thc will of
Ollr masters, what is that purpose? To make another cOllstitlltion?
If wlteu WI;) have been
fOllnd wantillg in ability to make one, nl'll we to
come back to do it-to
try again to do that in
which we ha\"e already faileM
Will the people
have lllllimited confidence?
If when on..:6 we
have failed, will they trust liS agaill?
If we are
to come hem again and go to makilJ~ a JJew COllstitutiQJI, I af;k you whether that IS conf.iistent
with the original design of the electors who seut
us herc? Wdl, we u'lspmble urrain and make
another con,stitntion, \\'hat is to
oune with it?
Have vou considered what is to be clone in a secono convention?
You have already expeudeJ
from fort,)' to fifLY thousand dollars, yUll are lo as·
semble again iIJ Junc and make another constitution and expend forty.fi\'e thousand dollars
mor6? All,l what is to be doue then when yOll
have made another (:QIJst.itution? Will YOll say
that shall be the constitution of tlle state?
No
sir; YOll will have to submit it again to the peo"
ple, aao thus yOIl will go on, like a druwnillg
man gra"ping at a straw, holding Oll to the office to which you wert (olccted in 1849, aud ;rou
assemble uud re-ass(:mblt.!, and assemble ag,lin,
until the people bl'l'ome indignant
and tlJey
come here in a body awl push you out of the
dOHl's of thi;; hall.
Is this dra\\'ing too stl'ong a piclure?
I tllink
not.. I do 1101. t.hink (1100.::
ddcr geJltleman f!'Om
N ..I"Oll" in agree to come here without the direction of the people; aud ifhc would so agree,
would the house agree to it? But he says if
yoU<do 1101. agree to meet, you win weaken
the
efitimation in which the people will hold thi"
W11fltitl1tion. I a..;k you gentlemen
who sent

be

you beret
'I'he people of Kentucky,
Are you
to control them or they you? But the gentleman says there are forty thousand emancipntiouists iu the state. And what if there are?
Are they not to be here for all time. Jf he submits tbe constitution to them now he has to
meet them; and if he submits it a second t.ime
he has still to meet them.
They have as much
right as he to rhe freedom of their opinions, and
there is not. a bold spirit in this unu that will
challenge
them to show why our constitution
should not be accepted,
But, sir, this constitution
if; going to be accepted,
It has pushed SOllICthings to extremes,
and in 1l1~' opinion, beyond propriety;
but I
think it will meet with the sanction of the great
majority of the people.
'l'bey are going to accept it" and when they have accepted it, 1 will
observe that it can be as well proclaimed through
the agency of the governor,
as throueh this
house.
It is not denied that this house
the
power of conferring such agency upon the gov"mol', and in my opinion it ought to be done,
If we come hack 1'01' no other purpose, that purpmie is ridiculous;
if for any other purpose then
we nrc treusgreseiug the warrant of attorney under which we have assembled here,
Ml', CLARKE.
Under the ninth section of
the cOl\.~tit.\Ition of the state of J(f'lltuckv, after
repeat.ed efforts within my recollection, tlle peopIc hav", (:alled this convention by a majority of
over fOl't.y thousand of the legal voters of the
state, taken against the <:ommissioners report
the year before last, and by ninety
thousand
polled la.st year.
By this overwhelming majorityof the vot.e of tIllS statc, the people have sent
us here to make those changes In tIle old con"titution which
they desired, or to adopt an €'oentirely llew one, shnuld we deem it t:xpedient.
Now I ask tIli!:> convei,tion, what docs this section propose?
V,Te are as:o;embled here, a hUlldred delegates from diffenmt P<ll'ts of the st.ate,
lo do ·what? To CUl'e those df.fects that i'xist in
the old constitution, or to make a flew instrulllent altogetL"l·.
I appe<ll to the gentlemen com·
posing this eonv0Jltion,
whctlJ('r it is not a matter of impos~ibility that we could have known
o\'eI"Y (:hange
whi<:h the people might desire
should be made in that instrument; and whether
it was nut next to impossible that we should
come here entertaining similar vicws and opiniOllf! tl..'i to all tllese charges.
:Kow, sir, if after
the labor of three_ months we ·ShOl.lel present a
confititlltiotl to the peoplc which should fail to
satisfy a mn:iority 01' them-say
by ten, tw"enty
or thirt,y thousand votes, is it rIght and prop"r,
after tIH" struggle that has t.ak'~ll place within
thp-],,"t four or n\'c years, that we should part
with the power they lu\v\~ wresterl from the pre!:>ent?ffice hol~ers, by.their
action at prevIuus
electIOns'! AdJourn WJthout a day and all the
lab ....r.'; both of 'the people ill tlH\t struggle and
the laborr; of this cQnv('ntiOll will be ell.hngered_ I nmintnill th:lt we have no Iluthoritv to lay
Juwn lhut powel', whclI WI) adjourn lIen': foJ' tlJC
moment we adjourn sine die, without having received the approbation
of the people and proclaimed the constitution,
that Dlomellt we haye
done what the convention pa.rtv qever "intended
we should do, anJ what they will not 'flanction
even if we should do it.
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1 will ask my Irieu d from Fleming, if he was pan with all the pOWo=f they have given you.
yon will see an opposition raised to it that you
originally a convention man?
Every emancipntionlet in the
Mr. M. P. MARSHALL.
The people of my little CXp0Ct.
county g::t.vca maJorit,y of 1,700 votes for a. con- state, CVldry man in favor of the oldcoust.itut.ion,
vention in 1847. I did not gin~ my vote at all. eV('fY office holder, pa"t nod proeent- will unite
Ur. CLARKl<":. I will ask him, doeehe intend in;hrotlH::rly love ami Friendship]; and thus vou
will han, a combination of the most discordant
when he goes b ....
fore his constituents, to support
clements coming up in favor of tho old cnnati tuthe constitution?
]1l'. Ai. P. 2.L\.RSHALL.
I intend to do so, tion, and against the new one. I wunt to subfor several rcusons-c-but for noue more strong nut this constitution to the people; I want them
to come 11IJ in the exercise of their sovereign
than thls-c-that I do believe if the convention
decides to meet again, and goes to tinkering
up will and say whether they arc satisfied or not,
Alld if they
the constitution we han: now been making, they with the work we have performed.
will make a worse one than we have now. This should not be satisfied, where can be the ham),
constitution does not meet my views ill every where the danger of the delegates returninz to
and consulting with tll~m?
respect, hut still with one or two -xeeptions
It their constituents
accomplishes most. if not all that the people de- When we go back to our people from h ..re, we
sired-and
perhaps n Iittlc more than they de- can ask them what particular opinions they entertain 011 this or that section: we can thus learn
sired.
MI'. CLARKE.
I think the gentleman has what they want, and if their be any thing radianswered the question sufficiently, he need not rally wrong when we return lu-re in Mayor
June, it can be remedied; for we should reproceed further.
Mr. M. P. :MA RSH.ALL.
Yes, but the gen- turn clothed with full pow":l' to effect.such chang.
tlcruau having asked ,1 question I beg to tell him E'S as the people may 113.vedetermined upon.
Now, sir, mark Illy prediction here to-nay-c-that
he must please to wait till I give him the whole
answer.
(Laughter,) Sir,I have said that with the very moment we part with this power to so
one or two slight exceptions the constitution has change the work of om hands as to meet with
my approbation.
1 wish to say further, that I the people's wishes, just so surely will all the distake no im\Hueticable, theoretic, high sounding cordant clements ill this state unite to de~troy
views ill 1'e atiotl tomy position here; I am 110t the<~'ork in which
ha','e been engageJ eluring
disposed to put myself III opposition to the cat- the last three munths.
Every man op/)osed to
aract of Niagara, and fill this house with the change will throw in llis mite; and ml lions of
roar of c\lldamation, (laughter.) but I come here dollars will be raised to defeat ,hi" const.itution.
as a plain senF>ible nnw, entertaining
sensible Part ·with the pow(;r you llOW have, ann the peoopinion", anel wi>,hillf;{to submit this constitu- ple will be thrown baek to where they wert! four
tion to the decision ot t.he sensible people of the years ago, and cannot make any change in the
sensible statt.' of Kentucky.
I do m't. wish this const,itution unless they can overrule a dead maconvention to rdlll'll heru with 11igh andirnpracjority against them of t~"t:nty 01' thirty tho ustic:1blc llotiOllS of power; but I wish to serve aud.
my country 11.8 a plain hOllest COllutry gentleman,
Now let me ask, suppose the present officeand then go home to my constituents
and sus- holders should reftlse to hold any el~ctioIi at all,
tain the constitution.
Now sir, the gelltleman where is yOUl'power to compel them? Have you
affixE:cl any penalty for ~:l1ch refusal?
None
hn'> my answer in full. (Laughter.)
Anrl if they should refuse, then the
:Mr. CLARKE. I \"ill not say that the ex- whatever.
planntion i,. more difrlClllt to nnder;;tand than whole work of three months goes by the board,
There
the thiogexplaillf'd;
hilt this I will !'lay, that and th~ old constit,ntiOll is r....adopted.
the gentleman would have been as well nn- Nt1l be no dangel', Mr. President, in submitting
thi<; constitution to the people with the reservaderstoou. with half thE."response he has made.
I am aware of the anxiety of the eUllventioll tion of power on the part of their servauts on
to close their labors so as to tetum to Lheir fam- this floor to meet here again. if what we have
done does not aeeord with tlli:ir will and pleas·
ilies; but I am sensible 110 question has yctbeen
presente,l to 01\1' consi(lcration, of equal impor- urc. 'rhe yery act itself will display mutual
tance to thi,.. While I alii in favor of t.aking confidence between the people and the cOllvenThen~ can be no question, that so far as
the t'enf;e of the pl'ople Ilpnn the adoption or re- tion.
jection of this con,.;titl1tion~ I ~m Ullwillinlj to we are cOllf'el'lled, there lIas been a full inten·
part wit.h all th", power which the people have tion Lutheir will, and that our labor.'> will meet
won during n. fltrugg-le of three yearR past, by that with t.heir full approbation thronghont the state,
Adopt the resolution
Rubmissiou.
A lIla.iority of 90,000 agninst the I have but,lit.tle doubt.
poll books ha\'(\ deda!'ed agaim;t the 01-1 cun- of either of tlHlse gentlemen, (and I mu~t say I
stitution of this state. No\v suppose yon ~ub- pr~f~r tllat of the elder gentleman from Nelson,)
mit the new constitution to the prople I1nd a arId we call go bU(·k home and meet our constit·
majority of 10,000 ;;ho\.\ld dcc1Je againi>t it, llentsalld say to them, wewantto talk withyoll
\\'hat ell)we do? Why, if we do not ratify this in reference to the various change~ in the consticonstitution, we permit that 10,000 to overrule tlltion; ·wehave not parted with the power which
a nH~ol'ity of 90,000. 'l'his constitution has been you entrusted to 11!', bllt -we want to exercise it
framed ill a ;.;piritof compl'Omise and concE'ssion. III accordance with your will. And then, ~ir,
It may pm;sibly contain within it, sections, pro- when we meet here again in June, all we haye
visions, or principles that may be obnoxious to to do ie, to submit to each other those improvethe p~ople of this or that region; it would be a ments suggested by our .constituents, anel inmiracle if it did not; but I say again·tbatif
you stead of entrur,;ting the matter to the governor,
submit this constitution to the people and then or any other officer of the state, we establish
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a.t once all the paramount law out their wlsbes. "We ought to act with all pOiiof the land. I will not consent,sir, that a mere sible-discrerion
on this subject, and clear the
this constitution

majority of ten, twenty, or flfty. or a thousand,
constitution (If every difficulty which may stand
or ten thousand, shall declare nud decide against in the way 01" be attempted to be thrown around
what. a majority of ninety thousand
have al- it. I have no doubt it willbe received by the
ready determined upon. If, so far as I am COil people with acclamation j but let us nut put OUl'
cerned, I haw! not carried out the 'Will of the uumes to it until we have received the acknowlpearle who sent me here, I have mistaken their edgment of the people; and when we have rewill. I have no authority to part with the pow~ ceived that acknowledgment
we (;<\11 me ..t again
.er which the people gave me until the work and ratify the whole. I hope and trust this resthey delegated me to perform is completed; it is olution will be adopted.
their power, not tuine ; they have said those
Mr, TAYLOR.
1 very much question wbethchanges should be made; and if the manner in
er we have the power to adjourn as is suggest ..
which we have made them does not suit their
ed, and if we have, there is a question abuut its
approbation, they ought to have the right to in.
policy. I will not, however, discuss this quesstruct us to come back and make such alteration, for I am 110tprompted to do so either from
tions as will meet with their approbation.
I
inclination or a sense of duty.
But grant that
am opposed to the 010 constitution; and I have
we have the power. I would like to ask some
been so since I was old enough to read a constitwo or three homely questions.
It is provided
tution.
Sir, save only in the name, there is not.
in one section that, immediately after the ada constitution in the United States that contains
jOll1"nmellt of the convention, the governor shall
the elements of the old British laws, conferring
Issue his proclamation.
&c. Now, I do uot pretitles of nobility in ;;0 high a degree, as the prestend to say that the present ~overnor would reent constitution of the State of Kentucky. True,
fuse to comply with the requirements of the con'tis said that there shall be IlO titles of nobility:
vention, yet, "have you any guaranty
that he
but, sir, with the mere exception of the name all
would comply; or that his mandate would be
the advantages connected with lordly titles were
obeyed by the su bordinnte officers of thc state?
kept up and have been sustained.
This, sir, in
SUPPOSl'l the governor of Kentucky should reour new constitution,
We have, I apprehend,
pudiate your power, and say you have no aueffectually prevented.
I shall go fur the resoluthority to impose such duty upon him. and retion of the elder gentleman from Nelson; and if
fuse to obey you, what would become of all your
that resolution does not meet with the views of
labor? You go home, and you stand a monuthe convention, and this fifth section should be
ment of the scorn and contempt of every honest
adopted, I predict that yon will again see such
man of this country.
And why? Because in
an array in cpposluon t-o this new constitution
framing this ccnatitution
you will have left. a
as has never been known to exist in any land as
loop. hole through which your adversaries may
will exist in April or June next, if one or other
effect an entrance. what else? You have called
of these propositions be uot adopted for the deupon the county officers to appoint judges of electermination of the question.
tion, and the sheriffs are commanded
to make
Mr. NUTTALL.
To my mind, sir, it is im- the returns.
But suppose some of the great anportant that we should re-assemble here, and ti-reforming counties should refuse to hold any
finally adopt the constitution when it shall have election; in that case, too. the great object of this
been submitted to the people.
We are arssemhled convention would be defeated.
The magistrates
here for the purpose of re-adopting,
amending,
and justices of the peace are next called upon
or changin~, the old constitution.
I would af:ik to support the new constit.ution, and what is
if there is III that pro\'ision any :power to sub- their answer? They will say, "oh, no: I cannot
mit this ('onstitution as a complete ll1rstnlment to do anything of thc kind. I have sworn to supthe people, with the qualification,
that if they port. the constitution of the stdte of Kentucky as
adopt it, it shall be the constitution of Kentucky?
It now exist8, and I cannot violate my oaih."
If, when it is presented to the members, they (L:l.ughter.) This was said by some of the magsign this instrument, the matter is ended; and istrates in the statc of Indiana; and I should not
neither we nor the peol?le, ha\'e any further con- be surprised if some in this state w/;,re foulld mao
trol over it. We submit it to the people merely king the same objection.
Now, I ask if tbis
as an advisory measure-; and if, after it has been would be right? I ask if we are to place oursubmitted to them and appro\'ed, we come back selves and thc trust confided to I1S hy the people,
here and sign and proclaim it, then it becomes in the power of filly men that God ever "nade,
the constitution of the country.
All the power exccpt it be the pcople thcm<>elves, actin~ itl
that was delegated to us will have been officially their aggregate cnpacity?
You will plare It in
exercised when we sign this instrument.
We the hands of Olll' justices of the peace will you?
have no qualified power; it is absolute uncon- No, sir; no, sir. And, sir, w'hetherwehave
the
ditional.
Much has bflen said hel'~ about as- power or not, the question is, whether we are
sembling and uniting all the discordant elements going to place the adoption of this constitution
of the slate against the new constitution;
but, upon a mere contingency, as it would be, if the
sir, I,vould
have those discordant elements to pl'o\'ision contained in the report of the commitunderstand that the powel· of the people has not tee should be :filially adopted.
These officers to
been parted with, and that when we do go home, whom you would entrust this business, mayor
if in th~ir judgment and sober dBliberation, af- may not obey you; and thus, in consequence of
ter examining the result of our labors, they, in a species of fmud, we may be driven back to the
their primary assemblies should give us ad vice old constitution, and be compelled to sit under
upon the subject, we are not going to put our- the old "vine and fig tree," with none but the
Ili~ves in such a position as to be unable to carry office holders to make us afraid.
(Laughter.)
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But now to the policy of this matter.
While government should remain at Frankfurt.
(Laugh1 have sat here day after day looking upon the [ter.) . B\~t 1 can tell glmtlem~n if they 'W8!lt thts
proceedings of thls assembly my heart has felt coneututton
to stand. they will have to gird on
deeply thankful
to the great governor of the I their armor and fight as a father fight,;; for his
universe that my lot has been cast ill this good- ofi~pril'J¥; they will have to "fig-lIt 011, fight ev
ly land. Look sir, now, when we nre about to er.' until this constitution
j" firmly
settled a."
dose our labors, at the cheering exhibition of th. law of the luud ; for until that if; clone, 'i.11
popular power as here rnnnifested , we have these opposing clements will be combined to the
come here from all parts of this ccmmonweu lth, extent of t hoir powcr to effect the dowufall uf
and where can be found a runru spirit-stirring
this constitution.
Thank God the sceptre has
display of the influence of our institutions than not yet departed from Judeh, we have it yet in
in this assembly, when now we are about to sub- our hand>:i; and 1 trust we will not permit it to
mit the work of our hands to the people who go out of our hands until we have perfected the
Rent us here'? we came here to do the people's great work which the people sent us here to per.
will; and I would ask is there any thing wrong form; aud that cannot be completed
until the
in coming back to perfect that which we bave constitution
has been referred to the people and
already done, and proclaim the will of the peo- we have come back, in conformity 'with publle
ple as it will then have been declared?
Ah, }[r. sentiment, and proclaimed it. As my friend
President, have you ever thought of the elements from Simpson remarked a little while a~o about
of opposition that are to combine against this having been in favor of constitutional
reform
constitution?
Proud a;; we al'~ of it, sit', th~ ever since he was abltl to rcad a constitutinn, so
mortifying spectacle may be exhibited of its re- has it been ·with mc. I have becu in faVor of
jection, notw ithstandillg the 102,000 vote~ in the constitutional rcfvl'lll ever since I conld read a
)'ear 1847 cast in favor of constit,utional reform; con~tit\ltion and understand for myself. I Catl
sir, the sad spectacle may be exhibited of our conceive nothing so horrible as to h+: remitted
being remittt.ed to the old constitutioll.
Who back to the old constitution, bechtlse if once Ttldo we expect to be arrayed against us? The en-lllIitted we are there forever. Tlult may be !l.
tire office-holders of the cot1l1try. They are men st.rong as,<;ertioll, but, sir, I believe it is true. I
of intelligence and power; they llav<i!too tho.;:lr ask the friends of coni'ltitutional reform, if I dare
aiders and abetters: every mall among them, no make an appeal of that sort to them ......ll.ud permatter holV small his office, has his influence, haps it may be going too fal', but it results from
just as though you ,vould throw the srnaU<'st the common interest I feel in the common suc.
pebhle into the largest pool, and you will SPG thc CtlSSof our labors-I
ask gentlemen to take councircles Oil the water to the vcry vergE.'. So is it sel frotll their fears, and never to suffer the seepwith these men. They have their friend" llud tre to d~part from Judah until the COlli;titution
relations, their SOllS and their SOilS in·};,.w, and is made the law of the land, and the old one is
sons-iu·law in expectation, and thtlir daughters
forever abolished.
'fake ('ounsrl from YOllr
too all arrayed against this cOI1i;titution, not be- hopes also, and the timtl may come, llnd I hope
cause itdoes not accord with popular sentiment,
it will come, when we shall ConV81lehe:'e, ll.ndbut because it strikes at the root of their monop- though not like th(' prorligal flon in having was.
oly. Welt, sir, besides tl1<'se,yon will have the ted our substance-that
the fatted calf s11311be
emancipationist"
against you, and it has been killed, and we shall have jov and dancing over
represented that there are a great lually of them the strongest opposition to the most useful and
in this commouwealth.
'l'hey are many; they !Jecessary measure ever proposed in our state.
are intelligent; they fire powerful and wealthy,
COll[;\llTTEE OF REVISION.
and-though
I do not say it with any unkind
During the prc,~t'ding proceedings the comfeeling towards them-they
are, (Ill this quesmittee of revision and arrangement of the constition at least, fanatical; aud this very fanaticism
would induce them to work ]lard, and spend tution rt:portcd the preamble and several artimoney in this cause.
You will have tbelll et ..s which they had revised. and the' verbal
and the
against you in conjunction with the office-hold- changes, alteration of construction,
ers. Now who else have yOll? 1 speak it in nn amendments, which thny had deemed it nect>ssary
mood of disrespect, but it is a facttbat a gt'utle- to make, were acted UpOrt by the convention.
man ('ame ben" (lne morning with a whole eonRECOl"SlDEll.ATW:"I,
stitution ready mane. (Laughter.)
'l'here are a
Mr. MITCHELL g:H'e lwt!ce that he would
great Ulully constitution makers outside of this
hall, and if the new constitution doei'l not an- move a reconsidotl'ation of the vote of ye<;terday,
swer their exr.eetations, you will find them fol- adopt,ing the amendment of :MI'. JAMES, to the
report of the committee on the legislativtl de"
lowing )'011 c osely up.
partme!lt.
Besides these you will find some men, wh a
Th~ rule requiring notice of a reconsideration
who have peculiar notions, which t.hey want to lie oyer olle day having been dispensed with,
engrafted
into the constitution-and,
as my the q uc,:;tion was taken on reconsidcrin;r, anJ it
friend from Nelson "alrl, illsprignated into itwas decided in the negative.
and when all these elements are (;ombin~d, TOll
EVEXING SESSJON •
may depend upon it they will 1l1nkea fonmdable array. I know that Illany g'>lItlemell sup.lIr. l'RIPLE-r'l'.
I hold ill my hand a resopos t}wy will have nothing to do but go hnlUe lutioll which I wish to submit to· the coni'liJeraand tell the old woman and the children what tion of tht:l convention.
I will present it as a
fine things they had seen, and what fine oating substitute for the resolution now befortl the conand drinKing they had had, especially sinco vention:
the COIn-ention had determined that the seat of
"Resolved, That the convention will take the
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sense of the pi.'ufJle of rbis ccunuonwealtb
as to the the day the people sill'll! vote, and hal'," the ruupropriety of edopuug the new consuruuon
whir-l, .i(,dty uf them voting one way or auotber?
Iluthey have furtucd, 01' re-adopting
the present derstand me: Here's to-day, there's the dav the
constitution,
and will provide tor the adoption people have voted.
What is th .. state of tht'· IH'W
of rllt' new (;1l11stit utiou, or the re-adoption
of the constitution in the meantime?
Is it partly l)aspre6('llt cousriruricu,
III accordnnre
with a 111:.1.-sive , and partly active, or is it all active, or all
jority (If rh.: qualified votes which ehull be cast pa<;~i\''¢? If i-s either uue OJ' the other; it is
in [,1,,'01' of the oue PI" the other."
e-ither all active, ur l1011Cof it is active.
'I'heu,
'Phis resolution is «Herod for the purpose of sir, what becomes of this clause ill whidl vcu
testing the wishes ,)1' this eonveution upon the require-c-it is not a rl:,qucst. it is mandatory-c.
isolated proposiriou as to whether or not we ill- but what becomes of this clause that "requires"
tend to submit the new constitution to the people. if ;you will. that your couutv courts and your
The first proposition which arises, is, whether or sheriffs shall perform particular duties in order
Suppose the COIll.L110 thia eonveuuo»
is compelled by absolute that the vote shall be taken?
neCDS1,dty--ancl. by absolute llecl:ssity, 1 meal! ty courts nml sheriff" fail to perform the duties
yO\1
have
reql1ir
...
d
thllm
to
Jisdlargc,
\\;hat is the
lawful compul"loll-for
I take It fat granted if
that there is no
therE' be Olle lIlem'uer (Jf th", house who believes l·esnIt? ]t IDUy be replied
it to be bis duty tu COIUt,:back here he will como chlllger of their doinl{ so. So far as many of
back herll-to
return here and ratify the cOllsti- thelll arc uon~crued,.thcJ'H may not be any dantution after it, bas been appl'O\';>d by the people. ger, but yon know, and I know, that t.bcre are
'rhere is no man more 0llposed to cflming back coullticr; in the state which wen~ oppo~",d to callthan I alll, and p<'-l'haps there are few who will ing any convention at all; and for the purpose of
ddealing th,' con"titutioll
adopted by the con,mffer so I11tlch a" I would do.
,'entiou, some fifteen 01' twenty counties, folluw~
Hut I wish to say one word Oil the question
illg
out.
tlleir
original
designs.
will fail to di,:;DOW
before the hou"t'.
The argumellt sJlaIl be
eharge the duties required of them.
Wllat will
short, and I would like to h ..we it answered.
'We are as.'wmblr.d here for the purpose of adopt- be the resn1f? 'V(~ may re-ar;semble or not; if
llut, the governor must:i>cttle the qUB"tion as to
ing, or chauging, or amending- t11e eotlstituti(lu.
If this was an original couveutinn
unclllr God, whether the vote ef part of the state shall settle
we would have omnipotent power.
Under God the qlle,,;tioll or not. If we rl'-assemble, we will
But. there is this
the cOllstitutioll of Kent.ucky was firr;t framed; have to s<--ttlethat question.
differelloe between the ~on\"entioll n})on OTI(;' side,
and the cou\"(~tlt.iolJ framing that constitut,ion
tilld the go\'crnol", and :lltOl'llf''y genc'ral, and set'Would have all power.
Under the l'on"titution
We have auof the United States, and tha; of the state of rctal'y of state, upon the otl\t'r.
Kentucky, this conv~ntion is omnipotent
unless thority to seltle that q\lestion; they have mille,
restrailJed by the old constitution.
'Ve are rc- 01' ought, to ha\'e none. What will be the arguIt will be that we
straiu",d, what fur't ·We are restrained to three ment used before tht' veople?
things: you are to .:lssemble withiu three months han:! neglected to di"charge our duties, and have
thrown tIlt: l'eSl)OIl;:;ibility from our shouldfrs to
after your t:l(~di()n, to l'e-adopt the vld constitutioll, 91' change it,; and bcyo!ld that, you bave no the shoulders of otl,,=rs. 'l':hi~ is, howe\'er, mereThe legal arpower of utto1'lley. You have assellibled under ly an argumellt as to propriet~·.
that power uf attorney,
kno,,-ing that it. was; gnmelLt is the Olle whieh I wish to press upon
yOli
]1,'lVC
aSl:ielJlbltJu "t the ('all of the people, the atteutiOIl of tlle 11O\I>;e, and I l!o}1o it will be
alld produce tIle df.'c.t dt'sired_
knowing that it was. YOIl hll\·C no right., after illtdligible
you have aSf'ewhlt'd, and before you hfl\'e di:..;- MI'. 'fUR~ER.
I SlIppose I might as wf'll
~hargeJ .vour work to adjourHsi.ne die, anJ leave ('Ol1lrnctl(;c by slalillg lily position tluder which
to somebody d.se to decide whether you have thi,:; C'ou"titnt,iOli i.i beillg made. I am in favor
J ischarged )'Otll" work or not. I can best HltlS· of the ~,olli;tilntion b<.Jing rat iti"tl by the people.
trate Ihir; by a legal argument, that C<lDlIOt fail to r am in favlJr 01' an dt'eti\'e gll\"tll"llllH'nt; and
be C'oluprehended by thc most ol'dilla.ry ul.Jder- taking the eonstitutioll a,,;a whole. I am decidedstanding.
ly in favor of it when compared
with the old
Are we to leaye this eonstitution
as it stands une. Having defilled my pu.sitioH. I will JlOW
now upon a contingency?
Jf we have a right to address 11 few remark,:; to the convention.
Wt'
do so, have we a right to go one step further,
are auont to "eparate, and I do trust that we will
and billdsolDl:body dsE' b(~sides oursp.lve!';, to de- separate in ihnt sam~ good friplld;:;.hip which lIas
termine whether that cOHting~lJcy ha>; happened
markcd om deliberatio!ls,
and that we will seal
or not? I say WtJ have \lot, becau"e that power this cOMtitution in peace.
was Ilot dele-gated to liS. ~Ve did not a<;semble
:Mr. President, I am !lot c01lVillced that it i"
here tlllder 11 power of attorlley, in which that neces"arv for ns to re-asf:cmble, and I do llOt
power WllS cOlltained; and wll)'? Because we wallt to ~Ioso unle1';8 it ill abf>ollltely nece,,"ar)',
were to "adopt the old constitutioll, or to amend If we haH the power to nmke a constitution,
or Challge it,." 'Ve were to do t.hi;;, ,llld not an- ha'-e we lIOt the power to settle tlHl partinl1ar
other person.
Wallllel' ill which
it ~llall be ratified? The
OBe other idea, and it appears
to me to be 3. attorney gllneml, a man 01' great legal ability, i"
Rtrollg' OHe. How milch of the llew cO!H,titntioll (,f opiuion that Wc (;an do so, and I think flOtoo.
is ill1peratil'e, and how much of it; is not impera- Before I I;allle here, this f'ubject was mooted with
tive, if you should adjourn to·lllOl"row? A pa.rt the distinguished
gentleman at the bead of' the
of it. ev<:ry man will 'lay, nlust, bc imperative. or govt:'mnH'nl; of Kentucky.
He had 110 doubt
youleav(-' the takillg of tlle vote of t.he people to whatev<1r of tlle power to do it: it w~s what he
a ('.ontingellcy.
How mu<;h of thi:;; new consti- d(mominaterl an incidf'ntal power, growing-out
tution is active or pn;;"ivc, betWt'Cll t]li;; day aud of the main power delegated to us, and that it
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in that wrry be carried int.o operation.
Possibly I Inay be trespassing npon private conversation and opinion to ruuke those statements
here, for n ....ither of these gentlerue»
expected I
should say a word about jt here. Now, there if!
HO vast diff erenee between It convcnt.ion llko this
and a convention
of revolutiou.
We carne into
existence by virtue of the old coustitutiou,
and
coming thus into ....xisteuce, uur powers arc limited.
jr I have power to make It government have I
not all the inc idcutal powers to say what part
shall be carried into operation now, uud what
part then? Ban' we not power over all the legal
officer." of th« country'( \VI:! have unlimited power-e-power to do nnythiug.
The federal constitution clues not interfere with any of our acts
here, ill relatiun to this matter of making 1.1. constitution, and "Pv" what contiugeucy it shall go
into operation.
Now, to illustrate this, let me
tell yuu what happened some years ago. A man
of the llame of John Anderson, ulJdertook to
bribe a member of conO"l"I:ss. The attempt wa.'l
cl isco\"er('d and die speaker ordt:red the sergeant
at arms to arre"t tht! delinquent and brillg him
before the llouse. He was arrested and thrown
T
into jail.
1uw,
congress is a limiten. hody, having limited powers; we Oll the colltrary are in
possession uf unlimited
power::;. .And~rsoll afterwards sued the sergeant at arms; but the Sllpreme court decided that the adioll of clIugress
was right, and that that ac:t:ion was taken ill <lC·
cordallc(' "with the inci(lcntal powers possrli;sed
by that body,
Well, if the attorney gellmtl is
nght, we are in pos.<:ession of all powers, and
call, if we please, ordain that ,v03shouhl payourselves ten uullar::; a day for om services.
'VI,;
call, if we please, IJut part of the cOllstitution
into operat.ion to.day. 'Have we not heen putting
it illtO operatioll ever since we tame here1 Have
we not l.wen directing the auditors of the state as
to what th<?y should doY No,\-l take it, that as
we have the power of turning Ollt CVNy officer tomorrow, so we have the puw('r to appoint to any
office, whith clot·s llot interfere with the goverlJmentof the United Slates
We have "within the
scope of these power~, the l)ower of addressing
any oHker of OUl'1!0v"rnmeut; tlncl if he refuse.:;
to perform what l'! required of him, lIe may be
brought up and puni,~hed, an,l the courts would
rer.:ognize our power, and command him to perfurm wlmt he waf; desired to do. ] think, sir,
lJpon this subject there can be no reasonable
Joubt.
Now, I will go Oil to another prop<).';ition. The
gentlelllan from Nph::.un mad<; a V<'~ryingenious
ar,gument this 1ll0rnilig, and he always conjnres
llP some tremelldolls despot to come ill and whip
people into his notions.
It was a v8ry artful
addre"s; but the SUIl) and subsbanee of it. was
this: afld I ask gentlemen bere whether t])cy al'e
prepared to go the length of the arglll1Wlltwhith
the lwnoraLle and distinglli,~hed A"entl~malJ has
made. He sl\.ys that the people are n good deal
like a commissioner in chancery tinder the chalJcellar; tha~ they nre tbe COJUmi;:,;sioncr aud '\"0
the high court of chancery.
What! is thrrt the
position of things!
The people alittle commissioner, and we the high court of chancery t.o do
as we please! But that is the sum and substance
of his a.rgument. It smelt to me B little like NaCOIlU

poleon when tbc w hole peopk were II ndcr nrrns.
1111".HARDIN.
I beg you wil l nor put words
into my mouth which I uever uscd.
)'lr. TURNER. Well, that is the effect of your
words; if not get lip and answer it. WhcJI the
whole French people were under arms, nnd Napoleou was anxious to be made emperor, what
did he do'! WhT he threatened to sbcct every
man who would not vote for him.
We send the
people a constitution, and if they are not pleased
with it, we are to come hack here uud force it
upon them.
Well, then, the g<::ntlf>lt1anraises a. bug-bear
about the emancipationists.
I don't believe there
are 15,000 eruancipatiouiets
in the state; and as
to the office holders, ...ve have fought them, awl
call fight them again if need be. 1 believe. sir,
that this couetitutdo» will he adopted by a more
overwhelming
majority than we had in IS'18 for
a convention.
\Ve ",lulll see the people who
have been kept out of ofiio::e coming forward
und shonting for the colJstitution,
ulJll the old
aristocracy' will be throwll off w110 have been
hanging lIke lJ mill stOlle about the !leck of the
trea"uL'y. Thoy will come and shont "hosallllah"
for the nuw constitlltion.
And the offi':e holders
too will say that this chango= is good for themsel \'e8,
I'{ ell, the gentleman said that our position was
somethil\g lik~'. that of HlllIgary, ill relation to
Austria and Russia, and that our eneillies would
come allel attempt t.o cru"h OUI"constit,utiolJ.
])0
Hot you suppose that, the p00ple who called for
it will d,.feud it? They wiUrise like a giant in
their majesty, and there is no pow!;'r that will
be able til resist them; I\.lId 1 put it to the honorable gentleman frum Kelson, lind the other g~lltlem;ln from Nelson too, ;IS they nrc together,
whether W8 ha\'e not got Austria alld ltu:'lsia
here, and wllet1j(~r we who oppose this measure
are not the Hungarians?
(Lallghti~l".) Nuw, I
asked tht".younger gentlE-mali from Ndson what
his view was of hi~ own propositioJl.
He said,
we are to come back and see wlJetht'r the pevpl ..
h~n'e adopted
or rejected the constitutiun,
or
adopted 1)le old Ollf', o\" to do lIny thiJlg else we
please.
K ow. what does that !neall but. that we
are to put it ill fo!"o::cagainst tlw will of the pea)110; find to that, sir, I nO=~·Cl"
will COIlf'Cllt?
\ Vhell tht' p,~ople elected us, did thev believe onr
sessions wen' to be penn anent?
'When arc we
to 8eulo:: it'? When are we to resign the power
with which the peo\)le have entrusted llS? There
is, there must be, a imitsomewhere.
There ·was
it mutual
understanding
011 tile part of the people,
thllt when we finislwd OUI' labor.,; we should quit,
and not come hertl from time to time. And when
are we to give l1p? '\iC make [l.(·onstitntiotl; the
people objed to it; we cnme hack and amend it;
the peopl0 say "we don't like this," and "'ve
como b,..ck again; and thlls we go 011 frum time
to time, and never get done.
Bllt there is uJ:"tl!er view of tlle gllcstion.
DOel; uny !;('Ot.l,·I1HlLL
hcrc sltppn;:,;c that the gO\-eruor, aad attom<'r geotll'1.IIalld the auditor will
refuse to <.:arry this constitution
into eff<Jct?
·We all kllOwt.hcse officers well. and "1\110 sus·
peets that they will refust:? Neither of the gentlemen who say we are to cOlne back and require a
majority of an the votes in the state; but it is
this.: we are to come here, and the governor is to
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reeue his proclamation,
if a majority of the members should not come. and in that way the constitution is to be ratified. But take it the other
waYi ~'ou submit this to the people and they do
llot accept it, what will be the result?
Wh,Y'vou
would have your delegates from this county ~nd
from that county voting agc.inst the constitution
in its various sections.
But 011 the other hand,
if you put it before tho people entire, it is for
them to sav whether they will have it or not. I
would ask the people this question:
"Do you
believe it is better than the old coust.i tution , awl
will YOIl sustain it, laking the good and the evil
together?
'Vhy, sir, by this mode, you will
have all the people voting for it together.
Now,gelltltlmen,
is not this truer
If you go
horne ami are decided, anti don't go to fighting,
Jon will carry the constitution.
but you cannot
expect to carry it unless you go to voting in a
body. ~f we go 1.lOmeand vote in .R b~dy, our
success IS molcertain as that the sun IS shining all
vonder hill.
• Finally, the gentleman said he hoped they
"Would all come back and shake hands once more
in the completion of their work.
It will be unpleasant for me to \)art with the members of this
convention.
1 wil admit that there is a great
deal of talent, and gentlemanly deportment Iiere:
I respect evcry mall in this house, and desire to
take evel'y man by the hand; but it is scarcely
within the sc":p,e of human probability,
that we
shall all live \'lllllPxt JUlJC.
If there are not exceeding half a dozen called to their long home
before that time we shall be lucky.
And would
you desire to come here and decide this grel'lt
question by a Illere majority of olle or two votes,
all some qllestiolls have been decided here'! And
in case of death, are yon to issue yom own
writ, and '''ait till the pcople eh·et another representative?
Taking thfl question in the way
YOU propose, a hUllclred dJflh:ulties will
arise;
but if yOli leave the matter entirely to the people, it will gladden their hearts, and there can
be lIO question that it would be most gmteflilly
accepted.
Every provision of the cow;:titutioll
may be altered before We come buck, a11(1 the
com'ention will Hot be in any better position to
decide then than it is now.
For these r.'UO;OllS,I shall vole against tIle resolution, alld ill favor of the report of the committee.
:Mr. DIXON.
I shall, of all men here, feel
in the most awkward position, if the cOllstitution goes to the people and is roajpcted. I am in
favor of the constitution, Rlld intend to devote
whatliltleubilitit:s
I posses>!,tohavethisconstitu·
tion ,adopted. But although I am decidedly in favor of thlJ aJoptiollof the constitution, I will tnke
occasion to anuounce that I am not in flon-01'of
coming back here to proclaim to the people that
we have adopted it, beclllli;e I do not bclie\'(1 it
is necessary, and b<:callsc we can just as wdl do
what we were flent to do without coming buck
here. If I cl1teltained any doubt as to the COIltingency, I wOllld COlUe back; but 1 -do ]]ot be·
lieve that there is any contillgency, except the
approval of the people; and if they do not approve it, wht then let it go. Shonld they reject
1t, I am not tn favor of coming buck to make
another constitution; and I think I would say I
could not bo;;induced. undtlr any circumstanc&s,

to come back. I should think myself sufficiently disgraced by the rejection of this constitution,
without coming buck to have the disgrace repeated.
Now, sir, if I understand the whole force of
the argument of the gentleman from Simpson.
it is, that if the constitution is not approved of
by the people, we are to reserve to ourselves the
power of making a good constitution, or chang.
mg this one in such fonn or rnau ner , as will
meet the approval of the people. If that is not
so. I willreadily stuud corrected.
Mr. CLARKK
'I'he gentleman quotes me
correctly.
I hold it would he wrong to reject
the uew constitution,
because five hundred people rejected it, wheu ninety thousand were opposed to the old one.
Mr. DIXON. Well J don't set! t11at.the matter
is changed.
If the people reject this coustitut.ion, then we arc to come back here either to
amend this coustltutlon, 01' to do something else.
Now .. if we come back to amend this .coustitut.io n, are the amendments which we adopt to bo
absolute, or are they again to be submitted to
the people? The gentleman, I apprehend, will
Hot insrst that they are to be absolute; and if
not, what will be the consequence?
We COlUe
back not with the sanction of the people, and
then when We re-assemble, we an' to make a new
start for another const,itution SllCh as will meet
wjth the approbation of the peopl<J. Well, sir,
it comes back; it is amended ill its form, and
we proclaim it; 110tbeing approved by the pea·
pIe, we alllend it, again, and so it goes Oil ad infinitum.
Does the gentleman meau to tell me
that we are to sit herClfor the next twenty years
to make this constitution?
Are we to assembJI3
and re-assell1ble; are we to make a cOllstitution
any how, and drive it Jown the people's throat?
Are we to stultify oU1'selves by making a constitution which the people will not ratify; and
Whl'll they refuse, and refuse, and refuse, are we
to go on mending up, 1llending up, mending up1
I will not go for any snell measure OT propoRitioll, \lllless I bdieve tha.t we have not the power to submit it to the people without coming
back. And if any gentleman will cOll..-iIlce lllll
that we have ]lot the power, and that this is the
ol'gllllic law of the laud, I will vote to come
back again.
Now, have the cOllyention or tlle people. the
power to declare this as the constitntioo,
proviJed that the people of the state should ratify it.
We make this cOlJstitutioll, each man signs his
name to it and hA attaches to his signatme this
proviso, that it shall not be the ol'ganic law of
the state, tllltil the people of Kentucky shall
IHlI'e ratified it.
Now, am I to ulJderstand the gentleman from
N elson, that this power does not exist? If I un·
derstand him, it does llot; thatwe hll.\'c no power under the olel constitution to declare that, this
;;:hall be the law of the land, upon cOlJdition
that the people acc(>pt it. Now, I understand
my friend to lllailltaill another po!'>ition, which
is, that the power of this convention is absolute,
except so flr as it is eontrolled by the \:onstitlltioll of the United States.
Mr. HARDIN.
And acts of congress passed
in pursuance of that constitution, and of treaties,
Mr. DIXON.
Now is there any thing in the
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constitution of the United States, which limits
. us in the exercise of this particular
power? I
. put the question to him, to show me any clause
III the constitution
of the United States, under
which there is any inhibition
to the exercise of
this power. Where is this power?
Let any mnn
point it outif he can. The constitution
of the
United Stetea. 1imiting us here in declaring the
mode of revising the constitution of Kentuckyl!
Surely the gentleman cannot be in earnest.
SIr,
what law, made under the constitution of the
United States, imposes any limit upon us, as to
the manner in which we shall make this constitution?
Sir, the gentleman will not pretend that
such restraints are imposed upon us, either by
the constitution or the law, or by any treaties;
and if not, then the power is an absolute one.
Now, then'! bci ng no restraint upon us, the
next consideration is, what are the powers which
we derive under the constitution of .Kentucky?
Sir, the great proposition which I maintain to
be true is this-c-that wherever the power is ample, all acts done under that pOWN, and in pursuance of that pO'\ver, are valid.
It is only
when you transcend the power conferred upon
you that it ceases to he obligatory.
Turn then
to the constitution
of Hentuckv, nnd see what
the power is. It is so perfectly" clear, that there
cannot be a cavil about it. If I understand anything of the power here conferred, it is full and
ample.
You have power to re-adopt the old
const.itution, to amend it, or to make a new constitution.
You have ample, full, uncontrolled
power, excepting only those powers which lie at
the foundation of the laws of independent
co]onies. Now, the pow(:r being given to us to
make a constitution,
are we prescribed
in the
manner of doing it? There is the question,
What is the limi~? As a convention, we have
the power to do it, and may we not prescribe to
oursel \'E'S the manner and form of doing it?
'I'he convention shall assemble-for
wbatj
To
amend the constitution.
Is not that precisely
what.is Icft to our decision ? It seems to me so :
I cannot see how we can doubt it. What is the
proposition now before us? It is that we shall
sigu this document, provided that a majority of
freople of the state of Kentucky "hall ratify it.
I'hat, is the proposition.
It is to be ratified by
the people, in a particular way atthe polls. But
the gentlemell say we have IlO such power to
submit it; we have no right to makesllch a provision
And why? Not because the cOllstitution rer-tricts it. Can we not act to the extreme
limit of our power. If you can go to the extreUltllimits of your puwer, there can bt' 110 controversy about it, and the g('Jltleman does not
disputC' it; but if you keep within the extremt1
limits, then the gelltlt:lman says the power does
not ",xist. You dill do all, b-ut you cannot do a
part. You may make a detod in fee simple; but·
you cannot make a deed with a condition.
You
give him the power, and can a man exercise the
major power, and yet not exercise the millor
power't Suppuse, Mr. Prt:sident, ;Y0ll give me a
po,ver of attorney to convey your lund, in t.he
count.y of Henderson, and 1 made a deed with
tbis proviso-"that
you approve of it." Does
ahy body believe that if I have made such a
deed as that to the gentleman from Kenton, if
that condition be complied with by you-does
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CLny bodv believe that such a. deed is not binding upon you, and upon all the pertdes concerned t It is true, you geve me absolute power to
make a deed without condition, and then I make
it With a condition that you shall ratify it; and
you do ratify it; where is the difference.
Now,
we are the agents of the people of Kentucky.
The power is ample and complete.
We call
proclaim the constitution here, if we please, and
where is the mall that will say "it shall not be
so." The power is completcl; but we do not
choose to exercise that power, without referring
the constitution back to the people for their approbation.
We exercise the power amply and
fully, and will any gentleman question that this
constiution, if not approved by the people is still
binding upon them.
This is the great question
in the ease, but J do not believe any gentleman
will maintain that the const.itubiou should be
established without the sanction of the people.
Now some gentlemen argue that the sheriffs or
judges may refuse to call the election.
That is
a thing within the rans-e of possibility; but I
would not Slink to such a level of dishonesty
and corruption, Rny portion of the people of this
state, as to suppose for a moment, that when
this convention assembled in obedience to the
authority of the people, they will shrink from
carrying into effect the express wishes of the
people of Kentucky.
But if it be necessary to
attach any penalties to the neglect of these duties, why not impose such penalties as would at
once insure prompt obedience?
I will not reply to that portion of the argument further than
to say, that if the executive should refuse to issue their proclamation
whenever the voice of
the people of this state had proclaimed that this
is the organic law of the land, you had better
cal l upou the rocks; and mountains to fall upon
you, and hide you from the anger of the people.
Sir J would sign it, and write it in my blood,
that no officer of distinction will be so recreant
to the high duties imposed upon him by the
new constitution.
I see no manlier of objection,
none whatever, to our leaving the constitution
now in the hands of the people; and I should
like to hear some argument on this matter if
there is any to be adduced.
Mr. A. K. .MARSHALL.
This question
having already been fully debatt'd by gentlemen It'arneJ in the law, I should not Ilave felt
myself justified in addressing tile convention,
had I not heen 011 the committee which had
charge of this subject.
As the house has been
informed, this question was debated in committee, and the voice of its members llellrd upon it.
I do not now remember the number who were
Jresent. 1 think there were eighl-cl~rtainly
a
urge majority; and I think there wen~ but two
who were in favor of a final adjournment.
I
had supposed that there would have been two
reports made to t,he cOllvention. Tllut was the
understanding when the committee adjournec1;
but the chairman llas informed tlJe house that he
was induced to pllrsue a differellt course, upcn
the members of the committee expressing to
him, in private, a change of opinion, which in
his judgment autborist'd him to hand in the re·
port before us, as emanating from a majority of
the committee.
I am not of the number who changed position
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tOW
as It is to "amend" or "change" the lcetrument.
on this question .. 1 entertain now the opinion
which 1 expressed in committee, that it was not And a~ no other body of men can alter or
"amend" the constttut.iou, so no 01her--110, sironly right and proper, but absolutely necessary
that this convention should reassemble to learn not all the people of the state call legally
"adopt" what we may plypose.
The gentleman
the decision of the people. llpon the constitution
submitted to them by us, that we might then do from Henderson, (11r. Dixon.) has enid that we
have a kind of power of attorney-pleIlary
tbat for which we were called together-that
which we are commanded TO do ill the present powers--nnc1 that as W(J have full power to do
to do our duty,
constitution, under which we nre assembled. and all, we can do a part-power
and power to leave that duty but half performfrom which we derive om authority.
'This is to me 110 Dew question.
In the coun- ed! 1 can scarcely think so. I would ask the
ty which I hnve the honor to represent, the ene- gentleman, have -se any authority to transfer
mies of constitutiouol
reform, urged that it or delegate these powers, or any part of them,
If 1 am em\,loyed as your agent or
would be impossible for the convent.io» to sub- to another?
mit its work to the people, that the Hew cousti- attorney to do certain things, and in a certain
tution must be "adopted"
by the convention, way, does that gin me the right to do a pert
and to submit it to the people for adoption was and leave a part undone; and can I transfer the
not permitted
in the present constitution,
in authority with which you have clothed me to
another? I think not. Granting, then, all that
which the duties of the eonventiou were clearly
defined-duties
which could not be delegated 01' the gentleman has said to be true, that we have
the power to do a pert and leave a part undone,
intrusted to any other body.
we cannot empower others to finish up that
.T~e answer to this was simple and plain. Ad- which we bavc neglected to do. So far as we
mitring,
as I was eOlllpelkd to do, that to go, the work is our.;;-Lhat which is left cannot
"adopt" wns no less the peculiar duty of the be legally done by any other. It is competent
convention than to "amend," or "change" the for us to f:iign this constitution conditonclly, but
constitution,
yet 11)(\ power to frame and sub- that condition compels us to return and do that
mit thc Instrument to the people-to
adjourn un- which will not bedonent all unless we do it. And
til the public will had been o'lxpres!'ed-to then if that condition be not eomphed with, we nHl~t
re-assemble and conform its act.ion to that ex- return and "re-adopt" the present constitution,
pressed will, could not be questioned.
Such Suppose, sir , the people reject the instrument
p.ower lias not been denied either here or else- we submit to them. 'Vhtlt constitution have we
where.
Now, sir, I know that I have not the then for Kentucky?
Sir, we have none:. The
legal acumen to t'ateh the very niee distinctions
life, if I may ~a speal, of the present constituwhich have been drawn by gentlemen in the dis- tion, is suspended upon th<:,action of this body.
cussion of the quest,ion lIOW before the honse. Upon the dil'isollltioll of this cOllyention it dies,
I am not sufH\\iently "learned in the law" to see Hules" it be "rf>-adoptf'd." It dies by its own
no difference belween dDillg a thing myself, and provisions.
Now let tlle people rejectallowing another t,o du that for me. I han, but
Mr. DIXON". I fully agree with my friend
a plain common !'iCllseway of looking to these from Jessamille, that \,e (;annot tran::;fer our
matters, and when clothed with delegated pow- power t.o any agency; but, that is not what I proers, and directed to do certain things, I am llDt pose to do. I do !lot P.RlpOSCto transfer tlny
more bound to do th(,111tha.n I am to do t1Wlll in power from this COllvention to tlny body el"e.
the way directed.
'rhc constitution
of Ken- Butwhat do I proFose to do? Yon haye made
tucky is submiU·...d to IlS for amendment or m~ your agent; al the power is vested in )'OU,
change.
I gt'allt that we can alter every line, tlnd all the power I have is derived from you.
every word, every letter. in that constltlltion,
Now you give me ample power to convey; and
and "adopt"
that whieh we make.
But we although I camlOt give my friend from Jessa·
alone can '·amend"-we
alone cart "adopt."mine the pO\\'cr to convey, J take it that you, ill
Sir, we are a constitutionally
assemblf>d bodywbom all the power resides, Illay give me au·
"'P. a~e h~re under the constitution. of Kentueky thority to exercise that power with your appro.
-It IS still the supreme law of thnl land, bind- bation.
That, is my position.
ing upon every individual in the state, and esMr. :MARSHALL.
For one 1';0 unused to
pecially bitlding upon the members of this
convention; aIHI the provisions of that coustitu- public discussion as m.yself, to attempt to mep-t,
in debate, tht: \"IJryable gentlemen who are option which bear UPOll us, we are swom to observe. How can we expect the work of OUI' posed to me, may appear almost impertinent:
hands to be held sacrell and inyiolable if we but I will try to answer the arguments of IIlV
frienel. I do not understand that the cases al:e
dif:iregard the injunetions of that e0115titution
,..y e are empowered by the p"'o·
from whieh ..,YC n~ceive our political existence'! at all parallel.
Not only shoulcl we observe the spirit of tlle pIe not only to frame a constitution, but to
"adopt"
it. vte have !l:l('t here to confer to·
present law, but the very It-tter of that law.
And if we err, it!'ihoulcl be illlhe abundant care gf'tllel'-to agree upon the great principles whieh
will best secure tlllO'citizen ill all llis rights-to
we take to do nothing doubtful 01' uncertain.
Now, o;ir, wh"t. are the provisions of the present fix tllCse principleA and express them ill appropriate lunguage.
But this is not all; the fast,
constitution which beal' npol~ our condnct; and
the most important act is, to "adopt,"
and we
which should control am action? What powel'
aloue can 00 this_ Could the legislature or
is conferred upon us by it, and in what language does it. address itself to this convention? Kentucky authorize any body of men. or, if you
please, the whole people o(the state to pass
"To re-adopt, to amend, or to change," the conlaW's? And would laws, thus enacted, be bIDdstitution.
This we are to do. It is a.s mueh
ing? Is it competent for this convention, called.
the peculiar province of tbis hody to "adopt"
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together by the people, to delegate to ally man,
or body of men, the power to frame a coustitution?
Could WB authorize the governor, attorney g-eneral, and secretary of state, to make a
conetitution-c-to say what should constitute this,
that, 01' the other article?
There is not a mnu in
this bouse who would 80 far stultify himself as
to say that we could have met, elected OUf president. secretary, &c., and resolved "that the
governor, auditors, attorney general, and a sectetary of state, should "amend" or .. change"
the constitution-submit
it to the people-e-reccive their opinions, and either publish their
work as the constitution or" re-adopt." the present one."
If we could not delegate all our
powers, how can we delegate n part of them?
1'0 " adopt," is as important and necessary as to
frame; ann both must be t.be act of the convention, or our work is unfinished, and of no force
or effect whatever.
1 am aware, sir, that some
gentlemen claim for this convention unlimited
power; while others have intimated limits which
rob it of its sovereiguty and absolve the citizen
from all allegiance to the constitution
we may
make. I am of opinion that within our proper
sphere we have all power not denied to U8 b'y
the constitution of the United States.
But this
power can only be exerted to frame uud adopt
a constitution, and in its exercise we must observe the requisitions of the present constitution, so far as its provleions bear upon us. Whatever we may choose to "adopt" as the eonst.itnlinn of Kentucky, is the law of the land, and,
unless it militates against the ~eneral government, e~'ery officer and citizen is lJound to obey
it. But our" resolves," outside of that instrument, are as impotent as though thi'.y came from
a body of fish-woml;J1l in the common market
place.
But, gentl~men say, "we will affix pcnalties."
1Vl:'ll, sir, who is there to enforce them?
Have we an executive officer? Is allY one responsible to this body after we dissolve?
Can
we punish anyone for disobeying our mandat~,
when that mandate form."-no portion of the law
of the landY That cOllstitution is as powerless
as a blank sheet until it is formally "adopted."
Like that dust of Eden when fashioned into
man, o'er he became a living soul, to hoJd dominion" over the fish of thtJ sea. and over thc
fowls of the air, and over every living thing
that 11l0veth upon the earth," it awaits in weakness this life-imparting act at our hands.
And
g.mtlemen would entrust this .1af;timportant aet
to the doubtful authorily of tllO oftke-holden;!
Would Satan, think yOll, ev~~nif he had possessed the pow"r, have given life to that glorious
mould destined so soon '·to brui~e the serpE'nt's
head?"
Would these gentry of th<Jgown an,l
I;taff be more apt, could they be endowed with
authority to do so, to give effect to that whidl
dooms them to political banishment?
Like my
friend froUl Mason, I would rather not trust
them. They might think they were" sworn to
support the old cOIl.-ltitl1tion." .And sllppose
they saY-'l.llcl thf'.r have a right to say It-to
disregard any rcso ution we rnav pass. It is ill
va.in for us to command, all the l~omage and abe(\iellce they choose to render us is through courtesy, they may disobey every command. until
those commands reallb them 8S imperative,

speaking
the authoritative
lenguege
ot the
.• adopted II constitution
of the state-sur,pose
they disregard our request, and say, we wi r not
appoint judges of elections-we
are very 'Well
satisfied with the cousututlon we have sworn to
observe. and we don't find that it confers upon
,You legislative powers-YOIl were a convention
to make and" adopt" a constitution, and if you
have failed to do so, that is your business, not
ours-we
have no power to correct your errors,
and would not do is if we had-we
are magist.rates under the good old constitution, and no
convention to "adopt"
a new one." Suppose
they were to act thus, aud W& .. shorn of our
strength,' what sort of position would we be in?
Why, sir, it if; madness to risk it. All here
know that this may happen.
The gentleman
from Heudersou admits that it is possible.
And
the moment of that admission he should have
given up the nrgiunent;
Sir, it is enough fOI'me to know that it is possible; for after all the labor, time and money this
convention has east. the people of Kentucky, in
framing a cousuitution,
80 far as 1 can prevent
it, there shall be no possibility of its 10";;'excep.t
by tbe rejection of the people themsel vcs. I will
stlbmit the work of our hands to them-hear
their verdict, and act ill obedience to their commands.
The gentleman from Madison (Mr. Turner) is
ill extncies, and joins in anticipation
those hal.
lulujahe which are to resound from one end of
Kentucky to tile other Ilpon the reception of this
constitlltioll.
I hope the gentleman may be disappointed.
though I fear some fault will be
found with our work. I am not quite so sanguine as he seems to be. And yH, Mr. President. if this convention fail to make a cOllstitution, it is our own fanlt.
If we do llot place bfJfore the people an instrument which they are
willing to acc:ept and approve, 1 cannot but believe, that nen'r before 111 the hist.ory of legi~_
latiull. has the coufidence of a people been (;0
cruelly abused.
And whv? Because, sir, there
came not up to this asscrnbly one single man
who did lIot understand
distinctly
and fully
what would satisfy his constituents.
All knew'
what gave rise to the call of this convention.
All knew what were the objections to the present constitution.
I do not pretelld to say that
we all knew ho" much the people wonld bear.
How fal' ,ve could go in Ilnexpeeted and tlncal.
led for changes of print.:iple arJ(l elaborate detail without danger to the con.stit-ution we have
made; but there was not a man retl1fned to this
convel~tioll, unless he were wilfu.11y ignorant,
who clJri 110t wdl understand what he was commandtJ(1 to do. In most things I think we have
come up fllIly to the commands of our constituents. In I>ome thing-s I feal' we have gone beyond their permisflion.
And woe to that man
who has, frolll personal, sectional, or professional considerations,
(if indeed any f;uch motives
have operated here,) been induced to press into
this constituti'Hl any rule or detail uncalled for
and unexpected whi\,lh may militate strongly
against its acceptance.
The people required
that we sllOuld cbange the tenure of office; that
we should strike from the conl'ltitution every
aristocratic feature, and place the serVAnts oftba
people witbin the pale of a practi<.:abla respon-
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Ribility.
This we have done; but we have gone friend of this constitut-ion, to entreat ita rriend~...
a little further.
Thev required us to take from I that they will not, by their closing act, smother
the executive the appointing power and give to the offspring which has cost ua so much labor,
the real sovereigns the authorit,y to select their even before it has been fairly ushered into the
own officers. This has been alnwst done; but world; that they will not lay the axe at the root
we have done a little more. They l'equirt'd us of the tree before it has commenced to blossom,
to change the sessions of the legislature, and to and bear fruit. Sir, 1 look UP01) the resolution
place that department of the government under introduced by the gentleman from Nelson, suswholesome l'es~raint.'" We have done this also; tained as it has been by its friends llpon this
but this is not all we have done. They required floor, as calculated to inflict the most deadly
that we should give to every man ample securi- wound upon the instrumentwhic11 we are about
ty for the peaceable possession of his proper~y to promulgate to the world.
They have told us
-and
especially for that species of property that their object in taking this recess is not, alone,
which is the object of attack at home as well as that they may return and certify the will of the
abroad.
That we should throw around it all people by placing this instrument in operation,
the guaranties of legal protection and eonstito- but. that when they return home, they may be
tional sanct.ion. Sir. I cannot but fear that we euabled to collect and ascertain the sentiments
have fallen far short ·of cur duty on this subject. and wishes of their constituents, and upon their
Vaporous and abstract declarations
of rigt.ts, return, make such alterations as will conform to
claims based on neither law nor eonetitution,
their wishes.
They say that they are unwilling
but placed above both, may nerve and stimulate,
to surrender the power which they now ueve
but will never serve to check or restrain fanati- again into the hands of the people-unwilling
clsm. God grant that we ruuv not soon feel the to trust this work, which they have made, fully
need of a more practical all(lfivinghnv.
and f~rly to their decision.
That they have
But, sir, I have said already much more than deterzftined to hold on to th~ power whi.ch has
1 intended, and ask pardon of the house for hav- been confided. to them, until such an mstruiug detained it so long. I shall be compelled, ment as they ~vIll accept-shall be made. ~ should
from a sense of duty, so far as my vote will go, have no . particular objection to returmng he~e
to place this constitution,
when it leaves the for th7 Simple an.d sole purpos.e of putting this
hands of this convention, bevond the reach of work into operatiou-c-of ratlfYlIlg what we have
any power but t~lat of the people. rhemsel vee. I already don~,~as
there the l~a!:;tnecessity for
eauuot, and I wi ll not, place It III other bands such a prooeeding-e-could
this power not btl
than theirs.
And when this body is dissolved, properly and safely delegated t';' others .. But I
I desire that it shall dissolve either under the do m~st solemnly protest agalllst the Ide~ of
old constitution
"re-adopted"
or nuder one raturmng here III order to make such alterations
which having met the fun approbation
of the as onr constituents may desire. ~uch an avowal
eople, shall have been "adopled" in its stead. l1lU~t prove al?solutely ~estructl.ve .to the end
n reference to what I "hall deem my duty when whICh we as.fne,:ds of th~s conStitutIOn should
Ywe return here, though I know that is a matter ardently deSire, ltS adopLwn.
of little moment to any but myself, I will say,
I presume, sir, t.hat there is, perhaps, not one
that if the peoplt"l refuse our work, like the gen- solilary Ulan in this house who has f',lIcceeded in
tleman frotO Henderson, I shall not want to obtaining all those reforms and amendments in
come back, and shall return in sorrow and in our constitutional
law, which he could havc
shame, for although I have very often voted with wished, had his individual
inclinations been
the minority in this house, there is much in Hie conslllted-too
mueh has been dOlle Lo meet the
new constitution which meets my most hearty ta,<jtesof Rome gentlemen-too
little for others.
approbation,
But if it be rejected unconditionI can well imagine, that such is likewise tho
ally, I shall vote to "re-adopt" the present COll- case with all thethinking cOn\'cntion men of the
stitution.
But if-and
such I hope and believe stat.e. '1'he wishes and upinions of mfln upon
will be the case-our
work is accepted, I shall these points are as varions and as widely o.ifreturn to "adopt" and sign it; and do whatever
fercnt as it is possible to conceive. My own
else may be right and proper to put the govem- plans for constitutional refurm have by no means
ment to work und(~r it. If, however, in talkiug heen o::arried out. There were cNtain prominent
with my people, they say to me, "we prefer this featurefl of reform lIpan which nearly all of us
new const.itution to the old one, but would ruth- united, which were demanded by the people.
er have this or that provision out of it"-for
These we have adopted, and by mutual compro·
there ill no fear that tl1ey ·will want any thing mise;; and concessions we have harillouised the
adrl.ed~there is enough already and to spare-many conflicting opinions of our fellow membut if my people tell me, "we will take the in- bel'S, and have produced an instrument with
strument as it is, but would rather this provis- which, in the maIn, I am satisfied, and which I
ion or detail was out;" when we meet again, I doubt not, willllleet tbe decided approbation of
will endeavor to have the l)arts objected to ta- the great mass of the convention party, pro·
ken out. AHd if yOll, gentlemen, have learned vided it be placed fairly before them on its own
the same thing from your people, why then we merits. But when we go home and say that the
will be able to make the e,onstitutioll more l?er- door is still OpfHlfor amendments; there is sWl
feet" more acceptable, than it now is. But 11' a an opportunity for further changes; all the pe·
majnrity of the state say we take it as it is, I culiar sentiments
of all the poople will be
l
shall ~l.adly admit that I have bet;n mistaken,
brought .to bear a~~inst it',and a p.art.y w.H
hICh be
and rejOICeto learn. tha~ OUI' work IS more per- ~rrayed m oppOSItiOn to Its adoptlOll
no
feet than I now belIeve it to be.
lllstrument, however perfect, could WIthstand.
Mr. MORRIS. I stand forward, sir. a,r;.the You will have its 11atural enemies, the friends of
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people will approve whnt we have done. But
the old constitution,
forming a very imposing
phalanx.
You will have all the office holders of while I am convinced of this, then: is a question,
and I rind there have beeu l\ great variety of
the country. with all their interests.
Emancipation will again pluy its mighty and all-absorb- opinions expressed on this floor, in relation to
inggame.
Those opposed to an elective judi- ir-e-there if! a question which onght to induce
ciary will then stand boldly
forward.
Our every gentleman to reflect seriously upon what
county court system will not meet the views of we are about to do. I ask the last gentleman
a great many; and a thousand matter" of minor who has taken his seat, if he believes that Imy
consequence, which have their peculiar advo- member of this convention entertains a doubt
cates upon this floor, and before the peol?le, will as to what is the safer course to take ou this matagain be brought forward, and the friends or ter.
Mr. MORRIS.
1 stated that I should have no
enemies of each particular measure will all
nu ite in opposition to our constitution.
It was objection to come back if it was found to be necessary.
this union of various and conflicting sentiments
which broke down the old constitution by such
Mr. MARSHALL.
And if the gentleman
an overwhelming vote. It is this same union, cames back, does he uot come back clothed with
which, if it be brought to bear, will blast the all the power which he now possesses. 1 ask
him if the people reject this constitution, have
work of our hands.
We pledged ourselves that this constitution
we not the power to go over all we have done,
should be submitted to the people; that they and to meet, as far as possible, the views of the
should ~ave the opportunity
of selecting be- people of this commonwealth?
If he comes
tween this and the old one; and whether the back at all, I ask him is he willing to place rechanges be made now, 01' hereafter, it will be strictions upon the action of this body? 1 tell
equally imperative upon us to submit them. him that whatever we do in this respect is utHow will it he possible for 11$ t.o advocate this terly powerless.
The people ha~e ,~elegated to
If we
constitution bel ore our constituents.
I can say us the power to make a cousutunon.
to them-this
is what we have done-e-these are fail to make it when the people have passed
the amendments we have uiade-c-but I cannot their votes upon it, and leave the ratification of
say that these changes are permanent, that furth- it to some other power, what have we done?
er'alterations will not be made. No sir, if this We have conferred upon others the power to do
resolution be adopted, we shall have the same that which we have been required to.
We
mighty fi~ht before the people which character- have the power to perfect this instrument, but
ized the last summer's canvass. and the same how is it to be carried out? Weare to open the
polls ancl ascertain the will of the people.terrible conflict which has just been concluded
Now, what power has this convention to pass
tlPOD this floor.
And should any alterations in our work be an act or resolution which would require action
made, shall we not again submit them to the on the part of the officers of the commonwealth?
people? They certainly will demand it at on r Suppose the magistrates should refuse to open
hands; and should. we again submit, we will the polls, and there is no election, I ask have
perhaps again change, and so on until there we then a constitution?
No; it will be made in
would be no end to our labors.
The people such case to depend entirely upon a condition.
sent 11S here to abolish lifetime offices. But they Suppose OIl the other hand that the election
had not the least expectation: that in electing us, should be conducted, and a large majority should
they hadesteblished
a hundred offlcere for lif ..say this shall be the constitution of Kentucky,
whose business it would be, to be forever tinker. you require it to he proclaimed; and suppose
ing at their constitution.
They had no idea when the returns are made, the governor finds a
they were establishing a perpetual parliamentmajority in favor of the coustitution, I ask ;rou
"Rump Parhament,"
I believe it was calledif the governor refuse to make the proclamation,
upon which no power could be brought to act. is it, or is it not the constitution
of the state?
. Sir.they never dreamed uf such thing.
They You have said the people are to ratify it., yet
intended that the old and the new constitution
there is another condition which is to be coushould be submitted to them, and between these pled with that-a
condition resting in the mere
will of an individual; and thus after all, when
they expected to select the least objectiollable.
Should the people decide that our labours for the people have voted you leave it to another
the last three months are not satisfactory,
I power, and that power is unwilling to carry it
think it would be but right that we throw up out. Where do you stand in such ease-c-uuder
It is
our commissions, and place it in their power to the old or under the new constitution?
select others more competent to carry out their not underthe new constitution which the \)eople
wishes. Sir, with this meeting of our couveu- have ratified that the magistrate holds lis oftion my work, as a constitution maker, closes. flee, uut it is unclE'r the old constitution; and
Should the majority so declare, and tl~e people under that he stands responsible to the people.
aCl'ept what we now tender to them, I will return These are sug:gestions that have caused me to
and put the llew wheel in motion, but I will do doubt; and If they cllul,l be removed; I am
no more. Notonesolitary
change will I con- anxiOlls that they should be removed, and till
ther are removed, I shall be constrained to take
sent to lwreafter.
.Mr. W. C. MARSHALL.
Illave been labour- a different course from that which I anticipated .
gentleman from
ing to bring this sessillll to a close. and when it Bllt I would go further-the
is bronght to a close, I trust we shall submit the Christian says he is will ins: to come back and
work of our hands to the peop-Ie of the country., endorse what the people wJ11 do. He says the
will be armand 1 have no doubt that it wlll be'approved; for office·holders and emancipationists
after all I have heard, I ha\'c no douLt that the ed against it; but I sa): submit tllis constitution
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to the people, and 'you will neutralize both the
office bolder" and etuancipationiata.
1 expect to go home allJ sustain this constitut.ion. Although it does not me ..t with my elltire approbauou,
yet as n whole, as u matter of
compromise, 1 am willing to take the stump
and etaud by Illy couatituents and maintain this
constitution.
Iteeerve the \Hivilege to come back, and if
the people shou d refuse, of which, thank God
there is no danger. the power is still vested in
us to come back and ratify this constitution ourselves; but once let us adjourn indefinitely
and
all power is lost forever. Here we can exercise
the power, here we can enforce it 'ere our opponents have the power to stifle the action of
this convention.
'I'hat is the condition in which
it would be placed.
If any gentleman can satisfy Illy mind that it is unueeesaary
to return, I
shall be tuost happy, for I do not wish to return.
'1'0 me it will be a great inconveuience:
but
I will must willingly make any sacrifice to secure tho! stability
of thia constitution,
believing
as I do, that ill securing it, we are securing the
welfare of our citizens at large.
Mr. C. A. WICKLIFFE.
Mr.President,
as I
remarked in the early part of the day, when
this debate first corcmeuced, I read my authority
for the step suggested,
in the constitution
of
Hentuckv-c-that
this convention is to make and
proclaim that constitution.
I believe, sir, that
we have no power to nntborlse any other human
agencv to perform that act; that we cannot, and
ought not to place this instrument,
and its ta .
king effect, upon allY contingency
whatever,
which we, as a conveution , cannot control and
correl>t. With a dew of testing the SClJse of the
houst: 011 thi;; matter, I will a"k the prtlvious
questioll.
The main quefJtion was ordered t.o be now put.
Mr. PRESTON
called for the yeas and nays
on the adoption of the subst.itute of :Mr. TRIPLE1'T, ltud tb<;y were yeas 27, nays 67.
YEAs~Mr. President, (Guthrie,)
William K.
Bowlin"', Francis M. J~ri8to,\Y, William Ch,mault,
James S. Chrisman,
Arehibald Dixo!J, 'l'homas
J. Gough. Ninian E. Uray, James P. Hamilton,
VinceJlt S. Hay, Jamefl W. Irwin,
William
Johnson,
Pettr La.shbrooke, William
N. Marshall,
Joll1l H. Mo-:Ht'nry, Dnvid Meriwether,
Thomas P. Moore, Jonathan Newculll, Larkin
J. Proct.or, John T. Rogers, J as. Rudd, Albert G.
Talbott, 'Villiam R. Thompson,
Johll J. Thurman, Philip Triplett,
Henry Wa.~hillgtO]], Silas
W oodson~27.
NAYs--H.ichard Apperson, John L. BallinglJr,
~lollll S. Barlow, Alfred Boyd, William Bradley,
Lnther Brawner, Thoma..'l D. Brown, William C.
Blillitt, Charles Chambi)rs,
Beyerly L. Clarke,
Jesse Cotfey, Henry R. D. Coleman, Benjamin
Cop~lit1, William Cowp",r, Edward Curd, Garrett Davis, LtH:ius Dtlsha, J antes Dudley, Chasteen T.Dunavan,Benjamin
F. Edwards, Milford
Elliot.t, Gret.'n Forrest, Nathan Gaither, Selucius Garfielde, James H. Garrard, Richard
D.
Gholson, Bell. Hardin, William
Hendrix,
Andrew Hood, Mark E. HustN!, Thomas JaOle1>,
George 'V. Johnston,
George W. Kavanaugh,
Tholll<l.s W. Lisle, Willis B. Machen, Geor~e w.
~Ian8field, Alexander K. Marshflll,
Martin P.
.Marshall, William C. MaThhall, Robert D. Mau·

pin, RicharJ L. Maves, Nathau McClure, Wm.
D. Mitchell, John D. Morris, James ltLNesbitt,
Hugh Newell, Elijah F. Nuttall, Henry B. Pol·
lard, Wm. Preston, John '1'. Recinson, Thomas
Rockhold, Ira Root, Ignatius A. Spulding, J abo
W. Stevenson,
James W. Stone, Michael L.
Stoner, John D. Taylor, Howard Todd, Squire
Turner, John L. Waller. John Wheeler, Andrew
S. White, Charles A. Wickliffe, Hobert N. Wickliffo, George W. Williams,
Wesley J. Wright
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So the substitute wus rejected,
'I'he question was then taken on the adoption
of the resolution proposed by Mr. C. A. WICKLIFFE, by yeas and nays, on the call of :Mr.
PllOCTOR,
and there were yeas 55, nays 38.
Several gentlemen were afterwards
permitted to
record their votes, and then the result was, yeas
56, nays 41.
y EAS~J ohn S. Barlow, Alfred Boyd, William Bradley, Beverly L. Clarke, Henry R. D.
Coleman, Benjamin Copelin, William Cowper,
Edward Curd, Lucius Desha, James Dudley,
Chasteen T. Dunavan, Benjamin
F. Edwards,
Milford Elliott, Green Forrest, Nathan Gaither,
Sdueius Garfleldo, Thomas J. GOUJ.;ll, James P,
Hamilton, Bell. Hardin, Vincent S.Ray, William
Hendrix, Mark E. Huston, Thomas James, William Johnson, Goo. W. Johnston,
Geo. W. Knvanaugh, James M. Lackey, Peter Lasbbrooke.
Thomas W. Lisle, Willis B. Machen, George W.
Mansfield, Alexander K. Marshall.
William C.
Marshall. W illiam N. Marshall, Robert D. Maupin, Richard L. Mayes, William D. Mitchell,
,lames M. Mesbitt Jonathan
Newcom.
Hugh
Newel l , Elijah F. Nuttall,
Henry B. Pollard,
JOhll '1'. Robinson, John T. Rogers, Ira Root,
IglJatilis A. Spaldil1g, Michael L, Stoner, AIbt:rt G. 'l'albott, John D. 'raylor,
William R.
Thompson,
Philip Triplett,
John Wheeler, Andrew S. Whitt;, Chas. A. Wickliffe, Robert N.
Wickliffe, Wesley J. Wright----56.
NAYS~Mr. Pr~sident, (Guthrie,) Richard Apcl'son,John L. Ballinger, William K. Bowling,
..uther ]~rawner, Francis 11. Brif:tow, Thomas
D. Brown, William O. BulliLt, Charl(·s Chambers, 'Villiam Chenault, James S. Chrisman,
Jesse Coffev, Garrett Davis, Archibald
Dixon,
,Jamcs H. Gurrard, Richard D. Gholson, Ninlall
E. Gray, Al1drewHood,
ThomasJ.
Hood,James
W. Irwin, Charles C. Kellv, .Martin P. Marshall,
Nathan McClure, John H. ~l(:Henry, David Meri·
wether, Thomas P. Moore, John D. Morris, William Preston, JollJlsOU Price, Larkin J. Proct~r,
Thomas Rockhold, James Rudel, John W. St.evenson, James
Stone,
John J. Thl1fman,
Howar,l Todd, Squire Turner, John L. Waller,
Henry Washington,
George \V. Williams,
Silas
¥,coodflon_41.
So the resolution was adopted.
On the motion of Mr. C. A. WICKLIFFE,
i~
was
Ordp.red, That the portion of the report of the
committee on miscellaneous proYisions, made on
the 15th iust, not adoptlld, be re-committed to
the committee Oll miticellaneolls provisions.
And then t.he cOllnntiull adjourned.
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wuu€r.
Charles A. WieklifT<', GeOT/'a W. Willi ame, Silas \Youdson-25.
'"
Nxvs-c-Johu L. Ballinger, Alfred Boyd, Wm.
RECESS OF THE OQ"V}:"''flON.
\ Bradley, Luther Brawner, Thomas D. Brown ,
Messrs. '1'. J. HOOD. PRICE an~ KELLY,
Wil~iamC.Bul1ilt,
William Chenault, ,JUlIlloSS.
asked and obtained leave \,0 vote on the resole- Oln-isman, Beverly T.J.Clnrke, Jesse Cnffey,Jlell'
lion of Mr. C,. A. WICKJ...IFl<'E, which "'yas r.y R. r:.>' ?ol~n:all, Bell.larni~l Oopelin, Wil~ial!l
adopted last Hight, by which tho con v eutron Oowpel~ Ed"UIJ Curd, LUCiUS I?esh.a, Archiagreed to take a recess until the first Monday in bald Dixon, James Dudley,
Benjamin F. EdJune. 'I'hcy severally voted "uay,"
and the war~s, Green Forrest, Nathalll?aither,
Beluciua
final result therefore stands yeas 56 nays 41.
Garfielde, James H. Garrard, RIchard D. Ohol'.'
I son, Thomas J. Gough, Ninian E. Gray, 'I'hos.
COMMITTEEOF REnSlO¥.
J. Hood, Mark E. Huston, .Iames W. Irwin,
Mr. McHENRY,
from the comruiuee of revie- Thomas James, William Johuso», G eorge IV.
ion, made a further report, and the amendments
Johnston, Charles C. Kelly, .lnrnes 1I.LLackey,
and modifications in the articles of the const.itu- Peter Lnshbrooke.
'I'homus W. Lisle, IV illis B.
tion which they suggested, were agreed to.
MAchen, George W. Mansfield. William C. Marshall, IVilliam N. Marshall, Robert D . Maupin,
Richard L. Mayes, Nathan Mcclure, James M.
CONTESTED
ELECTIOXFORCASEYCOUNTY.
Mr. HARDIN,
from the «ommittee to which Neo:bitt, Elijah F. Nuttall. Henry 13. Pollard,
Johnson Price, Larkin J. "Proctor, John '1'. Robwas referred the petition of sundry citizens of
inson, 'rhos. Rockhold, John 'l'. Rogers, IgllaCasey county, ill relation tu the election of the
t.ius A. Spalding,
Jolu1 IV. Stevenson, James
delegate from that county, asked that the comW. Stone, Michael L. Stoner, Albert G. Talbott,
mittee be discharged from the further considerJohn D. Taylor,
John J. Thurman, Howard
ation of the subject, which was agreed to.
Todd, Philip Triplett" Henry W ashingtcu, John
Wheeler, Andrew S. White, hobert N. IV ickl iff(~,
DEPOSIT OF THE COXSTITUTIQN.
On tht: motion of Mr. MER-IWETHEjt,
it was Wesl"lyJ. Wright-64.
So the convention refused to re-cow.ider.
Resolved, That olle copy of the copst.itution,
WEDNESDAY,

DECEMBER

Prayer by the Rev. Mr.

19, 1849.

LANCA~TEJ.l..

which th~ !'ecre~al'Y is dire~t"d to rre~are, shall
be deposIted With the preSIdent 0 t.li18 convention, aDd the oth",r WIth the secretary. during
the rccess.

COl>IMITTEE 01<" EXllOl.UU,:NT.

011 the motion of Mr. BRADLEY.
it. was
R ..:~oll)ed, That a cOllllnittee of enrollment, to
COllSlst of five delegates,
be appoltlt ...d hy the
POWER.TO FILL YACANCIES.
president, for the purpose of comparing ihc enrolled constit.ution with the ellgror;sed copy; and
On the motion of 1IIr. GARRARD, it was
Resolved, That the prt:sideut be, and he is that said committee l'eport their adioll to th<!
hereby, authorized to issue a wri.t. Qf ,~le\Jtion to convention.
The President
appointed
:Mcr;sr<>. Bradley,
fill any vacancy that may occur In tlus COllveHBoyd, Apperson, G. W. Johnston,
and Preston,
tion before the final aJjomnment.
as t,hat committee.
RF.CO:-lSIDJ':RATION.

Jl.'1r.APPERSON.
The votu given by me for
the l1ineteclith sec\,icJU of tho: rep(lrt on gelleral
provision:;;, I am not satisfied With, and therefore do now move a rc-<;onsideratiol1 rif the vote
by which that section wa" adopted.
In making
thi.,> motion, I have no expectation
that a reconsideration
will be obtain ..d, but bpjllg satisfied that Iny vote was wrong, I desire to place
myself rigflt on the record.
The propositIon is
an abstract une, ha\-ing, in my judgment,
no
right to a place in the eOllstitution.
Nothing
practical
can grO\\Tout of it, even though the
proposition
be assumed as true, 'which I do, by
no means, admit.
For the first time during the
session of this convention,
I call for the ayes
and noes on the motion to re-cotlsider.
On motion, the rule which requires a notice to
re-consider to lie over, was dispensed with, and,
Oll the motion to re-t:onsid<.:r, the vote was-yeas
25, nays 64.
Yus-Mr.
President.
(Guthrie,)
Richard
Apperson, Jo11n S. Barlow. Francif'l M. Bristow',
Chasteeu 1'. Dunavan,
Milford Elliott,
Ben,
Hardin, Vincent S. Hay, William Hendrix, Andrew Hood, Alfred
M. Jackson,
Thoma>; N.
, Lindsey, Alex-an,ler K. Marshall, John H. McHenry, David Meriwether,
Wm. D. Mitchell,
Thos. P. Moore, Hugh Newell, Ira. Root, William R. Thompson,
Squire Turner, John L.

MISCf:LLANEOt;S

PROVISIONS.

:Mr. STEVENSON,
from the committee
Oil
miscellaneous
provision,,:, to which was re·eommitted the report of that committee,
madtl on
the 15th inst,ant, reported the same back to the
cOllvention, with an amendment,
in accordance
Wi.th the decision of the convention on the adoption of the resolution of Mr. C. A. WICKLIFFE.
The scctiQns reported were us follows:
"That the general assembly of the commonwealth of K('ntllcky ahout to assemble, be, and
they are hereby, requested t I make all necessary
provisiolls, by law, for the proper carrying out
of the submission of the new cOIli'titutioll tothe
pcople of thir; ('ommonwealth,
as provided for
1Il section
four, of this seh.:-dule.
"That whcn this convention
adjonrnf'l it will
adjourn to re-assembl", in the town of ]'l'llnkfolt.
on the first Monday of June, 1850, with thl:' "iew,
and for tho purpose, of ast'ertainillg thl< result of
the vote UpOll the n,'W eonstittltiQl\,
If the f:utlle
shall have been ratifi",d hy a majority of
those voting for and against it, t,his convent.ion
will then publish or proclaim the llCW constitution a>; the "Constitution
of Kentucky;."
and
proceed further to provide for putting the }lew
government into operation.
If it shall be found
that a majority of all those voting for or against
it, has been cast against it, then said constitu-
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tion shall be declared rejected, and this conven- wen', was the delegates euosen L} rue people to
tion w il l fortllwith re-adopt and re.publtsh the perform thiM work.
That we could not, III the
present eunst.itution as the constitution of the language of the gentleman from Jessamine, any
state."
more delegate this high and final act to an)' huMr. JAMES moved to amend the fourth sec- man tribunal over whose official action we had
t.ion of tho report by adding "Tuesday"
after no control after om adjournment, any more than
the word "Monday"
so as to providethat
the we could delegate the whole power with which
poll shall be opened two days instead of one, in we were clothed by the people. Could I, had I
the mouth of May, to take the sense of the peo- brought my mind to the conclusion that we
ple 011 the new constitution.
could do this and comply with the solemn duty
A brief conversation ensued on the amend- imposed on me, 1 should have most cheerfully
ment, ill which Mr. STEVENSON,
Mr. C. A. closed my labor>; »ot only in this convention.
WICKLIFFE,
Mr. J AMES, Mr. BRADLEY,
but in all other public assemblies that lllay hereand others took part.
afcerassemblc inthiscomillonwcaHh.
'I'hc house
The amendment was acroed to.
decided this question u/lon its best judgment.
Mr. POLLARD moved to strike out the words They sustained that reeo ution , 1 know some
"first Monday and Tuesday of May" and insert gentlemen were inflnenc.ed by the apprehension,
the words "second Monday and 'I'uesduy of that if this convention were dissolved by final
April."
adjO\.11"1Jment,certain combinations '\\"0\11dbe
"l'he amendment was rejected.
gotten up, and the labors of thin eouvcntiou
Mr. GRAY moved to amend the fourth sec- would be ultimately defeated by a vote of the
tion by luserting after the words "general nssem- peovle.
These considerations, however, did not
blv" in the 26th l ine, the following:
influence my action, or control my judgment in
-;'At the same time and places, and in the the vote I gave on that resolution.
1 had no
same manner, the sense of the people of the wantofconfidellcein
the publie functiouaries,
I
state shall be taken, in regard to the mode of re- did not distrust their fidelity, or their dispostvising the constitution, and regulating taxation.
tion to carry out what Blight seem to be the
It shall be the duty of the several sheriff." and wishes of the convention, and the final action of
officers conducting the election, to propound to the leople, but I was unwilling- to transfer, beeach voter the followina questions: "Are youJor yon th ...control of rhis eonveutiou, the power
or a9aillt~t the IIpeci/ic '1noJeoj revisin9 the ccnstitu- to do that which I believed was required to be
tum?"
"Are you for or aganii!t the proviswn, t!tat done at my hands, the final act of proclaiming
taxatwn shall be equal and UJlijOT1Il, and imposed the constitution.
upon properly in prnportion to its value?" And said
But we have had rl;:ad to us a lecture on our
officers shall, in the same mauner, make due re· conduct laBt evening, \\'hich I confe!;s I do not
turn to tlle secretary of state, of all the votes very well relish.
Coming from thl: high suurce
cast, for and against each of sRid proposit,ions."
and respectable qn:uter it doC!s,I have thought
The amendment was not agreed to.
it proper to state thp, reasons and grounds upon
Mr. BRO"\VN moved t.o alllend the section, by which I acted.
'l'he en it-or, after spcakillg of
adding the following:
the resolution, and proclaiming as a fact known
"And any ~heriff, or other actin~ officer, who in this cOlluuonwl:alth, that there were onranizshall fail to perform the duties herein prescribed, ed arrangement" to defeat the new constit'ution,
!'meh sheriff or othpr returning officer so failing, bringlii to our minds the promises made by the
shall be liahle to all the fines and penaltiE's, now convention j'arty,
that the con;;titution f'hould
prescribed by law for failing to perform their be sublllitte
to the people for their ratification
rl:spective cll1tieR."
or rejection, and to choose between the old and
Mr. C. A. WICKLIFFE.
I may as wt'll ask new constitution, and reminds us of the prom isthe indulO'cnee 01 the houso, to make a few re- es mad~ durin~ the Cllm'ass for !'ieats on t.hi>i
marks which it, i;:;proper I ~ho\lld make, cir- floor. We are told tllat all these rromises and
cumstanced as I am til relation to the vote of pledges are about to be violate{, that by the
last night.
I do not think we {,an set oursehes
resolution which was adopted, the people we
up to prescribe p~\lalties aml enforce. by judg- represent are ;;tbont t,o be defrauded and cheated
ments of .law, fines ".nd imprisonml:ntM and make by the dele~ates of this house;
that submis·
them ohhgatory : nenher do we posscss the pow- sIan is a "mere form, an idle mockery."
The
er to refer the qnestion to anyone
to say what mode and manner in which tllig convention is
~hall be the constitution
of Kentucky, to any to submIt this constitution to the people; the
man, "ave the people themsl:lves, speaking
mode and manuer ill whirh we have advocated
through this convention.
It wa:s rhercfore, un- the rarrying Oll1.of that judgmellt, whatever it
der this opillion. thnt I v('ntured to offer the res- may be, is annou1l'::('d by the printer to this
olution I dlcl, that the convention shollid take fl bOlisc, as a "mere fotm, as an idle mockery," as
recess as it proposes, anrl mcet again and perform a violat.ion of th~ hi~h pledge!'\-the
sarred
the last and final ofth:i~l act required at our pledges-owe owe the people.
What do 3' on prohands-the
proclaiming, M t11e immediate dele- pose to do by the resolution?
That tIlt' people
gated organs of the lwople, the eonstitution that shall meet HI the moRt ",olemn form known to a
shall govern them and their posterity, when we free people, fully informed, so far af<,we can inshall be satisfipd that that constitution
shall forlll them by throwing ont O\lr work before
have met the U"f!probation of tlle pcorle
for them, in order t,hat t.hey shall decide by their
,vhom it was mane. I entertain theopimon t.hat·1 votes, whether they will accept the work prothe constitution of Kentucky must emanate from posed, as the constitution of this commonwealth.
the people, and that the only human agency or Is this an idle ceremony?
Is this mere mockery?
organ to proclaim that fact, assembled as we Is this to be proclaimed from the capital of the
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commonwealth,
before we disperse, as a viola- ence to that expression of public opinion, to
lion of the pledges we have made?
What, else that public sentiment, to that inalienable right
could we propose? Had we adjourned, and !lUp- WhICh belongs to the. great sovereigns of the
'Pose the result of that vote should have been commonwealth, t9 determine for themselves the
left to the chances of human agency, as Lre- principles
of glwernmem, sud rules of proI?riemarked, over which we have no control-had
we ty, and rules of right. personal and poliilcal,
have left the result to chances, since I admit that shall govern them and their posterity.
there is a remote possibility of equal votes in Why, then, this alarm? Why this denunciedetermining this question, then we have no pow- t.ion , immediately upon the eve of our departure
er to settle the controversey between the old and I for home, by the accredited organ of this essemnew constitution;
had we adjourned, leaving bly? Does the proposition I submitted yeeterthis contest to be affected by spurious and ille- day make that constitution we have adopted
gal votes, with no power to purge the polls, with I better or worse?
Does it change its features in
no persons, save tlie office-holders, to look out I principle or detail?
Can any man-will
any
the spurious votes, on one side or the othf'r,' sane man who approves of the constitution, vote
with no power to make such provision as is against it, because the majority of this body
necessary to ascertain the final result-c-I sup- thought it was their duty to meet here, at great
pose, then, we would have been consider- private and personal inconvenience, to fulfil the
ed as having faithfully carried out our pledges, high duty they had voluntarily sought to be imand the people would have had a fair chance to posed upon them by their constituents?
vote for the adoption of the new constitution,
You may blame me, as an individual member,
or for the retention of the old one. But what is for incurring what some may deem an unneceathis conjecture'[ What arc the upprehenaions of saryexpense;
but certainly, whether we meet
gentlemen?
That if the people of Kentucky,
and proclaim the constitution,
or whether we
after they have looked at our work, shall become leave it to the governor, or the secretary of state,
satisfied that the change of the tenure of office, to do it, docs not change the constitution,
or aland the mode of appointment,
that the whole tel' the judgment of any man upon this floor, or
principles of the constitution
are wrong-that
in this country.
Again, I have heard i~said the
the old system of appointment and the tenure of effect of that resolution is, that when this conoffice-the
frame work and principles
of the vention re-assembles in June next, they will go
construction
of government, as prescribed by to work, in violation of the constitution which
the old constitution, were now preferred by them the people themselves
bad approved, which
-that we should come back as a set of usurp- point out certain duties to be performed by the
ere, as corrupt delegates. as men unworthy die legislature-s-those
districting the state for circuit
places v e occupy, uud again and again attempt jurisdiction, and appellate jurisdiction, and apto re-establish
the same principles of the same portionment of representation, because of ademconstitution, forcing it upon the people against ocrat.ic majority on the political side of this
their will, and proclaiming
it as the coust.itu- house in regard to national politics, for party
tion, of again to re-submit it to the people for and political purposes, lay their sacrtligioue
approval or condemnation.
I act in public life hands upon the constitution which the people
as 1 do in private life, ltpOn the presumption
had approved, in order to gerrymander this state
"that my fellow-men are honest till the contrary in its districts and apportionment,
to prejudice
appears; and that mall, that delegate on this the whig patty in this commonwealth.
It is
floor, who, after the people shall have proclaim- hardly necessary for me to disavow, for myself or
ed their judgment against this constitution, and associates, such an intention.
I only regret that
their preference for the old, who shall dare to such an idea ever entered the imagination of the
get up and propose to re-enact the same consti- most violent and heated partizan <Jut of this
tution, in principle if not in detail, would not house. I am here, as is well known, elected by
only manifest a degree of political boldness and a constituency with whom I differ politically,
desperation which could not find approval in a and in reference to questions of party politics I
majority of a hundred delegates, constituted as have endeavored to discharge the duty which
this house is. He would be condemned as un- was confided to me without feeling or knowing
worthy a seat on this floor. No, I for one ap- on which side of the -polit.ical questions of the
proved that resolution, and as one who voted for union I stand.
And r should feel myself a dis.
It, as one who intends, as far as his feeble abill- honored mall, and I think I may say there is
ties will enable him, to explain the constitution
not one here who would not f~el himself a disto the people who have honored him with their honored man, to attempt to VIOlate the provlsconfidence, I will maintain it in its whole as the ions of thac constitution by thus usurping powbest that could be expected to emanate from the er to promote party pnrposes.
hands of .a hundred meJ.1W?l? necessa~ilJ had to
As I have remarked before, I labored to bring
compromise much of individual opullon and my mind to a right conclusion on t~js subject,
thought.
and would have been glad to be relteved from
If, after this is done, and a majority of the the necessity of re-assembling,
if I could have
people of Kentucky shall reject that constitu- believed it right-if
I could have brought my·
tion, because of a preference for the principles of self. to the conclusion to risk tIl.at c~>Dstitut.ion
the old one, I should return here not feeling, against aU attacks and all machmatIOD8 to de~
in the language of some gentlemen who spoke feat it. I undertake to say thatLhe article which
of themselves yesterday, a disgraced man, but as I have referred to, which declares the act of yes~
one who feels disappointed with reference to the terday an idle mockery, is l:lndeserved, and is a .
fruits of his huml>Ie labors, but one who will false judR'ment upon the actIOn of this house.
bow with iubmission and yield a. willing obedi·
Mr. S'I EVENSON. I deaired lut enniDi to
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have stated the reasons which operated upon the this house.

It was a question of expediency Jon
which honest minds might well differ.
I questioned no delegate's honesty who differed from
me. I measured no man's devotion to constitutional reform, by his opposition to this report.
I was willing, after justifying the report, to have
left the whole questtcu to the good sense of; this
house; and I shall now proceed to do what I
should have done last night, if I could have
gotten the floor-e-state the grounds upon which
it i8 founded.
I differ with the gentleman from Nelson, (Mr.
C. A. Wickliffe,) toto coda, as to his proposition broadly laid down, that this convention
has no power to enforce any thing that it does.
I understand him to rest his {roposition
to reassemble on thai ground.
understand
him
boldly to assert that we possess no power to enforce any ordinance we adopt.
If there is anything
in precedent
and authority,
I would
point him to almost every convention
that has
ever assembled to form a constitution,
as contradicting
his position, I would point to the
Virginia
convention,
where this very question
arose and was decided.
In that body the propo·
sition to fine the sheriff for a failure to open the
polls, five thousand dollars, was offered and was
adopted.
Of the character of that convention it
is not necessary for me to speak here. It is
known to us all. In it I believe were the most
distinguished
Iewyers,
and the most exalted
statesmen the world has ever seen collected together.
There was a Marshall,
a Madison, a
Barbour, a Tazewell, a Leigh, a Johnson, with
a host of other imperishable
names-men
who
have passed in glory to the grave, but the light
of whose genius has formed a sort of milky
way in the galaxy of legal talent, that has not
and never will disaJ?pear.
The proposition
proposed here was introduced
and adopted
there, and not a word was heard there, from anr
man in that distinguished
assembly
in OppOSl'
tion to it.
In Tennessee, which was a later conventionif new lights have recently dawned on the world,
and if our ancestors were such dark, benighted
creatures as not to understand
the powers of
conventions-Tennessee,
our ne-ighbor, has this
provision.
In the schedule of her constitution I
find the following provision:
"Be itjul'tMl' ordered, That if any sheriff or
other acting officer shall fail, within the time
prescribed by this ordinance, to dischange
any
of the duties hereby required, such sheriff or
other returning
officer so failing as aforesaid,
shall forfeit and pay the sum of $5000, to be reo
covered by action of debt in any of the courts of
record in this state; to be sued for in the name
of the governor for the use and benefit of common schools."
Look, I beseech gentlemen who are q,uestion.
ing this power, to all the modern constitutions,
and they will at once perceive, that the various
conventions adopting them have submitted their
work to the approval
of the people, and upon
its ratification, have required the governor and
legislature to put it into operation.
To declare
the constitution the work of our hands, and that
it is the constitution
of the com mOD wealth of
Kentucky. uran the happening
of a particular
of CGA~&'~~~r & OIl!thi~&7tQ put the gqVtnllDt'.Qt

committee in bringing forward the report upon
which the bouse was then acting.
I had hitherto deferred mingling
in this debate, because I
desired all gentlemen who wished to attack the
report to have an oppor~unity ~f doing so, and
then I designed to reply In a brief and humble
manner to such assaults as should have been
made upon it. J had supposed that perliameutary usage would have entitled, and extended to
me the privilege of such a position!
It was.T
thought. due to the committee, due to myself, I
thought it was due to you Mr. President, who
had placed me, an humble, young and obscure
individual,
at the head of so important a committee, to have given its chairman at the close of
the debate at least an opportunity
to state the
reMODS upon which that report was founded.
I
therefore confess I was surprised when the distiuguishod
gentleman
from Nelson rose last
night to deny me that privilege.
Mr. C. A. WICKLIFFE.
I certainly did not
deny that privilege.
I offered the gentleman the
floor, and said if he chose to o icupy it I would
not call the previous question.
Mr. STEVENSON.
I am still constrained
to
think I am right,
These are the facts: I remarked that I wished to address the convention.
The ~entleman
told me I must address it then
if! did so at all. I told him, as chairman
of
the committee, I wished to address the convention after he should have made his assault.
He
went back to his seat and called the previous
question.
Was Dot my position the same as that
of the distinguished
gentleman
himself, when
the elder gentleman from Nelson, (Mr. Hardin,)
moved to amend his report on the appellate
court?
Did he not then claim the privilege of
closing
that debate?
I thought
the same
courtesy would be extended to me, but it seemed
the rule in the gentleman's opinion, at least, was
altered, and when he was chairman, and when I
happened to be, I was plainly told I must either
apeak before him or not at all.
I have felt no peculiar or personal interest in
the adoption of this report, and the only reason
why I desteed to speak at all, was, to justify
the committee and myself before the convention
and the country. that I had not proved recreant
to your confidence or that of the commonwealth,
by making a report without full examination of
every principle contained in it. I was clearly
satisfied that it was not necessary to come back.
1was thoroughly
convinced taat we possessed
the power of saying when.how,
and upon what
contingency, the new constitution should go into
effect. I honestly thought that ,thilil convention
ought not to re-assemble for the mere idle ceremony of proclaiming the constitution to be "the
constitution."
When the report was made containing these views, with the power of the. convention to enforce a compliance with its terms
was denied, but the impolicy of a final adjournment was eloquently pourtrayed-for
myself, if
I know myself. all that I desired was to meet
fairly this 'l.1Ulstion of the power of the convention. J desired briefly to offer a few remarks,
putting this question on its trne ~round, and
leaving the expediency of our commlif back to
the "oOd sense qf the cgn v:ention .. I did not de-
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into operation under it is another.
Now, we ulady organized convention on the first Monday
of
have already, in our report, declared that the in qctober-met together ior the purpose
This convention,
constitution
submitted is the constitution,
as framing a new constitution.
soon as ratified by the people. We, having the as I have before stated, owed its existence to
power, declare it to be the constitution, to take Iegislative enactment; hut when it was organeffect at a future time.
We do not dellgatc, as ieed , that law had no longer any binding insome gentlemen have supposed, our power to Huence upon it. If the act which called us into existence had have attempted to restrain us in
the governor, nor do we delegate it to anyone
else? We exercise, ourselves, legitimate
:power the exercise of our power as delegates, by setin declaring either the old or new constitution to ting out particular defects in the present conbe the constitution
of the commonwealth
of stitution, restricting our power to those amendKentucky,
upon the happening of a peculiar ments, is it contended that we would have been
not.
contingency;
and we select the governor as the bound by such an act. Unquestionably
o;gan to make known the happening of that eon- Our acts as members of this convention already
contradict
such
a
supposition.
We
have
seen
ttngency, and the promulging of our declarations.
Why cannot this be done? Why have this body auditing their accounts, and fixing
we not the power? Why have so many conven- their pay at three dollars per day for the whole
. tiona pursued the same COUTse,and why has not session, instead of three dollars for the first sixty days and two dollars for the remainder.
We
this objection been hitherto raised?
did this in express violation of the legislative
I considered that there was not a doubt on act, as construed by the attorney general-fixing
this subject. Sir, who are we, and for what our pa.y. By what authority was this done,
have we assembled?
Do we represent here the except by the power of this body?
Indeed, I
sovcreignty of Kentucky ? We do. Is this con- am told the attorney general did not doubt our
vention a collection of people unrestrained
by power to fix our pay. His construction of the
law; or are we a legally existing convention.
act of the legislature fixed our pay at three dolWe must be one or the other, for sovereignty can lars for the first sixty days and two dollars for
express itself but by two ways?
It must be ex- the remainder of the session; but I am credily
pressed, either by a constitutional
convention,
informed he did not doubt our power tochange,
assembled as we are, by color and sanction of and so informed the second auditor I Sir, did
law, or by revolution, when the people them- we not exercise thatJower.
Have we not, as our
selves, tired and oppressed, determine to take journal shows, ncte upon it? And shall we
the power into their own hands,and by physical
now be told, that we have no power to do anyforce overturn the existing government. We con- thing, until this constitution
is ratified?
If
stitute the former, I apprehend,
and we repre- this be true, of what utility will be the action
sent the sovereignty of Kentucky.
How were of this assembly?
If we can do nothing withwe assembled? We were called into existence out re-assembling-c-poseess
no power to get our
by the law of the last legislature-which
was work before the people-have
no authority for
enacted in response to the voice of the same asking either the governor or the legislature to
sovereignty, expressed at the polls!
The legis- aid us in putting this constitution
into e88e-it
lature, four years ago, passed an act that the strikes me that our labours are fruitless-a
mere
people should be consulted to know whether rope of sand, which crumbles away and iR inthey desired a convention.
That question was operative as soon as made.
Mr. President, I
submitted under, and in accordance with, the ask you how can such a doctrine be maintained?
provisions
of t~e !:eRent constitution .. That Are we to go home and tell our constituents that
crgamc law require
It to be twice submitted,
after all their labor and toil for four long years
and it was twice submitted. The people respon- in the cause of constitutional
reform-after
all
ded t.h!"t they desired a convention; that same their money expended for this convention and
sovereignty, ~h~ough the. legislature,
provided
in the callin~ of it--we have no power either to
for the assembling
of this ccnventton : and it coerce a sheriff to receive the expression of the
is to that law that we owe our existe~ce as a popular
voice upon the result of our labors,
convention;
and it is that law which distinand no power to ask the legislature or executive
guishes us from the wild and mad revclutlcus
to aid us in bring this result about Y Why may
which have blotted and disgraced the world .
not the present legislature,
about to assemble,
.It was tl~us, through Iegetdmate legislative ae- enforce, by ample penalties, the provision that we
tion, sanctioned by the prOVISIOns of the exist- have made for submission 1 Have we any reason
109 consritntton ; further sanctioned for the two to doubt they would Dot; and if they do, why
sl1~ceeding years by the voice of the people of need we come back?
I have always underthis old commonwealth, (with a unanimity
too, stood that when there was a clear grant of
never before equalled.) that we found ourselves
power given to any body, that such a grant cerassembled, some eighty days ago, in this hall, ried with it all implied and necessary authority
repreEle~ting. the entir~ sovereignty of the state. requisite for its full and complete execution?
I
The legislative act which called us into existence
had always supposeddid not attempt to limit the power of this conMr. C. A. WICKLIFFE.
I should be glad to
vention.
It did not attempt to clog popular sufhear the gentleman discuss this question.
Does
frage by attaching qualifications,
as requsites
for membership to this body. It fixed the pay the gentleman undersand that this convention
o.f members. of this body: It designated the has the power, by resolution, to declare a crime
or misdemeanor and prescribe punishment for it·
tlme.o,f meetmg.
It p~vldt'!d, by appropriate
'
provlSlons,. for our election; but was in all other not by organic law, out b.:r.resolution?
Mr. STEVENSON.
I 'WIllbefore I get throarh
respects SIlent. The t'lection came on-dele·
gates were elected, and 'W'8 fQund ourse1vt'iJ a reg most claeerfully anSwer my distiDrui&hed friend
4
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1087
tion
1029
Amendments to constitution, how made800
Mit.c~lell's substitute
for Davis' propoM. P. Marshall's proposition
siuon
1028
827
'V. Chenault's proposition
Chambers' substitute for Davis' amend841
Report of committee on
ment
1028
842
Turner's plan
McClure's substitute
for Davis' amend.
862, 989
Edwards plan
ment
1029
910
Kavanaugh's proposition
Thompson's
substitute
for Davis'
a992
'I'herapson's proposition
mendment
1029
947
Talbott's proposition
James'
substitute
for Davis' amend987
Report of committee on
ment.
1030
Appeals in criminal casesMitchell's
motion to re-consider vote
652
,
Turner's proposition
874
adopting James' amendment
1061
Taylor's proposition
Appropriations
by committee on claims
997
ApportIOnment of representationApperson,
Richard,
12,
15,
16,
54,
58,
221,
230
719
Committee announced
234,236, 301, 305, 327, 332, 343, 345, 362
Apportionment
and basis of representa378, 398, 414, 433, 438, 443, 548, 553, 616
tion618, 628, 835, 643, 656, 678, 769, 788, 794
Clarke's amendment to report OD
455
799,861, 909, 953, 959, 963, 984, 988, 976
Triplett's amendment to report on 456, 585
997, 1000, 1028, 1071, 1083, 1085, 1090
Morris' proposition
479
Resolution designating committees
58
W codson'a proposition
502, 632
Speech on branching
the court of apBoyd's proposition
528
peals, and appointment
and removal
Irwin's proposition
540
of Judges
230, 234, 240, 345
Turner'sp'roposition
541, 963, 976, 1000
Remarks
all
the
apportionment
of repOarfielde s prOfiosition
558
resentation
548, 799
Hargis' proposition
560
Resolution and remarks on the basis of
.Dixon's substitute
561, 617
representation
618, 635
Irwin's second proposition
570
Speech on the report concerning circuit
Rudd's amendment
583
courts
656
Clarke's proposition
587
Proposition concerning appeals in crimGholson's proposition
596
inal cases
678
Gray's proposition
598
Remarks on restricting the power of the
Boyd'S proposition
599
legislature to create debt
169
Apperson's proposition
618
Resolution providing for special court
Desha's proposition
637
of
appeals
861
C. A. WicklIffe's resolution
684, 1000
Amendment to circuit court report
953
Ap.person's
report from select COlliAmendment
on the subject of appormittee
799
tionment
959
Lackey's proposition
921, 972, 999
Speech all the apportionment
of repreIrwin's amendment
947
sentation
963, 968
Davis' amendment
972
Resolution, enrolling conatitntion 997, 10m~
Preston's substitute
975
Proviso to Turner's amendment, touchRogers' substitute
975
ing the representation
of counties
] 000
Thompson's
substitute
976
Absence, leave of

1110
Bowling. Vtilliam K"
68,895
Apperson, RichardResolution on equal taxation
68
Motion to re-consider the 19th section of
Speech Oil the education report
895
the report on general provisions
1071
Boyd,
Alfred,
17,
167,
191,207,221,279,312
Remarks on Lindsey's
amendment,
330, 332, 356, 363, 385, 402, 528, 529,554
concerning the duty of Judges and
599,619, 6:JO, 639, 643, sst. 719, 732, 738
juries in criminal case .s
1085
758, 791, 7()2, 796, 836, 973, 998
Arrest, members of the Legislature priviChairman
of committee of the whole
Ieged from
622
on preamble and Article 1
356
Arms. the r-ight of the citizen to bear
803
Chairman of committee
of the whole
Article reportedon county courts
33!:!
60, 127
Court of appeals
Chairman
of committee of the w1101e
69
Slavery
on county and district offices
356, 363
Executive
and ministerial offices for
Resolution, legislative propositions to
counties and districts
111
County courts
127
amend the constitution
279
Resolution, individual liability
279
Select committee, codification,
legislaMotion to reduce the term of appellate
tion, &e.,
127
judges to six years
330
Mil itia
144
Resolution relative to representation
528
Preamble and Article 1
168, 356
Amendment to report on legislative deCirCUIt courts
232
partment
599
New counties
262
Remarks on amendment to report on
Concerning impeachments
292
legislative department
599
Legislative department
319
General provisions
350, 377
Remarks on the apportionment
of representation
554,
599,
973
Louisville chancery court
:n7
Remarks on the court of appeals
643
Common schools
377
Appointed chairman of the committee
Executive department
434
of the whole, on the - Article of the
Court of appeals, from joint committee 435
Circuit courts, from joint committee
436
legislative report
759
Proposition in regard to corporations,
Connty courts, from joint committee
4B7
Banks, dsc.,
836
Assistant Secretary, election of
16
Substitute for report on apportionment
Auditor of accounts-cHow elected and term of office
734
of rer.resentation
998
Ballinger, John L., 66, 219, 308, 363, 463, 618 Bradley, William, 330, 428, 585, 601, 70'1, 733
734, 737, 761, 772, 777, 1071,1091
653, 671, 814, 975, 1087, 1090
Chairman of committee of the whole,
Remarks 011 the 'proposition to restrict
on Louisville chancery court
428
the representation
of cities and towns 463
Remarks on the report concerning cirRemarks on the apportionment
of representation
601
cuit courts
654
Motion to permit the withdrawal of the
Remurke on the report of the committee on county courts
704
papers in Casey contested election 1087
Remarks on restricting the power of the
Ballot-Mr.
Preston's resolution
68
legislature to contract debt, 761, 772,777
Election of appellate judges and clerks
Motion to constitute committee on enby
312, 318
rollments
1071
Barlow, John S., 16, 19, 64, 71, 80, 92, 103
•
123,138,156,167,178,279,331,357,437
Report from committee on enrollments 1091
558,571, 618, 620, 765, 800, 839, 895, 936 Branching of court of appeals1026, 1030
[See court of appeals]
Chairman of committee of the whole,
Brawner, Luther,
10, 413
on Turner's
slavery resolutious-cBristow, Francis M., 41, 58, 68, 127,207,272
2~0, 332, 333, 334, 362, 392, 397, 398, 611
71, 80, 92, 103, 123, 138
628, 697, 715, 847, 854, 856, 933, 977
Resolution on franchise of immigrants
from States
80
Resolution 011 mode of amending conAmendment to report on legislative destitution, slavery, ana free uegroes
41
partment
438
Resolution on commissioners to codify
Resolution to hold evening sessions
558
laws
68
Remarks on restricting the power of the
Reports from committee on co. courts 127
legislature to create debt
765
Speech 011 the elective judiciary
272
Amendment to education report
895
Speech on the basis of representation
611
Remarks on Clarke's proposition in reAmendmeut
and remarks concerning
gard to slavery
936
divorces
628
Substitute for Woodson's proposition
Remarks
on the report on county
courts
697, 715
for ajlportioning the State
1030
Remarks ou specific taxation
847
Bill of Rig ita-c-Dixon's amendment to
377
Remarks on the power to banish free
. Article reported by committee considered in convention
794, 804
negroes
933
Mitchell's amendment
810 Brown, Thomas D., 14, 50, 103, 301, 302,313
Talbott's substitute
814
314,355, 357, 371, 372, 373, 394, 391,415
419,579, 580, 582, 610, 683, 691, 693, 714
Davis' additional section
815
726,731, 781, 838, 839, 974, 977, 991, 992
Binding of Journal996, 1027, 1072, IOB3
Instructions 1.0 printer

Imw

__
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Brown, Thomas D.Resolution-school
fund
103
Remarks on election of appellate judges, &c., by ballot
314
Offered Lindsey's amendment to report
concerning
the representation
of
cities
579
Proposed further amendment to report
concerning representation of cities
582
Remarks Oil the article concerning new
counties
419
Chairman of committee of the whole,
on county and district offices
425
Remarks on the basis of representation 610
Bullitt, William Co, ]5,27,31,
59, 85, 153,291
313,314, 420, 423, 534, 752, 792, 801, 815
923
Remarks on Turner's slavery resolutions
85, 111
Remarks on Dixon's resolution-inviolability of slave property
117
Remarks on the removal of appellate .
judges
153
Remarks on elections bv ballot
313
Remarks on COUlltyana district offices 420
Remarks on equality of representation
534
Remarks on the provision excluding
clergymen from the legislature
752
Remarks on dueling
!:l15
Remarks on slavery aud emancipation
923
Capital of the StateArticle fixing passed
793
Certificate of election best certificate of
qunlification for office
144, 147, 411
Chail'lnau of committee of the whole, on
'I'urner's slav Jry resolution-Barlow,
71
80, 92, 103, 123, 138
Chairman of committee of the whole, Oil
article
, court of appeals, George w.
Johnston
148
Chairman of committee of the whole, on
article
,court of appeals, Huston, 156
168,178, 191, 201, 22'), 234, 246, 263, 280
292, 303, 321
Chairman of commiteee of the whole, 011
county courts, Boyd
332
Chairman of committee of the whole, on
preamble and article 1, Boyd
356
Chairman of committee of the whole, all
county and district offices, Boyd
356, 363
Chairman of committee of the whole, on
county and district offices, Brown
425
Chairman of committee of the whole, on
new countlea.Jnmes
417
Chairman of committee of the whole, on
Louisville chancery court, Bradley
428
Chairman of com nitt.ee of the whole, on
legislative department,
Meriwether
437
455, 503, 560, 510
Chairman of committee of the whole, on
legislative department-power
of the
legislature to contract debt-Doyd
758
Chambers, Chur les, 25, 27,36, 54, 57, 155, 192
355,356, 364, 369, 378, :196, 401, 583, 612
659, 673, 711, 731, 732, 976, 1026, 1029
1090
Resolution to appoint standing committees
25
Resolution ou referring to committee",
daily sessions, &c"
36, 57
Resolution 011 time of holding elections,

Chambers, Charlesand suffrage
155
Resolution of instruction-c-numbar
of
appellate judges
378
Speech on removal of appellate court
judges
192
Remarks on branching court of appeals 355
Leave of absence to
420
Remarks ,on the apportionment of represeuranou
583
Remarks on the basis of representation
612
Remarks 011 the report concerning cirCUlt courts
659
Remarks on the power of the Governor
to remit fines
673
Remarks on the county court report
711
Remarks on substitute for part of legisInti ve report-represelltation
976
Amendment to the amendment of Davis
011 apportionment
of representation 1029
Chancery, Louisville-section
reported
377
Report considered in committee of the
whole
428
Chaplains, resolution to invite
30
Vote {)I' thuuka to
1091
Chenault, William,
.
138, 699, 827
Speech on Turner's slavery resolution
138
Resolution and remarks on specific
amendments
827
Chrisman, .l auies S., 80, 362, 372, 521, 522
527,528, 621, 643,707, 784, 835, 997
Resolution, ineligibility
for office, of
defaulters
80
Resolutions of instructions to close debate
522
Remarks on the necessity of closing the
debate
521, 522
ReJoillde: to C, A, Wickliffe-political
mconeistency
528
Remarks on biennial sessions of the
legislature
621
Cities and towns, representation of
414, 479
Citizens naturalizedResolution respecting
29, 996
Discussion on Davis' resolution
1002, 42
Circuit CourtsReport of committee of thirty
437
Report considered in convention 654, 667
685
Discussion on the Dumber of judicial
districts
654
How and when elections to be held
660
Qualification of electors of judges of
661
Who are eligible as judges
661
Ineligibility of judges
663
'I'cnn of office of judges
661
Power of general assembly to increase
the number of' districts
669
Compensation, by whom fixed
610
How removed from office
611
Vacancy. how filled
614
Appeals from, ill criminal cases
6i4
'I'aylor's proposition
614
Apperson's proposition
618
'I'riplctt's proposition
682
Oommittee'e report concerning the COO1monwealth'e right of challenge in
614
Davis'proposition
686
Mayes' proposition
689
Kavanaugh's proposed addition to report
693

1112
729
Claims-committee
on, constituted
Circuit Courts729
Committee on, appointed
Lindsey's
proposition
to make Judges
997
Committee on, report
judges of the law, in criminal cases 835
Claims a~ainst the Oommonvealth-cProposition to provide for terms of, to
629
williams' amendment
be held by others than the judges
630
thereof
861, 953 Clerical representatives-memorial
738
Proposition to exclude eonstdered
Clarke, Beverly L., 16,23,27,
36, 51, 58, 82
of qualification of, ~62, 373
88, 89, lID, 123, 145, 146, 154, 280, 288 Clerks-certificate
379, 380
292,294, 299, 307, 308, 311, 319, 337, 338
340,341, 346, 357, 359, 360, 361, 362, 365 Clerks of CourtsResolution in regard to fees of
420.
366,367,374,
376, 380, 381, 385, 388, 389
Of court of appeals, how elected and
392,393, 395, 396, 398, 403, 411, 412, 428
term of office
652
437,438, 444, 446, 454, 455, 485, 486, 497
Of certificate or qualification
652
556,585, 587, 590, 610, 614, 620, 62l, 622
Of vacancy, how filled
652
623,626, 641, 649, 661, 677, 701, 729, 734
[See eircujt and county eourts.]
735,757, 762, 783, 784, 785, 788, 793, 794
reported
127
795,813, 836, 837, 839, 857, 859, 923, 930 Codification-article
936,938,958,965,966,977,991,
997, 1025 Codify the laws and simplify the practice
and
pleadings1052, 1064, 1087, 1089
Gholson's proposition
880
Expl auation of a newspaper statement 58
'rriplett's proposition
880
Remarks on 'I'uruer's slavery resoluMayes' motion to re-~o~lsider v?te upon 901
tions
82, 88, 90
Coffey, Jesse,
14, 15, 3;>, 279, 616, 6t!4, 718
Remarks on Gholson's l'esolutioll---<lcrAdmittt:d
14
tificate of qualification
for office 145,
Election of, considered
34
146, 412
Select committee on election appointed
36
Speech on removal of appellate court
Select committee on election reported
496
judges
154
Coleman, Henry R. D.,
1I
Report-article
on the legislative department
319 Committees19
On rules, appointed
Speech 011 branching
appellate court 337
27
OIl rules, report of
340, 346
Select committee, on purchasing newsVarious remarks, on article on county
papers
30
and district offices, qualification of
Select committee on purchasing
newsclerks, re-eligibility of sheriffs, compapel's, report of
30
petency of the people to elect, &-c.
Appointed on Casey county election
36
[Bee county and district offiees.]
Standing,
versus
committee
of the
Remarks on Gholson's resolution-ccomwhole,
debate
thereon
39,
40,
43,
54
412
petencyof
the people, &;c.,
Standinl; appointed
55
Amendmentproposed
to report on legisChange m number of members of
55
Iative department
455
On
State
debts,
resolution
to
appoint
55
Resolution concerning the basis of repOn contested elections
56, 66
resentation
587
Special, appointed on Gholson's resoluRemarks on proposition to restrict the
tions, special pleading, ae.,
58
representation of cities and towns
446
Apperson's resolution to designate
58
Remarks
OIl the
basis of representaOn arrangement and revision
434
tion
485, 585, 59U, 611, 938, 965
On apportionment
719
Remarks on the qualifications of voters 614
On claims
729
Remarks on biennial
sessions of the
'1'0 address the people
729
legislature
621
Remarks on the subject of divorces
626 Committees appointedTo
wait
on
the
secretary
of
state,
for
Remarks on the qualification
of circuit
list of delegates
10
judges
661
On purchasing newspapers
30
Remarks on the right of the commonOn rules
19
wealth to challenge jurors, in criminOn courts of conciliation
206
al cases
Gi5
On Casey county contested election
36
Remarks on the power of the legislaOn organization of new counties
221
ture to contract debt
757, 762, 783
On public debt
279
Remarks on Lindsey's
proposition, in
On Gholson's resolution, special pleadregard to juries
795
ing, &c.,
58
Remarks on the amendments proposed
On Gaither's resolution, powers of gento the bill of rights
813
eral
and
state
governnleJlt
411
Remarks 011 specific taxation
837
Of arrangement and revision
4:J4
Remarks on resolution, restricting leOn enrollments
1077
gislature from prohibiting
the importation of slaves
923, 936 Committees, Standing, report of60, 127
Court of appeals
Remarks on slavery, in rep]:y to Waller 930
69
Slavery
Remarks on Davis' resolution (nativ111
Executive
and ministerial officers
ism)
1025
127
County courts
Reports the "address
to the people of
144
Militia
Kentucky"
1087
168, 356
Preamble and article 1
Remarks on the address to the people 1089

r
r
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Committees, Standing, report ofConcerning impeachments
292
Legislative department
319
General provisions
350
Lot.. svilie chancery
377
Education and common schools
377
Executi vc department
434
Joint, on courts of justice
435
On miscellaneous provisions
994
Henry county contested election
190
Committee of the WholeOn Turner's slavery resolutions, 71, 80, 80
91,92, 103, 103: HI, 123, 126, 138, 144
Court of Appeals, 148, 155, 156, 166, 168
178, 178, 190, 191, 206, 207, 21B, 222
232, 234. 245, 246, 261, 263, .279, 280
292, 292, 303, 303, 319, 321, 332
County Court
332, 334
Preamble and Article 1
356
County and district offices
356, 363
Leave to sit again refused
377
Leave to sit again granted
425
New counties
417
Louisville chancery court
428
Legislative department, 437, 455, 497, 529
544, 560
Conciliation, courts of206
Irwin's resolution
996
Report of committee on
392, 403
Constables, jurisdiction of
Constitution, mode of amending'I'hompson'a
resolution
on correct 57, 953
Amendments
to, submission
to the
people
25
Amendments by the legislature, Jackson's resolution
403
Talbott's
resolution on the mode of
amending
_
947
Clarke's resolution, in opposition to
991
all modes of specific amendment
Thompson's substitute
for report of
committee
992
BOO
M. P. Marshall's proposition
827
Chenault's proposition
841,
987
Report of the committee on
842, 9B7
Turner's substitute
862, 989
Edwards' plan
910
Kavanaugh's plan
9
Convention, Act calling
Organization
of
10
Officers of, debate concerning
11
10
Copelin, Benjamin,
Corporations-Banks of issueMachen's amendment
640
Liability of stockholders (Boyd's)
836
Liability of stockholders (Hamilton's)
836
County Oourts-article
reported
H!7
Report of the committee of thirty
437
Considered in couvennou
695, 700, 713
Meriwether's
proposed substitute for
the report
695
Lisle's proposed substitute for the report
696, 71B
Proctor's amendment
698
G. W. Johnston's amendment
702
Turner's amendment
706, 707
Gray renewed Turner's proposition
713
Hamilton's proposition
716
Talbott's proposition
716
Number of judges
716
How appointed and when
716

140

County Courts-Article
reportedWho are eligible
716
Jurisdiction
716
State to he divided, and how
716
How the office may be vacated717
Judges subject to indictment, dsc.,
717
Gholson's amendment
717
Rudd's amendment
717
When towns may have separate courts 718
County Courts, construction of392
Rogers' resolution
Meriwether's substitute offered for art.icle
391
County Attorney
356, 361, 362
Oounty and District OfficesArticle reported
III
Considered in committee of the whole 356
363, 363, 377
Leave to sit again, refused
377
Article amended in convention, 379, 391
392, 403, 413, 420
Counties, restriction in the formation of, 56, 980
Committee appointed thereon
221
Article reported
262
Article couaidered in committee of the
whole
417
Courts of Justice435
Report of the committee on
Courts of Conciliation206
Irwin's resolution
996
Report of select committee
Court of Appeals'I'urner's resolution, respecting
25
Article reported
60, 127
Article considered, 148, 155, 156, 166, 168
178, 178, 190, 191, 206,207,218,219
220, 221, 222, 232, 234, 245, 246, 261
263, 279, 280, 292, 292, 303, 303, 319
321, 332, 334, 350, 352, 356, 640, 650
Motion to re-consider vote making four
judges
699
Motion to close debate on amendmentto 167
Resolution to close debate in committee of the whole
262
Triplett's
suggestion to refer to joint
committee
353
Referred to joint committee on courts
of justice
355
Report of joint committee on
435
Judges of, term of office, and how removed
640
Judges, number of
641
Judges, how elected
651
Judges' vacancy, how filled
651
Judges, qualification of
651
Where held
651
Clerk of, how elected, term of office 652
Clerk, certificate of qualification
652
Clerk, vacancy, how filled
652
Proposition
to provide for a special
term of
861
Provision for special term of
922
Curd, Edward,
821
Cowper, William,
11
Davis, Garrett, 18, 19, 20, 24, 29, 36, 39, 41
48, 53, 220, 25U, 2B8, 297, 31B, 325, 345
361,491, 494, 521, 553, 556, 5B6, 596, 606
622, 624, 630, 6B5, 690, 691, 702, 722, 724
730, 785, 7B7, 796, 806, 814, 839, 856, 857
859, 867, 868, 971, 972, 973, 996, 1001,
1002, 1024, 1026, 1042
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Discussion of propoaitioue not referred25
Resolution respecting
19 Disqualify Delegates for Officeoffice
Resolution to
19
Resolution respecting naturalized cit.i29 IDivorces, section in regard to
625
zens
.41 Dixon, Archibald, 19, 24, 25, 36, 44, 53, 57, 79
Resolution on circuit and other courts
80,82; 85,97, 103, 112, 113,115, 130, 131
Amendment
proposed to court of ap135, 136, 137, 138, 184,219,221,
240, 244
peals article, and remarks on inde295, 297, 302, :~09, 331, 332, 357, 375, 376
pendent judiciary
220, 318
377,
378,
393,
394,
39l:'1,400,
410,
433, 434
Speech on independent judiciary, 250, 261
450,481,491,
561, 564, 565, 566, 567, 605
Amendments proposed to report on le613,611, 629, 630, 668, 675, 679, 691, 722
gislative department
556, 596
7;;)5,731, 732, 733, 735, 779, 780, 787, 794
Remarks on the proposition to district
796, 804, 805, 1064, 1066
cities
491, 586
Resolution
on discussing propositions
Remarks on the basis
representation
606
before reference
25
Amendment to, and reruarka on, circuit
Resolutions on elective judiciary
36, 58
court report-writs of error in crimResolution.
substitute
for Davis' on
ill a1 cases
686
naturalization
36
Remarks on writs of error and appeals
Resolutions,
inviolability
of slave
in criminal cases
690
property,
debate thereon, 112, 123, 128
Remarks on the report on county
138
courts
702
Speech on
130, 138
Remarks on the report on the executive
Remarks on Turner's slavery resoludepartment
723, 724
tions
80, 82
Remarks on the power of the legislaRemarks on Turner's
slavery
resoluture to create debt
785
tiona
97, 101
Remark" on the proposition to restrict
Vote for, for the office of President of
cities and towns in the creation of
15
the convention
debt
787
Speech on the removaJ and appointAmendment,
asserting
property
in
ment of appellate judges
184
slaves
856
Speech on the appellate court judiciary 240
Remarks on the power of the convenAmendment proposed to bill of rights
377
tion over property
859
Discharged
from select committee on
Amendment to the report on the apporthe powers of the general and state
tionment of represeutation,
972, 1001, 1026
governments
434
Resolution
of instruction,
in relation
Remarks on proposition to restrict the
to foreigners
996
representation
of cities and towns
-450
Remarks on his resolution
in regard to
Remarks on Morris' proposition to disright of suffrage to foreigners
1002
trict
cities
481,
561,
567
Rejoinder on same subject
1042
Remarks on the basis of representation
605
Debates, official report of"":"
Remarks on the qualification
of voters 617
28
Motion to subscribe for considered
Claims against
the state-Williams'
Debate629
amendment
Resolution to close, on Hardin's amendRemarks on the re-eligibi lity of circuit
167
ment to court of appeals article
judges
668
Resolution
to close on the article in
Remarks on appeals in criminal cases 675
committee of the whole
262
679
Debts of CitiesRemarks on the right of challeuge in
Rudd's resolution
on power to conthe commonwealth,
in criminal cases 690
tract
59, 112
Remarks on the report on the executive
Debtsdepartment
722
Resolution
to limit power of general
Remarks on James' proposition
in reassembly to contract
36, 69
gard to tolls
779
James' proposition in relation to power 977
Remarks on trial by jury
796
State, resolution to appoint select comRemarks on his proposition
to add to
mittee on
55
the bill of rights
804, 805
Delegates, list of
10
Remarks in opposition to returning to
Oath of
11
the capital to meet again
1064, 1066
Davis' resolution
to disqualify for ofof
17
fice
19 Doorkeeper-Election
Vote for re-examined
17
Desha, Lucius, 10, 17, 144, 245, 305, 401, 402
Dudlev,
James,
207,
733,
914
601,614, 616, 617, 620, 637, 639, 777, 935
S;Iggestions on the slavery question
914
959, 969, 100l
resolution
on
36
Reported article on militia
144 Dueling-Root's
'I'hompson's resolution on
57
Remarks on the apportionment
of repJames' resolution on
67
resentation
601
Report of the committee concerning
790
Remarks on the qualification
of voters 617
BulIitt's amendment to report
815
Resolution and remarks on representaMotion to re-consider vote adopting artion
637
. tdcle in regard to
827
Remarks on his propoaltiou for apporProctor's amendment
830
tioning representation
969

Davis, GarrettResolution

to disqualify

or

delegates

for

1115
Garfielde, Selucius-cRemarks on the provision excluding
ministers of the gospel from the le1087
Taylor's amendment
gislature
747
Dunavan, Chasteen T _, 68, 717, 798, 930, 1000
Amendment and remarks on the appor1026
tionment of representation
961
Resolution on ad va'zorem taxation
68
Resolution to hold night sessions
1026 Garrard, James H., 28, 29, 66, 69, 80, 280, 314
321, 334, 392, 396, 402, 428, 4Y7, 502, 600
Education-Report of Committeeon
377
637,714, 737, 753, 793, 794, 830, 831, 970
Considered in convention
880, 910
975, 977, 996, 999, 1026, 1028, 1071, 1090
Edwards, Benjamin F.,
434, 862
Resolution calling for list of voters 69, 80
Resolution, mode of amending the conH.e~ly to Lindsey, on the question of
stitution
862
ctty representation
502
Eleotion-Of President
15
Remarks and propositions
on the apOf secretary and assistant secretary
16
portionment
of representation
600, 637
Of sergeant-at-anus
16
970, ~99, 1026, 1028
Of doorkeeper
17
Resolution,
giving power to President
Of appellate judges, time of
305
to issue a writ of election to fill vaOf appellate judges, by ballot
312, 318
cancies,
should
any occur before final
Of officers of government,
Turner's
adjournment
1071
resolutions respecting
24
of meeting
789
Turner's amendment respecting
974 General Assembly-time
Qualification of members
790
Proposition
to change day of holding 438
Oath of members
.
790
Time of electing representatives
438,442
Who are eligible as members
792
Election districts
455
Powers and duties
792
Manner of holding
801
Return of officers in
974 GoveruorProposition
limiting
his power to reSuffrage, C. A. Wickliffe's resolution 36, 57
mit fines and forfeitures
671, 720
Elliott, Milford,
11
Liable to impeachment
789
Enrollment-Committee
on appointed
1071
How elected
719
Evening and morning sessionsWhen
vacant"
how
filled
729
Resolution to hold
37, 166
In case of contested
election, how deExecutive and ministerial offices-ccided
733
111
Article reported
Power to pardon, persons convicted for
Executive Departmentdueling
1087
Report of the committee on
434
Power to veto legislative
resolution to
Report considered in ennvention
719, 729
remove judges
216
Executive, how elected and term of office
719 Government, receif:ts and expenditures ofResolution ca ling for
246, 262
Executive, ineligible
719
11
Power to fill vacancies
720 Gough, Thomas J.,
Gholson, Richard
D., 28, 30, 31, 36, 58, 65,
Oonceruing his power of pardon-To
127,144, 147, 181, 184. 207, 279, 280, 293
J. Hood's amendment
720
297,308, 309, 310, 332, 356, 358, 362, 379
Power to convene legislature
729
381, 383, 385, 394, 397, 400, 403, 411, 413
When the office of Governor becomes
439,570, 595, 596, 610, 613, 615, 642, 651
vacant, how filled
729
652,671, 691, 694, 717,731, 753, 758, 779
Contested election for Governor, how
780,806,857,
879, 884, 905, 907, 908, 909
decided
733
965, 977, 993 1025, 1054
Exemption from executionRe,solution
on courts, special plead206
Proctor's resolution
mgs, &c.,
36
16, 673
Forrest, Green,
Resolution referred toepeciul committee
57
Franchise of Immigrants from StatesReport
from
committee,
article
codifi80
Barlow's resolution
cation, &0.,
127
Freedom of the Pre~sResolution,
certificate of election best
Article securing
796
certificate of qualification
for office 144
J ames' amendment
802
Remarks thereon
147
Ga.ither, Nathan,
55, 56, 144, 403, 410, 719
Motion to discharge committee of the
730,936,937,
971, 974, 1090
whole therefrom
411, 413
Resolution and speech 011 the powers of
Amendment
proposed to report on lethe general and state governmf'uts
403
gislative department
596
Amendment concerning power oflegisRemarks on the basis of representation
610
Iature to prohibit the importation of
Remarks on the qualifications of voters 615
slaves
936
Remarks on the court of appeals
642
Garflelde, Selucius, 90, 401, 484, 558, 619, 747
Remarks .on appeals iu criminal cases 678
790, 808, 858, 961
Amendment
and remarks on county
Remarks on Turner's slavery resolution
90
court report
717
Resolution and remarks relative to leRemarks on the power of the leglslagislative representation
558
ture to contract debt
758
Remarks on Morris' proposition to disRemarks on James' proposition in re484
trict cities
gard to tolls
779
Remarks
on the report
on county
Proposition on law reform
880
706
courts

Dueling-c-

Penalty for being engaged

in

831

1116
Gholson, Richard D,-

Guthrie, JamesRemarks on common schools
884
Remarks on the same subject,
reply
Remarks on his proposition of law reto Hardin
468
form
905, 908
Remarks on the apportionmeot of repAmendment to proposition fixing numresentation
and slavery, ill reply to
ber of senators and representatives
977
Turner
554
Proposition to abolish the board of inBpeeeh on Morris' proposition
restrictternal improvement
1025
ing the representation of, and to disRemarks on proper mode of submittrict the cities
'557, 586
ting the constitution to the people 1054
Speech on the basis of representation,
Gray, Ninian E., 10, 28, 30, 32, 54, 61, 67,171
and qualification of voters
613
219,262, 298, 379, 397, 39B, 439, 442, 544
Speech on the public debt-the
power
580,584, 598, 615, 619, 620, 623, 625, 627
of the legislature to create a new
630,639, 641, 649, 650, 659, 669, 683, 707
debt
758, 766
713,775, 792, 799, 826, 831, 832, 834, 837
Remarks on the proposition to define
838, B54, 920, 965, 988, 989, 992, 1000, 1072
the dutie s of judges and juries in
Resolution on mode of amending the
criminal cases
1086
constitution
67
Made the depository of one of the enSpeech on removal of appellate judges
171
rolled constitutions during the recess 1071
Amendment to report on legislative deValedictory address
1106
partment.
598
Vote of thanks to, as President
1091
Remarks
on apportionment
of repreHall, Legislativesentation
580, 584, 598, 965
Use of granted for a lecture
80
Remarks on the qualification of voters 615 Hamilton, James P .. 68,69, 167, 383, 400, 420
Remarks on the subject of divorces
627
616,639, 640, 705, 716, 801, 827, 836, 905
Resolution, ad valorem taxation
639
Resolution on digest of laws
_68, 69
Remarks Oil branching the court of apProposition
to digest and revise the
peals
649
statutes, and remarks thereon
639
Remarks on the report concerning cirRemarks on the report on county courts 705
cuit courts
659
Resolution in regard to fees of clerks
Remarks on connty court report
707
and sheriffs
420
Amendment to county court report
713
Proposition
in regard to liability
of
Remarks on restricting the power of
holders of bank stock
836
the legislature to contract debt
775
Remarks on his proposition to codify
Amendment
prohibiting specific tax
831
and revise the statute laws of the
Remarks on prohibiting
specific taxaBtate
905
tion
832, 838 Hardin, Ben., 10, 11, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 24, 25
Remarks on the slave question, (his
27, 28, 30, 31, 34, 36, 55, 56, 57, 61, 63
substitute for A. K. Marshall's)
920
64, 65, 66, 67, 80, 91, lJO, lJ3, lJ8, 145
Remarks on mode of amending the con146,149, 151, 157, 167, 168, 191, 199,216
stitution
989
218,219,232,234,262,279,
280, 287, 291,
Proposition
to submit the mode of
292,293, 294, 301, 303, 304, 306, 307, 314
amending, &c., to the people
1072
315,319, 321, 322, 325, 326, 327, 330, 331
Guthrie, James, 11,12,13,15,
39, 92, 155, 156
332,334, 339, 354, 364, 377, 379, 381, 382
157,168,217,
219, 267, 289, 294, 298, 305
385,413, 419, 428, 438, 439, 443, 445, 455
310, 318, 33~, 358, 364, 365, 373, 379, 394
468,475, 479, 571, 588, 589, 602, 603, 604
398,413, 415, 420, 424, 428, 431, 433, 444
607,620, 627, 628, 629, 630. 640, 641, 647
446,469,471,
478, 479, 497, 502, 521, 522
649,653, 654, 661, 667, 668, 670, 671, 672
523,543, 554, 557, 560, 570, 579, 586, 613
673,674, 675, 680, 685, 693, 714, 715, 718
640,685, 719, 758, 766, 777, 799, 805, 854
722,727, 729, 734, 735, 737, 750, 753, 756
856, 857, 1083, 1086
762,768, 777, 792, 806, 815, 821, 824, 828
Elected President
15
834,837,849,
856, 880, 931, 932, 938, 958
Address on his election
15
959,977, 978, 997, 1026, 1054, 1079, lOBO
Speech on Turner's slavery resolution
92
1082, 1083, 1087, 1089
Speech in committee of the whole, on
Resolution to appoint select committee
the appellate judiciary
267
on state debt
55
Speech on removal of appellate judges 155
Remarks on Dixon's resolution-invio156
lability of slave property
1I3, 118
Speech on the power of the Governor
Remarks on Gholson's resolution, certo veto legislative resolution to retificate of qualification for office 145, 146
move judges
217
Remarks and motion, removal of judgSpeech on election of appellate judges
es by address
149
by ballot
317
Speech thereon
151, 199, 321, 322
Amendment proposed to report on LouSpeech on power of the Governor to veisville chancery court
.
429
to resolution of the legislature to reo
Remarks in regard to county and dismove judges
216
trict offices
425
Report of article from committee on
Remarks on the article concerning the
circuit courts
232
Louisville chancery court 429, 431, 433
Remarks thereon
234
Remarks on the proposition to restrict
Remarks on election of judges by balthe representation of cities, &c.,
446
lot
314, 315

in
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Hargis, J ohnHardin, Ben.Remarks on branching the appellate
Motion and speech, removal of judges
court
286, 335
by address
322, 330
Resolution and remarks relative to the
Motion and speech, to strike out tworepresentation of cities
560
thirds and insert majority of legislaRemarks on Chrisman's resolution to
ture to remove judges
322, 329
close the debate on the report of the
Motion to reduce number of judges
331
committee on the legislative departReply to Clarke, on branching court of
ment
523
appeals
339
Remarks
on providing for the payment
Remarks in favor of referring judiciary
of
the
state
debt
781
articles to joint committee
534
Hay, Vincent S"
80, 398, 958
Report fromcommitteeon circuit-courts,
Resolution on the mode of amending
Louisville chancery
377
the constitution
80
Amendment to report of legislative de16
partment proposed
468 Helm, Thomas J., Secretary
Made the depository of one of the enRemarks on article concerning new
rolled constitutions
1071
counties
419
Vote of thanks to
1091
Remarks
on the subject of restriction
Helms, John :M., ele-cted Doorkeeper
17
of the representation
of cities aud
Vote
of
thanks
to
1091
towns
468
Hendrix,
William,
334
Rejoinder to Guthrie
475
Hood, Andrew,
279, 730, 793
Remarks on his proposition
to limit
city representation
580 Hood, Thomas J., 33, 34, 54, 63, 92, 434, 585
625,627, 628, 669, 692, 716, 720, 722, 726
Remarks on the basis of representation
588
910
589, 603, 604, 607
Resolution on the pardoning power
92
Remarks on the subject of divorces
627
Leave of absence granted to
434
Remarks on claims against the comRemarks on the apporfionment
of repmonwealth, Williams' proposition
629
resentation
585
Remarks on the court of appeals-clasRemarks on the subject of divorces 625, 626
sification of delegates
647
Remarks on the re-eligibil.ity of circuit
Remarks on the report concerning cirjudges
669
cult courts
654
A mendment and remarks on the report
Remarks
on qualification
for circuit
on the legislative department
720
judg-e
661
Remarks on the report on the executive
Remarks on appeals in criminal cases 675
department
726
Remarks on the right of the commonR imarke on the report of the committee
wealth to challenge in criminal cases 680
on education
910
Remarks on the report on the executive
department
723, 735 Hom of meetingRudd's resolution respecting
221
Remarks on the provision excluding
Changed
279'
clergymen from the legislature
750
Huston,
Mark
E.,
15,
66,
156,
168,
178,
191
Remarks on the power of the legisla207,
222,
234,
263,
272,
280,
292,
303
ture to contract debt
753
Chairman of committee of the whole
Remarks on the present state debt
762
on article court of appeals, 156, 168, 178
Remarks on the subject of dueling 824, 828
191, 207,222,234,246,263,280,292,303
Remarks on the subject of specific taxation
831, 833 Inviolability of slave propertyDixon's resolution debated, 112, 123, 128
Specific taxation, slavery, the Spanish
138
affair, &c.,
849
[See slaves and slnvery.]
Remarks on the report of the commitconcerning
789
tee on education
880 Impeachments-article
How tried
789
Remarks on giving the legislature the
Irwin,
James
W.,
10,
11,
12,
17,
19,43,
54,
56
power to expel free negroes from the
57,67,70,92,
101, 145, 147, 167, 206, 207
state
932
262,306, 354, 364. 396, 397, 398, 399, 401
Remarks on the basis of representation 933
444,445, 540, 558, 570, 579, 584, 594, 596
Remarks on avails of slackwater
977, 978
597,616, 619, 620, 635, 668, 716, 770, 777
Reported claims allowed
997
786, 947. 960, 971, 977, 996, 1083
Report on claims for Nuttall, in conResolution on the formation of new
tested election
1026
counties
56
Remarks on the proposition to take a
Resolution and remarks on civil distriots
recess till firstda:y of June
1054,1079
-magistracyand reven ue collectors
92
Resolution concerning per diem during
Remarks on Ins nomination of Greenup
recess
1087
Keene
for
doorkeeper
17
Hargis, John, IS, 18, 22, 27, 35, 41, 52, 63, 66
Speech on Turner's slavery resolution
101
206,246, 262, 286, 288. 291, 299, 302, 305
Remarks
on Gholson's resolution-c.
311,314, 335, 362, 396, 523, 560, 583, 670
certificate of qualification
for office 145
702, 781, 790, 987
Resolution and remarks on courts of
Resolution-preamble
and articles of a
conciliation
206
constitution
41
Resolution and remarks on senatorial
Resolution calling for receipts and exrepresentation of cities, towns, ee., 540
penditures of government
262

1118
Judges216
Removal of by legislative majority
Resolution and remarks on representaPower of the Governor to veto legislation of towns and cities
570
tive resolution removing
216
Amendments proposed to the report on
Electioneering
by, Nuttall's
resolution
legislative department
444, 697
to prohibi&
220
Remarks 011 the basis of representaQuahfications
of
293, 302
tion
595, 635
Term of service
330, 331
Remarks on the state debt, and power
Hardin's motion to reduce number of 331
of the legislature
770
Salaries of
291, 292, 293
Rel?ort on apportionment
of representeQualification of circuit
661
tion
947
Proposition
to
fix
minimum
salary
of
670
Remarks in favor of the minority reo
Proposition
to
give
the
legislature
powport, ooneeruing apportionment
960
er to increase the number of
669
Report on the subject of courts of conIneligibility
of
663
ciliation
996
Of circuit court to decide the law in
J ackson. Ali. M., :292, 403, 413, 584, 601, 1002
criminal
'cases-c-Lindsey's
amendResolution, common school fund
292
ment
835
Resolution, legislative amendments to
constitution
403 JurorsRight of the commonwealth
to chalRemarks on the basis of representation
602
lenge in criminal cases
675
Plan for apportionment
of representaGeorge W., 26, 68, 175, 283, 291
tion
1002 Kavanaugh,
312,334,
360,
508,
589,
620,
639,
650,
692
James, Thomas, 16, 17, 67, Ill, 218, 312. 417
693,709, 716, 773, 788, 789, 837, 862, 953
424,571, 671, 699, 713, 729, 737, 766, 769
977, 1027, 1090
777,778,784,789,796,
802. 814, 977, 1000
26
Resolution on committees
1025, 1027, 1031, 1052, 1072
Resolution
on probate
and county
Resolutions on dueling and lotteries
67
courts, and justices of the peace
68
Resolution on retrospective laws
III
Speech on removal of appellate judges
175
Resolution Oll appropriations
by legisSpeech on court of appeals
283
lative majorities
218
Speech on slavery, and the restriction
Chairman of committee of the whole
of the representation
of cities
508
all the proposition in 'regard to new
Remarks 011 biennial sessions of the lecounties
417
gislature
621
Remarks on the basis of representation,
Amendment
and remarks on the comthe law of 1833, and slavery
573
monwealth's
right of challenge
in
Remarks 011 the power of the legislacriminal cases
693
ture to create debt, and the general
Remarks on the county court report
709
subject of internal improvement
766
Remarks on restricting
the legislature
Proposition in regard to tolls
777
in contracting debts
773
Remarks thereon
77.::1
Resolution for submitting the constituRemarks on the liberty of the Press
802
tion to the people, &c.,
862
Remarks on his proposition in regard
Resolution
and remarks
ob specific
to the debt-creating power of the leamendments
910
gislature
977
Remarks on the basis of representation
953
Resolution to print new constitution
1025
Amendment in regard to sinking fund
977
Resolution to postpone the effect of peProposition
for apportionment
of repnal laws
1052
resentation
1027
Johnson,
William, 64, 227, 461, 5~0, 594, 597
Remarks on appropriating
proceeds of
620, 661, 651, 733, 972
sl aekwater navigation
1090
Speech on independent judiciary
227
Kelly, Charles C., 10, 16, 29, 30, 59, 61, 167
Amendment to report on legislative de326,353, 354, 355, 363, 373, 379, 380, 382
partment, proposed
697
384,385, 391, 423, 433, 628, 668, 684, 699
Remarks on the basis of representa704,718,719,733,
737, 788, 800, 835, 856
tion
594, 972
1035, 1052, 1083
Remarks on the qualification
of circuit
10
Secretary, pro tempore
judges
661
29
Resolutions, series of provisions
Johnston,
George W., 10, 16, 148, 221, 361
Resolution,
codification
of laws, and
648,702, 707, 709, 1091
59
court of appeals
President, pro tempore
10
Resolution
to close debate on Hardin's
Chairman of committee of the whole
amendment
167
148
on article court of appeals
Resolutions
on the Wilmot Proviso
788
Remarks on branching the court of ap1052
648
peals
Reply
to
Davis,
on
his
Native
Ameri709
Remarks on the county court report
can propositions
1035
713
Amendment tu county court report
952
25,
27 Kentucky River Navigation
Journal of proceedings-corder
to print
Lackey, James M.,
921, 972, 999
JudgesResolution fixing the basis and apporQualification
for, Joe., Turner's resolutionin~ representation
U21, 972
25
tion respecting
Preposition
for the apportionment
of
149, 216
Appellate, removal of by address
representation
999
321

Irwin, James W.-

l1l9
Lashbrooke, Peter
303
Leave of absence, 107, 178, 221, 245, 240, 279
303, 420, 434
Legislative ExpensesResolution calling for auditor's report
concerning
707
LegislatureTurner's resolution to prescribe pow.
ers of, dsc.,
24
Root,s resolution to limit power of to
contract debts
36
Irwin's resolution to limit members of 56
Its sessions, par of members, &c.,
Maves' resolution
56
Its sessions, pay of members, ec., Meriwether's resolution
57
Thompson's resolution to limit power
of to contract debt
69
Majority of all elected to appropriateJ ames' resolution
218
Limitation of power to borrow mon~y
-c-Boyd's resolution
279
Moore's resolution concernin~ the apportionment of representation
279
Legislative DepartmentReport of the committee on
319
Report considered in committee of the
whole
437,455,497,
529, 544, 560
Report considered in convention, 596, 603
018, 039, 738, 709
Day of election
438
Qualification of representatives
444
Payment of state debt
766
Power of legislature to contract debts 781
If debts are contracted, a tax shall be
laid to pay
785
Power of cities and towns to tax
786
In regard to re-enacting laws
788
Timeof meeting of legislature
789
Basis of representation
937
James' proposition to restrict the power
of the legislature to contract debt
97i
Lindsey, Thomas N., 27,28, 68, 46, 69, 128
289,340, 341, 343, 340, 302, 370, 445, 447
497,501, 508, 540, 556, 770, 794, 790, 835
952, 977, 1083
Resolutions on trial by jury, and carrying ccucealed weapons
69
Leave of absence
128
Speech on branching the court of appeals
341), 346
Amendment proposed to report of committee on legislative department
445
Remarks on the subject of city representation
497
Remarks on restricting the power of
the legislature to create debt
770
Remarks on his proposition in regard
to juries
794
Remarks on the practice, in criminal
cases
835, 1083
Reply to Hardin, on the subject of the
Kentucky river tolls
952, 977
Lisle, Thomas W., 279, 438, 440, 644, 663,
058, 095, 705, 718, 979
Amendment proposed to report of the
commmittee
on legislative departDlent
438
Remarks on the court of appeals
645
Resolution and remarks on the ineligibility of circuit judges
663

Lisle, 'I'homas W.Remarks all report ou county courts
Substitute for part of the report on
countv courts
696,
Remarks on the subject of common
schools
List of Members
Louisville Ohancery-c-reeolution
Report considered

695
718
979
10
147
428

Machen, Willis B., 32, 34, 61, 62, 63, 64, 65
104,100, 279, 302, 303, 305, 330, 309, 390
418,455, 502, 503, 521, 535, 578, 594, 613
014,017,019,023,024,633,040,000,070
682, 706, 781, 815, 895, 1078
Speech on the removal of appellate
judges
165, 166
Resolution-book
of forms
279
Remarks on the article concerning new
COUll ties
418
Remarks on the proposition to restrict
city representation
535
Remarks on the basis of representation
594, 633
Amendments
concerning corporatloua
-Banks
of issue
640
Remarks on the right of the eonunonwealth to challenge, in criminal cases 681
Remarks on report on county courts
706
Remarks on restricting the debt-creating power of the legislature
781
Remarks on education
895
Remarks on the proposition for a recess
till first of J une
1078
Mansfield, George W., 352, 528, 641, 719, 729
730, 733
Remarks on the court of appeals
641
Marshall, Alexander K., 13, 16, 20, 2,1, 30, 53
00, 189, 311, 321, :'34, 337, 338, 354, 355
556,597, 620, 623, 641, 642, 647, 651, 660
669,785, 787, 790, 792, 193, 796, 797, 798
801,814, 821, 831, 837, 838, 839, 858, 879
919,920, 931, 993, 994, 1001, 1005
Amendment
to sections of article on
court of appeals
321
Amendment to article on court of ap·
peals considered
334, :tn, 354, 355
Remarks on restricting the representation of cities
597
Remarks
on the organization
of the
court of appeals
641
Personal explanation
669
Remarks on trial by jury
798
Resolution in regard to the time of elections
801
Remarks on the provision in regard to
dueling
821
Remarks on specific taxation on slaves,
for the support of slavery
839
Amendment and remarks in regard to
slavery
858
Amendment and remarks in regard to
emancipation
919
Remarks on C. A. Wickliffe's proposition coucerniug free negroes
931
Remarks on the mode of calling another convention
993
Correction of remarks, as reported on
the slave question
1001
Remarks on the proposition to take a.
recess till first of June
1065

H20
lIcHenry.
John H., 12, 17, 19, 25, 29, 39, 41
Marshall, Martin P., 33, 49, 120, 185, 189, 191
50,51,59,80,
16B, 279, 280, 292, 299, 306
279,653,685,751,788,
800, 839, 840, 1057
356,361, 362, 363, 370, 300, 420, 440, 4M
lOBO, 1089
466,521, 592, 614, 616, 620, 714, 720, 788
Remarks on Dixon's resolution-invio790, 791, 1071, 1082, 1090
lability of slave property
120
Resolution on mode of amending conSpeech 011 removal of appellate judges 185
stitution, and slavery
41
191
Resolution
on representation,
and sesSpeech on the report concerning circuit
sions of legislature
59
courts
655
Report from committee on miscellaneLeave of absence to
685
ous provisions-preamble
and artiRemarks
on the provision
excluding
cle 1
168
clergymen from the legislature
751
Report from committee on miscellaneResolution and remarks all the mode of
ous provisions-article
concerning
amending new constitution
800
impeachments
272
Remarks on the proposition
to re-asAmendment
to report of committee on
semble on the first of June
1057
legislative department
444
Marshall, William 0., 149, 316, 354, 643, 650
Amendment to report on representation
668,670, 671, 684, 61:15,689, 6!;12, 703, 706
of cities
582
724, 790, 841, 843, 1069
Remarks on the proposition to restrict
Remarks on election of appellate judges
representation
of cities and towns
466
by ballot
316
Remarks on the court of appeals
643 Members, seats ofResolution to ballot for
25
Remarks on the re-eligibility of circuit
List of
10
judges
668
Oath of
11
Remarks on the commonwealth's
right
of challenge in criminal cases
689 Memorial of ClergymcnRobinson and Brush
630
Remarks on report on county courts
703
Ministers of the GospelRemarks on specific taxation and slaveProposition to exclude from the legislary
843
ture discussed
738
Remarks
on the proposition
to re-asMeriwether,
David,
10, 14, 16, 17, 18,19,27
semble on the first of June
1069
28, 29, 30, 31, 33, 37, 38, 39, 48, 55, 56
Marshall, William N.,
16, 111, 246
57,59,69,70,76,79,
88, 89, 144,218, 262
Resolution, homestead exemption
III
363,279, 291, 293, 296, 297, 300, 301, 391
Maupin, Robert D"
994, lU56, 1078, 1090
397,398, 399, 414, 415, 417, 420, 423, 427
Appeared and took his seat
994
428,437, 453, 454, 455, 497, 503, 544, 561
Remarks on the proposition
to re-as570,571, 583, 596, 615, 622, 670, 671, 685
semble on the first of June
]057
695,700, 701, 786, 792, 800, 828, 829, 831
Mayes, Richard L., 28, 34, 56, 59, 64, ss, 193
832,835, 836, 837, 841, 855, 856, 909, 914
221,288, 300, 302, 318, 359, 360, 361, 362
920, 935, 991, 993, 996, 1031, 1071, 1090
392,39tl, 402, 420, 440, 592, 672, 673, 675
Resolution on the legiRlature, terms of
689,699, 704, 719, 734, 761, 790, 901, 902
members, their pay, day of general
~07, 909, 971, 980, 986
election, and manumission of slaves
57
Resolution OD the legislature, its sesReported article on slavery
69
sions, pay of members, justices of
Speech on Turner's
resolutions
on
the peace, and county courts
56
slavery
76, 77, 79, 88, 89
Resolution in opposition to rrinting
59
Substitute for article on county courts
391
Speech on the removal
0
appellate
Amendment,
separate
representation
judges
•
193
and municipal
regulation
of cities 414
Remarks on the article concerning new
415
counties
419
Amendment
to
report
concerning
counRemarks au the basis of repre8entation
592
ty and district offices
420
Remarks on the power of the Governor
Chairman
of committee of the whole
to remit fines
673
on Ieglslauve department.
437, 455, 497
Remarks on the commonwealth's
right
503, 529, 544, 560, 570
of challenge in criminal cases
, 673
Resolution
in regard to order of busiResolution to adjourn on Thanksgiving
ness
453
day
699
Remarks on proposition
in regard to
Remarks on report on county courts
705
county and district offices
423, 427
Remarks on the subject of law-reform,
Remarks on the qualification
of voters
615
and a codification of the statutes
902
Substitute
for the report of the joint
Remarks on the apportionment
of repcommittee on county courts
695
resentation
971
Remarks on dueliug
82~
Remarks on the organization
of new
Report on the mode of amending the
counties
980
constitution
841
McClurt', Nathan,
69, 271, 730, 1029
Remarks on slavery
914
Resolution 011 filling vacant executive
Resolution
for taking the legal voters
~~r
@
in 1850
1031
Resolution
on the death of Bryan Y.
Resolution
for depositing
the new enOwsley
261
rolled constitutions
with the PresiProposition
for the opportionment
of
dent and Secretary
]071
representation
1029

Messenger-motion to llppoint
56 Newspapers-eMilitIa-article
reported
144
Select committee on, appointed
30
Article consid-ered, amended and passReport of
30
ed
789 Newell, Hugh. 58, 59, 371; 389, 39"8; 401; 441
Mitchell, William D., 17, 18, 19, 43, 63, 139
539, 594, 620, 725, 730,. '(34'; 735, 986
147,245, 246, 359, 360, 371, 372, 373, 380
Opposition to printing
58, 59
392,399, 494, 578, 585, 589, 607, 651, 654
Remarks on the basis of representation 539
662,611, 683, 692, 693, 699, 791, 804, 810
Remarks on the report on the executive
814, 857, 863, 923, 942, 1061, 1086, 1090
department
725
.
1091 Nuttall, Elijah r., 14, 19, 20, 21, 27, 66, 67,
Speech on 'I'urner's slavery resolution
139
77, 90. 92, 103, 162, 163, 164, 165, 191
Remarks on Gholson's resolution218,220, 228, 293, 306, 311, 318, 358, 368
certificate of ~ualification
for office 147
369,373, 384, 595, 61J9, 620, 658, 724, 730
Speech on judicial re-eligibility
:246
731, 777, 792, 811, 857, 936, 969, 1060
Resolution, submission to the people
392
1078, 1086, 1087
Remarks OIl Morris' proposition to disElection contested
D5, 55, 56
trict cities
494, 585
Remarks ou his election contested
66
Remarks on the basis of representaSpeech 011 Turner's
resolutions
on
tion
607, 942
slavery
77, 78, 90, 103, 106
Remarks 011 the' qualification for circuit
Speech on trial by jury, and change of
judges
662
venue
92
Remarks on the tight of the cotnrncnSpeech on the removal of appellate
wealth to challenge in criminal eases 694
judges
162, 163, 164, 165
Remarks on the bill' of rights
810
Speech on report ftom committe on
Remarks on the powers of the convenelections, respecting seat of
190
tion
862
Amendment to court of appeals article
Resolution touching the po,ver of the
-c-electioneering
judges
220, 318
legislature
to prohibit the importaSpeech on branching
appellate
court 228
tion of slaves
923
Speech on restricting the representation
Mode of proceeding preliminary
19
of cities
519
Moore, Thomas P.,
279, 652, 901
Speech on the basis of representation
595
Resolution
to limit legislative
power
610
to borrow money
279
Speech on circuit court report
658
Representation
of counties
279
Speech 011 dueling
817
. Morris, John D., 304, 378, 479, 556, 565, 566
Speech on the proposition
to re-aseem579,587,596,621,668,
965, 966, 968, 1028
ble on first of June
1060
1068 Oath of Members
11
Remarks on Dixon's amendment
to the
Of members of the general assembly
790
bill of rights
378 OfficeResolution
in regard to the representaDavis' resolution
to disqualify
deletion of towns and cities
479
gates for. considered
19, 24
Renewed his proposition in regard to
Officers of the Ocuventiou-crepresentation
of cities, &e.,
579
Discussion
thereon
11
Remarks on his resolution
to district
Resolution to elect
15
cities and towns
479
Election of
15, 16, 17
Remarks in explanafion of his resolution 557
Resolution regulating ballot for
16
Remarks in reply to Dixon on the resoOrder, Rules oflution to district cities, and to the
Resolution to appoint committee on
17
Louisville Journal
565
Resolution considered
18
Remarks on biennial sessions
621
Committee on, appointed
19
Remarks Oil the committee's report, apReport from committee
27
portioning representation
966
Report considered
37, 40, 43, 55
Remarks on the proposition to re-asReport amended, as to quorum
55
semble on first of JUl1e
1068
Of business-c-Meriwether's
proposition
Naturalized
citizensto regu late
.
453
Who qualified
to vote, &e.,-Davis'
Organization
of Convention
10
resolution
29, 996 Owsley, Bryan Y.Dixon's substilutefor
Davis' resolution
36
Adjourned to attend funeral of
261
Nesbitt, James M., 32, 92, 177, 295, 301, 359 Parents and Guardians401,402, 403, 597, 616, 617, 670, 611, 702
Resolution
calling for return of chil707, 802, 837
dren and property
246
Resolution on probate courts
92
Resolution answered
261
Speech on removal of appellate judges
177 Petition-common
schools
246
Speech on restricting representation
of
Pollard, Henry B.,
363, 1072
cities
597 Power 10 send for persons and papersSpeech on the qualification of voters
616
Committitee 011 public debt
292
Speech Oll report on county courts 703, 707 Powers of the General and State GovernNewcum, Jonathan
279
meuts-cNewspaJ?ers.
Gaither's resolution and speech
403
J\1otlon to subscribe for considered
28, 30
Select committee thereon
411
34, 61, 66
Leave to defer report till June
1090
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Pra.yer-resolution
1.0 invite clergy
30
Order to delay the binding of
1090
Closing pra:yer
1107 Proctor,Larkin
J., 16, 166, 167,206,279,280
President-eelection
of
15
359,360, 363, 585, 692, 698,700, 717;721
Address on his election
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780, 827, 830, 837, 842, 952,1028, 1081
Valedictory
1106
Resolution to hold evening sessions
166
Vote of thanks to
1091
Resolution to change hour of meeting.
Right to participate
in debate considadopted
279
ered
37, 39
Resolution, exemption from execution
206
Preston, William,
15, :26, 27, 29, 43, 68, 114
Speech 011 the court of appeals
280
115,152,244,291,297,
302, 315, 316, 317
Speech in favor of the restriction of city
398,399,400,401,414,415,417,
420, 424
representation
531, 585
427, 430, 432, 433, 443, 444, 445, 453, 456
Amendment and remarks on the report
4~5, 486, 579, 580, 586, 596, 604, 614, 617
on county courts
698
622,62:J, 626, 693, 718, 754, 764, 781, 783
Amendment and remarks on the pro784,786,787,788,791,792,
809, 810, 822
vision in regard to dueling
827
838,856,876,905,937,958,975,1017,
1031
Remarks on the mode of amending the
Resolution, classificatiou of officers
43
constitution
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Eesolution ou elections by ballot
68
Remarks on the subject of education
885
Remarks on Dixon's resolution-invioResolution
providing
for book of ablability of slave property
114
stractions
952
Remarks on Hardin's motion, removal
Remarks on the proposition
to re-asof judges of the court of appeals
152
semble on first of June
1081
Remarks on re.eligibility
of judges
244 Punishment
by ExpatriationRemarks on the election of appellate
103
Of colored felons
judges by ballo~
315, 316, 317
55
Quorum-two-thirds
rule amended
Remftl'k5l Oil Meriwether's
amendment
Qualifications
for Qfficearate reprssentation
and muniCertificate of election best certificate of 144
cipu regulation of cities
414, 415
147, 411
Amenument to repor-t concerning connOf appellate judges
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ty and district offices
423
Clerks' certificate of
362, 373, 379, 380
Remarks in regard to Louisville
chanOf judges of circuit courts
661
cery court
430, 432
Register of Land OfficeRemarks in reply to Turner, on the 're734
How elected, and term of office
striction of cities and towns'
453
Religious TestRemarks on the proposition
to restrict
25
Turner's resolution respecting
representation
of cities and towns
456
26,29
Reporter-reBolution
to admit
Remarks on the proposition to district
58
Clarke's explanation
respecting
cities
586
Remarks on the basis of representation
604 Reports of Debates28
Motion to subscribe for
605, 937
Remarks on voting in precincts
615 Reports from Commi tteesOn rules
27
Remarks on the subject of divorces
626
On court of appeals
60, 12i
Amendment
to report on Louisville
On slavery
69
chancery court
718
On executive and ministerial offices
III
Remarks on the power of the legislaOn county courts
121
ture to create debt
764, 782
On militia
144
Amendment
in regard to the power of
On legislative department
319
cities and towns to create debt
786
On preamhle and article 1
168, 356
Remarks on Dixon's proposed amendOn circuit courts
232
ment to the bill of rights
809
On organization of new counties
262
Remarks 011 the proposition
in regard
Select committee-eodification,legislato dueling
822
tion, &c.,
127
Remarks
on the bill of rights-the
On contested
election
from
Henry
right of property
876
county
190
Remarks on the proposition for a codifiOn article on general provisions
350
cation of the laws
905
On executive department
434
Substitute
for part of committee's reJoint committee on courts of justice
435
port on the apportionment
of reprc·
On miscellaneous provisions
994
sentation
975
On courts of conciliation
996
Remarks in reply to Davis, on Native
On claims
997
Americanism
1017
Representatives-time
of electing
438
Price, Johnson,
17, 683. 699, 719, ;735, 1330
Qualification of
4<14
Motion to re-consider the vote adopting
Memorial concerning proposition to exfourth section of the report on the
clude ministers, &c.,
630
court of appeals
699
Discussion thereon
738
Printers-election
of
24 Represeutation,
Basis and App0l'tionment
Instructions
to, h;\ regard to journal
1090
01Printing of Resolutions455
Clarke's amendment
Opposition to
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456, 585
Triplett's
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Resolutlons-cRepresentation, basis and apportionment ofDixon's, substitute for Davis' on natuBoyd's proposition
528, 599, 973, 998
ralization
36
Woodson's proposition
502, 632, 975, 998
Gholson's, series of, on courts, special
Irwin's proposition
540, 576
pleading, ec.,
36
Turner's rroposition
541
Chambers', Oll referring to committees,
Garfielde s proposition
558
dail, sessions, &c.,
36
Hargis' proposition
560
Davis, on circuit courts, &-c.,
41
Dixon's substitute
561, 617
~fcHenry's, amending coustitutiou , and
Rudd's amendment
583
slavery
41
Clarke's proposition
587
Bristow's, mode of amending constituGholson's proposition
596
tion, and slavery
41
Gray's amendment
598
Hargis', preamble and articles of a conApperson's proposition
618
stttution
41
DeBha's proposition
637
Preston's, classification of officers
43
C. .1l.. Wickliffe's resolution
684, 976
Irwin's, on the formation of new oounLackey's proposition
921, 972, 999
ties, and limitation
of the members
Report of committee on
937
of the general assembly
56
Irwin's proposition
947
Mayes', legislature.
its sessions, pay of
Turner's proposition
963, 976, 1000
members, justices of the peace, and
Davis' amendment
972
county courts
56
Preston's substitute
975
Thompson's,
on future conventions,
Rogers'substitute
975
and dueling
56, 57
Thompson's substitute
976
Meriwether's,
legislature, term of mcruOhambera' substitute
976
bers, pay, day of general election,
Garrard's proviso to Woodson's amendand manumission of slaves
57
ment
999
McHenry's,
for the appointment
of a
Apperson's amendment
1000
committee of arrangement
and reviDavis' amendment
[Lackey's)
1001, 1026
sion
420
J ackson's proposition
1002
Apperson's, desi~atingcommittees
58
Garrard's amendment to report of com'l'albott's,
specific
amendments
and.
mittee
1026
slavery
58, 69
Kavanaugh's
amendment
1027
Rudd's, contracting of debts by cities
59
Garrard's substitute for Davis' proposiMcHenry's, representation,
and legislation
1029
tive
sessions
59
Mitchelk's substitute for Davi. ..' amendKelly's, codification of laws, and court
ment
1028
of appeals
59
Chambers'
amendment
to Davis'
aMayes', against printing
59
mendment
1029
James', dueling and lotteries
67
McClure's substitute for Davis' amendTriplett's, pardoning power
67
ment
l~
Gray's, mode of amending the constiThompson's
substitute
for Davis' atution
67
ruendment
1029
Preston's, elections by ballot
68
James' amendment
1030
Kavanaugh's,
probate courts, justices of
Mitchell's
motion to re-consider
vote
the peace, and county courts
68
adopting James' amendment
1061
Dunavan's, ad valorem taxation
68
Reporters, OfficialBOWling's, equal taxation
68
Vote of thanks to
1091
Haunltou'a,
digest of laws, ac.,
68
ResolutionsBristow's, commissioners to codify
68
To elect officers
15
McClure's, on filling vacant executive
To regulate hallotting for
16
chair
69
C, A. Wickliffe'S, to appoint standing
Lindsey's,
trial by jury, and concealed
committees
19
weapons
69
Waller's, mode of proceeding
19
Garrard's, calling for return of voters 69,80
Davis', to disqualify
delegates for ofThompson's,
on restricting the power
19
fice
of the legislature to contract debts
69
24
Turner's proposing amendments
Barlow's,
franchise
of immigrants from
Dixon's, discussion of propositions not
states
80
referred
25
Chrisman's,
ineligibility
for office, of
Chambers',
to appoint standing corndefaulters
80
mittees
25
Hay's, mode of amending
constitution
80
Kavanaugh's,
to appoint standing comWilliams',
trial by jury,' peremptory
mittees
25
challen~e
91
Thompson's,
to refer articles of constiIrwin's, civil districts, magistracy, and
tution to committees
26
revenue collector
92
Davis', respecting
naturalized citizens
29
T. J. Hood's, pardoning power
92
996
Nesbitt's, probate courts,
92
Kelly's, series of provisions
29
C. A. Wickliffe's, punishment of color .
Root's, respectins common school fund
30
ed felons
103
Dixon's, on elective judiciary
36, 58
Brown's, school fund
103
Root's, on dueling, and state debts
36
James', retrospective
laws
111
C. A. Wickliffe's, SUffrage
36

J 124
Reeolutlone-r• R~solution:.;W. N. Marshall's, homestead exemption 112
APPCnlOll'£, concerning the basis of
Dixon's, inVIOlability of slave :property 112
-representation
G18
Gholson's,
certificate of election best
W.Dodson's, concerning the basis of repcertificate of qualification for office
144
l'escntation
632
Rudd'iS. Louisville chancery
147
Desha's, concerning the basis of repreChambers', time of holding elections
sentatiQn
637
and suffrage
155
C. /l... Wickliffe's, concerning the basis
Thompson's, special legislation
156
of representation
684
Proctor's, exemption from execution
206
'I'hompson'e. for information
in regard
Irwin's, courts of conciliation
206
to legislative sessions, expenses of 684
James', appropriation by majority of
Kelly's on the Wilmot proviso
788
the legislature
218
M. P, Marshall's, mode of amending
Budd's, hour of meeting
221
the constitution
800
Taylor's, returns of parents and guarChenault's, mode of amending the coodiane, &c.,
246, 261
stitution
827
Hargis',
expenditures and receipts of
.f,..pperson's, for special term of court of
government
264, 262
appeals, drc.,
.
861
Taylor's, returns of parents, guardiEdwards', mode of amending the conaus , &c.,
246, 261
stitution
862
McClure's, death of B. Y. Owsley
261
Kavanaugh's, submitting new constitujdoore'e, limitation of legislative powtion to the people
862
er to borrow money
279
Waller's, on the subject of slave propMoore's, repr.esentatlOll of counties
279
erty
843
Boyd's, indh'idualliability
279
Kavanaugh's,
mode of amending the
Boyd's, legislative amendm.ents of 0011constitution
910
stitution
279
Clarke's, concerning slavery
923
Machen's, book of forms
279
Mitchell's, in regard to the power oftbe
Jackson's, common school fund
292
legislature to prevent the importaMitehel1's, anbmisslon to the people
392
tion of slaves
923
Rogers', constitution
of county courts 392
Talbott'S, mode of revising the eonstiJackson's,
lcgislative
amendments to
tution
947
constitution
403
Clarke's, opposition to all modes of speGaither's, powers of the general and
eific amendment of the constitution
991
state governments
403
C. A. Wickliffe's concerning distribuTriplett's, jurisdiction of constables
403
tion of Debates and Journals
994
Chambers', instruction
of committees,
Hardin's, from committee on claims,
number of appellate judges
378
appropriating certain money
997
Hamilton's~ in relation 'to fees of clerks
Hardin's, to inquire into the expedienand sheriffs
420
C)' of paying
expenses of Henry
Williams', in regard to board of comcounty coriteetcd election
997
missioners of public accounts
420
Apperson's, for the engrossment of the
Meriwether's, in regard to the order of
new constItution
997
business
453
.James', to 'Print 60,000 copies of the
Irwin's, on r.epresentatiou of towns and
new constitution
1025
cities
540,570
Hardin's, to pay Nuttall's expenses in
Clarke's, to appoint committee to preHenry county contested election
1026
pare address to the people
729
Dunavan's, to hold night sessions
1026
Hardin's,
to nppolnt
cOI;nm·ittee on
Wheeler'S, limiting debate
1026
claims
729
James', postponing the time of taking
Morris', on the repr.esentation of towns
effect of penal laws
1052
and cities
479
Kelly's, on the Wilmot proviso, taken
Woodson's, on senatorial distrjcts
Chrisman's, of instrueti(lill.to close debate
Boyd's, apportionment
.ef r.eprescntation
Irwin's, relative to represent~tion
cf
cities, &c.,
Turner's, substitute for Irwin's resolution relative to representation
Barlow's, to hold evening sessiQos
Garfielde's, concerning legislative representation
Hargis'. restricting the representation
of cities
C. A. Wickliffe's, to restrict debate on
report concerning legislative department
Clarke's, concerning the basis of reprosentation

502
522
.528
540
541
558
558
560
571
587

up
1052
C. A. Wickliffe's, to submit the eonstitution to the people and re-assemble 1054
Triple.tt's, on submitting Dew constituLion to the people
1061
Meriwether's, dispoSltion to be made of
enrolled constitutions
1071
Garrard's, giving power to the Presldent to issue writs of election
1071
Bradley's, constituting a committee on
enrollment
1071
wuuece', submitting new eonstitution to the people
1082
Hardin's, delegates shall not be entitled
to per diem during recess
1087
Meriwether's, to adjourn
1090
C. A, Wickliffe'S, to sign and attest
constitution
1090
Mitchell'A, in regard to binding journall0!-lO
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ResolutionsOf thanks- to officers
1091
Retrospective laws-James'
resolution
III
Robinson, John T"
434
Leave of absence granted to
434
Rockhold, Thomas
11
Rogers, John
T" 33, 65, 191, 312, 313, 364
374, 376, 392, 714, 835, 975
Remarks
on the removal of appellate
judges
191
Remarks
on the election of appellate
judges, by ballot
312
Resolution
and remarks on the construction of county courts
392
Remarks on the report on county courts 714
Amendment to report of committee on
apportionment
of representation
975
Root, Ira, 17, 27, 30, 36, 64, 66, 90, 173, 178
190,280, 293, 294, 296, 302, 414, 438, 441
461, 669, 708, 788, 815, 994
Resolution respecting school fund
30
Resolution
respecting
dueling,
and
state debts
36
Remarks on Turner's slavery
resolutions
90
Remarks Oil the removal of appellate
judges
173
Remarks on the proposition
to restrict
representation
of cities and towns
461
Remarks on county court report
709
Rudd. James,
16, 51, 59, 112, 147, 221, 330
358,400, 416, 424, 439, 441, 567, 58:1, 584
585,587,596,
617, 648, 683, 715, 717, 731
78!:l, 815, 837, 1023, 1024
Resolution
on contracting
debts, by
cities
59, 112
Resolution on Louisville chancery
147
Resolution on the hour of meeting
221
Remarks on the removal of appellate
judges
330
Remarks on Meriwether's amendment-separate rerresentation,
and municipal regulation of cities
416
Amendment
to report in regard to representation of Cities
584
Remarks on the proposition concerning
county and district offices
424
Remarks on the proposition
to restrict
cities
567, 585
Remarks on the qualification of voters 617
Remarks in reply to Davis, on his Na·
tive American resnlutions
1023
Rules of OrderResolution to appoint committee 011
17
Resolution considered
18
Committee on, appointed
19
Reported, bv committee
27
Report considered
37, 40, 43, 55
Amended,
as to quorum
55
Proposition to amend
319
Amended
334
Seats of Mcmbe1'SResolution to ballot for
21>,29
Seat of Gevernment--article
fixing
793
Secretar.r-election
of
16
ASSIstant, election of
16
Sergeant-at-Arms-c-electlon
of
17
Separate
Representation,
and Municipal
Regulation of Cities
414
Sheriffs-resolution
concerning fees of
420
Re-eligibilityof
392, 403

Slaves nnd Slavery-c.
'l'urnel"g resolution j"HpeC'ting
2-':', 5S
Resolution considered.
70, 80, so. ~1I, 92
103, 103, III, 123, 126, 138, 144
Slavery-article
reported
69
Slaves, Manumission of, &0.......
Meri wether's resolution
57
Slave Property, Inviolability ofDixon's resolutions
112, 123, 128, 138
SlaveryResolutions
by Turner,
referring
to
emuneipation.
&0.,
24
Resolution by Kelly, referring to emancipation, &c"
30
Resolutions
by Mcfleury, referring to
free persons of color, &;0"
41
Resolutions
by Hargis,
referring
to
emancipation,
dsc.,
42
President announced conuuittaa on
55
Resolution
by Meriwether-c-manuruission,&e"
~
Turner's sixth resolution
made special
o~er
~
'I'nlbou's resolution,
referring to f'pecific amendments
58
Gray's resolution,
referring to specific
amendments
67
Talbott's correction, third resolution
69
Report of committee
69
Report referred committee of the whole
70
Turner's
resolutions taken UI) for consideration
70
Convention in committee of the whole,
on Turner's sixth resolution
71
Nuttall proposed to amend sixth resolution
77
All resolutions referring to slavery referred to committee of the whole
80
Convention in committee of whole on
80
Oouvention in committee of whole on
92
Nuttall's
amendment
to sixth resolution adopted
92
Amendment proposed to sixth resolution, by the President
92
C. A, Wickliffe'S reeolutiou-c-puniahment of free negroes
10:1
Convention in committee of whole 011 103
Dixon's resolution-rights
of a majority, &c"
112
Oonventlon in committee of whole, on 123
Debate on Dixon's resolution
128, 138
Dixon's resolution referred to committee of the whole
1313
Convention in committee of whole, on 138
Boyd's
I'esolutions--emnncipation
of
slaves
279
Dixon's proposed amendment to committee of general provisions
378
Dixon's proposed amendment
referred
to committee of the whole
378
Jackson's
preamble and resolutions-c.
specific amendments
403
Clarke'ssubstitute
for Lindsey's amend.
ment to legislative report
455
Taylor's
motion to strike out Clarke's
amendment
556
Taylor's motion rejected
556
Clarke's amendment ruled out of order 579
Kelly's resolutions
on the W ilmot proviso
788
Waller's resolution
843
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Sleverv-c'Submission of Ooneiltutiou to the peopleA: K. Marshall's
amendment,
on the
C. A. Wickliffe's resolution
1054
(lower of the Convention over
858 SuffrageClarke's amendment
859
C. A. Wickliffe's resolution on
36
Considered in convention
914 Talbott, Albert G., 13, 14, 32, 58, 59, 69, 84
A. K. Marshall's substitute for first sec1
85, 106, 113, 119, 123, 126, :!95, 296, 438
tinn of committee's report
919
439,716, 731, 804, 805, 814, 843, 865, 947
CIMke':;; resolution coneeruing
923
Resolutions
on specific amendments,
Mitchell's resolution in regard to powand slavery
58, 69
er of the legislature to prevent the
Remarks ou Turner's slavery resoluimportation of
923
tions
84, 85. 106, 110, 123, 126
Spalding, Ignatius A.,
16, 1034
Leave of absence
128
Remarks in reply to Davis, 011 his NaRemarks on Dixon's amendment to the
t.ive American .resoluttona
1034
bill of rights
804
Sanders, Oulviu-c-electcd
Sergeant-at-Arms
17
Remarks on the mode of amending the
Vole of thanks to
1091
constitution
843
State DebtsRemarks on the slave question
865
Resolution to appoint select commitResolution, mode of revising constitutee on
55
tion
.
847
Resolution
to limit the power of the
Taxation-Gray's
resolution
639
general assembly to contract
36
Subject considered
831
Statutes-proposition
to revive
639
Gray's amendment to report
831
Stevenson, John W., 16, 17. 83, 159, 164,347
Nuttall's amendment
834
350.,378,467,
494, 514, 517, 650, 668, 684
Rogers' amendment
835
689,6911727,780,
787, 791, 795, 797, 798
KellY'fi amendment
sas
799,806,828,829,838,904,994,1029,
1053
Subject further considered
837
1054, 1071, 1073, 1077, 1083, 1084, 1085
Triplett's amendment
839
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